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FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

TRANSMITTED VIA EMAIL

MAR 15 2018

Re:

FOlA Request No. F-00026-14
Final Response

The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) regrets the delay in
responding to your Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request. Unfortunately, USAID is
experiencing a backlog of FOIA requests. Please know that USAID management is very
committed to providing responses to FOIA requests and remedying the FOIA backlog.
This is the final response to your October 7, 2013 FOIA request to the USAID. You
requested a copy of all reports concerning the administration, and/or status, and/or
accomplishments of the Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET) program of
USAID. The time frame for the requested documents ·was January 1, 2010 to October 17, 2013.
For your information, Congress excluded three (3) discrete categories of law enforcement
and national security records from the FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)).
This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is
a standard notification that is given to all of our requesters and should not be construed as an
indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist.
USAID conducted a comprehensive search of the Bureau for Global Health (GH) for
documents responsive to your request. The search produced a total of 4,518 pages. Of those
pages, we have determined that 3,976 pages are releasable in their entirety, 262 pages are
partially releasable, and 254 pages are withheld in their entirety pursuant to Title 5 U.S.C. § 552
(b)(4), (b)(5), and (b)(6).
During our search, we also located 26 pages of documents that originated with the
Centers for Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). We have forwarded those
documents to that agency for direct reply to you. For your convenience, contact information for
this agency is provided below:
Mr. Roger Andoh
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Officer
Attn: FOIA Office, MS-D54
1600 Clifton Road, N .E.
Atlanta, GA 30333
Phone: (770) 488-6277
Email: FOIARequests@cdc.gov
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FOIA Exemption 4 protects "trade secrets and commercial or financial information
obtained from a person [that is] privileged or confidential." Further, FOIA Exemption 4 covers
two distinct categories of information in federal agency records: (1) trade secrets; and (2)
information that is (a) commercial or financial, and (b) obtained from a person, and (c)
privileged or confidential. Under the first subset, a trade secret is defined as "a secret,
commercially valuable plan, formula, process, or device that is used for the making, preparing,
compounding, or processing of trade commodities and that can be said to be the end product of
either innovation or substantial effort." See Public Citizen Health Research Group v. FDA, 704
F.2d 1280, 1288 (D.C. Cir. 1983). In this instance, none of the information withheld was
deemed a trade secret. Rather, all the information withheld under Exemption 4 is appropriate for
withholding under the second subset of information.
More specifically, the courts have held that the second subset protects confidential
commercial information, the disclosure of which is likely to cause substantial harm to the
competitive position of the person who submitted the information. We reviewed the responsive
document, the submitter's objections to release, and relevant case law, and we determined that
portions are exempt from disclosure under subsection (b)(4) of the FOIA and must be withheld
in order to protect the submitter's confidential commercial information. Within the records we
withheld confidential financial information.
FOIA Exemption 5 permits agencies to withhold inter- or intra-agency memorandums,
letters, or documents that would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in
litigation with the agency. Exemption 5 incorporates several civil discovery privileges, including
the one pertinent to this request, the deliberative process privilege. This privilege exempts from
disclosure agency documents that are part of the agency's pre-decisional process. The purpose
of the privilege is to prevent injury to the quality of agency decisions by (1) encouraging frank
and open discussions on matters of policy between subordinates and superiors; (2) protecting
against premature disclosure of proposed policies before final adoption; and (3) protecting
against public confusion that might result from disclosures of reasons and rationales that were
not, in fact, ultimately the grounds for an agency's actions. In this instance, we withheld draft
copies of research reports.
FOIA Exemption 6 exempts from disclosure information about individuals in personnel
or medical files and similar files the release of which would cause a clearly unwarranted invasion
of personal privacy. This requires a balancing of the public's right to disclosure against the
individual's right to privacy. The privacy interests of the individuals in the records you have
requested outweigh any minimal public interest in disclosure of the information. Any private
interest you may have in that information does not factor into the aforementioned balancing test.
Within the records we withheld the names and photographs of individuals working in high threat
areas.
If you require any further assistance or would like to discuss any aspect of your request,
you may contact Dexter E. Johnson, the assigned FOIA Specialist by phone on (202) 712-4618
or at dejohnson@usaid.gov. You may also contact USAID's FOIA Public Liaison, Lynn P.
Winston, at foia@usaid.gov.
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AdditionaJly, you may contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at
the National Archives and Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA mediation services
offered:
Office of Government Information Services
National Records and Archives Administration
8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001
E-mail: ogis@nara.gov
Telephone: (202) 741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448
Fax (202) 741-5769
You have the right to appeal this final response. Your appeal must be received by
US AID no later than 90 days from the date of this letter. In order for it to be considered an
official appeal, please address and send directly to the FOIA Appeal Officer:

Director, Office of Management Services
U.S. Agency for International Development
1300 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Ronald Reagan Building, Room 2.12.010
Washington, DC 20523
If you wish to fax your appeal, the fax number is (202) 216-3369. Both the appeal and
envelope should be marked "FOIA APPEAL." Please include your tracking number F-00026-14
Final Response in your letter.
There is no charge for this FOIA request. As this concludes the processing of your
request, it will be closed.
Thank you for your interest in USAID and continued patience.
Sincerely,

:~t:::d:!;lt-<

FOIA Public Liaison Officer
FOIA Officer/Agency Records Officer
Bureau for Management
Office of Management Services
Information and Records Division

Enclosures:

Responsive Records (4,238 pages)

H7N9

A Two Phase Response
USAID Response: In response to the emergence of the H7N9 influenza virus in eastern China USAID has initiated work on several fronts. As part of an initial Phase 1 effort begun in mid-April
USAID is investing in a set of activities intended to rapidly determine the scope and severity of the threat posed by this novel virus. Under Phase 1: in China US AID is providing direct
assistance to monitor for the virus in animal populations and at high risk animal-human interfaces. We are doing this through FAQ and our EPT Predict project. In both cases we are expanding
on partnerships and platforms we've built for addressing H5Nl and other emerging threats with provincial ministries of agriculture and health. At the same time we have taken steps to determine
how widely the virus may have already spread outside China among animal and human populations across South and Southeast Asia. We are working through established partnerships, including
those with CDC, in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Burma, Thailand, Bangladesh, Nepal and Indonesia - Group 1 countries. Each of these countries is of particular concern because of past history
of novel variants of the H5Nl virus (originating in China) being imported through a combination of animal trade and wild bird migration. To support these efforts USAID's PIOET program has
re-programed $3.5 million: $1.5 million to support FAQ and EPT/Predict activities and an additional $2 million for CDC. Anticipating the results from our Phase 1 activities will provide insight
into the geographic scope and the animal reservoir hosting the virus USAID is proposing a second set of activities, under a Phase 2 scenario spanning four months beginning in June and running
to October 1, that move aggressively to contain the spread of the virus among animals and eliminate the opportunities for infecting humans. A description of activities already underway under
Phase 1, as well as a scope and budget for Phase 2 are presented below.

Phase 1 - April to June, 2013
Under Phase 1 the following actions are already being supported by USAID with existing reprogrammed funding:
China:
•

Through the FAQ, and in concert with provincial Ministries of Agriculture, expanding surveillance of livestock populations in the affected provinces in eastern China, as well as other provinces
in the south that border countries in Southeast Asia, to identify and charactetize the animal reservoir(s) for the virus
• Through our EPT/Predict project working with the Guangdong CDC, Shanghai CDC and the East China Normal University intensifying surveillance of wild birds, pigs, poultry and
people working closely with animals
Asia Region: Group 1 countries (Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma, Bangladesh, Nepal and Indonesia)
•

•
•
•

Through FAQ expanding surveillance for H7N9 in animal populations in each of the "high risk" countries. This includes provision of laboratory "primers" and reagents for diagnosis of
H7N9. The primary focus will be on testing samples already collected from poultry, wild birds and swine populations since January this year; additional samples will be collected as
needed to ensure a comprehensive assessment.
EPT/Predict is finalizing plans for expanding surveillance of wild and farmed animals across the region
Through CDC USAID is directly supporting the testing, shipping and enhanced surveillance for H7N9 in human populations in each of the targeted countries
USAID has also pre-positioned 350,000 personal protective equipment (PPE) kits across the region to support operations.

Response to H7N9: Phase 2 - June - October 1, 2013
Assumptions:

•

Phase 1 activities will confirm by early June that in Group 1 countries:
o poultry as the primary reservoir of the virus
o

limited but measurable spread of the virus to neighboring countries in SE Asia

•

That there is still no H2H transmission by early summer

•

That a poultry vaccine is available that is effective in blocking viral shedding

•

A combination of market closures (of infected markets), targeted culling with compensation and vaccination of "high risk poultry" in Group 1 countries (Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Burma,
Bangladesh, Nepal) can contain the further spread of the virus. [Note: of the Group 1 countries Indonesia has had only had two introductions of a novel HSNl virus from China over the
past eight years making it a lower risk of H7N9 being imported during the Phase 2 time period - as such Indonesia is not targeted for vaccination under this Phase.]

•

Focusing vaccination during this time period takes advantage of diminished transmission of avian influenzas ("low-season") during summer months.

•

Group 2 countries (Central Asian Republics, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, Turkey, Ukraine) remain vulnerable to the introduction of the virus until its spread in China and SE Asia is

contained; as such sentinel surveillance in Group 2 countries is needed to verify the virus has not spread beyond the containment "zone" (China/ Group 1 countries)
•

Additional resources within the USG will be available to support these activities.

Strategic Approach

•
•

Best strategy for protecting against human infection (and potential evolution of H-H transmission) is to eliminate circulation of the virus in animals
Given the limited spread of the virus outside of China the targeted application of a "high impact package" of control measures (market closures, targeted cu lling with compensation and the
availability of an effective poultry vaccine) make containment and elimination of the virus in animals possible.

•

Available knowledge of poultry "value chains" (acquired in responding to HSNl) allows for a risk-based approach -where specific geographic areas within Group 1 countries can be
targeted with high impact

•

Of the Group 1 countries Indonesia (very limited "importation" risk) and Thailand (national strategy that emphasizes "biosecurity" over vaccination) w ill not be targeted for vaccination
campaigns

•

Emphasis on rapid diagnosis of infections in people and promotion of early care seeking behavior as key to low mortality rates and reduced viral evolution

•

Exploit established USAID and CDC animal and human health partnerships and platforms in the target regions

H7N9 Response

Objective

Challenges/ Gaps

USG Response

Goal

Implementing
Partner

Lead USG
Agency

Proposed
Budget

Program Assumpt ions

Budget Assumptions

Animal Surveillance

Real-time
Monitoring and
Surveillance for
Spread of H7N9
in Animal
Populations

Intensify surveillance
with FAQ and MoAg
to:
a) monitor for the
further spread of the
H7N9 virus in
livestock populations
in Group 1 countries,
b) it s introduction into
Group 2 countries;
c) monitor for genetic
and epidemiological
changes in t he virus
that could indicate it
is becoming more
transmissible and/or
virulent.

That the virus can spread
among animal populations
without causing serious
illness and/or death will
require an "active"
surveillance strategy that
systematically monitors
targeted "healthy" animal
popu lations across farms
and markets. This will
require dedicated
surveillance teams.
Infection investigation will
need to be coordinated
with MoH
Lab surge capacity to
hand le the increased
samples collected will
need to upgraded
While the virus has not yet
acquired the capability for
H-H transmission, it
continues to evolve rapidly
with clear indications that
it is already adapting t o
mammalian hosts.
Routine monitoring for
viral evolution will be
critical.

a). In Group 1 countries: support
the establishment of active
surveillance teams, field
epidemiology/event i nvestigation
and related laboratory surge
capacities in targeted "high risk"
districts across the targeted SE/S
Asia countries for routine
monitoring for the further spread
of the H7N9 virus among
vulnerable animal populations.

a). FAQ

b) In Group 2 countries: support a
sentinel surveillance strategy to
monitor for the possible
introduction of the vi rus during the
summer months

b) FAQ

c) Support genetic analysis of the
H7N9 circulating in animals to
detect any mutations indicating
further mammalian adaptation

a) USAID

a)

Group 1:
$8.5
million

1. The H7N9 virus w ill
continue to spread
through Group 1
countries in S/SE Asia
following predictable
"value chain" routes
allowing for targeted
surveillance in predicted
"high risk" areas.
2. Surveillance and lab
capacities upgraded in
response to H5Nl can be
further modified to
address H7N9

c) FAO, OFFLU

b) USAID

c) USAID (with
USDA
augmenting
the technical
pool of OFFLU)

b)

Group 2:
$2.0
million

c) Mutation
Surveillance:
$1.0 million

2. Group 2 countries in
CAR and the Caucuses of
eastern Europe will be
vulnerable t o the
introduction of the virus.
3. The capacities of
MoAg's surveillance
networks in the 7 Group 1
and the 10 Group 2
countries w ill need to be
augmented with
additional equipment and
personnel.
4. The H7N9 laboratory
diagnostic surge capacity
in the animal labs will
need to be augmented.

a) Based on a similar district
level active survei llance
operation supported in
Indonesia for H5Nl - there
are 724 districts in the Group
1 countries with a median
population of 273,119 per
district. Over a 16 week
period the cost wou ld be
$6,034,463 plus an additiona l
$2.5 million for reagents,
primers, sample shipping,
elevated lab operations costs,
b) In Group 2 countries a less
extensive sentinel surveillance
strategy targeting markets
and farms would be used
monitoring for introduction of
t he H7N9 virus. Estimated 10
sites per country x 200 tests
with weekly collections x 16
weeks x 10 countries =
320,000 tests at $5-10 a test=
approx. $2 million
c) Based on past surveillance
efforts by OFFLU

Human Surveillance
Real-time
Monitoring and
Surveillance for
Spread of H7N9
in Human
Populations

Intensify surveillance
activities with WHO and
CDC to:
a)monitor for spread of
H7N9 in human
populations in Group 1
countries;
b monitor
for introduction of H7N9
in Group 2 countries
b) monitor for genetic
and/or epidemiologic
changes of the virus that
cou ld indicate it is
becoming more
transmissible and/or
virulent to humans

Early detection and management of
infection will be key to reducing
serious illness and death, and
reducing the risk of additional
mutations favoring human to
human transmission. Importantly,
it is likely that H7N9 infection will
have a differential impact on
different groups of people, with
certain groups showing a higher risk
of severe disease and death.
Identifying "h igh risk groups" will be
key to effective management of the
disease. In addition, health seeking
behaviors of populations in Group 1
and 2 countries often result in the
delay of treatment which can both
compromise clinical care outcomes
and potentiate the emergence of a
more adaptive virus.

a)

In Group 1
countries expand
H7N9- I LI/ARI
related
surveillance in
known " hot spots"
augmenting lab
and clinical
capacities

a)

In Group 2
countries augment
ongoing ILi/ARI
surveillance to
monitor for H7N9

c)

Infection
investigation (w
MoAg)
Characterize H7N9
infection on
different
population groups
Support ongoing
genetic analysis of
the H7N9
circulating to
detect early any
mutations that
could indicat e
further adaptation
to humans,
signaling the
possibility of H-H
transmission

c)

d)

a)

CDC

a)

Group 1: $2
million

1. The H7N9 virus will continue to
spread through Group 1 countries in
S/SE Asia following predictable animal
"value chain" routes allowing fo r
t argeted human surveillance in
predicted "high risk" areas.
2. Group 2 countries in CAR and the
Caucuses of eastern Europe will be
vulnerable to the introduction of the
virus.

b)

b)

WHO,
MOH/
CDC
CoAgs

d)

WHO,
MOH/
CDC
CoAgs

WHO,
MOH/
DC
CoAg

WHO,
MOH/
CDC
CoAgs

b)

CDC

b)

c)
c)

d)

CDC

CDC

d)

Group 2: $1
million

Charact erization
of "high risk"
groups: $1
million

Mutation
Surveillance: $1
million

3. The capacities of MoH's
surveillance networks in the 7 Group
1 and the 10 Group 2 countries will
need to be augmented with
additional equipment and personnel.
4. The H7N9 laboratory diagnostic
surge capacity in the human labs will
need to be augmented.

These costs (a-d) are
based on:
Shipping reagents for
H7N9 detection to
national MOH NICs
• Support training for
H7N9 detection.
Supplement
efforts in
•
priority countries to
expand surveillance
activities
• Provide training and
technical assistance
for utilizing existing
global surveillance
networks (both
surveillance med ical
officers and labs) to
assist with pandemic
flu surveillance

•

•

Provide technica l
assistance on
outbreak
investigation

Clinical Care
Reducing patient
mortality rates
fromH7N9
infections and
facility based
transmission

Work with Ministries
of Health to support:
a)

improved clinical
care

b)

effective infection
control to lower
risk of health
facilities
spreading virus
among health
workers and
general public.

Improving patient/provider
interactions; changing culture
of health care providers - both
in terms of adopting possibly
new clinical care protocols and
practicing of effective infection
control measures

1.

a)

training HW in
proper clinical
protocols

b)

training of HW
and staff in
proper
infection
control
measu res

a)

WHO
and
CDC

a)

CDC

a)

Group 1: $2 million
Group 2: $1 million

b)

WHO
and
CDC

b)

CDC

b)

Group 1: $1 million
Group 2:$0.5 m illion

USAID

c)

Group 1: $1 million
Group 2:$0.5 million

d)

$3 m illion

c)

provision of
key medical
commodities
(drugs, IVs etc)
required for
t reatment

c)

USAID

c)

d)

provision of
key protective
equipment
and training in
infection
control
measures

d)

USAID

d) USAID

H7N9 will remain
sensitive to Tamiflu
treatment
2. Health workers will be at
a low risk of severe
infection; they are not
among "high risk" groups;
nor is there a mutation in
t he virus increasing its
overall H-H transmission
potential. Still, ensuring
health workers are
appropriately protected
from infection and that
t hey practice appropriate
infection control
measures w ill minimize
impact on HWs and
contribute to sustained
surge capacity; also
minimize the spread of
t he virus among other
patients in the health
facility.
Special infection control
precautions will need t o be
taken to mini mize the risk of a
recombinant vi rus
(HSN 1/H7N9) spreading.

Costs for (a-c) are based on:
- Adapting and disseminating clinical
management guidelines in
collaboration w ith WHO
- Engaging existing CDC programs
providing clinical care to facilitate
provision of care according to WHOguidelines
- Assisting MOHs w ith protocols for
clinical management
- Providing guidance on use of
antimicrobials
- Developing communications
materials aiding public understanding
of home care and indications for
seeking professional clinical
intervention
- Promot ing infection control in health
care settings to reduce virus
transmission
-Supporting implementation of
WHO's infection control measures at
the health facility level
d) Group 1 and 2: Assu me average
100 health workers involved in care
and/or sample collection per country:
1 PPE x three changes a day= $4; For
100 workers = $400/day or $2800 per
week. $44,800 over the entire 16
week Phase 2 period x 68 surveillance
settings = $3,046,400 for PPE

Communications
An Aware and
Supportive Public

Through effective
communications
outreach enlist the
support of general
public and political
leaders for activities
targeting the
prevention and
con trol of H7N9
movement among
animals and human
populat ions.

H7N9, while an emerging
public health threat its relative
rarity and its non-pathogenicity
among animals will likely make
it challenging to enlist the
support of the general public,
political leaders and poultry
producers

Target highly focused
communications
campaigns on the
risks and issues
related to H7N9 with
particular focus on:
1. Political leaders
for t heir support
2. The general
public to adopt
"low risk"
behaviors
intended to
minimize the risk
of infection and
spread of t he
virus
3. M arket
operators for
their awareness
and support of
adopting
appropriate biosafety measures
Poultry producers to
help them
understand the
importance and need
to vaccination of
their livestock.

MoH and
MoAg

USAID

Group 1: $1.S million

Communications materials
previously developed for
addressing HSNl and HlNl can be
quickly adapted to address H7N9

The costs are based on past
experience mounting mass
communication efforts for HSNl
and HlNl - employing a mix of
television, radio and written
media.

Control
The spread of the
H7N9 virus is
controlled in
animal
populations
dramatically
reducing the
opportunity for
and risk of
infection of
humans

Through a
combination of
a}"market closures",
b} targeted culling
with compensation,
and c} mass
vaccination of poultry
in 6 Group 1 countries
-contain the spread of
the H7N9 virus in
animals and eliminate
future "spill-over" and
infection of humans.
This strategy will also
eliminate the risk of
future introduction of
the virus into Group 2
countries

a)

b)

c}

Early evidence from
China indicates
market closures
couples with market
cleaning is effective in
limiting human
infections
Identification of
infected poultry will
requ ire culling of
affected bird
populations.
Compensation will be
critical to maintain ing
the support and
compliance of poultry
producers
An available vaccine
that eliminates
shedding of t he virus
can successfully block
further spread of the
virus and eliminate its
presence in poultry
reservoi r. Achieving
such a level of
coverage will require
significant increase in
logistics and
operational support.

In Group 1 countries
support:
a} market closures
and cleaning

FAO and
MoAg

USAID
a}

$2.0 million

b) establish a
compensation fund
for culled birds

b}

$2 million

c) The mass
vaccination strategy
will target Group 1
countries that have a
high probability of
early introduction of
a novel virus
(Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, Burma,
Bangladesh and
Nepal). USG
resources will be
targeted to "high
risk" zones in each
country with a
documented history
of early introduction
of novel viruses from
China. These "zones"
account for about½
of poultry production

c}

$10 million

CDC

$9.5
million

USAID

$31.5
million

Total Cost

$41.0
million

a} FAO will draw from its "best
practices" learned from responding
to HSNl to support closures and
cleaning of markets

a} Procurement of disinfectants
and sprayers, training of
cleaning teams and covering
their operating costs.

b} FAO will manage a compensation
fund to ensure accountabilit y and
effectiveness

b} based on initial data coming
from China up to 1 million birds
may need to be culled across
Group 1 countries over the time
of this effort - at $2 market
value per bird.

c) A vaccine requiring one dose is
fully effect ive in blocking shedding
and protecting against further
transmission of the H7N9 virus.
While the vaccination focus will be
Group 1 countries neither Thailand
nor Indonesia are included in this
activity. Thailand because its
national strategy promotes
intensive biosecurity and does not
allow for vaccinat ion. Indonesia, is
less likely to have early importation
given only two examples of HSNl
importation since 2004.

c)The total poultry population
under production during the
Period 2 time period is 200
million. W ith ½ of the total
under production in "high risk"
zones the total poultry targeted
would be 100 million. The
vaccine cost will be 2 cents and
delivery costs an additional 8
cents= $0.10 per vaccination x
100 million = $10.0 million

Technical and Policy
Discussion on the Prevention
and Control of Avian Influenza
A (H7N9) in Asia

Bangkok, Thailand
24 -25 June 2013

Disclaimer
This report does not necessarily represent the views of the organizations that supported the
meeting or the views of the Royal Thai Government who hosted the meeting.
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Executive Summary
On 31 March 2013, the authorities of the People's Republic of China first reported three
human cases of infection with a novel avian influenza, A (H7N9) in Eastern China in
accordance with International Health Regulations to the World Health Organization. The
three infected people died following an illness similar to severe respiratory disease including
severe pneumonia. \Vhile the source of avian influenza A (H7N9) has not yet been
confirmed, the large scale of virological surveillance has shown evidence of the presence of
infection in chickens, ducks and pigeons. The disease is still emerging as new information
on its epidemiology and ecology is being generated. \Vhile there is no evidence that the virus
has spread beyond the twelve provinces in Eastern China, and Taiwan Province of China
(dated 22 July 2013), the potential for the virus to spread widely is high given poultry value
chain linkages with a number of bordering countries. In addition, it is not possible to predict
how this virus will evolve. Thus the control of the virus with a potential to trigger a
pandemic should be a major concern for the international community. USAID, in
collaboration with the Government of Thailand, and, with the technical and logistical
support from the Food and Agricultural Organization, organized a meeting on "Technical
and Policy Discussions on the Preven tion and Control of Avian Influenza A (H7N9) in
Asia" to provide a platform for sharing experiences and lessons learned from both the highly
pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) HSN1 in the region as well as those learned from the
H 7N9 interventions implemented by the Government of China (GoC).
The meeting objectives are:
1. To share the lessons learned from actions undertaken by the GoC in preventing and
managing the situation of H7N9 influenza infections in poultry and humans as well
as monitoring H 7N9 influenza viral evolution;
2. To discuss specific unresolved issues related to viral transmission, surveillance, risk
assessment and management as well as appropriate and practical interventions for
H7N9 influenza infection based on capacity developed from HSN1 crisis;
3. To discuss risks and scenarios of the H7N9 situation in the region and the possible
mitigation measures in short-, medium- and longer-term;
4. To identify the opportunities for synergies of the human health, animal health and
other sectors among the countries in the region and between the countries and the
relevant international organizations.
D r. Subhash Morzaria, Regional Manager of Emergency Centre for Trans-boundary Animal
Disease, FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (ECTAD-RAP), began the meeting
by inviting distinguished guests to give opening remarks. Speaking on the behalf of the Royal
Thai Government, H.E. D r. Yukol Limlaemthong, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Agriculture and Cooperatives extended his welcome to all the delegates. He spoke of the
emergence of H 7N9 in China and commended the Government of China for their efforts in
controlling the outbreaks, and for the sharing of valuable information that allowed the global
community to take timely and appropriate actions to prevent any incursion of the H7N9
influenza virus. D r. Yukol stated that the existing surveillance program for all relevant
sectors in Thailand has been modified and strengthened with the aim to rapidly detect any
possible incursions of H7N9 for humans and animals. Specifically, existing influenza
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surveillance systems, through the detection of influenza-like illness (ILI) and severe acute
respiratory illness (SARI), have been intensified through networks of health volunteers and
hospitals.
The first session was a situational update on avian influenza A(H7N9), which consisted of
three panels. The first panel described the situation in China by explaining the course of
events of the outbreak, the surveillance and identification of the H7N9 virus, and the impact
on animal and human populations. The second panel was an update on the scientific
knowledge about H7N9, its epidemiology, and the latest information on the molecular
analysis of the virus, including development of diagnostics and testing, and results of
experimental modeling. The third panel was a regional report of H 7N9 outside of China.
The presen tations given by WHO and FAO describe the emergency surveillance and
preparedness plans implemented by these organizations across the region.
The next session was an exploration of lessons learned, with an emphasis on the "toolbox",
and what tools are available and which tools still need to be developed. The examination of
value chains and clade mapping as a surveillance tool was described by FAO. The need to
maintain human surveillance in the form of household surveys, ILI surveillance, SARI
surveillance and pathogen-based surveillance was stressed by WHO. A presenter re-iterated
what is already known about prevention and control by using market closures, movement
control, and "intelligent de-population" (culling). T he PREDICT project described using the
toolbox to target wild bird surveillance. Lessons learned about behavior change and
communication were reviewed.
In the session on international guidelines and standards presenters from WH O , FAO, and
O IE provided technical recommendations and guidelines on how to monitor, how to do
surveillance, and how to implement control measures when H7N9 breaks out in other
countries.
At the beginning of day t\vo, participants were asked to separate into country groups
determine what they would consider the H 7N9 status of their country. The groups then
formed into clusters determined by risk. The clusters were: 1) Low risk - Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Thailand; 2) Medium risk - Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Egypt, Indonesia; and 3)
H igh risk - China, India, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, and Vietnam, ,. Based on the situation in
China, and the information about value chains and other information available at this stage,
the clusters were asked to describe the possible scenarios of H7N9 incursion into their
countries and describe activities to prevent and manage the H7N9 situation that might
occur. T hey were also asked to present the issues and challenges to implement the plan.
The final session of the meeting was composed of three panels: 1) Surveillance options and
approaches, 2) Intelligent de-population, and 3) Middle East Respiratory SyndromeCoronavirus (MERS-CoV).
In the closing session, Dr. D ennis Carroll stressed how these were unprecedented
discussions. An emerging viral threat is being addressed in a way that has never happened
before. Based on past experience with HSN1/H1N 1 (2009), countries and agencies are
working together to begin developing the plans of action should H 7N9 re-emerge.
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Background to the meeting
On 31 March 2013, the authorities of the People's Republic of China first reported three
human cases of infection with a novel avian influenza A (H7N9) in Eastern China in
accordance with International Health Regulations to the World Health Organization. The
three infected people died following an illness similar to severe respiratory disease including
severe pneumonia. Since then, the Chinese Ministry of H ealth is reporting new cases almost
daily. While the source of avian influenza A (H7N9) has not yet been confirmed, the large
scale of virological surveillance has shown evidence of the presence of infection in chickens,
ducks and pigeons. In addition, a number of environmental samples collected from several
live bird markets (LBMs) have been found to be positive. So far the virus has not been
found in wild birds and swine. The mode of infection in humans is believed to be through
the oro-pharyngeal route, causing a range of clinical signs from sub-clinical to mild disease to
severe pneumonia. The case fatality rate is estimated to be at 32%., (134 confirmed, 43
deaths, dated 22 July 2013).
The influenza A (H7N9) virus is unique in that it does not cause any disease or apparent
production loss in the poultry population but has high infectivity for humans. Thus this low
pathogenic influenza A (H 7N9) has a significant potential to spread widely in poultry
populations w ithout being detected. To date there has been no evidence of sustained
human-to-human transmission.
Laboratory analysis regarding the genetic make-up of this virus is of heightened concern. It
is a new re-assortant derived from at least 4 avian influenza viruses, and has shown affinity
for mammalian cells. Therefore, other mammalian animal species have the potential to be
infected and act as secondary reservoirs. Current surveillance and epidemiology data suggest
that LBMs, particularly wholesale markets, have high levels of virus present in the
environment and the major source of the virus in markets is domestic poultry brought in
from various farms much further away from markets. The LBMs seem to be the major
source through which the virus appears to spread in humans. These are preliminary
assumptions based on limited data and, it cannot be stressed enough that there remains
significant knowledge gaps regarding the animal source of the virus and the geographical
distribution.
The Government of China (GoC) has responded to the situation with the implementation of
vigorous control measures that have included culling of poultry and compensation, closure
of LBMs, and bans on movement of poultry from infected provinces. These measures have
had a significant negative impact on poultry producers. In addition to the concerns related to
human illness and loss of life, economic losses in the first three weeks since the novel virus
emerged have been estimated at USD 1.6 billion. However, there is also evidence that the
aggressive measures undertaken by the GoC are taking effect, as the human cases have
significantly declined following the closure of the LBMs in the municipality of Shanghai.
The disease is still emerging as new information on its epidemiology and ecology is being
generated. While there is no evidence that the virus has spread wider than the twelve
Provinces in Eastern China, the potential for the virus to spread widely is high given poultry
value chain linkages with a number of bordering countries. In addition, it is not possible to
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predict how this virus will evolve. It could either mutate into a low pathogenic virus in
humans or acquire the ability to transmit easily between humans and flare up into a potential
pandemic. Thus the control of the virus with a potential to trigger a pandemic should be a
major concern for the international community and thus remains a public good.
Lessons learned historically across the globe and more recently with H5N1 in Asia indicate
that the dynamics of poultry movement lead to risky human behaviour and potentially
further spread of the virus/disease within China and outside China in a number of 'at risk'
countries in Asia. At this early stage of the emergence of the H7N9 vims, there is a unique
opportunity for the national and international public and animal health sectors and other key
stakeholders in the region to consider technical and policy issues related to range of options
that might lead to preventing further spread and to controlling the disease. The experience
and the lessons learned from the swift and transparent action of the GoC so far in
addressing this emerging problem may be helpful for the global community.
Thus, USAID , in collaboration with the Government of Thailand, is organizing this meeting
on "Technical and Policy Discussions on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A
(H7N9) in Asia" to provide a platform for sharing experiences and lessons learned from
both the HPAI H5N1 in the region as well as those learned from the H7N9 interventions
implemented by the GoC.
The meeting will have the same format and similar level of participation as the two earlier
o nes organized by the USAID. T he first of these was held in 2010 in Bali, Indonesia to
address technical and policy issues related to prevention and control of H5N1 H PAI among
the highly affected countries. The experience in best practices and lessons learnt from HPAI
control was shared among those countries. The Second Technical and Policy Discussion for
Prevention and Control of H5N1 H PAI was organized as a follow-up in April 2012 in Ho
Chi Minh City, Viet Nam to discuss the revision of the control strategies for HPAI H5N1 in
endemic countries (Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, and Vietnam) as well as in four
countries (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Thailand) with regular but sporadic incursions of
the virus.

Meeting Objectives:
1.1 To share the lessons learned from actions undertaken by the GoC in preventing and
managing the situation of H7N9 influenza infections in poultry and humans as well as
monitoring H7N9 influenza viral evolution;
1.2 To discuss specific unresolved issues related to viral transmission, surveillance, risk
assessment and management as well as appropriate and practical interventions for H7N9
influenza infection based on capacity developed from HSN1 crisis;
1.3 To discuss risks and scenarios of the H7N9 situation in the region and the possible
mitigation measures in short-, medium- and longer-term;
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1.4 To identify the opportunities for synergies of the human health, animal health and other
sectors among the countries in the region and between the countries and the relevant
international organizations
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Summary of proceedings
Session 1 - Opening and Introduction
D r. Subhash Morzaria, Regional Manager of the Emergency Centre for Trans-boundary
Animal D isease, FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (ECTAD-RAP), acting as the
master of ceremony, started with a briefing on the meeting. Eight distinguished guests were
invited to give the opening remarks and other distinguished guests were acknowledged.
The opening remarks were delivered by:
1. Dr. Michael Yates -

Mission Director, Regional D evelopment Mission, Asia

(RO:MA), USAID
2. H.E. Hiroyuki Konuma - Assistant D irector General and Regional Representative,
FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
3. D r. Richard Clive Brown - Regional Advisor, WHO South East Asia Regional
Office
4. Dr. Joseph D omenech - Charge de Mission, World Organization for Animal Health,
Paris
5. Dr. Rubina Cresencio - Chair of the ASEAN Sectoral Working Group on Livestock
6. Dr. Ranjani Hettiarachchi - Chair of SAARC Chief Veterinary Officers, SAARC
7. H.E. D r. Pradit Sintavanarong - Minister of Public Health, Royal Government of
Thailand
8. H.E. Dr. Yukol Limlaemthong - Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Agriculture
and Cooperatives, Royal Government of Thailand
Acknowledging the presence of:
1. Professor Dr. Prasit Chaitaweesub - Chair Person, National Committee of Emerging
Infectious Diseases
2. D r. Tritsadee Chaosuancharoen - Director General of the D epartment of Livestock
Development, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives of Thailand
3. D r. Pornthep Siriwanaransan - Director General of the Department of D isease
Control, Ministry of Public Health of Thailand
4. D r. D ennis Carroll - Director, Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats
Unit, USAID Washington
5. D r. Aye Aye Thwin - Director of Public Health, RDMA, USAID, Thailand
6. D r. Juan Lu broth - Chief Veterinary Officer, FAO
7. D r. Hirofumi Kugita - Regional Representative, O IE Asia-Pacific Region
8. Real Admiral Dr. Stephen C. Reid - Director of Influenza Coordination Unit, CDC
Speaking on the behalf of the Royal Thai Government, H.E. Dr. Yukol Limlaemthong,
D eputy Prime Minister and Minister, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives extended his
welcome to all distinguished delegates to the Technical and Policy Discussion on the
Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H7N9) in Asia. He spoke of the emergence
of avian influenza A (H7N9) in China and commended the GoC for their efforts in
controlling the outbreaks, and for the sharing of valuable information that allowed the global
1

community to take timely and appropriate actions to prevent any incursion of the H7N9
influenza virus. The relevant authorities in Thailand, including Ivlinistry of Public Health,
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, and Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment, have joined forces under the National Committee for E merging and Reemergjng Infectious Diseases.
Dr. Yuko! further stated that the existing surveillance program for all relevant sectors has
been modified and strengthened with the aim to rapidly detect any possible incursions of
H7N9 for humans and animals. Specifically, existing influenza surveillance systems, through
the detection of influenza-like illness (ILI) and severe acute respiratory illness (SARI), have
been intensified through networks of health volunteers and hospitals. Such emphasis on
rapid detection of human infection is a prerequisite for effective case management. Ongoing
surveillance for Avian Influenza (AI) in domestic and wild animal species, which has been
extremely effective against highly pathogenic avian influenza A (HPAI), has also been
reinforced and modified, giving a particular focus on a risk-based approach.
The Deputy Prime Minster took the opportunity, on behalf of the Royal Thai Government,
to thank USAID, FAO, OIE, WHO, ASEAN, SAARC, and other relevant international
organizations for their leadership during this time and to commend and thank the countries
that are presenting here, and to demonstrate the Thai government's commitment and
solidarity to address the common concern, as a global public good.
He then declared the Technical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and Control of
Avian Influenza A (H7N9) opened.
Dr. Michael Yates, Mission Director, USAID, RD.MA, welcomed the members of the
meeting for attending and thanked the hosts, the Royal Government of Thailand, for
organizing the meeting. He pointed out that in the short time that H 7N9 was first detected,
experts from the region, especially China and the international community, have dramatically
slowed the spread of the virus and the number of human infections. He pointed at three
reasons for this success: 1) Improved systems of detecting and responding to infectious
disease threats, 2) cross-sectoral collaborations between Ministries of Agriculture and Health
have made it possible for these groups to better work together, and 3) rapid collection and
sharing among experts of information-such as human case data, genetic sequences, and
surveillance results in animals. However, there is still work to be done regarding the H 7N9
virus. Dr. Yates reiterated that the U .S. Government maintains a strong commitment to
strengthening in-country capacities to detect and respond to infectious disease threats, in
Asia and in other parts of the world.
The remaining opening remarks may be seen in the Annex.
Dr. D ennis Carroll then provided the introduction to the meeting. After a brief background
on the outbreak in China, he described the purpose of the meeting was to provide an
opportunity for those gathered to understand where we are, what we know, and what we still
do not know about H7N9. What do we know about the tools that have been developed over
the last decade that may help provide an effective response to H 7N9 in an effective and
timely manner? The meeting presents the opportunity to organize ourselves to do something
we have never done before: Stop a global threat while it is still local.
2

Session 2 - H7N9 Situational Update
Moderator:

D r. Rick Brown

Panel 1: Situational update in China
Speakers:
1. D r. Zhou Suizan , US CD C in China
2. Dr. Huang Bao Xu, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center
(CAHEC)
Dr. Zhou Suizan:
''H7N9 Situational Update in China - Human"

The first human H7N9 cases are described as three patients, a father and two sons, with
severe lower respiratory in fections, who were hospitalized in Shanghai from 20-26 February
2013. Two of them, with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), died 13 days and 17
days after illness onset. One patient recovered. Later, similar cases appeared in Shanghai. A
timeline is described:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 March, Shanghai CD C sent pharyngeal swabs of two patients to China CD C.
25th, Anhui CD C sent pharyngeal swab from another patient to China CD C.
26th, H 7N9 positive determined by real-time PCR.
28th, viruses were isolated.
29th, completed sequence analysis and identified a novel Avian-Origin Influenza A
(H 7N9) virus.
30th, diagnosed three human H7N9 infections and report to WHO according to
International Health Regulations (IHR).
31 1farch, official announcemen t by Chinese Government.

As of 31 May, two months after the initial report, 11 provinces reported lab confirmed
H7N9 human infections. The total cases reported reached 132, with 39 deaths, 14 still being
treated in hospitals, and 79 cases recovered.
One of these cases was reported in Taiwan. In this instance the case had a history of recent
travel from J iangsu provin ce. There are four confirmed clusters, but no case of confirmed
human-to-human transmission.
In addition, Beijing reported one asymptomatic infection.
The case fatality proportion reached approximately 29%, but the number of the mild cases is
unknown.
From June onwards, the Chinese Government will make publish monthly H7N9 updates.
D emographic information for cases describes that animal exposure status for 86 of 128 cases
is unknown. Of the remaining 42 cases, 26% were poultry workers and 40% were exposed to
an environment with poultry. The age and gender distribution of cases indicates a median
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age for males at 62 years, and for females at 59 years. In general, cases were more likely to be
elderly males. Clinical features of human H7N9 infection were well described in a recently
published article in the New England Journal of Medicine.
The source of human infection remains unknown, but findings suggest that human infection
appears to be related to exposure to live poultry or contaminated environments, based on:
• The virus found in humans is genetically similar to that found in birds and in the
environment, primarily at animal markets that sell poultry.
• Most human cases reported history of exposure to birds, mainly chicken.
• The virus has been detected in poultry in live bird markets (LBJ'vl) that sell poultry.
• The number of new case reports of the disease has decreased after the
implementation of public health measures, which included closure of live bird
markets and increasing public awareness.
Current evidence does not support sustained human-to-human transmission.
In summary:
• Human infection with novel influenza A (H7N9) virus, could result in severe and the
fatal diseases.
• More male and elderly patients.
• Exposure to poultry and live bird market is considered to be possible risk factor.
• No sustained human-to-human transmission, and limited human-to-human
transmission was not excluded.
Dr. Huang Boo Xu:
''Emergenry Response ofAnimal A Influenza (H7N9) in China"

Once the outbreak was identified the Chinese government responded with control measures.
The MoA responded by setting up a H7N9 working panel headed by the Vice Minister to
guide and support local veterinary staff and to facilitate effective responses.
All of this was done first through rapid confirmation of poultry infection. After receiving the
notification of suspicious human cases from the MoH on 29 March, the MoA immediately
sent experts to Shanghai and Anhui. Emergency epidemiological investigation, surveillance,
and sampling work were completed on 31 March. The National AI Reference Lab of China
then confirmed novel H 7N9 virus present in a sample from the wholesale market in
Shanghai. On 4 April, and even though it is a low pathogenic virus in poultry, the MoA
released public notification to raise the response to H7N9 AI as category one animal disease
for prevention and control, which is the highest response level in China, thus allowing the
release of resources to carry out extensive surveillance and response work.

The emergency surveillance
categorizes all provinces
and ordinary surveillance
shows the core surveillance

program in China
into core, key.
areas. This map
area in red where

+
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human cases were reported. The yellow areas are the key surveillance areas, and the white
areas are ordinary surveillance zones. This slide shows the situation in May 2013.

Both human cases and isolated virus from LBMs were confirmed in eight provinces (marked
in blue in the map belov.r). The three provinces such as Beijing, Hunan and Taiwan had
confirmed human cases but no bird infections in LBMs. There was H7N9 virus isolated
from LBMs but no human case found in Guangdong province (green mark).
-

Virus Wil5 detected from live poultry markeu, and human c.ases were also reported
Only human cues were reported
Vlrus wasdete<ted from live poultry markets ,no human cases

The results of surveillance indicate:
• H 7N9 virus was only detected in chicken, duck and pigeon populations, but not
found in pigs or other animals.
• Almost all H 7N9 positive animals were found in live bird markets. Positive samples
were found in only 18 markets with 7,264 markets sampled.
• Samples were collected from 30,200 poultry farms in 31 provinces but there were no
confirmed positive results from any of these farms.
Based on these findings, the following measures were instituted:
•
•

•

For provinces with human cases or animal infections of H 7N9, the inter-province
movement of commercial live birds would be temporarily prohibited.
Without animal health certificates proved by H 7N9 AI testing, breeding poultry or
day-old breeding birds were not allowed to be transported around the country. Even
then these certified birds could only be sold from farm to farm, and were not
allowed to enter the live bird market.
Local authorities were asked to increase the practice of slaugh tering of live birds at a
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slaughterhouse and then selling frozen or fresh poultry meats in the market.
Since 20 May 2013 these restrictions have been lifted. However, upon re-opening the LBMs,
Shanghai Municipality and Zhejiang province require:
• All LBMs to strictly adhere to health regulations.
• No wholesale markets are to be located in the city property.
• If there are risks for human or animal infection, the market will be closed again.
• Inter-province transportation of live birds is tightly restricted.
• All live bird shipments must be traceable.
• Encourage practice of same day sell-out of all live birds, with strict daily cleaning and
disin fection mechanism for cages and booths.
• Live birds sold to consumers must be slaughtered at the LBM.
• The mechanism of 3-4 poultry-free rest days per month should be practiced in each
wholesale and retail market.

Panel 2: Update on scientific knowledge about H7N9
Speakers: 1. Prof. D r. Malik Peiris, H ong Kong University, Pasteur Research Centre.
2. Peter D aniels, CSIRO -AAHL, Australia.
Prof. Dr. Malik Peiris:
'Vpdate on novef A/H7N9"
Presented on the human infection aspect of H7N9. The virus has some very unusual
characteristics. It does have some changes in the haemagglutinin that potentially allows this
virus to easily cross species from birds to humans. D ata presented are also in two papers
published online in the Lancet on 24 June 2013 1 . In summary:
•
•
•
•
•

There is a very different age distribution between H 7N9 and HSN1 cases.
Low human-to-human transmissibility (only two family clusters, intensive follow-up
of 2500 contacts with only 4 potential secondary in fections identified).
A substantial "clinical iceberg", i.e., substantial proportion of mild influenza A
(H 7N9) cases.
Overall severity less than initially perceived, but still much higher than 2009
pandemic.
Increased chance for adaptation to human tran smission.

An interesting difference is the
exposure to poultry. Comparing
H7N9 with HSN1 in this table,
it is clear that exposure to
poultry is a risk, but unlike
HSN1, exposure to dead or
backyard poultry does not
appear to be a risk.
1

DOI: 10.1016/S0140-6736(13)6120"i

Comparison of human H7N9 vs. HSN1 in China

Source of Infection
Human H7N9
(N=l30)

HumM HSN1
(N:43I

29/41 (71%1

Anv c•posurc to poultry

92/123 175%)

Occupal1onal exposure to poultry

6/130 (5%)

4/43(~1

V,site-d hvc poultry m arlct

43/84 (51%)

23/41 (S6%1

Exposure to S1Ck / dead poultry

3/12312%)

16/41 (39%1

E.•posure to backyard poultry

19 71 (27'1(,)

21 41 (S1%1
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Dr. P eiris continues by discussing what is known from the experimental data. Based on
ferret models, H7N9 virus is somewhat more transmissible to humans than HSN1. It is also
more able to cross from birds to humans than any o ther of the avian viruses known to date.
There is evidence to indicate that the virus might become resistant to Tamiflu, zanamivir,
and some of the anti-virus agents that are currently available. So although H 7N9 is no longer
causing human disease, and no longer being detected in poultry, there is no time to be
complaisant. If for no other reason we do not yet know if, like HSN1, H7N9 will turn out to
be seasonal. So, the fact that H 7N9 has apparently disappeared may not mean that it has
completely disappeared from the reservoirs, probably in poultry, and it might come back
again in the winter.
Finally, the point is made that live poultry markets do sustain and amplify AI viruses. They
are also the source of re-in troducing the virus back into the live poultry farms, so thereby
sustaining transmission. Once a virus gets into these live bird markets, it can stay there a few
weeks or for months. It has also been shown that a rest date in live bird markets, that is one
day where the market is closed and empty of poultry, dramatically reduces virus activity or
virus persistence in live bird markets.

Peter Daniels:
"Scientific Update on Avian Irif!uenza A (H.7N9) -Animal Health Aspects"

This presentation is on behalf of OFFLU, a FAO -OIE network of experts on animal
influenza, looking at the toolkits of information and tests to be developed in the animal
health sector covering:
• Update on PCR diagnostics.
• A review of data.
• Update by FAO/AAHL on distribution of reagents for regional surveillance.
• Serological testing.
• HI data with homologous and heterologous reagents.
• Is there a need for N9 serology?
• Animal experiments.
• IVPI, shedding, seroconversion.
• Transmission studies.
• Other toolkit considerations.
• Vaccines.
• Lab network coordination issues.
For PCR diagnostics, the overview can be summarized as:
• M-gene (FLU A): 'classic' protocols in the region are sufficiently sensitive to detect
avian influenza A (H 7N9) strain.
•
H 7:
Some classic protocols are not sufficiently sensitive (e.g. USDA North American,
AAHL Australian protocols).
- There are useful H 7 protocols available (FLI, CODA/FU, AHVLA , IZSVe,
CNIC-H7).
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- Early comparisons identified the FLI test to be adequately sensitive, no need to
change.
- Chinese H7 protocol is not specific for the H7N9 virus.
•

N9:
- China CNIC-N9 protocol works.
- Attention may usefully be given to the reaction conditions.

While PCR works for the virus, serology is also important for H7N9, hence a summary of
serology options:
• Avian Influenza A (H7N9) has broad cross-reactivity with other H7 strains globally.
• H7N9 picked up by 'classic' panels of antisera.
• An HI test has been prepared from avian influenza A (H7N9) for distribution in the
reg10n.
• HI H7 will not discriminate between H7N9 and other H7's.
• Need for NAI N9 test or N9-ELISA.
A short discussion of animal experiments was given with a summary of observations in
poultry studies:
• No clinical signs reported in any study in any avian species.
• Shedding mainly from the respiratory tract, less so from cloaca (gallinaceous species).
(CTs of the order of 20 from oropharyngeal swabs compared with cloaca! swab CTs
of 35 - SERPL).
• These findings repeated at AAHL in infections of 16-week-old fowls.
• Quail excrete to a very high titer, chickens less so, and pigeons to a comparatively
low level.
• Ducks and geese have shown only low shedding and no direct transmission.
Finally, the current gaps in the "tool box" include:
• D efinition of the animal reservoir.
• Epidemiology in poultry/ animal reservoir.
• Activation of study designs, as per the FAO Guidelines for Emergency Risk
Based Surveillance document.
• Confirmation of agreed laboratory testing strategies, and targeted capacity
building support.
• Followed by PT and supporting QA.
• Animal virus availability for confirmatory studies.
• Recognition of the value for in ternationally coordinated preparedness of
submissions to designated reference laboratories.

Panel 3: Regional Report: H7N9 outside China
Speakers:
1. Dr. Rick Brown, WHO SEARO
2. Dr. Subhash Morzaria, FAO, ECTAD-RAP
Dr. Rick Brown:
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"Preparedness for H7N9 in South-East Asia / Western Pacific Regions"
In order to increase preparedness, WHO first had to assess the levels of preparedness in the
region. To that end \VHO prepared a survey for countries in the \Vestern Pacific and
Southeast Asia region. The questions included:
1. What is routinely done in the country for surveillance of acute respiratory infections in
humans?
2. Following the H7N9 event in China, was anything done to enhance surveillance and if
so, what?
3. What is routinely done in the country for surveillance of influenza viruses in animals?
4. Following the H7N9 event in China, was anything done to enhance the surveillance in
animals and if so, what?
5. Has the country initiated any travel or trade related measures?
Responses indicated that there is a high level of concern. There are a number of different
types of actions that are being taken in different countries, including updating pandemic
preparedness plans, information dissemination, trainings of health care workers,
strengthening surveillance, including routine surveillance and event-based surveillance. Many
countries are trying to strengthen laboratory capacity, particularly to equip their labs with the
capacity to diagnose H7N9. A number of travel and trade related measures were reported,
including screening at points of entry, and some countries have placed restrictions on the
importation of live poultry.
WHO is assisting in developing a framework for action for national authorities, and they
have an existing strategy that is designed to strengthen preparedness at the national level for
an event like H7N9 that has these six pillars:
1. Surveillance, risk assessment and response.
2. Laboratory.
3. Zoonosis.
4. Clinical management and infection prevention and control.
5. Public health interventions and emergency preparedness.
6. Risk communication.
D iscussions of these pillars and how \X!HO can assist national governments is continuing
with a series of bi-regional activities:
• Technical Advisory Group for the Asia-Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases
(APSED) will meet on July 15, 2013, in Kathmandu, Nepal.
• Bi-regional APSED meeting for National IHR Focal Points and E ID Programme
Managers, July 16-18, 2013, in Kathmandu, Nepal.
• Internal WHO planning meetings, July 19, 2013, Kathmandu, Nepal.
• The plan is to discuss how to better focus bi-regional strategic actions based on
H 7N9, MERS-CoV threats.

Dr. Subhash Morzaria:
''Influenza A (H7N9): Emergenry Surveillance in South and Southeast Asia"
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D r. Morzaria describes what FAO ECTAD-RAP has done in relation to influenza A (H7N9)
in the region. FAO conducted a rapid surveillance study to gauge the possible spread of the
virus in the region. T he objectives were to determine if H7N9 had spread to countries in
South and Southeast Asia, and if found to be present, to determine the extent of the spread
of the virus. The secondary objective was to support ongoing capacity building in diagnostics
an d surveillance methodology.
The surveillance study design can be summarized as thus:
• Three high-risk countries (Myanmar, Lao PDR, and Viet Nam) and five moderate
risk countries (Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Indonesia, and Nepal,) in Asia are
selected.
• Emergency risk based surveillance.
• Both retrospective and prospective study designs are developed.
• Retrospective samples collected from:
-LBMs, poultry and environmental samples,
-Pigs,
-Ducks, wild birds, other poultry.
• Prospective samples collected from:
-LBMs, chickens and environment.
The conclusions from the study include:
• No evidence of H7N9 in the tested samples.
• This is a work in progress; further analysis will be done after completion of sampling
and testing.
• Previous H SN1 experience helpful.
• D iagnosis, value chains, field capacity.
• OFFLU supported standardization/availability of tests.
• Sampling is risk-based, but variable among the countries.
• Assumption of risks-based on HSN1 value chains.
• Value chain dynamic and may have changed due to conditions in China.
• Expected prevalence was not available for precise sample size.
• Tracing source of poultry in the markets was difficult to achieve.
• Negative laboratory results may not infer absence of infection.
In terms of ways forward, D r. Morzaria concluded:
• D iagnosis
• Validation of serological tests,
• Further information from China,
• Further analysis of flu A positive and H 7 negative.
•
Regional Surveillance
• Virology and serology,
• Longitudinal medium to long term risk-based approach (value chain),
• Consider next flu A season and migratory birds,
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•
•
•
•
•

Include more countries,
Guidance from the participants.
Strengthen capacity
Routine surveillance,
Preparedness for next possible wave of disease(s).

Session 2: Discussion
The work in China was commendable, and their surveillance systems were able to help find
both animal and human cases. But, how many countries don't have the same types of
systems and resources in place? How will they be able to track outbreaks? We like to say that
we need to tackle the disease at the source. However, in the case of H7N9 in China, we have
not been able to find that source. What should we be doing in this type of situation?
Q uestions were asked that tried to clarify the medical conditions that put older men at risk.
In general, the risks were the diseases of older people: Diabetes, respiratory diseases, renal
disease, and heart disease.
The closure of the live bird markets was shown effective. Is it practical and reasonable to
close the wholesale market one day per week, and the retail markets for one day every two
weeks? A question was asked why close the markets? Do we know why this works? What is
the reason for the break in disease? Was it disinfection, or breaking the cycle by removing
birds for a day. Most likely it was the result of no live animals in the market overnight. As an
effective intervention, market closures should be given more study, including the economic
impact on vendors.
The rise of MERS-CoV is a concern. It is placing a burden on resources in the Middle East,
particularly Egypt, where HSN1 work is on going and the concern over H7N9 is real. There
are worries about how to handle this year's Hajj travelers and how to prepare and manage
the human mass movement. Poultry trade with China and the JVIiddle East is increasing.
Although there is no sign of H7N9, nor is it likely to emerge, the threat cannot be neglected.
There will be a need for coordination with governments and international organizations such
as FAO, OIE and WHO. A participant from Egypt was impressed with all he heard, but was
skeptical about how well it could work in his country. Responses stressed that it is possible
for animal health inspectors and institutions to enforce necessary actions in Egypt, but to
also keep in mind that if there is an AI outbreak in country, consumers will not want to eat
infected meat, so that will lower the demand for poultry.

Session 3 - Lessons Learned
Moderator:

D r. Subhash Morzaria

What's in the toolbox?
Speakers:
1.Jan Hinrichs, FAO
2. Steve Redd, US CD C
3. Les Sims, FAO Consultant
4. Jonna Mazet, PREDICT
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5. CY Gopinath, FAO

Jan Hinrichs:
'Vsing value chain data to targ,et animal surveillance and 'trade and clade ana/ysis"'
FAQ has experience in assessing poultry value chains in Asia. Combined with maps of subclades, these two methods of study can be brought together to target animal surveillance.
First, conducting surveillance along value chains requires decisions to be made on the
following variables:
• Areas: Consumption or production centers with existing live bird trade links to
China.
• Locations: Farms, vehicles with poultry, poultry stock houses/holding areas, live
bird markets, slaughter places.
• Products: Breeding stock, chicks (layer or broiler DoC), broiler, layer, spent hens,
feathers, feces, mud, water used to clean carcasses.
• Owners & permissions: Farmer, collector, middlemen, vendors, slaughterers and
market authorities.
Combining value chain studies and clade analysis can yield insights and explanations as to
the dynamics of virus circulation in the region:
• Value chain information together with molecular characterization of viruses explains
the virus circulation route and direction in the region.
• Understanding poultry value chains is essential for risk-targeted surveillance.
• Assessment of value chain actor incentives and behaviors is a basis for developing
sustainable and acceptable risk reduction interventions.

Stephen Redd:
''Influenza-like illness and Severe Acute Respiratory Illness Surveillance for Influenza"
There is much experience with influenza surveillance in the US. Those same systems are
similar to systems used in other parts of the world. Therefore similar issues and questions
can be shared. There are two very critical issues: 1) Laboratory testing is essential, and
without laboratory testing there is no surveillance, and 2) The need to communicate the
results of this surveillance is crucial in order to inform the policies that will be implemented,
which is true on both the animal and the human side.
A "pyramid" of stages of illness is described with mild cases on the base, then outpatient
cases, then hospitalized cases and then death at the top of the pyramid. The question is how
much of the pyramid base is exposed? How many mild cases are being obsenred?
Surveillance to help determine this comes in many forms: H ousehold surveys, ILI
surveillance, SARI surveillance and pathogen-based surveillance. How this is done in the US
and globally is important because ILI and SARI surveillance data drives policy & response.
Also, there is a need for reputable local champions within countries with whom you share
the data. If you do not engage the local stakeholders then the collection of the data and its
analysis senres no purpose.

Les Sims :
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"Controlling the spread ofH7N9 in animals using market closures, movement control, and culling"
H7N9 virus has been contained, but it is unlikely to have been eradicated. It is likely to reappear, and it is likely to cross borders, although there is no telling when this will happen. In
the meantime it is necessary to revisit the p reparation plans and contingency plans which are
in place now, such as improving biosecurity. In terms of biosecurity, traders, live poultry
stocks, and the means of transport all represent the most likely threat at present. P reventing
incursions should be the goal of all. Short-term and long-term control measures are listed,
such as:
Short-term
• T emporary market closures.
• Intelligent depopulation.
• Investigate all cases fully, including tracing (but beware local transmission in
markets).
• No H7 vaccination, very low H7 infection in poultry, so serology very valuable
tool for investigations.
Long-Term
• Appropriate modifications to marketing practices - need to look after consumers
and traders.
• Better controls on sources of poultry.
• Market rest days.
• Better hygiene.
• Better design.
• Beware development of parallel market chains.
It is possible whether the emergence of H 7N9 could have been prevented, since it has been
known for a long time about the importance of places where poultry mix, as points where
viruses can get together and mix and re-assort. We also know that there are opportunities for
those viruses to find their way into the markets, and therefore, get together with other
influenza viruses and re-assort.

Jonna Mazet:
'Vsing the toolbox to target JJJild bird surveillance for the Novel H7N9"
We know that novel H 7N9 strains have likely evolved from four different ongins, and
multiple combination events, and that it is incredibly rare in birds. So there is a need to
better target our surveillance. However, H7N9 is rare, and clinical sign s have not been
observed in domestic or wild birds. In order to detect one positive case it is likely to require
a sample of 30,000 wild birds, which is very expensive to conduct. A better strategy is to
consider those interfaces where wild birds are mixing with poultry, swine, and people. We
also need to continue sampling at the LBMs. Especially those where wild animals are
present, and where biosecurity is poor. Examination of other interfaces should be explored,
such as where multiple species, people and environments come together. One Health teams
are a good resource to get the animal, human, and environmental samples all at once, and
this may provide more pieces of the H7N9 puzzle.
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CY Gopinath:
"Communication"
Evaluation Results from HSN1 Efforts:
• Increased knowledge and awareness have not translated into changes in behavior or
bio-secure farming practices.
• Low perception of risk from HPAI and other EIDs.
• Poor community level understanding of transmission, infection and disease
emergence.
• Community perceptions of illness, risk and security are poorly understood.
• The community perceives communication as prescriptive and top down.
Lessons:
• Economic benefits of biosecurity prevention should be communicated in addition to
health benefits.
• Weaknesses in message delivery process should be addressed.
• Basic community education module should be a part of message delivery.
• Messages should be socio-culturally relevant locally.
Guidelines:
• Move away from single-disease focus.
• Regional advocacy strategy.
• Identify minimum messages
• Revive country-level communication working group.
• Adapt messages locally \vith community participation.
• D evelop policy and structural interventions upstream on the value chain.
Next steps: Short term,
• Adaptation and production of communication materials.
• D evelop guidelines for local adaptation of messages and community engagement.
• Regional advocacy meeting.
• Messaging to high-risk audiences in high-risk areas.
Next steps: Long term,
• Messaging to general audiences to improve and strengthen general biosecurity and
reporting practices.
• Strategic advocacy with regional governments to align policies, systems and
communication.
• Strengthen inter-sectoral collaboration within governments and between countries.

Session 3: Discussion
This session raised many questions. Where should we target surveillance? For how long do
we keep it up, and for what animal species? By the time the virus is detected, this means the
virus is already present, so what are the options for dealing with endemic H7N9 given the
potential of this virus?
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There is a need to target our surveillance? How can we find the needle in the haystack?
Unfortunately we do not have an idea about the prevalence rate for H7N9, and nor do we
know the denominators at the moment. Therefore, what is the best sampling frame to use?
Because it is a rare disease, sentinel surveillance may be a good option at this time. Finding
proxy indicators would also be helpful. We need to fin d the correct indicators as well. T here
is a question as to whether nasal swabs from birds should be collected, and not cloacal
swabs. Lessons learned from H SN1 instruct us to monitor the systems already in place, such
as the value chain and live bird markets. Environment samples from markets can include
drinking water used by the animals, as this was useful in finding H 9N2 samples. Based on
what is known about H 7N9, should more serological testing be conducted?
The fact that the source is still not known presents a challenge. Even with all the efforts and
work on surveillance in China, once you realize how large the industry is, t hen it becomes
clear how this ,vork only scratched the surface. Therefore, there is a need to target our
efforts. While we need to continue studying and observing the markets, the source has to be
on the farms somewhere, but where? The source of the virus is probably a long way from
where the h uman cases arise. There are many different sectors in the industry upstream from
the live bird market, so there is a high chance we have not even seen the source yet. New
regulations will help. For example, every flock now coming to market has to be traceable.

Session 4 - International Guidelines and Standards
Moderator:

D r. Kumnuan Ungchusak

This was the first session on D ay Two. D r. Kumnuan introduced this session by explaining
to participants that presenters from WHO, FAO and OIE will provide technical
recommendations and guidelines on how to monitor, how to conduct the surveillance and
how to implement control measures when H7N9 breaks out in other countries. The
technical presentations were technical and detailed. Outlines are provided here.

T echnical Recommendations and Guidelines for Monitoring and Controlling H7N9
in Humans and Animals
Speakers:

1. Rick Brown, WH0
2.Juan Lubroth, PAO
3. Joseph D omenech, O IE

Rick Brown:
''Monitoring and controlling H7N9 in humans"
Since the emergence of this virus, WHO has been working under the International Health
Regulations to provide information to member states. WHO is also working with
international partners to coordinate the global health response, including risk assessment, the
provision of updated information on the situation, guidance to health authorities and
technical health agencies on interim sunreillance recommendations, laboratory testing of
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cases, infection control, and clinical management. Surveillance and investigation is
contingent on which scenario is in play. The scenarios are described here:
• Scenario 1: No locally acquired case of human infection with avian influenza A (H7N9)
in country.
No evidence for infection in human/ animal.
May find an imported human case.
Need to be confident that this is the true situation
• Scenario 2: Sporadic cases of human avian influenza A (H7N9) infection in country.
One or more sporadic cases in a country (but primary source in animals).
Limited human-to-human transmission?
Need to protect individuals, monitor situation and learn more.
• Scenario 3: Sustained human-to-human transmission of avian influenza A (H7N9) ill
country.
Sustained human-to-human transmission.
Need to detect as early as possible.
D r. Brown then provides a detailed presentation covering:
1. Surveillance
8. Laboratory diagnosis
2. Case D efinitions
9. Serological Testing
3. Surveillance for Clusters of SARI:
10. AI A (H7N9) Diagnostic Testing
For all countries
11. Further investigation w hen a case
4. SARI Surveillance in Affected
is confirmed
Countries and Areas Bordering
12. Reporting of Confirmed cases
Affected Countries
13. Clinical Management guidance
5. Sample collection and transport
14. Infection Prevention and Control
6. Transport
of
Biological
(IPC)
Substances/Specimens
15. Vaccines
7. ILI Surveillance

Juan Lubroth:
"Guidelines and recommendationsfar prevention, monitoring and controlling I-I7N9"
Since the virus was first reported in humans at the end of March, FAO has been working
with national veterinary and human health authorities in Asia as well as with international
partners such as the World Health Organization, the World Organization for Animal Health
and the international scientific community to: 1) better understand risk factors; 2) identify
the animal source of this new virus and its geographical extent; and 3) learn more about the
characteristics of the virus itself.
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FAO continues to provide
technical support to member
countries. In Asia, FAO is
ass1stmg countries to: 1) assess
the risk of introduction and
spread of the avian influenza A
(H7N9) virus; 2) enhance
biosecurity; and 3) plan and
prepare an effective response.
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government authorities and
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the response to the H7N9
situation. "Addressing the avian
=--influenza
A
(H7N9)
emergency," is a series of four
publications based on extensive
expert consultation in FAO and
with top international experts.
The publications are entitled: 1. Risk management along the food chain; 2. Guidelines for
emergency risk-based surveillance; 3. Emergency risk assessment summaw; and
4. Laboratory protocols and algorithms.
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Joseph Domenech:
'Technical recommendations and guidelines for monitoring and controlling H7N9 in animals - OIE
position"

The OIE is fully involved in the collective global effort to
manage new risks presented by the influenza virus A
(H7N9). The OIE also develops standards relating to the
rules that its Member Countries can use to protect
themselves from the introduction of diseases and
pathogens through the trade in animals and animal
products, while avoiding unjustified trade barriers. The
World T rade O rganization (WTO) recognizes O IE
standards as reference international sanitary rules. The
relevant normative texts are available in the O IE
Terrestrial Animal H ealth Code (Chapter 10.4.). The strict
application of the rules in the O IE Code is crucial to avoid
the virus being spread worldwide through the international
trade in birds and their p roducts.

----··-

OiP.
Terrestrial Animal
Health Code

Session 4: Discussion
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Earlier, in Session 2, there were questions about the applicability of policies and regulations
that work in one place (China, for example) but may not work in another (Egypt). There was
also interest in how international organization s like FAO and WHO can help in coordinating
a response to MERS-CoV . T hese issues come up again in this session. Regulations about
zoning and compartmentalization for prevention and containment were questioned.
On how to manage H7N9 and J'vlERS-CoV, the comment was made that it is important to
have a risk based approach. There needs to be work raising the awareness of clinicians for
acute respiratory illness, and conducting a patient risk assessment including asking about
travel history. T here was a recommendation that it would be sensible to start off by testing
for influenza A, and then if it makes sense, test for H7N9. If not H7N9, then test for
MERS-CoV. H owever, there is not enough known about MERS yet. WH O recommends if a
patient presents with typical symptoms, but was not traveling, the clinician should still keep
the possibility of MERS in mind.
Repeating earlier discussions, there is concern over how to respond depending on different
scenarios. What do we do if there is no animal outbreak, but we find infected humans?
While there are a number of possibilities, they all depend on different factors. The fact is
that there is just not enough yet known about H 7N9 to give a definitive response. And until
we learn more about the source, and about the virus, we have to be open, flexible, and
thoughtful in our respon se.

Session 5 - Within and beyond borders
Moderator:

D r. Ronel A bila

Participants were asked to break into country groups and determine what they would
consider the H7N9 status of their countries: 1) Infected coun try, 2) J·-Iigh risk uninfected
country, 3) Moderate risk unin fected country, 4) Low risk uninfected country. Then the
countries formed into three different risk clusters: 1) Low, 2) Medium and 3) H igh. Based on
the current situation in China, and the information about value chains and other information
available at this stage, the clusters were asked to describe the possible scenarios of H 7N9
incursion. For each scenario, clusters described activities to prevent and manage the H7N9
situation that might occur. They were also asked to present the issues and challenges to
implement the plan.
The clusters were: 1) Low risk - Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand; 2) Medium risk Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Egypt, Indonesia; and 3) H igh risk - China, India, Laos,
Myanmar, Nepal, Vietnam,.
Each cluster produced a variety of activities depending on several different scenarios. The
detailed matrices are located in the annex. As an illustrative example, the clusters identified
the following activities for a scenario where no infection is present in country:
1) Low risk cluster.
• Surveillance (!LI-ongoing).
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•

Trade restrictions from infected countries/ strict animal movement control.

•

Preparedness contingency plan (include stock piling of anti-viral medications and
PPEs).

•

Capacity building for personnel.

•

Review of national strategy and technical guidelines.

2) Moderate risk cluster.
• Advocacy and create political commitment.
•

Knowledge gaps.

•

Building from the existing systems.

•

Lessons learned from SARS, H 5N1, H 1N 1 (2009) , and H7N9.

•

Risk and operational mapping in the region for resource allocation.

•

Cross border issues and international trade and travel (export/import control
including quarantine).

•

Need support from reference labs.

3) H igh risk cluster.
• Prevention with emphasis of contingency plan.

•

Enhance sunreillance system (along borders).

•

Info rmation sharing.

•

Improvement of biosecurity at farms and markets.

•

Public awareness.

•

Bilateral and multi-sector collaboration.

Session 5: Discussion
Representatives from international bodies were asked to make comments. ASEAN agreed
that there is a need to emphasize the role of international organizations for coordination and
participation. SAARC recognized that their countries were at low risk for now, but wanted
to help in managing any crisis.
FAO felt a need for robust health systems, which unfortunately are not yet in place. There is
a need for targeted approaches and capacity building, including working with market chains.
Intelligent culling needs to be thought out more, while animal control movement is quite
difficult, so there is a need to change the mindset into animal movement "management".
OIE would have liked to hear about more involvement with the private sector, since that is
such a big player. It is also necessary to have systems in place, and this is what veterinary
services do. O ne recommendation was made to combine activities, not o nly for efficiency,
but to also to engage and motivate staff so that they are not tracking one disease at a time.
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WHO wants to stress importance of surveillance, but while the focus is on ILI and SARI, we
also need to have event-based surveillance. It's very important, so when the clinical signs are
there, staff will recognize and record it. Since H7N9 will not show up in birds, human health
staff will need to be the monitors.
An individual from China pointed out the difficulty when the country has aspects of low,
moderate and high risk. Risk in Tibet is low, but in Hong Kong it is high. There are also
industry differences around the country. So compartmentalization could be practiced in
poultry and poultry products trade. A Bangladeshi was asking about any international
strategies for compensation, for animal movement, and for trade between countries. His call
was for a broader Asia specific recommendation. Someone from Lao PDR agreed and said
there should be harmonized contingency plans across countries. A variety of respondents
described disparate animal movement management in their countries, making it clear that
this practice differs from place to place and is constrained by free trade policies and OIE
guidelines.

Session 6 - Looking Beyond H7N9
Moderator:

Dr. Dennis Carroll

Dr. Carroll introduced the session by reminding participants that the fi rst day of the meeting
covered the science around H7N9, what is known, not known, what is in the toolbox, and
what new tools need to be added. This last session of the meeting is composed of three
panels: 1) Surveillance options and approaches, 2) Intelligent de-population and 3) 1-'liddle
East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (tvlERS-Co V).

Panel 1 - Surveillance
Carlene Trevennec:
''I-I7N9 and other A I subtypes surveillance" (medium and long-term strategy)
Objectives:
1. Early detection (uninfected area).
2. Assess the extent of H7N9 infection.
3. Early detection of emerging AI viruses.
4. Improve preparedness.
Expected outputs
1. Estimates of prevalence of AI and trends of subtypes changes (serological profiles).
2. Sequences.
3. Identify risk factors and at-risk compartments for H7N9.
a. Monitoring approach once/month - moderate risk
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b. Early
warning
approach once/week
- high
c. Localized - outbreak
investigation
(snowball protocol)
once/week
//
widespread
once/month
infected.
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Infected
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Steve Redd:
D r. Redd provided two lists:

NIIMI

Human Surveillance:
1. Systems need to be in place to detect and respond to H 7N9 or other viruses.
2. System for conducting the diagnosis: a) a system to identify patients that might be
infected, b) a system to collect samples and then, c) a system to get samples to a
reference lab.
3. Communications plan in the event a positive case is identified.
Three different situations that may arise
1. D etection of a single human case, which then requires the identification of the
source of infection, particularly the animal source.
2. D etection of animal infection. Is it a single case, or a larger problem? Is there an
infected human somewhere?
3. A cluster of human cases is found.

Jonna Mazet:
'Tool Box Fo/10111-up: Hmv to Targ,et Surveillance:
D r. Mazet provided a brief outline:
To prevent entry and early control,
1. Ascertain human cases.
2. Target LBMs with yellow (cross-breed) chicken.
3. Test day old chicks of yellow chicken parent.
4. Attempt O ne Health sampling.
5. Broaden testing to all Influenza A subtypes.
6. Improve understanding of diseases, their transmission & their prevention.
Once endemic,
1. Identify human cases & characterize epidemiology.
2. Monitor poultry workers & provide prevention measures.
3. Poultry surveillance.
4. Continue some proportion of One Health sampling focusing on all Influenzas .
5. Strengthen b iosecurity to protect people & prevent introduction of new genetic
material from wild birds & chickens from different areas.
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6. Demand-driven control: Collaboration with poultry industry to develop certification
schemes for H7N9 free & safe chicken.
7. Improve understanding of diseases, their transmission & their prevention.

Panel 2 - Intelligent depopulation
Les Sims :
D r. Sims spoke that culling has an important role to play, but we need to be smarter about
how to do it. Market surveillance may not get results for a few weeks. By the time the test
results are in, the birds have gone from the market. We need to be smart and sensible about
when to take samples. For example, collect samples the day before the rest day, and then
clean up the market after the collection.
Must consider the implications. To the farmers and vendors it's not clear why the need to
cull all poultry in the market, that tested positive for H7N9 virus, especially if, with H7N9,
the birds are not sick. A policy of killing chickens results in the farmer not reporting.
There is a body of knowledge and experience that informs how to move forward, but that
does not help with guidance, and we should be able to help national authorities with these
examples when they put together their guidelines. Working with PAO that can help the work
of the national agencies.

Panel 3 - ME RS-CoV
This meeting was about H7N9. However, this is not the only active threat. MERS-CoV is
another area of concern. Steve Redd (CD C) and Kott Vandermeld (\VHO) were asked to
speak for a few minutes on MERS-CoV.
Steve Redd:
A few points: 1) T he systems we will use to work with MERS-CoV will be the same as with
the influenza virus, but there are differences between CoV and influenza viruses. For MERSCoV the reservoir will be people, and this raises questions about the animal reservoir in
Arabian countries. 2) Detection and response: a) we need lab systems and reagents; b) we
need systems to identify potential cases. We need to be able to rapidly detect possible cases
and then rapidly control of cases. This requires quick isolation of confirmed cases. And as
mentioned before, we need good communication systems ready and in place to respond
when the cases show up.
Kott Vandermeld:
The method of detection is very important. With severe respiratory disease you need to take
a sample. Although in H5N1 or H7N9 you might not see positive result, you probably will
see a positive result in MERS-CoV. We have the same people and laboratories conduct
influenza and Co V testing, so having this capacity ready will be very helpful.

Session 6: Discussion
The two-day meeting on H7N9 was thought provoking and perhaps raised more questions
than answers. A caution went out that despite the desire, and need, to have surveillance
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guidelines to help with the study of H7N9, there is not enough validated, peer-reviewed data
to generate solid recommendations on study design and sample sizes. In the meantime, it
was noted, that it would help to have some frameworks for studies in wholesale and retail
markets. This final session's discussion repeated questions made over the past two days, and
demonstrates the weight of these concerns: We don't have enough data; we need guidelines
on what to do depending on different scenarios; and, we need to build more capacity to
handle this larger challenge to our surveillance systems.

Conclusions and Closing Remarks
Royal Thai Government and FAO representatives made closing remarks and thanks.
D ennis Carroll made a final comment. These were unprecedented discussions. In this
meeting we are discussing how to prevent something, rather than react to it. Having seen the
unfolding of an emerging threat in China we have learned a lot about avian influenza A
(H7N9) because of that work. We are in a better spot than we could have been, although we
don't know if it will re-emerge. And while we do not know the primary reservoir, we do
know more than we would have. And this is due to the work we have been doing for the last
10 years. The last two days have brought forth discussions on issues and actions we could
not have spoken about before. Today we are laying out a way forward. W/e are working
together to begin developing the plans of action should H7N9 re-emerge in October.
Together we make an effective partnership.
Meeting is closed.
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OPENING REMARKS
D r. Michael Yates, Mission Director, USAID RDMA
His Excellencies, distinguished participants, ladies and gentlem en, friends:
Good morning, and welcome all. I am very pleased to be able to offer some opening
remarks at this important meeting, in which many exp erts and policy makers from across
Asia have come to discuss the way forward with an emerging public health threat, that could
have global implications. Thank you all for taking time o ut of your very busy schedules to
be here.
First, I would like to thank our hosts, the Royal G overnmen t of Thailand, for organizing this
meeting, and our colleagues at the Food and Agriculture Organization for providing
technical and logistical support.

In the short time since the H7N9 influenza virus was first detected, a truly impressive effort
by experts from the region, especially China and the international community, has
dramatically slowed the spread of the virus and the number of human infections. This
success was possible because of several factors.
First, China and other countries in the region have been steadily improving their systems fo r
detecting and responding to infectious disease threats, including those that originate in
animals. Experiences with SARS and HSN1 avian influenza have provided practical
opportunities to "learn by doing."
Second, cross-sectoral collaboration s between Ministries of Agriculture and H ealth have
made it possible for these groups to work together, to quickly identify routes of
transmission, and then to interrupt disease spread in animal and human populations.
And third, rapid collection and sharing among experts of information- such as human case
data, genetic sequences, and surveillance results in animals- was key to bringing H 7N9
influenza under control.
While these are all great accomplishments that should be applauded, it is important to
remember that there is still work to be done regarding the H7N9 virus. Other influenza
viruses that circulate in poultry often decrease dramatically during the summer months, only
to reappear in the fall. We must ensure that we are prepared should the H7N9 virus follow a
similar path. This means that all countries in Asia need to be vigilant- both for the presence
of the virus, and viral evolution- and be prepared to respond.
In this room we have public health and veterinary experts from countries throughout Asia,
and from num erous international organizations and donors. Using the lessons learned from
China, and our collective expertise, countries will have an opportunity to discuss how to
adjust their own surveillance and response mechanisms, to prepare for a possible resurgence
of H7N9. In addition, countries will have an opportunity to meet with their neighbors, and
coordinate plans.
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The benefits of this strengthened collaboration across sectors, and boundaries, extends well
beyond the immediate threat of H7N9; we expect that the sharing of information, and the
coordination that takes place at this meeting, will lead to further improvements in infectious
disease detection and response so that, as a global community, we are better prepared for
immediate action and early containment, the next time a ne1v disease emerges.
The U.S. Government maintains a strong commitment to strengthening in-country
capacities to detect and respond to infectious disease threats, in Asia and in other parts of
the world. We believe multi-sectoral partnerships are critical, and USAID, the Agency I
represent, is pleased to work with other USG agencies such as the CDC, AFRIMS and
APHIS, to help build capacity in-country to mitigate the public health, food security, and
livelihoods impacts of infectious diseases. We look forward to participating in this very
important technical discussion.
And we have within our collective capabilities the tools to end pandemics in our lifetimes;
this challenge stands before us. By applying our collective insight, leveraging new
technologies in parallel with foundational disease detection skills, and re-doubling our
efforts, together we can make this vision a reality.

In closing, I wish to extend to our hosts, the Royal Thai Government, and to each of the
countries and organizations represented here today, our sincere appreciation for your proactive commitment. I wish you a very successful and productive meeting.
Thank you.
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OPENING REMARKS
by
Hiroyuki Konuma
Assistant Director-General and
F AO Regional Representative for Asia and the Pacific
His Excellencies, distinguished participants, ladies and gentlemen, friends:
A very good morning to you. First of all let me express my sincere appreciation to the Royal
Thai Government and the Government of the United States for organizing this timely and
important meeting on Technical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and Control of
Avian Influenza A (H7N9) in Asia. I would also like to thank them for inviting FAO to
facilitate this meeting.
The emergence of a new influenza A H7N9 virus of avian origin in south-east China in
February 2013 is alarming to China, the neighbouring countries, the Asian region and the
global community at large.
There is increasing evidence that the main source of the infection in humans is domestic
poultry. The extensive surveillance conducted by the Government of China clearly shows
presence of the virus in the samples collected from chickens, ducks and pigeons from live
bird markets. And the environmental samples from live bird markets have been shown to be
contaminated with the virus.
The vigorous control measure undertaken by the Government of China, which included
culling of poultry in infected live bird markets, enhanced biosecurity, movement control and
closure of live bird markets, have had a significant impact on the incidence of the disease in
humans. Fortunately, since the implementation of these measures the human cases have
been declining significantly.
Government of China should be commended for their swift response to this emerging
threat. The rapidity with which they have generated new information on this novel virus, and
the lessons they have learned from implementing control measures are extremely valuable to
the global community.
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Because of our proximity to China, we in the Asia region are particularly worried about the
implication of the emergence of this new virus. T here are significant formal and informal
trading links among the countries in Asia and the possibility the virus spilling over into the
rest of Asia cannot be ruled out. Therefore those countries that are 'non-infected' need to be
prepared to prevent the incursion of the virus and if the incursion occurs, to minimize its
impact.
There are several properties of this virus that are cause for concern to the global community.
The virus causes infection in both poultry and humans, but only causes disease in humans.
Therefore the virus can spread silently in a poultry population, and raises the possibility of
the infection spreading widely undetected over a large geographical area in the region
through animal movement and trade.
The technical and policy issues of addressing a public health problem, the source of which is
rooted in apparently healthy domestic poultry and possible involvement of wild birds calls
for a multi-sectoral dialogue and collaboration. This is an opportunity to put in practice yet
again the 'one health' principles that are being increasingly adopted in the region to address
the complex problem of high impact emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases.
The Government of China has announced that the economic loss due to this virus since its
first emergence is estimated to be over 6.5 billion dollars. FAO is therefore concerned not
only for the public health impact, but the larger impacts on food security, livelihoods and
poverty alleviation in the region.
FAO has had a significant experience of addressing high impact diseases. In the region, over
the last 10 years FAO has played a leading role in addressing the avian influenza problem in
poultry. Through these efforts and support from international donors and inputs from
national governments, a good capacity in the field of prevention and control of infectious
diseases has been established. FAO stands ready to assist countries in the region to draw on
this capacity to address the impending threat by H 7N9.
Since the emergence of the novel H7N9 virus, FAO has been actively involved with the
Government of China and the countries in the region in coordination, disease intelligence,
communication, development of guidelines for risk assessment and risk management and
development of protocols for risk based surveillance and diagnosis. A number of these
activities have been conducted in close collaboration with our international partners and
OFFLU, the O IE/FAO network of expertise on animal influenza.
As an immediate reaction, FAO, through is technical cooperation programme, has
committed financial resources to support global and regional initiatives to address the threat
of H 7N9. In this regard, I am pleased to announce that two regional emergency TCPS to
support those SAARC and ASEAN countries that are at risk of incursion of H7N9 virus.
I note that the meeting participation includes high-level representations from Ministries of
Agriculture and :Ministries of Health of China, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Myanmar,
Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, and Egypt. In addition, there are
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representatives from regional and international organizations, including SAARC, PAO,
WHO, OIE, USAID , AusAID , ADB, US CDC, AAHL, USDA, and research institutions.
We hope that this meeting will provide an opportunity for both the public and animal health
sectors of the countries in Asia to discuss collaborative efforts to address the threat of H7N9
in the region. In your discussions I sincerely hope that you will consider how we can
advocate for stronger political support and make the prevention and control of high impact
emerging infectious diseases in this region more sustainable.
In this connection, I wish to suggest that continuity pandemic plan be reactivated with clear
identification of roles and responsibility of each actor and we should build a strong resilience
and preparedness to potential threats.
\Ve as PAO would like to assure our partners that we are ready to assist in supporting
actions to control and mitigate the impact of this new virus.
Once again, I would like to thank GoT and USAID in orgamz1ng this meeting,
representatives from various countries, donors and international organizations in
participating in the important meeting.
I wish you a constructive dialogue and outcome from this meeting.
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OPENING REMARKS
Dr. Richard Clive Brown
His Excellencies, distinguished participants, ladies and gentlemen, friends:
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the Royal Thai Government for hosting
this important meeting, also to acknowledge and thank the support of USAID and the
logistical support of FAO in making the practical arrangements.
In common with these colleagues, colleagues and sister UN agencies, national governments
and all of the partners, \VHO viewed this H7N9 event with great concern as it unfolded.
Also, in common with many others, we are also very concerned about the likelihood that this
disease will return.
So, and I am sure you will hear this many times over the course of the next two days, we feel
it is important to stress that there is no room for complacency, rather that we need to regard
this apparent lull in disease in animals and in humans as an opportunity to take some time to
think about the key steps that need to be put in place.
In doing so, we feel important to stress the need to build on the strong, inter-sectoral
partnerships in the region, as well as the significant experiences of dealing with Avian
Influenza HSN1. So, w hat should be the priority actions? I think we would perhaps highlight
three things.
Firstly, it is going to be important to gather together all key information that we already had
and take stock. In doing this, we would also like to take the opportunity to once more thank
and commend the Government of People Republic of China for the prompt and complete
sharing of information on this event. But by consolidating the information we have, we may
be able to establish a kind of baseline or foundation of knowledge to build upon.
Secondly, we need to further develop joint animal-human health tools and mechanisms to
work cross-sectorally, including for communication between sectors, for joint investigation
of events, and joint risk assessment.
Lastly, we should work to build these activities into regional strategies that facilitate this
business of working together, using the animal health and human health expertises to assess
and reduce the risks. However, I am confident that if we work together we will soon be
much better place to protect the communities of which we are all apart.
Thank

you.
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OPENING REMARKS
Dr.Joseph Domenech
His excellencies, distinguished guests, colleagues, friends:
I t is my pleasure to be here and to represent the ... O IE . \Y/e meet again to address an
important problem, again and again, emergency an emergence of a new virus, which could
become pandemic. We all... (25.50) other influenza crisis, particularly HSN1, and I think that
this meeting is a timely because we know the virus and immediate and strong response has
taken place from Chinese Government. And some researches have already been taken place,
so all these thank to the transparent information and important reaction from the
Government of China, which has to be again congratulated as other speakers did.
Also, international and regional FAO, OIE, WHO and their regional offices immediately
responded it the...platform, the joint FAO-OIE-WHO platform, and also made a lot of
works, several missions ... and tele-conferences, and now you
Do we have a reservoir? \Y/here risk of spread, of threat, effective surveillance and response,
and many others. OIE has a position which...assist... OIE Standard... to prevent spread; I will
repeat that this afternoon.
Notification is important of course, for virus ...All the works we do are based on surveillance
and immediate response, on regional and international cooperation, and of course on top
that, an approach called "One Health", as you all know, we have partners from very sectors
and disciplines. O IE will continue to support its member countries, notably full capacities
building in national and regional levels. It is an emergence of a virus with a potential to
trigger to pandemic, so prevention and control is a public good. Agenda is very well
prepared according to clear objectives. We hope that this meeting will be very fruitful.
Again, thanks to the Governmen t of Thailand and USAID for organizing this meeting, as
well as FAO and the Government of China for their very valuable contributions.
Thank you very much.
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OPENING REMARKS
Rubina O Cresencio
ASWGL Chairperson

His Excellencies, distinguished participants, ladies and gentlemen, friends:
It is indeed an honour for me to represent the Association of South East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) in this auspicious occasion of the opening session of the Technical and Policy
Discussion on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H7N9) in Asia.
Taking this opportunity on behalf of ASEAN Member States, I would like to personally
express my sincere and grateful appreciation to The Government of Thailand and the United
States Agency for International D evelopment (USAID) for their leadership in organizing this
workshop. I'm confident that this meeting will provide an opportunity for ASEAN Member
States to share exp eriences and lessons learned, to discuss specific issues, and to identify
opportunities for synergy and further collaboration.
Since the first report of human infection in late March this year, concerns on the potential
pandemic of Avian Influenza A (H 7N9) were raised at the global stage across both human
and animal health sectors. This is primarily due to its possibility of having an interface in the
human and animal populations.
In response to this potential threat, ASEAN, whose aim is to enhance cooperation and
promote collaboration among its members and partners, has undertaken some initiatives to
strengthen and improve the measures to ensure concerted and coordinated efforts among
the Member States at the country and regional levels.
Ladies and G entlemen,
As a specific response to assist in the preparedness of the livestock sector, the 13cl, Meeting
of ASEAN HPAI Task Force held in Indonesia and the 21 " ASWGL Meeting held in
Philippines this year deliberated on the actions needed to prevent and control possible
incursions and outbreaks of the H7N9 virus in animal population in ASEAN. These
Meetings identified an urgent need to conduct a regional surveillance, coordination and
collaboration in the sharing of pertinent information, raising public awareness, and taking
necessary precautionary steps that will help in the implementation of definite measures and
areas of co-operation in the control of H 7N9 in high-risk countries in the ASEAN Region.
Strong partnerships between ASEAN and development partners, which have been built over
the years especially since the outbreak of HPAI H5N1 in the region, have once again been
mobilised. A regional technical cooperation project in collaboration with FAO has recently
been initiated. The project will provide technical assistance to the ASEAN Member States,
with its p rime objective to minimise the impact of propagation of avian influenza A (H7N9)
on human health and livelihoods. The project will support a coordinated sub-regional
surveillance and response to avian influenza A (H7N9) in poultry and other animal
populations in high-risk countries.
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Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen,
This is why we gather here - to discuss sp ecific p olicies and mechanisms with which
ASEAN, Ministries of Agriculture and Health from Asian countries, development partners
and other stakeholders including research institutions w ill develop a policy and collaborative
platform in addressing this issue.
I ,vish to emphasise that ASEAN will continue to support and foster this collaboration. I
hereby reaffirm ASEAN's commitment to safeguard the wellbeing of its people, and to
strengthen the foundation for a sustainable livestock sector development. For the H 7N9,
please be assured that ASEAN will be standing by your side, hand-in-hand, joining you in
the fight against this pertinent threat, similar to what we have been doing all these years for
the HPAI HSN1 .
D istinguished Ladies and G entlemen,
With that highlights, I would like to conclude my remarks by thanking all participants fo r
spending your precious time and to sharing your valuable views with us for the next couple
of days. I hope all of us will utilize this precious time to come up with fruitful results for the
benefit of the global community.
Thank you for your kind attention.
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OPENING REMARKS
Dr. Ranjani Hettoarachchi
His excellencies, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen,
A very good morning to you. First of all, let me express my sincere appreciation to the Royal
Thai Government and the Government of the United States for organising this timely and
important meeting in Thailand on "T echnical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and
Control of Avian Influenza A in Asia."
It is my pleasure indeed, to deliver the opening remarks as the Chair of the SAARC CVOs
Forum. Food security has always been an important agenda under the regional cooperation
activities of SAARC. Countries in SAARC and their leaders are committed to ensure food
security in the region. The commitment towards food security is manifested by the adaption
of important policy documents, such as SAARC Agricultural Vision 2020, Colombo
Statement on Food Security, and Regional Food Security Strategy.
Over the years, the region has made commendable achievement to ensure food security for
the people of the region, but the achievements made so far may be lost easily by the
impending threat of trans-boundary animal diseases. Considering the important of livestock
in food security, poverty reduction, and important of trans-boundary animal diseases for
animal health and public health, SAARC countries have been arranging CVOs meetings
since 2008. til date, CVOs of SAARC have met three times. This forum has emerged as an
effective platform for discussing policy and technical issues, pertaining to livestock
development and animal health, for taking coordinated regional approaches, for protecting
improving food security. The forum is also instrumental for taking coordinated approach for
the control of diseases of public health... (37.30), originating from animals. To reduce the
potential risk of highly pathogenic emerging diseases, including "", SAARC with the
technical assistant of FAO and financial support from EU have been implementing HPED
project. The project has established a regional coordination mechanism for controlling
HPED in the region. Roadmap for controlling major threats have been developed; lead
laboratories have been identified and made functional; and information sharing mechanisms
have been established.
SAARC has been working to mobilise funding to sustain the achievements made through
the project. SAARC countries have recently developed, recently adopted SAARC Strategy
for Prevention and Control of Communicable Diseases, which reflects the collective
commitment towards One Health. Initiatives have been taken to control important zoonotic
disease like Rabies, where One Health approach will play a central role. Some of the transboundary animal diseases, like Avian Influenza, pose serious threats to public health, and
have the potential to create pandemic also . The continue outbreak of highly pathogenic
Avian Influenza H5Nl and recent outbreaks of H7N9 in China highlight the importance of
continue vigilance for averting pandemic threat, lost of lives and livelihood.
USAID supported FAO country programmes for controlling HPAI have been instrumental
in controlling HPAI in the SAARC region. These country programmes, along with the
regional HPED programes, are proved effective for responding to recent H 7N9 episode
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emerging in China. Recently launched FAO regional T echnical Cooperation Program (fCP)
for H7N9 control is a very timely initiative. SAARC countries will continue to collaborate
with FAO and WH O in their initiatives to control any emerging diseases having impact on
food security and human health.
I wish a constructive dialogue and outcome from this meeting.
Thank you for your kind attention please.
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OPENING REMARKS
H.E. Pradit Sintavanarong
His excellencies, distinguished representative from regional and international organisations,
ladies and gentlemen:
On behalf of the Ministry of Public H ealth of Thailand, I would like to extend my sincerest
and warmest welcome to all distinguished delegates to the Technical and Policy Discussion
on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H 7N9) in Asia.
Since the first report of human infection in late March this year, concern on the potential
pandemic of novel avian influenza A (H 7N9) were raised at the global stage, across both
human and animal health sectors. In respond to this potential threat, Ministry of Public
Health of Thailand, whose aims to ensure policy good health and safety, has undertaken
certain initiative through the National Strategic Framework of Emerging Infectious Disease
to refresh, strengthen, and improve the measures, to prevent and prepare to manage any
situations in case of H 7N9 incursion, using the lessons learnt from SARS and HSNl.
Specifically for the public health sector, we have to strengthen the surveillance in human to
upmost level, as H 7N9 virus indifferent from HSNl in not causing any clinical signs that can
be used as the indicator. In addition, we are quite confident that, the capacity being built for
HSNl for case management would still be applicable, except the fact that the case has to be
rapidly diagnosed.
Risk communication has to also be strengthened, to raise the awareness for those who are at
risk since this seems to be one of the occupations of concern. However, this needs to avoid
the public panic to minimal any unnecessary losses.
The most important aspect above all is we have to ensure concerted and coordinated effort
among the relevant sectors at the country level. I am confident that this meeting will provide
the opportunity for participants to share experiences and lessons learnt to discuss specific
issues, and to identify opportunities for synergy and further collaboration.
Thank you very much for your kind attention.
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OPENING REMARKS
Dr. Yukol Limlaemthong
Deputy Prime Minister cum Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives
His excellencies, distinguished representative from regional and international organisations,
ladies and gentlemen:

On behalf of the Royal Government of Thailand, please allow me to extend my sincerest
and warmest welcome to all distinguished delegates to the Technical and Policy Discussion
on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H 7N9) in Asia.
As highlighted by the other speakers, the emergence of influenza A (H7N9) of avian origin
in China earlier this year has posed an alarming concern on a potential pandemic threat.
While severity so far has been observed in human, increasing evidence has shown the
potential interface with avian species, which may be related as the main source of the
infection in human.
I would also like to join my colleagues here to commend the Government of China for their
efforts in controlling the outbreaks, and for sharing of extremely valuable information that
allows the global community, including Thailand, to take timely and appropriate actions to
prevent any incursion of the H7N9 influenza virus.
For Thailand, when the H7N9 outbreak was firstly reported in China, it was felt as if the
situation for this H 7N9 influenza would be similar to the HPAI HSNl situation, which has
haunted us during the last decade with its devastating impacts. This matter was immediately
considered as the national agenda. However, this virus is quite unique compared to the
HSN1 virus as it appears not to cause any disease in poultry but has shown ability to
provoke severe disease in humans that becomes even a bigger challenge to detect and
control the virus in its animal reservoir.
Relevant authorities in Thailand, including Ministry of Public H ealth, Ministry of Agriculture
and Cooperatives, and Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, have joined forces
under the National Committee for Emerging and Re-emerging Infectious D iseases.
Collaborative efforts with integrated framework have been mobilized and taken into
considerations the lessons learned from SARS and HPAI-HSN1.
The existing surveillance program for all relevant sectors has been modified and
strengthened with the aim to rapidly detect any possible incursions of H7N9 for humans and
animals. Specifically, existing influenza surveillance systems, through the detection of
influenza-like illness (ILI) and severe acute respiratory illness, have been intensified through
networks of health volunteers and hospitals. Such emphasis on rapid detection of human
infection is a prerequisite for an effective case management. Ongoing surveillance for Avian
Influenza in domestic and wild animal species, which has been extremely effective against
HPAI, has also been reinforced and modified, giving a particular focus on a risk-based
approach.
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While we are quite fortunate that there has not been a report of Avian Influenza A (H7N9)
in Thailand, we remain vigilant in our stance and step up our preparedness to safeguard our
people from such pertinent threat. We are mindful that there are still certain challenges
ahead. The low pathogenic nature of the novel Influenza A (H7N9) virus in avian species
makes it difficult to detect the infection in poultry population. The silen t infection of H7N9
virus in poultry may prohibit the usefulness of using poultry as a sentinel prior to human
infection, and also a main challenge for early detection in poultry population before the virus
will cause disruption to livestock sector development. In any case, we believe strengthening
the biosecurity system along the livestock production and market would still be valid not
only for HSN1 or H 7N9 but also for other potential emerging infectious diseases that may
originate from livestock.
Fortunately, we have already seen a decline in number of human cases in China although I
believe that we should not let our guards down. In addition, the public must still be made
aware of the ongoing threat that could potentially hit us again anytime. There are works
ahead of us to maintain the community awareness, without causing panic, and to sustain
public trust to ensure participative and effective delivery of disease control program.

Distinguished ladies and gentlemen,
In this connection, I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the Royal Thai
Government, to thank USAID, FAO, OIE, WHO, ASEAN, SAARC, and other relevant
international organizations for their leaderships during this emergent need. Most
importantly, I wish to commend and thank the countries that are presenting here, to
demonstrate our commitment and solidarity to address the common concern, as a global
public good.
I am very much delighted to be here this morning, welcoming all of you to the meeting, and
yet importantly to Bangkok, Thailand. I am sure that the people of Thailand will also join me
to welcome you to the heart of the beautiful land of smile. So while you are having
productive and fruitful discussion in the meeting, please also take the opportunity to explore
Bangkok, which h ave been ranked as the World's Top Destination City.

Ladies and gentlemen,
It is now an auspicious time, I wish to declare the Technical and Policy D iscussion on the
Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H7N9) opened.
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Press Release
Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H7N9) the Focus of Multi-Co untry
Dialogue in Bangkok
Bangkok, 25 June 2013 - China's H7N9 avian flu outbreak and its implications for ASEAN
and SAARC countries were the focus of a two-day meeting in Bangkok, Thailand from 2425 June 2013.
High-level technical representatives from Ministries of Health and Ministries of Agriculture
from Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, Thailand
and Viet Nam met to discuss a coordinated, evidence-based approach to H7N9 prevention
and control.
The H7N9 influenza virus is unique, compared with H5N1 avian influenza, in that it appears
not to cause any disease in poultry but has shown ability to provoke severe disease in
humans, challenging efforts to detect and control the virus in its animal reservoir.
Since March 2013, China has reported 132 laboratories confirmed human cases of H7N9
influenza to the World Health Organization, of which there have been 39 fatalities. Bird-tohuman transmission is suspected, although risk factors for human exposure and the nature
of viral movement amongst poultry populations are still under investigation. To date, there
has been no evidence of sustained human-to-human transmission, an early indicator of a
virus with pandemic potential.
The virus is still emerging as new information is being generated. While there is no evidence
of spread wider than the ten Provinces in Eastern China, influenzas often follow a seasonal
pattern, and representatives from the region discussed best practices to heighten targeted
surveillance and rapidly implement context-specific control measures should the virus be
detected outside of China.
Representatives agreed that close cooperation between human and animal health authorities
is critical in containing this emerging virus at its source
Informed by nearly a decade of experience with avian influenza H 5N1 in the region, the
Bangkok meeting- jointly hosted by the Royal Government of Thailand and the U.S.
Agency for International D evelopment-presented a virtual tool kit of detection, diagnostic,
and control options that countries can call upon in the campaign against H7N9 or future
influenzas that threaten health and livelihoods in Asia.
"The ability of governments and their partners to quickly and effectively prevent, detect, and
respond to the H7H9 virus has been greatly enhanced by the partnerships, platforms and
knowledge-base built across Asia over the past decade, responding to serial threats posed by
SARS, the H5N1 avian flu and the pandemic H1N1 flu," said D r. D ennis Carroll, D irector
of USAID 's Emerging Threats P rogram. "This meeting is an opportunity to highlight these
partnerships and forge a united way forward."
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USAID is working with governments across the region and international partners to provide
immediate technical assistance in developing evidence-based approaches to H7N9
prevention, control and containment.
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Group Photo

Technical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A (H7N9) in Asia
Bangkok, Thailand
24 -25 June 2013
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Country Cluster Scenarios
LOW RISK COUNTRIES (Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand)

SCENARIO
1. Never occur in the country

PLANNED ACT IVITIES
•
•

•

•
•

2. SARI patients on further test for
H7N9 (travelling abroad, family
cluster at least 2 of them are
positive), health care worker, or
farmer, no established cause)

•
•

3. H 7N9 is reported in human as
imported
case(s)
and
no
connection with poultry m
country

•

•

•
•

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Surveillance (ILI-ongoing)
Trade restrictions
from
infected countries/ strict
animal movement control
Preparedness
contingency
plan (include stock piling of
anti-viral medications and
PPEs)
Capacity
building
for
personnel
Review of national strategy
and technical guidelines

•

ILI surveillan ce ongoing
Information
sharing
between human health and
animal health sectors
Joint outbreak investigations
(including
retrospective
contact tracing)
ILI
and
event
based
surveillance yield (+) result
Contact tracing
sharing
Information

•

Whole country

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

•

•
•

Affected areas/borders

•
•
•

•

All international ports,
points of entry

•
•

Resources (financial and
human)
Laboratory support
Risk
communication
limitations
rn
any
eventualities

Resources (financial and
human)
Laboratory support
Risk
communication
limitations
rn
any
eventualities
Timely
detection
of
asymptomatic individual
Resources (financial and
human)
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•
•

4. Illegal movement of poultry and
products at the borders

•
•

•

5. Detection of H5Nl and H7N9
in poultry during routine active
laboratory surveillance (during
movement and every 6 month
routine practices)

•
6. H7N9 is detected in domestic
poultry/ other animals 1n the
country but no human case is
reported

•
•

between public health and
animal health sectors
Risk communication
Joint outbreak investigations
(including
retrospective
contact tracing)
Border and road control
Strengthening
border
cooperation
with
other
countries

•

out

borders

•

•
•

•

Disease investigation an d
control measures (include
stampmg out, quarantine,
disinfection
and
other
measures in place)
Risk communication

Intelligent
stamping
w / compensation
Public
awareness
communication)

International
(land borders)

Affected areas
surrounding areas

and

•

•
•
•

•

(risk

Affected
radius/7
zone)

areas (3 km
km quarantine

•
•
•
•

7. H7N9 is detected in domestic •
poultry/ other animals in country
and at least one human case is •
reported

Isolation of human case and •
contact tracing
Sampling of exposed poultry
(net effect of contact tracine:)

Identification
of
areas •
visited (net effect of contact •
tracing)

Resources (financial and
human)
m
maintaining
border control
Farmer/trader education
Collaboration
between
border control authorities
Resources (financial and
human)
m
maintaining
border control
Farmer/ trader education
Law enforcement
Laboratory support

Industry resistance
Lack o human resource
Risk communication capacity 1s
limited
Law enforcement
Industry resistance
Risk communication capacity 1s
limited
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8. H7N9 is detected in wild birds
but no cases detected in poultry
and humans

•

Wild bird surveillance
identified hotspots (AIPP)

ill

•

Hotspots identified
preparedness plan

ill

the

•

•

Resistance
groups
Resources

of

conservationist
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MODERATE RISK COUNTRIE S (Bangladesh, B hutan, Cambodia, Egypt, and Indonesia)

SCENARIO
1.Imported 1n human,
connection with poultry

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

PLANNED ACTIVITIES
no

Human health:

•
•
•

Surveillance
Lab diagnosis
Case management
Note:
(Built on existing ILI and SARI)
IHR(2005) and APSED (2010)

•

•
•
•
•
•

2.Wild birds, no poultry and
human

•

Surveillance in wild birds and poultry
(Built on existing capacity)

•
•

Biosecurity
Awareness and capacity building
Interface with OH approach
Interface level poultry and wild birds

•
•
3.In domestic poultry, but
no human case

• Intensify surveillance both human and animal
• Import banned from infected countries
• Surveillance in LBM and port of entry
Biosecurity
• Depopulation at LBMs and positive flocks
compensation
• Movement control
Improve multi-sectoral collaboration
Continue assessing the risk
Prepare for human health case

•
•

Funding support
Collaboration with international organizations
Capacity

•

Rapid access to compensation funds
CloseLBMs
No policy for depopulation and compensation
How to maintain the supply to consumers, and
how to manage over supply
Funding support
Improvement LBM needed in the long term

•

•
•
•

•

+

Lab diagnosis
Awareness
Capacity building
Travel advisory
Public health laws (quarantine)
Infection control in hospital

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Revise contingency plan
Increase surveillance ILI and SARI
Public awareness
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•
4.Detected in both poultry and
human

Increase lab capacity

Planned activities as under Scenario 3

•
•

Intensify ILI and SARJ
Event based surveillance

5. No human and poultry
cases detected

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy and create political commitment
Knowledge gaps
Building from the existing systems
Lesson s learned from SARS, H5N1, HlNl (2009),
and H7N9
Risk and operational mapping in the region for
resource allocation
Cross border issues and international trade and
travel (export/import control including quarantine)
Need support from reference labs

Issues and challenges for Moderate group (Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, Egypt, and Indonesia)
•
•

Gaps in knowledge of disease required for planning - transmission, risk
Gaps in Implementation:
1. Overall capacity both animal and human health sectors in:
o Lab diagnosis
2. Awareness
3. Travel advisory for any imported cases
4. Legislation related quarantine in public health sector
5. Prevention and control of infection in health facilities
-Funding support
6. D epopulation:
a. Rapid access to compensation fun ds
b. No policy for compensation in some country
7. Close LBMs
a. H ow to maintain the supply to consumers, and how to manage over supply
b. Improvement LBM needed in the long term
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8. Funding support
9. Advocacy and create political commitment
Notes:

1. Building from the existing systems
2. Collaboration with international organizations
a. Lessons learned from SARS, H5N1, H1N1 (2009), and H7N9
b. Risk and operational mapping in the region for resource allocation
c.
Ieed support from reference labs
3. Cross border issues and international trade and travel (export/import control including quarantine)
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HIGH RISK COUNTRIES (India, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal, and Vietnam)
POSSIBLE SCENARIOS
Scenario 1

India: No detection of virus at all humans and poultry
Laos: No infections in humans and in animals
Myanmar: Disease detected in poultry, but no human cases
Nepal: H 7N9 detected in poultry, but no human cases
Vietnam: Poultry come into Vietnam with H 7N9 virus

Scenario 2

India: D etect virus in poultry but no human cases
Laos: D etect virus in animals, but no in humans (based on active surveillance)
Myanmar: Disease detected in poultry and human cases (at least one)
Nepal: H 7N9 detected in poultry, and at least one human case reported
Vietnam: People come into Vietnam with H7N9 virus

Scenario 3

Laos: D etect virus in humans, but no in animals
Myanmar: Disease detected in poultry, reported cases in humans but no contact with poultry
Nepal: H 7N9 detected in poultry, and extensive human cases reported
Vietnam: Song birds come into Vietnam with H7N9

Scenario 4

Laos: D etect virus in both animals and humans
Nepal: H 7N9 detected in wild birds, but no detected in poultry and humans
Vietnam: Wild birds come into Vietnam with H7N9 virus

ACTIVITIES
SCENARIO

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

Laos:
Scenario 1
Laos: No infections in humans and - Prevention with emphasis of contingency plan
in animals
- E nhance surveillance system (along borders)
- Information sharing
- Improvement of biosecurity at farms and markets

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Laos:
- Joint outbreak investigation
- Human resources (insufficient)
- Application OIE standards at entry points for
monitoring and surveillance of movements into
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Myanmar: Disease detected
poultry, but no human cases

Vietnam: Poultry come
Vietnam with H7N9 virus

m

- Public awareness
- Bilateral and multi-sector collaboration

Laos
- Education programs for farmers and traders for
changing behavior
- Collaboration between related sectors at the
entry points

Myanmar:
1. Updated existing contingency plan
2. Capacity Building
3. Sunreillance (EWARS)
4. Strengthen risk communication
5. Information Sharing
6. Market closure/Trade ban
7. Biosecurity
8. :Multispectral collaboration
9. Bilateral and Multilateral collaboration
10. Case management and infection control (H)
11. Join t outbreak investigation and management

Myanmar:
1. \'v'eakness in surveillance in both livestock
and in humans
2. Legislation to be strengthened (for
livestock)
3. Cross border dependency on poultry and
poultry products
4. No policy on compensation
5. Risk assessment to be strengthened
6. Culling for H7N9 difficult
7. Funding gaps

Vietnam:
into Vietnam:
- Direction from National Steering Committee for - Large number of samples to be taken and tested.
Controlling Infectious Diseases
- Difficult to stop illegal movements of poultry,
but should think of legalize those infected poultry,
- Surveillance (virology and serology)
even poultry movements within Vietnam
- Control of poultry movements
- Close infected markets once they are detected with
H7N9 + apply policy that has been applied for H5N1
infection
- Biosecurity and disinfection
- Communication + sharing information
- Collaborate with China to control of poultry
movements and sharing information
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India: No detection of virus at all
humans and poultry

India:
- Surveillance: at high risk areas bordering China, target
surveillance, market value chain s
- Contingency planning
- Capacity building
- Preparedness
- Biosecurity

Nepal: H 7N9 detected
but no human cases

Nepal:
Nepal:
- Review and revise existing contingency plan for
- Funds
H5N1 >>> all activities will be included in the
Technical
plan to be carried out
Human resources
Sunreillance of H 7N9
Inadequate supports
Biosecurity
Inadequate biosecurity measures
Market managements
Inadequate coordination from poultry
D ependency on poultry and poultry
products
- Remote geoQraphic areas

in

poultry,

Scenario 2
Laos: D etect virus in animals, but Laos:
no m humans (based on active - As above, but PLUS:
surveillance)
- Capacity building (staff)
- Joint responses in case detect virus in poultry and in
humans

Myanmar: Disease detected m Myanmar:
poultry and human cases (at least - Above activities PLUS
one)
- ILI and SARI surveillance (EWRS)
- Disinfection and human case management and control
- Joint outbreak investigation

India:
- Backyard poultry
- Target surveillance is not easy (an issue)
- Laboratory and epidemiology staff (man power)
- .. .. ..

Laos:
- Convincing policy makers
- Health care facilities
- Compensation scheme
- Budget constraints
- Risk communication

Myanmar:
- Above activities
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Vietnam:
People
come
Vietnam with H7N9 virus

into Vietnam:
- Direction from National Steering Committee for
Controlling Infectious Diseases
- Surveillance and monitoring: Focus on ILI people in
hospitals, sampling skills and transportation from
sampling sites to laboratories
- Quarantine and isolate suspect infected people
- Strength diagnosis and treatment capacity at hospital
and
- Improve laboratory capacity of the national institutes
- Collaborate with China to control of cross border
quarantine

India: Detect virus in poultry but no
human cases

India:
- As Above
- Trade movement restriction/ market closure
- Culling infected birds in infected zones
- Biosecurity
- Multi-sectoral co-ordination and collaboration
- Bilateral and multilateral collaboration

Nepal: H7N9 detected in poultry, Nepal:
and at least one human case reported - Above activities

Vietnam:
Large number of people to be monitored >>>
large number of samples (clinical signs of infected
people are similar to other season flu infected
people and other respiratory diseases)

India:
- Transparency in disease reporting
- Exchange of information
- Capacity building through Training of vets/
laboratory scientists of neighboring countries in
India
- Organization of bilateral / multi-lateral meetings
at - Involvement of International organizations
like FAO/ O IE/ WHO to lead the countries in
the region to tackle the cross border issues
Nepal:
- Funds
Technical
H uman resources
Inadequate supports
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Inadequate biosecurity measures
Inadequate coordination from poultry
D ependency on poultry and poultry
products
Remote geographic areas

Scenario 3
Laos: Detect virus in humans, but Laos:
no in animals
- As above

Laos:
- As above

Myanmar: Disease detected ill Myanmar:
poultry, reported cases ill humans As above
but no contact with poultry

Myanmar:
As above

Vietnam: Song birds come into Vietnam:
Vietnam with H7N9
Similar to scenario 1

Vietnam:
Similar to scenario 1

Nepal: H7N9 detected in poultry, Nepal:
and extensive human cases reported
- Capacity building
- Equipment
- Reagents for diagnosis
- Strength of laboratory by trainings
- Establish multi-sector collaboration
Bilateral and multi-sector coordination

Nepal:
As above

Scenario 4
Laos: D etect virus in both animals As above

Above
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and humans
Vietnam: Wild birds come into
Vietnam with H7N9 virus
Nepal: H7N9 detected in wild birds,
but no detected ill poultry and
humans
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USAID's Response to The Immediate Threat Posed by Two Novel Viruses:
MERS-Coronavirus and the H7N9 Avian Influenza Virus
Over the past year two new and deadly viral agents have emerged that have again
reminded the world about our shared vulnerability to global pandemic threats: the
MERS-coronavirus in the Arabia Peninsula and the H7N9 avian influenza in China.
While neither virus has demonstrated efficient human-to-human transm ission to-date
the international health community is watching closely events that will occur in the
coming weeks that could dramatically increase the threat posed by one or both of these
viruses - transforming local "outbreaks" into global events. Beginning the week of
October 13 up to 3 million Hajj pilgrims from around the world will gather in Saudi
Arabia, the epi-center of documented transmission of MERS-Coronavirus (CoV). The
combination of mass public gatherings of international travelers in areas where the
MERS-CoV has been actively circulating raises concerns that pilgrims may become
infected and spread the virus upon returning to their home countries. The second event
is the return of the fall influenza season in Asia and the potential re-emergence of the
deadly H7N9 virus. Like its close cousin, the H5N1 "bird flu" virus, the H7N9 virus is
largely circulating in poultry with limited human infections. The H7N9 virus, however,
has shown genetic features that suggest it is far more capable of adapting to
mammalian cells and potentially much more transmittable to humans. With the onset of
the fall influenza season there is concern the virus, if it is not properly controlled in birds,
could evolve into a more efficient human-to-human transmitting virus posing a
significant global health threat. Mindful of these concerns USAID over the past five
months has been actively engaged with international partners and host governments to
use existing platforms and partnerships to put in place capacities that minimize the
potential threat posed by the Hajj related spread of the MERS-CoV and to control the
threat posed by the H7N9 avian influenza virus. Additional background on these two
viruses and a description of USAID's measures are described below 1 .
MERS-Coronavirus
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Corona Virus (MERS-CoV) has become a global
concern. Since September 2012 WHO has been informed of a total of 138 laboratoryconfirmed MERS-CoV cases, including 60 deaths (CFR: 44%) 2 from nine countries
(Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates, France, Germany, Italy,
Tunisia and the United Kingdom). The Arabia Peninsula appears to be the main
reservoir of this novel virus, with all of the primary infections documented having
acquired the infection while in the region ; nearly all reported cases (96%) have been
associated with Saudi Arabia. Like its close relative, the SARS Corona Virus (SARSCoV), the MERS-CoV is a zoonotic disease though its animal reservoir and route of
transmission to humans are of this date unknown. MERS-CoV has demonstrated
1

NOTE: To-date USAID has re-programmed $9 million to address ME RS-CoV and H7N9. T his level of funding is
adequate to address a limited spread of either virus. However, if the magnjtude of the threat posed by either or both
viruses is significantly greater additional resources may be required. Importantly, the current fundi ng will enable
detailed documentation of the threat and provide active platforms to launch expanded control efforts.
2

As of October 16, 2013

limited human-to-human transmission, with hospital-based infections being the most
common point of secondary transmission. Given this pattern of "acquisition- export-and
spread" there is growing concern that with the upcoming travel of millions of pilgrims to
Mecca associated with the Hajj and large migrant workforces in Saudi Arabia the
MERS-CoV could dramatically spread beyond the Arabia Peninsula posing a significant
global public health threat. NOTE: The Hajj formally lasts from October 13 -20; the risk
of Hajj related spread beyond Saudi Arabia, however, lasts for around a month (middle
of November) as the incubation period for the infection is about two weeks.
USAID's Response: Mindful of the risk that the MERS-CoV could spread more widely
over the coming month by infected Hajj pilgrims and migrant workers, USAID, in
partnership with WHO and CDC, has programmed over the past several months over
$1 million to support Ministries of Heath (MoHs) to establish critical capacities to detect
and control the introduction of the virus in 11 countries that are at particular risk of
"importation" of the virus (Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sudan, South Sudan, Tanzania}. With the Hajj now underway the following
core capacities are now in place and in use:
1. Strengthened surveillance for MERS-CoV, including:
-

Trained national laboratory staff in targeted countries in appropriate protocols
for detection of the MERS-CoV
Supplies of critical diagnostic "primers and reagents"
Enhanced surveillance at Points of Entry (PoE), particularly those that service
returning Hajj, using appropriate health alert cards.
Strengthened referral and coordination of related stakeholders for MERS-CoV
detection and response.

2. Improved case detection and management of Severe Acute Respiratory
Infections (SARls}, particularly MERS-CoV, including:
-

Improved awareness and knowledge of healthcare workers for SARls'
detection and case management, particularly MERS-CoV.
Improved infection prevention control (IPC) measures of healthcare workers
for MERS-CoV.

3. Improved awareness of communities to prevent spread of MERS-CoV,
including:
-

Risk communication materials (ie. alert cards) on preventing spread of
MERS-CoV and post-travel care-seeking practices developed and distributed
to Hajj and other travellers to the Arabia Peninsula.
H7N9 Avian Influenza

On 31 March 2013, the authorities of the People's Republic of China first reported three
human cases of infection with a novel influenza strain A (H7N9) in Eastern China in
accordance with International Health Regulations to the World Health Organization.

Importantly, the March identification of the H7N9 virus came within a few months of its
suspected emergence creating an unprecedented opportunity to initiate interventions to
slow its spread while it was still geographically confined; the early identification also
allowed neighboring countries the opportunity to prepare for its possible "spillover"
across their borders should the virus spread more widely in China. To-date the virus has
been reported in 13 contiguous provinces and municipalities in eastern/southeastern
China (Anhui, Beijing, Fujian, Guangdong, Hebei, Henan, Hunan, Jiangsu, Jiangxi,
Shandong, Shanghai, Taiwan, and Zhejiang) - with 136 confirmed human infections,
including 45 deaths (CFR: 33%)3. There are no reports of H7N9 outside of
China. There was a dramatic decline in H7N9 outbreaks in early May in keeping with
the seasonal cycle for avian influenza viruses which typically runs from November to
April. Poultry have been implicated as the principle reservoirs of the virus with the
commercial trading of poultry the primary driver in its spread and markets serving as the
primary interface where human cases were exposed to the virus. NOTE: The first
reported human case of H7N9 for the 2013-2014influenza season was reported in
Zhejiang province on October 8 potentially signaling the imminent return of the virus .
USAID Response: The early identification of the H7N9 virus, combined with its limited
geographic spread within China by the end of the last influenza season and the
understanding of the role played by commercial trade of poultry in its spread has
created the unprecedented opportunity to mount a package of interventions aimed at
disrupting its further spread among poultry in the region and limit its potential for
causing human infections during the upcoming influenza season. In anticipation of the
re-emergence of the H7N9 virus with the onset of the 2013-2014 influenza season
USAID has programmed $8 million through FAO, WHO, CDC and the Agency's
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) partners to support a shared "prevention and
control" strategy across the Ministries of Agriculture (MoA) and Health (MoH) from a
group of "at risk" countries. Drawing heavily from our experience mapping the spread of
the H5N1 avian influenza virus among poultry across the Asia region we have been
able to identify key commercial trading routes that are likely to be instrumental in
spreading the H7N9 virus among poultry within China and into neighboring "high risk"
countries - Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar (see Figure 1). In addition, there is the
additional risk that the virus could spread beyond China's borders via wild bird
migration. While past evidence would suggest this is a less likely route, wild bird
populations have played an important role in introducing novel H5N1 viruses originating
in China into neighboring Asian countries that do not have direct commercial poultry
trade. Accordingly, we have established an additional line of surveillance in five
"medium/low risk" countries (Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, Indonesia and India) that
are potentially vulnerable to this route of viral introduction. NOTE: these H7N9
surveillance platforms have been in place and active since June; no H7N9 virus has
been detected at these sites to-date.

With the 2013-2014 influenza season just underway the following core capacities are
now in place and ready for use:

3

As of October 16, 2013

1. Real-time Monitoring and Surveillance for Spread of H7N9 in Animal
Populations.
This includes ongoing sample collecting and laboratory diagnostic capacities for
confirming the further spread of the virus in China, particularly Yunnan and Guangxi
provinces that border Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar, as well as "high risk" live bird
markets at border crossings in each of the neighboring countries.
2. Capacities ready for control the spread of the H7N9 virus in animal
populations at its point of "introduction" pre-empting its uncontrolled spread
in Asia
Strategies to control the spread of the H7N9 virus in infected animals are in place;
they involving: a)"market closures", b) targeted population control with
compensation, and, c) movement control - and will be activated when its presence
is detected.
3. Real-time Monitoring and Surveillance for Spread of H7N9 in Human
Populations
As a strategic corollary to monitoring "high risk" live bird markets, MOHs are actively
adapting their SARI surveillance and laboratory diagnostic platforms to monitor for
severe respiratory infections among "high risk" human populations that are proximal
to live bird markets at targeted border crossings.
4. Reducing patient mortality rates from H7N9 infections and facility based
transmission
There is ongoing work to strengthen MoH's capacities in each of the targeted
countries to provide improved clinical care for severe respiratory infections in "high
risk" border areas.
5. An Aware and Supportive Public
An array of communication "tools" are actively being disseminated to enlist the
support of general public and political leaders for activities targeting the prevention
and control of H7N9 movement among animals and human populations.
Viet Nam - Cross Border Poultry Movement

Figure 1

Influenza A/H7N9 in China
February-October 2013
15 Noveffi>er 2013

Summary of confirmed human infections*:
• Median age= 61 years (range: 3-91)
• 73% cases male
• Apparent case fatality rate = 32%
• Cases in clusters (2 or more) = at least 6%
• Cases with connections to China= 100%
• Cases with likely contact with poultry = at least 19%
• Cases involving health workers = 0%
• Cases with basic data**= 29%
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Jiangxi (6), Shandong (2), Taiwan (1)

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome- Coronavirus (MERS-CoV)
March 2012-November 2013

•

Summary of confirmed human infections*:
• Median age= 53 years (range: 2-94)
• 64% cases male
• Apparent case fatality rate = 42%
• Cases with comorbidities = at least 56%
• Cases in clusters (2 or more)= at least 60%
• Cases with connections to Saudi Arabia = at least
96%
• Cases (of those providing yes/no information) with
reported contact with animals = at least 27%
• Cases involving health workers = 15%
• Cases with basic data** = 31 %

= 6 countries with
apparent local
transmission

= 6 countries with
apparent importation of cases from
Arabian Peninsula

Sources = World Health Organization, ProMed, and scientific
publications through 11/18/13; *maybe biased towards more-severe
cases that are easier to recognize. ** includes age, gender, location,
clinical outcome, and dates for symptom onset, hospitalization, death
(if applicable) in publicly-available reports.
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Sources = World Health Organization, ProMed, and scientific publications through 11/18/13

Association of Co-Morbidities and M ERS-CoV Disease Severity
Group

Number
of cases

Median
age
(years)

Number(%) mild
and asymptomatic cases

Number
(%) severe
cases

Number(%) of
cases with no
data on severity

Average case
fatality rate in
entire group

Cases with no
co-morbidities
mentioned

68

41

28 (41%)

31 (46%)

8 (12%)

22%

Cases with comorbidities

87

59

3 (4%)

79(91%)

5 (6%)

45%

Group

Number of cases
with data

Median age (years)

Percent cases with
co-morbidity

Average case
fatality rate

Mild and asymptomatic cases

29

34

10%

0%

Severe cases

111

58

73%

49%

Severity of disease and higher fatality rate appear to be associated with higher
age of cases and presence of co-morbidities • may be easier to find virus in older
people who are already ill
Sources= World Health Organization, ProMed, and scientific publications through 11 /18/13.
* CFR rates are not exact because 10 deaths cannot be attributed to specific cases. Also, several

recent cases are still hospitalized so final health outcome not known.

Incidence rate of human MERS-CoV infections by location*
Incidence rate per million
population (confirmed cases only)
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Sources: WHO, ProMED, Minstry of Health reports
through 11/18/13. Popu lat ion data for Jordan, Qatar,
and UAE from Population Reference Bureau.
Population data for Saudi Arabia provinces from
Wikipedia.
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* Time period used to calculate the incidence rate for
each country determined by counting the number of
months between when the first case had onset of
symptoms and the present month (October 2013). The
rates for Jordan, Qatar, and UAE are for the entire
country; the rates in Saudi Arabia are by province
(overall country rate for Saudi Arabia is 3.1 per million).

Emergence of MERS-CoV and H7N9 compared to other "new" viruses *
At least
17,000 cases
after 2 months

200

.j
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1,037 cases
after 4 months

l

j

Solid lines = efficient human-to-human spread
Dotted lines = primarily animal-to-human spread
Dashed lines = both animal-to-human and human-to human spread
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* Based on symptom onset data from WHO (HSNl, H7N9, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus [MERSCoV)) through 11/18/13, WHO case counts (HlNl), and Molecular Evolution of the SARS Coronavirus During the
Course of the SARS Epidemic in China, Science, 12 March 2004, 303, pp. 1666-1669. /\ November 2003 used for
HSNl since this was the beginning of this virus' continued spillover into human populations in multiple countries.

Analysis of 2009-201 0
Pandemic H1 N1 Influenza in Humans
April 30, 2010
Andrew Clements
USAID Avian and Pandemic Influenza Unit,
Bureau for Global Health

Note: this analysis is based on available surveillance and epidemiological data which
may not be complete because of weak surveillance capacity in some countries and
discontinued reporting of total confirmed cases in some highly-affected countries

Pandemic H1N1 Influenza:
214 Countries/Territories Reported Human Infections
21 Countries Reported Animal Infections
-----

-

- _,-

Reported pand. H1 N1 human cases•:
D =O
D =1-10
[] = 11-100
=101-1,000
= 1,001-10,000
= >10,000
O =high H5N1 burden country
= pand. H1N1 in turkeys

•
•
•

0
0 = pand. H1N1 in pigs
G = pand. H1N1 in other mammals

•
0
0

Bahrain, Israel, Kuwait, Lebanon, Singapore, West Bank/Gaza

,,
•

Barbados, Belgium, Brunei Darussalam, Cape Verde, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Luxembourg, Malta, Rwanda, Trinidad & Tobago

Aruba, Bahamas, Belize, Bermuda, Bonaire, British Virgin Islands, Curacao, Fiji, Guadaloupe, Jamaica, Lesotho, Maldives, Martinique, Mauritius, New Caledonia, Puerto Rico, Qatar, Sao Tome &
Principe, Seychelles, St. Lucia, St. Maarten, St. Martin, Turks & Caicos, United Arab Emirates, US Virgin Islands
Albania, American Samoa, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Belize, Bhutan, Burundi, Cook Islands, Djibouti, Dominica, Falkland Islands, French Polynesia, Galapagos Islands, Grenada,
Guam, Kiribati, Liechtenstein, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Monaco, Montenegro, Palau, Reunion, Saba, Samoa, Solomon Islands, St. Bartholomew, St. Eustatius, St. Kitts & Nevis, St. Vincent &
Grenadines, Swaziland, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Wallis and Futuna

Sources: WHO, O IE, Promed, and other reports as of 4/30/10. *Note: number of reported cases is likely lower than actual cases, especially in
countries with weak surveillance capacity.

Geographic Distribution of Reported 2009
Pandemic H1 N1 Influenza Cases and Deaths
Region*
Sub-Saharan Africa
Americas
Eastern Mediterranean
Eu rope/ Eurasia
Asia
World Total

•
•
•

Cumulative
Cases**
18,440

Cumulative
Deaths**
168

> 190 765***
'
58 478****
'
> 154 000***
'
>223,855***

>8,316
1,019

>646,468

>17,919

>4,835
3,581

Asia, Americas, and Europe/Eurasia regions have reported the most cases & deaths
Reported numbers of cases and deaths likely an underestimate

Using the U.S. estimate of ~20% population infected with pandemic H1 N1 at some
point since April 2009 (see slide 9), total actual cases worldwide could be up to 1.4 billion
* Regions correspond to WHO regions (Asia= combination of SEAR and WPR; AFR contains Algeria; EMR contains Afghanistan, Pakistan,
western Asia, Sudan, and most of Northern Africa). ** Cumulative reported cases and deaths from WHO/HQ and regional offices as 4/30/1O; since
many countries including Canada, US, UK are no longer reporting confirmed cases and many mild cases are probably not being detected, these
numbers are a minimum and probably severely underestimate the actual number of pandemic H1 N1 cases. *** No longer updated by WHO after
November 2009. **** No longer updated by WHO after January 2010.

Percentage of respiratory specimens that tested positive for influenza

Status as of week 15
11-17 April 2010
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Varying levels of influenza circulation among countries/regions and varying percentages of
flu-positive samples caused by pandemic H1 N1 vs. other flu types/subtypes

Co-Circulation of Pandemic H1N1
and Other Influenza Viruses
Apr 11, 2010 to Apr 17, 2010

Total countries

29

Total flu positive samples

1,451

Influenza A

19%

Influenza B

81 %

Pandemic H1 N1 viral properties:

•

of 25,308 pandemic H1 N1 influenza viruses submitted by
155 countries since April 2009, all mostly antigenically and
genetically similar; could change over time

Influenza B
appears to be the
main type
circulating at this
time

-•111 Pandemic A/H1 N1
still being detected
in many countries,
but percentage of
all influenzas
declining over time
(see next slide)

•

285 (mostly-sporadic) oseltamivir-resistant cases
reported by countries around the world; all sensitive to
zanamivir*

Source: WHO, Pandemic (H1N1) 2009 - Update 98, April 30, 2010. * Oseltamivir and zanamivir are the main treatment options for pandemic H1N1.

Northern hemisphere circulation of influenza viruses
Number of specimens positives for influenza by subtypes
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Fewer pandemic
H1 N1 and other
influenza samples
collected recently
in the Southern
Hemisphere

Age Distribution of 2009 Pandemic H1N 1
Influenza Cases and Deaths in Mexico
Total cases with data
25, 000

Cumulative
Cases by
Age Group

20,000

-

15, 000

-

10, 000
5 , 000 0

54%of
cases <20
years old

-

-

-

~

-

~

-

-

~

0-4

= 72,436; total deaths = 1,184

5 -9

10-19

-

-

20-29

3 0-39

40-49

n
50-59

n
60+

6.0

Apparent
Case
Fatality
Rate by Age
Group*

85% of
deaths in
people >20
years old

5.0
4.0

..

In Mexico (and
most other
affected
countries),
pandemic H1 N1
infections are
more common in
younger
populations
Apparent case
fatality rates*,
however, are
highest in older
populations

3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
0 -4

5 -9

10- 19

20-29

30- 39

40- 49

50-59

60+

Age Group (Years)
Source: Mexico Ministry of Health, 4/12/10. * Not a true fatality rate for H1 N1 because total number of actual cases (including mild ones not seeking
care) is not known.

H1 N1 Pandemic Estimates from U.S.
by Age Group (Apr 2009-Mar 13, 2010)
Total Estimated Cases=
60,000,000

Total Estimated Hospitalizations = 270,000
65 years and
olde r

65 years and
older
10%
18-64 years
58%

18-64 years
58%

0-17 years
32%

0-17 years
32%

0 . 030

Estimated
Case
Fatality
Rate

0.0269

0 . 020

0 . 010

(%)
0 . 000

0 . 0263

~

,_

0.0067

I

Total Estimated Deaths=
12,270

I

0-17 y e ars

18-64 years

65 years
and older

65 years and
older
13%

18-64 years
77%

0 -17 years
10%

Correction factors:
• For every detected
case, there were ~79
actual cases
• For every hospitalized
case, there were ~3
actual hospitalizations

•

Underdetection of mild cases more common than for severe cases. Most cases/deaths in people
<65 years old. Overall estimated U.S. fatality rate is low (~0.02%) for all age groups
Source : CDC, April 19, 2010 (http://www.cdc.gov/H 1N1 flu/pdf/H1 N1 Estimates Apr19.pdf). *For seasonal flu, ~60% of flu-related hospitalizations and
~90% of flu-related deaths in people 65 years and older

High-Risk Groups for 2009 Pandemic Influenza
A/H1 N1
Groups of people appearing to be at higher risk of more
complicated or severe illness:
• pregnant women;
• infants, and young children particularly under age 2;
• people of any age with certain chronic health conditions
(including asthma or lung disease, heart disease, diabetes, kidney
disease or some neurological conditions);
• people with severely compromised immune systems

(Currently, people age 65 or older are the least likely to be infected with the
pandemic influenza, but those who do get sick are also at high risk of
developing serious complications, just as they are from seasonal flu.)
Source: WHO, February 24, 2010 (http://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/frequently_asked_questions/risk/en/index.html)

2009 Pandemic H 1N 1 Influenza:
Comparison with Seasonal Flu, H5N1, SARS
Influenza virus
Seasonal influenza
H5N1
(Nov 03-Apr 10)

Pandemic H1 N1 *
(Mar 09-Apr 10)

SARS
(Nov 02-Jul 03)

Average cases
per month
~3,000,000

Average deaths
per month
~3,000

Average case
fatality rate

(U.S. only)

(U.S. only)

0.1%
(U.S. only)

6

4

59%

(worldwide)

(worldwide)

(worldwide)

At least 47,800
so far

At least 1 ,280
so far

<0.1%?
so far

(worldwide)

(worldwide)

(worldwide)

~940

~100

11%

(worldwide)

(worldwide)

(worldwide)

•

With its efficient human-to-human transmission, 2009 H1 N1 has infected far more
people per month than both SARS and H5N1 avian influenza; however, H1 N1 has so
far been much less lethal than both SARS and HSN 1

•

In terms of severity of disease, 2009 H1 N1 appears to be somewhat similar to
seasonal influenza and the 1957 H2N2 pandemic, but much less than the 1918 H1 N1
pandemic)**

Data sources: WHO and other reports as of 4/30/10. *Pandemic H1 N1 rates calculated using a start date of March 1, 2009 and confirmed cases and
deaths are most likely an underestimate of actual numbers. ** Fraser et al. , Sciencexpress, May 11, 2009.

2009 Influenza A Infections in Domestic Animals
(Apr 2009-Apr 2010)
Species

Countries Reporting

Turkey

Canada, Chile, France, U.S.

Pig

Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Iceland, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Norway,
Serbia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, U.K., U.S.

Cat

France, U.S.

Dog

China

Other mammals Canada (skunks), U.S. (ferrets)
So far, most pandemic H1 N1 infections in domestic animals reported to be mild.
Where data is available, route of transmission appears to be humans (e.g. farm workers,
pet owners) infecting animals.

Source: OIE, press reports, and publications through 6/23/10

Overlap of H5N1 Avian Influenza
and 2009-2010 Pandemic H1 N1 Influenza
Country

Cumulative H5N1
poultry outbreaks
reported since
Nov 2003

Cumulative H5N1
human infections
reported since
Nov 2003

Cumulative H1 N1
human infections
reported since
April 2009

Bangladesh

353

1

at least 956"

China@

107

38

at least 145,000*

Egypt

>1,084

109

at least 16,249*

Indonesia

>>261

162

at least 1,129"

Vietnam

2,583

119

at least 11 ,208*

•

All of the H5N1-endemic countries have reported the circulation of pandemic H1 N1 virus
in people; actual number of H1 N1 cases is probably larger than the number reported

•

Most of the reported pandemic H1 N1 cases in these 5 countries occurred between
September 2009 and February 201 0 with little activity since then

•

No reports of pandemic H1 N1 recombining with other influenza A viruses (e.g. H5N1)

Sources: H5N1 reports from OIE and WHO through 4/30/10. H1 N1 data from WHO reports 11 and media reports* through 4/30/10. For both H5N1
and H1 N1, reported cases are likely to be an underestimate of actual cases because of technical and financial challenges associated with trying to
detect every case. @ China data includes Hong Kong and Taiwan. # includes some outbreaks reported locally but not internationally.

2009 Pandemic H1 N1 Influenza: Summary (1)
• Pandemic H1 N1 human infections confirmed in all regions of the world
and number of cases still growing in some countries
• H1 N1 human cases widespread during April-December 2009
• Number of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths reported likely an underestimate
• Activity in most countries lower in 2010

•

Rate of influenza activity varied among and within countries and was generally
more intense during traditional "flu season"

•

In many/most countries, pandemic H1 N1 virus became the predominate influenza
virus circulating since April 2009

•

Seasonal influenza A and B viruses also circulating at low levels in AprilDecember 2009; influenza B increasing since then, especially in Northern Europe
and Northern Asia

• All age groups affected, including 15-45 group which typically is less
affected by seasonal influenza

•

Most cases in people <25 years old; most severe cases and deaths in people <50
years old

2009 Pandemic H1 N1 Influenza: Summary (2)
• Populations vulnerable to severe cases and/or death*:

•

people with certain chronic medical conditions such as respiratory disease
(particularly asthma), cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and immunosuppression

•
•

pregnant women

minority groups and indigenous populations (presumably due to lower standards
of living ar:,cf poor health status including high prevalence ol asthma, diabetes, and
hypertension

•

Preliminary data from 2 countries indicate that people co-infected with HIV/AIDS
and pandemic H1 N1 are not at increased risk of severe or fatal illness, provided they
are receiving antiretroviral therapy; in most cases, H1 N1 illness was mifd with full
recovery

• Domestic animal populations vulnerable to infections as well:
• In at least 21 countries, pandemic H1 N1 virus detected in animals (pigs, turkeys,
cats, ferrets, dogs); transmission thought to be human • animal
• symptoms in animals range from none to severe
• domestic animals not thought to be a risk for transmitting disease back to people,
although viral mutation/recombination might be possible in pigs and birds

•

all 5 H5N1-endemic countries** had pandemic H1 N1 circulating in humans; levels
much lower since February 2010

* Source: WHO, Preparing for the Second Wave: Lessons from Current Outbreaks; Pandemic Briefing Note 9, August 28, 2009. ** Bangladesh, China,
Egypt, Indonesia, Vietnam

2009 Pandemic H1 N1 Influenza: Summary (3)
• Pandemic (Phase 6) declared by WHO in June 2009 due to
widespread community outbreaks in multiple regions, not because of
disease severity

•
•

Initial wave first detected in North America in April 2009

•
•

No apparent 3rd wave as of Apr 2010

Second wave in northern hemisphere appears to have started in
September/October 2009 and peaked in most countries by January 201 O; no
apparent change in severity of illness

Initial wave in Southern Hemisphere during mid 2009; no 2 nd wave as of Apr 2010

• Pandemic H1 N1 appears to be easily transmissible in populations
with no previous immunity and disease is relatively mild compared to
the 1918 H1 N1 pandemic and more comparable with seasonal
influenza
• So far, pandemic H1 N1 mortality rate in developing countries does not appear to
be greater than that in developed countries

•

So far, pandemic H1 N1 viruses from around the world appear to be mostly the
same (in terms of clinical presentation and genetic composition)* and sensitive to
both oseltamivir and zanamivir, the primary treatment options
* Source: WHO, Preparing for the Second Wave: Lessons from Current Outbreaks; Pandemic Briefing Note 9, August 28, 2009

USAID I DELIVER PROJECT
Task Order 2, Outbreak Response
H1N1 Pandemic Influenza Response
The USAID I DELIVER PROJECT provided the following commodity and technical support to the
global H1N1 pandemic influenza response:
•

Dispatched an emergency shipment to the Government of Mexico, delivering 100,000 PPE
kits (shipment value of $972,904) within 48 hours of receiving the order. An additional
30,000 PPE kits (shipment value of $289,412) were provided to the UN HRD in Panama to
bolster the response efforts in the region.

•

Procured laboratory equipment and supplies to support the expansion of the network of
influenza reference laboratories throughout Africa and South America. The total value of
H1N1 surveillance shipments to 25 countries was $3,293,856.

•

Procured infection control supplies (surgical masks, examination gloves, non-sterile
disposable gowns and protective eyewear) worth $760,471 to support at risk health
workers in ILi and SARI case management and in sample collection of suspected H1N1
cases for surveillance purposes.

•

Provided technical assistance to determine and support laboratory readiness to receive the
high-tech laboratory equipment in select countries.

•

Procured 45 million auto-disable syringes and 500,000 safety boxes to match the first 35
million H1N1 vaccine doses made available through WHO. The project stored the ancillary
equipment in two strategic locations, closely coordinated shipment quantities and timing
with the WHO central vaccine deployment team, and directly managed shipment of
34,408,800 syringes and 404,225 safety boxes to 34 countries. The value of the shipments
made by the USAID I DELIVER PROJECT was $3,934,1 41

•

Provided 13,591 ,200 syringes and 95,775 safety boxes to a central WHO "basket". These
commodities were valued at $785,219 and the shipment of these WHO basket quantities
was managed separately by UNOPS.

•

Provided technical assistance and financial support to development of national H1N1
vaccine deployment plans, as well as the in-country distribution of H1N1 vaccine and
ancillary equipment in 15 countries. Financial support to deployment plans totaled
$2,568,510. This support equates to $0.19 per dose of vaccine distributed.

•

Developed 4 cold chain and logistics management job aides corresponding to each of the
4 presentations of H1N1 vaccine distributed by WHO.

•

Seconded one staff to the WHO H1N1 Vaccine Deployment Team based in Geneva to
coordinate the shipments of vaccines and ancillary equipment from multiple manufacturers
and donors to recipient countries. Seconded four cold chain and logistics management
experts to the WHO Africa Regional Office in Brazzaville, and to each of the lntercountry
Support Teams in Libreville, Harare and Ouagadougou to support national H1N1 vaccine
deployment plan development as well as in-country deployment of the commodities. Total
investment in seconded staff to WHO Geneva and AFRO is $751 ,626.

Update on USAID HlNl Response
4.12.10

In addition to the $50 million provided in the FY 2009 supplemental for the HlNl
pandemic, USAID has reprogrammed for the same purpose $35 million from its FY 2009
Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API) appropriation for a total of $85 million. These
funds have been used to support three lines of HlNl related work: 1.) deployment of the
HlN l vaccine; 2.) upgrading of the surveillance and laboratory capacities of 26
countries; and, 3.) support for community-based, non-pharmaceutical interventions.

Status of the U.S. Vaccine Pledge of 25 Million Doses: The actual delivery of vaccines

to countries, as part of the WHO HlNl vaccine initiative, has been hampered by a
combination of factors. Original plans called for the first deployment of vaccines to
countries to begin in December 2009. However, prior to delivery, WHO has required
countries to complete three steps: 1.) request donated vaccines; 2.) sign an agreement
accepting terms and conditions of support; and 3.) develop a national vaccine deployment
plan. A significant constraint has been the acceptance by countries of the terms of the
donation, which involves the signing of a vaccine liability waiver, though significant
progress has been in recent weeks. By the beginning of March only 15 countries had
signed agreements with WHO. Since then significant progress has been made. As of
April 4, 82 of the 94 countries that have requested vaccines from WHO have now signed
donation agreements, including the liability waver. Of these, 49 have completed national
deployment plans with USAID assistance and a total of 26 countries have now received

10.3 million doses of vaccine. By the end of April WHO is expecting another 21
countries will have received 13 million doses of vaccine, with US AID' s providing the
required ancillary materials.

A second constraint has been production difficulties faced by the vaccine
manufactures that delayed WHO's access to the vaccine until January 2010. The U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), which is responsible for providing the
U.S. vaccine donation, made 5 million doses (of the 25 million pledge) available to WHO
in early March. USAID subsequently shipped the donation in mid-March to Pakistan (3
million doses) and the Philippines (2 million doses) along with the necessary ancillary
materials. The remaining 20 million will be made available as countries complete the
three preconditions required by WHO.

A third factor, and the most significant affecting demand for the vaccine, has been
the relative mildness of the pandemic. There were initial concerns that the HlNl virus
could further mutate as it spread around the world. Evidence through the beginning of
March 2010 indicates this virus has not further mutated and continues to pose a limited
threat. Therefore, countries are increasingly reluctant, given the human and financial
costs, to commit to deploying an HIN 1 vaccine. In light of these observations, WHO is
currently reviewing its HlNl vaccine initiative and options for how best to address the
HlNl pandemic virus threat.
Update on USAID's Activities: While recent epidemiological observations have

eased initial concerns about the threat posed by the HlNl virus, USAID, in keeping with
President Obama's pledge of technical and operational assistance, has been providing

support since September 2009 to 53 of the 95 countries targeted by WHO for receipt of
the donated vaccine. This assistance has included: support for development of national
HlNl immunization deployment plans, logistics and cold-chain assistance for transport
of the vaccine, training of vaccinators and other related professionals, development of
targeted communications materials in support of the vaccination campaigns, and support
for post-marketing surveillance for adverse effects. In addition, USAID has established a
global stockpile of ancillary vaccination materials (e.g., syringes and safety boxes)
sufficient to support the immunization of 41 million health workers. These materials are
deployed to each country as they receive the WHO donated vaccine. USAID also took
steps early in the pandemic to reserve 1 million doses of the antiviral Tamiflu, to be
drawn down in the event that the HlNl virus became more virulent. In light of the
continued mild nature of the virus, USAID has canceled its procurement of the antiviral.

HlNl Surveillance and Response: The emergence of the HlNl pandemic virus
in April 2010 focused attention on the limited worldwide capacity to track and monitor
the spread of the virus - particularly in low-income countries across the tropics where
capacities for monitoring influenza viruses are virtually non-existent. As provided by
Congress, USAID will use the emergency funding of $50 million to address this shortfall
specifically. Through USAID's direct investments in WHO's Global Influenza
Surveillance Network (GISN) and in strengthening national surveillance and laboratory
capacities, this funding has been critical to providing timely data from countries across
Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, and Asia to: better understand the epidemiology
of the pandemic and, in particular, to be able to identify groups or populations of people
who might be particularly vulnerable to severe and life-threatening infection; strengthen

surveillance and laboratory capacities in 26 countries for rapid diagnosis of the HIN 1
virus -16 in Africa and 10 in South America; support HlNl sample transport in 17
countries for diagnosis in regional laboratories; provide virus isolates for monitoring
possible mutations in the virus that could signal it is becoming more deadly; inform local
pandemic planning; and ensure there is an appropriate platform for "post-marketing
surveillance" of any vaccination campaign. Central to USAID' s support for HlNl
surveillance and response has been a strong collaborative partnership between USAID
and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The drafting of a
"Global 2009 Joint USAID/CDC Pandemic Influenza Surveillance and Response Plan"
has been the basis for a coordinated cross-Agency provision of technical and operational
assistance.

PREVENT
Emerging Pandemic Threats

About Us
PREVENT works to reduce the risks that zoonoses -- diseases that move between animals and humans -- can
pose to public health. To stop the emergence and spread of the next SARS or HIV, we use behavior change and
communication approaches to influence three key drivers of human exposure to animal pathogens: culture,
commerce, and land use change.
Implemented by FH I 360, PREVENT is one of four complementary projects launched in 2009 by the U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID) to pre-empt or combat emerging pandemic threats (EPT). In 2012,
PREVENT began receiving funding from the Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID) for
activities in Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam. With technical assistance from the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, the EPT global program draws on expertise from across the animal and
human health sectors to build regional, national and local One Health capacities for early disease detection,
laboratory-based disease diagnosis, rapid response and containment, and risk reduction.
Where We Work: Emerging Disease "Hot Spots": PREVENT is active in " hot spot" regions in Central and East

Africa and South and Southeast Asia, where a confluence of risk factors makes disease emergence likely. Recent
research in Cameroon and Gabon complements ongoing activities, including research, in DRC Uganda,
Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia and Vietnam; in 2013 PREVENT will begin activities in
Burma/Myanmar and Indonesia.
What We Do: Identify Risk Factors, Develop and Test Interventions and Build Related Capacit ies

PREVENT takes a One Health, multidisciplinary approach drawing on a wide range of fields, including
epidemiology, anthropology, economics, behavior change, communication and social marketing, as well the
expertise of animal health and environmental specialists to identify people at highest risk of exposure to
emerging pathogens, characterize the behaviors and practices that put them at risk, then, develop and test
interventions to reduce the risk.
PREVENT

•

•

•

Conducts in-depth qualitative and quantitative research-including key informant interviews, focus
groups, market studies, quantitative anthropology, participatory action research, surveys, and behavior
trials- with a range of international and host-country partners. To date, focus populations have ranged
from hunters in Cameroon, Cambodia and Lao PDR, market vendors and butchers in Cameroon, and
forest, agricultural and peri-urban populations in northern Thailand, to populations of different
ethnicities living near a hydropower site in Lao PDR.
Identifies existing risk mitigation strategies or feasible, less-risky alternatives to current practices and
develops and tests interventions to persuade people to adopt them, either permanently or during
periods when risk is particularly high. In Bangladesh, for example, PREVENT developed and is testing a
multi-media behavior change communication (BCC) campaign approach to reduce the risk of exposure
to the Nipah virus by discouraging people from drinking raw date palm sap contaminated by infected
fruit bats.
Develops regional, national and local capacity to use proven communication techniques to enhance
effectiveness of behavior change and risk communication, as well as media relations to facilitate
outbreak investigations and reporting. In 2012, PREVENT trained members of the 20-nation African Field
Epidemiology Network.

What We Focus On: Three Key Types of Animals and Three Drivers

In terms of wildlife, PREVENT focuses on non-human primates, bats, and rodents, as these three types of
animals have most frequently been implicated in transmission of high-impact zoonotic diseases to humans. We
also pay attention to domestic animals- including poultry, pigs, and other livestock- that can transmit or
amplify potentially dangerous viruses. We use behavior change and communication approaches to influence
three key drivers that affect human exposure to animal pathogens: culture, commerce, and land use change.
When appropriate, we also may work to change institutional practices and government policies.
Culture

PREVENT conducts in-depth research regarding social preferences and customs to identify high-risk groups and
distinguish the situations and behaviors that most commonly resu lt in risky contact between humans and
an imals, and then develops and tests interventions to reduce risk. For example, PREVENT has documented
consumer wild anima l meat preferences in urban and peri-urban populations in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
and Vietnam. The project has also developed a generic protocol (formative research package and survey) for
comprehensively measuring human exposure to animals. This protocol has been tested in northern Thailand, is
under way in Lao PDR, and will be implemented in Malaysia and Uganda in 2013. In Cameroon, PREVENT tested
an approach to fast-track intervention development-incorporating rapid identification of specific changes in
practice that w il l reduce risky exposure, followed by trials to identify which of these changes are most
acceptable, feasible, and likely to be sustained. A revised version will be implemented in Lao PDR and Thailand in
2013.
Commerce

PREVENT examines local and international trade in wild animals and their meat, a recognized source of zoonotic
disease exposure. Currently, in two provinces in Cambodia, PREVENT and the Wildlife Conservat ion Society are
examining which wild animals-primates, rodents, and bats, among others- are being hunted, butchered,
traded, and eaten, and by whom. The findings will help inform risk reduction interventions.
Land use change

PREVENT develops guidelines and tools to assess and mitigate vulnerabilities to emerging pandemic threat risks
in collaboration with the Extractive Industries Working Group, members of extractive industry-mining, timber,
oil and gas companies-and host-country governments. The tools identify vulnerabilities to infectious disease
exposure and transmission when contact increases between humans and animals- for example, as a result of
new settlements in and near wild animal habitats that accompany work site and road construction.

For more information on PREVENT, contact us at PREVENT@fhi360.org and follow us on Twitter
@PREVENTProject

The PREVENT Proj ect is funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)/Global Health under Client Associate Award Number
GHN·A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00. In Cambodia, Lao PDR, Burma/Myanmar and Vietnam, PREVENT
activit ies are also supported by AusAID. PREVENT is managed by FHI 360. The contents do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID, the U.S. Government,
or AusAID.
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Vision
A world capable of
preventing, detecting,
containing, eliminating,
and responding to
animal and public
health risks attributable
to zoonoses and animal
diseases with an impact
on food security through
multi-sectoral
cooperation and strong
partnerships.

IDENTIFY
A tripartite
FAO-OIE-WHO Collaboration

FAO-OIE-WHO Collaboration: Sharing responsibilities and coordinating
global activities to address health risks at the animal-human-ecosystems
interfaces. Pathogens c irculating in animal populations can threaten both
animal and human health, and thus both the animal and human heath sectors
have a stake in, and responsibility for, their control. Pathogens - viruses, bacteria
or parasites - have evolved and perfected their life cycles in an environment
that is more and more favorable to them and ensures their continuity through
time by replicating and moving from diseased host to a susceptible new host.

There is a need to strengthen animal and human health institutions,
as well as partnerships, and to manage existing and novel diseases that w ill be
of public health, agricultural, social and economic importance in the future.
When appropriate, protocols and standards for managing emerging zoonotic
diseases should be jointly developed. In the cases of high-impact zoonotic
diseases, improvements in governance, infrastructure and capacity building
will also prove valuable to secure the livelihoods of vulnerable populations.
Recognizing this need for improving of early detection of and
response to dangerous pathogens in animals before they can become
significant threats to human health, the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID) decided to allocate funding for a five-year p rogram
on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) . This program is a comprehensive and
intertwined risk minimization package that is being implemented through four
collaborative projects: IDENTIFY, PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT. In line w ith
the tripartite collaboration of FAO-O IE-WHO, the IDENTIFY p roject is
implemented by the tripartite organizations. It is specifically designed to
strengthen diagnostic capacities in four selected geographic hotspot regions
where new diseases have previously emerged.

•

Congo Basin

0 1 OCT 10
FAORAP

Gangetic Region

Southeast Asia

IDENTIFY project a t tempts to link together global cooperative networks of competent laboratories that are
entire ly capable of rapidly d iagnosing and reporting to O IE on listed animal diseases a nd to national and
international authorities about diseases events and unusual epidemiologic phenomenon as required by the
International He a lth Regula tions (IHR).
IDENTIFY w ill create and support enhanced networking among laboratories following three complementary steps;
-

identification of priority diseases and laboratories in need of urgent support;
streng thening of laboratories holding key positions; and
establishing or strengthening linkages among regional and global laboratory arrangements.

FAO/OIE/WHO w ill imple ment the following project activities through existing institutiona l frameworks,
mechanisms a nd networks, :

Laboratory Quality Systems :

Pragmatic Working Strategy :
- Based on existing activities and resources.

Technical Capacity Building Activities :
- To assess and identify gaps, and assist w ith capacitybuilding planning, aimed at strategic development
of overall network capacities.
- Hold key stakeholder meetings and awareness-raising
workshops at regional levels to identify regional
priorities and support the p lanned strengthening of
laboratories.

Development of Guidance, Policy and
Training :
- Preparation of standard operating procedures,
guidance, policy and training as needed.
- Support the development of region-specific
training material based on identified gaps.

- Develop topic-specific capacity building activities
based on joint assessment schemes.
Strengthen laboratory capacities related to
biosafety,biosecurity, quality assurances, and
specimen collection, processing, labelling, handling
and storage.

Laboratory Networking :
- Support existing networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN, GDPLN )
with a regional emphasis
- Develop collaborative laboratory twinning initiatives
and partnerships.
- Assist in laboratory testing of novel pathogens in
animals,humans and w ildlife.
- Incorporating the activities of existing FAO/OIE/WHO
networks into the d eveloping regional network
and/or development of regional laboratory network
strategy/activities

The establishment and strengthening of laboratory (and professional) networks along with meaningful investments
in local capacity-building and infrastructure help put in place the fundamental grounding for lasting improvements
to the world's ability to contribute to disease intelligence through better and faster identification of pathogens
threatening global health.

IDENIIFY conlact FAO Gwenaele Dauphin gwenaele.dauphlnOfao
/ eng/en..,ndex.htm WHO Ctvfstopher Oxenforcl oxenforclcOwho.nt
For more lnlonnalon USAID http.//www usald.gov EPT http://pdf.usald
0 1 OCT 10
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Emerging
Pandemic Threats
Program Overview

•

BACKGROUND

Nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, o r re-emerging
diseases affecting humans at the beginning of the 21 st
century have o riginated in animals. Notable re minders
of how vulnerable the increasingly interconnected world
is to the global impact of new emergent diseases include
HIV/AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
HSN I avian influenza, and the 2009 pandemic H IN I
influenza virus. The speed with which these diseases
can emerge and spread presents serious public health,
economic, and development concerns. It also underscores the need for the develo pment of comprehensive
disease detection and response capacities, part icularly
in geographic areas where disease threats are likely to
emerge. Recognizing this need, the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) has launched an
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program that seeks
to aggressively pre-empt or combat diseases that could
spark future pandemics.

•

STRATEGIC APPROACH

The EPT program emphasizes early identification of and
response to dangerous pathogens in animals before they
can become significant threats to human health. Using a

Five key areas of emphasis
comprise the EPT program:
I • Wildlife pathogen detection: Identification of

target pathogens in wildlife that threaten humans
2. Risk determination: Characterization of the
potential risl< and method of transmission for
specific diseases of animal origin
3. Institutionalization of a "one health" approach:
Integration of a multisector approach to public
health objectives

Outbreak response capacity: Support for
sustainable, country-level response
5. Risk reduction: Promotion of actions that
minimize or eliminate the potential for the
emergence and spread of new disease threats

A man carries gueneon monkeys after a hunt. The multibillion dollar bushmeat
industry is a key contributor to economies in the developing world but can
expose humans to dangerous diseases originating in animals.

•

Bats, rodents, and nonhuman primates are major sources of new
zoonotic diseases, as they interact closely among humans and their
domestic settlements.

risk-based approach, the EPT program builds on
USAID's successes in disease surveillance, training, and
outbreak response to focus on geographic areas where
these threats are most likely to emerge.T hese efforts
are critical to the sustainability of long-term pandemic
prevention and preparedness.T he EPT program draws
on expertise from across the animal- and human-health
sectors to build regional, national, and local capacities
for early disease detection, laboratory-based
d isease diagnosis, rapid disease response
and containment. and risk reduction.
These efforts target a limited
number of geog1·aphic areas,
known as "hot spots," where
new disease threats have
emerged in the past.The
EPT program focuses on "hot
spots" in the Congo Basin of East and
Central Africa, the Mekong region and
other "hot spots" in Southeast Asia, the
Amazon region of South America, and the
Gangetic Plain of South Asia.

PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS
USAID anticipates that the EPT program will develop
predictive models for early identification of viral and
other biological threats in "hot spot" regions, and that
it will enhance regional, national, and local capacities for
surveillance, laboratory diagnosis, and field epidemiology
in both the animal- and human-health sectors in these
areas.These efforts w ill ultimately minimize the risk for
the emergence and spread of new pandemic disease
threats.The most immediate benefit of the EPT program's
investments in disease detection and response, however,
w ill be reflected in their routine application in the management of more normative diseases in these areas, such as
malaria, cholera, and meningit is.These contributions more
broadly support the tenets outlined in the World Health
Organization's (WHO 's) International Health Regulations
and equivalent international health standards of the World
Organization for A nimal Health (O IE).

•

PARTNERSHIPS
USAID is implementing the EPT program with a
coalit ion of partners to ensure a coordinated, comprehensive international effort to pre-empt the emergence of future pandemic diseases.These partners
include organizat ions w ith specialized expertise in
wildlife monitoring, field epidemiology and training, laboratory strengthening, and behavior change communications.

"
Congo Basin

Gangetic Region • Mekong Region

The IDENTIFY project represents a USAID partnership
w ith WHO, the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), and O IE.The project aims t o help develop laboratory networks and strengthen diagnostic capacities in
geographic "hot spots" for new emergent diseases.

USAID is partnering with W HO, FAO , and O IE to strengthen animal and
human laboratory diagnost ic capacity to enable rapid, targeted responses
to emerging zoonotic disease threats in " hot spot" regions.

The EPT program consists of four
projects known as PREDICT, RESPOND,
IDENTIFY, and PREVENT.
Through PREDICT, USAID and partners monitor and
increase local capacities in geographic "hot spots" to
ident ify the emergence of new infectious diseases in
high-risk wildlife, such as bats, rodents, and nonhuman
primates, that could pose a major threat to human health.
These activities build on USAID-supported surveillance
of wild birds for HSN I avian infiuenza and address more
broadly the role of wildlife in facilitating the emergence
and spread of new disease threats. PREDICT partners
include the University of California Davis School of
Veterinary Medicine, Wildlife Conservation Society.
W ildlife Trust.The Smithsonian Instit ute, and G lobal
Viral Forecasting, Inc.

RESPOND is a project that twins schools of public
health and veterinary medicine in the "hot spot"
regions w ith U.S. counterpart institut ions to strengthen
their capacities to provide long- and short-course t rainings for cadres of animal- and human-health professionals in field epidemiology to ident ify and respond to
disease outbreaks in a timely and sustainable manner.
RESPOND partners include Development Alternatives,
Inc., the University of Minnesota.Tufts University.Training
and Resources Group, and Ecology and Environment Inc.

The PREVENT project builds upon USAID 's ongoing
HSN I avian infiuenza efforts to develop effective behavior change communication responses to diseases of animal origin. It also supports efforts to characterize behaviors that increase the pot ential for new disease threats
from wildlife or wildlife products to spread, and formulates strategies for behavior change and/or communication approaches that meet the challenges posed by
emerging pandemic disease threats. PREVENT partners
include the Academy for Educational Development and
Global Viral Forecasting, Inc.
In implementing this program, USAID is also partnering
with the U.S. Centers for D isease Control and Prevention
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to work with
EPT partners to build robust, coordinated outbreak
surveillance and response capacities in geographic "hot
spots." This includes enhancing existing partnerships to
support field epidemio logy and training programs and
laboratory strengthening for long-term sustainability
of pandemic preparedness and response measures.
USAID's existing DELIVER project supports the EPT
program by providing commodity procurement and
logistics assistance for preparedness and response to
emerging pandemic threats. Partners include john Snow,
Inc., PATH, UPS Supply Chain Solutions, Crown Agents
Consultancy, and Fuel Logistics Group.
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PREDICT, a project of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program, is building a global
surveillance system to detect and prevent spillover of pathogens of pandemic potential that
can move between wildlife and people.

Emerging infectious diseases pose a significant burden
on human health and global economies. Conventional
approaches to epidemic control have most often been
reactive. However, explosive human population
growth, dramatic changes in land use, and global trade
and travel have made a shift toward a proactive,
predictive approach paramount. The PREDICT
project aims to speed up detection of pathogens and
potential pathogens so that countries can prevent and
rapidly respond to pathogen spillover from wildlife to
humans.
We now know that more than half of all infectious
diseases are shared between humans and animals.
Further, three-fourths of these originated in wildlife.
Nowhere in the world are the risks of emerging
infectious diseases greater than in developing
countries, where people and animals are most
connected and livelihoods are highly dependent upon
natural resources. These countries have little to

no capacity for detecting disease emergence in
wildlife and domestic animals prior to spread
to humans.
While the linkage of human, animal, and
environmental health is at the heart of our One
Health approach, an increasingly important and
recognized lens through which governments, NGOs,
and practitioners view public health, the global health
and security community still have three critically
important needs:
I) A broader and deeper knowledge of pathogens
with potential to emerge from animals;
2) Targeted surveillance to maximize use of limited
resources; and
3) Sophisticated tools to characterize whether or
not an organism is a pathogen of significance.

Challenge: Develop a
strategic framework for
identifying pathogens of
pandemic potential that
have not yet emerged.
Opportunity: Current
technological advances

have dramatically and
rapidly improved our ability
to identify high-risk
interfaces for disease
transmission and to detect
novel pathogens before
widespread spillover
occurs. These advances
include improvements in
information technology,
molecular diagnostics, and
risk modeling.
PREDICT has built a broad
coalition of partners to
discover, detect, and
monitor diseases at the
wildlife-human interface
using a risk-based
approach. Our efforts
integrate digital sensing
and on-the-ground
surveillance at critical
points for disease
emergence. PREDICT is at
the cutting-edge of recent
technological advances
allowing for rapid
diagnosis of high-risk
viral....families.

3.

GLOSAL EMERGENCE: PANDEMIC

Areas of Focus:
Globol Travel ond Trade

1. Dynamics of emerging and pandemic diseases
•
•

The human - animal link
Drivers of disease emergence

2. Discovering new pathogens of pandemic potential
and prioritizing action
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessing local emerging disease surveillance capacity
Refining infectious disease modeling to better target
surveillance and response
Using cutting-edge technological advances to implement
a targeted and adaptive disease surveillance system
Improving disease detection and novel pathogen
discovery
Implementing a sample prioritization lexicon
Employing cutting-edge information management and
communication tools to advance a more integrated ,
global approach to emerging zoonotic diseases

3. Collaboration
•
•

U.S. government agencies and organizations
Partnerships in countries at high risk for disease
emergence

LOCALIZED EMERGENCE
Encroachment into Wildlife Habitol
Increased Contact wilh Wildlife

1.

Increased Hurnon Populalion
Delorestotion ond Londuse Change
A Chmura EcoH~althAlllanM

Key PREDICT Personnel
Co-Director, Jonna AK Mazet, DVM, MPVM, PhD, is a Professor of Epidemiology and Director of the
Wildlife Health Center (WHC) and Executive Director of the One Health Institute at UC Davis, where she
focuses on disease transmission among wildlife, domestic animals, and people, as well as wildlife diagnostics. Dr.
Mazet founded California's Oiled Wildlife Care Network (OWCN), the premier model wildlife emergency
management system worldwide which is leading efforts on wildlife response in the current Gulf of Mexico oil spill.
Dr. Mazet is an expert on emergency preparedness and response, serving on multiple government and NGO
advisory panels. Developing the OWCN included bringing together fractionated groups from industry, wildlife
advocacy, academia, and management agencies into a functional and efficient response system. Under her
leadership, other key W HC accomplishments include identifying the source and mechanism of zoonotic pathogen
pollution in coastal communities, surveying for avian influenza and West Nile virus in the Pacific Flyway, pioneering
approaches to investigating disease transmission at hot human-animal-environment interiaces, and assisting in the
conservation of numerous endangered species through the application of novel and creative epidemiological and
ecological methods.
Co-Director, Stephen S Morse, PhD, is Professor of Clinical Epidemiology and Founding Director of the
Center for Public Health Preparedness at Columbia University's Mailman School of Public Health. In 1996-2000
(on loan from Columbia), he was Program Manager for Biodefense at the federal Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA), where his portfolio included codirecting the "Pathogen Countermeasures" and
"Advanced Diagnostics" programs, as well as managing DARPA's research collaborations with Russian scientists.
Before that, he was Assistant Professor (Virology) at The Rockefeller University, New York, where he maintains
an adjunct appointment. He chaired the 1989 National Institutes of Health Conference on Emerging Viruses, for
which he originated the concept of "emerging viruses," and was a member of the "Committee on Emerging
Microbial Threats to Health" ( 1990- 1992) at the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies of Sciences
(NAS/IOM). Dr. Morse was founding Chair of ProMED (the international Program to Monitor Emerging Diseases)

and of its international e-mail listserv, "ProMEDmail," as well as a founding Section Editor of the CDC journal
"Emerging Infectious Diseases." He is a Life Member of the Council on Foreign Relations.

Dr. Peter Daszak, President and CEO of the EcoHealth Alliance (formerly the Wildlife Trust) and previously
the Executive Director of Wildlife Trust's Consortium for Conservation Medicine a collaborative think-tank of
institutions including Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, The University of Pittsburgh Graduate
School of Public Health, The University of Wisconsin-Madison Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies, Tufts
Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine Center for Conservation Medicine, and the USGS National Wildlife
Health Center. Dr. Daszak's research has been instrumental in revealing and predicting the impacts of emerging
diseases on wildlife, livestock, and human populations, and he has di rected programs examining the emergence of
novel zoonotic viruses lethal to humans such as Nipah, Hendra, SARS, and Avian Influenza; mapping of emerging
disease "hotpsots"; and the ecology and impact of West Nile virus in the U.S. Dr. Daszak holds adjunct positions
at three U.S. and two U.K. universities and serves on the National Research Council's committee on the future of
veterinary research in the U.S. With an impressive track record of more than I 00 peer-reviewed published
papers, Dr. Daszak has also authored book chapters, and his research has been featured in such publications as
Nature, Science, The Lancet, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, and Trends in Ecology and
Evolution.
Dr. Nathan Wolfe is currently the Lorry I. Lokey Visiting Professor at Stanford University. H e founded Global
Viral Forecasting (GVF), a hybrid company, to predict and prevent pathogen threats. GVF directs more than 100
scientists worldwide and is active in more than 20 countries. Among Dr. Wolfe's discoveries ar e the first evidence
of retroviruses jumping from nonhuman primates to humans. He has published extensively and his work has
appeared in or been covered by Nature, Science, The New York Times, The Economist, and Forbes, among
others. He has received support of over $30m from Google.org, the NIH, Gates Foundation, Merck, and the US
Department of Defense. He serves on the editorial board of EcoHealth and is a member of DARPA's Defense
Science Research Council. Dr. Wolfe was awarded the prestigious N IH Director's Pioneer Award and is a
National Geographic Emerging Explorer and World Economic Forum Young Global Leader. He was recognized as
one of Popular Science's 'Brilliant I O,' and Rolling Stone's 'Top I 00 Agents of Change.' He received his bachelor's
degree from Stanford and his doctorate from Harvard.
Dr. Suzan Murray, DVM, DACZM is the Chief Veterinary Medical Officer at Smithsonian's Conservation Biology
Institute at the National Zoo. She is a board-certified zoo and wildlife veterinarian who is responsible for directing
the health care of the animals at National Zoo, and supervising the training and research programs at the
Department of A nimal Health. Her research interests include emerging infectious diseases and studying the
interface between wildlife, domestic animals, and humans. Her department developed Smithsonian's international
Veterinary Training Program through which veterinarians from across the globe can come to learn the most up to
date anesthetic, diagnostic and treatment techniques for monitoring and treating wildlife. She is also a member of
the National Science and Technology Council's Foreign Animal Disease Threats Subcommittee.
Lead Institutions for PREDICT:
•

•
•
•
•
•

UC Davis' world class School of Veterinary Medicine, with demonstrated leadership in program development and
management, education, research, and service in zoonotic disease, wildlife epidemiology, pathogen pollution, and
ecosystem health.
Global Viral Forecasting, Inc., which has made seminal discoveries on the role of hunting of nonhuman primates
and food handling in moving animal pathogens to humans.
Wildlife Conservation Society, with ongoing programs to monitor wildlife diseases worldwide and the GAINS
database designed to identify the movements of wild avian species for influenza and other viruses.
Ecohealth Alliance (formerly known as Wildlife Trust), the first group to identify bats as the reservoir of SARS-like
coronaviruses and to define hotspots of disease.
Smithsonian Institution and the National Zoo, among the founders of the field of conservation biology.
Other partners include Columbia University; Harvard University (ProMED, HealthMap); Institute of Zoology,
London ; Praecipio International; Princeton University; University of Edinburgh; Yale University.
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One Health Approach

Today's world is highly interconnected and public
health challenges increasingly demand comprehensive
solutions. The globalization of infectious diseases, the
emergence and re-emergence of diseases in domestic
and wild animal populations, and the movement of
those diseases from animals into people show how
interconnection is manifest in the sphere of public
health. Most new and emerging infectious diseases
threatening humans originate in animals, and human
behaviors drive such disease emergence and movement. To protect populations from pandemic disease
outbreaks, public hea]th systems must radically alter
their approaches to disease detection, response, control, and prevention.
The U.S. Agency for International Development's
(USAID) RESPOND project plays a critical role in this
revolution. Focusing on global hot-spot regions, RESPOND builds human a nd institutional capacity to
address emerging infectious diseases of zoonotic origin, using a One Health approach. It works at the intersection of human, domestic animal, wildlife, and ecosystem health, building on the work of its partner
universities to develop unique programs and curricula that transcend traditional academic, professional,
and sector boundaries.
Diverse Team with Global Reach

RESPOND is one component of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats
(EPT) program and coordinates activities with three other EPT projects: PREDICT, PREVENT and IDENTIFY. Led by DAI, the RESPOND
team relies on the expertise of project partners University of Minnesota (UMN), Tufts University (Tufts), Training Resources Group
(TRG), and Ecology and Environment (E&E). All EPT projects, induding RESPOND, coordinate technical assistance closely with the international efforts of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) as well.

One Health is the recognition that all
aspects of human, animal, and ecosystem health are tied together. To
control diseasesthattravelacross
these realms, one must study and
address them as one system.

The project operates in hot-spot regions around the globe. These regions have been targeted because Jocal
conditions are conducive to zoonotic disease out breaks. Currently, the project maintains offices in three
regions - Kampala, Uganda (East Congo Basin Region), Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo (West
Congo Basin Region) and Bangkok, Thailand (Southeast Asia Region) - as well as a headquarters office in
Bethesda, MD. RESPOND plans to open two more offices in the two other target regions - the Gangetic
Plain (India) and the Amazon Basin (Peru).

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

Building Capacity for Today and Tomorrow

RESPOND's capacity-building activities reach university
faculty and students, community-level first-responders,
private sector and nonprofit employees, and national,
provincial, and district-level personnel in ministries of health,
agriculture, and wildlife. These efforts reinforce existing
public health systems and work across all sectors present at
the crossroads between environmental, animal and human
health.

The University of Minnesota unites the
full spectrum of health sciences- including
human and veterinary medicine, nursing,
public health, dentistry, and pharmacy- in
the Academic Health Center. This institutional commitment to cross-disciplinary
collaboration extends beyond the university into partnerships with industry, government, intergovernmental, and nonprofit
sectors.

RESPOND integrates Tufts and UMN schools of public health,
veterinary medicine, nursing, and wildlife management into
Tufts University is a global leader in deregional networks with counterpart schools and institutions
veloping and implementing educational,
in hot-spot regions. The project is working with faculty from
research, and service initiatives to support
One Health. The Cummings School of
these institutions to tailor activities to the epidemiology,
Veterinary Medicine was founded on the
emerging disease, and outbreak response needs of each
principle of One Medicine, and established
country. These activities include co-development of curricula
the first DVM-MPH program and the first
and programs, and improvement of teaching and training
MS in conservation medicine in the United
methodologies. In December 2010, RESPOND supported the
States.
founding of the One Health Central and East Africa network
(OHCEA), which includes 14 academic institutions from Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda, as well as Tufts and UMN.
To immediately bolster existing outbreak response systems, RESPOND uses a One Health approach to
reinforce skills and knowledge for in-service personnel. These professional training programs emphasize
applied, experiential approaches to provide practical, field-appropriate expertise where and when it is
most needed. RESPOND recognizes the achievements and current efforts of international and national
professionals in developing a variety of approaches for mitigating disease outbreaks, and its strategy
complements these efforts.
When infectious disease outbreaks occur, local wildlife, domestic animal and human health professionals
and community leaders must be prepared. RESPOND provides targeted training programs to build this
community r esponse capacity and improve first responders' abilities to communicate and integrate with
more specialized response teams.
One Health Applied in Action

Training Resources Group is a leader in
designing and facilitating adult learning
and field drill programs in a wide range of
technical and cultural contexts. Expert
personnel participate in curriculum development at all training levels, ensuring
that the most appropriate and effective
instructional design and delivery methods
are used.
Ecology and Environment, Inc. specializes in working with extractive industry to
address public health concerns arising
from the interface of humans, animals, and
rapid environmental change in remote
areas.

RESPOND improves outbreak response through direct logistical
support and technical assistance to upgrade planning, surveillance, reporting, and response platforms. The project has
already played a supporting role for the Ugandan government,
civil society and international organizations in coordinating a
One Health approach t o outbreak responses. RESPOND
supported efforts to diagnose and contain anthrax in wildlife
and viral hemorrhagic fever in several northern and western
districts in 2010.

By 2014, RESPOND will have contributed to more sustainable
human, animal, and environmental health infrastructure and
outbreak response networks in dozens of countries. The people
and institutions that comprise these systems will be better
prepared to systematically respond to rare or episodic zoonotic
disease events at the community, district, national and regional levels.
U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usa1d. ov
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SARS, avian influenza, and monkeypox are only a few of the alarming infectious diseases that
have emerged or "re-emerged" over the past few years. Changes in human demographics,
behaviors, and land use, among other factors, contribute to the emergence of new diseases by
bringing people into closer and more frequent contact with pathogens from animals and plants.
Increasing trade in exotic animals for pets and as food sources also has contributed to the rise
of pathogens jumping from animal reservoirs to humans.
Because behaviors are at the center of all of these dynamics, PREVENT applies a social and
behavior change communication approach to develop and introduce interventions to
prevent the emergence and spread of zoonotic diseases.
PREVENT Objectives (2009-2014)

To PREVENT emergence and spread, the project will :
I. Develop a strategic framework for risk reduction
2. Characterize behaviors and practices of individuals and organizations that increase the risk
of transmission from animals to humans
3. Identify high-risk groups that are particularly vulnerable to being exposed to and infected by
new disease threats of animal origin
4. Develop, validate and implement effective social, behavior change and communication
interventions that raise awareness among the general public and policy makers on risks and
lead to appropriate actions needed to minimize emerging pandemic threats

Partners
AED's primary technical partner is the Global Viral Forecasting Initiative, Incorporated
(GVFlnc); local partners will be added as programs are developed. For program support,
PREVENT will tap into AED and GVFlnc's extensive networks of implementing and resource
partners that include private sector firms, NGOs, and civil society organizations; international,
regional, and country research firms; laboratories; mass media, advertising, marketing, and
public affairs agencies; behavior change and communication technical assistance groups; training
organizations; management and logistic companies; social mobilization networks; and creative
design and production firms.
The PREVENT VISION

By the end of the five years, the project will have:
• A clearer evidence base for specific social and behavioral factors that affect the risk of
emerging pandemic threats (e.g., characterization of both "risky" and "protective"
individual practices and a better understanding of how specific policies and organizational
choices create contexts that enhance or decrease risks)
• A globally shared framework for prevention and mitigation of emerging pandemic threats
• Tested strategies for preventing e merging pandemic threats

To achieve this vision and increase protective be haviors and decrease risky practices...
On a population level, PREVENT will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assess existing interventions, and then adapt/improve and scale up those that are effective
Obtain better information about behavioral differences between infected and uninfected
populations
Conduct formative research in high-risk populations to identify safer alternative practices
and understand actual and perceived benefits and barriers to adopting t hem
Work with partners to develop a "hot spot community alert system" for unusual events in
animals and humans
Apply behavior change and communication approaches that are "best practices"
Expand approaches by engaging people at a social level (t hrough social organizations, other
networks) and using technologies such as mobile phones where feas ible.

On a policy/organizational level, PREVENT will:
• Work with a w ide range of partners to develop a risk reduction/primary prevention
framework
• Conduct formative research with policy makers and other key stakeholders to understand
barriers and benefits for acting with a "One Health" perspective
• Support advocacy activities
• Identify all stakeholders and ensure that they have an opportunity to participate
• Build and support connections between them
• Work with them to identify ways they can work together to their mutual benefit.
T he schematic below illustrates the PREVENT approach to reducing the risk of emerging pandemic
threats:

Risk Reduction Options
General
Type of intervention

mechanisms

Social

pathways

Results

e 1m 1 s po 1c1es} &
create incentives

Regulatory
Managerial

Specific

• Improve processes

• C ange norms; increa~e

Reduced
human
exposure;
reduced
transmission

Behavioral
PREVENT will identify the specific pathways through which different types of
interventions can affect exposure and the risk of transmission.

For more information on PREVENT, please contact
Mark Rasmuson, Project Director
Email: mrasmuso@aed.org
Tel: + I (202) 884-8825

Susan Zimicki, Technical Director
Email: szimicki@aed.org
Tel: + I (202) 884-8825
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\el
Tripartite FAO/ OIE/ WHO IDENTIFY Project
Of USAID Emergent Pande mic Threat s Program

Nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, or re -emerging diseases affecting humans at the beginning of
the 21st century have originated in animals. Recognizing the need for improved early identification
of, and response to, dangerous pathogens in animals before they can become significant threats to
human health, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), launched in October 2009 a
5-year "Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)" program.
The EPT program as developed by USAID is a comprehensive and interconnected intervention
package that will be implemented through five projects: PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT, PREPARE and
IDENTIFY. The IDENTIFY project, implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture Organ ization of the
United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), and the World Health
Organization (WHO), is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities through the development of
laboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors. The project will focus on several parts of
the world considered "hot spots" for emerging diseases, and defined by the USAID as geographic
targets for project activities. These are: the Congo Basin, Southeast Asia, the Amazon Basin and the
Gangetic Plain.
The main objectives of the Identify project are to:
(1) Assess existing human/animal laboratory infrastructure and current laboratory based surveillance
plans to determine country/hot spot region needs,
(2) Implement a joint human/anima l laboratory programme for emerging pathogens including other
priority diseases/syndromes, laboratory capacity, networks and data management systems, and
(3) Develop capacity for advocacy for government funding to sustain effective joint human/animal
laboratory based surveillance.
The expected resu lts from the five-year Identify project are that integrated networks of veterinary
and human-health laboratories covering the "hot spots" are in place, that these laboratory networks
are fully capable of rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed diseases and unusual
epidemiologic events or emerging diseases and investigating events of international public health
concern for reporting to WHO as required by the International Health Regulations (IHR), and that an
international reference laboratory network is in place to support local laboratories by performing
full characterization and investigation of "unknown" agents.
FAO, OIE and WHO w il l implement the following IDENTIFY activities during t he first year of the
project.
(1) defining a strategy for the regional laboratory networks building on existing activities
(2) technical capacity building activities
(3) development of guidance, policy and training
(4) assessment and improvement of laboratory quality systems (including biosafety and biosecurity)
and
(5) incorporating the activities of existing FAO/OIE/WHO networks into the developing regional
network.
Some specific examples under these activities include:
Technical Capacity Building activities

•

Using existing FAO/OIE/WHO assessments, and working with partners to identify gaps and
assist with capacity- building planning. Later stages would involve t argeted assessments with
standardized laboratory assessment tools focused on strategically developing the overa ll
network capacity.
Key stakeholder meetings (awareness workshops) at regional level including participants
from relevant government departments to identify regional priorities and support the
development of cross sectoral approach for laboratories.

Development of guidance, policy and training

•
•
•

Support the preparation of joint international gu idelines and standards for laboratories and
promotion of national laboratory policy development
Development of standard operating procedures, guidance, policy and training consistent
with the One Health approach
Development of FAO/OIE/WHO, region-specific training materials

Laborat ory Quality Systems

•

Develop capacity building activities based on the j oint FAO/IAEA/OIE/WHO Global Survey on
Laboratory Quality Standards and External Quality Assessment Schemes.
Prioritize biosafety/biosecurity, quality assurance, specimen collection and handling

Laborat ory Networking

•

•

Support existing global networks with a regional focus, including the FAO/OIE/WHO Global
Early Warning Systems for Animal Diseases including Zoonoses (GLEWS), the joint OIE/FAO
Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza (OFFLU), the WHO Global Food borne Infections
Network (GFIN), and the WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Network (EDPLN)
Organizing support for laboratory networks testing for new pathogens in wildlife, domestic
animals and humans
Develop FAO/OIE/WHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships.

For further information please contact:
Gwenaelle Dauphin (FAO): gwenaelle.dauphin@fao.org
Kate Glynn (OIE): k.glynn@oie.int
Chris Oxenford (WHO): oxenfordc@w ho.int
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EPT Program Objectives
Goal: Pre-empt, at the earliest stages possible, wonotic diseases that pose a significant threat to public health
Objective

Indicator

Data
Collection/Sources

Timing

Comments

Wildlife Pathoizen Detection
Establish
systematic
surveillance for
novel pathogens
found in wildlife'
that threaten
humans, in
targeted areas2 .

Percent of EPT target countries3 for
which data is collected at least once
annually to characterize wildlife that
have the potential to carry specific
pathogens that may threaten human
health.

Predict survey*

Yearly

Percent of EPT target countries4 for
which data is collected at least once
annually to characterize pathogens (in
specifically identified wildlife) that
have the potential to threaten human
health

Predict s urvey*

Yearly

1

This assumes that
Predict is sampling
everywhere on an
annual basis. If not,
could use a subset of
the countries as the
denominator for this
indicator.
This assumes that
Predict is sampling
everywhere on an
annual basis. If not,
could use a subset of
the countries as the
denominator for this
indicator.

Wildlife is defined per OIE as feral, non domesticated and partly domesticated animals, including rodents, bats, birds, primates etc.
Hot spot regions as defined by EPT program.
* Set up specifically for USAlD EPT program. No existing data source
3
Based on list of countries where the Predict project will be working

2

1
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Objective

Indicator

Risk Determination
Establish and use
(Cumulative) Number EPT target
dynamic risk
countries4 where information from
modeling (that
dynamic risk modeling has been used
includes biologic, to update any of the following:
ecologic,
• surveillance or samp ling
behavioral, spatial
schemes
and temporal
• outbreak response training
inputs) capability
to guide decision • behavior-change
communications
making for
program action in (Cumulative) Number of EPT target
countries4 where human behaviors
hot spot areas.
related to exposure to wildlife or
wildlife products have been
characterized

Data
Collection/Sources

Timing

Surveys* from all
E PT partners (for
each country
included , a short
description needed
on how the
modeling was
used)

Yearly

Prevent survey
(e.g. KABP) *

Yearly

Comments

M aximum = number
of countries on the
Predict list
Target would likely be
similar or the same as
the number of
countries on the
Predict list?
M aximum = number
of countries on the
Predict list
Target wo uld like ly be
lower than the number
of countries on the
Predict list.

2
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Objective

Indicator

Data
Collection/Sources

Timing

Comments

Outbreak Response Capacitv
Establish a
sustainable
system for a
timely and
effective response
to disease
outbreak.

Time from notification of any
reported animal or human health
outbreak, to initiation of a response. 4

Respond reports

Yearly

Percent of animal or human health
outbreaks that have been responded to
in accordance to established
protocols.5

Respond reports

Yearly

4

"Response" activities may include verification of the event, convening of decision makers, initiation of an outbreak investigation, control measures
implemented.
5
To include specific epidemiological, clinical and laboratory methods.

3
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Objective

Indicator
Average time from start or
notification6 of a reported animal or
human health outbreak to laboratory
confirmation in targeted areas.

6

Data
Collection/Sources
Identify reports (or
others e.g. OIE
reports)

Timing
Yearly

Further discussion needed to determine if start date or notification date is more appropriate for this indicator.

4

Comments
Identify and Respond to
work together on
improving recognition
of o utbreaks and
collection of samples
and basic information
(location, species, date,
type of sample, etc.)

DRAFT

Objective
Risk Reduction
Support desired
institutional,
social and
individual
practices (in
response to newly
identified threats)
that minimize the
risk to humans of
pathogen spillover from
wildlife.7

Indicator

Data
Collection/Sources

Timing

Comments

Cumulative number of institutions~
that have adopted behaviors9and
practices that reduce the risk of spillover from wildlife pathogens

Prevent survey

Yearly

Institutions include
governments,
extractive industry,
etc.

Percent of communities in target areas
that have adopted behaviors 10 and
practices that reduce the risk of spillover from wildlife pathogens

Prevent survey

Yearly

Measure of coverage

7

Institutional change relates to e.g. economic, government, and policy change. Social change relates to community level practices.
Institutions include governments, extractive industry, etc.
9
"Behavior" is used in the broadest of terms including adoption of policies, implementation of specific protocols etc.

8
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PREDICT: A Project of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program, building global
surveillance capacity to predict, prepare for, and detect spillover of pathogens of pandemic
potential that can move between wildlife and people.
Challenge: Develop a strategic framework for identifying pathogens of pandemic potential that have not

yet emerged.
Opportunity: Current technological advances have dramatically and rapidly improved our ability to

identify high-risk int erfaces for disease transmission and to detect novel pathogens before widespread
spillover occurs. These advances include improvements in information technology, molecular
diagnostics, and risk modeling.
PREDICT has built a broad coalition of partners to discover, detect, and monitor diseases at the wi ldlifehuman interface using a risk-based approach. Our efforts integrate digital sensing and on-the-ground
surveillance at critical points for disease emergence. PREDICT is at t he cutting-edge of recent
t echnological advances allowing for rapid detection and diagnosis

Active PREDICT Countries, Yea.r.4 (2012•2013}

of high-risk viral families in all resource settings.

PREDICT Successes to date:
Expanding the One Health workforce

•

Over 1,600 people trained in surveillance, diagnostics, biosafety
& security & outbreak response

•

Coordinating with 59 ministries in 20 countries

•

Partnering with US agencies & foreign governments to establish regional networks for wildlife health
and laboratory diagnostics

Optimizing surveillance & response

•

Standardized animal sampling protocols to ensure safe wildlife handling

•

Improved cold chain for sample transport in remote areas

•

Established scientifically-justifiable & practical sampling goals to identify new viruses and evaluat e
diversity in regions & hosts

•

Developed Deep Forest Project for critical assessment of drivers of infectious disease emergence

•

Responded to deadly outbreaks incorporating animal & environmental best practices

Providing proof of concept

•

Over 40,000 animals sampled

•

Capacity for diagnostic testing in 22 labs

•

Working toward sustainable improvements in 33 labs

•

Local media surveillance to extend the reach of digital media surveillance

•

26 peer-reviewed scientific publications in first 3.5 years of the project

Discovered over 200 viruses in genera or families known to cause epidemics

•

Characterization of risk interfaces & human contact potential for transmission in different social and
ecological contexts

•

Development of an efficient diagnostic paradigm for mystery diseases

•

Dat a on newly discovered viruses informing on risk & response to outbreaks

PREDICT Core Activities:
The four primary programmatic areas of PREDICT are risk determination, surveillance, improving
pathogen discovery and diagnostics, and capacity building. All four efforts are functionally integrated.
Risk determination and laboratory findings guide surveillance; capacity building improves our ability to
perform surveillance and diagnostics and to interpret findings; and su rveillance data are used to
continue to refine risk determination. All PREDICT activities are developed to operationalize a One
Health Approach to improve coordination and sharing of information among stakeholders in public
health, agriculture, and wildlife management.
Risk Determination

PREDICT's risk determination efforts are built upon the approaches and concepts used in determining
the "Hotspots of Emerging Diseases." We have re-analyzed the hotspots maps with new datasets and
found a stronger relationship between disease emergence risk, human population growth, and regions
rich in wildlife. We have produced new risk maps with a high resolution of lkm2 scale to provide
subnational information on the highest risk areas. They have shown that

r!1i

the underlying drivers of disease emergence vary depending on region,
but in the place where most zoonoses emerge, drivers are primarily land
use change, agricultural intensification, or secondary factors associated
with these (e.g. bushmeat hunting and consumption). The analyses are

: :.
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supported by an online Wikipedia-like project (The Sicki Project) that
provides more detailed and timely data on the origins of EIDs than the
scientific literature. PREDICT has been able to add over 200 additional
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relevant global datasets to risk determination models and has updated the mammalian virus database
using primary literature to include 2,050 virus-mammal associations, 460 unique viruses, and 588 unique
host species. In combination with local findings on human and domestic animal interactions with
wildlife (high risk disease transmission interfaces, such as wildlife hunting, animal crop raiding, wildlife
consumption practices, etc.), PREDICT is assembling the most comprehensive and detailed information
on risk of zoonotic disease emergence available to guide surveillance, prepare for pandemics, and

develop disease prevention and control strategies. Finally, using the data produced by PREDICT's global
surveillance efforts, we have produced the first ever, scientifically-based prediction of the total number
of unknown viruses in wildlife (mammals). This effort provides a ball-park estimate of the pool of
viruses from which the next pandemic will emerge and shows that the number (~320,000) is lower than
many have previously suggested.
Surveillance

Working in areas of the world at highest risk for zoonotic disease emergence, PREDICT surveillance for
emerging pathogens of pandemic potential is designed to efficiently move activities in countries from
traditional post-outbreak investigation and reactive surveillance to a proactive, on-going situational
awareness approach with the capability to detect and discover potential pathogens at their source in
advance of disease spillover. Utilizing the evidence-based risk determination process developed by
PREDICT, combined with locally relevant knowledge, PREDICT st aff and partners target surveillance on
species most likely to serve as reservoirs of disease and at the interfaces or points of contact where
pathogen transmission is most likely to occur. Since these animal species, environmental considerations,
and human activities have been left out of traditional public health disease surveillance systems,
PREDICT has been instrumental in broadening understanding, improving capabilities, and linking key
stakeholders t o build more comprehensive approaches to effective surveillance systems. Finally, a key
underpinning of PREDICT surveillance is promoting the importance of modifying activities as needed
based on results and new events. Rather than providing a prescriptive surveillance plan, PREDICT has
lead countries to establish targeted, measurable, adaptive, and responsive approaches that are
integrated across health sectors.
Pathogen Discovery and Diagnostics

The PREDICT Project has focused on viral emergence from wildlife in remote areas and has been working
with laboratories in some of the most resource-constrained countries around the globe. Most genomic
approaches for viral discovery are extremely expensive and available only in sophisticated laboratories
with teams of diagnosticians and bioinformaticians. Therefore, more economical and technologically
simple approaches were sorely needed to forecast and detect novel pathogen emergence. We have
developed and optimized viral pathogen detection protocols and developed capacity to perform these
assays in collaborating laboratories in 20 countries. Our success is based upon the ability of almost any
lab to use broadly reactive consensus (genus/family level) PCR, a powerful tool that produces specific,
high-resolution data and allows for quicker detection of known and new potential pathogens. Our
approach is especially important for the diagnosis of mystery illnesses in medical hospitals and
veterinary labs where testing capacity could be limited and for outbreak response to minimize both
effect and spread. Through testing of targeted samples based on the circumstances that promote
disease and the potential route of exposure, we are able to detect both known and novel pathogens in
tandem rather than sequentially for successful detection of viruses that could cause illness, epidemics,
and pandemics in people.

Capacity Building

In order to conduct surveillance in wildlife for zoonotic pathogens at key interfaces, a basic level of incountry capacity is required to collect field samples, transport them appropriately to diagnostic
laboratories, and analyze the samples for identification of known and novel pathogens. Given that
capacity to conduct wildlife surveillance in PREDICT countries is generally lower than capacities to
conduct human or livestock surveillance, capacity building efforts have involved strategic measures to
build sustainable wildlife surveillance capacity in both the field and laboratory settings, as well as
partnering across health sectors where appropriate. Surveys conducted with PREDICT country
coordinators, as well as with wildlife stakeholders external to PREDICT, have identified key opportunities
and challenges associated with wildlife surveillance for zoonotic pathogens and have contribut ed to the
prioritization of action items for capacity building in hotspot regions. Highlights of capacity building
progress include improved cold chain infrastructure in remote areas, new field and diagnostic protocols
implemented, development and roll out of universal qua lity control materials for PREDICT laboratories,
and formation of One Health task forces involving PREDICT personnel or collaborators. In light of the
over 1600 people trained as part of the PREDICT Program and the extensive field/laboratory
infrastructure that has been improved as part of PREDICT, a subst antial wildlife surveillance footprint is
now embedded for the long term.

PREDICT Program Partners
•

University of California - Davis' world class School of Veterinary Medicine demonstrates leadership
in program development and management, education, research, and service in zoonotic disease,
wildlife epidemiology, pathogen pollution, and ecosystem health.

•

Eco Health Alliance is the first group to identify bats as the reservoir of SARS-like coronaviruses and
to define hotspots of disease.

•

Meta biota, Inc. (formerly known as Global Viral Forecasting, Inc.) has made seminal discoveries on
the role of hunting of nonhuman primates and food handling in moving animal pathogens to
humans.

•

Smithsonian Institution and the National Zoo are among the founders of the field of conservation
biology.

•

Wildlife Conservation Society has ongoing programs to monitor wildlife diseases worldwide and
designed the Global Animal Information System (GAINS), the first database managing wildlife health
and disease information on a global scale.

•

Other partners include Columbia University; Harvard University (ProMED, Health Map); University of
California, San Francisco; University of Edinburgh; Yale University.
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DAI-Led Team Selected to Implement USAID Response to Emerging
Infectious Diseases
Bethesda, Md. - DAI has been awarded a five-year program aimed at
preventing future pandemics such as HIV/AIDS and HlNl.
The global infectious disease program, called RESPOND, funded at up to
$ 185 million, is the largest of five U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) projects designed to improve local institutional capacity to respond
to "zoonotic" diseases- those that originate in animals and develop the
capacity to infect humans.
"Even a partial list of recent zoonotic diseases- SARS, West Nile V irus,
Ebola, avian influenza, novel HlNl- reveals the urgency of our work at the
intersection of human and animal health," said Jerry Martin, Managing
Director of DAI's Health Sector. "We're honored to implement this critically
important program and excited to play a leadership role in responding to the
next pandemic threat"
DAI leads a distinguished RESPOND team including the University of
Minnesota, Tufts University, Training Resources Group, Inc., and Ecology
and Environment, Inc.
This multidisciplinary team will build the capacity of national institutions of
animal and public health to address emerging zoonotic diseases in five
designated "hot spot" regions. The project will be based in Washington, D.C.,
with possible field work implemented in regional hub offices across the
Congo Basin, Asia, Amazon Basin and the Gangetic Plain.
Integrating animal and human health epidemiology and disease surveillance,
RESPOND will employ an integrated approach that unites physicians, public
health officials, veterinarians, and the private sector to combat emerging
disease on a global scale. The program will focus on long-term field
epidemiology training, short-term in-service training, and academic
preparation for health professionals. The program will also seek to identify
and counter outbreaks while they are still within animal populations, as well
as strengthen the capacity to respond to outbreaks within human communities.
RESPOND will be led by DAI's David Elkins, an epidemiologist and public
health specialist with 25 years of field experience, including 20 years in
Southeast Asia, the Gangetic Plain, and East Africa. Dr. Elkins has led
numerous projects for international development organizations.
DAI is a recognized leader in the zoonotic disease arena. The firm currently
manages two major USAID projects to control and prevent highly pathogenic
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avian influenza (HP AI): the worldwide Stamping Out Pandemic and Avian
Influenza (STOP AI) and the Indonesia Community-Based Avian Influenza
Control (CBAIC) programs, which train animal and public health workers,
mobilize communities for disease surveillance and reporting, support HPAI
outbreak response, and facilitate private sector partnerships to limit virus
transmission in domestic animal production systems.
For more information, contact:
Steven O 'Connor
Director of Communications
Steven_ 0 'Connor@dai.com
301.771.7834

About DAI
DAI works at the cutting edge ofinternational development, combining
technical excellence, professional project management, and exceptional
customer service to solve our clients' most complex problems. Since 1970,
DAI has worked in 150 developing and transition countries, providing
comprehensive development solutions in areas including HIV/AIDS and avian
influenza control, crisis mitigation and stability operations, agriculture and
agribusiness, democratic governance and public sector management, private
sector development and financial services, economics and trade, water and
natural resources management, and energy and climate change. Clients
include international development agencies, international lending institutions,
private corporations and philanthropies, and host-country governments.
DAI's Health Sector harnesses the skills ofpublic and animal health
specialists, private sector development experts, microfinance practitioners,
water resource managers, communications professionals, governance experts,
and our agriculture and agribusiness staffto address current and emerging
health threats. In marshalling these resources, DAI is taking a leadership role
at the crucial intersection where human health, animal health, and economic
development come together.
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One Health Training Course in
Wildlife, Livestock Disease and
Public Health for African
Ministries in Rwanda

Training participants in discussion with community
members in a local village near Akagera Natio nal Park.

"I wish to thank all of the participants, trainers and
management for the successful training."
Dr. Winyi Kaboyo
Assistant Commissioner,
Ministry of Health, Uganda
"It was a very fruitful meeting, and it was a pleasure
to meet friends from various countries from the
human-livestock-wildlife sectors. Now we can start
communicating."
Dr. Julius Keyyu,
Director of Research,
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute
"The training went exceptionally well and it evidently
generated great enthusiasm among participants for
the One Health approach. We will need to sustain,
expand and harness this enthusiasm in order to
promote One Health at local, national, regional and
continental levels."
Dr. Thomas Nyariki
Wildlife Expert
African Union, lnterafrican Bureau for Animal
Resources
U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

During the first ten days of July, 2011, the first USAID-sponsored
Wildlife Investigation, Livestock Disease and Public Health
training workshop was held at Rwanda's Akagera National Park.
The training was well represented by 24 professionals from
several countries' Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Wildlife.
Because the ten participating countries (Botswana, Kenya,
Mozambique, North Sudan, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe) have similar savanna ecosystems, the content of the training was tailored to analyze the
current challenges of their landscape. Beginning with a field-site
visit of the national park, faci litated by savanna ecology experts,
participants were challenged to apply the One Health approach
in analyzing emerging infectious disease issues. Additional field
trips to local communities and a health center were included, and
attendees participated in problem-based learning exercises,
short lectures, and small group discussions. The main theme multi-disciplinary cooperation and collaboration permeated the workshop structure.
As a result of well-facilitated participatory learning
methodologies, the training attendees were motivated to apply
the learning experiences to their daily work. For example, at the
end of the workshop, the participants created two products: 1)
written One Health recommendations to the African Union
lnterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources (AU-IBAR) and the
Rwandese authorities; and 2) a draft regional surveillance
system for priority diseases using a One Health approach.
Participants also volunteered to join a One Health network to
support each other in the future. This enthusiasm is testament
to the power of fostering cooperation and collaboration across
disciplines and agencies. The training also reflected the spirit of
collaboration, as it was jointly sponsored by RESPOND, the
Food and Agriculture Organization and AU-IBAR, in
collaboration with the Royal Veterinary College, the Zoological
Society of London, the Wildlife Conservation Society and
PREDICT.
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Establishment of world's first 'One Health residency' program
Makerere University, Uganda & University of Minnesota, USA

Makerere University, the University of Minnesota, the
USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats RESPOND project and
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) are
proud to announce the successful launch of the world's
first One Health residency program. RESPOND, a USAID
cooperative

agreement

between

Development

Alternatives International, Tufts University, Ecology and
Environment,

Training

Resource

University of Minnesota,

has

Group

provided

and
a

the

unique

opportunity to develop this program through

Dr. Sylvia Wanzala and Prof Francis
Ejobi attend One Health partnerships
meeting in Minnesota

the newly established OH CEA network.

Based on a one-of-a-kind residency program in veterinary public health at the University of
Minnesota, the One Health residency is an innovative approach OHCEA and RESPOND are using
to shift the way health professions and professionals approach challenges to human, animal, and
environmental health. The One Health residency is designed to provide graduate / mid-career
health professionals (veterinarians, nurses, medical doctors and public health) with a unique
hands-on, applied and experiential learning model, while at the same time connecting
universities to government service and the private sector, thereby developing and strengthening
academic-public-private partnerships. During the two-year residency program - residents are
exposed to a variety of projects to develop their skills and competency in stakeholder identified
core capacities (egs. Epidemiology, Health Systems, Food Safety and Infectious Disease) as well
as One Health core competency domains adopted by the OHCEA network. Following a selection

February 2013

and interview process with candidates
from four countries and several different
health

related

backgrounds,

three

residents have been selected as the initial
cohort. These three residents (one nurse
and two veterinarians from Kenya and
Uganda) are starting with the official
launch of the program in February 2013.

Prof Katey Pelican, Dr. Wanzala, and
Profs Dominic Travis and Jeff Bender

The Makerere One Health residency has been more than two years in development. In May 2012,
Professor Francis Ejobi (Makerere faculty lead for the program) traveled from Uganda to the
University of Minnesota to present results of a Ugandan residency stakeholder survey at the fifth
annual One Health Partnerships meeting hosted by UMN's Global Initiative for Food Systems
Leadership and Center for Animal Health and Food Safety. The survey was funded by a $10,000
seed grant awarded to Makerere COVAB in a competitive process the year prior. In addition to
presenting the program development, Prof Ejobi and Ugandan residency program coordinators,
Ors. Sylvia Wanzala and Andrew Tamale, worked with many of the VPH residency program
stakeholders that have benefitted from the VPH residency program in Minnesota including;
UMN's residency program partners (egs. program advisors, administrators and deans),
government

sector

stakeholders

(egs.

USDA's Chief Veterinary Officer, Dr. John
Clifford, the MN Departments of Health,
Agriculture and Natural Resources, and state
agriculture

commissioner),

sector stakeholders /

and

private

partners (Cargill,

Land-o-Lakes, Davis Family Dairies and
Prof Francis Ejobi describes
development of the One Health
residency program

ESRI).
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Using these projects and partnerships as
examples the residency team (Ugandan and
US university partners) worked tirelessly
over the past year to; recruit prospective
residents from the six countries and
fourteen schools in the OHCEA network,
sensitize local and regional stakeholders in
Africa to what a residency program is

Veterinary, Nursing and Public
Health students during 2010 World
Rabies Day campaign in Uganda

and does, and finally to establish and
begin a number of resident projects. The
residency program launch scheduled for

February 2013 w ill coincide with the first joint conference of the Uganda Medical and Veterinary
Associations (UMA and UVA) w here the residents will present in plenary on their backgrounds
and applied approaches to the One Health concept. Within the month following the official
launch event, the residents w ill be involved in developing and implementing a number of other
programs including; developing and piloting a 'farm-to-table' course, developing an Ebola case
study w ith the Uganda Ministry of Health, work on cleaning/ developing and analyzing data sets
for the Uganda Ministry of Agriculture, Anima l Industry and Fisheries (infomatics), developing a
One Health 'daily news' LISTSERV to be distributed over Makerere's intra-net, assist in collecting
and analyzing wildlife health data and developing a One Health policy/ advocacy course around
hemorrhagic disease issue in Uganda.

These examples provide a small taste of
w hat the

One

Health

residents will

undertake, and provide a glimpse of how
an innovative program can be adapted and
developed to develop a new generation of
One Health co mpetent professionals ready
to lead programs around the globe.

Dr. Wanzala in the
Minnesota experience
3
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USAI D's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
A recently published Nature article 1
revealed that emerging disease outbreaks have quadrupled worldwide over
the past SO years with some 60 percent
of the diseases transmitted from animals
to humans (zoonoses) and the majority
of those originating in wildlife.
Conditions in hot spot regions around the globe are
ripe for the transmission of pathogens from animal to
human populations, especially as human-animal interactions have been changing in noteworthy ways. This
zoonotic disease emergence represents the potential
of rare episodic events to become more common,
and have serious social, economic, environmental, and
development consequences.

RESPOND helps to develop systems, practices,
and procedures to improve outbreak response
capacity. The project works with its partners
to tailor internationally accepted practices to
local, national and regional conditions, and promote linkages between animal and human health

human health professionals, the public and private sectors, wildlife and conservation groups.governments
and universities, RESPOND strengthens surveillance
and outbreak response capacity while institutionalizing
a sustainable approach to recognize and address animal
and human health issues and needs.
RESPOND offers a wide range of technical assistance
and training services to regional and national governments, local universities, nongovernmental organizations, and private sector partners throughout the
world to strengthen surveillance and outbreak response capacity.

Training and Institutional Capacity Building
RESPOND One Health interventions build sustainable
public health human resources by designing in-country
training programs to ensure that countries and regions
can respond to suspected outbreaks in a comprehensive manner from the community level up to national
decision makers. Linking training with action, trainees
and their home affiliation (university, ministry, industry)
receive mentoring support, applied field level training, and opportunities for professional development.

professionals.

The United States Agency for International Development (USAID)'s RESPOND project is working in close
collaboration with other projects in the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program- PREPARE, PREDICT,
IDENTIFY.and PREVENT.and other international
donors includingWHO, CDC, FAO, OIE- to sustain a
comprehensive and coordinated international program
to minimize the impact of newly emergent disease
outbreaks. Integrating a One Health framework that
includes multisectoral engagement among animal and

1

Jones, K.E., Patel, N.G., Levy, M.A.. Storeygard,A., Balk, D.. Gittleman,J.L.. et al. (2008). Global trends in emerging infect ious diseases. Nature, 45 1, 990-994.

"Sister University" relationships between RESPOND
partners and regional universities ensure longstanding
support and collaboration while providing a platform
for a comprehensive, tiered, competency-based training
model.

One Health definition
An understanding of the complex challenges
at the intersection of animal, human and environmental health including emerging pandemic
disease, the global food crisis and climate change.
The One Health approach integrates and expands coordination and work among multiple
sectors and professions to improve long-term
health and well-being.

TIEREDTRAINING PYRAMID
TARGET AUDIENCE

T RAINING LEVEL

Master 's Level
2 years MA

Certificat e In.ser vice
Training

G raduate
Level
Training

3- 9 months' certificate

In-Service
Professio nal
Development

Sho rt-Te rm Tra ining

Community-

on Disease Response
3- 5 days training
C ertificate of training

Level
First Responders

completion

• Senior government and
public healt h staff
• Anchor university staff

• Mid-career public health
staff
• District-level public and
private sector stakeholders
• Decision makers/community leaders
• First responders
• Com munity health

workers
• Private sector par tners

The training program addresses both individual and
institutional needs to build and improve existing
outbreak response capacity to zoonotic and other
infectious diseases, while providing the foundation to
transition training to national institutions and regional
universities.

Building Collaborative Animal
and Human Health Networks
An integrated, multi-stakeholder approach builds
strong links between animal and human health organizations, essential to developing coordinated and
coherent outbreak response plans. RESPOND simultaneously engages a wide range of stakeholders
in discussions and joint actions that promote collaboration across many sectors including international
organizations, U.S. Government agencies, host-country
ministries and governmental agencies, for-profit private
sector entities, and nongovernmental faith-based and
volunteer organizations.To support the implementation and sustainability of these networks, the project
provides the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder meetings and conferences
Joint participation in EPT planning activities
Multisectoral working groups
Inter-governmental exchange of best practices
Interactive knowledge management access to
stakeholders

Strengthen Outbreak Response Capacity
Responding quickly and safely to infectious disease
outbreaks is critical in protecting global health and
livelihoods. RESPOND improves outbreak response
capacity by:
• Supporting international donors and governmental
agencies during suspected outbreaks
• Supporting coordination and provision of outbreak
response logistics with host government and donor
sponsored programs
• Strengthening communication systems in
surveillance, outbreak investigation, and response

Technology and RESPOND
RESPOND offers an opportunity for matching appropriate technology to the field-level needs of responders by:
• Incorporating existing appropriate technologies
into curricula and training exercises
• Supporting the introduction of new appropriate
technologies by initiating competitive grants for
local innovation

RESPOND TEAM
DAI
Project management,
capacity building,
technical services,
epidemic/pandemic
preparedness planning,
surveillance, prevention,
response

Univer sity of
Minnesota

Tufts Univer sit y

Institutional capacity
building, twinning,
training, curriculum
development, veterinary
and public health
expertise

Institutional capacity
building, twinning,
training, curriculum
development, veterinary
and public health
expertise

Training Resources
Group
Training design and
delivery

www.dai.com I email: RESPOND@dai.com I Dr. David Elkins, Project Director

Ecology&
Environment , Inc.
Private sector
partnerships/
engagement with
extractive industries,
outbreak response
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RESPOND and the Uganda
National Anthrax Taskforce
collaborate to strengthen
multi-sector planning and
outbreak response

In early June 2010, over 80 hippos died of
anthrax in Queen Elizabeth National Park, a
popular safari location on the border of Lake
George. The Uganda National Anthrax
Taskforce, in collaboration with government
ministries and other multilateral and bilateral
stakeholders worked to contain the

FRO M THE AMERICAN PEO PU

Queen Elizabeth Park, Uganda - In June 2010, an Anthrax
outbreak began in Queen Elizabeth Park and raged through the
wildlife population, killing at least 132 hippos, 18 buffalos and other
wildlife species by the end of the year. As a national response, the
Uganda National Anthrax Taskforce partnered with USAID's
RESPOND project to mount an integrated disease control effort
that incorporated input from a multidisciplinary team of professionals. This partnership stemmed from the success of an earlier effort
to respond to a 2004 Anthrax outbreak that killed several humans
around the park, in addition to 300 hippos and numerous livestock.
RESPOND supported the efforts of the taskforce and members of
the Ugandan Wildlife Authority and the Ministries of Health and
Agriculture to conduct a cross-sector diagnostic capacity assessment. A truly "One Health" approach was utilized, including representation from various disciplines and Makerere University School
of Veterinary Medicine and School of Public Health. Results from
the assessment indicated an urgent need for increased anthrax
diagnostic capacity in wildlife, livestock, and human laboratories
around Queen Elizabeth Park. To catalyze coordinated action,
RESPOND immediately funded the African Field Epidemiology
Network (AFENET) to train 31 district wildlife, animal and public
health officials in basic techniques in rapid diagnostic screening of
anthrax using effective quick testing and microscopy.

outbreak and prevent disease transmission
to other animals and human populations.

RESPOND is one of four partner projects of USAID's Emerging Pandemic
Threats Program. RESPOND seeks to
build local capacity of state and nonstate actors to manage outbreaks of
animal-borne diseases such as HlNl
flu and Ebola virus in hot-spot regions
around the world.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

While AFENET trained district-level first responders, RESPOND
staff participated in multidisciplinary teams that provided disease
containment response through carcass identification, sample
collection , and safe disposal of diseased carcasses. The Ministry
of Health coordinated with a livestock vaccination team from the
Ministry of Agriculture to provide a public awareness campaign that
reached 14,000 households at risk of infection.
This coordination among multiple sectors resulted in a wellcoordinated "One Health" outbreak response that successfully
avoided transmission from wildlife to livestock or humans.
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Practicing One Health
Principles: Uganda
Hemorrhagic Fever
Outbreak

RESPOND is one of four partner projects of USAID's Emerging Pandemic
Threats Program. RESPOND seeks to
build local capacity of state and nonstate actors to manage outbreaks of
animal-borne diseases such as HlNl
flu and Ebola virus in hot-spot regions
around the world.

Yellow Fever-affected districts in Uganda

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPU

From October to early November 2010, six deaths due to an
unidentified illness were reported in districts in western and
northern Uganda. Within a month, the outbreak had spread to
affect hundreds of people, mainly in the northern region of the
country, with a near 25 percent fatality rate. Ugandan authorities launched into action, and USAID's RESPOND project mobilized key advisors, subject matter experts, and local partners
to support a multi-disciplinary One Health approach in the
Ugandan government's management of the outbreak.
At an institutional level, RESPOND advisors reinforced relationships between human, animal and wildlife health officials in
Uganda that were critical to the diagnosis and response to the
deadly disease. As an invited member of the National Outbreak Response Taskforce, RESPOND linked appropriate
counterparts at the Ministry of Health (MoH) and the Ministry of
Agriculture (MoA) and encouraged each sector to participate
actively in surveillance and investigation.
When MoH launched a field investigation of the outbreak,
RESPOND collaborated with local partner Africa Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET) to ensure that One Health principles
were put into practice. AFENET enabled a multi-disciplinary
approach to the investigation that included an investigation of
the illness and potentially related diseases in local domesticated animals and a review of possible environmental risk factors . RESPOND also connected AFENET with wildlife experts
from PREDICT, a partner project in USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program, to evaluate possible links with
infectious diseases in local wildlife.
In December 2010, with the holiday season approaching, the
Taskforce sought to empower local outbreak first-responders
with critical supplies. RESPOND coordinated with EPT partner
project DELIVER to provide 6,000 kits of personal protective
equipment (PPEs) to individuals caring for suspected cases
and investigators in the affected districts.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

Practicing One Health
Principles: Uganda
Hemorrhagic Fever
Outbreak

National Taskforce members
included:
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries
World Health Organization
(WHO) - Uganda, CongoBrazzaville and Geneva offices
CDC Uganda
AFENET
USAJD Uganda
EPTRESPOND
EPTPREDICT
Makerere University
Schools of Veterinary Medicine and Public Health
Uganda Virus Research Institute
UNICEF
Doctors without Borders
Uganda Red Cross
Conservation Through Public Health
World Vision

One Health is an indispensible principle
used in infectious disease prevention and
control. It begins with a recognition that
most infectious agents exist in multiple
species and emphasizes that control is
dependent on creating an environment
that limits inter and intra-species transmission.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

RESPOND also worked behind the scenes to strengthen coordination between Ugandan authorities and international organ izations assisting in investigation and response. RESPOND
supported the efforts of the Centers for Disease Control in
Uganda (CDC Uganda) to improve the quality of sample collection for disease diagnosis. By December 24, 2010, collaborators at the CDC in Atlanta, Georgia identified some sample
cases of the unknown febrile hemorrhagic disease as resulting
from the Yellow Fever virus.
After weeks of cross-sector planning, the National Outbreak
Response Taskforce responded rapidly by establishing an integrated National Response Plan for the Hemorrhagic Fever epidemic that identified specific needs for international assistance.
The Ugandan government launched a large-scale Yellow Fever
vaccination campaign in the high-risk northern districts to limit
the spread of the disease. To reinforce local disease reporting,
response and control capacity, RESPOND plans to conduct
first-responder and detection training activities in collaboration
with Ugandan ministries.
The Ugandan government's experience with the Hemorrhagic
Fever outbreak has been an excellent opportunity for local and
national officials to implement an effective cross-sector approach to disease outbreak surveillance and response. Based
on this experience, RESPOND and several international and
local partners are working collaboratively with the Ugandan
government to identify actions that will improve its One Health
outbreak response in the future. These recommendations will
form the basis for future EPT and RESPOND assistance to local institutions.
RESPOND is partnering with public health institutions in target
regions around the world to more effectively manage emerging
pandemic threats by promoting a One Health approach. Events
such as Uganda's Hemorrhagic Fever outbreak serve as an
opportunity to strengthen the capacity of One Health systems to
safely manage the threats of tomorrow.
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One Health Central and
Eastern Africa: A Locally
Driven One Health
Approach

RESPOND is one of four partner
projects of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program.
RESPOND seeks to build local capacity of state and non-state actors
to manage outbreaks of animalborne diseases such as H1 N1 flu
and Ebola virus in hot-spot regions
around the world.

OHCEA Country Representatives plot a
course for the regional network at the
Kigali meeting.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov
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Kigali, Rwanda - On February 11, 2011, 65 representatives of
16 academic institutions from six central and east African countries and the U.S. agreed upon a 10-year strategic plan for an
interdisciplinary regional network that will help to lead One
Health initiatives in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda - the One Health
Central and Eastern Africa Network (OHCEA). OHCEA is a
surprising and positive manifestation of local interest in the central and eastern African region for greater capacity to prevent
and combat zoonotic disease outbreaks. Its development has
been greatly helped by the steady counsel, outreach and relationship building of USAID's RESPOND project.

Since May 2010, RESPOND has worked to connect One
Health-related faculties at universities across sub-Saharan Africa through its implementing partners at University of Minnesota (UMN) and Tufts University (Tufts). At a university capacity
building and networking workshop October 15 to 16, 2010 in
Kampala, Uganda, 36 deans and faculty from the schools of
public health and veterinary medicine from six African countries
conceived of OHCEA and committed to its creation . Participants identified formative steps to create university-driven,
cross-sector linkages between human, animal and wildlife
health actors in each member country through the network.
Member universities agreed to help form national One Health
stakeholder groups in each country, review One Health-related
curriculum across their institutions, and conduct One Health
national workshops. The OHCEA group requested
RESPOND's assistance in various areas to help found and institutionalize this nascent network.
To help local partners establish and implement such an ambitious and collaborative network, RESPOND has provided training and information to OHCEA leaders on practical topics.that
can be useful in making their vision a reality. RESPOND also
has leveraged existing programs to cultivate skills among
OHCEA leaders. Through a partnership with the Global Initiative for Food Systems Leadership (GIFSL), seven OHCEA
leaders participated in a one-week, intensive leadership training
program with the World Trade Organization (WTO),

One Health Central and
Eastern Africa: A Locally
Driven One Health
Approach
OHCEA Members:
DRC
Kinshasa University School of Public
Health
Faculte de Medecine Veterinaire Universita de Lubumbashi
Ethiopia
Jimma University School of Public
Health
Jimma School of Veterinary Medicine
Mekelle School of Veterinary Medicine
Kenya
University of Nairobi, School of Public Health
Moi University School of Public
Health
University of Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary Medicine
Rwanda
National University of Rwanda
School of Public Health
Umutara Polytechnic School of Veterinary Medicine
Tanzania
Muhimbili University College of
Health Sciences
Sokoine University of Agriculture
Doctors without Borders
Uganda
Makerere University School of Public
Health
Makerere University School of Veterinary Medicine
United States
University of Minnesota School of
Veterinary Medicine
Tufts University Cummings School of
Veterinary Medicine
U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

World Health Organization (WHO), International Animal Health
Organization (OIE), and Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) in February and March 2011 .
At a RESPOND-sponsored meeting in Nairobi, Kenya December 12 to 16, 2010, OH CEA deans and university representatives agreed to work within the new regional framework of
OHCEA and outlined precisely what the network's regional
structure would be. Representatives of member universities
and other actors relevant to One Health in each country would
form "Country Coord inating Committees" (CCC) that coordinate
national One Health strategy with local stakeholders for each of
six African countries. The CCCs would nominate two "Focal
Persons" to coordinate with the central OHCEA Administrative
Secretariat, which is presided over by the deans of the 14
member institutions.
OHCEA Deans, CCCs and RESPOND advisors met again in
Kigali, Rwanda to elaborate a 10-Year Strategic Plan that included country-specific inputs from member universities. Following months of debate, participants in Kigali also agreed on a
final vision and mission for OHCEA:
Vision: A global leader in One health approaches to
sustainable health for healthy productive animals,
prosperous communities and productive ecosystems;
Mission: To drive transformational change for continuous
improvement of health and well being of humans, animals,
and ecosystems through multidisciplinary research, training
and community service.
With RESPOND technical support, OHCEA leadership has developed a workplan for activities through September 2011, and
CCCs are currently developing country-level work plans.
RESPOND will provide grants totaling $3.8 million to the network to implement these planned activities and will continue to
empower its local partners to consolidate this regional institution. Through a series of meetings in May 2011, OHCEA representatives achieved the commitments of WHO's African
Reg ional Office (WHO-AFRO) and the FAQ to help engage
OHCEA member governments to integrate OHCEA activities
and One Health strateg ies into national public health strategies.
RESPOND is dedicated to improving local capacity to manage
zoonotic disease threats around the world, but all capacitybuilding depends on the reliable partnerships and successful
collaboration exemplified by OHCEA. More importantly,
OHCEA's development ensures that the strengthening of One
Health disease outbreak management in central and eastern
Africa will be a locally driven process.
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Joint training on Integrated
Disease Surveillance and
Response in Equateur
Province, DR Congo

Dr. Elisabeth Pukuta (INRB) instructs Marie
Bileko, Chief of Nursing in Yalifafu Health Zone,
on the proper use of PPE materials.

RESPOND is one of fou r partner
projects of USAID's Emerging Pandemic
Threats Program. RESPOND seeks to
build local capacity of state and nonstate actors to manage outbreaks of
animal-borne diseases such as HlNl flu
and Ebola virus in hot-spot regions
around the world.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov
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Boende, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) - One of four
provinces in the Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru forest landscape in
northwestern DRC, Equateur province lies within a region endemic for both monkeypox and viral hemorrhagic fevers
(VHFs). Since 1976, several Ebola, Marburg and Yellow Fever
outbreaks have occurred in this remote region. Despite the apparent need, resources to support the practical, applied training
of human, animal and environmental health personnel responsible for the infectious disease surveillance system and outbreak response have been inadequate.

To address this deficiency, the RESPOND project and the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have been
working closely with three DRC ministries - Ministry of Public
Health (MoPH), Ministry of Environment, Conservation of Nature and Tourism (MoE) and Ministry of Agriculture (MoA) - to
plan a joint, collaborative training activity in Boende, the largest
town in the Tshuapa district of Equateur province. The training
aimed to both increase the knowledge base of health-related
personnel and familiarize them with the use of personal protective equipment (PPE) that protects against disease transmission during outbreaks and clinical work. During February 2011 ,
the CDC collaborated with MoPH, DRC's National Institute of
Biomedical Research (INRB) and the University of Kinshasa
(UNIKIN) to conduct a three-day training workshop on monkeypox surveillance for 59 medical personnel from across the
Tshuapa district.
RESPOND supported three supplementary days of multi-sector
training in Boende for all 59 participants in the CDC training and
an additional 20 professionals from the wildlife, environmental
and agriculture sectors in Tshuapa district. MoPH, MoE and
MoA worked together with RESPOND to plan and implement
the workshop. RESPOND staff joined a team of trainers from
MoA; MoPH, MoE, the INRB, UNIKIN, and the World Wildlife
Fund (WWF) in DRC.

RESPOND's complementary training focused on various practical topics, including:

Joint training on Integrated
Disease Surveillance and
Response in Equateur
Provi nee, DR Congo

One Health is an indispensible principle
used in infectious disease prevention and
control. It begins with a recognition that
most infectious agents exist in multiple
species and emphasizes that control is
dependent on creating an environment
that limits inter and intra-species transmission.

One Health concept of multi-sector collaboration;
Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response (IDSR)
guidelines from the World Health Organization's Africa
Headquarters (WHO-AFRO);
Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response
(PDSR);
Proper use and disposal of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE);
Principal facts about other priority diseases (Yellow
Fever and Chikungunya Virus) in the region;
Roles of related professions (biologists, entomologists,
anthropologists) in outbreak investigation and response.
RESPOND and CDC also worked closely with USAID's
DELIVER project to provide DRC ministries with materials to
prepare local personnel for disease outbreaks. RESPOND and
CDC coordinated with DELIVER to send 800 individual PPE
kits for outbreak investigation and response to Boende for use
in Tshuapa district, along with disinfectant and disposable
masks, gowns, and gloves for clinical use. An INRB expert provided participants in Boende with a practical, hands-on demonstration of how to properly use and dispose of PPEs. Each
trainee received a complete PPE kit for use during outbreak
response activities. The bulk of the PPE kits shipped are now
stored in Boende for use by the MoPH, MoA and MoE in Tshuapa district for future outbreak investigations in the area. To
boost national preparedness, RESPOND and DELIVER also
delivered 800 individual PPE kits to the MoPH in Kinshasa.
This was the first IDSR provincial-level training in DRC and the
first RESPOND One Health-oriented collaborative training convened for participants from the three One Health sectors. Discussions clarified the interdependence of animal, human, and
environmental health, the One Health approach to disease reporting and outbreak response, and the importance of teamwork and cross-sector collaboration for improving efficiency and
communication. Trainees participated in daily working group
sessions related to presentations.

Dr. Didier Mazongo (WWF) interacts with
participants during the CDC and RESPONDsponsored trainings in Boende District.

U.S. Agency for International Development
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RESPOND played a low-profile but critical role in ensuring efficient and well-coordinated plans and minimizing duplication of
activities across sectors. RESPOND will continue to work with
CDC and DRC ministry staffs to empower communities in the
Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru forest landscape to better report and
respond to disease outbreaks with more multi-sector provinciallevel trainings in 2011. This successful collaboration among
ministries and local and international actors has been an important first step in consolidating outbreak response capacity in
this remote and high-risk region.
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Catalyzing Collaboration in
Vietnam's Wildlife Health
Management

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

Vietnam's impressive biodiversity and rich array of wildlife species is accompanied by a diverse set of institutions and actors
that regularly interact with its wildlife populations but rarely
communicate with each other. The communication gap has
become a concern for the Vietnamese Government, which recognizes that poor coordination could permit the development of
disease outbreaks in wildlife that could cross over to threaten
humans. In October 2010 the government requested assistance
to improve coord ination in the wild animal sector from the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID).
To address this gap, two USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats
Program (EPT) partner projects - RESPOND and PREDICT combined resources to organize a workshop that established a
baseline of information on wildlife health and disease in Vietnam .
The two-day workshop in Hanoi began March 15, 2011, and 101
staff from 4 7 government agencies and other local and international organizations in Vietnam participated.

Participants in a working group at the
workshop.

RESPOND is one of four partner
projects of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program .
RESPOND seeks to build local capacity of state and non-state actors
to manage outbreaks of animalborne diseases such as H1N1 flu
and Ebola virus in hot-spot regions
around the world.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

At the meeting, groups as diverse as government ministries,
circuses and wildlife rescue centers collaborated to identify gaps
in Vietnam's ability to identify, investigate, diagnose and respond
to wild life disease outbreaks and define obstacles to improved
communication between actors. Participants also formulated
positive steps that government and non-government institutions
can take to resolve existing gaps in wildlife health management.
Recommendations included curricular changes for veterinary
training, clear and consistent regulations , and the translation of
critical reference materials. The analysis will help to inform Vietnam's National One Health Policy, as well as future assistance
by RESPOND, PREDICT and other EPT partner projects.
The impact of the workshop was immediate: attendees agreed to
form a new network of animal health and wildlife professionals
as a platform to communicate on wildlife health and to facilitate
dialogue between participants in the sector. The Vietnamese
government has requested a second workshop, and the new
network will help to ensure that Vietnam 's preparedness for
zoonotic diseases continues to grow stronger in the long term.
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Wildlife Health Monitoring
and Management with One
Health Approach in Thailand
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Mahidol University, Sai Yok, Thailand -As in many global hotspot regions for animal-borne disease outbreaks, in Southeast Asia
proper management of animal wildlife health is vitally important for
protecting humans from dangerous diseases. Wildlife veterinarians
are at the center of wildlife health surveillance and treatment, but
they often exercise complex positions, operating at the intersection
of government, the scientific community and local populations.

Recognizing the critical role their veterinary staff, Thailand's
Department of National Parks (DNP) sought to increase the awareness and understanding of DNP veterinarians about their responsibilities. To meet this demand, USAID's RESPOND project
partnered with Mahidol University's Faculty of Veterinary Science to
organize an in-service training course for DNP veterinarians to
clarify their roles and promote stronger cross-sector relationships.

ONP wildlife veterinarians discuss their
relationships to government, local
communities, NGOs and researchers.

RESPOND is one of fou r partner
projects of USAID's Emerging Pandemic
Threats Program. RESPOND seeks to
build local capacity of state and nonstate actors to manage outbreaks of
animal-borne diseases such as Hl Nl flu
and Ebola virus in hot -spot regions
around the world.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid. ov

From January 31 to February 3, Mahidol's Sai Yok campus in
Kanchanaburi, Thailand hosted the first of four planned trainings for
16 DNP wildlife veterinarians from across country. Trainers and
experts from the university, Ministry of Public Health, World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) in Thailand and RESPOND presented to participants. Topics included differences between wildlife
veterinarians, biologists and zoo veterinarians, One Health concepts and wildlife research, and epidemiology techniques. Participants will initiate projects to strengthen One Health practices in
their posts throughout the remaining workshops in May, July and
September 2011.
In addition to aiding DNP, RESPOND is empowering Mahidol
University as a leader in promoting a One Health approach to
disease outbreak response in Thailand. The workshops provide an
opportunity for networking among their researchers and veterinary
professionals. Through the program, however, Mahidol is also
developing its own training and leadership capacities to continue
strengthening One Health practices and coordination in Thailand
and the greater Southeast Asia region for years to come.
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Leveraging University Partnerships to Strengthen Disease
Prevention, Detection and Response
Preventing the Next Global Disease

The Real Risk of Diseases with Animal Origins

Diseases with animal origins such as severe acute respiratory syndrome

Some of the most well known diseases in recent

(SARS), avian influenza, Ebola, human immunodeficiency virus/acquired

years have had animal origins. HIV/AIDS evolved

immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS), and others, have sickened and

from a weak virus that affected primates in West

killed millions of people worldwide, and cost billions of dollars. In fact,

Africa in the early 1900s to a pandemic that has

6q% of emerging diseases have animal origins_and that today there is a

killed more than 30 million people around the world,

greater likelihood they will evolve and spread due to a variety of

and continues to infect and kill people today. While

pressures, including increasing global trade and travel, higher

HIV/AIDS took nearly 80 years to reach pandemic

population density, and environmental changes.

levels, SARS took only nine months in 2002 and 2003
to spread from mammals and birds in China to infect

Finding a Global Solution

more than 8,000 people, and kill almost 800 people

Our experiences with disease outbreaks reveal that the traditional

around the world. And the 2009 HlNl influenza

skills, approaches, and relationships for understanding, preventing,

virus spread globally in a matter of weeks.

detecting, and responding to diseases of animal origins are insufficient
to address the risks the world faces. Since professionals are often educated and work in discipline "silos", they are often
less likely to engage one another in problem solving, even during disease outbreaks. Recognizing that most emerging
diseases evolve through a complex interplay between animals, humans, and the environment, professional skill sets and
practice must reflect that complexity, enabling collaboration across disciplines to stop diseases from becoming
significant crises - an approach to disease prevention called "One Health".
The workforces of today and tomorrow must be trained to prevent, manage, and respond to diseases with animal origins.
This requires identifying, training, and enabling new skills and ensuring that disciplines have common sets of knowledge
and experiences that complement and strengthen one another. As the primary educators of all health and science
professionals, universities are a key

OHCEA

catalyst in this transformation.
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role in "hot spot'' regions around the world, where diseases
are most likely to emerge. These networks prepare the
professional cadres of leaders responsible for supporting,

A. Vietn11.m 13 Additional Sc:hoolt

promoting, and implementing the One Health approach.

B. Thailand 4 Add.ition-.J Schools

The newly-established Southeast Asia One Health University

C. Malaysia 12 Addnional School.a

D. lodonetia 16 Additional Schools

Network (SEAOHUN) and the One Health Central and
Eastern Africa network (OHCEA) are comprised of
regionally-based universities that are partners with U.S.based universities. These networks are developing "hub and
spoke" networks and sub-national alliances of affiliated
schools to share and expand new One Health skills and
experiences across the regions. Working closely with their

government counterparts, the university networks ensure not only that the skills they teach will meet the workforce needs
of the nations' ministries, but also that these skills are empowered in the workplace. Together, faculty, students, and
government are applying the One Health approach to build understanding and applied use of the critical linkages among
environment, wildlife, livestock, and people, breaking down the discipline "silos" that inhibit collaboration.

What Is Being Done
The University networks are using an agreed-upon set of core professional competencies to develop course content and
learning experiences to help students understand how animal-based diseases are evolving and spreading. This includes
components on how the environment affects the spread of disease. They are also creating applied, field-based training
programs, and developing teaching and learning methodologies to improve collaboration across disciplines so that
professionals are equipped with the skills needed to respond to outbreaks, and to build and manage cross-disciplinary
teams.
Epidemiology: University networks are expanding the understanding of

epidemiology among students and professionals to support the One Health
approach. For example, the partnership is providing training in the use of
Participatory Epidemiology for disease surveillance to faculty and ministry
officials from multi-sectoral departments across the Africa region.
Informatics: One Health requires the collection, analysis, and sharing of data

across disciplines and sectors. University networks are adapting existing and
creating new curricula to strengthen skills in data management and analysis,
as well as develop a better understanding of the challenges associated with
using shared data in human and animal health.

Changing the Way Disciplines are Taught
Strengthening curricula that integrate critical One

Health lessons for students.
Faculty and student exchanges broaden and

diversify the collective knowledge and
understanding and enriches the pool of One
Health expertise in regions.
Trans-disciplinary class participation ensures

professionals have similar core expertise.
Shared practical fieldwork allows students from

different disciplines to practice working together.

Leadership and policymaking: University networks provide leadership and

policy training to students and professionals to prepare them to collaborate across disciplines, develop effective transdisciplinary methods, and encourage informed policies in their countries.
Risk assessment: University networks are training students and professionals in multi-sectoral approaches to the

measurement and modeling of risk associated with the emergence and spread of disease. For example, university
partners are providing a highly innovative in-service training in risk analysis to officials from the Ministries of Agriculture,
Health, Environment and Higher Education in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY -AFRICA REGION
One Health Residents Brief the U.S.
Ambassador to Uganda
Kampala, Uganda. Armed with only hard copies of their one-page
summaries, the world's first three One Health Residents from Makerere
University entered the U.S. Embassy in Kampala to meet with the U.S.
Ambassador to Uganda, Scott Del isi. What followed was a multidisciplinary, multi-cultural, and multi-sectoral exchange of ideas, approaches
and shared appreciation for using a holistic One Health approach to address
some of the country's and world's most complex challenges. The exchange
lasted nearly an hour, and upon finishing, the Residents were surprised by a
request to look for a post about them on the Ambassador's Facebook page,
and to 'like' and 'share' it widely.

Practiced with elevator speeches carefully prepared over the previous few
days, the Residents were surprised that after quickly introducing each other
by name, Ambassador Delisi jumped right in with questions on how they
were selected for the program, what they had been doing prior to joining, and
what they hope to be doing once they finish the residency program. A few
eyebrows raised when the Ambassador said 'you should come work with us!'

L-R: Mac Farnham (UMN), Shamilah Namusisi, U.S.
Ambassador Scott DeLisi, David Muwanguzi, and Jacinta
Mukulu Waila
X

Scott H. Delisi

L.Jced · August 26

~

Last week I met with three "One Health" residents from
Makerere University who are being supported by the
USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) RESPOND
project, the University of Minnesota, and the One Health
Eastern and Central Africa (OHCEA) Network. "One
Health" is an approach which recognizes that human
health, animal health, and ecosystem health are
inextricably linked. The USAID EPT RESPOND project
has been working towards improved disease outbreak

response capacity in Uganda over the past four years.
The "One Health" residency program represents a key
achievement of the EPT program and the RESPOND
project. I admire these young professionals and the
work they do for their communities. Very inspiring!
Unlike · CDfMlent Share

Ugandan veterinarian and One Health resident, Shamilah Namusisi said she
saw the program as the best opportunity to improve her career because of the
focus on skills development and competency building. She noted that while
working as a practicing veterinarian she came to realize that her interests and
aspirations lay with the health of a community, not just that of an individual
or herd of animals.
Jacinta Waila, a One Health resident with a nursing background in hospitals and
community outreach programs, highlighted that this is her first exposure to
working with animals and thinking more broadly about the environment as an
important component of One Health. Obtaining perspectives and understanding
approaches outside her own background and training is important.
Asked to provide some of his experience and insight into transitioning
development efforts towards holistic approaches like One Health, the
ambassador shared it takes focus, vision and leadership. He said success starts
with a shared vision of individuals who care and are invested. One Health
leaders have to sell the concept (argue for and from the heart, pocketbook and
policy perspectives) by making the issues relevant and understandable to
individuals. He shared with the residents that the One Health mission is
challenging and difficult, that small steps are progress and challenged them to
find 'simple steps and useful actions' to help change the world.

In recognizing the important approach of applied experiential learning
programs like OHCEA 's One Health Residency, the Ambassador concluded,
rn;i 11 shares
" In today's interconnected and interdependent world, ' local issues quickly
become global.' Solutions lie in health professionals who 'see complexity, understand the connections and can speak and work in
local contexts.'

~ You and 159 others Ice tt-is.

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY -AFRICA REGION
OHCEA 's First International One Health Conference
September 2013. OHCEA held its first International Health
Conference from September 23 rd to 26 th in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, the home of the African Union. The main theme of the
conference was: "One Health and the Control of Infectious
Diseases: Building Capacity, Systems and Engaging
Communities". Attended by 287 participants from 17 countries
in Africa, Asia and North America, the conference created a
multidisciplinary gathering of world renown scholars, One
Health practitioners, policy makers, development partners,
students and faculty from institutions of higher learning,
infectious disease specialists, scientists, environmentalists,
clinicians, anthropologists, veterinarians, and wildlife experts.

One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCE:A)
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Making the keynote presentation, Dr. Dennis Carroll, Director
of the USAID EPT Program, highlighted a number of key issues
that would invariably change the landscape of global health and
encouraged the participants to think about how their One Health
activities could influence the future of global health.
Following Dr. Carroll's challenge, the conference had session
speakers make presentations for discussion along the
conference's sub-themes of: disease surveillance, control and
prevention; building health systems; women's roles and social
economic dynamics of One Health; the environment and
infectious disease dynamics; capacity building in developing
nations; engaging communities in One Health initiatives; and,
One Health policy, communication and advocacy. These subthemes advanced the One Health agenda beyond theory to
practice, bringing much needed attention to policy and
operational issues that ultimately detennine the impact and
success of cross-sectoral efforts.

The conference gave the participants the rare opportunity of
sharing experiences and learning lessons from successful One
Health approaches, reviewing challenges and strengthening
Top: A session during the conference. Below: A group
networks in order to make One Health a reality on the African
photo of the OHCEA deans, donors, and senior
continent and beyond. The theme of the conference captured
government officials at the conference.
OHCEA's emphasis on building sustainable public health and
human resources by developing the capacity of institutions,
governments and communities to prevent and respond to any emerging pandemics, engaging policy makers at all levels to
improve linkages between human, animal and environmental health as well as between intergovernmental organizations,
governments and local conununities for long tenn sustainability of emergent zoonotic disease detection and containment
system. At the end of the conference participants agreed to support the development of One Health roadmaps in their
respective countries. During the closing the conference, the Chairman of the OHCEA Board encouraged participants to look
for opportunities to increase One Health knowledge and translate the knowledge into practice.

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY -AFRICA REGION
OHCEA : Enriching Student Experiences through One Health
Field Attachments

Makerere University students inspect meat a
local abattoir.

"When you enter a home you find human
beings who need a health worker and animals
that need a vet; so the solution to the home's
health challenges calls for a multidisciplinary
approach. "

May 2013, Uganda. In order to connect schools of public
health and veterinary medicine in Africa to drive
transformational change for continuous improvement of health
and wellbeing of humans, animals, and ecosystems through
multi-disciplinary training, research and community service,
the Colleges of Health Sciences (CHS) and Veterinary, Animal
Resources and Biosecurity (COYAB) at Makerere University
piloted a multidisciplinary (One Health) practicum training for
undergraduate students of nursing, environmental health and
veterinary medicine. Supported by OHCEA with funds from
USAID RESPOND, the field experience took place from April
14111 to May 11 111 • The main objective of the cross-disciplinary
field attachment was to expose the students to One Health
concepts and its practical applications including: multidisciplinary, cross-sectoral collaborations; social skills and
teamwork; effective communication factors responsible for
disease (animal and human) occurrence; principles of disease
management; and leadership.

Working in six teams composed of a mix of veterinary, nursing
and public health students, the student groups operated in four
districts of Uganda. The field activities focused on practical site
Patience Akulle, Veterinary Student,
visits, community education and awareness campaigns, home
Makerere University, COY AB
visits, group projects and combined student-supervisor j oint
discussions and feedback sessions. The students groups were supervised both by faculty from Makerere
University and field-based supervisors in active practice, including District Veterinary and Health Officers. They
also benefitted from professional guidance from faculty from The University of Minnesota and Tufts University.
During the training, the students supported on-going district health programs and provided services at the health
centers and in communities including free veterinary services. With the government extension services almost
non-existent, the free services at fann level were greatly appreciated. The One Health students bridged the
connection to wildlife with field events in Queen Elizabeth and Lake Mburo National Parks, which included visits
to and sharing with communities within and adjoining the parks on their health challenges. The students and their
supervisors initiated a Facebook group named, "Pioneer One Health Field Attachment Team" to coordinate their
discussions during and after the field experience.
Having animal and human health professionals in the field together for four weeks to work together in identifying
potential opportunities and community health challenges to address through a multi-disciplina1y approach is
helping to build the foundation for a more unified health approach.

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY- SOUTHEAST ASIA REGION
Epidemiology Training for One Health Teams Completed
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May 2013, Vietnam. In May 2013, public and animal
health professionals presented epidemiological studies
conducted in 15 provinces conducted from January to
March 2013 (See Appendix II for abstracts). The
studies were presented in three regional workshops
organized by the Institute for Preventive Medicine and
Public Health (IPMPH) - Hanoi Medical University
(HMU). In June, IPMPH organized on national
workshop at which nine of the studies were presented.
Six of the studies will be published in the Vietnam
Journal of Preventive Medicine.

The studies are the culmination of a training project
designed to strengthen One Health epidemiological
A One Health team member reports on the results of teams in select provinces and districts. The project has been
the field study.
carried out in Vietnam since April 2012 by IPMPH, in
cooperation with the General Department of Preventive
Medicine (GDPM) - Ministry of Health (MOH) and Department of Animal Health (DAH) - Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD).
The project supports in-service training activities that were designed to enhance the capacity for early
identification of outbreak, notifiable disease reporting, disease surveillance, and laboratory diagnostics in
order to promptly confirm the source and cause of outbreaks, and to initiate timely response. The main
objective of the project is to intensify the delivery of in-service One Health training in order to build outbreak
response capacity among preventive medicine staff at provincial and district levels. Participants include both
publ ic health and animal health professionals. The project includes: training of trainers; training for provincial
One Health epidemiological teams; field studies in the northern, southern and central/highland regions; and
experience sharing workshops.
There were a number of positive spillover activities that followed the completion of the training courses,
including:
•
•

the public health and animal health officials from Dong Nai Province signed a joint action plan to
prevent and control zoonotic diseases in the province;
the One Health epidem iological team in Ho Chi Minh City partnered with Oxford University Clinical
Research Unit to conduct a large scale study. The One Health team from Ho Chi Minh conducted a
field study on Investigating the presence ofStreptococcus suis on swine-derived food products
sampled at retail distribution facilities in Ho Chi Minh city in 2012.
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Universities to help
speed epidemic response
NHA TRANG - Vl~t Nam
One Health University
Network has establlshed
linking universities throughout
the country to increase
regional co-ordination In the
response to animal diseases
that can affect human health.
Its first meetlng was held
yesterday with the
participation of 10 universities,
laying the foundation for
Vietnamese universities to
address and develop training
and research.
With the support of the
United States Agency for
International Development
(USAID), the Ha N•I Schoof of
Public Health, the Ha N•f
Medical University and the Ha
N•i University of Agriculture's
Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine will act as the focal
institutions for the newly
formed network.

Farmers trained on
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PREVENT
Emerging PandemicThreats

Commerce and
Emerging Infectious
Diseases
Zoonotic disease emergence is a dynamic process driven by ecological, biological, and social factors. One key
driver is commerce, especially local and international trade in wild animals. A negative unintended consequence
of this trade is the potential spillover of wildlife or livestock pathogens, such as avian influenza, Nipah virus, and
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) .
PREVENT's focus is on the market system for key priority species-bats, rodents, and non-human primatesanimals recognized as sources of transmission of high-impact infectious diseases to humans. We also pay
attention to domestic animals- including poultry, pigs, and other livestock- that can transmit or amplify
potentially dangerous viruses.
PREVENT examines t he wildlife trade market system to identify high-risk groups and distinguish the situations
and behaviors that most commonly result in risky contact between humans and animals. We examine the supply
and demand side of international and local supply chains, as well as markets where large numbers of people and
domestic animals come in contact with potentially infectious wild animals-both live and recently killed.
Through our research we document wild animal meat acquisition, preparation, and consumption as well as
practices of individuals, households, and communities.
Where We Work: Emerging Disease "Hot Spots"
PREVENT is active in "hot spot" regions in Central and East Africa and South and Southeast Asia, where a
confluence of risk factors makes disease emergence likely. Recent research in Cameroon and Gabon
complements ongoing activities, including research, in DRC, Uganda, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia
and Vietnam. In 2013, PREVENT will begin activities in Burma/Myanmar and Indonesia.
What We Do: Identify Risk Factors, Develop and Test Interventions and Build Related Capacities
PREVENT takes a One Health, multidisciplinary approach to identify those people at highest risk of transmission
of emerging pathogens, characterize the behaviors and practices that put them at the risk, then develops and
tests interventions to reduce the risk.

Activities carried out by PREVENT to understand more about the wildlife market system include commissioning
an exploratory analysis on the global wildlife trade; surveying the general population in selected urban areas of
Southeast Asia about consumption of wildlife; scanning the price and quantity of wild animal meat in food
markets, and beginning to map a cross-border rodent supply chain.

Research on open-airfood markets
Using research tools developed with input from PREDICT, PREVENT collects data about the availability and price
of priority wildlife in markets, the people who work in or shop at these markets or who participate in the market
value chain, and market biosecurity. To date, subsets of the tools have been adapted and applied in Cameroon,
Gabon, Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Vietnam. Highlights of this research:
•
A market intercept study in Cameroon found that shoppers were most likely to buy porcupine (29%),
pangolin (25%), beef (12%), monkey (9%), and chicken (6%). The main reasons given for buying the
specific type of meat was: availability (28%), taste (23%), and price (23%).
•
Because most of the shoppers purchased live or freshly slaughtered animals and butchered/ prepared
them at home or at their restaurants, they were at high risk of disease transmission from the animals,
especially because not many (38%) of the respondents believed that wild animal meat could make them
sick.
•
A pilot study of 44 markets in Lao PDR found that a high number of the live and freshly dead wildlife for
sale were priority types of animals-bats, rodents, primates, and civets. The level of market biosecurity
and hygiene varied across markets, but was generally low. In addition to mixing of wildlife species within
these markets, a situation that facilitates transmission of pathogens between species, there was also the
potential for contamination of other food products such as fruit, vegetables, and fish, which were sold
from the same stalls as wildlife.
Looking ahead
Plans for research in 2013 include a biosecurity assessment of wildlife farms in Vietnam, a descriptive analysis of
the rat trade across the Vietnam-Cambodia border, and documentation of human-animal interactions, including
trade, along environment gradients ranging from pristine forest to peri-urban areas in Uganda and Malaysia.

For more information on PREVENT, contact us at PREVENT@fhi360.org and follow us on Twitter
@PREVENTProject

The PREVENT Project is funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)/Global Health under Client Associate Award Number
GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00. In Cambodia, Lao PDR, Burma/Myanmar and Vietnam, PREVENT
activit ies are also supported by AusAID. PREVENT is managed by FHI 360. The contents do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID, the U.S. Government,
or AusAID.
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PREVENT
Emerging Pandemic Threats

Culture and
Emerging Infectious
Diseases
Zoonotic disease emergence is a dynamic process driven by ecological, biological, and social factors. One key
driver is "culture," the learned attitudes and behaviors that affect how people, pets, livestock and wildlife
interact and create conditions that favor the emergence and spread of infectious diseases such as
HIV; Lassa, Marburg, and Ebola fevers; Nipah virus, and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS).

PREVENT conducts in-depth research to identify high-risk groups and distinguish the situations and behaviors
that most commonly result in risky contact between humans and animals. For example, we study:

At the individual level
•
•
•
•

Hunting, eating and food handling customs
Religious and social practices
Language and communication networks
Farming practices and exposure to animal feces

At the community level
•
•
•
•

Settlement patterns
Housing construction
Market structure and hygiene
Transportation modes and patterns

Where We Work: Emerging Disease "Hot Spots"
PREVENT is active in "hot spot" regions in Central and East Africa and South and Southeast Asia, where a
confluence of risk factors makes disease emergence likely. Recent research in Cameroon and Gabon
complements ongoing activities, including research, in DRC, Uganda, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia
and Vietnam. In 2013, PREVENT will begin activities in Burma/Myanmar and Indonesia.

What We Do: Identify "High-Risk" Groups and Characterize "High-Risk" Behaviors and Practices
PREVENT starts with human-wildlife contact and asks key questions: Who has the most contact with animals
that historically have posed the highest risk-wild animals such as rodents, bats, and non-human primates and
domestic animals and livestock, including chickens, ducks, and pigs? We focus on known routes of transmission
(different viruses are associated with different transmission routes) and the groups most at risk, asking: What
situations and behaviors most commonly result in risky contact? Are there feasible and acceptable alternatives
people could adopt to reduce their risk?

Initial list of high-risk contacts and groups at highest risk
Exposure

Groups

Contact with blood, meat, organs

Hunters, market vendors, people who butcher
and/or prepare meat

Handling animals (live or dead)

Hunters, those in market va lue chain, pet
owners, adolescent boys

Scratches, bites, wound contamination

Hunters, butchers/preparers, farmers, pet
owners

Feces (including aerosolized)

Farmers, hunters (nests in trees/caves/fields),
miners, housewives, butchers/preparers

Contaminated food (wild, farmed, stored)
and food products (for example,
contaminated fruit, raw date palm sap)

Food collectors, consumers

Via domestic animals

Farmers and their fami lies, pet owners

Initial formative research- both qualitative and quantitative- conducted in Cameroon, Gabon, Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Thailand, and Vietnam suggests who is most at risk and why. Some surprising findings:
•

•
•
•

In Cameroon, 31% of men (38% in Healthy Hunter villages, 19% in the other villages) said that they had
not hunted during the previous peak season. A further 54% of men (52% in Hea lthy Hunter villages, 60%
in other villages) said they had hunted less than a week per month.
In those same villages, women (none of whom hunt) have as much or more exposure to freshly killed
meat as men, since the women skin and eviscerate the sma ller animals and cut up meat from all animals.
In Cambodian hunting villages, 20% of men who said they recently ate bats, rodents or monkeys
purchased the meat, rather than obtained it by hunting.
In Thailand, people living in peri-urban areas reported as much exposure to rodents as people living in
rura l areas.

Plans for research in 2013 include a biosecurity assessment of wildlife farms in Vietnam, an evaluation of the rat
trade across the Vietnam-Cambodia border, and documentation of human-animal interactions along
environment gradients (from deep forest to peri-urban, similar to the study in Thailand) in Uganda and Malaysia.
Research findings are used to develop and implement culturally sensitive risk strategies and interventions to
reduce the risk of zoonotic infections.
For more information on PREVENT, contact us at PREVENT@fhi360.org and follow us on Twitter
@PREVENTProject

The PREVENT Project is f unded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)/Global Health under Client Associate Award Number
GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00. In Cambodia, Lao PDR, Burma/Myanmar and Vietnam, PREVENT
activities are also supported by AusAID. PREVENT is managed by FHI 360. The cont ents do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID, the U.S. Government,
or AusAID.
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Vietnam Tightens Noose on Emerging Disease Threats
January/February 2013

CREDIT: RICHARD NYBERG. USAID

USAID support has gone beyond avian influenza to provide training to animal health workers in rural areas like Quang Tri to address all diseases
that can start in animals and spread to humans. Here, an animal health worker learns to give medicine to a cow.

QUANG TRI, Vietnam-In Vietnam, villagers and authorities bent on halting
the spread of avian influenza are now adept at stopping infected chickens from
crossing the road. And they are gaining ground on the bigger challenge of
keeping old hens and ducks from crossing the country's borders to prevent
outbreaks which threaten vast flocks of poultry and human health.
Raising his voice over the din of quacking ducks streaming into the river and a
rooster objecting loudly as large trucks roared past, Nguyen Due Hoa explained
that he is once again able to support his family of six as a poultry farmer.

CREDIT: RICHARD NYBERG, USAI

Nguyen Van Phuc, 27, an animal
health worker in Le Mon village of
Quang Tri province, helps stop
outbreaks of animal diseases that
can affect humans.

CREDIT: RICHARD NYBERG, USAID

Farmer Nguyen Due Hoa has been
able to get his poultry farm back on
track with support from local animal
health workers trained by USAID.

Like so many other farmers, Hoa's flock in Le Mon village, in central Quang Tri
province, was devastated by an outbreak of H5N1 avian influenza in 2005. And
like so many others, after a committed response by the Government of
Vietnam, he got his backyard business back on track. It's a sign of the times,
and of Vietnam's resilience and determination in the wake of disease.
With over $50 million in support over the past eight years, USAID has played a
substantial role in supporting Vietnam's efforts to help farmers like Hoa fight off
bird flu and to be even more efficient in handling the risks of future pandemics.
In fact, most new viral strains of avian influenza over the past two years were
identified directly through USAID support for laboratories and a national
network of animal health workers and veterinarians at all levels who are now
better equipped to track down viruses and handle outbreaks effectively.
Vietnam's success in coping with bird flu involves high stakes. Since 2003,
Vietnamese authorities have had to cu ll over 63 million poultry in 40 of the
country's 63 provinces. Of the 123 human cases of the H5N1 virus in Vietnam ,
61-nearly half-were fatal. According to the World Health Organization, in
September 2012, there were 608 human cases and 359 deaths from the
disease in 15 countries around the globe.
According to Dr. To Long Thanh, director of the National Center for Veterinary
Diagnostics (NCVD), which monitors and identifies virus strains, Vietnam's
traditional way of raising poultry brings a special set of challenges for farmers in

the north and the south of the country. "In our mixed system of husbandry in the
countryside, a single household can raise chickens, ducks and muscovy ducks
(large tropical, crested domestic birds), so the transmission between species
occurs naturally," he said, noting that 80 percent of all livestock in Vietnam is
raised in backyard farms.

CREDIT: RICHARD NYBERG, USAID

Ducks stay safe in Ha Nam province.

In addition, in the southern Mekong Delta with flooded rice paddies, farmers
raise scavenging ducks when they start to harvest. "The ducks follow the
harvest as farmers move from one village to another village, even to another
district, or even to another province. The ducks can walk or be put in long,
motorized boats in rural channels, and be moved very far to follow the
harvests," Dr. Thanh said, noting that in the north, scavenging ducks in some
regions do not move nearly as far as in the south.
Smuggled Chickens

Most recent data from October 2011 indicate that Vietnam has 75 million ducks
and over 232 million chickens. Millions more chickens are illegally imported into
Vietnam from China each year, and the government has recently announced a
crackdown on smuggled chickens to counter new concerns of H5N1 infections
and mutated virus strains.
Since 2010, the NCVD and eight other regional laboratories with equipment
and training from USAID through the United Nations' Food and Agricultural
Organization (FAO) have analyzed and identified 397 viruses from samples,
including 217 in 2012 through September.
CREDIT : RICHARD NYBERG, USAID

Farmers in Quang Tri province rely
on a trained surveillance network of
animal health experts to keep their
duck flocks healthy.

"If you look at the number of outbreaks, from 2003 until now, you can see the
decrease in outbreaks year by year. Right now we can see that there is an
epidemic, but it is sporadic," said Dr. Thanh.
In 2004, Vietnam recorded 2,574 H5N1 outbreaks. In 2011 , that number
dropped to 45. "Vietnam has a lot of success in controlling the disease," he
added, pointing to such measures as vaccination, quarantine and disinfection
as central to their approach.

CREDIT: RICHARD NYBERG, USAID

Above and below: To curb spread of
disease, USAID supports hygienic
models of meat markets, live bird
markets and slaughter-houses such
as the new Hoa Mac Market and
slaughter point in Ha Nam province.

According to NCVD Deputy Director Nguyen Tung , with USAID-sponsored
equipment and training at all nine regional and national labs, test results that
may previously have taken three days are now available within 24 hours. The
equipment enables Vietnamese experts to use polymerase chain reaction, a
technique in molecular genetics that enables analysis of short sequences of
DNA or RNA, to identify the virus strain. "That helps the people in the field know
immediately how to destroy or treat the outbreak quicker and try to minimize the
outbreak. So the damage caused by the outbreak is lower than before," he
said.
He noted that with the support of USAID and FAO, the NCVD is now able to
test viruses to see if new vaccines are working. "This is very important. Before
we had to wait for the foreigners to send back the results, so they came back a
bit late. This year we have a very quick response to the change of the virus," he
said.
"We are fortunate to have a very dedicated and competent Vietnamese team
here at USAID that works closely with Government of Vietnam experts at all
levels to make this collaboration against the spread of disease threats such a
success for the country and the Lower Mekong region," said Mission Director
Joakim Parker.
With equipment to analyze viruses collected during USAID-supported
surveillance activities such as at live birds markets, Vietnam is more efficient in
controlling the spread of disease and reporting outbreaks.

CREDIT: RICHARD NYBERG, USAID

"To control the disease, we have to know how the virus is introduced into the country," said FAO virologist Ken
lnui. "If we know exactly how the virus is moving, the best way to control the virus is to cut this route."
Not Just for Bird Flu Anymore
Despite the fact that Vietnam still faces sporadic outbreaks with different strains affecting bird populations in the
north and south, all the knowledge that Vietnamese and international experts have gained over the past decade
in combatting highly pathogenic avian influenza also applies to other diseases-"foot and mouth disease, blue
ear disease affecting pigs, cholera, and classical swine fever," according to Tung. ''We can use the same
molecular diagnosis machines, especially for viral diseases." He noted that the labs have been using the new
equipment for blue ear disease, swine fever and Newcastle disease since 2007.

Since 2003, Vietnamese authorities have had to cull over 63
million poultry.
"We have learned a lot from our work on detecting the H5N1 virus, and USAID will continue to work with the
Government of Vietnam, non-government stakeholders, and other donors in Vietnam taking a 'one health'
approach with animal and human health experts to support comprehensive disease detection," said Dr. Kim
Thuy Oanh, infectious diseases specialist at USAID/Vietnam.
In coordination with USAID's Regional Development Mission for Asia and bilateral missions, USAID has begun
supporting the Lower Mekong Initiative countries of Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam in the five-year
Emerging Pandemic Threats program that seeks to aggressively preempt or combat diseases that could spark
future pandemics. Nearly three-quarters of all new, emerging or re-emerging diseases affecting humans at the
beginning of the 21st century originated in animals, including HIV/AIDS and SARS. Collectively, USAID's efforts
to monitor and contain virus mutations have wide-ranging impact globally in preventing the spread of disease
across borders and continents.
"We obviously have to be vigilant and have surveillance systems in place to detect new diseases as they
emerge or as they transition from animals to people," said Wade Warren, USAID's deputy assistant
administrator in the Bureau for Global Health, during a visit to Vietnam. "[Avian Influenza and Other Emerging
Threats] is a program that we are going to have to maintain going forward and continue to work with partner
governments to build capacity so they can help and we can partner together in detecting these diseases."
Lessons Learned
Vietnam has capitalized on key lessons learned that will benefit the country as it looks to combat other emerging
disease threats, particularly zoonotic diseases - those affecting humans that originate in animals. Improving the
knowledge of farmers was a key factor. "Before, the farmers didn't care. But now they care about health, about
the animals," said Dr. Thanh.
Public information campaigns, some funded by USAID, "can be repeated for other diseases to enhance farmers'
knowledge," he said, noting that large- and medium-sized poultry farms are now investing in vaccines and are
taking a greater role in preventing the spread of disease.
Another approach that has paid dividends in the fight against disease is strong coordination and communication
between the central government and rural communities. "We have been able to motivate all the veterinarians in
the field. They participate actively in all processes and in all activities."
USAID has supported behavior-change communication campaigns and village-based surveillance as well as
surveillance and monitoring training at the commune, district, regional and national levels.
"Vietnam is in some ways at a crossroads of avian influenza and the outbreaks have been concentrated here,"
said Warren . "It is important for us to have a program, it is important for us to have surveillance, and I think it is
the right thing for USAID to prioritize in this country."
Since 2010, farmers across the country have taken advantage of services provided by around 2,000 USAIDsupported animal health workers. Traveling from farm to farm on a regular basis, they help farmers with
vaccinations and by advising on safe poultry raising practices. And they also detected and reported 13 outbreaks
in 2010 and 2011 in Quang Tri province.

"The vet services are helpful. We reported to them (village animal health and human health workers) who then
came immediately," said farmer Le Quan Dinh, in Dai Hoa commune, Quang Tri. "We strongly believe in this
network's capability."
As a result of Vietnam's drive to boost readiness and response in the face of disease outbreaks, the country has
a stronger national network starting at the community level to address future risks.
"We are near to people in the community so we can create bonds and trust," said Nguyen Minh Luong, a trained
animal health worker in Lam Xuan village, Gio Linh district, who detected and reported an outbreak in 2011 .
"When people believe in us, they report more to us, whereas in the past they did not know who to report to."
Knowing where to go when pandemics threaten to cross the road is farmer Hoa's first line of defense.

PREVENT
Emerging PandemicThreats

Land Use Change and
Emerging Infectious
Diseases
Zoonotic disease emergence is a dynamic process driven by ecological, biological, and social factors. One key
driver is large-scale land use change such as occurs when an extractive industry-mining, oil and gas, timber,
intensive agriculture- develops a site in a previously pristine area .
Unintended consequences of the resulting influx of people and infrastructure development include disruptions
to the ecosystem and an increase in interaction between wild animals and people and their livestock and pets.
These changes can create conditions that favor the emergence and spread of infectious diseases such as
HIV; Lassa, Marburg, and Ebola fevers; Nipah virus, and severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS).

PREVENT conducts in-depth research to understand the behaviors and practices of humans and organizations
that can increase the potential that dangerous pathogens will jump from animals to humans-and from humans
to anima ls. Then, we develop, disseminate, implement, and evaluate strategies and interventions to reduce
these risks. PREVENT's work related to extractive industries has focused on institutions.

Where We Work: Emerging Disease "Hot Spots"
PREVENT is active in "hot spot" regions in Central and East Africa and South and Southeast Asia, where a
confluence of risk factors makes disease emergence likely. Recent research in Cameroon and Gabon
complements ongoing activities, including research, in DRC, Uganda, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia
and Vietnam: In 2013, PREVENT will begin activities in Burma/Myanmar and Indonesia.

What We Do: Identify Risk Factors and Interventions
Working with the Extractive Industries Working Group (EIWG), extractive industry companies and government
partners, PREVENT identifies and promotes best management practices to assess and mitigate the threat of
emerging zoonotic disease related to large-scale land use change.

PREVENT
• Serves as the Secretariat for the EIWG, formed to discuss emerging infectious disease prevention and

•

•

mitigation, share research and practices to reduce the risks of zoonotic disease emergence, and improve
worker and community health. Other EPT partners that are also members of EIWG include Chatham
House, PREDICT, RESPOND and USAID.
Presents a mitigation approach and tools at industry conferences around the world to generate interest
among companies and governments working in "hot spot" areas such as the Congo Basin in Central and
East Africa, and forested areas of Southeast Asia. These tools are on track to be tested in the Katanga
region of Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda. Additional outreach will be aimed at companies in
Cameroon, Indonesia, and the Republic of Congo.

Collaborates with the EIWG to:
•

•

Develop guidelines and tools to assess and mitigate vulnerabilities to emerging pandemic threat
(EPT) risks. The tools identify vulnerabilities to infectious disease exposure and transmission when
contact increases between humans and animals-for example, as a result of new settlements in
and near wild animal habitats that accompany work site and road construction.
Open discussions with members of extractive industry-mining, timber, oil and gas companiesand host-country governments in Africa and Southeast Asia to test, further develop, and deploy
EPT risk assessment tools.

For more informat ion on PREVENT, contact us at PREVENT@fhi360.org and follow us on Twitter
@PREVENTProject

The PREVENT Proj ect is funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)/G lobal Hea lth under Client Associate Award Number
GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00. In Cambodia, Lao PDR, Burma/Myanmar and Vietnam, PREVENT
activit ies are also supported by AusAID. PREVENT is managed by FHI 360. The contents do not necessarily reflect t he views of USAID, t he U.S. Government,
or AusAID.
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Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats
BACKGROUND
April 2013

Nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, or re-emerging diseases affecting humans at the
beginning of the 21st century are zoonotic (i.e. originated in animals). Notable
reminders of how vulnerable the increasingly interconnected world is to the global
impact of new emergent diseases include HIV/AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS), the HSN I strain of avian influenza, and the 2009 pandemic H IN l influenza
virus. The speed with which these diseases can emerge and spread presents serious
public health, economic, and development concerns. It also underscores the need for the
development of comprehensive disease detection and response capacities, particularly in
"hot spot" areas such as central Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and Latin America
where a confluence of risk factors may contribute to disease emergence.

THINK GLOBALLY, ACT LOCALLY
The Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET) Unit supports two major
lines of work: H5Nl Avian Influenza, and Emerging Pandemic Threats.
Focus countries for USA ID 's H5NI Avian
Injluen=a Jnvestme/11

Focus countries for USAJD 's Emerging
Pandemic Threats pro~ram.

The Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) program
strengthens capacities in
developing countries to
prevent, detect, and control
infectious diseases in animals
and people with an emphasis
on early identification of, and
response to, dangerous
pathogens from animals
before they can become
significant threats to human
health.
U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

H5Nl Avian Influenza: Since 2005, USAID has strengthened the capacities of more
than 50 countries for monitoring the spread of HSN 1 avian influenza among wild bird
populations, domestic poultry, and humans, to mount a rapid and effective containment
of the virus when it is found, and to help countries prepare operational capacities in the
event a pandemic capable virus emerges. USAID's efforts have contributed to dramatic
downturns in poultry outbreaks and human infections, and a dramatic reduction in the
number of countries affected; with five of these countries (Indonesia, Vietnam, China,
Bangladesh and Egypt) as the primary reservoir of the virus.
Although these successes are significant, the H5N l virus remains a serious threat and
sustained vigilance is required. Mindful of the need for vigilance USAID continues its
efforts to build on its successes and further consolidate its programs in the highest risk
countries.
Emerging Pandemic Threats: As a complement to USAID's work in HSN! , the PIOET
Unit launched the Emerging Pandemic Threats program in 2009 to aggressively preempt or combat other diseases that could spark future pandemics. This second line of
work is composed of four complementary projects operating in 20 countries PREDICT, PREVENT, IDENTIFY, and RESPOND- with technical assistance from the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The EPT global program draws
on expertise from across the animal and human health sectors to build regional, national,
and local "One Health" capacities for early disease detection, laboratory-based disease
diagnosis, rapid response and containment, and risk reduction.
At the country level, the EPT partners are working with governments and other key incountry and regional partners to enhance the understanding of viral distribution and key
drivers of disease emergence-from deforestation and land use change to wildlife trade
and livestock product demands. This information, along with other EPT investments to
strengthen country-level capacities for routine infectious disease detection and outbreak
response, will be used to improve surveillance and response as well as risk-mitigation
strategies. These efforts will safeguard human and animal health and livelihoods in
locations in Africa, Asia, and Latin America where new pandemic threats are likely to
emerge.

PARTNERS AND ACTIVITIES
a@ners are University of California-Davis,
fo_ll11erly Global Viral Forecasting Inc.),
onservation Society with support from

•

overy of zoonotic diseases at the wildlifeude: strengthening surveillance and laboratory
d people in contact with wildlife for novel
t p blic health threat; characterizing human and
r from animals to people; strengthening and
ease emergence and using this information to
o tbreak response when requested.
Surveillance for new pandemic threats in ..hot
spot" countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America focuses on wildlife (particularly nonhuman primates, bats, and rodents) as well as
nPnn/p with rln.<P rnntnrt with wildfi{p

PREVENT project: implementing partners are FHI 360 and Metabiota Inc.
PREVENT focuses on characterizing risks associated with disease transmission
between animals and people and developing risk-mitigation strategies. Specific
activities include: characterizing specific practices and behaviors (e.g. bushmeat
hunting and butchering, raising wildlife for trade and consumption) that expose people
to zoonotic diseases; and developing and deploying risk-mitigation strategies,
including a tool for extractive-industry workers to decrease their exposure to emerging
zoonoses.

IDENTIFY project: implementing partners are Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) of the United Nations, World Health Organization (WHO), and World
Organization for Animal Health (OIE).

The EPT program is strengthening
laborat01y capacity to detect and report
common infectious diseases in humans and
wildlife as well as new disease threats.

IDENTIFY focuses on strengthening laboratory capacity to safely diagnose and report
common animal and human pathogens. Specific activities include: improving
laboratory assessment tools to allow for better targeting of technical support and
training; developing and rolling out training modules on diagnosing highly-infectious
diseases; improving laboratory management practices related to biosafety and
biosecurity; "twinning" labs with developed country labs; and expanding monitoring
of antimicrobial resistance rates among priority bacterial pathogens.

RESPOND project: implementing partners are Development Alternatives Inc., Tufts
University, University of Minnesota, Ecology and Environment, and Training
Resources Group.

Contact: Julian Brown
U.S. Agency for International Development
1300 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20523
Office: 202-712-5779
Fax: 202-216-30 13
E-mail: julbrown@usaid.gov
Web: http://www.usaid.gov/what-wedo/global-hcalth/pandcmic-influcnza-andother-emerging-threats

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov

RESPOND focuses on pre-service workforce training and strengthening outbreak
response capacity. Specific activities include: networking 34 schools of public health,
veterinary medicine, and environment in both Africa and Southeast Asia to promote a
"One Health" approach among future graduates; developing an outbreak response
algorithm for health events where the cause has not yet been identified; and supporting
outbreak response when requested.

CDC
USAID-funded CDC activities focus on pathogen detection as well as outbreak
investigation and response. Specific activities include: strengthening surveillance and
lab capacity; enhanced monitoring for zoonotic pathogens in people with frequent
contact with wildlife; in-service Field Epidemiology Training Programs (FETP); and
supporting outbreak response when requested. To further enhance coordination and
link to CDC's expertise, two CDC technical officers have been seconded to USAlD to
directly manage EPT projects focused on One Health, pre-service epidemiology
training and laboratory capacity-building within the PIOET portfolio.
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Date: December I0, 2012
Time: I0:00 a.m. to noon
Location: Smithsonian Castle, I000 Jefferson Drive, Washington, DC 20560

A briefing on PREDICT: update on progress through year 3 in building global surveillance to
detect and prevent spillover of pathogens of pandemic potential that can move between wildlife and
people.
A Project of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
Emerging infectious diseases pose a significant burden on
human health and global economies. Conventional
approaches to epidemic control have most often been
reactive. However, explosive human population growth,
dramatic changes in land use, and global trade and
travel have made a shift toward a proactive, predictive
approach essential. The PREDICT project aims to
prevent, detect, and rapidly respond to the spillover of
novel infectious pathogens from w ildlife to humans.
We now know that more than half of all infectious
diseases are shared between humans and animals.
Further, three-fourths of these originate in wildlife.
Nowhere in the world are the risks of emerging
infectious diseases greater than in developing countries,
where people and animals are most connected and
livelihoods are highly dependent upon natural
resources. These countries have little to no capacity
for detecting disease emergence in wildlife and
domestic animals prior to spread to humans.
While the linkage of human, animal, and environmental
health is at the heart of our One Health approach- an
increasingly important and recognized lens through
which governments, NGOs, and practitioners view
public health - the global health and security community
still have three critically important needs:
1) A broader and deeper knowledge of pathogens with
potential to emerge from animals;

2) Targeted surveillance to maximize available
resources; and
3) Tools to characterize organisms that could be
pathogens of significance and to predict where and how
they might spillover to susceptible hosts.

Challenge: Develop a strategic
framework for identifying
pathogens of pandemic
potential that have not yet
emerged.
Opportunity: Current
technological advances have
dramatically and rapidly
improved our ability to identify
high-risk interfaces for disease
transmission and to detect novel
pathogens before widespread
spillover occurs. These
advances include improvements
in information technology,
molecular diagnostics, and risk
modeling.

PREDICT has built a broad
coalition of partners to discover,
detect, and monitor diseases
at the wildlife-human interface
using a risk-based approach.
Our efforts integrate digital
sensing and on-the-ground
surveillance at critical points for
disease emergence. PREDICT
is at the cutting-edge of recent
technological advances allowing
for rapid detection and
diagnosis of high-risk viral
families in all resource

Briefing Agenda:
1. Discovering new pathogens of pandemic
pote ntial & prioritizing action
•
•
•
•
•

The human - animal link
Drivers of disease emergence
Assessing & improving local emerging disease
surveillance capacity
Successes to date (see box at right)
Opportunities for collaboration
•
U.S. government agencies and organizations
•
Partnerships in countries at high risk for
disease emergence

2. Refining modeling to better target surveillance
& response

3. Implementing strategic & adaptive surveillance
4. Improving novel viral discovery through
laboratory & outbreak response capacity
development
5. Employing cutting-edge information
management & communication tools to
advance a more integrated. global approach to
e merging zoonotic diseases
6. Future plans & gaps still to be addressed
7. Panel Q&A

PREDICT: Making a Difference for Global Health
Expanding the One Health Workforce
•
Trained 1500 people in surveillance, diagnostics
& outbreak response
•
Coordinating with 59 ministries in 20 countries
•
Partnering with US agencies & foreign
governments to establish regional networks for
wildlife health and laboratory diagnostics
Optimizing surveillance & response
•
Standardized animal sampling protocols to ensure
safe wildlife handling
•
Improved cold chain access in remote areas
•
Established scientifically-justifiable & practically
implementable sampling goals to identify new
viruses and evaluate diversity in regions & hosts
•
Responded to deadly outbreaks incorporating
animal & environmental best practices
•
Identified efficient diagnostic paradigm for
mystery diseases
Providing proof of concept
•
Sampled 33,000 animals
•
Built capacity for diagnostic testing in 20 labs
•
Working toward sustainable improvements in 33
labs in total
•
Published over 15 peer-reviewed scientific
publications
Discovered 200 viruses in genera or families
known to cause epidemics
•
Characterized risk interfaces & human contact
potential for transmission in different social and
ecological contexts
Used new viral data to help assess risk & respond
to outbreaks
Initiated Deep Forest Project for critical
assessment of drivers of infectious disease
emergence

•
Briefing Participants from PREDICT

•

Global Co-Director, Stephen S Morse, PhD, is Professor
of Clinical Epidemiology and Founding Director of the Center
for Public H ealth Preparedness at Columbia University's
Mailman School of Public Health. He was Program Manager
for Biodefense at the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA), where he codirected the "Pathogen Countermeasures" and directed the "Advanced Diagnostics" programs,
as well as managing DARPA's research collaborations with Russian scientists. He chaired the 1989 National Institutes of Health
Conference on Emerging Viruses, for which he originated the concept of "emerging viruses," and was a member of the
"Committee on Emerging Microbial Threats to Health" at the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies of Sciences. Dr.
Morse was founding Chair of ProMED (Program to Monitor Emerging Diseases) and of its international listserv, "ProMEDmail," as well as a founding Section Editor of the CDC journal " Emerging Infectious D iseases." H e is a Fellow of the AAAS
and a Life Member of the Council on Foreign Relations.
Global Co-Director, Jonna AK Mazet, DVM, MPVM, PhD, is a Professor of Epidemiology and Disease Ecology and
Director of the Wildlife Health Center and the One Health Institute at the U niversity of California, Davis, where she focuses
on disease transmission among wildlife, domestic animals, and people, as well as emerging infectious disease and wildlife
diagnostics. Dr. Mazet founded California's Oiled Wildlife Care Network, the premier, model wildlife emergency management
system worldwide, and remains a consulting expert for emergency r esponse for multiple government agencies and NGOs.
Other successes of the Wildlife Health Center include identification of the source and mechanism of zoonotic pathogen
pollution in coastal communities, surveillance for avian influenza in the Pacific Flyway, pioneering approaches to investigating

disease transmission at hot human-animal-environment interfaces, and assisting in the conservation of numerous endangered
species through the application of novel and creative epidemiological and ecological methods. She is the Principal Investigator
and lead of PREDICT implemented through the UC D avis School of Veterinary Medicine.

T echnical Director, Dr. William Karesh is the Executive Vice President for H ealth and Policy for EcoHealth Alliance, and
serves as the President of the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) Wor king Group on Wildlife Diseases and chairs the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Species Survival Commission's Wildlife Health Specialist Group, a
network of hundreds of wildlife and health experts around the world. Dr. Karesh has pioneered initiatives focusing attention
and resources on solving problems created by the interactions among wildlife, people, and their animals and created the "One
World - One Health" initiative linking public health, agriculture and environmental health agencies and organizations around the
world. H e ha.s lead programs and projects in over 60 countries, covering terrain from Argentina to Zambia. D r. Karesh has
also worked for the USDA, DOD, DOI and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the U.N.
Dr. Pet er D aszak is President and CEO of the EcoHealth Alliance. D r. D aszak's research has been instrumental in revealing
and predicting the impacts of emerging diseases on wildlife, livestock, and human populations, and he has directed programs
examining the emergence of novel zoonotic viruses lethal to humans such as Nipah, Hendra, SARS, and avian Influenza; mapping
of emerging disease "hot spots"; and the ecology and impact of West Nile virus in the U.S. Dr Daszak is a member of the
Institute of Medicine's Forum on Microbial Threats, and served on the IO M Committee on global surveillance for emerging
zoonoses, the NRC committee on the future of veterinary research, the International Standing Advisory Board of the Australian
Biosecurity CRC, and he has advised the Director for Medical Preparedness Policy on the White H ouse National Security Staff
on global health issues.
Dr. N athan Wolfe is the Lorry I. Lokey Visiting Professor at Stanford University. He founded Global Viral Forecasting (GVF;
recently renamed Metabiota, Inc.) to predict and prevent pathogen threats. A mong Dr. Wolfe's discoveries are the first
evidence of retroviruses jumping from nonhuman primates to humans. H e is a member of DARPA's Defense Science Research
Council. Dr. Wolfe was awarded the prestigious NIH Director's Pioneer Award and is a National Geographic Emerging
Explorer and World Economic Forum Young Global Leader. He received his bachelor's degree from Stanford and his
doctorate from H arvard.
Damie n Joly, PhD, is Associate Director (Wildlife Health Monitoring and Epidemiology) with the Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS) and Adjunct Associate Professor at the University of Calgar y Faculty of Veter inar y Medicine. He manages the
USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats PREDICT Information Management team and is the principle investigator for WCS'
surveillance contribution to the PREDICT project.
Suzan Murray, DVM, DACZM, is Chief Veterinary Medical Officer at Smithsonian's Conservation Biology Institute at the
National Zoo. She is a board certified zoo and wildlife veterinarian responsible for directing t he health care of the animals at
the N ational Zoo and supervising the training and research programs at the D epartment of Wildlife Health Sciences. Her
department developed Smithsonian's international Veterinary Training Program through w hich veterinarians from across the
globe learn up-to-date techniques for monitoring and treating wildlife. She is a member of the National Science and Technology
Council's Foreign Animal Disease T hreats Subcommittee.

Lead Institutions for PREDICT:
•

•
•
•

UC Davis' world class School of Veterinary Medicine, with demonstrated leadership in program development and
management, education, research, and service in zoonotic disease, wildlife epidemiology, pathogen pollution, and
ecosystem health.
Ecohealth Alliance is the first group to identify bats as the reservoir of SARS-like coronaviruses and to define hotspots of
disease.
Metabiota, Inc. (formerly known as Global Viral Forecasting, Inc.), which has made seminal discoveries on the role of
hunting of nonhuman primates and food handling in moving animal pathogens to humans.
Smithsonian Institution and the National Zoo, among the founders of the field of conservation biology.

•

Wildlife Conservation Society, with ongoing programs to monitor wildlife diseases worldwide and the Global Animal
Information System (GAINS), the first database designed to manage wildlife health and disease information on a global
scale.

•

Other partners include Columbia University; Harvard University (ProMED, HealthMap); University of California, San
Francisco; University of Edinburgh; Yale University.
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2011 Program Highlights
What is the EPT Program?
Nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, or
reemerging diseases affecting humans at the
beginning of the 21st century originated in
animals. The speed with which these diseases
can emerge and spread presents serious public
health, economic, and development concerns. It
also underscores the need for the development of
comprehensive disease detection and response
capacities, particularly in those geographic areas
where disease threats are likely to emerge.
Recognizing this need, the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) launched the
EPT program that seeks to aggressively preempt
or combat diseases that could spark future
pandemics. Initial priority regions include the
Congo Basin and South East Asia.

In South East Asia, Vietnam is a priority country
for the EPT program. Using a risk-based,
proactive approach, the EPT program is building
on the Government of Vietnam's successes in
disease surveillance, training, and outbreak
response in geographic areas where these threats
are most likely to emerge.
Four key areas of emphasis under EPT include:
1. W ildlife pathogen detection
2. Risk determination
3. Outbreak response capacity
4. Risk reduction
The 4 primary projects of the EPT program are
PREDICT, RESPOND, IDENTIFY, AND
PREVENT. The U.S. CENTERS FOR DISEASE
CONTROL (CDC) is also a technical EPT partner.
J

The EPT program emphasizes early identification
of and response to dangerous pathogens in
animals before they can become significant
threats to human health. The program draws on
expertise from across the animal- and humanhealth sectors to build regional, national, and local
capacities for early disease detection, laboratorybased disease diagnosis, rapid disease response
and containment, and risk reduction.

PREDICT

Monito r diseases in
wildlife;
risk determination

IDENTIFY

Strengthen
diagnostic capacity
for normative
animal and
human diseases

GVN
AIPED*
&
EPT

RESPOND

Increase capacity to
respond to disease
outbreaks

PREV ENT

Change behavio rs and
practices that lead to /
disease amplification
and spread

March 2011 , Hanoi: National Workshop on Wildlife and Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Vietnam (Hanoi)
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*A/PED: 2011 -2015 Integrated National Operational Program on Avian
Influenza, Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging Infectious Diseases

http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept
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2011 Program Highlights
EPT Program Projects
PREDICT

IDENTIFY

Through PREDICT, USAID aims to build a global
early warning system for emerging diseases
which move between wildlife and people. In
Vietnam, the PREDICT project works with incountry government partners to build local
capacity to investigate and monitor diseases at
the animal-human interface and to develop a riskbased approach to concentrate efforts in
surveillance, prevention, and response at the
most critical points for disease emergence from
wildlife. Global PREDICT partners include the
University of California Davis School of Veterinary
Medicine, Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS),
Ecohealth Alliance, Smithsonian Institution, and
Global Viral Forecasting (GVF).

The IDENTIFY project represents a USAID
partnership with WHO, FAQ and OIE. The
project aims to help develop laboratory networks
and strengthen diagnostic capacities in geographic "hot spots" in order to improve detection
of normative diseases in animals and humans.

PREVENT
The PREVENT project builds upon USAID's
ongoing H5N1 avian influenza efforts to develop
effective behavior change and communication
responses to diseases of animal origin. It also
supports efforts to characterize behaviors that
increase the potential for the amplification and
spread of new disease threats from wildlife or
wildlife products, and formulates strategies for
behavior change and/or communication
approaches that meet the challenges posed by
emerging pandemic disease threats. PREVENT
partners include FHl360 and GVF.

RESPOND
RESPOND strengthens country capacities and
twins schools of medicine, nursing, public health,
and veterinary medicine in the "hot spot" regions
with U.S. counterpart institutions to strengthen
their capacities to provide long- and short-course
trainings for cadres of professionals in order to
identify and respond to disease outbreaks in a
timely and sustainable manner. RESPOND
partners include Development Alternatives, Inc.,
the University of Minnesota, Tufts University,
Training and Resources Group, and Ecology and
Environment, Inc.

U.S. CDC
The U.S. CDC provides technical assistance and
funds to the Vietnamese Field Epidemiology
Training Program. This program trains
physicians and other health workers to become
experts in identifying and responding to disease
outbreaks. The two-year FETP program is
located at the Hanoi Medical University.

TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ACTIVITIES
In 2011 , IDENTIFY supported almost 60 days of
training in Vietnam targeting biosafety, antiviral
resistance testing, and various diagnostic
techniques for specified pathogens to over 250
participants in both animal and human health
sectors. PREVENT carried out an omnibus
survey on wild animal meat consumption in
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. In this study 5.2
percent of respondents in Hanoi and 27.4 percent
in Ho Chi Minh City reported eating rodents in the
past year. PREVENT is following up in one area
where there is substantial cross-border trade in
rodents from Cambodia to Vietnam. PREDICT
provided partner laboratories with specially
developed diagnostic protocols targeting viral
family pathogens, and began on the job training
in partner laboratories on their implementation.
http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept

Participants eng aged in training on diagnosis and
characteriz ation of swine diseases
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2011 Program Highlights
biosafety guidelines, and to improve antiviral
resistance surveillance and testing. On the
human health side, IDENTIFY provided training to
230 participants to enhance surveillance and
diagnosis of dengue fever, chikungunya, cholera,
and E. coli. Training also helped develop
influenza antiviral susceptibility surveillance and
improve detection of enterobacteria and lab
biosafety practices.

RESOURCES SUPPORT
With EPT support, Vietnamese senior health
officials attended the OIE Global Conference on
Wildlife Animal Health and Biodiversity, Paris,
February, 2011 , and the OIE/FAO/WHO Regional
Laboratory Network meeting in Bangkok,
September, 2011. Following discussions with
laboratories to identify the specific resources
required to implement PREDICT diagnostic
protocols in Vietnam , essential laboratory
equipment and supplies were provided to two
PREDICT partner laboratories. IDENTIFY helped
develop animal and human health laboratory
capacity for pathogen surveillance around
Vietnam by providing laboratory textbooks, equipment, technical assistance, testing protocols and
supplies to nine different laboratories.

CAPACITY BUILDING
In 2010, the EPT program provided technical
support for a workshop focused on "Developing
One Health approaches for the period 2011-15".
This was followed in 2011 by the first workshop
held in Vietnam which brought together wildlife
professionals, veterinarians, and relevant government agencies in order to understand existing
knowledge on wildlife health in the country, and
the priority activities required to develop this
knowledge towards a 'One Health' approach in
the coming time. This "Wildlife and Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Vietnam" workshop was
hosted by the Department of Animal Health,
with technical and financial support from
PREDICT and RESPOND , and attracted over
100 participants from all over Vietnam.

Oct ober 2 0 11: Ha noi University of Agriculture hosts
the First Regional W ildlife Pathology Workshop

CREATING PARTNERSHIPS
Under leadership of the Government of Vietnam
along with key universities and laboratories, the
EPT Program has actively developed sustainable
partnerships in-country and within the South East
Asian region, to facilitate implementation of the
program's activities.
PREDICT developed formal agreements with the
Department of Animal Health and the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine, Hanoi University of
Agriculture in order to begin to understand the
pathogens circulating in wild animal populations
in those interfaces where wildlife and humans
come into contact. PREDICT and IDENTIFY
worked together with partner laboratories to
ensu re that resource development and training
implemented under EPT is complementary and
assists the government's aim of continuing to
develop international standard diagnostic labs.

In October, PREDICT and the Hanoi University of
Agriculture Faculty of Veterinary Medicine to host
the "First Regional Wildlife Pathology Workshop", with participation from government labs,
forestry departments and veterinary faculties
from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
Nearly 70 animal health sector participants
attended IDENTIFY supported workshops to
better understand diagnostic prioritization of
swine diseases, to introduce national Standard
Operating Procedures for antibiotic susceptibility testing , to develop and finalize national
http://viet nam.usaid.gov/ept

At the same time, RESPOND was establishing
two university networks which will allow for
collaboration, support, and exchanges between
member universities. The first network called the
3
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111 ustrative Activities for 2012
RESPOND will continue to support the further
development of both the Vietnam One Health
University Network (VOHUNET) and the South
East Asia One Health University Network
(SEAOHUN), of which three Vietnam universities
are an integral part. As part of the network
support, UMN and Tufts University will twin with
their Vietnam university counterparts to build
public health capacity to respond to disease
outbreaks. Part of this capacity building involves
the development of One Health Core
Competencies as well as curriculum and
workforce assessments.

CREA TING PARTNERSHIPS (cont'd)

South East Asia One Health University Network
(SEAOHUN) represents 10 universities
throughout SE Asia, including 3 from Vietnam.
The second network called the Vietnam One
Health University Network (VOHUNET)
represents an initial 15 universities in Vietnam.

2012: Illustrative Activities
In 2011 , the four EPT Program projects were
busy establishing working partnerships in order to
optimize future collaboration. Meanwhile, the
projects focused on developing human resource
and material capacity within Vietnam focusing on
disease surveillance and detection. During 2012,
the EPT Program in Vietnam will continue
building on existing achievements.

PREVENT will focus on the areas of risk
determination and developing risk-reduction
strategies. One specific area of interest is a
substantial cross-border trade in rodents from
Cambodia to Vietnam. PREVENT will map the
markets and carry out rapid qualitative research
in selected Vietnamese communities involved in
the rodent trade to understand who is involved,
trace sources and routes by which rodents (and
comparison foods) get to market and their
destinations; identify different actors in the market
chain and assess traders' appreciation (or not) of
the risks identified and the potential for risk
mitigation. PREVENT will also work with key
stakeholders to explore different options for
improving bio-security practices at wildlife
farms. Concurrently the project will complete a
local literature review focused on risky practices
and behaviors and will document interventions
undertaken or underway which aim to reduce
human-animal exposure. Throughout the year
PREVENT will participate in the BCC working
group and support expansion of the group's
agenda to include other emerging and reemerging infectious diseases.

IDENTIFY plans to facilitate and expand the
Regional Laboratory Network. The project will
also continue working to improve laboratory
biosafety within Vietnam. By providing reference
books, as well as field and laboratory diagnostic
training, IDENTIFY will help improve human and
animal health laboratory capacity to diagnose
known diseases and handle undiagnosed
samples. Additionally, IDENTIFY will support
improving quality assurance in laboratories
through the External Quality Assurance Scheme
(EQAS) for priority diseases. IDENTIFY provided
funding for a situation analysis undertaken by
MOH and regional institutes to develop a long
term strategy for laboratory biosafety.
PREDICT will continue to work collaboratively
with government and laboratory partners to
further characterize the risk to public health
posed by the potential for emergence and
transmission of diseases from wildlife to humans.
Wildlife disease surveillance efforts will focus
on wild animal species (such as rodents, nonhuman primates, carnivores, bats and birds) for
which history has shown the emergence of
zoonotic disease is most likely, in interfaces
which provide opportunities for close contact
between humans and animals. PREDICT will
provide ongoing training and support to ensure
adequate laboratory and field biosafety, and to
develop in-country capacity to investigate
unknown diseases in wild animal populations.
http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept

U.S. CDC will continue to support the Vietnam
FETP in their efforts to train and build skills to
identify and respond to disease outbreaks.
Support consists of technical assistance, training
and curriculum developments as well as funds to
support training, outbreaks and field projects.
For further Information please contact:

USAIDNietnam, Office of Health
if 04-3935-1260
Dr. Kim Thuy Oanh - okim@usaid.gov
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Snapshot of In-Country Partners and Counterparts
Hanoi:

* Department of Animal Health

Thai Nguyen University:
• College of Medicine
• College of Agriculture & Forestry

* National Centre for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD)
* Hanoi University of Agriculture

* National Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology
(NIHE)
• Bae Giang Agriculture and Forestry University

VOHUNET Secretariat:
• Hanoi School of Public Health
• Hanoi Medical University
• Hanoi University of Agriculture

..; • Hai Phong Medical University
• Thai Binh University of Medicine
• Nam Dinh University of Nursing

FETP:

* Hanoi Medical University, Institute for
Preventive Medicine and Public Health
Hue University:
• College of Medicine and Pharmacy
• College of Agriculture and Forestry
Tay Nguyen Institute Hygiene and
Epidemiology (TIHE)
Dak Lak:
• Tay Nguyen University, Faculty
of Medicine and Pharmacy

IPasteur Institute Nha Trang (Pl NT)
• Can Tho University of
Medicine and Pharmacy
Ho Chi Minh City:
• HCMC Medicine and Pharmacy University
• rkMC University of Agriculture & Forestry
Jlio Chi Minh City:

*1 Regional Animal Health Office # 6
* Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City
• Represents initial VOHUNET institutions

Vietnam One Health University Network (VOHUNET) National Launch in Nha Trang, Vietnam-Nov 2011

http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept
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ACRONYMS
ADPC

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

AED

Academy for Educational Development

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRISA

Africa Institute for Strategic Animal Resource Service and Development

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANIC

L'Association Nationale des Infirmiers au Congo (National Association of Nurses
of Congo)

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU

African Union

AU-IBAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program

BMP

Best Management Practices

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CDC

Center for Diseases Control and Prevention

CE

Continuing Education

CODESA

Comite de Developpement Sanitaire (Health Development Committee)

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DRIT

Direct, Rapid Immunohistochemistry Test

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EACIDS

Eastern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

ECTAD

Emergency Center for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention Systems

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

PAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
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FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

GHI

Global Health Institute

GIGOM

Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining

GIS

Geographic Information System

GMSRID

Greater Mekong Subregion Responses to Infectious Disease

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program

HPAl

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

IEM

Institut d'Enseignement Medicale

ISP

lnstitut Superieur Pedagogique

ISTM

Institut Superieur des Techniques Medicates

ITM

Institut Techniques Medicale

KMS

Knowledge Management System

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

M&IE

Meals & Incidental Expenses

MENTOR

Mento,ing for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MS

Master of Science

MPH

Master of Public Health

OHT

One Health Triangle

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PDA

Personal Digital Assistant

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPF

Pandemic Preparedness Forum

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

ROMA

Regional Development Mission - Asia
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RENES

Roseau National d'Epidemiosurveillance (National Network for Epidemiology
Surveillance)

ROC

Republic of Congo

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SACIDS

Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

SAFETYNET

South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network

SANRU

Sante Rurale (Rural Health)

SEA

Southeast Asia

STOP AI

Stamp out Pandemic and Avian Influenza

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNSIC

UN System Influenza Coordination

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

USFWS

US Fish and Wildlife Service

WCB

West Congo Basin

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

ZSL

Zoological Society of London
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The RESPOND project began in October 2009 with a mandate to strengthen training, educational
programs, and support to governments, universities and civil society with the objective of improving the
capacity to respond to zoonotic and emerging infectious disease outbreaks. During the first year of
operations the RESPOND team established a headquarters office in Bethesda and regional offices (hubs)
in East and West Congo (in Kampala and Kinshasa, respectively) and in Southeast Asia (Bangkok) to
build a foundation for supporting key o utbreak-related activities and initiatives in collaboration with
countries participating in the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) project. Following an intensive factfinding phase in each of these regions, RESPOND is already working cooperatively with appropriate
government and university officials to support and encourage a One Health Approach in responding to
emerging diseases based on needs and gaps identified. This Year Two plan outlines over one hundred
new global, regional and national activities that will support a comprehensive, country-specific approach
designed to more efficiently and effectively respond to o utbreaks, including those caused by novel
infectious agents, and thereby help to protect the public's health.
YEAR TWO WORKPLAN PROCESS
The development of the Year Two workplan has been a highly interactive process, involving all
RESPOND staff and based on findings from hundreds of discussions and stakeholder meetings in the
field. In all three regional hubs the ' Discovery Phase' has been critically important to inform our
workplan, and detailed follow up of initial meetings to develop coordinated implementation plans.
Regional offices are still hiring staff, completing registration and collecting information from dozens of
organizations and potential partners to further build out the platform for enhanced outbreak response
training and capacity building. For example, in SE Asia, the RESPOND office is j ust completing
registration and the Discovery Phase began in mid-July.
In all three regional offices the process to develop the Year Two Plan included the following steps:
1. Concepts for possible RESPOND activities were generated based on interviews and captured critical
information including implementing partners, beneficiaries, objectives, Expected results, and timing
and estimated budgets;
2. Potential priority activities were presented at stakeholder forums, and discussed carefully with
government ministries, universities, international health agencies, EPT partners and key NGOs;
3. Activities were ranked by RESPOND based upon national priorities and identified gaps;
4. RESPOND Senior Management Team short-listed priority activities based on available funding, and
finalized budgets;
5. RESPOND Senior Management Team and senior technical staff worked carefully with regional
offices to identify important additional activities for possible rapid approval by USAID as well as key
activities which currently cannot fit within the existing budget but that remain excellent contributions
to national and regional programs, should additional funding become available.
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GLOBAL PRIORITIES
Global activities are those that will be implemented across all three hubs established in Year One of the
project and in related spoke countries. These include the following:
• Working with faculty from identified universities to develop twinning programs and One Health
Alliances that build faculty capacity to train a new cadre of animal, human, and environmental
health professionals
• Developing program-wide understanding of One Health core competencies;
• Strengthening the capacity of One Health epidemiological teams in provinces and districts to
respond to actual outbreaks, including through enhanced mentoring, leadership, improved
training materials and methods, and monitoring and evaluation;
• Establishing health and environmental monitoring recommendations for extractive industries
utilizing PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions;
• Engaging telecommunications companies in outbreak response activities and training;
• Strengthening national capacity to support evaluation studies;
• Building capacity to strengthen systems for wildl ife disease surveillance and control;
• Supporting public education campaigns on zoonotic disease in collaboration with PREVENT;
• Supporting international health organizations' priority initiatives for emerging infectious disease
outbreaks in animals, humans and wildlife, including those for WHO (e.g. IHR reporting, WHOGOARN), FAO (Crisis Management Center), and OIE;

WEST CONGO BASIN
There are multiple challenges to working successfully in the West Congo Basin region including few
regional platforms, different organizational structures from the central to the local level, poor
infrastructure, inadequate communication and transportation systems, and a challenging security
environment.
In response to these challenges, RESPOND is leveraging a number of key USAID-supported projects
such as CARPE and SANRU to reach into relatively inaccessible regions to provide both training,
outreach to rural communities, and support to build credible outbreak response capacity, reporting, and
communications networks. Tufts and UMN are establishing twinning relationships with the School of
Public Health (University of Kinshasa) and the Faculty of Yeteiinary Medicine (University of
Lubumbashi) to improve curricula, strengthen academic staff capacity, and increase their access to other
universities in the region and the development of One Health Alliances. RESPOND also supports
adaptation and use of the Wildlife Investigations and Livestock Diseases (WILD) module, a USAIDsupported training program developed by FAO and Zoological Society of London in Southeast Asia, for
use by AU-IBAR for building wildlife health capacity in Central Africa. In the absence of One Health
networks in this region, a 'One Health Triangle' of human, animal and ecological programs and agencies
are supported with academic and professional institutions to promote inter-sectoral collaboration and
improve disease investigation and outbreak response capacity. RESPOND also conducts training
(including at provincial and district levels) in cooperation with governments and international health
agencies (WHO-GOARN and FAO-CMC) and to encourage One Health teamwork by animal and human
health officials, focused on priority outbreak-related activities (e.g. early identification and reporting of
suspected outbreaks and epidemics, proper use of International Health Regulations [IHR] and Integrated
viii
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Disease Surveillance and Reporting [IDSR]). Basic training o n biohazards and infection control, and
promotion of the availability and proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE) to prevent spread of
disease in health workers and to populations, is carried out in collaboration with PREDICT and
DELIVER, with agreed-upon joint training standards. To help strengthen outbreak response, control, and
prevention measures, RESPOND provides training to improve the timeliness and quality of emerging
infectious diseases outbreak information reported to managers. Health education conducted in remote
high-risk areas uses local language (in collaboration with PREVENT and NGOs) and appropriate existing
and new technologies.

EAST CONGO BASIN
One of the great strengths of the East Congo Basin is the number of regional networks and institutions
focusing on health. In Year Two these are strengthened to provide improved training in outbreak
response, initiate the extension of RESPOND into spoke countries and strengthen linkages to West Congo
institutions in partnership with the West Congo RESPOND office (Democratic Republ ic of Congo).
Expansion into Rwanda and Tanzania involves a three-pronged approach to build a One Health Alliance
across the region by twinning key training programs in pa1tnersrup with Makerere University to anchor
universities in spoke countries. Through regional networks, RESPOND builds and strengthens regional
training and capacity building programs and convening regional and natio nal stakeholder working groups
to identify needs in each country, and develop programs that meet those needs.
Makerere University, a flagship institution in Africa, forms an anchor for pre-service, in-service and
graduate training programs. RESPOND university partners work with Makerere University to strengthen
select regional universities through intensive twinning of select programs and concepts. Existing regional
networks and al1iances are leveraged to strengthen schools of public health (HEALTH Alliance),
Ministries of Health (AFENET) and veterinary schools (RUFORUM). RESPOND will also link human
and animal health institutions to improve disease monitoring and surveillance (SACIDS and EACIDS).
RESPOND assists these networks to further develop strong regional institutions to expand training
capacity and provide a core One Health skill set for pre-service and in-service professionals across many
universities and countries throughout the region.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
The Southeast Asia regional office in Bangkok began the Discovery Phase only four weeks before the
Year Two workplan was due. This time constraint and the lack of travel authorization for Cambodia and
Laos during the initial discovery period resulted in the development of more general activities that will be
further detailed or refined in the coming months. Funds are earmarked to indicate that a scoping mission
will be undertaken to discuss priorities with the relevant national authorities. Success in the long-term
will be heightened by engaging key national partners from the outset. Based on de-briefs with FAO and
CDC colleagues and initial discussions in-country with the missions in Vietnam and Thailand, three key
strategies are emerging to support the building of regional capacity:
1. Collaborating with existing regional networks to leverage their reach and scope, RESPOND will
organize specific One Health fora to facilitate policy-level dialogue across disciplines, co-host the
regional Pandemic Preparedness Forum to share current information, and adapt existing cmTicula to
incorporate One Health training;

2. Responding to the critical lack of domestic and wild animal health professionals in Cambodia and
Laos, RESPOND will strengthen degree programs (Bachelors in Veterinary Sciences) to provide a
foundation for future higher degree programs in these under-served areas, and will develop regional
RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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wildlife management and health certificate programs to expand the number of qualified personnel
throughout the Lower Mekong River Basin;
3.

Using a One Health approach, RESPOND will collaborate with FAO and CDC to strengthen applied
epidemiology training in Cambodia and Vietnam, focusing on improved training methods and
materials; strengthening capacity of provincial and district-level One Health outbreak response teams;
strengthening the training of trainers, mentors and supervisors; and enhancing health education in the
community related to early identification and reporting of suspected infectious disease outbreaks;

2011 HIGHLIGHTS
RESPOND is aggressively launching project activities with 12 local institutions in the coming year and
numerous regional networks. Training will be conducted at the graduate degree, in-service training and
community level with the following results expected:
• Twinning relationships supported with 12 host-country institutions, including 1 workshop on
twinning with 180 participants; 10 curricula and 20 case studies developed; mentoring programs
established at 5 institutions; 10 national trainers trained; 2 modules developed on One Health;
• 30 candidates begin graduate degree programs; One Health track MPH cu1Ticulum developed and
track implemented;
• 450 in-service training graduates; One Health MENTOR program developed and 8 fellows begin;
FOREST MENTOR fellows supported; collaborations with national parks' authorities and relevant
ministries to train veterinarians and first responders to identify and better control illegal wildlife and
wildlife product trafficking, including testing and evaluating methods to limit wildlife product
trafficking;
• 13,000 community-level first responders trained, 5 TOT candidates trained; 10 modules created;
implementation plans developed for identifying sites, trainers and capacity building needs, and
provide equipment and supplies to those in critical need;

x
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INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases of grave concern to human health are emerging from wildlife and livestock
populations in regions of the world where boundaries between human, wildlife and livestock populations
are undergoing rapid change. This occurs with greater frequency in tropical regions ("hot spots"), and
these areas often have limited resources for disease prevention and control. Among recent examples,
avian influenza may have posed the greatest threat to public health, but increases in monkeypox in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, and the Hendra and Nipah virus outbreaks in SE Asia are also of
potentially global importance.
Most effo1ts to identify, investigate and respond to emerging infectious diseases have focused on
supporting human public health agencies. However, responding effectively to pathogens that play such
complex roles in ecosystems depends on a true engagement of and coordination with a diversity of
professions and stakeholders in both human and animal health, as well as social and environmental
sciences. The frequent lack of coordination among individuals and institutions engaged in human, animal
and environmental health, a consequence of inequities in funding and support for entities - such as nurses,
veterinarians and wildlife specialists, among others - whose roles have tended to be viewed as unrelated
to public health. Outbreak response is likely to be enhanced by a One Health approach where sectors and
professions work together to build a stronger and more efficient public health system.
Strengthening One Health at educational institutions in USAID EPT hot-spot regions is a cornerstone of
the RESPOND approach to transforming how public health is defined and how public health systems
operate. This transformation is not simple, and will require engagement at many levels. The definition of
'public health professional' should be broadened to include those professionals and para-professionals
who work at the front lines of disease emergence. 'In service' training of personnel whose job it is to
protect human, animal and environmental health should be transitioned from a single-ministry, singlediscipline approach and broadened to include cross-sectoral and multi-disciplinary approaches as the
routine and preferred way of protecting the public's health Finally, a mechanism to routinely build One
Health competencies and understanding in the future workforce is essential, so that professionals embrace
and practice a framework that is One Health-consistent at all levels of government service, as well as in
university training, and in industry best practices. RESPOND will achieve this vision by:
Transforming the future workforce by using a One Health approach to strengthen universities,
their degree programs, and university connections to governments, international health
agencies, the private sector, and communities.
2. Transitioning the current workforce to better understand and implement a One Health
approach through improved cross-sectoral engagement, continuing education, and refresher
courses.
3. Broadening the community of public health to improve outbreak response.
1.
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Strategy 1: Transforming the future workforce through universities
Why Universities?
Fo ur core characteristics of Universities make them ideally suited to achieve RESPOND's vision.

Universities are transformative
Universities are a major source of innovation for social and institutional change, and have the capacity to
foster truly transformative movements. Universities have the ability to be neutral conveners of thought
leaders across sectors and disciplines, and then to transfer the new ideas to many constituents, including
industry, local communities and the next generation of thought leaders. Graduates of universities interact
at all levels of cultural and professional life across all disciplines, from ministries to private industry, from
communities to research institutes, from nurses to ecologists. This forms a foundation, then, for
transformative social and professional change.
Universities are committed to scientific principles ofobjectivity and inquiry
Scientific principles underpin evidenced-based approaches to problem solving. Universities provide
students and faculty alike with opportunities to question, test and evaluate new approaches without being
bound to tradition.
The University's main function is sustainable, long-term capacity building
Universities are the primary long-term, stable source of pre-service and in-service training for health and
environmental professions involved in outbreak response throughout the world. All accredited and degree
programs flow through university systems. Unlike many capacity building programs that target particular
sectors or professions for short term gains, university time frames are long - involving decades rather
than years - so that change seeded in universities is sustained over generations.
Universities work in a global community
Universities are ideal partners for regional and global cooperation, as they do not strictly adhere to
national agendas or boundaries, and can cooperate freely in a truly trans-boundary approach. This coupled
with their long term horizon means that partnerships among universities also tend to be stable and,
ultimately, efficient because the nature of academia is to build on each project a network of partnerships
and collaborations that foster further collaborative initiatives among faculty, colleges and the universities
themselves.
For universities to fully capitalize on these inherent strengths they should promote truly innovative
approaches to health that also tackle issues of gender and cultural equity. A One Health approach involves
not only multiple academic disciplines but also links academic training to actions and activities involved
in the day-to-day control and prevention of both common and emerging diseases. It should also be
accompanied by methods and tools developed specifically to support interdisciplinary teaching and
learning. Central to this approach is the creation of academic programs that cross traditional boundaries to
integrate the needs and values of different stakeholders. This link to the practical day-to-day challenges of
communities and professions provides the transformative impetus in participatory approaches
RESPOND: Universities as game changers
A major goal of RESPOND will be to expand existing academic models of innovation in field-based
training and One Health approaches to bring together global communities of universities to work together
across sectors, regions and professions and train the first generation of truly One Health professionals.
The goal will be to create networks of universities that work together to identify best practices, develop
new cun-icula and programs and strengthen One Health professions and collaborations globally. The

2
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world is a smaller and smaller place, and we are increasingly facing global challenges that affect all of our
institutions and communities. Emerging infectious disease is only one such challenge that will benefit
from this approach. RESPOND will work with universities within and between hotspot regions to
strengthen outbreak response at three levels:

1. University to university
The core activity for RESPOND to achieve this vision in Y2 will be uni versity twinning. This will occur
both as a university to university activity but also as a regional activity through development and
expansion of networks of universities (See One Health Alliances section below). Universities will
collaborate and share resources to strengthen and expand their own pre-service and .in-service training
programs on zoonotic disease outbreak investigation and response. RESPOND will also build linkages
across the professional schools by promoting, strengthening and expanding joint training opportunities,
joint degree programs and interdisciplinary masters programs.
2. University to ministry
RESPOND personnel have found strong interest in nearly all countries visited in both strengthening
existing ministry capacity for enhanced outbreak response, as well as cooperation with neighboring
countries and in work with international health agencies. Discovery also demonstrated high-level interest
in and historical efforts to enhance inter-sectoral collaboration and inter-disciplinary work on actual
outbreaks; as well as receptivity to assistance and support from RESPOND to expand One Health-style
cooperation. Embracing a One Health strategy in government work and in-service training can help
transform and strengthen ministry capacity in both human and animal health. Therefore, RESPOND will
work collaboratively to broaden and strengthen existing continuing education, refresher courses and
applied training at all levels, and will promote and fund cross-sectoral linkages across intergovernmental
agencies, ministries, academic institutions, private industry and communities to address gaps in
fundamental public health priorities and ability to respond to disease outbreaks. RESPOND partner
universities and internal partners (including TRG, E&E, DAI) will collaborate with ministries and
professional assoc.iations to strengthen in service training to build skills and knowledge in cross-sectoral
and cross-disciplinary work, outbreak planning, management and response, communication, and
mentorship, while also respecting and building upon existing priorities of international health agencies. In
service training will focus on masters and certificate level training of public and private sector employees
at the 'front lines' of outbreak response as well as developing university driven continuing education
programs that fit into the licensing and accreditation requirements for targeted professions.
3. University to community
RESPOND will work with Universities and government agenc ies to strengthen community outbreak
response at several levels. First, RESPOND will strengthen and expand training programs that are already
focused on professions that work at the community level, including: nurses, community health workers,
community animal health workers and wildlife park staff. Second, RESPOND will tie faculty and student
work to communities using an extension model that fosters long-term partnership and collaboration
between faculty, government workers and the private sector to solve problems at the community level.
Programs will link cross disciplinary student and faculty teams to communities and government agencies
to identify and meet needs including in the case of infectious disease outbreaks.

Strategy 2: Transitioning the current workforce to One Health as business as usual.
RESPOND teams are undertaking an intensive discovery to identify gaps in knowledge and barriers to
One Health approaches in EPT hot-spot regions . In the Democratic Republic of Congo, for example,
communication between the Ministries of Health, Agriculture and the Environment is poor to non-existent
and they also have highly distinct reporting and management structures that discourage collaboration.
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These embedded batTiers between government and universities and between the ministries responsible for
outbreak response in humans and animals make collaboration and coordination very challenging.
RESPOND will work with ministries, universities and the private sector to build One Health skills for inservice doctors, nurses, veterinarians, wildlife managers and environmental scientists from the village
level to the central government level. Specifically RESPOND will focus on:
• Building cross-sectoral skills and knowledge
• Creating One Health connections and networking opportunities across sectors and professions.
• Develo ping career paths
• Supporting and facilitating the development of One Health-consistent systems at all levels of
government.
This work will be accomplished, in part, by the linkages to universities, but will also be driven by
engagement of cross-sectoral groups of stakeholders in each region to identify and fill needs of the in
service workforce.

Strategy 3: Broadening the community of public health to improve outbreak response
The first responders to infectious disease are generally assumed to be human health professionals- doctors
and public health officers at the district or clinic level. However, in the case of emerging infectious
disease arising out of wildlife and livestock populations in remote regions, the first responders represent a
much broader community of workers: nurses, community health workers, community animal health
workers, National Park and protected area rangers, community leaders and councils, traditio nal healers,
hunters, volunteers, and NGO staff. Improving outbreak response, therefore, requires including a broader
cadre of professionals and para-professionals and changing how they coordinate and collaborate at the
front lines. Specifically, RESPOND will:
• Catalyze government linkages to communities at high risk for emergence.
• Expand the community of front-line responders to include One Health cadres of professionals and
health workers.
• Link university expertise and students to community needs.
• Strengthen community front-line responder training.
• Build trainee understanding through community engagement.

Core Approaches to Achieve RESPOND goals

In order to achieve these three key strategies RESPOND will implement activities in all regions that work
toward transforming the future Public Health system, transitioning the current Public Health system and
broadening how public health is defined and how public health systems operate at the front line level.
Where possible, activities will be chosen that intersect and achieve all three of these goals. Three core
approaches ai·e illustrative of this RESPOND strategem globally.
Core Approach 1: One Health Alliances - Universities as regional One Health Leaders
In both SE Asia and the Congo Basin, the RESPOND vision for operationalizing One Health at
Universities will be realized at three levels. First, RESPOND will catalyze the creation of 'One Health
Alliances' that draw upon successful strategies and leaders of profession-specific regional networks and
schools (e.g. HEALTH Alliance and ASEAN University Network) to establish meta-alliances that brings
professions together to identify, collaborate on, and meet shared goals and needs in health globally. In
Y2, a key outcome for RESPOND will be an action plan for developing these One Health Alliances
(Congo Basin and Southeast Asia) that is agreed upon by all key professional groups in the regions and
that represents a new model for strengthening leadership and capacity for One Health across a global
community using universities as platforms. Second, RESPOND will work with emerging One Health
Alliance networks to strengthen curricula and establish regional training and mentorship programs
4
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(Masters, Certificate and Continuing Education) that build leadership and applied skills in One Health for
pre-service and in-service training. Finally RESPOND will work though the One Health Alliances to
build robust university-community connections that will strengthen community health professional
training and will engage university professionals and students in community outbreaks and in close
cooperation with the governmental system and staff actuaJiy responsible for managing response to
infectious disease outbreaks and epidemics. Students and faculty will be supported to work with
communities to problem-solve disease control challenges and improve community participation in
outbreak response systems as part of applied degree programs. In addition, universities will work with
ministries and non-profit organizations to identify and train cross-disciplinary outbreak response teams.
One Health Alliance universities will work together to strengthen training programs and communication
across community health workers, community animal health workers and wildlife managers, the 'front
line workers' for outbreak response in the field. These field based programs will in turn enrich university
training programs and improve community health and outbreak response while establishing career paths
and critical skills for university graduates.

Core Approach 2: Cross-sectoral Task Forces - Transitioning to One Health
One of the most fundamental strategies for transitioning the current workforce will be to catalyze crosssectoral and cross-professional working groups to operationalize One Health in the regions. RESPOND
will work with regional stakeholders to catalyze the formation of these groups around specific tasks and
challenges including:
• Risk mitigation and disease prevention
• Outbreak response
• Planning and implementation
• Education and training
As an example to highlight this approach, one of the first activities that RESPOND has undertaken in
Uganda has been the formatio n of a National Anthrax Task Force in response to the ongoing anthrax
outbreak in hippos and buffalo in Queen Elisabeth National Park. This task force is composed of
representatives from the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ugandan Wildlife Authority,
Makerere University (public health and veterinary medicine), AFENET, Conservation for Public Health,
RESPOND and CDC. This collaborative approach has been instrumental in advising the outbreak team on
approaches and protocols, delivering outbreak management and sample collection supplies, and providing
training to the National Park rangers responsible for management of anthrax-infected carcasses, PPE use
by workers, and proper sample collection. Already, there is discussion of using this task force as a model
for developing a cross-sectoral zoonotic disease task force at the Ministerial level to help guide and
manage future responses to other infectious agents, building on cross-sectoral working groups and task
force collaborations.
The establishment of both temporary and permanent One Health cross-sectoral task forces accomplishes
RESPOND goals at multiple levels. They will play a central role in the transition of the current
workforce, by establishing cross-sectoral work as 'business as usual' and also by serving as a model for
operationalizing One Health in hot spot regions. Such task forces also will play a role in transforming the
future work force, because they can engage universities in the day to day business of zoonotic disease
control and management. This will in turn provide practical real-time opportunities for faculty and
students to participate in and contribute to One Health activities in the region, from the front lines to the
central management. The approach will also enrich pre-service training and curriculum as faculty become
more engaged in 'real world' health challenges. Finally, the task force approach is an opportunity to
broaden public health collaboration on the front lines, both through enhancement outbreak response
capacity, and development and implementation of cross-sectoral training and education.
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Core Approach 3: Partnering with Extractive Industries - Pubic-Private-Academic Partnerships
for One Health.
The final example of a Core Approach that RESPOND is launching in the near term to achieve its goals is
to develop win-win-win public-private-academic partnerships with extractive industries in hotspot
regions.
Why extractive industries?

Extractive industries are motivated to comply with International standards
Any company that accepts funding from the International Finance Corporation is required to comply with
the Equator Principles and International Finance Corporation's Performance Standards. These standards
require the development of thorough environmental and social impact plans that could provide an avenue
for working with the IFC to mitigate disease risk in industry settlements (?worker populations).
Extractive industries often fund and run Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs
Ind ustry is motivated to improve their image locally and globally by funding social and environmental
programs in the communities where they work. These Corporate Social Responsibility projects are often
the most stable source of health care and training in regions where the companies operate commerically.
Extractive industries are motivated to maintain a stable and healthy local community
Disease outbreaks have the potential to limit or stop worker productivity in remote sites. Many companies
maintain active health cl inics on their work sites and also in local villages to help mitigate health risks for
their employees. In addition, many companies are interested in developing biosecurity measures for the
local communities to minimize risks of catastrophic losses due to infectious diseases.
Extractive industries work in remote regions at high risk for disease emergence
The rapid ecological change and development associated with the timber, oil and mining industries put
workers and surrounding communities at higher risk for infectious d.isease emergence. Very often, these
companies are the first to build roads and establish human developments in remote forest locations in
hotspot regions. These ragged edges of highly biodiverse tropical forests intersecting with newly
established human settlements are likely places for pathogen emergence and transmission, and, therefore,
are also high priority locations for the EPT program to work.
RESPOND will work with extractive ind ustries at a number of levels including:
Establishing and strengthening continuing education in company funded clinics
• Developing b iosecurity strategies for remote, vulnerable communities
Developing best practices in industry for d isease prevention
These activities, in turn, will fulfill RESPOND objectives o n a number of levels. Clearly, a major
outcome will be the broadening of public health at the front-lines through the engagement and
strengthening of health systems in remote areas. This can be accomplished both through training and
education of clinic and front line health workers in villages, as well as engagement of the company
leadership to develop and implement appropriate biosecurity plans. In addition these public-private
academic partnerships will also link universities, faculty and students to inform and strengthen field
opportunities for pre-service and in-service university based programming. There w ill also be an
opportunity to link these industry based programs to ministry needs, and facilitate ministry-industry
communication and collaborations thereby transitioning the cmTent ministry personnel toward a more
cross-sectoral engagement and approach.
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One Health in Action: The Strategic Outcome
The vision for RESPOND is that by 2014:
•
•
•

One Health Alliances of universities are transforming the workforce by graduating One Health
leaders at all levels and professions of health workers.
The current workforce is transitioning to One Health approaches as business as usual.
Cross-sectoral teams of front line workers and district officials are working together to broaden
how public health is done.

To date, One Health has been more of a concept than a reality. It has been discussed in international
meetings, statements drafted and competing definitions advanced. In many cases, 'One Health' has often
meant adding representatives of one profession into programs that are otherwise dominated by another
profession's goals and values. By optimizing the real contributions that universities can make to the new
field of One Health and outbreak response capacity building, RESPOND has the opportunity to truly
operationalize One Health by embedding it in the structure of what public health is - from the ground up
and for the long term.

RESPOND YEAR TV-JO WORKPLAN
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The global map above displays where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 20 I I (in light red). The Congo
River is represented by the white line that runs in the West Congo Basin and the Mekong River is represented by the white line that runs through
Southeast Asia. The c ities indicated in black re nect the locations of the RESPOND Regiona l Hub Offices

By 2014, RESPOND will have contributed to a more sustainable human, animal and environmental
health infrastructure and outbreak communication network in as many as 25 countries. The people and
institutions that comprise these systems will be better prepared to promptly identify and report suspected
outbreaks of infectious diseases, and to respond logically, collaboratively, and effectively to outbreaks of
emerging or re-emerging infectious diseases, at community, district, national and regional levels.
Conceptually, a One Health approach is often considered intuitive - multiple disciplines, professions, and
sectors working together to protect public health - but moving from ideas to action is substantially more
complicated. The RESPOND team recognizes the opportunity we have to build an evidence base to
demonstrate the benefits of a One Health approach to zoonotic disease outbreak response. For RESPOND
to meet its goals and objectives, we invest in activities that enable collaboration and cooperation across
disciplines and sectors, and empower each to be as competent and resourced as possible to increase the
overall strength of the system.

In Year One, RESPOND established its project-wide office (Bethesda, MD, USA) and three regional hub
offices (Kinshasa, DRC; Kampala, Uganda; Bangkok, Thailand), and hired highly qualified and
experienced administrative, technical and training personnel. Senior technical team members and
accomplished university subject-matter experts supported the discovery phase in all regions, during which
scores of experts, government officials, and a wide range of potential partners and stakeholders were
interviewed. We used the findings of those interviews to carefully plan collaborative activities designed to
strengthen outbreak response capacity and meet our project objectives.
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This work requires engageme nt with many organizatio ns - locally, natio nally, regionally, and
internationally - in both remote and urban environments. It also requires working with target audience
groups that range from senior government and public health staff to community health workers and
outbreak first responders. While the work of RESPOND influences such a broad range of stakeholders,
the intent remains consistent: to collaborate across sectors and disciplines. Our critical engagements
include the following:
•

National and local governments: National and local governments have the primary responsibility
and legal authority for outbreak response. The capacity of national governments to investigate
and respond to emerging diseases requires close collaboration among central, provincial, and
district levels, as well as with communities. RESPOND supports and strengthens inter-ministerial
working groups and coordinating bodies, and provides technical assistance to systemically
improve communication, planning, and o utbreak response. Additional skj]]s and knowledgebuilding programs are provided to improve the abilities of in-service personnel, with an emphasis
on working with the animal and ecosystem health professionals that are often excluded from
established programs. Competency-building programs emphasize applied, experiential
approaches to provide practical, field-appropriate expertise, building on lessons learned during
HP Al control programs.

•

Universities and vocational schools: Strengthening One Health at educational institutions in EPT
hot-spot regions is the cornerstone of the RESPOND approach. Tufts University and University
of M innesota schools of public health, medicine, veterinary medicine, nursing, and wildlife
management are paired with counterpart institutions in hot-spot countries. This pairing, refeITed
to as " twinning," allows faculty of both US and hot-spot region institutions to co-develop
curricula ta ilored to the emerging infectious disease, epidemiology, and outbreak response needs
of each country and program. Faculty teaching abilities and methodologies are strengthened
through targeted professional development programs. In this way, universities are positioned to
be key long-term sources of pre-service and in-service training for outbreak response in hot-spot
regions. This approach addresses both individual and institutional needs, develops academic and
adult learning approaches that cross traditional boundaries, and builds the foundation to transition
training to hot-spot country institutions through the development of One Health Alliances.
RESPOND also works with and through educational networks such as HEALTH Alliance,
RUFORUM , and SACIDS to leverage the reach and impact of such organizations. In Year Two
we will evaluate opportunities to work with umbrella higher education organizations such as the
Association of African Universities and the ASEAN University Network. RESPOND's
university-based approach is the key to creating a new generation of One Health leaders from
many professions, that work together to transform public health systems in the coming century.

•

Private sector: Extractive industries such as logging and mining are often at the leading edge of
novel interfaces between humans, wildlife, domestic animals, and disturbed environments. In
remote areas, private industries may have the only medical fac ilities. The animal agriculture
industry is a crucial actor in zoonotic disease emergence and control, but national and
international responses to real and perceived threats and their economic impacts have limited the
trust and thus willingness of the industry to monitor and report pathogens. RESPOND works to
develop country and regionally-appropriate best management practice recommendations, and
serves as a neutral convener to facilitate hot-spot country authorities' engagement with extractive
RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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and animal industries as crucial stakeholders in infectious disease surveillance, outbreak
planning, preparation, and response.
•

Community-level first responders: When infectious disease outbreaks occur, district and
community health workers, paraprofessionals, protected area and wildlife conservation personnel,
and even community leaders are on the front lines. The prevention and control of emerging
infectious diseases is enhanced when communities better understand the importance of routinely
reporting suspected outbreaks or epidemics promptly to the appropriate authorities. RESPOND
provides targeted sho1t-term training programs to build community response capacity and
improve first responders' ability to communicate and integrate with more specialized response
teams. Because different health professions and communities respond to outbreaks of disease in
different ways, RESPOND is developing a "One Health Participatory Toolbox for Outbreak
Response," which is an illustrative set of tools and methods that can be applied by a cadre of
trained individuals at the local level to investigate and respond to disease outbreaks. The process
of developing the toolbox brings together RESPOND-associated professionals to develop a
shared terminology and methodology for One Health in action in the field. Social and medical
anthropologists - integral RESPOND team members - ensure that culture- and genderappropriate training approaches and materials are used. Training content is tailored to
complement new approaches to One Health outbreak response systems. This front-l ine training
approach responds to emerging and disease outbreaks and dynamic risks, creating a flexible
response to ever-changing disease dynamics.

•

Regional and global governing bodies: Regional authorities such as the African Union (AU) and
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) can drive the development and revision of
policies that promote effective and efficient outbreak investigation and response to transboundary
animal and human diseases. Global bodies such as the World Bank are integral to institutional
reform that can impact on career path development. USAID's leadership role is critically
important for RESPOND to appropriately leverage these regional and global organizations to
facilitate changes in the policy environments that can positively impact the adoption of a One
Health approach to outbreak response.

Each country in which we work is different, and we design country-specific approaches to outbreak
response capacity building in close collaboration with international health agencies, government
ministries and EPT partners to build a One Health approach which addresses local gaps and needs. In
Year Two of the EPT Program, RESPOND will work through three Regional Hub Offices in two hot-spot
regions: the Congo Basin hot-spot region via the West Congo Basin Regional Hub Office (Kinshasa,
Democratic Republic of Congo) and East Congo Basin Regional Hub Office (Kampala, Uganda), and the
Southeast Asia hot-spot region via the Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office (Bangkok, Thailand).
RESPOND's global vision will be adapted to address country and region-specific issues, challenges, and
situations.
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RESPOND OBJECTIVES
RESPOND's work is described in the four following objectives and associated activities (the numbers
correspond to the RESPOND Year One Workplan):

Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks
RESPOND strengthens the educational institutions, curricula, and instructors that deliver graduate
degree and professional certificate programs, and improves the career path opportunities for people
working in the fields related to emerging pandemic threats.
1. 1 Implement skills and knowledge building strategy. This work builds on the RESPOND
Skills and Knowledge Building Strategy developed in Year One, and includes the
development of One Health core competencies. Existing curricula are inventoried and
reviewed, to serve as a basis from which to develop additional materials.
1.2 Implement twining and mentoring program. Faculty and staff from the schools of public
health, veterinary and human medicine, wildlife ecology and management, nursing,
education, social anthropology, adult learning specialists, and others collaborate to
strengthen the administrative systems and the content and delivery of their curricula.
1.3 Strengthen and enhance ongoing career path development. Existing career paths are
reviewed, challenges and gaps identified, and action plans developed to strengthen career
path opportunities in hot-spot countries and regions.
1.4 Implement graduate-level degree training. Based on national and regional needs and
priorities, existing graduate degree programs are strengthened through the development of
new and improved courses and content. Existing infrastructure of schools and universities
may be enhanced to support improved instruction and learning. Where critical gaps are
identified, RESPOND may support the development of new graduate degree programs.
1.5 Implement professional development certificate programs. RESPOND works with the
ministries of health, agriculture, wildlife, environment and other ministries to strengthen
the professional development of their staff in zoonotic disease o utbreak investigation and
response. This includes the identification of country-specific needs, cuITicula development,
the selection and training of master trainers, and the design, development and delivery of
certificate programs to upgrade the skills of the current generation of professionals
involved in outbreak response.

Objective 2: Improve cross-sectoral linkages to support coordinated outbreak response
RESPOND supports the development of productive working relationships among inter-governmental
agencies, government ministries, universities, private sector, and non-governmental institutions
required for long-term sustainability of a One Health approach.
2.1 Strengthen and expand relationships between animal and human health organizations.
Working with existing regional bodies and networks, RESPOND convenes multi-sectoral
meetings to better understand existing outbreak response systems and barriers to
collaboration, and to faci litate opportunities for improvement.
2.2 Implement public-private partnerships to enhance One Health principles and practices.
RESPOND encourages, facilitates, and supports the inclusion of private sector
organizations (NGOs, extractive and animal agriculture industries, telecommunication
companies, etc.) in outbreak response planning and implementation.

RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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2.3 Implement a Knowledge Management System (KMS) to facilitate cross-sectoral exchange.
RESPOND evaluates existing KMS and their usage, and identifies methods to improve
functionality, user access, and usage.
2.4 Encourage professional linkages among One Health collaborators. RESPOND supports
exchanges of personnel among institutions and organizations, both within hot-spot regions
and between US-based institutions and those in hot-spot regions.
Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks
RESPOND develops relationships, procedures, and systems to strengthen in-country and transboundary
outbreak response systems, provides direct support for outbreak response, and trains community-level
first responders, in collaboration with international health agencies (WHO-GOARN and FAO-CMC).
3.1 Strengthen procedures and systems to improve disease investigation and outbreak response
capacity. In collaboration with international health agencies and regional governing bodies,
RESPOND supports local and national government authorities, to review existing legal
authority for outbreak investigation and response systems, identify logistical and human
resource constraints, identify needs for reporting and responding to outbreaks, and develop
plans to improve cross-disciplinary and multi-sectoral coordination and collaboration.
3.2 Support coordination and provision of outbreak response logistics. RESPOND maintains a
flexible funding reserve to provide technical, material and logistical support in response to
direct requests from national governments and international health agencies, for new
outbreak of potentially zoonotic infectious diseases.
3.3 Strengthen communication systems in surveillance, outbreak investigation and response.
RESPOND supports reviews of existing outbreak communication systems at local, national
and regional levels, develop recommendations to strengthen systems, and provide technical
assistance to improve communication systems.
3.4 Implement community-level first responder training. Based on the identification of subnational hot-spot areas by PREDICT, and verification by national government authorities,
RESPOND develops and implements targeted curricula for master trainers, training-oftrainers, and for community first-responders (community health-care workers, rural medical
personnel, wildlife rangers, community leaders, et cetera).
Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak investigations
RESPOND matches appropriate technology to the field-level needs responding to disease outbreaks.
4.1 Utilize existing technologies to improve training, surveillance, and outbreak investigations.
Review and analyze the technologies currently used in hot-spot countries, identify gaps,
develop recommendations for use of existing appropriate technologies.
4.2 Introduce appropriate new technologies. Based on the results of technology review and
analysis, define priority needs for new technology, and provide seed grants to support new
technology development.
4.3 Continuous improvement of technologies. RESPOND will strengthen the ability of
countries to assess the appropriateness of existing and new technologies for rapid fieldlevel pathogen detection, diagnosis, reporting and control.

12
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Lines of Work
To facilitate coordination among the PREDICT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND, and PREVENT projects,
USAID organizes the EPT program under four Lines of Work, namely 1) Wildlife Pathogen Detection,
2) Risk Determination, 3) Outbreak Response Capacity Building, and 4) Risk Reduction. Of these,
RESPOND's objectives (as indicated below) fall within Line of Work 3, which consists of the
follow ing two activities:
3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response via
institutional twinning and mentoring, long-term degree training, short term in-service training,
community-level first-responder training and organizational development (RESPOND
Objective 1, activities 1.1-1.5; Objective 3, activity 3.4), and;
3.2 Support outbreak response activities by improving planning and preparedness capacity
within countries and regions, and supporting the logistical and material needs for outbreak
response, including strengthening existing technologies and introducing new technologies for
outbreak response (RESPOND Objective 2, activities 2.1 -2.4; Objective 3, activities 3.1-3.3;
Objective 4, activities 4.1 -4.3).

The section that follows highlights specific activities aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake globally in Year Two.
(Please note that for the following sections presenting narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees of the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)

RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core
competencies - RESPOND will collaborate with USAID, EPT partners, international health
organizations, local stakeholders, and others to create international recognition for and
commitment to collaboratively defining One Health core competencies. To date, One Health core
competencies have not been developed and accepted either internationally or for the EPT
Program. This activity involves collecting and reviewing existing competencies from various
disciplines that combined, form a starting point for One Health capabilities. In addition, we will
host meetings to discuss and agree upon core competencies to inform RESPOND and EPT
partner programming.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Published, internationally accepted core competencies; international health
agencies and EPT partners incorporating One Health into their planning and implementation
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.8 GL: Support for development of materials and media messages to build
public awareness about zoonotic disease - World Rabies Day, 28 September 2010, as a pilot
activity - Using World Rabies Day as a pilot activity, outreach will be conducted in Kinshasa,
Democratic Republic of Congo, and Kampala, Uganda by associates of the Global Alliance for
Rabies Control. This activity will consist of training educators to cond uct presentations in schools
and communities prior to World Rabies Day on 28 September 2010, completio n of presentations,
and dissemination of educational posters and pamphlets in schools and to the general public in
designated parts of both cities, as well as outlying areas.
- Partners: Global Alliance for Rabies Control
- Expected results : Increased awareness of issues related to zoonotic disease transmission,
particularly of rabies as a threat to public and animal health, simple methods to
avoid/minimize risks, and prophylaxis/treatment
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive
industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions - Working with
PREDICT and RESPOND wildlife specialists, this activity will identify measures that could
decrease the potential for disease transmission between zoonotic vectors and humans in areas
around extractive sites. Once recommendations are identified, best management practices will be
discussed in a variety of regional and global fora, including presentations at regional and
international extractive industry conferences.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Best management practices (BMPs) developed for and communicated to
regional extractive industry companies and organizations
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Sub-activity 2.2.2 GL: Involve telecommunications companies in outbreak response activities
and training - Mobile phones are the most common form of communication technology in
developing countries. RESPOND will work with Pro-MED Mail and PREDICT - Health Map
and locally based telecommunications firms to establish a mechanism to transmit disease
outbreak information. In many cases, telcom companies might engage via their corporate social
responsibility programs to provide expedited support dw-ing outbreaks.
- Partners: TBD
- Expected results: Improved collection and distribution of disease outbreak information to
health care professionals to improve response to outbreaks
RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.2 GL: Support for TEPHINET to host global conference and add One
Health sessions - Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network
(TEPHINET) is a professional network of field epidemiology training programs and graduates
from 43 countries. The Sixth Global Scientific Conference (13-17 December, Cape Town, South
Africa) is a forum for exchange and discussion of best practices, regional and global
collaborations, important public health findings, and an opportunity for networking amongst
public health professionals from hot-spot regions. RESPOND will provide funding and support to
include a One Health session and break-o ut groups focused on incorporating One Health into
FETP programs.
- Partners: TEPHINET, others TBD
- Expected results: Total of 500-600 persons expected to attend (Source: TEPHINET); One
Health workshop hosted for 30 persons attending the conference, incorporation of One Health
into FETP programs discussed; plenary session organized for One Health issues; support
provided for individuals to attend meeting
RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.1 GL: Strengthen local capacity to support evaluation studies - RESPOND
will conduct a workshop on program evaluation in each regio n that would introduce partic ipants
to a) the goal and purpose of program evaluation, b) steps in conducting a program evaluation, c)
practical methods for conducting evaluation, and d) interpreting and using evaluation findings in
program improvement.
- Partners: TBD
- Expected results : Increased evaluation capacity to improve programs; 15 trainees per region
RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.0 GL: Support to facilitate and improve the response to outbreaks of
potentially zoonotic disease in hot spot regions - At the request of host-country governments
and international health agenc ies with legal authority for outbreak response, RESPOND will
provide technical, logistical , and material support to fac il itate and improve outbreak response.
This can include support for subject-matter experts to consult or participate, provision of logistics
(supplies, PPE, vehicles or fuel to transport outbreak response teams), rapid refresher training
(use of PPEs, safe collection, shipment and processing of samples from humans and animals with
suspected illness). This support will be provided on a case-by-case basis, and available to
countries within the EPT hot-spot regions.

RESPOND YEAR TV-JO WORKPLAN
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-

-

Partners: In collaboration with host-country governments, work with international health
agencies (in-country and regional offices),, WHO-GOARN, FAO-CMC, DELIVER, EPT
partners, donor-sponsored programs, AFENET, SAFETYNET, TEPHINET, others TBD.
Expected results: Training, technical, logistical, material and communications support
provided to address identified gaps; improved efficiency and efficacy of outbreak response.

RESPOND Activity 3.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.3.1 GL: ProMed Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife
diseases - Engage with wildlife rangers, veterinarians, and other global health professionals to
provide presentations on ProMED Mail to increase the understanding and use of informal disease
reporting sources. This will raise awareness in public health communities about informal
reporting, improve reporting of wildlife diseases and improve use of and access to information on
wildlife diseases. This activity will be coordinated with PREDICT and their engagement with
ProMed and HealthMap.
- Partners: ProMED Mail, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Increased awareness of available informal reporting sources; increased
number of 'reporters'; increased use of wildlife health information to protect and improve
public health.
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REGIONAL VISION - EAST
CONGO BASIN
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The map above of Lhe East Congo Basin shows where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans Lo work by September 201 1 (in light
red). The Congo River is represented by Lhe white line that runs Lo Lhe border of Lhe Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo
from the eastern s ide of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The stars represent capitol cities. The star in the white square located within Uganda
represents the capital city of Kampala, location of the RESPOND East Congo Basin Regional Hub Office. Surrounding countries shaded in gray
represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners including HEALTH Alliance, RUFO RUM, AFENET, and AFRISA.

Compared to the West Congo Basin, and due in part to substantial investments by USAID, CDC and
other international health agencies, there is a strong foundation in academia and existing regional
networks for One Health approaches to building capacity for response to emerging pandemic threats in
Uganda and throughout the East Congo Basin. RESPOND plans to capitalize on this oppo1tunity by
further strengthening that foundation and increasing the effectiveness of regional academic and public
health networks. RESPOND will achieve this through strategic efforts to deepen and broaden existing
collaborations beyond public health and veterinary medic ine to include other sectors and disciplines
including wildlife management, ecology, nursing and the private sector.

RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks.
Makerere University, a flagship institution and one of the largest, most comprehensive in Africa, will
serve as an anchor for pre-service, in-service and graduate training programs. RESPOND leverages
this tremendous regional capacity to improve outbreak response capacity through two mechanisms.
First, RESPOND university partners work with Makerere University to strengthen select regional
universities through intensive twinning programs. At the same time, regional networks and alliances
that already exist are leveraged to strengthen schools of public health (HEALTH Alliance), Ministries
of Health (AFENET) and veterinary schools (Regional University Forum for Capacity Building in
Agriculture [RUFORUM] and AFRISA) and linked with human and animal health institutions for
improving disease monitoring and surveillance (Southern and East African Centres for Infectious
Disease Surveillance, [SACIDS and EACIDS]). RESPOND works with these networks to build on
strnng institutions to expand training capacity and One Health competencies for pre-service and inservice professionals across many universities and countries throughout the region.
RESPOND's approach to improving outbreak response strengthens multiple professions to meet their
own needs and goals. The approach builds One Health leaders and institutions that can transform
professions and sectors to build a stronger and more efficient public health system. A major goal of
RESPOND is to create a One Health Alliance in the Congo Basin that builds One Health capacity
within professions and creates collaborations and programs that cut across professions and sectors to
address health problems in the region. RESPOND works with the HEALTH Alliance and other strong
network partners in the region (AFRISA, RUFORUM, SACIDS) to develop a One Health Alliance
with universities as core capacity building institutions, to develop a new generation of One Health
leaders from many professions (public health, nursing, veterinary medicine, human medicine,
environmental sciences) that work together to transform public health systems in the coming century.

Objective 2: Improve cross-sectoral linkages to support coordinated outbreak response.
RESPOND promotes and funds cross-sectoral linkages among intergovernmental agencies,
ministries, academic institutions, private industry and communities. Already, the RESPOND East
Congo Basin team has been instrumental in the formation of several multi-disciplinary and crosssectoral groups including a self-identified One Health consortium for Uganda, piloting a One Health
university partnership through the Global Health Institute, and catalyzing a national working group
for World Rabies Day. Additionally, the East Congo Basin team has been recognized as a key partner
in the national task force responding to the ongoing anthrax outbreak in hippos and buffalo in Queen
Elizabeth National Park. RESPOND builds on these emerging relationships with ministries,
universities, private industry, non-governmental agencies and intergovernmental agencies in Year
Two to develop joint plans for strengthening zoonotic disease outbreak capacity by linking identified
needs to targeted and jointly developed capacity-building programs.
Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks.
RESPOND contributes material, logistical and managerial support for strengthening the lines of
command and communication and facilitating and reinforcing the organizational capacity of outbreak
response teams. Known needs include transportation, communication and information systems, and
laboratory equipment.
By using appropriate, proven technologies and methodologies such as Participatory Disease
S urveillance and Response and NGO expertise in cuniculum content and development, RESPOND
will identify the training needs and provide community-based human and animal health providers
18
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with additional capacity to improve o utbreak identification, reporting, and response. These efforts
will involve collaboration with PREDICT, conservation and wildlife NGOs, and other partners in the
field such as AFENET, HEALTH Alliance, RUFORUM , AFRISA, HIPS, CDC, WHO, OIE, and
FAO.
Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak
investigations.
The communication infrastructure in the East Congo Basin is robust and provides a good operating
environment for integrating an appropriate and responsive information and communications
technology platform. At Makerere University, the Tufts University Science Knowledgebase (TUSK)
knowledge management system is already in development from an existing partnership with Tufts
University and serves as an appropriate potential ICT platform for further development and
refinement. Before this system is introduced in additional parts of the region or supported further
where it already exists, RESPOND will conduct an independent and thorough assessment on the
technology infrastructure, needs and challenges.

The section that follows highlights specific activities aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake throughout the East Congo Basin at a regional and country
level.

(Please note that for the following sections presenting narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees of the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES - EAST CONGO BASIN
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities described in this section are not repeated again in the section for their respective countries,
since they are considered regional sub-activities, not country-specific sub-activities,) for purposes of this
workplan. For some of these regional sub-activities, countries for implementation are specified below and
the sub-activity titles are listed in the country sections for ease of reference. For others, greater detail
about countries for implementation will be developed in the coming months.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Plan and implement regional twinning and networking activities RESPOND will work with the HEALTH Alliance and other strong regional network partners to
build and strengthen university networks, by supporting institutional twinning througho ut the
Congo Basin. The major focus will be to develop a plan and begin to create a university-based
One Health Alliance that works across professional schools (public health, veterinary medicine,
nursing, medicine, natural resources, wildlife) to create a new generation of leaders that work
together to strengthen public health systems throughout the Congo Basin. The focus of planning
activities will be to review critical data, systems and results to better understand the unique needs
of each profession and agree upon the twinning activities of the following years. The focus of the
year's implementation activities will be to build a new One Health program of study focused on
strengthening pre-service professional training across the region.
- Partners: HEALTH Alliance, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: One Health Alliance planning workshop held (with regional human, animal
and environmental health and social science deans [approximately 30] and fac ulty (1 50]);
twinning relationships established to support the exchange/sharing of knowledge and
resources; fac ulty exchanges completed - at least 10 faculty from East Congo Basin travel to
the US, 10 faculty travel regionally to work on One Health planning and implementation, and
10 faculty from the US travel to East Congo Basin to co-develop programs and curricula, comentor students and plan future One Health programs
RESPOND Activity 1.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.3.l EC: Determine job opportunities for staff trained in animal, human and
environmental health - RESPOND will help establish the emerging One Health Alliance as a
leader in One Health career track development and promotion. In coordination with government
and private sector employers working in public health services, RESPOND will analyze the
supply and demand of jobs in zoonotic disease outbreak response and the baJTiers to career track
development and promotion. Based upon this analysis, RESPOND will work with the emerging
One Health Alliance to strengthen professional school curricula and training, and with host
universities to establish continuing education programs that focus on applied, field based training
and preparedness for in-service and private sector professionals in zoonotic disease outbreak
response.
- Partners: HEALTH Alliance, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Career path opportunities in zoonotic disease and outbreak response
analyzed and strengthened; plan developed for expanding One Health and outbreak response
curricula and continuing education throughout the region; new outbreak and response
20
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curricula developed for professional and wildl ife schools; 2 continuing educatio n modules
developed for professionals
RESPOND Activity 1.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.4.1 EC: Strengthen One Health field component of existing masters programs
in public health - RESPOND partner faculty from the US-based universities will collaborate
with faculty from the One Health Alliance schools (including at least human, animal and
environmental health) to strengthen the practical, field-based, and in-service training in zoonotic
disease outbreak response and field diagnostics. The selected faculty will show a willingness and
desire to strengthen their courses by providing their students with One Health related learning
opportunities outside of the classroom or academic environment. Masters students will be
required to show real-time contributions using a One Health approach while involved in an
outbreak response in order to receive academic credit for a One Health track.
- Partners: HEALTH Alliance, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: One Health track MPH curriculum developed and implemented;
strengthened laboratory and field diagnostic training in MPH track; 8 students (Year Two)
from different sectors enrolled by 201 l; 8 in-service trainees supported to engage in outbreak
response field experiences (Year Two)
Sub-activity 1.4.2 EC: Enhance the capacity of practitioners, policy makers and students to
manage emerging infectious diseases in Sub-Saharan Africa - RESPOND will collaborate
with existing training programs designed to augment the pool of domestic animal production,
agricultural researchers, and policy professionals in sub-Saharan Africa. RESPOND will support:
a) regional masters programs; b) regional doctoral programs that link students to field-oriented
research and; c) short targeted courses for professional and skill development.
- Partners: RUFORUM, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: At least 100 practitioners/policy makers and 16 candidates at M.Sc. level (8
grants) trained within 2 years, in the areas of disease, surveillance and outbreak response to
zoonotic and other emerging infectious diseases
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components - RESPOND will support selected fellows
from Uganda, Rwanda, and Tanzania to attend the FETP-V in Nigeria. This sub-activity focuses
on increasing the attendance of fellows in FETPs that include a veterinarian component, whether
or not it is available in their own country of residence.
- Partners: AFENET, Ministries of Agriculture, Livestock, Wildlife of Uganda, Rwanda and
Tanzania
- Expected results: 9 FELTP-Vs start (Year Two), 9 finish by year end (Y3). In Year Two, 3
residents from Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania (each); increased pool of high-level public
health managers with One Health training in the Congo Basin
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective l)
Sub-activity 1.5.1 EC: Develop One Health MENTOR fellowships in hot spot regions RESPOND will build on the innovative and successful MENTOR (Mentoring for Environmental
Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation) fellowship model developed by US Fish and
Wildlife Service and its collaborators, to develop a One Health MENTOR fellowship for hot-spot
RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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regions. The fellowship will bring together emerging leaders from diverse professional
backgrounds, within a hot-spot region, to learn about One Health and to empower them to apply
their skills and knowledge to develop approaches and solutions to address emerging and zoonotic
infectious disease issues in a collaborative manner, and facilitate the creation of an active network
of emerging leaders.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: One Health MENTOR program developed (curriculum, teaching modules,
etc.), instructors identified, and 8 fellows identified and start by end Year Two
Sub-activity 1.5.2 EC: Strengthen and expand the Global Health Institute to serve as a
platform for in-service programs and graduate level training in One Health - RESPOND
will develop the Global Health Institute as a platform for One Health in-service and graduate
level training in the East Congo Basin. The Global Health Institute (GHI) is a two-week intensive
training program that uses a One Health approach by: 1) incorporating co-teaching by US-based
and African professionals from multiple disciplines and sectors; 2) ensuring cross-sectoral and
cross-professional involvement of trainees; and 3) choosing course topics and curricula that
promote a One Health approach to public health. In addition, RESPOND will begin assessing the
host universities' interest in and ability to model Congo Basin GHI's after the University of
Minnesota's Public Health Institute. The UMN Public Health Institute is used as a platform for
in-service and One Health training including a Public Health Certificate in Preparedness,
Response and Recovery, Applied Veterinary Public Health residency, and joint DVM/MPH and
RN/MPH degrees.
- Partners: HEALTH Alliance universities (specific sub-awardees TBD), other sub-awardees
TBD
- Expected results: Two-week Global Health Institute implemented in collaboration with a
partner university in the East Congo region; 4-6 credits of coursework delivered; 70 students
representing multiple professions and sectors trained in One Health topics; assessment and
regional plan developed for regional universities' to partner with University of Minnesota in a
Public Health Certificate in Preparedness, Response and Recovery
Sub-activity 1.5.3 EC: Deliver Global Health Institute in Uganda - In collaboration with
Makerere University, RESPOND developed and delivered a Global Health Institute (August
2010) as a platform for in-service and graduate level training in the East Congo Basin. The
Global Health Institute (GHI) is a two-week intensive training program that used a One Health
approach in the following ways: 1) US-based and African professionals from multiple disciplines
and sectors co-taught courses; 2) trainees were involved from across sectors and professions; and
3) course topics and curricula were chosen to promote a One Health approach to public health. In
addition, RESPOND has started assessing the host universities' interest in and ability to model
Congo Basin GHI's after the University of Minnesota's Public Health Institute and Executive
MPH program which includes a Public Health Certificate in Preparedness, Response and
Recovery.
- Partners: Makerere University, ministries and HEALTH Alliance universities
- Expected results: 2-week Global Health Institute implemented in collaboration with Makerere
University; 4-6 credits of coursework, including didactic and field components, delivered; 70
students representing multiple professions and sectors trained in One Health topics
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RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.6 EC: Provide training in One Health disease outbreak response to
community health care workers - Utilizing existing networks of private industry companies,
RESPOND will support the strengthening of training activities of health professionals working in
the private sector. The objective is to increase both the quality of the training o n rapid response to
disease outbreaks and the reach of the training, to the rural community level. This training will
include instruction in the appropriate use of Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response
methodologies.
- Partners: USAID regional programs such as Health Initiatives for the Private Sector (HIPS),
sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Working relationship established with HIPS; community training
implemented through the HIPS network; 20 trainees expected

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2. 1.1 EC: Identify and support the development of One Health leaders for
outbreak response - RESPOND will support the participation of personnel from ministries of
human, animal and environmental health, university officials, NGOs, and private industry in One
Health Leadership workshops. These workshops will foc us on cross-sectoral engagement, risk
communication and policy development. The goal of the worksho ps is to build the collaboration,
networking and mentorship skills, knowledge and attitude required for the participants to
collaborate with each other effectively in their professional capacities during responses to
outbreaks. An anticipated benefit of the workshops is to identify from among all the participants,
the leaders with talent, interest and the necessary attitude to receive additional support and
training to help train others. These leaders will then be engaged to work with ministries and the
public secto r to develop a proactive risk communication and policy development strategy for the
region.
- Partners: HEALTH Alliance universities (specific sub-awardees TBD), other sub-awardees
TBD
- Expected results: Workshops held with 20 leadership trainers trained with in-depth
understanding of One Health and requisite skills for fostering broad collaboration; broader
networks establ ished for communication and planning across health professions, and among
government, academia and private sector
RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 EC: Convene and plan public/private/academic teams at the national and
sub-national level - RESPOND will coordinate the invitation and participation of the private,
public and academic sectors in meetings to identify needs and provide j oint problem solving for
zoonotic disease o utbreak responses. These meetings aim to bring private sector personnel into
conversations that sometimes happen without them, clarify their role in outbreak response among
the public and academic sectors and ensure that all participants have the appropriate and
necessary information to improve their coordination with one another.
- Partners: AFENET, other sub-awardees TBD
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-

Expected results: Communication about and reporting of disease outbreaks improved; private
sector involved, their health professional personnel informed, and their role in outbreak
response identified; 6 meetings with a total of 100 participants

RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.2 EC: Adapt and use existing STOP AI training and planning modules to
meet RESPOND-specific needs - Many high-quality training and planning modules that were
successfully utilized by STOP AI in the region will be adapted to fit the cun-ent needs of the
stakeholders involved in RESPOND. These training and planning modules will be utilized in
training-of-trainers initiatives and incorporated into university curriculum, professional
development certificate programs, and community-level trainings as appropriate.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Modified existing STOP AI planning and training modules; RESPOND
planning and training materials developed rapidly
RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Provide logistical coordination and support during disease outbreaks
using a One Health approach - RESPOND will collaborate with regional networks, WHOGOARN, FAO-CMC, and others to handle the provision of logistical support to the necessary
recipients that emerge during outbreaks of zoonotic diseases. The objective of this sub-activity is
to use real-life outbreaks as training grounds to increase the practice of a One Health approach
while simultaneously increasing the efficiency of the outbreak response itself.
- Partners: AFENET, ministries of the region.
- Expected results: Improved coordination of o utbreak response in the region through increased
linkages. Increased efficiency in monitoring and outbreak response for emerging diseases in
wildlife and livestock sources. Financial, training facilitation, resources in collaboration with
other EPT partners and USG entities support provided.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - UGANDA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.1 EC: Curriculum co-development with Makerere University faculty for
One Health courses and case studies - Faculty from US-based and host universities will
represent multiple disciplines including at least human, animal and environmental health.
Selected faculty will show willingness and desire to strengthen and expand their courses to reflect
a One Health approach, incorporate regional and international perspectives and best practices of
curriculum development. Strengthening the content of these courses will focus on complimenting
the existing expected competencies by bolstering One Health competencies of both the faculty
and the students involved. Strengthening cun iculum development will focus on learning needs
assessments, course design, course material development and course evaluation that incorporate
adult learning and experiential learning methodologies.
- Partners: Makerere University
- Expected results: One Health curricula developed and existing cunicula strengthened for
outbreak response and One Health approaches (total 10 new or improved curricular); 20 case
studies developed to be used in One Health related courses and training
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.l EC: Develop an implementation plan for identifying sites, trainers and
needs to conduct community level first-responder training - RESPOND will work with
PREDICT, district health and veterinary offices, as well as ministries to develop a plan to identify
targeted hot spots to conduct community level training. Once these are identified, RESPOND will
analyze the learning and infrastructure needs as well as the needs for improvement of any existing
curricula. Based on these needs, RESPOND will develop an implementation plan for codeveloping new cunicula or updating existing curricula to meet those needs and work with
subject matter experts and existing local trainers to develop and conduct training of trainers to
implement the newly developed training. A variety of appropriate participatory methodologies,
including Participatory Disease Surveillance and Reporting will be used. This plan will serve as a
model for regional expansion of activities.
- Partners: AFENET, HEALTH Alliance, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Training implementation plan completed; knowledge base developed of
socio-cultural, environmental, and health-related aspects of participating communities; plan
of action approved for community-level training implementation
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Sub-activity 3.4.2 EC: Design, develop and deliver community-level first responder training
- RESPOND will use newly developed or revised first-responder curricula to train trainers of
identified communities (veterinarians, health workers, nurses, teachers). Each trainer in turn will
deliver community level training first responders using varied community and participatory
techniques and media. RESPOND will evaluate the training implemented and report on best
practices for regional expansion in subsequent years.
- Partners: Makerere University, AFENET, HEALTH Alliance, RUFORUM, other subawardees TBD
- Expected results: 5 first responder trainers trained, and lO0first responders trained on One
Health outbreak response community level curricula
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to o RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.l EC: Support regular meetings of One Health Zoonotic Disease Working
Groups - Building on existing inter-ministerial coordinating groups for avian influenza, rabies,
and anthrax, RESPOND will support on-going meetings that include ministries from multiple
sectors, schools of multiple disciplines from local universities, local NGOs, international health
agencies and EPT partners. These meetings facilitate the discussion and coordination of roles and
responsibilities of the members, in addition to the technical discussion and identification of
priority activities and are expected to expand in response to identification of new disease
outbreaks.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: 4 meetings conducted with participants from multiple sectors and
disciplines
RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.0 GL: Support to facilitate and improve the response to outbreaks of
potentially zoonotic disease in hot spot regions - At the request of host-country governments
and international health agencies with the legal authority for outbreak response, RESPOND will
provide technical, logistical, and material support to fac ilitate and improve outbreak response.
This can include support for subject-matter experts to consult or participate, provision of logistics
(supplies, PPE, vehicles or fuel to transport outbreak response teams), rapid refresher training
(use of PPEs, safe collection, shipment and processing of samples from humans and animals with
suspected illness). This support will be provided on a case-by-case basis, and available to
countries within the EPT hot-spot regions.
- Partners: In collaboration with host-country governments, work with international health
agencies (in-country and regional offices), DELIVER, EPT partners, donor-sponsored
programs, AFENET, TEPHINET, others TBD.
- Expected results: Training, technical, logistical, material and communications support
provided to address gaps identified; improved efficiency and efficacy of outbreak response
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Sub-activity 3.2.0.1 EC: Outbreak response - control of anthrax in Queen Elizabeth National
Park - An outbreak of anthrax was identified in hippos in June 2010. In response to requests
from Ugandan authorities, RESPOND is serving as the secretariat for the Anthrax Task Force,
and is providing technical and financial support for outbreak response teams; laboratory capacity
assessment and training; carcass identification, testing, and disposal, community sensitization;
and for evaluation of the outbreak response, lessons learned, and opportunities for improvement.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
Expected results: Formation and management of a cross-sectoral anthrax task force;
strengthened outbreak response capacity through logistical support, supply delivery, and
training; best practices developed and an adaptable outbreak response template created
Sub-activity 3.2.1 EC: Hold district, national and regional meetings and workshops to
identify needs and initiate the development of a prioritized plan for outbreak response RESPOND will coordinate with STOP Al to understand best practices for increasing linkages and
building the required mutual trust and respect among multiple disciplines carrying out a One
Health approach. RESPOND will support meetings and workshops to establish effective
collaboration while planning and improving outbreak responses using a One Health approach,
and evaluate results and outcomes both to build the evidence base for a One Health approach, and
to capture lessons-learned for use in subsequent meeting, workshop and training activities.
- Partners: AFENET, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Improved coordination of outbreak response in the region through increased
linkages; 10 meetings/workshops, with total 500 participants
RESPOND Activity 4.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 4)
Sub-activity 4.1.2 EC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the
health sciences, their application and utilization in the university context, and support the
improvement and integration of appropriate systems - RESPOND will collaborate with
Makerere University to recruit and hire an independent information systems training specialist to
assess the desired outcomes of their health sciences programs that could be strengthened by the
use of appropriate Knowledge Management Systems. Once the desired outcomes are agreed upon
and documented, the independent party will review the existing gaps in infrastructure (hardware
and software), as well as procedures, policies and human capacity and compare and contrast them
with the desired outcomes. If applicable to the university's needs, RESPOND can support the
integration and implementation of a Knowledge Management System through a user support
position to allow faculty and students in urban and remote areas to share curricula and access
resources via a searchable knowledge base.
- Partners: Makerere University, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Implementation plan developed for RESPOND support of appropriate
technology to increase knowledge sharing, speed and efficiency of outbreak identification
and response to outbreaks.
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Additional sub-activities in Uganda are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - East
Congo Basin" since they are considered regional activities (not counti-y-specific activities) for purposes
of this workplan. These include the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
Sub-activity 1.5.3 EC: Deliver Global Health Institute in Uganda
As the year progresses, additional activities might be proposed that are specific to Uganda or regional in
scope. In addition, as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance, AFENET,
RUFO RUM and AFRISA, it is possible that one or more of them may implement activities in Uganda or
in other countries in the East Congo Basin in which people and organizations from Rwanda could
participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - RWANDA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in Rwanda are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - East Congo Basin"
since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this workplan.
This includes the following sub-activity:
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings in Rwanda, additional activities
might be proposed that are specific to Rwanda or regional in scope. ln addition, as RESPOND
collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance, AFENET, RUFORUM and AFRJSA, it is
possible that one or more of them may implement activities in Rwanda or in other countries in the East
Congo Basin in which people and organizations from Rwanda could participate.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - TANZANIA
LOW 3 : OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in Tanzania are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - East Congo Basin"
since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this workplan.
This includes the following sub-activity:
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings in Tanzania, additional activities
might be proposed that are specific to Tanzania or regional in scope. In addition, as RESPOND
collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance, AFENET, RUFORUM and AFRTSA, it is
possible that one or more of them may implement activities in Tanzania or in other countries in the East
Congo Basin in which people and organizations from Tanzania could partic ipate.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - BURUNDI, MOZAMBIQUE, SUDAN
(SOUTHERN ONLY)
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in Burundi, Mozambique and Southern Sudan are reflected in the section entitled
"Regional activities - East Congo Basin" since they are considered regional activities (not countryspecific activities) for purposes of this workplan. As the year progresses, RESPOND may conduct
introductory meetings in Burundi, Mozambique and Southern Sudan, and additional activities might be
proposed that are specific to Burundi, Mozambique or Southern Sudan, or regional in scope. In addition,
as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance, AFENET, RUFORUM and
AFRISA, it is possible that one or more of them may implement activities in Burundi, Mozambiq ue and
Southern Sudan or in other countries in the East Congo Basin in which people and organizations from
Burundi, Mozambique and Southern Sudan could participate.
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 2011 (in light
red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that to the border of the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo from
the eastern side of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The stars represent capital cities, and the star in the white square located within DRC
represents the capital city of Kinshasa. location o f the RESPOND West Congo Basin Regional Hub Office. Surrounding countries shaded in gray
represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners such as HEALTH Alliance, RUFORUM, and AFENET.

There are multiple challenges to working successfully in the West Congo Basin region. On the
institutional side, most countries in the region have a limited history of scientific or technical
collaboration, and cross-disciplinary epidemiological surveillance is almost non-existent. As a result, few
regional, transboundary health networks exist, limited initiatives are undertaken in a collaborative manner
and human capacity to respond to outbreaks remains localized to a few internationally supported
organizations. In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), sectors involved in human, domestic animal
and wild animal health have different organizational structures and administrative units from the central
to the local level, and at present no direct administrative coordination exists among them. In addition,
poor infrastructure, communication systems, and challenging post conflict instability handicap
interventions targeting most critical and remote zones. DRC is generally considered a post-conflict
country, but several provinces are still suffering from significant armed conflict and subsequent
displacements of people, including transboundary movements between DRC and bordering countries
RESPOND YEAR T'NO WORKPLAN
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including Uganda and the Republic of Congo. Insecure conditions in these areas may negatively impact
RESPOND's ability to reach vulnerable populations and communities.
RESPOND can capitalize on many significant opportunities. DRC is undergoing reform in many public
and private sectors. Although this presents a challenging operating environment, there is also an important
opportunity to introduce new ideas and development programs. At the national and ministerial level, the
curricula for nursing and veterinary technician training programs were recently revised. RESPOND was
asked to evaluate the curricula as they are being implemented. This example demonstrates exciting
opportunities that RESPOND has to create linkages between disciplines for greater collaboration and
long-term sustainability.
The geographically strategic location of Kinshasa, DRC, as a regional hub for RESPOND, will facilitate
easy access to the WHO-AFRO office in Brazzaville, as well as access to head offices of other existing
platforms such as the USAID Central African Regional Program for the Environment (CARPE) and
SANRU (Sante Rural) rural health program. Both CARPE and SANRU have established programs that
work in remote landscapes, and collaborating with them will help RESPOND reach communities in subnational hot-spot areas.
Within fi ve years, the countries of the West Congo Basin will demonstrate measurably improved capacity
to respond to outbreaks of emerging and re-emerging diseases. RESPOND will measure the extent to
which human, animal and wildlife health systems use a sustainable One Health approach to infectious
disease surveillance, investigation and response at the community, national and regional levels:
Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks.
The RESPOND team is developing twinning relationships with multiple regional universities and
health professional schools, including anchor institutions such as the University of Kinshasa (public
health, veterinary medicine), University of Lubumbashi (veterinary medicine, nursing), Institut
Superieur des Techniques M edicales (ISTM) - Kinshasa and Lubumbashi (nursing), and Ecole de
Faune de Garoua, Cameroon (wildlife and natural resource management). Strengthened academic
programm ing helps address human capacity gaps in field epidemiology and veterinary public health
services, and will facilitate the development of a regional One Health Alliance. RESPOND is also
facilitating the development of a cadre of professionals by supporting for One Health Triangles communities of interest made up of educators, researchers and scientists committed to an
interdisciplinary and intersectoral approach to emerging pandemic threats. Other institutions in the
region will be identified and strengthened to build and expand regional collaborations.
Objective 2: Improve cross-sectoral linkages to support coordinated outbreak response.
RESPOND engages appropriate sectors, including government health systems, the private sector,
donor organizations, NGOs and international health agencies to mobilize and harmonize our
investment in this region. For example, in the DRC, RESPOND is partnering with the newly-created
consensus building platform, CARG (Conseil Agricole Rural de Gestion, supported by Belgian
Technical Cooperation), the CODESA (Comite de Developpement Sanitaire) platforms for human
health, and RENES (Roseau National d'Epiderniosurveillance, an animal disease control and
surveillance network). Regionally, support is being provided for existing platforms, such as the South
African Center for Infectious Disease Surveillance (SACIDS). Successful pilot models of
coordination are being proposed and developed regionally.
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Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks. RESPOND
contributes material, logistical and managerial support for strengthening the lines of command and
communication among the sectors mentioned above. RESPOND will facilitate and reinforce the
organizational capacity of outbreak response teams. Known needs include transportation,
communication/information systems, and basic laboratory equipment.
By building capacity of community-level fi rst responders to identify, diagnose, and respond to
outbreaks with the use of appropriate technologies, RESPOND targets community-level training and
support interventions in collaboration with PREDICT, conservation and wildlife NGOs, and other
partners in the field (i.e. AFENET, SANRU, CARPE, CDC, WHO-GOARN, OIE, FAO-CMC).
Priority training targets community-based human and animal health care providers, and includes
training on the use of Participatory Disease S urveillance and Response methods. NGO experience and
expertise will inform curriculum content and develo pment.
Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak
investigations.
The communication infrastructure in the West Congo Basin presents many challenges for integrating
appropriate and responsive information, communications, and infectious disease diagnostic
technology. For example, access to most mobile technologies is limited to the major urban centers
and internet access is costly and not widely available. Lack of sufficient international bandwidth is
still a maj or problem for many countries. RESPOND analyzes the appropriateness and availablity of
current technologies, evaluates how they are being used in hot-spot countries, and works closely with
host universities and government ministries before introducing technology and bringing new or
existing technologies to scale.

The section that follows highlights specific activites aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake througho ut the West Congo Basin at a regional and country
level.

(Please note that.for the following sections presenting narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees of the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES - WEST CONGO BASIN
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities described in this section are not repeated again in the section.for their respective countries,
since they are considered regional sub-activities, not country-specific sub-activities,) for purposes of this
workplan. For some of these regional sub-activities, countries for implementation are specified below and
the sub-activity titles are listed in the country sections for ease of reference. For others, greater detail
about countries for implementation will be developed in the coming months.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1):
Sub-activity 1.2.l WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring
with universities and vocational schools - In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and
Cameroon, RESPOND will work with faculty from identified universities to develop twinning
programs and One Health Alliances that build faculty capacity to train a new cadre of animal,
human, and environmental health professionals. Visiting professors will be paired with advanced
PhD candidates to provide additional mentorship and support leadership development, while
master's degree courses in veterinary publ ic health and wildlife health will be supported. Funding
may be provided to supp01t degree-related research. Activities will commence in DRC in early
August 2010.
- Partners: University of Kinshasa (DRC), University of Lubumbashi (DRC), ISTM Kinshasa
and Lubumbashi, Ecole de Faune de Garoua (Cameroon)
- Expected results: Model(s) for twinning and mentoring for anchor institutions in DRC in
effect; five PhD candidates mentored by six visiting professors, and masters degree programs
in veterinary public health and wildlife health supported
Sub-activity 1.2.2 WC: Support regional and international exchanges of personnel to
improve outbreak response and control - To help develop the concept of One Health
Alliances, RESPOND will support the identification of national, regional and international
exchange opportunities, qualified candidates, and the development of exchange assignments for
ministry personnel (public health, agriculture, wildlife), university faculty, and NGOs and private
sector industry employees. Exchanges will help build respect, understanding, cooperation, and
collaboration for continued One Health approaches. Exchanges will involve collaborations
between partner institutions, with exchanges made in both directions.
- Partners: ministries of health, agriculture, wildlife, environment, partner universities, NGOs,
private sector companies
- Expected results: At least 5 ministry personnel and 10 faculty have completed professional
exchanges by the end of Year Two
RESPOND Activity 1.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career
path development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo RESPOND will work to identify barriers to employment and identify corrective programs for
developing and retaining a skilled workforce. This requires the coordination and input of various
ministries, NGOs and private sector partners.
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Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
Expected results: Corrective programs to address barriers to employment and gaps to
unemployment compiled in an action plan for resource mobilization, with the long-term goal
of reducing these barriers to increase job opportunities

RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module - The
African Union Interagency Bureau for Animal Resources (AU-IBAR) is spearheading the
development of a series of wildlife health capacity building workshops, with at least 3
participants from each AU member country. RESPOND, in collaboration with FAO, will help
support didactic workshops (based on the Thailand FETP-V WILD module), and One Health
field experiences as follow-ups to wildlife capture workshops that have been run by AU-IBAR in
July-August 2010.
- Partners: Royal Veterinary College (RVC), other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: At least 3 participants (veterinarian, wildlife biologist, laboratorian) from
each of the 13 EPT Congo Basin countries trained (didactic) on wildlife/livestock/human
interface issues, and gain One Health field experience working on a zoonotic disease issue;
partic ipants have improved understanding of and ability to address zoonotic disease issues at
wildlife/livestock/human interface
Sub-activity 1.5.2 WC: Support participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend Global Health Institute courses - RESPOND
will partner with the University of M innesota Global Health Institute to deliver courses on One
Health approaches applied to o utbreak investigation and response. Trainees will gain practical
skills and knowledge in outbreak investigation and response while building relationships with
other global health professionals throughout the region. In addition to courses developed by
RESPOND partners, the curriculum team will also co-develop modules on outbreak investigation
and response for didactic delivery to profess ionals from animal, human and ecosystem health.
- Partners: host universities, Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Participants (20 from DRC and 10 from the region) attend two-week
courses
Sub-activity 1.5.4 WC: Support the FOREST MENTOR program by adding One Health
content and supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to
participate - US Fish and Wildlife Service, Woods Hole Research Center, and WCS-Gabon are
developing an 18-month multi-disciplinary Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training (FOREST)
fellowship program on extractive industries in the Congo Basin, based on the innovative
Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation (MENTOR)
model developed by USFWS. RESPOND will add content to the FOREST curriculum on
emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases, relationships with extractive industries, and a One
Health approach to infectious diseases. RESPOND will also support the participation of two
fellows and one mentor from DRC.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Suppo1t MENTOR program by providing content and supporting two
fellows and one mentor; fellows understand the relationships between emerging zoonotic
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diseases and extractive industries, risk mjtigation, and a One Health approach to
human/animal/ecosystem issues; strengthened ability of fellows to address complex issues via
collaborative, multi-disciplinary approach; relationship network established that expands and
improves collaboration and cooperation developed among emerging leaders in their
respective fields
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national
and sub-national levels, including training of front line health workers in outbreak response
- Building on the success of AFENET' s expertise in providing practical, applied field
epidemiology training, RESPOND will provide support for the development and training of
multi-disciplinary outbreak response teams in zoonotic disease investigation and response, using
a One Health approach. This includes training on the use of Participatory Disease Surveillance
and Response methods. RESPOND will develop a working group with ministries, universities,
community organizations, and NGOs to develop a plan, including a sustainability plan, for these
teams. The working group will then prioritize team locations, and identify key individuals to
include in the teams.
- Partners: AFENET; other sub-awardees TBD.
- Expected results: Multi-disciplinary teams are developed and trained to provide improved
response to outbreaks of potentially zoonotic infectious diseases

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2. 1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2. 1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAID
missions, host governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs,
universities) - In Cameroon and the Republic of Congo, RESPOND will work closely with
USAID/Washington to strategically launch the project/program discovery phase, serving as an
opportunity to expand relationships between animal and human health organizations.
- Partners: USAID mission, host governments, international health agencies, private sector
partners, NGOs, universities, others TBD
- Expected results: Cameroon and Republic of Congo visited, background information
collected, sub-activities identified
RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2. l WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information
on zoonotic diseases - Regular awareness and advocacy seminars will be organized in DRC,
ROC, and Cameroon, to provide private sector industries and NGOs with updated information on
outbreaks of diseases, One Health related events occurring in the region and to encourage them to
become active in disease surveillance and outbreak response.
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Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
Expected results: 2 seminars of 15 participants each conducted (2 in each country); Key
stakeholders (public and private) trained to use a One Health approach for planning and
coordination of outbreak response; a permanent group for discussion of orientation and
application on One Health is established in each country. A common understanding of the
One Health principles and practices is reached. Collaborative engagement occurs on
emerging zoonotic diseases surveillance and outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional
institutions to promote multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary coordination - One Health
Triangles (OHTs) are communities of interest made of educators, researchers and scientists
interested in and commjtted to the One Health concept and the development of One Health
Alliances. Such communities are created and/or spearheaded by champions from animal, human
and ecosystem health. Support is provided for a variety of activities to promote and apply a One
Health approach, including multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary seminars, conferences,
workshops and applied research. RESPOND will provide grants to One Health Triangles to
support activities such as student thesis/dissertations, joint faculty multi-sectoral and multidisciplinary research, and promotion of linkages among animal, human and ecosystem health. A
national and a regional yearly conference to report One Health work accomplished during the
year will be organized. To qualify as a OHT, the community of interest must include institutions
from three pillars of One Health (animal, human and ecosystem health) and must be
institutionalized. OHTs will link academic institutions to communities, ministries and the private
sector. 1n addition to academic discussions, One Health practitioners will be directly linked to
activities o n the ground in pilot areas. Government and university master trainers and subjectmatter experts will work together to support training activities and assess progress in the field.
This collaborative approach will enable key decision-makers in government health services and
educators in training institutions to be better informed and involved in the process of continuous
improvement.
- Partners: University of Kinshasa (DRC), University of Lubumbashi (DRC), Ecole de Faune
de Garoua (Cameroon), ISTM Lubumbashi and Kinshasa, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Three One Health Triangles are operational in DRC, one each in Republic
of Congo and Cameroon (i.e., OHTs have supported scientific work in disease surveillance,
outbreak investigation and response, have promoted inter-sectoral linkages in each country)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Additional activities planned for the Democratic Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled
"Regional activities - WEST CONGO BASIN" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities), for purposes of this workplan.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills of faculty at Institut Superieur de Techniques
Medicates (ISTM), Institut Technique Agricole et Veterinaire (ITAV), and Institut
d'Enseignement Medicate (IEM) / Institut Techniques Medicate (ITM) - In DRC, RESPOND
will work with anchor institutions and ministries (Ministry of Higher and University Education,
the Ministry of Primary, Secondary and Vocational Education, and the Ministry of Health) to
prepare vocational and university level modules, and train a national team of trainers. National
instructors will improve skills in competency based approaches to outbreak investigation and
response. AFENET along with RESPOND experts will work closely with facu lty of post
graduate, undergraduate and vocational programs to incorporate One Health approaches and
outbreak investigation and response skills into existing curricula. This will include instruction on
the appropriate use of Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response methodologies.
- Partners: AFENET, other sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: 10 national trainers trained; 2 modules on One Health using competency
based approach developed for vocational and university in DRC, fac ulty skilled upgraded
RESPOND Activity 1.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.4.2 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, strengthen delivery of graduate-level
degree programs related to outbreak response with a One Health perspective at the
University of Kinshasa and Sub-activity 1.4.3 WC: Through a One Health Alliance,
strengthen delivery of graduate-level degree programs related to outbreak response with a
One Health perspective at the University of Lubumbashi - Masters' degree programs will be
funded to allow professionals from DRC to obtai n credentials in the following areas: veterinary
public health, public health nursing, wildlife health, and ecosystem management at the University
of Kinshasa or the University of Lubumbashi. The goal is to support programs that support both
pre-service and in-service trainees. This will focus on building innovative programs that can meet
both needs, and involve extensive applied, field-based training. This activity includes: a)
scholarship suppoit for students from the DRC to obtain degrees in any of these disciplines at
either the University of Kfoshasa o r the University of Lubumbashi, b) rehabilitation to improve
facilities at schools delivering graduate programs, and c) strengthening the curricula of the
various disciplines involved by ensuring cross-disciplinary teaching and enrollment, based on a
One Health approach. Cross-disciplinary teaching can include, for example, teaching veterinary
students about ecosystem management and nursing, teaching ecosystem management and nursing
students about veterinary health, teaching human public health students about wildlife health, and
teaching wildlife health students about human public health. This list portrays a few examples,
but is not exhaustive or meant to exclude the cross-training of any disciplines.
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Partners: University of Kinshasa, University of Lubumbashi, other sub-awardees TBD
Expected results: Scholarships provided for masters' degree programs; facilities improved at
schools delivering graduate programs; cross-disciplinary teaching and enrollment conducted

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.1 WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical
personnel and first-responder training to communities in the USAID-CARPE SalongaLukenie-Sankuru Landscape region - RESPOND will train first responders at the provincial
and local levels, and will leverage USAID-CARPE networks and platforms to reach communities
in remote areas. At the provincial level, teams will be composed of fully cross-sectoral
responders, including personnel from the medical, veterinary, ecological, extractive industry and
law enforcement sectors. Community level responders will include traditional authorities, health /
forestry/agriculture extension agents, and conservation o utreach workers. Training modules,
including the use of Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response methodologies, will be
developed for three levels of first responders - provincial; health zones and "chefferie" (chiefdom
sector) - in collaboration with qualified sub grantee NGOs and USAID funded projects.
Complementary activities include training of first responders and outbreak awareness outreach in
rural communities, with special focus on BaTwa pygmies. Support for university students in
applied biological and anthropological studies related to ongoing field research and community
outreach activities will be available.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Updated, motivated and better equipped medical personnel in isolated rural
areas; inclusion of more than 300 remote rural communities and several logging concessions
in outbreak alert and national health systems; modules developed and delivered for the
training of first responders ;reinforced and extended intra and inter-provincial outbreak
communications network straddling four provinces; support provided for university students
for applied health-related research
Sub-activity 3.4.2 WC: Support for community-level training and outreach for populations in
high risk areas - RESPOND will leverage SANRU and other existing programs and their
networks, and NGOs already working in rural and very remote "hot spot" areas, by providing
support for appropriate training. This will include the delivery of refresher outbreak response
training and first-responder training to traditional authorities, health/ forestry/ agriculture extension
agents and conservation outreach workers, including women and other traditionally underrepresented populations. Training will include the use of Participatory Disease Surveillance and
Response and adult learning methodologies, while also incorporating gender and culturally sensitive
considerations tailored to the specific locations.
- Partners: SANRU, other sub-awardees TBD.
- Expected results: Population in up to 260 health zones will receive refresher outbreak
response and first-responder training. 50 participants in up to 260 health zones in DRC
(approximately 13,000 total participants)
Sub-activity 3.4.3 WC: Make available and accessible a minimum equipment package to newlytrained first-responder teams - Eleven first responder teams at the provincial level, 50 teams from
health zones and 30 teams in targeted health areas will be equipped with the necessary minimum
standard of equipment required to launch a successful outbreak investigation, using avian and/or
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monkey pox as examples of a zoonotic disease based approach. Minimum standard equipment
includes personal protective equipment (PPE); material for samples conservation, transport (i.e.
triple packaging of sample) and shipment. The RESPOND team will work with the ministries to
develop a plan to maintain equipment supplies to these teams as they mature and develop.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: 91 teams provided minimum equipment available to operate effectively;
items and prices of minimum equipment assessed with natio nal laboratories and DELIVER

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.1.2 WC: Support for veterinarians to attend the annual meeting of the
Congolese Veterinary Medical Association - RESPOND provided support for the national
meeting of the Congolese Veterinary Medical Association in June 2010. This support enabled
veterinary technicians to attend, provided an opportunity to professors from the third veterinary
school in the country (University of Graben, School of Veterinary Medicine) to attend and
contribute to the meeting, facilitated the participation of teachers/principals of schools training
veterinary technicians, and allowed RESPOND to gain more insight regarding the veterinary
profession and services in DRC.
- Partners: Congolese Veterinary Medical Association
- Expected results: Broader inclusion and representation of veterinary professionals in DRC at
the national professional meeting
RESPOND Activity 3. l (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3. 1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach - Stakeholder meetings will be organized to reach
consensus on mechanisms to be established or strengthened to enhance multi-discipl inary and multisectoral collaboration for effective and efficient national disease surveillance and outbreak response.
Gaps in communication systems and logistical capacity will be assessed and ways and means to
address them will be discussed. This will result in improved procedures and systems for disease
surveillance and outbreak investigation and response.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Stakeholder meetings conducted; analysis of systems and procedures
completed; multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral coordination mechanisms established; and
improved procedures and systems developed for disease surveillance and outbreak
investigation and response
RESPOND Activity 4.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 4)
Sub-activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the
health sciences, their application and utilization in the university context, and support
the improvement and integration of appropriate systems- RESPOND will collaborate
with universities in the region to recruit and hire an independent information systems training
specialist to assess the desired outcomes of their health sciences programs that could be
strengthened by the use of appropriate Knowledge Management Systems. Once the desired
outcomes are agreed upon and documented, the independent party will review the existing
gaps in infrastructure (hardware and software), as well as procedures, polic ies and human
capacity and compare and contrast them with the desired o utcomes. If applicable to the
university's needs, RESPOND can support the integration and implementation of a
Knowledge Management System through a user support position to allow faculty and
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students in urban and remote areas to share curricula and access resources via a searchable
knowledge base.
Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
Expected results: Implementation plan developed for RESPOND support of appropriate
technology to increase knowledge sharing, speed and efficiency of identification of and
response to outbreaks.

RESPOND Activity 4.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 4)
Sub-activity 4.2.2 WC: Pilot test the rabies DRIT test and evaluate the implementation of
appropriate new technology for rapid zoonotic disease detection - Building upon the One
Health collaboration co-sponsored by RESPOND (4.2.2 WC) this technology transfer will
involve collaborative work with MoH, MoA and Wildlife Authority, university and other
partners. l n DRC, laboratorians and epidemiologists at Minist1ies of Health and Agriculture and
universities will be trained in the use of a new, rapid, diagnostic test for rabies (DRIT - Direct,
Rapid lmmunohistochemistry Test). Additional training will cover the use of personal protective
equipment to limit biohazard exposure, and work in a One Health survey using data to guide
management and prevention. The DRIT test is appropriate for use in rural health centers as well
as reference laboratories, and follow-up evaluations will assess the uptake and use of this novel
test. The DRlT test will be an important first step both to increase local diagnostic capacity in
provinces and districts in DRC, and to transfer technology to assist local governments and human
and animal health agencies to understand incidence and prevalence of disease, and to encourage
collaboration to determine the epidemiology of this disease in each locale. This provides a model
for collaboration on other diseases, including how to better utilize accurate health information to
guide management of prevention and control measures by local health officials and clinicians.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: 16 laboratorians (8 working in human labs, 8 in veterinary labs) from 4
areas (Kinshasa and 3 other provinces) trained in the use of DRlT, biosafety, effective PPE
use to prevent disease transmission; 12 epidemiologists (human and animal) trained in
applied epidemiology, biosafety, sample collection, surveys, use of GIS software and PDAs
related to outbreaks
Additional sub-activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled
"Regional activities - West Congo Basin" since they are considered regional activities (not countryspecific activities) for purposes of this workplan. These include the follow ing sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring
with universities and vocational schools
Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career
path development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo
Sub-activity 1.5.l WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.2 WC: Support participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend Global Health Institute courses
Sub-activity 1.5.4 WC: Support the FOREST MENTOR program by adding One Health
content and supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to
participate
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Sub-activity 2.2.1 WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information
on zoonotic diseases
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional
institutions to promote multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary coordination
As the year progresses, additional activities might be proposed that are specific to the Democratic
Republic of Congo or regional in scope. In addition, as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the
HEALTH Alliance and AFENET, it is possible that one or more of them may implement activities in the
Democratic Republic of Congo or in other countries in the East Congo Basin in which people and
organizations from the Democratic Republic of Congo could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - GABON
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.2 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAID
missions, host governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs,
universities), and attend the Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining Conference RESPOND will work closely with USAJD/Washington to strategically launch the
project/program discovery phase, serving as an opportunity to expand relationships between
animal and human health organizations. Presentation and networking at the Gabon International
Gas, Oil and Mining (GIGOM) Conference on 8-10 December provides a key opportunity for
introduction of RESPOND and EPT.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Gabon visited, background informat ion collected, activities and potential
partners identified
Additional sub-activities planned for G abon are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities West Congo Basin" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities)
for purposes of this workplan. This includes the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.5.l WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.4 WC: Support the FOREST MENTOR program by adding One Health
content and supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to
participate
As the year progresses and RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance and
AFENET, it is possible that one or more of them may implement sub-activities in Gabon, or in other
countries in the West Congo Basin in which people and organizations from Gabon could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in the Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West
Congo Basin" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for
purposes of this workplan. This includes the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career
path development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation a nd Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.2 WC: Support pa rticipa nts from the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend Globa l Health Institute courses
Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key colla borators (USAID
missions, host governments, international health a gencies, private sector pa rtners, NGOs,
universities)
Sub-activity 2.2.l WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information
on zoonotic diseases
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional
institutions to promote multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary coordination
As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings in the Republic of Congo,
additional sub-activities might be proposed that are specific to the Republic of Congo or regional in
scope. In addition, as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance and
AFENET, it is possible that one or more of them may implement sub-activities in the Republic of Congo
or in other countries in the West Congo Basin in which people and organizations from the Republic of
Congo could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMEROON
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in Cameroon are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo
Basin" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes
of this workplan. This includes the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring
with universities and vocational schools
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.2 WC: Support participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend Global Health Institute courses
Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key collaborators (USAID
missions, host governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs,
universities)
Sub-activity 2.2.l WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information
on zoonotic diseases
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional
institutions to promote multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary coordination
As the year progresses and RESPOND cond ucts introductory meetings in Cameroon, additional subactivities might be proposed that are specific to Cameroon or regional in scope. In addition, as RESPOND
collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance and AFENET, it is possible that one or more of
them may implement sub-activities in Cameroon or in other countries in the West Congo Basin in which
people and organizations from Cameroon could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC, NORTHERN
ANGOLA, EQUATORIAL GUINEA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in these countries are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo
Basin" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes
of this workplan. This includes the following sub-activity o nly, for which participants will be supported
from EPT Congo Basin hot-spot countries:
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings, additional sub-activities might be
proposed that are specific to these countries or regional in scope. In addition, as RESPOND collaborates
with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance and AFENET, it is possible that one or more of them may
implement sub-activities in these countries in the West Congo Basin in which people and organizations
from these countries could participate.
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REGIONAL VISION SOUTHEAST ASIA
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The map above of the Southeas1 Asia region displays where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans Lo work by September 2011 (in
light red). The Mekong River is represented by the white line that runs from Vietnam south to Cambodia. The stars represent capitol cities, and
the star in the white square located within Thailand represents the capital city of Bangkok, location of the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional
Hub Office. Surrounding countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners includ ing ASEAN, the Asian Disaster
Preparedness Center, Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute.

In Southeast Asia, there is a high level of awareness and receptivity to the One Health concept and
approach, in addition to well-developed existing regional networks, platforms, and capacities to respond
to emerging pandemic threats. As a result of the region-wide response to highly pathogenic avian
influenza (HPAI) in recent years, links between human and animal health sectors exist but require
strengthening, including improving current levels of awareness about One Health, additional capacity
building efforts, and resource allocations to ensure sustainability. Linkages among the human and animal
health sectors and the ecology and environment sectors also need to be developed and supported.
Infectious disease surveillance and detection systems in wildlife, a prerequisite to effective holisitic
outbreak investigation and response, remain a critically important unmet need in the region. Gaps exist in
the supply of highly qualified bachelor and graduate-level training in animal health/disease,
environmental and ecology, as well as One Health in some countries. In addition, appl ied epidemiology
training and outbreak-related data analysis and reporting skills and competencies are often incomplete.
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To date, adequate resources have not been dedicated to the development of sustainable One Health skills
and field experience among trainers, mentors, and managers and this capacity varies by region. Therefore,
RESPOND must address these gaps as an important component of the overall surveillance and outbreak
response system for infectious diseases.
Significant advocacy efforts are needed that encourage policy and systems changes to better support a
One Health approach to emerging pandemic threats. Furthermore, RESPOND must balance its efforts at
national, provincial, district and community levels so that there are training and capacity-building
activities at each level. Building sustainable, long term capacity must be balanced with meeting infectious
disease threats that may occur in the near future. One Health is the key to strengthening the still weak link
between human and animal health agencies. Throughout the region there is both support and resistance to
more integration. RESPOND strategy and programming focuses on continuing to build the evidence base
for One Health, and encouraging collaboration at all levels among professions responsible for outbreak
investigation and response.
Within the five-year timeframe of the project, the RESPOND consortium and collaborating partners will
leverage existing outbreak response capacity-developed as an outcome of influenza pandemic
preparedness- to catalyze and demonstrate a significantly improved and sustainable public health
infrastructw·e and enhance the outbreak response capacity for identifying and controlling emerging
pandemic threats in the region.
RESPOND directly addresses critical training and capacity building needs, gaps, and opportunities in the
following ways:

Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks.
By creating and enhancing academic degree programs in human, animal, and environmental health,
promoting regional collaboration among training institutions, and supporting academic twinning,
RESPOND improves the capacity of health professionals to respond to suspected outbreaks. This
activity provides a pipeline of future health professional leaders for whom One Health is the preferred
method of engagement. RESPOND is developing twinning relationships with anchor academic
institutions in Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos, and exploring development of twinning
relationships with Gadjah Mada University in Indonesia. We are supporting and strengthening the
existing twinning relationship, including veterinary and animal science faculty and student exchanges,
between Khoo Kaeo University in Thailand and Nabong Agricultural College in Laos, and also
exploring with universities in Cambodia and Laos opportunities to improve fac ulty skj))s for course
delivery in Bachelor of Veterinary Science programs. These twinning activities will facilitate the
development of regional One Health Alliances.
Given the critical unmet need for training and capacity-building in wildlife disease surveillance and
outbreak response in the region, RESPOND is partnering with the National Park, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation Department (DNP) in Thailand to establish a regional training center for wildlife
professionals Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary 1• This activity will increase the field skills of

1

Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary is part of the Western Forest Complex in Thailand, which is made up of I 9 national parks
and wildlife sanctuaries -and is one of the largest protected areas in Southeast Asia.
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rangers and mid-level protected area staff, and support development of wildlife disease surveillance
systems. RESPOND also suppo1ts applied field training and mentorship for newly-hired wildlife
veterinarians working for the DNP, as well as MS programs for wildlife veterinarians from Mahidol
and Kasetsart universities in Thailand. In addition, RESPOND supports training of wildlife rangers to
detect illegal killing and transport of wildlife in Nam Ha Reserve in Laos and Xishuangbanna Reserve
in China's Yunnan Province (contiguous protected areas adjacent to the Bangkok- Kunming
highway), a major risk factor for potential human exposure to zoonotic pathogens. RESPOND will
continue to explore and identify additional training and capacity-building needs and opportunities in
the region.

Objective 2: Improve cross-sectoral linkages to support coordinated outbreak response.
RESPOND works closely with USAID Washington and the Regional Development Mission - Asia
(ROMA) to engage with ASEAN 2 and other key regional platforms to initiate and strengthen the
dialogue through regional One Health fora in to identify significant issues and policy challenges for
improving outbreak response capacity at both regional and national levels. Along with the Asian
Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC), RESPOND will co-host the Bangkok based regional
Pandemic Preparedness Forum (PPF), which aims to improve coordination among organizations
working to mitigate the threat of pandemics in Southeast Asia. In Vietnam, RESPOND is
collaborating with PREDICT and the USAID Mission in Hanoi to hold a national level meeting on
One Health, in addition to exploring support for Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program
(AVET) veterinary officers to participate in the Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) at the
Ministry of Health. In Thailand, RESPOND is sponsoring planning and implementation of One
Health seminars among health science schools. Across the region, RESPOND is supporting students
and fellows to give presentations at global One Health meetings, and for the design of updated
training materials (e.g. case studies) based on o utbreak investigations in the Southeast Asia region,
useful to improve the quality and method of district and provincial One Health training in multiple
countries.
Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks.
RESPOND will assess, reinforce and support One Health teams at all levels of government,
particularly the provinc ial, district, and community levels, including in the areas of domestic animal,
wildlife, environmental and ecology, and infectious diseases in the human population. Examples of
this include work with government officials, selected university faculty and international health
agencies to review the core competencies of One Health epidemiological teams at the provincial and
district levels in Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and Indonesia, and support for the design and delivery of
improved applied epidemiology training materials and methods to enhance outbreak response
capacity. Collaboration with the Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation in
Thailand increases capacity to stop illegal transport of wildlife and wildlife products, and thereby
reduce the potential for the occun-ence and impact of zoonotic disease outbreaks. In Vietnam,
RESPOND is working with the FAO Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program
(Department of Animal Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development) the Ministry of
Health, the Partnership for Avian and Human Pandemic Influenza, the National Institute of Hygiene

2

ASEAN recently set up the Animal Health Trust Fund to fac ilitate the implementation of unified and harmonized animal health
projects in the region, and has established the Wildlife Enforcement Network (ASEAN-WEN), which coordinates a regional
response to illegal trade in protected species.
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and Epidemiology, WHO-GOARN, FAO-CMC, and other groups to enhance the o utbreak response
capacity and training of One Health epidemiological teams at select provincial, district, and
community levels. In partnership with the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center and Kenan Institute
Asia's Greater Mekong Subregion Responses to Infectious Diseases (GMS RID) program,
RESPOND will adapt and develop One Health curricula and provide support for conduct of training
at province and district levels, with a focus on cross border o utbreak response systems.
Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak
investigations. RESPOND strengthens sustainable system development to improve public health by
building the capacity of community-level first responders to promptly report suspected disease
outbreaks, and enhancing district and provincial level capacity to identify, confirm, and respond to
outbreaks with the use of appropriate technologies. RESPOND will also assess and integrate existing
and new appropriate technology solutions and tools into outbreak response capacity building and
training activities (described in Objectives 1-3) at provincial and district levels.

The section that follows highlights specific activites aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake throughout Southeast Asia at a regional and country level.

(Please note that.for the following sections presenting narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees o,f the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES - SOUTHEAST ASIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities described in this section are not repeated again in the section for their respective countries,
since they are considered regional sub-activities, not country-specific sub-activities,) for purposes of this
workplan. For some of these regional sub-activities, countries for implementation are specified below and
the sub-activity titles are listed in the country sections for ease of reference. For others, greater detail
about countries for implementation will be developed in the coming months.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university
twinning - This process will involve exchanges of faculty, administrators, and graduate students;
co-development of curriculum; joint training; and subsequent support of other regional
educational institutions, all to facilitate the development of One Health integration of faculties
within and among schools and universities of public health, animal health, w ildlife and
environment and the training of future health professions leaders prepared to implement a One
Health approach to emerging pandemic threats .
- Partners: Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School (Thailand), Nabong Agricultural College
(Laos), others TBD
- Expected results: MOUs signed between twinning universities; exchanges of professors and
graduate students completed; curricula shared and co-developed; newer, more effective
methods of teaching and learning adopted; graduate students and government staff jointly
trained; twinning institutions support o ther regional educational institutions
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.1 SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals RESPOND will leverage relationships at Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary (Thailand) to
increase field skills of rangers and mid-level protected area personnel while also working to
support implementation of a system of ranger-based wildlife health monitoring. RESPOND is
discussing collaborations and coordinatio n with PREDICT, WCS-Thailand, WWF-Thailand,
Kasetsart University, and King Mungkurt Technical University.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Wildlife rangers' field skills increase; rangers capable of monitoring
wildlife health and safely conducting necropsies to provide samples for analysis. 15
workshops, 90 trainees
Sub-activity 1.5.3 SE: Training to interdict illegal wildlife and wildlife products trafficking Transport of wildlife and wildlife products can facilitate the spread of zoonotic diseases across
borders and through communities. RESPOND will work with national parks, ministries and
wildlife markets to train veterinarians and first responders (wildlife officials and park rangers) in
outbreak response and to control movement and trade in illegal wildlife and wildlife products.
RESPOND will coordinate with PREDICT for training on basic non-invasive disease sampling
(e.g. blood, tissue sampling, fecal swabs) and necropsy, and to develop a sustainable training
program for responding to outbreaks in wildlife. The Prime Minister of Thailand and the Minister
of Natural Resources and Environment support this Center as part of a policy to offer regional
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leadership on enviro nmental and health issues. RESPOND is also discussing collaboration with
The Smithsonian Institution and the US Fish and Wildlife Service to provide sustainable support
for the Center.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results : National Park and government wildlife veterinarians trained in wildlife
health monitoring and reporting, handling, field pathology, sample collection and transport,
biohazard avoidance, and proper use of PPE; park rangers and wildl ife officials trained in
management poaching and wildlife trade, sample collection and processing, disease outbreak
response and control; assessment of the use of trained detection dogs to control illegal
wildlife and wildlife product trafficking
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.6 SE: Collaborate with the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center and Kenan
Institute to adapt One Health curricula for multiple audiences and levels - W ork with ADPC
and the Kenan Institute to revise the draft-version of the One Health Training package written by
Murdoch University, Chiang Mai University, and ICF Macro. The package will be tailored to
specific audiences, including government officials, health officers, doctors, veterinarians and
environmental stewards, and community members using participatory methodologies to ensure
transference of knowledge and skills. Kenan Institute and ADPC will work with RESPOND to
deliver the trainings to key audiences at the government, university, and community levels.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Eight modules on One Health, Disaster Risk Management, Zoonotic Diseases,
Epidemiology, Socioeconomic Issues, Ecology & Health, One Medicine, and Management
Tools. Additional modules will be developed for in-country and cross-border communications
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 SE: Initiate extractive industry outreach in Southeast Asia - RESPOND
will conduct initial introductory meetings with extractive industries and other relevant private
sector companies that have corporate social responsibility programs in Thailand and Vietnam
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Plan developed for engagement with industries operating in Southeast Asia;
identified points of contact within companies interested in participating in RESPOND
activities
RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.1 SE: Host the regional Pandemic Preparedness Forum for 2011- A monthly
regional meeting to collaborate on planning and create a forum for dialogue and discussion across
disciplines and technical sectors. Activities include bringing in keynote speakers from the region
to share news, research, and updates on field activities.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Relationships strengthened among partners and participants; advocacy
established at all levels for One Health. Monthly forum with 20 participants each month
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Sub-activity 2.4.3 SE: ASEAN USAID/RESPOND regional forums on One Health RESPOND will work closely with USAID Washington, the Regional Development Mission Asia (RDMA), and bilateral missions in the region to engage with ASEAN to initiate and
strengthen dialog in collaboration with other key regional platforms, such as the Mekong Basin
Disease Surveillance Network (MBDS), the Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya-Mekong Economic
Cooperation Strategy (ACMECS), and the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC). Regional
fora o n One Health will be supported to identify significant issues and policy challenges for
improving outbreak response capacity among health professionals at regional and national levels.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: 2 regional for a conducted with 100 participants each; consensus developed
on One Health; best practices shared, evidence base for One Health approach built; needs,
gaps, and opportunities for strengthening One Health across the region identified
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - THAILAND
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Kaen
Veterinary Medical School and Nabong Agricultural College - These two institutions
currently have an MoU that provides for bilateral faculty and student exchange and this twinning
relationship is a model for other regional twinning relationships because the institutions involved
share language and cultures. RESPOND will support and reinforce this relationship through
engagement with Khoo Kaeo University for faculty and curriculum development, which will in
turn support the Khon Kaen- Nabong agreement.
- Partners: Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School, Nabong Agricultural College
- Expected results: Improved capacity of faculty from both institutions to teach outbreak
investigation and response consistent with One Health; greater numbers of student graduates
from both institutions prepared to enter government service or to be enlisted in future
emerging pandemic threats outbreak investigation and response efforts; strengthened fac ulty
and student exchange between Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School and Nabong
Agricultural University
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field
pathologists - RESPOND will collaborate with the Thai Department of National Parks, Wildlife
and Plant Conservation; Mahidol and Kasetsart universities; the Open Zoo in Bangkok, and
PREDICT to provide training to wildlife veterinarians, para-veterinarians, and other wildl ife first
responders (rangers, conservation NGO personnel) to strengthen their field sampling, reporting,
and diagnostic skills. The proposed training will build capacity for rapid assessment and sustained
response to detected or suspected outbreaks, as an institutionalized government function.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Wildlife first responders uniformly trained (20) in methods for safely
handling and sampling potentially diseased wildlife, and safely transporting biomaterials;
knowledge of wildlife diseases increased; improved data collection and communication from
wildlife first responders; strengthened relationships between district and provincial wildlife
first responders (government and NGO) and national and regional government and NGO
groups
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels - Based on the success of a One Health approach in limiting
transmission of HPAI in animals and infection in humans, the Thai Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH) and Department of Livestock Development (DLD) strongly support expanding this
collaborative One Health approach to a wider range of emerging and re-emerging infectious
diseases, particularly to teams of professionals at the provincial and district levels. This will be
done in collaboration with national authorities, including the FETP-Thailand, and FETP-V, WHO
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and FAO, and RESPOND will assist with improving the quality of the training materials and
methods, and to monitoring and evaluating the impact of this training.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Core competencies reviewed for the early identification and reporting of
suspected outbreaks of disease and epidemics by One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels; applied epidemiology training and continuing education
materials and methods improved, and include the development of case studies of disease
outbreaks relevant to the region
Additional sub-activities in Thailand are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - Southeast
Asia" si nce they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this
workplan. These include the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.2.l SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university
twinning
Sub-activity 1.5.l SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals
As the year progresses, additional activities might be proposed that are specific to Thailand or regional in
scope. In addition, as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the Asian Disaster Preparedness
Center, the Mekong Basin Disease S urveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute, it is possible that one
or more of them may implement activities in Thailand or in other countries in the East Congo Basin in
which people and organizations from Tha iland could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - VIETNAM
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.4 SE: Support three veterinary medical officers to enroll as FETP(V)
Vietnam fellows - Vietnam currently has an FETP program that is supported by WHO and CDC;
FAO supports AVET, a training program designed for veterinarians that has similar objectives
but is far sho1ter in duration. There is presently no mechanism for human and animal health
professionals at the highest levels of the government to participate together in outbreak
investigation and response. This activity will Support three veterinarians enrolled in the AVET
program to attend the FETP program.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results : Three veterinarians enrolled in the Vietnam FETP and graduate on-time .
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.2 SE: Strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with focus on Applied
Veterinary Epidemiology Training (A VET) Program training at selected provincial,
district, and community levels - The AVET program, developed and administered by FAO,
provides short-term (3 month) training for veterinarians in outbreak investigation and response.
RESPOND will strengthen A VET by providing additional program, curriculum development, and
monitoring and evaluation support in collaboration with university faculty. Ministries and
agencies in Vietnam responsible for human health (Department of Preventive Medicine, NIHE,
FETP-Vietnam, WHO) acknowledged during discovery meetings with RESPOND that a One
Health approach proved successful in limiting transmission of HPAI in animals and limited
spread to humans. There is general agreement, including support from USAID Vietnam, that this
collaborative One Health approach should be expanded to a wider range of emerging and reemerging infectious diseases, particularly to teams of professionals at the provincial and district
levels. This will be done in collaboration with national authorities and other partners, including
the Ministry of Agricultme, Ministry of Health, Department of Preventive Medicine, NlHE,
FETP-Vietnam, AVET program, FAO, WHO, CDC-Thailand, SAFETYNET, and selected
universities. RESPOND will assist with improving the quality of the training materials and
methods, and monitoring and evaluation of the impact of this training.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Core competencies reviewed for the early identification and reporting of
suspected outbreaks of disease and epidemics by One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels; applied epidemiology training and continuing education
materials and methods improved, including the development of case stud ies relevant to the
region; for each A VET class supported, 10 veterinarians trained in outbreak investigation and
response; improved and expanded professional networks for veterinarians in Vietnam
additional support and training provided to FETP-Vietnam graduates and other human health
leaders of outbreak investigation and response
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LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.2 SE: Collaborate with USAID/Vietnam to hold PREDICT and RESPOND
One Health Meeting - To extend the focus of pandemic threat beyond H5Nl to all emerging
pathogens that could nigger pandemics, RESPOND will help famil iarize government, ministry,
university, district, provincial, and community level organizations and individuals with the
concepts of One Health. This meeting aims to educate participants in the rationale and importance
of considering animal health - domestic, livestock and wildlife, and environmental health in
ensuring public human health. Vietnam's focus and success on H5Nl can be extended by
explaining the threat of other pathogens and how to best prepare for and respond to identified
threats.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: One Health initiative introduced and pandemic threats beyond avian
influenza effectively explained at meeting with 100 participants from various sectors and
disciplines
Additional sub-activities in Vietnam are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - Southeast
Asia" si nce they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes
of this workplan. As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings in Vietnam,
additional activities might be proposed that are specific to Vietnam or regional in scope. In addition, as
RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, the Mekong
Basin Disease Surveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute, it is possible that one or more of them may
implement activities in Vietnam or in other countries in Southeast Asia in which people and organizations
from Vietnam could partic ipate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMBODIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.3 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels -Similar to Thailand, a One Health approach in Cambodia to
strengthen outbreak-related training which builds on the collaborative approach used for
controlling HPAI would be useful. Because there are insufficient numbers of q ualified mentors in
both the human and animal health fields, initial training to strengthen activities at the provincial
and district levels would also focus on supporting the training of supervisory staff in these
locations in the areas of applied epidemiology, appropriate and timely use of disease surveillance
and suspected outbreak-related data by managers. This proposed sub-activity will be discussed
with appropriate authorities during discovery meetings in Cambodia tentatively planned for
October 2010.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Core competencies reviewed for the early identification and reporting of
suspected outbreaks of disease and epidemics by One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels; applied epidemiology and outbreak-related training and
continuing education materials and methods improved, and include the addition of case
studies relevant to the region.
Additional sub-activities in Cambodia are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities Southeast Asia" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities)
for purposes of this workplan. As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings
in Cambodia, additional activities might be proposed that are specific to Cambodia or regional in
scope. 1n addition, as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the Asian Disaster Preparedness
Center, the Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute, it is possible that
one or more of them may implement activities in Cambodia or in other countries in Southeast Asia in
which people and organizations from Cambodia could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - LAOS
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels -Similar to Thailand, a One Health approach in Laos to strengthen
outbreak-related training which builds on the collaborative approach used for controlling HPAI
would be useful. Because there are insufficient numbers of qualified mentors in both the human
and animal health fields, initial training to strengthen activities at the provincial and district levels
would also focus on supporting the training of supervisory staff in these locations in the areas of
applied epidemiology, appropriate and timely use of disease surveillance and suspected outbreakrelated data by managers. This proposed sub-activity will be discussed with appropriate
authorities during discovery meetings in Laos tentatively planned for October 2010.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Core competencies reviewed for the early identification and reporting of
suspected outbreaks of disease and epidemics by One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels; applied epidemiology and outbreak-related training and
continuing education materials and methods improved, and include the addition of case
studies relevant to the region
Additional sub-activities in Laos are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - Southeast
Asia" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes
of this workplan. They include the following:
Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university twinning
As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings in Laos, additional activities
might be proposed that are specific to Laos or regional in scope. In addition, as RESPOND collaborates
with networks such as the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, the Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance
Network, and the Kenan Institute, it is possible that one or more of them may implement activities in
Laos or in other countries in Southeast Asia in which people and organizations from Laos could
participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - INDONESIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.1 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels -Similar to Thailand, a One Health approach in Indonesia to
strengthen outbreak-related training which builds on the collaborative approach used for
controlling HPA1 would be useful. Because there are insufficient numbers of qualified mentors in
both the human and animal health fields, initial training to strengthen activities at the provincial
and district levels would also focus on supporting the training of supervisory staff in these
locations in the areas of applied epidemiology, appropriate and timely use of disease surveillance
and suspected outbreak-related data by managers. This proposed sub-activity will be discussed
with appropriate authorities during discovery meetings in Indonesia tentatively planned for
October 2010.
- Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: Core competencies reviewed for the early identification and reporting of
suspected outbreaks of disease and epidemics by One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels; applied epidemiology and outbreak-related training and
continuing education materials and methods improved, and include the addition of case
studies relevant to the region
Additional sub-activities in Indonesia are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities Southeast Asia" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for
purposes of this workplan. As the year progresses and RESPOND conducts introductory meetings in
Indonesia, additional activities might be proposed that are specific to Indonesia or regional in scope. In
addition, as RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, the
Mekong Basin Disease Surveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute, it is possible that one or more of
them may implement activities in Indonesia or in other countries in Southeast Asia in which people and
organizations from Indonesia could participate.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CHINA, YUNNAN PROVINCE
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in Yunnan Province, China, are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities Southeast Asia" since they are considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for
purposes of this workplan. This includes the following sub-activity:
Sub-activity 1.5.3 SE: Training to interdict illegal wildlife and wildlife products trafficking
As the year progresses and RESPOND cond ucts introductory meetings, additional activities might be
proposed that are specific to Yunnan Province, China, or regional in scope. In addition, as RESPOND
collaborates with networks such as the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, the Mekong Basin Disease
Surveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute, it is possible that one or more of them may implement
activities in Yunnan Province, China, or in other countries in Southeast Asia in which people and
organizations fro m Yunnan Province, China, could partic ipate.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL
LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 201 O - 30
September 2011

Published, internationally accepted
core competencies

1.1.4
GL

Develop EPT program-wide
definition of One Health core
com etencies. Fast Track

Global

Tufts

3.2

2.2.1
GL

Develop best management
practice recommendations for
extractive industries based on
PREDICT-identified vectors in
hot spot regions.

Global

DAI

Best management practices
(BMPs) developed

3.2

2.2.2
GL

Involve telecommunications
companies in the outbreak
response activities and training.

Global

DAI

Improved collection and distribution
of disease outbreak information

3.2

2.4.2
GL

Support for TEPHINET to host
global conference and add One
Health sessions. (Fast Track)

Global

UMN

Support conference and conduct
One Health workshop for 30
persons; plenary session for One
Health issues

3.2

3.1.1
GL

Strengthen local capacity to
support evaluation studies.

Global

UMN

!ncrease evaluation capacity to
improve programs. 15 trainees per
region.

3.2

3.2.0
GL

Global

DAI

3.2

3.3.1
GL

Global

Tufts

Increased use of wildlife health
information to protect and improve
public health.

3.1

3.4.8
GL

Global

Tufts

Increased awareness of issues
related to zoonotic disease
transmission

3.1
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Activities by LOW

Support to facilitate and improve
the response to outbreaks of
potentially zoonotic disease in
hot s ot re ions.
ProMed Mail: Expanding
surveillance and verification for
wildlife diseases.
Support for development of
materials and media messages
to build public awareness about
zoonotic disease - World Rabies
Day, 28 September 2010, as a
pilot activity. (Fast Track)
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Training, technical, logistical,
material and communications
support provided

Q4
Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO

Q2
YEAR
TWO

Q3
YEAR
TWO

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BY REGION
EAST CONGO BASIN - REGIONAL
LOW

Activities by LOW

Plan and implement regional
twinning & networking
activities. (Fast Track,
HEAL TH Alliance
Determine job opportunities for
staff trained in animal, human
and environmental health.
(Fast Track, HEAL TH
Alliance
Strengthen OH field
component of existing masters
programs in public health.
(Fast Track, HEAL TH
Alliance
Enhance the capacity of
practitioners, policy makers
and students to manage
emerging infectious diseases
in Sub-Saharan Africa. (Fast
Track, RUFORUM)
Support fellows to attend
existing Field Epidemiology
Training Programs with
veterinary-specific
com onents. (Fast Track)

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 2010 30 Se ptember 2011

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Twinning workshop for Makerere
(1 O deans and 50 faculty),
Tanzania (10,50) and Rwanda
10, 50.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

New curricula for professional and
wildlife schools; 2 CE modules for
professionals.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

MPH curriculum developed &
implemented; 8 students (Year
Two) included. Also, 8 in-service
trainees.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Training of 100 practitioners/policy
makers and 16 candidates at
M.Sc. level (8 grants) within 2 year
period

East
Congo
Regional

Tufts

18 FELTP-Vs start (Year Two)

3.1

1.2.2
EC

3.1

1.3.1
EC

3.1

1.4.1
EC

3.1

1.4.2
EC

3.1

1.4.4
EC

3.1

1.5.1
EC

Develop One Health MENTOR
fel lowships in hot spot regions.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

MENTOR program developed,
instructors identified, and 8 fellows
identified and start by end Year
Two.

1.5.2
EC

Strengthen and expand the
Global Health Institute to serve
as a platform for in-service
programs and graduate level
training in One Health (Fast
Track, HEAL TH Alliance)

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Implement a 2-week GHI; train 70
students

3.1

04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO

02
YEAR
TWO
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03
YEAR
TWO
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04
YEAR
TWO

LOW

3.1

1.5.3
EC

3.2

2.1.1
EC

3.2

2.2.1
EC

3.2

3.1.2
EC

3.2

3.2.0
EC

3.2

3.2.2
EC

3.1

3.4.6
EC
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Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 2010 30 September 2011

Deliver Global Health Institute
in Uganda

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Implement a 2-week GHI ; train 70
students

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

20 trainees in each country;
Broader networks across sectors.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Improvement in communication ; 6
meetings, with a total of 100
participants.

East
Congo
Regional

Tufts

Reduce the amount of time
needed to create RESPOND
materials.

Global

DAI

Training, technical, logistical,
material and communications
support provided.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Improved coordination of outbreak
response in the region through
increased linkages.

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Establish a relationship with HIPS
and roll-out of community training.
20 trainees

Identify and support the
development of One Health
leaders for outbreak response.
(Fast Track, HEAL TH
Alliance
Convene and plan
public/private/academic teams
at the national and subnational level.
Adapt and use existing STOP
Al training and planning
modules to meet RESPONDs ecific needs.
Support to facilitate and
improve the response to
outbreaks of potentially
zoonotic disease in hot spot
re ions.
Provide logistical coordination
and support during disease
outbreaks using a One Health
a roach. (Fast Track)
Provide training in One Health
disease outbreak response to
community health care
workers.
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04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO

02
YEAR
TWO

03
YEAR
TWO

04
YEAR
TWO

WEST CONGO BASIN - REGIONAL
LOW

Activities by LOW

3.1

1.2.1
WC

3.1

1.2.2
WC

3.1

1.3.1
WC

3.1

1.5.1

we

3.1

1.5.2
WC

3.1

1.5.4
WC

3.2

2.1.1 WC

3.2

2.2.1
WC

Through a One Health
Alliance, conduct twinning
and mentoring with
universities and vocational
schools. Fast Track
Support regional &
international exchanges of
personnel to improve
outbreak response and
control.
Develop an actionable plan
to strengthen and enhance
ongoing career path
development in DRC and
Re ublic of Con o ROG .
Conduct professional
continuing education
through didactic and field
workshops using the
Wildlife Investigation and
Livestock Disease (WILD)
module.
Support participants from
DRC, Republic of Congo,
and Cameroon to attend
Global Health Institute
courses.
Support the FOREST
MENTOR program by
adding One Health content
and supporting fellows and
a mentor from the
Democratic Republic of
Con o to artici ate.
Introduce EPT RESPOND
project to key collaborators
(USAID missions, host
governments, international
health agencies, private
sector partners, NGOs,
universities .
Organize seminars with
private sector to
disseminate information on

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts

Twinning/mentoring established
with 5 institutions. Five PhD
candidates mentored; masters
programs supported.

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts

5 ministry personnel and 10 faculty
will have completed professional
exchanges.

West
Congo
Regional

UMN

Corrective programs are compiled
in an action plan for resource
mobilization

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts

3 participants (vet, wildlife biologist,
lab) from each of the 13 EPT
Congo Basin countries will be
trained and gain field experience.

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts

30 professionals (20 from DRC and
10 from the region) will attend twoweek courses.

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts

FOREST fellows mentored on
relationships, risks and approach

West
Congo
Regional

UMN

Cameroon visited, background
information collected, sub-activities
identified.

West
Congo
Regional

DAI

2 seminars of 15 participants each
are to be conducted (2 in each
country)

Q4
Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO
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Q2
YEAR
TWO
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Q3
YEAR
TWO

Q4
YEAR
TWO

LOW

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

West
Congo
Regional

UMN

Three One Health Triangles are
operational in DRC, one each in
Republic of Congo and Cameroon

Global

DAI

Training, technical, logistical,
material and communications
support provided.

West
Congo
Regional

UMN

Multi-disciplinary teams are
developed and trained

zoonotic diseases.

Create "One Health
Triangles" at academic and
professional institutions to
promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary
coordination.
Support to facilitate and
improve the response to
outbreaks of potentially
zoonotic disease in hot
s ot re ions.
Outbreak response training
for multi-disciplinary teams
at national and subnational
levels, including training of
front line health workers in
outbreak response.

3.2

2.4.1
WC

3.2

3.2.0
WC

3.1

3.4.4
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Q4
Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO

Q2
YEAR
TWO

Q3
YEAR
TWO

Q4
YEAR
TWO

SOUTHEAST ASIA - REGIONAL
LOW

3.1

Activities by LOW

1.2.1
SE

3.1

1.5.1
SE

3.1

1.5.3
SE

3.2

2.2.1
SE

3.2

2.4.1
SE

3.2

2.4.3
SE

3.2

3.2.0
SE

3.2

3.4.6
SE

Through a One Health
Alliance, plan and implement
university twinning. (Fast
Track
Establish a regional training
center for wildlife
rofessionals. Fast Track

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Southeast
Asia
Regional

UMN

Southeast
Asia
Re ional

UMN

Training to interdict illegal
wildlife and wildlife products
trafficking.

Southeast
Asia
Regional

UMN

Initiate extractive industry
outreach in SE Asia. (Fast
Track
Host regional Pandemic
Preparedness Forum for
2011.
ASEAN USAID/RESPOND
regional forums on One
Health.
Support to facilitate and
improve the response to
outbreaks of potentially
zoonotic disease in hot spot
re ions
Collaborate with Asian
Disaster Preparedness
Center (ADPC) and Kenan
Institute to adapt One Health
curricula for multiple
audiences & levels. (Fast
Track

Southeast
Asia
Re ional
Southeast
Asia
Re ional
Southeast
Asia
Re ional

Tufts

Expected results 1 July 2010 30 September 2011

Twinning agreements established
with 10 institutions.
Number of trainees: 92. 17
workshops, 1024 person days, 64
train in da s.
National Park and government
wildlife veterinarians trained (50
trainees); Assessment of the use
of sniffer do s
Plan for engagement with
industries operating in Southeast
Asia

Tufts

Monthly forum with 20 participants
each month.

Tufts

2 regional forums conducted with
100 participants each

Global

DAI

Southeast
Asia
Regional

Tufts

Training, technical, logistical,
material and communications
support provided.

Q4
Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO

I
I
I
I

•••••

Q2
YEAR
TWO

Q3
YEAR
TWO

••

10 modules created for the One
Health training package
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Q4
YEAR
TWO

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BY COUNTRY
UGANDA
LOW

68

Activities by LOW

3. 1

1.2.1
EC

3.2

3. 1.1
EC

3.2

3.2.0.1
EC

3.2

3.2.1
EC

3.1

3.4.1
EC

3.1

3.4.2
EC

3.2

4.1.2
EC

Curriculum co-development
with Makerere University
faculty for One Health
courses and case studies.
Support regular meetings of
One Health Zoonotic
Disease Working Groups.
(Fast Track)
Outbreak response: Control
of Anthrax in Queen
Elizabeth National Park.
Hold a series of district,
national and regional
meetings and workshops to
identify needs and initiate
the development of a
prioritized plan for outbreak
res onse.
Develop an implementation
plan for identifying sites,
trainers and needs to
conduct community level
first res onder trainin .
Design, develop and deliver
community-level first
res onder trainin .
Evaluate existing
Knowledge Management
Systems needs for the
health sciences, their
application and utilization in
the university context, and
support the improvement
and integration of
a ro riate s stems.
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Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Uganda

Tufts

10 curri cula and 50 case studies
developed

Uganda

Tufts

4 meetings conducted.

Uganda

DAI

Support provided for response,
best practices developed and an
adaptable outbreak response
tern late created.

Uganda

UMN

1O meetings/workshops, with total
500 participants.

Uganda

Tufts

Training implementation plan ;
Knowledge base created

Uganda

Tufts

5 first responder trainers trained,
and 100 first responders trained

Uganda

Tufts

Increase capacity of current 'file
cabinet" database to include analysis of
data

Q4
Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO

Q2
YEAR
TWO

Q3
YEAR
TWO

Q4
YEAR
TWO

DRC
LOW

Activities by LOW

3.1

1.2.3
WC

3.1

1.4.2
WC

3.1

1.4.3
WC

3.2

2.1.2
WC

3.2

3.1.1
WC

3.1

3.4.1

we

3.1

3.4.2
WC

3.1

3.4.3
WC

Upgrade the skills of faculty at
lnstitut Superieur de Techniques
Medicales, lnstitut Technique
Agricole et Veterinaire, and
lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale
/ lnstitut Techniques Medicale.
Fast Track
Strengthen delivery of graduatelevel degree programs related to
outbreak response with a One
Health approach at the University
of Kinshasa. (Fast Track)
Strengthen delivery of graduatelevel degree programs related to
outbreak response with a One
Health approach at the University
of Lubumbashi.
Support for veterinarians to
attend the annual meeting of the
Congolese Veterinary Medical
Association.
Strengthen systems for disease
surveillance, outbreak
investigation and response with a
One Health approach (Fast
Track
Deliver refresher outbreak
response training to rural medical
personnel and first-responder
training to communities in the
USAID-CARPE Salong-LukenieSankuru Landsca e re ion.
Support for community-level
training and outreach for
o ulations in hi h risk areas
Make available and accessible a
minimum equipment package to
newly-trained first-responder
teams.

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 201 0 30 September 2011

DRC

UMN

5 institutions involved; 10 national
trainers trained; 2 modules
developed

DRC

UMN

15 MS students enrolled; degree
offered in veterinary of public
health.

DRC

Tufts

15 MS students enrolled; degrees
offered in wildlife health and public
health nursing.

DRC

DAI

Broader inclusion and
representation of veterinary
professionals in DRC

DRC

Tufts

Analysis & improvement of
systems and procedures
completed in each country.

DRC

Tufts

Medical personnel in isolated
rural areas trained; Training
modules developed and delivered.

DRC

UMN

50 participants x 260 hot spots
health areas in DRC (approx
13,000 total artici ants .

DRC

UMN

First responders are trained and
have minimum equipment
available to operate effectively.

04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO
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02
YEAR
TWO
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03
YEAR
TWO

04
YEAR
TWO

LOW

Activities by LOW

Evaluate existing Knowledge
Management Systems needs for
the health sciences, their
application and utilization in the
university context, and support
the improvement and integration
of a ro riate s stems
Pilot test the rabies DRIT test
and evaluate the implementation
of appropriate new technology for
ra id zoonotic disease detection.

3.2

4.1.2
WC

3.2

4.2.2
WC

70
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Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 July 2010 30 September 2011

DRC

Tufts

Implementation plan for
RESPOND support of appropriate
technology

UMN

16 laboratorians (8 from human
labs, 8 from vet labs) trained; 12
epidemiologists (animal and
veterina
receive trainin .

DRC

04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO

02
YEAR
TWO

03
YEAR
TWO

04
YEAR
TWO

GABON
LOW

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
Responsible? 1

3.2

Introduce EPT RESPOND project
to key collaborators (USAID
missions, host governments,
international health agencies,
private sector partners, NGOs,
universities), and attend the Gabon
International Gas, Oil, and Mining
Conference.

Gabon

DAI

2.2.2
WC

Expected results 1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO

02

03

04

YEAR
TWO

YEAR
TWO

YEAR
TWO

Gabon visited, background
information collected, sub-activity
identified.
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THAILAND
LOW

3.1

72

Activities by LOW

1.2.2
SE

3.1

1.5.2
SE

3.2

3.4.4
SE

Support existing twinning
relationship between Khon
Kaen Veterinary Medical
School and Nabong
A ricultural Colle e
Applied field training for
wildlife veterinary medical
officers and field
atholo ists.
Support training to
strengthen One Health
epidemiological teams at
rovincial and district levels.
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Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Thailand

Tufts

Expected results 1 July 201 O 30 September 2011

Improve existing twinning
relationshi between 2 institutions
Thailand

UMN

20 wildlife vets trained

Thailand

Tufts

Review and improve training
materials & delivery methods

04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO

02
YEAR
TWO

03
YEAR
TWO

04
YEAR
TWO

CAMBODIA
LOW

3.2

3.4.3
SE

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Support training to strengthen
One Health epidemiological
teams at provincial and
district levels.

Cambodia

UMN

Expected results 1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Q4

Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO

Q2
YEAR
TWO

Q3
YEAR
TWO

Review and improve training
materials & delivery methods
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Q4
YEAR
TWO

VIETNAM
LOW

74

Activities by LOW

3.1

1.5.4
SE

3.2

2.4.2
SE

3.2

3.4.2
SE

Support three veterinary
medical officers to be
enrolled as FETPV Vietnam
fellows.
Collaborate with USAID/
Vietnam to hold PREDICT
and RESPOND One Health
meetin ..
Sub-activit:i 3.4.2 SE:
Strengthen One Health
epidemiological teams with
focus on Applied Veterinary
Epidemiology Training
(AVET) Program training at
selected provincial, district,
and communit levels
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Expected results 1 July 201 O 30 September 2011

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Vietnam

Tufts

Support three vet graduates of
FETP

Vietnam

UMN

Meeting held with 100 participants
from various sectors

Vietnam

UMN

Review and improve training
materials & delivery methods

04
Y1

01
YEAR
TWO

02
YEAR
TWO

03
YEAR
TWO

04
YEAR
TWO

LAOS
LOW

3.2

Activities by LOW

3.4.5
SE

Support training to
strengt hen O ne Health
epidemiological teams at
rovincial and district levels.

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

Laos

UMN

Expected results 1 July 2010 30 September 2011

Q4
Y1

Q1
YEAR
TWO

Q2
YEAR
TWO

03
YEAR
TWO

Review and improve training
materials & delivery methods
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Q4
YEAR
TWO

INDONESIA
Expected results 1 July
Q1
0 4 YEAR
2010 - 30 September
y1
TWO
2011
f--- - - - - - - j f - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - -+---- - - - - + - - - - - --+-- - - - - - - - - - ---+- LOW

3.2

76

3.4.1
SE

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
Responsible? 1

Support training to
strengthen One Health
epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels.

I ndonesia

Tufts

RESPOND YEAR TWO WORKPLAN

Review and improve training
materials & delivery methods

Q2
YEAR
TWO

Q3
YEAR
TWO

Q4
YEAR
TWO

PROVISIONAL PERFORMANCE MONITORING
PLAN
I

PROJECT
OBJECTIVE
1,4

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/ COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF DATA COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Number of skills and knowledge
building packages integrated into
programs

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1

Number of exchanges made
between twinning institutions

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3

Number of trainees

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3

% change in trainee knowledge

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3

% of trainees actively engaged in

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

Assessment/survey conducted by M&E team

Annual

Steve Peck

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

EPT related activities
1,2,3

1,2,3

# of trainee co-authors of EPTrelated abstracts, publications and
papers accepted at national,
regional and international
conferences
% of trained trainers (including
faculty) engaged in training
programs (all tiers)

2

Number of stakeholder events
sponsored

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

2

Number of organizations involved
in inter-sectoral work on disease
outbreak response

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

2

Number of KM sites
established/used

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Annual

Steve Peck
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2

Number of One Health
professionals with access to expert
network

Assessment/survey conducted by M&E team

Annual

Steve Peck

3

Number of procedural & structural
improvements implemented for
outbreak response capacity

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

3

Percent of outbreak responses
supported

Project activity records; M&E/lnformation
Officer enters into TAMIS

Annual

Steve Peck

3

Average time from first report of
suspected disease to arrival of
outbreak response teams

Project activity records; M&E/lnformation
Officer enters into TAMIS

Annual

Steve Peck

4

Number of countries utilizing
appropriate technologies for
outbreak response

Grantee sends data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Annual

Steve Peck

78
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ATTACHMENT 3
TRAVEL SUMMARY - DAI

Name

Office

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
DAI
Estimated
Travel
Dates
Destination
Purpose of Travel

International Bethesda Office Travel

(b)(4);(b)(6)

PHO

Aug -10

Copenhagen

Attend WHO meeting to plan outbreak training
(globally) for zoonotic / food borne diseases

PHO

Sept-10

Kampala

Work with regional office, MoH, AFENET on
outbreak training in districts, & PPE use for
anthrax workers

PHO

Sept-10

Kinshasa

Meet with CDC monkeypox team in DRC during
mid-Sept. to plan district training for outbreaks,
PPE use

PHO

Nov-10

East Congo
office

Work with regional M&E/lnformation Officer
(training) and supporting regional M&E initiatives
underway

PHO

Sept-10

DRC

Communications, training, STTA

PHO

Sept -10

Uganda

Communications, training, STTA

PHO

Oct-10

Thailand

Communications, training, STTA

PHO

Oct-Nov-10

Thailand or
Congo Basin

One Health competencies, Community level
training planning

PHO

Sept-10

Kinshasa, DR
Congo

Preparatory meetings with partners for Salonga
Landscape Training and Outreach activity

PHO

Nov-Dec-10

Libreville,
Gabon

Gabon "discovery" meetings and participation in
Gabon Gas, Oil and Mining Conference

PHO

Aug - Sept10

Kampala

Operations training for project staff

PHO

Sept-Oct-10

Kinshasa

Operations training for project staff

PHO

Aug -10

Bangkok

Grants & Sub activities Training

PHO

Aug -Sept10

Kampala

Grants & Sub activities Training

PHO

Sept-Oct-10

Kinshasa

Grants & Sub activities Training

PHO

Oct-10

TBD

Sub activities Support

PHO

Nov-10

TBD

Sub activities Support
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Name

Office

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
DAI
Estimated
Travel
Dates
Destination
Purpose of Travel

PHO

Aug -10

Bangkok

Grants & Sub activities TrainingfTAMIS

PHO

Aug -Sept10

Kampala

Grants & Sub activities TrainingfTAMIS

PHO

Sept-Oct-1 0

Kinshasa

Grants & Sub activities Training/TAMIS

PHO

Oct-10

Bangkok

Operations training for project staff

PHO

Nov-1O

Bangkok

Operations Support

PHO

Oct-1 0

Kampala

Management Visit

PHO

Oct-1 0

Kinshasa

Management Visit

PHO

Oct-10

New Delhi

Project Start-up Scoping Trip

PHO

Oct-10

New Delhi

Project Start-Up Scoping Trip - Operations

PHO

Nov-1 0

PHO

Sept-10

Kampala &
Kinshasa
Bangkok

IT set-up

PHO

Aug -10

London

Meet with Welcome Trust, Royal Veterinary
College, LIDC; attend EcoHealth 2010
Conference; meeting of EPT partners and
colleagues to coordinate wildlife activities

PHO

Aug-10

Tanzania

FAQ ECTAD Eastern Africa Unit CVOs
Coordination Meeting

PHQ

Aug -Sept10

Rwanda

Joint RESPOND/PREDICT discovery and
coordination meetinqs

PHO

Sept-10

Uganda

East Congo Basin implementation plan
development; support team-building retreat;

PHO

Oct-Nov-10

Congo Basin
countries, TBD

Support implementation of Congo Basin
activities(WILD workshops, FOREST MENTOR
fellowship program)

PHO

Aug -10

London

Meet with Welcome Trust, LIDC & attend the
EcoHealth Conference

PHO

Aug -10

Kinshasa

Update USAID mission on progress, explore areas
of collaboration with DFID & LIDC & meet with
project staff to discuss roles & responsibilities

PHO

Aug -Sept10

Bangkok &
Jakarta

Meet with USAID Mission in Jakarta, explore
areas of collaboration with Jigimata University,
Meeting with BKK staff to discuss YR 2
implementation

PHO

Oct-10

Bangkok &
Jakarta

Implementation planning, management visit

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Domestic Bethesda Travel

80

Operations Support
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Name

Office

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
DAI
Estimated
Travel
Dates
Destination
Purpose of Travel

PHO

Jul-10

Atlanta, GA

EID conference; meeting CDC Poxvirus & Rabies
Group

PHO

Oct-1O

UMN and Tufts

One Health competencies, Community level
training planning

PHO

Nov-1 0

Tufts

Communications, training, STTA

PHO

Nov-1 0

UMN

Communications, training, STTA

PHO

Sept-Oct-1O

Raleigh, NC

Meet with Burroughs Welcome Foundation to
explore opportunities for coordination and
collaboration on activities in EPT hot-spot regions.

PHO

Sept-1O

PHO

Oct-1 0

(b)(4);(b)(6)

PHO

MA

Support World Rabies Day activities; meeting of
RESPOND Wildlife Working Group

San Francisco,
CA

Meetings with PREDICT partners (UC Davis,
GVFI) to coordinate capacity-building activities

New York, NY

Meetings with PREDICT partners (Wildlife Trust,
WCS, Columbia University) to coordinate capacity
-building activities; meet with Rockefeller
Foundation to explore opportunities for
coordination and collaboration on activities in EPT
hot-spot regions.

Aug -10

Tanzania

Attendance of East Africa Regional FAO-ECTAD
meeting on One Health

Aug -Sept10

Rwanda

Discovery

Aug -Sept10

Rwanda

Discovery

USA

USAID/EPT meeting

Republic of
Congo

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

Oct-10

North Grafton ,

International East Congo Travel
EC
Basin
EC
(b)(4);(b)(6)

Basin
EC
Basin

International West Congo Travel
WC
Dec-10
Basin
WC
Oct-1 0
Basin
(b)(4);(b)(6)

WC
Basin

Nov-10

Gabon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Nov-1 0

Cameroon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting
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Name

Office
WC
Basin

we
Basin

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
DAI
Estimated
Travel
Dates
Destination
Purpose of Travel
Aug -10

Sept-1O

Brazzaville,
Republic of
Congo
Brazzaville,
Republic of
Conoo
Brazzaville,
Republic of
Conqo

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Sept-Oct-10

WC
Basin

Oct-1O

Cameroon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Oct-Nov-10

Cameroon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Nov-10

Gabon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Nov-Dec-10

Gabon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Aug -Sept10

Tanzania,
Uganda

FAO-ECTAD Coordination meeting (TZ from 08/24
to 08/26) and Technical coordination with EC
Basin Office

WC
Basin

Sept-1O

WC
Basin

Sept-Oct-1O

(b)(4);(b)(6)

we

Brazzaville,
Republic of
Conqo
Brazzaville,
Republic of
Conoo

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

Oct-10

Cameroon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

Oct-1O

Cameroon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

Oct-Nov-10

Cameroon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Nov-10

Gabon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Nov-Dec-10

Gabon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Dec-10

South Africa

Global Scientific Conference on Training in
epidemiology and PH intervention

WC
Basin

Sept-1O

Republic of
Congo

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

WC
Basin

Oct-Nov-10

Cameroun

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

Basin

we
Basin
WC
Basin

82

Participate in WHO-AFRO regional IDSR
guidelines review meeting
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Name

Office

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
DAI
Estimated
Travel
Dates
Destination
Purpose of Travel

we

Nov-Dec-10

Gabon

EPT Coordination/Discovery meeting

Dec-10

South Africa

Global Scientific Conference on Training in
epidemiology and PH intervention

WC
Basin

Nov-10

Lubumbashi

Grant agreement negotiation/Meeting with
partners

WC
Basin

Oct-10

Lubumbashi

Conduct sub-grantee assessment/Grant
agreement negotiation

Sep-10

Kisangani

Discovery/discussion with partners

WC
Basin

Nov-Dec 10

Lubumbashi

Meeting with partners

WC
Basin

Oct-Nov 10

Lubumbashi

Meeting with partners

WC
Basin

Nov-Dec 10

Kisangani

Discovery/discussion with partners

W est
Congo

Oct-10

Lubumbashi

Start-up of co-development of curriculum with
Provincial Inspectors and at ISTM L'shi

West
Congo

Oct-10

Lubumbashi

National trainers conducting TOT for teachers of 3
IEMs and for Faculty at ISTM

Aug-10

Luang Prabang
Laos

To attend the O ne Health Mekong basin Disease
Surveillance regional meeting

Aug -10

Luang Prabang
Laos

To attend the One Health Mekong basin Disease
Surveillance regional meeting

Sept-10

Hanoi Vietnam

To attend One Health EPT seminar

Sept-10

Hanoi Vietnam

To attend One Health EPT seminar

Asia

Sept-Oct-1 0

Vientiane Laos
& Phnom Penh
Cambodia

Initial Discovery visit

SE

Sept-Oct-1 0

Vientiane Laos
& Phnom Penh
Cambodia

Initial Discovery visit

Basin
(b)(4);(b)(6)

WC
Basin

West Congo Domestic Travel

we
Basin

(b)(4);(b)(6)

I International Southeast Asia Travel
SE
Asia
SE
Asia
SE
Asia
(b)(4);(b)(6)

SE
Asia
SE
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Name

Office

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
DAI
Estimated
Travel
Dates
Destination
Purpose of Travel

Asia

UMN

Sept-Oct-1O

Tufts

Sept-Oct-1 0

PHO

Sept-Oct-10

Vientiane Laos
& Phnom Penh
Cambodia
Vientiane Laos
& Phnom Penh
Cambodia
Vientiane Laos
& Phnom Penh
Cambodia

SE

Initial Discovery visit

Initial Discovery visit

Oct-Nov-10

Vientiane Laos

To meet with Nabong Agricultural College for
workplanning with Khon Kaen University

Oct-Nov-10

Vientiane Laos

To meet with Nabong Agricultural College for
workplanning with Khon Kaen University

Oct-Nov-10

Hanoi Vietnam

To meet with partners in Vietnam for follow-up and
implementation of workplan activities

Oct-Nov-10

Hanoi Vietnam

To meet with partners in Vietnam for follow-up and
implementation of workplan activities

Oct-Nov-10

Jakarta
Indonesia

Initial Discovery visit

Asia

Oct-Nov-10

Jakarta
Indonesia

Initial Discovery visit

UMN

Oct-Nov-10

Tufts

Oct-Nov-10

PHO

Oct-Nov-10

Asia
SE
Asia
SE
(b)(4);(b)(6)

Initial Discovery visit

Asia
SE
Asia
SE
Asia
SE

Jakarta
Indonesia
Jakarta
Indonesia
Jakarta
Indonesia

Initial Discovery visit
Initial Discovery visit
Initial Discovery visit

Southeast Asia Domestic Travel
SE
Asia

Sep-Oct 10

Khon Kaen
Thailand

To meet with Khon Kaen University for
collaboration with Nabong Agricultural College in
Laos for workplanning

SE
Asia

Sep-Oct 10

Chiang Mai
Thailand

To meet with Chiang Mai University Veterinarian
School for workplanning

(b)(4);(b)(6)

84
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ATTACHMENT 3
TRAVEL SUMMARY - PARTNERS

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010 - December 31, 2010
TUFTS UNIVERSITY
N::imi>

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Estimated Travel Dates

Destination Country

Jul-10

DC

Year Two Workplan/Budget

Jul-10

DC

Year Two Workplan/Budqet

Jul-10

DC

Year Two Workplan/Budqet

Jul-10

DC

SMT Mtq.

Sept-1O

DC

TAMIS sub-award traininq

Sept-1O

DC

TAMIS sub-award traininq

Sept-10

DC

Project Manaaement

Oct-10

DC

Inside NGO--USAID Reqs trainina

Oct-1O

DC

SMT

Nov-10

DC

Project Manaaement

Dec-10

DC

Project Manaqement

Jul-10

DRC, Uganda

Jul-10

Vietnam, Thailand

Jul-10

DRC

Jul-10

Cameroon

Jul-10

DRC, Uganda

Jul-10

DRC, Uganda, Kenya

Aug-10

Thailand

SE Asia Workplanninq activities

Aug -10

France

African Poultry Working Group

Aug -10

Uganda

Presentation @ GHI

Oct-10

SE Asia

Regional Liaison Trip

Oct-10

DRC, Uganda

Regional Liaison Trip

Oct-10

Thailand

Oct-10

DRC, Uganda

Nov-10

Thailand

SE Asia data aatherinq

Dec-10

Thailand

SEA Social Anthropoloqy Data aatherinq

Dec-10

DRC, Uganda

Reaional Liaison Trip

Dec-10

Thailand

Sub-award activities

Purpose of Travel

Conqo Reqion Workplan Develooment
SE Asia Discovery activities
W. Con_g_o Social Anthropoloqy Data qatherinq
Assess Reaional Wildlife Trainina
M&E Data Gatherinq
Conqo Reaion Workplan Develooment

mobilization of LTTA to base
Sub-award activities
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Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31, 2010
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
N<imP.

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Estimated Travel Dates
Jul-2010

Destination Country
Bethesda, MD

Jul-2010
Jul-2010

Uganda
Bethesda, MD

Workplanninq

Jul-2010
Jul-2010

Bethesda, MD

USAID Meeting
USAID Meeting
Partner internal Management

Workplannino

Aug-2010

Bethesda, MD
Bethesda, MD

Aug-2010
Aug-2010

Bethesda, MD
Bethesda, MD

Partner internal Management

Aug-2010
Sept-2010

Bethesda, MD
TBD

USAID Meetina
Team Building

Sept-2010

TBD

Sept-2010
Sept-201 O

TBD
Bethesda, MD

Team Buildino
Team Buildina

Sept-2010

Bethesda, MD

Sept-201 O
Sept-2010

TBD

Conference Presentation/ Attendance
Conference Presentation/Attendance

Sept-2010
Sept-2010

TBD
TBD
Bethesda, MD

Sept-2010

Bethesda, MD

Oct-2010
Oct-201 O

Bethesda, MD
Bethesda, MD

Oct-2010

Uganda, DRC
Minneapolis, MN

Oct-2010
Oct-2010
Nov-2010
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Purpose of Travel
Workplanning

Minneapolis, MN

USAID Meeting

USAID MeetinQ
USAID Meeting

Conference Presentation/Attendance
SMT
SMT
USAID Meetina
USAID Meetina
Sub award MonitorinQ/visit
Meet with UMN Partner Leads
Meet with UMN Partner Leads
USAID MeetinQ

Nov-2010

Bethesda, MD
Bethesda, MD

Dec-2010

Bethesda, MD

USAID Meetina
USAID Meeting

Dec-2010
Dec-2010

Bethesda, MD
Bethesda, MD

SMT

Dec-2010

Bethesda, MD

SMT
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USAID Meeting

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
TRAINING RESOURCES GROUP
Name

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Estimated Travel Dates

Destination Country

Oct-10

Uganda

Oct-10

DR Congo

Design and faci litate Congo West Team start up
meeting

Nov-10

Thailand

Design and faci litate SEA Team start up meeting

Purpose of Travel
Design and faci litate Congo East Team start up
meeting

I

Attachment 3
Travel, Transportation & Per Diem
July 1, 2010- December 31 , 2010
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT, INC.
Name

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Estimated Travel Dates

Destination Country

Sept-10

Uganda

E Congo 3.4.6, Global 2.2.2, and Operations

Oct-10

Thailand and Vietnam

SE Asia 2.2.1 , Global 2.2.2, and Operations

Nov-Dec 10

Gabon, DRC, Uganda

W Congo 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, Operations

-

Purpose of Travel
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COUNTRY AND REGIONAL
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Overseas Management
RESPOND interfaces with hotspot regions through a series of regional offices with programmatic and
operational support being provided by US-based partners and a headquarters office in Bethesda, MD. The
regional offices, in turn, extend operational and programmatic support to a number of sunounding
countries. During Year One, regional offices were established in the DRC for the West Congo region, in
Uganda for the East Congo region and in Thailand for Southeast Asia. Building on networks such as
AFENET, Health Alliance and ASEAN, RESPOND will extend activities well beyond these countries in
Year Two of project implementation. A full list of countries and activities to be undertaken in Year Two
can be found in each respective regional section of this workplan.
The regional teams provide management oversight and capacity-building of local partners receiving funds
through RESPOND. D ue to the high quality technical expertise in each office, the regional teams are also
able to provide critical support to government response to outbreaks of disease and play an active role in
national and regional task forces.
Position

Employee Name

Duty Post

Type

Recruitment
Status

EAST CONGO REGIONAL OFFICE

Regional Manager- E. Congo

4 - Kampala

Expatriate

Hired

Deputy Regional Manager

4 - Kampala

Expatriate

Hired

Regional Technical Advisor

4 - Kampala

Expatriate

Hired

Regional Training Officer
Participatory Training
Specialist
M&E and Communications
Officer

4- Kampala

Expatriate

Hired

4- Kampala

TCN

Hired

4- Kampala

CCN

Regional Grants Officer

4 - Kampala

CCN

Office Manager

4 - Kampala

CCN

Hired

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Candidates
Identified
Candidates
Identified

Accountant

4 - Kampala

CCN

Hired

Training Administrator

4 - Kampala

CCN

Hired

Administrative Assistant

4 - Kampala

CCN

Hired

Regional Manager- W. Congo

2 - Kinshasa

Expatriate

Hired

Deputy Regional Manager

2 - Kinshasa

Expatriate

Hired

2 - Kinshasa

Expatriate

Hired

Regional Technical Advisor

2 - Kinshasa

Expatriate

Hired

Regional Training Officer

2 - Kinshasa

Expatriate

Hired

WEST CONGO REGIONAL OFFICE

Regional Technical Advisor

(b)(4);(b)(6)
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I

Position

Employee Name

Duty Post

Type

M&E and Communications
Officer

2 - Kinshasa

CCN

Regional Grants Officer

2 - Kinshasa

CCN

2 - Kinshasa

CCN

Office Manager

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Recruitment
Status
Candidates
Identified
Candidates
Identified
Hired

Accountant

2 - Kinshasa

CCN

Hired

Training Administrator

2 - Kinshasa

CCN

Future

Travel & Logistics Coordinator

2 - Kinshasa

CCN

Hired

Regional Manager- SE Asia
Director of Administration &
Finance

3 - Bangkok

Expatriate

Hired

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Hired

Regional Technical Advisor

3 - Bangkok

Expatriate

Candidates
Selected

Regional Training Officer
M&E and Communications
Officer
Regional Grants Officer

3 - Bangkok

Expatriate

Hired

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Ongoing

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Hired

Office Manager

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Hired

Accountant

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Ongoing

Training Administrator

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Ongoing

Travel & Logistics Coordinator

3 - Bangkok

CCN

Ongoing

Receptionist

4 - Kampala

CCN

Hired

SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL OFFICE

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Regional Managers manage field-based relationships, provide current information and ensure effective
communication. In addition to overseeing the internal coordination of the regional RESPOND team and
short-term technical assistance, this responsibility also includes the critical coordination with partners in
the Emerging Pandemic Threats program, US government stakeholders such as the country-level USA JD
missions, CDC, and international health agencies such as FAO, OIE and WHO.
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US-BASED MANAGEMENT
Technical and operational support to the Regional hub offices is done through the project headquarters
office in Bethesda. The project headquarters team is made up of 16 full-time staff including:

I

Position

Employee Name

Duty Post

Type

Recruitment
Status

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

Expatriate

Hired

RESPOND HEADQUARTERS BETHESDA
Project Director*
Deputy Director*
Technical Lead, Human Infectious
Disease & Outbreak Response*
Training Manager
Technical Lead, Wildlife & Animal
Health/Disease*
Technical Lead, Monitoring and
Evaluation
Communications and Reporting
Officer
Technical Lead, Ecology
Senior Grants Manager
Operations Manager
Database Manager/Information
Officer
Regional Prog. Admin - E. Congo
Basin
Regional Prog. Admin - W.
Congo Basin
Regional Prog. Admin - SE Asia
Project Assistant
Project Office Assistant

(b)(4);(b)(6)

Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
Project
Headquarters
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The Senior Management Team (SMT), the key strategy and policy-making body of RESPOND, meets on
a weekly basis to review technical and implementation progress and assess need for course correction.
The SMT also performs regular visits to field offices to provide on-site support to regional leadership. In
addition, the SMT meets on an as-needed basis to review proposed project activities which may be
politica]ly sensitive and have potential to impact the overall project and larger EPT program. The team is
composed of all principle and associate partners including:

Position

Employee Name

Type

Partner

Project Director

Expatriate

DAI

Deputy Director

Expatriate

DAI

Co-Principal Investigator

Expatriate

Tufts

Expatriate

Tufts

Co-Lead

Expatriate

UMN

Co-Lead

Expatriate

UMN

Technical Lead, Ecology

Expatriate

E&E

Sr. Training Advisor

Expatriate

TRG

Co-Principal Investigator
(b)(4);(b)(6)
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RESPOND INTERNAL MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION
Daily:
• Email and phone calls with regional office and partner staff on an 'as needs' basis
WeekJy:
• Documented discussions on technical/programmatic issues with each regional office
• Documented operational d iscussions covering finance, procurement and recruitment
• Weekly reports/updates from each Regional Office highl ighting success and challenges
• SMT weekly management meetings
Monthly
• Regular support visits from headquarters staff and project partners to each field offices to support
project implementation
• RESPOND partner visit to USAID Washington to provide a cross-partner perspective o n project
implementation
Quarterly
• Operational distance and on-site training provided by headquarters staff covering key project
implementation processes such as grants management, procurement, finance and internal audit,
T AMIS (project systems), and contingency planning.
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REPORTING
A number of forms of reporting are available to USAID Washington and Mission personnel to keep them
informed of project progress. These take the form of daily, weekly and quarterly communications. The
following table outlines key messages, the host and audience of those messages and common forms of
reporting to USAID.
Key messages

Weekly Progress reports

RESPOND Project
Quarterly Reports

Arrival and departure
briefings and as requested
by the mission

Trip reports for domestic
and international trips

Success Stories
Invitations to attend and
participate (as appropriate)
in events such as press
hearings, working group
meetings, workshops, and
trainings.
Briefings about field-based
activities, target audience
groups, relevant
stakeholders, grantees,
etc.
Informational briefings,
coordination of activities,
meetings, introductions,
etc.

Requests for international
travel, including a Scope of
Work of the intended trip
activities, Expected results,
and proposed travel
itinerary.

Host / Initiator
RESPOND Project
Director and Deputy
Project Director

RESPOND Project
Director and Regional
Managers
RESPOND Regional
Manager accompanied by
short-term technical
assistance personnel
RESPOND Project
Director or Regional
Managers and short-term
technical assistance
providers
RESPOND Project
Director and Regional
Manaqers

RESPOND Regional
Managers

Regional Manager and the
technical team

Regional Managers and
the technical team

RESPOND Operations
Manager

Audience

RESPOND Agreement
Officer Technical
Representative
USAID Washington,
USAID in-country
missions, EPT partners,
CDC and other
international health
agencies.

Re porting Method

Weekly meetings in
person, in Washington, DC

Electronic and hard copy
report

Country USAID missions

In person

USAID in Washington and
USAID in-country
missions.

Email

USAID Washington,
USAID in-country missions

Electronic copy

Point(s) of contact of each
of the partners in the
Emerging Pandemic
Threats Program, USAID
missions, CDC and other
international health
agencies.
RESPOND headquarters
technical team + shortterm technical assistance
providers visiting the
reqion.

Email or in person

Weekly technical team
meetings (by phone)

EPT projects or
international health
agencies

As requested

RESPOND Agreement
Officer Technical
Representative / Program
Assistant

Email, with 30 day
advance notice of the
desired departure day.
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ANNEX A: 2011 EXPECTED
TARGETS
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE
1

PROJECT
ACTIVITY
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
1.5
2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3

3.1

3.2

4

VEAR TWO EXPECTED RESULTS
One Health core competencies established
Twinning relationships supported with 25 host-country institutions, including 3
workshops on twinning with 180 participants; Mentoring programs established at 5
institutions; 15 personnel/facu lty involved with exchanges; 10 curricula, 50 case
studies and 2 modules developed; 10 national trainers trained
Strengthen career pathways through meetings with governments and private sector
and action plan development; New outbreak and response curricula for professional
and wildlife schools developed; 2 continuing education modules developed for
professionals
90 candidates begin graduate degree programs; MPH curriculum developed and
track implemented
500 in-service training graduates; MENTOR program developed and 8 fellows begin;
FOREST fellows program supported; Assessment of the use of sniffer dogs to control
illeoal wildlife and wildlife product traffickino
Strengthen and expand relationship networks across animal and health organizations
through 3 workshops (60 participants)
Support public-private partnerships to institutionalize One Health principles and
practices through 6 meetings (100 participants total), 2 seminars (60 participants
total), developing best practices & plan for extractive industries and beginning work
with telecommunication companies
No Expected results for Year Two
Promote linkages among One Health collaborators through the creation of 3 triangles,
global conference supported with One Health workshops {30 participants), 2 regional
forums (100 participants each), monthly leaders forum for 20 participants; 1 meeting
held with 100 participants
Streamline procedures and systems to improve outbreak response capacity and
disease surveillance through 4 meetings, evaluation studies training (45 trainees),
leveraQinQ STOP Al resources, and system analysis in each country
1O workshops on supporting coordination and provision of outbreak response logistics
with host government and donor-sponsored programs with 500 participants; Provide
logistical coordination and support during disease outbreaks; Develop response best
practices.

3.3

Training provided on communications systems and reporting sources

3.4

15,000 community level first responders trained; 5 TOT candidates trained; 1O
modules created; implementation plans developed for identifying sites, trainers and
capacity-building needs; provide equipment and supplies to those in critical need;
Rabies day campaiQn awareness conducted

3.5

No Expected results for Year Two

4 .1

TUSK server improved in 1 university; implementation plan developed
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Other

98

4.2

25 trainees on technology related rapid disease detection, data collection and
communications

4.3

No Expected results for Year Two
Discovery activities continue to identify training needs, establish curriculum, identify
career track gaps and opportunities
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ANNEX B: FAST TRACK
ACTIVITIES
RESPOND requests USAID approval to begin implementation on the activities listed in this annex prior
to approval of the full workplan.
Number

RESPOND Activity

1.1.4 GL

Implement skills and knowledge
building strategy

2.4.2 GL

Encourage professional linkages
among One Health collaborators

3.4.8 GL

Implement community-level first
responder training

1.2.2 EC

Implement Twinning and
Mentoring Program

1.3.1 EC

Strengthen and Enhance
Ongoing Career Path
Development

1.4.1 EC

Implement Graduate-level
Degree Training

1.4.2 EC

Implement Graduate-level
Degree Training

1.4.4 EC

Implement Graduate-level
Degree Training

1.5.2 EC

Implement Graduate-level
Degree Training

Sub-activity
Develop EPT program-wide
definition of One Health core
competencies.
Support for TE PHI NET to host
global conference and add One
Health sessions.
Support for development of
materials and media messages to
build public awareness about
zoonotic disease - World Rabies
Day, 28 September 2010, as a pilot
activity.

Location

I

Global

Global

Global

GLOBAL TOTAL

I

2.1.1 EC

3.1.1 EC

3.2.2 EC

Strengthen and Expand
Relationships between
Animal/Human Health
Organizations
Strengthen procedures and
systems to improve disease
investigation and outbreak
response
Support coordination and
provision of outbreak response
loqistics with host qovernment

Plan and implement twinning
activities. (HEALTH Alliance)
Determine job opportunities for staff
trained in animal, human and
environmental health. (HEALTH
Alliance)
Strengthen field component of
existing masters programs in public
health. (HEALTH Alliance)
Enhance the capacity of
practitioners, policy makers and
students to manage emerging
infectious diseases in Sub-Saharan
Africa. (RUFORUM)
Support fellows to attend existing
Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific
components.
Strengthen and expand the Global
Health Institute to serve as a
platform for in-service programs and
graduate level training.
Identify and support the
development of One Health leaders
for outbreak response. (HEALTH
Alliance)
Support regular meetings of One
Health Zoonotic Disease Working
Groups. (Fast Track)
Provide logistical coordination and
support during disease outbreaks
usinq a One Health approach. (Fast

East Congo
Regional
East Congo
Regional
East Congo
Regional

East Congo
Regional

East Congo
Regional

East Congo
Regional
East Congo
Regional

Uganda

East Congo
Regional
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Number

RESPOND Activity
and donor sponsored programs

Sub-activity

Location

Track)
EAST CONGO TOTAL

1.2.1 WC

Through a One Health Alliance,
conduct twinning and mentoring
with universities and vocational
schools

1.2.3 WC

Implement Twinning and
Mentoring Program

1.4.2 WC

Implement Graduate-level degree
training

3.1 .1 WC

Strengthen procedures and
systems to improve disease
investigation and outbreak
response

Conduct twinning and mentoring
with universities and vocational
schools.
Upgrade the skills of faculty at
lnstitut Superieur de Techniques
Medicales, lnstitut Technique
Agricole et Veterinaire, and lnstitut
d'Enseignement Medicale / lnstitut
Techniques Medicale.
Strengthen delivery of graduatelevel degree programs related to
outbreak response with a One
Health approach at the University of
Kinshasa.
Strengthen systems for disease
surveillance, outbreak investigation
and response with a One Health
approach and response.

West Congo
Regional

DRC

DRC

DRC

WEST CONGO TOTAL

1.2.1 SE

Planning and implementation of
university twinning. (Fast Track)

Southeast
Asia Regional

1.5.1 SE

Implement Skills and Knowledge
Building Strategy

Establish a regional training center
for wildlife professionals. (Fast
Track)

Southeast
Asia Regional

2.2.1 SE

Implement Public-Private
Partnerships to Enhance One
Health Principles and Practices

Initiate extractive industry outreach
in SE Asia. (Fast Track)

Southeast
Asia Regional

3.4.6 SE

Strengthen procedures and
systems to improve disease
investigation and outbreak
response capacity

1.2.2 SE

Implement Twinning and
Mentoring Program

2.4.2 SE

3.4.4 SE

100

Through a One Health Alliance,
plan and implement university
twinning

Encourage Professional
Linkages Among One Health
Collaborators
Implement community-level first
responder training

RESPOND YEAR TWOWORKPLAN

Collaborate with Asian Disaster
Preparedness Center (ADPC) and
Kenan Institute to adapt One Health
curricula for multiple audiences &
levels. (Fast Track)
Support existing twinning
relationship between Khon Kaen
Veterinary Medical School and
Nabong Agricultural College. (Fast
Track)
Collaborate with USAID Vietnam
Mission to hold PREDICT and
RESPOND One Health meeting in
country. (Fast Track)
Support training to strengthen One
Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels. (Fast
Track)

Southeast
Asia Regional

Thailand

Vietnam

Thailand

ANNEX C: UNFUNDED
ILLUSTRATIVE ACTIVITIES
Should additional funding become available, RESPOND has identified the series of activities listed below
for immediate implementation.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITYBUILDING
3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response
Number

RESPOND Activity

Sub-activity

Location

I

Description

1.2

Implement twinning
and mentoring
program

Strengthening and
networking regional
wildlife management
schools and colleges

Global

1.3

Strengthen and
enhance ongoing
career path
development

HEALTH Alliance
laboratory training to
strengthen laboratory
services

Regional
(Congo
Basin)

1.5

Implement
certificate training
programs

Zoonotic disease
training at medical
schools in Uganda

Uganda

1.4

Implement
Graduate-level
Degree Training

University-level
international
veterinary public
health residency

Regional
(East Congo
Basin)

1.4

Implement
Graduate-level
Degree Training

Provide infrastructure
and equipment to
support academic
and vocational
programs

DRC

Wildlife management training institutions play
a critical role in providing foundational
knowledge and continuing education not only
on wildlife management and conservation,
but also on wildlife health, disease ecology,
wildlife/livestock/human interactions and
emerging zoonotic diseases. Using a
HEALTH Alliance model, RESPOND will
develop a network of wildlife management
schools and colleges to strengthen the
participating institutions and their graduates
training that incorporates a One Health
approach to wildlife management.
Through supporting HEALTH Alliance, a
regional network of schools of public health ,
this activity will increase engagement and
support of laboratory diagnostic capacity by
providing in-service training for laboratorians
across human, livestock and wildlife
disciplines.
This activity is designed to provide 1O contact
hours of pre-service training to over 300
health professionals within human/animal
academic departments at Makerere
University, including veterinary medicine,
medicine, public health, health sciences. The
modular short-course format can be adapted
for delivery at other universities throughout
the Congo Basin.
As an experiential learning exercise, this 2
year activity allows recent veterinary medical
graduates from Makerere an opportunity to
earn an MPH while completing a preventative
veterinary medicine residency at UMN (Y1)
and then return to the region for additional
year of applied training (Year Two).
In many parts of the West Congo Basin,
many schools lack the basic infrastructure or
often house several schools in one building.
Structurally rehabilitating these schools, in
addition to providing the basic educational
equipment (furniture, didactic materials, lab
equipment, etc.) will improve learning
conditions for long-term capacity building.
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1.5

Implement
certificate training
programs

Strengthen the
capacity of
professional
associations (AMVC,
ANIC, ATVO, medical
associations, etc.) to
conduct training on
surveillance, outbreak
investigation and
response to affiliated
members

DRC

2.1

Strengthen and
expand relationship
networks across
animal and human
health
organizations

One Health capacity
building planning and
prioritization

Global

2.4

Encourage
professional
linkages among
One Health
collaborators

Support working
groups and interministerial
commissions to
improve policy and
planning

DRC,
Republic o
Congo,
Cameroon

102
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Throughout DRC, there is a strong interest to
collaborate with already existing professional
associations to strengthen and deliver
trainings to members located in identified hot
spot regions. By improving training capacity
of professional associations and/or adding
One Health modules to existing continuing
education, RESPOND can ensure long-term
sustainability of the One Health concept
beyond the life of the project.
As a continuous activity originating from a
working group that was formed as part of the
operational zing One Health meeting held in
Atlanta in May 2010, this activity including
members from OIE, WHO, FAO, PREDICT
and CDC, will work with ministries to identify
gaps and develop prioritized plans for
building One Health Capacity. Each
workshop will be one week in length and will
serve as an opportunity to coordinate needs
for capacity building across human, livestock
and wildlife health.
As a critical component to the West Congo
Basin "One Health Triangle," RESPOND will
operationalize the One Health concept from
the central to the local level among
professionals and stakeholders in both the
public and private sectors. Working across
the region with the key platforms, ministries,
donors and advocacy groups, the activity will
support policy level planning and institutional
change.
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ACRONYMS
AAVMC

American Association of Veterinary Medical Colleges

AED

Academy of Educational Development

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

CDC

Center for Diseases Control and Prevention

CNRS

French National Center for Scientific Research

DGPHCD

Division Global Public Health Capacity Development

ECTAD

Emerging Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention System for Transboundary Animal and Plant Pests and
Diseases

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

PAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

GDD

Global Disease Detection

GLEWS

Global Early Warning System

GORAN

Global Outbreak and Response Network

GVFI

Global Viral Forecasting Initiative

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

NIH

Natio nal Institute of Health

NRM

Natural Resource Management

OIE

World Organization of Animal Health

PMP

Performance Monitoring Planning

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TUSK

T ufts University Sciences Knowledgebase

UMN

University of Minnesota
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USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WHO

World Health Organization
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RESPOND is a USAID-funded project awarded on September 30, 2009. As part of a larger USAID
investment, RESPOND is one of five projects in the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program
designed to work collaboratively among stakeholders to build surveillance and outbreak response
capacity. Within the first two weeks of award signing, the RESPOND team 1began to mobilize resources
and begin its Washington, DC headquartered start-up activities. This report serves as the project's first
Quarterly Progress Report covering the period of September 30, 2009 - December 31, 2009. As the
RESPOND workplan is still under review, this report highl ights the necessary coordination and
operational activities that occun-ed during the first quarter.
Throughout the document there is considerable attention placed on many of the programmatic challenges
the project faced in the first quarter. These challenges, including a significant reduction in the budget,
and the introduction of a more detailed and labor intensive iterative workplan process, became
opportunities for improving internal coordination, and EPT collaboration - the resulting product will
yield a more cohesive technical approach in the years to follow.
First Quarter Highlights:
•

USAID-sponsored Jamboree meeting on November 18, 2009 brought together all Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program prutners

•

Line of Work EPT coordination streamlined the development of programmatic workplans

•

Project Workplan Development process

•

Monitoring and Evaluation/ Performance Monitoring Plan development and submission

•

RESPOND team coordination activities including two partner meetings, one in early October and
another meeting on November 18, 2010

•

Development of project methodologies, resulting in draft strategic documents

•

Outreach to manage collaborative relationships and begin programmatic discussions with new
and existing stakeholders

•

Program management activities, including key HQ start-up procedures and identification of new
office space, and relocation to new office space

1

The RESPOND team is led by DAI in collaboration with the University of Minnesota, Tufts University,
Training Resources Group and Ecology and Environment.
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CHAPTER I: SUMMARY OF
PROJECT ACTIVITIES
This section provides an overview of operational and coordination activities through December 31, 2009,
including EPT harmonization, workplan development and integration of USAID-established Lines of
Work (LOW) activities, strategic outreach and strategy
development, program management, and challenges and
On November 18, 2009, USAID sponsored a
resolutions RESPOND faced in the first quarter.

EPT COORDINATION

Jamboree to officially launch the Emerging
Pandemic Threats program. This was the
first meeting to bring together members of all
five projects, international stakeholders, and
other USG agencies for a two day workshop.
The plenary served as an opportunity to
provide an overview of the program and
overall strategic vision, identify key points of
coordination among the projects, provide
clarity on priorities and expectations for year
one implementation, introduce Lines of
Work, and to discuss specific USAID policies
and systems.

In order to maximize investment and streamline field
activities, USAID established five Lines of Work, namely
Wildlife Pathogen Detection, Risk Determination,
Institutionalizing One Health, Outbreak Response Capacity,
and Risk Reduction. Guidance and an initial strategic
framework were introduced at the USAID-sponsored EPT
Jamboree on November 18, 2009, to highlight the
collaboration that will be critical to the success of the EPT
program. RESPOND led two of the LOWs, Outbreak Response Capacity Building and Institutionalizing
One Health, with project representation on the remaining three LOWs.

Initial coordination meetings and timelines were established among program partners with regularly
scheduled conference calls and frequent electronic correspondence among implementers and USAID.
Basecamp, a share site developed by the Academy for Educational Development (AED), was created to
post announcements and share updated LOW activity matrices, while coordinating with each individual
project objective-level workplans. The extensive process built consensus around identified activities and
sub activities incorporating descriptions of the indicators to measure progress along the Lines of Work.
Partners also self-selected their roles and assumed level of participation during program implementation.
Lines of Work activity matrices were submitted to USAID and posted to Basecamp prior to EPT
workplan submission on January 6, 2010.
The LOWs were the most time intensive activity of the quarter, with hundreds of hours of contributions
from RESPOND partners, consuming up to 50% level-of-effort for each lead and representative. The
LOW process resulted in an increased amount of interaction between program stakeholders, increased
familiarity with other projects, and created a way forward for future coordination. The following table
summarizes RESPOND representation on LOW groups, the project leading the group, some of the
activities involved, and the date activity matrices were posted to Basecamp for USAID review:
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Representative /
Role

Line of Work
Wildlife Pathogen

Felicia Nutter,

Detection

representative

Project Lead
PREDICT

Activities

2

5 conference calls,

Submission To
USAID
December 28, 2009

coordination,
planning,
coordination,
revision, submission
of deliverable

Risk Determination

John Deen,

PREDICT

representative

3 conference calls

December 18, 2009

coordination,
planning,
coordination,
revision, submission
of deliverable

Institutionalizing One

Katey Pelican, chair

RESPOND

Health

6 conference calls

January 5, 2010

coordination,
planning,
coordination,
revision, submission
of deliverable

Outbreak Response

Douglas Hatch,

Capacity

chair

RESPOND

7 conference calls

December 22, 2009

coordination,
planning,
coordination,
revision, submission
of deliverable

Risk Reduction

Robyn Alders,
representative

PREVENT

4 conference calls

December 21 , 2009

coordination,
planning,
coordination,
revision, submission
of deliverable

WORKPLAN DEVELOPMENT
The RESPOND work planning process was underway within two weeks after award signing and included
significant input across all partners representing multidisciplinary technical input and expertise. Extensive
time and effort went into developing activities that align to RESPOND's four objectives, producing a

2

The activities listed represent some of the major actions required during the process but does not capture
the full extent of the work involved in coordinating LOW activities.
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draft version available for distribution at the USAID EPT Jamboree. At the Jamboree, further guidance on
the development and organization of LOWs were presented requiring several major modifications to the
plan and a restructuring that offered two perspectives - a project level view that captured the work to be
implemented within the framework of each project's agreement and objectives, and a program level view
that captured activities within the framework of the lines of work, describing how activities will constitute
a coherent program approach to implementation. Given the complexity and scope of the project and EPT
program and the creation of Line of Work Planning, the original submission deadline was extended from
December 21, 2009 to January 6, 2010, allowing for a comprehensive and coordinated program level
submission. This activity resulted in two products -a RESPOND project workplan and a program line of
work summary document.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION/ PMP DEVELOPMENT
During the earliest phase of workplan development, M&E experts from DAI, UMN, and TUFTS
established a RESPOND working group for developing project level indicators and year one outcomes.
M&E team members were simultaneously conducting desktop research for the Democratic Republic of
Congo and Uganda to supplement proposed field assessments to inform program activities. The first draft
of the field assessment questionnaire and a guidebook were designed and drafted in early November.
This process involved careful design of questionnaires to assess country and institutional capacity for
responding to outbreaks. Although field assessments were not approved, the tool's unique modules will
be used in the future for initial baseline capacity assessments. Continued desktop research and data
triangulation will continue in the second quarter with proposed implementation planning trips to occur in
March 2010. The RESPOND Performance Monitoring Plan (PMP) was submitted to USAID on 6 January
2010.

RESPOND TEAM COORDINATION
On October 14 th and 15th , RESPOND convened a partners meeting for initial introductions, review
RESPOND objectives and define the technical approach. This process uncovered questions for further
clarification and generated a list of requirements in order to streamline internal communications.
On November 16th and 171\ in conjunction with the USAID-sponsored Jamboree, RESPOND held its
Start-Up Workshop to allow for open and facilitated discussions on a variety of operational and technical
topics. Forty-eight participants across all partner organizations worked on refining the workplan,
discussed M&E indicators, and linkages to other EPT projects within the larger program. Small breakout
sessions provided opportunities for working groups to discuss upcoming timelines and the systems and
structures by which they will operate. Concurrent to the Jamboree, there were many opportunities for
RESPOND staff to meet members of the other projects, discuss ideas for collaboration, and review draft
workplans.

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
In order to provide a coherent and consistent technical approach to achieving RESPOND's objectives,
working groups were established and draft strategic frameworks were created. The strategic frameworks
serve two purposes - informing all stakeholders of our approach including common terminology,
methods, and desired outcomes, and to clearly define roles and responsibilities among partner
organizations. The following drafts are still in development:
•

Skills and Knowledge Building Strategy
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•
•

Twinning Strategy
Communications Strategy

STRATEGIC OUTREACH
T he following table highlights discussions with potential collaborators, members of the EPT program, and
subject matter experts operating in hot spot regions. A significant amount of time went into managing
these relationships without raising any programmatic expectations. Host country institutions that were
contacted during the proposal development phase have expressed continued interest in RESPOND, with
all correspondence being referred to the Project Director.
Contact

Date

Dr. Franco Dallmeir,
Center for Biodiversity
Education and
Sustainability Smithsonian Institute
CDC Foundation
Dr. Nyaneba Nkkrumah,
AFTEN, Africa Region,
World Bank - Washington,
DC
Dr. Mirelle ObameNguema Moore, Embassy
of Gabon - Washington,
DC
Dr. Maryvonne Kombila,
Department of Tropical
Medicine, University of
Medicine - Libreville,
Gabon Central Africa
Dr. Lisa Korte, Office of
Central African Affairs, US
Department of State Washington, DC
Dr. Richard Ruggiero,
Division of International
Conservation, US Fish and
Wildlife Service Washington, DC
Dr, Clarion Johnson,
Medical Director, Exxon
Mobile Cooperation
Division Global Public
Health Capacity
Development (DGPHCD) /
Global Disease Detection
(GDD), CDC - Atlanta, GA
Dr. Jonna Maze!, UC
Davis, PREDICT - Davis,
CA
Global Viral Forecasting
Initiative (GVFI)

Outreach

Objective

9 October
2009

Meeting

Introduce RESPOND project for possible future
collaboration at Smithsonian field sites in Central
Africa and the Amazon Basin

20 October
2009
22 October
2009

Conference
Call
Meeting

4 November
2009

Meeting

Introduce RESPOND project; discuss Gates-funded
Central Africa program working with W HO and CDC
Introduce RESPOND project for possible
collaboration in West African countries. Currently
involved in a NRM human/wildlife interaction
assessment project in Coted' lvoire, West Africa
Introduce RESPOND project for possible
collaboration with Gabon Ministries of Health, Water
and Forests, Agriculture, and Medical Universities

6 November
2009

Email

Introduction of RESPOND and EPT Program for
potential partnership with University of Medicine
and/or teaching / training programs within the Ministry
of Public Health

12 November
2009

Meeting

Introduction of RESPOND project and discussion of
socio-political and environmental conditions in Central
Africa

12 November
2009

Meeting

Introduction of RESPOND for potential collaboration
with USFWS-funded projects in some countries

19 November
2009

Meeting

23-24
November
2009

Meeting

3 December
2009

Meeting

4 December
2009

Meeting

Introduction of RESPOND project and EPT Program
to discuss areas for possible participation of oil and
gas corporations in hotspot regions.
Provide overview of RESPOND project, introduce
CDC staff responsible for FE(L)TP/FETP-Vs in
Central Africa, and initiate discussions about
surveillance, monitoring and evaluation, and
curriculum development; requested future CDC
collaboration/planning meetings
Discuss draft workplans and collaboration, clarify the
roles of each project and identify opportunities for
RESPOND trainees to gain field level experience
Provide an overview of RESPOND and learn about
ongoing and future activities in Congo and Mekong
River Basins, review of geographic division of
responsibilities amonq PREDICT partner
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Contact

Date

Outreach

Drs. Joseph Fair, Karen
Saylors and Brian Pike,
GVFI - San Francisco, CA

8 December
2009

Conference
call

Dr. Steven Osofsky, Senior
Policy Advisor, Wildlife
Health, Wildlife
Conservation Society
(WCS)-Oakton, VA
Embassy of France,
Washington, DC

10 December
2009

Phone

14-15
December
2009

Conference

Dr. Pierre Formenty,
GORAN, WHO - Geneva,
Switzerland
Dr. Simon Waint-Hobson,
lnstitut Pasteur - Paris,
France

22 December
2009

Email

22 December
2009

Email

Dr. David Mukanga,
AFENET - Kampala,
Uganda

December
2009

Email/phone

SAFETYNET

December
2009

Email/phone

WHO - Lyon, OIE, FAQ

December
2009
December
2009

Email/phone

American Association of
Veterinary Medical
Colleges (AAVMC)

Email/phone

Objective
organizations,
Discuss common program vision and project goals;
identify overlapping and complimentary activities as
well as need for effective coordination and
collaboration
Discussions of evolution of PREDICT, RESPOND,
and PREVENT projects within the EPT framework
and areas for PREDICT/RESPOND collaboration in
certain regions.
Attended seminar entitled "The Impacts of Climate
Change on Infectious Diseases;" made extensive
contacts with diverse representatives of CNRS
(French National Center for Scientific Research), IRD,
CDC, University of Michigan, NIH, etc.
Requested joint meeting with WHO-Lyon, FAO, and
OIE to discuss collaboration between IDENTIFY and
RESPOND in EPT Program
Introduction of RESPOND project and EPT program;
request to meet with representatives of lnstitut
Pasteur to formally present project and discuss
possibilities for possible collaboration in Central
African Countries
Discuss RESPOND's interest in collaborating with
AFENET on Institutionalizing One Health strategy,
disease surveillance and outbreak response capacity
building, short-term training, mentoring; arrange fo r
Dr. Mukanga to visit Washington, DC
The SE Asia equivalent of AFENET, introduced
RESPOND project and requested information about
Board of Directors, funding sources, and
opportunities for collaboration
Request for meetings in early January 2010
Initial discussions about AAVMC's capacity to support
RESPOND and EPT activities
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
RESPOND's primary objective under this component is to establish a flexible management structure that
will support the urgent requirements of this program, fully utilize partner resources, and adhere to USAID
and DAI policies and procedures.
RESPOND HQtearn mobT
11zaf10n / d eve opment
Output
Mobilize key staff to
Washington office
Recruitment of HQ
administrative staff

Train administrative staff
Prepare start-up plan
Issue / negotiate
subcontracts and
subawards with partners

Status

% Complete

Complete

100%

Inprocess

90%

Inprocess
Complete

90%

Complete

100%

100%

Comment
All 4 key staff were relocated by
18 November 2009
Hired a regional program
administrator, operations
manager, database manager,
M&E manager, and
Communications Officer
Ongoing operational and field
deployment training
Start-up plan draft completed in
late November
TUFTS,UMN, E&E, TRG
contracts/awards signed
December 2009.

..
.
Esta bl"ISh HQ 0 ffice space and a d mm1strat1on
por1c1es
Output

Status

% Complete

Set-up functional office
that meets project
requirements

Complete

100%

Establish office
administration policies and
procedures

Inprocess

90%

Comment
Temporary office space utilized
October 1; dedicated office
space established by mid
December
The DAI home office operations
manual guides HQ operational
policies. Access has been
provided to seconded staff to
maintain consistency in
management. Field manuals
and specific procedural
documents are under
development

p a rt ners mobT
1 1zaf10n / d eve opment
Output

Status

% Complete

Steering Committees
established at UMN and
Tufts

Complete

100%

Recruitment of partner
administrative staff
Recruitment of long-term
technical advisors for
regional offices

Inprocess
Inprocess

50%
50%

Comment

I

Committees established to
facilitate effective coordination
between medical, veterinary,
public health, nursing, wildlife,
education and international
programs.
Job descriptions developed and
advertised
Terms of reference developed
by UMN and Tufts and
candidates identified
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Informat1on Commumcat1on andTechno ogy s,ystems
Output

Status

% Complete

Technical and
Management Information
Systems (TAMIS) project
management software
customized for project

Inprocess

85%

ICT systems evaluation
and development

Inprocess

75%

Comment

I

Core project management
components finalized to track
financial data, travel
authorizations, contact
information, and basic
subaward management
RESPOND engaged DAI ICT
experts to evaluate,
recommend, and assist with
development of key project
systems, including those used
for project management across
partners, monitoring and
evaluation, training, and
external communications.
Alfresco was selected as an
internal web based
communications and document
sharing tool, and WebEx was
selected to facilitate online
meeting collaboration.
Development and launch will
continue in Quarter 2.

p repare Annua IWork;pan,
I
M omtormg andEva uat1on Pan, an dG rants Manua
Output
Annual workplan including
LOW summary
Monitoring and Evaluation
Plan

Status
Inprocess
Inprocess

% Complete
90%
90%

Comment
Submitted to USAID 6 January
201 O; awaiting approval
Submitted to USAID 6 January
201 O; awaiting approval

Ro II-out o fR eg1ona IOffices
Output
Operational Field start-up
teams identified for DRC,
and Uganda
Expatriate recruitment

Status

% Complete

Comment

Complete

100%

Anticipated field operations
de~oymeMinearly2010

Inprocess

50%

Country Director for DRC was
identified; Interviews for DRC
Deputy Director completed and
candidate identified. Uganda
Country Director and Deputy
Director Interviews were held.
Partners recruited for Senior
Technical Leads and Training
Managers for each hub office.
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CHALLENGES AND RESOLUTIONS
Update on Resolution of Issues

This section does not apply for this quarterly report. The next quarterly report will update you on the
resolution of issues listed in the final section.
New Problems Encountered and Proposed Solutions
Issue

Solution

Extended start-up phase delayed RESPOND baseline
assessments in regional hubs to inform program
planning and design
Extended start-up phase resulted in the loss of three
regional directors, one regional technical lead, and
difficulty recruiting for a sub awards manager
University administrative reporting systems are designed
for NIH projects, rather than USAID projects

Desktop assessments will be integrated into ongoing
field deployment activities

Philosophical question of HOW to incorporate general
principles of animal and human ecology, ecosystem
dynamics and socio-cultural concepts into teaching and
training curricula
How to effectively engage CDC, FAO, OIE, and WHO as
partners in RESPOND
Loosely defined roles and responsibilities of capacity
building vs. skills and knowledge building among training
partners

Continued recruitment efforts; all but the sub awards
manager have been identified
University partners are working collaboratively with DAI
to develop systems that will enable the efficient and
effective tracking of project activities and expenditures
This issued will be addressed at an upcoming Skills and
Knowledge Building workshop at Tufts University on
January 27-28, 2010
To be discussed during preliminary meetings in Atlanta,
Lyon, and Rome in January 2010
Capacity Building Advisory Group and Skills and
Knowledge Building Team established to structure
training roles
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CHAPTER II:
ANTICIPATED ACTIVITIES/
PLAN FOR THE NEXT QUARTER
The RESPOND team anticipates the following technical, strategic and operational activities will occur
during the next quarter:
Comment

Activity

Technical
•

RESPOND will commence baseline capacity
assessments

•

These baseline capacity assessments will
inform country and regional workplans.

•

M&E information sharing and coordination
group between CDC and RESPOND
established

•

Develop regional and country level workplans in
Central Africa

•

The joint workplan process will be critical to
ensure local ownership of the project with
program stakeholders. The process will
demonstrate how RESPOND will integrate with
ongoing activities within the region; engage
local partners in planning process, and will
ensure program harmonization.

•

EPT WHO/AFRO USAID meeting, Brazzaville,
Congo

•

Identify role of WHO/AFRO in EPT program
February 161h and 17'h

•

Begin curriculum development / review for tier 3
training

•

Engage local institutions for initial twinning /
identification of host institutions

Strategic

•

Conduct the first Skills and Knowledge Building
Team Strategy Workshop

•

A two-day participatory workshop to develop a
project wide strategy for our reaching our skills
and knowledge objectives

•

Skills and Knowledge Building Team Curriculum Inventory and Review Workshop

•

A five-day participatory workshop at TRG to
reach agreement about the criteria for reviewing
curricula, ranking it against available curricula,
and determining its level of appropriateness and
readiness.

•

Presentation by Dr. John Hart, Scientific
Director, Tshuapa-Lomami-Lualaba Project DRC

•

To learn more about the challenges and
opportunities in DRC; possible collaboration of
activities

•

Introductory and organizational meetings at
CDC in Atlanta, Georgia

•

To present the RESPOND project and learn
about CDC's Division of Public Health Capacity
Development (DGPHCD) and the Global
Disease Detection (GOD) activity, and current
FETP activities for possible collaboration

•

External communications and outreach strategy
development

•

Finalized strategy document in quarter 2

•

Skills and Knowledge Building strategy
development

•

Finalized strategy document in quarter 2

•

Detailed organizational / introductory meetings

•

Scheduled to meet with IDENTIFY partners on
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Activity

Comment

with IDENTIFY partners (WHO, OIE, FAO) at
WHO-Lyon, France office

12 January 2010

•

Detailed organizational / introductory meetings
at FAO headquarters to discuss their current
training activities- Rome, Italy

•

Scheduled to meet with FAO on 14 January
2010 and 19 January 2010 to meet members of
the FAO Emerging Center for Transboundary
Animal Diseases (ECTAD), the Emergency
Prevention System for Animals and Plant Pest
Diseases (EMPRES), and the Global
Emergency Warning System (GLEWS) focusing
on collaborative activities in SE Asia.

•

Joint planning meeting with Dr. Joseph Fair of
GVFI- PREDICT

•

Scheduled to meet 16 January 2010 at the
Ecology & Environment office

•

The Capacity Building and Twinning Working
Group will be established

•

Work will commence to develop and guide the
twinning process

•

Introductory meeting with USAID/RDMA to
discuss RESPOND roll-out activities

•

This meeting will provide an update on
exploratory issues on office establishment in
Bangkok - 22 January 2010 to

Operational

•

Continue recruitment efforts for regional offices,
support staff for partner institutions, etc.

•

Must recruit training managers, deputy
directors, and local staff; one project
administrator for TUFTS

•
•

Establish fully operational regional hub offices
TUSK personnel will initiate customizing
software to support curriculum co-development
with in-country university partners in Congo and
SE ASIA

•
•

DRC and Uganda by the end of 02

•

Alfresco share site established

•

Customization and training will be conducted to
streamline internal project communications

•

Operational field assessment in Bangkok,
Thailand

•

This trip will provide operational strategy for the
rolling RESPOND SE Asia regional hub

•

Ongoing operational training

•

TAMIS, Alfresco, Operations, AIEMBA, sub
awards management

•

RESPOND website development

•

Begin to design and layout line frames and text
for external communication

This tool will support university partners and tier
1 training
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APPENDIX: A
FINANCIAL REPORT
p·Ipe rme
Total Award Value
Total Obligation
Total Expended life of project through December 21, 2009
Total Expended September 29 through December 31 , 2009
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

$184,895,540

(b)(4)

PlannedExpen d't
I ures for Nex t Q uart er
Additional Obligations Expected
Planned Expenditures January1 , 2010 through March 31 , 1010
Total Estimated Expenditures as of March 31, 2010
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on March 31 , 2010
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ACRONYMS
AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

AMVC

Association des Medecins Veterinaires du Congo

CARG

Conseil Agricole et Rural de Gestion

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CDC

Center for Diseases Control and Prevention

CERDAS

Center for the Coordination and Documentation of Social Science Research in
Africa

CLD

Centre for Local Development

ClRAD

French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development

COGE

Comites de Gestion autour des Points d' Eau

COSA

Committees de Santes

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

CTB

Belgian Technical Corporation

CTPH

Conservation through Public Health

CVL

Central Veterinary Laboratory

DFID

UK's Department for International Development

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

ERAIFf

Ecole Regionale Post Universitaire d' Amenagement et de Gestion Integres des
Forets et Territoires Tropicaux

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

GHI

Global Health Institute

GVFI

Global Viral Forecasting Initiative

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program
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IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICCN

Congolese Institute for the Conservation of Nature

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

ILRI

International Livestock Research Institute

IMA

International Medical Assistance

IMG

International Medical Group

INCEF

International Conservation and Education Fund

INRB

National Biomedical Research Institute

IPIECA

International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association

ISTM

Institut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

JHSPH

Johns Hopkins School of Public Health

KCCL

Kasese Cobalt Company Limited

LMJ

Lower Mekong Initiative

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries

MoH

Ugandan Ministry of Health

MSF

Medecins sans Frontieres

OHA

One Health Alliance

PBG

Programm e de Bonne Gouvernance

PENAPH

Participatory Epidemiology Network for Animal and Public Health

PEPFAR

US President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief

PI

Principle Investigator

PMP

Performance Monitoring Planning

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

QENP

Queen Elizabeth National Park

QER

Quarterly Effort Report

RENES

National Network for Epidemiology Surveillance

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SANRU

Sante Rurale
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SEA

Southeast Asia

SPINAP

Support Programme to Integrated National Action Plans

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TFM

Tenke Fungurume Mining

TL2

Tshuapa-Lomami-Lualaba

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

UWA

Uganda Wildlife Authority

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WWF

World Wildlife Fund
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RESPOND is a five-year USAID-funded project awarded on September 30, 2009. As part of a larger
US AID investment, RESPOND is one of four projects in the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program
designed to work collaboratively among stakeholders to build surveillance and outbreak response
capacity. This is the third Quarterly Progress Report covering the period of April 1, 2010 - June 30, 2010.
This report highlights significant operational activities, strategic outreach, and program management from
the third quarter.
In the headquarters office of RESPOND a key theme was defining roles and responsibilities between
partners. Two key documents that resulted from these efforts included the RESPOND Grants Manual and
the Skills and Knowledge Building strategy to document the partner agreements reached about capacity
building and skills and knowledge building approaches.

Fo r field activities, this quarter was extremely busy with the establishment of hub offices in Kinshasa
(West Congo Hub), Kampala (East Congo Hub) and Bangkok (SE Asia Hub). At the same time as these
offices were being established, teams from UMN, Tufts, TRG, E&E and DAI worked with the teams on
the ground in Kinshasa and Kampala to organize an extensive 'discovery' phase to fully understand the
full range of local partners responding to disease outbreaks and build a comprehensive understanding of
the types and levels of training available in each country. Considerable attention was placed on many
programmatic and introductory meetings that were required to build a collaborative program maximizing
resources and avoiding unnecessary duplication of activities.
Moving forward , a key activity in the final quarter of Year l of RESPOND will be the development of the
Year 2 Work Plan. The process to develop the work plan will be the culmination of the discovery phase
conducted in each hub with stakeholders meetings driving the identificatio n of priority activities. Since
the SE Asia office was opened only in the final weeks of June, many activities in this region will be
'placeholders' as the discovery phase continues through the end of August. In East and West Congo some
initial activities will also be carried out with the Global Health Institute being conducted in August and
some initial outbreak activities beginning in both regions.
Third Quarter Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Established three regional hub offices
Employed and trained local staff including operations training, field deployment coordination and
organizational development team meetings;
Engaged government offices at the ministry and district levels in introductory meetings in DRC
and Uganda - Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture, District Veterinary Offices, etc.;
Published the Skills and Knowledge Building strategy to document the partner agreements
reached about capacity building and skills and knowledge building approaches.
Outreach to manage collaborative relationships and begin programmatic discussions with new
and existing stakeholders;
Launched the RESPOND Portal, an innovative open-source communications tool with in-person
and online training available for 120 registered users;
Completed the final draft of the RESPOND Grants Manual
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CHAPTER I: SUMMARY OF
PROJECT ACTIVITIES
In the April - June, 2010 quarter, the RESPOND project deployed start-up teams to establish regional
offices in the East and West Congo Basin areas and Southeast Asia, launched a global communications
platform, and made significant progress in developing a Grants Manual and procedures for monitoring
and evaluation. This chapter describes these activities in further detail. Key achievements in strategy
development, outreach, and program management are also addressed.

WEST CONGO TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS
UNDERWAY FOLLOWING START-UP TEAM DEPLOYMENT
In April 2010, the RESPOND start-up team arrived in Kinshasa, DRC to open the West Congo Basin
office. With start-up support from the RESPOND Deputy Director, the refurbishment and furnishi ng of
the DRC's Kinshasa office was completed in less than three weeks, allowing the Regional Manager and
the support and technical staff to relocate and settle in very quickly.
In setting up the West Congo Basin office, the RESPOND
team found that Kinshasa lacks considerably in
infrastructure and does not have much capacity to readily
provide much IT equipment in-country. As a result, the
team worked to import IT equipment from the United States
and hand carried critical severs necessary to communicate
with project headquarters. Since Kinshasa is largely a cashbased economy, where large cash transactions are common
and the US dollar and the local currency, Francs Congolais,
are used interchangeably and at varying exchange rates, the
team faced inWal payment challenges. Within this context,
the RESPOND team established strict guidelines for the
movement of and transactions in cash.

STTA support to Congo Basin

In order to efficiently use the time and
expertise of STTA and clearly identify the
allocation of responsibilities and expected
deliverables, an STTA coordination tool was
developed. A key feature of this tool is the
assignment of a field staff person to each
STTA, allowing for better coordination of
contributions to program development.
During the initial phase of discovery, several
STTA experts visited the Congo Basin,
including:
Dr. David Elkins, Project Director
Dr. Felicia Nutter, Senior Technical Officer

During the quarter, a security review was conducted by the
DAI Global Security Manager for RESPOND and other
DAI projects operating in DRC. Strict recommendations
regarding property, assets, and staff management were
shared with the RESPOND team following the review. One
of the key recommendations was the placement of a fulltime security support in DRC, deemed critical as the
number of LTT A staff and dependents is expected to rise.
The associated cost of this security support will be shared
among the existing DAI projects operating out of Kinshasa.

Dr. Douglas Hatch, Senior Epidemiology
Officer
Dr. Sally Lahm, Outbreak Response Advisor
Leslie Zucker, MS, Training Manager
Dr. John Deen, UMN Co-Director
Dr. Robyn Alders, Tufts Co-Director
Louise Flynn, MPH, Public Health Specialist
Dr. Katey Pelican, UMN Co-Director
Dr. Ben Hickler, Gender Specialist
Dr. Cheryl Robertson, West Congo Technical
Lead, UMN
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Notes from the Western Congo RESPOND Office by Dr. Robyn Alders, Tufts University Co-Director

April 18- 24
DAI personnel had been in Kinshasa from late March and so the West Congo Regional Office was looking good by the time I arrived .. .We worked
on scheduling meetings, refi ning the semi-strnctured interview methodology and setting up for the USAID meeting to be held on 29 & 30 April. I
was pleased to welcome Dr Di afuka Saila -Ngita, the Long-Term Technical Advisor (LTTA; hired via Tufts), and Dr Serge Tchuenteu
Nzietchueng, the Acade mic and Professional Development Advisor (starting on a 30 day consultancy with Tufts and then moving to a full-time
appointment via UM N) to Kinshasa during the last week of April. Dia fuka was trained as a veterinarian in the DRC and gained qualifications in
Public Health in the US. Serge is from Cameroon, trained as a veterina1ian in Algiers and completed postgraduate training in Tropical Veterinary
Medicine in France. It goes without saying that their excellent command of the French language and professional experience are great assets to the
office.
April 29 - May 2
I arrived back in Kinshasa in time to participate in the second day of the USArD meeting that was open to a wider audience. The meeting provided
an excellent opportunity to learn of the broad range of emerging in fectious disease activities already underway in the DRC. The presentations have
been posted on the RESPOND portal.
May 3-9
For the past week I' ve been in Kampala and arrived just in time to join in the initial round of meetings with in-country partners. The meetings are
designed to provide an overview of who is doing what, and to identify synergies and gaps. Both Deans from the Makerere University School of
Public Health (SPH) and Facu lty of Veterinary Medicine spoke highly of their past interactions with Tufts University. Dr William Bazeyo (Dean,
SPH) mentioned that his past interactions wi1h Dr Jeff Griffiths and others from Tufts had been very positive and that his willingness to engage
with RESPOND was based on the knowledge that the project contained people with whom he was sure he could work.

An EPT meeting was held in April bringing together all USG and non-USG stakeholders for the launch of
the program. The two-day meeting was very successful in introducing the EPT and RESPOND program
to key stakeholders in DRC including USG agencies, international organizations, NGOs, and local
government ministries. Immediately following the official EPT launch, the DRC discovery phase began
with a workshop of fifteen people from different faculties of the University of Kinshasa (medicine,
sciences, and biology). This meeting provided an opportunity to assess institutional capacity, identify
needs and formulate recommendations in order to contribute to RESPOND project activities.
In mid-June, RESPOND's West Congo office provided technical and financial assistance for the
preparation of a workshop aimed at identifying the key areas for capacity building in ani mal health and
the implementation of the One Health concept. Sponsored by the Association des Medecins Veterinaires
du Congo (AMVC), the workshop entitled " Reform in animal health sector and new perspectives for
veterinarian profession," provided an opportunity for critical discussion on how to improve veterinary
training, the need for academic and in-service applied training, improving professional development and
leadership in field surveillance and epidemiology, and how to ensure that the One Health approach is
implemented at all levels of training. This workshop was funded by the Belgian Technical Cooperation
(CTB). RESPOND contributed by facilitating the participation of twelve veterinarians from provinces
outside of Kinshasa, and helping the organizing committee in the development and implementation of the
workshop agenda.
During the six weeks of discovery in the DRC the following key issues became apparent:
•

DRC is a vast country, with infrastructure (roads, communication) representing the biggest challenge
to timely and effective surveillance, investigation and outbreak response.

•

Key sectors involved in the control of zoonotic diseases (i.e. health, veterinary and wildlife) are all
working in a vertical manner, with few or no connections to each other. The inter-sectoral
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commission set in place during the avian influenza emergency was never formalized through
sustainable support from the government and donors. The Ministry of Health instead created its own
mechanism for surveillance and outbreak response that engages donors and technical partners but
ignores other sectors. Leadership is a very sensitive and complicated matter in DRC, mainly driven by
the level of resources allocated to the sectors.
•

There is high variability in institutional capacity between the human, animal, and environment health
sectors, with the animal health sector being the weakest. The Ministry of Agriculture has no clear
strategy o r resources to support this sector. There was some initial financial support for veterinary and
animal health projects, but the activities were not continued following the projects' completion.

•

The wildlife sector largely involves international NGOs and, except for two sites where ICCN is
monitoring migratory birds, there are no epidemio-surveillance activities implemented. The NGOs
involved in conservation programs in DRC and at the regional level such as the CARPE program
have demonstrated their interest in collaboration with RESPOND and would like for their outreach
staff to be trained as first responders.

•

A number of platforms are in place at the community or provincial level, initiated by different sectors
(CARG by the agricultural sector, CODESA by the health sector, and CODEV by the rural
development sector). While these structures currently are not connected, they could be utilized as One
Health platforms.

•

All actors representing DRC' s educational sector (Ministry of Education, universities and training
institutions) have shown a real interest in collaborating with RESPOND, recognizing that this is the
first project that is targeting a critical public health issue and new fields of expertise. The educational
sector in DRC is institutionally complex, with many players competing at multiple levels and in a
highly charged political environment.

•

Attracting qualified professionals to work in remote areas despite economic and social limitations is a
challenge in the DRC. There is no concerted effort to recruit recent university graduates for work in
these areas. As professionals leave their positions to attain higher degrees, they are often replaced in
their jobs with no clear career path following completion of their degrees. A physician in charge of a
health zone, for example, will be replaced in his position as he pursues an l 8-month degree at the
Kinshasa School of Public Health. Following graduation, it will be difficult for the government
ministry to either reinstate him in his former position or offer him a new position.

•

DRC is geographically situated in a very strategic location in the Central Africa region. The country,
however, has not leveraged its location to attain the visibility and tangible action needed at the
regional level to benefit its academic institutions, though some of them are members of regional
platforms (Health Alliance, SACIDS etc.).

In the next quarter, the West Congo technical team will engage in a comprehensive curriculum review for

Veterinary Technicians schools to introduce One Health approach and core competencies.

START-UP TEAM DEPLOYED TO EAST CONGO BASIN OFFICE TO
LAUNCH ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
In April 2010, a start-up team arrived in Kampala, Uganda to open the RESPOND East Congo Basin
office. The project's start-up team established permanent office space on 29 May and fully staffed all
administrative positions by 1 June.
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As a fully operating office, Kampala' s RESPOND team immediately began pursuing technical activities.
Early on in the discovery phase starting in May, the RESPOND East Congo team found partners and
networks on the ground ready to begin work
with RESPOND. While setting up the field
office in Kampala, the East Congo team
maintained momentum following the USAID
launch of the EPT program by meeting and
continuing to develop relationships with
previously identified stakeholders and
meeting with new potential partners. Efforts
during the quarter focused on information
gathering on the knowledge, skills base and
capacity of institutions involved in a One
Health approach to outbreak response
including government ministries, academic
institutions, non-governmental and intergovernmental organizations and private industry. The team also
worked to meet organizations on the ground identified to respond to an emergent pandemic threat. STTA
technical experts supported Regional Manager, Ella Hoxha, in organizing meetings with stakeholders and
meeting to discuss RESPOND objectives, vision and a regional implementation strategy.
As a result of this strong stakeholder engagement, the East Congo team identified its first target activity,
the Global Health lnstitute (GHD being developed by the Makerere University School of Public Health
and already involving two RESPOND partners, the University of Minnesota and Tufts University. The
GHI is a two-week intensive program comprised of four core courses (Zoonotic Diseases, Global Public
Health Systems, Participatory Epidemiology and Applied Biostatistics) and a wildlife field excursion for
global health, public health and veterinary health professionals from the United States, Uganda and
neighboring East African countries. The program presents a wonderful learning opportunity for students
and junior faculty to develop their professional and academic skills by integrating a One Health approach
that focuses on the impact of globalization on health, and strategies that support a healthy and productive
global workforce. RESPOND recognized this opportunity as
an immediate "win-win" to promote One Health, strengthen
established relationships (individually and across institutions),
build new relationships supporting curriculum co-development
across academic institutions, and leverage an existing platform
already shifting towards a One Health paradigm. RESPOND' s
role comes on many different levels: co-funder and cocoordinator with Makerere University School of Public Health
and University of Minnesota; now a local partner in the
creation, support and implementation of One Health principals,
and thus this is a pilot for those activities in Uganda. RESPOND staff will participate in every aspect of
the GHI including logistical planning and teaching. With support from RESPOND this partnership
represents a strategic platform with partners from the University of Minnesota, Tufts University and
Makerere School of Public Health. Those directly benefitting will be the students and junior faculty from
Uganda, Health Alliance countries (Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, DRC, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Sudan) and
University of Minnesota. The Ugandan government, non-governmental organizations and public will
benefit from the ancillary events.
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A major partner identified at the outset of the RESPOND
project was the USAID-supported African Field
RESPOND Support for Global Health
Epidemiology Network (AFENET), due to their recognized
Institute and Health Alliance Engagement
in Uganda
leadership promoting the One Health paradigm throughout
Africa and strength in developing graduates from Field
Following start-up, the RESPOND East
Congo office in Kampala quickly developed
Epidemiology Field Training Programs (FETP) throughout
a partnership with the Global Health Institute
the region. During this quarter RESPOND met with
(GHI) and began to explore opportunities to
AFENET representatives, both at the East Congo regional
work with the USAID-supported Health
Alliance.
office in Kampala and at the global office near Washington
GHI launched a two-week institute
D.C., to identify, develop and move forward on activities
comprised of four courses, as well as a
supporting shared program goals and objectives. In the next
wildlife excursion, with support from the
quarter and Y2, RESPOND will to support several AFENET
RESPOND East Congo office. Co-hosted by
the University of Minnesota and the
FETP trainees and work towards adding a veterinary
Makerere School of Public Health, the Global
component to proven effective FETP programs. This
Health Institute will serve as the flagship
partnership
between RESPOND and AFENET again
event to kick off the One Health Alliance and
university twinning activities in coming
represents a "win-win" scenario supportive of the One Health
quarter.
paradigm, where RESPOND benefits from AFENET's
The courses present an important learning
experience and strong existing programs, and AFENET
opportunity for global health, public health,
benefits through access to increased resources, much larger
and veterinary health professionals from the
U.S., Uganda, and neighboring East African
networking opportunities connecting to the global stage, and
countries.
a novel opportunity unique to EPT and RESPOND, which
The Health Alliance represents an
combines the vast resources of two major U.S. universities,
opportunity for the RESPOND project to
their faculties, exposure to new levels of subject matter
strengthen existing masters level programs
expertise and existing One Health related cuITiculums.
which promote the One Health paradigm, as
well as expand the network to new schools
RESPOND's role with AFENET is directly related to
and One Health disciplines.
RESPOND objectives one and two, to develop training
In the coming months, the RESPOND team
programs and curriculums (like FETPs) which utilize the One
will continue to support the efforts of the
Health approach and to promote partnerships and
Global Health Institute and will explore areas
for future collaboration with the Health
collaborative One Health efforts to address zoonotic disease
Alliance.
outbreak response capacity building. RESPOND fully
expects to continue worki ng closely with AFENET both
regionally and at the global office to move towards a shared
vision of strengthened public health systems in Africa and around the world.
Two additional prospects RESPOND East Congo has engaged
and is excited to pursue are the HEALTH Alliance and
~
Regional University Forum (RUFORUM). The HEALTH
•\\' ,rJ, .}. .. ;
' :J-J1 /'L. - - . . . Alliance has been supported by USAID and represents an
;·,
'
existing network of schools of public health and masters level
.
.
programs from across Central and East Africa. RESPOND's
~·! ~
,- ~
role with the Alliance would be to explore and strengthen
.~ ~ - .·
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'
.
\
.'j ~· ~
existing masters level programs which promote the One
Health paradigm, as well as strengthening and expanding the
~
network to new schools and One Health disciplines. A
recognized challenge with existing programs is that graduates
tend to be employed in non-governmental organizations, with no clearly established career paths for those
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interested in public service, a gap RESPOND can work towards filling. The beneficiaries of such a
partnership would be students and faculty from participating countries and schools, along with the
governments and publics they ultimately serve. RUFORUM represents a strong existing network of
agriculture universities with a recent change in focus to a One Health approach and developing
sustainable training programs which can support One Health professionals. RESPOND's role with
RUFORM will be to strengthen a One Health approach within the masters programs they support, and
strive to develop and promote sustainable programs which will leverage the existing network with the
ultimate result of increased zoonotic disease outbreak response capacity and a stronger public health
system. The beneficiaries of this partnership and these activities will be individual graduates and
indirectly but importantly the governments and publics they serve.
During the four week discovery phase in Uganda the following key issues have emerged:
•

EPT-related diseases are a high priority for ministries and universities. Although they are already
working in a One Health consistent manner, the approach to multi-sectoral and inter-ministerial
collaboration could be strengthened. Ministries and universities are willing to work with
RESPOND and EPT partners to identify priorities, as well as gaps where RESPOND could help
to develop solutions.

•

Capacity building in outbreak response is a priority for both animal and human health/disease. All
institutions and Ministries are interested in working carefully and collaborating with RESPOND,
as well as with international health agencies.

•

There is high-level interest in providing better support at the district-level for outbreak response
capacity building and the strengthening of continuing education programs, mentoring programs,
and community education.

•

A number of the priorities identified for the District Veterinary Offices correspond to RESPOND
goals. Currently, the District Veterinary Offices only coordinate with the national-level offices
and lack decision making and diagnostic capabilities. These offices very rarely coordinate with
the health officers or wildlife veterinarians, but all expressed interest in the RESPOND project's
concept and are in support of the One Health approach.

•

As with the District Veterinary Offices, a number of the priorities for the Uganda Wildlife
Authority field representatives correspond to RESPOND goals. The Uganda Wildlife Authority
has veterinarians, field rangers and wardens, all of whom are in need of further training in
epidemiology and wildlife disease control and response.

•

District-level entities are interested in further training in the following areas: 1) Epidemiology
and field diagnostics for field veterinarians, 2) Continuing education for laboratory technicians,
and 3) First assessment and response for front line staff. There is also a strong interest for training
in wildlife handling, outbreak response, and the wildlife/livestock/human interface for wildlife
and livestock veterinarians.

•

Implementing RESPOND in a One Health-consistent manner will require partnerships at the
governmental, university, NGO, private sector, and international health agency levels. Districtand community-level implementation of the One Health approach will require focusing on the
national needs and prioritizing accordingly together with key ministries.
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Many NGOs work at the district or community level provide training and assistance in an independent
manner. Coordination with the numerous donor-funded projects in a consistent manner will require an
extra project effort to utilize the existing efforts and create synergies.

In the first quarter of implementation, the East Congo team is proud to have successfully engaged many
key One Health partners in Uganda and to have secured their regular participation in a RESPOND
Stakeholder's One Health Working Group. Core partners include representation from the Ugandan
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Forestry, the Uganda Wildlife
Authority, Makerere School of Public Health, the HEALTH Alliance, Makerere Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, AFENET, Conservatio n through Public Health (CTPH), the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, as well as other EPT partners (PREDICT). This group meets regularly to synthesize their
vision of the One Health, discuss strategic planning options with RESPOND for training and capacity
building in zoonotic disease epidemiology, surveillance and outbreak response, as well as detailed
discussions regarding the realities of implementing these projects on the ground. This group represents
the first major success in stakeholder engagement and partnership development for RESPOND and will
serve as a model for the program as it expands regionally.

RESPOND SOUTHEAST ASIA OFFICE LAUNCH AND PERSONNEL
MOBILIZATION
In early May, RESPOND mobilized a team of start-up specialists to Bangkok, Thailand to begin start up
for the Southeast Asia (SEA) office. During mobilization, staff experienced unusual setbacks due to civil
strife in the capital but managed to identify and hire local staff, secured an office space, signed a lease and
issued a competitive quotation process for the build-out of the office. The official EPT launch will
commence early in the next quarter in collaboration with the US State Department's Lower Mekong
Initiative (LMI). Immediately following the technical launch, the discovery phase will begin and inform
work planning activities and objectives for the second year.

LAUNCH OF RESPOND PORTAL
AND TRAINING
The role of information communication and technology
(ICT) is critical when partners and offices spread
around the world must work together to achieve the
same objective. With four offices and partners working
from a total of five project partners, RESPOND relies
heavily on ICT to facilitate global communication,
collaboration and implementation. In the April - June,
2010 quarter, the RESPOND Portal was launched. The
Portal provides the RESPOND project with a muchneeded global platform for communications, knowledge
management and collaboration. Addressing concerns of
the project partners, the portal increases transparency
across the project and enhances opportunities for
ongoing collaboration with all partners. Still under
development, the "open-source" platform allows for

RESPOND PORTAL SITES
The RESPOND interactive Portal currently
houses ten sites created to specifically
address certain program components. The
sites include:
- Administration Site
- Capacity Building Advisory Group
- External Communications and
Outreach Group
- Monitoring and Evaluation
- Operations Site
- Project Leadership Team
- Skills and Knowledge Building Team
- Tufts University
- Wildlife Working Group
- Work Plan Development
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quick and easy additional sites specific to the needs of the project. For example, we will likely launch
thematic sites specific to the technical or geographic needs.
The RESPOND Portal currently has 120 registered and trained users navigating its ten sites for project
information and communications. Every afternoon a "Portal Daily Digest" is sent to members with active
hyperlinks to keep all RESPOND staff engaged in the robust discussions, creation of strategic documents
and the most updated technical innovations around One Health. To further enhance the project's ICT
capabilities, RESPOND joined WebEx to enhance remote conferencing. Through WebEx, the RESPOND
team can regularly access video conferencing, allowing users to share and edit documents in real-time.

GRANTS MANUAL
Developing the RESPOND Grants Manual was a priority for the team this quarter. Given the complexity
of the management structure of RESPOND, it is imperative to have a Grants Manual that provides a
regulatory framework for RESPOND staff to ensure consistent application of policies and procedures and
USG regulation, transparency and a systemic approach to the administration of a global grants project.
The Manual is the first of three manuals for the project. The second manual is the Implementation
Manual which provides the step by step guidance how to use T AMIS to manage grants and the third
manual is the Grantee Handbook, which provides basic information to potential applicants and grantees
on RESPOND's expectation in terms of applying for, managing and reporting on grants.
The challenge was to get all the partners to agree on one process that would also ensure their compliance
with their own internal policies and procedures for grant making. RESPOND is now in the fi nal stages of
completing the Grants Manual.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E)
Over the last quarter, the M&E function was formalized for RESPOND, as a full-time M&E Manager was
hired in May. In June, the M&E Manager and the M&E counterparts at Tufts and UMN met in Bethesda
to establish the M&E team. The team discussed and agreed on goals, objectives, activities, protocol and
expectations related to M&E for the RESPOND project. From a management perspective, much effort
was then spent on setting up regular calls/meetings, establishing team communications and organizing
documentation. In addition to this, the PMP was re-aligned with the Y 1 work plan, enhanced with more
detail, and expanded to include a few additional indicators (e.g., relevant EPT program indicators.)
Finally, the new position description for the regional office M&E/lnformation Officer was created, with
input from stakeholders in the HQ, regional offices and partners.
For the next quarter, in addition to supporting the Y2 work plan process, a Knowledge & Utilization
Baseline Study will be conducted in the East and West Congo Basin offices, the recruiting effort for the
regional M&E/lnformation Officer will occur in all three regional offices, T AMIS will be enhanced with
the M&E indicators, M&E tool (twinning study, M&E curriculum/content, training material assessment,
pre/post training skill assessment) development will occur, and a scorecard will be developed to highlight
progress on all indicators.

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
In order to provide a coherent and consistent technical approach to achieving RESPOND's objectives,
working groups were established and draft strategic frameworks were created. The strategic frameworks
serve two purposes - informing all stakeholders of our approach including common terminology,
methods, and desired outcomes, and to clearly define roles and responsibilities among partner
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organizations. The Skills and Knowledge Building Strategy was finalized and distributed to program
partners early in this quarter, providing a foundation for common approaches and methodologies,
identifying, in the most general terms, the language and skill building process for the project. Still under
development and soon to be finalized in the next quarter include:
•
•
•

Twinning Strategy
Communications Strategy
Core Competency Strategy

STRATEGIC OUTREACH
The discovery phase of the program required outreach to potential collaborators, members of the EPT
program, and subject matter experts operating in hotspot regions. Considerable effort went into managing
these relationships without raising any programmatic expectations. The full summary of outreach can be
found in Appendix B.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
RESPOND's primary objective under this component is to establish a flexible management structure that
will support the urgent requirements of this program, fully utilize partner resources, and adhere to USA.ID
and DAI policies and procedures.
RESPOND HOTearn M0 bT
11zat1on I Deve opment
Output

Status

% Complete

Recruitment of US office
operations staff

Inprocess

95%

Train operations staff

Inprocess

95%

Comment

I

Hired additional program
administrator, project assistant,
partner operational staff;
ongoing recruitment for ICT
systems manager.
Ongoing operational and field
deployment training including
records management, finance,
personnel, procurement, travel.

0 1peratIonaIPo rices an dProcedures
Output

Status

Establish office
administration policies and
procedures

Inprocess

% Complete
95%

Comment

I

Established travel,
procurement, inventory,
recruitment, publications,
security, and finance modules.
Prepared final drafts of Field
Operations Manual.

p artner M 0 bT
11zat1on I Deve opment
Output

Status

% Complete

Recruitment of partner
administrative staff

Inprocess

100%

Recruitment of long-term
technical advisors for
regional offices

Inprocess

100%

Comment

I

Hired program administrators
and recruiting for additional
administrative support
Hired East / West Congo
Technical Leads and Training
Managers for three regional
offices
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Informat1on Commumcat1on andTechnooav s,ystems
Output

Status

% Complete

Comment

Technical and
Management Information
Systems (TAMIS) project
management software
customized for project
Administration module

Completed

100%

Technical and
Management Information
Systems (TAMIS) project
management software
customized for project
Grants module
Technical and
Management Information
Systems (TAMIS) project
management software
customized for project
Technical/M&E module
ICT systems evaluation
and development

In-process

90%

In-process

50%

Technical/M&E module will be
built to reflect recently-approved
PMP and Year 1 work plan; ICT
STTA in next quarter will finalize
this module

Completed

100%

Alfresco (RESPOND portal)
customization and training
design completed, with trainings
rolled out to partner universities
in the US

I

Core project management
components finalized to track
financial data, travel
authorizations, contacts, basic
sub award management, field
operations manual,
procurement, and start-up
planning. Support for minor
changes expected over the life
of the project
Grants module created and
ready for use pending final
approval.

Prepare Annual Work Plan, Monitorina and Evaluation Plan, and Grants Manual
Output

Status

%Complete

Year 2 annual work plan
including implementation
plan
Monitoring and Evaluation
Plan (PMP)

In-process

50%

In-process

75%

Comment
In preparation and will be
submitted to USAID 16 August
2010 for approval.
The PMP is under development
and aligned to RESPOND
project objectives. This will be
submitted to USAID 16 August
2010 for approval.

RII
0 -outfR
0
eg1ona IOffices
Output

Status

% Complete

SEA regional hub office
established in Bangkok

Completed

50%

Eastern Congo Basin
regional hub office
established in Kampala

Completed

100%

Western Congo Basin
regional hub office
established in Kinshasa

Completed

100%
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Comment
Currently operating from a
temporary office space until
office build-out is complete on 1
September 2010.
Permanent and fully functional
office space as of 29 May with
ful l administrative team in place
by 1 June.
Permanent and fully functional
office space TBD as we are still
waiting on arrival of IT
equipment. However, the office
is fully functional in all other
capacities as of 1 June 2010.

I

Output

Status

Expatriate recruitment

In-process

% Complete
100%

Comment

I

Regional Manager and
Deputies hired for DRC,
Uganda and Thailand; ongoing
partner mobilization and
recruitment.

(Photos (L to R): DRC RESPOND project ojfice main area; main office)

CHALLENGES AND RESOLUTION
• of Issues
U1p,date on Reso Iut1on
Issue

Resolution Update

US procurement of IT equipment fo r Southeast Asia
Regional Office determined not to be feasible due to
expenses related to importation.

Based on expenses related to import IT equipment,
RESPOND decided to procure locally. Support from
DAi's Office of Information Management and Technology
traveled to Bangkok to identify acceptable vendors and
gather quotes for local procurement.
The RESPOND team worked with the DAI Office of
Procurement and Office of Information Management and
Technology to rapidly send the shipment out in time to
clear Kampala customs before the new regulation took
effect.
RESPOND requested assistance from USAID to
minimize time spent in customs. High-priority equipment
was hand-carried.
RESPOND was able to arrange an agreement with
another project, the DFID-funded Programme de Bonne
Gouvernance (PBG), to receive money through their wire
transfers before RESPOND's accounts were set up.
RESPOND reimbursed the money received from PBG.
Resolved with assistance from Tufts Central
Administration
Established procedure for review of Tufts Quarterly Effort
Reports (QERs) by Pl, Sponsored Accounts
Ad hoc Skype conferences to enable Tufts personnel in
Kinshasa, Kampala and the US to get to know each
other and discuss aeneral technical issues

Change in Kampala customs regulations that could have
kept IT equipment shipment in customs for an extended
period of time.

IT equipment shipment to Kinshasa and clearance
through customs, which historically has taken up to 9
months.
Kinshasa being primarily a cash economy meant that a
large amount of cash was required for start-up creating
challenges in maintaining safety and security.

Payment of advances at Tufts University
Lack of compatibility between Tufts and RESPOND effort
reporting
Collaboration between East and West Congo technical
teams

New Problems Encountered and Pro osed Solutions
Issue

Solution

There are a certain number and multi-leveled higher
learning institutions dealing with human health and
animal health present in DRC, and particularly in
Kinshasa UN IKIN, UPN, ISTM etc. . These institutions

RESPOND will make credible effort to ensure
collaboration and avoid duplication.
RESPOND will also explore other potential actors in the
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have no connection to each other, and seem even to
compete against each other.
Most of mechanisms and platforms set up for previous
health surveillance and responses were punctual,
designed fo r short term implementation and did not
program any sustainability plan. The institutionalization of
these mechanisms and structure will be one of the main
challenges that all technical partners with national
institutions have to face.
In DRC, transportation and communication beyond major
population centers is limited, difficult, and expensive.
Cell phone towers do not cover beyond larger population
centers. Information flow often requires travel by foot,
bicycle, motorcycle, pirogue, etc., in order to report to
proper authorities. Security remains a concern in major
parts of DRC. Planning and implementing outbreak
response can be an expensive undertaking, especially in
a vast country like DRC.
DRC does not use a fixed exchange rate between
vendors. Since all transactions occur in cash, multiple
exchange rates are used over the course of one day
when dealinq with multiple vendors.
Additional ICT support needed to streamline information
and standardize ICT procedures across offices and with
all partners.
Incomplete match between RESPOND administrative
needs and Tufts administrative procedures.
Balancing the presence of technical and training staff in
Discovery meetings to ensure training methodologies are
incorporated when discussing technical response to
outbreaks.

region that can respond to the skills building strategy at
regional level.
RESPOND will make credible effort to ensure
collaboration and avoid duplication. RESPOND will work
with donors and implementing agents to plan and
implement activities that capitalize on existing platforms
and capacities.

RESPOND will conduct a comprehensive cost analysis of
the cost implication of the program, key for planning a
long term outbreak response.

A proposed solution is in process for accounting for
multiple exchange rates in a one-day period but has not
yet been internally approved. This is not yet resolved.
RESPOND in process of recruiting a full-time ICT support
staff.
Proposal for International Administrative Excellence
Initiative discussed at Tufts Provost's Retreat
Regional Training Managers will be included in all
instructional design activities.
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CHAPTER II:
ANTICIPATED ACTIVITIES/
PLAN FOR THE NEXT QUARTER
The RESPOND team anticipates the following technical, strategic and operational activities will occur
during the next quarter:
Comment

Activity

Technical
Preparation and submission of the Year 2 work plan

Continuation of One Health and University Twinning
approaches

Eastern Congo Regional Stakeholder Engagement

West Congo Regional Stakeholder workshop

UMN ongoing support in administration of Global Health
Institute (GHI) and Health Alliance meetino
Finalize desktop assessment for Southeast Asia region
with faculty from Tufts (J. Lindenmayer) the University of
Minnesota (A. Ziegler) and short-term technical
assistance consultant from Tufts (I. Willyanto)
Tufts to travel to Southeast Asia (Thailand and Vietnam)
for initial meetings with appropriate staff from
aovernment, universities, NGOs and the orivate sector
Strategic
Global Health Institute (GHI)

Activities will be developed to include all RESPON D
project objectives and will be consistent with the lines of
work concept as required by USAID. The work plan will
be the priority activity for all RESPOND partners and
STTAs, who will be expected to contribute. The process
will engage the team with various stakeholders and
technical short term assistance from partners.
The Global Health Institute (GHI), supported by
Makerere University and University of Minnesota School
of Public Health, will serve as the flagship event to kick
off One Health and university twinning activities for the
quarter.
Eastern Congo office will continue to meet with local and
regional stakeholders in the government, academic, nonprofit, international government, and private sectors to
engage them in planning and implementing One Health
activities consistent with RESPOND objectives. This
activity will be supported by all office personnel and
STTAs.
The meeting will bring together key government and
other national and international stakeholders to further
explore the parameters of one health and the application
to introduce and promote the concept of One Health and
its core values, principles and approach to emerging and
re-emerging diseases, field epidemiology particularly
outbreak investigation and response. This will be held in
early September.

This desktop assessment will be a critical guide to the
Southeast Asia discovery phase scheduled for mid-July.

Discovery phase with key local and international
stakeholders.

This strategic partnership between Makerare University
School of Public Health, University of Minnesota School
of Public Health, and Tufts University will be the official
One Health launch in the Eastern Congo with students
artici atin from across the re ion and the United
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Activity

Health Alliance Meeting

World Rabies Day

AFENET and Health Alliance Sub Award Activities

Operational
Partner visit to UMN and Tufts for a presentation on
TAMIS and to discuss the three project manuals.
Complete Grants Manual, Implementation Manual and
Grantee Handbook.
Clarify roles and responsibilities of monitoring grantee
activities between UMN/Tufts and the RESPOND
regional offices.
Conduct field training in Grants Management and review
three project Manuals in Kampala, Kinshasa and
Bangkok offices.
Operations training for all field offices to include the
following topics: TAMIS use and application, travel
process and regulations, financial reporting and
management, human resources and staff management,
records management, procurement management and
recruitment.
Implement records manaaement svstem in all offices
Roll out of RESPOND Field Operations Manual to field
offices
Complete IT installation and setup, Recruitment of
Grants Manager, and Recruitment of Monitoring and
Evaluation Officer in Kinshasa office
Recruit Grants Manager and Monitoring and Evaluation
Officer in Kampala
Finalize recruitment of Project Accountant, Grants
Manager, Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, Travel and
Logistics Coordinator, Drivers; Build out and move in to
permanent office space; Complete IT installation and
setup of permanent office space; Finalize procurement of
IT equipment, service and ISP.
Prepare field operations trainings for field teams.
In TAMIS, complete full customization of the Monitoring &
Evaluation/Results module, full customization of the
Technical/Activities module for partners and all open field
offices, and in-person training of partners and field staff
for the new modules.

Comment

States.
During the GHI, Health Alliance member deans from 7
schools of public health will meet to discuss needs and
opportunities for further engagement with RESPOND.
Possible areas of collaboration include: expanding
membership, One Health curriculum development,
coordination across schools of medicine, public health,
and veterinary medicine.
28 September 2010 - A series of concurrent public
awareness campaign in East and West Congo to
increase awareness of rabies transmission, prevention
and control.
RESPOND will work closely with both organizations to
support their development as flagship platforms in the
region. Activities consistent with our One Health
objectives will be designed to provide

Expected to be finalized 31 July 2010
Agreement expected by 31 July 2010

RESPOND Senior Grants Manager to conduct visit in
early July
Estimated travel schedule:
Kinshasa in August, 2010
Kampala in August, 201 O
Bangkok in September, 2010

To be completed in Julv, 2010
To be completed in July, 2010
To be completed in July-August, 2010

To be completed in July-August, 2010
To be completed in August-September, 2010

To be completed in July, 2010
To be completed in September, 2010
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APPENDIX A:
FINANCIAL REPORT
p·Ipe rme
Total Award Value
Total Obligation
Total Expended April 1 - June 30, 2010
Total Expended Life of Project through June 30, 2010
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

$184,895,540

(b)(4)

PlannedExpen d't
I ures for Nex t Q uarter
Additional Obligations Expected
Planned Expenditures July 1 through September 30, 2010
Total Estimated Expenditures as of September 30, 2010
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on September 30, 2010
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(b)(4)

APPENDIX B: STRATEGIC
OUTREACH
Contact

Date

Outreach

Objective

Society of Petroleum
Engineers Health, Safety,
and Environment
Conference

12-14 April

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting

Health Committee of
International Petroleum
Industry Environmental
Conservation Association
(IPIECA)
Ms. Daina Tapiero, IFC

15 April

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting

Met with Health and Corporate Social Responsibility
officers of oil and gas companies to introduce the
RESPOND project. Made contacts with multiple oil
and gas companies who are conducting CSR projects
in RESPOND priority countries.
Introduced RESPOND project and initiated discussion
of how Oil and Gas companies could begin getting
involved in reporting emerging diseases.

16 April

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting

Francois Philippart, Acting
Country Director of PACT
DRC

Week of 2
May

Dr. Ir. Alain Gallez, Attache
de la Cooperation at the
Belgian Embassy

Week of 2
May

Richard Robinson, Social
Program Manager at
Tenke Fungurume Mining
(Freeport McMoRan)

3 May

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
West Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
West Congo
Office
West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Makerere School of Public
Health (including their ICT
Unit)

4 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

John Flynn, Program
Director of USAID Central
African Regional Program
for the Environment
(CARPE)
DRC Ministry of Agriculture

4 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

4 May
10 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Introductory meeting with Ms. Tapiero of IFC in which
she suggested RESPOND team attendance at the
Community Investment conference conducted at IFC
in June.
Met to discuss PACT projects in DRC, specifically
those associated with Tenke Fungurume and
artisanal miners.

Meeting provided an opportunity to learn about
ongoing projects in DRC.

RESPOND team met with the Social Program
Manager from TFM, which is the largest mining
company in DRC. The company described its existing
social development programs, which do include
health oroorams.
Discussion focused on objectives and goals of the
RESPOND project and the Makerere School of Public
Health, as well as strategies for working together.
Agreed to explore 1) competency and training needs
of personnel at the community and district levels; 2)
development of new methodologies to penetrate
currently inaccessible/underserved areas (possibly
through mobile communication); 3) current capacity
for diagnostic testing and interpretation, and 4)
continuing education and leadership training for One
Health professionals.
Met with CARPE Director to learn about CARPE
efforts to support conditions and practices that reduce
deforestation and loss of biological diversity in the
region by increasing local, regional and national level
natural resource manaqement.
RESPOND team discussed the recent transition of
veterinary health care for animal production to the
private sector with the Secretary General and Division
of Animal Production and Health; gained an
understanding of the National Network for
Epidemioloav surveillance (RENES) , which was
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Contact

Date

Outreach

Congolese Institute for the
Conservation of Nature
(ICCN)

4 May
26 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Ugandan Ministry of Health
(MoH)

5 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Makerere University
School of Veterinary
Medicine

5 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Wildlife Conservation
Society, DRC and
Republic of Congo

5 May
10 May
24 June

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Dr. Raymond
Lumbuenamo, National
Director; Christine Tam,
Director of Conservation ;
Marguerite Nzuzi, Project
Manager; Dr. Didier
Mazongo Leko Mondende,
Project Coordinator at
World Wildlife Fund DRC
International Conservation
and Education Fund
(INCEF), Republic of
Congo

6 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

6 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Conservation through
Public Heath

7 May

AFENET (African Field
Epidemiology Network)

7 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala
East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Objective
established for animal health but is not currently
support by a legal framework or ongoing funding.
Also learned more about the Conseil Agricole et Rural
de Gestion (GARG), a consultation body at the
territory level. MoA expressed interest in continued
education for veterinarians and noted only one
ongoing animal health program, funded by the EU
throuqh IBAR (SPINAP).
Introductory meetings with the Director General,
Deputy Director General and National Parks Director.
ICCN covers 9 national parks, 61 other protected
areas with 8 veterinarians and 5 administrative staff,
but has is limited by significant physical resource
constraints.
Introductory meeting with RESPOND staff and Dr.
Koboyo to discuss public health capacity and
outbreak response. MoH expressed strong interest to
collaborate in One Health activities and outbreak
response capacity building.
Follow-up meeting with Dean Kabasa in which the
school expressed a strong interest to work with
RESPOND on EPT capacity building initiatives. Dean
Kabasa provided a list of other qroups to contact.
RESPOND staff met with Director General and team
from Republic of Congo as well as DRC Country
Representative. WCS completed construction of a
wildlife health lab within the existing central public
health lab. WCS will soon begin a biodiversity
assessment for Zenaga mine and will incorporate
wildlife disease surveillance (PREDICT activity) over
time in the Republic of Congo. In DRC, focus is on 7
sites in lturi landscape and Orientale and Katanga
provinces, with interventions focused on biodiversity
conservation through inventory, monitoring, patrolling,
research, and community-based management in
support to ICCN. WCS employs conservation agents
who interact with communities and wildlife and is
interested in training their rangers on active
surveillance.
Project Coordinator from Fund described their
community, population, and public health program as
part of USAID CARPE work they do. The Fund is
developing a plan for surveillance of wildlife,
livestock, and humans, as well as a rapid response
program.

INCEF Managing Director described their approach
focusing on the use of locally produced and
disseminated video as an educational tool to foster
improvement of the health and well-being of human
and wildlife populations.
Introduced RESPOND and EPT to the organization
and learned about opportunities for public-private
partnerships.
Introductory meeting of RESPOND staff with AFENET
senior leadership, following initial introductions at the
USAID-sponsored EPT road show in April. AFENET
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Contact

Date

Outreach

DRC Ministry of Primary,
Secondary and
Professional Education

7 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

National Biomedical
Research Institute (INRB)

7 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Central Veterinary
Laboratory (CVL)

7 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

International Livestock
Research Institute (ILRI) ;

8 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

University of Kinshasa
(UNIKIN)

8 May
17 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Kinshasa School of Public
Health

8 May
27 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Dr. Davy Louvouzeo,
representative of Medicins
d'Afrique in Brazzaville,

Week of 9
May

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meetinq in

Based in Nairobi, Kenya
but meeting conducted in
Kampala

Objective
expressed interest in continuing education, mentoring
programs, and providing technical support to older
FETPs as well as newer programs in Tanzania and
Rwanda. Discussed possibility of leveraging AFENET
resources to coordinate with other countries in region
(e.g. FETP-Kenya) in response to outbreaks and
epidemics.
Discussed opportunities for collaboration with the
General Secretary and Director of Reform and
Innovation while the Ministry beings educational
reform. The reform committee provided information
on veterinary assistance and forestry schools (names,
locations, types of traininq etc.).
Introductory meeting with the Deputy Director and
PREDICT team (GVFI/PREDICT office located within
INRB). INRB has lab capable of rt-PCT, used to
confirm monkeypox diagnosis, but discussed need to
strengthen biosafety. INRB not aware of Central
African FE(L)TP program but interested in
participating. Currently collaborates with CVL on
trypanosomiasis and monkeypox.
CVL Assistant Director described work in diagnostic
testing, vaccine production and food safety, as well
as collaboration with INRB on trypanosomiasis, and
monkeypox. CVL vets work in all provinces as
Provincial Inspectors, but there are no vets below that
level. CVL also not aware of Central African FE(L)TP.
Met to informally exchange information on project
plans and express a willingness to collaborate.
Discovered ILRI coordinated the establishment of the
Participatory Epidemiology Network for Animal and
Public Health (PENAPH) and has links to CDC,
FEPT-Uganda and AFENET. ILRI has trained trainers
in participatory disease surveillance in several
countries.
Meeting held to introduce Dean and Vice Dean of the
Faculty of Medicine on 8 May. A follow-up workshop
organized on 17 May with 15 people from medicine,
sciences, and biology faculties of the University of
Kinshasa. Main recommendations from the workshop
include: 1) Start development of modules and
introduce new core competencies of One Health; 2)
Establish school of veterinary public health; 3)
Develop diversified partnership fo r UNIKIN; and 4)
Set up a coordination mechanism for One Health in
UNIKIN.
Met with Director of School of Public Health for
introductory and fol low-up meetings. Learned the
school was created in 1984 with USAID support to
train senior staff of the ministry and at "Zones de
Sante," primarily targeting professionals in the field.
School delivers Masters degree after 18 months of
training, with financial support coming mainly from
USAID through annual scholarships provided to 35
students. School is member of Health Alliance; good
platform for exchange and harmonization of courses,
deqrees and participation of RESPOND activities.
Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.
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Contact

Date

Republic of Congo

Outreach
West Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
West Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
West Congo
Office

Drs. John and Terese Hart,
co-Directors of TshuapaLomami-Lualaba (TL2)
Conservation and
Research Project
Professor Bruno Lapika
Dimomfu, Department
Chair and Director of
CERDAS at University of
Kinshasa Department of
Anthropology
Francoise van de Ven,
representative from
Federation des Industries
du Bois

Week of 9
May

Dr. Lowe Eric, Medical
Coordinator of Kasese
Cobalt Company Limited
(KCCL)

Week of 9
May

Larry Streshley of
International Medical
Assistance (IMA)

Week of 9
May

Robert Ddamulira, Oil and
Gas Project Manager at
the World Wildlife Fund Uganda

Week of 9
May

Dr. Olivier Cassar,
Scientist in Unit of
Epidemiology and
Physiopathology of
Oncogenic Viruses at the
lnstitut Pasteur
Dr. Andrew Sekitoleko,
Director of Clinical
Services at the
International Hospital
Kampala
Barbara Addy, Chief of
Party of USAID Health
Initiative for the Private
Sector (HIPS) Program
Sante Rurale (SANRU)
AXxes Project

Week of 9
May

10 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Abdul B. Byakagaba of

11 May

East Congo

Week of 9
May

Week of 9
May

Week of 9
May

10 May

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
West Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
East Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
East Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
East Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
West Congo
Office
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting in
East Congo
Office
East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Objective

Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.

Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.

Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.

Discussed KCCL health and CSR projects and
identified possible areas of collaboration through
USAID HIPS.

Held introductory meeting to discuss IMA's projects in
DRC. Possible areas for collaboration at Tenke
Fungumure and other locations in DRC.

Gained understanding of the potential environmental
problems associated with oil and gas development in
Uganda.

Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.

Held introductory meeting to discuss private sector
involvement in health care during outbreak response.

Gained understanding of USAID HIPS program,
which currently works with over 70 companies to
upgrade clinics and train professionals. HIPS
expressed interest in collaborating with RESPOND.
Met with SANRU Project Director to learn more about
their extensive experience in strengthening DRC
health-system, with basic health work in 80 health
zones. Discussion referenced that any training
programs must work with MoH to develop training
curricula and train trainers and that Community
Relays are important people for getting info to the
village level. AXxes project trained 13,000
Community Relays in 2 years.
Discussed Heritage Oil's approach to Corporate
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Contact

Date

Heritage Oil

Outreach

Objective

Office in
Kampala
East Congo
Office in
Kampala
West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Social Responsibility through education and safe
water programs.
Follow-up meeting with Dean Kabasa to discuss
technical aspects of program, strategies and the
development of the work plan.
Introduced to Secretary General and directorates
known as Planning Unit, Nurse Training Coordination,
and Diseases Surveillance and Response. Gained
better understanding of various surveillance, outbreak
investigation and response mechanisms as well as of
MoH partners and programs. MoH indicated that
"Plan National du Developpement Sanitaire" and
"Strategie de Renforcement du Systeme de Sante"
documents are available. Participation in Surveillance
Unit weekly meetinqs encouraqed.
Minister and Chief of Staff discussed reform and
coordination of higher education on veterinarian
training, supporting the creation of Veterinary Faculty
UNIKIN. Ministry is open to collaboration with
RESPOND.
Gauged interest of Tororo Cement Limited in working
with the RESPOND project. Learned that Tororo
currently engaged in USAID HIPS program and would
be interested to work with RESPOND project.
Met to introduce RESPOND team to UWA. Learned
that UWA conducts wildlife-training programs that
focus on practical skills for veterinarians, field
rangers, and wardens. Their field sites include wildlife
farms, zoos and national parks. RESPOND team
learned about training programs for the Ministry of
Agriculture, private veterinarians and district-level
animal control personnel in wildlife capture and
carcass management.
Met with the Dean of Makerere School of Health and
Nursing department head to discuss capacity building
through faculty and professional development. The
School of Health expressed strong interest in training
and curriculum co-development to empower nurses to
respond to and report disease outbreak.
Discussed potential for public-private partnerships.

Makerere University
School of Veterinary
Medicine
DRC Ministry of Public
Health

11 May

DRC Ministry of Higher
and University Education

12 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Alok Kala, Chief Marketing
Manager at Tororo Cement
Limited

12 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Uganda Wildlife Authority
(UWA)

12 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Makerere School of Health
Sciences

12 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Patrick Nalere, Heifer
International Uganda

12 May

Nahya Nkinzi, CSR
Advisor at Tullow Oil

13 May

Dominion Oil

13 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala
East Congo
Office in
Kampala
East Congo
Office in
Kampala

RUFORUM

13 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Adreas Deuble, Head of

13 May

East Congo

12 May
17 May

Tullow Oil expressed interest in working with
RESPOND project for a high-impact program.
Discussed Dominion Oil's current approach to
Corporate Social Responsibility and found they are
currently working through USAID HIPS program. Any
future CSR will likely only fall under HIPS.
RESPOND team learned that RUFORUM network
and regional cooperative approach could facilitate the
development of a regional learning platform to
engage a wide range of regional universities in an
applied approach linking policy objectives in the
region. RUFORUM's e-learning initiative could be
linked with RESPOND partners as the project
develops e-learning tools for the region.
Discussed MSF's operations and response to multiple
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Contact

Date

Mission at Medecins sans
Frontieres MSF-France
Uganda

Outreach

Objective

Office in
Kampala

outbreaks in Uganda over the last 10 years. When
outbreaks occur, MSF deploys when asked by MoH
to intervene. MSF also conducts trainings in case
management for health professionals and has
developed a case management profile for diseases
common in Uganda. A division of MSF called
EPICENTRE conducts epidemiological training and is
currently researching malaria and TB. MSF has
ongoing HIV/AIDS prevention programs in northwest
Uganda.
Introductory meeting with the Chancellor and the
Dean of Faculty of Veterinary Medicine
UN ILU is reviewing its curricula by 2012; the
university will offer a Ph.D. degree in nursing.
Students from technical medical schools will not be
required to take an additional year to be admitted into
the program.
Introductory meeting and information discovery for
RESPOND staff to discuss synergies with IMG. IMG
has a well-organized and funded human health
network including government and NGOs throughout
Uganda. IMG has a robust continuing education
program that integrates training of nurses and doctors
that could represent testing ground for RESPONDdeveloped education/training. Discussion focused on
need for posters that clearly lay out reporting
structures for reportable diseases and on need to
further develop and disseminate case management
guidelines. IMG is interest in SMS-based reporting
mechanism to disseminate disease information
region-wide.
Met with GIRAD to understand and assess
opportunities for collaboration in the areas of
infectious disease control and outbreak response.
The GIRAD 5-year plan includes a strong component
on animal health and emerging infectious disease.
The center has been working with a multi-disciplinary
team to address these issues for a number of years.
Introduced RESPOND project to Masaka District
Veterinary Office. Masaka district has a variety of
EPT-related issues. Rabies is a big problem in the
District. Identified Epi and health / population health
management as huge gap, noting examples of bird
and swine flu. Also very lacking in the most basic
PPE.
Introduced RESPOND project to Mbarara District
Veterinary Office. The Following needs were
identified: 1) laboratory materials and training; 2)
refresher courses for in-service/mid-career vets
(indicated opportunities are few and far between);
and 3) vaccines and vaccine storage especially at the
sub-county level where refrigeration/electricity are not
available.
Introduced RESPOND project to Bushenyi District
Veterinary Office. Following issues identified: 1)
Inefficient disease reporting systems (human and
animal); 2) Lack of passive disease surveillance in
animal populations (slaughter surveillance); and 3)
No clear communications strateqy for reportinq

University of Lubumbashi

13 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

International Medical
Group (IMG)

14 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Representatives from
Agricultural Research
Centre for International
Development (GIRAD)

17 May

Meeting at
GIRAD office
in Montpellier,
France

Masaka District Veterinary
Office

18 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Mbarara District Veterinary
Office

18 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Bushenyi District
Veterinary Office

19 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala
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Contact

Date

Outreach

Medecins d'Afrique,
Republic of Congo and
DRC

19 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Kasese District Veterinary
Office

20 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

UWA Veterinarian in
Queen Elizabeth National
Park (QENP)

20 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Food and Agriculture
Organization, DRC

20 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Industry and
Fisheries (MAAIF)

21 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

ERAIFT (Ecole Regionale
Post Universitaire
d'Amenagement et de
Gestion lntegres des
Forets et Territoires
Tropicaux)

21 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Director of Communication
for Development at
UNICEF

23 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Straight Talk Foundation

23 May

East Congo
Office in
Kampala

Objective
disease (district may sometimes be bypassed).
Discussed program experience in emergency,
development, nutrition and food, security, and health
promotion/education. Currently collaborates with CDC
Atlanta in training and setting up "sentinel sites."
Medecins d'Afrique has experience in setting up
community health centers, working with COGE,
GOSA, and "health relays. "
Introduced RESPOND project to Kasese District
Veterinary Office. Need to increase mobility and
training for and in outbreak investigation, response,
and diagnostic capabilities.
Introduced RESPOND project to QENP Veterinarian,
with the following needs identified: 1) Acquire mobile
veterinary ambulance with at least some diagnostic
testing capabilities; 2) Place additional veterinarians
in the larger national parks; 3) Develop a disease
response team - not necessarily veterinarians but
trained veterinary assistants/rangers; 4) Improve
capacity for wildlife species diagnostics - currently
most basic diagnostics such as cytology and
bacteriology are not possible; 5) Establish
community-level training for front line workers at the
interface of human/livestock/wildlife; 6) Increase
animal disease diagnostics and reporting capacity at
the district level. RESPOND team may find UWA
database useful for development of syndromic
surveillance system.
Held introductory meeting with Country
Representative and his team. FAO recently undertook
an assessment on animal health in DRC through
Crisis Management Center and recommended some
activities involving epidemiosurveillance network.
No real intervention for now, with funding pending.
FAO would be interested in collaborating to
institutionalize surveillance and respond mechanisms.
MAAIF described cold chain transport of samples to
national lab and communications from and to district,
sub-county, national and international veterinary and
animal health authorities. Noted that One
Health/cross-sectoral/multi-disciplinary approach not
currently in use.
Met with Program Assistant to discuss ERAIFT, a
regional school created 11 years ago and funded by
UNDP, UNESCO, EU, and ECOFAC. School has
faculty from several countries, including DRC,
Belgium, Canada, and US, and collaborates with the
University of Maryland and NASA for satellite
imaaerv.
RESPOND team discussed possible avenues for
collaboration. UNICEF already has many activities
and relationships in place at the community level in
Uganda, so there are many possibilities for
collaboration with RESPOND.
Introduced RESPOND project and EPT to Straight
Talk Foundation and learned about their
communication capabilities with the local
communities. It was agreed that there are several
oooortunities for collaboration and assistance for
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Contact

Date

Outreach

Objective
mass communication, in particular for World Rabies
day in late September.
Met to receive background information on the One
Health Alliance (OHA). Dr Burnham provided an
overview of JHSPH and Tulane University initiatives
with schools of public health in the East Africa region.

Dr. Gilbert Burnham,
Professor of International
Health, Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of
Public Health
Center for Disease
Control, DRC

26 May

Meeting at DAI

27 May

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Association des Medecins
Veterinaires du Congo
(AMVC)

31 May
5 June
18-20 June

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

DRC Ministry of Rural
Development

1 June

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

African Wildlife
Foundation, DRC

7 June

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

David Mukanga, AFENET

15 June

Meeting at DAI

Dr. Allard Blom, Managing
Director of the Central
Africa Program of the
World Wildlife Fund-US

16 June

World Health Organization,
DRC

18 June

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting
Washington,
DC
West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Federation of Red
Cross/Red Crescent
Societies, DRC

18 June

West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Lisa Steel, Senior
Administrator of the
Central Africa Program of
the World Wildlife Fund-US

18 June

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting
Washington,

Discussed CDC work in treatment, capacity building
of labs, and information management in 5 provinces,
with focus on HIV/AIDS surveillance (funded by
PEP FAR), flu, and monkeypox with the COP and his
assistant. CDC intervenes on FELTP in DRC, Gabon,
Cameroon, and Central African Republic.
RESPOND team learned about work of AMVC, a nonprofit organization promoting the veterinarian
profession, in introductory meetings then followed-up
with meeting on 5 June with veterinarian/animal
health professionals. From 18-20 June, AMVC
organized a workshop to debate issues regarding the
veterinary profession in Congo. RESPOND provided
financial support to the workshop. AMVC could play a
role in epidemiological data/information gathering and
delivery of veterinary services in the future.
Introductory meeting with the Secretary General.
Gained a better understanding of Ministry's role in
promoting decentralization and coordinating rural
development. The Ministry promotes different
platforms at multiple levels (GARG, CLD etc.).
The Deputy Director explained they're part of the
consortium that implements USAID CAR PE in DRC at
the Maringa-Lopori-Wamba landscape. The
Foundation has no expertise on surveillance and
needs to be trained, but did play a key role in
mobilizing actors through platforms such as GOSA,
GARG etc.
Follow up meeting to introduce Dr. Mukanga to the
RESPOND grant process.
Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.

Introductory meeting with Country Representative.
Learned that WHO has developed country strategy
for 2008-2013 and is currently funding the majority of
surveillance and outbreak response activities.
Country Representative described work in all 11
provinces with thousands of volunteers who are well
trained, integrated in health clusters, and ready to
mobilize when needed. Volunteers have expertise in
community mobilization and communications tools
developed and tested by the Red Cross to achieve
their own objectives and targets. The Red Cross
approach could serve as a model to RESPOND
programming.
Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.
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Contact

Date

Outreach

Dr. Emmanuel Lampaert of
Medecins Sans Frontieres
Belgique (MSF), DRC

21 June

DC
West Congo
Office in
Kinshasa

Terri Lukas, Senior
Program Officer of the
People, Health, and
Environment Project at the
World Wildlife Fund-US
Joseph Koslowski and
Hadrien Vanthomme of the
Smithsonian Institution
Department of
Conservation Education
and Development

24 June

30 June

Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting
Washington,
DC
Ecology &
Environment,
Inc. Meeting
Washington,
DC

Objective
Discussed MSF work in DRC since 1995. Group
began as emergency project in response to Ebola
outbreak, but has since expanded scope and works in
3 provinces with offices in Kinshasa, Kisangani, and
Lubumbashi. Plans in place to intensify intervention in
Equateur province. MSF participates in "passive"
surveillance and data monitorinQ with MoH.
Held introductory meeting to introduce RESPOND
project.

Met to discuss research design for wildlife monitoring
project in Gabon
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ACRONYMS
ADPC

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

AED

Academy for Educational Development

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRISA

Africa Institute for Strategic Animal Resource Service and Development

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANIC

L'Association Nationale des lnfirmiers au Congo (National Association of Nurses
of Congo)

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association o f Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU

African Union

AU-IBAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program

BMP

Best Management Practices

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CDC

Center for Diseases Control and Prevention

CE

Continuing Education

CODESA

Comite de Developpement Sanitaire (Health Development Committee)

CMU

Chiang Mai University

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildli fe and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EACIDS

Eastern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

ECTAD

Emergency Center for T ransboundary Animal Diseases

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention Systems

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

GHI

Global Health Institute

GIGOM

Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining
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GIS

Geographic Information System

GMSRID

Greater Mekong Subregion Responses to Infectious Disease

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program

HPAT

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

JBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICCN

lnstitut Congolais pour la Conservation de la Nature

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

IEM

Institut d' Enseignement Medicale

INRB

Institut National de Recherche Biomedicale

ISP

Institut Superieur Pedagogique

TSTM

Tnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medicale

KKU

Khon Kaen University

KMS

Knowledge Management System

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

M&IE

Meals & Incidental Expenses

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MS

Master of Science

MoPH

Ministere de la Sante Publique

MPH

Master of Public Health

NAC

National Accreditation Council

OHT

One Health Triangle

OIE

W odd Organization for Animal Health

PDA

Personal Digital Assistant

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPF

Pandemic Preparedness Forum

Pro-MED

Program for Monitodng Emerging Diseases

RDMA

Regional D evelopment Mission - Asia

RENES

Roseau National d ' Epidemiosurveillance (National Network for Epidemiology
Surveillance)

ROC

Republic of Congo

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SACIDS

Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance
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SAFETYNET

South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network

SANRU

Sante Rurale (Rural Health)

SEA

Southeast Asia

STOP AI

Stamp out Pandemic and Avian Influenza

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network

T OT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNSIC

UN System Influenza Coordination

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

USFWS

US Fish and Wildlife Service

WCB

West Congo Basin

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WWF

Worldwide Fund for Nature/World Wildlife Fund

ZSL

Zoological Society of London
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This fourth Quarterly Report represents the completion of the first year of the RESPOND project. During
this quarter a number of activities were initiated that will continue into Year 2 and which will establish
strong working relationships with local counterparts allowing expanded implementation. USAID
continues to roll out the EPT program on a country-by-country basis; RESPOND activities have been
limited to countries where USAID has completed roll-out for Year l. This geographical limitation,
combined with the approval of activities on a case by case basis resulted in slower than anticipated
implementation. In Year 2, broader geographical coverage sho uld be possible as the roll-out of EPT is
completed. During this quarter key activities included the following:
•

The first Africa-based Global Health Institute (GHI) was hosted by the Makerere University
School of Public Health in Kampala. The 2-week GHI was made possible through the direct
support of a RESPOND grant and in partnership with the University of Minnesota and Tufts
University. A total of 83 students and faculty were trained from schools of public health,
medicine, nursing, veterinary medicine, agriculture, wildlife and zoology from Uganda, Rwanda,
Tanzania, Kenya, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, and the United States. The
course covered subjects including Zoonotic Diseases, Global Public Health Systems,
Participatory Epidemiology and Applied Biostatistics.

•

RESPOND implemented its first outbreak response - the control of anthrax in Queen Elizabeth
National Park. The RESPOND stake holders group including the Ugandan Wildlife Authority,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture, CDC, AFENET and Conservation through Public
Health mobilized to create the Uganda National Anthrax Task Force in response to the anthrax
outbreak in hippos and buffalos in Queen Elizabeth National Park (QENP). RESPOND funded
AFENET to train 31 district wildlife, animal and public health officials in the basic techniques in
rapid diagnostic screening of anthrax, aerial surveillance of QENP was undertaken and the
RESPOND team provided logistical support for the anthrax response including containment,
public information campaign and the vaccination of 5,000 cattle around the QENP.

•

RESPOND was invited to present the project at the quarterly meeting of the HEALTH Alliance
and to discuss possible linkages. USAID's Dennis Carroll (a Health All iance board member)
challenged the organization to look beyond just public health, to One Health and to invite their
colleagues from veterinary schools to link or join the Alliance. The HEALTH Alliance agreed to
this action and the East Congo team worked with the schools of public health and veterinary
medicine from Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya to hold a joint One Health Summit in
Kampala from 15-16 October, 2010. University deans representing 14 schools of public health
and veterinary medicine will be present. RESPOND will also commence planning activities with
the Umutara Polytechnic Veterinary School Rwanda and the National University School of Public
Health to co-host a planned One Health Workshop in February 2011. Modeled after the GHI, the
workshop will be designed to bring together national, district and local level public health, and
animal health and wildlife officials and provide them with One Health in-service training.

•

RESPOND utilized World Rabies Day (28 September) to emphasize the importance of a One
Health approach to control rabies. In the DRC, the Ministries of Health, Agriculture, and
Environment collaborated with technical pa1tners and donors (USAID/RESPOND, CDC, WHO
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and PAO) to conduct a one-day workshop for the purpose of discussing surveillance and control
activities. RESPOND supported the production and distribution of over 30,000 flyers and posters
which were distributed across the city of Kinshasa by the Congolese Red Cross in public places,
schools and health centers. Professional associations (Society of Physicians, Society of
Pharmacists, Veterinary Association and the Nurses Association) took the initiative to create a
platform called the One Health Federation that will facilitate information sharing and
consultation. In Uganda, RESPOND issued a grant to the Uganda Veterinary Association (UVA)
to coordinate rabies awareness campaigns in four districts across the country, where previous
World Rabies Day activities had not reached. UVA coordinated efforts with local and district
government officials to both raise awareness of rabies via a public information campaign, and to
control the spread of the disease through the vaccination of companion animals.
Administratively, the RESPOND Field Operations Manual was adapted for field office use and released
to Regional Offices. Topics include Personnel, Travel, Finance, Procurement, Asset Management,
Information Management, Security and Office Administration. Field Operations Training was conducted
in the East Congo Basin and West Congo Basin Regional Offices, 6-16 September and 27 September - 7
October, respectively. Topics covered included: Finance, Procurement & Inventory, Personnel,
Recruitment, Records Management, and Travel. The RESPOND Grants Manual was completed which
covers the grants management process from concept to close-out as well as the Implementation Manual,
which provides the step by step guidance how to use T AMIS to manage grants.
On 30 September, a new DAI/RESPOND office facility was completed in Southeast Asia, with 4-5
workstations reserved for RESPOND staff and other EPT partners to work at while based in Bangkok.
The office now has Internet and the home office Information Technology (IT) specialists are working
with RESPOND in October to set up the server and install the remaining IT equipment. During this
reporting period, both the RESPOND expatriate employees obtained the appropriate work permits from
the Government of Thailand (Ministry of Labor).
Finally, this quarter included a highly intensive Year 2 work plan and budget process covering global
activities and activities for all three regional offices. The work plan was submitted to USAID for
approval on 16 August. USAID approved the Y2 Work Plan on 29 September, 2010, contingent upon the
request for and subsequent approval of future concept papers of individual activities.
The layout of this quarterly report mirrors the design of the Year 2 Workplan and follows the same
structure for each of four regions (Global, East Congo Basin, West Congo Basin, and South East Asia):
A) Management Repo1t, including administration and staffing updates
B) Progress Report of Regional Activities, including regional sub-activities that were proposed in the
implementation plan ofRESPOND's Year 2 work plan to initiate in the cun-ent quarter and subactivities that were given USAID approval to initiate in the cuITent quarter.
C) Planned Regional Activities for the next quarter, including regional sub-activities that were
proposed in the implementation plan of RESPOND' s Year 2 work plan to initiate in next quarter.
D) Progress Report of Country Activities including country specific sub-activities that were
proposed in the implementation plan of RESPOND's Year 2 work plan to initiate in the current
quarter, and sub-activities that were given USAlD approval to initiate in the current quarter.
E) Planned Country Activities for the next quarter including country specific sub-activities that were
proposed in the implementation plan of RESPOND's Year 2 work plan to initiate in next quarter.
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The global map above displays where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 20 11 (in light red). The Congo
River is represented by the white line that runs in the West Congo Basin and the Mekong River is represented by the white line that runs through
Southeast Asia. The c ities indicated in black reflect the locations of the RESPOND Regional Hub Offices

MANAGEMENT REPORT
Project Administration
Field Operations Manual completed and released to Regional Offices. Topics include:
Introduction, Personnel, Travel, Finance, Procurement, Asset Management, Information
Management, Project Staff and Security, Office Administration.
Field Operations Training conducted in the ECB and WCB Regional Offices, 6- 16 September and
27 September to 07 October, respectively. Topics covered included: Finance, Procurement &
Inventory, Personnel, Recruitment, Records Management, and Travel.
Records Management System implemented for all Regional Offices as of 15 September 10.
Completed work-plan and budgets through Year 2 and submitted to USAID for approval.

Grants
Completed Grants Manual, to include the grants management process from concept to close-out.
Completed the Implementation Manual, which provides the step by step guidance how to use
T AMIS to manage grants.
Completed the first round of training in Grants Compliance and T AMIS in all three regional
offices, Partner's Project Administrators and for some for PHQ staff.
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-

Tested the grants management process.

TAMIS
-

Customized Technical Module with following features: Full RESPOND Work Plan, M&E Input,
Indicator Reporting (Training & Events, Twinning / Mentoring Agreements, Outbreak/Response,
Technology Record).

-

Completed Grants Module with the addition of Direct Assistance feature.

-

Carried out Grants Module training for Southeast Asia, East and West Africa offices, as well as
UMN and Tufts University.

-

Added Meeting Notes Tracker to the Administrative Module.

-

Initiated integration of FAS in T AMIS.

Staffing
Hired RESPOND PHQ Project Office Assistant on 12 J uly 10.

PROGRESS REPORT: GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
The activities presented below were either approved by USAID within the quarter or were proposed by
RESPOND to initiate within the quarter and are pending USAID approval. These activities are not
inclusive of all activities that were proposed by RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND
annual work plan.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.8 GL: Support for development of materials and media messages to build
public awareness about zoonotic disease - World Rabies Day, 28 September 2010, as a pilot
activity
-

Partners: Global Alliance for Rabies Control.

-

Expected results: Increased awareness of issues related to zoonotic disease transmission,
particularly of rabies as a threat to public and animal health, simple methods to
avoid/minimize risks, and prophylaxis/treatment.

-

Achieved results: See sub-activity 3.4.8 EC and sub-activity 3.4.8 WC.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
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Sub-activity 2.4.2 GL: Support for TEPHINET to host global conference and add One
Health sessions
-

Partners: TEPHINET, others TBD.

-

Expected results: Total of 500-600 persons expected to attend (Source: TEPHINET); One
Health workshop hosted for 30 persons attending the conference, incorporation of One Health
into FETP programs discussed; plenary session organized for One Health issues; support
provided for individuals to attend meeting.

-

Achieved results: Created and released an RFA to T EPHINET.

RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.0 GL: Support to facilitate and improve the response to outbreaks of
potentially zoonotic disease in hot spot regions
-

Partners: In collaboration with host-country governments, work with international health
agencies (in-country and regional offices), WHO-GOARN, FAO-CMC, DELIVER, EPT
partners, donor-sponsored programs, AFENET , SAFETYNET, TEPHINET, others TBD.

-

Expected results: Training, technical, logistical, material and communications support
provided to address identified gaps; improved efficiency and efficacy of outbreak response.

-

Achieved results: See sub-activity 3.2.0. lEC.

RESPOND Activity 3.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.3.1 GL: ProMed Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife
diseases
-

Partners: ProMED Mail, other sub-awardees TBD

-

Expected results: Increased awareness of available informal reporting sources; increased
number of "reporters"; increase use of wildlife health information to protect and improve
public health.

-

Achieved results: A draft RFA has been completed that will focus on training,
communication, and infrastructure.
Awaiting USAID concurrence
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PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: GLOBAL
The activities presented below are proposed by RESPOND to initiate within the next quarter and are
pending USAID approval. These activities are not inclusive of all activities that were proposed by
RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND annual work plan.
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1. 1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core
competencies

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive
industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions
Sub-activity 2.2.2 GL: Involve telecommunications companies in outbreak response activities
and training
RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.2 GL: Support for TEPHINET to host global conference and add One
Health sessions
(Please refer to Global Activities Progress Report above for update)
RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1. l GL: Strengthen local capacity to support evaluation studies
RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.0 GL: Support to facilitate and improve the response to outbreaks of
potentially zoonotic disease in hot spot regions
(Please refer to Global Activities Progress Report above for update)
RESPOND Activity 3.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.3. 1 GL: ProMed Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife
diseases
(Please refer to Global Activities Progress Report above for update)
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES CONTRIBUTING TOW ARDS GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
Wildlife training in West Congo
Dr Chris W hittier, in collaboration with the US Fish and Wildlife Service, conducted an assessment of
training at the Wildlife Specialist Training School in Garoua, Cameroon between July 16 and 28, 2010.
Dr Whittier reported that, while the school had some limitations, it would be a good partner for
RESPOND with respect to in-service training of wildlife specialists and potentially also at the university
and community levels.
Collaboration with AU-IBAR
At the end of July 2010, Dr Richard Kock (ZSL) and Dr Robyn Alders visited the AU-IBAR headquarters
in Nairobi to initiate discussions concerning opportunities for collaboration. Preliminary and encouraging
meetings were held with the Acting Director and the Head of the Wildlife Unit with follow up meetings to
be held involving the RESPOND Project Director and USAID.

Development of RESPOND Gender and Cultural Sensitivity Strategies
The RESPOND Social Anthropologists, Ben Hickler and Brigitte Bagnol, completed the first drafts of
gender and cultural sensitivity strategies for the East and West Congo Regional offices respectively.
These strategies will guide project implementation and the mainstreaming of these issues in training
modules.
EPT Social Scientist Gathering
Ben Hickler participated in the first gathering of EPT Social Scientists hosted by PREVENT at the AED
headquarters on July 12, 2010. Experiences were shared and areas for collaboration among the EPT
projects were identified.
EPT Quarterly Partners' Meeting, September 2010
RESPOND participated in and delivered the key note address at this quarter's EPT partners meeting
emphasizing the central role of universities in RESPOND activities. Key areas of collaboration were
discussed including the importance of harmonizing sample collection and transport protocols across EPT
projects.
Supporting activities at Tufts and UMN
The RESPOND university partners have concentrated their attentions on harmonizing administrative
systems to support the efficient implementation of field activities and the sub-award process in
collaboration with the PWO and regional offices. Technical advisors from both universities continued to
provide backstopping to regional office personnel across a range of issues from community-level
activities to country desktop assessments to engagement at the academic and ministry levels.
M&E baseline studies
Dr Linda Jarvin (Tufts) and Ms Liz Wilson (UMN) worked with the East and West Congo Regional
Offices to conduct baseline M&E studies.
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The map above of the East Congo Basin shows where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 2011 (in light
red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that runs to the border of the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo
from the eastern s ide of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The star in the white square located with in Uganda represents the capital c ity of
Kampala , location of the RESPOND East Congo Basin Regional Hub Office. Surrounding countries shaded in dark gray represent the reach of
the RESPOND regional partners including HEALTH Alliance, RUFORUM, AFENET, and AFRISA.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
RESPOND East Congo Basin activities have continued to focus on two core components of the region's
technical approach: engaging local stakeholders in the identification, design and implementation of
project activities and the twinning of universities, which is a center point of RESPOND ' s "Hub and
Spoke" model in building the Year Two Work Plan.

Project Administration
During the quarter proj ect administration was focused o n providing direct logistical support to
RESPOND/EC technical programs and to providing skills-based training for administrative staff. Staff
training included:
Technical Administrative Management Informatio n Systems (T AMIS) training. Implemented from
28 August to 4 September by RESPOND' s Information and Database Manager.
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-

Grants Training for technical and administrative staff. Imple mented by, RESPONDS Grants Manager
from 28 August - 7 September.

-

Office operations and procedures training conducted by RESPOND's Operations Manager, from 8 15 September.

-

Administrative systems strengthening training. One-on-one direct training to RESPOND/EC
administrative staff was commenced by DAI/Health Project Coordinator, during 26 - 30 September.
This was designed as a d.irect follow up to the operations training provided by the RESPOND
Operations Manager and is part of a larger consultancy through 19 October.

In addition, the administration supported the logistical needs for 22 RESPOND project management and
consultant travels to Uganda and RESPOND/EC technical staff regional travel in support of program
initiatives to Rwanda, Kenya and Tanzania.

Staffing
On 5 July, the Training Coordinator position was filled which will provide direct logistical coordination
and support to training activities and large organized events and meetings associated with RESPOND
activities in the East Congo Basin region.
The positions of Grants Officer and M&E/Information Officer are yet to be filled, however, during the
qua1ter candidates for both positions were interviewed and it is anticipated that both positions will be
filled early in the next quarter.

PROGRESS REPORT: EAST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
The activities presented below were either approved by USAID within the quarter or were proposed by
RESPOND to initiate within the quarter and are pending USAID approval. These activities are not
inclusive of all activities that were proposed by RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND
annual work plan.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Plan and implement regional twinning and networking activities
-

Partners: HEALTH Alliance, other sub-awardees TBD.

-

Expected results: One Health Alliance planning workshop held (with regional human, animal
and environmental health and social science deans [approximately 30] and faculty [150]);
twinning relationships established to support the exchange/sharing of knowledge and
resources; faculty exchanges completed - at least 10 faculty from East Congo Basin travel to
the US, 10 faculty travel regionally to work on One Health planning and implementation, and
10 faculty from the US travel to East Congo Basin to co-develop programs and curricula, comentor students and plan future One Health programs.
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-

Achieved results: RESPOND was invited to present the project at the quarterly meeting of the
HEALTH Alliance and to discuss possible linkages. USAID's Dennis Carroll (a Health
Alliance board member) challenged the organization to look beyond just public health, to
One Health and to invite their colleagues from veterinary schools to link or join the Alliance.
Subsequently the Alliance agreed, and with the RESPOND Year 2 Work Plan "Fast Track"
approval of sub-activity 1.2.2, the East Congo team has worked with the schools of public
health and veterinary medicine in Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya to hold a joint, One
Health Summit in Kampala from October 15 - 16, 2010.

-

1n preparation for a "One Health Alliance" regional planning meeting, RESPOND/EC

commenced direct engagement with deans of schools of public health and veterinary
medicine in Rwanda, Kenya and Tanzania.

RESPOND Activity 1.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.3 EC: Deliver Global Health Institute in Uganda
-

P artners: Makerere University, Ministries and HEALTH Alliance
universities.Expected results: 2-week Global Health Institute implemented in collaboration
with Makerere University; 4-6 credits of coursework, including didactic and field
components, delivered; 70 students representing multiple professions and sectors trained in
One Health topics.

-

Achieved results: Through the direct support of a RESPOND grant, the Makerere University
School of Public Health hosted the first Africa-based Global Health Institute (GHI) in
Kampala, Uganda. The two week long Institute, hosted by Makerere in partnership with the
University of Minnesota and Tufts University trained 83 students and faculty from schools of
public health, medicine, nursing, veterinary medicine, agriculture, wildlife and zoology from
Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Kenya, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, and the
United States in four core courses:
•

Zoonotic Diseases

•

Global Public Health Systems

•

Participatory Epidemiology

•

Applied Biostatistics

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.8 EC: Support for development of materials and media messages to build
public awareness about zoonotic disease - World Rabies Day, 28 September 2010, as a pilot
activity
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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-

-

Partners: Veterinary Association, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues related to zoonotic disease transmission,
particularly of rabies as a threat to public and animal health, simple methods to
avoid/minimize risks, and prophylaxis/treatment.
Achieved results: RESPOND issued a grant to the Uganda Veterinary Association (UVA) to
coordinate rabies awareness campaigns in fow- districts across the country, where previous
World Rabies Day activities had not reached. UV A coordinated efforts with local and district
government officials to both raise awareness of rabies via a public information campaign, and
to control the spread of the disease through the vaccination of companion animals. The grant
provided logistical support for district information campaigns and joint Ministry of Health
and Ministry of Agriculture, with support from Makerere University students of veterinary
and human health, community action and vaccination campaigns.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.1.1 EC: Identify and support the development of One Health leaders for
outbreak response
-

Partners: HEALTH Alliance universities (specific sub-awardees TBD), other sub-awardees
TBD.

-

Expected results: Workshops held with 20 leadership trainers trained with in-depth
understanding of One Health and requisite skills for fostering broad collaboration; broader
networks establ ished for communication and planning across health professions, and among
government, academia and private sector.

-

Achieved results: On August 12th, fifteen RESPOND stake holders and identified leaders in
One Health participated in a Leadership Skill Building Seminar that focused on:
• Fostering One Health networks
• Identify collaboration skills necessary for One Health success
• Charting the next steps for One Health skill-building

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: EAST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL
ACTIVITIES
The activities presented below are proposed by RESPOND to initiate within the next quarter and are
pending USAID approval. These activities are not inclusive of all activities that were proposed by
RESPOND, as others are refl ected in the RESPOND annual work plan.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Plan and implement regional twinning and networking activities
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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RESPOND will plan, organize and implement a regional One Health Summit. Composed of
deans from schools of public health and veterinary medicine from Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania,
DRC, Kenya and Ethiopia the objective of the meeting is to create a "One Health Alliance"
network.
RESPOND Activity 1.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective l)
Sub-activity 1.4.l EC: Strengthen One Health field component of existing masters programs
in public health
Sub-activity 1.4.2 EC: Enhance the capacity of practitioners, policy makers and students to
manage emerging infectious diseases in Sub-Saharan Africa
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
RESPOND will engage AFENET in the identification and selection process and timeline for this
activity.
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.1 EC: Develop One Health MENTOR fellowships in hot spot regions
Sub-activity 1.5.3 EC: Deliver Global Health Institute in Uganda
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.6 EC: Provide training in One Health disease outbreak response to
community health care workers

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.1. l EC: Identify and support the development of One Health leaders for
outbreak response
RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2. 1 EC: Convene and plan public/private/academic teams at the national and
sub-national level
RESPOND Activity 3. 1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.2 EC: Adapt and use existing STOP Al training and planning modules to
meet RESPOND-specific needs
RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Provide logistical coordination and support during disease outbreaks
using a One Health approach
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PROGRESS REPORT: UGANDA
The activities presented below were either approved by USAID within the quarter or were proposed by
RESPOND to initiate within the quarter and are pending USAID approval. These activities are not
inclusive of all activities that were proposed by RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND
annual work plan.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.l EC: Curriculum co-development with Makerere University faculty for
One Health courses and case studies
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.l EC: Develop an implementation plan for identifying sites, trainers and
needs to conduct community level first-responder training
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
Activities for next q uarter: RESPOND is planning a series of community-level training focused
meetings in November 2010 to inform the design for the strategic approach to this and related
sub-activities (3.4.2, 3.1.2, 3.2.2). RESPOND will engage university partners, STOP AI local
implementers, the Red Cross, national universities and local NGOs in the process.
Sub-activity 3.4.2 EC: Design, develop and deliver community-level first responder training
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3. 1.1 EC: Support regular meetings of One Health Zoonotic Disease Working
Groups - Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
- Expected results: 4 meetings conducted with participants from multiple sectors and
disciplines.
Activities for next quarter: Engagement of a local partner organization to serve as the
organizational body for this working group.
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Sub-activity 3.2.0.l EC: Outbreak response -control of anthrax in Queen Elizabeth National
Park
-

Partners: Ugandan Wildlife Authority, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture, CDC,
AFENET and Conservation through Public Health.

-

Expected results: Formation and management of a cross-sectoral anthrax task force;
strengthened outbreak response capacity through logistical support, supply delivery, and
training; best practices developed and an adaptable outbreak response template created.

-

Achieved results: The RESPOND stake holders group mobilized to create the Uganda
National Anthrax Task Force in response to the anthrax outbreak in hippos and buffa]os in
Queen Elizabeth National Park (QENP). RESPOND funded the logistics for:
•

A multi-disciplinary team comprised of representation from the Ministry of Health/Central
Public Health Laboratory, AFENET, RESPOND, and faculty from Makerere University
School of Veterinary Medicine and School of Public Health - to conduct a baseline survey
of anthrax diagnostic capacity for wildlife, livestock, and human laboratories around
QENP.

•

Based o n these findings, RESPOND funded AFENET to train 31 district wildlife, animal
and public health officials in the basic techniques in rapid diagnostic screening of anthrax
using the anthrax PA immunochromatographic rapid test (ACT) and microscopy.

•

Aerial surveillance of QENP to locate additional terrestrial bound animal carcasses.

•

Containment activities including: carcass identification, sample collection, and carcass
disposal.

•

Community information campaigns by the Ministry of Health coordinated with a livestock
vaccination team led by the Ministry of Agriculture.

•

Public awareness campaign with a Health Special call-in TV show, the production of
14,000 anthrax awareness brochures and the creation of a free SMS and call-in center to
report and receive information on anthrax.

•

Trained 31 district wildlife, animal and public health officials in the basic techniques in
rapid diagnostic screening of anthrax using the anthrax PA immunochromatographic rapid
test (ACT) and microscopy.

•

Provided logistical support for the anthrax response including containment, public
information campaign and the vaccination of 5,000 cattle around the QENP.

Sub-activity 3.2. l EC: Hold district, national and regional meetings and workshops to identify
needs and initiate the development of a prioritized plan for outbreak response Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
RESPOND Activity 4.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 4)
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Sub-activity 4.1.2 EC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the
health sciences, their application and utilization in the university context, and support the
improvement and integration of appropriate systems
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: UGANDA
The activities presented below are proposed by RESPOND to initiate within the next quarter and are
pending USAID approval. These activities are not inclusive of all activities that were proposed by
RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND annual work plan.
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.1 EC: Plan and implement regional twinning and networking activities.
Activities for next quarter: RESPOND will plan and implement regional One Health Summit
bringing together deans from schools of public health and veterinary medicine from Uganda,
Rwanda, Tanzania, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya and Ethiopia. Hosted in Uganda
the One Health Summit will occur from 15 - 16 October.
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)Sub-activity 3.4. l EC: Develop an
implementation plan for identifying sites, trainers and needs to conduct community level
first-responder training.
Activities for next quarter: RESPOND is planning a series of community-level training focused
meetings in November 2010 to inform the design for the strategic approach to this and related
sub-activities (3.4.2, 3.1.2, 3.2.2). RESPOND will engage university partners, STOP Al local
implementers, the Red Cross, national universities and local NGOs in the process.
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked too RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.1 EC: Support regular meetings of One Health Zoonotic Disease Working
Groups
Activities for next quarter: Engagement of a local partner organization to serve as the
organizational body for this working group.
Sub-activity 3.2.0. IEC: Outbreak response - control of anthrax in Queen Elizabeth National
Park
Activities for the next quarter will be formulated by needs as determined by the National Anthrax
Task Force.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Sub-activity 3.2.1 EC: Hold district, national and regional meetings and workshops to
identify needs and initiate the development of a prioritized plan for outbreak response
Activities for next quarter: Engagement of a local partner organization to serve as the
organizational body for this working group.
Additional sub-activities in Uganda are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - East
Congo Basin" since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes
of this q uarterly repo1t. These include the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
Sub-activity 1.5.3 EC: Deliver Global Health Institute in Uganda

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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PROGRESS REPORT: RWANDA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Plan and implement regional twinning and networking activities.
Activity Progress: In preparation for a regional One Health Summit of deans from schools of
public health and veterinary medicine, RESPOND conducted in-country meetings with the
following Rwandan institutions and organizations:
-

USAID

-

USAID PREDICT Project

-

Umutara Polytechnic Veterinary School

-

Rwanda National University School of Public Health

-

Rwanda Conservation, Environment Management Authority

Activities for next q uarter: RESPOND will Plan and implement regional One Health Summit
bringing together deans from schools of public health and veterinary medicine from Uganda,
Rwanda, Tanzania, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya and Ethiopia. Hosted in Uganda
the One Health Summit will occur from 15 - 16 October.
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
Awaiting USAID country concurrence. Upon approval RESPOND will engage AFENET in the
identification and selection process and timeline for this activity.
Sub-activity 1.5.2 EC: Strengthen and expand the Global Health Institute (GHI) platform
for in-service programs and graduate level training.
Activities for next quarter: RESPOND will commence planning activities with the Umutara
Polytechnic Veterinary School Rwanda National University School of Public Health, co-hosts of
a planned One Health Workshop in February 2011.. Modeled after the GHI, the workshop is
designed to bring together national, district and local level public health, and animal health and
wildlife officials and provide them with One Health in-service training.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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PROGRESS REPORT: TANZANIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities in Tanzania are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - East Congo Basin"
since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this workplan. This includes the following sub-activity:
Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
Activity Progress: In preparation for a regional One Health Summit of deans from schools of
public health and veterinary medicine, RESPOND conducted in-country meetings with the
following Tanzanian institutions:
-

Muhimbili University School of Public Health and Social Sciences

-

Sokoine University of Agriculture Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

-

South African Centre for Infectious Diseases Surveillance

Activities for next quarter: RESPOND will Plan and implement regional One Health Summit
bringing together deans from schools of public health and veterinary medicine from Uganda,
Rwanda, Tanzania, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya and Ethiopia. Hosted in Uganda
the One Health Summit will occur from 15 - 16 October.
Sub-activity 1.4.4 EC: Support fellows to attend existing Field Epidemiology Training
Programs with veterinary-specific components
Awaiting USAID country concurrence. Upon approval RESPOND will engage AFENET in the
identification and selection process and timeline for this activity.

PROGRESS REPORT: BURUNDI, MOZAMBIQUE, SUDAN (SOUTHERN
ONLY)
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
No activities in these countries to date.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 20 11 (in light red). The Congo River is represented by the white line
bordering the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) going eastward into the DRC. The star in the white square located wi thin DRC represents the capital c ity of Kinshasa,
location of the RESPOND West Congo Basin Regional Hub Office. Surrounding countries shaded in dark gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners such as HEALTH Alliance,
RUFORUM. and AFENET.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
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Project Administration
Following the rapid set up of the West Congo Basin office in the third quarter, the team focused on establishing and strengthening
suppmt services and systems. Several long term service contracts were established including IT system maintenance and internet services.
-

The shipment of additional IT equipment arrived in Kinshasa with assistance from the USAID mission, allowing for the 90% completion
of the IT system set up. The tax exemption and clearing process of the two project vehicles continues with assistance from the USAID
mission. The process is taking longer than expected as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is said to have a large volume of paperwork and
requests to process. The delay is costing the project more than anticipated.

-

The WC Basin office welcomed the AOTR to Kinshasa from July 25 to July 30. The main objective of the visit was to meet the
RESPOND team, and key stakeholders and future partners including the USAID mission and CDC to discuss EPT/RESPOND year 2
plans. During the visit, a one day stakeholder meeting was held at the Sultani Hotel welcoming participants from international
organizations (IFRC, MSF-Belgium, PREDICT, WHO), donor organizations (CDC, USAID), and local stakeholders (University of
Kinshasa, AMVC etc ... ) to discuss the vision and strategy of RESPOND in DRC and the region, particularly on: 1) the training and
capacity building needs to respond to emerging pandemic diseases, 2) the collaboration and linkages needed among actors at all levels for
effective response, 3) innovative technologies for effective response. The input gathered during the one day workshop allowed the team
to refine the work-plan for year 2, ensuring that the needs, comments, and feedback of the stakeholders were incorporated.

-

RESPOND management was recently informed of the impending sale of the office property by the landlord. This may force the office to
relocate to a more suitable and assured commercial office space in the first quarter of year 2.

-

During the quarter, the management finalized the local Human Resources Management Manual in collaboration with the other DAI
programs in DRC- a key step towards ensuring compliance to DAI and local labor laws.
Following the security review of Kinshasa and DAI offices within the country by the DAI Global Security Manager, the DAI Director
also visited Kinshasa to follow up on the recommendations and sta1t the process of engaging security support for the team.

-

The WC Basin Regional Office also benefitted from an Operations training by the RESPOND PHQ Operations Manager over five days .
The training focused on procurement, travel, human resources management, asset management, and records management. The training
was held at a critical time when the team is seeking to invest more time and effort on strengthening its systems and practices.

Staffing
-

The recruitment of key local positions continues but with little success. The team has had difficulty finding suitable candidates for the
Grants Manager and M&E Manager positions. The DRC labor market is void of skilled professionals especially in specialized areas like
grant management and M&E. The team continues its search for suitable candidates and will be seeking short term technical assistance
from within the region or the US to temporarily fill the grants management position.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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PROGRESS REPORT: WEST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
The activities presented below were either approved by USAID within the quarter or were proposed by RESPOND to initiate within the q uarter
and are pending USAID approval. These activities are not inclusive of all activities that were proposed by RESPOND, as others are reflected in the
RESPOND annual work plan.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity l.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1):
Sub-activity l.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
-

Partners: University of Kinshasa (DRC), University of Lubumbashi (DRC), JSTM Kinshasa and Lubumbashi, Ecole de Faune de
Garoua (Cameroon).

-

Expected results: Model(s) for twinning and mentoring for anchor institutions in DRC in effect; five PhD candidates mentored by six
visiting professors, and masters degree programs in veterinary public health and wildlife health supported.

-

Achieved results: A model of twinning has been developed which consists of enhancing institutional relationships among academic
institutions, and creating linkages with regional entities such as Health Alliance member universities and SACIDS; junior faculty will
be coached and new career paths explo red. RFAs for this sub-activity are under preparation.

Sub-activity 1.2.2 WC: Support regional and international exchanges of personnel to improve outbreak response and control
-

Partners: ministries of health, agriculture, wildlife, environment, partner universities, NGOs, private sector companies.

-

Expected results: At least 5 ministry personnel and 10 faculty have completed professional exchanges by the end of Year Two.

Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and sub-national levels, including
training of front line health workers in outbreak response
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
Contact has been made with AFENET technical advisor who described the ongoing collaboration with WHO and presented the
organization training capabilities for outbreak response.
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.8 WC: Support for development of materials and media messages to build public awareness about zoonotic disease
- World Rabies Day, 28 September 2010, as a pilot activity
-

Partners: Ministries of Agriculture, Health, Environment, FAO, WHO, and CDC.

-

Expected results: Increased awareness of issues related to zoonotic disease transmission, particularly of rabies as a threat to public and
animal health, simple methods to avoid/minimize risks, and prophylaxis/treatment.

-

Achieved results: Three key ministries (Health, Environment, Agriculture) collaborated in a o ne-day workshop, with the support of
technical partners and donors (USAID/RESPOND, CDC, WHO and FAO). 30,000 flyers and posters on control and prevention of
rabies were distributed across the city of Kinshasa by the Congolese Red Cross in public places, schools and health centers.
Professional associations (physicians, pharmacists, veterinarians, and nurses) took the initiative to create a platform called One Health
Federation that will facilitate information sharing and consultation.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities)
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
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PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: WEST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
The activities presented below are proposed by RESPOND to initiate within the next quarter and are pending USAID approval. These activities
are not inclusive of all activities that were proposed by RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND annual work plan.
RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1):
Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
Sub-activity 1.2.2 WC: Support regional and international exchanges of personnel to improve outbreak response and control
RESPOND Activity 1.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path development in the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective l)
Sub-activity 1.5.l WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.4 WC: Support the FOREST MENTOR program by adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a
mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and sub-national levels, including
training of front line health workers in outbreak response

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2. 1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities)
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RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information on zoonotic diseases
RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination
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PROGRESS REPORT: DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills of faculty at Institut Superieur de Techniques Medicales (ISTM), Institut Technique
Agricole et Veterinaire (ITA V), and lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicate (IEM) / lnstitut Techniques Medicale (ITM)
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
Respond team members have conducted in-depth interviews at the Directorate of Health Sciences Teaching (MoPH), and focus group discussion
sessions with IEM and ITM teachers in pilot vocational schools in Kinshasa and Lubumbashi to identify the teachers' needs.
RESPOND Activity 1.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.4.2 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, strengthen delivery of graduate-level degree programs related to outbreak
response with a One Health perspective at the University of Kinshasa and Sub-activity 1.4.3 WC: Through a One Health Alliance,
strengthen delivery of graduate-level degree programs related to outbreak response with a One Health perspective at the
University of Lubumbashi
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
Academic institutions to provide training under this sub activity have been identified. Preliminary discussions have taken place to
ascertain availability and capacity to deliver the trainings. The selected institutions are: ERAIFf, Kinshasa School of Public Health,
UNILU School of Public Health, ISTM Lubumbashi.
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.l WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel and first-responder training to
communities in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape region
-

Partners: Sub-awardees TBD
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-

Expected results: Updated, motivated and better equipped medical personnel in isolated rural areas; inclusion of more than 300 remote
rural communities and several logging concessions in outbreak alert and national health systems; modules developed and delivered for
the training of first responders; reinforced and extended intra and inter-provincial outbreak communications network straddling four
provinces; support provided for university students for applied health-related research.

-

Achieved results: RESPOND Salonga Landscape project was presented to partners (MoPH, ICCN, CDC, WWF, INRB, UNIKIN,
WHO-AFRO, etc.). Preliminary field visit made with the MoPH and CDC Poxvirus and Rabies Branch teams to Boende, Equateur
Province to introduce the CDC and RESPOND proposed activities and solicit responses from the local community leaders and
representatives of government ministries . Preliminary planning meetings have been held with WWF office personnel in Washington
DC and Kinshasa. Planning is ongoing with government ministries, WWF and the CDC for commencement of initial field activities in
early 2011 in Boende, Equateur Province with eventual extension into other health zones in the Salonga Landscape.

Sub-activity 3.4.2 WC: Support for community-level training and outreach for populations in high risk areas
Expected results: Health care workers and community health volunteers in as many as 260 health zones in DRC will receive refresher
outbreak response and first-responder training. Fifty participants in each health zone will receive the training (approximately 13,000 total
participants)
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
Sub-activity 3.4.3 WC: Make available and accessible a minimum equipment package to newly-trained first-responder teams
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and response with a One Health approach
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
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Gap analyses on disease surveillance and outbreak response systems have been unde,taken in collaboration with partners (Ministries of
Health, Agriculture, and Environment; SANRU AXxes, and Red Cross). Roles, responsibilities and skills for first-responders have been
identified. Training materials for first responders are under preparation.

RESPOND Activity 4.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 4)
Sub-activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the health sciences, their application and
utilization in the university context, and support the improvement and integration of appropriate systems
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence
A preliminary assessment of potential collaborative institutions to be supp01ted under this sub-activity has been conducted. A more detailed
assessment will be conducted soon to specify the scope of activities to conduct at each institution prior to issuing RFAs.

Additional sub-activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo Basin"
since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. These include the following subactivities:
Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence

Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response
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RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills of faculty at lnstitut Superieur de Techniques Medicales (ISTM), Institut Technique
Agricole et Veterinaire (ITA V), and Institut d'Enseignement Medicale (IEM) / Institut Techniques Medicale (ITM)
RESPOND Activity 1.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.4.2 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, strengthen delivery of graduate-level degree programs related to outbreak
response with a One Health perspective at the University of Kinshasa
Sub-activity l.4.3 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, strengthen delivery of graduate-level degr ee progra ms related to outbreak
r esponse with a One Health perspective at the University of Lubumbashi
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3) Sub-activity 3.4.1 WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to
rural medical personnel and first-responder training to communities in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape
region
Sub-activity 3.4.2 WC: Support for community-level training and outreach for populations in high risk areas
Sub-activity 3.4.3 WC: Make available and accessible a minimum equipment package to newly-trained first-responder teams

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and response with a One Health
approach
RESPOND Activity 4.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 4)
Sub-activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the health sciences, their application and
utilization in the university context, and support the improvement and integration of appropriate systems
Additional sub-activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo Basin"
since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. These include the following subactivities:
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Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
Sub-activity 1.3. l WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path development in the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.2 WC: Support participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend
Global Health Institute courses
Sub-activity 1.5.4 WC: Support the FOREST MENTOR program by adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a
mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate
Sub-activity 2.2.1 WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information on zoonotic diseases
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create " One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination

PROGRESS REPORT: GABON
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.2 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities), and attend the Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining
Conference
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence.
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PLANNEDFORNEXTQUARTER:GABON
Additional sub-activities planned for Gabon are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo Basin" since they are
considered regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes of this work-plan. This includes the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.4 WC: Support the FOREST MENTOR program by adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a
mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate
As the year progresses and RESPOND collaborates with networks such as the HEALTH Alliance and AFENET, it is possible that one or more of
them may implement sub-activities in Gabon, or in other countries in the West Congo Basin in which people and organizations from Gabon could
participate.
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PROGRESS REPORT: REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key collaborators (USAID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities)
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Sub-activities in the Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo Basin" since they are considered
regional sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. This includes the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.3.1WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path development in the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo
Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity l.5.2 WC: Support participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend
Global Health Institute courses
Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key collaborators (USAID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information on zoonotic diseases
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Sub-activity 2.4.l WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination
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PROGRESS REPORT: CAMEROON
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

Sub-activity 1.2.1WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
See regional section
Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key collaborators (USA ID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities)
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence.
Sub-activity 2.4.1 WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination
Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: CAMEROON
Sub-activities in Cameroon are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo Basin" since they are considered regional subactivities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. This includes the following sub-activities:
Sub-activity 1.2.l WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
Sub-activity 1.5.l WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Sub-activity 1.5.2 WC: Support participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, and Cameroon to attend
Global Health Institute courses
Sub-activity 2. 1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key collaborators (USAID missions, host governments, international
health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities)
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Sub-activity 2.2.1WC: Organize seminars with the private sector to disseminate information on zoonotic diseases
Sub-activity 2.4. l WC: Create "One Health Triangles" at academic and professional institutions to promote multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary coordination
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PROGRESS REPORT: CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC, NORTHERN ANGOLA, EQUATORIAL
GUINEA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
No activities in these countries to date.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC, NORTHERN ANGOLA,
EQUATORIAL GUINEA
Sub-activities in these countries are reflected in the section entitled "Regional activities - West Congo Basin" since they are considered regional
sub-activities (not country-specific sub-activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. This includes the following sub-activity only, for which
participants will be supported from EPT Congo Basin hot-spot countries:
Sub-activity 1.5.l WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
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The map above of the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 2011 (in light red). The Mekong River is represented by the white
line thac runs from Vietnam south co Cambodia. The star in the whice square located within Thailand represents che capital cicy of Bangkok, location of the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub
Office. Surrounding countries shaded in dark gray represent the reach of !he RESPOND regional parcners includ ing ASEAN, the Asian Disaster Preparedness Cencer, Mekong Basin Disease
Surveillance Network, and the Kenan Institute.
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MANAGEMENT REPORT
Project Administration
As of September 30th , a new DAI/RESPOND office facility was completed, with 4-5 workstations reserved for RESPOND staff and other EPT
partners to work at while based in Bangkok The office now has internet and the home office IT specialists are working with RESPOND in October
to set up the server and install the remaining IT equipment. A significant amount of equipment has been ordered for the new office.
During this reporting period, both the RESPOND expatriate employees obtained the appropriate work permits from the Government of Thailand
(Ministry of Labor). The expatriate employees for RESPOND work for the local DAI company in Thailand called DAI (Thailand) Limited. A
Work Rules and Regulations policy for DAI (Thailand) Limited was completed (required by Thai labor law).
There have been no significant security issues since the riots in May. Several small scale bomb attacks have occurred in and around the Bangkok
area with limited injury and death. This is not a significant security issue and has not impeded our work.
Staffing
The positions of Director of Administration and Finance, Grants Manager, Office Manager and Travel and Logistics Coordinator were filled in
Year 1 Quarter 4. The positions of Travel Officer, Project Accountant, M&E Information Officer and Office Manager (resignation of hired Office
Manager after 7 weeks) are expected to be filled in Year 2 Quarter 1.

PROGRESS REPORT: SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
This region is currently continuing the "discovery" phase and making preliminary contacts with existing SEA regional platforms such as the Asia
Partnership on Emerging infectious Disease Research (APEIR) to collaborate on development of a One Health alliance and network.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
The activities presented below are proposed by RESPOND to initiate within the next quarter and are pending USAID approval. These activities
are not inclusive of all activities that were proposed by RESPOND, as others are reflected in the RESPOND annual work plan.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university twinning
-

Continue investigations of current regional one health alliances and their reach and efficacy (ASEAN and APEIR)Organize an initial
meeting of partners to define prio1ities and approach.

RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.l SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals
Awaiting USAID concurrence.
-

Liaised with Wildlife Conservation Division ofDNP and Wildlife Conservation Society to discuss RESPOND's capacity and how we
might support a regional training center.

-

Identified need for 4 district workshops for wildlife veterinarians to improve retention and broaden capacity.

-

Prepare the RFA.

-

Identify gaps in the training content and develop appropriate revisions to the cun-iculum to address knowledge and skill gaps,
including basic field skills and specific training in early surveillance of disease in wildlife populations . For staff at sanctuaries, they
would also receive training on conducting basic monitoring and patrolling and surveillance for disease in protected areas.

Sub-activity 1.5.3 SE: Training to interdict illegal wildlife and wildlife products trafficking
-

Meet with DNP staff in Bangkok and in the Western Forest Complex to introduce RESPOND, discuss the Department' s goals in
interdiction of wildlife and wildlife products and identify specific areas of technical supp01t.

-

Assess DNP's training curriculum, identify gaps, report results and revisions.

-

Assess the current capabilities of the trained sniffer dog force in detecting smuggled wildlife and wildlife products. Provide technical
assistance to refine and improve the success of the dogs in finding wildlife and wildlife products.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.2.1 SE: Initiate extractive industry outreach in Southeast Asia
RESPOND Activity 3.2.0 (l inked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 3.2.0 SE: Outbreak response support for newly emerging epidemics.
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.6 SE: Collaborate with the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center and Kenen Institute to adapt One Health curricula
for multiple audiences and levels
-

Staff will meet with Kenen Institute to discuss plans to adapt ADPC' s One Health curriculum for different audiences and training
needs.

-

Training staff will meet with Chiang Mai Univeristy (CMU) and Kenen staff for curriculum content seminars. Drafts of curriculum
will be prepared for the target audience of medical doctors.

PROGRESS REPORT: THAILAND
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School and Nabong Agricultural
College
-

The Sub-activity that was given fast track status was not acted on as USAID in Bangkok requested that we wait until we have a chance
to meet with government and university partners in Laos.

Achieved results:
-

Met with teaching staff at Veterinary School of KKU and teaching hospital to introduce KKU team to RESPOND and learn about
KKU's capacity and work with Nabong.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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-

Assessed capacity of KKU to suppo,t NAC in developing veterinary school and Lao vets.

RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field pathologists
Achieved results:
Met with PREDICT veterinarians in the region for their
participation in training activities.
-

Meeting with Dr. Parntep from Mahidol University, Dr. Worawidh from Kasetsart University, Dr. Borapat from the Khao Kheow
Open Zoo, Dr. Simchareon and Mr. Pornchai from DNP, Dr. Kreeger and Dr. Smith from UMN to discuss development of courses
for wildlife veterinarians at Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary.

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial and district levels
Achieved results:
-

Met with CDC to discuss FETP programs in Thailand.

-

Met with FAO to discuss FETPV programming in Thailand

Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university twinning
-

Awaiting USAID country-level concurrence Met with dean and director of VPH at Chiang Mai University.

-

Met with emerging zoonotic disease group at Chulalongkorn University.

-

Met with wildlife disease group at Mahidol University.

-

Met with dean and animal disease faculty at Kasetsart University.

-

Assessed capabilities to extend efforts into neighboring countries for each university.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER:THAILAND
RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School and Nabong
Agricultural College
-

The Southeast Asia (SEA) team will meet individually with faculty of KK and NAC, and staff of FAO to introduce RES POND,
discuss national health goals and priorities, and identify potential areas of collaboration .

-

University partners will adapt Tufts and UMN's competency-based asset mapping tools to use for assessing NAC's capacity to train
animal health scientists and veterinarians in One Health.

-

Assess NAC's curriculum, identify gaps and report results.

RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field pathologists
Review existing curriculum used in training wildlife veterinarians to identify gaps in content and skills and broaden focus to safely
responding to potential outbreaks of zoonotic disease.
Liaise with PREDICT veterinarians in the region for the ir
participation in training activities.
-

Work with Dr. Parntep from Mahidol University, Dr. Worawidh from Kasetsart University, and Dr. Borapat from the Khao Kheow
Open Zoo to develop and deliver basic training in zoonotic disease and appropriate planning for and implementation of effectively
managing a major zoonotic disease outbreak originating in a wildlife population.

Sub-activity 1.5.3 SE: Training to interdict illegal wildlife and wildlife products trafficking Meet with DNP staff in Bangkok and in
the Western Fo rest Complex to introduce RESPOND, discuss the Department's goals in interdiction of wildlife and wildlife products and
identify specific areas of technical support.
-

Assess DNP's training curriculum, identify gaps, repo1t results and revisions.
Assess the current capabilities of the trained sniffer dog force in detecting smuggled wildlife and wildlife products. Provide technical
assistance to refine and improve the success of the dogs in finding wildlife and wildlife products.
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RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial and district levels
-

Continue discussions with universities offering FETPV programs to veterinarians to discuss how RESPOND can provide
support.Discuss how universities can offer Master's degrees linked to FETPV coursework.

Sub-activity 1.2.l SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university twinning
-

Initiated investigations of current regional one health alliances and their reach and efficacy.

Sub-activity 1.5.1 SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals
-

Prepare the RFA.

-

Work with Wildlife Conservation Society and Wildlife Conservation Division to_assess the current skills and knowledge of rangers
working in Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary.

-

Identify gaps in the training content and develop appropriate revisions to the curriculum to address knowledge and skill gaps,
including basic field skills and specific training in early surveillance of disease in wildlife populations. For staff at sanctuaries, they
would also receive training on conducting basic monitoring and patrolling and surveillance for disease in protected areas.

-

Identify gaps in the training content and develop appropriate revisions to the curriculum that incorporate appropriate teaching
methodologies.

-

Plan 4 workshops_for the Regional Training Center for participants in Thailand_,_Three workshops will focus on training for rangers to
serve as a first line of wildlife disease surveillance. The fourth will be targeted at 17 regional directors within DNP to update them on
the need for a country wide wildlife monitoring and patrolling system.

PROGRESS REPORT: VIETNAM
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.2 SE: Collaborate with USAID/Vietnam to hold PREDICT and RESPOND One Health Meeting Awaiting USAID
country-level concunenceSupported WCS in initial development of One Health EPT workshop in Hanoi.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: VIETNAM
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.5.4 SE: Support three veterinary medical officers to enroll as FETP(V) Vietnam fellows
-

Meet with FETP program staff and A VET program staff to discuss areas of congruence in cuniculum.

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.2 SE: Strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with focus on Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training
(A VET) Program training at selected provincial, district, and community levels
-

Meet with Hanoi Agricultural College to discuss specific support for A VET programming.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-activity 2.4.2 SE: Collaborate with USAID/Vietnam to hold PREDICT and RESPOND One Health Meeting
-

S upport RESPOND and PREDICT staff in planning and implementation of workshops.
Create web pages in Engl ish and Vietnamese pre-meeting for greater advocacy of One Health and EPT, in particular.
Discuss with USA.ID, PAHI, WCS, WHO on refresher/follow-up workshops.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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PROGRESS REPORT: CAMBODIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

No activities in this country to date.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: CAMBODIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.3 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial and district levels
Awaiting approvals to work in Cambodia.

PROGRESS REPORT: LAOS
No activities in this country to date.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: LAOS
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial and district levels
Sub-activity 1.2.l SE: Through a One Health Alliance, plan and implement university twinning
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Awaiting approvals to work in Laos.
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PROGRESS REPORT: INDONESIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
No activities in this country to date.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: INDONESIA
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.4.1 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial and district levels
-

Meet with US AID in Jakarta to discuss needs and gaps in Indonesia.
Meet with faculty at Bogar University to discuss twinning relationship with Tufts and Chulalongkom Universities.

PROGRESS REPORT: CHINA, YUNNAN
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
No activities in this country to date.

PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER: CHINA, YUNNAN PROVINCE
Sub-activity 1.5.3 SE: Training to interdict illegal wildlife and wildlife products trafficking

Awaiting approvals to work in China.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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APPENDIX 1: FINANCIAL REPORTS
p·1perme
Total Award Value
Total Obligation
Total Expended July 1 - September 30, 201 O
Total Expended Life of Project through September 30, 2010
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

$184,895,540

(b)(4)

Additional Obligation Received September 29, 2010
Total Revised Obligation
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

PlannedExpend"
1tures for Next Q uarter
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures October 1 through December 31 , 2010
Total Estimated Expenditures as of December 31 , 2010
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on December 31, 2010
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APPENDIX 2:
ACHIEVED RESULTS MATRIX: GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

1

PROJECT
ACTIVITY
1 .1

2
2.2

2.4

3

VEAR 2 EXPECTED RESULTS

04 RESULTS

VTD RESULTS

Published, internationally accepted core
competencies
Best management practices (BMPs)
developed and communicated; Improved
collection/distribution of disease outbreak
information
Support conference and conduct One Health
workshop for 30 persons; plenary session for
One Health issues

Starting in a later quarter

Starting in a later quarter

Starting in a later quarter

Starting in a later quarter

RFA created, applicant selection to
begin. Conference is in December
2010.
Starting in a later quarter

RFA created, applicant selection to
begin. Conference is in December
2010.
Start ing in a later quarter

3.1

Increase evaluation capacity to improve
programs. 15 trainees per region.

3.2

Training, technical, logistical, material and
communications support provided

See East Congo region section

See East Congo region section

3.3

I ncreased use of wildlife health information to
protect and improve public health.

Awaiting USAID concurrence

Awaiting USAID concurrence

3.4

Increased awareness of issues related to
zoonotic disease transmission

See East & West Congo region sections

See East & West Congo region sections
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APPENDIX 2: (CONTINUED)
ACHIEVED RESULTS MATRIX: EAST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

PROJECT
ACTIVITY

1
1.2

1.3

1.4

VEAR 2 EXPECTED RESULTS

1O curricula and 20 case studies developed;
Workshop held with 30 deans and 150 faculty

New curricula for professional and wildlife
schools; 2 CE modules for professionals.
MPH curriculum developed & implemented; 8
students (Year 2) included. Also, 8 in-service
trainees; Training of 100 practit ioners/policy
makers and 16 candidates at M.Sc. level (8
a rants) wit hin 2 vear oeriod; 9 FELTP-Vs st art

1.5

2. 1

20 trainees in each country; Broader networks
across sectors.

2.2

3
3.1

3.2
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VTD RESULTS
I

MENTOR program developed, instructors
ident ified, and 8 fellows ident ified and start by
end Y2; Implement a 2 -week GHI twice; train
140 students; Assessment and plan developed
for partnership

2

Q4 RESULTS

Improvement in communication; 6 meetings,
w ith a total of 100 participants.
4 meetings conducted with participants from
various sectors; Reduce the amount of time
needed t o create RESPOND materials. Training
and planning modules created.
Training, technical, logistical, material and
communications support provided; Support
provided for response, best practices developed
and an adaptable outbreak response template
created ; 10 meetings/workshops, with total 500
oarticioants; Improved coordination of outbreak

Planning underway for One Health
Summit in Kampala on Oct. 15- 16,
2010; Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence
Starting in a later quarter

Planning underway for One Health
Summit in Kampala on Oct. 15-16,
2010; Awaiting USAI D country-level
concurrence
Starting in a later quarter

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence

GHI conduct ed in Kampala, with 83
students and faculty from variou s
schools (e.g., public health, veteri nary
medicine) trained in zoonotic diseases,
global public health systems,
participatory epidemiology, applied
biostatistics

GH I conducted in Kampala, w ith 83
students and faculty from various
schools (e.g., public health,
veterinary medicine) t rained in
zoonotic d iseases, global public
health systems, participatory
epidemiology, applied biostatistics

15 RESPOND stakeholders and identified
leaders in One Healt h part icipated in a
Leadership Skill Building Seminar
Starting in a lat er quarter

1 5 RESPOND stakeholders and
identified leaders in One Healt h
participated in a Leadership Skill
Buildina Seminar
Starting in a later quarter

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Funded the logistics for many activities
(e.g., baseline survey, 31 officials
t rained, aerial surveillance, containment
activities, community info campaigns,
public awareness campaign) ; Await ing

Funded the logistics for many
activities (e.g. , baseline survey, 31
officials trained, aerial surveillance,
containment act ivit ies, community
info campaigns, public awareness
camoaian) ; Awaitina USAID

FIRST YEAR, FOURTH QUARTER

3.4

4

4. 1
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response in the region through increased
linkages.

USAID country-level concurrence

country- level concurrence

Training implement at ion plan; Knowledge base
created; 5 first responder trainers trained, and
100 first responders trained; Establish a
re lationship w ith H I PS and roll-out of
community t raining. 20 trainees; Increased
awareness of issues related to zoonotic disease
transmission
Implementation plan for RESPOND support of
appropriate t echnologies

Logistical support for 4 district rabies
awareness information campaigns and
j oint Ministry of Health and Ministry of
Agriculture community action and
vaccinat ion campaigns; Awaiting USAID
country-level concurrence

Logistical support for 4 district rabies
awareness information campaigns
and j oint Ministry of Health and
Ministry o f Agriculture community
action and vaccination campaigns;
Awaiting USAI D country-level
concurrence
Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence

Await ing USAID country- level
concurrence

FIRST YEAR, FOURTH QUARTER

APPENDIX 2: (CONTINUED)
ACHIEVED RESULTS MATRIX: WEST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

PROJECT
ACTIVITY

1
1 .2

1 .3
1.4

1.5

2
2. 1

2.2

2.4
3. 1
3.2
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VEAR 2 EXPECTED RESULTS

Twinning/mentoring established with 5
institut ions. Five PhD cand idates ment ored;
masters programs supported ; 5 ministry
personnel and 1 O faculty will have complet ed
professional exchanges; 3 inst it ut ions involved;
10 nat ional trainers trained ; 2 modules
developed
Corrective programs are compiled in an action
plan for resource mobilization
MS students enrolled; degree offered in
veterinary of public healt h, wildlife health and
public health nursinq.
3 participants (vet, wildlife biologist, lab) from
each of the 13 EPT Congo Basin count r ies will
be t rained and gain field experience; 30
professionals (20 from DRC and 10 from the
region) will attend two-week courses; Provide
cont ent and support 2 fellows and 1 mentor;
Fellows ment ored on relationships, risks and
annroach
Cameroon and Republic of Congo visited,
b ackground informat ion collected, sub-activities
ident ified; Broader inclusion and representat ion
of veterinarv orofessionals in DRC
2 seminars of 15 part icipants each are t o be
conducted (2 in each count ry): 6 seminars
total; Gabon visited, background informat ion
collected sub-activity identified
Three One Health Triangles are operat ional in
DRC, one each in Republic of Congo and
Cameroon
Analysis & improvement of systems and
procedures completed in each country.
Training, technical, logist ical, material and
communications support provided.

04 RESULTS

VTD RESULTS

Twinning model developed which
consists of enhancing inst . relat ionships
among academic inst., and creating
linkages with regional entities such as
Healt h Alliance members and SACIDS;
Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence
Start ing in a lat er quart er

Twinning model developed which
consists of enhancing inst .
re lat ionships among academic
inst., and creating linkages with
regional entities such as Healt h
Alliance members and SACIDS;
Awaiting USAID country-level
concurrence
St arting in a later quarter

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Starting in a lat er quarter

St arting in a later quarter

Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence

Awaiting USAID country-level
concurrence

Starting in a later quarter

St arting in a later quarter
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3.4

Medical personnel in isolated rural areas
trained; Training modules developed and
delivered; 50 participants x 260 hot spots
health areas in DRC (approx 13,000 total
participants); 91 teams provided minimum
equipment available to operate effectively ;
Mult i-disciplinary teams are developed and
t rained; I ncreased awareness of issues related
to zoonotic d isease t ransmission

4 .1

Implementation plan for RESPOND support of
appropriate technology

Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

RESPOND Salonga Landscape
project presented to partners.
Preliminary field visit made in
Boende. Contacts were made with
govt . entit ies and partners to
outline t he collaboration; Awaiting
USAID country-level concurrence;
3 key ministries collaborated for a
common interest , w ith the support
of technical partners and donors.
1 day workshop held; 30,000
flyers and posters distributed
across city of Kinshasa in public
places, schools and healt h centers;
Professional associations initiated
One Health Federation
Awaiting USAID country- level
concurrence

16 laboratorians (8 from human labs, 8 from
vet labs) trained; 12 epidemiologists (animal
and veterinary) receive training .

Starting in a later quarter

St arting in a later quarter

4.2
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RESPOND Salonga Landscape project
presented to partners. Preliminary fie ld
visit made in Boende. Contacts were
made with govt. ent it ies and partners to
out line t he collaboration; Await ing
USAID country-level concurrence; 3
key ministries collaborated for a
common interest, with the support of
technical partners and donors. 1 day
workshop held; 30,000 flyers and
posters d istributed across city of
Kinshasa in public places, schools and
healt h centers; Professional associat ions
initiated One Health Federation

FIRST YEAR, FOURTH QUARTER

APPENDIX 2: (CONTINUED)
ACHIEVED RESULTS MATRIX: SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

PROJECT
ACTIVITY

VEAR 2 EXPECTED RESULTS

VTD RESULTS
I

1 .2

Twinning agreements established with 2
institutions; Improve existing twinning
relationship between 2 instit utions

1 .5

15 workshops conducted, w ith 90 t rainees total ;
20 w ildlife vets trained; National Park and
government wildlife veterinari ans trained;
Assessment of the use of sniffer dogs; Support
3 vet graduates of FETP

2.2

Plan for engagement with industries operating
in Southeast Asia

2.4

Monthly forum w ith 20 participants each month;
Meeting held with 100 part icipants from various
sect ors; 2 regional fora conducted with 100
participants each

3.2

Training, technical, logistical, material and
communications support provided.

3.4

Review and improve training materials &
delivery methods; 1O modules creat ed for the
One Health training package
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Q4 RESULTS

Met w ith Chiang Mai, Chulalongkorn,
Mahidol, and Kasetsart Universit ies;
Assessed capacity of KKU to support
NAG in developing vet school and Lao
vets
Awaiting USAID concurrence; Liaised
with W ildlife Conservation Division of
DNP and Wildlife Conservation Society
to discuss RESPOND's capacity and how
we might support a center. Identified
need for 4 district workshops for w ildlife
veterinarians to improve retention and
broaden capacity; Met with PRED ICT
vets in the reg ion for their participation
in training activities.
Starting in a lat er quarter

Met with Chiang Mai, Chulalongkorn ,
Mahidol, and Kasetsart Universities;
Assessed capacity of KKU to support
NAG in developing vet school and
Lao vets
Awaiting USAI D concurrence; Liaised
with Wildlife Conservation Division of
DNP and Wildlife Conservation
Society to discuss RESPOND's
capacity and how we might support a
center. Identified need for 4 district
workshops for wildlife vet erinarians
t o improve retent ion and broaden
capacity; Met wit h PREDICT vets in
the region for their participation in
trainino activities.
Starting in a later quarter

Await ing USAID count ry- level
concurrence; Supported WCS in initial
development of One Health EPT
workshop in Hanoi

Awaiting USAID count ry- level
concurrence; Supported WCS in
initial development of One Health
EPT workshop in Hanoi

Starting in a later quarter

Starting in a later quarter

Met with CDC to discuss FETP programs
in Thailand. Met w ith FAO to discuss
FETPV programming in Thailand

Met with CDC to d iscuss FETP
programs in Thailand. Met with FAO
to discuss FETPV programming in
Thailand

FIRST YEAR, FOURTH QUARTER

APPENDIX 3: SUCCESS STORIES
1. USAID SPONSORS ASSOCIATION DES MEDECINS VETERINAIRES DU CONGO
(AMVC) TO TAKE THE LEAD INTRODUCING ONE HEALTH APPROACH IN DR CONGO
2. USAID SPONSORED WORLD RABIES DAY TO MOBILIZE MULTISECTORAL ACTORS
TO FACE ZOONOTIC DISEASES
3. RESPOND SUPPORTS THE FIRST AFRICA-BASED GLOBAL HEALTH INSTITUTE IN
KAMPALA, UGANDA
4. RESPOND SUPPORTS RABIES AWARENESS THROUGH ONE HEALTH APPROACH IN
UGANDA
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1. USAID SPONSORS ASSOCIATION DES MEDECINS VETERINAIRES DU CONGO (AMVC)
TO TAKE THE LEAD INTRODUCING ONE HEALTH APPROACH IN DR CONGO.
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2. USAID SPONSORED WORLD RABIES DAY TO MOBILIZE MULTISECTORAL ACTORS
TO FACE ZOONOTIC DISEASES.
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SUCCESS STORY
World Rabies Day 2010 in the DRC
USAIO spon so red WRO
to mobilize m ultisectoral
actors to face z oonotic
diseases

The firtt. ~ of Worid Rabil:$ O•y _, tl'le Oemoc:r•tic R...
p..«,ic of Congo (ORC• wn held wilh much !IUOOOSS.

--- ---

t••

I

I~

• •:

___ __
_.....,

.... _ _ M _ _ _

~--------DRC.

who Md far~ ~colilbcrale
.nd ~ their ac6ons Mh aw
tedncMill'ld~~ID

t.rneoMd..-

~ o/Dotnanii,/

The co,nmemoration of
rhe WRD offered rhe OPponunhy ro ser rhe sraae
ror a consensual a1H1 in•
rersecrora/ approach ro
discuss 1he deve/opmem
of a 11alional srraregy ro
improve disease surveillance and ourbrealc response.

..
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Two a.r:::tivi1ies
we-e organiu!d b
the
occasion.
wi:h
USAIOIRESPONO s;uppo,t an awarwieu ra,i5iniu campaign, and a
wotUhop and paMI ~ ~ by 1M M inia.r of Domanial'
Alfain ,epn:!senting his colleague Mnster d Agriculb..-e- traYe.ing on
business.

TM conv,urity MQran,ns campaign RAIWd 1ftt'I rad10 and TV shows.
discuSY'lg ~ re&a~ to rabies on Monday September 27. 2010.
Some of those 1V and radio stations broadcast nationally std beyond

b ~ of ClRC. On Tunday Sef,lamber 28. 2010. about 30,000
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3. RESPOND SUPPORTS THE FIRST AFRICA-BASED GLOBAL HEALTH INSTITUTE IN
KAMPALA, UGANDA
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uSAI D IRESPOND
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
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SUCC ESS STORY
RESPOND supports

the firs t Africa-based
Global Health Institute
in Kampala, Uganda

RESPOND s14>ported the first Africa-based Global Health In~
tute (GHI) in Kampala, UgMda. In partnership with the Univer·
sity of Minn8SOta and Tufts University, the lnstiM8 was hosted
by Makerere University School of Pi.blic Health, and was attended by 70 studoots and faculty from schools of public health,
medicine, nursing, veterinary medicine, agriailture, wildlife and
zoology. The participants represented schools from l.JQanda,
Rwanda, Tanzania. Kenya, the Doo,ocratic Republic the
Congo, Ethiopia and the United States. The GHI is a two-wook,
intensive program oomposed of four 00(8 courses: Zoono6c
Diseases, Global Public Health Systems, Partq>atory Epi@
miology and Applied Biostatistics. Adcitionally, there is a wildlife field 8Xrursion for hands-on training. The program
pr8S8nted a unique learning opportunity for students and faculty
to develop their professional and academic skills by integrating
a One Health approacfl that focuses on the impact of globaliza-

or

Ii
Sludenla and faa,Jty repniBefO!g a
di\19".se range of ff/dB attend the GI-I
'!:Ofiemnce hos!oo by Ma.1,erere LJn.

v«sity rn Kampala. Uganda.

The GJoba H9Blth Initiative af.
f9r9d an int911Se two-wool< ,xo9'8ITI fXeparing students and
laaifty of urivooiti9S thr~
out Easl Africa to respond to

pandemic outbreaks af arima
or9n. The civersity d the par·
tiapants and tho impoft.BnC9 of
the information contributed
greatJ;, to the Ono Hsath pa-ai:Jigm being im,:Jement9d by

RESPOJO.

tion on health, and QfTIPhasized strategies that support a
healthy and prociJctive global worldoo:e.

One of the challenges to implementing One Health initiatives is
proper and efficient com,runication ootwoon stakeholders
across different eulur8S, organizations and protessional back·
grounds. The GHI present80 a one-of-a-kind opportunity to
bri"8 together inciviooals representing these important cross
sect10ns of socigty to leam about and implement One Health
across their respective communiti8S and fields of 8XpGrtise.
This synthesis represents a first step in transforming a One
Health paradgm around the wor1d
RESPOND rerognized the GHI as an immediate benefit to the

One Health strategy as wel as an opportunity to strengthen establ"ished relationships both incividuall>t and across institutions.
The GHI stressed the in1>ortanoe of building new relationships
suppooing curriculi.m co--d8'181oprnent across academic institutions, and leveraging 811 existing platform alread,i contmuting
to a One Health paradigm.

...... /'•...,:. ·;..: ·. h .... I :. ,.... :. L:· . .-J ·.,;l, ·,. 1
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4.RESPOND SUPPORTS RABIES AWARENESS THROUGH ONE HEALTH APPROACH IN
UGANDA
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USAID RESPOND
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

SUCCESS STORY

World Rabies Day 201 O
RESPOND supports
rabies awareness
through One HeaJth
approach in Uganda

A 11esinsnan perrrtfB B

mbies 11so-

ane dooxlnstalion m the Kiturura
aslric1of1Jgsnda_

"It's impatant forvet«inwy
mB<icine work with human
mB<icine BIid fUbic heath lxrcaJse the imporlanc9 of the
inteqiay" - a rslledion by VittaJ
8yabashaia, Student, Mak&rere &hoof cl Healh SciMcss,
09pa,tmMt d N.Jrsing..

USAI0's RESPOND project s14JPOrted a One Health approach
to efforts in foor districts aaoss Uganda to increase awareness
in the fight against rabies. Students and faculty from Makerere
Univen;ily's Schools of Veterinary Medicine, Public Health and
the Department of Nursing, joined with government ministries,
dstrict governments, the Uganda Veterilla.ry Association, and
individual health and vetefinary professionals to support an~
rabies efforts. Tearns of students worked with wildlife, nursing,
human and vetoonary medcal professionals to raise awaren8Ss
of rabi8s in sel8Cl districts across Llpanda, whare close interaction between humans, domestic animals and w;ldlife creates a
heightened risk of disease transmission.
RESPOND awarded a grant of US$10,000 to the Uganda Vet.e-rinary Association (lNA) to coordinate rabies awareness canr
paigns in four dstricts across the country, where previous
World Rabi8s Day activities had not reached. IJVA ooordinated
efforts with local and district government officials to both raise
awareness of rabies through a pubic information carTl)aign,
and to control the spread of the disease through the vaccination
of corJ¥)anion animals.
The campaign took a One Health approach in the form of a field
experience for students with vet.erinary, pdific health and nursing students, and farulty, from Makerare University sq>porting
local government and health p.-ofessionals' efforts. Al students
interviewed marked their approciation to RESPOND for enabling this One Heatth field experience, their first in using a muffidisqilinary approach to ackhssing complex zoonotic disease
issues.
RESPOND has taken an important step towards making the
One Haalth paracigm a reality. This was accompished l)IJ
helping raise awareness of rabi8S, highl~hting methods of disease control in poople, domestic animals and wildlife, and demonstrating how working together across health disc1>1ioos can
combat a complex, fatal disease that aff8Cls human, animal and
wildfife populations.
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APPENDIX 4: PRESS AND PUBLICATIONS
There were eleven RESPOND related publications in this quarter: five in Uganda, four in the
United States, one in the United Kingdom and one in the Democratic Republic of Congo. They
are as follows:

GLOBAL HEATH INSTITUTE
1) SPH HOLDS GLOBAL INSTITUTE IN UGANDA. UMN website.
2) SPH HOLDS GLOBAL INSTITUTE IN UGANDA. UMN website (as video).

ONE HEALTH
3) CARROLL DISCUSSES ONE HEALTH AT GLOBAL HEALTH INSTITUTE IN UGANDA.

UMN website, 24 August.
4) ANIMAL - HUMAN DISEASE CASES ON RISE, SAYS EXPERT. Daily Monitor, 9

September.

ANTHRAX
5) 82 HIPPOS KILLED BY ANTHRAX OUTBREAK. Daily Monitor, 29 July.
6) ANTHRAX KILLS 82 HIPPOS, 9 BUFFALO IN UGANDA. CNN, 29 July.
7) SCORES OF HIPPOS KILLED BY ANTHRAX OUTBREAK IN UGANDA. Daily Telegraph,
29 July.
8) ANTHRAX TASK FORCE INITIATIVES. AFENET website.
9) ANTHRAX OUTBREAK IN QUEEN ELIZABETH NATIONAL PARK. 29 July.

RABIES
10) RABIES KILLS. CONTROLLING RABIES IS POSSIBLE USING A "ONE HEALTH"
APPROACH. University of Makerere, 27 September.
11) AFFICHETTE RAGE. World Rabies Day Poster.
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GLOBAL HEATH INSTITUTE
1) SPH HOLDS GLOBAL INSTITUTE IN UGANDA. UMN website.
SPH Holds Global Institute in Uganda

Leaming how to work together under a "One Health" multidisciplinary umbrella to quickly
identify and respond to emerging animal-to-human diseases was the focus of the most recent
Global Health Institute, held Aug. 1 to 13 in Kampala, Uganda.
Twelve University of Minnesota students from the schools of public health, nursing, and
veterinary medicine joined 65 students from seven East African countries at the institute,
sponsored, in part, by the U of M .
"We had many participatory exercises, so we were able to interact with nurses, doctors,
veterinarians, and public health students and professionals from many East African countries,"
says Karin Hamilton, a veterinarian and SPH student. "Hearing about their experiences and their
knowledge was great."
STUDENT, FACULTY WENT ON A FIELD EXCURSION

During the institute, students traveled to rural Uganda to visit Queen Elizabeth National Park, a
health center, and a fishing village on Lake George--where they witnessed an orphaned elephant
mixing with villagers. The situation puts the villagers in danger of being trampled by an
unpredictable wild animal, says institute fac ulty member Dominic Travis, an associate professor
of veterinary medicine at the U of M.
More appropriate to the topic of emerging diseases, he says, was the sight of water buffalo and
hippos "literally almost sitting on the fishing canoes. This proximity creates an opportunity for
things to interact and cause the spread of disease."
Says Hamilton: "Seeing it in person, with cattle, goats, an elephant, people, hippos in the water-everything in close quarters--seeing how those interactions happen really makes a big difference
[in helping to understand animal and human health]."
U of M faculty involved in the institute were John Connett, Joan Patterson, and Beth Vimig
(SPH); Will Hueston, Travis, and Katherine Waters (College of Veterinary Medicine); and Linda
Hal9on (School of Nursing). SPH associate dean Debra Olson led the effort.
By Kristin Stouffer on September 16, 2010 10:39 AM I No Comments
Categories: Global Health, Scholarships and Education, Special Projects, Video Podcast Tags:
global health, institute, public health education, Uganda
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GHI (continued)
2) SPH HOLDS GLOBAL INSTITUTE IN UGANDA. UMN website (as video).

http://blog. I ib. umn .edu/sphpod/advances/2010/09/sph-holds-global-institute-in-uganda.html
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ONE-HEALTH
3) CARROLL DISCUSSES ONE HEALTH AT GLOBAL HEALTH INSTITUTE IN UGANDA.

UMN website, 24 August.

http://blog.lib.umn.edu/sphpod/sphpod/2010/08/carroll discusses one health a.
html
Carroll discusses One Health at Global Health Institute in Uganda

Dr. Dennis Can-oll, director of the avian influenza and other emerging threats program for
USAID, gave a lecture to about 500 people Aug. 9 at the Global Health Institute in Kampala,
Uganda.
The institute was sponsored by the University of Minnesota, Makerere University College of
Health Sciences in Kampala, and the USAID RESPOND project. Along with 12 U of M
students, 65 students from seven Central and East African countries took part in the Global
Health Institute.
•

Download Carroll's presentation

•

Listen to Carroll's lecture

By Mark Engebretson on August 24, 2010 2: 02 PM I No Comments
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ONE-HEALTH (continued)
4) ANIMAL - HUMAN DISEASE CASES ON RISE, SAYS EXPERT. Daily Monitor, 9

September.

National

Animal - human disease cases on rise, says expert
B) Patience Ahimbisibwc (email the author)

Posted Thursday, September 9 2010 at 00:00

Encroachment on natural habitats for wildlife has increased interaction between humans and animals
posing great health risks.
Speaking at the launch of a campaign in Kampala recently, Dr Dennis Carroll, a special adviser to the
USAID Administrator on Pandemic Influenza, said there is an emergence of Zoonosis diseases.
Zoonosis can be transmitted animals to humans.

If not contained, it presents enormous public health, economic, and development risks.
Main aim
But the five-year campaign is aimed at identifying and mitigating practices that contribute to the risks of
new diseases.

According to Dr Carroll, the new global health pattern identifies the future well-being of humans, animals
and the environment as inextricably linked.
Some of the people under risk, according to Dr Canoll, include hunters, butcher men, loggers, miners and
road builders.
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ANTHRAX
5) 82 HIPPOS KILLED BY ANTHRAX OUTBREAK. Daily Monitor, 29 July.

82 Hippos Killed By Anthrax In Queen Elizabeth National Park

A Hippo at the lshasha-Ntungwe River Camp, Queen Elizabeth National Park.
By Stephen Otage & Flavia Nalubega (email the author)

Posted Thursday, July 29 2010 at 14:01

An anthrax outbreak in Queen Elizabeth National Park located in western Uganda is still raging
prompting the government to warn people living around the park to desist from eating game
meat.
The chairman of the National Anthrax Task Force Dr Nicholas Kauta told journalists on Thursday that so
far, 82 hippos and nine buffaloes have been confirmed dead following the outbreak in June. He said the
most affected areas are those surrounding Kazinga Channel and lakes Edward and George.
As a national response, he said, the task force is implementing a multi-pronged response which includes
undertaking a base line study to determine the extent of the outbreak and affected species through
carrying out carcass management, marine and terrestrial patrols and sample analysis.

He warned people around the area not to graze animals in the park, report all sicknesses and deaths in
wild and domestic animals to authorities and not to consume meat from sick and dead animals.
He said there will be a ring vaccination of livestock in the national park and all health centres have been
put on high alert.
Anthrax is caused by bacteria (bacillus anthracis) in the atmosphere. Animals mainly herbivores get it
through contaminated grass, soil and water.
Humans can acquire it through eating contami nated meat and animal products from infected animals.
The park has often experienced attacks in 1954 and in 1994 and 2004. In 2004, about 300 hippos died.
The Wild Life Authority says there is no cause of alarm that all animals in the park might die because the
beats have natural immunity to the disease.
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ANTHRAX (continued)
6) ANTHRAX KILLS 82 HIPPOS, 9 BUFFALO IN UGANDA. CNN, 29 July.
Anthrax Kills 82 Hippos, 9 Buffalo In Uganda

July 29, 20101By Samson Ntale, CNN

More than 90 animals in Uganda have died since June from a vicious strain of anthrax, officials said
Thursday.
Those killed include 82 hippopotamuses and nine buffalo. The area's most affected sun-ound the Kazinga
Channel, a tourist attraction linking Lake Edward and Lake George in the Queen Elizabeth National Park
near Uganda's western border with the Democratic Republic of Congo.
The strain remains limited to the Kazinga channel, Nicholas K. Kauta, commissioner of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries and head of an anthrax task force, told reporters. The animals
died after drinking water from the channel, he said.

The outbreak was first suspected in June, when more than a dozen hippos died from a disease
with symptoms resembling those of anthrax. Samples were taken for testing, Kauta said, and lab
tests confirmed the presence of the disease.
"Hippos remain the most affected animals since Uganda first suffered this strain, in the 1950s,"
said Moses Mapesa, executive director of the Uganda Wildlife Authority. The strain thrives in
water, he said.
A 2004 outbreak of anthrax killed more than 300 hippos and scores of other wildlife, including
lions and scavenger birds.
Mapesa said there was no evidence the disease has spread to Uganda's neighbors, the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Rwanda.
There was also no confirmation of any human infections. Authorities would not confirm reports
that five people had died after eating meat of animals who died from anthrax.
"We have no evidence yet," Kauta said. "We have heard such reports, but the affected families in
communities living near the now-endangered area (are) concealing information by not reporting
to health authorities for fear of being arrested for poaching."
The task force will not arrest any victims who are sickened from eating meat from animal
carcasses, he said.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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"We know hippo and buffalo meat is very attractive, and many people when they find these
animals dead, they just devour on the carcass, something which is dangerous because they would
be eating contaminated meat," he said.
Officials discourage eating game meat from the affected area, he said, especially animals found
dead, he said. Even if anthrax is not present, the animals could have been poisoned by poachers.
Livestock in the area are being vaccinated, and health officials in smTounding districts are on
high alert.
In humans, anthrax manifests itself in three forms and can affect the skin, stomach, intestines and
lungs, Kauta said. With proper medical treatment "deaths from this type of anthrax are rare," he
said.
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ANTHRAX (continued)
7) SCORES OF HIPPOS KILLED BY ANTHRAX OUTBREAK IN UGANDA. Daily Telegraph,

29 July.
Scores of Hippos Killed by Anthrax Outbreak in Uganda
More Than 80 Hippos Have Been Killed In An Anthrax Outbreak In Uganda, Officials Have Said.

Published: 1:12PM BST 29 Jul 2010

A similar outbreak in Uganda in 2004 killed 300 hippopotamuses Photo: CORBIS
The outbreak has killed 82 hippos and nine buffalo in the last month and a half in Queen Elizabeth
National Park.
Nicholas Kauta, the national anthrax task force spokesman, said no humans were known to have
contracted the deadly disease d uring the outbreak and that tourism had been unaffected.
Anthrax spores occur naturally in soil and can remain dormant for years.
Drought, floods or wind expose the spores and they can be ingested when livestock graze close to the
ground. Vaccines can protect livestock from the disease, which is caused by the bacteria bacillus
anthracis. Most forms of the disease are lethal.
A similar outbreak in Uganda in 2004 killed 300 hippos. At the time, some scientists believed that the
large scale of the infection was caused by cannibalism.
Joseph Dudley, a biosecurity and agriculture analyst based in Washington, was quoted in the New
Scientist as saying: 'The widespread mortal ity may be a result of the communal scavenging or
'cannibalism' of carcasses of anthrax-killed hippos by other hippos."
But other veterinarians and scientists believed the rapid spread of anthrax was due to over-crowding in the
park. Over-population leads to fights over resources, and anthrax can be spread via battle wounds, the
scientific j ournal reported.
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ANTHRAX (continued)
8) ANTHRAX TASK FORCE INITIATIVES. AFENET website.

Weekly Update: 1st -17th September 2010

Updates from Uganda
•

Three trainees of the Uganda Program were involved in investigation of an Anthrax outbreak in
the Western Uganda districts of Kasese and Rubi1izi in July and August 2010. Mr. Adrawa
Michael, Ms. Barbra Okot, and Dr. Bernard Lubwama used Participatory Epidemiology and
Participatory Disease Surveillance methods to conduct a study to determine knowledge,
perceptions, and practices of communities living in the affected areas surrounding Kazinga
Channel, Lake George and Lake Edward. Seven villages were selected for the study. The study
revealed that Anthrax was perceived with high importance as a major problem in the
communities. The most prefen-ed channels of communication to influence behavior change about
Anthrax were social mobilization, social institutions, and radio. The trainees' findings underscore
the need to reinforce community knowledge about Anthrax and establish community/local
surveillance for Anthrax. The study was supported by Conservation through Health, a non-profit
public health organization.

Mr. Michael Adrawa (right)• a trainee of the Uganda Program, interviews one of the residents of the affected areas in
Kasese District
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ANTHRAX (continued)
9) ANTHRAX OUTBREAK IN QUEEN ELIZABETH NATIONAL PARK. 29 July.

th

29 July 2010
PRESS STATEMENT BY THE NATIONAL ANTHRAX TASKFORCE ON THE ANTHRAX
OUTBREAK IN QUEEN ELIZABETH NATIONAL PARK

Ladies and Gentlemen of the press,
The country is experiencing an outbreak of anthrax which began in Queen Elizabeth National Park in
June 2010 and has so far killed 82 hippos and 9 buffaloes. The most affected areas are those smrnunding
Kazinga Channel, Lake Edward and Lake George. It is not the first time the disease is affecting hippos. In
2004, we lost over 300 hippos; there was also an outbreak in 1994 and in earlier times.
To address the anthrax disease, a multidisciplinary National Anthrax Taskforce was created in 2004 that
comprises government ministries and agencies, non-governmental organizations, education institutions
and donor agencies to coordinate efforts to control anthrax and transmission from wildlife to livestock
and humans.
1. The Response:

The taskforce agreed to implement a multi-pronged approach in responding to the anthrax outbreak which
includes undertaking a baseline study to further determine the extent of the outbreak area in Queen
Elizabeth National Park and the species affected.
The taskforce is also carrying out carcass management, marine and terrestrial patrols and sample analysis.
Currently several community sensitization activities are taking place in and around Queen Elizabeth
National Park to encourage attitude and behavior change especially with regard to the consumption of
meat from unknown sources. Ring vaccination of livestock in the high risk areas will be undertaken. In
addition, health facilities in surrounding districts are on high alert to detect and treat suspected cases. So
far, no human infections have been reported.
2.

How the disease manifests
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a) In animals, the disease causes sudden death, and is characterized by bleeding from all natural openings
including the nose, mouth, ears, eyes, and anus. The blood typically does not clot.
b) In humans, the disease manifests in three forms; it can affect the skin, it can affect the
stomach/ intestines or it can affect the lungs. When anthrax affects the skin it begins as a raised itchy
bump that looks like an insect bite. Within a day or two, it

develops into a boil-like sore and then a

painless ulcer with a characteristic dark (dying) area in the center. When it affects the stomach, it causes
vomiting and dianhea and when it affects the lungs it causes difficulty in breathing. Untreated cases can
result in death, but with proper treatment, deaths from this type of anthrax are rare.

Anthrax is a disease caused by bacteria (Bacillus anthracis). The bacteria form resistant particles called
spores, which remain in the environment for a long time. Animals, mainly herbivores, get the disease
through contaminated feeds (grass), soil and water. This can occur either during dry seasons, when the
grass is scarce or following heavy rainfall after prolonged drought. Human beings mainly acquire the
disease by handling or consuming meat from infected animals that have d.ied of anthrax or exposure to
infected or contaminated animal products. Inhalation of spores is another method of transmission.

3. Appeal to General Public
Government appeals to and advises the public:
•
•
•
•
•

Not to graze animals in the national park
To report all sickness and deaths in wild and domestic animals to local authorities
Not to touch or consume meat from sick and dead animals
To immediately seek medical attention if they think that they may have been exposed to anthrax
Not to eat meat from unknown sources

4. Travel and Trade Advisory
The outbreak is limited to a small area around Kazinga Channel, and should not disrupt tourism and trade
activities at all, provided guidelines are followed. Meat inspected and certified is safe to consume. Fish
from these waters is considered safe to eat. Government will keep you informed of the progress of these
outbreak control efforts.
5. Taskforce members
A multidisciplinary team was formed to tackle Anthrax outbreak under the umbrella of a National
Anthrax Taskforce. This includes:•
•

Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF)
Ministry of Health (MoH)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uganda Wildlife Authority (UW A)
Makerere University (School of Public Health and Faculty of Veterinary Medicine)
United Nations Food and Agric ultural Organization (FAO)
Wo rld Health Organization (WHO)
World Organization for Animal Health (OIE)
Conservatio n through Public Health (CTPH)
African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (Uganda)
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
(EPT) through PREDICT and RESPOND.

6. For More Information
For more information, the public is advised to do any of the following:

•

•

Send SMS for Disease Alerts: 6969 with keywords - anthrax, kakoto, kazimba, akasusu

•

Listen to Disease Outbreaks recorded information hotline (toll free): 0800 200 300

•

Speak to a call centre agent for Frequently Asked Questions: 0901 999 999

•

Visit Disease Outbreaks website: www.diseaseoutbreaks.ug

Email: info@diseaseoutbreaks.ug

Dr. Nicholas Kauta
Chairman
National Anthrax Taskforce
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RABIES
10) RABIES KILLS. CONTROLLING RABIES IS POSSIBLE USING A "ONE HEALTH"
APPROACH. University of Mak:erere, 27 September.

TO ALL MEDIA HOUSES

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WORLD RABIES DAY 2010 IN UGANDA

RABIES KILLS
Controlling Rabies is possible using a "ONE HEALTH" approach

Key Messages
•

Rabies is a deadly disease which can be prevented.

•

Vaccinating dogs and cats helps prevent Rabies transmission to people.

•

People bitten by animals should seek immediate medical attention.

The 28th day of every September, the world highlights the importance of Rabies around the globe with
World Rabies Day. International, national and local activities aimed at preventing and controlling the
spread of this killer disease culminate on this day.

Every year Rabies kills humans and animals both globally and in Uganda. Despite the efforts of many,
Rabies continues to be a disease all people should be concerned about.

Although Rabies can be controlled, almost all the cases of the disease in humans and most types of
animals result in death. In Africa and Asia alone, it is estimated that about 55,000 human beings die from
this disease every year (an average of 1 person every 10 minutes!!). The number of human rabies deaths
worldwide is greater than those from other killer diseases like polio, meningococcal meningitis, Japanese
encephalitis, yellow fever, SARS, bird fl u - combined.
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A person or an animal catches Rab.ies from bites of infected animals (especially cats, dogs and other types
of wild carnivores such as jackals or foxes).

In Uganda, World Rabies Day is being supported by medical doctors, veterinarians, nurses, wildlife
specialists and many others who have worked together to fight this disease. Because of its publ ic health
significance and the need to focus resources in awareness campaigns and preventing this "neglected"
killer disease, Uganda joins the rest of the world in special activities to mark this day and focus ongoing
efforts in controlling this disease.

Although activities are spread throughout the week beginning 26th September 2010 in different parts of
the country, four districts (Kiruhura, Napak, Kasese and Nebbi) have been chosen this year as focal points
for intensified activities due to elevated risks of Rabies.

Major activities
To increase public awareness and prevent Rabies in communities around Uganda the following activities
will be conducted variously in Kiruhura District, Napak District, Kasese District and Nebbi District:

•
Public awareness campaigns including seminars, radio announcements, radio talk shows. The
messages are packaged by a multidisciplinary team.
•
Special outreach educational programs to schools. Besides Rabies, questions arising on any
aspects of animal and public health will be handled by multi-disciplinary teams.
•
Prevention against Rabies and its spread through vaccination of reservoir animals in contact with
human beings, mainly companion animals (cats and dogs).
•
Besides the local professionals on the ground in the districts, veterinary, public health and nursing
students will have the opportunity to interact with the community as they offer a service ('learning to
serve and serving to learn' philosophy).

Useful actions for you and your family
•
Protect yourselves and your families by learning about Rabies and methods for preventing this
killer disease.
•
Keep your animals and families safe by vaccinating your companion animals (dogs and cats)
against Rabies, and repeat every year (keep a record of the vaccination).
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•
Help yourselves and your children by learning how to interact with animals and wildlife, to know
when to avoid animals behaving strangely.
•

When bitten by any animal, report immediately to the nearest health professional.

Key Messages
•

Rabies is a deadly disease which can be prevented.

•

Vaccinating dogs and cats helps prevent Rabies transmission to people.

•

People bitten by animals should seek immediate medical attention.

World rabies day partners in Uganda:
•

Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF)

•

Ministry of Health

•

The District Local Governments

•
Makerere University (Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, School of Nursing, School of Public
Health)
•

Uganda Wildlife Authority

•

USAID RESPOND Project

•

Uganda Veterinary Association

•

Conservation Through Public Health

•

AFENET

•

Rotary Club of Kampala

Signed:

Date: 27th September 2010

PERMANENT SECRETARY, MAAIF
(For and on behalf of all partners)
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RABIES (continued)
11) AFFICHETTE RAGE. World Rabies Day Poster.

LA RAGE TUE
EVITEZ LA

I

•

I

•

Protegez-vous, protegez votre famille et votre
communaute contre la rage:
•Vaccinez regulierement les chiens et evitez de
vous faire mordre
• N'approchez pas les a n imaux errants
• En cas de morsure, lavez soigneusement la blessure

a l'eau et au savon, et prenez sans attendre un
avis medical

'1t'o,ldRal>k,D•>•Ori;

Pour assistance appeler le

081 0800001
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ACRONYMS
AAVMC

American Association of Veterinary Medical Colleges

AED

Academy of Educational Development

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

CDC

Center for Diseases Control and Prevention

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

CNRS

French National Center for Scientific Research

DFID

UK's Department for International Development

DGPHCD

Division Global Public Health Capacity Development

ECTAD

Emerging Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention System for Transboundary Animal and Plant Pests and
Diseases

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

PAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

GOD

Global Disease Detection

GLEWS

Global Early Warning System

GORAN

Global Outbreak and Response Network

GVFI

Global Viral Forecasting Initiative

HPAI

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

ICMM

International Council of Mining and Metals

ILRI

International Livestock Research Institute

KMS

Knowledge Management System

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

NIH

National Institute of Health
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NRM

Natural Resource Management

OHA

One Health Alliance

OLE

World Organization of Animal Health

OWOH

One World One Health

PDAC

Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada

PMP

Performance Monitoring Planning

RAP

Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific

SAFETYNET

South Africa Field Epidemiology Network

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network

TUSK

Tufts University Sciences Knowledgebase

UMN

University of Minnesota

USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WWF

World Wildlife Fund
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RESPOND is a five-year USAID-funded project awarded on September 30, 2009. As part of a larger
USAID investment, RESPOND is one of five projects in the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program
designed to work collaboratively among stakeholders to build surveillance and outbreak response
capacity. This report serves as the project' s second Quarterly Progress Report covering the period of
January I, 20 IO - March 31, 20 I0. As the RESPOND workplan is still under review, this report
highlights the necessary coordination and operational activities that occurred during the second quarter.
Throughout the document there is considerable attention placed on many of the programmatic and
introductory meetings required to build a collaborative program that maximizes resources and avoids
unnecessary duplication of activities.
Second Quarter Highlights:
•

Introductory meeting with international health organizations, including F AO, OlE, WHO January 12 - 14, 201 0

•

Continued project workplan and implementation plan development

•

Monitoring and Evaluation planning meeting with RESPOND partners

•

RESPOND team coordination activities including operations training, field deployment
coordination and organizational development team meeting

•

Development of project methodologies, resulting in draft strategic documents

•

Outreach to manage collaborative relationships and begin programmatic discussions with new
and existing stakeholders

•

Program management activities, including key HQ start-up procedures and identification of new
DRC field office space
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CHAPTER I: SUMMARY OF
PROJECT ACTIVITIES
INTRODUCTORY MEETING WITH INTERNATIONAL HEALTH
ORGANIZATIONS
On January 12 - 14, 2010, RESPOND senior technical staff and advisors met with IDENTIFY leadership
from F AO/OIE/WHO-Geneva in Lyon, France and Rome, Italy. During this introductory meeting,
RESPOND presented the USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) and RESPOND program, while also
learning about FAO/OIE/WHO organizational structure, program goals, resources, and upcoming planned
activities. The aim of the meeting was to identify areas of
possible synergy and future collaboration relevant to the
USAID EPT program. Potential areas for FAO
Mining INDABA - Johannesburg, South
Africa Feburary 1st - 4th • 2010
collaboration may include:
Louise Flynn, MPH of Ecology &
Environment, Inc. attended The Mining
INDABA conference, the world's largest
meeting dedicated to African Mining. She
attended on behalf of RESPOND to gain a
better understanding of how the mining
industry in Africa currently addresses
community development issues in mining
camps / communities close to wildlife
catchment areas. Multiple organizations,
such as the World Bank, International
Council of Mining and Metals (ICMM), and
the Prospectors and Developers Association
of Canada (PDAC) were in attendance to
present newly developed guidelines for
corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the
mining industry.

•

Global Early Warning System (GLEWS) represents the only formal working agreement
between FAO, WHO, and OIE with possible future
collaboration with CDC and USDA. The web-based
platform is a resource to share zoonotic disease
outbreak information, epidemiologic data and risk
analysis, and provide delivery of early warning
messages to the international community on
transboundary animal diseases. Possible
collaboration may include expanding reach and
regionalization of platform.

•

The FAO Wildlife Unit, established in response to
HPAI, is a collaborative transbounda1y animal
disease program with a focus on
wildlife/livestock/human interface issues. The unit
supports training and capacity building in, wildlife
disease surveillance and applied research. Possible
partnerships may include support to training
activities, curriculum development, etc.

•

Emergency Operations Service (part of the Food
Chain Crisis Management Framework) has both
regional Animal Health Centers (often co-located
with OIE) and Emergency Coordination and Rehabilitation Units in 28 African countries. This is
a new framework, developed to coordinate animal/plant/food safety emergency activities.
Centers and staff are located in DRC and Kampala making field collaboration much easier
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In Africa, mining is often the engine for
development and CSR is now part of the
core business model. Investment in
sustainable programs that include health
systems strengthening, disease surveillance,
and training were of particular interest
among private sector participants. Ongoing
communication with the private sector mining
industry will be incorporated into RESPOND
technical roll out while developing a strategy
to create appropriate partnerships.

WORKPLAN / IMPLEMENTATION PLAN DEVELOPMENT
Based on feedback from USAID, RESPOND modified its workplan for year one to incorporate more
detailed information on implementation and our administrative and technical approach to the "hub and
spoke" model. Lines of work (LOW) plans that included all five projects within the EPT were improved
to include more collaborative activities. Although the LOWs were submitted for approval, it was later
decided by USAJD that these would be revisited during field implementation. All workplan revisions and
the drafting of a global implementation plan required concentrated effort of the technical team from late
December through mid-February. During this exercise, RESPOND staff mapped out activities and
corresponding tasks that are required during the initial start up phase of the RESPOND project.
Our second and final version of the workplan was submitted to USAID on 19 March 2010.

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE (S&K) BUILDING STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT
As part of the capacity building goals of the project, the Skills and Knowledge Building Team was
established to define the core concepts and guiding principles RESPOND will use to build the skills and
knowledge of target beneficiaries. On January 26 - 28, 2010, the S&K team held a two-day workshop at
Tufts University to collaboratively author the S&K Strategic document. ln order to formalize the
document, the strategy required building consensus among the team on a variety of topics including
RESPOND target audiences, organizational roles and responsibilities, and guidelines for curriculum
inventory and review. Incorporating a One Health approach, the RESPOND Skills and Knowledge
Building Strategy merges animal, human, and environmental health dynamics to strengthen outbreak
response capacity. The final document will be available for review and distribution in mid-April.
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The FAO/APHCA/CDC/DLD Animal-Human-Environmental Interface Workshop
8-12 February 2010 Bangkok, Thailand

Dr. Robyn Alders of Tufts University Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine and Dr. David Smith, wildlife biologist of
the University of Minnesota, attended the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) workshop at the request
of FAO to observe the introduction of their new Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component (FETPV) module on animal-human-environment interface. This workshop represented the first time an animal-human-wildlife
interface module was introduced within the FETP-V program in Southeast Asia. The workshop consisted of
PowerPoint presentations and problem-based learning sessions for a wide range of participants including
veterinarians, wildlife specialists, and medical doctors.
This invitation served as an excellent way to initiate collaboration with FAO, a key existing partner in the field, as well
as provide introductions to other FETP-V implementers. During the workshop, Drs. Alders and Smith conducted many
small informal meetings with FAO and FETP-V partners to discuss potential synergies between RESPOND and current
FETP-V programs.

CURRICULUM ASSET MAPPING
At the S&K meeting in late January, university partners recognized the need for a comprehensive review
of all existing curricula before conducting joint curriculum reviews with host country anchor institutions.
This is an ongoing process and a major undertaking involving many academic departments, learning
institutes, faculty, and researchers from partner universities. Using a two-stage approach, the first stage
involved capturing any and all courses, modules, and workshops across departments and schools of
medicine, veterinary medicine, public health, nursing, and arts and sciences. This analysis is still ongoing
but once completed, curriculum will be reviewed in the context of existing Field Epidemiology Training
Program (FETP) competencies recommended by CDC. This process will identify similarities and gaps in
content so RESPOND course curriculum can more accurately reflect a One Health approach. The second
stage, to occur in the early part of the third quarter, will involve the capture of global health research
interests of faculty across institutions to coordinate activities and improve relationship management of
key stakeholders.
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E)
On Friday, February 26, 2010, RESPOND hosted a
monitoring and evaluation workshop with project partners
to discuss our field approach to operationalizing M&E
activities. There was a particular emphasis on the
distinguishing characteristics between monitoring activities
and evaluative activities, recognizing both play a strategic
role in informing RESPOND's continuous improvement
and impact analysis plan. A consensus was reached on
specific evaluative activities that should be included to
evaluate the four main RESPOND objectives.
The monitoring and evaluation component to the plan
follows a results-based approach and will focus on internal
project activities designed to assess effectiveness in the
design, delivery, outcomes and impact of project activities.
In other words, the day-to-day monitoring activities will
help us track progress in achieving proposed workplan
activities, outputs, and annual targets; evaluation activities
will help us measure project outcomes and impact in terms
of improved knowledge and skills, behavior change,
improved systems, collaborations, and quality of outbreak
surveillance and response. All M&E activities will measure
effectiveness, efficiency and quality. Results from both the
monitoring and evaluation activities will be used to modify
our workplan to more effectively respond to the needs of
our stakeholders, improve program performance and
document lessons learned. Through our continuous
improvement and impact analysis plan, RESPOND places
M&E in the wider context of knowledge management, as an
element of organizational learning and performance
strengthening. An example of a quality improvement study
may include:

•

FAO Consultative Meeting of
Epidemiology Consortium for Highly
Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI),
Emerging Zoonosis and Tranboundary
Animal Disease Control in Asia
4 - 5 March 2010 Bangkok, Thailand
Drs. Felicia Nutter and Douglas Hatch
participated in the FAO meeting as part of an
ongoing effort to coordinate zoonotic disease
surveillance and outbreak response.
Meeting participants included staff from the
FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
(RAP), personnel from the Emergency
Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases
(ECTAD), FAO headquarters staff, and
subject matter experts from OIE and the
International Livestock Research Institute
(ILRI).
FAO provided leadership for the regional
meeting, including discussions about current
regional activities related to zoonotic disease
reporting, prevention and control; support for
response to zoonotic outbreaks. There was
a particular emphasis on FAO priorities,
including training and capacity building for
veterinary services and support to
strengthen laboratory infrastructure. A draft
strategic framework for collaboration was
created during the meeting, organized
around the themes of capacity building,
communication and information sharing, and
research and knowledge utilization.
Additional major outcomes include expanded
networking among international
collaborators, opportunities for curriculum
sharing and review, potential FETP(V)
module integration in Congo Basin and
participation in upcoming One World One
Health (OWOH) conferences and
workshops.

Evaluation to assess the success of university
twinning relationships - The twinning of UMN and
TUFTS with appropriate universities in target
regions is a central feature of RESPOND. This
M&E activity will:
• Monitor the evolution of university twinning
The Epidemiology Consortium, developed in
relationships developed as part of RESPOND,
2004 as part of the regional response to
assessing the experience from both the US and
HPAI, provides expert advice on
strengthening regional epidemiology
partner country perspectives concerning
specific twinning activities (such as faculty and
student exchanges and collaborative research and trainings);
• Identify early indications of problems that may be developing in twinning relationship in a
manner that will allow mid-course project intervention, if warranted.

In the next quarter, the M&E team will work closely to refine the performance-monitoring plan by
designing monitoring indicators that track progress against our objectives; identify quality improvement
and evaluative activities for the project.
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
In order to provide a coherent and consistent technical approach to achieving RESPOND's objectives,
working groups were established and draft strategic frameworks were created. The strategic frameworks
serve two purposes - infonning all stakeholders of our approach including common terminology,
methods, and desired outcomes, and to clearly define roles and responsibilities among partner
organizations. The following drafts are still in development:
•
•
•

Twinning Strategy
Communications Strategy
Skills and Knowledge Building Strategy

STRATEGIC OUTREACH
The following table highlights discussions with potential collaborators, members of the EPT program, and
subject matter expe11s operating in hotspot regions. A significant amount of time went into managing
these relationships without raising any programmatic expectations.
Contact

Date

Outreach

Objective

Dr. John Hart, Scientific
Director, TshuapaLomami-Lualaba Project,
Democratic Republic of
Congo

4 January

Meeting at
DAI

David Mukanga, Director,
African Field Epidemiology
Network (AFENET)

4 January

Meeting at
DAI

Discussed technical approach to vertical integration
and provincial engagement in DRC, identify local
conservation activities, university collaborations, and
possible RESPOND collaboration with the UK's
Department for International Development (DFID) funded TL2 Project
Dr. Mukanga presented an overview of AFENET's
activities and capabilities, areas for collaboration on
existing and planned FE(L)TP/FETP-Vs in Central
Africa

Peter Nsubuga (CDC Div.
Global Public Health
Capacity Development
(DGPHCD]), and David
Mukanga {AFENET)
Meetings at CDC with
DGPHCD, Global Disease
Detection (GDD) and
Division of Vector Borne
Infectious Diseases

5 January

Meeting at
DAI

USAID, CDC/DGPHCD, and RESPOND discussed
importance of cooperating on EPT activity with CDC,
WHO, FAO, OIE, USAID missions, national
governments, and AFENET

6-7 January

Meeting at
CDC
Headquarters
Atlanta, GA

WHO/OIE/FAO EPT
IDENTIFY Introductory
meeting with Alex
Thiermann, Kate Glynn,
Mia Kim and Florence
Fuchs
United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization
(FAO)

12 January

Meeting at
WHO Lyon
Office
Lyon, France

Reviewed CDC's existing and planned outbreak
capacity building activities (e.g. FE(L)TP/FETP-V) by
region. CDC and RESPOND discussed priorities,
improved communications, and collaboration on
monitoring & evaluation, outbreak response, disease
surveillance, training/ curricula.
Introduced RESPOND and EPT to IDENTIFY
partners; identified potential areas for collaboration

14 January

Meeting at
FAO offices
Rome, Italy

Dr. Joseph Fair, Director of
Field Operations, Global
Viral Forecasting Initiative
(GVFI)

16 January

Cynthia Moses, Director,
International Conservation

18 January

Meeting at
Ecology and
Environment,
Inc.
Arlington, VA
Meeting at

Meeting with Drs. Juan Lubroth, Ian Douglas, Scott
Newman , Julio Pinto, Satyajit Sarkar, Phillippe
Ankers, to introduce RESPOND and EPT; identified
potential areas for collaboration
Discussed planned PREDICT/GVFI activities in DRC,
and possible collaborations with RESPOND in the
field

lnCEF presented an overview of their educational
proqrams implemented in DRC to educate
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Contact

Outreach

Objective

DAI

populations in remote areas (e.g. great ape
conservation, monkey pox in Republic of Congo,
Ebola in DR Congo); showed examples of their films
using field-appropriate, light-weight technology
(iPhone and mini digital projector); potential logical
partner to work with RESPOND in educational
activities in remote communities

22 January

Meeting at
DAI

Dionisio Herrera of
TEPHINET

29 January

Phone

Mining lndaba
Johannesburg, South
Africa

1-4 February

Conference

Ambassador Carlos
Boungou and Dr. Mireille
Obame Nguema Moore,
Medical and Social Affairs
Officer
Dr. Marguerite
Pappaiouanou, Executive
Director, American
Association of Veterinary
Medical Colleges
(AAVMC); Dr. Mike
Chaddock, Deputy
Director, AAVMC
Dr. Alden Henderson
CDC-Thailand (Bangkok)

8 February

Embassy of
the Republic
of Gabon

Dr. Packer provided and introduction and overview of
the WVP (httQ://wholevillage.umn.edu/), which is in
part a long-term M&E program to evaluate the impact
of foreign assistance on health, well-being, and
sustainable natural resource use in rural Tanzania.
Dr. Packer discussed data collection strategies and
potential for collaboration with RESPOND once WVP
adds villages in the Albertine Rift region of west
Tanzania
Discussed TEPHINET's role as an NGO representing
over 30 FETPs, regional affiliates (AFENET,
SAFETYNET) and identified areas of joint interest in
EPT collaboration
Attended by Louise Flynn of E&E to gain an
understanding of the current relationship between the
mining industry and the health of the communities
surrounding their projects
Discussed possible collaborative role in Gabon and
DRC

18 February

AAVMC office
Washington,
DC

Presented an overview of AAVMC's 5-year strategic
plan; discussed capacity related to RESPOND,
including potential synergies on leadership
development, training, and development of a
veterinary expertise database

8-9 March

CDC Office
Bangkok,
Thailand

Dr. Conky Quizon
Southeast Asia Field
Epidemiology Training
Network (SAFETYNET)
Dr. Steven Osofsky
Director, Wildlife Health
Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS) - Animal
Health for the Environment
and Development
(AHEAD) Coordinator
Judy Oglethorpe, Director,
People and Conservation
Program; Terri Lukas,
Senior Program Officer -

9 March

SAFETYNET
office
Bangkok,
Thailand

Meeting with CDC staff and leadership of Thai MoH to
discuss collaboration on outbreak response capacity
building, one health, and zoonotic disease control in
Southeast Asia region
Meeting to discuss SAFETYNETs role as an NGO
linked to FETPs in the region (representing MOHs in
Thailand, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia) and possible
collaboration with RESPOND and EPT

Date

and Education Fund
(lnCEF); and Seamus
Gallagher, lnCEF Field
Manager, DRC
Dr. Amira Roess CDC EIS
(collaborating on Republic
of Congo Monkey Pox
activity)
Dr. Craig Packer,
Professor of Ecology,
Evolution and Behavior,
and Whole Village Project
(WVP), University of
Minnesota

11 March

Meeting at

wcs
Washington,
DC

11 March

Meeting at
WWF
Washington,
DC

.1

Meeting to discuss ongoing AHEAD opportunities in
Southern Africa, share lessons learned, and discuss
potential for collaboration

Introduced RESPOND and discussed possible
collaboration at three WWF health-related project
sites in DRC, Cameroon and Central African Republic
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Contact

Date

Outreach

Objective

11 March

FAO Office
Washington,
DC

Follow up to meeting in early January to discuss
collaborations with RESPOND team and the
possibility of developing FEPT-V in the Congo Basin

12 March

Meeting at
DAI

Drs. Inger Damon, Mary
Reynolds, and Darin
Carroll
CDC/OID/NCZVED
Poxvirus Group
Atlanta, Georgia
Mark Rasmuson and
Susan Zimicki
AED - PREVENT

12 March

Conference
call

Meeting to discuss collaboration and possible
RESPOND activities where vaccine provision may be
necessary
Discussed potential collaborative activities at the CDC
monkey pox field study site at Bouende, DRC

12 March

Meeting at
DAI

Robin Nelson Freeman,
Program Officer, Center for
Civil Society and
Governance
AED
Susan Zimicki, Director,
CHANGE Project - Center
for Social Marketing and
Behavior Change
AED
Dr. Suzan Murray, Chief
Veterinarian, Smithsonian
National Zoological Park
(NZP); PREDICT partner
Susan Zimicki, Director,
CHANGE Project - Center
for Social Marketing and
Behavior Change
AED
Dr. Subhash Morzaria,
Head of ECTAD-Asia and
Dr. Scott Newman, Animal
Health Officer, EMPRES
Wildlife Unit Coordinator
Infectious Disease Group,
FAO
Dr. Gilbert Burnham,
Professor of International
Health, Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of
Public Health

19 March

Meeting at
AED
Washington,
DC

19 March

Meeting at
AED
Washington,
DC

Discussed specific risk assessment activities and
behavior change training for individuals and
communities

22 March

Phone

Discussed Smithsonian / NZPs plans for PREDICT
activities, initial discussions around collaboration with
RESPOND

22 March

Meeting at
AED
Washington,
DC

Discussed strategies for meeting with extractive
industries and to identify health-related issues
industry employees face in communities adjacent to
industry operations

25 January

Meeting at
FAO, Rome

Discussed on the development of the FETP (V) and
regional roll out. Reviewed course materials and
integration with FETP. Reviewed other existing
courses and identified potential development of
modules that do not yet exist.

31 March

Conference
call

Discussed the One Health Alliance (OHA) based at
Makerere University, focused on developing district
level disaster preparedness plans in collaboration
with MOHs and Red Cross. OHA recently added
district veterinary officers to the planning phase.
Priority areas for collaboration with RESPOND
include curriculum inventory and sharing,
strengthening zoonotic disease component of existing
public health curricula, and joint course development
with public health, veterinarv, medical, and nursinq

People, Health and
Environment Program
World Wildlife Fund
Dr. Juan Lubroth, FAOTCE Chief Veterinary
Officer; Dominique
Burgeon, FAO-TCE Senior
Operations Officer
Dr. Marc Collett, Director,
ViroDefense, Inc.

Provided updates on PREVENT/ RESPOND
workplan progress, planned activities for the next
quarter, and shared AED's course curricula and other
useful documents for the RESPOND team to review
Meeting to discuss training needs and potential
collaboration with RESPOND to train media in
outbreak response
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Contact

Outreach

Date

Francis Tarla, Director,
Garoua Wildlife School,
Cameroon

31 March

Objective

Meeting at
DAI

.1

schools.
Provided a history of the Garoua Wildlife School, one
of two schools training wildlife professional in East,
Central and West Africa; discussed outcomes of
recent SWOT analysis, as well as plans to become a
national college and to offer graduate degree
programs

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
RESPOND's primary objective under this component is to establish a flexible management structure that
will support the urgent requirements of this program, fully utilize partner resources, and adhere to USAID
and DAI policies and procedures.
RESPOND HQ team mobilization/ development
Output
% Complete
Status
Recruitment of US office
operations staff

Inprocess

85%

Train operations staff

Inprocess

90%

Comment

I

Hired additional program
administrator, project assistant,
partner operational staff;
ongoing recruitment for a senior
grants manager, JCT systems
manager and full time M&E
officer
Ongoing operational and field
deployment training including
records management, finance,
personnel, procurement, travel

Operational Polices and Procedures
Output
Establish office
administration policies and
procedures

Status
Inprocess

% Complete
90%

Comment

I

Established travel,
procurement, inventory,
recruitment, publications,
security and finance modules

Partner mobilization / development
Output

Status

% Complete

Recruitment of partner
administrative staff

Inprocess

95%

Recruitment of long-term
technical advisors for
regional offices

Inprocess

75%

Comment

Information Communication and Technology Systems
Output
Status
% Complete
Technical and
Management Information
Systems (TAMIS) project
management software
customized for project

Inprocess

90%

I

Hired program administrators
and recruiting for additional
administrative support
Hired East / West Congo
Technical Leads and Training
Managers for three regional
offices

Comment

I

Core project management
components finalized to track
financial data, travel
authorizations, contacts, basic
sub award management, field
operations manual,
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ICT systems evaluation
and development

Inprocess

90%

procurement, workplan, start-up
planning, grants
Alfresco (RESPOND portal)
customization and training
design completed

M om·tonn
. g andEva uar10n Plan, and G rans
p repare A nnua IWorkpan,
I
t M anua
% Complete

Output

Status

Comment

Year 1 annual workplan
including implementation
plan
Monitoring and Evaluation
Plan

Completed

100%

Submitted to USAID 23 March
2010

In-process

100%

Submitted to USAID 6 January
2010; awaiting approval

RII
0 -OUtfR
0
eg1ona IOffices
% Complete

Output

Status

Comment

West Congo Basin
regional hub office
selected
Support USAID "road
show" activity and planning
Start-up implementation
plans created
Expatriate recruitment

Completed

100%

Project Director signed lease in
early March

Completed

100%

Completed

100%

In-process

80%

Secured hotel and conference
venue
Plans were created to guide
rapid start-up
Regional Manager and
Deputies hired for DRC,
Uganda and Thailand; ongoing
partner mobilization and
recruitment

(photos (L to R): DRC RESPOND projec/ office st reel view; main office)

CHALLENGES AND RESOLUTIONS
UPDATE ON RESOLUTION OF ISSUES
Issue

Resolution Update

Extended start-up phase delayed RESPOND baseline
assessments in re ional hubs to inform ro ram

Jan - March 20 10 - RESPOND staff continued desktop
assessments and buildin relationshi s with ke
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Issue

Resolution Update

planning and design
Extended start-up phase resulted in the loss of three
regional directors. one regional technical lead, and
difficulty recruiting for a sub awards manager
University administrative reporting systems are designed
for NIH projects, rather than USAID projects

stakeholders
March 2010 - Hired a sub awards manager and currently
recruiting for a Monitoring and Evaluation Manager

Philosophical question of how to incorporate general
principles of animal and human ecology, ecosystem
dynamics and socio-cultural concepts into teaching and
training curricula
How to effectively engage CDC, FAO, OIE, and WHO as
partners in RESPOND
Loosely defined roles and responsibilities of capacity
building vs. skills and knowledge building among training
partners

New Problems Encountered and Proposed
Issue

.1

Feb/ March 2010 - University partners and DAI
developed systems that will enable the efficient and
effective tracking of project activities and expenditures
Jan 2010 - This issued was addressed at the Skills and
Knowledge Building Strategy meeting in January and will
be incorporated into the final text of the S&K strategy
document
Jan 2010 - Preliminary discussions and general
agreement on areas to collaborate with further planning
during regional workplan development
March 2010 - Roles and responsibilities were discussed
during the development of the S&K strategy document
and subsequent organizational development meetings

solutions

RESPOND partners unfamiliar with DAI Management
Systems and procedures
DRC customs delay (up to 9 months) for IT infrastructure
and equipment
Delayed operational deployment resulted in the loss of
key start-up staff
Additional support is needed within the West Congo to
address the extensive development needs

UMN staff realized a need for additional life insurance
support and living arrangements for work in conflict areas
(e.g. DRC)
Additional French-speaking technical assistance is
needed to support work on the ground in West Congo
The RESPOND budgets for DAI, Tufts, and UMN require
revision that ensure front line response training is
adequately funded

Solution
Conduct partner operations workshop in April to include
training and background of USAID and DAI systems and
procedures
Hand carry all possible items for basic office functioning
and potential USAID customs support
Adjust start-up implementation initiatives until workplan
approval
A scope of work is being developed to supplement
staffing pattern, allowing UMN to provide an LTTA
technical specialist for DRC, Kinshasa who compliments
the TUFTS LTTA technical candidate
UMN is developing a package for employees that visit or
live in conflict zones
Budgets will be realigned in consultation with RESPOND
partners
Budgets will be realigned in consultation with RESPOND
partners
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CHAPTER II:
ANTICIPATED ACTIVITIES /
PLAN FOR THE NEXT QUARTER
The RESPOND team anticipates the following technical, strategic and operational activities will occur
during the next quarter:
Activity
Technical
Participate in USAID sponsored technical road show to
launch EPT and RESPOND
Initiate discussions with USAID, national host
governments, universities, ministries, and private sector
partners in the field
Conduct a thorough relationship mapping/ network
analysis of organizations active in outbreak response
Organize in-country meetings with key stakeholders
(governments, universities, private sector, USAID, etc) to
review outbreak response coordination, communication,
surveillance and reporting frameworks
Begin regional/ country-level workplan development

Develop written strategy documents
Develop preliminary partnership agreements with local
organizations
Identify qualified academic faculty and field experts for
training at all levels
Define guidelines for exchange opportunities; create
exchange assignments
Conduct evaluations on mentoring needs and capacity to
mentor with partner institutions
Begin to adapt, install and transfer maintenance of TUSK
systems in each region
Design continuous improvement and impact analysis
activities
Evaluate existing One Health Knowledge Management
Systems (KMS)
Review existing legal authority for outbreak investigation,
response and reporting to WHO, FAO, OIE, CDC
Strategic
Louise Flynn, MPH to attend Society of Petroleum
Engineers Health, Safety, and the Environment
Conference

Comment
I

April 25th - 2ih Kampala, Uganda
April 23th - 29 th, Kinshasa, DRC
TBD Bangkok, Thailand
Introductory discussions will happen immediately after
technical launch and will inform the information gathering
phase for regional / country-level workplan development
Introductory discussions will happen immediately after
technical launch and will inform the information gathering
phase for regional / country-level workplan development
An ongoing activity throughout the year

Collaborative development will begin in late May/ early
June to include activity design, technical implementation
plans, specific activity/regional budgeting and local
teaming
Ongoing activity that will include skills and knowledge
building, communications, twinning
This will include universities, national governments,
private sector partners, international health agencies,
EPT partners, etc.
Work with EPT partners and partner universities to
identify and encourage participation of qualified trainers
Personnel include professionals from ministries,
universities, private sector and NGOs
Jointly review assessments and make recommendations
to ministries and universities
An ongoing activity that is already in development
This will be conducted as part of our M&E activities
RESPOND may support an already existing virtual
platform or if necessary, create a new KMS
RESPOND will conduct this review during the information
gathering phase
th
April 11-16
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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Activity
Robert Salerno to attend Society for International
Development Annual Conference "Finding Common
Ground on Foreign Aid: New Development Paradigms for
2010 and beyond"
Dr. Katey Pelican to attend "CDC, FAO, OIE, WHO
Operationalizing One Health Workshop"
Internal Y2 workplan strategy development
RESPOND Regional workplan strategy development
Robert Salerno to attend Global Health Council
Conference "Global Health Goals and Metrics"
Operational
Finalize personnel for field and US office positions

Establish field offices in DRC, Uganda, Thailand

Rehabilitate regional office workspace
Partner Operations Workshop
Conduct TAMIS and RESPOND portal training
Finalize Field Operations Manual
Conduct field-level operations training

Procure Vehicles
Ship equipment to regional offices
Finalize grants manual

Design learning and knowledge management system(s)

Comment
April 29, 2010
Washington, DC
Breakout Panel: "Making Development Smarter Science, Innovation and Learning"
May 4 -6th
Atlanta, Georgia; follow up to March Winnipeg One
Health Conference
RESPOND team will begin Y2 work planning in early
June
May/ June Partner planning conference planning and
design
June 14-18th
Washington, DC
Regional Training Mangers, Regional M&E Officers, US
office Monitoring and Evaluation Manager, Senior Grants
Manager, Systems Manager, Office Manager, and an
additional Regional Program Administrator
West Congo Basin (DRC) fu lly operational by June 2010
East Congo Basin (Kampala) fully operational by June
2010
South East Asia (Thailand) fully operational by July 2010
Assure ability to accommodate EPT partner staff on
STTA
Confirmed for 6 - 7 April 2010
Anticipated roll-out/ training completed April 2010
1
Standardize by May 15 " and customized for each
regional office by end of the quarter
TAMIS, DAI Finance systems, human resources, portal,
grants management, administration, and activity
monitoring
Initiate source origin waiver, order, shipping and
clearance process
Ship and clear field office required equipment that could
not be hand carried
Complete cross-partner sub grant awarding design and
implementation mechanisms to ensure consistent
performance across implementing partners
Finalize ICT system requirements for training and
knowledge management use; complement TUSK system
with additional mechanisms as required
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: F inancial Repo1t
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APPENDIX: A
FINANCIAL REPORT
p·1perme
Total Award Value

$184,895,540

Total Obligation
Total Expended January 1 - March 31, 2010
Total Expended Life of Project through March 31, 2010
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended
(b)(4)

Planned Expenditures for Next Quarter
Additional Obligations Expected
Planned Expenditures April 1 through June 30, 2010
Total Estimated Expenditures as of June 30, 2010
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on June 30, 2010
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ACRONYMS
ADPC

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techn iciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU

African Union

AU-IBAR

African Union Interagency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program

BMP

Best Management Practices

CAHNET

Community Animal Health Network

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CCC

Country Coordinating Comm ittee

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CE

Continuing Education

CIRAD

Agricultural Research for Development

CMOA

Ministry of Agriculture (DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment (DRC)

CMOH

Ministry of Health (DRC)

CODESA

Comite de Developpement Sanitaire (Health Development Committee)

CTPH

Conservation Through Public Health

DDAF

Deputy Director for Administration and Finance

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry

DoH

Department of Health

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DRM

Deputy Regional Manager
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E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EACIDS

Eastern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

ECB

East Congo Basin Regional Office

ECTAD

Emergency Center for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention Systems

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAS

Field Accounting System

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FUS

Federation Une Sante

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

GHI

Global Health Institute

GIGOM

Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPHIN

Global Public Health Intelligence Network

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

IEM

Institut d'Enseignement Medicate

ILRI

International Livestock Research Institute

INRB

National Institute for Biomedical Research (DRC)

INCEF

International Conservation and Education Fund

IRCM

Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism

ISP

Institut Superieur Pedagogique

ISTM

Institut Superieur des Techniques Medicates

ITM

Institut Techniques Medicale

KMS

Knowledge Management System
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KKU

Khon Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

M&IE

Meals & Incidental Expenses

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MOA

Ministry of Agriculture

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MPH

Master of Public Health

MS

Master of Science

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

NAC

Nabong Agricultural College

NUOL

National University of Laos

OHCEA

One Health Central and East Africa Network

OHSEA

One Health Southeast Asia Network

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PAT

Protected Areas Team

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response

PE

Participatory Epidemiology

PHQ

Project Headquarters

PIA

Participatory Impact Assessment

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPF

Pandemic Preparedness Forum

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

RFA

Request for Applicants

RM

Regional Manager

RO

Regional Office
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ROC

Republic of Congo

RPA

Regional Program Adminish"ators

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SACIDS

Southern African Cenh"e for Infectious Disease Surveillance

SAFETYNET

South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network

SANRU

Sante Rurale (Rural Health)

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

STOP Al

Stamp out Pandemic and Avian Influenza

STTA

Short Term Technical Assistance

TADS

Transboundary Animal Diseases

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network

TOR

Terms of Reference

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UFP

University Focal Person

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNIIUN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

UNSIC

UN System Influenza Coordination

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

USFS

U.S. Forest Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

UVRI

Uganda Virus Research Institute

UWA

Uganda Wildlife Authority

WCB

West Congo Basin Regional Office

wcs

W ildlife Conservation Society

WWF-DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo
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WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WTO

World Trade Organization
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
In this reporting period, RESPOND continued with the plan of developing One Health core competencies,
and the management team, along with EPT partners, the CDC and USDA held a teleconference to decide
on the subject matters from which the core competencies will be drafted. The project headquarter team
(PHQ) provided staff assistance to the regional offices. Suitable candidates will be interviewed for
positions in the West Congo and South East Asia regional offices.
RESPOND also supported the Ugandan government with the Ebola outbreak response in May, 201 1.
RESPOND strengthened the Ugandan Ministry of Health response efforts through the provision of
materials and logistical support to One Health multi-disciplinary teams.
The management team started working on the Year 3 Work Plan, and meetings were held at the
RESPOND"s headquarters with Tufts University and University of Minnesota to discuss results from
Year 2 and implementation of activities for Year 3.

EAST CONGO BASIN
RESPOND"s East Congo Basin Regional Office (ECB) continued to develop and implement several subactivities in addition to providing technical support to the Ugandan National Task Force after a confirmed
case of Ebola in May, 2011. Regional and international increased during this quarter due to the
implementation of several regional sub-activities, with staff travelling to Rwanda, Ethiopia, Tanzania and
Kenya to conduct interviews at OHCEA universities for baseline assessments. The One Health Central
and East Africa Network (OH CEA) is in the last stages of being fully established. Formal registration was
completed in June, 2011. RESPOND will begin development of a capacity building plan, and initiate
training in areas like grants management and compliance in the next quarter. A final strategic plan for
OHCEA was completed and ratified. RESPOND is committed to support the development of strategies
for national governments utilizing One Health practices.
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WEST CONGO BASIN
During th is quarter, the West Congo Basin Regional Office (WCB) relocated its offices in Kinshasa to
better accommodate RESPOND staff and EPT partners. The office also focused on the development of
the work plan for Year 3, and reviewed its general and operations budget for the following project year.
Several sub-activities began implementation, including the development of proposals to organize regional
conferences, and WILD courses.
An EPT launching workshop was held on April 14 in Cameroon, in collaboration with EPT projects
(PREDICT, IDENTIFY, DELIVER) and several prominent figures participated, including the Minister of
Public Health, the U.S. Embassy Deputy Chief of Mission, the WHO country representative, and the F AO
country representative.
OHCEA"s Dean"s Summit, organized by the East Congo office, also happened this quarter in Kinshasa,
with government representatives agreeing to work with OHCEA and emphasizing an integrated One
Health approach to controlling emerging zoonotic diseases.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Several meetings were organized and/or supported by the South East Asia Regional Office (SEA) during
this reporting period, including the "Zoonotic Technical Planning Workshop" (Cambodia), the "South
East Asia University One Health Inaugural Meeting" (Thailand), the "3rd VET Training" (Thailand), and
the "International Conference on Global Issues Influencing Human and Animal Health for ASEAN: One
Health Concept" (Thailand).
After assessing a number of regional university networks to determine whether they would meet One
Health and RESPOND"s goals, the SEA decided a new network was needed to meet One Health and
RESPOND"s expectations. An initial meeting with potential members of the new network happened in
May, 2011 , in which an Executive Office and a Coordinating Office were established to lead the effort
until December 2011.
A schedule of activities was developed by the Thai Ministry of Health and RESPOND to support students
in a Thai post-graduate program that is aligned with government priorities. This will serve as a model for
a joint in-service training of staff responsible for outbreak confirmation and response at the provincial
level in Indonesia was developed. An agreement was also reached between the Lao PDR Government and
a local NGO to assist in the training of animal and human health staff, in Lao PDR Protected Areas.
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II. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September 2011 (in light
red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that runs in the West Congo Basin and the Mekong River is represented by
the white line that runs through Southeast Asia. The cities indicated in black reflect the locations of the RESPOND Regional Hub
Offices

MANAGEMENT REPORT
Project Administration:
The process for travel approval was streamlined to allow Regional Program Administrators
(RP As) to reject non-essential travel that does not meet the deadline of 10 business days for
submission to the client. The change will reduce the number of late travel submissions to the
client.
The Southeast Asia office successfully completed an internal audit conducted by DAI. The
audit report was finalized on June 29.
The project, with the help of Kim Lowery (Knowledge Management Consultant), launched a
new version of the RESPOND Portal. The system is housed in Central Desktop, a web based
collaboration platform. Files were migrated from the previous system, Alfresco, to Central
Desktop. Through a combination of face-to-face and remote sessions, most of RESPOND
staff (PHQ, Regional Offices, and Partners) has been trained on Central Desktop.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Year 3 Work Plan"s activities started in May with a review of the progress of Year 2 subactivities. Each regional office then held a weeklong meeting in June to create a work plan for
Year 3 sub-activities. The work plans were then sent to PHQ for review and budget
finalization. The planning will continue through August until submission to the client.

Finance:
The new DAI Field Accounting System was implemented in the ECB and WCB offices.

TAMIS:
Infom1ation Officer / Database Manager Neil Enet created a new form for storing reports and
publications in T AMIS. The Repo1t and Publication Form is located in Technical Module.

Staffing:
From May 2-24, 2011 , JC McCahill, ECB's RPA, served as STTA for the ECB office. While
there, JC assisted the field project accountant with the field accounting system
implementation. He also assisted the DRM while away from the office and helped manage
grants in TAMIS.
Peter Telaroli, SEA RPA, served as STTA for the SEA office from Mayl2-June 3, 2011. He
provided administrative support to the office and audited personnel and procurement files. He
also assisted with the first OHSEA Dean"s Meeting.
Information Officer / Database Manager Neil Enet served as STTA for the WCB office on
grants issues from May l 0-25, 2011, due to absence of Regional grants Officer in the field.
From April 25-May 28, 2011, WCB RPA Lindsay Nelson served as STTA for the WCB
office. She assisted with the recruitment for an administrative assistant, assisted the office"s
move to its new location, and helped to plan the OHCEA conference in May.
Rhiannon Gulick joined the RESPOND team as a short-term technical advisor in late May to
manage the Year 3 work plan process. She has been coordinating with regional offices and
PHQ to organize the regional office work plans to develop a concise and cohesive work plan
for the entire project.
Dorothee Stangle, Southeast Asia Regional Program Administrator (RPA), resigned from the
project effective June l st • Peter Telaroli, former Project Assistant, was promoted to the
position of Southeast Asia RP A.
Peter Dugan, Communications Officer, resigned from the project effective June 1s·to begin
graduate studies. Janelle Kempel, Deputy Project Director, Russ Klein, and Steve Peck led
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the recruitment process for selecting a new Communications Officer. Claudia Costabile was
chosen as the new Communications Officer in June and began on the project in July.
Russell St. Onge joined the PHQ team as an intern on June 20. He will be working primarily
with Steve Peck, M&E Manager, on creating new M&E tools and updating data in T AMIS.
Russell will also be assisting Russ K.Jein, Operations Manager, with updates to the Field
Operations Manual.
Sandra Butler served as Acting Operations Manager while cun-ent Operations Manager, Russ
Klein, was on Parental leave from March 18 to May 18.
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PROGRESS REPORT: GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Defining One Health Core Competencies

(Sub-activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core competencies)
Following the EPT One Health Core Competencies Working Group meeting, held in March, 201 1,
the management team agreed on a revised timeline to meet deadlines, which sped up drafting of the
core competencies. The larger group (composed of all EPT partners, CDC, USDA) held a
th

teleconference on July 11 to review decisions made at the March meeting, review the timeline and
decide on subject matter disciplines, from which core competencies are to be drafted. An interview
protocol was drafted, SMT member references were collected and a literature review is underway.

Planned activities:
Conduct a literature review of existing competenc ies around One Health collaborative knowledge
and skills, as well as technical skills relevant to outbreak response.
Conduct behavioral event/focus group interviews of SMEs with EPT partners to determine
content of core competencies.
Identify draft core competencies for each area/discipline, using the literature review and focus
group interview findings, and send those to the OHCC team for structured feedback.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

Development of Tools for Extractive Industries

(Sub-activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations/or extractive
industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions)
RESPOND participated in conference calls with the Extractive Industries Working Group this
quarter with PREVENT and PREDICT, regarding the development of a mitigation tool for industry.
PREDICT developed a preliminary draft of an extractive industry survey tool. RESPOND provided
guidance in its development and comments on the preliminary versions of the tool. RESPOND
continued to explore the interfaces where extractive industry activities could interact with wildlife
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and potential zoonotic disease transmission pathways, in an effort to identify where mitigation
measures would be appropriate

Planned activities:
RESPOND will be developing a white paper to document the effects of extractive industry activities
on rodents, bats, and primates that occur in French Equatorial Africa, in an effort to identify where
mitigation measures would be appropriate.

Non-Traditional Disease Surveillance Training

(Sub-activity 3.3.1 GL: ProMED Mail: Expanding surveillance and verificationfor wildlife
diseases)

No activities related to ProMED Mail (PMM) occurred during this quarter.

Planned Activities:
To attend the preconference workshop prior to the TEPHJNET regional conference in Bali on
November 7,2011.
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Ill. EAST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES
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The map above the East Congo Basin shows where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September
201 I (in light red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that runs to the border of the Republic of Congo and the
Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern side of the Democratic Republic of Congo. T he stars represent capital cities.
The capital city of Kampala, Uganda, is where the RESPOND East Congo Basin Regional Hub Office is located. Surrounding
countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners, including the HEALTH Alliance, the Africa
Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET), and One Health Central and East Africa (OHCEA).

MANAGEMENT REPORT
General Observations

The ECB Regional Office continued work on the development and implementation of various subactivities to achieve project objectives and goals. During this quarter, RESPOND provided direct
technical support to the Ugandan National Task Force on Ebola. This task force was created in
response to the confirmed case of Ebola reported in May, 2011. Additional highlights during the
quarter include:
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- USAID approval of concept for sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: "Strengthening Existing Platforms for
Outbreak Response in Uganda."
- USAID approval of concept for sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC: "Community-based Training through the
Private Sector."
- USAlD approval of concept paper for sub-activity 3.2.0.6: "Support for Investigation & Response
to Ebola in Uganda."
- USAID approval of the cost and period extension for a grant to the Health Alliance in support of
sub-activity 1.2.2 "The Establishment of OHCEA."
1

The aftermath of the contested Ugandan presidential elections, held on February 18 \ created
security and program challenges for the ECB office. Specifically in April, the opposition created a
"walk to work" protest campaign that created travel challenges. During the course of this weeklong
campaign, the opposition leader was forcefully arrested, which triggered riots in Kampala and a few
weeks of uncertainty. During this period, the ECB maintained a higher security level and restricted
the movement of staff. This continued through the middle of May, when the overall security
situation in Kampala returned to normal.

Project Administration
In April, 201 1, the ECB office converted to DAI"s new accounting system, FAS. This is a project
accounting application that combines an accounting database back-end with a customized fro nt-end,
which integrates the project's and client"s specific needs. Working with the ECB"s accountant, a
technical consultant customized FAS to reflect Uganda's local labor laws, RESPOND accounting
policies, and ECB payroll processes. In addition, a trainer was mobilized from Bethesda, MD, to
train the Project Accountant, Office Manager and Deputy Regional Manager on operating the
system.
During the week of June 13

th

,

the ECB office held its Year 3 work-planning week. Dominic Travis

(UMN), Siobhan Mor (Tufts University) and Margaret Morehouse (TRG) all traveled to Kampala to
participate with ECB technical staff. In addition to technical work planning, the acting Deputy
Regional Manager and the Office Manager held interviews with the administrative staff to identify
challenges in each role, processes for improvement in efficiency and decreasing duplication of
efforts. As a result, the office developed a Year 3 Operations Work Plan outlining different trainings
and initiatives to faci litate staff development.
The volume of RESPOND regional activities resulted in a high portion of ECB"s administration and
logistical support focused on travel to the RESPOND ECB office, regional travel by ECB staff, and
travel to and within the region by partners to attend key program-related events.
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Table 1: ECB Travel Log for Year 2, Quarter 3
ECB Travel (April - June 2011)
Type of Travel
International Travel to ECB
ECB Staff Reqional/lnternational Travel
Regional/International Travel Not to ECB for
Non-ECB Staff

Number of Trips
18 trips
7 trips
24 trips

Staffing
ECB"s Regional Manager, Ella Hoxha, resigned from RESPOND in April 2011.
Lendell Foan, ECB"s Deputy Regional Manager, was promoted to Regional Manager in May.
Sandra Butler, fo rmer Acting Operations Manager at RESPOND Project Headquarters, arrived
early in June as acting Deputy Regional Manager, and accepted the full-time position of Deputy
Regional Manager at the end of the month.
Tasha Jubilee, ECB"s Office Manager, was promoted to Director of Administration in June.
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PROGRESS REPORT: EAST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND East Congo Basin regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Creation of OHCEA Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

During the reporting period, OHCEA experienced delays in the formal registration process. These
delays were caused by two factors. First, for some member universities, gaining institutional
authorization is a lengthy process. Secondly, when submitted to the appropriate authorities in
Uganda, additional information and questions were requested that required input from members of
all participating universities. Despite these challenges, the registration was completed on June 24.
RESPOND"s continued support for the establishment of OHCEA consisted of the following actions:
Request for cost and period extension through July 31, 20 l l ( approved by USAID).
Computers for the 14 OHCEA Focal Persons were purchased. UMN conducted an annual One
Health workshop at their un iversity from May 9- 13, in which RESPOND supported 3
participants to develop a plan for an applied advanced One Health training program, and foster
public-private partnerships to support OHCEA activities.
During this reporiing period, the University of Minnesota hosted the Public Health Institute from
May 23 - June l 0, 2011. RESPOND provided support for participants from Uganda (7) and the
Democratic Republ ic of Congo (5) to attend the event and take courses for credit at the Public
Health Institute at UMN.
Formal registration of OHCEA was completed in June, 2011

Planned Activities:
OHCEA will complete and inventory of existing courses at their member institutions.
RESPOND will develop a capacity building plan with the OHCEA Secretariat and commence
training in areas such as grant management and compl iance.
RESPOND will deliver computers to the 14 OHCEA Focal Persons
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OHCEA Work Planning
(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

1- USAID requested a meeting between OHCEA, RESPOND, WHO, AU-IBAR, FAO and OIE at

the WHO-AFRO offices in Congo-Brazzaville to devise a plan and define the roles ofEPT
projects and OHCEA in engaging regional governments directly in the promotion and adaptation
of One Health. This meeting included discussion on the role ofOHCEA"s planned Country
Coordination Committees (CCCs) and was added as a topic to the planned OHCEA Deans and
Focal Persons meeting scheduled in May.
2- RESPOND sponsored an OHCEA Deans and Focal Persons meeting in Kinshasa, DC from May

16 - 19, 2011, with 40 participants. OHCEA"sstrategic plan was finalized and ratified. Country
teams presented their draft country capacity needs/gap assessment reports, and draft country
work plans were developed on how OHCEA could work in support ofEPT"s planned
engagement and advocacy strategies with government on adopting One Health practices.
3- During the reporting period, RESPOND"s M&E Assessment Team (Elizabeth Wilson, Linda
Jarvin, Felly Chiteng, and Humphrey Kabugo) began their travel to Rwanda, Ethiopia, Tanzania,
DRC, and Kenya to conduct interviews at OHCEA universities as part of the baseline
assessment on partnerships. The purpose of this assessment was to inform universities about the
development of the OHCEA network and simultaneously build M&E capacity in individuals at
each OHCEA university in the countries noted above, as well as in Uganda and DRC.

Planned Activities:

With OHCEA"s registration recently completed, RESPOND antic ipates receiving a grant application
from OHCEA in support of its planned activities for Year 3 of the project.

Field Epidemiology Training Program
(Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Strengthening Existing Platforms for Outbreak Response in Uganda MERGED WITH SUB-ACTIVITY 1.4.4 EC- Support fellows to attend existingfield epidemiology
training programs with veterinary-specific components)

In this reporting period, AFENET collaborated with the ECB office and Tufts University to draft a
new concept note that merged sub-activities 1.4.4 EC and 3.2.2 EC into a single sub-activity. The
consolidated sub-activity focuses on strengthening human resources capacity in field epidemiology
and effective outbreak response; and strengthening AFENET institutional capacity for training,
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mentoring, and management. The merged concept note was approved by USAID in May, and the
ECB office has been working with AFENET to finalize its grant application for submission this
upcoming quarter.

Planned Activities:
- Submission to finalize a grant application for submission.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - UGANDA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

Analvsis: Viral Hemorrhagic Fever Outbreak Response - ACTIVITY CLOSED
(Sub-activity 3.2.0.2 EC: Outbreak response: Bundibugyo, Western Uganda (Yellow Fever) and Subactivity 3.2.0.3 EC: Outbreak response: Abim and Agabo (Yellow Fever))

On May 5, RESPOND held the first Ugandan EPT local partners coordination meeting. The meeting
was attended by IDENTIFY, PREDICT, CDC/Uganda and AFENET, and focused on developing a
plan for a joint Yellow Fever after action review with the Ugandan M inistry of Health. The meeting
was very successful, and provided an opportunity to collaborate on information sharing, and planning
offuture activities.
The final report on the Yellow Fever outbreak was postponed to the next quarter.
The planned after action review was scheduled for May, but was postponed due to the Ebola
outbreak.

Planned Activities:
RESPOND w ill support the after action review to be organized by the WHO, and co-conduct a
formal after-action review with the Yellow Fever National Task Force

Outbreak Response Ebola, May 2011
(Sub-activity3.2.0.6 EC: Support for Investigation & Response to Ebola in Uganda)
EPT RESPOND was invited by the Ugandan Ministry of Health to the first meeting of the Ebola
Outbreak Task Force called on May 14, 2011. Attended by RESPOND"s Senior Field Epidemiology
Officer, Dr. Douglas Hatch, the Ministry presented data collected by the initial investigative team
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following up the confirmation of a single human case/death of Ebola. In addition to the index case
fatality, the team identified 23 persons who had contact w ith the fatal Ebola case. These contacts
(family, clinic, hospital) were followed on a daily basis, but none were infected by the fatal disease.
The goal of the Ebola outbreak response support activity was to strengthen the Ugandan Ministry of
Health response efforts through the provision of materials (e.g., PPE) and logistical support to One
Health multi-disciplinary teams. RESPOND provided material and logistical resources to the
Ministry of Health to enable them to conduct field investigations, and provided support for a targeted
community education communication strategy. The outbreak was declared over after no new cases
developed after 42 days from the presentation of the index case.

Strengthening Outbreak Response Systems
(Sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC: Outbreak Response: Strengthening Surveillance, Reporting & Diagnostic
Capacity to improve Early Detection, Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in Humans,
Livestock and Wildlife)

On June 15, USAID approved the grant to AFENET for the above sub-activity. Activities w ill focus
on:
Strengthening training (skills) and capacity (resources) to identify outbreaks of infectious
diseases;
Conducting appropriate, routine disease surveillance in animals and humans with
reinforced local resources and personnel, in a sustainable manner; and
Strengthening the coordination of national and local outbreak response efforts.

Planned Activities:
The grantee will develop an epi-field course curriculum, and program students will conduct field
studies.

Community-based Training through the Private Sector.
(Sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC: Community-based Training through the Private Sector)

In May, USAID approved a concept paper to engage the private sector in Uganda to begin training
with two private sector organizations associated with the extractive indust1y: the Federation of
Ugandan Employers and the Uganda Manufacturing Association. RESPOND will engage these
organizations, along with the Ugandan Red Cross, to leverage existing peer educator programs and
ISDR and health messaging curriculum to design and implement this program.
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th

A presentation was made to the FUE executive council on June 30

,

with the objectives of sensitizing

the council on emerging pandemic threats, introducing the private sector disease outbreak response
training, seeking approval of RESPOND to work with FUE in building awareness and fostering
surveillance of disease outbreaks in Uganda, and seeking commitment from the FUE executive
council to support RESPOND"s program in Uganda. The activity was attended by 22 executive
council members and staff, of which approximately 72% were men. Two presentations were made
(Titles: Introducing PUE/RESPOND partnership, by the FUE executive director; and Disease

outbreak response trainingfor the private sector, by Maddy Rice, the RESPOND training lead for
EC.

Planned Activities:
Finalize recommendations for a peer educator curriculum for the private sector
Request participation from the MOH to review and approve the revised curriculum
Deliver a presentation to executive councils ofUMA and FUE
Revise Training Manual and Toolkit
Develop M&E Tools with UMA and FUE
Develop Master Trainer Facilitator Guide with the RC

Knowledge Management System Strengthening

(Sub-activity 4.1.2 EC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems.for the health sciences,
their application and utilization in the university context, and support the improvement and
integration ofappropriate systems)

TUSK is the Tufts University Sciences Knowledgebase. It is an e-learning platform and knowledge
management system that can act as a digital health sciences library. The system facilitates
curriculum co-development and content reuse, provides ancillary applications to support evaluation
and assessment, and aids interaction between instructors and students . Installed at Makerere
University, MUSK (Makerere University Sciences Knowledgebase) enables active teaching and
learning and through mobile access, distance learning in the School of Public Health and Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine. During this reporting period:
Pre-installation assessment completed to understand past implementation and collect data
on current technology usage
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RESPOND procured and installed a server at the Makerere School of Public Health.
Provided training by Tufts University TUSK staff to the Makerere User Support team (2
people attended training in Boston from May 7- 18) and provided on-site training to
Makerere faculty and students, 61 people in total, from June 13-17, on the use of the
MUSK software. Additionally, 2 one-hour sessions were provided to approximately 50
people, each, from June 15-161\ to introduce MUSK to the university staff.

Planned Activities:
Tufts will install a server upgrade at the Makerere School of Veterinary Medicine and conduct
on-site training of key staff.
Additional IT procurements will occur to link the School of Public Health and the School of
Veterinary Medicine.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (UGANDA)
The fol lowing East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Uganda this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat
(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation
(Sub-activity 1. 2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - KENYA
No country-specific activities were implemented in Kenya during the reporting period.
OTHER ACTIVITIES (KENYA)
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Kenya this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation ofOHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - ETHIOPIA
No country-specific activities were implemented in Ethiopia during the reporting period.
OTHER ACTIVITIES (ETHIOPIA)
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Ethiopia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation ofOHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES- RWANDA
No country-specific activities were implemented in Rwanda during the reporting period.
OTHER ACTIVITIES (RWANDA)
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Rwanda this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat
(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation ofOHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation
(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES -TANZANIA
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Tanzania this qua1ter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat
(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation
(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in DRC this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat
(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation
(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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IV. WEST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in dark red), and plans to work by September
201 I (in light red). The Congo River is represented by the white line bordering the Republic of Congo and the Democratic
Republic of Congo from the eastern side. The stars represent capital cities, and the capital city of Kinshasa, DRC, is where the
RESPOND West Congo Basin Regional Hub Office is located. Surrounding countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the
RESPOND regional partners, such as HEALTH Alliance and AFENET.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
Project Administration
During the reporting period, the WC Regional Office (RO) finally relocated its offices in Kinshasa,
after some basic rehabilitation including painting, and some electrical and plumbing work. The new
space located behind the general post office, has ample office and meeting space, an advantage for
RESPOND staff and all EPT partners.
During the reporting period, the RO led the Year 3 work-planning meeting, from June 6- 10. The
Project Director, M&E Manager, and PI from both Tufts and University of Minnesota participated in
the exercise.
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The team reviewed progress to date on approved sub-activities, and developed the plans and budgets
for new and continuing activities in Year 3. This was also an opportunity for the review of the
general budget compared to the operations budget, and further streamlining, following the review of
the sub-activities.
As the general elections approach, there are some internal social movements and discontentment that
may eventually pose a security risk for RESPOND. The team has been proactive in identifying a
company that can effectively manage the security of RESPOND assets and personnel. The team has
also developed a business continuity plan for the election period, currently under review.

Staffing
During the reporting period, the newly recruited grants officer has resigned, and the RO has since
started a new recruitment process for this position. The office is currently discussing possible
restructuring with management in order to ensure effective distribution of tasks among existing team
members and deployment of their full potentials. The RO has also started the process of recruitment
for an Administrative Assistant position.
During this reporting period, the M&E officer took office, and has since received an orientation from
the M&E manager.
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PROGRESS REPORT - WEST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND West Congo Basin regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

University Networking Proposals
(Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with
universities and vocational schools)

UNIKIN, UNILU and ISTM Lubumbashi grants to develop twinning initiatives to enhance
institutional relationships between these institutions, and regional and international institutions, were
approved on June 29.

Planned activities:
Activity implementation is expected to start early next quarter.

One Health Career Development
(Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path
development in the Democratic Republic ofCongo and Republic of Congo)

Federation Une Sante - RDC was identified as the implementing partner fo r this activity. RESPOND
supported FUS-RDC to develop their 15-month work plan (June 2011-Sep 2012), which was
presented to partners on May 14.

Planned Activities:
FUS-RDC identifies three main activities that RESPOND could potentially support: 1) organization
of a regional conference for professional associations, 2) situational analysis of two health professions
and evaluation on their capacity for epidemiological training, and 3) implementation of an outreach
program targeting health professionals using radio broadcasts and the Internet.
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In-Service Training for Wildlife and Domestic Animal Professionals

(Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module)

AU-IBAR developed a proposal to conduct three courses, including one that will be organized with
other sources of funding. While WILD aims primarily at strengthening the skills of wildlife health
professionals in Africa, it is also an indicated platform to promote and implement IRCM (Integrated
Regional Coordination Mechanism for the Prevention and Control of T ADs and Zoonoses in Africa).
This is an opportunity to strengthen the collaboration between RESPOND and AU-IBAR. The AUIBAR grant was approved in June 2011. The next WILD course is planned to be conducted in early
July 2011 in Rwanda (Please see Appendix II - Success Stories).

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)

The concept paper developed for this sub-activity was approved on May 18. When discussions were
initiated with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) about this activity, Cameroon was included,
and RESPOND also expressed interest in supporting participants from DRC. As the activity evolved,
the USFWS has decided to focus exclusively on Gabon and the Republic of Congo, because of some
of the unique opportunities from those two countries at this time, and also because of funding
constraints.

Planned Activities:
Activity implementation will start next quarter.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Outreach

(Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators ([]SAID missions,
host governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities))

A discovery visit was conducted from April 11-20, 2011 in Cameroon. During the course of the
visit, several meetings were organized and, on April 18, the RESPOND WC team was hosted by the
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Vice-Minister of Health, the Minister of Forests and Wildlife, and the Minister of Livestock. All of
them expressed strong interest in providing support the project, and the EPT program. All three
ministries recognized the importance of having a comprehensive and integrated approach to tackle
zoonotic diseases control and prevention. Meetings with different stakeholders also took place
during this mission (CDC, universities, professional associations, ad hoc committee for zoonotic
disease program).
The EPT program launching workshop was held in Yaounde on April 14, 2011, in collaboration with
USAID and EPT projects present in Cameroon (PREDICT, IDENTIFY, DELIVER), in the presence
of the Minister of Public Health and the U.S. Embassy Deputy Chief of Mission, the WHO Country
Representative and the FAO Country Representative. Several representatives from other ministries
were also present, as well as from universities and NGOs. The ceremony was covered by journalists
from the private and public sectors (See Appendix IV - Press).

OTHER ACTIVITIES (REGIONAL)
OHCEA Third Deans" Sunmit (East Congo sub-activity 1.2.3EC)
The third OHCEA Deans" Summit was he ld in Kinshasa, DRC, from May 16-19, 2011. DRC"s
Minister of Higher Education, Professor Mashako Mamba, MD, Ph.D. presided over the opening
ceremony. In his opening remarks, Professor Mashako expressed the interest of the Government of
DRC to work closely with OHCEA, and emphasized the importance of government involvement in
preventing and controlling emerging diseases. He advocated for a more integrated and
comprehensive approach to solving health problems.
During the Deans" Summit, participants were informed of the outcomes of the meeting held in
Brazzaville between WHO/AFRO, USAID, RESPOND and OHCEA, on the first week of May.
Participants agreed with the leadership role that WHO/AFRO will play with FAO in working with
government to introduce OH CEA country activities and to facilitate the adoption of One Health
strategy for disease prevention and control. For this reason, OHCEA country assessments will be
shared with WHO/AFRO. Participants also worked to finalize OHCEA"s work plan and strategic
plan, and agreed to meet in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in September 2011, for the next Deans" Summit.
The Summit ended with a visit to the University of Kinshasa (UNIKIN) on Thursday May 19, 2011.
At UNIKIN, participants were welcomed by the School of Public Health and the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine staff During the welcoming ceremony, books and scrubs collected by students
from Tufts University were donated to students from UNIKIN Veterinary School.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Capacity Building for Regional Universities
(Sub-activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills offaculty at Jnstitut Superieur de Techniques Medicales
(JSTM), Institut Technique Agricole et Veterinaire (ITA V), and Institut d'Enseignement Medicate
(/EM) I Jnstitut Techniques Medicate (/TM))

On May 20, 2011, the first meeting between sub-awardees (Vet School ofUNILU and ISTM
Lubumbashi) and stakeholders from three ministries (Public Health, Agriculture, and Secondary
Education) was held to provide information on the roles and responsibilities of each party involved,
and agree on the deliverables under the sub-grant. Implementation is expected to start next quarter.

Planned Activities:

Implementation time line and budget are being developed to reach an agreement with the Directorate
of Nursing Education at the Ministry of Public Health.

Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape Region Professionals Training
(Sub-activity 3.4.J WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel and
first-responder training to communities in the USAJD-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape
region)

A grant to InCEF to implement the community awareness program in the Tshuapa district was
approved by USAID. Discussion about integration of M&E and PIA is ongoing. implementation is
expected to start next quarter.

Planned Activities:

Although a follow-up training in Monkoto was planned and prepared, that activity was suspended
indefinitely due to a reorientation of the RESPOND project towards more national-level activities.
The team of senior faci litators and trainers continued to develop and final ize a One Health IDSR
manual and guidelines draft for participants and facilitators, which is expected to be validated by line
ministries during the course of next quarter.
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One Health Outbreak Response Training
(Sub-activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and subnational levels, including training offront line health workers in outbreak response)

As the implementation of this sub-activity will be assigned to AFENET, Dr. Monica Musenero came
to visit D RC from May 2-5, 2011, to finalize the implementation plan.

Planned Activities:
AFENET proposal is being finalized and will be submitted to USAID for approval.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

Strengthening Surveillance and Outbreak Systems
(Sub-activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach)

During the last quarter, a provincial introduction and information gathering workshop took place in
Matadi (Bas Congo province) and Kikwit (Bandundu province). A similar workshop took place in
Mbandaka (Equateur province) this quarter, on April 6, 201 1.

Planned Activities:
Representatives from central ministries that attended the workshops mentioned above will use the
outcomes from provincial workshops to produce a One Health national strategy for zoonotic diseases
control and response, in order to adopt and strengthen coordination mechanisms at national,
provincial and local levels.
Some IT equipment and office supplies will be distributed to targeted services at the Ministry of
Agriculture to strengthen their capacity.

Knowledge Management Systems
(Sub-activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the health
sciences, their application and utilization in the university context, and support the improvement and
integration ofappropriate systems)
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Networks assessment, and hardware installation and training took place on April 21-27, 2011, at
UNILU and UNTKIN (2 attendees). The assessment ofIT communication infrastructure revealed
that the situation in Lubumbashi is more challenging than at UNIKIN ( obsolete equipment and
infrastructure, lack of a service provider who can provide high-quality internet connection, etc). In
addition, connectivity of schools not yet connected to the network backbones of the two Universities
was assessed, in order to evaluate the feasibility of connecting the two Universities with public
institutions (vet and medical labs).

Planned Activities:
Communities of interest will be created at UNIKIN, UNILU and JSTM Lubumbashi to fac ilitate the
use of the intranet and collaboration between schools.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (DRC)
Additional sub-activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled
"Regional activities - West Congo Basin" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. These include the following subactivities:

University Networking Proposals

(Sub-activity 1.2. I WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with
universities and vocational schools)

One Health Career Development

(Sub-activity 1.3.J WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path
development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Republic ofCongo)

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)

IDSR review
DRC"s Ministry of Public Health initiated a review of the country"s IDSR and organized a workshop
from June 14-20, 201 1, where RESPOND"s WC office was invited to attend as a member of the
review committee. The review aimed at:
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- validating the list of human priority disease under surveillance;
- validating human case definition for each priority disease;
- validating data collection tools;
- validating training modules on Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response;
- adapting disease management guidelines;
- adapting guidelines for the establishment of minimum health package at health zone;

The committee recognized the need of collaboration with animal and wildlife health sectors to
improve surveillance, prevention and control of zoonotic diseases.

National Program for Animal Health

The Ministry of Agriculture, in collaboration with FAO, elaborated the National Program for Animal
Health, and initiated a participatory process to review and validate the document. RESPOND WC
participated in the review process in June 2011, and provided recommendations on the necessity to
build integrated and multi-sector disease surveillance, investigation and control strategy using a One
Health approach. RESPOND WC foresees supporting this participatory process by contributing to
the organization ofa validation workshop in collaboration with FAO.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - GABON
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.
OTHER ACTIVITIES (GABON)
Details of RESPOND activities in the Gabon are reflected in the section entitled "Progress Report:
West Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not countryspecific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. The following West Congo Basin regional
sub-activities are planned for next quarter in Gabon this quarter.

In-Service Training for Wildlife and Domestic Animal Professionals
(Sub-activity 1. 5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD} module)

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training
(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.
OTHER ACTIVITIES (REPUBLIC OF CONGO)
Details of RESPOND activities in the Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled
"Progress Report: West Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional
activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. The following West
Congo Basin regional sub-activity is planned for next quarter in Republic of Congo.

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training
(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMEROON
Strengthening Surveillance and Outbreak Svstems
(Sub-activity 3.1. I WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach)

On April 15, 2011, RESPOND"s team met with the Cameroonian ad hoc committee, which was set
up by a Prime Minister decree in 2008 to develop a national program for zoonotic diseases control
and prevention, chaired by the General Secretary of the Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and
Animals Industries, and co-chaired by the General Secretary of the Ministry of Forests and Wildlife.
This committee is composed by several representatives from different ministries and NGOs. A
Scope of Work for a team of consultants that will assist the committee in conducting a participatory
consensus building process towards the elaboration of the national program the process was
developed.

Planned Activities:
Implementation is planned to start in the next qua1ter.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMEROON)
Details of REPSOND activities in Cameroon are reflected in the section entitled "Progress Report:

West Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not countryspecific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. The following West Congo Basin regional
sub-activities were active in Cameroon this quarter or are planned for next quarter.

In-Service Training for Wildlife and Domestic Animal Professionals
(Sub-activity 1. 5. 1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module)

RESPOND Outreach
(Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAJD missions,
host governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities))
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V. SOUTHEAST ASIA
ACTIVITIES
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The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in dark red) and plans to work by
September 2011 (in light red). The Mekong River is represented by the white line that runs from Vietnam south to Cambodia.
The stars represent capital cities, and Thailand"s capital city, Bangkok, is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub
Office is located.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
Project Administration
During this quarter, project administration focused on providing direct administrative and logistical
support to RESPOND programming activities as follows:
I- A Zoonotic Diseases Technical Planning Workshop was organized, as requested by the
USAID mission in Cambodia, from May 18 - 20, 2011, in Siem Reap, Cambodia.
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Participants included Government officials from Phnom Penh and RESPOND EPT partners
in Cambodia.
2- A South East Asia University One Health Network Inaugural Meeting was organized on May
24- 25, 2011, in Bangkok, Thailand. This first meeting was endorsed by delegates from
universities (Deans or senior officials) and by Dr. Dennis Carroll from USAID Washington.
3- The 3 rd VET Training happened from May 30- June 4, 2011, at Khao Pratabchang Wildlife
Breeding Center, Ratchaburi, Thailand. The activity was a series of training workshops to
build/increase professional capacity of DNP veterinarians to serve as professional field
wildlife veterinarians.
4- The " International Conference on Global Issues Influencing Human and Animal Health for
ASEAN: One Health Concept", was organized by the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Khon
Kaen University (VMKKU), at Pullman Raja Orchid Hotel, Khon Kaen, Thailand, from June
9 - 10, 2011. The conference aimed at providing and presenting infonnation/knowledge to all
delegates on current major issues, including emerging and re-emerging diseases, zoonosis,
food safety, and companion & wildlife practice. The conference welcomed almost 600
participants from ASEAN countries and the US.
5- The EID forum started to be organized on a monthly basis. Previously, the forum was hosted
by UNSIC, in conjunction with the Academy of Educational Development (AED), and the
Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) under the name "PPF Forum". In this quarter,
the forums were held on April 5, and June 2, 2011. RESPOND started hosting the forum on
June 2 and changed the name of the forum to "EID Forum".

Staffing
- Candidates for Training Officer and Travel & Logistics Coordinator positions were interviewed
and final candidates were identified.
- Ms. Pornthip Rujisatian was hired as the Training Officer, and started working on May 3, 2011.
Ms. Phatthamon Jantalae, new Travel & Logistics Coordinator, will start working on August 8,
2011.
- The position of Grants Manager became vacant during the quarter, and the SEA office focused on
filling the position as quickly as possible due to the flow of sub-grants applications and process.
The SEA office continues with the search for the most suitable candidate. The regional office
requested an interim STTA to cover the position until there is a final candidate.
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PROGRESS REPORT - SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND Southeast Asia regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation ofuniversity twinning (One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))
RESPOND"s SEA regional office assessed a number of existing regional networks that have goals
and objectives linked to One Health, and RESPOND goals and objectives, to determine if an
established regional platform could host a RESPOND regional One Health University Network. The
assessment showed that these unique needs could not be addressed by existing networks and a new
network of public health, medicine, allied health sciences, nursing and veterinary medicine colleges
and universities across Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia was started in April, 2011. In
May, 2011 , USAID and RESPOND hosted an inaugural meeting of Deans from the faculties
identified as initial members of the SEA University network, and the network concept was strongly
supported (55 participants). From this meeting, an initial Executive Office and Coordinating Office
have been created and initial meetings were held to establish a regional working group to lead the
organization through the bridging period, until Dec 201 1.

Planned Activities:
The network will include the following activities: 1) to establish a Coordinating Office and a
functioning leadership that can assess and lead the initiatives of the network; 2) to have a supporting
function that will aid in organizational development and strengthening of the network and; 3) initial
activities of the network will be started in consultation with the network members. In the first year
of the network, these consultations will focus on defining roles of participants, developing
relationships between network members and developing tools for promoting and strengthening One
Health in the network.
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Regional Wildlife Professional Training - ACTIVITY CLOSED
(Sub-activity 1.5. I SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals)
This sub-activity was canceled in June after partial implementation of activities by the project"s
government partner, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, the Department of
National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation and the NGO assisting project implementation, the
Wildlife Conservation Society.

Planned Activities:
No planned activities.

Career Paths for Field Epidemiologists
(Sub-activity 1.5.5 SE: Support FETP-FETPVfor Masters Degree in epidemiology)
RESPOND and the Thai Ministry of Public Health"s Deµutment of Disease Control completed the
development of a Schedule ofActivities for this sub-activity and an award is in process.

Planned Activities:
1- Enroll seven (7) FETP/FETP-V/ iFETP students or graduates from Thailand or other countries

in a Thai university Masters or equivalent degree program (e.g. postgraduate diploma) based
on governmental priorities.
2- RESPOND will work with FETP/FETP-V and encourage discussion and review to determine
which universities in Thailand will participate in the program; this is an opportunity for
RESPOND university network partners to work with these universities as part of an
integrated One Health regional network.
3- Provide suppo1t for enrolled students to participate in field projects, including outbreak
investigations and surveillance evaluation activities, as part of their training, in collaboration
with FETP/FETP-V.
4- Provide support for students to travel to an international scientific conference (e.g. EIS
Conference, Atlanta) to present the findings of their field work, enhance career development,
increase knowledge, improve international collaboration on One Health issues, and share
experiences with other public health professiona ls.
5- Provide support for university tuition costs (e.g. up to $5000 for each student, per year, for 7
students) to enroll in an existing Masters or equivalent degree program in Thailand.
6- Provide a laptop computer to each program participant for use during training, as well as two
laptops for the FETP/FETP-V program, for use in administering the program and during
outbreak investigations.
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LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

Extractive Industry Outreach - CANCELLED ACTIVITY
(Sub-activity 2.2.1 SE: Initiate extractive industry outreach in Southeast Asia)
This sub-award was canceled by USAID

Planned Activities:
No planned activities.

Regional One Health Forums
(Sub-activity 2.4.J SE: Host regional Pandemic Preparedness Forum for 201 J)
SEA staff met with the forum"s core group members to officially revise the forum"s focus, name
and objectives. The forum will be changed from an avian influenza pandemic focus to one of One
Health and Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs). On April 5, RESPOND sponsored a forum on
epidemic preparedness (12 participants). The ETD Forum meeting was postponed in May, and on
June 2, 2011, a meeting was conducted on eco-health.

Planned Activities:
RESPOND and EID Forum partners reviewed the upcoming forum dates and themes as mapped out
by the Core Group in March 2011 . Changes in the forum"s dates and themes are as follows:

The ,,Curricular Approaches and Design" theme was moved to February 2012 with the same
focal point and host.
The ,,Towards a Safer World discussion" theme was moved to October 2011 as the Safer
World meeting in Rome was moved to a later date, in September, 2011. PREVENT will
remain the focal point and host for this theme in October.
The ,,Community-Based Training / Initiatives in EID Prevention" theme has been moved to
November 2011, with the same focal point and host.
The ,,Use of mobile technologies for surveillance and education" theme was moved to
September 2011 . The new focal point is PREVENT and the new host is RESPOND.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - THAILAND
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Support for Regional Academic Collaboration

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Kaen University
Veterinary Medical School (KKUIVMS), and Nabong Agricultural College (NA CJ/National
University of Laos (NUOL))

Visits have been made by the Regional Office (RO) staff to KKU/VMS and to NAC/NUOL to
facilitate discussions about staff and student exchanges; staff from KKU/VMS have visited
NAC/NUOL to deliver courses to students in the Veterinary Science course. Staff visits have been
planned to deliver lectures in the NAC course, and staff from NAC/NUOL have spent time at
KKU/VMS working with local staff to increase their capacity to deliver lectures in the Veterinary
Science program; staff from NAC/NUOL are enrolled in masters programs at KKU/VMS.
In June 2011, a regional One Health conference was held at KKU/VMS, and staff and students
from NAC/NUOL were supported to attend. Visits by the RO to the faculty of public health at
KKU and to the University of Health Sciences, in Lao PDR, have identified areas of collaboration
between the two faculties to build capacity in One Health in Lao PDR

Planned Activities:
Support curriculum co-development in the areas of outbreak response and emerging
infectious disease investigation and control between the faculties of Public Health and
Veterinary Medicine at KKU, and between KKU/VMS and NAC/NUOL faculties.
Explore the use of Tufts University Sciences Knowledgebase (TUSK) as a platform for
developing and sharing co-developed curricula.
Continue to support Faculty and student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and
NAC/NUOL in order to support the first cohort of veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR,
currently in Year 3 of a five-year course.
Support faculty of PH at KKU to develop their capacity building relationships with the
University of Health Sciences, Lao PDR.
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Continue to support staff from NAC/NUOL currently in the Masters of PH program at KKU,
as this is an important activity to build staff capacity to support the newly established
veterinary curriculum at NAC.
Continue to support KKU/VMS to deliver field epidemiology and outbreak response sho11
courses and workshops to staff from the Department of Livestock and Fisheries, MOA, Lao
PDR.

Wildlife Professional In-Service Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.2 SE: Appliedfield trainingfor wildlife veterinary medical officers and.field
pathologists)

The SEA regional office conducted a wildlife immobilization training workshop from May 30 to
June 4 at the Khao Pratabchang Wildlife Breeding Center, Ratchaburi province for 15 wildlife
veterinarians working for the Thai Department of National Parks (DNP). RESPOND"s team
members co-presented and co-facilitated with local Thai counterparts, including trainers from
Mahidol University. The 6-day workshop consisted of classroom lectures, hands-on practice under
supervision of international and local experts, field exercises, problem-based learning, and group
discussions around the following topics:
CPR training for wildlife anesthesia personnel
Wildlife Capture Planning and Logistics
Emergency Treatment: Animal Emergencies
Physical examination procedures
Capture and Immobilization Philosophy and Overview
Hands on Practice: Capture, Immobilization, and Handling Operations
•

Avian

•

Bat

•

Small carnivore : Common Palm Civet

•

Small felidae : Leopard Cat

•

Felidae: Tiger

•

Ungulates: Sambar

•

Carnivores: Malayan Sun Bear, Asiatic Black Bear

•

Primates: Macaque
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Planned Activities:
SEA will conduct a workshop from August 8-1 I, 201 I, that will focus on wildlife epidemiology,
data management and related wildlife epidemiological knowledge into practice in order to go
forward to One Health approach. This workshop will be conducted at Mah idol University.

LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

Strengthening Local Level Outbreak Capacity
(Sub-activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels)

Thai FETP leadership has completed a grant application following approval of the 3.4.4 SE SubActivity concept paper, and this was reviewed by the SE Asia regional RESPOND review committee
in the last week of June, 20 I 1. The application unanimously received high scores, and the review
committee recommended the application for approval. Several additional pieces of information were
requested from the Thai government fo r clarification, and the completed application is expected to
be ready for USAID approval by mid-July 20 l 0.

Planned Activities:
1- To establish selection criteria and assist governments where requested to identify trainers to
attend training-of-trainer workshops.
2- To deliver short-term training courses in 5 provinces, which will include support for meeting
venues and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human health)
responsible for disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.
3- Short-term training workshops to improve skills of mentors and trainers overseeing field
projects, with the objective of improving the quality of technical supervision.
4- Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance and mentoring to
participants conducting field projects.
5- Review and strengthening of existing training materials, as requested, and monitoring and
evaluation of selected training courses.
6- Strengthen training and coursework, including training of trainers at facu lties of public health
and nursing to increase epidemiology capacity. Staff working in disease surveillance will
participate in short-courses and practical field projects at their work assignments, with
agreement of supervisors.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (THAILAND)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Thailand this qua1ter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation ofuniversity twinning (One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))

Regional Wildlife Professional Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.1 SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES -VIETNAM
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Local Level Epidemiology Training

(Sub-activity 3.4.2 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with focus
on Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (A VET) Program training at selected provincial,
district, and community levels)

Grant application will be completed and submitted by mid-July. The review process is expected to
be completed by the end of July. Implementation should start in the beginning of September, 201 1.

Planned Activities:

1- Identify appropriate staff to attend training-of-trainer workshop, and design appropriate
materials.
2- Suppo1t delivery of FESC in-service training courses in multiple provinces, including
meeting venues and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human
health) responsible for disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.
3- Strengthen skills of mentors and supervisors overseeing trainees responsible for 2 to 3-month
long field projects foc used on outbreaks and disease surveillance systems.
4- Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance during FESC and field
projects.
5- Review and strengthen existing training materials in collaboration with FETP-Vietnam,
WHO, and CDC, based on monitoring and evaluation of selected training courses.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (VIETNAM)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Vietnam this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks
(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation ofuniversity twinning (One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Local Level Epidemiology Training
(Sub-activity 3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels)

In the third quarter ofFY2011, USAID reached an agreement with the Lao PDR government, and
EPT partner activities could proceed under existing agreements. RESPOND is in the process of
developing a grant with an NGO with experience working in Lao PDR Protected Areas to assist with
project implementation.

Planned Activities:
A one-week Training of Trainers (ToT) workshop will be held with selected animal and
human health staff at the district and provincial levels (DAFO, P AFO, OHO and PHO,
respectively). In addition, RESPOND will recommend that observers from the Nabong
Agricultural College and the University of Health Sciences are also invited. An introduction
to methods for training Community Level First Responders (CLFRs) will be delivered,
following appropriate education and adult-learning principles and participatory training
methods.
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Following this initial ToT workshop, two one-week workshops will be held to train CLFRs;
this will include seven members from each of the ten communes (5 per workshop), for a total
of70 participants. The 7 individuals from each commune will constitute a Commune-level
One Health Team (OHT) and will include the following representatives: village volunteer
veterinary and human health workers, village leader, representative from the Lao Women"s
Union, Youth Union, forestry volunteers and teachers.
Other workshops for the OHT will be held based on an adaptive management approach, with
lessons learned being reviewed and incorporated in the follow-up training of the teams.
A final ToT workshop with district and provincial staff will be held to allow appropriate
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) activities, related to the outbreak training, to be finalized
and to allow a final debriefing of all participants. Lessons learned in the pilot activity will be
incorporated as this activity is expanded to additional provinces over the proposed 3 years of
the project.

Wildlife Ranger Training
(Sub-activity 1.5.6 SE: Applied field training (wildlife health) for wildlife rangers in Nam Ha
Protected Area (NPA))

Approval to proceed with this sub-activity has only recently been received from the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Lao PDR, and the grant process is being initiated with an in-country implementing
agency, according to discussions with government and EPT partners.

Planned Activities:
For this activity and the commune level One Health Activity (3.4.5), integration will provide a more
effective and sustainable outcome, which is core to RESPOND"s strategy of achieving maximum
impact from in-country sub-activities. The following is an outline of activities:

1- Initial meetings will be held involving Government staff from DoF, DoH and DoA, protected
area staff, and community leaders to discuss the value of these activities, to seek district and
commune level input and support, and to explain how the activities might be linked.
2- Development of a version of the Thai Smart Patrolling curriculum adapted for Lao PDR by
the FRCD, the PA (Protected Areas) staff and trainers.
3- Collaboration between RESPOND and PREDICT to develop training materials for wildlife
disease surveillance, forensic data and sample gathering, and safe carcass handling and
investigation.
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4- The first workshop will train Department of Forestry (DoF) protected area staff to be trainers.
A corresponding workshop will train district and provincial level government officers to be
trainers of the One Health commune teams.
5- Activity 3.4.5 proposes that ten commune level One Health teams (OHT) chosen for the
training include a Forestry Volunteer. These individuals will be recruited with the help of
commune and village leaders and PA staff. Two other Forestry Volunteers will also be
recruited from each of the 10 communes selected for One Health training. These 30 Forestry
Volunteers will be organized into five Protected Area Teams (PAT) with supervision from 5
PA technical staff (7 members per team).
6- The PAT will be given basic training in patrolling, use of GPS, digital cameras, and natural
history skills (such as recognizing animal signs), and specific training for disease
surveillance. The curriculum will be developed as described above and will be a locally
adapted version of the Smart Patrolling system, used in Thailand, which will entail recording
survey routes, identifying and recording species encountered, recording of dead or potentially
diseased animals, and recording of signs of poaching.
7- PA surveillance teams will be trained to identify potentially diseased animals and carcasses,
to assess cause of death of carcasses found as fast as possible, to record and collect forensic
data safely, and to report potential diseased animals to the appropriate government
authorities.
8- Appropriate subject matter experts (e.g. RESPOND, PAO, other as required) and
implementing agency staff will collaborate with protected area staff to supervise initial
patrolling and to provide assessment and feedback on training results.
9- Once a month, PAT and OHT from adjacent communes will meet to detennine if there were
any animal or human health issues of note. PAT will describe their patrolling activities to the
commune level One Health teams. These meetings will conclude with a planning session to
outline the following month"s activities. The project will hire a staff person to support the
protected area manager in administrating this project, and to coordinate these monthly
meetings.
10- On the 3rd, 9th and 12th month there will be further in-service training workshops for the
PAT. The first of these 3 in-service trainings will seek input from teams on any problems that
have arisen and on practical steps to improve the patrolling system. The chosen implementing
agency and PA staff will jointly organize these in-service workshops.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - INDONESIA
Local-level One Health Training
(Sub-activity 3.4. I SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at
provincial district levels)

Following discussions with Dr. Pudjiatmoko, the Director of the Directorate General for Livestock
and Animal Health Services (DGLAHS), Dr. Azhar, the Coordinator of the Central Unit for Avian
Influenza Control, and Dr. Budiantono, the Head of the Disease Surveillance Sub-Directorate of the
DGLAHS, a plan for the training of PDSR and DSO teams was conceptualized. The plan was further
discussed with Dr. Nyoman Kandun, Director of the Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP),
Dr. Hari Santosos, Ministry of Health - Surveillance and Outbreak Response Sub-Directorate, and
representatives of CDC, FAO, WHO and University of Indonesia, who agreed, in principle, with the
joint-training concept.
This plan proposes a model and strategy to implement j oint in-service trainings of PDSR and DSO
staff responsible for outbreak confim1ation and response at the provincial and district levels, and will
be designed to strengthen their existing relationship and build joint MOH-MO A capacity for:

early outbreak identification and response;
notifiable and zoonotic disease reporting;
proper collection and transport of samples;
proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE);
surveillance for zoonotic diseases;
providing information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control activities in
an accurate and timely manner.

The proposed model will also include review and updating of existing training materials, such as
those for zoonotic and emerging infectious diseases, a review of training methods for j oint training
of MOH and MOA staff (and possibly MOF), and support for short-courses and workshops focused
on public health biostatistics and epidemiology. Other materials to be reviewed and updated include
outbreak management, data analysis, interpretation of data, and presentation to professional
audiences involved in outbreak response and evaluation activities.

Training will respect and fo llow governmental priorities, and will be planned in close partnership
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with the technical expertise available at WHO, FAO, and CDC to maximize the quality of training,
and minimize unnecessary duplication.

Planned Activities:
An Inception Workshop will be held, involving stakeholders from MOA, MOH, MOF (subdirectorate BKSDA responsible for wildlife), FAO, WHO and CDC, to discuss the proposed
training activities, groups to be trained, focus and scope of the training and location of an
initial pilot training exercise to begin in financial year two.
As the sustainability of the program depends on having sufficient trainers and mentors for
district and provinc ial level staff, it was envisaged that the first objective would be to train a
cadre of Master Trainers (MT), from both MoA and MoH, to supervise and implement
successive training activities; these would most likely include graduates of the FETP. Master
Trainers are already used to train PDSR and DSOs, however their focus has to date been on
HPAI and, thus, further training on zoonoses and EIDs would be beneficial.
The MTs will in turn work together with other groups required to train PDSR staff and DSOs
in the subjects deemed to be relevant to their expanded role. In addition, these district-level
staff will also be trained in simple training methodologies, with the aim of building their
capacity to train veterinary staff from the Puskeswan, and their human health counterparts in
the Puskesmas, at the sub-district level. Training activities will include both classroom-based
learning and fieldwork projects for maximum benefit, the structure of the training and the
protocols will be decided at the Inception Workshop.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (INDONESIA)

The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Indonesia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks
(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation ofuniversity twinning (One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMBODIA
No country-specific activities were implemented in Cambodia during the reporting period.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMBODIA)

A workshop was held in June 20 11 to discuss the Royal Government of Cambodia's strategic plan
for prevention and control of Emerging Infectious Diseases over the next 5- 10 years. At this
meeting, preliminary discussions were held with senior officials from the key ministries of Health,
Agriculture and Forestry, as well as with F AO, WHO and other EPT partners, on ways to strengthen
outbreak response capacity. As in other SE Asian countries, a shortcoming was identified in such
training at the district and provincial levels and a draft concept paper was prepared to address this
issue.

Planned Activities:
The Royal Government of Cambodia stressed the need for capacity building and strengthening of
their district and provincial level staff in the areas of field epidemiology, disease investigation and
outbreak response. An OH approach to such training was strongly endorsed at the initial multi-sector
workshop in June and, thus, a similar activity to those already approved for other SE Asian countries
is a high priority for RESPOND .

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - MALAYSIA
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Malaysia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Deta ils of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not
country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation ofuniversity twinning (One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))
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VI. MONITORING & EVALUATION
RESPOND sub-activity (program) results have been tracked across regions since the inception of the
project. While the quality of the data collection has improved in each office over time, the monitoring
data has been captured consistently across offices, to enable the ability to summarize the data across
the entire project.
Across regions, we are monitoring all sub-activity events, including: campaigns, conferences, distance
learning courses, field experience, lectures, meetings (stakeholder), seminars, study tours, trainings,
and workshops. Except for meetings, all participant values below exclude RESPOND staff,
facilitators, trainers, support, etc.
The first three quarters of Year 1 were spent in discovery/start-up mode, where there were no
significant programmatic results. Quantifiable sub-activity results begin in Year 1 Quarter 4 (YlQ4.)
Non-sub-activity related events (e.g., discovery, internal RESPOND, USAID meetings) are excluded
from the results.

Q3 HIGHLIGHTS
For Year 2 Quarter 3 (Y2Q3 ), highlights, including both successes and opportunities for
improvement, were:
- Notable events for the quarter included:
o

Inaugural South East Asia Universities One Health Network meeting (55 participants,
primarily from universities in Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam) in May in Thailand
to obtain endorsement of the new network and begin collaboration.

o

One Health Central and East Africa (OHCEA) meeting (40 participants) in DRC in May to
ratify the strategic plan, present draft country capacity needs/gap reports, draft country
work plans and discuss future engagement with government.

o

Department of National Parks Wildlife Veterinarian Training Course (Wildlife Capture
and Immobilization Techniques) in Thailand in May, which was the 2nd module completed
for a group of 15 veterinarians

- The new One Health Central and East Africa (OHCEA) network (East Congo) reached 2
milestones: 1) registration as a legal entity in Uganda, and 2) completing the strategic plan.
- Overall, event participants have rated RESPOND events as very good (3.6 out of 4) across
regions, which was consistent with Q2 ratings.
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- From participants" perspective, RESPOND events have continued to help expand/clarify their
understanding of "One Health", though there has been an I I-percentage point decline in this
indicator from Q2.
- Universities (39%) and government (29%) continue to lead the organizational representation at
events conducted by the RESPOND project.
- Events continue to include about 20% female participants.
- While nationality of event participants is largely dependent on event location, for the Q3 events
conducted, pa1ticipants were primarily from Thailand (28%), Uganda (22%) and the U .S. (15 %.)
- A total of IO sub-activity events occurred in Quarter 3, which is comparable to Q2.
- The number of event participants dropped 60%, compared to Quarter 2, reflecting smaller events
with fewer participants, on average. Stakeholder meetings accounted for 60% of the
participation, lecture/presentation accounted for 30% and training accounts for the remaining
10%.

EVENT OVERVIEW
To date, after the initial discovery period for each office, the majority of sub-activity events have been
meetings (stakeholder), training and workshops. External events (e.g., UMN"s Public Health Institute
(PHI)), where RESPOND supports participants to attend, are excluded from the follow ing analysis, but
are presented separately in the following "Other Results" section.
Overall, the number of events (Figure 1) across regions appeared steady across the quarters (averaging
around 9 events per quarter). The third quarter of Y2 saw a continuing dominance of events from East
Congo, which hosted 5 events this quarter and on average, around 5 events per quarter. The number of
events from Southeast Asia also increased slightly to a total 4 events this quarter. This could be
attributed to a take-off in RESPOND"s activities in this region as the program is being expanded to
more countries.
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Figure 1: Number of Events by Region and Quarter

While overall event attendance was down in Q3 (Figure 2), attendance at meetings rose 12% from Q2,
reaching the highest quarterly figure in the life of the program. The rise in meeting attendance is, in
part, a reflection of growing One Health networks in both Central Africa and Southeast Asia. The
Southeast Asia Universities One Health Network Meeting, and the OHCEA Dean''s Meeting (1.2.1 SE,
and 1.2.2 EC, respectively) were among the most highly attended events of the quarter. The event
attendance for the lecture/Presentation event held in YlQ4 (1.5.3 EC- One Health public lecture) is an
estimate based on the approximate size of the audience.
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Figure 2: Event Participants by Quarter and Event Type

At the end of every event, we collect feedback from participants to understand how the event was
received, usefulness, objectives met and more importantly how to improve future events of a similar
nature. Currently we do not have enough data at the regional level to show the results. But at a
RESPOND-wide aggregate level, the results are very promising, as the average rating all events have
ranged between good to excellent (Figure 3). Between Ql and Q2 of Year 2, there has been a 9
percentage point increase in overall rating, and this higher level rating was sustained in Q3.
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Figure 3: Event Evaluation Results: "Overall the event was ... "

Another question that is asked in the event evaluation is the participant"s agreement with the statement
that the event helped expand/clarify their understanding of"One Health". While the results have been
high each quarter (Figure 4), there has been a decline seen in the two most recent quarters. However,
for this quarter, there was only one meeting (South East Asia Universities One Health Network) that
conducted an evaluation, whereas previous quarters had larger sample sizes (approximately 6 per
quarter.) At this time, there are a few events where the evaluation analysis is still underway, which
will be reflected in next quarter''s report.
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EVENT PARTICIPANT PROFILE
In the third quarter of year two, participants to RESPOND events came from four major types of
organizations (Figure 5.) They included universities, which was the largest group making up, on
average, around 45% of all participants, followed by representatives from governments (20%), nongovernmental organizations (18%), and professional, community-based and professional organizations
(2%). The remaining 2% came from unknown organizations, due to insufficient data collection. By
region, participants from universities also made up the largest group at both the East Congo (70%) and
Southeast Asia ( 45%) events. (Note: while West Congo had one training event, participant profile data
is currently not available.) While participants from NGOs formed the second largest group in East
Congo (12%), they ranked third in Southeast Asia, comprising slightly smaller than representatives
from the government, which made up around 30% there.
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Figure 5: Q3 Participant by Organization Type and Region

Male attendees continued to outnumber that of their female counterparts throughout the four quarters
(Figure 6.) As seen in the graph, the percentage offemale participants grew steadily from less than
10% in Year 1 Q4 to around 22% of the total number in Year 2 Quarter 2. This percentage of
participants who were female in Q3 was approximately 21 %. The gender results analysis will be
forthcoming in a future report, as to drivers (e.g., fewer female deans, fewer female vet students)
behind the lower female representation.
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Figure 6: Gender by Quarter

Figure 7 is a breakdown of all RESPOND event participants from Q3 by their nationality. Thai and
Ugandan nationals combined to represent half of all event attendees during the period. Attendance
from citizens of the Democratic Republic of Congo was low in Q3 largely because only two events
were held in the country, with just one being a West Congo Basin event (4.1.2 WC).
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Figure 7: Q3 Event Attendees by Nationality
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30%

OTHER RESULTS
In addition to the sub-activity event results noted above, in Q3, RESPOND accomplished the
following:
Network:

•

East Congo: OHCEA - Country baseline assessments completed

•

East Congo: OCHEA - Registration as a legal entity in Kampala, Uganda

•

East Congo: OHCEA - Strategic plan ratified

•

East Congo: OHCEA - M&E team began baseline assessment with OHCEA representatives
at member universities in Rwanda, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. Report
forthcoming in Q4

Outbreak response:

•

East Congo: Ebola outbreak response support

Participant support at external events:

•

East Congo: UMN Annual One Health Workshop (3 participants)

•

East Congo: UMN"s Annual Public Health Institute - 201 1 (12 participants)

•

East Congo: FUE Executive Council Presentation (1 participant)

•

SE Asia: The 12'h K.KU Veterinary Annual Conference (6 participants)

Other:

•

East Congo: MUSK Pre-implementation assessment completed at Makerere University

•

East Congo: MUSK servers installed at Makerere University
East Congo: Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) distributed to Ministry of Health, related
to Ebola response

•

West Congo: Network assessment completed at UNJLU and UNIKEN

•

West Congo: Server installation at UNILU and UNIKEN

•

Southeast Asia: M&E team began Knowledge & Utilization Assessment in Thailand. Report
forthcoming in Q4.
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PROJECT TO DATE
The project to date (PTD) distribution of event attendees according the region that hosted the event
and the event type are displayed in Figure 8. The East Congo Basin RESPOND Office (Uganda) has
hosted the highest number of event participants, even with the exclusion of the lecture event in
YlQ4, by far the largest single event in RESPOND"s history. Workshops have been more widely
attended than trainings and meetings in all regions except the East Congo Basin, where the
cumulative attendance for trainings is more than triple that of workshops.
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Figure 8: Event Participants by Host Region and Event Type (PTD)

For each event, we also track participant profile information to understand the background/role of
participants and the organizations they represent. Generally, attendees to RESPOND events came
from five major types of organizations (Figure 9.) They included universities, which was the largest
group making up 39% of all participants, followed by representatives from governments (29%), nongovernmental organizations (9%), professional, community-based and professional organizations
/associations (5%), and private companies (l %). The rema ining 17% comes from organizations
which are unknown (due to lack of data collection at particular events.)
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Figure 9: Participant by Organization Type (PTD)

Figure 10 displays the nationalities of all RESPOND event participants. Unsurprisingly, the highest
proportions of participants are from countries where large RESPOND events have been held,
including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Vietnam, and Thailand. Figure 10 also
demonstrates that the program reach extends far beyond the countries that have hosted events.
Overall, individuals from 45 different countries have participated in RESPOND events.
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INDICATORS
As the RESPOND project"s focus has evolved since project inception, the project M&E indicators
have also evolved with the changing focus.
The indicators below were recently aligned to the project during Year 2. A discussion with USAID to
establish targets for the indicators will be forthcoming. At this time, there are indicators (shaded
gray) for which date has not been collected, as they are either long-term impact indicators (e.g.,
trainees using gained knowledge) that will be measured at a later date, or that have proven difficult to
obtain ( e.g., average time from first report (national level) of suspected disease to arrival of outbreak
response teams.) However, these indicators remain in our scope as we intend to address them.
Indicators

5 Year
Target

Year 1

Y2Ql

Y2Q2

266

267

106

29

Total

Y2Q3

Training (i.e., training, workshops)*
Number of trainees

TBD

236

28

797
135

Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD

126

84

27

11

248

West Congo

TBD

110

26

79

2

217

Southeast Asia

TBD

50

132

15

197

34

73

66

40

40

Percent change in trainee knowledge(%)**

so

Global

so

East Congo

so

West Congo

so

Southeast Asia

so

Trainees using gained knowledge(%)
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

Linkages
Number of stakeholder meeting
participants***
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90

90

90
34

119

77

59

59

80
80
80
80
80

TBD
Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD

64

108

144

316

31

108

55

194
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West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of lecture/presentation participants
(estimate)
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Linkage assessment
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

Networking/Twinning/Mentoring
Number of milestones achieved for networks
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Number of twinning/networking exchanges
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

681

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

600

81

681

1

3

4

1

3

4

4

4

4

4

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Average time from arrival of outbreak
response team to containment of outbreak
East Congo

TBD
TBD

East Congo
West Congo

89

81

Outbreak
Number of procedural and structural
improvements implemented for outbreak
response capacit y
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Average time from first report (national
level) of suspected disease to arriva l of
outbreak response teams

89
600

Southeast Asia

East Congo
West Congo

33

TBD
TBD

80
80
80
80

Objectives achieved {%)

33
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West Congo
Southeast Asia

TBD
TBD

Other

Event rating (4=excellent to l=poor)

3.5

3.3

Global

3.5

East Congo

3.5

3.3

West Congo

3.5

3.3

Southeast Asia

3.5

Event helped expand/clarify One Health
understanding (4=strongly agree to
!=strongly disagree)

3.5

3.3

3.6

3.6

3.5

3.3

3.4

3.3
3.6

3.5

3.3

3.6

3.3
3.6

3.6

3.6

3.5

3.1

3.4

Global

3.5

3.6

East Congo

3.5

3.6

West Congo

3.5

Southeast Asia

3.5
TBD
TBD

39,349

39,349

Global
East Congo

TBD

9,349

9,349

West Congo
Southeast Asia

TBD
TBD

30,000

30,000

Number of RESPOND created/modified
materials used
Global

TBD
TBD

East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

TBD
TBD
TBD

Campaign reach (people)****

*
**
* **
* * **

"TBD"
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3.4

3.6
3.5

3.6

3.6

3.5
3.1

1

3.1

1

2

1

1
1

1

Excludes facilitators, trainers, and event support staff.
Measured through audience analysis/pre-tests and
post tests
Includes campaign participants, as well as facilitators.
Estimate of reach. For
Year 1, in WC, 30,000
rabies leaflets were
distributed
To Be Determined
Data collection forthcoming
Q1 -Y2

SUB-ACTIVITY PROGRESS
The following section catalogues results produced during the quarter and the year to date for RESPOND sub-activities identified in the Year 2 Work Plan.
GLOBAL ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX

LOW
-

SubAct
ID

Activities by LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected
Results 1 July
2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results
Invitations sent to PREDICT, PREVENT, IDENTIFY, CDC and USDA for

Revised timeline developed.
Teleconference working
session held with working

Develop EPT

3.1

program-wide

Published,

1.1.4

definition of One

internationally

GL

Health core

TBD

competencies. (Fast

accepted core
competencies

Track)

group (i.e., EPT partners,
th

CDC, USDA) on 11 July.
Interview protocol drafted for
subject matter discipline
nominees. Literature review
underway. References

representative nomination to the team; Management team created for the
development of standard definitions for One Health core competencies
that consists of TRG and Tufts. Implementation team formed includes
members from RESPOND, PREVENT, PREDICT, CDC and USDA;
Workshop conducted with mgt and implementation teams on March 21 stnd

22

2011, establishing: common elements to consider,

scope/purpose/audience/use of competencies, development methodology,
roles/responsibilities of teams, development work plan, and
coordination/communication mechanisms for teams. Revised timeline for
sub-activity completion. Working session teleconference held with working

collected for potential

group (i.e., EPT partners, CDC, USDA) on 11 th July. Interview protocol

interviewees.

drafted for subject matter discipline nominees. Literature review
underway. References collected for potential interviewees.
RESPOND representatives met with USAID in order to form an EPT
working group on extractive industries; collaborated with AED to develop a
plan for the activities that will occur from December 2010 to May 2011; and

Develop best

worked with AED to develop a job description for an Extractive Industry

management

Lead for PREVENT. In November, RESPOND partner E&E sent a rep to

practice
3.2

2.2. 1
GL

recommendations
for extractive
industries based on
PREDICT-identified

TBD

Best management

Conference call conducted

practices (BMPs)

with Extractive Industries

the International Premier Mining Congress & Exhibition in Tianjin China to
meet with reps from Chinese companies operating in RESPOND regions.

developed and

Working Group to review

6 of 10 companies expressed interest in collaboration; Concept paper

communicated

new mitigation tool.

developed and approved by USAID. RESPOND worked with other EPT
partners to refine tools for the extractive industries to use to avoid the

vectors in hot spot

contamination of employees and the spread of zoonotic diseases as a

regions.

result of operations; Research conducted on oil and gas industry activities
to develop impact tables and best management practices.
Tools/perspectives exchanged with EPT Partners PREDICT and
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PREVENT; Extractive Industries Working Group progress presented at
EPT partners' meeting. Planning underway for outreach activities to
extractive industry groups. Conference call conducted with Extractive
Industries Working Group to review new mitigation tool.
Support

3.2

Support for

conference and

TEPHINET to host

conduct One

2.4.2

global conference

GL

and add One Health

TEPHINET

Health workshop
for 30 persons;

sessions. (Fast

plenary session

Track)

for One Health

th

Completed: RESPOND PHO staff attended the 6 Global Scientific
th

Conference for TEPHINET (Dec. 13-17

)

in Cape Town, South Africa. A

One Health pre-conference workshop was supported, as well as regional
N/A

technical and training staff supported to attend and learn about field
epidemiology training programs in their reg ions, associated outbreak
investigations of emerging infectious diseases completed in the last year
and in-service training for governmental officials

issues
Training,

3.2

3.2.0
GL

technical,

Outbreak response
support for newly

TBD

emerging epidemics.

See sub-activity 3.2.0.1 EC,

logistical, material

3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC,

See sub-activity 3.2.0.1 EC, 3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC, 3.2.0.SEC,

and

3.2.0.4EC, 3.2.0.SEC,

3.2.0.6EC

communications

3.2.0.6EC

support provided

3.2

3.3.1
GL

th

TEPHINET Global Conference on Dec. 13

wildlife health

Expanding
surveillance and

Contract signed with ProMED; Workshop held for 13 attendees at the

Increased use of

ProMed Mail:
ProMED Mail

verification for

information to
protect and

Planning underway for future

ProMED training workshops; In February 2010, RESPOND completed a
No results in 03.

six-hour training on non-traditional information sources as an adjunct to
routine disease surveillance in Bangkok, Thailand. Participatory training

improve public

wildlife diseases.

;

conducted with 20 Field Epidemiology Training Program Veterinarians

health.

(FETPVs) as part of a larger month-long course for Thai FETPVs.

Support for
development of
materials and media
messages to build
3.1

3.4.8
GL

Increased

public awareness

Global Alliance

awareness of

aboutzoonotic

for Rabies

issues related to

disease - World

Control

zoonotic disease

Rabies Day, 28

N/A

Completed: See sub-activity 3.4.8EC and sub-activity 3.4.8WC

transmission

September 2010, as
a pilot activity. (Fast
Track)
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EAST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES MATRIX

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected Results 1
July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results
One Health Summit in Kampala held on Oct. 13-17, 2010: 36

Formal registration in Uganda
complete.
Purchased
Creation of

3.1

1.2.2
EC

OHCEA
Secretariat and
member
coordinating
committees.
(Fast Track,
HEALTH

computers to the 14 OHCEA
Focal Persons. Provided support
for 3 people (One Health Team)
from Makerere University to

HEALTH
Alliance, One
Health Central
and East Africa

•

TB

attend and present at the Annual
One Health workshop, at UMN,
on May 9-13th. Provided support
for 12 participants to attend

Network
(OHCEA)

UMN Annual Public Health
Institute from May 23 - June
10th.

Alliance)

participants from 6 countries schools of public health and veterinary
medicine formed the regional network OHCEA (One Health Central
and East Africa Network); OHCEA planning meeting held in Nairobi,
Kenya Dec. 12-1?1h: 21 participants involved with key agreements,
planned activities, network support, One Health Kenya launch and
leadership training; At the close of Dec. 2010, RESPOND awarded a
grant to the HEALTH Alliance in support of the creation and
establishment of the organizational framework for OHCEA. Initial
funds were disbursed and the following milestones achieved: OHCEA
organizational
structure
established/agreed
to;
Secretariat
created/staffed; Secretariat offices opened ; organizational registration
in Uganda agreed to by members, and legal registration process
complete; Purchased computers to the 14 OHCEA Focal Persons.
Provided support for 3 people (One Health Team) from Makerere
University to attend and present at the Annual One Health workshop,
at UMN, on May 9-1 3th. Provided support for 12 participants to attend
th

UMN Annual Public Health Institute from May 23 - June 10

Support
OHCEAwork
3.1

1.2.3
EC

HEALTH
Alliance, One

plan (Fast
Track,

Health Central
and East Africa

HEALTH

Network
(OHCEA)

Alliance)
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•

TB

.

Attended USAID organized EPT
meeting
with
OH CEA,
RESPOND, WHO, AU-IBAR,

One Health Summit in Kampala held on Oct. 13-17, 2010: 36
participants from 6 countries schools of public health and veterinary
medicine formed the regional network OHCEA (One Health Central

FAO and OIE in CongoBrazzaville to devise plan and

and East Africa Network); OHCEA planning meeting held in Nairobi,
Kenya Dec. 12-1?1h: 21 participants involved with key agreements,

define roles in engaging regional
govt.
Sponsored an OHCEA

planned activities, network support, One Health Kenya launch and
leadership training; At the close of Dec. 2010, RESPOND awarded a

Deans and Focal Persons
meeting in Kinshasa, RC May
th th
15 -19 , with 40 participants.
Strategic plan was ratified,

grant to the HEALTH Alliance in support of the creation and
establishment of the organizational framework for OHCEA. During the

country
reports

capacity needs/gap
and
work
plans

Secretariat created/staffed; Secretariat offices opened; organizational
registration in Uganda agreed to by members, and legal registration

presented,
and
discussed
OHCEA can support EPT's work
with govt. M&E team began

process commenced. Preparatory meetings conducted with UMN and
OHCEA Co-Chairs in Uganda; OHCEA Deans & Focal Persons
Meeting conducted Feb. 7-11 1\ Rwanda: OHCEA regional vision and

•

quarter, initial funds were disbursed and the following milestones
achieved: OHCEA organizational structure established/agreed to;
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OHCEA baseline assessment &
M&E capacity building with
member universities in Rwanda,

mission determined, deans and focal person trained in strategic
planning, member roles/responsibilities defined, commencement of
OHCEA country specific strategic planning; OHCEA Focal Persons

Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya, DRC
and Uganda.

Meeting conducted March 8-1ih in Kenya: finalize 10 yr. strategic plan
with country specific input and design/budget for May-Sept 2011 work
1h

plan of activities; OHCEA Leaders Training conducted Feb. 25 -Mar.
th

5 in Europe: leaders of OHCEA were sponsored to participate in a
course on Engaging Intergovernmental Organization. Attended USAID
organized EPT meeting with OHCEA, RESPOND, WHO, AU-IBAR,
FAO and OIE in Congo-Brazzaville to devise plan and define roles in
engaging regional govt. Sponsored an OHCEA Deans and Focal
th

th

Persons meeting in Kinshasa, DRC May 16 -19 , with 40 participants.
Strategic plan was ratified, country capacity needs/gap reports and
work plans presented, and discussed OHCEA can support EPT's work
with govt. M&E team began OHCEA baseline assessment & M&E
capacity building with member universities in Rwanda, Ethiopia,
Tanzania, Kenya, DRC and Uganda.
Strengthening

Support fellows
to attend

3.1

1.4.4

existing Field
Epidemiology
Training

EC

Programs with

resource

human

capacity

in

field epidemiology and
effective
outbreak
AFENET

response;
Strengthening

veterinaryspecific
components.

AFENET institutional
capacity for training,
mentoring
and

(Fast Track)

management.

New concept note developed
that
merged
sub-activities

This sub-activity was originally placed on hold due to program
challenges for the host training center in Nigeria, planned course was

1.4.4EC and 3.2.2EC into a
single sub-activity, which was
approved by USAID in May.

cancelled. New concept note developed that merged sub-activities
1.4.4EC and 3.2.2EC into a single sub-activity, which was approved by
USAID in May.

Strengthen and
expand the
Global Health

3.1

1.5.3
EC

Institute to
serve as a
platform for inservice
programs and

Makerere
University,
Ministries and
HEALTH
Alliance
universities

Implement a 2-week
GHI; train 70 students

Completed: GHI conducted in Kampala, with 83 students and faculty
from various schools (e.g., public health, veterinary medicine) trained

N/A

in zoonotic diseases, global public health systems, participatory
epidemiology, applied biostatistics

graduate level
training.
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Outbreak
3.2

3.2.0
EC

Training,

response
support for

TBD

newly emerging

technical,

logistical, material and
communications

N/A

N/A

N/A

information campaigns and joint Ministry of Health and Ministry of

support provided.

epidemics.
Support for
development of
materials and
media
messages to
build public
3.1

3.4.8

awareness

EC

about zoonotic
disease - World
Rabies Day, 28

Veterinary
Association,
Ministry of
Health, Ministry
of Agriculture

Increased

awareness

of issues related
zoonotic

to

disease

Completed:

support for 4

district rabies

Agriculture community action and vaccination campaigns

transmission

September
2010, as a pilot
activity. (Fast
Track)
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awareness

UGANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

SubAct
ID

3.2.0.
1 EC

3.2.0.
2 EC

3.2.0.
3 EC

3.2.0.
4 EC

Activities by
LOW

Outbreak
response:
Control of
Anthrax in
Queen
Elizabeth
National Park.

Outbreak
response:
Unidentified
hemorrhagic
outbreak in
Bundibugyo,
District

Outbreak
response:
Unidentified
hemorrhagic
outbreak in
Abim and
Agabo Districts
Outbreak
response:
Strengthening
surveillance,
reporting
diagnostic
capacity to
improve early
detection,
diagnosis and

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Implementing
Partner(s)
Ugandan
Wildlife
Authority,
Ministry of
Health, Ministry
of Agriculture,
CDC, AFENET
and
Conservation
through Public
Health

Expected Results 1
July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results

N/A

Completed: Funded the logistics for many activities (e.g., baseline
survey, 31 officials trained , aerial surveillance, containment activities,
community info campaigns, public awareness campaign); RESPOND
supported an after action review meeting of the Anthrax National Task
1
Force. Held from March 9 -10 \ 2011 and facilitated by AFENET,
reviewed response, roles and effectiveness of the Task Force's actions
with an eye for tangible lessons learned and preventative steps to be
taken in preparation for the next outbreak. Consensus that a national
outbreak response strategy should be developed for Uganda.

AFENET

Support provided for
response, best
practices developed
and an adaptable
outbreak response
template created.

Convened the first Ugandan
EPT local partners coordination
meeting on May 5th , to prepare
for the after action review with
MoH. Received final report on
the Yellow Fever outbreak from
the grantee, AFENET, on May
181h , which closed this subactivity. A planned after action
review was postponed.

Invited to participate in National Disease Task Force, provided funds to
support active case surveillance, community awareness, case
management and social mobilization; Provided tech advice & direction
to EPT PREDICT; Facilitated & guided National Task Force in
developing a national response plan; RESPOND conducted a post
action analysis and mapping of the response by Ugandan officials,
NGOs, CDC/ Uganda, IDENTIFY, PREDICT and RESPOND. Analysis
was presented jointly by RESPOND and AFENET to the USAID EPT
Partners Quarterly Meeting in Washington, DC March 2011, which was
used as a tool to focus conversations on the roles of EPT partners
during human and animal outbreaks. Convened the first Ugandan EPT
th
local partners coordination meeting on May 5 , to prepare for the after
action review with MoH. Received final report on the Yellow Fever
outbreak from the grantee, AFENET, on May 18th , which closed this
sub-activitv. A planned after action review was postponed.

AFENET

Support provided for
response, best
practices developed
and an adaptable
outbreak response
template created.

See 3.2.0.2 EC

See 3.2.0.2 EC

AFENET

Strengthening training
(skills) and capacity
(resources) to identify
outbreaks of infectious
diseases; conducting
appropriate, routine
disease surveillance in
animals and humans
with reinforced local
resources and

Concept paper approved by
USAID on June 15. Grant
application process underway.

Concept paper developed and approved by USAID on June 15. Grant
application process underway.

Support provided for
response, best
practices developed
and an adaptable
outbreak response
template created.

Q1 -Y2

response to
disease
outbreaks in
humans,
livestock and
wildlife

3.2

3.2

3.2.0.
5 EC

3.2.0.
6 EC

Extractive
industries
outbreak
response
training

Support for
investigation &
response to
Ebola in
Uganda e
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Federation of
Ugandan
Employers,
Uganda
Manufacturing
A ssociation,
Ugandan Red
Cross

AFENET

personnel in a
sustainable manner;
Strengthening the
coordination of national
and local outbreak
response efforts.
Engage private sector
in Uganda to begin
training with 2 private
sector organizations
associated with the
extractive industry.
Leverage existing peer
educator programs and
ISDR and health
messaging curriculum
to design and
implement this
program.
Establishment of a
partnership with UMA
and FUE;
Development of a
curriculum tailored to
the private sector;
Trained Master
Trainers and Trainers;
Trained peer
educators.

Support provided for
response, best
practices developed
and an adaptable
outbreak response
template created.

Concept paper developed and
approved by USAID in May.
Presentation made to the FUE
executive council (22 attendees)
th
on June 30 to raise awareness
of RESPOND activities and
obtain approval/support for
future collaboration.

Concept paper developed and approved by USAID in May. Presentation
made to the FUE executive council (22 attendees) on June 30 th to raise
awareness of RESPOND activities and obtain approval/support for
future collaboration.

RESPOND invited by Ugandan
Ministry of Health (MoH) to first
meeting of Ebola Outbreak T ask
Force on May 14th . Focus on
strengthen MoH response efforts
through provision of materials
and logistical support to One
Health multidisciplinary teams.
RESPOND to provide material
and logistical needs to the MoH
to enable them to conduct field
investigations as well as
provided support for a targeted
community education
communication strategy.
Concept paper developed and
approved by USAID.
RESPOND provided funds,
logistical/commodity support
(PPE), outbreak response, and
technical assistance. Outbreak

RESPOND invited by Ugandan Ministry of Health (MoH) to first meeting
of Ebola Outbreak Task Force on May 14 th . Focus on strengthen MoH
response efforts through provision of materials and logistical support to
One Health multidisciplinary teams. RESPOND to provide material and
logistical needs to the MoH to enable them to conduct field
investigations as well as provided support for a targeted community
education communication strategy. Concept paper developed and
approved by USAID. RESPOND provided funds, logistical/commodity
support (PPE), outbreak response, and technical assistance. Outbreak
declared over after 42 days.
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declared over after 42 days.

3.2

3.2.2
EC

3.1

3.4.1
EC

3.2

4 .1.2
EC

Hold a series of
district, national
and regional
meetings and
workshops to
identify needs
and initiate the
development of
a prioritized
plan for
outbreak
resoonse.
Develop an
implementation
plan for
identifying sites,
trainers and
needs to
conduct
community level
first responder
trainina.
Evaluate
existing
Knowledge
Management
Systems for the
health sciences,
their application
and utilization in
the university
context, and
support the
improvement
and integration
of appropriate
svstems.

AFENET

10
meetings/workshops,
with total 500
participants. To be
combined with EC
1 .4.4 and concept note
drafted.

Merged with 1.4.4EC. See EC
region listing.

Merged with 1.4.4EC. See EC reg ion listing.

TBD

Training
implementation plan;
Knowledge base
created

N/A

Completed: Planning meeting conducted in November 2010.

Implementation plan
for RESPOND support
of appropriate
technologies

Pre-installation assessment
completed. RESPOND procured
and installed a server at
MUSPH. Provided training by
Tufts University TUSK staff to
the Makerere User Support team
(2 people.) Provided on-site
training to Makerere faculty and
students (61 people total) on the
use of the TUSK system. 2 one
hour introductory sessions
provided to 100 people in total.

Pre-installation assessment completed. RESPOND received approval
from USAID for the proposed grant to be issued to the Makerere School
of Public Health. RESPOND procured and installed a server at MUSPH.
Provided training by Tufts University TUSK staff to the Makerere User
Support team (2 people.) Provided on-site training to Makerere faculty
and students (61 people total) on the use of the TUSK system. 2 one
hour introductory sessions provided to 100 people in total.

MUSPH

KENYA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.
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ETHIOPIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

RWANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

TANZANIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC

WEST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX

LOW

3.1

3.1

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected Results
1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

1.2.1
WC

Conduct twinning
and mentoring with
universities and
vocational schools.
(Fast Track)

University of
Kinshasa (DRC),
University of
Lubumbashi
(DRC), ISTM
Kinshasa and
Lubumbashi,
Ecole de Faune
de Garoua
(Cameroon)

1.3.1
WC

Develop an
actionable plan to
strengthen and
enhance ongoing
career path
development in
DRC and Republic
of Congo (ROC).

Federation Une
Sante-RDC
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Q3 Results

YTD Results

Twinning/mentoring
established with 5
institutions. Five PhD
candidates mentored;
masters
programs
supported.

UNIKEN, UNILU
and
ISTM
Lubumbashi grants approved 29th
June.

RFAs issued and proposals were received and reviewed from UNIKEN,
UNILU and ISTM Lubumbashi to develop twinning initiatives; Twinning
model developed which consists of enhancing inst. Relationships among
academic inst., and creating linkages with regional entities such as Health
Alliance members and SACIDS. UNIKEN, UNILU and ISTM Lubumbashi
grants approved 29th June.

Corrective programs
are compiled in an
action
plan
for
resource mobilization.
Plan
includes:
1)
Organize a regional
conference
of
professional
associations,
2)
Conduct a situational

Work plan presented to partners
14 May

The Federation Une Sante-RDC was identified as the implementing partner
for this activity. RESPOND supported FUS-RDC to develop a budgeted 15month (June 201 1 - Sep 2012) work plan. Work plan presented to partners
14 May
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analysis
of
2
professions
and
"epidemiology",
3)
Conduct an outreach
program
targeting
health professionals
using
radio
broadcasts
and
internet

3.1

3.1

3.2

3.2

3.1

Conduct
professional
continuing
education through
didactic and field
workshops using
the Wildlife
Investigation and
Livestock Disease
(WILD) module.
Support FOREST
MENTOR program
focused on
extractive industry
issues by adding
One Health content
and supporting
fellows and a
mentor from DRC
to oarticioate.
Introduce EPT
RESPOND
program to key
collaborators
(USAID missions,
host governments,
international health
agencies, private
sector partners,
NGOs,
universities).

Zoological
Society of
London

3 participants (vet,
wildlife biologist, lab)
from each of the 13
EPT Congo Basin
countries
will
be
trained and gain field
experience.

AU-IBAR grant approved June

The first of four workshops was held in Cape Town South Africa week of 22
November 2011 - Dr. Richard Kock delivered the training to 30 participants
from Southern African and 2 EPT countries (Mozambique, Angola) jointly
with FAO; AU-IBAR developed a proposal to conduct three workshops
including one which will be organized with other source of funding. AU IBAR grant approved June

TBD

Provide content and
support 2 fellows and
1 mentor; fellows
mentored
on
relationships,
risks
and approach

Concept paper approved 18 May.

Concept paper approved 18 May.

TBD

Cameroon
and
Republic of Congo
visited,
background
information collected,
sub-activities
identified.

Discovery phase conducted 11th20th April in Cameroon, meeting
with various stakeholders.

RESPOND met with key potential govt. and NGO partners in Cameroon
and the Republic of Congo. This sub-activity has been approved. Discovery
phase conducted 11-20 April in Cameroon, meeting with various
stakeholders.

we

Outbreak response
support for newly
emerging
epidemics.

TBD

Training,
technical,
logistical, material and
communications
support provided.

N/A

N/A

3.4.8
WC

Support for
development of
materials and
media messages to
build public
awareness about

Veterinary
Association,
Ministry of
Health, Ministry
of Agriculture,
Health,

Increased awareness
of issues related to
zoonotic
disease
transmission

N/A

Completed. 3 key ministries collaborated for a common interest, with the
support of technical partners and donors. 1 day workshop held; 30,000
flyers and posters distributed across city of Kinshasa in public places,
schools and health centers; Professional associations initiated One Health
Federation

1.5.1
WC

1.5.5
WC

2.1.1
WC

3.2.0

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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zoonotic disease World Rabies Day,
28 September
2010, as a pilot
activity. (Fast
Track)

Environment,
FAO, WHO and
CDC

DRC COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected
Results 1 July
2010 - 30
September
2011

Upgrade the skills of

YTD Results

Implementation time line and

faculty at lnstitut

budget are being developed to

Superieur de

3.1

Q3 Results

Techniques

3 institutions

Medicales, lnstitut

involved; 10

1.2.3

Technique Ag ricole et

national trainers

WC

Veterinaire, and

TBD

trained; 2

lnstitut

modules

d'Enseignement

developed

Medicale / lnstitut

reach an agreement with the
Directorate of Nursing Education
at the Ministry of Public Health.
First meeting between subawardees and stakeholders held
th

on 20 May, to inform
roles/responsibilities of each

Strengthen systems
Analysis &

surveillance, outbreak

improvement of

Provincial introduction and

3.1.1

investigation and

systems and

information gathering workshop

WC

response with a One

procedures

in Mbandaka (Equateur

Health approach and

completed in

province) held on 5th April.

response. (Fast

each country.

TBD

provincial introduction workshop was held in Matadi (Bas Congo
province) on March 22, 2011 and the 2 nd workshop was held on March
30 in Kikwit (Bandundu province). Representatives from central
ministries attended these workshops. Provincial introduction and
information gathering workshop in Mbandaka (Equateur province) held
th

on 5 April.

Track)

WC

inform roles/responsibilities of each party involved and agree on grant
deliverables

Project introduced to provincial authorities and stakeholders: The first

for disease

3.4.1

meeting between sub-awardees and stakeholders held on 201h May, to

grant d eliverables

(Fast Track)

3.1

and budget are being developed to reach an agreement with the
Directorate of Nursing Education at the Ministry of Public Health. First

party involved and agree on

Techniques Medicale.

3.2

The Schedule of Activities has been finalized . Implementation time line

Deliver refresher

Training: CDC,

Medical

Follow-up training in Monkoto

Implementation plan developed with partners; Modules developed; The

outbreak response

Ministry of

personnel in

was suspended indefinitely; One

first training session jointly conducted by CDC (first 3 days on Monkey

training to rural

Public Health,

isolated rural

Health IDSR manual and

pox training) and RESPOND (2

medical personnel

Ministry of

areas trained;

guidelines for participant and

hemorrhagic fever diseases) took place in Boende from Feb. 19-24th ,

and fi rst-responder

Agriculture,

Training modules

facilitator being developed.

201 1. In total, 90 participants from Health, Agriculture and Environment

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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3 days on IDSR applied to viral

training to

ICCN, CARPE;

developed and

Grant to lnCEF (community

sectors attended that session. Negotiation with lnCEF is ongoing to

communities in the

Community

delivered.

awareness in Tshuapa district)

finalize the community awareness program. Follow-up training in

USAID-CARPE

awareness:

approved by USAID.

Monkoto was suspended indefinitely; One Health IDSR manual and

Salong-Lukenie-

lnCEF

Participatory Impact Assessment

guidelines for participant and facilitator being developed. Grant to

Sankuru Landscape

by the M&E team being

lnCEF (community awareness in Tshuapa district) approved by USAID.

region.

developed by working group

Participatory Impact Assessment by the M&E team being developed by

which consists of RESPOND

working group which consists of RESPOND and PREVENT

and PREVENT representation.

representation.

Outbreak response
training for multidisciplinary teams at
3.1

3.4.4
WC

Multi-disciplinary

national and subnational levels,

AFENET

including training of

The concept paper jointly developed with AFENET was approved.

teams are

AFENET proposal being

RESPOND team is preparing Schedule of Activities to be sent to

developed and

fi nalized.

AFENET for them to submit a proposal. AFENET proposal being

trained

front line health

finalized.

workers in outbreak
response.
Evaluate existing
Knowledge
Management

3.2

Systems for the

Implementation

health sciences, their

plan for

4.1.2

application and

UNIKEN,

RESPOND

WC

utilization in the

UNILU

support of

university context,

appropriate

and support the

technology

Network assessment and
hardware installation and
training (2 participants) took
place on 21-27 April in UNILU
and UNIKEN.

improvement and
integration of
appropriate systems.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2. l WC, 1.3. l WC, 1.5.5 WC

GABON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5. l WC, 1.5.5 WC
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Preliminary assessment of current level of technology, staffing
availability conducted at UNIKEN and UNILU. Network assessment and
hardware installation and training (2 participants) took place on 21-27
April in UNILU and UNIKEN.

REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.5 WC

CAMEROON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected Results 1
July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results

Strengthen
systems for

3.2

th

disease

15 April, met with Cameroonian

surveillance,

ad hoc committee, composed of

outbreak

several reps from various

3.1.1

investigation

WC

and response

15th April, met with Cameroonian ad hoc committee, composed of

ministries and NGOs, tasked

several reps from various ministries and NGOs, tasked with developing

with developing a national

a national program for zoonotic diseases control and prevention. Scope

with a One

program for zoonotic diseases

of Work developed.

Health

control and prevention. Scope

approach and

of Work developed.

TBD

TBD

response. (Fast

Track)

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.1 WC, 2.1.l WC
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SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected
Results 1 July
2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results

Development of
Southeast Asia
university network
(OHSEA): 1)
Establish

3.1

1.2.1
SE

Potential:

Coordinating Office

Planning and

Chiang Mai

and leadership; 2)

implementation of

University,

have a supporting

university twinning

Chulalongkorn,

function for

(One Health

Mahidol,

organizational

Southeast Asia -

Kasetsart,

development &

OHSEA) (Fast

Prince of

strengthening; 3)

Track)

Songkla

activities started in

University

consultation with

Met with universities, APEIR, ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta, ILRI;
Assessed partnerships between universities and UMN/Tufts; Met with
Assessed existing regional

Chiang Mai, Chulalongkorn, Mahidol, and Kasetsart Universities;

networks; New network was

Concept paper approved by USAID. Team decided upon regional

initiated in April 2011 ; Hosted a

universities that will form the initial network in Malaysia, Thailand,

Deans meeting in Bangkok on

Vietnam and Indonesia. Meet/greet tour of universities at Mahidol and

111

1h

24 -25 May, with 55

Chiang Mai Universities in Thailand, and University of Indonesia in

participants.

Indonesia. Assessed existing regional networks; New network was
initiated in April 2011 ; Hosted a Deans meeting in Bangkok on 24 th-25 th
May, with 55 participants.

members. Year 1:
define roles,
develop
relationships and
develop tools

Orientation held in November to discuss SMART patrolling program
with 16 wildlife directors from the Thai Department of National Parks,
Wildlife and Plant Conservation ; Awaiting USAID country-level
Establish a regional
3.1

1.5.1

training center for

SE

wildlife professionals.
(Fast Track)

concurrence - Liaised with Wildlife Conservation Division of DNP and
Wildlife

15 workshops

Grant with WCS developed, but

Wildlife Conservation Society to discuss RES POND's capacity and how

Conservation

conducted, with 90

cancelled in June after partial

we might support a center. Identified need for 4 district workshops for

Society

trainees total

implementation of activities.

wildlife veterinarians to improve retention and broaden capacity; In
January 201 1, regional RESPOND team attended regional ranger
training as hosted by Smithsonian and Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS) to explore training center facilities and meet the WCS team;
Cancelled in June after partial implementation of activities.

3.1

1.5.5
SE

Support FETPFETPV for Masters
degree in

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Enroll?
TBD

FETP/FETPV/iFETP students

Concept paper approved by USAID. Team worked with Ministry of

Schedule of Activities
developed; Award in process
Q1 -Y2

Public Health's Department of Disease Control to start contract process
FETP leadership reached agreement with several Thai universities for

epidemiology

in Thai Masters

student cost and time requirement reduction; Schedule of Activities

program: Select

developed; Award in process

universities;
Support students
in field projects,
attendance at
international
conference, tuition
costs, laptops
Plan for

Initiate extractive
3.2

2.2.1

industry outreach in

SE

SE Asia. (Fast

engagement with
TBD

industries

Sub-award canceled by USAID.

operating in

Track)

Extractive industry working group developed under USAID leadership;
Concept paper submitted to USAID. Sub-award canceled by USAID

Southeast Asia
Concept paper approved by USAID. RESPOND team met with
Forum sponsored on April 5lh on

3.2

2.4.1
SE

Host regional EID
(formerly PPF) Forum

Monthly forum with
TBD

for 2011.

Forum's core group members to officially revise the focus, name and

epidemic preparedness,

objectives of the forum from an avian influenza pandemic focus to a

attended by 11 participants.

focus on One Health and EIDs. First RESPOND-sponsored forum

20-25 participants

Emerging Infectious Diseases

meeting was conducted on March 3 in Bangkok. EID Forum website

each month.

(EIDs) forum meeting conducted

was purchased and is being populated. Forum sponsored on April 5th

on ecohealth on June 2nd ,

on epidemic preparedness, attended by 11 participants. Emerging

attended by 22 participants.

Infectious Diseases (EIDs) forum meeting conducted on ecohealth on
June 2

nd

,

attended by 22.

Training, technical,
3.2

3.2.0
SE

Outbreak response
support for newly
emerging epidemics.

logistical, material
TBD

and

N/A

N/A

communications
support provided.
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THAILAND COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

-

Implementing
Partner(s)

-

Expected Results 1
July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results

Staff from VMKKU have visited
NAC/NUOL to deliver courses to
Improve existing

Support

twinning relationship

twinning

between 2 institutions:

relationship

staff/student exchanges,

between Khon
3.1

1.2.2
SE

Kaen
Veterinary

course/lecture/workshop
TBD

delivery, lecture
capacity improvement,

Medical School

enrollment/support in

and Nabon

masters programs,

Agricultural

curriculum co-

College.

development

students in the student

Concept paper developed; Assessed capacity of KKU to support

exchanges; staff from

NAC in developing vet schools and Lao vets; Concept paper

NAC/NUOL have spent time at

approved; RESPOND team visited NAC and KKUVMS

VMKKU working with local staff

separately in 02. Details and statement of work were prepared

to increase their capacity to

and reviewed and agreements are underway; Staff from VMKKU

deliver lectures in the Veterinary

have visited NAC/NUOL to deliver courses to students in the

Science program; staff from

student exchanges; staff from NAC/NUOL have spent time at

NAC/NUOL are enrolled in

VMKKU working with local staff to increase their capacity to

master programs at VMKKU; On

deliver lectures in the Veterinary Science program; staff from

th

th

9 -10 June, a regional One

NAC/ NUOL are enrolled in master programs at VMKKU; On 9

th
-

th

Health conference was held at

10 June, a regional One Health conference was held at VMKKU

VMKKU and staff and students

and staff and students from NAC/NUOL were supported to attend

from NAC/NUOL were
supported to attend
Support a
master's
degree
3.1

1.2.3

program in

SE

animal

TBD

T BD

This sub-activity was not

Met with Kasetsart Veterinary School to discuss development of

approved by USAID

concept paper; This sub-activity was not approved by USAID

epidemiology
at Kasetsart
University
Conducted orientation of 16 National Park Directors for upcoming

Applied field

training events; Met with PREDICT vets in the reg ion for their

training for
wild life
3.1

1.5.2
SE

veterinary
medical
officers and

Wildlife immobilization training
th

TBD

20 wildlife vets trained

workshop conducted 30 May th

4 June in Ratchaburi province
for 15 w ildlife vets

Department of National Parks. RESPOND team members copresented and co-facilitated with local Thai counterparts,
including Mahidol University. Wildlife veterinarian competencies

field

were drafted and approved by DNP for use in planning

pathologists.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

participation in training activities; 3 day training was conducted in
January at Soi Yak, Thailand for 16 wildlife vets working for the

subsequent workshops. A TOT workshop entitled "Train the

Q1 -Y2

Trainer/Facilitation Skill Workshop" was conducted on 23-25
March 2011 for 15 Mahidol University staff to provide them with
knowledge and practices on core facilitation skills. Wildlife
immobilization training workshop conducted 30th May - 4th June
in Ratchaburi province for 15 wildlife vets
Review and improve
training materials &
delivery methods: assist

3.2

Support

govt to identify trainers,

training to

deliver training courses

strengthen One

in 5 provinces, short-

3.4.4

Health

SE

epidemiological

TBD

term training
workshops, support field

teams at

project

provincial and

mentoring/assistance

district levels.

support,

Initial discussions carried out with FETP and CDC staff; Met with
Grant application from Thai

CDC to discuss FETP progra ms in Thailand. Met with FAO to

FETP leadership approved by

discuss FETPV programming in Thailand; Concept paper drafted

regional office

with Ministry of Health for training activities. Grant application
from Thai FETP leadership approved by regional office

review/strengthening of
materials, training,
coursework

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE. 1.5.1 SE

VIETNAM COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected Results
1 July 2010 - 30
September 2011

Q3 Results

YTD Results
-

Collaborate with

Complete: Contributed to planning and attendance of meeting

USAID Vietnam
3.2

2.4.2
SE

Mission to hold
PREDICT and
RESPOND One
Health meeting in

TBD

Meeting held with

with PREDICT; supported WCS in initial development and

100 participants

facilitating of One Health EPT workshop in Hanoi; Meeting was

from various

Complete

held March 15-16 in Hanoi and attended by 150 participants from

sectors

all levels of government within animal health ministries and select
NGOs through Vietnam

country.
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Review and
improve training
materials & delivery

3.2

3.4.2
SE

Support training to

methods: Identify

strengthen One

trainers, design

Health

materials, support

epidemiological

training course

teams with focus
on AVET training

TBD

Concept paper approved by USAID; Met with WHO and Ministry

delivery in multiple

Grant application process

provinces,

underway

at selected

strengthen and

provincial, district

support

and community

mentor/supervisor

levels.

skills for field

of Public Health to develop plan for providing intensive 12 week
classroom and field experience, including mentor and supervisor
training, for professionals who have previously completed FETP
and AVET.

projects,
review/strengthen
training materials

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE

LAO PDR COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

-

Expected Results 1
July 2010 - 30
September 2011
Obtain

Q3 Results

YTD Results

-

-

govt/district/commune
support; development

3.2

1.5.6
SE

Applied field

of Smart Patrolling

training (wildlife

curriculum, develop

health) for

training materials,

wildlife rangers

TBD

training of trainers

in Nam Ha

workshop;

Protected Area

selection/training of

(NPA)

Sub-activity approval received
from Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Lao PDR; Grant process
initiated.

One Health teams,
Protected Area staff
training, support
trainee supervision,
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Conducted discovery visit and drafted concept paper based on
findings of meetings with Ministries; Sub-activity approval received
from Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Lao PDR;

monthly meetings,
quarterly workshops

Support

3.2

training to

Review and improve

strengthen One

training materials &

3.4.5

Health

SE

epidemiological

TBD

delivery methods:
Training of Trainers

teams at

(ToT) workshops,

provincial and

workshops for CLFRs

With USAID obtaining
agreement that EPT partner

Conducted discovery visit and drafted concept paper based on

activities can proceed,

findings of meetings with Ministries. With USAID obtaining agreement

RESPOND is in process of

that EPT partner activities can proceed,

developing a grant with an NGO

district levels.

INDONESIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct
ID

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

-

Expected Results 1
July 2010 - 30
September 2011
Review and improve

Q3 Results

YTD Results

-

-

training materials &
delivery methods:

3.2

Support
training to

model/strategy to

strengthen One

service trainings of

of PDSR and DSO teams,

3.4.1

Health

PDSR and DSO staff,

responsible for outbreak

SE

epidemiological

review/updating

confirmation and response at the

teams at

training materials,

provincial and district levels, was

provincial,

review of training

developed.

district levels.

methods, support

implement j oint in-

TBD

Conceptual plan for the training
Conceptual plan for the training of PDSR and DSO teams,
responsible for outbreak confirmation and response at the provincial
and district levels, was developed.

short-courses and
workshops, material
review/updated

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE.
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CAMBODIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
No activities in this country to date.

MALAYSIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 SE.
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VII. APPENDICES:
APPENDIX I: CONCEPT PAPERS
RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER: SUB-ACTIVITY 1.4.4, 3.2.1, 3.2.2
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: EC 1.4.4, 3.2.1 , 3.2.2
Sub-activity name: Strengthening existing platforms for outbreak response in Uganda
Partner lead: Tufts University
Total sub-activity budget~...- (b-)(4
_)_....,
Grantee: African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)

Introduction:
The African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET) was established as a non-profit organization in
2005. AFENET's objectives are to strengthen field epidemiology capacity, enhance public health
laboratory capacity, strengthen surveillance systems for priority communicable and non-communicable
diseases and advance the sharing of regional expertise in field epidemiology and laboratory capacity in
Africa. AFENET serves as a major resource to Ministries of Health and other public health institutions
in member countries, by contributing to the enhancement of applied epidemiology training and
workforce development. In Uganda for instance, in 20 l 0, AFENET together with the International
Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) and the Participatory Epidemiology Network for Animal and Public
Health (PENAPH) organized a Participatory Epidemiology training course for human health
professionals from the Makerere University School of Public Health (MUSPH). This sub-activity will
strengthen internal capacity of AFENET to manage, conduct and evaluate effective outbreak response
implementation and training. Further, the activities outlined herein will harmonize animal disease
surveillance systems and training in the region through supporting the Uganda Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF), and cross-sectoral/inter-ministerial collaboration.

EPT and other Partners:
AFENET has experience in outbreak investigation and response; they have trained professionals in 15
countries in the region and have strong ties with the Ministries of Health in all member nations. The
proposed activities will strengthen the linkages between AFENET, Makerere School of Veterinary
Medicine (SVM) and MAAIF, ensuring that training is responsive to national government needs.
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Further, these activities will provide opportunities to strengthen collaboration between AFENET, SVM
and intergovernmental agencies such as WHO-AFRO, AU-IBAR, OIE, and FAO, ensuring that training
is consistent with regional strategies for disease surveillance. Appropriate technical support from
IDENTIFY and PREDICT will also be sought.

Linkage with OHCEA: Activity 1 is being undertaken with Makerere SVM, an OHCEA member. Dean
Kabasa is the Co-chair of OH CEA. The trainees will also take classes at and receive mentorship from
UMN Veterinary School and Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine, creating a unique
RESPOND-specific program. Once piloted and standardized at Makerere, the program will serve as a
resource available to other AFENET and OHCEA member countries.

Goal:

This sub-activity will both: 1) support AFENET's stated goal, which is to "strengthen field
epidemiology and public health laboratory capacity and effectively contribute to the management of
epidemics and other major public health problems in Africa"; as well as 2) build the internal capacity of
AFENET to train, manage, conduct and evaluate effective outbreak response in support of
national/district level public health systems coordinated by MoH and MAAIF, and as part of LOW 3.1:
Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response.
Objectives:

l. Strengthen human resource capacity in field epidemiology, and effective outbreak response;
2. Strengthen AFENET institutional capacity for training, mentoring, and management

Activities:
I.

Provide ongoing support for five graduate veterinary students at Makerere School of Veterinary
Medicine (SVM), with a hands-on/practical/field focused curriculum including links to One-Health
approaches to disease surveillance, field investigations, applied epidemiology, data analysis and
interpretation, outbreak response, communication, risk assessment, basic socio-economics,
participatory methodologies and M&E. The program aims to address large gaps in animal disease
surveillance by directly addressing the needs of MAAIF, and fostering cross-sectoral/interministerial interaction, collaboration and partnership in addressing outbreak response issues.
Trainees would be enrolled in a "special program" under the existing MSc in Preventive Veterinary
Medicine at Makerere SVM, and requested funding would cover additional program costs, field
placement/mentoring, and stipend (first 6 months and laptop computer is covered under GL 3.2.0).
A mentoring program involving AFENET, Makerere SVM, Tufts and UMN will be established to
ensure that the MSc program has adequate human resources. International exposure visits to the
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US, other African countries and possibly in Asia will provide opportunities for trainees to observe
and evaluate different approaches to disease surveillance and response. AFENET will also initiate
discussions with AU-IBAR, WHO-AFRO, OIE and FAO to ensure that this new program is in line
with and responsive to their overarching strategies.
2. Build AFENET capacity to train professionals in paiticipatory epidemiology (PE) methods, by
supporting the completion of a participatory epidemiology manual (in collaboration with
ILRI/PENAPH with whom the first draft was developed) and conducting associated refresher
training. The PE manual will be designed using One Health approaches and complement the IDSR
technical guidelines to enhance the ability of the IDSR system to link with community level
activities, including for example, evaluation of unusual animal health events. This will be done in
collaboration with WHO-AFRO, FAO and OIE and in support ofMoH and MAAIF.
3. Build AFENET capacity to undertake M&E activities, by supporting an introductory workshop on
program evaluation, and providing guidance on activities like: developing evaluation processes for
AFENET training modules; developing performance indicators for program inputs, processes and
outputs; with an emphasis on implementing Participatory Impact Assessment (PIA) to measure
impact of projects on the lives of program participants. The RESPOND M&E team will work with
AFENET to develop appropriate training modules and M&E tools and approaches. Tufts and UMN
will provide additional expertise in participatory methods.
4. Strengthen management practices within AFENET though a combination of training and
organizational development technical assistance. This activity will be designed in discussion with
AFENET management and is intended to complement ongoing organizational strengthening
initiatives. Specific objectives under this concept note are to strengthen project management and
mentorship capacity of the Secretariat, by providing a customized opportunity for didactic and
experiential learning in these areas. This activity will be carried out with technical assistance from
TRG, Tufts and UMN and may involve coordination with a local management institute with a
locally certified and recognized program.

Expected Outcomes:
•

Successful completion of the MSc in Preventive Veterinary Medicine resulting in five qualified,
competent veterinarians trained in public health who will support national and district-level
surveillance activities coordinated by MoH and MAAIF.

•

A final tested version of the PE manual (including both participant and trainer manuals) available
for use.

•

Trained AFENET professionals competent in PE who will be potential trainers for expansion of PE
methodologies to public health and One Health professionals.
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•

AFENET Secretariat personnel competent in M&E (including PIA) who will be able to support
capacity building among AFENET professionals in member countries.

•

Standardized tools that can be used to monitor the impact of AFENET"s inputs into public health
capacity building developed, tested and available for use.

•

AFENET Secretariat with increased management and mentoring skills.
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RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER-SUB-ACTIVITY 3.2.0.5
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 3.2.0.5
Sub-activity name: Private Sector Outbreak Response Training - East Congo
Partner lead: DAI
Total sub-activity budget:

I

(b)(4)

Grantee: N/A

Introduction
In Uganda, USAID"s Health Initiatives for the Private Sector (HIPS) program has worked with the private
sector to improve the quality of health care. HIPS has facilitated the Uganda Manufacturing Association
(UMA) and the Federation of Uganda Employers (FUE) to establish health training programs on
HIV/AIDS, TB, malaria, and reproductive health. Both organizations now have professional Master
Trainers to deliver health-based work place initiatives to member companies. Through the HIPS program,
UMA and FUE have trained over 6,000 peer educators who in turn, provide health information in the work
place and who act as behavior change agents.

UMA and FUE have a combined 11 Master Trainers. These Master Trainers are UMA or FUE employees
and are MSc. level health professionals or counselors. They have received three weeks of Training of
Trainers (ToT) training from HIPS USAID trainers and are "certified" according to International Labor
Organization standards as adult trainers. Each has more than five years experience in workplace peer
education and adult education.

UMA and FUE peer educators are selected by their peers because they are perceived as leaders, act as role
models, and have strong communication skills. Most speak English, but not all are literate. In general,
there is one peer educator for every five to IO employees.

Peer educators" role and responsibilities

include:
•

conducting referral services

•

creating new linkages between existing resources within the community

•

conducting health awareness discussion groups; and

•

being observant for health concerns and reporting them to management.

In addition, they are responsible for filling out forms monthly indicating what education or training they
have provided. Peer educators are mentored through supportive supervision by UMA/FUE training staff.
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Peer educators are volunteers and are not remunerated, but there have been incentive programs to
encourage participation.
The private sector in Uganda represents an important and untapped resource to support the Uganda
Ministry ofHealth"s (MOH) disease surveillance and outbreak response system. The peer educator system
utilized by FUE and UMA currently plays an important communication role in companies and
communities. The peer educator system can be used to broaden the reach of the current health information
systems about disease outbreaks, to educate Ugandans about the TDSR reportable disea ses, help them
recognize unusual illnesses , understand what the risks are, and let know what they should do to plan for
and assist in responding to disease outbreaks.

EPT and other Partners
The World Health Organization (WHO) in Uganda is currently in the process of revising the IDSR for
Uganda and will complete it before the end of 2011. IDSR training has not been conducted in Uganda for
five years. WHO and the MOH have a 5-day Community Based Disease Surveillance curriculum, but this
curriculum is designed for Village Health Teams and is focused exclusively on IDSR reporting. WHO
anticipates rolling out their new IDSR training to health care professionals in Uganda"s health districts
over a three-year period. The new IDSR training modules will be pre-tested in mid-May.

Currently, none ofRESPOND 's existing partners in East Congo have an available disease surveillance
and outbreak response training curriculum designed for non-health professionals in the workplace.
Therefore, RESPOND will not be using our existing partners" curricula to conduct this sub-activity, rather
RESPOND will customize a curriculum based on available materials and incorporate the IDSR reportable
diseases with an overview of the reporting requirements for health care providers. The RESPOND East
Congo Regional Training Lead, together with the team Technical Specialists, Drs. Farnham and Mullins,
will ensure that the customized curriculum and supporting materials are consistent with and conform to
international standards, but simultaneously represent a uniform, comprehensible set of training materials
responsive to Uganda"s health circumstances.

The RESPOND East Congo team will also take advantage of this training activity to consult with Ugandan
Government Ministries, such as the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries, the Ministry
of Relief and Disaster Preparedness, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, and the Ministry of
Trade and Industry, to discuss their roles in disease surveillance and outbreak response. This information
will be used to customize the curriculum to the private sector.
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Goals and Objectives:
The overall goal and objective of this sub-activity is to broaden the support network for the Uganda
Ministry of Health"s existing disease surveillance and outbreak response system by including Uganda''s
private sector and its resources.

The training goals and objectives are the following:
a.

To build the capacity of UMA''s and FUE"s health trainers to deliver disease surveillance and
outbreak response support training

b. To teach peer educators how they can participate in disease surveillance and outbreak response, and
thereby increasing national capacity at the field level
c.

To have peer educators teach their peers about IDSR reportable diseases, make referrals to health
professionals, to recognize unusual disease events and report them, and, to support health
professionals, as needed, in planning for and during outbreaks.

The goals for peer educators will include:
•

Educating co-workers about epidemic diseases

•

Providing refen-als to health facilities

•

Providing disease and health promotion information to co-workers upon request

•

Assisting the health care provider at the workplace in identifying sick people and with health
promotion campaigns

•

Assisting health authorities or VHTs with surveillance in their company and in the community

•

Alerting VHT or health authorities of suspected disease or odd illnesses, and

•

Assisting the health care provider at the workplace in epidemic control planning for the company.

Activities:

TASK 1: Developing the Schedule ofActivities
The first step of this sub-activity will be for RESPOND to develop a schedule of activities for the UMA
and FUE. The schedule will outline activities such as; training needs assessment including material
availability; building the business case for the training; developing a work plan; obtaining support of their
respective executive councils; identifying the businesses that initially should be contacted and meeting
with them; modifying the cun-iculum to ensure it is suited to their audience; and, training of trainers and
peer educators.
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TASK 2: Curriculum Review
RESPOND will review the existing community-based training curricula: Red Cross Epidemic Control,
WHO/MOH Community Based Disease Surveillance, and STOP AI community-based training.
RESPOND will consider each curriculum with respect to the training objectives above and determine what
is appropriate for use in this context and the extent of any modification required.

RESPOND anticipates that no single individual curriculum will meet all of the training objectives. As
stated earlier, a customized curriculum embodying aspects of these existing training materials will be
developed by the RESPOND East Congo Regional Training Lead in collaboration with her RESPOND
technical counterparts and Master Trainers from UMA and FUE. The final cu1Ticulum will, while tailored
to the Ugandan environment, will adhere to and uphold those international guidelines and standards
established by WHO, OIE and IHR. It will a lso take cognizance of the needs, structure and abilities of the
Ugandan private sector.

TASK 3: Activity Planning
The UMA and FUE have established a process by which they introduce any new health-based training
program. Initially, RESPOND personnel will brief the executive boards ofUMA and FUE about the
proposed training and then provide an in-depth briefing of the UMA and FUE Master Trainers about the
depth and breadth of the training. RESPOND will assist UMA and FUE personnel to develop a
PowerPoint presentation which they will present to their executive councils. The executive councils meet
quarterly with the next meeting scheduled for June. The presentation would outline the objectives of the
training course and the business case for why businesses should train their employees in disease
surveillance and outbreak response. Then, UMA and FUE will hold a meeting to brief the chief executive
officers of selected member companies. Target companies will be from the extractive industry sector.

Following these meetings, further discussions will be held with selected companies to explain the training
program to their Health or Corporate Social Responsibility officers. Once companies have agreed to the
trainings, UMA and PUE will establish a schedule and work plan for conducting the trainings.

RESPOND has identified the geographic locations and types of companies to target for the training. These
include the extractive industries and those companies that operate where outbreaks historically have
occurred. RESPOND will work with UMA and PUE to initially identify 20 companies that fit into the
above categories. Meetings will be conducted with these companies with the objective of enlisting at least

10 for training. A RESPOND representative and either a UMA or PUE representative will attend these
meetings.
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RESPOND will require that PUE and UMA establish a cost-sharing relationship with the companies
engaging in training. Cost-sharing can include use of in-kind goods and services such as use of company
meeting facilities, providing lunches for trainees and trainers, and ensuring that employees that participate
in training are paid.

TASK 4: Outbreak Preparedness and Response Curriculum Adaptation
The training curriculum must meet the above listed standards and training objectives, as well as the
specific needs and objectives of the target companies and the UMA and PUE. The curriculum must also
be approved by the Ministry of Health.

Under this task, RESPOND will work with our partners to design a disease surveillance and outbreak
response support curriculum for the private sector. At the outset of this process, RESPOND staff and our
partners will meet with the MOH to involve them in the process of curriculum development. RESPOND
will ensure that the MOH remains involved throughout the process. RESPOND will also be responsible
for ensuring that a draft curriculum is assembled and circulated among the partners, with the MOH having
authority for final approval. Upon receipt of the MOH''s comments and suggestions, RESPOND will
finalize the curriculum for pre-testing.

TASK 5: Training
Training will follow the following two-step process:
l.

A Master Trainer identified by RESPOND will train UMA and FUE Master Trainers in delivery of
the curriculum developed. Thus, this will be a Training of Trainers exercise.

2. Subsequently, UMA and FUE Master Trainers will instruct secondary trainers and peer educators
at the companies and businesses which have agreed to participate.
3. Peer educators will be responsible for conducting training sessions and outreach periodically with
their peer groups.

Whether training is delivered on site or collectively to multiple companies will depend on the proximity of
the participating companies and the cost-sharing arrangement. The UMA or PUE will determine what is
most cost effective and will be responsible for conducting the training.

The trainings should include at

least 20 peer educators. The UMA and PUE will be responsible for all logistics. RESPOND personnel
will attend the first five training sessions to provide feedback and suppo1t to the trainers.
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The FUE and UMA will be responsible for conducting five peer educator trainings each, resulting in a total
of approximately 200 peer educators trained within four months of the Master Trainers having completed
their TOT training.

The UMA and FUE will develop a work plan to roll-out this training to additional companies.

TASK 6: Planning Clinical Staff Training
Many of the businesses that are members of the UMA and FUE have on-site clinics staffed by medical
professionals. Some only serve the company, but some also serve the local community. The HIPS
program has helped certify many of these clinics to dispense anti-retroviral drugs.

As part of the visits to prospective target companies under Task 2, RESPOND personnel will gather
information on the on-site medical personnel, if any, and assess their training needs with respect to disease
surveillance and outbreak response support. This information will be used to dete1mine future training
required to support this group, such as IDSR.

Schedule
The first milestone of the project will be to secure the approval of the UMA and FUE executive councils.
Once this is achieved, Task 4 can be started. Visits to the target companies and meetings with individual
CEO"s outlined in Task 3 will not begin until MOH final approval of the curriculum is received. Once
there are commitments by at least two companies for the training, the Master Trainer TOT will occur.
Following completion of the TOT, the UMA and FUE will be responsible for establishing a training
schedule for secondary trainers and peer educators, produce the training materials, arrange logistics and
initiate conducting the trainings.

Expected Outcomes:
1. Establishment of partnerships with UMA and FUE for disease surveillance and outbreak response

training.
2. Development of a modular disease surveillance and outbreak response training curriculum tailored
to the private sector.
3.

Master Trainers capable of delivering disease surveillance and outbreak training to the private
sector.

4. Trained Peer Educators with sufficient knowledge and capacity that they can support disease
surveillance and outbreak response activities at their work place and in their communities.
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RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER: SUB-ACTIVITY 3.2.0.6

Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 3.2.0.6
Sub-activity name: Support for Investigation & Response to Ebola in Uganda
Partner lead:

DAI

Total sub-activity budget:

l~____

(_
b )_(4_) - - - ~

Grantee: NIA-This is a direct assistance activity.

Introduction:
EPT RESPOND was invited by the Ugandan Ministry of Health to the first meeting of the Ebola Outbreak
Task Force called on 14 May 2011. Attended by RESPOND Senior Field Epidemiology Officer, Dr.
Douglas Hatch, the Ministry presented data collected by the initial investigative team following up the
confinnation of a single human case/death of Ebola. In addition to the index case fatality , the team
identified 23 persons who had contacted the fatal Ebola case; these contacts (family, clinic, hospital) that
are now being followed on daily basis (details in meeting notes provided as Annex 3).

The meeting, also attended by CDC/Uganda, AFENET, and WHO discussed the results from the field
investigation and pro-active measures to be taken to prevent new cases of Ebola (e.g. in health workers)
and to strengthen response should there be additional suspect or confirmed cases. Within this
1

conversation, roles of the various actors were discussed and on May l 6 \ RESPOND received a request
from Dr. Issa Makumbi (Surveillance Director, Uganda MoH) to provide support for additional field
investigations and response. Dr. Makumbi confirmed immediate needs for the outbreak investigation,
surveillance and response efforts by email on 18 May 20 11.

EPT and other Partners:
The Ebola outbreak response support activity will be implemented at the request of the Ugandan Ministry
of Health and in coordination with CDC/Uganda, WHO, and AFENET, all of whom are participants in the
outbreak task force.
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Goal:

The goal of the Ebola outbreak response support activity is to strengthen the Ugandan Ministry of Health
response efforts through the provision of materials and logistical support to One Health multi-disciplinary
teams.

Objectives:
•

To provide for the material and logistical needs of the MoH to enable them to conduct field
investigations; and

•

To provide support for a targeted community education communication strategy.

Activities:
l. Provide Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) & Disinfectants:
Support, as needed, procurement and provision of PPE of appropriate type, and supplies consistent
with CDC and MoH recommendations for use by outbreak investigation team to minimize
biohazard exposure for both human and animal health professionals. Bulk supplies including but
not limited to gloves, masks, gowns, eye protection, and disinfectant were requested by Uganda
MoH to backstop PPE kits.

2.

Support disease investigation:
•

Fuel:
Support purchase of petrol needed for vehicles used to conduct investigation

•

Per Diem for multi-disciplinary investigative teams:
Provide support for per diem and local travel to conduct investigation in outbreak areas.
Teams would be coordinated by the Uganda MoH, in collaboration with MA IFF, UWA,
CDC Uganda, WHO, AFENET and RESPOND, and include local community health
workers, appropriate district health and MAIFF officials, community animal health
workers, other selected staff of above Ministries and AFENET and/or Makerere
University, to identify new and convalescent cases of illness in humans (including
contacts, fami ly and community members), and/or animals compatible with Ebola virus
infection.

Appropriate national officials and CDC Uganda / UVRJ would oversee proper sample
collection, labeling, transport, storage and testing. MoH has noted bats and monkeys in the
at-risk districts. They have identified a need to conduct surveys in wildlife as well as
domestic animals as an inter-ministerial effort. RESPOND has suggested inclusion of
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EPT PREDICT technical experts in the wildlife and domestic animal surveying and
sampling efforts.

3. Ship Samples:
According to differential diagnosis, individuals whose condition meets the suspected case
definition for Ebola will be tested and samples sent by most expedient means for confirmatory
analysis at the UVRJ.

4. Support MoH Communication Strategy
Provide direct assistance to the MoH to support a targeted communication strategy for community
education about Ebola, including use of pamphlets, radio, TV, newspaper and health education
discussions. Uganda MoH has specifically requested support for radio and TV talk shows in 6 atrisk districts. Additional funds to support fuel and transport for MoH film vans to conduct
community sensitization are requested.

Expected Outcomes:
•

Outbreak investigation teams not exposed to biohazards.

•

Targeted communities aware of Ebola risks.
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Annex 2: Preliminary outbreak information
Index Case:
A 12 years old female from Nakisamata village, Ngalonkalu Parish, Zirobwe sub-county, Luwero district,
died on 6 May; information about the evolution of symptoms in the week prior to hospitalization include.
•

May 1, 2011, patient presented with complaints of headache for which she received headex®, an
analgesic.

•

May 4, 2011, the patient developed a fever associated with chills.

•

May 5, 2011, the patient developed vomiting fo r which the grandmother obtained additional
treatment.

•

May 6, 2011, the patient developed epistaxis (nasal bleeding). She was taken to Kisakye clinic in
Zirobwe where the health worker inserted adrenaline nasal packs and administered two injections
of quinine and vitamin K. While at the clinic, the patient"s condition deteriorated; she developed
hematemesis (vomiting blood), and had vaginal and rectal bleeding. The health worker advised
referring the patient to Wobulenzi, but the father decided to take the patient to Bomba General
Military Hospital.

•

The physician at Bomba Military Hospital noted at l 300hrs (May 6, 2011) that upon admission,
the patient was semi-conscious, had jaundice, conjunctiva! injection and an enlarged spleen. As the
patient"s condition worsened, she was intubated and sta11ed on oxygen therapy. A blood sample
was obtained for a complete blood count and cross-matched for possible transfusion.. The patient
died at 16:45hrs on May 6, 2011 before any transfusion was done. The body was disinfected,
wrapped in a bag and placed in a coffin. The coffin was handed over to the relatives on the day of
burial - May 7, 2011. Relatives were advised not to open the coffin prior to burial. The burial was
done at Negulumye village, Busikuma sub-county, Wakiso district.

The patient had been living with the grandmother for at least four years, and had only travelled in
December 20 IO to stay with the father in Busukuma, Wakiso district during the holidays and returned
in January 2011 when the first term commenced. There was no history of exposure to a patient or
deceased person with similar symptoms in the three weeks preceding her illness onset. There was no
history of contact with either sick or dead wild/ domestic animals (e.g. monkeys or bats). The
grandmother however reported that they regularly travel to the neighboring village of Ttimba to dig
and collect firewood.
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Contact Case:
One health worker who provided care to the index case was classified as exposed. She is now under
observation and has developed symptoms. A sample has been collected awaiting results.

Possible New Case:
18 May an additional potential case of Ebola was reported in an 8 year old boy from the Wegera District.
The MoH is awaiting the findings from a sample testing.

Note: On May 16, 2011 MoH reported that one of the contacts had a fever, but that illness was due to
laboratory-confirmed malaria, rather than Ebola.
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Annex 3: National Task Force Meeting Minutes

NATIONAL TASK FORCE (NTF) ON EBOLA OUTBREAK IN LUWEERO DISTRICT
Meeting of 14 May 2011
MoH Level 3 Board Room

MEMBERS PRESENT

NO

NAME

ORGANIZATION

1

Dr. Mbonye Anthony

MOH -Chair

2

Dr. Nanyunja Miriam

WHO

3

Dr. Okot Charles

WHO

4

Dr. Wamala Joseph

MoH

5

Dr. Arnone Jackson

MOH

6

Dr. Makumbi Issa

MoH

7

Dr. Kiyingi Herbert

CDC

8

Melissa Dahlke

AFENET

9

Trevor Shoemaker

CDC

10

Dr. John R. Lule

CDC

11

Dr. Kagwa Paul

MoH

12

Downing Robert

CDC

13

Douglas Hatch

RESPOND

14

Kayaga Emmanuel

MoH

15

Dr. Amandua J

MoH

16

Dr. Monica Musenero

AFENET

17

Mugagga Malimbo

MoH

18

Mulabya Fred

MoH

19

Dr. Namukose Esther

MoH- Minute taker

CONTACT

(b)(6)

AGENDA
1. Communication from the chair
2. Reports from the Laboratory
3. Report from the Field Surveillance Team
4. Discussions
5. Way forward /Action points
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MIN 1/05/2011: COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR
The meeting was chaired by the commissioner, health services (community health), which he called to
order at 9:40 am. He thanked members for sacrificing their weekend to attend the task force meeting and
requested for a self introductions session. In his communication from the chair, he then made the follow ing
remarks;
•

He informed members of the confirmed outbreak of Ebola in Luwero district.

•

The chairman expressed the need to plan how best the interventions will be handled by identifying
the required immediate response actions which include; informing the public through a press
release detailing what they need to do to curta il Ebola outbreak.

•

He was optimistic that this outbreak will be controlled given the experience from other related
outbreaks like the recent yellow fever in Northern Uganda.

•

He informed members that an article of confirn1ed Ebola in Uganda had been put in the New York
Times magazine implying that the international community is already aware of the outbreak.

MIN 2/05/2011 LABORATORY REPORT
At Bombo Military hospital
•

The CBC count showed a markedly elevated leucocytosis with a WBC count of 25.2 x 10 3
cells/mm 3 (normal 4-11 x 103). The hemoglobin level was low (9.4gdr 1); and Platelets were
normal at 157 x 103 (nonnal 150-400xl03). There was a marked lymphocytosis - 12.8xl03 (normal
1.4-4.5x103). The WBC d ifferential counts indicated a neutropenia of 25% (normal 50-65).

At the Uganda Virus Research Institute
•

Subsequent laboratory testing undertaken at UVRI-Entebbe was positive for Ebola Sudan by PCR
and ELISA antigen testing. Aliquots have been sent to CDC-Atlanta for further testing.

MIN 3/05/2011 REPORT FROM THE FIELD TEAM
(Please see detailed report below in Annex 4)
•

Debriefed District Health Officer (DHO) together with his surveillance team on the purpose of our
mission and agreed on the schedule of activities during our stay.

•

Held a meeting with the staff of Bomba General Military Hospital to verify the reported VHF
(reviewed the clinical and laboratory notes to determine whether the patient met the clinical case
definitio n) as well as the capacity of the hospital to respond to further VHF cases.
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•

Conducted active search fo r additional cases in Bombo General Military Hospital as well as in the
local clinic where the case was treated and in the village where the case originated.

•

Line listed all contacts (in Bombo General Military Hospital; Nakisamata village; and Kisakye
clinic in Zirobwe town).

•

Sensitized clinicians who attended the meeting in Bombo Military Hospital on surveillance (case
definition, reporting and contact tracing tools), infection control procedures and case management
in cases of suspected VHF.

MIN 4/05/2011 IMMEDIATE ACTION POINTS
No

Action

Responsible

National level

1

Inform the public thru

Mr. Kagwa to develop a Press Release to inform the public of

Media Centre

the confirmed outbreak; containing details of what the public
should do to prevent the infection today 14th May 201 1.

2

Constitution of National

Dr. Arnone, Dr. Wamala, Mr. Atek designated to set up

Rapid Response Teams

National Ebola Rapid Response Teams that will respond to
notifications

3

Gaps in exposure

Dr. Wamala to constitute and d ispatch a team comprising of
ESD, CDC and WHO to conduct further epidemiological
investigation to explore the possible exposures amongst peers
beginning next week on Monday 16th May 2011.

4

Hotlines

Develop a hotline (six lines identified - Dr. Kagwa (0712
507799, Dr. Musenero Monica 0772-587567, Dr. Okot
Charles 0772-721975, Dr. Makumbi Issa 0772-513315,
Dr.Wamala

Joseph

0772-0772-481229,

Dr.

Nanyunja

Malium 0772-721979 , Dr. Amone Jackson 0782-828828).
5

6

National

Task

Force

Hold regular National Task Force meetings next meeting on

meetings

Monday at 10.00am MOH.

Sample collection

Streamline the collection of samples using CPHL (Mr. Atek
Kagirita - as the focal Person) as well as sharing of
epidemiological and lab information between ESD , UVRI &
CPHL.
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7

8

Immediate

Response

Dr. Mbonye and Dr. Okot Charles to develop a costed

plan

national response plan

PPE

Avail a central repository for PPEs, body bags that can be
readily accessed for investigation and response

9

Communication
DHOs

and

to

Dr. Issa Makumbi on behalf of DGHS to alert all DHOs

Regional about the outbreak through a c ircular and telephone calls, on

Referral Hospitals

the outbreak as well as the need to enhance infection control.

Dr. Amandwa Jacinto to alert all National, Regional Referral,
General Hospitals, health facilities on the outbreak as well as
the need to enhance infection control measures.

10

Seeking for Technical

Request for Technical support from WHO on surveillance,

Support

laboratory

Dr. Mbonye will contact MSF for case management and to
set up isolation faci lities in Bomba Mil itary Hospital.
District level

11

Isolation facilities

Designate a room for isolation of suspect/confirmed case
within the hospital

12

District Rapid Response

District Task Force needs to convene to prepare a response

mechanisms

plan to guide interventions

Set up a district rapid response team as well as an ambulance
to transport cases
13

Contact tracing

Daily monitoring and reporting of the health status to hospital
authorities, DHO & MoH of the status of the 23 people who
were in contact with the deceased case

14

Infection

Control

practices

Facilitate the health facilities to observe infection control
measures by providing hand washing facilities, water, soap,
waste bins etc.

15

Enhancing

VHF

Disseminate the VHF case definition to all the HF in the

surveillance throughout district and ensure that health workers are aware that they
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the district

need to maintain a high index of suspicion for VHF as well as
the need to report on a daily basis including zero reporting
for suspect VHF cases

Bombo

Military

Hospital
16

Contact Health workers

Daily monitoring & reporting of their status to hospital
authorities, OHO & MoH
Dr. Arnone Jackson and team to meet and advise the exposed
health workers to consider social distancing till the
recommended 2 1 days post exposure period

17

Hospital

Ebola Reconstitute, reactivate, and train

emergency team
18

Closed

room

outpatient
where

the

the Hospital Ebola

emergency team

m Fumigation should be undertaken before the room

department
deceased

lS

disinfected using chlorine solution by someone putting on
full PPE

patient was treated
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Annex 4: LUWERO VHF OUTBREAK VERIFICATION REPORT
MAY 2011

Name

Task

Institution

Dr Joseph F Wamala

Epidemiologist

Epidemiological Surveillance Division/MOH

Mr. Kawenyera Richard

Surveillance Officer

District Health Office Luwero

Mr. Atek Kagirita

Lab scientist

Central Public Health Laboratories

Dr Charles Okot

Epidemiologist

WHOEPR

Dr Herbert Kiyingi

Epidemiologist

CDC Uganda

Dr Trevor Shoemaker

Epidemiologist

CDC Uganda

Dr John Lule

Epidemiologist

CDC Uganda

On May 14, 2011 the above team traveled to Luwero district to verify a report of a Viral Hemorrhagic
Fever (VHF) case. While in the district, we conducted the following activities:

I.

Debriefed District Health Officer (OHO) together with his surveillance team on the purpose of our
mission and agreed on the schedule of activities during our stay

2.

Held a meeting with the staff Bombo General Military Hospital to verify the reported VHF
(reviewed the clinical and laboratory notes to determine whether the patient met the clinical case
definition) as well as the capacity of the hospital of respond to further VHF cases

3.

Conducted active search for additional cases in Bombo General Military Hospital as well as in the
local clinic where the case was treated and in the village where the case originated.

4.

Line listed all contacts (in Bombo General Milita,y Hospital; Nakisamata village; and Kisakye
clinic in Zirobwe town).

5.

Sensitized clinicians who attended the meeting in Bombo Military Hospital on surveillance (case
definition, reporting and contact tracing tools), infection control procedures and case management
in cases of suspected VHF
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Findings
A) Debriefing with the DHO
At the de-briefing meeting with the DHO, Dr. Joseph Okware, we noted that the district had been
notified on 9

th

May, 2011 of a suspected case of VHF who had died at Bombo General Military

Hospital. The district then put together a Rapid Response Team (RRT) composed of the District
Surveillance focal person, Mr. Kawenyera Richard and the HMIS Focal Person, Mr. Robert Kayanja to
verify the report. The team has been in touch with the staff at Bombo Military hospital as well as the
family of the VHF case. The team established that the deceased had symptoms consistent with VHF
with no positive history of exposure to a case with similar illness and currently no evidence of illness
among the close contacts to the VHF case. The DHO assigned Mr. Richard Kawenyera to move with
the team to visit Bombo Military Hospital, the Private Clinic in Zirobwe Town, as well as the Vi llage
where the VHF case resided.

B) Review of the Clinical and Laboratory Notes at Bombo Military Hospital
At Bomba General Military Hospital, the Team held a meeting with the staff. During the meeting, the
team reviewed the clinical and laboratory notes of the reported VHF case.

Patient was identified as NC (Abbreviated for ethical reasons), a 12 years old female from Nakisamata
village, Ngalonkalu Parish, Zirobwe sub-county, Luwero district admitted as a referral from Kisakye
th

Clinic in Zirobwe Town on 6 May 201 1.
The illness started on Sunday May 1, 201 1 with complaints of headache for which she received
headex®, an analgesic which contains paracetamol. The headache did not respond well to the treatment
hence the illness progressed and by May 4, 2011, the patient had in addition developed fever that was
associated with chills.

At this point the grandmother went back to the clinic where she was given unspecified medicines to
treat the patient. On May 5, 2011, the patient developed vomiting for which the grandmother obtained
additional treatment to have it controlled.

On May 6, 20 11, the patient was so weak and developed epistaxis. At this point the grandmother
decided to take the child to Kisakye"s clinic in Zirobwe where the health worker inserted adrenaline
nasal packs in to the nostrils and administered two injections of quinine and vitamin K. However,
while at the clinic, the condition of the patient deteriorated after she developed hematemesis, per
vaginal as well as anal bleeding. The health worker therefore decided to refer the patient to Wobulenz i,
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but the father of the patient decided that they instead take the patient to Bombo General Military
Hospital.

In addition to the symptoms observed above, the physician at Bombo Military Hospital noted at
1300hrs (May 6, 201 l ) when she arrived that she was semi-conscious, with a tinge of jaundice,
conjunctiva! injection as well as an enlarged spleen. There was however no history of pain in the throat
on swallowing, no history of abdominal pain, and no history of hiccups. This was documented as an
index admission. No history of recurrent epistaxis, bleeding tendencies or any chronic illness was
elicited. The physician made a provisional diagnosis Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation with a
functional platelet disorder with Viral Hemorrhagic Fever as a differential diagnosis.

As the patient''s condition worsened, she was intubated and started on oxygen therapy. A blood sample
was obtained for CBC as well as grouping and cross-matching. The patient passed away at 16:45hrs on
May 6, 2011 before blood transfusion could be done. The body was disinfected, wrapped in bag and
put in a coffin. The coffin was handed over to the relatives on the day of burial - May 7, 2011.
Relatives were advised not to open the coffin prior to burial. The burial was done at Negulumye
village, Busikuma sub-county, Wakiso district.

The patient had been living with the grandmother for at least four years and had only travelled in
December 20 IO to stay with the father in Busukuma, Wakiso district during the ho Iidays and returned
in January 201 1 when the first term commenced. There was no history of exposure to a patient or
deceased person with si milar presentation in the three weeks preceding the onset of symptoms. There
was no history of contact with sick or dead wild/ domestic animals like monkeys or bats. The
grandmother however reported that they regularly travel to the neighboring village of Ttimba to dig
and even collect firewood.

C) Capacity of Bombo Military hospital to respond to further VHF cases

Isolation ward: During the meeting with the hospital Director and other staff it was revealed the
hospital has no isolation ward. There is therefore need to set up temporary shelters and tents to manage
the patients. There is adequate space near the mortuary where this facility can be established.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs): There were a few PPE kits in the hospital that were used on
the VHF patient before she passed away. The hospital therefore lacked PPEs. During our visit to the
hospital, CDC Uganda provided 50 kits of PPEs with the hospital. Additional supplies for the hospital
and the rest of the health fac ilities in the district need to be sourced by government and partners.
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Hospital Ebola response team: This team needs to be reconstituted, reactivated, and trained to
support preparedness and response activities in the hospital.

Infection control: There was discussion during the meeting on the need to enhance standard infection
control in the hospital as part of ensuring that nosocomial infections are minimized.

D) Active Case Search
The team conducted active search for additional cases in Bombo General Military Hospital as well as
in the local clinic, Kisakye clinic in Zirobwe Town where the case was treated and in the village,
Nakisamatta where the case originated . In all these places, the team interviewed the health care
workers as well as community members like the Local Council Leaders, Village Health teams and
relatives of the deceased case for anyone who fell ill with fever and bleeding tendencies in the months
of April and May 2011. The search yielded no single case.

E) Contact Tracing and Listing
From the evolving story, we noted that the patient had been treated in two health facilities namely,
Kisakye Clinic in Zirobwe Town and Bombo Military Hospital Additional contacts were identified
among close family members and village-mates who participated in nursing the patient while at home
and in the health facilities, those who slept in the same house with the patient after the illness started as
well as those who participated in the transportation of the patient to the clinic in Zirobwe Town and
eventually to Bombo General Military Hospital. We therefore listed all possible contacts (see attached
list) and summarized them all in the table below.

Location

Number

Bombo General Military Hospital

11

Type

of Contacts Focal

Contact

Point

2,3

Sr Gwokyalya Emma

I

(b)(6)

Kisakye Clinic in Zirobwe Town

2

2,3

Mr Zikusoka Godfrey

I
Nakisamata

village,

Ngalonkalu

Parish,

9

2 and 3

Negulumye village, Luggo Paish, Busukuma

1

sub-county, Wakiso district

Total

1,2,3

(b)(6)

I

Mr Sam Serunkuuma

I
23

I

Ms. Akello Lilian (VHT)

I

Zirobwe Sub-county, Luwero

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I

Ms. Nabagala Sarah
(b)(6)
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None of the line listed contacts had had a febrile illness since the last day of contact with the deceased.
And all contacts were until otherwise advised instructed to:
1.

Observe social distancing i.e. home confinement for the next 21 days, avoid visitors
and visiting, avoid sexual contact with spouses and avoid mass gatherings and if
possible avoid public transport.

11.

Report any febrile illness to their liaison focal point person identified by geographical
location

m. Liaison contact person to notify the district surveillance officer by telephone to
facilitate transportation and handling the suspected patient in a manner established by
the VHF case-management guidelines

F) Sensitization of Clinicians during the Verification Mission
Sensitized the staff at the meeting in Bombo military hospital on VHF case detection, observing
routine infection control, investigation (including filling of case investigation and contact listing
forms, specimen collection, handling and referral), reporting and management of dead bodies if at all.
Copies of the case definition for VHF, the steps for putting on and removing PPEs, constitution of
chlorine solutions, contact listing and follow-up forms, and the case investigation forms were left at
the hospital and at the district health office.

Next meeting NTF meeting is scheduled for Monday 16th May 2011 at MoH Level 3 Board Room at
11.00 am.

Minutes prepared by

Confirmed by

-----------------

------------------

Dr. Esther Namukose

Dr. Anthony Mbonye
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RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER-SUB-ACTIVITY 2.4.4
Cooperative Agreement Number: GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 2.4.4 SE
Sub-activity name: Support Regional TEPHTNET Conference in Bali, Indonesia, Nov 201 1
Partner lead: Tufts
Total sub-activity budget:!

(b)(4)

Grantee: SAFETYNET

Introduction
TEPHINET was established in 1997 with the intent to help strengthen international public health capacity
through the support of field-based training programs in applied epidemiology and public health practice.
The challenge is to ensure that training programs provide graduates with a solid foundation in the science
of epidemiology as well as the capacity to manage the resources of our public health systems.

Every two years, TEPHlNET holds a bi-regional scientific conference for the South East and Asia Pacific
regions. This is a gathering of public health professionals who share experiences and lessons learned in
outbreak investigation and response and public health interventions. Pre-conference workshops are also
conducted that provide short-courses to upgrade the knowledge and skills of the participants. This
conference strengthens networks of field epidemiologists who are vital in the efforts to ensure
preparedness and ability to respond to global health threats; especially threats of pandemic nature.
The 6th TEPHINET Bi-Regional Scientific Conference will be conducted at the Nusa Dua Convention
Center, Bali, Indonesia on November 7-1 1, 201 1 with the theme "Global Surveillance Networking for
Global Health". The South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network (SAFETYNET) will play a
major role in helping the host country prepare for the conference by working closely with the Indonesian
Ministry of Health, TEPHINET, and the various committees in the preparation and conduct of the
scientific conference and the pre-conference workshops, and by working with RESPOND to provide
financial support to participants.

The pre-conference workshop will provide short-courses to upgrade the knowledge and skills of
participants in the areas of epidemiology, technology, management, and statistics. There will be a
maximum of 30 participants per course. Short courses will include:
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•

Basic Epidata course - to be conducted by REDI Center

•

Scientific and Techn ical Writing Skills - to be conducted by SAFETYNET

•

Epi Lab skills - to be conducted by CAREID

•

Management and Policy in Epidemiology - to be conducted by Health Policy Development
Project

•

Curriculum Development for Applied Epidemiology Program Supervisors - to be facilitated by
SAFETYNET

•

One Health surveillance - to be conducted by Tufts University

•

One Health policy development - to be conducted by Tufts University

Summary of RESPOND support requested by USAID Indonesia and the Indonesian Ministry of
Health
It is expected that some 700 abstracts from more than 40 countries will be submitted of which about 100150 will be accepted for oral and poster presentations. Since some of the participants accepted for
presentations do not have access to financial support to attend the conference, TEPHINET and
SAFETYNET, in coordination with the host country Indonesia, are seeking support for their attendance.
Financial support will be provided to selected participants, including 12 animal health staff from
Indonesian Ministry of Agriculture that are studying epidemiology at the Faculty of Medicine and Faculty
of Veterinary Science, Gajah Mada University, Yogyakarta. Preference for the remaining scholarships
will be given to participants from countries with newly established FETPs (Vietnam) and to FET
supervisors/mentors from countries with modified applied epidemiology training programs who would
benefit from the opportunity to attend and present at an international conference (Laos and Cambodia).

Activities
1. Support for organization and delivery of short courses at the pre-conference workshop
2.

Support for up to four (4) plenary speakers to deliver scientific papers at the conference

3. Scholarships for up to 100 FET students to attend and deliver oral presentations on their field work
Expected Outcomes
I . Up to 200 participants will be provided with learning opportunities on statistics, scientific writing,

epidemiology and laboratory analytical skills, management and policy development and surveillance
of emerging diseases
2. Plenary speakers will provide addresses and share their knowledge on a broad range of topics
3. Up to one hundred (100) FETP fellows will present oral papers on their field activities, including both
medical and veterinary professionals undergoing training in the SE Asia region
4.

Consolidation and support for a One Health approach to outbreak response
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RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER-SUB-ACTIVITY 2.4.3

Support for ,,Puting One Health to Work" Meeting
Cooperative Agreement Number: GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 2.4.3 SE
Partner lead: DAI
Total sub-act ivity budget:1

(b)(4)

Introduction:
fa the last 12-month period, the regional discussion has focused on ways to operationalize the One Health

approach, exploring opportunities and mechanisms for greater collaboration between human health, animal
health and the wildlife sectors. Regional experiences and lessons learned in this area have been shared at a
series of conferences and meetings, culminating in the 1st International One Health Congress in
Melbourne from February 2011.
To build on these rich experiences, and also to move the discussion forward, a two-day meeting with staff
from the Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Forestry (to include wildlife) from the eight countries of
Thailand, Vietnam, Lao, Malaysia, Indonesia, Burma, Philippine and Bangladesh, will be convened in
Bangkok, in a meeting supported by the European Union and USAID. The meeting is hosted by the UN
System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC), in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (PAO).

EPT and other Partners:
This seminar is hosted by the UN System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC), in collaboration with the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation (F AO) with the support of the European Union and
USAID. This activity envisions more effective response to emerging pandemic threats by utilizing a One
Health approach in South East Asia.
UNSIC seeks $20,000 to bring the Ministry of Health officials from the eight countries to Bangkok for the
meeting. The costs include airfare, lodging and transportation and per diems. All other meeting costs and
participant costs have been covered.

Goal:
The goal of the seminar is to share and assess the experience and insights of the integral Ministries
addressing human, animal and environmental health in the region. Each country"s lessons learned in
developing mechanisms for increasing interministerial, multisectoral and interdisciplinary collaboration
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will be shared and will build on the analysis of gaps and opportunities to develop a two-year action plan to
better promote and advocate for One Health in national settings.

Objectives
•

To raise awareness of the staff from the Ministries of Health and Agriculture and Forestry
(wildlife) from various countries about emerging infectious diseases with potential for high impact
and those with national and global significance

•

To provide the opportunity for effective networking and sharing of information, expertise and
good practice on national, regional and global development in programs on emerging infectious
diseases as well as expand and strengthen network in the region

•

To explore opportunities and mechanisms for greater collaboration towards One Health approach
between human health, animal health and the wildlife sectors in South East Asia

•

To expand and strengthen One Health approach in order to build outbreak response capacity
between eight countries in South East Asia

•

To discuss and develop an Action Plan for promoting One Health and increasing its understanding,
acceptance and adoption across key sectors of government and society

•

To serve as a space to infonn the international participants about the Regional Framework for a
Communication Strategy against EIDs in Asia and the Pacific 2011-2016, a document aligned with
One Health principles and developed by PAO, UNICEF, UNSIC and AED, as well as feedback
from WHO SEARO.

Activities:
1.

Share country experiences by representatives from several sectors, including animal health, human
health and wildlife health

2. Analyses in adopting the One Health approach in the national and international levels
3. Discuss in developing an Action Plan for promoting One Health and increasing its understanding,
acceptance and adoption across key sectors of governments and societies
4. Introduce the Regional Framework for a Communication Strategy against EIDs in Asia and the
Pacific 2011-2016, a document aligned with One Health principles
5. Opportunity to attend a special half-day session of the regional Emerging Infectious Disease
Preparedness Forum (EID forum) after lunch on the second day, invited speakers from Thailand,
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam will share their country-level experiences and analyses with
One Health as a prelude to sharing the Action Plan developed the previous day.

Expected Outcomes:
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•

Increase of awareness among the staff of various countries about emerging infectious diseases and
its potential high impact

•

Improve teamwork and One Health community network among human and animal health and the
wildlife professionals in South East Asia

•

Increase effectiveness of adopting the One Health approach in the country and between the
countries

•

Decrease the gap of collaboration between staff of animal, human and wildlife health in the
country and between countries

•

Initiate the concrete action plan to promote One Health among the government sectors in the
national and international levels

•

Enhance of the knowledge of the Regional Framework for a Communication Strategy against
EIDs in Asia and the Pacific 2011-2016 which will be presented during the seminar and its best
practice.
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APPENDIX II: SUCCESS STORIES

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
r-htUI

I •

RE:SPONl,

One Health Training Course in
Wildlife, Livestock Disease and
Public Health for African
Ministries in Rwanda

Training participanls in discussion wilh community
members in a local village near Akagera National Part.

"I wish to thank all of the participants, trainers and
management for the successful training."
Or. Winyi Kaboyo

Assistant Commissioner,
Ministry of Health, Uganda
"II was a very fruitful meeting, and it was a pleasure
to meet friends from various countries from the
human-livestock-wildlife sectors. Now we can start
communicating."

Or. Julius Keyyu,
Director of Research,
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute

"The training went exceptionally well and it evidently
generated great enthusiasm among participants for
the One Health approach. We will need to sustain,
expand and harness this enthusiasm in order to
promote One Health at local, national, regional and
continental levels."

Dr. Thomas Nyarlkl
Wildlife Expert
Ahican U11io11, /nterafrican Bureau for Animal
Resources

:Vt

I

uJENTIFY

During the first ten days of July, 2011 , the first USAID-sponsored
Wildlife Investigation, Livestock Disease and Public Health
training workshop was held at Rwanda's Akagera National Park.
The training was well represented by 24 professionals from
several countries' Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Wildlife.
Because the ten participating countries (Botswana, Kenya,
Mozambique, North Sudan, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe) have similar savanna ecosystems, the content of the training was tailored to analyze the
current challenges of their landscape. Beginning with a field -site
visit of the national park, facilitated by savanna ecology experts,
participants were challenged to apply the One Health approach
in analyzing emerging infectious disease issues. Additional field
trips to local communities and a health center were included, and
attendees participated in problem-based learning exercises,
short lectures, and small group discussions. The main theme multi-disciplinary cooperation and collaboration permeated the workshop structure.
As a result of well-facilitated participatory learning
methodologies, the training attendees were motivated to apply
the learning experiences to their daily work. For example, at the
end of the workshop, the participants created two products: 1)
written One Health recommendations to the African Union
lnterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources (AU-I BAR) and the
Rwandese authorities; and 2) a draft regional surveillance
system for priority diseases using a One Health approach.
Participants also volunteered to join a One Health network to
support each other in the future. This enthusiasm is testament
to the power of fostering cooperation and collaboration across
disciplines and agencies. The training also reflected the spirit of
collaboration, as it was jointly sponsored by RESPOND, the
Food and Agriculture Organization and AU-IBAR, in
collaboration with the Royal Veterinary College, the Zoological
Society of London, the Wildlife Conservation Society and
PREDICT.

U.S. l\gency for 'ntema~or>al Developnen\
v,ww.usa1d.gov
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Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
VI

I•

n Ir

RESPONL,

Catalyzing Collaboration in
Vietnam's Wildlife Health
Management

l

Vietnam's impressive biodiversity and rich array of wildlife species is
accompanied by a diverse set of institutions and actors that regularly
interact with its wildlife populations but rarely communicate with each
other. The communication gap has become a concern for the Vietnamese
Government, which recognizes that poor coordination could permit the
development of disease outbreaks in wildlife that could cross over to
threaten humans. In October 2010 the government requested assistance
to improve coordination in the wild animal sector from the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID).
To address this gap, two USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
(EPT) partner projects - RESPOND and PREDICT - combined resources
to organize a workshop that established a baseline of Information on
wildlife health and disease In Vietnam.

Participants In a working group at the workshop

The two-day workshop In Hanol began March 15, 201 1, and 101 staff from
47 government agencies and other local and international organizations in
Vietnam participated Al the meeting, groups as diverse as government
ministries, circuses and wildlife rescue centers collaborated to identify

RESPOND is one of four partner
projects of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program
RESPOND seeks to build local
capacity of state and non-state
actors to manage outbreaks of

gaps in Vietnam's ability to identify, investigate, diagnose and respond to
wildlife disease outbreaks and define obstacles lo Improved
communication between actors. Participants also formulated positive steps
that government and non-government institutions can take to resolve
existing gaps In wildlife health management. Recommendations Included
curricular changes for veterinary training, clear and consistent regulations,

animal-borne diseases such as

and the translation of critical reference materials. The analysis will help to

Ht N1 flu and Ebola virus in hot-

inform Vietnam's National One Health Policy, as well as future assistance

spot regions around the world

by RESPOND, PREDICT and other EPT partner projects.
The Impact of the workshop was Immediate: attendees agreed to form a
new network of animal health and wildlife professionals as a platform to
communicate on wildlife health and to facilitate dialogue between
participants in the sector. The Vietnamese government has requested a
second workshop, and the new network will help to ensure that Vietnam's
preparedness for zoonotic diseases continues to grow stronger in the long

U.S. Agericy for lnlcmdlio, ,al Development

www.usaid.gov

term.
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APPENDIX Ill: PUBLICATIONS
There were no publications reported during this quarter.

APPENDIX IV: PRESS
Article in the Cameroon Tribune - "Emergent Diseases: the counter-attack"

Malaclies emergentes :la contre-attaque
Un programme de riposte a ete lance bier aYaounde par le secretaire d'Etat ala Sante,Alim Hayatou.

C

e ne ~ont pas de nouvelles maladie~. Encore mows de~ affections
inconnues, les maladies dites
emergentes. D'apres les experts, ce sont
des endemies transmises al'homme par
un animal. Et sur res 1461 agents pachogenes connus pour ptovoquer la tfulladie chez Jes etres humains, au moins
60% soot d' origine animate. A titre
d'exemple, !'on cite la fievre Fhola, 1a
grippe aviaire et celle dite AHINl,
dont les recents passages dans notre
pays ont cause des degats. Aujourd'hui,
les scientifiques estirnent que plus d'un

quart de la population mondiale. pourrait ~tre infecte et 51 a 81 millions de
personnes pourraient mourir, en cas
d'epidemie mondiale.
C'est pout eviter une teDe catastrophe,
pareille acelle de la grippe de 1918, qui
tua pres de 50 millions de peISOnDeS a
travers le monde, que 1'Agence americaine pour le developpement international (Usaid) a mis en place le programme «Menaces des maladies
emergentes». Projet mis en reuvre avec
l'appui technique des partenaires tels
que J'Organisation mondiale de la sante
(Oms), !'Organisation mondiale pour

l'alimentation et !'agriculture (Fao) et
des structures americaines comme Global Viral Forecasting Inc Gvfi), I' Academie pour !'education et de developpement (Aed) et Developpement
Alternatives (Dai). Le programme met
l'accent sur l'identification et la riposte
precoce aux gennes dangereux. 11 est
developpe dans les zones geographiques oi) les risques d'emergence des
pandemics sont eleves cornme celui du
Bassin du Congo.
C'est pour presenter ce programme aux
autorites nationales et lancer egalement
ses activites au Cameroun, que les acteurs se sont reunis bier a Yaounde
clans le cadre d'un atelier. En ouvrant
ces liSS~, le :stXn:tltire<l'Ew a la Sa.11-

te, Alim Hayatoo, a dit que le gouveraement a mis en place le projet « Fonds
com.mun pour la prevention et la lutte
contre la grippe aviaire ». Aussi, au
moment ou le gouvemement travaille
pour la consolidation des acquis de ce
projet, le programme << Menaces des
maladies emergentes >>,«est le bienvenu clans notre pays ». Il explique qu' ii
pennettra d'intensifier Jes actions deja
engagees dans les differents secteurs
concemes. Notamment ceux en charge
de la sante humaine et animate.
EliM ZIEMINE

Lespa11icipantsalllOurdusecnitairetfEtatalasanJiAlimHayotou.

2

0

CAMEROON
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E nglish Summary of the last 2 paragraphs of the article above (in French):
"To avoid a catastrophe like that of influenza in 1918, USAID created the "Threat of Emerging Diseases"
program with suppo1t of WHO, FAO, and American institutions like Global Viral Forecasting Inc, AED
and DAI. The program focuses on identification and early response to dangerous germs. It is being
developed in geographic zones where the risks of emergence of pandemics are greatest, such as the Congo
Basin.
It was to present this program to national authorities and launch the activities in Cameroon, which the
actors assembled yesterday at Yaounde under the auspices of the workshop. Upon opening the event, the
Secretary of State of Health, A lim Hayatou, said that the government has established the project "Common
Funds for the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza." Also, at the moment, the government is
working to consolidate the elements of this project, and the program "Threats of Emerging Diseases" is
welcome in our country. He explained that he will permit the intensification of the actions already engaged
in the different sectors concerned. Notably, those in charge of human and animal health."

Article in the Le Messager (Cameroon) - "Cameroonians under the menace of diseases of animal
origin."

ZoONOSE

Les Camerounais sous la menace des maladies d'origine animale
Yaounde a abrite hier une rencontre dont l'objectif est d'informer et sensibiliser les autorites
nationales et les populations en vue
de !'appropriation des interventions
d' un programme international pour
maitriser la menace.
Vih/sida, paludisme, grippe Ahlnl, rage,
salmonelloses, staphylococcies, tetanos (clostrid1um tHani), tuberculose, fi~vre hemorragique, fievre jaune, dengue, maladio du sommeil ... Ces maladies (et la liste est loin d'Otre
close), ont un denominateur commun : elles
affectent l'homme et sont d'origine animale.
C'est-a-dire que ces affections sont transmises
a l'homme par Jes animaux domestiques ou
sauvages. Les specialistes appellent cela " zoonose " qui est une in fection ou infestation
noturellement transmissible de l'animal A
l'homme et vice versa. Elle est causee par
divers agents biologiques tels les virus, bacteries, champignons, etc. Beaucoup de maladies
emergentes - qui apparaissent pour la premiere fois, explique Etienne Kembou, point focal
Oms du projet Emerging pandemic Threatssont des ioonoses. Selon l'Oms, 75\l, des maladies infectieuses connues A ce jour sont d'origi-

ne zoonotique. Seulemeot, deplore le directeur
regional de Global viral forecasting, inc (Gvfi)
la connaissance des zoonoses est encore trl!s
lacunaire. A titre d'exemple indique-t-il, • 1400
virus pathogiM sont repertori~s d ce 10ur chu
l'homme, et 1000 chez les animau.x domestiques, nwis il en e.xiste probablement bien plus
clans la fauM sauuage, et certains d'entre eu.x
(grippe par e.xemple) prlsenlent de nombreuses
uariantes et creenJ constamment et naturellement des souches mutantes, C0/7111U? cela a eti le
cos en 2009 avec l'apparition de la grippe
A/hint".
Depuis le debut des annees 2000, lous les
14 ti 16 mois affirme-t-il, une nouvelle maledie
emcrgente est decouverte contre une lous Jes
10 a 15 ans dans !es annees 1970. Une augmentation qui s'explique certes par une veille
epidemiologique plus intense, mais nussi par
une augmentation des conditions favorisant
ces emergences : Le monde etant devenu un
village planetaire, l'intensi6cation des activites forestieres, de chosse, et la vie avec !es animaux domesliques et surtout une extraordinnire mobilite des hommes. L'autre exemple
cite par ce demier est celui des Vihs paru _au
debut des a n nees 80, et dont les reservoirs
n nturels se trouvent etre le chimpan%C, le
singe et le gorille.

Le pays dans une zone arisque
Comme le demontrcnt les n!centes pandemies
des maladies eroergentes, a l'instar d'ebola, grippe aviaire et Ahlnl , la securite sanitaire internationale est de plus en plus menacee. Face a
cette menace, l'Usaid ct d'autres partenaires au
developpemenl ont lance au niveau mondial, un
programme denomme • Menaces des pandemies
emergentes • en anglais Emerging pandemic
Threats, developpes dans les zones geograph1ques ou les risques soot eleves. Ce sont les
pays situes autour de la for~t amazonienne en
Amerique du Sud, dons la region du Gange et la
region du Mekong en Asie du Sud et du Sud est,
de la zone du bassin du Congo comme le
Cameroua. lei, !es maladies d'origine zoonotique
constituent un probleme de sante publique. En
temoigne In presence desdites affections au sein
des populations. Ce programme presente hier
jeudi 14 avril 2011 ii Yaound~, met !'accent sur
!'identification et la riposte precoce aux germes
dangereux qui se trouvent chez les animaux
avant qu'ils ne deviennent une menace consid€!rable pour la sante hwnaine. Ces interventions
s'articulent auteur de quatre composantes que
sont prevoir, reagir, identifier et provenir.
Nadege Christalle BOWA
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English Summary:
The first 3 paragraphs contain information about various diseases, how the world has become a "global
village", and how intensification of forestry activities, hunting and human mobility, have increased
conditions favorable for emerging disease outbreaks.
The last paragraph is entitled: "The country in a zone of high risk."
"As it has been demonstrated by the recent pandemics of emerging diseases (Ebola, Hl NlAvian
Influenza), international health security is more and more threatened. Facing this menace, USA ID and
other partners in development have launched, on a world level, a program called Emerging Pandemic
Threats, developed in the geographic zones where the risks are elevated. These are the countries situated
around the Amazonian forest in South America, in the region of the Ganges and the Mekong region in
South and Southeast Asia, and in the zone of the Congo Basin, as Cameroon.
Here, diseases ofzoonotic origin constitute a problem of public health. This program presented yesterday,
Thursday 14 April, 2011 , at Yaounde, put emphasis on the identification and early response to dangerous
germs found in animals before they become a considerable menace for human health. These interventions
are articulated around 4 components which are predict, respond, identify and prevent.
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APPENDIX V: FINANCIAL REPORT
Pipeline

I

Total Award Value

$184,895,540

Total Obligation
Total Expended April 1 - June 30, 2011
Total Expended Life of Project through June 30, 2011
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

(b)(4)

Planned Expenditures for Next Quarter
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures July 1 - September 30, 2011
Total Estimated Expenditures as of September 30, 2011
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on
September 30, 2011
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ACRONYMS
ADPC

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANIC

National Nurses Association of DRC

ANPN

Agence Nationale des Pares Nationaux

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU

African Union

AU-IBAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program

BMP

Best Management Practices

CAHNET

Community Animal Health Network

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CCC

Country Coordinating Committee

CCN

Cooperating Country National

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CE

Continuing Education

CIRAD

Agricultural Research for Development

CMOA

Ministry of Agriculture (DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment (DRC)

CMOH

Ministry of Health (DRC)

CODESA

Comite de Developpement Sanitaire (Health Development Committee)

CTPH

Conservation Through Public Health

DDAF

Deputy Director for Administration and Finance

DGLAHS

Directorate General for Livestock and Animal Health Services

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry

DoH

Department of Health

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DRD

Deputy Regional Director
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DVO

District Veterinarian Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EACIDS

Eastern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

ECB

East Congo Basin Regional Office

ECTAD

Emergency Center for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention Systems

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

FAQ

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAS

Field Accounting System

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FUS

Federation Une Sant e

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

GHI

Global Health Institute

GIGOM

Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPHIN

Global Public Health Intelligence Network

GVFI

Global Viral Forecasting Initiative

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

IEM

lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale

ILRI

International Livestock Research Inst itute

INRB

Nationa l Institute for Biomedical Research (DRC)

INCEF

Internationa l Conservation and Education Fund

IRCM

Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism

ISP

lnstitut Superieur Pedagogique

ISTM

lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medicale

KMS

Knowledge Management System

KKU

Khon Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

LOW

Line of Work
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M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

M&IE

Meals & Incidental Expenses

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MOA

M inistry of Agriculture

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MPH

Master of Public Health

MS

Master of Science

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

NAC

Na bong Agricultural College

NUOL

National University of Laos

OHCEA

One Health Central and East Africa Network

OHSEA

One Health Southeast Asia Network

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PAT

Protected Areas Team

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response

PE

Participatory Epidemiology

PHQ

Project Headquarters

PIA

Participatory Impact Assessment

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPF

Pandemic Preparedness Forum

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

RFA

Request for Applicants

RD

Regional Director

RO

Regional Office

ROC

Republic of Congo

RPA

Regional Program Administrators

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SACIDS

Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

SAFETYNET

South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network

SANRU

Sante Rurale (Rural Health)

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

STOP Al

Stamp out Pandemic and Avian Influenza
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STTA

Short Term Technical Assistance

TADS

Transboundary Animal Diseases

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Hea lth Interventions Network

TOR

Terms of Reference

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UFP

University Focal Person

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

UNSIC

UN System Influenza Coordination

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

USFS

U.S. Forest Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USG

U.S. Government

UVRI

Uganda Virus Research Institute

UWA

Uganda Wildlife Authority

WCB

West Congo Basin Regional Office

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WWF- DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WTO

World Trade Organization
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
During this quarter, the Year 3 Work Plan was finalized and sent to USAID for comment and
approval. The Plan is being reviewed and any suggested will be incorporated in October, 2011.
Overall, the project has seen an increase in both the number of trainings and meetings in all regions
for this quarter, as well as of the number of participants that attended. During this quarter, the East
Congo region had t he highest number of attendees in trainings and meet ings.
Central Desktop, a project-wide internal sharing and collaboration system was launched, and has
seen participation of all regional offices in a variety of documents and discussions. All regional offices'
staff has been trained in the new platform.
Jenny Tegelvik has been recruited as the Regional Epidemic Preparedness Technical Officer to work
in Brazzaville as a seconded employee of WHO-AFRO. She officially starts in her new role in October,
2011
The Global team has been focusing on finalizing the review of existing literature on competencies
around One Health collaborative knowledge and skills, as well as technical skills relevant to outbreak
response. The team intends to complete this review by October 30, 2011.
Another activity the Global team has started is the development of a white paper to provide an
evidence base of the activities associated with extractive industry development and operations that may
lead to the transmission of zoonotic disease from rodents, bats, and primates in French Equatorial
Africa. As part of the white paper, RESPOND collected the existing guidelines, mitigation measures, and
best management practices developed by lending agencies, industry, and other st akeholders that would
be pertinent to mitigation strategies for minimizing zoonotic disease transmission.

EAST CONGO BASIN
The East Congo Regional Office has spent a significant amount of time during this quarter involved with
Year 3 Work Plan elaboration.
During this quarter, the East Congo Basin team also submitted three new grants, one cost extension and
one no cost extension to USAID for approval.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Some activit ies for the quarter were delayed due to a strike at Makerere University that prevented
students and staff from accessing the university facilities. The strike ended in the end of September.
The ECB office has continued to work with OHCEA to finalize the grant proposal and related activities,
and to put a strategic plan in action. Meetings with RESPOND, USAID and OHCEA representatives are
scheduled to occur in the beginning of October.
The Monitoring and Evaluation OHCEA Baseline Assessment team carried out a five-country assessment
with interviews conducted at four Schools of Veterinarian Medicine and four Schools of Public Health.
Also during this quarter, on-site training of key staff on the MUSK knowledge platform was conducted,
bringing the number of trained users to 120; more than 500 faculty and students (71%) enrolled on the
platform. The Dean of School of Public Health at Makerere University, Dr. William Bazeyo, has described
the knowledge platform as a great success.

WEST CONGO BASIN
The West Congo Regional Office also dedicated significant time in the development of the Year 3 Work
Plan.
The office went through a reevaluation of work assignments due to the reorganization of project
activities. A new Grants Officer has been identified and the office is in the process of salary negotiation
for t his position.
The West Congo office has also worked with DRC's government to streamline RESPOND's financial
responsibilities in the country, including the signing of an agreement to exempt DAI of a number of tax
requirements. This agreement is valid for two years, and will improve operations in the DRC.
Activities involving the West Congo Regional Office included a workshop in August to help DRC's
Ministry of Higher Education build capacity in academic quality insurance, and a workshop in Cameroon
to promote One Hea lth in the region in September. The U.S. ambassador to Cameroon attended the
workshop, as well as representatives from WHO, FAO and the other EPT partners (IDENTIFY, PREDICT
and PREVENT).

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Many meetings and workshops took place in the Southeast Asia region during the last quarter of Year 2,
including a One Health working group meeting to identify representatives for the new regional
university network (OHRUN); a wildlife veterinarian training at Mahidol university (the third in a series
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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to increase professional capacity of DNP veterinarians); and a workshop in partnership with FAO on One
Health approaches ("Putting One Health to Work" ).
RESPOND and the Thai Ministry of Public Health's Department of Disease Control completed the
development of a Schedule of Activities to support FETP-FETPV in the creation of a Masters Degree in
epidemiology (sub-act ivity 1.5.5 SE) . An award is in process.
A new Grants Officer has been hired and will start on her post in October, and two additional positions
were advertised for the SEA regional office (Senior Technical Officer and Regional Network Manager).
The regional office also dedicated time to contribute to Year 3 Workplan.
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II. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans t o work by September 2011 (in light
red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that runs in the West Congo Basin and the Mekong River is represented
by the white line that runs through Southeast Asia. The cities indicated in black reflect the locations of the RESPOND Regional
Hub Offices

MANAGEMENT REPORT

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
•

Year 3 Work Plan was finalized and sent to the client in August. Comments and
corrections are under way.

•

Information Officer/Database Manager Neil Enet and Operations Manager Russ Klein
traveled to Tufts University to train new staff on TAMIS and project operat ions.

•

Travel policy was updated with regard to new rules surrounding airfare costs.
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FINANCE:
• The project updated the sub-activity tracker to create a new Y3 version, which will
streamline the expenditure tracking process. Budget managers will update the tracker
on a monthly basis, with support from the Regional Program Administrators (RPAs).
•

Finance policy was updated concerning appropriate naming and storage conventions for
bi-monthly expense reports.

•

Bank reconciliation policy was updated to streamline the communication between the
field and DAI finance staff.

•

Financial vouchers will now be submitted directly to DAI finance for a streamlined
review.

TAMI$:
• Information Officer/Database Manager Neil Enet and Knowledge Management
consultant Kim Lowery, launched a project-wide internal sharing/collaboration system,
Central Desktop.
•

Neil created the first draft of the reporting module in TAMIS, which combines subactivity workbooks as well as relevant reports.

STAFFING:
• Claudia Costabile, Communications Officer, joined the RESPOND headquarters staff on
July 18, 2011.
•

Peter Telaroli, Southeast Asia (SEA) RPA, served as STTA for the SEA office from
September 2-October 4, 2011. Pete provided grants management support to the SEA
office while recruitment for a permanent CCN Grants Officer continued. The ideal
candidate was identified and started with the regional office mid-September.

•

Lindsay Nelson, West Congo Basin (WCB) RPA, served as STTA in Kinshasa from July 22
to August 13 to support the EPT meeting and to provide grants support in the absence
of a full-time grants officer.

•

Jenny Tegelvik was recruited as the Regional Epidemic Preparedness Technical Officer
and will be seconded to WHO/AFRO in Brazzaville. She officially starts in her new role in
October.
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•

In July and August, consultants Tahir Turk and Alison Lypsky traveled to six countries
(Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda) in
order to gather a baseline assessment of the countries' approach to One Health and
how that will affect policy. The assessment will be part of an Advocacy Package to build
technical consensus among ministries on the One Health approach at the regional and
country level, specifically in regard to disease approach at the animal-human interface.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
Lesson: It is critical to address the OAA regarding specific information requirements for grant

approval.
Many of the grants submitted are interlinked with sub-activities, resulting in a general slowdown in
implementation when the grants are not approved in a timely manner.
Solution: RESPOND senior management will meet with OAA and AORT in October to clarify what is

required for the approval of each grant submitted.
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PROGRESS REPORT: GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
LOW 3 : OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Defining One Health Core Competencies

(Sub-activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core competencies)

A review of existing literature on competencies around One Health collaborative knowledge and skills,
as well as technical skills relevant to outbreak response is ongoing.
To reach consensus among EPT program partners about accepted One Health core competencies, the
members of the OHCC working group compiled a list of subject matter experts in One Health-related
disciplines who were willing to be interviewed. The interview script was drafted and pilot tested.

Planned activities:

Behavioral event interviews with subject matter expert s to determine content of core competencies
are in progress, with an anticipated completion date of November 20, 2011.
Results of the interviews will be summarized and core competencies will be drafted by December 15,
2011.

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

Development of Tools for Extractive Industries

(Sub-activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive industries
based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions)

RESPOND continues to work with the Extractive Industries Working Group and have periodic
conference calls. During this period, RESPOND has focused its efforts on developing a white paper to
provide an evidence base of the activities associated with extractive industry development and
operations that leads to transmission of zoonotic disease from rodents, bats, and primates in French
Equatorial Africa. As part of the white paper, RESPOND gathered the existing guidelines, mitigation
measures, and best management practices developed by lending agencies, industry, and other
stakeholders that would be pertinent to mitigation strategies for minimizing zoonotic disease
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transmission. In addition, RESPOND participated in coordination calls with the Extractive Industry
Working Group as to develop a way forward for Year 3.

Planned activities:

The Tri-National Dja-Odzala-Minkebe (TRI DOM) trans-border forest covers nearly 10% of the Congo
Basin rainforests. TRI DOM is spread out over three countries (Cameroon, Congo, Gabon), includes
nine protected areas (20% of TRI DOM), and is a USAID CARPE priority la ndscape. The local population
in TRIDOM is spread across small towns and in small villages along the few public roads. Logging
concessions are currently covering 60% of the TRIDOM landscape. TRI DOM is also an 'emerging Iron
Ore province': At least seven mining companies are currently exploring for Iron. The first one will
most likely start production in 2012.

The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) is organizing a workshop, bringing together the representatives of the
various mining companies operating in TRIDOM and potentially other economic actors active in
TRIDOM, conservation organizations and government representatives, in order to discuss and plan
how to organize the most effective 'cohabitation' of mining and conservation in the TRIDOM
lnterzone. RESPOND will provide financial support to WWF's efforts to conduct the workshop in
Brazzaville, Republic of Congo, in November 2011, and will also provide financial support to WWF's
efforts to conduct a follow-on workshop in Cape Town, Sout h Africa in conjunct ion with the Mining
lndaba Conference in February 2012. RESPOND will also participate in both meetings as a stakeholder.

Non-Traditional Disease Surveillance Training

(Sub-activity 3.3.1 GL: ProMED Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife diseases)

No activities in the past quarter.

Planned Activities:

In conjunction with other planned training events in Congo Basin countries, ProMED mail will deliver
one basic introductory workshop in East Congo and one in West Congo.
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Ill. EAST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES
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The map above the East Congo Basin shows where RESPOND works currently (in dark red) and plans to work by September
2011 (in light red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that runs to the border of the Republic of Congo and the
Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern side of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The stars represent capital cities.
The capital city of Kampala, Uganda, is where the RESPOND East Congo Basin Regional Hub Office is located. Surrounding
countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners, including the HEALTH Alliance, the Africa Field
Epidemiology Network (AFENET), and One Health Central and East Africa (OHCEA).

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:

During this quarter the East Congo Basin team worked to continue implementing existing grants and
direct assistance, while working towards completing new grant agreements for USAID approval.
Specifically, the following were submitted for USAID approval this quarter:
•

On July 27, RESPOND submitted a draft grant agreement for AFENET for sub-activity 3.2.2 EC
"Strengthening Existing Platforms for Outbreak Response in Uganda" for USAID approval.
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•

On August 15, RESPOND submitted a draft grant agreement for the Uganda Manufacturer's
Association, sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC "Community-based Training through the Private Sector"
for USAID approval.

•

On August 22, RESPOND submitted a request for a cost extension for sub-activity 1.2.2 EC
Grant to HEALTH Alliance "The Establishment of OHCEA" for USAID approval.

•

On August 30, RESPOND submitted a draft grant agreement for the Federation of Uganda
Employers for sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC "Community-based Training through the Private Sector"
for USAID approval.

In addition to submitting requests for grant approvals, the ECB team worked to continue
implementation of existing activities. On September 30, sub-activity 4.1.2 EC "Upgrading TUSK at
Makerere University", funded through a grant to the Makerere School Public Health, was completed.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
The region focused on Year 3 work planning during this quarter, balanced with day-to-day work to
continue driving program development and implementation. The team worked to detail Year 3 subactivities, both programmatically and operationally, to prepare for submission to the Project
Headquarters office, and ultimately to USAID in August.

As the ECB office has sub-activities in all stages (pre-approval, implementation and completion),
RESPOND's Senior Grants Manager, Svafa Asgeirsdottir, traveled to Kampala to hold grant
management and contractual compliance trainings for both ECB staff as well as current and future
grantees.

Makerere University professors went on strike for four weeks in August and September causing
implementation delays for 3.2.0.4 EC "Outbreak Response: Strengthening Surveillance, Reporting &
Diagnostic Capacity to improve Early Detection, Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in
Humans, Livestock and Wildlife" grant to AFENET as well as direct assistance in support of 4.1.2 EC
"Upgrading TUSK at Makerere University" as they were unable to access Makerere University
facilities, faculty and staff. On the week of September 26, the strike ended and students were
expected to return to campus on October 3.

The volume of RESPOND activities in Uganda, and the region, resulted in a high portion of ECB's
administration and logistical support focused on travel to the RESPOND ECB office, regional travel by
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ECB staff, and travel to and within the region by part ners to at tend key program-related events. Key
events for the quarter include:
•

Curriculum design workshop for community surveillance implemented through the private
sector

•

VPH Residency faculty exchange between Makerere College of Veterinarian Medicine and the
University of Minnesota

•

Year 3 work planning hosted in Kampala

•

M&E OHCEA baseline assessment across five OHCEA countries

Table 1: ECB Travel Log for Year 2, Quarter 4
ECB Travel (July - September 2011)

l
Type of Travel

Number of Trips

International Travel to ECB

24 trips

ECB Staff Regional/International Travel

7 trips

Regional/International Travel Not to ECB for Non-

9 trips

ECB Staff

STAFFING:

•

ECB Regional Director, Lende ll Foan, was on R&R leave from 1 -26 August.

•

On August 10, ECB's Regional Training Coordinator, M addy Rice, resigned from the project.

•

On September 8, ECB's incoming Deputy Regional Director, Sandra But ler, mobilized to post
to begin as a long-t erm member of the ECB team.

•

In mid-September, ECB Regional Grants Officer, Lillian Leku, had a setback in her recovery
from her accident earlier in the year. An acting Regional Grants Manager has been identified
and will st art on the position on October 1, to cover Grant M anager duties while she is
recovering.

•

On September 27, Dr. Aluma Araba finished his contract with RESPOND. We thank Dr. Aluma
for his contributions to the team; Dr. Aluma was a great technical contributor to the project
objectives, and a great personality to have in the office.

•

On September 28, Siobhan Mar's resignation was announced, ECB's Tufts Technical Liaison.
Her replacement has not yet been identified
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•

On September 30, Dr. Mac Farnham, ECB's Technical Lead, announced he was resigning from
his full-time position based in Kampala in the end of December. He will be transitioning from
the Technical Lead position to be ECB's UMN Technical Liaison.
•

On September 30, it was announced Dr. Innocent Rwego has been promoted to the ECB
Technical Lead position and will begin taking on responsibilities transitioned from Dr.
Farnham. He will commence full responsibilities of the role on January 1, 2012.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
In efforts to strengthen outbreak investigation, outbreak response and outbreak evaluation systems,
RESPOND ECB learned several valuable lessons during the quarter. One such lesson is that is takes
persistence at both interpersonal and institutional levels to conduct outbreak response evaluation
meetings. Such meetings/ evaluations are recognized by world authorities (e.g. WHO) and national
governments alike as critical to applying experience towards preparation and prevention of future
outbreaks. Locally or nationally, outbreak response evaluations are very important to bring together
the different actors and stakeholders to recognize what parts of these complex systems work well,
those that do not function, and what can be done to strengthen the different components, and thus
the overall system.
A second lesson learned is that applying experience and knowledge gained from one outbreak
towards future outbreaks requires perseverance and persistence. A pertinent example that
RESPOND ECB recognized in working with the Uganda National Taskforce over three distinct
outbreaks (2010 anthrax in QENP, 2010 "strange disease"/yellow fever, and 2011 Ebola), is that while
a website (www.diseaseoutbreaks.ug), information call-in line and SMS information reporting
information were established for the first (anthrax) outbreak and deemed very useful, they were not
utilized when needed / suggested for either of the subsequent outbreaks. The utility of this
information sharing (and reporting) system was not recognized or emphasized by the national NTF.
This may be due to dependency on donor contributions to reactivate an est ablished tool, but more
likely the appropriate decision makers may not have been adequately sensitized to the importance
and usefulness of the tool.
A final grouping of lessons learned is the necessity for "leading upwards", being a supportive and
strategic partner in helping develop and strengthen complex systems around disease outbreak
response, and having the ability to know what we (bot h as individuals and institutional partners) can
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and cannot provide in the way of technical, human and financial resources. When it comes to disease
outbreaks there is always a high degree of uncertainty and ambiguity that makes it very difficult to
approach with a standard operating procedure or set agenda. Bringing stakeholders and partners
together, providing a physical venue for meeting and encouraging t he appropriate credible authority
in their leadership role, and recognizing and promoting achievements and shared successes, all work
towards a more sustainable and strengthened system.

Programmatically, one of the big lessons learned (particularly for the 2010 Yellow Fever outbreak) is
that diseases and epidemics truly do not read their textbook definitions, and often will present in
atypical and unexpected presentations. The suspected and confirmed yellow fever cases had a
marked absence of jaundice in this outbreak (with 243 suspect cases and 58 deaths), which is a
different clinical picture of yellow fever than ever seen before in Uganda. Going forward, the
absence of jaundice cannot rule out a yellow fever diagnosis.

Within the Ministry of Health, the Epidemiology Surveillance Division is charged with managing
epidemic investigations and yet rarely includes a hu man pathologist as part of their rapid response
investigative efforts, as these generally are attached to Mulago Hospital (national referral hospital) or
are otherwise occupied within the Clinical Services Division of the Ministry of Health. In the 2010
Uganda yellow fever outbreak, a total of 58 fatalities were reported with less than 10 post mortem
exams conducted. If more post-mortem exams had been conducted, the time between the outbreak
and reporting could potentially have been reduced.

Related to the same outbreak, the mass yellow fever vaccination campaign was conducted at the tail
end of the epidemic curve. A vaccination campaign earlier in the outbreak would provide a better
return on investment of resources. Additionally, targeting areas of outbreak would provide a better
use of technical and financial resources rather than campaigning countrywide in areas of varying risk.
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PROGRESS REPORT: EAST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND East Congo Basin regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Creation of OHCEA Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

During this quarter, the ECB team continued to work with the OHCEA Secretariat to implement this
grant and work t owards developing the grant directly with OHCEA. The OHCEA Secret ariat presented
the revised USAID guidance on government-level engagement by EPT partners to OHCEA Deans and
Focal Persons. Based on the impact of the findings, OH CEA has created a revised strategic plan.

On July 11, the ECB Regional Director, Lendell Foan, and UMN Liaison, Dominic Travis, presented
OHCEA with laptop computers for the 14 OH CEA Focal Persons.

On August 22, RESPOND submitted the second cost extension for USAID's approval.

The cost

ext ension proposes to extend the grant until October 31, 2011.

Planned Activities:

In the next quarter, the OHCEA Secretariat will conduct a mapping of programmatic resources in
OHCEA institutions.

OHCEA W ork Planning

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

Since its registration at the end of June, RESPOND has worked with OHCEA to continue program
under the Health Alliance grant while working towards preparing a draft grant agreement with
OHCEA itself. This approach has been challenged by delays in USAID approval.
RESPOND submitted a request for grant application for $1.S million to OHCEA on 12 August 2011. At
the writing of this report, RESPOND has yet to receive a grant application from OHCEA.
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RESPOND's continued support for the establishment of OH CEA consisted of the following:
•

During the reporting period RESPOND's M&E Assessment Team comprised of Elizabeth Wilson,
Felly Chiteng, and Humphrey Kabugo, travelled to five member countries (Rwanda, Ethiopia,
Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda) to conduct baseline assessment interviews on One Health
knowledge. Specifically, interviews were conducted at four Schools of Veterinary Medicine:
Jimma University, Umutara Polytechnic, Sokoine University of Agriculture and Makerere
University; and four Schools of Public Health: Jimma University, Moi University, University of
Nairobi, and Makerere University. Other disciplines included in the assessment were nursing,
wildlife, animal science, tropical and infectious diseases, and university administration (Vice
Chancellors and Deputy Vice Chancellors) not classified in any specific disciplines. The draft
report was finalized August 31, 2011 and circulated internally within RESPOND. Data collection
continues in the DRC, and is expected to end in October 2011.

•

During the week of July 12, RESPOND held a series of meetings with the OH CEA Program
Manager to review the OHCEA's Ten Year Strategic Plan, discuss what matched RESPOND
objectives, and the nature of what funding could be committed through a grant application
while RESPOND was composing its Y3 Annual Work Plan to USAID for approval.

•

On July 25, ECB's Regional Director attended the Uganda Country Coordinating Committee
Inception Meeting, hosted in Kampala. The objectives of the meeting were to present an
overview of One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) to the Coordinating Committee
Members; discuss the roles and responsibilities of the Coordinating Committees; present and
discuss an overview ofthe OHCEA country plans for Uganda from June 2011 - December 2012;
and present and discuss an overview of the OHCEA ten year strategic plan.

•

On August 4, RESPOND supported a Stakeholder Sensitization Workshop for the development of
a residency based knowledge partnership for Uganda. The 25 perspective stakeholders
representing universities, government, and private sector showed great interest in developing a
residency based knowledge partnership for Uganda and East Africa. Participants agreed the
program should be flexible and revised as it develops, including modifying the benefit or the
applicant requirements as needed. They also agreed the program should also be accredited first
by the National Council for Higher Education and the Uganda Veterinary Board. At the
conclusion of the workshop, the participants agreed upon next steps including identifying key
skill sets and competencies around the needs of Uganda and East Africa, continuing
sensitization, and piloting the program.
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•

On August 7, Andrew Tamale, member of the faculty of the Makerere School of Veterinary
Medicine (SVM), traveled to the University of Minnesota to observe and participate in an
existing veterinary public health residency program for the purpose of adapting and developing
a residency-based knowledge program for Uganda and the East Africa region. This trip moves
forward a pilot program for the OHCEA network based on a unique and successful program in
veterinary public health (VPH) at University of Minnesota. Utilizing best practices and
techniques from the unique VPH residency program at Minnesota, the Makerere SVM is
interested in the residency as a means of strengthening its programs to become a leading
institution in meeting regional workforce needs for applied problem solving in public health,
zoonotic disease, food security and development. The program intends to address a critical need
in providing applied practical training to Ugandan veterinarians utilizing this new mandate to
apply the Residency-Based Knowledge Partnership Model for Development in Uganda program
will do that.

Planned Activities:

In the first week of next quarter a meeting bet ween RESPOND, USAID and OHCEA members will be
held in Kampala. The objective of this meeting is to find consensus among all parties on a shared
vision of OH CEA-related activities, RESPOND support of these activities, and move forward with the
OHCEA grant application, and submit it to USAID for approval.
Through OHCEA, RESPOND will sponsor a Country Coordinating Committee meeting to be held in
Kinshasa in late October.
Members of the ECB Technical team plan to travel to Rwanda in November to attend a stakeholders
meeting to engage broader feedback and design next steps to create a One Health Committee in
Rwanda.
Through OHCEA, RESPOND will sponsor a Country Coordinating Committee conference to be held in
Nairobi on the week of December 4.

Field Epidemiology Training Program
(Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Strengthening Existing Platforms for Outbreak Response in Uganda - MERGED
WITH SUB-ACTIVITY 1.4.4 EC - Support fellows to attend existing field epidemiology training programs
with veterinary-specific components)

During this quarter a draft grant agreement with AFENET was submitted to USAID for approval on
July 27. As of the writing of this report, RESPOND is still awaiting approval.
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In an effort to create pan-Congo uniformity and increased collaboration between the East and West
Congo Basin offices, both with anticipated grants to AFENET, two key WCB personnel, Serge
Nzietcheung and Hellen Amuguni (Tufts WCB liaison), traveled to Kampala to work with AFENET in
collaboration with the ECB team. Next quarter, RESPOND will be launching two key grants with
AFENET to strengthen human resource capacity in field epidemiology and to strengthen AFENET
institutional capacity for training, mentoring, and management. The coordinated grants issued by
the East and West Congo offices provide an expansion of PE training and PIA methodologies by
AFENET in support of specific regional activities. For East Congo this includes: (1) ongoing support for
five AFENET fellows currently enrolled at the Makerere School of Veterinary Medicine (Sub-activity
3.2.0.4 EC); (2) capacity building activities to strengthen AFENET's internal capacity to undertake
M&E activities; and (3) training and organizational development technical assistance to strengthen
project management and mentorship capacity of the Secretariat. For West Congo, this includes (1) a
review of outbreak response mechanisms and the related linkages to the Government of the DRC and
(2) the development and implementation of short courses to build the capacity in field epidemiology,
risk analysis and outbreak investigation amount field staff operating at the Ministries of Agriculture,
Health and Environment.

Planned Activities:
Receive USAID grant approval, hold the grant kick-off meeting and begin grant implementation.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - UGANDA

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Strengthening Outbreak Response Systems

(Sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC: Outbreak Response: Strengthening Surveillance, Reporting & Diagnostic
Capacity to improve Early Detection, Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in Humans,
Livestock and Wildlife)

During this quarter, the five trainees completed their first round of modular courses in field
epidemiology, biostatistics, research methods, and environmental health, and started their first field
assignments. Initial assignments include: 1) an ecological assessment in Karamoja; 2) a report on
Ebola risk factors; and 3) a brucellosis investigation, both design and implementation. In October, the
trainees will come together to conduct a situational assessment on foot-and-mouth disease in
Eastern Uganda, including the sub-county where the MAAIF issued an arrest warrant for a local
council person who illegally lifted a posted quarantine. RESPOND ECB and AFENET will be conducting
site visits for the trainees in the next month.
The week of September 26, the five RESPOND-sponsored students were designated district team
leaders for four districts where World Rabies Day events were held. The five sponsored students
were team leaders of approximately ten Makerere School of Public Health, School of Vet, and School
of Nursing student volunteers, for a total of 35 student volunteers. Each team of ten t raveled to
different districts to promote One Health sensitization through World Rabies Day activities; districts
included Moyo, Mityana, Rubirizi and Soroti.
On September 22, ECB received a formal request from AFENET for the extension of their grant on t he
grounds that (1) Makerere University, the site for the five field epidemiology veterinarian students,
was on strike; and (2) there have been challenges working with the appropriate ministries to identify
and second planned One Health Advisors. RESPOND supports the submission of a no cost extension
and is working with the PHQ to submit the request formally to USAID.
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Planned Activities:

Next quarter, AFENET will report on the progress and placement of the five students, as well as any
outbreak activities that may occur.
RESPOND plans to sponsor students to attend the annual AFENET conference to be held in Tanzania
on the second week of December.
AFENET plans to identify key positions to place seconded staff at the Ministry of Health and Ministry
of Agriculture.

Community-based Training t hrough the Privat e Sector.

(Sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC: Community-based Training through the Private Sector)

Currently, none of RESPOND's existing partners in East Congo has a disease surveillance and outbreak
response training curriculum designed for non-health professionals in the workplace. Therefore,
during this quarter, RESPOND customized a curriculum based on available materials that incorporates
the IDSR reportable diseases with an overview of the reporting requirements for health care
providers. On August 23, a one-day workshop was held to review the Uganda Red Cross curriculum
on disease outbreaks that will be later adapted to train the FUE and UMA master trainers and they
will in turn train the peer educators in surveillance and response to disease outbreaks in Uganda.

Planned Activities:

Grant implementation depends on the timing of USAID approval. Next quarter, the ECB office aims at
issuing the grants to FUE and UMA, respectively, and work towards training their respective master
trainers in disease surveillance and response. Other planned activities include: developing final
versions of the curriculum; holding a Training of Trainers workshop; organizing and hosting a CEO's
breakfast meeting; organizing and hosting 10 In-company visits/ meetings; and conducting Peer
Educator Training.
Knowledge Management System Strengthening

(Sub-activity 4.1.2 EC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health sciences,
their application and utilization in the university context, and support the improvement and
integration of appropriate systems)

During this quarter, on-site training of key staff was conducted, bringing the number of trained users
to 120; more than 500 faculty and students (71%) enrolled on the platform. In addition, more than
500 files with teaching materials have been uploaded at MUSPH and SVM for students' to access.
Additional IT procurements were made and installed to link the School of Public Health and the
School of Veterinary Medicine broadband.
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In anticipation of the grants' completion on 30 September, the ECB grant management team met
with the TUSK Program Manager to review closedown procedures and final deliverables.

Planned Activities:
Sub-activity 4.1.2 was completed on 30 September 2011. The final report is due on 30 October. The
ECB office aims to close this sub-activity in the next quarter.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (UGANDA)
Local EPT Coordinators Meeting

•

On July 7, representatives from USAID EPT partner program IDENTIFY (Dr. Charles Okot),
PREDICT (Dr. Benard Ssebide & Rachel Mbabazi), and RESPOND (Lendell Foan, Dr. Mac Farnham,
Rose Nauma) met at the WHO boardroom in Kampala. The meeting allowed for an exchange by
EPT partners on activities implemented since the "local" EPT partners meeting held in May,
share upcoming events and discuss Y3 work planning. In addition, the partners focused on the
challenge of conducting "after action" reviews/outbreak response evaluations for the yellow
fever and Ebola outbreaks remained outstanding. IDENTIFY and RESPOND agreed to work with
Uganda MoH to organize the after action review workshop.

•

On September 28, Uganda EPT Program Coordinator, Thomas Easley, facilitated his first local
EPT program partners' meeting at CDC Uganda. Present were representatives from RESPOND,
CDC Uganda, the associate director of CDC's NCID Division of Vector Borne Diseases and the
USAID Uganda Mission were present. The purpose of the meeting was for t he EPT program
partners to present brief summaries of their Year 3 Work Plans, and highlight any training or
technical activities occurring over the next month.

Post-Outbreak Response Evaluation

•

On September 1 and 2, 2011, ECB RESPOND and WHO Uganda supported Uganda's MoH in a
post-outbreak response evaluation for Yellow Fever and Ebola. Intending to bring together
representatives from both outbreaks from the affected districts and national level response
teams, the desired outcome was to develop lessons learned from these two outbreaks to be
applied for better preparation for future outbreaks. RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREDICT and the
Uganda USAID EPT Coordinator were all present at the meeting to help focus discussion towards
systems-based thinking, strengthening outbreak surveillance and response systems, and the
importance of using One Health concepts to strengthen systems enabling more efficient control
of epidemics. Some of the common challenges faced by various sub-committees from both the
district and national level "task forces" included: coordination of m inistry efforts and
development partner aid and efforts; communications from the central level to the districts and
back, availability of just-in-time training for care givers/those sensitizing affected communities
to what was occurring/those conducting field investigations and community surveillance;
difficulty in aligning the epidemic picture across the human, animal and environmental sectors;
just-in-time availability of supplies personal protective equipment (PPE) at points of need/use;
and finally, a complete understanding of individual and organizational roles within the disease
outbreak investigation, surveillance, response, and recovery system.
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National Laboratory Forum M eeting

•

On 14 September, RESPOND ECB Regional Director and Technical Lead attended the Uganda
Laboratory Networking meeting, a working group created as an outcome of the USAID IDENTIFY
national laboratory workshop meeting held earlier in July 2011.

Pan-Congo Collaboration

•

In collaboration with the West Congo office, ECB's Technical Advisor, Innocent Rwego, traveled
to Rwanda from July 2 - 13 to conduct training modules as part of the WCB sponsored AU-IBAR
WILD training (WC 1.5.1).

Uganda Outbreak National Task Force Meeting

•

The ECB technical team members Drs. Aluma Araba and Innocent Rwego attended regular
meetings of the Outbreak National Task Force at the Ministry of Health (MoH) throughout the
quarter. The purpose of the meetings was to brief members on the status of current epidemics
in the country (wild polio virus, Typhoid Fever, Yellow Fever, cholera, rabies, head nodding
disease, human influenza, Dengue Fever and Hepatitis E), receive an update on the Yellow Fever
Risk Assessment, and agree on how to marshal response to the different diseases reported in
the country. During this period, the Task Force transitioned to be a standing committee.

Regional One Health Advocacy Package

•

From July 18 - 24, Tahir Turk and Alyson Lipsky traveled to Kampala to hold interviews with key
personnel to build a baseline for the creation of the One Health Advocacy Package in support of
joint WHO/AFRO and USAID/EPT efforts to engage regional governments on One Health.

Risk-Based Disease Surveillance and Applied Epidemiology Training

•

The recently appointed College of Veterinary Medicine at Makerere University held a one-week
short-course that focused on applied veterinary epidemiology and risk-based disease
surveillance. The course was conducted as an in-service training on behalf of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Animal Industry, and Fisheries (MAAIF), and included two sets of participants; (1)
approx 30 MAAIF district veterinary officers and (2) t he veterinary trainees being supported by
RESPOND through the current outbreak response grant to AFENET. The EC RESPOND technical
team-Mac Farnham, Aluma Araba, Dominic Travis, and Innocent Rwego-provided lectures,
case studies and facilitated discussions on topics including: risk communications in disease
outbreak situations; participatory epidemiology methods; EPT and RESPOND perspectives on
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One Health concepts; Disease challenges at the human-livestock-wildlif e interface; and
concluded with a Serengeti Rabies case study.

The 1st International Congress on Pathogens at t he Human-Animal Interface (ICOPHAI)

•

Through funding from the UMN College of Veterinary Medicine Ecosystem Health Initiative,
RESPOND ECB Technical Specialist, Dr. Innocent Rwego, and UMN ECB Liaison, Dr. Dominic
Travis attended the inaugural Int ernational Congress of the Human-Animal Interface in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia from 15-17 September.

One Health Sensitization Fieldwork

•

RESPOND supported forty student s from the Makerere School of Public Health, M ake rere School
of Veterinarian Medicine and Makerere School of Nursing volunteering in the One Health
Sensitization fieldwork program held the week of 26 September. The students t raveled to four
districts, Mityana, Soroti, Moyo and Rubirizi, to promote One Health sensitization and
awareness.

The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Uganda this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of t his quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - KENYA
No country-specific activities were implemented in Kenya during the reporting period.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (KENYA)
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-act ivities were active in Kenya this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - ETHIOPIA
No country-specific activities were implemented in Ethiopia during the reporting period.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (ETHIOPIA)
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Ethiopia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activit ies" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA W ork Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - RWANDA
Rwanda One Health St eering Committee M eeting

•

On September 22, a meeting was held by officials from the Rwanda Ministries of Agriculture,
Health, and Wildlife and EPT, represented by PREDICT/Rwanda, to discuss the formation of a One
Health Committee. As an outcome of this meeting, the PREDICT Country Coordinator was tasked
with providing a concept paper on the One Health Initiative Committee in Rwanda, its role and
potential stakeholders and members. RESPOND is assisting PREDICT in honoring this request from
the Government of Rwanda. Once the draft has been received and reviewed by the Government
of Rwanda, the steering committee plans on holding a broader stakeholders meeting in early
November to engage broader feedback and design next steps .

OTHER ACTIVITIES (RWANDA)
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Rwanda this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

count ry-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA W ork Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - TANZANIA
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in Tanzania this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: East Congo Basin Regional Act ivities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for the purposes of this quarterly report.
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OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)

Strengthening Outbreak Response Systems

(Sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC: Outbreak Response: Strengthening Surveillance, Reporting & Diagnostic
Capacity to improve Early Detection, Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in Humans,
Livestock and Wildlife)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
The following East Congo Basin Regional sub-activities were active in DRC this quarter or are planned
for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress Report: East
Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not count ry-specific

activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

OHCEA Creation of Secretariat

(Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees)

OHCEA Work Plan Implementation

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan)
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IV. WEST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in dark red}, an d plans to work by September
2011 (in light red}. The Congo River is represented by the white line bordering the Republic of Congo and the Democratic
Republic of Congo from the eastern side. The stars represent capita l cities, and the capital city of Kinshasa, DRC, is where the
RESPOND West Congo Basin Regional Hub Office is located. Surrounding count ries shaded in gray represent the reach of the
RESPOND regional partners, such as HEALTH Al liance and AFENET.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
During this reporting period, budget revisions for program support and activities budgets was
completed . The exercise aimed at streamlining the process of tracking actual vs. budgets across all
regional offices. The Regional Office (RO) also led the team and partners in an exercise of pipeline
projection for FY 03.
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By working closely with the other DAI programs in the DRC, the RO has taken several steps to
strengthen and streamline its financial responsibilities towards the DRC government:
1)

A contract with a tax firm was signed during the reporting period to ensure that all
employment and service related taxes are remitted on time to the authorities. This will also
allow the program navigate the complicated and sometimes volatile tax system of the
country.

2)

The inter-ministerial agreement for exemption of DAI on a number of tax requirements was
finalized. This agreement is only valid for two years and covers very specific tax
requirements, but it is a step towards improved and efficient operation in DRC.

STAFFING:
During the reporting period the recruitment for the critical position of Grants Officer was completed.
The RO is currently negotiating salary and start date with the prospective candidate.
The RO is rethinking and re-assigning roles and responsibilities of staff in light of reduced funding and
change of scope (removal of community level training from its portfolio) for local and international
staff. For instance the TRG training coordinator will leave her during February of 2012 while the CCN
training administrator has been assigned to manage Direct Assistance Activities to leverage on her
existing skills.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
Many of the local stakeholders are new to t he process of application and management of USG funds,
including the major faculties of DRC Universities. In order to expedite the grant application and review
processes, the RO held a two-day grant application finalization workshop with ISTM and UNILU- an
exercise that proved to be practical, efficient, and an opportunity for knowledge and experience
sharing for all.
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PROGRESS REPORT - WEST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND West Congo Basin regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
University Networking Proposals

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with
universities and vocational schools)
Participating schools (UNIKIN Veterinary School, UNILU Veterinary School, ISTM Lubumbashi) have
developed their implementation plan and scheduled trips to visit the University of Nairobi, Makerere
University, National University of Zambia and South African KwaZulu-Natal universities to develop and
strengthen institutional relationships. Six junior faculty (2 from each school) and six mentors from Tufts
University have been identified and paired. Each pair is going to define its goals and the methodology
to achieve them. Two female junior faculty are involved in the twinning program.
On August 8 to 10, the first workshop on Institutional Research (Quality Assurance) was organized in
Lubumbashi. The workshop was attended by twelve participant s, including the Chief of Staff of the
Minister of Higher Education, members of FUS (Federation Une Sante) Board of Di rectors and faculty
from ISTM Lubumbashi, UNILU School of Veterinary Medicine and Public Health School. Each of the
fields present at the workshop will continue developing quality indicators to be agreed upon nationally
and regionally in collaboration with OHCEA.

Planned activities:
Participat ing schools will continue developing institutional relationships with university partners. Paired
junior faculty will start working with their mentors. ICT equipment and internet connections will be
made available to students and faculty. Further, one or two workshops on Institutional Research
(Quality Assurance) will be conducted in Kinshasa and Cameroon. Each field of study involved in the QA
exercise will continue to develop consensus around quality indicators and programs t o address quality
issues at academic institutions in collaboration with OHCEA.
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One Health Career Development

(Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path
development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo)
Although RESPOND identified three interest ing activities in FUS-DRC workplan, only two seem to be
feasible, given the resources available and timeframe: 1) a situational analysis of two health
professions and evaluation on their capacity for epidemiological training, and 2) implementation of an
outreach

program targeting health professionals using radio broadcasts and the Internet.

Implementation plans for these activities are being developed with FUS.
A press conference was held on August 17, 2011, to present FUS activities.

84 people were in

attendance.
RESPOND contributed to the organization of ANIC (the national nurses association of DRC) workshop
held on September 22 to 24, where 32 attendees participated. ANIC is a member of FUS and the
objectives of this workshop were to discuss the future of nurses' profession at national, regional and
international levels, and their leadership role for development in DRC. These objectives are
contributing to those of FUS, which assisted ANIC to organize the workshop. It was an opportunity for
RESPOND to inform and sensitize t he nurses on One Health approaches. Besides financial contribution
to assist AN IC and FUS to mobilize the medias to cover that event, RESPOND gave a presentation on the
importance of One Health approach and strategy for building capacities for preventing and responding
to disease outbreak, particularly for health workers at the front line. The very active discussion that
followed the presentation showed the interest of the participants, whose majority heard about One
Health for the first time.

Planned Activities:
Support will be given to FUS to implement the situational analysis as a means to develop an actionable
plan to improve the career path for healt h professional, and an outreach program target ing health
professionals using radio broadcasts and the Internet .

In-Service Training for Wildlife and Domestic Animal Professionals

(Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic andfield workshops
using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD} module}
A training session in Rwanda was held from July 2 to 12, 2011, and was highly successful. There were
24 participants from 10 countries (all ministry professionals) and 7 resource people {representing
RESPOND, AU-IBAR, ZLS, WCS, and PREDICT). The practical training was conducted by ZSL and Umutara
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Polytechnic. The training focused on ecology, the human/animal interface, and wildlife, livestock and
human health issues within t he local community and environment. Based on participant and facilitator
evaluation forms, the training was very positive for all involved.
A word of endorsement from FAO, who had taken the lead in the two previous deliveries of this
training: "Everyone at the WILD training in Rwanda felt it went exceptionally well. The fieldwork aspect
was a good addition to the agenda and greatly enriched the experience. All the participants were active
and fully engaged the entire 10 days and gave us great feedback." {Tracy McCracken, DVM, MSc,
Deputy Wildlife Coordinator, EMPRES Wildlife Health and Ecology Unit, Food & Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations).

In terms of the next WILD training, a small technical group has been set up to address the
recommendations from the evaluation of the Rwanda training and to review the curriculum and
delivery of the training.
Due to difficulties in confirming with the government of Cameroon, the next WILD session has been
relocated to Gabon. AU-I BAR grant agreement is in the final writing stage.

Planned Activities:

Besides technical preparation for the next WILD session (scheduled to take place during the next
quarter), high level discussions are planned to occur in Nairobi between the West Congo Regional
Manager, the Tufts Pl, and the Director of AU-I BAR to demonstrate RESPOND's commitment to
continued engagement.

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)

The Schedule of Activity has been finalized and sent to the Gabonese National Parks Agency which is
the identified grantee. The first proposal was received from ANPN in Gabon in early August and was
reviewed by the technical team.

Planned Activities:

The West Congo RESPOND Training Coordinator will work with the ANPN in Gabon and subject matter
experts and trainers to provide and incorporate best practices of curriculum design, development and
delivery for the next session.
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LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
RESPOND Outreach

(Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USA/0 missions, host
governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities))

A One Health workshop was held in Yaounde, Cameroon, on September 22 and 23, 2011. The
workshop aimed at informing and sensitizing t he members of t he ad hoc committee mandated by the
Prime Minister to operationalize a national program for zoonotic diseases control and prevention on
One Health approach. The opening session was chaired by the Secretary General of the Ministry of
Livestock in presence of t he US Ambassador, and covered by journalists from the private and public
sectors. Representatives from different ministries (Public Health, Livestock, Forest and Wildlife, Finance
and Budget, Territory Management etc.), EPT partners present in Cameroon (WHO, FAO, GVFI) and
expert s from Tufts and UMN participated actively to the workshop.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Capacity Building for Regional Universities

(Sub-activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills offaculty at lnstitut Superieur de Techniques Medicates
{ISTM}, lnstitut Technique Agricole et Veterinaire {ITAV), and lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicate (/EM} I
lnstitut Techniques Medicate (/TM))

A two-day workshop for stakeholders and potential recipients was prepared and took place on August
8 to 9, 2011, which aimed at presenting the activity to stakeholders. A draft logical framework was
finalized, as well as the two proposed implementation plans .

Planned Activities:

A 5-day workshop will be held during the week of October 17, where curricula will be developed by
selected instructors. The outputs of the workshop (two curricula and facilitator's guide) will be finalized
by November 15. The training for the 10 national trainers is planned to take place in the week of
December 12.

Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape Region Professionals Training

(Sub-activity 3.4.1 WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel and firstresponder training to communities in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape region)

On July 20 to 22, eight core group members from three sectors (Ministry of Public Health, Ministry of
Agriculture, Ministry of Environment) and the School of Public Health of UNIKIN, along with three
RESPOND team members finalized the participant and trainer manuals on multisectoral integrated
disease surveillance and response (also known as IDSR+). Thereafter, comments and changes were
consolidated to obtain final version of participant' s and trainer's manuals.
The lnCEF contract has been signed and a team has been deployed. lnCEF conducted a series of
interviews to adapt an existing movie on Ebola for the DRC context. This will be used du ring the
community outreach campaign that will be conducted during the next quarter.
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Planned Activities:
Twelve external technical reviewers were identified by core group members to be among the
participants of external technical validation members, including representatives of CDC, WHO, FAO and
OIE. The technical validation, which will take place in late October, will be followed by the official
endorsement by three sectoral ministers, now scheduled to take place in early November, 2011.
lnCEF will conduct the community outreach campaign in 30 villages in the Tshuapa District during the
next quarter.

One Health Outbreak Response Training

(Sub-activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and subnational levels, including training of front line health workers in outbreak response)
AFENET's proposal (technical and budget) was revised and finalized, and will be submitted to USAID for
concurrence. The implementation plan and the log frame were finalized as well.

Planned Activities:
AFENET will be conducting an assessment of skills of existing outbreak teams and outbreak response
structures in at least in 3 of the 11 provinces in DRC (Moanda, Kikwit and Kinsasha) during the course of
next quarter.

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Strengthening Surveillance and Outbreak Systems

(Sub-activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach)
The list of equipment to be provided to the Ministry of Agriculture of DRC to strengthen the technical
capacity of the Veterinary Services and the Quarantine Services was established . This equipment will be
accompanying the Risk Analysis training to be conducted under 3.4.4WC.

Planned Activities:
Equipment will be purchased and provided to the M inistry of Agriculture of DRC during the next
quarter.
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Know ledge M anagement Systems

(Sub-activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems needs for the health
sciences, their application and utilization in the university context, and support the improvement and
integration of appropriate systems)
During the fourt h quarter, RESPOND started the process of translating TUSK into French for its
deployment in French speaking countries such as DRC. UNIKIN and UNILU have started the process of
creating users support groups to facilitate the adoption of this new technology. A meeting presided by
the Chief of Staff of the Minister of Higher Education was held in Lubumbashi. In August, a meeting was
held to discuss the possibility of repairing the existing intranet and expanding it to connect government
public health and veterinary laboratories. ICT equipment and materials to repair and expand intra net
networks at UNIKIN and UNILU is being procured .

Planned Activities:
During the next quarter, RESPOND will support the intranet network repair and extension at UN IKIN
and UNILU, continue the translation of TUSK into French, and facilitate the operationalization of the
users support groups.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (DRC)
Additional sub-activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo are reflected in the sect ion entitled
"Regional activities -West Congo Basin" since they are considered regional activities (not country-

specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. These include the following sub-activities:

University Networking Proposals

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Through a One Health Alliance, conduct twinning and mentoring with
universities and vocational schools)

One Health Career Deve lopment

(Sub-activity 1.3.1 WC: Develop an actionable plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path
development in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Republic of Congo)

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stew ardship Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)
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OHCEA Baseline Assessment
University partnerships and networks are a key component of the RESPOND project in general and the
OHCEA network in particular. One of the key measures of success of the OH CEA network is for
members to understand their roles and responsibilities. Experiences with international partnerships
show that clear understanding among partners, effective communication and shared goals are
prerequisites to successful partnerships. To that end, an annual assessment to monitor the
development of the OHCEA university partnerships is critical to t he long-term success of the network.
The purpose of this activity was to: 1) establish a baseline against which to analyze and interpret fut ure
OHCEA successes and challenges, 2) collect information about OHCEA stakeholders' expectations that
can be used to make adjustments that improve the network, and 3) build the capacity within OHCEA to
continue to monitor and evaluate the development of the network through collaboration with point
people at OHCEA member universities.
From September 15 to 24, the West Congo M&E Officer interviewed representatives of the School of
Public Health and the School of Veterinary Medicine in UNIKIN, as well as a few representatives from
the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Higher Education. The purpose was to track the
development of university partnerships on these aspects.
In total, 15 people were interviewed for this baseline assessment, including 4 women. The same
activity will be conducted in Lubumbashi during the next quarter.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - GABON
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (GABON)
Details of RESPOND activities in the Gabon are reflected in the section entitled "Progress Report: West
Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific

activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. The following West Congo Basin regional sub-activit ies
are planned for next quarter in Gabon this quarter.

In-Service Training for Wildlife and Domestic Animal Professionals

{Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic andfield workshops
using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module)

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (REPUBLIC OF CONGO)
Details of RESPOND activities in the Republic of Congo are reflected in the section entitled "Progress
Report: West Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. The following West Congo Basin
regional sub-activity is planned for next quarter in Republic of Congo.

Multi-Disciplinary Forest Stewardship Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the MENTOR FOREST program by adding One Health content and
supporting fellows and a mentor from the Democratic Republic of Congo to participate)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMEROON
St rengthening Surveillance and Outbrea k Systems

(Sub-activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach)

The process of selecting consultants to assist the ad hoc committee to conduct the consensus building
process and design the national program for zoonotic disease control and prevention in Cameroon has
been completed. The consultants participated to the One Health wor kshop held in Yaounde in
September 2011. An action plan for the ad hoc committee was elaborated. An " Executive Secretariat"
was put in place to coordinate the consensus building process with a support from the consultants
provided by RESPOND.

Planned Activities:

The process, which has a few steps, will be implemented during the next quarter, including a situational
analysis of the surveillance and outbreak response to infectious diseases, the development of a One
Health strategy as part of the national program, and the int egration of different components that will
strengthen the entire system of surveillance and outbreak response to infectious diseases (training,
research, mechanisms and policy etc.). A national program document on zoonotic disease control and
prevention, which is the main outcome of this initiative, is expected to be produced by the end of this
year.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMEROON)
Details of REPSOND activities in Cameroon are reflected in the section entitled "Progress Report : West
Congo Basin Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific

activities) for purposes of this quarterly report. The following West Congo Basin regional sub-activities
were active in Cameroon this quarter or are planned for next quarter.

In-Service Training for W ildlife a nd Domestic Animal Professionals

(Sub-activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic andfield workshops
using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD} module)

RESPOND Outreach

(Sub-activity 2.1.1 WC: Introduce EPT RESPOND project to key collaborators (USAID missions, host
governments, international health agencies, private sector partners, NGOs, universities))
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V. SOUTHEAST ASIA
ACTIVITIES
Lao PDR

RESPOND
Ix! Regional Hub Office

*

•

National Capital
Southeast Asia, March 2011
Southeast Asia, September 2011
Partner Platforms

The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in dark red) and is preparing to work in FY
2012 (in light red). The Mekong River is represented by the white line that runs from Vietnam south to Cambodia. The stars
represent capital cities, and Thailand's capital city, Bangkok, is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office
is located.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
During the quarter project administration was focused on providing direct administrative and logistical
support to RESPOND activities as follows:
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•

Organized 1st Regional OH Working Group meeting on 29 August 2011 at the Conrad Hotel, Bangkok.

The purpose of t he One Health South East Asia University Network Working Group (Steering
Committee) meeting is to gather university representatives to define the nascent network,
provide it with a functional operating structure, and plan future network activities. There will
th

be another 2 follow-on meetings in October and November. The 4

meeting, the last

meeting for 2011, will be conducted back-to-back with Dean's Meeting in December in
Hanoi, Vietnam.
•

Supported 3

rd

Wildlife Veterinarian Training on 8 - 11 August 2011 at the Faculty of Vet erinary

Medicine, Salaya Campus, Mahidol University. The activity was a series of wildlife disease
epidemiology training workshops to increase the professional capacity of DNP veterinarians to serve
as professional field wildlife veterinarians.
•

Co-organized "Putting One Health to Work" Workshop with FAO on 9 - 10 August 2011 at the
Imperial Queen's Park Hotel, Bangkok. RESPOND also supported participants from the Ministries of
Health, Agriculture and Forestry (to include wildlife) from seven countries namely Thailand, Vietnam,
Lao PDR, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, and Bangladesh.

•

Apart from the meetings/conferences mentioned above, the regional office also heavily engaged in
preparation and coordination of a numbers of activities that will be take place in the next quarter
(October - December 2011).

STAFFING:
•

Candidates for Grants Manager position were interviewed and final candidates were. RESPOND
contracted Ms. Warin Choomsai Na Ayudhaya as the Grants Manager. Ms. Warin will start on her
post on 17 October, 2011.

•

Two additional positions, Senior Techn ical Officer and Regional Network Manager, were
requested by the regional office and received approval from PHQ. The positions have been
advertised . However, due to very specific scopes of work and qualification requirements, only a
few candidates were qualified, shortlisted and invited for interviews. We anticipate the Senior
Technical Officer will start working in the next quarter before end of November 2011 while
Regional Network Manager will start in December or at the beginning of next year (2012).
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•

Given a very full set of activities in the next quarter, the regional office was seeking short-term
assistance to help prepare for and organize scheduled conferences/meetings/workshops. 5/he
will be hired on an individual service contract for a period of 3 to 6 months.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
Challenges:

1. The grants application process is complex for prospective applicants.
2.

The length of time required for approval of contracts at USAID-Washington was longer than
anticipated .

3. The timing of our grants submission was aligned with the end of the fiscal year, thus slowing the
grants process.
4. There are challenges in managing the complexities of working on multiple sub-activities in six
countries with multiple partners. These are the inherent challenges in working from a regional
platform

Solutions:

1. When possible, shift from grants to Direct Assistance or service contracts.
2.

Revisit approval process.

3.

No solution - just an observation

4. A proposed solution is the plan to hire national staff in at four different program countries (Laos,
Indonesia, Cambodia and Vietnam) to help manage the activities.
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PROGRESS REPORT - SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND Southeast Asia regional activities during t he reporting
period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
One Health Regional University Network

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (One Health Southeast Asia OHSEA})

The network conducted the following activities:
1.

Began the process to establish regional Coordinating Office in Thailand and a functioning
leadership that can assess and lead the initiatives of the network;

2.

Established a Working Group to aid in organizational development and strengthening of the
network;

3.

First Working Group meeting held on August 29, 2011, in Bangkok;

4.

Planning and delivery of the Eco Health Zoonotic Disease workshop;

5.

Planning for 2nd Working Group meeting in Kuala Lumpur;

6.

Began the process to establish a Coordinating Office for the nat ional One Health university network
(VOHUNET) in Vietnam.

Planned Activities:
nd

1. Conduct 2 Working Group meeting 10-11 October 2011 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia;
rd

2.

Conduct 3 Working Group meeting 26-27 November, 2011 in Bangkok, Thailand;

3.

Conduct Thailand National One Health meeting 31 October - 2 November, 2011in Bangkok,
Thailand;

4.

Conduct Vietnam National One Health meeting 21-22 November, 2011 in Nha Trang, Vietnam;

5.

Open and complete establishment of Network Coordinating Office in Thailand;

6.

Open and complete establishment of Network Coordinating Office in Vietnam;
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nd

7.

Conduct 2

Deans' Network meeting of OHSEA 7-8 December, 2011 in Hanoi, Vietnam;

8.

Conduct 4t h Working Group meeting 8-9 December, 2011 in Hanoi, Vietnam;

9.

Provided scholarship support to two students from university network partners in Vietnam (Hanoi
School of Public Healt h and the Hanoi Agricultural University) to attend a Masters degree program
at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at Chiang Mai University (another university network
member) .

10. Preparations for regional Global Health Institute 28 January - 9 February, 2012 in Chiang Mai,
Thailand;

Regional Wildlife Professional Training - ACTIVITY CANCELED
{Sub-activity 1.5.1 SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals)

This sub-activity was canceled in June after partial implementation of activities by the project's
government partner, the M inistry of Natural Resources and Environment, the Department of National
Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation and the NGO assisting project implement ation, the Wildlife
Conservation Society.

Planned Activities:

No planned activities.

Career Paths for Field Epidemiologists
{Sub-activity 1.5.5 SE: Support FETP-FETPV for Masters Degree in epidemiology)

RESPOND and the Thai M inistry of Public Health's Department of Disease Control completed the
development of a Schedule of Activities for this sub-activity and an award is in process.
1- Transitioned from a grant to direct assistance;
2- RESPOND worked with FETP/FETP-V to encourage discussion and review to determine which
universities in Thailand will participate in the program;
3- Started enrollment of FETP/FETP-V/iFETP students or graduates from Thailand or other countries in
a Thai university Masters or equivalent degree program (e.g. postgraduat e diploma) based on
governmental priorities.
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Planned Activities
1.

Complete enrollment of eight (8) FETP /FETP-V/iFETP students or graduates from Thailand or other
countries in a Thai university Masters or equivalent degree program (e.g. postgraduate diploma)
based on governmental priorities;

2.

Provide support for enrolled students to participate in field projects, including outbreak
investigations and surveillance evaluation activities, as part of their training, in collaboration with
FETP/FETP-V;

3.

Provide support for university tuit ion costs (e.g. up to $5000 for each student, per year, for 8
students) to enroll in an existing Masters or equivalent degree program in Thailand;

4.

Provide support to 8 FET Fellows and select supervisors and alumni attending the regional
TEPHINET conf erence to be held in Indonesia in November, 2011;

5.

Provide a laptop computer to each program participant for use during training, as well as two
lapt ops for the FETP/FETP-V program, for use in administ eri ng the program and during outbreak
investigations.

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Extractive Industry Outreach - CANCELLED ACTIVITY

(Sub-activity 2.2.1 SE: Initiate extractive industry outreach in Southeast Asia)

This sub-award was canceled by USAID.
Planned Activities:

No planned activities.
Regional One Health Forums

(Sub-activity 2.4.1 SE: Host regional Pandemic Preparedness Forum for 2011)

SEA staff met with the forum's core group members to officially revise the forum's focus, name and
objectives. The forum will be changed from an avian influenza pandem ic focus to one of One Health
and Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs).
RESPOND and EID Forum partners reviewed the upcoming forum dates and themes as mapped out by
the Core Group in March 2011. Changes in the forum's dates and themes are as follows:
•

The theme for the July 7, 2011 Forum was 'Wildlife Trade and Emerging Infectious Diseases'. The
speakers and presentations included :
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o

Leanne Clark, PREDICT Vietnam Country Coordinator, presented 'Illegal wildlife trade in
wildlife - a catastrophe for conservation and a melting pot of microbes'

o

Onkuri Majumdar, Senior Programs Officer and Siwaporn Teerawichichainan from Freeland,
presented 'Wild Trade - a threat to national security'

•

The theme for the August 11, 2011 Forum was 'Putting One Health to Work'. The speakers and
presentations included:
o

Imelda Santos, Regional Focal Point for the Environmental Animal Health Management
Initiative of the Philippines Ministry of Health, presented 'An lntersectoral Approach to Bat
Surveillance for Ebola Reston in the Philippines'.

o

M. Mushtuq Husain, Head of Department of Medical Sociology at the Disease Control and
Research Group of the Bangladesh Ministry of Health presented 'Putting One Health to Work
in Bangladesh'.

o

Pebi Purwo Suseno, Head of Animal Disease Eradication Section at Indonesia's Ministry of
Agriculture presented 'An lntersectoral Approach to Rabies Control in Indonesia'.

•

The theme for the September 1, 2011 Forum was 'Use of mobile technologies for Health and
Disaster Response'. The speakers and presentations included:
o

Ly Sovann, Deputy Director of Communicable Disease Control Department from the M inistry
of Healt h in Cambodia, presented 'Implementing a Mobile Technology Platform for Health
Surveillance and Response in Cambodia'

o

Patrick Fuller, head of Communications for Asia-Pacific for IFRC, presented 'Mobile
Telecommunications and Humanitarian Assistance'.

Planned Activities:

RESPOND will continue to host t he regional EID Preparedness Forum from the Ops budget.
•

The theme for the October 6, 2011 Forum will be 'Towards a Safer World discussion and
simulations'.

•

The theme for the November 3, 2011 Forum will be 'Community-Based Training/ Initiatives in EID
Prevention'.

•

The theme for the December 1, 2011 Forum will be 'Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases'.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - THAILAND

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Support for Regional Academic Collaboration

{Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Koen University Veterinary
Medical School (KKU/VMS), and Nabong Agricultural College (NAC)/National University of Laos {NUOL))

Visits have been made by the Regional Office (RO) staff to KKU/VMS and to NAC/NUOL to facilitate
discussions about staff and student exchanges; staff from KKU/VMS have visited NAC/NUOL to deliver
courses to students in the Veterinary Science course. Staff visits have been planned to deliver lectures
in the NAC course, and staff from NAC/NUOL have spent time at KKU/VMS working with local staff to
increase their capacity to deliver lectures in the Veterinary Science program; staff from NAC/NUOL are
enrolled in masters programs at KKU/VMS.
Visits by the RO to the faculty of public health at KKU and to the University of Health Sciences, in Lao
PDR, have identified areas of collaboration between the two faculties to build capacity in One Health in
Lao PDR
•

Initiated support to staff from NAC/NUOL currently in the Masters of Public Health program at
KKU, as this is an important activity to build staff capacity to support the newly established
veterinary curriculum at NAC.

•

Supported faculty and student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL in order to
support the first cohort of veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR, currently in Year 3 of a fiveyear course.

•

Supported KKU/VMS in delivering field epidemiology and outbreak response short courses and
workshops to staff from the Department of Livestock and Fisheries, MOA, Lao PDR.

Planned Activities:

•

Support curriculum co-development in the areas of outbreak response and emerging infectious
disease investigation and control between the facult ies of Public Health and Veterinary
Medicine at KKU, and between KKU/VMS and NAC/NUOL facu lties.
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•

Continue to support staff from NAC/NUOL currently in the Masters of Public Health program at
KKU, as this is an important activity to build staff capacity to support the newly established
vet erinary curriculum at NAC.

•

Continue to support Faculty and student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL
in order to support the first cohort of veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR, currently in Year
3 of a five-year course.

Wildlife Professi onal In-Service Training

(Sub-activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field
pathologists)
The SEA regional office conducted a wildlife epidemiology training workshop from 8-11 August, 2011 at
the Mahidol University Veterinary School for 15 wildlife veterinarians working for the Thai Department
of National Parks (DNP). RESPOND's team members co-presented and co-facilitated with local Thai
counterparts, including trainers from Mahidol University. The 4-day workshop consisted of classroom
lectures, hands-on practice under supervision of international and local experts, problem-based
learning, and group discussions around the following topics:

•

Epidemiology

•

Outbreak response

•

Disease investigation

•

Wildlife diseases

•

Database development

•

Disease surveillance

•

One Health

•

Case Studies

Planned Activities:
RESPOND will conduct the fourth and final workshop from 13-19 November, 2011, that will focus on
forensic investigations, data management putting wildlife epidemiological knowledge into practice in
order to go forward with a One Health approach. This workshop will be conducted at Huai Kha Kaeng
National Park in Thailand.
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LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Strengthening local level Outbreak Capacity

(Sub-activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial
and district levels)
•

Grant application was submitted in August. RESPOND is awa iting approval to move forward.
Planned activities are on hold until approval is granted.

Planned Activities:
1- To establish selection criteria and assist government where requested to identify trainers t o
attend training-of-trainer workshops.
2- To deliver short-term training courses in 5 provinces, which will include support for meeting
venues and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and hu man health)
responsible for disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.
3- Short-term training workshops to improve skills of mentors and t rainers overseeing field projects,
with the objective of improving the quality of technical supervision.
4- Support for subject matt er experts to provide technical assistance and mentoring to participants
conducting field projects.
5- Review and strengthening of existing training materials, as requested, and monitoring and
evaluation of selected training courses.
6- Strengthen training and coursework, including training of trainers at faculties of public health and
nursing to increase epidemiology capacity. Staff working in disease surveillance will participate in
short-courses and practical field projects at their work assignments, with agreement of
supervisors.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (THAILAND)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Thailand this quarter or are planned
for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section ent itled "Progress Report:
Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific

activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.
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One Health Regional University Networks

{Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning {One Health Southeast Asia OHSEA))

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning {One Health Southeast Asia - OHSEA)

Regional Wildlife Professional Training

{Sub-activity 1.5.1 SE: Establish a regional training center for wildlife professionals)

This sub-activity was cancelled.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - VIETNAM
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Local Level Epidemiology Training
(Sub-activity 3.4.2 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with focus on
Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (A VET) Program training at selected provincial, district, and
community levels}

•

Grant application was submitted in September, 2011. RESPOND is awaiting approval to move
forward. Planned activities are on hold until approval is granted.

Planned Activities:
1- Identify appropriate staff to attend training-of-trainer workshops, and design appropriate
mat erials.
2- Support delivery of FESC in-service training courses in multiple provinces, including meeting venues
and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human health) responsible for
disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.
3- Strengthen skills of mentors and supervisors overseeing trainees responsible for 2 to 3-month long
field projects focused on outbreaks and disease surveillance systems.
4- Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance during FESC and field projects.
5-

Review and strengthen existing training materials in collaboration with FETP-Vietnam, WHO, and
CDC, based on monitoring and evaluation of selected training courses.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (VIETNAM)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Viet nam this quarter or are planned
for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress Report:
Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional act ivit ies (not country-specific

activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

{Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning {One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning (One Health Southeast Asia - OHSEA)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Local Level Epidemiology Training
(Sub-activity 3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial
and district levels)
In the third quarter of FY2011, USAID reached an agreement with the Lao PDR government, and EPT
partner activities could proceed under existing agreements. RESPOND is in the process of developing a
grant with the National Emerging Infectious Disease Coordinating Office (NEIDCO).
•

Grant application has been initiated.

Planned Activities:
•

A one-week Training of Trainers (ToT) workshop will be held with selected animal and human
health staff at the district and provincial levels in 6 village clusters from 4 districts located within 2
provinces. (DAFO, PAFO, OHO and PHO, respectively). In addition, RESPOND will recommend that
observers from the MoH, MoA, Nabong Agricultural College and the University of Health Sciences
are also invited. An introduction to methods for training Community Level First Responders (CLFRs)
will be delivered, following appropriate education and adult-learning principles and participatory
training methods.

•

Logistics and planning of the training activities are under development (trainees, locations, timing,
content, methodology)

Wildlife Ranger Training
(Sub-activity 1.5.6 SE: Applied field training (wildlife health) for wildlife rangers in Nam Ha Protected
Area (NPA))
Approval to proceed with this sub-activity has only recently been received from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Lao PDR, and the grant process is being initiated with an in-country implementing agency
(Wildlife Conservation Society, or WCS), according to discussions with government and EPT partners.
•

Grant application has been initiated.
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•

Initial meetings have been held involving Government staff from DoF, DoH and DoA, protected area
staff, and community leaders to discuss the strategy for these activities, to seek district and
commune level input and support.

Planned Activities:

The following is the Q l activit y:
1- Finalize grant and begin implementation of activities.

OTHER ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR
Refer to section: Support for Regional Academic Collaboration
Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khan Koen University Veterinary
Medical School (KKU/VMS), and Nabong Agricultural College (NAC)/National University of Laos (NUOL)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - INDONESIA
Local-level One Health Training

{Sub-activity 3.4.1 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial
district levels)

Following discussions with Dr. Pudjiatmoko, the Director of the Directorate General for Livestock and
Animal Health Services (DGLAHS), Dr. Azhar, the Coordinator of the Central Unit for Avian Influenza
Control, and Dr. Budiantono, the Head of the Disease Surveillance Sub-Directorate of the DGLAHS, a
plan for the training of PDSR and DSO teams was conceptualized. The plan was further discussed with
Dr. Nyoman Kandun, Director of the Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP), Dr. Hari Santosos,
Ministry of Health - Surveillance and Outbreak Response Sub-Directorate, and representat ives of CDC,
FAO, WHO and University of Indonesia, who agreed, in principle, with the joint-training concept.
This plan proposes a model and strategy to implement joint in-service trainings of PDSR and DSO staff
responsible for outbreak confirmation and response at the provincial and district levels, and will be
designed to strengthen their existing relationship and build joint MOH-MOA capacity for:
•

early outbreak identification and response;

•

notifiable and zoonotic disease reporting;

•

proper collection and transport of samples;

•

proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE);

•

surveillance for zoonotic diseases;

•

providing information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control activities in an
accurate and timely manner.

The proposed model will also include review and updating of existing training materials, such as those
for zoonotic and emerging infectious diseases, a review of training methods for j oint training of MOH
and MOA staff (and possibly MOF), and support for short-courses and workshops focused on public
health biostatistics and epidemiology. Other materials to be reviewed and updated include outbreak
management, data analysis, interpretation of data, and presentation to professional audiences
involved in outbreak response and evaluation activities.
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Training will respect and follow governmental priorities, and will be planned in close partnership with
the technical expertise available at WHO, FAO, and CDC to maximize the quality of training, and
minimize unnecessary duplication.
•

Initial meetings have been held involving Government staff and other stakeholders (FAO, WHO,
CDC) to discuss the value of these activities, to seek input and support.

Planned Activities:

The following is an outline of activities for Ql :
1.

Ident ify planned act ivit ies and partner.

2.

Submit grant application and being implementation of activities.

Support for TEPHINET bi-annual meeting in Bali Indonesia
(Sub-activity 2.4.4 Support for TEPHINET to host global conference and One Health sessions

Worked with SAFETYNET to identify candidates for scholarship support
Worked with SAFETYNET to develop pre-conference workshop programming

OTHER ACTIVITIES (INDONESIA}
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Indonesia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress Report:
Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific

activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA))

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning (One Health Southeast Asia - OHSEA}
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Planned Activities
Implement support for regional FET Fellows, supervisors, and alumni for 6 target countries to
attend and participate in the TEPHINET conference.
Conduct pre-conference workshops with Tufts and FAO

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMBODIA
(Sub-activity 3.4. 7 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at provincial
district levels}
•

RESPOND conducted a discovery visit to Cambodia 1-5 August, 2011 and met with MAFF, MoH and
selected universities.

•

A concept paper was developed in collaboration with the USAID mission in Cambodia, government,
and EPT and development partners. This concept paper was submitted as part of the Year 3
workplan for RESPOND.

Planned Activities:
•

To begin the grant s process

•

To identify partners and begin implementation of activities

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMBODIA)
•

Continue dialogue for wildlife health capacity-building with MAFF

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - MALAYSIA
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Malaysia this quarter or are planned
for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section ent itled "Progress Report:
Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not country-specific

act ivities) for purposes of this quarterly report.
One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (One Health Southeast Asia OHSEA))
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VI. MONITORING & EVALUATION
RESPOND sub-activity (program) results have been tracked across regions since the inception of the
project. While the quality of the data collection has improved in each office over time, the monitoring
data has been captured consistently across offices, to enable the ability to summarize the data across
the entire project.
Across regions, we are monit oring all sub-activity events, which include: campaigns, conferences,
distance learning courses, field experience, lectures, meetings (stakeholder), seminars, study tours,
trainings, and workshops. Except for meetings, all participant values below exclude RESPOND staff,
facilitators, trainers, support, etc.
The first three quarters of Year 1 were spent in discovery/start-up mode, where there were no
significant programmatic results. Quantifiable sub-activity results begin in Year 1 Quarter 4 (Y 1Q4.)
Non-sub-activity related events (e.g., discovery, internal RESPOND, USAID meetings) are excluded from
the results.

Q4 HIGHLIGHTS
For Year 2 Quarter 4 (Y2Q4), highlights, including both successes and opportunities for improvement,
were:
-

Notable events for the quarter included:
o

Wildlife Investigation, Livestock and Public Health (WILD) -A 10 day introductory training
course in One Health was conducted in Rwanda in July, with 24 participants from the ministries
of 10 countries, conducted by the WC office. The training time was divided between classroom
time and field trips.

o

Department of National Parks Wildlife Veterinarian Training Course (Wildlife Capt ure and
rd

Immobilization Techniques) in Thailand in August (4 days), which was the 3 module completed
for a group of 21 veterinarians, conducted by the SEA office.
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o

MUSK (TUSK implementation at Makerere University) half day user training was conducted
throughout the quarter for 119 users, in addition to the support team, through the EC office. A
full M&E assessment is forthcoming.

-

A total of 15 sub-activity events occurred in Quarter 4, which is the highest number of quarterly
events conducted to date.

-

The number of event participants increased 105%, compared to Quarter 3. Stakeholder meetings
accounted for 47% of the participation, training (30%), press conference (16%), and workshops the
remaining 7%.

-

Government representation (40%) at RESPOND events took the lead over university participation
th

(30%) in the 4 Quarter.
-

Female participation at events increased to 31%, the highest level yet for RESPOND quarterly
results.

-

While nationality of event participants is largely dependent on event location, for the Q4 events
conducted, participants were primarily from Uganda (43%), DRC (28%) and Thailand (12 %.) U.S.
participation dropped to 1.2%.

-

Overall, event participants have rated RESPOND events as very good (3.4 out of 4) across regions,
which was a 7 percentage point decrease from Q3.

-

From participants' perspective, RESPOND events have continued to help expand/clarify their
understanding of "One Health" (3.5 out of 4), rebounding from Q3.

-

Two baseline assessments (Thailand Knowledge & Utilization, OHCEA) were completed by the M&E
team. Summaries are included later in the M&E section.

EVENT OVERVIEW
To date, after the initial discovery period for each office, the majority of sub-activity events have been
meetings (stakeholder), training and workshops. External events (e.g., UMN's Public Health Institute
(PHI)), where RESPOND supports participants to attend, are excluded from the following analysis, but
are presented separately in the following "Other Results" section.
The number of events (Figure 1) across regions increased dramatically in Q4, largely due to work of the
West Congo office. Fifteen events occurred, with each office contributing equally. While there were no
Global events conducted, West Congo picked up the pace, with their most productive quarter to date,
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conducting 6 events.
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Figure 1: Number of Events by Region and Quarter

Q4 event attendance rose 105% compared to Q3 (Figure 2.) Both training and stakeholder meeting
participation increased. Stakeholder meetings accounted for 47% of the participation, training (30%),
press conference (16%), and workshops the remaining 7%. The training attendance was largely due to
the MUSK East Congo events. There was one WC press conference held w ith 84 attendees. Note that
Year 1 Quarter 4 participant level was unusually high, due to large public lectures/campa igns.
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Figure 2: Event Participants by Quarter and Event Type

At the end of every event, we collect feedback from participants to understand how the event was
received, usefulness, objectives met and more importantly how to improve future events of a similar
nature. Currently we do not have enough data at the regional level to show the results. But at a
RESPOND-wide aggregate level, the results are very promising, as the average rating all event s have
ranged between good to excellent (Figure 3). In Q4, there was a 7 percentage point decrease in rating,
however it remains comparable to earlier events which have all exhibited favorable results.
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Figure 3: Event Evaluation Results: "Overall the event was ..."

Another question that is asked in the event evaluation is the participant's agreement with the
statement that the event helped expand/clarify their understanding of "One Health". While the results
have been high each quarter (Figure 4), there was a rebound this quarter to near historic highs. At this
time, there are a few events where t he evaluation analysis is still underway, which will be reflected in
next quarter's report.
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Figure 4: Event Evaluation Results: "This event helped expand/clarify my understanding of "One Health"
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EVENT PARTICIPANT PROFILE
In the fourth quarter of year two, participants to RESPOND events came from five major types of
organizations (Figure 5.) They included government, which was the largest group making up, on
average, around 40% of all participants, followed by representatives from universities (30%), nongovernmental organizations (10%), community-based and professional organizations (10%) and private
company {1%.). The remaining 9% came from uncategorized organizations, due to insufficient data
collection. By region, participants from government made up the largest group at West Congo (48%)
events, followed by East Congo {32%) and Southeast Asia {26%.) University participants are most
prominent in the East Congo region (58%), followed by Southeast Asia (11%) and West Congo {9%).
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Figure 5: Q4 Participant by Organization Type and Region

Male attendees continued to outnumber that of their female counterparts throughout the five quarters
(Figure 6.) As seen in the graph, the percentage of female participants grew steadily from less than
10% in Year 1 Q4 to 31% of the total number in Year 2 Quarter 4. The gender results analysis will be
forthcoming in a future report, as to drivers (e.g., fewer female deans, fewer female vet students)
behind the lower female representation.
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Figure 7 is a breakdown of all RESPOND event participants from Q3 by their nationality. Uganda and
DRC nationals combined to represent 70% of all event attendees during the period. U.S. participation
declined from 15% (Year 2 Quarter 3, not shown) to 1.2%.
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Figure 7: Q4 Event Attendees by Nationality
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OTHER RESULTS
In addition to t he sub-activity event results noted above, in Q4, RESPOND accomplished the followi ng:
Network:

•

East Congo: OHCEA- 14 laptop computers were distributed to OHCEA

•

East Congo: OCH EA - Baseline assessment report completed by M&E team

Participant support at external events:

•

East Congo: Familiarizing with the VPH Residency model at UMN(l participant)

•

SE Asia: Putting One Health to Work Workshop (11 participants)

Other:

•

East Congo: Finalizing/revising the IDSR Strategic Plan : 2010-2015 and assisting Uganda Health
Regulations (IHR 2005/IDSR Integration) with the Uganda Ministry of Health

•

Southeast Asia: Knowledge & Utilization Assessment in Thailand report completed by M&E
team

PROJECT TO DATE
The project to date (PTD) distribution of event attendees according the region that hosted the event
and the event type are displayed in Figure 8. The East Congo Basin RESPOND Office (Uganda) has
hosted the highest number of event participants, even with the exclusion of the lecture event in Year 1
Quarter 4, by far the largest single event in RESPOND's history. Workshops have been more widely
attended than trainings and meetings in all regions except the East Congo Basin, where the cumulative
attendance for trainings is more than double that of workshops.
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Figure 8: Event Participants by Host Region and Event Type (PTD)

For each event, we also track participant profile information to understand the background/role of
participants and the organizations they represent. Generally, attendees to RESPOND events came from
five major types of organizations (Figure 9.) They included universities, which was the largest group
making up 40% of all participants, followed by representatives from governments (31%), nongovernmental organizations (10%), professional, community-based and professional organizations
/associations (7%), and private companies (2%) . The remaining 10% comes from organizations which
are unknown (due to lack of data collection at particular events.)
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Figure 10 displays the nationalities of all RESPOND event participants. Unsurprisingly, the highest
proportions of participants are from countries where large RESPOND events have been held, including
the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Vietnam, and Thailand . Figure 10 also demonstrates that
the program reach extends far beyond the countries that have hosted events. Overall, individuals from
50 different countries have participated in RESPOND events.
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ASSESSMENTS
During Quarter 3 and Quarter 4, two baseline assessments were completed by the M&E team. The
following are highlights from the assessments.

SOUTHEAST ASIA KNOWLEDGE & UTILIZATION ASSESSMENT-THAILAND
During June 2011, three members of the RESPOND Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) team spent 18
days in Thailand interviewing key audiences of RESPOND work. Interviews were conducted with 22
personnel from government (4), NGOs (5), universities (8), and others groups (including USAID and
RESPOND staff) (5) regarding organizational relationships, issues being encountered in RESPOND work,
and their expectations going forward.
The assessment summarizes a set of key baseline observations about the context, activities, and
emerging issues that characterize RESPOND activities in Thailand at project inception. These
observations will be used as dimensions on which to assess project accomplishments over time.
Observations include:
•

Collaboration beneficiaries - Cross-border is more attractive than in-country collaboration. Higher
prestige for helping to build capacity of animal and health workers in other countries. Lower
prestige fields have more to gain by collaborating with those in higher prestige fields.

•

Collaboration between government and universities - Government personnel are clear that they
are responsible for disease outbreak response. University personnel see their role largely limited
to the delivery of training and or research. Neither expresses much interest in new or greater
forms of university-government collaboration. It is not clear how a new university network will
lead to an improved system for disease outbreak response. While it could enhance cross-university
collaboration, it seems this is already happening

•

Receptivity to the One Health concept - One Health is an attractive concept to both university and
government personnel, however it may prove difficult to implement. Government units tend to
operate in silos, protecting their turf. Universities are concerned that formal institutional
collaboration could threaten competitive advantage held, by levelling the playing field. University
personnel feel that they already incorporate elements of the One Health approach in their
curriculum

•

Different perceptions of the problem RESPOND is trying to solve - While RESPOND is advocating
more cross-disciplinary cooperation under the rubric of 'One Health', university and government
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personnel feel they already have considerable cooperation, but through more informal channels.
Current levels of cross-institutional collaboration are limited.
•

Shifting role of US universities - With the shift from twinning to networking, there is a lack of clarity
among university participants about the substance of what the RESPOND university network will
support. It appears to be created on good intentions to work together without a clearly focused
activity. Both UMN and Tufts were initially viewed as a major source of assistance in course design
and instructors for RESPOND supported training. However, due to the need to quickly seize
opportunities for the delivery of training and local language capacity needs, the universities have
not been able to provide these requirements.

•

Regard for the RESPOND project - Government and university personnel expressed a desire and
need for RESPOND to provide greater clarity as to what t he project intends to do. RESPOND staff
are waiting for the universities to clarify their needs.

RESPOND COLLABORATIVE MONITORING AND EVALUATION BASELINE OF ONE
HEALTH CENTRAL AND EASTERN AFRICA (OHCEA)

Between June and August 2011, point people representing four schools of veterinary medicine and four
schools of public health in five OH CEA member countries worked alongside RESPOND M&E team
members to conduct a baseline of the OHCEA network. The purpose of this activity was to: 1) establish a
baseline against which to analyze and interpret future OHCEA successes and challenges, 2) collect
information about OHCEA stakeholders' expectations that can be used to make adjustments that
improve the network, and 3) build the capacity within OHCEA to continue to monitor and evaluate the
development of the network through collaboration with point people at OH CEA member universities.
The OHCEA M&E baseline used an interview protocol and questions they developed to interview a total
of 143 OHCEA stakeholders including deans and faculty at Umutara Polytechnic Institute (Rwanda),
Jimma University (Ethiopia), Sokoine University of Agriculture (Tanzania), Moi University (Kenya),
University of Nairobi (Kenya) and Makerere University (Uganda) . In addition, interviews are being
conducted at two universities in the Democratic Republic of Congo and results from that data collection
will be incorporated into future evaluations of OHCEA.
Interview questions covered a variety of issues, such as, institutional motivation, leadership, equity, t rust,
and sustainability, as they relate to partnerships within the OHCEA network and university partnership
generally. Main findings from the study were threefold:
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There is enthusiasm around the goals of OHCEA and its promotion of One Health: Across the universities
where the M&E team interviewed, there was excitement about the OHCEA network and recognition of
the potential it could have in supporting dialogue and collaboration across health disciples and between
organizations and government ministries concerned with animal and human health. However, some
interviewees openly expressed skepticism at the ambitious goals that the network has. Interviewees
mentioned challenges that could threaten the long-term sustainability of the network including lack of
sufficient finances and the complexity of impacting health policy across so many countries.
1.

There is a desire to increase collaboration within and across OHCEA countries and One Health
initiatives: Interviewees viewed prior collaboration between OHCEA universities and governmenta l
and non-governmental organizations on the Country Coordination Committees in a positive light.
They wondered how other institutions and health initiatives would be incorporated by OHCEA.
Some universities are already part of One Health networks. Other interviewees asked how OH CEA
would align itself in supporting work toward Millennium Development Goals and improving the
health of communities more generically.

2.

There is recognition that OHCEA has already had some successes: Interviewees see that there has
been progress in establishing the membership, vision and mission for OHCEA; however about 90%
of interviewees said they were unaware of how OHCEA leadership is structured and how decisions
are made. Since OHCEA is a young network, this lack of awareness is not surprising. It is critical that
there be communication within each university about how OHCEA plans to move forward and how
university faculty can become involved in the development of this network immediately.

INDICATORS
As the RESPOND project's focus has evolved since project inception, the project M&E indicators have
also evolved with the changing focus. The indicators below were recently aligned to the project during
Year 2. A discussion with USAID to establish targets for the indicators will be forthcoming. At this time,
there are indicators (shaded gray) that we have not collected data for as they are either long-term
impact indicators (e.g., trainees using gained knowledge) which will be measured at a later date or
have proven difficult to obtain (e.g., average time from first report (national level) of suspected disease
to arrival of outbreak response teams.) However, these indicators remain in our scope as we intend to
address them.
Table 1: RESPOND Indicators by Quarter
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Indicators

SYear
Target

Yearl

Y2Q1

Y2Q2

Y2Q3

Y2Q4

266

267

80

201

106

29

Total

Training (i.e., training, workshops)*
Number of trainees
TBD

236

1,050

Global
TBD

135

East Congo
TBD

126

84

27

63

144

444

TBD

110

26

79

2

36

253

so

132

15

21

218

20

23

7

24

West Congo
Southeast Asia
TBD
Percentage point change in trainee
knowledge**

so

45

Global

so

23

23

East Congo

so

45

45

West Congo

so

20

24

7

17

Southeast Asia

so
Trainees using gained knowledge (%)
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Linkages
Number of stakeholder meeting
participants***
Global
East Congo

21

21

80
80
80
80
80

TBD
TBD

64

TBD

31

TBD

33

108

108

142

55

254

568

110

304

72

105

87

72

159

79

84

763

West Congo
Southeast Asia
TBD
Number of press
conference/lecture/presentation
pa rti ci pants (estimate)
Global

TBD
TBD

600

TBD

600

-

-

East Congo

79

679

West Congo

84

TBD
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Southeast Asia
TBD
% of relationships improved

Global

TBD
TBD

East Congo
West Congo

TBD
TBD

Sout heast Asia

TBD

Networking/Twinning/Mentoring
Number of milestones achieved for
networks

TBD

Global

TBD

East Congo
West Congo

TBD
TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of
t winning/network/mentoring exchanges
Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD
TBD
TBD

East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

80
80
80
80

Outbreak
Number of procedural and structural
improvements implemented for
out break response capacity
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

2

2

5

1

2

2

5

4

4

4

4

TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD

Average t ime from first report (national
level) of suspected disease to arrival of
out break response teams
East Congo

TBD

West Congo
Sout heast Asia

TBD
TBD

% of outbreak responses following IDSR

1

TBD

West Congo
Southeast Asia
Objectives achieved (%)

-

TBD

TBD

guidelines
East Congo

TBD

West Congo
Sout heast Asia

TBD
TBD

Other
Event rating (4=excellent to l =poor)
3.5
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3.6

3.6

3.3

3.4

80

Global
3.5

3.3

3.3

East Congo
3.5

3.3

3.5

3.3

3.6

3.3

3.4

3.3

3.3

West Congo
3.3

Southeast Asia
3.5
Event helped expand/clarify One Health
understanding (4=strongly agree to
l=strongly disagree)
Global

3.4

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.5

3.1

3.6
3.5

3.5

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.5

3.6

3.6

East Congo
3.5

3.3

3.5

3.6

3.5

West Congo
3.5

3.4

3.6

Southeast Asia
3.5

3.1

3.1

Campaign reach (people) * ***
Global
East Congo

TBD
TBD

39,349

39,349

TBD

9,349

9,349

TBD

30,000

30,000

West Congo
Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of RESPOND created/modified
materials used
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

*
**
***
****
"TBD"

2

5

1
1

5

2

9

2

6
3

TBD
Excludes facilitators, trainers, and event support staff.
Measured through audience analysis/pre-tests and post
tests
Includes facilitators that participate
Estimate of reach. For Year 1, in WC, 30,000 rabies leaflets
were distributed
To Be Determined
Data collection forthcoming

-----------------
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SUB-ACTIVITY PROGRESS
The following section catalogues results produced during t he quarter and the year to date for RESPOND su b-activities identified in the Year 2 Work
Plan.

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
Sub-

Expected Results 1
Implementing

LOW

Act

Activities by LOW

July 2010 - 30

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)
ID

-

September 2011

-

Invitations sent to PREDICT, PREVENT, IDENTIFY CDC and
USDA for representative nomination to t he team;
M anagement team created for the development of standard
definitions for One Health core competencies that consists
Revised ti meline developed.

of TRG and Tufts. Implementation team formed includes

Teleconference working session

members from RESPOND, PREVENT, PREDICT, CDC and

held with worki ng group (i.e.,

USDA; Workshop conducted with mgt and implementation

EPT partners, CDC, USDA) on

teams on March 21 -22

Develop EPT programPublished,
wide definition of One
1.1.4
3.1

Health core

th

st

nd

2011, establishing: common

internationally

11 July. Interview protocol

elements to consider, scope/purpose/audience/use of

accepted core

drafted for subject matter

competencies, development methodology,

competencies

discipline nominees. Literature

roles/responsibilities of teams, development work plan, and

review underway. References

coord ination/communication mechanisms for teams.

collect ed for potential

Revised t imeline for sub-act ivity completion. Working

int erviewees.

session t eleconference held with working group (i.e., EPT

TBD

GL
competencies. {Fast

Track)

th

partners, CDC, USDA) on 11 July. Interview protocol
drafted for subject matter discipline nominees. Literature
review underway. References collected for potent ial
int erviewees.
Develop best

Best management

Conference call conducted with

RESPOND continues to work with t he Extractive Industries

practices (BMPs)

Extractive Indust r ies Working

Working Group and have periodic conference calls. During

developed and

Group to review new mitigation

this per iod, RESPOND has focused its efforts on developing a

2.2.1
3.2

management practice

TBD

GL
recommendations for
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-

extractive industries

commu nicated

tool.

white paper to provide the evidence base of the activities

based on PREDICT-

associated with extractive industry development and

identified vectors in

operations that lead to the potential for transmission of

hot spot regions.

zoonotic disease from rodents, bats, and primates in French
Equatorial Africa. As part of the white paper, RESPOND
gathered t he existing guidelines, mitigation measures, and
best management practices developed by lending agencies,
industry, and other stakeholders that would be pertinent to
mitigation strategies for minimizing zoonotic disease
tra nsmission. In addition, RESPOND participated in
coordinat ion calls w ith the Extractive Industry Working
Group as to steps forward for Year 3.
1

Completed: RESPOND PHQ staff attended t he 6 " Global
Scientific Conference for TEPHINET (Dec. 13-17'h) in Cape
Support conference

Town, South Africa. A One Health pre-conference workshop

and conduct One

(91 attendees) was supported, 8 speakers and 11 students

Support for TEPHINET
t o host global
2.4.2
3.2

Health workshop
conference and add

TEPHINET

GL

for 30 persons;

supported t o attend, as well as regional techn ical and
N/A

tra ining staff supported to attend and learn about field

One Healt h sessions.
plenary session for

epidemiology training programs in their regions, associated

One Health issues

outbreak invest igat ions of emerging infectious diseases

(Fast Track)
completed in the last year and in-service tra ining for
governmental officials
Trai ning, techn ical,
Outbreak response

logistical, material

See sub-activity 3.2.0.lEC,

and

3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC,

commu nications

3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

See sub-activity 3.2.0.lEC, 3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC,

3.2.0
3.2

support for newly

TBD

GL

3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC
emerging epidemics.

support provided
Increased use of

Contract signed with ProMED; Workshop held for 13

w ildlife health

th
attendees at the TEPHINET Global Conference on Dec. 13 ;

ProMed Mail:
3.3.1

Expanding surveillance

GL

and verification for

3.2

ProMED Mail

information to

No results in Q4.

Planning underway for future ProMED tra ining workshops;

protect and

In February 2010, RESPOND completed a six-hour tra ining

improve public

on non-traditional information sources as an adjunct to

wildlife diseases.
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healt h.

routine disease survei llance in Bangkok, Thailand.
Participatory training conducted with 20 Field Epidemiology
Training Program Veterinarians (FETPVs) as part of a larger
month-long cou rse for Thai FETPVs.

Support for
development of
materials and media
messages to bu iId

Increased

public awareness

Global Alliance

awareness of issues

about zoonotic

for Rabies

related to zoonot ic

disease - World

Control

disease

3.4.8
3.1

Completed: See sub-act ivity 3.4.8EC and sub-activity

GL

N/A
3.4.8WC

Rabies Day, 28

transmission

September 2010, as a
pilot act ivity. {Fast

Track)
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EAST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES MATRIX
Sub-

LOW

Expected Results 1 July
Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

2010 - 30 September

Act

ID

Q4 Results

YTD Results

2011

Leadership skill training on Aug. 12'", 2010 for 15
participants. One Health Summit in Kampala held on
Oct. 13-17, 2010: 59 participant s from 6 cou ntries
schools of public health and veterinary medicine formed
the regional network OHCEA (One Health Central and
East Africa Network); OHCEA planning meeting held in
Nairobi, Kenya Dec. 12-17th : 31 participants involved
with key agreements, planned activities,

network

support, One Health Kenya launch and leadership
Creation of

training (25 participants); At the close of Dec. 2010,

OHCEA

RESPOND awarded a grant t o the HEALTH Alliance in
HEALTH Alliance,

Secret ariat and

support of the creat ion and establishment of the
One Health

1.2.2

member

EC

coordinating

3.1

Presented

OHCEA

with

laptop
organizational framework for OHCEA. Initial funds were

Central and East

TBD

computers for the 14 OHCEA Focal
disbursed and the following milestones achieved:

Africa Network

Persons on July 11th.

committees.

OHCEA organizational structure established/agreed to;
(OHCEA)

(Fast Track,

Secretariat created/staffed; Secretariat offices opened;

HEALTH Alliance)

organizational registration in Uganda agreed to by
members, and legal registration process complet e;
Purchased computers for t he 14 OHCEA Focal Persons.
Provided support for 3 people (One Health Team) from
Makerere University to attend and present at the
Annual One Health workshop, at UMN, on May 9-13t h.
Provided support fo r 12 participant s to attend UMN
th

Annua l Public Health Institute from May 23 - June 10

.

Presented OHCEA with laptop computers for the 14
OHCEA Focal Persons on July 11th.
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Preparatory meetings conducted with UMN and OHCEA
Co-Chairs i n Uganda; OHCEA Deans & Focal Persons
Meeting conducted Feb. 7-11'\ Rwanda with 63
participants: OHCEA regional vision and mission
M&E team finalized data collection

determined, deans and focal person t rained in strategic

from four Schools of Veterinary

planni ng, member roles/responsibilities defined,

Medicine at Jimma University,

commencement of OHCEA country specific strategic

Umutara Polytechnic, Sokoine

planning, leadership training (27 participants); OHCEA

University of Agriculture and

Focal Persons Meeting conducted March 8-12 in Kenya

Makerere University and four

w ith 13 participants: finalize 10 yr. strategic plan with

th

Schools of Public Health at Jim ma

country specific input and design/budget for May-Sept

University, Moi University,

2011 work plan of activities; OHCEA Leaders Training

University of Nairobi, and Makerere

conducted Feb. 25 - Mar. 5 in Europe: leaders of

th

th

University. Finalized the draft

OHCEA were sponsored to participate in a course on

report on August 31, 2011

Engaging Intergovernmental Organization. Attended

circulated it internally w ithin

USAID organized EPT meeting with OHCEA, RESPOND,

RESPOND.

WHO, AU-IBAR, FAO and OIE in Congo-Brazzaville to

Supported a Stakeholder

devise plan and define roles in engaging regional govt.

Sensitization Workshop for the

Sponsored an OHCEA Deans and Focal Persons meeting

development of a residency based

in Kinshasa, DRC May 16 -19

knowledge partnership for Uganda

Strategic plan was ratified, country capacity needs/gap

HEALTH Alliance,
Support OHCEA
One Health
1.2.3

work plan (Fast

3.1

Central and East
EC

TBD

Track, HEALTH

Africa Network
Alliance)

(OHCEA)
th

th

,

with 40 participants.

on August 4 (attended by 25

reports and work plans presented, and discussed OHCEA

people). Supported a member of

can support EPT's work with govt. M&E team began

the faculty of Makerere School of

OHCEA baseline assessment & M&E capacity building

Veterinary Medicine (SVM) to

w ith member universities in Rwanda, Ethiopia, Tanzania,

travel to the UMN, on August 7, to

Kenya, DRC and Uganda. Data was collected from four

observe and participate in an

Schools of Vet Medicine and four Schools of Publ ic

existing VPH residency program.

Health. The draft report was finalized August 31, 2011
and circu lat ed internally withi n RESPOND. Supported a
Stakeholder Sensitization Workshop for the
development of a residency based knowledge
partnership for Uganda on August 4 (attended by 25
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people). Supported a member of the faculty of
Makerere School of Veterinary Medicine (SVM) to travel
to the UMN, on August 7, to observe and participate in
an existing VPH residency program.
Support fellows
to attend exist ing
Field
Epidemiology
1.4.4

Training

EC

Programs with

3.1

Merged with 3.2.2 EC.

See EC

Merged with 3.2.2 EC. See EC region listing.

AFENET
region listing.

veterinaryspecific
components.

{Fast Track)
Strengthen and
expand the
Global Health

Makerere

Institute to serve

University,

as a platform for

Ministries and

1.5.3
3.1
EC

Completed: GHI conducted in Kampala, w ith 77 students
and faculty from various schools (e.g., public health,
Implement a 2-week GHI;
t rain 70 students

in-service
programs and

N/A

HEALTH Alliance

veterinary medicine) t rained in zoonotic diseases, global
public health systems,

universit ies

participatory

epidemiology,

applied biost atistics

graduate level
training.
Outbreak
Training,

t echnical,

response support
3.2.0
3.2

logistical, material and
for newly

TBD

EC

communications support

N/A

N/A

emerging
provided.
epidemics.
Support for

Veterinary

Completed: Logistical support for 4 district rabies
Increased awareness of

3.4.8

development of

Association,

3.1

awareness inform ation campa igns (4,000 potential
issues related to zoonotic

EC

materia ls and

Ministry of

N/A

reach) and joint M inistry of Health and M inistry of

disease transmission
media messages
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community

action

and

vaccination

to build public

of Agriculture

campaigns

awareness about
zoonotic disease
- World Rabies
Day, 28
September 2010,
as a pi lot activity.

{Fast Track)
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UGANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-

LOW

Expected Results 1 July
Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

2010 - 30 September

Act
ID

Q3 Results

YTD Results

2011
Completed: Funded the logistics for many activities (e.g.,
baseline survey, 34 officials tra ined, aerial surveillance,
cont ainment activities, community info campaigns, public
Ugandan Wildlife
awareness campaign (website with 27 unique visitors),
Authority,
Outbreak

Support provided for

commu nity sensit ization to 5,272 households, TV talk show

response, best practices

w ith natl coverage), logistical support); RESPOND supported

Ministry of
response :
Health, Ministry
3.2.0.1

Control of

3.2

developed and an
of Agriculture,

EC

Anthrax in Queen

adapt able outbreak

an after action review meeting (33 participants) of the
N/A

th
,

Anthrax National Task Force. Held from March 9-lO

2011

CDC, AFENET and
Elizabeth

response template

and faci litated by AFENET, reviewed response, roles and

created.

effectiveness of the Task Force's actions with an eye for

Conservation
National Park.
through Public
tangible lessons learned and preventative steps t o be taken
Health
in preparat ion for the next outbreak. Consensus that a
national outbreak response strategy should be developed
for Uganda.
Supported a post-2010/2011

Invited to participate in National Disease Task Force,

Yel low fever outbreak response

provided funds to support active case surveillance,

st

review on September 1 to develop

commu nity awareness, case management and social

Support provided for

lessons learned from the outbreak

mobilization; Provided tech advice & direction to EPT

Outbreak
response:
response, best practices

to be applied for better preparation

PREDICT; Facilitated & guided National Task Force in

developed and an

for future outbreaks. Attended by

developing a national response plan; RESPOND conducted a

adaptable outbreak

42 people, the discussions centered

post action analysis and mapping of the response by

response template

on general coordination and

Ugandan officials, NGOs, CDC/Uganda, IDENTIFY, PREDICT

created.

logistics, epidemiology and

and RESPOND. Analysis was presented jointly by RESPOND

surveillance, case management,

and AFENET to the USAID EPT Partners Quarterly Meeting in

social mobilization and, animal and

Washington, DC March 2011, which was used as a tool to

environmental health.

focus conversations on the roles of EPT partners duri ng

Unidentified
3.2.0.2
3.2

hemorrhagic
EC

AFE NET

outbreak in
Bundibugyo,
District
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human and animal outbreaks. Convened the first Ugandan
EPT local partners coordination meeting on Mays'\ to
prepare for the after action review with MoH. Received final
report on the Yellow Fever outbreak from t he grantee,
th

AFENET, on May 18

,

wh ich closed th is sub-activity.

Supported a post-2010/2011 Yellow fever outbreak
st

response review on September 1 to develop lessons
learned from the outbreak to be applied for better
preparation for futu re outbreaks. Attended by 42 people,
the discussions centered on general coordination and
logistics, epidemiology and surveillance, case management,
social mobilization and, animal and environmental health.
Outbreak
Support provided for
response:
response, best practices
Unidentified
3.2.0.3
3.2

developed and an
hemorrhagic

AFENET

EC

See 3.2.0.2 EC

See 3.2.0.2 EC

adaptable outbreak
outbreak in Abim
response t emplate
and Agabo
created.
Districts
Outbreak

Strengthening training

response:

(skills) and capacity

The 5 trainees undertaking the

Strengthening

(resources) to identify

Master of Veterinary Preventive

surveillance,

outbreaks of infectious

Medicine (MVPM) completed their

reporti ng

diseases; conducting

first round of modular cou rses and

diagnost ic

appropriat e, routine

started their first fi eld assignments.

disease surveillance in

Received a formal request from

improve early

animals and humans

AFENET on September 22 for t he

detection,

with reinforced local

extension of the grant and started

diagnosis and

resources and personnel

working with the PHQ to submit

response to

in a sustainable manner;

the request forma lly to USAID.

disease

Strengthening the

outbreaks in

coordination of national

3.2.0.4
3.2

capacity to

AFE NET

EC
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Concept paper developed and approved by USAID on June
15. Grant application process underway. The 5 trainees
undertaking the Master of Veterinary Preventive Medicine
(MVPM) completed their first round of modular courses and
started their fi rst field assignments. Received a forma l
nd

req uest from AFENET on September 22 for the extension

nd

of the grant and started working with the PHQ to submit the
req uest formally to USAID.

90

humans,

and local outbreak

livestock and

response efforts.

wildlife
Engage private sector in
Uganda to begin tra ining
with 2 private sector
organizations associated
with the extractive
indust ry. Leverage

Concept paper developed and approved by USAID in May.

Federation of
existing peer educator

Customized a t rain ing curriculum

Presentation made to the FUE executive council (22

programs and IDSR and

based on available materials and

attendees) on June 30 to raise awareness of RESPOND

health messaging

incorporated the IDSR reportable

activities and obtain approval/support for future

curricu lum to design and

diseases. Held a one-day workshop

collaboration . Customized a t raining curriculum based on

Ugandan
Extractive

Employers,

3.2.0.5

indust ries

Uganda

EC

outbreak

Manufactu ring

response training

Association,

3.2

th

implement t his program.

(19 attendees) on August 23 to

available materials and incor porated the IDSR reportable

Establishment of a

review the Uganda Red Cross

diseases. Held a one-day workshop (19 attendees) on

partnership with UMA

cu rriculum on disease outbreaks.

August 23 to review the Uganda Red Cross curricu lum on

Ugandan Red
Cross
and FUE; Development

disease outbreaks.

of a cu rriculum t ailored
to the private sector;
Tra ined Master Trainers
and Trainers; Trained
peer educators.
Supported a post-2011 Ebola

RESPOND invited by Ugandan Ministry of Health (MoH) to

outbreak response review on

fi rst meeting of Ebola Outbreak Task Force on May 14

Support provided for

September 2, to develop lessons

Focus on strengthen MoH response efforts through

response, best practices

learned from the outbreak to be

provision of materials and logistical support to One Health

developed and an

applied for better preparation for

multidisciplinary teams. RESPOND to provide material and

response to

adaptable outbreak

future outbreaks. Attended by 49

logistical needs to the MoH to enable them to conduct field

Ebola in Uganda

response t emplate

representatives from the affected

investigations as wel l as provided support for a targeted

created.

districts, national level response

commun ity education communication strategy. Concept

teams and representatives from

paper developed and approved by USAID. RESPOND

RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREDICT, CDC,

provided funds, logistical/commod ity support (PPE),

Support for
3.2.0.6

investigation &

3.2

th
.

AFENET
EC
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WHO, Makerere University, and the

outbrea k response, and technica l assistance. Outbreak

Uganda USAID EPT Coordinator.

declared over after 42 days. Supported a post-2011 Ebola
outbreak response review on September 2, to develop
lessons learned from the outbreak to be applied for better
preparation for future outbrea ks.
At tended by 49 represent atives from the affected district s,
national level response teams and representatives from
RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREDICT, CDC, WHO, Makerere
University, and the Uganda USAID EPT Coordinat or.

Hold a series of

This sub-activity was originally placed on hold due to

district, national

Strengthening human

Submitted a draft grant agreement

program challenges for t he host tra ining center in Nigeria,

and regional

resource ca pacity in field

with AFENET to USAID for approval

planned course was cancel led. New concept note developed

meetings and

epidemiology and

on 27 July. Two key WCB personnel

that merged sub-activit ies 1.4.4EC and 3.2.2EC int o a single

workshops to

effective outbreak

traveled to Kampala to work with

sub-activity, which was approved by USAID in May.

response; Strengthening

AFENET in collaboration with the

Submitted a draft grant agreement wit h AFENET to USAID

and initiate t he

AFENET institut ional

ECB team in an effort t o creat e

for approval on 27 July. Two key WCB personnel traveled t o

development of a

capacity for train ing,

pan-Congo uniformity an d

Kampa la t o work w it h AFENET in collaboration with the ECB

priorit ized plan

mentoring and

increased collaboration between

team in an effort to create pan-Congo uniform ity and

for outbreak

management.

the East and West Congo.

increased collaboration between the East and West Congo.

3.2.2
3.2

identify needs

AFENET

EC

response.
Develop an
implementation
plan for
identifying sites,

Training implementation

3.4.1
3.1

Completed: Planning meeting conducted in November
t rainers and

TBD

plan; Knowledge base

EC
needs to conduct

N/A

2010.

created

communit y level
first responder
training.
4.1.2

Evaluate existing

3.2

Implementation plan for

Add it ional training done to bring

Pre-installation assessment completed. RESPOND received

RESPOND support of

the number of t rained users to 120;

approval from USAID for the proposed grant to be issued to

MUSPH
EC

Knowledge
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Management

appropriate technologies

more than 500 faculty and students

the Makere re School of Public Health. RESPOND procured

Systems for the

(71%) enrolled on the platform. In

and installed a server at MUSPH. Provided training by Tufts

health sciences,

addition, more than 500 files with

University TUSK staff to the Makerere User Support team (2

their application

teaching materials uploaded at

people.) Provided on-site training to Makerere faculty and

and utilization in

MUSPH and SVM. With RESPOND

students (61 people total) on the use of the TUSK system. 2

t he university

support, addit ional IT

one-hour introductory sessions provided to 100 people in

context, and

procurements were made to link

tota l. Additiona l training done to bring the number of

support the

MUSPH with t he SVM.

tra ined users to 120; more tha n 500 faculty and students

improvement

(71%) enrolled on the platform. In addition, more than 500

and integration

fi les with t eaching materials uploaded at MU5PH and SVM.

of appropriate

With RESPOND support, additional IT procurements were

systems.

made to link MUSPH with the SVM.

KENYA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

ETHIOPIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

RWANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

TANZANIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in t he following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC
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WEST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
Sub-

Expected Results 1
Implementing

LOW

Act

July 2010 - 30

Activities by LOW

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)

ID

September 2011
The Universities are planning their first twinning visits to
University of Makerere, University of Nairobi, University of
University of
Lusaka, and University of KwaZulu-Na tal in South Africa.
Kinshasa (DRC),
Six junior facu lty (2 from each school)
University of

Twinning/mentoring

Lubumbashi

est ablished

Conduct twinning
with

and mentoring w ith

3.1

1.2.1

(DRC), ISTM

institutions.

Kinshasa and

ca ndidates

Six

3

and six mentors from Tufts University

A wo rkshop on Quality Assurance (Institutional Research) was

have been identified and paired.

successfully conducted in Lubumbash i under t his sub-activity.

A workshop on Quality Assu rance was

of Staff and Advisor t o the Minister of Higher Education,

conducted in Lubumbashi on Aug 8 to

representat ives of t he Federation Une Sante (FUS), UNILU

10, 2011.

Veterinary and Public Health Schools and ISTM Lubum bashi.

PhD

universities and

WC

15 participants attended the workshop, among them the Chief
mentored;

vocational schools.
Lubumbashi, Ecole

masters

programs

{Fast Track)
de Faune de

supported.

Garoua

Participants expressed the desire to have this type of workshop
(Cameroon)
held for the benefit of other academic instit utions in DRC, t he
region and for OHCEA university members
RESPOND contributed to the organization of AN IC (the national
nurses association of DRC) workshop held on September 22 to

Corrective programs are
compiled in an action

24, gathering about 100 nurses from all over the country. AN IC

plan

is a member of FUS and t he objectives of th is workshop were to

for

resource

Develop an
mobilization.

Plan

actionable plan to

discuss the future of nurses' profession at national, regiona l and
RESPOND

cont ributed

to

t he

includes: 1) Con duct a
strengthen and

3.1

international levels, and their leadership role for development
organization of AN IC (the national

1.3.1

enhance ongoing

Federation Une

WC

career path

Sante-RDC

situat ional analysis of 2
professions

in DRC. It was an opportunity for RESPOND to inform and
nurses associat ion of DRC) workshop

and

sensitize t he nurses o n One Health approach. Besides the
held

"epidemiology",

on

September

22

to

24,

2)

development in DRC

financia l contribution which helped ANIC and FUS mobilize t he
gathering about 100 nurses from all

Conduct

an

outreach

and Republic of

medias to cover t hat event, RESPOND gave a presentation
over t he country.

program

ta rgeting

showing the importance of One Health approach and strategy

professionals

for building capacities for preventing and responding to disease

Congo (ROC).
healt h

using radio broadcasts

outbreak, particularly for health workers at the front line. The

and internet

very active discussion t hat followed the presentation showed
the interest of the participants, whose majority heard about
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Sub-

Expected Results 1
Implementing

LOW

Act

Activities by LOW

July 2010 • 30

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)

ID

September 2011
One Health for t he first time!

There were 24 participa nts from 10 countries (all m inistry
professionals) and 7 resource people (representing RESPOND,
AU-I BAR, ZLS, WCS, and PREDICT) . The practical training was
Conduct professional
African Union
continu ing education

conducted by ZSL and Umutara Polytechnic resource persons,
3

participants

(vet,

Inter-Agency
through didactic and

and focused in ecology in the park and then at t he interface and
wildlife biologist, lab)

Bureau for Animal

1.5.1

f ield workshops

continued through wildlife, livestock and human health issues
from each of the 13 EPT

The Rwanda W ILD session was held

Congo Basin countries

on July 2 to 12, 2011.

Resources (AU-

3.1
WC

using t he Wildlife

within the local community and environment. Both participant

IBAR), Royal
Investigation and

and facilitator evaluation forms show very positive ratings.

will be trained and gain
Veterina ry College

Livest ock Disease

field experience.
(RVC)

A small techn ical group has been set up to address t he

(WILD) module.
recommendations from the evaluation of the Rwanda tra ining
and t o review t he curriculum and delivery method for the
training.
The Schedule of Activity has been finalized and sent to t he
Support FOREST
Gabonese National Parks Agency which is the identified
MENTOR program
Provide

content

and

grantee. The first proposal was received from ANPN in Gabon in

focused on extractive
industry issues by

1.5.5
adding One Health

3.1

support 2 fellows and 1

Concept paper approved 18 May. The

mentor;

Schedule

fellows

of

Activity

has

early August and was reviewed by the technical team.

been

TBD

WC

mentored

on

fina lized and sent to the Gabonese

A scope of work is being reviewed for the West Congo RESPON D

content and
relationships, risks and

National Parks Agency

Training Coordinator to provide and incorporate best practices

supporting fellows
approach

of curriculum design, development and delivery by assisting

and a mentor from
subject matter experts and trainers in the production of high
DRC to participate.
quality training module.
Introduce EPT

3.2

2.1.lW

RESPOND program to

C

key collaborato rs
(USAID missions,

Cameroon and Republic

A One Health workshop was held in

A One Health workshop was held in Yaounde, Cameroon, o n

of

Yaounde, Cameroon, on September

September 22 and 23, 2011. This workshop aimed at informing

background information

22 and 23, 2011, as a continuation of

and sensitizing the members of the ad hoc committee

collected, sub-activities

introduction

mandated by t he Prime Minister to elaborate t he national

Congo

visited,

TBD
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Sub-

Expected Results 1
Implementing

LOW

Act

Activities by LOW

July 2010 • 30

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)

ID

September 2011
host governments,

identified.

stakeholders in Cameroon.

program for zoonotic diseases control and prevention on One

internat ional health

Health approach and st rategy. The opening session was chaired

agencies, private

by the Secretary General of the M inist ry of Livestock in

sector pa rtners,

presence of the US Ambassador, and covered by journalists

NGOs, universities).

from t he private and public sectors. 40 representatives from
different ministries (Public Health, Livestock, Forest and
Wildlife, Finance and Budget, Territory Management etc.), EPT
partners present in Cameroon (WHO, FAO, GVFI) and experts
from Tufts and UMN participated actively to t he workshop.

Su pport for

3.2

veterinarians to

Congolese

2.1.2

attend the annual

Vet erinary

WC

meeting of the

Medical

Congolese Veterinary

Association

AMVC workshop conducted on 1 July 2010-3 July 2010 w ith 60
TBD

N/A

participants

Medical Associat ion
Training,

technical,

Outbreak response

3.2

3.2.0

logist ical, material and
support for newly

TBD

N/A

communicat ions

WC

N/A

emerging epidemics.
support provided.
Su pport for
development of

Vet erinary

materials and media

Association,

messages to build

Ministry of Health,

public awareness

Ministry of

Completed.
Increased awareness of

3.4.8
3.1

WC

issues
about zoonotic

Agriculture,

disease - World

Health,

Rabies Day, 28

Environment,

related

zoonotic
t ransmission

interest, with t he support of technical partners and donors. 1
day workshop held (32 participa nts); 30,000 flyers and posters

to

disease

N/A

distributed across city of Kinshasa in public places, schools and
health centers; Professiona l associations initiated One Health
Federat ion

September 2010, as

FAQ, W HO and

a pilot activity. {Fast

CDC

Track)
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DRC COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-

Expected Results
Implement ing

LOW

Act

Activities by LOW

1 July 2010 - 30

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)
ID

September 2011

lnstitut Superieur
Upgrade the skills of

de Techniques

facu lty at lnstitut

Medicales,

Superieur de

lnstitut

Techniques Medicales,

Technique

A two-day workshop for stakeholders and potential recipients
lnstitut Technique

Agricole et

involved; 10

Agricole et Veterinaire,

Veterinaire, and

national trainers

and lnstitut

lnstitut

t rained; 2 modules

1.2.3
3.1

WC

3 institutions

d'Enseignement

d'Enseignement

Medicale / lnstitut

Medicale /

Techniques M edicale.

lnstitut

{Fast Track)

Techniques

A two-day workshop for

was pr epared and took place on August 8 to 9, 2011, which

stakeholders and potential

aimed at presenting the activity to stakeholders. A draft logica l

recipients took place on August 8 to

framework was finalized, as wel l as the two proposed

9, 2011.

implementation plans.

developed

Medicale.
Strengthen systems for

Analysis &

disease surveil lance,

The list of equipment to be provided to the Ministry of
improvement of

outbreak investigation
3.1.1
3.2

The list of equipment to be

Agriculture of DRC to strengthen the technical capacity of the

provided to t he M inistry of

Veterinary Services and t he Quarantine Services was

Agricu lture was established.

established. This equipment wil l be accompanying the Risk

systems and
and response with a

TSO

WC

procedures
One Health approach
completed in each
and response. {Fast

Analysis training to be conducted under 3.4.4WC.
country.

Track)
Deliver refresher

Traini ng: CDC,

Medical

One Health IDSR manual and

During three days (July 20 -22), eight core group members

outbreak response

M inist ry of Public

personnel in

guidelines for participant and

from three sectors and t he School of Public Health UNIKIN,

tra ining to rural medical

Health, Ministry

isolated rura l

facilitator has been developed.

along with three RESPOND team members finalized t he

personnel and first-

of Agriculture,

areas trained;

Grant t o lnCEF (community

participant and t ra iner manuals on mult isectoral integrated

responder training to

ICCN, CARPE;

Traini ng modules

awareness in Tshuapa district)

disease surveillance and response (also known as IDSR+).

3.4.1
3.1
WC
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Sub-

Expected Results
Implementing

LOW

Act

Activities by LOW

1 July 2010 - 30

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)
ID

Septe mber 2011
communities in the

Community

developed and

approved by USAID. Movie on

Thereafter, comments and changes were consolidated to

USAID-CARPE Salong-

awareness: lnCEF

delivered.

Ebola is being adapt ed to the DRC

obtain final versions of participant's and trainer's manuals.

Lu kenie-Sankuru

context.

Landscape region.

lnCEF contract has been signed and the team is deploying.
lnCEF conducted a series of interviews t o adapt existing movie
on Ebola for DRC context, which will be used during the
community outreach to be conducted during the next quarter.

Outbreak response
tra ining for multidisciplinary t eams at
Multi-disciplinary

AFENET proposal (technical and budget) was revised and

national and sub3.4.4

3.1

teams are
national levels,

AFENET

WC

fina lized, and will be submitted to USAID for concu rrence. The
AFENET proposal being finalized.

developed and

implementation plan and the log frame were finalized as well.

including tra ining of
t rai ned
front line health
workers in outbreak
response.
Evaluate exist ing

RESPOND started the process of t ranslating TUSK i nto French

Knowledge

for its deployment in French speaking countries such as DRC.

Management Systems

UNIKIN and UNILU have started the process of creating users

for the healt h sciences,

Implementation

their applicat ion and

plan for RESPOND

support groups to facilitate the adoption of this new
TUSK translation into French

3.2

technology. A meeti ng presided by the Chief of Staff of the
started. Users groups at UNIKIN

4.1.2
utilization in the

UNIKEN, UNILU

support of

WC

Minister of Higher Education was held in Lubumbashi in
and UNILY being created. ICT

university context, and

appropriate

support t he

technology

August to discuss the opportunity of repairing the existing
procurement process started.

improvement and

i ntranet and its expansion to connect government public
health and vet erinary laboratories. The process of procuring

integration of

ICT equipment and materials to repair and expand intranet

appropriate systems.

networks at UNIKIN and UNILU is underway.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 WC, 1.3.1 WC, 1.5.5 WC
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GABON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.1 WC, 1.5.5 WC

REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.5 WC

CAMEROON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Expected Results 1 July
Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

Act

2010 - 30 September

ID

Q4 Results

YTD Results

2011
Strengthen
systems for

The process of selecting consultants to assist the ad hoc
2 consultants were selected to

disease

committee to conduct the consensus building process and
assist the ad hoc committee to

surveilla nee,

design the national program for zoonotic disease control and
Ad hoc

National program for

conduct the consensus building

committee in

zoonotic disease control

process and design the national

outbreak
3.1.1
3.2

prevention in Cameroon has been completed. The

investigation and

WC

consultants participated to the One Healt h worksho p held in
Cameroon, EPT

and prevention designed

program for zoonotic disease

partners

for Cameroon

control and prevention in

response with a

Yaounde in Sept ember 2011. An action plan for the ad hoc

One Health

committee was elaborated. An "Executive Secretariat" was
Cameroon. An action plan for the

approach and

put in place to coordinate the consensus building process
ad hoc committee was elaborated.

response. {Fast

with a support from the consu ltants provided by RESPOND.

Track)

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.1 WC, 2.1.1 WC
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SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
Sub-

Expected Results 1
Implementing

LOW

Act

July 2011 - 30

Activities by LOW

Q4 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)
ID

September 2011
Thailand: Chiang
Mai University,

1)

Mahidol

regiona l Coordinating Office in

University,

Planning and

Thailand and a functioning

Indonesia:

Development of

University of

Sout heast Asia

Gadjah Mada,

university network

lnstitut Pertanian

(OHSEA): 1) Establish

Begor,

Coordinating Office

University of
Indonesia,

2)

3.1

university t w inning
SE
(One Health Southeast
Asia - OHSEA)

leadership that can assess and

Met with universities, APEIR, ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta,

lead t he initiatives of the

ILRI; Assessed partnerships between universities and

network

UMN/Tufts; Met w ith Chiang Mai, Chulalongkorn, Mahidol,

Established a Working Group to

and Kasetsart Universities; Concept paper approved by

aid in organizat ional

USAID. Team decided upon regional universit ies that w ill

development and

form t he initial network in Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam and

strengthening of the network

Indonesia. Meet/greet tour of universit ies at Mahidol and

and leadership; 2)
have a supporting
3)

implementation of
1.2.1

Began process t o establish

First Working Group meeting

Chiang Mai Universities in Thailand, and University of

held on August 29, 2011in

Indonesia in Indonesia. Assessed existing regional networks;

Bangkok

New networ k was init iat ed in April 2011; Hosted a Deans

Planning and delivery of the

meeting in Bangkok on 24 - 25 May, with 55 participants.

EcoHealth Zoonotic Disease

Processed to establish a regiona l coordinating office in

workshop

Thailand a national coordinating office in Vietnam. Set up a

function for
Malaysia:
Universiti
Kebangsaan
Malaysia,
Universiti Putra
Malaysia

organizational
development &
4)

th

th

strengthening; 3)
activities started in
consultation with
5)

nd

Planning for 2 Working Group

Working Group to expedite t he network activities.

meeting in Kua la Lumpur

Conducted t he 1" Working Group meeting in Bangkok on

Began t he process to establish

August 29

a Coordinating Office for the

eco-healt h zoonotic diseases. Planned for t he 2

national One Health university

Group meeting scheduled for Oct 10-11, 2011.

members. Year 1:
Vietnam:

define roles, develop

Hanoi School of

relationsh ips and

Public

develop tools

Health,

6)

th

network (VOHUNET) in

Hanoi University

Vietnam

of Agriculture,
Hanoi Medical
University
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.

Began t he two-week short course t raining on
nd

Wo rking

UMN, Tufts
Orientation held in November to discuss SMART patrolling
program with 16 wildlife directors from the Tha i Department
of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation ; Awaiti ng
USAID country-level concurrence - Liaised w it h W ildlife
Conservation Division of DNP and Wild life Conservation
Est ablish a regional

W ildlife

15 workshops

Grant with WCS developed, but

Society to d iscuss RESPOND's capacity and how we m ight

t raini ng center for

Conservation

conducted, w ith 90

cancelled in June after partia I

support a center. Id entified need for 4 district workshops for

wildlife professionals.

Society

t rainees tot al

imple mentat ion of activities.

l.S.l
3.1
SE
wild life veterinarians t o improve ret ention and broad en
capacity; In January 2011, regional RESPOND team attended
regio nal ranger traini ng as hosted by Sm ithsonian and
Wild life Conservation Society (WCS) t o explore train ing
center faci lities and meet the WCS team; Cancelled in June
after partial implementation of activities.
1)

Transitioned fund ing
mechanism from a grant to
Concept paper approved by USAID. Team worked with
d irect assistance
M i nistry of Publ ic Health's Department of Disease Control to

2)

RESPO ND worked with

Enroll 7 FETP/FETP·

st art contract process FETP leadership reached agreement
FETP/ FETP-V t o encourage

V/iF ETP students in

wit h severa l Thai u niversit ies for st udent cost and t ime
d iscussion and review to

CDC, WHO,

Tha i Masters

Mahidol

p rogram: Select

University,

universities; Su pport

Prince of

st udents in field

requirement reduction; Schedule of Activities developed;
determine wh ich universities in
Awa rd in process.

Support FETP-FETPV for
l.S.5
3.1

Tha iland wil l participate in the

Masters degree in
SE

program

epidem iology

Due to t he delay in receiving grant approval, RESPOND
3)

Songkla

Started enrollment of

projects, attendance

changed t he fund ing mechanism from a grant to d irect
FETP/FETP-V/iFETP students or

University

at international

assistance. Universities in Thailand were identified for their
graduat es from Thai land or

confe re nce, tu it ion

involvement in t he program. Students have been enrolled
othe r countries in a Thai

costs, lapto ps

into the program.
u niversity Masters or
equ ivalent degree program
(e.g. post g raduat e diploma)
based on governmental
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priorities.

Plan for engagement
Initiate extractive
2. 2.1
3.2

industry out reach in SE

Extractive industry working group developed under USAID
with industries
TBD

SE

Sub-activity ca nceled by USAID.

leadership; Concept paper submitted to USAID. Sub-award

operat ing in

Asia.

canceled by USAID
Sout heast Asia
Concept paper approved by USAID. RESPOND team met
wit h Forum's core group members to officially revise the
focus, name and obj ectives of the for um from an avian
influenza pandemic focus to a focus on One Healt h and EIDs.
3 monthly forums were held.
First RESPOND-sponsored forum meeting was conducted on
July 7: Theme: Wildlife Trade and
March 3 in Bangkok. EID Forum website was purchased and
Emerging Infectious Diseases
PREVENT,

Host regional EID
2.4.1
3.2

is being populated. Forum sponsored on Apri l 5th on
Monthly forum w it h

August 10: Theme: Putting One

IFRC,
(formerly PPF) Forum

SE

epi demic preparedness, attended by 11 participants.
20-25 participants

Health to Work

ADPC,
for 2011.

Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) fo rum meeting
each month.

September 1: Theme: Use of

FAO

conducted on ecohealth on June 2
mobile tech nologies for

nd
,

attended by 22. Forum

on July 7'hwas on W ildlife Trade and Emerging Infectious

surveillance and education
Diseases, attended by 21 part icipants. For rum on August
th

10 was about Putting One Health to Work, attended by 30
st

participants. Forum on September 1 was on The Use of
Mobile Technologies for Surveillance and Education
attended by 21 participants.
Tra ining, t echnical,
Outbreak response
3.2.0

logistical, material
support for newly

3.2
SE

TBD

N/A

N/A

and communications
emerging epidemics.
support provided.
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THAILAND COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-

LOW

Expect ed Results 1 July
Activities by

I mplementing

LOW

Partner(s)

Act

2011 - 30 Septem ber

ID
-

-

,. _

-

Q4 Results

YTD Results

2011
-

Concept paper developed; Assessed capacity of KKU
to support NAC in developing vet schools and Lao
vets; Concept paper approved; RESPOND team visited
- Supported staff from NAC/NUOL
NAC and KKUVMS separately in Q2. Details and
currently in t he Masters of Public
statement of work were prepared and reviewed and
Health program at KKU, as this is
agreements are underway; Staff from VM KKU have
an important activity to build
visited NAC/NUOL t o deliver courses to student s in
staff capacity t o support the
the student exchanges; staff from NAC/NUOL have

Improve existing twinning

newly established veterinary
curriculum at NAC.

spent time at VMKKU working with local staff to
Support

TUFTS,

relationship between 2

twinning

Khon Kaen

institutions: staff/student

increase their capacity to deliver lectures in the
- Supported Faculty and student
Veterinary Science program; staff from NAC/NUOL are
relat ionship

University

exchanges,

exchanges between KKU/VMS,

between Khon

Veterinary

course/lecture/workshop

Tufts and NAC/NUOL in order to

Kaen Veterinary

Medical School,

delivery, lecture capacity

support the first cohort of

Medical School

Nabong

improvement,

veterinary science graduates in

and Nabon

Agricult ural

enrollment/support in

Lao PDR, current ly in Year 3 of a

Agricultural

College

masters programs,

five-year course.

1.2.2
3.1

th

enrolled in master programs at VMKKU; On 9 -10th
June, a regional One Health conference was held at

SE

VMKKU and staff and students from NAC/NUOL were
supported t o attend t he conference. Supported staff
from NAC/NUOL currently in t he Masters of Public
Health program at KKU. This will build staff capacity to
College.

curricu lum co-

- Supported KKU/VMS in delivering

development

field epidemiology and outbreak

support the newly established veterinary cu rriculum
at NAC. Supported facult y and student exchanges
response short courses and
bet ween KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL in order t o
workshops to staff from the
support the first cohort of veterinary science
Department of Livestock and
graduat es in Lao PDR, current ly in Year 3 of a five-year
Fisheries, MOA, Lao PDR.
course. Supported KKU/VMS in delivering field
epidemiology and outbreak response short courses
and workshops to staff from t he Department of
Livest ock and Fisheries, MOA, Lao PDR.
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Support a
master's degree
program in

Met with Kasetsart Veterinary School to discuss

1.2.3
3.1

Th is sub-activity was not approved
animal

TBD

TBD

development of concept paper; This sub-activity was

SE

by USAID
epidemiology at

not approved by USAID

Kasetsart
University
Conducted orientation of 16 National Park Directors
for upcoming t raining events; Met with PREDICT vets
in the region for their participation in training
activities; 3 day training was conducted in January at
Soi Yak, Thailand for 16 wild life vets working for the
Department of Nat ional Parks. RESPOND team
rd

The 3 training workshop was

members co-presented and co-facilitated wit h local

conducted on 8-11 August 2011 at

Thai counterparts, including Mahidol University.

t he Mahidol University Veterinary

Wildlife veterinarian competencies were drafted and

Applied field

School, Salaya Campus for 20 wi ldlife

approved by DNP for use in planning subsequent

t raining for

veterinarians, 15 working for the

workshops. A TOT workshop entitled "Train t he

Thai Department of National Parks

Trainer/Faci litation Skill Workshop" was conducted on

(DNP) and 5 working for Zoological

23-25 March 2011 for 15 Mah idol University staff t o

Park Organization. The t raining

provide them with knowledge and practices on core

and field

topics included: epidemiology,

facilitation skills. Wild life immobilization tra ining

pathologists.

outbreak response, disease

workshop conducted 30th May - 4th June in

investigation, wildlife diseases,

Ratchaburi province for 15 wild life veterinarians.

disease surveillance, database

Conduct ed t he 3 training workshop was conducted

development, and One Health.

on August 8-11 for 20 w ildlife veterinarians with the

20 wildlife vets trained in
wild life
1.5.2
3.1

Mahidol

forensic investigation,

veterinary
Universit y

SE

including 6 Thai zoo

medical officers
veterinarians

rd

theme on W ildlife Epidemiology. RESPOND's team
members co-presented and co-facilitated wit h local
Thai cou nterparts, including trainers from Mahidol
University. The 4-day workshop consisted of
classroom lectures, case studies, hands-on practice
under supervision of international and local experts,
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problem-based learning, and group discussions.

Review and improve
training materials &
delivery methods: assist
Initial discussions carried out with FETP and CDC staff;
Support tra ining

govt to identify t rainers,
Grant application was approved by

to strengthen
Field
One Health
epidemiological

3 .2
SE

regional office and submitted for

Met with FAO to discuss FETPV programming in

USAID approval. Planned activities

Thailand; Concept paper drafted with Ministry of

are on hold until approval is

Health for training activities. Grant application was

received.

approved by regional office and submitted for USAID

5 provinces, short-term
Epidemiology

3.4.4

Met with CDC to discuss FETP programs in Thailand.

deliver training courses in

training workshops,
Association of

teams at

support field project
Thailand (FEAT)

provincial and

mentoring/assistance

district levels.

support,

approval. Planned activities are on hold until approval
is received.
review/strengthening of
materials, training,
coursework

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE . 1.5. lSE
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VIETNAM COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-

Expected Results 1
Implementing

LOW

Act

Activities by LOW

July 2010 - 30

Q3 Results

YTD Results

Partner(s)
ID

September 2011
-

I~

-

Collaborate with

Complete: Contributed to planning and attendance of

USAID Vietnam

meeting with PREDICT; supported WCS in initial

Mission to hold
2.4.2

Meeting held wit h

PREDICT and

3.2

development and facilitat ing of One Health EPT workshop

RESPOND,

SE

100 participant s from

Complet ed in Q2

in Hanoi; Meeting was held March 15-16 in Hanoi and

PREDICT
RESPOND One

various sectors

attended by 150 participants from al I levels of government

Health meeting in

within animal health ministries and select NGOs through

country.

Vietnam
Review and improve
tra ining materials &
delivery methods:

Support t raini ng t o

Identify trainers,

strengthen One

design materials,

Health

support training

Grant application was submitted in

Concept paper approved by USAID; Met w ith W HO and
M inistry of Public Health to develop plan for providing
intensive 12 week classroom and field experience,
epidemiological

WHO, Vietnam

cou rse delivery in

September. RESPOND is awaiting

teams with focus on

Ministry of

mult iple provinces,

approval t o move forward. Planned

AVET training at

Health

strengthen and

activities are on hold until approval

including mentor and supervisor t raining, for professionals

3.4.2
3.2
SE

who have previously completed FETP and AVET. Grant
application was submitted in September. RESPOND is
selected provincial,

support

district and

mentor/supervisor

community levels.

skills for field

is received.
awaiting approval to move forward. Planned activit ies are
on hold until approval is received.

proj ects,
review/strengthen
t raining materials

Activit ies included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE
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LAO PDR COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Expected Results 1 July
Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

Act

2011 - 30 September

ID

Q4 Results

YTD Results

2011
-

-

Obtain
govt/district/commune
support; development of
Sub -activity approval received from
Smart Patrolling
Applied field

curricu lum, develop

training (wildlife

training materials,

health) for

1.5.6

3.2

w ildlife rangers
SE

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Lao

Conducted discovery visit and drafted concept paper

PDR. Grant application has been

based on find ings of meetings with Ministries; Sub-activity

initiated. Initial meetings were

approval received from M inistry of Foreign Affairs, Lao

held, involving government staff

PDR. Grant application was initiated. Initial meetings were

training of tra iners

wcs

in Nam Ha

workshop;
from DoF, DoH and DoA, protected

held, involving government staff from DoF, DoH and DoA,

area staff, and comm unity leaders

protected area staff, and community leaders to discuss the

to discuss the val ue of these

value of these activities, to seek district and commune

activities, to seek district and

level input and support.

selection/training of One

Protected Area

Health teams, Protected

(NPA}

Area staff training,
support trainee
commune level input and support.
supervision, monthly
meetings, quarterly
workshops

Support training

3.2

3.4.5

Review and improve

to strengthen

training materials &

With USAID obtaining agreement

One Health

delivery methods:

that EPT partner activities can

Conducted discovery visit and drafted concept paper
based on find ings of meetings with Ministries. With USAID

epidemiological

TBD

Training ofTrainers (ToT)

proceed, RESPOND is in process of

workshops, workshops

developing a grant with a Ministry

SE

obtaining agreement that EPT partner activities can

teams at

proceed.
provincial and

for provincial and district

district levels.

level staff
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INDONESIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Expected Results 1 July
Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

2011 - 30 September

Act
ID

,._

-

,._

Q4 Results

YTD Results

2011

Review and improve

-

training materials &
delivery methods:
Support training
model/strategy to
to strengthen
implement joint in-

Conceptual plan for the training of PDSR and

One Health
service trainings of PDSR

3.4.1

epidemiological

SE

teams at

TBD

3.2

DSO teams, responsible for outbreak
RESPOND is awaiting contract

and DSO staff,
review/updating train ing

confirmation and response at the provincial
approval.
and district levels was developed.

provincial,
materials, review of
district levels training methods,
Indonesia
support short-courses
and workshops, material
review/updated

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE.

CAMBODIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
No activities in this country to date.

MALAYSIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 SE.
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VII. APPENDICES:
APPENDIX I: CONCEPT PAPERS

RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER - SUB-ACTIVITY 2.4.4
Cooperative Agreement Number: GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 2.4.4 SE
Sub-activity name: Support Regional TEPHINET Conference in Bali, Indonesia, Nov 2011
Partner lead: Tufts
Total sub-activity budget :

I

(b)(4)

Grantee: SAFETYNET

Introduction

TEPHINET was established in 1997 with the intent to help strengthen international public health capacity
through the support of field-based training programs in applied epidemiology and public health practice.
The challenge is to ensure that training programs provide graduates with a solid foundation in the science
of epidemiology as well as the capacity to manage the resources of our public health systems.
Every two years, TEPHINET holds a bi-regional scientific conference for the South East and Asia Pacific
regions. This is a gathering of public health professionals who share experiences and lessons learned in
outbreak investigation and response and public health interventions. Pre-conference workshops are also
conduct ed that provide short-courses to upgrade the knowledge and skills of the participants. This
conference strengthens networks of field epidemiologists who are vital in the efforts to ensure
preparedness and ability to respond to global health threats; especially threats of pandemic nature.
The 6th TEPHINET Bi-Regional Scientific Conference will be conducted at the Nusa Dua Convent ion Cent er,
Bali, Indonesia on November 7-11, 2011 with the theme "Global Surveillance Networking for Globa l
Health". The South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network (SAFETYNET) will play a major role in
helping the host country prepare for the conference by working closely with the Indonesian Ministry of
Health, TEPHINET, and the various committees in the preparation and conduct of the scientific conference
and the pre-conference workshops, and by working with RESPOND to provide financial support to
participants.
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The pre-conference workshop will provide short-courses to upgrade the knowledge and skills of
participants in the areas of epidemiology, technology, management, and statistics. There will be a
maximum of 30 participants per course. Short courses will include:
•

Basic Epidata course - to be conducted by REDI Center

•

Scientific and Technical Writing Skills - to be conducted by SAFETYNET

•

Epi Lab skills - to be conducted by CARE ID

•

Management and Policy in Epidemiology- to be conducted by Health Policy Development Project

•

Curriculum Development for Applied Epidemiology Program Supervisors - to be facilitated by
SAFETY NET

•

One Health survei llance - to be conducted by Tufts University

•

One Health policy development - to be conducted by Tufts University

Summary of RESPOND support requested by USAID Indonesia and the Indonesian Ministry of Health

It is expected that some 700 abstracts from more than 40 countries will be submitted of which about 100150 wi ll be accepted for oral and poster presentations. Since some of the participants accepted for
presentat ions do not have access to financial support to attend the conference, TEPHINET and SAFETYNET,
in coordination with the host country Indonesia, are seeking support for their attendance. Financia l
support will be provided to selected participants, including 12 animal health staff from Indonesian
Ministry of Agriculture that are studying epidemiology at the Faculty of Medicine and Faculty of Veterinary
Science, Gajah Mada University, Yogyakarta. Preference for the remaining scholarships will be given to
participants from countries with newly established FETPs (Viet nam) and to FET supervisors/mentors from
countries with modified applied epidemiology training programs who would benefit from the opportunit y
to attend and present at an international conference (Laos and Cambodia).

Activities

1.

Support for organizat ion and delivery of short courses at the pre-conference workshop

2.

Support for up to four (4) plenary speakers to deliver scientific papers at the conference

3. Scholarships for up to 100 FET students to attend and deliver oral presentations on their field work
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Expect ed Outcomes

1.

Up to 200 participants will be provided with learning opportunities on statistics, scientific w riting,
epidemiology and laboratory analytical skills, management and policy development and surveillance
of emerging diseases

2.

Plenary speakers will provide addresses and share their knowledge on a broad range of topics

3.

Up to one hundred (100) FETP fellows will present oral papers on their field activities, including both
medical and veterinary professionals undergoing training in the SE Asia region

4.

Consolidation and support for a One Health approach to outbreak response
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RESPOND CONCEPT PAPER - SUB-ACTIVITY 2.4.3

Support for 'Putting One Health to Work' Meeting
Cooperative Agreement Number: GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 2.4.3 SE
Partner lead: DAI
Total sub-activity budgeti

(b)(4)

Introduction:

In the last 12-month period, the regional discussion has focused on ways to operationalize the One Health
approach, exploring opportunities and mechanisms for greater collaboration between human health,
animal health and the wildlife sectors. Regional experiences and lessons learned in this area have been
shared at a series of conferences and meetings, culminating in the 1st International One Health Congress
in Melbourne from February 2011.
To build on these rich experiences, and also to move the discussion forward, a two-day meeting with staff
from the Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Forestry (to include wildlife) from the eight countries of
Thailand, Vietnam, Lao, Malaysia, Indonesia, Burma, Philippine and Bangladesh, will be convened in
Bangkok, in a meeting supported by the European Union and USAID. The meeting is hosted by the UN
System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC), in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO).

EPT and other Partners:

This seminar is hosted by the UN System Influenza Coordination (UNSIC), in collaboration with the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation (FAQ) with the support of the European Union and
USAID. This activity envisions more effective response to emerging pandemic threats by utilizing a One
Health approach in South East Asia.
UNSIC seeks $20,000 to bring the Ministry of Health officials from the eight countries to Bangkok for the
meeting. The costs include airfare, lodging and transportation and per diems. All other meeting costs and
participant costs have been covered.
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Goal:

The goal of the seminar is to share and assess the experience and insights of the integral Ministries
addressing human, animal and environmental health in the region. Each country's lessons learned in
developing mechanisms for increasing interministerial, multisectoral and interdisciplinary collaboration
will be shared and will build on the analysis of gaps and opportunities to develop a two-year action plan to
better promote and advocate for One Health in national settings.

Objectives :

•

To raise awareness of the staff from the Ministries of Health and Agriculture and Forestry
(wildlife) from various countries about emerging infectious diseases with potential for high impact
and those with national and global significance

•

To provide the opportunity for effective networking and sharing of information, expertise and
good practice on national, regional and global development in programs on emerging infectious
diseases as well as expand and strengthen network in the region

•

To explore opportunities and mechanisms for greater collaboration towards One Health approach
between human health, animal health and the wildlife sectors in South East Asia

•

To expand and strengthen One Health approach in order to build outbreak response capacity
between eight countries in South East Asia

•

To discuss and develop an Action Plan for promoting One Health and increasing its understanding,
acceptance and adoption across key sectors of government and society

•

To serve as a space to inform the international participants about the Regional Framework for a
Communication Strategy against EIDs in Asia and the Pacific 2011-2016, a document aligned with
One Health principles and developed by FAO, UNICEF, UNSIC and AED, as well as feedback from
WHO SEARO.

Activities:

1.

Share country experiences by representatives from several sectors, including animal health,
human health and wildlife health

2. Analyses in adopting the One Health approach in the national and international levels
3.

Discuss in developing an Action Plan for promoting One Health and increasing its understanding,
acceptance and adoption across key sectors of governments and societies
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4.

Introduce the Regional Framework for a Communication Strategy against EIDs in Asia and the
Pacific 2011-2016, a document aligned with One Health principles

5. Opportunity to attend a special half-day session of the regional Emerging Infectious Disease
Preparedness Forum (EID forum) after lunch on the second day, invited speakers from Thailand,
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam will share their country-level experiences and analyses with
One Health as a prelude to sharing the Action Plan developed the previous day.

Expected Outcomes:

•

Increase of awareness among the staff of various countries about emerging infectious diseases
and its potential high impact

•

Improve teamwork and One Health community network among human and animal health and the
wildlife professionals in South East Asia

•

Increase effectiveness of adopting the One Health approach in the country and between the
count ries

•

Decrease the gap of collaboration between staff of animal, human and wildlife hea lth in the
count ry and between countries

•

Initiate the concrete action plan to promot e One Healt h among the government sectors in the
national and int ernational levels

Enhance of the knowledge of the Regional Framework for a Communication Strategy against EIDs in Asia
and the Pacific 2011-2016 which will be presented during the seminar and its best practice.
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APPENDIX II: SUCCESS STORIES AND REGION HIGHLIGHTS

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY - EAST CONGO

In line with its objective to introduce appropriate technologies to
improve disease outbreak surveillance, response and associated
training, EPT RESPOND, in collaboration with Makerere University
School of Public Health (MUSPH), created a dynamic multimedia e-

Improving disease outbreak
surveillance, response and
associated training through

learning platform and knowledge management system. Called
Makerere University Sciences Knowledgebase (MUSK), the
objectives of this initiative include:
•

enhancing co-curricula development throu gh sharing of
teaching materials;

e-learning
•

creating knowledgebase for different academic disciplines;

•

improving access to journals and teaching materials;

•

improvi ng communication between students and academic
staff;

•

improving use of multimedia in teaching and learning.

The initiative is being implemented at two locations, MUSPH and
College of Veterinary Medicine (COVAB). The development of
MUSK was based on the successful model at Tufts University called
EPf R~SPOND-sponsored training of MUSK implementation
team In Kampala.

Tufts University Sciences Knowledgebase (TUSK).
The platform was launched in June 2011, attended by about 80
students and faculty from both schools. Two support staff from
Makerere received training at Tufts University and a team of eight
implementing staff were trained at Makerere. More than 120
faculty and students were trained to use the platform on a one-onone approach in the period of July to September, 2011.

U.S. Ageucy (o, lntcm.lt,on~I Developq,ent

www.usaid.go,
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MUSK to-dat e:

Since its launch, rnore than 500 faculty and students (71%) enrolled
on the platform. In add ition, more than 500 files with teaching

•

80 students and faculty attend MUSK

materials have been uploaded at both campuses. With RESPOND

launch

support, two servers were procured and installed at MUSPH and

•

2 support staff trained at Tufts University

COVAB with additional procurements for a microwave relay

•

Makerere implementation team of 8

between the two schools.
trained
•

120 facu lty and students trained to use
MUSK

•

This platform is already increasing curriculum co-development and
knowledge sharing between public health and vet erinary
professionals at Makerere.

535 faculty and students on MUSK
platform

•

565 files with teaching materials uploaded

•

17 academic programs or departments
with folders on MUSK

•

366 courses have folders o n MUSK

•

New servers procured and installed at
MUSPH & COVAB

1.J.S. Agency for lme-rna,1onJI DevelOPfllent
wwwusa,d.gm,
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHTS - EAST CONGO
Makerere School of
Veterinary Medicine to Start

The School of Veterinary Medicine (SVM), in partnership with the
University of Minnesota, is working towards establishing a
Veterinary Public Heatth Residency Program in Uganda. The first

Public Health Residency
Program

workshop to sensitize various stakeholders on the development of
this program was held on August 81 2011 at the Imperial Royale
hotel in Kampala.
Sponsored by RESPOND, the workshop included discussion of a
plan and

recommendations for the implementation of the

program. In his opening remarks, Prof. John David Kabasa, dean of
the SVM, who was represented by Prof. Charles Waiswa, thanked
R[SPOND and the University of Minnesota for their support
towards the establishment of the program and also expressed the
willingness to learn from the University of Minnesota on how to
implement the Residency Program in Uganda .
The keynote speaker at the Conference was Prof. John Opuda
Asibo, deputy Vice Chancellor of Kyambogo University, a Public
health Veterinarian and alumnus of the University of Minnesota.
Prof. Opuda stressed the importance of Veterinary Public Health
and the need for an institutional outlook, rather than relying on
individuals to advance the sector, He also advised that Veterinary

"It is important that we have an

Public Health shou ld go beyond food safety and health to include

institutional outlook to Veterinary

knowledge in economics, community development, technology and

Public Health instead of relying on

communication, all of which he added would display its level of

individuals to advance the field."

influence in our society.
The workshop included expert panel discussions on different topics

Prof. John Opuda Asibo, dean of the School
of Veterinary Medicine, Makerere University

under the theme Current Global and National is.sues on Veterinary

Public Health.

U.S. Agency for lnternauonal Development

www.usa,d gov
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Critica l recommendations for the program included adapting the
existing University of Minnesota Public Health Residency model to

Why do a residency?
• Provides s.klll set not

obtl:nable In troo,oon31

educ3tlon31 system (post -

l

doc)

• Nelwol'm9
• Mentorino
• Serv1ce dell\,e,y

• career path development
• -'ddresses umque problems
• Sysiems based 31)1)roach

• Bro:id exPOSure
• One He~1u11s cool!

Makerere, including veterinarians, human health professionals,
environmenta l health professionals, laboratory technologists and
food scientists as potential trainees; Fellowship forwarded as an
appropriate title for the award; and accreditation by the Nat ional
Council for Higher Education.
The following steps were recommended to be taken after the
workshop: Sensitization of program to key stakeholders; sending a
staff member from SVM to the University of Minnesota to observe
their residency program for 2 months; piloting t he program at
Makerere; assessing the program; and revising it to meet local
expectations.

U.S. Agency for International Development

www.usa1d.gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHTS - EAST CONGO
Strengthening disease

One important challenge in add ressing epidemics across the globe is that

outbreak response systems

number of reasons including: challenges in coordination within and

in Uganda

outbreak response efforts are typical ly decentralized. This is due to a
across government ministries, academia and the private sector; applying
systems based approaches to outl ine complex outbreak related issues;
and connecting investigative and surveillance efforts with effective
response mechanisms.

To address some of t hese challenges EPT RESPOND and IDENTIFY (via
WHO Uganda) supported Uganda's M inistry of Health in a post -outbreak
response evaluation workshop. The workshop was held on 1-2
September 2011, focusing on the 2010/2011 yellow fever and 2011 Ebola
outbreaks in Uganda. The desired outcome of the review workshops was
to develop lessons learned from the outbreaks, and apply those lessons
RESPOND-su pported outbreak response evaluation
workshop (1st September 2011)

towards preparat ion for future outbreaks, and a strengt hened response
system.

Lessons Learned: Yellow Fever and Ebola
outbreaks

Fifty representatives from t he affected districts and national level
response teams were brought together to pa rticipate in the evaluation. In

•

•

•

•

Diseases and epidemics can and do present in
atypical and unexpected ways.
Community based disease surveillance is
particularly helpful w hen used alongside
health facility based disease surveillance.
Once "trained-up" the district level taskforce
sub-committees can function well with little
oversight or supervision.
Providing useful actions for health workers and
affected community residents helps cont rol
fear and rumors.

addition, representatives from RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREDICT, CDC, WHO,
Makerere University, and the Uganda USAID EPT Coordinator were all
present at the meeting_ One challenge faced during the evaluation was
mainta ining focus on strengthening overall disease surveilla nee, outbreak
investigation and response "systems" in environments where defining
t hose systems remains a difficult task. Consistent with WHO's IHR and
IDSR technical guidelines, d iscussions centered on general coordination
and logistics, epidemiology and surveillance, case management, social
mobilization, and animal and environmental health.
Several challenges were identified; approaches to address these
challenges discussed and, importantly, lessons learned were

•

Early diagnosis and improved health care
seeking behaviors are two of the most
important elements in decreasing epidemic
potential.

documented . These lessons apply towards not only strengthened
outbreak surveillance and response systems, but also emphasize t he
importance of using a One Health approach to ensure more robust and
resilient systems-based t hinki ng.

U.S. Agency (or lntcmat,onat Dc11clopment
www.usatd.gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHT - WEST CONGO
On September 22 and 23, 2011, the ad hoc committee in charge of

RESPOND Supports Ad Hoc

elaborating the national program for prevention and control of emerging

Committee to Elaborate the

and re-emerging zoonotic diseases organized a workshop to promote One

National Program for Prevention

This workshop aimed at informing and sensitizing the members of the ad

and Control of Emerging and Reemerging Zoonotic Diseases in
Cameroon Using a One Health
Approach.

Health approaches with the support of RESPOND in Yaounde, Cameroon.
hoc committee and stakeholders on the complexity of nowadays public
health challenges, and to promote a "One Health" strategy to face them.
The opening session was chaired by the Secretary General of the Ministry
of Livestock. Participants included the U.S. Ambassador to Cameroon, and
Country Representatives from WHO and FAO. Representatives from
different mi nistries (Public Health, Livestock, Forest and Wildlife, Finance
and Budget, Territory Management, etc.), EPT partners in cameroon
(IDENTIFY, PREDICT, PREVENT) and experts from University of Tufts and
University of Minnesota (UMN) participated actively in the workshop.
Presentations offered an overview of the lessons learned during the Highly
Pathogenic Avian Influenza HSNl project and the Support Program for
Integrated National Action Plan on Avian and Human Influenza (SPINAPAHI) implemented in Cameroon. Experts from Tufts University and UMN
presented the new challenges on public health for the 21 st century, the
need to use a holistic approach to face these challenges, and One Health
strategies to build capacity in prevention and response to disease outbreak.

From left ro right, FAO Country Representative, US

Participants wrote an action plan for the ad hoc committee, and an

Ambassador, Secr et ary General of the Ministry of
Livestock, Regional Dir ector of RESPOND West Congo,

"Executive Secretariat" was put in place to coordinate the consensus

and WHO Country Representative

building process with support from consultants brought by RESPOND. This

alt is much easier to solve a complex

process has a few steps including a situational analysis of the surveilla nce
and outbreak response to infectious diseases, the development of a One

problem with many hands than to try

Health strategy as part of the national program, and the integration of

to solve it with one hand"

different components that will strengthen the entire system of surveillance
and outbreak response to infectious diseases (training, research,

Dr. Jermias lnrombe, former Coordinator of

mechanisms and policy, etc.).

HPAI-HSNl Common Fund project

The national program document on zoonotic disease control and
prevention, which is the main outcome of this initiative, is expected to be
produced by the end of this year.

u.::,. Agency ror 1merna11ona1 ueve,oprnenc

www.usaid.gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHTS - WEST CONGO
In collaboration with the Ministry of Higher Education of the Democratic

RESPOND helps the Ministry of

Republic of Congo (DRC), RESPOND facilitated the implementation of an
Institutional Research (IR) workshop to build capacity of academic

Higher Education of the

institutions

in quality assurance in Lubumbashi in August 2011.

Democratic Republic of Congo

Institutional Research {IR) is a process that is part of a systematic

improve the quality of academic

activities designed to support effect ive decision-making process, policy

institutions

monitoring and evaluation of projects or entities, including a set of
analysis, quality and knowledge management, planning and forecasting1 .
DRC's government has undertaken several measures to improve the
qua lity of education: academic curricula review in July 2004; a mandate
to establish quality assurance units at each academic institution in May
2010; and the preparation of a framework law governing the education
sector under review by t he legislative branch of the government.
Despite that mandate, several schools lack human resources with skills
and experience needed to lead this effort. Many academic institutions
have not started the process of putting quality assurance units in place.
RESPOND sponsored t he first workshop to build skills in Institutional

Participants of the institutional research 'Mlrkshop
in Lubumbashi, DRC (August 8-10, 2011 ).

Resea rch in Lubumbashi, Katanga Province. A total of 12 faculty and
officials from the Ministry of Higher Education, Schools of Veterinary
Medicine of the University of Kinshasa and the University of Lubumbashi,

RESPOND quality assurance workshop
program is part of its activities in the West
Congo Basin region that seek to develop and

the School of Public Health and ISTM (lnstitut Superieur des Techniques
Medica tes) of Lubumbashi and FUS-RDC (Federation Une Sante - a
consortium of 5 health professional associations and councils) attended
the workshop.

strengthen institutional capacity of
Participants learned skills to conduct institutiona l research and to

academic institutions in DRC, particularly

develop tools to monitor quality and standards at their respective

those members of OHCEA (One Health

institutions. Working groups were put in place to develop quality

Central and Eastern Africa), to prepare
future cadre of One Health focused
professionals.

standards and indicators for the three fields of study represented at the
worksho p: nursing, veterinary medicine and public health. Further, the
working groups will collaborate with OHCEA (One Health Centra l and
Eastern Africa) to develop regional standards, indicators and too ls for
qua lity monitoring and evaluation.
1

South African Institutional Research Association, 2008.

U.S Agency ror lmernauonal Development

www.usaid.gov
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APPENDIX Ill: PUBLICATIONS
There were no publications reported during this quarter.

APPENDIX IV: PRESS AND SOCIAL MEDIA
•

RESPOND helps Makerere start Vet Public Health program.
http ://vetmed. ma k. ac. ug/n/i ndex. php?option=com conte nt&task=view& id=29&1tem id= 27

•

RESPOND delivers computers to the One Health Central and East Africa Network (OHCEA) secretariat.
http://twitpic.com/5s4g rr
http://twitpic.com/6zcdiw
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Press Release: Tufts and Translators without Borders

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program @ ~~~Q
TRANSLATORS
WITHOUT BORDERS

For Immediate Release
Contacts:

Rebecca Petras
Board member, marketing chair, Translators without Borders
1.425.281.6268

Rebecca@petrasassociates.com
Lori Thicke
President and Co-Founder of Translators without Borders (also CEO of Lexcelera,
France)
lori@translatorswithoutborders.org
Claudia Costabile
Communications Officer, RESPOND project, USAID
claudia costabile@dai.com
Susan Albright
Director, Technology for Learning in the Health Sciences, Tufts University School of
Medicine
Susan.albright@tufts.edu

Translators without Borders to help USAID's RESPOND Project bring the
first health knowledge platform to the Democratic Republic of Congo
Translators without Borders is pairing European and African t ranslators to translate a health
ePlatform while building local capacity
Waltham, MA (September, 21, 2011) --Tufts University, based in Boston, and one of the world's
pioneers in developing and implementing educational, r esearch and service health initiatives, has
created a dynamic multimedia health knowledge management system known as TUSK (Tufts
University Sciences KnowledgeBase). The university is now installing TUSK at different universities
throughout the developing world to train university and governmental bodies on pandemic threat
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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response. One such effort is about be completed for RESPOND, a USAID-funded project (part of the
agency's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program) that has Tufts as one of its main partners. The
universities of Kinshasa and Lubumbashi, in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), are slated to
receive TUSK in 2012.
The challenge is that the open source educational system is in English, while the students and faculty
in the DRC speak French.
Translators without Borders, a U.S.-based non-profit that donates millions of words of free
translations to humanitarian organizations each year, has accepted the challenge of translating the
health knowledge platform into French. But the organization, which brings together hundreds of
volunteer professional translators, sees this project as a unique opportunity for building capacity in
the Democratic Republic of Congo.
"Rather than simply deliver a French translation to Tufts University, we saw this as an opportunity to
make a wider impact," says Lori Thicke, co-founder of Translators without Borders and CEO of
Lexcelera. "By matching experienced French translators with Congolese student translators, we can
ensure a high-quality translation at the same time as we mentor new professionals in the DRC."
The effort is consistent with RESPOND's plan to improve local universities' capacity to deliver high
quality tools and curricula that are relevant to ensure the consistent training of a new generation of
trained professionals to better manage outbreak response.
French volunteers will work via the Translation Center created for Translators without Borders by
ProZ.com in order to automate translation workflow. The volunteers will verify the translations
completed by the Congolese university students, using corrections as a 'teachable moment' to explain
the nuances of translation; the students who have been mentored could go on to become professional
translators. "The students we will work with are typically skilled at languages, but will have had little
or no translation experience," says Lori Thicke. "One of the students is in the last year of studying
English language and civilization and speaks French, English, Swahili, Kibemba and Nyanja. Another
is trilingual, and was trained as a primary school teacher."
The potential impact of TUSK goes beyond that of a typical eLearning platform. "A great deal of TUSK
is available via mobile," says Susan Albright, Director, Tufts University Sciences KnowledgeBase. "We
added this feature when we worked with our partners in India many years ago when we learned that
phones were ubiquitous, but computers not so. These are the things that make our system attractive
to health sciences schools in the US and the developing world."
The DRC is just the beginning for TUSK. Says Susan Albright, "We are in the planning stages of giving
TUSK to a variety of schools in Southeast Asia including the countries of Laos, Cambodia, Viet Nam
and Thailand. For this we will need translation into the languages of these countries." The RESPOND
project has a regional office in Bangkok, Thailand, which will support Tufts in the process of bringing
TUSK to Southeast Asia, and Translators w ithout Borders plans to continue its partnership with Tufts
University for that effort.

Notes to editors
Traducteurs sans Frontieres (TSF) was founded in 1993 by Lori Thicke and Ros Smith-Thomas to link
the world's translators to NGOs (non-governmental organizations) that focus on health, nutrition and
education.
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Today TSF's American sister non-profit organization, Translators without Borders, donates millions
of words of translations per year to NGOs such as Medecins sans Frontieres (Doctors without
Borders), Medecins du Monde, Action Against Hunger, Oxfam US and Handicap International.
ProZ.com is the world's largest community of translators. The Translation Center powered by
ProZ.com is allowing Translators without Borders to scale up globally to help hundreds of more NGOs
bridge the 'language last mile'.
Translators without Borders is a U.S.-based 501 (c)(3) non-profit association with the mission to
increase access to knowledge through humanitarian translations. For more information, visit
http: //translatorswi th outborders.org/
The U.S. Agency for International Development's (USAID) RESPOND project uses a One Health
philosophy to support all levels of outbreak response, establishing strong links between public
health, veterinary medicine, environmental health, and social sciences. For more information, visit
http:/ /www.respond-ept.com.
Tufts University is a global leader in developing and implementing educational, research, and service
initiatives to support One Health. Its School of Veterinary Medicine was founded on the principle of
One Medicine, and established the first DVM-MPH program and the first MS in Conservation Medicine
in the United States. Tufts role within the RESPOND project includes curriculum co-development,
incorporation of wildlife health components, and technical leadership. For more information, visit:
http: //www.tufts.edu/.
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USAID RESPOND recognized as a World Rabies Day partner in Uganda, September 28, 2011.
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RESPOND mentioned in the Public Health Matters journal;

WHY FOOD PROCESSED IN AFRICA MAY NOT GET
MARKET'iN A·MeR·1cA AND 0THE·R·\IVESTERrrCOUNTRIES
0

0

~, ..... ,. • ., ... .,." • .,,. ,. .... ,,.,.,..,,,.t-~• ..,,,.. •• .. •••"'-•• •r•• • ••• ••• •

From Page3

is conduct inspections of food
processing plants and eateries ro
ensure that food safety regulatio ns
are adhered to. If HACCP was
introduced and effectively implemented in Uganda, developed
counuic.s would have confidence
in processed food from Uganda;
rhe tourism industry would be
greacly boosted because tourists
would have more confidence in
che safety of food processed here.
As a result, the country's economy
would be boosted.
"lhc training was funded by
the USAID-funded RESPOND
Project, which is a partnership
between Development Alternatives Inc (DAI), University of
Minnesota, Tufts University,

1raining Resources Group (TRG)
and Ecology and Environment
Inc. The main intention in bringing these participants to the
Universiry of Minnesota PHI is to
drive a change cowards collectively
chinking through a One Health
perspective.
The Makerere University School
of Public Health is collaborating
with the REPOND project and

•

•

..

11 • • •

f>

• e • • II

other 13 .Kadcmic institutions in
6 counmcs (under an wnbrella
group called One Health East
and Central Africa [OH CEA]) to
develop ~ustainable systems, practices and p rocedures to improve
outbreak response capaciry and
to p romote One Health linkages
benvccn animal and human health
profc,sio nals.

If HACCP was introduced and effectively
implemented in Uganda, developed
countries would have confidence in
processed food from Uganda and the
tourism industry would be greatly boosted

. .. .
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APPENDIX V: FINANCIAL REPORT
PIPELINE
$184,895,540

Total Award Value
Total Obligation
Total Expended July 1-September 30, 2011
Total Expended Life of Project through September 30, 201 1
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

(b)(4)

PLANNED EXPENDITURES FOR NEXT QUARTER
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures October 1 - December 31 , 201 1
Total Estimated Expenditures as of December 31 , 2011
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on December , 2011
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One Health Advocacy Package for Emerging Pandemic Threats at Regional and
Country Levels - Rapid Assessment Report and Advocacy Package
1. BACKGROUND
The RESPOND project, managed by DAI, is one of four partner projects of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program. RESPOND seeks to build local capacity of state and non-state actors
to manage outbreaks of animal borne diseases such as HlNl flu and Ebola virus in hot spot
regions around the world, using a One World, One Health (OWOH) approach. Currently, the
project maintains offices in three regions - Kampala, Uganda (East Congo Basin Region),
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo (West Congo Basin Region) and Bangkok, Thailand
(Southeast Asia Region) - as well as a headquarters office in Bethesda, MD.

1.1 Mission Purpose
The RESPOND project has contracted a Senior Technical Editor to create and compile an
Advocacy Package to build technical consensus among ministries on the OWOH approach at the
regional and country level, specifically in regard to disease approach at the animal-human
interface.
The Advocacy Package will contain three modu les.
•

The first is already completed, The FAO-OIE-WHO Collaboration: Sharing responsibilities
and coordinating global activities to address health risks at the animal-humanecosystem s interfaces.

•

Develop an advocacy package for a second regional module (requires meeting with the
FAO, W HO-AFRO and AU-IBAR) and create an example of a One Health approach.

•

Develop an advocacy package for a third country module for six countries: Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of Congo and Rwanda. Travel to these
countries will be to gather a baseline assessment of the country approaches to One
Health and how that will affect policy.

2. RAPID ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
A rapid assessment methodology was considered the most appropriate in assessing regional and
country needs and wants in relation to the advocacy package. This approach was also seen as
instilling ownership and engagement in the development and implementation of future
advocacy activities.
Rapid assessment and response has been applied to a range of health evaluation approaches
including; TB, HIV/AIDS, malaria, diarrhea, water sanitation, and nutrition. The approach is seen
as a cost-effective, pragmatic method of public-health research, primarily used in developing and

transitional countries.1

1

2 3

The rapid assessment method used for the EPT advocacy package

Lee, T., & Price, M. ( 1995) Indicators and research methods for rapid assessment of a tuberculosis control program; Case study of a r ural
area in South Africa, Tubercle a nd Lun g Disease, 76(5), 441-449.
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evaluation was primarily a qualitative study. Two primary field investigators from DAI were
supported by loca l staff and translators. Initially an assessment method was developed utilizing a
discussion agenda and semi-structured interviews ($Sis) with key informants and other
stakeholders from the regional and country programs.
Study tools and instruments were also developed to provide a consistent range of indicators for
assessment of the advocacy package (see Rapid Assessment Discussion Agenda- Annex 1.). A
field-plan itinerary was also developed. The field investigators visited program partners FAO in
Rome, following which consultations were conducted in-country with various informants in
Kampala (Uganda), Nairobi (Kenya) Kinshasa (D.R. Congo), Addis Ababa (Ethiopia), and Kigali
(Rwanda). A list of key informants interviewed is provided in Annex 2. The field visits, data
collection were conducted over a 14 day period from 10t h -281h July 2011. Data analysis and
provision of the final report were completed over the 6 subsequent days of the mission.

2.1 Key Informants
The following were the key informants for the consultations:
• International NGO partners - FAO, OIE, WHO, AU-IBAR and OHCEA staff
•

Staff from Ministries of Health and Schools of Public Health staff

•

Staff from Ministries of Agriculture Schools of Veterinary and Environmental Science

•

Staff from Wildlife Organizations

•

Local NGO staff and other stakeholders

2.2. Literature Review
Prior to the fieldwork, desk research was conducted of the available literature to supplement the
fieldwork data collection. The Technical components for the EPTs advocacy project was initially
reviewed with project staff including the objectives, scope, service delivery areas and activities.
Principle secondary sources of literature reviewed included: DIA RESPOND Country Baseline
Assessments, and Desktop reviews, the One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) Ten-Year
Strategic Plan, the IRCM Strategic Framework and Action Plan, and a number of journal articles
on zoonotic disease outbreaks and economic factors related to zoonoses in the Eastern and
Central African region.

This data was coupled with qualitative findings and observations

compiled through the in-field study in the preparation of the final advocacy packages.

2 Scrimshaw, N.S.& Gleason, G.R. (1992). Rapid Assessment Procedures - Qualitative Methodologies for Planning and Evaluation of Heolth

Related Programs. International Nutrit ion Foundation for Developing Countries (INFDC), Boston, MA. USA. Library of Congress Cataloging-inPublication-Data.
3
Rhodes, T., Stimson, G.V., Fitch, C., Ball, A., & l\enton, A. (1999). Rapid assessment. injecting drug use, and public health. rhe lancer, 354,
65-68.
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3. KEY FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Key findings emanating from the stakeholder consultations identified a range of issues that may
impact on the roll-out of advocacy activities and materials for One Health. The following
observations are supported by indicative quotes provided by key informants:
Coordination Issues

"There should be One Health at ministerial level but also tile taskforce at Inter-minister/a/ level. If
you have these groups there will need to be two-way communications which needs to be
institutionalized."
•

Senior Officer-Veterinary Public Hea lth-FAO (Italy),
A number of country programs already have functional or dormant Taskforces and
Technical Working Groups which were originally established to tackle Avian/Human
Influenza. In some cases (Uganda and Kenya) these working groups have been to
reconstituted as 'Zoonotic Disease Task Forces'.

•

The Task force structure is the existing funct ional management stru cture to provide both
administrative/policy direction as well as the t echnical support required from the working
groups to implement aspects of the programs.

"OH CEA should work very c;Josely with the national task force. I think it was quite effective and
well organized, this task force, because there was the overall task force where the directors
would sit and under it were specific committees - technfcol working groups, on prevention, I
mean there were quite a few different working groups."
Communications Expert- AU-IBAR, Kenya.
•

A number of Taskforces also had a TWP- Communica tions as part of the coordination
structure with this w orking group also able to support advocacy act ivities as they have
technical Input from the Health Promotion Division o f the M OH,

•

The CCC structure under OHCEA which is co-chaired by Deans of Public Health and
Veterinary Science provides an academic research platform t o build a strong evid ence
base to support the One Health country approach.

•

There was confusion by some stakeholders as to how the CCC would interface with the
Zoonotic Diseases Taskforce given this committees focus on academic research,

Communication Issues

•

Outside of immediate partner agency staff the concep t of 'One Health' is not well
understood with stakeholder understanding differing according to the technical expertise
of area.

•

The use of multiple terms - zoonotic diseases, emerging pandemic threats, and One
Healtt, which focus on different aspects of the same problem further compound
confusion over the One Health paradigm.

•

The One Health c:oncept does not have a visual identity which simply and clearly
promotes the 4 quadrants o f One Health approach - Human, Wildlife, Domestic livestock
and the Ecosystem. Where the OWOH concept has been expressed graphically (see visual
from Uganda RESPOND project) it is not completely resolved or universally applied.
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Partnership Issues

"We haven't yet incorporated One Health into the government ministries. In fact, the problem is
we don't trust each other. Each person guards their own territory.
ff

OIE Focal Point-DR Congo
•

Perception by some partners and stakeholders that they are being left out of the loop
and ongoing suspicions and competition related to scarce funding opportunities.

Advocacy Issues

"For the future is the issue of champions who can take this forward to the ministries.

ff

Public Health Physician, Program Manager, OHCEA.
•

Lack of clearly defined program champions who have the capacity and wherewithal to
drive policy change for One Health at Senior ministerial levels.

"With a lot of communication going on, there are so many radios and televisions. With so many
issues, getting space with the media houses,for One Health we could go a long way."
Manager-Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project, Makarere University, Uganda.
•

Lack of engagement of m edia to promote One Health concept and build threat
perception with audiences and leaders.

'We don't have any advocacy materials for One Health specifically. We do have a large amount
of health education materials we have worked with the MOH on producing for VHFs {videos).
11

Senior Researcher-CDC, Uganda.
•

Lack of One Health program specific communication materials to support advocacy
that are integrated at regional level.

Implementation Issues

"Is it really true that actually there is a problem of emerging diseases? We need to get people to
understand the problem."
Director-Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Uganda.
•

Competing priorities, the lack of a prevention paradigm and generally poor perceptions of
risk prevail with government pre-occupied with perceived current problems ('stamping
out bushfires').

"It's not possible to get directly to the ministers or politicians; they have advisors, so we can have
meetings with these men.
ff

Academic-Jimma University of Veterinary Medicine, Ethiopia.
•

Varying skill-set s, especially amongst academics to effectively advocate for One Health at
political levels.
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4. RECOMMENDATIO NS
The following recommendations are provided for incorporation into the One Healt h Advocacy
package.
•

Clarify the coordination function of CCCs and they could best interface with existing
Zoonotic Diseases taskforces.

•

Emphasize

the

importance

of multisectoral collaboration

and

present the

coordination mechanism in a diagrammatic format.

"Right now we've developed the (OHCEA} Strategic Plan, which we've shared among the
countries, and now we're charting activities, starting in July 2011."
Academic-Muhimbili University School of Public Health and Social Sciences, Tanzania.
•

Provide Technical support to OHCEA for the development of an Advocacy,
Communications and Social Mobilization (ACSM) Strategy at regional level that
dovetails with the recent development of the One Health (Regional) Strategic Plan.

•

The ACSM strategy should include a staged roll-out of illustrative activities and
resources which could be adapted at country level.

"I got a good friend to go with me and explain, like an advocacy champion, and that's how we
got the ministries to really come together."
Head-Division of Disease Surveillance and Response, M inistry of Public Health and Sanitation,
Kenya.
•

Identify and develop skills of One Health 'program champions' who are highly credible
sources of information and can advocate for One Health at senior pol itical levels as well
as through popular media and community interpersonal communication approaches.

"Many times we are not good at packaging our message. I believe we should get people in the
media on board as early as possible so they can understand what we're talking about. So they
know how to report it. I think the media is very important. Also the community leaders are very
important for a buy-in; once you have the buy-in, it will trickle down."
Veterinary College Doctor, Makarere University, Uganda.
•

Expand training of media representatives and community leaders for greater advocacy of
the One Health approach and to build 'threat perceptions' of emerging pandemics.

"Do a simulation exercise. You can have people in a meeting but when you do a simulation then
you can see how they respond."
Senior Officer Veterinary Public Health-FAQ, Italy.
•

Incorporate specific activities designed to generate practica l engagement of all par tners
and which simultaneously have the potential to generate media interest for political
advocacy of One Hea Ith.

"Clearly what is needed are materials and documents which can be used at regional level.

11

Epidemic Alert and Verification Officer-WHO (AFRO-EPT) Brazzaville, ROC.
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•

Develop a standardised set of communication materials at regional level (Powerpoint
presentation, Flip-chart, Poster and Audio-Visual resource) which can be easily adapted
to support advocacy initiatives at country levels.

•

Communication materials should be linked through the inclusion of a 'visual identity' for
One Health which accurately reflects the key elements of the program and which can be
applied to the broad range of communication materials (see Appendix 1. One WorldOne Health Visual identit y concepts)

"We are doers rather than advocates. We advocate to whoever we touch at a local level."
Research Director - Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project, Rwanda.
•

Develop a simple, graphic toolkit of community materials to support advocacy at grass
roots levels, when ministry officials are out i n the field.

"Often, programs that come from the base, can have good results, but those that come f ram the
top aren't sustainable. 11
Director-School of Environmental Sciences, Kinshasa, DR Congo.
•

Include a One Health training resource for community leaders to support advocacy
predominantly within rural communities.

•

Engage Technical Advisors for advocacy materials development and ensu re adequate
f eedback from stakeholders and program partners at developmental stages of activities
and support materials (see Ch 9. - Workplan for roll-out of Advocacy Resources).

The following Chapter 5 provides the draft of the final Advocacy Package and Illustrative
Activities for both Regional and Country application.

5. ONE HEALTH ADVOCACY PACKAGE FOR EPTs AT REGIONAL/COUNTRY (insert
whichever relevant) LEVEL
5.1 Why do w e need 'One World-One Health'
The impact of emergi ng pandemic threats (EPTs) such as Avian Influenza, Anthrax, Monkeypox
and Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers-Ebola, Marburg and Yellow Fever, can have a devastating effect
on low-and middle-income countries in Africa and beyond. Phenomena such as species loss,
ecosystem degradation, caused by extractive industries such as mining, logging and fishing,
pollution, invasive a lien species, and global climate change are fundamentally altering life on our
planet from wilderness areas and oceans to the most densely populated cities. The rise of
emerging and resurging infectious diseases threatens not only humans (and their food supplies
and economies), but also the biodiversity of fauna and flora that supports the living
4

infrastructure of our world. Diseases transmitted between human, wild and domestic animals
are having a significant and growing impact on public health, livestock economies and wildlife

4

Cook. R.A. Karesh,W. B. & Osofsky, S. A. (2004). The Manhattan Principles on One World, One Health. W ildlife Conservation
Society, Bronx, New York, USA.
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conservation. 5 However, the impact of EPTs on economic and social structures can be buffered
through a prior investment in preparedness and response readiness.

5.2 What is One World-One Health?
The interconnectivity between countries through trade, tourism and globalization has turned the
world into a global village. Thus, no country or continent is isolated from the other. In the same
vein, deadly pathogens have the ability to move from one country to the other through goods
and movement of people. The world t o day has become one and the international com munity
have subscribed to the idea of having 'One Health' initiative. This emanates from the fact that
wildlife, livestock, people and the ecosystems in which they inhabit can create diseases, and
these diseases do not respect boundaries. Therefore, what happens in one country has impacts
far beyond its borders.
One Health represents an interdisciplinary strategy to address health from a holistic integrated
perspective rather than a discipline-based fragmented approach. This is increasingly becoming a
necessity in health service delivery and population health since majority of epidemic outbreaks
originate from ani mals (Zoonoses). Effective response in mitigating such outbreaks requires a
multidisciplinary approach in which medical personnel, veterinarians, social workers and/ or
anthropologists work together as a team in solving a common challenge. This calls for close
collaboration between the Min istries of health, agriculture and other stake holders for
appropriate preparedness and efficient response zoonotic disease outbreaks.
To combat the threat o f emerging infectious diseases a strategic framework has been developed
by leading animal and human health, and agri culture agencies under the broad umbrella of 'One
World, One Health' (OW-OH). The OW-OH concept emphasizes t he need for a better
understanding of the drivers and causes surrounding the emergence and spread of infectious
diseases. The OW-OH strategic framework also has as its core a focus on preventi ng emerging
infectious diseases of animal origin, at national, regional and international levels, instead of
simply respondin g to them once they have occurred. 6 To achieve this end, OW-OH is ultimately a
framework to forge inclusive and equal partnerships and interdisciplinary collaborations
between doctors, veterinarians, and other scientific-health and environmentally related
disciplines, including advocacy and communications. Once properly implemented and synergized
OW-OH will advance health care for humans, animals and the environment into the 21st century
and beyond by accelerating research to build the scientific knowled ge base, enhancing public
hea lth programs, and improving medical education and clinical care. If this can be achieved, OW-

5 Keusch, G. T., Pappaioanou, M., Gonzalez, M . C., Scott, K. A. & Tsai, P. (Eds.) (2009). Sustaining global surveillance and response
to emerging zoonotic diseases. Institute of Medicine (U.S.). Committ ee on Achieving Sustainable Global Capacity for
Surveillance and Response to Emerging Diseases of Zoonotic Origin; Nationa l Research Council. National Academies Press.
• Public Health Agency of Canada. (2009). One World One Health: from ideas to action-Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Report of
the Expert Consultation. Available from: http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/publicat/2009/ er-rc/pdf/er-rc-eng.pdf
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OH may save countless millions of lives from our present and future generation s, and
unprecedented social and economic costs to Governments.7

5.3 Why do we need to advocate for One Health?
A recently published Nature article revealed that emerging disease outbreaks have quadrupled
worldwide over the past 50 years wit h some 60% of the diseases transmitted from animals to
humans and the majority of those originating in wildlife. 8 The social and economic costs of EPTs
can be catastrophic w ith HSNl avian influenza estimated t o have cost over US$20 billion in
economic losses. However, if an infection such as HSNl caused an influenza pandemic, it could
cost the global economy around US$2 trillion. 9 That's why investments by countries in
p revention and control strategies can, in fact, be highly cost-effective.

5.4 What needs to be done?
To facilitate the development of a p ractical advocacy package for EPTs which considers the
needs of all partner agencies, country and regional stakeholders, consultations were conducted
with key stakeholders in the Central and Eastern Africa region. The needs assessment
encompassed discussions with 38 stakeholders in Uganda, D.R. Congo, Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania
and Rwanda, as well as seeking advice from program partners in the USA and Italy. Key
informants included program partners from W HO-AU, FAO, OIE, AU-IBAR, CDC and OHCEA
representatives, academics from National University Schools of Public Health, Veterinary and
Environmental, Sciences, senior staff from Ministries of Health, Agriculture, and Wildlife
Services, and NGO stakeholders. The advice and recommendations from regional and country
stakeholders was combined with a review of the literature to provide the foundations for the
advocacy package which follows.

5.5 Regional/Country (insert whichever relevant) Perspective
The way that OW-OH operates within each country setting is dependent on a range of factors
including the ri sk profile of the country, existing capacity and functional structures to deal with
EPTs. In terms of Uganda (Insert other country names here) the following information on EPTs
has been gleaned from existing country EPT risk profile. (Insert other country risk profiles here
[see chapter 8.) Uganda faces a number of challenges to implementing a One Hea lth approach
for detecting and responding to emerging pandemic threats. There is no nationa l policy
mandat ing coordination and col laboration between relevant Ministries and other partners. This
means that communication is only ad hoc and occurs when an outbreak is already in process.
There is also no budget for disease survei llance, as this is only allocat ed when the need arises.
The national Taskforce also currently does not address any zoonoses other than Anthrax and
Avian Influenza. Across the country, Uganda has adopted a decentralized system, requiring
7

8

9

One Health Initiative, (2011). Available from: http://www.onehealthinitiative.com/about.php
Jones, K.E., Patel, N.G., Levy, M.A., Storeygard, A., Balk, D., Gittleman, J.L., et al. (2008). Global trends in emerging infectious
diseases. Nature, 451, 990-994.
Carpenter, G., & Wyman, 0. (2008). The Economic and Social Impact of Emerging Infectious Disease: Mitigation through
Detection, Research, and Response. Marsh, Mercer, Kroll. Available from: http://www.healthcare.philips.com/main/shared/
assets/documents/bioshield/ecoandsocialimpactofemerginginfectiousdisease_111208.pdf
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strong district capacity and effective management. However, in the human, veterinary and
wildlife health systems, district management capacit y is limited, and leadership, management
and specialist skills are in short supply at all levels of the health care system. Veterinary and
w ildlife veterinary services are particularly weak and inconsistent at district levels as there are
few trained veter inarians, and limited facilities. For example, the veter inary sector has only one
national laboratory for disease diagnosis, and the majority of district la bs are dysfunctional.
Training of health professionals in all systems is difficult. The human, l ivest ock and wildlife health
systems do not support in-service training; the veterinary training curriculum itself is out -ofdate; and there is no standardized curriculum for wildlife veterinary training. Quality assurance is
minimal, particularly in the veterinary and wildlife health systems as the Ugandan Veterinar y
Board is unable to e nsure licensure to practice.
The livestock health system suffers from a fragmented chain of command, resultin g in poor
reporting of animal d iseases and escalated epidemic outbreaks. District Veterinary Departments
lack proper facilities, adequate human resources, and transport. There are no policies that
address veterinary laboratory services, veterinary services delivery, and the role of community
animal health workers. The w ildlife health system also faces significant cha llenges. There are
limited policies at the na tional level to gu id e the sect or, there is no licensi ng body that assesses
the quality of w ild life service providers, and there are few w ildlife veterinarians.

Table 1: Endemic and epidemic zoonotic outbreaks in Uganda
Endemic

Sporadic outbreaks

Trypanosomiasis ( HAT)

Plague Cyclic last reported 2008

Parasitic hydartidosis

Ebola 2000/2001, 2007/ 2008

Hepatitis E

Anthrax 2005, 2009

Leishmaniasis

Yellow fever 1972, 2010

Brucellosis

Marburg

Jiggers

BSE* not yet in Uganda

Tuberculosis

HPAI* not yet in Uganda

Rabies

* not yet reported in Uganda

5.6 What is Advocacy?
Advocacy and communication for health and social issues is an int egral aspect of health
promotion programs in the developed and developing world. For t hese reasons, high-level
advocacy for emerging and recurring health threats such as hemorrhagic fevers, avian influenza
and othe r animal-human infectious diseases is also critical in preventing and con trolling t he
potentially devastating outbreaks of these epidemics. But wha t does advocacy involve? W HO
identi fy advocacy as:
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"Activities designed to place a health issue high on the political
and development agenda, foster political will, increase financial
and other resources on a sustainable basis." 10
However, advocacy approaches can also operate at a 'population health level' through mass
media communication channels to simultaneously raise public awareness, build knowledge and
change attitudes and behaviors of opinion leaders and others toward prevention and improved
threat preparedness. Another important consideration when advocating for OW-OH is the need
to understand strategic communication approaches. Strategic communication has been defined
by the American Institutes for Research as:

"An audience-focused process in which insights from dialogue
with stakeholders and research findings inform decisions about
the best ways to affect behaviour change. The process includes
segmenting audiences, defining objectives, identifying an overall
strategic approach, articulating key messages, selecting
communication tools and channels, and developing a
management and monitoring system." 11
For optimal results, common features of these approaches indicate that advocacy and
communication should be strategic, collaborative and participatory, focused on specific
audiences, multi-level and integrated, incorporating interpersonal communication supported by
mass media approaches. The approaches should center on specific behavior which need to be
modified with monitoring and evaluation informing decision making.

5.7 What steps do I need to take to advocate for a One Health approach within
my region/country (Insert whichever relevant)?
A number of recommendations emanated from consultations with Central and Eastern African
country, key stakeholders. (Insert whichever relevant) At a regional level these included:
•

Work with OHCEA partners to develop an Advocacy and Communication Strategy at
regional level which can be adapted for country specific strategies.

•

Establish/consolidate regional, national and provincial coordinating mechanisms.

•

Contract technical advisors to develop a standardised, core range of OW-OH
materials which can be adapted for country specific use.

•

Contract technical advisors to develop a regionally specific visual identity for OW-OH
which ca n be adapted (translate into local languages) for country specific use.

•

Develop a monitoring and evaluation framework as part of the regional Advocacy and
Communication Strategy which can be adapted for country specific use.

(Insert whichever relevant) At a country level these included:

10
11

WHO. (2007). Advocacy Communication and Social mobilizat ion, ref needed here
American Institutes for Research. (2003). Developing a BCC strategy for Uganda's Primary Education Sector, Powerpoint
Presentation by Gael O'Sullivan, Uganda Program for Holistic Health and Development (UPHOLD) to Uganda Ministry of Health,
USAID, Kampala.
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•

Identify gaps in infrastructure and human resources and advocate for funding and
support.

•

Identify program champions and

build technical capacity for advocacy and

communication.
•

Liaise with OHCEA partners to adapt the regional Advocacy and Communication
Strategy for a country specific strategy.

•

Establish/consolidate national and provincial coordinating mechanisms.

•

Contract technical advisors to adapt standardised, core range of OW-OH materials
from regional toolkit to be adapted for country specific use.

•

Contract technical advisors to develop a national visual identity for OW-OH (translate
into local languages) which is adapted from the regional visual identity.

•

Contract technical advisors to adapt communication materials and toolkits to support

•

Adapt the regional monitoring and evaluation framework for advocacy and

advocacy activities from standa rdized regional materials.
communication

to build

a national evidence base for efficacious strategic

communication approaches to EPTs.
Program Coordination

Effective advocacy for EPTs may be best achieved through the development of a strategic
advocacy and communication framework which incorporates a functional coordinating
mechanism for EPTs comprised of key multisectoral partners including government ministries,
academia, civil society and private sector partners.
To be credible, advocacy and communication for EPTs requires a strong evidence base to support
the planning and roll-out of the advocacy strategy. This is particularly important in low-and
middle income countries where any programs to combat emerging zoonotic diseases are yet to
fully evolve or be rigorously evaluated for their efficacy. For these reasons donors have
supported the establishment of 'Centers of Excellence' in research and planning for EPTs in
Eastern and Central Africa. These Centers are ideally placed within the National Universities',
Schools of Public Health and Veterinary Sciences.
To date, the establishment of an 'academic platform' to promote research excellence for more
effective planning and implementation for EPTs has been facilitated through the establishment
of the One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) regional body. This body is represented in
a number of country programs through Country Coordinating Committees (CCCs), comprised of
Deans from the University Schools of Public Health and Veterinary Sciences, Ministries of Health
and Agriculture, and NGO partners.
Additionally, the rapid assessment identified that a number of the Central and Eastern African
country programs have existing Taskforces which were established to oversee the emergence of
the HSN1 Avian Influenza pandemic. In some of these countri es, this group has been
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reconstituted as the 'Zoonotic Diseases Taskforce' mandated to manage all animal to human
d isease outbreaks. For specific disease o utbreaks which have the potential to become serious
epidemics, the Taskforces refer directly t o a Steering Committee residing within the Office of the
Preside nt.
As well as providing the relevant skill-sets, and potential human and financial resou rces to
practically manage surveillance and rapid response to EPTs within a recognized government
stru cture, the multisectora I Task forces perhaps provide the most effective coordination
mechanism for the t imely planning and implementation o f activities to combat EPTs. This is due
to the fact that the Taskforce members are com prised of senior public servants answerable to
their respective Ministers. As such, this group may be the most appropriate to u ltimately
influence policy developme nt through advocacy for EPTs. The Taskforces are often ably assisted
in the implementation, monitoring and surveillance activities by specialized expertise provided
through Technical Working Groups (TWGs). These include TWGs on Surveillance, Disease
Prevention, Detection and Communication, ably led by senior technical advisors from relevant
ministries.
The challenge for country programs is to now effectively interfa ce the predominantly
academically focused CCCs w ith the existing Zoonotic Disease Taskfor ces responsible for the
facilitation

of

policy

development and

implementation

of

the

EPTs

program.

On e

recommendation is to integrate membership of t he academically constituted CCCs with senior
public servants leading the Taskforces and Steering Committees. A suggested structure for how
these committees could successfully interfa ce to provide more effective advocacy for EPTs is
provided in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Country coordinating mechanism incorporating CCCs-ocademic centers for excellence in EPTs
programming and reseorch-and Taskforces-functional Ministry policy formulation and response
mechanisms.

Furthermore, in line with recommendations for an Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism
Structure12 it is recommended that partners continue to work toward breaking down of the
traditional 'vertical silo structures' of ministries responsible for animal and human health
services. This would further facilitate a learning environment for improved advocacy and
communication of EPTs by all agencies involved in EPT response, as well as providing appropriate
resources to quickly and efficiently deal with outbreaks (see Figure 2).

12

AU-IBAR (2011). Integrated regional coordination mechanism for the prevention and control of transboundary animal diseases
and zoo noses. A platform for One Health In Africa. Strategic Framework and Action Plan. (Draft Strategy).
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Sectoral
Coordination
Public Health

Sectoral
Coordination
Domestic
Animal Health

Inter-Sectoral Collaboration
Networking
Information and Knowledge M anagement

Fig. 2. Creating a strong foundation for advocacy through greater intersectorol collaboration,
communication, networking, knowledge management and communication (Adapted tram AU-IBAR:
Integrated regional coordlno1,on mechanism for the prevention and control of cronsboundory on/mo/ diseases ond zoonoses. A
platform for One Health In Africa. Strategic Framework and Action Plan).

6. ILLUSTRATIVE ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT EPTs ADVOCACY AND
COMMUNICATION
Feedback from stakeholders and a review of the literature indicate a number of communication
activities dating back to 1988 have been conducted to support zoonotic diseases. This includes a
number of countries making significant progress toward the implementation of a communication
strategy, which has focused mainly on providing veterinary field staff with a range of simple
communication materials. 13 However, advocacy and communication for OW-OH should
encompass a broader range of activities initia lly focusing on policy change and political
engagement, supported by advocacy resource production and distribution. A number of possible
activities and resources were identified as priorities for the next 1-3 years of the strategic rollout of the advocacy package.
Capacity Building

The Identification and training of EPT 'program champions' was cited by a number of
stakeholders as an important issue given the high-level negotiations required for the facilitation
of policy change. Although program champions ideally should come from the CCC or senior level
ministerial advisors other advocates for the program may be identified from credible informat ion
sources located with the media, civil society or the private sector. Once identified additional
training and capacity building may be required to skill-up these advocates for the program,
including presentation skills, development of key messages and approaches, and provision of
supporting materials.
13

AU-IBAR. (2011), Integrated regional coordination mechanism for the prevention and control or transboundary animal

diseases and zoonoses: A platform for One Health In Africa. Strategic framework and action plan (Draft Document). Nairobi:
Kenya.
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Training
Many of the countries visi ted have an ext ensive human resource network of health, veterinary
and wildlife officers, including occupational health and safety staff operating within extraction
industries in a number of locations. Although having the potential for effective advocacy when
out in the field, this workforce is often provided with little or no training in EPTs advocacy and
communication, and no refresher training. Training can therefore, be a useful tool to instill
understanding of advocacy processes for prevention in, what has been to date, an intervention
focus to the program. Another aspect of the training could i ncorporate specific agreed upon
activities with NGOs and other community stakeholders involved in trai ning to ensu re
integration and participation in all national and provincial EPT advocacy initiatives.

Front -line workers should be provided with a broader training platform which includes building
interpersonal communication (IPC) skills, confidence and leadership development. It may be also
important to provide training to media representatives and journalists on advocacy approaches
in support of EPTs prevention and response. This w ill ensure their engagement in covering and
reporting of activities which could include dealing w ith surveillance activities and managing
outbreaks.

Community Level Advocacy
Advocacy is also an important and integral aspect of the commu nity sensitization and
mobilization process which was identified by some stakeholders as an important adjunct to highlevel political advocacy. These efforts should continue to add-value to advocacy conducted at
political levels through more purposive advocacy approaches through community social
structure channels. Using o pinion leaders such as local leaders, religious leaders, local MPs and
other identities can create opportunities for greater dialogue with between health and
veterinary staff and communities, between community leaders and their constituents, between
community members, family members, neighbors and friends. The process can also be a key
f eature in any efforts to raise community awareness and social mobilization for EPTs and
prevention approaches, thereby reducing comm unity resistance to the reporting of outbreaks.

Mass Media Advocacy
At a national level, mass media has the undeniable power to set the program agenda, build
knowledge and risk perceptions of both communities and governments about the threats of
emerging pandemics and the concurrent social and economic costs. In order to achieve
population level awareness of EPTs w ithin a relatively short period, an effect ive approach is t he
use of strategic advocacy and communication through a range of mass media channels including
radio, television and print media. Strategic communication is a powerful tool that strives for
behavior change and not for just information dissemination, education, or awareness-raising.
However, in order to effect attitude and behavior change in relation to EPTs, it's first necessary
to identify the root causes of non-engagement, its manifestations and the most efficient
messages and communication channels for delivery to change attitudes and behaviours to
achieve population level impact. The idea is to build consensus by raising public understanding
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and generating informed dialogue among opinion leaders and program beneficiaries alike. Wellconceived, professionally implemented, strategic communication campaigns are of particular
need in the future.
Advocacy and communication via electronic and print media can be achieved through paid as
well as 'earned media' (public relations) opportunities. Paid media activities could include the
production of locally produced documentaries or the adaptation of regional audio-visual
productions to include loca l footage and voice-overs. The most successful approaches have been
found to include personal testimonials and real stories from the field, as well as the inclusion of
highly credible sources of information on issues such as EPTs.
Earned media opportunities could include taking journal ists into the field to develop stories on
surveillance activities and outbreak control which can be aired during news and current affairs
programming. Additiona lly, activities such as radio and television panel discussions using
advocates can raise knowledge and EPT risk perceptions, provide contact details and promote
early response to potential outbreaks. News-print media can also provide advocacy
opportunities t hrough ' long copy,' informational approaches and topical news stories generated
through media advocacy. Although access to daily newspapers drops-off rapidly in rural areas,
print is an important medium for opinion leaders with readership far exceeding circulation.
Message Design and Materials Development and Delivery

A critical feature o f any advocacy and communication effort is the need to build knowledge and
change attitudes and perceptions of a broad number of audience segments who are often
lacking in confidence and skills to make effective health decisions. Advocacy materials in the
form of audio-visuals, advocacy sheets with key messages on zoonotic disease for use for talks,
media advocacy and other presentations, booklets with case studies of what has worked in lowand middle-income countries, and digital media with printable resources including PowerPoint
presentations, posters, leaflets, fact sheets and a reference list for oth er resources, generally
rated highly with most stakeholders. Although there is generally lower literacy, a poor reading
culture and vernacular issues in rural areas, the use of more visually based messaging such as flip
charts and videos could be scaled-up. These resources should be seen as predominantly
supporting advocates and other influential groups in their understanding and dissemination of
important EPT messages to their constituents through IPC approaches.
Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance (QA) is a process of establishing policies and guidelines to ensure that
programs

and products developed are of the highest standard. This advocacy and

communication feature can utilize QA mechanisms for processes to ensure 'World' s best
practice', or the development of continuous improvement mechanisms within the advocacy
strategy to ensure that EPT program products and services are effectively delivered and
continuously improved upon. QA processes could include EPT message and materials pre-testing,
prior to materials production and distribution, or quality-assured service delivery for the range o f
EPT activities currently being considered or scaled-up.
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Effective monitoring and evaluation to assure program quality is an essentia l component of the
advocacy and communication strategy which is often overlooked in the desire to move to new
and more stimulating ACSM initiatives. As such it has no t been given enough emphasis to date to
ensure that a quality approach to evidence based, program development is adhered to and a
culture of cont inuous improvement instilled.

7. TIMEFRAME FOR ROLL-OUT OF ADVOCACY RESOURCES
Advocacy Tool
1. Advocacy Poster Papers (x2)

2. OH visual identity
2. OH Advocacy Power point
Presentation
3. Outbreak Strategy
Document
4. OH Advocacy Regional/
Country Audio-Visual
Presentation
5. OH Advocacy A2 Poster
6. OH Advocacy Toolkit

Description
Posters on OH for All Africa W/shop
meeting
For use in all presentation materials
and OH branded program materials
For use by advocacy focal points at
WHO, FAO, OHCEA, AU-IBAR, and OIE
Principal Secretary Meetings for OH
Policy development
Principa I Secretary Meetings for OH
Policy development

Date Required
th
24 Aug 2011

Principa I Secretary Meetings for OH
Policy development
Containing samples of all materials
above with cover letter on usage on
CD or Thumb-drive

20 Nov 2011

th

15 Aug 2011
1h

15 Sept 2011
th

20 Nov 2011
th

20 Nov 2011

th

20th Nov 2011

8. O NE HEALTH ADVOCACY PACKAGE FOR EPTS AT COUNTRY LEVELS COUNTRY RISK PROFILES
(These following sections to be stripped into text of Advocacy Package Section 5.5Regiona 1/Cou ntry Perspective).
Democratic Republic of Congo

Country EPT Risk profile
The Democratic Republic of Congo faces a number of challenges to implementing a One Health
approach for detecting and responding to emerging pandemic threats. The ingredients to build
One Health capacity are t here, but they do not yet work together. First, the country does no t
have a specific budget for zoonotic disease surveillance or outbreak response, and relies on
partners in case o f outbreaks. Further, while an inter-ministerial taskforce was established in
response to the threat of avian influenza, it is largely inactive. The human health system does
not become involved in zoonotic diseases until the disease is transferred to humans. Up to that
point, only the veterinary system is involved. Coordination and communication between the
human, animal and w ildlife health systems continues to be a significant challenge.
All health systems need improvement throughout the country, but w it h only four veterinarians
for w ildlife health, the wildl ife health system is the weakest and has very little coverage or
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capacity. Wildlife health professionals d o not necessarily receive any veterinary training, and
may focus only on conservation without any training in epidemiology. There are a total of 1500
veterinarians throughout the country, but they are poorly trained and have little access to inservice training. The animal health system also has no involvement in the management of private
farms, making it impossible to provide surveillance of these animals. Laboratories and
equipment are not fully functional, and there is no standardized training for laboratory
personnel. The National Referral Laboratory, which is primarily for human health, is not linked to
all provincial laboratories, many of which are not operational.
Zoonotic Disease Risks in DRC
Rabies (dogs, cats)
Tuberculosis (bovine)
Brucellosis (bovine)
Trypanosomiasis (bovine)
Cysticercosis (pigs)
Haemorragic fever (Ebola fever) (monkey)
Monkey pox (monkey)
Anthrax (bovine)
Wild poliomyelitis (bonobo)

Ethiopia

Country EPT Risk profile
Ethiopia faces a number of challenges to implementing a One Health approach for detecting and
responding to emerging pandemic threats. First, there is no specific budget for disease outbreak
surveillance and response. Coordination and communication between the human, animal and
wildlife health syst ems occurs only during times of an outbreak. Sustainable collaboration is
hampered by urgent health needs within the human syst em. Ethiopia experiences a heavy
burden of disease mainly attributable to infectious diseases and nutritional deficiencies.
Shortages and high turnover of human resource and inadequacy of essential drugs and supplies
have contributed to the situation. Additionally, rapid population growth exacerbates critical ga ps
in basic health services http://www.moh.gov.et/ Access to health care is low, with only .24
hospital beds per 1,000 population and only 50% of the population having access to essential
drugs. http://www.nationmaster.com/country/et-ethiopia. There is a very high unmet health
care need in rural Ethiopia, and the focus of expansion activities is primary health care.
Infectious and communicable diseases account for about 60-80% of the health problems in the
country. The low availability of health care professionals with modern medical training, together
with lack of funds for medica l services, leads to the preponderance of traditional healers that use
home-based therapies to heal common ailments.
Animal health policies are out-of-date, and are difficult to implement. Until 2004, the animal
health system in Ethiopia was mainly operated by NGOs, and relied on community animal health
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workers. As of 2006, Ethiopia's veterinary degrees were still not internationally recognized as
there are no national standards, evaluation procedures, or oversight body. Those veterinarians
that are well-trained leave at a high-rate.
Ethiopian wildlife is threatened by habitat destruction, high and unbalanced population growth,
illegal settlement and hunting, changes in fragi le ecosystems, and finally traditional practices. In
October 2008, the African Parks Network (APN) announced that they were leaving Ethiopia,
stating that sustainable management of the Ethiopian parks is incompatible with the
" irresponsible way of living of some of the ethnic groups." There are no veterinarians or assistant
veterinarians in national parks and sanctuaries.
Zoonotic Disease Risks
Bovine tuberculosis

in

Ethiopia

Anthrax
Rabies
Brucellosis
Cysticercosis
Hydatidosis
Avian influenza HSNl
Rift valley fever
Pandemic influenza H1N1

Kenya
Country EPT Risk profile
Kenya faces a number of challenges to implementing a One Health approach for detecting and
responding to emerging pandemic threats. There are no guidelines or policies to support One
health coordination and interaction ac ross ministries and sectors -

collaboration occurs

sporadically, and only in case of outbreak of certain diseases. Further, urgent needs within the
human health sector, such as malaria, tuberculosis and HIV, constantly demand attention that
could be spent on strengthening emerging pandemic threat preparation and response.
The animal health system suffers from non-standardized training, especially for decentralized,
frontline staff like community animal health workers. There is also a lack of oversight body for
licensing purposes, and roles of various players in disease surveillance and outbreak response
are poorly defined.
Threats to wildlife conservation and management in Kenya include land use changes, particularly
agriculture and rural and urban development, which have negatively affected wildlife across the
landscape. Further, these changes have been exacerbated by lack of national land use policy.
Rapidly increasing populations and other socio-economic factors have put pressure on the
limited productive land forcing rural poor to resort to poor land use practices for subsist ence.
Poor cultivation methods, deforestation, charcoal burning and overgrazing are four main factors
causing severe wildlife habitat degradation. Insecure tenure to land in some of the wildlife
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conservation arrears has contributed to the general apathy by the local communities towards
wildlife. Currently, there are inadequate incentives to motivate communities and land owners to
adop t land use practices that are compatible wit h wildlife conservation and management. In
terms of wildlife management, the rigid boundaries between protected areas and the
surrounding landscapes have compromised integrated and effective management of many
ecosystems. Conservation and management of wildlife outside protected areas has not been
integrated into the broader protected area management and there are limited partnerships
between communities living adjacent to protected areas with park management authorities.
Another threat to wildlife is that the size of protected areas is too small to encompass ecosystem
processes on which wildlife depend. Accurate scientific data on wildlife resources are critical for
informed decision making by wildlife managers, but investment in long-term studies of wildlife
ecosystems and the maintenance of long-term wildlife data sets has been poor. Inadequate law
enforcem ent, ineffecti ve regulatory mechanisms, low penalties, lucrative markets for bush meat
and rising poverty indices have contributed to escalating illegal take of wildlife, and illegal
international wildlife trade and bush meat trade. Increasing human-wildlife conflict is a major
problem in wildlife areas. Acute water shortage and inadequate dry season pasture has severely
affected wild life, livestock and humans. Poor mechanisms for monitoring and information
management on wildlife hunting and trade disables informed discussions that could establish an
improved wildlife policy with enabling legislation toward regulated consumptive use. Bushmeat
consumption in Kenya is common in seven "Bushmeat Hotspots" namely; Machakos/Kajiado,
Taita/Taveta, Kitui/Mwingi, Trans Mara, Laikipia, Meru/Tharaka and Tana River/Malindi. These
are wildlife rich areas adjacent to key protected areas or within game ranches characte rized by
high levels of poverty and landlessness. It is largely unregulated and poses a significant threat to
wildlife populations both inside and o utside protected areas.
Zoonotic Disease Risks in Kenya
Rift valley fever (bovine, ovine, caprine, human)
Anthrax (bovine)
Rabies (bovine, canine)
Trypanosomiasis (bovine, human)
Brucellosis (bovine, caprine, camelidae)
Leptospirosis (bovine)
Tuberculosis (bovine)
lnvluenza A HlNl

Rwanda
Country EPT Risk profile
Rwanda faces a number of challenges t o implementing a One Health approach for detecting and
responding to emerging pandemic threats. Currently, collaboration between stakeho lders occurs
o nly as needed. Commu nication between districts in areas of livestock and wildlife is particularly
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sparse. Health expenditures as a percentage of GDP have been low (3. 7% in 2003), and there is a
shortage of health care personnel in Rwanda. It is not uncommon to find health centers or
managers responsible for populations that cross several administrative boundaries. Geographic
distance and mountainous terrain continue to constrain access to health care.
Few details are available regarding livestock health, With only 90 veterinarians throughout the
country, there is a significant shortage of veterinarian expertise. While there are standardized
curricula for animal health professionals, there are no licensing boards for professionals at any
level to provide quality assurance.
Much of wildlife policy in Rwanda concerns the protection of the unique mountain gorillas in the
border area with Congo, The genocide in 1994 appears to have overshadowed efforts to
establish a National Wildlife Policy. Pressures resulting from human activities are the greatest
threat to Rwandan wildlife. Rampant poaching of large mammals at Nyungwe has resulted in
very low duiker numbers, the extirpat ion of buffalo as of the early 1980s, and the extinction of
t he park's last elephants in 1999, when they were shot during a period of instability. Hunters
now target smaller mammals, such as giant rats and squirrels, because they cannot find larger
ones. Fires set by people wanting to smoke bees from wild hives have spread, and many hills
have few or no trees as a result. At times, the mining of gold and, more recently, columbotantalite, have spawned the creation of large mining camps in the forests (some containing more
than 3,000 people). Although Rwanda is stable now, the threat of renewed political instability
and the need for economic recovery are the primary concerns of the Rwandan government. This
limits the government's ability to focus attention and resources on park management.
M eanwhile, high human population densities and chronic rural poverty generate pressure to
convert protected areas to farmland and grazing land and to exploit forest products such as
and firewood, in addition to wildlife. [Source: www.wcs.org/where-wework/africa/rwanda.aspx]. Bushmeat harvesting continues to be a problem in Rwanda. Recently

bamboo

the taboo against eating gorilla meat has been overcome, and some poaching has occurred for
human consumption.
There continue to be a number o f threats to biodiversity, tropical forestry conservation, and
environment, including:
1. Population pressure on biodiversity resources and protected areas

2. Institutional weaknesses and inefficiencies

.3. Energy pressure
4. Degradation of wetlands and lack of clean water
5. Agricultural inefficiencies and soil erosion
6. Climate change
7. Waste disposal issues
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Zoonotic Disease Risks in Rwanda
Tuberculosis (bovine)
Brucellosis
Cysticercosis (porcine)
Rabies

Tanzania

Country £PT Risk profile
The Democratic Republic of Congo faces a number of challenges to implementing a One Health
approach for detecting and responding to emerging pandemic threats. There is no budget for
surveillance and response within the animal and wildlife health systems. The wildlife
conservation policy in Tanzania does not allow routine intervention in disease outbreaks in
wildlife protected areas unless the outbreak meets certain criteria. Further, there are no policies
are guidelines for the human health or wildlife health systems in disease outbreak surveillance
reporting and response.
As of 1999, it was estimated that there were fewer than 0.05 physicians per 1,000 people, and
0.9 hospital beds. Medical staff morale was low due to declining wages and management and
operational difficulties in the central medical stores and domestic pharmaceuticals industries.
Tanzania is also facing one of the largest HIV epidemics in the world. The country is experiencing
a mature, generalized HIV epidemic, which is still growing. At the end of 2001, the number of
people living with HIV/AIDS was estimated at 1.5 million (including 7.8% of the adult population)
and deaths from AIDS that year were estimated at 140,000. HIV prevalence in 1999 was 8.1 per
100 adults. Tanzania ranks 15th on the list of 22 high-burden tuberculosis (TB) countries in the
world. Malaria is still a major public health problem in Tanzania as the leading cause of
outpatient and inpatient health service attendance and the leading cause of death in both
children and adults.
Tanzania faces an acute shortage of human, animal and wildlife health workers. Low pay, poor
working conditions, and limited training programs contribute to the problem. There is no
national budget to support the wildlife health system in Tanzania, which has only 12 wildlife
veterinarians. The disease outbreak surveillance and response is done through donor-funded
projects and other individual projects. The majority of animal health services are delivered by
community animal health workers, though they are not officially recognized by the government.
Zoonotic Disease Risks in Tanzania
Rift valley fever
Rabies
Brucellosis (bovine)
Anthrax
Plague
Shigellosis
Salmonellosis
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Campylob a ctria osis
Verotoxigenic Escherichia coli
leptospriosis
Cysticercosis/Taeniasis
Trematodosis
Echinococcosis/Hydatidosis
Giardiasis
Cryptos po ridi os is
Sleeping sickness
Dermayophytoses
Sporotrichosis
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APPENDIX 1.

One World-One Health Visual Identity Concepts

Option A.

Option B.

Option C.

Option D.
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ACRONYMS
AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO-Regional Office for Africa

APACPH

Asia-Pacific Academic Consortium for Public Health

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

AU

African Union

AU-IBAR

African Union Interagency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training

BTC

Belgian Technical Cooperation

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CDC

Center for Disease Control and Prevention

CSTE

Counc il of State and TeITitorial Epidemiologists

CVM

Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation, Thailand

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DS O

District Surveillance Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EC

East Congo Basin

EID

Emerging Infectious Diseases

EIS

Epidemic Intelligence Service

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FESC

Field Epidemiology Short Course

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program- Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Uganda Employers

FUS

Federation Une Sante (One Health Federation)
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GL

Global

HPAJ

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

IATV

lnstitut Technique Agricole and V eterinaire

ICCN

Congolese Wildlife Authority

ICT

Information Communication and T echnology

IDSR

Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response

IEM/ITM

Institut d'Enseignement Medical/lnstitut T echnique Medical

IHR

International Health Regulation

INCEF

International Conservation and Education F und

IRCM

Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism

ISP

Institut Superieur Pedagogique

ISTM

Institut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

KOMNAS FBPI

Natio nal Commjttee for Avian Flu Control and Pandemic Preparedness,
Indonesia

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, A nimal Ind ustries, and Fisheries, Uganda

MAFF

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Cambodia

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in O utreach and Resource Conservation

MoH

Ministry of Health

MoPH

Ministry of Publ ic Health

MPH

Master of Public Health

MS

Master of Science

NAC

National Agricultural College, Laos

NADDEC

National Animal Disease Diagnostic and Epiderruology Centre, Uganda

NEIDCO

National Emerging Infectious Diseases Coordination Office

NUOL

Natio nal University of Laos

OHCEA

One Health Central and Eastern Africa

OHSEA

One Health Southeast Asia

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health
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PA

Protected Area

PAT

Protected Area Teams

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response; Participatory Disease
Surveillance and Response Network

PE

participatory epidemiology

PIA

participatory impact assessment

PMM

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

Pro-MED

Program for Monjtoring Emerging Diseases

ROMA

Regional Development Mission- Asia

SAFETYNET

South Asia Field Epiderruology and Technology Network

SE

Southeast Asia

SMT

Senior Management Team

SRRTs

surveillance and rapid response teams

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network

TRG

Training Resources Group, lnc.

TUSK

Tufts University Sciences Knowledgebase

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

UMN

University of Minnesota

UVRI

Uganda Viral Research Institute

VMKKU

Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School

VPH

veterinary public health

WC

West Congo Basin

WCB

West Congo Basin

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WWF

World Wildlife Fund/World Wide Fund for Nature
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SUB-ACTIVITY CROSS-CHECK
Because this work plan is arranged by region and country, it can be difficult to track the sub-activities by
objective. This cross-check is intended to help readers locate specific sub-activities, by objective, if
required. Please note that the abbreviations after each sub-activity refer to the implementation region
(Global, East Congo, West Congo, Southeast Asia).
Table 1: Sub-Activities by Objective
Sub-Activity

I

Sub-Activity Title

Page#

Objective 1: Improve Training Capacity for Skills Necessary to Respond to Suspected Outbreaks
1.1.4 GL
1.2.1WC
1.2.1 SE
1.2.2 SE

1.2.3WC
1.2.3 EC
1.2.4 EC
1.2.4 GL
1.2.5 EC
1.3.1WC
1.5.1 WC
1.5.2 SE
1.5.4 EC

1.5.5 SE

1.5.5 WC
1.5.6 SE

Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core competencies
Conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
Implement twinning and mentoring program
Support relationship between Khon Kaen Veterinary Medical School (VMKKU) and the
Faculty of Agriculture, Nabong Agricultural College (NAG) campus, National University of
Laos (NUOL)
Upgrade the skills of faculty at lnstitut Superieur Technique Medical (ISTM); at lnstitut
Technique Agricole and Veterinaire (ITAV); lnstitut d'Enseignement Medical/lnstitut
Technique Medical (IEM/ITM)
OHCEA Aug 2011 - September 2012 (YEAR 2 & 3) Workplan
OHCEA Network Development
Global Network Organizational Development
OHCEA Innovation Partnerships
Support regional and international exchanges of personnel to improve outbreak response
and control; develop an action plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing career path
development in the Democratic Republic of Congo
Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field training workshops
using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) module
Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field pathologists
Residency based knowledge partnership model for building veterinary public health
competence in Uganda
Master's degree program for human & animal health professionals at Thailand's Field
Epidemiology Training Program (FETP/FETP-V) and international FETP (iFETP) to
strengthen career opportunities, and the management, supervisory and response capacity for
outbreaks and epidemics of zoonoses and emerging infectious diseases
Support the MENTOR-FOREST program focused on extractive industry issues by adding
One Health content and supporting fellows and a mentor from Gabon and Republic of Congo
Monitoring and disease surveillance training for Department of Forestry Protected Area staff
and Forestry Volunteers in Lao PDR

13
29
40
41

35
21
22
14
22
30
31
43
23

44

32
48

Objective 2: Improve Cross-Sectoral Linkages to Support Coordinated Outbreak Response
2.2.1 GL
2.4.4 SE

Develop best management practices recommendations for extractive industries in hotspot
regions
Support for TEPHINET to host global conference and add One Health sessions

16
42

Objective 3: Improve the Capacity to Conduct Investigations of Suspected Outbreaks
3.1.1 WC
3.1.2 GL
3.2.0 GL

Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and response with a One
Health approach and response.
Government innovations supporting integrated disease surveillance and response in human
and animal health
Outbreak response support
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15
17

vii

Sub-Activity
3.2.0.4 EC
3.2.0.5 EC
3.2.2 EC
3.3.1 GL
3.4.1 SE
3.4.1 WC
3.4.2 SE
3.4.4 SE
3.4.5 SE
3.4.4 WC
3.4.7 SE

Sub-Activity Title

Page#

Strengthening surveillance, reporting & diagnostic capacity to Improve Early Detection,
Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in Humans, Livestock, and Wildlife
Private sector outbreak response training
Strengthening existing platforms for outbreak response in Uganda
ProMed Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife diseases
District and provincial zoonotic disease outbreak response training, Indonesia
Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel and first-responder
training in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape
Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with focus on AVET training
at selected provincial and district levels (Vietnam)
Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at the provincial and district
levels {Thailand)
Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at selected provincial,
district, and village levels (Laos)
Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and sub-national levels,
including training of front-line heath workers in outbreak response
Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams, including MOH and MOA
staff, at selected provincial and district levels (Cambodia)

24
25
26
18
50
36
46
45
44
34
47

Objective 4: Introduce Technologies to Improve Training, Surveillance, and Outbreak Investigations
4. 1.2 WC

Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health science, their application
and use in the university context, and support the improvement and integration of appropriate
systems
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The RESPOND project began in October 2009 with a mandate to strengthen training, educational
programs, and support to governments, universities and civil society with the objective of using One
Health tools and approaches to improve worldwide capacity to respond to emerging infectious diseases of
zoonotic origin. One Health is the collaborative effort of multiple disciplines, including medicine,
veterinary medicine, public health and others, to more effectively protect the health of people, animals,
and the environment. During the first Year of operations the RESPOND team established a headquarters
office in Bethesda and regional offices (hubs) in East and West Congo (Kampala and Kinshasa,
respectively) and in Southeast Asia (Bangkok) to build a foundation for supporting key outbreak-related
activities and initiatives in collaboration with countries participating in the USAID Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) program. In Year 2, RESPOND initiated field activities and began development of regional
One Health networks. In Year 3, RESPOND will build on the fact-finding, relationship-building, and
groundwork for broad-based regional efforts to support improved outbreak response. Specifically, we will
focus on continuing the development of One Health networks of universities, while working with
governments to improve the policy frameworks for outbreak response using One Health approaches.
This Year Three plan outlines existing and new global, regional and national activities that will support a
comprehensive, country-specific approach designed to more efficiently and effectively respond to
outbreaks, including those caused by novel infectious agents, and thereby help to safeguard public health.
YEAR THREE WORKPLAN PROCESS
The development of the Year Three Workplan has been a highly interactive process, involving all
RESPOND staff and based on findings from hundreds of discussions and stakeholder meetings in the
field. In each Regional Office, staff undertook a weeklong workplanning session to ensure
comprehensive, coordinated implementation plans. With guidance and suppo1t from the RESPOND
headquarters office, each Regional Office developed specific sub-activity plans, as well as narrative
contributions to the RESPOND work plan.
The process to develop the Year Three Workplan included the following steps:
1.

Each Regional Office reviewed existing activities to determine whether they would continue into
Year 3, and identified potential new activities to be launched in Year 3;

2. Regional teams developed detailed plans for each sub-activity, including narrative descriptions,
implementation plans, implementing partners, expected results, and detailed budgets;
3. Technical staff from RESPOND headquarters reviewed each sub-activity plan for accuracy,
completeness, and consistency with overall project objectives;
4. RESPOND Senior Management Team short-listed priority activities based on available funding, and
finalized budgets; and
5. RESPOND Senior Management Team and senior technical staff worked carefully with regional
offices to identify new activities for possible rapid approval by USAID as well as key activities that
currently cannot fit within the existing budget but that remain excellent contributions to national and
regional programs, should additional funding become available.
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RESPOND PRIORITIES
Global Priorities

RESPOND's priority global activities directly suppo1t the regional strategy. Priority global activities will
create a framework for network development, and provide consistency in approaches and governance
structures across regional networks; global activities will also support broad-based collaboration with and
capacity building of regional governments to fully enable them to implement policies that support One
Health approaches.
Congo Basin Priorities

RESPOND has two priorities for Africa in Year 3: to continue OHCEA network development and
improve engagement with governments in the region to improve the policy frameworks and support for
outbreak response. The East Congo Basin office will focus on support to OHCEA and engagement with
governments in East Africa. The West Congo Basin office will contribute to OHCEA development, and
focus on building the capacity of institutions in the West Congo region to fully participate in regional
network activities.
Southeast Asia Priorities

RESPOND's priority in Southeast Asia will be to continue to support development of OHSEA to improve
One Health education at the university level (pre-service training), so that the university graduates who
will be the future workforce better understand the cross-disciplinary nature of outbreak response work.
We will also collaborate with Universities to support the region's national governments in outbreak
response training as relevant/requested, and leverage the strong coordination between universities,
government and private industry.
2012 HIGHLIGHTS
As RESPOND enters its third year, the focus of the program will shift to implementation and expansion
of existing activities rather than a tranche of new activities (as in Year 2). A deeper understanding of the
constraints and challenges facing each region has allowed us to tailor our activities to regional needs,
while still working within the framework of RESPOND's overall objectives. For the project, this means:
RESPOND is no longer in an expansion phase; rather, we are deepening our work with networks and
governments; focusing specifically on capacity gaps with weaker institutions; and identifying ways to
shift activity management from the project to our network counterparts;
Our university partners (Tufts University and the University of Minnesota) have developed strong
relationships with network universities in each region, and they will continue to develop those
relationships to ensure sustainable transfer of knowledge, faculty, and best practices in the long term;
We stand ready to provide support to outbreak response in coordination with, and at the invitation of,
our national government partners, and will draw on lessons learned from outbreaks in Year 2 to make
this response support as effective and efficient as possible; and
We coordinate closely with intergovernmental organizations and other EPT Program projects to
leverage their work and to supply additional capacity as needed.
In the sections that follow, we detail our plans for Year 3, and provide additional background on the
status of ongoing activities.
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INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases of grave concern to human health are emerging from wildlife and livestock
populations in regions of the world where boundaries between human, wildlife and livestock populations
are undergoing rapid change. This occurs with greater frequency in tropical regions, and these areas often
have limited resources for disease prevention and control. Among recent examples, avian influenza may
have posed the greatest threat to public health, but increases in monkeypox in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, an outbreak of Yellow Fever in Uganda, and Nipah virus outbreaks in Southeast Asia are also of
potentially global importance.
Most capacity building efforts to identify, investigate and respond to emerging infectious diseases have
focused on supporting public health agencies. However, responding effectively to these diseases requires
engagement of and coordination with a diversity of professions and stakeholders in both human and
animal health, as well as social and environmental sciences. The frequent lack of coordination among
individuals and institutions engaged in human, animal and environmental health is further exacerbated by
inequities in funding and support and lack of respect for the contributions certain professions- such as
nursing, veterinary medicine and wildlife, among others-make to public health. Outbreak response is
likely to be enhanced by a One Health approach where sectors and professions work together to build a
stronger and more efficient public health system.
For a One Health philosophy to be firmly embedded in all levels of outbreak response, it is vital that
concerted efforts are made to establish and maintain strong linkages between many different disciplines
including, but not limited to public health, veterinary medicine, environmental health, the social sciences
and others. Moving towards a One Health approach to investigate, respond to, and counter existing and
future emerging infectious disease threats is the overarching goal of the EPT Program. This requires
commitment at the international, regional, national, and local levels. In the section that follows , we detail
RESPOND's objectives, and then explain our strategy for how we will promote and support this
commitment and contribute to US AID' s EPT Program goal.
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RESPOND OBJECTIVES
RESPOND's work is aligned with the four objectives described below and associated activities (the
numbers correspond to the RESPOND Workplan). In Year 3, RESPOND will prioritize activities
focusing on universities and governments respective roles in building capacity to respond to infectious
disease outbreaks and epidemics, and strengthening linkages within and among them. By the end of the
project, the One Health networks will become the delivery vehicle for subject matter expertise, training,
and capacity building in support of all four RESPOND objectives. Figure 1, below, demonstrates how
these objectives contribute to RESPOND's overall goal; the descriptions that follow articulate the types
of activities included under each objective.

Goal: Improved global capacity to respond to emerging infectious diseases
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Objective 2: Improve crosssectoral linkages to support
coordinated outbreak response
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Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve
training, surveillance, and outbreak investigations
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......................

Enables achievement of goal
Directly contributes to goal

Figure1: RESPOND Objectives
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Objective 2 creates an enabling environment for Objectives 1 and 3, which directly support improved
global outbreak response capacity. Wherever possible, we will provide assistance in support of
Objective 4 through the development and expansion of One Health networks in each region.

OBJECTIVE 1: IMPROVE TRAINING CAPACITY FOR SKILLS NECESSARY TO RESPOND
TO SUSPECTED OUTBREAKS.
RESPOND strengthens the educational institutions, curricula, and instructors that deliver graduate degree
and professional certificate programs, and improves the career path opportunities for people working in
the fields related to emerging pandemic threats.

1.1 Implement skills and knowledge building strategy. This work builds on the RESPOND Skills
and Knowledge Building Strategy developed in Year 1, and includes the development of One Health
core competencies. Existing curricula are to be inventoried and reviewed, to serve as a basis from
which to develop additional materials.
1.2 Implement twinning and mentoring program. Faculty and staff from the schools of public
health, veterinary and human medicine, wildlife ecology and management, nursing, education, social
anthropology, adult learning specialists, and others collaborate to strengthen the administrative systems
and the content and delivery of their curricula.
1.3 Strengthen and enhance ongoing career path development. Existing career paths are reviewed,
challenges and gaps identified, and action plans developed to strengthen career path opportunities in
hot-spot countries and regions.
1.4 Implement graduate-level degree training. Based on national and regional needs and priorities,
existing graduate, undergraduate, and vocational degree programs are strengthened through the
development of new and improved courses and content. Existing infrastructure of schools and
universities may be enhanced to support improved instruction and learning. Where critical gaps are
identified, RESPOND may support the development of new graduate degree programs.
1.5 Implement professional development certificate programs. RESPOND works with the ministries
of health, agriculture, wildlife, environment and other ministries to strengthen the professional
development of their staff in zoonotic disease outbreak investigation and response. This includes the
identification of country-specific needs, curricula development, the selection and training of master
trainers, and the design, development and delivery of certificate programs to upgrade the skills of the
current generation of professionals involved in outbreak response.
OBJECTIVE 2: IMPROVE CROSS-SECTORAL LINKAGES TO SUPPORT COORDINATED
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
RESPOND supports the development of productive working relationships among inter-governmental
agencies, government ministries, universities, private sector, and non-governmental institutions
required for long-term sustainability of a One Health approach.

2.1 Strengthen and expand relationships between animal and human health organizations.
Working with existing regional bodies and networks, RESPOND convenes multi-sectoral meetings to
better understand existing outbreak response systems and barriers to collaboration, and to facilitate
opportunities for improvement.
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2.2 Implement public-private partnerships to enhance One Health principles and practices.
RESPOND encourages, facilitates, and supports the inclusion of private sector organizations (NGOs,
extractive and animal agriculture industries, telecommunication companies, etc.) in outbreak response
planning and implementation.
2.3 Implement a Knowledge Management System to facilitate cross-sectoral exchange. RESPOND
evaluates existing KMS and their usage, and identifies methods to improve functionality, user access,
and usage.
2.4 Encourage professional linkages among One Health collaborators. RESPOND supports
exchanges of personnel among institutions and organizations, both within hot-spot regions and between
US-based institutions and those in hot-spot regions, through activities such as workshops and
conferences.
OBJECTIVE 3: IMPROVE THE CAPACITY TO CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS OF
SUSPECTED OUTBREAKS
RESPOND develops relationships, procedures, and systems to strengthen in-country and transboundary
outbreak response systems, provides direct support for outbreak response, and trains community-level
fi rst responders.
3.1 Strengthen procedures and systems to improve disease investigation and outbreak response
capacity. ln collaboration with international health agencies and regional governing bodies, RESPOND
supports local and national governme nt authorities, to review existing legal authority for outbreak
investigation and response systems, identify logistical and human resource constraints, identify needs
for strengthening reporting and responding to outbreaks, and develop plans to improve crossdisciplinary and multi-sectoral coordination and collaboration.
3.2 Support coordination and provision of outbreak response logistics. RESPOND maintains a
flexible funding reserve to provide technical, material and logistical support in response to direct
requests from national governments and international health agencies, for new outbreaks of potentially
zoonotic infectious diseases.
3.3 Strengthen communication systems in surveillance, outbreak investigation and response.
RESPOND supports reviews of existing outbreak communication systems at local, national and
regional levels, develops recommendations to strengthen systems, and provides technical assistance to
improve communication systems.
3.4 Implement outbreak response training at the national, provincial, and district levels. Based on
the identification of sub-national hot-spot areas by PREDICT, and verification by national government
authorities, RESPOND develops and implements targeted curricula for master trainers, training-oftrainers, and first-responders.
OBJECTIVE 4: INTRODUCE TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPROVE TRAINING, SURVEILLANCE
AND OUTBREAK INVESTIGATIONS
RESPOND matches appropriate technology to the field-level needs of those responding to disease
outbreaks. While the inclusion of appropriate technology to support disease outbreak response is
crucial to more effective and efficient outbreak response, the activities listed below play a supporting
role to the other RESPOND objectives as shown in Figure 1. In Year 3, RESPOND will seek a
modification to incorporate the activities under this Objective into Objectives 1 and 3.
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4.1 Use existing technologies to improve training, surveillance, and outbreak investigations.
Review and analyze the technologies currently used in hot-spot countries, identify gaps, develop
recommendations for use of existing appropriate technologies.
4.2 Introduce appropriate new technologies. Based on the results of technology review and analysis,
define priority needs for new technology, and provide seed grants to support new technology
development.
4.3 Continuous improvement of technologies. RESPOND will strengthen the ability of countries to
assess the appropriateness of existing and new technologies for rapid field-level pathogen detection,
diagnosis, reporting and control.

LINES OF WORK
To facilitate coordination among the PREDICT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND, and PREVENT projects,
USAID organizes the EPT Program under four Lines of Work, namely 1) Wildlife Pathogen Detection,
2) Risk Determination, 3) Outbreak Response Capacity Building, and 4) Risk Reduction. Of these,
RESPOND's objectives (as indicated below) fall within Line of Work 3, which consists of the
following 2 activities:
3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response via institutional
twinning and mentoring, long-term degree training, short term in-service training, community-level
first-responder training and organizational development (RESPOND Objective 1, activities 1.1-1.5;
Objective 3, activity 3.4), and;
3.2 Support outbreak response activities by improving planning and preparedness capacity within
countries and regions, and supporting the logistical and material needs for outbreak response, including
strengthening existing technologies and introducing new technologies for outbreak response
(RESPOND Objective 2, activities 2.1-2.4; Objective 3, activities 3.1-3.3; Objective 4, activities 4.1 4.3).
The section that follows highlights specific activities aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake globally in Year 3.
(Please note that for the following sections presenting narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees of the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)
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RESPOND IMPLEMENTATION
GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
For RESPOND to meet its goals and objectives, we invest in activities that enable multiple disciplines,
professions, and the public and private sectors to work together, and empower each to be as competent
and resourced as possible to increase the overall strength of the system. Thjs investment is a long-term
commitment. We must not only improve outbreak response today, but create a new paradigm for outbreak
response that will be realized over the course of the next decade. Therefore, we see a need to sequence
RESPOND implementation to ensure that the institutions we build are stable enough to effectively use the
resources RESPOND provides. This sequence includes:

Year 1: Launch and Outreach: RESPOND established its project-wide office (Bethesda, MD) and
three regional offices (Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo [DRC]; Kampala, Uganda; and
Bangkok, Thailand). Senior technical team members and accomplished university subject-matter
experts supported the discovery phase, interviewing a wide range of stakeholders, including technical
experts, government officials, and a wide range of potential partners. We used the findings of those
interviews to carefully plan collaborative activities designed to strengthen outbreak response capacity.
Years 2 & 3: Relationship-building, Network Development, and Government Engagement: The
regional offices launched their implementation phase, with a strong focus on engagement with local
stakeholders, including governments, universities, and national and regional organizations. In the
Congo Basin and Southeast Asia, RESPOND worked closely with local universities to launch One
Health networks (One Health Central and Eastern Africa [OHCEA] and One Health Southeast Asia
1
[OHSEA ]); development of these networks will become the core focus of RESPOND
implementation in Year 3. In Year 3, RESPOND will also focus specifically on government
engagement, and will work with international organizations such as the World Health Organization
(WHO) to improve outbreak response planning and support policy development. We will also work
d irectly with participating governments and universities to develop Country Coordination
Committees (CCCs) that support long-term policy advocacy for a One Health approach, and will
coordinate closely with governments to improve in-service training for outbreak response.
Years 4 & 5: Network Maturation and Policy Formalization: In Years 4 and 5, RESPOND will
continue to run program activities (including some training activities under Objective 3) through the
regional University networks (OHCEA and OHSEA). The networks will link closely to, and provide
resources for, government-led and RESPOND-supported activities such as in-service district and
provincial level outbreak response and wildlife health training and capacity building. With ongoing
support and mentorship from RESPOND, the Networks will not only begin to fulfill their intended
function from a technical perspective, they will also have the capacity to reach other funding sources
and operate independently. RESPOND will also continue government engagement activities, and help
governments implement improved outbreak response training and support development of policy. By

1

The One Health network in Southeast Asia is newly- fonned, and does not yet have an official name. For the purposes of this

document, we have continued the naming convention used by the One Health network in Africa.
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the end of 5 Years, OHCEA and OHSEA will serve as partners to support national governments in
outbreak response training and activities.
This work requires engageme nt with many organizations- locally, nationally, regionally, and
internationally-in both remote and urban environments. It also requires working with target audience
groups that range from senior government and public health and veterinary staff to community health
workers and outbreak first responders. While RESPOND influences a broad range of stakeholders, the
intent remains consistent: to collaborate across sectors and disciplines. Our core stakeholders include:
National and local governments: National and local governments have the primary responsibility
and legal authority for outbreak response. RESPOND supports and strengthens inter-ministerial task
forces and coordinating bodies, and provides technical assistance and training to government staff to
improve communication, planning, and wherever possible, integrates a One Health approach to
outbreak response into our programming. In Year 3, RESPOND will expand our focus on government
engagement to improve coordination, policy development, and governance mechanisms that improve
outbreak response.
Universities and vocational schools: Strengthening One Health at educational institutions is a
cornerstone of RESPOND's approach. Tufts University and University of Minnesota schools of
public health, medicine, veterinary medicine, and nursing work with regional universities to develop
One Health networks. RESPOND improves their capacity to deliver high quality curricula and work
with government and international agencies to ensure training is consistent with national, regional and
international guidelines and priorities. RESPOND also leverages the reach of educational networks
such as the African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET).
Regional and global governing bodies: Regional authorities such as the African Union (AU) and the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) can drive the development and revision of policies
that promote more effective and efficient outbreak investigations and responses to transboundary
animal and human diseases. USAID's leadership role is critically important for RESPOND to
strengthen collaboration with these regional organizations, and to work collaboratively with WHO,
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the World Organization for Animal
Health (OIE), the United States Centers for Disease Control (CDC), The African Union Interagency
Bureau for Animal Resources (AU-IBAR), and other regional and global organizations to facilitate
policy changes that positively affect the adoption of a One Health approach to outbreak response.
Private sector: Extractive industries such as logging and mining are often at the leading edge of
novel interfaces between humans, wildlife, domestic animals, and disturbed environments; in many
cases, their engagement in remote areas creates new risk for emerging infectious diseases through
disturbance of habitats and wild animal populations. RESPOND is working with PREVENT and
PREDICT to develop appropriate best management practice recommendations. RESPOND is also
facilitating training within the Ugandan private sector in order to engage the private sector in
participation in infectious disease surveillance, outbreak planning, preparation, and response support.
Other EPT partners: RESPOND collaborates with the other EPT projects. For example, RESPOND
is actively working with PREVENT and PREDICT in the Extractive Industry Working Group, where
we share our collective experience about industry construction and operational practices, and are
currently using that information to identify where interventions could occur and developing
mitigation measures to minimize or prevent future disease transmission.
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REGIONAL IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
Our implementation strategies for each of our two major regions (Central and Eastern Africa and
Southeast Asia) are related, but necessarily tailored to country- and region-specific needs and priorities.
CENTRAL AND EASTERN AFRICA
RESPOND has two offices in the Congo Basin: Kinshasa, DRC, and Kampala, Uganda. These two
offices focus on Francophone and Anglophone countries, respectively. Together, their activities reach
nine African countries (Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Gabon, Tanzania,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, and Cameroon). RESPOND has two priorities for Africa in Year 3: to continue
OHCEA network development and improve engagement with governments in the region to improve the
policy frameworks and support for outbreak response. To support OHCEA development, we will take a
three-pronged approach: organizational development of the network itself; support to network-run
activities; and capacity building to OHCEA member universities, particularly those with lower levels of
resources and capacity, to enable better overall network function. To engage with governments, we will
take a two-pronged approach: RESPOND will support an outbreak response planning position within
WHO's Africa bureau (WHO/AFRO) to reach national governments in the region, and will also engage
policymakers and OHCEA university representatives to create the CCCs that will help develop and
advocate for improved outbreak response policy frameworks and coordination of capacity building needs.
Overall:

In the short-term, RESPOND will work with government and university network partners to support
the formation of the CCCs and jumpstart their activities, and will fund a consultant to review and
improve national outbreak response plans for the region in concert with broader efforts at policyadvocacy linked to CCC activities.

In the medium-term, we will provide training and logistical support to launch the CCCs, which will
serve as a b1idge between government and academia to improve and better coordinate in-service and
pre-service training, and serve as a platform to support strengthened response systems.
For the long term, we will help OHCEA build its administrative and technical capacity, and transform
pre-service and in-service training to create a new model of public health professional who works
across disciplines to support implementation of a One Health approach to o utbreak response.
Figure 2, below, details the relationships between RESPOND and its African stakeholders.
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Figure 2: RESPOND in Central and East Africa
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SOUTHEAST ASIA
In Southeast Asia, the region' s dependence on international agricultural trade, coupled with recent
coordination around responses to diseases such as avian influenza (H5Nl ), SARS, and HlNl influenza
(2009) has led to a high level of sophistication in preparation, training, and response to zoonotic disease
outbreaks. In contrast to Congo Basin, there is already substantial coordination between governments and
universities, with well-developed career linkages between universities, government, and the private
sector, particularly in the network countries (Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia).
The challenge for RESPOND will be to link the well-developed, government-run field epidemiology
training programs (FETPs) and international-caliber university human and animal health and disease
programs in the region's more developed countries with those of the less developed countries.
Furthermore, USAID missions in Southeast Asia have successfully invested in zoonotic disease control
through avian influenza programming over the past 5 Years; RESPOND seeks to build o n, rather than run
in parallel to, these existing efforts. The high standards for outbreak response in the region are further
bolstered by the private sector; large agribusiness conglomerates, such as Charoen Pokphand (CP) Group,
play a major role in propagating international standards throughout their supply chains in the region.
In Year 3, RESPOND' s priority in Southeast Asia will be to continue to support development of OHSEA
to improve One Health education at the university level (pre-service training), so that the university
graduates who will be the future workforce better understand the cross-disciplinary nature of outbreak
response work. We will also collaborate with Universities to support the region's national governments in
outbreak response training as relevant/requested, and leverage the strong coordination between
universities, government and private industry.

In the short-term, we will continue to support in-service training with regional and in-country
partners, with a particular emphasis on those countries where outbreak response capacity is less
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developed (Cambodia, Lao PDR). ln all focus countries in the region, we will partner w ith
government to strengthen in-service training and provide technical expertise as needed;
In the medium term, we will build linkages between universities in Network countries (Thailand,
Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia) with universities in Cambodia and Laos to build their capacity and
create a path for the latter to join OHSEA;
Finally, in tandem with our efforts in Africa, we will continue to support development of OHSEA to
build its administrative and technical capacity, and eventually improve availability of One Health
technical expertise. This will help provide the technical knowledge to support policy implementation
and outbreak response capacity building in the long te1m.
Figure 3, below, details the relationships between RESPOND and its stakeholders in Southeast Asia.
Figure 3: RESPOND in Southeast Asia
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Addressing these areas of priority will help US AID' s EPT program deliver its long-term goal of building
a more robust global public health system that is better able to respond to emerging pandemic threats.
Because each country's training, infrastructure and disease prevention and control capacity are unique,
RESPOND designs country-specific approaches to outbreak response capacity building in close
collaboration with government ministries, international health agencies, EPT partners, local universities,
and regional university networks (OHCEA, OHSEA), and regional organizations (ASEAN, AU-TBAR).
In the sections that follow, we detail those activities that RESPOND will support at a global level,
followed by those that each regional office will support at a regional and country level.
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The map above displays three regions (West Congo, East Congo, and Southeast Asia) where RESPOND works currently. RESPOND' s
headquarters, in Bethesda, MD, and the locations of our US univers ity partners are not shown on this map.

By 2014, RESPOND will have contributed to a more sustainable human, animal and environmental
health infrastructure and outbreak response network in as many as 25 countries. The people and
institutions that comprise these systems will be better prepared to promptly identify and report suspected
outbreaks of infectious diseases, and to respond collaboratively and effectively using a One Healthconsistent approach to outbreaks of emerging or re-emerging infectious diseases, at community, district,
national and regional levels.
RESPOND's project headquarters will implement a discrete set of sub-activities to complement the
regional activities run by each Regional Office. In Year 3, global activities will directly support
Objectives 1, 2, and 3. Our support for government engagement and coordination at the global level
will help create the intellectual framewo rk and policy e nvironment that will enable our regional
activities to succeed. Furthermore, the sub-activities in this section:
Suppo rt the continuation of Year 2 priorities;
Facilitate the sustainability of our regio nal activities;
Leverage relationships at a global level;
Support our sequence of activities project-wide; and
Maintain flexibility for immediate outbreak response wherever it is needed glo bally in Year 3.
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RESPOND's Global Year 3 activities support the three core objectives in the following ways:
Objective 1: Under Objective 1, RESPOND will improve training capacity by publishing and sharing
One Health core competencies that will enable governments and academic institutions to provide
complementary training to their learning constituencies, and promote cross-institutional
communication, coordination, and understanding. Further, under Objective 1, we will provide
organizational development support to our regional One Health networks. Providing support to this
sub-activity at the global level will allow RESPOND to leverage best practices and lessons-learned
across regions, provide common frameworks for network development, and improve the potential for
cross-network collaboration and learn ing.
Objective 2: Under Objective 2, RESPOND will engage with the private sector, notably extractive
industry, to develop best management practices for outbreak response. Because the private sector is
often operating at the "front lines" of disease emergence, yet has limited official coordination with
public sector outbreak response, establishing these best practices will improve cross-sectoral
coordination and lead to more effective outbreak response.
Objective 3: Under Objective 3, RESPOND will support two sub-activities. The first will support
government engagement to improve disease surveillance and response policy frameworks, and will
provide governments and intergovernmental organizations the tools to more effectively communicate,
advocate, and collaborate around outbreak response. The second sub-activity will directly support
outbreak response (such as the Yellow Fever outbreak in Uganda in Year 2) when and where it is
needed, consistent with the priorities and at the request of national governments.

The following five sub-activities, while they support the priorities of our regional offices, are considered
to be global activities because they:
Contribute to, and are implemented in partnership with, more than one regional office;
Provide a base of knowledge that is transferrable across regions;
Are aligned with RESPOND's global organizational priorities and relationships; and
Are managed from RESPOND's headquarters office in the US.

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
LOW 3 : OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core
competencies-Historically, the core competencies developed by the Public Health Foundation; by
the CDC for the domestic Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) and international Field Epidemiology
Training Programs (iFETPs), by the Council on Linkages between Academic and Public Health
Practice, and by the Counc il of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE) have focused mainly on
human health professionals.
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Currently, USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program is developing core competencies in
One Health, a concept that recognizes that animal and environmental/ecosystem health are critically
important components of the public health system. These One Health competencies are essential for
the early identification and appropriate response to epidemics or pandemics of emerging infectious
pathogens, which often originate among animals, including wildlife. The EPT program also
acknowledges the key role of academic institutions and the private sector in identifying the
knowledge and skills required by a wide range of professionals if the public health system is to
collaborate and function more effectively in the future.
RESPOND is collaborating with USAID, EPT partners, and international health organizations to
define One Health core competencies for the EPT program. This activity involves collecting and
reviewing existing competencies from various disciplines that combined, form a starting point for
One Health capabilities. In Year 2, RESPOND hosted two meetings to discuss and agree upon draft
core competencies to inform RESPOND and EPT partner programming. In Year 3, RESPOND will
engage regional stakeholders, particularly the University networks, and disseminate the draft
competencies to a wide array of subject matter experts and will finalize them based on that input. For
example, RESPOND sees a need to integrate wildlife health core competencies into our broader
discussion of One Health core competencies. In partnership with PREDICT and PREVENT, we will
incorporate these core competencies into the draft One Health core competencies. Once finalized,
RESPOND will develop user guides and rubrics to support use of the core competencies; publish the
core competencies and user guides; and share them with stakeholders in EPT and RESPOND
countries. Finally, RESPOND will work with partners in the One Health University networks to adapt
the competencies to the national and cultural contexts.
- EPT and Other Partners: no sub-awardees (direct assistance); PREDICT, PREVENT,
IDENTIFY
- Results: Published EPT One Health core competencies; One Health Core Competency
implementation workshops held with network universities and government stakeholders.
Justification for Year 3 Report: The evolution of the One Health interdisciplinary approach
presents a challenge to human, animal and environmental health professionals to crystallize what is
meant by One Health and address a need for clarity within the EPT context. EPT One Health core
competencies will help establish common ground for EPT projects-unifying those interdisciplinary
competencies that are essential (core) to effective implementation of the One Health approach across
EPT. They will provide direction for programs, guide the development of capacities, help to
standardize expectations and establish a common base of criteria for assessment. Year 3 funds for this
activity will support the roll-out and promulgation of the Core Competencies.
RESPOND Activity 1.2 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.2.4 GL: Global Network Organizational Development (New Year 3 Activity). In
Year 2 RESPOND supported the establishment of two regional One Health University Networksone in the Congo Basin (OHCEA) and one in Southeast Asia (OHSEA)-and this work will continue
in Year 3. Development of robust university networks-able to effectively and efficiently pursue their
programmatic missions-requires attention to the organizational development of the networks as well
as to the work they are doing. Issues including network membership, governance and decision
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making, management, and communication must be worked through early in the life of the network in
order to develop trust and foster collaboration amongst network members

In Year 3 RESPOND will further develop a framework for strengthening network development and
activities. While the framework concept will be developed at the global level, implementation will be
at the regional level reflecting country-specific perspectives (see sub-activities 1.2.1 SE, 1.2.1 WC,
and 1.2.4 EC). Activities will ensure common vision for the network across its members, ensure that
governance mechanisms are in place to support and strengthen collaboration within the network and
sustain the link with the US-based partner universities.

EPT and Other Partners: n/a (direct assistance)
Results: Network governance framework developed to address roles and responsibilities,
decision making, management, communication, etc; network members share a common
vision/understanding of the network's role.
Justification for Year 3: The networks will require continued support from RESPOND to develop
further in Year 3. The institutions that form the networks will be challenged to overcome historical
discipl inary and professional isolation and to establish innovative approaches to planning, modeling
and implementing a cross-disciplinary, and a cross-sectoral One Health approach. Support for the
networks' organizational development will enable them in turn to support pa1tner institutions as they
take on this important work.
RESPOND Activity 3.1 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.1.2 GL: Government innovations supporting integrated disease surveillance and
response in human and animal health (New Year 3 Activity). Conducting zoonotic disease
surveillance to detect threats to human and animal health that cross political borders and to intervene
against those threats requires governance strategies and mechanisms that enable countries to share
information and collaborate on responses. For disease surveillance and response systems to be
effective, countries must implement and tailor international and global governance approaches within
their territories, from the local to the national level and beyond to the international community,
through both formal regulation and informal modes of collaboration.
Challenges in coordination at the international and national level will require continued changes in
policy and governance. RESPOND will use a number of new and existing relationships in six
countries in Central and East Africa to drive a One Health approach to zoonotic disease outbreak
response. Given the issues described above, RESPOND will support international agencies
(WHO/AFRO, FAO, OJE and AU-IBAR) in their outreach to the governments of DRC, Rwanda,
Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia and Tanzania and promote a One Health Approach to zoonotic outbreaks of
disease. In Year 3, RESPOND will fund a series of outreach and advocacy activities between
international organizations and host governments, and will place an outbreak response expert in
WHO/AFRO to provide technical assistance to work with governments to review and strengthen
existing national outbreak response plans and integrate One Health concepts and approaches into
existing national respo nse plans. For example, we will host coordinating meetings in East Africa,
develop an advocacy package to give a tool to the IOs in their interactions with host governments,
and provide funding and logistical support to send regional representatives to the 2011 global
WHO/OIE/FAO meeting in Mexico. These activities will help foster One Health approaches in
governments' efforts at policy development around infectious diseases.
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EPT and other partners: CCCs in Central and East Africa, WHO/AFRO, FAO, OIE, AU-IBAR
Results: An advocacy package that supports an integrated human and animal health approach is
developed for each country and in the region; technical officer supports Member States and
partners in the region; representatives from six East African countries attend 2011
WHO/OIE/FAO meeting; Policy roadmap developed for creating national One Health policy;
Conduct and evaluate national-level outbreak simulations; International Health Regulation (IHR)
2005 is universally understood among sub-activity stakeholders, and adoption thereof is
underway.
Justification for Year 3 Support: The drivers of emerging zoonotic diseases are bringing human
and animal health ever closer together. This convergence, and the increasingly diverse circ umstances
in which humans and animals interact across the world, creates the need for more centralized,
harmonized, and rationalized governance across multiple sectors within and among countries. One
expression of this new understanding of and appreciation for the interconnectedness of humans and
animals is the greater collaboration among WHO, FAO, OIE, and AU-IBAR. There remains,
however, considerable uncertainty about the mechanisms for this collaboration, the definition of
responsibility among the agencies, and their connections to WHO as well as to universities and
regional university networks. Convergence in and of itself does not automatically lead to
collaboration and integration at national, international, and global governance levels, where
fragmentation of sectors continues to present a significant challenge. For national governments, our
support will enable them to broaden the coalition of outbreak responders and develop more effective
national-level response plans.
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 2.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive
industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions. Emergence of zoonotic
infectious diseases is due in part to changes in ecosystems and the pattern and frequency of
interactions among wildlife, livestock and human populations in tropical and sub-tropical regions.
These interactions are enhanced by industries such as logging, onshore oil and gas exploration and
extraction, and mining in previously remote areas; as well as by expanding human populations, and
associated hunting, agriculture, eco-tourism and other activities resulting in increased exposure(s) to
pathogens with epidemic or pandemic potential. Working through the Extractive Ind ustry Working
Group (which includes PREVENT and PREDICT), RESPOND will help to identify and implement
measures that could decrease the potential for disease emergence in areas around extractive sites.
Once recommendations are identified, best management practices will be discussed in a variety of
regional and global forums, including presentations at regional and international extractive industry
conferences. This activity will be piloted in Gabon and possibly Uganda, and, based on the o utcome
of that pilot, rolled out in other regions.
EPT and other partners: PREVENT, PREDICT, World Wildlife Fund (WWF), others TBD.
Results: Best management practices (BMPs) for health or disease prevention developed for and
communicated to regional extractive industry companies and organizations .
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Justification for Year 3 Support: PREDICT developed a preliminary version ofan extractive
industry risk assessment tool, and RESPOND provided technical input to fmther simplify and refine
the tool. This has helped better direct the EIWG to identify those areas of zoonotic disease
transmission risk. Continuation of this activity in Year 3 will enable the EPT program to complete the
tool and share it widely with the private sector and other stakeholders.
RESPOND Activity 3.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.0 GL: Outbreak response support. The majority of emerging infectious diseases
causing epidemics and pandemics among humans in recent decades (for example, HIV, Ebola, Nipah
virus, avian influenza, and influenza HlNl [2009]) originated in wildlife or livestock, often in tropical
regions. Developing a cohesive multi-disciplinary, One Health approach to disease outbreak
investigation and response lies at the center of RESPOND' s strategy and addresses issues more
complex than one organization or discipline can manage alone.
At the request of host-country governments and international health agencies with legal authority for
outbreak response, RESPOND will provide technical, logistical, and material support to facilitate and
improve outbreak response. This can include support for subject-matter experts to consult or
participate, provision of logistics (supplies, personal protective equipment [PPE], vehicles or fuel to
transport outbreak investigation or response teams), rapid refresher training (for example, using
training materials developed by PREDICT , such as proper use of PPE; safe collection, shipment and
processing of samples from humans and animals with suspected illness). This support will be
provided on a case-by-case basis, and available to countries within the EPT hot-spot regions. In Year
2, outbreak response funds were used by the RESPOND East Congo Basin office to:
Provide technical and logistical support to the Ugandan National Disease OutbreakTask Force
during the outbreak of anthrax among wildlife in the Queen Elizabeth National Park;
Support the provision of PPE and deployment of technical experts from AFENET to collaborate
with the National Task Force and CDC Uganda to investigate the outbreak of suspected human
viral hemorrhagic fever [confirmed in November 2010 to be yellow fever];
Support the training of a Ugandan laboratorian at CDC Fort Collins providing capacity to Uganda
for in-country testing of yellow fever specimens from persons with suspected viral hemorrhagic
fever at the Uganda Viral Research Institute (UVRI);
Place qualified laboratorians at UVRI and National Animal Disease Diagnostic and
Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC), as well as an experienced field epidemiologist in the National
Task Force, to both strengthen and coordinate outbreak response capacity during actual
outbreaks, and enhance in-service training of district staff; and
Initiate an applied epidemiology Masters Degree program at Makerere College of Veterinary
Medicine to enhance response capacity in the animal health sector.
In Year 3, RESPOND will continue to provide support at the request of host country governments
throughout our focus regions, in cooperation with international health agencies.
EPT and Other Partners: Direct assistance; funding recipients TBD.
Results: Training, technical, logistical, material and communications support provided to address
identified gaps; improved efficiency and efficacy of outbreak response.
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Justification for Year 3 Support: Multiple emerging infectious disease outbreaks will be recognized
in the coming year, including potentially infectious agents not previously identified that could pose a
risk to public health in countries, regions and globally. Increased training in outbreak response and
disease surveillance increases the likelihood that previously unrecognized outbreaks and epidemics
will be reported and brought to the attention of national authorities, resulting in an increased need for
response coordination, use of resources and management of appropriate field investigations and
preventio n and control measures consistent with One Health.
Sub activity 3.3.1 GL: ProMED Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife
diseases-ProMED Mail, the Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases (PMM), is a web-based
reporting system dedicated to early dissemination of information about disease outbreaks in humans,
animals and plants. PMM is based on a network of moderators (human and animal health specialists
stationed around the world) who scan local information sources- including media reports, official
reports, online summaries, and others- verify them and post them to the PMM website with
additional commentary (www.promedmail.org). PMM is an official program of the International
Society for Infectious Diseases (ISID). More than 50,000 people subscribe to PMM globally. PMM is
also working across EPT-in particular with PREDICT-to incorporate more wildlife specialists and
adapt PMM for mobile devices such as phones.
In Year 2, PMM staff provided a sho1t-term training on ProMED Mail use at the 6th TEPHINET
Global Scientific Conference, and an intermediate term training to Field Epidemiology Training
Program - Veterinary (FETP-V) Fellows in Bangkok. In Year 3, PMM will coordinate with planned
RESPOND regional training events to provide short, intermediate, or long-term trainings to the
appropriate target audiences; for example, ProMED Mail may contribute to the following: the AsiaPacific Academk Consortium for Public Health (APACPH)/EcoHealth meeting in Bangkok, MS
training at Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM) for the East Congo Basin,
and Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD) training in the West Congo Basin.
EPT and Other Partners: ProMED Mail, other sub-awardees TBD
Results: Increased awareness of available informal reporting sources; increased number of
'reporters'; increased use of wildlife health information to protect and improve public health.
Justification for Year 3 Support: Electronic communications enable ProM ED Mail to provide upto-date and reliable news about threats to human, animal, and crop health around the world, seven
days a week. Support to ProMed Mail will allow RESPOND staff to monitor changes in length of
time between the first report of a disease outbreak by ProMED mail sources, verification of the
report, and response within and between RESPOND regions where responses actually occur; identify
the reach of ProMED-mail postings by measuring subscription rates among animal and human health
professionals in RESPOND regions; and monitor and summarize the number and sources of
ProMED-mail postings in hot spot areas over time and by animal and human health professionals.
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The map above of the East Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works, and its relationship with the West Congo Basin office .

Due in part to substantial investments by USAID, CDC and other international health agencies, there is a
strong foundation of existing academic institutions and regional networks for disease response in East
Africa. RESPOND plans to capitalize on this opportunity by further strengthening that foundation and
increasing the effectiveness of regional academic and public health networks to respond effectively to
emerging infectious diseases. RESPOND will achieve this through strategic efforts to deepen and broaden
existing collaborations beyond public health and veterinary medicine to include other sectors and
disciplines including wildlife management, ecology, nursing and the private sector.
The RESPOND East Congo Basin and West Congo Basin offices together support activities throughout
the Congo Basin region. In Year 3, the East Congo Basin office will take the lead on strengthening and
supporting the One Health Central and East Africa network, support regional organizations such as
AFENET to improve One Health training and outbreak response, and will continue to support outbreak
response activities in Uganda. In keeping with the overall global strategy, the East Congo Basin office
will prioritize activities under Objectives 1 and 3. As shown in our discussion ofRESPOND's objectives,
Objective 2 (GL) activities implemented through the RESPOND Office Headquarters will support EC
implementation of sub-activities under Objectives 1 and 3:

Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks. The
primary focus of activities under this objective is the development of the OHCEA network. OHCEA is a
regional network composed of schools of public health and schools of veterinary medicine from six
countries (Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda). OHCEA
was created in an effort to integrate multidisciplinary approaches and One Health concepts into
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educational institutions in EPT focus regions. RESPOND supported the formation of OHCEA in October
2010, and helped OHCEA institutions carry out baseline assessments in each of the six countries.
OHCEA drafted a 10-year strategic plan with support from RESPOND; deans from the 14 member
institutions approved it at a deans' summit held in May 2011 in Kinshasa, DRC. The One Health concept
was officially launched in Uganda, Kenya, and DRC in Years 1 and 2. While OHCEA spans East and
Central Africa, RESPOND's East Congo Basin office will take the lead on network development
activities.
Through OHCEA, RESPOND builds One Health capacity within professions and creates opportunity for
collaborations and programs that cut across professions and sectors to address regional health challenges,
particularly in the context of disease o utbreak investigation and response. RESPOND works with
OHCEA network universities to develop a new generation of One Health leaders from many professions
(e.g. public health, nursing, veterinary medicine, human medicine, environmental sciences) who have the
tools to work together to transform public health systems.
Also under Objective 1, RESPOND will support the development of the Country Coordinating
Committees (CCCs), which will play a bridging role for o utbreak response and capacity building to
promote information and knowledge exchange and integrate One Health approaches into curricula,
training, and policy. In the longer term, CCCs will be supported to develop policy briefs (e.g. white
papers) and provide a mechanism for better-coordinated, more informed disease outbreak response
through incorporation of One Health concepts and methodologies.

Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks. RESPOND
contributes technical, material, logistical and managerial support for strengthened disease outbreak
investigation and response, and also supports line ministry efforts and international health regulatory
authorities (e.g. WHO) in building o utbreak investigation and response capacity.
RESPOND will identify training needs and train provincial and district human and animal health
providers to improve outbreak identification, reporting, and response. RESPOND works closely with
AFENET, a strategic partner in the region, to coordinate and address some of these training needs.
AFENET works to strengthen field epidemiology capacity, enhance public health laboratory capacity,
strengthen surveillance systems for priority communicable and non-communicable diseases and advance
the sharing of regional expertise in field epidemiology and laboratory capacity in Africa. Combined
RESPOND and AFENET efforts under this objective involve collaboration with PREDICT, IDENTIFY
and PREVENT, conservation and wildlife NGOs, and other partners such as CDC, WHO, OIE, and FAO.
The ECB RESPOND strategy in Y3 will put stronger emphasis on supporting government advocacy for
integrating One Health concepts and approaches into health pol icies, as well as increased collaboration
with international health agencies in the region. Supporting and leading in-service training activities such
as the WHO curriculum on Epidemic Preparedness and Control and 2010 Integrated Disease Surveillance
and Response (IDSR) guidelines will promote inter-government and inter-agency collaboration, while
expanding the target audience of health professionals, effectively promoting the capacity to implement
more robust disease surveillance and response systems.
The section that follows highlights specific activities aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake througho ut the East Congo Basin.
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES-EAST CONGO BASIN
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities described in this section are not repeated again in the section.for their respective countries,
since they are considered regional sub-activities, not country-specific sub-activities, for purposes of this
workplan. For some of these regional sub-activities, countries for implementation are specified below and
the sub-activity titles are listed in the country sections for ease of reference. For others, greater detail
about countries for implementation will be developed in the coming months.
LOW 3.1: Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 1.2 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3) Workplan. Through
this sub-activity, RESPOND will strengthen OHCEA in terms of leadership, governance, technical
assistance and information-sharing across countries to integrate and adopt One Health concepts; help
OHCEA develop and deliver competency-based pre-service and in-service education, training and
outreach to expand the size and capabilities of the government workforce in areas related to zoonotic
disease surveillance and response; engage faculty at OHCEA institutions to conduct crossdisciplinary experiential learning/training for both students and faculty. RESPOND will also provide
support to OHCEA to produce innovations, generate data and evidence and share information to
advance training, science and practice, and to help integrate One Health and multi-disciplinary
approaches to complex health issues into policy frameworks; and support faculty exchange within
OHCEA and between OHCEA and US university partners. These actions will help OHCEA
transform member universities so that they are able to deliver competency-based, pre-service, and inservice training consistent with anticipated needs of the public health workforce in 2020 in
compliance with national guidelines for continuing professional development accreditation for health
professionals.
1n Yeru· 2, OHCEA led efforts to establish and or identify existing CCCs in the region. In Year 3,

RESPOND will organize CCC development and issue a sub-award for OHCEA that enables them to
fund the implementation of the CCCs. As this activity progresses and the CCCs mature, RESPOND
will review funding mechanisms to identify more sustainable ways to keep them running. A challenge
in the medium-term will be to ensure that the ownership of the CCCs is balanced between OHCEA
and government to ensure that they play a constructive, neutral role at a national level.

-

EPT and Other Partners: OHCEA universities

-

Results: OHCEA has reviewed and developed relevant curricula for pre-service and in-service
training; Field pathology course module developed for East & West Africa, including distance
learning version; OHCEA institutions have conducted cross-disciplinary student field experiential
trainings; government and intergovernmental organization engagement to advocate for One
Health; the One Health concept will have been officially launched in 3 countries (Ethiopia,
Rwanda and Tanzania); more schools (e.g., nursing, wildlife, environment) will have been added
to the OHCEA network; and more faculty and students will be involved in activities of OHCEA.

Justification for Year 3 Support: The OHCEA partnership began by fosteri ng a strong relationship
between schools of public health and schools of veterinary medicine and later will evolve to include
other related disciplines (including nursing, wildlife and agriculture). In Year 3, this relationship will
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be operatio nalized through: curriculum and program strengthening and development, collaboration
and faculty exchange. There is need to build a common understanding of One Health concepts and
approaches within OHCEA through workshops held throughout the region. This will also provide an
opportunity for stakeholders to collaboratively learn, define and develop the principles of One Health.
Sub-Activity 1.2.4 EC: OH CEA Network Development. (NOTE: in Year 2, this sub activity was
numbered 1.2.2 EC and has been split into 1.2.4 EC and 1.2.4 GL) This sub-activity will work in
tandem with 1.2.4 GL, which will foc us on overall network organizatio nal development. This subactivity will support the coordination, linkages, and capacity development needs among the
universities that make up the OHCEA network specifically.
OHCEA is a new partnership aimed at providing a conceptual home for One Health activities in the
region, through a network of 14 schools from six countries throughout the Congo Basin. The first step
in achieving this vision is to foster strong relationships between schools of public health and schools
of veterinary medicine with the vision to expand the network to additional schools and disciplines
including nursing, wildlife and agriculture. This is a large endeavor and one that must be founded
with a sound governance structure and management. At the commencement of Year 3, in
coordination with 1.2.4 GL, RESPOND will compliment technical support to OHCEA activities with
direct engagement with the OHCEA Secretariat and Co-Chairs to develop a sound, functi onal
governance structure to assure the success of the network and the tools required for sound
management of the expansion of OHCEA to include additional schools and activities.
EPT and Other Partners: OHCEA
Results: OHCEA has an established and functional governance structure, with ratified operations
policies and manual, communications policies and plan, and national communication strategies;
Secretariat and member capacity developed and strengthened to manage the network; plan created
for the development of the One Health professional IT capabilities assessed, institutional quality
assurance and One Health sensitization workshops implemented, ; mentoring program developed,
membership expansion advocated, and gender equality concepts promoted.
Justification for Year 3 Support: The establishment of a network spanning six countries and
engaging 14 schools, with a plan for expansion, creates the need for sound governing policies,
procedures and structure. In addition to the networking and twinning at a technical level between
OHCEA members and the University of Minnesota and Tufts University, RESPOND will focus in
Year 3 on ensuring that OHCEA is endowed with a sound governing policies, procedures and tools to
assure effective management to implement RESPOND activities and to expand.
Sub-Activity 1.2.5 EC: OHCEA Innovation Partnerships (New Year 3 Activity). RESPOND's
approach to network development has three key components: network establishment and initiation to
move from concept to activity within the network (sub-activity 1.2.3 EC); organizational
development to create sustainable systems and partnerships (sub-activity 1.2.4 GL and 1.2.4 EC); and
OHCEA Innovation Partnerships that support collaboration among network universities and schools
as models for One Health activities.
Through this sub-activity, RESPOND addresses that third component. The RESPOND university
partners and OHCEA member universities will work together to identify novel programs and or ideas
for programs that can be developed and expanded to operationalize One Health approaches and
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concepts. To achieve this, RESPOND partner universities will work directly with OHCEA schools in
each country to foster communication and collaboration across and between the human and animal
health schools, identify innovative programs at each school, and share innovative models from across
OHCEA and around the globe. Based on these discussions, a RESPOND grant committee will
identify high priority partnerships that can be advanced through targeted funding in Year 3.
EPT and Other Partners: OHCEA member universities TBD
Results: Innovative pilot programs identified, with two being developed and evaluated; network
university partnerships/linkages strengthened; linkages among OHCEA network universities
improved; increased understanding of, and hands-on experience with One Health concepts and
approaches; and successful activities that can be replicated across the region.
Justification for Year 3 Support: Innovative Partnerships help advance the OHCEA network
through a combination of modeling One Health innovation and work for the network, fostering the
cross-network partnerships and collaboration at the institution level and faculty level that are essential
to network sustainability, and seeding the formation of innovative new programs that can then form
the foundation for seeking further funding and providing longer-term sustainability beyond
RESPOND.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-UGANDA
LOW 3.1: Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 1.5 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.5.4 EC: Residency-based knowledge partnership model for building veterinary
public health competence in Uganda. (New Year 3 Activity) Through a combination of direct
assistance and a grant to Makerere University, RESPOND will help develop a residency-based
program in veterinary public health (VPH) at Makerere University CVM. Using best practices and
techniques from a unique VPH residency program at the University of Minnesota, the Makerere CVM
is interested in adapting a similar residency program as a means of strengthening its programs to
become a leading institution in meeting regional workforce needs for applied problem solving in
public health, zoonotic disease, food security and development. Modeled on a clinical residency, a
VPH resident will spend 75% of their time working on practical problems in VPH through paid
partnerships with industry, government and academia, the remaining 25% of their time will be spent
in traditional learning environments earning a degree. In addition to building on the VPH residency,
this program will also review and integrate key components of the Tufts Masters of Conservation
Medicine and the pilot modified Masters of Preventative Medicine at Makerere University. This
program will address a critical need for applied practical training to Ugandan veterinarians in these
areas to succeed in this new mandate. Generally in East and Central Africa, the veterinary portion of
the One Health framework is still underdeveloped and under resourced.
Residents will be trained in a variety of applied learning opportunities directed towards developing
skill sets and critical competencies including; food safety and security, environmental health,
infectious diseases, epidemiology (including wildlife epidemiology), participatory disease
surveillance, One Health approaches and health policy and administration. A Ugandan coordinator of
the new program will be sent to UMN for 2 months to learn the administrative structure and become
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familiar with the residency model, with the a im to adapt the program for Uganda and East Africa
context. RESPOND will hold a stakeholders meeting to introduce potential local partners and
Makerere University faculty members to the strengths and benefits of the program. A faculty member
from Makerere CVM will be designated as program mentor and participate in the UMN residency as
a mentor in training. Throughout Year 3, a bi-directional faculty, student and staff exchange will be
used to enhance the capacity at Makerere to adapt and implement the residency program and to adapt
the Minnesota residency to meet workforce and funding constraints in Uganda. Once the program is
successfully running, the program coordinator and advisors at Makerere will assist another veterinary
school in the region to develop a similar program.

EPT and Other Partners: Makerere University
Results: Faculty (1) and student (1) from Makerere trained at UMN; residency program in
veterinary public health is established at Makerere; faculty/student exchanges and mentorship
occur between Makerere and UMN.
Justification for Year 3 Support: This program addresses a critical need to provide applied practical
training to Ugandan veterinarians delivering unique skill sets in the area of One Health and
developing capacities and competencies in critical areas. This pilot program leverages UMN' s 10
years of experience in successfully developing and sustaining their veterinary public health residency,
building upon that existing program to ensure strong early successes, while at the same time
advancing new programs as quickly as possible where they are required. Partnership with the
existing, sustainable, UMN program will more likely result in long-term sustainability for the
program.
LOW 3.2: Support outbreak response activities

Activity 3.2 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC: Strengthening Surveillance, Reporting & Diagnostic Capacity to
Improve Early Detection, Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in Humans, Livestock,
and Wildlife. As of mid-August 2011 RESPOND 's East Congo office has been involved in three
disease outbreak responses in Uganda; Anthrax affecting wildlife species in Queen Elizabeth National
Park; a "strange disease" in humans which was eventually identified as yellow fever in Northern
Uganda; and a confirmed fatal human Ebola case in close proximity to Kampala. Critical challenges
shared across all these outbreaks included: a lack of capacity for rapid detection and diagnosis of the
etiologic agents; poor communication and coordination between and across government ministries,
intergovernmental agencies and development partners involved in outbreak investigation and
response; and absent infrastructure and logistical support to provide technical expertise and critical
supplies to areas affected by these outbreaks. These challenges all reflect little to no preparedness or
capacity to investigate and respond to disease outbreaks in a coordinated, efficient manner.
Through this sub-activity RESPOND will support Ugandan government efforts to improve outbreak
response in three ways: training of national and district-level outbreak rapid response teams; seed
funding for three outbreak response positions supporting Uganda Ministry of Health (MoH) and
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries, and Fisheries (MAAIF); and supporting the enrollment of
five MAAIF veterinarians in a modified Masters in Veterinary Preventive Medicine at M akerere
University College of Veterinary Medicine. This "applied" Masters program will be unique in
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Uganda and the region with a focus on applied learning, mentoring and service delivery to meet a
critical need of the Uganda MAAIF to address zoonotic disease issues. Concentration areas, skills sets
and competencies for the program will include One Health approaches to disease surveillance, field
investigations, applied epidemiology training, data analysis and interpretation, and outbreak response.

-

EPT and Other Partners: Makerere University, AFENET, IDENTIFY, PREDICT.
Results: Five veterinarians initially supported for training in field-focused modified MS in
Veterinary Preventive Medicine (public health); district-level o utbreak response team training (30
trainees); One Health Technical Advisor and Laboratory Field Epidemiology Advisor staffed in
government.

Justification for Year 3 Support: The resources provided through this sub-activity support the
Uganda government's capacity to identify and respond to infectious disease outbreaks of known and
unknown etiology. This sub-activity provided the initial funds to kick start the applied masters
program at Makerere CVM, which will continue to be supported through 3.2.2EC via an additional
grant to AFENET. Positions within the ministries are targeted capacity-building within existing
outbreak investigation and response frameworks (including at National Task force level), and directly
address the major gaps listed above; they represent long-term support, and are intended to provide a
" lead-by-example" model for how coordination between and across government ministries,
intergovernmental organizations and development partners improves the capacity and addressing
critical to address the complex challenges faced during disease outbreaks. This sub-activity provides
solutions to the uncertainty, ambiguity, and lack of information inherent in outbreak situations.
Sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC: Private Sector Outbreak Response Training. The private sector in
Uganda represents an important and untapped resource to support MAAIF and Uganda Wildlife
Authority disease surveillance and outbreak response system. The peer educator system used by the
Federation of Uganda Employers (FUE) and Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA) currently
plays an important communication role in companies and communities . The peer educator system can
be used to broaden the reach of the current health information systems about disease outbreaks,
educate Ugandans about the IDSR reportable diseases, help them recognize unusual illnesses,
understand what the risks are, and let others know what they should do to plan for and assist in
responding to disease outbreaks
Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will build the capacity ofUMA's and FUE's health master
trainers to deliver disease surveillance and outbreak response support training, and teach peer
educators how they can participate in disease surveillance and outbreak response. The peer educators
will then teach their peers about IDSR-reportable diseases, how to make referrals to health
professionals, and how to recognize unusual disease events and report them. This network of
professionals will also support health professionals working in industry on-site clinics as needed to
plan for and respond to outbreaks. Overall, this sub-activity will broaden the support network for
Uganda's existing disease surveillance and outbreak response system by including the private sector
and its resources.

EPT and Other Partners: UMA, FUE
Results: Needs assessment cond ucted for master trainers and peer educators. Disease surveillance
and outbreak response training and training-of-tra iners curriculum and related materials for
private sector developed. 20 Master Trainers from FUE and UMA trained to be able to implement
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the Peer Educator Training on disease outbreak surveillance and response for private ind ustry.
200 Peer Educators trained from 10 companies to promote improved awareness, prevention,
surveillance and repo1ting of diseases that may lead to outbreaks in Uganda. Peer educators
expected to each reach approximately 25 co-workers for an estimated population outreach of
5,000. Evaluation of pilot program to determine potential expansion opportunities.
Justification for Year 3 Support: This private sector training sub-activity commenced in Year 2,
with the key training components occurring in Year 3. These include the Training of the Master
Trainers, the implementation of the Peer Educator trainings at ten companies, and the evaluation of
the pilot program for potential expansion to other companies. Based on the country assessments
conducted by OHCEA, health professionals working in private sector clinics and hospitals lack
training in disease outbreak response Based on the outcome and impact of the training in Uganda,
other countries and private sector industries in the region may also benefit from similar training.
Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Strengthening existing platforms for outbreak response in Uganda.
Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will help build AFENET's capacity to deliver training, develop
manage and evaluate programs, and mentor junior staff. Specifically, RESPOND will provide
financial and technical assistance for AFENET to complete a manual on participatory epidemiology
and conduct associated refresher trainings with public health professionals; support training on, and
implementation of, monitoring and evaluation approaches, with an emphasis on methods that assess
the impact of their programs on communities (such as Participatory Impact Assessment). RESPOND
will also provide training and organizational development assistance to enhance project management,
communication and mentoring skills of the AFENET Secretariat staff, and provide support for a
cohort of five MAAIF veterinarians in an applied masters program at Makerere University's College
of Veterinary Medicine (initiated with funding to AFENET from sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC).
EPT and Other Partners: AFENET
Results: A finalized and piloted version of the PE manual available for use; 20 AFENET
professionals trained and competent in PE, AFENET administrative and technical personnel
competent in M&E and able to support capacity building among AFENET professionals in
member countries; standardized tools to monitor the impact of AFENET's inputs into public
health capacity building developed, tested and available for use; AFENET administrative staff
with increased management and mentoring skills; and five MAAIF veterinarians with unique skill
sets and competencies in outbreak investigation and response conclude training (started in subactivity 3.2.0.4EC.)
Justification for Year 3 Support: AFENET serves as a major resource to government ministries and
other public health institutions in member countries by contributing to the enhancement of applied
epidemiology training and workforce development. This sub-activity will strengthen AFENET's
internal capacity to train, manage, conduct and evaluate effective outbreak response in support of
national/district level public health systems coordinated by MoH and MAAIF.
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works, and its relationship with the East Congo Basin office.

As noted in our regional strategy section, RESPOND' s West Congo Basin and East Congo Basin office
implement RESPOND' s activities across the region. Despite geographic proximity, however, the focus,
capacities, and priorities of the stakeholders w ith which we work in Central and East Africa are often
quite different and can even be antagonistic.
As the host of the West Congo Basin (WCB) office, DRC poses some significant and unique challenges
that require close attention. Because DRC has a limited history of scientific or technical collaboration
with most countries in the region, few regional, transboundary health networks exist, initiatives may not
always be undertaken in a collaborative manner, and human capacity to respond to outbreaks remains
suboptimal and localized. Within individual countries, cross-disciplinary epidemiological surveillance is
almost non-existent. In the DRC, sectors involved in human, domestic animal and wild animal health
have separate organizational structures and administrative units from the central to the local level. In
addition, poor infrastructure and communication systems handicap interventions targeting most critical
and remote zones. Furthermore, although DRC is considered a post-conflict country, several provinces
still suffer from ongoing armed conflict, resulting in internal and transboundary displacements of people,
including movements between DRC and bordering countries such as Uganda and the Republic of Congo.
These unstable conditions may negatively affect RESPOND's ability to reach vulnerable populations and
communities in these more remote areas.
In the case of university networks, these political and resource divides between East and Central Africa
have made full inclusion of Central African institutions into East Africa-based networks challenging. We
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recognize the cultural and linguistic divides that currently inhibit pa,ticipation by DRC and its neighbors
in what is perceived by some to be an East African-led OHCEA network. This was the case with Health
Alliance, the network of schools of public health upon which OHCEA was built, and, with no specific
intervention, it will also be the case with OHCEA. Because of these differences, a key priority for
RESPOND in Year 3 will be for RESPOND's two offices to jointly, coherently support OHCEA
development through activities 1.2.4EC, 1.2.5 EC and 1.2.1 WC in a way that builds equity and true
partnership across the network. To encourage collaboration across the region, RESPOND will support
innovation grants (see sub-activity 1.2.5 EC) and twinning oppo1tunities for Congolese universities that
participate in OHCEA. RESPOND will also take advantage of some specific opportunities to pilot
activities in other countries in the region, such as Cameroon and Gabon. Wherever possible, we will learn
from these pilot activities and expand them across the region.

In Year 3, the West Congo Basin office will continue to focus its resources on Objectives 1, 3, and 4, with
principles from Objective 2 supporting all objectives, as described below.

Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks.
RESPOND' s WCB office will support regional network development by focusing on the specific capacity
gaps in DRC with particular attention to professional and vocational health training programs. Based on
activities conducted in Year 2, three challenges have become apparent: first, demand for a revised
curriculum is high and the populations of students are large. Second, although this population is typically
the most exposed to many outbreaks of infectious disease, the training to prevent and control infectious
disease is poor. Finally, the training in IDSR is non-existent or not systematized. Vocational and
professional school faculty therefore need a solid and sophisticated understanding of One Health
principles, as well as an in-depth understanding of outbreak surveillance, investigation and response.
The RESPOND team is in the process of developing twinning relationships with multiple regional
universities and health professional schools, including anchor institutions such as the University of
Kinshasa (UNIKIN) (publ ic health, veterinary medicine), University of Lubumbashi (UNJLU) (veterinary
medicine), Institut Superieur des Techniques Medicales (ISTM) - Kinshasa and Lubumbashi (nursing),
Ecole de Faune de Garoua, Cameroon (wildlife and natural resource management) and Cameroonian
veterinary schools. Strengthened academic programming helps address human capacity gaps in field
epidemiology and veterinary public health services. In partnership with the East Congo Basin office, the
West Congo Basin office will also participate in activities that help develop and strengthen the OHCEA
network. Finally, RESPOND will also facilitate the development of a cadre of professionals by
supporting communities of interest made up of educators, researchers and scientists committed to an
interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral approach to emerging pandemic threats.

Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks. RESPOND
contributes material, logistical, technical and managerial support to strengthen the lines of command and
communication among the sectors mentioned above. RESPOND also facilitates and reinforces the
organizational capacity of outbreak response teams. For example, RESPOND will use the WILD training
module to build the capacity of wildlife, livestock and human health professionals in Africa to
investigating and respond to outbreaks of wildlife diseases and zoonoses using a One Health approach.
We will also continue to build the capacity of national and provincial first responders to identify,
diagnose, report and respond to outbreaks with the use of appropriate technologies, in collaboration with
PREDICT, conservation and wildlife NGOs, and other partners in the field (i.e. AFENET, Central
African Regional Program for the Environment [CARPE], CDC, WHO, OIE, and FAO), and will
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integrate disease surveillance and response more fully into curricula at vocational schools and
universities.

Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak investigations.
The communications infrastructure in the West Congo Basin presents many challenges for integrating
appropriate and responsive information, communications, and infectious disease diagnostic technology.
For example, access to most mobile technologies is limited to the major urban centers and internet access
is costly and not widely available. In support of improved infrastructure, RESPOND supported server
upgrades at UNILU and UNIKIN, in preparation for roll out of the Tufts University Sciences
Knowledgebase (TUSK) platform. A discovery trip in YI revealed high interest in using e-learning
platforms such as Claroline, Moodie and TUSK. In Year 3, RESPOND will continue to improve
information and communication technology (ICT) infrastructure at UNIKIN and UNILU in order to
strengthen linkages among academic institutions and between universities and the government (medical
and veterinary laboratories and disease surveillance and response Directorates).
The section that follows highlights specific activities aligned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake in the West Congo Basin at a regional and country level.

(Please note that for the following sections presenting narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees of the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)

REGIONAL ACTIVITIES-WEST CONGO BASIN
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities described in this section are not repeated again in the section for their respective countries,
since they are considered regional sub-activities, not country-specific sub-activities, for purposes of this
workplan. For some of these regional sub-activities, countries for implementation are specified below and
the sub-activity titles are listed in the country sections for ease of reference. For others, greater detail
about countries for implementation will be developed in the coming months.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1):
Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational
schools. This sub-activity builds university capacity to graduate q ualified individuals. The majority of
RESPOND's capacity building activities targeting educational institutions is directed through a
partnership with OHCEA. This activity provides specific, targeted support to DRC universities to
strengthen their ability to participate in regional networks as a full partner. As a result, these activities
will eventually be integrated into the OHCEA work plan. This specific sub-activity will, in conceit
with OCHEA activities, build linkages with other relevant educational institutions in the region, and
fund participating Congolese universities and vocational schools involved with health education.
Further, it will help bridge the longstanding resource gap between DRC OHCEA member institutions
and those in other member countries.
Under this sub-activity, junior faculty from three participating academic institutions in DRC,
specifically veterinary schools ofUNILU and UNIKIN, and ISTM Lubumbashi, will improve their
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teaching and research capacity through mentorship and coaching by senior professors from
RESPOND university partners. RESPOND will also strengthen institutional relationships among
DRC participating institutions and other OHCEA members to facilitate regional academic exchanges.
At the same time, we will work with government stakeholders to strengthen relationships established
with schools and universities under this sub-activity and identify ways to integrate One Health into
government programs. Since its launch in Year 2, this sub-activity has already begun university
partnership activities, has held consensus-building workshops o n One Health strategy and has
familiarized 10 faculty from UNIKIN, UNILU, ISTM Lubumbashi and advisors of the Minister of
Higher Education with methods necessary to implement quality assurance programs for academic
institutions initiated by the government.
In Year 3 RESPOND will collaborate closely with the Ministry of Higher Education to identify One
Health-related skills gaps in government ministries and identify ways to fill these gaps while
providing new opportunities for career advancement for veterinarians and medical personnel;
continue the coaching process of junior fac ulty from participating schools, including providing more
field work opportunities for outbreak response practice; facilitate in-person meetings between
mentors and paired junior faculty members from participating DRC schools through visits to the US
or to DRC and participation in international conferences; and will continue institutional relationshipbuilding with partner universities (US, Cameroon and OHCEA).

-

EPT and Other Partners: UNILU, UNIKIN, ISTM.

-

Results: One Health-related skill gaps among junior faculty identified in areas of teaching and
research and processes for establishing new fields of study and opportunities for career
advancement to bridge the gap are initiated. Paired junior faculty participants, with senior faculty
from RESPOND partner universities, are exposed to more field experience and have improved
their capacity to teach and conduct research. Mentor and faculty exchanges occur for at least 6
junior faculty from DRC, paired with senior faculty. Universities will hold exchange visits with
universities in the region (Uganda, Zambia, South Africa, and Kenya) and establish an MOU of
collaboration. Gender awareness and the impact of gender issues in the development of One
Health programs documented. Institutional relationships are strengthened and expanded to
include more schools in Cameroon (Ecole de Faune de Garnua and Universite des Montagnes),
and OHCEA member schools and EPT university partners). Schools in Kinshasa and possibly
Cameroon have been familiarized with institutional research method to implement quality
assurance programs through 30 participant workshops. Improved communication and
infrastructure for students and faculty.

Justification for Year 3 support: This twinning program is expected to continue beyond the
RESPOND timeframe, and is a core objective for RESPOND. There is a need for additional support
in Year 3, to further cement relationships established in Year 2 and expand the number of
participating junior faculty and students under the ir supervision. This funding will enable the
continuation of capacity building for DRC institutions during the formative stage of OHCEA.
RESPOND Activity 1.3 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.3.1 WC: Support regional and international exchanges of personnel to improve
outbreak response and control; develop an action plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing
career path development in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Implementing a regional One
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Health strategy will require a critical mass of professionals committed to promoting and apply ing this
approach at various levels across the country to achieve structural changes and capacity in a
reasonable timeframe. Early on, in June of 2010, the DRC Veterinary Medical Association organized
its annual meeting with funding from RESPOND West Congo (Sub-activity 2.1.2 WC) and the
Belgian Technical Cooperation (BTC), du1;ng which participants assessed the state of the veterinary
profession in DRC. T his assessment identified a number of issues related to public health in general
and animal health in particular, such as the imbalance between the supply and demand for medical
and veterinary professionals, pa1t icularly in remote areas, the lack of career path strategy and policy
for veterinary professionals, the lack of updated training for veterinarians, and the lack of a legal and
regulatory framework for the control and prevention of zoonotic diseases.
Through this sub-activity, RESPOND supports the Federation Une Sante (FUS) (One Health
Federation), which represents health professionals who are at the frontline of disease surveillance and
outbreak response. As a professional association, FUS offers RESPOND the opportunity to reach out
and link health professionals to operationalize One Health. Already, through funding for this subactivity, FUS has registered and established itself as a key stakeholder for the promotion of a One
Health approach in the DRC. In Year 3, RESPOND will fund FUS to explore and assess career path
growth in the animal and human health sectors, by advocating for the adoption of structural changes
needed for the effective implementation of a national One Health approach, and by developing an
actionable p lan to strengthen health related careers in close collaboration with OHCEA and line
ministries; facilitate the participation of professionals in regional exchanges, meetings and
conferences to develop their skills as One Health leaders. Furthermore, FUS w ill continue advocacy
activities that will lead the development of policies capable of spearheading structural changes needed
to implement One H ealth strategy.

Partners: FUS
Results: Situatio n analysis of health professions conducted and results disseminated; FUS has
established communication mechanisms and in-service training program that facilitate exchanges
of educational and informational materials among health professionals in DRC; a regional
workshop of professional associations held bringing together up to 120 people.
Justification for Year 3 support: T hrough the development of a network and outreach program that
facilitates knowledge management and sharing, RESPOND will strengthen collaboration between
DRC health professionals from various disciplines through the development of a network and
outreach program that facilitates knowledge management and sharing among themselves and w ith
colleagues from neighboring countries in order to improve disease surveillance and outbreak
response. In the long term, support to FUS will help create an effective One Health network of
professionals that facilitates educational development, information sharing, and a platform for policy
formulation contr ibuting to strengthened disease surveillance, outbreak investigation, and response
capacity.
RESPOND Activity 1.5 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.5.1 WC:_Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
training workshops using the WILD module. WILD training was initiated in 20 10 by FAOEMPRES, Wildlife Unit, and applied in East Asia and Southern Africa. Currently supported by FAO,
WILD contributes to all the priority areas identified for RESPOND. Participants are drawn from
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wildlife, livestock and public health sectors, initially focusi ng on potential leaders of the One Health
concept and subsequently providing training to field operatives responsible for investigating wildlife
disease and zoonoses. WILD trainings encompass a series of mixed didactic and experiential courses
combined with field visits over 10-12 days, and covering topics such as disease and landscape
ecology, anthropogenic and environmental d1ivers of disease emergence and risk based surveillance.
In Year 2, and with coordination provided through AU-IBAR, RESPOND supported the adaptation of
WILD to the African context ("WILD 1") and delivery of the first workshop in Rwanda in July 2011.
This workshop, which focused on savannah ecosystems, involved 24 participants from the ministries
responsible for human, livestock and wildlife health from 10 countries. RESPOND will support a
similar WILD 1 training in Cameroon in October 2011, aimed at ministerial staff in countries with
equatorial rain forest ecosystem. Another workshop, targeting ministerial staff in countries with
mainly savanna and forest ecosystems, will be held in Ghana in November 2011 using separate
funding. In Year 3, RESPOND will foc us on training potential trainers for WILD 1 modules and also
adapt the WILD approach to target field-level professionals ("WILD 2"). These modules will focus
specifically on national and transboundary needs of One Health teams, looking at locally important
infectious diseases and ecosystems of concern, building more strongly on clinical skills of wildlife
health professionals (e.g. capture and sampling of priority wildlife species) and their integration with
or into the veterinary and public health sectors. Also in Year 2, RESPOND initiated support for the
development of a UNEP-IUCN Species S urvival Commission Wildlife Health Specialist Group in the
EPT countries, as the biodiversity/environment professional contribution to the One Health approach.
This network will help sustain the professional connections made during the workshops, and can
serve as a technical resource for joint initiatives on emerging diseases, responses to major disease
outbreaks, and development of AU-IBAR's Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism (IRCM).

Partners: AU-IBAR, Royal Veterinary College, FAO-EMPRES wildlife unit, PREDICT,
IDENTIFY
Results: Didactic and experiential WILD training workshops conducted in two EPT countries
(actual countries of training to be further determined) with approximately 25-30 ministerial staff
each; WILD trainees integrated into wildlife health monitoring and disease surveillance activities
in EPT countries where training is conducted through mentoring; continue to support wildlife
expert position in AU-IBAR; and support collaboration and networking of Wildlife Health
Specialist Group.
Justification for Year 3 support: The shortage of wildl ife health specialists in Africa was identified
by AU-IBAR and OHCEA as a significant constraint to operationalizing the One Health approach in
Africa. Enabling trainees to use their skills to support wildlife health monitoring and disease
surveillance within national frameworks is a critical part of supporting career path development and
transforming practices. AU-IBAR works to strengthen the skills of wildlife health professionals in
Africa, and is supporting the implementation of an Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism
(TRCM) within the regional economic communities to institutionalize d isease prevention and control
efforts. AU-IBAR is considering institutionalization of WILD as part of professional health training
across the African continent.
Sub-Activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and
Resource Conservation- Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training (MENTOR-FOREST)
program by adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a mentor from Gabon and
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the Republic of Congo. The MENTOR-FOREST program is an innovative collaboration amo ng the
US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Forest Service, and the Gabon National Parks Agency, to train a
multi-disciplinary team of Central African forest resource professionals and civil scientists. The team
will improve upon the current forestry paradigm, identify new forest stewardship strategies, develop
innovative approaches to mitigate impacts of forestry on ecosystems and provide information critical
to the sustainable management of forests ecosystems. Understanding the linkages between emerging
diseases and pathogens associated with timber industry and logging practices, and the strategies to
reduce associated risks, is critical to the sustainable management of tropical forests. Through this subactivity, RESPOND will build the capacity of a multi-disciplinary team of Fellows to understand the
One Health approach, the linkages between emerging diseases and pathogens associated with timber
industry and logging practices and the strategies to reduce risks through an intensive, multidisciplinary trnining program focused on the strategies most relevant to Congo Basin forests.
Beginning in Year 2, RESPOND supported the participation of one fellow and one mentor, and the
development and delivery of a curriculum module for the MENTOR-FOREST program. To date,
RESPOND has already developed a timeline of activities in conceit with MENTOR-FOREST , and
expects to have the training module drafted by the end of Year 2. In Year 3, RESPOND will finalize
the curriculum module that uses One Health approaches to help students understand the relationship
between forestry/logging practices and emerging infectious diseases, and the strategies to reduce risks
to human, wildlife, domestic animal, and ecosystem health; provide financial support for the selection
and participation of one fellow and one mentor with health-related backgrounds; and provide
financ ial support for a health-related compo nent of the field practical exercises.
Partners: United States Fish and Wildlife Service, United States Forest Service, Gabon National
Parks Agency, Gabon Natio nal School of Water and Forests.
Results: Curriculum module and associated materials on the relationship between
forestry/logging practices and emerging infectious diseases, and the strategies to reduce risks to
human, wildlife, domestic animal, and ecosystem health are developed in French and English,
evaluated and delivered; health-related field practical exercise component developed; one fellow
out of a total of 10 fellows and one mentor out of a total of 3 mentors with health-related
backgrounds are participating in the program.
Justification for Year 3 support: The MENTOR-FOREST sub-activity is a major entry point for
RESPOND WCB to engage with extractive industry in the field. In Year 2, the fund was used to
support one student from Gabon and a mentor, and to support the development and delivery of a
curriculum module on the relationship amo ng logging, ecosystem alteration, wildlife behavioral
changes and the potential for emergence of infectious diseases.
RESPOND Activity 3.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-Activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach. Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will support the
elaboration of the national program against zoonotic emerging and re-emerging disease and develop
the One Health multisectoral disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and response coordination
mechanisms at national, regional, and district levels in Cameroon, where multisectoral committees
against Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) H5Nl were established in 2006; however, these
committees ceased functioning at the end of the HPAI HSN 1 common fu nd. Among the reasons of
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cessation of activities were single-disease focus (HPAI HSN I ), and lack of resources to support the
initiative. While WHO-AFRO's recent review and update to the IDSR promotes rational use of
resources by integrating and streamlining common surveillance activities and response, its
implementation still needs to be enhanced at the district level where the focus for integrating
surveillance functions takes place.
Already in Year 2, RESPOND organized meetings with Ministries and professional association and
the ad hoc committee in charge to elaborate the national program to start building consensus and
support the elaboration of the national program and the validation of One Health multisectoral disease
surveillance, outbreak investigation and response coordination mechanisms. In Year 3, RESPOND
will provide technical support to ad hoc committee in charge to elaborate the national program against
emerging and re-emerging diseases in Cameroon to review all existing assessments of health
surveillance and outbreak response systems and to carry out gap analyses of each existing system in
human, animal, and wildlife health sectors; organize national workshops to build consensus around
One Health approach, and improve coordination mechanisms for disease surveillance and outbreak
investigation and response; and elaborate the national program. RESPOND will work in coordination
with WHO-AFRO, FAO-ECTAD, and the CDC.
Partners: PREDICT, IDENTIFY, PREVENT, MoH, MoA, MoEnv
Results: Results: Gap analysis undertaken and outcomes made available; national program
against e merging and re-emerging zoonotic d.iseases is available; a One Health strategy to
strengthen coordination mechanisms is developed and validated, in Cameroon via 3 national
workshops with 30 attendees each; and collaborative tools (IDSR, PDSR) for disease
surveillance, outbreak investigation and response are elaborated and adopted.
Justification for Year 3 support: Although IDSR takes into account the One Health approach that
addresses events at the intersection of human, domestic animal, wildlife, and ecosystem health, its
implementation still needs to be enhanced at the district level where the focus for integrating
surveillance functions takes place, such as monitoring health events in the community, mobilizing
community action, and encouraging national contribution and accessing regional resources. Thus,
there is a need to revitalize and strengthen coordinating structures, and promote collaborative
mechanisms that involve ministries, WHO-AFRO, FAO, OIE, NGOs, universities and communities,
to coordinate efforts and mobilize resources in a longer term perspective, while addressing historic
imbalances among human, animal and ecosystem health. Addressing these issues at the natio nal level
in DRC will better prepare them to participate in regional networks, such as OHCEA.
RESPOND Activity 3.4 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-Activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national
and sub-national levels, including training of front line health workers in outbreak response.
Thro ugh this sub-activity, RESPOND, in collaboration with AFENET, will train multi-sectoral and
multi-disciplinary teams at national, provincial and district levels, teaching them proper methods of
risk-based disease surveillance and effective outbreak response. We will assess skills of existing
outbreak teams and outbreak response structures; build AFENET capacity to train professionals in
areas such as participatory epidemiology (PE), and participatory impact assessment (PIA) in
coordination with similar activities in the East Congo basin; conduct short courses to build capacity in
field epidemiology, risk analysis and outbreak investigation among field staff operating at the
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Ministries of Agriculture, Health and Environment; and review outbreak response mechanisms with
linkages to the central government.
EPT and Other Partners: AFENET, AU-IBAR
Results: 28 personnel from the ministries of Agriculture, Public Health and Environment,
Conservation of Nature and Tourism trained in zoonotic diseases, field epidemiology, outbreak
investigation and response; SOP for outbreak investigation and response developed; ; an inservicecontinuing education program in zoonotic risk-based disease surveillance, outbreak
investigation and response and participatory epidemiology has been developed for each ministry
in collaboration with FUS and OHCEA; participatory epidemiology (PE) manual translated
and pre-tested in French; build AFENET capacity to train professionals in PE and participatory
impact assessment (PIA.).
Justification for Year 3 support: Standard Operating Procedures and resources to ensure sustainable
multi-sector collaboration including the participation of laboratory personnel and clinicians in
outbreak investigation and response are not yet established in the West Congo Basin area. This subactivity will address human resource capacity building- particularly in field and participatory
epidemiology- and help develop mechanisms for an effective and integrated outbreak response
system at the central and provincial levels.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

RESPOND Activity 1.2 (linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills of faculty at ISTM; Institut Technique Agricole and
Veterinaire (ITAV); and Institut d'Enseignement Medical/lnstitut Technique Medical
(IEM/ITM). Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will improve the skills of vocational faculty in
animal and human health, to improve the nation's capacity for surveillance, and response to zoonotic
diseases. The vocational training system in DRC has professionalized the education of nurses and
veterinary technicians; however, despite strong curricula, faculty at both ISTM and IT AV have
identified a need for increased training in participatory epidemiology and zoonotic disease
surveillance and response. In 2004, under the Reform of Vocational Schools, the competency-based
approach to vocational education was piloted in 17 IEM/ITM nursing schools in 11 provinces. The
new competency-based curriculum is well designed; it prepares young nurses for practice in rural
communities; it includes disease response coursework such as participatory epidemiology and
zoonotic disease.
Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will continue curriculum improvements through a sub-award
that will support development of a competency-based One Health outbreak and response curriculum
and train ten National Master Trainers among selected faculty from ISTM, ITAV, and IEM/ITM, by
selected experienced faculty from ISTM Lubumbashi and UNILU. RESPOND will provide materials
such as equipment, consumables, and manuals for the pilot schools. Ultimately, these integrated One
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Health curriculum modules on o utbreak investigation and respo nse will be incorporated into curricula
at ISTM and vocational schools by National Master Trainers. In Year 2, RESPOND began a
competitive grant process to support this sub-activity; in Year 3, we plan to link this sub-activity with
OHCEA, given that the partners are participating OHCEA universities.
EPT and Other Partners:, UNILU, ISTM Lubumbashi
Results: One Health competency-based curriculum and modules are co-developed and
implemented in ISTM and for vocational schools; 10 national master trainers trained; and
training-related materials provided for pilot schools.
Justification for Year 3 support: Vocational level graduates are the backbone of the nation's animal
and human health workforce. They are the primary providers at the district and health zone levels and
will serve as outbreak first responders for most communities. Vocational faculty therefore need a
solid and sophisticated understanding of One Health principles, as well as an in-depth understanding
of o utbreak surveillance, investigation and response. As described above in our strategy for the West
Congo Basin, we will continue to build capacity of DRC institutions to enable their full participation
in regional networks in the future.
Sub-activity 3.4.1 WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel
and first-responder training to communities in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru
Landscape region. This sub-activity will strengthen the multi-sectoral surveillance, disease outbreak
investigation, and response capacity in the Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape, an identified
"hotspot" for zoonotic disease. As the entire area of intervention has endemic monkeypox,
RESPOND trained 60 rural medical personnel as well as 20 professionals and technicians from the
Ministry of Agriculture (Veterinary Services), Congolese Wildlife Authority (ICCN) and NGOs, in
Tshuapa district, in collaboration with UNIKIN, CDC and WWF. The training contents addressed
Multisectoral Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response (IDSR+) in a One Health approach. After
the training, PPE was supplied not only to the trainees through the official channels but also to
Boende hospital and to the National Institute for Biomedical Research in Kinshasa. Field equipment
will also be provided for the trainees in the district by the end of Year 2. Community relay training
and community educational outreach is being undertaken by the International Conservation and
Education Fund (INCEF) in 25-30 villages of the Tshuapa District. If deemed successful, the outreach
activities and first responder training (community relays) might be extended (i.e. Monkoto area).
EPT and Other Partners: PREDICT, INCEF
Results: Health education and community outreach is being undertaken by InCEF in 25-30
villages. At least 6 community educators will be selected and trained to carry out the outreach
sessions. Provision of communications and transport equipment to the Ministry of Agriculture,
Ministry of Environment, and Ministry of Public Health. Equipment will include motorcycles,
communication radio equipment, bicycles and rubber boots.
Justification for Year 3 Support: Training of community relay health workers and educational
outreach sessions by INCEF will continue through Year 3 and will be monitored by RESPOND in
collaboration with PREVENT.
LOW 3.2 Support outbreak response activities

RESPOND Activity 4.1 (linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
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Sub-Activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health
science, their application and use in the university context, and support the improvement and
integration of appropriate systems. Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will implement the
TUSK knowledge management system at UNIKIN and UNILU (linked to implementation at
Makerere University in Uganda). TUSK is a comprehensive knowledge management system designed
specifically for health education that will be used for curriculum co-development across RESPOND
partner schools. However, the system has broader uses that meet the needs of university
administrators, faculty and students. For a school with scarce resources this means a small staff is
able to manage many complex tasks through one a large application. TUSK combines course
management functionality with tools for curriculum management, content management, curriculum
mapping, competency assessment and tracking, and personal knowledge management.
This sub-activity was launched in Year 2, when the TUSK Director and System Administrator visited
the DRC and Uganda for a preliminary assessment of the current level of technology, staffing
availability including skill level, and receptivity to TUSK functionality at potential partner schools.
RESPOND also suppo1ted the installation of servers at UNIKIN and UNILU, provided IT training for
their maintenance, and developed continuing relationships between systems administrators at
UNIKIN, UNILU and Tufts. Year 3 activities will focus on systems administrator and logistical
support, continued expansion and upgrade of university infrastructure and user training for TUSK.
RESPOND will also seek to collaborate with ICT programs funded by BTC and Agence Universitaire
de la Francophonie.
EPT and Other Partners: UNIKIN, UNILU
Results : Continue infrastructure (Intranet) upgrade and expansion to allow better linkage
between University and Government laboratories (INRB and central veterinary laboratory), at
least 15 TUSK users (students and fac ulty and government laboratories) in each university will be
trained; TUSK user support group provided with technical and management support.
Justification for Year 3 Support: ln Year 2 the focus of activities was in setting up server
infrastructure for T USK. Year 3 activities will be more focused on use of the infrastructure through
training, and coaching to ensure maximum benefit in terms of the cost efficiencies associated with elearning. Through this support, veterinary and public health schools at UNIKIN and UNILU will be
virtually connected to other schools (nursing, forest management) and government medical and
veterinary laboratories, facilitating exchange of information and knowledge management involving
several health fields. This activity will also help ensure that curricula and other contents are codeveloped in collaboration with OHCEA and RESPOND partner universities.
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The map above of the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works.

In Southeast Asia, there is a high level of awareness and receptivity to the One Health concept and
approach, in addition to well-developed existing regional networks, platforms, and capacities to respond
to emerging pandemic threats. As a result of the region-wide response to HPAl HSN 1 in recent years,
links between human and animal health sectors exist, but requii-e strengthening, including improving
current levels of awareness about One Health, additional capacity building efforts, and resource
allocations to ensure sustainability. Linkages among the human and animal health sectors and the ecology
and environment sectors also need to be developed and supported. Infectious disease surveillance and
detection systems in wildlife, a prerequisite to effective, holistic outbreak investigation and response,
remain a critically important unmet need in the region. Gaps exist in the supply of highly qualified
bachelor and graduate-level training in animal health disease and env.ironment and ecology studies in
some countries. In addition, applied epidemiology training and outbreak-related data analysis and
reporting skills and competencies are sometimes lacking.
To date, adequate resources have not been dedicated to the development of sustainable One Health skills
and field experience among trainers, mentors, and managers in the Southeast Asian region and this
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capacity varies widely between countries. Therefore, RESPOND must address these gaps as an important
component of overall plans to strengthen surveillance and outbreak response systems for infectious
disease prevention and control.
Significant advocacy efforts that encourage policy and systems changes to better support a One Health
approach to emerging pandemic threats will help address this issue. Furthermore, RESPOND must
balance its efforts at national, provincial and district levels so that there are training and capacity-building
activities at each level. RESPOND strategy and programming focuses on continuing to build the evidence
base for One Health, and catalyzing collaboration among government bodies, universities, and
international health agencies responsible for outbreak investigation and response.
In Year 3, RESPOND will focus specifically on Objectives 1 and 3, with the majority of focus on
university network development and in-service outbreak response training. RESPOND's vision includes
creating a sustainable One Health university network in Southeast Asia that will provide trained
leadership, ongoing capacity building, and technical support to governments in the development and
strengthening of a cross disciplinary, transboundary approach to emerging infectious disease outbreak
response and surveillance in the region. It is essential to note that this vision needs to be endorsed and
supported by the Deans of the network member universities and therefore this may be altered to reflect
their views once the network is formed and functional.
As with the other EPT regions, the principles that underpin Objective 2 will be supported and promoted
through these objectives.

Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks.
One of RESPOND's key strategies in Southeast Asia is to develop and support a regional One Health
network based upon government and university partnerships. The network will leverage existing capacity
to strengthen and sustain public health infrastructure and outbreak response capability, build upon the
framework of existing linkages between government and universities throughout the region, and identify
and respond to areas in need of One Health capacity-building. The network will use lessons learned and
experience gained from development of the OHCEA regional network in the Congo Basin. RESPOND's
consortium partners will work together synergistically to provide technical support to the newly created
Southeast Asia network and its members.
Given the critical unmet need for training and capacity-building in wildlife disease surveillance and
outbreak response in the region, RESPOND is working on and planning to undertake a number of other
capacity-building initiatives such as partnering with the Wildlife Disease Centre at Mahidol University to
support applied field training and mentorship for newly-hired wildlife veterinarians working for the
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (DNP). RESPOND also proposes to
support training of wildlife rangers and forestry volunteers to monitor wildlife populations and to
investigate potential outbreaks of disease in wild animals in Lao PDR as well as expand the capacity of
future veterinarians in Lao PDR through technical support and guidance to their national agricultural
university. RESPOND will continue to explore additional training and capacity-building needs and
opportunities in the region for wildlife disease surveillance and investigation.

Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks. RESPOND will
assess, reinforce and support training of One Health teams at all levels of government, particularly the
provincial, and district levels in animal health, environmental health, ecology, and epidemiology.
Examples of this include working with government officials, selected university faculty and international
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health agencies to review the core competencies of One Health epidemjological teams at the provincial
and district levels in Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Lao PDR and Indonesia, and support for the design
and delivery of improved applied epidemiology training materials and methods to enhance outbreak
response capacity.
In Vietnam, RESPOND is working with the Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program
(Department of Animal Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development) the Ministry of Health
and WHO, to enhance the outbreak response capacity and training of One Health epidemiological teams
at selected provincial, district, and community levels. RESPOND will adapt and develop One Health
curricula and provide financial and technical support for outbreak response capacity building training at
provincial and district levels.
The section that follows highlights specific activities al igned to the Outbreak Response Capacity Building
line of work that RESPOND will undertake throughout Southeast Asia at a regional and country levels.

(Please note that in the following sections that present narrative descriptions of sub-activities, the term
"partners" refers only to organizations that could be considered sub-awardees of the RESPOND project,
and does not include collaborating organizations, institutions, or agencies.)

REGIONAL ACTIVITIES-SOUTHEAST ASIA
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
Sub-activities described in this section are not repeated again in the section for their respective countries,
since they are considered regional sub-activities, not country-specific sub-activities, for purposes of this
workplan. For some of these regional sub-activities, countries for implementation are specified below and
the sub-activity titles are listed in the country sections for ease of reference. For others, greater detail
about countries for implementation will be developed in the coming months.
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 1.1 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.2.1 SE: Implement Twinning and Mentoring Program. RESPOND will develop
and supp01t a regional university network, OHSEA, that will serve as the platform for a sustained
One Health approach in Southeast Asia by building the capacity, providing the tools and facilitating
the relationships necessary for effective national, transboundary, and regional responses to emerging
infectious diseases. The network will build upon the framework of existing linkages between
government and universities throughout the region to identify and respond to areas of One Health
capacity-building need. The network includes ten universities from four countries- Thailand,
Vietnam, Malaysia, and Indonesia-and comprises faculties of public health, veterinary medicine,
medicine, nursing and allied health sciences.
In May 2011, USAID and RESPOND hosted an inaugural meeting of Deans from the OHSEA
faculties, and the network concept was endorsed wholeheartedly. At this meeting initial executive and
coordinating committees were created and initial meetings have been held to establish a working
group to lead the organization through the bridging pe1iod. As the network matures, it will expand to
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the neighboring countries of Lao PDR and Cambodia. The network will link closely to, and provide
resomces for, government-led and RESPOND-supported activities such as in-service district and
provincial level outbreak response and wildlife health training and capacity building. Finally, we will
support linkages to other networks and partners in the region, in particular other EPT projects, the
ASEAN university network, and APACPH. The US CDC is also a major player in outbreak response
in the region, and o ur activities will therefore be coordinated with their existing training. In Year 3,
RESPOND will develop the university network, and begin to undertake collaborative activities with
network university partners, and other EPT project partners.

EPT and Other Partners: IDENTIFY, PREDICT, PREVENT, OHSEA uni versity members
Results: Network coordinating office, operating plan (including budget, university staff
participation, roles, relationships, tools, organizatio nal development), secretariat and country
coordinating committees established; regional forum to create 10-year vision and mission for
OHSEA network held; RESPOND support provided to the network based on articulated needs;
and priority RESPOND-OHSEA activities underway.
Justification for Year 3 Support: OHSEA will require continued support from RESPOND to
operationalize in Year 3. Through a combination of grant funding and technical assistance, OHSEA
will build its own capacity to address the challenge of future emerging pandemic threats in the region.
It is evident that the individual institutions identified to lead the network are strong and capable
leaders in their fields, but are still constrained by disciplinary and professional restrictions. The
challenge for the network in Year 3 will be to overcome these restrictions and to establish new
linkages and innovative approaches to planning, modeling and implementing a cross-disciplinary,
cross-sectoral One Health approach to strengthen outbreak response capacity in the region.
Activity 1.2 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.2.2 SE: Support relationship between Khoo Kaeo Veterinary Medical School
(VMKKU) and the Faculty of Agriculture, Nabong Agricultural College (NAC) campus,
National University of Laos (NUOL). In 2006, faculty from VMKKU recognized the significant
need for veterinarians in the public sector in Lao PDR. Since then, YMKKU and NUOL have
developed a cooperative relationship that allows for faculty and student exchanges, strengthens
human resource capacity, encourages co-hosting of academic and research initiatives, and enables
curriculum co-development. Present efforts by the Veterinary Medical School at KKU are focused on
delivery of eight 8-week training courses to veterinary students from Nabong Agricultural College
over the next three years with the aim of upgrading their skills and knowledge in the animal health
field. In June 2011 a regional One Health conference was held at VMKKU and staff and students
from NAC/NUOL attended and participated in the conference with support from RESPOND. In
addition, recent visits by RESPOND to the faculty of public health at KKU and to the University of
Health Sciences in Lao PDR have further identified potential areas of collaboration between the two
faculties to build One Health capacity in Lao PDR. In addition to this relationship, VMKKU
collaborates actively with a number of universities cmrently engaged in RESPOND' s OHSEA
activity, further demonstrating the potential of this activity to influence outbreak investigation and
response capacity beyond these two universities.

In Year 3, RESPOND will support and strengthen training of students of veterinary medicine from
Lao PDR by facil itating faculty and student exchanges between VMKKU, NAC/NUOL and Tufts
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University; assisting with the design and delivery of classroom and field based training activities on
outbreak investigation and response for students and faculty from Nabong Agriculture College, Lao
PDR; strengthening wildlife health teaching and diagnostic capacity at VMKKU; and supp01ting
increased enrolment of students from Lao PDR into Masters programs at VMKKU. Government and
international partners will include MOA Department of Livestock and Fisheries, National Emerging
Infectious Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO), and FAO.

EPT and other partners: PREDICT; University partners: Khon Kaen University (Faculties of
Veterinary Medicine and Public Health), National University of Laos (Faculty of Agriculture),
University of Health Sciences, Lao PDR
Results: Short training courses on diagnostic techniques, clinical practice in livestock, food
hygiene and sample collection for human and animal health professionals from Lao PDR
designed, organized and delivered to 10 participants (veterinarians and animal and health
workers) training of 50 students from NAC/NUOL by staff from VMKKU; training of 25
students from NAC/NUOL on laboratory practice at VMKKU's Department of Pathobiology and
Veterinary Public Health; 2 VMKKU professionals receiving a one month technical exchange at
Tufts University for improvement of skills on disease diagnostic and prevention; enrollment of 2
students from Lao PDR and o ther countries into a Master program and 3 students into a
Certificate program at VMKKU.
Justification for Year 3 Support: Support for VMKKU fac ulty development and VMKKU faculty
support of NAC/NUOL strengthens the capacity of veterinary training at both institutions and
facilitates entry of both VMKKU and NAC/NUOL to the Southeast Asia University network. As Lao
PDR currently has a severe shortage of veterinarians, support to improve and strengthen staff capacity
and student training at NAC/NUOL will have positive implications for the future workforce and for
the ability of Lao PDR to respond to outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases.
Line of Work 3.2: Support to Outbreak Response Activities

Activity 2.4 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 2)
Sub-Activity 2.4.4 SE: Support Regional TEPHINET Conference in Bali, Indonesia. TEPHINET
was established in 1997 with the intent to help strengthen international public health capacity through
the support of field-based training programs in applied epidemiology and public health practice. The
challenge is to ensure that training programs provide graduates with a solid foundation in the science
of epidemiology as well as the capacity to manage the resources of our public health systems.
Every two years, TEPHINET holds a bi-regional scientific conference for the South East and Asia
Pacific regions. This is a gathering of public health professionals who share experiences and lessons
learned in outbreak investigation and response and public health interventions. Pre-conference
workshops provide sh01t-courses to upgrade the knowledge and skills of the participants. This
conference strengthens networks of field epidemiologists who are vital in the efforts to ensure
preparedness and ability to respond to global health threats; especially threats of pandemic nature.
The 6th TEPHINET Bi-Regional Scientific Conference will be held November 7-1 1, 20 11 with the
theme "Global Surveillance Networking for Global Health." The South Asia Field Epidemiology and
Technology Network (SAFETYNET) will play a major role in helping the host country prepare for
the conference by working closely with the Indonesian Ministry of Health, TEPHINET, and the
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various committees in the preparation and conduct of the scientific conference and the pre-conference
workshops, and by working with RESPOND to provide financial support to participants.
EPT and Other Partners: SAFETYNET, Indonesian Ministry of Agriculture, others TBD
Results: Organization and delivery of 6 pre-conference short courses, with maximum of 30
participants each; 4 plenary speakers deliver scientific papers at the conference; scholarships for
up to 100 FET students to attend and deliver oral presentations on their field work provided.
Justification for Year 3 Support: This sub-activity will further consolidate support for a One Health
approach to outbreak response across the region. It is expected that some 700 abstracts from more
than 40 countries will be submitted of which about l 00-150 will be accepted for oral and poster
presentations. Since some of the participants accepted for presentations do not have access to
financ ial support to attend the conference, TEPHINET and SAFETYNET, in coordination with the
host country Indonesia, are seeking support for their attendance. With financial support from
RESPOND, selected participants, including 12 animal health staff from Indonesian Ministry of
Agriculture that are studying epidemiology at the Faculty of Medicine and Faculty of Veterinary
Science, Gajah Mada University, Yogyakarta, will be able to attend. Preference for the remaining
scholarships will be given to participants from countries with newly established FETPs (Vietnam) and
to FET supervisors/mentors from countries with modified applied epidemiology training programs
who would benefit from the opportunity to attend and present at an international conference (Lao
PDR and Cambodia).

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-THAILAND
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 1.5 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field
pathologists. Thailand was affected by HPAI across many sectors. Reports showed that H5Nl caused
fatality in wild birds (Asian open bill storks, raptors). Moreover, confirmed cases from Thailand
revealed that the virus j umped into mammals including domestic cats, tigers and clouded leopards,
with fatal ities documented. Other zoonotic diseases associated with wildlife have also been reported
from Thailand, such as leptospirosis, Streptococcus suis, SARS, HlNl, and tuberculosis. Spillover to
and from livestock species has been observed. At present, a routine surveillance program conducted
by government agencies covers all domestic livestock species, and diagnostic capacity for livestock
diseases is good, but c urrently no surveillance system exists for wildlife diseases at the national level.
RESPOND is committed to increasing national preparedness to manage disease outbreak
investigation and diagnostics, specifically within wildlife populations and to respond to such events in
the future. This activity proposes a series of training workshops to increase the professional capacity
of DNP veterinarians to serve as professional field wildlife veterinarians.
EPT and Other Partners: Mahidol University, Department of National Parks, Zoological
Society of Thailand
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Results: The final workshop completed (with 15 trainees), of a four workshop program started in
Year 2 , resulting in a cadre of veterinarians working for the DNP who have been trained in the
investigation, monitoring and surveillance of infectious diseases of wildlife, in paiticular wildlife
zoonoses and emerging infectious diseases; DNP veterinarians will be able to respond effectively
to outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases in wildlife in Thailand; DNP veterinai·ians will be
able to implement surveillance programs in wildlife and to work closely with other agencies
involved in disease surveillance in domestic animals and humans to ensure that the National
Disease Surveillance network is fully functional and integrated; The DNP veterinarians will be
able to act as mentors for future cohorts of veterinarians employed by DNP.
Justification for Year 3 Funding: This is the first time that veterinarians have been employed in the
government department responsible for overseeing the conservation of Thailand's wildlife. Training
of these veterinarians in wildlife diseases, epidemiology and outbreak response strategies will have a
significant impact on the management of the health of wild and confiscated animals in Thailand and
will build capacity in a vital area to strengthen government disease control capabilities.
Sub-Activity 1.5.5 SE: Master's Degree Program for Human & Animal Health Professionals at
Thailand's Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP/FETP-V) and International FETP
(iFETP) to Strengthen Career Opportunities, and the Management, Supervisory and Response
Capacity for Outbreaks and Epidemics of Zoonoses and Emerging infectious Diseases. Thailand
has been running an FETP program since 1980; in 2008, with support from USAID and FAO, the
Government of Thailand expanded this training to include a veterinary component (FETP-V).
Graduates from the Thai FETP program currently serve as the core government workforce
responsible for the management and response to infectious disease outbreaks in humans. The FETP-V
is developing a cohort of veterinary epidemiology leaders for the animal health services. In addition,
graduates of the iFETP have served as a core group of experienced field-trained professionals for
FETPs in the Southeast Asia region, including Vietnam, Malaysia, and other countries.
In recent years there has been an increased demand for graduates of the FETP/FETP-V to serve as
trainers, supervisors, and mentors for students in these programs, as well as for other human and
animal health professionals serving at the provincial and regional levels. Because academic training
to at least a Masters Degree level is important from both a career development perspective, and for
supervisory and management purposes, establishing a degree program has benefits for the
FETP/FETP-V, as well as iFETP, and countries utilizing graduates in the public health system. With
RESPOND support, Thailand will work with the MoPH to facilitate a Masters degree program for
cohorts of FETP/FETP-V and International FETP graduates at selected Thai universities, which will
not only increase relevant knowledge and skills, but will also expand the network of well-qualified
public health professionals with an understanding of field epidemiology, increase collaboration
between universities and government, enhance career development, and support retention of qualified
government staff. Continuing in Year 3, RESPOND will support the emollment of seven FETP/
FETP-V/iFETP graduates in a Thai university Masters or equivalent degree program (e.g. higher
graduate diploma) based on governmental priorities, and will provide technical and logistical support
to the students and participating universities.

EPT and other partners: CDC-Atlanta, CDC-Thailand and PAO (Bangkok regional office),
MoPH, MOA!DLD (Department of Livestock Development) and selected universities.
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Results: Support Masters or equivalent degrees for 7 graduates enrolled in a university Masters
program in Thailand; which will provide enhanced skills and knowledge of FETP/FETP-Y
students and graduates who serve as the core group of officials responsible for responding to
disease outbreaks and epidemics in Thailand and the region; enhanced retention of highly
qualified government employees by providing a unique opportunity for an advanced degree;
improved collaboration between leadership of universities and FETP/FETP-V leadership;
initiation of a plan to co-develop a Masters program to better fit governmental needs (e.g. 1 year
duratio n vs. 2 year duration), with a balance between the theoretical aspects of academic courses
with the need for government employees to understand the practical aspects of response and
management of actual outbreaks and epidemics; improve access of content to FETP/FETP-V
students and graduates through distance learning, including online resources and materials.
Justification for Year 3 Support: The FETP/iFETP leadership has already negotiated with several
Thai universities and reached agreement for FETP students to receive a reduction in the cost of the
tuition normally paid by students enrolled in the Masters Degree programs and, s imilar to the United
States, at least one Thai university Masters program has offered to decrease the time required for
FETP students to complete a Masters degree (e.g. requiring only one year vs. the two years normally
required), granting credit-hours for the coursework and training received at the FETP program.
Activity 3.4 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-Activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels. Thailand already has extensive experience and success with the
teamwork developed among animal and human health professionals during the country's successful
response to HPAI/H5Nl. RESPOND and partners will work collaboratively to build upon this
expe1frnce, supporting the FETP/FETP-V plan to expand training to include topics in a wider range
of emerging infectious diseases in both animal (livestock and wildl ife) and human populations, and in
the One Health approach to outbreak response, improving the q uality of training and the effectiveness
of provincial and district-level teams, and thereby better protecting the health of human and animal
populations.

In Thailand, short course in-service training designed specifically for provincial and district
Surveillance and Rapid Response Teams (SRRTs) currently exists. Training normally includes both
team leaders (most frequently physicians and technical health officers) and team members (provincial
and district health officials). Only a few veterinarians have joined this training in recent years, which
trains about 20 teams annually. This sub-activity will strengthen selection processes for participants
and improve training and coursework; including training of trainers at faculties of public health and
nursing to increase epidemiology capacity. It will also broaden activities to include additional animal
and wildlife health professionals, as well as other human health staff involved in surveillance (e.g.
nurses), and will enhance and expand support for activities to include additional provinces where such
in-service courses have not yet been conducted.
EPT and Other Partners: FETP/FETP-V/iFETP, Ministry of Public Health (MoPH), Ministry
of Agriculture; World Health Organization; Thailand-CDC Collaboration; CDC; EPT partners;
FAO/OIE.
Results: A one-week TOT workshop conducted for 30 trainers; short-term training courses
delivered in 5 provinces to approximately 50 district and provincial level officials; mentoring and
monitoring provided to oversee 2-3 month field projects to be carried out by the trained officials;
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Review and improvement of existing training materials; Improvement of training and
coursework.
Justification for Year 3 Support: Based on initial discussions held in Thailand during the discovery
phase of the RESPOND project (July-August 2010), leadership of the FETP/FETP-V programs and
senior advisors to the MoPH and MoA stated that an activity to strengthen in-service training in the
areas of applied epidemiology, disease surveillance and early identification and response to outbreaks
for One Health teams responsible for infectious disease outbreaks at the provincial and district levels
was a high priority. This will lead to an increased scope of short-term One Health applied
epidemiology in-service training to provincial and district-level staff in multiple provinces; improved
quality of training materials and methods, based on monitoring and evaluation, and collaborative
efforts to strengthen course effectiveness; follow up of initial training, including a review of the
findings of field projects, and associated training to improve the capacity of staff in: data analysis and
interpretation, early outbreak identification and reporting, outbreak communication (including the
need for providing timely and accurate health information to managers responsible for disease
prevention) and control activities; improved training and capacity of surveillance and rapid response
teams (SRRTs) to safely collect and properly transport samples to enable determination of the causes
of disease outbreaks; improved teamwork among human and animal health professionals during
outbreak response at the district and provincial levels, including wildlife professionals and nurses
working in disease surveillance and outbreak identification and response.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-VIETNAM
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 3.4 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-Activity 3.4.2 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with
focus on Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (A VET) at selected provincial, district
levels. Based on initial discussions held in Vietnam during the discovery phase of the RESPOND
project (July 2010), one key EPT strategy supported by the Government of Vietnam was to strengthen
outbreak response-related training at the provincial and district levels. While the Government of
Vietnam has previously supported the WHO-linked in-service activity for short-term district and
provincial training, funds were not available to continue this activity in additional provinces, so no
follow-up was possible to determine if the concepts learned in the classroom were actually applied in
the field; moreover, during the pilot training activities, livestock health professionals were not
included in the training.

This sub-activity will develop and deliver Field Epidemiology Short Course (FESC)-style, short, inservice training courses and workshops for human and animal health professionals at the district and
provincial levels, and will also enhance technical supervision and mentoring skills while
strengthening existing materials and methods. RESPOND will support expansion of activities to
include training-of-trainers, and to increase the focus on strengthening the A VET program.
RESPOND will support implementatio n of 2-3 month long field projects following FESC workshops,
with a focus on disease surveillance, outbreak investigation, providing appropriate supervisory and
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mentoring activity to include data analysis and interpretation with the objective to provide timely and
accurate health information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control activities.
EPT and Other Partners: Hanoi Medical University Institute for Preventative Medicine and
Public Health (a member of OHSEA) ; and other EPT partners.
Results: One TOT for 20 trainers, 3 regional workshops for 20 trainees each, which will be
followed by 2-3 month field activities with close monitoring and supervision of the assigned
experts and one final experience sharing workshop with 90 participants.
Justification for Year 3 Support: As Vietnam is a priority EPT country, RESPOND will focus
resomces there in Year 3 of the project. The Year 2 concept paper and activity have been reviewed by
and have the support of USAID-Vietnam, WHO-Vietnam, FETP-Vietnam (MOH), AVET officials,
CDC-Thailand regional advisor, CDC-Vietnam, CDC-Atlanta, and FAO Vietnam and regional FAO
officials. In Year 3, the activity will expand to additional provinces, and to incorporate groups that
were not previously included (e.g. animal health professionals from A VET, nurses, clinicians, and
wildlife officials) to the maximum extent possible. This will lead to an increased scope of FESC to
provincial and district-level staff in multiple regions in Vietnam; improved quality of training
materials and methods being used, based on monitoring and evaluation, and collaborative efforts to
sti-engthen course effectiveness; improved training and system capacity to properly and safely collect
and transport appropriate specimens to determine the cause of disease outbreaks; improved
collaboration between Ministries at all levels in the areas of outbreak response, disease reporting, and
support for international health priorities, including IHR regulations; improved teamwork of human
and animal health professionals involved in outbreak response at the district and provincial levels, and
evaluation of the contribution and effectiveness of Training of Trainers, FESC and field projectrelated training to build the skills and knowledge of participants.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-CAMBODIA
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 3.4 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
Sub-Activity 3.4.7 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams,
including MOH and MOA staff, at selected provincial and district levels (New Year 3 Activity).
USAID announced in spring 2011 that Cambodia would be participating in the Emerging Pandemic
Threats program along with other countries in Southeast Asia. Subsequent to this anno uncement,
RESPOND communicated with officials in the Ministry of Health of the government of Cambodia
about the RESPOND concept of supporting collaborative in-service training activities designed to
strengthen outbreak response capacity at the district and provincial levels, similar to Sub-Activity
3.4.2 SE approved for Vietnam. This concept is based on activities that include training-of-trniners, a
short-term in-service training workshop on disease surveillance and outbreak response, and a 2-3
month field project to assure lessons learned in the classroom are applied to actual Ministry activities.
The RESPOND concept in Cambodia will be based on the model of Vietnam and Thailand's ongoing
in-service training, and will include collaboration with experts at WHO, CDC-Atlanta, CDC-Thailand
and PAO (Bangkok regional office). We will also coordinate closely with leadership of national
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epidemiology training programs, as well as the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) and the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF).

EPT and Other Partners: Sub-awardee TBD; EPT partners
Results: While the results are subject to adjustment due to ongoing discussions with stakeholders,
expected results include: development of Cambodia's modified Field Epidemiology Training
program with a focus on short-term training courses on the government's prioritized zoonotic
diseases; implementation of Cambodia's Applied Epidemiology Training (AET) 6-8 month
program with training courses/workshops for 25-30 students; TOT workshop conducted; 3
workshops (100 participants each) on prioritized zoonotic diseases conducted for provincial and
district-level staff of MoH and MAFF; Rapid Response Team (RTT) members supported for
practicing o utbreak investigatio n (if outbreaks occur).
Justification for Year 3 Support: RESPOND will improve the quality of initial training, and expand
the in-service training to additional areas within Cambodia in Year 3, and continuing over a threeyear period. Unlike the Network countries, which have a well-developed FETP program,
epidemiology is not a well-developed specialty within Cambodian universities, and is a recognized
deficit by Cambodian government officials and international health organizations. This sub-activity
will help improve knowledge and practical skills of in-service government staff at the district and
provincial levels in the areas of: disease surveillance, outbreak identification, disease reporting,
communication, teamwork and the effecti veness of joint outbreak response in provinces and districts.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-LAO PDR
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 1.5 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 1)
Sub-Activity 1.5.6 SE: Monitoring and disease surveillance training for Department of Forestry
Protected Area (PA) staff and Forestry Volunteers in Lao PDR. Due to a significant lack of
information on populations and distribution of wildlife in the Protected Areas in Lao PDR, a zoonotic
disease outbreak originating in free ranging animals would not be detected at an early stage. Further,
it is likely that a potential pandemic threat would only come to the attention of the government after it
had become established in either domestic animal or human populations.
Through this sub-activity, RESPOND will help Lao PDR develop a patrolling, monitoring and
disease surveillance system in Protected Areas; help link the Protected Area Teams (PAT) to village
level OH teams, and establish a reporting system linked to the appropriate government authorities at
the district and provincial level; build basic natural history and field skills of PA staff and Forestry
Volunteers; familiarize members of PAT with the One Health approach to addressing potential
zoonotic disease outbreaks ; train PAT members on simple, appropriate sampling protocols and
personal safety issues when investigating potentially diseased animals or animal carcasses, including
the use of PPE equipment; create a core of government staff trainers to extend training to staff and
locally recruited Forestry Volunteers in other Protected Areas, with the aim of developing an
expanded wildlife patrolling and disease surveillance system in Lao PDR. As it develops, OHSEA
will also serve as a technical and information resource to support this sub-activity.
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EPT and other partners: Sub-Awardee TBD; PREDICT, PREVENT
Results: While the results are subject to adjustment due to ongoing discussions with stakeholders,
expected results include: TOT organized for DoF district and provincial level staff; trainings on
disease surveillance related issues (i.e., animal carcass handling and investigation, sample
gathering/collection, forensic data collection/recording, etc.) delivered to forestry volunteers in
Protected Areas (30 trainees); training on One Health approach organized for the selected staff of
the Protected Area Teams (PAT); Subj ect matter experts supported in mentoring/feedback role;
monthly meetings with PAT and OHT; and 3 workshops for PAT to increase their knowledge and
skills on smart patrolling, use of GPS & digital cameras and disease surveillance.
Justification for Year 3 Support: The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Lao PDR recently granted
approval to proceed with this sub-activity. This sub-activity will enhance outbreak identification and
response, disease reporting, disease surveillance, and appropriate sample collection in wildlife
populations, and will address the need for rapid identification and response for emerging pandemic
d isease threats. This approach is consistent with the Lao PDR National Five Year Plan for Ells and
Public Health Preparedness, 201 1-2015. The activity will also reflect a Lao PDR Government priority
in trying to include, where possible, the 133 communities identified as the poorest in the country,
many of which are located in remote areas and who are in need of improved surveillance and
response capacity for disease outbreaks. This sub-activity will lead to strengthened linkages between
the Forest Resource Conservation Division, DoF, NAHC, DLF and NEIDCO; increased surveillance
for wildlife disease outbreaks in an initial PA, chosen by government agencies as a suitable site for a
pilot training activity, with extension to other protected areas in successive years; strengthening the
support for PA staff by training cadres of Forestry Volunteers; integration of Forestry Volunteers and
PA staff into PA Teams and commune level first responder One Health teams; development and
evaluation of a management structure for PA staff; strengthening and evaluation of disease reporting
systems at the commune and PA level; monthly meetings to improve patrolling and disease
monitoring capacity of PA teams; improved teamwork between human and animal health
professionals, including those tasked with overseeing domestic animals and wildlife; estimation of the
amount of wild game hunting in PAs and identification of the areas where wildlife products are being
marketed; monitoring and evaluation of improvements to skills and knowledge of TOT participants
and PA staff and volunteer teams attending workshops, with continuous improvement based on
results of assessments.
Activity 3.4 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at selected
provincial, district, and village levels. In this initial pilot activity, RESPOND will carry out training
activities involving district and provincial staff and selected community leaders from areas adj oining
a Government-designated protected area (to be determined), where there is a high likelihood of
wildlife and human/domestic animal contact. This training will include and encourage collaborative
disease surveillance and outbreak response training of veterinarians and animal health workers (both
domestic and wildlife), agriculture extension workers, physicians and other human health care
workers, as well as other stakeholders.
EPT and other partners: Sub-Awardee TBD; PREDICT, PREVENT
Results: While the results are subject to adjustment due to ongoing discussions with stakeholders,
expected results include: TOT workshop on outbreak response organized for government human
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and animal health staff at provincial and district level; 4 (2 week paired) workshops on One
Health approach conducted for the selected commune-level One-Health Team (OHT) staff
(approximately 70 participants); final TOT workshop conducted for provincial and district
officials to review and evaluate the outbreak response system and develop lessons learned.

Justification for Year 3 Support: In the third quarter of Year 2, USAID reached agreement with the
Lao PDR government that EPT partner activities could proceed under existing agreements.
RESPOND is in the process of developing a grant with an NGO with training and capacity building
experience in Lao PDR to assist with project implementation. Initial implementation of field activities
is expected to begin in Year 3, after discussions with Lao PDR government partners and USAID, and
after awarding of the grant to the implementing agency. This sub-activity will lead to increased scope
of short-term applied epidemiology, One Health and outbreak response in-service training to
provincial and district-level staff responsible for outbreaks in multiple provinces in Lao PDR;
improved quality of training materials and methods; improved training to safely collect and transpott
appropriate samples as required, to determine the cause of disease outbreaks; education of local
community representatives (Community Level First Responders) to report, and respond appropriately,
to suspected infectious and zoonotic disease outbreaks; improved collaboration between animal and
human health agencies at all levels in Lao PDR in the areas of outbreak response, disease reporting
etc, and increased awareness of international health agency priorities (e.g., WHO's IHR); and
evaluation of improvements to skills and knowledge focused on the training of participants, and
trainees attending workshops.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES-INDONESIA
LOW 3.1 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response

Activity 3.4 (Linked to RESPOND Objective 3)
3.4.1 SE: District and Provincial Zoonotic Disease Outbreak Response Training, Indonesia.
Indonesia has been at the forefront of HPAI control efforts during the last decade and as a result has
undergone significant changes to the organization of its veterinary and human health services. One of
the success stories of the long campaign against HPAI has been the development, in partnership with
FAO, of the Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response Network (PDSR), teams of veterinary
officers trained to interact with communities throughout the country to identify and respond rapidly to
new outbreaks of disease in poultry and the District Surveillance Officer (DSO) network to interact
with human communities during AI outbreaks. The Government of Indonesia and FAO have been
considering expanding the role of the PDSR and DSO teams to include other diseases of national
importance, including a number of priority zoonoses. Further training of PDSR and DSO staff is
essential, and would include subjects such as epidemiology, disease investigation, surveillance and
control of priority zoonotic diseases. In order to further strengthen links between PDSR and DSO
teams, both groups need to be trained together in these subjects, with the aim of developing a rapid,
coordinated, One Health approach for response to future diseases affecting both humans and animals.
Activities in Year 3 will support the newly established National Committee on Zoonosis and
Communicable Diseases, replacing the now-dissolved National Committee for Avian Flu Control
and Pandemic Preparedness (KOMNAS FBPI), which was constituted to control HPAI. Specific
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information on these activities will be determined after further discussions with USAJD and
government stakeholders.
EPT and other partners: Sub-Awardee TBD
Results: While the results are subject to adjustment due to ongoing discussions with stakeholders,
expected results include: development of modified PDSR (Participatory Disease Surveillance and
Response) training curriculum and materials to include zoonotic and EID; TOT on disease
surveillance, outbreak response and participatory training methodologies delivered to Master
Trainers selected from MoA and MoH; pilot training workshops for selected PDSR teams and
DSOs (District Surveillance Officers) to increase their knowledge and skills about One Health,
epidemiology, disease surveillance and outbreak response to zoonotic diseases.
Justification for Year 3 Support: Indonesia is an EPT priority country and is therefore a major
focus for the EPT program to strengthen emerging infectious diseases outbreak response capacity.
This activity brings together for the purposes of joint training, PDSR and DSO officers from MoA
and MoH. As these officers number in the thousands and are located country-wide at the district and
provincial levels, this activity provides substantial support for increasing the linkages between animal
and human health professionals. The focus of this activity is on joint outbreak investigation and
response, and because it is country-wide, the activity is anticipated to lead to vastly improved national
capacity to respond to outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases with particular emphasis on
zoonoses. By supporting the newly created National Committee on Zoonosis and Communicable
Diseases, funds will be directed at priority activities in this area. Support for this sub-activity will lead
to increased scope of applied epidemiology, One Health and outbreak response in-service training to
provincial and district-level MOA and MOH staff responsible for investigating and responding to
zoonotic and emerging infectious disease outbreaks in Indonesia; improved quality of training
materials and methods, based on monitoring and evaluation, and collaborative efforts to strengthen
course effectiveness; improved capacity to safely collect and transport appropriate samples as
required, to determine the cause of disease outbreaks; and improved collaboration between animal
and human health agencies at all levels in the areas of outbreak response, disease reporting and
disease control, and an increased awareness of international health agency priorities.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL
LOW

SubActivity
#

Acti vities by LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

3.1

1.1.4GL

Develop EPT program-wide
definition of One Health core
competencies.

Global

Tufts

Published, internationally
accepted core competencies;
stakeholder implementation
worksho s

3.1

1.2.4 GL

Network Organizational
Development

Global

TRG

Network governance framework
developed and supported.

2.2.1 GL

Develop best management
practice recommendations
for extractive industries
based on PREDICTidentified vectors in hot spot
re ions.

Global

E&E

Best management practices
(BMPs) developed and
communicated

3.2

Expected results 1 July 2011 30 September 2012

3.1.2 GL

Government Innovations
Supporting Disease
Surveillance and Response

Global

DAI

Advocacy package developed;
tech officer supports
partners/states; country reps
attend 2011 WHO/OIE/FAO mtg.;
One Health policy roadmap
developed; conduct/evaluate natllevel outbreak simulations; IHR
ado ted b stakeholders

3.2

3.2.0 GL

Support to facilitate and
improve the response to
outbreaks of potentially
zoonotic disease in hot spot
re ions.

Global

DAI

Training, technical, logistical,
material and communications
support provided

3.2

3.3.1 GL

Pro-Med Mail

Global

Tufts

Increased awareness/use of
disease outbreak info and
re ortin sources via trainin

3.2
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Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BY REGION
EAST CONGO BASIN-REGIONAL
LOW

SubActivity
#

3.1

1.2.3
EC

Activities by LOW

OHCEA Workplan (8/11 9/ 12)

Location

Who is
1
Re sponsible?

Expected results 1 August
2011 - 30 September 2012

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

Curriculum and modules
reviewed/developed; Field
trainings; Increased participation

3.1

1.2.4 EC

OHCEA Network
Development

East
Congo
Regional

UMN

3.1

1.2.5 EC

OHCEA Partner Innovations

East
Congo
Regional

UMN
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Network governance framework
(e.g., operations,
communication) implemented;
Secretariat and member
capacity
developed/strengthened to
manage; One Health
professional development plan
created; IT capabilities
assessed; institutional quality
assurance and One Health
workshops implemented;
mentoring program developed;
membership expansion
advocated; gender equality
conce ts romoted
Innovative pilot programs
identified and 2
developed/evaluated; network
university partnerships/linkages
strengthened; increased
understanding of/experience
with One Health
concepts/approaches;
successful activities replicated
across re ion

Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

03
Y3

Q4
Y3

WEST CONGO BASIN-REGIONAL
LOW

3.1

3.1

3.1

3.1
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SubActivity
#

1.2.1
WC

1.3.1
WC

1.5.1
WC

1.5.5

we

Activities by LOW

Through a One Health
Alliance, conduct twinning
and mentoring with
universities and vocational
schools.

Support regional and
international exchanges of
personnel to improve
outbreak response and
control - Develop an
actionable plan to
strengthen and enhance
ongoing career path
develo ment in the DRC
Conduct professional
continuing education
through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife
Investigation and Livestock
Disease WILD module.
Support the MENTORFOREST program focused
on extractive industry issues
by adding One Health
content and supporting
fellows and a mentor from
Gabon and Republic of
Con o
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Location

West
Congo
Regional

West
Congo
Regional

West
Congo
Regional

West
Congo
Regional

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 Augu st 2011
• 30 September 2012

Tufts

Skill gaps identified,, improved
field experience, teaching
capacity and research capabilities
for junior faculty. New fields of
study and career path identified;
Mentor and facu lty exchanges
occur. (with at least 6 junior
faculty); University exchange
visits; Gender issues
documented.; Institutional
research workshop (20-30
participants) conducted; Improved
communication and infrastructure.

UMN

Regional conference ( 120
participants) of professional
associations held ; communication
mechanisms and in-service
training program established;
situation analysis
completed/disseminated.

Tufts

Workshops (25-30 ministerial
staff each) conducted in 2 EPT
countries; Support wildlife expert
position in AU -I BAR; Wildlife
Health Specialist Group
established.

DAI

Curriculum module and
associated materials developed;
Health related field practical
exercise component developed;
One fellow and one mentor are
supported.

Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

LOW

3.1

3.1
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SubActivity
#

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

3.1.1WC

Strengthen systems for
disease surveillance,
outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health
approach and response.

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts

3.4.4WC

Outbreak response training
for multi-disciplinary teams
at national and sub-national
levels, including training of
front line health workers in
outbreak response

West
Congo
Regional

Tufts
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Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

Gap analysis completed; strategy
to strengthen coordination
mechanisms is developed,
validated, and adopted in
Cameroon via 3 national
workshops (30 attendees each);
collaborative tools elaborated and
ado ted.
28 ministry personnel trained;
SOP for outbreak investigation
and response developed;
continuing education program
developed for ministries; PE
manual translated and pre-tested
in French; AFENET capacity
improved to train professionals in
PE and participatory impact
assessment PIA

Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

SOUTHEAST ASIA-REGIONAL
LOW

SubActivity
#

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
1
Responsible?

1.2.1 SE

Through a One Health
Alliance, plan and
implement university
twinning program

Southeast
Asia
Regional

UMN

3.1

1.2.2 SE

Support relationship
between Khon Kaen
Veterinary Medical School
(VMKKU) and the Faculty of
Agriculture, Nabong
Agricultural College (NAC)
campus, National University
of Laos (NUOL)

Southeast
Asia
Regional

Tufts

3.2

2.4.4 SE

Support for TEPHINET to
host global conference and
add One Health sessions

Southeast
Asia
Regional

Tufts

3.1
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Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

Network coordinating office,
operating plan, secretariat and
country coordinating committees
established; regional forum to
create 10-year vision and mission
held; priority RESPOND-OHSEA
activities underwa .
Training courses designed,
organized and delivered (10
participants) ; training of 50
students from NAC/NUOL by
staff from VMKKU initiated; 25
students trained on lab practice;
2 VMKKU professionals in tech
exchange with Tufts; 2 Master
program enrollees; 3 Certificate
ro ram enrollees
Organization and delivery of 6
pre-conference short courses,
with 30 participants each; 4
plenary speakers deliver papers
at the conference; scholarships
for up to 100 FET students to
attend and deliver oral
resentations.

Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BY COUNTRY
UGANDA
LOW

3.1

SubActivity
#

Activities by LOW

1.5.4 EC

Residency based knowledge
partnership model for building
veterinary public health
competence in Uganda

3.2

3.2.0.4
EC

Strengthen surveillance,
reporting and diagnostic
capacity to Improve Early
Detection, Diagnosis &
Response to Disease
Outbreaks in Humans,
Livestock and Wildlife

3.2

3.2.0.5
EC

Extractive industries outbreak
response training

3.2.2 EC

Hold a series of district,
national and regional
meetings and workshops to
identify needs and initiate the
development of a prioritized
Ian for outbreak res onse

3.2
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Location

Uganda

Uganda

Uganda

Uganda

Who is
1
Responsible?

UMN

DAI

DAI

Tufts

Expected results 1 Augu st 2011
- 30 September 2012

VPH residency program
established,1 facu lty and 1
student trained at UMN;
facu lty/student mentorship
exchan es occur;
Vets (5) begin training in VPM;
district-level training (30) ;Tech
Advisor & Lab Advisor staffed in
govt.

Needs assessment conducted;
Curriculum/materials developed;
Master Trainers (20) trained; Peer
Educators (200) trained
Vets(5) conclude training ; PE
manual developed ; PE trained
AFENET staff (20) ; M&E training
& tool development; Secretariat
management and mentoring
skill buildin

04
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

DRC
LOW

3.1

SubActivity
#

1.2.3
WC

3.1

3.4.1WC

3.2

4.1.2
WC
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Activities by LOW

Upgrade the skills of faculty at
lnstitut Superieur de
Techniques Medicales,
lnstitut Technique Agricole et
Veterinaire, and lnstitut
d'Enseignement Medicale /
lnstitut Techni ues Medicale
Deliver refresher outbreak
response training to rural
medical personnel and firstresponder training to
communities in the USAIDCARPE Salonga-LukenieSankuru Landsca e re ion
Evaluate existing Knowledge
Management Systems needs
for the health sciences, their
application and use in the
university context, and
support the improvement and
integration of appropriate
s stems
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Location

DRC

DRC

DRC

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 Septe mbe r 201 2

UMN

One Health competency-based
curriculum and modules
developed; 10 national master
trainers trained ; materials
provided for pilot schools

Tufts

Health education and community
outreach in 25-30 villages; 6
community educators trained;
Provision of communications and
transport equipment to ministries.

Tufts

30 TUSK users trained; University
and government services are
linked for intranet use. TUSK user
community supported.

Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

THAILAND
LOW

SubActivity
#

Activities by LOW

Location

Who is
Responsible?1

3. 1

1.5.2 SE

Applied field training for
wildlife veterinary medical
officers and field pathologists

Southeast
Asia
Regional

UMN

One workshop with 15 DNP
trainees completed.

1.5.5 SE

Master's Degree Program for
Human & Animal Health
Professionals at Thailand's
Field Epidemiology Training
Program (FETP/FETP-V) and
International FETP

Thailand

DAI

Support 7 students enrolled in a
university Masters program

DAI

TOT workshop conducted for 30
trainers; short-term training
courses delivered in 5 provinces
(50 trainees) ; mentoring and
monitoring provided for field
projects; Review and
improvement of existing training
materials; Improvement of
trainin and coursework

3.1

3.2
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3.4.4 SE

Support training to strengthen
One Health epidemiological
teams at provincial and
district levels.
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Thailand

Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

04
Y2

01
Y3

02
Y3

03
Y3

04
Y3

CAMBODIA
LOW

3.2
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SubActivity
#

3.4.7 SE

Activities by LOW

Support training to
strengthen One Health
epidemiological teams at
provincial and district levels.
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Location

Cambodia

Who is
1
Responsible?

UMN

Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

Modified FETP development for
Cambodia; AET program for 2530 students; TOT workshop
conducted; 3 workshops (100
participants each) for MoH and
MAFF staff; Rapid Response
Team members supported for
outbreak investi ation

Q4
Y2

Q1
Y3

Q2
Y3

Q3
Y3

Q4
Y3

VIETNAM
LOW

3. 1

61

SubActivity
#

3.4.2 SE

Activities by LOW
Strengthen One Health
epidemiological teams with
focus on Applied Veterinary
Epidemiology Training
(AVET) Program training at
selected provincial, district,
and communit levels
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Location

Vietnam

Who is
1
Responsible?

Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

DAI

TOT for 20 trainers, 3 regional
workshops for 20 trainees each;
2-3 month field activities; final
experience sharing workshop (90
participants)

04
V2

01
V3

02

03

04

V3

V3

V3

LAO PDR
LOW

3.1

3.1

62

SubActivity
#

1.5.6 SE

3.4.5 SE

Activities by LOW
Monitoring and disease
surveillance training for
Department of Forestry
Protected Area (PA) staff and
Forestry Volunteers in Lao
PDR
Support training to strengthen
One Health epidemiological
teams at provincial and
district levels.
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Location

Laos

Laos

Who is
Responsible?1

Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

DAI

TOT for district/provincial staff;
forestry volunteer PAT training (30
participants); One Health training ;
mentoring; monthly meetings; 3
PAT workshops

DAI

TOT workshop for
province/district; 4 One Health
workshops (70 participants); Final
TOTworksho to review/evaluate

04
V2

01
Y3

02
V3

03
V3

04
Y3

INDONESIA
LOW

3.1

63

SubActivity
#

Activities by LOW

3.4.1 SE

Support training to strengthen
One Health epidemiological
teams at provincial and
district levels.
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Location

Indonesia

Who is
Responsible?1

Tufts

Expected results 1 August 2011
- 30 September 2012

Modified PDSR training
curriculum/materials developed;
TOT for Master Trainers; pilot
training workshops

04
V2

01
V3

02
V3

03
V3

04
V3

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Led by DAI, one of USAID's largest contractors, RESPOND provides comprehensive outbreak response
capacity building and outbreak response support by leveraging the wide range of skills and knowledge
brought by our team:
DAI leverages 40 Years of USAID project experience to provide top-quality management,
operations, and recruitment resources to RESPOND. This experience is bolstered by DAI's technical
expertise in zoonotic disease surveillance and response, private-sector engagement, and capacity
building.
The University of Minnesota unites the full spectrum of health sciences-including human and
veterinary medicine, nursing, public health, dentistry, and pharmacy- in the Academic Health
Center. This institutional commitment to cross-disciplinary collaboration extends beyond the
university into partnerships with industry, government, intergovernmental, and nonprofit sectors.
Tufts University is a global leader in developing and implementing educational, research, and
service initiatives to support One Health. The Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine was founded
on the principle of One Medicine, and established the first DVM -MPH program and the first MS in
conservation medicine in the United States.
Training Resources Group is a leader in designing and facilitating adult learning and field drill
programs in a wide range of technical and cultural contexts. Expert personnel participate in
curriculum development at all training levels, ensuring that the most appropriate and effective
instructional design and delivery methods are used.
Ecology and Environment, Inc. specializes in working with extractive industry to address public
health concerns arising from the interface of humans, animals, and rapid environmental change in
remote areas.

Table 2, below, outlines the roles of each of our partners on RESPOND.
Table 2: RESPOND Partners

I

Role on RESPOND

Partner
DAI

Lead firm with direct responsibility to USAID
Technical and management oversight of all offices and activities
Partner coordination
Communications and reporting
Monitoring and evaluation
Short-term training
Finance and administration

University of
Minnesota

Institutional capacity building of local university partners using UMN One Health model
Technical leadership of West Congo Basin regional cross-disciplinary teams
Curriculum development, training delivery, incorporation of public health components
Digital learning platforms
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I

Role on RESPOND

Partner

Ministry leadership and preparedness training and partnership building
Public-private partnerships
Monitoring and evaluation
Tufts University

Institutional capacity building at local university partners based on PDSR and Veterinary Medicine
School
Technical leadership of East Congo Basin, and Southeast Asia regional cross-disciplinary teams
Curriculum co-development, training delivery, incorporation of wildlife health components,
including Tufts University Sciences Knowledgebase (TUSK) curriculum co-development platform
Monitoring and Evaluation

Training Resources
Group, Inc.

Organizational development of regional One Health networks
Short-term training facilitation, in support of all team members and regional university partners
Field drill , simulation and training course material design and delivery

Ecology and
Environment, Inc.

Outbreak response technical assistance
Partnerships with extractive industries

RESPOND OFFICES AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
RESPOND is designed and managed to be responsive to USAID and our regional and national partners.
The project is structured to provide the management and administrative support necessary to run a
flexible and cost-effective program. The DAI team's organizational structure builds on our combined
lessons learned over decades of running complex, multi-country, multi-partner programs. RESPOND is
based in Bethesda, Maryland, USA, with regional offices in Kinshasa, Kampala, and Bangkok. Each
regional office is managed by a senior DAI manager and a senior technical advisor from either the
University of Minnesota (UMN) or Tufts University. Each regional office is also capable of delivering
country- and disease-specific services as needed. Experts from UMN, Tufts, Training Resources Group,
Inc. (TRG), and RESPOND partner universities, support the hubs with technical assistance. Figure 4,
below, details RESPOND's overall management structure.
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I

HEADQUARTERS
Management

Program Support

Global Project Director

Operations Manager

Deputy Global Director

Regional Program Administrators

..............,

Global M&E Manager

·..............

Senior Grants Manager

Senior Technical Team

Communications Officer

Senior Field Epidemiology Officer

Information Officer / Database Manager

Senior Technical Officer

REGIONAL OFFICES
WEST CONGO BASIN

.....................•

EAST CONGO BASIN

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Management
Regional Directors

< ...................1

Deputy Regional Directors (WCB & ECB) / Deputy Director of Ad min & Finance (SEA)

.......................•

Technical Staff

:
!
!
!

< .................. !

Regional Technical Lead (WCB & ECB) / Academic & Professional Development Advisor (WCB) / Technical Director (SEA)

Field Support Staff
Accountants
Office Managers
Travel & Logistics Coord inators
M&E Officers
Grants Officers

........................

~

REGIONAL OFFICES
RESPOND operates through a set of regional offices with programmatic and operational support being
provided by US-based partners and a headquarters office in Bethesda, MD. The regional offices, in tum,
extend operational and programmatic support to a number of sun-ounding countries. By having a presence
in each region, sets of regionally focused materials, and networks of local collaborating institutions and
professional connections, all suppo1ted by DAi's underlying institutional management capacity, the team
can readily move into any nearby country to provide technical support and/or capacity building on short
notice. This model allows us to scale up or scale down in any given region as needed. Specifically, the
regional offices:
Provide operational and logistical support in their respective regions;
Coordinate and manage technical activities;
Manage each regional grants program;
Oversee communications, reporting and management infonnation system; and
Identify and source appropriate technical assistance.
During Year 2, RESPOND' s regional offices completed staff recruitment, and began technical
implementation in each region. A full list of countries and activities to be undertaken in Year Three can
be found in each respective regional section of this workplan. Figures 5-7, below, detail the staff and
technical advisors that support each regional office and the RESPOND headquarters office.
Figure 5: RESPOND East Congo Basin Office Organizational Chart

......................................................................................

Lendell Foan

Regional Drector

I

I

Mac Farnham

Sandra Butler

Regional Teclll1icaJ
Lead

O.puty Regional

Director

I

I
I

Humphrey Kabugo

M&E Specoalost

Tasha Jubllee

Training

Director of

Administrator

Admimstral.Jon

I

I
Olive Nabuzale

Toskln Ofoyuru

Adm1nAssistant

Admin Assistant

Diana Namirimu
Office Assistant

University Regional
Advisory Team
UMN
Dominic Travis
University liaison- ECS

Tufts
Siobhan Mor
Un1vers1ty liaison- ECB
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Figure 6: RESPOND West Congo Basin Office Organizational Chart
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HEADQUARTERS OFFICE
RESPOND's headquarters office supports both the technical and operational efforts of the project. Our
four Key Personnel support RESPOND's implementation in the following ways: The Project Director,
while based in the US, not only oversees the core staff at RESPOND headquarters, but also provides
consistent support to the Regional Directors and serves as a liaison between RESPOND and
USAID/Washington. The Deputy Director supervises all subcontractors, grants, communications and
operations; and the Senior Technical Officer and Senior Field Epidemiology Officer provide technical
backstopping and advisory services to the regional offices.
The RESPOND headquarters office also sets the guidelines and standards for project communication and
operations, including a set of common standard operating procedures, a grants manual, and personnel
policies and protocols for communicating with USAID that form the core platform from which the
regional offices launch interventions. This model also allows for an easy, cost-effective flow of
curriculum and training materials from the center to the regional offices, where they are adapted and
tailored to the local context. Figure 8, below, details the organizational structure of RESPOND's
headquarters.
Figure 8: RESPOND Headquarters Organizational Chart
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RESPOND SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
The Senior Management Team (SMT), the key strategy and policy-making body of RESPOND, meets to
review technical and implementation progress and assess need for course correction. In addition, the SMT
meets on an as-needed basis to review proposed proj ect activities which may be politically sensitive and
have potential to affect the overall project and larger EPT program. The team is composed of all principal
and associate partners as shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: RESPOND Senior Management Team
I

Position

Partner

Name

Global Project Director

David Elkins

DAI

Global Deputy Director

Janelle Kempel

DAI

Principal Investigator

Saul Tzipori

Tufts

Principal and Co-Lead

John Deen

UMN

Co-Lead

Katey Pelican

UMN

Technical Lead, Ecology

Louise Flynn

E&E

Sr. Training Advisor

Margaret Morehouse

TRG

MANAGING OUTBREAK RESPONSE
For actual outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases, including zoonoses, RESPOND normally works in
close cooperation with international health agencies (e.g. WHO, FAO/OIE, CDC), their regional or
country offices (WHO-AFRO, CDC Uganda) as well as with the responsible authorities in the national
governments where the suspected outbreak is initially reported. This collaboration includes
communication and collaboration with EPT partners, universities and NGOs - but activities are under the
direction of government authorities. The objective of close collaboration with international health
agencies during outbreak response is to assure that RESPOND understands all background information
available about the outbreak, the priority and transmissibility of the suspected disease, and assure that
EPT activities are consistent with International Health Regulations (IHR) and other guidelines.
Our work with responsible government officials in country, including with the Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Agriculture and/or Wildlife Agencies, and any national task force organized with multiple
ministries to coordinate response to the outbreak is to confirm that RESPOND is working at the invitation
of the national government, reassure officials that the project understands the legal authority for response
rests with the national government, and also guarantees that any support proposed or being provided
(technical, logistical, or material/equipment) is done at the invitation of the government and does not
duplicate or overlap with responsibilities other groups have been tasked with supporting.
Outbreak Response Coordination

RESPOND is responsible for providing support for outbreak response when requested by government
(and after receiving USAID approval) of countries participating in the EPT program, but the project is not
responsible for leading or supervising the response to these outbreaks.
Managing outbreaks remains the legal authority of the national government; with the government
receiving technical assistance (as required) from a wide host of subject matter experts (SMEs), including
the following groups: staff of international health agencies, university faculty, NGOs, and project staff
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(including RESPOND and EPT partners). Such advisors may work with national level authorities or at the
sub-national level on outbreaks if responsibility is clearly delegated to support the outbreak response.
Such support by RESPOND could include supplies, equipment, petrol, per diem for outbreak teams
(working with permission of government), technical assistance (using local or regional NGOs such as
AFENET), or providing other SMEs with specific experience needed; for example, with specific diseases
(viral hemorrhagic fever), with database management or analysis, or extensive outbreak experience). All
suppmt whether technical or logistical is coordinated carefully with the RESPOND regional office,
working with national officials, international health officials, EPT partners, and NGOs.
Providing Technical Assistance for Improved Outbreak Response

In order to further enhance the ability of national government, international health agencies and the
developing networks of universities (e.g. OHCEA, OHSEA) to work more closely together to build and
strengthen enhance outbreak response capacity in countries and regions, RESPOND has committed
funding to place a EPT / RESPOND coordinator at WHO-AFRO in Brazzaville. This advisor will work
under the supervision of WHO-AFRO officials, and will have a background of experience in both public
health and disease o utbreaks and disease surveillance. This position will work closely both with WHOAFRO, Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Wildlife in countries participating in the EPT program. The
position will also assist WHO-AFRO with the review of national emergency preparedness plans, outbreak
coordination, and enhancing the functional link between the OHCEA university networks, the CCCs, and
international health agencies in support of IDSR, IHR, and outbreak response capacity building by
RESPOND in EPT countries located in the West Congo basin and East Africa.
During actual responses to outbreaks in Uganda during FY201 l , RESPOND technical staff and at the
regional office worked together closely with national health authorities, the WHO country representative
responsible for epidemics and emergency response, WHO-AFRO advisors, CDC-Uganda staff and
leadership, as well as with EPT part ners (e.g. DELIVER, PREDICT, IDENTIFY and PREVENT) to
determine needs and challenges that need to be addressed during outbreaks. Following discussions about
unknown viral hemorrhagic fever in northern Uganda (yellow fever later diagnosed), discussions with the
Ministry of Health, MAAIF, and EPT partners identified the need for rapidly supplying PPE to prevent
disease transmission in hospitals and among teams conducting field investigations. This need was
communicated to DELIVER, who rapidly shipped an adequate supply of PPE that was distributed to field
locations in Uganda. Following the o utbreak, EPT partners worked with national governments and WHOAFRO to identify supplies in the regional stockpile that could be made available, an important first step in
improving regional supply chain management and strengthening outbreak response capacity.

PARTNERSHIPS AT THE REGIONAL/COUNTRY LEVEL
As described previously, RESPOND coordinates closely with five different types of partners:

Regional and global governing bodies: RESPOND strengthens collaboration with these regional
organizations, and works collaboratively with WHO, FAO, OIB, CDC, AU-IBAR and other regional
and global organizations to facilitate policy changes that positively affect the adoption of a One
Health approach to outbreak response.
National and local governments: RESPOND supports and strengthens inter-ministerial task forces
and coordinating bodies, and provides technical assistance and training to government staff to
improve communication, planning, and outbreak response.
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Universities and vocational schools: RESPOND will improve local universities' capacity to deliver
high quality curricula, working with all relevant government and international agencies to ensure that
training is consistent with national, regional and international guidelines and priorities.
Private sector: RESPOND works with PREVENT and PREDICT to develop nationally- and
regionally-appropriate best management practice recommendations.
Other EPT partners: RESPOND collaborates closely with the other projects in the Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program; these partners include IDENTIFY, PREVENT, and PREDICT.
For more information on how we coordinate with specific partners in each region, please refer back to the
narrative descriptions of sub-activities.

REPORTING
A number of forms of reporting are available to USAID Washington and Mission personnel to keep them
informed of project progress. These take the form of weekly, monthly and quarterly communications.
Table 4, below, outlines key messages, the host and audience of those messages and common forms of
reporting to USAID.
Table 4: RESPOND Reports

I

Key Reports

Host/Initiator

Audience

Reporting Method

Weekly Progress
reports

RESPOND Global Project
Director, Deputy Project
Director, and Regional
Directors

RESPOND Agreement Officer
Technical Representative

Weekly meetings in
person, in Washington,
DC, and Email

RESPOND Project
Quarterly Reports

RESPOND Project Director
and Regional Directors

USAID Washington, USAID incountry missions, EPT partners,
CDC and other international
health agencies.

Electronic and hard copy
report

Briefings as
requested by
missions

RESPOND Regional
Directors, accompanied by
short-term technical
assistance personnel

Country USAID missions

In person

Trip reports for
domestic and
international trips

RESPOND personnel

RESPOND Project Director or
Regional Directors

Email

Success Stories

RESPOND Project Director
and Regional Directors

Invitations to press
hearings, working
group meetings,
workshops,
trainings, etc.
Briefings about
field-based
activities, target
audience groups,
relevant
stakeholders,
grantees, etc.
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RESPOND Regional
Directors

Regional Director and the
technical team
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USAID Washington, USAID incountry missions
Point(s) of contact of each of the
partners in the Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program,
USAID missions, CDC and other
international health agencies.
RESPOND headquarters
technical team + short-term
technical assistance providers
visiting the region.

Electronic copy

Email or in person

Technical team meetings
(by phone)

I

Key Reports
Informational
briefings,
coordination of
activities,
meetings,
introductions, etc.
Requests for
international
travel, including a
Scope of Work of
the intended trip
activities,
expected results,
and proposed
travel itinerary.
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Host/Initiator

Audience

Reporting Method

Regional Directors and the
technical team

EPT projects or international
health agencies

As requested

RESPOND Operations
Manager

RESPOND Agreement Officer
Technical Representative /
Program Assistant

Email, with advance notice
of the desired departure
day.
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I

PROVISIONAL PERFORMANCE
MONITORING PLAN
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/ COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

1,2,3,4

Number of trainees

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1, 2,3,4

Percent change in trainee
knowledge (%)

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data;; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Trainees using gained
knowledge (%)

Assessment/survey conducted by M&E
team

Annual

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Number of stakeholder
meeting participants

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data;; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Number of lecture/presentation
participants

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data;; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2, 3,4

Linkage assessment

Assessment/survey conducted by M&E
team

Annual

Steve Peck

1

Number of milestones
achieved for networks

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Number of
networking/twinning/mentoring
exchanges

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data;; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Networking/twinning/mentoring
objectives achieved (%)

Assessment/survey conducted by M&E
team

Annual

Steve Peck
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I

PROJECT
OBJECTIVE
3

3

INDICATOR
Number of procedural and
structural improvements
implemented for outbreak
response capacity
Average time from first report
(national level) of suspected
disease to arrival of outbreak
response teams

DATA SOURCE/ COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMI$

Quarterly

Steve Peck

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMI$

Quarterly

Steve Peck

3

Percent of IDSR outbreak
response steps completed (%)

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Event rating (4= excellent to
1=poor)

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Event helped expand/clarify
One Health understanding

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMIS

Quarterly

Steve Peck

3

Campaign reach (estimate
people)

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/lnformation Officer
enters into TAMI$

Quarterly

Steve Peck

1,2,3,4

Number of RESPOND
created/modified materials
used

Grantee or sub-activity technical lead
provides data; M&E/ lnformation Officer
enters into TAMI$

Quarterly

Steve Peck
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I

ANNEX A: 2012 EXPECTED
RESULTS
Table 5, below, details our expected results for Year 3 of the project (FY 2012). As new sub-activities are
fi nalized in consultation with regional, country, and USAID stakeholders, these results will be updated as
needed.
Table 5: RESPOND Year 3 Expected Results
PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

PROJECT
ACTIVITY
1.1

Published, internationally accepted core competencies, stakeholder implementation
workshops

1.2

Network governance framework developed and supported, network coordinating office,
operating plan, secretariat and country coordinating committees established, network
governance framework (e.g., operations, communication) implemented, secretariat and
member capacity developed/strengthened to manage network, improved communication
and infrastructure, regional forum to create 10-year vision and mission held, One Health
professional development plan created, IT capabilities assessed, membership expansion
advocated, gender equality concepts promoted and documented, innovative pilot programs
identified and 2 developed/evaluated, network university partnerships/linkages
strengthened, increased understanding of/experience with One Health
concepts/approaches, skill gaps identified, curriculum , training courses and modules
reviewed/developed, improved field experience, teaching capacity and research capabilities
for junior faculty, new fields of study and career path identified, mentoring program
developed and mentor and faculty exchanges occur (with at least 8 faculty) , university
exchange visits. training courses delivered (10 participants); training of 75 university
students through university exchanges, field training, 2 Master program enrollees; 3
Certificate program enrollees, 10 national master trainers trained, institutional research
workshop (20-30 participants) conducted with each university in network, materials provided
for pilot schools

1.3

Regional conference (120 participants) of professional associations held, communication
mechanisms and in-service training program established, situation analysis
completed/disseminated.

1.4

No expected results for Year Three

1.5

Curriculum module and associated materials developed, health related field practical
exercise component developed, VPH residency program established, 7 workshops (95
trainees total), faculty(1) and student (1) trained at UMN, support 7 students enrolled in a
university Masters program, TOT for district/provincial staff, One Health training, mentoring
(fellow (1) and mentor(1) are supported), faculty/student mentorship exchanges occur,
monthly meetings, support wildlife expert position in AU-I BAR, Wildlife Health Specialist
Group established,

2.1

No expected results for Year Three

2.2

Best management practices (BMPs) developed and communicated

2.3

No expected results for Year Three

2.4

Organization and delivery of 6 pre-conference short courses, with 30 participants each, 4
plenary speakers deliver papers at the conference, scholarships for up to 100 FET students
to attend and deliver oral presentations at conference

3.1

Advocacy package developed, tech officer supports partners/states, country reps attend
2011 WHO/OIE/FAO mtg., One Health policy roadmap developed, conduct/evaluate natllevel outbreak simulations, IHR adopted by stakeholders, gap analysis completed, strategy
to strengthen coordination mechanisms is developed, validated, and adopted via 3 national

1

2

3
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PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

PROJECT
ACTIVITY

VEAR THREE EXPECTED RESULTS

workshops (30 attendees each), collaborative tools elaborated and adopted.

4

A-2

3.2

Tech advisor & lab advisor staffed in govt., needs assessment conducted,
curriculum/materials developed, veterinarians(5) trained in VPM, district-level training(30
trainees), master trainers (20) trained, peer educators (200) trained, PE manual developed;
PE training (20 trainees), M&E training & tool development; secretariat mgt and mentoring
skill building

3.3

Increased awareness/use of disease outbreak info and reporting sources via training

3.4

Continuing education program developed for ministries, review and improvement of existing
training materials, improvement of training and coursework, modified FETP development,
modified PDSR training curriculum/materials developed, pilot training workshops, PE
manual translated and pre-tested in French, partner capacity improved to train professionals
in PE and participatory impact assessment (PIA), AET program for 25-30 students, health
education and community outreach in 25-30 villages, 6 community educators trained, 5 TOT
workshop conducted for at least 50 trainers. short-term training courses delivered (50
trainees), 12 workshops (450 participants), mentoring and monitoring provided for field
projects, support for trainee involvement in outbreak investigation, 2-3 month field activities,
provision of communications and transport equipment to ministries, SOP for outbreak
investigation and response developed;

3.5

No expected results fo r Year Three

4.1

30 TUSK users trained, universities and government services are linked for intranet use,
TUSK user community supported

4.2

No expected results for Year Three

4.3

No expected results for Year Three
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ANNEX B: YEAR 3 CONCEPT
NOTES
This annex includes concept notes for all new sub-activities, as well as updated concept notes for those
sub-activities for which we have requested additional funding in Year 3. Table 6, below, summarizes the
concept notes included in this annex.
Table 6: New and Updated Concept Notes
Sub-Activity #

Title

Type

1.1.4 GL

Develop- EPT program-wide definition of One Health core competencies

Existing

1.2.1WC

Conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools

Existing

1.2.4 EC

OHCEA Network Development

New

1.2.4 GL

Network Development

New

1.2.5 EC

OHCEA Innovative Partnerships

New

1.5.1 WC

Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD)
module

Existing

1.5.4 EC

Residency-based knowledge partnership model for building veterinary public
health competence in Uganda
Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive
industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot reqions
Outbreak response support for newly emerging epidemics

New

Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at selected
provincial and district levels in Cambodia

New

2.2.1 GL
3.2.0 GL
3.4.7 SE
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Existing
Existing

I

RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ Additional Funding for an Existing Sub-activity
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.1.4 GL
Sub-activity name: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core
competencies
Partner lead: Tufts
Grantee: N/A

I.

FY2 APPROVED CONCEPT PAPER:

Goal: Catalyze the effective and efficient practice of the One Health approach by defining
competencies which, while building upon the foundation of multiple health-related disciplines,
primarily seek to strengthen the relationships and interdependencies between those disciplines.
Summary:
In short, this sub-activity aims to:
I) Gain clarity and understanding about the utility of One Health core competencies in the EPT
program.
2) Leverage existing competencies and competency models where possible, and develop new One
Health competencies where needed.
3) Reach consensus among the EPT program partners about accepted One Health core competencies.
4) Document and distribute the One Health core competencies in countries where RESPOND works
and with EPT partners.
5) Train mentors, trainers, supervisors, faculty and practitioners in the EPT program to evaluate and
coach the performance of One Health learners according to One Health competencies;
6) Transfer skills by training mentors, trainers, supervisors, faculty and practitioners (Training of
Trainers) of the EPT program in the US and implementing countries in the development and
adaptation of One Health competencies.

Definition of Competencies:
Competencies are general descriptions of the performance of a certain role or job in an
organization. Competencies are the knowledge, skills, abilities, personal characteristics and
other "worker-based" factors that help define a specific level of performance under
specified circumstances. Competencies clearly define the essential functions of a role or job,
and form the foundation for curriculum development, capacity building and performance
improvement.
Competencies are described in terms such that they can be measured. It's useful to compare
competencies to job descriptions. Job descriptions typically list the tasks or functions and
responsibilities for a role, whereas competencies list the abilities needed to conduct
those tasks or functions. Consequently, competencies are often used as a basis for training
by converting competencies to learning objectives. Those learning objectives are then used to
design learning and instructional materials that not only impart information about certain topics
but ensure that learners gain the knowledge, skills, abilities, personal characteristics and other
B-2
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"worker-based" factors that allow them to achieve the desired performance of their job or
role.
Background:

Health competencies have been developed by several groups and for a number of purposes,
namely for use in government, academic institutions, public health and professional
organizations. In the US, one of the earliest set of competencies was developed by the Public
Health Foundation. Subsequently, the CDC developed a set of competencies designed to be
achieved by Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) Officers. These competencies are designed to
capture the skills and knowledge of individuals who, having been trained in the EIS, will assume
mid to senior level positions in the US public health system, including leadership positions in
state health departments. EIS officers are expected to have attained competencies in the three
domains of epidemiologic process, communication and professionalism. Although these core
competencies have remained essentially the same for many years, others have been added to
reflect changing circumstances such as widespread use of computers. Underlying EIS
competencies is the assumption that the graduate will enter a public health agency where
sufficient human and technical resources are available to support conducting the ten essential
public health services (EPHS). The EIS graduate occupies a specialized niche within the agency
and typically has the luxury of being able to focus on the application of epidemiology to
preventing and controlling public health problems.
Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) competencies are based on the EIS model, but are
designed for delivery to individuals who will assume mid to senior level positions in public
health systems in countries where epidemiologic resources and skills are often lacking.
Although epidemiologic methods and communication also form the core of these
competencies, additional competencies have been added to reflect the need for a broader range
of skills among these trainees. The additional competencies include use of laboratory resources
to support epidemiologic activities; managing field projects, staff and resources; application of
simple tools for economic analysis; and training and mentoring public health professionals.
These competencies do not presume the same range of resources as are available to EIS
graduates. They reflect the fact that laboratory support of epidemiologic practice is often
lacking, that resources are scarce and must be used efficiently, and that there is a great need to
build human capacity in applied epidemiology by training and mentoring others.
Both EIS and FETP competencies are designed to be applied specifically to improving the health
of human populations. Veterinary medical and PhD level graduates of EIS and FETP programs
often seek professional em ployment in agencies other than human health which are dedicated
to agriculture or the environment, agencies that support but are not dedicated solely to the
health of human populations. For this reason, standard competencies should be adapted to the
career choices of these graduates.
The Council on Linkages between Academic and Public Health Practice also developed core
competencies for public health professionals that were designed for use by public health
practitioners, employers, and educators. The Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists
(CSTE) and the CDC have applied these broad competencies to the work of epidemiologists in
governmental public health agencies, defining four tiers of responsibility -- entry-level, mid-level,
supervisory, and senior scientist/researcher.
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In summary, population health competencies have been designed with one objective in mind the improvement of human health. RESPOND ascribes to the concept that human, animal and
environmental/ecosystem health is irrevocably linked, and that the health of all three must be
considered when identifying, investigating and responding to outbreaks of emerging and
normative diseases with program and policy measures.
Furthermore, the current working definition of a public health system reveals that, whereas
governmental agencies may constitute the system's core, numerous other entities - the private
sector, academic, the health sector, media, policy makers, and others - collectively support that
system through the work they do. It stands to reason then, that population health can only be
achieved by the collective action of stakeholders from multiple disciplines with a range of skills,
working at all levels. The goal of RESPOND, with its emphasis on education and training of
university students and community-level responders, can only be achieved by casting a broader
competency net than currently exists.
Ensuring that the knowledge and skills of each discipline are applied to the practice of One
Health requires that competencies reflect tasks/functions that encourage and support sharing of
information, knowledge, data and skills, and collaboration to solve common challenges. As such,
there may be a core group of competencies that are shared by all partners as well as more
specific competencies that are shared by subgroups of partners.

Proposed implementation design:
Objective

Performance
targets/indicators

Assumptions and
risks

RESPOND will have catalyzed the
development of a set of One Health core
competencies;

Published and
distributed One Health
core competencies

RESPOND receives
adequate funding for
this sub-activity.

Competencies have
been adopted and are in
use in population health
systems and population
health practice

Agreement can be
reached about the
scope, approach and
design of the subactivity.

A published and globally
distributed set of tools.

RESPOND receives
adequate funding for
this sub-activity.

RESPOND will have catalyzed the
development of tools to support
competencies in the following ways:
- the development of performance-based
One Health training curricula with
measurable objectives and targeted
content delivery
- the review of existing population health
training curricula of institutions of higher
learning, in-service professional
B-4
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Agreement can be
reached about the
scope, approach and
design of the subactivity.

Objective

Performance
targets/i ndi cato rs

Assumptions and
risks

One Health competencies will be used by
EPT as a framework for developing
education and training modules, courses
and programs;

One Health
competencies
mentioned by name in
the materials developed.

Willingness of EPT
projects to use the
One Health
competencies.

One Health competencies will by used by
EPT staff as a benchmark with which to
measure effectiveness of One Health
approach, e.g., in the development of
career track positions, etc.

One Health
competencies
mentioned by name in
the measurement tools
used.

One Health
competencies are
accepted by
RESPOND M&E staff.

development training and/or community
level training
- the measurement and evaluation of the
impact of One Health training courses and
how they contribute to the desired One
Health core competencies.
- the training of mentors, trainers,
supervisors and faculty to evaluate and
coach the performance of students and
other One Health learners
- the training of mentors, trainers,
supervisors, faculty and practitioners in the
EPT program in the development and
adaptation of One Health competencies
that are useful to their own context.

One Health
competencies will
continue to be used
after RESPOND has
ended.

Proposed activities (within the allocated budget)
Activity

Check-in point

•

X

•
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Activity

•

Invite, recruit, contract team members / clarify roles and responsibilities.

•

Define the scope of the competencies. Examples:
a) for community-level, vs. in-service professional training vs. higher learning
(or some combination of these)
b) for disease surveillance and response
c) for Public Health in general
d) for the various disciplines that conform a One Health approach
e) for the interdisciplinary collaboration of a One Health approach
Determine the approach we'll use for defining the competencies.
Examples:
a) Skills Approach
b) Life-skills Approach
c) Competency based Approach
d) Integrative Approach
e) lnterprofessional / Interdisciplinary Approach
f) Bayesian methodologies
Research existing resources (literature review) that match / fit the scope
and approach defined above.
Draft initial One Health core competencies and tools

•

•
•

•

Check-in point

X

X

X

•

Share first draft with the RESPOND regional offices+ instructions for
pilot testing
Conduct a first meeting to review, discuss, involve broader stakeholders

•

Refine and improve the One Health core competencies and tools

X

•

Design a workshop/ training with objective to involve broader
stakeholder groups.
Pilot test the workshop / training internal to RESPOND.

X

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain feedback and incorporate findings about the usefulness and
appropriateness of the One Health core competencies and tools
Finalize design of workshop / training

X

Deliver the workshop/ training
Consider and integrate the lessons learned / feedback from workshop /
training
Finalize One Health core competencies and tools
Publish and disseminate One Health core competencies and tool at
international conferences and internationally recognized and relevant
professional associations.

Proposed activities (which are considered necessary, and require additional budget
allocations)
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Activity

Check-in point

•

Design and develop a Training of Trainers (ToT) workshop or training
course with the objective to teach One Health competency
development, adaptation and evaluation
Implement (deliver the ToT as a pilot test),, evaluate, and revise it

X

Deliver the ToT workshop

X

Finalize and distribute ToT curriculum

X

•
•
•

X

FYJ NEW CONCEPT PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING:
Introduction:
II.

EPT and other Partners:
(Does the activity include working with other partners (e.g. EPT, AFENET etc). If so please
write a few sentences to describe how you envision the roles of these partners.)
Africa only: (Any sub-activity in Africa, especially involving training, explain how this activity is
being coordinated with OHCEA. USAID does not want us to do parallel activities and they
want to make sure that we are supporting our cornerstone strategy. If the sub-activity does not
link with OHCEA, please justify why not, and include options for developing future linkages)
The proposed activities support the One Health Competencies Team (which comprises EPT
partners and is led by Tufts and TRG of RESPOND) to take final competencies "to the field,"
first as a pilot project and then in final form. One Health competencies may vary somewhat by
culture, therefore a "one-size fits all" approach may not be appropriate and roll-out activities
are planned for both Central and East Africa and Southeast Asia. The intended audience for
training comprises the following:
• individuals who will adopt and adapt One Health competencies for curriculum development
at academic institutions and for in-service workshops,
• individuals who will supervise recipients of One Health education and training in
professional positions at all levels of government,
• individuals who will train future end-users of One Health competencies (senior
administrators and faculty members at academic institutions, senior administrators and
supervisors at all levels of government in ministries of health, agriculture, environment and
related agencies).

Goal:
Governments in Africa and Asia will effectively and efficiently prevent and control emerging
infectious diseases, particularly zoonoses, by employing and supervising individuals whose
education, training and job performance has been framed by culturally appropriate One Health
competencies.

Objectives:
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NB: These refer to two tiers of OH Competencies Implementation: To T workshops delivered by EPT
partners to small groups of trainers, and Implementation workshops delivered by trainers to end-users
in academic and the public sector
I. By March 2012 finalize plans for implementation and evaluation of Tot workshops
2. By April 2012 finalize plans for delivery of Implementation workshops
3. By July 20 IO deliver and evaluate output of Tot and Implementation workshops in
Central and East Africa and Southeast Asia

Activities:
I. Hold two meetings with OHCEA (one in English, one in French) and one in Southeast
Asia One Health Network focal persons and deans to solicit members' input on the
proposed One Health Implementation and ToT workshops (content, intended audience,
venues, timing), and revise plans for both types of sessions Uanuary 2012)
2. Develop a Training-of-Trainers (ToT) workshop, pilot test it twice in Central and East
Africa and once in Southeast Asia, and revise (March 2012)
3. Hold I to 2 ToT workshops each in Central and East Africa and Southeast Asia (May
2012)
4. Trainers will hold 2-3 Implementation workshops each in Central and East Africa and
Southeast Asia Uune 2012)
5. With in-country partners, develop evaluation plan to measure output, outcomes and
impact of One Health Competencies
Expected Outcome:
• All institutional members of OH-CEA, and the Southeast Asia One Health Network, will
have initiated activities required to implement One Health Competencies in their
academic and in-service curricula;
The public sector in Central and East African and Southeast Asian countries will have initiated
activities to develop new job descriptions, career tracks, or revise existing ones to incorporate
One Health competencies.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ Additional Funding for an Existing Sub-activity
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.2.1 WC
Sub-activity name: Conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and
vocational schools
Partner lead: Tufts
Grantee: UNILU, UNIKIN, ISTM
Ill.

FY2 APPROVED CONCEPT PAPER:

Introduction
One of RESPOND's mandates is to work with in-country partner educational institutions to
improve their capacity to graduate competent health professionals. The majority of
RESPOND's support to educational institutions is being directed through a partnership with
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA). Institutions of Higher Education in the DRC
have lacked adequate funding for over two decades and this has and continues to impact
negatively on the health sector. This specific sub-activity providing support to key institutions
involved with health education in DRC will partially help to bridge the gap between DRC
OHCEA member institutions and those in other member countries.

EPT and other Partners
This sub-activity will be implemented in concert with OCHEA activities and seek to build
linkages with other relevant educational institutions in the region.

Goal
To increase the capacity of participating DRC educational institutions by:

Objectives
I) To strengthen institutional relationships between both relevant national institutions and
regional institutions,
2) To build capacity of junior faculty,
3) To facilitate the design and preparation of programs leading to new career paths to address
the needs for effective disease surveillance and outbreak investigation and response,
4) To conduct minor infrastructure repairs to existing buildings, and
S) To ensure that gender issues and gender equity are included in all aspects of the sub-activity.

Activities
I. Develop collaborative relationships with government, NGOs and academic entities
a. Organize consensus meetings and information visits;
b. Provide communication means to male and female faculty and students to
connect regularly with partner entities;
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2.

3.

4.

5.

c. Strengthen and expand relationships with regional institutions (e.g. $ACIDS Southern Africa Center for Infectious Disease Surveillance, South African's
universities, HEALTH Alliance) within the framework of OHCEA.
Develop among male and female student and junior faculty leadership and professional
skills, particularly updated teaching competencies:
a. Facilitate the pairing of male and female junior faculties (Chefs de Travaux) with
male and female senior professors from RESPOND partners and regional
universities to provide coaching opportunities to assure academic progress of
junior faculties and the development of leadership skills to lead new programs;
b. Conduct institutional research (quality assurance) activities to strengthen
collaboration between participating institutions (academic and development
entities from the public and private sectors);
c. Support One Health related operations research supported by paired faculty
with the participation of students under their supervision;
d. Facilitate junior faculty access to the Center for Enhancement of Learning and
Teaching (CELT) and Training and Resource Group (TRG) resources.
Facilitate the establishment of programs leading to new career paths:
a. Visit partner universities with programs leading to new career paths of interest
to DRC to learn from their experiences and assess opportunities for
collaboration;
b. Assess the opportunity to develop new programs leading to new career paths of
interest to DRC;
c. Facilitate the exchange of faculty between academic institutions.
Ensure that gender issues and gender equity are included in all aspects of the grant:
a. Endeavor to achieve gender balance in the identification of candidates,
b. Facilitate gender sensitive content in all material,
c. Support inclusion on gender awareness and gender specific research protocols
d. Strengthen access to technology to both male and female academics and
students
Ensure access to internet services within basic work stations
a. Support access to internet service provides
b. Conduct minor repairs to key work areas

Expected Outcome
a. High level officials (e.g. Deans) from the grantee institutions will have met in person with
counterparts from participating universities;
b. Exchange of faculty between universities has occurred;
c. A report on the opportunity to establish at least one new program leading to a new career
path related to outbreak investigation and response will have been produced;
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d. Reliable communication means have been made available to male and female faculty and
students;
e. Gender awareness and the impact of gender issues in the development of One Health
programs will have been documented
f.

Male and female student and faculty have been able to access the internet daily, and
interact with communities of practice and education across partnering academic
institutions using tools such as TUSK;

g. All male and female faculty teaching at grantee institutions have accessed resources
available at Training and Resource Group (TRG) and Center for Enhancement of Learning
and Teaching (CELT) in the development of their class materials, syllabus and curricula;
h. Paired faculties have had opportunities to visit universities participating in the twinning
program;
i.

Opportunities for collaboration with each university participating in the twinning program
have been documented.

IV.

FYJ NEW CONCEPT PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING

Introduction:
One of RESPOND's mandates is to work with in-country partner educational institutions to
improve their capacity to graduate competent health professionals. The majority of
RESPOND's support to educational institutions is being directed through a partnership with
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA). Institutions of Higher Education in the DRC
have lacked adequate funding for over two decades and this has and continues to impact
negatively on the health sector. This specific sub-activity providing support to key institutions
involved with health education in DRC will partially help to bridge the gap between DRC
OHCEA member institutions and those in other member countries.
In Year 3 RESPOND will: I) collaborate closely with the Ministry of Higher Education to
identify One Health-related skill gaps in government ministries and identify ways to fill these
gaps while providing new opportunities for career advancement for veterinarians and medical
personnel; 2) continue the coaching process of junior faculty from participating schools,
including providing more field work opportunities for outbreak response practice; and
participation of junior faculty in short term (less than 612 months) training program in the
United States and other countries within the region; 3) facilitate in-person meetings between
mentors and paired junior faculty members from participating DRC schools through visits to
the US or to DRC and participation in international conferences; 4) continue institutional
relationship-building with partner institutions of OHCEA countries; 5) facilitate further
meetings of academic and higher education officials from DRC with RESPOND university
partner officials; 6) continue to build institutional research (quality assurance) capacity within
academic institutions in DRC and the region

EPT and other Partners:
The majority of RESPOND's capacity building activities targeting educational institutions is
directed through a partnership with One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA). This
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activity will eventually be integrated into OHCEA work. This specific sub-activity will, in concert
with OHCEA activities, build linkages with other relevant educational institutions in the region,
and fund participating universities and vocational schools from the DRC improve their teaching
and research capacity through mentorship and coaching by senior professors from RESPOND
university partners and institutions from OH CEA countries. Further, it will help bridge the
longstanding resource gap between DRC OHCEA member institutions and those in other
member countries. For this sub-activity, RESPOND will leverage human resources available
from PREDICT partners (UC Davis, GVFI, Wildlife Conservation Society, and EcoHealth AllianceO to
provide faculty from DRC and the region for more coaching and mentoring opportunities.
Goal:

Under this sub-activity, junior faculty from DRC participating institutions will improve their
teaching and research capacity through mentorship and coaching by senior professors from
RESPOND and PREDICT university partners. Further, institutional relationships between DRC
participating institutions and other OHCEA members will be enhanced in order to facilitate
regional academic exchanges.

Objectives:
I) To strengthen institutional relationships between both relevant national and regional
academic institutions.
2) To build capacity of junior faculty.
3) To facilitate the design and preparation of programs leading to new career paths to address
the needs for effective disease surveillance and outbreak investigation and response.
4) To improve educational quality at academic institution in DRC and the region,.
5) To conduct minor infrastructure repairs to existing buildings.
6) Strengthen relationships between universities and government disease surveillance and
response entities,.
7) To ensure that gender issues and gender equity are included in all aspects of the sub-activity.

Activities:
I) Continue institutional relationship building with partner universities (US and OHCEA).
2) Start the implementation process of developing new career fields in close collaboration with
the Ministry of Higher Education.
3) Continue the coaching process of junior faculty from participating schools with more field
work opportunities for outbreak response practice and participating in short term (less than
6 12 month long) training programs.
4) Facilitate meetings in person between mentors and paired junior faculties from DRC
participating schools through visits to the US or to DRC and participation in international
conferences;.
5) Build capacity in institutional research (quality assurance);).
6) Organize a consensus building workshop on One Health concept to further introduce the
strategy in academic institutions;.
7) Facilitate collaboration between academia and government entities through meetings,
workshops and working groups

Expected Outcome:
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I .One Health-related skill gaps are identified and processes for establishing new fields of study
to bridge the gap are initiated.
2. Programs leading to new career paths are initiated at UNILU and UNIKIN.
3. Paired junior faculty participants are exposed to more field experience and have improved
their capacity to teach and conduct research.
4. Mechanisms are in place to facilitate collaboration between academia and government.
5.lnstitutional relationships are strengthened and expanded to include more schools in the
region (e.g. Regional Public Health School - CIESPAC/Congo-, Ecole de Faune de Garoua and
Universite des Montagnes in Cameroon), and OHCEA member schools and EPT university
partners.
6. Schools in DRC and Cameroon have been familiarized with institutional research method to
implement quality assurance programs.
?.Gender awareness and the impact of gender issues in the development of One Health
programs will have been documented
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ New Sub-activity Funding
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.2.4 EC
Sub-activity name: OHCEA Network Development
Partner lead: Tufts
Grantee: OHCEA
Introduction:
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) is a new partnership aimed at providing a
conceptual home for One Health activities in the Congo Basin. The current OHCEA
membership consists of Deans and faculty representing 14 Schools of Public Health and
Veterinary Medicine in six countries - D emocratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Ethiopia,
Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda.
This concept note focuses on strengthening OHCEA member institutions, and their faculty, so
that they are better able to participate in network activities and enhance and maintain the
quality of their programs. In particular this sub-activity will support OHCEA member
institutions as they revise and develop new curriculum, and improve their delivery of in-service
and pre-service training. These activities will build on previously initiated activities, namely:
•

TUSK: Prior to RESPOND, Tufts supported the installation of TUSK at Makerere
University School of Public Health (Uganda), University of Nairobi (Kenya), and
Muhimbili College of Health Sciences (Tanzania). In YI and Y2 RESPOND undertook
assessments of IT infrastructure and human resources at Makerere University (Uganda),
University of Kinshasa (DRC) and University of Lubumbashi (DRC). These assessments
demonstrated high interest in expanding capacity for using technologies such as TUSK in
the classroom. With Y2 RESPOND funding, new servers were installed and facilities
upgraded in all three universities, and a new version of TUSK was rolled out at
Makerere University along with user support training at both the School of Public
H ealth and School of Veterinary Medicine. Further, in Y2 veterinary and public
laboratories located in Kinshasa and Lubumbashi were connected to University of
Lubumbashi (UNILU) and University of Kinshasa via the intranet. In Y3, TUSK will be
implemented in DRC (sub-activity 4.1.2 WC) and additional assessments of IT
infrastructure and human resources will be undertaken at remaining OHCEA countries
in preparation for TUSK roll out (outlined below).

•

Institutional quality assurance capacity building workshops: In Y2 RESPOND supported a
workshop on quality assurance (QA) in two institutions: UNILU (Public Health and
Veterinary Schools) and ISTM Lubumbashi, in the DRC (sub-activity 1.2. I WC). The
purpose of the workshop was to provide individuals at participating institutions with an
understanding of institutional quality assurance, as well as provide training in appropriate
QA techniques. The ultimate goal was to enable participating institutions to create an
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Institutional QA office within their school/University. In Y3, these workshops will be
adapted and implemented in each of the r emaining countries in the OHCEA network
(outlined below).The activities will also be expanded to include other veterinary schools,
public health institutions and schools of nursing with the aim of developing common
indicators across similar schools in each region.

EPT and other Partners:
OHCEA institutions

Goal:
To strengthen OHCEA member institutions, and their faculty, so that they are better able to
participate in network activities, and enhance and maintain the quality of their programs.

Objectives:
I. To conduct an assessment of IT infrastructure and human resources at remaining OH CEA
member institutions;
2. To develop an implementation plan for the roll out of TUSK and associated user support
training at all institutions;
3. To adapt and implement a series of institutional quality assurance workshops in OHCEA
member countries.

Activities:
Under this sub-activity RESPOND will:
I. Conduct an assessment of University IT infrastructure and human resources at OHCEA
member institutions in Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, and Tanzania in order to develop an
implementation plan for the roll out TUSK and other educational technologies. These
technologies will be used to support curriculum co-development, course content sharing
and distance learning across the network.
2. Implement 3-day institutional quality assurance (QA) capacity building workshops in
Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda and 3-day follow up workshop in the DRC
at the participating institutions. Workshops will be tailored to the country and involve
relevant representatives from each OHCEA member institution (School of Public Health
and School of Veterinary Medicine). The Minister for Higher Education will be invited as
recommended by each country.

Expected Outcomes:
I . Plan for roll out of TUSK across OH CEA network based on institutional needs
2. OHCEA institutions with expanded capacity to undertake quality assurance activities.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ New Sub-activity Funding
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.2.4 GL
Sub-activity name: Network Development
Partner lead: DAI
Grantee: N/A
Background
In order for a One Health philosophy to be firmly embedded in all levels of society, it is vital
that concerted efforts are made to establish and maintain strong linkages between many
different disciplines including, but not limited to public, veterinary and environmental health, the
social sciences and others. Moving towards a One Health approach to investigate, respond to,
and counter existing and future emerging infectious disease threats is the overarching goal of
the EPT program. This requires commitment at the international, regional, national, and local
levels. Therefore our strategy is to develop and support a regional One Health network based
upon government and university partnerships. The network will leverage existing capacity to
strengthen and sustain public health infrastructure and outbreak response capability, build upon
the framework of existing linkages between government and universities throughout the region,
and identify and respond to areas of One Health capacity-building need. RESPOND's
consortium partners, University of Minnesota and Tufts University, will work together
synergistically to provide technical support to the newly created university networks and its
members.
RESPOND's vision involves "sustainable One Health university networks that will provide
trained leadership, ongoing capacity building, and technical support to governments in the
development and strengthening of a cross disciplinary, trans-boundary approach to emerging
infectious disease outbreak response and surveillance in their respective regions." Our belief is
that this will take ten years to achieve. It is essential to note that this vision needs to be
endorsed and supported by the Deans of the network member universities and therefore this
may be altered to reflect their views once the networked is formed and functional.

Introduction:
In year 2 RESPOND supported the establishment of two regional One Health University
Networks- one in the Congo Basin and one in Southeast Asia, with work continuing in year 3.
Development of robust university networks- able to effectively and efficiently pursue their
programmatic missions- requires attention to the organizational development of the networks
as well as to the work they are doing. Issues including network membership, governance and
decision making, management, and communication must be worked through early in the life of
the network in order to develop trust and foster collaboration amongst network members
In Year 3 RESPOND will further develop a framework for strengthening network development
and activities. While the framework concept will be developed at the global level,
implementation will be contextualized at the regional level. Activities will be designed to ensure
common vision for the network across its member universities, to assure that governance
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mechanisms are in place to support and to strengthen collaboration within the network and the
link with the US-based partner universities. Activities may include assessment of and support to
the network and its members and strengthening of individual universities and collective network
program initiatives,
The networks will require continued support from RESPOND to develop further in year 3. The
institutions that form the networks will be challenged to overcome disciplinary and professional
restrictions and to establish innovative approaches to planning, modeling and implementing a
cross-disciplinary cross-sectoral One Health Approach.
This concept note provides an overview of how the university networks will be developed and
sustained as supported by RESPOND.

EPT and other Partners:
OHCEA, OHSEA

Goal:
Long-term organizational sustainability of regional One Health university networks to transform
the workforce by developing One Health professionals.

Objectives:
I. Network governance mechanisms are established to ensure effective decision-making and
communications within the network and amongst network members and at completing
Respond project deliverables
2. Networks are able to support the interaction and collaboration among University partners
both within and outside the network
3. A foundation is laid to ensure network sustainability beyond the life of RESPOND.

Activities:
I. RESPOND and the networks develop a strategy for network development to meet
identified needs of network members and USAID/RESPOND.
2. RESPOND regional offices and network leadership define a development plan aligned with
the intersection of their respective needs.
3. RESPOND supports the establishment of governance structures with network leadership.
4. RESPOND supports network leadership to assure a network-wide understanding of these
mechanisms, including how the network is intended to function, the services it is intended
to provide to member universities, the roles, and tenure of network leadership and decision
making authorities as among members and as between members and Secretariat.
5. RESPOND will work with network members to develop an Operations Manual and an
external communication plan and such other documents as required to support their
operations.
6. RESPOND will assist networks to develop and strengthen member and Secretariat capacity
to conduct, administer and manage the network.
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7. RESPOND will support the network to develop a vision and plan for the development of
the One Health Professional, including but not limited to:
a. Facilitate a process to develop a shared vision of the one health professional and the
systems required to ensure optimal performance.
b. Identify key variables needed to drive transformational change.
c. Plan for the development of that professional and transformation of the systems
necessary to enable trained One Health workers.

Expected Outcomes:
I. Networks have established functional governance and management mechanisms;
2. Network members share a common vision and understanding of the roles of the networks,
individual members and RESPOND.;
3. Network members are collaborating and communicating effectively;
4. Self-sustaining university networks whose members work collaboratively to develop One
Health professionals across disciplines.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ New Sub-activity Funding
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.2.5 EC
Sub-activity name: OHCEA Innovative Partnerships
Partner lead: DAI
Grantee: Individual OHCEA institutions TBD

Introduction:
RESPOND's approach to network development has three key components: (I) network
establishment and initiation to move from concept to activity within the network (subactivity 1.2.3 EC); (2) organizational development to create sustainable systems and
partnerships (sub-activity 1.2.4 GL and 1.2.4 EC); and (3) this Innovative Partnerships
component to identify, develop and leverage successful partnership models between RESPOND
and individual or multiple OHCEA institutions supporting creative One Health activities which
can be expanded or shared across the network.

Through this sub-activity, RESPOND university partners and individual and/or multiple OHCEA
schools will work together to identify innovative programs and or ideas for programs that can
be developed and expanded to operationalize One Health approaches and or concepts. To
achieve this, RESPOND partner universities will work directly with OHCEA schools in each
country to foster communication and collaboration across and between the human and animal
health schools, identify innovative programs at each school, and share innovative models from
across OHCEA and around the globe.
Innovative Partnerships help advance the OH CEA network through a combination of modeling
One Health innovation and work for the network, fostering the cross-network partnerships
and collaboration at the institution level and faculty level that are essential to network
sustainability, and seeding the formation of innovative new programs that can then form the
foundation for seeking further funding and providing longer-term sustainability beyond
RESPOND.
EPT and other Partners:
OHCEA member schools, potential for partnering with other EPT programs, INGOs and
networks
Goal:
Implement innovative One Health activities through grants and or direct assistance activities to
universities in the OHCEA network.
Objectives:
I. Work with OHCEA universities to identify innovative programs that will foster partnerships

across disciplines and the network.
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2. Administer grants and or direct assistance funds to pilot innovative One Health programs at
OHCEA institutions.
3. Further strengthen One Health linkages between OHCEA network university personnel.

Activities:
I. US partner university faculty work with faculty at OHCEA partner universities to identify
innovative training programs to pilot and or strengthen which incorporate an applied, crossdisciplinary approach.
2. Example pilot activities already discussed with OHCEA schools include;
a. Development of a combined nursing and veterinary field experience / field
attachment
b. Development of a practical hands-on field pathology course module
c. Fostering faculty exchanges to put different disciplines together in a teaching format
(eg. having vet or nurse provide lectures/ courses on zoonotic disease at a school of
public health)
d. Modular course co-development across RESPOND regions, including bi-lingual
delivery and course materials
e. Development of a "global" MPH course/ program
3. Evaluate Innovative Partnership programs mid-year to identify successes and areas for
expansion to other schools and regions.

Expected Outcomes:
I. Improved linkages among OHCEA network universities;
2. At least two pilot innovative One Health programs involving cross-school, cross-university
or cross- network partnerships are implemented.
3. Increased understanding of, and hands-on experience with One Health concepts and
approaches;
4. Successful activities that can be replicated across the RESPOND regions.
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RESPOND Concept Paper

FYJ Additional Funding for an Existing Sub-activity
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.5.1 WC
Sub-activity name: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and
field workshops using the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease (WILD)
module
Partner lead: Tufts
Grantee:
V.

FY2 APPROVED CONCEPT PAPER:

Introduction:
The African Union lnterAfrican Bureau for Animal Resources (AU-IBAR) is a specialized
technical office with the mandate to support and coordinate the utilization of livestock, fisheries
and wildlife as resources for both human wellbeing and economic development in the Member
States of the African Union (AU). A major component of the AU-I BAR mandate is the control
of transboundary animal diseases and zoonoses. AU-I BAR works at continental and regional
levels, through the regional economic communities, and with other regional bodies as key
partners. AU-IBAR has unique convening power, is a critical instrument for advocacy, and by
facilitating transboundary and r egional collaboration, has spearheaded the eradication of
rinderpest from the continent.
Through the EU-funded Support Programme for Integrated N ational Action Plans against Avian
and Human Influenza (SPINAP-AHI), which ended this year, AU-IBAR brought professionals
from different sectors together in a One Health consistent approach. In the process, AU-I BAR
identified the critical lack of wildlife health capacity on the continent, and recognized the need
to further strengthen cross-border coordination for the prevention and control of disease. AUi BAR is now working to strengthen the skills of wildlife health professionals in Africa, and
supporting the development of an Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism (IRCM) within
the regional economic communities (RECs) to institutionalize disease prevention and control
efforts.
To assist AU-I BAR in these efforts, RESPOND will provide support for the following activities:
•

•

•

•
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Adapt the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease module (developed by FAOEMPRES Wildlife Unit and the Zoological Society of London for the FETP-V Thailand)
for regional use within Africa;
Provide technical experts (regional as well as international experts e.g. Royal Veterinary
College, RESPOND partners and subgrantees, and other interested stakeholders) to
deliver the WILD training module and mentor trainees;
Continue country specific manual, distance learning and curriculum development for the
training, in collaboration with AU IBAR, country experts, RESPOND partners and
subgrantees, and other interested stakeholders;
Hold four WILD didactic training workshops, based in RECs, with at least three
participants from each EPT target country in Africa;
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•

Integrate WILD trainees into wildlife health monitoring, disease surveillance, and
research activities in EPT countries, to strengthen applied skills and knowledge, and with
the primary objective of achieving capacity for long term wildlife health monitoring,
disease surveillance, and outbreak investigation ;
• Provide partial support for the wildlife expert post in AU-I BAR for a limited period
(propose one year renewable, depending on performance), with the primary role to
coordinate and support WILD training and RESPOND EPT country engagement and
implementation through the AU political and technical offices;
• Administer the WILD training logistics - identify and liaise with in-country participants,
and handle politics, travel, per di ems and official reporting of the outcomes of the
meetings;
• Help develop a UNEP-IUCN Species Survival Commission Wildlife Health Specialist
Group (WHO/FAO/OIE/UNEP recognised experts) in the EPT countries as the
biodiversity/environment professional contribution to the One Health approach. This
would be in support of joint initiatives on emerging disease and major disease outbreaks
and the developing IRCM.
• Support development of linkages between IRCM and the International Health
Regulations, as well as linkages between AU-I BAR and the One Health Central and East
Africa (OHCEA) Network.
The first of the four proposed workshops has been organized by AU-IBAR and the FAOEMPRES Wildlife Unit for the week of November 22, 20 I 0, in South Africa. Due to scheduling
limitations for FAO-EMPRES personnel, it is critical that Dr. Richard Kock (Zoological Society
of London) deliver the training. RESPOND requests fast-track approval for support of Dr.
Keck's travel and time to deliver this training.

VI.

FYJ NEW CONCEPT PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING:

Introduction:
The shortage of wildlife health specialists in Africa was identified by AU-IBAR and OHCEA as
one of a significant constraint to operationalizing the One H ealth approach in Africa. Enabling
trainees to use their skills to support wildlife health monitoring and disease surveillance within
national frameworks is a critical part of supporting career path development and transforming
practices. AU-IBAR works to strengthen the skills of wildlife health professionals in Africa, and
is supporting the implementation of an Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism (IRCM)
within the regional economic communities to institutionalize disease prevention and control
efforts. AU-I BAR is considering institutionalization of WILD as part of professional health
training across the African continent.
In Y2, and in coordination with AU-I BAR, RESPOND supported the adaptation of WILD to the
African context ("WILD I") and delivery of the first workshop in Rwanda in July 20 I I . This
workshop, which focused on savannah ecosystems, involved 24 participants from the ministries
responsible for human, livestock and wildlife health from IO countries. The workshop focused
on the concept of One Health, its various interventions and the role of each stakeholder
involved in human, livestock and wildlife health. It also emphasized the role of wildlife and the
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environment in a one health approach and underscored the importance of interface in diseases
surveillance. Using roll-over funds from Y2 and additional funds in year 3, RESPOND will
support a similar WILD I training in additional (which two countries?) 2 EPT countries, aimed
at ministerial staff in countries with forest and savanna ecosystems.
These modules will focus specifically on national and transboundary needs of One Health teams,
looking at locally important infectious diseases and ecosystems of concern, building more
strongly on clinical skills of wildlife health professionals (e.g. capture and sampling of priority
wildlife species) and their integration with or into the veterinary and public health sectors
(WILD 2).

EPT and other Partners:
Under this sub activity, RESPOND will work closely with FAO-EMPRES wildlife unit, PREDICT,
and IDENTIFY. PREDICT and IDENTIFY will provide expert for the trainings.

Goal:
Using a One Health approach, strengthen the skills of wildlife health professionals in Africa,
strengthen cross border coordination and emphasize the role of interfacing between wildlife,
human livestock and environment in disease monitoring and surveillance.

Objectives:
•
•
•

Improve wildlife health monitoring and disease surveillance within the context of One
Health
Build the capacity of participating countries for long term wildlife health monitoring,
disease surveillance, and outbreak investigation
Improve and promote multi-sectoral and multidisciplinary collaboration in the
management of zoonotic diseases and ecosystem related issues.

Activities:
•
•
•

•
•

•
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Continue to adapt the Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease module for regional
use in two other EPT African countries.
Continue to provide technical experts to deliver the WILD training module and mentor
trainees;
Continue country specific manual, distance learning and curriculum development for the
training, in collaboration with AU IBAR, country experts, RESPOND partners and
subgrantees, and other interested stakeholders;
Hold two more WILD didactic training workshops, based in RECs, with at least three
participants from each EPT target country in Africa;
Integrate WILD trainees into wildlife health monitoring, disease surveillance, and
research activities in EPT countries, to strengthen applied skills and knowledge, and with
the primary objective of achieving capacity for long term wildlife health monitoring,
disease surveillance, and outbreak investigation
Support the Preparation of WILD module publication by FAO in collaboration with AUi BAR that can be adopted by other countries.
ANNEX B: YEAR 3 CONCEPT NOTES

Expected Outcome:
•

Two didactic and experiential WILD training workshops conducted in two other EPT
countries.

•

WILD trainees integrated into wildlife health monitoring and disease surveillance
activities in EPT countries where training has been conducted.

•
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Revised WILD module publication available in both electronic and hard copy formats.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ New Sub-activity Funding
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.5.4 EC
Sub-activity name: Residency based knowledge partnership model for building
veterinary public health competence in Uganda
Partner lead: UMN
Grantee: Makerere College of Veterinary Medicine
Introduction:
Through a combination of direct assistance and a grant to Makerere University, RESPOND will
help develop a residency-based program in Veterinary Public H ealth (VPH) at Makerere
University's College of Veterinary Medicine (CVM). Using best practices and techniques from a
unique VPH r esidency program at the University of Minnesota (UMN), the Makerere CVM is
interested in adapting a similar residency program as a means of strengthening its programs to
become a leading institution in meeting regional workforce needs for applied problem solving in
public health, zoonotic disease, food security and development.
Modeled on a clinical residency, a resident spends 75% of their time working on practical
problems in public health through paid partnerships with industry, government and academia,
with the remaining 25% of their time spent in traditional learning environments earning a
degree. At UMN, the residency is tied to an MPH program and is certified by the American
College of Veterinary Preventative Medicine, and all graduating residents have become board
certified by this body (following a rigorous exami nation). In addition to building on the model of
the UMN residency, this program will review and integrate where appropriate key components
of the Tufts Masters of Conservation Medicine and the pilot modified Masters of Preventative
Medicine at Makerere University.
th

On 4 August 20 I I, 15 potential Ugandan partners and stakeholders (including government,
academia and private sectors) met to discuss how the existing r esidency could be adapted to
Uganda. All expressed enthusiasm for the idea and recommended that, long-term, it extend
beyond veterinary public health to include human, environmental and wildlife health
professionals, thus aiming for a broader "one health" residency-type program. In this first year,
the program will develop as a VPH residency program, recognizing and leveraging towards
expansion to other one health disciplines. Thus the program will initially be targeted to address
a critical need to provide applied practical training to Ugandan veterinarians in areas of food
safety, food security, zoonotic disease, animal disease surveillance systems, outbreak
investigation, and outbreak r esponse. All of these areas address strengthening the "veterinary
pillar" of the one health framework which remains weak, underdeveloped and under resourced
throughout most of East and Central Africa.
Selected trainees will be trained in a variety of applied learning opportunities directed towards
developing skill sets and critical competencies including; food safety and security, emergency
response, environmental health, infectious diseases, epidemiology (including wildlife
epidemiology), participatory disease surveillance and response, field pathology and diagnostics,
one health approaches, health policy and administration. A Ugandan coordinator of the new
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program will be sent to UMN for 2 months to learn the administrative structure and become
familiar with the residency model, with the aim to adapt the program for Uganda and East
Africa context. Additional stakeholders will be sensitized to garner both potential local partners
as well as, interest additional Makerere University faculty members to the strengths and
benefits of the program. A faculty member from Makerere CVM will be designated as program
mentor, and participate in the UMN residency as a mentor in training. Throughout RESPOND
Y3 bi-directional faculty, student and staff exchange will be used to enhance the capacity at
Makerere to adapt and implement the residency program, as well as to work together to adapt
the Minnesota residency to meet workforce and funding needs in Uganda. Once the program is
successfully running, the program coordinator and advisors at Makerere will assist another
school within the region (targeting an additional one health profession [preference for Nursing]
to help with OHCEA expansion) to develop a similar program.

EPT and other Partners:
College of Veterinary Medicine, Makerere University (OHCEA member)

Goal:
Developed residency-based program in Uganda which can serve as an anchor for the region and
continent.

Objectives:
I. To provide applied practical training to Ugandan veterinarians in the area of epidemiology,
food safety and security, outbreak response, and field diagnostics - thereby improving food
safety supply chains, outbreak control and response.
2. To develop a long-term sustainable plan for the Uganda residency program that reviews and
incorporates best practices of existing programs at US and African partner universities and
works with stakeholders to expand the program to other disciplines or regions as meets
needs identified.
3. To foster exchange of faculty, students and staff between OHCEA institutions and also
between OHCEA institutions and RESPOND's university partners.
4. To strengthen networks between university, community, private, and public partners in
order to provide sustainable development around the region.

Activities:
I. From September 20 I I-August 2012, one faculty member from Makerere CVM will
participate in the UMN residency program as a mentor in training. This faculty member will
enroll in the UMN Executive MPH program with the other residents, but will have a dual
role in the residency of participating in residency projects while also co-mentoring projects
with UMN faculty to build skills in applied training mentorship.
2. At the same time, a student from Makerere University will participate as a full resident and
MPH student at UMN.
3. In September 2012, both mentor and trainee will return to Makerere University to initiate
the residency program there, one as a mentor and one as a student in the program.
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4. Both individuals will be closely mentored by UMN faculty through faculty exchange and
through UMN staff based in the RESPOND field office.
5. The two students will attend distance learning and the UMN based Public health Institute
(PHI).

Expected Outcome:
I. An established residency program in veterinary public health, which can be readily expanded
to other OHCEA institutions and other one health disciplines as needed.
2. At least 5 residents trained in the program that can provide a valuable human resource
across and between academic, public and private sectors in Uganda and the region.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ Additional Funding for an Existing Sub-activity
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 2.2.1 GL
Sub-activity name: Develop best management practice recommendations for
extractive industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions
Partner lead: DAI
Grantee: N/A
VII.

FY2 APPROVED CONCEPT PAPER:

Background
Development of a pandemic of a zoonotic pathogen would require transmission between a wild
reservoir and humans or their domestic animals; direct transmission between humans; and
movement of the infection from a local to the global population. Emergence of new zoonotic
infectious diseases is directly related to increased interaction between human and animal
populations resulting from changing patterns of wildlife populations and human intrusion on
new ecosystems. Because the frequency of human interaction with animal hosts is a critical
factor; those human populations with the most frequent direct and indirect exposure to animal
hosts are the most susceptible. People living in and near wild areas, bush meat
hunters/traders/consumers, loggers and miners are recognized as populations at risk.

Industrial activities- forestry, onshore oil and gas, and mining operations-increase human
incursions into wildlife areas and can create mechanisms to facilitate zoonotic pathogen
transmission. Forestry/timber harvesting, in particular, has the greatest possibility to increase
the potential and frequency of human-wildlife interaction and thereby exposure. Forestry brings
people into sparsely populated areas increasing the likelihood for human-wildlife interactions;
and increasing the size of the human population that could be exposed to zoonotic pathogens.
Oil and gas and mining also increase these interactions through land clearing and road
construction and human. Logging, land clearing, and road construction increases human access
to previously inaccessible or hard to reach areas of the forest, and enables more people to
enter the forest to settle, hunt, collect forest products or create plantations.
Logging, land clearing, and road construction change forest ecosystem dynamics by removing
trees, altering the canopy density, decreasing the amount of shade and introducing open space
and edge. This changes the forest structure and modifies the character of the available wildlife
habitat. The presence of humans and machinery also can disturb patterns of wildlife feeding,
reproduction, and movement and migration. These ecosystem modifications and the presence
of people changes the wildlife dynamics in a forested ecosystem in ways that may result in
increased risk of zoonotic disease transmission.
RESPOND ACTIVITIES
Under Global 2.2.1 , the short-term goal is for Louise Flynn will be to participate in a working
group with PREVENT and PREDICT to develop a framework and tool to identify high risk
activities associated with extractive industries' practices that could lead to zoonotic disease
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transmission and to identify ways to minimize the transfer of zoonotic diseases by interventions
at the policy, organizational and/or individual level that limit human exposure.
Specific activities will include:
I. Participate in an extractive industries working group will include individuals from USAID
and from three EPT projects (PREVENT, PREDICT, RESPOND).
2. Collaborate with AED to develop a plan for the activities that will occur from
December 20 IO to May 20 I I.
3. Collaborate with AED to develop a job description for an Extractive Industry Lead for
PREVENT.
4. Develop and provide preliminary forestry, oil and gas, and mining activities and their
environmental and social impacts and begin to identify activities that have high risk for
zoonotic transmission
5. Participate in conference calls every two weeks to identify the links and pathways
between extractive industry practices, their consequences (positive or negative) for
emergence of zoonotic diseases then, working from this framework, develop an initial
list of opportunities for risk mitigation (best management practices).
6. Participate in the working group to use the results of the review to develop a risk
mitigation tool to inform and guide discussions with policymakers and key stakeholders,
ecosystem dynamics, the risks of disease transmission associated with industry activities,
opportunities for mitigation and potential barriers to implementing such mitigation
activities.
7. Collaborate with PREVENT in initiating discussions with industry representatives.
8. Hold discussions with industry trade councils and individual industries about adopting
the recommendations.

VIII.

FYJ NEW CONCEPT PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING:

Introduction:

RESPOND has been participating in the Extractive Industries Working Group for
approximately six months. During that time, RESPOND has identified industry practices in the
development and operations of facilities; identified the environmental impacts of those
practices; and made preliminary suggestions of the potential for zoonotic disease transmission
associated with industry practices. PREDICT used some of this information to develop multiple
version of a risk assessment tool that could be used by industry to identify practices that could
increase or decrease potential zoonotic disease transmission.
RESPOND has been working with the Extractive Industries Work Group to develop a white
paper that:
•
•
•
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Documents the effects of oil and gas development activities on changes to ecosystem
dynamics/wildlife behavior/activities,
Identifies high risk areas/activities for human/wildlife interactions for potential
transmission/amplification of zoonotic diseases, and
Develops preliminary recommendations for mitigation strategies to reduce risks of
transmission and amplification of zoonotic diseases.
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The white paper that is designed specifically to provide the evidence base to document the
effects of extractive industry activities on rodents, bats, and primates that occur in French
Equatorial Africa, French Equatorial Africa was selected as the first location to do this type of
analysis because Gabon will be used as the test country as a result of USAID EPT program
existing activities there..
RESPOND is currently focusing on the wildlife and ecosystem effects of extractive industry
development and operations, while PREVENT will focus on the socioeconomic and policy
aspects of extractive industries and risks related to transmission of zoonotic diseases.
Year Three will focus on building a solid evidence base of the effects and linkage between
extractive industry development and the potential risks of transmission of zoonotic diseases,
identifying the existing mitigation measure/best practices that could be applied to reducing or
eliminating the transmission routes, and initiating discussions with industry and other
organizations about the application of these measures/practices.

EPT and other Partners:
Africa only: (Any sub-activity in Africa, especially involving training, explain how this activity is
being coordinated with OHCEA. USAID does not want us to do parallel activities and they
want to make sure that we are supporting our cornerstone strategy. If the sub-activity does not
link with OHCEA, please justify why not, and include options for developing future linkages)
This activity will be done in conjunction with the Extractive Industry Working Group which is
composed of members of PREVENT, PREDICT, and RESPOND.
This activity would involve possibly working with the World Wildlife Fund in Gabon and
Uganda. Both branches of these organizations are actively engaging with extractive industries or
the associated regulatory organization in their respective countries.
Although the proof-of-principle for this project will occur in Africa, its reach is global and is not
being coordinated wth OHCEA and there are no plans at this time for it to be linked to
OHCEA.

Goal:
To initiate dialogue with oil and gas, mining, and timber organizations in Africa and Asia as well
as with Industry Councils and Lending Institutions regarding emerging pandemic threats and
measures that industry can take to minimize the risk

Objectives:
To develop an evidence base to support any recommendations for best practices and mitigation
measures to prevent or limit the transmission of zoonotic diseases in extractive industries.
To formulate a cogent set of best practices/mitigation measures that would be applicable to oil
and gas, mining, and timber with respect to zoonoses transmission.
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To engage in discussions with industry, industry councils, and lending organizations about these
practices/measure about their practicality and implementation

Activities:
Phase I

In the beginning of Year 3, RESPOND will complete the white paper that is currently under
development and then will ground truth it. RESPOND will travel with PREVENT to Gabon in
the Fall of 20 I I to solicit input from key stakeholders about concerns with respect to
extractive industry development, zoonotic disease transmission, and mitigation strategies at a
meeting proposed by World Wildlife Fund Gabon.
World Wildlife Fund plans to convene a 1-2 day meeting in Libreville or Brazzaville on Mining
and Conservation in Tridom, the trinational conservation area that covers northeastern Gabon,
southern Cameroon, and northwestern Congo (Dja, Odzala, and Minkebe National Parks and
the surrounding areas in the three countries). Participants in the meeting would include mining
and forestry companies that are or will be operating in the area, NGOs, and government
representatives. The theme will be how to organise the most effective 'cohabitation' of mining
and conservation in the TRIDOM lnterzone. The aim would be to develop a strategy that
recognizes the need for eco nomic development, including the extraction of minerals, which
maximizes benefits on the development of local communities, and minimizes negative social and
environmental impacts. WWF's goals are to:
•

Raise awareness with mining companies in TRIDOM about the environment in which
they operate, what their cumulative impacts can be, and why conserving the landscape is
so important

•

Raise awareness with non-mining stakeholders ( governments, forestry companies and
conservation NGOs) about the imminent mining threat/opportunity for TRIDOM and
the need to address this collectively

•

Get a commitment from the Iron mining companies exploring for IRON in TRIDOM to
coordinate conservation efforts amongst themselves ( with a special focus on a bush
meat strategy)

•

Develop a concrete action plan on how the various stakeholders active in TRIDOM will
work together to minimise the negative environmental impacts of mining and contribute
to conservation in TRIDOM over the next 2 years

RESPOND would provide direct assistance to WWF to support planning and logistics of this
meeting. RESPOND will assist in the planning of the agenda for the meeting. RESPOND also
would have two people attend to make a presentation about RESPOND and to make a
presentation about the findings/recommendation of the white paper. In addition, RESPOND
would host a discussion about the preliminary mitigation measures.
Using the outcome of the discussions, RESPOND would update the white paper. These
recommendations would be fed into the XRAT tool. After the initial meeting in Gabon,
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RESPOND will support other efforts identified by Dennis Carroll to work with the Chinese in
Gabon. In addition, RESPOND will draw upon contacts made at the meeting to further the
discussion with industry, NGOs, and government ministries.
Using the information gleaned from these meetings and discussions, RESPOND, through the
Extractive Industry Working Group, will support USAID in discussions with the International
Finance Corporation and World Bank concerning the development of a emerging pandemic
threat guideline for industry that incorporates that XRAT tool. RESPOND, through the
Extractive Industry Working Group, will also visit the International Petroleum Industry
Environmental Conservation Association (IPIECA), the International Council of Mining and
Metals (ICMM) and the Congo Basin Forest Partnership to discuss the same topic.
Depending on the progress made, RESPOND, through the Extractive Industry Working Group,
would present preliminary findings at the first annual Forestry Research Network of SubSaharan Africa (FORNESSA)/lnternational Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO)
conference in Nairobi, Kenya in June 2012 and the Society of Petroleum Engineers Health,
Safety, and Environment Conference in Perth, Australia in September 2012.

Phase 2
After the initial work in Gabon is complete, RESPOND will work with the Extractive Industries
Working Group to develop a white paper similar to the one developed for Gabon that will be
tailored to oil and gas development in Uganda. As part of the paper development, the major
stakeholders would be interviewed to solicit their input with regard to best practices and
mitigation measures. This would include the oil companies, Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA),
NEMA, and Ministry of Health (MOH). RESPOND would update the recommendations as a
result of these meetings. Once the white paper is updated and the recommendation refined,
RESPOND would either
I. Convene a ½ day meeting in Uganda with the UWA, NEMA, MOH, NGOs, and
industry to evaluate the assessment and recommendations in order to refine each and
discuss how the recommendations could best be made operational; or
2. Support and participate in a meeting of stakeholders working on wildlife/environmental
issues in the Albertine Rift area to discuss our recommendations.
The following paragraphs describe the status of oil and gas development in Uganda and the
importance of expanding the project to this area.

Oil and Gas Development in Uganda
The Albertine Rift area of Uganda and DRC is one of the richest areas of Africa for biodiversity;
hence, the respective countries have established national parks and game reserves in the region.
Multiple oil explorations have been installing exploration wells throughout the region and have
confirmed discoveries of more than 3 billion barrels of oil. Negotiations are on-going, but the
Ugandan government is committed to develop their oil resources.
Oil exploration, development, and production are and will be occurring in an area that has a
history of ethnic conflicts, wars, and insurgencies. There are multiple existing stressors on the
natural environment. Livelihoods of the local population are based on the local natural
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resources - fishing, cattle grazing, agriculture, and logging. Natural resource production
methods are rudimentary. Illegal logging is occurring. Hunting and poaching occur in and outside
of protected areas in the region. 2 Mining occurs in the DRC in protected areas and hunting has
occurred extensively around these mining areas. 3
Oil and gas development has the potential to alter the existing human-livestock-wildlifeecosystem dynamics in the area. A primary impact will be the loss of habitat from the
conversion of undeveloped lands to infrastructure for the oil facilities and for the accompanying
urban development. Roads could be cut through previously inaccessible areas and facilities
could be built in areas that previously represented wildlife habitat and/or migration corridors.
The introduction of roads and pipeline or transmission corridors opens up areas that
sometimes have been previously inaccessible to hunting. Depending on the location, oil field
facilities in or near nature reserves, national forests, and national parks could disrupt or alter
wildlife habitats (nesting areas, food and water access, etc.) and migratory patterns. Noise and
human/vehicle movement during construction and operations could also disturb wildlife in the
surrounding areas leading to changes in reproduction, feeding, and hunting success. In addition,
wildlife in national parks and reserves are acclimated to the presence of people and may be
more susceptible to hunting.
There are other documented impacts to community health associated with oil and gas
development that may increase the potential transmissibility of a zoonotic disease as well as the
potential for outbreaks. Oil exploration and production often lead to population in-migrations,
specifically laborers, their families, and others who recognize the potential of establishing new
businesses to serve the oil industry and provide services to the new migrants. Typically when
there is new oil development, there is a large influx of male workers into an area. Families
follow these workers, as do sex workers. Hence, there can be a local increase in unwanted
pregnancies, sexually transmitted infections, and HIV/AIDS. The introduction of a new worker
population earning good wages can put stresses on the local social dynamics and infrastructure.
For example, the recently-wealthy husbands may choose to take a second wife, resulting in the
first wife effectively raising the children alone. These stresses can include:
•
•
•
•

2

Increased demand for food, housing, and other services that leads to higher prices;
Increased demand on local infrastructure such as the health care system, water and
sanitation, etc;
Increases in narcotic and alcohol abuse;
Increases in single-parent children;

Westerkamp, M. and A. Houdret. 20 I0. Peacebuilding Across Lake Albert: Reinforcing environmental cooperation between

Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo. Initiative for Peacebuilding cooperation on natural resources, environment, and
economy cluster.
3

Plumptre, A.J., Behangana, M., Ndomba, E., Davenport, T ., Kahindo, C., Kityo, R. Ssegawa, P., Eilu,
G., Nkuutu, D. and Owiunji, I. (2003) T he Biodiversity of the Albertine Rift. Albertine Rift Technical
Reports No. 3, 107 pp.
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• Increased domestic abuse; and
• Increase in crime rates
These stressors can lead to significant changes in the socioeconomic dynamics of communities
and increase the vulnerability of certain populations, particularly the poor and uneducated.
Although these stressors are not directly associated with the potential zoonotic disease
transmission, these potential shifts in community dynamics can lead to an increased vulnerability
to disease transmission and outbreaks due to population shifts, movement, and sudden
increases.
Uganda's National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA) and the Ugandan Wildlife
Authority manage the protected areas in this region. Several non-governmental organizations
have been established with the aim to protect the environment in the Albertine Rift area.
Among these is the Central Albertine Rift Protected Area Network. This network was
formalized at the national level in 2009 between the DRC, Rwanda, and Uganda. This
development of this network was facilitated by the International Gorilla Conservation Project.
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) with funding from UNDP has been implementing the
Conservation of Biodiversity in the Albertine Rift Forests of Uganda project. In addition, the
Nile Basin Discourse and the Albertine Rift Conservation Society are working on natural
resource conservation issues in the area." The Uganda Wildlife Society completed an analysis of
the situation and published a document that provides recommendations to preserve the
conservation and tourism values of protected areas in the Albertine Rift area in the face of
petroleum development, such as establishing wildlife corridors and preservation zones, wildlife
restocking, land swaps, and community education. 5
Dramatic changes will occur in this region over the next five years. Not only will there be oil
production, but an oil refinery and at least one pipeline will be built. The area is at a high risk
for disease outbreaks given its history of such occurrences and its proximity to the recent
yellow fever outbreak, since the host, agent and environment will be in flux. Oil production has
not begun in the area, and EPT has the opportunity to make recommendations to the
petroleum industry on risk and liability reduction. This would include practices that they can
incorporate into their operating procedures that would reduce the risks of potential
transmission of zoonotic diseases, improve their readiness to support Ministry of Health
outbreak response, and supplement their worker and community public health efforts.

Expected Outcome:
The expected outcomes for Year 3 include the following:

4

Westerkamp, M. and A. Houdret. 20 10. Peacebuilding Across Lake Albert: Reinforcing environmental cooperation between

Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo. Initiative for Peacebuilding cooperation on natural resources, environment, and
economy cluster.
5

Amaniga Ruhanga, I. et al. 2009. Maintaining the Conservation and Tourism Value of Protected Areas
in Petroleum Development Zones of the Albertine Rift: Ensuring Win-Win Policy Approaches. Uganda
Wildlife Society. Oil and Gas Series #2.
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I. Continue to support the efforts of the extractive industries working group.
2. Completion of white paper on the effects of and linkages between extractive industry
practices in Equatorial French Africa on Rodents, Bats, and Primates with respect to
emerging zoonotic diseases
3. Development of a preliminary list of existing best practices/mitigation measures to limit
or eliminate transmission of emerging zoonotic diseases based on literature search
4. Provision of funding for and attend a WWF conference in Gabon or RoC to discuss
conservation and mining in the TRIDOM area in order to discuss with industry the
issues associated with EPT and discover if they are taking any preventative measures 3.
Develop a white paper for Uganda's Albertine Rift Area.
5. Engagement with industry in Gabon about emerging pandemic threats, industry practices
that could increase potential transmission risks, and measures to decrease the risks
6. Compilation of existing best practices/ mitigation measures to limit or eliminate
transmission of emerging zoonotic diseases based on literature search and in-country
discussions in Equatorial French Africa
7. Provision of funding for a biodiversity/conservation meeting to be held in Uganda. 4.

8. White paper on the effects of and linkages between extractive industry practices in
Uganda on Rodents, Bats, and Primates with respect to emerging zoonotic diseases
9. Engagement with industry in Uganda about emerging pandemic threats, industry
practices that could increase potential transmission risks, and measures to decrease the
risks
I0. Compilation of existing best practices/mitigation measures to limit or eliminate
transmission of emerging zoonotic diseases based on literature search and in-country
discussions in Uganda
I I. Discussions with IFC, ICMM, Congo Basin Forest Partnership, and SPE about existing
risk reduction measures and the potential for development of guidelines for industry
with respect to emerging pandemic threats.
12. Attendance conferences/present at conferences to discuss EPT and extractive industries
role in prevention of transmission
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ Additional Funding for an Existing Sub-activity
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 3.2.0 GL
Sub-activity name: Outbreak response support for newly emerging epidemics
Partner lead: DAI
Grantee: TBD
IX.

FY2 APPROVED CONCEPT PAPER:

[Fast tracked in Y2 work plan]
At the request of host-country governments and international health agencies with legal
authority for outbreak response, RESPOND will provide technical, logistical, and material
support to facilitate and improve outbreak response. This can includes support for subjectmatter experts to consult or participate, provision of logistics (supplies, PPE, vehicles or fuel to
transport outbreak response teams), rapid refresher training (use of PPEs, safe collection,
shipment and processing of samples from humans and animals with suspected illness). This
support will be provided on a case-by-case basis, and available to countries within the EPT hotspot regions.
Partners: In collaboration with host-country governments, work with international
health agencies (in-country and regional offices), DELIVER, EPT partners, donorsponsored programs, AFENET, SAFETYNET, TEPHINET, others TBD.
Expected results: Training, technical, logistical, material and communications support
provided to address identified gaps; improved efficiency and efficacy of outbreak
response

X.

FYJ NEW CONCEPT PAPER FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDING:

Introduction:
To date during Year 2, RESPOND support and expenditures of funding to support national
government officials in the response to actual outbreaks was focused in Uganda, during three
events:
• an outbreak of anthrax in wildlife in Queen Elizabeth 2 national park,
• an outbreak of unknown viral hemorrhagic fever (later diagnosed as yellow fever) in 15
districts in northern Uganda (56 deaths, 254 suspected case reported), and
• a fatal case of Ebola virus infection in central Uganda

EPT and other Partners:
RESPOND support included working with EPT partners (e.g. PREDICT, IDENTIFY, DELIVER
and CDC Uganda) in a coordinated One Health approach to maximize efficiencies and minimize
duplication. DELIVER assisted with shipping personal protective equipment (PPE) needs to
prevent infection in health care workers caring for suspected cases, and for field investigators,
based on estimates by technical experts and CDC Uganda and RESPOND as well as Ministry of
Health). Additional support with partners included providing in-time training to UVRI
laboratorians at CDC-Fort Collins to build incountry capacity in Uganda to promptly diagnose
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the cause of viral hemorrhagic fever. Additional funds supported placement of subject matter
experts to coordinate epidemic response and training with Ugandan Ministries (epidemiologist
and laboratorian), and supporting AFENET subject matter experts to assist the Ugandan
government during outbreak investigations (with qualified personnel, logistical support, and
laboratory supplies).
Makerere University is a core member of the OHCEA network, and RESPOND support was
linked also to this university, including designing a training activity in the usefulness of pathology
as a key diagnostic strategy during outbreaks, and working with DELIVER to purchase
appropriate technology (a histopathology scanner) linked to building diagnostic capacity at both
the university and MAAIF during outbreaks. In addition, RESPOND funded support for a
Makerere Masters degree program at FVM to train Ugandan veterinarians in public health, and
strengthen skills related to disease surveillance, outbreak investigations and field epidemiology.
In Year 3, RESPOND technical staff expects that similar requests for outbreak response
support are likely to originate from other EPT countries in both East Africa (in addition to
Uganda), as well as those from other regions; including, for example, DRC in the West Congo
Basin, as well as countries in SouthEast Asia.
Goal:
Improve the capacity of governments, including at the provincial and district levels, to more
promptly diagnose the cause and respond to suspected and actual outbreaks of emerging
infectious diseases, including zoonoses.

Objectives:
• Improve One Health coordination at national level, including for national task forces,
during actual outbreaks of emerging infectious diseases;
• Improve capacity at the sub-national level (e.g. provincial, district) through
implementation of training on outbreak response, disease reporting, proper PPE use;
Work
with EPT partners, including DELIVER and CDC (including CDC Uganda and
•
other similar offices), as well as international health organizations to strengthen training
and proper use of PPE by clinical staff and field investigators;
• Provide support to technical groups (AFENET, SAFETYNET) to enhance availability of
subject matter experts to assist with outbreak investigations an planning;
• Work in collaboration with OCHEA member institutions (e.g. Makerere and others) in
EPT countries to support technical input to government, strengthen capacity in
outbreak training, knowledge and skills;
• Identify appropriate technologies (including new technologies) that will assist with more
rapid diagnoses to confirm the cause of outbreaks.
Activities:
• Activities for any specific outbreak of an emerging infectious disease will occur after the
responsible national government requests RESPOND assistance, and details of support
for response will be based on collaborative discussions with the international health
agencies (WHO, FAO/OIE, CDC) and EPT partners, with a final approval step by
USAID before activities are implemented by RESPOND.
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Expected Outcome(s):
•
•
•

•

•

•
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Improved capacity to diagnose and respond to outbreaks of EIDs in EPT countries that
request assistance;
Improved coordination during outbreaks with international health agencies, EPT
partners, OHCEA and NGOs during infectious disease outbreaks;
Design and implementation of appropriate training workshops to enhance the skills of
district and provincial level officials in One Health-consistent approach to outbreak
response, with input of lessons learned from responses to actual outbreak ;
Support for planning and provision of PPE, and appropriate PPE training in coordination
with WHO, and DELIVER to lower risk of transmission of infections due to
occupational risk during outbreaks;
Provision of training and pro per containers to enhance the capacity to safely collect and
ship specimens from suspected cases (e.g. ofviral hemorrhagic fever) to the laboratory
to more promptly diagnose of the cause of outbreak and epidemics;
Use of appropriate (including new) technologies to more promptly diagnose the cause
of outbreaks.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FYJ New Sub-activity Funding
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 3.4. 7 SE
Sub-activity name: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological
teams at selected provincial and district levels in Cambodia.
Partner lead: DAI
Grantee: TBD
Introduction:
USAID announced in the first month of FYEAR 20 I I's third quarter that Cambodia would be
participating in the Emerging Pandemic Threats program along with other countries in SE Asia.
Subsequent to this announcement, RESPOND communicated with officials in the Ministry of
Health of the government of Cambodia about the RESPOND concept of supporting
collaborative in-service training activities designed to strengthen outbreak response capacity at
the district and provincial levels.
At a multi-sectoral workshop in Siam Reap in May (May I 8-20th) , facilitated by RESPOND, the
Royal Government of Cambodia stressed the need for strengthening and capacity building of
their district and provincial level staff in the areas of field epidemiology, disease investigation
and outbreak response. A One Health approach to such training was strongly endorsed at the
workshop and thus a similar activity to those already approved for other SE Asian countries is a
high priority for RESPOND.
This proposal is based on the models developed for Vietnam and Thailand for ongoing inservice training and follows initial discussions held in Cambodia during the discovery phase of
the RESPOND project (May 2011) with in-country representatives from EPT partners, including
WHO-Cambodia, CDC and FAO (Bangkok regional office), leadership of the Applied
Epidemiology Training Program in the Ministry of H ealth, and officials from the Ministry of
Agriculture National Veterinary Research Institute (NAVRI).
The proposal is in three parts:
•

Support for the Cambodian Modified Field Epidemiology Training Program (called Applied
Epidemiological Training - AET)
Joint training of MoH/ MAFF staff at national, provincial and district levels to help with
identification and response to the priority zoonotic diseases
Support for field investigation of outbreaks of zoonotic and other emerging or remerging
infectious diseases (EID) by Rapid Response Teams throughout the country to
complement the training activities

•
•

The guiding principles used for implementing these activities are:
•
•
•
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This proposal builds on existing work carried out by MoH, MAFF, FAO, WHO, US CDC and
USAID sponsored sub recipients in the community to prevent and control avian influenza and
HSN I. The focus is to build on the success of the existing avian influenza collaboration.
RESPOND funding will have a direct impact on improving coordination and quality of outbreak
investigation of zoonotic diseases in Cambodia.

Goal:
To strengthen the quality and usefulness of the existing inservice training methods and materials
in order to improve the outbreak response capacity of government staff working at the
provincial and district levels in Cambodia, and to broaden activities to include additional animal
and wildlife health professionals, as well as other human health staff involved in surveillance (e.g.
nurses).

Objectives:
To improve knowledge and practical skills of government employees responsible for the areas
of disease surveillance, outbreak identification, disease reporting, disease control,
communication, teamwork and the effectiveness of responses in provinces and districts.

EPT and other partners:
This work will be implemented by WHO, in collaboration with the following partners, to ensure
that the proposed activities do not duplicate or interfere with other existing training activities, and that
they reflect current Ministry priorities.
•
•
•
•
•

Cambodia MoH, MAFF, NIPH
RESPOND
FAO
US CDC
Other EPT Partners

Overview of planned activities:
The objective is to integrate three tiers of activities currently supported by WHO to improve
One health outbreak response. The proposal combines in depth training of government staff on
outbreak response and surveillance as part of a modified Field Epidemiology Training program,
with focused short term training courses on specified priority zoonotic diseases for human and
animal sector staff at the national and sub national levels, and provision of funds so that they can
use their newly acquired skills to investigate outbreak situations.

I.

Support for the Cambodian AET Programme

The AET program started in 20 I I with training of the first cohort, and is a 6-8 month in-service
training activity, mixing 2 months of didactic training with on-site supervision and field outbreak
and surveillance activities. It is based on a modified FET program and aims to be the next step
in developing field epidemiology services in Cambodia.
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The program already has an international technical advisor, hired by WHO, and the curriculum
has been developed. There are both national and international supervisors/mentors who
support the students during the field work. The program has a national coordinator although
the funding for this person in 2012 is not secure as yet.
The time line of proposed activities is depicted in the following table:

Month

1

Activity

•

•

Didactic training 1
English training

Number of
students

15 MoH based
students
selected on
merit; 10
MAFF
participants

Notes

First didactic training
focuses on basic
epidemiology and is open
to 15 students, of these
only 5 will be selected to
go for the full field
training
2 weeks

2-3

Produce weekly and monthly
surveillance reports
Perform an outbreak investigation if
possible
Internet based English training

5 AET
students

Field supervision by
national supervisors and
international mentors

Didactic training 2
English training
AET students to develop proposal
for surveillance project

5 AET
students; 10
MoH and 10
MAFF
students

2 weeks

5 AET
students

Field supervision by
national supervisors and
international mentors

5 AET
students; 10
MoPH
students and
10 MAFF
students

2 weeks

•

Data gathering for surveillance
project
At least 1 outbreak investigation
each student
Monthly and weekly surveillance
reports
Internet based English training
Didactic training 3
Finalize reports
Finalize surveillance project

•

Final Workshop and Graduation

All students

1 week

•

•
4

•
•
•

•
5-6

•
•

•
7

•
•

•

8

The AET program runs once a year, with the next cohort due to start in January 2012. The five
students who will be chosen to undertake the complete training course are currently members
of MoH Rapid Response Teams (RRTs), responsible for early warning, surveillance and
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outbreak investigation of zoonotic, food borne, or other emerging diseases at the sub-national
level.
The didactic course will involve participants from other sectors, which will include sub-national
level staff from MAFF. To maximize the effectiveness of the course, it is envisaged that there
should be geographical matching between candidates selected from health and agriculture so
that joint training will have maximum benefit.
The didactic training will be focused on basic field epidemiology, improving surveillance quality
to improve Cambodia's Early Warning Surveillance System, outbreak investigation, performance
of case control studies in an outbreak setting and basic analysis of data. These are all part of the
national strategy for outbreak response.
The best graduate of the course along with international and national technical advisors (total 3
people) will attend the international TEPHINET course in 2012.

District and Provincial level training on priority zoonotic diseases

2.

A Joint MoH/MAFF/WHO/ FAO/WCS Technical Working Group on Zoonotic Disease Control
(TWG) has identified four priority diseases as the focus of initial training activities. These are:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avian Influenza
Rabies
Leptospirosis
Anthrax
Other diseases as needed

Currently WHO is supporting MoH, MAFF and other partners to finalize the national policy for
the management of zoonotic diseases, with a focus on the wishes of the TWG for priority
zoonotic diseases. In addition, WHO is also developing training material for the management of
the four priority diseases, focusing on the practical needs of the country. The next step after
development and ratification of the policy and the training material is joint training of staff at
both MoH and MAFF on management of these four priority diseases. It is envisaged that the
training will be at provincial and district level, bringing together both animal and health staff.

•

Objective of the training: to reinforce the importance of providing accurate and timely disease
information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control activities, thereby
protecting the public's health, and in preventing further disease transmission to themselves,
their families and their communities.

The training will build upon the successful training provided to human and animal sector staff on
the investigation of HSN I influenza outbreaks by (i) expanding the program to include a wider
range of infectious diseases in both animal and human populations and (ii) by improving the
effectiveness of existing provincial and district level training by promoting and strengthening a
One Health teamwork approach for outbreak response activities.

•

Core principle of this proposal: to include and encourage collaborative disease surveillance and
outbreak response training of veterinarians and animal health workers (both domestic and
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wildlife), agriculture extension workers, physicians and other human health care workers, as
well as other stakeholders, to the maximum extent possible.

•

Activities: The process will include creating a cohort of trainers who will then train district
and provincial level staff at a number of training sessions at the sub national level. Total
number of participants would be around 300. This policy will act as the cornerstone of the
future activities for the TWG for zoonotic diseases.

An initial ToT workshop of one week duration will be held with selected animal and human
health staff at national level and will include staff from MoH, MAFF, National Institute of Public
Health, the University of Health Sciences and one of the veterinary training institutions.
Training will include specific training on the four priority diseases as well as general topics such
as One Health, data collection/recording, early outbreak identification, disease reporting,
appropriate sample collection and shipment (including biohazards, biosafety and PPE use),
biosecurity/quarantine, and outbreak communication.
In addition, an introduction to methods for training First Responders will be delivered,
following appropriate education and adult-learning principles and participatory training methods.
Following this initial ToT workshop, 3, three day workshops will be held to train provincial and
district level MoH and MAFF staff. Each workshop will have approximately I 00 students.

3.

Support for outbreak investigation to reinforce the AET and Zoonoses training activities

The third part of the proposal is the provision of resources for staff trained during activities
and 2 to implement what the lessons learned. Rapid Response teams (RRTs) are the backbone
of the national outbreak investigation and early warning surveillance program. Staff of MoH who
will attend activity 2 will be members of countrywide rapid response teams (RRTs). While
RRTs do not as yet include MAFF staff, the vision for the future is to strengthen this interdisciplinary relationship.
RRTs will put into practice their training under activities I and 2 by the investigation of unusual
outbreaks. The funding will provide logistics for the teams to visit the outbreak site.
Membership of the team could include national as well as provincial and district level staff from
the health sector, and relevant local animal health sector staff will be included as required e.g.
for investigation of potential zoonotic disease outbreaks.
The figure below describes the structure:
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RRT Level

MoH - CDC National
Rapid Response T earn

Roles and Responsibilities

--

• Collate and publish PHD CamEWARN weekly reports
• Investigate zoonotic outbreaks alongside MAFF animal health

'

• Respond to queries from national level to possible outbreaks

'
24 Provincial Rapid
Response Teams Teams

• Investigate large outbreaks in conjucntion withh subnatioanl
RRTs

• Investigate local outbreaks on their own and report to MoH

--

• Collate OD & hospital CamEWARN weekly reports and send them
to MoH

'

• Investigate zoonotic outbreaks alongside local MAFF officers

'

• Respond to queries from national level based on news reports,
CamEWARN surveillance or investigations.

76 Operational District
Rapid Response Teams

-

• Investigate zoonotic disease outbreaks alongside local animal
health officers
• Collate HC & hospital CamEWARN weekly reports and send them
to PHD & MoH

''
"' 1200 Health Centre Rapid
Response Officers
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES:
I. Increased knowledge of the principles and application of epidemiology for outbreak
investigation and response for selected Cambodian provincial staff.
2. Increased scope of short-term applied epidemiology, One Health and outbreak response inservice training to provincial and district-level MoH and MAFF staff responsible for
outbreaks in all provinces in Cambodia.
3. Improved capacity of staff in basic data analysis and interpretation, early outbreak
identification and reporting, outbreak communication, including the need to provide timely
and accurate health information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control
activities.
4. Improved capacity to safely collect and transport appropriate samples as required in order
to determine the cause of disease outbreaks, in collaboration with PREDICT and IDENTIFY.
5. Improved collaboration between animal and human health agencies at all levels in Cambodia
in the areas of outbreak response, disease investigation and reporting, and increased
awareness of international health agency priorities (e.g., WHO's IHR).
6. Improved skills and knowledge of trainers in methodologies for the training of participants
and trainees attending workshops.
7. Increased capacity and resources for staff to perform outbreak response activities
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ANNEX C: PROVISIONAL NEW ACTIVITIES
FORY3
RESPOND recognizes US AID' s funding limitations, and has therefore prioritized the activities included in the main body of this work plan for
Year 3. Should additional funds become available, we would propose to consider the activities included in table 7, below, for inclusion in Year 3
implementation. We would also discuss with USAID the potential for expansion and/or replication of the activities included in our work plan.
Table 7: Provisional RESPOND Year 3 Activities
Activity
#

1.2

Sub-activity
Development and piloting
of a field pathology
modular course

Location

Description

Uganda,
Tanzania,
DRC

we propose to send two individuals from Uganda (potentially from Makerere SPH and SVM [OHCEA
engagement], MAAIF, UWA, MoH, AFENET) to observe and participate in the Chang Mai field
pathology course, then bring course instructor(s) from Chang Mai to Uganda to assist those same
individuals in developing the course into a module, and pilot the modular course in Uganda.

ECB Regional

This initiative seeks to develop a "global" masters in public health (MPH) program. Leveraging
opportunities provided by the annual Public Health Institute (PHI) at the University of Minnesota,
multiple Global Health Institutes (GHI) supported by RESPOND (Kampala 201 0, Chiang Mai 2011 ),
and fostering relatio nships between RESPOND partner Universities and across regional offices

1.5

Global MPH

1.5

Uganda EPT program
partner training
coordination

Uganda

By leveraging local EPT partner cooperation, coordination and continuing the progress of a local
Uganda EPT Partners meeting held on 5th May 2011; RESPOND will map the planned in-service
training for Uganda for the year and identify opportunities for expanded impact/outreach. Local EPT
partners will provide leadership for the training in t heir specific specialty (e.g. WHO providing subject
matter experts for IDSR training), with RESPOND committed to assuring regular district-level trainings
are scheduled at least quarterly, based on the priorities agreed to by Ugandan ministries.

1.5

Strengthen WL Health
Capacity of Veterinary
professionals in pathology,
epidemiology and graduate
training

ECB Regional

This sub-activity addresses three major gaps in wildlife health capacity: pathology, epidemiology and
wildlife health science and management. Makerere school of veterinary medicine is recognized as the
regional leader in wildlife health training. This sub-activity will include collaborative development of
activities between RESPOND, PREDICT and Makerere University CVM within a grant to the latter.

1.5

Support One Health
capacity via cross-over
training in wildlife

Tanzania

In East Africa, the largest gap in the One Health portfolio stems from inadequate knowledge and
experience in relevant wildlife matters. Thus, there is a need for wild life experts to become more
engaged in cross over training of health professionals as well as wildlife biologists and managers.
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I

Activity
#

Sub-activity

Location

Description

2.2

Facilitate the creation of a
national framework to
promote One Health in
DRC and Cameroon.

DRC

Improving cross-border collaboration and increasing on Health capacity at a national level will support
enhanced participation by DRC and Cameroon in regional efforts such as the OHCEA network.
RESPOND would Support legal and policy improvement initiatives in the public health sector, taking
account of human, animal, and ecosystem health.

2.4

Support regional One
Health workshops

SEA regional

In Year 2, RESPOND SEA supported One Health workshops, which were deemed useful by
participants. Additional funding for this sub-activity would enable continuation/repetition of similar
regional workshops in Year 3.

3.2

Assessment and
Strengthening of Field to
Laboratory Animal
Specimen Shipment
System(s) in Uganda

Uganda

Particularly in emerging disease hot spots, like Uganda, infrastructure and financial capabilities is
lacking for submitting diagnostic specimens, storage of specimens, conducting appropriate diagnostic
testing, reporting and analysis of results. Enabling animal and wildlife professionals in the field to be
able to accurately collect, ship, test and store lab samples as well as accurately reporting them will
significantly contribute to conducting animal and wildlife outbreak investigations and response in
Uganda.

3.2

Align USAID DELIVER
histopathology scanning
equipment procurement
with training, technical
support and sustainable
infrastructure

Uganda

USAID procured histopathology scanning equipment through DELIVER to address a critical gap in
disease identification highlighted by a 45 day timeline to identify and confirm an endemic pathogen
(yellow lever virus) as the cause of a large fatal outbreak. This activity proposes to train 5 veterinary
histopathology technicians in sample collection, tissue sectioning, and use of a histopathological
scanner. These technicians will provide a base for developing a more robust and sustainable
infrastructure for conducting animal and zoonotic disease investigations, by focusing on more than one
diagnostic test for a listed disease.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In October 2009, USAID awarded a five-year cooperative agreement to a coalition of technical resources
(RESPOND) including DAI, University of Minnesota, Tufts University, Training & Resources Group,
and Ecology & Environment, Inc. to strengthen the human capacity of countries to identify and respond to
outbreaks of newly emergent diseases in a timely and sustainable manner. The RESPOND project focuses
on the development of outbreak investigation and response training that merges animal and human health
dynamics into a comprehensive capacity for disease detection and control.
This document is the first annual RESPOND project workplan. Year 1 activities are highlighted including
the project vision, approach to the four objectives and expected year one outcomes. We also evaluate the
RESPOND project in the context of on-going CDC activities and review components to our operational
approach. The appendices include the RESPOND Y 1 workplan matrix, the RESPOND Y 1
implementation plan and our preliminary technical sector question guides.
From October 2009 through the end of April 2010, EPT partners opened US-based project-wide offices
and remained in the US to develop workplans and coordinate with each other through a Lines of Work
process. The RESPOND team devoted time to develop relationships with CDC, WHO, OIE and FAO to
define areas of overlap and opportunities for collaboration. During the week of April 26-30, 2010,
USAID/GH's Avian and Pandemic Influenza unit will convene a two-day meeting in Kampala, Uganda
and a two-day meeting in Kinshasa, DRC to introduce USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
Program, and lay the groundwork for coordination between EPT and in-country/bilateral activities.
Following these meetings, RESPOND will establish hub offices and begin program implementation in
throughout these hot spot regions. During May 11-12 a similar meeting will be conducted in Bangkok to
launch the SE Asia region and establish the RESPOND SE Asia hub office.
For the remaining five months of Yl, RESPOND will introduce the project (and the EPT program) to
DRC, Uganda and Thailand counterparts and begin discussions with representatives from six key sectors
including US government agencies, international organizations, host government ministries, NGOs,
universities and the private sector. Followi ng these discussions, a country-wide planning process will be
initiated to ensure close coordination and avoidance of duplication between partners and donors. Utilizing
the hubs mentioned above, RESPOND would then reach out to 'spoke' countries to begin to develop
regional and transboundary coordination to increase cooperation. These spoke locations may include
catchment areas within a country, transboundary locations (e.g. geographic areas abutting DR Congo,
such as Northern Angola) or specific wildlife areas with high-risk pathogen transmission. The
determination of these areas will be based on information provided by PREDICT.
RESPOND will focus on the achievement of four objectives. During Year l, activities will include:

Objective 1: Improve training capacity for skills necessary to respond to suspected outbreaks.
• Develop a project-wide skjl]s and knowledge building strategy to explain our global approach to
strengthening practical skills and improving technical knowledge;
• Identify anchor institutions and begin to design customized institutional twinning and mentoring
programs, conduct capacity assessments at universities, and lay the foundation for long-term
twining relationships;
• Initiate curriculum co-development with host institutions;
RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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•
•

Review and initiate the design of career path development programs with local institutions and
professional associations;
Initiate the development of professional development certificate programs.

Objective 2: Improve cross-sectoral linkages to support coordinated outbreak response.
• Introduce and reach preliminary consensus on a One Health concept by involving EPT, USAID
missions, international health agencies, host government representatives, academic institutions,
and the private sector;
• Review relationships among sectors, including integrated outbreak response activity coordination
and information sharing;
• Identify information shaiing needs and opportunities for professional linkages among One Health
collaborators.
Objective 3: Improve the capacity to conduct investigations of suspected outbreaks
• Formalize relationships with key constituents to strengthen in-country and transboundary
outbreak response systems;
• Review existing legal authority for o utbreak investigation and response systems;
• Identify logistical constraints and needs for reporting and responding to outbreaks;
• Initiate communication systems planning at local, national, and regional levels;
• Identify existing human resource capacity to respond to outbreaks and target resources according
to needs;
• Initiate community-level first responder training and outreach;
Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak investigations
• Conduct a capacity analysis of technology covering training, surveillance, and diagnostics,
prioritizing needs and laying the groundwork for year two technology activities.

x
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RESPOND GLOBAL STRATEGY
INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes the workplan for global activities of the RESPOND project for the period
October 2009 - September 2010. RESPOND is part of the larger Emerging Pandemic Threat (EPT)
program portfolio and our team will work across the USAID facilitated, five interrelated Lines of Work, a
programmatic coordination tool created to foster collaboration, leverage relationships and bu.ild
sustainability in program implementation. In the first section of this workplan, we will highlight our year
one approach to the four objectives including project vision and expected year one outcomes, distinguish
the RESPOND project from CDC activities and show complementarities, and review components to our
operational approach.
The annex includes the RESPOND Yl workplan matrix with corresponding Lines of Work activity
matrices and summaries, the RESPOND Yl implementation plan and our preliminary technical sector
question guides.

RESPOND'S APPROACH TO TECHNICAL LAUNCH
RESPOND must be seen in the context of the larger public health objective of US AID' s multi-year,
multi-project effort to pre-empt or combat, at their source, the first stages of zoonotic diseases that pose a
significant threat to human health. The success of RESPOND depends on close coordination and
collaboration with other EPT partners including PREDICT, PREVENT, IDENTIFY, and PREPARE, as
well as with multiple national and international partners. In order to avoid duplication and promote
program harmonization, RESPOND will engage all stakeholders in the development of country and
regional workplans. We will reinforce existing components of public health services by developing the
skills of a wide range of professionals with multidisciplinary applied training and experience in animal
and human health threats, while simultaneously strengthening the institutions that can take over the
training or employ the trainees. We will leverage our established relationships with key international and
national frontline organizations to build sustainable response capacity.
In order to be most effective and generate the greatest program buy-in, RESPOND must introduce
program activities in a calculated and coherent fashion. Under the guidance and direction of USAID I
Washington, technical "road shows" will be hosted in hot spot regions as formal project introductions and
launches. This will be an opportunity to meet key USAID mission officials, international donors,
ministry officials, and key stakeholders to begin discussions around developing regional and country
workplans. The RESPOND team will use the following guiding principles for technical launch:
•

Introduction of project activities and EPT program goals will be facilitated by
USAID/Washington in close collaboration with USAID missions;

•

Relationships with key government, ministry, international partners, and local NGOs will be
built on already existing partnerships with mission staff and current global health activities;

•

Coordination of activities and information gathering will be fostered through regular
communication with on the ground program implementers;
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•

Field-level project start-up will be carefully calculated and systematic, allowing the team to
build sustainable relationships for long-term project success and coordinated implementation;

•

Regional and country level activities will be designed according to the specifi c needs of the
region and host countries, building towards a robust public health system within already
existing structures, rather than around them.

In the first year of implementation, RESPOND regional hub offices will be established in two key
hotspot regions - the Congo Basin (Kinshasa, DRC and Kampala, Uganda) and Southeast Asia
(Bangkok, Thailand). Within each of the hub locations, spoke candidate countries will be determined
by risk profiling/categorization from PREDICT and in coordination with EPT partners already
existing activities. These spoke locations may include catchment areas within a country,
transboundary locations (e.g. geographic areas abutting DR Congo, such as Northern Angola) or
specific wildlife areas with high-risk pathogen transmission. In order to coordinate activities and risk
profiles, USAID will convene a one-day summit to identify geographic areas prior to regional
program development.

ACHIEVING RESULTS - BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS
The following section highlights our five-year project goals across each of the four objectives with
specific year one activities to be undertaken during implementation. This is a summary of our "calculated
and systematic" approach, building off of the guiding principles for technical launch. Coordination,
communication, and collaboration are the cornerstones to our success. More information on specific tasks
and timelines can be found in the Yl implementation plan located in annex A.
OBJECTIVE 1: IMPROVE TRAINING CAPACITY FOR SKILLS NECESSARY TO RESPOND
TO SUSPECTED OUTBREAKS
Over the life of the project, RESPOND will build sustainable public health human resources and
institutional capacity, emphasizing wildlife and veterinary public health expertise, to enable rapid and
effective outbreak response. In five years, RESPOND will build capacity among university faculty,
health professionals, and ministry professionals to improve outbreak response capacity. We plan to do
this by:

•

Developing robust twinning relationships with local anchor institutions, co-design curriculum
to incorporate key competencies and award graduate degrees to animal and human health
professionals;

•

Providing or strengthening existing professional development training in zoonotic disease
outbreak investigation and response for mid-career professionals in government ministries,
international NGOs, and the private sector;

•

Providing public health, community health, and public safety workers, wildlife and
conservation staff, and pdvate sector representatives from food production and extractive
industries training in basic zoonotic disease outbreak identification and response.

For purposes of ensuring a sustainable program, RESPOND will adapt and share common curricula,
training materials, and approaches to encourage the development of systems that continue long after the
lifespan of the project.
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On the ground, RESPOND will begin to establish and foster professional relationships with responsible
ministries, private sector organizations, professional associations, international health agencies, and USG
partners to identify the unique needs of each region and collaboratively design program activities. We
understand that each region will have very specific needs with a lot of variability, creating multiple
workplans and technical approaches. In the first year, RESPOND will collaboratively work with key
constituents to:
•

Develop a project-wide skills and knowledge building strategy to explain our global approach to
strengthening practical skills and improving technical knowledge;

•

Identify anchor institutions and begin to design customized institutional twinning and mentoring
programs, conduct capacity assessments at universities, and lay the foundation for long-term
twining relationships;

•

Initiate curriculum co-development with host institutions;

•

Review and initiate the design of career path development programs with local institutions and
professional associations;

•

Initiate the development of professional development certificate programs.

When we arrive in region, we will coordinate all
activities with our EPT partners, USG counterparts, and
USAID missions to ensure systematic roll-out of the
technical launch and informatio n-gathering phase.
RESPOND will communicate regularly among key
partners internally and externally to other international
agencies, providing periodic updates on the
developments of agreements and identified gaps.
Finally, all activities will be designed collaboratively
with local counterpa11s to ensure local ownership and
sustainability, with collaborative technical
implementation among EPT partners, CDC, WHO, OIE,
and F AO, to maximize investment and utilization of
resources.

TIEREDTRAINING PYRAMID
TARGET AUDIENCE

TRAINING LEVEL

Master's Level
2 yc>rs MA

Graduate
Level
Tra,nlng

Certificate In-service
Training
3- 9 months' certificate

In-Service
Professional
Development

Short-Term Training
on Disease Response
3- 5 days training
Certificate of training

CommunityLevel
First Responders

completion

• Senior government and

public health staff
• Anchor university scaff
• Mid-career public health
s1;1ff
• District-level public and
private sector stakeholders
• Decision makers/commun~

ity leaders
• First responders

• Community health
workers
• Private sector partners

RESPOND will incorporate the a tiered training program to increase expertise and capacity to support
outbreak investigations and response. In Yl, RESPOND will utilize risk profiles from PREDICT to lay
the foundation for graduate level (Tier 1) training by developing curricula and beginning targeted
recruitment efforts. For in-service (Tier 2) level training, qualified trainers will be identified and potential
trainees recruited with careful planning and cross-sectoral input incorporated into the design, content and
delivery. Community level (Tier 3) training will have the greatest short-term gains as curriculum is
designed and tested, master trainers are recruited and trained, and community level first responder
training is operationalized in the three hub site locations and surrounding spoke countries. PREDICT will
play a critical role in identifying Tier 3 trainees in the communities with the greatest risk of disease
outbreaks. Ongoing communication and open recruitment is vital to ensure a robust and effective
community level response training.
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OBJECTIVE 2: IMPROVE CROSS-SECTORAL LINKAGES TO SUPPORT COORDINATED
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Improving the linkages between animal and human health organizations across diverse constituencies is
critical in building a successful and sustainable public health system. The goal of Objective 2 is to
encourage the development of robust relationships among intergovernmental agencies, government
ministries, universities, industry, and nongovernmental institutions required for long-term sustainability
of emergent zoonotic diseases detection and containment systems. RESPOND will create opportunities
that foster interagency cooperation and public-private and academic-practical partnerships at all levels,
assuring stronger networks, information sharing, and the collaboration needed for a rapid, integrated
zoonotic disease surveillance and outbreak response. RESPOND plans to do this by:

•

Developing joint animal/human health degree programs focused on zoonotic diseases;

•

Building mechanisms to resolve overlapping mandates and facilitate the removal of structural
impediments to cooperation;

•

Mobilizing resources to respond to animal and human outbreaks, including inter-professional
response teams;

•

Supp01t country and regional meetings that focus on One Health and cross-sectoral
coordination.

In order to generate excitement and buy-in around an unfamiliar One Health concept, RESPOND will
work with EPT partners to establish a starting framework for a One Health approach to EPT. After buyin is achieved, we will need to work closely with local government institutions, universities, and the
private sector to create a comfortable inter-professional environment for dialogue. In essence, the very
act of bringing together diverse constituencies and removing often siloed sectors, is the sta rting point for a
One Health approach. In the first year, RESPOND will:
•

Introduce and reach preliminary consensus on a One Health framework by involving EPT,
USAID missions, international health agencies, host government representatives, academic
institutions, and the private sector;

•

Review relationships among sectors, including integrated outbreak response activity
coordination and information sharing;

•

Identify information sharing needs and opportunities for professional linkages among One
Health collaborators.

The success of this objective weighs heavily on the way RESPOND introduces the One Health concept.
We recognize that each region and country will have very different institutional divides, functioning
under possibly conflicting political nuances. Therefore, activities will require a significant commitment to
learning about existing structures in order to strengthen health systems within government institutions,
creating a productive and enabling One Health environment. This will be achieved working from the top
down and the bottom up, simultaneously and strategically.
During the third and fourth quarters of the first year RESPOND will convene and lead multi-sectoral
meetings including participation from human and animal health institutions, environmental, ecological,
sociological and anthropological professionals in opportunities to better understand existing outbreak
response collaboration.
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OBJECTIVE 3: IMPROVE THE CAPACITY TO CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS OF
SUSPECTED OUTBREAKS
RESPOND will strengthen and improve the capacity to respond to outbreaks by developing a training
program for a diverse cadre of community-level first responders. This objective will be dependent on the
success of all three objectives, serving as a sum of the whole RESPOND project. In reviewing and
refining standard operating procedures, expanding linkages and coordination between animal and human
health professionals, RESPOND will create a collaborative environment among intergovernmental
agencies. When and where appropriate, RESPOND will support international donors and government
agencies during suspected outbreaks. The project plans to achieve this by:

•

Improving efficiency and accuracy in reporting and responding to outbreaks by streamlining
on-the-ground response activities;

•

Designing training programs that support the community needs of first responders;

•

Effectively using resources to respond to outbreaks;

As a coordinating body and support system, RESPOND will work with already existing regional,
national, and international systems to provide additional technical assistance to rapid disease containment.
Using an integrated and inter-professional approach, the project will define actions based on individual
regions/countries capacity to respond to outbreaks and provide practical opportunities for training and
skill building by incorporating representatives from a wide spectrum of professions. In the first year,
RESPOND will:
•

Formalize relationships with key constituents to strengthen in-country and transboundary
outbreak response systems;

•

Review existing legal authority for outbreak investigation and response systems;

•

Identify logistical constraints and needs for reporting and responding to outbreaks;

•

Initiate communication systems planning at local, national, and regional levels;

•

Identify existing human resource capacity to respond to outbreaks and target resources
according to needs;

•

Initiate community-level first responder training and outreach;

As part of building a sustainable response continuum, RESPOND will initialize its approach to tier 3,
community-level first responder training immediately upon entering the region. This will be achieved by
conducting a thorough review of already existing programs to provide additional training modules or,
where appropriate, begin the development of a customized country/regional specific training program.
With a clearer understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the country's and region's outbreak
response systems, RESPOND will design its approach to community-level training programs which target
first responders. In this design, activities such as training-of-trainers will be one of the first activities, so
that as we roll out training courses, we have the human resources available to quickly reach remote rural
areas at highest risk for outbreaks.
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OBJECTIVE 4: INTRODUCE TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPROVE TRAINING, SURVEILLANCE
AND OUTBREAK INVESTIGATIONS
Matching appropriate technology to the field-level needs of responders will reduce the number of steps
required to identify and report a suspected outbreak. Given the dynamic technological environment and
individual region/country level technology infrastructure, our approach will require practical interventions
designed to increase uptake and adoption of new tools. This will be done by:

•

Improving the ability of countries to assess new technologies and whether they are
appropriate to the local context;

•

Improving the ability to diagnose pathogens in country with appropriate technology;

•

Improving the ability for field-level rapid and accurate disease detection, identification,
reporting and control;

In the first year of implementation, the RESPOND team will conduct a capacity analysis of new and
piloted technology under development, covering many areas, including training, surveillance, and
diagnostics. The purpose will be to prioritize needs specific to the local context and lay the groundwork
for year two technology activities.
USAID'S - EPT LINES OF WORK
On November 18, 2009 USAID introduced the concept of Lines of Work as the strategic framework to
articulate coordination and collaboration among program partners. The five Lines of Work, namely
Wildlife Pathogen Detection, Risk Determination, Institutionalizing "One Health", Outbreak Response
Capacity, and Risk Reduction were created by USAID with a thematic technical focus aligned to
individual project objectives. The activities planned by PREPARE, IDENTIFY, PREDICT, RESPOND,
and PREVENT are coordinated by the Lines of Work, which highlights the collaboration that is critical to
the success of the EPT Program.

Given the focus of each EPT project, there is a logical group to lead each Line of Work, with other
projects participating and supporting activities as appropriate. RESPOND is the lead for
Institutionalizing "One Health" and Outbreak Response Capacity, and will contribute substantially to the
remaining Lines of Work. RESPOND's chief counterpart among the other EPT projects is PREDICT. In
Year 1 RESPOND will focus on the hotspot regions of the Congo and Mekong River Basins. The risk
profiles created by PREDICT will help refine and prioritize the geographic catchments for the
development of RESPOND' s strategic governmental, institutional and organizational partnerships,
selection of participants for training programs, and targeting the level of training.
Wildlife Pathogen Detection

The identification of novel wildlife-associated pathogens with pandemic zoonotic potential and their
detection prior to full emergence is at the heart of the EPT Program. This Line of Work is the core
domain of both PREDICT and IDENTIFY; RESPOND's contribution in this area will be through
capacity-building activities, support for communication and network-building opportunities, and the use
of appropriate technology in support of novel pathogen detection and outbreak reporting.
To enhance communication between animal and human health sectors, RESPOND will convene
workshops, meetings and other forums to identify and overcome barriers to a One Health approach to
pathogen detection. The development of both formal and informal relationship networks will create
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lasting functional and collaborative ties, to integrate outbreak response and surveillance activities across
human, livestock and wildlife sectors.
At all levels, RESPOND's training and capacity-building activities will include appropriate wildlife,
domestic animal and public health authority staff, as well as personnel from the private sector, industry
and NGOs. Short- and long-term training programs will build capacity for animal disease investigation
and surveillance, and the use of standardized data collection and sharing tools and applications across the
animal and human health sectors.
RESPOND will also collaborate with other EPT partners to introduce technologies that facilitate access to
and/or improve capacity for novel pathogen identification. This will be accomplished both by expanding
the use of existing technologies, such as cell phone SMS technology, and by supporting the development
of novel technologies through seed grants.
Risk Determination

Risk determination is an exercise to develop and test models that predict the emergence of new zoonotic
pathogens by geographic, microbial, behavioral and ecological factors. The risk determination Line of
Work is mainly the purview of PREDICT, with RESPOND's role to provide training in the elements and
structure of the risk detection models and communicate these elements to our training audience.
RESPOND is also involved in refining the risk detection models of PREDICT through characterization of
the behaviors and populations involved in the areas where RESPOND is operating.
RESPOND will work with PREDICT to augment and support the development and use of predictive
models primarily through capacity-building activities. Initially, RESPOND will help evaluate in-country
capacities to assess and manage risk, and will develop targeted training modules at the graduate and inservice levels, to provide a foundation for greater understanding of the idea of risk and its quantification.
Within universities and governmental institutions, RESPOND will provide training in basic risk modeling
and assessing the application of modeling techniques and resultant model outputs. During outbreaks,
RESPOND will identify the levels of putative risk factors that are currently in the risk models and assess
whether they require refinement.
Institutionalizing One Health

RESPOND will lead the effort to develop a sustainable, multi-sectoral (inter-ministerial/ public/private)
and inter-professional (medicine, nursing, public health, veterinary medicine, wildlife, environmental and
social sciences) coordinated approach that incorporates human, animal and environmental health to better
predict, prevent and respond to emerging pandemic threats. To integrate One Health at local, national,
and regional levels, RESPOND will coordinate among all EPT partners, as well as provide support to
other EPT program partners as appropriate
Recognizing that the development of a strong One Health framework is critical to success, RESPOND
will work with EPT paitners and country and regional-level institutional and organizational collaborators
to identify key activities that would benefit from a One Health approach. Existing programs that
incorporate One Health approaches will be reviewed, and successful model strategies that ai·e identified
will help guide the development of One Health action plans for EPT program activities.
To advance the One Health concept into practice, RESPOND and EPT partners will begin by identifying
and understanding existing barriers to cross-sectoral and inter-professional communication and
collaboration. A range of tools, such as case studies, table-top exercises, and cost-benefit analyses will be
developed to demonstrate the benefits of a One Health approach to emerging pandemic threats. Regular
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country and regional meetings to refine the tools, review progress, and discuss lessons learned will also
help to sustain eff01ts to integrate One Health at all levels of public health, outbreak response and
surveillance activities.
RESPOND, in collaboration with other EPT partners, will operationalize One Health by developing
systems for EPT that integrate sectors and coordinate across professions for key activities. Connections
and collaborations among human and animal health organizations, academic institutions, NGOs,
professional organizations, and industry will be strengthened through meetings and working groups,
public-private partnerships, joint activities such as grant proposal development, and profess ional
exchanges. To sustain a One Health approach, an enabling policy environment will be supported by
providing leadership training for One Health champions and through advocating for One Health
approaches, broad stakeholder engagement, and the development of government structures (e.g. interministerial coordinating bodies) to support One Health efforts.
Outbreak Response Capacity Building

RESPOND will provide leadership, as well as support to other EPT Program partners, for activities
critical to the enhancement of training capacity for skills necessary to conduct investigations,
surveillance, and respond to suspected disease outbreaks in wildlife, domestic animal and human
populations. This will be accomplished through a phased strategy beginning with the identification of
major potential collaborators and partners for university twinning, mentoring, training, and outbreak
response programs incorporating the "One Health" concept, by initiating subsequent agreements with key
institutional partners, and through collaborative development of appropriate training strategies and
curriculum adapted to acknowledged needs.
With the goal of strengthening and enhancing ongoing career path development, existing career tracks
and opportunities for infectious disease investigation, surveillance, response and control will be identified
within government ministries, p1ivate industry, universities and non-governmental organizations.
Recognizing that cross-sectoral linkages are vital to the support of coordinated disease outbreak reporting,
investigation and response, RESPOND will fos ter active working public-private partnerships, joint
planning, and adaptive management training programs at graduate, mid-grade profess ional, and
community levels to expand relationship, knowledge and communication networks across national,
provincial and district boundaries.
Also of great importance to the project are the strengthening of standard operating procedures to respond
to detection of known or novel pathogens, as well as the introduction of existing and appropriate new
technologies, effective sampling materials, analytic methodologies, database applications and supportive
equipment. In addition, RESPOND will enable the coordination and provision of outbreak response
logistics by offering training in planning and management of logistics, materials, transportation and staff
and through logistical support to outbreak response teams, as needed.
Risk Reduction

With support from PREDICT and the CDC, PREVENT will lead the effort to identify social, c ultural and
behavioral factors that might affect disease emergence and provide information to more effectively target
high-risk individuals, communities and populations for surveillance.
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RESPOND will support PREVENT in the design, implementation and periodic update of strategies to
identify individual, community and population risks for zoonotic disease spillover in each EPT program
region, as well as strategies to communicate disease risk and promote practices that will reduce human
infection.
This will require collaborative development of validated approaches for primary and secondary
prevention of emerging zoonotic diseases, the implementation of appropriate behavior change activities
among target populations through community-based participatory events, and accessibility of appropriate
tools and materials for preparedness and response.
PREVENT will support and participate in several RESPOND activities, including training high-risk and
other key groups to report cases of local animal die-offs and the development of communications and
operational networks among public health, conservation, industry, wildlife management, and other
sectors. PREVENT will also support RESPOND in the implementation of culturally appropriate
approaches to field surveillance that include collaborators in the field, laboratories and government
agencies, and in the design of training programs for risk assessment.

"HUB AND SPOKE" MODEL - INVESTMENTS AND STRATEGY
Administrative Hub and Spoke

The RESPOND project administration operates through a hub and spoke model within each region.
During Year 1 the RESPOND project will establish regional offices (hubs) in Kinshasa,DR Congo,
Kampala, Uganda, and Bangkok, Thailand, to strengthen outbreak response in each hotspot region. Fulltime regional administrative and technical staff will be based in hub offices, which will provide support
for activities in the country and throughout the hotspot region. For example, our regional hub office in
Kinshasa will support activities in other parts of the DR Congo and francophone Congo Basin in general.
This model creates a flexible, agile system with the capacity to mobilize resources quickly and efficiently
as EPT hot spot regions are identified. This will provide a nimble and adaptive line of investment,
responsive to the unique needs of each spoke location. Spoke locations develop within the same country
as the hub office, or in different countries in the region. With the dynamic nature of emerging diseases,
the administrative model will provide inherent flexibil ity to deliver the technical and logistical support,
funding and staffing required to address the immediate and longer-term needs of each country and region.
Hub Characteristics
•
•
•

1

Capital city location
First on-the-ground center established in each hotspot
region
Active administrative center for the life of the project

•
•

In proximity to at least one anchor institution
Home base for regional director, deputy d irector, and long
term technical advisor

•

Provides technical and logistical support and funding to
spoke locations

•

Key regional counterpart and point-of-contact with
international agencies and national governments
Degree and certificate training occurs in hubs when linked
to anchor universities

•

Spoke Characteristics
•

Guided by PREDICT's risk profiles

•

May be established for the life of the project or for shorter
periods of time, depending on the needs
Flexible and able to mobilize quickly in response to
changing risk profiles and outbreaks
Receives funding and technical and logistical support from
hub offices

•
•
•
•
•
•

There may or may not be any staff in a spoke locations
May be in the same country as the hub office
Majority of Tier 3 community-level first responder training
occurs in spokes
Responsive to the level of threat (e.g. when the threat is
addressed, spoke dissolves or is deactivated)

1

Spoke activities, for example community-level first responder training, may also occur in countries
where hub offices are located.
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Programmatic Hub and Spoke

RESPOND' s programmatic hub and spoke model is built around the RESPOND project team as the hub,
reaching out to engage partners (spokes) from the following key sectors: academic institutions,
international agencies, host governments, international and local NGOs, the private sector (including the
extractive industries) and the local community. Because of their critical roles with outbreak response, our
key partners will be host governments, international health agencies and academic institutions. We will
also engage NGOs, the private sector and the communities because they are on the front lines where
zoonotic dieasease outbreaks occur. The goal is to strategically strengthen the response capability of each
sector and build communication, collaboration, and coordination among sectors thro ughout the region. A
One Health approach provides a unifying platform upon which to build outbreak response capacity while
simultaneously strengthening regional human and animal health infrastructure.
The RESPOND team will play a coordinating role, connecting partners from all of the diverse sectors
through our program activities. The development of active, functional, working relationships among the
sectors, facilitated and nurtured by RESPOND, and the achievement of our programmatic objectives, will
create sustainability beyond the life of the EPT program.
RESPOND will use a systematic decision framework to inform the allocation of resources and maximize
public health impact in each region. RESPOND will identify partners that, along with strategic inputs,
will create a full complement of capabilities to better meet the local, national and regional needs.
An analysis of the sectors will be performed based on identified criterion for complementarity and
strategic investment
•
•

Number and quality of partner activities that support outbreak investigation and response
Ability to leverage existing strengths for RESPOND

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility
Capabilities in EPT related fields/professions as well as administration to support programs
Infrastructure
Reach and influence
Number and quality of short, medium and long term opportunities for EPT programming
Interest and commitment to working across sectors and professions

•
•
•
•

Experience in collaboration across sectors / professions
Capabilities to incorporate cross sectoral / professional programs
Willingness to participate and partner
In-kind contributions and financial sustainability

Based on this information, the RESPOND team will identify an optimal mix of institutions and programs
to partner with in each region to fill gaps and strengthen health systems. RESPOND will form regional
cross-sectoral and cross-professional working groups with these institutions to co-develop regional
implementation plans for RESPOND and coordinate to advance EPT resoonse svstems.
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FIRST YEAR DESIRED MILESTONES 2
2014 YEAR 5 OUTCOMES

•

Common curricula, training materials, and approaches
are adapted for hotspots

1 main project office and 3 hub site offices established
in field

•

Expanded cadres of public health professionals with
common training, degrees, approaches. and
techniques, with increased knowledge and skills in
"One Health" applied epidemiology

Agreements reached with key institutional and
university partners

•
•
•

•

•
•

1

2010 YEAR 1 OUTCOMES

400 graduate degrees awarded by anchor universities
5,000 tier 2 in-service training graduates

Convene road shows to launch program, identify
training needs, establish curriculum, identify career
track gaps and opportunities, and begin
regional/country level workplans

50,000 community level first responders trained;
Wildlife, human health, and animal health
professionals share a common "One Health" approach
with mutual professional respect across disciplines
and enhanced joint planning/implementation

Identify and initialize twinning action plans with hostcountry university counterparts
Curriculum co-development protocols developed,
information sharing site established, and
templates/tools developed

RESPOND anchor universities continue to award
graduate degrees and maintain institutional twinning
relationships

Curriculum co-development initiated for university
graduate degree (Tier 1) training, in-service "One
Health" applied epidemiology training (Tier 2)

Improved coordination and communication for
surveillance and outbreak response planning among
public and private sector stakeholders at local, district,
national, regional, and global levels

Curriculum for short-term community level training
(Tier 3) developed and piloted
Initiate logistics management and support for outbreak
response teams

Introduced and or improved use of existing ICT and
medical technology, and application of appropriate
new technologies for disease surveillance and
outbreak response
More timely and effective outbreak response, due to
increased technical capacity and logistics
management

TUSK servers installed and used in at least one
university region
Relationship mapping completed for organizations
active in outbreak response
TOT candidates for Tier 3 identified and trained
(target n = 50)

National government officials understand the impact
of zoonotic disease threats and are committed to
protecting their people

The proposed outcomes are based on an operational approach with program activities in five hotspot regions and full program

funding.
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RELATIONSHIP BUILDING WITH KEY COLLABORATORS
The success of RESPOND depends on close coordination with the other EPT projects, as well as with
multiple national and international pa1tners such as WHO and WHO-AFRO, FAO, OIE, CDC, AFENET,
etc. We are committed to working in a transparent and collaborative manner, and have been proactive in
our outreach to EPT partners and other key collaborators. To date, we have made introductory and
exploratory visits to CDC (Atlanta, Bangkok), WHO (Lyon), and FAO (Rome, RAP-Bangkok), and are
planning similar visits to OIE, CIRAD, and lnstitut Pasteur. We have established ongoing
communications with those organizations and with counterparts from PREDICT, IDENTIFY, PREVENT,
and PREPARE. We have shared drafts of RESPOND work and implementation plans to help facilitate
discussions about coordinating in-country activities once the EPT program is rolled out.
In general, RESPOND' s approach for engaging partners and collaborators is to listen first, in order to
gain a clear understanding of ongoing and planned activities. We then explore areas for synergy and
collaboration, with a clear intention to avoid duplication of efforts. RESPOND consists of partners
involved in both university and community-based training, while most international health agencies such
as WHO, FAO and CDC focus on governmental organizations. RESPOND's core activities focus on
building engagement and coordination across public-public and public-private boundaries. Programs will
also reach vertically to village-level first-responders, and horizontally to include the Ministries
responsible for wildlife, environment, and natural resources, as well as private industry and NGOs. The
combination should provide a broader scope for control of emerging diseases. The faculty involved in
RESPOND will engender a broader focus on field epidemiology in educational institutions that will in
tum provide a broader base for other programs, such as the CDC's FETP/FELTP programs, to expand
their activities.
RESPOND will benefit from the lessons learned by collaborators, particularly in terms of developing
programs that are flexible and tailored to the needs of individual countries. RESPOND team partners
(DAI, E&E, TRG, Tufts University; and UMN) have established track records in international training
and capacity building efforts in human and veterinary health and/or wildlife ecology relating to emerging
infectious diseases, reaching all levels, and broad experience in working with international and local
private industries and NGOs. RESPOND can collaborate to provide content on zoonotic diseases,
wildlife epidemiology, etc. to existing curricula and training programs as appropriate, and will support the
practice of epidemiology as a core competency throughout the region in other parts of the wider public
health system.
To avoid duplication and promote program harmonization, RESPOND will engage EPT program
partners, collaborators, and stakeholders in the development of country and regional workplans. We
anticipate that country and regional workplanning will be accomplished in the quarter following roll-out
into the Congo Basin and SE Asia regions. To further facilitate good communication and coordination
with EPT program partners, RESPOND is exploring options to either co-locate offices in-country, or to
provide flexible space within our hub offices to accommodate short-term visitors.

12
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CDC AND RESPOND - PROGRAMMATIC COMPLEMENTARITY
CDC has an established track-record of success with FETP/FELTP programs, and is awaiting outcomes
of the newly-developed FETPY program. The FETP core competencies result in graduates that speak the
same scientific language, although the "dialects" of medical and veterinary epidemiologist may differ.
The efforts of CDC's ongoing programs and RESPOND' s are complementary because of their unique
differences. The tables below identify the differences between CDC and RESPOND across levels of
engagement, key partners, and target audiences.
l-,,l,.-. ""' 111:.. il%ilihltlhfll
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National level
Provincial level
District level
Community level human/animal health workers
Community members

+
+
+!-

~~
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

00

[f

U N •.J.._
..

Epidemioloqists
Laboratorians
Community health workers
Universities and academicians
Administrators and policymakers (Ministries of Health, Agriculture,
Environment, & W ildlife, universities, coordinatinq bodies, etc.)
Para-professionals
Private sector (Industry, NGOs)
First-responders
Professional orqanizations
Community members

00

[f

Ministries of Health
Ministries of Aqriculture
Ministries of Wildlife/EnvironmenVNatural Resources
International/Multinational ministerial equivalents/counterparts (WHO, FAO,
OIE)
Universities (medical, veterinary, public health, nursinq, etc.)
Networks (TEPHINET, AFENET, SAFETYNET, SACIDS, EACIDS, etc.)
US qovernment (DoD, DoS, USGS, USDA)
Donors (DFID, AusAID, Wellcome Trust, Gates Foundation, Clinton
Foundation, etc.)
NGOs
Industry

lli!.Jf.!1.=ll ~ ; j

+
+
+
+
+

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

The RESPOND project can benefit from CDC lessons-learned, particularly in terms of developing
programs that are flexible and tailored to the needs of individual countries. RESPOND can collaborate
with CDC to add content to existing curricula on zoonotic diseases, wildlife epidemiology, etc, as
appropriate, and will support the practice of epidemiology as a core competency throughout the country in
other parts of the wider public health system.
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OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
The RESPOND management team represents a broad range of experience and talent to implement a
project of such magnitude and scope. The first year of implementation is perhaps the most important
when designing systems and reporting structures for the project. The following section highlights the
operational activities required for successful technical implementation.
OFFICE ESTABLISHMENT
RESPOND will establish four offices during the first project year: the headquarters office based in
Bethesda, MD and three regional hub field offices in Kinshasa, DRC, Kampala, Uganda and Bangkok,
Thailand.
•

•

Headquarters - This office will serve as the primary administrative center for all project-wide
activities. HQ staff will provide overall operations and technical support to RESPOND regional
hub and spoke offices and staff. During the first three months of the project, RESPOND has
focused on establishing and building the capacity of the HQ office to provide operations and
technical support to the entire project. Operationally, the team has identified and documented
major processes to streamline administrative functions, such as the process for making travel
arrangements or proc uring goods and/or services.
Regional Hub Offices - Start-up planning is underway to deploy start up teams to the three
countries where planned regional offices will be established. The start up process at DAI is
designed to quickly and efficiently establish fully operational field offices in a short amount of
time using limited resources. Start-up activities include setting up an office to meet LTTA and
STTA staff needs and establishing all operations system for finance, personnel, administration
and human resources management. Field staff training to ensure high quality systems and
operational consistency across all field offices will also occur as part of the start up process.

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
RESPOND will rely on three primary systems designed to facilitate information sharing, enhance global
collaboration and conduct staff training bridging participants in different locations: T AMIS, RESPOND
portal and WebEx.

14

•

TAMIS - DAi's Technical and Administrative Management Information System (TAMIS) is a
customized tool designed to assist project managers to meet complex information management
and monitoring needs. T AMIS integrates workplan management, impact and performance
monitoring, and project administration into an easy-to-use management information system.

•

RESPOND portal - RESPOND portal is an open source enterprise content management system
that assists in the creation and sharing of documents, collaboration of working documents, and
communication of project wide activities. The portal will serve as a community based site that
will include relevant news, pictures and documents of interest to the entire project staff with
specific sub sites designed to targeted audiences, including: Operations, Leadership, Skills and
Knowledge, Monitoring and Evaluation and External Communications and Outreach.

•

WebEx - WebEx is a web-based service used to provide on-demand collaboration, online
meeting, web conferencing and video conferencing applications between two or more places. For
RESPOND and its global office structure, Webex becomes an important tool that combines realtime desktop sharing with phone conferenci ng, so everyone has access to the same documents
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during a specific event or meeting. When appropriate, this will eliminate the need for people to
travel and meet on site, providing a cost-effective alternative.

IN- HOUSE TRAINING
The RESPOND project will conduct training across all project staff and partner teams to ensure that all
participants have the capacity and necessary resources to efficiently and effectively implement the
project. Training will target all team members including project wide staff, partner teams (the University
of Minnesota, Tufts University, Ecology and Environment, Training Resources Group) and field staff.
•

Project Wide Staff - Staff members will be trained on DAI project management policies and
procedures. Training covers all operational issues such as finance, procurement, recruitment and
travel initiatives, with a focus on USAID compliance. In addition, project wide staff will be
trained to use all systems including TAMIS, RESPOND portal, and WebEx.

•

Partner Teams - RESPOND partner teams will be trained on operations management best
practices and procedures to fac ilitate coordination and communication exchange with the DAT
operations team. DAI project wide operations staff will conduct a project management training
session specifically targeted to all of our partners' operations and administration teams. The
focus of this training will cover topics including finance and budget management, compliance and
best practices for recruitment, procurement, inventory and travel, as well as a systems overview
and introduction to TAMIS, RESPOND portal and WebEx.

•

Field Staff - In conjunction with field office start-up activities, all field staff are trained on
operations and administration process according to DAI and USATD standards. Field staff
training is conducted during the second phase of start-up once key local personnel are hired.
Training topics include finance and budget management according to DAI corporate standards,
DAI procedures for recruitment, procurement, inventory and travel at the field level, as well as
systems usage including TAMIS, RESPOND portal and WebEx. As a basis for training field
staff, DAI operations staff will use the field operations manual that includes all policies and
regulations for RESPOND field based operations and implementation.

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
The RESPOND team represents a fully integrated global management team that provides an efficient,
effective and responsive technical implementation and operational model. Integrating institutional
strengths of the partnership of DAI, Tufts University, the University of Minnesota, the T raining
Resources Group and Ecology and Environment, Inc.; DAI's technical and operational management
foundation for RESPOND has a clear structure staffed by leading experts in their respective fields.
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This structure provides a clear management framework for both the technical and the operational
components of RESPOND. The effectiveness is achieved through the clear definition of the individual
roles:

RESPOND Project Wide Office

r.-,n-.,w
l F•DE.•u-m:.• TT.I.If

·-

.........
,_..
...........

(Al
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Technical

The Project Director leads the overall project strategy of RESPOND, directs project-wide technical
activities, and develops strategic partnerships with USAID, government counterparts, and partner
organizations.
The Deputy Project Director oversees project implementation across all offices and ensures effective
communication and collaboration across RESPOND partner teams.
The Senior Technical Officer provides technical leadership on wildlife and domestic animal disease
surveillance and response, provides leadership and support to field-based technical advisors, and
supervises outbreak response advisor.
The Senior Field Epidemiology Office provides technical leadership on human disease surveillance and
response and manages RESPOND' s relationship with CDC in the US and in the field.
The Training Manager facilitates the development of the project's global training strategy, coordinates
training interventions and monitors and aggregates the training outputs, outcomes, results and impact.
Operational

The Project Director leads the overall project strategy for RESPOND, directs project-wide technical
activities, and develops strategic partnerships with USAID, government counterparts, and partner
organizations.
16
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The Deputy Project Director oversees project implementation across all offices, liaises with client and
partner organizations on operational matters, and manages the project-wide office operations team.
The Operations Manager manages the project-wide operations team support to field offices, manages
project personnel, finance, and administrative matters, and supports field-based Regional Deputy
Directors.
This defined structure provides direct technical leadership and support to a mirrored organizational
structure within RESPOND' s regional hub offices:

RESPOND Regional Hub O ffice
hglon.al
Director

: ~ ·-_ty/Oit~qi-/

Technical

' . i~tmiflct;lilfl~

Advi&or

Regional Training
Manager

Trainln1
Administrator

,Ait!ffln iMan.-..,.
M&E./

Communication
Manager

Office M.nager

Accoi.,,ntaflt

Driver

Driver

Travet/Logisncs
Coordinator

Sub- Award
Manager

The Regional Director leads, manages and directs the overall regional program. Serves as RESPOND's
regional representative and maintains the project's regional political and government relationships.
The Deputy Regional Director supports the Regional Director by managing all aspects of day-to-day
project implementation.
The Technical Advisor provides technical leadership and advises Regional Director on programmatic
activities. In addition, the Technical Advisor provides support to, and coordinates with, regional anchor
institutions.
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ANNEX A - IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN
This implementation plan represents a notional timeline specific to the West Congo Basin start-up. The
activities, sub activities, and tasks will provide the shell for designing specific roll-out plans in East
Congo Basin and the Mekong.
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RESPOND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-YEAR 1 (Q 1 - 4)
CONGO BASIN

Major Tasks

Year1 (Q1 )

Key

Responsibility

Year 1 (Q2)

Year 1 (Q3)

Year 1 (Q4)

Activity 1: Develop Project Annual Workplan & PMP
Sub activity 1 : Create global workplan & PMP

PD

RESPOND

D

Task a: Create workplan matrix

PD/CRO

RESPOND

D

Task b: Write workplan narrative

PD / CRO

RESPOND

D

Task c: Develop project implementation plan

PD/DPD/CRO

RESPOND

Task d: Create PMP matrix

MEO/CRO

RESPOND

D

Task e: Write PMP narrative

MEO/CRO

RESPOND

D

CD

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with USAID missions, USAID CARPE office,
CDC, US Embassy officers, WHO (AFRO /SEARO), AFENET,
TEPHINET, FAO, OIE, EPT partners, Ministries of Health /
Agriculture I Water, Forests, and Natural Resources, to
discuss ongoing programs

CD/CRO

RESPOND

Task b: Identify existing programs and platforms, gaps and
constraints

CD/CRO

RESPOND

Task c: Create joint workplan

CD/CRO

RESPOND

PD/DPD

DAI

Task a: Identify office space

DPD/OM

DAI

Task b: Procure office furniture

DPD/OM

DAI

Sub activity 2: Create country workplans

C

20
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C

- r-

Activity 2: Start-Up Project Office Operations
Sub activity 1 : Establish project wide office (Bethesda, MD)

C
,__

D

C

-

-

-

C

-

-

C

Major Tasks

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

Responsibility

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Task c: Procure IT equipment

DPD/OM

DAI

Task d: Mobilize LTTA

Partners

RESPOND

Task e: Finalize staff statements of work

Partners

RESPOND

Task f: Recruit, hire, & orient remaining LTTA

Partners

RESPOND

Task g: Customize project operations manual(s)

OM

DAI

Task h: Establish project records system

OM

DAI

Task i: Hold Project kickoff meeting

PD/DPD

RESPOND

Task j: Hold joint partner operations training(s)

DPD/OM

RESPOND

DPD/CRO/OIMT

RESPOND

Task a: Identify internal/ external communication needs

OIMT

RESPOND

Task b: Select systems for installation

PD/OIMT

RESPOND

Task c: Customize project management system

TAMIS

DAI

D

Task d: Customize internal communications system

CRO/OIMT

RESPOND

D

Task e: Customize training management system(s)

CRO/OIMT

RESPOND

Task f: Customize website

CRO/OIMT

RESPOND

Sub activity 1 : Prepare start-up plan

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Sub activity 2: Initialize operations (Start-Up Phase 1)

DPD/CD

DAI

Task a: Deploy start-up support resources to the field

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task b: Hold mission coordination Meetings

CD

RESPOND

Task c: Hold Partner coordination meetings

CD

RESPOND

Task d: Register project in country

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task e: Identify & refurbish office space

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task f: Establish bank accounts

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Sub activity 2: Establish Key Project Systems

April

May

Year 1 {Q4)

June

D

D

D

-

D

D

D

Activity 3: Establish Field Offices
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Year 1 {Q3)

D

D
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July

Aug

Sept

Major Tasks

Key
Partner

Responsibility

Task g: Procure office furniture

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task h: Procure IT equipment

OM

DAI

Task i: Finalize Powers of Attorney

DAI/B

DAI

Task j: Mobilize LTTA

Partners

RESPOND

Task k : Finalize staff statements of work

Start-Up Manager/CD

RESPOND

Task I: Recruit, hire, & orient remaining LTTA

OM/CD

RESPOND

Task m: Recruit & hire core local staff

Start-Up Manager/CD

DAI

Task n: Identify LTTA housing

Start-Up Manager

RESPOND

Task o: Establish project records system

Start-Up Manager

DAI

DPD/CD

DAI

Task a: Complete LTTA mobilization

Partners

RESPOND

Task b: Orient core CCN staff

Start-Up Manager/CD

DAI

Task c: Recruit, hire & orient support CCN staff

Start-Up Manager/CD

DAI

Task d: Set-Up Office

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task e: Install equipment

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task f: Procure vehicles

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task g: Customize field-based operations manuals

OM

DAI

Task h: Establish project records system

Start-Up Manager

DAI

Task i: Organize Project Start-Up Workshop

CD

Partners

Task j: Conduct initial core staff training

Start-Up Manager

DAI

DPD/CD

DAI

Task a: Install IT infrastructure & networking

OIMT

DAI

Task b: Customize project management system

TAMIS

DAI

Task c: Install field accounting system

PFU

DAI

Sub activity 3: Solidify operations (Start-Up Phase 2)

Sub activity 4: Kick-Off Implementation (Phase 3)

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

·-
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June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

Sept

Major Tasks

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

Responsibility

Task d: Complete staff project management training

Various

DAI

Task e: Hold team-building event

CD

RESPOND

Task f: Hold regional start-up workshop

CD

RESPOND

Task g: Plan start-up of spoke activities

CD/DCD

RESPOND

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Year 1 {Q3)

Mar

April

Year 1 {Q4)

May

June

C

C

July

Aug

Sept

C

C

Activity 4: Develop Partnership Agreements

C

Sub activity 1: Establish agreements with RESPOND partners at central
level

DPD

Sub activity 2: Establish agreements with EPT Partners

PD

RESPOND

C

C

C

Sub activity 3: Establish field office relationships and agreements

PD, RPD

RESPOND

C

C

C

C

-

-

-f-

- -

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

Sub activity 4: Establish agreements with local universities

UPMs, PD, STO

RESPOND

C

Sub activity 5: Establish agreements with national governmental bodies

RPD, STO,PD

RESPOND

C

C

C

C

C

Sub activity 6: Establish agreements with the private sector and NGOs

RPD, STO,PD

RESPOND

C

C

C

C

C

Sub activity 7: Establish agreements with international health agencies
(e.g. WHO, O IE, FAO)

RPD, STO, PD

RESPOND

C

C

C

C

C

Sub activity 8: Establish agreements with regional Health Bodies (e.g.
AFENET, TEFINET, WHO/AFRO)

PD, STO, RPD

RESPOND

C

C

C

C

C

Sub activity 1 : Hold weekly AOTR meetings

PD

DAI

Sub activity 2: Complete quarterly technical reports

PD

RESPOND

D

D

D

Sub activity 3: Complete quarterly financial reporting

DPD

DAI

D

D

D

Sub activity 4: Complete project communications plan

CRO

RESPOND

Activity 5: Produce Project Deliverables

D

Sub activity 5: Produce periodic project success stories

Activity 1.1 : Develop project-wide skills and knowledge building strategy
Sub activity 1: Create skills and knowledge building team

TM

RESPOND

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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-

Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task a: Select representatives from RESPOND consortium
partners

TM

RESPOND

Task b: Meet to assess core organizational and technical
competencies

TM

RESPOND

Task c: Define key terminology for project: One Health,
twinning, mentorship, etc.

TM

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Develop RESPOND skills and knowledge building
approach

TM

RESPOND

Task a: Review pyramid training structure and existing models

TM

RESPOND

Task b: Determine potential target audiences, methods to
deliver core competencies

TM

RESPOND

Task c: Identify and address gaps in existing RESPOND team
human resource capacity

TM

RESPOND

Task d: Incorporate animal, human, environmental/ecological,
and socio-cultural perspectives in education and training
approaches and materials

TM

RESPOND

TM

RESPOND

Task a: Assign lead for document development

TM

RESPOND

Task b: Assign technical experts to draft sections

TM

RESPOND

Task c: Compile draft document and disseminate to partners
for review

TM

RESPOND

Task d: Finalize and disseminate document to c lient and EPT
partners

TM / CRO

RESPOND

Sub activity 4: Establish curriculum inventory and development protocol

TM / UPMs

RESPOND

Task a: Assemble and review existing curricula and core
competencies at U.S.-based universities, in-country institutions
and other partners (FAO, WHO etc.)

TM / UPMs

RESPOND

Task b: Reach consensus on project curricula and core
competencies

TM / UPMs

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Develop written strategy document
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Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

Year 1 {Q4)

June

July

Aug

Sept

C

C

D

C

C

D

Activity 1.2: Design institutional twinning and mentoring program to improve outbreak response capacity
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Year1 {Q1}

Major Tasks
Sub activity 1 : Develop model for twinning and mentoring program

Responsibility
UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task a: Identify appropriate potential twin institutions in region

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task b: Convene meetings with each institution to determine
compatibility and identify joint goals for twinning activities

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task c: Conduct joint institutional evaluations with universities

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task d: Analyze evaluations and review with twin institution
leadership and key personnel.

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task e: Co-develop workplans for twinning programs.

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task f: External review of the workplan with key regional
collaborators

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task g: Y2 Initiate planning and implementation of codeveloped twinning activities.

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task a: Define guidelines and parameters for relevant
exchange opportunities ensuring appropriate representation

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task b: Identify key champions at anchor institutions for
exchange

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task c: Create exchange assignments

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task d: Initiate exchange activities

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task e: Evaluation of exchange activities

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task f: Y2 Refine twinning exchange activity based on
evaluations

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Support exchanges of personnel among ministries,
universities, private sector and NGOs to improve outbreak response
and mentorship activities

Sub activity 3: Mentor students and trainees using mentoring teams
across disciplines, industries, government, etc.
Task a: Conduct evaluations on mentoring needs and capacity
with partner institutions

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

Year 1 {Q4)

June

C
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July

Aug

Sept

C

C

C

C

C

C

Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task b: Jointly review assessment results and make
recommendations

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task c: Develop workplan for mentoring with partner
institutions

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task d: Y2 Develop mentor teams across disciplines and
sectors, including US based and regional anchor institutions

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

Task e: Y2 Design system for support and monitoring of
mentoring groups (including training, exchanges,
communication systems)

UPMs, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, PD

Tufts I RESPOND

Sub activity 4: Adapt, install and transfer maintenance of TUSK in each
region

Year1 {Q1 }
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2}
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3}
April

--

Task a: Initiate programming for using in international settings
(e.g., language)

UPMs, PD

Tufts I RESPOND

Task b: Select appropriate regional partner institutions for
installation of TUSK servers

UPMs, PD

Tufts I RESPOND

Task c: Review performance and use of existing TUSK server
at Makarere University

UPMs, PD

Tufts I RESPOND

Task d: Install TUSK and train (initial and ongoing) partner IT
personnel

UPMs, PD

Tufts I RESPOND

Task e: Initiate activities for transfer of TUSK maintenance to
in-country partners

UPMs, PD

Tufts I RESPOND

May

_,_

June

- r--

Year 1 {Q4}
July

Aug

Sept

- -

Activity 1.3: strengthen and enhance ongoing career path development
Sub activity 1: Review existing in-country career path development

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with government and private sector to determine
job opportunities for staff trained in animal, human and
environmental health

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task b: Review opportunities for inclusion of underrepresented
groups

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Identify gaps to address challenges to career path
development
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Major Tasks

Responsibility

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

Oct

Task a: Assess data collected in 1.3.1 (above) to make
recommendations

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task b: Communicate findings to EPT partners,
USAID/Mission, and government to reach consensus on
priorities for action

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task a: Convene meeting with responsible ministries, private
sector organizations, professional organizations, and
international health agencies to establish action plan for career
path development required for outbreak response and disease
prevention

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task b: Design consensus plans that are region-, country-, and
ministry-specific

STOs, RPO

RESPOND

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task a: Conduct baseline capacity assessment at host
institutions (students, faculty [academic and field))

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND OIE,
MOH/E

Task b: Jointly analyze findings and agree on priorities, target
audiences, and qualified faculty and field experts

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task a: Host curriculum inventory and review workshop in
country

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task b: Rank curriculum quality and content according to
agreed upon criteria

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task c: Develop collaborative action plan

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task d: Begin collaborative work to enhance and standardize
curricula

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Design action plan to strengthen career pathways

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

Sept

C

C

Activity 1.4: Initiate graduate-level degree programs

Sub activity 1: Map and analyze existing graduate-level programs

Sub activity 2: Initiate curriculum co-development

Sub activity 3: Identify qualified academic faculty and field experts
Task a: Work with institutions and / or EPT partners to identify
qualified educators and trainers

-
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Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task b: Identify incentives to encourage participation of faculty

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

Task c: Convene a symposium of faculty and field experts to
share knowledge and best practices

UPMs, RPO, PD

RESPOND

RPO

RESPOND

Task a: Identify qualified students fo r graduate-level programs
through admissions offices, ministries, EPT partners, and other
collaborators

RPO

RESPOND, EPT,
USAID

Task b: Design appropriate student scholarship and support
programs

UPMs, STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task c: Select students for enrollment, in collaboration with
universities

UPMs, STOs, RPO

RESPOND

UPMs, STOs, RPO

RESPOND

Task a: Assess existing infrastructure to support training
program

RPDs

RESPOND,
MOH/E

Task b: Upgrade, rehabilitate, and renovate infrastructure as
needed

RPD, PD

RESPOND

M&E

RESPOND

Task a: Co-design a continuous improvement and impact
analysis framework

M&E

RESPOND

Task b: Co-execute continuous improvement and impact
analysis activities

M&E

RESPOND

Task c: Refine training activities to achieve continuous
improvement

M&E

RESPOND

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Sub activity 4: Recruit students

Sub activity 5: Strengthen infrastructure for delivery of graduate-level
degree programs

Sub Activity 6: Co-design continuous improvement and impact analysis
activity

Year1 {Q1 }
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2}
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3}
April I May

June

Year 1 {Q4}
July

Aug

Sept

--

Activity 1.5: Initiate pro ess1ona Ideve opmen cerrticate
1
programs
Sub activity 1 : Map and analyze existing professional development
programs
Task a: Conduct baseline capacity assessment at host
institutions (governmental agencies, NGOs, private sector)
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Major Tasks
Task b: Analyze findings and agree on priorities, target
audiences, qualified personnel and field experts

Responsibility
UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task a: Host curriculum inventory and review workshop in
country with governmental agencies, NGOs, private sector

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task b: rank curriculum quality and content according to
agreed upon criteria

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task c: develop collaborative action plan

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task d: begin collaboration to enhance and standardize
curricula

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task a: Work with institutions and/or EPT partners to identify
qualified trainers

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task b: Identify incentives to encourage participation of
trainers

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task c: Convene a symposium of trainers to share knowledge,
methodologies, and best practices

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task a: Design program support mechanisms for professional
development certificate programs

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task b: Identify and select qualified candidates for professional
development certificate programs through government
agencies, EPT partners, and other collaborators

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

Task c: Initiate mentoring relationships with host country
university professors, graduate students, private sector leaders

UPMs, TM, RPO,

RESPOND

RPD, RTM

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Initiate Curriculum Co-development

Sub activity 3: Identify qualified trainers

Sub activity 4: Recruit candidates for professional development
certificate programs

Sub activity 5: Prepare for delivery of professional development
certificate programs

Year1 {Q1 }

Key
Partner

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2}
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3}
April

May

Year 1 {Q4}

June

July

C

C

C

C

-

Aug

Sept

C

C

C

C

-

Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task a: Identify logistics required to deliver training in
universities and government, including budgets, equipment
and training materials

RPD, RTM

RESPOND

Task b: Identify administrative needs for course organization,
per diems, transportation, etc.

RPD, RTM

RESPOND

Task c: Identify training sites and evaluate infrastructure needs
for course delivery

RPD, RTM

RESPOND

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

Year 1 {Q4)

June

July

Aug

Sept

Objective 2: Improve cross-sectoral linkages to support coordinated outbreak response
Activity 2.1: Strengthen and expand relationship networks across animal and human health organizations

Sub activity 1: Introduce EPT RESPOND program to key collaborators
(USAID missions, host governments, international health agencies,
private sector partners, NGOs, universities)

RPD, UPMs, STOs,
PD

RESPOND

Task a: Attend USAID kickoff meeting with USAID/WHO/CDC

PD

RESPOND

Task b: Meet with USAID missions, CDC, FAO, OIE, EPT
partners to begin coordination

RPD, UPMs, STOs,
PD

RESPOND

Task c: Meeting with USAID CAR PE, US Embassy Officers,
Ministires of Health / Agriculture / Water, Forests, NRM

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
PD

RESPOND

Task d: Meet with anchor Universities (e.g., University of
Kinshasa Faculty of Medicine, School of Public Health /
Makerere University / University Lubumbashi Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine)

RPD, UPMs, STOs,
PD

RESPOND

Task d: Meet with other potential collaborators, including
WWF, MSF, lnCEF, ICCN, Red Cross / Crescent Societies,
etc.

RPD, UPMs, STOs,
PD

RESPOND

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

Task a: With ministry approval, conduct desktop review of
existing outbreak response plans, and reports of outbreak
responses

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

Task b: Identify outbreak response chain-of-command
personnel and protocol

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Conduct a thorough relationship mapping / network
analysis of organizations (government, private sector, etc.) active in
outbreak response
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Major Tasks

Responsibility

Task c: Conduct individual interviews throughout the chain of
command, conduct focus group meetings within organizations,
and convene larger collaborative meetings to inform mapping
process

RPD,RTA

RESPOND

Task d: Complete initial relationship map

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

Task a: Host multi-sectoral meetings I conferences to share
activities of relationship mapping / network analysis and to
jointly analyze outbreak response plans

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

Task b: Establish country / regional multi-sectoral working
groups including government ministries, international
agencies, EPT partners, etc., to review and revise outbreak
response plans on a regular basis

RPD, RTA

RESPOND

Task c: Support ongoing communication and networking
mechanisms including interactive IT-based applications and
face-to-face meetings

RPR, RTA

RESPOND

M&E

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Strengthen existing and develop new professional
networks for information sharing and collaboration

Sub activity 4: Design continuous improvement and impact analysis
activities

Year1 {Q1 }

Key
Partner

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

Year 1 {Q4)

June

July

Aug

Sept

C

C

-

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Activity 2.2 Encourage public-private partnerships to institutionalize One Health principles and practices

Sub activity 1 : Reach a common understanding of the One Health
principles and practices of relevance to the region.

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Task a: Host and participate in multi-sectoral meetings and
organize working groups to introduce and discuss One Health
principles and practices

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Task b: Identify specific national and local challenges /
problems related to zoonotic disease outbreaks and control
with public and private sectors

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Facilitate incorporation of One Health approaches into
planning and coordination of outbreak response activities

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task a: Develop geographically and culturally relevant tools
and approaches such as case-studies, tabletop/simulation
exercises, cost/benefit analyses, etc., to demonstrate the value
and benefits of a One Health approach

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Task b: Y2 Use developed tools and approaches to
demonstrate the value and benefits of a One Health approach

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Ongoing improvement of methodologies through
review and revision

RPO, UPMs STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Task d: Y2 Convene periodic regional and country-level
meetings to evaluate the effectiveness of the tools and
approaches developed and refine them as necessary

RPO, UPMs, STOs,
RTAs

RESPOND

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Activity 2.3 Develop a knowledge management system (KMS) to facilitate cross-sectoral exchanges and information sharing
Sub activity 1 : Evaluate KMS focusing on One Health concept and
determine needs in supporting existing virtual platforms or if necessary,
create a new KMS

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Identify potential users (including working group
members and other collaborators) and expand usage to new or existing
KMS

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Task a: Create an initial invitation list and seek help to recruit
additional users

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Understand users' needs - how a KMS would be used,
what information would be shared, etc.

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Task a: Conduct an initial meeting to introduce and gain
support for use of a knowledge management system

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Task b: Conduct on-going focus groups and individual user
interviews to understand how potential users currently share
information, and how a KMS system could improve information
sharing

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Task c: Summarize findings from focus groups and interviews
to inform KMS designers

STO, UPDs

RESPOND

Activity 2.4 Encourage professional linkages among One Health collaborators
Sub activity 1 : Create opportunities for linkages among collaborators
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RPD, PD,STOs

RESPOND

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

Sept

Major Tasks

Responsibility

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

Task a: Identify and select representatives in each institution /
organization I industry responsible for maintaining
communication and knowledge dissemination among groups

RPD, PD,STOs

RESPOND

Task b: Y2 Train and mentor representatives to maintain
communication and knowledge dissemination among groups

RPD, PD,STOs

RESPOND

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

Sept

Activity 3.1: Streamline procedures and systems to improve disease investigation and outbreak response capacity
Sub activity 1: Organize regional and in-country meetings with key
collaborators to introduce RESPOND/ EPT program

PD,RPD

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with USAID mission, US embassy, US CDC
staff, WHO/AFRO, FAO, and seek introductions to Ministry of
Health

PD,RPD

RESPOND

Task b: Meet with Ministry of Health, and seek introductions to
additional in-country ministries, NGOs, universities, and others
involved in outbreak response

RPD, ORM

RESPOND

Task c: Meet with institutions recommended by Ministry of
Health and others as identified

RPD, STO, RTA,
ORM

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Formalize relationships to strengthen in-country and
transboundary outbreak response systems

STO, ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task a: Identify areas of collaboration to address identified
gaps in outbreak investigation and response

STO, ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task b: Initiate drafting of written agreement for consensus
review and comment

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Finalize written agreement

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task a: Identify and review outbreak response protocols and
agreements

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task b: Identify chain of command and existing communication
network responsible for outbreak investigation and response

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Review existing legal authority for outbreak investigation,
response, and reporting to WHO, FAO, OIE, CDC

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task c: Identify personnel responsible for outbreak response

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task d: Reevaluate existing legal authority and address
systemic gaps in effective outbreak response

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

C

Sub activity 4: Strengthen disease outbreak response planning and
systems at local, national, and regional levels
Task a: Analyze existing system, including planning process
(expert consultants, technology, plans for regular updating,
integration with other emergency contingency plans, ministries,
agencies, etc.) and provide feedback on systems, planning
efficiencies, and constraints

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task b: Y2 Make recommendations to strengthen response
and investigation systems

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Work with appropriate officials to assist in
implementation of agreed-upon recommendations

ORM, RTA

RESPOND

Aug

Sept

C

C

Activity 3.2: Support coordination and provision of outbreak response logistics (e.g., transportation, supplies, equipment, communication, etc.) with host government and donor-sponsored programs

Sub activity 1 : Organize in-country meetings with key host government
and donor sponsored programs to review outbreak response
coordination and logistics

PD, RPD

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with USAID mission, US Embassy, CDC, WHO,
FAO and host governments to understand outbreak response
logistical requirements

PD, RPD

RESPOND

Task b: Meet with Ministry of Health, and seek introductions to
international health agencies, additional in-country ministries,
NGOs, universities involved in outbreak response coordination
and logistics

RPO, ORM

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Identify logistical constraints and reach consensus to
work collaboratively on coordination and provision of outbreak response
logistics

STO, ORM

RESPOND

Task a: Reach consensus to improve coordination and
provision of outbreak response logistics

STO, ORM

RESPOND
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Major Tasks

Responsibility

Task b: Draft written agreement for consensus review and
comment

ORM

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Finalize written agreement

ORM

RESPOND

ORM

RESPOND

Task a: Identify and review protocols and agreements

ORM

RESPOND

Task b: Identify chain of command and communication
network

ORM

RESPOND

Task c: Identify personnel responsible for coordination and
logistics

ORM

RESPOND

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task a: Provide feedback on systems, planning efficiencies,
and constraints

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task b: Y2 Facilitate workshops to analyze coordination and
logistics planning systems

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Make recommendations to strengthen systems and
planning, and where appropriate, provide technical assistance
to improve logistical coordination

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Review existing legal authority for outbreak response
coordination and provision of logistics

Sub activity 4: Strengthen coordination and logistical planning at local,
national, and regional levels

Sub activity 5: Ensure proper outbreak response contingency budget
allocations

Oct

RESPOND

Task a: Coordinate with DELIVER and other collaborators (CDC,
WHO, FAO, MSF, etc.) to understand existing inventory and
needs

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task b: Draft and refine budget allocations for assistance

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task c: Create mechanisms to facilitate rapid disbursement of
funds

ORM, STO, DPD

RESPOND

RPD, STO

RESPOND

Sub activity 6: Strengthen and maintain a contact and availability
database of regional and international qualified responders

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

Year 1 {Q4)

May

June

C

C

C

C

July

Aug

Sept

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Major Tasks

Responsibility

Key
Partner

Task a: Locate and review database(s) that exist or are in
development

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task b: Identify additional qualified subject matter experts

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task c: Provide recommendations to create and/or strengthen and
maintain a regional database

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

RPO, ORM

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with USAID mission, US Embassy, CDC, WHO and
FAO to understand existing communications systems

RPO, ORM

RESPOND

Task b: Meet with host government ministries to request review of
existing outbreak response, investigation and surveillance
communications systems

RPO, ORM

RESPOND
~

Sub activity 2: Review existing legal authority for communications
systems

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task a: Identify and review protocols and agreements

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task b: Identify chain of command of communication network

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Task c: Identify personnel responsible for outbreak /surveillance
communications

ORM, STO

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Strengthen communications system planning at local,
national, and regional levels

ORM, UPMs, STO

RESPOND

Task a: Analyze existing communication system, including
planning process (expert consultants, technology, plans for
regular updating, integration with other emergency
contingency plans, ministries, agencies, etc.)

ORM, UPMs, STO

RESPOND
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Task b: Y2Provide feedback on systems, planning efficiencies,
and constraints

ORM, UPMs, STO

Task c: Y2Make recommendations to strengthen systems and
planning and where appropriate, provide technical assistance
to improve communications systems

ORM, UPMs, STO

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN

RESPOND

RESPOND

July

Aug

Sept

-

Activity 3.3: Strengthen communication systems in surveillance, outbreak investigation, and response

Sub activity 1 : Organize in-country meetings with key host government
and donor sponsored programs to review in-country and regional
communication systems

Year 1 {Q4)

--

Major Tasks

Responsibility

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

Oct I Nov I Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

I Feb I

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)

Year 1 {Q4)

April I May I June

July I Aug I Sept

Activity 3.4: Initiate community-level first responder training and outreach

TM, RTM

PREDICT, EPT,
RESPOND

Task a: Identify potential intervention sites based on PREDICT
risk profiles and needs determined by host countries

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task b: Prioritize and select sites of intervention

TM, RTM

PREDICT,
RESPOND

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task a: Map existing community-level training programs

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task b: Develop a knowledge base of socio-cultural,
environmental, and health related aspects of participating
communities

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Analyze and agree on priorities with host
government ministries

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task d: Y2 Design a collaborative plan of action with host
government, international health agencies, private sector,
NGOs, etc.

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Sub activity 3: Facilitate curriculum co-development including three
levels of community training personnel (master trainer, TOT, and
participant)

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task a: Host curriculum inventory and review workshop in
country

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task b: Rank curriculum quality and content according to
agreed upon criteria

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Begin collaboration to enhance and standardize
curricula

TM, RTM

RESPOND

TM, RTM

RESPOND

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Sub activity 1: Select community sites for EPT interventions

Sub activity 2: Design customized approach to community-level training

Sub activity 4: Recruit candidates for training-of-trainers
Task a: Identify and select qualified candidates for communitylevel training of trainers programs through government
agencies, EPT partners, and other collaborators

RESPOND Y1 WORKPLAN
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Major Tasks
Task b: Negotiate secondment of trainer candidates with host
organizations

Responsibility

Key
Partner

TM, RTM

RESPOND

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task a. Design instructional materials, considering content and
methodologies, for various audiences

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task b: Initiate training in pilot community projects

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task c: Observe and advise on delivery

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task d: Provide feedback and define areas of improvement

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task e: Observe second stage delivery of training

TM, RTM

RESPOND

Task f: Qualify trainers and include in RESPOND TOT
database

TM, RTM

RESPOND

RTM

RESPOND

Task a: Engage village/community to participate in intervention

RTM

RESPOND

Task b: Identify community leaders

RTM

RESPOND

Task c: Recruit candidates for first responder training and
outreach in communities

RTM

RESPOND

Sub activity 5: Conduct training-of-trainers

Sub activity 6: Deliver first responder training and outreach to
communities

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

C

·-

-

C

C

Sept

C

-

C

Activity 3.5: Develop and implement outcome-based evaluations to improve future investigation and response

Sub activity 1 : Analyze and provide feedback on response to normative
infectious disease outbreaks in humans, wildlife and domestic animals

RPO, ORM, UPMs,
STO, M&E

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with Ministry of Health, Agriculture, Environment
and other ministries and international agencies (WHO, FAO,
CDC, OIE) and NGOs involved in outbreak response to obtain
authorization to access data for collaborative analysis

RPO, ORM, UPMs,
STO.M&E

RESPOND

Task b: Y2 Agree on process for collaborative analysis

ORM, UPMs, STO,
M&E

RESPOND

Task c. Y2 Initiate collaborative analysis of data

ORM, UPMs, STO,
M&E

RESPOND
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Major Tasks
Task d: Y2 Share find ings and refine activities accordingly

Responsibility
ORM, UPMs, STO,
M&E

_

Year1 {Q1}

Key
Partner

Oct

Nov

ml

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

--••·

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

RESPOND

Objective 4: Introduce technologies to improve training, surveillance and outbreak investigations

Activity 4.1: Utilize existing technological tools to improve training, surveillance and outbreak investigations
Sub activity 1 : Organize in-country meetings with key host government
and donor sponsored programs to discuss technological tools currently
used and under development; reach consensus to work collaboratively
on technology development and use

PD

RESPOND

Task a: Meet with CDC, WHO, FAO, OIE, and host
government ministries and seek introductions to additional incountry ministries, NGOs, universities and others involved in
technology development

PD

RESPOND

Task b: Reach consensus to improve technology coordination

PD

RESPOND

Task c: Draft written agreement for consensus review and
comment

PD

RESPOND

Task d: Finalize written agreement

PD

RESPOND

Sub activity 2: Conduct an analysis of technology covering training,
surveillance, and diagnostics

PD

RESPOND

Task a: Review and analyze information communications
technology (ICT) tools that are used in education / training

PD

RESPOND

Task b: Review and analyze information communications
technology (ICT) tools that are used in outbreak response and
surveillance

PD

- RESPOND
-

Task c: Review and analyze technology used in field
diagnostics

PD

RESPOND

Task d: Identify gaps and set priorities for technology
development

PD

RESPOND

Task e: Y2 Share results of technology analysis with
collaborators

PD

RESPOND

Activity 4.2: Introduce appropriate innovative new technologies for data collection, communications, and rapid disease detection and diagnosis.
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Major Tasks
Sub activity 1: Based on the results of technology analysis (4.1.3.d),
identify opportunities for new technology development

Responsibility

Key
Partner

PD

RESPOND

Task a: Define priority needs for new technology development

PD

RESPOND

Task b: Develop selection criteria for seed grant projects /
recipients

PD

RESPOND

Task c: Y2 Award seed grants for new technology
development

PD

RESPOND

Year1 {Q1}
Oct

Nov

Dec

Year 1 {Q2)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Year 1 {Q3)
April

May

June

Year 1 {Q4)
July

Aug

Sept

-

Activity 4.3: Continuous improvement of technologies for data collection, communications, and rapid disease detection and diagnosis.

Sub activity 1 : Develop systems for ongoing continuous improvement of
technology

STOs

RESPOND, EPT,
CDC, GATES,
AFRO

Task a: Establish participatory technology M&E working group
among EPT partners

STOs

RESPOND, EPT,
CDC, GATES,
AFRO

Task b: Regular evaluation of technology related activities in
relation to outbreak investigation and response performance

STOs

RESPOND, EPT,
CDC, GATES,
AFRO

Task c: Refine and adjust technology use in accordance with
evaluations

STOs

RESPOND, EPT,
CDC, GATES,
AFRO

C

C

C

- -
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Key to Responsibility:

Partner Key:

Guide to Symbols:

PD - Project Director
DPD - Deputy Project Director
RPO - Regional Program Director
STO - Senior Technical Officer
TM - Training Manager
RTA - Regional Technical Advisors
RTM - Regional Training Manager
ORM - Outbreak Response Manager
M&E - M&E Manager
UPMs - University Project Managers
CRO- Communications and Reporting Officer
OM - Operations Manager
DAI HO = DAI Home Office

University of Minnesota
Tufts University
TRG
Ecology and Environment (E&E)
PREPARE
PREDICT
IDENTIFY
PREVENT
World Health Organization (WHO)
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
World Organization of Animal Health (OIE)
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
USAID

D = Deliverable
C = Continuous Activity
Y2 = Year 2 activity
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ANNEX B - WORKPLAN
This workplan matrix does not include linkages to the lines of work, timelines, or geographic regions since lines of work are cmrently under USAID approval.
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Objective

Activities

ID

Expected Y1 Outcomes

• Skills and knowledge strategy document
finalized

1. Improve
training capacity
for skills
necessary to
conduct
surveillance and
respond to
suspected
outbreaks

Develop a project wide skills
and knowledge building
strategy

1.1

• Curriculum inventory and review workshops
held in each region
• Consensus reached with in-country partners
on project curricula and core competencies
• Curriculum co-development protocols
initiated with in-country partners

,__

• Number of EPT specific
integrated skills and knowledge
building packages developed
and used for university graduate
degrees (Tier 1) and One
Health applied epidemiology
training (Tier 2);

• Evaluations completed in collaboration with
twinning partners and workplans co-developed
• Initiate faculty/staff and student exchanges
between UMN, Tufts and in-country partners
Design institutional twinning
and mentoring program to
improve outbreak capacity

Implementing Partners

I
Leads: Tufts & UMN
Partners: TRG, DAI and
E&E

• Number and types of curricula,
training modules, teaching tools,
and protocols integrated by
universities and government in
their training programs

Consult with: CDC, USDA,
OIE, FAO, WHO

i

,__

-

1.2

Project M&E Indicators

• Number of agreements signed
with institutions to establish
twinning relationships

• Co-mentorship workplans developed and
programs initiated in Congo Basin and
Southeast Asia

• Number of faculty and student
exchanges made between
twinning institutions,
disaggregated by gender

• TUSK servers installed and used in at least
one university in each region

• Mentoring process established
for students/ trainees

Leads: Tufts & UMN
Consult with: CDC, FAO,
OIE, WHO, University
Schools of Medicine,
Nursing, Public Health,
Veterinary Medicine,
Environment and Wildlife
Management

I
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-

• Number of career track
position in infectious disease
surveillance, response and
control established in MOH,
MONVet Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife, and at
universities, NGOs, and in
private industry, by gender.

• Existing career paths identified through initial
evaluation activities
1.3

Strengthen and enhance
ongoing career path
development

• Meetings held with key stakeholders
(public/private, human/animal/wildlife) to
identify career track obstacles and
opportunities for EPT outbreak mitigation

• Number of RESPOND trainee
co-authors of EPT-related
abstracts , publications and
papers accepted at national,
regional and international
conferences
• Number of University Faculty
engaged in Tier 1 training
programs, by country,
university, department,
specialty, gender

• Existing programs strengthened through
expert technical and academic assistance
Implement Tier 1 graduate
level training programs

• Number of graduates of Tier 1
training program (by country,
year, specialty, gender, and
course topic)

• Curriculum co-development initiated for
university graduate degree programs (Tier 1)
• Symposia held for faculty and field experts to
share lessons learned and best practices

• % increase in trainee skills and
knowledge of key One Health
applied epidemiology concepts

• 20 qualified graduate level trainees identified
and recruited for Tier 1 Training by September
2010

-
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Leads: Tufts & UMN
Partners: DAI, TRG; CDC,
WHO, FAQ, OIE, MOH,
MONVet Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife; MO
Education, University
Schools of Medicine,
Nursing, Public Health,
Veterinary Medicine

•% trainee participation in
continuing education/EPT
refresher training;

• Workshops and/or meetings held with key
cross-sectoral stakeholders to determine the
priority needs for Tier 1 training

1.4

I

• Tier 1 graduate program in
One Health applied field
epidemiology is institutionalized
in university departments

I
Leads: Tufts & UMN
Partners: DAI, TRG, E&E
Consult with: CDC, OIE,
FAO, WHO, MOH, MONVet
Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife; MO
Education, University
Schools of Medicine,
Nursing, Public Health,
Veterinary Medicine,
Environment and Wildlife
Management

• Workshops and/or meetings held with key
cross-sectoral stakeholders to determine the
priority needs for Tier 2 training
• Existing programs strengthened through
expert technical and academic assistance

1.5

Implement Tier 2 certificate
training programs

• Curriculum co-development initiated for
professional development certificate
programs(Tier 2)
• Symposia held for faculty and field experts to
share lessons learned and best practices
• Qualified Tier 2 level trainers identified and
potential trainees recruited

• Number of trainers qualified to
implement Tier 2 curricula, by
country, year, gender,
organization and administrative
level

I
Leads: Tufts & UMN
Partners: DAI, TRG, E&E

• Number of Tier 2 graduates
(by country, year, specialty,
gender, and course topic)

Consult with: CDC, WHO;
OIE; FAO, MOH, MONVet
Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife; MO
Education, University
Schools of Medicine, Public
Health, Veterinary Medicine,
Environmental/Wildlife
Management

• % increase in knowledge of
key One Health applied
epidemiology concepts
• % trainees correctly
demonstrating key skills
• Number of Tier 2 graduates
actively engaged in EPT related
activities

I
Objective 1 Activity Total

I Lead: DAI

• Relationship map completed for
organizations active in outbreak response
2. Improve
cross-sectoral
linkages to
support
coordinated
surveillance and
outbreak
response

2.1

Strengthen and expand
relationship networks across
animal and human health
organizations

• Stakeholder meetings conducted in each
region to review relationship map and network
analysis
• Inter-sectoral coordination groups established
and/or supported
• Support (STTA, technical, logistical) provided
for cross-sectoral coordination of disease
surveillance and outbreak response activities

• Number of coordinated
surveillance and outbreak
response plans developed
• Number of stakeholder
meeting, workshops, and
conferences sponsored by
year/country/region , and
number of participants by
gender/sector

I
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Partners: WHO; OIE; FAO;
CDC; TRG, E&E, UMN,
Tufts, MOH, MONVet
Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife;
Other Stakeholders:
University Schools of
Medicine, Nursing, Public
Health, Veterinary Medicine,
Environmental/Wild life
Management; local NGOs;
Private for-profits

• NGOs (non-profit) and private for-profit
organizations participate in EPT coordination
meetings

2.2

Encourage public-private
partnerships to institutionalize
One Health principles and
practices

• Specific national and local challenges /
problems related to zoonotic disease
outbreaks and control with public and private
sectors are identified
• NGOs and Private Sector personnel are
included in "One Health" applied epidemiology
trainings (Tiers 1, 2, and 3)

I Lead: DAI
• Number of NGOs and private
sector organizations involved in
inter-sectoral work on disease
surveillance and outbreak
response, by country, type of
involvement and type of private
sector organization

Partners: E&E, UMN, Tufts,
MOH, MOANet Services;
MO Environment/Wildlife;
Other Stakeholders :
University Schools of
Medicine, Nursing, Public
Health, Veterinary Medicine,
Environmental/Wild life
Management; local NGOs;
Private for-profits

• Number of NGOs and private
sector personnel trained in Tiers
1-3

I Leads: DAI
Partners: Tufts, UMN, TRG,
E&E

2.3

Develop a knowledge
management system (KMS) to
facilitate cross-sectoral
exchanges and information
sharing

Consults with: WHO, OIE,
FAO, CDC, DAI regional
hub; MOH, MOA, Vet
Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife;

• Number of KM sites
established and maintained
• Knowledge management system and
networking needs evaluated with partners

• Number of One Health
professionals with access to
expert network by sector,
country, and gender

Other Stakeholders:
University Schools of
Medicine, Nursing, Public
Health, Veterinary Medicine,
Environmental/Wildlife
Management; local NGOs;
Private for-profits

I Leads: TRG, DAI, UMN,
Tufts
Partners: WHO, OIE, FAO,
CDC
2.4

Encourage professional
linkages among One Health
collaborators

• "One Health" champions in each sector
identified for leadership and communication
training

• Number of One Health leaders
identified and trained, by
country, sector, gender, and tier

1

Other Stakeholders:
University Schools of
Medicine, Nursing, Public
Health, Veterinary Medicine,
Environmental/Wild life
Management; local NGOs;
Private for-profits

Objective 2 Activity Total
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I

I

Lead: DAI
3. Improve the
capacity to
conduct
investigations of
suspected
outbreaks

3.1

Streamline procedures and
systems to improve outbreak
response capacity and
disease surveillance

• Existing systems for outbreak response, both
in-country and to international agencies, are
reviewed

• Number of procedural and
structural improvements
implemented for surveillance
and outbreak response capacity

• Existing protocols and procedures of
outbreak response logistics are reviewed and
gap identified

• Number of outbreak response
staff receiving training in
logistical planning and
management of essential
commodities, transportation and
staff

Partners: TRG; E&E; Tufts,
UMN
Consult with: WHO, OIE,
FAO, CDC, MOH, MOANet
Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife

I

3.2

Support coordination and
provision of outbreak
response logistics (e.g.,
transportation, supplies,
equipment, etc.) with host
government and donorsponsored programs

• Existing qualified responder databases are
reviewed and recommendations provided for
strengthening / updating
• Logistical support provided to outbreak
response teams, as needed.

• Number of outbreak responses
supported, by country/region
and type of support provided

Lead: DAI
Partners: TRG; E&E; Tufts,
UMN

I

Consult with: WHO, OIE,
FAO, CDC, Gates
Foundation
Lead: DAI

3.3

Strengthen communication
systems in surveillance,
outbreak investigation, and
response

• Existing communications systems for
outbreak response and surveillance are
reviewed and analyzed

• Existing community-level training programs
are mapped and curricula inventory
workshops are held

3.4

Implement Tier 3 community
level training program based
upon PREDICT's risk profiling

• Wortlshops and/or meetings held with key
cross-sectoral stakeholders to determine the
priority needs for Tier 3 training
• TOT candidates are recruited and trained
(target n = 50)
• Community sites are selected for community
level training

• Number of personnel trained
for surveillance and outbreak
response communication,
coordination and reporting

Partners: TRG; E&E; Tufts;
UMN
Consult : WHO, OIE, FAO,
CDC, Gates Foundation,
RESPOND reg ional hubs

• Average time from first report
of suspected disease to arrival
of outbreak response teams
• Number of trainers qualified to
implement Tier 3 curricula, by
country, gender, organization
and administrative level

I

Partners: TRG, DAI, E&E
Consult with : PREDICT,
WHO; FAO, OIE; CDC,
MOH; MOA/Vet Services,
MO Environment/Wildlife;
NGOs, Master Trainers
trained through RESPOND
or CDC/FETP

• Number of graduates of
RESPOND Tier 3 Training (by
country, year, specialty, gender,
and course topic)

• % increase in knowledge of
key One Health applied
epidemiology concepts
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Leads: UMN & Tufts

1

• % trainees correctly
demonstrating key skills
• Number of Tier 3 graduates
actively engaged in EPT related
activities

I

5

3.5

Develop and implement
outcome-based evaluations to
improve future investigation
and response

• Agreements reached with government
authorities for collaborative outbreak response
data analyses

Lead: DAI
Partners: TRG; E&E; Tufts,
UMN

• Average time from first report
of suspected disease to arrival
of outbreak response teams

Consult with: WHO, OIE,
FAQ, CDC, MOH, MONVet
Services, MO
Environment/Wildlife

I
Objective 3 Activity Total

4. Introduce
technologies to
improve the
capability of field
epidemiologists
to conduct
surveillance and
outbreak
investigations

-

• Number of grants awarded, by
country and type.

4.1

Utilize existing technological
tools to improve surveillance
outbreak investigations

• Review completed of technology currently
used in-country for education and training
(ICT), outbreak response and surveillance
communications, and field diagnostics
• Gaps identified and priorities set for new
technology development

Lead: DAI

• Number of countries utilizing
web-based GIS-disease risk
mapping systems for
surveillance and outbreak
response
• Number of distance learning
modules developed and utilized
by country

Partners: UMN, Tufts, TRG,
E&E; DAI regional hubs,
RESPOND consultants;
NGO grantees; University
faculty

I
I

4.2

4.3

48

Introduce appropriate
innovative new technologies
for rapid disease detection,
data collection, and
communications

Continuous improvement of
technologies for data
collection, communications,
and rapid disease detection
and diagnosis.
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• Priority technology needs identified
• Selection criteria developed for seed grant
projects

• Participatory technology M&E working group
established among EPT partners
• System developed for regular evaluation of
technology-related activities in relation to
outbreak investigation and response
performance

• Number and types of
innovative technologies
implemented

Leads: DAI, and ICT and
medical technology partners

• Number of seed grants
awarded

Partners: TRG, UMN, Tufts

I Lead: DAI
I

Partners: UMN, Tufts, TRG,
E&E; RESPOND reg ional
hubs, RESPOND
consultants; EPT partner
representative, NGO

I grantees; University faculty
I
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ANNEX C - SECTOR QUESTION
GUIDES
The sector question guides will be used as a framework for introductory meetings between RESPOND
and key stakeholders in the field.
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RESPOND
Question Guide - USAID

These questions are asked as a part of the initial introductory
meeting between RESPOND and the point of contact. The flow of
the meeting after formal introductions will be the team presenting
the overall EPT Program, the specifics of RESPOND followed by
fielding questions and opening general discussions. The questions
herein are to serve as a guide to gather information as the
conversation, and/or position of the person RESPOND is meeting
allows.

RESPOND Team

Regional Program Director
Deputy Regional Program Director
Regional Technical Advisor
RESPOND/DC Technical
Advisor(s)

Regional Training Manager

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce EPT Program and RESPOND
Introduce RESPOND Representatives
Learn of USAID Programs on-the-ground
Briefed on USAID Relationship with National Government
Networking
Learn of Challenges to Program Implementation In-Country

Questions to Mission
1. What current projects does USA ID have in the areas of human health, animal health, agriculture
(livestock) and the environment?
2. Do any of the existing USAID programs (from above) have any surveillance or monitoring
activities?
a. How do we access the data collected (if relevant)?
3. What informational outreach campaigns/behavior change activities has USAID supported either
through projects, or local NGOs/organizations?
4. Please provide us your input on the role of cultural, social, political and behavioral factors
affecting the delivery of public and/or animal health in _ _ country?
5. What is the nature of the relationship between USAID and the Ministry of Health, Agriculture,
Wildlife/Environment, Education and Research?
a. Suggested points of contact?
b. Officials USAID has good working relationships with?
c. Officials that RESPOND should be aware of (+/-)?
6. Could you recommend local organizations, NGOs and/or other assets that could contribute to
RESPOND's objectives?
7. Has the government responded to past outbreaks, epidemics, and/or pandemics?
a. How would you rate its performance?
b. What are the areas in which it was inadequate or needs improvement?
c. Who are the first responders for pandemics, or other emergencies?
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8. What role are the extractive and other industries taking in the area of public health?
9. What/how are the political/professional relationships between and amongst the Ministers of
Health, Agriculture, Wildlife/Environment, Educatio n and Research?
10. What role does the Minister of Education play in the development of university curricula?
11. What are the challenges to implementing programs in _ _ (country)?
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RESPOND
Question Guide - CDC

These questions are asked as a part of the initial introductory
meeting between RESPOND and the point of contact. The flow of
the meeting after formal introductions will be the team presenting
the overall EPT Program, the specifics of RESPOND followed by
fielding questions and opening general discussions. The questions
herein are to serve as a guide to gather information as the
conversation, and/or position of the person RESPOND is meeting
allows.

RESPOND Team
Regional Program Director
US AID or Related (CDC, F AO)
Official
Regional Technical Advisor
RESPOND/DC Technical Advisor(s)

Objectives:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce EPT Program and RESPOND
Introduce RESPOND Representatives
Learn of CDC regional/country activities on-the-ground
Establish CDC contact(s) for RESPOND
Networking
Identify personnel and offices in Embassy working with/collaborating with National Government,
University, and/or International Health Agency

Questions

12. What current projects does CDC have in-country or regionally?
13. What are other U.S. and country technical programs or activities in-country or in the region?
14. Do any of the existing programs (from above) have any disease surveillance or disease
monitoring activities?
a. Who is the contact person
b. Who is that person's supervisor
c. Is there the collection or analysis of national or regional animal/human health or disease
data (if relevant)?
15. What informational outreach campaigns/behavior change activities has the CDC, other U.S.
agencies, supported either through projects, or local NGOs/organizations?
16. Please provide us your input on the role of cultural, social, political and behavioral factors
affecting the delivery of public and/or animal health in _ _ country?
17. What is the nature of the relationship between CDC and the Ministry of Health, or Agriculture, of
Wildlife?
18. Could you recommend local organizations, NGOs and/or other assets that could contiibute to
RESPOND's objectives?
19. Has the government responded to past pandemics?
a. How would you rate its performance?
b. Where are the areas where it was lacking?
c. Who are the first responders for pandemics, or other emergencies?
20. What role are the extraction industries taking in the area of public health?
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21. What/how are the political/professional relationships between the Ministers of Health and
Agriculture?
22. What role does the Minister of Education play in the development of university curriculums?
23. What are the challenges to implementing programs in _ _ (country)?
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RESPOND
Question Guide - Government Ministry
These questions are asked as a part of the initial introductory
RESPOND Team
meeting between RESPOND and the point of contact. The flow of
Regional Program Director
the meeting after formal introductions will be the team presenting
the overall EPT Program, the specifics of RESPOND followed by
USAID or Re lated (CDC, FAO)
Official
fielding questions and opening general discussions. The questions
herein are to serve as a guide to gather information useful
Regional Technical Advisor
info1mation related to existing activities related to disease
RESPOND/DC Technical
outbreaks, epidemics, disease surveillance and reporting to
Advisor(s)
international health agencies, as well as whether RESPOND's plan
for a One Health approach including universities in skills and knowledge building is a Ministry priority to
strengthen capacity in these areas.

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce EPT Program and RESPOND
Introduce RESPOND Representatives
Learn of Government Programs
Understand the Government's Emergency Response Network
Learn of Government Collaboration with other Actors
Gain Key Contacts
Understand the Opportunities and Priorities with the Government in an Outbreak Response

Questions for Minister
24. What are the resources of your ministry (hospitals, clinics, outreach, emergency response agency,
laboratories, testing facilities, group responsible for outbreak investigations, etc.)?
25. What are your long-term goals for your ministry?
a. What are your priorities for achieving these aspirations?

26. Does the ministry have any activity responsible for infectious disease surveillance or monito1ing?
a. What is the reporting structure?
b. Is the information shared with other ministries ( does Min. of Health share with Min. of
Ag)?
c. Are data about key infectious d iseases that countries agreed to report to international
health agencies routinely reported (e.g. diseases in animals to FAO, IHR reporting to
WHO)?
d. What group(s) at national level is responsible for analyzing disease surveillance data and
reporting?
e. Does Ministry meeting regularly with other Ministries for any purpose (describe nature of
meetings, objective)?
f. Are there regular Ministry meetings to discuss infectious disease outbreaks that involve
animals and humans (e.g. zoonotic diseases) with various Ministry groups responsible?
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g. Do universities oversee, conduct analysis of infectious disease surveillance data or
participate in or supervise infectious disease outbreaks (If YES, which, for what
diseases)?
h. Do university faculty regularly teach courses on basic disease reporting, public health
biostatistics, disease surveillance and reporting for Ministry staff (If YES, frequency,
location, certificate)?
1.
Which universities involved in animal or human disease play an important role in
infectious disease surveillance and reporting (e.g. is this for suspected diseases, or
describe if university laboratories process lab specimens to confirm disease)?
j. Would Ministry be interested in having university schools of public health conduct shortterm training courses for Ministry staff, community level training on reporting suspected
outbreaks of infectious diseases, and/or conducting continuing education for staff?
k. Is a Ministry staff person with a Masters degree promoted more quickly, or receive a
higher pay than an equally trained staff without such a degree?
1. Is Ministry interested or involved with practical, on-the-job training of staff responsible
for outbreaks, e.g. subjects like applied epidemiology, outbreak investigations, proper
sample collection and transport (similar to that done in FETPs sponsored by CDC<
USAID in some countries)?
m. RESPOND is working with universities to design and implement practical, applied
training that would be useful and relevant to infectious disease outbreak response and
cooperation duri ng epidemics and pandemics; to buj]d incountry capacity and strengthen
staff knowledge and skills. Would these activities be of high interest or a high priority
for the Ministry?
27. What informat ional outreach campaigns/behavior change activities does the Ministry have?
a. What health threats/issues are they addressing?
b. Successes?
c. What Ministry group is responsible for these activities?
d. Does Ministry use such outreach for infectious disease outbreaks at local level, only for
outbreaks of national significance, or only for epidemics/pandemics
e. Would Ministry be interested in strengthening training and capacity building for using
outreach more effectively, or more often as part of the response for outbreasks of
infectious disease, or epidemics?
28. From what international organizations does the Ministry receive support for infectious disease
surveillance and disease outbreak response?
a. What are the programs, which are successful?
b. Is there adequate training for Ministry staff?
c. Does this support result in adequate resources to support a coordinated response between
Ministries responsible (e.g. Min. of Health & Agriculture on a zoonotic disease
outbreak)?
29. Are there key local organizations, NGOs, etc. that are contributing to your ministry's objectives
in the area of controlling zoonotic infections, or disease outbreaks and response?
a. Is the currently support given to these groups sufficient from a national perspective to
adequate support local government's ability to respond to outbreaks, prevent infection
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( e.g. to inform and educate community about risks of infection, or educate health workers
in remote locations)?
30. What type of relationships does your ministry have with universities?
a. Are the universities involved with disease surveillance training? Networking?
Publishing?
b. How would you rate their knowledge? Work? Cooperation?
31. Has the government had to respond to pandemics (cholera, pandemic influenza H1Nl(2009)?
a. What was the outbreak?
b. How did you find out about the outbreak, and what was your response?
c. How could your response be improved?
d. Who are the first responders for pandemics, or other emergencies?
e. What Ministry group at the national level supervises infectious disease outbreak
investigations/response?
f. Does the government have an emergency response agency to coordinate response of
multiple Ministries (e.g. to a large outbreak, or pandemic)?
g. Does the Ministry have an official epidemic/pandemic response plan filed with
international health agencies?
h. Is/would training of Ministry staff in areas such as infectious disease surveillance, data
analysis and interpretation, public health biostatistics, proper outbreak investigation,
disease prevention and control, epidemic and pandemic response be a Ministry priority?
32. Are the extractio n industries, or major private sector industries/firms, working w.ith your ministry
in the area of public health?
a. For example, does the Ministry provide any basic training of medical staff or workers
about reporting febrile illness to surveillance personnel?
b. Have extractive industries or private sector requested assistance with identifying cause of
disease outbreaks in animals or staff?
c. Have these groups requested health information, training materials, vaccine or
medications?
d. Are there other relationships of Ministry with private sector (describe)?

Questions for Field Clinic/Provincial Ministry Official
1. What are your resources?
a. Facilities & conditions
b. Staff
c. Staff location/networks
2. Are their on-going monitoring programs? What are they?
3. What informational outreach campaigns/behavior change activities does the Ministry have?
a. What health threats/issues are they addressing?
b. Successes?
4. Are there key local organizations, NGOs, etc. that are contributing to your ministry's objectives?
5. Has the government had to respond to past pandemics?
a. What was the o utbreak?
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b. How did you find out about the outbreak, and what was your response?
c. How could the response be improved?
d. Who are the first responders for pandemics, or other emergencies?
6. Are you working with local private sector industries/firms on health related issues?
a. In what areas of animal/human health?
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RESPOND
Question Guide - Universities

These questions are asked as a part of the initial introductory
meeting between RESPOND and the point of contact. The flow of
the meeting after formal introductions will be the team presenting
the overall EPT Program, the specifics of RESPOND followed by
fielding questions and opening general discussions. The questions
herein are to serve as a guide to gather information as the
conversation, and/or position of the person RESPOND is meeting
allows.

RESPOND Team

Regional Program Director
Regional Technical Advisor
RESPOND/DC Technical
Advisor(s)

Objectives:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Introduce EPT Program and RESPOND
Introduce RESPOND Representatives
Overview of the University' s:
o Facilities
o Programs
o Structure
Vision/Aspirations of Key Staff
Contacts/leads to Key Collaborators
Relationships with External Actors (government, sister universities, donors, etc.)
Assessment of Knowledge of One Health

Institutional Overview

1. What are the principle areas of focus for funded research, training and extension services?
2. How is the university organized; schools or departments of: (veterinary, nursing, public health,
medicine, ecology, social science, tourism, etc.)?
3. What relationships/programs are there with government agencies? Industry? NGO's? Other
universities?
a. Levels of collaboration?
b. Shared resources/networks?
c. Funding?
4. Are there shared courses/classes between your schools/colleges? Which schools and what types
of programs?
5. What are your long-term goals for the university in terms of future investments in existing
programs/facil ities and/or new ones.
6. What are your priorities for immediate/additional investment in your institution?
7. What are the opportunities/priorities for the university?
8. What is the make - up (professional & geographic) of graduates from your programs?

Availability
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Personal Observations: What is the school's potential for twinning relationships?
Accessibility

Personal Observations:
1. Ease and mode of travel to university location(s)
2. Local security conditions/concerns?
3. Cost for travel and other related costs?
Infrastructure

What resources are available at your university?
a. internet
b. laboratory
c. running water/power
cl. sterilization/decontamination/disposal equipment
e. research library
f. computers
2. Do students and faculty use computers/the internet in their
teaching/learning?
3. Observations on:
a. Access to and stability of electricity
b. internet,
c. laboratory and/or training facilities,
d. Library: journals, textbooks
e. Student skills labs
f. Environment that supports possibility of learning
Academic Programs
1.

1. How is the university organized; schools or departments of: (veterinary, nursing, public health,
medicine, ecology, social science, tourism, etc.)?
2. What degrees and certificate programs does your institution offer?
3. Is the university planning on making any program changes or additions to animal and/or human
health programs?
4. Does your university offer policy programs effecting public health?
5. Does your university offer policy programs effecting public policy on animal/wildlife health?
6. What are your priorities for immediate/additional investment in your institution?
7. Are there government standards that must be met in developing new animal and human health
curriculums?
8. What approach does the institution take concerning teaching the theory of how to conduct
outbreak investigation and response in your university's (animal/human) health courses?
9. What approach does your institution take to teaching the application and analysis of diagnostic
testing?
a. What are your laboratory resources?
10. As part of your course programs, are students conducting field investigations?
a. Is that research collected and entered into a statistical database?
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b.
c.

What is done with the research?
Does your institution have an ethical code on the collection, maintenance, use and
dissemination of data and informat ion?
d. Who mentors the field component of the classes?
11. Do your practical health programs include modules on bio-safety and bio-security procedures in
the field?
12. Does your school provide practical/applied medicine field studies?
13. Do you have any classes focused on wildlife health/wildlife disease at the university?

Faculty
1.

2.
3.
4.

What is the level of faculty engagement (is faculty on site-teaching, research- or engaged in other
income generation activities)?
What are the educational or technical backgrounds/roles of faculty (do vets teach vets; do nurses
teach nurses, etc.)?
Are faculty involved in outbreak response activities, research, or consulting?
Do faculty do research related to infectious disease outbreaks?

Linkages
What type of formal relationships/programs does your university run with other higher learning
institutions?
2. With whom does the university partner where research is concerned? Which partners provide
technical support? Which ones provide financial support?
3. Are their shared courses/classes between your schools/colleges? Which schools and what types
of programs?
4. What connection does your university have with its surrounding and rural communities? social/humanitarian outreach, field clinical experiences
5. Does the University partner with other universities regionally?
6 . Does the university or faculty partner with industry or government?
7. What is the make - up (professional & geographic) of graduates from your programs?
8. Are faculty involved in outbreak response activities, research, or consulting?
1.
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RESPOND
Question Guide - NGOS

These questions are asked as a part of the initial introductory
meeting between RESPOND and the point of contact. The flow of
the meeting after formal introductions will be the team presenting
the overall EPT Program, the specifics of RESPOND followed by
fielding questions and opening general discussions. The questions
herein are to serve as a guide to gather information as the
conversation, and/or position of the person RESPOND is meeting
allows.

RESPOND Team

Regional Program Director
Regional Technical Advisor
RESPOND/DC Technical

Advisor(s)
Regional Training Manager

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce EPT Program and RESPOND
Introduce RESPOND Representatives
Learn of Programs
Understand their Oppo1tunities and Priorities
Learn of their Network Outreach
Indentify Possible Collaboration

NGO Director/Program Manager
1. What is the mission of your organization?
2. What are the strategies to accomplish the mission?
3. How many offices and personnel do you have, what are their expertise(s) and where are they located
in the country?
4. What are the programs of your organization?
a. Do you have programs/projects oriented towards the relationship amongst human, animal and
environmental health or any one of these aspects?
b. If yes, do they involve teaching and/or training?
i. What is the nature of the teaching offered?
ii. What is the nature of the training offered?
c. Do you have any programs on this topic which offer public outreach/awareness,
youth/women's groups, or community support organizations?
i. If yes, what is the nature of the outreach or organizational activities offered?
ii. Who is responsible for organizing and maintaining these efforts?
d. Do you have any programs/projects which involve monitoring or surveillance of the
environment, wildlife, livestock and/or human populations?
1. If yes, which of these aspects are addressed in the project(s) and where are they
located in the country?
ii . Are local communities, students, scientists, experts, or government ministry agents
involved?
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5. Does your organization have partnerships/programs involving national government ministries,
educational institutions, other non-governmental organizations or industry?
6. Does your organization have field or laboratory research operations (health/medical, wildlife,
biological/environment, socio-cultural) and what is the focus?
a. If yes, who conducts the research?
b. Is there local collaboration with government and univers ities?
c. Under whose authority is the research conducted?
d. How are the results reported, archived and disseminated?
7. ls your organization involved in investigations and/or response/support for disease
outbreaks/epidemics?
a. If yes, what is the nature of the expertise offered?
b. Under what authority/agreement is this work undertaken?
c. What institutions/authority coordinates this work?
d. Are there adequate financial support, trained/professional personnel, materials, transportation,
communications system, etc. to support this effort in the country?
8. In your opinion, are cultural, gender and socio-economic issues adequately addressed in relation to
human, animal and environmental health concerns in the country?
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RESPOND
Question Guide - Private Sector

These questions are asked as a part of the initial introductory
RESPOND Team
meeting between RESPOND and the point of contact. The flow of
Regional Program Director
the meeting after formal introductions will be the team presenting
the overall EPT Program, the specifics of RESPOND followed by
Regional Technical Advisor
fielding questions and opening general discussions. The questions
RESPOND/DC Technical Advisor
herein are to serve as a guide to gather information as the
conversation, and/or position of the person RESPOND is meeting allows.
Objectives:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce EPT Program and RESPOND
Introduce RESPOND Representatives
Present the RESPOND and its Representatives
Enlist as Stakeholder
Assess Capacity to Respond
Location of Operations
Current Health or Health Information Campaigns
Any Collaboration with the Government, Universities or other Actors

Questions

33. What behavioral health-related programs does your company have for employees?
34. What are your environmental, health, and/or social management plans?
35. Do you run informational/health promotion programs supported by the government, NGOs, etc.?
a. What organizations, NGOs, etc. are you working with
b. What health issues are they addressing?
c. Successes?
d. Are their on-going monitoring programs? What are they?
36. Has the government had to respond to past disease outbreaks, epidemics or pandemics?
a. What was the outbreak?
b. How did you find out about the outbreak, and what was your response?
c. How could your response be improved?
d. Who are the first responders for disease outbreaks/pandemics, or other emergencies?
37. What are your health and community outreach resources?
38. Has the government included your firm in response to past disease outbreaks/pandemics?
b. What disease(s) was/were involved in the outbreak?
c. How did you find out about the outbreak, and what was your response?
d. How could the response be improved?
e. Who are your company's first responders for outbreaks, pandemics, or other
emergencies?
39. Do you have trade concerns/applications related to animal to human pathogens?
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ACRONYMS
AET

Applied Epidem iology Training

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANPN

Agence Nationale des Pares Nationaux

AOR

Agreement Officer's Representative

ARO

Alert and Response Operations

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo {Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU-IBAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

BVM

Bachelor in Veterinary Science

CAHW

Community Animal Health Workers

CBDS

Community Based Disease Surveillance

CCC

Country Coordinating Committee

CCN

Cooperating Country National

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CED

Control of Epidemic Diseases

CMOA

Ministry of Agricult ure {DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment {DRC)

CMOH

Ministry of Health (DRC)

COVAB

Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity
(Uganda)

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry

DoH

Department of Health

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DTRA

Defense's Threat Reduction Agency
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DVO

District Veterinarian Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

EZD

Emergency Zoonotic Diseases

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAS

Field Accounting System

FEAT

Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand

FESC

Field Epidemiology Short Courses

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

FUS

Federation Une Sante

GEMP

Good Service Management Practice

GOARN

Global Outbreak and Alert Response Network

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

IDSR

Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response

IEM

lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale

IFC

International Finance Corporation

IGAD

Inter-governmental Agency for Development

INDOHUN

Indonesia One Health University Network

ISTM

lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITAV

lnstitut de Technique Agro-Veterinaire

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medicale

KKU

Khan Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)
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MAFF

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MINAGRI

M inistry of Agriculture and Animal Resources

MISRZ

Multidisciplinary and Integrated Surveillance and Response to Zoonotic Diseases

MOA

Ministry of Agriculture

MoAF

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)

MoNRE

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPH

Master of Public Health

MVPM

Masters of Veterinary Preventive Medicine

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

MYOHUN

Malaysia One Health University Network

NAC

Nabong Agricultural College

OAA

Office of Acquisition and Assistance

OH

One Health

OHCC

One Health Core Competency

OHCEA

One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response

PHI

Public Health Institute

Pl

Principal Investigator

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

RFA

Request for Applicants

RFP

Request for Proposal

ROC

Republic of Congo

RRT

Rapid Response Team
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SCOM

Steering Committee Meeting

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

SEAOHUN

Southeast Asia One Health University Network

sow

Standard of Work

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TOR

Terms of Reference

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

USAID

U.S. Agency for International Development

USAID/W

USAID Washington

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

USFS

U.S. Forest Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USG

U.S. Government

VETCAP

U.S. Army Veterinarian Civil Action Project

VMKKU

Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University

VMS

Veterinary Medical School

VPH

Veterinary Public Health

WWF-DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
th
,

RESPOND's focus during Quarter Four of Year Three (July 1st to September 30

2012) was continuing support to the

development of One Health University Networks in Africa and Southeast Asia . With the OHCEA award approved, the
network started working directly with RESPOND's university partners in the United States to define OHCEA's needs
for Year 4 and to continue progress against activities in their Year 1 work plan.
Even though RESPOND's Year 3 workplan still contains activities that follow the original four-objective structure,
many of these planned activities have taken a lower priority over the course of the year, and this report will focus on
OHCEA and SEAOHUN activities, wit h a section for "non-network-related activities" to account for remaining activities
that are not One Health University Networks-related .
The past quarter present ed a number of challenges in both the Africa and South East Asia Regions. Both regions
continued to build and strengthen their respective university networks by providing logistical and technical support,
as well as building capacity both within and without the networks.
The Kampala Regional Office's major accomplishments included the following:
1.
2.
3.

OHCEA commenced its Year 1 activities
AFENET trained veterinarians in disease outbreak response and preparedness
Private sector disease outbreak and response training completed

The Kinshasa Regional Office marked these significant accomplishments during the quarter:
1.
2.
3.

Completed WILD training
Conducted twinning exchanges with Tufts University
Successfully delivered equipment, supplies and materials to recipients

Among the South East Asia (SEA) Regional Office' s achievements were:
1.
2.
3.

Completed four national-level OHCC workshops and harmonization of OHCCs
Continued SEAOHUN activities
Conducted multiple trainings throughout the region
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I. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays where RESPOND cu rrently works (in red). RESPOND Regional Hub Offices are located in Kampa la (Uganda),
Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of Congo), and Bangkok (Thailand), covering two regions considered hot-spot areas for the emergence and reemergence of zoonotic pandemic threats.
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II. AFRICAN ACTIVITIES
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The RESPOND project's focus in Eastern, Central and West Africa is now almost wholly focused on support to a
network of universities that integrate schools of Public Health and Veterinary Medicine, using the One Health
approach to diseases outbreaks in several countries.
OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa) currently has 14 schools of Public Health and Veterinary
Medicine as members, in six countries - Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Kenya and Democratic Republic of
Congo. Its Secretariat is located in Kampala, Uganda, and implementation activities are supported by regional
offices in Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
During Quarter 4 of Year 3 (July-September, 2012), both regional offices in Africa held events in support of
OHCEA, as well as activities that were originally in the Year 3 Workplan (2011-2012).
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KAMPALA REGIONAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES
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The map above represents the geographic reach of OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa university network).

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
OHCEA COMMENCES ITS YEAR ONE ACTIVITIES
RESPOND has been working closely with One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OH CEA) network for the past
quarter to commence major activities towards the organizational development of the network. During the
quarter the OH CEA network:
•
•
•
•
•

signed an $11.8 million sub-award,
expanded its regional secretariat staff,
established country offices,
held its Focal Persons Annual Work Planning meeting,
held a One Health Core Competency (OHCC) and In-Service
Training Programs Workshop, and
•
conducted an orientation training week for its newly hired Country
Administrators.
These activities provide OHCEA a st rong ground to start rolling out its
regional and country level activities.
th

On July 17 , 2012, DAI signed a two-year sub-award with OHCEA for
$11.8 million. At the Serena Hotel in Kampala, Uganda, OHCEA Principal Investigators, Professors William Bazeyo
and David Kabasa; and RESPOND's Project Director, Rob Ryan-Silva, signed the award in the presence of
RESPOND's USAID AOR, Rob Henry; DAi's Managing Director of Health, Jerry Martin; and several key OHCEA
deans and staff. With the award signed, OH CEA embarked on hiring new staff for the regional secretariat (Senior
Administrator and a Monitoring and Evaluation Officer) and in each of the country offices (Country
Administrators).
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A regional Focal Person's workshop was held from August 20th to 23 rd in Kampala to review and finalize OHCEA's
regional and country work plans, synergize activities, and identify common strategies across the OHCEA network.
The Focal Persons agreed on the following themes and activities to guide OHCEA's activities in the coming year:
• student and faculty development and exchanges;
• field training and One Health demonstration sites;
•
in-service and pre-service curriculum development and implementation;
•
IT and E-learning;
• One Health advocacy;
• the development of One Health partnerships and stakeholder engagement;
•
OHCEA network strengthening and expansion;
•
monitoring, evaluation, and documentation; and
•
Resource mobilization and sustainability of the network.
Focal Persons also reviewed the OHCEA Annual Work Plan, Operations Manual and Communications Strategy,
which were then presented to, and ratified by the OHCEA Board of Directors and its Deans Summit in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia in September.
OHCEA, with direct financial support from RESPOND, held a regional workshop in Dar es Sa laam, Tanzania from
17 - 20 September to:
1.

2.

Identify and define the OHCCs to be used for OHCEA, and
Identify in-service training programs and needs, based on the OHCCs.

The workshop brought together 80 participants from different sectors of government and disciplines of
academia from OHCEA's six count ries, plus faculty from OHCEA's US university partners UMN and Tufts. Major
outputs from the workshop were a draft of OHCEA's Regional OHCCs, which include the following domains:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management
Communication
Values and Ethics
Leadership
Collaboration and Partnership
Systems Thinking
Culture, Belief, and Gender
Policy and Advocacy
Research .

Workshop participants also successfully identified regional in-service courses and programs that will be
customized at t he country level, based on individual country needs assessments. These courses include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risk Analysis
One Health Leadership Development
Ecosystem Health
Conflict and Disaster Management
Transboundary (and Emerging) Diseases
Wildlife Epidemiology
Disease Ecology
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Participants at the OHCEA in-service training program workshop held in Dar es Salaam.

With its policies, rules and regulations, and communication strategies in place, plus an approved work plan;
OHCEA has set the ground to start implementing activities at country level. TRG is currently conducting an
organizational assessment, which will support the above activities and contribute to creating a viable One Health
university alliance involving 14 schools of medicine, veterinary medicine, public health and allied health and
environment.

AFENET TRAINS VETERINARIANS IN DISEASE OUTBREAK RESPONSE AND PREPAREDNESS
With a grant from RESPOND, AFENET is undertaking a two-year training program in applied epidemiology based
on the One Health approach. The training is part of the long-standing Masters of Preventive Medicine Program
(MPVM) at Makerere University (Uganda) that targets veterinarians working with government at the district
level. The goal of the program is to develop capacity for outbreak investigation and response that merges animal,
human and environmental health dynamics into a comprehensive capacity for disease det ection and control at
sub national level. Three-quarters of the training is field-based, while the remaining quarter is didactic. The
modules of the training focus on the following One Health approaches:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

disease surveillance,
field investigations,
applied epidemiology,
data analysis and interpretation,
outbreak response,
communication,
risk assessment,
basic socio-economics,
participatory methodologies, and
monitoring and evaluation .

During the quarter, the five field epidemiology trainees enrolled in the MVPM program completed the third of
their five semesters. They have completed all the didactics of the program and two field attachments i.e. the
first attachment was at the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (MAAIF) and the second
attachments were in the districts of Nakasongola, Wakiso, Mukono, Mubende and Masaka. During the field
attachments, all trainees undertook short studies which they presented to district stakeholders from 16 to 19
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July 2012. Three of the short studies will be presented at the Seventh TEPHINET Global Conference that is to be
held from 10 to 15 November 2012 in Amman, Jordan. In addition, all trainees developed research concepts that
are currently under review. They will present and defend their concepts on October 3, 2012. This will be
followed by development of full research proposals and finally research thesis.
Furthermore, AFENET completed the development of a request for a proposal for the MVPM program expansion
to include enrollment of cohorts from Uganda, Rwanda, Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia and DRC. The main purpose of
this intervention is to regionalize the MPVM program so that it serves member countries within the OHCEA
network to develop work force capacity in field epidemiology and effective outbreak response, and to
strengthen the field component of the program. It is anticipated that thirty trainees from Tanzania, Rwanda,
Ethiopia, Kenya, DRC and Uganda will be recruited in the next cohort, and funded directly with OHCEA funds.
OHCEA's Deans Summit ratified the proposal and granted it support.
Additionally, the AFENET officials together with stakeholders from the Uganda Ministries of Health and
Agriculture and College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Bio-security (COVAB) developed a
framework for professional development of the MVPM trainees. The framework is intended to ensure
completion of the program and to help identify opportunities for trainees to participate in international
activities to gain additional experience and aptitude in epidemiological principles. This will be achieved by
strengthening the mentorship that staff from AFENET and faculty from COVAB, Tufts and UMN give to trainees.
Opportunities w ill include attendance at international conferences and exchange visits to training programs in
other regions such as the US, Asia as well as selected African FETPs anchored on the One Health approach. The
aim is to study, observe and evaluate different approaches to disease surveillance and response to emergencies
such as disease outbreaks.

PRIVATE SECTOR DISEASE OUTBREAK AND RESPONSE TRAINING
During this quarter, the ECB office sponsored training of peer educators in 10 selected companies under the
Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA) and Federation of Uganda Employers (FUE). These companies were
selected based on their location (at human-animal interface), extractive activities, availability of a peer educator
program in t heir companies, and finally, management's acceptance of and willingness to participate in the
program. During this period, UMA, through their master trainers have trained a total of 145 peer educators (82
males, 73 females) at Mpanga Tea Growers, Fort Portal District, Tororo Cement, Tororo District, Kakira Sugar
works, Jinja District, Luwala Tea Estates, Jinja District and Uganda Clays, Mbale District. The Federation of
Ugandan Employers, similarly, conducted peer education training at Kaweeri Coffee Estates, Mubende District,
Macleod Tea plantation in Bushenyi District, Hima Cement in Kasese District, the New Forest Company in Bugiri
District and Tilda Rice in Bugiri District; to a total of 145 peer educators (51 females, 94 males). The three day
peer education training conducted at each company enabled the peer educators to:
Describe how infectious diseases spread and cause epidemics.
Recognize how interaction of humans, animals and the environment can sometimes spread diseases.
Recognize the key signs and symptoms of diseases that may lead to outbreaks in Uganda.
Describe how to prevent the spread of infectious diseases in the workplace.
Educate co-workers about disease outbreaks and reportable diseases through peer education.
Educate co-workers on how and when to report suspected diseases or odd illnesses in people and
animals.
The companies have expressed interest in disease outbreak and response training, indicating that this has been
a sidelined area because most of the programs that have been taken to them targeted HIV and tuberculosis; yet
emerging disease outbreaks are of significant concern. After peer education training was conducted at the
different companies there have been considerable requests for additional training from other companies and
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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branches. McLeod Tea Company has requested training for five more of their tea estates and the Uganda Prisons
in Mbale have also requested similar training.

MAJOR CHALLENGES AND PLANS TO OVERCOME THEM
OHCEA COMMENCES ITS VEAR ONE ACTIVITIES
Setting up and staffing country offices to serve the six OHCEA member countries was always going to be
challenging. This affected implementation of OHCEA Year 1 activit ies since the administrators are key in
managing funds at the country level. Many activities have been postponed to OHCEA's Year 2 (RESPOND Year 4)
in order to take advantage of a fully-functioning network of country offices. Six OH CEA country Administrators,
an M&E officer and the Senior Administrator have been hired. RESPOND provided training on applicable USAID
rules and regulations, procurement processes and financial forecasting, reporting, and requisition of funds from
19 to 21 September in Dar Es Salaam for the Administrators. To take full advantage of the training, Focal Persons
joined the Administrators and were also trained on financial reporting. This training should help to reduce the
amount of time it takes to requisition funds, as well as to improve reporting at both the programmatic and
financial levels.
Developing both regional and country level plans during the relatively short Focal Persons' work planning
sessions presented a challenge. Some of the Focal persons were not able to consult their One Health Country
Coordination Committees (CCCs) and therefore did not have detailed country plans ready to include in the
OHCEA regional work-plan. To address this, the Focal Persons, together with US university partners UMN and
Tufts, developed the regional work plan, which the Deans' Summit has approved. Meanwhile, the university
Focal Persons have been tasked to consult their CCC members so that more comprehensive country
implementation plans and budgets are developed. At the same time, at the country level there will be country
liaison teams composed of faculty from UMN and Tufts and focal persons that will advise and help in
implementing country activities.

AFENET TRAINS VETERINARIANS IN DISEASE OUTBREAK RESPONSE AND PREPAREDNESS
While implementing the MVPM field epidemiology program, it was determined that streamlining field
epidemiology into regular university activities will require more engagement with the university, as well as more
funds from donors. The curriculum for the MVPM field epidemiology track was reviewed and completed at a
retreat in Jinja, Uganda in May 2012. Makerere's College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources, and
Biosecurity (COVAB) -- an OHCEA member -- approved the curriculum, which the Makerere University Senate is
currently reviewing before its final submission to the Uganda National Council for Higher Education (NCHE) for
accreditation. Once the NCHE approves the program, it will be streamlined into the university system and the
next cohort will be recruited. The OHCEA Deans' Summit has approved the program's expansion to include
additional students from the region; OHCEA will fund the program's expansion.
Additionally, it was discovered that the stakeholders involved in implementing the academic programs have
different interests. The university is invested in the program, the M inistry of Agriculture of Agriculture, Animal
Industry and Fisheries wants to have more of its staff trained, and AFENET would like to coordinate the program.
Therefore, OHCEA will be engaging partners together with COVAB to develop clear roles and regulations for
managing the MVPM program.
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PRIVATE SECTOR DISEASE OUTBREAK AND RESPONSE TRAINING
UMA, FUE, and their member companies would like to continue the outbreak and response training into a
second phase. Both FUE and UMA are planning to engage their partners to see if disease outbreak investigation
and response training components can be integrated into some of their ongoing health training programs so
that the training can continue.
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KINSHASA REGIONAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in red). The stars represent capital cities, and the
capital city of Kinshasa, DRC, is where the RESPOND Kinshasa Regional Office is located.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
WILD TRAINING COMPLETED
The WILD training in Gabon was successfully held from August 13-24 {see highlight) in close collaboration
with AU-IBAR and the host government. The US Ambassador to Gabon opened the training on August 13th
and brought together participants from the Democratic Republic of Congo, the Republic of Congo, Gabon,
and Cameroun.

TWINNING EXCHANGES WITH TUFTS UNIVERSITY CONDUCTED
The last of the twinning exchanges from Tufts University to the University of Kinshasa (UNIKIN) and
University of Lubumbashi {UNILU) were completed during the quarter, including the linking of OHCEA and
SEAOHUN with Tufts supporting faculty exchanges from Makerere University {Dr. Odoch) and the
University of Hanoi {Dr. Nguyen). In collaboration with OHCEA, an evaluation of the twinning effort will be
proposed to draw lessons learned for improved programming as OHCEA gears up for designing and
implementing faculty exchanges in Year 4.

DELIVERY OF EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS SUCCESSFUL
RESPOND provided the final delivery of equipment and supplies to the Tshuapa District in the Equateur
Province in the DRC for the Ministries of Agriculture, Health, and ICCN {lnstitut Congolais pour la
Conservation de la Nature). The Equateur Province, and Tshuapa District in particular, is remote and highly
inaccessible by road or air. The goods were delivered to two central locations in Tshuapa: Boende and
Monkoto. The supplier selected has successfully delivered and set up the radio communication equipment
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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in four health zones in remote parts of this vast district. Reflective of the challenges faced within the
province, the deliveries were completed after three days of navigation by motorcycle and canoe.
RESPOND also handed over IT equipment and materials to the Cameroonian M inister of Livestock, Fisheries
and Animal Industries on July 17t h, as support to the National Program for Prevention and Control against
Emerging and Re-emerging Zoonoses and the veterinary service. In addition to the IT equipment, the
national program has received a large supply of personal protective equipments from USAID through
RESPOND, which arrived in Yaounde on July 31st.

MAJOR CHALLENGES AND PLANS TO OVERCOME THEM
WILD TRAINING DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
There were two significant challenges associated with the WILD training in Gabon. First, RESPOND does not
have a physical presence in Gabon, which made working with suppliers extremely difficult. In some
instances, suppliers had to be prepaid for their services. Sending a team of two to three people from the
regional office for administrative and logistical support was the only effective way to conduct such a
significant event. RESPOND will apply this lesson as the project supports OHCEA's attendance to the
planned WHO inter-ministerial meeting in Gabon on One Health.
In addition, the planning and implementation of the training required collaboration among key
stakeholders, notably the host government and AU-I BAR. However, the implementation of some of the
program's elements was sometimes delayed due to the need to harmonize within the bureaucracies of the
organizations planning and implementing the train ing.
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Ill. SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES
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The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). The stars represent capital cities, and
Thailand's capita l city, Bangkok, is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office is located.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
COMPLETED 4 NATIONAL-LEVEL OHCC WORKSHOPS & HARMONIZATION OF OHCCS
FOR THE SEA REGION
During the reported quarter, the South East Asia One Health University Network (SEAOHUN) worked
towards developing a set of regiona l One Health Core Competencies (OHCCs). While SEAOHUN and the
national One Health university networks played a key role in identifying national and regional OHCCs, Tufts
played the lead role in guiding the process with support from UMN and TRG and logistics support from DAI.
Developing the regional OHCCs included the following major steps:
•
•
•

a web-based survey targeting key players in outbreak response and university faculty;
national-level workshops in four countries to agree on the nationa l OH domains & core
competencies; and
a regional workshop to harmonize national OH domains and core competencies into a regional
OHCC package.
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The process began in April 2012 when a team from Tufts University present ed a draft of OHCC domains to
SEAOHUN representat ives at a workshop in Bangkok, after conducting an ext ensive literature review and
interviews with subject matter experts. The workshop identified the need for specific OHCCs at the regional
and national levels and developed a plan to replicate and expand survey data collection by country and to
organize workshops within each country to develop national level OHCCs. With a set of questionnaires
designed by Tufts, the RESPOND SEA Office administered a web-based survey. Responses were received
from a total of 137 government, NGOs and university respondents : 43 from Malaysia, 32 from Indonesia,
26 from Thailand and 36 from Vietnam.
In July, a series of 4 three-day country-level OHCC workshops were conducted in the four participating
countries to develop country-specific domains and core competencies, building on the data obtained from
th t h
the web-based surveys. These workshops took place in Kuala Lumpur on July 4 -6 with 22 participants, in
th
th
th
th
Jakarta on July 8 -10 with 28 participants, in Bangkok on July 18 -19 with 24 participants and in Hanoi
from July 23 rd to 25 th with 30 participants. Participants were selected from SEAOHUN member faculties.

CONTINUED SEAOHUN ACTIVITIES
THOHUN Kicked Off in August: The official two-day kick-off meeting of the Thailand One Health University

Network (THOHUN) took place on August 18-19 in Bangkok with support from RESPOND. The core
participating faculties included the Faculties of Veterinary Science and Tropical Medicine of Mah idol
University and the Faculties of Nursing and Veterinary Medicine of Chiang Mai University (CMU). Twentynine representatives from these four faculties plus one lecturer each from CMU's Faculty of Economics and
Faculty of Pharmacy worked together to develop THOHUN's vision, mission, five-year strategic plan for
2012 - 2016, and a logo.
Professional Development Support: Since mid 2012, RESPOND has been supporting SEAOHUN member
faculties in enhancing the professional development and networking opportunities for their staff, as
detailed in the SEAOHUN work plan . In July, RESPOND supported the Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary
Science, Mahidol University, Thailand, to attend the 61st International Conference of the Wildlife Disease
th
Association and the 10 Biennial Conference of the European WDA in Lyon, France (July 22-27). Support
was also given to a senior staff member from the Hanoi School of Public Health, Vietnam to attend the
World Congress on Risk 2012 : Risk and Development in Changing World in Sydney (July 18-20).

From August 27 through September 21, two senior staff from the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Khon
Kaen University (VMKKU) visited Tufts University for one month training to strengthen their wildlife and
exotic animal health skills, including diagnostic and disease prevention skills. The technical training and
exchange focused on the following topics: in-vitro cultivation of blood parasites (Trypanosoma, Babesia,
Ehrlichia); molecular techniques in antigen isolation and identification of parasites and other
microorganisms; immuno-helminthology & protozoology; vaccine production and testing; disease
diagnostics (test kit development, immunopathology, lmmunohistochemistry), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), the use of microarrays in veterinary research; One Health & Eco-health; veterinary education
(planning and administration in veterinary education & research, laboratory and research facilities). This
faculty exchange will strengthen the capacity of Khon Kaen University staff and will greatly benefit the
RESPOND supported collaboration bet ween VMKKU and Na bong Agricultural College of the National
University Of Laos (NAC/NUOL).
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In addition, RESPOND provided financial support for the conference registration of 36 participants (15 from
Malaysia, 1 from Cambodia, 8 from Indonesia, 1 from Lao PDR, 3 from Philippines, 6 from Thailand and 2
th
from Vietnam) to attend the International Conference on One Health and 24 VAM (Veterinary Association
Malaysia) Congress 2012, held on September 21-23 at Marriott Putrajaya, Malaysia, where Dr. Stan
Fenwick from RESPOND gave a presentation on veterinarians' contributions to global food security.

CONDUCTED TRAINING THROUGHOUT SEA REGION
Successful Conclusion of Thailand's One Health Field Epidemiology Training Course: On August 20-21, the

Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand (FEAT), a RESPOND grantee, successfully organized a final
conference, following field project implementation by trainees from the Ministries of Health, Agriculture
and Natural Resources and Environment in five selected provinces of Thailand. The conference had 121
participants and involved the Bureau of Epidemiology and the Bureau of Emerging Infectious Diseases
under the Department of Disease Control, Ministry of Public Health, the Department of Livestock
Development of Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, the Department of National Parks, Wildlife and
Plant Conservation and the Zoological Park Organization of the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment, USCDC and RESPOND. The seminar marked the conclusion of the RESPOND funded FEAT's
seven-month training course for human and animal health workers of five provincial surveillance and rapid
response teams (SRRTs). Following two training workshops conducted in February and March this year for
supervisors, mentors and team members, the SRRTs implemented field projects that they had developed in
OH teams from March through August. The field projects were aimed at studying the disease situations
with regard to West Nile Virus, Q Fever, Tuberculosis, Melioidosis, Brucellosis and cases of Encephalitis.
This was the first time that professionals from different disciplines had worked together in Thailand
following the OH approach. The SRRTs presented their project results and shared their field experiences
and lessons learned at the final seminar. The valuable outcomes from this One Health field epidemiology
training initiative are not only the development of additional data on specific diseases in the participating
provinces but also for strengthening and expanding t he collaborative efforts on zoonotic disease
investigations and surveillance systems among the relevant sectors at the provincial and district levels.
FEAT has a plan to organize a meeting at the Prince Mahidol Award Conference, to be held in Bangkok in
late January 2013, to further disseminate the lessons learned on how the project has strengthened the EID
response in Thailand and how the One Health approach strengthens Thailand's provincial surveillance
capabilities.
Enabling the First Cambodia's FETP-V Short Course: Cambodia's first applied field epidemiology training
took place in Takeo city for 13 district veterinary officers and 2 public health staff from the two provinces of
Kampong Cham and Takeo from July 30 through August 17 as a result of collaborative efforts between
RESPOND, FAO, and Cambodia's National Veterinary Research Institute, and the Department of Animal
Health and Production, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. The 3-week training provided basic
knowledge in field epidemiological applications focusing on animal disease surveillance (including data
management and reporting) and outbreak investigation & response. The training methods comprised
presentations, case studies, and field exercises.
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Enabling Applied Epidemiology Training (AET) in
Ca mbodia: In collaboration with USCDC and WHO in
Cambodia, RESPOND provided support to Cambodia's
Ministry of Health to conduct its 2nd AET cohort training
course for leaders of provincial Rapid Response Teams.
This seven-month AET course included three didactic
parts, field outbreak investigations, and case studies
carried out by the participants to evaluate the current
disease surveillance and reporting systems (CAMEWARN)
in their respective provinces. The AET course started in
February and concluded with the third didactic training
taking place on August 20-29 and the National
Monique Mosolf, Director of Public Health and
Epidemiology Conference on August 30-31 during which
Education, USAID Cambodia presented a
the study results of the AET students were presented.
certificate to Dr. Tek Sopheap, AET graduate.
One hundred forty representatives from 23 provincial
health offices and 73 operational health districts attended
the Conference. The One Health approach for the control of EIDs and recent disease outbreaks affecting
Cambodia were major topics present ed by the RESPOND Technical Director, Ministry, FAO and WHO
colleagues, and provided the basis for a robust panel discussion on Cambodia's outbreak response
capabilities and training.
Strengthe ning One Health Epidem iology in Vietnam : Following an initial TOT workshop held in Da Nang in

June, RESPOND's grantee, the Institute for Preventive Medicine and Public Health (IPMPH), in conjunction
th
st
with the AET leadership, conducted two 5-day didactic trainings, one from August 27 to 31 for the
northern region and the other from September 10th to 14th for t he southern region of Vietnam. Through
these two regional workshops in Vietnam, a total of 40 participants from the Ministry of Health and the
Department of Animal Health of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development were brought together
t o design joint zoonotic disease investigations of potential zoonotic diseases in their provinces, including
the diseases trichinellosis, rabies and leptospirosis. Dr. Stan Fenwick from the RESPOND/SEA Office made a
presentation on the One Health approach and its importance to the investigation of zoonotic diseases.
Following the completion of each workshop, t he trainees returned to their provinces to work together for
10 weeks on the planned joint disease investigations. The teams were made up of veterinary and medical
professionals, a major milestone for out break response in Viet nam. A third workshop will be organized in
October for trainees from selected central Vietnam provinces. Upon completion of the field
implementation in the three regions of Vietnam, a national meeting will be organized to share t he findings,
challenges and benefits of using the One Health approach for the disease investigations.
Disease Surveillance Capacity Strengthen ing in Lao PDR: RESPOND held a series of kick off meetings in Lao

PDR in September with the National Emerging Infectious Disease Coordination Office (NEIDCO) and the
Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) in order to begin implementation of training activities after the grants
were approved by USAID.
Discussions with NEIDCO were in preparation for the implementation of an in-service field epidemiology
training course for relevant provincial and district level government staff and community leaders from
Luang Prabang, Savannakhet and Vientiane Municipality provinces, using the One Health approach. The
aim of t he training is t o raise awareness of zoonotic diseases, and the value in responding to outbreaks of
these using the One Health approach, in these three provinces.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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WCS and DAI are in the final stages of clarifying the terms and conditions in the grant agreement. Once the
grant is duly signed, WCS will conduct training for forestry staff and volunteers, with the aim of
strengthening disease surveillance and outbreak response in protected areas of Lao PDR and developing
stronger linkages between the different sectors involved in outbreak response and emerging infectious
diseases.
Outbreak Response Capacity Strengthening in Indonesia: During the reported quarter RESPOND

successfully recruited two local consultants, Dr. Bimo, a former official ofthe Ministry of Public Health and
Dr. Ronny Mudigdo, a former official of the Ministry of Agriculture, to assist in coordinating with local
stakeholders within the country to move forward the plan for launching a RESPOND supported in-service
training program in Indonesia. The two consultants have held individual and joint meetings with officials
from both ministries, and the location of the training has been narrowed down to two provinces, Lampung
and South Sulawesi. The next step is for them to organize visits to these provinces with selected
stakeholders to solicit support from provincial government representatives. Following this, they will
organize a final stakeholder workshop to discuss other issues such as training materials, venues, dates, and
composition of the training teams (both trainers and trainees). As in other countries, the emphasis will be
on training joint OH teams, from both animal and human health sectors.

CHALLENGES AND PLANS TO OVERCOME THEM
DEVELOPING OHCCS
Developing OHCCs that have enough common elements and structure to make collaboration and
development across borders and disciplines, while maintaining relevance to local norms and conditions,
requires a significant investment in consensus building. This made for a long process of domain
identification and development, and while that has now been completed, the length of the process has left
some participants hungry for concrete outputs. The RESPOND SEA Office, together with UMN and Tufts, is
developing a schedule for detailed follow up with SEAOHUN member institutions in the first quarter of Year
4, including faculty development and exchange.

BALANCING PROJECT RESOURCES
Most of the grants and other non-network activities in RESPOND's African offices have wound down,
leaving the staff of these offices free to focus on support to the network. In addition, the offices can
leverage that support through two offices, covering the network area .
The SEA Office has neither of these advantages. In addition to its support to SEAOHUN -which has a less
centralized architecture than OH CEA - the SEA Office has seven non-network activities in five countries in
the Year 4 workplan, versus just one in Africa. This means that the SEA office must balance more
simultaneous activities, with more partners, with fewer staff than the African offices. This balance, coupled
with the key vacancy of the Senior Technical Office, represents a challenge that the project will have to
address through structural and managerial measures in coming quarters.
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APPENDIX I: SUCCESS STORIES AND REGION HIGHLIGHTS

IT and Personal Protective Equipment for the National Program for the Prevention and
Control Against Emerging and Re-emerging Zoonoses in Cameroon
On July 17, 2012, the US Ambassador t o Cameroon, in
the

presence

of

representatives

from

USAID's

Emerging Pandemic Threats Programs (EPT) handed
over to the Minister of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal
Industries, IT equipment and materials for the
National Program for the Prevention and Control
Aga inst Emerging and Re-emerging Zoonoses and the
veterinary service.
This donat ion came as USG support t o the national
program and to strengthen Ministry of Livestock,
Fisheries and Animal Industries' capacity t o fulfill its
mandate.
After USAID's EPT Program was launched in April 2011
in Cameroon, RESPOND supported a challenging
consensus building process, taking advantage of

In front, from Left: Regional Director RESPOND West Congo office, The US Ambassador and the

Minister of livestock, Fisheries and Animal Industries.

Cameroon's strong political wi llingness from high-level
decision makers. RESPOND sponsored two national experts t o assist the ad hoc committee in developing the nat iona
program. Other EPT partners were also actively engaged and contributed to this initiative, specifica lly: PREDICT, represente,
by the Global Vira l Forecasting Initiative (GVFI), and IDENTIFY represented by WHO and FAO. This collaboration allowed th,
integration of EPT's objectives in to the Cameroun's national program.
As part of t he One Health National Strategy, the National Program for Prevention and Control Aga inst Emerging and Re
emerging Zoonoses aims at making Cameroon a reference of success in the prevention and control of emerging and re
emerging zoonoses by 2035. The implementation of the national program will be coordinated by a multisectoral steerin1
committee which involves: the M inistry of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal Industries, the Ministry of Environment an,
Protection of Nature, the Ministry of Public Health, the Ministry of Forests and W ildlife, the M inistry of Research, the
M inistry of Higher Education, and the M inist ry of Primary Educat ion.
In addition to the IT equipment, the national program has received a large amount of personal protective equipments fron
USAID through RESPOND project, which arrived in Yaounde on July 31, 2012.

U.S. Agency for International Developr
www.usacd.gov
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SUCCESS STORY - EAST CONGO
One Health Applied Student
Exchanges and Field
Experiences

The students gained the following from the Summer
School:

Knowledge on control programs impo11ant in
human and animal disease outbreaks in
developing countries.
Knowledge on tropical animal production systems
in developing country settings.
Developed an understanding of unique animal
health challenges under tropical condi tions.
Knowledge in national and global disease
surveillance systems.
Gained a hands-on an appreciation of One Health
approaches, public health and food safety
practices in a developing country.

The concept of 'Boma' based learning is derived from. a
practice in an African culture that involves a Transfer of
wisdom and knowledge from The (wise, knowledgeable
and highly experienced) elders to The young generation
thaT they are nurturing am/ menToring into responsible
members of the community.
U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usa1dgov
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RES POND supported 12 students from OHCEA institutions within
the region to participate in the annual USAID -Higher Education for
Development (H ED) S ummer School that broug ht together over
100 students from six countries in the region and the U.S. The
course was organized by the Makerere University College of
Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COY AB
- a OHCEA member) and North Dakota S tate U niversity (NDSU)
and was facilitated with faculty from the University of Minnesota
and the African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET). Held
from 17 June to 14 July, 2012, the students were exposed to
concepts of One Health bolh in class and in the field with
experiences shared from different professions and countries.
Prof. David Kabasa, the OHCEA Co-Principal Investigator and
Principal of COVAB presided over the opening session. The theme
of the S ummer School was " International Animal Production,
Disease Surveillance and Public Health" and was designed to
enable the students to appreciate and experience tropical an imal
production, food safety and public health from developing nations'
perspective. Tt provided for global career development
opportunities and an international perspective to approaching the
public health concerns in the field. The course was delivered in a
format involving online interactions, face to face lectures from
international experts and experiential learning field trips in
different locations of Uganda at the human, domestic animal and
wildlife interface.
The Summer School had three components:
I) Classroom (3 days) and field work with hands-on activities
in wildlife, ecosystem health and livestock-agro-systems in
the urban, peri-urban and rural areas. The classroom and
field modes of delivery were organized under three subthemes: One Health; food production, food security, food
hygiene/safety and community; and ecosystem and public
heal th, with the facilitators drawn fro m diverse
backgrounds, disciplines and countries.
2) The " One Health International Boma." Attended by more
than l 00 students, was held as a pre-conference workshop
to address One Health concepts with case studies and best
practices derived from different countries.
3) An international scientific conference themed "Integrated
Management of Tra11sbounda1y Diseases and Biosecurity
for Inclusive Economic Growth" . The conference provided
opportunities to share the global perspective of One Health
Concept in relationship to the theme. T he conference
attracted global keynote speakers and presenters to interact
and share their experiences with the students,
professio nals, practitioners of veterinary and public health
nationally and regionally.
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REGION HIGHLIGHT- EAST CONGO

OHCEA Sets their Annual
Agenda

August 20 - 23, 2012, Kampala, Uganda. The OHCEA Focal
Persons and faculty from the University of Minnesota (UMN)
and Tufts U niversity gathered together in Kampala, Uganda
with the aim of expediting OHCEA's annual Year 2 work plan.
This workshop followed the signing, on 17th July 2012, of a
two year sub-award between DAI and OHCEA by OHCEA
Principal Investigators, Professors W illiam Bazeyo and David
Kabasa, and the RESPOND Global Director Rob-Ryan Silva; in
the presence of the RES POND's USA I.D AOTR Rob Henry and
DAI's Director of Health Jerry Martin at Serena Hotel,
Kampala, Uganda.
The workshop was opened by the OHCEA Chair, Prof. William
Bazeyo, and attended by the Uganda EPT Country Coordinator Dr.
Thomas Easley. Dr. Easley made a presentation on the ongoing
EPT partners' work in OHCEA countries and potential synergies
with OHCEA. The participants agreed on working themes that will
be applied across the board within the OHCEA countries.

OHCEA Focal Persons and faculty from the University of
Minnesota (UMN) and Tufts University at the meet ing

OHCEA Annual Work-plan Priorities:

Student and faculty development and exchange.
Field training and One Health demonstration
sites.
In-service and pre-service curriculum
development and implementation.
IT and E-leaming.
One Heallh advocacy.
One Health partnership development and
stakeholder engagement.
OHCEA network strengthening and expansion.
Monitoring, evaluation, and documentation of
learning.
Resource mobilization and building the
sustainability of the network.

Using a process that was inclusive, informative, engaging and
allowed contributions from all the participants present, the
following achievements were realized:
I . The OHCEA Focal Persons were informed of ongoing
EPT partners' work in OHCEA countries and potential
synergies with OHCEA,
2. The OHCEA regional work plan with major activities
from each of the countries and OHCEA country plans
were reviewed and finaliz.ed according to agreed on
work-plan themes,
3. Activities were synergized and common strategies
across the network were identified,
4. The OHCEA operations, communications, financial and
implementation plans were presented (approved in
September at the Deans Summit), and
5. Focal Persons were sensitized to their operational and
financial roles and responsibilities.
With this first award to OHCEA, and now the annual work plan,
there is a vision and energy for the partnership to move from the
conference room to the field.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaod.gov
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OHCEA Engages Government and
Academia to Develop One Health
Core Competencies

Kenya multi-st akeholder country group discussing One
Health core compet encies

One Health Core Competency domains for
OHCEA:
Management
Communication
Values and Ethics
Leadership
Collaborations and Partnership
Systems Thinking
Culrure, Belief, and Gender
Policy and Advocacy
Research

U.S. Agency ror International Development

OHCEA, with financial support from RESPOND, organized a
regional workshop to identify targeted practical and applied One
Health related in-service training programs and One Health
Core Competencies. Over 80 participants attended the workshop
that took place from September I 7'h to 20'\ 2012 in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania. The purpose of the workshop was to bring
together faculty and non- faculty from OHCEA institutions and
the countries to identify and develop in-service training
programs across the OHCEA network. The participating
institutions included academia, government agencies, and Non
Governmental Organizations drawn from the six OHCEA
member countries of: Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, DRC
and Uganda, and its US university partners the University of
Minnesota and Tufts University.
Working in country-specific groups, delegates reviewed sample
One Health survey data in order to define One Health core
competences. The entire process was informed by:
core competencies developed by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, the Stone Mountain
Group and RESPOND,
presentations on the evolution of One Health Core
Competenc ies, and
a review of competency domains from prior efforts.
In addition, both U.S. and African universities presented and
discussed existing innovative in-service training programs in
each country after. They also discussed how and how well core
competences are embedded in the innovative courses.
The main successes of the regional workshop were:
Developing a regional One Health Core Competencies
framework.
Sharing innovative in-service courses and training
programs.
Identifying in-service courses that meet the needs of the
region.
Developing and agreeing on a plan for development and
implementation of the in-service courses that is informed by
the One Health Core Competences.
With the One Health Core Competences developed and innovative
in-service courses and u·aining programs that meet the needs of the
region identified, the stage is set for OHCEA to produce better
health professionals capable of performing across sectors and
disciplines and creating effective One Health partnerships.

www.usa1dgov
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Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
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RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY - SOUTH EAST ASIA
One Health Core Competencies
Developed for Southeast Asia

The ultimate aim of the five-year USAID/RESPOND project is to
build capacity to detect, prevent and respond to emerging and ree merging infectious diseases of zoonotic origins. RESPOND is
working primarily with a university network, South East Asia One
Health University Network (SEAOHUN), to achieve this. The end of
FY2012 marks a significant achievement as the One Health Core
Competencies (OHCCs) for South East Asia have been developed.
Thanks to the collaborative efforts of SEAOHUN, and
USAID/RESPOND counterparts including University of Minnesota
(UMN), Tufts University, Training Resources Group (TRG) and
Development Alternatives Inc (DAT), SEAOHUN and its university
members will be able to use the OHCCs to develop curricula and
training programs to strengthen capacity of national and regional
responses to emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases.
The Process

Participants al the OHCC Workshop in Bangkok. July
2012

OHCC Domains
The OHCC domains were selected based on how they
would contribute to developing leaders in the field of
One Health. The One Health competency domains
include:
Management,
Culture & Beliefs,
Leadership,
Value & Ethics,
Collaboration & Partnership,
Communication & Informatics, and
Systems Thinking.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov
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The OHCC development process began in April 2012:
I . A web-based survey was conducted. The survey gathered
information from 137 respondents from Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. Survey results were
shared at the national-level workshops.
2 . National-level workshops in four countries were convened
to agree on the One Health national domains and core
competencies. The workshops were held in Kuala Lumpur,
Jakarta, Bangkok and Hanoi in July 2012. Each three-day
workshop included members of the national One Health
university network to review the survey results to develop
country-specific One Health domains and competencies.
3. A regional workshop was convened to harmonize the
country-level One Health domains and core competencies
into a regional package. This regional three-day workshop
held in early October 2012 included 29 participants from
14 faculties from the SEAOHUN country members.
Specific core competencies and their definitions were also
identified to create a full package, which will be used to guide
academic institutions in the South East Asian region as they
integrate One Health into their own curricula.
Through the collaborative process, faculties across universities and
in different countries have developed invaluable relationships that
allow them to share their academic strengths and learn from each
others' gaps to improve networking and coordination and to enable
participation in future exchanges. These relationships will be
essential to supporting the future sustainability of SEAOHUN.
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information technology
control of priority diseases

U.S. Agency for International Development
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APPENDIX II: FINANCIAL REPORT
p·1peine
I'
Total Award Value

$184,895,540

Total Obligation
Total Expended July - September 2012
Total Expended Life of Project through September 30, 2012
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended
(b)(4)

Planned Expenditures for Next Quarter
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures October - December 2012
Total Estimated Expenditures as of December 2012
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on December 2012
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ACRONYMS
AET

Applied Epidemiology Training

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANPN

Agence Nationale des Pares Nationaux

AOR

Agreement Officer's Representative

ARO

Alert and Response Operations

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo {Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU-I BAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

BVM

Bachelor in Veterinary Science

CAHW

Community Animal Health Workers

CBDS

Community Based Disease Surveillance

CCC

Country Coordinating Committee

CCN

Cooperating Country National

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CED

Control of Epidemic Diseases

CMOA

Ministry of Agriculture {DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment {DRC)

CMOH

M inistry of Health {DRC)

COVAB

Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity
{Uganda)

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation {Thailand)

DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry

DoH

Department of Health

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DTRA

Defense's Threat Reduction Agency
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DVO

District Veterinarian Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

EZD

Emergency Zoonotic Diseases

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAS

Field Accounting System

FEAT

Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand

FESC

Field Epidemiology Short Courses

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Train ing

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

FUS

Federation Une Sante

GEMP

Good Service Management Practice

GOARN

Global Outbreak and Alert Response Network

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

IDSR

Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response

IEM

lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale

IFC

International Finance Corporation

IGAD

Inter-governmental Agency for Development

INDOHUN

Indonesia One Health University Network

ISTM

lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITAV

lnstitut de Technique Agro-Veterinaire

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medicale

KKU

Khan Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MMIF

M inistry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)
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MAFF

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MINAGRI

Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources

MISRZ

Multidisciplinary and Integrated Surveillance and Response to Zoonotic Diseases

MOA

Ministry of Agriculture

MoAF

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)

MoNRE

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPH

Master of Public Health

MVPM

Masters of Veterinary Preventive Medicine

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

MYOHUN

Malaysia One Health University Network

NAC

Nabong Agricultural College

OAA

Office of Acquisition and Assistance

OH

One Health

OHCC

One Health Core Competency

OHCEA

One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response

PHI

Public Health Institute

Pl

Principal Investigator

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

RFA

Request for Applicants

RFP

Request for Proposal

ROC

Republic of Congo

RRT

Rapid Response Team
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SCOM

Steering Committee Meeting

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

SEAOHUN

Southeast Asia One Health University Network

sow

Standard of Work

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TOR

Terms of Reference

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

USAID

U.S. Agency for International Development

USAID/W

USAID Washington

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

USFS

U.S. Forest Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USG

U.S. Government

VETCAP

U.S. Army Veterinarian Civil Action Project

VMKKU

Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University

VMS

Veterinary Medical School

VPH

Veterinary Public Health

WWF-DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RESPOND's focus during Quarter Three of Year Three (April 1 to June 30, 2012) was continuing support to the
development of One Health University Networks in Central and Eastern Africa and Southeast Asia. The majority of
subactivities undertaken furthered the goals of OHCEA (One Healt h Central and Eastern Africa) and SEAOHUN
(Southeast Asia One Health University Network). While the project continues with a considered focus on Networks,
the structure of the current report follows the Year 3 original work plan. Each subactivity is listed individually and
progress reports on each of RESPOND's objectives are included.

OBJECTIVE 1 - IMPROVE TRAINING CAPACITY FOR SKILLS NECESSARY TO RESPOND TO
SUSPECTED OUTBREAKS.
During this reporting quarter, capacity-building progress for RESPOND was accomplished by several events and
workshops. Two One Health Core Competencies (OHCC) workshops were carried out to plan for OHCC countryspecific workshops and curriculum mapping for SEAOHUN, slated to happen next quarter. Four country-specific
workshops will be held, starting in the next quarter (July 1 to September 30, 2012), in the SEAOHUN member
count ries: Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam. The major goals of these workshops will be to have
country-level One Health domains determined and institutional strengths shared across the Southeast Asia
network to promote collaboration .
Another highlight during the reporting period was the Public Health Institute (PHI), held at University of
Minnesota (UMN), in May 2012. Eleven participants from both Africa and Southeast Asia travelled to UMN and
had the opportunity to attend courses and interact with their American colleagues to discuss several areas of
collaboration, including outbreak response, risk assessment, wildlife medicine, food safety, among other subjects.
Details on the PHI activities can be found in Appendix II - Success Stories and Region Highlights.
In the African Region, One Health sensitizations continued to happen in two of the OH CEA member universities
(University of Nairobi and University of Rwanda), and a num ber of events were carried out by the Uganda
Regional Office, including presentations at One Health-related conferences, facilitation of One Health courses and
workshops, and discussions for future member universities' partnerships. Capacity building events were also
carried out by the DRC Regional Office, including a pre-service training held in Lubumbashi, the One Health MISRZ
(Multidisciplinary and Integrated Surveillance and Response to Zoonotic Diseases), and a training for 13 Master
Trainers, with the objective of disseminating their knowledge to a group of 30 teachers and faculty to test
training materials and evaluate the process for future curriculum implementation.
Another highlight was the WILD training in Ghana, held in May 2012. Representatives of 10 countries participated
in the ten-day training, which covered One Health subjects ranging from interconnectivity of wildlife to the
importance of a multidisciplinary approach in addressing health issues. More details about the WILD training can
be found in Appendix II - Success Stories and Region Highlights.
Overall, in the African region, a total of 414 people were reached through capacity building events .. For more
details on the activities held in Africa, see subactivities 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC, 1.2.4 EC, 1.5.4 EC, 1.2.1 WC, 1.2.3 WC,
1.3.1 WC, 1.5.1 WC, and 1.5.5 WC, in the African Region section of this report.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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For the Southeast Asia region, activities included continued discussions about t he establishment of SEAOHUN's
Secretariat Office. Also, faculty from member universities received support to attend One Health-related
conferences and meet ings, and two country-level One Health networks were established: INDOHUN (Indonesia
One Health University Network) and MYOHUN (Malaysia One Health University Network).
Two Emerging Zoonotic Diseases (EZD) workshops were held in Vietnam and Malaysia, where a total of 78
participated. A full report on the EZD workshop in Vietnam can be found in Appendix VI - Other Materials. Other
capacity building events in the Southeast Asia region included twinning activities between VMKKU in Thailand
and NAC in Lao PDR; an applied field training for wildlife veterinarians of the Department of National Parks in
Thailand; and continued support for Master Degrees in Epidemiology using collaborations wit h 4 universities in
Thailand (Prince Songkla, Chaing Mai, Kasetsart and Mahidol Universities).
A total of 493 people were involved in capacity building activities this quarter in the Southeast Asia region . More
detailed information can be found in subactivities 1.2.1 SEA, 1.2.2 SEA, 1.5.2 SEA, 1.5.5 SEA, and 1.5.6 SEA, in the
Southeast Asia section of this report.

OBJECTIVE 2- IMPROVE CROSS-SECTORAL LINKAGES TO SUPPORT COORDINATED
OUTBREAK RESPONSE.
In the period between April-June, 2012, various events contributed to the progress of RESPOND's cross-sectoral
collaboration objective. All of these events happened at the Global level and involved mainly the Extractive
Industry Working Group, through collaborative work between EPT's RESPOND and PREDICT.
EPT's Extractive Industry Working Group submitted the Audit and Planning Tools to USAID this quarter. These
tools are expected to be included in t he International Finance Corporation's (IFC) guidelines on Health Impact
Assessment.
Also, in collaboration with PREDICT, RESPOND's Louise Flynn attended several extractive industry meetings and
conferences to raise awareness about emerging infectious diseases, including the Workshop on Conservation
and Mining in the TRI DOM, in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo, and the First International Union of Forest
Research Organizations (IUFRO)-Forestry Research Network of Sub- Saharan Africa (FORNESSA) Regional
Congress, 25- 29 June 2012 (Nairobi, Kenya).

Other abstracts and papers from the same group were submitted during this quarter and are expected to be
presented in meeting and conferences during Quarter 4.

OBJECTIVE 3- IMPROVE THE CAPACITY TO CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS OF SUSPECTED
OUTBREAKS.
Both RESPOND regions contributed to continued progress of this objective, and many of the activities during this
quarter revolved around trainings, field activities and equipment procurement and donation to strengthen
disease outbreak investigations.
This quarter, RESPOND's project epidemiologist, Jenny Tegelvik, travelled t o Geneva to attend a series of
technical meetings at WHO's headquarters to continue collaborative work between EPT and WHO-AFRO to
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develop a framework to be used by countries in Africa to support the development of national emergency
preparedness and response guidelines.
The Uganda Regional Office focused on trainings for diverse groups, through funding to AFENET, including District
Rapid Response Teams, District Laboratory Focal Persons, and RESPOND-sponsored Master candidates in
Veterinary Preventive Medicine. Also, another major development led by this office was the signing of a peereducator curriculum for the private sector by Uganda's Ministry of Health. With this endorsement, RESPOND
continues to support UMA (Uganda Manufacturers Association) and FUE (Federation of Ugandan Employers) to
improve response to disease outbreaks in the private sector. In addition to the curriculum endorsement, UMA
and FUE conducted training of 19 Master Trainers, who were exposed to facil itation techn iques and training
materials to conduct training of peer educators from July to September, 2012.
One more highlight for the office during Quarter 3 was the training of community animal health workers in
Uganda. The training, facilitated by the U.S. Army Veterinarian Civil Action Project (VETCAP), and supported by
RESPOND, trained participants to better monitor animal and human health, and refer animal health cases in their
specific communities. The opening sessions were attended by the U.S. Embassy Deputy Chief of Mission and
officials from both Ugandan and American armies. For more details on this event, see Appendix II - Success
Stories and Region Highlights.
In the DRC Regional Office, activities related to Objective 3 involved the procurement and donation of IT
equipment to the M inistry of Agriculture and Rural Development, as well as the official handover of
transportation and communication equipment and materials to the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of
Environment, Nature Conservation and Tourism. More information can be found in Appendix II - Success Stories
and Region Highlights. Also, the AFENET joint grant between the Uganda and DRC regional offices was signed,
and a short course on disease outbreak investigation and response is planned for September, 2012.
More Information on Objective 3 for the Africa region can be found in subactivities 3.2.0.4 EC, 3.2.0.5 EC, 3.2.2
EC, 3.4.7 EC, 3.1.1 WC, 3.4.1 WC, and 3.4.4 WC, in the African Region section of this report.
In the Southeast Asia region, events related to Objective 3 involved mostly workshops to strengthen One Health
epidemiological teams. In Cambodia, participants developed plans to investigate specific zoonoses of concern to
their specific provinces. Workshops with the same focus were planned this quarter in Indonesia and Vietnam, to
be carried out from July to September, 2012. Another activity in the Southeast Asia region was the development
of protocols for joint field investigations and fieldwork activities in Thailand, especially in provinces where the
likelihood of zoonoses is high.
A grant to support training for One Health Epidemiological teams in Lao PDR was submitted to USAID this
quarter, and is expected to be approved in the coming months. For more information about events in Southeast
Asia for Objective 3, see subactivities 3.4.1 SEA, 3.4.2 SEA, 3.4.4 SEA, 3.4.5 SEA, and 3.4.7 SEA in the Southeast
Asia section of this report.
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OBJECTIVE 4 - INTRODUCE TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPROVE TRAINING, SURVEILLANCE AND
OUTBREAK INVESTIGATIONS.
Progress related to Objective 4 during this quarter relates to the continued implementation of TUSK at UNILU and
UNIKIN by Tufts University. At the moment, repairing and extending the universities' intra net to government
entities and laboratories is underway, and an electronic infrastructure will be available to strengthen
collaboration, and manage knowledge across sectors and disciplines. The implementation of the system will be
completed under the OH CEA grant.
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I. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). RESPOND Regional Hub Offices are located in Kampa la (Uganda),
Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of Congo), and Bangkok (Thailand), covering two regions considered hot-spot areas for t he emergence and reemergence of zoonotic pandemic threats.

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES SUMMARY
The development of Global One Health Core Competencies is proceeding on time and in coordination with the
development of Southeast Asian regionally specific core competencies. A report on the complementary global and
regional work related to the One Health Core Competencies will be produced during the next quarter.
RESPOND's work with the Extractive Industry Working Group has contributed significantly to the production of the
Planning and Audit tools, and to the continued sensitization of logging and mining companies to the issues related to
emerging infectious diseases and extractive industries. Additional opportunities to publicize the tools are planned for
the next quarter, and a strategic engagement in the target countries (Gabon, Uganda, and Lao PDR) will be planned for
Year 4 (2012-2013).
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Headquarters
A key highlight from the headquarters office is the launch of the EPT Central Desktop site. Central Desktop is an
open-source enterprise content management system that provides a number of unique features to assist in the
creation and sharing of ideas and documents. The primary goal of the site is to facilitate communication and
information sharing across the program. The EPT site, of which RESPOND is an integral part, was officially launched
on March 27, 2012, and has since grown to include 130 members and 9 active Workspaces.
Also, the RESPOND website was submitted to USAID for final approval and is expected to be launched in the next
few weeks.
Details on the activities carried out at the Global level from April to June, 2012, can be found in the Activities
Summary below.

ACTIVITIES SUMMARY
SUBACTIVITY 1.1.4 - DEVELOP EPT PROGRAM-WIDE DEFINITION OF ONE HEALTH CORE
COMPENTENCIES
Two workshops, two days each, related to regional One Health Core Competency (OHCC) development and
Curriculum Mapping were held during the reporting period. Through extensive teleconferencing, email, and inperson meetings, Dr. Mary Lee worked with Professor Ray Hyatt, Donna Qualters, and Margaret Morehouse to
develop the agenda, format, and materials for the workshops. Considerable post-workshop debriefings and
follow-up were carried out, including reviewing participant evaluation data, documenting the process including
lessons learned, and having follow-up meetings (in
person and via teleconferencing) to debrief the
workshops.
Also within the scope of One Health Core
Competencies, Mary Lee worked with Margaret
Morehouse and Graeme Frelick of TRG to develop
the agenda, format and content of the working
group meeting. The meeting's goals were
accomplished, and included:
•

Create a common understanding of prior

OHCC activities and their outputs;
One Health Core Competencies (OHCC) group during workshops to
prepare for the next quarter's country-specific meetings in Southeast Asia.

•

Identify the implications for our regional

OHCC work, particularly in South East Asia, but also
for partners in Africa;

•

Develop criteria and definitions for draft global OH domains, and to ident ify initial Core Competencies as
key examples under each draft Domain;
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•

Agree on next steps for the working group, including how to communicate with each constituency
represented by the participants.

Planned Activities:
Four country-specific workshops are planned for next quarter in each SEAOHUN member country: Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam, and preparations involved OHCC data collection through country-based survey
implementation during this reporting period. Tufts University laid the groundwork of the agenda, format and
content of the July workshops based on the feedback from the workshops held in April, and input from the regional
office in Thailand, as well as UMN. The Tufts/UMN team (Mary Lee, Ray Hyatt, Donna Qualters, Linda Olson and
Karin Hamilton, with the assistance of Margaret Morehouse) finalized the agenda, format and content for the four
three-day workshops.
The purpose of the July country-based workshops will be to present an overview of the role of competency
development in OH and RESPOND; analyze country-level data (from the recently collected surveys) to develop
specific OH domains and competencies; agree on country-level domains and competency examples; describe
opportunities for OHCC course/program development, including identifying institutional strengths to be shared
across the network.
Results of the four country-based workshops will be used to design follow-up support during August and
September, and to design the October regional workshop.

SUBACTIVITY 1.2.4-GLOBAL NETWORK ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
This activity has been closed at the Global level. Organizational development activities will take place within each
of the regional university networks, OHCEA and SEAOHUN.

SUBACTIVITY 2.2.1 - DEVELOP BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES BASED ON PREDICT-IDENTIFIED VECTORS IN HOT SPOT REGIONS
The EPT Extractive Industry Working Group finished the Audit and Planning Tools and submitted them to Dennis
Carroll for review on June 1. Louise Flynn and Anne-Elizabeth Kaitano, with Ecology & Environment, have had a
leading role in developing the current drafts of these documents, which are proposed to be added to the
International Finance Corporation's (IFC) existing guidelines on Health Impact Assessment.
Throughout the quarter, Louise Flynn continued to collaborate with Renuka Berry from PREDICT to attend various
extractive industry meetings and conferences to raise awareness about emerging infectious diseases, and to share
drafts of the Audit and Planning Tools.
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Sample figure illustrating the effects of timber development in the increase of interaction between wildlife and humans,
presented at one of the extractive industry meetings during this quarter. Source: E&E, 2012.

Workshop on Conservation and Mining in the TRIDOM, 23-24 May 2012 {Brazzaville, Republic of Congo}

The purpose ofthe RESPOND/PREVENT participation was two-fold: to introduce the concept of emerging
infectious disease transmission risks and to discuss the tools the ext ractive industry working group has been
developing that can be used to mitigate the vulnerabilities. Objectives were as follows:
•

Educate mining companies about the linkages between mining activities and potential
exposure/transmission of zoonotic diseases;

•

Present the draft Planning and Audit Tools;

•

Discuss appropriateness of the tools, the proposed mitigation measures and identify any other measures
that have not been captured;
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The First International Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO)-Forestry Research Network of Sub- Saharan
Africa (FORNESSA) Regional Congress, 25-29 June 2012 (Nairobi, Kenya)
Louise Flynn attended the congress t o introduce the concept of emerging pandemic threats to the forestry
communit y and to identify entry points for engaging forestry and timber organizations in mitigating emerging
infectious disease transmission. She gave a presentation focused on emerging disease threats as extractive
industries move into forests. Focusing on the timber industry, she provided examples of a number of cascading
effects, includ ing forest fragmentation that can lead to increased contact between wildlife and humans and
between wildlife and domesticated animals; road construction bringing human populations deeper into forests;
poor wast e management around work camps; and over-stressed hea lthcare services. She described the Planning
and Audit tools created to help timber companies identify risks and develop mit igation measures.
Planned Activities:

•

Louise Flynn and Renuka Berry have submitted an abstract to the Society of Petroleum Engineers
International Conference on Health, Safety and Environment in Oil and Gas Exploration and Production,
11-13 September 2012 (Perth, Australia). They will present on the linkages between oil and gas
exploration and production and emerging infectious diseases. The presentation w ill include reference to
the Plann ing and Audit Tools that EPT has developed.

•

Planning for Year 4 activities, including engagement in Gabon, Uganda (Albertine Rift) and possibly Lao
PDR.

SUBACTIVITY 3.1.2-GOVERNMENT INNOVATIONS SUPPORTING INTEGRATED DISEASE
SURVEILLANCE AND RESPONSE IN HUMAN AND ANIMAL HEALTH
The RESPOND project epidemiologist (J. Tegelvik) continues working at her assignment at WHO-AFRO
headquarters in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo. Work under the supervision of Dr. Benido lmpouma (WHOAFRO), with technical input from RESPOND Senior Field Epidemiology Officer (D. Hatch) continues on those
priority issues agreed to by leadersh ip at WHO-AFRO (Dr . Roungou) and USAID EPT, linked mainly to emerging
infectious disease surveillance and outbreak response.
The focus of activities currently is to collaboratively develop a framework to be used by countries in the region to
support development of national emergency preparedness and response guidelines. These guidelines are not
currently planned to be disease-specific, and will be appropriate for early stages of outbreaks or epidemics,
includ ing those where the causal agent has not yet been determined.
During June 2012, J. Tegelvik (RESPOND) received USAID approva l to travel with Dr. Benido lmpouma (WHOAFRO) to Switzerland for several days of technical meetings at WHO headquarters in Geneva. This included
technical meetings with colleagues within the Alert and Response Operations (ARO) group, and the Control of
Epidem ic Diseases (CED) group on June 18-19, 2012, and the Global Outbreak and Alert Response Network
(GOARN) Steering Committee Meeting (SCOM) on June 20-21, 2012.
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SUBACTIVITY 3.3.1 - PROMED MAIL: EXPANDING SURVEILLANCE AND VERIFICATION FOR
WILDLIFE DISEASES
The purpose of this activity was to provide training on the use of non-traditional information sources to
enhance routine disease infectious disease surveillance activities. Participants included field
epidemiologists and trainees working within the field of disease surveillance in the human, animal and
wildlife sectors.
The original contract with the implementing partner, Pro MED Mail (PMM), expired without all of the deliverables met
or all of the funding used. PROM ED Mail, determined that given the limited resources available within its
organization, and from RESPOND, it would not undertake further work. Training material development and training
workshops under consideration will not be implemented and the activity is now closed.
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II. AFRICAN ACTIVITIES
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The RESPOND project operates in Eastern, Central and West Africa through support to a network of universities
that integrate schools of Public Health and Veterinary Medicine, using the One Health approach to diseases
outbreaks in several countries.
OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa) currently has 14 schools of Public Health and Veterinary
Medicine as members, in six countries - Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Kenya and Democratic Republic of
Congo. Its Secretariat is located in Kampala, Uganda, and implementation activities are supported by regional
offices in Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
During Quarter 3 (April-June, 2012), both regional offices held events in support of OHCEA, as well as activities
that were originally in the Year 3 Workplan (2011-2012).
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UGANDA REGIONAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES
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The map above shows the East Congo Basin countries where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Democratic Republic of Congo
represents the reach of the Uganda regional office through OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa university network). The
Congo River is represented by the white line that runs to the border of the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo
from the eastern side of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The stars represent capital cities.

SUBACTIVITIES SUMMARY
SUBACTIVITY 1.2.2 EC - HEALTH ALLIANCE - ESTABLISHMENT OF ONE HEALTH CENTRAL
AND EASTERN AFRICA (OHCEA)
This quarter, HEALTH Alliance deliverables included the completion of the Operations Manual for OHCEA, the
creation of OHCEA's Communication Strategy and Policy, and an audit report, as the HEALTH Alliance has received
more than $300,000 from RESPOND. The OHCEA Communications Strategy 2012-2014 that sets t he overall
directions that OHCEA should follow for communications to support the network's program implementation, was
drafted during this quarter. It includes six key strategic objectives which were identified as the major thrusts for
OHCEA1s communications efforts in the period 2012-2014.
These communication objectives set t he overall direction for what OHCEA wants to achieve in order to be
effective during the period of implementation. Due to unforeseen implementation delays the Operations Manual
and Communication Strategy were not submitted to RESPOND this quarter, however they have been received as
of the writing of this report. The audit report, due to RESPOND on June 15, was delayed because of the audit
firm's completion of the report, but has also been submitted to RESPOND as of the writing of this report.
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Planned Activities:

This grant closes on July 17, 2012, with the Final Report due to RESPOND on July 31, 2012.

SUBACTIVITY 1.2.3 EC - OHCEA AUGUST 2011 - SEPTEMBER 2012 (Y2 & 3) WORKPLAN
During t his quarter, t he regional office received news that USAID approved the OHCEA sub-award. Following this
approval, the office held the sub-award kick-off meeting with OH CEA from June 28 - 29, 2012 at the RESPOND
office in Kampala. The meeting was attended by OHCEA's Program Manager, Administrator, Uganda Focal
Persons, and the Chair and Principal Investigator. The approved sub-award will run from June 21, 2012 to June
30, 2014.
During this engagement, the roles and responsibilities of the different members of the implementation team
were reviewed. In addition, the different components of the sub-award agreement were discussed, including
financial and program reporting requirements, substantial involvement clauses, procurement guidelines, USAID
compliance rules and M&E obligations. Main regional activities to be implemented under the OHCEA sub-award
during the next quarter were discussed and agreed upon, and include l)Focal Persons meeting in Kampala to
develop the Year 2 OHCEA work plan; 2) OHCEA Board of Directors meeting in Uganda; 3) OHCEA Deans' Summit
in Ethiopia to approve OHCEA's Yr 2 work plan; 4) workshop for the development of in-service training programs
and materials workshop (TOT workshops to be held in Ethiopia and Kenya) and; 5) a workshop for the
development of training materials for a vet-nursing-medical field practicum.
Also during this quarter, the Uganda regional office continued to work closely with OHCEA to promote engagements
with faculty, students, and U.S. partners to support One Health sensitizations, faculty exchanges, and Country
Coordinating Committee meetings. In May 2012,
eleven RESPOND-funded Public Health Institute
(PHI) participants departed their respective
countries for the University of Minnesota. These
11 participants come from OHCEA-member
institutions in Democratic Republic of Congo (2),
Ethiopia (3), Tanzania (2), Kenya (3) and Rwanda
(1).

The faculty had opportunities to interact
with their counterparts from UMN and
discuss several areas of collaboration. The
potential areas of collaboration discussed
PHI participants at University of Minnesota {UMN).

included disease modeling, ecosystem

health, the One Health approach, wildlife disease surveillance, outbreak response, risk assessment and risk
communication, linkages between environment and human health, inter-professional collaboration, zoonoses,
wildlife medicine, food safety, drug resistance, epidemiology of infectious diseases, food security, and global One
Health leadership.
Unfortunately, the American consulate in Kampala denied B-1 visas for the four Ugandans also planning to travel
to the U.S. As a result, the team of Ugandans could not travel to UMN this year. Based upon experience with the
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various USAID country missions, there are different documents that the respective U.S. visitors will likely need
and different timelines to obtain to qualify for a J-1 visa in the future. This experience will be invaluable during
the next round of visits to the U.S.
One Health sensitizations continued to happen at two universities: the University of Nairobi School of Public
Health and the Faculties of Medicine and Agriculture at the National University of Rwanda. Dr. Carolyn Garcia
from UMN and Uganda Regional Office Director, Lendell Foan, engaged 9 faculty members from t he School of
Medicine and 9 faculty members (including the Dean and Vice Dean) of the School of Agriculture on learning
about One Health, RESPOND, and how academic institutions provide an important link to the development of
One Health. This was followed by lectures on One
Health attended by over 100 students from the two
schools.
OHCEA held two country coordination committee
meetings during the quarter. The Uganda One
Health Country Coordinating Committee meeting
took place on April 3 rd, with the discussions
centered on the January - March One Health
sensitization meetings for staff and students at
Makerere University's COVAB and the College of
Health Sciences and the strategies for the
dissemination of One Health information to various
ministries and institutions. It was agreed that CCC
members would carry out boardroom meetings
with institutional heads. Different ways of
involving other One Health initiatives contained

RESPOND's Marguerite Pappaioanou presenting during the Ethiopia

within the OH CEA strategy were considered.

CCC meeting.

The Ethiopia One Health Country Coordinating Committee "CCC+" meeting took place on May 7 and 8 to sensitize
government officials about the One Health approach. The meeting was attended by representatives from the
Ethiopian Public Health Association, the Ethiopian Veterinary Association, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry
of Health, Addis Ababa University's Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, the National Veterinary Institute, the National
Animal Health Diagnostic and Investigation Center and the Ethiopian Health Nutrition Research Institute.
Marguerite Pappaioanou, RESPOND's Senior One Health Technical Advisor, presented on the One Health approach
and Lendell Foan, Uganda Regional Office Director, gave an overview on RESPOND, and also fielded inquiries
regarding the status of the OHCEA grant.
Planned Activities:

The main regiona l activities to be implemented under the OHCEA sub-award in July to September 2012 period will
include:
•

Focal Persons meeting to develop OHCEA work plan for 2013;

•

OHCEA Board of Directors Meeting;
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•

Deans Summit to approve OHCEA's work plan for 2013 and ratify OHCEA Operations Manual and
Communications Strategy;

•

A workshop for development of in-service training programs and materials workshop (TOT workshops to
be held in Ethiopia and Kenya);

•

A workshop for development of training materials for vet-nursing-medical field practicum;

•

The workshop to identify innovative practical and applied training programs and training of the OHCEA
Administrators was originally scheduled to be held during the week of April 30th, 2012 but was postponed by
the OHCEA Chair until the sub-award was approved. These training activities will restart during the next
quarter.

Other OHCEA activities

•

Uganda's Regional Office Technical Lead, Dr. Innocent Rwego, and Dr. Mbaabu Mathiu from the University
of Nairobi attended the South East Asia One Health University Network (SEAOHUN) Regional Core
Competency (April 2-3) and Curriculum Mapping (April 4-5) Workshops in Bangkok, Thailand. The purpose
of their attendance was to understand approaches to assessing and implementing One Health Core
Competencies that are being developed globally. After the meeting, Drs. Rwego and Mathiu suggested
that OHCEA continues implementation of its strategic plan, and that One Health core competency training
in form of a seminar should be included in the planned OHCEA Regional Curriculum/Program Review
Workshop. Also, OHCEA members should include the One Health competencies in future curricula being
reviewed, both in new curricula and in short courses.

•

During the quarter, Serge Nzietchueng, DRC's Regional Office Technical Advisor and Innocent Rwego,
Uganda's Regional Office Technical Lead co-facilitated a course at the UMN Public Health Institute titled
"Topics in Infectious Disease: Emerging and Re-Emerging Global Infectious Disease". The class was well

attended and was one of the few classes in which students were fully enrolled.
•

RESPOND supported 12 students from OHCEA institutions within the region to participate in the annual
summer course in International Animal Production, Disease Surveillance and Public Health, conducted
jointly by Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB).
The summer school was held from June 18 - July 14, 2012.

•

Tufts Technical Liaison, Dr. Hellen Amuguni, and one of OHCEA's Kenya Focal Persons, Dr. Andrew Thaiya
(University of Nairobi Vet School), presented at the Kenya Veterinarian Association's 50th Anniversary
Conference in Nairobi. Dr. Amuguni presented on One Health and Dr. Thaiya presented on OHCEA and a
Situational Analysis of One Health in Kenya.

•

On May 2-3 Professor Sandra Godden (UMN) visited the University of Nairobi Veterinary College and
School of Public Health to build on partnership discussions that were initiated between the two
universities earlier in the year. Partnership opportunities discussed included:
a)

Faculty exchanges for continuing education or teaching. E.g. Summer Global Health Institute; other
short courses; offer of lectures on tropical diseases;

b)

Faculty exchanges to collaborate on research projects (to be developed);
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c)

Graduate student exchanges for short courses, or, perhaps, entire semesters;

d) Shared curriculums;
e)

Supplementing facilities/resources/equipment at University of Nairobi.

SUBACTIVITY 1.2.4 EC - OHCEA NETWORK DEVELOPMENT
The OH CEA Secretariat held a communication strategy formation workshop on May 8, 2012. The workshop was
hosted by the RESPOND Uganda regional office and brought together pa rticipants from t he Ugandan media,
Makerere Un iversity's School of Public Health, College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity,
and the Department of Mass Communications, RESPOND, and the OH CEA Secretariat. Formu lat ion of the
communication strategy w ill facilitate the development of the OHCEA network by achieving the following
objectives: 1) promote effective and efficient communication between the OHCEA stakeholders through existing
and new technologies; 2) empower stakeholders with effective communication and documentation skills; and 3)
promote OHCEA as a leader in the One Health approach in East and Central Africa.
In addition to the outputs from the workshop, a communication consultant undertook informant interviews with
key stakeholders in RESPOND and OHCEA, and also conducted a communications survey with deans and focal
persons from the OHCEA schools. The information from the workshop, the survey and key informants was put
toget her in the form of a three-year communicat ions strategy that will be presented to the deans for ratification
during their next summit.
Planned Activities:

Finalize the OHCEA operations and communications strategies and operationalize both to establish clear internal
policies for OHCEA.

SUBACTIVITY 1.5.4 EC - RESIDENCY BASED KNOWLEDGE PARTNERSHIP MODEL FOR
BUILDING VETERINARY PUBLIC HEALTH COMPETENCE IN UGANDA
During this quarter, the Uganda Regional Office received communication from Project Headquarters (PHQ) that
the grant for this sub activity will be withdrawn from USAID and the activities will be implemented and managed
with direct support from RESPOND's budget.
Dr. Sylvia Wanzala, a VPH resident at UMN since January 2012, was involved in the curriculum writing workshop at
the PHI with the OHCEA focal persons. Specifically, with participants from Kenya, U.S., DRC and Uganda, they
began the development of the curriculum towards 'One Hea lth Leadership Field experience course. In addition,
she participated in the Public Health Institute where she finished 6.5 credits, as well as worked as a Teaching
Assistant for the One Heath class. During the quarter she enrolled for 6 credits to be completed online during the
summer, and also began a new project where she will help document One Health case studies from around the
world. In June Sylvia was selected to receive an 11-month Fogarty t raining fellowship. Normally this fellowship is
awarded for advanced graduate level training for human physicians and public health professionals; Sylvia is the
first veterinarian to receive this prestigious award .
Related to this sub-activity, RESPOND facilitated Dr. Andrew Tamale, a faculty member of COVAB t o participate in
an existing VPH residency program at the University of M innesota. The objective ofthis trip is to conclude the pilot
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program for the One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OH CEA) network based on a unique and successful
program in veterinary public health at UMN. The program intends to address a critical need in providing applied
practical training to veterinarians.
Planned Activities:

•

Individual stakeholders meetings;

•

Development of the residency program framework for Makerere

•

Program sensitization in Ethiopia and Rwanda

SUBACTIVITY 3.2.0.4 EC - STRENGTHEN SURVEILLANCE, REPORTING AND DIAGNOSTIC
CAPACITY TO IMPROVE EARLY DETECTION, DIAGNOSIS AND RESPONSE TO DISEASE
OUTBREAKS IN HUMANS, LIVESTOCK AND WILDLIFE
This quarter two important RESPOND-funded training events were organized by AFENET: [1] One Health
approaches to outbreak response training for District Rapid Response Teams, and [2] One Health Laboratory
training for District Laboratory focal persons. Forty-four participants were trained on One Health approaches to
outbreak response for District Rapid Response Teams. The objectives of the training were to: 1) provide an
overview on the core functions of Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response w ithin the context of the
International Health Regulations;, 2) introduce
participants to the One Health strategy in disease
outbreak investigation and response, 3) share
experiences in the One Health approach to
investigat ion and response to recent epidemics,
4) impart skills for outbreak investigation and
response to core members of the District Rapid
Response teams in the newly created districts,
and 5) discuss ways of strengthening communitybased disease surveillance using the new districts
as pilots.
The One Health laboratory training for both
RESPOND's senior techn ical advisor, Douglas Hatch, in discussion with

human and animal district Laboratory Focal

the MVPM students. The RESPOND sponsored Master candidates
started their field practicum during this quarter.

Persons was organized through funding from
RESPOND to AFENET. The workshop was held

from June 25 to 29, and was attended by 28 participants from 13 districts. Facilitators were drawn from AFENET,
the Uganda Central Public Health Lab, the Uganda Virus Research Institute-National Influenza Lab, the Ministry of
Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries and the Ministry of Health-Epidemiology and Surveillance Department.
In addition, during this quarter the five RESPOND-sponsored Masters in Veterinary Preventive Medicine students
started their three-month field attachment. The first field supervision visits to the five trainees' district
assignments reviewed their first month of field activities. Meetings were held to exchange experiences,
understand any concerns of District Veterinary Officers), identify possible logistical and technical gaps for
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RESPOND partners to address, and provide technical support related to disease surveillance and outbreak
response capacity.
Seven laptops were donated to AFENET this quarter. These
laptops are intended for positions related to the MVPM
program and three are to be used specifically during
outbreak investigations.
Other outbreak response activities

RESPOND attended a two-day review workshop on
Community Based Disease Surveillance systems and
guidelines on April 11 and 12, 2012. The workshop was
organized by AFENET in collaboration with the Ministry of
Health, Uganda. The specific objectives of the workshop
were to review the existing community based disease
surveillance guidelines and system, to share experiences of
the CBDS pilot system in Northern Uganda (Kitgum District),
and adapt the reviewed and agreed WHO guidelines for the
implementation of CBDS. Twenty-three veterinary, public

Uganda Regional Office Director, Lendell Foan handing

health and environment experts drawn from the Ministry of

certificates for the Peer Educator Disease Outbreak Control

Health, Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries,

training in Kampala.

AFENET and RESPOND participated in the meeting.

Planned Activities:
The grant for this sub activity ended on June 30, 2012. The report for the May/June period is due on July 15, 2012,
and the final report is due on July 31, 2012. The Uganda regional office will schedule and hold a grant close out
meeting with AFENET in July, 2012.

SUBACTIVITY 3.2.0.5 EC- PRIVATE SECTOR OUTBREAK RESPONSE TRAINING
In line with its objective to build capacity for
outbreak response, RESPOND is supporting The
Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA) and
Federation of Uganda Employers (FUE) to promote
health of private sector workforce and communities
by improving response to disease outbreak.
Through training of work place-based peer
educators, RESPOND seeks to give basic but
necessary education on emerging diseases which, if
not controlled, will affect the communities and also
the work places and hence productivity and the
economy at large.
Dr. Issa Makumbi from the Uganda Ministry of Health endorses the
peer educator curriculum for the private sector.
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Uganda Employers (FUE) to hold a joint one-day Chief Executive Officer breakfast meeting in Kampala. The
objectives of the meeting were to launch the private sector Disease Outbreak Training Curriculum and training in
the work place, and engage the private sector companies to support the subsequent training. The event
attracted 40 private sector company CEOs, membership from UMA and FUE, government officials from the
Ministry of Health and National Disease Control Institutions, and RESPOND. The launch was chaired by Dr. Issa
Makumbi, Assistant Commissioner, Epidemiology and Surveillance Division of the Ministry of Health.
In addition, between May 28 to 31, UMA and FUE conducted the training of 19 master trainers for the Peer
Educator Disease Outbreak Response Training in Kampala . The TOT was facilitated by RESPOND partners, TRG and
E&E, the Uganda Red Cross Society, and AFENET. Through group discussions, breakout sessions, and role-playing,
the facilitators took participants through the different parts of the modules highlighting the technical aspects of
the training modules, exposing them to facilitation skills and understanding the training manuals as reference
tools.
During the month of June, UMA and FUE held partnership meetings with several private sector companies to
secure commitment to receive outbreak response support training.
Planned Activities:

The UMA and FUE master trainers will conduct the training of peer educators from targeted private sector
companies in disease outbreak response from July to September, 2012.

SUBACTIVITY 3.2.2 EC- STRENGTHENING EXISTING PLATFORMS FOR OUTBREAK RESPONSE
IN UGANDA
On May 2, 2012, AFENET and RESPOND kicked off the grant to support capacity building for strengthening existing
platforms for outbreak investigations and response in Uganda and DRC. Implementation of this initiative will be
done through long and short-term training programs anchored on the One Health approach. The training
programs will target public health professionals working in three government sectors of human, animal, (livestock
and wild life) and environmental health.
The AFENET and RESPOND teams, with stakeholders from COVAB and the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal
Industry, and Fisheries (MAAIF), held meetings to review the activity implementation plan, and also to initiate the
process for the expansion of the Master of Preventive Veterinary Medicine (MPVM) program . During a five-day
residential workshop in May 7 -11, 2012, the MPVM curriculum was reviewed and the draft of the curriculum was
submitted to Makerere University Senate for final review and approval.
Planned Activities:

•

On-going support to the MVPM students in the second and final year of their course;

•

Support the MVPM students placement to appropriate field sites and support their participation in human
and animal disease outbreak investigation and response;

•

Develop a proposal for expansion of the MVPM program to include enrollment of cohorts from Uganda,
Rwanda, Kenya, and/or Tanzania.
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SUBACTIVITY 3.4.7 EC - AMVET TRAINING OF COMMUNITY ANIMAL HEALTH WORKERS
RESPOND supported the U.S. Army
Veterinary Civil Action Project (VETCAP)
training of 40 Community Animal Health
Workers (CAHWs) in Uganda from April 22 to
M ay 5. The goal of the training was to impact
knowledge and skills to the participants so
that they can better monitor animal and
human health and be able to treat and refer
animal health cases in their respective
communities. During week one, didactic
lessons were based on disease identification,
diagnosis, management and prevention;
drug administration; t he importance of
Trainees practice drawing blood during the VETCAP t raining.

carrying out laboratory diagnosis; and

disease surveillance. The opening sessions were attended by the US Embassy's Deputy Chief of Mission,
USAID/Uganda's Deputy Director, and senior ranking officials from the US and Ugandan militaries.
During the week of field practicum, the trainees participated in several activities that exposed them to practical
skills critical to monitoring animal and human health. Samples were tested for brucellosis in a lab, to which about
15 livestock tested positive. At the end of the training participants were equipped with medical kits that would
enable them to carry on the activities in their own communities.
Planned Activities:

The next training is planned to take place in September 2012.
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DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO (DRC) REGIONAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Congo River is represented by the white
line bordering the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern side. Th e stars represent capital cities, and
the capital city of Kinshasa, DRC, is where the RESPOND DRC Regional Office is located. Surrounding countries shaded in gray rep resent
the reach of the RESPOND regiona l partners, such as HEALTH Alliance and AFENET.

SUBACTIVITIES SUMMARY
SUBACTIVITY 1.2.1 WC • CONDUCT TWINNING AND MENTORING WITH UNIVERSITIES AND
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
UNIKIN and UNILU Veterinary Schools, and ISTM Lubumbashi successfully concluded activities planned in their
RESPOND funded grant. Workshops and institutional exchanges were organized involving local schools, experts
and faculty from RESPOND university partners. Besides technical advantages, this grant has given an
opportunity to these schools to understand grant management processes necessary for the implementation of
project to be funded under OHCEA sub-award.
Under the twinning initiative, seven faculty members from Tufts University and University of Minnesota
travelled to DRC to interact with faculty and students from DRC's Schools of Public Health and Veterinary
Medicine during the last quarter. Faculty from other disciplines from UNIKIN, ISTM-Kinshasa, ISTM-Lubumbashi
and UNILU also were engaged. This unique experience has been an opportunity for joint multidisciplinary
training and has enabled faculty better understand their colleagues from other disciplines.
Faculty from public health and nursing schools had a chance to visit slaughterhouses and veterinary
laboratories along with colleagues from the veterinary school. Discussions on curricula helped DRC faculty to
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understand the depth, focus and nature of courses taught at U.S. universities. Didactic resources were
exchanged between counterparts, and joint research opportunities have been initiated (e.g. exploration on
cryptosporidium and schistosomiasis with the involvement of junior faculty). Multidisciplinary scientific groups
were initiated in three areas: infectious diseases, epidemiology and research methods.
On another note, UNILU and ISTM/Lubumbashi Qua lity Assurance Commissions created at each academic
school per a mandate from the Ministry of Higher Education met in June to discuss practical ways to implement
observations formulated during discussions and interactions with counterparts from Tufts University and the
University of Minnesota.

Planned Activities:
•

Faculty from Tufts University and UMN will finalize the year 3 twinning visits to UNILU and UNIKIN t o
teach and lead workshops designed to build capacity of junior faculty; in July and September 2012;

•

A quality assurance workshop will be organized the first week of August at UNIKIN with participation
from OHCEA schools;

•

An opinion survey on the qua lity of education offered at UNILU Veterinary and Public Health Schools
and ISTM/Lubumbashi will be conducted by Quality Assurance Commissions created at each of these
schools; with the primary objective of identifying the gaps that could be addressed as part of the
OHCEA 2012-2013 workplan.

SUBACTIVITY 1.2.3 WC - UPGRADE THE SKILLS OF FACULTY AT INSTITUT SUPERIEUR DE
TECHNIQUES MEDICALES, INSTITUT TECHNIQUE AGRICOLE ET VETERINAIRE, AND
INSTITUT D'ENSEIGNEMENT MEDICALE / INSTITUT TECHNIQUES MEDICALE
The process of finalizing, validating and disseminating the One Health-MISRZ (Multidisciplinary and Integrated
Surveillance and Response to Zoonotic disease) pre-service training curriculum is ongoing. After Reform
Committee members from the Ministry of Primary, Secondary and Vocational Education, the Ministry of Public
Health and the Ministry of Higher Education and University, representing the three types of institutions (ISTM,
ITM/IEM and ITAV) validated the training materials, 13 Master Trainers were trained in Lubumbashi from April
6 to 18. The methodology and tools to incorporate the new curriculum into existing programs have been
developed during this workshop.
Draft decrees were developed and submitted to respective ministry for signature. This dossier has been
presented and handed over to the CCC, which will ensure the follow-up and endorsement at m inisterial levels.

Planned Activities:
The next steps consist in training a group of 30 teachers (IEM-ITM-ITAV) and faculty at ISTM to test the training
materials and evaluate the process at the end of the academic year. This activity has the potential of being
implemented by OHCEA schools under the OHCEA workplan for 2012-2013.
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SUBACTIVITY 1.3.1 WC- DEVELOP AN ACTIONABLE PLAN TO STRENGTHEN AND ENHANCE
ONGOING CAREER PATH DEVELOPMENT IN DRC AND REPUBLIC OF CONGO (ROC)
FUS (Federation Une Sante), a consortium of five health professional corporations, under the coordination of
the Veterinary and Veterinary Technician Associations have been finalizing plans for the implementation of
activities that will potentially support the objectives of OH CEA (Objective 1) and the member schools here in
the DRC.
1) A census of health professionals led by the Medical Association;
2) A situational analysis of five health professions under the leadership of the National Nursing
Association; and
3) A sensitization and educational program through the media, spearheaded by the Pharmacy Council.
FUS organized meetings and workshops to develop the methodology and tools to conduct the situational
analysis and the census with the assistance of a consultant. This multidisciplinary collaboration is a unique
opportunity for health practitioners and OHCEA schools to work together on issues of common interest: e.g.
understanding and mastering the number and geographic distribution of health professionals across the
country.
These interests are also shared by academic institutions. Universities are int erested to know how many
professionals to train based on the country demand for health professionals and structure of the employment
market. As a result, the OH CEA Focal Point for the School of Public Health is co-coordinating one the situational
analysis of health profession with FUS.
Planned Activities:

For the next quarter, FUS will coordinate with OH CEA schools to implement at least one of the above activities.

SUBACTIVITY 1.5.1 WC - CONDUCT PROFESSIONAL CONTINUING EDUCATION THROUGH
DIDACTIC AND FIELD WORKSHOPS USING THE WILDLIFE INVESTIGATION AND LIVESTOCK
DISEASE (WILD) MODULE
The third WILD training course took place from
May 7 to 18, 2012 at the Mole National Park,
Ghana. Thirty-one trainees from ministries
responsible for Public Health, Livestock and
Wildlife/Environment from 10 African countries
and the Inter-governmental Agency for
Development (IGAD) participated.
As a result of the ten-day training, participants
have improved their understanding on the
interconnectivity of wildlife, livestock and human
in health, the impact of human activity on wildlife
and the environment and the relationship of local
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people with protected areas, and the importance of a multidisciplinary approach in addressing health issues.
Each country developed a short, medium and long-term action plan to promote One Health.
A joint RESPOND and AU-IBAR team traveled to Gabon in June 2012 to prepare the next WILD session,
scheduled for August 2012. This team met with Gabonese officials, the U.S. Embassy, and the local ad hoc
committee to start working with different suppliers for logistical matters.
Planned Activities:

The next steps will be to organize the fourth WI LD introductory training course for the francophone countries
in La Lope Park, Gabon, from August 14 to 25, 2012. Four EPT countries will participate in this last round ofthe
introduct ory training course (Republic Democratic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Gabon and the
Economic Community of Central African States).

SUBACTIVITY 1.5.5 WC - SUPPORT THE MENTORING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING IN
OUTREACH AND RESOURCE CONSERVATION- FOREST ECOLOGY AND STEWARDSHIP
TRAINING (MENTOR-FOREST) PROGRAM BY ADDING ONE HEALTH CONTENT AND
SUPPORTING FELLOWS AND A MENTOR FROM GABON AND
THE REPUBLIC OF CONGO
The RESPOND team developed and successfully delivered the module on links between logging and forestry
practices and emerging infectious diseases intended for MENTOR-FOREST in June 2012. The module covered
the basics of infectious disease transmission, disease emergence, and common reservoir species in tropical
forest ecosystems, along with risk analysis and health impact assessment for logging concessions.
This cohort is composed of nine professionals from Gabon and Republic of Congo attending their Master
program on Forest Management and Conservation. The module has allowed students to understand the link
between emerging infectious diseases and extractive industries, fundament als of disease transmission, the link
among ecosystem, human health and animal health, healt h impact assessment, and impact assessment and
mitigation measures.
RESPOND is sponsoring the participation of one fellow for one year in the MENTOR-FOREST program . RESPOND
support to this fellow for year two is dependent on availability of funds.

SUBACTIVITY 3.1 .1 WC - STRENGTHEN SYSTEMS FOR DISEASE SURVEILLANCE, OUTBREAK
INVESTIGATION AND RESPONSE WITH A ONE HEALTH APPROACH AND RESPONSE
The procurement of IT equipment and office supplies for t he Ministry of Agricult ure and Rural Development of
the DRC was completed during the reporting period. The procurement of goods for the M inistry of Agriculture
and Livestock (MINEPIA) in Cameroun has also been completed . The handover ceremony took place on June 1,
2012, combined with the communication and transportation equipment under activity 3.4.1 WC, intended for
the Tshuapa District.
According to Ms. Diana Putman, USAID-DRC director, present at the handover ceremony, "the ceremony was a
perfect illustration of one of the EPT pillars, the One Health concept, institutionalizing a multisectoral,
interdisciplinary and integrated approach for professionals of human, animal and environmental health."
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Planned activities

This subactivity has been completed. The official handover of the supplies procured for MINEPIA in Cameroun will
be conducted during the next quarter.

SUBACTIVITY 3.4.1 WC - DELIVER REFRESHER OUTBREAK RESPONSE TRAINING TO RURAL
MEDICAL PERSONNEL AND FIRST-RESPONDER TRAINING TO COMMUNITIES IN THE USAIDCARPE SALONGA-LUKENIE-SANKURU LANDSCAPE REGION
The official handover of communication and
transportation equipment and materials (radios,
bicycles, motorcycles) purchased under this
subactivity was completed on June 1, 2012.
Representatives from the three recipient ministries
and the USAID Direct or Diana Putman were present
at the ceremony.
The delivery to the sites is scheduled for the months
of July and August. Delivery, however, will probably
be hampered with the resignation of the consultant
who was scheduled to oversee the delivery and
follow up of the items to each of the delivery sites.
Ms. Putman, t he USAID-DRC Director, handing over communication and
transpo rtation equipment to the DRC Government representative.

Given the remoteness of the locations, RESPOND is
now exploring different possibilities for delivery to

at least two central locations in Tshuapa District, in collaboration with the recipients.
Planned Activities:

RESPOND will finalize the delivery of goods to Tshuapa district.

SUBACTIVITY 3.4.4 WC - OUTBREAK RESPONSE TRAINING FOR MULTl-DISCIPLINARY
TEAMS AT NATIONAL AND SUBNATIONAL LEVELS, INCLUDING TRAINING OF FRONT LINE
HEALTH WORKERS IN OUTBREAK RESPONSE
The AFENET grant was signed during the reporting period. RESPOND offices in the DRC and Uganda, with
AFENET, reviewed the grant implementation plan, and the grant milestone and deliverables dates during the
grant kickoff meeting held in Kampala in May, 2012.
AFENET conducted a stakeholders' workshop in Kinshasa in late June 2012, where they validated the results of
the needs assessment undertaken in November, 2011, and the proposed action plan developed to address
gaps.
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Planned Activities:

AFENET will present a detailed implementation plan by the end of July, 2012, and a short course on disease
outbreak investigation and response will be conducted in September as their first intervention.

SUBACTIVITY 4.1.2- EVALUATE EXISTING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR THE
HEALTH SCIENCES, THEIR APPLICATION AND UTILIZATION IN THE UNIVERSITY CONTEXT,
AND SUPPORT THE IMPROVEMENT AND INTEGRATION OF APPROPRIATE SYSTEMS
Tufts University has started the process of installing TUSK at UNIKIN and UNILU. With the process of repairing
and extending the university intranet to government entities and laboratories is underway, and an electronic
infrastructure will be available to strengthen collaboration, and manage knowledge across sectors and
disciplines.
Planned Activities:

For the next three months, capitalizing on the implementation of TUSK and the int ra net and in complement to
OHCEA plan to strengthen thee-learning capacity of OHCEA schools, Tufts University will:
1) Work closely with UNILU and UNIKIN to train a group of users, also learning from the experience from
other OHCEA schools;
2)

Facilitate curricula co-development between faculty involved in the twining program and their
counterparts from DRC; and

3)

Foster collaboration between academia and government entities, particularly veterinary and public
health laboratories.

DRC Regional Office Lessons Learned
Some valuable lessons were learned by the DRC Regional Office with the completion of four grants during the
reporting period:
•

Need to ensure that all sub-grantees have a good understanding of the terms and conditions of the
grant prior to the grantees signature of official documents. This is particularly important for entities
implementing USG grants for the first time and the DRC team can continue to play a critical role in this
area in support of OHCEA and the schools.

•

Need to continuously provide the OAA and USAID with updates that may affect project
implementation. For instance, the security and travel restrictions ensuing from the DRC general
elections severely impacted on the completion of the activities by March 31;

•

Organizations in the DRC usually have very strong ties to their leaders, and their personalities may
help t hese organizations move their activities effectively, or may be an obstacle to the advancement
of the entire project. Managing grants is actually requesting more time and resources in managing and
building good relationship with organizations that are RESPOND partners in the region.
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The Regional Office requested support from financial system experts for a second round of pract ical one-onone training for the office accountant. After one year of implementation, the 2-day session was intended to
provide both the region and the FAS team an opportunity to address issues that have surfaced and are not
necessarily reflected in the user manual. The session provided an opportunity for the FAS team to identify key
areas for user systems improvement and cross training for other Finance Units that do not use the system, but
the information extracted from the system.
During the reporting period, the Regional Manager travelled to the U.S. for work planning sessions held in
Washington, DC, from June 11 to 16. This was an opportunity to get a better sense of the USAID priorities for
the upcoming year and discuss how the DRC Regional Office can align its activit ies in support ofthe OHCEA
network and its action plan with key stakeholders, including management and partners. The fact that RESPOND
in the Uganda and DRC regional offices are now focusing their interventions in strengthening and supporting
the OHCEA network, demonstrates the need for clearer management strategy to be developed, which will
address not only the day-to-day management in DRC, but also the link and relationship to OHCEA, Uganda
Regional Office, University partners, and RESPOND headquarters. During the next quarter bot h African Region
Regional Offices will work closely together to develop a management and t ransition plan that will reflect the
need to focus on support to OHCEA.
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Ill. SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES
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The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). The stars represent capita l cities, and
Thailand's capita l city, Bangkok, is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office is located.

SUBACTIVITIES SUMMARY
SUBACTIVITY 1.2.1 SEA - IMPLEMENT TWINNING AND MENTORING PROGRAM
The Southeast Asia regional office continued dialog and discussion about the establishment of SEAOHUN's
Secretariat Office, as well as the National Coordinating Offices in Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand.
Also within the scope of university twinning and mentoring, SEAOHUN member faculty received support to
participate in several One Health-related conferences and trainings. There were 17 travel awardees during this
quarter, who participated in conferences and trainings that included the Scientific Conference on Preventive
Medicine and Public Health, the 15th International Congress on Infectious Diseases, Public Health Institute
st

Course, World Congress on Risk 2012: Risk and Development in a changing World, the 61 International
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Conference of the WDA, Participative Epidemiology, Training in Statistics with R, and Asian Elephant Health,
Reproduction & Breeding Management Course, 2012. For more details, see Appendix VI - Other Mat erials.
Two country-specific university networks were established this quarter with RESPOND support: INDOHUN
(Indonesia One Health University Network), and MYOHUN (Malaysia One Health University Network). These
networks will serve as SEAOHUN partners in coordinating in-country activities and at the same time will engage
country-specific university members using the relationships already existing among universities in Indonesia
and Malaysia. A report on the INDOHUN establishment and its inaugural symposium is attached with this
electronic document.
Two Emerging Zoonotic Diseases workshops were held this quarter. The first, in Hanoi, Vietnam, was held from
April 23-27, and the second, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia was held from June 25-29. Participants gained a basic
understanding of the scientific principles, research, teaching methods and materials applicable to four
foundational topics and their molecular, microbiological, ecological and social dimensions: (1) the process of
disease emergence; (2) disease emergence drivers and underlying mechanisms; (3) integrative research and
intervention methods, models, and experimental/intervention design; and (4) disease emergence risk.
A full report on t he EZD course held in Vietnam can be found in Appendix VI - Other Materials.

Planned Activities:
•

Development of a strategic plan for SEAOHUN, with an analysis and a set of recommendations for legal
status and establishment of the SEAOHUN Secretariat. This activity will comprise three meetings in
September, October and November and will be planned in the last quarter of Year 3;

•

Continue establishment of Regional Secretariat and National Network Coordinating Offices in all four
SEAOHUN countries {Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand and Vietnam);
•

Continue to support SEAOHUN member

faculty to attend One Health-related
conferences.
•

Hold a series of four country-level Core

Competency workshops in Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand and Vietnam, led by a team of faculty
from Tufts University and University of
Minnesota;
•

Visit to all Network faculties by a senior level

Dr. Stan Fenwick of the Southeast Asia regiona l office speaks at the

team from Tufts University, University of

inaueural svmoosium to launch INDOHUN.

Minnesota and RESPOND in September, to

determine the needs of faculties for future planned faculty exchange activities, including building
capacity in research methodologies, scientific writing, grant writing, educational methodologies,
curriculum and staff development etc.
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•

Hold a two-day planning workshop in August for Thailand SEAOHUN members to develop strategies
and mission for THOHUN, the Thailand One Health University Network

SUBACTIVITY 1.2.2 SEA - SUPPORT EXISTING TWINNING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KHON
KAEN VETERINARY MEDICAL SCHOOL AND NABONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Twinning between VMKKU, in Thailand, and NAC, in Lao PDR aims to build qualified veterinary workforce and
institutional training capacity of Lao PDR. RESPOND support to this activity focuses on NAC faculty training
outside the country with the goal of closing the academic gap in Lao PDR. Lecturer support from VMKKU for
the second semester of this calendar year reached 43 third-year and 26 fourth-year students in the Bachelor
of Veterinary Science (BVS).
From March 4 to May 18, 2012, twenty-five Thai instructors delivered lectures on nine subjects: virology,
veterinary helminthology, zoonoses, small animal surgery, epidemiology and preventive medicine and
biostatistics, large animal surgery, swine medicine, avian medicine, and fish and exotic animal medicine.
In April, 2012, RESPOND staff visited NAC and the Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture requested continuation of
academic support from VMKKU for one more year, so that the first cohort of BVS students can finish their 5year degree program.
With support from RESPOND, two lecturers from Vietnam's VOHUN (Vietnam One Health University Network)
have enrolled in a two-year Masters program in Interdisciplinary Veterinary Science. Also, one lecturer from
Hanoi Agricultural University and a lecturer from NAC have enrolled in the one-year Graduate Diploma in
Livestock Diseases and Health Management. All courses are to be delivered at VMKKU.
Finally, the planned visit to Tufts University in June by Dr. Sarthorn Porntrakulpipat and Dr.Somboon
Sangmaneedet of VMKKU has been postponed to August 2012, due to the U.S. visa approval process.
Planned activities:
•

Dr. Sarthorn and Dr. Somboon visit to Tufts for a one-month technical exchange focusing on disease
diagnostics and prevention skills;

•

Continued training of NAC students and staff at VMKKU and NAC;

•

Training on outbreak response investigation for NAC staff and relevant Lao PDR officials has been
postponed until December, 2012. A no-cost extension will be arranged.

SUBACTIVITY 1.5.2 SEA - APPLIED FIELD TRAINING FOR WILDLIFE VETERINARY MEDICAL
OFFICERS AND FIELD PATHOLOGISTS
RESPOND SEA Regional office has been working with the Faculty of Veterinary Science of Mah idol University in
Thailand to conduct a series of four training modules for veterinarians of the Department of National Parks,
Thailand, to equip them with basic knowledge and skills necessary to act as a wildlife veterinarian. Veterinary
curricula in Thailand normally focus on producing production animal, companion animal and Zoological
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veterinarians, , leaving a gap in wildlife training, which some veterinarians need when they are assigned roles
in wildlife health monitoring and surveillance.
After the three earlier modules in 2011: (1) roles of wildlife veterinarians; (2) immobilization and anesthesia of
wild animals; (3) wildlife epidemiology, the fourth (4) module (postponed due to the flooding in Thailand)
focused on field investigations and practices, and was held from June 25 to July 1, 2012 at Huay Kha Kaeng
Wildlife Sanctuary World Heritage site in Uthai Thanee Province. Twelve people participated in the hands-on
training, which involved patrolling, observing and recording wild animal traces and carcasses in the forest,
forensic investigation exercises, learning about current research on wildlife at the Sanctua ry, and learn ing
about surveillance of infectious diseases among wildlife, using problem-based techniques.
The trainees found knowledge and skills gained from the four workshops very beneficial to their roles and
their future as veterinarians. This training series is complete.

SUBACTIVITY 1.5.5 SEA - SUPPORT TO FETP-FETPV FOR MASTERS DEGREE IN
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Thailand's FETP/FETP-V programs (field epidemiology training programs for human health workers and for
veterinarians) seek to build the outbreak response and disease surveillance capacity of a core group of
epidemiologists, both in the country and the region, equipping them with comprehensive knowledge of the
principles of epidemiology, public health biostatistics, data collection, analysis and interpretation, disease
surveillance systems, and the importance of accurate and timely hea lth information provided to relevant
government authorities to guide the necessary response. The ultimate goal is to support the retention of
highly qualified government workers promoting the One Health approach in outbreak response in the region .
With funding support from RESPOND and in col laboration with four universities in Thailand (Prince of Songkla
University, Chiang Mai University, Kasetsart University, and Mah idol University), seven students (one from
China, one from Lao PDR and five from Tha iland) were enrolled in Master's programs in Epidemiology for
2011-2012.
In this quarter, three of the students finished their first academic year of the Masters, and four students
completed their Masters Degree. Their research was on the following topics:
•

Strengthening surveillance of the vector borne diseases, dengue and chikungunya in Vientiane Capital
City, Lao PDR;

•

Syphilis prevalence study in Thailand: October 1, 2008 - September 30, 2009;

•

Network Analysis to Charact erize Trade Patterns of Smallholder Dairy Farms, Nongpho Dairy
Cooperative LTD, Thailand;

•

Study of complications in pregnant teenagers and their children : January- December 2009.

Planned Activities:
•

Continued support for the remaining three Master students;
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•

Support three additional students to enroll in the relevant university based Masters programs.

SUBACTIVITY 1.5.6 SEA - MONITORING AND DISEASE SURVEILLANCE TRAINING FOR
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY PROTECTED AREA (PA) STAFF AND FORESTRY VOLUNTEERS
IN LAO PDR
During this quarter, both the grant and its activities were finalized for applicat ion. The grant was submitted to
USAID, and the office is now awaiting final approval. Some of the planned activit ies include:
•

Development of wildlife disease and surveillance training modules for Forestry staff and volunteers in
selected Protected Areas of Lao PD R;

•

Implementation of training for Forestry staff and volunteers in disease investigation, wildlife diseases of
importance, the role of Forestry officers in Government of Lao PDR surveillance activities, personal
protection from wildlife diseases, sample preservation, and working with veterinarians and doctors;

•

Working with Government of Lao PDR to integrate Forestry officers into country-level surveillance
activities.

Planned Activities:

Once the grant is approved, a kick-off meeting will be held and the implementation of planned activities will
start.

SUBACTIVITY 3.4.1 SEA - DISTRICT AND PROVINCIAL ZOONOTIC DISEASE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE TRAINING, INDONESIA
A few events marked t his activity for the reporting period. Among them, the most notable was a meeting with
stakeholders (including government) to discuss and develop an implementation plan. Some of the decisions
taken during this meeting included:
•

Hiring two local consultants to assist with planning of t he training activity and to serve as liaisons to
seek government support and commitment;

•

Preparing a SOW and TOR to identify potential consultants, with support from the USAID mission and
government partners;

Planned Activities:

•

Consultants to develop and implement an inception workshop in Year 3 Quarter 4 and to discuss and
finalize plans for implementation of the in-service training activity with all stakeholders;

•

Develop and complete the competitive bid process for implementation of the activity.
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SUBACTIVITY 3.4.2 SEA - SUPPORT TRAINING TO STRENGTHEN ONE HEALTH
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TEAMS WITH FOCUS ON APPLIED VETERNINARY EPIDEMIOLOGY
TRAINING (AVET} PROGRAM TRAINING AT SELECTED PROVINCIAL, DISTRICT AND
COMMUNITY LEVELS (VIETNAM)
The grant for this activity was approved in February, 2012. Since then, the implementation plan for the joint
training activity between Government Ministry staff and WHO was reviewed and a workshop was held in May,
2012 in Da Nang to train Ministry employees as trainers for the forthcoming district and provincial level
workshop and field activities.
A no cost extension for this activity was approved until March 31, 2013.
Planned Activities:

•

Review and strengthen existing training materials in collaboration with FETP-Vietnam, WHO, and CDC,
to develop appropriate materials for joint training activity;

•

Support the delivery of FESC in-service training courses in multiple provinces, including meeting venues
and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human health) responsible for
disease surveillance and outbreak response activities;

•

Strengthen skills of mentors and supervisors overseeing trainees responsible for 2 to 3-month long field
projects focused on outbreaks and disease surveillance systems;

•

Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance during FESC and field projects;

SUBACTIVITY 3.4.4 SEA - SUPPORT TRAINING TO STRENGTHEN ONE HEALTH
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TEAMS AT PROVINCIAL AND DISTRICT LEVELS
With support from RESPOND, t he Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand (FEAT) has been working with
stakeholders from the public health, livestock and wildlife sectors at national, provincial, and district levels to
introduce a mult i-sector approach to outbreak investigation and response under the One Health concept.
Following two trainings in Bangkok for mentors and field workers from five provinces during February and
March 2012, provincial meetings were held to inform and gain support from relevant provincial authorities.
As a result of those meetings, protocols for joint field investigation were developed and during the reporting
period, fieldwork took place in five major provinces where the likeli hood of zoonoses is high.
Survey protocols were also developed and specimen collections were carried out in four provinces:
•

Chiangmai -tuberculosis and Q fever;

•

Chonburi - Brucellosis;

•

Kanchanaburi - West Nile virus infection; and

•

Songkla - Melioidosis and Brucellosis.

Samples collected from animals are being tested for TB, Brucellosis, and Q fever. Interviews with livestock
farmers were focused on contact with animals and other risky behaviors. In Kanchanaburi Province where the
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effort is focused on West Nile virus, cases of encephalitis in patient records at provincial hospital were
reviewed and blood samples from horses and poultry have been sent to laboratory for testing.

Planned activities:
•

Testing of specimens collected and data entry and analysis to find association or linkages between
exposure to animals and human health;

•

FEAT will hold a workshop for presentation of study results from the four provinces and progress from
Nakornrachasima in August, 2012.

SUBACTIVITY 3.4.5 SEA - SUPPORT TRAINING TO STRENGTHEN ONE HEALTH
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TEAMS AT SELECTED PROVINCIAL. DISTRICT, AND VILLAGE LEVEL {LAO
PDR)
The finalized grant document has been submitted to USAID Washington for approval in June. Some of the
activities planned for this grant include:
•

Development of training modules for district and provincial level staff from the MOH and Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry(MoAF);

•

Meetings with officials in Luang Prabang, Vientiane Capital City and Savannakhet to discuss and plan the
training activities;

•

Training of trainer workshops to strengthen the knowledge of National and Provincial level trainers in
educational methodologies, disease investigation, epidemiology, outbreak response, disease
surveillance, zoonotic diseases etc.;

•

Training of district and provincial level MOH and MOA staff in a joint One Health approach to disease
investigation and outbreak response, focusing on the above topics;

•

Simulation exercises to assess and evaluate the response to outbreaks of zoonotic diseases.

Planned activities:
•

Provide technical assistance to implement the activity;

•

Obtain support from in-country staff of US-CDC, WHO and FAO to review existing training materials
and design additional materials appropriate for the provincial and district training, according to the
operational context of Lao PDR.

SUBACTIVITY 3.4.7 SEA - SUPPORT TRAINING TO STRENGTHEN ONE HEALTH
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TEAMS. INCLUDING MOH AND MOA STAFF, AT SELECTED PROVINCIAL
AND DISTRICT LEVELS
In Cambodia, the capacity of both human and animal health sectors is limited and supporting each sector to
build their own outbreak response capacity is still necessary. To support the human health sector, RESPOND
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has been working closely with WHO in supporting the Applied Epidemiology Training (AET), conducted by the
Cambodia Communicable Disease Control Department.
Participants were from provincial rapid response teams (RRT), and the second didactic part of the training
took place from May 21 to June 8, 2012. Due to a limited number of qualified trainees and supervisors, there
were only 5 participants, and RESPOND supported 4 participants from 4 different provinces (Battambang,
Rattana kiri, Pursat, and Siem Reap). The content of the second didactic training focused on outbreak
investigation using case examples in Cambodia, including zoonotic diseases. After this didactic training,
part icipants developed plans to investigate specific zoonot ic diseases and other diseases of concern in their
respective provinces.
Still in the scope of this activity, RESPOND staff provided logistical and facilitation support to the USAID
Cambodia mission for the annual workshop reviewing the progress of the zoonotic disease response sector
and the EPT partners in supporting the Cambodian government's National Zoonotic Disease Action Plan. The
workshop was held on June 5 and 6 in Siem Reap, with twenty participants. At the end of the workshop, each
EPT partner presented their draft plan for the 2013 Fiscal Year. EPT partners' activities will be incorporated
into the national zoonotic disease sector plan of the Cambodian government in Fiscal Year 2013.

Planned activities:
•

For the animal health sector, RESPOND has been working with FAO to support the first Mini-FETPV for
animal health workers in Cambodia. The planned training will take place in Takeo Province in from July
th

30 -17thAugust, 2012, w ith around 20 participants from three provinces near the Cambodia-Vietnam
border.
•

Support the final 3 rd didactic part of the Applied Epidemiology Training (August 20-31), which will
conclude with the National Epidemiological Conference during where the participants will present
results of their research findings.
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Southeast Asia Regional Office Lessons Learned
A review of sub-grantees financial reports indicates that more training is needed for sub-grantees on how to
manage USAID grants. Some grantees had no prior organizational experience in managing a large federal grant
and found that it was more complicated than anticipated to administer the grant to meet USAID/RESPOND
requirements.
As a result, some sub-grants started implementation despite insufficient knowledge on how to manage t he
grant. A number of these early implementers noted t hat regular and continuous guidance and support during
the implementation period is necessary. The SEA Regional office has developed cost guidelines and necessary
guidance for its own staff and sub-grantees. Additional guidelines, policies and documents for implementing
and planning processes were collected and compiled from various sources. Results from synthesis of these
documents including lessons learned will be incorporated and used in the development of implementation
guidelines for existing and new sub-grantees.
Hiring a competent grants manager took more time than anticipated . Continuity of staff is a critical ingredient
in the overall success of the project. Difficulty hiring a qualified candidate, as well as staff turnover can be a
particular problem when it affects key positions, such as grants manager. It took the regional office several
months to recruit replacement staff and train them to be effective in their new positions. Though hiring key
project staff with knowledge of the industry and of federal grants could make implementation easier, the
common challenge is the difficulty in finding appropriately skilled staff in t he local market in Thailand to work
for the short/limited time of the project lifecycle. Recognizing the important function and numerous roles of
grants management, project management defined and diversified grants management tasks among two
administrative staff; manager and officer/assistant level.
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IV. APPENDICES:
APPENDIX I: CONCEPT PAPERS AND GRANTS
The following concept papers and grant s were approved in the reporting period :
AFENET Combined Uganda and DRC Grant

Sub-activit ies 3.2.2 EC and 3.4.4 WC were combined in one grant (both concept pa pers are listed below), and
approved on April, 25, 2012. Information on the combined grant is below:

Program Descript ion
The RESPOND project began in October 2009 with a mandate to strengthen training, educational programs, and
support to governments, universities and civil society with the objective of improving the capacity to respond to
zoonotic and emerging infectious disease outbreaks. This project is one of five in the United States Agency for
International Development's (USAID) Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program portfolio.
This grant will strengthen existing platforms for outbreak investigation and response that merges animal, human and
environmental health dynamics into a comprehensive capacity for disease detection and control in Uganda and the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). To achieve the aforementioned objectives, AFENET will undertake the following
activities:
Uganda
1. Continue to develop the hands-on/practical/field focused curriculum as a model for "One Health" applied
epidemiology training for veterinarians. Under this activity, AFENET will:
Provide ongoing support for five graduate veterinary students at the Makerere University College of Veterinary
Medicine, Animal Resources and Bio-Security (COVAB), with a hands-on/practical/field focused curriculum includ ing
links to One Health approaches to disease surveillance, field investigations, applied epidemiology, data analysis and
interpretation, outbreak response, communication, risk assessment, basic socio-economics, participatory
methodologies, and M&E. Specifically, AFENET w ill:

a. Develop a special track under the existing Masters in Science (MSc) on Preventive Veterinary Medicine at COVAB in
partnership with faculty at COVAB, Tufts, and UMN. The track will include modules on One Health approaches to
disease surveillance, field investigations, applied epidemiology, data analysis and interpretation, outbreak response,
communication, risk assessment, basic socio-economics, participatory methodologies, and monitoring and evaluation
(M&E);
b.
Attach fellows to appropriate field sites and support their participation in human and animal disease outbreak
investigation and response;
c.
Assist in initiating discussions with Ministry of Health (MoH), Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and
Fisheries (MAAIF), AU-IBAR, WHO-AFRO, OIE, and FAO to ensure the new curriculum and corresponding program are
in line with and responsive to their overarching strategies;
d.
Work with COVAB, Tufts, and UMN to develop a framework (proposal) for professional development of
fellows, to include: i) Mentorship by staff from AFENET and faculty from COVAB, Tufts, and UMN to ensure
completion of the program; ii) Opportunities for fellows to participate in international experiences - including
attendance at international conferences and exchange visits to the US, other African countries, and possibly Asia to
observe and evaluate different approaches to disease surveillance and response.
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e.
Assist in developing a framework (proposal) for program expansion in FY13 to include enrollment of cohorts
from Uganda, Rwanda, Kenya, and/or Tanzania;
f.
Support trainees to attend the 7th Training Program in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network
(TEPHINET) conference, to be held in 2012 in the Middle East. AFENET is a member ofTEPHINET, and biennially
supports trainees from training programs within the network to attend scientific meetings such as these. The
conferences serve as a platform for trainees to share findings/experiences from their fieldwork projects w ith the
wider public health community and also contribute to the body of knowledge in public health.
2. Complete the participatory epidemiology manual and conduct associated refresher training.
In 2010, AFENET collaborated with the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) to develop a Participatory
Epidemiology (PE) training program that incorporates One Health approaches to outbreak investigation, surveillance,
and assessment of programs and enhancing communication to communities for public health personnel.
The program is intended for use in training both field staff and in the FE(L)TPs. This program, the first of its kind, was
piloted in the Uganda FETP, and a manual was drafted. In this activity, AFENET will:
a.
Work with ILRI/PENAPH, Tufts, and UMN to complete both participant and trainer manuals in participatory
epidemiology (PE) methods, so as to incorporate One Health approaches and complement the IDSR technical
guidelines to enhance the ability of the IDSR system to link with community level activities, including, for example,
evaluation of unusual animal health events;
b.

Pre-test the PE manual to ensure completeness, accuracy, and relevance;

c.
Conduct short courses and mentoring using the PE manual to build participatory epidemiology capacity
among AFENET professionals.
3. Develop training modules, tools, and approaches for M&E. Under this activity, AFENET will work with the RESPOND
M&E team to:
a.
Develop and conduct an introductory workshop on program evaluation, targeting the AFENET Secretariat;
b.
Develop evaluation processes for AFENET training modules;
c.
Develop performance indicators for AFENET program inputs, processes, and outputs, with an emphasis on
implementing Participatory Impact Assessment (PIA) [additional expertise in participatory methods will be provided
by Tufts);
d.
Translate and adapt, as appropriate, the PIA manual prepared in DRC under RESPOND sub-activity WC 3.4.4
into English for use in training on PIA in Anglophone countries.
4. Assist with developing a framework (proposal) and implementing activities to strengthen management practices
within AFENET.
Under this activity, AFENET will:
a.
Work with Tufts and UMN, and coordinate with a local management institute, to develop a framework
(proposal) for training and technical assistance in areas such as project management, leadership, communication, and
mentoring;
b.
Assist in implementing the agreed strategy for strengthening management practices within AFENET.

Democratic Republic of Congo

1.

Rapid skills assessment of existing outbreak teams and response structures in at least 3 of DRC's 11 provinces:
In order to develop an appropriate capacity building plan, including appropriate short course content, scope, and
duration of training, AFENET needs to conduct a rapid skills assessment in the target areas. In this activity,
AFENETwill:
a. Conduct a qualitative assessment of outbreak teams and response structure through field visits and
interviews.
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b. Write a summary report that details findings, identifies gaps, and makes recommendations.
2. Conduct short courses - outbreak investigation and zoonoses short course:
In order to build critical field epidemiology and outbreak investigation capacity among field staff operating at the
Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Public Health, and Ministry of Environment, Conservation of Nature and
Tourism, AFENET will conduct a two-week course in outbreak investigation and response and a one-week course
in field epidemiology and zoonoses.
In this activity, AFENET will:
a. Adapt its existing short course materials for DRC based on the findings from the assessment.
b. Conduct short courses for approximately 40 field staff personnel from multiple mi nistries.
3. Translate AFENET Participatory Epidemiology (PE) manual into French for use in training in PE in DRC:
In 2010, AFENET collaborated with the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) to develop a Participatory
Epidemiology (PE) training manua l that incorporates One Health approaches to outbreak investigation,
surveillance, and assessment of programs. The program is intended for use in training both field staff and in the
FE(L)TPs. This document, which is to be finalized as part of the Uganda activities is pri marily produced in English.
In this activity, AFENET will:
a. Translate the completed manual into French and pre-test its suitability for use in DRC.
4. Develop a framework (proposal) for continued professional training in One Health for the field staff:
As part of the effort to build sustainability of the project initiatives, this activity will seek to develop a framework
(proposal) to institutionalize a comprehensive One Health continuing education program in order to maintain and
upgrade professionals' skills in areas such as field epidemiology, risk-based disease surveillance, outbreak
investigation and response, participatory epidemiology, and participatory impact assessment. In this activity,
AFENETwill:
a. Develop a framework (proposal) with partners to institute continuing education in One Health for
professionals.
5. Develop a framework (proposal) for a public health association in DRC.
DRC epidemiologists are t rained by different institutions in different locations (e.g., f ield epidemiologists are
currently training in Cameroon). There is a need for a forum that can coordinate, streamline and consolidate
t hese efforts in order to provide a platform for the development of the public health sector, especially the areas
of surveillance and outbreak investigation. The association's membership will include trained personnel, as well
as training part icipants. In this activity, AFENET wi ll:
a. Identify the key stakeholders, prepare the bylaws, and, in collaboration with the key stakeholders, develop a
strategic plan to establish the association.
6. Assist with the process that w ill lead to proposed protocols to guide outbreak investigation in t he One Health
framework.
DRC needs a common reference for outbreak investigation, especially for diseases at the animal (livestock,
wildlife) and human interface. This activity in the long run aims at developing protocols, roles, and responsibilities
of different service ministries for multi-sectoral disease surveillance, outbreak investigation, and response. In this
activity, AFENET will:
a. Review existing protocols, identify and/or develop protocols, and agree upon protocols in three districts
within selected hotspots.
b. Define the objectives of the One Health framework and provide assistance to the Ministries in developing One
Health training materials.
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Expected Activity Results:
By 30 May 2013 AFENET will achieve the following objectives under Purpose #1:
a. Successful completion of the MSc in Preventive Veterinary Medicine resulting in five qualified, competent
veterinarians trained in public health who will support national and district-level surveillance activities
coordinated by MoH and MAAIF;
b. A plan for expansion of the training program in FY13 to include enrollment of cohorts from Uganda, Rwanda,
Kenya, and/or Tanzania will be developed;
c. The PE manual-including both participant and trainer manuals-will be finalized, translated, pre-tested and
available for use in both Anglophone and Francophone countries;
d. At least 17 AFENET professionals will be trained and mentored in PE methods and are able to serve as
potential trainers for expansion of PE methodologies to public health and One Health professionals in member
countries;
e. Trained AFENET Secretariat personnel in M&E methods (including PIA) and able to support M&E capacity
building among AFENET professionals in member countries;
f. Standardized tools to monitor the impact of AFENET's inputs into public health capacity building will be
developed, tested and available for use; and
g. Trained AFENET Secretariat personnel in project management, leadership, communication and mentoring,
and able to support capacity building in these areas among AFENET professionals in member countries.

By May 30, 2013 AFENET will achieve the following objectives under Purpose #2:
a. Trained at least 40 personnel from the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Public Health and Ministry of
Environment, Conservation of Nature and Tourism at national, provincial and District levels, including selected
hotspots (Bas Congo, Bandundu and Katanga), in field epidemiology and outbreak investigation and response that
include participatory methods. Trainees will be ready to be mobilized to respond to an outbreak;
b. Reviewed and/or developed proposed mechanisms, including protocols, roles and responsibilities of different
services, for multisectoral disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and response. Additionally, these will have
been agreed upon for 3 districts within selected hotspots;
c. Developed a proposal for a continuing education program in outbreak investigation and response and
participatory epidemiology in collaboration with Federation Une Sante (FUS), OHCEA and AFENET.
d. Developed a timeline to establish the national association of epidemiologists.
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OHCEA One Year Implementation - Part of the OHCEA Grant Signed on June, 2012

The OH CEA Grant was signed this quarter and the total award is

I

(b)(4)

!The concept paper listed

below is for one year of the multi-year grant, corresponding to the 2012-2013 period.

One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA): Year One Implementat ion
Sub-activity:

Multiple sub-activities combined

Partner Lead: University of M innesota
Total Budget: j

(b)(4)

OHCEA Creation:
One Health Cent ral and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) was created in an effort to strengthen One Health at

educational institutions in EPT hot-spot regions. The founding member institutions of OHCEA represent 14
schools of public health and veterinary medicine, from six countries in central and eastern Africa. Additionally,
multiple schools within the University of Minnesota and Tufts University are partner institutions within
OHCEA. The collaborative approach of OHCEA was intentionally developed in association with regional
universities because they are a primary long-term, stable source of pre-service and in service training for
outbreak resource t raining and response. Universities are also a major source of innovation for social and
institutional change, and have the capacity to foster truly transformative movements, in part through their
ability to be a neutral convener of thought leaders across sectors and disciplines, and then to transfer the new
ideas to the next generation of thought leaders. Finally, Universities are ideal partners for regional
cooperation, as they do not adhere to national agendas or boundaries, and are able to participate more
openly to create a truly trans-boundary approach. Already, universities in East Africa are leaders in disciplinespecific regional capacity building through admirable organizations like Health Alliance (Schools of Public
Health) and RU FORUM (Agricultural Schools). OHCEA plans to build on these existing models to create a new
model of cooperation that strengthens regional capacity not only of one discipline, but also across disciplines
and sectors to improve whole health systems throughout the region. The vision for this new alliance will be
actualized by convening One Health thought leaders from across professions (public health, veterinary
medicine, nursing, medicine, wildlife sciences, natural resource sciences) and organizational sectors
(intergovernmental, governmental, academic, private, NGO) to work together to identify common interests
and build truly collaborative programs to advance One Health capacity in the region.
Below are the outlined objectives for the OHCEA Year One work plan. This is an implementation plan that
includes both approved and pending OHCEA activities, in three phases throughout RESPOND Y2.
PHASE ONE

Timeline: January 1 to February 15, 2011
Deliverable for Phase 1:

1.

Establish the OH CEA Secretariat;
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2.

Establish Country Coordinating Committees (CCC) in each country;

3.

Complete an itemized budget for OHCEA grants for 2011;

4.

Complete the OH surveillance and response country baseline assessment;

5.

Identify OH leadership core competencies, training needs and plan for continued leadership
training;

6.

Hold the First Annual OHCEA Deans meeting in Rwanda;

7.

Begin the development of a ten-year strategic plan for OHCEA;

8.

Launch the sensitization of One Health Rwanda

This phase will finalize the structure of the OHCEA secretariat, including organization registration, the hiring of
administrative staff and the establishment ofthe OHCEA office. It also includes building CCC teams for each
member country consisting of stakeholders from member universities, ministries and non-governmental
organizations. All of these stakeholders will participate in the OH CEA meeting being held in Rwanda in
February 2011. During this meeting OHCEA will define and finalize its overall vision/mission statement, begin
developing a strategic plan for short, medium and long term goals, review the OH leadership competencies for
future training, complete and discuss the OH surveillance and response country baseline assessment tool and
participate in the launch of One Health Rwanda.
PHASE TWO
Timeline: February 15 to April 30, 2011
Deliverables for Phase 2:
1.

Complete and deliver a report of the full Gap Analysis for each country;

2.

Complete a short, medium and long term Strategic Plan for OHCEA that will inform the next three
RESPOND work plans;

3.

Identify country stakeholders and identify training needs;

4.

Begin to evaluate and implement OH training through RESPOND training mechanisms;

5.

Draft OHCEA Network Manual

In this phase OHCEA stakeholders will begin the Gap Analysis process which includes curriculum review,
identification of core competencies and assessment of knowledge/skill levels by CCC. This will identify both
strengths and gaps of existing OH curricula at the pre-service, in-service and community level, and will include
the revision and/or development of One Health curricula. OHCEA deans and stakeholders will complete the
strategic plan which includes short, medium and long-term goal setting, and OHCEA deans/secretariat will
begin to draft the OHCEA Network Manual by defining the table of contents and development of content
materials for review/feedback.
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PHASE THREE

Timeline: May 1-September 30, 2011
Deliverables for Phase 3:
1.

Launch OH sensitization in Tanzania;

2.

Launch OH sensitization in Ethiopia;

3.

Develop and/or modify OH curriculum;

4.

Develop strategic plan for inclusion of Nursing, Human Medicine and Wildlife professions;

5. Complete OHCEA Network Manual
The final phase of OHCEA year one implementation includes a One Health launch in both Tanzania and
Ethiopia . At these meetings OHCEA deans and stakeholders will continue to develop and modify the One
Health curriculum as defined by the OH CEA vision/mission. Additionally, OHCEA will begin to develop a
strategic plan for opening membership to other health disciplines, which includes nursing, medicine and
wildlife professions; this will foster the development of an inclusive 'One Health' model for OHCEA. Finally,
the OHCEA deans/secretariat will complete the OH CEA Network Manual for orga nizational reference and
development.
Full OHCEA implementation is occurring through collaborative efforts of the RESPOND Uganda and DRC teams,
the founding member institutions of OH CEA, the recently developed OHCEA secretariat and the Country
Coordinating Committees for each member country. These key stakeholders are working to facilitate
activities, workshops and planning sessions which will allow for the deliverables outlined above to be met, and
sets a strong foundation for the long term management and continued development of OH CEA in the Central
and Eastern African region. It is expected t hat the resources and outcomes developed within OHCEA will
cont inue beyond RESPOND, and t he continued development of OHCEA's vision and mission will build outbreak
response capacity within the region, as well as, provide a global model for building One Health Networks
globally.
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RESPOND Co ncept Paper (No-cost Ext ension Approved)
Cooperative Agreem ent Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 3.4.4 SE
Sub-activity name: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at the provincial and

district levels
Partner lead : Tufts
Tota l sub-activity budget :!

(b)(4)

Grantee: FEAT
Introduction:

Based on initial discussions held in Thailand during the discovery phase of the RESPOND project (July-August
2010), leadership of the Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP/FETP-V) and senior advisors to the
Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) and Ministry of Agriculture (MoA)/DLD stated that an activity to strengthen
training in the areas of applied epidemiology, disease surveillance and early identification and response to
outbreaks for One Health teams responsible for infectious disease outbreaks at the provincial and district
levels was a high priority.
Therefore, this RESPOND proposal supports an activity in Thailand to enhance existing in-service MoPH and
MoA/DLD in-service district- and provincial-level training activities coordinated at the FETP/FETP-V in
collaboration with WHO, FAO, and CDC. This activity will be designed to enhance the capacity for:
•

early outbreak identificat ion,

•

notifiable disease reporting,

•

proper sample collection and transport,

•

proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE)

•

evaluation of, or joint study of, disease surveillance systems,

•

presentation of findings from evaluation/study to a professional audience

In addition, training for One Health "SRRT" (Surveillance and Rapid Response Teams) will include an emphasis
on the importance of providing accurate and timely disease information to managers responsible for disease
prevention and control activities. RESPOND will respect governmental priorities, and work in close partnership
with the technical expertise and experience available at WHO, FAO and the Thailand-U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention Collaboration (TUC, Bangkok) to maximize the quality of training, and minimize
unnecessary duplication.
This activity will be accomplished mainly by supporting and strengthening in-service training of the staff
responsible for outbreak confirmation and response at the provincial and district levels. This will include
strengthening existing training materials and methods in collaboration with the FETP/FETP-V, supporting
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short-courses and workshops focused on public health biostatistics and epidemiology; outbreak management;
data analysis, interpretation and presentation to professional audiences; and outbrea k response and
evaluation activities. Training will include staff working in human health (physicians and nurses), and animal
health (including veterinarians, both livestock and wildlife experts [e.g. in collaboration with newly established
DNP Wildlife Training Center]) responsible for outbreak response and investigation at the district and
provincial levels.
There is general agreement among Ministries and international health agencies, including WHO, FAO, OIE, and
CDC about the usefulness of the One Health concept in public health. Thailand already has extensive
experience and success with the teamwork among animal and human health professionals du ring the
country's successful response to HPAI/HSNl. RESPOND and partners will work collaboratively to build upon
this experience, supporting the FETP/FETP-V plan to expand training to include topics in a wider range of
emerging infectious diseases in both animal (livestock and wildlife) and human populations, and in the One
Health approach to outbreak response, t hereby improving the quality of training, the effectiveness of
provincial and district level teams, and thereby better protecting the health of human and animal populations.
Background of existing In-service Training of SRRTs:

In Thailand, short course training designed specifically for provincial and district SRRT teams currently exists.
Training normally includes both team leaders (most frequently physicians and technical health officers) and
team members (provincial and district health officials). Only a few DVMs have joined this training in recent
years, which trains about 20 teams annually.
Summary of RESPOND training support:

This RESPOND proposal will follow the FETP/FETP-V and MoPH/MoA leadership's recommendation for
strengthening training by collaboratively supporting existing Thai Government training activities, beginning in
FY2011 t o conduct t he following activities:
1.

Training of Trainers (TOT} Course (Week #1):

Details:
Approximately 15 Mo PH, 10 MoA/DLD and 5 DNP/ZPO staff will attend a one week Training-ofTrainer (ToT) course supported by RESPOND in collaboration with appropriate Ministries.
Orientation about Thai Government priorities as well as those of WHO (e.g., IHR), FAO/OIE, CDC will
be discussed, along with effective strategies and methods for training (see Figure 1). Trainers will be
selected according to criteria established and agreed upon by MoPH, MoA/DLD and DNP/ZPO staff.

2.

One Week Applied Epidemiology Training Course (Week #2):

Details:
A total of approximately 50 staff from up to 5 provinces who are responsible for outbreak
investigation and response will attend a One Week Course in Applied Epidemiology; Trainers who
completed the ToT course {#1, above) will participate as trainers and facilitators, along with
FETP/FETP-V/iFETP staff and selected Thai university faculty. The group of 50 trainees will include
approximat ely 30 from t he MoPH (including physicians and nurses), 10 from the M oA/DLD and 10
wildlife veterinarians from DNP/ZPO (see Figure 1).
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3.

Two Month Field Assignments (Week #3-#11):

Details:
At the end of the 1-week workshop (#2, above), each trainee will be assigned a field project, and will
conduct an activity related to:
a.

Evaluation of, or joint study of, an existing disease surveillance system

b.

Outbreak investigation

•

Objective of this field activity is to apply lessons learned in the classroom.

•

Where possible, trainees will work collaboratively in the field, with approval of local supervisors.

•

Goal for FY2011 would be to support and implement the ToT workshop, and 1-Week applied

epidemiology training course), and initiate the 10-week field projects (not all may be completed by
Sept. 30, 2011), along with planning a follow-up seminar [see #4, below)).
•

Trainers from ToT course, and subject matter experts (e.g. FETP/FETP-V/iFETP, MoPH, OLD, DNP,

ZPO, selected universities, WHO, CDC, FAO, RESPOND, etc.) will assist with mentoring and
supervision. RESPOND will assist in strengthening training and developing important supervisory
skills of mentors, such managing and providing guidance to field-level staff and trainees in outbreak
investigations, surveillance system evaluations, reporting of suspected outbreaks; data analysis and
interpretation; presentation of results to a professional audience, and providing timely information
to managers responsible for disease prevention and control.

4.

Seminar (Week #11}:

Details:
Trainees (n=S0), ToT trainers and selected field supervisors and mentors will be invited to attend a
seminar, where findings of field work with be presented for peer review and discussion.
This RESPOND proposal will support collaboration with MoPH, MoA/DLD, and DNP along with
WHO/FAO/OIE/CDC to accomplish the following activities:
1.

Short courses in applied epidemiology for provincial and district staff, coordinated by FETP/FETP-V
in collaboration with Ministries and local and regional officials;

2.

Practical field projects focused on evaluations of, or joint study of, disease surveillance systems;
outbreak investigations, linking classroom training during workshops to practical skills and
knowledge useful in current work responsibilities;

3.

Review and strengthen, in close collaboration with FETP/FETP-V/iFETP leadership, the existing
materials (and methods) for training of staff, with RESPOND working collaboratively to enhance
course materials, methods of delivery, quality, and monitoring and evaluat ing training effectiveness;
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4.

Training of trainers course will recruit and orient instructors, including staff from faculties of public
health and nursing, MoPH, MoA/DLD, DNP/ZPO and other university faculty; and will include an
orientation on One Health, advanced training methods and strategies;

5.

Convene an annual conference on ONE HEALTH for course participants from human health, livestock
and wildlife health sector at national or sub-national (regional) level;

6.

Produce a reference textbook on applied epidemiology suitable for distribution to course
participants.

Note: The above activities will include RESPOND assisting with the design and implementation of continuing
education (CE) strategies and materials, support for refresher courses, and monitoring and evaluation (M&E)
activities to help guide course review and inform improvement(s) to strengthen future courses and
workshops. The target for training will include staff, trainers, mentors and supervisors that support outbreak
response teams and activities.
The proposed activity will not be strictly academic, but will instead be in-service, practical or "applied
"epidemiology training, designed to improve knowledge and practical skills in the areas of: disease
surveillance, outbreak identification, disease reporting, communication, teamwork and the effectiveness of
response in provinces and districts.
EPT and other Partners:

•

FETP/FETP-V/iFETP, MoPH, MoA/DLD and DNP/ZPO

•

World Health Organization

•

Thailand-US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Collaboration (TUC)

•

FAO/OIE

Goals:

To strengthen the quality and usefulness of the existing training methods and materials in order to improve
the outbreak response capacity of One Health epidemiological (SRRT) teams at provincial and district levels in
Thailand, broaden activities to include additional animal and wildlife health professionals, as well as other
human health staff involved in surveillance (e.g. nurses), and to enhance and expand support for activities to
include additional provinces where such in-service courses have not yet been conducted.
Objectives:

The overall objective of the proposed activity in Thailand is to strengthen aspects of in-service One Health
training at the MOH, MOA and DNP in the following ways:
1. A key element of this training of provincial and district SRRT teams is to apply what was learned in
t he classroom (short courses) to actual work responsibilities. The existing training activity will
include one week didactic training workshops (on disease surveillance and outbreak investigation)
fol lowed by a practical field assignment (see Figure 1, page 7);
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2.

RESPOND will also support the FETP/FETP-V design and assignment of a specific project to each
short-course participant (e.g. an evaluation of, or joint study of, a disease surveillance system,
and/or conduct of an outbreak investigation); then will assist reconvening of participants after the 2
month field activity to present the principa l findings of their projects for peer-review;

3.

RESPOND will support meetings, site visits and mentoring to enhance the quality of technical
supervision and to assist participants to complete field assignments. This work will be performed in
collaboration with the MoPH, MoA/DLD, and DNP/ZPO, in partnership with WHO, FAO, and CDC
(TUC), to ensure that the proposed activities do not duplicate or interfere with other ongoing
training activities, and reflect current Ministry priorities;

4.

The proposed activity will support a review of existing in-service surveillance and outbreak training
under the leadership of FETP/FETP-V/iFETP and Ministries, and will propose collaborative solutions
to address gaps identified;

5.

RESPOND will work with partners to assure that training topics include the following concepts: One
Health, notifiable disease reporting, early outbreak identification, sample collection, understanding
of laboratory diagnostic procedures for sample analysis, data analysis and interpretation,
biohazards, biosafety;

6.

Monitoring and evaluation will be carefully designed in collaboration with FETP/FETP-V/iFETP to
focus on evaluating the effectiveness of training, and information gathered will be used to improve
training strategies and materials and methods.

Activities:

1.

Establish selection criteria and apply them to identification of trainers to be trained.

2.

Deliver short-term training courses in 5 provinces, which will include support for meeting venues
and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human health) responsible for
disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.

3.

Short-term training workshops to improve skills of mentors and trainers overseeing field projects,
with the objective of improving the quality of technical supervision;

4.

Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance and mentoring to participants
conducting field projects;

5.

Review and strengthening of existing training materials, as requested, and monitoring and
evaluation of selected training courses;

6.

Strengthen training and coursework, including training oftrainers at faculties of public health and
nursing to increase epidemiology capacity. Staff working in disease surveillance will participate in
short-courses and practical field projects at their work assignments, with agreement of supervisors.

Expected Outcomes:
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1.

Increased scope of short-term One Health applied epidemiology in-service training to provincial and
district-level staff in multiple provinces;

2.

Improved quality of training materials and methods, based on monitoring and evaluation, and
collaborative efforts to strengthen course effectiveness;

3.

Follow up of initial training, including a review of the findings of field projects, and associated
training to improve the capacity of staff in: data analysis and interpretation, early outbreak
identification and reporting, outbreak communication (including the need for providing timely and
accurate health information to managers responsible for disease prevention) and control activities;

4.

Improve training and capacity of SRRTs to safely collect and properly transport samples to enable
determination of the causes of disease outbreaks;

5.

Improved teamwork among human and animal health professionals during outbreak response at the
district and provincial levels, including wildlife professionals and nurses working in disease
surveillance and out break identification and response.
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APPENDIX II: SUCCESS STORIES AND REGION HIGHLIGHTS

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY: UNIVERSITY NETWORl<S
Africa-Southeast Asia-US faculty exchange marks initial success
in transforming the student experience towards One Health
In June 2012, faculty members from the
two RESPOND supported university
networks in Africa and Southeast Asia:
OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern
Africa) and SEAOHUN (Southeast Asia One
Health University Network) attended a 3-

week 'immersion' in One Health, at the
University of Minnesota, USA.
Through practice and application of
different methodologies including active
learning, collaboration, participatory
methods, team based learning and
Faculty exchange group poses near University of Minnesota's schools of Public Health, Medicine,
Pharmacy, Dentistry and Nursing on the M inneapohs campus

'scholarship of teaching and learning'
(applying and documenting experimental

processes to teaching), participating faculty members left the workshop with a toolbox holding these and many
other tools needed to change the current paradigm into a One Health reality.
In addition to visiting faculty members from OHCEA and SEAOHUN, the RESPOND team was joined throughout
the three week exchange by many other University of Minnesota faculty members across a variety of schools
and disciplines, Louise Flynn from Ecology and Environment, and Dr. Jenny Steele from Tufts University - all
interested in collaborations with their OHCEA and SEAOHUN counterparts.
During the first week of the exchange, network members' faculty toured various campuses, schools and
different 1One Health1 collaborators around the state (including MN state departments of health, agriculture
1

and natural resources). For the second week, participants attended courses at the School of Public Health s
1

Public Health lnstitute including:
1

U.S. Agency for lnternauonal Development
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•

Farm to table study program: Minnesota;

•

Food System Defense: Vulnerabilities and How to
Close Them;

•

Making the Case for One Health: Putting
Planning, Skiffs and Experience into Action;

•

From Facebook ta focus group;

•

Global Food Systems: Pork;

•

Global One Health Leadership Workshop;

•

Introduction to Environmental and Occupational
Health and Safety.

Pror. Mwanthi (Kenya) reviews a bald eagle radiograph at UM N's
world renowned Rapt or Center

The third week comprised a curriculum development / faculty development workshop led by Deb Wingert,
from the Center for Teaching and Learning at the University of M innesota. The workshop focused on
introducing a new teaching and learning paradigm for t he 21 st century, marked by methodologies to improve
multi-disciplinary collaboration consistent with the One Health approach. At the beginning of the workshop
participants self-selected into four topic areas (groups) based on personal, institutional and country interests:
1) One Health Leadership Field Experience (One Health Demonstrat ion Sites);
2) Ecosystem Health/ One Health (target ing private sector and extractive industries);
3) Risk Analysis (in One Health);
4) Epidemiology for Outbreak Response in Human, Domestic Animal and Wildlife Populations.
The groups started with macro-design methodologies to outline a skeleton for their proposed courses, and
then adding on micro-design methods over the next several days to develop content for each course. Active
learning and team based learning concepts were
int roduced and practiced each day of the workshop.
This workshop design served two purposes: (1) to
transition from the 'old teaching paradigm' (lecture
based learning) to the 'new teaching paradigm' (active,
team-based, collaborative and scholarly); and (2) to
demonstrate and apply collaborative cross-disciplinary
course development methods consistent with the
university networks' vision of One Health.

Prof. Kille (Ethiopia) displays the Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE)
technique used for food-borne disease surveillance at lJMN Dept. of Health.

Dr. Tom Molitor, chair of UMN's Vet erinary Population
Medicine department, introduced the concept of SOTL

(scholarship of teaching and learning), which garnered much interest and discussion into how it can be applied
U.S. Agency for International Development

www.usa1d.gov
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in very different institutional cultures, with new knowledge garnered shared across those different cultures and
teaching disciplines.

Minnesota Veterinary Diagnostic Lab director. Or. Jim Collins. gives a tour of the facility and pathology floor.

Overall, the three-week faculty exchange experience was a tremendous success, with faculty participants
committed to translating and applying methodologies and lessons learned to t heir home institutions. As they
are applied, these methodologies are representative of a paradigm shift towards applying the One Health
concept into the student experience across the globe. USAID RESPOND is very proud to support university
networks as a hallmark success for One Health and USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program .

Prof. le Thi Thanh (Viet Nam) visits 'Team O', a unique One

Group photo at conclusion of curriculum development/ faculty

Health approach to food-borne disease surveillance in MN

development workshop on UMN St Paul campus

U.S. Agency for lntemat1onal Development
www.usaid.gov
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RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY: WEST CONGO
Second in-service One Health Training in Wildlife Investigation, Livestock and
Public Health hold in Mole Park, Ghana, is a Success
In May 2012, thirty-one health professionals from
eleven countries were brought together in Ghana's
Mole Park for the second One Health Training in
Wildlife Investigation, Livestock and Public Health.

Professionals included medical doctors, nurses,
microbiologists, food safety specialists, veterinarians,
wildlife specialists and environment specialists, and
participating countries were Malawi, South Africa,
Ghana, Swaziland, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, Liberia,
Nigeria, Angola and Lesotho. One regional economic
community, the Inter-governmental Agency for
Development (IGAD), was represented by one official.
The overall objective of the training was to empower multi-sectoral core country teams to advocate for One
Health approaches and to address zoonotic disease surveillance at the wildlife-livestock-human interface.
The t raining was based on the adult learning approach that provides the participants with opportunities to have
direct experience in relevant issues, reflect on their own past experiences, conceptualize and apply knowledge
and skills to specific contexts. Lectures were followed by discussion and clarification sessions. Field visits were
made to savannah and forest ecosystems to observe the interactions between human activities and wildlife, and
t heir impact on the environment. Problem-based learning exercises were conducted to enable participants to
bett er understand the links between the determinants of health, the epidemiological pattern of the disease and
therefore the necessity for a better collaboration among the different sectors to address zoonoses.
In both field visits and problem-based learning, multi-sectoral teams
"The lesson wos that
professionals ore ready ta work
toge ther to use a holistic
approach to disease cantral in
the spirit of One Health".

worked to enhance and capture the essence and spirit of One Health.
Trainees used outputs of the fieldwork to develop a multi-sectoral
strategy and recommendations to address zoonoses and conflicts at the
interface wildlife-livestock-human in West Gonja district.

Dr. Vakuru Columbo Teru

Lessons learned from One Health initiatives in Ghana, Ethiopia, Sierra

Ministry of Agriculture, Nigeria

Leone, and South Africa were shared w ith all the participants. Regarded

U.S. Agency ro1 lntemational Development
www.usa1d.gov
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as One Health champions, trainees identified actions that they would implement in their respective countries in
the short, medium and long term to promote One Health.
All the trainees agreed to join the One Health WILDHEALTH network. Lead by AU-IBAR, the One Health
WILDHEALTH network aims to link and empower trainees with a view to achieve four objectives: a) promote One
Health, b) Share experiences, c) Share scientific information and d)Provide technical advice for prevention and
control infectious diseases. With the new trainees, the network expands from 9 country-nodes to 19 countrynodes1. Uganda, Ethiopia, and Kenya are also members of One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA)
network, an academic partnership between institutions in Eastern and Central Africa and universities in the
United States (University of Minnesota and Tufts University) with the goal of educating future health professionals
using the One Health approach.
This training was supported by AU-I BAR and facilitated by AU-IBAR and USAID RESPOND.
For more photos of this training, visit:
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.496254730391787.139428.120761677941096&type=1

WILD training participants in Mole National Park, Ghana

In the red shirt, IGAD representative in discussion with the
ranger during field visit to the savanna eco-system.

Special thanks to:
Dr. Richard D Suu-ire (Manager of Accra zoo, Wildlife Division, Forestry commission), Mr. Meyir Ziekah (Accra zoo vet wildlife division, forestry
commission), Mr. Umaru Farouk (manager of Mole National park), Ali Mahama (Assistant wildlife officer, law enforcement and ground coverage
officer), Mr. Nana Adu Nsiah (Director of Wildlife division, Forestry commlssion),Dr. Edward Mark Hansen (Director of veterinary services, Ministry of
Food and Agriculture).

Rwanda, Kenya, Ethiopia, Ghana, South Africa, Lesotho, Nigeria, Angola, Tanzania, South Sudan, Sudan, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Sierra Leone. Liberia, Malawi, Swaziland. Botswana.

1

U.S. Agency for International D evelopment
www.usaid.gov
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RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY: SOUTHEAST ASIA
Building skills of wildlife veterinarians in Thailand through field training

Team of trainees immobilizing a leopard

Participants learning how to use PPE for outbreak investigation

The awareness of the role of wild animals in infectious diseases in livestock and humans has been increasing in
Thailand, in particular after serious waves of HSNl that affected domestic poultry, human and wild birds during 20042008. The agency responsible for monitoring wildlife health and prevention of spill over of diseases from wildlife is the
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (DNP), under the Ministry of Natural Resource and
Environment (MNRE). However, the capabilities in animal health surveillance, and diagnostic expertise in Thailand rests
with the Department of Livestock Development (OLD) under the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MoAC),
Zoological Park Organization (ZPO), and veterinary faculties in universities. Integrating wildlife health monitoring and
disease surveillance as well as preparing DNP's staff to be part of multi-sector team to respond to emerging zoonotic
and infectious diseases requires a huge amount of capacity building.
Responding to this capacity building needs, RESPOND has been working with local technical organizations, universities
and international institutions to provided in-service trainings to veterinarians and rangers working in national parks and
conservation areas in Southeast Asia.
In Thailand, RESPOND has been working with the Faculty of Veterinary Science at Mah idol University to design a set of
basic competencies required for wildlife veterinarians in order to fulfill their roles and responsibilities adopting the One
Health approach. A series of four trainings took place during 2011-2012 comprised of four modules:

U.S. Agency for International Development
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(1) Orientation, core professional principles and
knowledge, wildlife diseases and wildlife
studies, and the One health approach;

NI found these trainings very useful in our work.

Before the training, I could see only individual
(2) Wildlife capture and immobilization

techniques;
(3) W11dlife epidemiology and surveillance;

(4) Field experience for smart patrol, forensic
investigation and outbreak investigation.
The 15 participants attending the trainings are
recently recruited veterinarians stationed in 14
DNP regional offices across Thailand and 1 from
the Bangkok central office. Most of them have

animals and thought that emerging zoonotic
diseases were far awoy. I also gained much
understanding of how wild animals can affect human
health and the concept of One Health that we have
to work together across disciplines and sectors."
"The course is really good because the trainers have
a high level ofexperience, and they make the
exercise and practice on animal anesthesia and
immobilization quite exciting. We learned so much."

been providing treatment to sick wild animals

"Besides the knowledge and skills, we learned to do

seized from poachers or wildlife traffickers kept

team work. We have now become a network of DNP
vets that can help each other when we need to. 11

in DNP wildlife reception centers, and few have
conducted limited disease surveillance in captive

'7he DNP region that I am with is planning to start

animals.

conducting surveillance on Nipah virus among bats.

RESPOND supported trainings were conducted
through a combination of presentations, filed

The training on bat trapping with harp trap and the
specimen collection process was very useful to me. I

visits and hands-on activities that serve to build

will definitely use it during my work."

basic necessarily skills for wildlife veterinarians.

Participants' feedback about the capacity building activities.

Subject matter experts and trainers were from
universities In Thailand, Ministry of Public Health,
RESPOND SEA Office, Tufts University, University of Minnesota, OIE, FAQ Regional Office for Asia and Pacific and many
international consultants.
Overall, the participants found this series of trainings beneficial to their immediate work. RESPOND has enhanced the
capacity of the first cohort of wildlife veterinarians in Thailand and equipped them with knowledge and skills for their
new challenging tasks.

U.S. Agency for International Development

www.usa,d.gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHTS: University Partnerships
Strengthening veterinary and public health education in the Democratic
Republic of Congo {DRC}

Jean Mukherjee, DVM, Ph.D. Tufts University Assistant Professor, Cummings Veterinary School with UNILU
veterinary students Class of 2012 during a fann practice trip in the outskirts of Lubumbash i- DRC, April 2012

Seven Tufts University and University of Minnesota faculty from various health backgrounds have visited the Democratic
Republic of Congo to interact with counterparts from DRC academic institutions based in Kinshasa and Lubumbashi. The
project is supported through funding from USAID's RESPOND project. One of the expected outcomes of this project is to
strength DRC academic institutions in educating health professionals to become competent in their fields of study and
capable of working collaboratively with counterparts from other health disciplines. Collaboration between health
disciplines particularly involved in disease surveillance and outbreak response is critical to address threats from zoonotic
diseases.
The twinning program involves teaching courses, leading workshops, conducting discussions, exchanges of experiences
and curricula co-development. The project focuses on key fields of interest, such as epidemiology, infectious diseases,
parasitology, histopathology, qualitat ive and quantitative research methods and health economics. It also involves
practice sessions to provide hands on experience.
This project is a multi-level and multi-faceted endeavor involving not only faculty and students but also experts from key
government entities such Ministry of Health, Agriculture and Environment. For instance, the project reinforces
collaboration between universities and government laboratory experts. It allows interactions between facu lty from various
disciplines within and outside a university. As a resu lt, faculty and students from various disciplines have had opportunities
to learn together, share experiences and better understan d the workings of other health fields. This experience is
expected to be replicated at the regiona l level with OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa) university members.
U.S. Agency for lntcrnat,onal Development

www.usJJd gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHTS: EAST CONGO
Strengthening field epidemiology
through the Masters in Veterinary
Preventive Medicine curriculum

RESPOND, in collaboration with AFENET and Makerere University's
College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity
(COVAB), organized a one-week workshop to review t he M asters in
Veterinary Preventive Medicine (MVPM) curriculum.
The workshop, held from M ay 7-12, focused on reviewing and
updating the MVPM program justification, objectives, outcomes
and course content; developing budgets for the program and the
related student field attachments; and aligning the MVPM
curriculum to the requ irements of the Uganda National Council for
Higher Education (NCHE).
In line w it h RESPOND's objective to build capacity in outbreak
response, t he review was also aimed at incorporating One Health
concepts into the curriculum. A team of 19 reviewers drawn from
academia, government and NGOs, and under the leadership of
Prof. David Owiny, Dean School of Biosecurity, Biotechnical and

Makerere University Deputy Academic Registrar (right in the black
suit) presents the Quality Assurance requirements from NCHE to
participants in the MVPM curricu lum review retreat in Jinja.

Laboratory Sciences, participated in the review. The workshop was
the climax of severa l stakeholder meetings covering two months in
which t he draft curriculum was deliberated by academic and field
epidemiology experts.

Stakeholders that participated in the curriculum re view
exercise:

At t he end of t he workshop, in addition to the Field Epidemiology
track, another track on Animal Health and Economics was

•

•
•

Makerere University College of Veterinary

introduced into t he program. The name of the program was

Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity

changed to M aster of Science i n Veterinary Preventive Medicine

{COVAB)

and it was decided t hat the program be hosted by the Department

Makerere University Academic Registrar's Office

of Biosecurity, Ecosystems and Veterinary Public Health (BEP). The

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal industries and

program will be research-based, characterized by practical

Fisheries (MAAIF)

teaching methods and problem-based learning implemented
through fieldwork.

•

African Field Epidemiology Network {AFENET)

•

USAID EPT-RESPOND Project

•

The Jinja District local Government

•

The Conservation and Ecosystem Health Alliance

The reviewed curriculum was forwarded to t he M akerere
University Senate, which w il I forward it to NCHE for accreditation.
Once passed by NCHE, the next student cohort is expected to start
in August 2012, and will follow the new curriculum.

US. Agency for International Development
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHT: EAST CONGO
One Health residency program: USAID RESPOND contributing to enhance
students experience and strengthen university partnerships
For the past year and a half USAID RESPOND has been partnering with the
College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB) at
Makerere University in Uganda, to establish a residency program for graduate
health professionals focused on One Health collaborations and approaches.
RESPOND, a USAID cooperative agreement grant award, has provided a unique
opportunity to develop this program through its network of universities called
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA).
Based on a one-of-a-kind residency program in veterinary public health at the
University of Minnesota, the Makerere One Health residency is an innovative
approach to shift a paradigm in the way health professions and university
students approach challenges to human, animal, and environmental health. The
One Health residency is designed to provide graduate health professionals
(veterinarians, nurses, medical doctors and public health) with a unique handson, applied and experiential learning model, while at the same time connecting
universities to government service and the private sector. Each two-year, One Health residency program, offers
residents exposure to a variety of projects to develop their skills and competency in core capacities (e.g. Epidemiology,
Health Systems, Food Safety and Infectious Disease). The first cohort of one nurse and two veterinarians are expected
to start their residencies in February of 2013.
In 2012, Dr. Sylvia Wanzala travelled from Makerere
University in Uganda to the University of Minnesota to
begin her one-year, hands-on residency program at the
Global Initiative for Food Systems Leadership and Center
for Animal Health and Food Safety, at University of
Minnesota. This was designed to give her one year of
training in One Health competencies in the areas of food
safety, epidemiolgy and statistics, One Health leadership,
infectious diseases, ecosystem and environmental health,
animal and public heath administration and health
systems. Dr. Wanzala is, then, going to translate these
newly learned skills into projects during the second year of her program, and use them to mentor new residents.

U.S. Agency for International Developrnem
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Sylvia's residency work also includes the participation in local,
national and international policy courses. These courses have
greatly contributed to her ability to network effectively with
stakeholders back in Uganda. She has also been working on
her Executive Masters of Public Health degree, a prerequisite
for all One Health residents, and a model that will be
replicated with future recruits for the program
Finally, Sylvia and the One Health residency program advisor,
Prof. Francis Ejobi, had the opportunity to meet the RESPOND
project director and deputy director in Bethesda, Maryland.
These meetings focused on providing receiving feedback and
suggest ing different approaches for the residency program
being developed at Makerere.
The biggest success of this residency program came just a few days after Prof. Ejobi returned to Uganda. Makerere
COVAB submitted a formal grant proposal to RESPOND to est ablish a One Health residency program at the university.
The grant is intended to expand the residency program through the OHCEA network in just a few short years, to train
One Health professionals from not only Uganda, but also Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, and Tanzania.

Photo captions:
Top: Dr. Sylvia Wanzala, current resident at UMN, and futu re assistant One Health residency coordinator; Profe.ssor Francis
Ejobi (department head Department of Biosecurity, Ecosystems and Veterinary Public Health - COVAB; and One Health
residency program advisor)
Bottom right: Dr. Katey Pelican (RESPOND UMN co-Lead and UMN associate professor), Dr. Sylvia Wanzala, Dr. Dominic Travis
(RESPOND technical advisor and UMN associate professor), and Dr. Jeff Bender (former director Center for Animal Health and
Food Safety, and UMN associate professor) at 5th annual One Health Partnerships meeting.
Upper left, page 2: Intergovernmental Policy course participants in Washington D.C., with Or. Sylvia Wanzala in the middle,
second row. The course was aimed at early-career professionals who were also graduate students from University of
Minnesota, North Dakota State University, Washington State University, and University of California, Davis.

U.S. Agency for International Development
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHT: SOUTHEAST ASIA
Emerging Zoonotic Diseases Short Courses in Vietnam and Malaysia
Tufts University, the American University lead
for the Emerging Zoonotic Disease Short
Course (EZD) in Southeast Asia, held two
courses in April and May, 2012, in Vietnam
and Malaysia, with support from RESPOND in
the Southeast Asia Regional Office.
The course in both countries introduced the
One Health approach to participants and
focused on the emergence of zoonotic
diseases in the context of their importance to
global health, the ecology and evolution of
diseases, and the process of disease
emergence, concluding with integrative
approaches to prevent disease emergence.
Participants, instructors, and facilitators at the EZD course in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

A combination of lectures and group activities and
discussions were employed to demonstrate a
variety of teaching methods. In addition to learning
the course content, participants also learned novel
teaching methods they can use in their own courses
with students. Approximately 25 participants from
Vietnam and Malaysia attended the courses and it
was very well received in both countries.

Participants engaged in a group activity on modeling the spread
of disease within a population.

Dr. Mohd Sham Othman delivering a lecture on ecology.
U.S. Agency for lntemat,onal Development
www.usa,d.gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHT: WEST CONGO
Success in the first pre-service Training of Trainers on integrated disease
surveillance and response against zoonoses in the Democratic Republic of Congo
In April 2012, the Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine of the University of Lubumbashi,
an OHCEA member, and the ISTM of
Lubumbashi organized the first pre-service
Training ofTrainers (TOT) on Multisectoral
Integrated Surveillance and Response
against Zoonoses (MISRZ) in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
This training brought together inspectors
from central and provincial levels
(Katanga) from the Ministry of Primary and
Secondary Education, the Ministry of
Public Health and from Ministry of Higher
Education. The two-week TOT aimed at strengthening the skills of a cohort of 13 people to become trainers of
teachers and junior faculty, and actively contribute to the integration of the One Health MISRZ curricula into
existing program at nursing schools, vocational schools (IEM/ITM) and university (ISTM), and veterinary
technician schools (ITAV).
Participants were sensitized and trained on the One Health concept, the referential of competencies, training
manuals, evaluation manuals and epidemiology of zoonoses such as Ebola, Monkeypox and Chikungunya. They
were also trained on competency-based training methods, experimental learning and applied problem solving,
using examples of integrative situations for each competency and evaluation tool.
The implementation plan for the remaining steps of the integration process was developed during the
workshop, and the official endorsement by all ministry commissions is expected to happen by the end of 2012.
The next step will be to train a number of teachers and junior faculty to test the new curriculum in pilot
schools and ISTM.
The master trainers who participated expressed the utmost appreciation and great interest in utilizing their
newly acquired skills. This initiative has certainly contributed to build the basis of a new generation of
professionals led by academia. It is a good example of how RESPOND is building disease surveillance, outbreak
investigation and response capacity in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

U.S. Agency for lntern,1t1onal Development
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHT: EAST CONGO
Building Capacity to Monitor Animal and Human Health at the Community Level

Trainees attending classes and taking blood samples from livestock during field practicum.
From April 22 to May 5, 2012, RESPOND supported the U.S. Army VETCAP training of 40

I

Community Animal Health Workers (CAHWs) in Uganda. The goal of the training was to
build knowledge and skills in the participants so that they can better monitor animal
and human health and be able to treat and refer animal health cases in their respective
communities.
The two-week training was structured w ith one week of didactic work and the second
week for field practicum. During week one, lectures were based on disease
identification, diagnosis, management and prevention, drug administration, the
importance of carrying out laboratory diagnosis, and disease surveillance.
The sessions were taught by AFENET officials (Africa Field Epidemiology Network),
district veterinary officers, and Makerere University's College of Veterinary Medicine,
Animal Science and Biosecurity (COVAB) Masters Students. The opening sessions were
attended by the U.S. Embassy's Deputy Chief of Mission, USAID/Uganda's Deputy
Director, and senior ranking staff from the U.S. and Ugandan military.
During the week of fie ld practicum, the trainees participated in several activities that
exposed them to skills critical to monitoring animal and human health. The activities

Graduates receiving certificates
after the course.

undertaken in the field ranged from taking of blood samples from livestock, spraying
livestock for ticks, de-worming, castration and treatment of wounded animals (including those with infections, and foot and
mouth disease). The samples were tested for brucellosis in a lab, and about 15 livestock tested positive.
The closing ceremony for the training was graced by the Local Council Five (LCV) chairman of the Napak District.
Participants received certificates of appreciation and Medical kits that would enable them continue the activities in their
own communities.
For more photos of the VETCAP training, visit:
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.475744655776128.134922.120761677941096&type=1
U.S. Agency ror International Development
www.usaid.gov
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHTS: EAST CONGO
RESPOND leverages private sector
involvement in outbreak response

In line with its objective to build capacity for outbreak
response, USAID RESPOND is supporting The Uganda
Manufacturers Association (UMA) and the Federation of
Uganda Employers (FUE) to promote health in the private
sector workforce and communities. Through training of work
place-based peer educators, RESPOND seeks to give basic
but necessary education on emerging diseases which, if not
controlled, will affect the workplace and the surrounding
communities, affecting productivity and the local economy.
On Thursday, May 24, 2012 the Uganda Manufacturers
Association (UMA) and the Federation of Uganda Employers
(FUE) held a joint one-day Chief Executive Officer (CEO's)
Breakfast Meeting at the Kampala Serena Hotel. The
objectives of the meeting were to launch the private sector
Disease Outbreak Training Curriculum and Training at the
Workplace, engaging other private sector companies to
support the same type of training. The CEO's breakfast

Dr. Issa Makumbi from Uganda's Ministry of Health launching the
private sector disease surveillance and outbreak response training
curriculum.

meeting attracted close to 40 private sector CEO's, mostly
from members of the Private Sector Foundation Uganda,
UMA, FUE, as well as Government Officials from the Ministry
of Health and National Disease Control Institutions.

Criteria for companies targeted for out break

Dr. Issa Makumbi, Assistant Commissioner, Epidemiology

response training:

and Surveillance Division Ministry of Health, launched the
curriculum. "Given that Uganda has suffered several

•

companies with functional and established

outbreaks which affected Uganda's socio-economic

peer educator programs;

landscape in the recent past, the private sector in Uganda

•

extractive industries;

•

companies that operate where outbreaks

•

represents an important and untapped resource to support
the Ministry to effectively respond to the outbreaks", he
noted.

historically have occurred; and

He thanked USAID RESPOND for supporting the government

companies that operate in close proximity

in fulfilling its mandate and also applauded RESPOND's

with forests or national parks.

commitment to strengthen the private sector capacity to
promote awareness and surveillance of disease outbreaks i n
workplaces in Uganda_ He pledged t he Ministry's continued
support to the privat e sector in this initiative to have a

U.S Agency for fntcmahonal De'lt'lopment

www.,1sa1d.gov
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APPENDIX Ill: PUBLICATIONS AND ABSTRACTS
A number of abstracts were submitted to the Prince Mahidol Awa rd Conf erence and the Ecohealth
conference. How ever, oral presentations and posters approved will only be present ed in Quarter 4 of Yea r 3,
and during Year 4.
One paper was published in the International Journa l of Infectious Diseases (IJID), but the article is not open
access and RESPOND is mentioned in the acknowledgment sect ion: http://www.ijidonline.com/article/S1201-

9712(12)00116-6/abstract.

APPENDIX IV: ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS AND PRESS COVERAGE
RESPOND Website: http://www.respond-ept.com

The RESPOND website has been redesigned and is waiting final USAID approval to be re-launched.

Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/EPTRESPOND
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a .496254730391787 .139428.1207 61677941096&type= 1
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.475744655776128.134922.120761677941096&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=44145888920470S&set=a.4414S8792S38048.129716.1207616779
41096&type=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=101S09S3289349SOS&set=o.120761677941096&type=1&theater

Twitter - @RESPOND_EPT- https://twitter.com/#!/RESPOND EPT

•

USAID RESPOND provides computers to AFENET in support of outbreak response activities in
Uganda. Jwitpic.com/9tf2e0

•

RESPOND's Year 4 planning has started at the West Congo Regional Office with a two-day internal
workshop on April 23 and 24. Focus on OHCEA.
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Press Releases
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

For Immediate Release
Contacts:
Dr Loul Severin
Tel 237 96 15 01 61, severinloul@yahoo.fr
Ministere de l'Elevage, de la Peche et des Industries Animales
Aisatou Ngong
Program Management Specialist
Tel +237 22 20 15 00, NgongA@state.gov
Embassade des Etats-Unis d' Amerique au Cameroun
Jean-Solo Ratsisompatrarivo
Directeur Regional, Projet RESPOND, USAID
Tel +243 99 74 252 99, jean-solo ratsisompatrarivo@dai.com

Official handover ceremony of information technology equipment to the M inistry of Livestock,
Fisheries and Animal Industries of Cameroun

Yaounde, July 16, 2012 - On Thursday, July 16, t he United States Government will officially donate
a large amount of information technology equipment to the veterinary department of cameroon's
Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal Indust ries. Ambassador Robert P. Jackson will offer
remarks at the official handover ceremony, which will be presided over by the M inister of
Livestock, Fisheries, and Animal Industries.
The equipment donation is worth approximately$35,000, and is part of USAID's RESPOND project
effort to support the Government of Cameroon in the combat of diseases of animal origin before
they pose significant human threats. The equipment donation will be used to support the Ministry
in the implementation of the newly created n ational program for the prevention and fight against
emerging and re-emerging zoonotic diseases, using a One Health approach.
You are kindly invited to cover this important event and ensure a wide distribution to the public.

Notes to editors
The One Health approach recognizes that human health, animal health, and ecosystem health are
inextricably linked, and that collaboration across sectors is needed to achieve more rapid and
effective responses with benefits to public, animal, and environmental health.
Collaboration among sectors is needed for effective and t imely disease surveillance, monitoring
environmental impacts, leadership and management needed for this new approach to surveillance
and response, evaluation. and capacity building in each of these areas_

J3ureau RegionnJ Bassin du Congo Quest
111. Avenue Bas O ing<.>, Gombe Kinshasa - RIX'
Tel. : 24 3 990 8 IO33 7 243 990 lllll 338
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The RESPOND project is one component of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program and
coordinates activities with three other EPT projects: PREDICT, PREVENT and IDENTIFY. RESPOND is
also in close coordination with other international agencies, such as the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the Organization for
Animal Health (OIE), and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Implemented by DAI, the RESPOND project team builds on the expertise of the University of
Minnesota (UMN), Tufts University, Training Resources Group, lnc.(TRG), and Ecology and
Environment (E&E) to accomplish its goal of transforming public health education to ensure a more
integrated approach to ou tbreak response.
For more information, visit http://respond-ept.com
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For Immediate Release
Contacts:

Dr. Le Vu Anh
Dean, Hanoi School ofpublic Health
lva@ hsph.edu.vn

Brian McLaughlin
Regional Director, RESPOND project, USAID
Brian Mclaughlin@dai.com
Claudia Costabile
Communications Officer, RESPOND project, USAID
claudia costabile@dai.com

VO HUN Promotes One Health Short Course
Emerging Infectious Diseases: Integrative Research, Training and Practice
Hanoi, April 23, 2012- Diseases of ser ious concern to human health, such as the HlNl Infl uenza, Anthrax,
and Ebola are emerging from animal populations in regi ons of the world where humans, wildlife and
livestock are increasingly in contact. Conditions for new disease development are favored as human and
domestic animal populations increase and interact with wildlife in new and unexpected ways. To protect
human populations from i nfectious disease outbreaks, public health systems must radically alter their
approaches to disease surveillance, detection, response, control, and prevention. The One Health concept
is a new way of thinking about disease transmission. It challenges traditional public health tenets by
linking human, animal and wildlife health with the environment to address the risks of global pandemics of
emerging and re-emerging diseases.
VOHUN (Vietnam One Health University Network) and the Hanoi School of Public Health are taking an
Important step towards training future professionals to be One Health leaders in t he Southeast Asia
region. They are hosting a 5-day intense training course focusing on the t heory and practice of r esponding
to emerging infectious diseases and pandemic threats. The course, called EID {Emerging Infectious
Diseases), is sponsor ed by RESPOND- part of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program (EPn - and
will discuss risk facto rs, control and mitigation measures, as well as development of cur ricula that
integrates varied disciplines, professions and government sectors involved in the prevention and response
to emerging infectious diseases and pandemic threats in Southeast Asia.
"Th is course is aimed at medical, veterinary, environment, and public healt h faculty interested in the One
Health approach to infectious diseases emergence'" said Professor Le Vu Anh, Dean of t he Ha noi School of
Public Health, where the course will take place from April 23-27. " Its purpose is to train educators,
researchers and practitioners with the knowledge and skills necessary to respond to new pandemic
threats and re-emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases in the Asia Region.", he explains.
The EID Short Course curr iculum draws on veterinary and medical science, microbiology, epidemiology,
medical geography, disease ecology, environmental risk management, ecosystem management, and
conservation biology, among other fields. Participants will gain competence in basic concepts, theory and
methods for assessing and responding to emerging to zoonotic disease threats.
'The EID Course will be the first step toward the integratlon of many One Health disciplines, and we are
happy to have VO HUN promoting such an event to facilitate the transfer of knowledge and skills essential
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to our human, animal and environmental health professionals", said Dr . Anh about the role of VO HUN in
the EID course.
Below are details about the course:
When: April 23-27, 2012
Sponsor: USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats Program- RESPOND Project
Hosts: Hanoi School of Public Health and Vietnam One Health University Network
Where: Cong Doan hotel, 14 Tran Binh Trong street, Hanoi, Vietnam

COURSE STRUCTURE, CONTENT, AND LECTURERS
TI1e course consi sts of lectures and group exercises aimed at providing trainees with a solid grasp of
fundamental concepts, principles, and terminology. The afternoon sessions will be structured as group
learning, w ith small group scenario discussions led by facilitators. The course consists of 10 modules:

Day 1 Overview of Emerging Zoonotic Diseases as a Global Health Challenge
Day 2 Evolutionary Ecology of Disease Emergence I
Day 3 Evolutionary Ecology of Disease Emergence II
Day 4 The Disease Emergence Process and Risk
Day S Integrative Approaches to Prevention and Control
Instructors and facilitators of the courses come from Global Health Asia Program, Tufts University (USA),
Uni versity of Minnesota (USA), Roya l Veterinary College (UK), DUKE-NUS (Singapore) and from Vietnam
One Health University Network.

Contact: Dr. Nguyen Viet Hung
Department of Environmental Health, Hanoi School of Public Health
138GiangVo, Ba Dinh, Hanoi, Vietnam
T: (+84) 4.62733162, F: (+84) 4.62733172, @: nvh@hsgh.edu.vn

----------------------------Notes to editors

The One Health approach recogn izes that human health, animal health, and ecosystem health
are inextricably linked, and that collaboration across sectors is needed to achieve more rapid and
effective responses with benefits to public, animal, and environmental health.
Collaboration among sectors is needed for effective and timely disease surveillance, monitoring
environmenta l impacts, leadership and management needed for this new approach to
surveillance and response, evaluation, and capacity building in each of these areas.

--------------The RESPOND project is one component of USAID's Emerging Pa ndemic Threats (EPT) program and
coordinates activities with three other EPT projects: PREDICT, PREVENT and IDENTIFY. RESPOND is also In
close coordination with other internationa l agencies, such as the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) and the World Health
Organization (WHO).
For more information, visft http://respond-ept.com

The Vietnam One Health University Network (VOHUN) is a network of 14 universities in medicine, public
health, nursing and veterinary medicine th roughout Vietnam whose goal is to promote the One Health
approach in Vietnam through training, research at universities and partnership with other stakeholders in
order to train a new generation of graduates with a wider understanding and practice of One Health.
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Hanoi School of Public Health (HSPH) was for mally established in 2001 as the sole university in Vietnam
aimed at developing modem public health as an agent of change for protecting people's health through
t raining and research. During the past decade, HSPH has made remarkable progress in offer ing degree
programs i n public health and hospital management, as well as in t ranslating research findings to inform
policy. The School also founded the Vietnam Public Health Associat ion, w ith 13 branches in different
provinces to implement public health intervention programs.
For more information, visit www.hsph.edu.vn.
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Press Coverage (including EPT):

Voice of America - DRC
VOA TEXT

For decades, the Congo Basin Countries, in general and the DRC in particular, have faced several emerging
or re-emerging zoonotic diseases threat s, such as viral hemorrhagic fever, highly pathogenic avian influenza
HSN 1, pandemic influenza HlNl, monkey pox, rabies, tuberculosis, etc. These threats have different health,
social and economic aspects with a negative impact on the development of countries. It is, then, essential to
work together in order to address those threats in a collaborative, integrated manner and by promoting
what is called the "One Health" approach.
This approach integrates a broad set of health and environment disciplines and professions to design
strategies to prevent, monitor and respond to zoonotic diseases. It is a health perspective that takes into
account what affects not only human beings, wild and domestic animals, but also what affects the
ecosystems that we all share. "One Heath" is a new way of thinking about the transmission of disease. It
challenges the traditional thought of public health by connecting human, animal health and, and
environment in order to reduce the global risks of pandemics of emerging and re-emerging diseases. This
approach is an important concept, especially when the outbreak of a serious zoonotic disease is identified,
but more essentially, it is a concept which must be practiced in the daily activities to help us prevent, detect
and treat t he diseases which affect people in various aspects oftheir daily lives".
It is with this perspective in mind that RESPOND has launched a number of integrated, multi-sectoral
t raining initiatives aimed at human, animal health and ecosystems professionals under the Multi-Sectoral
Integrated Monitoring and Response to Zoonoses (SRIMZ) program, using "One Health" approaches.
The training program was held in February 2011 in Bonde, Province of Equateur, in collaboration with CDC/
Atlanta - Monkey pox Branch, CDC/ D. R. Congo, Kinshasa School of Public Health, INRB (National Institute
for Biomedical Research), the Department of Biology at UNIKIN, the National Programme on viral
hemorrhagic fevers and Monkey pox, and human public health services, veterinary services and
environmental services in the District of Tshuapa.
Experts from three sectors - Agriculture, Public Health and Environment - have developed hands-on training
materials, including a participant' s manual and a facilitator's guide, in a participatory manner, using a
Competence-Based Approach (CBA) logic. This manual and guide aim at providing the SRIMZ players in the
t hree aforementioned areas with knowledge, procedures, skills and practices in order to better survey,
investigate and respond to epidemic/ epizootic diseases outbreaks. (Twinning photographs)
For the purpose of reinforcing public awareness on these threats, lnCEF (International Conservation and
Education Fund), in partnership with RESPOND, has developed audio-visual educational awareness tools on
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Ebola hemorrhagic fever. This lnCEF film explains the causes, mode of transmission, signs and symptoms, as
well as the prevention of this zoonotic disease. (Film about Ebola)
Additional short-term trainings were organized, including a risk analysis workshop to tackle the need to
build zoonotic diseases prevention and control skills for staff from the Ministry of Agriculture (Office of
Production and Health of Animals), the Ministry of Public Health/ Directorate for Fight against Disease) and
the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation of Nature and Tourism (Congolese Institute for the
Conservation of Nature). (Photographs)
The achievement of sustainable and permanent capacity building also requires the training of professionals
who are capable of identifying and responding to the outbreaks of new and emerging diseases at their initial
stage and in a sustainable manner. To manage this, RESPOND has established academic twin ning programs
between universities, faculties of public health and veterinary medicine in Central and Eastern Africa and
U.S. institutions, including Tufts University, and University of Minnesota. For the DRC specifically, these
partnerships involve the universities of Kinshasa and Lubumbashi, which are members of OHCEA (One
Health Central and Eastern Congo), a network of Eastern and Central Africa universit ies that seeks to
promote the One Health approach to zoonotic diseases outbreaks through faculty and student exchanges
among network members. (Photographs of twinning).

Uganda Regional Office
http://covab.mak.ac.ug/home/37-latest-news/106-mvpm-curriculum-reviewed.html
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APPENDIX V: FINANCIAL REPORT
Pipeline

$184,895,540

Total Award Value

Total Obligation
Total Expended April-June 2012
Total Expended Life of Project through June 30, 2012
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended

Planned Expenditures for Next Quarter

(b)(4)

Additional Obligation Anticipated
Revised Total Obligation
Planned Expenditures July - September 2012
Total Estimated Expenditures as of September 2012
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on September
2012
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APPENDIX VI -OTHER MATERIALS
Southeast Asia One Health Poster (Used in various meetings and conferences in Southeast Asia)

One Health is the collaborative

As ects of One Health
• An approach
• Working across disciplines
• Working across sectors
• Focusing on the interface between humans,

effort of multiple disciplines - working
locally, nationally, and globally - to
attain optimal health for people,
animals and our environment. 1

animals, and the environment
• Collaborative

One Health infectious disease
outbreak team
•

Medicine

•

Nursing

• Policy

•

Public health

•

Environment

•

Veterinary

•

Wildlife

medicine

• Laboratory

•

Economics

• Behavior

•

Anthropology

• Community work

• Addressing the system, not just the
individual parts
• Goal of improving health

Wh take the One Health a

• Communications

roach?
How to ado t the One Health a

• Nearly 75 percent of all emerging or reemerging

roach

ELIMINATE THE BARRIERS

diseases affecting humans in the 2P1 century

• Participate in transdisciplinary research

have originated in animals

• Develop relationships with colleagues in other

• Rapid emergence and spread of diseases

fields of expertise

represent serious public health, economic, and

• Learn about what other disciplines can offer

development concerns

and invite them to discuss solutions

• There is a need for comprehensive disease
detection and response capacities, particularly

• Train, learn, plan, and respond together

in those geographic areas where disease threats

• Discuss intricate health issues as team

are likely to emerge (hot spots)

www.onehealthtalk.org
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

1 American

Veterinary Medical Association, http://www.avma.org/onehealth/responding.asp
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SEAOHUN General Poster (Used in several meetings and conferences)

South East Asia One Health University Network
Vision
A Network fostering sustainable transdisciplinary capacity building to respond to
emerging and re-emerging infectious and
zoonotic diseases

Founding Members
Indonesia:
• University of Indonesia (Public Health)
• University of Gadjah Mada (Veterinary
Medicine, Medicine)
• lnstitut Pertanian Begor (Veterinary
Medicine)
Malaysia:
• Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (Medicine,
Allied Health Sciences)
• Universiti Putra Malaysia (Veterinary
Medicine)
Thailand:
• Mahidol University (Veterinary Science,
Tropical Medicine)
• Chiang Mai University (Veterinary
Medicine, Nursing)
Vietnam:
• Hanoi School of Public Health
• Hanoi Medical University
• Hanoi University of Agriculture (Veterinary
Medicine)

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

SEAOHUN
Objectives
• To promote and advance the One Health
approach for control of emerging and reemerging infectious and zoonotic diseases
(EZDs)
• To improve the competencies of One
Health professionals
• To build a One Health evidence base
through research activity
• To build cadres of trained professionals to
be One Health current and future leaders
Myanmar

(8u ~

,,,..lac.

PlllllppinH

Mission
To leverage the training, education, and
research capacities of the university network to
build the skills, knowledge and attitude base for
One Health leaders

Examples of Activities
• Develop Regional One Health Core Competencies
• Map institutional curricula; align One Health Core
Competencies and curricula
• Strengthen teaching and learning methodologies
• Conduct Emerging Zoonotic Diseases training
workshops
• Build regional wildlife health capacity
• Support university One Health collaborations, grant
writing and publishing
• Advocate for One Health with governments
• Strengthen university-based government in-service
training programs

National One Health University Networks
VOHUN - Vietnam
INDOHUN - Indonesia
MYOHUN - Malaysia
THOHUN - Thailand

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
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Evaluation Summary of Emerging Zoonotic Diseases Course, 23-27 April 2012, Hanoi, Vietnam

In order to evaluate the participants' achievement, the evaluations were conducted as a formative
assessment by daily evaluation and a summative assessment by final course evaluat ion. Beside these two
types of evaluation, an observation made by instructors was taken into account as well. The daily
evaluation is not only help the instructor identify the content that needs to be clarified or to
improve/modify the activities during the following modules, but also indicates the participants1
achievement of each course's learning objective. The final course evaluation is used to determine whether
participants have met the course goals and learning outcomes at the end of the course. All of these forms
of feedback will help improve the course in the future. All of the evaluations were given by participants
anonymously, except for the final course evaluation where participants' expertise was specified.
Daily evaluation with open questions was collected from 20-30 participants from each day, and the final
course evaluation from 25 participants (73.5%) at the end of the course. Ten participants identify as public
health, 8 as veterinarians, and 7 as medical doctors.
Daily evaluation is varied according to the contents and activity of the day. For example, in day 1- Overview
of emerging zoonotic diseases as global health challenge (Module I and II) one participant stated that most
valuable thing that he/she had learned today is knowledge and skills of how to solve a complex problem by
study each element of the complex system, and the interaction between these elements. The other
participants mentioned that the activity on this day helped them understand how to establish research
groups involving people from different institutions and the importance of the One Health approach.
According to these comments, the lecture and exercises of this day provide both knowledge of how to
frame the problem, as well as skills of how to build the team for doing the research, including group
interaction. This also included the observation made by instructors during the group presentation and the
last day in 'conducting integrative research's activity', which participants conduct their own working group
according to their interest.
Participants also provide comments on how to improve the course, and several of the comments
concerned an unacceptable quality of the simultaneous translation and that some would have preferred to
have the manual and articles fully in Vietnamese. Some participants are not proficient in English, and their
comments indicated that the translator was not able to keep up with the pace and terminology of the
complex scientific material and they felt they were not getting the message that the instructor was
conveying. Unfortunately we were unable to switch translators during the course, but we tried to improve
the situation by talking slower and giving more time for him to keep up with translation. Several comments
also indicated that participants would like extended time for group discussion, which was accommodated
in the course after the comment was made on daily feedback.
One of the most interesting aspects of the daily feedback is that most of the participants enjoy having in
depth group discussions, and they reported that this is the first time for them to have a chance to interact
and learn from different colleagues from different disciplines, and especially from different universities.
Some said that group interaction not only helps them exchange their knowledge, but also helps develop
the relationship between participants. They also pointed out that during the group discussion or group
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activity, the facilitator played an important role in helping participants understand the contents or
activities. The result was consistency in the final evaluation as shown in figure 1.
Final course evaluation results are divided as of course objectives, curriculum design and contents, and
participants' self-assessment as are shown in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. Since the participants enter the
course with different background knowledge and skills related to the various module contents, after the
training is finished, the participants should be able to gain more knowledge and skills in every module, as
shown in figure 2. Participants would be able to construct phylogenetic trees to study the relationship of
organisms, use the spatial analysis program NAADSM, and SIR model to allow them to better understand
how diseases emerge and spread. Comparing the same module in self-assessment among 3 experts,
medical doctors tended to report the least background knowledge and skills in each module before training
as compared to public health professionals and veterinarians. But, one medical doctor mentioned in the
final course evaluation that this course helped him understand the One Health approach more clearly. This
course also provided him knowledge about how the ecosystem is related to emerging zoonotic diseases,
and how interdisciplinary work is important in order to prevent emerging zoonotic diseases.
In conclusion, the Vietnam EZD course helped participants improve their knowledge and skills related to
Emerging Zoonotic Disease, especially for the team building in order to solve emerging zoonotic disease.
The course will also provide them the opportunity to discuss and address the emerging zoonotic disease
problem in their country with people from different fields and various universities by conducting the
working group by the end of the course. The observation made by instructors during the working group
presentation was agreed that participants would be able to use the knowledge and skills from the training
to address the emerging zoonotic diseases problem, as well as plan for interdisciplinary research. However,
in this training we have also shown that a language barrier can affect the quality of learning and a local
facilitator is can be equally important to instructor in terms of helping/facilitating participant better
understand the contents.
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Objectives, Curriculum Design and Contents
Topic
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Figure 1. Feedback of the EZD course objective, curriculum design and contents from the final course
evaluation.

Participants' Self Assessment of Knowledge & Skills
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Figure 2. The participants' self-assessment of knowledge and skills before and after the training.
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ACRONYMS
AET

Applied Epidemiology Training

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANPN

Agence Nationale des Pares Nationaux

ARO

Alert and Response Operations

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU-IBAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

BVM

Bachelor in Veterinary Science

CAHW

Community Animal Health Workers

CCC

Country Coordinating Committee

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CED

Control of Epidemic Diseases

CMOA

Ministry of Agriculture (DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment (DRC)
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Ministry of Health (DRC)

COVAB

Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and
Biosecurity (Uganda)
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DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry

DoH

Department of Health
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Democratic Republic of Congo
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Defense's Threat Reduction Agency
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District Veterinarian Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.
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EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

EZD

Emergency Zoonotic Diseases

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FEAT

Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand

FESC

Field Epidemiology Short Courses

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

FUS

Federation Une Sante

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

IDSR

Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response

IEM

lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale

IGAD

Inter-governmental Agency for Development

INDOHUN

Indonesia One Health University Network

ISTM

lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITAV

lnstitut de Technique Agro-Veterinaire

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medicale

KKU

Khon Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)

MAFF

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

MINAGRI

Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources

MOA

M inistry of Agriculture

MoAF

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)
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MoNRE

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPH

Master of Public Health

MVPM

Masters of Veterinary Preventive Medicine

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

MYOHUN

Malaysia One Health University Network

OHCC

One Health Core Competencies

OHCEA

One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

SEAOHUN

Southeast Asia One Health University Network

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

USAID

U.S. Agency for International Development

VMKKU

Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University

VMS

Veterinary Medical School

VPH

Veterinary Public Health

WWF-DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RESPOND's focus during Quarter One of Year Four (October 1 to December 31, 2012) was continuing
support to the development of One Health University Networks in Africa (OH CEA) and Southeast Asia
(SEAOHUN). This marks the first quarter that the Africa Region is consolidated under the management of the
Kampala office. The University of Minnesota (UMN) and Tufts University continued to work closely with
both OHCEA and SEAOHUN to engage with faculty, students and administrators at member faculties.
The Africa Regional Office provided support to OH CEA as it worked with faculty, administrators, students
and government officials to begin implementing its workplan. The Africa Regional Office achieved the
following three accomplishments:
1. Advanced the student experience in One Health
2. Created platforms with OHCEA for One Healt h engagement
3. Strengthened OHCEA
The Southeast Asia (SEA) Regional Office continued to work on the One Hea lth Core Competencies (OHCCs),
as well as began preparations for faculty development efforts. The SEA Regional Office achieved the
following three accomplishments:
1. Completed One Health core competencies
2. Conducted faculty development activities
3. Held Executive Board meeting in Bali
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I. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays wh ere RESPOND currently works (in red). RESPOND Regional Hub Offices are located in Kampala
(Uganda), Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of Congo}, and Bangkok (Thailand), covering two regions considered hot-spot areas for
the emergence and re-emergence of zoonotic pandemic threats.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENT
FINALIZED GLOBAL ONE HEALTH CORE COMPETENCIES
The Globa l One Health Core Competency (OHCC) Working Group met on December 17, 2012, with
participants from RESPOND, PREDICT, PREVENT, CDC, and USDA. Participants reviewed OHCC Domains,
Definitions, and Competencies from the May 31-June 1 2012 Global Working Group meeting, discussed
OHCC work w ith OHCEA (Sept 2012) and SEAOHUN (July and October 2012), and identified steps t o finalize
and disseminate RESPOND's work on OHCCs.
Subgroups were identified to revise and enhance the existing Global OHCC Domains and Example
Competencies draft, highlighting why each domain, sub-domain, and competency is relevant to One Health
approaches and activities. Group members representing different OH initiatives will tailor the existing twopage OHCC overview to be relevant for their affiliates, and w ill disseminate it along wit h the list of domains.
This will provide a guiding framework for a range of users (universities, government, regional networks, etc.)
to create locally relevant OH core competencies.
The final version of the Global OHCC Domains and Example Competencies and the two-page OHCC
summaries w ill be available in m id-February. Further work will occur, as needed, through online forums.
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II. AFRICAN ACTIVITIES
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The RESPOND project operates in Eastern, Central and West Africa through support to a network of
universities that integrate schools of Public Health and Veterinary Medicine, using the One Health
approach to diseases outbreaks in several countries.
OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa) currently has 14 schools of Public Health and Veterinary
Medicine as members, in six countries - Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Kenya and Democratic
Republic of Congo. Its Secretariat is located in Kampala, Uganda, and the regional office in Uganda
supports the implementation of activities.
During Quarter 1 of Year 4 (October-December, 2012), RESPOND/Kampala continued to support
OHCEA's development.
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KAMPALA REGIONAL OFFICE ACTIVITIES
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The map above represents the reach of the Kampala Regional Office through OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa
university network).

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ADVANCED THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE IN ONE HEALTH
RESPOND worked with its partners in the region to advance student experiences in One Health. In
collaboration with OHCEA, RESPOND supported two One Health awareness events in Tanzania. The first
event was held on October 24 at Muhimbili School of Public Health in Tanzania. Muhimbili University's
Deputy Vice Chancellor opened the event, and the Dean of the School of Public Health facilitated it. OHCEA's
Tanzania Focal Persons presented on the importance of applying the One Health approach and introduced
the OHCEA network. Over 140 students and faculty attended. The following day a sister event was held at
Sokoine University of Agriculture, also in Tanzania. Sokoine's Deputy Vice Chancellor opened the event, and
the Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine facilitated. Over 200 students and faculty attended the
event. The culmination of these events was the formation of the Tanzania Eco-Health Students Club (for
details on the club, please see the success story attached).
During the quarter, RESPOND provided grant funding to the Africa Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
that supported a delegation ofthe five Masters in Veterinary Public Medicine (MVPM) students, an
academic mentor, and the resident mentor to attend the Seventh Global Scientific Training Programs in
Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network (TEPHINET) Conference in Amman, Jordan from 10 to
15 November. The conference brought together over 400 participants from 63 countries, with 750 abstracts
presented. During the conference, the MVPM students attended a number of workshops and meetings, and
also shared their work with colleagues and experts from around the world. This proved to be an invaluable
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opportunity for the students to exchange best practices, network, learn and acquire new field epidemiology
skills that will be put in action to enhance global public health.
RESPOND continued to support faculty exchanges between U.S. universities and OHCEA schools, delivering
new concepts and curriculum to OHCEA's students and faculty alike. During the quarter, faculty from UMN
and Tufts University provided training on research methods in Rwanda and quality assurance in Kenya, and
also conducted a workshop in Rwanda on OHCEA's OHCCs, as they relate specifically to Rwanda.
In addition, UMN and Tufts faculty delivered a two-day workshop at the University of Kinshasa on
"Leadership in Public Health". As the first joint event between the Schools of Public Health and Veterinary
Medicine at the University, it was very well attended. The collaboration between the Schools set a good
example for future endeavors.
Further, at a request from Umutara Polytechnic, Dr.
Innocent Rwego (UMN) was based in Rwanda for
three weeks in November and December to deliver
pre-service training to final year veterinary students
in the areas of wildlife health, ecology and
management. During that period Dr. Rwego delivered
several lectures on applied ecology to approximately
70 final year veterinary students at Umutara.
During his engagement, Dr. Rwego convened a
collaborative meeting between PREDICT, the Lakeside
Aquaculture Training Center - Rwanda, the Akagera
Dr. Rwego lectures on applied ecology.
National Park and faculty from Umutara on
December 11 to discuss teaching, research, comentoring and student field placements. PREDICT, through the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project, agreed
to accept four students for field placements and/or research. It was agreed that Umutara faculty together
with RESPOND's U.S. university partners and PREDICT would identify the research topics that student s will
be involved in for these projects. In addition, PREDICT agreed to be involved in the co-teaching and comentoring of students.
During the meeting Dr. William Boyd of the Aquaculture Training Center expressed an interest in teaching
aquaculture at Umutara and taking on students at the Center for hands on practical experience.
Representatives from Akagera National Park also stated an interest in taking on students for research and
field placements. All t he partners present pledged to support Umutara and expressed interest in continued
collaboration and partnership to promote student experience and education.
On a related note, PREDICT expressed interest in working with Uganda's Makerere University College of
Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB) t o review and/or develop a wildlife
health/medicine curriculum that could be shared across the OHCEA region. RESPOND will work with
PREDICT and OHCEA to develop this collaborative opportunity.

CREATED PLATFORMS WITH OHCEA FOR ONE HEALTH ENGAGEMENT
RESPOND/Kampala actively worked with OHCEA to create platforms for the network to promote One
Health, and reinforce the role of academia as change agents.
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Promotion:

RESPOND supported four OHCEA participants (three faculty members and one student) to attend the fourth
Biennial Meeting of the International Society of Ecology and Health in China. Professor Francis Ej obi from
Makerere University's College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB) presented
t he OHCEA-funded Veterinary Public Healt h Residency Program being piloted there. Fred Kwizera, a student
from Umutara Polytechnic Veterinary School in Rwanda - travelling on his first flight ever - gave a
presentation on the One Health Student Club that he formed with fellow students under the mentorship of
Umutara and UMN faculty (see success story for details on the student club). The following OHCEA abstracts
were accepted and presented at the conference:
•

•

•

Ejobi F, Bender J, Farnham M, Hamilton K, Pelican K, Rwego I, Tamale A, Travis D, Wanzala S.
Developing One Health Practitioners through Applied, Problem-based Training: A One Health
Residency Model
Kwizera F, Kibuuka R, Umwiza Gahizi I, Ryan C, Garcia C. EcoHealth Student Club: A Model of InterProfessional Collaboration to Strengthen Surveillance, Preparedness, and Response to Infectious
Zoonotic Threats
Travis DA, Lonsdorf EV, Gillespie TR, Lipende I, Murray C, Terio KA, Kinsel MJ, Raphael J, Wilson M,
Pusey AE, Hahn BH. Ten Years of Ecosystem Health in Gombe National Park, Tanzania

Engagement:

RESPOND's Kinshasa office provided administrative and logistical support for the participation of the OHCEA
Deans and Program Manager at the WHO One Health Africa meeting held in Gabon from November 12 to
14. The OHCEA delegation participated in this important inter-ministerial meeting on One Health where
they presented, "The Operationalization of One Health through Capacity Building." OHCEA held
consultations prior to the meeting with some of their government counterparts to create an understanding
of One Health. During the meeting OHCEA took the opportunity to discuss with its government counterparts
how its One Health Country Coordinating Committees can best support governments as they implement the
agreed action points adopted at the WHO meeting including; the development of national One Health
implementation road maps.
RESPOND continues to support the development of the relationship between OHCEA and AU-IBAR. During
the quarter RESPOND introduced OHCEA's Program Manager to AU-IBAR's regional curriculum development
team. As a result, OHCEA' s Program Manager was invited to, and attended the African Union - Inter-African
Bureau for Animal Resources (AU-IBAR) workshop to review their introductory One Health in-service
training module for Africa. Developing the relationship further, AU-I BAR invited and funded an OHCEA
faculty member to teach at their WILD training course that was held in Burundi in November.
Finally, the OHCEA Secretariat met with a representative from FAQ/Rome's Veterinary Public Health
Department during the week of November 19th . FAO proposed that OHCEA partner with them to organize a
One Health workshop in Uganda. It was agreed that OHCEA will be a key presenter, and assist with the
organization of this FAO meeting to be held in Uganda on from 23 - 24 January.

STRENGTHENED OHCEA
At OHCEA's request, RESPOND partner TRG conducted an internal organizational assessment of the network
between September and October. The focus of the assessment was on how OH CEA had implemented the
roles and responsibilities of OHCEA's management and implementation structure as set forth in OHCEA's
Articles of Association, Operations Manual and other reference documents. TRG conducted direct
interviews with OHCEA's Principle Investigators (Pis), Program Manager, Deans, Focal Persons and Country
RESPOND QUARTERLY RE PORT
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Administrators. The assessment found that the OHCEA mission and vision are well understood and the
linkages with the U.S. university partners are viewed positively. A draft report was presented to OHCEA's
Pis, and after integrating their feedback the final report was formally submitt ed to OHCEA. The OHCEA
Board reviewed the report during its quarterly meeting held in December and accepted the
recommendations of the assessment. It authorized the Secretariat to engage with RESPOND directly to
implement the following recommendations from the report:
1. Strengthen the knowledge and skills of Grant Proposal Development position through training and
mentoring
2. Provide technical support to strengthen governance at Board level
3. Train the OHCEA Deans and Focal Persons in management and leadership skills
4. Strengthen the skills to document best practices and success stories at the Secretariat and country/
institutional level
5. Empower the Secretariat to support country level management
6. Support OHCEA's country teams to engage high level government leadership at the
ministerial/sectoral levels
RESPOND will be working directly w ith the Secretariat to develop direct support around these organizational
strengthening activities.

MAJOR CHALLENGES AND PLANS TO OVERCOME THEM
MANAGEMENT CHANGES
The RESPOND/Africa region underwent a management change reflective of the clarification of the roles of
OHCEA, RESPOND and the U.S. universities for Y4, and the recommitted focus of RESPOND to OHCEA
activities. Specifically, RESPOND consolidated the management of the two regional offices. With this, the
West Congo Regional Manager position was phased out, RESPOND is taking legally required steps for
downsizing the staffing at its offices given project budget strains, and the U.S. university technical advisors
based in the region are in the process of co-locating from RESPOND's offices to the OH CEA Regional
Secretariat in Uganda, UNIKIN School of Public Health in DRC and Umutara Polytechnic in Rwanda. These
multiple changes created uncertainty for the regional staff with regards to their roles and a challenge for the
management to maintain the staff's morale and focus on project objectives.
Entering its second quarter of operations, OHCEA is recognizing areas where it can continue to improve
managing work plan implementation and its' supportive operational systems. At the beginning of the
quarter OH CEA faced some challenges in the operationalization of funds distribution to their country offices.
However, this was addressed during the quarter. OHCEA is now working with RESPOND to ensure that
OHCEA's country offices submit their activity financial reports in a t imely fashion so as to avoid challenges
for the OHCEA Secretariat in managing its cash flow.
RESPOND regional management continues to work closely with OHCEA and the U.S. universities to
streamline the operations and business model around:
1. administrative and logistical support to OHCEA and member schools;
2. administrative and logistical support to U.S. university faculty traveling in the region; and
3. U.S. universities and OHCEA practical operations in the region in support of regional travel and
programs at the OHCEA schools.
The first three months of the fiscal year have provided a good test for this model and a protocol should be
further refined early in Q2 between all actors .
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During the next quarter, the OHCEA Secretariat plans to continue its training across the network.
Specifically, the Senior Administrator will be visiting the Country Administrators at their universities to do
on-the-job training for each. Additionally, there will be a Country Administrators' Training held in February,
to build upon the first Country Administrator training held in Tanzania in September. Continued training for
these critical OHCEA employees will work to improve the network's financial flow and cash management.
RESPOND will support the development and strengthening of OHCEA's administrative capacity through
continued direct engagement with the Regional Secretariat and the Program Manager.
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Ill. SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES
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The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). The stars represent capital cities, and
Thailand's capital city, Bangkok, is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office is located.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
COMPLETED ONE HEALTH CORE COMPETENCIES
Following the series of four three-day national One Health Core Competency (OHCC) workshops, each
conducted in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam in July 2012 to develop country specific One
Health domains and core competencies, RESPOND/SEA Office supported SEAOHUN in organizing t he 2 nd SEA
regional OHCC workshop on October 2-4, 2012 in Bangkok. Workshop participants successfully developed
draft SEA regional One Health domains, definitions, and core competencies by harmonizing the nationally
developed OHCC materials. Workshop participant s also identified potential collaborations and pa rtnerships
for ongoing OHCC-related work, Twenty-nine representatives from 14 facu lties from the four existing
member countries of SEAOHUN participated in the workshop, with facilitation and logistics support from
TRG, Tufts, UMN and DAI.
The seven regional One Health domains include:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Management,
Culture & Beliefs,
Leadership,
Value & Ethics,
Collaboration & Partnership,
Communication & Informatics, and
Systems Thinking.

Specific core competencies were defined for each domain. The regional OHCCs are anticipated to serve as a
"living" standard package and to be used as a key reference that guides academic institutions in the SEA
region when integrating the One Health approach into their curricula. Several faculties participating in the
OHCC development have already planned to integrate the OHCCs into their existing curricula to expand the
knowledge and skills of their graduates.
An invaluable outcome alongside the development process of the SEA OHCCs was the relationship
development between different faculties, across universit ies, and across the countries within SEAOHUN.
Sharing the academic strengths and gaps of their own faculties enabled them to begin developing
relationships with one another and strengthening their collaboration, which will lead to improved
networking, coordination and future exchanges.

CONDUCTED FACULTY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
As part of the U.S. university partners' preparation to work more closely with the regiona l faculties on
faculty development, Tufts University and University of Minnesota embarked in December on fact-finding
missions to:
•

discuss the OHCCs with faculty members,

•

discuss the programs and opportunities that they can provide to support faculty strengthening, and

•

identify specific areas the faculties deem important.

Professors Saul Tzipori and Stan Fenwick from Tufts University made an exploratory visit to faculties in
Indonesia and Malaysia, while a team from UMN (John Deen, Linda Olson-Keller, Karin Hamilton, Bruce
Alexander) visited faculties in Thailand and Vietnam. Subsequent faculty development efforts will provide
support to strengthen regional faculty programs, with an emphasis on teaching, research, and staff
development related to One Health.
Summary of points discussed by the Tufts team at the discovery visits in December

Tufts University conducted discovery visits in Indonesia and Malaysia. In both countries, Tufts and the
national networks identified that the next step in the faculty development process is to hold two four-day
workshops in February. The workshops will give the faculties and Tufts University the opportunity to follow
up on areas of interest, including curriculum mapping and adaptation, innovative teaching and learn ing
strategies for One Health, and grant and manuscript writing to develop a One Health evidence base. The
workshops will enhance collegial relationships/leadership across the SEAOHUN network for pandemicrelated planning, training, and response.
Each faculty will identify five to six "facu lty champions" to attend the workshops, with an emphasis on those
individuals who have attended previous RESPOND courses and workshops. In addition, each faculty will also
identify one to two focal points who will be made available to work with Tufts over the coming months to
refine the workshop agendas and to be part of the workshop facilitation team. Workshop participants will:
•

Develop a working definition of One Health for SEAOHUN
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•
•
•
•

Review and expand on prior regional OHCC work
Complete a case study writing exercise
Complete a grant development workshop
Discuss course development and identify next steps.

Summary of UMN visits to faculties in Thailand and Vietnam

The UMN team visited Chiang Mai Un iversity, where team
members met with the THOHUN leadership and discussed
the Thai universities' priority programs and activities.
RESPOND had previously discussed working with Chiang Mai
University to provide assistance in the development of a One
Health Masters program and a One Health residency
program. The UMN team spent further time with Chiang Mai
and then with Mahidol University discussing application of
the OHCC to teaching materials and methods, mapping
curricula, faculty development, and creating an evidence
base for One Health. The team then travelled to Vietnam
where they met with VO HUN faculties, with discussions
focusing on the OHCC activities included in the VOHUN grant
application submitted to USAID, including, further follow on
from the OHCC work with VOHUN members, curriculum
mapping in relation to the OHCCs, and the development of a
One Health short course.

Representatives from UMN meet with Dean Anh and Dr.
Phuc at Hanoi School of Public Health

HELD EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING IN BALI
The SEAOHUN Executive Board meets twice every year. The Executive Board had its second 2012 meeting in
Bali, Indonesia from December 1-2 to review the status of the network's activities. The Executive Board had
discussions and shared ideas about various issues as described below.
Further steps following OHCC development: The Executive Board agreed to begin implementing the draft
One Health Core Competency (OHCC) domains and illustrative competencies by encouraging SEAOHUN
members to work closely with governments in the region to establish the relevance of these 'soft skills' to
government agencies involved in outbreak response. National-level workshops are being planned for early
2013 to share and solicit feedback on the OHCCs and other potential support that universities can provide to
governments and their human resource needs. RESPOND/SEA will use the workshops to determine with
national governments which core competencies are relevant, and subsequently to map curricula and

identify gaps, discuss opportunities to fill those gaps, and develop appropriate strategies to produce One
Health leaders. RESPOND/SEA will continue to engage with faculties to discuss curriculum improvement,
faculty-to-faculty collaborations to support core competency integration into curricula, as well as to discuss
the OHCCs with the Ministry of Education and the accreditation board.
EZD Short Course: Regional faculties will adapt the Emerging Zoonotic Diseases training course to produce a
regionally relevant One Health short course, with support from Tufts University, University of Minnesota
and TRG.

Management aspects ofthe SEAOHUN network:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

MOU Update: The original 2011 MOU contained some clauses that were not acceptable to all
member faculty partners. John Deen from UMN led the development of a new draft, which nearly
all the member partners approved. Two faculties have yet to sign the new MOU.
Consolidating Network Planning Committees: The function of the "Planning Committee11 was to
coordinate with RESPOND on activity planning with the focus on the review and approval oftravel
awards. There is also a Strategic Planning Committee {SPC), which has a much broader mandate
{program, strategy, governance, budget review, etc). At this meeting, the Executive Board accepted
the recommendation to phase out the Planning Committee and retain the SPC with the broader
scope of work. In addition, it was recommended that the SPC meet again in late February/early
March to work on a longer-term strategic plan that would build upon the current workplan. The SPC
will continue to provide guidance and recommendations on program, organizational, and
management issues.
Revisions to the By-Laws: Due to the frequent changes in the personnel of the dean positions it was
noted that the current By-Laws do not address a protocol for continued Executive Board
representation {members and alternates). The Executive Board accepted the recommendation that
the new Faculty Dean decides upon representation to SEAOHUN Executive Board. The Executive
Board also determined that the positions of " Vice Chair11 and "Chair Elect" are intended to serve two
different purposes and that they should not be combined.
Network Member Expansion: The Executive Board determined that the network should not
currently be expanded to ensure that there are an equal number of member faculties per country.
The Executive Board also plans to wait one entire Executive Board leadership rotation cycle {two
years apiece) before admitting new countries. However, the Executive Board tasked the SPC to
develop recommendations for Associate and/or Observer membership during the Executive Board
rotation leadership cycle period.
Regional Secretariat: The Executive Board reviewed registration options within ASEAN, given that
1.5 years remain in the project cycle, and
accepted the recommendation to establish the
Secretariat office in Thailand as a foundation
that is not affiliated or linked to a network
member university/faculty.
SEAOHUN Logo: With slight modifications, the
Executive Board accepted the SEAOHUN logo
developed through a regional contest and
agreed to put it in use immediately.
SEAOHUN website development: The Executive
Board agreed that a SEAOHUN website should
South East Asia One Health
University Network
be developed as a tool to share information,
materials, and curricula. Starting from January
2013, a SEAOHUN website will be developed
The new SEAOHUN logo.
with assistance from DAI and an IT consultant. A
mock website layout with a few different color
themes will be presented at the next SPC meeting.

SEAOHUN

Definition of National Networks and Role of Coordinating Offices: The Executive Board determined t hat the
primary focus of the national networks and the role of the national coordinating offices are to extend the
opportunities and benefits of SEAOHUN programming to other universities and faculties in member
countries. Secondary benefits are to provide staffing and operational capacity to coordinate nationa l
network activities, liaise with local government agencies and link to the SEAOHUN Secretariat. The grant
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application for the VOHUN Coordinating Office is being finalized and will be submitted to USAID Washington
in early 2013 to serve as a model for other Coordinating Office grant applications. In 2013 the grant
applications for the INDOHUN, MyOHUN, and THOHUN coordinating offices will be developed.
Tufts and UMN Technical Assistance: From 2013 onward, Tufts and UMN will provide technical assistance
and support to SEAOHUN and its members in moving towards its goal and objectives. Tufts University will
provide assistance to develop an IT interface for human and animal health data and continue to work with
Mahidol University to develop the IT capability to support and pilot the TUSK science information
knowledge base. Once it is established, the pilot site will be used to demonstrate the program to other
interested SEAOHUN faculties. Tufts will also help universities develop One Health centers and centers of
reference for the country. Tufts will help differentiate between soft skills and hard skills in the One Health

courses. Both Tufts and UMN will provide short and long term guest professors to support the
implementation of One Health teaching and research in the university.
At this SEAOHUN Executive Board meeting, staff from the SEAOHUN faculty members were invited to make
poster presentations as a forum to share experiences and lessons learned between t he members. The
following topics were presented:
Indonesia
•

Challenges in Changing the Traditional Culture of People Residing in Javanese Island Suburbs to
Improve Health
• The Use of Information Technology for Outbreaks Monitoring to Improve Response Time, Study
Case: Bogar Municipal, Indonesia
•
Inter-professional Education in Disaster Management Block in the Faculty of Medicine, Universitas
Gadjah Mada: Implementation in the School of Medicine, School of Nursing, and School of Nutrition
and Health
•
Impacts of Poultry Production Cluster (PPC) on public health in Subang Distr ict, West Java, Indonesia
(qualit ative survey)
Malaysia
•

Molecular detection of pathogenic Leptospira spp in human, domestic animals, rats and
environment
• The Threats in The Making: The Qurban-Borne Diseases
• Climate Factors and cases of Leptospirosis in t he district Gresik year 2009-2011
Thailand
•
Leptospirosis: The good model for OH approach
• Advocating the One Health Approach: The TROPMED Experience
• One Health Approach Explaining Causes ofTrichinellosis in Highlands
Vietnam
•
•
•
•
•

Study of some Biological and Pathological Features and Zoonotic Relations of Oriental Liver Fluke
Infection Between Human and Animals in Some Northern Provinces of Vietnam
Prevalence of Salmonella enterica, Vibrio cholerae, Vibrio parahaemolyticus, and Escherichia coli
with virulence genes in shrimp, clam, and blood cockle in Vietnam
Epidemiological Factors and Clinical Manifestation in Patients with Bacterial Meningitis by
Streptococcus Suis Treated in Hospital for Tropical Diseases at HCM city
Anthrax Cases report in Vietnam - An Update
Seroprevalence of leptospiral infections and risk factors for leptospirosis in Northern Vietnam
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CHALLENGES AND PLANS TO OVERCOME THEM
DELAYED FOLLOW-UP TO OHCC DEVELOPMENT
Following the completion of the OHCC development process in October, a regional faculty development
workshop was scheduled to discuss follow-on steps. This was cancelled due to regional faculties' schedules
and responsibilities. Regional faculties also expressed interest in conducting follow on at the local level as
this may prove to be more relevant and sustainable. RESPOND/SEA must be mindful that with limited
human resources and large numbers of students, regional faculties often do not have the time to devote to
SEAOHUN business. RESPOND/SEA must take into consideration that U.S. university staff typically have only
10 to 20% of their time available for RESPOND. Thus long lead-in times are required to secure that faculty
members both within the region and in the U.S. can make appropriate arrangements for travel and
preparations for workshops, trainings and activities when needed.
In order to accommodate the schedules of both the U.S. universities and the regional partners,
RESPOND/SEA is mapping out an activities program for the next year to ensure that all academic partners
have adequate time to make arrangements and prepare.
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IV. APPENDICES:
APPENDIX I: SUCCESS STORIES AND REGION HIGHLIGHTS
There are three success stories from this quarter, all from the Africa region:
1.

One Health in action at Tanzania events

2.

One Health student clubs: Driving the future of One Health

3. OHCEA- Implementing a One Health approach in Kenya
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RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY-AFRICA REGION
OHCE.A - Implementing a One Health Agenda in Kenya
l!EPUBUC OF KENYI\

ZOONOTIC
DISEASE UNIT

......,,.....,,_........,
A ~~Utt~
,oft.Nttttd Cn$p1N-.t ~4 ~

STRATEGIC PLAN
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ONE HEALTH IN KENYA

2012 - 2017

October 2012. Kenya, one of the six member countries
of the One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA)
network has made great strides in moving the One
Health (OH) agenda forward. This positive development
should not come as a surprise, having benefitted from
several RESPOND/OHCEA -funded OH related
activities in the past that helped keep the OH message at
the forefront. Kenya has benefitted from OH
sensitizations in OHCEA's two Kenyan member
universities, had a national OH launch, and has an active
OHCEA One Health Country Coordination Committee
that coordinates OH activities in several strategic
government departments and civil society.

In October 2012 the government released the first 5-year

Ocfobtr 2DL2

The graphic above was obtained from the Kenya Zaonotic Disease Unit (A
collaboration between the Ministry of Livestock Development and the
Ministry of Public Health and Sanitation) Strategic Plan 2012 - 2017.

Strategic Plan for the Implementation of One Health in
Kenya 2012 - 2017 with a vision of building a country
that has reduced burden of zoonotic diseases and being
better able to respond to the epidemics of emerging and
re-emerging infectious diseases. Its mission is to
establish and maintain active collaboration at the animal,
human, and ecosystem interface towards better
prevention and control of zoonotic diseases. The
Strategic Plan focuses on three goals: [ 1] To strengthen
surveillance, prevention, and control of zoonoses in both
humans and animals; [2] To establish structures and
partnerships to promote OH approaches in the country;
and [3] To conduct applied research at the humananimal-ecosystem interface in order to better understand
the mechanisms of zoonotic pathogen maintenance and
transmission to humans.

The development of this strategy signifies the shared
commitment to enhanced collaboration between animal and human health that is the hallmark of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program's One Health approach to outbreak response. The strategy outlines interventions to be
undertaken by the government and other partners, including OHCEA, to enhance existing structures and pool together
additional resources to face the challenges posed by zoonoses. Four million Kenya Shillings is devoted to
institutionalizing OH in Kenya, with OHCEA taking the lead to spearhead the incorporation of OH in the existing
policies and reviewing curricula of the biomedical training colleges to incorporate OH.
Having participated in the formulation of the strategy and recognized as a key implementation partner, OHCEA is
set to realize even greater successes in entrenching OH in outbreak response in Kenya and the region.
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RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY -AFRICA REGION
One Health Student Clubs: Driving the Future of One Health
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Tanzania Eco-health Students Club face book
page:
http://www.facebook.com/TanzaniaEcoHealthStu
dentsClub?ref =stream

It is very exciting and indeed there is
something tangible coming out of the
students as a result of the (One
Health) sensitization meetings. It is
really encouraging.
Prof. Robinson H. Mdegela. Sokoine University
of A2riculture and OHCEA Focal Person

Following the RESPOND and OHCEA facilitated One Health
(OH) sensitization meetings in Rwanda and Tanzania, in March
and November 2012 respectively, students formed One Health
Clubs. The club membership comprises of undergraduate and
postgraduate students from public health, veterinary medicine,
wildlife and laboratory scientists, full of exciting ideas on how to
engage students on their campuses and across the OHCEA
network in OH activities and awareness. The clubs have benefitted
from mentorship and advice from experienced professionals in
Tanzania, Rwanda and RESPOND.
In December 2012, the Umutara Polytechnic (UP) One Health
Student Club president presented at the EcoHealth conference in
China. Also, a representative from the Tanzania Eco-health
Students Club (TEHSC) participated in the 30th Tanzania
Veterinary Association (TVA) annual scientific conference held in
Arusha, Tanzania, where, information cards about the club were
distributed to interested participants. To raise awareness about
their activities, both clubs opened Facebook pages and plan to
form Facebookjournal club discussion platforms.
In appreciation of the clubs activities, TEHSC was invited to give
a presentation at the School of Veterinary Medicine of the
University of Zambia in January 2013. Also, the Commonwealth
Veterinary Association through their Continuous Professional
Development Program showed great interest to collaborate with
the students clubs especially in addressing the OH agenda.
The student clubs plan to hold seminar presentations for students
from their university campuses before reaching out to other
institutions in OHCEA countries. The seminars will be used as
recruitment grounds for increased membership of the clubs,
targeting medical and nursing students. The clubs will be a
resource to neighboring communities by participating in their
income generating projects and forming committees for research,
capacity building, and community outreach. They will also
identify ambassadors who will begin to communicate with each
other across countries within OHCEA. Rwanda has already
identified one such ambassador to begin to organize the clubs
within OHCEA strategically to support each other.

The future of the OH vision in Africa lies with the student community. With the advent of the student clubs, a
new platform has been created for this generation of future leaders to discuss OH messages and also to link with
existing national, regional and international student associations to advance the OH agenda in Africa.
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RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY -AFRICA REGION
One Health in action at Tanzania awareness events
The future under OH approach
• Home -.,1s1t by PH worker (could be a human or
an !'lal health worker)

•

- Has your child been immunized'
_ Has your dog been Immunized?
_ Do you keep chicken'
_ Do you keep pigs?
h
- Have you had any of your chickens or pigs dying In t e
past week?
- Do you have a latrine?
Do you have a mosquito net (ITN)?
- Do you boil your water for drinking'

Slide demonstrates how a Community Health Worker
can add questions about household animals to gain a
better understanding of what may be affecting family
members.

"Next time, I will cancel classes across
the entire University so all students are
able to attend [the One Health event}"

October 2012. In line with RESPOND's objective of
supporting the development of a viable One Health
university network, OHCEA member universities in
Tanzania, the Muhimbil i School of Public Health and
Social Sciences (MSPHSS), and Sokoine University of
Agriculture (SUA), Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, both
held One Health awareness events at their respective
campuses in October 2012.
On October 24, more than 140 students and faculty across
disciplines gathered at Muhimbili to learn about One
Health. The event was opened by Professor Eligius
Lyamuya, the School's Deputy Vice Chancellor, and was
facilitated by Dean David Urassa. OHCEA Focal Persons
Professor Japhet Killewo (MSPHSS) and Professor
Robinson Mdegela (SUA) both made presentations
demonstrating the inextricable link between human
health, animal health and the environment. Also in
attendance was Dean Philemon Wambura of SUA along
with a number of OHCEA Country Coordinating
Committee members.

The following day Sokoine University of Agriculture,
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine held a similar event.
Nearly 220 students and faculty across disciplines were in
attendance, in addition to Dean David Urassa (Muhimbili)
who made the drive from Dar es Salaam in support of the One Health initiative. Like at Muhimbili, the event
at Sokoine was opened by Professor Peter Gillah, Deputy Vice Chancellor of Academics at SUA and was
facilitated by Dean Philemon Wambura.
Professor Peter Gillah, Deputy Vice Chancellor of
Academics, Sokoine University of Agriculture

The Dean of Muhimbili School of Public Health and Social Sciences (MSPHSS), and the one for Sokoine
University of Agriculture, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, attended the events at each other's campuses.
Apart from being the first cross-visits between the two deans representing the two academic disciplines of
public health and veterinary medicine, their commitment clearly captured and demonstrated the OH theme
of the events and provided the much needed high level OH leadership and motivation that ensured
successful events.
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APPENDIX II: ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS AND PRESS COVERAGE
RESPOND Website: http://www.respond-ept.com
The RESPOND website has been redesigned and is waiting final USAID approval to be re-launched.

Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/EPTRESPON D
Twitter - @RESPOND_EPT - https://twitter.com/#!/RESPOND EPT
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APPENDIX Ill: FINANCIAL REPORT
p·1pe1ne
r
Total Award Value

$184,895,540

Total Obligation
Total Expended October - December 2012
Total Expended Life of Project through December 30, 2012
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended
(b)(4)

Planned Expenditures for Next Quarter
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures January - March 2013
Total Estimated Expenditures as of March 2013
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on March 2013
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ACRONYMS
ADPC

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

AET

Applied Epidemiology Training

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

ANIC

National Nurses Association of DRC

ANPN

Agence Nationale des Pares Nationaux

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU

African Union

AU-IBAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program

BMP

Best Management Practices

CAHFS

Center for Animal Health and Food Safety

CAHNET

Community Animal Health Network

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CCC

Country Coordinating Committee

CCN

Cooperating Country National

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CE

Continuing Education

CIRAD

Agricultural Research for Development

CMOA

Ministry of Agriculture (DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment (DRC)

CMOH

Ministry of Health (DRC)

CODESA

Comite de Developpement Sanitaire (Health Development Committee)

CTPH

Conservation Through Public Health

DA

Direct Assistance

DDAF

Deputy Director for Administration and Finance

DGLAHS

Directorate General for Livestock and Animal Health Services

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry
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DoH

Department of Health

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DRD

Deputy Regional Director

DVO

District Veterinarian Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EACIDS

Eastern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

ECB

East Congo Basin Regional Office

ECTAD

Emergency Center for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention Systems

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

EIWG

Ecosystems lnteragency Working Group

EZD

Emergency Zoonotic Diseases

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAS

Field Accounting System

FEAT

Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program

FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Tra ining Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

FUS

Federation Une Sante

GEMP

Good Service Management Practice

GHI

Global Health Institute

GIGOM

Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPHIN

Global Public Health Intelligence Network

GVFI

Global Viral Forecasting Initiative

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

IDSR

Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response

IEM

lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale

ILRI

International Livestock Research Institute

INDOHUN

Indonesia One Health University Network

INRB

National Institute for Biomedical Research (DRC)
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INCEF

International Conservation and Education Fund

IRCM

Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism

ISP

lnstitut Superieur Pedagogique

ISTM

lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medi ca le

KMS

Knowledge Management System

KKU

Khon Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

LTTA

Long-term Technical Assistance

LOW

Line of Work

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

M&IE

Meals & Incidental Expenses

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)

MAFF

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MOA

Ministry of Agriculture

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPH

Master of Public Health

MS

Master of Science

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

NAC

Na bong Agricultural College

NEIDCO

National Emerging Infectious Diseases Coordination Office

NUOL

National University of Laos

NTF

Netherlands Trust Fund

OHCEA

One Health Central and East Africa Network

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PAT

Protected Areas Team

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response

PE

Participatory Epidemiology

PHQ

Project Headq ua rte rs

PIA

Participatory Impact Assessment

PIO

Public International Organization
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PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPF

Pandemic Preparedness Forum

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

RAT

Risk Assessment Tool

RFA

Request for Applicants

RFP

Request for Proposal

RD

Regional Director

RO

Regional Office

ROC

Republic of Congo

RPA

Regional Program Administrators

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SACIDS

Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

SAFETYNET

Sout h Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network

SANRU

Sante Rurale (Rural Health)

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

SEAOHUN

Southeast Asia One Health University Network

STOP Al

Stamp out Pandemic and Avian Influenza

STTA

Short Term Technical Assistance

TADS

Transboundary Animal Diseases

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Hea lth Interventions Network

TOR

Terms of Reference

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UFP

University Focal Person

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNICEF

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund

UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

UNSIC

UN System Influenza Coordination

UPDF

Uganda People's Defense Force

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture
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USFS

U.S. Forest Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USG

U.S. Government

UVRI

Uganda Virus Research Institute

UWA

Uganda Wildlife Authority

VMS

Veterinary Medical School

WCB

West Congo Basin Regional Office

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WWF-DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WTO

World Trade Organization
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
The Global team continued to focus on some of the activities from Year 2, which are well under
way and progressing towards results, especially the EPT program-wide definition of One Health
competencies (Sub-activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core
competencies). The working group of this activity, consisting of animal, human and

environmental professionals reviewed more than 1800 individual competencies for One Healthrelated disciplines, and reported key themes that emerged on collaborative knowledge and
skills as well as technical skills. The working group agreed on a set of major competency
domains that were considered core for One Health.
In Year 3, Quarter 1, RESPOND started a new activity (Sub-activity 1.2.4 GL: Global Network
Organizational Development) where a framework for strengthening both One Health networks

development and activities (OH CEA and SEAOHUN) was developed. This will ensure common
vision for the networks across their members, ensure that governance mechanisms are in place
to support and strengthen collaboration within the network and sustain the link with the USbased partner universities.
Finally, to enhance the focus on the role of government and international health agencies in the
area of outbreak response and emergency preparedness, at the request of WHO-AFRO officials
at USAID, RESPOND received authorization to hire a Regional Epidemic Preparedness and
Response Technical Officer under a new sub-activity (Sub-activity 3.1.2 GL: Government
innovations supporting integrated disease surveillance and response in human and animal
health). In late October 2011, an epidemiologist previously working with U.S. CDC, Jenny

Tegelvik, was seconded to WHO-AFRO headquarters in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo, and
assigned to the Emergency Preparedness and Response office.
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EAST CONGO BASIN
The East Congo Basin regional office focused most of Quarter 1 on OHCEA's development and
related activities. A Master Plan to detail all OHCEA activities for the period of October 2011 to
September 2012 was proposed in a meeting held in Kampala and attended by
USAID/Washington representatives, OHCEA's Secretariat, Co-Chair and two focal persons, and
RESPOND leadership, including the Project Director, East Congo Basin Regional Director, UMN
Principal Investigator and Liaison, and UMN's School of Public Health Dean.
A great number of RESPOND activities took place, including two major events funded by
RESPOND: the first OHCEA Regional Country Coordinating Committee Leadership Training,
which has an audience of 56 delegates from the six OHCEA member countries; and AFENET's
Fourth Scientific Conference, in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania, which was partially funded by

RESPOND. The project sponsored 48 participants (34 Field Epidemiology and Laboratory
Training Program (FELTP) trainees and 14 mentors). A One Health workshop was organized by
RESPOND, with an attendance of 80 conference participants interested in incorporating One
Health concepts and approaches.
A large number of activities in Uganda during this quarter resulted in intense travel to and
within the region to attend program-related events.

WEST CONGO BASIN
National Elections in the DRC were held during the first quarter of Year 3. In anticipation of
security concerns, the U.S. Embassy issued a travel ban from mid-November through to
December 31st_ The West Congo Regional Office operated under reduced schedule following
guidance from the Embassy throughout the election period. This has significantly affected
program implementation. In addition, there was a marked slowdown in public institutions'
operations contributing to the lag in progress and implementation.
DRC's Country Coordinating Committee (CCUS in French) was established by government
decree, signed by the Minister of Higher Education on November 18, 2011. Representatives of
seven (7) government ministries, two (2) OHCEA Focal Points, and civil society (represented by
Federat ion Une Sante) are now part of the committee in the DRC.
While there was a slow-down in activities in the DRC, Cameroon had a productive quarter with
the launch of the national ad hoc committee in charge of elaborating the national program for
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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prevention and control of emerging and re-emerging zoonotic disease and the organization of a
nat ional workshop on One Health, also attended by the U.S. Ambassador. RESPOND is currently
supporting the committee in developing its national program on zoonotic disease.
A second round of training on financial management and grant management was held for
UNIKIN (University of Kinshasa) and FUS (Federation Une Sante) during this quarter. The threeday exercise brought together program management and finance, in order to ensure shared
understanding of the rules and regulations. The exercise was also aimed at providing a
preliminary insight into grant management and ensuring important elements are taken into
consideration, as FUS prepares to submit its grant application.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
Even though the Southeast Asia Regional Office suffered with the severe flooding in Thailand,
which forced the delay and/or postponement of previously planned activities (i.e. Thailand
National One Health University Network Workshop - October 31 to November 2, 2011- and the
th

4 VET Training Workshop- November 13-19, 2011), the region still saw a large number of
activities in progress.
The regional office staff was heavily engaged in the preparation and coordination for the GHI
(Global Health Institute), which will be conducted in Chiang Mai, Thailand from January 30 to
February 9, 2012. The intensive program of study offered at this GHI will focus on developing
One Health leadership and technical capacity, which are both critical elements in transforming
the current and future workforce to ensure preparedness for new and emerging public health
challenges. Seven scholarships are available for participants from each SEAOHUN member
faculty. Any unclaimed scholarships will be offered to participants of affiliated faculties from
universities within the SEAOHUN region.
The office continues the search for some key staff members and expects to be fully staffed by
Quarter 2 of Year 3. During Quarter 1, a number of STTA support was offered from the
headquarters office in Bethesda, MD, both to cover for personnel affected by the floods, and
also to support activities planned for the quarter while the search to fill positions continues.
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Eighteen sub-activity events occurred in Quarter 1, which was the most productive RESPOND
quarter to date. This happened in spite of external forces {flooding, national elections)
hindering activities in Thailand and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Workshops accounted
for 66% of the participation, followed by stakeholder meetings (16%), press conference/public
lecture/presentations {11%), and training {8%).
Government representation (45%) at RESPOND events continued the lead over university
participation {35%) in the first quarter. While nationality of event participants is largely
dependent on event location, for the events conducted during the first quarter of Year 3,
participants were primarily from DRC (27%), Vietnam (14%), Uganda (11%), Thailand (9%), and
Cameroon {7%). Overall, event participants have rated RESPOND events as good {3.2 out of 4)
across regions. From participants' perspective, RESPOND events have continued to help
expand/clarify their understanding of "One Health" (3.2 out of 4).
The Vietnam Knowledge and Utilization baseline assessment on the USAID-supported One
Health university networks was completed by the Monitoring and Evaluation team, which
focused on data collection from RESPOND university and government stakeholders. An external
event evaluation survey was developed and used for RESPOND supported participants
attending events hosted by other organizations {e.g., conferences, seminars), in order to
understand the value of these events for RESPOND.
The Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Plan {EMMP) and Environmental Mitigation and
Monitoring Annual Report were both delivered to USAID. RESPOND has implemented a
consistent environmental mitigation/monitoring approach in all hub offices.
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II. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Congo River is represented by the white line that
runs in t he West Congo Basin and the Mekong River is represented by t he white line that runs through Southeast Asia. The
cities indicated in black reflect the locations of the RESPOND Regional Hub Offices

MANAGEMENT REPORT
PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
•

West Congo Basin Regional Program Administrator Lindsay Nelson supported the West
Congo Basin Office with contracting a new security company, ensuring contract terms
were appropriate.

•

Lindsay Nelson also coordinated the opening of an additional bank account at Ecobank
for security reasons due to inconsistent operations with current bank, BIAC. She
identified alternative banks, supported the selection of a new bank and compliant
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account set up, defined new procedures for wire requests and provided guidance for
integration and reconciliation of old and new accounts.
•

Southeast Asia Regional Program Administrator Peter Telaroli worked with DAI Human
Resources to provide support to staff members in the Southeast Asia office affected by
floods that covered parts of Bangkok in October 2011. The office needed support with
grants management and operations and Peter was able to supply those needs with the
support of Lauren Triplet, who joined him from headquarters in November, 2011.

•

East Congo Basin Regional Program Administrator JC Mccahill supported the East Congo
Office in the organization of the OHCEA CCC meeting in Kampala, in December 2011.

•

JC Mccahill also coordinated with DAI Office of Information and Management

Technology (OIMT) for the procurement of 20 laptops to be distributed to local partners
in the East Congo Basin region for use with sub activity 3.2.0.4 EC.
STAFFING:

•

The new Grants Officer for the West Congo Basin Office, Philippe Luanghy has started in
his position. Lindsay Nelson, WCB Regional Project Administrator, is assisting the
regional office in recruiting for a new administrative assistant.

•

The new Senior Technical Officer in the Southeast Asia regional office has started in his
position in that regional office.

•

JC Mccahill reviewed background documents and processed paperwork for the

mobilization of OHCEA Conference Facilitator Marie-Therese Denny and OHCEA
Operations Specialist Dorothee Stangle.
•

JC Mccahill and Global Program Administrator Lauren Triplett coordinated the

recruitment process for the position of Regional Epidemic Preparedness and Response
Technical Officer. JennyTegelvik has been seconded to WHO/AFRO in the Republic of
Congo and mobilized to the post in Brazzaville in October 2011.
•

Peter Telaroli traveled to the Southeast Asia Regional Office to provide direct operations
support from November 14 to December 2, 2011, and December 8-21, 2011. Peter also
supported the organization of the Second SEAOHUN Dean's Meeting in Hanoi from
December 3-7, 2011.
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•

Lauren Triplett traveled to the Southeast Asia regional office to provide operations
support from November 7 to December 16, 2011 due to an increased need for
operations support caused by the floods.

•

Information/Database Office Neil Enet resigned from the project on December 16, 2011.
Recruitment for the position is currently underway.

•

Leslie Zucker, Training Manager, ended her tenure with the project in October 2011.

•

Sally Lahm, Outbreak Response Advisor, ended her tenure with the project in October
2011, but continues to support outbreak response as needed.

•

Project Director David Elkins resigned from the project in late December 2011. DAI has
submitted a new candidate for USAID approval.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:

In order to nurture the university networks, it is important to attend to all four components of
the network strengthening approach-governance, strategy, quick-start activities to engage
faculties, and monitoring network development. There is also the significant challenge of
allowing each network to develop, find its own voice and settle into its governance mechanisms
in the face of considerable pressure to take action and achieve measureable results in relatively
short time-frames.
RESPOND's global office is in constant collaboration with each regional office to help coordinate
the various sectors involved in organizing these university networks, so that activities within the
regions can start and continue as fast and seamless as possible.
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PROGRESS REPORT: GLOBAL ACTIVITIES

LOW 3 : OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core competencies

RESPOND continued developing a set of core competencies for use by animal, human and
environmental health professionals who wish to take a One Health approach to provide
effective disease prevention, surveillance and outbreak response.
The EPT One Health Core Competencies working group came together on November 9, 2011,
with participants from RESPOND (DAI: Anahit Gevorgyan; TRG: Nancy Claxton, Lisa HowardGrabman, Margaret Morehouse; Tufts University: Ray Hyatt, Associate Provost Mary Lee, Felicia
Nutter; UMN: Karin Hamilton, Linda Olson-Keller, Katey Pelican), PREVENT (Richardo Echelar),
CDC (Michelle Everling-Watley), and USDA (Pat Klein).
•

Hamilton and Gevorgyan presented results of the review of more t han 80 sources and
more t han 1800 individual competencies for One Health-related disciplines, and
reported key themes that emerged on collaborative knowledge and skills, as well as
technical skills. The working group agreed on a set of major competency domains that
were considered core for One Health.

•

Hyatt presented preliminary results from more than 20 subject matter interviews
conducted to date by TRG. The interviews are being transcribed and analyzed to allow
t he working group to develop a consensus of knowledge, opinions and attitudes about
One Health in relevant professions.

On November 10, a working subgroup (Claxton, Gevorgyan, Hamilton, Lee) reviewed the results
from November 9 and compiled an initial One Health Core Competencies draft, pending input
from additional literature reviews and the SME interviews.
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Planned activities:
•

Drafting of One Health Core Competencies will be based on work from November 9-10
meetings in Washington DC, additional literature review results, and interview analyses.
Draft to be developed by Mary Y. Lee and the Tufts team, including Ray Hyatt and Donna
Qualters, with assistance from Margaret Morehouse, and other experts as needed;
projected time frame February-April 2012.

•

A survey for more than 250 Subject Matter Experts to rate and rank the draft One Health
Core Competencies will be developed by the Tufts team and implemented with assistance
from Margaret Morehouse. A pilot survey will first be sent to a small group of experts to
test the instrument before sending to the entire list. Projected timeframe is April-June
2012.

•

Analysis of survey results and refinement of One Health Core Competencies. Survey results
will be analyzed by Tufts team, and used to refine the One Health Core Competencies.
SEAOHUN faculty at regional meetings will also be engaged to provide feedback and
refinement; projected timeframe July-November 2012 (this will allow time to incorporate
feedback from regional One Health meetings described in Southeast Asia work planning
documents).

•

Posting of One Health Competencies. "Working" One Health Competencies will be posted
on appropriate public websites for global input. The term "working", or equivalent term, is
meant to denote that the posted competencies are a work in progress- that global input is
welcome to ensure that these global-level competencies are useful and appropriate to help
guide the development of more specific institutional and national-level competencies;
projected timeframe is November 2012-January 2013 onwards with ongoing refinement as
needed.

•

Presentations at relevant global organizations. The "working" One Health Core
Competencies will be presented at various global organizations for their input and
"adoption" if appropriate (such as participants at the Stone Mountain meeting); projected
timeframe January 2013 onwards.

•

Ongoing tracking and analysis of global One Health Core Competencies development. The
entire development process will be documented and analyzed for ongoing process
improvement and documentation.
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Sub-activity 1.2.4 GL: Global Network Organizational Development (New Year 3 Activity}

Development of robust university networks- able to effectively and efficiently pursue their
programmatic missions-requires attention to the organizational development of the networks
as well as to the work they are doing. Issues including network membership, governance and
decision-making, management, and communication must be worked through early in the life of
the network in order to develop trust and foster collaboration amongst network members.
In Year 3, Quarter 1, RESPOND developed a framework for strengthening network development
and activities. The framework was developed at the global level, for implementation at the
regional level reflecting count ry-specific perspectives (see sub-activities 1.2.1 SE, 1.2.1 WC, and
1.2.4 EC). Activities will ensure common vision for the network across its members, ensure that
governance mechanisms are in place to support and strengthen collaboration within the
network and sustain the link with the US-based partner universities.
The framework was employed in Southeast Asia to guide the establishment of the Southeast
Asia One Health University network (SEAOHUN).

Planned activities:

Working with the Regional Managers in Southeast Asia and East/Central Africa to develop a
plan for further strengthening of both networks as well as establishment and nurturing of
networks in each member country.

Sub-activity 3.1.2 GL: Government innovations supporting integrated disease surveillance and
response in human and animal health (New Year 3 Activity}.

To enhance the focus on the role of government and international health agencies in the area
of outbreak response and emergency preparedness, at the request of WHO-AFRO officials at
USAID authorized the RESPOND project to hire a Regional Epidemic Preparedness and Response
Technical Officer. In late October 2011, an epidemiologist previously working with U.S. CDC,
Jenny Tegelvik, was seconded to WHO-AFRO headquarters in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo,
and assigned to the Emergency Preparedness and Response office.
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Planned activities:

In December 2011, discussions between RESPOND senior technical staff, the Regional Technical
Officer and Dr. Benido lmpouma (EPR Director) led to a draft 2012 workplan which, if approved
by USAID, would focus on several areas, including:
•

Conducting a review of existing national emergency preparedness plans, and support
development of regional guidelines;

•

Document the orientation/training of WHO-AFRO's Rapid Response Team (RRTs), and
work collaboratively to improve the quality of training;

•

Strengthen One Health aspects of outbreak response activities;

•

Review selected outbreak response activities in multiple countries, and identify
consensus parameters to facilitate monitoring of the quality of field investigations, and;

•

Strengthen the reporting of suspected outbreaks by countries in WHO-AFRO the region.

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

Sub-activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive
industries based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions
During this quarter, RESPOND completed the first drafts of the white paper entitled ''The
effects of extractive industry activities on rodents, bats, and non-human primates in equatorial
West Africa" and a supplemental document that complied existing best practices
recommendations. These papers were distributed to Extractive Industry Working Group for
their review. We are still receiving comments and will update the paper accordingly.
As part of the Extractive Industry Work Group, RESPOND reviewed the XRAT tool developed by
PREDICT and participated in multiple meetings with PREVENT and the EIWG to update and redesign this tool. This work is ongoing. RESPOND was and will be working with PREVENT to
refine the mitigation/best practices to be recommended to extractive industries.
In conjunction with PREVENT, RESPOND submitted abstracts to the Society of Petroleum
Engineers - Health, Safety, and Environment Conference and the Global Risk Forum One Health
Summit. RESPOND also began planning with the World Wildlife Fund Gabon to hold a
conference with Australian mining companies that are planning to construct mines in the
TRI DOM area of Gabon, Cameroon, and the Republic of Congo.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Planned activities:
In t he second quarter of Year 3, RESPOND will update the white paper to address comments
and expand its regional breadth to include Central and East Africa. Work will also continue on
the new risk mitigation tool as part of the EIWG. This will include updating the mitigation
tables. RESPOND is also working with the members of the EIWG to develop a general education
piece to discuss the topics of concern in the white paper.
RESPOND will attend the first conference with WWF Gabon at Mining lndaba to begin
discussions with the Australian mining companies. RESPOND will work with PREVENT to
conduct a stakeholder analysis of the countries where we will be focusing our efforts first,
specifically Gabon and Uganda. RESPOND will also assist PREVENT to develop and present the
paper at the Global Risk Forum One Health Summit (Davos).

Sub-activity 3.2.0 GL: Outbreak response support.
This is a placeholder for centrally held funds that are allocated to regional activities. For detail,
see sub-activities 3.2.0.lEC, 3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC, 3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

Planned activities:
See sub-activities 3.2.0.lEC, 3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC, 3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

Sub-activity 3.3.1 GL: ProMED Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife
diseases
The purpose of this activity is to provide training on the use of non-traditional information
sources for enhancing routine disease infectious disease surveillance activities. Participants are
expected to include field epidemiologists and trainees working within the field of disease
surveillance in the human, animal and wildlife sectors. Tufts University technical personnel are
negotiating with ProMED Mail regarding two additional workshops that could be given in Africa
this year. Once agreement on a scope of work has been achieved, a new contract will be
signed.

Planned Activities:
Additional detail will be provided once the new contract with ProMED Mail is finalized.
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Ill. EAST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES
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The map above the East Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Congo River is represented by the
wh ite line that runs to the border of the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern side of t he
Democratic Republic of Congo. The stars represent capital cities. The capita l city of Kampala, Uganda, is where the RESPOND
East Congo Basin Regional Office is located. Surrounding countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional
partners, including the HEALTH Alliance, the Africa Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET), and One Health Central and East
Africa (OHCEA).

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER:

During this quarter the East Congo Basin team diligently worked to continue implementing
exist ing program activities, while working towards submitting new grant agreements for USAID
approval.
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Highlights from the quarter include:

•

56 delegates from the six OH CEA member countries traveled to Kampala for the first
OCH EA Regional Country Coordinating Committee and were trained in One Health
Leadership.

•

34 students and 14 mentors were sponsored to attend AFENET's Fourth Annual Scientific
Conference.

•

80 students and mentors attended RESPOND's One Health workshop on how to
incorporate One Health concepts and approaches into surveillance at mass gathering
events.

An enormous focus was placed on OHCEA and its continued development. In early October, a
meeting in Kampala convened of USAID/Washington representatives, OHCEA Secretariat, CoChair and two focal persons, and RESPOND leadership including the Project Director, East
Congo Basin Regional Director, UMN Principal Investigator and Liaison, and UMN School of
Public Health Dean. From that meeting, the idea of a Master Plan was developed. The plan is
an integrated work plan detailing all the OHCEA activities for the October 2011 - September

2012 period. It is a result of intensive efforts by the OHCEA Secretariat, RESPOND technical
staff, and university partners.
In line with the OH CEA theme, one of two major events funded by RESPOND this quarter was
the first ever OHCEA Regional Country Coordinating Committee Leadership Training held
December 5- 9, 2011, in Kampala. In attendance were 56 delegates from the six OHCEA
member countries.
The other major event partially funded by RESPOND was AFENET's Fourth Scientific Conference
held December 12 -16, 2011, in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. RESPOND sponsored 48 people (34
Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training Program (FELTP) trainees and 14 mentors) to
attend the conference. At the conference, RESPOND held a One Health workshop attended by

80 conference participants on how to incorporate One Health concepts and approaches into
surveillance at mass gathering.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
In early October, the West Congo Basin Regional Director, Deputy Regional Director, Technical
Lead and UMN Technical Liaison, visited the East Congo Basin to engage in conversations on
how to best integrate the two offices' overlapping programs, namely OHCEA and AFENET
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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activities. The conversations touched on both technical integration, and the related operational
integration for seamless implementation.
The volume of RESPOND activities in Uganda, and the region, resulted in a high portion of ECB's
administrative and logistical support focused on travel to the RESPOND ECB office, regional
travel by ECB staff, and travel to and within the region by partners to attend key programrelated events. Key events for the quarter include:
• USAID, OHCEA and RESPOND leadership meetings for continued OHCEA development
held the first week of October in Kampala.
• OHCEA Regional Country Coordinating Committee meeting held December 5- 9 in
Kampala. Delegates from all six OHCEA countries were in attendance.
• AFENET's Fourth Annual Scientific Conference held in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania,
December 12 - 16, 2011. RESPOND sponsored 48 students and mentors to attend.

Table 1: ECB Trave l Log for Year 3, Quarte r 1
ECB Travel (October - December 2011)
Type of Travel

East Congo Basin staff regional/international

Numbe r of Trips

3 trips

t ravel
RESPOND Staff Travel to ECB

23 trips

Non-staff Regional/International Travel for

98 trips

ECB-sponsored Events (includes sponsored
students, visitors, and partners/grantees)

STAFFING:

•

Tufts' East Congo Basin Liaison, Siobahn Mor, departed the project in October. Dr. Jeff
Griffiths is her replacement.

•

East Congo Basin recruited for two Program Manager positions. It is a great pleasure to
announce two promotions within our ECB team for those positions: Rose Nau ma
accepted the position of Program Manager, and Toskin Ofoyuru accepted the position of
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Assistant Program Manager. These are new positions to our technical team as we try to
create an internal structure that best supports and monitors our program activities and
responds to our grantees' needs. Both the Program Manager and Assistant Program
Manager will report directly to the ECB Technical Lead.
•

On December 21, 2011, Dr. Mac Farnham demobilized from post in Kampala to begin his
UMN Liaison position for the East Congo Basin office.

•

With Dr. Farnham's departure, Dr. Innocent Rwego is now the Technical Lead for the
East Congo Basin office.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
Due to focus and dedication towards communication, leadership, stewardship and innovation,
the ECB office has demonstrated a consistent record of overcoming obstacles and delivering
outputs.
Communication

A focus on weekly reporting to the Project
One Health in Practice

Headquarters and university partners has
kept personnel at the 'global level' informed
of technical and administrative happenings in
the regional office. Technical and
administrative personnel have been working
on the concept of 'executive summation' to
help provide brief, concise and accurate
reports on their individual and team
activities. Being able to convey very technical
information in a concise and brief manner is
recognized as a hallmark of successful
leadership, and is a lesson that can be
applied throughout the RESPOND global
project.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

The idea of transdisciplinary approaches
in public health is one that must continue
to be emulated and promoted. RESPOND
has done so through plann ing, traini ng
and outbreak investigation. At first
thought a seemingly a hard lesson, but it
has proven to be the opposite, with
adoption of methods being readily
pursued, mainly due to three main
reasons. The first is that it is not a new
concept, with presentations being made
by a number of NGOs and IGOs in the past
few years. The second is that it is
conceptually and intellectually attractive
that the disciplines follow the flow of
agents. Finally, it is rewarding in its ability
to identify new methods of controlling
and ameliorating the effects of emerging
zoonotic diseases.
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Leadership

Sharing a common vision, mission and strategy has empowered the ECB office to work with and
through the many challenges encountered this quarter. The ECB senior management team has
dedicated itself to a team-based approach making sure that all members of the ECB and greater
RESPOND team are involved and their respective inputs used towards moving the project in a
successful direction. United by a common vision, mission and strategy, the ECB office has been
successful in operating in a realm of uncertainty and ambiguity that would undermine most
development efforts.
Stewardship

A dedication to local and strategic partnerships has enabled the ECB regional office to succeed.
Using openness and transparency towards keeping partners and potential partners informed
has kept the ECB team at the table where many would have been left ignored. Focusing on
face-to-face engagement, responding to technical support requests, and being available when
questions and uncertainty arise, all contribute to the success of the program and the continued
engagement of our partners in the field.
Innovation

In the current development climate of stringent funding, innovation, or looking for new ways to
achieve greater goals and outputs, is often left by the wayside. To be a continued success the
ECB regional office continues to strive towards innovation in an environment and reality that
curbs it. When a challenge surfaces, innovation will show the way forward.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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PROGRESS REPORT: EAST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND East Congo Basin regional activities during
the reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees

The proposed modification to the grant to the Health Alliance in support of the creation of the
th

OHCEA Secretariat to extend the end date to 31 December 2011 was pulled on December 16

•

Based on direct feedback from USAID, ECB will be submitting new grant for USAID approval for
the envisioned activities.

Planned Activities:
Submit the new grant application for Health Alliance for support towards the continued
development of the OH CEA Secretariat.
In support of the planned grant directly to OHCEA (see below), RESPOND will engage an
organizational development expert to engage the OHCEA Deans Summit and Board on
addressing the roles and responsibilities of the management structure and short, medium and
long-termed strategic funding.
RESPOND will created a seconded position to OH CEA to support the development of its
program and fund raising development and member services.

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3} Workplan

RESPOND's continued support for the establishment of OHCEA consisted of the following this
quarter:
•

USAID hosted the OHCEA planning summit at the Sheraton Hotel, Kampala from 5-6
October, 2011. The meeting was attended by Dennis Carroll and Rob Henry (USAID);
Thomas Easley (USAID EPT Coordinator/Uganda); Juno Lawrence (USAID/Uganda); David
Elkins and Lendell Foan (DAI-RESPOND); Dean John Finnegan, John Deen and Dominic
Travis (UMN-RESPOND); Deans William Bazeyo and David Kabasa (OHCEA Co-Chairs); Dr.
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Geoffrey

Kabagambe

(OHCEA

Program

Manager);

Dean

Philemon

Wambura

(OHCEA/Tanzania); and Professor Kifle Woldemichael (OHCEA/Ethiopia); and focused on a
strategic approach to fund and implement the OHCEA work plan activities for the next 12
months. Challenges include managing several lines of funding activities as well as the
USAID timelines for grant approvals. Discussions revolved round OHCEA organizational
development,

country-level

activity

implementation

and

U.S.

university

partner

participation, but the central focus was how to mobilize direct assistance to work
immediately, in light of a potential two to three month processing for USAID approval of
grants.
•

After weeks of intensive collaboration and work creating the Master Plan narrative and
budget detailing all OHCEA activities between January and September 2012, on November
11, RESPOND submitted the OHCEA Master Plan to the Secretariat for distribution to the
OHCEA deans, their review and approval. This Master Plan is an output from the meeting
in early October, and captures all RESPOND funding, through both a grant mechanism and
direct assistance, committed to support the development of OHCEA. To date, OHCEA has
not yet officially approved the Master Plan.

•

East Congo Basin directly funded the OHCEA DRC Country Coordination Committee (CCC)
meeting that convened in Kinshasa on 20 October. In attendance was the Chief of Staff of
the Minister of Higher Education, the two DRC OHCEA Deans and their University Focal
Persons. The purpose of the meeting was to revise the composition of the DRC CCC such
that key government ministries and agencies were well represented, and to prepare the
next steps before the meeting in December. To create the CCC, it was decided the
Minister of Higher Education will invite his colleagues to assign their respective
representatives, and then he will create the CCC by a ministerial decree. This process was
decided on because of two considerations: first, in the DRC, the deans cannot officially
correspond to a minister directly, they have to do it through either their Rector or the
Ministry of Higher Education; and secondly, the CCC has to be formally created with a
legal process to ensure its legitimacy. The following month a second DRC CCC meeting
was held to review the Master Plan distributed by the OHCEA Secretariat in preparation
for the Regional CCC meeting held in Kampala the first week of December.

•

In continued support to the outcomes of the Rwanda One Health meeting convened on
September 22, RESPOND assisted PREDICT in honoring this request from the Government
of Rwanda to write a One Health concept paper.
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•

RESPOND funded and supported a successful regional meeting and training workshop for
OHCEA's Country Coordination Committees. The meeting was organized by OHCEA and
occurred from 5 - 9 December 2011, in Kampala. Bringing together 56 CCC members from
six countries representing government (25), non-governmental institutions (7), and
OHCEA universities (24), the meeting served as an opportunity for OHCEA to directly
engage these stakeholder groups and allow for an active exchange with them to define
their roles and responsibilities as CCC members and design and agree upon planned
activities and government initiatives the committees will promote/carry out during the
period of January to September 2012.
In addition, the meeting set out to strengthen the knowledge of the CCC members on One
Health and enhance the capacity of members to work together using a One Health
approach. This was supported by keynote speaker, and new RESPOND Senior One Health
Technical Advisor Marguerite Pappaioanou. In support of these initiatives the CCC
members were also trained on leadership skills such as collaborative teamwork, effective
communication, developing a shared vision, and managing conflict constructively. The
meeting was officially opened by the Ugandan Minister of State for Health, the Honorable
Dr. Richard Nduhuura.

•

One Health Core Competencies. RESPOND, in collaboration with partners from the USAID-

funded EPT suite of projects, is developing a set of competencies required for taking a
One Health approach to disease surveillance and outbreak response. These competencies
will enable organizations globally to either construct or analyze One Health training
programs and curriculum. On November 2nd the ECB Technical Lead, Dr. Mac Farnham,
requested the OHCEA Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretariat, to participate in the
development of One Health core competencies in support of this RESPOND global activity
to define One Health and identify One Health core competencies.
Planned Activities:

Starting in mid-January, each OHCEA member institution will host "sensitization meetings" at
their respective universities to sensitize faculty and students to the idea of One Health.
As a follow up to the Regional CCC Meeting held this quarter, national CCCs will be holding their
first meeting during January and February where they will be establishing their agendas and
planned activities for the year.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - UGANDA

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Sub-Activity 1.5.4 EC: Residency-based knowledge partnership model for building veterinary
public health competence in Uganda. (New Year 3 Activity}

On Thursday, October 6, the Dean of UMN School of Public Health, John Finnegan together with
a team from the ECB office, was hosted by the Makerere University College of Veterinary
Medicine faculty Professor Francis Ejobi and Dr. Andrew Tamale. The aim of the meeting was to
continue discussions on issues of joint interest for collaboration including the planned
development of a Veterinary Public Health Residency program at Makerere. The items
discussed were: implementation of t he joint One Health residency proposal, joint project/grant
writing partnerships, technical backstopping, implementation of translational research and
extension model, faculty exchange programs, student exchange programs and student team
field experiences (disease outbreak investigations and 'medical reserve corps' model).

Related Activities: An evaluation tool for the planned RESPOND funded Veterinary Public Health
(VPH) Residency Program in Uganda.

The ECB Technical Advisor, Dr. Innocent Rwego, worked w it h the Makerere University College
of Veterinary Medicine to develop an evaluation tool for t he planned RESPOND-funded
Veterinary Public Health (VPH) Residency in Uganda. The costs for this evaluation will be
covered by a $10,000 seed grant from the Center for Animal Health and Food Safety (CAHFS) at
UMN. The goal is to enhance the acceptability of an applied, experiential residency-based
model as a tool for building core competences for effective delivery of veterinary public health
services with the framework of One Health in Uganda. The tool will be used to establish the
knowledge, attitudes, perceptions and potential partnerships for key stakeholders in t he
academic, private and public sectors on the development and piloting of a VPH residency
program in Uganda.
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Planned Activities:

Veterinary Public Health candidate, Sylvia Wanzala, plans to arrive to the University of
Minnesota by mid-February to begin her residency.

Sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC: Outbreak Response: Strengthening Surveillance. Reporting &
Diagnostic Capacity to improve Early Detection. Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks
in Humans, Livestock and Wildlife
The ECB Monitoring and Evaluation Officer made a monitoring visit to Kumi and Soroti districts
in Eastern Uganda from October 11-14, where Field Epidemiology students from Makerere
University College of Veterinary Medicine (under the RESPOND grant to AFENET) were
conducting field activities.
Three of the five AFENET/Makerere University Vet Epi students and one supervisor joined two
epidemiologists and one microbiologist from CDC/Atlanta, one epidemiologist from
CDC/Uganda and two FELTP trainees from CDC/Kenya for the Typhoid Epi-Aid trip from October
17 -21, 2011. The objectives of the Typhoid Epi-Aid visit to western Uganda was to strengthen
laboratory and surveillance at some hospitals in two districts, review progress with the District
Health Officer, Kasese District, in implementing the recommendations following the 2009
Typhoid investigation, confirm and characterize the magnitude of the new typhoid outbreak in
Bundibugyo District, and identify and implement control measures in collaboration with other
donors/stakeholders. The AFENET students took advantage of the typhoid outbreak to learn
and practice epidemiological surveillance and determine risk factors for occurrence of a typhoid
outbreak, carried out an environmental monitoring and used participatory epidemiology to
determine the role of animals in the occurrence of typhoid.
The trainees held 16 focus group discussions using Participatory Epidemiology methods,
reviewed hospital records to extract data of gut perforation cases which they eventually line
listed, participated in designing and strengthening protocols for typhoid case management and
treatment protocols, and finally trained communities (including village health teams) in water
treatment.
During the week October 25-29, 2011, AFENET - supported by its grant from RESPOND commenced work on district community surveillance and outbreak investigation training of
trainers in Gulu, Uganda. The main objective was to train a cadre of trainers at the district level
who will then be involved in training Uganda's village health teams. Four participants (1 District
Veterinary Office, 1 District Heath Officer, 1 District Local Focal Person and 1 District
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Surveillance Focal Person) from nine districts were involved in this training of trainers (36 in
total).
RESPOND sponsored 48 people (consisting of 34 Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training
Program (FELTP) trainees and their 14 mentors) to attend AFENET's Fourth Annual Scientific
Conference. The AFENET Scientific Conference is a premier and key networking event for
residents of FELTPs, field epidemiologists and other public health practitioners in Africa. This
year's conference was hosted by the Tanzania FELTP under the patronage of the Tanzania
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare. The conference was held from December 11-16, 2011 in
Dar es Salaam. The theme for this conference was: "Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training
Programs as a Platform for Health Systems Strengthening." RESPOND hosted a workshop
during the conference entitled 'Public Health Surveillance for Mass Gatherings,' which brought
in more than 80 participants t hat were actively engaged in learning how to incorporate One
Health concepts and approaches into surveillance at mass gathering events. Presentations
included an overview of the public health surveillance at the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South
Africa, the 2011 Martyrs Day celebrations in Uganda, and an overview of surveillance at mass
gatherings from the WHO Health Security Interface in Geneva Switzerland.

Related Activities: RESPOND facilitates FAD workshop piloting GEMP training for Eastern Africa
Chief Veterinary Officers

Following a request from FAQ's crisis management center in Rome, RESPOND provided
facilitation for a pilot of their revised 'Good Emergency Management Practice' (or GEMP) for
chief veterinary officers from Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and Ethiopia who convened in
Entebbe, Uganda from November 28-30, 2011. The GEMP essentials manual and training
materials are focused on providing national-level veterinary services with an applied, systemsbased approach to prepare for, prevent, detect, respond to and recover from animal health
emergencies. RESPOND ECB Technical Lead, Dr. Mac Farnham, was joined by WCB technical
advisor, Serge Nzietchueng, and USAID Uganda EPT Program Coordinator, Thomas Easley, in
facilitating the training, leading applied learning activities and providing feedback to FAO on
their training materials. Key feedback from workshop participants included suggestion to
include other relevant ministries and professions (especially social science), appreciation for the
applied learning approach (using existing emergency preparedness plans from participant's
respective countries), and gratitude for the opportunity to come together to address complex
disease challenges.
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Planned Activities:

Program review of AFENET training programs and outbreak response mechanisms.

Sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC: Community-based Training through the Private Sector
On November 23, 2011, the RESPOND Regional Director and Training Administrator, and Grants
Officer, met with officials from the Uganda Manufactures Association {UMA) and the
Federation of Uganda Employers {FUE) at the UMA offices to discuss modifying their grant
application for the private sector training. During the discussions, it was agreed that the two
associations will each develop a grant proposal and a budget covering 12 months (six months
for the original pilot concept and an additional six months for an expanded program roll out) to
be submitted to RESPOND during the week of November 28th . On December 2, the East Congo
office received revised applications and budgets from both the UMA and FUE. These budgets
are being reviewed and grant applications for both organizations will be submitted to USAID in
the first weeks of January.

Planned Activities:

Grant implementation depends on the timing of USAID approval. Next quarter the ECB office
aims to issue the grants to FUE and UMA respectively and work towards training their
respective master trainers in disease surveillance and response. The Traini ng of Trainers is
currently scheduled for mid-February.

Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Strengthening existing platforms for outbreak response in Uganda
The grant application submitted to USAID was under revision to combine East and West Congo
Basin grants to AFENET into one grant.
On October 12, 2011 Tufts ECB and WCB Liaisons, Siobhan Mor and Hellen Amuguni, and the
ECB Training Administrator, Rose Nau ma, met with officials from AFENET, represented by Dr.
Monday Busuulwa and Bernard Lubwama, to review timelines for an implementation plan for
the ECB activities and a combined Pan-Congo RESPOND implementation plan. An
implementation plan was generated for the next 12 months plus the monitoring and evaluation
logic framework. This combined implementation plan anticipated the need to have seamless
coordination between the two grants to AFENET.
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RESPOND ECB/WCB combined grant to AFENET will strengthen human resource capacity in field
epidemiology and to strengthen AFENET institutional capacity for training, mentoring, and
management. The grants provide an expansion of PE training and PIA methodologies by
AFENET in support of specific regional activities including: (1) ongoing support for five AFENET
fellows currently enrolled at the Makerere School of Veterinary Medicine (Sub-activity 3.2.0.4
EC); (2) capacity building activities to strengthen AFENETs internal capacity to undertake M&E
activities; and (3) training and organizational development technical assistance to strengthen
project management and mentorship capacity of the Secretariat; (4) a review of outbreak
response mechanisms and the related linkages to the Government of the DRC; and (5) the
development and implementation of short courses to build the capacity in field epidemiology,
risk analysis and outbreak investigation for field staff operating at the DRC's Ministries of
Agriculture, Health and Environment.

Planned Activities:
Receive USAID grant approval, hold the grant kick-off meeting and begin grant implementation.

Sub-activity 4.1.2 EC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health
sciences, their application and utilization in the university context, and support the
improvement and integration of appropriate systems
Although the grant closed on September 30, the ECB office continues to work with the MUSK
Program Manager and Tufts to finalize outstanding issues to complete the direct assistance
portion of this sub-activity.

Planned Activities:
The ECB office aims to close this sub-activity in the next quarter.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (UGANDA)
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

•

Emerging Pandemic Threat Partners' Meetings
The Uganda USAID EPT Program Coordinator, Thomas Easley, facilitated an EPT program
partners' meeting at the ECB office on Thursday, October 6, 2011. The meeting was
attended by representatives from RESPOND, PREDICT, CDC and WHO/IDENTIFY. PREDICT
and IDENTIFY, two of the EPT partners that missed the 28 September meeting at
CDC/UVRI, presented their planned activities. IDENTIFY plans to map out lab capacity from
Health Centre Ill to the national level. PREDICT plans to carry out modeling in areas of
anthropogenic disturbances. Two of the sites selected so far are Bwindi Impenetrable and
Mgahinga National Parks.
Additionally Thomas Easley facilitated an EPT program partners' meeting at the ECB office
on Wednesday, December 7. In attendance were: Dr. Thomas Easley, USAID EPT Country
Coordinator; Lendell Foan, RESPOND; Dr. Mac Farnham, RESPOND; Jerry Martin, DAI; Dr.
Marguerite Pappaioanou , RESPOND; Dr. Benard Ssebide, PREDICT; Rachel Mbabazi,
PREDICT; Dr. Jeff Borchert, CDC/Uganda. The partners discussed December activities
schedules to identify areas of collaboration and cooperation.

•

Pan African Sanctuary Alliance's 2011 Veterinarian Workshop
On 15 November, the Regional Technical Advisor, Dr. Innocent Rwego, gave a lecture on
Disease Outbreak Investigation to a group of veterinarians and primate healthcare
workers during the Pan African Sanctuary Alliance's 2011 Veterinary Workshop in
Entebbe, Uganda.

•

Collaboration with UNICEF
In response to UNICEF's inquiry to meet with RESPOND, ECB invited PREVENT and the
USAID EPT Coordinator, Thomas Easley, to RESPOND's office to meet with UNICEF's
Ugandan and Regional Communication Development Specialists to discuss their
development of a Regional Disease Outbreak Communication Framework and associated
planning toolkit.
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•

Media Orientation on Emerging and Re-emerging Infectious Diseases- Uganda

Responding to a request from Ugandan journalists, ECB hosted and facilitated an
emerging infectious disease orientation for media representatives on November 22, 2011.
The one-day orientation was facilitated by ECB's Technical Lead, Dr. Mac Farnham and Dr.
Monica Musenero. During the orientation, risk communication, or methodologies for
communicating complex technical information to non-technical audiences were
introduced to the journalists and exercised through group discussions. In addition, the
orientation highlighted disease specific information on three outbreaks currently
occurring in Uganda namely, Typhoid, Cholera and Anthrax. The event was supported by
USAID EPT Partners PREVENT and RESPOND. The activity was posted on to RESPOND's
Twitter account: http://twitpic.com/7hvkcz
•

Uganda National Laboratory Forum

ECB's Technical Lead, Dr. Mac Farnham, and Technical Advisor, Dr. Innocent Rwego,
attended the National Laboratory Forum meeting on 25 November. RESPOND
participated in the review of a questionnaire designed to map the laboratory capacity in
both animal and human sectors in the country. Capacity will be assessed in terms of
equipment, personnel, tests carried out and locations of the labs. In addition,
strengthening of lab networks and capacity will be added into the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) documents that the Ministry of Health and partners are
discussing during their national workshop the week of November 28th.
•

Adaption of the Generic Technical Guidelines for Integrated Disease Surveillance and
Response (IDSR)

The ECB RESPOND office participated in a weeklong workshop hosted by WHO, whose
objective was to build capacity for the adaption of the generic technical IDSR guidelines to
meet Uganda's national surveillance needs. The ECB Program Manager, Rose Nauma
participated in the workshop together with the national IDSR task force members,
representatives from district health offices and health facilities, health management
information systems managers, WHO national officers and key partners. The participants
agreed to harmonize language, wording and terms used in the guidelines, participant's
and facilitator's handbooks. Following the workshop the WHO held a national training of
trainers, the week of 4 th December 2011, who will cascade the training to the districts and
update the t raining materials based on recommendations of the workshop including other
disciplines like domestic and wildlife health sectors.
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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•

Uganda Veterinary Association Symposium and General Meeting.
The RESPOND ECB Technical Advisor, Dr. Innocent Rwego, participated as chair of a
session and member of the scientific program committee for the Uganda Veterinary
Association Symposium and General Meeting from December 1 - 2, 2011.

•

Uganda National Taskforce Meeting for Epidemic Preparedness and Response
Highlights of the Uganda NTF meeting on Friday, December 2nd include: a CDC EpiAid
investigation into an ongoing Typhoid epidemic in Kasese District; Anthrax outbreak in
Sheema District; an Ebola ecological survey in Luwero District; dengue fever outbreak in
UPDF troops in Somalia; and the outstanding national risk assessment for Yellow Fever.
After more than a year of RESPOND's active participation with the Uganda NTF, key areas
for targeted capacity building remain and include: 1) transforming planning into action; 2)
building communication skills to draft clear and concise executive summaries and action
plans; and 3) up-skilling to proactively advocate needs to appropriate decision making and
policy levels. The Uganda NTF has been very proactive in application of One Health
approaches to address challenges within existing complex systems involved in outbreak
response and has expressed continued appreciation for support from USAID, and
RESPOND.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - KENYA
OTHER ACTIVITIES (KENYA)
•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees

•

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - ETHIOPIA
OTHER ACTIVITIES (ETHIOPIA)
•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees

•

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - RWANDA
OTHER ACTIVITIES (RWANDA)
•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees

•

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - TANZANIA
OTHER ACTIVITIES (TANZANIA)
•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees

•

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
OTHER ACTIVITIES (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO)
•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 EC: Creation of OHCEA Secretariat and member coordinating committees

•

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: Support OHCEA work plan
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IV. WEST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES

RESPOND

•

W est Congo Bas in - December 20 11
East Congo Basin
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Congo River is represented by the
white line bord ering the Republic of Congo an d the Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern side. The stars represent capital
cities, and the capita l city of Kinshasa, DRC, is where the RESPOND West Congo Basin Regional Office is locat ed. Surround ing
countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners, such as HEALTH Al liance and AFENET.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER:
During the reporting period, National Elections in the DRC were held. Security prior to, during, and
after the elections were of concern leading the U.S. Embassy to issue a travel ban from midNovember through to December 31

5
\

Movement within the country was also restricted due to

security concerns. The West Congo Regional Office was operating under reduced schedule
following guidance from the Embassy throughout the election period. This has significantly affected
program implementation in the first quarter of the year. In addition, there was a marked slowdown
in public institutions' operations contributing to the lag in progress and implementation.
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DRC CCC (or referred to as CCUS in French) was established by government decree signed by the
Minister of Higher Education on November 18, 2011. Representatives of seven (7) government
ministries, 2 OHCEA Focal Points, and civil society (represented by Federation Une Sante) make up
the committee in the DRC. This is an important milestone for the DRC as it seeks to play an
important role in OHCEA and in the region in promoting One Healt h approach.
While there was a slow-down in the DRC, activities progressed in earnest in Cameroon with the
launch of the national ad hoc committee in charge of elaborating the national program for
prevention and control of emerging and re-emerging zoonotic disease and the organization of a
national workshop on One Health, also attended by the US Ambassador. RESPOND is currently
supporting the Committee in developing its national program on zoonotic disease- a critical step
towards effective management and response.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
During the reporting period, the DRC government released a new law on VAT. The new text
released in the midst of the election period in November 2011 comes into effect January 1, 2012.
The text released by the Ministry of Finance remains complicated and controversial and fails to
provide clear guidelines for organizations operating with foreign assistance funds- organizations
that should be exonerated from such taxation. DAI is consulting with the USAID mission on the best
possible approach to address this gap as soon as possible.

A second round of training on financial management and grant management was held for UNIKIN
(University of Kinshasa) and FUS (Federation Une Sante) in December 2011. The three-day exercise
brought together program management and finance, in order to ensure shared understanding and
appreciation for the rules and regulations. The exercise was also aimed at providing a preliminary
insight into grant management and ensuring important elements are taken into consideration, as
FUS prepares to submit its grant application.

STAFFING:
During the reporting period, t he grants officer position was filled. Due to travel restrictions, t he
orientation/training of the senior grants officer will only be completed in early January 2012.
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The TRG Training Administrator Contract was extended through February 2012 as she will continue
to play a critical role in the development and finalization of training tools and curriculum (under
WC 1.2.3, 1.5.5, 1.5.1).

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:

EPT Coordination: The WC Regional Office continued to closely coordinate its activities with other
EPT partners during the reporting period. Particularly in Cameroon, the EPT partners (PREDICT
represented by GVFI, and IDENTIFY represented by WHO and FAO) are actively engaged in the
development of the national program on zoonoses in close collaboration with the national ad hoc
committee led by the Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal Industry. This collaboration has
contributed to the promotion of the concept of One Health and the integration of the objectives of
EPT in the national program.
Engaging the government is a complicated and long process, especially when working with
different sectors. Leadership conflict between the three major sectors (human health, animal
health, and environment) involved in RESPOND project is one of the biggest obstacles preventing
their collaboration. In the DRC, the fact that the Minister of Higher Education is championing the
One Health promotion process through the CCC has somehow attenuated the historic competition
between the Ministry of Agriculture in charge of animal health and the Ministry of Public Health,
illustrated by the failure of the H5Nl multisectoral commission. The H5Nl commission was set up
to coordinate prevention effort, but has never been formalized and is not functional. The Higher
Education sector is a neutral one, and it is trying to build the foundation for collaboration.
In Cameroon, the ad hoc committee set up by the Prime Minister himself was a very good
opportunity to promote the One Health approach. RESPOND supported a challenging consensus
building process, taking advantage of this strong political willingness from high-level decision
maker. Recently, a Secretariat of State, in charge of epidemics and pandemics, was appointed in
response to the current epidemiological situation of the country and the activities of the ETP
projects in Cameroon. The political will is crucial to support and move forward projects that claim
to change practice and improve institutions.
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PROGRESS REPORT-WEST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND West Congo Basin regional activities during the reporting
period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools/
Faculty from UNILU Veterinary School, UNIKIN Veterinary School, and ISTM Lubumbashi visited
various universities in Zambia, Uganda and South Africa and met with their counterparts. The
purpose of their visits was to establish an institutional relationship. As outcomes of these trips,
MOUs were drafted describing areas of collaboration, such as joint research, students' internships,
joint conferences and/or workshops, joint institutional research and quality insurance.
Professor Tzipori met with the Rector of UNIKIN and discussed RESPOND collaboration with the
University of Kinshasa. He also met with the Deans of the Veterinary schools of UNIKIN and UNILU
and the Director General of ISTM Lubumbashi. Together they discussed details related to the
implementat ion of the twining program funded through Tufts University
Tufts University developed a working group made up of faculty to act as mentors for UNIKIN and
UNILU in t he twining program. The departments involved are Microbiology, Infectious Diseases,
Parasitology, Epidemiology, Public Health, Wildlife and Immunology. The focus of the twinning will
be on curricula review, human resources capacity building and infrastructure development.
Project extensions without cost were submitted by grantees (UNILU Veterinary School, UNIKIN
Veterinary School and ISTM Lubumbashi). The end period of these projects is now set for March
2012. The UNILU and UNIKIN conducted a preliminary assessment of their key departments for the
purpose of the twinning program with Tufts University.

Planned activities:
Veterinary Schools of UNILU and UNIKIN will visit the University of Nairobi in February 2012 which
has a long experience in Veterinary Public Health and wildlife programs. International exchange of
faculty from Tufts and UNILU and UNIKIN is planned for months of February to May 2012. Activities
include reviewing the curriculum, teaching and lecturing, developing research interests and writing
grant proposal. Quality Assurance workshops will be conducted at UNIKIN and ISTM, Kinshasa.
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Sub-Activit y 1.3.1 WC: Support regional and inte rnational exchanges of pe rsonnel to improve
outbreak response and control; de ve lop an action plan to stre ngthe n and e nhance ongoing
career path development in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
FUS and the WCB RO developed detailed implementation plans on the situational analysis and the
outreach program activities which will be funded under DA. Those documents are under final
review and will be submitted to PHQ for approval next week. A schedule of activities was issued to
FUS for them to develop a proposal to set up a database for the 5 professions, which will be funded
through a grant. FUS has started to meet with stakeholders and will start collaboration to
accomplish activities.
Planned Activities:
Approval of new grant for FUS.

FUS will start the outreach project targeting health professionals to disseminate the One Health
concept, disease surveillance and outbreak response information and useful educational materials.
FUS will start to implement a situational analysis of five health professions. This knowledge will
help develop policies and actions needed to strengthen academic and vocational institutions.

Sub-Activit y 1.5 .1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
training workshops using the WILD module
The joint technical team continued its regular calls to design and prepare the next WILD course.
RESPOND WC, Tufts and AU-I BAR discussed practical implications and modalities of implementing
the next W ILD session in Gabon through direct assistance. The proposed dates are now February 19
to 29, 2012. The preparation phase started with a RESPOND-AU IBAR joint mission in Gabon in midDecember 2012.
Introductory discussions were held with key ministries and the US Embassy. A committee led by
the Director of Livestock and composed of the Director of Health, the Director of Wildlife and
Protected Areas and the Director of the National Agency of Natural Parks was set up and is in
charge of the preparation of the next WILD training scheduled for mid-February.
Planning for the second training in Gabon is underway, but the absence of a signed contractual
agreement is posing difficulties for Tufts.
Planned Activities:

The next WILD training will be held in Gabon during the last two weeks of the February. Following
the training, a two-day meeting will be held between AU-I BAR, RESPOND, and RVC to determine
lessons learned and agree on critical details of training to be funded with Year 3 funds.
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Sub-Activit y l .5.5 WC: Support the M entoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and
Resource Conservation- Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training (MENTOR-FOREST) program by
adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a mentor from Gabon and the Republic of
Congo.

The grant proposal from the Gabon Park Authority (ANPN) is finalized, and a request for grant
concurrence will be submitted to USAID in January 2012. Curriculum development and
documentation related to Forestry, Conservation, Biodiversity, Bush meat Trade and Logging was
gathered and posted on Central Desktop. Under the guidance and supervision of Dr. Connie Clark,
Program Coordinator for USFWS based in Gabon, the selection of fellows and related
determination of priority content areas are underway.
Planned Activities:

Conduct a forestry mentoring and training program in Gabon.

Sub-Activit y 3.l .l WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach

After the One Health launch in Cameroon in September 2011, where experts from Tufts and UMN
participated, a series of workshops and working sessions were held by the ad hoc committee to
adopt the terms of reference of the Technical Secretariat, the methodology for the consensus
building, and a detailed timeframe for t he elaboration of the national program for zoonotic disease
prevention and control in Cameroon, and to start drafting the content of the document. The
Technical Secretariat of the ad hoc committee in Cameroon started the situational analysis activity
by collecting data with the support of two RESPOND consultants. The results of that first step were
presented during a three-day workshop in December in Yaounde, Cameroon. During t he reporting
period the tender invitations for procurement of essential office supplies for DRC and Cameroun
were elaborated and will be released the first week of January. The procurement is part of in-kind
grants to Ministry of Agriculture (Department of Livestock production and Animal Health in the
DRC) and Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and animal industries in Cameroon in support of their
efforts to lead t he disease surveillance and outbreak response. Request for concurrence will be
submitted to USAID following the completion of the process.
Planned Activities:

Continue to develop the national program for zoonotic disease prevention and validate it in
Cameroon. The Ad hoc committee will also develop an implementation plan focused on
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dissemination of the strategy to a wider audience. Purchase equipment for the disease surveillance
department in Cameroon and in DRC.

Sub-Activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and
sub-national levels, including training of front line health workers in outbreak response.
Planning meetings were held between Tufts, RO and AFENET secretariat to develop logical
frameworks and implementation plans, and to agree on deliverables for the Tufts/AFENET grant
that was awaiting approval from USAID.
AFENET successfully conducted a rapid assessment study including field visits and focus group
interviews to "assess skills of existing teams and outbreak response structures in 3 provinces in
DRC" from Nov. 1 to 11. Field visits were conducted in Kikwit (Nov 1-4), in Matadi in Bas-Congo
{Nov. 6-9), and in Kinshasa to meet with the central and provincial level public health professionals.
AFENET requested for extra days to produce the report due to time constraints related to the
preparation of the 11t h regional conference. The report is expected to be submitted in January,
2012.
Plans and materials were developed for a 5-day descriptive and qualitative risk analysis training for
in-service personnel related to zoonotic diseases in DRC that would be held in 2012. Professor
Christine Rioux, a risk assessment specialist in the department of Public health at Tufts University
was contracted to prepare materials and deliver the RA training in DRC. The objective of this 5-day
training is to increase the capacity of local veterinary and health personnel to utilize available data
and coordinate the expertise necessary to evaluate, manage, and communicate the risks associated
with potential animal and human health threats from zoonotic diseases in the Democratic Republic
of Congo.
AFENET also held its annual scientific conference in Tanzania in the month of December and
RESPOND sponsored many participants.

Planned Activities:
•

Organize an outbreak response and investigation training facilitated by AFENET.

•

Conduct risk analysis training in DRC.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-Activity 1.2 .3 WC: Upgrade the skills offaculty at ISTM; lnstitut Technique Agricole and
Veterinaire flTAV}; and lnstitut d'Enseiqnement Medical/lnstitut Technique Medical (IEM/ITM}

Through the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of UNILU and the ISTM Lubumbashi, two workshops
attended by high-level national experts were conducted during the reporting period (October 16 to
21 and November 17 to 21) to complete the pre-service reference documents for competencies,
for t raining content and for evaluation for three types of institutions (IEM/ITM, ITAV and ISTM) and
per academic year, started during the previous reporting period. The reference documents are now
ready to be submitted for approval to the three educational reform committees, prior to the
preparation of the training of the trainers.
Planned Activities:

The reference documents will be submitted for approval to the three educational reform
committees in a workshop scheduled for January 24 and 25. Training of trainers wi ll be conducted
in March 2012.

Sub-activity 3.4 .1 WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel
and first-responder training to communities in the USAID-CARPE Salonqa-Lukenie-Sankuru
Landscape region

Participants' training manual and facilitators' guide on Multisectoral Integrated Surveillance and
Response to Zoonoses (MISRZ) were finalized and technically validated during a two-day workshop
on November 2 and 3, 2011. A team of experts from MoA, MoH and KSPH undertook the final
touch to the documents addressing the content and formatting comments from the technical
validation workshop, and proofread them. They are being prepared for the official validation and
endorsement by the General Secretariats of the t hree sectors (Agriculture, Public Health and
Environment), and will be printed in sufficient quantities for dissemination.
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The process of recruiting a consultant to follow-up the distribution of PPE, the shipment and the
distribution of the communication equipment in the Tshuapa District is underway. The WC office
will closely work with ministries and CDC to plan the distribution and follow-up activities.
lnCEF prepared and completed the EBOLA film. The second cut of the EBOLA film was approved by
Tufts and the regional office. lnCEF contract was extended and it is in the process of implementing
the field-based activities.
lnCEF procured essential IEC materials in the US and will bring them to DRC through RoC. However,
lnCEF Executive Director has delayed her travel to RoC for security reason. Thus, all deliverables for
this activity will be delayed as well.

Planned Activities:

•

INCEF to train first responders and show the EBOLA film in 30 villages.

•

Essential supplies (bicycles and rubber boots) and equipment (radio communication
equipment and motorcycles) to be procured and delivered to 12 health zones in Tshuapa
district, Equateur Province. The ministry of Health, Agriculture, and Environment are the
primary recipients of this equipment. They will share the use of the radio communication
equipment for surveillance and reporting.

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

Sub-Activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health science.
their application and use in the university context. and support the improvement and integration
of appropriate systems.
The process of recruiting a consultant to assist the Regional Office in preparing the bidding process
to select a company that w ill repair UNILU intranet service has started. Security permitting, the
selected consultant will start his/her work before the end of the month of December. Further, the
translation of TUSK into French is still ongoing. Both students and volunteer translators are
satisfied of the opportunity and the implementation of the task. User support groups are being put
together at UNIKIN and UNILU, which will facilitate the adoption of the use of the intranet in
teaching and research and later assist TUSK users.
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Planned Activities:

Continue the translation of TUSK into French. Intranet repair at UNILU and the installation of
TUSK at both UNIKIN and UNILU. Training on the use of intranet and TUSK in teaching and
research will be conducted as well.
OTHER ACTIVITIES (DRC)

OHCEA support
The annual assessment to monitor the development of the OH CEA university partnerships
continued during the first part of the reporting period. The purpose of the assessment was to: 1)
establish a baseline against which to analyze and interpret future OHCEA successes and challenges,
2) collect information about OHCEA stakeholders' expectations that can be used to make
adjustments that improve the network, and 3) build the capacity within OHCEA to continue to
monitor and evaluate the development of the network through collaboration with point people at
OHCEA member universities. The baseline assessment was conducted during the previous
reporting period. In Lubumbashi, 16 people from Vet school of UNILU, Public Health school, and
ISTM Lubumbashi were interviewed from October 10 to 15.
DRC's CCC has been established by government decree signed by the Minister of Higher Education
on November 18, 2011. The committee consists of representatives of 7 government ministries
{Higher Education, Agriculture, Public Health, Environment, Interior and Security, Primary and
Vocational Education, and Communication and Media), 2 OHCEA Focal Points {KSPH and UNILU Vet
School) and a representative of civil society represented by the Federation Une Sante {FUS). All
government representatives have a ranking of director. The committee is made of 3 women and is
chaired by the representative of the Ministry of Higher Education. The DRC CCC members attended
the regional meeting and training held in Kampala, Uganda, from December 5 to 9.
During the upcoming quarter, the committee will continue developing its work plan in mid-January
and meet with key stakeholders.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - GABON
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.
Sub-Activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
training workshops using the WILD module
Sub-Activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and
Resource Conservation- Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training (MENTOR-FOREST) program
by adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a mentor from Gabon and the
Republic of Congo.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (GABON)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (REPUBLIC OF CONGO)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMEROON
No country-specific activities were implemented in Gabon during the reporting period.
Sub-Activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMEROON)
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V. SOUTHEAST ASIA
ACTIVITIES
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The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in r ed). The Mekong River is represented by
the white line that runs from Vietnam south to Cambodia. The stars represent capital cities, and Thailand' s capital city, Bangkok,
is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office is located.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
Project administration was focused on providing extensive administrative and logistical support
to RESPOND activities which were heavily implemented through direct assistance especially
during this quarter as follows:
•

Supported and co-organized the Emerging Zoonotic Diseases (EZD) Short Course at the
Faculty of Public Health, Mahidol University from September 26 to October 7, 2011. This
event is aimed at medical, veterinary and public health faculty interested in the 'one health
approach to zoonotic disease emergence'. Participants were nominated and selected from
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SEAOHUN (Southeast Asia One Health University Network) which comprised 14 faculties,
10 universities in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam.
•

Organized 2nd SEAOHUN Working Group meeting on October 10 and 11, 2011, at the Hilton
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. This was a follow up to the meeting conducted on August 29,
2011 in Bangkok.

•

Supported plenary speakers, as well as 53 participants from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Indonesia,
th

Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam to attend The 6

TEPHINET Bl-Regional Scientific

Conference. The meeting was held at the Nusa Dua Convention Center, Bali, Indonesia
from November 7-11, 2011 with the theme "Global Surveillance Networking for Global
Health".
•

Supported the first Vietnam National One Health University Network Workshop in Nha
Trang, Vietnam on November 22, 2011. The workshop was very successful and
enthusiastically received by the universities.

•

Supported and co-organized an EPT meeting in Vientiane, Lao PDR on November 23, 2011.
Participants included government officials from Vientiane and RESPOND EPT partners in
Lao PDR.

•

Organized 3

rd

SEAOHUN Working Group on November 24 and 25, 2011, at the Conrad

Hotel, Bangkok. Mainly to prepare content and agenda to present to SEAOHUN Deans for
the upcoming Dean's Meeting.
•

Organized 2

nd

SEAOHUN Deans' Meeting at the Hilton Opera Hanoi, Vietnam from on

December 6 and 7, 2011.
•

Supported and conducted regional Emerging Infectious Diseases Preparedness Forum in
Bangkok, Thailand on October 6, 2011 around the theme: 'Towards a Safer World:
Promoting Lessons Learned from the Pandemic Experience'.

•

Supported and conducted regional Emerging Infectious Diseases Preparedness Forum in
Bangkok, Thailand on December 1, 2011 around the theme: 'Thailand Floods 2011 Emerging Infectious Diseases Risks and Mitigation Measures'.

There were other activities RESPOND SEA planned for support and co-organization during this
quarter (i.e. Thailand National One Health University Network Workshop - October 31 to
November 2, 2011 - and the 4

th

VET Training Workshop - November 13-19, 2011), but were

postponed due to flooding in Bangkok and Thailand.
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In addition, staff in the regional office were heavily engaged in the preparation and coordination
for the GHI (Global Health Institute), which will be conducted in Chiang Mai, Thailand from
January 30 to February 9, 2012. The intensive program of study offered at this GHI will focus on
developing One Health leadership and technical capacity, which are both critical elements in
transforming the current and future workforce to ensure preparedness for new and emerging
public health challenges.
Specifically, the course will provide training opportunities designed to catalyze trans-disciplinary
teaching and learning capacity in response to the challenges of emerging and re-emerging
infectious and zoonotic diseases. The GHI target participants are Master's or doctoral level
students, and mid-to-senior level career professionals, from SEAOHUN university faculty
members from a range of One Health disciplines. Seven scholarships are available for
participants from each SEAOHUN member faculty. Any unclaimed scholarships will be offered to
participants of affiliated faculties from universities within the SEAOHUN region.
STAFFING:
•

Candidates for Senior Technical Officer were interviewed and final candidates were
identified.

•

RESPOND contracted Ms. Pratin Dharmarak as Senior Technical Officer, who started in her
position on November 28, 2011.

•

Many candidates for Regional Network Manager were interviewed, but a suitable
candidate is yet to be identified. The SEA office continues the search for a candidate to
fulfill this position.

•

SEA office organized an annual staff retreat from December 14-16, 2011 at Hua Hin,
Thailand. Margaret Morehouse from TRG helped facilitate the retreat.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
The SEA office expects to be fully staffed early in Quarter 2 of Year 3 of the project. Nevertheless
we will still need significant STTA support to implement ongoing activities and new activities
planned for SEAOHUN. In particular, the SEA office is working on a plan to mobilize additional
capacity to support the start-up and development of the SEAOHUN Secretariat at the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine at Mahidol University. We will also continue to utilize direct assistance to
support our programs rather than grants, as the grants process has proven to be too slow and
does not facilitate efficient implementation of programming.
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PROGRESS REPORT - SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND Southeast Asia regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Sub-Activity 1.2.1 SE: Implement Twinning and Mentoring Program
nd

•

Conducted 2

Working Group meeting October 10-11, 2011, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia;

•

Conducted 3 Working Group meeting November 24-25, 2011 in Bangkok, Thailand;

•

Conducted Vietnam National One Health meeting November 22, 2011 in Nha Trang,

rd

Vietnam;
•

nd

Conducted 2

Deans' Network meeting of SEAOHUN December 6-7, 2011, in Hanoi,

Vietnam;
st

•

Conducted 1 Executive Board meet ing on December 8-9, 2011, in Hanoi, Vietnam;

•

Began mapping of curriculum with Vietnamese universities in November, 2011.

Planned Activities:
•

Conduct Thailand National One Health meeting in Q2 in Bangkok, Thailand;

•

Open and complete establishment of Network Coordinating Office in Thailand;

•

Open and complete establishment of Network Coordinating Office in Vietnam;

•

Prepare for regional Global Health Institute 28 January - 9 February, 2012 in Chiang Mai,
Thailand;

•

Develop activity workplan for SEAOHUN by January 31, 2012;

•

Conduct 2

•

Launch 1 inaugural meeting of INDOHUN members to plan INDOHUN activities in

nd

Executive Board meeting beginning of February, 2012 in Jakarta;

st

Indonesia in March.
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Sub-Activity 1.2.2 SE: Support relationship between Khon Koen Veterinary Medical School
(VMKKU} and the Faculty of Agriculture, Nabong Agricultural College (NAC} campus, National
University of Laos (NUOL}

•

Continue to support staff from NAC/NUOL currently in the Masters of Public Health
program at KKU, as this is an important activity to build staff capacity to support the
newly established veterinary curriculum at NAC.

•

Continue to support Faculty and student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and
NAC/NUOL in order to support the first cohort of veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR,
currently in Year 3 of a five-year course.

•

Held meeting with US ambassador and KKU faculty to discuss KKU/NAC partnership.

Planned Activities:

•

Support curriculum co-development in the areas of outbreak response and emerging
infectious disease investigation and control between the faculties of Public Health and
Veterinary Medicine at KKU, and between KKU/VMS and NAC/NUOL faculties.

•

Coordinate visits to KKU and NAC/NUOL with Tufts faculty to meet Deans and faculties
and discuss plans for 2012, which the U.S. Ambassador to Laos will also attend.

•

Plan stakeholder workshop to discuss Lao government plans for NAC/NUOL.

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Sub-Activity 2.4.4 SE: Support Regional TEPHINET Conference in Bali, Indonesia

•

Conducted TEPHINET conference in Bali;

•

Worked with SAFETYNET to identify candidates for scholarship support;

•

Worked with SAFETYNET to develop pre-conference workshop programming;

•

Supported regional FET Fellows, supervisors, and alumni for 6 target countries to attend
and participate in the TEPHINET conference.

Planned Activities:

There are no planned activities at this point.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - THAILAND

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-Activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field
pathologists

RESPOND planned to conduct the fourth and final workshop from November 13-19, 2011, to
focus on forensic investigations, data management putting wildlife epidemiological knowledge
into practice in order to go forward with a One Health approach. This workshop was postponed
due to the flooding crisis in Thailand.

Planned Activities:

RESPOND will conduct the fourth and final workshop in 2012, which will focus on forensic
investigations, data management putting wildlife epidemiological knowledge into practice in
order to go forward w ith a One Health approach. This workshop will be conducted at Huai Kha
Kaeng National Park in Thailand.

Sub-Activity 1.5 .5 SE: Master's Degree Program for Human & Animal Health Professionals at
Thailand's Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP/FETP-V} and International FETP (iFETP}
to Strengthen Career Opportunities, and the Management, Supervisory and Response Capacity
for Outbreaks and Epidemics of Zoo noses and Emerging infectious Diseases

•

Completed enrollment of seven (7) FETP/FETP-V/iFETP students or graduates from
Thailand or other countries in a Thai university Masters or equivalent degree program
(e.g. postgraduate diploma) based on governmental priorities.

•

Provided support for enrolled students to participate in field projects, including outbreak
investigations and surveillance evaluation activities, as part of their training, in
collaboration with FETP/FETP-V.
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•

Provided support to FET Fellows and select supervisors and alumni attending the regional
TEPHINET conference, held in Indonesia in November, 2011.

•

Provided support for university tuition costs (e.g. up to $5000 for each student, per year,
for 7 students) to enroll in an existing Masters or equivalent degree program in Thailand.

•

Provided laptop computers to program participants for use during the training, as well as
two laptops for the FETP/FETP-V program, for use in program administration and during
outbreak investigations.

Planned Activities:
•

Review the progress of supported students.

•

Provide support for students to travel to an international scientific conference (e.g. EIS
Conference, Atlanta) in Q3 to present the findings of their fieldwork, enhance career
development, increase knowledge, improve international collaboration on One Health
issues, and share experiences with other public health professionals.

Sub-Activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels
•

Established working group by Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand (FEAT), Dr.
Sopon, DLD, and Ministry of Health to develop curriculum content and t raining schedule.

Planned Activities:
•

Establish selection criteria and assist government where requested to identify trainers to
attend training-of-trainer workshops.

•

Conduct first training in Q2.

•

Deliver short-term training courses in 5 provinces, which will include support for meeting
venues and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human
health) responsible for disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.

•

Conduct Short-term training workshops to improve skills of mentors and trainers
overseeing field projects, with the objective of improving the quality of technical
supervision.
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•

Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance and mentoring to
participants conducting field projects.

•

Review and strengthening of existing training materials, as requested, and monitoring
and evaluation of selected training courses.

•

Strengthen training and coursework, including training of trainers at faculties of public
health and nursing to increase epidemiology capacity. Staff working in disease
surveillance will participate in short-courses and practical field projects at their work
assignments, with agreement of supervisors.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (THAILAND)

The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Thailand this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One
Health University Network-SEAOHUN))

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning {Southeast Asia One Health University Network SEAOHUN)
Preparation for Global Health Institute (GHI)

RESPOND has been collaborating with the Faculty of Veterinary Medicines of Chiang Mai
University to hold the first GHI in Thailand from January 30 to February 9, 2012. The intensive
program of study offered to over 100 mid-level human and animal health personnel and
graduate students from 14 Faculties of 11 universities in Thailand, Lao PDR, Vietnam, Indonesia
and Malaysia will focus on developing One Health leadership and technical capacity, which are
both critical elements in transforming the current and futu re workforce to ensure preparedness
for new and emerging public health challenges. Specifically, the course will provide training
opportunities designed to catalyze trans-disciplinary teaching and learning capacity in response
to the challenges of emerging and re-emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - VIETNAM
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-Activity 3.4.2 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with
focus on Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (AVET} at selected provincial, district levels

Waiting for grant approval.
Planned Activities:
•

Identify appropriate staff to attend training-of-trainer workshop, and design appropriate
materials.

•

Support delivery of FESC in-service training courses in multiple provinces, including
meeting venues and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and
human health) responsible for disease surveillance and outbreak response activities.

•

Strengthen skills of mentors and supervisors overseeing trainees responsible for 2 to 3month long field projects focused on outbreaks and disease surveillance systems.

•

Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance during FESC and field
projects.

•

Review and strengthen existing training materials in collaboration with FETP-Vietnam,
WHO, and CDC, based on monitoring and evaluation of selected training courses.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (VIETNAM)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Vietnam this quarter and
are planned through next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section
entitled "Progress Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered
regional activities (not country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.
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One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia
One Health University Network-SEAOHUN})

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network-Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning
and implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One Health University Network SEAOHUN}

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-Activity 1.5 .6 SE: Monitoring and disease surveillance training for Department of Forestry
Protected Area (PA} staff and Forestry Volunteers in Lao PDR

•

Identified partner for activity in-country (WCS);

•

Finalized grant and activities.

Planned Activities:
Grant to be submitted to USAID in Q2.

3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at selected
provincial, district, and village levels

•

Identified partner for activity in-country (NEIDCO);

•

Worked closely with the Lao PDR mission in supporting NEIDCO in the grant development
and application process;

•

NEIDCO prepared a well articulate narrative application for the One Health outbreak
response training planned to take place in 2012;

•

Finalized grant and activities.
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Planned Activities:

•

Review proposed budget;

•

Submit completed grant to USAID;

•

Provide technical assistance to NEIDCO in its logistics and planning of the training
activities;

•

Provide technical assistance to implement the activity;

•

Obtain support from in-country staff of US-CDC, WHO and FAO to review existing training
materials and design additional/new materials appropriate for the provincial and district
training to fit the operational context of Lao PDR.

OTHER ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR

•

Supported and facilitated EPT Planning meeting with all EPT partners, Government of Lao
counterparts and USAID on November 23, 2011.

•

Refer to section: Support for Regional Acade mic Collaborat ion

•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Kaen
University Veterinary Medical School (KKU/VMS), and Nabong Agricultural College
(NAC)/National University of Laos {NUOL)
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - INDONESIA
3.4.l SE: District and Provincial Zoonotic Disease Outbreak Response Training, Indonesia

Identified activities and partners for a limited competitive bid.

Planned Activities:
•

Write RFP and accept grant applications.

•

Submit successfu l grant application to USAID.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (INDONESIA)

The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Indonesia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activit ies are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activit ies (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One
Health University Network-SEAOHUN})
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES- CAMBODIA

Sub-Activit y 3.4.7 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams,
including MOH and MOA stafl at selected provincial a nd district levels (New - Year 3 Activity}

Continued dialogue and collaboration with other EPT partners, in particular, WHO and the USCDC who are working with Cambodia Department of Communicable Disease Control for the
February 2012 Applied Epidemiology Training (AET).
Planned Activities:

•

Attend EPT meeting in Phnom Penh in January 2012 to discuss next steps for RESPOND.

•

Support Applied Epidemiology Training for government staff as conducted by WHO.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMBODIA)

•

Continue dialogue for wildlife health capacity building with MAFF to develop a strategic
plan for wildlife planning.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - MALAYSIA
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Malaysia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activit ies (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning {Southeast Asia One
Health University Network- SEAOHUN))

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning {Southeast Asia One Health University Network SEAOHUN)
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VI. MONITORING & EVALUATION
RESPOND sub-activity (program) results have been tracked across regions since the inception
of the project. While the quality of the data collection has improved in each office over time,
the monitoring data has been captured consistently across offices, to enable the ability to
summarize the data across the entire project.
Across regions, we are monitoring all sub-activity events, which include: campaigns,
conferences, distance learning courses, field experience, lectures, meetings (stakeholder),
seminars, study tours, trainings, and workshops. Except for meetings, all participant values
below exclude RESPOND staff, facilitators, trainers, support, etc.
The first three quarters of Year 1 were spent in discovery/start-up mode, where there were no
significant programmatic results. Quantifiable sub-activity results begin in Year 1 Quarter 4
(Y1Q4.) Non-sub-activity related events (e.g., discovery, internal RESPOND, USAID meetings)
are excluded from the results.

Q1 HIGHLIGHTS
For Year 3 Quarter 1 (Y3Ql), highlights, including both successes and opportunities for
improvement, include: South East Asia One Health University Network (SEAOHUN) Dean's
Meeting in Vietnam: 2 day meeting (57 attendees) in Hanoi focused on reviewing the
activities implemented by the interim Working Group, reaching agreement on key provisions
for SEAOHUN governance, and identifying activities that are of value to the Network, would
facilitate collaboration among Universities, and which could be started in the near term.
st

OHCEA 1 Regional CCC Meeting in Kampala: 5 day meeting (58 attendees) served as an
opportunity for OHCEA to directly engage the stakeholder groups and allow for an active
exchange with them to define their roles and responsibilities and agree to planned activities
for the remainder of Year 3.
Validation of the draft National Control Program of emerging and re-emerging zoonoses in
Cameroon: a 3 day meeting (34 attendees) was convened in Yaounde to review and validate
the draft program started earlier in the year
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- A total of 18 sub-activity events occurred in Quarter 1, which hit a new high, as compared to
the previous quarter high of 15 events. This is in spite of external forces (flooding, national
elections) hindering activities in Thailand and DRC.
- The number of event participants decreased 6%, compared to Quarter 4. Workshops
accounted for 66% of the participation, stakeholder meetings (16%), press
conference/public lecture/presentations (11%), and training the remaining 8%.
- Government representation (45%) at RESPOND events continued the lead over university
participation (35%) in the 1st Quarter.
- While nationality of event participants is largely dependent on event location, for the Ql
events conducted, participants were primarily from DRC (27%), Vietnam (14%), Uganda
(11%), Thailand (9%), and Cameroon (7%).
- Overall, event participants have rated Y3Ql RESPOND events as good (3.2 out of 4) across
regions, which is the lowest average quarterly score received to date.
- From participants' perspective, RESPOND events have continued to help expand/clarify
their understanding of "One Health" (3.2 out of 4), slightly above the previous score of 3.1.
- The Vietnam Knowledge & Utilization baseline assessment was completed by the M&E
team. A summary is included later in the M&E section.
- An external event evaluation survey was developed and used for RESPOND-supported
participants attending events hosted by other organizations (e.g., conferences, seminars), in
order to understand the value of these events for RESPOND. Further details are included
later in the M&E section.
- The Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (EMMP) and Environmental Mitigation
and Monitoring Annual Report were both delivered to USAID. RESPOND has implemented a
consistent environmental mitigation/monitoring approach in all hub offices. Further details
are included later in the M&E section.
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EVENT OVERVIEW
To date, after the initial discovery period for each office, the maj ority of sub-activity events
have been meetings (stakeholder), trainings and workshops. External events (e.g., UMN's
Public Health Institute (PHI)), where RESPOND supports participants to attend, are excluded
from the following analysis, but are presented separately in the following "Other Results"
section.
The number of completed events (Figure 1) across regions hit a new high, in spite of external
forces hindering activities in Thailand (flooding) and DRC (elections.) Eighteen events occurred,
with West Congo leading the activity with eight events.
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Figure 1: Number of Completed Events by Region and Quarter

Ql event attendance declined 6% from Q4 (Figure 2.) Wh ile training declined to 8 % of the
participation, workshop participation increased to account for 66% of the participation. Note
that Year 1 Quarter 4 participant level was unusually high, due to large public
lectures/campaigns.
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Figure 2: Event Participants by Quarter and Event Type

At the end of every event, we collect feedback from participants to understand how the event
was received, usefulness, whether or not objectives were met, and more importantly how to
improve future events of a similar nature. Currently we do not have enough data to show the
results at the regional level. But at a RESPOND-wide aggregate level, the results are very
promising, as the average rating for all events falls between "good" and "excellent" (Figure 3).
For Ql, only 1 event (East Congo - OHCEA CCC meeting) had evaluation results available for
this quarterly report. The average rating was near "good" (3.2), which is the lowest average
quarterly score received to date, yet still a promising score. The remaining Ql event evaluation
results will be presented in the next quarterly report.
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Figure 3: Event Evaluation Results: "Overall the event was ..."

Another question that is asked in the event evaluation is the participant's agreement with the
statement that the event helped expand/clarify their understanding of "One Health". The
results have been consistently high each quarter. For Ql, only 1 event (East Congo - OH CEA
CCC meeting) had evaluation results available for this quarterly report. The average rating was
near "good" (3.2), which is just above the lowest score (3.1) received to date, yet still a
promising score. The remaining Ql event evaluation results will be presented in the next
quarterly report.
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Figure 4: Event Evaluation Results: "This event helped expand/clarify my understanding of "One Health"

EVENT PARTICIPANT PROFILE
In the first quarter of year three, participants to RESPOND events came from five major types of
organizations (Figure 5.) They included government, which was the largest group making up, on
average, around 45% of all participants, followed by representatives from universities (35%),
community-based and professional organizations (10%), non-governmental organizations (5%),
and private companies (<1%.) . The remaining 5% came from uncategorized organizations, due
to insufficient data collection. By region, participants from the government sector made up the
largest group at West and East Congo (60%) events, followed by Southeast Asia (25%.)
University participants were most prominent in the Southeast Asia region (50%), followed by
East Congo (20%) and West Congo (15%).
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Figure 5: Ql Participant by Organization Type and Region

Male attendees continued to outnumber t heir fema le counterparts t hroughout the six
quarters (Figure 6.) In the latest quarter, female participation was at approximately 25%.
Female participation has declined in three consecutive quarters.
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Figure 6: Gender by Quarter

Figure 7 is a breakdown of all RESPOND event participants from Ql by their nationality. DRC
nationals represented nearly one third of all event attendees during the period. Vietnam (14%)
and Cameroon (9%) rose up in the ranks due to several large events in both countries.
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Figure 7: Q4 Event Atte ndees by Nat ionality

OTHER RESULTS
In addition to the sub-act ivity event results noted above, in Ql , RESPOND accomplished the
following:
Network:
•

Global: Developed a framework, at the globa l level, for strengthening network
development and activities. Regional level development to be conducted within
country-specific sub-activities

•

East Congo: OH CEA- First draft of the OH CEA 'Master Plan'

•

East Congo: OCHEA- Eva luation tool created for the planned RESPOND f unded
Veterinary Public Health (VPH) Residency in Uganda
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Participant support at external events:
th

•

East Congo: The 4 AFENET Scientific Conference {48 participants)

•

SE Asia: TEPHINET 6

th

Bi-Regional Scientific Conference: Global Surveillance Networking

for Global Health {53 participants)
•

SE Asia: EID Pandemic Preparedness Forum: Theme: Thailand Floods 2011: Emerging
Infectious Disease Risks ... (37 participants)

Other:

•

Global: To enhance focus on role of govt and inti. health agencies in outbreak response
and emergency preparedness, hired Jenny Tegelvik, seconded to WHO-AFRO HQ in
Brazzaville, Republic of Congo, assigned to Emergency Preparedness and Response
office.

•

East Congo: Implementation plan was generated for the next 12 months for the
AFENET activities with the M&E logic framework

PROJECT TO DATE
The project to date {PTD) distribution of event attendees according the region that hosted the
event and the event type are displayed in Figure 8. The East Congo Basin RESPOND Office
{Uganda) has hosted the highest number of event participants, even with the exclusion of the
lecture event in Year 1 Quarter 4, by far the largest single event in RESPOND's history. To date,
RESPOND has had 3,000 participants, which includes 500 trainees and 1,000 workshop
attendees.
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Figure 8: Event Participants by Host Region and Event Type (PTO)

For each event, we also track participant profile information to understand the
background/role of participants and the organizations they represent. Generally, attendees to
RESPOND events came from five major types of organizations (Figure 9.) They included
universities, which was the largest group making up 39% of all participants, followed by
representatives from governments (35%), non-governmental organizations and professional,
community-based and professional organizations /associations (8%), and private companies
(2%). The remaining 8% comes from organizations which are unknown (due to lack of data
collection at particular events.)
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Figure 9: Participant by Organization Type (PTD)

Figure 10 displays the nationalities of all RESPOND event participants. Unsurprisingly, the
highest proportions of participants are from countries where large RESPOND events have been
held, including the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Vietnam, and Thailand. Figure 10
also demonstrates that the program reach extends far beyond the countries that have hosted
events. Overall, individuals from 50 different countries (not all shown) have participated in
RESPOND events.
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VIETNAM BASELINE ASSESSMENT
During Quarter 1, a baseline assessment was completed of the USAID-supported One Health
university networks that have recently been initiated in Vietnam: The South East Asia One
Health University Network (SEAOHUN) and the Vietnam University One Health University
Network (VUOHUN). International literature on university partnering indicates that the
formative years of these partnerships are the most critical to the sustainability of these
relationships. Early negotiations around partnering arrangements shape subsequent
experiences. To that end, this activity was designed to collect baseline data on partner
expectations, extent of understanding of partner motives and needs, and early identification of
issues.
Data were collected through a series of 24 semi-structured interviews of about one hour each
between November 28 and December 5, 2011 with relevant stakeholders. Interviewees were
drawn from government and university personnel involved with RESPOND. The interview
protocol was similar to those previously utilized in similar studies in Thailand and the Congo
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basin. Content analysis of interview data was used to identify issues and themes relevant to the
partnering relationships.
Summary of key findings
• Higher education leaders in Vietnam have shown considerable initiat ive in introducing a
Vietnam One Health University network (VOHUNET) to create for Vietnam what SEAOHUNET
now provides for the region.
• There is universal positive regard for the One Health concept and the creation of a One Health
network in Vietnam.
• There is unanimous interest among those we interviewed in wanting VOHUNET to succeed.
• Virtually all respondents expressed a 'system perspective' e.g., an overall commitment to
strengthen the higher education system not just their individual institutions. They conveyed
little or no sense of competition among universities
• There is pervasive ambiguity about what the concrete activities of the network will be, beyond
curriculum mapping and the possible design of courses that could be offered across disciplines.
• Assignment of responsibilities for network activities at the university level is not clear to either
administrators or instructional staff, possibly because the network is still new and still getting
organized.
• For many instructional staff, the benefits of personal participation in the network are not yet
clear. Short-term personal and institutional costs are clearer to respondents than are the longterm payoffs.
• The formal curriculum approval process poses some concerns about timeliness and eventual
success of the curriculum revision efforts. Less concern was expressed about the process of
changing content of existing courses.
• Sustainability will depend on the extent t hat network activities are seen as having tangible and
immediate payoffs to the participating universities.
• There are sharply different views regarding likelihood of sustainability. One view is that the
One Health concept would be sustained in the minds of the participants but that the VOHUNET
network is likely to die when USAID funding ends. An alternative view is t hat VOHUNET will have
demonstrated its value and that either government or other donors are likely to provide support
for it to continue.
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EXTERNAL EVENT EVALUATION
In December, the RESPOND M&E team piloted an on line evaluation of four external events that took
place during year two. These events, in which RESPOND sponsored One Health professionals from
Central and Eastern Africa and South and Southeast Asia to attend, include Australia's First One
Health Congress, the University of Minnesota's Annual One Health Workshop, the University of
Minnesota's Annual Public Health Institute, and Bangkok's Putting One Health to Work Workshop.
This pilot was an attempt to determine the feasibility of using online surveys for future program
evaluations as well as evaluate participant satisfaction and program effectiveness.
Based on the overall and country-level response rates, the feasibility of using online surveys for
future evaluations looks promising. Twenty-three participants with valid email addresses on file
{85% of all participants) were contacted to complete the on line survey. The overall response rate for
all four events was 57% and, every country represented, with the exception of the DRC, had a
response rate above 50% {see Figure 11). No technical difficulties were reported and Internet
connectivity issues did not appear to present a major problem in any of the regions surveyed.
However, the feasibility of using on line surveys for future events may vary depending on participant
demographics and location of residence, particularly if participants come from rural areas with
limited Internet connectivity.
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Figure 11: Survey Participants and Response Rat e by Country
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In terms of the evaluation itself, all four external events received high ratings across all
categories measured: i) participant satisfaction, ii) content and relevancy, and iii) impact on the
participants' One Health work (see Figure 12). Overall event ratings across all three categories
rank 3.5 on a 4-point scale with 1 being the lowest and 4 being the highest. In terms of
participant satisfaction, 92% of respondents indicated that their event met their expectations
(3.69 average rating) and 100% agreed or strongly agreed that it was worthwhile overall (3.67
average). Regarding event content and relevancy, 92% of respondents indicated that their event
was relevant to their personal and professional interests (3.54 average), and 83% affirmed that
the information presented was new to them (2.92 average). Participants were also very positive
about the impact of their attendance, with 92% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the event
they attended helped clarify their understanding of "One Health" (3.5 average) and 100%
reporting plans to take fut ure action in their work as a result of what they learned at the event
(3.75 average rating). Overall, sponsored participants seemed very optimistic about their
experiences and felt that their attendance had a positive impact on their One Health area of
work.
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Figure 12: Average Participant Evaluation by Category & Event
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ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION & MONITORING
In 2011 (Year 2/3), RESPOND developed an environmental mitigation approach for the project.
To date, accomplishments include:
•

Environmental Mitigation & Monitoring Plan (EMMP)-The RESPOND EMMP, delivered
to USAID in December 2011, describes the methodology used by the project across
offices, potential environmental issues and mitigation measures inherent in RESPOND
work, best practice review opportunities and an environmental workshop session;

•

Process - The RESPOND team developed an environmental mitigation/monitoring
approach that tied into the existing regional office/M&E structure. The M&E team is
responsible for the overall approach; however the technical team members are
responsible for ensuring that the proper consideration/screening occurs, as well as any
identified mit igation measures are addressed;

•

TAMI$ - The DAI database TAMI$ is used to collect, maintain and report the
environmental information. An integrated screening form was developed in TAMI$ to
include the initia l screening/risk categorization, as well as the identificat ion of related
actions, potential issues, mitigation measures, monitoring indicators, etc. While the
project administrative staff initiate the screening, through their grant and direct
assistance documentation, it is sent to the technical lead and related M&E Officer to
complete. Upon completion/certification, the form then resides with other forms of
similar status (In Progress, Complete), available for future updates/review. Finally, the
database allows for full exporting to support the annual report development, as well as
summary views of the data to support decision making/reporting;

•

Training- Environmental mitigation/monitoring introductory training occurred in all
regional offices in the first half of 2011. While each office received t he overview of the
requirements and process, the M&E Officers went t hrough more detailed training to
understand the process/TAMI$ steps;

•

Environmental Mitigation & Monitoring Report (EMMR) - The annual report, comprising
Year 1 and Year 2 results, delivered to USAID in December 2011, summarized the
progress to date, including environmental screening results. As of December 2011,
overall environmental review and mitigation measure metrics included:
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o

Funding component (i.e., grant, direct assistance) environmental reviews
completed: 93 out of 94 funding components created

o

Reviews with actions requiring risk mitigation/monitoring: 35 (38% of total)

o

Most common action requiring risk mitigation/monitoring: Training with content
to be determined

o

Most common closed action that required mitigation: None at this point, as the
only closed actions were due to cancelled activities.

•

Environmental workshop session - In order to support the requirements that
environmental consideration be properly addressed in our work, a workshop session was
developed to be used in RESPOND implementation. The workshop can be a
complementary session to an existing training or as a standalone session;

•

Best Practice Reviews - In the course of compiling the EMMP, five issues (noted in the
previous section) were identified that require additional consideration/research. The
M&E team intends to put together short-term teams to conduct the research/data
collection needed to compile a best practice approach to each issue.

•

Year 3 plans - Along with ongoing environmental reviews, mitigation, monitoring,
documentation and reporting, additional initiatives include completing a best practice
review on waste disposal in remote locations (where incinerators are not available),
potentially conducting additional best practice reviews, creating a library of reference
material for regional offices to leverage, implementation of the new environmental
workshop training module and follow-up regional training.
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INDICATORS
As the RESPOND project's focus has evolved since project inception, the project M&E indicators
have also evolved with the changing focus. The indicators below were recently aligned to the
project during Year 2. A discussion with USAID to establish targets for the indicators will be
forthcoming. At this t im e, there are indicators (shaded gray) that we have not collected data for
as they are either long-term impact indicators (e.g., trainees using gained knowledge) which will
be measured at a later date or have proven difficult to obtain (e.g., average time from first
report (national level) of suspected disease to arrival of outbreak response teams.) However,
these indicators remain in our scope as we intend to address them.
Table 1: RESPOND Indicators by Quarter

5 Year
Target

Indicators

Year 1

Year2

Y3Ql

236

789

398

Y3Q2

Y3Q3

Y3Q4

Total

Training (i.e., training,
workshops)*
Number of trainees

TBD

1,423

Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD

126

293

119

538

West Congo

TBD

110

143

90

343

Southeast Asia

TBD

218

189

407

135

135

Change in trainee knowledge

so

(%)**

45

95

70

23

23

-

23

Global

so

East Congo

so

West Congo

so

51

51

Southeast Asia

so

21

21

45

Trainees using gained knowledge

(%)

West Congo

80
80
80
80

Southeast Asia

80

Global
East Congo
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Linkages
Number of stakeholder meeting
participants***

TBD

593

Global

TBD

-

East Congo

TBD

West Congo
Southeast Asia
Number of press
conference/lecture/presentation
participants

85

678

329

58

387

TBD

105

4

109

TBD

159

23

182

57

820

TBD
TBD

600

163

Global
East Congo

TBD

600

79

West Congo

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

84

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

Southeast Asia

% of relationships strengt hened
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Networking/Twinning/Mentoring
Number of milestones achieved
for networks
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Number of exchanges
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Objectives obtained (%)
West Congo

80
80
80

Southeast Asia

80

East Congo

Outbreak
Number of procedu ral and
structural improvements
implemented for outbreak
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response capacity

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Average time from first report
(national level) of suspected
disease to arrival of outbreak
response teams

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

% of outbreak responses following
IDSR guidelines

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Other
Event rating (average 4 point
scale)

3.5

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.3

Global

3.5

East Congo

3.5

3.3

3.5

West Congo

3.5

3.3

3.3

3.3

Southeast Asia

3.5

3.6

3.6

Event helped expand/clarify One
Health understanding (average 4
point scale)

3.5

3.3

3.4

3.4

Global

3.5

3.6

East Congo

3.5

3.5

West Congo

3.5

Southeast Asia

3.5

Campaign reach (people)*** *

TBD

3.4

3.3
3.2

3.2

3.3

3.3
3.6

3.2

3.3

3.6

3.5

3.1

3.1

39,349

39,349

TBD

9,349

9,349

West Congo

TBD

30,000

30,000

Southeast Asia

TBD

Global

TBD

East Congo
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Number of RESPOND
created/modified materials used

*
**

***

TBD

9

9

TBD

6

6

TBD

3

3

Global

TBD

East Congo
West Congo

Southeast Asia
TBD
Excludes facilitators, trainers, and event support staff, Includes facilitators that participate
Measured through audience analysis/pre-tests and post tests
Includes facilitators that participate

**** Estimate of reach. For Year 1, in WC, 30,000 rabies leaflets were distributed
"TBD" To be determined
Data collection forthcoming
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SUB-ACTIVITY PROGRESS
The following section catalogues results produced during the quarter and the year to date for RESPOND sub-activities identified in the Year 2 Work
Plan.

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
SubLOW

lmplementin

Act

Activities by LOW

ID

-

g

Expected Results

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Partner(s)

-

-

Invitations sent to PREDICT, PREVENT, IDENTIFY CDC and USDA
Working group meeting
on Nov.

Develop EPT

3.1

program-wide

Published,

1.1.4

definition of One

internationally

GL

Health core
competencies.

TBD

accepted core
competencies

(Fast Track)

th
9 ,

2011 (13

for representative nomination to the team; Management team
created for the development of standard definitions for One

participants) to review

Health core competencies that consists of TRG and Tufts.

potential competencies

Implementation team formed includes members from

(1800+), and sources

RESPOND, PREVENT, PREDICT, CDC and USDA; Workshop

(80+). Group agreed to

conducted with mgt and implementation teams on March 21

st

nd

set of major competency

22

domains. Review results

scope/purpose/audience/use of competencies, development

of subject matter

methodology, roles/responsibilities of teams, development

interviews (20), which are

work plan, and coordination/communication mechanisms for

being transcribed. On

teams. Revised timeline for sub-activity completion. Working

Nov.

1
10 \

a subgroup

-

2011, establishing: common elements to consider,

session teleconference held with working group (i.e., EPT
th

compiled a draft of

partners, CDC, USDA) on 11 July. Interview protocol drafted

competencies, pending

for subject matter discipline nominees. Literature review

additional input.

underway. References collected for potential interviewees.
Compiled a list of subject matter experts in One Health-related
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disciplines for interviews. The interview script was drafted and
pilot tested. Working group meeting on Nov. 9

th

,

2011 (13

participants) to review potential competencies (1800+), and
sources (80+). Group agreed to set of major competency
domains. Review results of subject matter interviews (20),
1

which are being transcribed. On Nov. 10 \ a subgroup
compiled a draft of competencies, pending additional input.
Networks have
established

Complete: Developed a

functional

framework, at the global

governance

level, for strengthening

Global Network

mechanisms;

network development

Organizational

network

and activities. Regional

Development

members share a

level development to be

common

conducted within

vision/understan

country-specific sub-

ding of the

activities

Complete: Developed a framework, at the global level, for
1.2.4
3.1

GL

strengthening network development and activities. Regional
level development to be conducted within country-specific subactivities

networks' role
st

Develop best

Completed 1 draft of

RESPOND representatives met with USAID in order to form an

management

white paper ("The effects

EPT working group on extractive industries; collaborated w ith

practice

Best

of extractive industry

AED to develop a plan for the activities that will occur from

recommendations

management

activities on rodents,

December 2010 to May 2011; and worked with AED to develop

practices (BMPs)

bats, and non-human

a job description for an Extractive Industry Lead for PREVENT.

industries based

developed and

primates in equatorial

In November, RESPOND partner E&E sent a rep to the

on PREDICT-

communicated

West Africa" and

International Premier Mining Congress & Exhibition in Tianjin

identified vectors

supplemental doc that

China to meet with reps from Chinese companies operating in

in hot spot regions.

compiled existing best

RESPOND regions. 6 of 10 companies expressed interest in

2.2.1
3.2

GL

for extractive
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practices

collaboration; Concept paper developed and approved by

recommendations, which

USAID. RESPOND worked with other EPT partners to refine

Extractive Industry

tools for the extractive industries to use to avoid the

Working Group is

contamination of employees and the spread of zoonotic

reviewing. Reviewed and

diseases as a result of operations; Research conducted on oil

collaborating on redesign

and gas industry activities to develop impact tables and best

of XRAT tool. Submitted

management practices. Tools/perspectives exchanged with EPT

abstracts to the Society of

Partners PREDICT and PREVENT; Extractive Industries Working

Petroleum Engineers -

Group progress presented at EPT partners' meeting. Plann ing

Health, Safety, and

underway for outreach activities to extractive industry groups.

Environment Conference

Conference call conducted with Extractive Industries Working

and the Global Risk

Group to review new mitigation tool. The EPT Extractive

Forum One Health

Industry Working Group has produced draft documents

Summit. Australian

summarizing the existing knowledge on the effects of

mining company

extractive industry activities on rodents, bats, and non-human

conference planning

primates in Equatorial West Africa, and of related mitigation

underway with WWF

measures. Completed 1 draft of white paper ("The effects of

Gabon.

extractive industry activities on rodents, bats, and non-human

st

primates in equatorial West Africa" and supplemental doc that
compiled existing best practices recommendations, which
Extractive Industry Working Group is reviewing. Reviewed and
collaborating on redesign of XRAT tool. Submitted abstracts to
the Society of Petroleum Engineers - Health, Safety, and
Environment Conference and the Global Risk Forum One Health
Summit. Australian mining company conference planning
underway with WWF Gabon.
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th

Completed: RESPOND PHQ staff attended the 6 Global
Support
Scientific Conference for TEPHINET (Dec. 13-1l'h) in Cape Town,
Support for

conference and

TEPHINET to host

conduct One

2.4.2

global conference

Health workshop

GL

and add One

for 30 persons;

Health sessions.

plenary session

{Fast Track)

for One Hea lth

South Africa. A One Health pre-conference workshop (91
attendees) was supported, 8 speakers and 11 students
3.2

TEPHINET

N/A

supported to attend, as well as regional technical and training
staff supported to attend and learn about field epidemiology
training programs in their regions, associated outbreak
investigations of emerging infectious diseases completed in the

issues
last year and in-service training for governmental officials
Advocacy
Advocacy package
package
drafted, under review. To
developed for
enhance focus on role of
each
government and
Government

country/region;

innovations

reps from 6 E.

international health
Advocacy package drafted, under review. To enhance focus on
agencies in outbreak
supporting

African countries

3.1.2
3.1

role of government and international health agencies in
response and emergency

integrated disease

attend 2011

outbreak response and emergency preparedness, hired Jenny

GL

preparedness, hired
surveillance and

WHO/OIE/FAO

Tegelvik, seconded to WHO-AFRO HQ in Brazzaville, Republic of
Jenny Tegelvik, seconded

response in human

management;

Congo, assigned to Emergency Preparedness and Response
to WHO-AFRO HQ in

and animal health

office.

IHR 2005
Brazzaville, Republic of
universally
Congo, assigned to
understood by
Emergency Preparedness
stakeholders and
and Response office.
adoption begun.
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Training,
Out break response

3 .2 .0

technical,

See sub-activity

logistical,

3.2.0 .lEC, 3.2.0.2EC,

See sub-activity 3.2.0.lEC, 3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC,

emerging

material and

3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC,

3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

epidemics.

communications

3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

support for newly
TBD

3.2
GL

support provided
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EAST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES MATRIX
SubLOW

Act
ID

Activities by LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected
Results

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Leadership skill training on Aug. lih, 2010 for 15
participants. One Health Summit in Kampala held on Oct. 1317, 2010: 59 participants from 6 countries schools of public
health and veterinary medicine formed the regional network
OHCEA (One Health Central and East Africa Network); OH CEA
th

planning meeting held in Nairobi, Kenya Dec. 12-17

:

31

participants involved with key agreements, planned activities,
network support, One Health Kenya launch and leadership
Creation of

1.2.2

training (25 participants); At the close of Dec. 2010, RESPOND

OHCEA

HEALTH

Secretariat and

Alliance, One

member

Health Central

3.1

awarded a grant to the HEALTH Alliance in support of the
On December 2nd,

creation and establishment of the organizational framework

submitted revised grant

for OHCEA. Initial funds were disbursed and the following

TBD
EC

coordinating

and East Africa

modification documents to

milestones achieved: OHCEA organizational structure

comm ittees.

Network

USAID for approval.

established/agreed to; Secretariat created/staffed;

(Fast Track,

(OHCEA)

Secretariat offices opened; organizational registration in

HEALTH Alliance)

Uganda agreed to by members, and legal registration process
complete; Purchased computers for the 14 OHCEA Focal
Persons. Provided support for 3 people (One Health Team)
from Makerere University to attend and present at the
Annual One Health workshop, at UMN, on May 9-13th.
Provided support for 12 participants to at tend UMN Annual
th

Public Health Institute from May 23 - June 10

•

Presented

OH CEA with laptop computers for the 14 OHCEA Focal
Persons on July 11th. Revised the strategic plan for OHCEA.
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Grant cost extension submitted to USAID for approval. On
December 2nd, submitted revised grant modification
documents to USAID for approval.

HEALTH
Support OHCEA
3.1

1.2.3

work plan (Fast

Health Central

Track, HEAL TH

and East Africa

Alliance)

Kampala 5-6 Oct. for

Chairs in Uganda; OHCEA Deans & Focal Persons Meeting

strategic planning;

conducted Feb. 7-ll

RESPOND created the first

regional vision and mission determined, deans and focal

draft of the OH CEA

person trained in strategic planning, member

'master plan'; OHCEA

roles/responsibilities defined, commencement of OHCEA

submitted tech

country specific strategic planning, leadership training {27

proposal/grant

participants); OHCEA Focal Persons Meeting conducted

documents; DRC Country

March 8-12 in Kenya with 13 participants: finalize 10 yr.

Coordination Committee

strategic plan with country specific input and design/budget

th

TBD

Network
(OHCEA)
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Preparatory meetings conducted with UMN and OHCEA Co-

(CCC) meeting in Kinshasa

Alliance, One

EC

OHCEA planning summit in
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th

,

Rwanda with 63 participants: OHCEA

th

for May-Sept 2011 work plan of activities; OHCEA Leaders
th

th

20 Oct. to revise CCC

Training conducted Feb. 25 -Mar. 5 in Europe: leaders of

composition; One Health

OHCEA were sponsored to participate in a course on

concept paper created for

Engaging Intergovernmental Organization. Attended USAID

Govt. of Rwanda; Regional

organized EPT meeting with OH CEA, RESPOND, WHO, AU-

th

meeting, 5-9 Dec. 2011 in

IBAR, FAO and OIE in Congo-Brazzaville to devise plan and

Kampala of, and

define roles in engaging regional govt. Sponsored an OHCEA

leadership skill training

Deans and Focal Persons meeting in Kinshasa, DRC May 16

workshop for the CCCs,

19 \ with 40 participants. Strategic plan was ratified, country

{56 members) to engage

capacity needs/gap reports and work plans presented, and

these stakeholder groups,,

discussed OHCEA can support EPT's work with govt. M&E

allow for exchange to

team began OHCEA baseline assessment & M&E capacity

define their roles and

building with member universities in Rwanda, Ethiopia,

responsibilities, planned

Tanzania, Kenya, DRC and Uganda. Data was collected from

activities and government

four Schools of Vet Medicine and four Schools of Public

th
-

1

91

initiatives the committees

Health. The draft report was finalized August 31, 2011 and

will promote during Year 3

circulated internally within RESPOND. Supported a

Workplan. M&E team

Stakeholder Sensitization Workshop for the development of a

concluded OHCEA baseline

residency based knowledge partnership for Uganda on

report with data and

August 4 (attended by 25 people). Supported a member of

results from DRC

the faculty of Makerere School of Veterinary Medicine (SVM)

universities (Universities of

to travel to the UMN, on August 7, to observe and participate

Kinshasa and

in an existing VPH residency program. Request for grant

Lubumbashi); OHCEA

application submitted to OHCEA, awaiting application

participation with One

submission. OHCEA planning summit in Kampala 5-6 Oct. for

Health core competency

strategic planning; RESPOND created the first draft of the

development

OHCEA 'master plan'; OHCEA submitted tech proposal/grant
documents; DRC Country Coordination Committee (CCC)
th

meeting in Kinshasa 20 Oct. to revise CCC composition; One
Health concept paper created for Govt. of Rwanda; Regional
th

meeting, 5-9 Dec. 2011 in Kampala of, and leadership skill
training workshop for the CCCs, (56 members) to engage
these stakeholder groups,, allow for exchange to define their
roles and responsibilities, planned activities and government
initiatives the committees will promote during Year 3
Workplan. M&E team concluded OH CEA baseline report with
data and results from DRC universities (Universities of
Kinshasa and Lubumbashi); OH CEA participation with One
Health core competency development

Support fellows
3.1

Strengthening

N/A

1.4.4

to attend existing

EC

Field

resource

Epidemiology

capacity in
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Training

field

Programs with

epidemiology

veterinary-

and effective

specific

outbreak

components.

response;

{Fast Track)

Strengthening
AFENET
institutional
capacity for
training,
mentoring and
management.

Strengthen and
expand the
Global Health

3.1

1.5.3
EC

Institute to serve
as a platform for
in-service
programs and
graduate level

Makerere
University,

Implement a 2-

Ministries and

weekGHI;

HEALTH

train 70

Alliance

students

Completed: GHI conducted in Kampala, with 77 students and

N/A

faculty from various schools (e.g., public health, veterinary
medicine) trained in zoonotic diseases, global public health
systems, participatory epidemiology, applied biostatistics

universities

training.
Training,

3.2

3.2.0
EC

Outbreak

technical,

response support

logistical,

for newly

TBD

material and

emerging

communicatio

epidemics.

ns support

N/A

N/A

provided.
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Support for
development of
materials and

3.1

media messages

Veterinary

Increased

to build public

Association,

awareness of

3.4.8

awareness about

Ministry of

issues related

EC

zoonotic disease

Health,

to zoonotic

- World Rabies

Ministry of

disease

Day,28

Agriculture

transmission

Completed: Logistical support for 4 district rabies awareness

N/A

information campaigns (4,000 potential reach) and joint
Ministry of Health and Ministry of Agriculture community
action and vaccination campaigns

September 2010,
as a pilot activity.

(Fast Track)
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UGANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
LOW

Sub-Act
ID

Activities by
LOW

Imple menting
Partn er(s)

Ql Results

Expected Results

Project to Date Results
1

3.2

3.2

3.2

l.5.4EC

Residency-based
knowledge
partnership
model for
building
veterinary public
health
competence in
Uganda

Makerere
University

An established
residency program
(with at least 5
residents trained) in
veterinary public
health, which can be
expanded to other
OHCEA institutions.

Planning meeting on 6 "
Oct with UMN and
Makerere University;
Worked with the
Makerere University
College of Veterinary
Medicine to develop an
evaluation tool for the
Veterinary Public Health
(VPH) Residency in
Uganda.

3.2.0.1 EC

Ugandan Wildlife
Authority, Ministry Support provided for
Outbreak
of Healt h, Ministry response, best
response: Control
of Agriculture, CDC, practices developed
of Anthrax in
AFENET and
and an adaptable
Queen Elizabeth
Conservation
outbreak response
National Park.
through Public
template created.
Health

N/A

3.2.0.2 EC

Outbreak
response:
Unidentified
hemorrhagic
outbreak in

N/A
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and an adaptable
outbreak response
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th

Planning meeting on 6 Oct with UMN and
Makerere University; Worked with the Makerere
University College of Veterinary Medicine to
develop an evaluation tool for the Veterinary
Public Health (VPH) Residency in Uganda.

Completed: Funded the logistics for many
activities (e.g., baseline survey, 34 officials trained,
aerial surveillance, containment activities,
community info campaigns, public awareness
campaign (website with 27 unique visitors),
community sensitization to 5,272 households, TV
talk show with national coverage), logistical
support); RESPOND supported an after action
review meeting (33 participants) of the Anthrax
1
National Task Force. Held from March 9-10 \
2011 and facilitated by AFENET, reviewed
response, roles and effectiveness of the Task
Force's actions with an eye for tangible lessons
learned and preventative steps to be taken in
preparation for the next outbreak. Consensus
that a national outbreak response strategy should
be developed for Uganda.
Completed: Invited to participate in National
Disease Task Force, provided funds to support
active case surveillance, community awareness,
case management and social mobilization;
Provided tech advice & direction to EPT PREDICT;

95

Bundibugyo,
District

3.2

3.2

3.2.0.3 EC

3.2.0.4 EC

Outbreak
response:
Unidentified
hemorrhagic
outbreak in Abim
and Agabo
Districts
Outbreak
response:
Strengthening
surveillance,
reporting
diagnostic
capacity to
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Facilitated & guided National Task Force in
developing a national response plan; RESPOND
conducted a post action analysis and mapping of
the response by Ugandan officials, NGOs,
CDC/Uganda, IDENTIFY, PREDICT and RESPOND.
Analysis was presented jointly by RESPOND and
AFENET to the USAID EPT Partners Quarterly
Meeting in Washington, DC March 2011, which
was used as a tool to focus conversations on the
roles of EPT partners during human and animal
outbreaks. Convened the first Ugandan EPT local
th
partners coordination meeting on May 5 , to
prepare for the after action review with MoH.
Received final report on the Yellow Fever
1
outbreak from the grantee, AFENET, on May 18 \
which closed this sub-activity. Supported a post2010/2011 Yellow fever outbreak response review
st
on September 1 to develop lessons learned from
the outbreak to be applied for better preparation
for future outbreaks. Attended by 42 people, the
discussions centered on general coordination and
logistics, epidemiology and surveillance, case
management, social mobilization and, animal and
environmental health.

template created.

AFENET

Support provided for
response, best
practices developed
and an adaptable
outbreak response
template created.

See 3.2.0 .2 EC

AFENET

Strengthening
training (skills) and
capacity (resources)
to identify outbreaks
of infectious
diseases; conducting
appropriate, routine

Concept paper developed and approved by USAID
on June 15. Grant application process underway.
students conducted field
The 5 trainees undertaking the Master of
1h
activities 11-14 Oct.; 3
Veterinary Preventive Medicine (MVPM)
students went on the
completed their first round of modular cou rses
Typhoid Epi-Aid trip (17- and started their first field assignments. Received
21 Oct 2011} to western a forma l request from AFENET on September 22 nd
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Field Epidemiology

96

improve early
detection,
diagnosis and
response to
disease
outbreaks in
humans,
livestock and
wildlife

disease surveillance
in animals and
humans with
reinforced local
resources and
personnel in a
sustainable manner;
Strengthening the
coordination of
national and local
outbreak response
efforts.

for the extension of the grant and started working
with the PHQ to submit the request formally to
laboratory and
USAID. Makerere University was faced with 1surveillance at some
month strike which caused delays. Field
hospitals in two districts,
Epidemiology students conducted field activities
review progress with the 11-141h Oct.; 3 students went on the Typhoid EpiDistrict Health Officer,
Aid trip (17-21 Oct 2011) to western Uganda to
Kasese District in
strengthen laboratory and surveillance at some
hospitals in two districts, review progress with the
implementing the
District
Health Officer, Kasese District in
recommendations
implementing the recommendations following the
following the 2009
2009 Typhoid investigation, confirm and
Typhoid investigation,
characterize the magnitude of the new typhoid
confirm and
outbreak in Bundibugyo District; Trainees held 16
characterize the
focus group discussions using PE methods,
reviewed records, strengthened protocol, and
magnitude of the new
th
trained communities in water treatment; 25-29
typhoid outbreak in
October 2011, AFENET, commenced work on
Bundibugyo District;
district community surveillance and outbreak
Trainees held 16 focus
investigation training of trainers in Gulu, Uganda.
group discussions using 35 people at the district level from nine districts
PE methods, reviewed
were trained; Sponsored 48 people to attend
th
records, strengthened
AFENET's 4 Annual Scientific Conference {11-16
Dec. 2011) in Dar es Salaam, where RESPOND
protocol, and trained
hosted Public Health Surveillance for Mass
communities in water
Gatherings
workshop (80 participants); Facilitation
treatment.
for pilot of FAQ's "Good Emergency Management
1h
Practice (GEMP) for regional chief vet officers
25-29 October 2011,
convened
in Entebbe 28-30 Nov. 2011
AFENET, commenced
Uganda to strengthen

work on district
community surveillance
and outbreak
investigation training of
trainers in Gulu,
Uganda. 35 people at
the district level from
nine districts were
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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trained; Sponsored 48
people to attend
th

AFENET's 4 Annual
Scientific Conference
(11-16 Dec. 2011) in Dar
es Salaam, where
RESPOND hosted Public
Health Surveillance for
Mass Gatherings
workshop (80
participants); Facilitation
for pilot of FAO's "Good
Emergency
Management Practice
(GEMP) for regional
chief vet officers
convened in Entebbe
28-30 Nov. 2011

3.2

3.2.0.5 EC

Federation of
Extractive
Ugandan
industries
Employers, Uganda
outbreak
Manufacturing
response training Association,
Ugandan Red Cross

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Engage private sector
in Uganda to begin
training with 2
private sector
organizations
associated with the
extractive industry.
Leverage existing
peer educator
programs and IDSR
and health messaging
curriculum to design
and implement this
program.
Establishment of a
partnership with
UMA and FUE;
Ql - Y3

Concept paper developed and approved by USAID
in May. Presentation made to the FUE executive
th
On December 2, the East council (22 attendees) on June 30 to raise
Congo office received
awareness of RESPOND activities and obtain
revised budgets from
approval/support for future collaboration.
both the Uganda
Customized a training curriculum based on
Manufacturer's
available materials and incorporated the IDSR
Association (UMA) and
reportable diseases. Held a one-day workshop (19
Federation of Uganda
attendees) on August 23 to review the Uganda
Employers (FUE). On 6
Red Cross curriculum on disease outbreaks; On
and 7 December, UMA
December 2, the East Congo office received
and FUE submitted their revised budgets from both the Uganda
technical proposals to
Manufacturer's Association (UMA) and Federation
the East Congo office.
of Uganda Employers (FUE). On 6 and 7
December, UMA and FUE submitted their
technical proposals to the East Congo office.
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Development of a
curriculum tailored to
the private sector;
Trained Master
Trainers and Trainers;
Trained peer
educators.

3.2

3.2

3.2.0.6 EC

Support for
investigation &
response to
Ebola in Uganda

3.2.2 EC

Hold a series of
district, national
and regional
meetings and
workshops to
identify needs
and initiate the

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

AFENET

Support provided for
response, best
practices developed
and an adaptable
outbreak response
template created.

AFENET

10
meetings/workshops,
with total 500
participants. To be
combined with EC
1.4.4 and concept
note drafted.

Ql - Y3

Completed: RESPOND invited by Ugandan Ministry
of Health (MoH) to first meeting of Ebola
th
Outbreak Task Force on May 14 • Focus on
strengthen MoH response efforts through
provision of materials and logistical support to
One Health multidisciplinary teams. RESPOND to
provide material and logistical needs to the MoH
to enable them to conduct field investigations as
well as provided support for a targeted
community education communication strategy.
Concept paper developed and approved by USAID.
RESPOND provided funds, logistical/commodity
support (PPE), outbreak response, and technical
assistance. Outbreak declared over after 42 days.
Supported a post-2011 Ebola outbreak response
review on September 2, to develop lessons
learned from the outbreak to be applied for better
preparation for future outbreaks.
Attended by 49 representatives from the affected
districts, national level response teams and
representatives from RESPOND, IDENTIFY,
PREDICT, CDC, WHO, Makerere University, and the
Uganda USAID EPT Coord inator.

N/A

th

July 27 grant
submission to USAID
rescinded in December
to revise and combine
with WCB grants; Oct.
th
12 2011 meeting with

This sub-activity was originally placed on hold due
to program challenges for the host training center
in Nigeria, planned course was cancelled. New
concept note developed that merged subactivities l.4.4EC and 3.2.2EC into a single subactivity, which was approved by USAID in May.
Submitted a draft grant agreement with AFENET
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development of a
prioritized plan
for outbreak
response.

3.1

3.4.1 EC

Develop an
implementation
plan for
identifying sites,
trainers and
TBD
needs to conduct
community level
first responder
training.

ECB, WCB and AFENET,
with an implementation
plan was generated for
the next 12 months for
the ECB - AFENET
Activities plus the
monitoring and
evaluation logic
framework; On
December 2, submitted
the revised grant
documents to USAID for
approval.

Training
implementation plan;
Knowledge base
created

N/A

to USAID for approval on 27 July. Two key WCB
personnel traveled to Kampala to work with
AFENET in collaboration with the ECB team in an
effort to create pan-Congo uniformity and
increased collaboration between the East and
th
West Congo; July 27 grant submission to USAID
rescinded in December to revise and combine
with WCB grants; Oct. lih 2011 meeting with
ECB, WCB and AFENET, with an implementation
plan was generated for the next 12 months for the
ECB - AFENET Activities plus the monitoring and
evaluation logic framework; On December 2,
submitted the revised grant documents to USAID
for approval.

Completed: Planning meeting conducted in
November 2010.

KENYA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

ETHIOPIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

RWANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.
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TANZANIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC
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WEST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

LOW

Expected Results

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

UNIKIN Veterinary School,

RFAs issued and proposals were received and

UNILU Veterinary School, and

reviewed from UNIKIN, UNILU and ISTM

ISTM Lubumbashi visited

Lubumbashi to develop twinning initiatives;

universities in the region to

Twinning model developed which consists of

develop institutional

enhancing inst. Relationships among academic inst.,

relationships (South Africa,

and creating linkages wit h regional entities such as

University of

Zambia, and Uganda); Senior

Health Alliance members and SACIDS. UNIKIN,

Kinshasa (DRC),

faculty from Tufts University

UNILU and ISTM Lubumbashi grants approved June

Conduct
University of

Twinn ing/mentoring

and the UNI LU Veterinary

29;

Lubumbashi

established with 3

School were identified to lead

Six junior faculty (2 from each school) and six

(DRC), ISTM

institutions. Six PhD

the twining program; The

mentors from Tufts University have been identified

Kinshasa and

candidates mentored;

M inistry of Higher Education

and paired; A workshop on Quality Assurance was

Lubumbashi, Ecole

masters programs

has issued a decree creating a

conducted in Lubumbashi on Aug 8 to 10, 2011;

de Faune de

supported.

Permanent Commission for

UNIKIN Veterinary School, UNILU Veterinary School,

Garoua

Quality Assurance higher

and ISTM Lubumbashi visited universities in the

(Cameroon)

education institutions in DRC

region to develop institutional relationships (South

twinning and
mentoring with
3.1

1.2.1 WC

universities
and vocational
schools. (Fast
Track)

Africa, Zambia, and Uganda); Senior faculty from
Tufts University and the UNILU Veterinary School
were identified to lead the twining program; The
Ministry of Higher Education has issued a decree
creating a Permanent Commission for Quality
Assurance higher education institutions in DRC
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Implementation plan of two

The Federation Une Sante-RDC was identified as

of its activities finalized: 1) an

the implementing partner for this activity.

outreach program to sensitize

RESPOND supported FUS-RDC to develop a

health professionals on the

budgeted 15-month (June 2011- Sep 2012) work

concept of One Health; and 2)

plan, presented to partners on May 14; RESPOND

a situational analysis of 5

contributed to the organization of ANIC (the

health professions; A schedule

national nurses association of DRC) workshop held

of activities issued to FUS on

on September 22 to 24, gathering about 100 nurses

public health professionals

from all over the country. ANIC is a member of FUS.

database setting up.

It was an opportunity for RESPOND to inform and

Corrective programs
are compiled in an
action plan for
Develop an
resource mobilization.
actionable plan
Plan includes: 1)
to strengthen
Conduct a situational
and enhance
analysis of 2
ongoing career
3.1

Federation Une

1.3.1 WC

professions and
path

Sante-RDC
"epidemiology", 2)

development in

sensitize the nurses on One Health approach,
Conduct an outreach

DRC and

whose majority heard about One Health for the
program targeting

Republic of

first time; Implementation plan of two of its
health professionals

Congo (ROC).

activities finalized: 1) an outreach program to
using radio
sensitize health professionals on the concept of
broadcasts and
One Health; and 2) a situational analysis of 5 health
internet
professions; A schedule of activities issued to FUS
on public health professionals database setting up.

3.1

1.5.1 WC

Conduct

African Union

3 participants (vet,

A team of RESPOND and AU-

The first of four workshops was held in Cape Town

professional

Inter-Agency

wi ldlife biologist, lab)

IBAR representatives visited

South Africa week of 22 November 2011- Dr.

continuing

Bureau for Animal

from each of the 13

Gabon in December 2011 and

Richard Kock delivered the training to 30

education

Resources (AU-

EPT Congo Basin

held introductory discussions

participants from Southern African and 2 EPT

through

IBAR), Royal

countries will be

with key ministries and the US

countries (Mozambique, Angola) j ointly with FAO;

didactic and

Veterinary College

trained and gain field

Embassy; A committee led by

AU-IBAR developed a proposal to conduct three

field

(RVC)

experience.

the Director of Livestock and

workshops including one which will be organized
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

workshops

composed of the Director of

with other source of funding. AU-I BAR grant

using the

Health, the Director of

approved June. The Rwanda WILD session was held

Wildlife

Wildlife and Protected Areas

on July 2 to 12, 2011, with 24 participants from 10

Investigation

and the Director of the

countries (all ministry professionals) and 7 resource

and Livestock

National Agency of Natural

people (representing RESPOND, AU-IBAR, ZLS, WCS,

Disease (WILD)

Parks was set up and is in

and PREDICT). Both participant and facilitator

module.

charge of the preparation of

evaluation forms show very positive ratings. A small

the next WILD training

technical group has been set up to address t he

scheduled for mid-February.

recommendations from the evaluation of the

Planning for training hindered

Rwanda training and to review the curriculum and

by absence of signed

delivery method for t he training; A team of

contractual agreement.

RESPOND and AU-I BAR representatives visited
Gabon in December 2011 and held introductory
discussions with key ministries and the US Embassy;
A committee led by the Director of Livestock and
composed of the Director of Health, the Director of
Wildlife and Protected Areas and the Director of
the National Agency of Natural Parks was set up
and is in charge of the preparation of the next W ILD
training scheduled for mid-February; Planni ng for
training hindered by absence of signed contractual
agreement
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Project to Date Results

Support

The grant proposal from the

Concept paper approved 18 May; The Schedule of

FOREST

Gabon Park Authority (ANPN)

Activity has been finalized and sent to the

MENTOR

is f inalized and request for

Gabonese National Parks Agency which is t he

program

grant concurrence is to be

identified grantee. The first proposal was received

focused on

Provide content and

submitted to USAID in early

from ANPN in Gabon in early August and was

extractive

support 2 fellows and

January 2012;Few articles

reviewed by the t echnical team; The grant proposal

1 mentor; fellows

were translated into French to

from the Gabon Park Authority (ANPN) is finalized

by adding One

mentored on

be used to develop a module

and request for grant concurrence is to be

Health content

relationships, risks

on One Health to be delivered

submitted to USAID in early January 2012; Few

and supporting

and approach

by REPSOND as a contribution

articles were translated into French to be used to

fellows and a

to the Mentor Forest

develop a module on One Health to be delivered by

mentor from

Curriculum

REPSOND as a contribution to the Mentor Forest

industry issues
3.1

Ql Results

1.5.5 WC

TBD

DRCto

Curriculum

participate.

N/A

Introduce EPT
RESPOND

Completed: Discovery phase conducted 11th-20th
April in Cameroon, meeting w ith various

program to key

stakeholders; A One Health workshop (34
Cameroon and

collaborators

participants) was held in Yaounde, Cameroon, on
Republic of Congo

(USAID

September 22 and 23, 2011.
visited, background

3.2

2.1.lWC

missions, host

TBD
information collected,

governments,
sub-activities
international
identified.
health
agencies,
private sector
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

partners,
NGOs,
universities).

Support for
veterinarians
to attend the
Congolese
annual meeting
3.2

2.1.2 WC

Veterinary

Completed: AMVC workshop conducted on 1 July

TBD

N/A

Gap analysis

Series of workshops and

Project introduced to provincial authorities and

Strengthen

undertaken and

working sessions held by ad

stakeholders: The first provincial introduction

systems for

outcomes made

hoc committee to adopt

workshop was held in Matadi (Bas Congo province)

disease

available; strategy to

terms of reference of

on March 22, 2011 and the 2

of the

Medical

2010-3 July 2010 with 60 participants

Congolese
Association
Veterinary
Medical
Association

3.2

3.1.lWC

nd

workshop was held

surveillance,

PREDICT,

strengthen

Technica l Secretariat,

on March 30 in Kikwit (Bandundu province).

outbreak

IDENTIFY,

coordination

methodology for consensus

Representatives from central ministries attended

investigation

PREVENT, MoH,

mechanisms is

building and timeframe for

these workshops. Provincial introduction and

and response

MoA, MoEnv

developed, validated

elaboration of the national

information gathering workshop in Mbandaka

with a One

and implemented in

program for zoonotic disease

(Equateur province) held on 6 April. The list of

Health

DRC;and

prevention and control in

equipment to be provided to the Ministry of

approach

collaborative tools for

Cameroon. Drafting of

Agriculture of DRC to strengthen the technical

Disease surveillance,

document initiated.

capacity of the Veterinary Services and the
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

outbreak

Situational analysis data

Quarantine Services was established; Series of

investigation and

collection conducted and

workshops and working sessions held by ad hoc

response are

presented at stakeholder

committee to adopt terms of reference of Technical

th

elaborated and

workshop on 13-16

Secretariat, methodology for consensus build ing

implemented

December in Yaounde,

and t imeframe for elaboration of the national

Cameroon. Procurement of

program for zoonotic disease prevention and

office supplies initiated.

control in Cameroon. Drafting of document
initiated; 15th April, met with Cameroonian ad hoc
committee, composed of several reps from various
ministries and NGOs, tasked with developing a
national program for zoonot ic diseases control and
prevention. Scope of Work developed; 2
consultants were selected to assist the ad hoc
committee to conduct the consensus building
process and design the national program; The
consultants participated to the One Health
workshop held in Yaounde in September 2011; An
action plan for the ad hoc committee was
elaborated. An "Executive Secretariat" was put in
place to coordinate the consensus build ing process
with a support from the consultants provided by
RESPOND; Situational analysis data collection
conducted and presented at stakeholder workshop
th

on 13-16 December in Yaounde, Cameroon.
Procurement of office supplies initiated.
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Outbreak
response
3.2

3.2.0WC

support for

Training, technical,
TBD

logistical, material

newly

and communications

emerging

support provided.

N/A

N/A

epidemics.

DRC COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

Expected Results

Activities by LOW
ID

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Two workshops attended by

The Schedule of Activities has been

high-level national experts were

finalized. Implementation time line and

conducted (October 16 to 21,

budget are being developed to reach an

November 17 to 21) to complete

agreement with the Directorate of

the pre-service reference

Nursing Education at the M inistry of

documents; The pre-service

Public Health. First meeting between

reference documents for

sub-awardees and stakeholders held on

competencies, for training

20 May, to inform roles/responsibilities

content and for evaluation

of each party involved and agree on

developed and completed in

grant deliverables. A two-day workshop

November 2011, for IEM/ITM,

for stakeholders and potential recipients

ITAV and ISTM and per academic

(6 participants in total) was prepared and

year.

took place on August 8 to 9, 2011, which

Partner(s)

Upgrade the skills
of faculty at
lnstitut Superieur de
lnstitut Superieur
Techniques
de Techniques

Medicales, lnstitut

Medicales, lnstitut
Technique Agricole

3 institutions involved;

et Veterinaire, and

10 national trainers

lnstitut

trained; 2 modules

d'Enseignement

developed

Technique Agricole
3.1

1.2.3 WC

et Veterinaire, and
lnstitut
d'Enseignement

Medicale / lnstitut
Medicale / lnstitut

th

Techniques
Techniques
Medicale. {Fast

Medicale.

Track)
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Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

Expected Results

Ql Results

Activities by LOW
ID

Project to Date Results

Partner(s)

aimed at presenting the activity to
stakeholders. A draft logical framework
was finalized, as well as the two
proposed implementation plans; Two
workshops attended by high-level
national experts were conducted
(October 16 to 21, November 17 to 21) to
complete the pre-service reference
documents; The pre-service reference
documents for competencies, for training
content and for evaluation developed
and completed in November 2011, for
IEM/ITM, ITAV and ISTM and per
academic year.
Deliver refresher

Participants' training manual and

Implementation plan developed with

outbreak response

facilitators' guide on

partners; Modules developed; The first

Multisectoral Integrated

training session jointly conducted by CDC

Medical personnel in

Surveillance and Response to

(first 3 days on Monkey pox training) and

isolated rural areas

Zoonoses (MISRZ) were fi nalized

RESPOND (2nd 3 days on IDSR applied to

trained; Training

and technically validated; INCEF

viral hemorrhagic fever diseases) took

modules developed

has adapted and produced an 11

place in Boende from Feb. 19-24th, 2011;

and delivered.

minutes video on Ebola.

In total, 79 participants from Health,

Salong-Lukenie-

Recruitment underway for

Agriculture and Environment sectors

Sankuru Landscape

consu ltant to follow-up

attended that session. Negotiation with

region.

distribution of PPE and shipment

lnCEF is ongoing to finalize the

training to rural
Training: CDC,
medical personnel
Ministry of Public
and first-responder
Health, Ministry of
3.1

3.4.1 WC

training to
Agriculture, ICCN,
communities in the
CARPE; Community
USAID-CARPE
awareness: lnCEF
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Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

Expected Results

Activities by LOW
ID

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

and distribution of

community awareness program. Follow-

communication equipment in

up training in Monkoto was suspended

Tshuapa district

indefinitely; One Health IDSR manual and

Partner(s)

guidelines for participant and facilitator
being developed. Grant to lnCEF
(community awareness in Tshuapa
district) approved by USAID;
Participatory Impact Assessment by the
M&E team being developed by working
group w ith consists of RESPOND and
PREVENT representation; lnCEF movie on
Ebola is being adapted to the DRC
content; During three days (July 20 -22),
eight core group members from three
sectors and the School of Public Health
UNIKIN, along with three RESPOND team
members finalized the participant and
trainer manuals on multisectoral
integrated disease surveillance and
response (also known as IDSR+).
Thereafter, comments and changes were
consolidated to obtain final versions of
participant's and trainer's manuals; lnCEF
contract has been signed and the team is
deploying. lnCEF conducted a ser ies of
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Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

Expected Results

Ql Results

Activities by LOW
ID

Project to Date Results

Partner(s)

interviews to adapt existing movie on
Ebola for DRC context, which will be used
during the community outreach to be
conducted during the next quarter;
Participants' training manual and
facilitators' guide on Multisectoral
Integrated Surveillance and Response to
Zoonoses {MISRZ) were finalized and
technically validated; INCEF has adapted
and produced an 11 minutes video on
Ebola; Recruitment underway for
consultant to follow-up distribution of
PPE and shipment and distribution of
communication equipment in Tshuapa
district
Evaluate existing

Preliminary assessment of current level

Knowledge

•

Management

of technology, staffing availability
Consultant recruitment
conducted at UNIKEN and UNILU.
underway for company

Systems for the

Implementation plan

Network assessment and hardware
selection for UNILU intranet

health sciences,
3.2

4.1.2WC

for RESPOND support
UNIKIN, UNILU

their application

installation and training (2 participants)
service repair. TUSK French

of appropriate

took place on 21-27 April in UNILU and
translation underway; User

and utilization in

technology

UNIKIN; RESPOND started the process of
support group creation

the university

translating TUSK into French for its
continuing.

context, and

deployment in French speaking countries

support the

such as DRC. The process of procuring ICT
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Sub-Act
LOW

Implem enting

Expected Results

Ql Results

Activit ies by LOW
ID

Project t o Date Results

Partner(s)

improvement and

equipment and materials to repair and

integration of

expand intranet networks at UNIKIN and

appropriate

UNILU is underway; UNIKIN and UNILU

systems.

have started the process of creating
users support groups to facilitate the
adoption of this new technology. A
meeting presided by the Chief of Staff of
the Minister of Higher Education was
held in Lubumbashi in August to discuss
the opportunity of repairing the existing
intranet and its expansion to connect
government public health and veterinary
laboratories.

Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

ID

3.1

Expected Results

Activities by LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Partner(s)

Upgrade the skills

lnstitut Superieur de

Two workshops attended by

The Schedule of Activities has been

of faculty at

Techniques

high-level national experts were

finalized. Implementation time line and

lnstitut Superieur

Medicales, lnstitut

3 institutions involved;

conducted (October 16 to 21,

budget are being developed to reach an

de Techniques

Technique Agricole

10 national trainers

November 17 to 21) to complete

agreement with the Directorate of

Medicales, lnstitut

et Veterinaire, and

trained; 2 modules

the pre-service reference

Nursing Education at the Ministry of

Technique Agricole

lnstitut

developed

documents; The pre-service

Public Health. First meeting between

et Veterinaire, and

d'Enseignement

reference documents for

sub-awardees and stakeholders held on

lnstitut

Medicale / lnstitut

competencies, for training

20 May, to inform roles/responsibilities

1.2.3 WC
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Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

Expected Results

Activities by LOW
ID

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Partner(s)

d'Enseignement

Techniques

content and for evaluation

of each party involved and agree on

Medicale / lnstitut

Medicale.

developed and completed in

grant deliverables. A two-day workshop

Techniques

November 2011, for IEM/ITM,

for stakeholders and potential recipients

Medicale. (Fast

ITAV and ISTM and per academic

(6 participants in total) was prepared and

Track)

year.

took place on August 8 to 9, 2011, which
aimed at presenting the activity to
stakeholders. A draft logical framework
was finalized, as well as the two
proposed implementation plans; Two
workshops attended by high-level
national experts were conducted
(October 16 to 21, November 17 to 21) to
complete the pre-service reference
documents; The pre-service reference
documents for competencies, for training
content and for evaluation developed
and completed in November 2011, for
IEM/ITM, ITAV and ISTM and per
academic year.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 WC, 1.3.1 WC, 1.5.5 WC

GABON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
No country-specific activities were implemented in Republic of Congo during the reporting period.
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REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.5 WC

CAMEROON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 3.1.1 WC
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SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX

Sub-Act

Act ivities by

Imple menting

ID

LOW

Partne r(s)

Expected Results

LOW

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Thailand:

Working Group Meetings:

Met with universities, APEIR, ASEAN Secretariat

Chiang Mai

October 10-11, 2011 in Kuala

in Jakarta, ILRI; Assessed partnerships between

University,

Development of

Lumpur, November 24-25,

universities and UMN/Tufts; Met with Chiang

Mahidol

Southeast Asia university

2011 in Bangkok. Deans

Mai, Chulalongkorn, Mahidol, and Kasetsart

University,

network (Southeast Asia

Meeting on December 6-7,

Universities; Concept paper approved by

One Health University

2011 in Hanoi. Network

USAID. Team decided upon regional

Indonesia:

Network - SEAOHUN) : 1)

structure (executive board

universities that will form the initial network in

University of

Establish Coordinating

and coordinating office),

Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia.

Gadjah Mada,

Office and leadership; 2)

establishment process,

Meet/greet tour of universities at Mah idol and

lnstitut

have a supporting

regional network name

Chiang Mai Universities in Thailand, and

Pertanian

function for

(SEAOHUN) endorsed and

University of Indonesia in Indonesia. Assessed

Bogor,

organizational

roles/responsibilities

existing regional networks; New network was

University of

development &

identified. Executive Board

initiated in April 2011; Hosted a Deans meeting

Indonesia,

strengthening; 3)

meeting on Dec. 8-9 2011 in

in Bangkok on 24 -25 May, with 55

activities started in

Hanoi, Vietnam. Inaugural

participants. Set up a Working Group to

Malaysia:

consultation with

meeting of the Vietnam One

expedite the network activities. Conducted the

Universiti

members. Year 1: define

Health University Network

1 Working Group meeting in Bangkok on

Kebangsaan

roles, develop

(VOHUNet) meeting on

August 29

Malaysia,

relationships and

November 22, 2011 in Nah

training on eco-health zoonotic diseases.

Universiti

develop tools

Trang city, Vietnam.

Working Group Meetings: October 10-11, 2011

EcoHealth Zoonotic Disease

in Kuala Lumpur, November 24-25, 2011 in

workshop on September 26 -

Bangkok. Deans Meeting on December 6-7,

Planning and
implementation
of university
twinning
3.1

1.2.1 SE

(Southeast Asia
One Health
University

th

th

Network SEAOHUN)

Putra Malaysia
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.

Began the two-week short course

Vietnam:

October 7, 2011 in Thailand.

2011 in Hanoi. Network structure (executive

Hanoi School

board and coordinating office), establishment

of Public

process, regional network name (SEAOHUN)

Health,

endorsed and roles/responsibilities identified.

Hanoi

Executive Board meeting on Dec. 8-9 2011 in

University of

Hanoi, Vietnam. Inaugural meeting of the

Agriculture,

Vietnam One Health University Network

Hanoi Medical

(VOHUNet) meeting on November 22, 2011 in

University

Nah Trang city, Vietnam. EcoHealth Zoonotic
Disease workshop on September 26 - October

UMN, Tufts

7, 2011 in Thailand.

Support

Concept paper developed; Assessed capacity of
TUFTS,

relationship

KKU to support NAC in developing vet schools
Khon Kaen

between Khon

Improve existing

and Lao vets; Concept paper approved;

Veterinary
Kaen Veterinary

twinning relationship

Support staff from NAC/NUOL

RESPOND team visited NAC and KKUVMS

between 3 institutions:

in MPH program at KKU;

separately in Q2. Details and statement of

staff/student exchanges,

Support faculty and student

work were prepared and reviewed and

course/lecture/workshop

exchanges between

agreements are underway; Staff from VMKKU

delivery, lecture capacity

KKU/VMS, Tufts and

have visited NAC/NUOL to deliver courses to

improvement,

NAC/NUOL; Held meeting

students in the student exchanges; staff from

enrollment/support in

with US ambassador and KKU

NAC/NUOL have spent time at VMKKU working

masters programs,

faculty to discuss KKU/NAC

with local staff to increase their capacity to

curriculum co-

partnership

deliver lectures in the Veterinary Science

Medical School
Medical School
(VMKKU) and
(VMKKU) and
the Faculty of
the Faculty of
Agriculture,
3.1

1.2.2 SE

Agriculture,
Nabong
Nabong
Agricultural
Agricu ltu ra I
College (NAC)
College (NAC)
campus,
campus,
National
National

development

program; staff from NAC/NUOL are enrolled in

University of

1h

University of

th

master programs at VMKKU; On 9 -10 June, a
Laos (NUOL)

Laos (NUOL)
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VMKKU and staff and students from NAC/NUOL
were supported to attend the conference.
Supported staff from NAC/NUOL currently in
the Masters of Public Health program at KKU.
This w ill build staff capacity to support the
newly established veterinary curriculum at
NAC. Supported faculty and student exchanges
between KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL in
order to support the first cohort of veterinary
science graduates in Lao PDR, currently in Year
3 of a five-year course. Supported KKU/VMS in
delivering field epidemiology and outbreak
response short courses and workshops to staff
from the Department of Livestock and
Fisheries, MOA, Lao PDR. Support staff from
NAC/NUOL in MPH program at KKU; Support
faculty and student exchanges between
KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL; Held meeting
with US ambassador and KKU faculty to discuss
KKU/NAC partnership

Cancelled: Orientation held in November to
Establish a

3.1

1.5.1 SE

discuss SMART patrolling program with 16

regional training

Wildlife

15 workshops

center for

Conservation

conducted, with 90

wildlife

Society

trainees total

professionals.

wildlife directors from the Thai Department of
N/A

National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation.
Liaised with Wildlife Conservation Division of
DNP and Wildlife Conservation Society to
discuss RESPOND's capacity and how we might
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support a center. Identified need for 4 district
workshops for wildlife veterinarians to improve
retention and broaden capacity; In January
2011, regional RESPOND team attended
regional ranger training as hosted by
Smithsonian and Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS) to explore training center facilities and
meet the WCS team; Cancelled in June after
partial implementation of activities.
Initiate
Cancelled: Extractive industry working group
extractive
3.2

2.2.lSE

industry

Plan for engagement
TBD

with industries operating

developed under USAID leadership; Concept

N/A

paper submitted to USAID. Sub-award canceled
outreach in SE

in Southeast Asia
by USAID

Asia.
The theme of the forum on
th

3.2

Host regional

PREVENT,

EID (formerly

IFRC,

PPF) Forum for

ADPC,

2011.

FAQ

2.4.1 SE

October 6 was on a safer

RESPOND-sponsored forum meeting was

world with 2 presentations:

conducted on March 3 in Bangkok. EID Forum

a) Promoting Lessons

website was purchased and is being popu lated.

Learned from the Pandemic

Forum sponsored on April 5th on epidemic

Monthly forum with 20-

Experience and b) Using

preparedness, attended by 11 participants.

25 participants each

Scenario to Prepare for the

Emerging Infectious Diseases {EIDs) forum

month

Next Pandemic. 26 people

meeting conducted on ecohealth on June 2

participating. Forum on

attended by 22. Forum on July

st
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,

was on

December 1 presented a

Wildlife Trade and Emerging Infectious

panel discussion referencing

Diseases, attended by 21 participants. For rum

the flooding situation in

on August 10 was about Putting One Health to

Thailand to discuss EID risks

Work, attended by 30 participants. Forum on

th
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and mitigation measures

September 1st was on The Use of Mobile

including the topics of

Technologies for Surveillance and Education

surveillance & responses

attended by 21 participants. The theme of the

and food & health. 39

forum on October 6 was on a safer world with

participants.

2 presentations: a) Promoting Lessons Learned

th

from the Pandemic Experience and b) Using
Scenario to Prepare for the Next Pandemic. 26
st

people participating. Forum on December 1

presented a panel discussion referencing the
flooding situation in Thailand to discuss EID
risks and mitigation measures including the
topics of surveillance & responses and food &
health. 39 participants.

3.2

Organization and

Scholarship support

delivery of short courses

candidates ident ified; pre-

at pre-conference

conference workshop

Scholarship support candidates identified; pre-

Support regional

SAFETYNET,

workshop; 4 plenary

programming developed;

conference workshop programming developed;

TEPHINET

Indonesian

speakers deliver

supported regional FET

supported regional FET Fellows, supervisors,

Conference in

Ministry of

scientific papers at the

Fellows, supervisors, and

and alumni for 6 target countries to attend and

Bali, Indonesia

Agriculture

conference; scholarships

alumni for 6 target countries

participate; TEPHINET conference in Bali

for up to 100 FET

to attend and participate;

conducted

students to attend and

TEPHINET conference in Bali

deliver presentations

conducted

2.4.4 SE
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THAILAND COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Expected
Sub-Act

Act ivities by

Implem enting

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

LOW

Results

Ql Results

Project t o Date Results

-

Support a
master's
degree
Cancelled: Met with Kasetsart Veterinary School to discuss
3.1

1.2.3 SE

program in

TBD

N/A

TBD

development of concept paper; This sub-activity was not approved

animal
by USAID
epidemiology
at Kasetsa rt
University
Orientation of 16 National Park Directors for upcoming training
events. Met with PREDICT vets in the region for their participation
Applied field

th

training for

st

20 wild life vets The 4 training

in training activities. The 1 (3-day) training conducted in January

trained in

workshop was

2011 in Kanjanaburi, Thailand for 16 wildlife vets working for the

forensic

planned for

Department of National Parks (DNP). Wild life veterinarian

investigation,

November. Due to

competencies were drafted and approved by DNP for use in

including 6

flooding, the

planning subsequent workshops. A 3-day TOT workshop conducted

Thai zoo

workshop was

in March 2011 for 15 Mah idol University staff to provide them with

veterinarians

postponed.

knowledge and practices on core facilitation skills. The 2

wildlife
3.1

1.5.2 SE

veterinary

Mahidol

medical

University

officers and
field
pathologists.

nd

(5-day)

training with a focus on wildlife immobilization techniques
conducted 30th May /June 2011 in Ratchaburi province for 15
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rd

wildlife veterinarians. The 3 training workshop conducted on
August 8-11 for 20 wildlife veterinarians with a focus of wildlife
epidemiology. The training consisted of classroom lectures, case
studies, hands-on practice under supervision of international and
local experts, problem-based learning, and group discussions.
th

Coordination and preparations for the 4 training workshop was
th

made. The 4 training workshop was planned for November. Due to
flooding, the workshop was postponed.
Enrollment of 7
Enroll 7

FETP/FETP-V/iFETP

FETP/FETP-

students or

Concept paper approved by USAID. Team worked with Ministry of

V/iFETP

graduates from

Public Health's Department of Disease Control to start contract

students in

Thailand or other

process FETP leadership reached agreement with several Thai

Thai Masters

countries in a Thai

universities for student cost and t ime requirement reduction;

CDC, WHO,

program:

university Masters

Schedule of Activities developed; Award in process. Due to the

Mahidol

Select

or equivalent

delay in receiving grant approval, RESPOND changed the funding

University,

universities;

degree program

mechanism from a grant to direct assistance. Universities in

Prince of

Support

(e.g. postgraduate

Thailand were identified for their involvement in the program.

Songkla

students in

diploma) based on

Students have been enrolled into the program. Enrollment of 7

University

field projects,

governmental

FETP/FETP-V/iFETP students or graduates from Thailand or other

attendance at

priorities. Support

countries in a Thai university Masters or equivalent degree program

international

includes: field

(e.g. postgraduate diploma) based on governmental priorities.

conference,

projects, tuition

Support includes: field projects, tuition costs, TE PH I NET conference

tuition costs,

costs, TEPHINET

costs, and laptops.

laptops

conference costs,

Support FETPFETPV for
3.1

1.5.5 SE

Masters
degree in
epidemiology

and laptops.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE.
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VIETNAM COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Act
LOW

Implementing

Expected Results

Activities by LOW
ID

Ql Results

Proj ect to Date Results

Partner(s)

-

-

-

Collaborate with

Complete: Contributed to planning and attendance of

USAID Vietnam

meeting w ith PREDICT; supported WCS in initial

Mission to hold

Meeting held with 100

development and facilitating of One Health EPT workshop

RESPOND,
3.2

2.4.2 SE

PREDICT and

PREDICT

RESPOND One

participants from various

N/A

sectors

in Hanoi; Meeting was held March 15-16 in Hanoi and
attended by 150 participants from all levels of government

Health meeting in

within animal health ministries and select NGOs through

country.

Vietnam
Review and improve
training materials &

Support training to
strengthen One
Health

3.2

3.4.2 SE

epidemiological

WHO, Vietnam

teams with focus

Ministry of

on AVET training at

Health

delivery methods:

Concept paper approved by USAID; Met with WHO and

Identify trainers, design

Ministry of Public Health to develop plan for providing

materials, support

intensive 12 week classroom and field experience,

training course delivery

Waiting for grant

including mentor and supervisor training, for professionals

in multiple provinces,

approval.

who have previously completed FETP and AVET. Grant

strengthen and support

application was submitted in September. RESPOND is

mentor/supervisor skills

awaiting approval to move forward. Planned activities are

for field projects,

on hold until approval is received.

selected provincial,
district and
community levels.

review/strengthen
training materials

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE
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LAO PDR COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Act

Act ivities by

Implem enting

ID

LO W

Partner(s)

LOW

Expected Results

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

Obtain
government/district
/commune support;
development of

3.2

1.5.6 SE

Applied field

Smart Patrolling

Conducted discovery visit and drafted concept paper based on

training

curriculum, develop

findings of meetings with Ministries; Sub-activity approval

(wildlife

training materials,

Grant application from

received from Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Lao PDR. Grant

health) for

training of trainers

WCS was reviewed

application was initiated. Initial meetings were held, involving

workshop;

and finalized by

government staff from DoF, DoH and DoA, protected area

rangers in

selection/training of

RESPOND regional

staff, and community leaders to discuss the value of these

Nam Ha

One Health teams,

office.

activities, to seek district and commune level input and

Protected

Protected Area staff

support. The grant application from WCS was reviewed and

Area (NPA)

training, support

finalized by RESPOND regional office.

wildlife

wcs

trainee supervision,
monthly meetings,
quarterly
workshops

3.2

Support

Review and improve

training to

training materials &

strengthen

delivery methods:

3.4.5 SE

NEIDCO
One Health

Training of Trainers

epidemiologi

(ToT) workshops,

cal teams at

workshops for
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Conducted discovery visit and drafted concept paper based on

NEIDCO was reviewed

findings of meetings with Ministries. With USAID obtaining

and finalized by

agreement that EPT partner activities can proceed. Grant

RESPOND regional

application from NEIDCO was reviewed and finalized by

office.

RESPOND regional office.
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Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

LOW

Expected Results

provincial

provincial and

and district

district level staff

Ql Results

Project to Date Results

levels.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.2 SE

INDONESIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

ID

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results

Ql Results

LOW

-

Support

-

Review and improve training

Project to Date Results

- -

Conceptual plan for the training of PDSR

training to

materials & delivery methods:

strengthen One

model/strategy to implement

Health

joint in-service trainings of PDSR

Identified activities and

and DSO staff, review/updating

partners for a limited

teams at

training materials, review of

competitive bid

provincial,

training methods, support short-

district levels -

courses and workshops,

Indonesia

material review/updated

and DSO teams, responsible for outbreak
confirmation and response at the provincial

3.2

3.4.1 SE

epidemiological

TBD

and district levels was developed. RESPOND
is awaiting contract approval. Identified
activities and partners for a limited
competitive bid

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE.
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CAMBODIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Act
LOW

Expected Results
Activities by LOW

Ql Results

Implementing Partner(s)

ID
Support training to
strengthen One Health

Improve knowledge

epidemiological teams

and practical skills of inContinued dialogue and collaboration with EPT

3.2

3.4.7 SE

including MOH and

TBD

service government
partners, WHO, CDC

MOA staff at selected

staff at the district and

provincial and district

provincial levels.

levels

MALAYSIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 SE.
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VII. APPENDICES:
APPENDIX I: CONCEPT PAPERS
RESPOND Concept Paper
FY3 New Sub-activity Funding

Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.2.4 GL
Sub-activity name: Network Development
Partner lead: DAI
Total sub-activity budgetj

(b)(4)

Grantee: N/A
Background

In order for a One Health philosophy to be firmly embedded in all levels of society, it is vital that concerted
efforts are made to establish and maintain strong linkages between many different disciplines including,
but not lim ited to public, veterinary and environmental health, the social sciences and others. Moving
towards a One Health approach to investigate, respond to, and counter existing and f uture emerging
infectious disease threats is the overarching goal of the EPT program. This requires commitment at the
international, regional, national, and local levels. Therefore our strategy is to develop and support a
regional One Healt h network based upon government and university partnerships. The network will
leverage existing capacity to strengthen and sustain public health infrastructure and outbreak response
capability, build upon the framework of existing linkages between government and universities
throughout the region, and identify and respond to areas of One Health capacity-building need.
RESPOND's consortium partners, University of Minnesota and Tufts Universit y, will work together
synergistically to provide technical support to the newly created university networks and its members.
RESPOND's vision involves "sustainable One Health university networks that will provide trained
leadership, ongoing capacity building, and technical support to government s in the development and
strengthening of a cross disciplinary, trans-boundary approach to emerging infectious disease outbreak
response and surveillance in their respective regions." Our belief is that this will take ten yea rs to achieve.
It is essential t o note t hat this vision needs to be endorsed and supported by the Deans of the network
member universities and therefore t his may be altered to reflect t heir views once the networked is
formed and functional.
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Int roduction:

In year 2 RESPOND supported the establishment of two regional One Health University Networks- one in
the Congo Basin and one in Southeast Asia, with work continuing in year 3. Development of robust
university networks-able to effectively and efficiently pursue their programmatic missions-requires
attention to the organizational development of the networks as well as to the work they are doing. Issues
including network membership, governance and decision-making, management, and communication must
be worked through early in the life of the network in order to develop trust and foster collaboration
amongst network members
In Year 3 RESPOND will furt her develop a framework for strengthening network development and
activities. While the framework concept will be developed at the global level, im plementation will be
contextualized at the regional level. Activities will be designed to ensure common vision for the network
across its member universities, to assure that governance mechanisms are in place to support and to
strengthen collaboration within the network and the link with the US-based partner universities. Activities
may include assessment of and support to the network and its members and strengthening of individual
universities and collective network program initiatives,
The networks will require continued support from RESPOND to develop further in year 3. The institutions
that form the networks will be challenged to overcome disciplinary and professional rest rictions and to
establish innovative approaches to planning, modeling and implementing a cross-disciplinary crosssectoral One Health Approach.
This concept note provides an overview of how the university networks will be developed and sustained as
supported by RESPOND.

EPT and other Partners:

OHCEA, OHSEA
Goal:

Long-term organizational sustainability of regional One Health university networks to transform the
workforce by developing One Health professionals.

Objectives:

1.

Network governance mechanisms are established to ensure effect ive decision-making and
communications within the network and amongst network members and at complet ing Respond
project deliverables

2.

Networks are able to support the interaction and collaboration among University partners both within
and outside the network.

3. A foundation is laid to ensure network sustainability beyond the life of RESPOND.
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Activities:

1.

RESPOND and the netw orks develop a strategy for network development to meet identified needs of
network members and USAID/RESPOND.

2.

RESPOND regional offices and network leadership define a development plan aligned with the
intersection of their respective needs.

3.

RESPOND supports the establishment of governance structures with network leadership.

4.

RESPOND supports net work leadership to assure a network-wide understanding of these mechanisms,
including how the network is intended to function, the services it is intended to provide to member
universities, the roles, and t enure of network leadership and decision making authorities as among
members and as between members and Secretariat.

5.

RESPOND will work with network members to develop an Operations Manual and an external
communication plan and such other documents as required to support their operations.

6.

RESPOND will assist networks to develop and strengthen member and Secretariat capacity to conduct,
administer and manage the network.

7.

RESPOND will support the network to develop a vision and plan for the development of the One
Health Professional, including but not limited to:
a.

Facilitate a process to develop a shared vision of the one health professional and the systems
required to ensure opt imal performance.

b. Identify key variables needed to drive transformational change.
c.

Plan for the development of that professional and transformation of the systems necessary to
enable t rained One Health workers.

Expected Outcomes:

1.

Net works have est ablished funct ional governance and management mechanisms;

2.

Network members share a common vision and underst anding of the roles of the net works, individual
members and RESPOND.;

3.

Network members are collaborating and communicating effectively;

4. Self-sustaining university networks whose members work collaboratively to develop One Health
professionals across disciplines.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FY3 New Sub-activity Funding

Cooperative Agreement Numbe r GHN-A-00-09-000 15
Sub-activity number: 1.2.4 EC
Sub-activity name: OHCEA Network Development
Partner lead : Tufts
Total sub-activity budget:!

(b)(4)

Grantee: OHCEA
Introduction:

One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) is a new partnership aimed at providing a conceptual
home for One Health activities in the Congo Basin. The current OHCEA membership consists of Deans and
faculty representing 14 Schools of Public Health and Veterinary Medicine in six countries - Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda.
This concept note focuses on strengthening OH CEA member institutions, and their faculty, so that they are
better able to participate in network activities and enhance and maintain the quality of their programs. In
particular this sub-activity will support OHCEA member institutions as they revise and develop new
curriculum, and improve their delivery of in-service and pre-service training. These activities will build on
previously initiated activities, namely:
•

TUSK: Prior to RESPOND, Tufts supported the installation of TUSK at Makerere University School of
Public Health (Uganda), University of Nairobi (Kenya), and Muhimbili College of Health Sciences
(Tanzania). In Yl and Y2 RESPOND undertook assessments of IT infrastructure and human
resources at Makerere University (Uganda), University of Kinshasa (DRC) and University of
Lubumbashi (DRC). These assessments demonstrated high interest in expanding capacity for using
technologies such as TUSK in the classroom. With Y2 RESPOND funding, new servers were
installed and facilities upgraded in all three universities, and a new version of TUSK was rolled out
at Makerere University along with user support training at both the School of Public Health and
School of Veterinary Medicine. Further, in Y2 veterinary and public laboratories located in
Kinshasa and Lubumbashi were connected to University of Lubumbashi (UNILU) and University of
Kinshasa via the intranet. In Y3, TUSK will be implemented in DRC (sub-activity 4.1.2 WC) and
additional assessments of IT infrastructure and human resources will be undertaken at remaining
OHCEA countries in preparation for TUSK roll out (outlined below).

•

Institutional quality assurance capacity building workshops: In Y2 RESPOND supported a workshop
on quality assurance (QA) in two institutions: UNILU (Public Health and Veterinary Schools) and
ISTM Lubumbashi, in the DRC (sub-activity 1.2.1 WC). The purpose of the workshop was to provide
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individuals at participating institutions with an understanding of institutiona l quality assurance, as
well as provide training in appropriate QA techniques. The ultimate goal was to enable
participating institutions to create an Institutional QA office within their school/University. In Y3,
these workshops will be adapted and implemented in each of the remaining countries in the
OHCEA network (outlined below).The activities will also be expanded to include other veterinary
schools, public health institutions and schools of nursing with the aim of developing common
indicators across similar schools in each region.
EPT and other Partners:

OHCEA institutions

Goal:

To strengthen OHCEA member institutions, and their faculty, so that they are better able to participate in
network activities, and enhance and maintain the quality of their programs.

Objectives:

1. To conduct an assessment of IT infrastructure and human resources at remaining OHCEA member
institutions;
2.

To develop an implementation plan for the roll out of TUSK and associated user support training at all
institutions;

3.

To adapt and implement a series of institutional quality assurance workshops in OHCEA member
countries.

Activities:

Under this sub-activity RESPOND will:

1.

Conduct an assessment of University IT infrastructure and human resources at OHCEA member
institutions in Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, and Tanzania in order to develop an implementation plan for
the roll out TUSK and other educational technologies. These technologies will be used to support
curriculum co-development, course content sharing and distance learning across the network.

2.

Implement 3-day institutional quality assurance (QA) capacity building workshops in Ethiopia, Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda and 3-day follow up workshop in the DRC at the participating
institutions. Workshops will be tailored to the country and involve relevant representatives from each
OHCEA member institution (School of Public Health and School of Veterinary Medicine). The Minister
for Higher Education will be invited as recommended by each country.
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Expected Outcomes:

1.

Plan for roll out of TUSK across OH CEA network based on institutiona l needs

2.

OHCEA institutions with expanded capacity to undertake quality assurance activities
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Concept Note:
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA): Year One Implementation

Sub-activity:

Multiple sub-activities combined

Partner Lead: University of Minnesota
Total Budget:

___

.__

(b)(4)

__.

OHCEA Creation:
One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA) was created in an effort to strengthen One Health at

educational institutions in EPT hot-spot regions. The founding member institutions of OHCEA represent
14 schools of public health and veterinary medicine, from six countries in central and eastern Africa.
Additionally, multiple schools within the University of Minnesota and Tufts University are partner
institutions within OHCEA. The collaborative approach of OHCEA was intentionally developed in
association with regional universities because they are a primary long-term, stable source of pre-service
and in service training for outbreak resource t raining and response. Universities are also a major source of
innovation for social and institutional change, and have the capacity to foster truly transformative
movements, in part through their ability to be a neutral convener of thought leaders across sectors and
disciplines, and then to transfer the new ideas to the next generation of thought leaders. Finally,
Universities are ideal partners for regional cooperation, as they do not adhere to national agendas or
boundaries, and are able to part icipate more openly to create a t ruly t rans-boundary approach. Already,
universities in East Africa are leaders in discipline-specific regional capacity building through admirable
organizat ions like Health Alliance (Schools of Public Health) and RUFORUM (Agricultural Schools). OHCEA
plans to build on these existing models to create a new model of cooperation that strengthens regional
capacity not only of one discipline, but across disciplines and sectors to improve whole hea lth systems
throughout the region. The vision for this new alliance will be actualized by convening One Health
thought leaders from across professions (public healt h, veterinary medicine, nursing, medicine, wildlife
sciences, natural resource sciences) and organizational sectors (intergovernmental, governmental,
academic, private, NGO) to work together to identify com mon interests and bui ld truly collaborative
programs to advance One Healt h capacity in the region .

Below are t he outlined objectives for t he OHCEA year one workplan . This is an implementation plan that
includes both approved and pending OHCEA activities, in three phases throughout RESPOND Y2.
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PHASE ONE
Timeline: January 1 to February 15, 2011
Deliverable for Phase 1:

1.

Establish the OHCEA Secretariat;

2.

Establish Country Coordinating Committees (CCC) in each country;

3.

Complete an itemized budget for OHCEA grants for 2011;

4.

Complete the OH surveillance and response country baseline assessment;

5.

Identify OH leadership core competencies, training needs and plan for continued
leadership training;

6.

Hold the First Annual OHCEA Deans meeting in Rwanda;

7.

Begin the development of a ten-year strategic plan for OHCEA;

8.

Launch the sensitization of One Health Rwanda

This phase will finalize the structure of the OHCEA secretariat, including organization registration, the
hiring of administrative staff and the establishment of the OHCEA office. It also includes building CCC
teams for each member country consisting of stakeholders from member universities, ministries and nongovernmental organizations. All of these stakeholders will participate in the OHCEA meeting being held in
Rwanda in February 2011. During this meeting OHCEA will define and finalize its overall vision/mission
statement, begin developing a strategic plan for short, medium and long term goals, review the OH
leadership competencies for future training, complete and discuss the OH surveillance and response
country baseline assessment tool and participate in the launch of One Health Rwanda.

PHASE TWO
Timeline: February 15 to April 30, 2011
Deliverables for Phase 2:

1. Complete and deliver a report of the full Gap Analysis for each country;
2.

Complete a short, medium and long term Strategic Plan for OHCEA that will inform the
next three RESPOND work plans;

3.

Identify country stakeholders and identify training needs;

4.

Begin to evaluate and implement OH training through RESPOND training mechanisms;

5.

Draft OHCEA Network Manual
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In this phase OHCEA stakeholders will begin the Gap Analysis process which includes curriculum review,
identification of core competencies and assessment of knowledge/skill levels by CCC. This will identify
both strengths and gaps of existing OH curricula at the pre-service, in-service and community level, and
will include the revision and/or development of One Health curricula. OHCEA deans and stakeholders will
complete the strategic plan which includes short, medium and long-term goal setting, and OHCEA
deans/secretariat will begin to draft the OHCEA Network Manual by defining the table of contents and
development of content materials for review/feedback.

PHASE THREE
Timeline: May 1-September 30, 2011

Deliverables for Phase 3:
1.

Launch OH sensitization in Tanzania;

2.

Launch OH sensitization in Ethiopia;

3.

Develop and/or modify OH curriculum;

4.

Develop strategic plan for inclusion of Nursing, Human Medicine and Wildlife professions;

5.

Complete OHCEA Network Manual

The final phase of OHCEA year one implementation includes a One Health launch in both Tanzania and
Ethiopia. At these meetings OHCEA deans and stakeholders will continue to develop and modify the One
Health curriculum as defined by the OHCEA vision/mission . Additionally, OHCEA will begin to develop a
strategic plan for opening membership to other health disciplines, which includes nursing, medicine and
wildlife professions; this will foster the development of an inclusive 'One Health' model for OHCEA.
Finally, the OHCEA deans/secretariat will complete the OHCEA Network Manual for organizational
reference and development.
Full OHCEA implementation is occurring through collaborative efforts of the RESPOND East and West
Congo teams, the founding member institutions of OHCEA, the recently developed OHCEA secretariat and
the Country Coordinating Committees for each member country. These key stakeholders are working to
facilitate activities, workshops and planning sessions which will allow for the deliverables outlined above
to be met, and sets a strong foundation for the long term management and continued development of
OHCEA in the Central and Eastern African region. It is expected that the resources and outcomes
developed within OHCEA will continue beyond RESPOND, and the continued development of OHCEA's
vision and mission will build outbreak response capacity within t he region, as well as, provide a global
model for building One Health Networks globally.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FY3 New Sub-activity Funding

Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 1.5.4 EC
Sub-activity name: Residency based knowledge partnership model for building veterinary public health
competence in Uganda
Partner lead: UMN
Total sub-activity budgetj

(b)(4)

Grantee: Makerere College of Veterinary Medicine
Introduction:

Through a combination of direct assistance and a grant to Makerere University, RESPOND will help
develop a residency-based program in Veterinary Public Health (VPH) at Makerere University's College of
Veterinary Medicine (CVM). Using best practices and techniques from a unique VPH residency program at
the University of Minnesota (UMN), the Makerere CVM is interested in adapting a similar residency
program as a means of strengthening its programs to become a leading institution in meeting regional
workforce needs for applied problem solving in publ ic health, zoonotic disease, food security and
development.
Modeled on a clinical residency, a resident spends 75% of their time working on practical problems in
public health t hrough paid partnerships with in dustry, government and academia, with the remaining 25%
of their time spent in traditional learning environments earning a degree. At UMN, the residency is tied to
an MPH program and is certified by t he American College of Veterinary Preventative Medicine, and all
graduating residents have become board certified by this body (following a rigorous examination). In
addition to building on the model of the UMN residency, this program will review and integrate where
appropriate key components of the Tufts Masters of Conservation Medicine and the pilot modified
Masters of Preventative Medicine at Makerere University.
On 4 th August 2011, 15 potential Ugandan partners and stakeholders (including government, academia
and private sectors) met to discuss how the existing residency could be adapted to Uganda. All expressed
enthusiasm for the idea and recommended that, long-term, it extend beyond veterinary public health to
include human, environmental and wildlife health professionals, thus aiming for a broader "One Health"
residency-type program. In this first year, the program will develop as a VPH residency program,
recognizing and leveraging towards expansion to other One Health disciplines. Thus the program will
initially be targeted to address a critical need to provide applied practical training to Ugandan
veterinarians in areas of food safety, food security, zoonotic disease, animal disease surveillance systems,
outbreak investigation, and outbreak response. All of these areas address strengthening the "veterinary
pillar" of the one health framework which remains weak, underdeveloped and under resourced
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throughout most of East and Central Africa.
Selected trainees will be trained in a variety of applied learning opportunities directed towards developing
skill sets and critical competencies including; food safety and security, emergency response,
environmental health, infectious diseases, epidemiology (including wildlife epidemiology), participatory
disease surveillance and response, field pathology and diagnostics, one health approaches, health policy
and administration. A Ugandan coordinator of the new program will be sent to UMN for 2 months to learn
the administrative structure and become familiar with the residency model, with the aim to adapt the
program for Uganda and East Africa context. Additional stakeholders will be sensitized to garner both
potential local partners as well as, interest additional Makerere University faculty members to the
strengths and benefits of the program . A faculty member from Makerere CVM will be designated as
program mentor, and participate in the UMN residency as a mentor in training. Throughout RESPOND Y3
bi-directional faculty, student and staff exchange wi ll be used to enhance the capacity at Makerere to
adapt and implement the residency program, as well as to work together to adapt the Minnesota
residency to meet workforce and funding needs in Uganda. Once the program is successfully running, the
program coordinator and advisors at Makerere will assist another school within the region (targeting an
additional one health profession [preference for Nursing] to help with OH CEA expansion) to develop a
similar program.

EPT and other Partners:

College of Veterinary Medicine, Makerere University (OHCEA mem ber)

Goal:

Developed residency-based program in Uganda which can serve as an anchor for the region and continent.

Objectives:

1. To provide applied practical training to Ugandan veterinarians in the area of epidemiology, food safety
and security, outbreak response, and field diagnostics - thereby improving food safety supply chains,
outbreak control and response.
2.

To develop a long-term sustainable plan for the Uganda residency program that reviews and
incorporates best practices of existing programs at US and African partner universities and works with
stakeholders to expand the program to other disciplines or regions as meets needs identified.

3.

To foster exchange of faculty, students and staff between OHCEA institutions and also between
OHCEA institutions and RESPOND's university partners.

4.

To strengthen networks between university, community, private, and public partners in order to
provide sustainable development around the region.
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Activities:

1.

From September 2011-August 2012, one faculty member from Makerere CVM will participate in the
UMN residency program as a mentor in training . This faculty member will enroll in the UMN Executive
MPH program with the other residents, but will have a dual role in the residency of participating in
residency projects while also co-mentoring projects with UMN faculty to build skills in applied training
mentors hip.

2. At the same time, a student from M akerere University will participate as a full resident and MPH
student at UMN.
3.

In September 2012, both mentor and t rainee will return to Makerere University to initiate the
residency program there, one as a mentor and one as a student in the program.

4.

Both individuals will be closely mentored by UMN faculty through faculty exchange and th rough UM N
staff based in the RESPOND field office.

5. The two students will attend distance learning and the UMN based Public health Institute (PHI).
Expected Outcome:
1.

An established residency program in veterinary public health, which can be readily expanded to other
OHCEA institutions and other One Health disciplines as needed.

2.

At least 5 residents trained in t he program that can provide a valuable human resource across and
between academic, public and private sect ors in Uganda and the region.
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RESPOND Concept Paper
FY3 New Sub-activity Funding
Cooperative Agreement Number GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: 3.4.7 SE
Sub-activity name: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at selected
provincial and district levels in Cambodia.
Partner lead: DAI
Total sub-activity budget:!

(b)(4)

Grantee: TBD
Introduction:

USAID announced in the first month of FYEAR 2011's t hird quarter t hat Cam bodia would be participating
in the Emerging Pandemic Threats program along with other countries in SE Asia. Subsequent to this
announcement, RESPOND communicat ed with officials in the Ministry of Health of the government of
Cambodia about the RESPOND concept of supporting collaborative in-service training activities designed
to strengthen outbreak response capacity at the district and provincial levels.
th
),

At a multi-sectoral workshop in Siam Reap in May (May 18-20

facilitated by RESPOND, the Royal

Government of Cambodia stressed the need for strengthening and capacity building of their district and
provincial level staff in the areas of field epidemiology, disease investigation and outbreak response. A
One Health approach t o such training was strongly endorsed at the workshop and thus a similar act ivity to
those already approved for other SE Asian countries is a high priority for RESPOND.
This proposal is based on the models developed for Vietnam and Thailand for ongoing in-service training
and follows initial discussions held in Cambodia during the discovery phase of the RESPOND project (May
2011) with in-country representatives from EPT partners, including WHO-Cambodia, CDC and FAO
(Bangkok regional office), leadership of the Applied Epidemiology Training Program in the Ministry of
Health, and officials from t he Ministry of Agriculture National Veterinary Research Institute (NAVRI).
The proposal is in three parts:
•

Support for the Cambodian Modified Field Epidemiology Training Program (called Applied
Epidemiological Training - AET)

•

Joint training of MoH/ MAFF staff at national, provincial and district levels to help with identification
and response to the priority zoonotic diseases

•

Support for field investigation of outbreaks of zoonotic and ot her emerging or remerging infectious
diseases (EID) by Rapid Response Teams throughout the country to complement the training
activities
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The guiding principles used for implementing these activities are:
•

Cambodian National Outbreak Investigation Guidelines

•

Cambodian National AET training curriculum

•

Cambodian National Zoonotic Disease Policy

This proposal builds on existing work carried out by MoH, MAFF, FAO, W HO, US CDC and USAID sponsored
sub recipient s in the community to prevent and control avian influenza and HSNl. The focus is to build on
the success of the existing avian influenza collaboration. RESPOND funding will have a direct impact on
improving coordination and quality of out break investigation of zoonotic diseases in Cambodia.
Goal:

To strengthen the quality and usefulness of the existing in-service t raining methods and materials in order
to improve the outbreak response capacity of government staff working at the provincial and district
levels in Cambodia, and to broaden activities to include additional animal and wildlife health professionals,
as well as other human health staff involved in surveillance (e.g. nurses).
Objectives:

To improve knowledge and practical skills of government employees responsible for the areas of disease
surveillance, outbreak identification, disease reporting, disease control, communication, teamwork and
the effectiveness of responses in provinces and districts.
EPT and other partners:

This work will be implemented by WHO, in collaboration with the following partners, to ensure that the

proposed activities do not duplicate or interfere with other existing training activities, and that they reflect
current Ministry priorities.
•

Cambodia MoH, MAFF, NIPH

•

RESPOND

•

FAO

•

US CDC

•

Other EPT Partners

Over view of planned activities:

The objective is to integrate three tiers of activities currently supported by WHO to improve One Health
outbreak response. The proposal combines in depth training of government staff on outbreak response
and surveillance as part of a modified Field Epidemiology Training program, with focused short term
training courses on specified priority zoonotic diseases for human and animal sector staff at the national
and sub national levels, and provision of funds so that they can use their newly acquired skills to
investigate outbreak situations.
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1.

Support for the Cambodian AET Programme

The AET program started in 2011 with training of t he first cohort, and is a 6-8 month in-service training
activity, mixing 2 months of didactic training with on-site supervision and field outbreak and surveillance
activities. It is based on a modified FET program and aims to be t he next step in developing field
epidemiology services in Cambodia.
The program already has an international technical advisor, hired by WHO, and the curriculum has been
developed. There are both national and international supervisors/mentors who support the students
during the fieldwork. The program has a national coordinator although the funding for this person in 2012
is not secure as yet.
The time line of proposed activities is depicted in the following table:

Month

Activity

1

•

Number of
students

Notes
I

•

Didactic training 1
English training

15 MoH based
students
selected on
merit; 10
MAFF

participants

First didactic training
focuses on basic
epidemiology and is open
to 15 students, of these

only 5 will be selected to
go for the full field
training
2 weeks

2-3

•
•

4

•
•
•

•

Produce weekly and monthly
surveillance reports
Perform an outbreak investigation if
possible
Internet based English training

5 AET
students

Field supervision by
national supervisors and
international mentors

Didactic training 2
English training
AET students to develop proposal
for surveillance project

5AET

2 weeks

students; 10
MoH and 10
MAFF

students
5-6

•
•
•

7

•
•
•
•

Data gathering for surveillance
project
At least 1 outbreak investigation
each student
Monthly and weekly surveillance
reports
Internet based Enolish trainino
Didactic training 3
Finalize reports
Finalize surveillance project

5 AET
students

Field supervision by
national supervisors and
international mentors

5 AET
students; 10

2 weeks

MoPH

students and
10 MAFF

students
8

•

Final Workshop and
Graduation

All students

1 week
~

Response Teams (RRTs), responsible for early warning, surveillance and outbreak investigation of zoonotic,
food borne, or other emerging diseases at the sub-national level.
The didactic course will involve participants from other sectors, which will include sub-national level staff
from MAFF. To maximize the effectiveness of the course, it is envisaged that there should be geographical
matching between candidates selected from health and agriculture so that joint training will have
maximum benefit.
The didactic training will be focused on basic field epidemiology, improving surveillance quality to improve
Cambodia's Early Warning Surveillance System, outbreak investigation, performance of case control
studies in an outbreak setting and basic analysis of data. These are all part of the national strategy for
outbreak response.
The best graduate of the course along with international and national technical advisors (total 3 people)
will attend the international TEPHINET course in 2012.
2.

District and Provincial level training on priority zoonotic diseases

A Joint MoH/MAFF/WHO/FAO/WCS Technical Working Group on Zoonotic Disease Control (TWG) has
identified four priority diseases as the focus of initial training act ivities. These are:
1.

Avian Influenza

2.

Rabies

3.

Leptospirosis

4.

Anthrax

5.

Other diseases as needed

Currently WHO is supporting MoH, MAFF and other partners to finalize the national policy for the
management of zoonotic diseases, with a focus on the wishes of the TWG for priority zoonotic diseases. In
addition, WHO is also developing training material for the management of the four priority diseases,
focusing on the practical needs of the country. The next step after development and ratification of the
policy and the training material is joint training of staff at both MoH and MAFF on management of these
four priority diseases. It is envisaged that the training will be at provincial and district level, bringing
together both animal and health staff.

•

Objective of the training: to reinforce the importance of providing accurate and timely disease
information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control activities, thereby protecting
the public's health, and in preventing further disease transmission to themselves, their families and
their communities.

The training will build upon the successful training provided to human and animal sector staff on the
investigation of HSNl influenza outbreaks by (i) expanding the program to include a wider range of
infectious diseases in both animal and human populations and (ii) by improving the effectiveness of
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existing provincial and district level training by promoting and strengthening a One Health teamwork
approach for outbreak response activities.

•

Core principle of this proposal: to include and encourage collaborative disease surveillance and
outbreak response training of veterinarians and animal health workers (both domestic and wildlife),
agriculture extension workers, physicians and other human health care workers, as well as other
stakeholders, to the maximum extent possible.

•

Activities: The process will include creating a cohort of trainers who will then train district and
provincial level staff at a number of training sessions at the sub national level. Total number of
participants would be around 300. This policy will act as the cornerstone of the future activities for the
TWG for zoonotic diseases.

An initial ToT workshop of one-week duration will be held with selected animal and human health staff at
national level and will include staff from MoH, MAFF, National Institute of Public Health, the University of
Health Sciences and one of the veterinary training institutions. Training will include specific training on the
four priority diseases as well as general topics such as One Health, data collection/recording, early
outbreak identification, disease reporting, appropriate sample collection and shipment (including
biohazards, biosafety and PPE use), biosecurity/quarantine, and outbreak communication.
In addition, an introduction to methods for training First Responders will be delivered, following
appropriate education and adult-learning principles and participatory training methods.
Following this initial ToT workshop, 3, three-day workshops will be held to train provincial and district
level MoH and MAFF staff. Each workshop will have approximately 100 students.

3.

Support for outbreak investigation to reinforce the AET and Zoonoses training activities

The third part of the proposal is the provision of resources for staff trained during activities 1 and 2 to
implement what the lessons learned. Rapid Response teams (RRTs) are the backbone of the national
outbreak investigation and early warning surveillance program. Staff of MoH who will attend activity 2 will
be members of countrywide rapid response teams (RRTs). While RRTs do not as yet include MAFF staff,
the vision for the future is to strengthen this inter-disciplinary relationship.
RRTs will put into practice their training under activities 1 and 2 by the investigation of unusual outbreaks.
The funding will provide logistics for the teams to visit the outbreak site. Membership of the team could
include national as well as provincial and district level staff from the health sector, and relevant local
animal health sector staff will be included as required e.g. for investigation of potential zoonotic disease
outbreaks.
The figure below describes the structure:
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RRT Level

MoH - CDC National
Rapid Response Team

Roles and Responsibilities
• Investigate large outbreaks in conjunction with subnational
RRTs
~

• Investigate zoonotic outbreaks alongside MAFF animal health

'

• Respond to queries from national level to possible outbreaks

,'

• Investigate local outbreaks on their own and report to MoH

24 Provincial Rapid
Response Teams

~

• Collate OD & hospital CamEW ARN weekly reports and send them
to MoH

'

• Investigate zoonotic outbreaks alongside local MAFF officers

,,

• Respond to queries from national level based on news reports,
CamEWARN surveillance or investigations.

76 Operational District

• Investigate zoonotic disease outbreaks alongside local animal
health officers

Rapid Response Teams

• Collate HC & hospital CamEWARN weekly reports and send them
to PHD & MoH

'

,,

• Respond to queries from national level based on news reports,
CamEWARN surveillance or investigations

"" 1200 Health Centre Rapid
Response Officers

1.

• Collate and publish PHD CamEWARN weekly reports

~

• Report Weekly CamEWARN to OD

Increased knowledge of the principles and application of epidemiology for outbreak investigation and
response for selected Cambodian provincial staff.

2.

Increased scope of short-term applied epidemiology, One Health and outbreak response in-service
training to provincial and district-level MoH and MAFF staff responsible for outbreaks in all provinces
in Cambodia.

3.

Improved capacity of staff in basic data analysis and interpretation, early outbreak identification and
reporting, outbreak communication, including the need to provide timely and accurate health
information to managers responsible for disease prevention and control activities.

4.

Improved capacity to safely collect and transport appropriate samples as required in order to
determine the cause of disease outbreaks, in collaboration with PREDICT and IDENTIFY.
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5.

Improved collaboration between animal and human health agencies at all levels in Cambodia in the
areas of outbreak response, disease investigation and reporting, and increased awareness of
international health agency priorities (e.g., WHO's IHR).

6.

Improved skills and knowledge of trainers in methodologies for the training of participants and
trainees attending workshops.

7.

Increased capacity and resources for staff to perform outbreak response activities
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APPENDIX II: SUCCESS STORIES AND REGION HIGHLIGHTS

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
PHE:v,L •RESPOND• PREVENT• !DENT r

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY: EAST CONGO

Supporting Community Surveillance and Outbreak
Investigation Capacity Building in Uganda

In line w ith it s objective to improve the capacity to conduct investigations
of suspected outbreaks, RESPOND supported a Community Surveillance
and Outbreak Investigation Capacity Building, and One Health training in

Uganda from October 25-29, 2011.
Organized and conduct ed by AFENET, a key RESPOND implement ing
The Way Foiward

partner, t he training was atten ded by thirty-five (35) partici pants in teams
consist ing of one Distr ict Veterinary Officer, one District Heath Officer, one

•

•

•

•

•

Ministry of Health will supply case
definition booklets. charts, and log of
rumors and outbreaks;
Trainees will sensitize VHTs on the
community case definitions to facilitate
community surveillance activities.
Districts will form Epidemic Management
Committees and prepare epidemic
preparedness and response plans.
Trainees will work on sensitization of
political leaders on epidemic
preparedness and response.
Ministry of Health will supply District
Survei Ilance Focal Persons with motor
cycles to facilitate surveillance work at
community level.

AFENET students and mentors sponsored

presented posters and attended the One
Health workshop co-sponsored by RESPOND.
Photo courtesy of AFENET

District Local Foca l Person and one District Surveillance Focal Person from
nine (9) different districts of Uganda.
The main objective of the tra ining was to t rain a cadre of trainers at the
distr ict level who will, then, be involved in t raining Uganda's village health
tea ms (VHTs). These tra iners will have the capacity to empower the local
communities and establish sustainable efforts focused on build ing ca pacity
for zoonotic disease o utbreak response at t he community level.
In addition to introd ucing participants to t he One Health Strategy in disease
outbreak investigation and response, and sharing experiences on OneHealth approach to investigation and response to recent epidemics in
Uganda (Yellow Fever and Ebola), participants were provided with an
overview of t he core functions of Integrated Disease Su rveillance and
Response with in t he context of t he Internat ional Health Regu lations.

The training was engaging to the point where participants decided to work
on improving disease invest igation and respo nse, as well as prepare for
disease outbreaks through t he formation of local Epidemic Management
Committees. They also decided to develop preparation of epidemic
preparedness and respo nse plans, and to work on sensitization of local

US Agency for lntt!rnat,onal Development

politica l leaders on epidemic preparedness and response.

ww.,.,usa,d.gov
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Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
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RESPOND

REGION HIGHLIGHT: EAST CONGO
RESPOND facilitates FAQ's Good Emergency Management Practice (GEMP) course for
chief veterinary officers from Eastern Africa
Following a request from the Food and Agriculture
Organization {FAO), RESPOND team members provided
faci litat ion for a p ilot training of FAO's "Good Emerge ncy
Management Practice" {or GEMP) for chief veterinary
officers from Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda and
Ethiopia.
The workshop took place on November 28-30, 2011, and
focused on introducing and applying GEMP principles to
existing animal emergency preparedness plans, including a
set of standard response proced ures for avian influenza
and an o utbreak communication too l-kit.
Participants and facilitators at the training

GEMP's essentials manual and tra ining materials (http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/ba0137e/ba0137e00.pdfl focus on
providing national level veterinary services with an applied, systems-based approach to prepare for, prevent, detect,
respond to and recover from - animal health emergencies. RESPOND's team facilitated the t raining, led the applied learning
activities and provide d feedback to FAO on t he training materials.
Immed iate feedback from the participants included:
'T he suggestions {RESPOND provided] will be tremendously helpful

•

Suggestion to incl ude more ministries and
professionals in addition to vet er inary services. In
particular, social scientists and human health
professionals were cited as critical additions to th is
effort;

•

Appreciation for t he applied learning approach

in improving the training materials ond t he preparations f or the
next workshop... I om looking forward to the prospect of future
colloborotions.
H

Arzo Edgardo, Veterinary Planning and Response Coordinator,
Crisis Management Centre - Animal Health (CMC-AH}, UN food
andAgriculture Organization (f'AO}

{using existing emergency preparedness plans from
participant's respective countries);
•

Gratitude for the opportunity to come together to address complex disease cha llenges.

RESPOND's facilitators suggested a stronger emphasis processes and skills to stress t he systems-based approach of GEMP.
Relating GEMP materials and methodologies to oth er existing systems, such as OIE' s (Organisation for Animal Health) tool for
'performance of veterinary services', W HO's International Health Regulations, Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response,
and Epidemic Preparedness and Response, looking for synergy between existing outbreak response systems. Addition of One
Health approaches was also suggested as a relevant and time ly means to connect all these syst ems toget her.
U.S. Agency for lnternat,onal Development
www.usa,d.gcw
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RESPOND supports AFENET's 4

th

Scientific

Conference in Tanzania
Promoting their field epidemiology and laboratory training programs
(FELTPs) as a platform for public health systems strengthening, the
African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET) celebrated its fifth
th

birthday at its 4 scientific conference in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
from December 11-16, 2011. The EPT RESPOND project, one of
AFENET's strongest supporters provided funding for 50 FELTP
residents and their mentors to attend the conference.
RESPOND also co-hosted a One Health workshop during the
conference, which brought together more than 80 participants
actively engaged in learn ing how to employ One Health concepts and
approaches. Presentation at the workshop, entitled 'Public Health
Surveillance for Mass Gatherings', included an overview of the public
health surveillance at the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa, the
2011 Martyrs Day celebrations in Uganda, and an overview of
surveillance at mass gatherings from the WHO Health Security
Interface. Even though it was a long day of activities at the
conference, most workshop participants remained engaged in
discussions until late in the evening.
During the workshop, RESPOND's senior technical officer, Dr. Douglas
Hatch, and regional t echnical lead from University of M innesota, Dr.
Mac Farnham, met with AFENET director, Dr. David Mukanga to
discuss senior level technical support, mentoring program
development, and monitoring and evaluation of outbreak response
related activities. The director expressed appreciation for the
strategic partnership that has developed between AFENET and
RESPOND in the past two years.

AFENET students and mentors sponsored
presented posters and attended the One
Health workshop co-sponsored by RES POND.
U.S. Agency for International Development

Several of the conference participants RESPOND sponsored to attend
the meeting presented posters and oral presentations on their
respective work in investigating epidemics and other public health
issues.

www.usaid.gov
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SUCCESS STORY: EAST CONGO
Leveraging stakeholder involvement in One Health Central and Eastern Africa (OHCEA)
On December 5-9, 2011, RESPOND
sponsored a very successful OH CEA
Country Coordination Committees
(CCC), in Kampala, Uganda.
Even though OHCEA is a network of
universities and it is university driven,
to achieve its stated mission and vision
there is a need to work with
stakeholders in government and non-

"·.-I'
.
•
.ti!.

.! )

governmental institutions for
successful implementation. OHCEA's

?'"~
·.··.". · ~
.
·..
... · ·. .
. ....-

CCCs are responsible for their countryspecific activities and to support each

'

country's university work.

~

The meeting gathered 56 members
from six countries representing

---

'-~

'

... - ~

OHCEA Regional CCC Meeting participan ts an d sponsors, pictured w ith t he Ugandan
Minister of State for Healt h, t he Honorable Dr. Richard Nduh uura (pictured center).

government (25}, non-governmental institutions (7), and OHCEA universities (24), bringing together different sectors and
departments, including education, environment, veterinary, nursing and public health. T his not only helped to foster transdisciplinary, multicultural and multi-sectoral relationships and partnerships, but also served as a great opportunity for
OHCEA to directly engage these stakeholder
groups.
The meeting also served to initiate a discussion
about CCC members' roles and responsibilities,
norms for each CCC and planned activities

"Success of the region and the world in One Health approach will be a as
result of OHCEA. We want to be the first to produce the outputs". Prof.
Mwanthi, Kenya.
"As we go bock we will make sure the OH strategy will become o new way
of life, thinking and acting". Prof. Kabamba, DRC

(including government initiatives) the committees
will promote and help carryout during the period
of January to September 2012.
The meeting was officially opened by the Ugandan
M inister of State for Health, the Honorable Dr.

'7he challenge is o big one and won't be easy but the work accomplished
over these 5 days is fantastic." Dr. Thomas Easley, USAID Uganda EPTCoordinator
"It won't be business as usual. We have to change and work together."
Prof. Kabasa, closing remarks

Richard Nduhuura, who emphasized that the
challenge of new zoonotic d iseases requires multi-disciplinary and multisectoral support and affirmed that Uganda fully
subscribes to the One Health concept. The meeting included case st udies of One Health application from each participating
country: a fatal outbreak of unknown ca use and landslides in Uganda, the benefit of One Health approach in disease control
in Democratic Republic of Congo, Rift Valley Fever outbreaks in Tanzania and Kenya, an Avian Influenza outbreak in Ethiopia
and an HlNl outbreak in Rwanda.
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REGION HIGHLIGHT - WEST CONGO
RESPOND supports OHCEA in
setting up the Country

The Minister of Higher Education of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) issued two decrees on November 9th and 18th respectively creating a
One Health Country Coordinating Committee and nominating its members.

Coordinating Committee in DRC,

The committee is ca lled "Comite de Coordination Une Sante (CCUS)" in

under the leadership of the

French and made of high level government officia Is and faculty from the

M inister of Higher Education.

direct supervision of the Minister of higher education which allows it to

-

______........
US

t

-

Rt:SPOND

University of Kinshasa and t he University of Lubumbashi. CCUS is under
have direct access to high level decision makers.
DRC's Country Coordinating Committee (CCC) is a platform for the
coordination of One Health strategy in the DRC. It was inaugurated on
November 19, 2011 in the presence of His Excellency the Minister of Higher
Education, a WHO Representative, a delegate of FAQ Represe ntative and a
representative of USAID Mission. DRC's CCC consists of 10 members from
the following entities: Ministry of Higher Education; OHCEA {One Health
Central and Eastern Africa} Focal Points from t he University of Kinshasa and
t he University of Lubumbashi; Ministry of Health; Ministry of Ag riculture;
Ministry of Interior and Security; M inistry of Primary, Secondary and
Vocational Education; Ministry of Environment; Ministry of Communication

From left to right: USA.ID Rwresenrathte, WHO
Com try Refl(esentative, DRC Minister of Higher
Education, FAO Representative, and the Regional
Director of RESPOND West Cor@o during the
inauguration ceremony of DRC Country Coordinating
Committee

and Media; and One Health Federation (FUS) a consortium of f ive health
professional councils and associations.
DRC's One Health Country Coord inating Committee intends to work with
existing platforms where entities and actors from various sectors interact.
One of these platfo rms is the "Thematic Groups" coordinated by t he
Ministry of Planning. Thematic groups facilitate interactions betwee n

"The One Health Count,y Coordination Committee is a
think tank, a platform for policy formulation,
coordination and harmon/za!fon ofOne Health
activities in the DRC."Article 2, Decree Number 405 of
the Minister of Higher Education issued on November
9, 2011.

government ministries, civil society and development partners.
It is expected that OHCEA, through its DRCfounding members the School of
Public Health an d the Faculty of Veterinary Med icine of Lubumbashi, will
provide th e leadership and vision to introduce One Health strategy in t he
Democratic Republic of t he Congo.

U.S. Agency for International Development
www.us.iid.gov
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REGION HIGHLIGHT- SOUTHEAST ASIA
Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health lnteNentions
Network -TEPHINET - held its 6th Southeast Asia and Western Pacific Biregional Conference from

November 8-11, 2011.

The TEPHINET

Conference was hosted this year by Indonesia and was held at the Nusa
Dua Convention Center in Bali, with the theme "Global SuNeillance
Networking for Global Health."
RESPOND provided full support and assistance to 53 individuals attending
the

conference,

incluoing

conference

speakers,

presenters,

and

moderators, as well as Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP) fellows,
graduates and trainers from the 6 RESPOND supported Southeast Asian
countries. Many of the RESPOND supported FETP fellows and graduates
were selected to present the results of their current research and outbreak
investigations in oral presentations and posters at the conference.
The conference began with one day of workshops on topics including FETP
training, epidemiological data management, disease response policies,
avian influenza control and pandemic preparedness, and international
collaboration. The following days of the conference provided a venue for
attendees to present the results of their recent research as FETP fellows in
Conference participants from the host

focused sessions on topics such as global disease suNeillance and

country, Indonesia, share a traditional

response, zoonotic disease and veterinary epidemiology, vector borne

Balinese dance.

disease, social and environmental epidemiology, food and water borne
disease, and pandemic preparedness.
The TEPI-IINET conference was successful in creating a unique event able to
bring together individuals from many One Health fields, including human
and veterinary medicine, public health, social sciences, and public policy,
to present current findings and discuss d isease issues facing the
international health community today.
RESPOND support allowed many individuals to attend and participate in
the conference and was greatly appreciated by the TEPHINET conference
organizers and host country, the international agencies present, and, of
course, the attendees themselves!

U.S. Agency for International Development

www.usatd.gov
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APPENDIX Ill: PUBLICATIONS AND ABSTRACTS
Biodiversity, Conservation, Industry, and Emerging Pandemic Threats
Forest biodiversity and conservation not only serve to strengthen the resiliency of ecosystems, it
also plays an important role in public health. The emergence of zoonotic infectious diseases, such
as Ebola, Nipah, and SARS, is directly related to increased interaction between human and animal
populations resulting from changing patterns of wildlife populations and human intrusion into
habitats. Timber harvesting, onshore oil and gas, and mining operations increase human
incursions into wildlife areas, facilitating mechanisms for zoonotic pathogen transmission.
Activities associated with these industries, specifically land clearing and road construction change
forest ecosystem dynamics by fragmenting habitats, increasing the edge effect, and decreasing
biodiversity. These ecosystem modifications alter wildlife dynamics in forested ecosystems to
favor species that are host for zoonoses and can thrive in environments with people. The
presence of extractive industries also often creates a labor influx and additional demands on local
resources, such as increased demand for bush meat and agricultural products. Food storage
facilities, housing, and waste handling facilities also can attract certain wildlife species. These
dynamics increase the potential for wildlife-human interaction, thus increasing the risk of zoonotic
disease transmission.
Extractive industry development is expanding annually in Sub-Saharan Africa and extractive
industries need to be considered as stakeholders in efforts to maintain biodiversity and
conservation of forested ecosystems. Many of these industries have developed management
practices to address environmental, social, and health issues. Addressing emerging zoonotic
diseases crosses the boundaries of all of these issues. The added public health benefits that
results in maintaining the health of their workforce could serve as a motivating factor for industry
to implement environmental measures to conserve biodiversity and habitat connectivity.
This presentation will outline the links between extractive industry activities and the potential for
zoonotic disease transmission. It will also highlight some known best practices that companies
can take to encourage biodiversity, protect worker and community health and limit the possibility
of global epidemics.
Corresponding Author:
Louise Flynn
Ecology and Environment/RESPOND project
150 I Lee Highway, Suite 306
Arlington, VA, 22209 USA
+ 1-703-522-6065 ext. 3804
E-mail: lflynn@ene.com
Other authors:
Anne-Elizabeth Kaitano
Ecology and Environment/RESPOND project
90 Broad St # 1906
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New York, NY I0004-2278 USA
Renuka Bery
FHI 360/PREVENT project
1825 Connecticut Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20009 USA

Emerging Pandemic Threats and the Oil and Gas Industry
Description
Emergence of zoonotic infectious diseases, such as Ebola, Nipah, and SARS, is directly related to
increased interaction between human and animal populations resulting from changing patterns of
wildlife populations and human intrusion into habitats. Because the frequency of human
interaction with animal hosts is a critical factor; those human populations with the most frequent
direct and indirect exposure to animal hosts are the most susceptible.
Application
Timber harvesting, onshore oil and gas, and mining operations increase human incursions into
wildlife areas, facilitating mechanisms for zoonotic pathogen transmission. Land clearing and road
construction change forest ecosystem dynamics by fragmenting habitats, increasing the edge
effect, and decreasing biodiversity. These ecosystem modifications alter wildlife dynamics in
forested ecosystems to favor species that are host for zoonoses and can thrive in environments
with people. The presence of extractive industries also often creates a labor influx and additional
demands on local resources, such as increased demand for bush meat and agricultural products.
Food storage facilities, housing, and waste handling facilities also can attract certain wildlife
species. These dynamics increase the potential for wildlife-human interaction, thus increasing the
risk of zoonotic disease transmission.
Results, Observations, and Conclusions
Extractive industries have developed best management practices to address both environmental
and health issues. Addressing emerging zoonotic disease crosses the boundaries of both topics.
Best management practices/mitigation strategies exist to maintain biodiversity, ensure habitat
connectivity, prohibit bush meat hunting, construct and maintain acceptable camp/facilities,
manage solid and liquid waste, and maintain worker and community health. These practices and
others can also serve to limit the potential transmission of zoonotic diseases.
Significance of Subject Matter
While we often know what to do to mitigate disease transmission, industries do not always
ensure that such practices are followed for myriad reasons: knowledge, political will, cost, etc.
This presentation will outline the links between extractive industry activities and the potential for
zoonotic disease transmission. It will also highlight some known best practices that companies
can take to encourage biodiversity, protect worker and community health and limit the possibility
of global epidemics.
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APPENDIX IV: ONLINE COMMUNICATIOS AND PRESS COVERAGE
Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.325957037421558. l 05764.12076167794 l 096&type=l
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.305726736111255. l 0 1451.120761677941096&type= 1
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.366039463413315.113891.120761677941096&type= 1

Twitter

RESPOND EPT

RESPOND

USAID's RESPOND and PREVENT projects trained Ugandan media in outbreak response
reporting. twi tpic.com/7ico72

RESPOND EPT

RESPOND

USAID's RESPOND project, collaborating with the PREVENT project, trained Ugandan media
in outbreak response.twi tpic.com/7hvkcz

RESPOND EPT

RESPOND

RESPOND supported sensitization of communities in Uganda on One Health approaches
during World Rabies Day, 2011 twi tpic.com/71 vrat

RESPOND EPT

RESPOND

Students sponsored by RESPOND in Uganda enhance their knowledge thru practical field
experiences. twitpic.com/71 vqhd

RESPOND EPT

RESPOND

RESPOND hands over servers to Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine to
support e-learning. twitpic.com/6zcdi w
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Press Releases

Action Office:
Info Office:
MRN:
Date/DTG:
From:
Action:

E.O.:
TAGS:
Captions:
Subject:

ECON, PAS, AID, CDC, CLO, POL
CIS_ INFO, ECON_ LES_INFO, POL_LES_ INFO, PAS_ LES_ INFO,
FAS_ LES_ INFO, DAO_ INFO, AID_LES_ INFO, POL_ INFO
11 BANGKOK 3710
Oct 18, 2011 / 1806252 OCT 11
AMEMBASSY BANGKOK
WASHDC, SECSTATE ROUTINE
13526
EAGR, EAID, ELAB, ETRD, MARR, OEXC, PREL, TBIO, TH, LA
SIPDIS
Ambassador Promotes U.S.-Led Regional Cooperation In Provincial
Thailand

1. {U) Summary: Ambassador Kenney visited Khon Kaen Province, the educational and
commercial capital of Northeastern Thailand October 7, where she engaged various Thai
counterparts from the government, the military, the private sector and academia. The
Ambassador held open discussions with students, teachers and administrators at Khon Kaen
rd
University (KKU), explored civil-military activities with the Royal Thai Army's 23 Military Circle,
and toured the factory that makes official NBA jerseys. The highlight of the visit was a meeting
with the leadership of the KKU Faculty of Veterinary Medicine where the Ambassador learned
about a Thai-U.S. partnership, through the Emerging Pandemic Threats program, that is
strengthening detection and response to infectious disease of animal origin threatening human
and animal health in Laos and the region.
2. {U) Comment: As exemplified by the Emerging Pandemic Threats program, U.S. engagement in
the poorest region of Thailand has promoted bilateral relations not only between the U.S. and
Thailand, but between Thailand and Laos as well. While focused on the goal of mitigating disease
emergence in the region, the Thai-U.S. partnership is also contributing significantly towards
transnational cooperation, as well as peace and prosperity in the Mekong region. The program
also serves as a good example of Thailand's graduation from aid recipient to development
partner. End Summary and Comment.
Ambassador's First Trip to Khon Kaen
3. (U) The Ambassador began her day by engaging students and faculty from KKU in a wideranging conversation touching on the importance of ASEAN, strengthening Thai civil society, and
U.S.-Thai relations. For a provincial university, KKU has a rich history of internationalization, with
at least 28 undergraduate exchange students from the U.S., and an active former Fulbright
community. This diverse academic environment enabled the Ambassador to continue her
outreach later in the day with State Department exchange program alumni and U.S. students
currently participating in exchange studies at KKU.
4. (U) During her visit Ambassador Kenney was also briefed by Royal Thai Army officials on civilRESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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military efforts in the region, including the military response to ongoing flooding. In addition, she
visited the factory where official NBA jerseys are manufactured in compliance with strict
international labor practice standards. The Ambassador's visit drew keen interest from the local
press corps throughout the day.
A U.S. - Thai Partnership in Regional Health

5. {U) The highlight of the Ambassador's trip was her visit to KKU's USAID-supported Emerging
Pandemic Threats program. The program addresses drivers of disease emergence, and improves
capacity for early detection and response to infectious disease events of animal origin before
they threaten the human population. Such pathogens of import to the region include highly
pathogenic avian influenza {HSNl), Nipah virus, and SARS coronavirus, which carry high fatality
rates in humans and the potential to be transmitted rapidly across country borders. Broadly,
USAID helps Mekong River countries jointly develop a coordinated regional response to disease
outbreaks.
6. (U) More specific to the Ambassador's visit, USAID technical assistance facilitates a partnership
between KKU Veterinary Faculty and Nabong Agricultural College, National University of Laos,
which aims to build Laotian capacity in veterinary medicine. The three-party relationship aims to
address the severe shortage of doctoral-level veterinarians in the Lao People's Democratic
Republic, training a future cadre of veterinarians in Laos to manage disease outbreaks through a
multidisciplinary approach. Khon Kaen University's Veterinary Faculty is comparatively advanced
- vis-a-vis Laos - and has developed a collegial and productive relationship with Laotian staff and
students through faculty and student exchanges and other approaches. The veterinary school
has also received USAID assistance through the Food and Agriculture Organization to train
Laotian provincial and district livestock officers on disease investigation and outbreak response.
7. (U) The Emerging Pandemic Threats Program demonstrates the effectiveness of regional health
partnerships under joint U.S.-Thai leadership. The Ambassador found that the program provides
a strong base for the Lower Mekong Initiative by leveraging technical support from a number of
U.S. based consulting firms and academic institutions including Tufts University and the
University of Minnesota. U.S. influence is evident in the makeup of the staff as well. Twelve
members of KKU's veterinary staff earned doctorates in the U.S. For its part, the Royal Thai
Government provides scholarship support for students from Nabong Agricultural College to study
at KKU's veterinary school. Thus, this partnership has a "trilateral" nature, with U.S. and Thai
assistance promoting health and prosperity in Lao PDR and beyond, to address health issues
throughout the Lower Mekong region.
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For Immediate Release

Contacts:

Dr. Le Vu Anh
Dean, Hanoi School of Public Health
lva@hsph.edu.vn
Brian McLaughlin
Regional Director, RESPOND project, USAID
Brian_McLaughli n@dai.com
Claudia Costabile
Communications Officer, RESPOND project, USAID
claudia costa bile@dai.com

USAID EPT Project Emerging Pandemic Threats) Supports Vietnam's One Health
University Network
Nha Trang, Vietnam (November 22, 2011} - The Hanoi School of Public Health, supported by
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Emerging Pandemic Threats
(EPT) RESPOND project, , held, today, the first meeting of the Vietnam One Health University
Network (VOHUNET) to promote an effective national response to animal diseases that cou ld
affect human hea lth.

VOHUNET is the result of advocacy efforts to establish a Southeast Asia One Health University
Net work (SEAOHUN) t o address zoonotic diseases outbreaks. The o rgan ization of a network of
universities seeks to increase regional coordination in the response to disease outbreaks.
The Vietnamese network plans to register eighteen18 universities as part of its network of
schools of medicine, public health, and veterinary medicine. The Hanoi School of Public Health,
Hanoi Medical Unive rsit y, and Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Hanoi University of Agricu lture
w ill act as the focal institutions for the newly formed network.
The meeting, which was a follow up to an initial VOHUNET formative meeting, held on June 2
and 29, 2011, gathered representatives of USAID, RESPOND, Vietnam's Ministry of Agricu lture
and Rural Development, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education and Training, M inistry of
Science and Technology as well as representatives from ten universities throughout Vietnam.
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Participants discussed plans to establish a One Health university network comprised of
Vietnamese universities, assessed One Health training and research gaps in VOHUNET partners,
and worked with target ministries to develop One Health trainings and research strategies.
Keynote speakers included USAID Vietnam Mission Director, Francis Donovan, Hanoi School of Public
Health Dean, Dr. Le Vu Anh, and RESPOND Technical Director, Dr. Stanley Fenwick.

Notes to editors
The One Health approach recognizes that human health, animal health, and ecosystem health
are inextricably linked, and that collaboration across sectors is needed to achieve more rapid
and effective responses with benefits to public, animal, and environmental health.
Collaboration among sectors is needed for effective and timely disease surveillance, monitoring
environmental impacts, leadership and management needed for this new approach to
surveillance and response, evaluation, and capacity building in each of these areas.

The RESPOND project is one component of USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program and
coordinates activities with three other EPT projects: PREDICT, PREVENT and IDENTIFY. RESPOND is also
in close coordination with other internationa l agencies, such as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAD), t he Organisation for Animal Health
(D IE), and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Implemented by DAI, the RESPOND project team builds on the expertise of the University of Minnesota
(U MN), Tufts University, Training Resources Group, lnc.(TRG), and Ecology and Environment (E&E) to
accomplish its goal of transforming public health education to ensu re a more integrated approach to
outbreak response.
For more information, visit http://respond-ept.com
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For Immediate Release

Contacts:

Dr. Bounlay Phommasack
Director, NEIDCO
neidco@laopdr.com
Thomas D' Agnes
USAID Director, Lao P.D.R
dagnestr@state.gov
Brian Mclaughlin
Regional Director, RESPOND project, USAID
Brian_Mela ughI in@dai .com
Claudia Costabile
Communications Officer, RESPOND project, USAID
claudia costabile@dai.com

USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threat s Program (EPT) hosts a One Health m eeting
with LAO PDR Ministry of Health, Ministry of Forestry and Fisheries, and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
The four components of t he USAID's program will discuss plans and activities for 2012
Vientiane, LAO PDR (November 23, 2011) - USAID's Emerging Pa ndemic Threats Program
(EPT), in collaboration with the Nati onal Emerging Infectious Diseases Coordinating Office
(NEIDCO) of Lao PDR is hosting a One Health meeting with EPT partners (PREVENT, IDENTIFY,
PREDICT and RESPOND) to discuss plans and activit ies in disease outbreak response for 2012.

The meet ing, which is a follow up t o a successful Nat ional One Health Symposium hosted in
Sept ember 2011, will f eature representatives of all four USAID EPT project s as well as
representatives of Lao PD R's Ministry of Healt h, Minist ry of Forestry and Fisheries, and Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
Participants of the meet ing aim at defining EPT's current and future role in Lao PDR's national
strategy for prevention and control of emerging zoonotic diseases (EZDs), increasing dialogue
between M inist ries to address existing policy gaps, and coordinating between EPT partners for
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Lao-based activities. Presentations will focus on work progress and achievements, planned
2012 activities, and a Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) plan with indicators to measure the
progress of activities under each EPT Project.

Keynote speakers include the U.S. Ambassador, Karen Stewart, and NEIDCO director, Dr.
Bounlay Phommasack.

Notes to editors
The One Health approach recognizes that human health, animal health, and ecosystem health
are inextricably linked, and that collaboration across sectors is needed to achieve more rapid
and effective responses with benefits to public, animal, and environmental health.
Collaboration among sectors is needed for effective and timely disease surveillance, monitoring
environmental impacts, leadership and management needed for this new approach to
surveillance and response, evaluation, and capacity building in each of these areas.

The National Emerging Infectious Disease Coordination Office (NEIDCO) is an intergovernmental agency that implements Lao PDR' s National Avian Influenza and Pandemic
Preparedness Plan (the National Plan). Drawing on global strategies to combat emerging
infectious diseases, NEIDCO monitors animal and human health, increases awareness of EIDs
through information, education, and communication as well as coordinates multi-sector
responses to new and emergent threats.

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) Emerging Pandemic Threats program
EPT) emphasizes early identification of and response to dangerous pathogens in animals before
they can become significant threats to human health. Using a risk-based approach, the EPT
program builds on USAID's successes in disease surveillance, training, and outbreak response to
focus on geographic areas where these threats are most likely to emerge.
The EPT program draws on expertise from across the animal- and human-health sectors to build
regional, national, and local capacities for early disease detection, laboratory-based disease
diagnosis, rapid disease response and containment, and risk reduction. These efforts target a
limited number of geographic areas, known as "hot spots," where new disease threats have
emerged in the past.
The EPT program currently focuses on "hot spots" in the Congo Basin of East and Central Africa,
and in the Mekong region of Southeast Asia.
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Websites

Southeast Asia
http://www.tuoitrenews.vn/cmlin k/tuoitrenews/society/us-program-supports-one-health-universitynetwork-1.52112
ht tp://www.tuoitrenews.vn/cmlink/tuoit renews/society/us-program-supports-one-health-universitynetwork-1.52112
http://baodientu.chinhphu.vn/Home/70-cac-benh-moi-noi-co-nguon-goc-tu-dongvat/201111/103079.vgp
http ://vn express. net/gl/suc-khoe/2011/1 1/70-cac-ben h-moi-noi-lay-tu-dong-vat/
http ://t ha nhtra .com.vn/ta bid/77/ n ewsid/47809/tern idcl icked/34/seo/Ho-tro-ung-pho-h ieu-qua-d ichbenh-tu-dong-vat/Defau lt.aspx
htt p://giadinh .net.vn/20111122050918860p1044c1045/my-ho-tro-viet-nam-ung-pho-cac-dich-benh-tudong-vat.htm
http://www.ktdt.com.vn/news/deta i1/312960/70-cac-ben h-moi-noi-co-ngu on-goc-t u-do ng-vat. aspx
http ://giaod u c.ed u. vn/news/song-khoe-720/70-cac-ben h-moi-n oi-co-nguon-goc-tu-d ong-vat-17 5773.aspx
http://www.soytekhanhhoa.gov.vn/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=2202&1temid=SS
http://www. baokha n h hoa .com.vn/Ti ntu c-Su kien/201111/70-giao-su-tien-si-gia ng-vien-tham-gia2112620/
http://www.hsph.edu.vn/node/958

East Congo Basin
M inister forma lizes the DRC CCC to ensure its legitimacy at a USAID RESPOND funded meeting
http://fr.allafrica.com/stories/201111211866.html
USAID RESPOND supports a successfu l AFENET Conference in Tanzania, 11-16 December 2011.
http://www.afenet-conf erence.net/onehealth.php
M inisters resolve to strengthen Epidemiology tra ining at a USAID RESPOND funded AFENET conference
http://www.dailynews.co.t z/home/?n=26368&cat=home
Tanzania's Prime M inister advises on emerging and re-emerging diseases at a USAID RESPOND funded
AFENET conference ht tp://www.ippmedia .com/frontend/index.php?l=36415
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APPENDIX V: FINANCIAL REPORT
PIPELINE
Total Award Value

$184,895,540

Total Obligation
Total Expended October - December, 2011
Total Expended Life of Project through December 31 , 2011
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended
(b)(4)

PLANNED EXPENDITURES FOR NEXT QUARTER
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures January - March, 2012
Total Estimated Expenditures as of March 31, 2012
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on March 31, 2012

APPENDIX VI - OTHER MATERIALS
The documents entitled "Environmental Manual and Framework Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan (EM/FMMP)" and "Environmental Mitigation and Monitoring Report (EMMR)"
were delivered during the first quarter of Vear 3. Copies of the documents are in USAID
possession.
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ACRONYMS
ADPC

Asian Disaster Preparedness Center

AET

Applied Epidemiology Training

AFENET

Africa Field Epidemiology Network

AFRO

WHO - Regional Office for Africa

AFRUS-IDM

Africa-US Integrated Disease Management

ANIC

National Nurses Association of DRC

ANPN

Agence Nationale des Pares Nationaux

AOTR

Agreement Officer's Technical Representative

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

ATVCO

L'Association des Techniciens Veterinaires au Congo (Association of Veterinary
Technicians of Congo)

AU

African Union

AUF

Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie

AU-I BAR

African Union lnteragency Bureau for Animal Resources

AVET

Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training Program

BMP

Best Management Practices

CAHFS

Center for Animal Health and Food Safety

CAHN ET

Community Animal Health Network

CAHW

Community Animal Health Workers

CARPE

Central African Regional Program for the Environment

CCC

Country Coordinating Committee

CCN

Cooperating Country National

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CE

Continuing Education

CIRAD

Agricultural Research for Development

CMOA

Ministry of Agriculture (DRC)

CMOE

Ministry of Environment (DRC)

CMOH

Ministry of Health (DRC)
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CODESA

Comite de Developpement Sanitaire {Health Development Committee)

COVAB

Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity
(Uganda)

CTPH

Conservation Through Public Health

DA

Direct Assistance

DDAF

Deputy Director for Administration and Finance

DGLAHS

Directorate General for Livestock and Animal Health Services

DLD

Department of Livestock Development

DNP

Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (Thailand)

DoA

Department of Agriculture

DoF

Department of Forestry

DoH

Department of Health

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

DRD

Deputy Regional Director

DVO

District Veterinarian Officer

E&E

Ecology & Environment, Inc.

EACIDS

Eastern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

ECB

East Congo Basin Regional Office

ECTAD

Emergency Center for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EID

Emerging Infectious Disease

EMPRES

Emergency Prevention Systems

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

EIWG

Ecosystems lnteragency Working Group

ERAIFT

Ecole Regionale Post-Universitaire d'Amenagement et de Gestion lntegres des Fon~ts et
Territoires Tropicaux

EZD

Emergency Zoonotic Diseases

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAS

Field Accounting System

FEAT

Field Epidemiology Association of Thailand

FESC

Field Epidemiology Short Courses

FE(L)TP

Field Epidemiology (Laboratory) Training Program
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FETP-V

Field Epidemiology Training Program - Veterinary Component

FOREST

Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training

FUE

Federation of Ugandan Employees

FUS

Federation Une Sante

GEMP

Good Service Management Practice

GHI

Global Health Institute

GIGOM

Gabon International Gas, Oil, and Mining

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPHIN

Global Public Health Intelligence Network

GVFI

Global Viral Forecasting Initiative

HIPS

Health Initiative for the Private Sector Program

IBAR

Inter-African Bureau for Animal Resources

ICT

Information Communication and Technology

IDSR

Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response

IEM

lnstitut d'Enseignement Medicale

IFASIC

lnstitut Facultaire des Sciences de L'lnformation et Communication

ILRI

International Livestock Research Institute

INDOHUN

Indonesia One Health University Network

INRB

National Institute for Biomedical Research (DRC)

INCEF

International Conservation and Education Fund

IRCM

Integrated Regional Coordination Mechanism

ISP

lnstitut Superieur Pedagogique

ISTM

lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales

ITAV

lnstitut de Technique Agro-Veterinaire

ITM

lnstitut Techniques Medicale

KMS

Knowledge Management System

KKU

Khan Kaen University

KKUVMS

KKU School of Veterinary Medicine

LTTA

Long-term Technical Assistance

LOW

Line of Work
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M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

M&IE

Meals & Incidental Expenses

MAAIF

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (Uganda)

MAFF

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

MENTOR

Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource Conservation

MINAGRI

Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources

MISRZ

Multidisciplinary and Integrated Surveillance and Response to Zoonotic Diseases

MOA

Ministry of Agriculture

MOF

Ministry of Forestry

MOH

Ministry of Health (Uganda)

MoNRE

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

MOPH

Ministry of Public Health (Thailand)

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPH

Master of Public Health

MS

Master of Science

MVPM

Masters of Veterinary Preventive Medicine

MUSPH

Makerere University School of Public Health

NAC

Nabong Agricultural College

NaVri

National Veterinary Research Institute

NEIDCO

National Emerging Infectious Diseases Coordination Office

NUOL

National University of Laos

NTF

Netherlands Trust Fund

OHCEA

One Health Central and East Africa Network

OIE

World Organization for Animal Health

PAT

Protected Areas Team

PDSR

Participatory Disease Surveillance and Response

PE

Participatory Epidemiology

PHQ

Project Headquarters

PIA

Participatory Impact Assessment

PIO

Public International Organization
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PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPF

Pandemic Preparedness Forum

Pro-MED

Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases

RAT

Risk Assessment Tool

RFA

Request for Applicants

RFP

Request for Proposal

RD

Regional Director

RO

Regional Office

ROC

Republic of Congo

RPA

Regional Program Administrators

RUFORUM

Regional University Forum

SACIDS

Southern African Centre for Infectious Disease Surveillance

SAFETYNET

South Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network

SANRU

Sante Rurale (Rural Health)

SEA

Southeast Asia Regional Office

SEAOHUN

Southeast Asia One Health University Network

sow

Standard of Work

STOP Al

Stamp out Pandemic and Avian Influenza

STTA

Short Term Technical Assistance

TADS

Transboundary Animal Diseases

TAMIS

Technical and Management Information Systems

TEPHINET

Training Programs in Epidemiology and Public Health Interventions Network

TOR

Terms of Ref erence

TOT

Training of Trainers

TRG

Training Resources Group, Inc.

TUSK

Tufts University Science Knowledgebase

UFP

University Focal Person

UMA

Uganda Manufacturers Association

UMN

University of Minnesota

UNICEF

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
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UNIKIN

University of Kinshasa

UNILU

University of Lubumbashi

UNSIC

UN System Influenza Coordination

UPDF

Uganda People's Defense Force

UPN

Universite Pedagogique Nationale

USAID

U.S. Agency for International Development

USAID/W

USAID Washington

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

USFS

U.S. Forest Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USG

U.S. Government

UVRI

Uganda Virus Research Institute

UWA

Uganda Wildlife Authority

VAT

Value Added Tax

VMKKU

Veterinary Medicine Khon Kaen University

VMS

Veterinary Medical School

WCB

West Congo Basin Regional Office

wcs

Wildlife Conservation Society

WWF-DRC

World Wildlife Fund-Democratic Republic of the Congo

WHO

World Health Organization

WILD

Wildlife Investigation and Livestock Disease

WTO

World Trade Organization
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GLOBAL ACTIVITIES AND HEADQUARTERS HIGHLIGHTS
This quarter of Year 3 started with a major change in leadership. David Elkins, RESPOND's project
director since its inception, resigned on December, 2011, and Robert Ryan-Silva started as project
director on February 1, 2012. The new project director visited two of the three regional offices during
the first quarter (East Congo and West Congo) to have a first-hand understanding of the project as a
whole and to meet with regional project managers. The director will visit the third regional office
(Southeast Asia) in April of 2012, after which changes in the project structure and management will be
made as they become necessary to streamline the activities for the remaining years of the project.
In general, the number of activities for the project has increased substantially, and a number of Region
Highlights and Success Stories were generated due to the increase in events and activities. In particular,
RESPOND's U.S. university partners (Tufts University and University of Minnesota) held several student
and faculty One Health sensitizations in OHCEA member universities. Hundreds of students and faculty
attended the sensitization events.
Another highlight for the headquarters office in Bethesda was t he start of expansion of the Central
Desktop content management system to include other EPT projects. The objective is to create a more
collaborative environment throughout the EPT program, and share events, activities and milestones.
The program-wide platform is expected to launch sometime during Quarter 3 of Year 3.
Communications Officer, Claudia Costabile, started visiting the regional offices during this quarter to
provide USAID branding and marking guidance as activities in the field are implemented. She also
offered a number of trainings to the East Congo and West Congo regional offices, including
communications best practices, effective reporting and online communications. She plans to visit the
Southeast Asia office sometime in the Summer of 2012.
On the Global Activities side, most of the work focused on the One Health Core Competencies
development. A summary write-up of the work to date reviewing discipline-specific competencies and
the initial group of subject matter expert interviews and analyses was developed in. The summary was
sent to the EPT One Health Core Competency working group for review and comment. RESPOND's
Felicia Nutter and Marguerite Pappaioanou met with the Tufts team in Boston on February 24 to
provide additional feedback on the summary report, and to discuss suggested next steps.
This quarter RESPOND also contributed to the development of an educational brochure for the
Extractive Industry Working Group (EIWG) that was distributed and presented at the EPT meeting in
January 2012. Following additional time for external review and comment, the brochure will be
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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finalized and then used during outreach to extractive industry companies and shared industry-related
meetings and conferences.

EAST CONGO BASIN
One of the major events led by the East Congo regional office during this quarter was the start of One
Health sensitization to students and faculty in the OHCEA member universities. Led by RESPOND's U.S.
university partners (Tufts University and University of Minnesota), the sensitizations attracted hundreds
of students and faculty interested in ways of collaborating and expanding the One Health concept in
Eastern and Central Africa.
The ECB office also welcomed RESPOND's new Project Director, Robert Ryan-Silva, to the regional
office. There, Rob met with the ECB team and local partners. RESPOND Agreement Officer's Technical
Representative, Rob Henry, accompanied the new project director and both participated in the 4th
OHCEA Summit in Nairobi, in January, 2012.
RESPOND Communications Officer, Claudia Costabile, traveled to the East Congo Basin office for two
weeks in January to work on ECB communications planning. She also offered trainings to RESPOND's
current and future partners on USAID branding, marking and communications best practices. The
training was attended by OHCEA, the Uganda Manufacturers Association, the Federation of Uganda
Employers, and AFENET. While in Kampala, Ms. Costabile worked with OHCEA's Website Manager to
review content and improve the website's design. The redesigned website can be found at:
www .ohcea.org.
Another accomplishment for the East Congo regional office this quarter was the formal submission of
the OHCEA grant to RESPOND in March, 2012, after careful reformatting and evaluation by RESPOND's
leadership (regional and at headquarters).

WEST CONGO BASIN
Due to the travel ban imposed by the U.S. Embassy in the DRC because of the country's general election
period of unrest, between November and January of 2012, the West Congo regional office had to
postpone several activities planned for the beginning of Quarter 2.
Even with restricted travel, many activities took place in the West Congo region. One of the highlights of
the WCB office this quarter was the support to the government of Cameroon in their establishment of a
National Program for Prevention and Control against Emerging and Reemerging Zoonoses, aimed at
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making Cameroon a reference of success in the prevention and control of emerging and re-emerging
zoonoses, employing One Health approaches, by 2035. RESPOND sponsored two national experts to
assist the ad hoc committee in developing t he national program. Other EPT partners were also actively
engaged and contributed to this initiative (PREDICT, represented by the Global Viral Forecasting
Initiative (GVFI), and IDENTIFY represented by WHO and FAQ). This collaboration allowed the
integration of EPT's objectives in the national program.
RESPOND's Communications Officer, Claudia Costabile, conducted trainings for staff and local
stakeholders (CCUS, FUS, UNIKIN and Ministry of Higher Education) on the USAID branding and marking
policies and regulations, communications best practices and effective writing skills.
The new RESPOND's Project Director, Robert Ryan-Silva and DAi's Health Sector Managing Director,
Jerry Martin, visited the West Congo regional office in March of 2012. Together with the East Congo
regional office manager, Len dell Foan, they met with key partners including OHCEA focal persons and
the CCC to understand and realign the West Congo activities towards OHCEA.
Members of Tufts University and University of Minnesota (UMN) traveled to University of Lubumbashi
to carry OHCEA-related activities, and to establish relationships with faculty for future training
opportunities.

SOUTHEAST ASIA
SEAOHUN's establishment and preliminary operation started during Quarter 2, representing the most
nd

important task carried in the Southeast Asia regional office. After the 2

Deans' meeting in December

2011, an Executive Board was created to govern the network, and the first formal meeting of the
Executive Board was held during the December Dean's meeting. A follow-up meeting was conducted on
February 21 and 22, 2012 in Jakarta, Indonesia, in which a SEAOHUN annual work plan was discussed,
reviewed and endorsed by the Executive Board members.
The Southeast Asia regional office also supported and co-organized t he Global Health Institute (GHI)
One Health leadership program in collaboration with Chiang Mai University in Thailand, during January,
2012. The program focused on developing One Health leadership and technical capacity, and provided
training opportunities to Master's and doctoral-level students, as well as mid-to-senior level career
profession aIs.
On the administrative side, the regional office has restructured its operations (corporate diagram
attached in the end of this report) to reflect the needs of SEAOHUN. RESPOND's project director, Robert
Ryan-Silva is travelling to the regional office early in Quarter 3 to meet with the Southeast Asia team
and provide guidance on further changes in structure necessary to the effective support to SEAOHUN.
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MONITORING AND EVALUATION
Twenty-nine sub-activity events occurred in Quarter 2, which was the most productive RESPOND
quarter to date, in terms of the number of events. Public lectures/presentations/press conferences
accounted for a nearly 400% increase in participation in this quarter, mostly due to the One Health
sensitizations in OHCEA countries, held by the East Congo and West Congo Regional Offices.
Government and university representation at RESPOND events were nearly equal (approximately 40%)
in the second quarter. While the nationality of event participants is largely dependent on event
location, for the events conducted during Quarter 2 participants were primarily from Thailand (30%),
Cameroon (21%), and DRC (16%.). Overall, event participants have rated RESPOND events as good (3.4
out of 4) across regions. From participants' perspective, RESPOND events have continued to help
expand/clarify their understanding of "One Health" (3.2 out of 4).
With respect to institutional collaboration (i.e., networks, twinning), 18 exchanges occurred in Quarter
2. 61% of the exchanges that have occurred were introductory partnership exchanges, laying the
groundwork for future activities. Curriculum development, module development, lecturing and
collaborative research activities are all beginning to occur, approximately 9% each of the total
collaboration. Professional exchanges are also occurring, but to a lesser degree (5%). A Best
Management Practices Review was conducted to provide a state-of-the-art summary of issues related
to waste disposal during outbreak responses, provide reference materials for national RESPOND
partners, provide training materials for use by RESPOND or others, disseminate knowledge of relevant
Best Management Practices (BMPs) to project partners and the wider practitioner community.
The M&E team conducted an assessment of the MUSK implementation at Makerere University
(4.1.2EC), and the assessment revealed that it will take a concerted effort to meet the original system
objectives (e.g., additional hardware installation, additional training, user incentives, support
improvement).
The full M&E team (M&E Manager, Regional M&E Officers, university M&E team members) met in
Bangkok, in February, 2012, to review and develop M&E plans, activities and tools. This weeklong
meeting was valuable to support cross-partner and cross-regional collaboration, as well as to interact
with the Southeast Asia office.
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I. GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
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The global map above displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). RESPOND Regional Hub Offices are located in Kampala (Uganda),
Kinshasa (Democrat ic Republic of Congo), and Bangkok (Thailand), covering two regions considered hot-spot areas for the emergence and
re-emergence of zoonotic pandemic threats.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER:
Central Desktop, a content management system, currently hosts two knowledge management systems

affiliated with the RESPOND Project and the EPT Program. The RESPOND Team has been using Central
Desktop as a collaborative tool since April, 2011. With fifty-six active Workspaces and over one hundred
members, the RESPOND Central Desktop site has been highly effective in providing a space for
communication, event planning, and document sharing.
During this quarter, RESPOND has led the development and early stages of implementation of a second
Central Desktop site to be used by client and project staff members throughout the EPT network. The
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effort is designed to foster greater collaboration between the EPT projects in order to enhance activity
coordination and encourage the sharing of technical resources. The EPT site on Central Desktop is
designed to include a Global Workspace that is visible to all members of the site, as well as a set of
Workspaces grouped by program country.
The EPT Global Workspace includes relevant news, pictures and documents of interest to project staff
and select members of partner organizations. Country-specific Workspaces housed in Central Desktop
will have a more limited population, and it is where the majority of collaboration on technical content is
expected.
Beginning in February, 2012, RESPOND staff worked closely with USAID to design a system that would
efficiently meet the aforementioned goals. The roll out of the EPT site began in March, 2012, and will
continue as more country-specific Workspaces are developed.
Through the assistance of an independent consultant, the Central Desktop information sharing system
used by the RESPOND Project began to be populated to include other Emerging Pandemic Threats
programs. Once fully rolled out, Central Desktop will serve as a central platform for EPT-wide
knowledge management and communication.
The RESPOND website (http://www.respond-ept.com) is in the process of being redesigned by the DAI
information technology team, and is expected to be re-launched in the third quarter of Year 3.
Project financial spend-to-date tracking mechanisms were accurate across all RESPOND offices and are
updated monthly, which greatly streamlines the financial reporting process.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
•

Svafa Asgeirsdottir, Headquarters Grants Manager, traveled to Uganda and DRC in January 2012 to
provide training for both East and West Congo Regional Grants Officers.

•

RESPOND staff attended the EPT Partners' Meeting in Washington, DC in January 2012.
Representatives from Tufts University and University of Minnesota, along with RESPOND's AOTR,
Rob Henry, presented on university engagement and development.

•

Communications Officer, Claudia Costabile, traveled to Uganda in January, 2012, and Kinshasa in
March, 2012, to train East Congo and West Congo offices' staff and active local partners in USAID
Policies for Branding and Marking, Communications Best Practices and Writing and Reporting Skill;
she also supported both offices in preparing regional materials for distribution in key events.

•

In March 2012, deans from Tufts University and University of Minnesota as well as DAI staff met
with Rob Henry, Dennis Carroll, and Alisa Pereira to discuss university "twinning" relationships as
well as potential avenues for bringing awareness to the project.
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•

Southeast Asia Regional Program Administrator, Pete Telaroli, worked with USAID/W to implement
TAMIS WebMail in order to facilitate the travel approval process, streamlining both client and
internal processes.

FINANCE:
•

A new VAT (Value Added Tax) policy was implemented in the DRC in March, 2012. Lindsay
Nelson, West Congo Regional Office's RPA, helped contact suppliers to request acceptance of
RESPOND's VAT exemption, to comply with the new policy.

STAFFING:
•

In March, Lindsay assisted the demobilization process for Wendy Ravano, West Congo Basin
Regional Office Training Officer.

•

In the absence of a Grants Officer in the Southeast Asia Regional Office, Pete Telaroli facilitated
support for the grants process to the office.

•

On 26 March, 2012, RESPOND's Operations Manager, Russ Klein, resigned, effective April 13,
2012. Transition planning and recruitment for a replacement are currently underway.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
•

DRC's Embassy recently started to require letters of invitation for travel to the country. Lindsay
Nelson, West Congo Regional Office's RPA is coordinating letters of invitation for all travelers to
avoid travel delays.

•

With the volume of travel requests for the project, the approval process was becoming very
laborious for USAID/W and RESPOND. In order to make the process more efficient, a new travel
approval process was implemented, involving direct approval from USAID/W for all travel
requests through TAMIS WebMail.
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PROGRESS REPORT: GLOBAL ACTIVITIES

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE

Sub-activity 1.1.4 GL: Develop EPT program-wide definition of One Health core competencies

•

Drafting of One Health Core Competencies: A summary write-up of the work to date reviewing
discipline-specific competencies and the initial group of subject matter expert interviews and
analyses was developed in February by Mary Y. Lee and the Tufts team, including Ray Hyatt and
Donna Qualters, with assistance from Margaret Morehouse. The summary was sent to the EPT One
Health Core Competency working group for review and comment. Felicia Nutter and Marguerite
Pappaioanou met with the Tufts team in Boston on February 24 to provide additional feedback on
the summary report, and to discuss suggested next steps.

•

Posting of One Health Competencies. An opportunity arose earlier t han initially planned to post
work-in-progress for comment. The www.onehealthtalk.org website opens one topic of interest for
discussion each month with a technical expert facilitator and e-discussion moderator. The summary
of the discipline-specific competency review and subject matter expert surveys was posted in March
for discussion. There was minimal participation and no useful feedback on the content was
received. This may be in part because the www.onehealthtalk.org forum is new and not yet well
known. RESPOND will consider posting future drafts of the One Health core competencies here, to
continue with the open and transparent process.

•

Presentations at relevant global organizations. On March 12-13, a One Hea lth competency synthesis
workshop was held at FAO in Rome, Italy, to bring together multiple different initiatives working to
develop One Health competencies. Mary Lee {Tufts activity lead) and Felicia Nutter joined t he
workshop via teleconference, and Marguerite Pappaioanou participated in person. Workshop
participants agreed upon common terminology, reviewed nine competency frameworks, and agreed
upon seven competency domains that are central to One Hea lth practice. Those are 1),
communication, 2) conflict resolution, 3) systems analysis/thinking (external awareness and big
picture), 4) values & eth ics, 5) creating an enabling environment and advocating for change, 6)
teamwork, and 7) leadership and management. A more comprehensive summary of the meeting
can be found at
http://www.onehealthtalk.org/1/assets/File/One%20Hea1th%20Compentency%20Workshop.pdf.
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Planned activities:
•

Drafting of One Health Core Competencies: The EPT One Health Core Competency Working Group
will meet again on May 31- June 1, in Arlington, VA, to advance the draft competencies.

•

A survey for more than 250 Subject Matter Experts to rate and rank the draft One Health Core
Competencies will be developed by the Tufts team and implemented with assistance from Margaret
Morehouse. A pilot survey will first be sent to a small group of experts to test the instrument before
sending to the entire list. Projected timeframe is April-June 2012.

•

Analysis of survey results and refinement of One Health Core Competencies. Survey results will be
analyzed by Tufts team, and used to refine the One Health Core Competencies. SEAOHUN faculty at
regional meetings will also be engaged to provide feedback and refinement; projected timeframe
July-November 2012 (this will allow time to incorporate feedback from regional One Health
meetings described in Southeast Asia work planning documents).

•

Posting of One Health Competencies. "Working" One Health Competencies will continue to be
posted on appropriate public websites for global input. The term "working", or equivalent term, is
meant to denote that the posted competencies are a work in progress-that global input is
welcome to ensure that these global-level competencies are useful and appropriate to help guide
the development of more specific institutional and national-level competencies; projected
timeframe is November 2012-January 2013 onwards with ongoing refinement as needed.

•

Presentations at relevant global organizations. The "working" One Health Core Competencies will be
presented at various global organizations for their input and "adoption" if appropriate (such as
participants at the Stone Mountain meeting); projected timeframe January 2013 onwards.

•

Ongoing tracking and analysis of global One Health Core Competencies development. The entire
development process will be documented and analyzed for ongoing process improvement and
documentation.

Sub-activity 1.2.4 GL: Global Network Organizational Development (New Year 3 Activity}

This global component of this activity is complete. Additional work will be undertaken regionally, with
both OHCEA and SEAOHUN. TRG is working with the Regional Managers in Southeast Asia and
East/Central Africa to develop a plan for further strengthening of both networks as well as
establishment and nurturing of networks in each member country.
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Sub-activity 3.l.2 GL: Government innovations supporting integrated disease surveillance and
response in human and animal health (New Year 3 Activity).
In February 2012, officials from the USAID-Washington EPT program met with senior officials at WHOAFRO headquarters in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo. One of the objectives of this meeting was to
priorities which would be the core focus of activities for the RESPOND epidemiologist assigned to the
Epidemic Preparedness and Response (EPR) group supervised by Dr. Benido lmpouma.
Following additional discussions and technical meetings - including a WHO-AFRO visit during March by
CDC officials responsible for IDSR technical guideline support, RESPOND is prepared to provide support
to WHO-AFRO in the following areas:
•

Facilitating discussions with Disease Surveillance & Response (DSR) unit to refine purpose of
AFRO Regional Guidelines in support of Comprehensive Epidemic and Pandemic Prone
Preparedness Planning.
-

Propose decision making algorithm for emerging pandemic threats of unknown etiology

-

Provide guidance on multi-sectoral coordination between national government
authorities

•

Broad agreement that IDSR Technical Guidelines serve as a strong foundation for strengthening
systems to detect and respond to disease

•

Engaging in discussions about potential linkages with International Health Regulations - Will the
development of this plan support IHR compliance? Supporting coordination with WHO
Headquarters initiative underway

•

Once the concept note for regional guidelines receives internal approval, AFRO will invite
stakeholders (partner agencies and technical experts) to a consultative meeting.

•

Simultaneously, conduct a review of outbreak and response data available in the region (20102011) in the Event Management System and/or through trip reports.

•

Prepare a proposal to carry out comprehensive review of outbreak preparedness and selected
responses in 3-4 countries using the IDSR Evaluative Tool (Annex 7A)

Planned activities:
WHO-AFRO will continue to oversee activities, with technica l input from RESPOND/EPT and CDC,
pending final WHO-AFRO and USAID agreement. Once specific activities to be supported are agreed
upon, an implementation plan will be developed.
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LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

Sub-activity 2.2.1 GL: Develop best management practice recommendations for extractive industries
based on PREDICT-identified vectors in hot spot regions

Extractive Industry Working Group activities:
•

RESPOND contributed to the development of an educational brochure for the Extractive Industry
Working Group (EIWG) that was distributed and presented at the EPT meeting in January 2012.
Following additional time for external review and comment, the brochure will be finalized and
then used during outreach to extractive industry companies and shared industry-related
meetings and conferences.

•

Louise Flynn and Kama Garrison attended the Mining lndaba Conference, February 6-9, Cape
Town, South Africa. The educational brochure was updated and focused on the mining industry
for distribution at this conference. Contacts were made with the International Finance
Corporation, International Council of Mining and Minerals, the World Bank, environmental
consulting firms working in the area, and many different mining companies. In addition, Ms.
Flynn participated in an introductory meeting sponsored by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) to
discuss conservation issues in the TRI DOM area, a USAID CARPE transboundary landscape of
Cameroon, Gabon and Republic of Congo that includes critical protected areas and extractive
industry (mining) concessions. Initial discussions covered plans to consider what the mining
companies currently are planning to do in the area, and to assess the level of interest with the
mining companies about forming a stakeholders group to work on conservation issues in the
area. The mining companies that attended were interested in continuing the dialogue and
would like participate in a workshop in Brazzaville later in the spring. RESPOND will be a
stakeholder at this workshop.

Additional meetings and conferences attended:
•

Louise Flynn attended meeting at Chatham House (February 14-16, London, UK) to discuss their
role in advancing the message being developed by the EIWG with industry, governments, and
lending institutions;

•

Louise Flynn attended the Global Risk Forum One Health conference (February 19-22, Davos,
Switzerland) with Renuka Bery of PREVENT. Renuka Bery presented on behalf of the EIWG.
Contacts were made with representatives of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association,
the Asian Development Bank, University of Minnesota, the Swiss Tropical Public Health Institute,
and others.
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Planned activities:
Extractive Industry Working Group activities:
•

Update the white paper on emerging infectious disease risks from bats, rodents, and primates
related to logging and forestry in Central/West Africa to reflect comments received, and to
include information from East Africa;

•

Update the mining brochure and submit to the International Council on Mining and Metals for
review and comment;

•

Continue refining the Extractive Industry Risk Assessment Tool.

Meetings and conferences to attend to continue raising awareness on One Health issues related to
extractive industry activities:
•

Prepare a paper for the International Union of Forest Research Organizations (IUFRO) Forestry
Conference in Nairobi in June 2012;

•

Prepare a paper for the Society of Petroleum Engineers Conference in Perth, Australia, in
September 2012;

•

Help plan and participate in a WWF Workshop in Brazzaville, Republic of Congo, to discuss
mining and conservation in the TRI DOM CARPE Landscape, May 2012;

•

Meet with International Finance Corporation and the World Bank

Sub-activity 3 .3.1 GL: ProMED Mail: Expanding surveillance and verification for wildlife diseases
A new contract with ProMED Mail is in the final stages of negotiation, and will be signed in Q3.

Planned Activities:
PROMED will conduct two three-day workshops on the use of non-traditional information sources for
enhancing routine disease infectious disease surveillance activities. One workshop will be held in the
East Congo region, and the other in the West Congo region. Participating individuals will be from a wide
range of disciplines including wildlife health, human and veterinary medicine, public health professionals,
and community health care workers, among others.
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II. EAST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES

RESPOND
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The map above shows the East Congo Basin countries where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Democratic Republic of Congo (in light
red) represents the reach of the East Congo office through OHCEA (One Health Central and Eastern Africa university network). The Congo
River is represented by the white line that runs to the border of the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern
side of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The stars represent capital cities. The capital city of Kampa la, Uganda, is where the RESPOND East
Congo Basin Regional Office is located. Surrounding countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners, including
the HEALTH Alliance, the Africa Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET), and One Health Central and East Africa (OHCEA).

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER:
Great strides were made this quarter as the ECB office worked closely with OH CEA to begin
engagements with faculty, students, and US partners to kick-off One Health sensitizations, faculty
exchanges, and Country Coordinating Committee meetings. Specific highlights from the quarter
include:
•

ECB facilitated eleven One Health Sensitization meetings held in five of t he six OHCEA member
countries throughout the quarter. A total of 2,621 students and faculty attended t hose
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meetings. Universities that participated in the sensitizations were: Mekelle University School of
Public Health and Jimma University School of Public Health and School of Veterinary Medicine in
Ethiopia; University of Lubumbashi School of Veterinary Medicine and University of Kinshasa
School of Public Health in DRC; Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal
Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB) and Makerere University School of Public Health in Uganda;
Moi University School of Public Health, University of Nairobi School of Public Health and
University of Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary Medicine in Kenya; and Umutara Polytechnic, Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine in Rwanda.
•

One Health faculty exchanges and partnership discussions were initiated between faculty from

UMN and Tufts University and 13 OHCEA universities colleges and schools.
• A total of five Country Coordinating Committee meetings took place in Kenya, DRC, Uganda, and
Ethiopia, representing a variety of One Health government and academic stakeholders in each
country.
• The Fourth Deans' Summit was held in Nairobi, Kenya, February 26 - 29, 2012, attended by 13
deans from OHCEA's African institutions, as well as the University of Minnesota's Dean of School
Veterinarian Medicine.
• Seven OHCEA Deans attended the Engaging Intergovernmental Organizations executive
leadership and training study tour in Europe spanning Switzerland, Italy and France, from March
2 to 10, 2012.
•

OHCEA submitted its formal grant application to RESPOND on March 2, 2012. After internal

review, the application was submitted to USAID and OAA on March 8, 2012.
• On February 28, 2012, RESPOND's Project Director Rob Ryan-Silva and AFENET's Director, David
Mukanga signed the USAID-approved AFENET no cost extension grant agreement modification.
This grant is now active until July 31, 2012.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
This quarter the ECB office focused on strengthening the capacity of local partners through direct
technical support and by providing training and mentoring opportunities. In addit ion, extra attention
was given towards the capacity and partnership building of OH CEA in expectation of their pending grant
being approved early in the next quarter. In preparing OHCEA for this maj or milestone:
•

RESPOND's new Project Director, Rob Ryan-Silva, travelled to Uganda to meet the ECB team,
OHCEA and other RESPOND partners before continuing to Nairobi to attend the Fourth OHCEA
Deans' Summit. Rob was accompanied by Rob Henry, RESPOND's Agreement Officer Technical
Representative.
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•

RESPOND Communications Officer, Claudia Costabile, traveled to Uganda, and led a training for
RESPOND current and future partners (OHCEA, UMA, FUE and AFENET) on USAID branding,
marking and communications best practices. In addition, she worked with OHCEA's Website
Manager to review content and improve the website' s design. The redesigned website can be
found at: www.ohcea.org

•

RESPOND sponsored AFENET's Grants Manager and Finance Manager, along with OHCEA's
Administrator and ECB's Grants Officer to attend a USAID grants compliance and regulations
training workshop in Nairobi, Kenya from February 20 -23, 2012.

•

OHCEA Deans attended the Engaging Intergovernmental Organizations workshop at the WHO,
OIE, FAQ and WTO in Europe from March 2 - 10, 2012;

•

In March, RESPOND provided OHCEA with the first monthly listing of project, grant, and research
funding opportunities for the network of school and their faculty.

The ECB office also maintained its commitment to fully support RESPOND' grant and M&E reporting and
processes:
•

RESPOND Senior Grants Manager, Svafa Asgeirsdottir, traveled to Uganda to provide grants
management training to the new West Congo Basin Grants Manager as well as conduct a
refresher training for the ECB Grants Manager.

•

In mid-February, Humphrey Kabugo, ECB M&E Officer, traveled to Bangkok to attend the
RESPOND Global M&E training meeting held there from February 12 to 18, 2012.

The volume of RESPOND activities in Uganda, and the region, resulted in a high portion of ECB's
administrative and logistical support focused on travel to the RESPOND ECB office, regional travel by
ECB staff, and travel to and within the region by partners to attend the key program-related events
highlighted above.
ECB Travel (January - March, 2012)
Type of Travel

East Congo Basin staff regional/international

Number of Trips

8 trips

travel
RESPOND Technical Travel to ECB office and

22 trips

region
Non-staff Regional/International Travel for

39 trips

ECB-sponsored Events (includes sponsored
students, visitors, and partners/grantees)
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STAFFING:

•

No staffing updates this quarter.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:

During the quarter, the ECB office maintained its focus on active communication and technical support
to implementing partners, through an enhanced and integrated program management model that has
built trust with two key implementing partners, AFENET and pending grantee OHCEA.
For AFENET - ECB has a designated a Program Manager to collaborate, support and monitor current
grant activities. The active integration of RESPOND into AFENET includes the Program Manager
attending AFENET's internal monthly One Health Component Team meetings. Being embedded with
our partners allows for active management of RESPOND funded activities, early identification of project,
or grantee needs, and ability to network the partner to other EPT or donor related work. An example of
this for AFENET is the planned inclusion of their Outbreak Investigation Module training at the U.S.
Army Civil Affairs Team/Uganda Veterinary Civil Action Programs training program, for forty-four
Community Animal Health Workers (CAHW) in the Karamoja region of Uganda.
Learning from the successful development of this ECB role, RESPOND has applied similar direct
engagement with planned grantee OHCEA. Working with the new RESPOND Program Director, the
Regional Director has increased the active and open communication between RESPOND and OHCEA, as
RESPOND supports their activities directly, while also processing their grant application. This has
created a better foundation of understanding and increased the strength of the working partnership to
build upon once the grant is approved and OHCEA activities commence in full.
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PROGRESS REPORT: EAST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND East Congo Basin regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE
Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3} Workplan

RESPOND supported OHCEA activities during the quarter that were focused on continued developed
and understanding of One Health, both with the faculty and students of member universities, and also
at the national level through the OHCEA One Health Country Coordination Committees. Specifically,
RESPOND engaged OHCEA member schools to conduct faculty and student One Health sensitizations,
supported U.S.- African university partnership discussions and faculty exchanges, and funded Country
Coordinating Committee meetings.
One Health Sensitizations were held at numerous OHCEA institutions, educating students and faculty on
the One Health approach to disease surveillance and response. Overall, the One Health sensitizations
were very successful, typically with hundreds of students and faculty attending. Throughout the
quarter, eleven One Health sensitizations were held, sensitizing a total of 2,621 students and faculty.
The activities and results of these engagements are reported in the county sections contained within
the ECB section of this report.
An output of the faculty engagements was an overall map of the needs and interests of the faculty at
OHCEA schools. This will be a foundation for developing continued faculty exchanges and mentoring
between the RESPOND U.S. university partners and OHCEA schools.
OHCEA also held its 4th Deans' Summit in Nairobi from February 27 - 28th. The Deans reviewed and
endorsed the January - September 2012 Work Plan, reviewed the 2012 - 2013 work plan framework,
and discussed the engagement of strategic partners outside of RESPOND. Operational issues, but of no
less importance, included a review of OHCEA's draft operations manual, discussions on the definition of
roles and responsibilities and reporting structures within institutions {focal persons and deans) and
within OHCEA as a whole. The meeting was capped by the Secretariat presenting signed copies of
OHCEA's Memorandum of Understanding and Articles of Association to each of the member
institutions.
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RESPOND supported seven OHCEA deans from
veterinary medicine and public health disciplines

"I would like to express my heartfelt thanks and
gratitude to all of you for the encouragement and

to attend the Engaging Intergovernmental

kindness you showed to me during the [EID}

Organizations (EIO) executive leadership course

workshop. The workshop has been a wonderful

held at the FAO, OIE, WHO and WTO from March

experience for me as this is my first time to go out

3 - 9, 2012. The deans attended this week-long

of Africa and participate in international

intensive professional development program

workshop. My school, Jimma University, and I will
definitely benefit a lot from this workshop because

that is designed to help mid- and senior level

it has been instrumental for me to make personal

government officials, industry leaders and

interactions with many officials of the

academic faculty interact more effectively with

intergovernmental organizations, US and

intergovernmental organizations and with each

Canadian universities. This in turn will be a

other as they interacted and worked together
through the week. Participants had an
opportunity to gain insights into international

starting for possible collaboration."
- Head, School of Veterinary Medicine, Jimma
University College of Agriculture and Veterinary
Medicine

standards for human health, animal health, and
food safety.
Following the EIO study tour, three OHCEA deans stayed in Rome to attend the One Health Competency
Workshop held on March 12 and 13, 2012. A broad range of One Health disciplines were represented
at the workshop, including veterinary medicine, public health, nursing, occupational psychology,
nutrition, medicine, and education. All participants work actively on One Health issues and developed
or implemented competencies in their area of expertise, trying to work towards synthesizing One
Health core competencies.
In support to the development of activities across the network, UMN supported the following calls
bringing together the OHCEA Deans, OHCEA Secretariat, the U.S. University Deans and RESPOND ECB
office:
•

February 9. Agenda: (1) Update on EIO workshop- its importance and current arrangements. (2)
Update on the OHCEA grant submission, and the proposed 3- year framework. (3) The 4th Deans
Summit. (4) Discuss the USAID University Engagement call for proposals.

•

March 15. Agenda: (1) Briefing on the outcomes of the Four Deans Summit. (2) Debrief by the
OHCEA deans that participated in the EOI workshop. (3) Information on the upcoming UMN
Public Health Institute. (4) Update on the progress of the review of the OH CEA grant. (5)
Overview of planned regional OHCEA meetings and events. (5) Update on the progress of the
joint UMN/OHCEA application to the USAID Higher Education Grant.

Though not directly related to RESPOND, during this quarter UMN and OHCEA partnered and submitted
a joint proposal in response to the USAID Higher Education for Development call for proposals. This is
an example of how the direct engagement of RESPOND's U.S. university partners with OHCEA
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institutions can broaden the overall impact of the RESPOND project and the increased value and
investment that can be brought in to the region.

Planned Activities:

The following activities are planned for the upcoming quarter. Exact dates will depend on the date of
the grant award.
•

May 6 - 7: The Ethiopia Country Coordination Committee "plus" meeting in Addis Abba, a
meeting for CCC members in addition to government stakeholders;

•

May 14- 16: OHCEA Focal Persons Year 4 Activity work planning;

•

May 21 to June 8: Faculty Exchange between OHCEA faculty and US Universities at UM N's Public
Health Institute. Faculty from OHCEA countries will be traveling to UMN for faculty exchange
activities;

•

June 17 - July 14: RESPOND facilitating and supporting OHCEA member school students from the
region to participate in the planned HED Summer School Program, hosted at Makerere
University (Uganda). The program is a collaborative study program that brings students from
U.S universities, East and Central Africa and others to engaged in courses that cover zoonotic
diseases emphasizing experiential learning with students interfacing with wildlife, domestics and
environmental issues;

•

OHCEA Organizational Development. RESPOND facilitated initial conversations between TRG
and the OHCEA Secretariat to provide technical support to the organizational, operational, and
managerial structure of the network. The plan is to have full implementation through two
separate consultancies. One will address management (the Board and the Deans Summit) and
how it sets policy, addresses challenges and manages the growth of the network. The second
consultancy will focus on operations, roles and responsibilities of the Secretariat to assure sound
and effective day-to-day operational management of the network.

Other activities proposed for the coming quarter are below (pending approval of the OH CEA grant):
•

Late May/early June: The 1st OHCEA Board Meeting;

•

Late May/early June: OHCEA Secretariat Compliance Workshop and Country Administrator
Training;

•

June 2012: Focal Persons activity work planning for the October 1, 2012, through September 30,
2013.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - UGANDA
During the quarter there were regional activities in which OHCEA schools in Uganda participated.
Please refer to sub-activity 1.2.3: One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network, under the Regional
Activities section for more information.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES
Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3} Workplan

This quarter, RESPOND engaged OHCEA member schools in Uganda to conduct One Health
sensitizations, U.S. -African university partnership discussions and faculty exchanges, and Country
Coordinating Committee meetings.
One Health Sensitizations were held at Makerere University's College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal
Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB) and its School of Public Health, aiming at educating students and
faculty on the One Health approach to disease surveillance and response.
•

February 25: COVAB One Health sensitization. Lead by Dr. Carolyn Garcia, and attended by 170
students and faculty.

•

March 9: Makerere University College of Health Sciences One Health sensitization. Lead by
Makerere's OHCEA Focal Persons, and attended by RESPOND Deputy Regional Director, Sandra
Butler. Attended by 168 students.

•

March 21: School of Public Health's One Health sensitization for faculty. Lead by Makerere's
OHCEA Focal Persons, and attended by Dr. Mac Farnham and RESPOND Regional Director Lendell
Foan. Attended by 68 faculty.

During the quarter RESPOND engaged in university- university One Health partnership discussions and
faculty exchanges with Makerere University. These engagements were lead by Dr. Carolyn Garcia
(UMN). Twenty faculty from COVAB and the Makerere University School of Nursing were engaged in
separate meetings on 27 February.
The third major deliverable of OHCEA activities in Uganda was the Uganda One Health Country
Coordination Committee meeting held on January 24 at the Makerere University COVAB. The meeting:
•

Reviewed One Health activities being developed in the country by OHCEA;

•

Discussed the Uganda CCC work plan and the outlined strategies, and put timelines to activities;
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•

Agreed to review the One Health Gap analysis report, identify the strengths and weaknesses,
and advise accordingly.

In addition, the CCC decided that:
•

the concept of One Health has to be popularized among relevant sector Ministries, NGOs and
other stakeholders. Members agreed to ensure that One Health becomes synonymous with all
stakeholders in the country;

•

members should review or develop institutional work plans to include some of those nonRESPOND funded activities; and

•

the CCC has to identify with other One Health teams in and out of the country, and learn how to
relate and co-exist with other forces.

Planned Activities:
•

The next Uganda CCC meeting is set for April 2012.

Sub-Activity 1.5.4 EC: Residency-based Knowledge Partnership Model for Building Veterinary Public
Health Competence in Uganda.

This quarter activities under t he Veterinary Public Health (VPH) sub-activity commenced with direct
assistance funding. On 15 February, Sylvia Wanzala, the first VPH resident, traveled from Kampala to
the University of Minnesota. Sylvia's trip is a pilot initiative for OHCEA, exemplifying the concept of
university 'twinning' - to leverage existing programs towards building One Health institutional capacity.
Sylvia will attend the VPH residency as a full resident at Makerere and (once accepted into the
program), a student in the Masters in Public Health program at UMN, and she will also attend distance
learning and the UMN-based Public Health Institute in May 2012.
A Request for Grant Application was sent to COVAB with a due date of submission of March 9, 2012, to
which was adhered. The ECB Grants Officer has reviewed the budget and sent clarification questions
back, while the ECB technical team reviews the technical application.

Planned Activities:
Next quarter, the ECB office plans to submit the VPH grant application to USAID for review, and when
approved, commence grant-funded activities.
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Sub-activity 4.l.2 EC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health sciences, their
application and utilization in the university context. and support the improvement and integration of
appropriate systems
After more than six months of MUSK integration, at Makerere University, RESPOND started an
assessment of the system's implementation and usage. The goals of the evaluation were to help
develop an understanding of: MUSK's current level of use, adoption levels of MUSK among different
user types, user experiences with MUSK, satisfaction levels among user groups, and to identify areas for
improvement with the current and future implementations.
Noting t he fact that technology integration is a complex process, especially in educational settings
where meaningful integration requires that individual stakeholders reach their personal comfort levels
with the new technology, required content, and changing pedagogy, the evaluation reports both
successes and shortcomings of the current implementation.
On the positive side, there are teachers and students who are pleased to have and be using the MUSK
system and Dean William Bazeyo (Makerere University School of Public Health) is pleased with the
implementation. Regarding shortcomings, the system's installation is fragile. The hardware required to
sustain MUSK is only partially installed and is not fully operational; the availability of MUSK within
COVAB is limited and used by only a small number of COVAB faculty and their students; materials are
not properly uploaded and maintained in MUSK making access via searches and long-term use
problematic. The training of IT and teaching staff was limited and lacked adequate focus and support to
achieve RESPOND's objectives. Further, on-site technical support for the system is extremely limited.
The evaluation report highlights many opportunities to improve both the MUSK implementation and
possible future TUSK iterations with other institutions. In both cases, the opportunities ident ified are
intended to enhance, improve, and extend the use of technology for teaching and learning in support of
RESPOND's objectives.
Although the grant closed on September 30, the ECB office continues to work with the MUSK Program
Manager and Tufts to finalize outstanding issues to complete the direct assistance portion of this subactivity.

Sub-activity 3.2.0.4 EC: Outbreak Response: Strengthening Surveillance. Reporting & Diagnostic
Capacity to improve Early Detection. Diagnosis & Response to Disease Outbreaks in Humans.
Livestock and Wildlife
This quarter a number of stakeholder meetings were held between AFENET, the Makerere University
College of Veterinary Medicine (MVPM), Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB) and RESPOND to
discuss the Masters of Veterinary Preventive Medicine curriculum, and the addition of a Field
Epidemiology track. Additionally, a high-level meeting was held to review the roles and responsibilities
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between AFE NET and COVAB regarding oversight and mentoring of the five sponsored students. It was
agreed that the main deliverables of this program in the next few months should be: 1) the five
students graduating with strong skills in field epidemiology; 2) the existing MVPM curriculum revised
and implemented in COVAB so that the program is institutionalized; 3) the role of Makerere's School of
Public Health (SPH) be recognized and strengthened in administering this program; and 4) clear roles
and responsibilities of AFENET, COVAB, SPH and other donors and partners defined. It was agreed that
AFENET is the "Principal Investigator" on this RESPOND- supported program and COVAB is the main
partner implementing and delivering the courses to the trainees.
The MVPM students received the following trainings from RESPOND:
•

On January 23, Ms. Claudia Costabile, RESPOND's Communications Officer, held a Writing and
Reporting training, focusing on effective reporting of data for varied audiences, and capturing
events while in the field, both in picture and in word.

•

On January 26, Dr. Hellen Amuguni, from Tufts University, taught a three- hour session on
biosecurity and biodefense to a group of twelve Makerere public health and veterinarian students,
including four of the five -sponsored AFENET students.

Planned Activities:
In April, the five students will be placed in the field for their field attachment, or practicum portion of
the program. While in the field students will be trained in surveillance system evaluation data analysis.
Additionally, discussions on the Field Epidemiology track will continue in hopes to finalize the
curriculum and have it presented for ratification.

Sub-activity 3.2.0.5 EC: Community-based Training through the Private Sector

During this quarter, grants to the Uganda Manufacturing Association (UMA) and the Federation of
Uganda Employers (FUE) were approved by USAID on March 29. Working through these organizations,
RESPOND will work with the private sector in Uganda to increase surveillance of IDSR reportable and
zoonotic diseases through company Peer Educators in firms operating in Uganda "hot spots."

Planned Activities:
The ECB office will issue the grants to FUE and UMA respectively in the first week of April. Event
planning for the first training of trainers, will commence, and is tentatively scheduled for mid-May.
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Sub-activity 3.2.2 EC: Strengthening existing platforms for outbreak response in Uganda

The proposed grant to AFENET has been internally reviewed by the Project Headquarters office and is
awaiting submission to USAID.

Planned Activities:

Receive USAID grant approval, hold the grant kick-off meeting and begin grant implementation.

Other Outbreak Response Activities:

•

Evaluation of RESPOND's Outbreak Responsiveness: Following on ECB office support to the

Government of Uganda during three different outbreak response efforts starting with Anthrax in
July 2010, an evaluation of RESPOND's support/involvement was performed during January.
Monitoring and Evaluation consultant Tom Kane traveled to Kampala to work with ECB's M&E
Officer to assess RESPOND's performance to the outbreak response efforts for Anthrax, Yellow
Fever and Ebola. While there had been post-response debriefs conducted for all organizations
involved in the response efforts, there had not been an evaluation conducted of RESPOND' s
specific roles and contributions. The evaluation will help the Kampala office, as well as the wider
RESPOND community, determine what did and did not work within the context of RESPOND's
support and involvement in outbreak response efforts. The assessment report will be submitted
to the ECB office during the next quarter.
•

Upon invitation from the Uganda National Taskforce, ECB Regional Director, Lendell Foan,
participated in the Yellow Fever Risk Assessment workshop on January 11, 2012, in Kampala.

•

On March 29 RESPOND's AOTR, Rob Henry, approved the concept paper for providing funding
assistance to support the planned U.S. Army Civil Affairs Team/Uganda Veterinary Civil Action
Programs training program, a two-week field and training program for forty-four Community
Animal Health Workers (CAHW) and five District Veterinary Officers (DVO) in the Karamoja
District of Uganda. The two-week training will include one week of classroom work covering
basic disease surveillance, recognition, and epidemiology. This will be followed by a one-week
program of direct work with the pastoralists in their communities, and assisting the CAHWs in
providing invaluable services in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of regional livestock
diseases. Additionally, participants will gain awareness of potential zoonotic diseases
outbreaks/epidemics and receive training on animal disease response, reporting and sampling.
RESPOND is planning to increase the planned classroom training by having AFENET conduct their
Outbreak Response Field Training Module. The training will start on April 23, 2012.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (UGANDA)

Africa-US Integrated Disease Management (AFRUS-IDM) partners inception meeting

•

On January 29, the ECB Technical Lead, Dr. Innocent Rwego, presented at the USAID HED
Capacity Building in Integrated Management of Transboundary Animal Disease and Zoonoses
inception workshop in Kampala, Uganda. He was joined by Regional Director Lendell Foan in
direct discussions with the HED Principal Investigators on potential areas of collaboration.

EPT Partners Meetings

•

On February 22, the Uganda EPT Coordinator held the EPT Partners meeting at the RESPOND
office. In attendance were representatives from CDC, PREDICT, PREVENT, and RESPOND's
Regional Director, Deputy Regional Director and Technical Lead as well as RESPOND's Project
Director and AOTR in from Washington, DC. Each project gave an overview of activities for March
as well as updates on outstanding issues.

•

On March 28, the EPT Coordinator held the EPT Partners meeting at the RESPOND office. In
attendance were representatives from CDC, PREDICT, PREVENT, and RESPOND's Deputy Regional
Director. Each project gave an overview of activities for April as well as updates on outstanding
issues.

Uganda National Task Force

•

On February 24, the ECB Technical Lead, Dr. Innocent Rwego, attended the Uganda National Task
Force meeting at the Ministry of Health. The members discussed the status of the Nodding
Disease outbreak in northern Uganda.

•

On March 9, the ECB Technical Lead, Dr. Innocent Rwego, and Program Manager, Toskin Ofoyuru,
attended the National Task Force meeting at the Uganda Ministry of Health. RESPOND was
requested to support a team being organized by AFENET to investigate a meningitis-like disease
outbreak in Kiryandongo and Amuru Districts. In addition, at the meeting research topics were
suggested in relationship to the current Nodding Disease outbreak.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - KENYA
During the quarter there were regional activities in which the Kenyan OHCEA schools participated.
Please refer to sub-activity 1.2.3: One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network in the Regional
Activities section for more information.
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Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3) Workplan

During the quarter RESPOND engaged OHCEA member schools in Kenya to conduct One Health
sensitizations, U.S. -African university partnership discussions and faculty exchanges, and Country
Coordinating Committee meetings.
One Health Sensitizations were held at Moi University School of Public Health and the University of
Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary Medicine to educate students and faculty on the One Health approach to
disease surveillance and response:
•

March 26: Moi University School of Public Health One Health student sensitization. Lead by Moi's
OHCEA Focal Person with support from ECB Techn ical Lead, Dr. Innocent Rwego. Ninety-three
(93) faculty and students attended;

•

March 28: University of Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary Medicine One Health sensitization for
faculty. Lead by the schools' OHCEA Focal Person with support from Dr. Rwego. Forty (40) faculty
attended;

•

March 29: University of Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary Medicine One Health sensitization. Lecture
lead by the schools' OH CEA Focal Person and attended by Dr. Rwego. Ninety (90) students
attended.

In addition, RESPOND engaged in university - university One Health partnership discussions and faculty
exchanges with Kenyan universities:
•

January 24: University of Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. Conducted by Dr. Dominic Travis
(UMN). Twenty (20) faculty attended;

•

January 25: Moi University School of Public Health. Conducted by Dr. Dominic Travis. Nine (9)
faculty attended.

The third major deliverable of OHCEA activities in Kenya was the Kenya One Health Country
Coordination Committee meeting, held on January 12, 2012. Attended by ECB Technical Lead, Dr.
Innocent Rwego, the committee discussed and planned for the national One Health sensitization
programs/events. They also discussed how to gather more information on the laboratory resources in
the country. It was noted that in the original baseline assessment survey carried out by OHCEA last year,
questions on the environment component had not been incorporated. It was agreed that the National
Environment Management Authority will provide more information so that a full package representing
all necessary sectors can be published in journals and a simplified version be given to different
government ministries. The CCC agreed to involve more ministries in reviewing Risk Analysis course
outline that was developed by the Kenya CCC to target pre- and in-service personnel based on a One
Health approach.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - ETHIOPIA
During the quarter there were regional activities in which the Ethiopian OHCEA schools participated.
Please refer to sub-activity 1.2.3: One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network in the Regional
Activities section for more information.

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3} Workplan

During the quarter RESPOND engaged OHCEA member schools in Ethiopia to conduct One Health
sensitizations, U.S. -African university partnership discussions and faculty exchanges, and Country
Coordinating Committee meetings.
One Health Sensitizations were held at Ethiopia's OHCEA schools - Mekelle University School of
Veterinary Medicine and Jim ma University's School of Public Health and School of Veterinary Medicine
- to educate students and faculty on the One Health approach to disease surveillance and response:
•

January 27-30: Mekelle University. Conducted by Drs. Mac Farnham {UMN), Cheryl Robertson
(UMN) and Hellen Amuguni (Tufts). Attended by over 75 faculty and 100 students;

•

February 1: Jimma University. Conducted by Drs. Mac Farnham, Cheryl Robertson and Hellen
Amuguni. Attended by more than 220 faculty and students.

In addition, the above RESPOND team engaged in university- university One Health partnership
discussions with 12 faculty from Mekelle University and 70 from Jim ma University.
The third major deliverable of OHCEA activities in Ethiopia was the Ethiopia One Health Country
Coordination Committee meeting held on March 3rd in Addis Ababa and attended by ECB Regional
Director, Lendell Foan.

The committee reviewed progress made on the work plans developed during

the OHCEA Regional CCC meeting held in December 2011, and agreed to the series of next meetings
and engagements required to host a successful launch of One Health in Ethiopia. It was agreed that the
next step is to have a "CCC+" meeting - inviting 12 to 15 additional stakeholders to discuss One Health
in Ethiopia. The date for the event is tentatively set for the week of May 7, 2012.

Planned Activities:

On May 7 and 8 the OHCEA members in Ethiopia will hold a two-day Ethiopia Country Coordination
Committee "plus" meeting in Addis Abba, to broaden the understanding and national engagement on
One Health and its practices.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - RWANDA
During the quarter there were regional activities in which the Rwandan OH CEA schools participated.
Please refer to sub-activity 1.2.3: One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network in the Regional
Activities section for more information.

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3} Workplan

During the quarter RESPOND engaged OHCEA member schools in Rwanda to conduct One Health
sensitizations, and U.S. -African university partnership discussions and faculty exchanges.
One Health Sensitizations were held at Umutara Polytechnic's Faculty of Veterinary Medicine on March
1 and 2, with lectures lead by Dr. Carolyn Garcia (UMN) that were attended by 187 students and faculty.
In addition, Dr. Garcia engaged in university- university One Health partnership discussions with 78
faculty and students from Umutara Polytechnic, and 12 Faculty from the National University of
Rwanda's School of Public Health.
During the quarter, progress was made by OHCEA's Rwanda Focal Persons and deans in having the
government authorize the Rwanda One Health Country Coordination Committee, with the Minister of
Health receiving the member names on 30 March for review and authorization.

Planned Activities:

•

Formalization of Rwanda One Health Country Coordination Committee;

•

Rwanda CCC Meeting establishing their mandate and agenda;

•

One Health sensitization lectures for the National University of Rwanda School of Public Health;

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - TANZANIA
During the quarter there were regional activities in which the Tanzanian OHCEA schools participated.
Please refer to sub-activity 1.2.3: One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network in the Regional
Activities section for more information.

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3/ Workplan

RESPOND t hrough its U.S. university partners, Tufts University and UMN, engaged in universityuniversity One Health partnership discussions and faculty exchanges with the schools:
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•

February 6: Muhimbili University School of Public Health and Social Sciences. Conducted by Dr.
Cheryl Robertson; and

•

February 7: Sokoine University of Agriculture Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. Conducted by Dr.
Cheryl Robertson.

These collaborative interactions allowed RESPOND and individual faculty of OH CEA schools to map out
mutual interests and priorities for program and curriculum design. For the Tanzania schools, these
include: the hosting of a Regional Public Health Institute, the development of a One Health integrated
study demonstration site for veterinarians, public health students and nurses, and the development of
joint papers and publications on One Health. Together, RESPOND will continue its universityuniversity collaborations to develop strategies for implementing these needs and initiatives through the
pending OHCEA grant and related technical support from RESPOND.

Planned Activities:

•

One Health sensitization programs for faculty and students at Muhimbili and Sokoine
Universities;

•

Hold Tanzania's CCC meeting.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES- DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
During the quarter there were regional activities in which the Congolese OHCEA schools participated.
Please refer to sub-activity 1.2.3: One Health Central and Eastern Africa Network in the Regional
Activities section for more information.
Activities sponsored by RESPOND's direct support to OHCEA member schools - the University of
Kinshasa School of Public Health and the University of Lubumbashi School of Veterinary Medicine - are
being implemented by the RESPOND West Congo Basin office that are reported in the West Congo
Basin Activities.

Sub-activity 1.2.3 EC: OHCEA August 2011 - September 2012 (Year 2 & 3} Workplan

During the quarter RESPOND engaged OHCEA member schools in DRC to conduct One Health
sensitizations, U.S. - African university partnership discussions and faculty exchanges, and Country
Coordinating Committee meetings.
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One Health Sensitizations were held at DRC's OHCEA schools - University of Kinshasa School of Public
Health and the University of Lubumbashi School of Veterinary Medicine - to educate students and
faculty on the One Health approach to disease surveillance and response:
•

February 15-18: University of Lubumbashi School of Veterinary Medicine. Lead by Dr. Cheryl
Robertson (UMN) and Diafuka Saila-Ngita (Tufts), Technical Advisor WCB. Attended by 410
students and faculty; and

•

February 27: University of Kinshasa School of Public Health. Attended by Dr. Cheryl Robertson
and Diafuka Saila-Ngita, as well as over 1,000 students.

In addition, RESPOND engaged in university - university One Health partnership discussions and faculty
exchanges with DRC's member schools:
•

February 15: University of Lubumbashi School of Veterinary Medicine. Conducted by Dr. Cheryl
Robertson; and

•

February 27: University of Kinshasa School of Public Health. Conducted by Dr. Cheryl Robertson,
and attended by over 30 faculty.

The third major deliverable of OHCEA activities in the DRC was the DRC One Health Country
Coordination Committee meeting held on January 20 and 21 at RESPOND's WCB office in Kinshasa.
During the meeting, the CCC members agreed on the draft bylaws to govern the CCC, developed
mechanisms of collaborating with the Federation Une Sante (a consortium of health professionals'
associations and councils), and planned OH CEA activities from January to September, 2012.

Planned Activities:
Please see the West Congo Basin Activities section of this report.
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Ill. WEST CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES
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The map above of the West Congo Basin shows where RESPOND currently works (in red). The Congo River is represented by the
white line bordering the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo from the eastern side. The stars represent capital
cities, and the capita l city of Kinshasa, DRC, is where the RESPOND West Congo Basin Regional Office is located. Surround ing
countries shaded in gray represent the reach of the RESPOND regional partners, such as HEALTH Al liance and AFENET.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER:

Security-related travel ban and impact on Project

The WC Basin Regional Office has had to push several activities planned for January as the travel
ban from the US Embassy was only lifted in the middle of January. The travel ban had an inevitable
impact on the implementation of activities and consequently t he Regional Office burn rate.
New DRC government regulations and impact on Project

In November 2011, the DRC government issued a new law on VAT to be effective January 1st 2012.
The law was released with very little clarity on the mechanisms of application. The law was also
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released without prior notice period to the diplomatic community and organizations with funding
from donor governments with bilateral agreements with DRC. The Mission has required that all
implementing partners refrain from billing VAT and to use all available means to get exemption
while the discussions continue with the DRC Government at the US Embassy level.
RESPOND has collaborated with other programs in the country funded directly through the USAID
Mission to get clarification on the VAT application and billing and/or reimbursement processes
from the Mission and DAI Headquarters. As a Cooperative Agreement, RESPOND will bill through
VAT after exhausting all reasonable means to get exemption from suppliers.
It should be noted that this new law has inevitably increased the transaction cost and the overall
project implementation budget.
Continued capacity building

RESPOND's Communications Officer, Claudia Costabile, conducted a 2-day training (March 21 and
22) for staff and local stakeholders (CCUS, FUS, UNIKIN and Ministry of Higher Education) on the
USAID rules, regulations and policies on branding and marking, communications best practices and
effective writing skills. The training proved to be invaluable, particularly for partners.
New management visit

The new RESPOND's Project Director, Rob Ryan-Silva and DAi's Health Sector Managing Director,
Jerry Martin, visited the West Congo Regional Office during the reporting period (March 21 to 27).
They met with key partners, including OHCEA focal persons and Deans, and members of the CCUS
(DR Congo's CCC). ECB Regional Director Lendell Foan joined the team to discuss how best to align
the support to OHCEA across the region in order to allow Congolese member institutions to
part icipate fully in the network.

STAFFING:
During the reporting period, the Administrative Assistant position for the RO was filled on January
30, a position that is expected to provide invaluable support to the entire office as activities
implemented as Direct Assistance are expected to increase.
The grants officer recruited towards the latter part of the first Quarter of the year received a
practical training with his peer from East Congo and the PHQ Senior Grants Officer in January
followed by a USAID Rules and Regulations training organized by the organization lnsideNGO in
Nairobi.
The TRG Training Technical Advisor seconded to the RESPOND Office for 21 months completed her
mission and traveled back to the US on March 17, 2012. The CCN Training Administrator is
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expected to take on and complete much of the remaining activities supported by the Tufts and
UMN Technical Advisors.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:

Stakeholder/Partner capacity

Many of the local partners have limited experience and capacity implementing USG grant and the
related rules and regulations. During much of the reporting period, the RO held multiple one-onone meetings and coaching sessions with partners like FUS and UNIKIN in an effort to build their
knowledge and capacity in the application/use and reporting on USAID funds. As part of the
capacity building process, the Regional Office has established weekly working sessions with these
partners.
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PROGRESS REPORT - WEST CONGO BASIN REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND West Congo Basin regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING

LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-activity 1.2.1 WC: Conduct twinning and mentoring with universities and vocational schools
The three schools receiving RESPOND grants under this sub-activity (UNKIN and UNILU veterinary
schools and ISTM Lubumbashi) have completed their visits to regional universities for the purpose
of developing institutional relationships. Memoranda of understanding are expected to be signed
during the next quarter with academic entities visited thus far (University of Kwazulu-Natal, South
Africa; University of Zambia; University of Makerere, Uganda; and University of Nairobi, Kenya).
Opportunities to collaborate in faculty exchanges, training and research have been identified. More
importantly, DRC schools started to assess and compare the quality of their institutions to their
counterparts in the region. As a result, issues related to poor infrastructure at DRC academic
institutions are critical to build required capacity. Besides the visits, grantees implemented or
planned to conduct workshops involving multiple disciplines.
Faculty from RESPOND university partners (Tufts University and UMN) have started to visit DRC
OHCEA member schools to collaborate with their counterparts under the twinning program led by
Tufts University. The twinning program focuses on the following fields of study: public health,
infectious diseases, immunology, microbiology, parasitology, epidemiology, biostatistics, and
health economics. To date, courses, workshops, faculty exchanges and fields visits have been
conducted in epidemiology, problem-based leaning method, research methods and zoonotic
diseases transmission at UNKIN and UNILU with the participation of nursing schools (ISTM Kinshasa
and Lubumbashi) and ERAIFT (Tropical Forests Management School).
Students and junior faculty are particularly targeted during these training opportunities. The
courses, workshops, and exchanges have been an opportunity for junior faculty to learn and discuss
various health related issues together with colleagues from different disciplines. For instance,
students and junior faculty from the UNILU veterinary School had an opportunity during a field visit
in Kapolowe Health District to discuss a recent outbreak of an unknown disease with hemorrhagic
symptoms with medical personnel of the referral hospital of Kapolowe, as well as rabies cases,
other dog related diseases and environmental issues related to heavy mental in fish found in lakes
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and streams surrounding mining operation areas 114Km from Lubumbashi. The twining program
has led to more interactions within departments of participating schools, between the Veter inary
school of UNILU and ISTM Lubumbashi, and between the UNIKIN School of Public Health, Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine and ISTM Kinshasa. More opportunities for junior faculty and students to learn
and share experiences are planned during the next quarter.

Planned activities:
In the next quarter, Tufts University, in collaboration with UMN and RESPOND West Congo
Regional Office, will continue implementing the twining program with both the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine of UNILU and the School of Public Health of UNIKIN, both OHCEA members.
Faculty from Tufts University and UMN will visit and interact with counterparts from DRC schools.
RESPOND West Congo will support DRC higher education entities to continue institutionalizing
quality assurance activities.
A second Institutional Research workshop will be implemented in Kinshasa.
RESPOND grantees will continue procurement of equipment and implement workshops.

Sub-Activity 1.3.1 WC: Support regional and international exchanges of personnel to improve
outbreak response and control; develop an action plan to strengthen and enhance ongoing
career path development in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
During the reporting period, FUS (Federation Une Sante) started implementing the three activities
funded by RESPOND: a) Census of health professionals; b) Outreach program to sensitize and
inform health professionals about the One Health concept; and c) Situational analysis of health
professions. A year after its creation in December 2010, FUS has demonstrated its ability to engage
and foster collaboration among health professionals from various disciplines. The five health
corporations members of FUS have come to share leadership in implementing joint activities
funded by RESPOND through FUS. Veterinarians are managing administrative aspects of FUS.
The Pharmacy Council leads outreach activities to sensitize and inform health professionals on One
Health concept and opportunities. The working group composed by communication experts is now
set. This project involves the University of Kinshasa School of Communication and IFASIC (lnstitut
Facultaire des Sciences de !'Information et Communication). Students from these academic entities
are offered an opportunity to intern with expert communicators participating in the project.
The Congolese Nursing Association is leading the situational analysis of 5 health professions. The
consultant who will be assisting FUS is now hired. This investigation will analyze the inadequacy
between the supply and demand of health professionals and at least one specific issue facing each
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of the five professions (medicine, veterinary medicine, pharmacy, nursing and veterinary
technician).
The Medical Council is leading the census of health professionals for which all 5 members have
expressed interest. During its first stage, this activity aims at collecting information of at least 35%
of FUS member professionals, and set up a data base that will be administered by FUS.
FUS is an important vehicle to engage the government, academia and the private sector given the
fact that members of corporations involved in FUS operate in these three sectors.

Planned Activities:

RESPOND will continue to support FUS to implement these three activities:
•

a situational analysis;

•

a census of health professionals as a means to develop an actionable plan to improve the
career path for health professionals;

•

an outreach program targeting health professionals using radio broadcasts and the Internet.

Sub-Activity 1.5.1 WC: Conduct professional continuing education through didactic and field
training workshops using the WILD module
During the reporting period, a decision was reached to postpone the planned training in Gabon to
July 2012, following concerns of availability and readiness of facilities to accommodate the large
influx of participants. A meeting, however, was held at AU-I BAR Offices to assess the progress of
the implementation of the sub-activity of WILD Year 2 and plan activities of sub-activity WILD Year
3. For Year 3, the implementation of activities from Year 2 will continue, and activities of Year 3
will include: a) completion of the WILD manual; b) WILD training (TOT training, WILD training in
Gabon and Ghana, where RESPOND will provide technical assistance); c) One Health Champion
activity; and d) WILD network and IRCM framework that will be implemented in parallel. OHCEA
facilitation in integrating the WILD training modules into university curricula has been considered a
possible strategy.

Planned Activities:

•

RESPOND will provide t echnical assistance to the WILD training in Ghana from

i h

th

to 19

May 2012;
•

RESPOND will provide both technical and financial support to the Gabon WILD training
th

th

scheduled for 9 to 19 July 2012.
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Sub-Activity 1.5.5 WC: Support the Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and
Resource Conservation- Forest Ecology and Stewardship Training (MENTOR-FOREST} program by
adding One Health content and supporting fellows and a mentor from Gabon and the Republic of
Congo.

Discussions with USFWS (the US Fish and Wildlife Service), the co-funder of t he Mentor Forest
Masters Program in Gabon, and ANPN (Agence National des Pare Nationaux), the local
implementing partner, continued during the reporting period. The module entitled "Addressing the
Emerging Infectious Diseases (EID) in the context of Timber Extraction in One Health approach",
which will be delivered by RESPOND, has been developed and currently under review. Translation
of scientific articles that will be offered as foundation material for the module is in progress. The
discussions focused on review of budget and implementation of activities as DA.
The courses are expected to start the first week of April 2012.

Planned Activities:

•

A possible mechanism for supporting one fellow through the two-year Masters Program will be
identified;

•

Deliver Emerging Infectious Disease module during the MENTOR-FOREST courses;

•

Formalize the agreement between RESPOND and other parties (ANPN, etc).

Sub-Activity 3.1.1 WC: Strengthen systems for disease surveillance. outbreak investigation and
response with a One Health approach

The Cameroonian government has officially validated the National Program for Prevention and
Fight Against Emerging and Re-emerging Zoonoses at an event attended by representatives of the

US Embassy and all t he EPT Programs in Cameroon (GVFI for PREDICT, WHO and FAO for IDENTIFY).
The Minister of Livestock, Fishery and Animal Industries, the Minister of Environment and
Protection of Nature, the Minister of Public Health and the Minister of Forests and Wildlife cosigned the preface of the document. The program consists of three components: (1) Strengthen
disease surveillance, outbreak investigation and response on zoonoses; (2) Strengthen training on
zoonoses; and (3) Strengthen Research on zoonoses.
Cameroon's Prime Minister is the chair of the steering committee of the national program, the
chairmanship of technical committee rotates among ministries, and the permanent secretariat is
hosted by the Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries, and Animal Industries (MLFAI). MLFAI already
allocated a budget to the program for 2012 fiscal year.
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The West Congo Regional Office is developing a scope of work for implementation of One Health
Sensitization across South West and Northern Regions of the country primarily focused on
Universities, their faculty and students (University of Buea, University of Ngaoundere, and School
of Wildlife in Garoua). The activities will likely be implemented as Direct Assistance in the third
quarter of the year.

Planned Activities:
•

Complete procurement of office supplies and IT equipment for both DRC and Cameroon and
handover;

•

Implement one Health sensitizations in Cameroon.

Sub-Activity 3.4.4 WC: Outbreak response training for multi-disciplinary teams at national and
A one-week in-service risk analysis training course was held from March 12 to 18, 2012, bringing
together 26 professionals from t he Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Public Health, Ministry of
Environment, Conservation of Nature and Tourism and the Ministry of Higher Education of
Democratic Republic of Congo. CDC and FAQ representatives attended the opening and closing
ceremonies. The weeklong course presented the core of risk analysis: hazard identification, risk
assessment, risk management and risk Communication, and exemplified the One Health approach
through experiential learning and applied problem-solving, based on three case studies covering

bovine tuberculosis, Ebola virus in bushmeat and Rift Valley Fever in goats. A mechanism of
monitoring to continue to provide technical support to participants in order to review and update
preparedness and contingency plan has been set up. Experts from Tufts University and UMN cofacilitated this training.
The procurement process (collection of bids, bids analysis, and selection of supplier) for an in-kind
grant to the Ministry of Agriculture has been completed. The WC RO will procure basic office
supplies for the MINAGRI to be used at central and provincial levels by trained personnel.

Planned Activities:
•

Work with AFENET to update implementation plan after submission of grant concurrence
request to USAID;

•

Contingent on approval, start AFENET grant-related activities, primarily the first training in
outbreak response and investigation.
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COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE
OUTBREAK RESPONSE

Sub-Activity 1.2.3 WC: Upgrade the skills offaculty at /STM; lnstitut Technique Agricole and
Veterinaire (ITAV}; and lnstitut d'Enseiqnement Medical/lnstitut Technique Medical (IEM/ITM}
On January 24 and 25, 2012, a workshop was held at the WC regional Office to present and validate
the One Health-MISRZ (Multidisciplinary and Integrated Surveillance and Response to Zoonotic
Disease) pre-service training curriculum for the Reforms Committee members. This two-day
workshop included 25 key members of national committees responsible for curriculum reform
from the three educational sectors, namely the Ministry of Primary, Secondary and Vocational
Education, the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of Higher and University Education,
representing the three types of institutions (ISTM, ITM / EMI and ITAV).
This workshop had the following results:
•

Adoption of the review methodology and validation of technical references (skills, training
content and assessment) as directed by administrative and legal reforms of each
committee;

•

Review of technical standards of skills, t raining content and assessment of One Health MISRZ for ISTM and for EMI / ITM and ITAV;

•

Development of micro-planning to implement the rest of the incorporation process of One
Health-MISRZ curriculum modules;

•

1

The One Health MISRZ curriculum was also presented to the DRC CCUS and OHCEA
institutions and focal persons. This presentation had three primary objectives:
o

Ensure that the CCUS and OHCEA start to determine the formal adoption of the
reference material and the manual; appropriating the document of referential;

o

Explore ways to transfer and/ or integrate the rest of the activities of the process in
OHCEA and CCUS objective 3.2, activity OHCEA 3.2.2;

1

CCUS (Comite de Coordination Une Sante) is the French translation of CCC.
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o

Advocacy to facilitate the formalization of the One Health MISRZ technical references in
the vocational education.

Planned Activities:
•

Execution of preparations for the training of Masters Trainers - provincial and national
inspectors in the province of Katanga at Lubumbashi, scheduled for April 6-18, 2012.

Sub-activity 3.4.1 WC: Deliver refresher outbreak response training to rural medical personnel
and first-responder training to communities in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru
Landscape region

During the reporting period, lnCEF finished the selection of villages for implementation of the
community sensitization. lnCEF also reported having completed the training of community
educators. The lnCEF grant ended on March 31 and with no possibility of extension.
During the reporting period, the One Health-MISRZ participants' manual and facilitator's guide for
in-service training was presented to the CCUS. These two documents distributed to the members of
CCUS have been well received by all, and as a follow up the CCUS has been tasked to facilitate the
formal adoption of the manuals by the respective line ministries: Health, Agriculture, Environment,
and Higher Education.
During the reporting period, the Regional Office used the services of a local consultant who
traveled to Tshuapa District to identify the possible storage and delivery mechanisms for the
supplies being procured for the Ministry of Agriculture, Health, and Environment. The report
proved the logistical challenge of delivering items to the remotest parts of the country with
nonexistent infrastructure in terms of communication and transport. The RO will finalize the
delivery of the items in close collaboration with the recipients and local Consultant.

Planned Activities:
•

Finalize the procurement and delivery of supplies and equipment to the Tshuapa District.
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LOW 3.2 SUPPORT OUTBREAK RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

Sub-Activity 4.1.2 WC: Evaluate existing Knowledge Management Systems for the health
science, their application and use in the university context, and support the improvement and
integration of appropriate systems.
A consultant was hired to facilitate the process of repairing and extending the UNILU intranet and
evaluate the feasibility of connecting the UNIKIN intranet to local main veterinary and public
laboratories. Working in partnership with UNIKIN and UNILU, the consultant w ill develop design
and source selection documents for the intra net rehabilitation and extension project.
Translation of TUSK into French is still underway with the involvement of Translators Without
Borders {TWB).

Planned Activities:

During the next quarter, RESPOND will support the intra net network repair and extension at
UNILU, evaluate the feasibility of connecting UNKIN intranet to local laboratories (veterinary and
public health), install TUSK and train users, and facilitate the operationalization of users support
groups.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (DRC)

The four-day sensitization at University of Lubumbashi took place from February 15-18. Between
200 and 350 students, and about 40-50 faculty attended each day. Students were primarily from
veterinary medicine, agronomy, public health and ISTM (nursing, nutrition, laboratory science).
Faculty members were primarily vet med, ISTM and public health. Professor Malango, from the
Veterinary Medicine School of UNILU, chaired the entire conference which was held at a different
faculty/school every day: languages, veterinary, nursing, and medicine. The fourth day was
reserved for faculty discussion regarding collaboration. Various aspects of department activities,
One Health strategies, RESPOND, OHCEA and collaboration possibilities were presented. A film
about avian influenza in Senegal was shown for students. Lively question and answer periods
followed all presentations.
Besides sensitization, some fields of collaboration were suggested: i) development of a
multidisciplinary on-line journal (the vet school has a school-wide journal supported by vet faculty
salary donations); ii) multidisciplinary research; iii) development of a combined vet tech/nursing
pilot education program at the A2 level to meet rural needs; iv) development of a pilot
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demonstration site for multi-disciplinary students and faculty in Kapolowe area; and v)
development of a Masters degree program.
The two-day sensitization at University of Kinshasa started on February 27, 2012, where the
Minister of Higher Education presided over the One Health opening ceremony in the presence of
Representatives of WHO and the USAID Mission, t he Rector of the University of Kinshasa, the
Director General of ISTM Kinshasa, Permanent Secretaries of Ministries represented in the CCUS
and members of CCUS. The event was attended by more than one thousand students and faculty
from the University of Kinshasa and ISTM Kinshasa (lnstitut des Techniques Medicales). In his
speech, the Minister reminded the audience of past outbreaks in DRC and urged the university
community to work collaboratively. He also mentioned that he has officially mandated that One
Health concept be included in academic curricula for the training of health professionals. The
concept of One Health, its introduction in nursing and veterinary technicians' curricula and the role
of a nurse in the prevention and control of diseases, and EPT objectives were presented to the
audience.
The following day (February 28, 2012) at the School of Public Health of UNIKIN, about 30 faculty
from UNIKIN and ISTM Kinshasa attended a workshop to discuss multidisciplinary collaboration
ideas among DRC academic entities and with RESPOND university partners. Prof. Cheryl Robertson
{UMN Liaison) and Dr. Luboya (Associate Dean Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, UNIKIN) introduced
the discussion proposing some ideas such as the creation of a joint veterinary public health
program, joint veterinary technician and nursing degree, professional doctoral degree, creation of
academic demonstration site. The two-day sensitization event was officially closed by the Rector of
UNIKIN who expressed his gratitude to RESPOND for sponsoring the event.

Planned Activities:

During the next quarter, RESPOND will continue to support the CCUS and the OHCEA school
members in DRC to finalize and implement their nine-month action plan.
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IV. SOUTHEAST ASIA
ACTIVITIES
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The map above the Southeast Asia region displays where RESPOND currently works (in red). The stars represent capital cities, and
Thailand's capital city, Bangkok, is where the RESPOND Southeast Asia Regional Hub Office is located.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE QUARTER:
The most important Project Management tasks undertaken during the quarter centered on vital
needs for SEAOHUN's establishment. In this quarter, a notable achievement was the formation and
preliminary operation of "SEAOHUN" (South East Asia One Health University Network). After the 2nd
Deans' meeting in December 2011, an Executive Board was created to govern the Network under the
Chairmanship of Dr. Ali Ghufron Mukti, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Gadjah Mada University.
The first formal meeting of the Executive Board was held during the December Dean's meeting. A
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follow-up meeting was conducted on February 21 and 22, 2012 in Jakarta, Indonesia, in which a
SEAOHUN annual work plan was discussed, reviewed and endorsed by the Executive Board members.
A Planning Committee, comprised of a representative from the four country members, was also
formed to oversee development and implementation of approved activities. Time frame for
implementing activities was March 1, 2012 - February 28, 2013 with total budget of $3.SM.
As a result, the SEA regional office management team, in consultation with PHQ, took measures to
provide program operations, administrative and financial management support that balanced the
achievement of ambitious program targets. Our management philosophy seeks to operate and
maintain a thorough and efficient administrative and financial management system that frees up the
time and creativity of the excellent professional staff of the SEA regional office team.
Nevertheless, there is always a need for improving and/or reinforcing skills and techniques, and
specific steps taken this year included:
•

Expanding administrative capacity by developing/restructuring regional office organizational
structure to provide more focused attention to these primary administrative responsibilities,
particularly with the program growing;

•

Regularly meetings for technical and administrative staff to ensure quality and consistency in
RESPOND's overall implementation;

•

Provision of on-going and on-the-job training for administrative, finance, and technical staff.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION:
The SEA Regional office continued to provide strong administrative and finance support to ensure
technically and contractually compliant program implementation. Year 3 marked a significant rampup of field activities, and project management ensured that this was achieved as effectively as
possible. Completed activities implemented through direct assistance are described below:
•

Global Health Institute (GHI) - supported and co-organized the GHI One Health leadership
program in collaboration with Chiang Mai University at the Imperial Mae Ping Hotel, Chiang
Mai, Thailand from January 29 to February 9, 2012. The goal of the program was to
strengthen a One Health approach among educational institutions in Southeast Asia region.
This event was aimed at medical, veterinary and public health faculty interested in " One
Health leadership". The intensive program of study offered at the GHI focused on developing
One Health leadership and technical capacity, which are both critical elements in
transforming the current and future workforce to ensure preparedness for new and emerging
public health challenges. Specifically, the course provided training opportunities designed to
catalyze trans-disciplinary teaching and learning capacity in response to the challenges of
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emerging and re-emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases. The GHI targeted Master's or
doctoral level students, and mid -to-senior level career professionals, with over 120
participants selected from SEAOHUN (Southeast Asia One Health University Network comprising 14 faculties from 10 universities in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam)
and from universities in Lao PDR.
•

Provided support to 10 provincial health staff attending the first didactic part of the Applied
Epidemiology Training (AET) in Cambodia from February 13 to March 7.

•

SEAOHUN 2

nd

Executive Board Meeting - organized the executive board meeting in Jakarta,

Indonesia on February 21-22, 2012. During this 2-day meeting, several issues and significant
outcomes were identified/achieved i.e. the responsibility for program and funding decisions
shifted from the RESPOND Regional Office to the Executive Board, an overview of USAID
funding rules and regulations, timeframes and requirements for program implementation,
presentation of the SEAOHUN annual work plan, which was approved and endorsed by the
Executive Board, establishment of a Planning Committee, governance of SEAOHUN, etc.
•

nd

nd

2 Thailand National One Health Forum - supported and co-organized 2

Thailand National

One Health Forum with Mahidol University at the Siam City Hotel, Bangkok from March 2628, 2012, to update the information of health problem and the knowledge related with the
One Health approach. This meeting included participants from government and universities in
Thailand and was used as a forum to further develop and promote the One Health approach
to disease investigation and outbreak response and to advocate to government to support
this strategy.
In addition, an interim grants manager and project accountant conducted a field visit to the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine, Khon Kaen University, to support the implementation of grant activities and
to build grantee capacity in financial and administration management to ensure compliance to USAID
rules/regulations and RESPOND requirements.
Continuation of evaluation and streamlining of administrative procedures to ensure that the
appropriate systems and practices are in place to support sca led up project activities is sti ll the
priority of project management.
On technical and program management aspects, RESPOND provided increased technical support to
implementing partners and program activities so that they meet the needs of the countries as they
improve their capacity in disease survei llance and outbreak response.
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Upcoming direct assistance-supported activities:

•

Regional One Health Core Compet ency workshop back-to-back Curriculum Mapping
workshop - Conrad Hotel, Bangkok, April 2 - 5, 2012;

•

SEAOHUN Planning Committee meeting - Bangkok, April 9, 2012;

•

Emerging Zoonotic Diseases workshop - Hanoi, Vietnam, April 23 - 29, 2012;

•

INDOHUN Inaugural National Symposium - Bali, Indonesia, May 3 - 4, 2012;

•

Mekong Health Congress - Hanoi, Vietnam, May 10 - 12, 2012;

•

MYOHUN Inaugural National Meeting- May 23 - 24, 2012;

•

2

•

Emerging Zoonotic Diseases workshop - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, June 25 - 29, 2012;

•

2

•

Cambod ia EPT partner and government 2012 zoonotic diseases Workplan progress review,

nd

nd

Executive Board meeting - Jakarta, June 18 - 19, 2012;

didactic part of AET Training - Phnom Penh, Cambodia May 21-June 8;

and development of the 2013 EPT workplan - Siem Reap, Cambodia, June 5-6, 2012.

STAFFING:
During the first and second quarters of Year Three, there have been a few changes in field proj ect
personnel. RESPOND encountered difficulties in recruit ing a suitable Grants Manager for the regional
office. After the position became vacant, the Training Officer was asked to temporary cover this
position by working closely with Director of Administration and Finance. Following the staff retreat in
December 2011, organizational structure and scopes of work for each position have been reviewed,
reassessed, and revised. In addition to reducing the workload of the Director of Administration and
Finance, and the Travel and Logistics Coordinator, and to have more efficiency in grants
management, two modified scopes of work/positions were created to share grants responsibilities
(Administrative Manager and Grants/Administrative Officer). A new organization chart was
developed and already approved by the PHQ. The recruitment process for these two new positions
has begun and RESPOND has continued its recruitment efforts for the outstanding positions. We
anticipate regional office will operate with a full staff in the next quarter.
The project has continued to make good use of STTA during the quarter. Dorothee Stangle,
Operations Specialist (consultant) travelled from PHQ to Bangkok from March 21- April 27, 2012 to
provide critically needed support during SEAOHUN st art up process and work plan development . She
is also responsible for providing operations support while the Southeast Asia regional office makes
staffing transit ions and recruits new staff.
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Staff Development:

•

The Senior Technical Officer, Senior Program Officer, and Training Officer attended training on
Gender Analysis and Integration conducted and provided by USAID/RDMA at the Asia Regional
Training Center, on February 14, 2012. Participants from implementing partners learned to
integrate gender throughout the implementation and monitoring of their programs.

•

The Director of Administration and Finance, and the Training Officer (Interim Grants Manager)
attended USAID Rules and Regulations Workshop and Procurement Planning and Execution
Workshop organized by Inside NGO in Bangkok, from March 27 - 30, 2012. The participants
benefitted the most from the workshops, giving them enhanced understanding of USAID's
project management expectations and industry standards. After completion of the workshops,
we expect to see an increased efficiency of their work; ascertained compliance; and a better
overall management.

LESSONS LEARNED AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:

Grant operations have proven labor-intensive and time consuming, and grant awards have taken
more time than anticipated. Project management is undertaking a review of the grant program
policies and procedures, with the goal of developing more efficient procedures and approaches.
Maintaining a robust grant program while adhering to government regulations is the primary issue in
this dilemma. We continue to utilize direct assistance as necessary for efficient program
implementation.
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PROGRESS REPORT - SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below is a summary of progress toward RESPOND Southeast Asia regional activities during the
reporting period, organized by RESPOND LOWs and sub-activities.
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE
Sub-Activity 1.2.1 SE: Implement Twinning and Mentoring Program

•

Conducted the Thailand National One Health meeting from March 26-28, 2012, in Bangkok,
Thailand. The purpose of the meeting was to provide a forum to share One Health-related
programming experiences and networking with colleagues within and across disciplines. One
hundred twenty one (121) participants attended the meeting;

•

Continued dialog and discussion about establishment of Network Secretariat Office in
Thailand;

•

Continued dialog and discussion about establishment of Network Coordinating Office in
Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand;

•

Conducted the Regional Global Health Institute from 28 January to February 9, 2012, in Chiang
Mai, Thailand. The intensive program of study offered at this GHI focused on developing One
Health leadership and technical capacity, which are both critical elements in transforming the
current and future workforce to ensure preparedness for new and emerging public health
challenges. Specifically, the course provided training opportunities designed to catalyze transdisciplinary teaching and learning capacity in response to t he challenges of emerging and reemerging infectious and zoonotic diseases. One hundred twenty eight {128) participants
attended. RESPOND/UMN and Chiang Mai University faculty co-taught the two-week course.

•

Activity workplan for SEAOHUN completed, January 31, 2012;

•

Conducted 2n d Executive Board meeting on February 21 and 22, 2012 in Jakarta. During this
meeting, the one year SEAOHUN workplan (March 1, 2012 to February 28, 2013) was reviewed
and approved, an Activity Planning Committee was established, and SEAOHUN organizational
development issues were discussed;

•

Inaugural meeting of INDOHUN members held in Jogjakarta to plan INDOHUN kick-off meeting
and activities.
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Planned Activities:
•

Conduct OH Core Competency workshop, Bangkok, April 2-3, 2012;

•

Conduct Curriculum Mapping workshop, Bangkok, April 4-5, 2012;

•

Conduct SEAOHUN Planning Committee meeting, Bangkok, April 9, 2012;

•

Develop initial draft of implementation plan for SEAOHUN activities (March 1 2012 to

st

February 28, 2013), April 15, 2012
•

Conduct Emerging Zoonotic Disease Training 2, Hanoi, April 23-27, 2012;

•

Conduct INDOHUN inaugural national meeting, Bali, May 3-4, 2012;

•

Conduct OH Symposium at the Mekong Health Congress, Hanoi, May 10-12, 2012;

•

Conduct MYOHUN inaugural national meeting, Kuala Lumpur, May 23-24, 2012;

•

Develop an analysis and a set of recommendations for legal status and establishment of the
SEAOHUN Secretariat, June 15, 2012;
nd

•

Conduct 2

Executive Board meeting, Jakarta, June 18-19, 2012;

•

Conduct Emerging Zoonotic Disease Training 3, Kuala Lumpur, June 25-29, 2012;

•

Continue establishment of Network Coordinating Office in Vietnam, June 30, 2012;

•

Support SEAOHUN member faculty to attend OH-related conferences held in 02 following
approval criteria agreed upon at the EB meeting.

Sub-Activity l.2.2 SE: Support relationship between Khon Koen Veterinary Medical School (VMKKU}
and the Faculty of Agriculture. Nabong Agricultural College (NACJ campus. National University of
Laos (NUOL}

Increasing the number of qualified veterinarians in Lao PDR is a way to increase the country's
capacity for zoonotic disease management and outbreak investigation and response to emerging
infectious diseases.
In 2009-2010 NAC revised its 4-year Bachelor in Animal Sciences degree to become a 5-year Doctor
of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) degree. However, NAC lacks qualified lecturers to teach the preclinical and clinical subjects offered in Years 3, 4 and 5. As RESPOND's support became available in
2011, NAC and KKU agreed to have lecturers from KKU to provide teaching on the pre-clinical and
clinical subjects at NAC for Vear 3 and Vear 4 students and that Vear 4 students from NAC come to
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KKU for laboratory, surgery and practicum sessions. This is the first cohort of students for the 5-year
DVM. Due to limited training background of current staff at NAC, it was difficult to adopt co-lecturing
or a coaching mode to assist capacity building of existing lecturers.
During the first semester, between November 2011 and January 2012, twenty-three lecturers from
KKU provided teaching at NAC on eight subjects. These were: veterinary bacteriology and mycology,
veterinary entomology and protozoology, ruminant medicine, small animal medicine, veterinary
toxicology, veterinary radiology, special veterinary pathology, and general surgery.
From February 13 to 22, twenty-six Year 4 students came to KKU for a short course focusing on
laboratory and surgery practice. NAC will receive assistance from the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
for essential laboratory equipment and will work with KKU to obtain them.
In the second semester, from March 5 to May 18, twenty-six lecturers from KKU will teach 9 subjects
at NAC for Year 3 and Year 4 students. These will be: virology, veterinary helminthology, zoonoses,
small animal surgery, large animal surgery, swine medicine, avian medicine, fish and exotic animal
medicine, and epidemiology and preventive medicine and biostatistics.
•

Continued to support Faculty and student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL
in order to support the first cohort of veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR, currently in
Year 3 and year 4 of a five-year course. The funding brought NAC staff and students to VMKKU
where courses are taught at the fully equipped VMKKU facilities, allowing students the
resources to practice critical laboratory, surgical, and diagnostic ski lls as well as the
opportunity to learn through participatory methodologies utilized at VMKKU.

•

In March, one staff from NAC commenced 1-Year International Graduate Diploma in Livestock
Diseases and Health Management. Two additional staff from NAC received scholarships from
Thailand's TICA for the course.

•

Staff from Tufts University (Dean Kochevar and Dr. Saul Tzipori) visited KKU and Nabong to
discuss ongoing activities. The Nabong, KKU, and Tufts meeting was also attended by DCM,
U.S. Embassy, Lao PDR (Ms. Angela Dickie).

Planned Activities:
•

Continued to support Faculty and student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and NAC/NUOL
in order to support the first cohort of veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR, currently in
Year 3 and Year 4 of a five-year course;

•

Continue support for the NAC staff enrolled in International Graduate Diploma in Livestock
Diseases and Health Management;
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•

Develop outbreak response and field investigation training activity for students and faculty
from Nabong;
•

Support VMKKU professionals to travel to Tufts for a one-month technical exchange focusing
on improvement of skills on disease diagnostics and prevention;

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES -THAILAND

LOW 3 : OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE

Sub-Activity 1.5.2 SE: Applied field training for wildlife veterinary medical officers and field
pathologists

RESPOND planned to conduct the fourth and final workshop from November 13-19, 2011, to focus on
forensic investigations, data management putting wildlife epidemiological knowledge into practice in
order to go forward with a One Health approach . This workshop was postponed due to the flood ing
crisis in Thailand.

Planned Activities:
This workshop will be conducted at Huai Kha Kaeng National Park in Thailand in Quarter 3. Once this
is held the activity will be completed.

Sub-Activity 1.5.5 SE: Master's Degree Program for Human & Animal Health Professionals at
Thailand's Field Epidemiology Training Program (FETP/FETP-V} and International FETP (iFETP} to
Strengthen Career Opportunities, and the Management, Supervisory and Response Capacity for
Outbreaks and Epidemics of Zoonoses and Emerging infectious Diseases

•

Continued support for seven (7) FETP/FETP-V/iFETP students from Thailand and other
countries in a relevant Thai university Masters program;

•

Provided support for enrolled students to participate in field projects, including outbreak
investigations and surveillance evaluation activit ies, as part of their training, in collaboration
with FETP/FETP-V.
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Planned Activities:
•

Continue support for seven (7) FETP/FETP-V/iFETP students from Thailand and other countries
in a relevant Thai university Masters program;

•

Continue to provide support for enrolled students to participate in field projects, including
outbreak investigations and surveillance evaluation activities, as part of their training, in
collaboration with FETP/FETP-V;

•

Review the progress of supported students.

Sub-Activity 3.4.4 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at the
provincial and district levels
The support for joint training in applied epidemiology and field investigation further strengthens and
expands collaboration between the human health and livestock health sectors including those from
wildlife disciplines to work together under a One Health approach. The implementing partner, Field
Epidemiologist Association of Thailand (FEAT) has been strategic in capitalizing on policy, technical
and management support from national level down to provincial level. FEAT has involved the
relevant departments and key stakeholders to develop and show case the operations of multidisciplinary One Health models. Key agencies involved in the project are: Ministry of Health (MoH),
Department of Livestock Development under Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MoA), and
Zoological Park Organization and Department of Natural Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation under
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MoNRE).
The training brought together technical and financial collaboration from many agencies, including
Thai MoPH, USAID, US-CDC, FAO, WHO and OIE. The five provinces selected from the five regions Chiangmai, Nakornrajsima, Chonburi, Kanchanaburi and Songkla - have the necessary human and
laboratory resources to support field investigation activities. Trainings were conducted in Bangkok
with participants from the five provinces attending. Due to major flooding in Thailand during AugustNovember 2011, the activities have been delayed.
•

A no-cost extension to FEAT was completed in early 2012 so that the planned activities could
take place after the flooding situation in Thailand;

•

Working group established with key staff from the three agencies and meetings held by Field
Epidemiology Association of Thailand (FEAT), Dr. Sopon, DLD, and Ministry of Health to
develop curriculum content and training schedule;
•

Held the Training of Trainers( ToT) workshop for supervisors and mentors from February 2024. Participants were 34 senior physicians, nurses, public health staff, veterinarians, wildlife
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experts and university lecturers from the five provinces and key personnel at national level
from Bangkok. The training topics included the overview of multi-sectoral collaboration under
a One Health approach, human health surveillance, animal health surveillance and sessions
on working across disciplines through case studies and field exercise to address emerging
infectious/zoonotic diseases. Lists of top 10 concerned EIDs in each province were developed.
Five provincial support/mentoring teams with members from the three sectors were formed.
•

Training of provincial and district level outbreak response staff from MoA, MoH and Mo
Natural Resources and Environment, from March 12-16, 2012, with 44 personnel from the
three Ministries. The workshop was designed for relatively junior staff at field level. In
addition to the One Health approach, sessions included quantitative methodology and basic
epidemiology for disease surveillance and outbreak investigation and working across
disciplines through case studies;

•

The assigned provincial team mentors worked with team members in selecting one or two
disease of concern for joint field work project with clear objectives and investigation plan.
The diseases/pathogens selected for joint field investigations are: West Nile Virus, Q fever,
tuberculosis, melioidosis, and brucellosis.

Planned Activities:
•

Hold provincial meetings in five provinces to inform and obtain support and agreement from
supervisors and relevant stakeholders to carry out project activities;

•

Five teams conduct their field investigation in their respective province with support and
supervision from mentors, senior staff in the province and from national level.

•

Completion of joint field investigation will be in August, 2012, and presentations of project
findings and results are scheduled to take place in September, 2012.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (THAILAND)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Thailand this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.
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One Health Regional University Networks

{Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning {Southeast Asia One Health
University Network- SEAOHUN})
Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One Health University Network- SEAOHUN)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - VIETNAM
LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE
Sub-Activity 3.4.2 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams with focus
on Applied Veterinary Epidemiology Training (AVETJ at selected provincial, district levels

•

Grant approved February 2012;

•

Meeting of GOV Ministry staff and WHO to revise the implementation plan for the joint training
activity, March 2012.

Planned Activities:
•

Identify appropriate staff to attend training-of-trainer workshop, and design appropriate
materials.

•

Support delivery of FESC in-service training courses in multiple provinces, including meeting
venues and related travel of district and provincial level officials (animal and human health)
responsible for disease surveillance and outbreak response activities;

•

Strengthen skills of mentors and supervisors overseeing trainees responsible for 2 to 3-month
long field projects focused on outbreaks and disease surveillance systems;

•

Support for subject matter experts to provide technical assistance during FESC and field projects;

•

Review and strengthen existing training materials in collaboration with FETP-Vietnam, WHO, and
CDC, based on monitoring and evaluation of selected training courses.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES (VIETNAM)
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Vietnam t his quarter and are
planned through next quarter. Details of t hese activities are found in t he section entitled
"Progress Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional

activities (not count ry-specific activit ies) for pu rposes of th is quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

(Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One
Health University Network- SEAOHUN))

Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and
implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One Health University Network SEAOHUN}

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR

LOW 3: OUTBREAK RESPONSE CAPACITY BUILDING
LOW 3.1 STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK
RESPONSE
Sub-Activity l .5.6 SE: Monitoring and disease surveillance training for Department of Forestry
Protected Area (PA} staff and Forestry Volunteers in Lao PDR

•

Finalized grant and activit ies for grant application;

•

Continued to work on the report to satisfy Leahy Amendment exemption.

Planned Activities:

•

Grant to be subm itted to USAID in Quarter 3.

3.4.5 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams at selected provincial,
district, and village levels

•

Finalized grant and activities with NEIDCO;
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•

Submitted grant to RESPOND PHQ and USAID.

Planned Activities:
Once the grant is approved:
•

Provide technical assistance to NEIDCO in its logistics and planning of the training activities;

•

Provide technical assistance to implement the activity;

•

Obtain support from in-country staff of US-CDC, WHO and FAO to review existing training
materials and design additional/new materials appropriate for t he provincial and district
training to fit the operational context of Lao PDR.

OTHER ACTIVITIES - LAO PDR
•

Supported and faci litated EPT Pl anning meeting with all EPT partners, Government of Lao
counterparts, and USAID on April 5

th

,

2012;

•

Refer to section: Support for Regional Academic Collaboration;

•

Sub-activity 1.2.2 SE: Support existing twinning relationship between Khon Koen University
Veterinary Medical School (KKU/VMS), and Nabong Agricultural College (NAC)/National
University of Laos {NUOL)

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - INDONESIA
3.4.1 SE: District and Provincial Zoonotic Disease Outbreak Response Training, Indonesia
•

Met with government and other stakeholders to discuss t he planned activity and to develop
the implementation plan in March 2012. Follow-up steps from this meeting were:
o

Proposed hiring of local consultants to assist with development of the plan;

o

Prepared SOW and TOR and identified potential consultants, with support from USAID
mission and government partners.

Planned Activities:
•

Hire consultants to assist with planning the training activity and seeking government support
and commitment;
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•

Conduct briefing meeting with consultants in April, 2012;

•

Plan an inception workshop for Quarter 3 to discuss and finalize plans for implementation of
the activity with all stakeholders;

•

Develop the competitive bid process for implementation of t he activity.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (INDONESIA)

The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Indonesia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

{Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning {Southeast Asia One Health
University Network- SEAOHUN))

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - CAMBODIA
Sub-Activity 3.4.7 SE: Support training to strengthen One Health epidemiological teams, including
MOH and MOA staff, at selected provincial and district levels (New - Year 3 Activity}

Building capacity in EZD disease outbreak response and promoting multi-disciplinary collaboration
are key RESPOND objectives in Cambodia. Following the approved concept paper, activities will be
implemented through three main training courses: a) Applied Epidemiology Training (AET), managed
by WHO and the Department of Disease Control (DDC) of the Ministry of Health (MOH); b) MiniFETPV for animal health workers, managed by FAO and National Veterinary Research Institute
(NaVri), under the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (MAFF); and c) One Health First
Responder training co-organized by Department of Disease Control and NaVri.
The first didactic AET training activity with WHO was conducted for a total of 15 trainees in Phnom
Penh, from February 13 to March 7. Provided support to 10 provincial participants attending the first
didactic part of the AET course. As the epidemiology course requires rather high prior training, there
were not many women who met the criteria. There are 2 female nurses among the 10 participants
supported by RESPOND.
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Planned Activities:
•

Meet with government and other counterparts in Phnom Penh and relevant provinces to
continue planning activities outlined above;

•

Support 2

nd

didactic part of Applied Epidemiology Training for government staff as conducted

by WHO May 21-Jun 8, Phnom Penh;
•

Support USAID Cambodia mission to hold a review of EPT partner and governments'
workplan 2012 progress in order to develop EPT partner workplan for 2013, June 5-6, Siem
Reap;

•

Responding to the request of the Forestry Administration for assistance in developing a
Wildlife Health Strategic Plan. RESPOND will utilize technical expertise within in the region
and SEAOHUN to support the development of t he Cambodia Wildlife Health Strategic Plan.

•

rd

Support 3 didactic part of Applied Epidemiology Training for government staff as conducted
by WHO August 20-31 and National Epidemiology Conference, Phnom Penh.

OTHER ACTIVITIES (CAMBODIA)
•

Continue dialogue for wildlife health capacity building with MAFF to develop a strategic plan
for wildlife health planning.

COUNTRY ACTIVITIES - MALAYSIA
The following Southeast Asia Regional sub-activities were active in Malaysia this quarter or are
planned for next quarter. Details of these activities are found in the section entitled "Progress
Report: Southeast Asia Regional Activities" since they are considered regional activities (not

country-specific activities) for purposes of this quarterly report.

One Health Regional University Networks

{Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and implementation of university twinning {Southeast Asia One Health
University Network- SEAOHUN))
Refer to section: One Health Regional University Network -Sub-activity 1.2.1 SE: Planning and

implementation of university twinning (Southeast Asia One Health University Network- SEAOHUN}
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V. MONITORING & EVALUATION
RESPOND sub-activity (program) results have been tracked across regions since the inception of the
project. While the quality of the data collection has improved in each office over time, the
monitoring data has been captured consistently across offices, to enable the ability to summarize the
data across the entire project. Across regions, we are monitoring all sub-activity events, which
include: campaigns, conferences, distance learning courses, field experience, lectures, meetings
(stakeholder), seminars, study tours, trainings, and workshops. Except for meetings, all participant
values noted below exclude RESPOND staff, facilitators, trainers, support, etc.
The first three quarters of Year 1 were spent in discovery/start-up mode, where there were no
significant programmatic results. Quantifiable sub-activity results begin in Year 1 Quarter 4 (Y1Q4.)
Non-sub-activity related events (e.g., discovery, internal RESPOND, USAID meetings) are excluded
from the results.
The demographic results that follow do not include public lectures, large presentations (e.g., OHCEA
One Health sensitizations.) The demographic results are only based on other types of events (e.g.,
training, workshops, stakeholder meetings) where we are able to collect the appropriate data.

Q2 HIGHLIGHTS
For Year 3 Quarter 2 (Y3Q2), highlights, including both successes and opportunities for improvement,
include:
Key Regional Events:
•

East Congo: Within the OHCEA network, One Health Sensitization presentations occurred
at Mekelle University, Jimma University, University of Kinshasa, University of Lubumbashi,
Makerere University, Umutara Polytechnic, Moi University, and University of Nairobi for
faculty, students and administration. The meetings helped raise awareness of the One
Health approach, the programs and activities taking place, as well as how to take part in it
and begin to address identified gaps. Approximately 2,600 individuals attended these
sessions.

•

West Congo: 26 professionals took part in the Training in Risk Analysis for Sectoral Animal,
Human and Environmental Health in the DRC. This 10-day experiential learning and
applied problem-solving training was designed to strengthen the capacities, competencies
and abilities of government ministry personnel to respond to the needs of prevention and
control of epidemics and epizootics. The course targeted specific topics in risk analysis
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including: hazard identification, development of conceptual models, release assessment,
exposure assessment, consequence assessment, risk management and risk
communication. The individuals who participated in the course expressed utmost
appreciation and great interest in utilizing the skills in their roles as health professionals.
Developing a cadre of in-service professionals with needed skill sets in risk analysis
provides another great example of how RESPOND is building outbreak response capacity
in the DR Congo.
•

South East Asia: South East Asia One Health University Network (SEAOHUN) Global Health
Institute: 10 day training (124 attendees) in Thailand focused on developing One Health
leadership and technical capacity, which are both critical elements in transforming the
current and future workforce to ensure preparedness for new and emerging public health
challenges. Specifically, the course provided training opportunities designed to catalyze
trans-disciplinary teaching and learning capacity in response to the challenges of emerging
and re-emerging infectious and zoonotic diseases.

- A total of 29 sub-activity events occurred in Quarter 2, which hit a new high, as compared to the
previous quarter high of 18 events.
- The number of event participants increased nearly 400%, compared to Quarter 2, due to the
One Health sensitization presentations in OHCEA institutions.
- Government and university representation at RESPOND events were both approximately 40% of
the participants in the 2nd Quarter

2

•

Female representation at events has remained stable in
2

recent quarters at approximately 30%

•

- While nationality of event participants is largely dependent on event location, for the Q2 events
conducted, participants were primarily from Thailand (30%), Cameroon (21%), and DRC (16%)

2

•

Overall, event participants have rated RESPOND events as good (3.4 out of 4) across regions.
- From participants' perspective, RESPOND events have continued to help expand/clarify their
understanding of " One Health" (3.2 out of 4.)
- With respect to institutional collaboration (i.e., networks, twinning), 18 exchanges occurred in
Quarter 2. 61% of the exchanges have been introductory partnership exchanges, laying the
groundwork for future activities. Curriculum development, module development, lecturing and
collaborative research are all beginning to occur, approximately 9% each of the total
collaboration. Professional exchanges are also occurring, but to a lesser degree (5%). In January-

2

This is only reflective of events where demographic data can be collected (e.g., workshops, meetings, trainings.) Public

lecture/presentation/press conference participants are excluded from these results.
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February, the M&E team conducted an assessment of the MUSK implementation at Makerere
University (4.l.2EC). While the MUSK implementation occurred in 2011 and the related grant
ended in September, the evaluation revealed that there is still much work to be done in order to
meet the sub-activity objectives (e.g., course resources, student and faculty usage, resource
sharing.) The assessment revealed that it will take a concerted effort (e.g., additional hardware
installation, additional tra ining, user incentives, support improvement) to meet the system
objectives. A summary is included later in the M&E section.
- A Best Management Practices Review was conducted by the M&E team from November 2011February 2012, to provide a state-of-the-art summary of issues related to waste disposal during
outbreak responses, provide reference materials for national RESPOND partners, provide
training materials for use by RESPOND or others, disseminate knowledge of relevant BMPs to
project partners and the wider practitioner community. This review used publications, written
documents and oral reports of practitioners as inputs to the data collection. The review met
objectives of RESPOND and of USAID environmental regulations, which require continual review
of environmental issues of concern to augment training materials. A summary is included later
in the M&E section.
- The full M&E team (M&E Manager, Regional M&E Officers, university M&E team members) met
in Bangkok from February 13th-17th. The weeklong meet ing was valuable to support crosspartner, cross-regional collaboration on all things related to M&E, as well as interact with the SE
Asia office on M&E matters. A summary is included later in the M&E section.
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EVENT OVERVIEW
To date, after the initial discovery period for each office, the majority of sub-activity events have
been meetings (stakeholder), trainings and workshops. External events (e.g., UMN's Public Health
Institute (PHI)), where RESPOND supports participants to attend, are excluded from the following
analysis, but are presented separately in the following "Other Results" section.
The number of completed events (Figure 1) across regions hit a new high. Twenty-nine events
occurred, with East Congo leading the activity with seventeen events.
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Figure 1: Number of Completed Events by Region and Quarter

Q2 event attendance increased nearly 400% from Ql (Figure 2.) This dramatic increase in
participants is a result of the eleven One Health Sensitization presentations in OHCEA institutions
•Jimma University (Ethiopia) - School of Public Health, School of Veterinary Medicine;
• Makerere University (Uganda)- School of Public Health, School of Veterinary Medicine;
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• Mekelle University (Ethiopia) - School of Veterinary Medicine;
• Mai University (Kenya) - School of Veterinary Medicine;
• Umutara Polytechnic (Rwanda) - School of Veterinary Medicine;
• University of Kinshasa (DRC) - School of Public Health;
• University of Lubumbashi (DRC) - School of Veterinary Medicine;
• University of Nairobi (Kenya) - School of Public Health, School of Veterinary Medicine.
Training participants also increased approximately 8% from Q2, reaching a new quarterly high of
195 trainees. This is largely due to the Global Health Institute training in South East Asia.
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Figure 2: Event Participants by Quarter and Event Type

At the end of every event, we collect feedback from participants to understand how the event was
received, usefulness, whether or not objectives were met, and more importantly how to improve
future events of a similar nature. Currently we do not have enough data to show the results at the
regional level. But at a RESPOND-wide aggregate level, the results are very promising, as the
average rating for all events falls between "good" and "excellent" (Figure 3). For Q2, the average
rating was 3.4 (out of 4), between good and excellent.
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Overall, the even t was ...
Excellent

4

Good

3
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Y3Q1

Y3Q2

Figure 3: Event Evaluation Results: "Overall the event was ..."

Another question that is asked in the event evaluation is the participant's agreement with the
statement that the event helped expand/clarify their understanding of "One Health". The results
have been consistently high each quarter. For Q2, the average rating was 3.2 (out of 4), between
agree and strongly agree.
The event helped expand/clarify my understanding of
"One Health
Strongly 4.0 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Agree

Strongly
Disagree 1 0 ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Y1Q4

Y2Q 1

Y2Q2

Y2Q3

Y2Q4

Y3Q1

Y3Q2

Figure 4: Event Evaluation Results: "This event helped expand/ clarify my understanding of "One Health"
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EVENT PARTICIPANT PROFILE
In the 2nd quarter of year three, participants to RESPOND events came from five major types of
organizations (Figure 5.) They included government, which was the largest group making up, on
average, around 48% of all participants, followed by representatives from universities (32%),
community-based and professional organizations (6%), non-governmental organizations (3%), and
private companies (<1%.). The remaining 12% came from uncategorized organizations, due to
insufficient data collection. By region, participants from the government sector made up the largest
group at West Congo (70%) events, followed by East Congo (11%.) University participants were most
prominent in the both East Congo and Southeast Asia region (60%), followed by West Congo (12%).
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Figure 5: Q2 Participant by Organization Type and Region

Male attendees continued to outnumber their female counterparts (Figure 6.) In the latest
quarter, female participation was at approximately 30%. Female participation has stabilized at this
level for the last three consecutive quarters.
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Where we are able to collect participant demographic data at events, Figure 7 is a breakdown of
RESPOND event participants from Q2 by their nationality. Thailand nationals represented nearly
one third of all event attendees during the period. Other notables were Cameroon (21%) and DRC
at 16%. Unfortunately participant demographic data is not available from certain large
lectures/presentations, like the One Health sensitization presentations for OHCEA institutions.
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Figure 7: Q2 Event Attendees by Nationality
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INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION
While both regional One Health university networks are both getting off the ground, we are seeing
collaborative activities emerge. In the most recent quarter, 18 exchanges occurred between
institutions. To date, as noted in Figure 8, 61% of the exchanges have been on introductory
partnership exchanges, laying the groundwork for future activities. Curriculum development,
module development, lecturing and collaborative research are all beginning to occur,
approximately 9% each of the total collaboration. Professional exchanges are also occurring, but to
a lesser degree right now (5%).

4%

8%
• Introductory Partnership
Discussions
• Module Development
.. Lecturing
• Collaborative Research
Activity

9%

Curriculum Development
Prof essional Exchange

Figure 8: Q2 Instit utional Collaboration to Date, by Exchange Type

OTHER RESULTS
In addition to the sub-activity event results noted above, in Q2, RESPOND accomplished the
following:
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Participant support at external events:

•

East Congo: Yellow Fever Risk Assessment workshop (1 participant supported) Upon
invitation from the Uganda National Taskforce, the EC Regional Manager participated in the
workshop where protocols and tools for a planed Yellow Fever risk assessment were
reviewed and agreed upon. East Congo: OHCEA Deans for Engaging Intergovernmental
Organizations (EIO) workshop 2012 (8 participants supported) Executive leadership course
held at the FAO, OIE, WHO and WTO. The deans attended this week-long intensive
professional development program that is designed to help mid- and senior level
government officials, industry leaders and academic faculty interact more effectively with
intergovernmental organizations and with each other as they interact and work together
through the week. East Congo: One Health Competency Workshop (2 participants
supported) All participants work actively on One Health issues and developed or
implemented competencies in their area of expertise, trying to work towards synthesizing
One Health core competencies.

Other:

•

East Congo: -In January-February, the M&E team conducted an assessment of the MUSK
implementation at Makerere University (4.l.2EC). A summary is included later in the M&E
section.

•

East Congo: - In January, the M&E team conducted an assessment of the past RESPOND
outbreak response sub-activities (Anthrax, Yellow Fever, Ebola). Report forthcoming.

PROJECT TO DATE
The project to date (PTD) distribution of event attendees according the region that hosted the
event and the event type are displayed in Figure 9. The East Congo Basin RESPOND Office (Uganda)
has hosted the highest number of event participants, largely due to the One Health Sensitization
Presentations in Q2. To date, RESPOND has had approximately 6,000 participants, which includes
1000 trainees and 1,300 workshop attendees.
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• Campaign

~ 5000 + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"'0.

·.::;

• Public Lecture/Presentation/Press

·e 4000 + - - - - - - -

Conference

"'

0..

!

Workshop

3000 + - - - - - - -

.c

Training

E

~

2000 + - - - - - - • Stakeholder Meeting

Global

East Congo

West Congo Southeast Asia

Total

Figure 9: Event Participants by Host Region and Event Type (PTD)

For each event, we also track participant profile information to understand the background/role of
participants and the organizations they represent. Generally, attendees to RESPOND events came
from five major types of organizations (Figure 10.) They included universities, which was the largest
group making up 41% of all participants, followed by representatives from governments (35%),
non-governmental organizations and professional, community-based and professional
organizations /associations (7-8%), and private companies (2%). The remaining 7% comes from
organizations which are unknown (due to lack of data collection at particular events.)

2%

7%
• University
• Government
.. NGO
• Community/Prof essional
Organization
.. Private Company
Uncategorized

Figure 10: Participant by Organization Type (PTD)
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Figure 11 displays the nationalities of all RESPOND event participants. Unsurprisingly, the highest
proportions of participants are from countries with regional hub offices, Democratic Republic of
Congo, Uganda, and Thailand. Figure 10 also demonstrates that the program reach extends beyond
our hub countries, with Cameroon (8%) and Vietnam (6%) both showing good representation.
Overall, individuals from SO different countries (not all shown) have participated in RESPOND
events.
Uganda
Democratic- Republk of Congo {DRC)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 24%
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 21%

Thailand - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ' 1 5%
Cameroon
Vietnam

7%
F--- - - -~

7%

United States of Am erica
Kenya

Indonesia

Ethiopia
Malaysia
Tanzania

Rwanda
Laos
All other w untries

Uncategorized

7%

0%

596

10%
15%
20%
% Project to Date Event Attendees

25%

30%

Figure 11: Participant by Nationality (PTO)

MUSK ASSESSMENT
The M&E team recently engaged an external STTA to conduct an evaluation of the MUSK
implementation at Makerere University (4.1.2EC). For this evaluat ion we chose an external
evaluator, as there were concerns voiced at the end of last year that we needed to have an unbiased
evaluator, so our team (DAI/Tufts/UMN) was ruled out. We engaged an expert on higher education
knowledge management systems, Greg Sales, to conduct the evaluation.
Greg collected data from site visits to Tufts University, Kampala office, Makerere University and an
on line survey to end users. I've attached his final report, which we recently received.
The summary of his findings:
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•

There are teachers and students who are happy to have and be using the MUSK system, Dean
Bazeyo (School of Public Health) is pleased with the implementation, and during the first two
semesters MUSK has been used by as many as 4 out of 10 SPH teachers.

•

The installation is fragile. The hardware required to sustain MUSK is only partially installed
and is not fully operational, the availability of MUSK within COVAB (College of Veterinary
Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity) is limited and used by only a small number of
COVAB faculty and their students, materials are not properly uploaded and maintained in
MUSK making access via searches and long-term use problematic. The training of IT and
teaching staff was limited and lacked adequate focus and support to achieve RESPOND's
objectives. Further, on-site technical support for the system is extremely limited.

•

As with most technology innovations in higher education, adequate planning and the
establishment of the systems of support required to achieve the stated objectives were not in
place from the outset of the implementation. This has limited the adoption of MUSK, resulted
in use well below its potential, and there is real potential for system failures that could end
MUSK's use.

•

Support of MUSK by MU, after the initial funding ended in September, was reduced. Current
support of MU is minimal and shows no indications of improvement. The current level of
technical and user support is inadequate to promote the effective use of MUSK and without
that, the implementation cannot reach its potential and is in jeopardy of failing. In addition, if
the one MUSK support person were to leave her position, it is unclear if, or how, that vacancy
would be filled with a person knowledgeable about MUSK. Employing knowledgeable, skilled
individuals in technical and user support roles is essential to the future of the
implementation.

•

Achieving the original outcomes and expectations of the MUSK initiative seem unlikely given
the current state of the implementation. Achieving the desired resu lts will not evolve
organically as a natural outcome of the implementation. If these outcomes are essential to
the mission of RESPOND, specific and targeted actions must be taken in the near future to
ensure they are attained.

•

There are many opportunities to improve both the MUSK implementation and possible future
TUSK iterations with other institutions. All of these require some level of expense, planning,
and commitment. Going to the next level, by bolstering the fledgling implementation of
MUSK and putting the required infrastructure elements in place, will provide users with the
skills and incentives to effectively utilize the system. This could result in significant benefits
for not only Makerere University and RESPOND, but also for other institutions that wish to
implement this system.
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While at the end of the grant (September 2011), there was much enthusiasm/satisfaction with the
implementation of MUSK, it's clear that there is much work that needs to be done to really make it a
long-term success. This should be taken into account if it is to be rolled out to additional
schools/universities.

BEST PRACTICE REVIEW-WASTE DISPOSAL IN REMOTE LOCATIONS
Practitioner review of environmental compliance issues to prepare the RESPOND Environmental
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (EMMP) showed that experience and best practices for medical
waste disposal in remote areas with minimal or no health infrastructure ("remote" referring to areas
that do not have access to adequate health services and standard facilities for disposal of medical
waste) needed to be further explored to harmonize materials, focus on specific concerns in remote
locations, review best management practices (BMPs), and identify key issues and mitigation
measures. Practitioners understand the problem and manage it by varied means, but do not have
consistent and standardized BMPs to guide their response.
A Best Management Practices Review, led by Sally Lahm (Ecology & Environment) was conducted
from November 2011-February 2012, to provide state-of-the-art summary of issues related to waste
disposal during outbreak responses, provide reference materials for national RESPOND partners,
provide training materials for use by RESPOND or others, disseminate knowledge of relevant BMPs to
project partners and the wider practitioner community. This review used publications, written
documents and oral reports of practitioners as inputs to the data collection. The review met
objectives of RESPOND and of USAID environmental regulations, which require continual review of
environmental issues of concern to augment training materials.
The Best Practice Review describes the roles and responsibilities of outbreak investigation and
response team members, identifies types of health care waste that would likely be generated during
disease outbreaks, explains health risks and environmental impacts of waste disposal, and details
best practices and adaptive management procedures for treating and disposing of health care waste
in remote areas. It has been written to guide USAID RESPOND Project staff, partners and outside
practitioners on methods to properly dispose of waste in ways that reduce risks of further
transmission and mitigate adverse environmental impact when working in remote areas.

M&E TEAM MEETING
The U.S. and Regional M&E team members collaborate on M&E plans, indicators and tools, but face
communication and collaboration obstacles as the team is dispersed across the globe and different
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time zones. In spite of the cost, it is very beneficial to meet annually to share results, challenges and
opportunities for improvement, as well as develop future M&E activities. With the project having
reached its mid-way point in its third year, it is especially beneficial to meet as a full team to discuss
progress to date and develop the mid-term review methodology.
The full M&E team (M&E Manager, Regional M&E Officers, university M&E team members) met in
th

Bangkok from February 13 -17

th

•

The week-long meeting was exceptionally valuable to support

cross-partner, cross-regional collaboration on all things related to M&E. Day 1 was spent getting
acquainted, updated on results and ta lking about regional issues. It was a good level-setting day for
everyone to get grounded in the work.
During Day 2, significant progress was made on the mid-term review methodology. In addition, a few
M&E members attended a USAID-sponsored gender analysis t raining to learn about new USAID
requirements for promoting gender equity and how to incorporate them into the RESPOND project.
Day 3 gave us a chance to revise the mid-term methodology further, as well as deal with some
lingering M&E discussions (e.g., definition of twinning, measuring the impact of institutional
collaboration.) Days 4-5 were focused on regional officer M&E issues, e.g., using TAMIS, templates,
reporting. While five days were not enough time to cover all of the M&E topics we would have liked
to discuss, it paved the way for better communication and collaboration across the M&E team. More
time for DAI regional officer sessions was also needed.
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INDICATORS
The latest EPT Indicators, released to the EPT Program in January, are now included with the existing
RESPOND indicators. At this time, there are indicators (shaded gray) that we have not collected data
for as they are either long-term impact indicators (e.g., trainees using gained knowledge) w hich will
be measured at a later date or have proven difficult to obtain (e.g., average time from first report
(national level) of suspected disease to arrival of outbreak response teams.) However, these
indicators remain in our scope as we intend to address them.
Table 1: RESPOND Indicators

Indicators
Training (i.e., training,
workshops)
Number of schools teaching
One Hea lth curriculum

5 Year
Target

Baseline

TBD

Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of trainees*

TBD

Year 1

Year2

Y3Ql

Y3Q2

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

124

582

139

210

1,055

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

143

Southeast Asia

TBD

70

50

Y3Q4

Total

141

Global

Change in trainee
knowledge(%)**

Y3Q3

124

45

228

141
86

53

20

458

66

209

124

247

95

70

23

23

Global

50

East Congo

50

West Congo

50

51

51

Southeast Asia

50

21

21

Trainees using gained
knowledge (%)
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5 Year
Target

Indicators

Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Institutional Collaboration
Number of network
milestones achieved

Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Number of exchanges
Global
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
Objectives obtained (%)
East Congo
West Congo
Southeast Asia
One Health Collaboration
Number of
stakeholder/workshop
meeting part icipants***

Baseline

Year 1

Year2

Y3Ql

Y3Q2

Y3Q3

Y3Q4

Total

80
80
80
80

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

5

2

7

5

2

7

4

1

18

23

1

18

19

4

4

80
80
80
80

TBD

109

886

468

298

1,761

Global

TBD

11

East Congo

TBD

408

129

112

649

West Congo

TBD

136

90

87

422

Southeast Asia

TBD

331

249

99

679

Number of press
conference/lecture/present
at ion participants

109

600

179

2,632

3,411

Global

TBD
TBD

East Congo

TBD

600

80

2,632

3,312

West Congo

TBD
TBD

Southeast Asia
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5 Year
Target

Indicators
% of relationships
strengthened

Baseline

Year 1

Year2

Y3Ql

Y3Q2

Y3Q3

Y3Q4

Total

TBD

1

2

3

East Congo

TBD

1

2

3

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

TBD

1

1

2

East Congo

TBD

1

1

2

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

TBD
Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Outbreak
Number of countries that
have tested multisect oral
outbreak response
protocols

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of outbreak
responses that have
followed established
protocol

% of outbreak responses
following IDSR guidelines

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of procedural and
structural improvements
implemented for outbreak
response capacity

Average time from start of
outbreak to laboratory
TBD

27

27

East Congo

TBD

27

27

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

confirmation

Average time from first
report (national level) of
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5 Year
Target

Indicators
suspected disease to
response init iation
East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

Southeast Asia

TBD

Other
Event rating (average 4
point scale)

3.5

Baseline

Year 1

Year2

Y3Ql

3.3

3.4

3.2

Y3Q3

Y3Q4

Total

3.3

Global

3.5

East Congo

3.5

3.3

3.5

West Congo

3.5

3.3

3.3

3.3

Southeast Asia

3.5

3.6

3.6

Event helped
expand/clarify One Health
understanding (average 4
point scale)

3.5

3.3

Y3Q2

3.4

3.5

3.6

East Congo

3.5

3.5

West Congo

3.5

Southeast Asia

3.5

Campa ign reach
(people)****

TBD

3.2

3.4

Global

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.3

3.3
3.6

3.2

3.3

3.6

3.5

3.1

3.1

39,349

39,349

TBD

9,349

9,349

West Congo

TBD

30,000

30,000

Southeast Asia

TBD

Number of RESPOND
creat ed/modified materials
used

TBD

Global

TBD

East Congo

9

9

Global

TBD

East Congo

TBD

6

6

West Congo

TBD

3

3
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5 Year
Target

Indicators

Southeast Asia
Value of commodities
provided

TBD

Global

TBD

*
**
***

Baseline

Year 1

Year2

Y3Ql

Y3Q2

Y3Q3

Y3Q4

Total

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

TBD

East Congo

TBD

West Congo

TBD

$

$

$

Southeast Asia
TBD
Excludes facilitat ors, trainers, and event support staff, Includes facilitators that participate
Measured through audience analysis/pre-tests and post test s
Includes facilitators that participate

**** Estimate of reach. For Year 1, in WC, 30,000 rabies leaflets were distributed
"TBD" To be determined
Data collection forthcoming
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SUB-ACTIVITY PROGRESS
The following section catalogues results produced during the quarter and the year to date for RESPOND sub-activities identified in the Year 3 Work
Plan.

GLOBAL ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
SubLOW

Activity

Activities

by

LOW
ID

3.1

1.1.4 GL

Develop EPT
program-wide
definition of One
Health core
competencies.

Implementing
Expected Results

TBD

Published,
internationally
accepted core
competencies

(Fast Track}
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Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

Internal sub-activity
working sessions

Invitations sent to PREDICT, PREVENT, IDENTIFY CDC and USDA
for representative nomination to the team; Management team
created for the development of standard definitions for One
Health core competencies that consists of TRG and Tufts.
Implementation team formed includes members from
RESPOND, PREVENT, PREDICT, CDC and USDA; Workshop
st
conducted with mgt and implementation teams on March 21 nd
22 2011, establishing: common elements to consider,
scope/purpose/audience/use of competencies, development
methodology, roles/responsibilities of teams, development
work plan, and coordination/communication mechanisms for
teams. Revised timeline for sub-activity completion. Working
session teleconference held with working group (i.e., EPT
th
partners, CDC, USDA) on 11 July. Interview protocol drafted
for subject matter discipline nominees. Literature review
underway. References collected for potential interviewees.
Compiled a list of subject matter experts in One Health-related
disciplines for interviews. The interview script was drafted and
pilot tested. Working group meeting on Nov. 9t\ 2011 (13
participants) to review potential competencies (1800+), and
sources (80+). Group agreed to set of major competency
domains. Review results of subject matter interviews (20),
which are being transcribed. On Nov. 10t\ a subgroup
compiled a draft of competencies, pending additional input.

Partner(s)
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SubLOW

Activity

Activities by
LOW

ID

3.1

3.2

l.2.4GL

2.2.1 GL

Implem enting
Expected Results

Networks have
established
functional
governance
mechanisms;
network members
share a common
vision/understandi
ng of the networks'
role

Global Network
Organizational
Development

Develop best
management
practice
recommendatio
ns for extractive
industries based
on PREDICTidentified
vectors in hot
spot regions.
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Project to Dat e Results

N/A

Complete: Developed a framework, at the global level, for
strengthening network development and activities. Regional
level development to be conducted withi n country-specific subactivities

Contributed to
Extractive Industry
Working Group
(EIWG) educational
piece for EPT
Meeting; Attended
Mining lndaba
Conference;
At tended meeting at
Chatham House;
Attended Global Risk
Forum One Health
Conference

RESPOND representatives met with USAID in order to form an
EPT working group on extractive industries; collaborated w ith
AED to develop a plan for the activities that will occur from
December 2010 to May 2011; and worked with AED to develop
a job description for an Extractive Industry Lead for PREVENT.
In November, RESPOND partner E&E sent a rep to the
International Premier Mining Congress & Exhibition in Tianjin
China to meet with reps from Chinese companies operating in
RESPOND regions. 6 of 10 companies expressed interest in
collaboration; Concept paper developed and approved by
USAID. RESPOND worked with other EPT partners to refine
tools for the extractive industries to use to avoid the
contamination of employees and the spread of zoonotic
diseases as a result of operations; Research conducted on oil
and gas industry activities to develop impact tables and best
management practices. Tools/perspectives exchanged with EPT
Partners PREDICT and PREVENT; Extractive Industries Working
Group progress presented at EPT partners' meeting. Planning
underway for outreach activities to extractive industry groups.
Conference call conducted w ith Extractive Industries Working
Group to review new mitigation tool. The EPT Extractive
Indust ry Working Group has produced draft documents
summarizing the existing knowledge on the effects of
extractive i ndustry activities on rodents, bats, and non-human

Partner(s)

TBD

Best management
practices (BMPs)
developed and
communicated
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SubLOW

Activity

Activities by
LOW

ID

Implem enting
Expected Results

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

Partner(s)

primates in Equatorial West Africa, and of related mitigation
st
measures. Completed 1 draft of white paper ("The effects of
extractive industry activities on rodents, bats, and non-human
primates in equatorial West Africa" and supplemental doc that
compiled existing best practices recommendations, which
Extractive Industry Working Group is reviewing. Reviewed and
collaborating on redesign of XRAT tool. Submitted abstracts to
the Society of Petroleum Engineers - Health, Safety, and
Environment Conference and the Global Risk Forum One Health
Summit. Australian mining company conference planning
underway wit h WWF Gabon. Contributed to Extractive Industry
Working Group (EIWG) educational piece for EPT Meeting;
Attended Mining lndaba Conference; Attended meeting at
Chatham House; Attended Global Risk Forum One Health
Conference
1

3.2

3.1

2.4.2 GL

3.1.2GL

Support for
TEPHINET to
host global
conference and
add One Health
sessions. {Fast

Track)

Support
conference and
conduct One
Health workshop
for 30 persons;
plenary session for
One Health issues

Government
innovations
supporting
integrated
disease
surveillance and
response in
human and
animal health

Advocacy package
developed for each
country/region;
reps from 6 E.
African countries
attend 2011
WHO/OIE/FAO
management; IHR
2005 universally
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N/A

No results

Completed: RESPOND PHQ staff attended the 6 " Global
th
Scientific Conference for TE PH I NET (Dec. 13-17 ) in Cape Town,
South Africa. A One Health pre-conference workshop (91
attendees) was supported, 8 speakers and 11 students
supported to attend, as well as regional technical and training
staff supported to attend and learn about field epidemiology
training programs in their regions, associated outbreak
investigations of emerging infectious diseases completed in the
last year and in-service training for governmental officials

Advocacy package drafted, under review. To enhance focus on
role of government and international health agencies in
outbreak response and emergency preparedness, hired Jenny
Tegelvik, seconded to WHO-AFRO HQ in Brazzaville, Republic of
Congo, assigned to Emergency Preparedness and Response
office.

91

SubLOW

Activity

Activities by
LOW

ID

Implem enting
Expected Results

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

See sub-activity
3.2.0.lEC, 3.2.0.2EC,
3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC,
3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

See sub-activity 3.2.0.lEC, 3.2.0.2EC, 3.2.0.3EC, 3.2.0.4EC,
3.2.0.SEC, 3.2.0.6EC

Contract under
negotiation for final 2
workshops.

Contract signed with ProMED; Workshop held for 13 attendees
th
at the TEPHINET Global Conference on Dec. 13 ; Planning
underway for future ProMED train ing workshops; In February
2010, RESPOND completed a six-hour training on nontraditional information sources as an adjunct to routine disease
surveillance in Bangkok, Thailand. Participatory training
conducted with 20 Field Epidemiology Training Program
Veterinarians (FETPVs) as part of a larger month-long course
for Thai FETPVs.

N/A

Completed: See sub-activity 3.4.8EC and sub-activity 3.4.8WC

Partner(s)

understood by
stakeholders and
adoption begun.

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.2.0 GL

Outbreak
response
support for
newly emerging
epidem ics.

TBD

Training, technical,
logistical, material
and
communications
support provided

3.3.1 GL

ProMed Mail:
Expanding
surveillance and
verification for
wildlife diseases.

ProMED Mail

Increased use of
wildlife health
information to
protect and
improve public
health.

3.4.8 GL

Support for
development of
materials and
media messages
to build public
awareness about
zoonotic disease
- World Rabies
Day,28
September 2010,
as a pilot
activity. {Fast
Track)

Global Alliance
for Rabies
Control

Increased
awareness of
issues related to
zoonotic disease
transmission
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EAST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES MATRIX

LOW

Sub-Act
ID

Activities by

Implem enting

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

M arch 31, 2012

Complete: Leadership skill training on Aug. li", 2010
for 15 participants. One Health Summit in Kampala
held on Oct. 13-17, 2010: 59 participants from 6
countries schools of public health and veterinary
medicine formed the regional network OHCEA (One
Health Central and East Africa Network); OHCEA
planning meeting held in Nairobi, Kenya Dec. 12-l ih:
31 participants involved with key agreements,
planned activities, network support, One Health
Creation of

Alliance, One

participants); At the close of Dec. 2010, RESPOND

Secretariat

Health Central

awarded a grant to the HEALTH Alliance in support of

and member

and East Africa

coordinating

Network

framework for OHCEA. Initial funds were disbursed

(OHCEA)

and the following milestones achieved: OHCEA

OHCEA
3.1

1.2.2 EC

Kenya launch and leadership training (25

HEALTH

committees.

TBD

N/A

the creation and establishment of the organizational

organizational structure established/agreed to;
Secretariat created/staffed; Secretariat offices
opened; organizational registration in Uganda agreed
to by members, and legal registration process
complete; Purchased computers for the 14 OH CEA
Focal Persons. Provided support for 3 people (One
Health Team) from Makerere University to attend and
present at the Annual One Health workshop, at UMN,
on May 9-13th. Provided support for 12 participants
to attend UMN Annual Public Health Institute from
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LOW

Sub-Act

Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

ID

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

March 31, 2012
th

May 23 - June 10

.

Presented OHCEA with laptop

computers for the 14 OHCEA Focal Persons on July
11th. Revised the strategic plan for OHCEA. Grant
cost extension submitted to USAID for approval.

HEALTH
Support
3. 1

1.2.3 EC

OHCEA work
plan
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Alliance, One
Health Central
and East Africa

TBD

Fourth OHCEA Deans Summit

Preparatory meetings conducted with UMN and

in Nairobi, Kenya 27- 28

OHCEA Co-Chairs in Uganda; OHCEA Deans & Focal

February, which was attended

Persons Meeting conducted Feb. 7-llth, Rwanda with

by 14 Deans. Five Country

63 participants: OHCEA regional vision and mission

Coordination Committee

determined, deans and focal person t rained in

meetings: Kenya (attended by

strategic planning, member roles/responsibilities

8}; Democratic Republic of

defined, commencement of OHCEA country specific

Congo (DRC) (19}; Uganda (9};

strategic planning, leadership training (27

and Ethiopia (13). One Health

participants); OHCEA Focal Persons Meeting

Sensitization Meetings for

conducted March 8-12th in Kenya with 13

staff and students at OHCEA

participants: finalize 10 yr. strategic plan with country

Universities: Mekelle

specific input and design/budget for May-Sept 2011

University School of Public

work plan of activities; OHCEA Leaders Training

Network

Health and Jimma University

conducted Feb. 25th-Mar. 5th in Europe: leaders of

(OHCEA)

School of Public Health and

OHCEA were sponsored to participate in a course on

Q2 - Y3

School of Veterinary Medicine

Engaging Intergovernmental Organization. Attended

(220) in Ethiopia; University of

USAID organized EPT meeting with OHCEA, RESPOND,

Lubumbashi School of

WHO, AU-IBAR, FAQ and OIE in Congo-Brazzaville to

Veterinary Medicine in DRC

devise plan and define roles in engaging regional

(410); University of Kinshasa

govt. Sponsored an OHCEA Deans and Focal Persons

School of Public Health

meeting in Kinshasa, DRC May 16th-19th, w ith 40

(1,000); Makerere University

participants. Strategic plan was ratified, count ry

College of Veterinary

capacity needs/gap reports and work plans

Med icine, Anima l Resources

presented, and discussed OHCEA can support EPT's

94

LOW

Sub-Act
ID

Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner(s)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

March 31, 2012

and Biosecurity (COVAB)

work with govt. M&E team began OHCEA baseline

(170); Umutara Polytechnic,

assessment & M&E capacity building with member

Facu lty of Veterinary

universities in Rwanda, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya,

Med icine, Rwanda (187); and

DRC and Uganda. M&E team finalized data collection

at Makerere University School

from four Schools of Veterinary Medicine at Jim ma

of Public Health (SPH) (70).

University, Umutara Polytechnic, Sokoine University

Facilitated seven OHCEA

of Agriculture and Makerere University and four

deans to attend Engaging

Schools of Public Health at Jim ma University, Moi

Intergovernmental

University, University of Nairobi, and Makerere

Organizations (EIO) executive

University. Finalized the draft report on August 31,

leadership and training study

2011 circulated it internally within RESPOND. (Data

tour in Europe, March 3-9.

collection at DRC universities occurred separately in
September, with report following.) Supported a
Stakeholder Sensitization Workshop for the
development of a residency based knowledge
partnership for Uganda on August 4 (attended by 25
people). Supported a member of the faculty of
Makerere School of Veterinary Medicine (SVM) to
travel to the UMN, on August 7, to observe and
participate in an existing VPH residency program.
Request for grant application submitted to OHCEA,
awaiting application submission. OH CEA planning
summit in Kampala 5-6 Oct. for strategic planning;
RESPOND created the first draft of the OHCEA 'master
plan'; OHCEA submitted tech proposal/grant
documents; DRC Country Coordination Committee
th

(CCC) meeting in Kinshasa 20 Oct. to revise CCC
composition; One Health concept paper created for

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Implementing
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Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

March 31, 2012
th

Govt. of Rwanda; Regional meeting, 5-9 Dec. 2011 in
Kampala of, and leadership skill training workshop for
the CCCs, (56 members) to engage these st akeholder
groups,, allow for exchange to define their roles and
responsibilities, planned activities and government
initiatives the committees will promote during Year 3
Workplan. M&E team concluded OH CEA baseline
report with data and results from DRC universities
(Universities of Kinshasa and Lubumbashi); OHCEA
participation in the Fourth OHCEA Deans Summit in
Nairobi, Kenya, 27- 28 February, which was attended
by 14 Deans. Four Country Coordination Committee
meetings: Ke nya (attended by 8); Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) (19); Uganda (9); and
Ethiopia (13). One Health Sensitization Meetings for
staff and st udents at OHCEA Universities: Mekelle
University School of Public Health and Jimma
University School of Public Health and School of
Veterinary M edicine (220) in Ethiopia; University of
Lubumbashi School of Veterinary M edicine in DRC
(410); University of Kinshasa School of Public Health
(1,000); Makerere University College of Veterinary
Medicine, Animal Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB)
(170); Umut ara Polytechnic, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Rwanda (187); and at M akerere University
School of Public Health (SPH) (70). Facilitated seven
OHCEA deans to attend Engaging Intergovernmental
Organizations (EIO) executive leadership and training

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Implementing
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Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

March 31, 2012

study tour in Europe, March 3-9.

Support
fellows to
attend existing
Field
3.1

1.4.4 EC

Epidemiology
Training

Merged with 3.2.2 EC. See EC
AFENET

Merged with 3.2.2 EC. See EC region listing.

region listing.

Programs with
veterinaryspecific
components.
Strengthen
and expand
the Global
Health
Institute to
3.1

1.5.3 EC

serve as a
platform for
in-service
programs and

Makerere
University,
Ministries and
HEALTH
Alliance

Completed: GHI conducted in Kampala, with 77
Implement a 2-week
GHI;

train

70

students and facult y from various schools (e.g., public
N/A

students

health, veterinary medicine) trained in zoonotic
diseases, global public health systems, participatory
epidemiology, applied biostatistics

universities

graduate level
training.

3.2

3.2.0 EC

Outbreak

Training,

response

logistical,

technical,
material

Evaluation, in

Evaluation, in January/February 2012, of completed

January/February 2012, of

RESPOND East Congo Basi n outbreak response sub-

support for

and communications

completed RESPOND East

activity initiatives (anthrax, yellow fever and Ebola

newly

support provided.

Congo Basin outbreak

outbreaks in Uganda). The final report w ill be

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Q2 Results

January 1, 2012 -

Project to Dat e Results

March 31, 2012

emerging

response sub-activity

epidemics.

initiatives (anthrax, yellow

produced during the next reporting period.

fever and Ebola outbrea ks in
Uganda). The final report will
be produced during the next
reporting period.

Support for
development
of materials
and media
messages to
build public
awareness
3.1

3.4.8 EC

about zoonotic
disease World Rabies
Day, 28

Veterinary
Association,

Increased awareness

Ministry of

of issues related to

Health,
Ministry of

zoonotic

disease

transmission

Agriculture

Completed: Logistical support for 4 district rabies
awareness information campaigns (4,000 potential

N/A

reach) and joint Ministry of Health and Ministry of
Agriculture
campaigns

September
2010, as a
pilot activity.

(Fast Track)

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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community

action

and

vaccination

UGANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Act

Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Pa rtne r(s)

ID

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Residencybased
knowledge
partnership
3.2

1.5.4E

model for

Makerere

C

building

University

veterinary
public health
competence in

Q2 Results

Project t o Dat e Results

March 3 1, 2012

Facilitated Sylvia Wanzara,

Planning meeting on 6 Oct with UMN and Makerere

An established residency

faculty at Makerere University

University; Worked with the Makerere University

program (with at least 5

to attend the Veterinary

College of Veterinary Medicine to develop an

residents trained) in

Public Health Residency

evaluation tool for the Veterinary Public Health (VPH)

veterinary public health,

Program at University of

Residency in Uganda. Facilitated Sylvia Wanzara,

which can be expanded

Minnesota and concurrently

facu lty at Makerere University to attend the

to other OH CEA

start Executive Masters in

Veterinary Public Health Residency Program at

institutions.

Public Health (MPH).

University of Minnesota and concurrently start

1h

Executive Masters in Public Health (MPH).

Uganda

Completed: Funded the logistics for many activities

Outbreak
response:
3.2

3.2.0.
lEC

Control of
Anthrax in
Queen
Elizabeth
National Park.

Ugandan

(e.g., baseline survey, 34 officials trained, aerial

Wildlife

surveillance, containment activities, community info

Authority,

campaigns, public awareness campaign (website with

Ministry of

Support provided for

27 unique visitors), community sensitization to 5,272

Health,

response, best practices

households, TV talk show with national coverage),

Ministry of

developed and an

Agriculture,

adaptable outbreak

CDC, AFENET

response template

Anthrax National Task Force. Held from March 9-

and

created.

101\ 2011 and facilitated by AFENET, reviewed

N/A

logistical support); RESPOND supported an after
action review meeting (33 participants) of the

Conservation

response, roles and effectiveness of the Task Force's

t hrough Public

actions w ith an eye for tangible lessons learned and

Health

preventative steps to be taken in preparation for the
next outbreak. Consensus that a national outbreak

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Q2 Results
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response strategy should be developed for Uganda.

Completed: Invited to participate in National Disease
Task Force, provided funds to support active case
surveillance, community awareness, case
management and social mobilization; Provided tech
advice & direction to EPT PREDICT; Facilitated &
guided National Task Force in developing a national
response plan; RESPOND conducted a post action
analysis and mapping of the response by Ugandan
officials, NGOs, CDC/Uganda, IDENTIFY, PREDICT and
Outbreak
response:
3.2

3.2.0.
2 EC

Unidentified
hemorrhagic

AFENET

outbreak in
Bundibugyo,
District

Support provided fo r

RESPOND. Analysis was presented jointly by

response, best practices

RESPOND and AFENET to the USAID EPT Partners

developed and an

Quarterly Meeting in Washington, DC March 2011,

adaptable outbreak

which was used as a tool to focus conversations on

response template

the roles of EPT partners during human and animal

created.

outbreaks. Convened t he first Ugandan EPT local
1

partners coordination meeting on May 5 \ to
prepare for the after action review with MoH.
Received fina l report on the Yellow Fever outbreak
th

from the grantee, AFENET, on May 18

,

which closed

this sub-activity. Supported a post-2010/2011 Yellow
st

fever outbreak response review on September 1 to
develop lessons learned from the outbreak to be
applied for better preparation for future outbreaks.
Attended by 42 people, the discussions centered on
general coordination and logistics, epidemiology and
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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surveillance, case management, social mobilization
and, animal and environmental health.
Outbreak

Support provided for

response:
3.2

3.2.0.
3 EC

Unidentified
hemorrhagic

AFENET

outbreak in

Outbreak
response:
Strengthening
surveillance,
reporting
diagnostic
capacity to
4 EC

improve early
detection,

developed and an

Fever Risk Assessment

adaptable outbreak

workshop, January 11, 2012.

Participated in the Yellow Fever Risk Assessment
workshop, January 11, 2012.

created.

Agabo Districts

3.2.0.

Participated in the Yellow

response template

Abim and

3.2

response, best practices

AFENET

diagnosis and
response to
disease
outbreaks in
humans,
livestock and
wildlife

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

RESPOND staff gave

Concept paper developed and approved by USAID on

Strengthening training

presentation to Master of

June 15. Grant application process underway. The 5

(skills) and capacity

Science in Preventative Vet

trainees undertaking the Master of Veterinary

(resources) to identify

Medicine - Epidemiology

Preventive Medicine (MVPM) completed their first

outbreaks of infectious

students in communications

round of modular courses and started their first field

diseases; conducting

and reporting, and

assignments. The trainees were district team leaders

appropriate, routine

Biosecurity, Biosafety and

for 4 districts where World Rabies Day events were

disease surveillance in

Bioterrorism threats.

held to promote One Health sensitization. Received a

animals and humans

Facilitated stakeholders

formal request from AFENET on September 22

w ith reinforced local

meetings (attended by

the extension of the grant and started working with

resources and personnel

AFENET, COVAB, MAAIF,

the PHQ to submit the request formally to USAID.

in a sustainable manner;

RESPOND) for the Master of

Makerere University was faced with a 1-month strike

Strengthening the

Science in Preventative Vet

which caused delays. Field Epidemiology students

coordination of national

Medicine - Epidemiology to

conducted field activities 11-14 Oct.; 3 students

and local outbreak

discuss technical and

went on the Typhoid Epi-Aid trip (17-21 Oct 2011) to

response efforts.

operational aspects of the

western Uganda to strengthen laboratory and

course including review of

survei llance at some hospitals in two districts, review

Q2 - Y3

nd

for

th
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M arch 3 1, 2012

the curriculum; RESPOND

progress with the District Health Officer, Kasese

sponsored MVPM students

District in implementing the recommendations

went on a Herd Health

following the 2009 Typhoid investigation, confirm and

Medicine and Control and

characterize the magnitude of the new typhoid

Eradication of Zoonoses field

outbreak in Bundibugyo District; Trainees held 16

attachment.

focus group discussions using PE methods, reviewed
records, strengthened protocol, and trained
th

communities in water treatment. 25-29 October
2011, AFENET, commenced work on district
community surveillance and outbreak investigation
training of trainers in Gulu, Uganda. 35 people at the
district level from nine districts were trained;
th

Sponsored 48 people to attend AFENET's 4 Annual
Scientific Conference (11-16 Dec. 2011) in Dar es
Salaam, where RESPOND hosted Public Health
Surveillance for Mass Gatherings workshop (80
participants); Facilitation for pilot of FAO's "Good
Emergency Management Practice (GEMP) for regional
chief vet officers convened in Entebbe 28-30 Nov.
2011RESPOND staff gave presentation to Master of
Science in Preventative Vet Medicine - Epidemiology
students in communications and reporting, and
Biosecurity, Biosafety and Bioterrorism threats.
Facilitated stakeholders meetings (attended by
AFENET, COVAB, MAAIF, RESPOND) for the Master of
Science in Preventative Vet Medicine - Epidemiology
to discuss technical and operational aspects of the
course including review of the curriculum; RESPOND
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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sponsored MVPM students went on a Herd Health
Medicine and Control and Eradication of Zoonoses
field attachment.
Engage private sector in
Uganda to begin training
Concept paper developed and approved by USAID in

with 2 private sector

May. Presentation made to the FUE executive council

organizations associated

th

(22 attendees) on June 30 to raise awareness of

w ith the extractive
Federation of
Extractive
3.2

3.2.0.
5 EC

industries
outbreak
response
training

Ugandan
Employers,
Uganda
Manufacturing
Association,
Ugandan Red
Cross

RESPOND activities and obtain approval/support for

industry. Leverage

future collaboration .

existing peer educator

Both Federation of Uganda's

programs and IDSR and

Employers and Uganda

Customized a training curriculum based on available

health messaging

Manufacturer's Association

materials and incorporated the IDSR reportable

curriculum to design and

grant applications were

diseases. Held a one-day workshop (19 attendees)

implement this program.

submitted to USAID for review

on August 23, 2011 to review the Uganda Red Cross

Establishment of a

on March 21, and were

curriculum on disease outbreaks. Submitted draft

partnership with UMA

approved by USAID on March

grant agreements for UMA and FUE to USAID.

and FUE; Development

29.

Both Federation of Uganda's Employers and Uganda

of a curriculum tailored
to the private sector;
Trained Master Trainers

Manufacturer's Association grant applications were
submitted to USAID for review on March 21, and
were approved by USAID on March 29.

and Trainers; Trained
peer educators.
Support for
3.2

3.2.0.
6 EC

investigation

AFENET

& response to
Ebola in

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Support provided for

Completed: RESPOND invited by Ugandan Ministry of

response, best practices

Health (MoH) to first meeting of Ebola Outbreak Task

developed and an

Force on May 14

adaptable outbreak

response efforts through provision of materials and

response template

logistical support to One Health multidisciplinary

Q2 - Y3
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Implementing

LOW
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Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Uganda

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

M arch 3 1, 2012

created.

teams. With only one known case RESPOND did not
participate as originally planned. Outbreak declared
over after 42 days. Supported a post-2011 Ebola
outbreak response review on September 2, to
develop lessons learned from the outbreak to be
applied for better preparation for f uture outbreaks.
Attended by 49 representatives from the affected
districts, national level response teams and
representatives from RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREDICT,
CDC, WHO, Makerere University, and the Uganda
USAID EPT Coordinator.
This sub-activity was originally placed on hold due to

Hold a series

program challenges for the host traini ng center in

of district,

Nigeria, planned course was cancelled. New concept

national and
regional
meetings and
workshops to
3.2

3.2.2

identify needs

EC

and initiate

AFENET

the
development
of a priorit ized
plan for

Strengthening human

note developed that merged sub-activities 1.4.4EC

resource capacity in field

and 3.2.2EC into a si ngle sub-activity, which was

epidemiology and

approved by USAID in May. Submitted a draft grant

effective outbreak

Grant agreement revised,

agreement w ith AFENET to USAID for approval on 27

response; Strengthening

reviewed and awaiting

July. Two key WCB personnel t raveled to Kampala to

AFENET institutional

submission to USAID.

work with AFENET in collaboration with the ECB team

capacity for training,

in an effort to create pan-Congo uniformity and

mentoring and

i ncreased collaboration between the East and West
th
Congo. July 27 grant submission to USAID rescinded

management.

in December to revise and combine w ith WCB grants;

outbreak

Oct. lih 2011 meeting with ECB, WCB and AFENET,

response.

with an implementation plan was generated for the
next 12 months for the ECB - AFENET Activities plus

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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the monitoring and evaluation logic framework; On
December 2, submitted the revised grant documents
to USAID for approval. Grant agreement revised,
reviewed and awaiting submission to USAID.
Develop an
implementatio
n plan for
identifying
3.1

3.4.1
EC

sites, trainers
and needs to

Training implementation
TBD

conduct

plan; Knowledge base

N/A

created

Completed: Planning meeting conducted in
November 2010.

community
level first
responder
training.

3.2

Evaluate

Evaluation of the TUSK

Pre-installation assessment completed. RESPOND

existing

implementation at Makerere

received approval from USAID for the proposed grant

Knowledge

University. The goals of the

to be issued to the Makerere School of Public Healt h.

Management

evaluation were to help

RESPOND procured and installed a server at MUSPH .

Systems for

Implementation plan for

develop an understanding of:

Provided training by Tufts University TUSK staff to

4.1.2

t he health

RESPOND support of

MUSK's current level of use, ·

the Makerere User Support team (2 people.)

EC

sciences, their

appropriate

Adoption levels of MUSK

Provided on-site training to Makerere faculty and

application

technologies

among different user types,

students (61 people total) on the use of the TUSK

and utilization

User experiences with MUSK,

system. 2 one-hour introductory sessions provided to

in the

Satisfaction levels among user

100 people in total Additional training done to bring

university

groups, and to Identify areas

the number of t rained users to 120; more than 500

context, and

for improvement [with the

faculty and students {71%) enrolled on the platform.

MUSPH

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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support the

current and future

In addition, more than 500 files with teaching

improvement

implementations]. This

materials uploaded at MUSPH and SVM. With

and

evaluation was conducted in

RESPOND support, additional IT procurements were

integration of

February of 2012.

made to link MUSPH with the SVM. 1-month

appropriate

university strike caused delays. Grant completed on

systems.

September 30

th

.

Evaluation of the TUSK implementation at Makerere
University. The goals of the evaluation were to help
develop an understanding of: MUSK's current level of
use, · Adoption levels of MUSK among different user
types, User experiences with MUSK, Satisfaction
levels among user groups, and to Identify areas for
improvement [with the current and future
implementations). This evaluation was conducted in
February of 2012.

KENYA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

ETHIOPIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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RWANDA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

TANZANIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.2 EC, 1.2.3 EC

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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WEST CONGO BASIN ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
SubLOW

Activity

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

3.1

1.2.1
WC

Conduct
twinning and
mentoring
with
universities
and vocational
schools. {Fast
Track)

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

University of
Kinshasa (DRC),
University of
Lubumbashi
(DRC), ISTM
Kinshasa and
Lubumbashi,
Ecole de Faune
de Garoua
(Cameroon)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

-

The three schools
beneficiaries of
RESPOND grants under
this sub-activity (UNKIN
and UNILU veterinary
schools and ISTM
Lubumbashi) have
completed their visits
to regional universities
for the purpose of
developing institutiona l
relationships

-

The Facu lty of
Veterinary Medicine of
the University of
Kinshasa held a
workshop on March
th
16th to 20 , 2012 in
collaboration with the
School of Public Health
on "Applied Methods
for Outbreak
Investigation and
Response."

-

Dr. Aluma Araba
Ameriama, an
epidemiologist, visited
UNIKIN from March 3
to 10. Prof. Sam

RFAs issued and proposals were received and
reviewed from UNIKEN, UNILU and ISTM
Lubumbashi to develop twinning initiatives;
Twinning model developed which consists of
enhancing inst. relationships among academic
inst., and creating linkages with regional entities
such as Health Alliance members and SACIDS.
UNIKEN, UNILU and ISTM Lubumbashi grants
th
approved 29 June. Six junior faculty (2 from each
school) and six mentors from Tufts University have
been identified and paired; A workshop on Quality
Assurance was conducted in Lubumbashi on Aug 8
to 10, 2011; UNIKIN Veterinary School, UN ILU
Veterinary School, and ISTM Lubumbashi visited
universities in the region to develop institutional
relationships (South Africa, Zambia, and Uganda);
Senior faculty from Tufts University and the UNILU
Veterinary School were identified to lead the
twining program; The Ministry of Higher Education
has issued a decree creating a Permanent
Commission for Quality Assurance higher
education institutions in DRC.11!The Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine of the University of Kinshasa
held a workshop on March 16th to 20th, 2012 in
collaboration with the School of Public Health on
"Applied Methods for Outbreak Investigation and
Response."Dr. Aluma Araba Ameriama, an
epidemiologist, visited UNIKIN from March 3 to 10.
Prof. Sam Telford, a wildlife health specialist,
visited UNILU from March 25 to April 1.

M arch 31, 2012

Twinning/mentorin
g established with
3 institutions. Six
PhD candidates
mentored; masters
programs
supported.

Q2 - Y3
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LOW

Implementing
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Expected Results
January 1, 2012 March 31, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

Telford, a wildlife
health specialist, visited
UNILU from March 25
to April 1.

3.1

1.3.1
WC

Develop an
actionable
plan to
strengthen
and enhance
ongoing career
path
development
in DRC and
Republic of
Congo (ROC).

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Federation Une
Sante-RDC

Corrective
programs
are
compiled in an
action plan for
resource
mobilization. Plan
includes:
1)
Conduct
a
situational analysis
of 2 professions
and
"epidemiology", 2)
Conduct
an
outreach program
targeting
health
professionals using
radio
broadcasts
and internet

Q2 - Y3

The three activities were
launched: The working
group composed by
communication experts is
now set, The consultant
w ho will be assisting FUS
conduct the situational
analysis is now hired.
Implementation plan for
the census is established.

The Federation Une Sante-RDC was identified as
the implementing partner for this activity.
RESPOND supported FUS-RDC to develop a
budgeted 15-month (June 2011- Sep 2012) work
plan. Work plan presented to partners 14 May A
press conference was organized to present FUS
activities, w ith 84 attendees. RESPOND
contributed to the organization of ANIC (the
national nurses association of DRC) workshop held
on September 22 to 24, with 100 participants.
ANIC is a member of FUS. It was an opportunity for
RESPOND to inform and sensitize the nurses on
One Health approach, whose majority heard about
One Health for the first time; Implementation plan
of two of its activities finalized: 1) an outreach
program to sensitize health professionals on the
concept of One Health; and 2) a situational analysis
of 5 health professions; A schedule of activities
issued to FUS on public health professionals
database setting up. The three activities were
launched: The working group composed by
communication experts is now set, The consultant
who will be assisting FUS conduct the situational
analysis is now hired. Implementation plan for the
census is established.
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SubLOW

Activity

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

3.1

1.5.1
WC

Conduct
professional
continuing
education
through
didactic and
field
workshops
using the
Wildlife
Investigation
and Livestock
Disease (WILD)
module.

RESPOND QUART ERLY REPORT

African Union
Inter-Agency
Bureau for
Animal
Resources (AUIBAR), Royal
Veterinary
College (RVC)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 M arch 31, 2012

3 participants (vet,
wildlife biologist,
lab) from each of
the 13 EPT Congo
Basin countries w ill
be trained and gain
field experience.

Q2 - Y3

Q2 Results

Project t o Dat e Results

Assessment of Y2 activit ies
and planning of Y3 activities
were conducted.

The first of four workshops was held in Cape Town
South Africa week of 22 November 2011 - Dr.
Richard Kock delivered the tra ining to 30
participants from Southern African and 2 EPT
countries (Mozambique, Angola) jointly with FAO;
AU-IBAR developed a proposal to conduct three
workshops including one w hich will be organized
with other source of funding. AU-IBAR grant
approved June. The Rwanda WILD session was
held on July 2 to 12, 2011, with 24 participants
from 10 countries (all ministry professionals) and 7
resource people (representing RESPOND, AU-IBAR,
ZLS, WCS, and PREDICT). Both participant and
facilitator evaluation forms show very positive
ratings. A small technical group has been set up to
address the recommendations from the evaluation
of the Rwanda training and to review the
curriculum and delivery method for the training. A
team of RESPOND and AU-IBAR representatives
visited Gabon in December 2011 and held
introductory discussions with key ministries and
the US Embassy; A committee led by the Director
of Livestock and composed of the Director of
Health, the Director of Wildlife and Protected
Areas and the Director of the National Agency of
Natura l Parks was set up and is in charge of the
preparation of the next WILD training scheduled
for mid-February; Planning for training hindered by
absence of signed contractual agreement
Assessment of Y2 activities and planning of Y3
activities were conducted.
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SubLOW

Activity

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 M arch 31, 2012

Q2 Results

Support
FOREST

MENTOR

3.1

1.5.5

WC

program
focused on
extractive
industry issues
by adding One
Health content
and
supporting
fellows and a
mentor from
DRCto
participate.

TBD

Provide
content
and
support
2
fellows
and
1
mentor;
fellows
mentored
on
relationships, r isks
and approach

A budget has been review
by RESPOND and USWF and
a mechanism has been
identified to support
fellows who will
participate to the program.
Module developed and
under review. Translation of
scientific articles in
progress.

Project t o Dat e Results

Concept paper approved 18 May. The Schedule of
Activity has been finalized and sent to the
Gabonese National Parks Agency which is the
identified grantee. The first proposal was received
from ANPN in Gabon in early August and was
reviewed by the technical team. The grant
proposal from the Gabon Park Authority (ANPN) is
finalized and request for grant concurrence is to be
submitted to USAID in early January 2012; Few
articles were t ranslated into French to be used to
develop a module on One Health to be delivered
by REPSOND as a contribution to the Mentor
Forest Curriculum. A budget has been review by
RESPOND and USWF and a mechanism has been
identified to support fellows who will participate
to the program. Module developed and under
review. Translation of scientific articles in progress.

Introduce EPT

RESPOND

3.2

2.1.lW
C

program to
key
collaborators
(USAID
missions, host
governments,
international
health
agencies,
private sector
partners,
NGOs,
universities).

RESPOND QUART ERLY REPORT

TBD

Cameroon
and
Republic of Congo
visited,
background
information
collected,
subactivities
identified.

Q2 - Y3

N/A

Completed: Discovery phase conducted 11th-20th
April in Cameroon, meeting with various
stakeholders; A One Health workshop (34
participants) was held in Yaounde, Cameroon, on
September 22 and 23, 2011.
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SubLOW

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 March 31, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

TBD

N/A

Completed: AMVC workshop conducted on 1 July
2010-3 July 2010 with 60 participants

TBD

Training, technical,
logistical, material
and
communications
support provided.

N/A

N/A

Veterinary
Association,
Ministry of
Health, Ministry
of Agriculture,
Health,
Environment,
FAO, WHO and
CDC

Increased
awareness
of
issues related to
zoonotic
disease
transmission

N/A

Completed. 3 key ministries collaborated for a
common interest, with the support of technical
partners and donors. 1 day workshop held (32
participants); 30,000 flyers and posters distributed
across city of Kinshasa in public places, schools and
health centers; Professional associations initiated
One Health Federation

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

2.1.2
WC

Support for
veterinarians
to attend the
annual
meeting of the
Congolese
Veterinary
Medical
Association

Congolese
Veterinary
Medical
Association

3.2.0
WC

Outbreak
response
support for
newly
emerging
epidemics.

Activity
ID

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.4.8
WC

Support for
development
of materials
and media
messages to
build public
awareness
about zoonotic
disease World Rabies
Day,28
September
2010, as a
pilot activity.

(Fast Track)

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Q2 - Y3
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DRC COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Expect ed

LOW

Sub-

Activities by LOW

Implementing
Partner{s)

Act

ID

Results
January 1, 2012

Proj ect t o Date Results

Q2 Results

-March 3 1,
2012

The Schedule of Activities has been finalized.
Implementation time line and budget are being
developed to reach an agreement with the
Directorate of Nursing Education at the Ministry of

Upgrade the skills of
faculty at lnstitut
Superieur de
Techniques
Medicales, lnstitut
3.1

1.2.3
WC

Technique Agricole
et Veterinaire, and
I nstitut
d'Enseignement
Medicale / lnstitut
Techniques
Medicale. (Fast
Track)

-

lnstitut

a workshop was held at

Superieur de

the WC regional Office to

Techniques
Medicales,
lnstitut
Technique
Agricole et
Veterinaire,
and lnstitut
d'Enseigneme

1

On January 24-25 \ 2012,

validate the One Health3 institutions

MISRZ pre-service

involved; 10

training Curriculum by

national

national curriculum

trainers

Reforms Committee

trained; 2

members.

modules

-

Public Health. First meeting between sub-awardees
th

and stakeholders held on 20 May, to inform
roles/responsibilities of each party involved and
agree on grant deliverables. A two-day workshop for
stakeholders and potential recipients (6 participants
in total) was prepared and took place on August 8 to
9, 2011, which aimed at presenting the activity to
stakeholders. A draft logical framework was finalized,
as well as the two proposed implementation plans.
Two workshops attended by high-level national

The One Health-M ISRZ

experts were conducted (October 16 to 21,

pre-service training

November 17 to 21) to complete the pre-service

lnstitut

Curriculum was

reference documents; The pre-service reference

Techniques

presented to CCUS.

nt Medicale /

developed

Medicale.

Documents for competencies, for training content
and for evaluation developed and completed in
November 2011, for IEM/ITM, ITAV and ISTM and per
academic year. On January 24-25th, 2012, a
workshop was held at the WC regional Office to
validate the One Health-MISRZ pre-service training
Curriculum by national curriculum Reforms

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Expected

LOW

Sub-

Activities by LOW

Act

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

Results
January 1, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

-March 31,
2012

Committee members. The One Health-MISRZ preservice training Curriculum was presented to CCUS.

Project introduced to provincial authorities and
stakeholders: The first provincial introduction
workshop was held in Matadi (Bas Congo province)

Strengthen systems

nd

for disease
surveillance,
3.2

3.1.1
WC

TBD

response with a One

of systems and
procedures

Representatives from central ministries attended
No Resu lts

th

(Equateur province) held on 6 April. The list of

each country.

and response. {Fast

these workshops. Provincial introduction and
information gathering workshop in Mbandaka

completed in

Health approach

workshop was held on

March 30 in Kikwit (Bandundu province).

improvement

outbreak
investigation and

on March 22, 2011 and the 2

Analysis and

equipment to be provided to the Ministry of

Track)

Agriculture of DRC to strengthen the technical
capacity of the Veterinary Services and the
Quarantine Services was established.

Deliver refresher

3.1

3.4.1
WC

-

Training: CDC,

Medical

selection of 30 villages for

Modules developed; The first training session jointly

lnCEF finished the

Implementation plan developed with partners;

outbreak response

Ministry of

personnel in

training to rural

Public Health,

isolated rural

implementation of the

conducted by CDC (first 3 days on Monkey pox

medical personnel

Ministry of

areas trained;

community sensitization.

training) and RESPOND {2

and first-responder

Agriculture,

Traini ng

lnCEF also reported

viral hemorrhagic fever diseases) took place in

training to

ICCN, CARPE;

modules

having completed the

Boende from Feb. 19-24

Community

developed and

training of community

participants from Health, Agriculture and

awareness:

delivered.

educators.

Environment sectors attended that session.

communities in the
USAID-CARPE

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Q2 - Y3

th

114

nd

,

3 days on IDSR applied to

2011. In total, 79

Expect ed

LOW

Sub-

Activities by LOW

Act

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

Results
January 1, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

- March 3 1,
20 12

Salong-Lukenie-

-

lnCEF

The lnCEF grant ended on

Negotiation w ith lnCEF is ongoing to finalize the

Sankuru Landscape

March 31 and with no

community awareness program . Follow-up training

region.

possibility of extension

in Monkoto was suspended indefinitely; One Health

decision was reached to

IDSR manual and guidelines for participant and

finish the grant with

facilitator being developed. Grant to lnCEF

community sensitization

(community awareness in Tshuapa district) approved

in thirty villages still

by USAID. Participatory Impact Assessment by the

pending.

M&E team being developed by working group which
consists of RESPOND and PREVENT representation.
lnCEF movie on Ebola is being adapted to the DRC

-

-

The One Health-M ISRZ

content; During three days (July 20 -22), eight core

participants' manual and

group members from three sectors and the School of

facilitator's guide for in-

Public Health UNIKIN, along with three RESPOND

service training was

team members fina lized the participant and trainer

presented to the CCUS.

manuals on multisectoral integrated disease

The local consultant
traveled to Tshuapa
District to identify the
possible storage and
delivery mechanisms for
the supplies being
procured for the Ministry
of Agriculture, Health,
and Environment

surveillance and response (also known as IDSR+).
Thereafter, comment s and changes were
consolidated to obtain final versions of participant's
and trainer's manuals; lnCEF contract has been
signed and the team is deploying. l nCEF conducted a
series of interviews to adapt existing movie on Ebola
for DRC context, which will be used during the
community outreach to be conducted during the
next quarter; Participants' training manual and
facilitators' guide on Multisectoral Integrated
Surveillance and Response to Zoonoses (MISRZ) were

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Expected

LOW

Sub-

Activities by LOW

Act

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

Results
January 1, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

-March 31,
2012

finalized and technically validated; INCEF has
adapted and produced an 11 minutes video on Ebola;
Recruitment underway for consultant to follow-up
distribution of PPE and shipment and distribution of
communication equipment in Tshuapa district.
lnCEF finished the selection of 30 villages for
implementation of the community sensitization.
lnCEF also reported having completed the training of
community educators. The lnCEF grant ended on
March 31 and a decision was reached to finish the
grant with community sensitization in thirty villages
still pending. The One Health-MISRZ participants'
manual and facilitator's guide for in-service training
was presented to the CCUS. The local consultant
traveled to Tshuapa District to identify the possible
storage and delivery mechanisms for the supplies
being procured for the M inistry of Agriculture,
Health, and Environment
Outbreak response

3.1

A one-week in-service risk

The concept paper jointly developed with AFENET

training for multi-

Multi-

analysis training course was

was approved. RESPOND team is preparing Schedule

disciplinary teams at

disciplinary

held on March 12 to 18 and

of Activities to be sent to AFENET for them to submit

teams are

has brought together 26

a proposal. AFENET proposal being finalized,
including implementation plan and log frame. A one-

3.4.4

national and sub-

WC

national levels,

developed and

professionals from the

including training of

trained

AFENET

Ministry of Agriculture,

week in-service risk analysis training course was held

front line health

Ministry of Public Health,

on March 12 to 18 and has brought together 26

workers in outbreak

Ministry of Environment,

professionals from the Ministry of Agriculture,

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Expected
Results
LOW

Sub-

Activities by LOW

Act

Implementing
Partner(s)

January 1, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

-March 31,

ID

2012

response.

Conservation of Nature and

Ministry of Public Health, Ministry of Environment,

Tourism and the Ministry of

Conservation of Nature and Tourism and the Ministry

Higher Education of

of Higher Education of Democratic Republic of Congo

Democratic Republic of

Procurement process for in kind grant for office

Congo.

supplies to Ministry of Agriculture completed

Procurement process for in
kind grant for office supplies
to Ministry of Agriculture
completed
Preliminary assessment of current level of
Evaluate existing

technology, staffi ng availability conducted at UNI KEN

Knowledge

and UNILU. Network assessment and hardware

Management

-

Systems for the

Implementation

recruited to develop bid

plan for

documents for the

UNIKEN,

RESPOND

rehabilitation and

UNILU

support of

extension of UNIKIN and

appropriate

UNILU intranet.

health sciences,
3.2

4.1.2
WC

their application
and utilization in the
university context,
and support the
improvement and

installation and training (2 participants) took place on
A consultant has been

technology

integration of

-

21-27 April in UNILU and UNIKIN; RESPOND started
the process of translating TUSK into French for its
deployment in French speaking countries such as
DRC. The process of procuring ICT equi pment and
materials to repair and expand intra net networks at
UNIKIN and UN ILU is underway; UNIKIN and UNILU

Translation of TUSK into

have started the process of creating users support

French is still underway

groups to facilitate the adoption of this new
technology. A meeting presided by the Chief of Staff

appropriate

of the M inister of Higher Education was held in

systems.

Lubumbashi in August to discuss the opportunity of
repairing the existing intranet and its expansion to

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Expect ed

LOW

Sub-

Activities by LOW

Act

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

Results
January 1, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

- March 3 1,
20 12

connect government public health and veterinary
laboratories. A consultant has been recruited to
develop bid documents for the rehabilitation and
extension of UNIKIN and UNILU intranet. Translation
of TUSK into French is still underway

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 WC, 1.3.1 WC, 1.5.5 WC

GABON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.1 WC, 1.5.5 WC
REPUBLIC OF CONGO COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.5 WC
CAMEROON COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

3.2

3.1.1
WC

Strengthen
systems for
disease
surveillance,
outbreak
investigation
and response

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Ad hoc
committee in
Cameroon,
EPT partners

Expected Results
January 1 2012 M arch 31, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Dat e Results

National program for
zoonotic disease
control and
prevention designed
for Cameroon

The Cameroonian government
has been joined by the US
Embassy and the
representatives of all the EPT
Programs in Cameroun to
officially validate the National
Program for Prevention and

Series of workshops and working sessions held by ad
hoc committee to adopt terms of reference of
Technical Secretariat, methodology for consensus
building and timeframe for elaboration of the
national program for zoonotic disease prevention and
control in Cameroon. Drafting of document initiated;
15th April, met with Cameroonian ad hoc committee,

Q2 - Y3
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SubLOW

Act

Activities by
LOW

ID

Implementing
Partner{s)

Expected Results
January 1 2012 March 31, 2012

with a One
Health
approach and
response.

{Fast Track)

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

Fight against Emerging and
Re-emerging Zoonoses. The
Minister of Livestock, Fishery
and Animal Industries, the
Minister of Environment and
protection of Nature, the
Minister of Public Health and
the Minister of Forests and
Wildlife co-signed the preface
of the document. The
National Program for
Prevention and Fight against
Emerging and Re-emerging
Zoonoses of Cameroon was
officially validated on March
2.

composed of several reps from various ministries and
NGOs, tasked with developing a national program for
zoonotic diseases control and prevention. Scope of
Work developed; 2 consultants were selected to
assist the ad hoc committee to conduct the
consensus building process and design the national
program; The consultants participated to the One
Health workshop held in Yaounde in September
2011; An action plan for the ad hoc committee was
elaborated. An "Executive Secretariat" was put in
place to coordinate the consensus building process
w ith a support from the consultants provided by
RESPOND; Situational analysis data collection
conducted and presented at stakeholder workshop
on 13-16th December in Yaounde, Cameroon.
Procurement of office supplies initiated. The National
Program for Prevention and Fight against Emerging
and Re-emerging Zoonoses of Cameroon was
officially validated on March 2.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.5.1 WC, 2.1.1 WC
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SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVITIES RESULTS MATRIX
SubLOW

Act

Activities by LOW

Implem enting
Partner(s)

ID

Thailand:
Chiang Mai
University,
Mahidol
Un iversity,

Indonesia:
University of
Gadjah Mada,

3.1

1.2.1
SE

Planning and
implementation of
university twinning
(One Health
Southeast Asia OHSEA)

lnstitut
Pertanian
Bogor,
University of
Indonesia,

Malaysia:
Universiti
Kebangsaan
Malaysia,
Universiti
Putra
Malaysia

Vietnam:

RESPOND QUART ERLY REPORT

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 -

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

M arch 31, 2012

- Conduct
Thailand
National One
Health meeting
- Open and
complete
establishment
of Network
Coordinating
Office in
Thailand

- SEAOHUN one-year
workplan (FY12) developed

- Open and
complete
establishment
of Network
Coordinating
Office in
Vietnam

- GHI short training course
(128 participants) conducted
on January 30 - February 9,
2011 in Chaing Mai,
Thailand.

- Prepare for
regional Global
Health Institute
28 January - 9
February, 2012
in Chiang Mai,
Thailand
- Develop
activity
workplan for
SEAOHUN by
Q2 - Y3

nd

- The 2 Executive Board
meeting held on February
21-22 in Jakarta

- Provided funding support to
Thailand National One
Health meeting (121
attendees) held on March
26-28, 2012, Bangkok

Met w ith universities, APEIR, ASEAN Secretariat in
Jakarta, ILRI; Assessed partnerships between
universit ies and UMN/Tufts; Met with Chiang Mai,
Chulalongkorn, Mahidol, and Kasetsart Universities;
Team decided upon regional universities that will
form the initial network in Malaysia, Thailand,
Vietnam and Indonesia. Meet/greet tour of
universities at Mahidol and Chiang Mai Universities
in Thailand, and University of Indonesia in Indonesia.
Assessed existing regional networks; New network
was initiated in April 2011; Hosted a Deans meeting
in Bangkok on 24th-25th May. Set up a Working
Group to expedite the network activities. Conducted
the 1st Working Group meeting in Bangkok on
August 29th. Began the two-week short course
nd
t raining on eco-health zoonotic diseases. The 2 and
rd
3 Working Group meetings were conducted in
Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok in October and
November 2011 respectively. Support to the
Vietnam' s National One Health University Network
meet ing in Nah Trang, Vietnam on November 22,
nd
2011. The 2 Deans' Meeting was organized in
December 2011. The SEAOHUN vision & missions
were developed and the Executive Board was
st
established. The 1 Executive Board meeting was
held in Vietnam in conjunction with the Deans'
Meeting. A one-year SEAOHUN workplan was
nd
developed. The 2 Executive Board meeting held on
February 21-22, 2012 in Jakarta. GHI short training
course (128 participants) was conducted on January
30- February 9, 2011 in Chaing Mai, Thailand.
120

SubLOW

Act

Activities by LOW

Implement ing
Partner(s)

ID

Hanoi School
of Public
Health,
Hanoi
University of
Agriculture,
Hanoi
Medical
University

UMN, Tufts

3.1

1.5.1
SE

Establish a regional
training center for
wildlife
professionals.

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Wildlife
Conservation
Society

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 M arch 31, 2012

Q2 Results

January 31,
2012.

Project t o Dat e Results

Thailand National One Health meeting (121
attendees) was organized by The Faculty of
Veterinary Sciences, Mahidol University on March
26-28, 2012 in Bangkok, Thailand.

nd

- Conduct 2
Executive
Board meeting
beginning of
February, 2012
in Bangkok.
1

- Launch 1'
inaugural
meeting of
INDOHUN
members to
plan INDOHUN
activities in
Indonesia

15 workshops
conducted, with
90 trainees total

Q2 - Y3

N/A

Cancelled: Orientation held in November to discuss
SMART patrolling program with 16 wildlife directors
from the Thai Department of National Parks, Wildlife
and Plant Conservation. Liaised with Wildlife
Conservation Division of DNP and Wildlife
Conservation Society to discuss RESPOND' s capacity
and how we might support a center. Identified need
for 4 district workshops for w ildlife veterinarians to
improve retention and broaden capacity; In January
2011, regional RESPOND team attended regional
ranger training as hosted by Smithsonian and
Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) to explore
training center facilities and meet the WCS team;
Cancelled in June after partial implementation of
activities.

121

SubLOW

Act

Activities by LOW

Implement ing
Partner(s)

ID

3.1

3.2

1.5.5
SE

Support FETPFETPV for Masters
degree in
epidemiology

2.2.1
SE

Initiate extractive
industry outreach in
SE Asia.

2.4.1
SE

Host regional EID
(formerly PPF)
Forum for 2011.

Project t o Dat e Results

CDC, WHO,
Mahidol
University,
Prince of
Songkla
University

Enroll 7
FETP/FETPV/iFETP students
in Thai Masters
program : Select
universities;
Support students
in field projects,
attendance at
international
conference,
tuition costs,
laptops

Continuation of the Master's
degree program for the
enrolled students, including
field projects.

TBD

Plan for
engagement with
industries
operating in
Southeast Asia

N/A

Cancelled: Extractive industry working group
developed under USAID leadership; Concept paper
submitted to USAID. Sub-award canceled by USAID

N/A

Completed: The forum focus is One Health and EIDs.
First RESPOND-sponsored forum meeting was
conducted on March 3 in Bangkok. EID Forum
website was purchased and is being populated.
Forum sponsored on April 5th on epidemic
preparedness, attended by 11 participants.
Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) forum meeting
nd
conducted on ecohealth on June 2 , attended by

IFRC,
ADPC,
FAO

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

Q2 Results

Concept paper approved by USAID. Team worked
with Ministry of Public Health's Department of
Disease Control to start contract process FETP
leadership reached agreement with several Thai
universities for student cost and time requirement
reduction; Schedule of Activities developed; Award
in process. Due to the delay in receiving grant
approval, RESPOND changed t he funding mechanism
from a grant to direct assistance. Universities in
Thailand were identified for their involvement in the
program. Students have been enrolled into the
program. Enrollment of 7 FETP/FETP-V/iFETP
students or graduates from Thailand or other
countries in a Thai university Masters or equivalent
degree program (e.g. postgraduate diploma) based
on governmental priorities. Support includes: field
projects, tuition costs, TEPHINET conference costs,
and laptops. Seven (7) Students were enrolled w ith
funding support from RESPOND. The FETP/FETP-V
program is continued throughout the FY12.

PREVENT,
3.2

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 M arch 31, 2012

Monthly forum
during the first
quarter with 2025 participants
each month.

Q2 - Y3
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SubLOW

Act

Activities by LOW

Implement ing
Partner(s)

ID

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 M arch 31, 2012

Q2 Results

Project t o Dat e Results

22. Forum on July i hwas on Wildlife Trade and
Emerging Infectious Diseases, attended by 21
th
participants. For rum on August 10 was about
Putting One Health to Work, attended by 30
st
participants. Forum on September 1 was on The
Use of Mobile Technologies for Surveillance and
Education attended by 21 participants. The theme of
th
the forum on October 6 was on a safer world with
2 presentations: a) Promoting Lessons Learned from
the Pandemic Experience and b) Using Scenario to
Prepare for the Next Pandemic. 26 people
st
participating. Forum on December 1 presented a
panel discussion referencing the flooding situation in
Thai land to discuss EID risks and mitigation
measures including the topics of surveillance &
responses and food & health. 39 participants. This
activity completed in December 2011 and
discontinued.

3.2

2.4.4
SE

Support regional
TEPHINET
Conference in Bali,
Indonesia

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

SAFETYNET,
Indonesian
Ministry of
Agriculture

Organization and
delivery of short
courses at preconference
workshop; 4
plenary speakers
deliver scientific
papers at the
conference;
scholarships for
up to 100 FET
students to
attend and
deliver
presentations

Q2 - Y3

N/A

Completed: Scholarship support candidates
identified; pre-conference workshop programming
developed; supported regional FET Fellows,
supervisors, and alumni for 6 target countries to
attend and participate; TE PH I NET conference in Bali
conducted
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LOW

SubAct

Activities by LOW

Implement ing
Partner(s)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 M arch 31, 2012

TBD

Training,
technical,
logistical,
material and
communications
support provided.

ID

3.2

3.2.0
SE

Outbreak response
support for newly
emerging
epidemics.

Q2 Results

N/A

Project t o Dat e Results

N/A

THAILAND COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

LOW

SubAct

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

3.1

1.2.2
SE

Support
twinning
relationship
between Khon
Kaen
Veterinary
Medical School
and Nabon
Agricultural
College.

TUFTS,
Khon Kaen
University
Veterinary
Medical
School,
Nabong
Agricultural
College

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 - March
3 1, 2012

Improve existing
twinning relationship
between 2 institutions:
staff/student exchanges,
course/Iectu re/workshop
delivery, lecture capacity
improvement,
enrollment/support in
masters programs,
curriculum codevelopment

Q2 Results

- Continued from the first
quarter, 23 KKU lecturers
provided lectures at
Nabong Agricultural
colleges.

- 26 fourth year students of
Nabong received
laboratory training at KKU
to build their capacity to
operate their lab
equipment supported by
Asian Development Bank

- Lecturers (26) from KKU
began teaching in March
nd
for the 2 semester of
rd
th
NAC for the 3 and 4
RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Project t o Date Results

Assessed capacity of KKU to support NAC in
developing vet schools and Lao vets; RESPOND
team visited NAC and KKUVMS. Staff from
VMKKU have visited NAC/NUOL to deliver
courses to students in the student exchanges;
staff from NAC/NUOL have spent t ime at VMKKU
working with local staff to increase t heir capacity
to deliver lectures in the Veterinary Science
program; staff from NAC/NUOL are enrolled in
1h
th
master programs at VMKKU; On 9 -10 June
2011, a regional One Health conference was held
at VMKKU and staff and students from
NAC/NUOL were supported to attend the
conference. Supported staff from NAC/NUOL
currently in the Masters of Public Health
program at KKU. This will build staff capacity to
support the newly established veterinary
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LOW

SubAct

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 - M arch
31, 2012

Q2 Results

year students.

- Preparation to process
USAID approval for two
VM/KKU staff to attend a
one-month exchange
program at Tufts
University in June.

3.1

1.2.3
SE

Support a
master's
degree
program in
animal
epidemiology
at Ka sets a rt
University

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT

TBD

N/A

TBD

Q2 - Y3

Project to Date Results

curriculum at NAC. Supported faculty and
student exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and
NAC/NUOL in order to support the first cohort of
veterinary science graduates in Lao PDR,
currently in Year 3 of a five-year course.
Supported KKU/VMS in delivering field
epidemiology and outbreak response short
courses and workshops to staff from the
Department of Livestock and Fisheries, MOA, Lao
PDR. Support staff from NAC/NUOL in MPH
program at KKU; Support faculty and student
exchanges between KKU/VMS, Tufts and
NAC/NUOL; Held meeting with US ambassador
and KKU faculty to discuss KKU/NAC
partnersh ip23 lecturers from KKU provide
th
rd
teaching to the 3 and 4 year student of
Na bong Agricultural College (NAC) during
November 2011-January 2012. 26 fourth year
students of Na bong received laboratory training
at KKU. 26 Lecturers from KKU began to provide
nd
their lectures for the 2 semester of NAC,
starting from March through May. Preparation to
process USAID approval for two VM/KKU staff to
attend a one-month exchange program at Tufts
University in June.
Cancelled: Met w ith Kasetsart Veterinary School
to discuss development of concept paper; This
sub-activity was not approved by USAID
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LOW

SubAct

Activities by
LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

ID
3.1

3.2

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 - M arch
31, 2012

1.5.2
SE

Applied field
training for
wildlife
veterinary
medical
officers and
field
pathologists.

Mahidol
University

16 DNP cohort wildlife
veterinarians trained on
forensic investigation
and putting
epidemiological
knowledge into practice

3.4.4
SE

Support
training to
strengthen One
Health
epidemiological
teams at
provincial and

Field
Epidemiology
Association of
Thailand
(FEAT)

Review and improve
training materials &
delivery methods: assist
government to identify
trainers, deliver training
courses in 5 provi nces,
short-term training
workshops, support field

RESPOND QUARTERLY REPORT
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Q2 Results

No results.
th

The last (4 ) workshop will be
conducted in June 2012 (Q3).

- A grant was approved.

- 5-day TOT workshop was
conducted in February 2012
for 30 selected trainers
- Follow-on 5-day training
workshop for provincial
field implementers was

Project to Date Results

Orientation of 16 National Park Directors for
upcoming training events. Met with PREDICT vets
in the region for their participation in training
st
activities. The 1 (3-day) training conducted in
January 2011 in Kanjanaburi, Thailand for 16
wildlife vets working for the Department of
National Parks (DNP). Wildlife veterinarian
competencies were drafted and approved by
DNP for use in planning subsequent workshops.
A 3-day TOT workshop conducted in March 2011
for 15 Mahidol University staff to provide them
with knowledge and practices on core facilitation
nd
skills. The 2 (5-day) training with a focus on
wildlife immobilization techniques conducted
30th May /June 2011 in Ratchaburi province for
rd
15 wildlife veterinarians. The 3 t raining
workshop conducted on August 8-11 for 20
wildlife veterinarians with a focus of wildlife
epidemiology. The training consisted of
classroom lectures, case stud ies, hands-on
practice under supervision of international and
local experts, problem-based learning, and group
discussions. Coordination and preparations for
th
th
the 4 training workshop was made. The 4
tra ining workshop was planned for November.
Due to flooding, the workshop was postponed.
A grant was approved. 5-day TOT workshop was
conducted in February 2012 for 30 selected
trainers. Follow-on 5-day training workshop for
provincial field implementers was conducted in
March 2012. Five field projects, one project per
province, were developed for the
implementation.
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LOW

SubAct

Activities by
LOW

ID
district levels.

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 - M arch
31, 2012
project
men tori ng/assistance
support,
review/strengthening of
materials, training,
coursework

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

conducted in March 2012.
- Five field projects, one
project per province, were
developed.

-

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE. 1.5.lSE
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VIETNAM COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

SubLOW

Act

Activities by LOW

Impleme nting
Partner(s)

ID

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 March 31, 2012

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

3.2

2.4.2
SE

Collaborate with
USAID Vietnam
Mission to hold
PREDICT and
RESPOND One
Health meeting in
country.

RESPOND,
PREDICT

Meeting held with
100 participants
from various
sectors

N/A

Complete: Contributed to planning and attendance
of meeting with PREDICT; supported WCS in initial
development and facilitating of One Health EPT
workshop in Hanoi; Meeti ng was held March 15-16
in Hanoi and attended by 150 participants from all
levels of government within animal health ministries
and select NGOs through Vietnam

3.2

3.4.2
SE

Support traini ng
to strengthen
One Health
epidemiological
teams with focus
on AVET training
at selected
provincial, district
and community
levels.

WHO,
Vietnam
Ministry of
Health

Review and
improve training
materials &
delivery methods:
Identify trainers,
design materials,
support training
course delivery in
multiple
provinces,
strengthen and
support
mentor/supervisor
ski lls for field
projects,
review/strengthen
training materials

- Grant application was
approved by USAID in
February

Met with WHO and Ministry of Public Health to
develop plan for providing intensive 12 week
classroom and field experience, including mentor
and supervisor training, for professionals who have
previously completed FETP and AVET. Grant
application was approved by USAID in February.
Discussed with the Vietnam government and WHO in
March to revise the joint implementation plan

- Discussed with the Vietnam
government and WHO in
March to revise the joint
implementation plan

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE
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LAO PDR COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Act

Activit ies by

Implem enting

LOW

Partner(s)

ID

3.2

1.5.6
SE

3.2

3.4.5
SE

Expected Result s
January 1, 2012 - March 31,

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

2012

Applied field
training
(wildlife health)
for wildlife
rangers in Nam
Ha Protected
Area (NPA)

wcs

Obtain
government/district/commune
support; development of
Smart Patrolling curriculum,
develop training materials,
training of trainers workshop;
selection/training of One
Health teams, Protected Area
staff training, support trainee
supervision, monthly
meetings, quarterly workshops

Finalized grant and activities
for grant application.
Continued to work on report
to satisfy Leahy Amendment
exemption.

Conducted discovery visit and drafted
concept paper based on findings of
meetings with Ministries; Sub-activity
approval received from Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Lao PDR. Grant application was
initiated. Initial meetings were held,
involving government staff from DoF, DoH
and DoA, protected area staff, and
commun ity leaders to discuss the value of
these activities, to seek district and
commune level input and support. The
grant application from WCS was reviewed
and finalized by RESPOND regional office.
Finalized grant and activities for grant
application. Continued to work on report
to satisfy Leahy Amendment exemption.

Support
training to
strengthen One
Health
epidemiological
teams at
provincial and
district levels.

National
Emerging
Infectious
Disease
Coordination
Office
(NEIDCO)

Review and improve training
materials & delivery methods:
Training of Trainers (ToT)
workshops, workshops for
provincial and district level
staff

Finalized grant and activities.
Submitted grant to RESPOND
PHO/USAID.

Conducted discovery visit and drafted
concept paper based on findings of
meetings with Ministries. With USAID
obtaining agreement that EPT partner
activities can proceed. Grant application
from NEIDCO was reviewed and finalized
by RESPOND regional office. Finalized
grant and activities. Submitted grant to
RESPOND PHO/USAID.

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.2 SE
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INDONESIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Act

Activities by

Implementing

LOW

Partner{s)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 - M arch 31,

3.2

3.4.1
SE

Support
training to
strengthen One
Health
epidemiological
teams at
provincial,
district levels Indonesia

TBD

Q2 Results

Project to Date Results

2012

ID

Review and improve training
materials & delivery
methods: model/strategy to
implement joint in-service
trainings of PDSR and DSO
staff, review/updating
training materials, review of
training methods, support
short-courses and workshops,
material review/updated

- Stakeholders meeting

Conceptual plan for the training of PDSR and
DSO teams, responsible for outbreak
confirmation and response at the provincial
and district levels was developed. RESPOND is
awaiting contract approval. Identified activities
and partners for a limited competitive bid.
Stakeholders meeting conducted. Activity plan
discussed. Potential consultant identified to
assist with the development of project
activities

conducted

- Activity plan discussed
- Potential consultant
identified to assist with
the development of
project activities

Activities included in the following regional sub-activity: 1.2.1 SE.

CAMBODIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
SubLOW

Act ivity

Activities by LOW

Implementing
Partner(s)

Expected Results
January 1, 2012 - M arch

3.2

3.4.7 SE

Support training to
strengthen One Health
epidem iological teams,
including MOH and MOA
staff, at selected provincial,
district levels.

TBD

Q2 Results

a) Applied Epidemiology
Training (AET); b)MiniFETPV for animal health
workers; c)One Health
First Responder training.

- 1'1 didactic trai ning
activity (15 trainees) in
th
Phnom Penh, Feb. 13 March i h. Provided
support to 10 provincial
participants.

MALAYSIA COUNTRY ACTIVITIES
Activities included in the following regional sub-activities: 1.2.1 SE.
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Project to Date Results

31,2012

ID

130

st

1 didactic training activity
(15 trainees) in Phnom Penh,
th
Feb. 13 - March i h .
Provided support to 10
provincial participants.

VI. APPENDICES:
APPENDIX I: CONCEPT PAPERS AND GRANTS
1.5.7 SE
RESPOND Concept Paper

January 16, 2012 version

Cooperative Agreement Number: GHN-A-00-09-00015
Sub-activity number: N/A
Sub-activity name: Short term CDC Fort Collins virology training designed to improve in country

diagnostic capacity for priority viral diseases, INDONESIA
Partner lead: DAI
Total sub-activity budgetj

(b)(4)

Grantees: TBD
Introduction

An integral part of both field investigations of outbreaks and conducting effective disease
surveillance in human and animal populations includes the capacity to rapidly and accurately
diagnose the actual cause of infection. This capacity is dependent on multiple elements within
the health system, including the need to collect proper specimens; the use of appropriate media
for transport, and prompt and accurate diagnostic testing capacity at laboratories. The process
can be further enhanced if countries have within their border the laboratory capacity to
determine the actual cause of outbreaks or epidemics. This in-country capacity is also useful to
support investigations in remote areas, or reporting of outbreaks that may cross-political
borders, and thus is an important component to support universal implementation of the
Internat ional Health Regulations (IHR 2005).
The timeliness and accuracy of diagnostic capacity within EPT countries and regions is of key
importance to the leadership of animal and human health agencies, which can more adeptly
react to outbreaks and epidemics if managers have the appropriate information about causal
agents to guide the proper management of disease prevention and control activities.
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During 2012, USAID EPT is funding CDC to build capacity to perform valid laboratory diagnosis of
epidemic vector-borne viral infections at the Eijkman Institute of Molecular Biology in Jakarta,
Indonesia. The capacity to diagnose a wide range of such viruses is now essentially absent in
Indonesia. This effort will be a first step toward an accurate, in-country diagnostic capacity that
will further support a more rapid and appropriate response to outbreaks and epidemics of
emerging diseases. CDC is already planning to build the laboratory and staff the facility with a
highly qualified virology technician.

Introduction

This document requests approval for use of RESPOND funds to support a laboratorian from
Indonesia (Devi Mienanti) proposed by CDC, to travel Fort Collins, Colorado (USA) during the first
quarter of 2012 to attend a two week advanced CDC laboratory training. During this training, the
student will learn the proper techniques for confirming infections of all major arboviruses,
including dengue, chikungunya and Japanese encephalitis, and is also provided with the reagents
necessary for conducting those tests upon their return to Indonesia.
The concept for RESPOND support for this training has the endorsement of senior CDC Fort
Collins staff (i.e. Ron Rosenberg, ScD
Emerging & Zoonotic Diseases

I Associate Director for Global Health I National Center for

I Centers for Disease Control &

Prevention -- CDC), the RESPOND

SE Asia Regional Technical Director (Stan Fenwick), and the RESPOND Senior Field Epidemiology
Officer (DL Hatch). The concept was also discussed during the recent RESPOND team visit with
USAID-lndonesia staff overseeing EPT program coordination, and received support.
RESPOND proposes to fund both travel and per diem of the technician to attend the 2-week
laboratory training course held at CDC Fort Collins, Colorado; there is no additional course fee or
charge for reagents.
Upon the laboratorian's return to Indonesia, U.S. CDC will be working with the government of
Indonesia and EPT partners to link this training to directly enhance both diagnostic capacity
during outbreaks (e.g. in collaboration with FETP-lndonesia), and further support the
International Health Regulations (IHR). The expected outcome of the training would be to
improve in-country capacity to accurately diagnose diseases in animals and humans, and enhance
the accuracy and timeliness of reporting, including for emerging zoonoses.
RESPOND Objective applicable: Objective 4 (Introduction of appropriate new technologies to

improve training, disease surveillance, and outbreak investigations)
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APPROVED GRANTS

Federation of Uganda Employers (FUE) Grant Approva l

Agreem ent Type: Fixed Obligation Grant (FOG)

I

Program Description: The RESPOND project began in October 2009 with a mandate to

strengthen training, educational programs, and support to governments,
universities and civil society with the objective of improving the capacity
to respond to zoonotic and emerging infectious disease outbreaks. This
project is one of five in the United States Agency for International
Development's (USAID) Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program
portfolio.
This grant will strengthen the private sector in early detection and quick
response to epidemics. Such disease outbreaks affect workers, the
community and the supply chain and thus infringes on productivity of
labor.
To achieve the objectives of Phase I, FUE will undertake the following
activities:
1 - Conduct a series of meetings with the FUE technical staff, UMA
officials, RESPOND, the Uganda Red Cross, the Ministry of Health and
other stakeholders.
2 - FUE will work with RESPOND to identify, organize and hold a
management breakfast meeting with 20 Executive officers from FUE
member companies.
3 - FUE will select at least 5 companies from the list obtained from the
management breakfast meeting, all which will meet established criteria.
4 - With support from RESPOND, FU E will develop and print a series of
promotional materials for Peer Educators to use.
5 - FUE will support RESPOND in developing a Uganda-specific
comprehensive curriculum for the training workshops for the Peer
Educators. This curriculum will consist of a Disease Outbreak Response
Handbook for Peer Educators, an accompanying facilitator guide and a
disease outbreak toolkit.
6 - RESPOND will work with FUE to organize a five-day training of the
Master Trainers. This trai ning will build and strengthen FUE's capacity to
carry out trainings in disease surveillance and outbreak response. In
turn, the Master Trainers will train the Peer Educators.
7 - FUE Master Trainers will t rain 20 Peer Educators from each selected
company.
8 - During implementation, FUE will assist each Peer Educator team to
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develop its own training plan. The company-based Peer Educators will
be required to conduct at least one formal sensitization training in their
company. One of the FUE Master Trainers will attend at least one Peer
Education event.
To achieve the objectives of Phase II, FUE will undertake the following
activities:
1 - FUE, with support from RESPOND, will update the training materials
used by Master Trainers and Peer Educators in Phase I. These updates
will be based on lessons learned from Phase I as well as any information
learned about Ugandan outbreaks from Peer Educators and the
community.
2 - FUE will work with RESPOND to identify the locat ions and types of
companies and organizations eligible for Phase II.
3 - FUE will organize, schedule and hold meetings w ith 10 selected
companies to solicit their participation in the program.
4 - The FUE Master Trainers will conduct peer education training. An
average of 20 Peer Educators from each of the 10 companies will be
trained. Participants attendi ng this training will include Peer Educators,
community members such as the Village Health Teams or the
Community Health Workers.
5 - Given that the first Peer Educators will have received training six
months earlier, FUE will conduct a one-day refresher training for the 100
Peer Educators trained in the first Phase.
6 - FUE will carry out ongoing support supervision. These services
provide opportunities for Peer Educators to express their thoughts and
concerns about the program.
7 - Conduct monitoring and evaluation continuously to determine
whether or not activities are being performed on schedule, resources
are being utilized efficient ly and targets are being achieved.
8 - To ensure sustainability, FUE will develop a detailed sustainability
plan that will include both financial and marketing plans aimed at
increasing self-sufficiency by involving other projects and programs in
formulating resou rce mobilization st rategies.
The companies to be trained will be selected based on pre-determined
criteria: companies in extractive industries, companies in areas that have
experienced disease outbreaks, companies interested in participating in
outbreak response training and companies that are willing to commit to
outbreak response training in the future.
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Uganda Manufacturers Association (UMA) Grant Approval

Agreement Type: Fixed Obligation Grant (FOG)
I

Program Description: The RESPOND project began in October 2009 with a mandate to

strengthen training, educational programs, and support to
governments, universities and civil society with the objective of
improving the capacity to respond to zoonotic and emerging infectious
disease outbreaks. This project is one of five in the United States
Agency for International Development's (USAID) Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) program portfolio.
This grant will strengthen the private sector in early detection and
quick response to epidemics. Such disease outbreaks affect workers,
the community and the supply chain and thus infringes on productivity
of labor.
To achieve the objectives of Phase I, UMA will undertake the following

activities:
1 - Conduct a series of meetings with the UMA technical staff, FUE
officials, RESPOND, the Uganda Red Cross, the Ministry of Health and
other stakeholders.
2 - UMA will work with RESPOND to identify, organize and hold a
management breakfast meeting with 20 Executive officers from UMA
member companies.
3 - UMA will select at least 5 companies from the list obtained from
the management breakfast meeting, all which will meet established
criteria.
4 - With support from RESPOND, UMA will develop and print a series
of promotional materials for Peer Educators to use .
5 - UMA will support RESPOND in developing a Uganda-specific
comprehensive curriculum for the training workshops for the Peer
Educators. This curriculum will consist of a Disease Outbreak Response
Handbook for Peer Educators, an accompanying facilitator guide and a
disease outbreak toolkit.
6 - RESPOND will work with UMA to organize a five-day t raining of the
Master Trainers. This training will build and strengthen UMA's capacity
to carry out trainings in disease surveillance and outbreak response.
In turn, the Master Trainers will train the Peer Educators.
7 - UMA Master Trainers will t rain 20 Peer Educators from each
selected company.
8 - During implementation, UMA will assist each Peer Educator team
to develop its own training plan. The company-based Peer Educators
will be required to conduct at least one formal sensitization training in
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their company. One of the UMA Master Trainers will attend at least
one Peer Education event.
To achieve the objectives of Phase II, UMA will undertake the
following activities:
1 - UMA, with support from RESPOND, will update t he training
materials used by Master Trainers and Peer Educators in Phase I.
These updates will be based on lessons learned from Phase I as well as
any information learned about Ugandan outbreaks from Peer
Educators and the community.
2 - UMA will work with RESPOND to identify the locat ions and types of
companies and organizations eligible for Phase II.
3 - UMA w ill organize, schedule and hold meetings w ith 10 selected
companies to solicit their participation in the program.
4 - The UMA Master Trainers will conduct peer education training. An
average of 20 Peer Educators from each of the 10 companies will be
trained. Participants attend ing this training will include Peer
Educat ors, community members such as the Vil lage Health Teams or
the Community Health Workers.
5 - Given that the first Peer Educators will have received t raining six
months earlier, UMA will conduct a one-day refresher training for t he
100 Peer Educators trained in the first Phase.
6 - UMA will carry out ongoing support supervision. These services
provide opportunities for Peer Educators to express their thoughts and
concerns about the program.
7 - Conduct monitori ng and evaluation continuously to determine
whether or not activities are being performed on schedule, resources
are being utilized efficiently and targets are being achieved.
8 - To ensure sustainability, UMA will develop a detailed sustainabi lity
plan that will include both financial and marketing plans aimed at
increasing self-sufficiency by involving other projects and programs in
formulating resource mobilization strategies.
The companies to be trained will be selected based on pre-determined
criteria: companies in extractive industries, companies in areas that
have experienced disease outbreaks, companies interested in
participating in outbreak response training and companies that are
willing to commit to outbreak response training in the future.
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Institute for Preventive Medicine and Public Health (IPMPH) Grant Approva l
Agreement Type: Limited Scope Grant Agreement (LSGA)
Program Description: The RESPOND project began in October 2009 with a mandate to

strengthen training, educational programs, and support to
governments, universities and civil society with the objective of
improving the capacity to respond to zoonotic and emerging infectious
disease outbreaks. This project is one of five in the United States
Agency for International Development's (USAID) Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) program portfolio.
This project supports in-service training activities designed to enhance
the capacity for early outbreak identification, notifiable disease
reporting, disease surveillance, and diagnostics to promptly confirm
the cause of outbreaks, and to facilitate rapid outbreak response. The
objective of the project is to expand and strengthen delivery of inservice One Health training in order to build outbreak response
capacity of provincial and district staff. The activities include training
for both animal and human health professionals.
This training project was designed to include: Training ofTrainers;
Applied Epidemiology Training & Field Assignments for Preventive
Sector /MOH and
MARO staff from the district and provincial levels; presentation of
resu lts; and experience sharing workshop.

I

Description of Grant Objectives: • To expand and strengthen delivery of in-service One Health training

in order to build outbreak response capacity of provincial and district
staff,
• To build on initial WHO pilot FESC course, and expand such practical,
applied epidemiology and outbreak and surveillance training to areas
where this has not been performed previously, and
• To broaden FESC-type training activities to include both animal and
human health professionals.
These objectives will be accomplished by:
I. Development and delivery of FESC-style short training courses and
workshops
2. Enhancement of technical supervision and mentoring skills

3. Review and evaluation of existing in-service surveillance and
outbreak training
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The following grants were approved for extensions during Year 3 Quarter 2:

1- International Conservation and Education Fund (lnCEF) - no cost extension on 01/03/2012;
2- University of Kinshasa (UNIKIN) - no cost extension on 01/03/2012;
3- African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET) - no cost extension on 02/14/2012;
4- lnstitut Superieur des Techniques Medicales (ISTM)- no cost extension on 03/01/2012;
5- University of Lubumbashi (UNILU) - no cost extension on 03/01/2012.
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APPENDIX II: SUCCESS STORIES AND REGION HIGHLIGHTS
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
C

RESPOND

SUCCESS STORY: WEST CONGO
Cameroon Steps Forward as the First Country in Central and West Africa to
Officially Support One Health
On March 2, 2012, representatives of the EPT Program
and the U.S. Embassy joined the Cameroonian
government to officially launch the National Program
for Prevention and Control against Emerging and Reemerging Zoonoses, aimed at making Cameroon a
reference of success in the prevention and control of
emerging and re-emerging zoonoses, employing the
One Health approach, by 203S.
The Minister of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal
Industries, the M inister of Environment and
Protection of Nature, the Minister of Public Health
and the Minister of Forests and Wildlife co-signed a
document to make the cross-sector collaboration
official.

Frcnt row, rTght to left~RESPONO Wm Congo Reg,on-il Owector, FAO represe-nt~tive, Wildlffe ~nd
Protect Areas director. Mlnlstry of Public: Heillth G~I Sttretariil., USA Embassy Deputy Chief of
Mis5ion, lh-e Minister of Environment and Prot·ection of N'9tUre, the Minmer of livestock,

Between 2004 and 2012, Cameroon has faced several

of UnNersity of Ngwundere,

Fisheries and Animal lnduslne$. the vke-<hancellor of Urwe,-sity of Montagne. the vic:e--cllanc:ellor

emerging and re-emerging disease threats, such as
anthrax, the HSNl avian influenza and the pandemic HlNl influenza viruses, tuberculosis, rabi es, among others. Realizing
the impact of a potential outbreak on public health, as well as the social and economic impact in the country' s development,
Cameroon's Prime M inister set up an ad hoc committee in 2008 to work on a national program that would address emerging
and re-emerging zoonotic disease threats. The ad hoc committee, led by the Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal
Industries, was an excellent opportunity to promote the One Health approach.
The process engaged the government in an effort to integrate
"The newly created program clearly demonstrates
colloborarion across human health, animal health, and
wildlife professionals to minimize the risk of disease
emergence and the spread of new pandemic threats"

several ministries towards a single initiative and to overcome
leadership conflict that prevented collaboration between often
resource-competing sectors (human health, animal health, and
environment). Universities, laboratories, INGOs and NGOs also

Lisa Peterson, Deputy Chief of Mission, USA Embassy

took part to the process.
After USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Program (EPT) was

launched in April 2011 in Cameroon, RESPOND supported a challenging consensus building process, taking advantage of this
strong political willingness from high-level decision makers. RESPOND sponsored two national experts to assist the ad hoc
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committee in developing the national program, and other £PT partners were also actively engaged and contributed to this
inltlat ive (PREDICT, represented by the Global Vir;;il Forecasting lnitiatfve (GVFI), and IDENTIFY represented by WHO and
FAO). This collaboration allowed the integration of EPT's objectives in the national program. Most recently, a Secretariat of
State, in charge of epidemics and pandemics, was appointed in response to the current epidemiological situation of the
country and the activities of the ETP projects in Cameroon.
The Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal Industries already allocated a budget for the 2012 fiscal year to support the
National Program. Political will is crucial to support and move forward national initiatives such as this, and the government
of Cameroon seems to be engaged and ready to change practice and improve its national health institutions.
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SUCCESS STORY: WEST CONGO
First Risk Analysis In-Service Training Course in the Democratic
Republic of Congo is a Success

In March 2012, the RESPOND project facilitated the first 'risk analysis' in-service training course in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Bringing together professionals from the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry
of Public Health, Ministry of Environment, Conservation of Nature and Tourism and the Ministry of Higher
Education, the weeklong course exemplified the One Health approach through experiential learning and
applied problem solving. Developed and led by faculty from Tufts University and the University of M innesota,
along with RESPOND colleagues from the West Congo Regional Office, the course targeted specific topics in
risk analysis including; hazard identification, development of conceptual models, release assessment,
exposure assessment, consequence assessment, risk management and risk communication.
Core concepts of risk analysis were introduced through three case studies covering Bovine Tuberculosis, Ebola
Virus in Bushmeat and Rift Valley Fever in Goots, highlighting and overlapping approaches used for a hazard
(Mycobacterium Bavis), a commodity (bushmeat) and an animal population (goats). Using these examples as

a starting point, course participants worked together with colleagues from other professions to frame an
appropriate risk analysis question, develop a conceptual model, conduct exposure/release and consequence
assessment s, and analyze and report on the associated risks. Risk communication methodologies and tools
were emphasized and exercised throughout the course, to highlight the importance and interconnection of
risk communication, risk assessment and risk management in the risk analysis paradigm.
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To develop risk analysis frameworks and conceptual models, participants traveled to the public abattoir and
livestock market in Kinshasa to conduct informational interviews and observe the environmental and
working conditions present. The field exercise was used t o reinforce methods of identifying information
sources and data collection, then applying it towards a risk analysis.
The individuals who participated in the course expressed utmost appreciation and great interest in utilizing
the skills in their roles as health professionals. Developing a cadre of in-service professionals w ith needed
skill sets in risk analysis is a good example of how RESPOND is building outbreak response capacity in the
Democratic Republic of Congo.

11) Lead instructor, Dr. Christine Rioux (Tufts University). 12) Participants drafting a conceptual mo del. (3) Participants working on hazard
Ident ification.

(1)

Interviews with saleswomen at the abattoir. (2) Example DR Congo animal transport permit. (3) Heifer in cattle yard .

11) Donning protective gear to prevent risk of disease t ransmission. (2) Juxtaposing footwear at the abattoir. 13) Inspected and certified
product leaves the abattoir {side of beef with inspection stamp).
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(1) Abattoir client transports product to her butcher shop. (2) Viewing wast e disposal from t he abattoir. (3) Children swimming (ferry boats
just downstream)

(1) Newborn goat kid and ewe at Kinshasa livestock market. (2) Int erviewing goat salesmen at livestock market. (3) Data collection.

Group photo on a hot day out side t he Kinshasa public abattoir.

Special t hanks to: Dr. Christine Rioux (Lead Instructor-Tufts University), Dr. Serge Nziet chueng (Regional Technical Advisor - Kinshasa
Regional Office), Dr. Mac Farnham (Technical Liaison - University of M innesota), Dr . Hellen Amuguni (Technical liaison - Tufts University), Dr .
Wendy Ravano (Training Lead • Kinshasa Regional Office), Therese Kayembe (Training Officer • Kinshasa Regional Office), Dr. Prosper Kabambi
(Chi ef of Animal Protection - Department of Livestock Production and Animal Health, DR Congo Ministry of Agriculture), Augustin Ndombe
Kawish (Certified Interpreter - Excellence).
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REGION HIGHLIGHT: WEST CONGO
University of Kinshasa (UN/KIN} - Building Capacity to Respond to Disease Outbreaks
How do you communicate during a disease outbreak,
when uncertainty and fear about perceived risk are the
foremost concern in the minds of your target audience?
What do you do to begin framing questions about a
disease hazard, to provide policy and decision makers
with the scientific basis for informed decision-making?
Where do you find information and data sources to
conduct a risk analysis? How do you communicate
complex technical information to a non-technical
audience? Who is your target audience for
communicating information about disease risks? Why is
risk analysis important in a world with so many complex and challenging health issues, like HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis,
famine, and foot-and-mouth disease?
These are some of the questions that were addressed as part of a five-day short course, 'Applied Methods for
Epidemic and Zoonotic Disease Investigation and Response'. The course was organized by the School of Veterinary
Medicine and hosted by the School of Public Health, University of Kinshasa, showing strong collaboration between
the two schools to move their joint capacity-building forward. lectures in Risk Analysis, Risk Communication,
Participatory Epidemiology, Applied Problem Solving and other topics were provided by faculty members from
Tufts University and the University of Minnesota (UMN), sponsored by RESPOND, part of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threats Program.
For the past two years, RESPOND
has been working to establish a
network of schools of public
health and veterinary medicine in
Central and Eastern Africa
(OHCEA), through which
university partners (Tufts and
UMN) deliver technical programs
to address and build capacity at
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the university institutional level, demonstrating successful models to bridge universities to government ministries,
and linking different health disciplines together to address complex health challenges using a One Health
approach.
Junior facu lty from UNIKIN Schools of Public Health and Veterinary Medicine were targeted for this particular
course to introduce course content and delivery methods, practice and develop skills through applied learning,
establish relationships across UNIKIN schools and develop partnerships with faculty from the University of
Minnesota and Tufts University. In plenary sessions and small group activities, the faculty members developed
their skills in hazard identification, how to use a conceptual model to conduct release, exposure and consequence
assessments, methodologies to communicate appropriate information about risk during a disease outbreak, and
how to develop key messages around a disease or issue. Applying these skills, and passing them on to their
students through practice and in collaboration across disciplines, is one approach RESPOND is taking build
sustainable capacity in disease outbreak response through support for the OHCEA network.
Developing future health professionals with
needed skill sets, like risk analysis and risk
communication, provides another great
example of how RESPOND is building
sustainable outbreak response capacity in the
DR Congo. RESPOND's university partners,
Tufts University and University of Minnesota,
are proud to be providing technical excellence
and partnership with t he OHCEA network.

Captions:

Page 1, top: !faining group at UNIKIN With facilitators from Tufts University and University of Minnesota; bottom right: UNIKIN junior faculty and Tufts University Or_Hellen
Amugunl watch one of the plenary sessions.
Page 2: Dr. Hellen Amugun.i of Tufts University.
Special thanks to: Or. Oiafuka Saila-Nglta (Regional Technical Advisor - Kinshasa Regional Office), Dr. Christine Rioux (Assistant Professor - Tufts Universitv), Or. M ac
Farnham (Technical Liaison - University of Minnesota), Dr. Hellen Amugunl (Technical Liaison-Tu Its University), Dr_Serge Nzletchueng (Regional Technical Advisor Kinshasa Regional Office), Augustin Ndombe Kawish (Certified Int erpreter - Excellence)
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SUCCESS STORY: EAST CONGO
OHCEA (One Health Central
and Eastern Africa)
sensitizations attract hundreds
of students and faculty
interested in One Health.

The first three months of 2012 have been exciting ones for
RESPOND and OHCEA. Through student and faculty One
Health sensitizations, lead by RESPOND U.S. university
partners (University of Minnesota and Tufts University),
hundreds of students and faculty participated in One Health
activities, sharing ideas and models.
There were a number of common goals that emerged from
all of the meetings:
•

The importance of communications and information
sharing;

•
•

Faculty and student exchanges;
M ethodologies to develop trans-disciplinary
collaboration;

•

Sharing of 'best practices';

•

Expanding partnership opportunities between OHCEA
member institutions and their U.S.-based RESPOND
counterparts.

Five out of the six OHCEA countries were involved in the
sensitizations. Below is an example of the activities carried
out in Ethiopia:
Jimma University and Mekelle University (Ethiopia): The

critical need for additional PhD graduates and programs,
1 · Jimma Unfversity presfdent. Dr. Fikre Lemessa,
addresses Faculty at a One Health sensitization
meeting; 2-Front gate of campus housing College of
Public Health and Medical Sciences, Jimma University;

research partnership opportunities, and short courses for
skills development for faculty and students, were the top
three areas highlighted during in a trans-disciplinary
discussion at Jimma University.
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An overview of One Health approaches to address Emerging Pandemic Threats, the RESPOND project,
examples from the University of M innesota and Tufts University on different One Health approaches and
activities, OHCEA's development and activities in Ethiopia, were all covered as part of the sensitization
meetings.
At Mekelle University, plenary discussions identified key goals and activities. E-learning,
communications/information sharing, faculty and student exchanges, opportunities for trans-disciplinary
co llaboration, and partnership with other Ethiopian universities, were highlighted examples.

A number of opportunities were identified during the sensitizations for immediate engagement:
•

formation of a zoonotic disease working groups in each of the OHCEA member universities;

•

formation of field sites for multidisciplinary collaboration and partnerships (particularly DRC and
Tanzania);

•

development of private sector One Health training materials;

•

development and establishment of an African "engaging intergovernmental organizations course" in
collaboration with AU-IBAR and local agencies;

•

development of health policy-related courses (local/national /international level);

•

expansion of wildlife veteri nary skills training.

Other universities and schools visited during the sensitizations were:
-

University of Nairobi College of Health Sciences (Kenya)

-

Moi University (Kenya)

-

University of Lubumbashi (Democrat ic Republic of Congo)

-

Umatara Polytechnic University (Rwanda)

-

Makerere University (Uganda)

More photos of the One Health sensitizations in the six OHCEA countries can be found at:
http://www.facebook.com/ media/set/?set=a.441458792538048.129716.120761677941096&type=1#! /p
hoto.php?fbid=44145888920470S&set=a.441458792538048.129716.120761677941096&type=3&theater.
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SUCCESS STORY: EAST CONGO
RESPOND helps restore a national key capacity: Uganda Virus Research Institute, Uganda
Ant ibodies. Antigen. Buffers. Conjugate. Optical density ratios. Cell lines. Viral
isolates. In the vernacular of laboratorians, diagnostic testing capacity can be
boiled down to just one word, "reagents". Either you have them, have a way to
access them, or you don't.
In early 2011, after battling an unknown deadly "strange disease" outbreak
affecting several districts in Northern Uganda for more than six weeks, a Yellow
Fever Virus diagnosis from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) marked an important milestone. Once one of the global leaders in t he
fight to control and eliminate this disease, Uganda no longer had the capacity to
detect and confirm Yellow Fever Virus from suspect cases. The reasons were
many including years of strife, the emergence of HIV / AIDS pandemic, and a
major shift to molecular diagnostic techniques - but the fact remained, the
ability to detect, confirm and respond to a Yellow Fever epidemic was lost.
To address this critical gap, RESPOND collaborated with the Uganda Virus Research Institute (UVRI) and CDC
to send a laboratorian to the CDC's arboviral diagnostics training course in Fort Collins, Colorado, in March
2011. Now, in 2012, RESPOND visited that laboratorian, John Kayiwa - head of UVRl's arboviral lab (photos),
for an update on Uganda's Yellow Fever diagnostic capacity.
Sitting down with John and his division director, Dr.
Julius Lutwama, they both expressed gratitude that
UVRI is now able to do diagnostic tests for both
Yellow Fever and Dengue Fever (another arbovirus
that recently affected Ugandan. troops stationed in
Somalia). Over the past year, John and his team have
established

standardized

operating

procedures

(SOPs) for detecting virus antibodies (markers of an
individual's immune system response to a viral
exposure and/or infection) as well as the viral agents
themselves.
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Prior to the Fort Collins training course, UVRI was only able to detect a
single type of antibodies to the Yellow Fever Virus, but unable to confirm a
diagnosis. Both John and Dr. Lutwama anticipate developing Standard
Operation Procedures (SOPs) for about 15-20 different viral pathogens
including Rift Valley Fever, West Nile Virus, Chikungunya Virus, and Semliki
Forest Virus. This is where the "reagents" come in to play.
Touring the arboviral lab, John explains that UVRI is receiving on average
three suspect samples to test for Yellow Fever each week, most coming
from sick people in the same area affected by the 2010 outbreak. He says
the suspect samples are first tested for Ebola Virus and Marburg Virus as
these are of greater concern to both national and global health authorities,
and are biosecurity level 4 (or "hot") pathogens. They also run another 10
samples per week coming from patients suspected to have Hepatitis E, a disease with a clinical presentation
similar to Yellow Fever thought to be endemic in the same area where the 2010 outbreak occurred.
Taking a short break from the tour to assist a post-doctoral student with her real-time PCR assay for Malaria,
John shows off some of his mentoring skills. He quickly gets the assay back on track, explaining with ease and
familiarity the challenge that was holding it up. Since the Fort Collins course last year, he has trained a
technician in his lab, and another UVRI colleague trained In Dakar, Senegal, bringing Uganda's national human
resource capacity for arboviral diagnostics to three people.
When John returned from the arboviral diagnostic training course, he came
with positive and negative controls for Yellow Fever Virus ("Yellow Fever"
Suckling Mouse Brain Antigen [SMBA], and "Normal" SMBA). Prior to this,
these reagents were not available in Uganda, and a big part of John's job is
to maintain stocks of these reagents, as well as the collaborative
relationships with the other laboratories that source them. Reagents for
Dengue Fever diagnostics were made available through a collaborative
relationship with a CDC's Dengue laboratory in Puerto Rico.
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Increasing global awareness of the interconnection and interdependence
between infectious diseases, human beings, domestic animals, wild animals and the environment makes for
fierce competition between laboratories for resources and reagents to diagnose diseases. Often interlaboratory collaborations have to add value for both collaborating parties to remain viable. The arboviral lab
at UVRI is optimistic that the re-established capacity to maintain reagent stocks, and develop their own, will
provide that benefit, strengthening collaborative opportunities with other labs.
Together with the Ugandan government, UVRI, World Health Organization and CDC, RESPOND has provided
demonstrable, measurable results in 2012 through re-establishing a critical diagnostic capacity for the
country of Uganda.
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REGION HIGHLIGHT: EAST CONGO
Masters of Veterinary Preventive
Medicine students acquire
practical skills

RESPOND, in partnership with the African Field Epidemiology
Network (AFENET) is implementing a "Field Epidemiology" graduate
program at M akerere University's College of Veterinary Medicine,
Animal Resources and Biosecurity {COVAB) . Five former district
veterinary officers are supported by RESPOND to pursue a Masters
of Veterinary Preventive Medicine (MVPM),
From February 6 to 10, 2012, the five RESPOND-supported trainees
at COVAB participated in a weeklong field attachment exercise as
part of their training. The theme of the field attachment was "Herd
Health M edicine and Control and Eradication of Zoonoses". The

training was held at the COVAB Buyana Stock Farm in the Gomba
district in Uganda. The objectives of this field training were to:
1) provide the trainees with opportunities for hands-on
experiences in mahaging zoonoses in areas with large farms;
2) identify control measures for preventing spread of animal
diseases from surrounding farms and herds to other species
including humans;
3) conduct risk and environrnehtal assessment for animal disease
spread; and
4) participate in specimen collection for the purpose of field rapid
diagnosis of suspected zoonoses.
During the visit, the students visited farms and households with
RESPOND-supported students collectlnr. blood samples
from goats at Buyana ~t ock farm ar. part o1 their field
tralnlne,

livestock near the stock farm and conducted key informant
int erviews and environmental assessments of farms and villages.
They also reviewed farm records, collected specimens and carried
out field-based specimen analysis on blood samples using rapid

US. Agency for lntemat,orn1I Devel()prpont
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REGION HIGHLIGHT: EAST CONGO
FOURTH OHCEA DEANS' SUMMIT
The deans of OHCEA (One Health Cent ral and Eastern
FEBRUARY 27 - 28, 2012

Africa) network convened at the Safari Park Hotel in
th

Nairobi for t he 4 Deans' Summit on February 27 and 28,
2012. In attendance were deans, or a designated
representative, for thirteen of the fourteen OHCEA
network members.
Dr. Trevor Ames, Dean of University of Minnesot a College
of Veterinary Medicine attended the event representing
bot h University of Min nesota and Tufts University, the
t wo U.S. university partners of OHCEA. Please find a list
of deans in attendance to the left.
Deans, or their representative1 in attendance:

Assoc. Prof. William Bazevo, Chair, Makerere School of Public Health

Agenda items for t he t wo-day meeting included t he

Prof John David Kabasa, Co-Chair, ColleBe of Veterinary Medicine,
Animal Resources and Bio-serurity
Prof. Kayembe Kalambayi Patrick, Kinshasa Univer,lty School of Public
Health
Prof . Mahangaiko Muyumba, Lubumbashi School of Veterinary

review of the OH CEA Workplan (for January - September,
2012), a review of the 2012 - 2013 workplan framework,
and engagement of strategic partners fo r financial

Medi cine
Dr. Yigeremu Mulugeta Tefera, Jimma School of Veterinary Medicine
Dr. Gebrehiwot Tadesse, Mekelle School of Veterinary Medicine

planning and support outside t he RESPOND project.
Operat ional agenda it ems, but of similar importance,

Dr. Grace Adisa Ettyang, Mei Univer,ity School of Public Health
Prof . Charl es Muei, University of Nairobi Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine

included a review of OHCEA's draft operations manual,
defining roles and responsibilities and reporting

Dr. Dismas Ongore Oluoch, University of Nairobi School of Public
Health
Dr. Jeanine Umut esi Condo, National University Of Rwanda School of
Public Health
Dr. Kagarama Juyenal, Umutara Polytechnic Faculty of Veterinary

structures w ithin institutions (focal persons and deans)
and wit hin OHCEA as a whole. OHCEA's Secretariat also
presented t he Memorandum and Articles of Association

Medi cine
Dr. Gideon Paul Kwesigabo, Muhimbili University of Health and Allied

t o each of the inst itutions.

Sciences
Prof . Wamb,ra Philemon Nyangi, Sokoine Univer,ity of Agrirulture

Overall, the meeting was successful and product ive. The

Dr. Trevor Ames, University of Minnesota College of Veterinary

Fifth Deans' Summit is tentatively planned for July 2012,

Medi cine

U.S. Agency for lntemat,onal Development
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SUCCESS STORY: SOUTHEAST ASIA
Joint One Health training in applied epidemiology and field investigation fosters
Thailand1 s intersectoral partnerships
Despite Thailand's success in the count ry' s
responses to t he Highly Pathogenic Avian
Influenza (HPAI) and H1N1 influenza pandemics in
2004 and 2010, t he result ing health impact and
economic loss made Thailand see t he need to
strengthen its preparedness and response plans
for emerging infectious diseases (EIDs). In 2011,
Thailand began t he process of drafting a new 5year Nat ional Strategic Plan for Emerging
Zoonotic Diseases (EZD) preparedness,
prevent ion and control (starting in 2012). The
Plan went t hrough a public hearing exercise for
comments and suggestions in March, 2012. The
key emphasis of this new Strategic Plan is the

Dr. Kam Lekakul facilhted a group discussion on risk of zoonotic
diseases at Bangkok, Dusit Zoo during field case study exercise.

interdisciplinary and multisectoral collaborat ion
using One Health approaches.
During Thailand's response to HPAI/HlNl,
teamwork was strengt hened between animal and
human healt h professionals. Building on t he
country's success, RESPOND has been working w it h

"These One Health workshops brought together health
professionals, livestock and wildlife sectors from five
provinces to not only share and learn, but to work together
in training future One Health epidemiologists. I truly
believe that this hands-on process of learning will lead to
continued cooperation among sectors in the spirit of One
Health."

the Field Epidemiologists Associa t ion of Thailand
Dr. Karn Lekagul, DVM, Dusit Zoo, Bangkok

(FEAT) to conduct multi-sectoral t raining in applied
epidemiology and field investigation. The goal is to

enhance and expand collaboration between t he human health and livestock health sectors, and to include
professionals in wildlife to work as a cohesive group using One Health approaches. The implementing
partner, FEAT, has been stra tegically involved in shaping policy and coordinating technical, management, and
stakeholder support from t he national level, dow n to t he provincial levels of t he relevant departments using
mult i-disciplinary One Health models.
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During February and March, 2012, two workshops were held
for supervisors/mentors, and field staff. Participants included
78 physicians, nurses, public health staff, veterinarians,
wildlife experts and university lecturers from 5 provinces, as
well as key personnel at the national level from Bangkok. The
training topics included an overview of multi-sectoral
collaboration using One Health models, human health
surveillance, animal health surveillance, emergency
preparedness, and sessions on working across disciplines
through case studies and field exercises to address emerging
Dr. Sopon lamsirithaworn (FEAT) led discussions with
national and provincial mentors who will support
field investigation conducted by multi-disciplinary
teams.

PARTNERS:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Field Epidemiologists Association of
Thailand (FEAT)

infectious/zoonotic diseases. At the end of the second
workshop, each provincial team comprised of mentors and
field investigators from three sectors (Ministry of Public
Health, OLD/Ministry of Agriculture, and the Department of
National Parks}, selected one or two diseases of concern to
focus on, based on the province's ten priority zoonotic
diseases. The teams offered justification of their choices and

Field Epidemiology Training Program
(FETP), Ministry of Public Health,

developed objectives, investigation plans and budgets for

Thailand

each activity. The diseases/pathogens selected for joint field

FETP-V, Department of Livestock
Development (DLD), Ministry of
Agriculture

investigations were: West Nile Virus, Q Fever, Tuberculosis,
Melioidosis, and Brucellosis.
Following the initial workshops, meetings will be held in five

Department of Livestock Development
(DLD} and Zoological Park Organization
(ZPO), Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperative

provinces to educate and obtain support from supervisors and

Department of Natural Parks, Wildlife
and Plant Conservation (DNP), Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment

provinces, FEAT national level team, CDC, FAQ and RESPOND.

relevant stakeholders to carry out the project activities. During
fieldwork and investigation, the five teams will receive
support and supervision from mentors, senior staff in the

To facilitate and share information among teams, and to
disseminate relevant information on EIDs in Thailand, a

USAID RESPOND, US-CDC, WHO, OIE,

Facebook page was created: Thai OneHealth

FAD.

(https://www.facebook.com/proffie.php?id=100003479131759).
It is expected that the field project will be completed in
August, 2012, and the final workshop for presentations of
project findings and results is scheduled to take place in
September 2012.
U.5. Agency for lntcma(tonal Development
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APPENDIX Ill: PUBLICATIONS AND ABSTRACTS
The One Health Vision: From Institutional Support to Local Practice

Friday, February 17, 2012: 1:30 PM-4:30 PM
Room 116-117 (VCC West Building)
One Health has emerged as a multidisciplinary effort to attain optimal health of humans, animals,
and our environment. Emerging zoonotic diseases, food- and water-borne diseases, and
environmental change pose increasing threats to health on a global basis. The One Health vision
is being embraced institutionally while being practiced locally.
Participants will focus on implementing One Health principles through both public health policy
support and concrete actions at the human-animal-environment interface.
This session will provide updates on the status of large international initiatives related to One
Health, ongoing policy-related working groups based on interdisciplinary international
collaborations, and specific presentations that describe One Health being practiced at the local
level, including efforts in developing countries.
Organizer:

Barbara Hyde, American Society for Microbiology
Moderator:

Stanley Maloy, San Diego State University
Discussant:

Ronald Atlas, University of Louisville
Speakers:

Carol Rubin, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Operationalizing One Health: A Policy Perspective
Dominic Travis, University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine
Implementing One Health in Africa
Esther Schelling, Swiss Tropical and Public Health Institute
Enhancing Joint Delivery of Human and Animal Health Services in Remote Areas
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Parntep Ratanakorn, Mahidol University
One Health Initiative in South East Asia
Roland Suluku, Njala University
Animal Health Clubs in Sierra Leone
Mark Raizenne, Centre for Food-borne, Environmental and Zoonotic Infect ious Diseases (CFEZID)
One Health: A Canadian Public Health Perspective

Implementing One Health in Africa

Friday, February 17, 2012: 2:00 PM
Room 116-117 (VCC West Building)
Dominic Travis, University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine, St. Paul, MN
This presentation discusses the implementation and accomplishments of the One Health Central
and East Africa Network (OHCEA), which has convened deans of 14 medical and veterinary
schools from 6 African countries to set up a network integrating approaches to animal and
human health. This project is an activity of RESPOND, part of the USAID Emerging Pandemic
Threats program.

One Health Initiative in South East Asia

Friday, February 17, 2012: 3:00 PM
Room 116-117 (VCC West Building)
Parntep Ratanakorn, Mahidol University, Salaya, Thailand
South East Asia is a hot spot for zoonotic infectious diseases as well as biodiversity which could
further impact global health in the near future. One Health is a tool to address these issues. The
initiative is being implemented in the region by capacity building through academic institutions
and universities. Health alliance faculties have been convened for development of collaborative
teaching and research as well as integrating a One Health perspective into our work. The USAID
Emerging Pandemic Threats program supports this activity through RESPOND.
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APPENDIX IV: ONLINE COMMUNICATIOS AND PRESS COVERAGE
Facebook- http://www.facebook.com/EPTRESPOND
•

RESPOND/AFENET/COVAB Meeting- February 2012 (11 photos)

USAID RESPOND facilitates stakeholders meeting to discuss Masters in Preventative
Veterinary Medicine program
•

Project Director Visit to ECB Office - February 2012 (5 photos)

USAID's Rob Henry and the new RESPOND Project Director Rob Ryan-Silva visit the East
Congo Basin Office in February, 2012. Activities will include discussions with RESPOND
partners in the region and the Deans' Meeting in Kenya.
•

USAID RESPOND Monitoring and Evaluation officers meet in Bangkok to review past
activities, and plan for future events.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/respondept/sets/7215 7629345889097 /with/6887140699I

•

Outbreak Assessment - January and February 2012 (11 photos)

USAID RESPOND Monitoring and Evaluation team evaluates RESPOND's support to the
2010 Anthrax outbreaks in Uganda.
•

Biodefense Lecture at RESPOND ECB Office (32 photos)

Makerere University veterinary Master students attend lecture offered by Dr. Hellen
Amuguni of Tufts University.
•

RESPOND West Congo completed on January 25 the validation of the One Health - MISRZ
referentiels on competencies, on training per academic year and type of educational
institution and on evaluation.

•

Read about the latest regional OHCEA Country Coordinating Committee.
http://respond-ept.com.s79942.gridserver.com/2012/01/testing/

•

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Meeting (12 photos)

EPT partners meet at the RESPOND ECB Regional Office on January 25, 2012
•

Masters Vet Epi Program Joint Planning Session (19 photos)

AFENET, RESPOND, Makerere University College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal
Resources and Biosecurity (COVAB)
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•

Writing and Reporting Skills Training - AFENET students (13 photos)

Practical training on how to write reports to different audiences.
•

Communications Training 2012 (29 photos)

Training for RESPOND Partners - UMA, FUE, AFENET and OHCEA
•

DRC M inister of Higher Education formalizes One Health Country Coordinating Committee
(CCC} to ensure its legitimacy at a USAID RESPOND funded meeting. (in
French) http://fr.allafrica.com/stories/201111211866. htm I

Twitter- @RESPOND_EPT- https://twitter.com/#!/RESPOND EPT

•

USAID RESPOND Supports One Health sensitization for faculty and students at in Northern
Rwanda, March, 2012. http://www.umutarapolytech.ac.rw/workshop.html

•

Makerere University College of Health Sciences Get Exposure to One Health
Concept. http://chs.mak.ac.ug/content/college-health-sciences-students-get-exposureone-hea Ith-concept

•

USAID RESPOND supports One Health sensitization at Makerere University during March,
2012. http://covab.mak.ac.ug/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id=72:usaid
-in-promoting-one-health&catid=16

•

DAi's Healt h Sector Director Jerry Martin and RESPOND's Project Director Rob Ryan-Silva
visit Univ. of Kinshasa. http://twitpic.com/90brks
View photo

•

RESPOND WCB Serge Nzietchueng recommendation of a good read: Colonialism in Africa
and the launch of the HIV epidemic.http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/healthscience/colonialism-in-africa-helped-launch-the-hiv-epidemic-a-centuryago/2012/02/21/glQAyJ9aeR story.html

•

WCB regional office discussing key messages at the Communications training on March
20, 2012. http://twitpic.com/8z9biw
View photo

•

USAID RESPOND supports One Health sensitization at Jimma University,
Et hiopia. http://www.ju.edu.et/node/295
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•

USAID RESPOND facilitates stakeholders meeting to discuss Masters program in
Preventative Veterinary
Medicine:http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.396412790375982.119813.12076
1677941096&type=l

•

USAID's Rob Henry and the new RESPOND Director Rob Ryan-Silva visit East Congo Basin
Regional
Office.http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.395715063779088.119616.12076167
7941096&type=3&saved#!/media/set/?set=a.395715063779088.119616.1207616779410
96&type=l

•

USAID RESPOND Monitoring and Evaluation team assesses RESPOND's support to the
2010 Anthrax outbreak in
Uganda: http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.385071741510087.117654.120761
677941096&type=l

•

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) meeting held at the RESPOND ECB office on January 25,
2012. http://twitpic.com/8c6d8t
View photo

•

The National Link Coalition: Multi-disciplinary Human-Animal Partnerships to Prevent
Family and Community
Violencehttp://www.onehealthinitiative.com/publications/One%20Health%20%20description%20of%20NLC2.pdf

•

DRC Minister of Higher Education supports One Healt h through university network
OHCEA.http://fr.allafrica.com/stories/201111211866.html (French)
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Press Releases

Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

~'-USAID
-----

~

Pour diffusion immediate

Contacts:

Dr Lou I Severin
Tel 237 96 15 01 61, severinloul@yahoo.fr
Mlnistere de l'Elevage, de la Peche et des Industries Animales
Aisatou Ngong
Program Management Specialist
Tel +237 22 20 15 00, NgongA@state.gov
Embassade des Etats-Unis d'Amerique au Cameroun
Jean-Solo Ratsisompatrarivo
Directeur Regional, Projet RESPOND, USAID
Tel +243 99 74 252 99, jean-solo ratsisompatrarivo@dai.com
Claudia Costabile
Communications Officer, RESPOND Project, USAID
Tel +1301 771 7229. claudia costabile@dai.com

Validation du Programme Natiohal de Preventioh et de lutte contre les
Zoonoses Emergentes et Re-Emergentes au Cameroun

a

Yaounde, Cameroon, 02 Mars 2012 - Entre 2004 et 2012, le Cameroun a fait face plusieurs
menaces de maladies emergentes ou re-emergentes tels que !'anthrax, la grippe aviaire
hautement pathogene HSNl, la grippe pandemique A H1N1, la rage, la tuberculose etc. Ayant
mesure l'ampieur des consequences que pourraient avoir ces maladies dans le dornaine de la
sante publique, sur la securite alirnentaire, sur les aspects socio-econorniques, le Premier
Ministre, Chef du gouvernement a mis en place un Comite Ad Hoc! charge de !'elaboration du

programme national de contro/e et de Jutte contre /es zoonoses emergentes et re-emergentes
au Cameroun par arrete N"070/PM le 28 avril 2008. Le present programme est le resuitat d'un
processus participatif et consensuel qui .a vu la participation d'un certaln nombre de parties
prenantes, avec l'appui technique et f inancier du Gouvernement Americain travers l'Agence

a

1

Ministere de l' Elevage, des Peches et Industries Animales, Ministere des Forets et de la Faune, Ministere de
!'Environnement et de la Protection de la Nature, Ministere de la Sante Publique, Ministere de la Recherche
Scientifique, Ministere des Finances, Ministere du Tourlsme, Ministere de l'Economie, de la Planiflcation, et de
I' Amenagement du Territo ire, Ministl!re de I' Agriculture et du Developpement Rural, le Represent ant de l'Ordre
National des Veterlnaires, le Representant du synd fcat des Guide des Chasses, des ONGs de la protection de la
faune et partenalres du Mlnistere des Forets et de la Faune sauvage.
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Emerging Pandemic Threats Program

~ USAID

~'----

Americaine pour le Developpement International (USAID). La vision de ce programme est de
faire du Carneroun l'horizon 2035 une reference en matiere de prevention et de lutte contre
les zoonoses Emergentes et Re-Emergentes dans une approche Une Sante.

a

La validation de ce programme aura lieu le 2 Mars 2012 a l'Hotel Djeuga Palace, Yaounde. Cette
ceremonie sera presidee par Son Excellence Monsieur le Minist re de l'Elevage, de la Peche et
des Industries Animales, en presence du Chef de Mission Adjoint de l'Ambassade des Etats-Unls
au Cameroun et de personnalites de haut rang de differents secteurs du gouvernement.
Votre organe de presse est cordialement Invite
assurer un large echo aupres du public.

a couvrlr cet important evenement

et

a lui

Renseignements
Sous l'approche ir Une Monde, Une Sonte » on est reconnalssant que !'integration de l'epidemiologie
anlmale, de la sante humalne, et de l'environnement est essentlelle et qu'il faut la coordina tion entre
eux afin de rea liser les reponses plus rapldes et efficaces.
La mlse en ceuvre de l'approche « Une Monde, Une Sante » necessite un cadre de co llaboratlon
multidlsciplinaire et multisectorlel en vue du renforcemen t de capacltes reglonales, nationales et loca les
dans la de tection precoce des maladies, prevention, et la lutte centre les zoonoses.

Le Projet RESPOND falt partle des co mposantes du programme EPT, dont le but est de developper les
systl!mes, les pratiques et les procedures perennes pour amellorer la capaclte de riposte aux maladles
zoonotlques, et de promouvolr l'approche « Une Sante » entre les professionnels de la s,rnte publique
anlmale, humalne, et envlronnementale.
RESPOND s'engage avec les autres programs de EPT: PREDICT, PREVENT, et IDENTIFY pour la detection
precoce des maladies, leur diagnostic en laboratoire, la reponse rapide aux maladies et leur eradication,
et la reductiori des risques en promouvant l'approche <• Une Sante. 11
RESPOND s'engage simultanement avec une large gamme des agences interna tlonales, y comp ris
Centres pour le controle et la prevention des maladies (CDC), L'Organisatlon des Nations Unies pour
l'agricul ture et l'allmentation (FAO), Organisatlon mondiale de la Sante Animale (OIE), et Organisation
mondiale de la Sante (WHO).
DAI mene ce projet avec nos partenaires, Unfversite de Tufts, Universfte de M innesota, Tral nlng
Resources Group, et Ecologie et Environnement, afin de renforce r et developper les systemes, pratlques
et procedures perennes pour ameliorer les capacites de riposte aux maladies zoonotlques.

Pour ample information, veuillez visitez le site Web http://respond-ept.com.
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Press Coverage (including EPT):

•

Preparing for an imal disease emergencies 'by the book'

http://www.fao.org/ag/againfo/programmes/en/empres/news 120112.html

•

FAO Monitors Pigs, Poultry and Waterfowl in Hot Spots for Influenza

Disease surveillance is supported by USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats programme
http://www.fao.org/avianflu/en/news/ept plus.html
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APPENDIX V: FINANCIAL REPORT
Pi peline

$184,895,540

Total Award Value

Total Obligation
Total Expended January - March 2012
Total Expended Life of Project through March 31, 2012
Remaining Balance of Obligation
Percentage of Obligation Expended
(b)(4)

Plan ned Expend itures for Next Quarter
Additional Obligation Anticipated
Planned Expenditures April - June 2012
Total Estimated Expenditures as of June 2012
Estimated Remaining Balance of Obligation on June 2012

APPENDIX VI - OTHER MATERIALS
1- REPORT- The MUSK Implementation at Makerere University: An Evaluation (Attached
report);
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ACT Malaria
ADB
AFRO

AGISAR
AMR
APSED
APW
ASEAN
AST
AU-IBAR
AusAID
BLRI
BSC
BSL
CIDA
CIRMF
CLSI
CPC
DLS
DMSc
DRC
DTRA
ECA
EDPLN
EID
ELISA
EPT
EQA
EQAP
EU
FAO
FAO-ECTAD
FAO-RAP
FDA
FETP

GFN
GLEWS
HQ
IATA
ICDDR-B
IDSR
IEDCR
IH R
ILi
IMR
INRB
IPC

Asian Collaborative Traininq Network for Malaria
Asian Development Bank
WHO Reqional Office for Africa
WHO Advisory Group on Integrated Surveillance of Antim icrobial
Resistance
Antim icrobial Resistance
Asia Pacific Strateav for Emerqinq Diseases
Aqreement for Performance of Work
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Antim icrobial Susceptibility Testinq
African Union lnterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources
Australian Aaency of International Development
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute
Biological Safety Cabinet
Biosafety Laboratory Level
Canadian International Development Agency
Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville,
Gabon
Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute
Centre Pasteur du Cameroun
Department of Livestock, Bangladesh
Department of Medical Sciences, Thailand
Democratic Republic of Congo
United States Defense Threat Reduction Aqency
External Competency Assessment
Emerqinq and Danqerous Pathoqens Laboratory Network
Emerqinq Infectious Diseases
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
USAID funded-Emeraina Pandemic Threats Proaram
External Qualitv Assessment
External Quality Assessment Programme
European Union
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Emeraencv Center for Transboundarv animal diseases
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional
Office for Asia Pacific
Food and Druq Administration
Field Epidemioloqy Traininq Proqramme
Global Foodborne Infections Network
Global Early Warning System for Major Animal Diseases including
Zoonoses
Headquarters
International Air Transport Association
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research ,
Bangladesh
lnteqrated Disease Surveillance and Response
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research,
Bangladesh
International Health Regulation
Influenza like illness
Institute for Medical Research, Malaysia
lnstitut National de Recherche Biomedicale, DRC
lnstitut Pasteur Cambodia
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ISO
1ST
IT
JE
JICA
KEMRI
KIT
Lao PDR
LIS
LQSI
MAFF
MoA
MoH
MoPH
NAMRU
NCLE
NCLE
NIC
NICO
NIH
NIHE
NIH RD
NIPH
NLSC
NMIR
NPH
NPHL
NPHLN
NRL
OCEAC
OFFLU
OIE
PCR
PHL
PHLN
Pl
Pl HCMC
PINT
PT
PVS
QA
ROMA
RITM
Roe
RRT
RT-PCR
SAARC
SARI
SEARO
SOPs
TB
TBD
TIHE
ToRs
ToT
US CDC

International Orqanization for Standardization
WHO Inter Country Suooort Team
Information Technoloav
Japanese Encephalitis
Japan International Cooperation Aqency
Kenya Medical Research Institute
Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Laboratory Information System
Laboratory Quality Stepwise Implementation
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Ministry of Aqriculture
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Public Health
U.S. Naval Medical Research Unit
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Vientiane, Lao
PDR
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemioloav, Lao PDR
National Influenza Center
National Institute for Communicable Diseases, South Africa
National Institute of Health, Thailand
National Institute for Hyqiene and Epidemioloqy, Hanoi Vietnam
National Institute of Health Research and Development, Indonesia
National Institute for Public Health, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
National Laboratory Steering Comm ittee
Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research
National Pediatric Hospital, Cambodia
National Public Health Laboratory
National Public Health Laboratory Network
National Reference Laboratory
Organisation de Coordination pour la lutte contre les Endemies en
Afrique Centrale, Cameroon
OIE, FAO Network on Animal Influenza
World Organisation for Animal Health
Polymerase Chain Reaction
Public Health Laboratory
Public Health Laboratory Network
Pasteur Institute
Pasteur Institute, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam
Pasteur Institute Nha Tranq , Viet Nam
Proficiency Testinq
Performance of Veterinary Services
Quality Assurance
USAID Regional Development Mission for Asia
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines
Republic of Congo
Rapid Response T earn
Reverse-Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction
South Asian Association for Reqional Cooperation
Severe Acute Respiratory Tract Infection
WHO South-East Asia Reqional Office
Standard Operatinq Procedures
Tuberculosis
To Be Determined
Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and Epidemioloqy
Terms of Reference
Training of Trainer
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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USAID
UVRI
VHF
WHO
WHO CC
WHO CO
WPRO

United States Aqency for International Development
Uqanda Virus Research Institute
Viral Hemorrhaqic Fever
World Health Orqanization
WHO Collaboratinq Centre
WHO Country Office
WHO Western Pacific Regional Office
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I. BACKGROUND
Tripartite FAO/OIE/WHO IDENTIFY Project
Early detection of zoonotic pathogens emerging in wild and domestic animal populations before they
become a threat to human health is a priority for the public health and animal health sectors. An
effective and credible laboratory service is an essential component of any early detection system and
is needed by countries to fulfill their reporting obligations to OIE on listed animal diseases and
unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and for investigating events of potential
international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the International Health
Regulations (IHR).
Recognizing the unique role played by FAO, OIE and WHO in promoting human and animal health at
the global level, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) invited the three
organizations to jointly implement the IDENTIFY project, a component of the Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) Program. The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for
rapid and accurate detection of targeted diseases in regions defined by USAID as those where the
risk of emerging human and/or animal diseases is highest. These regions have been identified as: the
Congo Basin in central Africa and countries in South and South East Asia. The other components of
the EPT program address detecting novel pathogens in wildlife (PREDICT); strengthening outbreak
response capacity (RESPOND); and developing behaviour modification strategies to reduce the risk
of disease transmission between animals and people (PREVENT). IDENTIFY activities have
necessary connections and interactions with the activities of several of the other components of the
EPT programme.
FAO/OIE/WHO are implementing the IDENTIFY project through their existing institutional frameworks,
mechanisms and networks. The IDENTIFY project objectives are:
Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for
the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to
national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of
biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory
networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities

The strengthening of laboratory networks within and across sectors along with meaningful
investments in regional and national capacity building should result in more accurate and timely
identification of pathogens threatening animal and human health.
*************************

Framework
FAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for and respond to
disease threats at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of platforms have been
developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the 4-way linking and WHO-OFFLU
collaborations. Others have been developed by individual organizations to cover a specific geographic
region or topic such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated
Disease Surveillance and Response Strategy (IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks,
and the OIE PVS Pathway. The capacity building objectives of these platforms are fully compatible
with those of the EPT program in general and the IDENTIFY project more specifically, and it was the
expressed desire of USAID to build upon the existing platforms of the three organizations to expand
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the impact of the EPT funded activities. From the perspective of the three organizations it is logical to
present a single coherent approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY activities
would frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of this approach is to
show the countries that the three organizations, USAID and other partners are working in a
coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the country level. Effective communication
between all partners is important to deliver this coordinated support, and USAID support for these
activities will be acknowledged in all cases.
*************************

WHO implementation of the IDENTIFY project
WHO has implemented activities during Year 3 of the project only using funds carried over from the
previous years. As this amount was less than the total budgeted in the approved work plan, a number
of activities have been cancelled or postponed to Year 4. To make the most efficient use of available
resources, funds were transferred between offices responsible for implementing the project and
activities in the work plan were prioritized so that those with the highest potential impact in the
countries would be conducted.
Year 4 of IDENTIFY sees an increasing focus on country-level activities. Country-level work plans are
usually drafted by the WHO Country Office in consultation with the ministry of health. These
discussions are often very sensitive as they can create an expectation on the part of the government
that the activities will be conducted despite the work plan only being a proposal. Ministries of health
are almost always involved in the implementation of activities to some extent.
On the public health side, IDENTIFY is supporting many capacity building activities ranging from
direct support for the provision of reagents and equipment through to strengthening quality systems in
laboratories by participation in external quality assessment programmes and promoting sub-national
and regional laboratory networking. The proposed Year 4 activities at all levels are described below ..
For Year 4, WHO has chosen to focus on a sub-set of the EPT targeted countries (Annex 1). The
targeted countries are listed in Annexes 2 and 3. Names and contact details of WHO EPT/IDENTIFY
focal points in the 3 EPT regions and at all levels are provided in Annex 4.
The project will also continue to serve as a platform for increased engagement between the public
health and animal health sectors at the global level and also at the regional and country levels where
opportunities for coordinated or combined activities are discussed and planned . The challenge for the
IDENTIFY partners now is to maintain the momentum that has developed over the past three years
and ensure that the benefits that have been achieved are sustainable in the long term.
WHO is committed to the successful implementation of the project.
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II. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
Foreword
FAO, OIE, and WHO remain committed to close collaboration as a part of the IDENTIFY Project and
beyond at global, regional, and country levels. The levels of collaboration and coordination between
FAO, OIE and WHO when conducting activities will vary but at a minimum, consultations at
headquarters, regional and country levels as appropriate will occur and often a much higher level of
collaboration is planned. In their individual work plans, each organization has noted those activities
which are actively tripartite by indicating partnership with the other two organizations.

LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens that
pose a significant public health threat
No activities are conducted under this line of work.
LOW2: Risk Determination
No activities are conducted under this line of work.
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
All IDENTIFY activities are situated under this line of work (see below for description of
activities).
LOW4: Risk Reduction
No activities are conducted under this line of work.

ACTIVITIES PLANNED AT THE GLOBAL LEVEL

Given the organizational structure of WHO, project management is a major component of
WHO Headquarters activity under IDENTIFY. The main technical areas of the project where
WHO/ HQ is active are laboratory quality systems strengthening and activities conducted by
the global foodborne infections network (GFN).

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abili - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.1.G: Partially support GFN training courses/workshops in SoutheasUSouth
Asia and Congo Basin countries
Description of proposed activity: GFN is a capacity-building network coordinated
by WHO which seeks to strengthen the public health, veterinary and food safety
sectors to detect, control and prevent foodborne and other enteric infections. The
network strives to promote integrated laboratory-based surveillance and outbreak
detection and response. Over the past 10 years GFN has conducted more than 60
training courses for laboratory scientists on the detection of foodborne and other
enteric pathogens. GFN training activities are now moving from a regional approach
to one more structured around specific needs identified in priority countries. Training
will be customized for smaller groups of countries or even individual countries. For
year 4 , it is proposed to use IDENTIFY funds to host workshops in Southeast Asia
with participants from Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam in early 2013 to assist in
implementing 5-year capacity-building plans developed in the previous year. T raining
activities may develop out this implementation of these plans and these would be
organized at the country level. Post implementation projects (specific pieces of work
to follow the training) that show the translation of the knowledge acquired during the
training will be pursued with mentorship and problem solving provided by other
members of the network. T he activities of network in Africa are less advanced but is
planned to hold at least one reg ional workshop with participants from laboratories in
in DRC, Uganda, Cameroon and Gabon by mid-2013 to beg in the process of
developing 5-year plans and identifying country-specific training requirements.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: T he increasing countryfocus of GFN training should allow for a more targeted approach to laboratory
capacity building.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO HQ and Regional Offices
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: The GFN has conducted more than
65 training courses globally over 1O years
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY partially supported training
courses in Africa for English-speaking and French-speaking countries were
conducted in Year 2 of the project. In Year 3, courses were held in Bangladesh and
T hailand, gathering participants from the surrounding countries. Workshops were
also held in Laos, Cambodia and Viet Nam to develop 5-Year country workplans.
Point/s of contact: WHO HQ: Bernadette Abela-Ridder, Christopher Oxenford
Dates: In the second half of Year 4. Full plan will be clarified at the GFN Steering
Committee meeting (end September 2012)
Expected results/accomplishments: The training courses will be conducted
increasing the pool of trained laboratory workers and epidem iologists in the targeted
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countries and based in needs of particular countries. The data generated in the
workshops and post-training implementation will feed into national surveillance
activities.
Laboratory/ies engaged: GFN member laboratories in Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam
DRC, Uganda, Cameroon and Gabon
Partners: WHO HQ, AFRO, SEARO/WPRO, US CDC provides funding, logistical
and human resources support for these train ing courses/workshops, FAO.
*************************

•

A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.2.G: Partially support the organization and fully support the participation of
IDENTIFY supported laboratories in the GFN laboratory external quality assessment
programme
Description of proposed activity: This specialist EQA programme is designed to
monitor the ability of laboratories to accurately detect and subtype the major bacterial
pathogens responsible for foodborne and other enteric diseases. This programme
also monitors performance of antimicrobial susceptibility testing. Around 180
laboratories in more than 80 countries participate in this programme.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The causes of most
outbreaks of enteric diseases can only be accurately differentiated by laboratory
testing which includes an ability to subtype the pathogens.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO HQ coordinates this activity
with a number of external partners.
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: A GFN EQA programme has been
in existence since 2000.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity was also partially supported in
Year 3 of IDENTIFY
Point/s of contact: WHO/ HQ: Bernadette Abela-Ridder, Christopher Oxenford
Dates: The panel will be sent in the first half of the calendar year 2013.
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
The panel is sent and results from participating laboratories are collated,
analysed and feedback given.
•
Targeted training for those laboratories with suboptimal performance planned.
Laboratory/ies engaged: GFN participating laboratories in Cameroon, Gabon,
Uganda, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, and
Vietnam.
Partners: National Food Institute (DTU), Denmark; US CDC; Public Health Agency
of Canada; National Salmonella and Shigella Center (NSSC), National Institute of
Health, Thailand; Pasteur Institute , France.
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.

Activity 3.3.G: Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
Description of proposed activity: Under exceptional circumstances, procurement
and delivery of needed equipment and supplies following needs assessment and in
accordance with national priorities and the "USAID EPT/I DENTIFY Project Position
on Provision of Laboratory Equipment and Supplies" paper from August 30, 2011
(see Annex 5).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity contributes to
improve laboratory capacity to respond to outbreaks in a timely manner.
Part of the organization that is responsible: Procurement activities are usually the
responsibility of W HO Regional and Country Offices. However, exceptional needs
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would be supported by WHO HQ and facilitated by W HO Regional and Country
Offices.
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is part of normal activity
of WHO at regional and country levels.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is an expansion of
procurement activities at regional and country levels following agreement with
USAID.
F. Point/s of contact: WHO HQ: Christopher Oxenford
G. Dates: Support will be provided on an as-needs basis.
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Regional counterparts' efforts supported if needed.
•
Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured reagents, are able
to detect priority pathogens.
•
The details of the laboratories supported and the supplies provided will be
detailed in the reports provided to USAID.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: support will provided on an as-needs basis.
J. Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), other IDENTIFY and EPT
partners.

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•

Activity 3.4.G: Assess the needs of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories to collect,
store and report data relating to routine surveillance and detection of outbreaks of
foodborne pathogens
A. Description of proposed activity: Continue to support data assembly from
IDENTIFY priority countries through promoting common data management
mechanisms for GFN network-wide activities. This will serve to strengthen data
management in laboratories and facilitate better communication in surveillance
activities. It is planned to adapt existing resources such as data management
software already developed to gather antimicrobial resistance data.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Effective coordination of the
network will mean GFN is better able to deliver its laboratory capacity-bu ilding
activities
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/HQ

D. Link with WHO existing programs/i nitiatives: AGISAR, FOSCOLLAB
E.

Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is an extension of an activity from
year 3 to develop and strengthen the GFN country databank
F. Point/s of contact: W HO HQ : Bernadette Abela-Ridder, Christopher Oxenford
G. Dates: October 2012-June 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Needs assessed in terms of laboratory data
management capacity; Adapted tool agreed upon and developed; All GFN activities
utilize the same tool to encourage consistent submission of quality data as well as
sharing data amongst GFN members, especially as a result of training and posttraining implementation projects.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: GFN participating laboratories in IDENTIFY priority
countries.
J. Partners: US CDC; US FDA; Institute Pasteur Network; DT U, Denmark.
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Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Management System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

I.

Activity 3.5.G: Promote the use of the WHO Laboratory Quality Stepwise
Implementation (LQSI) tool
Description of proposed activity: WHO, along with the Royal Tropical Institute
(KIT) in Amsterdam is developing a package that provides practical assistance to
laboratories to improve their quality systems. It is based on an earlier activity
associated with the Global Laboratory Initiative and describes, in a stepwise manner,
all the structures and practices that need to be in place to meet the international
laboratory standard ISO 15189. It provides the practical information on how to
implement these necessary structures and practices. Once this web-based package
is finalized , WHO would like to use IDENTIFY funds to:
•
Introduce the LQSI tool in IDENTIFY priority countries, initially at a small
technical meeting in Southeast Asia
•
Prepare a French language version for use in French-speaking IDENTIFY
priority countries in Africa
•
Use the LQSI tool as the basis for establishing ongoing relationsh ips with
mentors, either individuals or institutions, that would work with laboratories in
IDENTIFY priority countries to implement the steps in the package and ultimately
prepare the laboratory for accreditation to an international standard. This will
primarily be for laboratories in Asia until a French language version of the LQSI
tool is available.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Improved laboratory quality
is one of the four defined objectives of IDENTIFY and this package is a practical tool
to help laboratories achieve that objective
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/HQ
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Improving laboratory quality is a
longstanding objective of the Health Laboratory Strengthening team team.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is new in the IDENTIFY
project. However it is linked with all the laboratory quality strengthening activities
conducted thanks to the IDENTIFY project so far.
Point/s of contact: WHO HQ: Christopher Oxenford
Dates:
•
LQSI tool introduced in IDENTIFY countries by the second quarter of Year 4
•
French language version available by the end of the second quarter of Year 4
•
IDENTIFY-supported laboratories that wish to form long-term partnerships with
mentors identified, terms of reference agreed, and process of stepwise quality
system improvement in place by the end of the third quarter of Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Eng lish version of LQSI tool available on WHO website
•
French language version available on WHO website
•
LQSI tool introduced in IDENTIFY priority countries
•
Long term partnerships between IDENTIFY-targeted laboratories and mentors
with agreed terms of reference leading to stepwise strengthening of laboratory
quality systems established
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratories, initially in SE Asia, interested in forming long
term partnerships to strengthen their laboratory quality systems.
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Partners: Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam (KIT), WHO/ Regional and Country
Offices, Ministries of Health, US CDC (provides financial and techn ical support). This
material may be of interest to the animal health laboratory sector.
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.6.G: Translation of a generic laboratory quality manual into French
Description of proposed activity: Following the development of the
WHO/CDC/CLSI Laboratory Quality Management System Training Toolkit, the three
organizations are preparing a generic laboratory quality manual template for use by
laboratories when implementing their quality systems strengthening programmes.
The template and accompanying SOPs will provide the framework around wh ich the
other quality systems strengthening activities will be built. The template is being
prepared in English and this activity would also make it available in French, the
language of most IDENTIFY-supported countries in Africa.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The laboratory quality
manual details how each laboratory will build the quality management system
necessary to ensure the accuracy of results.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/HQ
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of the WHO/HQ ongoing
efforts to support regions and countries to strengthen quality management systems in
the public health service.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under IDENTIFY.
Previous work on the generic quality manual was funded using other sources.
Point/s of contact: W HO HQ: Ch ristopher Oxenford
Dates: The English version will be available by the end of the first quarter of Year 4
and the French version by the end of the second quarter.
Expected results/accomplishments: The French language version of the generic
laboratory quality manual will be available on the WHO website and will be used as
part of the quality systems strengthening activities in IDENTIFY-priority countries.
Laboratory/ies engaged: not applicable
Partners: CDC, CLSI
*************************

•
A.

Activity 3.7.G: Introduce the WHO Laboratory Leadership and Mentoring course
Description of proposed activity: A training package to improve the standards of
laboratory management is being developed is being developed for WHO by outside
experts. T he package will feature training in a number of different platforms to
enhance the leadership and management skills of those responsible for the operation
of public health laboratories. Once the package is available, it is proposed to use
IDENTIFY funds to:
•
Introduce the package in IDENTIFY priority countries, along with the Laboratory
Quality Stepwise Implementation tool described above (activity 3.6.G)
•
Identify those targeted laboratories that would most likely benefit from
participating in train ing activities
•
Conduct pilot training activities for those selected laboratories and assess the
impact of the training
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The quality of laboratory
management has a direct impact on the quality and efficiency of the operations of
laboratories.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO HQ
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D.

Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This programme developed out of
the W HO Laboratory Twinning initiatives.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The development of the curriculum was
partially supported by IDENTIFY in Year 3.
F. Point/s of contact: WHO HQ: Christopher Oxenford
G. Dates: The package would be introduced in IDENTIFY priority countries by the end
of the second quarter of Year 4. Pilot training activities initiated by the end of Year 4
and preliminary evaluation conducted.
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Package introduced in IDENTIFY priority countries.
•
Selection of participants from IDENTIFY countries in coordination with WHO
Regional and Country Offices.
•
Pilot training activities conducted and preliminary evaluation completed .
I.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Heads of laboratory in IDENTIFY targeted countries TBD
in consultation with national authorities.
J. Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), Ministries of Health, US CDC
(provides financial and technical support). The involvement of the an imal health
sector will be invited as the programme develops.

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international

laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.8.G: Partially support global coordination of the GFN
Description of proposed activity: On average there are 1-2 steering committee
meetings annually which oversee the technical content and organization of training
courses and other activities. A major activity will be the continuation of developing a
monitoring and evaluation framework for GFN as a whole. Funds may be used to
support overall coordination as well as partially fund participation in aforementioned
meetings.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: GFN is a network of active
partners who aid the implementation of GFN activities. The coordination of the
network is essential to strateg ically direct the content of GFN activities and to assure
quality in building and linking of capacity between animal, food, and public health
networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/HQ for global coordination and
technical expertise. Support for GFN comes from a wide variety of funding sources.
Including US CDC and US FDA.
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: The Global Foodborne infections
Network (GFN) is a capacity-building network, coordinated by WHO consisting of
institutions and individuals working in veterinary, food and public health disciplines
committed to enhancing the capacity of countries to detect, control and prevent
foodborne and other enteric infections.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of laboratory
networking activities. It directly links to the evaluation framework activities conducted
in Year 3.
Point/s of contact: WHO HQ: Bernadette Abela-Ridder, Christopher Oxenford
Dates: Ongoing throughout Year 4.
Expected results/accomplishments: A GFN Results Scoping Review was
conducted in early 2012. This initiation of how best to begin an evaluation process
will serve as the basis of future planned activities to better measure the impact and
outcomes of GFN. T he GFN Steering Comm ittee will decide upon an implementation
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plan during its annual meeting (September 2012). Additionally, the current Regional
Centre/Training Site structure will be reviewed and adapted to best suit the needs of
countries.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Thailand- Faculty of Veterinary Science of Chulalongkorn
University; Cameroon-Centre Pasteur Cameroon, Yaounde; Laboratories associated
with Global Disease Detection (GDD) sites of US CDC.
Partners: US CDC; US Food and Drug Administration Center for Veterinary
Medicine; National Food Institute ((DTU Food), Denmark; International Network,
Pasteur Institute; Public Health Agency of Canada; Utrecht University, the
Netherlands; European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control; OzFoodNet,
Australia; PulseNet International; National Institute of Public Health, Japan; SaintPierre University Hospital & Jules Bordet Institute, Belgium
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.9.G: Strengthen the networking activities of the GFN Regional Centers
and Training Sites
Description of proposed activity: The GFN Regional Centres and Training Sites
serve a reference testing and training venues for the members of the network. For
this activity, funds would be used to allow scientists from network member
laboratories to spend time in Regional Centres and T raining Sites being trained on
advanced techniques such as genomic sequencing by testing samples from their own
laboratories. Other networking activities would include on-site mentoring in the
network member laboratories and reference testing of pathogens.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will strengthen
laboratory capacity and networking at regional and country levels by the use of GFN
Regional Centres and Training Sites not only as training sites but as reference
centres and human resources for onsite problem solving for country laboratories
facing problems with EQA scheme for instance.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO HQ and Regional Offices
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: The GFN Regional Centres and
Training Sites have enabled the holding of more than 65 training courses over 10
years.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: To date, these sites have been mostly
used as training sites, expanding their role is a new activity.
Point/s of contact: WHO/HQ: Bernadette Abela-Ridder, Christopher Oxenford
Dates: This will be an ongoing activity throughout Year 4.
Expected results/accomplishments: A revised working model aiming to better
share the load of mentoring and testing among GFN partners, GFN Regional Centres
and Training Sites will be discussed at the annual Steering Committee meeting in
September 2012. The results of this will influence the subsequent activities
throughout the year.
Laboratory/ies engaged: GFN Regional Centres and T raining Sites and associated
laboratories (e.g. GDD centres) . EPT priority countries with GFN Regional Centres
include: Cameroon (lnstitut Pasteur, Yaounde); China (Enteric Infection Disease
Control Branch, China CDC); Kenya (Kenya Medical Research Institute) ; Thailand
(Chulalongkorn University).
Partners: CDC, Pasteur Institutes Network, National Food Institute (DTU) Denmark,
FAO
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ACTIVITIES PLANNED IN THE CONGO BASIN REGION

To present a clear and consistent approach to Member States, and to maximize the impact
from available resources, WHO in Africa is implementing the IDENTIFY project within the
framework of the Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response Strategy (IDSR) that was
adopted by all the countries in the WHO African Region in 1998. Implementation of the
strategy at country level will assist the Member States to meet their obligations under the
International Health Regulations.
With two years of the project remaining, the emphasis for year 4 of IDENTIFY will focus on
strengthening the quality management systems, supporting national and international
networking and the integration of laboratory data into national and regional surveillance
systems with a special emphasis on the contribution of laboratory data to surveillance of
antimicrobial resistance. Efforts to strengthen the links between the public health and animal
health sectors will also continue.
The Year 4 work plan includes reg ional and country-specific activities. Each reg ional activity
is for the benefit of, or applicable to, the 6 IDENTIFY-targeted countries this year Cameroon, Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Republic of Congo,
and Uganda.
The IDENTIFY project coordination implies project management activities at regional and
country levels that are essential but not detailed below.

IDENTIFY\WHO

Congo Basin

Regional activities planned for the Congo Basin

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of

characterization for the laborato 's ca abili
•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

J.

- IDENTIFY tar eted diseases

Activity 3.1.C: Finalize and disseminate the WHO guidelines for establishing
laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
Description of proposed activity: WHO AFRO is in the process of developing a
generic guideline for establishing laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial
resistance. This guideline provides advice to individual laboratories on the
technicalities of performing AMR testing and compiling data and also to the ministries
of health on how to coordinate this surveillance. An advanced draft is already
avai lable with contributions from WHO Lyon and NICO. A four-day meeting is
planned in Brazzaville before the end of 2012 for the finalization of the guideline. Five
laboratory experts on AMR will be identified from Member States to take part in the
meeting. In addition, WHO Lyon laboratory expert(s) and NICO will be invited to
participate in the meeting. The document will be published on the WHO AFRO
website and will be freely available. The laboratories involved in the IDENTIFY
project will be supported to implement the recommendations of the guideline.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This document will enhance
the capacities of bacteriology laboratories supported by the IDENTIFY project on
isolation, identification and antimicrobial susceptibi lity testing of meningitis and
enteric diseases. It will also promote gathering of AMR data to regularly define the
AMR regional profile.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR strategy promotes the
monitoring of antimicrobial resistance by Member States.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is the follow up of the trainings on
isolation, identification and antimicrobial susceptibility testing conducted last year.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Yahaya, IDENTIFY Reg ional Laboratory Focal Point
Dates: We anticipate that the document will be finalized by the end of November
2012.
Expected results/accomplishments: Completion and distribution of the guidelines
for implementation.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Not applicable
Partners: NICO South Africa

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Management System
Activity 3.2.C: Partially support the continuation of the WHO/ NICO regional
Microbiology EQAP in Africa
A. Description of proposed activity: The agreement for performance of work (APW)
between AFRO and NICO (EQA provider) for the continuation of the regional
WHO/ NICO Microbiology EQAP in Africa will be renewed in January 2013. Three
surveys will be sent in 2013. Seventy-nine laboratories in 46 countries are
participating in this programme. The AFRO IDENTIFY focal point who ensures
•
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coordination of the prog ramme will participate in the annual EQAP meeting in
November 2012 with NICO. In addition other key activities are undertaken to follow
up and monitor the implementation of the annual meeting recommendations, as well
as to map the performance of participating laboratories using the results of the
surveys.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This programme allows the
assessment of the performance of participating laboratories in the diagnosis of
bacterial diarrhea, bacterial meningitis, T B, malaria, and plague. The support from
IDENTIFY is primarily for the diseases targeted by the project.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO HQ and WHO AFRO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the Public
Health Laboratory Network (PHLN) and AMR initiatives.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The IDENTIFY project has supported this
EQAP in Years 2 and 3.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Yahaya, IDENTIFY Reg ional Laboratory Focal Point
Dates: The contract with NICO will be initiated in January 2013.
Expected results/accomplishments: Summary of performance of the laboratories
participating in the WHO EQAP developed. NICO analyses the laboratory answers,
calculates a performance score and provides feedback on performance to the
participating laboratories and WHO. This information is used by WHO to ascertain
the needs of national reference laboratories in Africa.
Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC (Cameroon), INRB (DRC), Hopital Regional Malabo
and Hopital Regional Bata (Equatorial Guinea), NPHL Libreville (Gabon), NPHL
Brazzaville (Republic of Congo) and CPHL (Uganda)
Partners: NICO South Africa
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.

Activity 3.3.C: Support establishment and implementation of the regional EQAP for
Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens
Description of proposed activity: The Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens
Laboratory Network (EDPLN) is composed of 13 laboratories with various capacities
for detection of viral haemorrhagic fevers. The capacity of these laboratories will be
strengthened after the training in NICO for laboratory confirmation of VHFs by PCR in
September 2012 (Year 3). An agreement for performance of work (APW) between
AFRO and NICO (EQA provider) for the establishment of the regional WHO/ NICO
EQAP in viral haemorrhagic fever will be signed in January 2013. The EQAP will
focus on serological and molecular techniques for laboratory diagnosis of VH Fs. The
survey will be shipped to 12 laboratories from 12 countries two times a year. AFRO
will ensure the monitoring of the performance of the laboratories participating in the
WHO/ NICO EQAP on VHFs by PCR.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This programme allows the
assessment of the performance of participating laboratories in the diagnosis of Ebola,
Marburg disease, Lassa Fever, Rift Valley fever, Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic
fever, etc. It will also contribute in building the confidence in the performance of
regional laboratories.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO HQ and WHO AFRO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the AFR
EDPLN.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Training on EDPs and establishment of
the AFR EDPLN during Year 3. This EQAP is a new activity for IDENTIFY. This is an
extremely important activity as rapid accurate diagnosis of these infections is vital for
control. Participating in the EQAP measures the competence of the laboratories and
also enables the laboratory staff to maintain their skills between real outbreaks.
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F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Yahaya, IDENTIFY Reg ional Laboratory Focal Point
G. Dates: The contract with NICO will be initiated in January 2013.
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Summary of performance of the laboratories
participating in the WHO EQAP developed. NICO analyses the laboratory answers,
calculates a performance score and provides feedback on performance to the
participating laboratories and WHO. This information is used by WHO to ascertain
the needs of national reference laboratories in Africa.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Twelve national reference laboratories in twelve countries
namely Cameroon (CPC), Central African Republic (Pl), Cote d'Ivoire (Pl),
Democratic Republic of Congo (INRB), Gabon (CIRMF), Ghana (NMIR), Kenya
(KEMRI), Madagascar (Pl), Nigeria (Asokoro Lab) , Senegal (Pl}, Sierra Leone
(Kenema), and Uganda (UVRI) .
J. Partners: South Africa (NICO) as reference laboratory
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Country level activities planned for Cameroon

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
• Activity 3.1.Cam: Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
A. Description of proposed activity: A technical meeting wil l be organized to assist
the setting up of national laboratory-based surveillance of AMR using the WHO
reg ional guideline. This meeting will be for laboratory and surveillance staff who will
be involved in implementing the surveillance scheme. Around 1O persons will be part
of the meeting. The national reference laboratory on bacteriology will play a key role
for AMR surveillance. During the meeting, timelines will be defined for the key steps
described in the guideline.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enable to
strengthen the laboratory capacity for diagnosis of meningitis and enteric diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Cameroon
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The activity has been initiated at the
Regional Office level by the development of the AMR laboratory-based surveillance
guideline.
F. Point/s of contact: Mr Etienne Kembou, WHO CO Cameroon
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
AMR data shared with the Regional Office
•
AMR guidelines adopted at country level
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC, Hygiene Mobile
J. Partners : Not applicable
*************************

• Activity 3.2.Cam: Strengthen VHF diagnostic capacity in Cameroon
A. Description of proposed activity: Following on from regional training in laboratory
diagnosis of VHF, the laboratory responsible will be supported to strengthen VHF
diagnostic capacity. This will include adoption of standard operating procedures and
an analysis of the gaps in laboratory capacity limiting the performance of VHF
diagnostics and the biosafety requ irements. AFRO will also promote exchange of
information between the members of the EDPLN on strategies for implementing the
SOPs for VHF.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: VHFs are among the
IDENTIFY priority diseases. The development of SOPs and their implementation are
key for rapid and appropriate confirmation of Ebola, Marburg, Lassa Fever, Rift Valley
and Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO Country Office
in Cameroon
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and EDPLN
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is a follow-up of the EDP
training in NICO, South Africa, September 2012.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Etienne Kembou, W HO
CO Cameroon
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G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: National capacity for rapid and appropriate
diagnosis of VHFs enhanced through implementation of SOPs
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC
J. Partners: NICO
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.3.Cam: Procure essential reagents and supplies, including triple packaging
boxes for diagnosis of emerging and dangerous pathogens
Description of proposed activity: There will be an emphasis on reagents for VHFs
in line with activity 3.2.Cam above but support for detection of other diseases will also
be provided.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Procurement of adequate
reagents and supplies is essential in achieving the correct diagnosis of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Cameroon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Public Health Laboratory Network
(PHLN) and EDPLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Continuation of Years 2 and 3
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Etienne Kembou, W HO
CO Cameroon
Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Availability of essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of priority diseases
•
List of reagents and supplies procured established
Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC and Hygiene Mobile
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.4.Cam: Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak
investigations
Description of proposed activity: The funds will be used for direct participation of
laboratory staff in outbreak investigations (travel, per diem).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity helps the
involvement of laboratory on public health surveillance and outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Cameroon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and African laboratory
networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Joint outbreak investigation between
epidemiologists and laboratory specialists, and veterinary and human laboratories.
Point/s of contact: Mr Etienne Kembou, WHO CO Cameroon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Early confirmation of outbreaks
•
Situation report with updated laboratory data
Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC and Hygiene Mobile
Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level
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*************************

•

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.5.Cam: Support monthly commun ication between all national public health
reference laboratories involved in surveillance of outbreak prone diseases to report
human diseases to national authorities
Description of proposed activity: Cameroon has two main laboratories (CPC and
Hygiene Mobile) involved in the surveillance of outbreak prone diseases. In addition,
other laboratories at central level, such as Centre Mere-Enfant (Yaounde) and H6pital
Central (Yaounde), are involved in public health activities related to communicable
diseases, such as pediatric bacterial meningitis and rotavirus sentinel surveillance.
Furthermore, OCEAC, which is located in Yaounde, is a subregional reference
laboratory for trypanosomiasis.
T he Ministry of Health has a direction of laboratory unit which oversees the activities
of all laboratories in the country.
IDENTIFY funds will be used to organize monthly meetings to enable communication
between these departments, and thus sharing of information on ongoing activities
related to surveillance and response to communicable diseases and promotion of
early confirmation of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
The participation of the unit in charge of epidemiology in the Ministry of Health will be
encouraged.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity enables sharing
of laboratory data on IDENTIFY priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Cameroon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and PHLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Regular communication already happens
at country level, and will be enhanced through this activity.
Point/s of contact: Mr Etienne Kembou, WHO CO Cameroon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Monthly collection and interpretation of laboratory data for priority diseases
•
Minutes of the meeting shared
Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC and Hygiene Mobile
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Management System
•

Activity 3.6.Cam: Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management
practices through the use of existing W HO resources
A. Description of proposed activity: W HO has developed a range of train ing and
reference materials, guidance documents and other resources to strengthen
laboratory quality management systems. Among these is a newly-developed stepwise
quality management system implementation kit. Technical expertise will be made
available to those targeted laboratories in Cameroon that wish to use these materials
to develop or expand their quality management systems. The aim is to foster a
continuing relationship between the experts and the targeted laboratories to ensure
long-term sustainability of the quality management systems that are developed.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The implementation of a
sustainable laboratory quality management system contributes to the accurate
diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
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C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Cameroon
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Promoting laboratory quality is a
long-standing focus of the W HO work and is part of the requirements of the
International Health Regulations.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Promoting laboratory quality has been a
feature of the IDENTIFY project since its inception, this is a new component of that
feature.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Etienne Kembou, W HO
CO Cameroon
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Commitment of the targeted laboratories to adopt or strengthen their quality
management systems made.
•
Assessments made by technical experts: work plan developed and its
implementation commenced.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC and Hygiene Mobile
J. Partners: Not applicable

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.7.Cam: Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/
international meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by
other sectors (FAO/OIE meetings/training or other EPT projects)
Description of proposed activity: Financial support for participation of appropriate
laboratory personnel in relevant regional and global laboratory network activities.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Active participation in
appropriate laboratory networks
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Cameroon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the One
Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting in
Entebbe in 201O, and other national meetings.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Etienne Kembou, W HO
CO Cameroon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Participation of laboratory staff in key meetings organized by stakeholders
•
Meeting report(s) shared with WHO AFRO
Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC and Hygiene Mobile
Partners: FAO, OIE and other EPT projects
*************************

•

Activity 3.8.Cam: Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization
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A. Description of proposed activity: Direct financial support for the shipping of
samples for detection or characterization of pathogens responsible for targeted
diseases in advanced laboratories either nationally, regionally or globally.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely confirmation of
outbreak through national, regional and global laboratory networks.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Cameroon
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and African Laboratory
Networks
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity will be enhanced this year
based on the discussions at the last EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012,
where transportation from the field to the central level was identified as a major gap.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Etienne Kembou, W HO
CO Cameroon
G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Appropriate and timely shipment of infectious
substances during outbreak investigation
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC and Hygiene Mobile
J. Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.9.Cam: Promote networking and technical collaboration between public
health and veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens
Description of proposed activity: Following discussions between FAQ, OIE and
W HO, it was agreed to organize national coordination meetings of directors or heads
of unit of public health and animal health laboratories. Representatives from the
relevant ministries may also participate depending on the countries. The meeting will
propose joint activities and review the status of information sharing between the
sectors. Areas of interest for these meetings would include rabies, anth rax,
trypanosomiasis and influenza.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will promote the
One Health initiative.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Cameroon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IHR and the One Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is linked to the adoption in
Cameroon in 2012 of the National Program for Control of Zoonosis that includes a
laboratory component. Although this was not a strictly speaking IDENTIFY activity,
the IDENTIFY work at the laboratory level is fully aligned with this program.
Point/s of contact: Mr Etienne Kembou, WHO CO Cameroon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Joint studies on common priority diseases
•
Sharing of laboratory data on surveillance of priority diseases
•
Joint outbreak investigation on common priority diseases
•
Summary of main achievements, challenges and way forward shared biannually
Laboratory/ies engaged: Hygiene Mobile, CPC, National Veterinary Laboratory
(LANAVET)
Partners: FAQ, OIE, PREDICT at country level
*************************

•

Activity 3.10.Cam: Enhance the national laboratory network for early detection of
viral zoonoses and/or emerging infections in Cameroon
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A. Description of proposed activity:
CPC, under the coordination of the Ministry of Public Health, will strengthen the
capacity of ten sub-national (regional) hospital laboratories through the expansion of
existing national laboratory networks for the rapid diagnosis of viral zoonotic and
other emerging disease outbreaks. IDENTIFY funds will be used for:
•
A national meeting organized with the Ministry of Public Health and
representatives from the regional hospital laboratories to define roles and
responsibilities within the network and identify training needs.
•
A one-week training course for two staff from each regional hospital laboratory on
topics identified during the national meeting such as reviewing case definitions;
sample collection techniques and strategies, storage and transportation system;
establishing rapid testing capacity for zoonotic and emerging viral infections in
network laboratories and collaboration with epidemiologists.
•
The development of guidelines and tools and the organization of external quality
control procedures for the ten regional hospital laboratories.
•
Distribution of essential reagents and consumables between the CPC and the
reg ional hospital laboratories.
•
Implementation of standardized data reporting forms and a central database for
collating data on the detection of zoonotic and other emerging viral diseases.
CPC will also work closely with the Hygiene Mobile public health laboratory and
LANAVET (National Veterinary laboratory) to strengthen collaboration between
human and veterinary laboratories, to define and monitor the implementation of joint
activities including a collaborative framework for sharing of information related to
zoonotic infections.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This will allow on-site
laboratory support during viral outbreaks. On-site laboratory diagnosis should
become a routine part of any future viral outbreak response as it provides all
responders with valuable information to help minimize the extent and duration of
these events.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in Cameroon
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is new in the IDENTIFY
project.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Samuel Besong, Mr Etienne Kembou, WHO CO Cameroon
G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Staff in regional laboratories training and participating in outbreak investigations
•
Emerging infectious disease component of the national laboratory networks
strengthened
•
Laboratory results database available for the Ministry of Public Health
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: CPC
J. Partners: Hygiene Mobile, the reg ional hospital laboratories, LANAVET.
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Country level activities planned for Democratic Republic of the
Congo

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
• Activity 3.1.DRC: Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
A. Description of proposed activity: A technical meeting wil l be organized to assist
the setting up of national laboratory-based surveillance of AMR using the W HO
reg ional guideline. This meeting will be for laboratory and surveillance staff who will
be involved in implementing the surveillance scheme. Around 1O persons will be part
of the meeting. The national reference laboratory on bacteriology will play a key role
for AMR surveillance. During the meeting, timelines will be defined for the key steps
described in the guideline.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enable to
strengthen the laboratory capacity for diagnosis of meningitis and enteric diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in DRC
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The activity has been initiated at the
Regional Office level by the development of the AMR laboratory-based surveillance
guideline.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr Anasthasie Mulumba, W HO CO DRC
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
AMR data shared with the Regional Office
•
AMR guidelines adopted at country level
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
J. Partners: Not applicable
*************************

• Activity 3.2.DRC: Strengthen VHF diagnostic capacity in DRC
A. Description of proposed activity: Following on from regional training in laboratory
diagnosis of VHF, the laboratory responsible will be supported to strengthen VHF
diagnostic capacity. This will include adoption of standard operating procedures and
an analysis of the gaps in laboratory capacity limiting the performance of VHF
diagnostics. AFRO will also promote exchange of information between the members
of the EDPLN on strategies for implementing the SOPs for VHF.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: VHFs are among the
IDENTIFY priority diseases. The development of SOPs and their implementation are
key for rapid and appropriate confirmation of Ebola, Marburg disease , Lassa Fever,
Rift Valley fever and Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO Country Office
in DRC
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and EDPLN
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is a follow-up of the EDP
training in NICO, South Africa, September 2012.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr
Anasthasie Mulumba, WHO CO DRC
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G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: National capacity for rapid and appropriate
diagnosis of VHFs enhanced through implementation of SOPs
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
J. Partners: NICO
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.3.DRC: Procure essential reagents and supplies, including triple packaging
boxes for diagnosis of emerging and dangerous pathogens
Description of proposed activity: There will be an emphasis on reagents for VHFs
in line with activity 3.2.DRC above but support for detection of other diseases will also
be provided.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Procurement of adequate
reagents and supplies is essential in achieving the correct diagnosis of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in DRC
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: PHLN and EDPLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Continuation of Years 2 and 3
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr
Anasthasie Mulumba, WHO CO DRC
Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Availability of essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of priority diseases
•
List of reagents and supplies procured established
Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.4.DRC: Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak
investigations
Description of proposed activity: The funds will be used for direct participation of
laboratory staff in outbreak investigations (travel, per diem).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity helps the
involvement of laboratory on public health surveillance and outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in DRC
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and African laboratory
networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Joint outbreak investigation between
epidemiologists and laboratory specialists, and veterinary and human laboratories.
Point/s of contact: Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr Anasthasie Mulumba, W HO CO DRC
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Early confirmation of outbreaks
•
Situation report with updated laboratory data
Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level
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Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Qu ality Manaoement System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.5.DRC: Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management
practices through the use of existing W HO resources
Description of proposed activity: WHO has developed a range of train ing and
reference materials, guidance documents and other resources to strengthen
laboratory quality management system. Technical expertise will be made available to
INRB to use of these materials to develop or expand its quality management system.
The aim is to foster a continu ing relationship between the experts and the targeted
laboratory to ensure long-term sustainability of the quality management system that is
developed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The implementation of a
sustainable laboratory quality management system contributes to the accurate
diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO CO in DRC
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Promoting laboratory quality is a
long-standing focus of the W HO work and is part of the requirements of the
International Health Regulations.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Promoting laboratory quality has been a
feature of the IDENTIFY project since its inception, this is a new component of that
feature.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr
Anasthasie Mulumba, WHO CO DRC
Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Commitment of the targeted laboratories to adopt or strengthen their quality
management systems made.
•
Assessments made by technical experts: work plan developed and its
implementation commenced.
Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Activity 3.6.DRC: Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/
international meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by
other sectors (FAO/OIE meetings/training or other EPT projects)
Description of proposed activity: Financial support for participation of appropriate
laboratory personnel in relevant regional and global laboratory network activities.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Active participation in
appropriate laboratory networks
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in DRC
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the One
Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting in
Entebbe in 2010, and other national meetings.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr
Anasthasie Mulumba, WHO CO DRC
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G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Participation of laboratory staff in key meetings organized by stakeholders
•
Meeting report(s) shared with WHO AFRO
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
J. Partners : FAQ, OIE and other EPT projects
*************************

•

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.7.DRC: Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization
Description of proposed activity: Direct support for the shipping of samples for
detection or characterization of pathogens responsible for targeted diseases in
advanced laboratories either nationally, regionally or globally.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely confirmation of
outbreak through national, regional and global laboratory networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in DRC
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR Laboratory Networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity will be enhanced this year
based on the discussions at the last EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 201 2,
where transportation from the field to the central level was identified as a major gap.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr
Anasthasie Mulumba, WHO CO DRC
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Appropriate and timely shipment of infectious
substances during outbreak investigation
Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB
Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.8.DRC: Promote networking and technical collaboration between public
health and veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens
Description of proposed activity: Organize jointly with FAO and OIE, national
coordination meetings of directors or heads of unit of public health and animal health
laboratories. Representatives from the relevant ministries may also participate
depending on the countries. The meeting will propose joint activities and review the
status of information sharing between the sectors. Following tripartite discussions at
the EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012, activities targeting rabies, anthrax,
trypanosomiasis and influenza may be proposed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will promote the
One Health initiative.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in DRC
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IHR and the One Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is linked to the Joint
coordination meeting between veterinarians and laboratory scientists in 2011.
Point/s of contact: Dr Vital Mondonge and Dr Anasthasie Mulumba, W HO CO DRC
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Joint studies on common priority diseases
•
Sharing of laboratory data on surveillance of priority diseases
•
Joint outbreak investigation on common priority diseases
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•
Summary of main achievements, challenges and way forward shared biannually
Laboratory/ies engaged: INRB, Veterinary Laboratory of Kinshasa (LVK)
J. Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level

I.
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Country level activities planned for Equatorial Guinea

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.1.EG: Organize in service laboratory training on bacteriology for two weeks
by a laboratory expert from CPC
Description of proposed activity: Staff in Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital
Regional de Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
have already been trained in the isolation, identification and antimicrobial
susceptibility testing for bacterial outbreak prone diseases during the AST training
organized at the end of Year 2. However, the results of the EOAP are still not
satisfactory. In view of this, a laboratory technician from CPC will be hired to spend
two weeks in Equatorial Guinea to build the capacity of the laboratory staff for
appropriate confirmation of bacterial diseases.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will help the
appropriate detection of bacterial diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and PHLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Training on AST in Cameroon in Year 3.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO
Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Quarter 4 2012
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Satisfactory results in WHO EOAP
•
Mission report of the consultant shared with W HO
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
Partners: CPC
*************************

• Activity 3.2.EG: Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
A. Description of proposed activity: A technical meeting will be organized to assist
the setting up of national laboratory-based surveillance of AMR using the W HO
regional guideline. This meeting will be for laboratory and surveillance staff who will
be involved in implementing the surveillance scheme. Around 1O persons will be part
of the meeting. The two bacteriology laboratories will play a key role for AMR
surveillance. During the meeting, timelines will be defined for the key steps described
in the guideline.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enable to
strengthen the laboratory capacity for diagnosis of meningitis and enteric diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in Equatorial Guinea
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The activity has been initiated at the
Regional Office level by the development of the AMR laboratory-based surveillance
guideline.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO Equatorial Guinea
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G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
AMR data shared with the Regional Office
•
AMR guidelines adopted at country level
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
J. Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.3.EG: Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY
bacterial priority diseases
Description of proposed activity: The capacities of Laboratorio de Microbiologia de
Hopital Regional de Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiolog ia de Hopital Regional de
Bata will be strengthened to properly perform isolation, identification and antimicrobial
susceptibility testing of bacterial outbreak prone diseases. In addition, triple
packaging boxes and other supplies such as sterile needles, sterile syringes,
vacutainers, cryovials/seru m vials, transport tubes with screw-on tops, transport
media, etc. will be procured for supporting transportation of specimens from districts
or provinces to national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional
reference laboratories for further characterization (refer to activity 3.8.EG).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Procurement of adequate
reagents and supplies is essential in achieving the correct diagnosis of IDENTI FY
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: PHLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Continuation of Years 2 and 3
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO
Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Availability of essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of priority diseases
•
List of reagents and supplies procured established
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
Partners: Not applicable
*************************

Activity 3.4.EG: Conduct an assessment, develop an implementation plan, and
begin the establishment of virological surveillance of influenza by PCR in Malabo,
with the technical assistance of W HO
A. Description of proposed activity: The Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital
Regional de Malabo does not currently have PCR capacities. T his technique is key
for the country to set up virological surveillance of influenza, and prog ressively of
other pathogens. As a first step, the actual capacity of the laboratory to set up PCR
activities will be evaluated, and gaps that limit functioning as a national influenza
reference laboratory will be identified. Then, after the assessment , a comprehensive
plan wi ll be developed to upgrade the laboratory capacity for molecular diagnostic
testing (PCR).
•
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B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will improve the
laboratory and national capacity for detection of IDENTIFY priority diseases, namely
influenza.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Equatorial Guinea
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR Influenza Laboratory
Network
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity was originally planned for year
3 (activity 3.1 .CC in the IDENTI FY Year 3 W HO work plan).
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO
Equatorial Guinea
G. Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
On-site assessment conducted
•
Plan for setting up virological surveillance of influenza developed and shared with
national authorities for resou rce mobilization
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo
J. Partners: Not applicable

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.5.EG: Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak
investigations
Description of proposed activity: The funds will be used for direct participation of
laboratory staff in outbreak investigations (travel, per diem).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity helps the
involvement of laboratory on public health surveillance and outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR laboratory networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Joint outbreak investigation between
epidemiologists and laboratory specialists, and veterinary and human laboratories.
Point/s of contact: Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Early confirmation of outbreaks
•
Situation report with updated laboratory data
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
Partners: FAO, OIE at country level

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Qu ality Management System
•

Activity 3.6.EG: Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management
practices through the use of existing WHO resources
A. Description of proposed activity: W HO has developed a range of train ing and
reference materials, guidance documents and other resou rces to strengthen
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B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Equatorial Guinea

laboratory quality management system. Technical expertise will be made available to
those targeted laboratories in Equatorial Guinea that wish to use these materials to
develop or expand their quality management systems. T he aim is to foster a
continuing relationship between the experts and the targeted laboratories to ensure
long-term sustainability of the quality management systems that are developed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The implementation of a
sustainable laboratory quality management system contributes to the accurate
diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO CO in
Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Promoting laboratory quality is a
long-standing focus of the W HO work and is part of the requirements of the
International Health Regulations.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Promoting laboratory quality has been a
feature of the IDENTIFY project since its inception, this is a new component of that
feature.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO
Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Commitment of the targeted laboratories to adopt or strengthen their quality
management systems made.
•
Assessments made by technical experts: work plan developed and its
implementation commenced.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
Partners : Not applicable

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.7.EG: Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/
international meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by
other sectors (FAO/OIE meetings/training or other EPT projects)
Description of proposed activity: Financial support for participation of appropriate
laboratory personnel in relevant regional and global laboratory network activities.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Active participation in
appropriate laboratory networks
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO CO in
Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the One
Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting in
Entebbe in 2010, and other national meetings.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO
Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Participation of laboratory staff in key meeti ngs organized by stakeholders
•
Meeting report(s) shared with WHO AFRO
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I.

Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
J. Partners: FAO, OIE and other EPT projects
*************************

•

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.8.EG: Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization
Description of proposed activity: Direct support for the shipping of samples for
detection or characterization of pathogens responsible for targeted diseases in
advanced laboratories either nationally, regionally or globally.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely confirmation of
outbreak through national, regional and global laboratory networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR Laboratory Networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity will be enhanced this year
based on the discussions at the last EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012,
where transportation from the field to the central level was identified as a major gap.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO
Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Appropriate and timely shipment of infectious
substances during outbreak investigation
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo and Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata
Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.9.EG: Promote networking and technical collaboration between public
health and veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens
Description of proposed activity: Organize jointly with FAO and OIE, national
coordination meetings of directors or heads of unit of public health and animal health
laboratories. Representatives from the relevant ministries may also participate
depending on the countries. The meeting will propose joint activities and review the
status of information sharing between the sectors. Following tripartite discussions at
the EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012, activities targeting rabies, anthrax,
trypanosomiasis and influenza may be proposed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will promote the
One Health initiative.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Equatorial Guinea
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IHR and the One Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity has already been initiated
during the previous years of the project in Equatorial Guinea.
Point/s of contact: Dr Juan Obi Milam, WHO CO Equatorial Guinea
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Joint studies on common priority diseases
•
Sharing of laboratory data on surveillance of priority diseases
•
Joint outbreak investigation on common priority diseases
•
Summary of main achievements, challenges and way forward shared biannually
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I.

Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de
Malabo, National Veterinary Laboratory ECAA-Km 7
J. Partners: FAO, OIE at country level
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Country level activities planned for Gabon

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
• Activity 3.1.Ga: Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
A. Description of proposed activity: A technical meeting wil l be organized to assist
the setting up of national laboratory-based surveillance of AMR using the WHO
reg ional guideline. This meeting will be for laboratory and surveillance staff who will
be involved in implementing the surveillance scheme. Around 1O persons will be part
of the meeting. The national public health laboratory in Libreville wi ll play a key role
for AMR surveillance. During the meeting, timelines will be defined for the key steps
described in the guideline.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enable to
strengthen the laboratory capacity for diagnosis of meningitis and enteric diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Gabon
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The activity has been initiated at the
Regional Office level by the development of the AMR laboratory-based surveillance
guideline.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Abdoulaye Yam, W HO CO Gabon
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
AMR data shared with the Regional Office
•
AMR guidelines adopted at country level
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville
J. Partners : Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

Activity 3.2.Ga: Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY
bacterial priority diseases
Description of proposed activity: AFRO will coordinate in close collaboration with
PHL Libreville the procurement of items needed to properly perform isolation,
identification and antimicrobial susceptibility testing of bacterial outbreak prone
diseases. In addition, triple packaging boxes and other supplies such as sterile
needles, sterile syringes, vacutainers, cryovials/serum vials, transport tubes with
screw-on tops, transport media, etc. will be procured for supporting transportation of
specimens from districts or provinces to national reference laboratory/ies for
confirmation and to regional reference laboratories for further characterization (refer
to activity 3.6.Ga).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Procurement of adequate
reagents and supplies is essential in achieving the correct diagnosis of IDENTI FY
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in Gabon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: PHLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Continuation of Years 2 and 3
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Abdou laye Yam, W HO CO
Gabon
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G. Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Availability of essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of priority diseases
•
List of reagents and supplies procured established
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville
J. Partners: Not applicable

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.3.Ga: Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak
investigations
Description of proposed activity: The funds will be used for direct participation of
laboratory staff in outbreak investigations (travel, per diem).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity helps the
involvement of laboratory on public health surveillance and outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in Gabon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR laboratory networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Joint outbreak investigation between
epidemiologists and laboratory specialists, and veterinary and human laboratories.
Point/s of contact: Dr Abdoulaye Yam, WHO CO Gabon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Early confirmation of outbreaks
•
Situation report with updated laboratory data
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville
Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Management System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

Activity 3.4.Ga: Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management
practices through the use of existing W HO resources
Description of proposed activity: W HO has developed a range of training and
reference materials, guidance documents and other resources to strengthen
laboratory quality management system. Technical expertise will be made available to
the PHL in Libreville to use these materials to develop or expand its quality
management system. The aim is to foster a continuing relationship between the
experts and the targeted laboratory to ensure long-term sustainability of the quality
management system that is developed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The implementation of a
sustainable laboratory quality management system contributes to the accurate
diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in Gabon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Promoting laboratory quality is a
long-standing focus of the W HO work and is part of the requirements of the
International Health Regulations.
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E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Promoting laboratory quality has been a
feature of the IDENT IFY project since its inception, this is a new component of that
feature.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Abdoulaye Yam, W HO CO
Gabon
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 201 3
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Commitment of the targeted laboratories to adopt or strengthen their quality
management systems made.
•
Assessments made by technical experts: work plan developed and its
implementation commenced.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville
J. Partners: Not applicable

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.5.Ga: Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/
international meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by
other sectors (FAO/OIE meetings/training or other EPT projects)
Description of proposed activity: Financial support for participation of appropriate
laboratory personnel in relevant regional and global laboratory network activities.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Active participation in
appropriate laboratory networks
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in Gabon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the One
Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting in
Entebbe in 2010, and other national meetings.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Abdoulaye Yam, W HO CO
Gabon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Participation of laboratory staff in key meetings organized by stakeholders
•
Meeting report(s) shared with WHO AFRO
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville
Partners: FAO, OIE and other EPT projects
*************************

•

A.

B.
C.
D.

Activity 3.6.Ga: Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization
Description of proposed activity: Direct support for the shipping of samples for
detection or characterization of pathogens responsible for targeted diseases in
advanced laboratories either nationally, regionally or globally.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely confirmation of
outbreak through national, regional and global laboratory networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Gabon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and African Laboratory
Networks
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E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity will be enhanced this year
based on the discussions at the last EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012,
where transportation from the field to the central level was identified as a major gap.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Abdoulaye Yam, W HO CO
Gabon
G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Appropriate and timely shipment of infectious
substances during outbreak investigation
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville; Centre
International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CI RMF)
J. Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.7.Ga: Promote networking and technical collaboration between public
health and veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens
Description of proposed activity: Organize jointly with FAO and OIE, national
coordination meetings of directors or heads of unit of public health and animal health
laboratories. Representatives from the relevant ministries may also participate
depending on the countries. The meeting will propose joint activities and review the
status of information sharing between the sectors. Following tripartite discussions at
the EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 201 2, activities targeting rabies, anthrax,
trypanosomiasis and influenza may be proposed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will promote the
One Health initiative.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Gabon
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IHR and the One Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity has already been initiated
during the previous years of the project in Gabon.
Point/s of contact: Dr Abdoulaye Yam, W HO CO Gabon
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Joint studies on common priority diseases
•
Sharing of laboratory data on surveillance of priority diseases
•
Joint outbreak investigation on common priority diseases
•
Summary on main achievements, challenges and way forward shared biannually
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville; Centre
International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CI RMF); Laboratoire National
Veterinaire de Libreville (LNVL)
Partners: FAO, OIE at country level
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Country level activities planned for Republic of Congo

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
• Activity 3.1.RoC: Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
A. Description of proposed activity: A technical meeting wil l be organized to assist
the setting up of national laboratory-based surveillance of AMR using the WHO
reg ional guideline. This meeting will be for laboratory and surveillance staff who will
be involved in implementing the surveillance scheme. Around 10 persons will be part
of the meeting. The national public health laboratory in Brazzaville will play a key role
for AMR surveillance. During the meeting, timelines will be defined for the key steps
described in the guideline.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enable to
strengthen the laboratory capacity for diagnosis of meningitis and enteric diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Republic of Congo
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The activity has been initiated at the
Regional Office level by the development of the AMR laboratory-based surveillance
guideline.
F. Point/s of contact: Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo, WHO CO Republic of Congo
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
AMR data shared with the Regional Office
•
AMR guidelines adopted at country level
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
J. Partners : Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.2.RoC: Support training of one scientist in a specialized institution on PCR
techniques for detecting viral respiratory pathogens
Description of proposed activity: A scientist from the Laboratoire National de
Sante Publique, Brazzaville has been trained in August 2012 in detection of influenza
viruses by PCR. In order to allow the laboratory to identify other etiologies of viral
respiratory infections, training of one staff is planned in CPC or NICO for two weeks.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will help the
appropriate diagnosis of viral respiratory pathogens by PCR.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: AFR Influenza Laboratory Network
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity was planned during Year 3
(activity 3.7.CC in IDENTIFY Year 3 W HO work plan) but was not conducted. It is
th us re-proposed for Year 4.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo,
WHO CO Republic of Congo
Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
PCR laboratory capacity strengthened
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•
Data on etiology of viral respiratory pathogens shared
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
J. Partners: CPC or NICO

I.

*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.3.RoC: Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY
priority diseases
Description of proposed activity: AFRO will coordinate in close collaboration with
PHL Brazzaville the procurement of items needed. In addition, triple packaging boxes
and other supplies such as sterile needles, sterile syringes, vacutainers,
cryovials/serum vials, transport tubes with screw-on tops, transport media, etc will be
procured for supporting transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization (refer to activity 3.7.RoC) .
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Procurement of adequate
reagents and supplies is essential in achieving the correct diagnosis of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO CO in
Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: PHLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Continuation of Years 2 and 3
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo,
W HO CO Republic of Congo
Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Availability of essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of priority diseases
•
List of reagents and supplies procured established
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.4.RoC: Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak
investigations
Description of proposed activity: The funds will be used for direct participation of
laboratory staff in outbreak investigations (travel, per diem).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity helps the
involvement of laboratory on public health surveillance and outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR laboratory networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Joint outbreak investigation between
epidemiologists and laboratory specialists, and veterinary and human laboratories.
Point/s of contact: Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo, WHO CO Republic of Congo
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Early confirmation of outbreaks
•
Situation report with updated laboratory data
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
Partners : FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level
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Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Management System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.5.RoC: Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management
practices through the use of existing W HO resources
Description of proposed activity: WHO has developed a range of train ing and
reference materials, guidance documents and other resources to strengthen
laboratory quality management system. Technical expertise will be made available to
the PHL in Brazzaville to use these materials to develop or expand its quality
management system. The aim is to foster a continuing relationship between the
experts and the targeted laboratory to ensure long-term sustainability of the quality
management system that is developed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The implementation of a
sustainable laboratory quality management system contributes to the accurate
diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO CO in
Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Promoting laboratory quality is a
long-standing focus of the W HO work and is part of the requirements of the
International Health Regulations.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Promoting laboratory quality has been a
feature of the IDENTIFY project since its inception, this is a new component of that
feature.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo,
W HO CO Republic of Congo
Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Commitment of the targeted laboratories to adopt or strengthen their quality
management systems made.
•
Assessments made by technical experts: work plan developed and its
implementation commenced.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•

A.
B.
C.
D.

Activity 3.6.RoC: Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/
international meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by
other sectors (FAO/OIE meetings/training or other EPT projects)
Description of proposed activity: Financial support for participation of appropriate
laboratory personnel in relevant regional and global laboratory network activities.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Active participation in
appropriate laboratory networks
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in
Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the One
Health initiative
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E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting in
Entebbe in 2010, and other national meetings.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo,
W HO CO Republic of Congo
G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Participation of laboratory staff in key meetings organized by stakeholders
•
Meeting report(s) shared with WHO AFRO
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
J. Partners: FAO, OIE and other EPT projects
*************************

•

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Activity 3.7.RoC: Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization
Description of proposed activity: Direct support for the shipping of samples for
detection or characterization of pathogens responsible for targeted diseases in
advanced laboratories either nationally, regionally or globally.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely confirmation of
outbreak through national, regional and global laboratory networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR Laboratory Networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity will be enhanced this year
based on the discussions at the last EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012,
where transportation from the field to the central level was identified as a major gap.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo,
W HO CO Republic of Congo
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Appropriate and timely shipment of infectious
substances during outbreak investigation
Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.8.RoC: Promote networking and technical collaboration between public
health and veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens
Description of proposed activity: Organize jointly with FAO and OIE, national
coordination meetings of directors or heads of unit of public health and animal health
laboratories. Representatives from the relevant ministries may also participate
depending on the countries. The meeting will propose joint activities and review the
status of information sharing between the sectors. Following tripartite discussions at
the EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 201 2, activities targeting rabies, anthrax,
trypanosomiasis and influenza may be proposed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will promote the
One Health initiative.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Republic of Congo
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IHR and the One Health initiative
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity has already been initiated
during the previous years of the project in Gabon.
Point/s of contact: Mr Jean de Dieu Konongo, WHO CO Republic of Congo
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
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•
Joint studies on common priority diseases
•
Sharing of laboratory data on surveillance of priority diseases
•
Joint outbreak investigation on common priority diseases
•
Summary of main achievements, challenges and way forward shared biannually
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville;
Laboratoire de Diagnostic Veterinaire de Brazzavi lle (LDVB)
J. Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level
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Country level activities planned for Uganda

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
• Activity 3.1.Ug: Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance
A. Description of proposed activity: A technical meeting wil l be organized to assist
the setting up of national laboratory-based surveillance of AMR using the WHO
reg ional guideline. This meeting will be for laboratory and surveillance staff who will
be involved in implementing the surveillance scheme. Around 1O persons will be part
of the meeting. The national reference laboratory on bacteriology will play a key role
for AMR surveillance. During the meeting, timelines will be defined for the key steps
described in the guideline.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enable to
strengthen the laboratory capacity for diagnosis of meningitis and enteric diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Uganda
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The activity has been initiated at the
Regional Office level by the development of the AMR laboratory-based surveillance
guideline.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Charles Okot, W HO CO Uganda
G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
AMR data shared with the Regional Office
•
AMR guidelines adopted at country level
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; Uganda Virus
Research Institute (UVRI), Entebbe
J. Partners: Not applicable
*************************

• Activity 3.2.Ug: Strengthen VHF diagnostic capacity in Uganda
A. Description of proposed activity: Following on from regional training in laboratory
diagnosis of VHF, the laboratory responsible will be supported to strengthen VHF
diagnostic capacity. This will include adoption of standard operating procedures and
an analysis of the gaps in laboratory capacity limiting the performance of VHF
diagnostics. AFRO will also promote exchange of information between the members
of the EDPLN on strategies for implementing the SOPs for VHF.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: VHFs are among the
IDENTIFY priority diseases. The development of SOPs and their implementation are
key for rapid and appropriate confirmation of Ebola, Marburg disease, Lassa Fever,
Rift Valley fever and Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO Country Office
in Uganda
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and EDPLN
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is a follow-up of the EDP
training in NICO, South Africa, September 2012.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Charles Okot, WHO CO
Uganda
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G. Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: National capacity for rapid and appropriate
diagnosis of VHFs enhanced through implementation of SOPs
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: UVRI , Entebbe
J. Partners: NICO
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.3.Ug: Procure essential laboratory supplies to enhance diagnostic capacity
for IDENTIFY priority diseases
Description of proposed activity: AFRO will coordinate in close collaboration with
the two targeted laboratories in Uganda the procurement of items needed. In addition,
triple packag ing boxes and other supplies such as sterile needles, sterile syringes,
vacutainers, cryovials/seru m vials, transport tubes with screw-on tops, transport
media, etc will be procured for supporting transportation of specimens from districts
or provinces to national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional
reference laboratories for further characterization (refer to activity 3.7.Ug).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Procurement of adequate
reagents and supplies is essential in achieving the correct diagnosis of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in Uganda
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: PHLN and EDPLN
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Continuation of Years 2 and 3
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Charles Okot, W HO CO
Uganda
Dates: Quarter 1, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Availability of essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of priority diseases
•
List of reagents and supplies procured established
Laboratory/ies engaged: Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; UVRI,
Entebbe
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.4.Ug: Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak
investigations
Description of proposed activity: The funds will be used for direct participation of
laboratory staff in outbreak investigations (travel, per diem).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity helps the
involvement of laboratory on public health surveillance and outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Uganda
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and African laboratory
networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Joint outbreak investigation between
epidemiologists and laboratory specialists, and veterinary and human laboratories.
Point/s of contact: Dr Charles Okot, W HO CO Uganda
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Early confirmation of outbreaks
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•
Situation report with updated laboratory data
Laboratory/ies engaged: Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; UVRI,
Entebbe
J. Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level

I.

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality ManaQement System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.5.Ug: Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management
practices through the use of existing WHO resources
Description of proposed activity: WHO has developed a range of train ing and
reference materials, guidance documents and other resources to strengthen
laboratory quality management systems. Technical expertise will be made available
to those targeted laboratories in Uganda that wish to use these materials to develop
or expand their quality management systems. The aim is to foster a continuing
relationship between the experts and the targeted laboratories to ensure long-term
sustainability of the quality management systems that are developed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The implementation of a
sustainable laboratory quality management system contributes to the accurate
diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO AFRO and WHO CO in Uganda
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Promoting laboratory quality is a
long-standing focus of the WHO work and is part of the requirements of the
International Health Regulations.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Promoting laboratory quality has been a
feature of the IDENTIFY project since its inception, this is a new component of that
feature.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Charles Okot, WHO CO
Uganda
Dates: Quarters 1 and 2, 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Commitment of the targeted laboratories to adopt or strengthen their quality
management systems made.
•
Assessments made by technical experts: work plan developed and its
implementation commenced.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; UVRI,
Entebbe
Partners: Not applicable

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
•

Activity 3.6.Ug: Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/
international meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by
other sectors (FAO/OIE meetings/training or other EPT projects)
A. Description of proposed activity: Financial support for participation of appropriate
laboratory personnel in relevant regional and global laboratory network activities.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Active participation in
appropriate laboratory networks
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C. Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO AFRO and WHO CO in Uganda
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and IHR including the One
Health initiative
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting in
Entebbe in 2010, and other national meetings.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Charles Okot, W HO CO
Uganda
G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Participation of laboratory staff in key meeti ngs organized by stakeholders
•
Meeting report(s) shared with WHO AFRO
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; UVRI,
Entebbe
J. Partners : FAQ, OIE and other EPT projects
*************************

•

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.7.Ug: Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to
national reference laboratory/ies for confirmation and to regional reference
laboratories for further characterization
Description of proposed activity: Direct support for the shipping of samples for
detection or characterization of pathogens responsible for targeted diseases in
advanced laboratories either nationally, regionally or globally.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely confirmation of
outbreak through national, regional and global laboratory networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: W HO CO in Uganda
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IDSR and AFR Laboratory Networks
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity will be enhanced this year
based on the discussions at the last EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012,
where transportation from the field to the central level was identified as a major gap.
Point/s of contact: Dr Ali Ahmed Yahaya, AFRO; and Dr Charles Okot, W HO CO
Uganda
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Appropriate and timely shipment of infectious
substances during outbreak investigation
Laboratory/ies engaged : Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; UVRI ,
Entebbe
Partners: Not applicable
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.

Activity 3.8.Ug: Promote networking and technical collaboration between public
health and veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens
Description of proposed activity: Organize jointly with FAO and OIE, national
coordination meetings of directors or heads of unit of public health and animal health
laboratories. Representatives from the relevant ministries may also participate
depending on the countries. The meeting will propose joint activities and review the
status of information sharing between the sectors. Following tripartite discussions at
the EPT planning meeting in Uganda in July 2012, activities targeting rabies, anthrax,
trypanosomiasis and influenza may be proposed.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will promote the
One Health initiative.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO CO in Uganda
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: IHR and the One Health initiative
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E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is linked to Laboratory
Networking Stakeholder's meeting for Human and Animal lab specialists in 2011.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Charles Okot, WHO CO Uganda
G. Dates: Throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Joint studies on common priority diseases
•
Sharing of laboratory data on surveillance of priority diseases
•
Joint outbreak investigation on common priority diseases
•
Laboratory stakeholders (public health, animal health, wildlife, etc.) meeting for
information sharing and enhancing collaboration between different sectors
organized
•
Summary on main achievements, challenges and way forward shared biannually
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala; UVRI,
Entebbe; National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC)
J. Partners: FAO, OIE, PREDICT at country level
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ACTIVITIES PLANNED IN THE
SOUTHEAST AND SOUTH ASIA REGIONS

The strengthening of national capacities to meet the threats of outbreak-prone and emerging
infectious diseases has been a long-standing priority for WHO in Southeast and South Asia.
The Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) has been developed by the WHO
South East Asia and Western Pacific Regions as a framework to build capacity and to meet
the requirements of the International Health Regulations (2005) which have been endorsed
by all WHO Member States. APSED covers eight areas of national capacity-building of
which laboratory is one. Laboratory activities under ASPED cover the following four areas:
•
Accurate diagnosis
•
Safe diagnosis
•
Laboratory networking
•
Laboratory data contributing to surveillance systems
Another WHO initiative, the Asia Pacific Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory
Services provides a framework for creating comprehensive laboratory services in Member
States.
With these well-developed and accepted regional strategies in place, it is logical to use them
as the platforms for implementing the IDENTIFY project in the region. The goals of
IDENTIFY are fully aligned with those of the reg ional strategies and presenting a single
approach to countries in the area of capacity building should minimize confusion among
national counterparts and avoid duplication of efforts.

This section includes a regional work plan and then country-level work plans for those
IDENTIFY priority countries where specific country-level activities are planned, namely
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand, Bangladesh and Nepal. Regional
activities that will involve particular countries are not repeated in the country-level work
plans.
The IDENTIFY project coordination implies project management activities at regional and
country levels that are essential but not detailed below, except for Cambodia due to the
specific role of WHO in this country.
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Regional activities planned for Southeast and South Asia

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.1 .S: Support regional external quality assessment (EQA) programmes for
targeted diseases for all IDENTIFY priority countries in the Asia regions, and external
competency assessments (ECA) of microscopists screening malaria smears in
Cambodia, China, and Lao PDR
Description of proposed activity: Organization of regional EQA or ECA
programmes for targeted diseases such as dengue, leptospirosis, malaria, HIV,
tuberculosis and participation in such programmes by IDENTIFY supported
laboratories.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: EQA programmes provide a
quantitative measure of the performance of a laboratory to detect the targeted
diseases. ECA focuses on the individual malaria microscopists' competency in
correctly detecting malaria parasites.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Regional Offices (SEARO,
WPRO)
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: These activities are part of the
support provided by WHO to Member States to comply with IHR 2005 through
regional initiatives such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases and the
Asia Pacific Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: EQA and ECA support was provided in
Year 3 of the project.
Point/s of contact: SEARO: Dr Aparna Singh Shah. WPRO: Dr Frank Konings; Dr
Eva Maria Christophel
Dates: Components of this activity will be conducted throughout Year 4.
Expected results/accomplishments: IDENTIFY-supported laboratories will be
participating in one or more EQA or ECA programme covering the targeted diseases
Laboratory/ies engaged: All IDENTIFY supported laboratories in the Asia regions ,
principally national public health laboratories and some major subnational
laboratories.
Partners: WHO Collaborating Centres, Ministries of Health
*************************

•

Activity 3.2.S: Organize in-country training in specimen handling and shipping,
including IATA certification for Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam
A. Description of proposed activity: An IATA-certified trainer (an IATA requirement
for licensing of participants) will travel to Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam to provide
in-country specimen handling and shipping courses. IDENTIFY funds would be used
exclusively for this standalone activity. It is planned to train staff members from
laboratories on-site to accommodate a larger group of participants from laboratories
at both the national and sub-national levels. In-country training will allow for training
of a large number of participants and address country-specific issues, such as
import- and export permits and country-specific guidelines. In collaboration with EPT
partners FAO and OIE, participants from the food and animal health sectors will be
identified to take part in the training.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Personnel engaging in
packing and shipping clinical samples need to be regularly recertified. That,
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combined with the frequent movement of staff in laboratories, means the regular
training activities are needed to maintain competency among staff tasked with this
important activity
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will be conducted with in
the framework of APSED and funded exclusively from IDENTIFY.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of activities in Years
2 and 3. However, training will now be conducted in-country rather than flying few
participants to a destination abroad for training. The trainer will move from one
country to the next during one mission
Point/s of contact: WHO/WPRO, Dr F Konings
Dates: Second half of Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: IATA-certified staff able to pack and ship
specimens nationally and internationally safely
Laboratory/ies engaged: national public health laboratories in Lao PDR, Cambodia
and Vietnam
Partners: FAQ, OIE
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Activity 3.3.S: Reg ional workshop T raining of Trainers on Emerging Infectious
bacterial Diseases
Description of proposed activity: Hands on training for 15-20 trainers for 5 days in
one WHO CC to build capacity and share training material on early diagnosis of
bacterial Emerging Infectious Diseases (EID) using conventional and molecular
techniques. A sim ilar activity for viral diseases was held in June 2012. Participants
will come from all countries of the WHO South East Asia Region. At least 8
participants shall be from Bangladesh, Indonesia Nepal and Thailand and will be
supported by IDENTIFY. The trainees will subsequently act as national trainers for
subsequent activities at country level. The national authorities will be requested to
nominate officials from National Public Health/veterinary Labs or Teach ing
Institutions who wou ld be designated as national trainers for facilitating training
activities in the countries. The training will also help in fine-tuning the training
curriculum. The duration of this training shall be 5 working days. Apart from general
bacterial diagnosis and related features, the focus shall be on emerging bacterial
infections viz. anthrax, plague, bacteria causing hemorrhagic fevers, leptospirosis,
severe respiratory infections etc.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: To develop a core group of
trainers and training material for diagnosis of EID to build regional/national capacity
for diagnosis of EID in human beings and supporting strengthening core capacity as
per IHR 2005.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/SEARO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: It is extension of WHO effort to
strengthen Member States' core capacity to meet IHR 2005 obligations.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is continuation of activity (EID ToT) of
Year 3 of IDENTI FY.
Point/s of contact: Dr. Aparna Singh Shah
Dates: Dates to be determined
Expected results/accomplishments: Core group of regional experts trained and
accompanying training material developed
Laboratory/ies engaged: National public health laboratories in Bangladesh,
Indonesia, Nepal and Thailand
Partners: WHO Collaborating Centres on Emerging Infectious Diseases
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*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.4.5: Promote laboratory-based surveillance of antimicrobial resistance
Description of proposed activity: Hold regional workshops to strengthen
laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance. These workshops will be
held in both W HO/SEAR and WHO/WPR. The workshop in SEAR wil l be for around
20 participants and IDENTIFY funds will be used to support participation from
laboratories in Bangladesh, Indonesia, Nepal and Thailand. The workshop in W PR
will focus on integrated surveillance in the food chain from food to humans and will be
for three to six laboratory staff from Lao PDR, Cambodia and Vietnam. Participants
from non-IDENTIFY priority countries will be present at both these workshops but
they will be funded from other sources. The workshops will cover the technical
aspects of AMR testing and collating data on antimicrobial resistance as well as the
broader topics of organizing a national surveillance system.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: These workshops are
important for advocacy for the development of national capacity as well as for
strengthening the technical components of antimicrobial resistance surveillance.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/SEARO and W HO/WPRO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: In 201 1 W HO renewed its
commitment to meeting the challenge of AMR and is developing a comprehensive
strategy at global and regional level as part of the response. T hese activities are part
of that response.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: These activities are part of the ongoing
response to AMR
Point/s of contact: 5EARO: Dr. Aparna Singh Shah. WPRO: Dr. Jenny Bishop
Dates: Dates to be confirmed, most likely in the first half of 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Expertise in national public health laboratories
available to advocate for and implement national laboratory-based surveillance for
antimicrobial resistance in place.
Laboratory/ies engaged: National public health laboratories
Partners: WHO Collaborating Centres, Korea Food and Drug administration
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.

Activity 3.5.5: Conduct regional workshop on laboratory identification and detection
of dengue virus in the principal mosquito vector - Aedes aegypti
Description of proposed activity: Reverse-Transcriptase Polymerase Chain
Reaction (RT-PCR) can be useful as an early detection warning system to detect
infected mosquitoes in epidemic areas. The WHO Collaborating Centre in the
Institute for Medical Research, Kuala Lumpur has developed a RT-PCR- based test
kit for the detection of dengue virus in mosquito vectors. A regional WHO training
workshop is proposed to be hosted in the Institute for Medical Research, Kuala
Lumpur for the national programme entomologists. Training programme will consist
of lectures, laboratory hands-on and field entomological surveillance. Participants will
gain first-hand experiences on the dengue vectors and latest techn iques in dengue
virus isolation and detection from these vectors.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will enhance the
capacity of laboratories to detect, using RT-PCR, dengue virus in mosquito vectors in
epidemic areas. Early detection of dengue virus will forestall the impeding dengue
outbreak thus remedial action can be taken prior to human infection.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is in line with the Biregional Dengue Strategic Plan for Asia Pacific 2008-2015 and WHO Global Dengue
Prevention and Control Strategy (2012).
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E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is linked with IDENTIFY Year
2 project activity that supported vector surveillance for chikungunya. A training
workshop on chikungunya vector surveillance and virus isolation was coordinated
and conducted by WPRO in collaboration with the Institute for Medical Research
(IMR) - Kuala Lumpur (a WHO Collaborating Center) in Malaysia in September 2011.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, W HO WPRO
G. Dates: April - May 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
After completion of the workshop the participants will be able to:
•
Do artificial feeding - infect mosquitoes with dengue virus in the laboratory
•
Isolate and detect dengue virus from mosquitoes using conventional and
molecular tools using IMR test kit
•
Conduct vector surveillance and identify dengue vectors
•
Colonize dengue vectors
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: Entomology research laboratory, IMR Malaysia; Country
programme entomology laboratory (Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines and
Viet Nam)
J. Partners: Institute for Medical Research - Kuala Lumpur Malaysia; National
Vectorborne Diseases Control Programmes
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.

Activity 3.6.S: Strengthen countries on vector surveillance; and laboratories on
identifying vector species (focus on Chikungunya virus)
Description of proposed activity: The USAID IDENTIFY fund will be used to
strengthen countries in vector surveillance, and laboratory identification of vector
species. These entomological data will be crucial both for outbreak control as well as
for implementation of preventive community-based activities. Specifically, the funding
will be used to support national laboratories in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia,
Philippines and Viet Nam, in procuring laboratory reagents for RT-PCR, and in vector
surveillance during outbreaks or in case areas within an epidem iological defined
area. Case investigation of chikungunya virus will include vector surveillance and
virus isolation.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity will strengthen
capacities of project countries on disease (specifically chikungunya) surveillance. It
will also equip national laboratories to make them fu lly capable of rapidly diagnosing
and reporting chikungunya cases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO CO in
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines and Viet Nam
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will be unique to
IDENTIFY effort. WHO Regional and Country Offices will work closely with the
national vector-borne disease control programmes and national laboratories for
infectious diseases of the project countries.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is a continuation of an
IDENTIFY Year 2 activity that supported IMR Malaysia in organizing a regional
chikungunya vector surveillance and virus isolation workshop in 19 to 23 September
2011.
Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, W HO WPRO
Dates: October to December 2012
Expected results/accomplishments: Confirmation of chikungunya vectors in
outbreak areas of the project countries
Laboratory/ies engaged: National infectious diseases laboratories in Cambodia,
Lao PDR, Malaysia, Phi lippines and Viet Nam
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J. Partners: Ministries of Health (Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam),
IMR in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (will provide confirmatory tests by RT-PCR and virus
isolation techniques from samples sent by countries, please refer to activity 3.12.S).

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Manaaement System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Activity 3.7.S: Reg ional training workshop for trainers of Quality Management
Description of proposed activity: This activity is a train-the-trainer 4 day workshop
for 15 to 20 people. Workshop will use the quality management toolkit developed by
DMSc Thailand, and finalized by SEAR experts in April 2012. The workshop will use
it as the base for producing a cohort of people who are then able to function as
national-level advocates and experts for laboratory quality systems. All eleven WHO
South East Asia Region countries will attend this workshop. IDENTIFY funds will be
used to support participants from Indonesia, Nepal, Bangladesh, and Thailand.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: A well-organized quality
management system provides the framework for improving the performance of
diagnostic laboratories.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/SEARO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: It is extension of W HO effort to
strengthen Member States' core capacity to meet IHR 2005 obligations
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is continuation of Year 3 activity
(finalization of the quality management training toolkit was done in April 2012).
Point/s of contact: Dr. Aparna Singh Shah
Dates: Dates to be confirmed
Expected results/accomplishments: A group of laboratory quality management
trainers able to act as a national resource is in place in each country.
Laboratory/ies engaged: national public health laboratories
Partners: Ministries of health
*************************

•
A.

B.

C.
D.

Activity 3.8.S: Develop a template of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for
national malaria slide banks
Description of proposed activity: In 2007, WHO/WPRO and ACTMalaria engaged
with the Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines (RITM) to establish and
maintain a regional malaria slide bank to support quality assurance activities,
specifically national malaria microscopy trainings and external competency
assessment (ECA) programmes.
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are now needed to guide national
programmes who are aiming to establish their own national malaria slide banks.
SOPs will be developed through consultation (meetings and/or workshops) with
Ministries of Health , regional malaria slide bank (i.e. RITM), and experts on malaria
diagnosis.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Standardized operating
procedures for malaria slide banks will ensure the quality of the slides/panels
produced which are used in microscopy training and assessment.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO COs
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: WHO has since years been working
on improving malaria diagnosis QA. WHO has organized external competency
assessments (ECA) of malaria microscopists, established a regional malaria slide
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bank at the Research Institute for Tropical Medicine (RITM) in the Philippines, has
published a microscopy QA manual, has updated malaria microscopy training
materials and engaged in EQAP for malaria laboratories. The development of SOPs
for national malaria slide banks is another tool that will provide countries a guide on
establishing and maintaining slide banks which will be used for ECAs and EQAP.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: In Year 2 and 3, USAID IDENTIFY funded
several activities in ensuring the quality of malaria diagnosis such as ECAs, EQAPs
and workshops to strengthen national quality assurance of malaria diagnosis.
Development of standard operating procedures for malaria slide banks is also part of
strengthening national quality assurance of malaria diagnosis.
Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, W HO WPRO
Dates: October 2012 - March 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Standard operating procedures developed
and disseminated for country use aiming to establish their own malaria slide banks
Laboratory/ies engaged:
•
National Institute for Parasitic Diseases (NIPD) in Shanghai China
•
National Center for Parasitology, Entomology and Malaria Control in Cambodia
•
Center for Malaria, Parasitology and Entomology in Lao PDR
•
National Public Health Laboratories (N PHL) in Malaysia
•
National Institute of Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology in Viet Nam
Partners:
•
National malaria control programmes in China, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia
and Viet Nam
•
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine (RITM) in Philippines
•
Australia Army Malaria Institute (AAMI)
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

Activity 3.9.S: Conduct two national workshops to strengthen national quality
assurance systems for malaria diagnosis in priority countries
Description of proposed activity:
In collaboration with the relevant Ministries of Health and W HO Country Offices, two
national workshops on malaria diagnosis quality assurance will be organized. The
workshop aims to describe current malaria diagnosis and QA systems; identify issues
and gaps that need to be addresses; formalize a quality assurance working groups in
countries, and finalize a national quality assurance plan.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: The national workshops will
help countries in strengthening the quality of malaria diagnosis .
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO COs
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: WHO has been working on
improving malaria diagnosis QA for many years. WHO has organized EGA of malaria
microscopists, established a regional malaria slide bank at RITM in the Philippines,
has published a microscopy QA manual, has updated malaria microscopy training
materials and engaged in EQAP for malaria laboratories. The national workshops will
harmonize and strengthen the existing QA activities in the countries.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: In IDENTIFY Year 3, national workshops
on quality assurance for malaria diagnosis were conducted in Cambodia and Viet
Nam.
Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, WHO WPRO
Dates: October to December 2012
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
National malaria diagnosis quality assurance plans available in countries
•
SOPs on malaria diagnosis finalized
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•
Malaria diagnosis QA working group/comm ittee established
Laboratory/ies engaged: National public health laboratories in two IDENTIFY
priority countries
J. Partners: National malaria control programmes, Asia Collaborative training Network
for Malaria (ACTMalaria)

I.

*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.1 0.S: Provide national capacity building on malaria diagnosis quality
assurance issues in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Viet Nam and Philippines
Description of proposed activity:
National capacity building activities (e.g. training on parasite counting or microscope
maintenance) will be organized in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Viet Nam and Philippines
through the help of various experts in the field of malaria diagnosis. Topics will be
carefully identified from the national workshops on quality assurance for malaria
diagnosis that are ongoing (supported by IDENTIFY for Year 3) or will happen at the
very beginning of Year 4 (refer to activity 3.9.S).
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Strengthening laboratory
staff capacity will improve the quality assurance of malaria diagnosis
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO CO in
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Philippines and Viet Nam
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: WHO has been working on
improving malaria diagnosis QA for many years . WHO has organized EGA of malaria
microscopists, established a regional malaria slide bank at RITM in the Philippines,
has published a microscopy QA manual, has updated malaria microscopy training
materials and engaged in EQAP for malaria laboratories. Capacity building of
laboratory staff will improve and strengthen the malaria diagnosis QA.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: In Year 2 and 3, IDENTIFY supported the
conduct of national workshops to strengthen quality assurance of malaria diagnosis,
during which activities related to malaria diagnosis that needed to be strengthened or
enhanced were identified: parasite counting , biosafety, development of SOPs,
maintenance of microscopes. As a follow-up, WHO, through assistance from
technical experts, aims to build the capacity of national malaria control programmes
particularly the laboratory.
Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, WHO WPRO
Dates: January - September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Laboratory staff better equipped with
knowledge and skills needed to conduct a quality assured malaria diagnosis
Laboratory/ies engaged:
•
National Center for Parasitology, Entomology and Malaria Control in Cambodia
•
Center for Malaria, Parasitology and Entomology in Lao PDR
•
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine in PHL
•
National Institute of Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology in Viet Nam
Partners: National malaria control programmes of the Ministries of Health in CAM,
LAO, VTN and PHL

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease
priorities, and responsibilities
•

Activity 3.11.S: Organize a regional meeting of laboratory directors and ministry of
health officials dealing with laboratory matters
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Description of proposed activity: Organize a regional meeting of directors of
national public health laboratories and senior ministry of health officials involved with
laboratory matters to update on laboratory activities in the region and discuss
activities that require a regional mechanism. On the final day of this three day
meeting, animal health laboratory officials will join to discuss how both sectors could
share information for early detection and response. IDENTIFY funds will support part
of the meeting costs and the direct costs of participants from priority countries.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity is designed to
strengthen links within the public health laboratory sector and between the public
health and animal health laboratory sectors
Part of the organization that is responsible: This activity is being organized by
WPRO. Some of the staff involved are funded by IDENTIFY. WHO Country Offices
will provide technical support to their national participants to prepare for and debrief
after the meeting.
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will be conducted with in
the APSED framework which has been endorsed by Member States of South East
Asia and Western Pacific Regions. The APSED seeks to build capacity of Member
States to respond to emerging pathogens and to meet obligations under the
International Health Regulations (IHR 2005). APSED covers a range of areas in
addition to laboratory capacity building. The goals of IDENTIFY and APSED
complement each other and in the interests presenting a single clear message to
countries, IDENTIFY activities will be included within APSED
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Topics for discussion will be related to the
technical guidance document on strengthening public health diagnostic laboratories.
This guidance document is a product of activities in years 2 and 3 of IDENTIFY.
Point/s of contact: WHO/WPRO, Dr F Konings
Dates: The meeting will be held in September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: The meeting will be held and a report
produced and circu lated.
Laboratory/ies engaged: National public health laboratories in IDENTIFY priority
countries
Partners: FAO, OIE, US CDC wil l provide logistical and financial support, AusAID,
JICA, CIDA, ADB, EU. FAO is arranging the invitations for animal health laboratories
related to PREDICT
*************************

•

Activity 3.12.S: Support the Institute for Medical Research in Malaysia in its role of
reference laboratory for ch ikungunya vector surveillance and virus isolation
A. Description of proposed activity: The Institute for Medical Research (IMR) in
Malaysia, a designated WHO Collaborating Centre based in Kuala Lumpur,
conducted training on RT-PCR for ch ikungunya virus isolation for five countries
(Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines and Viet Nam) which was supported in
USAID IDENTIFY Year 2. IMR Malaysia will now serve as a reference laboratory for
vector surveillance and virus isolation of ch ikungunya for these countries. WHO
WPRO is supporting the Institute in procuring reagents and other consumable items
for PCR and chikungunya virus isolation from vectors.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity wil l increase
vector surveillance capacity of the five countries on chikungunya virus transmission.
Information gathered by IMR will also help in predicting outbreaks and planning
appropriate response.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO CO in
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines and Viet Nam
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D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will be unique to
IDENTIFY effort. W HO Regional and Country Offices will work closely with the
national vector-borne disease control programmes, national laboratories for
infectious diseases, and human surveillance teams in the five countries.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is a continuation of Year 2
efforts which supported IMR Malaysia in organizing a reg ional chikungunya vector
surveillance and virus isolation workshop in 19-23 September 2011 .
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, W HO WPRO
G. Dates: October to December 2012
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Rapid confirmation of chikungunya vectors in
outbreak areas of project countries.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: National infectious diseases laboratories in Cambodia,
Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines and Viet Nam
J. Partners: Ministries of Health (Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam)
- Will conduct vector surveillance for chikungunya virus and virus isolation, please
refer to activity 3.6.S; IMR in Kuala Lumpur
*************************

•
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Activity 3.13.S: Support establishment of a regional Plasmodium knowlesi reference
and training laboratory and laboratory network
Description of proposed activity: The establishment of a regional Plasmodium
knowlesi reference and training laboratory and laboratory network was proposed
after W HO WPRO organized an informal consultation on the public health
importance of Plasmodium knowlesi in February 201 1. The terms of reference of the
identified reference laboratory will include: confirmation of P. knowlesi diagnosis; run
the P. knowlesi PC Rs for countries who cannot do them nationally; support countries
to establish P. knowlesi PCR at national level including training for laboratory
technicians nationally and regionally; and provide primers on request. Five
laboratories in the Region were evaluated to see if they could perform the above
TORs. One laboratory was recommended and will be visited and further evaluated.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity wil l improve
laboratory capacity and networking in the Region . It will also increase capacities of
countries to rapidly diagnose P. know/esi
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO CO in China
and Malaysia
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Laboratory network and reference
laboratories for P. knowlesi play an important role to mitigate the transmission of P.
knowlesi that cou ld have a negative impact on progress towards malaria elimination.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: In Year 2, the Informal Consultation on the
Public health Importance of P. knowlesiwas supported and in Year 3, five
laboratories in the Region were evaluated and PCR QA system was developed.
Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, WHO WPRO
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Regional P. knowlesi reference and training
laboratory established and functioning
Laboratory/ies engaged: Institute for Medical Research (IMR), Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia; National Public Health Laboratory, Ministry of Health Singapore
Partners: National malaria control prog rammes of the Ministries of Health
*************************
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Activity 3.14.S: Support regional coordination of the monitoring of insecticide
resistance of mosquito vectors of malaria and dengue through ACTMalaria including
collection and analysis of data; and dissemination of results
Description of proposed activity:
WHO supported Asia Collaborative Training Network for Malaria's (ACTMalaria)
establishment and maintenance of the Asia Pacific Insecticide Resistance Network
which standardized the methodology for monitoring insecticide resistance in 11
member countries in WPRO and SEARO. ACTMalaria is a governmental NGO which
is comprised by a network of vectorborne disease control programmes including
laboratories. One of its roles as a network is to follow up on countries on its
insecticide resistance monitoring activities, provide operational funds if needed,
provide technical support Uointly with W HO), and consolidate findings from countries
and publish them on the network's resource center website . This year, we propose to
continue its operation to assist countries in their insecticide resistance monitoring.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: ACTMalaria coordinates
vectorborne disease control programmes including laboratories in monitoring
insecticide resistance which has a major impact on vectorborne disease control
efforts.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO/WPRO and WHO/SEARO
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is linked with the
activities of the WHO-supported Mekong Malaria Programme that conducts
insecticide resistance monitoring and testing .
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Under the IDENTIFY Year 2 and 3 work
plans, W HO supported ACTMalaria's establishment and maintenance of the Asia
Pacific Insecticide Resistance Network.
Point/s of contact: Dr Eva Christophel, Team Leader, MVP, W HO WPRO
Dates: Throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments:
Country capacity strengthened in monitoring insecticide resistance
Information/data from the network regularly analysed and results shared at country
and regional levels.
Laboratory/ies engaged : Vectorborne disease laboratories in the project countries:
Cambodia, China, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Ph ilippines and Viet Nam; Other laboratories
from ACTMalaria member countries
Partners: ACTMalaria; Ministries of Health of ACTMalaria member countries
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Country level activities planned for Cambodia
Given the number of outside partners supporting laboratory capacity building in Cambodia
and the leading role played by the WHO Country Office in facilitating and coordinating
interactions between the partners and the Ministry of Health, a separate project
management activity has been retained in this section. This coordination role is a significant
component of building laboratory capacity in Cambodia.

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.1.Ca: Provision of laboratory supplies for microbiology diagnostics
Description of proposed activity:
•
Procurement and distribution of microbiology supplies and laboratory equipment
to 2 national and 4 provincial referral laboratories based on laboratory
assessments performed to develop work plans for the national laboratory system
•
In-service mentorship to develop diagnostic microbiology capacity.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity contributes to
improving microbiology diagnostic capacity and the ability of laboratories to provide
the results needed to respond to outbreaks in a timely manner. In addition to
supporting medical diagnosis and treatment, these laboratories also act as public
health laboratories by providing regular reports to W HO on targeted and emerging
diseases. Furthermore, by strengthening laboratories at the sub-national level,
outbreak response time will be shortened as specimens can be tested locally instead
of transported to the capital city for laboratory testing.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Cambodia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is an expansion of an
ongoing W HO activity at country level. WHO has run a very successful capacity
building program whereby select referral laboratories receive reagents and in-service
mentorship to develop diagnostic microbiology capacity. Four national and provincial
referral laboratories have benefited to date.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of procurement of
supplies for provincial microbiology laboratories in Years 2 and 3, and in-service
mentorship initiated in Year 3.
Point/s of contact: WHO Cambodia CO: Dr. Alex Costa and Dr. Nima Asgari
Dates: This activity will be conducted throughout year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Strengthening of diagnostic capacity of
microbiology laboratories to detect priority pathogens by providing uninterrupted
access to good quality reagents and laboratory equipment.
Laboratory/ies engaged: NPH, Kampong Cham, Takeo, Battambang, Kossamak,
and Svay Rieng hospital laboratories.
Partners: WPRO and MOH

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to
the a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•

Activity 3.2.Ca: Strengthen laboratory reporting of targeted diseases through
improved use of technology
A. Description of proposed activity:

Cambodia
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Roll out of the Cambodian Laboratory Information System (CamLIS) to national
and provincial referral laboratories. CamLIS is the cornerstone of the national
program to improve integration of referral laboratories, to ensure that a
laboratory-based surveillance system for targeted diseases is developed, and
that laboratory data are collated nationally and reported to national authorities in
a timely manner. The roll out will include 1 national training workshop (20
participants) for staff in referral laboratories, on-site training at 8 laboratories on
operation of CamLIS, and 1 follow up visit to each laboratory.
•
Training of clinicians in referral hospitals using CamLIS on how to use laboratory
diagnostics. The utilization of the laboratory services by clinicians is very limited
because most clinicians are not properly trained on the use and interpretation of
laboratory diagnostics. This activity will be implemented in collaboration with the
French Cooperation Agency and the University of Health Sciences.
•
Pilot the integration of CamLIS into the national Health Management Information
System.
IDENTIFY funds will be used for procurement of computer hardware required for
installation and networking of CamLIS in referral laboratories, on-site training of
laboratory staff on operation of CamLIS, and a follow up visit.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Paper-based laboratory
information systems are a barrier to timely provision of quality laboratory services and
reporting of diseases of public health importance to national authorities. Thus,
transition to an electronic LIS and integration into the Health Management
Information System wi ll improve surveillance, data management, and reporting of
targeted diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Cambodia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: APSED work plan, IHR extension
work plan, and quality improvement programs. Other WHO disease programs also
support the implementation of CamLIS in laboratories supported by their programs
(e.g., NCHADS).
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The CamLIS software was developed in
WHO Cambodia Country Office during Year 2, and piloted in 2 facilities (NPH and
NIPH) during Year 3. A national training workshop for 20 participants from 6 national
referral laboratories, 3 provincial referral laboratories, and MOH was also carried out
in Year 3.
Point/s of contact: WHO Cambodia CO: Dr. Alex Costa, Mr. Ieng Vanra, and Dr.
Nima Asgari.
Dates: The CamLIS software will be rolled out between August 2012 and January
2013 to 5 laboratories in national referral hospitals and 3 laboratories in provincial
referral hospitals with capacity for microbiology testing. On-site training of clin icians
will happen within 1 month of installation of the software in the laboratories. The
integration of CamLIS to Health Management Information System will begin in
January 2013 in laboratories located in facilities supported by University Research
Co., LLC.
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Transition from a paper-based LIS to the electronic CamLIS in 8 referral
laboratories.
•
Standardization and optimization of reporting mechanisms.
•
On-site, hands-on training of laboratory staff in each referral microbiology
laboratory (3 staff / laboratory) on operation of CamLIS.
•
Referral laboratories running CamLIS will provide routine data to MOH and WHO
indicating the species and frequency of pathogens identified in the laboratory.
•
On-site training of clinicians in 8 facilities with CamLIS on utilization of laboratory
services.
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•

Pilot integration of CamLIS in 2 facilities where Health Management Information
System has been implemented.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: NIPH, NPH, Kampong Cham, Takeo, Kossamak,
Battambang, Calmette, Khmer-Soviet, and Svay Rieng hospital laboratories.
J. Partners: MOH, US CDC, NAMRU-2, French Cooperation, University of Health
Sciences, and University Research Co., LLC.

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Manaoement System
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

Activity 3.3.Ca: Support implementation of a Laboratory Quality Management
System
Description of proposed activity:
•
Training of Trainers (ToT) of 4 laboratory mentors followed by training on W HO
Laboratory Quality Management System (LQMS) in collaboration with the
Cooperative Biological Engagement Program .
•
One workshop (20 participants) followed by in-service mentoring in 4 referral
laboratories on implementation of LQMS based on the National Medical
Laboratory Quality Standards for Cambodia developed by WHO in 2012.
•
One training workshop for 10 staff from laboratories newly enrolled in the
External Quality Assurance (EQA) program for microbiology.
•
Ongoing training on specimen collection to Rapid Response Teams (RRTs) and
microbiology laboratory staff.
•
Recertification of Biological Safety Cabinets (BSCs). A number of BSCs have
been installed in various laboratories in Cambodia. International regulations
recommend that BSCs are certified annually, but only 1 BSC in Cambodia has
been serviced since installation several years ago. At this stage, biosafety
cannot be guaranteed and evaluation of the effectiveness of cabinet
containment, service (if necessary), and recertification are urgently needed.
IDENTI FY funds will be used for 1 workshop on implementation of LQMS based on
the National Medical Laboratory Quality Standards, and to support the subsequent inservice mentorship in priority laboratories. IDENTIFY funds will also be used for the
EQA workshop, contracting with the Pacific Paramedic Training Center (EQA
provider). T he training of laboratory mentors under the Cooperative Biolog ical
Engagement Program will be largely funded by DTRA with IDENTIFY funds only
used as a top up as necessary.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project:
•
Implementation of a comprehensive LQMS will improve the quality of laboratory
diagnostics in reference laboratories.
•
EQA programs are instrumental to monitor performance of laboratories and to
guide corrective actions when suboptimal results are reported.
•
The quality of results generated by a laboratory is only as good as the quality of
biological specimens collected by RRTs during an outbreak. Thus, it is critical for
laboratory staff to provide support on specimen collection and for RRTs to be
proficient in specimen collection.
•
BSC certification will improve biosafety and biosecurity in the laboratory.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Cambodia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: APSED work plan. Specimen
collection training has been supported by WHO influenza program and thus it is
linked with outbreak investigation and Modified FETP activities.
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WHO Modified FETP program in Cambod ia is linked with the "Lab for Epi" and "Epi
for Lab" training. Other disease programs are also involved in quality improvement
initiatives.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The National Medical Laboratory Quality
Standards for Cambodia was developed by a WHO consu ltant funded by IDENTIFY,
and endorsed by MOH in Year 3. The EQA program for microbiology was established
in Year 3 and includes 5 laboratories. A BSC in 1 laboratory was decontaminated and
recertified in Year 3.
F. Point/s of contact: WHO Cambodia CO: Dr. Alex Costa and Dr. Nima Asgari.
G. Dates:
•
ToT will happen by December 2012 and LQMS training by January 2013.
•
The workshop for implementation of the LQMS will happen by February 2013
and mentorship will begin immediately afterwards.
•
The workshop for newly enrolled EQA participants will be carried out in April
2013.
•
Training on specimen collection for ARTs and certification of BSCs will happen
throughout 2012-2013.
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Implementation of the National Medical Laboratory Quality Standards in 4
referral laboratories.
•
Expansion of EQA program for microbiology to 3 more laboratories bringing the
total to 8 microbiology laboratories enrolled in the program. Sustainability will be
ensured by having NIPH manage these programs with technical and logistical
support from WHO.
•
Training of RRTs and staff in provincial microbiology laboratories on specimen
collection, packaging and transportation to improve quality of results, biosafety
and biosecurity.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: NIPH, NPH, Kampong Cham, Takeo, Kossamak,
Battambang, Calmette, and Svay Rieng hospital laboratories.
J. Partners: WHO HQ, WPRO, MoH, NIPH, USAID, US CDC, NAMRU-2, Cooperative
Biological Engagement Program, Diagnostic Microbiology Development Program,
ITM, and Pacific Paramedic Training Center

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease
priorities, and responsibilities
•
A.

Activity 3.4.Ca: Support development of a national laboratory network and
participation in regional and international laboratory networks
Description of proposed activity:
•
Perform a detailed assessment of laboratories in the network using the recently
published WHO Laboratory Assessment Tool.
•
One consultation meeting with national and international stakeholders to develop
a detailed work plan to guide development of the national laboratory network.
•
Develop a training menu available through national and international partners on
laboratory methods and management for laboratory personnel in the network.
•
Facilitate training of laboratory staff in as many as 8 laboratories on LIS
operation (activity 3.2.Ca, above), LQMS implementation (activity 3.3.Ca,
above), diagnostic procedures, laboratory management, biosafety and other
topics available in the training menu .
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Harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for all laboratory tests
performed in the network.
•
Support the participation of public health laboratories and laboratories in the
national network in existing regional and global laboratory networks (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU , GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN) .
IDENTIFY funds will be used to support 4 ann ual meetings of network members and
stakeholders
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity strengthens
laboratory capacity by improving organization, coordination, collaboration, information
sharing, laboratory-based surveillance of targeted diseases and anti-microbial
resistance, and outbreak response
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Cambodia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will combine other
activities described in this proposal and build on the last 2 years of development of
the laboratory system by networking national and provincial referral laboratories.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: The drafting the Terms of Reference for
the National Laboratory Network which was endorsed by MoH during Year 3, was
supported by IDENTIFY.
Point/s of contact: WHO Cambodia CO: Dr. Alex Costa; WPRO: Dr. Frank
Konings
Dates: Baseline assessments should be completed by October 2012. The laboratory
network work plan and training menu should be available by December 2012. The
remaining activities will be implemented throughout 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Baseline assessment of laboratories in the network using the W HO Laboratory
Assessment Tool.
•
A detailed work plan for development of the national laboratory network.
•
A menu of training opportunities available through partners to laboratory staff in
the network.
•
Implementation of CamLIS, LQMS, and in-service mentorship in 8 member
laboratories.
•
Harmonization of SOPs for laboratory tests in all laboratories of the network.
•
Strengthened participation in regional and global laboratory networks
Laboratory/ies engaged: NIPH, National Pediatric Hospital (NPH), Kampong Cham,
Takeo, Kossamak, Battambang, Calmette, and Svay Rieng hospital laboratories
Partners: WHO HQ, WPRO, MoH, University of Health Sciences, US CDC, NAMRU2, Armed Forces Research Institutes of Medical Sciences, Public Heath Agency of
Canada (CAREID project), IPC, Merieux Foundation, French Cooperation, ITM,
Diagnostic Microbiology Development Program, FAO, and MAFF

Pro·ect Mana ement
•
A.

Activity 3.5.Ca: Project management
Description of proposed activity: Evaluation of existing data, including data
collected as part of IHR assessment on laboratory capacity at national and subnational levels. Preparation of an annual national work plan to strengthen laboratory
capacity in line with IDENTIFY priorities. Organization and planning to ensure
coordination of activities at country and regional level with:
•
WHO counterparts in HQ, Regional Office and other relevant Country Offices;
•
IDENTIFY partners: FAO and OIE at the country level;
•
EPT partners at the country and regional levels as appropriate (e.g.,
RESPOND);
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National counterparts including MoH and NIPH;
International partners funding and or implementing laboratory activities in
Cambodia.
•
USAID Cambodia to share planning documents/activity reports, discuss the EPT
prog ram, and facilitate the invitation of USAID to meetings and workshops.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Monitoring and evaluation of
activities implemented in the laboratory system as well as formulation of annual work
plans will ensure IDENTIFY goals are reached and are coordinated with MoH
priorities, including implementation of the National Policy for Medical Laboratory
Services and National Strategic Plan for Medical Laboratory Services (2010-2015).
Coordination of activities among stakeholders supporting development of the
laboratory system in Cambodia will reduce duplication of activities across different
programs, foster partnerships, optimize resource utilization, and improve
sustainability of projects implemented in Cambodia.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Cambodia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: These activities are in line with the
Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerg ing Diseases.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This will be a continuation and expansion
of laboratory strengthen ing activities developed in Years 2 and 3, and will streamline
laboratory activities according to work plans previously agreed on with MoH.
Point/s of contact: WHO Cambodia CO: Dr. Alex Costa and Dr. Nima Asgari
Dates: throughout Year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: Laboratory capacity assistance provided in a
coordinated manner
Laboratory/ies engaged: not applicable
Partners: WHO HQ, WPRO, FAO, O IE, UNICEF, World Bank, Cambodian MoH,
University of Health Sciences, USAID, Australian Agency of International
Development (AUSAID), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), Asian
Development Bank (ADB), US CDC, Public Health Agency of Canada (CARIED
project), U.S. Naval Medical Research Unit Two (NAMRU-2), Armed Forces
Research Institutes of Medical Sciences, U.S. Department of Defense Biological
Engagement Program, lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge (IPC), Merieux Foundation,
French Cooperation, Institute of Tropical Medicine (ITM), University Research Co.,
LLC, Diagnostic Microbiology Development Program, Medecins Sans Frontieres,
Clinton Health Access Initiative, and other EPT partners
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Country level activities planned for Indonesia

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.1.lndo: Enhance laboratory capacity in H5N1 molecular characterization
Description of proposed activity: Support procurement of laboratory reagents and
consumables for Biosafety Laboratory Level 3 (BSL 3) national referral laboratory,
National Institute of Health, Research and Development (NIHRD), MoH to commence
the following three activities related to molecular characterization of H5N1 isolates
from humans:
•
Complete characterization of H5N1 genetic
•
Antigenic characterization of H5N1
•
H5N1 antiviral resistance testing {phenotypic approach)
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Improved capacity of
national referral laboratory, NIHRD in H5N1 genetic-antigenic characterization and
H5N1 antiviral resistance testing contributes in monitoring H5N1 characterization and
possible mutation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Indonesia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity improves the capacity
of laboratory diagnosis for emerging infectious diseases and it is in line with APSED
and the Asia Pacific Strategy for Strengthening Laboratory Health Services.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is new initiative which was not
included in the previous IDENTIFY project in Indonesia. The activity is relevant with
IDENTIFY project and based on current need.
Point/s of contact: Graham Tallis, W HO Indonesia, DSE Team Leader
Dates: April-September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Complete data on H5N1 genetic, antigenic
characterization and antiviral resistance is available to be used as evidence based
decision making.
Laboratory/ies engaged: BSL 3 laboratory, NIHRD
Partners: FAO Identify (Influenza Virus Monitoring)
*************************

•

Activity 3.2.lndo: Improve laboratory diagnosis capacity for leptospirosis, Japanese
Encephalitis (JE) and hanta virus
A. Description of proposed activity: Support to the following four activities to
improve laboratory diagnosis capacity for leptospirosis, JE and hanta virus :
•
Assessment of specimen handling capacity.
•
Review Standard Operational Procedure (SOP) of laboratory diagnostic (sample
collection, specimen handling, transportation and laboratory diagnostic) for
leptospirosis, JE and Hantavirus.
•
In-house training on laboratory diagnostics of JE and hanta virus (specimen
collection, handling and laboratory test) , followed by advanced training on JE
and hanta virus tissue culture infection.
•
Evaluation of laboratory diagnostic capacity for leptospirosis, JE and hanta virus.
Assessment of specimen handling capacity will be conducted in collaboration with
DELIVER project. A national consultant (other funding) will deliver technical
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assistance for review of SOP, facilitate the in -house training, monitor and supervise
the activities. An international consultant will be invited to deliver technical assistance
for advance training on JE and hanta virus tissue cu lture infection using BHK, Vero
and C6/3. Evaluation of laboratory diagnosis capacity of leptospirosis, JE and hanta
Virus wil l be conducted in collaboration with NIHRD, MoH, and University of
Diponegoro.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Improved capacity of
laboratory diagnosis for JE, hanta virus and leptospirosis contributes to rapid
accurate detection of outbreak investigation.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Indonesia Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity improves the capacity
of laboratory diagnosis of zoonotic re-emerging infectious diseases, leptospirosis, JE
and hanta virus to support the outbreak investigation particularly regarding vectors
and reservoirs.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is related to IDENTIFY and it
is the continuation of previous activities funded by Year 3 IDENTI FY project.
Point/s of contact: Graham Tallis, WHO Indonesia, DSE Team Leader
Dates: October 2012- September 2013. The assessment will be conducted in
October-December 2012, followed by review SOP and in-house training in JanuaryMarch 2013. The evaluation of laboratory capacity will be conducted in April-June
2013, followed by advance training of laboratory diagnosis in July-September 2013.
Expected results/accomplishments: Improvement in laboratory diagnosis quality
and timely reporting of laboratory diagnosis result (leptospirosis, hanta virus and JE)
to support outbreak investigation.
Laboratory/ies engaged: Institute of Vector and Reservoir Control, Research and
Development, NIHRD-Salatiga, Central Java.
Partners: University of Diponegoro, DELIVER project.
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Country level activities planned for Lao People's Democratic
Republic

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's capabilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.1.Lao: Strengthen laboratory capacity to detect priority diseases
Description of proposed activity: 1 workshop and 2 training courses are planned
on the following topics:
•
Develop a national bacteriology testing manual on haemoculture. Reviews will be
carried out with the assistance of international experts in December 2012 and
June 2013, approximately 2 weeks for each time. Training is provided for 7
bacteriology unit staff to match any modifications to existing standard operating
procedures. IDENTIFY funds will be used to partially support these activities
•
Short-term consultant, 2 times a year with the following draft ToRs:
o To assist in further strengthening the capacity, application of PCR,
screening of pathogen ic enterobacteria in the routine system of
bacteriology laboratory
o To provide technical assistance for reviewing and modifying the SOPs
to enhance accuracy of identification of bacteria by culture
o To assist in participating in the activities of the Global Food borne
Infections Network (GFN) and other quality assurance activities
•
T raining on detection of outbreak-prone diseases, particularly enterobacteria
causing septicemia such as typhoid. This will be conducted in conjunction with
NCLE staff participating in outbreak investigations.
T hese activities will be partially funded by IDENTIFY
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: More timely and accurate
testing for known enteric and bacteraemic pathogens
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Lao Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: At central level, this activity is
unique to the IDENTIFY effort and 100% funded by IDENTI FY funds. EU funds will
support the development of this activity at provincial level.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of activities to
support detection of enteric pathogens at NCLE. T he support for haemoculture is a
new initiative.
Point/s of contact: Reiko Tsuyuoka, W HO Lao ESR team leader
Dates: dates of workshop and trainings to be established before the end of the first
six-month period of Year 4 (October 2012 - March 2013). Workshop and train ings to
be held between January and September 2013.
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Bacteriology testing manual revised to include haemoculture. Currently, NCLE
has no capacity of haemoculture. IDENTIFY will support the introduction of this
procedure
•
Training materials prepared, trainings held and training reports developed
Laboratory/ies engaged: NCLE
Partners: W PRO , W HO Country Office, MoH, US CDC is supporting influenza
testing so IDENTI FY funds will not be used for that disease, EU funds will be used to
support the provincial laboratory sector. Suggested text. Laboratory capacity bu ilding
in Laos is being conducted in a coordinated manner by a number of development
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partners. Funds from IDENTIFY will focus on boosting capacity at the central level to
detect epidemic-prone pathogens apart from influenza.
*************************

•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.2.Lao: Strengthen the capacity of the laboratory to contribute to outbreak
investigation
Description of proposed activity: There are two components of this activity:
•
T raining in outbreak investigation, specimen collection and transportation
organized by the Ministry of Health for the fifth cohort of the field epidemiology
training programme. This training will be provided to around 5 field epidemiology
trainees and around 10 staff at NCLE. This training will be provided by a shortterm consultant recruited using IDENTIFY funds. The duration of the consultancy
will be about one month.
•
Direct financial support to NCLE to participate in outbreak investigations. This
will cover costs associated with specimen collection and shipping.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Quality of specimens
collected has a big impact on the quality of the results produced by the laboratory.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO LAO Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: WHO has provided ongoing support
to Lao PDR for outbreak investigation and FETP
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Similar activities were supported in year 3
of IDENTIFY
Point/s of contact:: Reiko Tsuyuoka, WHO Lao ESR team leader
Dates: January - September 2013, this activity may also be extended till December
2013 (first quarter of the Year 5 of the project)
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Improvement in the quality of specimens submitted by the 5th FETP cohort to the
laboratory
•
Outbreak investigation report with laboratory diagnosis: percentage of specimen
collection/ reported outbreaks or unusual health events, and percentage of
laboratory confirmation in country/ reported outbreaks or unusual health events
will be extracted quarterly from outbreak records at NCLE and reports of
outbreaks and unusual health events
Laboratory/ies engaged: NCLE
Partners: WPRO , MoH, FAO, OIE, RESPOND (which sub-contracts with the
National Emerging Infectious Disease Coordination Office, within the Prime Minister's
office)
*************************

•
A.

Activity 3.3.Lao: Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
Description of proposed activity: Laboratory equipment and reagents (other than
influenza and HIV/AIDs equipment and reagents) will be procured and delivered to
the NCLE (in accordance with national priorities and position paper available in
Annex 5)
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity strengthens the
capacity of IDENTFY-supported laboratories to detect and report the occurrence of
targeted diseases in a timely manner.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Lao Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: WHO has supported NCLE with
supplies and equipment using funds from a range of sources for many years (funded
by AusAID in 2009-2010 and by IDENTIFY 201 1-2012). This support covers both
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routine testing and periodic support during outbreaks. It is delivered in response to
assessed needs in the country.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: In Years 2 and 3, reagents and test kits
particularly for the bacteriology laboratory at NCLE were supplied using IDENTIFY
funds.
F. Point/s of contact: Reiko Tsuyuoka, WHO Lao ESR team leader
G. Dates: when needed throughout Year 4
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
List of equipment and reagents provided.
•
Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured reagents are able
to detect priority pathogens.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: NCLE
J. Partners: WHO Laos and US CDC have worked together for a number of years to
supply equipment and supplies to NCLE. IDENTI FY funds will be used to augment
that support.
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Country level activities planned for Thailand

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.

G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.1.Thai: Training courses on detection of food and water borne pathogens
for laboratory staff from both the Animal Health and Public Health sectors
Description of proposed activity: Two courses, one for molecular technique to
detect enteric viruses (Hepatitis A and Norovirus), another one for bacteria
(Campylobacter and Shigella) will be organized for laboratory workers at the regional
and provincial level. Each course will have around 70 participants in lecture session
and around 20-30 participants for laboratory practice session.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Food and waterborne
pathogens are significant causes of mortality and morbidity in Thailand and are
included in the list or targeted diseases for the IDENTIFY project in Southeast Asia.
Improved capacity to detect these pathogens at the sub-national level will enhance
surveillance and response activities
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Thailand Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is in line with the
recommendations obtained from the WHO-MoPH Joint assessment on laboratory
core capacity under IHR requirements in November - December 201 O conducted by
the MoPH supported by WHO and US CDC.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: WHO has not previously conducted
country-level activities as part of the IDENTIFY project in Thailand.
Point/s of contact: WHO CO Thailand; Mr. Preecha Chungsamanukool, Bureau of
Quality and Safety of Food, Department of Medical Sciences, Ministry of Public
Health
Dates: These courses would be conducted in the second half of year 4 of the project
Expected results/accomplishments: The training courses conducted will be
conducted and the capacity for early detection of outbreaks of these pathogens is
increased.
Laboratory/ies engaged:
•
Bureau of Quality and Safety of Food, the Department of Medical Sciences
•
All 14 Regional Medical Science Centers, the Department of Medical Sciences
•
The Department of Live Stock Development
•
T he Department of Agriculture
•
T he Department of Fisheries
Partners: FAO, Mahidol University

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to
the a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.

Activity 3.2.Thai: Technical support to in-country laboratory networking
Description of proposed activity: A network on human pathogen laboratory among
the NIH, 14 Regional Medical Science Centers, around 3-5 regional/provincial
hospitals in catchment area of each Regional Medical Science Center will be
established sustainably. Two training courses with around 120 participants each will
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be organized, one on biosafety and sample shipment and one on utilization of IT for
laboratory management
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Awareness and
implementation of biosafety practices is weak at of sub-national level and needs to be
addressed. Promoting the use of information technology within the laboratory bring
benefits in terms of efficiency, security of data and capacity to analyse data. In
addition, safe and reliable shipping of specimens and other infectious material is a
cornerstone of national and international laboratory networks.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Thailand Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is in line with the
recommendations obtained from the WHO-MoPH Joint assessment on laboratory
core capacity under IHR requirements in November - December 2010 conducted by
the MoPH supported by WHO and US CDC.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: WHO has not previously conducted
country-level activities as part of the IDENTIFY project in Thailand.
Point/s of contact: WHO CO Thailand; Dr. Aree Thattiyaphong (core capacity
mapping) , Dr.Orn-anong Ratchtrachenchai (biosafety training), and Ms.Noppavan
Janjai (IT training}, National Institute of Health, Department of Medical Sciences,
Ministry of Public Health
Dates: Activities will be conducted throughout year 4
Expected results/accomplishments: A network on human pathogen laboratory
among he NIH, 14 Regional Medical Science Centers, 3-5 regional/provincial
hospitals in catchment area of each Regional Medical Science Center will be
established sustainably.
Laboratorylies engaged:
•
National Institute of Health, the Department of Medical Sciences
•
All 14 Reg ional Medical Science Centers, the Department of Medical Sciences
Regional / provincial hospitals, the Office of Permanent Secretary for Public Health
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Country level activities planned for Viet Nam

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abilit - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.1. Viet: Strengthen the coordination and capacity of laboratories in Viet
Nam
Description of proposed activity:
•
Support establishment of National Laboratory Steering Committee. Support will
be provided for MoH to organize consultative workshop for establishment of
National Laboratory Steering Committee (NLSC) that guides MoH in developing
sustainable national policy and strategies for health laboratory, coordinates and
oversees the laboratory activities of various national programs across health
sector. During this workshop, the roles and responsibilities and composition of
NLSC will be discussed. WHO CO will assist MOH with developing terms of
references and developing action plan for NLSC.
•
Support to develop National Reference Laboratory (NRL) for Enteric Pathogens.
Support will be given for National Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology (NI HE)
to develop the functions of a reference laboratory for enteric pathogens. WHO
CO will assist NIHE to conduct situation analysis of enteric pathogens laboratory,
adopt the ISO quality assurance standards for reference laboratory services,
validate diagnostic methods, participate in EQA schemes, strengthen molecular
typing capacity, collect and maintain reference materials/stains for quality
assurance system and reference diagnostics.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project:
•
NLSC will support the formulation of national laboratory policy and strategies for
the provision of high-quality laboratory services that aligns with IDENTIFY project
objectives.
•
Establishment of NRL for enteric pathogens enhances diagnostic capacity for
timely detection, identification and reporting of enteric pathogens and
strengthens laboratory networking for surveillance and response activities
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Viet Nam Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: As a part of W HO efforts to
strengthen the Member State core capacity to meet IHR 2005 obligations and
APS ED 201 O objectives
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: These are new activities for IDENTI FY in
Viet Nam.
Point/s of contact: Babatunde Olowokure, W HO Viet Nam ESR team leader,
Mendsaikhan Jamsran, WHO Viet Nam ESR program laboratory technical officer.
Dates: October 2012- March 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Functional National Laboratory Steering Committee established and has agreed
terms of references
•
Situation analysis of the NIHE enteric pathogen laboratory conducted, report with
identified gaps and plan of action developed.
•
NIHE enteric pathogens laboratory is in progress to meet ISO 15189 standards
Laboratory/ies engaged: NIHE
Partners: Ministry of Health, US CDC, and other EPT partners
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*************************

•
A.

Activity 3.2.Viet: Strengthen the laboratory services in Viet Nam
Description of proposed activity:
•
Support to conduct training course on "Lab for Epi and Epi for Lab" with objective
to improve the collaboration between epidemiology and laboratory specialists for
surveillance and response. Two training courses will be organized by NIHE for
regional institutes and provincial laboratory staff from south and central highland
regions including representatives from the Department of Animal Health. T he
three-day training course will be focused on Lab and Epi communication;
epidemiology and surveillance of communicable diseases; sample collection and
laboratory diagnosis; integrated laboratory and epidemiology in surveillance and
control of outbreaks. The IDENTIFY project will cover the direct cost of the
training.
•
Pilot laboratory data management system software for influenza surveillance.
Laboratory data management software will be designed and installed in NIC
NIHE and NIC Pl HCMC and with the support of an IT consultant, laboratory staff
will be trained on software operations. Both NICs will pilot a laboratory data
management system for data collection and generation of reports for influenza
surveillance.
•
Project on infectious diseases at animal - human interface. A project monitoring
of avian influenza infection in high risk population in the south and north of Viet
Nam. Public health laboratory scientists and veterinary laboratory researchers
will jointly conduct virological and serological surveillance among poultry farmers,
market workers and poultry in high risk areas for avian influenza virus
transmission . Epidemiological data and samples from high risk population and
poultry will be collected and analyzed in both human and animal health
laboratories. This activity will be supported by IDENTIFY project as part of the
One Health approach for emerging zoonotic disease risk reduction.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project:
•
Strengthening collaboration between Lab and Epi staff of public health and
animal health sectors are key to promote "One Health" concept.
•
T he joint investigation on avian influenza will foster inter-sectoral collaboration
and communication among microbiologist and epidemiologist. In addition, each
group will gain an understanding of the needs and expectations of the other in
control of zoonotic diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Viet Nam Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: Capacity building to meet
obligations under IHR
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: These are new activities in Vietnam under
IDENTIFY project.
F. Point/s of contact: Babatunde Olowokure, WHO Viet Nam ESR team leader and
Mendsaikhan Jamsran, WHO Viet Nam ESR laboratory technical officer.
G. Dates: October 2012-September 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Training on interaction between epidemiology and laboratory provided for both
epidemiologist and laboratory staff .
•
Joint research conducted and results disseminated
I.
Laboratory/ies engaged: NIC NIHE, NIC Pl HCMC and animal health laboratories
J. Partners: Ministry of Health, WPRO, FAO, OIE, US CDC, other EPT partners
*************************
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Activity 3.3.Viet: Provision of laboratory supplies and equipment in a coord inated
manner
Description of proposed activity: Procurement and delivery of needed supplies
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This activity contributes to
ensuring the laboratory capacity to respond to outbreaks in a timely manner.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Viet Nam Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is continuation of
ongoing WHO activity at country level. While other funding sources will be used, this
is primarily an IDENTIFY activity.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Regional hygiene epidemiology/
Pasteur Institutes' laboratories have been equipped
Point/s of contact: Babatunde Olowokure, WHO Viet Nam ESR team leader and
Mendsaikhan Jamsran, WHO Viet Nam ESR laboratory technical officer.
Dates: October 2012-September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate,
quality-assured reagents are able to detect priority pathogens
Laboratory/ies engaged: Regional hygiene epidemiology/ Pasteur institutes
Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Management System
• Activity 3.4.Viet: Promote the strengthening of laboratory quality
A. Description of proposed activity:
a) Support participation in regional EQA schemes. IDENTIFY project supported
laboratories will continue to participate in Regional EQA schemes for viral and
bacterial pathogens for EPT target diseases. The laboratory performance and
accuracy of testing of these laboratories will be analyzed, under-performing
laboratories will be identified and support for future strengthening diagnostic and
laboratory quality assurance capacities will be provided.
b) Develop National Laboratory Quality Standards for Health Laboratories. Under
this activity, IDENTIFY project wi ll support two consultation workshops to review and
revise the national laboratory quality standards based on WHO Laboratory Quality
Standards guidelines developed by WPRO in 2011. During this consultation draft
National Laboratory Quality Standards will be reviewed by laboratory experts and
inputs will be provided for future improvement. Following this review the MoH
Technical Working Group will be supported to finalize the draft document. IDENTIFY
fund may also be used for recruitment of a consultant to provide a critical review of
the draft document before finalization and submission for government approval.
c) Support to develop national External Quality Assurance Program. WHO country
office will provide support to NIHE for the development of microbiological proficiency
tests (PT) for enteric bacteria detection and antimicrobial susceptibility testing. NIHE
will design and organize the proficiency testing according to "ISO/ IEC 17043:201 O
Conformity Assessment - General Requirements for proficiency testing". The PT for
enteric bacteria aims to identify areas for improvement in diagnostic capacities for
surveillance to ensure reliability and comparability of resu lts produced in provincial
laboratories. PT panel will be developed by NIHE based on international standard
protocols using local strains ( V. cholerae) from recent outbreaks. Evaluation of PT
panel will be done by international references laboratories for enteric pathogens.
d) Support to conduct a country situation analysis on laboratory biosafety.
Biosafety situation analysis will be conducted jointly by WHO , MoH and EPT partners
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to assist the government to develop a biosafety strategic plan. Through a country
situation analysis, the MoH will be able to collect relevant information, identify priority
areas for action and the steps needed for implementation. Detailed analysis of
information and data will be done through group work during the workshops. The
situation analysis of findings and recommendations from workshops will serve as the
basis for biosafety strategic plan development in Viet Nam.
Support to develop Biosafety Strategic Plan. Viet Nam is moving forward to
having an appropriate biosafety system for handling pathogenic microorganisms. In
this line IDENTIFY project fund will be used to support MoH in developing biosafety
policies and strategies. W HO CO will assist the preparation of a strategic
development plan through a desk top review of existing biosafety policy documents
and facilitation of a workshop to outline the content and define the objectives for the
national strategic plan. An international consultant will be invited to assist Ministry of
Health in drafting the biosafety strategic plan.
Support conducting a Training of Trainers course on laboratory biosafety. This
training course will be based on W HO "An Instructors Guide for Biosafety Training" a
training tool for teaching essential laboratory biosafety principles and practices. The
purpose of this training course is to establish the core group of biosafety trainers with
teaching skills and standard training programs. IDENTIFY project-supported
laboratories' biosafety officer and selected laboratory staff will be trained as biosafety
trainers. It is anticipated that after the ToT training course each regional institute will
have qualified trainers, standard biosafety training programs and training tools. The
participants of this training will be responsible for administration and coordination of
biosafety training programs in their own institution as well as for provincial
laboratories.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project:
•
Participation in External quality assurance programmes is essential for the
monitoring of laboratory performance.
•
National Laboratory Quality Standards promote and support laboratory quality
system strengthening and generation of accurate and reliable results in
surveillance network laboratories.
•
Biosafety situation analysis and biosafety strategic plan in Viet Nam will enhance
biosafety capacity at all levels of laboratory services and ensure safety in
laboratories and the environment.
•
Adequate, well trained laboratory personnel , safe practices and procedures in
microbiology laboratories
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Viet Nam Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity part of APSED 2010, in
the area of laboratory capacity strengthening
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities:
•
a) is an ongoing activity since Year 3.
•
b) to f) are new activities
Point/s of contact: Babatunde Olowokure, WHO Viet Nam ESR team leader and
Mendsaikhan Jamsran, WHO Viet Nam ESR laboratory technical officer
Dates: These activities will take place between October 2012- September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments:
•
All laboratories successfully participate in EQAP.
•
National Laboratory Quality Standards for Health Laboratories critically reviewed ,
revised and submitted for government approval and identified the way forward to
implement the quality standards.
•
Country biosafety situation analysis conducted, identified core areas for
strengthening and interventions.
•
Draft biosafety strategic plan developed and submitted for government approval.
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•

Qualified and competent biosafety trainers established and follow- up train ing
course plan developed, train ings conducted.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: NIHE; Pl HCMC; Pl NT; TIHE
J. Partners: Ministry of Health, US CDC, other EPT partners

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
• Activity 3.5.Viet: Strengthen laboratory networking
A. Description of proposed activity:
•
Under this activity public health laboratory network meetings will be conducted
with a focus on standardization and synchronization of standard operating
procedures and guidelines.
•
Laboratory capacity survey for the surveillance network will be carried out as part
of a mapping exercise. Based on survey findings technical support and capacity
building and trainings will be conducted.
•
Support to strengthen the link between national and WHO Regional Reference
Laboratories for sharing references materials, SOPs, information and clinical
specimens.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Strengthened laboratory
networking for rapid detection and identification of EPT target pathogens
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Vietnam Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity as a part of APSED
2010 and will be built on the training of laboratory staff that has been ongoing for the
last two years.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This activity is a continuation and
extension of Year 3 networking activity
F. Point/s of contact: Babatunde Olowokure, WHO Viet Nam ESR team leader,
Mendsaikhan Jamsran, WHO Viet Nam ESR program laboratory technical officer
G. Dates: October 2012 - September 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments:
•
Operational National Public Health Laboratory networks for EPT priority
diseases,
•
Synchronized standard operating procedures and guidelines
•
Status of laboratories of public health networking evaluated and laboratory map
developed
•
Established collaboration between national and Reg ional Reference laboratories
for information and samples sharing including technical expertise
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: NIHE, Pl HCMC, Pl NT and TIHE
J. Partners: WHO RLs, WHO CCs, GFN
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Country level activities planned for Bangladesh

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abili - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•

A.

8.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Activity 3.1.Ban: Support for laboratory participation in investigations of outbreaks of
priority diseases including dengue, chikungunya, Nipah, and anthrax
Description of proposed activity: IEDCR is the nationally- mandated organization
for outbreak investigations. This activity will support outbreak investigations by
providing logistical support for sample collection and shipping and the personal costs
of laboratory staff that are part of the outbreak investigation team. T he cost of
vehicles involved in outbreak investigations is not part of this activity.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Rapid identification help
rapid responses, IDENTIFY will contribute conducting diseases outbreaks and thus
enhancing the containment and control measures.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of the ongoing
commitment of WHO to support EIDCR
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of activities from
year 3 of IDENTI FY
Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
Dates: This support will be provide throughout year 4 of the project
Expected results/accomplishments: Accurate and timely detection of the causes
of outbreaks
Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, Department of Livestock (DLS), Bangladesh Livestock
Research Institute (BLRI), FAQ
*************************

•
A.
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Activity 3.2.Ban: Supply of reagents and diagnostic kits for detection of emerging
infectious diseases
Description of proposed activity: Provision of supplies in a coordinated manner to
assist IEDCR and other laboratories to detect outbreak-prone diseases in a timely
and accurate manner.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Timely and accurate
detection of priority diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible : WHO Bangladesh Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of the ongoing
commitment of WHO to support detection and control of communicable diseases in
Bangladesh.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of activities from
Year 3 of IDENTIFY.
Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
Dates: This support will be provided throughout Year 4 of the project on an as-needs
basis.
Expected results/accomplishments: Maintenance of laboratory capacity to detect
the causes of significant outbreaks.
Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, FAQ
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*************************

•

Activity 3.3.Ban: Development of SOPs on emerg ing infectious diseases (EIDs)

A. Description of proposed activity: EIDs need special attention when it comes to

B.
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J.

Laboratory diagnosis and identification . Very limited facilities in the country have the
capability to provide the diagnostic services. IEDCR is the national institute currently
providing the services for the country. As currently IEDCR with support from WHO on
the verge of establishing public health laboratory networks in the country, it is
essential to have standard operati ng procedures for some laboratory investigations of
common emerging infectious diseases. This activity to develop the SOPs will cover
the priority EIDs in the country and will serve as a guide to provide hands on training
to laboratories on EIDs diagnostics.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: These SOPs will allow for
standardized, verified detection methods to be used throughout the country for the
detection of priority emerging infectious diseases
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of the ongoing support
provided by WHO to Bangladesh to meet the requirements of the International Health
Regulations (IHR) 2005.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
Dates: These SOPs should be developed by the end of 2012.
Expected results/accomplishments: The SOPs will be developed, disseminated to
the relevant laboratories, and follow up made to ensure they are being used properly.
This should lead to standardized testing procedures being adopted nationally.
Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR, ICDDR-B will provide the technical support to
develop these SOPs
Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAO
*************************
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Activity 3.4.Ban: Training on SOPs for laboratory staff at different levels (national,
divisional, district laboratories and the Medical College Laboratory)
Description of proposed activity: Approximately 75 laboratory personnel from
public health laboratories will be trained on the newly developed SOPs.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: an increase in the skills
base of public health laboratories to diagnose priority emerg ing diseases in an
accurate and timely manner
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of the ongoing support
provided by W HO to Bangladesh to meet the requirements of the International Health
Regulations (IHR) 2005.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
Dates: It is anticipated this training will take place in the first quarter of 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Public health laboratory staff have been
trained in the new SOPs and using them in their outbreak detection work.
Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B
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• Activity 3.5.Ban: Development of Laboratory Strategy for EIDs
A. Description of proposed activity: Laboratory Guidelines for the detection of EIDs
have been developed but at present there is no overarching strategy that spells out
how the public health laboratory service in the country will operate and be structured.
This activity will lead to the development of a national strategy that will describe the
roles and responsibilities, including the testing capacity of the different areas of the
public health laboratory service. It will address the funding needs of the different
components and serve as an advocacy document and will provide the basis for
IEDCR which is developing a public health laboratory network. This network is due to
be operational next year. Once the strategy is approved an implementation plan will
be developed.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Laboratory strategy and plan
for EIDs will be developed.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: WHO has ongoing activities to
support Bangladesh respond to emerg ing infectious diseases
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
G. Dates: Development of the strategy should be completed by March 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Laboratory strategy and plan on EIDs
developed
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
J . Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAQ, US CDC
*************************

• Activity 3.6.Ban: T raining and refresher training on ILi and SARI
A. Description of proposed activity: Training on Influenza like illness (ILi) and Severe
Acute Respiratory Tract Infection (SARI) will be provided to 60 surveillance personnel
from the National Influenza Surveillance prog ramme, Bangladesh.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This training activity for the
surveillance personnel of 14 sites will provide update knowledge on influenza and
SARI and will help enhance the surveillance activities. This activity will boost the
quantity and quality of samples provided to enhance laboratory-based surveillance of
influenza.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of WHO's support to
Bangladesh to detect and respond to emerging infectious diseases
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
G. Dates: This activity will be conducted in the second half of Year 4 of the project
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Surveillance personnel trained
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
J. Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAQ, USCDC
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Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.7.Ban: Support the Laboratory component of surveillance of influenza
viruses in wet markets in Dhaka city
Description of proposed activity: A Proposal is being developed in partnership
with DLS Epidemiology Unit. This activity will only support the laboratory testing by
IEDCR (NIC) of samples from humans as part of this surveillance program. It is
expected that 30-40 samples from workers in six different wet markets in Dhaka city
will be collected each week.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Enhanced laboratory
surveillance for pathogens with epidemic potential.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This continues WHO support of
influenza surveillance in Bangladesh
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
Dates: October 2012 to June 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: A better understanding of the circulation of
influenza viruses in live bird markets in Bangladesh.
Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAO, USCDC

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive
Quality Manaoement System
•
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.8.Ban: Develop SOPs on biosafety and infection control and train human
and animal health laboratory personnel on their use
Description of proposed activity: SOPs will be developed on biosafety and biosecurity for laboratories at different levels of the public and animal laboratories
services. Estimated 100 laboratory personnel from the public health laboratory
service will be trained on implementing the developed SOPs.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: To promote the laboratories
in the country to operate in a safe and secure manner.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: this is part of W HO's ongoing public
health laboratory capacity-building support to Bangladesh
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
Dates: November 2012-September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: Biosafety and biosecurity practices in public
health laboratories are following international recommendations
Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAO, USCDC
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Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international

laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
• Activity 3.9.Ban: Establishment of Network of Public Health Laboratories
A. Description of proposed activity: The Public Health Laboratory Network will start
functioning. The Public Health Laboratory Network will involve district hospital
laboratories and include some animal health laboratories. Training for the diagnosis
of EIDs has already been provided and reagents will be supplied to them for specific
disease diagnosis. It is expected that the member of the network will start reporting to
IEDCR from the January 2013. IEDCR will use their existing web based software to
collect data on emerging infectious diseases from the district laboratories. This
activity will help the country to report and take immediate action for the infectious
diseases, which will help the country to control and contain infectious diseases
outbreaks. This will also help the country to report the Public Health Emergency of
International Concern (PHEIC) in a timely manner.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: IEDCR, in collaboration with
WHO, has been working on public health laboratory networking since 2011 . This
activity will help to formalize the network and already there are number of activities
taken place. It is expected that this network will contribute towards strengthening
capacity at district public health laboratories and will also contribute providing early
warning of infectious diseases through IDENTIFY project
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of W HO's ongoing public
health laboratory capacity-building support to Bangladesh.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity under the IDENTIFY
project for WHO in Bangladesh.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
G. Dates: January 2013-September 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: a functional national laboratory network that is
reporting surveillance data in a timely manner
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: IEDCR
J. Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAO, US CDC
*************************

• Activity 3.1 0.Ban: Data collection on existing capacities of laboratories
A. Description of proposed activity: Data is being collected from the existing facilities
and this will continue up to December 2012. This activity will help to assess the
needs of laboratories and prioritize the distribution of reagents and other assistance.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: A detailed understanding of
the national laboratory capacity will help determine the most appropriate use of
capacity-building resources.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of WHO's ongoing public
health laboratory capacity-building support to Bangladesh.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: Data is already being collected.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
G. Dates: October 2012-March 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: A thorough picture of the laboratory capacity
in the country has been obtained and a needs assessment has been completed.
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: All public health laboratories in the country
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J. Partners: : IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAO, USCDC
*************************

• Activity 3.11.Ban: Annual meeting/workshop/update/exchange of views
A. Description of proposed activity: An annual meeting of the members of the
national laboratory network is planned to share the data of the network and other
activities which will necessary once the lab network established.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: This meeting/workshop will
encourage involvement in the Public Health Laboratory Network.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Bangladesh Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This is part of WHO's ongoing public
health laboratory capacity-building support to Bangladesh
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a continuation of activities
commenced in Year 3 of the project. A guideline for laboratory network already
developed and a workshop on laboratory toolkit also organized by using USAID
IDENTIFY funds. T his meeting will help to make understand the laboratory managers
the activities of the laboratory network and their role and responsibilities
F. Point/s of contact: Dr. Kamruzzaman Biswas, WHO Country Office Bangladesh
G. Dates: This meeting is planned for June 2013
H. Expected results/accomplishments: Enhanced communication between members
of the network and greater commitment to working with the network by member
laboratories
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: All public health laboratories in the country
J. Partners: IEDCR, ICDDR-B, DLS, BLRI, FAO, USCDC
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Country level activities planned for Nepal

Objective 1 : Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laborato 's ca abili - IDENTIFY tar eted diseases
•
A.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Activity 3.1.Nep: Procurement of laboratory supplies and reagents in a coordinated
manner
Description of proposed activity: Laboratory supplies and reagents will be
provided to public health laboratories in Nepal to establish or strengthen capacity to
diagnose the following priority diseases: influenza, dengue, leptospirosis, brucellosis,
salmonellosis, cholera, bacterial gastroenteritis and respiratory tract infections.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Increased capacity to detect
targeted known diseases.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Nepal Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will complement the
Integrated Disease Surveillance System which is being implemented across the
country. W HO is supporting the Ministry of Health and Population in developing
guidelines, training of personnel, procurement of required logistics and monitoring
and evaluation for implementation of the Integrated Disease Surveillance System.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity for IDENTIFY.
Point/s of contact: Ministry of Health and Population: Dr Geeta Shakya, Director
NPHL; W HO Nepal CO: Dr Nihal Singh, Medical Officer, CDC Unit
Dates: October 2012-September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: The laboratories being supported will have
the capacity to reliably perform diagnostic tests for the targeted diseases in a timely
manner.
Laboratory/ies engaged: National Public Health Laboratory, Western Regional
Public Health Laboratory
Partners: National Public Health Laboratory, Western Regional Public Health
Laboratory
*************************

• Activity 3.2.Nep: Training of laboratory staff to detect targeted diseases
A. Description of proposed activity: Laboratory staff from NPHL, Western Regional
PHL and zonal hospitals will be trained on diagnostic procedures for the targeted
diseases listed in Activity 3.1.Nep. T he laboratory techniques for which train ing will
be provided will vary for the different diseases but will range from routine bacteriology
through to ELISA and RT-PCR. Around 40 personnel will be trained in the Year 4 of
the project.
B. Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: Increased capacity to detect
targeted diseases.
C. Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Nepal Country Office
D. Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity will complement the
Integrated Disease Surveillance System which is being implemented across the
country.
E. Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity for IDENTIFY.
F. Point/s of contact: Dr Geeta Shakya, Director NPHL; WHO Nepal CO: Dr Nihal
Singh, Medical Officer, CDC Unit.
G. Dates: Training courses will take place between January and September 2013

IDENTIFY\WHO
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H. Expected results/accomplishments: Increased technical competency of laboratory
staff to perform diagnostic tests for priority diseases
I. Laboratory/ies engaged: NPHL, Western Regional PHL, Baglung Zonal Hospital,
Rapti zonal Hospital, Sagarmatha Zonal Hospital
J. Partners: NPHL

Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
a ro riate re ional and international or anizations
•
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

I.

J.

Activity 3.3.Nep: Develop IT for more efficient collation and dissemination of
laboratory data
Description of proposed activity: Develop a centralized database for storing
laboratory results for use by both the public health and veterinary sectors. This
database will be web-based and participating laboratories will upload data generated
through diagnostic testing. This will allow for a faster and more reliable analysis of
data to give a clearer picture of the prevalence of priority diseases in the country and
aid outbreak identification. Th is will also promote networking between laboratories in
the country. This database will be part of a national Health Management Information
System.
Contribution of this activity to the IDENTIFY project: More timely and complete
analysis of laboratory data to monitor the situation regarding priority diseases of
humans and animals in the country.
Part of the organization that is responsible: WHO Nepal Country Office
Link with WHO existing programs/initiatives: This activity is linked to the program
to enhance the sensitivity of surveillance for emerging infectious diseases.
Link with IDENTIFY previous activities: This is a new activity for IDENTIFY.
Point/s of contact: Epidemiology and Disease Control Division: Dr G D Thakur,
Director; National Public Health Laboratory: Dr Geeta Shakya, Director
WHO Nepal: Dr Nihal Singh, Medical Officer.
Dates: October 2012-September 2013
Expected results/accomplishments: More timely and complete analysis of
laboratory data, corroborated data from public health and veterinary sectors
avai lable, faster response to zoonotic disease outbreaks.
Laboratory/ies engaged: NPHL, Central Veterinary Laboratory
Partners: Epidemiology and Disease Control Division, Ministry of Health, NPHL
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Annex 2: List of supported Public Health Laboratories in the IDENTIFY targeted countries in
the Congo Basin region
Annex 3: List of supported Public Health Laboratories in the IDENTIFY targeted countries in
the Asia regions
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regions and at all levels for Year 4
Annex 5: USAID EPT/ IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory Equipment and
Supplies
Annex 6: List of IDENTIFY Targeted Diseases

Annex 1: List of USAID EPT target countries
(from the "Guidance on Development of Year 4 EPT Project /Partner Work Plans, 5/8/12" received by
email from USAID, 14/05/2012)

List of USAID EPT target countries that can be included in Year 4 project/partner work
plans (not every EPT project/partner is required to work in all countries, but there is an
expectation that most/all projects and partners should be working the category 1 and 2
countries)

Category

Congo region*
(10 total countries in
categories 1-4)

Category 1
(most/all EPT
projects and
intensive focus)
Category 2
(most/all EPT
projects)
Category 3
(some EPT
projects)
Category 4
(one EPT
project)

Southeast Asia
region
(8 total countries in
categories 1-4)

DR Congo
Uganda

Indonesia
Vietnam

Cameroon
Gabon

Cambodia
Laos
Thailand
China
Malaysia

Congo (Rep. of)
Rwanda
Tanzania
Cen. Afr. Rep.
(Identify)
Equat. Guinea
(Identify)
South Sudan
(Identify)
Angola

South Asia region

Amazon region

(2 total countries in
categories 1-4)

(2 total countries
in categories 1-4)

Bangladesh

Philippines (Identify)

Nepal (Predict)**

Bolivia
(Predict)**
Brazil (Predict)**

Category 5
India
Colombia
(no activities
Ecuador
should be
Mexico
planned for
Peru
Year 4)
* Note: Ethiopia, Kenya are not EPT target countries, but may receive some benefits from the EPT program by
participating in regional networks.
** Provided sufficient budget exists
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Annex 2: List of supported Public Health Laboratories in the
IDENTIFY targeted countries in the Congo Basin region
Country

Cameroon

Democratic Republic of Congo

Equatorial Guinea

National public health
laboratory Hygiene Mobile
Centre Pasteur (CPC),
Yaounde
lnstitut National de
Recherche Biomedica le
(INRB), Kinshasa
Laboratorio de Microbiologia
de Hopital Regional de
Ma labo
Laboratorio de Microbiologia
de Hopital Regional de Bata
National Public Health
Laboratory, Libreville

Gabon

Republic of Congo

Uganda

Centre International de
Recherches Medicales de
1
Franceville (CIRMF)
National Public Health
Laboratory, Brazzaville
Central Public Health
Laboratory
, Kampala
Uganda Virus Research
Institute (UVRI), Entebbe

1

Disciplines

Public Health laboratories

Bacteriology, Serology
Bacteriology, Virology

Bacteriology, Virology

Bacteriology, Serology

Bacteriology, Serology
Bacteriology, Virology

Virology

Bacteriology, Virology

Bacteriology

Virology

T he CIRMF will not receive financial support but will be involved on some activities to support the
IDENTIFY project deliverables.

Annex 3: List of supported Public Health Laboratories in the
IDENTIFY targeted countries in the Asia regions
Country

Public Health laboratories

Disciplines

Southeast Asia

Cambodia

Indonesia

Lao PDR

Thailand

Viet Nam

National Institute for Public Health (NIPH)

Bacteriology, Virology

Takeo Provincial Laboratory

Bacteriology

Kampong Cham Provincial Laboratory

Bacteriology

Battambang Provincial Laboratory

Bacteriology

National Center for Parasitology, Entomology
and Malaria Control

Parasitology

National Institute of Health Research and
Development (NIHRD), Salatiga

Bacteriology, Virology

National Centre for Laboratory and
Epidemiology (NCLE)

Bacteriology, Virology

Center for Malaria, Parasitology and
Entomology

Parasitology

National Institute of Healt h (NIH)

Bacteriology, Virology,
Parasitology

National Institute for Hygiene and
Epidemiology (NIHE)

Bacteriology, Virology,
Parasitology

Pasteur Institute Nha Trang (Pl NT)

Bacteriology, Virology,
Parasitology

Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and
Epidemiology

Bacteriology, Virology,
Parasitology

Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City (Pl HCMC)

Bacteriology, Virology,
Parasitology

National Institute of Malariology,
Parasitology and Entomology

Parasitology

South Asia

Bangladesh

Nepal

International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR-B)
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control
and Research (IEDCR)

Bacteriology, Virology

National Public Health Laboratory

Bacteriology, Virology

Western Regional Public Hea lth Laboratory

Bacteriology, Virology

Baglung Zonal Hospita l

Bacteriology

Rapti zonal Hospital

Bacteriology

Sagarmatha Zonal Hospital

Bacteriology
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Annex 5: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing
Laboratory Equipment and Supplies
USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on
Provision of Laboratory Equipment and Supplies
August 30, 2011
The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease with
no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through their
existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks. These project efforts by IDENTIFY are
often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and international
organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and investments, and coordinating and
rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in a transparent
manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) t he development of guidance and
policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety/biosecurity, quality
assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3) strengthening
laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't intend to
routinely provide or pay for pa rtner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a case-by-case basis,
where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are seriously limiting
the laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or where specific laboratory
investments may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional resource for
normative disease testing, and where t here is reasonable expectation t hat the government involved
will sustain the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, then in these instances IDENTIFY will
consider financing these needs, and then only in full cooperation with t he relevant national
authorities and in consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration wit hin and between the animal and public health sectors,
the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach to achieving their goals
sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables in support of
points 2 and 3 above is considered by all t hree organizations based upon need and in line with the
national authority, with t he following distinctions:
•

•

•

For FAO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in order to
provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national inputs
are coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with the Ministry of Agriculture.
While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis within the
context of t he OIE Twinning Program me, the OIE is not planning wide-spread procurement
of equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.
For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia Pacific
Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds under
IDENTIFY direct ly to some of its Country Offices. These funds may be used to procure

equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement of the Ministry of Health of
those countries.
Practically, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about current or
planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project, if the IDENTIFY
Project has local representatives from WHO and FAO in that country/region, they may approach
those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding public health
laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted. Inquiries pertaining to support for animal
health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO representative. Alternatively, if local or regional
representatives are not available, USAID Mission and EPT partners may convey have queries to
IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID Washington AOTR. Requests or
suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best considered by the IDENTIFY Project if
they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or
supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to collect
and share any details on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own laboratory
strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local
supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their laboratory
services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as IDE NTIFY partners and also in keeping with their respective
organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations would
coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the relevant national
authorities as appropriate.

Annex 6: List of IDENTIFY Targeted Diseases
From consultations in the S E and S Asia r-egions,
March 201 2

From SE Asia An imal He alth Stakehold e rs M eet ing,
Ba ngkok, 2 0 -21/ 01/2 011

SE and S Asia Hu m an Di sease s

SE Asia Anim a l Dise ases

Anthrax
Cholera
Typhoid
Foodborne bacterial infections
Influenza viruses
Le,:,tos,:,irosis
Tuberculosis
Unusual haemorrhagic fevers

From Congo Joint Stake holders Meeting, Entebbe, 02-04/1 1/201 0

Congo A n imal D iseases

Congo Human Dise ases

Anthrax

Anthrax

Anthrax

Salmonella

Bacterial enteric diseases

Bacterial enteric diseases

Brucellosis
Influenza viruses
Leptospirosis
Rabies
Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhagic fevers

Brucellosis
Influenza viruses
Leptospirosis *
Rabies
Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhagic fevers
Monkey pox
Toxoplasmosis *
Trypanosomosis

Brucellosis
Influenza viruses
Leptospirosis
Rabies
Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhagic fevers
Monkey pox
Toxoplasmosis *
T,ypanosomosis

African Swine Fever
Foot and Mouth Disease
Newcastle Disease
Peste des Petits Ruminants
Spongloform encephalopathles

African Swine Fever
Foot and Mouth Disease
Newcastle Disease•
Peste des Petits Ruminants
Spongioform encephalopathles"

Dengue
Plasmodium sp. infections (Malaria)
Plague

Dengue
Malaria
Plague
African Horse Sickn ess*
Contagious Bov ine Ple u ropneumon ia
Contagious Capri n e Pleu ropn e u moni a
Cysticercoses•

*

Classical Swine Fever
Hemorrhagic Septicemia
Nipah
Porcine Respi ratory and Reproductive Sy ndrome
Bacterial Meningitis
H epatitis
Other viral respi ratory d isea ses
Ri ckettsiosis
Ye ll ow Fever
Antim icrobial - resistant pathogens
Chikungunya
Foodborne t re m atode i nf ections
Hand foot and mouth disease
H IV and other sexually transmitted i nfections
Japanese encepha litis
Legionellosis
Sch istosomiasis
Soil t ransmitted helminths
Unusual encepha li tides

Common in 2 lists or more

Common animal and human diseases
* listed as animal diseases of secondary
concern for Congo Region
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Ill. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Notes: All IDENTI FY activities are situated under line of work 3.
For Expected Results, please refer to the corresponding section H under each activity in the work plan narrative.
Number

ACTIVITIES

Responsible

GLOBAL

3.1.G

Partially support GFN training courses/workshops in Southeast/South Asia and
Congo Basin countries

W HO/HQ and Regional
Offices

3.2.G

Partially support the organization and fully support the participation of
IDENTIFY supported laboratories in the GFN laboratory external quality
assessment programme

WHO/HQ

3.3.G

Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner

WHO at all levels

3.4.G

Assess the needs of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories to collect, store and
report data relating to routine surveillance and detection of outbreaks of
foodborne pathogens

WHO/HQ

3.5.G

Promote the use of the WHO Laboratory Quality Stepwise Implementation
(LQSI) tool

WHO/HQ

3.6.G

Translation of a generic laboratory quality manual into French

WHO/HQ

3.7.G

Introduce the WHO Laboratory Leadership and Mentoring course

WHO/HQ

3.8.G

Partially support global coordination of the GFN

WHO/HQ

3.9.G

Strengthen the networking activities of the GFN Regional Centers and Training
Sites

W HO/HQ and Regional
Offices

CONGO BASIN

3.1.C

Finalize and disseminate the WHO guidelines for establishing laboratory-based
surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO/AFRO

3 .2 .C

Partially support the continuation of the regional WHO/NICO Microbiology
EQAP in Africa

WHO/AFRO

3.3.C

Support establishment and implementation of the regional EQAP for Emerging

W HO/AFRO
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FY13 Q1
OCT-DEC
12

FY13 Q2
JAN-MAR 13

FY13 Q3
APR-JUN
13

FY13 Q4
JUL-SEP 13

FV13 01

Number

ACTIVITIES

Responsible

and Dangerous Pathogens

Cameroon
3.1.Cam

Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO CO in Cameroon

3.2.Cam

Strengthen VHF diagnostic capacity in Cameroon

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Cameroon

3.3.Cam

Procure essential reagents and supplies, including triple packaging boxes for
diagnosis of emerging and dangerous pathogens

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Cameroon

3.4.Cam

Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak investigations

WHO CO in Cameroon

3.5.Cam

Support monthly communication between all national public health reference
laboratories involved in surveillance of outbreak prone diseases to report
human diseases to national authorities

WHO CO in Cameroon

3.6 .Cam

Enhance the implementation of laboratory q uality management practices
through the use of existing WHO resources

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Cameroon

3.7.Cam

Support participation of senior scientists in national/reg ional/ international
meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by other
sectors

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Cameroon

3.8.Cam

Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to national
reference laboratory(ies] for confirmation and to regional reference laboratories
for further characterization

WHO CO in Cameroon

3.9.Cam

Promote networking and technical collaboration between public health and
veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens

WHO CO in Cameroon

Enhance the national laboratory network tor early detection of viral zoonoses
and/or emerging infections in Cameroon

WHO CO in Cameroon

3.1.DRC

Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO CO in DRC

3.2.DRC

Strengthen VHF diagnostic capacity in DRC

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in DRC

3.3.DRC

Procure essential reagents and supplies, including triple packaging boxes for
diagnosis of emerging and dangerous pathogens

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in DRC

3.10.Ca

m

DRC

OCT-DEC
12

FV13 03
APR-JUN
13

FV13 04
JUL-SEP 13

ACTIVITIES

Number

Responsible

3.4.DRC

Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak investigations

WHO CO in DRC

3.5.DRC

Enhance the implementation of laboratory q uality management practices
through the use of existing WHO resources

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in DRC

3.6.DRC

Support participation of senior scientists in national/reg ional/ international
meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by other
sectors

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in DRC

3.7.DRC

Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to national
reference laboratory(ies] for confirmation and to regional reference laboratories
for further characterization

WHO CO in DRC

3.8.DRC

Promote networking and technical collaboration between public health and
veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens

WHO CO in DRC

Equatorial Guinea
3.1.EG

Organize in service laboratory training on bacteriology for two weeks by a
laboratory expert from CPC

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Equatorial Guinea

3.2.EG

Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO CO in Equatorial
Guinea

3.3.EG

Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY bacterial
priority diseases

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Equatorial Guinea

3.4.EG

Conduct an assessment, develop an implementation plan, and begin the
establishment of virological surveillance of influenza by PCR in Malabo, with
the technical assistance of WHO

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Equatorial Guinea

3.5.EG

Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak investigations

WHO CO in Equatorial
Guinea

3.6.EG

Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management practices
through the use of existing WHO resources

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Equatorial Guinea

3.7.EG

Support participation of senior scientists in national/reg ional/ international
meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by other
sectors

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Equatorial Guinea

3.8.EG

Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to national
reference laboratory[ies] for confirmation and to regional reference laboratories

WHO CO in Equatorial
Guinea

FY13 01
OCT-DEC

FY13 02
JAN-MAR 13

FY13 04
JUL-SEP 13

Number

ACTIVITIES

Responsible

for further characterization
Promote networking and technical collaboration between public health and
veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens

WHO CO in Equatorial
Guinea

3.1.Ga

Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO CO in Gabon

3.2.Ga

Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY bacterial
priority diseases

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Gabon

3.3.Ga

Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak investigations

WHO CO in Gabon

3.4.Ga

Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management practices
through the use of existing WHO resources

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Gabon

3.5.Ga

Support participation of senior scientists in national/reg ional/ international
meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by other
sectors

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Gabon

3.6.Ga

Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to national
reference laboratory(ies] for confirmation and to regional reference laboratories
for further characterization

WHO CO in Gabon

3.7.Ga

Promote networking and technical collaboration between public health and
veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens

WHO CO in Gabon

3.9.EG
Gabon

Republic of Congo

3.1.RoC

Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO CO in RoC

3.2.RoC

Support training of one scientist in a specialized institution on PCR techniq ues
for detecting viral respiratory pathogens

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in RoC

3.3.RoC

Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority
diseases

co in Roe

3.4.RoC

Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak investigations

WHO CO in RoC

3.5.RoC

Enhance the implementation of laboratory q uality management practices
through the use of existing WHO resources

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in RoC

3.6.RoC

Su

WHO/AFRO and WHO

ort artici ation of senior scientists in national/re ional/ international

WHO/AFRO and WHO

FV13 01
OCT-DEC
12

FV13 03
APR-JUN
13

ACTIVITIES

Number

meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by other
sectors

FV13 01
OCT-DEC

Responsible

FV13 02
JAN-MAR 13

FV13 04
JUL-SEP 13

CO in RoC

3.7.RoC

Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to national
reference laboratory(ies] for confirmation and to regional reference laboratories
for further characterization

WHO CO in RoC

3.8.RoC

Promote networking and technical collaboration between public health and
veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathog ens

WHO CO in RoC

3.1.Ug

Establish laboratory-based surveillance for antimicrobial resistance

WHO CO in Uganda

3.2.Ug

Strengthen VHF diagnostic capacity in Uganda

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Uganda

3.3.Ug

Procure essential reagents and supplies for diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority
diseases

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Uganda

3.4.Ug

Support involvement of public health laboratories in outbreak investigations

WHO CO in Uganda

Uganda

iiiii11iiiiiii1111i1i11i1i1i1

3.5.Ug

Enhance the implementation of laboratory quality management practices
through the use of existing WHO resources

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Uganda

3.6.Ug

Support participation of senior scientists in national/regional/ international
meetings on IDENTIFY priority diseases including those organized by other
sectors

WHO/AFRO and WHO
CO in Uganda

3.7.Ug

Support transportation of specimens from districts or provinces to national
reference laboratory[ies] for confirmation and to regional reference laboratories
for further characterization

WHO CO in Uganda

3.8.Ug

Promote networking and technical collaboration between public health and
veterinary laboratories for rapid detection of emerging zoonotic pathogens

WHO CO in Uganda

SE and SOUTH ASIA

3.1.S

Support regional external quality assessment (EQA) programmes for targeted
diseases for all IDENTIFY priority countries in the Asia regions, and external
competency assessments (EGA) of microscopists screening malaria smears in
Cambodia, China, and Lao PDR

WHO/SEARO and
WHO/WPRO

3.2.S

Organize in-country training in specimen handling and shipping, including IATA

WHO/WPRO

1
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FV1 3 01
Number

ACTIVITIES

Responsible

OCT-DEC

12

FV13 0 2
JAN-MAR 13

FV13 0 3
APR-JUN
13

certification for Cambodia, Lao PDR and Vietnam
3.3.S

Regional workshop Training of Trainers on Emerging Infectious bacterial
Diseases

WHO/SEA RO

3.4.S

Promote laboratory-based surveillance of antimicrobial resistance

WHO/SEARO and
WHO/WPRO

3.5.S

Conduct regional workshop on laboratory identification and detection of dengue
virus in the principal mosquito vector - Aedes aegypti

WHO/WPRO

3.6.S

Strengthen countries on vector surveillance; and laboratories on identifying
vector species (focus on Chikungunya virus)

WHO/WPRO and WHO
CO in Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Malaysia,
Philippines and Viet Nam

3.7.S

Regional training workshop for trainers of Quality Management

WHO/SEARO

3.8.S

Develop a template of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for national
malaria slide banks

cos

3.9.S

Conduct two national workshops to strengthen national quality assurance
systems for malaria diagnosis in priority countries

cos

3.10.S

Provide national capacity building on malaria diagnosis quality assurance
issues in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Viet Nam and Philippines

WHO/WPRO and WHO
CO in Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Philippines and
Viet Nam

3.11.S

Organize a regional meeting of laboratory directors and ministry of health
officials dealing with laboratory matters

WHO/WPRO

3.12.S

Support the Institute for Medical Research in Malaysia in its role of reference
laboratory for chikungunya vector surveillance and virus isolation

WHO/WPRO

3.13.S

Support establishment of a regional Plasmodium knowlesi reference and
training laboratory and laboratory network

WHO/WPRO

3.14.S

Support regional coordination of the monitoring of insecticide resistance of
mosquito vectors of malaria and dengue through ACTMalaria including
collection and analysis of data; and dissemination of results

WHO/WPRO

WHO/WPRO and WHO

WHO/WPRO and WHO

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Number

ACTIVITIES

Responsible

Cambodia

3.1.Ca

Provision of laboratory supplies for microbiology diagnostics

WHO CO in Cambodia

3.2.Ca

Strengthen laboratory reporting of targeted diseases through improved use of
technology

WHO CO in Cambodia

3.3.Ca

Support implementation of a Laboratory Quality Management System

WHO CO in Cambodia

3.4.Ca

Support development of a national laboratory network and participation in
regional and international laboratory networks

WHO CO in Cambodia

3.1.lndo

Enhance laboratory capacity in H5N1 molecular characterization

WHO CO in Indonesia

3.2.lndo

Improve laboratory diagnosis capacity for leptospirosis, Japanese Encephalitis
(JE) and hanta virus

WHO CO in Indonesia

3.1.Lao

Strengthen laboratory capacity to detect priority diseases

WHO CO in Lao

3.2.Lao

Strengthen the capacity of the laboratory to contribute to outbreak
investigation

WHO CO in Lao

3.3.Lao

Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner

WHO CO in Lao

3.1.Thai

Training courses on detection of food and water borne pathogens for laboratory
staff from both the Animal Health and Public Health sectors

WHO CO in Thailand

3.2.Thai

Technical support to in-country laboratory networking

WHO CO in Thailand

3.1.Viet

Strengthen the coordination and capacity of laboratories in Viet Nam

WHO co in Viet Nam

3.2.Viet

Strengthen the laboratory services in Viet Nam

WHO CO in Viet Nam

3.3.Viet

Provision of laboratory supplies and equipment in a coordinated manner

WHO CO in Viet Nam

3.4.Viet

Promote the strengthening of laboratory quality

WHO CO in Viet Nam

Indonesia

Lao PDR

Thailand

Viet Nam

FV13 01
OCT-DEC
12

FV13 02
JAN-MAR 13

FV13 03
APR-JUN
13

FV13 04
JUL-SEP 13

Number
Strengthen laboratory networking

3.5.Viet

Responsible

ACTIVITIES

FV13 01
OCT-DEC
12

FV13 02
JAN-MAR 13

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIIII
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FV13 03
APR-JUN
13

FV13 04
JUL-SEP 13

WHO CO in Viet Nam

Bangladesh
Support for laboratory participation in investigations of outbreaks of priority
diseases including dengue, chikungunya, Nipah, and anthrax

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.2.Ban

Supply of reagents and diagnostic kits for detection of emerging infectious
diseases

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.3.Ban

Development of SOPs on emerging infectious diseases

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.4.Ban

Training on SOPs for laboratory staff at different levels (national, divisional,
district laboratories and the Medical College Laboratory)

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.5.Ban

Development of Laboratory Plan for the Emerging Infectious diseases

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.6.Ban

Training and refresher training on ILi and SARI

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.7.Ban

Support the Laboratory component of surveillance of influenza viruses in wet
markets in Dhaka city

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.8.Ban

Develop SOPs on biosafety and infection control and train human and animal
health laboratory personnel on their use

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.9.Ban

Establishment of Network of Public Health Laboratories

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.1a.Ban

Data collection on existing capacities of laboratories

WHO

3.11.Ban

Annual meeting/workshop/update/exchange of views

WHO CO in Bangladesh

3.1.Nep

Procurement of laboratory supplies and reagents in a coordinated manner

WHO CO in Nepal

3.2.Nep

Training of laboratory staff to detect targeted diseases

WHO CO in Nepal

3.3.Nep

Develop IT for more efficient collation and dissemination of laboratory data

WHO CO in Nepal

co in Bangladesh

Nepal

: on an "as needs" basis
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IV. PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN
Note: The responsible party within WHO for Monitoring and Evaluation of the IDENTIFY project is the contact team of USAID in WHO/HQ. However data
are gathered at country level by the relevant WHO Country Offices in coordination with the Regional Offices .

Project
objective

Data source /
Collection method

Indicator

Frequency of data
collection

Responsible
party

Related EPT
indicator

IDENTIFY Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY
targeted diseases
1

Development, q uality and use of standard operating procedures
(SOPs) which describe how to test samples for the presence of
priority pathogens

1

Access to sufficient supplies and reagents to test for the
presence of targeted diseases

1

Presence of sufficient trained staff to test for the presence of
targeted diseases

1

Level of training provided to staff who perform diagnostic tests

1

Availability of advanced characterization of targeted pathogens
(influenza; Neisseria meningitidis; Salmonella, Shigella or
Vibrio cholerae), when appropriate, in-country or internationally

1

Number of people trained in field epidemiology, epidemiology,
lab techniques, lab management, biosafety and biosecurity,
sample management (infectious sample shipment, etc.),
log istics, IT (LIMS), etc. (EPT)

1

Total sum (in USD) spent on laboratory supplies, reagents and
equipment from IDENTIFY funds

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

1

biannually

WHO/HQ

13

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
training reports

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
trai ning reports

WHO IDENTIFY

104

data collection tool,
WHO Global
Management System

Project
objective

Indicator

Data source /
Collection method

Frequency of data
collection

Responsible
party

Related EPT
indicator

IDENTIFY Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official
notification to the appropriate regional and international organizations
2

Percentage of major outbreaks or public health events that have
a laboratory diagnosis of their cause made

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

2

Presence of laboratory staff in the outbreak investigation teams

2

Reporting of laboratory data on IDENTIFY priority pathogens
to a national disease surveillance system

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

2

Frequency of laboratory data reporting on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to a national surveillance system

WHO IDENTIFY

2

Interactions with the veterinary laboratory sector (separately or
as part of a broader national mechanism linking public health
and animal health)

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

data collection tool
WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

IDENTIFY Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a
comprehensive Quality Management System
3

Status of the laboratory quality management system

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Use of quality control procedures to validate the performance of
reagents and test kits

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Participation in EQA programmes for priority pathogens

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

Project
objective

Indicator

Data source /
Collection method

Frequency of data
collection

Responsible
party

Related EPT
indicator

3

Follow up of EQA results and implementation of corrective
actions for those covering priority pathogens

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Preventive maintenance and repairs of laboratory equipment
used to detect targeted diseases according to the manufacturer's
recommendations

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Training provided to staff on the topic of biosafety

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
training reports

biannually

WHO/HQ

1

3

Availability and use of protective equipment appropriate for the
activities carried out in the laboratory

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Availability and appropriate use ofbiosafety cabinets for
procedures likely to generate aerosols containing infectious
agents

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Certification and maintenance of biosafety cabinets to
international standards

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Management of laboratory waste disposal according to
international recommendations

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Control of access to the laboratory and stored infectious
material

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

3

Maintenance of inventory of stored infectious material

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

Project
objective

Indicator

Data source /
Collection method

Frequency of data
collection

Responsible
party

Related EPT
indicator

IDENTIFY Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities,
disease priorities, and responsibilities

4

Membership of network(s) related to IDENTIFY targeted
diseases: 1) national network(s); 2) regional or global
network(s)

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
network reports

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

4

Exchange with other laboratories in network(s) about technical
advices, SOPs, reagents and supplies: 1) national network(s); 2)
regional or global network(s)

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
network reports

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

4

Participation of the laboratory in specimen or test results sharing
within the network(s) for confirmation or characterization
purposes: 1) national network(s); 2) regional or global
network(s)

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
network reports

biannually

WHO/HQ

6

4

Attendance of appropriate laboratory staff to relevant networks'
meetings related to targeted diseases: 1) national network(s); 2)
regional or global network(s)

WHO IDENTIFY
data collection tool,
network reports

biannually

WHO/HQ

1

V. REGIONAL AND COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The WHO Office in HQ/Lyon has overall responsibility for implementation of the project and reporting
to the donor. The Office is the main point of contact between WHO and USAID for the IDENTIFY
project although USAID will directly contact WHO Regional Offices, particularly AFRO, on the EPT
program as a whole and other related topics. The Lyon Office works with the Regional Offices to
develop the work plans and monitors implementation of the project through the compilation of activity
reports which are submitted to USAID. The Lyon Office also monitors the project award and works
with the Regional Offices to ensure the project funds are spent in a way that meets the objectives of
the donor within the mandate of WHO.
Congo Basin
WHO organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level offices
The Regional Office for Africa (AFRO) plays a central role in the implementation of activities under
IDENTIFY in the Congo Basin although activities in individual countries will be coordinated through
the respective WHO Country Offices. Support may come from the offices of the WHO lntercountry
Support Teams (1ST). AFRO has nom inated one regional focal point for IDENTIFY, whose is
responsible for liaising with the 1ST and country offices (Cameroon, DRC, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Republic of Congo, Uganda) to ensure a smooth implementation of the project and adequate
communication. The country offices are the main point of contact between WHO and national
counterparts for the IDENTIFY project and more broadly for the EPT program for which WHO-AFRO
plays a specific role of coordination in the region.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include FAO HQ and FAO-ECTAD Bamako, Gaborone, Nairobi; OIE
HQ and OIE Gaborone; WHO HQ and AFRO Brazzaville. In addition, Regional Econom ic
Communities covering the Congo basin region, other EPT projects (PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT
& US CDC), USAID and other USAID-supported projects such as DELIVER, regional networks (e.g.
EDPLN, GFN), regional technical agencies such as AU-IBAR, international and regional reference
laboratories situated in Africa, private sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental
organizations may be partners in certain activities.
Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as outlined by USAID. WHO
Headquarters will submit bi-annual reports and annual planning documents, to which all regional focal
points, and country focal points where applicable, will contribute. Regional focal points will use the
same templates for ease of integration into the global WHO reports.
*************************

Southeast and South Asia
WHO organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level offices
The WHO South East Asia Regional Office (SEARO) and Western Pacific Regional Office (WPRO)
jointly takes primary responsibility for managing implementation of activities under IDENTIFY although
activities in individual countries will be coordinated through the respective WHO Country Offices. The
Regional Offices and Country Offices have nominated focal points for the IDENT IFY project. The
country offices are the main point of contact between WHO and national counterparts.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include FAO HQ, FAO-RAP Bangkok and the Nepal ECTAD Office;
OIE HQ and OIE Bangkok, WHO HQ and WHO SEARO New Delhi and WPRO Manila. In addition,
Regional Economic Communities covering the regions (ASEAN, SAARC), other EPT projects and
partners (PREDICT , RESPOND, PREVENT & US CDC), USAID and other USAID-funded projects
such as DELIVER, regional networks (e.g. OFFLU, EDPLN, GFN , ACT Malaria), international and
regional reference laboratories situated in Asia, private sector laboratories, universities, and nongovernmental organizations may be partners in certain activities. USAID is particularly strongly
represented at the country level in Southeast Asia and the WHO Country Offices take part in EPT
coordination activities in EPT priority countries.
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Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as outlined by USAID. WHO
Headquarters will submit bi-annual reports and annual planning documents, to which all regional focal
points, and country focal points where applicable, will contribute. Regional focal points will use the
same templates for ease of integration into the global WHO reports.

VI. BUDGET
Attachment l

IDENTIFY/WHO
Dates October 1, 2012 - September 30, 2013
Total (USD)

Budget Summary

Personnel

1,394,200

Overhead

543584

Travel, Transportation & Per Diem

775,000

Allowances

426,200

Equipment/reagents/supplies

1,584,800

Other Direct Costs

Subtotal

Grand Total

4,723,784
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Attachment 2

BUDGET NOTES

PERSONNEL
Staff at W HO Headquarters, Regional Offices and some Country Offices who will to coordinate and
implement activities and whose time is charged to the IDENTIFY project is shown in the following
table.
WHO Office

Number of staff involved in IDENTIFY

% of time charged to
IDENTIFY
HO/Lyon
2 professional staff
100
HQ/Lyon
1 suooort staff
50
HQ/Geneva
1 professional staff
25
AFRO
1 professional staff
100
SEARO
1 professional staff
100
SEARO
1 suooort staff
50
Banaladesh
1 professional staff
100
WPRO
1 professional staff
100
Cambodia
1 professional staff
100
Laos
1 suooort staff
100
NB. The original work plan proposal from AFRO for year 4 of IDENTIFY included three
additional professional staff positions funded exclusively by the project, one in the 1ST
Office in Libreville, and one each in the WHO Equatorial Guinea and Uganda Country
Offices. These positions have been funded from IDENTIFY during year 3. On advice from
USAID that continuation of this level of staff funding from the project would not be accepted,
these positions are not included in the final work plan. To ensure the continued smooth
implementation of the project at country level, it may be necessary to engage external
laboratory experts on an ad hoc basis to work with IDENTIFY supported laboratories to
implement project activities.

OVERHEAD
Programme Support Costs as defined by WHO

TRAVEL
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Travel by HQ and Regional Office staff responsible for IDENTIFY implementation to global
and regional EPT meetings organized by USAID.
WHO Country and Regional Office participation in country-level EPT meetings.
Travel and accommodation costs of participants from IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in
meetings, workshops and training courses organized as part of IDENTIFY or other EPT
projects.
Travel and accommodation costs of participants from IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in
laboratory network meetings or other external activities considered to promote the objectives
of IDENTIFY.
Travel and associated costs of staff from IDENTIFY supported laboratories participating in
outbreak investigations

OTHER DIRECT COSTS
1. Suppliers of services to activities being conducted by the project, such as:
a. Laboratory external quality assessment programme (EQAP) providers.

b. Developers of laboratory quality management systems strengthening tools and
training packages.
c. Contractors conducting activities on behalf of the organization
2. Non-transport associated costs of meetings and workshops such as costs of venues, hiring of
equipment, printing costs etc.

SUPPLIES, REAGENTS AND EQUIPMENT

~

AFR
CAMEROON
DRC
EQUATORIAL GUINEA

'sum budgeted for reag~
r----:-- - - ,and supplies (USD)

130,000
25,000
25,000
15,000

GABON

20,000

REPUBLIC OF CONGO

20,000

UGANDA

2,5000

HQ

LYON

SEAR

50,000
50000
156,200

BANGLADESH

10,000

INDONESIA

67,000

NEPAL

79,200

WPR
CAMBODIA
LAOS
VIETNAM

TOTAL

90,000
30,000
40,000
20,000
426,200

Attachment 3
Estimated Allocation of Funds by Global/Regional/Country
EPT Year 4 Planning Budget Template

I I DENTIFY/WHO I

Project Nam e:
Central Headquarters' Costs:

543584

Wildlife
Pathogen
Det ection

1

Outbreak
Response
Capacity

Risk
Determination

Risk
Reduction

725000
160000

CONGO BASI N REGIONAL WORK
Cameroon
CAR

70000
90000
75000
60000

Congo
DRC
Eq. Guinea
Gabon
Rwanda
South Sudan
Tanzania

105000
1285000
445000

Uganda
Region Total

0

0

SE ASIA REGIONAL WORK

113

0

TOTAL

725000
160000
0
70000
90000
75000
60000
0
0
0
105000
1285000
445000

333000

0

0

0

0

137000
220000
1379200
252000
137000
137000
526000

Region Total

0

0

0

0

333000
0
137000
107200
0
0
137000
220000
1379200
252000
137000
137000
526000
0
0
0
0

TOTAL

0

0

4180200

0

4180200

Cambodia
China

137000
107200

Indonesia
Laos
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Vietnam
Region Total
GANGETIC PLAIN REGIONAL WORK
Bangladesh
Nepal
Region Total

0

0

AMAZON BASIN REGIONAL WORK
Bolivia
Brazil

'

Field Operations
Project
IDENTIFY/WHO

Global

915,000

Congo Basin

1,360,000

SE Asia

South Asia

Amazon

1,379,200

526,000

Central
Headquarters'
Costs

Total Field
Ope rations

543584

4,180,200

-

Total Year 4
Planning Budget

4,723,784

Kev Technical Area Breakdown
One Health University Alliances

$
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Framework
Global component
Countries targeted for Year 4 of the IDENTIFY project:
- Congo Basin: Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Republic of Congo (Congo), Uganda
- Southeast Asia: Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, Thailand,
Vietnam
- South Asia: Ban~ladesh, Nepal
Project title: IDENTIFY
Budget: USD 14,998, 400 (years 1,2,3,4)
Effective starting date: 1 October 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2014
Context of the project
IDENTIFY is part of the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program designed by USAID
to enhance the capacity of countries in selected "hotspots" to meet the threat posed by
emerging diseases with pandemic potential. These hotspots, identified by USAID are the
Congo Basin, Southeast and South Asia.

The other components of the EPT program, namely PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT
focus on pathogen discovery, outbreak response capacity building and behaviour
modification to reduce exposure to potential pathogens respectively.
Collaborations between the different projects are defined through cross-cutting Lines of
Work (LoW) defined by USAID.
Objectives of the project
The IDENTIFY project is being implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE), and the World Health Organization (WHO).
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities in targeted countries
to detect those normative pathogens that are a threat to human and domestic animal
populations. This assists countries to meet international disease reporting obligations. Timely
and accurate investigation of normative agents will allow for a more rapid realization of the
presence of a new or emerging threat.

Capacity building takes the form of direct support to individual institutions, support to
government to provide a suitable regulatory framework and support to develop and
strengthen laboratory networks within and across the public health and animal health sectors.

For the description ofactivities and expected results, refer to Work plan Year Four.
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
ACTMalaria
AFENET
AGISAR
AH
AI
AMR
ASEAN
AST
BLRI
BQSF
BSC
BSL3
BSMMU
CCHF
CDC
CMC
CMPE
CNM
CPC
CPHL
DLS
DMDP
DRC
DST
DTU
EAPHLN
EDP
EDPLN
EID
EPT
EQA
EQAP
EQAS
FAO
FET
GFN
HIV
HQ
HTD
IATA
ICDDR-B
IDH
IEDCR
IHR
IPC

Asian Collaborative Training Network for Malaiia
African Field Epidemiology Network
WHO Advisory Group on Integrated Surveillance of Antimicrobial
Resistance
Animal Health
Avian Influenza
Antimicrobial resistance
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Antimicrobial susceptibility testing
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute
Bureau of Quality and Safety of Food, Thailand
Biological Safety Cabinet
Biosafety level 3 containment
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University, Bangladesh
Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Christian Medical College, V ellore, India
Centre for Malariology, Parasito logy and Entomology, Lao PDR
National Center for Parasitology, Entomology and Malaria Control,
Cambodia
Centre Pasteur Cameroun
Central Public Health Laboratory
Department of Livestock, Bangladesh
Diagnostic Microbiology Development Program
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Drug-Susceptibility Testing
Technical University of Denmark
East African Public Health Laboratory Network
Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens
WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network
Emerging Infectious Diseases
Emerging Pandemic Threats
External Quality Assessment
External Quality Assessment Programme
External Quality Assessment Scheme
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Field Epidemiology Training
WHO Global Foodborne Infections Network
Human immunodeficiency virus
Headquarters
Hospital for Tropical Diseases, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam
International Air Transport Association
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research, Bangladesh
Infect ious D isease Hospital, Bangladesh
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, Bangladesh
International Health Regulations
Pasteur Institute Cambodia
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IPH
1PM
IST
ITM
IVRCRD
JE

Lao PDR
LQMS
LQSI
MAAIF
MAT
MIHE
MINEP
MINEPIA
MINFOF
MINSABS
MoA
MoH
MoPH
NAMRU
NADDEC
NCLE
NEIDCO
NHTD
NIC
NICO
NIDCH
NIH

NIHE
NIHRD
NIID
NIMPE
NIPD
NIPH
NIV
NPH
NPHL
NRL
NTRL
OIE
PCR
PH

PHL
PHD
PIHCMC
PINT
PMCs

Institute of Public Health, Bangladesh
Pastern- Institute Madagascar
Intercountry Support Team
Institute of Tropical Medicine
Institute for Vector and Reservoir Control, Research and Development,
Indonesia
Japanese Encephalitis
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Laboratory Quality Management System
Laboratory Quality Stepwise Implementation
Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries, Uganda
Microscopic Agglutination Test
Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Hanoi, Vietnam
Ministry of Environment and Nature Protection, Cameroon
Ministry of Li vestock, Fisheries and Animal Industries, Cameroon
Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife, Cameroon
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Equatorial Guinea
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Public Health
Naval Medical Research Unit
National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Center, Uganda
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Lao PDR
National Emerging Infectious D isease Coordination Office, Lao PDR
National Hospital for Tropical Diseases, Hanoi, Viet Nam
National Influenza Centre
National Institute for Communicable Diseases, South Africa
National Institute of D isease for the Chest and Hospital, Bangladesh
National Institute of Health, Thailand
National Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, Viet Nam
National Institute of Health Research and Development, Indonesia
National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Japan
National Institute for Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology, Viet
Nam
National Institute for Parasitic Diseases, China
National Institutes of Public Health, Cambodia
National Institute of Virology, Pune, India
National Paediatric Hospital
National Public Health Laboratory
National Reference Laboratory
National Tuberculosis Reference Laboratory, Uganda
World Organisation for Animal Health
Polymerase Chain Reaction
Public Health
Public Health Laboratory
Provincial Health Departments
Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam
Pasteur Institute Nha Trang, Viet Nam
Preventive Medicine Centers
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PPTC
QA
RITM
SHCH
SOP/s
STI
TIHE
ToR
UHS
USAID
UVRI
VHF

wco
WHO
WHO AFRO
WHOCC
WHO SEARO
WHOWPRO
WPR

Pacific Paramedical Training Centre. Wellington, New Zealand
Quality Assurance
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines
Sihanouk Hospital Center of Hope, Cambodia
Standard Operating Procedures
Sexually Transmitted Infections
Tay Nguyen Institute, Hygiene and Epidemiology, Viet Nam
Terms of References
University of Health Sciences, Cambodia
United States Agency for International Development
Uganda Virus Research Institute, Uganda
Viral Haemorrhagic Fever
WHO Country Office
World Health Organization
World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa
World Health Organization Collaborating Centre
World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office
World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office
Western Pacific Region
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period and next steps
(1 April 2013 - 30 September 2013)

Foreword:
This report presents the activities conducted at global, regional and country level. A table
format has been chosen to emphasize concrete activities and achievements. For ease of crossreferencing, the numbering of activities is consistent with the IDENTIFY Year 4 work plan.
Where there is no update for a particular activity, it has been omitted from the report.
Please also note that project management activities are not detailed here, except in two
instances, as they are considered as a continuous process. However project management
remains an essential component of the work conducted under IDENTIFY at headquarters,
regional and country levels. It includes communication and coordination with various partners
including USAID; preparation of the IDENTIFY work plans, reports and other documents;
organization of and pruticipation in coordination meetings.
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Table of global-level activities
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect • to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability• IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity 3.1.G:
Development
Ongoing
WHO
IDENTIFY
The
Ongoing
Finalization of
Partially support
of a foodborne
funds used to
course
materials.
GFN training
parasites
develop the
materials
courses/workshop
training course
training
are being
s in
for laboratory
materials
develope
Southeast/South
workers
d by
Asia and Congo
external
Basin countries
partners
with
expertise
in the
area.

AMR
surveillance
project Cambodia
(poultry)

Ongoing

Pasteur
Institute,
Cambodia

WHO, FAO

Laboratory
testing for
surveillance
of AMR in
poultry
samples (at
various
stages of the
food chain)
and human
cases, to
better

Ongoing

Technical
workshop
and
stakeholders
meeting

Other comments /
information

This call for
proposals was
launched
fo llowing request
from target
countries and
based on the
global estimates
of the burden of
foodborne
diseases.
Training materials
will be used in
priority countries
including those in
the Mekong and
Congo basins.
The development
will not be
completed by the
end of year 4 but
no funds from
year 5 allocation
will be used for
this activity.
Due to be
completed in
December 2013
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Activity

Recent
activities

AMR
surveillance
project - Viet
Nam
(aquaculture)

Dates

Ongoing

Venue

Organizers

NAFIAD,
MARO

Partners

WHO, FAO

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

understand
the impact of
resistant
pathogens in
food.
Activities
include
training,
equipment,
stakeholders
meetings.
This activity is
partially
supported by
IDENTIFY
Laboratory
testing for
surveillance
of AMR in
aquaculture
samples (at
various
stages of the
food chain)
and human
cases,
training,
equipment,
stakeholders
meetings.
This activity is
partially
supported by
IDENTIFY

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Partially
achieved

Next steps

Other comments I
information

Preliminary
results were
presented at the
5th AGISAR
meeting in Bogota
(September 2013)
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Activity

Activity 3.2.G:
Partially support
the organization
and fully support
the participation of
IDENTIFY
supported
laboratories in the
GFN laboratory
external quality
assessment
programme

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Management
August /
of the GFN
Sept 2013
EQAS:
selection of
strains to be
included in
EQAS,
organization,
preparation
and shipping of
the strains to
participating
laboratories,
collection and
analysis of the
EQAS results
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting
and international organizations
Activity 3.4.G:
1) External
1) 13-14
1)
Assess the needs
review and 2)
Aug 2013
Geneva
of IDENTIFYPiloting of an
2)
(WHO
Ongoing
HQ)
supported
electronic food
laboratories to
safety
2)
collect, store and
laboratory and
Cambod
ia
report data relating foodborne
to routine
disease
surveillance and
surveillance
detection of
need
outbreaks of
assessment
foodborne
tool
pathogens
Finalization of
the guidelines
on data
requirements
for evidence
based policy

Organizers

Partners

WHO

DTU

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Organization
of scheme.
(IDENTIFY is
the sole
source of
funding)

- EQAS
run
- Annual
report
produced

Achieved

Next steps

Other comments I
information

The GFN EQAS runs annually and
isolates are sent each year in
August/September for Salmonella
spp., Shigella spp., Campylobacter
and other enteric pathogens.
Results were presented at the
GFN Steering Committee Meeting
in Bogota (September 2013).

of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional
WHO

WHO

New Zealand
Food Safety
Institute,
Australian
Centre for
International
Agricultural
Research

1) Technical
support
during
workshop in
Geneva
(August
2013).

- Need
assessme
nt tool
finalized
- Guide
for
conductin
g country
workshop
drafted

Achieved

The final tool will be published
online.
Further to piloting of the tool, a
country work plan will be
developed during the workshop in
Cambodia in November 2013.

DTU,FAO

No IDENTIFY
Achieved
funds were
used for this
activity during
the last
reporting
period.
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
Svstem
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Activity 3.5.G:
Promote the use of
the WHO
Laboratory Quality
Stepwise
Implementation
(LQSI) tool

3-day training
workshop in
the Laboratory
Quality
Stepwise
lmplementatio
n (LQSI) tool in
Cambodia

7-9 May
2013

Phnom
Penh,
Cambod
ia

MoH and
WHO Country
Office,
WPRO and
HQ

KIT

Participants
were from :
- central and
provincial
public health
laboratories
and MoH
Cambodia
(10)
- central
veterinary
laboratory
Cambodia
( 1)
- central
public health
laboratories
Lao (3)
- NAMRU-2,
CDC,
Fondation
Merieux,
Diagnostic
Microbiology
Development
Program and
FAO (12
observers)

Local meeting
costs and
travel of
facilitators

Mentors
will
accompa
ny 5
laboratori
esin
Cambodi
a and use
the LQSI
tool to
build
OMS.

Achieved

Comprehensive OMS work plans
are to be developed.

Activity 3.6.G:
Translation of a
generic laboratory
quality manual into
French

The generic
quality manual
is composed of
a main
document and
standard
operating
procedures as
appendices.
Its English
version is
finalized and
the main
document has
been
translated into
French. A

Ongoing

- translation
of the
appendices
into French

CDC, CLSI

To support
contract with
the translator.

Other comments I
information

The generic
Quality Manual is
expected to be
available on the
WHO website
both in English
and in French in
OctoberNovember 2013.
The document
should be of
particular
relevance to the
French-speaking
IDENTIFY priority
countries in
Africa.
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

contract with
an external
translator is
being
established for
translation of
the
aooendices.
Activity 3.7.G:
The WHO
Contract with
Introduce the
Laboratory
the University
WHO Laboratory
Leadership
of Sydney is
Leadership and
and Mentoring
partially
Mentoring course
course
supported by
curriculum is
the IDENTIFY
under
funds
development
by the
University of
Svdnev
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their
Activity 3.9.G:
The University
WHO
GFN Steering
No
Strengthen the
of Melbourne
Committee
IDENTIFY
networking
has been
Members
funds were
activities of the
selected as the
used for this
GFN Regional
new GFN
activity during
Centers and
Regional
the reporting
Training Sites
Centre.
period

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Ongoing

The course
curriculum is
expected to
be ready by
the end of
2013

Other comments I
information

respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Functiona Achieved
Agree on a
The centre will
I regional
work plan
cover GFN
centre to
with the
activities in the
facilitate
selected
South East Asia
GFN
centre
and Western
activities
Pacific regions,
in two
including, but not
regions
limited to, regional
mentoring, serve
selected
as an EQAS hub,
and hosting future
trainings.

Project Management
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Activity

Technical
missions to
support the
implementation
of the IDENTIFY
project in the
Congo Basin
region

Recent
activities

Dates

IDENTIFY
technical
missions in:

1) 22-24
April 2013

1) Republic of
Congo
2) Gabon
3) Cameroon

2) 4-6
June 2013
3) 15-1 7
July 2013

Venue

1)
Brazzavi
lie, RoC
2)
Librevill
e,
Gabon
3)
Yaoude,
Camero
on

Organizers

WHO Country
Offices

Partners

Country level
partners,
including local
USAID, other
EPT partners
including US
CDC, national
public health
laboratory
managers,
Ministry of
Health, FAO,
and other
development
partners

Participants

The WHO
mission
teams were
composed of
WHO
Country
Office staff,
WHO HQ
staff, and
were
possible
WHO AFRO
or 1ST staff.

I Other comments I

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

The
IDENTIFY
funds were
used to cover
the travels of
WHO staff.

lmplemen
tation of
the
IDENTIF
Y project
reviewed.

Achieved

The objectives of the missions
were to:
1) review laboratory capacitybuilding activities with
stakeholders,
2) conduct on-site visits to
selected laboratories,
3) identify issues and challenges
related to implementation of the
IDENTIFY project, and
4) identify opportunities for
strengthening collaboration
between human and animal health
laboratories.

information
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Table of regional activities in the Congo Basin
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments I
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity 3.1.C:
Finalize and
disseminate the
W HO guidelines
for establishing
laboratory-based
surveillance for
antimicrobial
resistance

The regional WHO Guide for
establishing laboratorybased surveillance for
antimicrobial resistance has
been released during the
previous reporting period
and has then been adapted
by the IDENTIFY-targeted
countries during this
reporting period: refer to the
country sections in this
report.

IDENTIFY
funds were
used during
the previous
reporting
period (Oct
2012-Mar213)
for conception
and design of
the regional
document

Achieved

An article was published in the
African Health Monitor:
Antimicrobial resistance in the
African Region: Issues, challenges
and actions proposed
httQ://www.aho.afro.who.inUen/ah
m/issue/ 16/reQorts/antimicrobialresistance-afri can-region-issueschallenges-and-actions-12roi2osed
Outside the IDENTIFY project:
Continue support to Member
States for implementation of the
AMR guide and for contribution to
the Global AMR report 2013.

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
Svstem
Activity 3.2.C:
WHO/NICO
AFRO
EQA provider:
Performa Achieved
Analysis of
Surveys are
Surveys
Report on the
Partially support
Microbiology
NICO, South
sent to 24
shipments
nee of
data will be
WHO/NICO
Africa
the continuation of EQAP in
laboratories
laboratori
conducted
Microbiology
the WHO/NICO
Africa:
in 9 EPTes
by AFRO
External Quality
regional
1) First survey
1) Marchtargeted
monitore
before the
Assessment
Microbiology
012013
Apr 2013
countries in
don
end of the
Programme Joint
EOAP in Africa
completed
the Congo
isolation,
year
Annual Review
Basin region
Meeting in English,
2) Second
2)June
identificat
survey of 2013 2013
ion and
French and
AST for
completed
Portuguese
2) Third survey 3) Sept
bacterial
available in AFRO
of 2013 sent
2013
meningiti
website :
sand
httQ://www.afro.wh
enteric,
o.inUen/clusters-amalaria,
Qrogrammes/dQc/i
plague,
ntegrated-diseaseand T B.
surveillance/idsQUblications.html
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments I
information

Activity 3.3.C:
Support
establishment and
implementation of
the regional
EOAP for
Emerging and
Dangerous
Pathogens

Meeting of
Heads of
Emerging and
Dangerous
Pathogens
Reference
Laboratories in
the WHO
African Region

27-30 May
2013

HarareZimbabw
e

WHO

MoH and
Institutes
Members of
the AFR
EDPLN

12 heads of
national EDP
reference
laboratories
in 12
countries,
namely
Cameroon,
Central
African
Republic,
Cote
d'Ivoire,
Democratic
Republic of
Congo,
Gabon,
Ghana,
Kenya,
Madagascar,
Nigeri a,
Senegal,
Sierra
Leone, and
South Africa.

Meeting local
costs, travel
and
accommodatio
n for the
participants

The objectives of this meeting were to:
- share national and regional experi ences in the areas of
diagnosis and response for EDP;
- identify issues and challenges for individual national EDP
reference laboratories in order to meet the AFR EDPLN terms
of reference;
- develop a two-year plan for operationalizing the AFR EDPLN.
Report is available on the AFRO website :
httQ://www.afro.who.int/en/clusters-aQrogrammes/dQc/integrated-disease-surveillance/idsQUblications.html
The EDP EQAP is not yet established. However it is included in
the "Laboratory strengthening for early and accurate
confirmation of Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens in Africa,
plan of action for 2014-2018".
In addition, key activities for enhancing the AFR EDPLN are
incorporated in the IDENTIFY Year 5 work plan.
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Table of country-level activities in Cameroon
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achieve ment

Next steps

Other
comments I
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Cam:
Establish
laboratory-based
surveillance for
antimicrobial
resistance

AST training

Activity
3.2.Cam:
Strengthen VHF
diagnostic
capacity in
Cameroon

2-week
advanced
training on
EDP and
BSL3

Activity
3.3.Cam:
Procure
essential
reagents and
supplies,
including triple
packaging boxes
for diagnosis of
emerging and
dangerous
pathogens

Procurement
of essential
reagents and
supplies for
laboratory
confirmation
of meningitis
and enteric
pathogens
including AST
based on the
needs of
CPC and
Hygiene

10 - 13 Sept
2013

9 - 27 Sept
2013

Centre
Pasteur du
Cameroun,
Yaounde
(CPC)

CPC

Ministry of
Public Health

NICO,
South
Africa

AFRO

NICO, CPC

AFRO

16
laboratory
staff from
Yaounde
and the
regional
hospitals of
Buea,
Bamenda,
Douala,
Ebolowa,
Bertoua,
Bafoussam
1 staff from
CPC

CPC and
Hygiene
Mobile
Laboratory

The IDENTIFY
funds were
used to support
perdiem,
transport, and
accommodation
of the
participants, as
well as training
reagents.

laboratory staff
trained

Achieved

The training of the technicians
from the 3 remaining regions
(Adamawa, Garoua, Maroua) is
to be organized.

The IDENTIFY
funds were
used to support
perdiem,
transport, and
accommodation
of the trainee
for 2 weeks, as
well as training
reaoents.
Procurement of
reagents for
laboratory
confirmation of
meningitis and
enteric
pathogens
including AST

1 staff trained,
who will act as a
national trainer

Achieved

Organise local
training of
technicians in
other laboratories
as appropriate.

Availability of
essential
reagents and
supplies for
diagnosis of
priority diseases

Ongoing
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments I
information

Mobile
Laboratory

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or Improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, Including of blosafety and blosecurlty measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
Activity
Participation
15-19 April
Brazzaville, WHO
SubSub-regional
Sub-regional
SubLocal trainings of technicians
3.6.Cam:
of 3 staff in a
2013
Congo
regional
training:
training:
regional
from regional and district hospital
Enhance the
sub-regional
training: 20
IDENTIFY
- Trained
training
laboratories will be organized.
implementation
Laboratory
participants funds were
participants to
achieved.
of laboratory
Quality
from
used to cover
organize national
Sub-regional training:
quality
Management
central
travel and
level trainings
A press release was published
management
System
public
accommodation - Need for crosson the AFRO website
practices
(LQMS)
health
costs of some
sectoral training
(httg://www.afro.who.int/fr/centrethrough the use
training
laboratories participants
discussed
des-medias/communigues-deof existing WHO
and central
from
gresse/item/5501-gromouvoir-laresources
veterinary
IDENTIFYgualit%C3%A9-dans-leslaboratories targeted
laboratoires-de-lar%C3%A9gio n-africaine-unfrom 8
countries, and
Central
travel and
atout-imgortant-gour-laAfrican
accommodation
grestation-des-soins. html)
countries
costs of 2
facilitators.
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity
3.9.Cam:
Promote
networking and
technical
collaboration
between public
health and
veterinary
laboratories for
rapid detection
of emerging
zoonotic
pathogens

4 EPT/One
Health
coordination
meetings
2 workshops
for
development
of guidelines
and
establishment
of the
national
laboratory
network

Coordination
meetings: 3
Apr 2013 ;
21 May
2013;26
June 2013;
21 Aug 2013
Workshops:
07-10July
2013 ; 10-12
July 2013

Ebolowa
and
Yaounde

WHO

USAID,
FAO, MoH,
Ministry of
Livestock,
Environment,
Forest and
Wildlife,
GVFI

20
participants

IDENTIFY
funds were
used to cover
travel and local
cost (the
workshop of 21
Aug 2013 was
funded by FAO)

EPT/One Health
activities
reinforced
Collaboration
between Human
and Animal
Health
laboratories
reinforced

Ongoing
initiative

Encourage the
holding of
meetings and
workshops;
Finalize and print
the relevant
adopted
documents and
guidelines and
distribute them to
the stakeholders
in the field

Refer to
Activity
3.8.Cam in
the Year 5
work plan
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Table of country-level activities in Democratic Republic of the Congo
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments I
info rmatio n

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect • to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability• IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.DRC:
Establish
laboratory-based
surveillance for
antimicrobial
resistance

Activity
3.2.DRC:
Strengthen VHF
diagnostic
capacity in DRC

Activity
3.3.DRC: Procure
essential
reagents and
supplies

Workshop for
country
adaptation of
the WHO
Guide for
establishing
laboratorybased
surveillance
for
antimicrobial
resistance
Training on
EDP detection
and BSL3 for
two staff from
INRB

Procurement
of essential
reagents

25 - 31
March
2013

15 - 26 July
2013

1PM,
Madagas
car

MoH

WHO Country
Office

7 experts
from INRB
and 2 from
WHO

The IDENTIFY
funds were
used to
support local
and
participation
costs

AFRO

1PM, INRB
Kinshasa

2 laboratory
technicians
from INRB

The IDENTIFY
funds were
used to
support local
and
participation
costs

INRB

Procurement
of reagents for
laboratory
confirmation of
meningitis and
enteric
pathogens
including AST

AFRO

Guidelines
for
establish in
g
laboratorybased
surveillanc
e for
antimicrobi
al
resistance
available
Increased
national
capacity
for rapid
and
appropriate
diagnosis
of VHFs,
in
accordanc
e with
biosafety
and
biosecurity
requiremen
ts
Availability
of essential
reagents
and
supplies
for
diagnosis
of priority
diseases

Workshop
achieved

This activity was
conducted during
the previous
reporting period
but not reported
before.

Achieved

This training will
help building
national capacity
for rapid and
appropriate
diagnosis of
VHFs, in
accordance with
biosafety and
biosecurity
requirements.

Achieved
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Table of country-level activities in Equatorial Guinea
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY fund s

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments/
informations

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.EG:
Organize in
service
laboratory
training on
bacteriology for
two weeks by a
laboratory
expert from
CPC

Training on
Bacteriology

Centre
Pasteur
Cameroon
(CPC)

AFRO

CPC,
Laboratorio
de
Microbiologia
de Hopital
Regional de
Malabo and
Laboratorio
de
Microbiologia
de Hopital
Regional de
Bala

Activity
3.2.EG:
Establish
laboratorybased
surveillance for
antimicrobial
resistance

Meeting to establish the use of an
AST surveillance database at the
public health laboratory level in
preparation. This meeting is
planned for 19---22 October 2013 in
Bala.
Workshop for country adaptation of
the WHO Guide for establishing
laboratory-based surveillance for
antimicrobial resistance in
preparation. This meeting is
planned for 23-25 October 2013 in
Luba.
Procurement
of essential
reagents and
supplies

WHO

MoH

Activity
3.3.EG:
Procure
essential
reagents and
supplies for
diagnosis of
IDENTIFY
bacterial priority

328
June
2013

AFRO

2 laboratory
technicians
from the
Lab oratorio
de
Microbiologia
de Hopital
Regional de
Malabo and
the
Lab oratorio
de
Microbiologia
de Hopital
Regional de
Bala

Perdiem,
transport,
accommodation
for trainees,
and local cost
at CPC.

Staff trained in
bacteriology

The IDENTIFY
funds will be
used to support
local costs, and
perdiem,
transport and
accommodation
for participants.

Lab oratorio
de
Microbiologia
de Hopital
Regional de
Malabo and
Laboratorio
de
Microbioloqia

Procurement of
reagents for
laboratory
confirmation of
meningitis and
enteric
pathogens
including AST

Achieved

In preparation

Availability of
essential
reagents and
supplies for
diagnosis of
priority diseases

Achieved
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Activity

Recent

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

activities

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other

comments I
informations

diseases

de Hopital
Regional de
Bata
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional
and international organizations
Activity
Training of laboratory technicians
WHO
MoH
22
The IDENTIFY
In preparation
3.5.EG:
on supporting outbreak response
participants
funds will be
Support
as part of the Integrated Disease
used to support
involvement of
Surveillance and Response
local costs, and
public health
strategy. This training is planned
perdiem,
laboratories in
for the 8-11 October 2013 in Bala.
transport and
outbreak
accommodation
investigations
for participants.
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or Improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, Including of blosafety and blosecurlty measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
Activity
15Participation
Brazzaville, WHO
Sub-regional
Sub-regional
Sub-regional
Sub-regional
Sub-regional training:
3.6.EG:
of 2 staff in a 19
Congo
training: 20
training:
training:
training
Please read the press release
Enhance the
sub-regional
April
participants
IDENTIFY
- Trained
achieved.
published on the AFRO website
implementation
Laboratory
2013
from central
funds were
participants to
(httg://www.afro.who.int/fr/centre-desof laboratory
Quality
public health
used to cover
organize national
medias/communigues-delevel trainings
gresse/item/5501-gromouvoir-laquality
Management
laboratories
travel and
management
System
and central
accommodation - Need for crossgualit%C3%A9-dans-les-laboratoirespractices
(LQMS)
veterinary
costs of some
sectoral training
de-la-r%C3%A9gion-africaine-unthrough the use training
laboratories
participants
discussed
atout-imgortant-gour-la-grestation-desof existing
from 8
from
soins.html)
WHO
Central
IDENTIFYresources
African
targeted
countries
countries, and
travel and
accommodation
costs of 2
facilitators.
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating In the relevant regional and International laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity
3.9.EG:
Promote
networking and
technical
collaboration
between public
health and

lntersectoral
laboratory
coordination
meeting
planned for
November
2013 in
Malabo

WHO

MoH

6
participants

The IDENTIFY
funds will be
used to support
local costs, and
perdiem,
transport and
accommodation
for participants.

In preparation
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

veterinary
laboratories for
rapid detection
of emerging
zoonotic
pathogens

Workshop
for country
validation of
the PHL
Network
Guide, the
National
Laboratory
Strategic
Plan, and
the master
SOPs.

1720
May
2013

Luba

WHO

MoH

9
participants

The IDENT IFY
funds were
used to support
local costs, and
perdiem,
transport and
accommodation
for participants.

PHL Network
Guide, National
Laboratory
Strategic Plan,
and master
SOPS final ized
and available.

Achi eved

Next steps

Other
comments I
informations
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Table of country-level activities in Gabon
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity 3.1.Ga:
Establish
laboratory-based
surveillance for
antimicrobial
resistance

Workshop for
1 - 2 July Libreville PHL,
WHO Country 17 from
Workshop local
Guide for
Achieved
The document is being
country
2013
Libreville
Office Gabon
PHL,
costs.
establishing
distributed to the national
adaptation of the
and 1ST
University
laboratorylaboratories.
Official validation and training
WHO Guide for
hospital and
based
establishing
other
surveillance
for all participating laboratories
laboratory-based
hospitals,
for
will be 2 October 2013.
surveillance for
Epidemiolog
antimicrobial
antimicrobial
y institute,
resistance
resistance.
etc.
available
Activity 3.2.Ga:
Procurement of
AFRO
PHL,
Procurement of
Availability
Achieved
Libreville
Procure
essential
reagents for
of essential
essential
reagents and
laboratory
reagents
confirmation of
reagents and
supplies for
and supplies
supplies for
laboratory
meningitis and
for
diagnosis of
confirmation of
enteric
diagnosis of
IDENTIFY
meningitis and
priority
pathogens
bacterial priority
enteric
including AST
diseases
diseases
pathogens
including AST
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional
and international organizations
Activity 3.3.Ga:
Participation of
February
WHO
Ongoing
This activity
Support
one staff from
2013
was
involvement of
CPHL in an
conducted at
public health
outbreak
the end of the
laboratories in
investigation
previous
outbreak
and
reporting
investigations
management
period but
training
was not
reported in
the first
biannual
report for
Year 4.
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, Including of biosafety and blosecurlty measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Activity 3.4.Ga:
Enhance the
implementation
of laboratory
quality
management
practices
through the use
of existing WHO
resources

Participation of
2 staff from
CPHL Gabon,
including the
newly appointed
quality
manager, in a
sub-regional
Laboratory
Quality
Management
System (LQMS)
training

15-19
April
2013

Brazzavill
e, Congo

WHO

National LQMS
training focusing
on
documentation,
quality control,
and waste
management

30 Sept 1 Oct
2013

Libreville

PHL

One crosssectoral
laboratory
meeting

4 - 5 July
2013

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments/
information

Sub-regional
training: 20
participants
from central
public health
laboratories
and central
veterinary
laboratories
from 8
Central
African
countries

Sub-regional
training:
IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover travel and
accommodation
costs of some
participants
from IDENTIFYtargeted
countries, and
travel and
accommodation
costs of 2
facilitators.
Training local
costs

Subregional
training :
- Trained
participants
to
organize nat
ional level
trainings
- Need for
crosssectoral
training
discussed

Sub-regional
training
achieved.

Sub-regional training:
Please read the press release
published on the AFRO
website
(httQJ/www.afro.who.int/fr/centr
e-des-medias/communiguesde-Qresse/item/5501 12romouvoir-la-gualit%C3%A9dans-les-laboratoires-de-lar% C3%A9gion-africaine-unatout-im12ortant-12our-la12restation-des-soins.html)

No cost

IDENTIFY
project
activities
presented
on both
sides

25 from
National
Implementation Trainers included the 2
PHL,
capacities
of laboratory
participants in the sub-regional
University
reinforced
quality
workshop (see above).
hospital and
management
other
practices at
The participants to the national
hospitals,
CPHL Gabon
training will debrief the
Epidemiolog
ongoing.
personnel in their respective
y institute,
laboratories.
MoH,
including 2
Other LQMS workshops are to
participants
be organized on specific
from the
subjects.
veterinary
laboratory
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities

Activity 3.7.Ga:
Promote
networking and
technical
collaboration
between public
health and
veterinary
laboratories for
rapid detection
of emerging
zoonotic
pathogens

6
participants
from the
PHL and the
veterinary
laboratory

Achieved (to
be continued)

A meeting with all stakeholders
(PHL, veterinary laboratory,
MoH, MoA, FAO, WHO) is to
be organized.
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Table of country-level activities in Republic of Congo
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments I
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate le vel of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity

3.1.RoC:
Establish
laboratory-based
suNeillance for
antimicrobial
resistance

(1) Workshop
for adoption
of a national
protocol and
guidelines for
the
establishment
of sentinel
surveillance
of
antimicrobial
resistance
(2) Training
of a scientist
to
surveillance
of
antimicrobial
resistance at
the Pasteur
Institute of
Cote d'Ivoire
(3) Evaluation
of potential
sentinel sites
in Brazzaville,
Pointe-Noire,
and
Gamboma
(4) Launch of
sentinel
surveillance
in Brazzaville,
Pointe-Noire
and
Gamboma
through onsite traininos

May August
2013

(1) Pointe
Noire
(2)
Pasteur
Institute of
Cote
d'Ivoire
(Abidjan)
(3), (4)
Evaluatio
ns
conducted
in private
laboratori
al and
hospitals
in
Brazzavill
e, PointeNoire, and
Gambom
a

All: National
Public health
Laboratory of
RoCongo
(2) Pasteur
Institute of
Cote d'Ivoire
(Abidjan)

MoH, W HO

(1) 4
participants
from national
laboratory's
personnel
involved in
suNeillance
of viral and
bacterial
pathogens
(2) Training
of the focal
point person
from PHL for
sentinel
suNeillance
(3)
Evaluations
conducted
by 4
personnel
from PHL
(4) Launch
of activities
conducted
by PHL
personnel
with
participation
of at least
two
personnel
from five
selected
sentinel sites

(1) Support
travel and
lodging of
participants,
procure supplies
fo r printing
(2) Support
travel and
lodging of one
trainee
(3) Support
travel, lodging
and ground
transportation of
4 evaluators
from PHL
(4) Support
travel of
facilitators from
NPHL,
procurement of
supplies for
printing forms
and teaching
materials, and
meeting local
costs.

(1) Draft
protocol for
sentinel
suNeillanc
e of
antimicrobi
al
resistance
in bacteria
(2)
Validation
of draft
protocol at
Pasteur
Institute of
Cotedlvoire
during
refresher
training of
focal point
from NPHL
(3)
Evaluation
reports
made
available to
authorities
(4)
Training of
actors in
sentinel
suNeillanc
e of
antimicrobi
al
resistance
in bacteria

Ongoing

The knowledge shared on
implementation of sentinel
surveillance programmes will
be used during year 5 to
expand on sentinel suNeillance
of respiratory pathogens (refer
to activities 3.2.RoC and
3.5.RoC in the Year 5 work
plan)
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Activity
3.2.RoC:
Support training
of one scientist
in a specialized
institution on
PCR techniques
for detecting
viral respiratory
pathogens

Training on
detection of
Influenza by
PCR for two
staff from
PHL

22 - 26
April 2013

1PM,
Madagasc
ar

AFRO

1PM, PHL
Brazzaville

2 laboratory
technicians
from PHL,
Brazzaville

The IDENTIFY
funds were used
to support local
and participation
costs

Activity
3.3.RoC:
Procure
essential
reagents and
supplies for
diagnosis of
IDENTIFY
priority diseases

Main
results

provided
National
capacity
for rapid
and
appropriate
diagnosis
of
influenza
by PCR
and
influenza
surveillanc
e
strengthen
ed
Availability
of essential
reagents
and
supplies
for
diagnosis
of priority
diseases

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments /
information

Achieved

Procurement
AFRO
PHL,
Procurement
Achieved
of essential
Brazzaville
reagents and
supplies for
establishment
of
antimicrobial
resistance
surveillance
and
identification
of bacterial
pathogens
with epidemic
ootential
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or Improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, Including of blosafety and blosecurlty measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
Activity
1) Translation May- Sept
Ongoing
Enhancem
National Public WHO
5 senior
Support travel
National
After adoption of
3.5.RoC:
and
2013
Health
scientists
and lodging of
Public
ent of the
the manual and
Enhance the
adaptation of
Laboratory of
and 1
participants, and Health
implement
initiation of the
implementation
WHO
RoCongo
technician
local costs for
Laboratory
ation of
implementation
of laboratory
resource
have worked one workshop;
of
laboratory
process at the
quality
document for
on a
procure supplies RoCongo
quality
national public
management
the
shortened
tor printing
possesses
manageme health
version of
practices
establishment
manuals, forms
a Manual
nt
laboratory, an
through the use
of a quality
the WHO
and teaching
for the
practices in international
of existing WHO
management
Laboratory
materials
establishm
the
expert is planned
resources
system
Quality
en! of its
national
to visit the
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

2)
Development
of laboratory
quality
training
materials

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments /
information

public
laboratory to
health
assist (refer to
laboratory
activity 3.6.RoC
through
in the Year 5
mentoring
work plan)
by an
external
expert
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity
3.8.RoC:
Promote
networking and
technical
collaboration
between public
health and
veterinary
laboratories for
rapid detection
of emerging
zoonotic
pathogens

Workshop
with
representativ
es of all
national One
Health
partners from
the public
sector

Management
System
handbook

Main
results

Relai du
Kouilou,
RoCongo

National Public
Health
Laboratory of
RoCongo

WHO, FAO,
MoH, Min
Livestock, Min
Science and
Technology
Innovation,
Min of
Environment,
Min of Wildlife.

7 senior
scientists
from:
National
Public
Health
Laboratory,
Directorate
for
Epidemiolog
y and
Disease
Control,
Directorate
of Hygiene
and national
focal point
for IHR,
Directorate
for Animal
Health (Min.
of
Livestock),
Directorate
for the
Environment
(Min. of
Environment
), Director of
Center for
Research on
Animal
Resources
(Min. of
Science and

Laboratory
Quality
Manageme
nt System
and has
started to
implement.

Support travel
(including per
diem and airline
ticket) and
lodging of seven
delegates at
workshop
organized at
Relai du Kouilou
(RoCongo)

One Health
intersector
al
committee
has
produced a
draft
decree for
legal
framework
of
surveillanc
e, alert and
response
to
pathogens
of
epidemic
and
pandemic
potential.

Ongoing

Establishm
ent of an
institutional
framework
for the One
Health
approach

Following
adoption of the
draft presidential
decree proposal
by the technical
intersectoral
committee, it is
proposed to hold
roundtable
discussions with
legal advisors of
the MoH and
other sectors
that have a stake
in One Health
(refer to activity
3.8.RoC in the
Year 5 work
plan)
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main
results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments /
information

Technology
Innovation),
and
Directorate
for wildlife
(Min. of
Wildlife)
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Table of country-level activities in Uganda
Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments
/ information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity 3.1.Ug:
Conduct on-site
training at the
four selected
regional
laboratories to
improve their
diagnostic
capacity and
referral of
specimens to
UVRI and CPHL

Activity 3.2.Ug:
Conduct two onsite supervision
visits to the four
selected regional
laboratories to
enhance their
capacities for
detection of
priority diseases
and transport of
specimens
Activity 3.3.Ug:
Organize training
of district
laboratory and
surveillance
officers in

Pre-training
assessments
in the 4
IDENTIFYtargeted
regional
referral
hospital
laboratories to
identify tailored
training needs
and specific
operational
gaps in each
facility.
Preparation tor
the on-site
trainings
onqoinq.
On-site
supportive
supervision
awaits
completion of
on-site training

Preparation for
the trainings
ongoing

8 - 12
April
2013

Kabale,
Fort
Portal,
Mbale &
Arua
regional
referral
hospitals

Kabale,
Fort
Portal,
Mbale &
Arua
regional

CPHL,
EAPHLN,
Mulago
National
Referral
Hospital

CPHL,
EAPHLN,
Mulago
National
Referral
Hospital

MoH, WHO

MoH, CDC,
WHO

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover
assessment
missions costs,
and are used to
cover training
participants and
facilitators
allowances,
stationary, and
travel costs.

IDENTIFY funds
are used to
cover training
participants and
facilitators
allowances,

Tailored
training
needs and
operational
gaps
identified

Pre-training
assessments:
achieved

On-site
trainings ( 16
participants)

On-site
trainings:
preparation
ongoing

Postponed to
Years

Refer to activity 3.1.Ug in the
Year 5 work plan.

Ongoing

Trainings (100 participants)
Provide specimen transport kits
to districts in catchment areas of
regional referral hospitals (refer
to activities 3.2.Ug and 3.3.Ug in
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Othe r comments
/ information

referral
the Year 5 work plan)
appropriate
stationary, and
specimen
hospitals
travel costs.
collection and
safe packaqinq
Activity 3.4.Ug:
Procurement
June Kabale,
CPHL, WHO
MoH
Procurement
Laboratory
Achieved
Procurement
Procure essential
August
Fort
reagents,
requirements
laboratory
2013
Portal,
equipment,
were assessed
equipment and
Mbale &
consumable
during the 1st
supplies to
Arua
supplies
reporting period
enhance
regional
purchased
of Year 4
diagnostic
referral
capacity for
hospitals
normative
pathogens,
epidemic-prone
diseases and
IDENTIFY
priority diseases
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional
and international organizations
Activity 3.5.Ug:
Deployment of
17 - 21
Agago
MoH, WHO
MoH, MAAIF,
5 staff were
Per diem, Day
National
Achieved
Continuous process (upon
Support
the national
August
district
CDC, WHO,
deployed
safari
rapid
need). Refer to activity 3.4.Ug in
involvement of
rapid response
2013
AFENET
allowance, fuel
response
the Year 5 work plan.
public health
team
cost, cost of air
team
comprising of
time for
laboratories in
deployed;
outbreak
animal health
communication/
prompt
confirmation
investigations
expert,
coordination
laboratory
and
expert,
response to
epidemiologist
CCHF
and clinician to
epidemic
investigate and
respond to
undiagnosed
illness that was
eventually
confirmed as
CrimeanCongo
Haemorrhagic
Fever
Activity 3.6.Ug:
Computers and June CPHL,
CPHL, WHO
MoH,
Costs of
Hardware
Ongoing
Next steps are to finalize
EAPHLN,
for LIMS
Support training
accessories for August
Kabale,
computers and
discussion to identify
and introduction
LIMS have
2013
Fort
CDC, WHO
accessories
purchased.
aooropriate LIMS and to
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Activity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments
/ information

of laboratory
been
Portal,
Consultation
conduct training to introduce
information
purchased.
Mbale &
to identify
LIMS.
management
Partners
Arua
appropriate
system (LIMS)
engaged to
regional
LIMS
Refer to activity 3.5.Ug in the
and data sharing
identify
referral
initiated.
Year 5 work plan.
in the four
appropriate
hospitals
selected district
LIMS
laboratories
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
Svstem
Activity 3.7.Ug:
Implementation
Postponed to
Identify
Refer to activity
Conduct training
of activity
Year5
international
3.6.Ug in the
in laboratory
moved to Year
facilitators
Year 5 work
management and 5 because the
and conduct
plan.
quality assurance scope of the
training on
practices using
training was
laboratory
WHO Resources
expanded to
management
at the four
involve
and quality
selected
international
assurance
laboratories
expert
practices
through one
facilitators
training session
and one on-site
supportive
supervision visit
Objective 4 : Laboratories are partic ipating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to t heir respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity 3.9.Ug:
Promote
technical
collaboration
between public
health and
veterinary
laboratories for
rapid detection of
emerging
zoonotic
pathogens

One laboratory
stakeholders
meeting
organized
during the
reporting
period to
enhance
coordination
and
collaboration
among the
partners
supporting
laboratory
strengthening

May
2013

WHO
Country
Office

WHO Country
Office

PREDICT,
CDC/ UVRI,
NTRL,
EAPHLN,
Malaria
diagnostic
Lab

WHO
Country
Office,
PREDICT,
CDC/ UVRI,
NTRL,
EAPHLN,
Malaria
diagnostic
Lab

Local costs.

Laboratory
stakeholders
coordinated

Achieved

Advocacy and support to MoH
to convene regular laboratory
stakeholders meetings is
ongoing.
Refer to activity 3.8.Ug in the
Year 5 work plan.
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Table of regional activities in Southeast and South Asia
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.S:
Support
regional
external
quality
assessment
(EQA)
programmes
for targeted
diseases for
all IDENTIFY
priority
countries in
the Asia
regions, and
external
competency
assessments
of
microscopist
s screening
malaria
smears in
Cambodia,
China, and
Lao PDR

EQA for
serological and
molecular
diagnosis of
dengue
conducted among
all national public
health
laboratories in the
Western Pacific
Region (WPR),
including
IDENTIFY priority
countries.

April Septemb
er 2013

WPRO and
National
Environment
Agency,
Singapore.

Malaria-EQAP

1st round
EQAwas
in August
2013.
2nd
round is
on
October
2013.

WHO-WPRO

University of
Malaya,
Malaysia
National
Environment
Agency,
Singapore
Nagasaki
University,
Japan
Queensland
University of
Technology,
Australia
Department of
Health, Hong
Kong
National
Institute of
Infectious
Diseases,
Japan
EQA provider:
Research
Institute for
Tropical
Medicine
(RITM),
Manila,
Philippines

National
public health
laboratories
inWPR

Funds used to
support National
Environment
Agency,
Singapore, with
the preparation
of the panels,
coordination of
shipment and
communication
with
participating
laboratories.
Funds also used
to support shortterm consultant
at WPRO for
support with
coordination.

Dengue
EQA
conducted in
WPR.

Partially
achieved

Evaluation of results and
procedures at informal
consultation.
Addition of pathogens to the
EQA panel.
Refer to activity 3.1.S in the
Year 5 work plan

Participating
laboratories:
Laboratory
of
Parasitology
and Vector
Biology in
NIPD
(China) ;
CNM
(Cambodia);
CMPE (Lao) ;
NIMPE in
Hanoi, Qui
Nhon and

Contract with
the EQA
provider:
procurement of
supplies and
materials used
for slide
preparation,
staff cost, travel
cost for field
collection,
shipping of
slides.
IDENTIFY was
the sole source

Assessment
of
microscopist
son
detecting
the
presence or
absence of
Plasmodium
parasites
including
determinatio
n of species
and parasite
countinq

Achieved

Recommendations and
results of the 2nd EQAP will
be sent to respective
laboratories for appropriate
action.
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Helminths-EQAP:
1) 2nd EQAP
survey
2) 2-day
assessment of
staff from
participating
laboratories for
helminths
identification
using indirect
haemagglutination
assay, ELISA,
direct fecal smear
and Kato-Katz.

2) 18-19
Septemb
er 2013

TB-EQAP and
continuous
enhancement of
external quality
assurance
support to NPHL,
Malaysia

April Septemb
er 2013

Venue

2)
Shanghai
, China

Malaysia

Organizers

WHO-WPRO

WHO-WPRO

Partners

EQA provider:
NIPD - China
CDC

Queensland
Mycobacteriu
m Reference
Laboratory
(WHO
Collaborating
Centre)

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Ho Chi Minh
City (Viet
Nam) ; and
NPHL in
Selangor
and Kola
Kinabalu
PHL
(Malaysia)

of funding

Participating
laboratories:
RITM
(Philippines);
CNM
(Cambodia);
CMPE (Lao
PDR);
NIMPE in
Hanoi, Qui
Nhon and
Ho Chi Minh
City (Viet
Nam); and
University of
Malaya
(Malaysia)

Contract with
the EQA
provider:
procurement of
supplies,
reagents and
materials, field
collection and
preparation of
samples.
Travel of
participants to
NIPD.
IDENTIFY is the
sole source of
funding.

National
Tuberculosis
Reference
Laboratory,
Malaysia

Contract with
Queensland
Mycobacterium
Reference
Laboratory

conducted :
majority
performed
well in
detecting
and
determining
the species;
considerable
variation in
countinq.
Assessment
of
microscopist
son
detecting
and
identifying
helminths
conducted:
some
participants
had
difficulties in
identifying
the
parasites as
the samples
used in the
assessment
are not
commonly
seen in their
respective
countries.
1) Selfassessment
questionnair
e
2)
Preparation
and
shipment of
a panel of

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments I
information

Achieved

Recommendations and
results of the 2nd EQAP will
be sent to respective
laboratories for appropriate
action.
Regular training on helminths
identification was
recommended so that
laboratory staff would get
fam iliar with different kinds of
helminths, using both
serology and morphological
methods. This will be
conducted in year 5 as part of
Activity 3.3S

Ongoing

a) In
country
site visit to
provide
technical
assistance
addressing
issues
arisinq

The second
EQAwas
funded by
IDENTIFY
Year 4 from
March to Sept
2013. Since
proficiency in
DST cannot be
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

M.
tuberculosis
isolates for
testing DST
proficiency

Activity
3.2.S:
Organize
training in
specimen
handling and
shipping,
including
IATA

HIV/STI - EQAP
Aug.
and strengthening 2013
of HIV/STI
laboratory
capacity: gap
analysis and
needs
assessment of
HIV and STI
laboratory
services for
surveillance, EQA
training, validation
of HIV testing
alQorithms.
The regional training is planned for 8-10
October 2013 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Targeted participants are laboratory staff
involved in shipping of infectious materials
inWPR.

WHO-WPRO
and WHOSEARO

National
Reference
Laboratory
Australia

WPRO

Dangerous
goods expert,
certified IATA
trainer

HIV testing
laboratories
in
Philippines,
Viet Nam ,
Nepal,
Indonesia,
Bangladesh,
and Thailand

Contract with
the National
Reference
Laboratory of
Australia to
implement the
activity

Ongoing

Funds will be
used to support
participants
from IDENTIFY
countries.

In preparation

Next steps

Other
comments I
information

from the
EQA
b)
Assessme
nt of DST
proficiency
by
distribution
of a panel
test of M.
tuberculosi
s strains
c)
Technical
support to
assist
capacity
including
in-country
traininQ
Follow-up
EQA
results and
recommen
dations

properly
assessed prior
to completion
of the panel
test during this
period,
planned
activities in
Year 4 will
continue
beyond
October 2013.
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Activity

certi fication
Activity

3.3.S:
Regional
workshop
Training of
Trainers on
Emerging
Infectious
bacterial
Diseases

Activity

3.4.S:
Promote
laboratorybased
surveillance
of
antimicrobial
resistance
Activity

3.5.S:
Conduct
regional
workshop on
laboratory
identification
and
detection of
denQue virus

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

- Regional
Training of
Trainers on
Emerging
Infectious
bacterial
Diseases.
- Procurement of
EID diagnostic
kits for stockpiling.
- Procurement of
biosafety I
biosecurity
manuals for
distribution.

23 - 27
Sept
2013

Christian
Medical
College
(CMC),
Vellore,
India

Laboratory-based
surveillance of
antimicrobial
resistance
workshop

17-21
June
2013

5-day training
workshop on
laboratory
identification and
detection of
dengue virus in
mosquito vector

8-12 April
2013

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

CMC, Vellore,
India

23
participants
from 11
South East
Asian
member
states

Core group
of experts in
the region to
support
diagnosis of
bacterial
emerging
infectious
diseases
trained.

Achieved

The workshop will be
replicated at national level to
further build capacity and
train more people for
strengthening diagnosis of
EIDs in line with the IHR
laboratory core capacity
requirements.

Vidyasag
ar
Institute
of
Biomedic
al
science,
Chennai,
India

Vidyasagar
Institute of
Biomedical
science,
Chennai, India

23
participants
from 11
South East
Asian
member
states

- The IDENTIFY
funds were used
to cover the
workshop local
costs and to
support the
participants
from Indonesia,
Thailand, Nepal,
and
Bangladesh.
- The funds are
also used for
procurement in
the IDENTIFYtargeted
laboratories,
and upon
request, of kits
fo r EIDs, and for
procurement of
biosafety
manuals.
IDENTIFY funds
were used to
organize the
meeting (local
cost) and to
support the
participants
from Indonesia,
Thailand, Nepal,
and Bangladesh

Core
regional
group
trained.

Achieved

The workshop will be
replicated at national level to
strengthen capacity to
combat AMR in line with the
IHR laboratory core capacity
requirements.

Medical
Entomolo
gy Unit,
Institute
for
Medical
Research
, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

WHO-WPRO

IDENTIFY is the
sole source of
funding:
- Organization
of training
workshop,
including
procurement of
lab supplies
- Transport and

Country
capacity on
entomologic
al
surveillance,
dengue
virus
identification
and isolation
increased.

Achieved

Follow-up with participants
for application of the new
knowledge in the laboratories

Institute for
Medical
Research,
Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

Two national
laboratory
staff from
Cambodia,
Lao PDR,
Malaysia,
Philippines,
Viet Nam .
Total
number of

Other
comments I
information
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments I
information

in the
participants
per diem of
principal
is 10
participants
mosquito
vector Aedes
aeqypti
Activity
Procurement of
Cambodi
WHO-WPRO
Procurement of
Partially
Supplies already procured for
3.6.S:
vector control
a, Lao,
laboratory
achieved
vector control laboratories in
Strengthen
laboratory
Vietnam,
supplies and
Cambodia, Lao PDR and Viet
countries on
supplies
Malaysia
reagents
Nam. Procurement are onvector
and
(IDENTIFY is
going for Philippines and
surveillance;
Philippine
the sole source
Malaysia.
and
s vector
of funding)
laboratories
control
on
laboratori
identifying
es
vector
species
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
Activity
SOP for external
July WHO-WPRO
HQ, SEARO,
Funds were
SOP drafted
Partially
Incorporate As soon as it is
3.8.S:
competency
Sept
AFRO, EMRO
used for a
achieved
comments
finalized, the
Develop a
assessment of
2013
and malari a
contract to
and finalize SOP will be
template of
malaria
experts
develop the
the SOP
used in
SOP. IDENTIFY
standard
microscopists
external
operating
drafted and
is the sole
competency
procedures
circulated to other
source of
assessments
(SOPs) for
WHO regional
funding.
national
offices and
malaria slide
malari a experts
for review.
banks
Activity
3.9.S:
Conduct two
national
workshops
to strengthen
national
quality
assurance
systems for
malaria
diaonosis in

National
workshop to
review the current
malari a diagnosis
in China

Septemb
er 2013

Shanghai
, China

WHO-WPRO

National
Institute for
Parasitic
Diseases

Heads and
senior staff
of malaria
laboratories
at different
levels

IDENTIFY is the
sole source of
funding.

The national
workshop
reviewed the
national
malaria
diagnosis
system and
addressed
gaps and
needs
including
updatino of

Achieved

Follow-up
recommen
dations
from the
workshop.

Laboratory
managers and
key staff from
malaria
laboratories at
3 levels were
invited to
report the
progress, gaps
and challenges
of the current
system.
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

priority
countries

Activity
3.10.S:
Provide
national
capacity
building on
malaria
diagnosis
quality
assurance
issues in
Cambodia,
Lao PDR,
Viet Nam
and
Philiooines

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments I
information

In preparation

The training course aims to
improve the knowledge and
skills of microscopists in
microscope maintenance and
care, thus decreasing errors
in malaria slide examination
and prolonging equipment
lifespan.

workplans
and SOPs
for malaria
diagnosis.
National training on preventive
maintenance of microscope is being
organized in Qui Nhon, Viet Nam.
Prospective dates are 4-15 November
2013. 14 participants from 6 provinces in
Qui Nhon and from IMPE are invited to
attend the training.

WHO-WPRO

IMPE Qui
Nhon, Viet
Nam

Laboratory
staff in 6
provinces in
Qui Nhon

Funds will be
used to cover
the training local
costs and
supplies.
IDENTIFY is the
sole source of
funding.

A baseline survey to gather information on
the current status of microscopes (e.g.
usage, common damages, maintenance
schedule, brand) was conducted prior to
the planning of the activity.

Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity
3.11 .S:
Organize a
regional
meeting of
laboratory
directors and
ministry of
health
officials
dealing with
laboratory
matters

Activity
3.12.S:
Support the
Institute for
Medical
Research in
Malaysia in
its role of

Second Meeting
on Laboratory
Strengthening fo r
EID in the AsiaPacific Region
conducted

Procurement of
vector control
supplies for the
Institute for
Medical Research

4-6
June
2013

WPRO:
Manila,
Philippine
s

WPRO and
SEARO

not applicable

WHO-WPRO

Institute for
Medical
Research,
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

Directors of
Public
Health
Laboratories
in the AsiaPacific,
Temporary
Advisors,
WHOCCs
and
Observers
from FAO,
OIE, and
ASEAN.

Meeting cost
was covered by
IDENTIFY
funds.

Procurement of
supplies for
vector control
laboratory.
IDENTIFY is the
sole source of
funding.

Conclusions
and
recommend
ations for
strengthenin
g the public
health
laboratory
system in
the Asia
Pacific:
meeting
report being
drafted.

Achieved

Follow up
on
recommen
dations.

Achieved for
the current
year
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Activity

reference
laboratory
for
chikungunya
vector
surveillance
and virus
isolation
Activity
3.14.S:
Support
regional
coordination
of the
monitoring of
insecticide
resistance of
mosquito
vectors of
malaria and
dengue
through
ACTMalaria
including
collection
and analysis
of data; and
disseminatio
n of results

Recent activities

Coordination of
the insecticide
resistance
monitoring studies
for malaria
vectors in
countries (Lao
PDR, Viet Nam ,
Cambodia as well
as other South
East Asia
countries).

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

WHO-WPRO

ACTMalaria

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Contract with
ACTMalaria to
coordinate
insecticide
resistance
activity including
collection,
analysis and
dissemination of
results (through
online website) .
IDENTIFY is the
sole source of
funding.

Data on
insecticide
resistance of
malaria
vectors were
collected
from Lao
PDR, Viet
Nam ,
Cambodia,
Thailand
and
Myanmar.
These data
are currently
being
processed
for
disseminatio
n.

Partially
achieved

Coordinate
with
countries
on
completen
ess of
data. Look
for source
of funding
to
continuous!
y monitor
insecticide
resistance
of malaria
as well as
dengue
vectors.

Other
comments I
information
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Table of country-level activities in Cambodia
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

I Other comments
/ information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ablllty to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capablllty - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Ca:
Provision of
laboratory
supplies for
microbiology
diagnostics

Procurement

AprilSept
2013

National
WHO
MoH
Procurement
Uninterrupte
Ongoing
Nest steps are to monitor
Institutes
performance of microbiology
d access to
of Public
qualitytesting in the laboratories,
Health
assured
reduce the amount supported
(NIPH) ;
laboratory
by IDENTIFY funds and
National
commodities
increase the amount funded by
Pediatric
to ensure
MoH and hospitals to ensure
(NPH);
reliable,
sustainability.
Kossama
accurate,
k, Takeo,
and timely
Kampong
laboratory
Cham,
results.
Kampot,
and
Battamba
ng
hospital
laboratori
es
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and
international organizations
Activity
Recoding of the
AprilWHO
MoH,
Hire a software
A WebPartially
Recoding of the Camu s has
3.2.Ca:
Cambodian
Sept
University
company to
based
achieved
been completed and the WebStrengthen
Laboratory
2013
Research
recode the
CamUSwill
based version is available on
laboratory
Information
Corporation,
CamUS under
allow realline. Merging with the PMRS is
reporting of
System (CamLIS)
LLC (URC)
WHO
time access
ongoing. The integrated
targeted
to a Web-based
supervision.
to laboratory
CamU S-PMRS package is
diseases
platform and
data (e.g.,
expected to be piloted in the
merging with the
Siem Reap Provincial Hospital
through
diagnostic
improved
Patient
results,
by the end of 2013.
use of
Management and
Antimicrobial
technology
Registration
patterns,
System (PMRS).
emerging
pathogens)
and will
serve as the
foundation
for a
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Activity

Recent activities

Provision of
computers to
support
implementation of
the CamLIS in
referral hospital
laboratories

Dates

Sept
2013

Venue

On site at
Calmette,
Svay
Rieng,
Kampot
hospital
laboratori
es

Organizers

WHO

Partners

MoH

Participants

Siem Reap
and Kampot
provincial
referral
hospital
laboratories

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Procurement of
computer
hardware to
support the
operation of the
CamLIS and
piloting of the
Web-based
CamLIS.

Main results

laboratorybased
surveillance
system.
Standardizati
on and
improved
reporting of
targeted
diseases

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Achieved

Integration
of the
CamLIS
into the
Patient
Manageme
nt
Registratio
n System

Other comments
/ Information

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
Svstem
Activity
Training workshop 7 - 9
Phnom
WHO
MoH
35
Venue fees,
Initial
Achieved
Support
3.3.Ca:
on utilization of
May
Penh,
participants
workshop
training to
implement
Support
the Laboratory
2013
Cambodi
representing
materials,
laboratory
ation of the
implementati Quality Stepwise
a
NIPH, NPH,
transportation
staff on
LQSI tool.
on of a
Implementation
Kossamak,
costs, per
implementati
Laboratory
(LQSI) tool
Takeo,
diems.
on of the
Quality
Kampong
LQSI tool.
Management
Cham, and
System
Ballambang
hospital
laboratories
as well as
UHS,
DMDP,
NAMRU-2,
FAO, and
NCLE (Lao
PDR).
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Distribution of
EQA panels to
laboratories
participating in the
EQA program.

17Apr, 3
Jul, 7
Aug 2013

Certification of
Biological Safety
Cabinets (BSCs)

31 May
2013

Support
development of
national laboratory
biosafety
guidelines

30 Apr
2013

Venue

Battamba
ng,
Takeo,
Kossama
k, and
KhmerSoviet
Friendshi
p hospital
laboratori
es

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

WHO

NIPH

NIPH, NPH,
Takeo,
Kampong
Cham,
Battambang,
Kampot,
Svay Rieng,
Calmette,
Maternal and
Child Health
Hospital, and
Kossamak,
hospital
laboratories.

Ground
transportation of
EQA panels
from NIPH to
referral
laboratories
enrolled in the
program.

Identification
of areas for
improvement
, corrective
measures
leading to
qualityassured
laboratory
diagnosis,
and reliable
laboratory
data for
surveillance.

Ongoing

Implement corrective
measures, and transfer part of
the costs of the program to
MoH.

WHO

MoH

Hire a contractor
to provide
decontamination
, maintenance,
and certification
of BSCs.

Improved
biosafety
and
biosecurity in
laboratories.

Achieved

WHO

MoH

Support a
consultant to
draft the
National
Laboratory
Biosafety
Guidelines
under WHO
supervision.

1st draft of
the National
Laboratory
Biosafety
Guidelines
for
Cambodia

Ongoing

Re-certify
BSCs
annually.
Collaborat
e with MoH
and
partners to
develop
local
capacity
for BSC
maintenan
ce and
certification
The draft is
currently
under
review by
local and
internation
al partners.

Other comments
/ Information
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Activity

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

30 Sep
2013

Universit
y of
Health
Sciences
(UHS)

WHO

MoH, NAMRU2, DMDP

Laboratory
heads of
NPH,
Kossamak,
Takeo,
Kampong
Cham, and
Battambang
hospital
laboratories.
Laboratory
mentors
supported
partners who
work in the
laboratories
above.

Office supplies
required to
implement the
first phases of
the LOSI tool

Improvement
s in quality
management
in the
laboratory.

Ongoing

In-service
mentorship on
microbiology
diagnostics to
laboratories
enrolled in the
national medical
microbiology
laboratory network

Apr Sept
2013

NPH,
Kossama
k, Takeo,
Kampong
Cham,
and
Battamba
ng
hospital
laboratori
es

WHO

NAMRU-2,
DMDP

A minimum
of2
laboratory
technicians
are trained in
each of the
targeted
laboratories

Support a
consultant to
provide on-site,
in-service
mentorship

Improved
microbiology
diagnostics
as measured
by high
scores on
the EQA
program for
microbiology

Ongoing

Training in
microbiology
diagnostics

June Jul2013

Takeo
hospital
laborator
y

DMDP

MoH, W HO

2 laboratory
technicians
from the
Kampot
provincial
referral
hospital
laboratory

Transportation
and per diem for
technicians to
participate in
practical training
on microbiology
diagnostics

Capacity
transfer for
microbiology
diagnostics
to another
provincial
referral
hospital
laboratory

Achieved

Recent activities

Dates

Support
implementation of
the LQSI tool in
laboratories of the
national medical
microbiology
laboratory network

Next steps

Other comments
/ Information

Support a
group of
laboratory
mentors
providing
on-site,
daily
guidance
on LQSI
implement
ation.
Monitor
LOSI
implement
ation
through
regular
assessmen
ts.
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity

3.4.Ca:
Support
development
of a national
laboratory
network and
participation
in regional
and
international
laboratory
networks

Improve
the rational
use of the
laboratorie
s through
targeted
training of
clinicians
on basic
laboratory
diagnostics
of diseases
endemic in
Cambodia.
Further
strengthen
laboratory
capacity at
the
Kampot
provincial
referral
hospital
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Specialized
training on
laboratory
diagnostics for
selected
laboratory
managers (2
modules of the
Diploma in
Medical Biology)

Apr and
Sept
2013

UHS

UHS

MoH

3 laboratory
managers
from
Battambang,
Takeo,
Kampong
Cham

Transportation
and per diem to
attend 2
modules of the
Diploma in
Medical Biology
in Phnom Penh

Ongoing

Assess
performanc
e of
laboratory
managers
in the
short-run
and overall
performanc
e of their
laboratorie
s.

Blood Culture
Workshop

26-27
Sept
2013

UHS

MoH, UHS,
Sihanouk
Hospital Center
of Hope
(SHCH),
Merieux
Foundation,
DMDP.

MoH, UHS,
NAMRU-2,
Institute of
Tropical
Medicine
(ITM), SHCH,
Merieux
Foundation,
DMDP.

102
participants
representing
the MoH,
UHS,
Technical
School of
Medical
Care,
National
referral
hospitals
(NPH,
Calmette,
Kossamak)
and
Provincial
referral
hospitals
(Battambang
, Kampong
Cham, Svay
Rieng, and
Takeo),
WHO, US
CDC,
NAMRU-2 ,
DMDP,
Merieux

Per diems,
operating
expenses, and
office supplies.
The cost was
shared with
NAMRU-2.

Improved
technical
skills among
young
laboratory
managers
who can
transfer
capacity to
other
laboratory
technicians
in the
laboratories
they
manaqe.
lmplementati
on of qualityassured
blood
cultures in 5
sentinel
hospitals,
development
of an
inventory of
key blood
culture
pathogens
and their
antibiotic
resistance
profiles, and
overall
strengthened
microbiology
diagnostics.

Achieved

Monitor
blood
culture
indicators
for quality
assurance,
increase
the number
of sites
performing
blood
cultures,
and collate
blood
culture
data into a
national
database.

Other comments
/ Information
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments
/ Information

Transportation
costs and per
diems for
laboratory
managers from
referral
hospitals.

Strengthenin
g of the
laboratory
network.
Launching of
new web site
for the
Cambodian
Laboratory
Network:
CamLab
Network
(http://camla
b.globenetwork.orq/)

Achieved

Next steps are to continue
strengthening the national
medical microbiology
laboratory network and
utilizing the CamLab network
by populating the website with
information relevant to the
laboratory network community.

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
financially
support the staff
member who led
these activities

Improved
networking
of
stakeholders
, sharing of
project
information,
setting of
common
priorities,
identification
of synergies
and potential
collaboration
s, reduced
duplication
of activities,
and
improved
coordination
among

Ongoing

These
meetings
will be
organized
regularly
throughout
Year 5.

Ongoing

These
meetings
will be
organized
twice in
Year 5.

Foundation,
ITM, SHCH,
Angkor
Hospital for
Children,
NCLE (Lao
PDR)
Meeting of
National Medical
Microbiology
Laboratory
Network

28 Aug
2013

MoH

MoH

WHO, DMDP,
Merieux
Foundation.

12
participants
representing
MoH,
government
vertical
programs,
hospital
laboratories,
and partners

Coordination of
laboratory
activities through
regular Laboratory
Partners
Coordination
meetings

14 June,
13 and
19 Aug
2013

WHO

WHO CO CAM

1st meeting on
strengthening
laboratory
biosafety and
biosecurity in
Cambodia.

30 July
2013

WHO

WHO CO CAM

20 representatives of US CDC,
NAMRU-2, Armed Forces
Research Institutes of Medical
Sciences, IPC, Merieux
Foundation, ITM, University
Research Co., LLC (URC),
DMDP, Clinton Health Access
Initiative, Medecins Sans
Frontieres, Japanese
International Development
AQencv, Svsmex.
22 representatives of USAID,
Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association, Temasek
Lifesciences, France Expertise
Internationale , NIPH, Bureau
of Medical Laboratory Services
in the Ministry of Health,
National Authority to control
Chemical, Biological, Nuclear,
and Radiological Weapons,

Project Management
Activity

3.5.Ca:
Project
management

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
financially
support the staff
member who led
these activities,
and for
refreshments
and snacks
during the

Refer to activity
3.4.Ca in the
Year 5 work
plan
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

I Participants

FAO, Defense Threat
Reduction Agency, US CDC
regional and national offices,
NAMRU-2, Armed Forces
Research Institutes of Medical
Sciences , IPC, Merieux
Foundation, University
Research Co., LLC (URC),
DMDP

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

meeting.

partners,
and between
partners and
the
government.

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments
/ Information
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Table of country-level activities in Indonesia
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

I Other comments
/ information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.lndo:
Enhance
laboratory
capacity in
H5N1
molecular
characterizati
on

Activity
3.2.lndo:
Improve
laboratory
diagnosis
capacity for
leptospirosis,
Japanese
Encephalitis
(JE) and
hanta virus

- Development
of a protocol for
molecular
characterization
and phenotypic
resistance of
H5N1 .
- In house
technical
meeting
- Procurement
of reagents for
genetic and
antigenic
characterisation,
and phenotypic
resistance
Strengthen
Leptospira
surveillance:
- Review of
epidemiological
investigation
data relation
with collected
samples and
molecular
database of
selected
leptospira
sequences from
Genebank.
- Leptospira
interrogans
strains collected
- Laboratory
procedures
performed:

May Sept2013

NIHRD

WHO

NIHRD
University of
Indonesia

NIHRD

The IDENTIFY
project covered
the procurement
and delivery of
reagents and
materials, the in
house technical
meeting local
costs, and
hands on
molecular
characterization.

Complete
genetic,
antigenetic
characterizat
ion and
phenotypic
resistance
data of Avian
Influenza A
H5N1 .

Partially
achieved

Next step is to perform the
laboratory procedure for
molecular genetic, antigenic
and phenotypic resistance with
technical assistance from an
international expert from WHO
CC Melbourne

May Sept2013

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IDENTIFY
project has
covered so far
the sequencing
analysis at the
Agency for the
Assessment and
Application of
Technology.

- Data of
molecular
characterizat
ion,
population
analysis,
clustering,
partitioning
and
identification
of
pathogenic
Leptospira in
Indonesia.
- New
strategy of
leptospirosis
surveillance
and control
in Indonesia
based on

Partially
achieved

Next steps are to:
- Analyze data and finalize the
report.
- Conduct workshop on
Leptospirosis serological and
molecular approach.
- Disseminate data to
stakeholders as input for policy
decision making fo r Leptospira
control.

Agency for the
Assessment
and Application
of Technology
Balitvet
NIHRD
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Activity

Recent activities

Leptospira
cultivation,
Preparation of
leptospira DNA
oluqs, etc.
Tailored training
on Japanese
encephalitis and
hanta virus
laboratory
diagnostic

Evaluation of
laboratory
diagnostic
quality on
Hanta, JE and
Leptospirosis
and review
laboratory
diagnostic SOP
(Sample
collection,
sample
handling,
transportation
and laboratory

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

28 July 3 August
2013

Nagasaki
University
and
Hokkaido
University
Japan

Nagasaki
University and
Hokkaido
University Japan

Nagasaki
University and
Hokkaido
University
Japan

IVRCRD
staff:
1. Drs
Bambang
Heriyanto
2.Triwibowo
Ambar
Garjito
3.Farida
Handayani
4. Mega
Tyas
Prihatin

IDENTIFY
project covered
travel and
perdiem cost of
training
participants.

Sept2013

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IVRCRD
Salatiga

DELIVER

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IDENTIFY
project covered
the transport
cost of a WHO
national
consultant for
laboratory to join
the evaluation
workshop.

Main results

reliable
serological
and
molecular
aooroaches.
- Improved
knowledge
and skill of
trainees from
IVRCRD
Salatiga on
JE
laboratory
diagnostic
(serological
examination,
RTPCR,
RT-LAMP
assay) and
Hanta virus
laboratory
diagnostic
(serological
examination)
- Improved
networking
with
Nagasaki
and Hokaido
universities
- Evaluation
report.
- Revision of
laboratory
diagnostic
SOP
(Sample
collection,
sample
handling,
transportatio
n and
laboratory
diagnostic)

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Achieved

Review JE
and Hanta
virus
laboratory
diagnostic
SOP in
IVRCRD
Salatiga,
using the
inputs from
the
training.

Achieved

Disseminat
ion of
laboratory
diagnostic
SOP
revision to
IVRCRD
laboratory
personnel,
and
monitoring
implement
ation of
proper
laboratory

Other comments
/ Information

The activity is
funded by
DELIVER
project. WHO
national
consultant on
laboratory joint
the evaluation
and delivered
inputs and
technical
assistance on
revision of
laboratory
diaqnostic SOP.
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

diagnostic)

Next steps

Other comments
/ Information

diagnostic
SOP

Procurement of
laboratory
equipment and
reagents for
IVRCRD
Salatiga

April Sept2013

IVRCRD
Salatiga

WHO

IVRCRD
Salatiga

Strengthen JE
laboratorybased
surveillance:
- Review of
epidemiological
investigation
data relation
with collected
samples and
molecular
database of
selected cDNA
JE sequences
from Genebank.
- Collection of
samples
- Laboratory
diagnostic
performed:
detection of JE
virus in human
blood and
mosquitoes

April Sept2013

Kupang,
West
Nusa
Tenggara
and
Manado,
North
Sulawesi

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IVRCRD
Salatiga
Hospitals in
Kupang, West
Nusa Tenggara
and Manado,
North Sulawesi

IVRCRD
Salatiga

IVRCRD
Salatiga
Hospitals in
Kupang,
West Nusa
Tenggara
and
Manado,
North
Sulawesi

IDENTIFY
project covers
procurement of
laboratory
equipment and
reagents to
support
Leptospirosis
andJE
laboratory
diagnostic.

IVRCRD
Salatiga well
equipped to
perform
laboratory
diagnostic
for
Leptospirosi
s, JE and
Hanta virus.

Partially
achieved

Next steps are to:
- Deliver items procured to
IVRCRD Salatiga.
- Ensure national funding is
allocated for operational and
maintenance of the equipment.
- Ensure reagents procured
are stored and used properly.

IDENTIFY
funding is used
to cover the
travel of
IVRCRD
Salatiga staff for
pre assessment,
data collection,
sample
shipments,
workshop data
analysis.

Report on JE
prevalence
in the
endemic
areas
(Kupang,
West Nusa
Tenggara
and Manado,
North
Sulawesi).

Partially
achieved

Next steps are to:
- Integrate analysis of
laboratory diagnostic result
and epidemiology results.
- Finalize the report.
- Disseminate the results to
the related units within MoH
and to the provinces as inputs
for planning of JE prevention
and control in their respective
province.
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Activity

Recent activities

Advanced
Microscopic
Agglutination
Test (MAT)
training for
Leptospirosis

Dates

26 Sept 4 Oct
2013

Venue

IVRCRD
Salatiga

Organizers

IVRCRD
Salatiga

Partners

Port Blair India
(WHOCC) Dr.
P Vijayachari

Participants

IVRCRD
Salatiga

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

IDENTIFY
project covers
the in-house
training costs
and the travel
costs of one
international
expert to deliver
technical
assistance for
the in-house
training.

Improved
knowledge
and skill of
IVRCRD
laboratory
staffs on
MAT
diagnostic
for
Leptospirosi
s.

I Other comments

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Achieved

Next steps are to:
- Apply MAT laboratory
diagnostic for Leptospirosis.
- Disseminate MAT laboratory
diagnosis technique to other
staffs and other laboratories
through trainings.

/ Information
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Table of country-level activities in Lao PDR
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other comments
/ informations

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Lao:
Strengthen
laboratory
capacity to
detect
priority
diseases

EQAP from
PPTC and NICD

April September
2013

NCLE

WHO

PPTC and
NICD

NCLE
laboratory
staff

No cost

Demonstrates
NCLE
capacity to
perform
diagnostic
testing

Ongoing

Establish
bacterial
isolate
archiving
and
proficiency
testing
scheme for
laboratories
performing
bacteriology

Activity
3.2.Lao:
Strengthen
the capacity
of the
laboratory to
contribute to
outbreak
investigation

Diarrhoea
surveillance and
one meeting of
sentinel sites

April - Sept
2013

Vientiane
capital

NCLE

1 Health
centre, 4
District
hospitals and
3 Central
hospitals in
Vientiane

Meeting local
cost

Testing for
Antimicrobial
resistance

DCDC/NCLE

FAO

Summary of
Laboratory
results: 269
specimens
received, 63
contained
pathogens
/23.4%)
Training in
laboratory
diagnosis for
outbreak
support
including,
specimen
collection ,
test
interpretation
and biosafety

Surveillance
ongoing

NCLE

Meeting: 36
participants
from 8 health
facilities in
the program
and 13
facilitators
from NCLE
8 trainees: 1
from Animal
Health
Center, 1
fromFisheries and
Livestock Champassak
province, 2
from NCLE, 1
epidemiology
staff-Bokeo,
1 water and
sanitation
staffChampassak,
1 malaria
staffLuanoorbanq

Field
Epidemiology
training (FET)
and participation
of FET trainees
on outbreak
investigations
(see below)

Course
operation
support such as
living costs for
provincial
participants,
lecture fees.
travel cost to
support
outbreaks and
surveillance
projects

Ongoing

FET program is
a 3-module
course, which is
co-funded with
US CDC.
IDENTIFY funds
are used fo r 1
module out of 3.
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Activity

Activity
3.3.Lao :
Provision of
laboratory
supplies in a
coordinated
manner

Rece nt activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Specimen
collection during
outbreak

April September
2013

Lao PDR

NCLE

Provision of
laboratory
equipment,
reagent and
supplies

April September
2013

NCLE

WHO

Partners

Provincial
health
department

Participants

and 1
epidemiology
staffKhammouan
Staff from
NCLE and
provincial
health
department

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Travel cost and
per diem

From AprilSep 2013,
there were 55
outbreaks
reported.
- FET
trainees
joined 9/51
outbreaks
(17.6%).
Samples
were
collected in
8/9 outbreaks
(88%)
- In total
samples were
collected
during
investigations
of 43/51
(84.3%)
- Confirm
outbreak
(pathogen
detected) :
30/51
outbreaks
(58.8%)
Strengthen
laboratory on
surveillance
and outbreak
detection for
diarrheal and
bacterial
respiratory
pathogens,
anthrax, and
improve
biosafetv

Ongoing ,
outbreak
occurs
anytime

Procurement

Next steps

Other comments
/ informations

These activities
are co-funded
be donors
including US
CDC

Ongoing
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Table of country-level activities in Thailand
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

I Other comments
/ information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Thai:
Training
courses on
detection of
food and
water borne
pathogens
for
laboratory
staff from
both the
Animal
Health and
Public
Health
sectors

1. Five meetings
of the advisory
group
2. Training
course on
Detection of
Targeted Food
and Water borne
Pathogens

1. 9, 16,
29, 30 April
and 22
May.
2. 24-28
June2013

1. Bureau
of Quality
and
Safety of
Food
(BQSF),
Departm
ent of
Medical
Sciences,
MoPH
2. Pak
Ping Ing
Tang
Boutique
Hotel,
Nonthabu
ri (June
24-25 &
27) ;
Faculty of
Public
Heath,
Mahidol
Universit
y (June
26) ;
BQSF,
Departm
ent of
Medical
Science
(June28)

• WHO Thailand
• BQSF
• National
Institute of
Health (NIH)
• Regional
Medical Science
Center
• Department of
Livestock
Development
• Department of
Agriculture and
Department of
Fisheries

USAID

1. Advisory
group of 12
persons:
director and
experts from
BQSF, NIH
and
Department
of Livestock
Developmen
t and
professors
from Mahidol
University.
2. 77
participants
in lecture
session, 30
participants
for virus
laboratory
session and
45
participants
for bacteria
laboratory
session:
Laboratory
staff from
animal and
human
public health
laboratories
from all over
the country.
+ 12
lecturers
from Faculty

IDENTIFY
funded local
costs, per diem
of members of
the advisory
committee,
printing of
documents and
training material,
transportation
costs

Enhanced
laboratories
ability to
detect
targeted
diseases
and
strengthened
knowledge
of animal
and public
health
laboratory
personal for
molecular
techniques
to detect
enteric
viruses
(Hepatitis A,
Norovirus)
and bacteria,
(Campyloba
cter spp. and
Shigella
spp.)

Achieved
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Activity

Recent activities

Oates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

I Other comments
/ Information

of tropical
Medicine,
Mahidol
University,
NIH, BOSF,
Department
of Livestock
Developmen
t, WHO and
Microbiology
Department,
Faculty of
Public
health,
Mahidol
University.
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and
international oraan izations
Activity
1. Eleven
1. April
1. NIH,
The National
1. A group of • The workshops - Enhanced
WHO, CDC
Achieved
1. The aims of the meetings
3.2.Thai:
meetings have
04; May 3;
Bangkok
Institute of
7-10 people
organization and laboratory
were to review and map
Technical
been conducted
May 30;
2.
has attended local costs
network,
existing capacities of
Health (NIH) '
support to
with key
May 31 ;
Richmon
Department of
all meetings;
• Per Diem for
named
laboratory network in Thailand,
in-country
resource
July 1; July
d Hotel,
Medical
2. Working
members of
"Laboratory
to discuss and elaborate plan
Network for
laboratory
persons from
8 ; Aug 6;
Nonthabu Sciences, MoPH
group of 37
advisory
and agendas for trainings and
networking
NIH, Department Aug 21 ,
ri
resource
committee and
EID",
workshops.
of Medical
Aug 30;
3. Miracle
persons;
working group
composed of
5. Targeted pathogens, having
Sciences,
September Grand
3.48
• Printing
31
the potential for emerging and
MoPH, WHO
10; Sep 17, Hotel,
members of
documents
laboratories,
international spread were
and CDC
2013.
Bangkok
the working
• Transportation
including
selected. They are bacteria:
2. One-day
4. T.K.
group and
costs
public health
Vibrio cho/erae, Salmonella
workshop of the
Palace
advisory
and hospital
spp., Shigella spp.,
Working group,
Hotel,
committee;
laboratories:
Streptococcus pneumonia,
Bangkok
4.49
NIH, BQSF,
Streptococcus suis, Legionella
have been held
in Bangkok, on
5.
members of
and 14
pneumophi/a, Leptospira
20 May.
Kantary
the working
Regional
interrogans, Bacillus anthracis,
3. A two-day
Bay Hotel
group and
Medical
Yersinia pestis, and virus:
workshop of
Rayong
advisory
Science
Enterovirus (EV 71/Coxsackie
Working group
committee;
Centers, 14
A), SARS, smallpox, dengue,
and Advisory
5. 113
hospital
Chikungunya, West Nile and
committee was
laboratories
viral haemorrhagic fevers
participants
held in Bangkok
located
(VHFs)- Ebola, Marburg,
on June 24-25.
across the
Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic
4. A two-day
country.
fever virus (CCHFV) and Rift
workshop of
- Improved
Valley fever virus (RVF).
Workinq qroup
knowledqe
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Activity

Recent activities

and Advisory
committee held
on July 25-26 in
Bangkok
5. A three-day
workshop
organized in
Rayong from 2628 August.

Oates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

I Other comments
/ Information

of public
health and
clinical
laboratory
personnel to
diagnose
and respond
to the
targeted
pathogens,
to share and
update data
and
information,
and
collaborate
with other
related
networks.
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Table of country-level activities in Viet Nam
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Viet:
Strengthen
the
coordination
and capacity
of
laboratories
in Viet Nam

Training
workshop on
detection of
avian influenza
A/H7N9 virus by
RT-PCR

30-3 1 May
2013

Nha
Trang,
Viet Nam

Activity
3.2.Viet:
Strengthen
the
laboratory
services in
Viet Nam

Development of
a National
Influenza
Centre (NIC)
laboratory
information
management
system
(database) for
influenza
surveillance in
Viet Nam:
electronic
laboratory data
management
software system
installed in NICs
and laboratory
staff trained on
software
operations.

15 Aug
2013(PI
HCMC);
19-20 Sept
2013
(NIHE)

Ho Chi
Minh City
and
Hanoi ,
Viet Nam

MoH, NIHE,

US CDC, NIID
Japan

Participants:
- NIHE: 4
- Pl HCMC:
2
- TIHE: 2
- Pl NT: 4
- MIHE: 2
- Hospital
108: 1
- HTD: 1
- NPH: 1
- NHTD: 1

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover
costs of
o rganization of
the
training
workshop,
transportation of
participants and
training
materials

Laboratory
capacity for
detection of
influenza A
(H7N9) virus
strengthened

Achieved

Laboratory experts assisted to
adapt the international
standard operating procedures
and facilitated group practices
on real-time and conventional
RT-PCR for identification of
influenza A/H7N9 using
standard diagnostic reagents.

WHO

NIHE, Pl
HCMC

9 laboratory
staff from
NIC Pl
HCMC; 15
staff from
NIC NIHE

Training of
laboratory staff
on software
operations and
translation of
WPRO NIC
Laboratory
Database
manual (version
2.0) into
Vietnamese

NIC NIHE
and NIC Pl
HCMC
laboratory
information
management
system
evaluated.
Gaps and
needs
identified.
Laboratory
data
collection,
analysis and
reporting,
tracking of
clinical
specimens
and test
results,
inventory of
biological
agents
improved.

Achieved

Evaluation of pilot study of
WPRO NIC laboratory
database in NICs, following
introduction into routine
laboratory data management
practice in NIHE, Pl HCMC, Pl
Nha Trang and TIHE

wco
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Activity
3.3.Viet:

Reference
strains and
reagents for the
development of
enteric
pathogens and
V. cholerae
proficiency
testing panel

Sept - Oct
2013

NIHE

Emergency
stockpile for
avian influenza
A (H7N9)
outbreak
response: PCR
kits and H7N9
diagnostic
reagents for
four regional
Institutes,
including
A(H7N9)
training
workshop
materials (refer
to activity
3.1 .Vietl

Jun - Aug
2013

NIC
NIHE
and NIC
Pl HCMC

Provision of
laboratory
supplies and
equipment in
a
coordinated
manner

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

NIHE, WCO

To purchase the
reference
materials

Support the
development
of
proficiency
testing panel
for priority
enteric
bacteria.

Ongoing

Procurement of:
- ATCC reference strains: V.
cholerae non-O1 and non0139 strains, Non-pathogenic
E. coli, Citrobacter spp.,
Proteus spp.
- Referenced antisera and
reagents: V. cholerae
polyvalent, V. cholerae
antisera type Ogawa, V.
cholerae antisera type Inaba,
Shigella flexneri antisera,
Salmonella polyvalent
antisera, E. coli monavalent
antisera, E. coli melange I,
2,3,4 antisera

MoH, NIHE,

Procurement of
diagnostic kits
and reagents

Outbreak
preparednes
s for avian
influenza
A(H7N9)
strengthened

Achieved

wco

Partners

Participants

Other
comments /
information

Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
Activity
Establishment
September NIHE
NIHE
MoH
IDENTIFY funds NIHE
Achieved
WHO Reference Laboratory
3.4.Viet:
of EOAS for
2013
were used to
assisted in
needs to be identified for the
Promote the
strengthen in
g of
laboratory
quality

enteric
pathogens and
V. cholerae in
Viet Nam

develop the
technical
guidelines,
SOPs and
procurement of
reference

developing
the
Proficiency
Test panel
for priority
Enteric

training of laboratory staff on
PT panel technology /
production.
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

materials (refer
to activity
3.3.Viet)

Pathogens
( V. cholerae,
Salmonella,
Shigella, E.
coil).
3 technical
guidelines,
10 SOPS for
proficiency
panel
developed.
Draft action
plan for
national
EQA
program
reviewed.
Priority
pathogens,
laboratory
technical
capacity,
resources,
timeframe,
management
mechanism
discussed.
13
laboratories
including
virology,
bacteriology,
tuberculosis,
HIV/AIDS,
food safety
and
environment
al health
laboratories
at Pl NT
were
evaluated on
biosafety
situation,

Consultation
workshop on
draft action plan
for National
External Quality
Assurance
Programs on
microbiology

27 Sept
2013

Hanoi,
Viet Nam

NIHE

wco

20
participants
(14 - NIHE, 5
- Pl HCMC,
2 - MoH and
1WCONiet
Nam).

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover costs for
organization of
the workshop

Biosafety and
biorisk
assessment in
Pasteur Institute
Nha Trang

5-11 Apr
2013

Pl Nha
Trang
Viet Nam

PINT

MoH , NIHE,
Pl HCMC ,

PINha
Trang
laboratory
professional
s

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover costs for
the organization
of assessment
and
development of
Biosafety
Manual for Pl
NT.

wco

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Achieved

Technical assistance to
finalize draft action plan for
national ex1ernal quality
assurance programs is
needed.

Achieved
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Activity

Recent activities

3 training
courses on
biosafety (for
Central and
Southern Viet
Nam)

Dates

12-14 Aug
2013
(Central
Viet Nam);
26-30 Aug
2013(PI
NT); 25-27
Sept2013
(Pl HCMC)

Venue

Pl NT, Pl
HCMC

Organizers

Pl NT, Pl
HCMC

Partners

wco

Participants

33
participants
from 11
province
preventive
medicine
centers and
hospitals in
Central Viet
Nam ; 75
participants
from Pl NT
and Center
for food
safety
analysis of
Central Viet
Nam ; 15
participants
from Pl
HCMC

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

To cover costs
for the training
courses

Main results

procedures,
practices
and
microbiologic
al risks.
PINT
developed
an action
plan for
biosafety
and biorisk
management
and
Biosafety
Manual for
its
laboratories
to meet
biosafety
laboratory
level 2
requirements
Microbiologic
al practices
and safe
operations in
microbiology
laboratories
strengthened

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Achieved
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

4 workshops on
introduction of
National
Regulations on
Biosafety

15 July
2013;24
July 2013;
30 July
2013;20
Sept 2013;

Khanh
Hoa
(Central
region) ;
Ho Chi
Minh City
(Souther
n
Region);
Hanoi
(Northern
Region)

MoH

wco

Biosafety
situation
analysis

22 - 30
Sept2013

Hanoi ,
Viet Nam

MoH

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

76

To cover costs
fo r organization
of the
workshops

National
Technical
Regulations
on Biosafety
and Practice
in
Laboratories
(No: 25/
2012/TTBYT) and
Regulations
on
Certification
and Renewal
of Biosafety
Certification
for Biosafety
Laboratory
(No:
29/2012/TTBYT MOH)
introduced
and
disseminate
d fo r future
implementati
on and
certification
of biosafety
laboratories
in Viet Nam.
MoH
technical
working
group
completed a
desktop
review of
biosafety
documents
in Vietnam,
and a
situation
analysis

Achieved

participants
from Central
Region;
92
participants
from
Southern
Region;
128
participants
from
Northern
Region

wco

Technical
working
group (10
people)

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover costs of
organization of
the desktop
review and
conduct a
situation
analysis

Achieved

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Biosafety documents in
Vietnam includes: (i) a
database of Government of
Vietnam legislation and
regulations; (ii) technical and
assessment reports; and (iii)
international projects in Viet
Nam
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Consultation workshop for the
development of a biosafety strategic plan
planned for 4 October 2013 in Hanoi

Organizers

Partners

MoH

wco

Pl HCMC,
Arbovirus
laboratory

MoH, WCO

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

through
interviewing
key national
stakeholders
involved in
implementati
on of
biosafety
policy and
practices.

IDENTIFY funds
In
will be used to
preparation
cover costs of
organization of
the workshop
and hiring 1
national
consultant to
draft the
biosafety
strateqic plan
Objective 4: Laboratories are participating In the relevant regional and International laboratory networks according to their respective abllltles, disease priorities, and responslbllltles
Activity
3.5.Viet:
Strengthen
laboratory
networking

Workshop on
standardization
and
synchronization
of dengue
diagnostic
methods for
surveillance
network in Viet
Nam

29-30
August
2013

Ho Chi
Minh city,
Viet
Nam

30 laboratory
staff from
NIHE, Pl NT,
TIHE, Pl
HCMC, and
HTP, No.1
Children
hospital,
HCMC; No.2
Children
hospital,
HCMC, MoH
and WHO

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
cover
costs of
organizing the
workshop

SOPs for
MAC-ELISA,
lgM/ lgG
ELISA, NS1
ELISA, virus
isolation and
RT-PCR
assay, and
diagnostic
testing
algorithms
used in each
regional
institute
(NIHE, Pl
HCMC,
TIHE, Pl
Nha Trang)
reviewed.
Gaps and
variations of
testinq

Achieved
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Activity

Recent activities

Meeting on
development of
public health
laboratory
network and
laboratory
steering
committee in
Viet Nam

Dates

14 Aug
2013

Venue

Hanoi,
NIHE

Organizers

NIHE

Partners

wco

Participants

8 senior
laboratory
experts,
NIHE and
WHO

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

None

Main results

methods,
protocols
and testing
algorithms
identified.
Technical
meeting
conducted;
guidance on
overall
concept,
composition,
functions,
and
coordination
mechanism
of laboratory
network
including
establishme
nt of
laboratory
steering
committee
provided.

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Achieved

Technical assistance was also
provided to NIHE to develop a
concept paper on development
of a public healt h laboratory
network in Viet Nam including
suggested terms of
references, composition of the
network, strategies and
membership.
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Table of country-level activities in Bangladesh
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect • to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability• IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Ban:
Support for
laboratory
participation
in
investigation
s of
outbreaks of
priority
diseases
including
dengue,
chikungunya
, Nipah, and
anthrax
Activity
3.2.Ban:
Supply of
reagents and
diagnostic
kits for
detection of
emerging
infectious
diseases
Activity
3.3.Ban:
Developmen
t of SOPs on
emerging
infectious
diseases
(EIDs)

Reagents and
kits to detect
EIDs were
procured

Throughou
t Year 4

IEDCR

IEDCR, WHO

IEDCR,
ICDDR-B

SOPs
developed on
laboratory
diagnosis of
EIDs

January July 2013

IEDCR

IEDCR, W HO

IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI, BSMMU
IPH, DLS

Experts of
laboratory
medicine of
different
institutes
from human
and animal
health

For procurement

IEDCR and
ICDDR-B
conducted
several
outbreak
investigation
sand
provided
timely
laboratory
results to
control and
contain
outbreaks of
EIDs.

Achieved

Participation of
the experts

SOPs
developed

Achieved

Printing and
distribution
of the SOPs
and training
of laboratory
personnel
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Activity

5-day trainings
on new SOPs
(refer to activity
3.3.Ban)

13 batches
of 5 days
in May,
June and
July 2013

IEDCR

IEDCR

IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI, BSMMU
IPH, DLS

15
participants
in each
batch (195 in
total) from
IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI,
BSMMU
IPH, DLS,
IDH, NIDCH,

Training local
costs, and
reagents and
kits needed for
the hands-on
training

Laboratory
personnel
from national
laboratories
trained

Achieved

Participation of
the experts

A national
Laboratory
strategy for
EIDs was
developed

Achieved

Next steps are submission of
the strategy to MoH for
approval, and series of
workshops for laboratory
managers

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
conduct the
training

Surveillance
personnel
from the
NISB were
trained and
updated on
the current
situation of
Ill and SARI

Achieved

This is an annual event
necessary to keep updated the
surveillance personnel.

3.4.Ban:
Training on
SOPs for
laboratory
staff at
different
levels

Activity

3.5.Ban:
Developmen
t of
Laboratory
Strategy for
EIDs
Activity

3.6.Ban:
Training and
refresher
training on
Ill and SARI

Laboratory
strategy for EIDs
developed

March July 2013

IEDCR

IEDCR

IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI, BSMMU
IPH, DLS

2-day trainings
on latest
developments
on Ill and SARI
including H7N9
and MERS-CoV

4 batches
of 2 days
in July
2013

IEDCR

IEDCR

IEDCR,
ICDDR-B

all
government
Medical
Colleges, 64
district
hospital
laboratories
Experts of
laboratory
medicine of
different
institutes
from human
and animal
health
18
participants
in each
batch (72 in
total):
laboratory
personnel
involved in
the National
Influenza
Surveillance
Bangladesh
(surveillance
platform) in
IEDCR and
district
hospital
laboratories

Next steps

Other
comments /
information
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Objective 2 : Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and
International organizations
Activity
Reagents to
Throughou
IEDCR
IEDCR
IEDCR,
For procurement Wet market
Achieved
This is an ongoing activity and
3.7.Ban:
detect H5N1
t Year 4
ICDDR-B
suNeillance
this should be continued to
Support the
and other
established
support IEDCR/NIC to look
Laboratory
influenza viruses
and
after the influenza situation in
component
purchased,
circulating
the country as well as to
of
IEDCR using
influenza
provide data on H5N1
suNeillance
these reagents
viruses
of influenza
fo r the wet
identified.
viruses in
market
wet markets
suNeillance
in Dhaka city
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
Svstem
Activity
IEDCR
IEDCR
IEDCR
IDENTIFY funds SOPs
SOPs
SOPs:
25
Achieved
Experts of laboratory medicine
3.8.Ban:
developed on
January ICDDR-B,
participants
were used to
developed.
of different institutes from
BLRI, BSMMU
human and animal health
Develop
laboratory
July 2013
in each
conduct the
Laboratory
SOPs on
biosafety and
IPH, DLS
training (100
training
personnel
developed the SOPs.
biosafety
infection control, Trainings:
in total) from
trained
and infection and laboratory
4 batches
IEDCR, IPH,
Biosafety and infection control
control and
personnel from
of 2 days
are essential components to
IDH, NIDCH,
train human
public health
in July
handle and cope up with
all
and animal
laboratories
2013
infectious agents and this
government
health
trained
activity needs to be fu rther
Medical
laboratory
strengthened.
Colleges, 64
personnel on
district
their use
hospital
laboratories
Objective 4 : Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
Activity
3.9.Ban :
Establishme
nt of
Network of
Public
Health
Laboratories

Activity
3.10.Ban:
Data

Network
established and
2 advocacy
meetings for all
laboratory
managers
including
participants from
Animal Health
laboratories
Existing
capacities
evaluated

January September
2013

IEDCR

IEDCR

IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI, BSMMU
IPH, DLS and
all medical
college and
district hospital
laboratories.

IEDCR

IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI, BSMMU

Meetings:
12 and 13
July 2013

Throughou
t Year 4

Meetings:
100
laboratory
managers
including
participants
from Animal
Health
laboratories

IDENTIFY funds
were used to
organise the
advocacy
meetings

Initiation of
the
laboratory
network

Partially
achieved

To organise
series of
meetings to

Data
collected

Achieved

Next steps are to distribute kits
and reagents, and bring all
members of the network in a
uniform reporting system on
EIDs
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Activity

collection on
existing
capacities of
laboratories
Activity
3.11 .Ban:
Annual
meeting/wor
kshop/updat
e/exchange
of views

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

IPH, DLS

Annual
workshops of
laboratory
managers
organized

4 batches
of 2 days
and 1
batch of 1
day in
August
2013

IEDCR

IEDCR

IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI, BSMMU
IPH, DLS

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Exchange of
information

Achieved

This is an annual event
necessary to keep updated the
laboratory managers

collect data

150
laboratory
managers
from IEDCR
ICDDR-B,
BLRI,
BSMMU
IPH , DLS,
IDH, NIDCH,

To conduct the
workshop

all
government
Medical
Colleges, 64
district
hospital
laboratories
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Table of country-level activities in Nepal
Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Other
comments /
information

Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect • to the appropriate level of characterization for the laboratory's capability• IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Activity
3.1.Nep:
Procurement
of laboratory
supplies and
reagents in a
coordinated
manner

Procurement of
logistic supplies
for diagnosis of
EIDs

April- Sept
2013

NPHL,
Kathman
du, Nepal

NPHL & WHO
Nepal

NPHL, WHO

Procured using
mostly
IDENTIFY funds

Supply of
ELISNRDT
kits for
dengue,
leptospira,
brucella,
influenza;
Supply of
PFGE, BSC,

Ongoing

DNA
Activity
3.2.Nep:
Training of
laboratory
staff to detect
targeted
diseases

Expansion of
bacteriology
laboratory
services to
regional and
zonal hospitals

April - June
2013

Sagarma
tha,
Dhaulagir
i, Karnali,
Mechi,
Koshi,
Janakpur

WHO, NPHL

NPHL

NPHL

Manipal
College of
Medical
Science

Short term
contracts for one
microbiologist
and one
laboratory
assistant who
conducted onsite bacteriology
trainings and
regional
laboratories
supervisions

'
Narayani,
Rapti

Refresher
training
workshop on

AMR
surveillance of
selected
infectious
pathogens and
use of the
W HONET
software in
Nepal

22 - 27
Sept 2013

Manipal
College
of
Medical
Science,
Pokhara

22
participants
from
regional,
sub-regional,
zonal and
private
hospitals

Workshop local
costs,
participant
travels and
accommodation
s, reagents and
supplies.

sequencer
looistics
Trainings
and
supervisions
provided to
regional and
zonal
hospitals

The
participants
were trained
on
knowledge
and skills in

Achieved

Expansion of
services in
other
hospitals is
planned in
the co ming
years

Achieved

Refresher
training is
planned for
next year

AMR
identification
and
reporting
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Activity

Recent activities

Dates

Venue

Organizers

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY funds

Main results

Level of
achievement

Next steps

Technical
support to
NPHL on
continuation of
national EQAS
for bacterial
identification
and AST testing

Jan - Sep
2013

NPHL

NPHL

AMR

Participants
in the
national
EQAS: AMR
Laboratory
network (18
laboratories)

Short term
contracts for one
microbiologist
and one
laboratory
assistant to
assist NPHL

Results
among the

Ongoing

Continuation of the national
EQAS and participation of
NPHL in international EQAS is
planned (refer to Activity
3.6.Nep in the Year 5 work
plan)

Laboratory
network (18
laboratories)

Support for
panel shipment,
results
communication,
etc.
Training of one
medical
technologist
from NPHL in
lyophilisation
operations for
EQAS sample
preparation
Training of 2
senior medical
technologists
from NPHL in
DNA
sequencing

22 - 26
April 2013

NIV

1 - 26 April
2013

NIV

Feedback
provided to
participating
laboratories.

NPHL, WHO

NIV Pune

Mr Agandhar
Sapkota,
NPHL

Participant travel
and
accommodation.

One medical
technologist
from NPHL
trained in
lyophilisation
of EQAS
samples

Achieved

NPHL, WHO

NIV Pune

Mr BP
Upadhyay;
Mr Jagat B
Khadka,
NPHL

Participants
travel and
accommodation.

Two medical
technologists
from NPHL
trained in
operation of
DNA
sequencer

Achieved

Pune,
India

Pune,
India

AMR
Laboratory
network
reviewed.

Other
comments /
information
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Main challenges encountered and response provided
The coordination of implementation of IDENTIFY within WHO was difficult for the first few
years of the project. The process is however much smoother now. The Regional Offices and
Country Offices have developed implementation plans which are monitored to ensure
activities are taking place within the agreed time frames.
To help facilitate the implementation of IDENTIFY in Africa, HQ and AFRO counterparts
have conducted on-site visits to most of the countries where the project is operating (countries
visited so far: Uganda, Republic of Congo, Gabon, and Cameroon). This has provided an
excellent opportunity to meet WHO Country Office counterparts and staff from those
laboratories being supported by IDENTIFY as well as Ministry of Health officers responsible
for the public health laboratory sector, animal health laboratory personnel, local USAID
representatives, and other development partners.
Now that IDENTIFY is implementing significant numbers of activities in the countries we
face the challenge of coordinating not just with EPT partners but with other organizations
conducting capacity building activities. Often these organizations have only limited
awareness of each other's activities. WHO plays a coordinating role that goes beyond the
scope of IDENTIFY in trying to eliminate duplication and confusion at the country level in
countries such as Cambodia and Cameroon.
Planning for year 5 was quite challenging given the significant reduction in funding for the
project. Following discussion with USAID and Regional Offices, it was decided to reduce the
range of activities organized at headquarters and regional level to maintain funding at country
level. In addition, whole areas of work such as antimicrobial resistance and the laboratory
component of food safety have been dropped. Planning was done in close consultation with
ministries of health, and where possible, with local USAID. The year 5 work plan was
submitted on time to USAID/Washington.
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
(since the start of the project activities)

Over the course of the project, significant investments in technical training, quality systems
improvements and provision of equipment and supplies have been made, at the global,
regional and country level. These activities have been designed to target capacity gaps
identified in assessments or to ensure continuity of an essential level of service.
The project is also taking increasing advantage of the common interest in areas such as
laboratory quality systems and biosafety that exist in the public health and animal health
sectors. Combined activities in these areas which previously were almost non-existent have
started to be undertaken and the momentum for further cooperation to maximize the
efficiency with which available resources are utilized will continue to build.
As the EPT program has been operating for several years, it is appropriate to try and measure
the impact. As part of USAID's data calls, IDENTIFY/WHO is collecting data on the
supported laboratories using an assessment tool specifically developed for the project. A
report of data collected was provided to USAID in late 2012 and feedback was received in
February 2013. Following suggestions from USAID the format for reporting capacities using
data collected was revised and submitted to USAID in May 2013.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ACT Malaria
AFRO
AMR
ASEAN
CoE
DRC
EDPLN
EMPRES-i
EPT
EQAP
FAO
FAO-ECTAD
FAO-RAP
FY
GFN
GLEWS
GOARN
HO
IP HCMC
1ST
MoA
MoH
NCLE
NIHE
NIHRD
NIPH
NPHLN
NPO
OFFLU
OIE
ROMA
SEARO
SOPs
ToRs
US CDC
USAID
WHO
WPRO

Asian Collaborative Training Network for Malaria
WHO Reoional Office for Africa
anti-microbial resistance
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Centre of Excellence
Democratic Republic of Conqo
Emerqinq and Danqerous Pathoqens Laboratory Network
FAO Global Animal Disease Information System
USAID funded-Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
External Quality Assessment Programme
Food and Aqriculture Orqanization of the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Emergency
Center for Transboundarv animal diseases
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional
Office for Asia Pacific
Fiscal Year
Global Foodborne Diseases Network
Global Early Warning System for Major Animal Diseases including
Zoonoses
WHO Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network
Headquarter
lnstitut Pasteur, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
WHO Inter Country Suooort Team
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Vientiane, Lao
PDR
National Institute for Hyqiene and Epidemioloav, Hanoi Vietnam
National Institute of Health Research and Development, Indonesia
National Institute for Public Health, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
National Public Health Laboratory Network
National Professional Officer
OIE, FAO Network on Animal Influenza
World Organisation for Animal Health
USAID Regional Development Mission for Asia
WHO South-East Asia Reqional Office
Standard Operatinq Procedures
Terms of Reference
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
United States Aqency for International Development
World Health Orqanization
WHO Western Pacific Regional Office
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I. BACKGROUND
Tripartite FAO/OIE/WHO IDENTIFY Project
USAID Emergent Pandemic Threats Program
Organisms circulating in domestic and wild animal populations can potentially pose a threat to both
animal and human health. As humans increasingly move into areas that are only sparsely populated, the
risk of exposure to previously unknown agents is increased. The changes in ecosystems resulting from
human activity may result in the emergence and spread of novel pathogens. Both the animal health and
human health sectors have an interest in, and responsibility for, monitoring and controlling these
pathogens. There is a need to strengthen animal health and human health institutions and partnerships
that are responsible for managing existing and novel diseases. When appropriate, protocols and
standards for responding to emerging zoonotic diseases should be jointly developed. Where a disease
has the potential to impact a large number of people or animals improvements in governance,
infrastructure and response capacity can have national significance.
Early detection of zoonotic pathogens emerging in wild and domestic animal populations before they
become a threat to human health is a priority for the public health and animal health sectors. An effective
and credible laboratory service is an essential component of any early detection system and is needed by
countries to fulfill their reporting obligations to OIE on listed animal diseases and unusual epidemiological
events or emerging diseases, and for investigating events of potential international public health concern
and reporting to WHO as required by the International Health Regulations (IHR). Recognizing this, the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE) and the World Health Organization (WHO), with their long-standing commitment to strengthening
laboratory capacity and networking globally, have initiated a number of collaborative projects to help
strengthen laboratory capacity and networking. Examples of these include the FAO/OIE/WHO Global
Early Warning Systems for Animal Diseases including Zoonoses (GLEWS), the joint OIE/FAO Network of
Expertise for Animal Influenza (OFFLU) , the WHO Global Foodborne Infections Network (GFN), and the
WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network (EDPLN) .
Recognizing the unique role played by the three organizations in promoting human and animal health at
the global level, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) invited FAO, OIE and
WHO to jointly implement the IDENTIFY project, a component of their Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
Program . The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of targeted diseases in regions defined by USAID as those where the risk of emerging human
and/or animal diseases is highest. These regions have been identified as: the Congo Basin in central
Africa and countries in South and South East Asia. The other components of the EPT program address
detecting novel pathogens in wildlife (PREDICT); strengthening outbreak response capacity (RESPOND);
and developing behaviour modification strategies to reduce the risk of disease transmission between
animals and people (PREVENT).
FAO/OIE/WHO are implementing the IDENTIFY project through their existing institutional frameworks,
mechanisms and networks.
Project activities include:

Technical capacity building activities:
- Developing a list of the priority animal and human diseases in each of the selected regions and
identifying the national, regional and international reference laboratories that are available to provide
technical support for their detection.
- Review of existing FAO/OIE/WHO assessments of capacity at the national and institutional level to
identify gaps and assist with capacity building planning. Later stages would involve targeted evaluations
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using standardized laboratory assessment tools focused on strategically developing overall network
capacity.
- Key stakeholder meetings (awareness workshops) at regional level including participants from relevant
government departments to identify regional priorities and support the development of cross-sectoral
approach for laboratories.

Development of guidance, policy and training:
- Support for the preparation and harmonization of joint international guidelines and standards for
laboratories and promotion of national laboratory policy development.
- Development of standard operating procedures, guidance, policy and training consistent with the One
Health approach.
- Development of FAO/OIE/WHO region-specific training materials.

Laboratory quality systems:
- Development of capacity building activities based on the joint FAO/ IAEA/OIE/WHO Global Survey on
Laboratory Quality Standards and External Quality Assessment Schemes.
- Focused activities around such themes as biosafety/biosecurity, quality assurance, specimen collection
and handling and shipping.

Laboratory networking:
- Support for existing global networks with a regional focus, including diseased-based, GLEWS, OFFLU,
GFN, EDPLN.
- Supporting the networking of national and regional reference laboratories testing for known diseases
with those international reference laboratories institutions and networks involved in testing for novel
pathogens in wildlife, domestic animals and humans.
- Establishing or strengthening linkages within and between regional and global laboratory networks
across the public health and veterinary sectors.
- FAO/OIE/WHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships.
The strengthening of laboratory networks within and across sectors along with meaningful investments in
regional and national capacity building should result in more accurate and timely identification of
pathogens threatening animal and human health.
*************************
FAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for and respond to
disease threats at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of platforms have been developed.
Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the 4-way linking and WHO-OFFLU collaborations.
Others have been developed by individual organizations to cover a specific geographic region or topic
such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response Strategy (IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks, and the OIE
PVS Pathway. The capacity building objectives of these platforms are fully compatible with those of the
EPT program in general and the IDENTIFY project more specifically, and it was the expressed desire of
USAID to build upon the existing platforms of the three organizations to expand the impact of the EPT
funded activities. From the perspective of the three organizations it is logical to present a single coherent
approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY activities would frequently be
conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of this approach is to show the countries that the
three organizations, USAID and other partners are working in a coordinated manner to achieve the best
outcomes at the country level. Effective communication between all partners is important to deliver this
coordinated support, and USAID support for these activities will be acknowledged in all cases.
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II. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
Foreword:
FAO, OIE, and WHO remain committed to close collaboration as a part of the IDENTIFY Project and
beyond at global, regional, and country levels. As requested by USAID, the three organizations are
submitting separate work plans for year 3 of the project. The levels of collaboration and coordination
between FAO, OIE and WHO when conducting the different activities in the three work plans will vary but
at a minimum, consultations at headquarters, regional and country levels as appropriate will occur and
often a much higher level of collaboration is planned. In the individual work plans, each organization has
noted those sub-activities which are actively tripartite by indicating partnership with the other two
organizations. The details of the collaboration will be outlined in the implementation plans as they evolve
through the year. It is important to remember that consultation, collaboration and coordination are an
essential part of the planning process.

LOW 1 : Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens that pose
a significant public health threat
No activities are conducted under this line of work.
LOW2: Risk Determination
No activities are conducted under this line of work.
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
All IDENTIFY activities are now situated under this line of work (see below for description of
activities).
LOW4: Risk Reduction
No activities are conducted under this line of work.
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REGIONAL -- Congo Basin
Note: This section includes regional and country-specific activities. There are no country level work plans
submitted for the Congo Basin countries as activities presented below are applicable to all IDENTIFY
countries in the region (Cameroon, Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon, Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda) - see Annex 1 for EPT target
countries. The continent of Africa is covered by two WHO regions, Africa Region and Eastern
Mediterranean Region. All IDENTIFY countries belong to the Africa Region except the new nation of
South Sudan. Up till now, the Eastern Mediterranean Region has had no involvement in the IDENTIFY
project. It is possible that South Sudan will join the WHO Africa Region and then discussions will begin on
how it can be supported as part of the IDENTIFY project. The IDENTIFY provisional list of Public Health
laboratories in the region can be found in Annex 2.

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.1.C Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning
o

Sub-activity 3.1.1.C: Participate and/or organize coordination meetings
• A tripartite meeting of headquarters, regional and subregional
counterparts is planned for Gaborone in February or March 2012.
• Partners
• WHO: HQ, AFRO and ISTs
• FAO: HQ and Region
• OIE: HQ and Region
• Expected result(s)
• Progress on the FY 2012 plan of action shared.
• Opportunities and challenges for collaboration, coordination and
communication considered.

o

Sub-activity 3.1.2.C: Organize/participate in coordination meetings at country
level
• The nine IDENT IFY countries are not on the same level for
implementing the project activities. Cameroon and Uganda have
already held awareness meetings at country level and it is
important to organize coordination/awareness meetings between
EPT partners at country level.
• Partners: FAO, OIE, EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others stakeholders
• Expected result(s)
• IDENTIFY Project Work Plan for FY 2012 for each organization at
country level shared and clarified.
• Joint action plan for implementing IDENTIFY Project activities
elaborated.
• Role of each of the partners in strengthening the collaboration of
veterinary and human health laboratories within the country
defined.

o

Sub- activity 3.1.3.C: Organize teleconferences within W HO at all levels and
with other partners
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•

•
•

Tripartite teleconferences organized regularly between the
regional Tripartite focal points or between HQ and regional focal
points. For each teleconference, minutes are prepared. WHO
teleconferences are planned also between regional , ISTs and
WHO Cou ntry Offices levels on EPT program including the
IDENTIFY project.
Partners: FAO, OIE, EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others stakeholders
Expected result(s)
• Progress on the implementation of the activities shared.
• Key issues addressed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.2.C Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

o Sub-activity 3.2.1.C: Retain existing IDENTIFY staff for 12 months
Since the begi nning of the project, some key staff involved on IDENTIFY project as well as
on EPT in general are paid either through IDENTIFY or through a separate EPT fund. For
FY 2012, as in the previous plan of action, the following four positions are proposed to be
paid by the IDENTIFY project :
• IDENTIFY Focal Point, Medical officer/Lab PS (AFRO),
• IDENTIFY Focal Point, Medical officer/Surveillance P4 (1ST
Central),
• IDENTIFY/EPT Focal Point, NPO/NOC DRC, and
• IDENTIFY/EPT Focal Point, NPO/NOC Uganda.
• Partners: AFRO, ISTs, WHO Country Offices
• Expected result(s)
• Staff available at all levels to coordinate and provide technical
support for EPT activities including IDENTIFY project.
*************************

•

Activity 3.3.C Preparation and review of regional, and country-level work plans
and other project documents

o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.C: Preparation of the annual regional work plan and
compilation of the Country work plans
• Partners: FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• WHO work plan developed in consultation with relevant regional
and country offices and aligned with Region/Country/Global
priorities and IDENTIFY's objectives
• WHO work plan submitted on time and approved for
implementation

o

Sub-activity 3.3.2.C: Support countries to develop and review annual national
work plan
• Using the regional IDENTIFY and EPT work plans as reference
documents, the nine countries will be supported by WHO Country
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•
•

o

Offices to develop national work plans. The development of
national work plans promotes the ownership and sustainability of
the program. WHO will also support to the Member Sates in the
implementation and evaluation of their national plan.
Partners: MoH
Expected result(s)
• EPT program implemented at country level.

Sub-activity 3.3.3.C: Produce regular activity reports
• Report will focus on the following three areas of work: Project
management, laboratory capacity building and laboratory
networking. A template of the reporting will be shared with all nine
IDENTIFY countries.
• Partners
• WHO: AFRO, ISTs, WHO Country Offices
• Expected result(s)
• IDENTIFY reports will be sent to WHO HQ in a timely manner.
*************************

•

Activity 3.5.G Annual review of the laboratory networking strategy
o

Sub-activity 3.5.1.C: Review and monitor the implementation of Regional
IDENTIFY Strategies
• FAO,OIE and WHO have jointly developed the Regional
Laboratory Network Strategy that includes indicators and key
activities in line with the IDENTIFY Project objectives.
• Partners: FAO and OIE
• Expected result(s)
• The measurement of the IDENTIFY indicators and the follow up of
the expected outcomes of the Regional Laboratory Networking
Strategy conducted.

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.C Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.C: Assess Reference Laboratory capacity in the Region
including development of strategic plan
• Assessment to be conducted to assist countries to develop
national strategic plans for strengthening reference laboratory
capacity similar to those missions already conducted in Kenya,
DRC and Uganda. These missions can be conducted jointly with
FAO and OIE in addition to other EPT partners where possible.
• Partners: FAO, OIE, EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others stakeholders
• Expected result(s)
• Assessment of reference laboratories conducted.
• Countries supported to develop national strategic plan.
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Sub-activity 3.6.2.C: Support countries to assess and conduct laboratory
mapping exercise
• The Public Health laboratory mapping exercise has already been
conducted by AFRO through a standard questionnaire collected
during the stakeholder meeting in Uganda in November 2010. In
addition, information from previous assessment reports conducted
by AFRO in some countries provided additional data. A summary
of the result on the laboratory capacity of the IDENTIFY countries
was developed and shared with WHO headquarter. In order to
finalize the laboratory mapping exercise, a support will be
provided to the MoHs through WHO Country Offices to conduct
the assessment at national level. A final report may be developed
in collaboration with FAO and OIE.
• Partners: FAO, OIE, EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others stakeholders
• Expected result(s)
• Mapping exercise of the human laboratory capacity finalized .
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.C Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-Activity 3.7.1.C: Organization of stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National
Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Endorsement of project activities by regional/national
stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting distributed.

o

Sub-activity 3.7.2.C: Establish/identify national technical committee for
coordination of animal and human health joint activities [ToRs]
• A technical committee to guide coordination and management of
animal and public health network should be designated by the
Ministries of Health and Agriculture. Members of the committee
may vary from country to country. WHO will propose ToRs of the
committee using the ToRs of the public health emergency
management and response committee in the 2nd edition of the
IDSR Guideline as reference. The ToRs may need to include roles
and responsibilities of the animal health sector members.
• Partners: EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others stakeholders
• Expected result(s)
• Countries supported to establish national technical committee for
coordination of animal and human health joint activities ..

o

Sub-activity 3.7.3.C: Conduct joint outbreak investigation and response between
human and animal health.
• It is important to conduct joint outbreak investigations and
response between human and animal health sectors. Experiences
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•
•

of the investigation and response to recent Yellow Fever Outbreak
in Uganda may be shared to the countries.
Partners: FAO, OIE and other EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others
stakeholders
Expected result(s)
• Joint outbreak investigations and response conducted between
human and animal health.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.C Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.C: Support countries to adapt regional guidelines and tools
including development of national documents [laboratory networking guide,
laboratory policy, SOPs, etc.] & dissemination of these documents
• AFRO developed guidelines and countries may need support for
adaptation of the IDSR technical guidelines, laboratory networking
guide and laboratory policy document, etc. In addition, countries
may also need to develop SOPs or other key documents in line
with the IDENTIFY project.
• Partners: EPT partners, MoH and others stakeholders
• Expected result(s)
• Countries supported to develop or adapt guidelines to promote
IDENTIFY project implementation.

o

Sub-activity 3.8.2.C: Support selected laboratories on hands-on training for
priority diseases in reference laboratories
• Some reference laboratories may need to strengthen their
capacity on specific topics such as PCR techniques, virus
isolations, biosafety, etc. AFRO will facilitate collaboration
between laboratories through hands-on training to sub regional
reference laboratories.
• Partners: MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Selected laboratories supported to participate on bench training
for priority diseases in reference laboratories.

o

Sub-activity 3.8.3.C: Support national training activities on laboratory diagnosis
of priority diseases
• Country plans included national laboratory training for technicians
from national, provincial and district laboratories. The training to
enhance the detection of outbreaks at national and sub-national
levels and also networking of national laboratories for surveillance
of priority diseases.
• Partners: FAO, OIE, EPT partners, MoH, MoA and others stakeholders
• Expected result(s)
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•

National training on laboratory diagnosis of priority diseases
supported.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.C Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
Sub-activity 3.9.1.C : Develop and disseminate regional guidelines such as
Guideline on the recommendation for tests performed at each level of laboratory
network for IDSR priority diseases and Terms of reference of national committee
for coordination of animal and public health sectors.
• Partners: EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Key documents developed and disseminated.
o

Sub-activity 3.9.2.C: Organize regional trainings on laboratory diagnosis of
priority diseases and conditions
• Based on the resu lts of EQAP, AFRO will organize trainings on
specific subjects. Trainings on plague and antimicrobial resistance
were already conducted in 201 O and 2011. Additional training is
planned for FY 2012. Joint training with FAO, OIE and other EPT
partners such as PREDICT will be planned if appropriate.
• Partners: FAQ and OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Regional trainings on laboratory diagnosis of priority diseases and
conditions organized.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.C Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.C: Support participation of country laboratories in regional
EQA schemes
• AFRO support countries laboratories, specifically reference
laboratories, to participate in external quality assessment
schemes on bacterial meningitis, bacterial enteric diseases,
plague, and influenza viruses etc. Underperforming laboratories
may need to receive on-site training if appropriate.
• Partners: MoH, WHO HQ
• Expected result(s)
• All IDENTIFY countries participate in at least one EQAP.

o

Sub-activity 3.10.2.C : Support cou ntries to strengthen laboratory quality
assurance and quality control
• Reference laboratories are encouraged to establish/strengthen
quality assurance and quality control through activities such as:
designation of a Quality Officer, monitoring of the performance,
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•
•

o

establishment of SOPs, etc. In addition, countries will be
supported to promote national EQAP for provincial and district
laboratories on selected communicable diseases.
Partners: MoH
Expected result(s)
• Countries supported to establish/strengthen laboratory quality
assurance and quality control.

Sub-activity 3.10.3.C : Support countries to develop capacity for monitoring antimicrobial resistance to priority diseases
• The national bacteriology reference laboratories will conduct antimicrobial resistance monitoring. WHO/AFRO will continue to
organize training of personnel from NPHL and/or referral
laboratories in order to standardize AMR susceptibility testing.
WHO/AFRO will also provide national reference laboratories with
reference strains to allow them to perform quality control for their
AMR testing .
• Partners: MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Data for monitoring anti-microbial resistance collected and
analyzed.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.C Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11.1 .C : Provide essential equipment, reagents and supplies to
selected laboratories for diagnostic of priority diseases
• Partners: MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Selected laboratories supported on essential reagents, supplies
and equipment for diagnosis of priority diseases.

o

Sub-activity 3.11.2.C : Maintain essential reagents and laboratory supplies at
country level for surveillance and response of priority diseases
• Partners: MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Essential laboratory items for responding to outbreaks maintained.

Laborator networkin
•

Activity 3.12.C Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1 .C : Support the creation of a network of laboratory Centres of
Excellence for priority diseases in the African region
• Since the adoption of Resolution AFR/RC59/R4 in 2009, AFRO
provided technical support to Member States for the assessment
of existing infrastructure and human capacity as an initial step to
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•
•

1

the establishment of CoE and development of national
implementation plans. As multiple CoE will be established across
the region, it is envisaged that national centres may choose to
specialize in specific disease control areas and join a regional
network of CoE. The CoE network will promote cross-border
participation in disease surveillance, prevention and control and
establish close communication and cooperation between
neighboring countries.
Partners: MoH
Expected result(s): Regional network of laboratory CoE strengthened
through following steps:
• Assessment of existing infrastructures
• Support development of national project plan
• Advocate for implementation of national project plan
• Organize and support coordination meeting of members of CoE

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.C : Establish and/or strengthen National Public Health
Laboratory Network (NPHLN)
• The goal of a national public health laboratory network is to
provide high quality, accurate and timely laboratory-based
information'. Activities of NPHLN can include: coordination
meeting, timely laboratory confirmation, training and continuing
education, coordination and promotion of quality assurance,
specimen transportation, data management, outbreak
investigation and response, collaboration with epidemiologist, etc.
• Partners: MoH
• Expected result(s)
• National Public Health Laboratory Network
established/strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.C: Support countries to conduct supervision of provincial and
district laboratories
• Supervision by national laboratory is among the requ irements to
establish or strengthen networking of laboratory and enhance the
capacity of provincial and district laboratories to detect and initiate
the diagnosis of priority diseases.
• Partners: MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Regular supervisions conducted.

WHO AFRO Guide for NPHL to strengthen fDSR, 2008.
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REGIONAL -- Southeast and South Asia
Note: This section includes a regional and then country-level work plans for the IDENTIFY countries in
the Southeast and South Asia regions (Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Nepal) - see Annex 1 for EPT target countries. The IDENTIFY partners
are not planning specific activities in all countries. Those countries that will only participate in regional
level activities are indicated at the beginning of each country work plan. The IDENTIFY provisional list of
Public Health laboratories in the regions can be found in Annex 2.

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.1 .S Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning
o

Sub-activity 3.1.1.S: Coordination at the regional level with:
• WHO counterparts in the Regional Offices and the relevant
Country Offices and Headquarters
• IDENTIFY partners; FAO and OIE at the regional level
• EPT partners at the regional level
• Other implementation partners such as ASEAN
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices, PREDICT, RESPOND,
PREVENT, US CDC, USAID, ASEAN
• Expected result(s)
• Regional focal points in place.
• Regular communication including teleconferences and face-toface meetings between regional WHO focal points and regional
focal points for FAO and OIE with joint activities discussed and
planned; Information shared; Ongoing activities updated; Points of
collaboration and coordination identified.
• Regular communication including teleconferences and face-toface meetings, when the opportunity arises, between regional
focal points and the relevant W HO Country Offices to review
implementation of IDENTIFY at the country level.
• Communication, as appropriate, with the regional representatives
of the EPT partners including USAID, and other implementation
partners.
*************************

•

Activity 3.2.S Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
o

Sub-activity 3.2.1.S: Recruitment and retention of staff to work with global and
cou ntry counterparts to support implementation of activities under IDENTIFY
• Partners: WHO Southeast Asia and Western Pacific Regional Offices
• Expected result(s)
• Staff in place in both W HO Regional Offices.
*************************
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Activity 3.3.S Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents
o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.S: Preparation of annual regional work plans
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Regional work plans developed in consultation with relevant
country offices.

o

Sub-activity 3.3.2.S: Regular activity reports prepared
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices
• Expected result(s)
• Activity reports prepared and submitted in a timely manner.

o

Sub-activity 3.3.3.S: Preparation of other regional strategic documents as may
be needed for the successful implementation of the project
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices, regional FAO and OIE
offices
• Expected result(s)
• Relevant documents that guide the implementation of IDENTIFY
as a separate entity or as part of other regional platforms are
developed and endorsed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.4.S Communication tool development and resource building
o

Sub-activity 3.4.1.S: Effective use is made of the IDENTIFY SharePoint site
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, Country Offices, regional offices of FAO and
OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Regional focal points have access to and make use of the
IDENTIFY SharePoint site.

o

Sub-activity 3.4.2.S: Effective tools for communicating with a range of
audiences are developed and implemented
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, regional FAO and OIE offices
• Expected result(s)
• Tools for communicating with different stakeholders such as
national laboratories and ministries of health developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.5.S Annual review of the laboratory networking strategy
o

Sub-activity 3.5.1.S: A review of the IDENTIFY Laboratory Networking
Strategies and existing regional platforms for laboratory capacity building to
ensure they reflect the current goals of the project
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
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•

Strategic framework for the implementation of IDENTIFY activities
reviewed annually.

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.S Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.S: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part of
IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms.
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices, MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.S: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices, Ministries of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.3.S: Determine a list of priority diseases that will be the focus
for capacity building activities
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices, MoH, ASEAN
• Expected result(s)
• List of priority diseases developed and endorsed at regional level.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.S: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, ASEAN, MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.S: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.S Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Organization of a meeting of regional and national
stakeholders, primarily the directors of national public health and veterinary
laboratories and representatives from the Ministries of Health and Agriculture.
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T his meeting is scheduled for October 2011 , to take place in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, (ASEAN)
• Expected result(s)
• List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/national stakeholders;
Proceedings of the meeting published.
o

Sub-activity 3.7.2.S: Arrange a meeting of stakeholders including the directors
of national public health laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled
for October 201 1 in Malaysia
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, ASEAN , national public health laboratories,
MoH
• Expected result(s)
• Meeting held and a cross-sectoral approach agreed.
• Meeting report prepared and distributed.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.S Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.S: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTIFY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building. Such activities cou ld
include participation in GOARN training courses
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT
partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.S Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.S: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
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•
•

Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT
partners
Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.S Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.S: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory quality such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
• Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
•
Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, MoH, WHO HQ, FAO,
OIE, other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
•
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

Buildin laborator infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.S Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11.1.S: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.
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I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.S Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.S: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks within and across the human and animal
health sectors (e.g. GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, ASEAN , other reg ional and global laboratory
networks, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened .
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.S: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, FAO, OIE, MoH, MoA
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
• Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.S: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.S: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************
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Activity 3.13.S Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1.S: Identify potential participants in partnership activities.
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact
• Partners: SEARO, WPRO, WHO Country Offices, W HO HQ, national
public health laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Cambodia
Note: This section includes country-specific activities as well as regional activities with country-level
participation. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional
work plan (above).

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.2.Ca Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
o

Sub-activity 3.2.1.Ca: Staff to support the activities of the Laboratory Bureau
within the Ministry of Health and the National Institute for Public Health (NIPH)
• Partners: WHO Cou ntry Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Staff in place and activities being supported.
*************************

•

•

Activity 3.3.Ca Preparation and review of country-level work plans and other
project documents
o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.Ca: Preparation of annual country work plan
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, USAID , other EPT partners,
FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions with partners held and work plan prepared and
submitted on time.

o

Sub-activity 3.3.2.Ca: Regular activity reports prepared
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office
• Expected result(s)
• Activity reports prepared and submitted in a timely manner.

Activity 3.6.Ca Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Ca: Evaluation of existing data, including that collected as part
of IHR assessments, on laboratory capacity at national and sub-national level
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Ca: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.
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o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Ca: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministry of Health. The nature of the support to
be determined by data from the mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Ca: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Ca Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Ca: Support participation of Cambodia representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Cambodian participation at regional meeting.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Ca Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Ca: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of Cambodia at national or regional activities
related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Organization of
national-level activities is supported. Country participation at
national and regional activities is supported. These activities may
relate either solely to the public health sector or to both the public
health and animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT
partners is encouraged.
*************************
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Activity 3.9.Ca Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Ca: Areas for support to include:
• Laboratory- based surveillance
• On-site training for provincial laboratory staff in laboratory
techniques
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Ca Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Ca: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory quality such as:
• Advocate for participation in EQAP as a means of monitoring
laboratory quality
•
Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE,
other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
•
Expected result(s)
• Participation of national laboratories in EQAPs for priority
diseases.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Ca Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11.1.Ca: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners, NIPH,
selected provincial laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Ca Support and promote laboratory networks
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o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.Ca: Support the participation of national laboratories in
existing regional and global laboratory networks (e.g. GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, FAO, OIE, laboratory network
partners
• Expected result(s)
• National participation in regional and global laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Ca: Strengthen linkages between laboratories and
epidemiological networks within and across human and animal health sectors at
the national level, including development, where appropriate, of national guiding
principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
• Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Ca: Strengthening collaboration and communication
pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc where appropriate
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories for the detection of priority and emerging
pathogens held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Ca: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************
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Activity 3.13.Ca Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1.Ca: Identify potential participants in partnership activities
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories, W HO HQ
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- China
Note: There are no country-specific activities planned by WHO in China under IDENTIFY for Year 3 of the
project. They will participate in regional activities. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the
South and Southeast Asia regional work plan (above).

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Ch Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Ch: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part
of IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Ch: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Ch: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Ch: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Ch Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Ch: Support participation of China representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Chinese participation at the regional meeting.
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I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Ch Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Ch: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTI FY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Ch Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Ch: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Ch Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Ch: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory qual ity such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
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•

•
•

Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE,
other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Ch Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Ch: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Ch Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.Ch: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE, ASEAN , other regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Ch: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
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•

•

Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Ch: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Ch: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Ch Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Ch: Identify potential participants in partnership activities.
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, WHO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Indonesia
Note: This section includes regional activities with country participation and a list of country-specific
activities that WHO developed in conjunction with the MoH, Indonesia for the Year 3 of the project. The
numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional work plan (above).

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.3.lnd Preparation and review of country-level work plans and other
project documents
o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.lnd: Preparation of annual country work plan
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, USAID Country Office, other
EPT partners, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions with partners held and work plan prepared and
submitted on time

o

Sub-activity 3.3.2.lnd: Regular activity reports prepared
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office
• Expected result(s)
• Activity reports prepared and submitted in a timely manner.

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.lnd Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.lnd: Eval uation of existing data, including that collected as
part of IHR assessments, on laboratory capacity at national and sub-national
level
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.lnd: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.lnd: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministry of Health. The nature of the support to
be determined by data from the mapping exercise.
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Sub-activity 3.6.5.lnd: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed such as
support to the Vector Borne and Diseases Reservoir Research
Laboratory in Salatiga.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.lnd Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.lnd: Support participation of Indonesia representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: SEARO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Indonesian participation at the regional meeting.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.lnd Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.lnd: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTIFY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.lnd Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.lnd: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Review of standard operating procedures to detect leptospirosis,
Japanese encephalitis, and hantavirus
• Training on sample collection and handling
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•
•

• Training on biosafety and biosecurity
• Training on molecular techniques to detect priority zoonoses
Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activities is conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.lnd Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.lnd: Provide support to activities related to the promotion of
laboratory quality such as:
• Review of standard operating procedures for detecting priority
diseases
• Workshop on protocol development
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE,
other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
• Expected result(s)
• Appropriate training provided leading to better management of
laboratory stocks with less wastage and fewer shortages.
• Specimen collection training provided and an improvement in the
quality of specimens received in the laboratory.

o

Sub-activity 3.10.2.lnd: Support national laboratories to participate in
international EQAP for priority diseases
• Partners: WHO Country Office, MoH, national public health laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Participation of national laboratories in an EQAP is used as part
of the system to monitor laboratory quality.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.lnd Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11.1.lnd: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies to NCLE and selected provincial laboratories in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners, Ministry of
Health, national public health laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens. Priority support will
be given to national-level laboratories such as NIHRD.
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I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.lnd Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.lnd: Support the participation of national laboratories in
existing regional and global laboratory networks (e.g. GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, laboratory network
partners
• Expected result(s)
• National participation in regional and global laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.lnd: Strengthen linkages between laboratories and
epidemiological networks within and across human and animal health sectors at
the national level, including development, where appropriate, of national guiding
pri nciples for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, MoH, MoA
• Expected result(s)
• Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.lnd: Strengthening collaboration and communication
pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc where appropriate
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories for the detection of priority and emerging
pathogens held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.lnd: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************
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Activity 3.13.lnd Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and
partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1.lnd: Identify potential participants in twinning and other
partnership activities. Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor
the impact.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Lao PDR
Note: This section includes country-specific activities as well as regional activities with country-level
participation. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional
work plan (above).

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.1 .Lao Ongoing project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
o

Sub-activity 3.1.1.Lao: Coordination at the country level with :
• WHO counterparts in the Regional Office and other relevant
Country Offices
• IDENTIFY partners; FAO and OIE at the country level
• EPT partners at the country and regional level as appropriate
• National counterparts including Ministry of Health and National
Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE)
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Offices, MoH, NCLE, other national
counterparts, FAO, OIE, PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT, US CDC and
USAID
• Expected result(s)
• Regular communication including teleconferences and face-toface meetings with partners responsible for the implementation of
IDENTIFY and the other EPT projects.
• Plans and other relevant documents shared with partners.
• A harmonized approach to planning and implementation.
*************************

•

Activity 3.2.Lao Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
o

Sub-activity 3.2.1.Lao: WHO staff to provide technical and administrative
support for activities at the National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology
• Partners: WHO Cou ntry Office, US CDC
• Expected result(s)
• Staff in place and capacity development at NCLE supported in
areas such as training on biosafety and laboratory testing.
•
Administrative support to the project.
*************************

•

Activity 3.3.Lao Preparation and review of country-level work plans and other
project documents
o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.Lao: Preparation of annual country work plan
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, USAID ROMA, other EPT
partners, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
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•

o

Discussions with partners held and work plan prepared and
submitted on time.

Sub-activity 3.3.2.Lao: Regular activity reports prepared
• Partners: WHO HQ, WPRO, W HO Country Office
• Expected result(s)
• Activity reports prepared and submitted in a timely manner.

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Lao Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Lao: Evaluation of existing data, including that collected as
part of IHR assessments, on laboratory capacity at national and sub-national
level
• Partners: W PRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
•
Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Lao: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Lao : Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
•
Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministry of Health. The nature of the support to
be determined by data from the mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Lao: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
•
Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Lao Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Lao: Support participation of Lao PDR representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
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•

Expected result(s)
• Lao participation at the regional meeting.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Lao Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Lao: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of Lao PDR at national or regional activities
related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Organization of
national-level activities is supported. Country participation at
national and regional activities is supported. These activities may
relate either solely to the public health sector or to both the public
health and animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT
partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Lao Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to
build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines
and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Lao: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national biosafety guidelines
• Development of national bacteriology testing manual
• Training on biosafety practices
• Training on bacteriology techniques
• Training on detection of outbreak-prone diseases
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activities is conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Lao Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1 .Lao: Provide support to activities related to the promotion of
laboratory quality such as:
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•
•

•
•

o

Training in stock management techniques
Training of the surveillance and response sector in specimen
collection and handling techniques
• Training in specimen collection organized by the Ministry of Health
as part of field epidemiology training programmes
Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, other agencies
with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• Appropriate training provided leading to better management of
laboratory stocks with less wastage and fewer shortages.
• Specimen collection training provided and an improvement in the
quality of specimens received in the laboratory.

Sub-activity 3.10.2.Lao: Assist NCLE in participating in international EQAP for
priority diseases
• Partners: WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, NCLE
• Expected result(s)
• Participation of NCLE in an EQAP is used as part of the system
to monitor laboratory quality.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11 .Lao Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Lao: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies to NCLE and selected provincial laboratories in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners, Ministry of
Health, NCLE, Mahosot Hospital-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research
Collaboration, lnstitut Pasteur, ADB-CDC project 2, and others
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Lao Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1 .Lao: Support the participation of national laboratories in
existing regional and global laboratory networks (e.g. GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN), and participate in the development of regional
laboratory networking strategies
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, laboratory network
partners
• Expected result(s)
• National participation in regional and global laboratory networks
strengthened.
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•
•

Lao participation in regional laboratory networking strategy
development supported.
Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Lao: Strengthen linkages between laboratories and
epidemiological networks within and across human and animal health sectors at
the national level, including development, where appropriate, of national guiding
principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
• Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Lao: Strengthening collaboration and communication
pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc where appropriate.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories for the detection of priority and emerging
pathogens held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Lao: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Lao Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Lao: Identify potential participants in partnership activities.
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Malaysia
Note: There are no country-specific activities planned by WHO in Malaysia under IDENTIFY for Year 3 of
the project. They will participate in regional activities. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the
South and Southeast Asia regional work plan (above).

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Mal Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Mal: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part
of IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Mal: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Mal: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Mal: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Mal Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Mal: Support participation of Malaysia representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Malaysian participation at the regional meeting.
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I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Mal Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Mal: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTI FY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Mal Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to
build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines
and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Mal: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Mal Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Mal: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory qual ity such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
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•

•
•

Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE,
other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Mal Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Mal: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Mal Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.Mal: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE, ASEAN , other regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Mal: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
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•

•

Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Mal: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Mal: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Mal Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1.Mal: Identify potential participants in partnership activities.
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored
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COUNTRY -- Philippines
Note: There are no country-specific activities planned by WHO in Philippines under IDENTIFY for Year 3
of the project. They will participate in regional activities. The numbering of the activities is consistent with
the South and Southeast Asia regional work plan (above).

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Phi Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Phi: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part
of IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Phi: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Phi: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Phi: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: WPRO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Phi Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Phi: Support participation of Philippines representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Philippine participation at the regional meeting.
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I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Phi Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Phi: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTI FY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Phi Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Phi: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Phi Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Phi: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory qual ity such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
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•

•
•

Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
Partners: W PRO, W HO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, other agencies
with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Phi Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Phi: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Phi Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1 .Phi: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: WPRO, ASEAN, FAO, OIE, other regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Phi: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
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•

•

Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Phi: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: WPRO, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Phi: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Phi Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Phi: Identify potential participants in partnership activities.
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY --Thailand
Note: This section includes country-specific activities as well as regional activities with country-level
participation. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional
work plan (above).

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Thai Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Thai: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as
part of IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Thai: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Thai: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Thai: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: SEARO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Thai Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Thai: Support participation of Thailand representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Thai participation at the regional meeting.
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I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Thai Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Thai: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTIFY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAQ, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Thai Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to
build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines
and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Thai: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAQ, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Thai Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Thai: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory quality such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
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•

•
•

Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, other agencies
with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Thai Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Thai : Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Thai Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1 .Thai : Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: SEARO, ASEAN, FAO, OIE, other regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Thai: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: SEARO, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
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•

•

Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Thai: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: SEARO, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Thai : Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Thai Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and
partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Thai : Identify potential participants in twinning and other
partnership activities. Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor
the impact
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Vietnam
Note: This section includes country-specific activities as well as regional activities with country-level
participation. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional
work plan (above).

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.3.Viet Preparation and review of country-level work plans and other
project documents
o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.Viet: Preparation of annual country work plan
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, USAID Country
Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions with partners held and work plan prepared and
submitted on time.

o

Sub-activity 3.3.2.Viet: Regular activity reports prepared
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office
• Expected result(s)
• Activity reports prepared and submitted in a timely manner.

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Viet Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Viet: Evaluation of existing data, including that collected as
part of IHR assessments, on laboratory capacity at national and sub-national
level
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Viet: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: W PRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Viet: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
Laboratories to be supported by IDENTI FY selected following
consultation with Ministry of Health. The nature of the support to be
determined by data from the mapping exercise.
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Sub-activity 3.6.5.Viet: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided. The need for a national reference
laboratory for cholera at NIHE is one such gap
• Partners: W PRO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Viet Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Viet: Support participation of Vietnam representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Vietnam participates in the regional meeting.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Viet Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Viet: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of Vietnam at national or regional activities
related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Organization of
national-level activities is supported. Country participation at
national and regional activities is supported. These activities may
relate either solely to the public health sector or to both the public
health and animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT
partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Viet Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to
build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines
and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Viet: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Organize training on antiviral resistance testing and surveillance
practices for NIHE and IP HCMC staff
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•

•
•

Support the development of laboratory biosafety standards and
guidelines
• Develop training programmes for laboratory biosafety
• Molecular diagnosis of emerging infectious diseases
Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, EPT partners
Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Standards and guidelines developed.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activities is conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Viet Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Viet: Provide support to activities related to the promotion of
laboratory quality such as:
• Development of generic quality manuals for laboratories to adapt
• Guidance on developing standard operating procedures and
testing protocols
•
Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, FAO, OIE,
other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
•
Expected result(s)
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Guidance prepared and distributed.

o

Sub-activity 3.10.2.Viet: Assist NIHE and IP HCMC in participating in
international EQAP for priority diseases including cholera
• Partners: WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health, NIHE, IP HCMC
• Expected result(s)
• Participation of laboratories in an EQAP is used as part of the
system to monitor laboratory quality.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11 .Viet Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Viet: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners, MoH, NIHE,
IP HCMC, Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, Pasteur
Institute Nha Trang
• Expected result(s)
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•

Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Viet Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.Viet: Support the participation of national laboratories in
existing regional and global laboratory networks (e.g. GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, laboratory network
partners
• Expected result(s)
• National participation in regional and global laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Viet: Strengthen linkages between laboratories and
epidemiological networks within and across human and animal health sectors at
the national level, including development, where appropriate, of national guiding
principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, MoH, MoA
• Expected result(s)
• Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Viet: Strengthening collaboration and communication
pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc where appropriate
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, FAO, OIE, MoH, MoA
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories for the detection of priority and emerging
pathogens held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Viet: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring.
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************
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Activity 3.13.Viet Support and promote laboratory partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Viet: Identify potential participants in partnership activities.
Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor the impact
• Partners: WPRO, WHO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Bangladesh
Note: This section includes country-specific activities as well as regional activities with country-level
participation. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional
work plan (above).

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Ba Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Ba: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part
of IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Ba: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Ba: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Ba: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: SEARO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Ba Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Ba: Support participation of Bangladesh representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Bangladesh i participation at the regional meeting.
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I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Ba Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Ba: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTI FY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAQ, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Ba Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Ba: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAQ, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Ba Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Ba: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory qual ity such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
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•

•
•

Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, other agencies
with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Ba Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Ba: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Ba Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1 .Ba: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: SEARO, ASEAN, FAO, OIE, other regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Ba: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: SEARO, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
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•

•

Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Ba: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: SEARO, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Ba: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Ba Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and
partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Ba: Identify potential participants in twinning and other
partnership activities. Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor
the impact
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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COUNTRY -- Nepal
Note: This section includes country-specific activities as well as regional activities with country-level
participation. The numbering of the activities is consistent with the South and Southeast Asia regional
work plan (above).

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.Ne Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.Ne: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part
of IHR assessments or other activities under existing regional platforms
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.2.Ne: Targeted collection of missing laboratory data
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Missing data collected and incorporated into existing laboratory
capacity datasets.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.4.Ne: Selection of laboratories for capacity-building activities.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Laboratories to be supported by IDENTIFY selected following
consultation with Ministries of Health and ASEAN as appropriate.
The nature of the support to be determined by data from the
mapping exercise.

o

Sub-activity 3.6.5.Ne: Gaps in capacity in selected laboratories identified and
prioritized in terms of support to be provided
• Partners: SEARO, W HO Country Office, Ministry of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Capacity gaps identified.
• A list of actions to address priority gaps developed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.Ne Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.Ne: Support participation of Nepal representatives at a
meeting of stakeholders including the directors of national public health
laboratories and Ministries of Health. This is scheduled for October 2011 in
Malaysia
• Partners: WPRO, Ministry of Health, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Nepali participation at the regional meeting.
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I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.Ne Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.Ne: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENTI FY targeted countries at, national or
regional activities related to laboratory capacity building.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAQ, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional activities are identified. Their organization
and participation from relevant countries are supported. These
activities may relate either solely to the public health sector or to
both the public health and animal health sectors. The involvement
of other EPT partners is encouraged.
*************************

•

Activity 3.9.Ne Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.Ne: Develop and conduct workshops on such topics as:
• Development of national policies and plans
• Regional workshops for national trainers of laboratory bench staff
• Training in latest techniques to detect priority pathogens for
laboratory staff
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAQ, OIE, EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

I Laboratory Quality Systems
•

Activity 3.10.Ne Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.Ne: Provide support to regional activities related to the
promotion of laboratory qual ity such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
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•

•
•

Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Advocacy for, and direct support to, countries to develop national
laboratory plans
Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, MoH, FAO, OIE, other agencies
with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
Expected result(s)
• EQAP supported either at the planning or implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
• Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.
• Support provided to countries to develop national laboratory
policies and plans.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.Ne Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11 .1.Ne: Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.Ne Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.12.1.Ne: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: SEARO, ASEAN, FAO, OIE, other regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across regional laboratory networks
strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.Ne: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: SEARO, FAO, OIE, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
• Expected result(s)
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•

•

Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated
Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.Ne: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: SEARO, FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, for the sharing of samples, data, reports etc.
between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional laboratory networks
developed and promoted.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.Ne: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring.
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected.
*************************

•

Activity 3.13.Ne Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and
partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1 .Ne: Identify potential participants in twinning and other
partnership activities. Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor
the impact
• Partners: SEARO, WHO Country Office, W HO HQ, national public health
laboratories
• Expected result(s)
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.
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GLOBAL

I Project Management
•

Activity 3.1.G Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning
o

Sub-activity 3.1.1.G: Coordination at global level between:
• Global focal points
• Global focal points and USAID
• Global focal points and other EPT partners
• Global focal points and other global partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, W HO, PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT,
DELIVER, us CDC, USAID, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, GLEWS, etc.
• Expected result(s)
• Global focal points in place.
• Regular communication including teleconferences and face-toface meetings between global focal points and all partners ; Joint
activities discussed and planned; Information shared ; Ongoing
activities updated and aligned with IDENTIFY's objectives, and
points of collaboration and coordination identified.
• EPT partners meetings at global and regional level attended by
focal points; Semi-annual activity reports completed and submitted
on time.

o

Sub-activity 3.1.2.G: Coordination between global and regional focal points
• Partners: AFRO, SEARO, WPRO, WHO HQ
• Expected result(s)
• Regular communication including teleconferences and face-toface meetings between global and regional focal points;
Information shared; Ongoing activities updated and aligned with
IDENTIFY's objectives.
• Participation in tripartite IDENTIFY meetings at regional level.
*************************

•

Activity 3.2.G Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
o

Sub-activity 3.2.1.G: Retention of staff to coordinate the IDENT IFY project at
global level and to support implementation of activities under IDENTIFY
• Partners: WHO HQ
• Expected result(s)
• Staff in place for the whole year in WHO HQ.
*************************

•

Activity 3.3.G Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents
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o

Sub-activity 3.3.1.G: Preparation of the annual global work plan and compilation
of the Region/Country/Global work plans in one document
• Partners: AFRO, SEARO, WPRO, W HO Country Offices, W HO HQ
• Expected result(s)
• WHO work plan developed in consultation with relevant regional
and country offices and aligned with Region/Country/Global
priorities and IDENTIFY's objectives.
• WHO work plan submitted on time and approved for
implementation.

o

Sub-activity 3.3.2.G: Preparation of other global strategic documents as may be
needed for the successful implementation of the project
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s)
• Relevant documents that guide the implementation of IDENTIFY
as a separate entity or as part of other platforms are developed
and endorsed.
*************************

•

Activity 3.4.G Communication tool development and resource building
o

Sub-activity 3.4.1.G: Effective use and improvement are made of the IDENTIFY
SharePoint site
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s)
• Global focal points have access to and make use of the IDENTIFY
SharePoint site.
• WHO hosts and improves the IDENTIFY SharePoint site following
comments from HQ and regional colleagues.

o

Sub-activity 3.4.2.G: Effective tools for communicating with a range of
audiences are developed and implemented
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s)
• Tools for communicating with different stakeholders such as
national laboratories and ministries of health developed.
• IDENTIFY leaflet updated and translated if appropriate.
*************************

•

Activity 3.5.G Annual review of the laboratory networking strategy
o

Sub-activity 3.5.1.G: A review of the IDENTIFY Global Laboratory Networking
Strategy and existing global platforms for laboratory capacity building to ensure
they reflect the current goals of the project
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s)
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•
•
•
o

Strategic framework for the implementation of IDENTIFY activities
reviewed and updated annually.
Roles and responsibilities of each partner defined.
Regional counterparts' efforts supported.

Sub-activity 3.5.2.G: Carry on supporting for the development and review of
Regional Laboratory Networking Strategies
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO (HQ and regions)
• Expected result(s)
• Regional counterparts' efforts supported.

I Technical Capacity Building
•

Activity 3.6.G Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-activity 3.6.1.G: Evaluation of existing data on laboratory capacity as part of
IHR assessments or other activities under existing global platforms
• Partners: WHO, global partners, Ministries of Health
• Expected result(s)
• Existing data analyzed and gaps in the information determined.
• Regional counterparts' efforts supported.

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.2.G: Comparison of historic FAO, OIE and WHO disease
reporting data with current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region
(refer to Global Laboratory Networking Strategy in Annex 3)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results
• Analyze timeliness of diagnosis and referral of specimens.

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3.G: Carry on identification of the most commonly occurring
diseases among humans and animals (including wildlife) based on official
disease notifications, country disease data review, etc.
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: Common diseases affecting both animals and humans
assessed and prioritized; List of normative and emerging/unknown
diseases in each region updated if needed.

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4.G: Review of the available diagnostic assays and crosscutting technologies for IDENTIFY targeted human diseases including zoonoses
to compile a list of used diagnostic tests and diseases to which similar testing
technology is applied
• Partners: WHO, FAO
• Expected results: Common diseases affecting both animals and humans
assessed and prioritized; List of normative and emerging/unknown
diseases in each region updated if needed.

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.5.G: Finalization and publication of a generic laboratory
services assessment tool
• Partners: WHO
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•

Expected results: Tool harmonized with existing ones; Tool publicly
available.
*************************

•

Activity 3.7.G Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-activity 3.7.1.G: Participate into regional stakeholders meeting including the
directors of national public health laboratories and Ministries of Health
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected result(s)
• Regional counterparts' efforts supported.
• Ensure global coherence of the IDENTIFY project.

o

Sub-activity 3.7.2.G: Facilitate the development of a sustainability plan by
country in collaboration with national authorities (refer to Global Laboratory
Networking Strategy in Annex 3)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s)
• Assist the identification of sources of funding, including reinforced
budget lines for national laboratories.
• Ensure optimal use of resources.

I Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
•

Activity 3.8.G Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
o

Sub-activity 3.8.1.G: Support the organization of, and participation from the
public health laboratory sector of IDENT IFY targeted countries at, national,
regional or global activities related to laboratory capacity building, such as:
• regional GFN meetings and workshops
• national training to strengthen surveillance through laboratory
bench work and epidem iology training
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), Ministries of Health,
FAO, OIE, EPT partners, other global partners/networks such as GFN
• Expected result(s)
• National and regional initiatives are supported if needed. Activities
may relate either solely to the public health sector or to both the
public health and animal health sectors. The involvement of other
EPT partners is encouraged.

o

Sub-activity 3.8.2.G: Share information on planned conferences, trainings and
workshops
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, OIE, WHO
• Expected result(s)
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•
•

Identify opportunities for joint conferences, trainings and
workshops.
Encourage cross-sectoral topics and participation from both
animal and public health sectors.
*************************

•

•

Activity 3.9.G Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards
o

Sub-activity 3.9.1.G: Develop and conduct laboratory workshops, conferences
or trainings on topics such as emerging and dangerous pathogens
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, other global partners/networks such as
EDPLN
• Expected result(s)
• Meetings organized and held. These activities may relate either
solely to the public health sector or to both the public health and
animal health sectors. The involvement of other EPT partners is
encouraged.
• Evaluation of the usefulness of the activity conducted.

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.G: Update lists of documents available from the IDENTIFY
partners and addressing sample collection, specific pathogens or other topics of
interest for EPT partners.
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Updated list available for partners.

Activity 3.10.G Promote and support laboratory quality management
o

Sub-activity 3.10.1.G: Provide technical and financial support to regional
activities related to the promotion of laboratory quality such as:
• Support for regional laboratory external quality assessment
programmes (EQAP)
• Regional workshops on quality management systems to promote
their implementation at country level
• Development and distribution of technical material related to
laboratory quality management systems
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), Ministries of Health,
FAQ, OIE, other agencies with an interest in promoting laboratory quality
(e.g. international providers of EQAP including WHO Collaborating
Centres)
• Expected result(s)
• EQA programmes supported either at the planning or
implementation stage.
• Regional workshops on quality management systems held and
planning for national-level activities conducted.
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•

Technical material prepared and distributed with plans for
evaluating the efficacy of the material developed.

o

Sub-activity 3.10.2.G : Joint FAO/IAEA/OIE/WHO Global Survey on External
Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes
• Partners: FAO/IAEA/OIE/WHO
•
Expected result(s)
• Results analyzed and publicly available.

o

Sub-activity 3.10.3.G: Development of a Training/Mentoring Programme to
enhance managerial and leadership skills for laboratory directors and/or
managers of IDENTIFY countries
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), Ministries of Health,
other technical partners with an interest in training programmes
• Expected result(s)
• Selection of technical partners for implementation.
• Finalization of a training curriculum.
• Selection of participants in coordination with WHO Regional and
Country Offices.
• Launching of a first training programme.

I Building laboratory infrastructure
•

Activity 3.11.G Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner
o

Sub-activity 3.11.1.G : Procurement and delivery of needed equipment and
supplies following the laboratory mapping assessments and in accordance with
priorities identified in Activity 3.6 and following the protocol outlined in Annex 4
•
Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), other EPT partners
• Expected result(s)
• Regional counterparts' efforts supported if needed.
• Well-equipped laboratories using appropriate, quality-assured
reagents, are able to detect priority pathogens.

I Laboratory networking
•

Activity 3.12.G Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-activity 3.1 2.1.G : Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, ACT Malaria, ASEAN)
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional Offices), FAO, OIE, regional and global
laboratory networks
• Expected result(s)
• Linkages and collaboration across global and regional laboratory
networks strengthened.
• Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and disease
programmes strengthened.
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o

Sub-activity 3.12.2.G: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional and global laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional or global guiding
principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional Offices), FAO, OIE, MoH, MoA, EPT
partners
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions between laboratory an epidemiological networks,
both within and between the public health and animal health
sectors initiated.
• Better contribution of laboratory data to national surveillance
systems.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.3.G: Establishing/strengthening collaboration and
communication pathways in order to share samples, data, reports etc.
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), FAQ, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Discussions on formal agreements, including material transfer
agreements, or mechanisms (e.g. through development of a GFN
Country Databank and Listserv) for the sharing of samples, data,
reports etc. between laboratories and networks held.
• Mutual trust and interest within regional and global laboratory
networks developed and promoted, collaboration and
communication pathways strengthened.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.4.G: Collection of sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project
monitoring (refer to Global Laboratory Networking Strategy in Annex 3)
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), FAO, O IE
• Expected result(s)
• Project monitoring tool developed.
• Data collected through Regional and Country offices.

o

Sub-activity 3.12.5.G: Four-way linking framework: Improving the linkage
between laboratory and epidemiological data (targeting influenza) by FAO/WHO
assessment missions and workshops in pilot countries and by linking EMPRES-i
and a specialized influenza virus database
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s)
• Ways of better linking laboratory and epidemiological data
described.
• Epidemiological and virus databases linked.
• Applications of linked information described.
*************************
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IDENTIFY\WHO

•

Global Work Plan

Activity 3.13.G Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and
partnerships
o

Sub-activity 3.13.1.G: Identify potential participants in twinning and other
partnership activities. Facilitate the establishment of the partnerships and monitor
the impact
• Partners: WHO (HQ, Regional and Country Offices), national public
health laboratories, WHO Twinning programme steering committee
• Expected result(s)
• Regional counterparts' efforts supported if needed.
• Partnership activities implemented and impact monitored.

o

Sub-activity 3.13.2.G: Compare twinning initiatives and partnerships across the
animal and public health sectors
• Partners: WHO, FAO, OIE
• Expected result(s)
• Harmonize and adapt twinning initiatives and partnerships.
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Ill. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (PROVISIONAL)
REGIONAL and COUNTRIES -- Congo Basin

ACTIVITIES by LOW

LOW
3

Who is
Responsible?

FY1 2
01
OCTDEC
11

FY1 2

FY12

02

03

04

APRJUN
12

JULSEP
12

JANMAR
12

FY1 2

Outbreak Response Capacity Bulldlng

3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring,
and planning

WHO

3.2

Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

WHO

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

WHO

3.5

Annual review of the laboratory networking strategy

WHO

3.6

Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

WHO

3.7

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

WHO

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards

WHO

3.9

Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines and standards

WHO

3. 10

Promote and support laboratory quality management

WHO

3.11

Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner

WHO

3.12

Support and promote laboratory networks

WHO

3.8

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2011 - 30 September
201 2

Refer to specific Expected
result(s) by sub-activity in the work
plan narrative
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REGIONAL -- Southeast and South Asia

ACTIVmES by LOW

LOW
3

Who ls
Responsible?

FY12
Q1
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JAN-

MAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Outbreak Response Capacity Building

3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring,
and planning

WHO

3.2

Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

WHO

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

WHO

3.4

Communication tool development and resource building

WHO

3.5

Annual review of the laboratory networking strategy

WHO

3.6

Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

WHO

3.7

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach( es) concerning laboratories

WHO

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards

WHO

3.9

Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines and standards

WHO

3. 10

Promote and support laboratory quality management

WHO

3.1 1

Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner

WHO

3. 12

Support and promote laboratory networks

WHO

3. 13

Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

WHO

3.8

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2011 - 30 September
2012

Refer to specific Expected
result(s) by sub-activity in the
work plan narrative
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COUNTRIES -- Southeast and South Asia

ACTIVITIES by LOW

LOW
3

Who ls
Responsible?

FY12
Q1
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JAN-

MAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Outbreak Response Capacity Building

3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring,
and planning

WHO

3.2

Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

WHO

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

WHO

3.6

Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

WHO

3.7

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

WHO

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national
laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

WHO

3.9

Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines and standards

WHO

3. 1O

Promote and support laboratory quality management

WHO

3. 11

Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner

WHO

3. 12

Support and promote laboratory networks

WHO

3. 13

Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

WHO

3.8

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2011 - 30 September
2012

Refer to specific Expected
result(s) by sub-activity in the
work plan narrative
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GLOBAL
FV12
ACTIVmES by LOW

LOW
3

Who ls
Responsible?

OCT-

FY12
Q2
JAN-

DEC

MAR

11

12

01

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Outbreak Response Capacity Building

3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring,
and planning

WHO

3.2

Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

WHO

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

WHO

3.4

Communication tool development and resource building

WHO

3.5

Annual review of the laboratory networking strategy

WHO

3.6

Follow up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

WHO

3.7

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

WHO

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings and workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards

WHO

3.9

Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines and standards

WHO

3. 10

Promote and support laboratory quality management

WHO

3. 11

Provision of laboratory supplies in a coordinated manner

WHO

3. 12

Support and promote laboratory networks

WHO

3. 13

Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

WHO

3.8

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2011 - 30 September
2012

Refer to specific Expected
result(s) by sub-activity in the
work plan narrative
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IV. PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL)
FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTNERS

Cumulative number of hot spot regions for which IDENTIFY, with the agreement of relevant national
authorities, has defined the laboratories and list of diseases targeted [2009 baseline = O; end of CY2010
target= 2; end of CY2011 target= 3).

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have received capacity building.
Each measurement is by category and country and adjusted by the year in which the region entered the
project. [baseline and targets: TBD)
1. Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
2. Training for targeted disease diagnosis
3. Training on laboratory practices (e.g., biosecurity, equipment calibration, etc.)
4. Focused capacity building (e.g. , twinning, quality assurance programme)
5. Laboratory procurement (e.g., equipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
• Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
• Quality Assurance equipment
• Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
• Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)
Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Number of participants to global/regional conferences, trainings or workshops organized on laboratory
activities

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAO and WHO disease reporting data with current data for sentinel
diseases, to be determined by region. [baseline and targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial), participating countries will be asked for
timeliness data, which could include comparing date of sample submission to date of results. [baseline and
targets: TBD]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

INDICATOR
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FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTNERS

Cumulative amount of laboratory supplies procured by region [targets TBD following assessments]:
Non-expendable:
• Biosafety/ Biosecurity equipment/service
• Quality Assurance equipment
• Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
• Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)
Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial) from countries supported by the
IDENTIFY project. [baseline and targets: TBD]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Number of outbreak investigations during which laboratory people have been involved by country/region.
[2009 baseline= TBD; end of project target= 100%]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Number of scientific publications as a result of collaborative work

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Proportion of laboratories by region and sector (e.g. animal vs public health) that have received
communications and networking support, adjusted by the year in which the region entered the project.
[2009 baseline= TBD following assessments; end of CY2010 target =10%; end of CY2011 target= 40%;
end of CY2012 target = 70%; end of CY2013 target = 80%; end of CY2014 target= 100%]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for existing regional platforms by
region and sector [baseline and targets: TBD].

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new focal points for
international/global networks by region and sector. [baseline and targets: TBD by assessments]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Number and type of specimens/strains for proxy targeted diseases from each hot spot submitted to FAO,
OIE, and WHO affiliated referral laboratories by year. [baseline and targets: TBD]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

INDICATOR
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V. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
REGIONAL AND COUNTRIES PROJECT MANAGEMENT -- Congo Basin
WHO organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level offices
The Regional Office for Africa (AFRO) takes primary responsibility for management of implementation of
activities under IDENTIFY in the Congo Basin although activities in individual countries will be
coordinated through the respective WHO Country Offices. Support also comes from the offices of the
WHO lntercountry Support Teams (1ST). AFRO has nominated one focal point for IDENTIFY and has
nominated or hired project officers based in the 1ST offices and 5 country offices (Cameroon, DRC,
Equatorial Guinea, Republic of Congo, Uganda). These project officers are the main point of contact
between WHO and national counterparts for the IDENTIFY project and more broadly for the EPT program
for which WHO-AFRO plays an specific role of coordination in the region.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include FAO HQ and FAO-ECTAD Bamako, Gaborone, Nairobi; OIE
HQ and OIE Gaborone; WHO HQ and AFRO Brazzaville. In addition, Regional Economic Communities
covering the Congo basin region, other EPT projects ( PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT & US CDC) ,
USAID and other USAID-supported projects such as DELIVER, regional networks (e.g. EDPLN, GFN),
regional technical agencies (e.g. AU-IBAR, CEBEVIRHA, CTTBD, ILRI), international and regional
reference laboratories situated in Africa, private sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental
organizations may be partners in certain activities.
Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as outlined by USAID. WHO Headquarters
will submit bi-annual reports and annual planning documents, to which all regional focal points, and
country focal points where applicable, will contribute. Regional focal points will use the same templates
for ease of integration into the global WHO reports.
*************************

REGIONAL AND COUNTRIES PROJECT MANAGEMENT -- Southeast and South Asia
WHO organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level offices
The WHO South East Asia Regional Office (SEARO) and Western Pacific Regional Office (WPRO) jointly
takes primary responsibility for managing implementation of activities under IDENTI FY although activities
in individual countries will be coordinated through the respective WHO Country Offices. The Regional
Offices and Country Offices have nominated focal points for IDENTIFY. Project officers to be based in the
Regional Offices and some Country Offices are in the process to be hired. The nominated focal points will
be the main point of contact between WHO and national counterparts.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include FAO HQ, FAO-RAP Bangkok and the Nepal ECTAD Office; OIE
HQ and OIE Bangkok, WHO HQ and WHO SEARO New Delhi and WPRO Manila. In addition, Regional
Economic Communities covering the regions (ASEAN, SAARC), other EPT projects and partners
(PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT & US CDC), USAID and other USAID-funded projects such as
DELIVER, regional networks (e.g. OFFLU, EDPLN , GFN, ACT Malaria), international and regional
reference laboratories situated in Asia, private sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental
organizations may be partners in certain activities.
Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as outlined by USAID. WHO Headquarters
will submit bi-annual reports and annual planning documents, to which all regional focal points, and
country focal points where applicable, will contribute. Regional focal points will use the same templates
for ease of integration into the global WHO reports.
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VI. BUDGET
Please note:
In compiling this work plan we have attempted to keep the sum of the cost of implementation
and other expenses within the amount specified by USAID (USD 6 million). However to
optimally implement all the activities described in the work plan the total sum needed would be
USD 7.6 million.

Table 1: Budget summary (USO) for IDENTIFY\WHO, FY 2012 (1 October 2011 - 30 September 2012)

Budget Summary

Total USD

Personnel

2,088,520

Overhead

690,265

Travel, Transportation
& Per Diem

1,178,400

Allowances
Equipment/supplies

540,000

Other Direct Costs

1,502,800

Grand Total

5,999,985
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Table 2: Planning budget (USO) for IDENTIFY\WHO, FY 2012 (1 October 2011 - 30 September 2012)

I IDENTIFY/WHO I

Project Name:
Central Headquarter's Cost s:

1574385

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection

I

Risk
Determination

CONGO BASIN REGIONAL WORK

Outbreak
Response
Capacity

Risk Reduction

TOTAL

950200

950200

Cameroon

38600

38600

CAR

38600

38600

Congo

38600

38600

N. Angola

0

DRC

38600

38600

Eq. Guinea

38600

38600

Gabon

38600

38600

Rwanda

38600

38600

Tanzania

38600

38600

Uganda

38600

38600

Region Total

0

0

1297600

0

1297600

SE ASIA REGIONAL WORK

976000

976000

Cambodia

233200

233200

China

0

Indonesia

240000

240000

Laos

248800

248800

Malaysia

0
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0
168000
144000

Philippines

168000
144000

Thai land
Vietnam

I

0

Region Total

0

GANGETIC PLAIN REGIONAL WORK

2010000
192000

0

2010000
192000

Bangladesh

0
0

India

0
192000

Nepal

I

0

Region Total

0

192000

0

AMAZON BASIN REGIONAL WORK
Brazil

0
0
0

Colombia

0

Ecuador

0
0
0

Bolivia

Mexico
Peru

I

r Project
IDENTIFY/WHO

Region Total

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

4425600

0

4425600

Global

926,000

Congo Basin

1,297,600

Field Ogerations
SE Asia

2,010,000
Central
Headquarter's
Costs

1574385

South Asia

192,000
- - - - - - ,-

Total Field
Operations

4,425,600

Amazon

Total FY12
Planning
Budget

5,999,985
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ANNEXES
Annex 1: List of USAID EPT target countries
Annex 2: IDENTIFY provisional lists of Public Health laboratories for the Congo Basin,
Southeast and South Asia regions
Annex 3: IDENTIFY Global Laboratory Networking Strategy
Annex 4: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory Equipment and
Supplies (Draft of Aug 30)
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Annex 1: List of USAID EPT target countries

List of USAID EPT target countries that can be included in FY12 project/partner
work plans (not every EPT project/partner is required to work in all countries, but
there is an expectation that most/all projects and partners should be working the
category 1 and 2 countries)
Category
Congo
Southeast Asia
South Asia
Amazon
region*
region
region
Region**
(11 total
(8 total countries)
(3 total
(6 total countries)
countries)
countries)
Category 1
DR Congo
Indonesia
(most/all EPT projects Uganda
Vietnam
and intensive focus)

Category 2
(most/all EPT projects)

Cameroon
Gabon

Cambodia
Laos

Category 3
(some EPT projects)

Cent. African Rep.
Congo
Eq. Guinea
Rwanda
Tanzania
South Sudan

China
Malaysia
Thailand

Category 4
(one EPT project)

Category 5
(no activities planned
for FY11 or FY12)

Philippines (Identify)

Bangladesh
(India)***
Nepal

Bolivia (Predict)
Brazil (Predict)
Colombia (Predict)
Ecuador (Predict)
Mexico (Predict)
Peru (Predict)

Angola

* Note: Ethiopia, Kenya are not EPT target countries, but may receive some benefits from the EPT
program by participating in regional networks.
** Because of budget limitations, Predict activities in the Amazon region will be phased out by
September 2012. As a result, no activities will take place in this region during FY13 or FY14.
*** For now, EPT projects/partners should not plan on including India in their work plans for FY12. If
USAI D subsequently determines that India will be eligible for FY12 activities, the EPT projects/partners
will be notified.
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Annex 2: IDENTIFY provisional lists of Public Health laboratories

IDENTIFY provisional list of Public Health laboratories:
Congo Basin Region
Please note that this list may change over time

_J

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/ focus*

National Public health laboratory
Hygiene Mobile

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases

Centre Mere Enfant

Bacterial meningitis

Centre Pasteur, Yaounde

Dengue, other viral respiratory diseases,
Yellow fever, Influenza viruses,
Leptospirosis, Rabies, TB, VHF,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis

Hopital Central de Yaounde

Malaria

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique, Bangui

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria, Toxoplasmosis

lnstitut Pasteur Bangui

Dengue, other viral respiratory diseases,
Yellow fever, Rickettsiosis, Brucellosis,
Influenza viruses, Leptospirosis, Rabies, TB,
VHF, Monkey pox

lnstitut National de Recherche
Biomedicale (INRB), Kinshasa

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria, Plague, Yellow fever,
Influenza viruses, VHF, Monkey pox,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis,
Brucellosis

Hopita l General de Kinshasa

Hepatitis

Laboratoire du Programme National
de lutte contre la tuberculose [PNT)

TB

INSESO Laboratory

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Toxoplasmosis

Laboratorio de Microbiologia de
Hopital Regional de Bata

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria, Yellow fever, TB

Laboratorio de Microbiologia de
Hopital Regiona l de Malabo

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria

Laboratoire du Programme National
de Lutte contre la Trypanosomiase
Humaine(Centre de Reference)

Trypanosomosis

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Toxoplasmosis, Malaria, TB

Centre International de Recherche
Medicale-Franceville (CIRMF)

Dengue, Hepatitis, other viral respiratory
diseases, Influenza viruses, VHF, Monkey
pox, Rabies

Laboratoire de BacteriologieVirologie, Universite des Sciences de
la Sante, Libreville

Yellow fever

Kembo Hospita l

Trypanosomosis

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique, Brazzaville

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Ma laria, Yellow fever,
Influenza viruses, TB, Toxoplasmosis

Cameroon

Central African Republic

Democratic Republic of Congo

Equatorial Guinea

Gabon

Republic of Congo
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Rwanda

Tanzania

Uganda

Laboratoire National de Reference et
de Sante Publique, Kigali

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, other viral
respiratory diseases, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria, Influenza viruses, TB,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis

Muhimbili Medical Centre, Dept of
Microbiology, Dar es Salaam

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Malaria,
Plague, TB, Toxoplasmosis

National Health Laboratory Quality
Assurance and Training Centre

Bacterial meningitis, Dengue, Bacterial
enteric diseases, other vira l respiratory
diseases, Influenza viruses, Rickettsiosis,
Yellow fever, Anthrax, Brucellosis, VHF

Sokoine university

Trypanosomosis

Central Public Health Lab, Kampala

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria

Uganda Virus Research Institute,
Entebbe

Dengue, Hepatitis, other viral respiratory
diseases, Brucellosis, Influenza viruses,
Leptospirosis, VHF, Plague, Rickettsiosis,
Yellow fever, Toxoplasmosis

Central Laboratory of National TB and
Leprosy Programme, Nakasero Hill
Road, Kampala

TB

REGIONAL REFERENCE LABORATORIES

Country

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/focus*

Cameroon

Centre Pasteur, Yaounde

Dengue,VHF

Gabon

Centre International de Recherche
Medicale-Franceville (CIRMF)

Dengue,VHF

Kenya

KEMRI

Dengue, VHF

Madagascar

Pasteur Institute

Plague

Senegal

Pasteur Institute

Dengue, VHF, Yellow fever

South Africa

NICO

Dengue, VHF

Uganda

Uganda Virus Research Institute,
Entebbe

Dengue,VHF

* Tuberculosis (TB); Vira l haemorrhagic fevers (VHF)

italic: regional laboratories in non IDENTIFY countries
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IDENTIFY provisional list of Public Health laboratories:
Southeast and South Asia Regions
Please note that this list may change over time
NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/focus

Cambodia

National Institute for Public Health
(NIPH)

n/a

China

no laboratory will be supported
National Institute of Health Research
and Development (NIHRD) Influenza
laboratory

Influenza

NIHRD Zoonotic Laboratory, Salatiga

Leptospirosis, Plague, Vector Borne
Diseases

Labkesda, Jakarta

HSNl

Lao PDR

National Centre for Laboratory and
Epidemiology (NCLE)

n/a

Malaysia

no laboratory will be supported

Philippines

Research Institute for Tropical
Medicine (RITM)

n/a

Indonesia

Thailand

Viet Nam

National Institute of Health (NIH)

n/a

National Institute for Hygiene and
Epidemiology (NIHE)

n/a

Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City (PlHCMC)

n/a

Bangladesh

to be determined

Nepal

to be determined
REGIONAL REFERENCE LABORATORIES

Country

Public Health laboratories
regional reference laboratories to be
determined as part of the
development of the Asia Pacific
Laboratory Action Plan for emerging
infectious diseases

Disease specialty/focus
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Annex 3: IDENTIFY Global Laboratory Networking Strategy

Global Laboratory Networking Strategy - August 2011 update
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
IDENTIFY Project

INTERNAL DOCUMENT FOR IDENTIFY PARTNERS (FAO/OIE/WHO, USAID)
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Background:
The IDENTIFY project is the component of the USAID-funded Emerging
Pandemic Threats (EPT) programme that focuses on the capacity of laboratories in
the human-health and animal-health sectors to contribute to the management of
emerging zoonotic pathogens through rapid detection of known pathogens and
appropriate handling of material from cases of unidentifiable diseases. The
IDENTIFY project is specifically designed to strengthen diagnostic capacities in the
geographic "hot spot" regions identified by USAID where new diseases have
previously emerged. In addition to IDENTIFY, the EPT Program has projects called
PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT which cover the areas of wildlife monitoring,
field epidemiology and training, behavior change communications, and national
planning. IDENTIFY activities have necessary connections and interactions with the
activities of several of the other components of the EPT programme.
IDENTIFY will be jointly implemented by the U.N. Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), and the U.N.
World Health Organization (WHO). These organizations have long-established
networks of laboratories which are an integral part of their public-health or animalhealth function. Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, the three
organizations will enhance the diagnostic capacity and improve networking of these
laboratories - both geographically and across the human-health and animal-health
sectors. The networks will include international reference laboratories which will
support national and regional laboratories, when necessary, by performing full
characterization and investigation of "unknown" agents. The ultimate aim of the fiveyear project is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of
rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed animal diseases and unusual
epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating events of potential
international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the
International Health Regulations (IHR).
Laboratory networks, often vertical or disease-oriented in nature, exist and will
be the foundation to which the IDENTIFY project will look to meet its goals. Gaps,
both disease-specific and with respect to geographical coverage, exist. The
IDENTIFY project intends to determine gaps and propose, in collaboration with
national partners, mechanisms for capacity building to fill these gaps. National and
regional ownership of capacity building and networking activities is critical. Regional
parties are already active in regional networking and need to be engaged as early as
possible in the planning process in order to ensure sustainability and continued
collaboration within and between the animal and public health sectors.
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Steps to support enhanced laboratory capacity and networking

A. Identification of priority diseases and laboratories
1. Identification of targeted normative diseases and emerging pathogens
[Note: steps A. 1 and A.2 conducted concurrently]
a. For each hot spot region , IDENTIFY project partners will compile a
list of targeted diseases among humans and animals (including
wildlife) in each region for which improved rapid and accurate
diagnosis is needed within the framework of national and regional
priorities. This list is based on official disease notifications, country
disease data review, regional existing disease lists and priorities,
literature review, input from national and regional stakeholders,
previous regional occurrence, predictive modeling, and other
relevant sources.
b. Once the list of targeted diseases is finalized following the
stakeholders awareness meetings, IDENTIFY project partners will
catalog recommended and updated testing methods, identify
associated pathogens or syndromes, and identify diseases which
use similar testing technology, in order to better coordinate and
increase impact of project activities, specifically laboratory-based
training on testing methods.
2. Identification of laboratories and networks in or providing services to the
hot spot regions and countries [Note: continuous and evolving approach
for Congo Basin and SE Asia regions]
a. Within each of the hot spot regions, laboratory capacity of national
animal and public health laboratories will be assessed using
standard criteria.
1. Results of assessments previously conducted by the three

IDENTIFY partners will be summarized and will act as the
basis for additional data collection. This step could include
incorporating available assessments conducted by other
EPT partners.
2. Additional targeted data collection on capacity will be
conducted if necessary (by self-assessment and
questionnaire) by IDENTIFY partners to fill in gaps in
knowledge on laboratory capacity.
b. This information plus additional information from other EPT projects
on geographic areas with the highest risk of pathogen emergence
and spread, and in consultation with local stakeholders such as
Ministries of Health and Agriculture, will also be considered in better
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targeting national laboratories for support, within the framework of
national and regional priorities.
c. National laboratories (human and animal) will be the lowest level of
engagement within a country for IDENTIFY. Exceptions will be
made in cases where another laboratory has been specified by
national authorities, or where this relationship could be defined
and/or strengthened, and could provide the capacity to fill in gaps at
national or regional levels.
d. Continuous support to regional networking will enable information
and experience sharing between countries, development of trust,
regional decisions on laboratory strengthening
e. International and regional reference laboratories serving the hot
spot regions, most of which are affiliated with the IDENTIFY
partners' existing networks, will be incorporated to provide technical
support to national laboratories in accordance with existing Terms
of References or mandates if appropriate. These laboratories, along
with high-capability national laboratories, can also support quality
control/assurance for other national laboratories in the hot spot
regions.
f.

The IDENTIFY partners will support development or adaptation of
standard procedures and mechanisms, and reinforcement of
linkages and communication to refer specimens (or strains)
between the above-mentioned laboratories. This could include
decision trees and algorithms for referring specimens associated
with human or animal outbreaks for which all tests for known
pathogens are negative to high capability laboratories and the
referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens to reference
laboratories.

Deliverables and outcomes A:
1. A list of the national laboratories to be strengthened by the IDENTIFY project
for each of the hot spot regions. [Note: the process will start with the Congo
and Southeast Asia regions in 2010 and expand to the South Asia region in
2011. NB: Following a request from USAID, activities in the South Asia are
currently on holdJ
•

Where possible, information could be provided on human and animal
laboratories that hold key positions across existing networks, by
disease specialty/focus (if any) and roles/responsibilities as defined by
their respective networks.

2. A list of targeted animal and human diseases for which the project will
strengthen the national laboratories' ability to provide accurate and timely
diagnosis within the framework of national priorities.
Note: A.1 and A.2 are developed from regional stakeholders' inputs, and therefore
reflect their endorsement.
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Monitoring and evaluation indicator A:
1. Cumulative number of hot spot regions for which IDENTIFY, with the
agreement of relevant national authorities, has defined the laboratories and
list of diseases targeted [2009 baseline = 0; end of CY2010 target= 2; end of
CY2011 target= 3]. NB: Following a request from USAID, activities in the
South Asia are currently on hold.

B. Strengthening of national laboratories in regional networks
1. For the laboratories identified (step A.2.b above), more detailed
assessments may be conducted to fill information gaps and to identify
specific needs (step A.1.a above) - which could include training, supplies
for shipping, equipment, reagents, etc. - that are needed to ensure that
overall laboratory functioning, accuracy, and timeliness is improved
according to the national laboratory's priorities with the ultimate goal of
improving disease reporting to the proper national authorities.
2. Within the framework of national priorities and following laboratory
assessments (see B.1 ), partners will provide strengthening support, such
as training, protocols and documentation, quality assurance systems,
proficiency testing, networking opportunities, equipment, reagents ,
supplies, etc. for national laboratories.
a. Development/adaptation and provision of protocols and/or inservice training for laboratory staff related to testing, sample
handling, laboratory biosafety, reporting , quality control, sample
shipping, etc. Follow-up training may be required at certain
intervals.
b. Procurement and delivery of equipment, reagents, supplies, etc.
For sustainability reasons, it would be ideal for national authorities
to include equipment and commodities costs in their budgets or to
phase in coverage of the costs so the country is fully supporting
recurrent costs for commodities and maintenance of equipment. At
the stakeholders meetings, participants expressed their desire to
develop a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see B.4 below).
Note: These steps will be coordinated with national, regional, and global
partners to ensure that this support is not already being provided by
others.
3. In collaboration with national authorities, the development of a
sustainability plan by country will be facilitated to assist the identification of
sources of funding , including reinforced budget lines for national
laboratories, to ensure optimal use of resources.
Deliverables and outcomes 8:
1. Assistance provided for the development of cross-sectoral laboratory
strengthening plans in each hot spot region based upon country and regional
priorities.
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2. Laboratory twinning projects between regional and international reference
laboratories and national laboratories proposed to address gaps in diagnostic
capacity and to achieve national priorities.
3. Support provided for the development of sustainability plans for targeted
national laboratories. At the stakeholders meetings, participants expressed
desire to develop a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see 8.4 above).
4. A list of conducted and planned activities intended to strengthen national and
regional laboratories by hot spot region (to be provided within the framework
of the semi-annual report).
5. Summary report on laboratory strengthening achievements by hot spot region
based upon monitoring and evaluation process (to be provided within the
framework of the semi-annual report).
Monitoring and evaluation indicators B:

1. Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have
received capacity building. Each measurement is by category and country and
adjusted by the year in which the region entered the project. [baseline and
targets: TBD]
1.1 Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
1.2 Training for targeted disease diagnosis
1.3 Training on laboratory practices (e.g., biosecurity, equipment calibration,
etc.)
1.4 Focused capacity building (e.g. , twinning, quality assurance programme)

1.5 Laboratory procurement (e.g., equipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
•
•

Reagent supply
Shipment supply

2. Number of participants to global/regional conferences, trainings or workshops
organized on laboratory activities
3. Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAQ and WHO disease reporting data with
current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region.
(baseline and targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial),
participating countries will be asked for timeliness data, which could
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include comparing date of sample submission to date of results.
[baseline and targets: TBD]
4. Cumulative amount of laboratory supplies procured by region [targets TBD
following assessments]:
Non-expendable:
•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
•
•

Reagent supply
Shipment supply

5. Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial)
from countries supported by the IDENTIFY project. [baseline and targets:
TBD]
6. Number of outbreak investigations during which laboratory people have been
involved by country/region. (2009 baseline = TBD; end of project target =
100%]
7. Number of scientific publications as a result of collaborative work

C.

Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional and global
laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g. OFFLU. GFN.
EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities.
1. Within each hot spot region, the mapping exercise will include the
inventory of activities of existing geographical/specialized laboratory
networks that already contribute to meeting IDENTIFY's goals.
2. Discussions with the key global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN) will occur for the strengthening of linkages and increased
collaboration between national laboratories and regional networks.
3. IDENTIFY will advocate for new and enhanced linkages between
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks both within the animal
and human health sectors, and across sectors.
4. For the laboratories in each hot spot region, collaborations and
communication pathways will be strengthened in order to share samples,
data, reports, etc. with disease control authorities. Development of mutual
trust and interest within regional networks will be promoted.

Deliverables and outcomes C:
1. Facilitation of access to regional collaboration/communication platforms (e.g.
membership to specific networks, online platforms) for each hot spot region
[Note: the process will start with the Congo and Southeast Asia regions in
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2010 and expand to the South Asia region in 2011. NB: Following a request
from USAID, activities in the South Asia are currently on hold.]

2. A list of conducted and planned activities including collaboration/
communication pathways (to be provided within the framework of the semiannual report).
3. Assistance provided to develop or strengthen networking pathways and tools
within each hot spot region and with global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU,
GFN, EDPLN).
Monitoring and evaluation indicators C:

1. Proportion of laboratories by region and sector (e.g. animal vs public health)
that have received communications and networking support, adjusted by the
year in which the region entered the project. [2009 baseline = TBD following
assessments; end of CY2010 target =10%; end of CY2011 target= 40%; end
of CY2012 target= 70%; end of CY2013 target= 80%; end of CY2014 target
= 100%]
2. User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for
existing regional platforms by region and sector [baseline and targets: TBD].
3. Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new
focal points for international/global networks by region and sector. [baseline
and targets: TBD by assessments]
4. Number and type of specimens/strains for proxy targeted diseases from each
hot spot submitted to FAQ, OIE, and WHO affiliated referral laboratories by
year. [baseline and targets: TBD]
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Annex 4: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory Equipment and

Supplies
USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing La boratory Equipment and Supplies
(Draft of Aug 30, with revisions from Craig, USAID)
The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease with
no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project t hrough their
existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks. These project efforts by IDENTIFY are
often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and international
organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and investments, and coordinating and
rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in a transparent
manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) t he development of guidance and
policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety/biosecurity, quality
assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3) strengthening
laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't intend to
routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a case-by-case basis,
where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are seriously limiting
the laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or where specific laboratory
investments may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional resource for
normative disease testing, and where there is reasonable expectation that the government involved
will sustain the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, then in these instances IDENTIFY will
consider financing these needs, and then only in full cooperation with the relevant national
authorities and in consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health sectors,
the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach to achieving their goals
sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables in support of
points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations based upon need and in line with the
national authority, with the following distinctions:
•

•

•

For FAO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in order to
provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national inputs
are coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with the M inistry of Agriculture.
While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis within the
context of the OIE Twinning Programme, the OIE is not planning wide-spread procurement
of equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.
For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia Pacific
Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds under
IDENTIFY directly to some of its Country Offices. These funds may be used to procure
equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement of the Ministry of Health of
those countries.
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Practically, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about current or
planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project, if the IDENTIFY
Project has local representatives from WHO and FAO in that country/region, they may approach
those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding public health
laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted. Inquiries pertaining to support for animal
health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO representative. Alternatively, if local or regional
representatives are not available, USAID Mission and EPT partners may convey have queries to
IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID Washington AOTR. Requests or
suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best considered by the IDENTIFY Project if
they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or
supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to collect
and share any details on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own laboratory
strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local
supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their laboratory
services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as IDENTIFY partners and also in keeping with their respective
organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations would
coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the relevant national
authorities as appropriate.
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Framework
Re2ional component: Global
Countries: 3 ''hot spots":
- Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo,
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic
- Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic,
Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam
- South Asia: Bangladesh, Nepal
Project title: IDENTIFY
Budget: USD 10,275, 000 (years 1,2)
Effective starting date: 1 October 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2014
Context of the project
IDENTIFY is part of the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program designed by USAID
to enhance the capacity of countries in selected "hotspots" to meet the threat posed by
emerging diseases with pandemic potential. These hotspots, identified by USAID are the
Congo Basin, Southeast and South Asia.

The other components of the EPT program, namely PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT
focus on pathogen discovery, outbreak response capacity building and behaviour
modification to reduce exposure to potential pathogens respectively.
Collaborations between the different projects are defined through cross-cutting Lines of
Work (LoW) defined by USAID.
Objectives of the project
The IDENTIFY project lS being implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (PAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE), and the World Health Organization (WHO).
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities in targeted countries
to detect those normative pathogens that are a threat to human and domestic animal
populations. This assists countries to meet international disease repo1t ing obligations. Timely
and accurate investigation of normative agents will allow for a more rapid realization of the
presence of a new or emerging threat.

Capacity building takes the form of direct support to individual institutions, support to
government to provide a suitable regulatory framework and support to develop and
strengthen laboratory networks within and across the public health and animal health sectors.

For the description of activities and expected results, refer to Work plan Year Three.
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
ACTMalaria
AH
AI
AMR
AOTR
AusAID
BSC
CAR
CDC
CoE
DRC
DTU
ECA
EDP
EDPLN
EID
EPT
EQA
EQAP
FAO
GFN
HPA
HQ
IAEA
JATA
ICU
IDSR
IEDCR
IHPH
IHR
IPC
IST
KEMRI
Lao PDR
M&E
MoA
MoH
NCLE
NEIDCO
NICO
NIFC
NIHE
NJJD
NIPH
NJV
NMIMR
NPHL

Asian Collaborative Training Network for Malaria
Animal Health
Avian Influenza
Antimkrobial resistance
Agreement Officer' s Technical Representative
Australian Government Agency for International Development
Biosafety Cabinet
Central African Republic
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Centres of Excellence
Democratic Republic of Congo
Technical University of Denmark
External Competency Assessment
Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens
WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network
Emerging Infectious Diseases
Emerging Pandemic Threats
External Quality Assessment
External Quality Assessment Programme
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
WHO Global Foodborne Infections Network
Health Protection Agency, UK
Headquarters
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Air Transport Association
Intensive Care Unit
Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, Bangladesh
Institute for Hygiene and Public Health, Viet Nam
International Health Regulations
Pasteur Institute Cambodia
Intercountry Support Team
Kenya Medical Research Institute
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Monitoring and Evaluation
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Lao PDR
National Emerging Infe.ctious Disease Coordination Office, Lao PDR
National Institute for Communicable Diseases, South Africa
National Institute for Food Control, Viet Nam
National Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology, Viet Nam
National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Japan
National Institute of Public Health, Cambodia
National Institute of Virology, India
Noguchi Memorial Institute for Medical Research, Ghana
National Public Health Laboratory
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OFFLU
OlE
PH
PHD
PI HCMC
PINT
PMCs
PPE
Q
QA
REDI
RITM
RMRC
SOP/s
TIHE
ToR

TTI
UHS
USAID
UVRI

wco
WHO
WHO AFRO
WHOCC
WHOSEARO
WHOWPRO

Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza
World Organisation for Animal Health
Public Health
Provincial Health Departments
Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam
Pasteur Institute Nha Trang, Viet Nam
Preventive Medicine Centers
Personal Protective Equipment
Quarter
Quality Assurance
Regional Emerging Diseases Intervention Centre, Singapore
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines
Regional Medical Research Centre, Port Blair, India
Standard Operating Procedures
Tay Nguyen Institute, Hygiene and Epidemiology, Viet Nam
Terms of References
Train-the-Trainers
University of Health Sciences, Cambodia
United States Agency for International Development
Uganda Virus Research Institute, Uganda
World Health Organization Country Office
World Health Organization
World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa
World Health Organization Collaborating Centre
World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office
World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period and next steps
(1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

Foreword:
This report presents the technical and project management activities conducted at global,
regional and country level. A table format has been chosen to emphasize concrete activities
and achievements. For ease of cross-referencing, the numbeling of activities is consistent with
the IDENTIFY Year 3 work plan. Where there is no update for a particular activity, it has
been omitted from the report. In one instance under the "Laboratory networking" part of the
global report, a Year 2 activity is being reported on. This is clearly indicated in the activity
title.
Implementing partners were asked to assign to each activity a level of priority based on funds
currently available and remaining time for Year 3. Priority levels are as follows: 1. Yes,
activity will be implemented during Year 3; 2. Yes, activity will be partially implemented
during Year 3; 3. No, activity won't be implemented during Year 3 unless additional resources
are received; 4. No, activity won't be implemented during Year 3.
For clarity, the next steps to be undertaken during the next repo1ting period ( 1 April - 30
September 2012) are also included in the reporting tables.
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Table of global-level activities

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
information

achieved
pending
publication

- Publication of the
tool on the WHO
website
- Translation into
French to make it a
bilingual tool

Final clearance from
Assistant Director
General was obtained
in April 2012.
Partners will be
informed when the tool
is available on the
WHO website.

ongoing

- Trainings based on
laboratory needs
assessment for
Vietnam, Lao,
Cambodia
- One or more of the
countries will be able
to conduct a post
training
implementation
project on integrated
surveillance
including AMR

Technical Capacity Building
Activity 3.1.G
Finalization
and publication
of a generic
laboratory
services
assessment
tool
Activity 3.2.G
Partially
support the
conducting of
regional
training
courses in
detection of
foodborne
pathogens in
Southeast and
South Asia as
part of the
Global
Foodborne
infections
Networks.

1

1

The tool has
been finalized
and is ready for
publication on
the WHO
website.

Needs
assessment
conducted under
W PRO, training
planning
initiated for third
quarter of 2012

Finalization
of this tool
is at no cost
for
IDENTIFY.

March
2012

Vietnam,
Lao,
Cambodia

GFN, WPRO,
Vietnam,
Lao,
Cambodia

DTU,CDC
and other
GFN
network
contributor
s
FAO and
OIE
collaborati
on will be
sought

IDENTIFY
funds were
used to
support
needs
assessment
. Activity
conducted
and cofunded with
US CDC.
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Activity

Activity 3 .3.G
Strengthen
reference
testing in GFN
Regional
Centers and
Training Sites

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Evaluation of
reference
centres and
training sites
conducted and
follow up action
to stimulate
reference testing
ongoing

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
support a
meeting for
Regional
Centers and
Trainings
Sites.

DTU CDC
and other
GFN
network
contributor
s

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

ongoing

Next steps

Other comments /
information

- Meeting for
Regional Centers
and Trainings Sites

The list of Regional
Centers and Training
Sites can be found
here:
httg://www.who.int/gfn/
centersregional/en/ind
ex.html. They include
one site in Thailand
and one in Cameroon
(Centre Pasteur,
Yaounde). GFN is also
collaborating with
CDC Global Disease
Detection Regional
Centers.

- Next round will be
conducted in Aug
2012 with call for
participation in JuneJuly
- Target poor
performing
laboratories for
additional mentoring
and support

For fu ll list of
participating
laboratories in
IDENTIFY countries,
please refer to Annex
3 in the Year 3 work
plan.

Laboratory Quality Systems
Activity 3 .4.G
Partially
support the
organization
and fu lly
support the
participation of
laboratories in
IDENTIFY
priority
countries in the
Global
Foodborne
infections
Network
laboratory
External
Quality
Assessment
Programme.

1

Organization of
the GFN EQAP

Participating
laboratories
include the
following
IDENTIFY
targeted
laboratories:
Centre
Pasteur,
Yaounde,
Cameroon ;
Pasteur
Institute,
Bangui, CAR;
NPHL,
Gabon;
NCLE, Lao
PDR; RITM,
Philippines;
NIH,
Thailand.

IDENTIFY
funds are
used for
preparation
and
shipment of
samples,
and
analysis
and
disseminati
on of results
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Activity

Activity 3.5.G
Publication of
the results of
the joint
FAO/IAEA/OIE
/WHO Global
Survey on
External
Quality
Assessment
(proficiency
testing)
Programmes

Activity 3.6.G
Development
of a
Training/Mento
ring
Programme to
enhance
managerial
and leadership
skills for
laboratory
directors
and/or
managers of
IDENTIFY
countries.

Prio
-rity

2

2

Recent
activities

Results of the
joint
FAO/IAEA/OIE/
WHO Global
Survey on
External Quality
Assessment are
being formatted
and translated
for publication.

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

No cost for
IDENTIFY.

No cost for
IDENTIFY
at this
stage.
IDENTIFY
funds are
expected to
partially
cover a first
pilot training
involving an
IDENTIFY
priority
laboratory.

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
information

ongoing

- Publication on the
FAO, IAEA, OIE and
WHO websites

Partners will be
informed when the tool
is available on WHO
website.

This programme is
under development.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

EDPLN
internation
al network
establishm
en! is a
continuou
s process

2 workshops are
planned for the first
week of June 2012:
- Meeting on postexposure prophylaxis
protocol against
filovirus following
laboratory exposure
(participants will
include one
representative of
CIRMF, Gabon and
one of KEMRI,
Kenya).
- Workshop to review
and assess a decade
of mobile lab
deployment 2000201 Oto look for
evidence (direct
benefit and
constraints) to
support the use of
field laboratory for
outbreak control
operations

Other comments /
information

Laboratory networking

Activity 1.12 (Year 2)
Assess the role and
activities of existing
WHO networks in
improving laboratory
capacity and
networking.
Coordinate
global/regional
networking to test for
normative diseases
and detect emerging
or unknown pathogens
in wildlife, domestic
animals and humans

Participation in
the Meeting on
Viral
haemorrhagic
fevers and
Arboviruses

22-23
March
2012

Paris,
France

Pasteur
Institute,
Paris, France

WHO CC,
EDPLN
partners

Prof Noel
Tordo, Dr
Philippe
Despres, Dr
Jean-Claude
Manuguerra,
representativ
es from CAR,
Cameroon
and Senegal

participation
of 1 WHO
HQ staff

Participati
on of
Pasteur
Institute,
Paris, in
EDPLN
internation
al network
and its
support to
the
regional
EDPLN
initiatives
in the
WHO
African
region

This activity is a Year
2 activity.
The EDPLN
international network
is managed from
WHO HQ and
collaborations with
WHO regional
colleagues enable the
establishment of EDP
regional networks.
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Activity

Activity 3.8.G
Partially
support global
coordination
and
management
of the Global
Foodborne
Diseases
Network (GFN)

Activity 3.9.G
Develop
Country
Databank for
foodborne
pathogens
(initially
Salmonella)
focused on the
IDENTIFY
priority
countries to
strengthen
sharing of
samples, data,
reports within
networks

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

1

- GFN results
review (to
initiate
evaluation of
network to better
measure impact
and outcomes,
and to target
efforts)
- Steering
Committee
meeting

1

Member log in
site enhanced;
survey to be
launched
shortly: the
purpose of this
survey is to
update data and
competencies of
laboratories, and
collect
information
pertaining to
laboratory and
epidemiology
activities going
on

Dates

19-23
Sep
2011

Venue

Utrecht,
The
Netherlan
ds

Organizer(s)

GFN and
University of
Utrecht

Partners

GFN
Steering
Committe
e
members,
GFN
Regional
Centre
representa
lion

Participants

GFN Steering
Committee
members,
GFN
Regional
Centre
representatio
n

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Partial
contribution
to meeting
cost and
travel

Review
and
developm
ent of
work:
conclusion
of
strategic
plan 2011 2015 at
http://www
.who.inUgf
n/publicati
ons/strate
gic_plan_
201 1/en/in
dex.html

IDENTIFY
funds were
used to pilot
the concept.

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
information

partially
achieved

Next Steering
Committee meeting,
and Regional Centre
and Training site
meeting planned for
end of Sept 2012

Activity conducted
during previous
reporting period but
not reported in Sept
2011 report, in line
with the Year 3 work
plan.

The pilot did not scale
up as expected and
encountered
development
problems. The first
step will be to develop
a Portal-lite that will
bring data from the
current Country
databank and data on
antimicrobial
susceptibility.
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Activity

Activity
3.10.G
Initiation of
sentinel
laboratorybased
surveillance of
foodborne
pathogens in 3
IDENTIFYpriority Congo
Basin
countries

Activity
3.12.G Fourway linking
framework:
Improving the
linkage
between
laboratory and
epidemiologica
I data (for
H5N1 zoonotic
influenza)
through
tripartite
assessment
missions and
workshops in
pilot countries.

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Dates

Laboratories
assessed and
project
commenced in
Uganda for
enteric
salmonellosis

1) 4-way linking
project
workshop in Viet
Nam

2) Identification
of two other
countries for the
4-way linking
project:
Bangladesh and
Indonesia.
Teleconferences
held with
headquarters,
regional, and
local staff of
OIE, FAO, and

Venue

Uganda

1) 1416
Feb
2012

Organizer(s)

Uganda

1) Nha
Trang,
Vietnam

OIE, FAO,
WHO HQ,
region,
country office
staff

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

These
projects are
co-funded
by
IDENTIFY
and other
sources of
funds.

lnstitut
Pasteur
Cameroon
,CDC

1) The
workshop
gathered
over 50
participants
from the
animal health
and public
health
sectors, from
the national,
regional and
provincial
levels.

1) Contract
with a PH
consultant
and his
travel to
Vietnam.

Next steps

- Same process to
be fol lowed for
Republic of Congo
- A third country will
be selected

1) Specific
action
plan and
next steps
identified
at the
national,
regional,
and
provincial
level

fully
achieved

Other comments /
information
The project consists in
the following steps:
- Initial
sensitization/assessm
ent meetings
- Surveillance officers
and laboratory experts
identified to coordinate
the identification and
enrolment of cases
into the study
- Enrol the
participating
laboratories into the
GFN EOAP
- Sampling and
analysis of foods,
water sources, beef,
chicken, butcheries
1) Animal Health
agencies represented
in the workshop were
the Department of
Animal Health, the
National Centre for
Veterinary Diagnosis,
the National Institute
of Veterinary
Research, the Central
Vietnam Veterinary
Institute, the Regional
Animal Health Offices
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, and
the Sub-Departments
of Animal Health in
Bae Kan, Ha Nam,
Quang Tri , Vinh Long,
Tien Gianq and Nha
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

WHO to identify
strategy for each
country and next
steps

Activity
3.13.G
Collection of
sample
throughput
data for
targeted
diseases from
laboratories
supported by
IDENTIFY

1

Communication
has been
initiated with
laboratories
supported by
IDENTIFY
through WHO
regional and
country offices
as part of the
M&E process

Other comments /
information
Trang. Public Health
sector participants
represented the
General Department
of Preventive
Medicine, the National
Institute of Hygiene
and Epidemiology, the
Tay Nguyen Institute
for Epidemiology and
Hygiene, the Pasteur
Institute in Ho Chi
Minh City, the Pasteur
Institute in Nha Trang,
the Hospital for
Tropical Diseases in
Ho Chi Minh City, the
National Hospital for
Tropical Diseases and
the Provincial
Preventive Medicine
Centres in Bae Kan,
Ha Nam, Quang Tri,
Vinh Long, Tien Giang
and Nha Trang.

This activity
is at no cost

Following
USAID
pilot data
call, WHO
submitted
a
preliminar
y M&E
report on
5 April
2012

ongoing

M&E report for Year
3 to be submitted in
September 2012

The objective of this
activity is being refined
as the M&E process
evolves.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
information

Project Management

Activity
3.15.G Project
management

Activity
3.16.G
Recruitment of
staff to support
IDENTIFY
activities

Activity
3.17.G
Communicatio
n tool
development
and resource
building

1

- Ongoing project management and
communication including regular TCs
within WHO, and with FAO and OIE,
and monthly TCs with USAID AOTR
- Participation of the 2 WHO HQ
IDENTIFY focal points in the EPT 6month meeting, Washington, 18-19 Jan
2012 and meeting with AOTR 17 Jan
2012
- Participation of 1 WHO HQ IDENTIFY
focal point in regional meetings:
Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases in
Asia Pacific Region, Malaysia, 19-21
Oct 2011; EPT Plus Inception
Workshop, Thailand, 23-24 Feb 2012

IDENTIFY
funds were
used to
cover
participaton
of
IDENTIFY
focal points
into the 3
meetings
mentioned.

continuous process

1

WHO HQ focal
points salaries
are partially
supported by the
IDENTIFY
project funds

WHO HQ
focal points
salaries

continuous process

1

Translation of
the IDENTIFY
leaflet into
French

No cost

French
version of
the leaflet
available
for
advocacy
in African
Frenchspeaking
IDENTIFY
countries

continuous process

French version of the
IDENTIFY leaflet is
provided in a separate
document (Annex 1)
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Table of regional activities in the Congo Basin

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

ongoing

- Development of the
concept note.
- Training planned
for 10-14 Sept in
NICO,
Johannesburg,
South Africa.
Participants will be
13 scientists in
charge of EDP
diagnosis and
familiar with PCR
technique.

Other comments /
informations

Technical Capacity Building

Activity 3.1.C
Organize one
regional
training on
laboratory
diagnosis for
emerging and
dangerous
pathogens

Activity 3.2.C
Monitor
antimicrobial
resistance
rates among
priority
pathogens in
bacteriology
laboratories in
IDENTIFY
countries

1

2

NICO has been
contacted and
the development
of agenda is in
process.

AMR weekly
form has been
finalized and
shared by ISTs
with WCOs.

March

WHO

2012

March

2012

WHO
AFRO/IST

WHO

NICO

MoH

ongoing
(progress
in 1ST
Central
and West)

- Data collection and
analysis (all
IDENTIFY countries
are expected to
share data)
- Preliminary report
on AMR by July

2012
- Final report on
AMR compiled by
Nov 2012
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments I
informations

not yet
started

- Development of
draft guideline by
AFRO.
- IDENTI FY funds
will be used for
consultancy and
organization of a
review meeting.
The final document
should be available
by Sept 2012.

This activity has been
refined as reflected
into its new title. WHO
is now proposing the
development of a
regional laboratory
guideline on
antimicrobial
resistance. This is of
high priority for the
region.

Development of Guidance, Policy and Training

Activity 3.3.C
Develop and
disseminate
WHO regional
laboratory
guideline on
antimicrobial
resistance

1

Laboratory Quality Systems

Activity 3.4.C
Coordinate
and ensure
successful
participation of
IDENTIFY
country
laboratories in
regional EQA
schemes

1

WHO/NICO
Microbiology
EQAP in Africa:
1) Third survey
of 2011 (out of
3) completed
2) 2011 review
meeting
3) Contract
established with
NICO for the
provision of 3
EQA surveys in
2012

1)
Octob
er
2011
2) 6-7
Dec
2011
3)
FebMarch
2012

2) Harare,
Zimbabwe

WHO

EQA
provider:
NICO,
South
Africa

1) Surveys
are sent to 24
laboratories
in the 9
IDENTIFY
countries:
please refer
to Annex 7 in
the Year 3
work plan
2) Technical
advisory
group: WHO
HQ, WHO
AFRO, NICO

1) Third
survey of
2011
partially
supported
by Year 2
funds
2) Annual
review
meeting
costs
partially
covered:
local cost
and travels
from NICO
representati
ves and 1
staff from
WHO HQ
3) contract
with the
EQA

1) For survey 2011 -3,
bacteriology challenges
for the following
pathogens: Salmonella
Typhi, Streptococcus
agalactiae, Pasteurella
multocida,
Staphylococcus
heamolyticus, Yersinia
pestis (paper based
challenge with
photographs of stained
slides), Vibrio cholerae
0 1 (Ogawa),
Escherichia coli; as well
as TB and malaria
slides for staining and
counting
2) Annual review
meeting held, results
analysed and priorities
decided
3\ Contract renewed for

- Survey 2012-1 sent
the first week of April
2012
- Follow up of the
recommendations of
the annual review
meeting: support
bacteriology
reference
laboratories of
Gabon and Republic
of Congo by on-site
trainings.
- Survey 2012-2
planned for June
2012
- Survey 2012-3
planned for Sept
2012
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds
provider to
cover
participation
(shipment
cost, etc.) of
laboratories
from
IDENTIFY
countries

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

2012

Building laboratory infrastructure

Activity 3.5.C
Provide
essential
reagents and
supplies to
reference
laboratories for
diagnosis of
priority
diseases

3

Procurement of
3 centrifuges, 2
binocular
microscopes,
culture media
and antibiotic
disks to NPHL,
Brazzaville,
Republic of
Congo

March
2012

WHO

MoH

This activity is of high
priority for the region
but was put on hold
because of the lack of
funds so far. 6
countries are targeted:
Uganda, Republic of
Congo, Tanzania,
Gabon, Equatorial
Guinea, Rwanda. The
other 3 IDENTIFY
countries are
supported for
procurement by other
funds (SURVAC
project).
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

MoH

1) AFRO staff
and
epidemiologis
ts in charge
of IDSR from
6 countries
(Angola,
Burkina
Faso, Kenya,
Mozambique,
South Africa
and Uganda)
and
laboratory
experts from
5 institutions:
Pasteur
Institute of
Dakar,
Senegal;
National
Public Health
Laboratory in
Luanda,
Angola;
Uganda Virus
Research
Institute
(UVRI) in
Entebbe,
Uganda;
Kenya
Medical
Research
Institute
(KEMRI) in
Nairobi,

1) The
IDENTIFY
funds were
used to
support the
organization
and local
costs of the
Meeting on
Establish me
nt of a
Laboratory
Network of
Centres of
Excellence
for
Emerging
and
Dangerous
pathogens
(EDP) in the
African
region, 2526 Oct
2011,
Brazzaville,
Republic of
Congo; and
to support
travel cost
from 1 staff
from WHO
HO to
attend this
meeting.

1) Meeting on
Establishment of a
Laboratory Network for
EDP: development of a
plan for establishing
and operationalizing the
network of "Centres of
Excellence" for
emerging and
dangerous pathogens in
the African region,
including roles and
responsibilities of CoE,
governements and
WHO in this context
2) Meeting with CIRMF:
role of CIRMF as
subregional reference
laboratory discussed
3) ToR for laboratory
membership finalized
and distributed to
countries for candidate
laboratories
partially achieved

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

- Designation of focal
points at country
level
- Formalization of the
network by Sept
2012 and start of
networking activities

The targeted
pathogens have been
defined for this
networking activity,
this is now reflected
into its title.

Laboratory networking

Activity 3.6.C
Establish/stren
gthen regional
networks of
public health
laboratory to
address the
IDENTIFY/EPT
priority
diseases: AFR
Regional
Laboratory
Network for
Emerging and
Dangerous
Pathogens

1) Meeting on
Establishment of
a Laboratory
Network of
Centres of
Excellence for
Emerging and
Dangerous
pathogens
(EDP) in the
African region
2

2) Meeting
between AFRO
and CIRMF
Gabon to
discuss possible
collaboration
3) ToR of
Laboratory
Members of
EDP Laboratory
Network shared
with countries

1) 2526
Oct
201 1

1)
Brazzavill
e,
Republic
of Congo

WHO
2) 10
Feb
2012

3)
March
2012

2)
Brazzavill
e,
Republic
of Congo
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Kenya;and
the Noguchi
Memorial
Institute for
Medical
Research
(NMIMR) in
Accra, Ghana
2) AFRO staff
and 2
representativ
es from
CIRMF
Gabon: head
of virology
unit and head
epidemiologis
t

Project Management

Activity 3.7.C
Ensure proper
management
of the
IDENTIFY
project

1

- Ongoing project
management and
communication at
regional level including
regular TCs with WHO
HQ, meeting with USAID
to present IDENTIFY
regional activities ( 13-14
Feb 2012, Brazzaville)
- Participation of
EPT/IDENTIFY focal
points at country level in
EPT country meetings

IDENTIFY
and EPT
partners

continuous process
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Activity

Activity 3.8.C
Produce two
IDENTIFY
project
biannual
activity reports
at regional and
country levels
throughout
Year3,and
use these as
basis for
developing the
Year 4 work
plan
Activity 3 .9.C
Co-organize
and participate
in the yearly
FAO/OIE/WHO
tripartite
coordination
meeting
planned to
take place in
Gaborone
beginning of
2012

Prio
-rity

1

2

Recent
activities

IDENTIFY focal
points at AFRO
and WCO levels
have contributed
to the WHO
IDENTIFY
activity report
(Oct 201 1 March 2012) to
be submitted to
USAID in April
2012

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

ongoing

IDENTIFY focal point
at regional level will:
- ensure participation
of AFRO staff in the
EPT regional
meeting planned for
18-20 July 2012 in
Uganda
- contribute to the
development of the
WHO IDENTIFY
Year 4 work plan

not yet
started

Dates are being
explored for a
tripartite regional
coordination meeting
between FAO, OIE
and WHO

Other comments /
informations
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Activity

Activity
3.10.C
Maintain four
IDENTIFY
project staff for
12 months at
regional/IST
and country
levels

Activity
3.11.C
Monitoring and
documentation
of the
IDENTIFY
implementation
using agreed
FAO,OIE and
WHO
indicators

Prio
-rity

1

1

Recent
activities

Salaries of 4
EPT/IDENTIFY
focal point staff
paid between
Oct 2011 and
March 2012

A standard tool
to collect M&E
data on the
WHO
contribution to
IDENTIFY in all
countries has
been developed

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Cover
salaries of:
- IDENTIFY
Focal Point,
Medical
officer/Lab
P5 (AFRO),
- IDENTIFY
Focal Point,
Medical
officer/Surv
eillance P4
(1ST
Central),
- IDENTIFY/
EPT Focal
Point,
NPO/NOC
DRC
- IDENTIFY/
EPT Focal
Point,
NPO/NOC
Equatorial
Guinea

Please
refer to
the Terms
of
references
of staff
provided
in Annex 8
of the
Year3
work plan

Level of
achievem
ent

continuou
s process

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

The salaries of these
4 staff will be
covered till the end
of Year 3 (Sept

2012}.

ongoing

Collect data using
the M&E tool in
response to the
USAID data call in
September

Data collection and
analysis is performed
at regional level.
Compilation and
consolidation of M&E
data is performed at
global level.
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Table of country-level activities in the Congo Basin

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Technical Capacity Building
Activity
3.1.CC Assess
Reference
Laboratory
capacity for 3
countries
(Gabon,
Republic of
Congo and
Tanzania) in
the Congo
Basin Region
to help the
development
of national
laboratory
plans

Activity
3.2.CC Update
mapping of the
national
laboratory
capacity

3

2

not yet
started

not yet
started

Priority country for this
activity is Gabon.

- Development of a
questionnaire at
regional level
- Report on regional
laboratory capacity
for diagnostic of
IDSR priority
diseases, conditions
and events to be
compiled by Dec

Data collection for
mapping update will
be conducted by

wco.

2012
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Activity
Activity
3.3.CC
Organize two
coordination
meetings in
each
IDENTIFY
country with
key
stakeholders to
review
progress on
implementation
of the project

Activity
3.4.CC
Establish
and/or
strengthen
existing
national
technical
committee for
coordination of
animal and
human health

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Cameroon:
1) Several
meetings to
strengthen the
capacity of the
Ad Hoc
Commitee for
zoonosis:
support in the
development,
validation and
adoption of the
National
Programme for
Zoonosis,
Cameroon,
2012-2017

Came
roon:
1) 1316
Nov
201 1,
6-8
Feb
and 2
March
2012

2) Strengthening
of collaboration
between public
health and
animal health
sectors for

2)
Nov
201 1
to
Feb
2012

Cameroo
n:
Yaounde

Cameroon :
Multisectorial
Ad Hoc
Commitee in
"Ministere de
l'elevage, des
peches et
Industries
Animales"
(MINEPIA),
MoH

Cameroon:
1)
Respectively
30, 45 and
123
participants
from several
institutions.
WHO,
RESPON
D,
PREDICT,
FAO

Cameroon :
activity at
no cost for
IDENTIFY.

Other comments /
informations

One coordination
meeting will be
organized in each
country.

not yet
started

2

2

Main
results

Cameroon:
- national programme
document for zoonosis
developed and adopted
- 1 focal point in charge
of zoonosis in the
surveillance unit at
MINISANTE

Development of
generic ToR at
regional level for
such committees
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Equatoria

Equatorial
Guinea: MoH

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

responding to
zoonosis
Equatorial
Guinea:
Meeting for the
establishment of
the
multisectorial
technical
committee

Equat
orial
Guin
ea:
22-23
Oct
2011

I Guinea:
Luba

Equatorial
Guinea: 6
participants

Equatorial
Guinea:
meeting
local costs.

Equatorial Guinea:
- common targeted
diseases list adopted
- joint rapid response
team developed
- laboratory mapping
conducted for PH and
AH sectors
- IDENTIFY technical
coordination committee
for PH and AH activities
established
onqoinq

Activity

3.5.CC
Conduct joint
outbreak
investigation of
and response
to zoonotic
diseases by
both human
and animal
health sectors

not yet
started

In case of an
outbreak, special
funds available in
AFRO (regional level)
to enable joint field
investigation.

not yet
started

Please refer to activity
3.3.C: regional AMR
guidelines will be
adapted at country
level when available,
ie not before the
beginning of Year 4.

Activity

3.6.CC Adapt
regional
laboratory
documents at
national level
and
disseminate
these
documents
within each

3
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

IDENTIFY
country

Activity
3.8.CC
Organize one
national
training for
provincial
laboratories in
each
IDENTIFY
country on
laboratory
diagnosis of
priority
diseases, as
well as
biosafety and
biosecurity

1

Equatorial
Guinea:
Training of
laboratory
technicians on
confirmation of
epidemic-prone
diseases

Equat
orial
Guin
ea:
15-21
Sept
2011

Republic of
Congo:
Training of
laboratory
technicians on
sampling for
investigation
and sentinel
surveillance of
epidemic-prone
diseases

Repu
blic
of
Cong
o:
Dec
2011

Equatoria

Equatorial
Guinea: 13
participants
from Bata
and Malabo
regional
hospitals

I Guinea:
Regional
hospital,
Bala

Republic
of Congo:
Pointe
Noire

Republic of
Congo:40
laboratory
technicians

MoH, WHO

Training
local costs,
and
necessary
reagents
and
equipment.

Participant
s'
competen
cies
strengthen
ed in
sampling,
transportat
ion and
identificati
on of
samples,
biosafety,
and
quality
control
and
assurance

not yet
started
except for
Equatorial
Guinea
and
Republic
of Congo

Equatorial Guinea:
Activity conducted
during previous
reporting period but
not reported in Sept
201 1 report, in line
with the Year 3 work
plan.

Laboratory Quality Systems
Activity
3.9.CC
Support
Equatorial
Guinea,
Gabon,
Republic of
Congo and
Rwanda to
strengthen
laboratory
quality
systems

3

Equatorial
Guinea:
Workshop for
the adaptation of
the Guide for
NPHL
Networking To
Strengthen
IDSR, and for
national EQA
programme set
up and
development of
SOPs

16-22
Dec
201 1

Luba,
Equatorial
Guinea

MoH

WHO

15
participants

workshop
local costs

- Guide for
NPHL
Networkin
g To
Strengthe
n IDSR
adapted
- Quality
Control
committee
establishe
d
- SOPs
reviewed

not yet
started
except for
Equatorial
Guinea
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Laboratory networking
Activity
3.10.CC
Establish
functional
National Public
Health
Laboratory
Networks
(NPHLN) in 6
countries
Activity
3.11.CC
Conduct
supervisory
visits to
provincial and
district
laboratories by
the staff of the
national
reference
laboratories

2

1

List of countries may
be modified with a
focus on Gabon and
Republic of Congo.

not yet
started

not yet
started

- Laboratory
supervisory checklist
to be updated and
adapted for
provincial and district
laboratories
- National reference
laboratory to visit
provincial and district
laboratories
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Table of regional activities in Southeast and South Asia

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments I
informations

Technical Capacity Building

Activity 3.1.S
Organize a
regional
meeting of
laboratory
directors and
ministry of
health officials
dealing with
laboratory
matters

68

1

Meeting on
Laboratory
Strengthening
for Emerging
Infectious
Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

19 21
Oct
2011

Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

FAO, OIE,
WHO

USAID,
EU,
PREDICT

representativ
es from AH
and PH
laboratories,
MoA, MoH,
FAO, OIE,
WHO,
USAID,
PREDICT

To partially
cover
meeting
local costs
and travel
from
participants

Key recommendations from the Joint AH-PH
Assembly included:
• Establish and operationalize a formal
mechanism for collaboration between AH-PH
and wildlife
• Advocate for national policy to support One
Health approaches
• Implementation of joint capacity building
fol lowing AH -PH recommendations on
topics such as risk assessment; biosafety; and
quality management, including EQA
• Create opportunities to sustain linkages across
AH, PH and wildlife stakeholders

After a joint opening
session, participants
attended their
respective AH and PH
laboratory meetings
and joined together
again on the third day
for information sharing
on One Health, crosssectoral group work
and meeting closure.
Refer to the AH
meeting report
provided in the AH
IDENTIFY partners
reports and to the PH
meeting report
provided as Annex 2.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Training workshop
will be held during
next reporting period.

Participants will be
laboratory personnel
and other medical or
surveillance staff
involved with the
shipping of infectious
or other
medical/biological/diag
nostic samples for
surveillance or
research purposes,
from the following 8
countries: Cambodia,
China, Lao PDR,
Malaysia, Mongolia,
Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Viet Nam.

Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
Activity 3.3.S
Finalization
and
dissemination
of technical
guidance to
Member States
on
strengthening
public health
diagnostic
laboratories for
EID

Activity 3.4.S
Organize
training in
specimen
handling and
shipping,
including IATA
certification

1

Guidance
document
prepared and
submitted for
publication.

1

Preparations for
IATA training
workshop to be
held July 24 26, 2012in
Vientiane, Lao
PDR: planning
document
approved,
trainer and
venue booked,
participants'
selection
process
ongoing.

WPRO/DSE

WPRO/DSE

Short-term
consultant
hired for
completion
of guidance
document.

Short-term
consultant
hired to
coordinate
training
workshop.
Support for
participation
of nonIDENTIFY
countries is
provided by
US CDC
funds.

achieved
pending
publication

achieved
next
reporting
period
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Activity

Activity 3.5.S
Kato-Katz
training for
provincial
laboratory staff
(emphasis on
the provincial
hospital-based
staff)

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Communication
with countries
(Cambodia,
Laos, Viet Nam)
regarding Katokatz training
initiated.

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)
- WHO
country
offices in
Cambodia,
Laos and Viet
Nam
- National
Center for
Parasitology,
Entomology
and Malaria
Control
(CNM) in
Cambodia
- Center for
Malaria,
Parasitology
and
Entomology
(CMPE) in
Lao PDR
- National
Institute of
Malariology,
Parasitology
and
Entomology
(NIMPE) in
Viet Nam

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used for
training
materials,
and
transport
costs and
per diem.
Trainings
will be
solely
financed by
USAID
IDENTIFY
funds.

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

ongoing

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Final Kato-katz
training proposals
from the three
countries

Trainings are
tentatively scheduled
on 02 and 03 of 2012
and will target
provincial and
hospital-based
laboratory staff.
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Activity

Activity 3.6.S
Regional
workshop for
national
trainers for
diagnosis of
emerging
infectious
diseases

Activity 3.7.S
National
trainings for
diagnosis of
emerging
infectious
diseases in
Bangladesh,
and Nepal

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

1

- Contract with
NIV Pune to
conduct the
workshop
established
- Request sent
to countries for
nomination of
participants

1

Ongoing
correspondence
with Nepal and
Bangladesh
WHO country
offices and
public health
laboratories in
order to arrange
the national
trainings

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

SEARO

SEARO,
WCOs

Partners

NIV Pune
India

Nepal :
NPHL
Bang lades
h: IEDCR

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds
IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
partially
cover local
costs, and
to support
travels of
participants
from
Bangladesh
, Nepal,
Indonesia
and
Thailand.

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
cover local
costs and
participants'
travel.

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

ongoing

ongoing

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

After the regional
workshop, the goal is
to organize national
EID laboratory
trainings: (1) Nepal
NPHL; (2)
Bangladesh IEDCR.
Refer to Activity
3.7.S

This regional
workshop will be held
in NIV Pune India, 28
May-1 June 2012.
Participants will be
officials from National
Public Health
Laboratories from 11
member countries who
will constitute a core
group of EID regional
trainers able to use
EID training materials
developed.
The national trainings
are planned for AugSep 2012 in NPHL
Nepal and IEDCR
Bangladesh.
Participants will be
health laboratory
professionals from
provincial laboratories
who will constitute a
core group of EID
national trainers.
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Activity

Activity 3.8.S
Technical and
training
material for
laboratory
quality
management
developed and
disseminated

Activity 3.9.S
Regional
training
workshop for
trainers of
Quality
Management

Activity 3.1O.S
National
training on
laboratory
quality
management
in Bangladesh
and Nepal

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Informal
consultation on
quality
management
tool kit
organized

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
conduct the
consultation
and support
attendance
of experts.

SEARO

3

1

Ongoing
correspondence
with Nepal and
Bangladesh
WHO country
offices and
public health
laboratories in
order to arrange
the national
trainings

SEARO,
WCOs

Nepal :
NPHL
Bang lades
h: IEDCR

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
cover local
costs and
participants'
travel.

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ongoing

- Informal
consultation on
quality management
tool kit, 16-19 April
2012, Phuket,
Thailand
- Quality
management toolkit
reviewed and
finalized
- Quality
management toolkit
shared with the 11
member states

Participants in the
consultation are 15
laboratory experts
from 11 SEAR
member states.

not yet
started

This regional
workshop would use
quality management
training toolkit
developed under
Activity 3.8.S as
training materials.

ongoing

The national trainings
are planned for JuneJuly 2012 in NPHL
Nepal and IEDCR
Bangladesh.
Participants will be
national and district
health managers.
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Activity

Activity 3.11 .S
Advocacy and
direct support
in development
of policies and
plans for public
health
laboratories

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Dates

Ongoing
correspondence
with Nepal and
Bangladesh
WHO country
offices and
public health
laboratories

Venue

Organizer(s)

SEARO,
WCOs

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Nepal:
NPHL
Bang lades
h: IEDCR

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
cover local
costs and
participants'
travel for
national
meetings
necessary
to develop
policies and
plans.

The EQA
providers
are:
1)National
Institute
for
Infectious
Diseases
(NIID),
Tokyo,
Japan
2) NRL,
Australia
(WHO
CC)

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to:
1) hire a
short-term
consultant
to analyse
data and
prepare
pilot survey
final report
2) cover
contract
with the
EQA
provider
(preparation
and
shipment of
samples,
analysis of
results)

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ongoing

- Ongoing guidance
of countries on steps
required to develop
national laboratory
policy/plan
- Laboratory policy/
plan proposed to
national authorities
for approval (AprMay 2012)

Countries are using
the guidelines
developed and
disseminated during
Year 2 (Activity 1.9):
"Development of
national Health
Laboratory Policy and
Plan"

ongoing

1) Development of
EQA for Emerging
Infectious Diseases,
starting with dengue
2) Shipment of the
first panel will occur
in the second half of
IDENTIFY year 3

Laboratory Quality Systems

Activity 3.12.S
Support the
planning and
implementation
of regional
EQAP for
Communicable
Diseases in
South East
Asia

2

1) EQA for
dengue pilot
project
conducted in 2
IDENTIFY
countries
2) Set up of the
WHOcoordinated
EQA
programme for
HIV and syphilis
for 5 IDENTIFY
countries

1)pilot
surve
y
condu
cted
in Oct
- Dec
201 1
2)part
icipati
ng
labora
tories
nomin
ated
and
EQA
provid
er
select
ed in
March

WPRO

1) Pasteur
Institute, Ho
Chi Minh
City,
Vietnam;
RITM,
Philippines
2) China,
Philippines,
Vietnam,
Cambodia,
Lao PDR

Regional
EQA
programm
es for
IDENTIFY
priority
diseases
in place
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Activity

Activity 3.13.S
Strengthening
national
malaria
diagnosis
quality
assurance
systems

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities
-Regional
activities to
strengthen
national malaria
diagnosis quality
assurance was
harmonized with
other partners
-Schedule of
external
competency
assessments for
2012 in China,
Cambodia,
Malaysia,
Philippines and
Viet Nam
finalized
Other related
activities done:
-Assesssment of
national QA
capacity initiated
-QA assessment
tool drafted

Dates

Venue

China,
Cambodia
, Malaysia,
Philippine
sand Viet
Nam

Organizer(s)

-WHO
-ACTMalaria

Partners

-MoH
-Australian
Army
Malaria
Institute
(WHO
CC)

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

This activity
will be
financed by
USAID
IDENTIFY
and national
government
funds:
- Hire Level
1
microscopis
t who will
conduct and
assess
ECAs
- Training
materials

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ECAs not
started yet

- Communicate to
country counterparts
the ECA schedule
-Bi-regional (WPRO,
SEARO)QA
workshop scheduled
first week of May
2012

ECA schedule for
2012:
Philippines: 23-27 Oct
Viet Nam:18-22 June
Malaysia: 3-7 Sept
China: 12-16 Nov
Cambodia: 19-23 Nov
ECA targets 12
participants from each
country
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Activity

Activity 3.14.S
Support
Establishment
of a Regional
P. know/esi
Reference and
Training
Laboratory and
Laboratory
Network

Activity 3.15.S
Newer
diagnostic
tools evaluated
and
disseminated

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

1

-Communication
with the
proposed
regional
reference
laboratory fo r P.
knowlesiis
ongoing.
- Capacity
assessment of
proposed
laboratory is
ongoing
(activities, list of
equipment
relevant to the
task, human
resource
expertise
available, and
capacity to run
malaria (Pk)
diagnostic tests
currently being
mapped)

1

Ongoing
evaluation of
immunochromatography
test developed
by MoH
Thailand for
rapid laboratory
diagnosis of
leptospirosis

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Activity will
be solely
financed by
USAID
IDENTIFY
funds

SEARO

Regional
Medical
Research
Centre
(RMRC),
Port Blair,
India
(WHO
CC)

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
cover the 9month
contract
with RMRC,
Port Blair,
India

Availability
of rapid
test for
laboratory
diagnosis
of
leptospiro
sis at an
affordable
cost

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

ongoing

-Follow up
communication and
set-up meeting with
the proposed
reference laboratory.

ongoing

- Final validation of
the test
- Use of validated kit
by member states

Other comments /
informations
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

IDENTIFY
funds used
to buy
reagents/kit
s for
stockpiling

Rapid
deployme
nt in cases
of
outbreaks

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Building laboratory infrastructure

Activity 3.16.S
Provision of
laboratory
supplies in a
coordinated
manner to
support
detection of
outbreak-prone
and emerging
diseases

Activity 3.17.S
Support
Institute for
Medical
Research
Malaysia in
providing
laboratory
confirmatory
tests of
chikungunya
virus in vectors
from project
countries

1

Stockpiling of
diagnostic
reagents/kits for
the following
IDENTIFY
priority
diseases:
leptospirosis,
dengue,
influenza and
Japanese
encephalitis, for
rapid
deployment in
cases of
outbreaks

1

-Communication
with Institute of
Medical
Research in
Malaysia done
-WPRO/MVP is
waiting for the
list of essential
equipment on
vector
surveillance and
reagents/appara
tus necessary
for Chikungunya
virus detection

SEARO

SEARO

Activity
will be
solely
financed
by USAID
IDENTIFY
funds that
will be
used for
procureme
nt of
reagents/s
upplies.

continuous process

ongoing
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Activity

Activity 3.18.S
Strengthen
countries to
conduct vector
surveillance
and
laboratories on
identifying
vector species
(focus on
Chikungunya
virus)

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

-Communication
with the
laboratories
done
-WPRO/MVP is
waiting for the
list of essential
equipment on
vector
surveillance and
reagents/appara
tus necessary
for Chikungunya
virus detection

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Activity
will be
solely
financed
by USAID
IDENTIFY
funds that
will be
used for
procureme
nt of
reagents/s
upplies.

ongoing

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Await final meeting
plans from
Cambodia and Viet
Nam.
Follow-up Lao.

Meetings in Cambodia
and Viet Nam
tentatively scheduled
on 03 of 2012

Laboratory networking

Activity 3 .19.S
Conduct three
national
meetings with
the animal
health sector
to strengthen
parasitological
laboratory
collaboration

1

-Communication
with countries
initiated.
Cambodia and
Viet Nam
already
committed to
hold the
meetings.
-MVP is still
working with Lao
PDR in finalizing
the meeting plan

Cambodia
, Viet
Nam, Lao
PDR

- National
Center for
Parasitology,
Entomology
and Malaria
Control
(CNM) in
Cambodia
- Institute of
Malariology,
Parasitology
and
Entomology
(IMPE) in Qui
Nhon Viet
Nam

-FAO
-National
veterinary
institutes
in
Cambodia
and Viet
Nam

Meetings
will be
solely
financed by
USAID
IDENTIFY
funds:
venue,
transport
cost and
per diem,
meeting
materials

ongoing
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Activity

Activity 3.20.S
Support
ACTMalaria for
the regional
coordination of
the insecticide
resistance
monitoring

Activity 3.21 .S
Promote
networking
between public
health and
veterinary
laboratory
sectors in
Bangladesh
and Nepal

Prio
-rity

1

1

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

-A contract with
ACTMalaria is
currently being
drafted.
Other related
activities:
- Together with
WHO Mekong
Malaria Program
and SEARO,
organized a
workshop on
insecticide
resistance
monitoring and
mapping of
malaria vectors
from 14 to 16
March 2012

Ongoing
correspondence
with Nepal and
Bangladesh
WHO country
offices in order
to arrange
national
intersectoral
meetings

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Activity will
be solely
financed by
USAID
IDENTIFY
funds

SEARO,
WCOs

Nepal:
NPHL
Bang lades
h: IEDCR

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
cover local
costs and
participants'
travel.

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ongoing

ongoing

Representatives from
the following
institutions will be
invited to these
networking meetings
planned for July 2012:
- Nepal: NPHL,
Central Veterinary
Laboratory
- Bangladesh: IEDCR,
Institute of Public
Health, Medical
University, Central
Drug
Research Laboratory
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Project Management

Activity 3.22.S
Ongoing
tripartite
project
management
and
coordination,
monitoring,
and planning

Activity 3.23.S
Recruitment of
staff to support
IDENTIFY
activities

1

Ongoing project
management
and
communication
at regional level
including regular
communication
with WHO HQ,
WCO and
IDENTIFY
partners

1

In WPRO, a
laboratory
specialist has
been hired as
IDENTIFY focal
point: Dr Frank
Konings
(koningsf@wpro
.who.int)
In SEARO, one
professional and
one
administrative
staff are working
for the
IDENTIFY
project from May
2011

continuous process

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
cover staff
salaries.

continuous process
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Activity

Activity 3.23.S
Preparation
and review of
regional and
country-level
work plans,
reports and
other project
documents

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

The IDENTIFY
focal points
have contributed
to the WHO
IDENTIFY
activity report
(Oct 201 1 March 2012)
and to the
review of
country level
work plans
where
appropriate

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

continuous process

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

The IDENTIFY focal
points at regional
level will:
- ensure participation
of staff in the EPT
regional meeting
planned for 25-27
July 2012 in
Bangkok
- contribute to the
development of the
WHO IDENTIFY
Year 4 work plan
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Table of country-level activities in Cambodia

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Use of the
Dates

Venue

Organizer (s)

Partners

Sihanouk
Centre for
Hope
Hospital

IPC,
SCHH,
Kuntha
Bhopa
hospital,
MoH,
NIPH, Kg
Cham
hopsital,
National
TB
programm
e, Belgian
Royal
Institute of
Tropical
Medicine

Participants

IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Development of Guidance, Policy and Training

Activity

3.2.Ca
Conferences,
trainings or
workshops to
build
laboratory
capacity and to
promote
national
laboratory
policies,
guidelines and
standards

1

5-day training
workshop on
antimicrobial
resistance

04
201 1

Cambodia
-hotel

60, as
partners

Partial
funding to
support the
training

- national
plans on
antimicrob
ial
resistance
started
- data on

partially
achieved

National Technical
Working Group for
AMR is being
established

AMR
shared
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

1

Support to staff
from Kg Cham
hospital to learn
laboratory skills

2w.
every
2m.

1

One
microbiology
laboratory
advisor was
hired to teach
laboratory
techniques on
media
preparation ,
slide
preparation,
diagnosis, as
well as setting
up internal
quality control in
4 laboratories

2011 2012:
4
days
per
week
in
differe
nt
labora
tories

Venue

University
of Health
Sciences
(UHS),
Phnom
Penh

Kg Cham,
NPH,
Kossomak
and
Battamba
ng
laboratorie
s

Organizer(s)

UHS,
Merieux
Fondation

WHO

Partners

Merieux
Fondation

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

The
laboratory
manager
from Kg
Cham
hospital

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
partially
support this
activity: 1
staff is
supported
(travel and
per diem) to
prepare the
Diploma of
Laboratory
Science in
Phnom
Penh
university.

1 student
now in the
second
year

To cover
the
laboratory
advisor
salary

The
laboratorie
s are now
providing
diagnostic
microbiolo
gy results
and are
sharing
data with
MoH and
WHO

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ongoing

Identify other
students from
government
laboratories to attend
the course

This is a 3 year course
targeting laboratory
management,
bacteriology, virology,
molecular biology,
haematology and
biochemistry.

Possible extension to
Year 4 and to new
laboratories

This has been proven
to be one of the most
cost effective and
useful way of actually
developing laboratory
capacity in the
hospitals which are
acting as public health
laboratories.

ongoing
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Activity

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Support for Kg
Cham hospital
laboratory to
strengthen
surveillance of
nosocomial
infections in
surgical and ICU
wards

Dates

Q4
201 1Q1
2012
(total
of 5
month
s)

Venue

Kg Cham
hospital

Organizer(s)

W HO, MoH

Partners

REDI, Kg
Cham
hospital

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

IDENTIFY
was the
sole source
of funding
for this
activity.

- Kg Cham
hospital
laboratory
involvment
in
detection
of
nosocomi
al
pathogens
- rate of
nosocomi
al urinary
tract
infections
due to
catheteriz
ation
calculated

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

achieved

- results publication
- development of a
sustainable
nosocomial
surveillance
programme

Other comments /
informations

Laboratory Quality Systems

Activity
3.3.Ca
Promote and
support
Laboratory
Quality
Management

1

National
bacteriology
EQA: contract
between WHO
and the Pacific
Paramedical
Training Centre,
New Zealand,
signed in March
2011 and
payment
processed

W HO, NIPH

MoH

IDENTIFY
is the sole
source of
funding for
this activity.

ongoing

- training on what
laboratories are
expected to do prior
to the start of the
EQA
- 3 bacteriology
challenges will be
sent in April, July
and October 2012

5 government
bacteriology
laboratories will
participate including
the IDENTIFYtargeted laboratories:
National Institute of
Public Health (NIPH),
Kampong Cham
Laboratory, Takeo
Laboratory.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Project Management
Activity
3.6.Ca Project
management
and
coordination,
monitoring and
planning

Activity
3.7.Ca
Recruitment of
staff to support
IDENTIFY
activities

Activity
3.8.Ca
Preparation
and review of
country-level
workplans and
other project
documents

1

Ongoing project
management
and
communication

1

Hiring of a
consultant to
lead
development of
laboratory EOA,
networking,
internal quality
control and
laboratorybased
surveillance

1

IDENTIFY focal
point at WCO
level has
contributed to
the WHO
IDENTIFY
activity report
(Oct 201 1 March 2012) to
be submitted to
USAID in April
2012

continuous process

WHO
Cambodia
country
office

To cover
the
consultant
salary

- National bacteriology EOAP (refer to Activity
3.3.Ca) started in April 2012
- Laboratory Information System in second
stage of piloting at NIPH with the aim to roll it
out to all other IDENTIFY laboratories by end of
2012
- development of Laboratory based surveillance
ongoing
- development of the national laboratory network
ongoing: ToR approved by MoH, first meeting
planned for 02-03 2012

continuous process

IDENTIFY focal point
at WCO level will:
- ensure participation
in the EPT meeting
planned for 5-6 June
2012
- contribute to the
development of the
WHO IDENTIFY
Year 4 work plan
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Table of country-level activities in Lao PDR

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

18 laboratory
staff and
clinicians
from
provincial
laboratories

Cost for
meeting
organization
including
local cost,
travel cost,
per diem

18
trainees
from 6
provinces
of the
northern
area
trained for
biosafety

6 MoH staff
for public
health, 2
MoA staff for
animal health

Course
operation
such as
living cost
for
provincial
participants,
lecture fees,
travel cost
for
surevillance
project

Training in
specimen
collection
including
laboratory
diagnosis
for
outbreaks
and
biosafety
conducted

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Ongoing

Similar training in the
southern area
(Chompasak)
planned for April
2012

Other comments /
informations

Development of Guidance, Policy and Training
Activity
3.1 .Lao
Develop and
conduct
trainings and
workshops to
build
laboratory
capacity and to
promote
national
laboratory
guidelines

1

One biosafety
training

12-16
March
2012

Luangprab
anh

NCLE

Provincial
health
departmen
ts (PHD)

Laboratory Quality Systems

Activity
3.2.Lao
Promote and
support
laboratory
quality
management

1

Training in
specimen
collection as
part of Field
Epidemiology
Training
Programme

Nov
201 1
- Feb
201 2

NCLE

NEIDCO/NC
LE

FAO, US
CDC

Achieved

The course is cofunded with USCDC.
Out of 3 modules,
USAID fund is used
for 1 module. This is
continuous support
from Al project.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Specimen
collection during
outbreaks

Dates

Oct
201 1

March
2012

Venue

Sekong,
Houaphan
, Attapeu
provinces

Organizer(s)

NCLE

Partners

PHO

Participants

Staff from
NCLE and
provincial
health
department

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Travel cost
and per
diem for
laboratory
staff

Laboratory
staff
joined
investigati
ons:
- Acute
Bloody
Diarrhoea
outbreak,
Sekong
and
Houaphan
provinces,
Jan-Feb
2012
- Dengue
investigati
on,
Attapeu
province,
Jan 2012
- clusters
of Fever
and Rush

Ongoing
(outbreaks
occur any
time)

Participation of
laboratory staff in
outbreak
investigation during
the next 6 months if
outbreaks occur.

IDENTIFY is the sole
source of funding.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

1

Recent
activities

Surveillance for
causative
agents of acute
diarrhea

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

NCLE

6 sentinel
hospitals
in
Vientiane:
Mittaphab
hospital,
Mother
and Child
hospital,
Sisattanak
district
hospital,
Hatsaifong
district
hospital,
Sikottabon
g district
hospital,
Baan horn
health
center

Oct
201 1

-

Vientiane

March
2012

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Meeting
cost,
transport of
specimens

Main
results

245
specimens
received
from 1 Jan
- 19 Mar
2012:109
specimens
positive
for
pathogeni

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

continuous process

C

organisms

Building laboratory infrastructure

Activity
3.3.Lao
Provision of
laboratory
supplies in a
coordinated
manner

1

Provision of
laboratory
equipment,
reagents and
supplies

Oct
2011

March
2012

NCLE

WHO

IDENTIFY
was the
sole source
of funding
for these
materials.

Strengthe
n bacteria
surveillanc
e, such as
for
cholera,
anthrax,
and
dengue

continuous process

Procurement of
bacterial culture
media, biochemical
test reagent,
antimicrobial disk,
ELISA test kit, PCR
materials, sera, etc.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achievem
ent

Dr. Bounlay
(NEIDCO),
Cecilia
Lantican
(PREVENT),
Zoe
Greatorex
(PREDICT),
Dr. Thomas
D'Agnes
(USAID),
Reiko
Tsuyuoka
(WHO)

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

lnformatio
n sharing
among
EPT
projects
and
collaborati
on

There are regular meetings
between partners at country level.

Reiko
Tsuyuoka,
Ying (WHO
laboratory
expert funded
by USAID,
refer to
3.5.Lao), Dr.
Onechanh,
Dr.
Thongchan,
Dr. Draoun,
Dr. Noi

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

Annual
work plan
revised

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

Training
shedules
and
materials
supported
by WHO
and ADBCDC
project 2
shared

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Project Management

Activity
3.4.Lao
Project
management

1

Participation in
EPT partners
meetings

Revision of the
IDENTIFY
annual work
plan

Meeting with
RESPOND

17
Jan
and
22
March
2012

25
Jan
2012

1 Feb
2012

National
Emerging
Infectious
Disease
Coordinati
on Office
(NEIDCO)
or US
Embassy

NCLE

WHO Lao
office

PREDICT,
PREVENT
NEIDCO, Dr.
Thomas
D'Agnes,
USAID

WHO

WHO,
RESPOND

'
IDENTIFY
-WHO and
Dr.
Thomas
D'Agnes,
USAID

NCLE
laboratory
staff and
vice
director

WHO,
RESPON
D

Reiko
Tsuyuoka
and Manilay
(WHO), 2
consultants
from
RESPOND
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Review of
progress of
IDENTIFY
implementation

Meetings with
PREPARE

Dates

2
March
2012

2 and
20
March
2012

Venue

NCLE

WHO Lao
office

Organizer(s)

NCLE

US embassy

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

NCLE
laboratory
staff and
vice
director

Reiko
Tsuyuoka,
Ying, Dr.
Onechanh,
Dr.
Thongchan,
Dr. Draoun,
Dr. Noi

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

Priority
activities,
responsibl
e staff and
assistance
needs
identified

WHO,
PACOM

Reiko
Tsuyuoka,
Hannah
Lewis and
Asmus
Hammerch
(WHO), 2
staff from
PACOM and
1 staff from
US embassy

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

lnformatio
n sharing
related to
One
Health
activities
and
pandemic
prep a ratio
n planning

Dr. Bounlay
(NEIDCO),
NCLE
(Director and
Laboratory
chief),
National
Animal
Health
Centre
(NAHC),
Cecilia
Lantican
(PREVENT),
Zoe
Greatorex
(PREDICT),
Dr. Thomas
D'Agnes
(USAID),
Reiko
Tsuyuoka
(WHO)

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

lnformatio
n sharing
among
EPT
projects
and
collaborati
on

PREDICT,
PREVENT
Participation in
EPT quarterly
partners
meeting

22
March
2012

NEIDCO

NEIDCO, Dr.
Thomas
D'Agnes,
USAID

'
IDENTIFY
-WHO and
Dr.
Thomas
D'Agnes,
USAID

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

Other comments /
informations
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Consultation
meeting on M&E
of national 5year plan with
USAID and
partners

Activity
3.5.Lao
Recruitment of
staff to support
IDENTIFY
activities

Support 1 staff
for laboratory
procurement
and
arrangement of
laboratory
equipment
maintenance

Dates

28
March
2012

Venue

lnternation
al
Cooperati
on
Training
Centre

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

No cost
from
IDENTIFY
for WHO
Lao staff
attendance

M&E
process
for the
National
Plan of
Emerging
Infectious
Diseases
and Public
Health
Emergenc
y agreed

WHO

Used for
staff salary
(IDENTIFY
is the sole
source)

Please
refer to
Activity
3.3.Lao

WHO

Used for
staff salary
(IDENTIFY
is the sole
source)

Organizer(s)

NEIDCO

Oct
201 1
-

WHO

March
2012

Partners

EPT/USAI
D,
AusAID,
EU, ADBCDC
project 2,
USCDC

Participants

Staff from
partner
organizations

Level of
achievem
ent

Next steps

ongoing

This position will be
funded through
IDENTIFY for the next
6 months if possible.

ongoing

This position will be
funded through
IDENTIFY for the next
6 months if possible.

Other comments /
informations

1
One laboratory
expert to train
NCLE laboratory
staff on testing
methods day to
day and support
laboratory
management

Oct
201 1

March
2012

NCLE
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Table of country-level activities in Viet Nam

Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

Main
results

Level of
achieve
ment

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ongoing

- April-May 2012:
establishment of the
assessment team,
selection of
assessment sites,
development and
validation of the
survey questionnaire
- May 2012: survey
sent to national and
provincial laboratories
to collect information
on their current
capacities and needs
- June 2012: in-depth
interviews conducted
during field visits in a
number of preselected laboratories
- June 2012: workshop
to disseminate results
of the needs
assessment

19 public health
laboratories at
national, sub-national
and provincial levels
will be assessed in
Viet Nam in order to
identify for those
laboratories involved
in diagnosis of cholera
and enteric pathogens
the existing needs and
to evaluate how these
gaps can be
addressed in the near
future

Development of Guidance, Policy and Training

Activity
3.1.Viet
Develop and
conduct
training
courses or
workshops to
build laboratory
capacity

1

Preparation of a
survey to
evaluate cholera
and
enterobacteria
laboratory
system in Viet
Nam

WCOand
National
Institute for
Hygiene and
Epidemiology
(NIHE)

MoH

IDENTI FY
funds will
be used to
cover
shipment of
the survey
to the
laboratories
and travel
expenses
related to
in-depth
interview
assessment
s
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

1

Preparation of 2
trainings on
collection ,
packaging and
transport of
samples of
suspected
influenza in
Southern of Viet
Nam:
participants and
trainers
identified,
training agenda
developed,
training
laboratory
supplies
ordered, training
materials
(presentations
and hands-on
materials for
participants)
under
develooment

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Pasteur
Institute Ho
Chi Minh City
(Pl HCMC)
and WHO

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
fully cover
these 2
training
courses and
provide
relevant
kits,
reagents for
sample
collection
and
transportati
on. and
PPE

MoH

Main
results

Level of
achieve
ment

ongoing

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

- 21-22 May 2012:
training course for 19
provincial hospital
laboratory staff
- 24-25 May 2012:
training course for 19
laboratory staff at
provincial preventive
medicine centers
(PMCs)
The 2 trainings will be
held in Pasteur
Institute Ho Chi Minh
City.

The trainings are
aiming at improving
the quality of influenza
sample collection for
influenza surveillance
and outbreak
investigation.

Four distributions are
planned between
March 2012 and
March 2013

The specimens
proposed in this EQA
programme are used
for the detection of
bacterial diarrhoea
caused by V.cholerae
non-01 and non -0139
strains; V.
parahaemolyticus;
V. vulnificus. The
objective is to improve
laboratory quality
management and
accuracy of
V.cholerae diagnosis.

Laboratory Quality Systems

Activity
3.2.Viet
Promote and
support
laboratory
quality
management

1

Organization of
an External
Quality
Assurance
Programme for
"Pathogenic
Vibrio": 1st
distribution on
21 March 2012

wco

MoH

NIHE, enteric
pathogen
laboratory
(Hanoi );
National
Institute for
Food Control
(NIFC),
microbiology
laboratory
(Hanoi)

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
cover the
contract
with the
proficiency
testing
provider:
HPA, UK.

ongoing
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

1

Organization of
an External
Quality
Assurance
Programme for
foodborne
pathogens:
Campylobacter,
E.coli 0157,
Salmonella,
Vibrio
parahaemolyticu
s: administrative
procedures
including MoH
import permit for
EQA panel,
participants
registration and
contract
between WHO
and HPA
completed.

1

Development of
a Quality
Management
training toolkit to
conduct a Trainthe-Trainers
(TTT) for
regional
institutes

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

wco

NIHE Hanoi
and WHO

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

MoH

NIFC, Hanoi;
Institute for
Hygiene and
Public Health
(IHPH), Ho
Chi Minh
City; NIHE,
Hanoi ; Pl
HCMC;
Pasteur
Institute Nha
Trang (Pl NT)

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
cover the
contract
with the
proficiency
testing
provider:
HPA, UK.

MoH

IDENTIFY
funds are
used to
develop the
training
toolkit, and
to organize
the TTT

Main
results

Level of
achieve
ment

ongoing

ongoing

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

Two distributions are
planned in 2012: first
distribution expected
on 14 May 2012

The objective is to
improve laboratory
quality management
and accuracy of
foodborne pathogens
diagnosis.

Conduction of one
training worshop with
20 participants from
NIHE, Pl HCMC, Pl
NT, and Tay Nguyen
Institute, Hygiene and
Epidemiology (TIHE)

The objective is to
improve competency
& qualification of
trainers. This would
allow MoH to have
control on consistency
of quality of training
provided and message
delivered to recipients.
It is also expected to
improve the
institutional capacity to
implement quality
management system
towards ISO 15189
accreditation.
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Activity

Prio
-rity

Recent
activities

1

Organization of
assessment of
BSL2 laboratory
in TIHE:
assessors and
international
expert on
biosafety and
biorisk
management
identified,
development of
the assessment
check list
ongoing

1

Organization of
2 training
courses for
laboratory staff
on safe
practices and
procedures
(GMP) in BSL 2
laboratory

Dates

Venue

TIHE

TIHE

Organizer(s)

TIHE and
WHO

TIHE

Partners

Participants

Use of the
IDENTIFY
funds

MoH

IDENTIFY
is the sole
source of
funding for
this activity,
including
travel
expenses
for national
experts.

MoH

IDENTIFY
funds will
be used to
fully cover
these 2
training
courses and
provide
relevant
training
materials.

37
participatns
from TIHE
and
provincial
PMCs

Main
results

Level of
achieve
ment

Next steps

Other comments /
informations

ongoing

Assessment planned
for May 2012.

This assessment will
help identifying gaps
and needs of BSL2
system for safe
operation and for
maintenance of safety
equipments including
certification
requirements of BSC.

ongoing

- 7-9 May 2012:
Training course on
biosafety for Tay
Nguyen Institute
Hygiene and
Epidemiology
- 10-11 May 2012:
Training course on
biosafety for PMCs
laboratory staff

Overall objective of
these training courses
is to improve the
awareness of
laboratory staff on
safety practices and
procedures, their
ability to identify and
control biohazard's
risks, prevent
accidents, incidents
and laboratory
acquired infections.

Project Management

Activity
3.4.Viet
Preparation
and review of
country-level
work plans and
other project
documents

1

Ongoing project
management
and
communication ;
Contribution to
the WHO
IDENTIFY
activity report
(Oct 2011 March 2012)

continuous process

IDENTIFY focal point
at WCO level will:
- ensure participation
in the EPT meeting
planned for 31 May-1
June 2012
- contribute to the
development of the
WHO IDENTIFY Year
4 work plan
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Main challenges encountered and response provided
The period of time covered by this report has been the most challenging of the project so far
but WHO remains committed to the successful implementation of the project.
There was a delay in obtaining approval for the year 3 work plan. Once USAID provided
additional guidance and a revised template for the work plan, WHO worked closely with them
to meet their requirements and a satisfactory work plan was produced but coordinating three
regional offices and a number of country offices took time and that meant there was a delay of
more than three months in receiving approval for the work plan. This delay created its own
challenge in that the time available to complete all the activities in the work plan was reduced
to less than nine months. January 2012 was also the beginning of the WHO funding biennium
and this caused an additional delay as funds had to be allocated to new work plans for the
period 2012-2013.
The biggest challenge for the period has been the level of funding of the project. The
approved work plan was not accompanied by any new funds and the carryover from the
previous year was sufficient to cover less than half the expenses identified in the work plan.
This caused great unce1tainty in the WHO offices responsible for implementing the activities.
Funds were redistributed from those offices with larger carryovers to those with less in an
effort to maintain some continuity of activities and to cover the salaries of those employed
using project funds. There has been a significant slowing in the implementation of activities
and it is now inevitable that many activities listed in the year 3 work plan will not be
conducted this year.
This slow down in implementation has necessitated a review of the priority of each activity in
the work plan. All the WHO offices that are part of IDENTIFY have conducted this review
and their prioritization are included in the tables of this report.
Country-level activities are usually developed in conjunction with the national ministry of
health, and this creates an expectation within the country that these activities will be
conducted. Cancelling or delaying these activities can create problems between WHO
countries offices and the ministries. There is also the risk that countries will have less
incentive to participate in the project if they perceive the level of funding to be uncertain.
Initial advice on the planning process for year 4 of the project sees an increasing emphasis on
activities at the country level. WHO has been moving in that direction, particularly in Asia
and should have no problem with this realignment as long as clear guidance is given. WHO
will participate in the country-level EPT planning meetings in Asia. The situation in Africa
appears less clear.
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
(since the start of the project activities)

The project continues to serve as a platform for increased engagement between the public
health and animal health sectors at the global level and also at the regional and country level
where opportunities for coordinated or combined activities are discussed and planned. A real
highlight of these conversations between public health and animal health laboratory staff is
the number of common problems they face.
The assessments of laboratories made under the project mean that the IDENTIFY partners
have a greater understanding of the gaps in laboratory capacity in the targeted countries and
the partners, in conj unction with their counterparts in the relevant ministries, have identified a
range of activities to help address those gaps.
On the public health side, IDENTIFY is now supporting many capacity building activities
ranging from direct support for the provision of reagents and equipment through to
strengthening quality systems in laboratories by participation in external quality assessment
programmes and promoting sub national and regional laboratory networking.
The challenge for the IDENTIFY partners now is to maintain the momentum that has
developed over the past two and a half years and ensure that the benefits that have been
achieved are sustainable in the long term.
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Framework
Regional component: Global
Countries: 3 "hot spots":
- Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo,

Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic
- Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam
- South Asia: Bangladesh, Nepal (future activities pending)
Project title: IDENTIFY
Budget: USO 10, 275, 000 (year 1 and 2)
Effective startin2 date: 1 October 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2014
Context of the project

IDENTIFY is part of the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program designed by USAID
to enhance the capacity of countries in selected "hotspots" to meet the threat posed by
emerging diseases with pandemic potential. These hotspots, identified by USAID are the
Congo Basin, Southeast and South Asia.
The other components of the EPT program, namely PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT
focus on pathogen discovery, outbreak response capacity building and behaviour
modification to reduce exposure to potential pathogens respectively.
Collaborations between the different projects are defined through cross-cutting Lines of
Work (LoW) defined by USAID.
Obj ectives of the project

The IDENTIFY project is being implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE), and the World Health Organization (WHO).
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities in targeted countries
to detect those normative pathogens that pose significant public health threats. This will
assist countries to meet international disease reporting obligations. Timely and accurate
investigation of normative agents will allow for a more rapid realization of the presence of a
new or emerging threat.
Capacity building will take the form of direct support to individual institutions, support to
government to provide a suitable regulatory framework and support to develop and
strengthen laboratory networks within and across the public health and animal sectors.

For the description of outputs, activities and sub-activities, refer to Work plan Year Two.
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
AAHL
ACTMalaria
AFNET
AFRIMS
AMR
AOTR
APSED
ASCP
ASEAN
ASLM
AusAID
CDC
CFIA
CHAI
CLSI
CoE
CVO
DRC
ECDC
EDPLN
EID
EPT
EQA
FAO
GFN
GVFI
HKU
HPAI
HQ
IAEA
IATA
ICDDR,B
IDSR
fHR
IMR
INSERM
IPC
IST
Lao PDR
MoA
MoH
NCLE
NEA
NIC
NICD

Australian Animal Health Laboratory
Asian Collaborative Training Network for Malaria
African Field Epidemiology Network
Armed Forces Research Institute of Medical Sciences
Antimicrobial resistance
Agreement Officer's Technical Representative
Asian Pacific Strategy for Emerging diseases
American Society for Clinical Pathology
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
African Society for Laboratory Medicine
Australian Government Agency for International Development
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Canadian Food Inspection Agency
Clinton Health Access Initiative
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute
Centres of Excellence
Chief Veterinary Officer
Democratic Republic of Congo
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network
Emerging Infectious Diseases
Emerging Pandemic Threats
External Quality Assessment
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
WHO Global Foodborne Infections Network
Global Viral Forecasting Iniative
Hong Kong University
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
Headquarters
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Air Transport Association
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh
Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response
International Health Regulations
Institute for Medical Research, Malaysia
French National Institute of Health and Medical Research
Pasteur Institute Cambodia
Intercountry Support Team
Lao People' s Democratic Republic
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Lao PDR
National Environmental Agency, Singapore
National Influenza Centre
National Institute for Communicable Diseases, South Africa
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NIH

NIID
NIPH
NIV
NML

NPH
OFFLU
OIE
PI HCMC

PINT
PVS
REDl
RITM
RML
SE Asia
SOP/s

TAG
TC
USAID

vc

WHO
WHO AFRO
WHO CC
WHOSEARO
WHOWPRO

National Institute of Health, Thailand
National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Japan
National Institute of Public Health, Cambodia
National Institute of Virology, India
Public Health Agency of Canada National Microbiology Laboratory
National Pediatric Hospital, Cambodia
Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza
World Organisation for Animal Health
Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Pasteur Institute Nha Trang, Vietnam
OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway
Regional Emerging Diseases Intervention Centre, Singapore
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine, Philippines
Rocky Mountain Laboratories, USA
Southeast Asia
Standard Operating Procedures
Technical Advisory Group
Teleconference
U.S. Agency for International Development
Videoconference
World Health Organization
World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa
World Health Organization Collaborating Centre
World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office
World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period
(1 April 2011 - 30 September 2011)

Foreword: This report first presents the technical activities conducted at each level: global,
regional and country. For this part, it has been chosen to use a table format to emphasize
concrete activities and achievements. Then project management activities are listed. For ease
of cross-referencing, the numbering of activities remains consistent with the IDENTIFY Year
2 work plan.

Technical activities as worded in the IDENTIFY Year 2 work plan:
Activity 1.6: Joint FAOIOJE/WHO mapping exercise of laboratory capacity and existing
laboratory networks and platforms across animal, food and human health sectors in hot spot
areas in order to identify gaps in laborato,y capability and further detail future activities
(refer to "Laboratory Networking Strategy" submitted to USAJD 30 June 2010)
Activity 1.7: Plan and conduct key stakeholder meetings (awareness workshops) at regional
level via ministries to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es) concerning
laboratories, including the possible creation/strengthening of national inter-sectoral/interministerial coordination committees to organize, ensure, and monitor veterinary and human
laboratory collaborations at the country level
Activity 1.8: Joint FAO/OJEIWHO participation in and/or organization of international
meetings and conferences on laboratory capacity building
Activity 1.9: Promote national laboratory policy in each country in each hot spot region
through the development of joint international guidelines and/or standards for laboratories
(e.g., biosafety/biosecurity, shipment of infectious material, laboratory testing, and related
follow-up activities derived from previous laboratory assessments or workshops conducted by
IDENTIFY partners)
Activity 1.10: Joint FAO/IA EA/OIEIWHO Global Survey on Laboratory Quality Standards
and External Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes
Activity 1.11: Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated fashion with
IDENTIFY and other national, regional, and global partners with a focus on regional
laboratories and regional laboratory networks
Activity 1.12: Assess the role and activities of existing FAO/OIEIWHO networks in
improving the laboratory capacity and networking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional
networking to test for normative diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in
wildl(fe, domestic animals and humans
Activity 1.13: FAOIOIEIWHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
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Table of global-level activities

Dates

Title/Description

2930/06/20
11

FAO-OIE-WHO Fourway linking project
planning meeting

517/07/20
11

FAO-OIE-WHO Fourway linking joint
assessment mission

Venue

Geneva,
Switzerland

Vietnam

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

WHO

FAO-OIEWHO

FAO-OIEWHO

FAO-OIE-WHO

WHO country
office, FAO
country office
and HQ, OIE,
MoH, MoA

Three
Institutions
visited.

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used
- travel for
one WHO
consultant
- part of
meeting local
costs
- 1 consultant
hired for
preparation
of the
assessment
(pre-mission
in Vietnam in
June 2011)
- same
consultant
hired to
conduct the
assessment
mission in
July

Other Information

Results: generic agendas, presentations,
and training scenarios developed.

This assessment is to be followed by a
workshop planning meeting in Vietnam at
the beginning of Year 3 (17-18 Oct 2011 ).

travel/expens
es on
assessment
mission
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Dates

April Sept
2011

Title/Description

Ongoing public health
input to OFFLU
strategy and technical
activities through
participation in steering
committee and
executive committee
meetings, and
technical
conversations

Venue

na

Organizer(s)

OFFLU

Partners

FAO-OIEWHO

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

FAO-OIEWHO

This activity
contributes to
the OFFLU
continuous
project
management
and was at
no cost for
the reporting
period (April
and
September
OFFLU
steering
committee
meetings
were
attended by
TC).

Technical conversations include:
- established collaboration of OFFLU
laboratories in the annual WHO vaccine
strain selection process for zoonotic
influenza virus strains
- work to establish public health input to
the OFFLU swine influenza network

NICD

30 May 2 June

Joint GFN/ PulseNet
Africa workshop

South Africa

NICO in
collaboration
with GFN and
PulseNet
partners

Public Health
Agency of
Canada
US CDC
MoH, South
Africa

22 participants
at GFN course
and 10
participants at
the PulseNet
meeting

- costs of
some
participants
from
IDENTIFY
countries
- part of the
costs of the
workshop

PART 1: Level I- Epidemiologists and
microbiologists; PART 2: PulseNet Africa
training
PART I:
• Training on isolation, identification and
serotyping of Salmonella
• Lab Based Surveillance
PART II:
• PFGE training
Follow up and selection of spin-off project
proposals from May/June 2011 training
course working with WHO AFRO.
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Table of regional activities in the Congo Basin

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Activity 1.8 Joint WHOIOIE/FAO oartlcloatlon In and/or oraanlzatlon of International meetlnas and conferences on laboratory caoaclty bulldlna
The specific leaning objectives of
the trainings were:
laboratory staff
from 23
To orientate participants on
countries
methods for identification of
IDENTIFY
participated
enteric and meningitis pathogens
funds were
including:
To update the participants in the
used to cover
National
Cameroon,
methodology of antimicrobial
costs of
Central African
Institute for
susceptibility testing for epidemic
22 - 26
Two bench training
Johannesburg,
organizing the
Communicable
Republic,
prone organisms and other
August 2011,
on antimicrobial
South Africa
training
Diseases, South
Democratic
common bacteria and;
12 to 16
susceptibility testing
WHO
courses and
Africa;
Republic of
To enhance the skills of
participation
September
of enteric and
Yaounde,
Congo,
participants on quality control
2011
meningitis pathogens
Cameroon
from
Cameroon
Equatorial
tests to be performed routinely for
IDENT IFY
Pasteur Centre
Guinea,
enteric and meningitis pathogens
priority
Gabon,
diagnostic and antibiotic
countries
Republic of
susceptibility testing
Congo,
To orientate the participants on
Tanzania, and
the antimicrobial resistance
Uganda
monitoring strategy and actions in
the WHO African region
Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory policy
A total of 35
IDENTIFY
The specific objectives of the
multidisciplinary
funds were
meeting were to:
lntercountry
participants
used to cover
Orient participants on the
from 7
organization
Integrated Disease Surveillance
19 - 23
workshop on the
Libreville,
September
adaptation of the 2nd
WHO
MoH
countries took
costs of the
Strategy (IDSR) and the
Gabon
edition of the IDSR
part in the
meeting and
International Health Regulations
2011
Guidelines
workshop:
participation
(IHR 2005)
Angola,
costs from
Share the progress made on the
Burundi, Chad,
IDENTIFY
lnteqrated Disease Surveillance
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Dates

22-31
August
08-16
September
26

Title/Description

Workshops to
produce countrylevel adaptation of
IDSR guidelines in
central African
countries

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Gabon,
Equatorial
Guinea,
Republic of
Congo and Sao
Tome &
Principe. The
profile of the
participants
was the
following:
The
epidemiologist
in charge of
IDSR in the
Ministry of
Health
The Head of
Public Health
Reference
Laboratory
The Head of
Veterinary
Reference
Laboratory
DPC officer for
WHO Country
Office
25 MoH staff

Central African
Republic
Cameroon

DRC

Participants

WHO

MoH

40 MoH staff

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used
priority
countries

Other Information
Strategy (IDSR and the
International Health Regulations
(IHR 2005)
Initiate the adaptation of the 2nd
Edition of the IDSR Technical
Guideline according to the
national context
Propose recommendations and
road map for the adaptation of the
national technical guidelines and
the acceleration of the IHR
implementation
During the meeting, a
presentation of the overview of
IDENTIFY Project as well as the
progress for its implementation
was shared.

IDENTIFY
partially
supported
these
workshops

30 MoH staff
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

September4 October

Guidelines on
Centres of Excellence
produced

June 28 July 1, 2011

Meeting on WHOAFRO Step-Wise
Laboratory
Improvement Process
Towards
Accreditation

Nairobi, Kenya

WHO

None

None

To hire a
consultant for
formatting and
translation
both French
and English
versions

WHO
CDC

CDC-Atlanta,
Kenya and
Cameroon;
CLSI; CHAI;
ASCP;

Country experts
including
Zambia,
Zimbabwe,
Thailand,
Trinidad and

IDENTIFY
covered the
costs of a
limited
number of
participants

The WHO Regional Office for
Africa has proposed that Member
States set up national centres of
excellence for disease prevention,
surveillance and control through
the resolution AFR/ RC59/R4 in
2009. The guidelines for
establishing centres of excellence
for disease prevention and control
in the African Region were
developed during a consultative
meeting hosted by the WHO
Regional Office for Africa in
Brazzaville in 2009. The
guidelines were field-tested in
Angola, Kenya, Mozambique and
Uganda. Based on the field
experiences, the guidelines were
finalized to contain an overview,
assessment of potential centres of
excellence, and the development
of implementation plans for CoE.
The guide was developed in
English and translated in French
and Portuguese. The guide has
been disseminated to Member
States
The establishment of an
accreditation scheme is a
valuable tool for countries to use
to improve, and strengthen the
capacity and quality of services of
their laboratories. Thus, in order
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Program (SLIPTA)

March, June,
October
2011

WHO Microbiology
External Quality
Assessment (EQA)
programme in Africa

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Tobago; WHO
both AFRO and
HO; Regional
and national
accreditation
bodies, AFNET
and ASLM

National
Institute for
Communicable
Diseases
(NICO), a
division of the
National Health
Laboratory
Service (NHLS)
of South Africa

86 national
microbiology
reference
laboratories in
Africa (i.e.
public health
laboratories
and central
hospital
laboratories).
Laboratories

Funds were
used to
partially fund
the contract
with NICO,
South Africa.

Other Information
to strengthen laboratory systems
in the African region in a stepwise
fashion and in accordance with its
core functions of setting norms
and standards and building
institutional capacity, WHO-AFRO
and its partners including CDCGAP Atlanta and the African
Society for Laboratory medicine
(ASLM) have established a
laboratory accreditation
preparedness scheme.
As a follow up of accreditation
preparedness process, WHO in
collaboration with the US Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the African
Society for Laboratory Medicine
(ASLM) organized this expert
meeting to finalize guidance on
the WHO AFRO stepwise
approach to implement laboratory
quality improvement towards
accreditation
Participation in EQA programmes
(also called proficiency testing) is
one of the critical elements of any
laboratory quality system that
aims to ensure that laboratories
deliver accurate and reliable data.
The specimens proposed in this
EQA programme are used for the
diagnosis of bacterial infections
such as diarrhoea, bacterial
meninqitis, plaque as well as
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants
from all
IDENTIFY
priority
countries
participate in
this programme

List of
equipment
Activity 1.11 Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies
Dates

Ordering of
the
equipment
started in
May 2011
and
progressively
the labs
received the

Objective

Laboratory

Strengthening
cholera and
meningitis
surveillance as well
as other outbreak
prone diseases,

Bacteriology
reference
laboratories in
Equatorial
Guinea,
Gabon,
Republic of
Congo,
Tanzania and

centrifuges,
densitometers,
microscopes
and water
baths

Partners

Other
Information

None

Equipment
procured
through
IDENTIFY
Project

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information
antibiotic susceptibility testing.
NICO received reports from these
laboratories on the organisms
isolated and/or identified from the
EQA specimens. NICO analysed
the reports and provided feedback
on the diagnostic performance to
the laboratories and to WHO. This
information has been used by
AFRO to identify the needs of
national reference laboratories
and to guide laboratory capacity
strengthening strategies and
activities in the Region. For
instance, Equatorial Guinea was
supported in September 2011
through an on-site training on the
diagnosis of epidemic-prone
diseases. Also results for EQAP
were used to select labs
participating in training on
Antimicrobial resistance in
Johannesburq and Cameroon
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Dates
materials
before 30
September
20 11

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Uganda

14

Ordering of
the
equipment
started in
May 2011
and
progressively
the labs
received the
materials
before 30
September
2011

Strengthening
cholera and
meningitis
surveillance

All IDENTIFY
countries

reagents and
consumables
for culture,
identification
and
antimicrobial
susceptibility
testing of the
causes of
bacterial
enteric
diseases and
meningitis
including
control strains

None

Reagents and
supplies
procured
through
IDENTIFY
Project
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Table of country-level activities in Cameroon

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Activity 1.9 Promote national laborator, oo/icy

May -July
2011

Adaptation of national
Guidelines for Lab
Network

May - July
2011

Elaboration of the
National Policy for
medical biology
Laboratories

Ebolowa,
Cameroon

Ebolowa,
Cameroon

WHO, MoH

WHO, MoH

CDC

30 from MoH,
partners and
private
laboratories

CDC, etc

30 from MoH,
universities,
partners,
research and
private
laboratories

Provision of
didactic
material, hire
hall, fund
travel and
participation
(per diem) for
25
participants,
costs sharing
between
IDENTIFY and
WHO/CDC
SURVAC
project
Hire 2 national
consultants
(for 7 days),
provision of
didactic
material, hire
hall, fund
travel and
participation
(per diem) for
25
participants,
costs sharing
between

Guidelines validated
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Dates

Title/Description

September
2011

Training of 12 lab
technicians from 6
regional and district
hospital laboratory on
sampling collection,
handling and shipment
to reference
laboratories.

August
2011

Development of
national guidelines for
SOPs in Human health
laboratories that re
involved in diseases
surveillance

Venue

Yaounde

Kribi,

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

WHO, MoH

GVFI, Centre
Pasteur
Cameroun

12 from
Regional and
districts
hospital
laboratories

WHO, MoH

ESTHERFrance,
CDC, Centre
Pasteur
Cameroun

27 from MoH,
universities,
partners and
national
private and
research
laboratories

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used
IDENTIFY and
WHO/CDC
SURVAC
proiect
Provision of
didactic
material, hire
hall, fund
travel and
participation
(per diem) for
12
participants,
IDENTIFY is
the only
source of
fundinq

Other Information

Activity interrupted and postponed to early
Nov, 2011 because of elections in the
country,

Photocopies of
documents
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Table of country-level activities in Central African Republic

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Participants
-

20 to 24
September
2011

Adaptation of national
Guidelines for Lab
Network with the
pmticipation of
veterinarians

Boali (100
kmde
Bangui)

WHO

MoA and
Pasteur
Institut
Bangui

6 (MoH)
4 (MoA)
2 (Pasteur
Institute
Bangui

Per diem
Transport
- administrative
support
(copying of
documents)
logistic for
organization of
the meeting

Other Information

•
•

Finalize the adaptation of the guide for
networking lab
Strengthen collaboration between
human and animal sectors
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Table of country-level activities in Democratic Republic of Congo

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer (s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Direction of
laboratory
department
within the
Ministry of
Health,
Department in
charge of
disease
control, the
human
reference lab
INRB and the
veterinary
reference
laboratory.

Identify funds
used for the
organization of
the meeting

The specific objectives of the meeting were
an overview of the jointly mission undertaken
in Goma and Lubumbachi, status of
reference laboratory capacity for vet and
human health, proposition of framework for
collaboration and recommendations.

Activity 1.7 Plan and conduct key stakeholder meetin 7s

16
September
2011

Joint coordination
meeting between
veterinarians and
laboratory scientists

Kinshasa

WHO

Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory po/icy
September
2011

Adaptation of national
Guidelines for
Laboratory Network

Kinshasa

W HO , MoH

Belgium
cooperation

15 participants

August
2011

Support provided for
organizing a meeting
for updating the
laboratory policy
document and
development plan on

Kinshasa

W HO , MoH

Belgium
cooperation
and CDC

15 participants

10% was the
contribution of
IDENTIFY for
the copying of
documents
10% was the
contribution of
IDENTIFY for
the
organization of
the meetinQ as

The next step will be the dissemination of
the documents during supervision visits

The next step will be the dissemination of
the documents during supervision visits
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIF Y
funds were
used

well as
copying of the
document
Activity 1.12 Assess the role and activities of existing WHO networks in improving laboratory capacity and networking
August
Supporting the
WHO
and
laboratories on logistic
Kinshasa
RAS
Not applicable
travel
September for shipment of
2011
specimens
Supervision of
WHO , MoH
August
Goma and
provincial human and
MoAg
2 persons
travel
2011
veterinary laboratories Lubumbashi
in Goma and Katanga.

Other Information

laboratory services

Support the transport of specimens from the
field for lab confirmation

Joint assessment of laboratory capacity
between Human and veterinary sectors
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Table of country-level activities in Equatorial Guinea
How the
Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory oolicy

24/10/011

Initiation of the
adaptation of national
Guidelines for Lab
Network

Luba

W HO , MoH

Not
Applicable

9 Participants
from OMS.
MOH.
Hosp Malabo.
Policlinico Dr
leori Comba

IDENTIFY
funds used for
the meeting as
well as for
promoting the
development
of SOPs

Activity 1.12 Assess the role and activities of existing WHO networks in improving laboratory capacity and networking
Regular coordination
5 Participants
meeting between
( PH General
IDENTIFY
human and animal
Director,
funds used for
health sectors
General
the
Director Food
establishment
Ministry of
and Vet, Head
of the
Reporting
Luba
W HO, MoH
Agriculture
of coordination committee as
period
of PH labs,
well as
Head of
coordination
surveillance
meetings
within the
between
MoH)
human and
animal sectors

To strengthen public health lab network ,
to promote the establishment of national
EQAP and updating lab SOPs

sensitization of the two sectors on EPT as
well as IDENTIFY and designation of the
coordination committee for both sectors
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Table of country-level activities in Uganda
How the
Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

IDENTIFY

funds were
used

Activity 1.12 Assess the role and activities of existing WHO networks in improving laboratory capacity and networking
15 August
Mentoring of
11 regional
MoH,
11 regional
referral
to 30
laboratory personnel in referral
Central
September 11 Regional Referral
hospitals
Public Health hospitals
2011
Hospital (RRH)
Laboratory
Laboratories on
(CPHL),
microbiological testing,
Mulago
specimen handling &
National
Referral
packaging, good
laboratory practices
Hospital
(bio safety).
Allowances for
laboratory
staff, Travel
WHO
expenses for
CPHL staff to
the hospital
laboratories

JuneSeptember
2011

Supported referral of
laboratory specimens.

Amolatar
District

WHO

District
surveillance
officers

Refund for
Travel
expenses for
transoortinq

Other Information

Supported Central Public Health Laboratory
(CPHL) to conducted mentoring of
laboratory personnel in 11 Regional Referral
Hospital (RRH) Laboratories on
microbiological testing, specimen handling &
packaging, good laboratory practices (bio
safety). The exercise involved placement of
senior laboratory experts from CPHL and
Mulago National Referral Hospital to mentor
their counterparts in the RRH for a period of
5 days, during which knowledge and
technology transfer is imparted including
practical skills through demonstration. The
objective of the activity is to build capacity
for microbiological testing (culture and
sensitivity) for common bacterial pathogens
at RRHs to facilitate prompt confirmation of
disease outbreaks. Regional referral
Hospitals were provided with the essential
equipment, reagents and supplies for
bacteriological testing. The team also
conducted Continuing Medical Education
(CME) sessions to promote uptake of
laboratory services by clinicians. Identified
gaps were discussed with the hospital
administrations.
Isolates and aliquots from Regional Referral
Hospitals and Districts were sent to
reference laboratories (CPHL and UVRI)
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

specimen to
CPHL and
UVRI
25-26 July
2011

Ridar Hotel,
Mukono

WHO

2-day Laboratory
Networking
Stakeholder's meeting
for Human and Animal
Laboratory specialists.
30-31
August
2011

Protea Hotel,
Kampala

7 July 2011

August,
2011

Coordinated and
organized an End of
Yellow Fever/ Ebola
evaluation meetinq
Convened and hosted
the bi-monthly local
EPT partners meeting
at WHO.
Had a consultative
meeting with
RESPOND

WHO

WHO

WHO

EPT
RESPOND

CPHL, MoH,
MMIF, EPT
RESPOND,
Laboratory
technicians
from Regional
referral
hospitals,
UVRI.
MoH, MAAIF,
CPHL, District
Health
Officers,
District
Surveillance
Focal Persons,
Referral
Hospital staff,
Heads of
District Task
Force

Travel
allowances for
participants

The broad objective of the meeting was to
provide a multi-sectoral platform for
laboratory networking and strengthen
national diagnostic capacity (early outbreak
detection, lab-based disease event
diagnosis and timely disease event
reporting) .

Evaluation of outbreak investigation and
response, conducted at the end of each
epidemic, is vital to appraise the timeliness
and effectiveness of the outbreak
investigation and response.

RESPOND,
PREDICT and
IDENTIFY

EPT
RESPOND

The purpose was to discuss their concept of
disease surveillance in the Private Sector.
WHO's experience of Community Based
Disease Surveillance that was piloted by
MoH and WHO in Northern Uganda was
shared.
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Dates
August,
2011
September,
2011
5 May
2011

Title/Description
A consu ltation meeting
with RESPOND
A consu ltative meeting
with DELIVER
Participated in local
EPT Partners meeting
at RESPOND

Venue

Organizer(s)

WHO
DELIVER

EPT
RESPOND

Partners

Participants
EPT
RESPOND
DELIVER,
WHO

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information
This meeting to explored how EPT can
strengthen IDSR performance
This meeting discussed strengthening
emergency supply chain management in
MoH

WHO,
PREDICT and
IDENTIFY
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Table of country-level activities in Republic of Congo

Dates

Title/Description

National committee for
coordination of animal
and human health
sectors established

Venue

Brazzaville

Organizer(s)

WHO

Partners

Participants

- Ministry of
Health and
Population
(NPHL,
disease
control
directorate)
- Ministry of
sustainable
development,
forestry
economy and
environment
(Animal
Health
directorate)
- Ministry of
scientific
research
(Zoo
technologies
research and
promotion
center)

Number of
participants:
- NPHL: 3
- epidemiology
and disease
control
directorate: 3
- hygiene and
health
promotion
directorate: 1
- Animal Health
directorate: 2
-Wildlife
directorate: 1
- environment
directorate: 1
- Zoo
technologies
research and
promotion
center: 1
- WHO Congo
CO: 1

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

IDENTIFY
funds are used
for supporting
meetings and
production of
documents:
funding is 75%
from the
IDENTIFY
project and
25%from
Ministry of
Health and
Population

Other Information

Objective: Develop a national network of
PHL, including laboratories involved in
animal health and environmental
surveillance.
Expected results:
Adoption of a convention engaging
laboratories and institutions interested in
outbreak-prone diseases, zoonoses, and
environmental surveillance.
Achievements:
- priority disease list established
- indicators for human health, animal health
and environmental integrated sentinel
surveillance defined

- 3-year plan of action for development of
human health, animal health and
environmental integrated sentinel
surveillance adopted and implementation
started
- national protocol for epidemic and epizooty
1
local investigation adopted

1

This committee does not exist yet. A validation workshop will be organized this month and will result in the adoption of an administrative text by the Ministry of Health and Population. The
committee will be composed of representatives and experts from Ministry of Health and Population; Animal Health directorate (Ministry of Agriculture and Breeding); Zoo technologies research
and promotion center directorate (Ministry of scientific research); Wildlife and Protected Areas directorate (Ministry of sustainable development, forestry economy and environment);
development partners: WHO, FAO, World Bank, Animal Health directorate of WCS-Congo; and health advisers from bilateral cooperation institutions.
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Dates

Title/Description

Three coordination
meetings were
organized with the
participation of the
animal sector

Venue

Brazzaville
and lgnie
("Pool" area)

Organizer(s)

WHO

Partners
- WCS,
Congo
- Ministry of
Health and
Population
(NPHL,
disease
control
directorate)
- Ministry of
sustainable
development,
forestry
economy and
environment
(Animal
Health
directorate)
- Ministry of
scientific
research
(Zoo
technologies
research and
promotion
center)
- WCS,
Congo

Participants

The technical
group for
document
preparation is
composed of
representative/s
from:
- NPHL: 5
- epidemiology
and disease
control
directorate: 2
- breeding
directorate: 1
- Animal Health
directorate: 1
- Zoo
technologies
research and
promotion
center: 1

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

This activity is
entirely funded
through the
IDENTIFY
project. Funds
are used for
meeting ,
travel, and
document
production

Achievements:
- Assessment and mapping form for human
resources and techniques of disease
surveillance and response laboratories
(including for animal health and
environmental surveillance laboratories)
available
- normative documents for architecture,
administration and functioning of PHL
national network ready
- draft laboratory national network for
disease surveillance and response technical
guide ready, including operating procedures
- normative documents for institutional
framework, intersectoral collaboration and
ToRs of intersectoral coordination proposed
- roadmap proposed for development of 1)
the network for integrated disease
surveillance and response; 2) laboratory
intersectoral technical committee
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Table of regional activities in Southeast Asia
Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

The purpose of these consultations was
develop the strategic vision for regional
laboratory capacity building. This strategy
would be incorporated into the APSED, it
would be used in conjunction with ASEAN
and would be the basis for planning activities
under IDENTIFY. This strategy was
presented to countries and an action plan
was developed. (See next activity).
This activity aimed at developing a 5 yearlaboratory action plan and served as Public
Health stakeholder meeting to introduce the
IDENTIFY project.
The action plan was endorsed at the
APSED TAG meeting (Manila, July 2011 ). It
is built on APSED and the ASEAN Plus 3
Partnership Laboratories Network.

Activity 1.7 Plan and conduct key stakeholder meetings

April - May
2011

1920/05/2011

Consultation with a
laboratory expert to
develop the vision of
regional laboratory
capacity development

Informal consultation
to develop laboratory
action plan

Manila,
Philippines

Manila,
Philippines

WHO

WHO, ASEAN

na

na

Short term
consultant
hired and he
made several
visits to Manila

MoH, FAO,
OIE,
IDENTIFY

30 participants
from public
health
laboratories
from ASEAN
countries plus
Mongolia,
China, Japan,
South Korea

Travel and
subsistence
costs for
participants
from
IDENTIFY
countries

Activity 1.8 Joint WHO/OIE/FAO participation in and/or organization of international meetings and conferences on laboratory capacity building
Travel and
subsistence
Objectives: To develop key messages for
Workshop on Priority
30 participants
costs for
dengue prevention and control for use by
Manila,
Actions for Dengue
from MoH in
participants
Health Ministers and programme managers
May 2011
WHO, ASEAN
MoH
Prevention and
Philippines
ASEAN
from
including strengthening surveillance and
Control
countries
IDENTIFY
laboratory capacity and regional information
priority
sharing
countries
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Dates

1923/09/2011

Title/Description

Training workshop on
chikungunya vector
surveillance and virus
isolation

Venue

Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

WPRO and the
Institute for
Medical
Research
(IMR), Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia (WHO
CC)

na

Participants
from the
national
infectious
disease
laboratories
and national
vector-borne
disease
control
programmes
from
Cambodia,
Laos,
Malaysia,
Philippines
and Viet Nam

SEARO, WPRO

Laboratory
experts (see
Annexe 2 of
the
document)

na

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

IDENTIFY
covered costs
of participation
and workshop

Objectives:
1. To increase capacity of country
participants on entomological surveillance of
chikungunya vectors;
2. To increase capacity of the country
participants on chikungunya vector
identification, specimen preservation,
processing and shipment to the WHO CC
for virus isolation and confirmation;
3. To train participants on laboratory
isolation and detection of chikungunya virus
from mosquito vectors; and
4. To promote regional collaboration on
vector surveillance among the participating
countries.
Laborator)l technigues taught:
1. Artificial feeding of laboratory mosquitoes
with chikungunya virus;
2. Isolation of chikungunya virus in
mosquitoes using tissue culture technique;
and
3. Detection of chikungunya virus in
mosquitoes using conventional and real time
PCR.

Printing and
dissemination
cost

htti;1://www.searo.who.int/LinkFiles/ Publicatio
ns dev national lab i;1lan.i;1df

Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory policy

na

Guidelines developed
and
printed: "Development
of national Health
Laboratory Policy and
Plan"

na
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Dates

4/0530/06/2011

Title/Description

Provide technical
support for
standardization of
laboratory diagnosis of
Plasmodium knowlesi

Venue

na

Organizer(s)

WPRO

Partners

see "other
information"

Participants

Laboratories in
Cambodia
(IPC),
Malaysia
(Kuching, IMR)
and
Philippines
(Research
Institute for
Tropical
Medicine,
Manila) are
partners and
were visited.
China, Lao
PDR and Viet
Nam are also
benefiting from
this regional
activity.

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Consultant
recruited: Mr
Georges
Snounou from
INSEAM,
Faculte de
Medecine
PitieSalpetriere
Universite
Pierre & Marie
Curie, Paris

Based on the recommendations of the
Informal Consultation on the Public Health
Importance of Plasmodium knowlesito
standardize and develop SOPs for PCR
methodologies, the consultant conducted the
following activities:
1. Reviewed and validated the PCR
methodologies to detect P. knowlesi (and
possibly other simian malaria parasites
which can affect humans, notably P.
cynomolgi and P. inue) which are currently
being used, including Australian Army
Institute for Malaria (AAMI), CDC Atlanta,
University of
Malaysia/Kuching/Sarawak/Malaysia,
Institute of Medical Research (IMR) in Kuala
Lumpur Malaysia, Institute Pasteur
Cambodia (IPC), lnstituto do Salud Carlos
I II/Barcelona/Spain;
2. Conducted country visits to select key
laboratories in the Western Pacific Region
which are currently doing PCRs (AAMI, IPC,
Kuching, IMR) to assess their capabilities to
detect P. knowlesi, in order to support the
WPRO decision making on where to support
a regional P. knowlesi PCR reference
laboratory;
3. Developed SOPs for PCR to detect
P.knowlesi, including DNA extraction and
bio-safety protocol; and
4. Developed SOPs for PCR to detect and
differentiate the 4 human malaria parasites
with highest possible sensitivity and
specificity, as part of the SOPs of the
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information
Regional Malaria Slide Bank at the Research
Institute for Tropical Medicine in Manila (to
validate the malaria status of persons whose
parasites are used for the slide bank).

A consultant

August Sept 2011

Strengthening capacity
to detect foodborne
disease pathogens

na

MoH, WHO

Sept 2011

Informal consultation
to develop a guidance
document on
strengthening Public
Health laboratories

Manila,
Philippines

WHO

was hired to
develop a
needs
assessment
questionnaire,
a curriculum
for training
needs and
material for a
training
package

MoH, WHO

6 regional
laboratory
experts

Travel and
subsistence of
some experts

A workshop to review this material w ill be
held before the end of 2011

Once finalized, this document will be
presented to member countries and they will
be asked to develop implementation plans

2 participants
each from
To support
Cambodia,
attendance of
China, Lao
This is a training course on specimen
some
PDR,
packing that conforms to international
IATA training
WHO
Sept 2011
Cambodia
na
participants
Malaysia,
guidelines. Those trained to pack specimens
from
Papua New
need regular re -certification
IDENTIFY
Guinea,
countries
Philippines,
Viet Nam
Activity 1.10 Joint FAOIIAEAIOIEIWHO Global Survey on Laboratory Quality Standards and External Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Consultant
hired: Dr.
Panadda
Silva, Adviser
Development of a
and former
Quality Management
WHO CC
director of
2010-2011
na
na
na
Training tool kit for
Thailand
health
laboratories
laboratories,
Department of
medical
science, MoH,
Thailand
Activity 1.12 Assess the role and activities of existing WHO networks in improving laboratory capacity and networking

Other Information

Objective: Orient laboratory professionalism
in quality management and assist
laboratories in preparing themselves for
accreditation by national and international
agencies
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Dates

1519/08/2011

Title/Description

Regional Meeting on
Laboratory Networking
for Emerging
Infectious Diseases
(EID)

Venue

Bangkok,
Thailand

Organizer(s)

SEARO/ WHO

Partners

Participants

Thai NIH,
Dept. of
Medical
Sciences
Annual
Conference

23 nominees
(laboratory
experts from
Public Health
Laboratories,
Laboratory
Services,
MOHs) from
11 WHO SE
Asian Region
countries
participated in
the meeting.
The meeting
was facilitated
by directors of
five WHO
collaborating
centers (WHO
CC for EIDs,
leptospirosis,
quality
assurance,
and AMR).

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

IDENTIFY
covered cost
of participation
from
IDENTIFY
priority
countries and
WHO HQ
EDPLN project
leader.

Objectives: 1) To review the status of
national networks of public health
laboratories in the Region in context of IHR
(20~5); 2) To agree on the composition,
functions and mechanism of operations of
proposed regional laboratory networks; 3) To
develop follow up action for making regional
networks functional on a sustainable basis.
Results: It was agreed to forge regional
networks for selected priority EID: anthrax,
unusual haemorrhagic fevers, unusual acute
encephalitic syndrome, plague, leptospirosis,
HPAI. In the future, these networks may be
expanded in terms of spectrum of activities
for other diseases, as well as membership. it
was recognized that the establishment of
reg_
ional networks shall not only strengthen
regional self reliance in fighting against EID
but also provide technical assistance for
building national capacity against
communicable diseases.
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Dates

2022/09/2011

Title/Description

WHO South East Asia
Regional Workshop on
the Emerging and
Dangerous Pathogens
Laboratory Network

Venue

Jakarta,
Indonesia

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

WHO (HQ,
SEARO,
Indonesia
Country Office)

Experts from
Global
EDPLN
specialist
laboratories:
- Human
Health (CDC
/Atlanta,
NML/Winnipe
g, Bonn
University/Ge
rmany, RML
Montana,
NIID/Japan)
- Animal
Health:
(CFIA/
Winnipeg,
AAHU
Australia)
Regional/ Inte
rnational
Organization
s/Agencies/P
rojects (FAO,
OIE, ECDC,
GVFl(PREDI
CT))
Observers
(AusAID,
USAID
DELIVER)

50-60
participants
Directors or
Laboratory
Scientist or
Experts from:
- National
Public Health
Laboratories
from WHO SE
Asia countries;
- National
Animal Health
Labs (India,
Indonesia,
Thailand);
- Key
Reference
Laboratories
and WHOCCs
from SE Asia
(AFR IMS/Ban
gkok,
ICDDRB/Dhak
a, NIV/Pune,
NEA/Singapor
e
REDI/Singapor
e, WHOCC
Chulangkorn
University/ Ban
gkok,
HKU/China)

Fund travel
and
participation
for 14
participants
from
IDENTIFY
priority
countries and
Global EDPLN
laboratories
and part of
meeting costs
(cost shared
with two
additional
funding
sources from
HO and 1 from
SEARO).

Other Information

Results: The meeting agreed on a process
for operationalizing the EDPLN network in
the region including some governance
issues and on the activities that would be
covered by the network. The network
functions were developed in terms of
laboratory preparedness, response, applied
research & technology transfer.
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Dates

na

Title/Description

Support the Asian
Collaborative Training
Network for Malaria
(ACTMalaria) for the
regional coordination
of the monitoring of
insecticide resistance

Venue

na

Organizer(s)

ACTMalaria

Partners

ACTMalaria,
WPRO

Participants

Cambodia,
China, Lao
PDR,
Malaysia,
Philippines
and Viet Nam
are all
benefiting from
this regional
activity.

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Limited
financial
support

Other Information
WPRO provided support to ACTMalaria in
developing a web-based insecticide
resistance monitoring system. The database
was designed to have an online monitoring
system of insecticide resistance in each
country and to improve the quality of
reporting system. This monitoring system will
also provide a standard reporting form for
malaria and dengue vectors as well as
centralize data collection.
The database development was divided into
three phases: 1) data entry, wherein sample
data were encoded; 2) report processing,
wherein system analyzes the
inputted/encoded data; 3) report generation,
wherein the system graphs and plots the
data in the country map. For quality control,
all encoded data must be approved by the
national disease control programme (i.e.
malaria and dengue programmes) before
sharing.
The online monitoring system was launched
during the Regional Malaria Programme
Managers Meeting in Manila, 10-12 August
2011 . This is to show how the system works
and how it will benefit the programme. Also
in the recent ACTMalaria forum in Sanya,
China, the insecticide resistance database
was introduced to country entomologists.
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How the
Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

IDENTIFY
funds were

Other Information

used

Activity 1.13 FA0/0/E/WHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

August Sept 2011

Participate in the
response to an
outbreak of
leptospirosis

Philippines

WHO

MoH

na

To support
part of travel
and
subsistence,
and equipment
and supplies

Support provided to Ministry of Healthcoordinated outbreak response
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List of
equipment
Activity 1.11 Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies
Assorted
reagents,
Continuous
Regional stockpile of
na
consumables,
process
critical reagents
laboratories
suoolies
Dates

Objective

To strengthen
Sept 2011

leptospirosis
surveillance and
response

Laboratory

University of
the
Philippines
and RITM

Equipment,
reagents, kits,
etc.

Partners

Other
Information

MoHs

MoH

Procurement
also in relation
with the
mission
reported under
1.13
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Table of country-level activities in Cambodia

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Activity 1.8 Joint WHOIOIEIFAO participation in and/or organization of international meetings and conferences on laboratory capacity building

Laboratory training for
provincial laboratory
staff on the use of KatoKatz technique in the
identification and
quantification of
13helminth eggs (e.g. soil17/06/2011 transmitted helminths,
schistosomiasis, foodborne trematodes like
Paragonimus, Fascia/a
hepatica and
Opisthorchis) in stool
samples

National
Centre for
Parasitology,
Entomology
and Malaria
Control
(CNM), Phnom
Penh

WPRO and
WHO Cambodia
country office

na

WHO, MoH,
REDI Center,
Kampong Cham
hospital

REDI
Center,
Kampong
Cham
Hospital,
MoH

16 provincial
staff from the
parasite control
sector and
hospitals

IDENTIFY
covered
costs of
participation
and training

Kampong
Cham hospital

The funds
were used to
hire REDI
Center and
pay for some
MoH costs

Results: significant improvement of
microscopic skills for screening and detecting
helminth eggs and determine infection
intensities

A second training is planned in early November
2011 for 15 provincial staff from 5 other
provinces.

Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory policy

April to
Sept 2011

Development of
protocol for
surveillance of
nosocomial infections
in Kampong Cham
hospital

Kampong
Cham hospital

Regional Emerging Diseases Intervention
(REDI) Center provided support for developing
the protocol and technical assistance to help
with running the pilot study in Kampong Cham.

Activity 1.10 Joint FAOIIAEA/0/E/WHO Global Survey on Laboratory Quality Standards and External Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes
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Dates

430/09/2011

Title/Description

Developing national
programme for EQA
systems

Venue

MoH

Organizer(s)

Partners

MoH, NIPH,
Various
Laboratories

Calmette,
NPH, NIPH,
Takeo,
Kampong
Cham
hospital
laboratories;
WHO CC in
New Zealand

Participants

Calmette, NPH,
NIPH, Takeo,
Kampong
Cham hospital
laboratories

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Consultant
hired for the
promotion of
EQA related
activities

The consultant hired had the role to improve
the overall EQA approach by organizing an
EQA programme for microbiology laboratories
in the country. This programme is planned to
start in 2012: participating laboratories are
being enrolled, discussions have started w ith
the possible EQA provider (WHO CC New
Zealand).
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Dates
Objective
Laboratory
Activity 1.11 Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies
1/08 30/09/2011

Training on use of
Laboratory equipment

National
Pediatric
Hospital

List of equipment

Partners

Other Information

Various

MoH, NPH,
NIPH

This activity involved hiring a consultant so that the staff could
be trained on properly using the equipment and supplies
procured.
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Table of country-level activities in Lao PDR

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were

Other Information

used
Activity 1.8 Joint WHO/OIE/FAO participation in and/or organization of international meetings and conferences on laboratory capacity building
Three laboratory
trainings for
provincial laboratory
staff on the use of
Kato-Katz technique
Trainings
in the identification
conducted
and quantification of
IDENTIFY
simultaneously
Results: significant improvement of
helminth eggs (e.g.
WPRO and
covered
15in 3 provinces:
37 provincial
microscopic skills for screening and detecting
soil-transmitted
WHO Lao
na
costs of
19/08/2011
Luang
laboratory staff
helminth eggs and determine infection
helminths,
country office
participation
Phrabang,
intensities
schistosomiasis,
and training
Khamuon and
food-borne
Savanakhet
trematodes like
Paragonimus,
Fascia/a hepatica
and Opisthorchis) in
stool samples
Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory policy
NCLE
A short term
laboratory staff
consultant
Draft National Health
WHO Lao
July 2011
Vientiane
NCLE
and concerned
was hired to
na
Laboratory Policy
country office
offcials from
conduct this
MoH
activity.
Development of
A short term
training materials for
NCLE and
consultant
1biosafety
WHO Lao
Central
NCLE
NCLE
was hired to
na
30/09/2011
enhancement, quality
country office
hospital
conduct this
assurance and
laboratory staff
activity.
bacterioloqy testinq
Staff from
IDENTIFY
District
April - Sept
NCLE and
covered
Diarrhea surveillance
Vientiane
NCLE
hospitals in
na
2011
district
operation
Vientiane
hospitals in
cost for
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Vientiane

specimen
collection
IDENTIFY
Staff from
covered
Sekong and
Provincial
NCLE and
travel cost for
April - Sept
Specimen collection
NCLE
Savanachet
health
provincial
laboratory
na
2011
during outbreaks
provinces
departments
health
staff to join
departments
the
investigations
Activity 1.10 Joint FAO/IAEAIOIEIWHO Global Survey on Laboratory Quality Standards and External Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes

5-

14/09/2011

Technical support for
review of molecular
testing of
enterobacteria, and
participation in Global
Food Borne Diseases
Network EQA

NCLE

WHO Lao
country office

na

Dates
Objective
Laboratory
List of equipment
Activity 1.11 Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies
Strengthen bacterial
April -Sept
Sequencing materials (reagents,
NCLE
surveillance ( cholera,
2011
kits, software, consumables)
anthrax)

NCLE

A short term
consultant
was hired to
conduct this
activity.

na

Partners

Other Information

na

IDENTIFY was the sole source of funding for this activity.
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Table of country-level activities in Vietnam

Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Activity 1.6 Joint FAOIOIE/WHO mapping exercise
NIHE and 13
province
Full support
Results:
Laboratory capacity
preventive
Assessment
from
- Map for RT-PCR, virus culture and
North Viet
assessment and gap
medicine and
Sept 2011
carried out by
MoH
IDENTIFY:
sequencing capacity for influenza surveillance
analysis for influenza
Nam
hospital
NIC NIHE
financial and
- draft plan for strengthening of influenza
surveillance
laboratories in
technical
laboratory network
the north of
Viet Nam
Activity 1.8 Joint WHOIOIEIFAO participation in and/or organization of international meetings and conferences on laboratory capacity building

May 20 11

May 2011

3 day-workshop on
dengue diagnosis
using lgM-ELISA,
NS1 ELISA and RTPCR methods and
standardization of the
testing protocols for
dengue surveillance

3 day-training course
for cholera diagnosis
using culture and
PCR methods

Pasteur
Institute Ho
Chi Minh City
(Pl HCMC)

Pasteur
Institute Nha
Trang (Pl NT)

Pl HCMC

PINT

MoH

MoH

21 laboratory
staff from 20
provinces in
south of
Vietnam

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Objective: strenghten dengue surveillance and
standardize testing protocols for surveillance

16 laboratory
staff from 11
province
laboratories in
central
Vietnam and
Pl NT

Provide
materials:
- 1 PCR
machine;
Gel Docmachine;
Electrophore
sis machine;
- PCR kits &
reagents
- Cholera
diagnostic
kits, media
and reagent

Objective: support cholera surveillance in
central Vietnam for early detection and
outbreak investigation
Results: national SOPs for cholera introduced
into practice in Pl NT and 11 province
laboratories in central Vietnam
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

1113/07/2011
(North
Region); 912/08/2011 (
Centre
Region); 2729/09/2011
(South
Region)

Three laboratory
trainings for
provincial laboratory
staff on the use of
Kato-Katz technique
in the identification
and quantification of
helminth eggs (e.g.
soil-transmitted
helminths,
schistosomiasis,
food-borne
trematodes like
Paragonimus,
Fascia/a hepatica
and Opisthorchis) in
stool samples

North Region:
National
Institute for
Malariology,
Parasitology
and
Entomology
(National
IMPE); Centre
Region: subnational IMPE
in Qui Nhon;
South Region:
sub-national
IMPE in Ho
Chi Minh city

August
2011

Consultation
workshop on
laboratory based
surveillance of
antimicrobial
resistance and
diagnostic techniques
for AMR testing

August
2011

Development of
national SOPs for
antibiotic
susceptibility testing
of bacteria

Pl HCMC

NIHE, Hanoi

Organizer(s)

WPRO and
WHO Vietnam
country office

Pl HCMC

NIHE

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

na

North Region:
28 trainees;
Centre
Region: 20
trainees;
South Region:
30 trainees

IDENTIFY
covered
costs of
participation
and training

Results: significant improvement of
microscopic skills for screening and detecting
helminth eggs and determine infection
intensities

MoH

44 participants
from MOH,
regional
Hygiene
Epidemiology/
Pasteur
institutes and
key hospitals
in Vietnam

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Objective: support MOH to develop
antimicrobial resistance surveillance (AMR)
system in Vietnam
Results:
- information on antimicrobial resistance data,
good practices, gaps and lessons learnt from
antimicrobial resistance testing and monitoring
shared
- draft recommendations for laboratory capacity
for AMR surveillance in Vietnam developed.

na

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Results: national SOPs for antibiotic
susceptibility testing developed, reviewed by
national bacteriology experts and finalised by
NIHE

MoH

Other Information
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Dates

Sept 2011

Sept 2011

Title/Description

2 training sessions
for introduction of
SOPs for antibiotic
susceptibility testing

3 day-training on
culture and multiplex
PCR methods for E.
coli and other enteric
pathogens

Venue

NIHE, Hanoi

NIHE, Hanoi

Organizer(s)

NIHE

NIHE

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

MoH

41 laboratory
staff from 4
regional
Hygiene
Epidemiology/
Pasteur
institutes and
hospital
laboratory at
central,
regional and
province levels

Provide
materials for
AMR testing :
media,
reagents, AB
discs,
consumables

Introduction of national SOPs for antibiotic
susceptibility testing

14 Laboratory
staff at central
and regional
Hygiene
Epidemiology/
Pasteur
Institutes
levels

Provide
materials:
- PCR
machine / Bio
Rad /
Gel Docmachine
Electrophore
sis machine
Enteropathog
ens
diagnostic
kits, set of
reagents, and
media for
culture
- Pippetmans
- PCR kits,
reagents
- E. coli
(EHEC)
antisera,
media,
reagents

Objective: support and strenghten diarrheal
disease and E. coli surveillance

MoH

Other Information
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

Organizer(s)

Partners

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

MoH

Directors and
senior experts
from four
regions public
health and
hospitals
laboratories

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Results: draft biosafety guidelines currently
under revision

MoH

MOH and four
regional
Hygiene and
Epidemiology
institutes

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Objective: obtain biosafety baseline
information, identify gaps and needs.
Result: draft plan of action for strengthening
national biosafety program developed through
a 1 day-consultation workshop organized by
MoH

MoH

33 staff from
Pasteur
Institute Nha
Trang, 11
province PMC
and hospital
laboratories

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Results: safe practice and procedures in
laboratory improved

Other Information

Activity 1.9 Promote national laboratory policy

August September
2011

Development of
biosafety guidelines
(as part of this
activity, a 1 dayconsultation
workshop was
organized by MoH)

Sept 2011

Biosafety situation
analysis in selected
laboratories

Sept 2011

2 training sessions
for laboratory staff in
central Viet Nam to
promote safe
laboratory practice
and good
microbiology
techniques on
biosafety

Hanoi

Four regions

PINT

MoH

MoH

PINT

Activity 1.10 Joint FAOIIAEAIOIEIWHO Global Survey on Laboratory Quality Standards and External Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes
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Dates

Title/Description

July- August
2011

Pl NT quality
assurance situation
analysis for 9 priority
diseases/laboratory:
influenza, measles,
dengue, HFMD,
HIV/AIDS, food
poisoning, cholera,
anthrax and S. suis to
obtain baseline data,
and identify gaps and
needs

Venue

PINT

Organizer(s)

PINT

Partners

MoH

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Laboratory
experts Pl NT

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Results: draft plan of action for strengthening
quality management in Pl Nha Trang
developed

Activity 1.12 Assess the role and activities of existing WHO networks in improving laboratory capacity and networking
Recruitment
of two
international
consultants
for 2 weeks
from WHO
2 training workshops
CC (NIID and
on antiviral resistance
VIDRL) to
25 laboratory
testing techniques:
develop
NIC NIHE, NIC
NIC NIHE, NIC
MoH, WHO
September
scientists from
neuraminidase
testing/monit
2011
Pl HCMC
Pl HCMC
NIC NIHE and
inhibition and
oring
NIC Pl HCMC
pyrosequencing
capacity for
influenza
assay
antiviral
resistance
surveillance
and facilatate
the training
workshops

cc

Subsequent introduction of WHO SOPs for
detection of antiviral resistance in influenza
virus was carried out. The overarching goal is
also to improve and strengthen links between
national and international reference influenza
laboratory networks (NIC and WHO CC) for
diagnostic, reference, sample sharing, and
technology transfer.
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Dates

Title/Description

Venue

September
2011

Selection of clinical
samples for antiviral
resistance testing
and to improve
collection and
analysis of
epidemiological,
clinical and virological
data for antiviral
resistance
surveillance

September
2011

Central Viet Nam
public health
laboratory network
meeting to support
disease surveillance
and response

PINT

Dates

Ob.iective

Laboratory

NIC Pl HCMC

Organizer(s)

NIC Pl HCMC

PINT

Partners

MoH, WHO

cc

MoH

List of equipment

Activity 1.11 Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies
Strenghten laboratory
capacity in dengue
- Dengue and Chikungunya
high disease burden
ELISA diagnostic kits
areas (south and
Pl HCMC, Pl
- Rapid test for Dengue
May 20 11
Nha Trang
central regions) for
- Scrub Typhus lgM Capture
surveillance and
ELISA kits
outbreak
- RT-PCR kits reagents
investiqation

Participants

How the
IDENTIFY
funds were
used

Other Information

Epidemiology
department Pl
HCMC

Recruitment
of one
international
consultant
from WHO
CC (Japan)
(epidemiologi
st) for one
week for
developing
influenza
antiviral
resistance
surveillance
in Vietnam

Objective: develop antiviral resistance
surveillance in Vietnam

36 participants
from Pl NT, 11
provincial
PMCs and
NIHE

Full support
from
IDENTIFY:
financial and
technical

Objective: discuss central Vietnam public
health laboratory management system in
conjunction to priority disease surveillance

Partners

Other Information

MoH

Laboratory capacity for dengue surveillance in central and
south Vietnam strengthened
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Dates

Objective

Laboratory

List of equipment

Activity 1.11 Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies
National
- Pyrosequencing machine
Influenza
/QIAGEN Pyro-Marc 024
Centre NIHE:
- Pyrosequencing reagents &
August to establish
diagnostic kits
September
pyrosequencin - Neuraminidase inhibition assay
2011
g and
(NIA) plate reader/ VICTOR 2X
neuraminidase
- NIA diagnostic reagents &
Establish influenza
inhibition
diagnostic kits
antiviral resistance
capacity
- RT-PCR test kits &reagent
surveillance in Viet
National
Nam
Influenza
- Neuraminidase inhibition assay
Centre Pl
August (NIA) plate reader/ VICTOR 2X
HCMC: to
September
- NIA diagnostic reagents &
establish
2011
diagnostic kits
neuraminidase
- RT-PCR test kits &reagent
inhibition
capacity

Sept 2011

Strengthen diagnostic
capacity for E. coli
and diarrheal
diseases surveillance
for four regional
institutes.

NIHE, Pl
HCMC, Pl NT
and Tay
Nguyen
Institute
Hygiene
Epidemiology

- 4 sets PCR machine / Bio Rad /
GelDoc-machine;
Electrophoresis machine
- E. coli and enteropathogen
diagnostic kits, set of reagents
and media for culture
- Pippetmans
- PCR kits
- E. coli and enteropathogens
antisera, media, reagent

Partners

Other Information

MoH, WHO

Establishment of testing capacity for antiviral resistance
monitoring in north Vietnam

MoH, WHO

cc

Establishment of testing capacity for antiviral resistance
monitoring in south Vietnam

MoH

Laboratory capacity for E. coli and diarrheal diseases
surveillance and outbreak investigation improved for 4 regional
institutes

cc
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Project Management activities
Activity 1.1: Ongoing tripartite project management responsible for continued coordination,
definition of modus operandi, monitoring, governance, planning and procurement
For description of activities, see Tables 1 and 2 below
GLOBAL and activities across more than one region
In order to ensure good coordination among the project management teams at the
headquarters levels and with IDENTIFY AOTR at USAID, several lines of
communication are used (see Annex 1, Tables 1 and 2) in addition to daily email
communication, as well as the regular use of the IDENTIFY SharePoint.
Beginning in October 2010, the three organizations on a rotating system of
responsibility sharing (on a monthly basis) in order to effectively and rapidly handle
communication with program partners, day-to-day operations, and logistic
arrangements. This system also applies to document creation, revision and meeting
hosting.

Activity 1.2: Recruitment of project staff (headquarters and regionally) to support IDENTIFY
activities
CONGO BASIN
Recruitment of 2 project staff (National Professional Officer) in WHO country offices
of DRC and Uganda, and designation of IDENTIFY coordinator at the Intercountry
Support Team (IST) level in Libreville, Gabon
SE ASIA
WHO SEARO has appointed a Technical Officer responsible for implementing
IDENTIFY activities at regional level. Dr Aparna Singh Shah has started mid-May
2011.

Activity 1.3.- Develop annual IDENTIFY work plan
GLOBAL and activities across more than one region
The WHO IDENTIFY focal points at all levels contributed to the WHO Year 3
IDENTIFY work plan that was first submitted to USAID 31/08/2011. Following
comments from USAID, a revised version was submitted at the beginning of Year 3
(06/10/2011).
- Regional and country-level IDENTIFY coordinators contributed to country work plans
in cooperation with USAID country missions and EPT partners.

Activity 1.4: To ensure circulation of information, coordination and harmonization of
initiatives, implement standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by
project members
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GLOBAL and activities across more than one region
The English version of the IDENTIFY leaflet was finalized and validated. It was
shared during the EPT regional meeting for the Congo Basin region, Kinshasa, 2728/07/2011. The leaflet is intended to be shared with partners to present and advocate
for the project.
The IDENTIFY team and the USAID IDENTIFY AOTR agreed on the document:
"USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of Laboratory Equipment and
Supplies" on August 30, 2011. This aims at clarifying positions of FAO, OIE and
WHO in terms of the provision and equipment and supplies within IDENTIFY and
procurement processes followed by each of the tripartite partners under their separate
mandates.

Activity 1.5: Development and adaptation of the global laboratory networking strategy under
which the global and regional network of networks are created and maintained
GLOBAL and activities across more than one region
The global laboratory networking strategy which was developed in year 1 of the
project at the request of USAID was reviewed and updated by the global coordinators
in June and August 2011. This strategy provides the overarching framework for the
activities of the project and the review was to keep it relevant as the project has
undergone some changes.
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Tables for reporting period (1 April 2011 - 30 September 2011)
Activity 1.1: Ongoing tripartite project management responsible for continued coordination, definition of modus operandi, monitoring,
governance, planning and procurement
Table 1: Tripartite Internal communication and coordination (including communication with USAID)
Type of communication/coordination

Dates

Other Information

Tripartite face-to-face meetings

10-11 May 201 1; 27-28 June 201 1

Tripartite HQ meeting on the Year 3 planning process,
Lyon, France, 10-11 May 2011

Tripartite weekly teleconferences (TC) or
videoconferences (VC)

since Oct 2010

Global

TC with IDENTIFY AOTR, USAID/W
Face-to-face meetings with IDENTIFY
AOTR, USAID/W
EPT Program Quarterly meeting
Tripartite Report Submission to USAID
Year 3 WHO Work Plan Submission to
USAID
OIE PVS Gap Analysis Training session
Con20 Basin
TC between Tripartite regional coordinators

TC between WHO HQ and WHO regional
team
Face-to-face meetings between Tripartite

19 Apr 2011; 3 Aug 2011; 22 Sept
2011
15-16 June 2011; 28 June 2011
27-28 June 201 1
12 May 2011
31 Aug 2011
14-17 June 2011

biweekly since Mar 201 1
ad hoc basis since Nov 2010 in
addition to daily email
communication
29 July 2011

Meeting replacing monthly TC, on the occasion of the
EPT Quarterly Partners meeting.
HQ team participated
Tripartite I biannual report for Year 2
Following comments received by USAID, Year 3 WHO
revised Work Plan was submitted 6 Oct 2011.
WHO and FAO were invited to participate in this activity
to promote collaboration among the tripartite partners,
and awareness and understanding of the OIE PVS process

Project management and planning; monthly TCs for an
extensive review of all activities
On the occasion of the EPT regional meeting, Kinshasa
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partners
SE Asia
TC between WHO HQ and WHO regional
teams

Face-to-face meetings between Tripartite
partners

ad hoc basis since Nov 2010 in
addition to regular email
communication

Project management and planning

20 May 2011 , 11 July 2011, 29 July
2011

On the occasion of: the informal consultation to develop a
laboratory action plan for the APSED; the EPT regional
meeting, Bangkok, Thailand; the First Meeting of the Asia
Pacific Technical Advisory Group on the APSED, Manila,
Philippines
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Table 2: Tripartite External communication and coordination (including communication with EPT Partners)
Dates
Global
27-28 June
2011.
Con20 Basin

vanous

Event Title

Venue

On?anizer(s)

Other Information

EPT Program
Quarterly meeting

Washington, DC

USAID

IDENTIFY project team met with PREDICT and RESPOND

In-country EPT
planning meetings

van ous

USAID, EPT
partners

To coordinate the EPT work plan and activities

Brazzaville, Rep.
of Congo

WHO

Participants: AFRO, FAO, USAID and RESPOND

Kinshasa, DRC

USAID

Representatives from the 3 IDENTIFY partners attended.

van ous

USAID, EPT
partners

To coordinate the EPT work plan and activities

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID

Representatives from the 3 IDENTIFY partners attended.

June 20 11
27-29 July 2011

EPT
regional meeting

SE Asia

In-country EPT
planning meetings
EPT
12-13 July 2011
regional meeting

vanous
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Main challenges encountered and response provided
•

The past six months has seen a change in the focus of the project. In the lead up to
planning for year 3, USAID announced that far greater emphasis should be placed on
country-level activity and planning than had previous ly been stated. WHO has already had
the approach of allocating funds direct to some countries for activities and so has no
problem with a greater decentralization of the project.

•

With the shift in emphasis to the country level, the role of USAID missions in the
planning process has at times created some uncertainty. In some countries, the USAID
missio n has taken a leading role in coordina ting the activities of the EPT partners whi le in
other countries it has not. The status of country work plans prepared under the guidance of
USAID country missions is not clear. WHO Country Offices have worked hard to develop
good working relationships with USAID missions and have been very supportive in
response to numerous requests for assistance from local EPT partners.

•

During the work plan development process, WHO , along with FAO and OIE followed the
instruction to base the year 3 work plan on the previous year's format. The implication of
the change in focus to specific activities at the country level was not w ill understood.
Once this requirement was explained, WHO sought to comply with it. It is hoped that next
year, the requirements for the work plan will be clearly laid out well before the due date.

•

The situation with the Indonesia work plan has been puzzling and combines the two
challenges listed above. For a country that supposedly is the highest priority for support
under EPT, the all-or-nothing approach ofUSAID to the work plan was difficult to
comprehend. It is not clear why this work plan was expected before the agreed deadline
for work plans (1 September) and what was its particular status. If the work plan was
unsatisfactory, why was there no opportunity for a revision. A revised work plan that was
acceptable to all parties could have been compiled quite quickly and activities to benefit
the country could have been arranged. WHO Indonesia has developed good working
relationships with the local USAID mission and is keen to work with them to see
strengthened capacity in the public health laboratory sector. The criticism levelled
uniquely at the IDENTIFY partners for the situation that arose in Indonesia would seem
unfair given the pla nning process was not well explained or coordinated.

•

During a meeting with the IDENTIFY partners in Rome in June, USAID requested
separate work plans and reports from the three organizations. This will add some
complexity to the task of tripartite cooperation but should not be an insurmountable
challenge.

•

The expectations of IDENTIFY by the other EPT partners whic h feature a laboratory
component have some times been at odds with what the IDENTIFY partners see as their
role. This situation should now be clarified following the agreement on the text of USAID
EPTIIDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of Laboratory Equipment and Supplies by
the IDENTIFY partners and USAID.
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
(since the start of the project activities)
The IDENTIFY project has provided a major platform for collaboration between the human
and animal health sectors. In the initial phase of the project, this collaboration was mainly at
the headquarters level in project management. As the project has continued, this interaction
has extended to the regional and country level. In this reporting period, Southeast Asia has
seen a significant increase in the organization of joint activities under IDENTIFY and the
exploration of other areas for cooperation outside IDENTIFY with a number of joint meetings
planned for later this year.
IDENTIFY has provided a forum for national counterparts from the public health and
veterinary laboratory sectors to engage with one another in a way that is not often possible. It
is now well recognized that in many developing countries, laboratories in the two sectors face
similar challenges and that sharing resources and expertise offers a cost-effective option to
address a number of these challenges.
As the project has progressed there has been a significant increase in the number of activities
at regional and country level. IDENTIFY has made an important contribution to the regional
laboratory capacity-building platforms that WHO has been building for a number of years.
The extra resources made possible by IDENTIFY in terms of supplies and equipment made
available, technical guidance provided and networking opportunities created will bring
worthwhile benefits to countries.
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
AAH L

Austra lian Animal Health Laboratory

AH

Anima l Health

A-PBA

Asia - Pacific Biosafety Association

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

AU-I BAR

African Union-I nterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources

AusAID

Australian Agency for International Development

CAHEC

China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center, Qingdao, China

CAR

Central African Republic

CFIA

Canadian Food Inspection Agency

CIDA

Canadian International Development Agency

CVL

Central Veterinary Laboratory

DAFF

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Austra lia

DFAIT

Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, Canada

DFID

Department for International Development, United Kingdom

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

EIDs

Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats

EU

European Union

EURL

European Union Reference Laboratory

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the Unit ed Nations

FAO-ECTAD

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Emergency Center for Transboundary
animal diseases

FAO-RAP

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional Office for Asia Pacific

FCO

Foreign and Commonwealth Office, United Kingdom

FMD

Foot and Mouth Disease

FVO

Federal Veterinary Office, Switzerland

GF-TADs

Global Framework for Transboundary Anima l Diseases

GLEWS

FAO/OIE/WHO Global Early Warning Systems for Animal Diseases including Zoonoses

HPAI

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

HQ

Headquarters

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

IHR

International Health Regulations

LACEVET

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de Bangui

LANAVET

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Garoua, Cameroon

Lao PDR

Lao People's Democratic Republic

LCVK

Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa, DRC

LNVL

Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville, Gabon

LVBD

Laboratoire de d iagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville, Republic of Congo

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MoA

Ministry of Agriculture

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

NADDEC

National Anima l Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre, Entebbe, Uganda

NAHL

National Anima l Health Laboratory, Lao PDR

NaVRI

National Veterinary Research Institute, Cambodia

NCVD

National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis, Vietnam

NIAH

National Institute of An imal Health, Thailand

NVL

National Veterinary Laboratory

OFFLU

Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Anima l Influenza
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OIE

World Organisation for Animal Health

OVI

Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, South Africa

PAHC

Philippine Anima l Health Center, Philippines

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPR

Peste des Petits Ruminants

PT

Proficiency Testing

PVS

OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway

PSVS

AusAID-funded Project on Strengthening Veterinary Services

QA

Quality Assurance

QM

Quality Management

RAB

Rwanda Agricultural Board

RAHC

Regional Anima l Health Centres

RAHO6

Regional Anima l Health Office Number 6, Vietnam

RARDA

National Veterinary Laboratory, Rubirizi, Kiga li, Rwanda

SADC

Southern African Development Community

SEACFMD

Southeast Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SRR-SEA

Sub-regional Representation of Southeast Asia

STD

Scientific and Technica l Department

TADs

Transboundary Animal Diseases

TVLA

Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency, Temeke, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UK

United Kingdom

USA

United States of America

USAID

U.S. Agency for International Development

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture

VRI

Veterinary Research Institute, Malaysia

WHO

World Health Organization

WHO AFRO

World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa

WHOSEARO

World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office

WHOWPRO

World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office

YASVI

Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute, Kunming, China
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This fifth year is the culminating year of this first cycle of the EPT Program and the IDENTIFY Project
and as in previous years, the OIE is focusing its efforts on achieving the four IDENTIFY Project
Objectives. In order to achieve this, the OIE proposes in this Year 5 Work Plan to continue the
successful implementation of its hallmark activities developed during and for the IDENTIFY Project. In
Year 4, the OIE provided direct technical assistance for 27 distinct activities benefitting 13 IDENTIFY
Animal Health Laboratories.

IDENTIFY Laboratory Year 4 Achievements under the OIE component, by IDENTIFY Project
Objective
1.

1

Enhance Laboratories ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
/aboratory1s capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
•

Infrastructure improvements, improved capacity for increased sample flow, focused disease
detection capacity building, equipment, and consumables procurement, in the framework of
the Special Project for the National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre
{NADDEC) of Uganda.

•

Increased capacity of Veterinary Services field personnel in porcine, avian, and bovine animal
sample collection during the national field-based sample collection and management
workshop implemented by the Pirbright Institute under the Special Project for NADDEC
Uganda. This effort was further boosted by procurement and distribution of PPEs, cooler
boxes, ice packs and related equipment to field veterinary personnel (cross-referenced with
Objective 3).

•

Increased competency for laboratory technicians in Rift Valley Fever diagnostics acquired
during an intersectoral hands-on training hosted by the Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory
Agency (TVLA), welcoming 20 participants from both the animal and public health
laboratories from 11 countries, including Tanzania and DRC.

•

Improved rabies diagnosis and laboratory quality management through a proficiency testing
exercise for rabies diagnosis (FAT technique) at the Laboratoire National Veterinaire
{LANAVET) of Cameroon, Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa {LCVK) of DRC, Tanzania
Veterinary Laboratory Agency {TVLA) of Tanzania and NADDEC Uganda conducted by the
OIE Reference Laboratory for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI), South Africa
(cross-referenced with Objective 3).

•

On-the-job training ("Mini Twinning Projects") opportunities in the form of laboratory staff
exchanges between a national animal health laboratory and an OIE Reference Centre (crossreferenced with Objective 4):

o

o

Philippine Animal Health Center {PAHC) of the Philippines

•

One staff sent to the Poultry Diagnostic Research Center of the University of
Georgia, USA for support and training for Avian Mycoplasmosis.

•

One staff sent to National Institute of Animal Health {NIAH), Thailand for
support and training for Leptospirosis and Brucellosis.

NIAH Thailand

•

One staff sent to AAHL, Aust ralia for support for Nipah virus.

•

One staff sent to EURL, Germany for support for Classical Swine Fever.
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o

2.

NADDEC Uganda

•

Three staff sent to the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom for support and
training for Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR), Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD)
and Capripox diagnostics.

•

One staff sent to the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom for a short course
on laboratory quality management systems.

Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations
•

Draft strategic plans developed and action plans drafted by each of National Animal Health
Laboratories during the National Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Planning Workshops
(cross-referenced with Objective 3) . Part icipants include the laboratory director and staff of
the national laboratory, the directors of regional/provincial laboratories, key players from
various divisions such as the department of animal health and production, the ministry of
health and academia who work closely with t he national animal health laboratory. During the
workshop process, invited experts, OIE and EPT partners are also invited to provide
comments and recommendations on strategies and action plans developed by the
participants. In the first three quarters of Year 4, five in-country workshops have been
conducted :

o

National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI) of Cambodia

o

NIAH Thailand

o

National Center for Vet erinary Diagnosis (NCVD) and Regional Animal Health Office
Number 6 (RAH06) of Vietnam

o

National Animal Health Laboratory (NAHL) of Lao PDR

o

PAHC Philippines

•

IDENTI FY project performance indicators on IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY
countries monitored through the World Animal Health Information Database.

•

Ongoing support to all OIE National Laboratory Focal Points in Southeast Asia and
nomination of National Laboratory Focal Points in the Congo Basin region (cross-referenced
with Objective 4).

3.

Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
•

Provided Ministry of Agriculture decision makers with information to allocate appropriat e
resources to the National Animal Hea lth Laboratory and to make st rategic decisions to
support accurate and timely diagnosis, while ensuring the sustainability of the laboratory
system through the implementation of the Pilot PVS Pathway Laboratory Missions (crossreferenced under Objective 2). While traditional laboratory assessments simply score
laboratory capacity based on a fixed time in space but are unable to address problems
encountered in a sustainable way, the OIE PVS Laboratory tool evaluates the current
situation based on the OIE international standards, fixes goals and strategic benchmarks for
progress, and provides guidance based on best practices and international standards.
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4.

o

NAHL Lao PDR in October-November 2012. This mission was implemented in Lao
PDR in order to rationalize recent investments made in the NAHL, to better
understand the resources it would need in order to run efficiently, and to plan for
the financial maintenance of these investments. Since NAH L had already
implemented this PVS mission and as a result was more aware of strategic,
management, human resources, and financial issues related to laboratories, they
were able to better and more quickly advance in the development of their strategic
plan. The involvement of senior staff from the ministries and key partners in the
strategic planning process was crucial as the laboratory staff gained valuable insight
from those who had also joined in the PVS Laboratory mission. The strategic planning
activity and PVS Laboratory mission, both developed thanks to the IDENTIFY Project,
go hand in hand and give animal health laboratories the tools to advance and reach
their goals.

o

TVLA Tanzania in May 2013. The PVS laboratory mission provided guidance to TVLA
in preparing essential human, physical and financial resources, given recent
restructuring and reorganization of t he laboratory into an independent agency
structure.

Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
•

Continuing coordination and support for the animal health laboratory directors of NaVRI
Cambodia, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center (CAHEC) and Yunnan Animal
Science and Veterinary Institute (YASVI) of China, BBalitvet Indonesia, NAHL Lao PDR,
Veterinary Research Institute (VRI) of M alaysia, PAHC Philippines, NIAH Thailand, and
NCVD and RAH06 Vietnam, in alignment with the ASEAN Regional Framework for laboratory
capacity building and networking, through the mechanism of the Laboratory Director' s
Forum held in Na Trang City, Vietnam, 10-11 October 2012.

•

Continuing coordination and support for the Regional Technical Advisory Group Meeting,
held in Bangkok, Thailand 30-31 July 2012.

Year 5 Deliverables under the OIE component, by IDENTIFY Project Objective
The OIE activities proposed for Year 5 of the IDENTIFY Project are summarized in Table 1 OIE
activities for the IDENTIFY Project by objective, by region, and by country (see the next page). The
activit ies presented here have been thoroughly vetted at the country and regional work plan
meetings convened by USAID and are supported by country stakeholders. The OIE proposes direct
technical assistance for 39 distinct activities benefitting 15 IDENTIFY Animal Health Laboratories.
The Year 5 Work Plan proposes activities benefiting IDENTIFY laboratories in the "hot spot" regions in
the areas of laboratory detection, disease reporting, quality, and networking and contributes t o
IDENTIFY and EPT goals, objectives, and deliverables. The OIE aims to further strengthen sanitary
information reporting by Member Countries and by the end of the project year, improvements are
expected in the short-term, from confirmation by the national animal health laboratories and OIE
Ref erence Centres t o official disease reporting by the OIE Delegat e, wit h accurat e and timely disease
reporting and feedback to stakeholders.
In order to better and more precisely target the OIE activities and to ensure advancement on the
IDENTIFY Project Objectives, the OIE developed five project deliverables in Year 3 at the request of
USAID. You will note in Section H of each country work plan, these Deliverables and specific
out comes are list ed under each activity.
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OIE Component IDENTIFY Project Deliverables
The OIE deliverables work for t he direct benefit for the IDENTIFY laboratories and contribut e directly
to the four IDENTI FY Proj ect Objectives, while also giving focus and direction to the OIE act ivities. The
Year 5 proposed activities, in line with previous years of the IDENTIFY Project, are presented below
by IDENTIFY Project Objective. For each country work plan included in this document, the OIE
act ivities are grouped by IDENTIFY Project objective and further detailed by OIE deliverable. These
objectives and deliverables speak directly to the impact that the OIE activities aim to have by t he end
of the EPT Program .

1.

2.

Animal health {AH} laboratories increase visibility and resources for their activities as stated in
their Strategic Plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases {IDENTIFY Objectives 2 & 3)
•

Analysis of the demand and the existing or potential offering of services for laboratory
veterinary analysis at the national level, and a presentation of the range of sustainable
management, organizational, budgetary and financial solutions, w ith different options and
their costs, including human and physical resources estimates through the implementation of
the PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission in one laboratory in Congo Basin and one laboratory in
Southeast Asia, final selection underway.

•

Better understanding of the strategic planning process, methods, and tools, use of planning
tools and techniques for the preparation of short- and medium-term organizational plans,
team-building and tea mwork through exposu re to multi-functional laboratory units,
development of vision, goals and strategies, and preparation of a draft strat egic plan and
action plan for the animal health laboratory through National Animal Health Laboratory
Strategic Planning Workshops in CAHEC Qingdao in October 2013 and YASVI Yunnan in April
2014 in China and VRI Malaysia in early 2014. This initiative gives VS and t he laboratory tools
to use in discussions with stakeholders, partners, investors, clients, and external donors and
projects to determine t he most meaningful and aligned contributions that bot h the
laboratory can make to a project and the donor can contribute to the laboratory.

•

Further development and planning for the laboratory's Strategic Plan and Action Plan and
presentation to stakeholders through continued support in the implement ation of National
Animal Health Laboratory Strat egic Plans during follow-up workshops in NAHL Lao PDR (2324 September 2013), NaVRI Cambodia (26-27 September 2013), NCVD and RAH06 Viet Nam
(2014), NIAH Thailand (2014) and PAHC Philippines (2014).

AH laboratories progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with O/E
International Standards: the O/E Terrestrial Animal Health Code and Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals {IDENTIFY Objectives 1, 2, 3 & 4)
•

Increased awareness of results and recommendations of related global and regional advisory
meetings in the region of laboratory importance, review of t he progress of activities under
the Framework of Regional Laboratory Networks such as the OIE Laboratory Strat egic
Planning Initiative, PVS Laboratory Missions, and the Pilot Programme for OIE National Focal
Points on Laboratories, and t o review the issues related to t he Emergence of Avian Influenza
(H7N9) virus and the role of the Forum on the emergence of infectious disease in the region
as well as increased accessibility to advanced diagnostic techniques and expertise through
th
networking opportunities offered through participation in t he 5 Laboratory Directors'
Forum M eeting, 31 October-1 November 2013, Jogjakarta, Indonesia, for all Southeast Asia
laboratories.
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•

Increased awareness of t he latest standards and practices in t erms of biosafety, biosecurity,
th
and quality assurance through the participation of one national st aff in the 9 Asia-Pacific
Biosafety Association Conference, for all Southeast Asia laboratories.

•

Increased awareness on the emergence of t he Avian Influenza (H7N9) virus, future direction
of t he RLN laborat ory capacity building programs in the next 5 years, in alignment with the
strategic goals of the Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in Southeast Asia, and possible resource immobilization in a coordinat ed manner
as well as increased accessibility to advanced diagnostic techniques and expertise for the
directors of the national animal healt h laboratories of Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR
and the Philippines through networking opportunities offered through Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October, Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

•

Improved disease diagnostic capacity as a result of on-the-job t raining of nationa l animal
health laboratory staff during a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for
IDENTI FY diseases and as request ed by the country for NCVD Vietnam, NaVRI Cambodia,
NAHL Lao PDR, NIAH Thailand, VRI M alaysia, and PAHC Philippines.

•

Increased awareness of t he current capacity of Laboratoire Central Veterinaire (LACEVET) of
Central African Republic through the implementation of a laboratory mission to assess the
status of diagnostic equipment and infrastructure following civil unrest and looting onsite.

3.

AH laboratories progressively adopt quality management procedures consistent with the O/E
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases {IDENTIFY
Objective 2 & 3)
•

4.

Recommendations for Quality Management system improvement by working with the
Laboratory Director and OIE Laboratory Focal Point to promote t he overriding principles of
Quality Assurance (QA) to develop or strengthen the Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned
with the O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases
through the implementation of Quality Management Systems laboratory missions in NCVD
and RAH06 Vietnam, NAHL Lao PDR, VRI Malaysia, and PAHC Philippines using a high-level
approach to Quality Management.

AH laboratories improve accuracy and timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases (IDENTIFY
Objective 2 & 3)
•

Improved quality and throughput of appropriat e samples submitted from the field to the
laboratory for disease
diagnosis,
strengthening the linkage between
subnational/satellite/other sector laboratories and the central diagnostic animal health
laboratory, and increased transparency improving confidence in laboratory results produced
as more appropriate and quality samples are tested through the development of the
"Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases" for all Congo Basin country
laboratories.

•

Curriculum development and planning of the first OIE National Focal Point Training for
Veterinary Laboratories, to occur in t he Congo Basin.

•

Curriculum development and planning of t he second cycle of t he OIE National Focal Point
Program for Veterinary Laboratories, to occur in Southeast Asia.

•

Ongoing engagement of and support for the OIE Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories of all
Congo Basin and Southeast Asia laboratories.
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5.

AH laboratories progressively improve performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the DIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases {IDENTIFY Objective 3 & 4)
•

Improved rabies diagnosis and laboratory quality management through a second proficiency
testing exercise for rabies diagnosis (FAT technique) with Cameroon, DRC, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda and Uganda national animal health laboratories conducted by the OIE
Reference Laboratory for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI), South Africa
(cross-referenced with Objective 3).

•

Standard Operating Procedures harmonization following the second round of Rabies
Proficiency Testing for Uganda and Cameroon to be conducted by Rabies Experts from the
OIE Reference Centre for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Inst itute, South Africa.

•

Backstopping assistance following the second round of Rabies Proficiency Testing for DRC,
Rwanda, Uganda, Cameroon, and Republic of Congo to be conducted by Rabies Experts
from the OIE Reference Centre for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, South Africa.

Looking Ahead: Year 5 resources and the DIE component of the IDENTIFY Project
Following instructions from USAID, the OIE has carefully scrutinized the Year 4 accomplishments and
activities in order to develop a Year 5 Work Plan that will result in short-term and significant impact
on the four IDENTIFY Project objectives. Already in a tight budget situation in Years 3 and 4 wit h no
additional resources allocated, we carefully examined expenditures and conducted activities in Year
4 that would allow a maximum benefit for smaller fees and more efficient use of resources toward
the achievement of IDENTIFY deliverables and objectives. Despite fewer financial and human
resources, we are able to achieve progress on project indicators through our work for the IDENTIFY
Project and beyond. We were able to provide desired solutions to important laboratory issues to our
Member Countries that puts sustainable approaches above all.
These accomplishments have been much to the pleasure of the IDENTIFY laboratory and country
beneficiaries, who state continuously that the work the OIE is conducting is in line with their needs, is
timely, and provides sustainable solutions to problems affecting animal health laboratories--not just
technical, but often systemic and structural--in nature.
The OIE is hopeful that USAID will see the value of the OIE contributions of the IDENTIFY Project
Objectives, especially given the remarkable milestones that the OIE has accomplished towards the
IDENTIFY Project Objectives and the goals of the EPT Program as a whole. The fact that the OIE was
provided with no additional resources for Years 3 and 4 but have succeeded in significantly ramping
up our implementation rate over that period attest to the fact that we have put all possible efforts
into ensuring achievement of the IDENTIFY Project and EPT Program objectives and deliverables.
The OIE has achieved success for two years without additional funding, but a successful final year of
USAID-approved activities will not be possible with our remaining funds. Without additional
resources, it will be extremely difficult to finish the important work that we have begun towards the
achievement of the IDENTIFY objectives and deliverables, to take maximum advantage of the
investments already made in the name of USAID, and sustain them w herever possible. The OIE has
proven that it is able to adapt and to make difficult decisions about prioritizing activities with scarce
resources, but cannot continue to effectively implement its activities without a minimum level of
resources and activity for the IDENTIFY Project.
The OIE remains at the service of USAID to develop a solid work plan for the second iteration of the
EPT Program and looks forward to implementing activities that contribute to sustainable and
enduring improvement of laboratory capacity in the IDENTIFY laboratories and countries.
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Table 1: OIE Activities for the IDENTIFY Project by objective, by OIE deliverable, by region, and by
country
Congo Basin

Southeast Asia

1111111111111111

IDENTIFY Objective 1: Laboratory Detection
Second round of Proficiency Testi ng i n Fl uorescent
Anitbody Technique for Rabi es

2,4, 5

Backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis following
second round of Proficiency Testi ng

2,4, 5

Standard Operating Procedures harmonisati on for rabies
diagnosis following second round of Profi ciency Testing

2,4, 5

Laboratory mission to assess the status of di agnostic
equipment and infrastructure
Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases

2,4

Staff Exchange Programwith OIE Reference Centres

2, 4

Ill II
Ill II
II

I

11111111

IDENTIFY Objective 2: Disease Re orting, Poli & Guidance
Curricul um devel opment of the first and second cycles of
the National Foca l Poi nts Program for Veterinary
Laboratories

2, l , 4

Ongoing support for the Nati onal Focal Points Program
for Veterinary La boratories

2, l , 4

1111111111111111
1111111111111111
II
1111 I

Development of Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans
Implementation of Animal Health Laboratory Strategic
Plans and Action Pl ans

IDENTIFY Objective 3: Laboratory Quali
Ani mal Health Laboratory staff participation i n the 9th
Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference
QuaIity Management Systems Consultations

1111 II

2, 4

11111111
I

2, l ,4

I

under review with the possibility of 1 mission per region=2 missions total max

PVSPathway Laboratory Missi on implementation

IDENTIFY Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 29-30 October
2013, Jogjakarta, Indonesia

2, 4

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annua l
Meeting, 29-30 October, Jogj akarta, lndonesi a

2, 4

Ani mal Health Laboratory participa tion in regiona l
laboratory meetings to advance One Health Approach
country road map: strengthening linkages between
veteri nary and public health

2, 4

11111111
I II I

11111111
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II. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED MAJOR ACTIVITIES
BY REGION AND BY COUNTRY
1. Southeast Asia Country Work Plans
While the OIE is not proposing specific technical activities to occur exclusively at the global or
regional levels for the IDENTIFY Project in Year 5, it is important to highlight the crucial coordination
and guidance role that OIE HQ and Regional Project staff play in ensuring coherence between
laboratory, country and regiona l activities and oversight for technical relevance and resource
efficiency. HQ and Regional Project staff participate in the activities at the laboratory, country and
regional levels wit h technical guidance, coordination with partners, supervision of day-to-day
activities, monitoring and evaluation, project planning and reporting and administrative support. The
most notable HQ technica l contributions involve the development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway
Laboratory Missions and Tools, the implementation of the OIE National Focal Points Program for
Veterinary Laboratories, and the monitoring and evaluation of the WAHID and IDENTIFY Project
indicators, in addition to day-to-day coordination with USAID, FAO, WHO, and regional and country
counterparts.

Table 2: IDENTIFY Activities in Southeast Asia countries for Year 5
Southeast Asia

IDENTIFY Activity
OIE Component

IDENTIFY
Deliverables

IDENTIFY Objective 1: Laboratory Detection
Staff Excha nge Program wi th OIE Refer ence Centres

2, 4

IDENTIFY Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance
Cur riculum devel opment of the fi rst and second cycles of the
Nati onal Focal Points Program for Veteri nary Laboratories
Ongoing support for the National Focal Points Program for
Veterinary La boratories

2, 3, 4

2, 3, 4

Development of An imal Health Labora tory Strategi c Plans
Implementati on of Ani mal Healt h Laboratory Str ategi c Pl ans and
Action Plans

IDENTIFY Objective 3: Laboratory Quality
Animal Hea Ith La boratory staff partici pa ti on i n the 9th Asi aPaci fi c Biosafety Associ ation Conference
Quali ty Management Systems Consultations

2, 4
2, 3, 4

11111111
1111 II

11111111
11111111
••
1111 I
11111111
•

•

under review with the possibility of 1
mission

PVS Pathway Laboratory Missi on implementa ti on

IDENTIFY Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
5th Laboratory Di rectors' Forum Meeting, 29-30 October 2013,
Jogja karta, Indonesia
Regi on al Labor atory Techni ca l Advisory Group Annual Meeting,
29-30 October, Jogjaka rta, Indonesia

2, 4

2, 4

11111111
I II I
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o Pilot O/E PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission implementation
A.

Implementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission in one country using the
Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools, the veterinary laboratory
component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis.

B.

This activity aims to implement and refine the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Methodology and Tools at the country level, requested by country-level stakeholders, for the
assessment of the National Animal Health Laboratory to meet the needs of the National
Veterinary Services as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis report, to comply with international
standards, and to better address the demand and market for laboratory services at the
country level. The implementation of the methodology and tools in the mission will aid
countries to better understand current laboratory capacity, to better plan at the laboratory
and policy levels to meet strategic planning goals, to better allocate appropriate resources to
the national animal health laboratory, and to accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens that
threaten populations in their countries. Once pilot tested in different laboratory networking
settings, the methodology and tool will be available for use by expert consultation in all
IDENTIFY countries upon request of the Veterinary Services. The first pilot mission occurred
in Lao PDR in November 2012 and the second pilot mission occurred in Tanzania in May
2013. One additional mission in Southeast Asia is projected pending available funds for Year
5 of the project.

C.

2 OIE depart ments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; Sub-regional
Representation for Southeast Asia - Bangkok.

D.

The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission using the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Methodology and Tools is co-funded by the IDENTIFY project {existing). The PVS Pathway for
efficient Veterinary Services (existing), of which t he Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is
one component, is a worldwide programme co-funded by the European Union (EU), the
World Bank, the USA {CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK {DFID and FCO), Switzerland {FVO),
Japan, Italy, France, Canada {CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through
the OIE World Animal Health and Welfare Fund. In particular, reference is made to the Avian
and Human Influenza Trust Fund (AHi Facility) mainly funded by the European Union and
administered by the World Bank; European Union f unds from the AHi Facility are financing
the 'National Human Healt h and Animal Healt h Systems Assessment Tools and Bridges'
Project (existing) implemented by the OIE and WHO. This Project, in complementarity wit h
the IDENTIFY project, will support the development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Mission and other components of the OIE PVS Pathway as well as of the development of
tools for further deployment and implementation of WHO International Health Regulations
(IHR).

E.

Yes, this activity builds on preliminary activities that begun in Year 2 with an initial working
group meeting held in 12-13 May 2011. The tool development occurred in Year 3. The first
pilot mission occurred in Lao PDR in November 2012 and the second pilot mission occurred in
Tanzania in May 2013, both in Year 4 of the project.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa .

G.

Late 2013 - Early 2014, precise dates to be determined with OIE Delegate and National
Animal Health Laboratory once the formal request for a pilot mission is received by the OIE.
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H.

Deliverable 1: Laboratory progressively increases resources for their activities as stated in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a) Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the Laboratory Strategic Plan, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities.

ii.

Determination of required resources to support the functioning of laboratory
system allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood of
additional investment.

iii.

Assessment of the priorities for Veterinary Laboratories recorded in the PVS Gap
Analysis report and the specific needs of the national laboratory systems according
to these priorities.

iv.

Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address
priorities for laboratory as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot
mission reports.

v.

Policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary Services, and with
other national and regional policies and strategies related to laboratories.

vi.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

Animal Health Laboratory of t he requesting country.

J.

Experts from OIE Reference Centres, 01 E PVS Experts, National Veterinary Services,
Laboratory Directors. As authorized by countries, resu lts will be shared with USAID in
biannual reports and with EPT partners during EPT Quarterly Meetings.
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Country-Level Work Plans for the Southeast Asia Region
INDONESIA
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Three main activities are proposed to occur in Indonesia under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5,
with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of
the National Animal Health Laboratory - BBalitvet:
Objective 2:
1.

Ongoing support for the OIE Indonesia Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 3:

2.

Participation of national staff in the 9 th Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, date and
venue TBD.

Objective 4:

3.

Participation in the 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 29-30 October 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

Please note in Section Hof this Indonesia country work plan the OIE Deliverable that is expected
by the end of the project and the specific outcomes to be achieved as a result of the work. The
indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 2

o OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A.

Ongoing support for the OIE Indonesia Laboratory Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

B.

This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expert ise
and high-level policy makers within Indonesia and to provide BBalitvet better access t o policy
makers. The OIE Indonesia Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate t o
better engage in and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to
animal health laboratories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengt hened link
between the BBalitvet, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the
network of OIE Member Count ries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory
results produced by BBalitvet as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to BBalitvet as a critical component of Veterinary
Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known
and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory
Focal Point trainings (last training occurred during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory
expertise has been created between countries and reinforces exist ing and creat es new
technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging
diseases at the regional level.

C.

3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Tech nical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
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D.

This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project. The OIE Focal Point Training Program is
a full-fledged, worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support from
multiple donors1. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.

E.

Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012 held in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa .

G.

Technical support ongoing throughout Year S through email and phone communication and
side meetings.

H.

Deliverable 2: BBalitvet progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for BBalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

Deliverable 4: BBalitvet improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for BBalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

BBalitvet.

J.

Indonesian Veterinary Services, Indonesian OIE Delegat e, OIE Delegate-appoint ed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres. In an effort to support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management advocacy and awareness raising are included in all
IDENTIFY related activities.

Themes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food
safety, veterinary products, animal welfare, officia l animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
th

A.

Participation of national staff to the 9
and venue TBD.

Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, date

B.

In support of strengthening of laborat ory capacity, including laboratory management, quality
systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend
the annual Asia-Pacific Biosafety Conference. This activity aims to strengthen technical
capacity of laboratory staff in cross-cutting techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other
emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An added benefit of these activities is more network
building opportunities that allow ongoing and f uture technical support in day-to-day work.

C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with t echnica l guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D.

This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opport unity t o cont inue this init iat ive.

E.

Yes, t his activity has occurred in previous years.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G.

Date and venue TBD.

H.

Deliverable 2: BBalitvet progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for BBalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: BBalitvet improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY target ed diseases
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a) Specific outcomes for BBalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

I.

BBalitvet.

J.

Laboratory Director, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
th

A.

Participation in the 5 Laboratory Directors' Forum M eeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,
Jogj akarta, Indonesia.

B.

This activity aims to provide a forum t o discuss issues, resolve technical problems, and act as
a coordinating platform for the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and net works of
the SE Asia region . A main objective is to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory
capacity and standards for t he diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs)
and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) .

C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D.

This init iative will be fu nded by the IDENTIFY proj ect . The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
proj ect have provided t he opportunity to continue t his count ry-led initiative. When an
activity is co-funded, visibility of t he EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be
ensured.

E.

Yes, this act ivity has occurred in Years 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Anima l Health Stakeholders' M eeting in Jan 2011 t o keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given t hat its benefits are w idely felt by the laborator ies involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa .

G.

31 Oct ober-1 November 2013, Jogjakarta, Indonesia .

H.

Deliverable 4 : BBalitvet improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
em erging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for BBalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

BBalitvet through engagement of Laboratory Director.

J.

BBalitvet, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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VIETNAM
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Six main activities are proposed to occu r in Vietnam under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, wit h
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical st aff of the
national animal health laboratories-National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD) of Vietnam
and the Laboratory of the Regional Animal Health Office Number 6 (RAHO6):
Objective 1:

1.

Technical disease diagnostic training of nat ional animal health laboratory staff in the form of
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

3. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.
Objective 3:

4.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Qua lity management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for National Animal Health laboratories.

5.

Participation of national staff in the 9 th Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conf erence, date and
venue TBD.

Objective 4:

6.

Laboratory Networking Meetings:
th

a.

5 Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October -1 November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

b.

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok,
Thailand 29-30 October, Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

Please note in Section H of this Vietnam country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the
end of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1:

o

OIE Staff Exchange Program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases

A.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

B.

In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and disease diagnosis, the OIE will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to participate in the OIE staff exchange program
with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases. This activity aims to strengthen technical
expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting
techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or re-emerging pathogens. This
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expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing techniques. An added
benefit of these activities is more network building opportunities that allow ongoing and
future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that
will be supported include quality assurance and biosafety aspects associated with performing
these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate, timely and
have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department {STD).

D.

This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiat ive.

E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 3 & 4. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G.

Ongoing throughout Year 5, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise.

H.

Deliverable 2: NCVD and RAH06 progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.
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I.

NCVD & RAH06.

J.

Vietnam Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, OIE Reference Centres.

Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OI E Viet nam Laboratory Focal Point for Veterinary
Laboratories.

B.

This activity aims to create, reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory
experts and high-level policy makers within Vietnam and to provide NCVD and RAH06 bet ter
access to policy makers. The OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the
OIE Delegate to better engage in and influence the OIE international standard setting process
in regard to animal health laboratories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a
strengthened link between the NCVD, RAH06, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and
internationally through the network of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to
im prove confidence in laboratory results produced by NCVD and RAH06 as evidence for
action (response and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources
to NCVD and RAH06 as a critical component of Veterinary Services to f urther improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last
training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory
expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new
technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging
diseases at the regional level.

C.

3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D.

This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Vietnam. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with
support from multiple donors. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program,
the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E.

Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Vet erinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa .

G.

Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.

H.

Deliverable 2: NCVD and RAH06 progressively increase adoption of diagnost ic procedures
consist ent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory st aff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

NCVD & RAH06.

J.

Vietnam Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres. In an effort to support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management issues advocacy and awareness raising are included in
all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

Vietnam NCVD Strategic
missions/workshop.

B.

Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories
in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. The Strategic Planning Workshop
held in December 2012 yielded draft strategic plans for both the NACV and RAHOs of
Vietnam. This follow-up country-level workshop will address their draft strategies this need,
by directly assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory st aff, alongside key stakeholders,
in drafting a strategic plan for NCVD. Examples of Areas to be addressed within the strat egic
plan include financial sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality
management systems, consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future
strategic expansion of diagnostic capacity.

Planning

development

through

follow-up

in-country
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C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D.

This initiative is funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need during
the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits
to the national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of NCVD
following the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the
project.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest
by countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in M elbourne
in Year 3 of the project.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G.

March 2014, Hanoi, Vietnam.

H.

Deliverable 1: NCVD progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated
in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

b) Specific outcomes for NCVD in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the NCVD Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities.

ii.

NCVD laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories.

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

NCVD.

J.

NCVD, Vietnam Laboratory Directors, Vietnam OIE Delegate. In an effort to support the
DELIVER project, laboratory supply chain management issues advocacy and awareness raising
are included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

Objective 3

o

Quality management systems in Animal Health laboratories
A.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Quality management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for National Animal Health laboratories.

B.

This activity uses a high-level approach to Quality Management, and aims to provide an
overall Quality Management structure within the laboratory and includes working with the
Laboratory Focal Poi nt to promote the overriding principles of Quality Assurance (QA) to
develop or strengthen the Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned with the OIE Quality Standard
and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases. To ensure confidence in
laboratory test results, test methods must be properly validated with respect to their
intended application, within a standardized setting, and they must be performed by
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proficient technicians. Increasing diagnostic capacity to be achieved through the IDENTIFY
project must be accompanied by a quality management system . This quality management
system activity proposes to assist less developed laboratories to improve general quality
assurance within OIE guidelines and to guide more developed laborat ories in obtaining a
level of performance acceptable for accreditation. In-country consultation with each national
animal hea lth laboratory to conduct a risk assessment and make recommendations to
establish/enhance their QMS tailored to the laboratory's situation based upon the OIE
guidelines is proposed and has already occurred in two countries: Cambodia and Thailand.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: Scientific and Technical Department, OIE HQ; Sub-regional
Representation-Bangkok.

D.

This initiative will be funded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. The EPT
Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to continue this activity,
stated strongly as a need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan
2011. This activity builds upon work conducted in these laboratories under the AusAIDfunded Project on Strengthening Veterinary Services (PSVS), concluded since end June 2011.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest
by count ries during laboratory visits to each IDENTI FY country's national animal health
laboratory. This activity will support and continue efforts initiated under the PSVS, and will
complement activities being undertaken by FAO, namely biosafety, laboratory information
systems and disease-specific proficiency test ing.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G.

Late 2013: in-country mission at national animal health laboratory. The country missions to
Cambodia and Thailand occurred in Year 3, the Lao PDR mission was cancelled in late Year 3,
and the consultant was on leave during much of Year 4. We plan the missions to Vietnam,
Lao PDR, Malaysia, and the Philippines to occur in Year 5.

H.

Deliverable 2: National animal health laboratories progressively increase adoption of
diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code
(Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic test s for OIE list ed diseases) and
Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability
to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE Internat ional Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laborat ory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions.
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Deliverable 3: National animal health laboratory progressively improves occupational
health and safety conditions for laboratory staff and adopts quality management
procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary
laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased awareness of hazards and associated risks in the workplace.

iii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and st aff well-being with guidance from OIE expert and
follow-up country missions.

iv.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in-line with OIE St andards.

Deliverable 4: National animal health laboratory improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of
transboundary and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

o

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement w ith regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through implementation and improvement of a Qualit y M anagement System,
better use of internal and external controls and appropriate record keeping allow
for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity.

iii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching t he correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

The national anima l health laboratory directors of each IDENTIFY country (See Annex 2 for
complete list) will be engaged in this activity.

J.

National Vet erinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate.

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the 9th Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, dat e
and venue TBD.

B.

In support of strengthening awareness of laboratory biosafety, the OIE will offer support for
staff in to attend the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference. This activity aims t o
strengthen technical expertise and build capacity in cross-cutting issues including biosafety
applicable to the diagnosis of known, emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An added benefit
of these activit ies is more network building opportunities that allow ongoing and future
technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques.
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C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) w ith t echnical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D.

This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G.

Spring 2014, TBD.

H.

Deliverable 2: NCVD and RAH06 progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnos tic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NCVD & RAHO6.

J.

Vietnam Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

Meetings:
1. 5t h Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October - 1 November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia .

2. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, 29-30 October,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.
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B.

This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues, resolve problems, and act as a
coordinating platform for the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the
SE Asia region. A main objective is to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory
capacity and standards for the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs)
and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) .

C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D.

This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an
activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be
ensured. As this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may
use funding from other sources.

E.

Yes, this act ivity has occurred in Years 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Anima l Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G.

See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.

H.

Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of t ransboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NCVD and RAH06 through engagement of Laboratory Directors.

J.

NCVD, RAH06, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Cambodia
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 W ork Plan

Five main activities are proposed to occur in Cambodia under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5,
with the direct involvement and for the di rect benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of
the national animal health laboratory-National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI) of Cambodia:
Objective 1:

1.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Cambodia Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

3.

Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.

Objective 3:

4.

Participation of national staff in the 9th Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, date and
venue TBD.

Objective 4:

5.

th

Participation in the 5
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,

Please note in Section H of this Cambodia count ry w ork plan the deliverable that is expected by the
end of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvem ent of the laboratory t owards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1:

o

OIE Staff Exchange Program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases

A. Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of a
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and disease diagnosis, the OIE will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to participate in the OIE staff exchange program
with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases. This activity aims to strengthen technical
expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting
techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or re-emerging pathogens. This
expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing t echniques. An added
benefit of these activities is more network bui lding opportunities that allow ongoing and
future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that
will be supported include quality assurance and biosafety aspects associated with performing
these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate, timely and
have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
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C.

Sub-regional Representation for Sout heast Asia (Bangkok) wit h t echnical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This init iative will be f unded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTI FY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E. Yes, this activity occurred in Years 3 & 4. Ident ification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under t he IDENTIFY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through t he Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff t hrough various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Ongoing throughout Year 5, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise.
H. Deliverable 2: NaVRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NaVRI improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement w ith regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NaVRI.

J.

Cambodia Veterinary Services, Cambodia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point , OIE Reference Centres.
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Objective 2

o OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Cambodia Laboratory Focal Point for
Veterinary Laboratories.

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within Cambodia and to provide NaVRI better access to policy
makers. The OIE Cambodia Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to
better engage in and influence the OIE internationa l standard setting process in regard to
animal health laboratories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link
between NaVRI, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network
of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results
produced by NaVRI as evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also
to increase allocation of resources to NaVRI as a critical component of Veterinary Services to
further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and
emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal
Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of
laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates
new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and
emerging diseases at the regional level.
C.

3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific {Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project. The OIE Focal Point Training Program is
a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support from
multiple donors. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.

H. Deliverable 2: NaVRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
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workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.
iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an DIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4: NaVRI improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including DIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

NaVRI.

J.

Cambodia Veterinary Services, Cambodia DIE Delegate, DIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from DIE Reference Centres. In an effort to support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are included in
all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

Cambodia NaVRI Strategic
missions/workshop.

Planning

development

through

follow-up

in-country

B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through DIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by DIE staff, indicate that National Animal Hea lth Laboratories
in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. At the end of Year 3 (Sept 2012),
Cambodia conducted, with DIE support, their country-level workshop to address this need, by
drafting a strategic plan for NaVRI. The strategic plan addressed financial sustainability,
human resources and retention strat egies, quality management systems, consolidating
current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic capacity.
Support in Year 5 will consist of addit ional expertise in the implementation of the strategic
plan.

C. DIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a
need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent
laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country' s national animal health laboratory and requested
by the laboratory director of NaVRI.
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E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in M elbourne
in Year 3 of the project.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. September 2013 Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
H. Deliverable 1: NaVRI progressively increases their resources for laboratory activities as
stated in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the NaVRI Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities.

ii.

NaVRI laborat ory policies better aligned with the needs of t he national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories.

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

NaVRI.

J.

NaVRI, Cambodia Laboratory Directors, Cambodia OIE Delegate. In an effort to support the
DELIVER project, laborat ory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising
are included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference.

B. In support of strengthening awareness of laboratory biosafet y, the OIE will offer support for
staff in to attend t he Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference. This activity aims t o
strengthen technical expertise and build capacity in cross-cutt ing issues including biosafety
applicable to the diagnosis of known, emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An added benefit
of these activities is more network building opportunities that allow ongoing and future
technical support in the day-to-day applicat ion of these t echniques.
C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with t echnical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This init iat ive will be f unded by t he IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTI FY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this act ivity.

E.

Yes, this activity occurred in Year 3.
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F.

Point of Contact : Dr. Jaruwan Kampa

G. Spring 2014, venue and exact date TBD.

H. Deliverable 2: NaVRI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NaVRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NaVRI.

J.

Cambodia Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

Participation in the 5 th Laboratory Directors' Forum M eeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia

B. This act ivity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinat ing platform for
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main
objective is to promote ha rmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).
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C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative. When an activit y
is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Progra m, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. As
this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use f unding
from other sources.

E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: NaVRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NaVRI through engagement of Laboratory Directors.

J.

NaVRI, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Lao PDR
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Six main activities are proposed to occur in Lao PDR under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laboratory-National Animal Health Centre Laboratory (NAHL) of Lao PDR:
Objective 1:

1.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Lao PDR Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

3.

Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.

Objective 3:

4.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Quality management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for National Animal Health laboratories.

5.

Participation of national staff in the 9 Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, date and
venue TBD.

th

Objective 4:

6.

Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-! November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.
b. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October 2013,
Jogjakarta, lndonesia2.

Please note in Section H of this Lao PDR country work plan the impact that is expected by the end
of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of
the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards
the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o

OIE Staff Exchange Program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases

A.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

NAHL is not a member of Lab TAG, but NAHL will be invited to join this meeting to present the pilot PVS
Laboratory mission held in Oct-Nov 2012.
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B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and disease diagnosis, the OIE will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to participate in the OIE staff exchange program
with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases. This activity aims to strengthen technical
expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting
techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or re-emerging pathogens. This
expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing techniques. An added
benefit of these activities is more network building opportunities that allow ongoing and
future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that
will be supported include quality assurance and biosafety aspects associated with performing
these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate, timely and
have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E. Yes, this activity occurred in Years 3 & 4. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Ongoing throughout Year 5, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise.
H. Deliverable 2: NAHL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NAHL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NAHL.

J.

Lao Veterinary Services, Lao OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, OIE
Reference Centres.

Objective 2

o

01£ National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Lao Laboratory Focal Point for Veterinary
Laboratories.

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within Lao PDR and to provide NAHL better access to policy makers.
The OIE Lao PDR Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to t he OIE Delegate to better
engage in and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard t o animal
health laborat ories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link
between NAHL, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network
of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results
produced by NAHL as evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also to
increase allocation of resources to NAHL as a critical component of Veterinary Services to
further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and
emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal
Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional net work of
laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates
new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and
emerging diseases at the regional level.

C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
D. This initiative will be f unded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Lao PDR. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with
support from multiple donors. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program,
the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
E.

Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed
based on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS
Evaluation and Gap Analysis reports) that began in Year 2.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.
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H. Deliverable 2: NAHL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the DIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the DIE Delegate, DIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt DI E-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an DIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4 : NAHL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding DIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

NAHL.

J.

Lao PDR Veterinary Services, Lao PDR DIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from DIE Reference Centres. In an effort t o support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are included in
all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

Lao PDR NAHL Strategic
missions/workshop.

Planning

development

through

follow-up

in-country

B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through DIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by DIE staff, indicate that National Animal Hea lth Laboratories
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in the region often lack guiding policy and strat egic plans. In Year 4 (April 2013), Lao PDR
conducted, with OIE support, their country-level workshop to address this need, by drafting a
strategic plan for NAHL. The strategic plan addressed financial sustainability, human resources
and retention strategies, quality management syst ems, consolidating current diagnost ic
capacity and exploring fut ure strategic expansion of diagnostic capacity. Support in Year 5 will
consist of additional expertise in the implementation of the strategic plan.

C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a
need during the IDENTIFY Animal hea lth stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent
laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested
by the laboratory director of NAHL.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne
in Year 3 of the project.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. September 2013 Vientiane, Lao PDR.
H. Deliverable 1: NAHL progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated
in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

b) Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the NAHL Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities.

ii.

NAHL laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories.

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

NAHL

J.

NAHL, Lao PDR Laboratory Directors, Lao PDR OIE Delegate. In an effort to support the
DELIVER project, laborat ory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising
are included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

Objective 3

o Quality management systems in Animal Health laboratories
A.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Quality management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for Nationa l Animal Health laboratories.
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B. This activity uses a high-level approach to Quality Management, and aims to provide an
overall Quality M anagement structure within the laboratory and includes working with the
Laboratory Focal Point to promote the overriding principles of Quality Assurance (QA) to
develop or strengthen the Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned with the OIE Quality Standard
and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases. To ensure confidence in
laboratory test results, test methods must be properly validated with respect to their
intended application, within a standardized setting, and they must be performed by proficient
technicians. Increasing diagnostic capacity to be achieved through the IDENTIFY project must
be accompanied by a quality management system. This quality management system activity
proposes to assist less developed laboratories to improve general quality assurance within
OIE guidelines and to guide more developed laboratories in obtaining a level of performance
acceptable for accreditation. In-country consultation with each national animal health
laboratory to conduct a risk assessment and make recommendations to establish/enhance
their QMS tailored to the laboratory's situation based upon the OIE guidelines is proposed
and has already occurred in two countries: Cambodia and Thailand.
C.

2 OIE department responsible: Scientific and Technical Department OIE HQ; Sub-regional
Representation-Bangkok.

D. This initiative will be funded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. The EPT
Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to continue this activity,
stated strongly as a need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan
2011. This activity builds upon work conducted in these laboratories under the AusAID-funded
Project on Strengthening Veterinary Services (PSVS), concluded since end June 2011.

E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries during laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health
laboratory. This activity will support and continue efforts initiated under the PSVS, and will
complement activities being undertaken by FAO, namely biosafety, laboratory information
systems and disease-specific proficiency testing.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Late 2013: in-country mission at national animal health laboratory. The country missions to
Cambodia and Thailand occurred in Year 3, the Lao PDR mission was cancelled in late Year 3,
and the consultant was on leave during much of Year 4. We plan the missions to Vietnam, Lao
PDR, Malaysia, and the Philippines to occur in Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: NAHL progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.
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ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking act ivities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and t echnical it ems are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 3: NAHL progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the 0/E
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased awareness of hazards and associated risks in the workplace.

iii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being with guidance from OIE expert and
follow-up country missions.

iv.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in-line with OIE St andards.

Deliverable 4 : NAHL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through implementation and improvement of a Quality Management System,
better use of internal and external controls and appropriate record keeping allow
for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity.

iii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

NAHL.

J.

Lao National Veterinary Services, NAHL Laboratory Director, AAHL, OIE Delegate.
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o

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the Asia-Pacific Biosafet y Association Conference

B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity, including disease diagnosis, laboratory
management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support for staff in IDENTIFY
laboratories to attend the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference. This activity aims t o
strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to build capacit y in cross-cutting issues
applicable to the diagnosis of known, emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An added benefit
of these activities is more network building opportunities t hat allow ongoing and future
technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that will be
supported include t he management, quality assurance and safety aspects associated with
performing these t echniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.

C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity t o continue this country-led initiative.
E.

Yes, this activity occurred in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact : Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Spring 2014 dates and venue TBD.
H. Deliverable 2: NAHL progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking act ivities, such as the
annual Laborat ory Direct ors' Forum, annual Meet ings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and ot her relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical it ems are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy t hrough engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic met hods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NAHL improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OI E Ref erence
Cent res to improve referral (sample shipment , communicat ion, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NAHL.

J.

Lao PDR Veterinary Services, Lao PDR OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

Meetings:
th

1.

5 Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

2.

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main
objective is to promote ha rmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).

C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative. When an activity
is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Progra m, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. As
this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with mult iple partners, partners may use f unding
from other sources.
E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meet ing in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefit s are widely felt by the countries involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: NAHL improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for NAHL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NAHL through engagement of Laboratory Directors.

J.

NAHL, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Thailand
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Five main activities are proposed to occur in Thailand under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laboratory-National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH) ofThailand:
Objective 1:

1.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

2.

Co-sponsorship of WHO Training Course on detection of zoonotic pathogens for laboratory
personnel from both Anima l Health and Public Health sectors

Objective 2:

3.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Thailand Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

4.

Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.

5.

Co-organize with WHO on refresher training on laboratory surveillance of Influenza Like Illness
(Ill), H7N9, MERS CoV and Severe Acute Respiratory Infections (SARI) in Thailand

Objective 3:

6.

Participation of national staff in the 9 th Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference.

Objective 4:

7.

8.

Laboratory Networking Meetings:
th

a.

5 Laboratory Directors' Forum Meet ing, 31 October-I November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

b.

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

Support development of laboratory networks and technical collaboration between public and
animal health laboratories to meet the requirements of IHR (2005)

Please not e in Sect ion H of this Thailand country work plan the deliverable that is expect ed by the
end of the project, the specific outcomes t o be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonst rate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
st ated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1:

o OIE Staff Exchange Program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases
A.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and disease diagnosis, the OIE will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to participate in the OIE staff exchange program
with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases. This activity aims to strengthen technical
expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting
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techniques applicable to t he diagnosis of other emerging or re-emerging pathogens. This
expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing t echniques. An added
benefit of these activities is more network bui lding opportunities that allow ongoing and
future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas t hat
will be supported include quality assurance and biosafety aspects associated with performing
these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate, timely and
have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 3 & 4. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will t ake into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under t he IDENTI FY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Ongoing throughout Year 5, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise.
H. Deliverable 2: NIAH progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
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i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NIAH.

J.

Thailand Veterinary Services, Thailand OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, OIE Reference Centres.

o Co-sponsorship of WHO Training Course on detection of zoonotic pathogens for
laboratory personnel from both Animal Health and Public Health sectors
A. A five day workshop, composed of 3 days lecture and 2 days laboratory practice, on detection
of Leptospirosis, Anthrax, Dengue and West Nile will be organized for part icipants working in
the Animal Health and Public Health sectors.

B. This activity contributes to improving diagnostic capacity and the ability of animal and public
health laboratories to provide the results needed to respond to outbreaks in a timely manner.
In addition this training will strengthen countrywide laboratories to identify emerging
pathogens before they become a threat to human health.

C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with t echnical support from HQ

D. This initiative will be funded by t he WHO-IDENTIFY project and HPED EU project. DIE-IDENTIFY
plans to support two (2) OIE experts to administer training on Leptospirosis and Anthrax
diagnosis.

E. This is a collaboration with WHO and between the Animal Health and Public Health sectors t o
strengthen laboratory capacities in the detection of emerging pathogens. The activities are
based on NIH, MOPH and NIAH, and DLD assessments and proposed targeted diseases are
recognized as country priority diseases.

F.

Point of contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa

G. April - June 2014
H. Deliverable 2: NIAH progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
w it h OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic t ests for OIE list ed diseases) and M anual of Diagnostic
Test s and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY target ed diseases

a) Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laborat ory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
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workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic met hods and technical items are
discussed
iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert

Deliverable 4: NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infect ious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

I.

NIAH.

J.

Animal health sector: Thailand Veterinary Services, Thailand OIE Delegate, OIE Delegateappointed Laboratory Focal Point, OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres.
Public health sector: National Institute of Health, Department of Medical Sciences, 14
Regional Medical Science Centers, the Department of Medical Sciences, Regional/provincial
hospital laboratories. EPT Partner: WHO Thailand

Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the 01 E Thailand Laboratory Focal Point for Veterinary
Laboratories.

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within Thailand and to provide NIAH better access to policy makers.
The OIE Thailand Laboratory Foca l Point will provide support to t he OI E Delegate to better
engage in and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal
health laborat ories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link
between NIAH, policy makers and t he OIE Delegate (and internationally through t he network
of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laborat ory results
produced by NIAH as evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also to
increase allocation of resources to NIAH as a critical component of Veterinary Services t o
further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and
emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal
Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3}, a regional net work of
laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates
new technica l relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and
emerging diseases at the regional level.
C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
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D. This initiative wil l be f unded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the DIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Thailand. The DIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with
support from m ultiple donors. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of t he EPT Program,
the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
E.

Yes, this act ivity follows the DIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed
based on gaps identified during t he laboratory mapping exercise (including review of DIE PVS
Evaluation and Gap Analysis reports) that began in Year 2.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: NIAH progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the DIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of t he DIE Delegate, DI E Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual M eetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an DIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4: NIAH improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement w ith regional and global laboratory networks incl uding DIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through development of a strat egic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.
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I.

NIAH.

J.

Thailand Veterinary Services, Thailand OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres. In an effort to support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are included in
all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

Thailand
NIAH Strategic
missions/workshop.

Planning

development

through

follow-up

in-country

B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Hea lth Laboratories
in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level
workshop will address this need, by directly assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory
staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a strategic plan for NIAH. At the beginning of
Year 4 (Nov 2012), Thailand conducted, with OIE support, their country-level workshop to
address this need, by drafting a strategic plan for NIAH. The strategic plan addressed financial
sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality management systems,
consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of
diagnostic capacity. Support in Year 5 will consist of additional expertise in the
implementation of the strategic plan.
C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a
need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent
laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested
by the laboratory director of NIAH.

E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne
in Year 3 of the project.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Early 2014 Bangkok, Thailand.

H. Deliverable 1: NIAH progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the NIAH Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities.

ii.

NIAH laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories.
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iii.

Increased collaboration bet ween in-count ry stakeholders t o f urther streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

NIAH.

J.

NIAH, Thailand Laboratory Directors, Thailand OIE Delegate. In an effort to support the
DELIVER project, laborat ory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising
are included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Sponsor participants to a WHO refresher training course on laboratory surveillance of
Influenza Like Jllness {ILi}, H7N9, MERS CoV and Severe Acute Respiratory Infections
(SARI} in Thailand
A. Training on ILi, H7N9, MERS CoV and SARI will be provided to 40 participant s from national
and provincial animal health and public health laboratories.

B. Training will cover: specimen collection, transport and st orage conditions, diagnost ic t esting
for influenza including H7N9, RT-PCR, rapid diagnostic (antigen) testing, immunofluorescence
assays, serology, laboratory data collection, reporting, and consolidation of data. Introduction
to IT systems for information gathering, analysis and data shar ing via the Thai National
Influenza Center website and through WHO regional databases linked with Flu Net and OFFLU
will also be presented. Strengthening virological monitoring capacity of provincial public
health laboratories and expand in country influenza surveillance are main goals of the
refresher course.

C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD).
D. This will a collaboration with WHO for the OIE under IDENTIFY project.

E. Technical support to in-country laboratory networking and quality assurance (QA) are
IDENTIFY objectives.

F.

Point of contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa

G. Mid-2014, Bangkok, Thailand
H. Deliverable 1: NIAH progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:

I.

i.

Development of the NIAH Laboratory Strategic Plans, with t he inclusion of internal
and ext ernal investment possibilities

ii.

NIAH laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related t o
laboratories

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration

NIAH
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J.

Animal health sector : NIAH, Thailand Laboratory Direct ors, Thailand OIE Delegat e. Public
health sector: Nat ional Institute of Health and Regional Medical Science Centers, The
Department of M edical Sciences and Provincial Hospit als. OIE Reference Cent re for Avian
Influenza China and OFFLU network expertise. EPT partner: WHO Thailand.

Objective 3

o

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference.

B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and biosafety, the OIE will offer support for
staff in IDENTI FY laborat ories to attend the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff in cross-cutting issues
applicable to the diagnosis of emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An added benefit of these
activities is more network building opportunities that allow ongoing and future technical
support in the day-to-day application of these techniques.
C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E. Yes, this activity has occu rred in Year 2, 3 & 4.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Spring 2014, venue and exact dates TBD.
H. Deliverable 2: NIAH progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY target ed diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic met hods and t echnical it ems are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OI E Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert

Deliverable 4: NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months wiff include:

i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

NIAH.

J.

Thailand Veterinary Services, Thailand OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

Meetings:
1.

5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

2.

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of t he SE Asia region. A main
objective is to promote ha rmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).
C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative. When an activity
is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. As
this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding
from other sources.

E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infect ious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months wiff include:

i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
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sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

o

I.

NIAH through engagement of Laboratory Directors.

J.

NIAH, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Direct ors.

Support development of laboratory networks and technical collaboration between
public and animal health laboratories to meet the requirements of /HR {2005}
A. Co-organize with WHO two National coordination meetings with Directors of animal and
public health laboratories, universities, research institutions and private laboratories to form
a network of animal-human public health laboratories.

B. Joint activities will be developed during meeting and a review of the status of information and
data sharing will be conducted . Strengthening capacity of the National laboratory network
and to form a network of animal-human public health laboratories to optimize resources and
increase efficiency and capacity for the diagnosis of zoonotic diseases will be the main goals
of the meetings.
C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative with EPT
partners. When an activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project
and USAID will be ensured.
As this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple
partners, partners may use funding from other sources.

E. This is a continuation of activities to strengthen laboratory capacities in detection of emerging
pathogens especially zoonotic diseases.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa

G. Early 2014, Bangkok, Thailand
H. Deliverable 4: NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infect ious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY target ed diseases

a) Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
ii.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

I.

NIAH

J.

Animal health sector : NIAH, Thailand Laboratory Directors, Thailand OIE Delegate. Public
health sector: Nat ional Institute of Health and Regional Medical Science Centers, The
Department of Medical Sciences and Provincial Hospitals. EPT Partner: WHO Thailand .
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China
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in China under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laboratories-China Animal Health & Epidemiology Center (CAHEC Qingdao)
of China and the Yunnan Tropical and Subtropical Animal Viral Disease Laboratory of the Yunnan
Animal Science and Veterinary Institute (YASVI):

Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE China Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.

Objective 3:
3.

Participation of national staff to the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference.

Objective 4:
4.

th

Participation in the 5
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,

Please note in Section H of this China country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the end
of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE China Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the
OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories.

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within China and to provide CAHEC and YASVI better access to policy
makers. The OIE China Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to
better engage in and influence the OIE internationa l standard setting process in regard to
animal health laboratories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link
between the CAHEC, YASVI, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through
the network of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in
laboratory results produced by CAHEC and YASVI as evidence for action (response and disease
control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to CAHEC and YASVI as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapid ly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through
the regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012
during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory expertise has been created between
countries and reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid
and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
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C.

3 DIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; DIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the DIE

Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as China. The DIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with
support from multiple donors. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program,
the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E.

Yes, this activity follows the DIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed
based on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of DIE PVS
Evaluation and Gap Analysis reports) that began in Year 2.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.

H. Deliverable 2: CAHEC and VASVI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the DIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the DIE Delegate, DIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an DIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4: CAHEC and VASVI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including DIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.
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ii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

CAHEC and YASVI.

J.

China Veterinary Services, China OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres. In an effort t o support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are included in
all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

CAHEC and YASVI
missions/workshops.

St rategic

Planning

development

through

follow-up

in-country

B.

Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories
in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level
workshop will address this need, by directly assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory
staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a strategic plan for both CAHEC and YASVI.
Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic plan includes financial sustainability,
human resources and retention strategies, quality management systems, consolidating
current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic capacity.

C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D.

This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stat ed strongly as a
need during the IDENTI FY Animal health stakeholders meet ing in Jan 2011 in subsequent
laboratory visit s to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested
by the laboratory directors of CAHEC and YASVI following the regional workshop on Strategic
Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the project.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest
by countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne
in Year 3 of the project.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa .

G.

CAHEC 9-12 October 2013 at Qingdao, and April 2014 for YASVI at Kunming, China.

H. Deliverable 1: CAHEC and YASVI progressive increase their resources for laboratory
activities as stated in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the CAHEC and YASVI Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion
of internal and external investment possibilities.
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ii.

CAHEC and YASVI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national
Veterinary Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies
related to laboratories.

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

CAHEC and YASVI.

J.

CAHEC and YASVI Laboratory Directors, China OIE Delegate. In an effort to support the
DELIVER project, laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising
are included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

Objective 3

o

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference

B. In support of strengthening of laboratory capacity, including disease diagnosis, laboratory
management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support for staff in IDENTIFY
laboratories to the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference. This activity aims to
strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to build capacit y in cross-cutting issues
applicable to the diagnosis of known, emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An added benefit
of these activities is more network building opportunities t hat allow ongoing and future
technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that will be
supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associated with
performing these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.

C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
E.

Yes, this activity has occu rred in Year 2, 3 & 4.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa

G. Spring 2014, venue and exact dates TBD.

H. Deliverable 2: CAHEC and YASVI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consist ent with OIE International St andards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter
1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic t est s for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines f or Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t arget ed diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.
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ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking act ivities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: CAHEC and YASVI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

CAHEC and YASVI.

J.

China Veterinary Services, China OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

th

Participation in the 5 Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main
objective is to promote ha rmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).

C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
D. This init iative will be funded by t he IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activit y
is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. As
this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with m ult iple partners, partners may use funding
from other sources.

E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
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H. Deliverable 4: CAHEC and YASVI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary
and emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

CAHEC and YASVI through engagement of Laborat ory Directors.

J.

CAHEC, YASVI, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Malaysia
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Six main activities are proposed to occur in M alaysia under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with
t he direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laborat ory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laborat ory-Veterinary Research Institute (VRI) of Malaysia:
Objective 1:

1.

Technical disease diagnostic training of nat ional animal health laboratory staff in the form of
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Malaysia Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.

3.

Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.

Objective 3:

4.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Quality management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for National Animal Health laborat ories.

5.

Participation of national staff at the 9 Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, date and
venue TBD.

th

Objective 4:

6.

Laborat ory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.
b. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

Please note in Section H of this M alaysia country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the
end of the project, the specific outcomes t o be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
w ork. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1:

o

OIE Staff Exchange Program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases

A.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal health laboratory staff in the form of
a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and disease diagnosis, the OI E will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to participate in the OIE staff exchange program
with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases. This activity aims to strengthen technical
expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting
techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or re-emerging pat hogens. This
expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing t echniques. An added
benefit of these activities is more network building opportunities t hat allow ongoing and
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future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that
will be supported include quality assurance and biosafety aspects associated with performing
these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurate, timely and
have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
E.

Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 3 & 4. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Ongoing throughout Year 5, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise.
H. Deliverable 2: VRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: VRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

VRI.

J.

Malaysia Veterinary Services, Malaysia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, OIE Reference Centres.
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Objective 2

o OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Malaysia Laboratory Focal Point for Veterinary
Laboratories.

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within Malaysia and to provide VRI better access to policy makers.
The OIE Malaysia Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better
engage in and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal
health laborat ories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link
between VRI, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the net work of
OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results
produced by VRI as evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also to
increase allocation of resources to VRI as a critical component of Veterinary Services t o
further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and
emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal
Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of
laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates
new technica l relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and
emerging diseases at t he regional level.
C.

3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scient ific and Technical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia and the Pacific (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for
Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project. The OIE Focal Point Training Program is
a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support from
multiple donors. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this act ivity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed
based on gaps identified during t he laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS
Evaluation and Gap Analysis reports) that began in Year 2.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: VRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic test s for OIE list ed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.
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ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4: VRI improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

VRI.

J.

Malaysia Veterinary Services, Malaysia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres. In an effort to support the DELIVER project,
laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are included in
all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

Malaysia VRI
Strategic
missions/workshop.

Planning

development

through

follow-up

in-country

B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories
in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level
workshop will address this need, by directly assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory
staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a strategic plan for VRI. Examples of areas to be
addressed within the strategic plan includes financial sustainability, human resources and
retention strategies, quality management systems, consolidating current diagnostic capacity
and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic capacity.

C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a
need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent
laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and req uested
by the laboratory director of VRI.
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E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne
in Year 3 of the project.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. February 2014.
H. Deliverable 1: VRI progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the VRI Laboratory Strategic Plans, wit h the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities.

ii.

VRI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories.

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

VRI.

J.

VRI, Malaysia Laboratory Director, Malaysia OIE Delegate. In an effort to support the DELIVER
project, laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are
included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

Objective 3

o

Quality management systems in Animal Health laboratories
A.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Quality management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for National Animal Health laboratories.

B. This activity uses a high-level approach to Quality Management, and aims to provide an
overall Quality Management structure within the laboratory and includes working with the
Laboratory Focal Point to promote the overriding principles of Quality Assurance (QA) to
develop or strengthen the Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned with the OIE Quality Standard
and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases. To ensure confidence in
laboratory test results, test methods must be properly validated with respect to their
intended application, within a standardized setting, and they must be performed by proficient
technicians. Increasing diagnostic capacity to be achieved through the IDENTIFY project must
be accompanied by a quality management system. This quality management system activity
proposes to assist less developed laboratories to improve general quality assurance within
OIE guidelines and to guide more developed laboratories in obtaining a level of performance
acceptable for accreditation. In-country consultation with each national animal health
laboratory to conduct a risk assessment and make recommendations to establish/enhance
their QMS tailored to the laboratory's situation based upon the OIE guidelines is proposed
and has already occurred in two countries: Cambodia and Thailand.
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C.

2 OIE department responsible: Scientific and Technical Department, OIE HQ; Sub-regional
Representation-Bangkok.

D. This initiative will be funded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity t o cont inue t his activity, stated strongly as a
need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meet ing in Jan 2011. This activity builds
upon work conducted in these laboratories under the AusAID-funded Project on
Strengthening Vet erinary Services (PSVS), concluded since end June 2011.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries during laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health
laboratory. This activity will support and continue efforts initiated under the PSVS, and will
complement activit ies being undertaken by FAO, namely biosafety, laboratory information
systems and disease-specific proficiency testing.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Late 2013 : in-country mission at national ani mal health laboratory. The country missions t o

Cambodia and Thailand occurred in Year 3, the Lao PDR mission was cancelled in late Year 3,
and the consultant was on leave during much of Year 4. We plan the missions to Vietnam, Lao
PDR, Malaysia, and the Philippines to occur in Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: VRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of t he OIE International Standards, Code and
M anual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate, OIE Laborat ory Focal Point, and
laboratory st aff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OI E-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 3: VRI progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.
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ii.

Increased awareness of hazards and associated risks in t he workplace.

iii.

Concrete efforts t owards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being wit h guidance from OI E expert and
follow-up country missions.

iv.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in-line with OIE St andards.

Deliverable 4: VRI improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

o

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through implementation and improvement of a Quality Management System,
better use of internal and external controls and appropriate record keeping allow
for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity.

iii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

VRI.

J.

Malaysia Veterinary Services, Malaysia Laboratory Director, AAHL, OIE Delegate.

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference.

B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity,
including disease diagnosis, laborat ory management, quality systems, and biosafety, t he OIE
will offer support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend t he Asia-Pacific Biosafety
Association Conference. This activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff
to build capacity in cross-cutting issues applicable to the diagnosis of known, emerging or reemerging pathogens. An added benefit of these activities is more networ k building
opport unities that allow ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of
these techniques. Other areas that will be supported include the management, quality
assurance and safety aspects associated with performing these techniques that will in turn
increase confidence that results are accurate, timely and have been produced under good
biosafety and biosecurity conditions ..

C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
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E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2, 3 & 4. Identification of topics/subjects/t echniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under t he IDENTI FY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through t he Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Early 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: VRI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert

Deliverable 4: VRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

VRI.

J.

Malaysia Veterinary Services, Malaysia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.
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Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

Participation in technical and network meetings:
1.

5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia.

2.

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main
objective is to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).

C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative. When an activity
is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As
this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding
from other sources.

E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.

H. Deliverable 4: VRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

VRI through engagement of Laboratory Directors.

J.

VRI, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Philippines
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 W ork Plan

Six main activities are proposed to occur in the Philippines under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5,
with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of
the national animal healt h laboratory-Laboratory of the Philippines Animal Health Centre (PAHC) of
the Philippines:
Objective 1:

1.

Technical disease diagnostic training of nat ional anima l health laboratory staff in the form of
staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Philippines Focal Point for Veterinary
Laboratories.

3.

Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops.

Objective 3:

4.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Quality management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for National Animal Health laborat ories.

5.

Participation of national staff in the 9th Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference, date and
venue TBD.

Objective 4:

6.

th

Participation in the 5
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,

Please note in Section H of this Philippines country work plan the deliverable that is expected by
the end of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of
the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards
the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1:

o

OIE Staff Exchange Program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases

A.

Technical disease diagnostic training of national animal healt h laboratory staff in the form of
a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases.

B. In support of strengthening laboratory capacity and disease diagnosis, the OIE will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to participate in the OIE staff exchange program
with OIE Reference Centres for IDENTIFY diseases. This activity aims to strengthen technical
expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting
techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or re-emerging pathogens. This
expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing t echniques. An added
benefit of these activities is more network bui lding opportunities that allow ongoing and
future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas that
will be supported include quality assurance and biosafety aspects associated with performing
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these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results are accurat e, t imely and
have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.

C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 3 & 4. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under t he IDENTIFY project, the
national and regional priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network
and ongoing engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various
IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa

G. Ongoing throughout Year 5, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise.
H. Deliverable 2: PAHC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Te rrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the DIE Int ernational Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the DIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory st aff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with DIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an DIE expert.

Deliverable 4: PAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding DIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional t esting, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

PAHC.

J.

Philippines Veterinary Services, Philippines DIE Delegate, DIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, DIE Reference Centres.
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Objective 2

o OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A.

Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Philippines Laboratory Focal Point for
Veterinary Laboratories.

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within Philippines and to provide PAHC better access to policy
makers. The OIE Philippines Laboratory Foca l Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to
better engage in and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to
animal health laboratories (see Annex 6 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link
between PAHC, policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network
of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laborat ory results
produced by PAHC as evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also t o
increase allocation of resources to PAHC as a critical component of Veterinary Services t o
further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and
emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal
Point trainings {last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional net work of
laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates
new technica l relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and
emerging diseases at t he regional level.
C.

3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scient ific and Technical Department; OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia
(Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be f unded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by t he OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as the Philippines. The OIE Focal Point
Training Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes
with support from multiple donors. When t he activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT
Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed
based on gaps identified during t he laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS
Evaluation and Gap Analysis reports) that began in Year 2.

F.

Point of Contact : Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: PAHC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.
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ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert
during follow-up country missions.

Deliverable 4: PAHC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

PAHC.

J.

The Philippines Veterinary Services, Philippines OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed
Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres. In an effort to support the
DELIVER project, laboratory supply chain management issues, advocacy and awareness raising
are included in all IDENTIFY related activities.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A.

The Philippines PAHC Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country
missions/workshop.

B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by
Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Hea lth Laboratories
in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. In Year 4 (May 2013), the
Philippines conducted, with OIE support, their country-level workshop to address this need,
by drafting a strategic plan for PAHC and the Regional Animal Disease Diagnosis Laboratories.
The strategic plan addressed financial sustainability, human resources and retention
strategies, quality management systems, consolidating current diagnostic capacity and
exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic capacity. Support in Year S will consist of
additional expertise in the implementation of the strategic plan.
C.

OIE department responsible: Sub-regiona l Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).
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D. This initiative will be funded entirely by t he IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a
need during the IDENTIFY Animal hea lth stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent
laboratory visits to each IDENTI FY country's national animal health laboratory and request ed
by the laboratory director of PAHC.
E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on
improving the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project
and was further advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne
in Year 3 of the project.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Early 2014 Manila, the Philippines.
H. Deliverable 1: PAHC progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated
in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the NaVRI Laboratory Strategic Plans, wit h the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities.

ii.

NaVRI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of t he national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related t o
laboratories.

iii.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders t o further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

PAHC.

J.

PAHC, Philippines Laboratory Directors, Regional Animal Disease Diagnosis Laboratories,
Philippines OIE Delegate. In an effort to support t he DELIVER project, laboratory supply chain
management issues, advocacy and awareness raising are included in all IDENTIFY related
activities.

Objective 3

o

Quality management systems in Animal Health laboratories
A.

Assessment and development/enhancement of Qualit y management systems consistent with
OIE guidelines for Nationa l Animal Health laboratories.

B. This activity uses a high-level approach to Quality Management, and aims to provide an
overall Quality M anagement structure within the laboratory and includes working with the
Laboratory Focal Point to promote the overriding principles of Quality Assurance (QA) to
develop or strengthen the Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned with the OIE Qualit y Standard
and Guidelines for Veterinary La boratories: Infectious Diseases. To ensure confidence in
laboratory test results, test methods must be properly validated with respect to their
intended application, within a st andardized setting, and they must be performed by proficient
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technicians. Increasing diagnostic capacity to be achieved through the IDENTIFY project must
be accompanied by a quality management system. This quality management system activity
proposes to assist less developed laboratories to improve general quality assurance within
OIE guidelines and to guide more developed laboratories in obtaining a level of performance
acceptable for accreditation. In-country consultation with each national animal health
laboratory to conduct a risk assessment and make recommendations to establish/enhance
their QMS tailored to the laboratory's situation based upon the OIE guidelines is proposed
and has already occurred in two countries: Cambodia and Thailand.
C.

2 OIE department responsible: Scientific and Technical Department, OIE HQ; Sub-regional
Representation-Bangkok.

D. This initiative will be funded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. The EPT
Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to continue this activity,
stated strongly as a need during the IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan
2011. This activity builds upon work conducted in these laboratories under the AusAID-funded
Project on Strengthening Veterinary Services (PSVS), concluded since end June 2011.

E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries during laboratory visits to each IDENTIFY country's national animal health
laboratory. This activity will support and continue efforts initiated under the PSVS, and will
complement activities being undertaken by FAO, namely biosafety, laboratory information
systems and disease-specific proficiency testing.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Late 2013 : in-country mission at national animal health laboratory. The country missions to
Cambodia and Thailand occurred in Year 3, the Lao PDR mission was cancelled in late Year 3,
and the consultant was on leave during much of Year 4. We plan the missions to Vietnam, Lao
PDR, Malaysia, and the Philippines to occur in Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: PAHC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic test s for OIE list ed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions.
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Deliverable 3: PAHC progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased awareness of hazards and associated risks in the workplace.

iii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being wit h guidance from OIE expert and
follow-up country missions.

iv.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in-line with OIE St andards

Deliverable 4: PAHC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

o

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Through implementation and improvement of a Quality Management System,
better use of internal and external controls and appropriate record keeping allow
for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity.

iii.

Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis
with appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability.

I.

The national animal health laboratory directors of each IDENTIFY country (See Annex 2 for
complete list) will be engaged in this activity.

J.

National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, AAHL, OIE Delegate.

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A.

Participation of national staff in the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association Conference.

B. In support of strengthening of laboratory capacity and biosafety, the OIE will offer support for
staff in IDENTI FY laborat ories t o attend the Asia-Pacific Biosafety Associat ion Conf erence. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to build capacity in crosscutting issues applicable to the diagnosis of known, emerging or re-emerging pathogens. An
added benefit of these activities is more network building opportunit ies that allow ongoing
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and future technical support in the day-to-day application of t hese techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects
associated with performing these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that results
are accurate, timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity
conditions.
C.

Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department.

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.

E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 2, 3 & 4.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. Spring 2014, venue and exact dates TBD.
H. Deliverable 2 : PAHC progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately
handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking act ivities, such as the
annual Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and
workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and t echnical items are
discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert.

Deliverable 4: PAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

PAHC.

J.

The Philippines Veterinary Services, The Philippines OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed
Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4
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o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A.

Participation in the 5 th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 31 October-1 November 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia.

B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main
objective is to promote ha rmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).

C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok).

D. This initiative will be funded by t he IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative. When an activity
is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, t he IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. As
this is a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use f unding
from other sources.
E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Years 2, 3 & 4 following expression of strong interest by
countries at the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory
fora alive, given that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Jaruwan Kampa.

G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: PAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

I.

PAHC through engagement of Laboratory Directors.

J.

PAHC, FAO, ASEAN, l aboratory Directors.
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2. Congo Basin Country Work Plans
While the OIE is not proposing specific technical activities to occur exclusively at the global or
regional levels for the IDENTIFY Project in Year 5, it is important to highlight the crucial coordination
and guidance role that OIE HQ and Regional Project staff play in ensuring coherence between
laboratory, country and regional activities and oversight for technical relevance and resource
efficiency. The HQ and Regional Project staff participate in the activities at the laboratory, country
and regional levels with technical guidance, coordination with partners, supervision of day-to-day
activities, monitoring and evaluation, project planning and reporting and administrative support.
After the regional launch of activities that will continue throughout Year 5, the activities have been
focused at the laboratory and country levels and this is reflected in the country work plans presented
below.

Table 3: IDENTIFY Activities in the Congo Basin countries for Year 5
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PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission implementation

IDENTIFYObjective 4: Laboratory Networking
Animal Health Laboratory participation in regional la boratory
meeti ngs to advance One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening l inkages between veterinary and public health

2, 4

11111111

o Pilot O/E PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission implementation
A.

Implementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission in one country using the
Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools, the veterinary laboratory
component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis.
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B. This activity aims to implement and refine the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology
and Tools at the country level, requested by country-level stakeholders, for the assessment of
the National Animal Health Laboratory to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services
as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis report, to comply with international standards, and to better
address the demand and market for laboratory services at the country level. The
implementation of the methodology and tools in the mission will aid countries to better
understand current laboratory capacity, to better plan at the laboratory and policy levels to
meet strategic planning goals, to better allocate appropriate resources to the national animal
health laboratory, and to accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens that threaten
populations in their countries. Once pilot tested in different laboratory networking settings,
the methodology and tool will be available for use by expert consultation in all IDENTIFY
countries upon request of the Veterinary Services. One additional mission in Southeast Asia is
projected pending available funds for Year 5 of the project.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; Sub-regional
Representation-Gaborone.

D. The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission using the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Methodology and Tools is co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The PVS Pathway for
efficient Veterinary Services (existing), of which the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is
one component, is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World
Bank, the USA (CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, Italy,
France, Canada (CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE
World Animal Health and Welfare Fund.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on preliminary activities that begun in Year 2 with an initial working
group meeting held in 12-13 May 2011. The first pilot mission occurred in Lao PDR in
November 2012 and the second pilot m ission occurred in Tanzania in May 2013.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Early 2014, precise dates to be determined with OIE Delegate and National Animal Health
Laboratory once the formal request for a pilot mission is received by the OIE.
H. Deliverable 1: Laboratory progressively increases resources for their activities as stat ed in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for the laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Development of the Laboratory Strategic Plan, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities.

ii.

Determination of required resources to support the functioning of laboratory
system allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood of
additional investment.

iii.

Assessment of the priorities for Veterinary Laboratories recorded in the PVS Gap
Analysis report and the specific needs of the national laboratory systems according
to these priorities.
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iv.

Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address
priorities for NAHL laboratory as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot
mission reports.

v.

Policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary Services, and with
other national and regional policies and strategies related to laboratories.

vi.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration.

I.

NAHL.

J.

Experts from OIE Reference Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary Services, NAHL
Laboratory Directors.
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Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC}
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Five main activities are proposed to occur in DRC under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa (LCVK) of
DRC laboratory staff:
Objective 1:

1.

IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis.

2.

In-country backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis following the second round of Proficiency
Testing to improve compliance with international standards on rabies diagnosis.

3.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

4.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

1.

Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LCVK in international and regional
meetings to support advocacy to advance the national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this DRC country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of
the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing
schemes for improved rabies detection and diagnosis
A.

LCVK participation in Proficiency Testing rounds t o confirm the quality and t imeliness of their
results for Rabies.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY priority disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide LCVK wit h
the possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds and to continuously improve their
ability to accurately and rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing
will be refine t he competences on Rabies and the Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique
following the last round and minimize testing discrepancies. Although the overall sensitivit y
and specificity results of the exercise show a remarkable improvement from the 2011
exercise, the performance was still not within the expected range and t he results from some
countries warrants continued exercises to reduce these discrepancies. Accurate diagnosis of
rabies in animals is required as that determines the act ion on human beings who have been in
contact with rabid animals. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid
treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).
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D. This initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTI FY project, building upon
funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing by the IDENTIFY Project (existing).
The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize t his
activity.
E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 and the first round of PT occurred in Year

3.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. The first round of testing began in July 2012 and a second round will begin in Oct 2013,
focusing on communication and troubleshooting through the first quarter of Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases.

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased adopt and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and
laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies Expert.

ii.

Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals standards.

iii.

Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory.

iv.

Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with
guidance from OIE Experts.

v.

Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment.

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional
testing, expertise or confirmation.

ii.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE
International Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test
sensitivity and specificity.

iii.

Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.

iv.

Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and t he OIE.
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Deliverable 5: LCVK progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

o

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of participat ing in proficiency testing and
the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE
Delegate and laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FATOPs for
improved laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts.

I.

LCVK.

J.

LCVK, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies.

In-country backstopping missions following the second round of Proficiency Testing to
improve compliance with international standards on rabies diagnosis
A.

LCVK will benefit from a backstopping mission to improve their methodology, quality and
timeliness oftheir results in the rabies Proficiency Testing rounds held in Years 3 and 4.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted_disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide LCVK
with the possibility to fine tune their rabies FAT techniques with the goal of improving their
ability to accurately and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this mission will be on rabies
and Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also
aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown
disease emerges. The last PT exercise revealed some discrepancies from LCVK results which
likely point to human error in reading the test plates and/or equipment malfunction, leading
to either false negative or false positive results. Both of these possible causes, as well as any
additional questions and concerns of the laborat ory on rabies diagnosis, will be evaluated and
corrected during the laboratory mission and recommendations will be made to improve
rabies diagnostic capacity. During the visit, other cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and
quality assurance will be addressed to improve not only rabies diagnosis but also t he overall
performance of the laboratory.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. Yes, this initiative will be funded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project (new), building upon
funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing in Years 3 & 4 (existing). The EPT
Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to realize this act ivity.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Between Oct 2013 and Mar 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased understanding and application of the OI E International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the
OIE Rabies Expert.

ii.

Improved local capacity in diagnostic techniques and troubleshooting.

iii.

Increased involvement with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory and in regional
laboratory networking activities.

iv.

Improved adoption and application of SOPs and OIE prescribed methods with
guidance from OIE Rabies Experts.

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on sam ples.

ii.

Engagement with regional networks including OIE Reference Centres to improve
communication, information sharing, troubleshooting, etc. for diagnostic specimens
that require additional test ing, expertise or confirmation.

iii.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE
International Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test
sensitivity and specificity.

iv.

Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE.

Deliverable 5: LCVK progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Dise ases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

International standards
acceptable limits.

maintained

ii.

Increased knowledge and appropriate interpretat ion of test result s by laboratory
staff.

iii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of compliance to SOPs for improved
laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts.

I.

LCVK.

J.

LCVK, OIE Reference Centre on Rabies (ARC-OVI).

and test

results

within

internationally
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o

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template entitled "sample submission guide" for priority diseases to
improve quality and throughput of samples to LCVK.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from the field to the laboratory for disease diagnosis. It will further strengthen the linkage
between sub- national/satellite/other sector laboratories and the central diagnostic animal
health laboratory, LCVK. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be
improved as expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the
understanding of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be
tested.
•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and this is one of the measures that will
improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize t he template developed in
collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for customization to national
environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this harmonization as they will
have gone through training on relevant OIE standards.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activities and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.
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iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to OIE international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrat e improvement in disease
diagnosis.

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /satellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.

vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

LCVK.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Vet erinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 2

o OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Vet erinary Laborat ories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegat e, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country
and provide national animal healt h laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative
aims to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laborat ory as evidence for act ion (response
and disease cont rol measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to the national
animal healt h laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services t o further improve the
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laboratory' s ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expert ise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more ra pid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.

C.

•

The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an ext ension of t his
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunit ies, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiat ives, One Healt h
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and
will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and
hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic test s for OIE list ed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.
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iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to OIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: LCVK progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the 0/E
Quality Standard and Guide lines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t argeted
diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with OIE Standards.

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to t he 0 1.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

Deliverable 5: IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries that were considered to be
insufficiently active in network participating at the commencement of measurement, will
be participating in at least one additional significantly-relevant regional and/ or
international laboratory network, by the end of the five years.

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory focal point networks including OIE
Reference Cent res to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication,
information sharing, etc.).

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.
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iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

iv.

Setting up of national laboratories network to improve information exchange and
feedback to stakeholders.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LCVK in international and regional
meetings to support advocacy to advance the national One Health Approach country road
map: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health and the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC) Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committee bi-annual
meetings.

B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by LCVK
in international, regional and national meetings on One Health and to assist DRC in advancing
their nat ional One Health road map. Their participation will allow them to gain renown among
national and regional stakeholders as a scientific resource, further linking together the
regional and global networks for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging
diseases. Participation in these meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their
peers in the public hea lth sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation,
advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners
on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human
and animal hea lth and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition
strengthen inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activit y.

E. This activity is a continuation of t he same approved activity in Years 3 & 4 Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo M apitse.

G. See section A for all dates.
H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in DRC: Engage high-level policy makers and
provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment in
supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Health.
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ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point.

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU.

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

LCVK.

J.

OIE Delegate, LCVK, National Laboratory Director, Laboratory focal point and in the case of
the stakeholder's meeting : FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND
representatives will be invit ed.
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Uganda
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Five main activities are proposed to occur in Uganda under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the National Animal Disease Diagnostics and
Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) of Uganda laboratory staff:
Objective 1:

1.

IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis.

2.

In-country backstopping mission following the second round of Proficiency Testing to improve
diagnostic capacity and to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) in compliance with
international standards on Rabies diagnosis.

3.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

4.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

5.

Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LCVK in international and regional
meetings to support advocacy to advance the national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this Uganda country work plan the impact that is expected by the end
of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of
the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards
the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing
schemes for improved rabies detection and diagnosis

A.

NADDEC participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of
their results for Rabies.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY priority disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide NADDEC
with the possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing to improve their ability t o accurately
and rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be to minimize
on testing discrepancies and to refine the competences following the last PT round on Rabies
Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique. In the last exercise, NADDEC recorded some
discrepancies on their results. An accurate diagnosis of rabies is essential as it will determine
the type of treatment in the in-contacts. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also aid in
more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown disease
emerges.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-regional Representations (Gaborone & and Nairobi).
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D. Yes, this initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-f unded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project
(new), building upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing during Year 3
and from other sources (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided
the opportunity to realize this activity, a specific request from stakeholders during the
IDENTIFY stakeholders meeting held in Nov 2010 in Entebbe, Uganda during Year 2.
E.

Initial testing beginning in July 2012 and continuing with communication and troubleshooting
through the first quarter of Year 5.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Oct - Dec 2013.

H. Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the
Rabies Expert.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures wit h
guidance from OIE Experts.

Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional
testing, expertise or confirmation.

ii.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing alignment to the
OIE international Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test
sensitivity and specificity.

iii.

Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and OIE.

Deliverable 5: NADDEC progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the DIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

o

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and
the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate
and laboratory staff by the Rabies Expert.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance to Rabies FATOPs for
improved laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts.

I.

NADDEC.

J.

NADDEC, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre.

In-country backstopping mission following the second round of Proficiency Testing to
improve diagnostic capacity and to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures {SOP} in
compliance with international standards on Rabies diagnosis
A.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
and reduction of discrepancies of proficiency testing exercise results.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist NADDEC in the
review and validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories.
The development and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they
provide laboratory technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a
diagnostic techniques and preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the
quality and integrity of results. The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP
for rabies will allow laboratory staff to more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in
their country. The PT exercise has revealed some discrepancies of NADDEC results which likely
point to human error in reading the test plates and/or equipment malfunction, leading to
either false negative or false positive results. Both of these possible causes, as well as any
additional questions and concerns of the laboratory on rabies diagnosis, will be evaluated and
corrected during the laboratory mission and recommendations will be made to improve
rabies diagnostic capacity. During the visit, other cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and
qual ity assurance will be addressed to improve not only rabies diagnosis but also the overall
performance of the laboratory.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.

E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Between October and December 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual into national standards and operating procedures t hrough engagement
of the laboratory staff Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate.

ii.

Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic
testing.

iii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items
are discussed.

Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Accuracy and consistency of detect ion of rabies on sam ples through use of SOPs.

ii.

Engagement w ith regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve standardization.

iii.

Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies.

iv.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE
international Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT
sensitivity and specificity.

Deliverable 5: NADDEC progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Harmonized national sta ndards to internationa l standards on laboratory quality and
rabies diagnosis.

ii.

Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by
laboratory staff.

iii.

improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts.

I.

NADDEC.

J.

NADDEC, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO,
Laboratory quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Centres (ARC-OVI).
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o

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

11

Develop a regional template for sample submission guide" for priority diseases to improve
quality and throughput of samples to NADDEC.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from the field to the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will further strengthen the linkage
between sub national/ satellite/other sectors laboratories and the central diagnostic
laboratory. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the understanding
of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be tested. NADDEC
is undergoing a lot of improvements in many areas of the laboratory and therefore requires
an efficient quality management system. The development of this document will assist
NADDEC to receive high quality samples to build up their sample bank.
•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and this is one of the measures that will
improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template developed in
collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for customization to national
environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this harmonization as they will
have gone through training including on relevant OIE standards.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases.

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activities and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.
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iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to OIE international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.

Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrate improvement in disease
diagnosis.

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /satellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation

vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

NADDEC.

J.

NADDEC, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, OIE
Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Centres, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This init iative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laboratory as evidence for act ion (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocat ion of resources to the national
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animal health laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces exist ing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.

C.

•

The OI E has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect
and promote anima l health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal point s to t he OIE will be done by the OIE Delegat e.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of nationa l and regional net working initiatives, One Healt h
issues and cross-sect oral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and
will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and
hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases.

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and laboratory staff.
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ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant conferences and workshops where DIE-a pproved diagnostic met hods and
technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt DIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to DIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: NADDEC progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions
for laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the Off
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases.

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of t he DIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of quality management system to be in line with DIE Standards.

Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases.

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including DIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the DIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the DIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the DIE.

Deliverable 5: IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries that were considered to be
insufficiently active in network participating at the commencement of measurement, will
be participating in at least one additional significantly-relevant regional and/or
international laboratory network, by the end of the five years.

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory focal point networks including DIE
Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, comm unication,
information sharing, etc.).
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ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support for participation of and scientific presentations by NADDEC in international and
regional meetings to support advocacy to advance the national One Health Approach country
road map: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health and East African
Community Veterinary Laboratories Network meeting.

B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by
NADDEC in international, regional and national meetings on One Health and to assist DRC in
advancing their national One Health road map. Their participation will allow them to gain
renown among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking t ogether the
global network for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases.
Participation in these meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers in
the public health sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances
or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on
progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human and
animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition strengthen
inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.2 OIE departments responsible: OIE
Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).
C. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activity.
D. This activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.

E.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

F.

TBD.

G. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in Uganda: Engage high-level policy makers and
provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment in
supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Health.
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ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point.

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU.

Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

H. NADDEC.

I.

OIE Delegate, NADDEC, National Laboratory Director, Laboratory focal point and in t he case of
the stakeholder's meeting: FAO, WHO, M oH, MoA, Wildlife counterpart s, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND
representatives will be invit ed.
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Cameroon
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 W ork Plan

Five main activities are proposed to occur in Cameroon under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5,
with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire National Veterinaire
(LANAVET) of Cameroon laboratory staff:
Objective 1:

1.

IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis.

2.

In-country backstopping mission following the second round of Proficiency Testing to improve
diagnostic capacity and to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) in compliance with
international standards on Rabies diagnosis.

3.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

4.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

5.

Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LANAVET in international and
regional meetings to support advocacy to advance the nat ional One Health Approach country
road map: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this Cameroon country work plan the impact that is expected by the
end of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result
of the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory
towards the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing
schemes for improved rabies detection and diagnosis
A.

LANAVET participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of
their results for Rabies.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide
LANAVET with the possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds wit h t he goal of
improving their ability to accurately and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this round of
proficiency testing will be on Rabies and Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurate
diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and
identifying when an unknown disease emerges.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. Yes, this initiative for rabies PT rounds will be funded uniquely by the IDENTIFY project (new),
building upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing during Year 3 and
from other sources (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the
opportunity to rea lize this activity, a specific request from stakeholders during the IDENTIFY
stakeholders meeting held in Nov 2010 in Entebbe, Uganda during Year 2.
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E. Yes, the development of t his act ivity began in Year 2_ Init ial testing beginning in July 2012 and
continuing with communication and troubleshoot ing through the first quarter of Year 5.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo M apitse_

G. October-December 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the
rabies expert.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy t o adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with
guidance from OIE Expert s.

Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement w ith regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Implement ation and improved participation in proficiency testing and SOP
alignment t o the OIE international St andards allow for refinement of methodology
to improve sensitivity.

Deliverable 5: LANAVET progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the DIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary laboratories: Infectious Dise ases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the n ext 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and
the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate
and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased knowledge of the importance of appropriately documented and
implemented standard operating procedures by laboratory staff.

iii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance to Rabies FATOPs for
improved laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts.
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o

I.

LANAVET.

J.

LANAVET and OIE Reference Centres on Rabies.

In-country backstopping mission following the second round of Proficiency Testing to
improve diagnostic capacity and to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) in
compliance to international standards on Rabies diagnosis
A.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
and reduction of test discrepancies.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY target ed disease. The aim of this act ivity is to assist LANAVET in the
review and validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories and
to minimize testing discrepancies of LANAVET Rabies Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT)
technique and results. The development and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful
quality system as they provide laboratory t echnicians with the information on the correct
procedure to perform a diagnostic techniques and preparation of samples properly, and
facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results. The presence, improved use, and
appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will allow laborat ory staff to more accurately and
rapidly diagnose pathogens in t heir count ry. The last PT exercise revealed a discrepancy from
LANAVET results which likely point to human error in reading t he test plates and/or
equipment malfunction, leading to either false negative or false positive results. Both of these
possible causes, as well as any additional questions and concerns of the laboratory on rabies
diagnosis, will be evaluated and corrected during the laboratory mission and
recommendations will be made to improve rabies diagnostic capacity. During the visit, other
cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and quality assurance will be addressed to improve not
only rabies diagnosis but also the overall performance of the laboratory. Better diagnosis of
these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.

E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Between October and December 2013.

H. Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adopt ion of diagnostic procedures
consist ent w ith OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic test s for OIE list ed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OI E International Standards, Code
and Manual into national standards and operating procedures through engagement
of the laboratory staff Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate.
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ii.

Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic
testing.

iii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items
are discussed.

Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples through use of SOPs.

ii.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve standardization.

iii.

Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies.

iv.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE
international Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT
sensitivity and specificity.

Deliverable 5: LANAVET progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the DIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

o

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Harmonized national standards to internationa l standards on laboratory quality and
rabies diagnosis.

ii.

Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by
laboratory staff.

iii.

improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts.

I.

LANAVET.

J.

LANAVET, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO,
Laboratory quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Centres (ARC-OVI).

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template for "sample submission guide" for priority diseases to improve
quality and throughput of samples to LANA VET.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from the field to the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will fu rther strengthen the linkage
between sub national/satellite/other sectors' laborat ories and the central diagnostic
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laboratory. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the understanding
of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be tested.
•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and this is one of the measures that
will improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template developed
in collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for customization to
national environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this harmonization as they will
have gone through tra ining including on relevant OIE standards_

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 4.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activities and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt DIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to OIE international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.
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Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

I.

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrat e improvement in disease
diagnosis_

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /satellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.

vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point , Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laborat ory Directors.

Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Vet erinary Laboratories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY count ry to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laborat ory as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocat ion of resources to t he national
animal healt h laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces exist ing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more ra pid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.
•

The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterina ry Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.
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C.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's t hemes and
will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and
hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi ).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project_The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a f ull-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and LANAVET
laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to OIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: LANAVET progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions
for laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the O/E
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with OIE Standards.

Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of t ransboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support Cameroon national activities in advancing One Health Concept through technical
support to national One Health Meetings.

B. The aim of this activity is t o support the participation of and scientific presentations by
LANAVET and OIE Delegate in the listed international, regional and national meetings on One
Health and to assist Cameroon in advancing their national One Health road map. Their
participation will allow them to gain renown among regional stakeholders as a regional
resource, further linking together the global network for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of
known and emerging diseases_ Pa rticipation in these meetings will also provide an
opport unity to engage with their peers in the public health sector on issues related t o
laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce
concepts and receive updates from partners on progress and to strengt hen linkages among
regional laboratory networks across human and animal health and animal-human-wildlife
interface. The activities will in addition strengthen inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and
cost benefits.
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C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activity.

E. Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. See section A for all dates.

H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in Cameroon: Engage high-level policy makers
and provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment in
supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Health.

ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standa rds, Code
and Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point.

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU .

Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

LANAVET.

J.

OIE Delegate, LANAVET, National Laboratory Director, Laboratory focal point and in the case
of the stakeholders meeting : FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National
Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and
RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Gabon
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Three main activities are proposed to occur in Gabon under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, wit h
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville
(LNVL) laboratory staff:
Objective 1:

1.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

3.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this Gabon country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of
the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template for "sample submission guide" for priority diseases to improve
quality and throughput of samples to LNVL.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from the field to the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will fu rther strengthen the linkage
between sub national/ satellite/other sectors laboratories and the central diagnostic
laboratory. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the understanding
of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be tested.

C.

•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and this is one of the measures that
will improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template
developed in collaborat ion with FAO. Templates w ill be sent to countries for
customization to national environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this ha rmonization as they will
have gone through training including on relevant OIE standards.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi ).
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D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LNVL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activities and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to 01 E international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.

Deliverable 4: LNVL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrat e improvement in disease
diagnosis.

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /satellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.
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vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

LNVL.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 2

o

O/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laborat ory as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to the national
animal health laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expert ise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces exist ing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.

C.

•

The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country' s participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and
will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and
hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).
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D. This init iative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The DI E National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various t hemes with support from multiple donors (existing).

E.

Focused development of t his act ivity in t he African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LNVL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

International standards maintained
acceptable limits.

and test

results within

internat ionally

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt DIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to DIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: LNVL progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the DIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

a) Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of t he DIE Delegat e, DIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards t he improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff wel l-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with DIE Standards.

Deliverable 4: LNVL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a) Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health .

B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by LNVL
in international, regional and national meetings on One Health and to assist Gabon in
advancing their national One Health road map. Their participation will allow them to gain
renown among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the
global network for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases.
Participation in these meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers in
the public health sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances
or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on
progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human and
animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition strengthen
inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activit y.

E. This activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Ad hoc basis.
H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Healt h in Gabon: Engage high-level policy makers and
provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment in
supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.
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a)

Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Health.

ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point.

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU.

Deliverable 4: LNVL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

LNVL.

J.

OIE Delegate, LNVL, National Laboratory Director, Laboratory focal point and in the case of
the stakeholder's meeting : FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND
representatives will be invited.
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Republic of Congo
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 W ork Plan

Five main activities are proposed to occur in Republic of Congo under the IDENTIFY Project during
Year 5, with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire de Diagnostic
Veterinaire de Brazzaville (LDVB) of Republic of Congo laboratory staff:
Objective 1:

1.

IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis.

2.

Laborat ory mission for harmonization of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) in compliance
with int ernational standards on Rabies diagnosis.

3.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

4.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

5.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this Republic of Congo country work plan the impact that is expected by
the end of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a
result of the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory
towards the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o

IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing
schemes for improved rabies detection and diagnosis
A.

LDVB participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of their
results for Rabies.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide LDVB
with t he possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds with the goal of improving
their ability to accurately and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency
testing will be on Rabies and Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurat e diagnosis
of t his disease will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying
when an unknown disease emerges.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. Yes, this initiative for rabies PT rounds will be funded uniquely by t he IDENTIFY project (new),
building upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing during Year 3 and
from other sources (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the
opportunity to realize this activity, a specific request from stakeholders during the IDENTIFY
stakeholders meeting held in Nov 2010 in Entebbe, Uganda during Year 2.
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E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2. Initial testing beginning in July 2012 and
continuing with communication and troubleshooting through the first quarter of Year 5.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. October-December 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the
rabies expert.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with
guidance from OIE Experts.

Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing and SOP
alignment to the OIE international Standards allow for refinement of methodology
to improve sensitivity.

Deliverable 5: LDVB progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the DIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of participat ing in proficiency testing and
the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate
and laboratory staff.
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o

ii.

Increased knowledge of the import ance of appropriately documented and
implemented standard operat ing procedures by laboratory staff.

iii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance to Rabies FATOPs for
improved laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts.

I.

LDVB.

J.

LDVB and OIE Reference Centres on Rabies.

Laboratory mission to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures {SOP} in compliance
with international standards on rabies diagnosis
A.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY t argeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist LDVB in the review
and validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories. The
development and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successf ul quality system as t hey
provide laboratory technicians with the information on the cor rect procedure to perform a
diagnostic techniques and preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the
quality and integrity of results. The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP
for rabies will allow laboratory staff to more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in
their country. Better diagnosis of these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when
an unknown disease emerges. LDVB did not participate in the last PT exercise as they had t o
first train the available st aff members before undertaking the t esting exercise. This training
has occurred in Year 4 and so they will now be able to participate in the 2 nd Proficiency testing
exercise in Year 5.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize t his activity.

E.

Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo M apitse.

G. Between September and December 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual into national standards and operating procedures through engagement
of the laboratory staff Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate.

ii.

Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic
testing.
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iii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
relevant workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items
are discussed.

Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples through use of SOPs.

ii.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OIE Reference
Centres to improve standardization.

iii.

Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies.

iv.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE
international Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT
sensitivity and specificity.

Deliverable 5: LDVB progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

o

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

harmonized nat ional standards to international standards on laboratory quality and
rabies diagnosis.

ii.

Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by
laboratory staff.

iii.

improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts.

I.

LDVB.

J.

LDVB, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO,
Laboratory quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Centres (ARC-OVI).

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template for "sample submission guide" for priority diseases to improve
quality and throughput of samples to LDVB.

B. This activity aims t o improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from the field to the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will fu rther strengthen the linkage
between sub national/ satellite/other sectors laboratories and the central diagnostic
laboratory. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the understanding
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of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be tested.

C.

•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and this is one of the measures that
will improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic
Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template
developed in collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for
customization to national environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this ha rmonization as they will
have gone through training including on relevant OIE standards.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activit ies and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to OIE international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.
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Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrat e improvement in disease
diagnosis.

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /sat ellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.

vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of t argeted disease/pat hogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

LDVB.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laborat ory Directors.

Objective 2

o

O/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Vet erinary Laboratories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laborat ory as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to t he national
animal healt h laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expert ise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between cou ntries and reinforces exist ing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more ra pid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.
•

The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
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C.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and
will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and
hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi ).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, t he IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE Int ernational Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to OIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: LDVB progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the DIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with OIE Standards.

Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point .

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by LDVB
in international regiona l and nat ional meetings on One Health and to assist Republic of Congo
in advancing their national One Health road map. Thei r participation will allow them to gain
renown among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking t ogether the
global network for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases.
Participation in these meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers in
the public health sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances
or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on
progress and t o strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human and
animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition strengthen
inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).
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D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activit y.

E. This activity is a continuation ofthe same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. See section A for all dates.
H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in Republic of Congo: Engage high-level policy
makers and provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment
in supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Healt h.

ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point .

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU.

Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

LDVB.

J.

OIE Delegate, LDVB, National Laboratory Direct or, Laboratory focal point and in the case of
the stakeholder's meeting : FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND
representatives will be invit ed.
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Rwanda
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 W ork Plan

Four main activities are proposed to occur in Rwanda under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Nationa l Veterinary Laboratory of Rwanda
Agriculture Board (RAB) laboratory staff:
Objective 1

1.

IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis.

2.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

3.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Vet erinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

4.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this Rwanda country work plan the impact that is expected by the end
of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of
the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory tow ards
the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing
schemes for improved rabies detection and diagnosis

A.

RAB participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of their
results for Rabies.

B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY priority disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide the
National Veterinary Laboratory (NVL) of RAB with the possibility to participate in Proficiency
Testing rounds and to continuously improve their ability to accurately and rapidly diagnose
Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be develop competences and t o
m inimize testing discrepancies on Rabies and the Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique.
NVL of RAB did not participate in the previous PT exercise but will be given another
opport unity to do so. Accurate diagnosis of rabies in animals is required as that determines
the action for human beings in contact with rabid animals. Accurate diagnosis of this disease
will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an
unknown disease emerges.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project, building upon
funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing by the IDENTIFY Project (existing).
The EPT Program and the IDE NTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this
activity.
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E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 and the first round of PT occurred in Year
3 & 4.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse_

G. The first round of testing began in July 2012 and a second round was in Feb 2013. This round
will begin in Oct 2013, focusing on communication and troubleshooting through the first
quarter of Year 5.
H. Deliverable 2: RAB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased adopt and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and
laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies Expert.

ii.

Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals standards.

iii.

Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory.

iv.

Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with
guidance from OIE Experts.

v.

Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment.

Deliverable 4 : RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional
testing, expertise or confirmation.

ii.

Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE
International Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test
sensitivity and specificity.

iii.

Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.

iv.

Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and t he OIE.

Deliverable 5: RAB progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a) Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and
the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE
Delegate and laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FAT for
improved laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts.

I.

RAB.

J.

RAB, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies.

o Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template for "sample submission guide" for priority diseases t o improve
qualit y and throughput of samples to RAB.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from t he field to the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will f urther strengthen the linkage
between sub national/satellite/other sectors' laborat ories and the central diagnostic
laboratory. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of result s will be known. This initiative will furt her improve the understanding
of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and qualit y samples will be tested.

C.

•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and t his is one of the measures that
will improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template developed
in collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for customization t o
national environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this harmonization as they will
have gone through training including on relevant OIE standards.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise t hat began
in Year.

F.

Point of Contact : Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: RAB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE list ed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:

a)

i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activities and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to OIE international standards at nat ional level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.

Deliverable 4 : RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrat e improvement in disease
diagnosis_

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /sat ellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.

vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pat hogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

RAB.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Vet erinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

OIE National Focal Point Tra ining Program for Vet erinary Laboratories in the African region.
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B.

C.

This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to the national
animal health laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.
•

The OIE has been asked by countries t o establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes
and will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout
sessions, and hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise t hat began
in Year 1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: RAB ANIMAL HEALTH LABORATORY progressively increases adoption of
diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code
(Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual
of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for RAB ANIMAL HEALTH LABORATORY in the next 12 months will
include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of t he OI E Delegate and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to OIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: RAB animal health laboratory progressively improves occupational health
and safety conditions for laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures
consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories:
Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with OIE Standards.

Deliverable 4 : RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point .

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.
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Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by RAB in
international regional and national meetings on One Health and to assist Rwanda in advancing
their national One Health road map_ Their participation will allow them to gain renown among
regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these
meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers in the public health
sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances or new tools in
diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on progress and t o
strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human and animal health and
animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities wi ll in addition strengthen inter sectoral
collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing)_ The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activity_

E. This activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Ad hoc, TBD.
H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in Rwanda: Engage high-level policy makers and
provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment in
supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a)

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Health_

ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point.

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLLJ_

Deliverable 4: RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

RAB.

J.

OIE Delegate, RAB, National Laboratory Director, Laboratory focal point and in the case of the
stakeholder's meeting : FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND
representatives will be invited.
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Tanzania
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 W ork Plan

Three main activities are proposed to occur in Tanzania under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5,
with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency
(TVLA) laboratory staff:
Objective 1:

1.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

2.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

3.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please note in Section H of this Tanzania country work plan the impact that is expected by the end
of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of
the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory tow ards
the st ated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template for "sample submission guide" for priority diseases to improve
quality and throughput of samples to TVLA.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted
from the field to the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will further strengthen the linkage
between sub national/satellite/other sectors laboratories and the central diagnostic
laboratory. Transparency and feedback to the national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the understanding
of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be tested.

C.

•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and t his is one of the measures that
will improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template developed
in collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for customization to
national environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this harmonization as they will
have gone through training including on relevant OIE standards.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi ).
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D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise t hat began
in Year.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: TVLA progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for TVLA in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activities and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to 01 E international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.

Deliverable 4: TVLA improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrate improvement in disease
diagnosis.

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /satellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.
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vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

TVLA.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 2

o

O/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocat ion of resources to the national
animal health laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces exist ing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.

C.

•

The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of
the role of Veterinary Laborat ories in the functioning of Vet erinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes
and will be t ransmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout
sessions, and hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of the focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).
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D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E.

Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: TVLA Temeke progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for TVLA Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to OIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: TVLA Temeke progressively improves occupational health and safety
conditions for laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with
the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for Ve terinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases
leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY
targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
DIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards t he improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with OIE Standards.

Deliverable 4: TVLA Temeke improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a)

Specific outcomes for TVLA Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health:
1.

Southern Africa Development
Committee bi-annual meetings.

Community

(SADC) Veterinary

2.

East African Community Veterinary Laboratories Network meeting.

Laboratories Sub

B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by TVLA
TEMEKE in international regional and national meetings on One Health and to assist Tanzania
in advancing their national One Health road map. Their participation will allow them to gain
renown among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the
global network for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases.
Participation in these meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers in
the public health sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances
or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on
progress and t o strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human and
animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition strengthen
inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activit y.
E. This activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. See section A for all dates.
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H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in Tanzania: TVLA Temeke continues to engage
high-level policy makers and provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling
policy environment in supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a)

Specific outcomes for TVLA in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Health.

ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point.

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Health concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU .

Deliverable 4: TVLA improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a)

Specific outcomes for TVLA in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

TVLA.

J.

OIE Delegate, TVLA, Chief Executive TVLA, Laboratory focal point and in the case of the
stakeholder's meeting : FAO, W HO, MoH, M oA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND
representatives will be invited.
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Central African Republic {CAR)
IDENTIFY Project, Year 5 Work Plan

Four main activities are proposed to occur in CAR under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 5, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de Bangui
(LACEVET) laboratory st aff:
Objective 1:

1.

Laboratory Mission to assess the status of LACEVET diagnost ic equipment and infrastructure.

2.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases.

Objective 2:

3.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories.

Objective 4:

4.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Please not e in Section H of this Central African Republic country work plan the impact that is
expected by the end of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and t he specific
outputs as a result of the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of
the laboratory towards the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 5.
Objective 1

o

Laboratory Mission to assess the status of LACEVET diagnostic equipment and
infrastructure.
A.

Ability of LACEVET to detect pathogens.

B. The aim of this activity is to assess the capacity of LACEVET to detect OIE Listed diseases in
accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories (ISO 17025). Diagnostic ability is an
integral part of a national surveillance and rapid response system. A quality laboratory system
with appropriate equipment to provide the laboratory technicians with the tools to undertake
this activity is important to the overall performance of the Veterinary Services to produce
consistently high-quality results. The findings of this mission shou ld provide an accurate status
of LACEVET with respect to basic pathogen diagnostics and the options available to improve
the laboratory diagnostic capacity in the short- to medium- term.
C.

2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.

E. This is a new activity to be jointly conducted with FAO.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. Between September and December 2013.
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H. Deliverable 1: LACEVET is able to consistently det ect the key diseases (for which their
respective lab is responsible for t esting) and will be able to consistently det ect those in
samples

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

The proportion of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which basic and advanced tests
are available in will be known .

ii.

Availability of basic reference material and operating procedures to perform
diagnostic tests in accordance with international standards will be evaluated and
known.

Deliverable 2: LACEVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual into national standards and operating procedures through engagement
of the laboratory staff Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate.

ii.

Increased number of OIE Standards and guidance provided.

Deliverable 4 : LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

o

Status of the LACEVET on disease diagnostic capacity and options available for
improvement through networking with OIE Reference Centres.

I.

LACEVET.

J.

LACEVET, National Veterinary Services, National Laborat ory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO,
Laboratory quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Centres.

Laboratory sample submission guide for priority diseases
A.

Develop a regional template for "sample submission guide" for priority diseases to improve
quality and throughput of samples to LACEVET.

B. This activity aims to improve the quality and t hroughput of appropriate samples submitted
from t he field t o the laboratory for diseases diagnosis. It will further strengthen the linkage
between sub national/satellite/other sectors laboratories and t he central diagnostic
laboratory. Transparency and feedback to t he national stakeholders will be improved as
expected times of results will be known. This initiative will further improve the understanding
of laboratory issues at the producer, farmer and policy level, in turn improving confidence in
laboratory results produced as more appropriate and quality samples will be tested.
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•

The OIE has been requested to improve the reporting and data sharing and feedback
between the laboratories and the stakeholders and t his is one of the measures that
will improve this aspect. OIE standards as prescribed in the Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals will be used to harmonize the template developed
in collaboration with FAO. Templates will be sent to countries for customization t o
national environment.

•

The laboratory focal point will become a key player in this harmonization as they will
have gone through training including on relevant OIE standards.

C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi ).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. Visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise t hat began
in Year.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo M apitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LACEVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: 0/f Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases.

ii.

Increased involvement in national laboratory networking activit ies and others
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed and
shared.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and transportation to OIE international standards at national level.

v.

Improved transparency and feedback to stakeholders.

vi.

Improved quality management and assurance systems.

Deliverable 4: LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a) Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Protocols adopted and put into practice to demonstrate improvement in disease
diagnosis.

ii.

Improved laboratory performance.

iii.

Update of quality management system in line with OIE Standards.

iv.

Engagement with sub national /satellite and other sectors laboratory networks.

v.

Engagement with OIE Reference Centres to improve referral system (sample
shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation.

vi.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

vii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

LACEVET.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 2

o

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories

A.

OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Vet erinary Laboratories in the African region.

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise and high-level
policy makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to
provide national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims
to improve the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving
confidence in laboratory results produced by each laborat ory as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to the national
animal health laboratory as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, a regional network of laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services
is created between countries and reinforces exist ing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.
•

The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes t he importance of
the role of Veterinary Laborat ories in the functioning of Vet erinary Services to protect
and promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.

•

Activities of the laboratory focal point are under the authority of the OIE Delegate, and
the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done by the OIE Delegate.
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C.

•

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it,
laboratory capacity building opportunities, t imely reporting, rights and responsibilities,
awareness and mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health
issues and cross-sectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop' s themes
and will be transmitted through presentations, small working groups, breakout
sessions, and hands-on activities.

•

The Terms of Reference for the Focal points have been developed.

•

The nomination of t he focal points by the OIE Delegate is ongoing.

2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department; OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi).

D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based
on various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .

E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began
in Year 3. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.

F.

Point of Contact : Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. June 2014.
H. Deliverable 2: LACEVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed
and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for
targeted diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff.

ii.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed.

iii.

Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures.

iv.

Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling
and shipping to OIE international standards.

Deliverable 3: LACEVET progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions
for laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to
enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases
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a) Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the
O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff.

ii.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being.

iii.

Review and update of qua lity management system to be in line with OIE Standards.

Deliverable 4 : LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE.

iii.

Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and
reporting to the OIE.

I.

The OIE Delegate will appoint the National Laboratory Focal Point.

J.

OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference
Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors.

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A.

Support and advocacy to advance national One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

B. The aim of this activity is t o support the participation of and scientific presentations by
LACEVET in international regional and national meetings on One Health and to assist CAR in
advancing their national One Health road map. Their participation will allow them to gain
renown among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the
global network for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases.
Participation in these meetings will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers in
the public health sector on issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation, advances
or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on
progress and t o strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across human and
animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition strengthen
inter sectoral collaboration efficiency and cost benefits.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi).
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D. This initiative will be f unded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the
IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to sponsor participants who would not
otherwise have had the resources to participate in this activit y.

E. This activity is a continuation ofthe same approved in Year 3 & 4's Work Plans.
F.

Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse.

G. See section A for all dates.
H. Advocacy and Sensitization for One Health in CAR: Engage high-level policy makers and
provide the evidence-base necessary to create an enabling policy environment in
supporting multi-sector collaboration and the One Health concept.

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in national and regional laboratory networking activities and
other relevant conferences, workshops and meetings advocating for One Healt h.

ii.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code
and Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point .

iii.

Increased advocacy for One Healt h concept at policy level.

iv.

Strengthening of national network of diagnostic laboratories with regional and
international networks such as OIE/FAO OFFLU.

Deliverable 4 : LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a) Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks incl uding OIE Reference
Centres to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation.

ii.

Benefits from using other national diagnostic laboratories and expertise for the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases.

iii.

Active participation and influence on One Health policy and dialogue.

I.

LACEVET.

J.

OIE Delegate, LACEVET, National Laboratory Direct or, Laboratory focal point and in the case
of the stakeholder's meeting : FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National
Veterinary and Public Health Laborator ies, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and
RESPOND representatives w ill be invited.
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V. PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN
IDENTIFY Objective

Tripartite End-of Project

OIE End-of Project Target

Target

According to the List of key
diseases·, 100% of IDENTIFY·
1.1

supported laboratories in
EPT countries w ill have at

From the time of

detection capabiliti es' of the

commencement of

1
f-----

Data Source

Indicator
Percentage of key
diseases for which
tests are available in
national animal health
7
laboratories

WAHIS Annual
Reports

Enhance Laboratories'

tracking, 100% of

ability to detect - to the

IDENTIFY-supported

appropriate level of

laborat ories have

characterization for the

maintained or

laboratory's capability-

strengthened t heir

IDENTIFY targeted diseases

capacity to t est for the
IDENTIFY-targeted

diseases for which tests are

Percentage of key
diseases for which

available and 30% of

advanced tests are

are available and/or the level

IDENTIFY-supported

available in national

animal health

will have increased their

laboratories'

6

Accordi ng to the List of key

1.3

WAHIS Annual
Reports

of characterization of

pathogens between 2009 and
now

x'

South and Southeast Asia

XX countries out of XX (XX%) and
XX laboratories out of XX (XX%)

have increased their detection
capabilities of t he key diseases for
which tests are available and/or
the level of characterization of
pathogens between 2009 and
now

.

d iseases, 100% of IDENTIFY-

diseases

XX countries out of XX (XX%)

detection capabilities of the
key diseases for which tests

laboratories in EPT countries
capabilit ies

Congo Basin

and XX laboratories out of XX
(XX%) have increased their

least maintained their

f-----

1.2

Year-end Results for the objective -Year

OIE Project

XX countries out of XX (XX%)

Percentage of key

supported laboratories in

diseases for which OIE
prescribed or

EPT countries w ill have at

alternative tests for

least maintained their

international trade are

number of diagnostic tests

available among all

in line with OIE

tests available in

recommendations for
international trade.

WAHIS Annual
Reports

XX countries out of XX (XX%) and

and XX laboratories out of XX

XX laboratories out of XX (XX%)

(XX%) have increased their

have increased their proportion of

proportion of diagnostic tests
for key diseases in line with
OIE recommendations for

diagnostic tests for key diseases in
line with OIE recommendations
for international trade between

internat io nal trade between

2009 and now

2009 and now

national animal health
5

laboratories

Results will only be interim results and the full effect of t he project will not be seen until t he end of t he proj ect period.
As a part of the IDENTIFY mapping exercise, the OIE has analyzed t he list of IDENTIFY targeted diseases developed by t he stakeholders of t he project in bot h regions against the occurr ence of diseases in each
IDENTIFY country. As a result, a list of key diseases by country has been established (between 11 and 24 diseases) in an attempt to rationa lize the investments in each country, to better identify gaps, strengths,
and needs of each laboratory, and to facilitate measurement of evolving deliverables and targets.
Kept at least the same level of characterization or maintained capability in at least one detection method per disease as at baseline measurement
Added new detection methods fo r a given disease, increased the level of characterization for a given d isease, or added detection capabilities for a new disease as baseline as at baseline measurement
Results will be provided by country and by IDENTIFY-targeted laborat ory
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IDENTIFY Objective

Tripartite End-of Project
Target

OIE End-of Project Target

OIE Project

Data Source

Indicator
Number of people/
person-days trained in

X

1.4

laboratory practices
and value of

Project Manager

commodities provided

Year-end Results for the objective -Year X

3

Congo Basin

South and Southeast Asia

XX people/ XX person-days

XX people/ XX person-days have

have been t rained in

been trained in laboratory

laboratory practices between
2009 and now, and XX$ have
been provided for

practices between 2009 and now,
and XX$ have been provided for
commodities

8

commodities

Based on the List of key
diseases, 60% of IDENTIFYsupported laborator ies in
EPT countries will have
2.1

Enhance/Support
Laboratories' timely
reporting of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases to
national authorit ies, in

2

support of their official
~

notification to the
appropriate regional and
international organizations

100% of IDENTIFYsupported laboratories
have systems in place to
provide, w ithin 7 days,
results to relevant
authorities on detection
of IDENTIFY-targeted

achieved a maximal period
of 7 days between the
confirmation t est and the
submission of positive
laboratory results to the

between positive
laboratory test result

WAHIS Immediate

have achieved a maximal
period of 7 days between the

and submission of the
corresponding

Notifications and
Follow-Up Reports

Immediate Notification
to t he OIE

confirmation test and the
submission of positive

laboratory results for key
diseases to the 0 1E between
2009 and now

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported

laboratories in EPT countries have
achieved a maximal period of 7
days between the confirmation
test and the submission of
posit ive laboratory results for key
diseases to the OIE between 2009
and now

intern ation al authorities
Based on the List of key

to do so by legislation or

d iseases, all EPT countries

regulation.

laboratories in EPT countries

appropriate national or

diseases when r equired

2.2

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported

Number of days

w ill have maintained of
decreased the annual
proportion of immediate
n otifications submitted
following OIE active search

XX% of EPT count ries have

Annual proportion of
immed iate

notifications submitted
by EPT countries
following OIE active
search

WAHIS Immediate
Notifications and
Follow-Up Reports

maintained the annual
proportion of immediate
notifications published

XX% of EPT countries have
maintai ned the annual proportion
of immediate notifications

and Animal Health
information
Department

following OIE active search
and XX% of EPT countries

published following OIE active
search and XX% of EPT countries
have decreased this proportion

information

have decreased this
proportion between 2009 and
now

Both ann ua l and cumulative results w ill be provided
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between 2009 and now

IDENTIFY Objective

Tripartite End-of Project
Target

OIE End-of Project Target

OIE Project

Data Source

Indicator

Year-end Results for the objective -Year X
Congo Basin

3

South and Southeast Asia

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported

Based on the List of key

laboratories and XX% of EPT

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported

diseases, all IDENTIFY-

countries performed
confirmatory tests within
reasonable delays after initial

laboratories and XX% of EPT
countries performed confirmatory

testing for exceptional
epidemiological events

after initia I testing for exceptiona I
epidemiological events between

between 2009 and now

2009 and now

supported laboratories in
EPT cou ntries ach ieve a

2.3

reasonable delay between
in it ia l and confirm atory
laboratory tests in sit uations

Qualitative evaluation
of the number of days
between results of
initial and confirmatory

laboratory tests, when

WAHIS Immediate
Notifications and
Follow-Up Reports

-

relevant

of exceptional

-

epidemiological events

Explanations for delays
observed will be provided

Based on the List of key

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported

diseases, all IDENTIFY-

laboratories and XX% of EPT
countries performed initial

Explanations for delays observed
will be provided when available

when available

supported laborat or ies in
EPT countries achieve
r easonable delays betwee n

2.4

start of an except ional event
and first posit ive results of

Number of days
between start of an

laboratory tests within
WAHIS Immediate

exceptional event and

Notifications and

reasonable delays after the
start of exceptional events

first positive results of
laboratory test

Follow-Up Reports

between 2009 and now

laboratory test in case of

Explanations for delays

exceptiona l epidemiological

observed will be provided
when available

event

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported

4

tests within reasonable delays

laboratories in EPT countries

Laboratories are

100% of IDENTIFY-

100% of IDENTIFY-supported

participating in the relevant

supported laboratories

laborator ies in EPT countries

regional and international

ma intained or increased

will have maintained or

Use of other
laboratories' for
diagnosis of pathogens

laboratory networks

their participation in

increased the use o f other

during exceptional

according to t heir respective

regional and/or

laboratories for

events after national

abilities, disease p riorities,

international laboratory

confir mation testing after

and responsibilit ies

networks

first performing initial t ests

have maintained the use of
other laboratories for
WAHIS Immediate

confirmation testing after first

Notifications and
Follow-Up Reports

performing initial tests and
XX% have increased it

laboratories perform
initial tests

Details on interactions

between laboratories will also
be provided

All laborato r ies will be considered a nd secondary analysis w ill deta il the kind of laboratories IDENTIFY-supported laboratories network w ith.
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XX% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories and XX% of EPT

countries performed initial
laboratory tests within reasonable
delays after t he start of
exceptional events between 2009
and now

Explanations for delays observed
will be provided when available

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories in EPT countries have

maintained the use of other
laboratories for confirmation

testing after first performing
initial tests and XX% have
increased it
Details on interactions between
laboratories will also be provided

VI. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
1. Southeast Asia Region
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level
offices
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY proj ect, assigns part of the
responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Asia, the Sub-Regional
Representation for Southeast Asia, based in Bangkok, Thailand . Oversight of regional activities is managed
by the IDENTIFY Project Coordinator. In addition, the OIE will hire short term experts when and where
required. While the OIE does not hold country-level offices, the regional OIE IDENTIFY Project
Coordinators additionally acts as the OIE IDENTIFY project representatives at the country level. In
addition, the national OIE Delegate, usually the chief veterinary officer of the country, routinely serves as
advocate for OIE standards and activities in their country.
Active coordination of many of the activities is handled at the regional and country levels, so the
headquart ers level tripartite coordinat ion has a different face, with more information and document
sharing related to work plans, reporting, and meeting planning. OIE, FAO, and WHO have ma intained
regular Teleconferences for program updates, have shared and discussed each other's work plans and
reports, and have cont inued working together on specific activities, such as communication and meeting
materials, presentations for meetings, contributions to each other's activities, development and
measurement of proj ect indicators, etc. The USAID decision in June 2011 to separate the work plans
required a substantial revision of our draft tripartite work plan, and probably temporarily decreased the
frequency of the day-to-day interact ions, but not the fact that they occurred or what they covered.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at the regional level include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture Organization HQ,
FAO-RAP Bangkok; World Organisation for Animal Health HQ and OIE Bangkok; World Health Organization
HQ, WHO SEARO New Delhi, and WPRO Man ila; Regional Economic Communit ies covering t he region
(ASEAN); other EPT projects and partners (e.g. PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC); regional networks (e.g.
OFFLU, EDPLN, GFN, etc.); international and regional reference laboratories situated in SE Asia, private
sect or laboratories, universities, and non-governmental organizations.
At the regional level, the coordination bet ween FAO, WHO, and OIE is quite st rong. Many t ripartite
activities, both those funded by USAID and by other donors, are underway in the Southeast Asia region
(e.g. Regional Forum of Collaborating/Reference Centres on Emerging Infectious Diseases and Zoonoses,
the Laboratory Directors' forum, the Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious
Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the Pacific, ASEAN/FAO/OIE/WHO Rabies Workshop for the Southeast Asia
Rabies Network Launch, etc.), and are conducted A-Z in a collaborative fashion between FAO, OIE, and/or
WHO. At the regional level, the OIE IDENTIFY Regional Coordinator makes a significant effort to reach out
and continue dialogue with all EPT partners at the regional and country levels, to attend country
meetings, and makes an earnest attempt to be responsive on all issues.

Reporting
The OIE submits semiannual reports (due 30 April and 31 October) and annual work plan documents
(typically due 1 Sept ), into which the contributions of all regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are
integrated .
In addition, the OIE is bound to carry out the IDENTIFY activities in the Letter of Agreement (Amendment
2) signed 13 January 2012 between FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an
existing cooperative agreement with FAO, to fund OIE' s participation in t he IDENTIFY project).
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2. Congo Basin Region
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level
offices
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of the
responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Africa, the Sub-Regional
Representation for Southern Africa, based in Gaborone, Botswana. Oversight of regional activities is
managed by the IDENTIFY Project Coordinator in Gaborone, with additional support from staff in the SubRegional Representation for Eastern Africa and the Horn of Africa, based in Nairobi, Kenya, and will hire
short term experts when and where required. While the OIE does not hold country-level offices, the
regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators additionally acts as the OIE IDENTIFY project representatives
at the country level. In addition, the national OIE Delegate, usually the chief veterinary officer of the
country, routinely serves as advocate for OIE standards and activities in their country.
Active coordination of many of the activities is handled at the regional and country levels, so the
headquart ers level tripartite coordination has a different face, with more information and document
sharing related to work plans, reporting, and meeting planning. OIE, FAO, and WHO have maintained
regular TCs for program updates, have shared and discussed each other's work plans and reports, and
have continued working together on specific activities, such as communication and meeting materials,
presentations for meetings, contributions to each other's activities, development and measurement of
project indicators, etc. The USAID decision in June 2011 to separate the work plans required a substantial
revision of our draft tripart ite work plan, and probably temporarily decreased the frequency of the dayto-day interactions, but not the fact that they occurred or what they covered.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at the regional level include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture Organization HQ
and FAO-ECTAD Bamako, Gaborone, Nairobi; World Organisation for Animal Health HQ, Gaborone, and
Nairobi; World Health Organization HQ and AFRO Brazzaville; Regional Economic Communities covering
the Congo Basin region; other EPT projects and partners (e.g. PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC); regional
technical agencies (e.g. AU-IBAR, CEBEVIRHA, CTTBD, ILRI), internationa l and regiona l reference
laboratories situated in Africa, private sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental
organizations.

Reporting
The OIE submits semiannual reports (due 30 April and 31 October) and annual work plan documents
(typically due 1 Sept), into which the contributions of all regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are
integrated.
In addition, the OIE is bound to carry out the IDENTIFY activities in the Letter of Agreement (Amendment
2) signed 13 January 2012 between FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an
existing cooperative agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project).
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ANNEX 1: IDENTIFY Provisional List of Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories, Congo Basin Region, as of Jan 2012
(Please note that t his list may change over time)
NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Veterinary laboratories

Cameroon

Republic

De mocratic Republic
of Congo

Gabon

10

Disease specialty/focus* *

National Public health
laboratory Hygiene Mobile

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases

Centre Pasteur, Yaounde

Dengue, other viral respiratory diseases,
Yellow fever, Influenza viruses,
Leptospirosis, Rabies, TB, VHF,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis

Hopital Central de Yaounde

Malaria

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique, Ba ngui

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria, Toxoplasmosis

lnstitut Pasteur Bangui

Dengue, other viral respiratory diseases,
Yellow fever, Rickettsiosis, Brucellosis,
Influenza viruses, Leptospirosis, Rabies,
TB, VHF, Monkey pox

Laboratoire Veterinaire de
Kinshasa, LCVK

MPX, RVF in ruminants, ASF, NCD,
Al, LSD, PPR, rabies, brucellosis,
CBPP, ASF, FMD

lnstitut National de Recherche
Biomedicale {INRB), Kinshasa t

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria, Plague, Yellow fever,
Influenza viruses, VHF, Monkey pox,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis,
Brucellosis

Laboratoire National
ECAA-KM 7

n/a

Laboratorio de M icrobiologfa de
Hopital Regional de Malabo

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria

Laboratoire National
Veterinaire de Libreville, LNVL

n/a

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Toxoplasmosis, Malaria, TB

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire
de Bangui, LACEVET

Central African

Equatorial Guinea

Public Health laboratories

Laboratoire National
Veterinaire, Garoua, LANAVET

10

Disease specialty/focus*

PPR, ASF, NCO and CBPP, rabies,
tuberculosis, brucellosis

ASF, PPR, NCD, Rabies, brucellosis

The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support Equatorial Guinea in Year 5.
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NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Veterinary laboratories

Disease specialty/focus*

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/focus**

Centre International de
Recherche Medicale-Franceville
(CIRMF) t

Dengue, Hepatitis, other viral respiratory
diseases, Influenza viruses, VHF, Monkey
pox, Rabies

Republic of Congo

Laboratoire de diagnostic
veterinaire de Brazzaville, LDVB

CBPP, PPR, Rabies

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique, Brazzaville

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria, Yellow fever,
Influenza viruses, TB, Toxoplasmosis

Rwanda

National Veterinary Laboratory,
RAB, Rubirizi, Kigali

Al, CBPP, CCPP, RVF, PPR,
brucellosis

Laboratoire National de
Reference et de Sante Publique,
Kigali

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, other viral
respiratory diseases, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria, Influenza viruses, TB,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis

Muhimbili Medical Centre, Dept
of Microbiology, Dar es Salaam

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis, Malaria,
Plague, TB, Toxoplasmosis

National Health Laboratory
Quality Assurance and Training
Centre

Bacterial meningitis, Dengue, Bacteria l
enteric diseases, other viral respiratory
diseases, Influenza viruses, Rickettsiosis,
Yellow fever, Anthrax, Brucellosis, VHF

Mnazi Mmoja Hospital,
Pathology Laboratory, Zanzibar

Bacteriology

Central Public Health Lab,
Kampala

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial enteric
diseases, Malaria

Uganda Virus Research
Institute, Entebbe A

Dengue, Hepatitis, other viral respiratory
diseases, Brucellosis, Influenza viruses,
Leptospirosis, VHF, Plague, Rickettsiosis,
Yellow fever, Toxoplasmosis

Tanzania

Uganda

Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory
Agency (TVLA), in Temeke, Dar
es Sa laam

National Animal Disease
Diagnostics and Epidemiology
Centre (NADDEC), in Entebbe

Al, BTB, FMD, CBPP, RVF, PPR, NCO,
ASF, rabies, brucellosis

FMD, CBPP, Influenzas (HlNS,
HlNl), ASF, PPR, rinderpest, rabies,
Capri pox ,BTB
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ANNEX 2: IDENTIFY Provisional List of Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories, Southeast Asia Region, as of Jan 2012
(Please note that t his list may change over time)

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Cambodia

National Veterinary Research Institute
(NaVRI)

Langzhou Veterinary Research lnstitute

China

11

12

Disease
specialty/focus*

Veterinary laboratories

11

n/a

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/focus

National Institute for Public
Health {NIPH) ,1.

n/a

Takeo Provincial Laboratory

n/a

Kampong Cham Provincial
Laboratory
Battambang Provincial
Laboratory

n/a
n/a

FMD

Yunnan Tropica l and Subtropical Animal
Virus Disease Laboratory, Yunnan Animal
Science and Veterinary Institute
(also referred to as: "National Exotic
Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratory)

Bluetongue

China An imal Disease Cont rol Centre,
12
Beijing

n/a

China Animal Health and Epidemiology
Center, Qingdao

Newcastle and Exotic
Diseases

no laboratory will be supported

The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this laboratory in Year 5.
The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this laboratory in Year 5.
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n/a

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Veterinary laboratories

Disease
specialty/focus*

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/focus

Indonesia

Directorate General of Livestock Animal
Health Service
(includes BBalitvet, 8 National Disease
Investigation Centres, National Drug Assay
13
Laboratory, and Pusvetma)

n/a

National Institute of Health
Research and Development
(NIHRD), Salatiga

n/a

Lao PDR

National Animal Health Laboratory
(also referred to as " National Avian
Influenza Diagnostic Laboratory")

n/a

National Centre for Laboratory
and Epidemiology (NCLE)

n/a

Veterinary Research Institute

Avian Influenza

Department of Wildlife and National Parks
14
Peninsular Malaysia

no laboratory will be supported
Wildlife

n/a

Livestock Breeding and Veterinary
Department

n/a

out of the EPT country priority
list

Philippine Animal Health Center

n/a

Research Institute for Tropical
Medicine (RITM)

Malaysia

15

Myanmar

Philippines

13
14

15

The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will only support BBalitvet in Year 5.
The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this laboratory in Year 5.
The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this Myanmar in Year 5.
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n/a

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Thailand

Veterinary laboratories

Disease
specialty/focus*

National Institute of Animal Health

n/a

FMD Regional Reference Laboratory
16
Pakchong

FMD

17
18
19

Disease specialty/focus

n/a

n/a
National Institute for Hygiene
and Epidemiology (NIHE)

n/a

Pasteur Institute, Nha Trang

n/a

Wildlife

Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene
and Epidemiology

n/a

Avian Influenza

Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh
City (PI-HCMC)

n/a

Department of Animal Health (DAH);
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
(NCVD) and Regional Animal Health
Number 6 (RAH06)

CSF and PRRS

Hanoi Agriculture University D0

Vietnam

16

National Institute of Health (NIH)
A

Chulalongkorn Universit y Center for
Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases in
17
Animals

National Institute of Veterinary Research

Public Health laboratories

19

The OIE component of t he IDENTIFY Project will not support t his laboratory in Year 5.
The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this laboratory in Year 5.
The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this laboratory in Year 5.
The OIE component of the IDENTIFY Project will not support this laboratory in Year 5.
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ANNEX 3: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory
Equipment and Supplies

The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease with
no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are j ointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through t heir
existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks. These project efforts by IDENTIFY are
often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and international
organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and investments, and coordinating and
rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in a transparent manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development of guidance and
policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety/biosecurity, quality
assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3) st rengthening
laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't intend to
routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a case-by-case basis,
where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are seriously limiting the
laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or where specific laboratory investments
may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional resource for normative
disease testing, and where there is reasonable expectation that the government involved will sustain
the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, then in these instances IDENTIFY will consider financing
these needs, and then only in full cooperation with the relevant national authorities and in
consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the anima l and public hea lth sectors,
the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach to achieving their goals
sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables in support of
points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations based upon need and in line with the
national authority, with the following disti nctions:
•

For FAO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in order to
provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national inputs are
coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with the Ministry of Agriculture.

•

While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis within t he
context of the OIE Twinning Programme, the OIE is not planning wide-spread procurement of
equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.

•

For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), t he Asia Pacific
Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds under
IDENTIFY directly to some of its Country Offices. These funds may be used to procure
equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement of the Ministry of Healt h of
those countries.
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Practically, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about current or
planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project, if the IDENTIFY
Project has local representatives from WHO and FAO in that country/region, they may approach
those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding public healt h
laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted. Inquiries pertaining to support for animal
health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO representative. Alternatively, if local or regional
representatives are not available, USAID Mission and EPT partners may convey have queries to
IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID Washington AOTR. Requests or
suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best considered by the IDENTIFY Project if
they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or
supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to collect
and share any details on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own laboratory
strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local
supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their laboratory
services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as IDENTIFY partners and also in keeping with their respective
organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations would
coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the relevant national
authorities as appropriate.
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ANNEX 4: Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building
and Networking in Southeast Asia

1.

Background

The economic and public health implications of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) and other
Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (HPED) are the threats to the national prosperity of the
Member States and the regional development of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN). Since 2003, HPAI outbreaks caused considerable losses of production, and loss of
livelihoods of vulnerable people. In addit ion, recent emergence and re-emergence of the potential
transboundary animal diseases (TADs), including Highly Pathogenic Porcine Reproductive and
Respiratory Syndrome (HP-PRRS), New Castle disease (NDV) and Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) in
ASEAN countries have posed serious economic loss, a significant threat on human food security and
trade barrier to the affected countries.
The continuing outbreaks that began in late 2003 and ea rly 2004 have been disastrous for the poultry
industry in the region; by mid-2005, more than 140 million birds had died or been destroyed and
losses to the poultry industry are estimated to be in excess of US$10 billion (World Bank, 2009).
Although concerted international action has successf ully eliminated the deadly HSNl virus from
poultry in almost all the 63 countries infected at the peak of the global outbreaks, the virus still
persists in the SEA regions, with evidence of transboundary transmission among the affected
neighboring countries. At least five countries, namely Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Indonesia, and
Vietnam, have been identified as HPAI endemic countries with high disease incidence in both
humans and animals. Two out of these five HPAI endemic countries, Vietnam and Indonesia, are in
Southeast Asian regions. In addition, there are clear evidences that the virus has continuously
evolved, resulting in substantial phenotypic diversification and expansion of host ranges. This has
raised serious public healt h concerns at the region and global levels. The obtained research
information highlights the need of continuous monitoring of the biologica l and epidemiological
natures of the HPAI viruses in the affected region. Establishment and continued support on the
regional laboratory network is essential for the effective surveillance, and control program against
HPAI in the region.
Apart from HPAI, pathogens circulating in domestic animals and wildlife population also pose a threat
to both animal and public health sectors. Intensified livestock production system, urbanization and
the continuous changes of the eco system allows the closer interface of livestock, wild life and
human which could enhance the possibility of disease emergence and spread to the domestic animal
and human populations. The majority (>70%) of the newly emerged infectious diseases originate in
animals including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Ebola, Nipah, etcetera . More
importantly, most of the recently emerged diseases occurred within Asia . Laboratory capacity of the
Member States is crucial for surveillance and monitoring efforts which could init iate the rapid
response to contain the disease before it spreads. Sharing of quality laboratory results generated by
laboratories of Member States is another concern when interpretation of the results is required for
disease control at the regional basis. Sharing of expertise among the laboratories of the Member
States would enhance the resource mobilization within the region through the collaborative efforts.
Therefore, the regional laboratory network can serve as a key mechanism to orchestrate the above
mentioned efforts to combating against the upcoming EIDs in the region.
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2.

Vision

ASEAN is capable of detecting and responding in a timely manner to animal and zoonotic diseases
with high impact on food security and public health safety through multi-sectoral cooperation and
partnerships.

3.

Purpose

The Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking (hereinafter
referred to as "the Framework") is to promote sustainable development of diagnostic capacities,
quality of laboratory services, and sharing of information and expertise among the veterinary
diagnostic laboratories of the ASEAN Member States.

4.

Scope and Linkages

The Framework is action-oriented, included medium term activities but long-term strategy. The
Framework aims to harmonize efforts across the Member States to promote the efficient and
sustainable animal health laboratory services. The Framework will focus on the national veterinary
diagnostic laboratories with the aims to build and/or enhance the laboratory capacity for det ecting
and responding to HPAI and other potential HPED in the region, promote laboratory quality system,
and networking among the laboratories within the region. It is also to streamline regional and global
initiatives, such as the OIE/FAO Network of Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU), the Global
Framework for the Progressive Control of Transboundary Animal Diseases (GF-TAD), and the One
Health approach
The Framework is linked with the strategic goals envisaged under the Roadmap for an HPAI-Free
ASEAN Community by 2020. It also provides a strategic approach to converge efforts to strengthen
laboratories into the prevailing, ongoing ASEAN's initiative in a broader context to establish a
functional mechanism to coordinate undertakings on animal health and zoonosis.
The Framework is complementary with the Master Plan for ASEAN Connectivity to enhance
integration and cooperation of ASEAN, global competitiveness of ASEAN through stronger production
networks, and the well-being and livelihood of ASEAN peoples. The Strategic Goals set forth therein
are also aligned with the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint that ratifies deepened and
broadened economic integration by 2015. Through multi-sectoral dimension of the Framework, and
its contribution to safeguard animal and human health, the Framework is also cohesive with the
ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC) Blueprint that is aspired to lift the quality of life of its
peoples by building a strong foundation for greater understanding, good neighbourliness, and a
shared sense of responsibilit y.

5.

Strat egic Goals

There are 6 key strategic goals in this strategic framework as followed;
Goal 1:

Development of regionally-coherent, national laboratory strategies and policies

Goal 2:

Allocation and mobilisation of resources to support implementation of national
strategies for efficient and cost-effective delivery of laboratory services

Goal 3:

Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity to provide acceptable quality and
proficient laboratory services

Goal 4:

Enhancement and promotion of acceptable biosafety and biosecurity practices and
environment in laboratory settings
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Goal 5:

Enhancement and promotion of linkages and sharing of information among laborat ories
and stakeholders to ensure rational use of laboratory services

Goal 6:

Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity on planning, coordinating, and
implementing research activities under standard ethical research conducts

Goal 1:

Development of re gionally-coherent, national strategies and policies to support
effective and sustainable laboratory services

Objective 1:

To develop national strat egies and policies for animal health laboratory services

Objective 2:

To promote regional and national regulatory mechanisms and/or certification
process on good laboratory services and practices

Objective 3:

To align animal health laboratory policies and governances at nat ional level wit h t hat
of regional level through the regional laboratory network

Objective 4:

Goal 2:

To strengthen regional mechanisms to coordinate laboratory policies and activities

Allocation and mobilisation of resources to support implementation of national
strategies for efficient and cost-effective delivery of laboratory services

Objective 1:

To advocate for and support development of national human and financial resource
management plans

Objective 2:

To assess needs and gaps for t he implementation of national strat egies and
maintenance of laboratory services considering the use of existi ng tools such as OIE
Performance of Veterinary Services (PVS) Pathway

Goal 3:

Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity to provide acceptable quality and
proficient laboratory services

Objective 1:

To strengthen laboratory capacities of ASEAN Member States to diagnose and
confirm infections of anima l and zoonotic diseases

Objective 2:

To develop and promote t he implementation of regional guidelines and protocols for
diagnosis of animal and zoonotic diseases

Object ive 3:

Goal 4:

To strengthen proficiency of laborat ory services of ASEAN Member States through
engagement in the regional and national proficiency testing programs

Enhancement and promotion of acceptable biosafety and biosecurity practices and
environment in laboratory settings

Objective 1:

To develop and implement operating procedures on laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity management, including occupational health and safety programs, and
biological waste management

Objective 2:

To strengthen functional and physical capacit ies of laboratories to implement the
biosecurity and biosecurity guidelines

Goal 5:

Enhancement and promotion of linkages and sharing of information among laboratories
and stakeholders to ensure rational use of laboratory services

Objective 1:

To strengthen capacities of laborat ories to efficiently manage relevant information
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Objective 2:

To enable laboratories wit hin ASEAN Member Stat es to appropriately share
information among laboratory networks and other stakeholders at national, regional
and global level

Objective 3:

To promote sharing of expertise, resources, and trainings among laboratories wit hin
ASEAN Member Stat es

Goal 6:

Stre ngthening of ASEAN Member States capacity on planning, coordinating, and
implementing research activities under standard ethical research conducts

Objective 1:

To strengthen capacity of laboratory personnel in research methodology and ethical
research conduct

Objective 2:

To enable engagement and promote proper recognition of laboratory personnel of
ASEAN Member States in research studies and scientific meetings/conferences and
publications

6.

Cross cutting strategies

The regional competency in providing a qua lity laboratory services require multi-agency and multisectoral cooperation among the ASEAN Member States, international organizations and donor
agencies. The multi-sectoral collaboration is expected to be further st rengt hened by t he regional
coordination mechanism on animal and human health laboratory networks. Joint development and
implementation of regional laboratory diagnostic protocol, sharing of research/laborat ory expertise,
collaborative research and development are among the potential implement ation act ivities. Through
t his coordination, benefit from activities related t o the laboratory issues and networking can be
shared among the network members in a technically and financially efficient manner.

7.

Implementation arrangements

The proposed activities within the framework can be facilitated through several mechanisms at
national, regional, or internationa l levels. In a short-term, the implementation of the Framework will
be coordinated by the ASEAN Secretariat, with assistance from the ASEAN Regional Support Unit, in
close consultation with Regional Laboratory Advisory Group. There are existing dialogue partners
including WHO, FAO, OIE, and regional reference/leading laboratories which can provide technical
guidance, and inputs, and financial contributions along t he implementation process, with financial
inputs currently available from several regional and national projects and programs, such as EUHPED, USAID-EPT progra m.
In a mid- and long-term, the Member States which implement national laboratory capacity building
programs will assume responsibilities in ensuring successful execution of the Framework.
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ANNEX 5: IDENTIFY Project M&E Framework

EPT/IDENTIFY Project Indicators
Versio n 6, 3 December 2012

EPT 5-Year Over-Arching Mission
Minimize the risk of potential pandemic disease t hreats

EPT 5-Year Objectives for the IDENTIFY project
20

1.

Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases21

2.

Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and
international organizations

3.

Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of
biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System

4.

Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
22

IDENTIFY Project End-of Project Targets and lndicato rs for semi-annual reporting
Objective #1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for
the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
End-of Project Target for Objective #1: Sixty percent of the laboratories that weren't able to
consistently detect their key diseases (for which their respective laboratory is responsible for
testing) at the start of measurement, will be able to consistently detect those in samples, by
the end of the 5 years of EPT #1 23.

20

21

22

23

See Annex 1 & 2 for complete list of animal and public health laboratories in the IDENTIFY countries.
IDENTIFY targeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regional level for support under IDENTIFY. Some
IDENTIFY laboratories have no mandate/interest to detect all IDENTIFY targeted diseases and data will not be reported
for diseases in those cases.
In order to remain flexible to the evolution of the IDENTIFY project and the national situation of each IDENTI FY country,
IDENTIFY partners keep open the possibility to review indicators and make necessary modifications. IDENTIFY partners
will collect data from the effective start date of each activity implemented of the IDENTIFY project to determine
baseline figures. While we have aligned the indicators across organizations in each objectives table below, additional
linkages between indicators and between IDENTIFY objectives is frequent. We encourage examining the IDENTIFY
framework as a whole with each objective and indicator demonstrating one piece of the overall capability of a
laboratory or country that, without the other pieces, has little meaning.
Note: Each partner laboratory is typically respons ible (in its national context) for analyzing and reporting on only a
smaller subset of their region's priority diseases. It will be necessary for the project to a) list which diseases each
particular laboratory is expected to detect, and 2) whether that laboratory was able to detect those diseases at the
commencement of this tracking and reporting.
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24

DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #l lNDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 1
FAO Indicators

OIE Indicators

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases for which tests are
available in national animal health
laboratories 26
Ability of each lab to diagnose
noted priority diseases*

WHO Indicators
Development, quality and use of
standard operating procedures
(SOPs) which describe how to test
samples for the presence of
priority pathogens
Access to sufficient supplies and
reagents to test for the presence of
targeted diseases
Presence of sufficient t rained staff
to test for the presence of targeted
diseases
Level of training provided to staff
who perform diagnostic tests

Number of staff t rained by topic,
professional category and type of
training/meeting/conference

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases for which advanced tests
are available in national animal
27
health laboratories

Availabil ity of advanced
characterization of targeted
pat hogens (influenza; Neisseria
meningitidis; Salmonella, Shigel/a
or Vibrio cholerae), when
appropriate, in-country or
internationally

Number of people trained by topic
in laboratory practices

Number of people trained in field
epidemiology, epidemiology, lab
techniques, lab management,
biosafety and biosecurity, sample
management (infectious sample
shipment, etc.), logistics, IT (LIMS),
etc. (EPT)

Number of laboratories that have
developed a National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan
Value of equipment/supplies
provided to supported
laboratories

Value of commodities provided
(USO)

Link to EPT
25
lndicators

6

6

6

6

6

6

1

6
Total sum (in USO) spent on
laboratory supplies, reagents and
equipment from IDENTIFY funds
(EPT)

1328

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.

24

25
26

27

28

Under each IDENTIFY Objective, the FAO, OIE, and WHO indicators are listed, as well as each indicator's alignment with
the EPT Indicators. In addition, when the partners' indicators are interrelated, they are aligned for ease and
demonstrate their complementarity in capturing all facets of each objective.
See Annex 2 for full descriptions of the EPT Program Indicators applicable to the IDENTIFY project.
Results will be provided by country and by IDENTIFY-targeted laboratory
At the country level, diseases can be diagnosed through basic or advanced methods, depending on the availability of
equipment, supplies, and expertise in testing methods available, but the use of basic or advanced testing methods may
not indicate the laboratory's overall laboratory capacity. Basic tests do not require as much material, are more quickly
conducted, but often less precise than advanced methods.
While some quality assurance-related commodities (under IDENTIFY Objective 3) may be purchased, IDENTIFY partners
include the reporting data for EPT Indicator 13 "Value of PIOET commodities provided to PIOET programs" only under
IDENTIFY Objective 1 for simplicity.
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Objective #2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to
national authorities, in support of their official notification to t he appropriate regional and
international organizations
End of Project Target for Objective 2: 100% of IDENTIFY-support ed laboratories provide,

within 7 days, results to relevant authorities on detection of IDENTIFY-t argeted diseases
when required to do so by legislation or regulation.
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #2 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 2
FAO Indicators

OIE Indicators

WH O Indicators

Percentage of major outbreaks
or public health events that
have a laboratory diagnosis of
their cause made
Reporting of laboratory data on
IDENTIFY priority pat hogens to
a national disease surveillance
system

Reporting of proxy disease
(e.g. Al in endemic count ries)
to relevant national authority

Number of days between
6
positive laboratory test result
and submission of the
corresponding Immediate
Notification to the OIE (Annual
median)
Percentage of immediate
notifications submitted to the
OIE within 7 days of positive
29
laboratory test result

Frequency of laboratory data
reporting on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to a national
surveillance system

Indicators

6

6

12

12
Presence of laboratory staff in
the outbreak investigation
teams
Interactions with the veterinary
laboratory sector (separately or
as part of a broader national
mechanism linking public health
and animal health)

29

Link to EPT

6

6

The laboratory test that was considered sufficient for official confirmation of the event by national authorities varies
between countries. This is why, when several tests were used for diagnosis of an exceptional epidemiological event,
only the date of the test that was used for confirmation (according to the information provided by the country) must be
considered
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Objective #3 : Laborat ories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, including of
biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
End of Project Target for Objective 3: Sixty percent of t he IDENTIFY-supported laboratories

in EPT countries that didn't have a comprehensive laborat ory qualit y management system
based on internationally recognized standards in place at the commencement of
measurement will have formally adopted and commenced to put into practice such a
protocol, and all these laboratories will be able to demonstrate improvement to the next
step of classification from their baseline classification (using the low/medium/high
classification established and agreed to by IDENTIFY) by the end of the five years.
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #3 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 3
FAO Indicators

Ability of each
laboratory to
implement critical
elements of a
laboratory quality
management system
by NPD *

Ability of each lab to
safely handle X of XX
NPDs in a biosecure
environment*

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

Number of laboratories with a
Quality Manager in place

Status of the laboratory quality
management system
Participation in EQA programmes for
priority pathogens
Follow up of EQA resu lts and
implementation of corrective actions
for those covering priority pathogens
Use of quality control procedures t o
validate the performance of reagents
and test kits

Number of proficiency testing
rounds performed adequately in
regional external qua lity
assura nce schemes
Number of diagnostic test s
performed using both positive
and negative controls
Number of OIE Standards and
guidance provided

Link to EPT
Indicators

6

6

6
6

Biosafety t raining provided to staff

1

Availability and use of protective
equipment appropriate for the
activities carried out in the
laboratory

6

Preventive maintenance and repairs
of laboratory equipment used to
detect targeted diseases according to
the manufacturer 's
recommendations
Availability and appropriate use of
biosafety cabinets for procedures
likely to generate aerosols containing
infectious agents
Certification and maintenance of
biosafety cabinets to international
standards
Management of laboratory waste
disposal according to international
recommendations

6

6

6

6

Control of access to the laboratory
and stored infectious material

6

Maintenance of inventory of stored
infectious material

6

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the informat ion from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
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Objective #4 : Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international laboratory
networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
End of Project Target for Objective 4 : At least 50% of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT

countries that were considered to be insufficiently active in network participating at the
commencement of measurement, will become active participants in, and will become
members of at least one additional relevant regional and/or international laboratory network,
30
by the end of the five years •
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #4 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Object ive 4
FAQ Indicators

OIE Ind icators

W HO Indicators

Level of laboratory
engagement in regional
and international
networks (low, medium,
high)*

Link to EPT
Indicators

Membership of national network(s)
related to t argeted diseases

6

Membership of regional or global
network(s) related to targeted
diseases

6

31

Number of meetings &
conferences held on
laboratory themes
Number of participants
to meetings &
conferences held on
laboratory themes

Use of other laboratories for
diagnosis of pathogens during
exceptional events after national
laboratories perform initial tests

6

Number of focused capacity building
opportunities supported

1

Number of meetings & conferences
held on laboratory themes
Number of participants to meetings
& conferences held on laboratory
themes
Number of countries that have
nominated OIE National Focal Points
for Laboratories

Attendance of appropriate
laboratory staff to relevant networks'
meetings related to targeted
diseases: 1) national network(s); 2)
regional or global network(s)

1/ 6

1/6

1

Participation of the laboratory in
specimen or test results sharing
Level of information
within the network(s) for
sharing (low, medium,
6
confirmation or charact erization
high)*
purposes: 1) national network(s); 2)
regional or global network(s)
Exchange with other laboratories in
network(s) about technical advices,
Level of communication
with other laboratories
SOPs, reagents and supplies: 1)
6
(low, medium, high) *
national network(s); 2) regional or
global network(s)
* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.

30

31

Note: "relevant" will be determined by the priority diseases for the region under IDENTIFY. "Active participation" will be
defined as consistently participating in any formal meetings/teleconferences or other activities of the network, and
sharing laboratory diagnostic findings and samples, as deemed appropriate by representatives of those organizations
responsible for international animal and human disease reporting.
All laboratories w ill be considered and secondary analysis will detail the kind of laboratories IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories network with
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Measuring and reporting progress achieved by the IDENTIFY-supported Laboratories

Project partners will measure and report yearly each animal and human health laboratory's
capability according to the IDENTIFY objectives and end of project targets. Three to five levels of
capability, from least to most advanced (e.g. Low, Medium, and High capability), for each of t he
objectives, are presented for each laboratory (or country) in template form in the table below.
Results on animal and public health laboratories' capability will be presented separately in two tables,
and results will also be presented separately region by region.
IDENTIFY Countries' /Laboratories' capability for Animal Health
IDENTIFY Countries
(or Laboratories)

IDENTIFY
Objective 1

IDENTIFY
Objective 2

IDENTIFY
Objective 3

IDENTIFY
Objective 4

COUNTRY A

Low

Medium

Low

High

COUNTRY B

...

etc.
Total by Objective

IDENTIFY Countries'/Laboratories' capability for Public Health
IDENTIFY Countries
(or Laboratories)

IDENTIFY
Objective 1

IDENTIFY
Objective 2

COUNTRY A

Low

Medium

IDENTIFY
Objective 3

IDENTIFY
Objective 4

COUNTRY B
etc.
Tota l by Objective

This system was devised in order to allow for the strengths and gaps of each laboratory to emerge in
the measurement of indicators for the IDENTIFY Project. For example, a la boratory may carry out
only basic diagnostic tests, but carry out those tests under a quality assurance system, in a timely and
sustainable manner, and with accurate results. In such a case, it may be best that the laboratory
continues on this path in order to maintain consistency in laboratory diagnosis at their present level,
rather than expand to more advanced methods too rapidly, potentially compromising the t imeliness,
accuracy, and consistency of test results. The goal is not to fund an advanced laboratory on
unsustainable resources in each country, but rather foster a sustainable regional network composed
of laboratories of varying capability and resources to consistently conduct all tests under a quality
system, in a timely manner, with accurate results, and in a sustainable manner.
2

Yearly or bi-yearly assessment3 of each laboratory would be done to assess their capability using all
available data collection modalities. WHO will determine the level for each laboratory/country based
on the IDENTIFY project data collection tool. FAO and OIE will collaborate to determine the level of
each laboratory by objective, respectively using the FAO Laboratory Progress Monitoring Tool and
OIE WAHIS data.
This method establishes a means to:
a) Quickly, objectively, and consistently categorize a laboratory's capability
b) Assess changes in laboratories' capability by the end of the project
c) Compare progress by laboratory (or by country) and by region over time

32

Resulting from a specific assessment and/or extraction of data from existing sources.
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d) Admin ister the assessment process consistently, in different locations and by different
individuals
e) Provide feedback to each laboratory on the assessments conducted (i.e. critical feedback
loop)
Laboratories' names will be removed at all points in the reporting process providing anonymity, as
the objectives of this process are not to compare one laboratory to another, but rather to measure
the progress of each laboratory over time. Results can be clustered by region to provide a good sense
of change over time of the region as a whole.
Number of Countries/Laboratories Targeted for IDENTIFY Assistance, by Region and type (Animal &
Human)
Animal Health (see Appendices 1 & 2 for detailed list)
IDENTIFY Region

Total Number of Countries

Total Number of Laboratories

14

South Asia

14
8
3

Global

25

Congo Basin/Africa
Southeast Asia

20

4
38

Public Health (see Appendices 1 & 2 for detailed list)
IDENTIFY Region

Total Number of Countries

Total Number of Laboratories

Congo Basin/Africa

6

10

Southeast Asia

5
2

14

13

31

South Asia
Global

7
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Appendix 1: IDENTIFY Partner Countries and Laboratories, by Type and by Region
Veterinary Laboratories in the Congo Basin Region
Cameroon

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Garoua, LANAVET

Central African Rep.

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de Bangui, LACEVET

Dem. Rep. of Congo

Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa, LCVK

Equatorial Guinea

Laboratoire National ECAA-KM 7

Gabon

Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville, LNVL

Republic of Congo

Laboratoire de diagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville, LDVB

Rwanda

National Veterinary Laboratory, Rwanda Agricultural Resources Board, Kigali

South Sudan

Central Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, CVDL, Juba

Tanzania

Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency, TVLA, Temeke, Dar es Salaam

Uganda

National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre, NADDEC, Entebbe

Laboratories providing Regional Support Services
Botswana

Botswana National Veterinary Laboratory, BNVL, Gaborone

Ethiopia

National Animal Health Diagnostic Investigation Centre, NAHDIC

Nigeria

National Veterinary Research Instit ute, NVRI, Vom

Senegal

Laboratoire National de l'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaire, LNEVR, Dakar

Veterinary Laboratories in the Southeast and South Asia Regions
Cambodia

National Veterinary Research Institute

China

Langzhou Veterinary Research Institute
Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute
China Animal Disease Control Centre, Beijing
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center, Qingdao

Indonesia

Disease Investigation Centres and associated national laboratories under the
Directorate of Livestock Animal Health Service

Lao PDR

National Animal Health Center

Malaysia

Veterinary Research Institute
Department of Wildlife and Nationa l Parks Peninsular Malaysia
Sabah Wildlife Department

Myanmar

Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department33

Philippines

Philippine Animal Health Center

Thailand

National Institute of Animal Health
FMD Regional Reference Laboratory Pakchong

Vietnam

Regional Animal Health Office Number 6
Hanoi Agriculture University
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
National Institute of Veterinary Research

Bangladesh

Central Disease Investigation Laboratory
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute

Nepal

Central Veterinary Laboratory

33

Included in the regional laboratory network, but participation to regional events is not funded by IDENTIFY in Year 4 and
therefore Myanmar is not included in the total number of countries or laboratories.
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Laboratories providing Regional Support Services
India

High Security Animal Disease Laboratory

Public Health Laboratories in the Congo Basin Region
Cameroon

National Public health laboratory Hygiene Mobile
Centre Pasteur (CPC), Yaounde

Dem. Rep. of Congo

lnstitut National de Recherche Biomedica le (INRB), Kinshasa

Equatorial Guinea

Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Malabo
Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Bata

Gabon

Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville
34
Centre International de Recherche Medicale-Franceville (CIRMF)

Rep. of Congo

Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville

Uganda

Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala
Virus Research Institute, Entebbe

Public Health Laboratories in the Southeast and South Asia Regions
35

Cambodia

National Institute for Public Health (NIPH)
Takeo Provincial Laboratory
Kampong Cham Provincial Laboratory
Battambang Provincial Laboratory
National Center for Parasitology, Entomology and Malaria Cont rol

Indonesia

National Institute of Health Research and Development (NIHRD), Sa latiga

Lao PDR

National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE)
Center for Ma laria, Parasitology and Entomology

Thailand

National Institute of Health (NIH)

Vietnam

National Institute, for Hygiene and Epidemiology (NIHE)
Pasteur Institute, Ho Chi Minh City (Pl HCMC)
Pasteur Institute, Nha Tra ng (Pl NT))
Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology (TIHE)
National Institute of Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology

Bangladesh

International Centre fo r Diarrhoeal Diseases Research {ICDDR-B), Bangladesh
Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR)

Nepal

National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL)
Western Regional Public Health Laboratory
Baglung zonal Hospita l
Rapti zonal Hospital
Sagarmatha zonal Hospital

34

lS
36

36

The laboratory will not receive financial support but will be involved in some activities to support the IDENTIFY project
deliverables.
The laboratory will not receive financial support but will be involved in some activities to support the IDENTIFY project
deliverables.
The laboratory will not receive financial support but will be involved in some activities to support the IDENTIFY project
deliverables.
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Appendix 2: EPT Indicators applicable to the IDENTIFY project

Sub-Element: Planning and Preparedness for Outbreak Response
37

Indicator 1

Number of people trained in those competencies

necessary to

address Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEIC).

Definition

This indicator contributes to the International Health Regulation {IHR)
minimum t arget of one trained field epidemiologist for every 200,000
people in a population and a to-be-determined ratio for veterinarian
epidemiologists. Other training required to establish the capacity to
respond to PHEIC will be included in this indicator includi ng laboratory
skills, logistics etc.

New or Existing Indicator?

Modified existing indicator for the International Health Regulation (IHR)
working group/Emerging Pandemic Threats Sub-lnt eragency Policy
Committee

Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linkage

Global Health

Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linkage
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Planning and
Preparedness for Out break response

The number of people trained should increase over time.

Indicator Type

Output

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

To document the number of people trained in the skills required to
respond to a PHEIC

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Data Sources: USG, WHO, FAO,OIE
Re~orting Freguenc~: Annual

Known Data Limitations

This indicator is specific to EPT and does not reflect all of the work CDC
is doing for FETP and FETP-V

Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Sub-Element: Animal and Human Disease Surveillance

Indicator 6

Number of PIOET targeted countries that have access to the capacity
to reliably* conduct core diagnostic tests for priority** animal and
priority human diseases.

Definition

37

Access to an efficient and effective laboratory system enables accurate
and timely surveillance and response capabilities. This indicator
represents only a single outcome. The core diagnostic tests are
determined by WHO, IHR, FAO, and OIE and pathogens that are of
specific priority to the region/country.

Competencies are currently defined by the data collector. These competencies as noted in t he definition include all
skills required for epidemiologists, laboratory technicians, logisticians etc.
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New or Existing Indicator?

New and existing indicator for the International Health Regulation (IHR)
working group/Emerging Pandemic Threats Sub-lnteragency Policy
Committee. A parallel effort w ith FAO and OIE is ongoing to determine
comparable priority for animal diseases.

Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linkage

Global Health

Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linkage

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Animal and Human
Disease Surveillance

Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

The number of countries should increase over time

Indicator Type

Outcome

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

These data wou ld monitor the ability of the country's own laboratories
or the use of reference laboratories to which the country sends
specimens to confirm and characterize these core pathogens and
identify areas of focus for improvement.

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Data Sources: USG reports (USAID, CDC), WHO, FAO, OIE
Re~orting Freguencl{: Annually

Known Data Limitations
Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID

Disaggregate(s)

none

* Reliably means maximizing the consistency and repeatability of the diagnostic test
** Priority diseases are determined by WHO/IHR, FAO, OIE and country level partners.
Sub-Element: Response to Disease Outbreak

Indicator 12

Percentage of EPT laboratories (both Animal and Human) that report
diagnostic results of priority** diseases within 7 days of receiving
those samples -when directed to do so by legislation or regulation-to
relevant national authorities.
a. Human priority diseases
b. Animal priority diseases

Definition

This indicator measures the laboratory confirmation component of
responding to an outbreak. In many countries this is required before an
official response can be mount ed.

New or Existing Indicator?

New

Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linkage

Global Health

Primary Program Element (Program
Sub-Element for IIP) Linkage

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Response to Disease
Outbreak

Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

This is an outcome indicator that should increase over time.
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Indicator Type

Outcome

Unit of Measure

Percentage

Use of Indicator

This measures improvement of the laborat ory system
Data Sources: FAO, WHO, OI E

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Reporting Frequency: When surveys are available. The timeframe for
these surveys in any given country will be different. At t his time t here is
no ongoing source other tha n USAID projects and M inistry records if
they exist.

Known Data Limitations

The data will be USAID proj ect sourced. There are many issues t hat
complicate t his measurement, including the type of sample, the need
for laboratory referral versus capacity in-country t o diagnosis, etc.

Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID and CDC

Disaggregate(s)

none

** Priority diseases are determined by WHO/IHR, FAO, OIE and country level partners.
Sub-Element: Commodity Stockpile
Indicator 13

Value of PIOET commodities provided to PIOET programs

Definition

This indicator measures the direct assistance provided to PIOET
planning, preparedness and response efforts in priority countr ies.

New or Existing Indicator?

New

Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linkage

Global Health

Primary Program Element (Program
Sub-Element for IIP) Linkage

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Commodity Stockpile

Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

The dollar amount shou ld decrease over time

Indicator Type

Output

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

To track the commodity assistance provided to PIOET program efforts

Data Source and Reporting

Data Sources: All PIOET partners

Frequency

Reporting Frequency: Ongoing

Known Data Limitations

The data will be USAID proj ect sourced.

Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID

Disaggregate(s)

none
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ANNEX 6: OIE National Focal Point Program for Veterinary Laboratories:
Terms of Reference
TERMS O F REFERENCE
LABORATO RY NATIONAL FOCA L POINT

OIE has requested Delegates to nominate national focal points for notification, wildlife, veterinary
products, animal production food safety, animal welfare and aquatic animal diseases and the OIE
focal point network is active for these topics. The OIE is also initiating focal points for veterinary
laboratories and asking Delegates in selected regions to nominate individuals with laboratory
expertise to support the Delegate in fulfilling his rights and responsibi lities to OIE.
As detailed in the final report of the 76th General Session of the World Assembly of National
Delegates in May 2008, the responsibilities of all focal points are under the authority of the OIE
Delegate. Any information transmitted to the OIE from the different focal points needs to be
transmitted under the designated authority of the OIE Delegate. This practice would equally apply if
focal points are located in other Departments or Ministries not under jurisdiction of the Veterinary
Authority, as from a legal perspective the OIE considers the official OIE Delegate to be the unique
representative of the country.
Details on proposed tasks of the nationa l focal point for veterinary laboratories:
1.

to establish a network of experts in the country on veterinary laboratory issues and/or to
communicate with existing networks;

2.

to establish and maintain a dialogue with the Competent Authority for veterinary laboratories in
the country, including facilitating cooperation and communication among several authorities
where responsibility for veterinary laboratories is shared. This would also incorporate facilitating
cooperation and communication with Competent Authorities of other National Laboratories,
including those in other government Ministries. Keep updated on the legislation and activities of
the National Veterinary Laboratories to verify that they are in conformity with the standards and
guidelines of the OIE;

3.

to serve as focal point for the OIE in topics related to the National Veterinary Laboratories,
including contributing to determining the training and other capacity building needs for the
National Veterinary Laboratories in the country;

4.

to compile responses to requests for information required by the OIE in coordination with
National Veterinary Laboratories that provide specific competence in the subject of
consultation;

5.

if prompted, to organize consultations with recognized experts in the area of veterinary
laboratories in the country on OIE draft standards and/or guidelines and country proposals of
new standards;

6.

to prepare comments for the Delegate on all OIE draft standards and/or guidelines and country
proposals of new standards, reflecting the points of view and the scientific positions of the OIE
Member Country or the region;

7.

to maintain contact with the other OIE national focal points for veterinary laboratories that
belong to regional net works and with experts of OIE Reference Centres present in the Region;

8.

to prepare proposals for participation of National Veterinary Laboratories in the OIE Laboratory
Twinning Programme when relevant.
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
AfBSA
APBA
APSED
ARAHIS
ASEAN
AU-IBAR
AusAID
CEBEVIRHA
GIRAD
CTTBD
DAFF
EAC/ EAIDSNet
EAPHRN
EAREN
EDPLN
EMPRES-i
EPT
EQA
FAAMLS
FAO
FAO-ECTAD
FAO-RAP
FETP
FETPV
GFN
GF-TADs
GLEWS
HPAI
IAEA
IATA
IHR
ILRI
MoA
MoH
MOU
OFFLU
OIE
PT
PVS
RAHC
SAARC
SADC
SEACFMD
SOP
USAID
USDA
WHO
WHO AFRO
WHOSEARO
WHOWPRO
WNV

African Biological Safety Association
Asia Pacific Biosafety Association
Asian Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases
ASEAN Regional Animal Health Information System
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
African Union-lnterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources
Australian Agency for International Development
Economic Commission on Cattle Meat and Fish Resources
Centre International de Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement
Centre for Ticks and Tick-borne Diseases
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
East African Community/ East African Integrated Disease Surveillance Network
East Africa Public Health Laboratory Network
Eastern African Region Epidemiology Network
WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network
FAO Global Animal Disease Information System
Emerging Pandemic Threats
External Quality Assessment
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Emergency Center for Transboundary
animal diseases
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional Office for Asia Pacific
Field Epidemiology Training Program
Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians
WHO Global Foodborne Infections Network
Global Framework for Transboundary Animal Diseases
FAO/OIE/WHO Global Early Warning Systems for Animal Diseases including Zoonoses
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Air Transport Association
International Health Regulations
International Livestock Research Institute
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
Memorandum of Understanding
Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza
World Organization for Animal Health
Proficiency Testing
OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway
Regional Animal Health Centres
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
Southern African Development Community
Southeast Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign
Standard Operating Procedures
U.S. Agency for International Development
United States Department of Agriculture
World Health Organization
World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa
World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office
World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office
West Nile Virus
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INTRODUCTION
FAO, OIE, and WHO remain committed to close collaboration as a part of the IDENTIFY
Project and beyond at global, regional, and country levels. As requested by USAID, the
three organizations submit separate work plans for Year 3 of the project. The levels of
collaboration and coordination between FAO, OIE and WHO when conducting the
different activities in the three work plans will vary but at a minimum, consultations at
headquarters, regional and country levels as appropriate occur and will continue, and
often, a much higher level of collaboration is planned. In the individual work plans, each
organization has noted those sub-activities which are actively tripartite by indicating
partnership with the other two organizations. The details of the collaboration will be
outlined in the implementation plans as they evolve through the year. It is important to
remember that consultation, collaboration and coordination are an essential part of the
planning process.
The OIE submission for the Year 3 IDENTIFY Project Work Plan comprises two parts: a
Core Work Plan and a Supplemental Work Plan. Part One represents the Core Work
Plan for Year 3 activities while Part Two represents the Supplemental Work Plan. The
division of the plan into two parts reflects the request from USAID delivered at the Rome
meeting of 16 June 2011. Both Parts One and Two include a full description of the
proposed activities, implementation plans, and budgets.
Both work plans present the sustainable activities that the OIE plans to conduct in Year
3 in collaboration with FAO and WHO, benefiting countries in the hot spot regions in the
areas of laboratory capacity building and networking and contributing to IDENTIFY and
EPT's goals. The activities described in both the Core and Supplemental Work Plans
underline the value added of the OIE and its mandate, "the improvement of animal
health, veterinary public health and animal welfare world-wide", to the IDENTIFY project
and the complementarity of the OIE's activities to those of FAO and WHO. It is the
OIE's unique role as the intergovernmental organization responsible for improving
animal health worldwide, as a recognized reference organization by the World Trade
Organization (WTO), and its close partnership with FAO and WHO on many global and
regional initiatives that highlight our important contribution to the IDENTIFY project of
the EPT Program.
FAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for
and respond to disease threats at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of
platforms have been developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as
the 4-way linking and WHO-OFFLU collaborations. Others have been developed by
individual organizations to cover a specific geographic region or topic such as the Asia
Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response Strategy (IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory
Networks, and the OIE PVS Pathway. The capacity building objectives of these
platforms are fully compatible with those of the EPT program in general and the
IDENTIFY project more specifically, and it was the expressed desire of USAID to build
upon the existing platforms of the three organizations to expand the impact of the EPT
funded activities. From the perspective of the three organizations it is logical to present
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a single coherent approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY
activities would frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of
this approach is to show the countries that the three organizations, USAID and other
partners are working in a coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the
country level. Effective communication between all partners is important to deliver this
coordinated support, and USAID support for these activities will be acknowledged in all
cases.
The IDENTIFY project uses a principally regional approach, and in that context the OIE
has developed activities that will provide benefits at the laboratory and country
levels. The OIE activities proposed for Year 3 of the IDENTIFY are summarized in the
table below by region and by country for a quick overview, supported by the narrative
text in the work plan itself OIE IDENTIFY activities for Year 3.
(See following page for table)
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Congo Basin
Activity

South and Southeast Asia

111111111111111111111111

Laboratory Diagnosis

~m#~~0
~m~w1J§

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonisation

·--------------

to be finalized with country officials

to be finalized with country officials

to be finalized with country officials (# TBD)

to be finalized with country officials (#
TBDl

Biological specimen referral consultation and activities
OFFLU Lamp Project

••••••••••
•

Glossary of OIE-Prescribed Tests

LJLJ

Four-Way Linking Framework
Support for West Nile Virus Diagnosis

Laboratories & Surveillance/ Response

•

~

••••••••••••••••••••••
1111111111111111111111

Analysis of offical disease reporting data
Country Focal Point Training

Policy, Guidance, and Legislation
to be finalized with country officials (1·
2)

Pilot Laboratory Tocl development and mission

I

Donor Round Table Events

II

I

Laboratory National Focal Points Pilot Project

Plans for national la boratories; country visits by OIE
experts a nd in-country workshops

Laboratory Networking

1111111111
1111111111

Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
Regional Cross-Sectora l Laboratory Networking
Meeting

11111111111111111111

11111111'

Support for laboratory participation in SE Asia Regional
Rabies Network activities
Analytica l description of referal specimens between
count ries and reference laboratories
Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting
Support participation of national staff to international
conferences/meetings
Facilitate exchange of laboratory personnel to
exchange knowledge and develop skill with OIE

11111111111111111111
1111111111
1111111111

I 11111111

Twinning Parent and Candidate laboratories

Promoting Laboratory Quality
Follow-up laboratory visits to determine status/ level of
improvement

111111111

I 111111

Assistance with development of Policy and Strategic

to be fina lized with country officials

Pre-twinning activities and assessments
Proficiency Testing
OIE Twinning Programme Orientation for Laboratory
Directors
to be finalized with country officia ls (1-2)

OIE La boratory Twinning Special Project
Support for new OIE Laboratory Twinning Project(s)
Development and pilot of modules on laboratory best
practices

to be finalized with country officials

Elaboration of OIE Standards on Biosafety/Biosecurity
at the Country Level, including Occupational Health
and Safety issues
Backstopping mission to support Quality Assurance
and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

QJf:c.lO,J;;;~IJ,E,¥hXl;i;lJ;,J"'~,Q.Ji~J?

Jan,n,sia, '"'''' no, appll,ablela ,eglanal meeting, and rrolnlng,

II For Year 3, the 0/f portion ofthe IDENTJFYproject wW support Bangladesh and Nepal to partidp,ote in theplanned IDENTTFYoctivities in the Southeast AsJa region

to be finalized with country officials
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Core Work Plan ·· REGIONAL ·· Congo Basin

PART ONE:
OIE IDENTIFY Core Work Plan Submission
REGIONAL

1

--

Congo Basin

LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building2

I
•

Activity 3.1 C
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning

o Sub-Activity 3.1.1 C: Coordination at regional level between:
• OIE IDENTIFY Global and Regional Project Coordinators
• Partners: OIE HQ, OIE SRR Gaborone, OIE SRR Nairobi
• Expected results: Project coordinators in regular
communication through email and TC; Biannual meetings
planned and conducted; Activities elaborated and
conducted; Ongoing activities updated; Points of
collaboration and coordination with partners identified
• OIE IDENTIFY Regional Project Coordinator and Tripartite
Regional IDENTIFY Project Coordinators
• Partners: FAO (Bamako, Gaborone & Nairobi), WHO-AFRO
(Brazzaville, lntercountry Support Teams & Country Offices)
• Expected results: Regional project coordinators in regular
communication through email and TC; Biannual meetings
planned and conducted; Joint activities elaborated and
conducted; Ongoing activities updated; Points of
collaboration and coordination identified
• Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator working within the
framework of Regional Animal Health Centres (RAHC)
• Partners: FAO (Gaborone), AU-IBAR
• Expected results: Regional project coordinators in regular
communication; Joint activities elaborated and conducted;
Ongoing activities updated; Points of collaboration and
coordination identified
• Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator and EPT Program
partners

1

The reg ional activities described in the regional work plan for the Congo Basin will be extended to the USAID Category 1, 2, 3
countries (country work plans immediately follow the regional work plan), as well as to Angola, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Sudan. These
countries do not have additional country-specific activities.
2
All IDENTIFY activities are now situated under Line of Work (LoW ) 3, Outbreak Response Capacity. For this reason, we will only
refer to this Low throughout the entire Work Plan.
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•

•

Partners: FAO, WHO, PREDICT, US CDC, DELIVER,
RESPOND
• Expected results: Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project
Coordinator in communication with EPT partners; Points of
contact collaboration and coordination identified; Information
shared; Ongoing activities updated; Coordinated regionaland country-level (if applicable) work plans developed
Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator and regional partners
and organisations
• Partners: AU-IBAR, SADC, SEARG, RECs
• Expected results: Ongoing activities updated ; Points of
contact, collaboration, and coordination identified;
Coordinated strategy for implementing activities developed
*************************

•

Activity 3.2C
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
o

Sub-Activity 3.2.1C: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY
Project Coordinator, OIE SRR Gaborone
• Expected results: Regional office's activities planned and
implemented; Coordination with IDENTIFY partners ensured;
Methods for networking and collaboration across the Tripartite
identified

o

Sub-Activity 3.2.2C: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY
Project Support Person, OIE SRR Nairobi
• Expected results: Regional office's activities planned and
implemented; Coordination with IDENTIFY partners ensured;
Methods for networking and collaboration across the Tripartite
identified
*************************

•

Activity 3.3C
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents
o Sub-Activity 3.3.1 C: Preparation and monitoring of regional - and
country-level (if applicable) work plan(s)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USAID, EPT Partners
• Expected results: Year 3 work plan submitted on time; Year 3
work plan approved for implementation; Regional priorities reflected
in coordinated work plans; Activities to strengthen laboratory
capacity included at the regional- and country-level (if applicable)

OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan
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•

Activity 3.4C
Communication tool development and resource building

o

Sub-Activity 3.4.1 C: Coordination and harmonization of regional
initiatives and activities, through communication, routine use of
SharePoint, sharing of responsibility, internal accountability, and meetings
consistent with outlined governance (linked to Activity 3.1)
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: SharePoint site active; Project team members
have access to common files; Routine usage of SharePoint by all
project coordinators; Documents circulated and comments shared
routinely; Shared documents and standardized methods of
implementation agreed amongst project staff

o

Sub-Activity 3.4.2C: Development and distribution of communication
tool(s) and documentation for different audiences for networks, trainings,
workshops, and conferences
o Partners: FAO, WHO
o Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication
tools identified; Tool(s) in development; Tool(s) distributed at
events
*************************

•

Activity 3.5C
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy

o

Sub-Activity 3.5.1 C: Annual review of the regional laboratory networking
strategy and collaboration with IDENTIFY Project partners, incorporating
existing regional laboratory networks and platforms
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Global laboratory networking strategy adapted
to the regional context; Framework for collaboration at the regional
level established

G

•

pl

Activity 3.6C
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.1 C: On-going compilation and review of existing
assessments/reports on laboratory capacity and networks to inform
IDENTIFY project activities
• Partners: FAO, WHO, IAEA, PREDICT and US CDC, MoH, MoA
• Expected results: Communication with identified laboratories
and/or networks established; Available assessments conducted by

OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan
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EPT partners incorporated where possible; Information on
laboratory capacity in each region compiled; Gaps in laboratory
capacity identified; Interventions addressing gaps in capacity
developed and implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o Sub-Activity 3.6.4C: Activity in supplemental work plan
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.5C: Activity in supplemental work plan
*************************

•

Activity 3. 7C
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

o Sub-Activity 3.7.1C: Activity in supplemental work plan

OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan
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Ttd-+wJ

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
• Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
• Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
• 30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
• OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
• Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
• Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

o Sub-Activity 3.8.2C: Activity in supplemental work plan
o Sub-Activity 3.8.3C: Activity in supplemental work plan
o

Sub-Activity 3.8.4C: Activity in supplemental work plan

*************************

•

Activity 3.9C
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 C: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.2C: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.3C: Activity in supplemental work plan

OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan
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I
•

Activity 3.1 0C
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of 01 E prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.3C: Activity in supplemental work plan

-ne,14111111

•

Activity 3.11 C
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

Procurement under the OIE IDENTIFY Project will occur only in the framework of
OIE Twinning Projects (see 3.13C)

•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.1 C: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.4C: Identification of OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise
in diseases or technical areas relevant to the region
• Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: OIE Experts in IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
identified; OIE Experts participated in regional activities related to
the IDENTIFY project; OIE Experts provided technical guidance to
one or more National Animal Health Laboratories in the region
*************************

•

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.2C: Identification of OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise
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in diseases or technical areas relevant to the region in support of an OIE
Twinning Project
• Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: OIE experts in IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
identified; Discussions with OIE Expert(s); Application for an OIE
Twinning Project received and evaluated; OIE Twinning Project(s)
in the pipeline
o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
o

Sub-Activity 3.13.4C: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.SC: OIE Twinning Projects between the national
animal health laboratories of IDENTIFY countries and OIE Reference
Laboratories on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories
• Expected results: Application for OIE Twinning Project developed
and received; OIE Twinning Project validated and signed ; Support
provided; Progress followed through mid-term and final reports

3

3

The advancement of some activities, such as the OIE Twinning Projects, Special Projects, and Donor Round Table events, are
contingent upon receipt, approval, and finalization of the application and are in full partnership with national authorities.
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Country-Level Work Plans for the Congo Basin Region

4

Democratic Republic of Congo -- Congo Basin

.,.....,
•

a

I

Activity 3.6C
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

di

•

4

..

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

Only technical activities and sub-activities 3.6 through 3.13 are included in all country-level work plans for the IDENTIFY project.
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o

.,.,.....
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
• Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
• Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
•
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
• OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
• Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
• Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
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•
•

Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration

o Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

•

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Uganda -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
o Sub-Activity 3.13.4C: Ongoing support for National Animal Disease
Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) of Uganda in the
framework of the Special Project for laboratory capacity building under the
IDENTIFY project
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•
•

Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Director, OIE Reference Laboratory and Expert
Expected results: Application for additional support to complement
the OIE Twinning arrangement received; OIE Special Project
agreement signed and support provided; Progress followed through
mid-term and final reports; Critical project reagents, provisions and
equipment procured
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.......,
•

Cameroon -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Gabon -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

111111

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Central African Republic -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported ; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Republic of Congo -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level ; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Equatorial Guinea -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Rwanda -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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.......,
•

Tanzania -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme ;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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o

Sub-Activity 3.13.SC: OIE Twinning Project5 between the Central
Veterinary Laboratory (CVL Temeke) of Tanzania and GIRAD of France
on Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR)
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, Central Veterinary
Laboratory (CVL Temeke) of Tanzania, GIRAD of France
• Expected results: Application for OIE Twinning Project developed
and received; OIE Twinning Project validated and signed; Support
provided; Progress followed through mid-term and final reports

5

The advancement of some activities, such as the OIE Twinning Projects, Special Projects, and Donor Round Table events, are
contingent upon receipt, approval, and finalization of the application and are in full partnership with national authorities.
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.......,
•

South Sudan -- Congo Basin

G ail

Activity 3.GC
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2C: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3C: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

Ttd-+el

•

r/l

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 C: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• Annual RESOLAB Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual EARLN Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
Annual SADC Veterinary Laboratory and Diagnostics Meeting
30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok,
Thailand, June 2012
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, Johannesburg South Africa, 24-27 June 2012
Federation of African Associations of Medical Laboratory Scientists
(FAAMLS) Scientific Conference, Nigeria, 6 - 8 October 2011
Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Ttd-+wJ

•

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in
proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for
PT identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified

o Sub-Activity 3.10.2C: Support of participation of laboratories in PT
schemes to confirm the quality of their results
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, OIE Reference Centres
• Expected results: Participation in PT schemes initiated;
Performance of National Veterinary Laboratories in the diagnosis of
IDENTIFY priority diseases improved

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2C: Support for joint regional laboratory networks and
epidemiological networks across animal health, including implementation
of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis on IDENTIFYtargeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, WHO, SADC, EARLN, EAREN, EAC/EAIDSNet,
EAPHRN
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory networks
(SADC Veterinary Laboratories and EARLN) and epidemiological
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networks (SADC EIS and EAREN) supported and maintained;
Integrated surveillance and diagnosis developed in collaboration
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3C: Strengthening collaborations and communication
pathways in order to share data and reports between IDENTIFYsupported laboratories in the region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality
managers, OIE Experts from 01 E Reference Centres
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratories within the
animal health sector supported; Mutual trust and interest within
regional networks developed and promoted; Reporting of
zoonoses to WAHIS and to WHO improved and harmonized;
Improved disease reports and data sharing within the network;
Sharing of laboratory master documents for transport of specimens
between laboratories

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 C: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.3C: Orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE
Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, FAO
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; Laboratory Directors
sensitized about the OIE Laboratory Twinning Programme;
Expressions of interest in an OIE Twinning Project received
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REGIONAL6 -- South and Southeast Asia 7
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

Q:cAe•-

•

Activity 3.1 S
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
o

Sub-Activity 3.1.1 S: Coordination at regional level between:
• OIE IDENTIFY Global and Regional Project Coordinators
• Partners: OIE HQ, OIE SRR Bangkok
• Expected results: Project coordinators in regular
communication through email and TC; Biannual meetings
planned and conducted; Activities elaborated and
conducted; Ongoing activities updated; Points of
collaboration and coordination with partners identified
• OIE IDENTIFY Regional Project Coordinator and Tripartite
Regional IDENTIFY Project Coordinators
• Partners: FAO (Bangkok), WHO (Manila & Delhi)
• Expected results: Regional project coordinators in regular
communication through email and TC; meetings planned
and conducted; Joint activities elaborated and conducted ;
Ongoing activities updated; Points of collaboration and
coordination identified
• Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator and EPT Program
partners
• Partners: FAO, WHO, PREDICT, PREVENT, US CDC,
DELIVER, RESPOND
• Expected results: Regional IDENTIFY Project Coordinator
in communication with EPT partners; Points of contact,
collaboration and coordination identified; Information shared;
Ongoing activities updated; Coordinated regional- and
country-level (if applicable) work plans developed
• Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator and other regional
partners and organisations
• Partners: ASEAN, SAARC, APBA, DAFF, AusAid, USDA,
Australian Animal Health Laboratory, IDENTIFY National
Veterinary Services and National Laboratory Directors, etc.

6

The regional activities described in the regional work plan for South and Southeast Asia will be extended to the USAID Category 1,
2, 3 countries (country work plans immediately follow the regional work plan), as well as to Indonesia, Philippines, Bangladesh, and
Nepal. These countries do not have additional country-specific activities.
7
For Year 3, the OIE portion of the IDENTIFY project will support Bangladesh and Nepal to participate in the planned IDENTIFY
activities in the Southeast Asia region.
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•

Expected results: Ongoing activities updated; Points of
contact, collaboration, and coordination identified ;
Coordinated strategy for implementing activities developed
*************************

•

Activity 3.2S
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

o Sub-Activity 3.2.1S: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY
Project Coordinator, OIE SRR Bangkok
• Expected results: Regional office's activities planned and
implemented; Coordination with IDENTIFY partners ensured;
Methods for networking and collaboration across the Tripartite
identified
*************************

•

Activity 3.3S
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents

o Sub-Activity 3.3.1 S: Preparation and monitoring of regional and countrylevel (if applicable) work plan(s)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USAID, EPT Partners
• Expected results: Year 3 work plan submitted on time; Year 3
work plan approved for implementation; Regional priorities reflected
in coordinated work plans; Activities to strengthen laboratory
capacity included at the regional and country level (if applicable)
*************************

•

Activity 3.4S
Communication tool development and resource building

o Sub-Activity 3.4.1 S: Coordination and harmonization of regional
initiatives and activities, through communication, routine use of
SharePoint, sharing of responsibility, internal accountability, and meetings
consistent with outlined governance (linked to Activity 3.1)
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: SharePoint site active; Project team members
have access to common files; Routine usage of SharePoint by all
project coordinators; Documents circulated and comments shared
routinely; Shared documents and standardized methods of
implementation agreed amongst project staff
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o

Sub-Activity 3.4.25: Development and distribution of communication
tool(s) and documentation for different audiences for networks, trainings,
workshops, and conferences
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication
tools identified; Tool(s) in development; Tool(s) distributed at
events

o

Sub-Activity 3.4.35: Regular update of OIE Sub-Regional Representation
website (http://www.srr-seasia-oie.com) with IDENTIFY project activities
• Partners: FAO, WHO asked to contribute links where necessary
• Expected results: Updates drafted and submitted for posting;
Project updates posted to OIE Sub-Regional Representation
website

o

Sub-Activity 3.4.45: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional
platforms such as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to
the ongoing efforts to link epidemiologic and virologic data
*************************

•

Activity 3.55
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy

o

Sub-Activity 3.5.1 S : Annual review of the regional laboratory networking
strategy and collaboration with IDENTIFY Project partners, incorporating
existing regional laboratory networks and platforms
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, Regional Laboratory Networking
Technical Advisory Group
• Expected results: Regional laboratory networking strategy
updated annually; Project outputs reviewed for coherence to
strategy

Cm w1

•

Activity 3.65
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.1 S: On-going compilation and review of
assessments/reports on laboratory capacity and networks to inform
IDENTIFY project activities
• Partners: FAO, WHO, IAEA, PREDICT and US CDC, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors
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•

Expected results: Communication with identified laboratories
and/or networks established; Available assessments conducted by
EPT partners incorporated where possible; Information on
laboratory capacity in each region compiled; Gaps in laboratory
capacity identified; Interventions addressing gaps in capacity
developed and implemented

o Sub-Activity 3.6.25: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.35: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.45: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted
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o

Sub-Activity 3.6.55: Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway
Laboratory Tool, the veterinary laboratory component following the OIE
PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Special Experts' group convened, composed of
OIE Experts; Terms of reference and objectives refined; timeline,
strategy and approach for the development of the laboratory PVS
follow-up mission established; OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool
developed

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.65: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.75: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point
**** *********************

•

Activity 3. 75
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
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o

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011 , Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published

!Tlfl,,...f!qc r, • ..M• Deuaq __..,..,_, ,.._......,.••
• Activity 3.85

I

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
o

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 S: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.25: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
• Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

o Sub-Activity 3.8.35: Activity in supplemental work plan
*************************

•

Activity 3.95
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S : Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
•
Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.25: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.35: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.45: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
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•

Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted ; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.6S: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Good laboratory management practices
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
• Follow-up train ing where needed

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.7S: Support for National Institute of Animal Health of
Thailand to support establishment of West Nile virus (WNV) test
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Formal request for assistance in developing
capacity for WNV submitted; Laboratory staff exchange project
developed

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
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and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAQ, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAQ and WHO

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.2S: Activity in supplemental work plan

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.3S: Activity in supplemental work plan

Ttd-+-1

•

Activity 3.11 S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

Procurement under the OIE IDENTIFY Project will occur only in the framework of
OIE Twinning Projects (see 3.13S)

-ne,14111111

•

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.1 S: Strengthen linkages among regional and global
laboratory networks within and across human and animal health and with
relevant disease control authorities
• Partners: SEACFMD, FAQ, WHO, ASEAN, APSED, OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN, etc.
• Expected results: Activities of key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN) assessed annually, Discussions with the
key global specialized networks maintained ; Linkages and
collaborations with regional networks maintained;
Recommendations made by stakeholders to strengthen
collaborations; Networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
disease programs strengthened
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o

Sub-Activity 3.12.25: Provide support for strengthening the humananimal health linkage for OFFLU and for collaboration and communication
platforms and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples,
data, reports, etc. within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.35: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.45: Identification of OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise
in diseases or technical areas relevant to each region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: OIE Experts in IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
identified; 01 E Experts participated in regional activities related to
the IDENTIFY project; OIE Experts provided technical guidance to
one or more National Animal Health Laboratories in the region;
Exchange of laboratory technical staff implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.55: Four-way linking framework: Improving the linkage
between laboratory and epidemiological data (targeting influenza) by
assessment missions and workshops in 3 pilot countries
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results : Ways of better linking laboratory and
epidemiological described; Epidemiological and virus databases
linked ; Applications of linked information described

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared
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*************************

•

Activity 3.13S
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 S: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline

o Sub-Activity 3.13.2S: Identification of OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise
in diseases or technical areas relevant to the region in support of an OIE
Twinning Project
• Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: OIE experts in IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
identified; Discussions with OIE Expert(s); Application for an OIE
Twinning Project received and evaluated; OIE Twinning Project(s)
in the pipeline
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Country-Level Work Plans for the South and Southeast Asia
. 8
Reg1on

..,,.,,
•

Vietnam - South and Southeast Asia
Len a1

Activity 3.GS
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.2S: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3S: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o Sub-Activity 3.6.4S: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
8

Only technical activities and sub-activities 3.6 through 3.13 are included in all country-level work plans for the IDENTIFY project.
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•

o

Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

Sub-Activity 3.6.6S: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region

o Sub-Activity 3.6.7S: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

•

Activity 3. 7S
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011 , Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published
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Activity 3.8S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2S: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
• Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

Activity 3.9S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S: Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o Sub-Activity 3.9.4S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region
o

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.6S: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
o

Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
Laboratory policy development
Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
Platforms for regional reporting
ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
Good laboratory management practices
Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
Follow-up training where needed

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

TedAIII

•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o Sub-Activity 3.10.1S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed ; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAO and WHO

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2S: Strengthen human-animal health linkages for
OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and pathways
in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within
regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.
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o

Sub-Activity 3.12.35: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established

o Sub-Activity 3.12.55: Four-way linking framework: Improving the linkage
between laboratory and epidemiological data (targeting influenza) by
assessment missions and workshops in 3 pilot countries
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Ways of better linking laboratory and
epidemiological described; Epidemiological and virus databases
linked; Applications of linked information described
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared

Activity 3.135
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
o Sub-Activity 3.13.15: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline
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Cambodia - South and Southeast Asia

G ail

Activity 3.GS
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2S: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3S: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4S: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.GS: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
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following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.75: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

Activity 3. 75
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011, Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published

Ttd-+wJ
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Activity 3.85
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
o

Sub-Activity 3.8.25: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
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•
•

•

Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

Activity 3.9S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S: Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.4S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.5S: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.GS: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Good laboratory management practices
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
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•
o

Follow-up training where needed

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

I
•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAO and WHO

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o Sub-Activity 3.12.2S: Strengthen human-animal health linkages for
OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and pathways
in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within
regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.3S: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established
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o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared

Activity 3.135
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 S: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline
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Lao PDR- South and Southeast Asia
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Activity 3.GS
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2S: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3S: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4S: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.GS: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
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following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.75: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

Activity 3. 75
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
o

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011, Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized ; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published
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Activity 3.85
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
o

Sub-Activity 3.8.25: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
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Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

Activity 3.9S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S: Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.4S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.5S: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.GS: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Good laboratory management practices
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
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•
o

Follow-up training where needed

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

I

•-

•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAO and WHO

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o Sub-Activity 3.12.2S: Strengthen human-animal health linkages for
OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and pathways
in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within
regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.3S: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established
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o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared

Activity 3.135
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 S: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline
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Activity 3.GS
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2S: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3S: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4S: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.GS: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
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following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.75: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

Activity 3. 75
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

o

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011, Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published
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Activity 3.85
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.25: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
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•
•

•

Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

Activity 3.9S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S: Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.4S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.5S: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.GS: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Good laboratory management practices
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
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o

Follow-up training where needed

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

I
•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAO and WHO

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o Sub-Activity 3.12.2S: Strengthen human-animal health linkages for
OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and pathways
in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within
regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.3S: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established
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o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared

Activity 3.135
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 S: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline
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Activity 3.GS
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2S: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3S: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened ;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4S: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.GS: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
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following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.75: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

Activity 3. 75
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

o

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011, Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized ; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published
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Activity 3.85
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.25: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
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•
•

•

Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

Activity 3.9S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S: Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.4S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.5S: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.GS: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Good laboratory management practices
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
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•
o

Follow-up training where needed

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

I

•-

•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAO and WHO

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o Sub-Activity 3.12.2S: Strengthen human-animal health linkages for
OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and pathways
in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within
regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.3S: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established
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o

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared

Activity 3.135
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 S: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline
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.......,
•

Thailand - South and Southeast Asia

G ail

Activity 3.GS
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2S: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined ;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3S: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information on laboratory capacity in each
country/region compiled; Gaps in information related to disease
reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases identified; Analysis on
adherence of disease priority lists to actual disease reporting and
systems in place at the country level; Disease reporting maps
developed; Communication with countries strengthened;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4S: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.GS: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
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following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.75: Development and execution of the Pilot OIE
Laboratory Focal Point training program in the South East Asia region
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

Activity 3. 75
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

o

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Organization of annual stakeholders' networking
event, October 2011, Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, National Veterinary and Public
Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Proceedings of the meeting published
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•
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Activity 3.85
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.25: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
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•
•

•

Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

Activity 3.9S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 S: Planning and Support of annual regional Laboratory
Director's meeting
• Partners: FAO, ASEAN, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Annual regional Laboratory Director's meeting
planned and conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.4S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical and Networking meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting
planned and conducted; Trust and relationships established and/or
strengthened between laboratory staff across the region

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.5S: Support of regional and country-level efforts related
to strategic planning in Animal Health laboratories and the development of
regional and national sustainability plans
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
General guidance to developing a strategic plan provided; Regional
strategic planning workshop conducted; Strategic/sustainability
plans under development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.GS: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Good laboratory management practices
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Laboratory safe practices and SOPs
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•

Follow-up training where needed

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.7S: Support for National Institute of Animal Health of
Thailand to support establishment of West Nile virus (WNV) test
• Partners: MoA, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Formal request for assistance in developing
capacity for WNV submitted; Laboratory staff exchange project
developed

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.SS: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, APBA, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory
Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s)
planned and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy
and Regional Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of
Emerging and Priority Animal Diseases updated

TedAIII

•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o Sub-Activity 3.10.1S: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: FAO, IAEA, WHO
• Expected results: Glossary developed ; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAO and WHO

.,.,.....
•

Activity 3.12S
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2S: Strengthen human-animal health linkages for
OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and pathways
in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within
regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed.
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o

Sub-Activity 3.12.35: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established

o Sub-Activity 3.12.65: Support to establish the South East Asia Rabies
Network
• Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, National Laboratory Directors, regional partners
• Expected results: Networking pathways and tools developed and
strengthened; Connectivity of laboratories across sectors and
strengthened; Support to establish South East Asia Rabies Network
provided; Technical expertise and experiences shared

•

Activity 3.135
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
o

Sub-Activity 3.13.15: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to each region and
willing to provide services to the region
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
Assistance to future OIE Twinning Candidate laboratories to
prepare for OIE Twinning Project(s); OIE Twinning agreement(s) in
the pipeline
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Global
LoW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

•

Activity 3.1 G
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning

o Sub-Activity 3.1.1 G: Coordination at global level between:
• OIE IDENTIFY Global and Regional Project Coordinators
• Partners: OIE HQ, OIE SRR Gaborone, OIE SRR Nairobi,
01 E SRR Bangkok
• Expected results: Project coordinators in regular
communication through email and TC; Biannual meetings
planned and conducted; Activities elaborated and
conducted; Ongoing activities updated; Points of
collaboration and coordination with partners identified
• OIE IDENTIFY Global Project Coordinator and Tripartite IDENTIFY
Global Project Coordinators
• Partners: FAQ, WHO
• Expected results: Global Project coordinators in regular
communication through email and TC; Meetings planned
and conducted; Joint activities elaborated and conducted ;
Ongoing activities updated; Points of collaboration and
coordination identified
• Global IDENTIFY Project Coordinators and USAID
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, USAID
• Expected results: Global Project Coordinators in regular
communication with USAID AOTR; EPT Program Partner
Quarterly Meetings attended by Project Coordinators;
Biannual Reports completed and submitted on time
• Global OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator and other EPT partners
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, PREDICT, US CDC, DELIVER,
RESPOND
• Expected results: Global OIE IDENTIFY Project
Coordinator in communication with EPT partners; Points of
collaboration and coordination identified; Information shared;
Ongoing activities updated; Coordinated regional- and
country-level (if applicable) work plans developed
• Global OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator and global partners
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, GLEWS
• Expected results: Ongoing activities updated ; Points of
contact, collaboration and coordination identified
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•

Activity 3.2G
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

o

Sub-Activity 3.2.1G: Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY
Project Coordinator, OIE HQ, Paris
• Expected results: HQ's activities planned and implemented;
Coordination with IDENTIFY partners ensured; Methods for
networking and collaboration across the Tripartite identified

o Sub-Activity 3.2.2G: Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY
Financial and Administrative Coordinator, OIE HQ, Paris
• Expected results: HQ's activities planned and implemented;
Coordination with IDENTIFY partners ensured; Methods for
networking and collaboration across the Tripartite identified
*************************

•

Activity 3.3G
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents

o Sub-Activity 3.3.1G: Preparation and monitoring of annual IDENTIFY
global-, regional-, and country-level (if applicable) work plans
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, USAID, EPT Partners
• Expected results: Annual OIE work plan submitted on time;
Annual work plan approved for implementation; Regional and
national priorities reflected in work plans; Activities to strengthen
laboratory capacity included at the regional - and country-level (if
applicable)
*************************

•

Activity 3.4G
Communication tool development and resource building

o

Sub-Activity 3.4.1 G: Implementation and use of Share Point as the
method of sharing critical project documents for access by project
members
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: SharePoint site active; Project team members
have access to com mon files; Routine usage of SharePoint by all
project coordinators; Documents circulated and comments shared
routinely; Shared documents and standardized methods of
implementation agreed amongst project staff
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o

Sub-Activity 3.4.2G: Development and distribution of communication
tool(s) and documentation for different audiences for networks, trainings,
workshops, and conferences
o Partners: FAO, WHO
o Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication
tools identified; Tool(s) in development; Tool(s) distributed at
events
*************************

•

Activity 3.5G
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy

o

Sub-Activity 3.5.1 G: Annual review of the Laboratory Networking
Strategy and support for the review of regional laboratory networking
strategies
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Annual review of Laboratory Networking
Strategy conducted; IDENTIFY Laboratory Networking Strategy
integrated into and situated under existing global/regional/national
activities and priorities

Tat+,,,_,

•

Gr nil

Activity 3.6G
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.1G: Ongoing compilation and review of existing
assessments/reports on laboratory capacity and networks to inform
IDENTIFY project activities
• Partners: FAO, WHO, IAEA, PREDICT and US CDC, MoH, MoA
• Expected results: Communication with identified laboratories
and/or networks established; Available assessments conducted by
EPT partners incorporated where possible; Information on
laboratory capacity in each region compiled; Gaps in laboratory
capacity identified; Interventions addressing gaps in capacity
developed and implemented

o Sub-Activity 3.6.2G: Review of OIE PVS Evaluation reports and related
documents to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Context of laboratory aspect of Veterinary
Services given the political situation in each country determined;
Communication with countries established concerning OIE PVS
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Pathway activities; Information on laboratory capacity in each
region compiled; Gaps in laboratory capacity identified;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed and
implemented
o

Sub-Activity 3.6.3G: Review of WAHIS disease reporting data (by hot
spot country, by IDENTIFY-targeted disease, including laboratory capacity
information) to inform the development of appropriate and sustainable
interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Project plan developed; Information on
laboratory capacity in each country/region compiled; Descriptive
analysis conducted; Indicators developed to measure increased
number of pathological specimens (including submitted to OIE
Reference Laboratories), delay of specimen referral; Gaps in
information related to disease reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted
diseases identified; Analysis on adherence of disease priority lists
to actual disease reporting and systems in place at the country
level; Informing progress on Laboratory Networking Strategy
indicators; Proxy indicator for sample throughput data for targeted
diseases from laboratories supported by the IDENTIFY project
defined; Disease reporting maps developed; Comparison of
historic official OIE and WHO disease reporting data for IDENTIFYtargeted sentinel diseases to analyze timeliness of diagnosis
conducted; Communication with countries strengthened;
Interventions addressing gaps in capacity developed

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4G: Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway
Laboratory Tool, the veterinary laboratory component following the OIE
PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the 01 E PVS Pathway
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Special Experts' convened, composed of OIE
Experts; Terms of reference and objectives refined; timeline,
strategy and approach for the development of the laboratory PVS
follow-up mission established; OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool
developed

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.SG: Development and execution of the Pilot 01 E PVS
Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory component
following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS
Pathway
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•

•

Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
Expected results: Timeline, strategy and approach for the
development of the laboratory PVS follow-up mission established;
Pilot countries designated; Contact with OIE Delegate established;
Pilot mission delegation designated ; Preliminary data collection
conducted; Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory mission conducted
in the South East Asia region

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.GG: Development and execution of the OIE Laboratory
Focal Point Program and Training (to be piloted in the South East Asia
region)
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point developed; Contact with OIE Delegate
established; Laboratory Focal Point designated; OIE Laboratory
Focal Point training developed; OIE Laboratory Focal Point training
conducted in the South East Asia region; Country-level activities
developed with OIE Laboratory Focal Point

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.7G: Development and pilot of OIE Twinning Program
add-on modules on laboratory best practices including modules on
management, MoU with national laboratories, etc.
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National Veterinary
Services, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results : Terms of reference and objectives defined;
Timeline, strategy and approach for the development of the add-on
modules established; Contact with existing OIE Twinning Parent
and Candidate Laboratories for pilot established; Module(s)
developed and tested

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.SG: Analysis of 01 E Reference Laboratory and
Collaborating Centres Annual Reports to inform the development of
appropriate and sustainable interventions to improve laboratory capacity
• Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratory and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results : Communication with identified OIE Reference
Laboratory and Collaborating Centres established; Information
gaps in annual reports filled ; Analysis conducted on: the quality of
information contained therein and the content related to existing
relationships with IDENTIFY country laboratories; Sample referral
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and networking maps developed ; Develop methodology to measure
sample throughput from national laboratories; Recommendations
made on the improvement of reporting template; Revised reporting
template developed and implemented
*************************

•

Activity 3. 7G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

o

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1G: Coordination and support of annual stakeholders'
event in each hot spot region
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National
Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners
• Expected results: Collaboration with regional counterparts
occurred; Overarching objectives and agenda defined; Participant
profiles defined; Proceedings of all meetings distributed

"'

....

Activity 3.8G
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o Sub-Activity 3.8.1 G: Activity in supplemental work plan
o

Sub-Activity 3.8.2G: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.3G: Participation in international and regional trainings
and workshops, as they are planned, on themes such as:
• Diagnosis of normative pathogens
• Diagnosis of emerging and unknown pathogens
• Regional standardization of reagents and proficiency testing
schemes
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional and international reporting
• Laboratory Quality Management Systems
• Related laboratory themes
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•

Activity 3.9G
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 G: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning)
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Sample handling, shipment and referral
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Other trainings/workshops in line with IDENTIFY's goals (see
Congo Basin and SE Asia work plans)

o Sub-Activity 3.9.2G: Activity in supplemental work plan

o Sub-Activity 3.9.3G: Activity in supplemental work plan

•

Activity 3.1 OG
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.1 G: Distribution and use of glossary of 01 E prescribed
and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: N/A
• Expected results: Glossary developed; Share glossary of OIE
prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
with FAQ and WHO

Tal-41111

•

Activity 3.11 G
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

Procurement under the OIE IDENTIFY Project will occur only in the framework of
OIE Twinning Projects (see 3.13G)
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I

•

Activity 3.12G
Support and promote laboratory networks
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.1G: Strengthen linkages among global laboratory
networks within and across human and animal health and with relevant
disease control authorities
• Partners: FAO, WHO, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN
• Expected results: Activities of key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
assessed annually; Discussions with the key global specialized
networks maintained; Linkages and collaborations with networks
established; Networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.2G: Strengthen linkages among regional laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks and across human and animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and
epidemiological networks, both within and between the sectors
initiated; Linkages and collaborations with networks established

o Sub-Activity 3.12.3G: Support for strengthening the human-animal health
linkage for OFFLU and for collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained; Interface
with WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed; Discussions
between laboratory and epidemiological networks, both within and
between the sectors initiated
o

Sub-Activity 3.12.4G: Identification of OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise
in diseases or technical areas relevant to the region
• Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
Expected results: OIE Experts in IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
identified; OIE Experts participated in regional activities related to
the IDENTIFY project; OIE Experts provided technical guidance to
one or more National Animal Health Laboratories in the region
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o

Sub-Activity 3.12.SG: Four-way linking framework: Improving the linkage
between laboratory and epidemiological data (targeting influenza) by
assessment missions and workshops in 3 pilot countries
• Partners: FAO, WHO
• Expected results: Ways of better linking laboratory and
epidemiological described; Epidemiological and virus databases
linked; Applications of linked information described
*************************

•

Activity 3.13G
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.1G: Identification of suitable OIE Twinning Candidate
laboratories in the region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for
twinning for scientific disciplines or diseases relevant to the region and
willing to provide services to the region
•
Partners: OIE Delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, REC
Expected results: Discussions with National Laboratory initiated;
Application for an OIE Twinning Project received and evaluated;
OIE Twinning Project(s) in the pipeline

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.2G : Identification of OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise
in diseases or technical areas relevant to the region in support of an OIE
Twinning Project
• Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres
• Expected results: OIE experts in IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
identified; Discussions with OIE Expert(s); Application for an OIE
Twinning Project received and evaluated ; OIE Twinning Project(s)
in the pipeline
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PART TWO:
OIE IDENTIFY Supplemental Work Plan Submission
REGIONAL 9 -- Congo Basin
Congo Basin

11111111111111

Activity

Laboratory Diagnosis

--~

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonisation
Biological specimen referral consultation and activities

to be finalized wit h country officials

to be finalized with country officials (# TBD)

OFFLU Lamp Project

Laboratories & Surveillance/ Response
Country Focal Point Training

••••••••••••••

----~

Policy, Guidance, and Legislation

•

Donor Round Table Events

Laboratory Networking
Regional Cross-Sectoral Laboratory Networking
Meeting
Analytical description of referal specimens between
countries and reference laboratories

Promoting Laboratory Quality
Follow-up laboratory visits to determine status/level of
improvement

••

•

11111111111111
11111111111111
to be finalized with country officials

Pre-twinning activities and assessments
to be finalized with country officials (1-2)

OIE Laboratory Twinning Special Project
Support for new OIE Laboratory Twinning Project(s)

.,..,..,
•

•

Cm w1

Activity 3.6C
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

o

Sub-Activity 3.6.4C: Assessment of prospective and in-submission
Twinning Candidate laboratories to determine laboratory capacity prior to
entering into OIE Twinning Project, in order to better target Twinning
objectives and activities and better pair Twinning Parent and Candidate
Laboratories

9

We have not included country-specific work plans for the supplemental work plan in order to save paper and space. We have
instead only summarized in table format by regional- and country-level implementation. Upon request we can provide specific
country-level work plans for the supplemental portion of the OIE IDENTIFY Work Plan for Year 3.
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•

•

Partners: OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, OIE Delegates, National Laboratory
Directors
Expected results: Request for OIE Twinning Project received ;
Assessment planned and conducted

o Sub-Activity 3.6.SC: Additional targeted data collection, including
laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments, if necessary, to fill in gaps
in knowledge on laboratory capacity
• Partners: FAO, WHO, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Information shared to coordinate with targeted
laboratories; Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments
planned and conducted

•

Activity 3. 7C
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

o Sub-Activity 3.7.1 C: Organization of annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National
Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Endorsement of project activities by regional/national
stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting distributed

,,,

•

...

Activity 3.8C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.2C: OIE Focal Point trainings related to WAHIS Official
Disease Notification and Wildlife Diseases
• Partners: Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and
Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, OIE Delegate
Expected results: OIE Focal Point training(s) conducted

o

Sub-Activity 3.8.3C: Other trainings/workshops, as they are planned, by
regional and international partners on themes such as:
• Diagnosis of normative pathogens
• Diagnosis of emerging and unknown pathogens
• Regional standardization of reagents and proficiency testing
schemes
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•
•
•
•
o

•

Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
Platforms for regional and international reporting
Laboratory Quality Management Systems
Related laboratory themes

Sub-Activity 3.8.4C: Support for the development of sustainability plan in
conjunction with national authorities, in order to identify additional sources
of funding in particular for laboratories and diagnostic capacity through
Donor Round Table discussions following OIE PVS Gap Analysis missions
and reports
• Partners: OIE delegate, National Veterinary Services, National
Laboratory Directors, International Donors, FAQ, WHO
• Expected results: Round table discussions supported; Areas/
Activities under laboratory capacity building identified for donor
support

Activity 3.9C
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 C: Trainings within and across animal (including
wildlife) and human sectors where applicable for laboratory staff on
themes including:
• Protocols for laboratory practices and normative diseases
• Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning)
• Diseases Notification and Reporting procedures
• Sample handling, shipment and referral
• Laboratory policy development
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Platforms for regional reporting
• Laboratory Quality Management Systems
• ISO Quality Standards and Guidelines
• Follow-up training where needed
• Good laboratory management practices
• Other trainings/workshops in line with IDENTIFY's goals (see
Congo Basin and SE Asia work plans)

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.2C: Development or adaptation of standard procedures
and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories and reference laboratories
• Partners: WHO, FAQ, ICAO, IATA, Experts of the OIE ad hoc
group on Biosafety and Biosecurity
• Expected results: Results from questionnaire compiled; Experts
gathered to develop decision trees and algorithms, taking into
account gaps identified by stakeholders; Decision trees and
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algorithms for referring specimens associated with human or animal
outbreaks for which all tests for known pathogens are negative and
for the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens in development
o

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.3C: OFFLU Project extension on the development of
LAMP as a diagnostic tool tailored to developing country situations with
applications for a range of pathogens and the development of a versatile
way to read results
• Partners: Friedrich-Loeffler-Institute Germany, IAEA, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate
• Expected results: Validated diagnostic tool in hand, that is
independent of sophisticated equipment, developed ; Close
collaboration with IAEA for the modification or development of
LAMP assays achieved

Activity 3.1 OC
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.3C: Support for Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
compliance to OIE Standards on 3 IDENTIFY-targeted diseases in
national Animal Health Laboratories
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, IAEA, Laboratory quality managers,
OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres
• Expected results: Progress towards establishing national EQA
programs; Increased number of countries in each region with EQA
programs

Ttd-+-1

•

Activity 3.12C
Support and promote laboratory networks

o

Sub-Activity 3.12.1 C: Strengthen linkages among regional and global
laboratory networks across human and animal health and with relevant
disease control authorities
• Partners: FAO, WHO, RESOLAB, EARLN, SACIDS, SEARG,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, MoH, National Veterinary Services
• Expected results: Discussions to develop a Western and Central
Africa rabies group initiated; Discussions with the SEARG network
continued; Networking with SAC IDS initiated, Linkages and
collaborations of regional networks established

OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan
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•

Activity 3.13C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.4C: Support for National Veterinary Laboratories in the
framework of the Special Project for Additional Support for OIE Twinning
Projects
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Director, OIE Reference Laboratory and Expert
• Expected results: Application for additional support to complement
the OIE Twinning arrangement received; OIE Special Project
agreement signed and support provided; Progress followed through
mid-term and final reports; Critical project equipment procured

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.SC: OIE Twinning Projects between the national animal
health laboratories of IDENTIFY countries and OIE Reference
Laboratories on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Directors, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories, Ethiopian
Central Veterinary Laboratory (FMD or PPR)
• Expected results: Application for OIE Twinning Project developed
and received; OIE Twinning Project validated and signed; Support
provided; Progress followed through mid-term and final reports

o

Sub-Activity 3.13.5.1 C: OIE Twinning Project between the National
Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) of
Uganda and The National Veterinary Institute (SVA) of Sweden on
simplified and field-based diagnostic tools (portable PCR systems, LAMP,
LFD) and simplified sampling, sample storage and shipment protocols
• Partners: National Veterinary Services, National Animal Disease
Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) of Uganda, The
National Veterinary Institute (SVA) of Sweden, Institute of Animal
Health, Pirbright, UK
• Expected results: Application for OIE Twinning Project developed
and received; OIE Twinning Project validated and signed; Support
provided; Progress followed through mid-term and final reports
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REGIONAL -- South and Southeast Asia
South and Southeast Asia
xx
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Laboratory Diagnosis
Biological specimen referral consult ation and activit ies

to be finalized with country officials
to be finalized with country officials (#

OFFLU Lamp Project

TBD)

Laboratories & Surveillance/ Response
Country Focal Point Training

Policy, Guidance, and Legislation

- - -••••••••••

Assistance with development of Policy and Strategic
Plans for national laboratories; country visits by OIE
experts and in-country workshops

Laboratory Networking

111111

~1111111111

Support participation of nationa l s_ta
_ff_t_
o _in_t_e_rn_a_t_io_n_a_l
conferences/meetings

Promoting Laboratory Quality
Follow-up laboratory visits to determine status/level of
improvement
Pre-twinning activities and assessments
Elaboration of OIE Standards on Biosafety/Biosecurity
at the Country Level, including Occupational Health
and Safety issues
Backstopping mission t o support Quality Assurance
and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

111111111
••

11111111

*While country-specific activities have been declined by USAID for Year 3 in Indonesia, this is not applicable to regional meetings and trainings
J:1The 0/E portion of the IDENTIFY project will support Banglodesh and Nepal to participate in the pl anned IDENTIFY activities in the Southeast
Asia region

•

.,

111111

Activity 3.8S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
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o

Sub-Activity 3.8.15: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• 30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
• OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok
Thailand, June 2012
• Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

o Sub-Activity 3.8.35: Other meetings/conferences as they are planned, by
regional and international partners on themes such as:
• Diagnosis of normative pathogens
• Diagnosis of emerging and unknown pathogens
• Regional standardization of reagents
• Laboratory policy development and planning
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
•
Platforms for regional reporting
• Laboratory Quality Management Systems
• Related Laboratory themes

•

Activity 3.95
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.25: Development or adaptation of standard procedures
and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories and reference laboratories
• Partners: WHO, FAQ, ICAO, IATA, Experts of the OIE ad hoc
group on Biosafety and Biosecurity
• Expected results: Results from questionnaire compiled; Experts
gathered to develop decision trees and algorithms, taking into
account gaps identified by stakeholders; Decision trees and
algorithms for referring specimens associated with human or animal
outbreaks for which all tests for known pathogens are negative and
for the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens in development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.35: OFFLU Project extension on the development of
LAMP as a diagnostic tool tailored to developing country situations with
applications for a range of pathogens and the development of a versatile
way to read results
•
Partners: Friedrich-Loeffler-Institute, Germany, IAEA, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate
• Expected results: Validated diagnostic tool in hand, that is
independent of sophisticated equipment, developed; Close
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collaboration with IAEA for the modification or development of
LAMP assays achieved

•

Activity 3.1 OS
Promote and support laboratory quality management

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.2S: Support of regional and country-level efforts to
identify and address issues related to Occupational Health and Safety
(OH&S) in Animal Health laboratories
• Partners: AAHL, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Director, OIE Delegate
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories by OIE Expert conducted;
Risk assessments performed and approach to minimize risk
planned; Quality Management and OH&S issues and approach
identified

o

Sub-Activity 3.10.3S: Support of country-level efforts to elaborate the
existing (OIE or other) guidelines on biosafety in Animal Health
laboratories to National Animal Health laboratories
• Partners: AAHL, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory
Director, OIE Delegate, FAO
• Expected results: Visits to laboratories in each country by OIE
Expert conducted; Guidelines specific to laboratory developed;
Report submitted; Interventions addressing gaps in capacity
developed
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Global
LoW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

.,.,,.....
•

Activity 3.8G
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

o

•

"'

...

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 G: Participation in international and regional
meetings/conferences such as:
• 30th World Veterinary Congress, Cape Town, South Africa, 10-14
October 2011
• OIE Global Conference on Foot and Mouth Disease, Bangkok
Thailand, June 2012
• Other meetings/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

Activity 3.9G
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.2G: Development or adaptation of standard procedures
and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories and reference laboratories
• Partners: WHO, FAO, ICAO, IATA, Experts of the OIE ad hoc
group on Biosafety and Biosecurity
• Expected results: Results from questionnaire compiled; Experts
gathered to develop decision trees and algorithms, taking into
account gaps identified by stakeholders; Decision trees and
algorithms for referring specimens associated with human or animal
outbreaks for which all tests for known pathogens are negative and
for the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens in development

o

Sub-Activity 3.9.3G: OF FLU Project extension on the development of
LAMP as a diagnostic tool tailored to developing country situations with
applications for a range of pathogens and the development of a versatile
way to read results
• Partners: Friedrich-Loeffler-Institute, Germany, IAEA, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate
• Expected results: Validated diagnostic tool in hand, that is
independent of sophisticated equipment, developed ; Close
collaboration with IAEA for the modification or development of
LAMP assays achieved
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (PROVISIONAL)

ACTIVmES by LOW

Responsible Project
Partnerlsl

EXPEcm> RESULTS
1
FY12Ql
FY12Q2
FY12Q3
FY12Q4
October 2011- 30 OCH)fCll JAN-MAR12 APR·JUN12 JUL-SEP 12
September 2012

Budget

TOTAL

Core activities

Supplemental
activities

Congo Basin Region

3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.2

Recruit ment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

OIE

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.4

Communication tool development and resource building

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.5

Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.6

Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

OIE

3.7

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.8

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.9

Develop and conduct conferences, t rainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines, and standards

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.10

Promote and support laboratory quality management

OIE

86 718,00

3.11

Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated
manner

3.12

Support and promote laboratory networks

OIE, FAO, WHO

28 906,00

3.13

Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships OIE

5 781,20

173 597,87

173 597,87

6 503,85

6 503,85

-

-

23 408,08

Refer to specific
Expected Results
by Sub-Activity
in the OIE
IDENTIFY Year 3
Work Plan
Narrative
Description

23 408,08

29 339,59

141639,40

29 339,59

26 015,40

115624,00

so 585,50

50 585,50
36132,50

50 585,50

-

Congo Basin
Reaionol Sub-Total
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28906,00

747 220,10

180 662,50

566 557,60

1 293 699,59

466554,40

827145,19

EXPECTED RESIA.TS
ACllVfflES by LOW

Responlible Project
Partner(s)

FY12Q4
1
FY12Q1
FY12Q2
FY12Q3
October 2011- 30 OCT-OEC11 JAN-MAR12 APR-JUN12 JUL-SEP 12
September 2012

Budget

TOTAL

Core activities

Supplemental

activities

.

South and Southeast Asia
3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning

OIE, FAO, WHO

20 557,95

20 557,95

.

3.2

Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

OIE

94 207,54

94 207,54

.

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.4

Communication tool development and resource building

OIE, FAO, WHO

6 503,85

6 503,85

3.5

Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.6

Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

OIE

3.7

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of aosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.8

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standard

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.9

Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines, and standards

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.10

Promote and support laboratory quality management

OIE

3.11

Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated
manner

3.12

Support and promote laboratory networks

3.13

Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships OIE

.

Refer to specific
Expected Results
by Sub-Activity
in the OIE
IDENTIFY Year 3
Work Plan
Narrative
Description

160 413,85

160 413,85

.

21679,50

21 679,50

.

28 906,00

28906,00
93 944,50

93 944,50

.

122 850,50

122 850,50

.

OIE, FAO, WHO

22 402,15

22 402,15

.
.

SSE Asia Regional

571465,84

Sub-Total
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419 709,34

151756,50

EXPEClm RESUL1S
Responsible Project
Partnerjs)

ACTIVmESbyLOW

1
FY12Q1
FY12Q2
FY12Q3
FY12Q4
October 2011- 30 OCT-OEC 11 JAN-MAR12 APR•JUN12 JUL•SEP 12
September 2012

Budget

TOTAL

Core activities

.

.

GLOBAL

Supplemental
activities

3.1

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning

OIE, FAO, WHO

20 557,95

20 557,95

.

3.2

Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

OIE

88 245,68

88 245,68

.

3.3

Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work
plans and other project documents

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.4

Communication tool development and resource building

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.5

Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy

OIE, FAO, WHO

3.6

Follow-up of laborat ory mapping exercise activities

OIE

3.7

3.8

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-

sectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
Mlaaaa<

3.9
3.10

.
Refer to specific
Expected Results
by Sub-Activity
in the OIE
IDENTIFY Year 3
Work Plan
Narrative
Oescription

OIE, FAO, WHO

OIE, FAO, WHO

ouaAalaftOC Oft.. < • oftAo,A<

Oevelop and conduct conferences, t rainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
~uidelines and standards
Promote and support laboratory quality management

OIE, FAO, WHO

57 812,00

5 873,70

5 873,70

.

.

65 038,50

65038,50
102 038,18

OIE

3.12

3.13

Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships OIE

OIE, FAO, WHO

.

.

-

.

.

.
-

339 566,01

Global Sub-Total

..,. . .. . ...

llm•

167076,68

1145978,37

.mmnm..

=

"'' "I i i

, uur.

172489,33

1058 753,07

Sub-total Core activities (a)
Sub-total Supplemental activities (b)

OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan

57 812,00

102038,18

Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated
manner
Support and promote laboratory networks

3.11

-

.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL)

INDICATOR
Cumulative number of hot spot regions for which IDENTIFY, with the agreement of relevant
national authorities, has defined the laboratories and list of diseases targeted [2009 baseline
= O; end of CY2010 target = 2; end of CY2011 target= 4]. NB: Following a request from
USAID, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are currently on hold.

Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have received
capacity building. Each measurement is by category and country and adjusted by the year in
which the region entered the project. [baseline and targets: TBD]
1. Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
2. Training for targeted disease diagnosis
3. Training on laboratory practices (e.g. , biosecurity, equipment calibration, etc.)
4. Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning, quality assurance programme)
5. Laboratory procurement (e.g., equipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
• Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
• Quality Assurance equipment
• Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
• Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)
Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply
Number of participants to global/regional conferences, trainings or workshops organized on
laboratory activities
Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAQ and WHO disease reporting data with current data for
sentinel diseases, to be determined by region. [baseline and targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial), participating countries will be
asked for timeliness data, wh ich could include comparing date of sample submission to date
of results. [baseline and taraets: TBDl
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FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARNTER(S)

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Cumulative amount of laboratory supplies procured by region [targets TBD following
assessments]:
Non-expendable:
• Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
• Quality Assurance equipment
• Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
• Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)
Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial) from countries
supported by the IDENTIFY project. [baseline and targets: TBD]

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual
annual

FAO/OIE/WHO
FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

annual

FAO/OIE/WHO

Number of outbreak investigations during which laboratory people have been involved by
countrv/reaion. f2009 baseline = TBD; end of oroiect taraet = 100%1
Number of scientific publications as a result of collaborative work
Proportion of laboratories by region and sector (e.g. animal vs public health) that have
received communications and networking support, adjusted by the year in which the region
entered the project. [2009 baseline = TBD following assessments; end of CY201 O target
=10%; end of CY2011 target= 40%; end of CY2012 target= 70%; end of CY2013 target =
80%; end of CY2014 tarqet = 100%1
User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for existing regional
platforms by reqion and sector [baseline and targets: TBD].
Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new focal points for
international/global networks by region and sector. [baseline and targets: TBD by
assessments]
Number and type of specimens/strains for proxy targeted diseases from each hot spot
subm itted to FAO, OIE, and WHO affiliated referral laboratories by year. [baseline and
tarqets: TBDl
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REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CONGO BASIN REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level
offices
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of the
responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Africa, the S ubRegional Representation for Southern Africa, based in Gaborone, Botswana. Oversight of regional
activities will be managed by an IDENTIFY Project Coordinator in Gaborone, with additional support
from staff in the Sub-Regional Representation for Eastern Africa and the Horn of Africa, based in
N airobi, Kenya, and will hire short term experts when and where required. While the OIE does not
hold country-level offices, the regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators will additionally act as
the OIE IDENTIFY project representatives at the country level. In addition, the national OIE
Delegate, usually the chief veterinary officer of the country, routinely serve as advocate for OIE
standards and activities in their country.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture Organization
HQ and FAO-ECTAD Bamako, Gaborone, Nairobi, World Organisation for Animal Health HQ and
OIE Gaborone, World Health Organization HQ and WHO HQ and AFRO Brazzaville, Regional
Economic Communities covering the Congo basin region, other EPT projects and partners (e.g.
PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC), regional technical agencies (e.g. AU-IBAR, CEBEVIRHA,
CTIBD, ILRI, international and regional reference laboratories situated in Africa, private sector
laboratories, universities, and non-governmental organizations.
Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. The OIE will
submit biannual reports (due 30 April and 31 October) and annual work plan documents (due dates
TBD), into which the contributions of all regional OIE IDENTlFY Project Coordinators are
integrated .

In addition, the OIE is obligated by the Letter of Agreement (Amendment 1) signed 13 January 201 1
between FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an existing cooperative
agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project) to report to FAO on a
biannual basis (15 April and 15 October).
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REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT - SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level
offices
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of the
responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Asia, the Sub-Regional
Representation for Southeast Asia, based in Bangkok, Thailand. Oversight of regional activities will
be managed by an IDENTIFY Project Coordinator. In addition, the OIE will hire short term experts
when and where required. While the OIE does not hold country-level offices, the regional OIE
IDENTIFY Project Coordinators will additionally act as the OlE IDENTIFY project representatives at
the country level. In addition, the national OIE Delegate, usually the chief veterinary officer of the
country, routinely serve as advocate for OIE standards and activities in their country.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at the regional level will include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture
Organization HQ, FAO-RAP Bangkok, World Organisation for Animal Health HQ and OIE Bangkok,
World Health Organization HQ and WHO SEARO New Delhi and WPRO Manila, Regional
Economic Communities covering the region (ASEAN), other EPT projects and partners (e.g.
PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC), regional networks (e.g. OFFLU, EDPLN, GFN, etc.),
international and regional reference laboratories situated in SE Asia, private sector laboratories,
universities, and non-governmental organizations.
Reporting
Reporting w ill follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. The OIE will
submit biannual reports (d ue 30 April and 31 October) and annual work plan documents (due dates
TBD), into which the contributions of all regional OlE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are
integrated.
In addition, the OlE is obligated by the Letter of Agreement (Amendment 1) signed 13 January 2011
between FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an existing cooperative
agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project) to report to FAO on a
biannual basis (15 April and 15 October).
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BUDGET
Table 1 : Budget Summary by line item and Budget Notes
OIE IDENTIFY
Dates: 1 October 2011 - 30 September 2012

The OIE submission for the Year 3 IDENTIFY Project Work Plan comprises two
parts: a Core Work Plan and a Supplemental Work Plan. Part One represents the
Core Work Plan for Year 3 activities while Part Two represents the Supplemental
Work Plan. The division of the plan into two parts reflects the request from USAID
delivered at the Rome meeting of 16 June 2011. The total budget requested for the
OIE IDENTIFY project for the planned activities of Year 3 (1 October 2011 through
30 September 2012) is $2,359,062.64, composed of a core budget of $1 ,132,865.78
and a supplemental budget of $1 ,226,196.86, both of which include 7% overhead.
The following table shows the total budget broken down by object class for Year 3.
As outlined in previous communications, the OIE core work plan budget corresponds
to the revised pipeline estimate, reflecting the increased rate of expenditure as the
project has advanced, based on updated OIE expenditures as of 1 July 2011 under
the IDENTIFY project of the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Program. As
previously proposed, we can further support this with an updated pipeline estimate
for Year 2 for expenditures through 30 September 2011. As observed for the EPT
Program as a whole, momentum is gaining within IDENTIFY. As the project
progresses, the OIE continues to increase our rate of implementation of and
associated expenditures for IDENTIFY activities. In addition to the already observed
increase in expenditures, a proportion of the Year 2 work was dedicated to
developing partnerships, obtaining buy-in with stakeholders. While these activities
have to-date been associated with minimal expenses, they have now progressed to
activities that will incur more substantial investments in Year 3.
We provide specific comments on the object class line items. For OIE Twinning
Projects and Special Projects, the agreement is developed on a technical basis of
expertise sharing, and the Special Projects can in select cases be used to support
additional reagent, provisions or equipment. The advancement of some activities,
such as the OIE Twinning Projects, Special Projects, and Donor Round Table events,
are contingent upon receipt, approval, and finalization of the application and are in
full partnership with national authorities. Until such projects are finalized, these
activities are captured in the line item of Direct Costs, but will later be modified to
distinguish Equipment from Direct Costs.
(See next page for budget table and notes)
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Budget Summary

Tota l

Personnel

356 051,10

Overhead

154 331,20

Travel, Transportation & Per Diem

919 953,65

Allowances

-

Equipment

-

Other Direct Costs

Gra nd Tota l

928 726,69

2 359 062,64

Budget Notes

PERSONNEL
The following staff are employed by funds received by USAID for the OIE IDENTIFY
project:
o Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR Gaborone (100%)
o Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR Nairobi (100%)
o Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR Bangkok (100%)
o Global OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE HQ, Paris (50%)
o Global OIE IDENTIFY Financial and Administrative Coordinator, OIE HQ, Paris
(50%)

OVERHEAD
The OIE overheads correspond to 7% of the total amount requested for activity
implementation.

TRAVEL
Travel related to EPT Program and IDENTIFY project coordination and technical activities
will be required to attend: various IDENTIFY project headquarters coordination meetings
(biannual, within Europe); EPT Program coordination meetings (quarterly, Europe-USA);
IDENTIFY project regional coordination meetings (biannual, within each region); EPT
Program regional coordination meetings (annual, within each region); travel necessary to
support the technical activities outlined in the narrative description of activities by region; and
other ad hoc meetings to be determined.

OTHER DIRECT COSTS
Other direct costs for the OIE IDENTIFY project are related to training, workshops, meetings,
tool and guidance development, data analysis, and other technical activities. For a complete
description of each technical activity, please see activities 3.6-3.13 in the Congo Basin, South
and Southeast Asia, and Global work plans above.
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Table 2: Estimated Allocation of funds by Global/Regional/Country

Note: Please see Table 3, which contains all information requested in the table below, for
additional information.
Country

Estimated budget

Uqanda
DRC
Cameroon
Republic of Conqo
Tanzania
Gabon
Equatorial Guinea
Rwanda
Central African Republic
Sudan
South Sudan
Ethiopia
Kenya
Angola
Congo regional

174 210,06
29 680,06
29 680,06
26 743,21
185 870,74
26 743,21
26 743,21
41 196,21
26 743,21
26 743,21
26 743,21
26 743,21
41 196,21
26 743,21
629 075,50

Congo subtotal
Cambodia
China
Indonesia
Laos
Vietnam
Malaysia
Thailand
Philiooines
Bangladesh
Nepal
South Asia regional

1344 854,54
43 464,51
43 464,51
43 464,51
43 464,51
43 464,51
38 842,44
53 295,44
38 842,44
38 842,44
38 842,44
243 605,32

South Asia subtotal

669593,04
190283,86

Total

2 204 731,44

Global
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Table 3: EPT FY12 Planning Budget - OIE IDENTIFY
EPT FY12 Planning Budget Template

Project Name:

IDENTIFY

Project Partner:

OIE

central Headquarte~s Co<I<:

..

1S4 331,20

W il dlife Pathogen

•

Outbreak Response

Risk Determi nati on

Detecti on

Capacity

TOTAL

Risk Reduction

190183~86

GLOBAL
Region Total

0

190283,86

190283,86

0

190283,86

0

629 075,50

629075,50

Angola

26 743,21

26 743,21

Cameroon

29 680,06

29 680,06

Central African Rep ublic

26 743,21

26 743,21

Congo

29 680,06

29680,06

Democratic Republic of Congo

26 743,21

26 743,21

Equatorial Guinea

26 743,21

26 743,21

Eth iopi a

26 743,21

26 743,21

CONGO BASIN REGIONAL WORK

Gabon

41 196,21

41196,21

Ke nya

26 743,21

26 743,21

Rwanda

41 196,21

41196,21

South Sudan

26 743,21

26 743,21

Sudan
Tanzania

26 743,21

26 743,21

185 870,74

185 870,74

174 210,06

Uganda
Region Total

0

174 210,06

1344854,51

0

13448S4,52

0

243 605,32

243 605,32

Cambodi a

43 464,51

43464,51

Chi na

43 464,51

43464,51

Indonesi a

43 464,51

43464,51

Laos

43 464,51

43 464,51

Malaysia

38 842,44

38842,44

SE ASIA REGIONAL WORK

Phi li ppi nes

38 842,44

38842,44

Thail and

53 295,44

53 295,44

Vietnam

43 464,51
Region Tot al

0

43464,51

591908,19

0

0

591908,19

GANGETIC PLAIN REGIONAL WORK
38 842,43

Bangladesh

38842,43

No activit ies p lanned for Year 3/FY12

India

38 842,44

Nepal
Region Total

0

38842,44

77684,87

0

0

77 684,87

AMAZON BASIN REGIONAL WORK
Bol ivia
Brazi l
No activities p lanned for Year 3/FY12

Colombia
Ecuador

Mexico
Peru
Region Total

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

2204 731,44

2 204 731,44

Eit:ld QRS:tiSiga~
Project

Global

IDENTIFY

Congo Basin

190 284

SE Asia

1344 855

Amazon

South Asia

591 908

77685

Central

Total Fie ld

Total FY12 Planning

Headquarte~s Costs

Operations

Budget

1S4 331,20

2 204 731,44

2 359 062,64

Kev Technical Area Breakdown*
One Healt h University Al liances

Outbreak Response Operational Support

s

Bi ol ogical Ri sk Determi nation
N/A
104331,00 Behavio ral Risk Determinati on
Ri sk Reducti on

Alf costs including operational support, training~ labs, wildlife sampling

Extractive Ind ustries
Laboratory Capacity Build ing

N/A

$

IHR/OIE Core Capacities

N/A

Mi norit i es

"Upstream " Predictive Model ing

N/A

M&E

$

Techno logy Development
Pathogen Detection

28906,00 Innovat i on and Science
Research

N/A

$

N/ A

$

1069474,00 Gender

Global Ri sk Modeli ng
Wi ld l ife surveillance/Capacity buildi ng

N/ A
N/A
260155,00
N/ A

$

N/ A
50000,00
N/A
N/A

711811,00

• Only the 0/E IDENTIFY technical activi ties /3.6-3.13) are
This would include diagnostics
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Annex 1: Regions and countries targeted by IDENTIFY, Year 3

EPT Region

USAID

Category
1

Democratic Republic of Congo

1

Uganda

2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

Cameroon
Gabon
Central African Republic
Republic of Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Rwanda
Tanzania
South Sudan

5

Angola

*

Ethiopia

*

Kenya
Sudan

*

1
1

South and Soulheall Alla
10 countrlea tDtal

IDENTIFY-Targeted Country

2
2
3
3
3
4

3
3

Indonesia
Vietnam
Cambodia
Lao PDR
China
Malaysia
Thailand
Philippines
Bangladesh
Nepal

* Ethiopi a, Kenya, and Sudan a re not EPTtarget countries, but will participate in IDENTIFY
activities and may receive some benefits from the EPTProgam by participating in regional
networks.
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Annex 2: Global Laboratory Networking Strategy- August 2011 update
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
IDENTIFY Project
INTERNAL DOCUMENT FOR IDENTIFY PARTNERS (FAO/OIE/WHO, USAID)
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
Background:
The IDENTIFY project is the component of the USAID-funded Emerging Pandemic
T hreats (EPT) programme that focuses on the capacity of laboratories in the human-health
and animal-health sectors to contribute to the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens
through rapid detection of known pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases
of unidentifiable diseases. The IDENTIFY project is specifically designed to strengthen
diagnostic capacities in the geographic "hot spot" regions identified by USAID where new
diseases have previously emerged. In addition to IDENTIFY, the EPT Program has projects
called PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT which cover the areas of wildlife monitoring,
field epidemiology and training, behavior change communications, and national planning.
IDENTIFY activities have necessary connections and interactions with the activities of
several of the other components of the EPT programme.
IDENTIFY will be jointly implemented by the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), and the U.N. World Health
Organization (WHO). These organizations have long-established networks of laboratories
which are an integral part of their public-health or animal-health function. Under the
framework of the IDENTIFY project, the three organizations will enhance the diagnostic
capacity and improve networking of these laboratories - both geographically and across the
human-health and animal-health sectors. The networks will include international reference
laboratories which will support national and regional laboratories, when necessary, by
performing full characterization and investigation of "unknown" agents. The ultimate aim of
the five-year project is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of
rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed animal diseases and unusual
epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating events of potential
international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the International
Health Regulations (IHR).
Laboratory networks, often vertical or disease-oriented in nature, exist and will be the
foundation to wh ich the IDENTIFY project will look to meet its goals. Gaps, both diseasespecific and with respect to geographical coverage, exist. The IDENTIFY project intends to
determine gaps and propose, in collaboration with national partners, mechanisms for
capacity building to fill these gaps. National and regional ownership of capacity bu ilding and
networking activities is critical. Reg ional parties are already active in regional networking and
need to be engaged as early as possible in the planning process in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health
sectors.
Steps to support enhanced laboratory capacity and networking
A. Identification of priority diseases and laboratories
1. Identification of targeted normative diseases and emerging pathogens [Note:
steps A.1 and A.2 conducted concurrently]
a. For each hot spot region, IDENTIFY project partners will compile a list of
targeted diseases among humans and animals (including wildlife) in each
region for which improved rapid and accurate diagnosis is needed with in
the framework of national and regional priorities. This list is based on
official disease notifications, country disease data review, regional existing
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disease lists and priorities, literature review, input from national and
regional stakeholders, previous reg ional occurrence, predictive modeling,
and other relevant sources.
b. Once the list of targeted diseases is finalized following the stakeholders
awareness meetings, IDENTIFY project partners will catalog
recommended and updated testing methods, identify associated
pathogens or syndromes, and identify diseases which use similar testing
technology, in order to better coord inate and increase impact of project
activities, specifically laboratory-based training on testing methods.
2. Identification of laboratories and networks in or providing services to the hot spot
regions and countries [Note: continuous and evolving approach for Congo Basin
and SE Asia regions]

a. Within each of the hot spot regions, laboratory capacity of national an imal
and public health laboratories will be assessed using standard criteria.
a. Results of assessments previously conducted by the three
IDENTIFY partners will be summarized and will act as the basis for
additional data collection. This step could include incorporating
available assessments conducted by other EPT partners.
b. Additional targeted data collection on capacity will be conducted if
necessary (by self-assessment and questionnaire) by IDENTIFY
partners to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity.
b. This information plus additional information from other EPT projects on
geographic areas with the highest risk of pathogen emergence and
spread, and in consultation with local stakeholders such as Ministries of
Health and Agriculture, will also be considered in better targeting national
laboratories for support, within the framework of national and regional
priorities.
c. National laboratories (human and animal) will be the lowest level of
engagement within a country for IDENTIFY. Exceptions will be made in
cases where another laboratory has been specified by national authorities,
or where this relationship could be defined and/or strengthened, and could
provide the capacity to fill in gaps at national or regional levels.
d. Continuous support to regional networking will enable information and
experience sharing between countries, development of trust, regional
decisions on laboratory strengthening
e. International and regional reference laboratories serving the hot spot
regions, most of which are affiliated with the IDENTIFY partners' existing
networks, will be incorporated to provide technical support to national
laboratories in accordance with existing Terms of References or mandates
if appropriate. These laboratories, along with high-capability national
laboratories, can also support quality control/assurance for other national
laboratories in the hot spot reg ions.
f.

The IDENTIFY partners will support development or adaptation of
standard procedures and mechanisms, and reinforcement of linkages and
communication to refer specimens (or strains) between the abovementioned laboratories. This could include decision trees and algorithms
for referring specimens associated with human or animal outbreaks for
which all tests for known pathogens are negative to high capabi lity
laboratories and the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens to
reference laboratories.
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Deliverables and outcomes A:
1. A list of the national laboratories to be strengthened by the IDENTIFY project for each
of the hot spot regions. [Note: the process will start with the Congo and Southeast
Asia regions in 2010 and expand to the Amazon and South Asia regions in 2011. NB:
Following a request from USAID, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are
currently on holdj
•

Where possible, information cou ld be provided on human and animal
laboratories that hold key positions across existing networks, by disease
specialty/focus (if any) and roles/responsibilities as defined by their respective
networks.

2. A list of targeted animal and human diseases for which the project will strengthen the
national laboratories' ability to provide accurate and timely diagnosis within the
framework of national priorities.
Note: A.1 and A.2 are developed from regional stakeholders' inputs, and therefore reflect
their endorsement.
Monitoring and evaluation indicator A:
1. Cumu lative number of hot spot regions for which IDENTIFY, with the agreement of
relevant national authorities, has defined the laboratories and list of diseases targeted
[2009 baseline= 0; end of CY2010 target = 2; end of CY2011 target = 4]. NB:
Following a request from USAID, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are
currently on hold.

B. Strengthening of national laboratories in regional networks
1. For the laboratories identified (step A.2.b above), more detailed assessments may
be conducted to fill information gaps and to identify specific needs (step A.1.a
above) - which could include training, supplies for shipping, equipment, reagents,
etc. - that are needed to ensure that overall laboratory functioning, accuracy, and
timeliness is improved according to the national laboratory's priorities with the
ultimate goal of improving disease reporting to the proper national authorities.
2. Within the framework of national priorities and following laboratory assessments
(see B.1), partners will provide strengthening support, such as training, protocols
and documentation, quality assurance systems, proficiency testing, networking
opportunities, equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. for national laboratories.
a. Development/adaptation and provision of protocols and/or in-service
training for laboratory staff related to testing, sample handling, laboratory
biosafety, reporting, quality control, sample shipping, etc. Follow-up
training may be required at certain intervals.
b. Procurement and delivery of equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. For
sustainability reasons, it would be ideal for national authorities to include
equipment and commodities costs in their budgets or to phase in coverage
of the costs so the country is fully supporting recurrent costs for
commodities and maintenance of equipment. At the stakeholders
meetings, participants expressed their desire to develop a strategy for
ensuring sustainability (see B.4 below).
Note: These steps will be coordinated with national, regional, and global partners
to ensure that this support is not already being provided by others.
3. In collaboration with national authorities, the development of a sustainability plan
by country wil l be facilitated to assist the identification of sources of funding,
including reinforced budget lines for national laboratories, to ensure optimal use of
resources.
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Deliverables and outcomes B:
1. Assistance provided for the development of cross-sectoral laboratory strengthening
plans in each hot spot region based upon country and regional priorities.
2. Laboratory twinning projects between regional and international reference
laboratories and national laboratories proposed to address gaps in diagnostic
capacity and to achieve national priorities.
3. Support provided for the development of sustainability plans for targeted national
laboratories. At the stakeholders meetings, participants expressed desire to develop
a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see B.4 above).
4. A list of conducted and planned activities intended to strengthen national and regional
laboratories by hot spot region (to be provided within the framework of the semiannual report).
5. Summary report on laboratory strengthening achievements by hot spot reg ion based
upon monitoring and evaluation process (to be provided within the framework of the
semi-annual report).
Monitoring and evaluation indicators B:
1. Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have received
capacity building. Each measurement is by category and country and adjusted by the
year in which the region entered the project. [baseline and targets: TBD]
1.1 Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
1.2 Training for targeted disease diagnosis
1.3 Training on laboratory practices (e.g., biosecurity, equipment calibration, etc.)
1.4 Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning, quality assurance programme)
1.5 Laboratory procurement (e.g., equ ipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equ ipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply
2. Number of participants to global/reg ional conferences, trainings or workshops
organized on laboratory activities
3. Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAO and WHO disease reporting data with
current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region. [baseline and
targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial), participating
countries will be asked for timeliness data, which could include comparing
date of sample submission to date of resu lts. (baseline and targets: TBD]
4. Cumu lative amount of laboratory supplies procured by region [targets TBD following
assessments]:
Non-expendable:
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•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply
5. Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial) from
countries supported by the IDENTIFY project. [baseline and targets : TBD]
6. Number of outbreak investigations during wh ich laboratory people have been
involved by country/region. [2009 baseline = TBD; end of project target= 100%]
7. Number of scientific publications as a result of collaborative work

C.

Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional and global
laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities.
1. Within each hot spot region, the mapping exercise will include the inventory of
activities of existing geographical/specialized laboratory networks that already
contribute to meeting IDENTIFY's goals.
2. Discussions with the key global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN)
will occur for the strengthening of linkages and increased collaboration between
national laboratories and regional networks.
3. IDENTIFY will advocate for new and enhanced linkages between laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks both within the animal and human health
sectors, and across sectors.

4. For the laboratories in each hot spot region, collaborations and communication
pathways will be strengthened in order to share samples, data, reports, etc. with
disease control authorities. Development of mutual trust and interest within
regional networks will be promoted.
Deliverables and outcomes C:
1. Facilitation of access to regional collaboration/communication platforms (e.g.
membership to specific networks, online platforms) for each hot spot region [Note:
the process will start with the Congo and Southeast Asia regions in 2010 and expand
to the Amazon and South Asia regions on/about 2011 . NB: Following a request from
USA/O, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are currently on hold.]
2. A list of conducted and planned activities including collaboration/ communication
pathways (to be provided within the framework of the semi-annual report).
3. Assistance provided to develop or strengthen networking pathways and tools within
each hot spot reg ion and with global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN).
Monitoring and evaluation indicators C:
1. Proportion of laboratories by region and sector (e.g. animal vs public health) that
have received communications and networking support, adjusted by the year in which
the region entered the project. [2009 baseline= TBD following assessments; end of
CY201 O target =10%; end of CY2011 target= 40%; end of CY2012 target= 70%; end
of CY2013 target = 80%; end of CY2014 target = 100%]
2. User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for existing
reg ional platforms by region and sector [baseline and targets: TBD].
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3. Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new focal
points for international/global networks by region and sector. [baseline and targets:
TBD by assessments]
4. Number and type of specimens/strains for proxy targeted diseases from each hot
spot submitted to FAO, OIE, and WHO affiliated referral laboratories by year.
[baseline and targets: TBD]
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Annex 3: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory Equipment and
Supplies
The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease with
no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through their
existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks. These project efforts by IDENTIFY are
often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and international
organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and invest ments, and coordinating and
rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in a transparent manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development of guidance and
policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety/biosecurity, quality
assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3) strengthening
laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't intend to
routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a case-by-case basis,
where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are seriously limiting the
laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or where specific laboratory investments
may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional resource for normative
disease testing, and where there is reasonable expectation that the government involved will sustain
the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, then in these instances IDENTIFY will consider
financing these needs, and then only in full cooperation with the relevant national authorities and in
consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health sectors,
the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach to achieving their goals
sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables in support of
points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations based upon need and in line with the
national authority, with the following distinctions:
•

•

•

For FAO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in order to
provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national inputs are
coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with the Ministry of Agriculture.
While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis within the
context of the OIE Twinning Programme, the OIE is not planning wide-spread procurement of
equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.
For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia Pacific
Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds under
IDENTIFY directly to some of its Country Offices. These funds may be used to procure
equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement of the Ministry of Health of
those countries.

Practically, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about current or
planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project, if the IDENTIFY
Project has local representatives from WHO and FAO in that country/region, they may approach
those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding public health
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laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted . Inquiries pertaining to support for animal
health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO represent ative. Alternatively, if local or regional
representatives are not available, USAID Mission and EPT partners may convey have queries to
IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID Washington AOTR. Requests or
suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best considered by the IDENTIFY Project if
they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or
supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to collect
and share any detai ls on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own laboratory
strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local
supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their laboratory
services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as IDENTIFY partners and also in keeping with their respective
organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations would
coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the relevant national
authorities as appropriate.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FAO, OIE, and WHO remain committed to close collaboration as a part of the IDENTIFY Project
and beyond at global, regional, and country levels. As requested by USAID, the three
organizations submit separate work plans for Year 4, as in Year 3, of the project. The levels of
collaboration and coordination between FAO, OIE and WHO when conducting the different
activities in the three work plans will vary but at a minimum, consultations at headquarters,
regional (and country levels as appropriate) occur and will continue; there is often a much
higher level of collaboration. In the individual work plans, each organization has noted those
sub-activities which are actively tripartite by indicating partnership with the other two
organizations. It is important to remember that consultation, collaboration and coordination
are an essential part of the planning and implementation process.
FAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for and
respond to disease threats that arise at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of
platforms have been developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the 4-way
linking and WHO-OFFLU collaborations. Others have been developed by individual
organizations to cover a specific geographic region or topic such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for
Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response Strategy
(IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks, and the OIE PVS Pathway. The capacity
building objectives of these platforms are fully compatible with those of the EPT Program in
general and the IDENTIFY Project more specifically, and it was the expressed desire of USAID to
build upon the existing platforms of the three organizations to expand the impact of the EPTfunded activities. From the perspective of t he three organizations it is logical to present a single
coherent approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY activities would
frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of t his approach is to
show the countries how t he three organizations, USAID and other partners are working in a
coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the laboratory and country level. Effective
communication between all partners is important to deliver this coordinated support, and
USAID support for these activities will be acknowledged in all cases.
This work plan presents the sustainable activities that the OIE plans to conduct in Year 4, in
continuation of the activit ies conducted in Year 3 and in collaboration with FAO and WHO,
benefiting IDENTIFY laboratories and countries in the hot spot regions in the areas of laboratory
capacity building and networking and contributing to IDENTIFY and EPT goals. The activities
described underline the added value of the OIE and its mandate, "the improvement of animal
health, veterinary public health and animal welfare world-wide", to the IDENTIFY project and
also the complementarity of the OIE's activities to those of FAO and WHO. It is the OIE's unique
role as the intergovernmental organization responsible for improving animal health worldwide,
as a recognized reference organization by the World Trade Organization (WTO), and its close
partnership with FAO and WHO on many global and regional initiatives that highlight our
important contribution to the IDENTIFY Project and the EPT Program.
The major OIE contributions in Year 3 have included:
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Focused capacity building, including equipment and consumables procurement as well
as improving capacity for increased sample flow for NADDEC, in the framework of the
Special Project for Uganda these efforts are currently ongoing thanks to assistance from
USAID/Uganda and support from IAH Pirbright
Proficiency testing, regional standardization workshop, and backstopping missions for
rabies diagnosis in IDENTIFY countries and laboratories for the promotion of laboratory
quality management and improved rabies diagnosis; sponsored by the OIE Reference
Laboratory for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, South Africa, to begin in July
2012
Sponsorship of IDENTIFY Laboratory Directors and implementation of the National
Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Planning Workshop, Melbourne, Australia, 20-24
March 2012, lauded by participants, as well as planning for upcoming in-country followup missions to Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam labs before the end of Year 3, with
ongoing discussions with the balance of attending IDENTIFY laboratories to occur during
Year 4
Sponsorship of IDENTIFY Laboratory Directors to the Asia- Pacific Biosafety Association
(APBA) 7th Annual Biosafety Conference in Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia, 24-27 April,
'Moving Towards One World One Health', lauded by participants as an excellent
opportunity to engage in the regional dialogue on biosafety and learn more on One
Health approaches
Development of the PVS Pathway Pilot Laboratory Mission and tools, to be
implemented in Year 3, tentatively under discussion with Lao PDR
World Animal Health Information Database data analysis on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
in IDENTIFY countries and laboratories and IDENTIFY project performance indicators
monitoring and evaluation, report included in the semi-annual report and in the data
call (6 April 2012)
Curriculum development and planning of the OIE National Focal Point Program for
Veterinary Laboratories for IDENTIFY countries, to occur in August 2012 in Thailand
The Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Asia
Pacific Region & The Laboratory Director's Forum, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 18-21
October 2011
Analysis of capacity building and technical support provided by OIE Reference
Laboratories, preliminary report included in the semi-annual report
Planning for the Quality Management Systems & Occupational Health and Safety
(OH&S) pilot missions in IDENTIFY Animal Health laboratories

Not only did the OIE perform all of these activities in a very short period of time due to delayed
work plan approval for Year 3, we carefully scrutinized our work plan and activities to maximize
the added value of the OIE activities, promoted complementary approaches to those of our
partners, and avoided duplication. Already in a tight budget situation in Year 3 with no
additional resources allocated, we carefully examined expenditures and conducted activities
that would allow a maximum benefit for smaller fees and more efficient use of resources.
Vers. 3 03/08/12
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Despite fewer financial and human resources, we are able to achieve progress in project
indicators through our work for the IDENTIFY project and beyond. We were able to provide
desired solutions to important laboratory issues to our Member Countries t hat puts sustainable
approaches above all.
These accomplishments have been much to the pleasure of the IDENTIFY laboratory and
country beneficiaries, who state continuously that the work t he OIE is conducting is in line with
their needs, is timely, and provides sustainable solutions to problems affecting animal health
laboratories, not just technical, but often systemic and structural, in nature.
As previously mentioned, the OIE is disappointed that USAID has decided not to allocate, for
the second consecutive year, funds for the OIE portion of the IDENTIFY Project, especially given
t he remarkable milestones that the OIE has accomplished for t he IDENTIFY Project and towards
the goals of the EPT Program as a whole. The fact that the OIE was provided with no additional
resources for Year 3 but have succeeded in significantly ramping up our implementation rate
over that period attest to the fact that we have put all possible efforts into ensuring success for
the OIE component of the IDENTIFY project and promoting the goals of the EPT Program. We
can only interpret this budgetary decision for Year 4 as an indication that USAID does not value
t he OIE as a partner, despite t he significa nt progress t hat we have advanced under the EPT
banner. IDENTIFY laboratory beneficiaries and Program partners will be dismayed to learn that
t he OIE is no longer considered an important, valued, and equal partner in the EPT program and
will be displeased at the forced lower level of engagement of the OIE in EPT and IDENTIFY
activities following this decision.
The OIE has already continued for one year without additional funding, while we know that our
partners have received much larger allocations in Year 3 and Year 4. Without additional
resources, it will be extremely difficult to finish the important work that we have begun, to take
maximum advantage of the investments already made in the name of USAID, and sustain them
wherever possible. While we have proven that we are able to adapt and to make difficult
decisions about prioritizing activities according to scarce resources, we can only be squeezed so
far when it comes to a minimum level of activity for the IDENTIFY project, given the substantial
administrative demands t hat USAID places on work plan development, reporting, and countrylevel meetings.
In order to adapt to these challenging constraints, the Year 4 OIE work plan is formatted slightly
differently than in years past. As requested by USAID, the OIE has devoted attention to the
delivery of activities at the laboratory and country levels that are tailored to their particular
situations and respond to specific country requests for activities and capacity building. In
addition, the OIE has taken into account the results of its monitoring and evaluation exercise
for the IDENTIFY project and has made adjustments where necessary to optimize future results.
A noted effort was made to provide concise and precise descriptions of activities to facilitate
the USAID approval process and adhere to the USAID-requested format for project activities.
The OIE activities proposed for Year 4 of the IDENTIFY Project are summarized in Table 1 by
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region and by country for a quick overview, supported by the narrative text in the work plan
itself of the OIE IDENTIFY activities for Year 4.
Some countries that the OIE was previously able to sponsor have, out of budgetary necessity,
been removed from the list of targeted countries for the OIE component of the IDENTIFY
Project. South Sudan, Equatorial Guinea, Angola, Nepal and Bangladesh, given the current
budgetary restrictions faced by the OIE, will no longer be included in the IDENTIFY Work Plans
for support by the OIE. In addition, the activities presented here have been thoroughly vetted
at the country and regional work plan meetings convened by USAID and support by country
officials of the OIE work plan was obtained for all activities (see Annex 10 for Southeast Asia
Country Work Plans).
As requested by USAID during the annual FAO/OIE/WHO/USAID IDENTIFY Project Meeting in
Rome 21 June 2012, the OIE presents its activities in this Year 4 Work Plan by IDENTIFY
objective as presented in the IDENTIFY Project M&E Framework (see Annex 9) and included
below:
IDENTIFY Project Objectives
1.

2.

3.
4.

Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations
Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities

These IDENTIFY Project objectives are further developed through the IDENTIFY Project OIE
Component Deliverables listed below, and cross-referenced in Table 1.
IDENTIFY Project OIE Component Deliverables
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Animal health (AH) laboratories increase visibility and resources for their activities as stated in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
AH laboratories progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code and Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
AH laboratories progressively adopt quality management procedures consistent with the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases
AH laboratories improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
AH laboratories progressively improve performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases
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For each country work plan included in t his document, the OIE activities are grouped by project
objective and further detailed by OIE deliverable. These deliverables speak directly to the
impact that the OIE activities aim to have by the end of t he EPT Program. Please see next page
for Table 1: O/E activities for the IDENTIFY Project by objective, by region, and by country
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Table 1 : O IE Activities for the IDENTIFY Project by objective, by region, and by country

Congo Basin

1111111111111111

Objective 1: Laboratory Detection
Profici ency Testing rounds for rabies diagnosis
Backstopping in-country missions for rabies diagnosis
following Proficiency Testing rounds

2, 4,5

2, 4, 5

Feedback Workshop on Standard Operating Procedures'
harmonisation to OIE Standards for rabies diagnosis,

2, 4,5

fol lowing the Proficiency Testing rounds
Pilot Laboratory Methodology and Tool development
Pilot Laboratory Mission implementation

Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance
Nati onal Focal Points Program for Veterinary Laboratories

2,3, 4

Development of Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans,
in-country workshops by OIE experts

Objective 3: Laboratory Quality
Nati onal workshop on OIE standards for collection and
shipment of biological samples
Animal Health Laboratory participation in international

Southeast Asia

2, 4

2, 4

and regional workshops and trainings

Ill II
Ill II

11111111
••
••
••
••
••

1111111111111111
1111111
I
1111111111111111

Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
Animal Health Laboratory participation in regional
laboratory networki ng meetings
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Southeast Asia

Southeast Asia Country1 Work Plans
OIE is not proposing specific technical activities to occur exclusively at t he global or regional levels for
the IDENTIFY Project in Year 4; however, it is important to highlight the crucial coordination and
guidance role that OIE HQ and Regional Project staff play in ensu ring coherence between laboratory,
country and regional activities and oversight for technical relevance and resource efficiency. HQ and
Regional Project staff participate in the activities at the laboratory, country and regional levels with
technical guidance, coordination with partners, supervision of day-to-day activities, monitoring and
evaluation, project planning and reporting and administrative support. The most notable HQ technical
contributions involve the development ofthe Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Missions and Tools, the
implementation of the OIE National Focal Points Program for Veterinary Laboratories, and the
monitoring and evaluation of the WAHID and IDENTIFY Project indicators, in addition to day-to-day
coordination with USAID, FAO, WHO, and regional and count ry counterparts. After the initial regional
launch of Year 3 activities that will continue throughout Year 4, many activities are more focused at the
laboratory and country levels and t his is reflected in the country work plans presented below.
Table 2: IDENTIFY Activities in Southeast Asia countries for Year 4

Southeast Asia

11111111

Objective 1: Laboratory Detection

Pi lot Laboratory Methodology and Tool development

1

Pi lot Laboratory Mission implementation
Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance

National Focal Points Program for Veterinary Laboratories

2, 3, 4

I
I
11111111

1111111

Development of Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans,
in-country workshops by OIE experts
Objective 3: Laboratory Quality

Ani mal Health Laboratory participation in international
and regional workshops and t rai ni ngs

2, 4

Objective 4: Laboratory Networking

Ani mal Health Laboratory partici pation in regional
laboratory networking meetings

2, 4

11111111

1

The activities described in the country work plans for Southeast Asia will be extended to the USAJD Category l ,
2, 3, and 4 countries.
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Indonesia - Southeast Asia

Country-Level Work Plans for the Southeast Asia Region
Indonesia
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Three main activities are proposed to occur in Indonesia under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of t he
Nationa l Animal Health Laboratory - Bbalitvet:
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Indonesia Focal Poi nt for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 3:
2. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international conferences/
meetings/trainings
Objective 4 :
3. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013, host country within SE Asia TBC
b. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
th
Pacific, 13-lS November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand

Please note in Section H of this Indonesia country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the end
of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Indonesia Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and highlevel policy makers within Indonesia and to provide Bbalitvet better access to policy makers. The
OIE Indonesia Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in
and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories
(see Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between the Bbalitvet, policy
makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member Countries),
this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by Bbalitvet as evidence for
action (response and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to
Bbalitvet as a critical component of Veterinary Services to fu rther improve the laboratory's ability to
rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and
through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012
during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory expertise has been created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regiona l level.
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Indonesia - Southeast Asia

C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by t he IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by t he OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTI FY countries such as Indonesia. The OIE Focal Poi nt Training
Program is a f ull-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes wit h support
from multiple donors2. When the act ivity is co-funded, visibility of t he EPT Program, the IDENTI FY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, t his act ivit y follows t he OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary Laborat ories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluation and Gap Analysis
reports) t hat began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing thro ughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: Bbalitvet progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent w ith
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for Bbalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: Bbalitvet improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for Bbalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.

I.
J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capabilit y

Bbalitvet.
Indonesian Veterinary Services, Indonesian OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with the
DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in t erms of integrating laboratory

2

T hemes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, o fficial animal d isease notification, and wildlife.
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Indonesia - Southeast Asia

supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising
with OIE partners.
Objective 3

o

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings

A. Support for participation and contribution of nat ional staff to international
conferences/meetings/trainings
B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including
disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and trainings. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and
build capacity in cross-cutting techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing
techniques. An added benefit ofthese activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associated
with performing these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that resu lts are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in the region to attend the Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013).
H. Deliverable 2: Bbalitvet progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alte rnative diagnostic test s for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for Bbalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
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Deliverable 4: Bbalitvet improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for Bbalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.
J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

Bbalitvet.
Indonesian Vet erinary Services, Indonesian OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A. Meetings:

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, Septem ber 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infect ious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
3. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand
This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of t he SE Asia region. A main objective is
to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacit y and standards for the diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
OIE department responsible : Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
Yes, this activit y has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by t he countries involved.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
Deliverable 4: Bbalitvet improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for Bbalitvet in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

b. Specific outputs (for Deliverable 4) in the next 12 months consistent with project M&E
objectives (to enhance the ability of both Bbalitvet to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases):
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i.

I.
J.

Laboratory Focal Point Program and Network is in place and the Laboratory Focal Point
is engaged in the standard setting/revision process of the OIE Biological Standards
Commission
ii.
Communication and laboratory visits of OIE staff to discuss disease reporting
obligations, OIE International Standards related to animal diseases including zoonoses,
and the importance of adequate and strategic investment in animal health laboratories
conducted
iii.
Annual Laboratory Directors Forum held, with Bbalitvet participation
iv.
Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis held,
with Bbalitvet participation
v.
Survey on sample shipment results compiled and distributed
Bbalitvet through engagement of Laboratory Director.
Bbalitvet, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Vietnam
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in Vietnam under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laboratories-National Center for Veter inary Diagnosis {NCVD) of Vietnam and
the Laboratory of the Regional Animal Health Office Number 6 {RAHO6):
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
3. Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4 :
4. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and
the Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok,
Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this Vietnam country work plan t he deliverable that is expected by the end of
the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work. The
indicators used to demonstrat e measurable improvement of the laboratory t owards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
Nat ional Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laborat ory expert ise and highlevel policy makers within Vietnam and to provide NCVD and RAHO6 better access to policy makers.
The OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in
and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories
{see Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between the NCVD, RAHO6,
policy makers and the OIE Delegate {and int ernationally through t he network of OIE Member
Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by NCVD and
RAHO6 as evidence for action {response and disease control measures) and also to increase
allocation of resources to NCVD and RAHO6 as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further
improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases.
As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point t rainings {last
training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory expertise has
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C.

D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by t he IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by t he OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTI FY countries such as Vietnam . The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support
from multiple donors3 . When the act ivity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
Yes, this activit y follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary Laboratories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluat ion and Gap Analysis
reports) t hat began in Year 2.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
Technical support ongoing throughout Year 4.
Deliverable 2: NCVD and RAH06 progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt DIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.
J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capability
NCVD & RAH06.
Vietnam Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with the DELIVER

3

Themes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, official animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

o

Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions

A. Vietnam NCVD Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country missions/workshop
B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by Country and Laboratory
visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding
policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address this need, by directly
assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a
strategic plan for NCVD. Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic plan includes
financial sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality management systems,
consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic
capacity.
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need during the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of
NCVD following the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the
project.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was f urther
advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of t he project.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. November 2012 Hanoi, Vietnam
H. Deliverable 1: NCVD progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as st ated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NCVD in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Development of the NCVD Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
ii.
NCVD laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
iii.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
I. NCVD
J. NCVD), Vietnam Laboratory Directors, Vietnam OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER
project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.
Objective 3

o

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
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A. Support for participation and contribution of nat ional staff to international

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

conferences/meetings/trainings
In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including
disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and trainings. This
activity aims to strengthen tech nical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and
build capacity in cross-cutting techniques ap plicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing
techniques. An added benefit ofthese activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associated
with performing these techniques that will in t urn increase confidence that results are accu rate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
Yes, this activit y has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/su bjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY p roject, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in the region to attend the Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013).
Deliverable 2: NCVD and RAH06 progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code {Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and t echnical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
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I.

J.

sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
NCVD & RAH06.
Vietnam Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Objective 4
o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A. Meetings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, M alaysia
3. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual M eeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand
B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of t he SE Asia region . A main objective is
to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for the diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emergi ng/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
C. OIE department responsible : Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
E. Yes, this activit y has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: NCVD and RAH06 improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NCVD and RAH06 in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
I. NCVD and RAH06 through engagement of Laboratory Directors.
J. NCVD, RAH06, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Cambodia
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in Cambodia under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laboratory-National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI) of Cambodia:
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Cambodia Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
3. Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4 :
4. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia
and the Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok,
Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this Cambodia country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the end
of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and highlevel policy makers within Cambodia and to provide NaVRI better access to policy makers. The OIE
Cambodia Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in and
influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories (see
Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between NaVRI, policy makers and
the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member Countries), this initiative
aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by NaVRI as evidence for action
(response and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to NaVRI as a
critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the
regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3),
a regional network of laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces
existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of
known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
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C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Cambodia. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support
from multiple donors4 . When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary Laboratories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluation and Gap Analysis
reports) that began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing thro ughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: NaVRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: NaVRI improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.
J.

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regiona l and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capability
NaVRI.
Cambodia Veterinary Services, Cambodia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with the
DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory

4

T hemes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, official animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising
with OIE partners.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A. Cambodia NaVRI Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country missions/workshop
B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,

C.
D.

E.

F.

G.
H.

Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by Country and Laboratory
visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding
policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address this need, by directly
assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a
strategic plan for NaVRI. Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic plan includes
financial sustainability, human resources and retent ion strategies, quality management systems,
consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic
capacity.
OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia {Bangkok)
This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need du ring the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of
NaVRI.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was further
advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the project.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
November 2012 Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Deliverable 1: NaVRI progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
ii.

iii.
I.

J.

Development of the NaVRI Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
NaVRI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration

NaVRI
NaVRI, Cambodia Laboratory Directors, Cambodia OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER
project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international
conferences/meetings/train ings
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B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including

C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and t rainings. This
activity aims to strengthen tech nical expertise of laboratory staff t o diagnose known diseases and
build capacit y in cross-cutting tech niques ap plicable to t he diagnosis of other emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining exist ing
techniques. An added benefit ofthese activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associat ed
with performing these t echniques that will in t urn increase confidence that results are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity condit ions.
Sub-regional Represent ation for Sout heast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
This initiative will be f unded by t he IDENTIFY proj ect. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative.
Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY p roject, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in t he region to attend t he Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (M ay
2013).
Deliverable 2: NaVRI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OI Eapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4: NaVRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
i.

a.

Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OI E Reference
Laboratories to improve referr al (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

NaVRI.
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J.

Cambodia Veterinary Services, Vietnam OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appoi nted Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Objective 4

o

Laboratory Networking and Meetings

A. Meetings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laborat ories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main objective is
to promote harmonizat ion and to enhance laboratory capacit y and standards for t he diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project . The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
E. Yes, this activit y has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. See A for exact dat es of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: NaVRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NaVRI in the next 12 months will include:
ii.

I.

J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
NaVRI through engagement of Laboratory Directors.
NaVRI, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Lao PDR
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Six main activities are proposed to occur in Lao PDR under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technica l staff of the
national animal health laboratory-National Animal Health Centre Laboratory (NAHC) of Lao PDR:
Objective 1:
1. Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool
2. Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
Objective 2:
3. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Lao PDR Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
4. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
5. Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4:
6. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a.5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b.Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this Lao PDR country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of the
project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1
o Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools development
A. Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools, the veterinary
laboratory component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis as a key element in the OIE PVS Pathway
B. This activity aims to develop, implement, and refine a specific decision making tool, requested by
National Veterinary Services (VS), for the assessment of the National Animal Health Laboratory to
meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis report, to
comply with international standards, and to better address the demand and market for laboratory
services at the country level. Laborat ories do not exist in a vacuum, and strategic decisions about
laboratory investment and capacity building must be taken in the framework of understanding the
system in which the laboratory is functioning and the national VS and market needs it must meet.
Out comes of this activity will allow National Veterinary Services' decision makers to better allocate
appropriate budgets to the National Animal Health Laboratory and better advocate for sufficient
resources to support accurate and timely diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority animal diseases. Once pilot
tested in different laboratory networking settings-Laos PDR's laboratory system (and new BSL3
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C.
D.

E.

F.

G.
H.

laboratory) is a common case-the methodology and tool will be available for use by expert
consultation in all IDENTIFY countries upon request of the Veterinary Services. Additional missions
in other IDENTIFY countries are projected for Year 5 of the project.
OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); Sub-regional
Representation-Bangkok
The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools development is co-funded by the
IDENTIFY project (existing). The PVS Pathway and its existing components for efficient Veterinary
Services (existing) is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World Bank, the
USA (CDC, USAID, and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, Ita ly, France, Canada
(CFIA, CIDA, and DFAIT), and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE World Animal Health and
Welfare Fund.
Yes, this activity builds on preliminary activities that begun in Year 2 with an initial working group
meeting held in 12-13 May 2011 to better understand the role that the laboratory can play in the
achievement of national strategic goals. Further development of t he methodology and tools continued
throughout Year 3, with pilot testing beginning in Year 3 and continuing in Year 4. This activity is linked
to 3.6.55.
Point of Contact: Dr. Kate Glynn
Start: Mar 2011; End: Sept 2013, with 2 meetings planned after t he first and second pilot tests to refine
and finalize the methodology and tools.
Deliverable 1: National animal health laboratories progressively increase resources for their activities
as st ated in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY priority diseases

a . Specific outcomes for NAHC and Lao PDR will include:
i.
Development of the NAHC Laboratory Strategic Plan, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
ii.
Determination of required resources to support the functioning of Lao PDR's national
laboratory system allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood
of additional investment
iii.
Assessment of the priorities for Veterinary Laboratories recorded in the Lao PDR PVS
Gap Analysis report and the specific needs of Lao PDR's national laboratory system
according to these priorities
iv.
Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address priorities
for veterinary laboratories as stated in the Lao PDR PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory
pilot mission reports
v.
NAHC policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary Services, and
with other national and regional policies and strategies related to laboratories
vi.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration

I.
J.

o

NAHC.
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres and including WHO, FU, CIRAD,
and RAH06. Collaboration with the DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels
in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for
advocacy and awareness raising with OIE partners.
Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission implementation
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A. Implementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission in Lao PDR using the Pilot OIE PVS

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools, the veterinary laboratory component following the OIE
PVS Gap Analysis
This activity aims to implement and refine the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and
Tools at the country level, requested by country-level stakeholders, for the assessment of the
National Animal Health Laboratory to meet the needs of the Nationa l Veterinary Services as stated
in the PVS Gap Analysis report, to comply with international standards, and to better address the
demand and market for laboratory services at the country level. The implementation of the
methodology and tools in the mission will aid countries to better understand current laboratory
capacity, to better plan at the laboratory and policy levels to meet strategic planning goals, to better
allocate appropriate resources to the national animal health laboratory, and t o accurately and
rapidly diagnose pathogens that threaten populations in their count ries. Once pilot tested in
different laboratory networking settings-Lao PDR's laboratory system (and new BSL3 laboratory) is
a common case-the methodology and tool will be available for use by expert consultation in all
IDENTIFY countries upon request of the Veterinary Services. Additional missions in other IDENTIFY
countries are projected for Year S of the project.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); Sub-regional
Representation-Bangkok
The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission using the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Methodology and Tools is co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The PVS Pathway for
efficient Veterinary Services (existing), of which the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is one
component, is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World Bank, the USA
(CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, Italy, France, Canada
(CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE World Animal Health and
Welfare Fund.
Yes, this activity builds on preliminary activities that begun in Year 2 with an initial working group
meeting held in 12-13 May 2011. The pilot mission in Lao PDR will be followed by refinement of the
Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Methodology and Tools towards in Year 4.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
September 2012, precise dates to be determined with Lao PDR Delegate and NAHC, once the formal
request for a pilot mission is received by OIE. We hope to conduct another pilot mission in Year 4.
Impact 1: NAHC progressively increases resources for their activities as stated in thei r strategic
plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY
priority diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NAHC laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Development of the NAHC Laboratory Strategic Plan, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
ii.
Determination of required resources to support the functioning of Lao PDR's laboratory
system allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood of additional
investment
iii.
Assessment of the priorities for Veterinary Laboratories recorded in the Lao PDR PVS
Gap Analysis report and the specific needs of the national laboratory systems according
to these priorities
iv.
Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address priorities
for NAHC as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot mission reports
v.
NAHC policies better aligned with the needs of the nat ional Veterinary Services, and
with other national and regional policies and strategies related to laboratories
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vi.

Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration

I.

J.

NAHC.
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National
Veterinary Services, NAHC Directors. As authorized by countries, results will be shared with USAID
in biannual reports and with EPT partners during EPT Quarterly Meetings. Collaboration with the
DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory
supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising
with OIE partners.

Objective 2

o 0/E National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories

B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and highlevel policy makers within Lao PDR and to provide NAHC better access to policy makers. The OIE Lao
PDR Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in and
influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories (see
Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between NAHC, policy makers and
the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member Countries), this initiative
aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by NAHC as evidence for action
(response and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to NAHC as a
critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the
regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3),
a regional network of laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces
existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of
known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Lao PDR. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support
from multiple donors5 . When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, this activit y follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary Laborat ories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluation and Gap Analysis
reports) that began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: NAHC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consiste nt with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapte r 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
5

T hemes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, o fficial animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NAHC in the next 12 months will include:
Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: NAHC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
i.

a.

Specific outcomes for NAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.

I.
J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capability

NAHC.
Lao PDR Veterinary Services, Lao PDR OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with the DELIVER
project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A. Lao PDR NAHC Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country missions/workshop
B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by Country and Laboratory
visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding
policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address this need, by directly
assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a
strategic plan for NAHC. Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic plan includes
financial sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality management systems,
consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic
capacity.
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need during the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of
NAHC following the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the
project.
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E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was further
advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the project.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. November 2012 Vientiane, Lao PDR
H. Deliverable 1: NAHC progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Development of the NAHC Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
ii.
NAHC laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the nat ional Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
iii.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
I. NAHC
J. NAHC, Lao PDR Laboratory Directors, Lao PDR OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER project
is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.
Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international
conferences/meetings/trainings
8. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including
disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and tra inings. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and
build capacity in cross-cutting techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing
techniques. An added benefit of these activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associated
w ith performing these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that resu lts are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C. Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
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G. Ongoing t hroughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been ident ified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in the region to attend t he Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013).
H. Deliverable 2: NAHC progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic test s for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NAHC in t he next 12 months will include:

i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Sta ndards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegat e, OIE Laboratory Focal Point , and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory net working activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Direct ors' Forum, annual Meet ings on Laborat ory Strengthening for Eme rging
Inf ectious Diseases Diagnosis and other re levant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Cent res, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4: NAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

I.
J.

a. Specific outcomes for NAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnost ic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
NAHC.
Lao PDR Veterinary Services, Lao PDR OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Objective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A. Meetings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and t he
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of t he SE Asia region. A main objective is
to promote harmonization and to enha nce laboratory capacit y and standards for the diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensu red. As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
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E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: NAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

I.
J.

a. Specific outcomes for NAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
NAHC through engagement of Laboratory Directors.
NAHC, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Thailand
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in Thailand under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laborat ory- National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH) ofThailand:
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Thailand Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
3. Participation of national staff to internat ional conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4:
4. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a.
5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b.
Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia
and the Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c.
Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok,
Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this Thailand country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the
end of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measura ble improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o O/E National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and
high-level policy makers within Thailand and to provide NIAH better access to policy makers. The
OIE Thailand Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in
and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health
laboratories (see Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between NIAH,
policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member
Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by NIAH as
evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of
resources to NIAH as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve the
laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training
occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory expertise has been
created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships,
allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional
level.
C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
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D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Thailand. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support
from multiple donors6 • When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the
IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
E. Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary
Laboratories held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based
on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS
Evaluation and Gap Analysis reports) that began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: NIAH progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for
Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4 : NIAH improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.
J.

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved
specificity) and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved
testing capability

NIAH.
Thailand Veterinary Services, Thailand OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Cent res. Collaboration with
the DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating
laboratory supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and
awareness raising with OIE partners.

o

Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A. Thai land NIAH Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country missions/workshop
6

Themes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, official animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by Country and
Laboratory visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region
often lack guiding policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address
this need, by directly assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key
stakeholders, in drafting a strategic plan for NIAH. Examples of areas to be addressed within the
strategic plan includes financial sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality
management systems, consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic
expansion of diagnostic capacity.
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need during the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of
NIAH.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving
the diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was further
advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the
project.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. November 2012 Bangkok, Thailand
H. Deliverable 1: NIAH progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in
their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.
ii.

iii.
I.

J.

Development of the NIAH Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal
and external investment possibilities
NIAH laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration

NIAH
NIAH, Thailand Laboratory Directors, Thailand OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER
project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply
chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with
OIE partners.

Objective 3

o

Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings

A. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international
confere nces/meeti ngs/tra in ings
B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including
disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer
support for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and
trainings. This activity aims to st rengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose
known diseases and build capacity in cross-cutting t echniques applicable to the diagnosis of
other emerging or re-emerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques
or refining existing techniques. An added benefit of t hese activities is more network building
opportunities that allow ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of
these techniques. Other areas that will be supported include the management, quality assurance
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C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

and safety aspects associated with performing these techniques that will in turn increase
confidence that results are accurate, timely and have been produced under good biosafety and
biosecurity conditions.
Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of
interest to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap
Analyses, Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the national
and regional priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing
engagement with laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported
missions and meetings.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in the region to attend the Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013); support for laboratory staff from NIAH, Thailand to receive training in Nipah Virus
diagnostic techniques at the OIE Reference Laboratory for Nipah and Hendra Viruses in Geelong,
Australia (December 2012) .

H. Deliverable 2: NIAH progressively increase adoption of diagnost ic procedures consiste nt with
OIE Internat ional Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic t ests for OIE list ed diseases) and M anual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading t o enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose
and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OI E Laborat ory Focal Point, and
laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for
Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops
where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4 : NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability t o appropriately handle, diagnose a nd report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.
J.

Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

NIAH.
Thailand Veterinary Services, Thailand OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Obj ective 4

o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A. Meetings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
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2.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and
the Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
3. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand
This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coord inat ing platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main objective
is to promote harmon ization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for the diagnosis
of zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious
Diseases {EIDs).
OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is cofunded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured. As this is
a cross-sectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other
sources.
Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
Deliverable 4 : NIAH improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NIAH in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
NIAH through engagement of Laboratory Directors.
NIAH, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.

i.

I.

J.
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China
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in China under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technica l staff of the
national animal health laboratory-China Animal Health & Epidemiology Centre (CAHEC) of China and
the laboratory of the Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute (YASVI) :
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
3. Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4 :
4. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this China country work plan the deliverable t hat is expected by the end of
the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific output s as a result of the work. The
indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE China Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and highlevel policy makers within China and to provide CAHEC and YASVI better access to policy makers.
The OIE China Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in
and influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories
(see Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between the CAHEC, YASVI,
policy makers and the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member
Countries), this initiative aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by CAHEC and
YASVI as evidence for action (response and disease control measures) and also to increase allocation
of resources to CAHEC and YASVI as a critical component of Veterinary Services to further improve
the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an
added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training
occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of laboratory expertise has been
created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
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C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as China. The OIE Focal Point Training Program
is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support from
multiple donors7. When the activity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project
and USAID will be ensured .
E. Yes, this activit y follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary Laborat ories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluation and Gap Analysis
reports) that began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing thro ughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: CAHEC and YASVI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests

I.
J.

and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: CAHEC and YASVI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability t o appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capability
CAHEC and YASVI
China Veterinary Services, China OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Point,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with the DELIVER
project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain

7

Themes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, official animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A. CAHEC and YASVI Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country missions/workshop
B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

I.
J.

Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners and by Country and Laboratory
visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding
policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address this need, by directly
assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a
strategic plan for both CAHEC and YASVI. Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic
plan includes financial sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality
management systems, consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic
expansion of diagnostic capacity.
OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia {Bangkok)
This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to real ize this activity, stated strongly as a need during the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory directors of
CAHEC and YASVI following the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3
of the project.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was further
advanced by the regiona l workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the project.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
January/February 2013 Qindao, Kunming, China
Deliverable 1: CAHEC and YASVI progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as
stated in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Development of the CAHEC and YASVI Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of
internal and external investment possibilities
ii.
CAHEC and YASVI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national
Veterinary Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related
to laboratories
iii.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
CAHEC and YASVI
CAHEC and YASVI Laboratory Directors, China OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER project
is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international
conferences/meetings/trainings
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B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including

C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

I.

disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and trainings. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and
build capacity in cross-cutting tech niques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing
techniques. An added benefit ofthese activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associat ed
with performing these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that resu lts are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurit y conditions.
Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY p roject, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in the region to attend the Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013).
Deliverable 2: CAHEC and YASVI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures
consistent with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic t ests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual o f Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Cent res, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4: CAHEC and YASVI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability t o appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
CAHEC and YASVI.
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J.

China Veterinary Services, China OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laborat ory Focal Point,
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Objective 4

o

Laboratory Networking and Meetings

A. Meetings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and t he
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
3. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand
B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
nat ional veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of t he SE Asia region. A main objective is
to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacit y and standards for the diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: CAHEC and YASVI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
em erging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle . diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

I.
J.

a. Specific outcomes for CAHEC and YASVI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
CAHEC and YASVI through engagement of Laboratory Directors.
CAHEC, YASVI, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Malaysia
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in Malaysia under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of the
national animal health laboratory-Veterinary Research Institute (VRI) of Malaysia:
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Malaysia Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
3. Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4 :
4. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a.5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b.Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia
and the Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok,
Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this Malaysia country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the end
of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o OIE National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point as a part ofthe OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and highlevel policy makers within Malaysia and to provide VRI better access to policy makers. The OIE
Malaysia Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in and
influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories (see
Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between VRI, policy makers and the
OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member Countries), this initiative aims
to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by VRI as evidence for action (response and
disease control measures) and also to increase allocation of resources to VRI as a critical component
of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose
known and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the regular OIE Laboratory
Focal Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3), a regional network of
laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces existing and creates new
technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases
at the regional level.
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C. 3 OI E departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as Malaysia. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support
from multiple donors8 . When the act ivity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, this activity follows the OIE National Focal Points Training Seminar for Veterinary Laborat ories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluation and Gap Analysis
reports) that began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing throughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: VRI progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: VRI improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.

I.
J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capability

VRI.
Malaysia Veterinary Services, Malaysia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with the
DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory

8

Themes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, official animal disease notification, and wildlife.
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supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising
with OIE partners.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A. Malaysia VRI Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country missions/workshop
B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments performed by various Internat ional Partners and by Country and Laboratory
visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding
policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address this need, by directly
assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a
strategic plan for VRI. Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic plan includes financial
sustainability, human resources and retention strategies, quality management systems,
consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring future strategic expansion of diagnostic
capacity.
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia {Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need during the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of
VRI.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was further
advanced by the regional workshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the project.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. February 2013 lpoh, Malaysia
H. Deliverable 1: VRI progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Development of the VRI Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
ii.
VRI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary Services,
and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to laboratories
iii.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
I.

J.

VRI
VRI, Malaysia Laboratory Director, Malaysia OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER project is
being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international
conferences/meetings/trainings
B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including
disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
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C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

H.

for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and trainings. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and
build capacity in cross-cutting techniques applicable to the diagnosis of other emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining existing
techniques. An added benefit ofthese activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associated
with performing these techniques that will in turn increase confidence that resu lts are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative.
Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in the region to attend the Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013).
Deliverable 2: VRI progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Centres, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4: VRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases
i.

a.

Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation

VRI.
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J.

Malaysia Veterinary Services, Malaysia OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal
Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association.

Object ive 4

o

Laboratory Networking and Meetings

A. Meetings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
3. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand
B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of the SE Asia region. A main objective is
to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacit y and standards for the diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
E. Yes, this activity has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 to keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by the countries involved.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: VRI improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose a nd report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for VRI in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference

I.
J.

Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
VRI through engagement of Laboratory Directors.
VRI, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Philippines
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Four main activities are proposed to occur in the Philippines under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4,
with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the laboratory director and technical staff of
the national animal health laboratory-Laboratory of the Philippines Animal Health Centre (PAHC) of the
Philippines:
Objective 2:
1. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Philippines Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories
2. Technical support for IDENTIFY Laboratory Strategic Plan development through in-country
workshops
Objective 3:
3. Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
Objective 4 :
4. Laboratory Networking Meetings:
a. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
b. Meeting on laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infect ious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
c. Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, Aug 2013, Bangkok, Thailand

Please note in Section Hof this Philippines country work plan the deliverable that is expected by the end
of the project, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Ongoing engagement and support for the OIE Philippines Laboratory Focal Point as a part of the OIE
National Focal Point Program and Network for Veterinary Laboratories
B. This activity aims to reinforce and maintain links between specialized laboratory expertise and highlevel policy makers within Philippines and to provide PAHC better access to policy makers. The OIE
Philippines Laboratory Focal Point will provide support to the OIE Delegate to better engage in and
influence the OIE international standard setting process in regard to animal health laboratories (see
Annex 9 for Terms of Reference). Through a strengthened link between PAHC, policy makers and
the OIE Delegate (and internationally through the network of OIE Member Countries), this initiative
aims to improve confidence in laboratory results produced by PAHC as evidence for action (response
and disease control measures) and also to increase allocat ion of resources to PAHC as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, following and through the
regular OIE Laboratory Focal Point trainings (last training occurred 21-24 August 2012 during Year 3),
a regional network of laboratory expertise has been created between countries and reinforces
existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate diagnosis of
known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
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C. 3 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Regional
Representation for Asia (Tokyo) and Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative-an expansion of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program to veterinary
Laboratories-will be funded by the IDENTIFY Project as well as ad hoc requests by the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point for IDENTIFY countries such as the Philippines. The OIE Focal Point Training
Program is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on various themes with support
from multiple donors9 . When the act ivity is co-funded, visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY
Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, this activit y follows the OIE National Focal Points Tra ining Sem inar for Veterinary Laboratories
held in Pakchong, Thailand, 21-24 August 2012. The activity was developed based on gaps identified
during the laboratory mapping exercise (including review of OIE PVS Evaluation and Gap Analysis
reports) that began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Technical support ongoing thro ughout Year 4.
H. Deliverable 2: PAHC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OIEapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through laboratory strategic plan development, to adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE Expert during
follow-up country missions
Deliverable 4: PAHC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Through development of a strategic plan, better prioritization for case diagnosis with
appropriate testing applied in reaching the correct diagnosis (i.e. improved specificity)
and recognition of appropriate technical training of staff for improved testing capability
PAHC.
The Philippines Veterinary Services, Philippines OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory
Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres. Collaboration with
the DELIVER project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory
i.

I.
J.

9

T hemes included in the Focal Point Program: communication, aquatic animals, animal production food safety,
veterinary products, animal welfare, o fficial animal d isease notification, and wildlife.
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supply chain management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising
with OIE partners.

o Animal Health Laboratory National Strategic Planning follow-up missions
A. The Philippines PAHC Strategic Planning development through follow-up in-country
missions/workshop
B. Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments performed by various Internat ional Partners and by Country and Laboratory
visits by OIE staff, indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding
policy and strategic plans. This follow-up country-level workshop will address this need, by directly
assisting the laboratory directors and laboratory staff, alongside key stakeholders, in drafting a
strategic plan for PAHC. Examples of areas to be addressed within the strategic plan includes
financial sustainability, human resources and retent ion strategies, qua lity management systems,
consolidating current diagnostic capacity and exploring f uture strategic expansion of diagnostic
capacity.
C. OIE department responsible: Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded entirely by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, stated strongly as a need during the
IDENTIFY Animal health stakeholders meeting in Jan 2011 in subsequent laboratory visits to each
IDENTIFY country's national animal health laboratory and requested by the laboratory director of
PAHC.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2 following expression of strong interest by
countries and recommendations of experts in the Jan 2011 technical consultation on improving the
diagnosis of emerging animal diseases conducted under the IDENTIFY project and was further
advanced by t he regional wor kshop on Strategic Planning held in Melbourne in Year 3 of the project.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. November 2012 Manila, t he Philippines
H. Deliverable 1: PAHC progressive increase their resources for laboratory activities as stated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
ii.

iii.
I.
J.

Development of the NaVRI Laboratory Strategic Plans, with the inclusion of internal and
external investment possibilities
NaVRI laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration

PAHC
PAHC, Philippines Laboratory Directors, Philippines OIE Delegate. Collaboration with the DELIVER
project is being explored at the HQ & regional levels in terms of integrating laboratory supply chain
management issues and providing opportunities for advocacy and awareness raising with OIE
partners.

Objective 3

o Participation of national staff to international conferences/meetings/trainings
A. Support for participation and contribution of national staff to international
conferences/meetings/trainings
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B. In support of strengthening, and where appropriate expansion, of laboratory capacity, including
disease diagnosis, laboratory management, quality systems, and biosafety, the OIE will offer support
for staff in IDENTIFY laboratories to attend relevant conferences, meetings, and t rainings. This
activity aims to strengthen technical expertise of laboratory staff to diagnose known diseases and
build capacit y in cross-cutting techniques applicable to the diagnosis of ot her emerging or reemerging pathogens. This expertise may include learning new techniques or refining exist ing
techniques. An added benefit ofthese activities is more network building opportunities that allow
ongoing and future technical support in the day-to-day application of these techniques. Other areas
that will be supported include the management, quality assurance and safety aspects associat ed
with performing these t echniques that will in t urn increase confidence that results are accurate,
timely and have been produced under good biosafety and biosecurity conditions.
C. Sub-regional Represent ation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok) with technical guidance from HQ,
Scientific and Technical Department (STD)
D. This initiative will be f unded by t he IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this count ry-led initiative.
E. Yes, this activit y has occurred in Year 2 & 3. Identification of topics/subjects/techniques of interest
to laboratories and staff will take into account OIE PVS Evaluations, OIE PVS Gap Analyses,
Laboratory Assessments carried out by FAO under the IDENTIFY project, the national and regional
priority diseases identified through the Regional Laboratory Network and ongoing engagement with
laboratory directors and technical staff through various IDENTIFY supported missions and meetings.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. Ongoing throughout Year 4, as relevant topics are identified/opportunities arise. Upcoming
activities that have been identified are: Support for laboratory staff from IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in t he region to attend t he Asia Pacific Biosafety Conference and workshops (May
2013); support for laborat ory staff from PAHC, Philippines t o receive training in the isolation of the
zoonotic pathogens mycoplasma, chlamydia, Brucella, leptospirosis at the OIE Reference
laboratories in Kyunggi-do, Korea and Georgia, USA (tentative dates within the timeframe of Nov
2012-Feb 2013).
H. Deliverable 2: PAHC progressively increase adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased awareness and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities, such as the annual
Laboratory Directors' Forum, annual Meetings on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis and other relevant conferences and workshops where OI Eapproved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through engagement with OIE Reference Cent res, t o adopt OIE-approved
diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from an OIE expert
Deliverable 4: PAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.
i.

Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
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sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
I.

J.

PAHC.
The Philippines Veterinary Services, The Philippines OIE Delegate, OIE Delegate-appointed
Laboratory Focal Point, Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, Asia
Pacific Biosafety Association.

Objective 4
o Laboratory Networking and Meetings
A. Meet ings:
1. 5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, September 2013
2. Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific, 13-lSth November 2012, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
B. This activity aims to provide a forum to discuss issues and act as a coordinating platform for the
national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of t he SE Asia region. A main objective is
to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacit y and standards for t he diagnosis of
zoonotic, Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases
(EIDs).
C. OIE department responsible : Sub-regional Representation for Southeast Asia (Bangkok)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to continue this country-led initiative. When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured . As this is a crosssectoral meeting organized with multiple partners, partners may use funding from other sources.
E. Yes, this activit y has occurred in Year 2 & 3 following expression of strong interest by countries at
the Animal Health Stakeholders' Meeting in Jan 2011 t o keep regional laboratory fora alive, given
that its benefits are widely felt by t he countries involved.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Andrew Davis
G. See A for exact dates of all foreseen meetings.
H. Deliverable 4: PAHC improve accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for PAHC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
I. PAHC t hrough engagement of Laboratory Directors.
J. PAHC, FAO, ASEAN, Laboratory Directors.
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Congo Basin Country

10

Wo rk Plans

While the OIE is not proposing specific technical activities to occur exclusively at the global or regional
levels for the IDENTIFY Project in Year 4, it is important to highlight the crucial coordination and
guidance role that OIE HQ and Regional Project staff play in ensuring coherence between laboratory,
country and regional activities and oversight for technical relevance and resource efficiency. The HQ
and Regional Project staff participate in the activities at the laboratory, country and regional levels with
technical guidance, coordination with partners, supervision of day-to-day activities, monitoring and
evaluation, project planning and reporting and administrative support. After the initial regional launch
of Year 3 activities that will continue throughout Year 4, the activities have been focused at the
laboratory and country levels and this is reflected in the country work plans presented below.
Table 3: IDENTIFY Activities in the Congo Basin countries for Year 4

Congo Basin

Deliverables

11111111

Objective 1: Laboratory Detection
Proficiency Testing rounds for rabies diagnosis
Backstopping i n-country missions for rabies diagnosis
following Proficiency Testing rounds

2,4, 5
2,4, 5

Feedback Workshop on Standard Operating Procedures'
harmonisation to OIE Standards for rabies diagnosis,
following the Proficiency Testing rounds

2,4, 5

Pilot Laboratory Methodology and Tool development

2, 3, 4

Objective 3: Laboratory Quality
National workshop on OIE standards for collection and
shipment of biological samples
Animal Health Laboratory participation in international
and regional workshops and trainings

2, 4

2, 4

Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
Animal Health Laboratory participation in regional
laboratory networking meetings

2,4

••

Ill II

11111111
••
••
••

Pi lot Laboratory Mission implementation

Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance
National Focal Points Program for Veterinary Laboratories

•••

••

11111111
I
11111111
11111111

10

The activities described in the country work plans for the Congo Basin will be extended to the USAID Category 1, 2, 3, & 4
countries, as well as to Ethiopia, Kenya, and Sudan. These countries do not have additional country-specific activities.
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Country-Level Work Plans for the Congo Basin Countries
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC}
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Five main activities are proposed to occur in DRC under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa (LCVK) of DRC
laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis
2. In-country backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis
3. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
Objective 2:
4. OIE Nationa l Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4 :
5. Country participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association {AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group {SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Southern Africa Development Community {SAD() Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committee biannual meetings
d. SADC Epidemiology & Informatics and Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committees Annual Joint
Meeting
e. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this DRC country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of the
project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1
o IDENTIFY laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes
A. LCVK participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of their results
for Rabies
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide LCVK with the
possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds and t o improve their ability to accurately and
rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be on Rabies using the OIE
prescribed test, the Fluorescent Antibody Test {FAT) technique. Accurate diagnosis of this disease
will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown
disease emerges.
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C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. Yes, this initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (new), building
upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing from other sources (existing). The
EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. Initial testing beginning in July-2012 and continuing with communication and troubleshooting
through the first quarter of Year 4
H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic
tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Increased adopt and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual through
engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and laborat ory staff by the OIE Rabies
Expert
Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals standards
Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory
Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from
OIE Experts
Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing,
expertise or confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iii.
Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE
i.

Deliverable 5: LCVK progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE Delegate and
laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert
ii.
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FATOPs for improved
laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
LCVK
LCVK, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies
i.

I.
J.
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o
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

In-country backstopping missions following first round of Proficiency Testing to improve compliance
with international standards on rabies diagnosis
LCVK participation in Proficiency Testing rounds will benefit from a backstopping mission to assure
the methodology, quality and t imeliness of t heir results for rabies
Rabies is an IDENTIFY target ed.disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is t o provide LCVK with t he
possibility t o fine t une their rabies FAT techniques with the goal of improving their ability t o
accurat ely and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of t his mission will be on rabies and Fluorescent
Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurate diagnosis of t his disease will also aid in more rapid
treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown disease emerges. During
the visit, other cross-cutt ing issues such as biosafety and quality assurance may be addressed to
im prove not only rabies diagnosis but also the overall performance of t he laboratory.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone Nairobi)
Yes, this initiat ive for a Rabies FAT diagnostic backstopping m ission will be f unded uniquely by the
IDENTIFY project (new), building upon f unding previously provided for rabies proficiency t esting
(existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided t he opportunity to realize t his
activity.
Yes, t he development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Or. Neo Mapitse
Mission yet to be scheduled, but between Jan-September 2013
Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes f or LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies
Expert
ii.
Improved local capacity in diagnostic techniques and troubleshooting
ii i.
Increased involvement with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory and in regional laboratory
networking activities
iv.
Improved adoption and application of SOPs and OIE prescribed methods with guidance from
OIE Rabies Experts
Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples
ii.
Engagement w ith regional networks including OIE Reference Laboratories to improve
communication, information sharing, troubleshooting, etc. for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation
iii.
Im plementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorit ies and the OIE
Deliverable 5: LCVK progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infe ctious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a.

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
International standards maintained and test results within internationally acceptable limits
Increased knowledge and appropriate interpretation of test results by laborat ory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of compliance to SOPs for improved laboratory
diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
LCVK
LCVK, OIE Reference Centre on Rabies (ARC-OVI )
i.
ii.
i.

I.
J.

o
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist LCVK in the review and
validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories. The development
and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide laboratory
technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic techniques and
preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results.
The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will allow laboratory staff to
more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country. Better diagnosis of these diseases
will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013

H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples t hrough use of SOPs
ii.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
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I.
J.

Deliverable 5: LCVK progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.
harmonized national standards to international standa rds on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
ii.
Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
LCVK
LCVK, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories (ARC-OVI)

Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint t he persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
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vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be transmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on act ivit ies.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
Yes, this activity builds on gaps ide ntified during the laboratory mapping exercise t hat began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot training event that occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic
tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for targeted
diseases through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and laboratory staff
ii.
Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other
significantly relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and technical items are discussed
iii.
Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic
methods and general procedures
iv.
Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and
shipping to OIE international standards
Deliverable 3: LCVK progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the O/E Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
111.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the DIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
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Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system {sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate {animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease report ing to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identificat ion of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Healt h Laboratory Director or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LCVK in international and regional

8.

C.

D.

E.
F.
G.

meetings:
1. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3. Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committee biannual meetings
4. SADC Epidemiology & Informatics and Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committees Annual Joint
Meeting
5. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by LCVK in the
listed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to la boratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal hea lth and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who wou ld not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Yea r 3's Work Plan.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
See section A for all dates.

H. Deliverable 2: LCVK progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic test s for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a. Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:

I.
J.

i. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: LCVK improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LCVK in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests
LCVK
OIE Delegate, LCVK, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting :
FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories,
Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Uganda
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Seven main activities are proposed to occur in Uganda under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the National Anima l Disease Diagnostics and
Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) of Uganda laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis
2. In-country backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis
3. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance t o international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
4. Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
Objective 2:
5. OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 3:
6. Uganda national workshop on OIE standards for collect ion and shipment of biological samples
Objective 4:
7. Country participation in international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. East African Community Veterinary Laboratories Network meeting
d. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Uganda country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of the
project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1
o IDENTIFY laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes
A.
NADDEC participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of their
results for Rabies
B.
Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide NADDEC
with the possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds and to improve t heir ability to
accurately and rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be on
Rabies using the OIE prescribed test, the Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique. Accurate
diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and
identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
C.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
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D.

Yes, this initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (new), building
upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing from other sources (existing). The
EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Initial testing beginning in July 2012 and continuing with communication and troubleshooting
through the first quarter of Year 4
Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on

E.
F.
G.
H.

IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased adopt and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual through
engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies
Expert
ii. Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals standards
iii. Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory
iv. Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from
OIE Experts
v. Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment
Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing,
expertise or confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iii.
Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE
i.

Deliverable 5: NADDEC progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance
to standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.

J.

o

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE Delegate and
laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert
ii.
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FATOPs for improved
laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
NADDEC
NADDEC, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies

In-country backstopping missions following first round of Proficiency Testing to improve compliance
with international standards on rabies diagnosis
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NADDEC participation in Proficiency Testing rounds will benefit from a backstopping mission to
assure the methodology, quality and timeliness of their results for rabies
Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted_disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide NADDEC with
the possibility to fine tune their rabies FAT techniques with the goal of improving their ability to
accurately and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this mission will be on rabies and Fluorescent
Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid
treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown disease emerges. During
the visit, other cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and quality assurance may be addressed to
improve not only rabies diagnosis but also the overall performance of the laboratory.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone Nairobi)
Yes, t his initiative for a Rabies FAT diagnostic backstopping mission will be funded uniquely by the
IDENTIFY project (new), building upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency t esting
(existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this
activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Mission yet to be scheduled, but between Jan-September 2013
Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies Expert
ii. Improved local capacity in diagnostic techniques and troubleshooting
iii. Increased involvement with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory and in regional laboratory
networking activities
iv. Improved adoption and application of SOPs and OIE prescribed methods with guidance from
OIE Rabies Experts
Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples
Engagement with regional networks including OIE Reference Laboratories to improve
communication, information sharing, troubleshooting, etc. for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation
iii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE
i.
ii.

Deliverable 5 : NADDEC progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance
to standard operating procedures consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.
i.
ii.

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
International standards maintained and test results within internationally acceptable limits
Increased knowledge and appropriate interpretation of test results by laboratory staff
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o
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Concrete efforts towards the improvement of compliance to SOPs for improved laboratory
diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
NADDEC
NADDEC, OIE Reference Centre on Rabies (ARC-OVI).
Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP} compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis
Standard Operating Procedures {SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist NADDEC in the review and
validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for vet erinary laboratories. The development
and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide laboratory
technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnost ic techniques and
preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results.
The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will allow laboratory staff to
more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country. Better diagnosis of these diseases
will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013
Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic t ests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading t o enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples through use of SOPs
ii.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
Deliverable 5: NADDEC progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance
to standard operating procedures consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and Guidelines for
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Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Harmonized national standards to international standards on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
ii.
Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
NADDEC
NADDEC, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories (ARC-OVI)

o Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
A. Implementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory
component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis
B. This activity aims to implement the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool at the country level,
requested by country-level stakeholders, for the assessment of the National Animal Health
Laboratory to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services objectives, to comply with
international standards, and to address needed resources for activities stated in the OIE PVS Gap
Analysis Report. The implementation of this mission will aid countries to better understand current
laboratory capacity, to better plan at the laboratory and policy levels to meet strategic goals, to
better allocate appropriate resources to the national animal health laboratory, and to accurately
and rapidly diagnose pathogens that threaten populations in their countries.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representation (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The PVS
Pathway for efficient Veterinary Services, of which the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is one
component, is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World Bank, the USA
(CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, Italy, France, Canada
(CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE World Animal Health and
Welfare Fund.
E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. The tool development activity began in Yea r 2 w ith an working meetings held in 12-13 May 2011
and 28 Feb-1 Mar 2012; a pilot mission in SEA is projected to occur in Sept 2012 in Lao PDR and the
outcomes of that pilot mission will influence the refinement of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
mission carried out in Africa in Year 4.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. Spring 2013, precise dates to be determined with each pilot host country Delegate and the national
animal health laboratory and once the formal request for a pilot mission is received by OIE. To date,
5 IDENTIFY Congo Basin countries (Cameroon, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda) have completed
the PVS Gap Analysis and would be good candidates for a pilot laboratory mission . We plan to
conduct one pilot mission in 2013.
H. Deliverable 1: National animal health laboratories progressively increase resources for their
activities as stated in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability t o appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for each national animal health laboratory in the next 12 months will
include:
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i.

I.

J.

Determination of required resources to support the functioning of the national
laboratory systems allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood
of additional investment
ii.
Assessment of the priorities for Veterinary Laboratories recorded in the PVS Gap
Analysis reports and the specific needs of the national laboratory systems according to
these priorities
iii.
Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address priorities
for veterinary laboratories as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot
mission reports
iv.
National laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
v.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
The national animal health laboratories of 1 IDENTIFY count ry will be engaged in this activity, and
will be confirmed in the coming months. The advancement of this activity is contingent upon
completion of PVS Gap Analysis Mission and request of the host country to participate.
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors. As authorized by countries, results will be
shared with USAID in biannual reports and with EPT partners during EPT Quarterly Meetings.

Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
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promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint the persons/he feels most pr epared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, t imely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be tra nsmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on act ivit ies.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot training event t hat occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code {Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for targeted diseases
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are
discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE international standards
Deliverable 3: NADDEC progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the O/E Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the 0/f
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
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ii.
111.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and t imely diagnosis of transboundary and em erging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

I.

J.

a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communicat ion, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between t he laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Health Laboratory Director or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 3

o
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

National workshop on 0/E standards for collection and shipment of biological samples
Safe shipment of biological samples in compliance with OIE International Standards
The aim of this activity is to assist NADDEC and Ugandan laboratory staff in the safe shipment of
biological samples between national, provincial, and satellite laboratories in accordance with OIE
Standards. The involvement of laboratory technicians and the veterinary field staff will enhance the
proper preparation and safe transfer of samples for an accurate diagnosis fol lowed by disease
reporting. This will facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results. This will allow
NADDEC to more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country without putting the
country at risk of disease spread through inappropriate means of shipment. Better diagnosis of
these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to realize this activity, a specific request from the OIE Workshop on
the subject conducted in August 2011 during Year 2.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Oct 2012 -September 2013

H. Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE Internationa l Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic t ests for O IE listed diseases} and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual on shipment of
samples through engagement of the laboratory staff, Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
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ii.
iii.

Improved quality and number of diagnostic samples submitted to NADDEC
Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activit ies and other relevant
workshops where OIE Standards are discussed
iv. Advocacy to adopt OIE Standards and guidelines with guidance from OIE Experts
Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and t imely diagnosis of transboundary and e merging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.
J.

Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
ii.
Increasing use of OIE Reference laboratories for confirmation of normative diseases and
emerging disease.
iii.
Increased disease reporting by OIE Reference laboratories as a result of referred samples
iv.
Implementation of safe and secure shipment of samples in line with OIE International
Standards
NADDEC
NADDEC, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories

Objective 4

o

IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings

A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by NADDEC in international and regional

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

meetings:
1.
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2.
Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3.
East African Community Veterinary Laboratories Network meeting
4.
Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by NADDEC in
the listed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3's Work Plan.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
See section A for all dates.

H. Deliverable 2: NADDEC progressively increa ses adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent with
OIE Internat ional St andards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapte r 1.3: Prescribed and
alte rnative diagnostic test s for OIE listed diseases) and M anual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
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I.
J.

for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate
iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: NADDEC improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for NADDEC in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests
NADDEC
OIE Delegate, NADDEC, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting :
FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories,
Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Cameroon
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Six main activities are proposed to occur in Cameroon under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with
the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire National Veterinaire (LANAVET) of
Cameroon laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis
2. In-country backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis
3. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
4. Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
Objective 2:
5. OIE Nationa l Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4:
6. Country participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Cameroon country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of
the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the
work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1
o IDENTIFY laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes
A. LANAVET participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of their
results for Rabies
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide LANAVET
with the possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds and to improve their ability to
accurately and rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be on
Rabies using the OIE prescribed test, the Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique. Accurate
diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and
identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. Yes, this initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (new), building
upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing from other sources (existing). The
EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
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G.

Init ial t esting beginning in July-2012 and continuing wit h communication and tro ubleshooting
through the first quarter of Year 4

H.

Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic t ests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Increased adopt and applicat ion of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual through
engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and laborat ory staff by t he OIE Rabies
Expert
Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals st andards
Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory
Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from
OIE Experts
Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment

Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis oftransboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing,
expertise or confirmation
ii.
Im plementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iii.
Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE
i.

Deliverable 5: LANAVET progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the 0/f Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.
J.

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and t he OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE Delegate and
laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert
ii.
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FATOPs for improved
laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
LANAVET
LANAVET, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies

In-country backstopping missions following first round of Proficiency Testing to improve compliance
with international standards on rabies diagnosis
A. LANAVET participation in Proficiency Test ing rounds will benefit from a backstopping mission to
assure the methodology, quality and timeliness of their results for rabies
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted_disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide LANAVET
with the possibility to fine tune t heir rabies FAT techniques with the goal of improving t heir ability
to accurately and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this mission will be on rabies and

o
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C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more
rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
During the visit, other cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and quality assurance may be
addressed to improve not only rabies diagnosis but also the overall performance of the laboratory.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone Nairobi)
Yes, this initiative for a Rabies FAT diagnostic backstopping mission will be funded uniquely by the
IDENTIFY project (new), building upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency t esting
(existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this
activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Mission yet to be scheduled, but between Jan-September 2013
Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: 0/£ Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies Expert
ii. Improved local capacity in diagnostic techniques and troubleshooting
iii. Increased involvement with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory and in regional laboratory
networking activities
iv. Improved adoption and application of SOPs and OIE prescribed methods with guidance from
OIE Rabies Experts
Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis oftransboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:

i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples
Engagement with regional networks including OIE Reference Laboratories to improve
communication, information sharing, troubleshooting, etc. for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE

Deliverable 5: LANAVET progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the 0/£ Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:

i.
ii.
iv.

I.

J.

International standards maintained and test results within internationally acceptable limits
Increased knowledge and appropriate interpretation of test results by laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of compliance to SOPs for improved laboratory
diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
LANAVET
LANAVET, OIE Reference Centre on Rabies (ARC-OVI)
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o
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis
Standard Operating Procedures {SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist LANAVET in the review
and validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laborator ies. The
development and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide
laboratory technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic
techniques and preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and
integrity of results. The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will
allow laboratory staff to more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their count ry. Better
diagnosis of these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease
emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OI E Sub-Regional Representations {Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTI FY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013
Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activit ies and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis oftransboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading t o enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples through use of SOPs
ii.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
Deliverable 5: LANAVET progressively improves performance in proficiency t esting and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with t he OIE Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Harmonized national standards to international standards on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
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ii.

I.

J.

Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
LANAVET
LANAVET, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories (ARC-OVI)

o Pilot O/E PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
A. Implementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory
component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis
B. This activity aims to implement the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool at the country level,
requested by country-level stakeholders, for the assessment of the National Animal Health
Laboratory to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services objectives, to comply with
international standards, and to address needed resources for activities stated in the OIE PVS Gap
Analysis Report. The implementation of this mission will aid countries to better understand current
laboratory capacity, to better plan at the laboratory and policy levels to meet strategic goals, to
better allocate appropriate resources to the national animal health laboratory, and to accurately
and rapidly diagnose pathogens that threaten populations in their countries.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representation (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The PVS
Pathway for efficient Veterinary Services, of which the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is one
component, is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World Bank, the USA
(CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, It aly, France, Canada
(CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE World Animal Health and
Welfare Fund.
E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. The tool development activity began in Yea r 2 with an working meetings held in 12-13 May 2011
and 28 Feb-1 Mar 2012; a pilot mission in SEA is projected to occur in Sept 2012 in Lao PDR and the
outcomes of that pilot mission will influence the refinement of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
mission carried out in Africa in Year 4.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. Spring 2013, precise dates to be determined with each pilot host country Delegate and the national
animal health laboratory and once the formal request for a pilot mission is received by OIE. To date,
5 IDENTIFY Congo Basin countries (Cameroon, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda) have completed
the PVS Gap Analysis and would be good candidates for a pilot laboratory mission . We plan to
conduct one pilot mission in 2013.
H. Deliverable 1: LANAVET progressively increase resources for their activities as stated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Determination of required resources to support the functioning of LANAVET systems
allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood of additional
investment
ii.
Assessment of the priorities for LANAVET recorded in the PVS Gap Analysis reports and
the specific needs of the national laboratory systems according to these priorities
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iii.

I.

J.

Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address priorities
for LANAVET as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot mission reports
iv.
LANAVET policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary Services, and
with other national and regional policies and strategies related to laboratories
v.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
The national animal health laboratories of 1 IDENTIFY country will be engaged in this activity, and
will be confirmed in the coming months. The advancement ofthis activity is contingent upon
completion of PVS Gap Analysis M ission and request of the host country to participate.
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors. As authorized by countries, results will be
shared with USAID in biannual reports and with EPT partners during EPT Quarterly Meetings.

Objective 2
o OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint the persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
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4.

C.
D.

E.
F.

G.
H.

International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking init iatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be transmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on activit ies.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OI E National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing). When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot t raining event t hat occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative

a.

diagnostic tests for O IE listed diseases} and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for targeted diseases
through engagement of the 01 E Delegate, and LANAVET laboratory staff

ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical
items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE international standards
Deliverable 3: LANAVET progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the OIE Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on IDENTIFY t argeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the 0/E
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE

ii.
111.

Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:

i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
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I.

J.

sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between t he laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally LANAVET Director or
another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This appointee will be the senior advisor
on laboratory related issues t o the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY country will be engaged in this
activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LANAVET in international and regional

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

meetings:
1. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific present ations by LANA VET in
the list ed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Pa rticipation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlif e interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Yea r 3's Work Plan.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
See section A for all dates.

H. Deliverable 2: LANAVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Animal He alth Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Te rrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
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iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: LANAVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

I.
J.

Specific outcomes for LANA VET in the next 12 months will include:
i. Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference La boratories
to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information sharing, etc.) for
diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or confirmation
ii. Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests
LANAVET
OIE Delegate, LANAVET, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting:
FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories,
Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Gabon
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Three main activities are proposed to occur in Gabon under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville {LNVL)
laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
Objective 2:
2. OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4 :
3. Country participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association {AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group {SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Gabon country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of the
project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1

o

Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures {SOP) compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis

A. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist LNVL in the review and

C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories. The development
and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide laboratory
technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic techniques and
preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results.
The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will allow laboratory staff to
more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country. Better diagnosis of these diseases
will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013
Deliverable 2: LNVL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent with
OIE Internat ional Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
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diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriate ly handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonizat ion of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: LNVL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of t ransboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples through use of SOPs
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE int ernational
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
i.
ii.

Deliverable 5: LNVL progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
harmonized national standards to international standards on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
ii.
Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
LNVL
LNVL, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories (ARC-OVI)
i.

I.
J.

Objective 2

o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterina ry Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized la boratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at t he country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to ra pidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
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laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlif e, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint the persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking init iatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be transmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on act ivities.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot training event t hat occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: LNVL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic
tests for OIE listed diseases} and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
leading to enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

International standards maintained and test results within internationally acceptable limits
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ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical
items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE internat ional standards
Deliverable 3 : LNVL progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the O/E Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
111.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: LNVL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.

J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between t he laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for im proved disease reporting to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Healt h Laboratory Director or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LNVL in international and regional
meetings:
1. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine {AITVM) 14THInternational
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific present ations by LNVL in the
listed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
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more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
E. Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3's Work Plan.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. See section A for all dates.
H. Deliverable 2: LNVL progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network

Deliverable 4: LNVL improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LNVL in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
I.

J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests

LNVL
OIE Delegate, LNVL, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting :
FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories,
Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Republic of Congo
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Three main activities are proposed to occur in Republic of Congo under the IDENTIFY Project during Year
4, with the direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire de Diagnostic Veterinaire de
Brazzaville (LDVB) of Republic of Congo laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
Objective 2:
2. OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4:
3. Country participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings:
a. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Republic of Congo country work plan the impact that is expected by the
end of the project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of
the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the
stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1

o

Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP} compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis

A. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist LDVB in the review and

C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories. The development
and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide laboratory
technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic techniques and
preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results.
The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will allow laboratory staff to
more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country. Better diagnosis of these diseases
will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013
Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
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diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriate ly handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activit ies and ot her relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples through use of SOPs
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
i.
ii.

Deliverable 5: LDVB progressively improves pe rformance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
har monized national standards to international standards on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
ii.
Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
LDVB
LDVB, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laborat ories (ARC-OVI)
i.

I.
J.

Objective 2

o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterina ry Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized la boratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at t he country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to ra pidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
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laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE internationa l
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the f unctioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint the persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, t imely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be transmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on activities.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Tra ining
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot training event that occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for targeted diseases
through engagement of the OIE Delegate, and laboratory staff
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ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking act ivities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical
items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE internat ional standards
Deliverable 3 : LDVB progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality manageme nt procedures consistent with the O/E Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
111.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.

J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between t he laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for im proved disease report ing to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Healt h Laboratory Director or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LDVB in international and regional
meetings:
1. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine {AITVM) 14THInternational
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific present ations by LDVB in the
listed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, f urther linking together the global network for
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more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlif e interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laborat ory compet encies developed under the Twinning Project.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (exist ing) . The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this act ivity.
E. Yes, this activit y is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3's Work Plan.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. See section A for all dat es.
H. Deliverable 2: LDVB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent with OIE
International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of t he OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
iii. Increased adopt ion of OIE prescribed t est s for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: LDVB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LDVB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
Im plementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE int ernational
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests

I. LDVB
J. OIE Delegate, LDVB, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting : FAO,
WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories, Regional
USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Rwanda
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Six main activities are proposed to occur in Rwanda under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the National Veterinary Laboratory of Rwanda
Agriculture Board (RAB) laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis
2. In-country backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis
3. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance to international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
4. Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
Objective 2:
5. OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4 :
6. Country participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Rwanda country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of the
project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1
o IDENTIFY laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes
A. RAB participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of their resu lts
for Rabies
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide RAB with the
possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds and to improve their ability to accurately and
rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be on Rabies using the
OIE prescribed test, the Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique. Accurate diagnosis of this
disease will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an
unknown disease emerges.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. Yes, this initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (new), building
upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing from other sources (existing). The
EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
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Initial testing beginning in July-2012 and continuing with communication and troubleshooting
through the first quarter of Year 4
H. Deliverable 2: RAB progressively increases adoption of diagnost ic procedures consist ent with
OIE International Standards: 0/f Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic t ests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased adopt and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual through
engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and laborat ory staff by the OIE Rabies
Expert
ii. Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals st andards
iii. Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory
iv. Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from
OIE Experts
v. Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment
Deliverable 4: RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of t ransboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing,
expertise or confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iii.
Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE
Deliverable 5: RAB progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the 0/f Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infe ctious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE Delegate and
laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert
ii.
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FATOPs for improved
laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
I.
RAB
J.
RAB, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies

G.

In-country backstopping missions following first round of Proficiency Testing to improve compliance
with international standards on rabies diagnosis
A. RAB participation in Proficiency Testing rounds will benefit from a backstopping mission to assure
the methodology, quality and t imeliness of their results for rabies
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted_disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide RAB with the
possibility to fine tune their rabies FAT techniques with the goal of improving their ability to
accurately and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this mission will be on rabies and Fluorescent

o
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C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

Antibody Test (FAT) techniques. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid
treatment of exposed human beings and identifying when an unknown disease emerges. During
the visit, other cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and quality assurance may be addressed to
im prove not only rabies diagnosis but also the overall performance of the laboratory.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone Nairobi)
Yes, t his initiative for a Rabies FAT diagnostic backstopping m ission will be funded uniquely by the
IDENTIFY project (new), building upon funding previously provided for rabies proficiency t esting
(existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this
activity.
Yes, t he development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Mission yet to be scheduled, but bet ween Jan-September 2013
Deliverable 2: RAB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: 0/f Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic test s for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff by the OIE Rabies Expert
ii. Improved local capacity in diagnostic techniques and troubleshooting
iii. Increased involvement with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory and in regional laboratory
networking activities
iv. Improved adoption and application of SOPs and OIE prescribed methods with guidance from
OIE Rabies Experts
Deliverable 4: RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
i.

a.

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.
ii.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples
Engagement with regional networks including OIE Reference Laboratories to improve
communication, information sharing, troubleshooting, etc. for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation
iii.
Im plementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
iv.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE
Deliverable 5: RAB progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the 0/f Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.
i.
ii.
iii.
I.

J.

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
International standards maintained and test results wit hin internationally acceptable limits
Increased knowledge and appropriate interpretation of test results by laborat ory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of compliance to SOPs for improved laboratory
diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts

RAB
RAB, OIE Reference Centre on Rabies (ARC-OVI )
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o

Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP} compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis

A. Standard Operating Procedures {SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist RAB in the review and

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laboratories. The development
and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide laboratory
technicians wit h the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic techniques and
preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and integrity of results.
The presence, improved use, and appropriat eness of the SOP for rabies will allow laboratory staff to
more accurat ely and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country. Better diagnosis of these diseases
will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
2 OIE depart ments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representat ions (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013
Deliverable 2: RAB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative diagnostic
tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
int o national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonizat ion of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activit ies and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.
ii.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples t hrough use of SOPs
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE int ernational
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
Deliverable 5: RAB progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance to
standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Harmonized national standards to international standards on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
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ii.
iii.
I.

J.

Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts

RAB
RAB, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories (ARC-OVI)

o Pilot O/E PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
A. Implementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory
component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis
B. This activity aims to implement the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool at the country level,
requested by country-level stakeholders, for the assessment of the National Animal Health
Laboratory to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services objectives, to comply with
international standards, and to address needed resources for activities stated in the OIE PVS Gap
Analysis Report. The implementation of this mission will aid countries to better understand current
laboratory capacity, to better plan at the laboratory and policy levels to meet strategic goals, to
better allocate appropriate resources to the national animal health laboratory, and to accurately
and rapidly diagnose pathogens that threaten populations in their countries.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representation (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The PVS
Pathway for efficient Veterinary Services, of which the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is one
component, is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World Bank, the USA
(CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, Italy, France, Canada
(CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE World Animal Health and
Welfare Fund.
E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. The tool development activity began in Year 2 with an working meetings held in 12-13 May 2011
and 28 Feb-1 Mar 2012; a pi lot mission in SEA is projected to occur in Sept 2012 in Lao PDR and the
outcomes of that pilot mission will influence the refinement of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
mission carried out in Africa in Year 4.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. Spring 2013, precise dates to be determined with each pilot host country Delegate and the national
animal health laboratory and once the formal request for a pilot mission is received by OIE. To date,
5 IDENTIFY Congo Basin countries (Cameroon, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda) have completed
the PVS Gap Analysis and would be good candidates for a pilot laboratory mission. We plan to
conduct one pilot mission in 2013.
H. Deliverable 1: RAB animal health laboratories progressively increase resources for their activities
as stated in their strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for RAB animal health laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Determination of required resources to support the functioning of the RAB laboratory
systems allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood of
additional investment
ii.
Assessment of the priorities for RAB Laboratories recorded in the PVS Gap Analysis
reports and the specific needs of the national laboratory systems according to these
priorities
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iii.

I.

J.

Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address priorities
for RAB veterinary laboratories as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot
mission reports
iv.
RAB laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the national Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
v.
Increased collaboration between in-country stakeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
The national animal health laboratories of 1 IDENTIFY count ry will be engaged in this activity, and
will be confirmed in the coming months. The advancement ofthis activity is contingent upon
completion of PVS Gap Analysis M ission and request of the host country to participate.
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors. As authorized by countries, results will be
shared with USAID in biannual reports and with EPT partners during EPT Quarterly Meetings.

Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint the persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
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vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard set t ing, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking init iatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be tra nsmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and ha nds-on act ivit ies.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representat ions (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be co-f unded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a fu ll-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-f unded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
E. Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot t raining event t hat occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
H. Deliverable 2: RAB ANIMAL HEALTH LABORATORY progressively increases adoption of diagnostic
procedures consistent with OIE International Standards: DIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3:
Prescribed and alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle,
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for RAB ANIMAL HEAL TH LABORATORY in the next 12 months will include:

i. Increased application of the OIE Int ernational St andards, Code and Manual for t argeted diseases
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical
items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE international standards
Deliverable 3: RAB animal health laboratory progressively improves occupational health and
safety conditions for laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with
the DIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading
to enhance ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the OIE
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE

ii.
iii.

laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading t o enhanced ability to appropriat ely handle , diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
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i.

I.

J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system {sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate {animal
diseases reporting author ity) for im proved disease report ing to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Healt h Laboratory Direct or or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegat es, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by RAB in international and regional

B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.

meetings:
1. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific present ations by RAB in the
list ed internat ional and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlif e interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and t he IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Yea r 3's Work Plan.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
See section A for all dates.

H. Deliverable 2: RAB progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with OIE
International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
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ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: RAB improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.
i.

ii.
I.
J.

Specific outcomes for RAB in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to the OIE internationa l
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests

RAB
OIE Delegate, RAB, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting: FAO,
WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health laboratories,
Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Tanzania
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Six main activities are proposed to occur in Tanzania under t he IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Central Veterinary Lab (CVL) Temeke laboratory
staff:
Objective 1:
1. IDENTIFY national animal health laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes for
improved rabies detection and diagnosis
2. In-country backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis
3. Regional workshop for developing St andard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance t o international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
4. Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
Objective 2:
5. OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4 :
6. Country participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committee biannual meetings
d. SADC Epidemiology & Informatics and Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committees Annual Joint
Meeting
e. East African Community Veterinary Laboratories Network meeting
f. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Tanzania country work plan the impact that is expected by the end of the
project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a result of the work.
The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory towards the stated key
outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1
o IDENTIFY laboratories participation in Proficiency Testing schemes
A. CVL Temeke participation in Proficiency Testing rounds to confirm the quality and timeliness of
their results for Rabies
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide CVL Temeke
with the possibility to participate in Proficiency Testing rounds and to improve their ability to
accurately and rapidly diagnose Rabies. The focus of this round of proficiency testing will be on
Rabies using the OIE prescribed test, the Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) technique. Accurate
diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more rapid treatment of exposed human beings and
identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
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D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

Yes, this initiative for Rabies PT rounds will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project (new), building
upon f unding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing from other sources {existing). The
EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize th is activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 2.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Initial testing beginning in July-2012 and continu ing with communication and t ro ubleshooting
through the first quarter of Year 4
Deliverable 2: CVL Temeke progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic t ests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY target ed diseases

a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Increased adopt and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual through
engagement of the OIE Delegate, Laboratory Focal Point and laborat ory staff by the OIE Rabies
Expert
Harmonized rabies testing standards to OIE internationals standards
Strengthen linkages with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory
Advocacy to OIE-approved diagnostic methods and general procedures with guidance from
OIE Experts
Handling of rabies biological samples in appropriate environment

Deliverable 4: CVL Temeke improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system {sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, troubleshooting, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require addit ional testing,
expertise or confirmation
Im plementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
Improved rate and consistency of detection of rabies in samples.
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE

ii.
iii.
iv.

Deliverable 5: CVL Temeke progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.

J.

o

Increased awareness of the importance of participating in proficiency testing and the
OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines through communication between the OIE Delegate
and laboratory staff and the OIE Rabies Expert
ii.
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of performance of Rabies FAT SOPs for
improved laboratory diagnostic performance wit h guidance from OIE experts
CVL Temeke
CVL TEMEKE, ARC-OVI, OIE Reference Centre for Rabies

In-country backstopping missions following first round of Proficiency Testing to improve compliance
with international standards on rabies diagnosis
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A.
B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

CVL Temeke participation in Proficiency Testing rounds will benefit from a backstopping m ission to
assure the methodology, quality and timeliness of their results for rabies
Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted_disease. The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to provide CVL Temeke
with the possibility to fine tune t heir rabies FAT techniques with the goal of improving their ability
to accurat ely and rapidly diagnose rabies. The focus of this mission will be on rabies and
Fluorescent Antibody Test (FAT) t echniques. Accurate diagnosis of this disease will also aid in more
rapid treatment of exposed hu man beings and identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
During the visit, ot her cross-cutting issues such as biosafety and quality assurance may be
addressed to improve not only rabies diagnosis but also t he overall performance of the laboratory.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representat ions (Gaborone Nairobi)
Yes, t his initiative for a Rabies FAT diagnostic backstopping m ission will be f unded uniquely by the
IDENTIFY project (new), building upon f unding previously provided for rabies proficiency testing
(existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project have provided the opportunity to realize this
activity.
Yes, t he development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Mission yet to be scheduled, but between Jan-Sept ember 2013
Deliverable 2: CVL Temeke progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laborat ory staff by t he OIE Rabies Expert
ii. Improved local capacity in diagnostic techniques and troubleshooting
iii. Increased involvement with OIE Rabies Reference Laboratory and in regional laboratory
networking activities
iv. Improved adoption and application of SOPs and OIE prescribed methods with guidance from
OIE Rabies Experts
i.

Deliverable 4: CVL Temeke improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.
ii.

Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples
Engagement with regional networks including OIE Reference Laboratories to improve
communication, information sharing, troubleshooting, etc. for diagnostic specimens that
require additional testing, expertise or confirmation
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE International
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve test sensitivity and specificity
Reporting of OIE listed diseases to appropriate national authorities and the OIE

iii.
iv.

Deliverable 5 : CVL Temeke progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

International standards maintained and test results within internationally acceptable
limits
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ii.
iii.

I.

J.

o
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Increased knowledge and appropriate interpretation of test results by laboratory staff
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of compliance to SOPs for improved
laboratory diagnostic performance with guidance from OIE experts
CVL Temeke
CVL Temeke, OIE Reference Centre on Rabies (ARC-OVI )
Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP} compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis
St andard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
Rabies is an IDENTIFY target ed disease. The aim of this activity is to assist CVL Temeke in the review
and validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laborator ies. The
development and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide
laborat ory technicians with the information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic
techniques and preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and
integrit y of results. The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will
allow laboratory staff to more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their count ry. Better
diagnosis of these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease
emerges.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided t he opportunity to realize this activity.
Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Between September and December 2013
Deliverable 2: CVL Temeke progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consist ent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code {Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases} and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonizat ion of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activit ies and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: CVL TEMEKE improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CVL TEMEKE in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples t hrough use of SOPs
ii.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE int ernational
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity
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I.
J.

Deliverable 5: CVL TEMEKE progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and
compliance to standard operating procedures consistent with the O/E Quality Standard and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to
appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.
harmonized national standards t o international st andards on laborato ry quality and rabies
diagnosis
ii.
Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
st aff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance t o SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
CVL Temeke
CVL Temeke, National Vet erinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OI E Delegate, FAO,
Laboratory quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laborat ories (ARC-OVI)

o Pilot DIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
A. Im plementation of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary laboratory
component following the OIE PVS Gap Analysis

B. This activity aims to implement the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool at the country level,

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

H.

requested by country-level stakeholders, for the assessment of the National Animal Health
Laboratory to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services objectives, to comply with
international standards, and to address needed resources for activities stated in the OIE PVS Gap
Analysis Report. The implementation of this m ission will aid countries to better understand current
laboratory capacity, to better plan at the laboratory and policy levels to meet strategic goals, to
better allocate appropriat e resources to the nat ional animal health laborat ory, and to accurately
and rapidly diagnose pathogens that threaten populations in their countries.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representation (Gaborone & Nairobi)
The Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission will be co-funded by the IDENTI FY project. The PVS
Pathway for efficient Veterinary Services, of w hich the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool is one
component, is a worldwide project co-funded by the European Union (EU), the World Bank, the USA
(CDC, USAID and USDA), the UK (DFID and FCO), Switzerland (FVO), Japan, It aly, France, Canada
(CFIA, CIDA and DFAIT) and Australia (AusAID and DAFF), through the OIE World Animal Health and
Welfare Fund.
Yes, this activit y builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. The tool development activity began in Year 2 with an working meetings held in 12-13 May 2011
and 28 Feb-1 Mar 2012; a pilot mission in SEA is projected to occur in Sept 2012 in Lao PDR and the
outcomes of that pilot mission will influence the refinement of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
mission carried out in Africa in Year 4.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
Spring 2013, precise dates to be determined with each pilot host country Delegate and t he national
animal health laboratory and once the formal request for a pilot mission is received by OIE. To date,
6 IDENTIFY Congo Basin countries (Cameroon, Dem. Rep. of Congo, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania,
Uganda) have completed the PVS Gap Analysis and would be good candidates for a pilot laboratory
mission. We plan to conduct one pilot mission in 2013.
Deliverable 1: CVL Temeke progressively increase resources for their activities as stated in their
strategic plan leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
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a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.

J.

Determination of required resources to support the functioning of the national
laboratory systems allowing for better rationalization of priorities and higher likelihood
of additional investment
ii.
Assessment of the priorities for CVL recorded in the PVS Gap Analysis reports and the
specific needs of the national laboratory systems according to these priorities
iii.
Identification of sustainable options (including estimated budgets) to address priorities
for CVL as stated in the PVS Gap Analysis and Laboratory pilot mission reports
iv.
Nationa l laboratory policies better aligned with the needs of the nationa l Veterinary
Services, and with other national and regional policies and strategies related to
laboratories
v.
Increased collaboration between in-count ry st akeholders to further streamline
diagnostic services and advocate for multi-sectoral funding and collaboration
The national animal health laboratories of 1 IDENTIFY count ry will be engaged in this activity, and
will be confirmed in the coming months. The advancement ofthis activity is contingent upon
completion of PVS Gap Analysis Mission and request of the host country to participate.
Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, OIE PVS Experts, National
Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors. As authorized by countries, results will be
shared with USAID in biannual reports and with EPT partners during EPT Quarterly Meetings.

Objective 2
o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region
B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a cr itical
component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide addit ional support to
Delegates in various fields of expertise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
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C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points t o the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint t he persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laborat ory
capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking init iatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be tra nsmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on act ivit ies.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured .
Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise t hat began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot t raining event t hat occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
Deliverable 2: CVL Tem eke progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code {Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for O IE listed diseases} and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for targeted diseases
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical
items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE international standards
Deliverable 3: CVL Temeke progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the OIE Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and t he 0/E
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
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ii.
111.

Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards

Deliverable 4: CVL Temeke improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease report ing to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Health Laboratory Director or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors
i.

I.

J.

Objective 4

o
A.

B.

C.
D.

IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
Support for participation of and scientific presentations by CVL Temeke in international and regional
meetings:
1.
African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2.
Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3.
Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committee biannual meetings
4.
SADC Epidemiology & Informatics and Veterinary Laboratories Sub Committees Annual Joint
Meeting
5.
East African Community Veterinary Laboratories Network meeting
6.
Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific presentations by CVL TEMEKE
in the listed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to introduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlife interface. The activities will in addition build
and maintain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing). The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
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E. Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Year 3's Work Plan.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. See section A for all dates.
H. Deliverable 2: CVL Temeke progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent
with OIE International Standards: 0/f Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where DIE-approved diagnostic methods and
laboratory technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: CVL Temeke improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and
emerging infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and
report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for CVL Temeke in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests
I. CVL Temeke
J. OIE Delegate, CVL Temeke, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's
meeting: FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health
Laboratories, Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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Central African Republic {CAR)
IDENTIFY Project, Year 4 Work Plan
Three main activities are proposed to occur in CAR under the IDENTIFY Project during Year 4, with the
direct involvement and for the direct benefit of the Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de Bangui (LACEVET)
laboratory staff:
Objective 1:
1. Regional workshop for developing Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) compliance t o international
standards on Rabies diagnosis
Objective 2:
2. OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
Objective 4 :
3. Count ry participation in significantly relevant international and regional meetings :
a. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annua l Biological Safety Conference, 2013
b. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
c. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14TH International
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013

Please note in Section Hof this Central African Republic country work plan the impact that is expected
by the end ofthe project period, the specific outcomes to be achieved, and the specific outputs as a
result of the work. The indicators used to demonstrate measurable improvement of the laboratory
towards the stated key outcomes are presented in Annex 7.
Objective 1

o

Regional workshop to harmonize Standard Operating Procedures {SOP) compliance to international
standards on rabies diagnosis

A. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) harmonization to OIE Standards on rabies diagnosis
B. Rabies is an IDENTIFY targeted disease. The aim of this activity is to assist LACEVET in the review
and validation of SOP in accordance with OIE Standards for veterinary laborator ies. The
development and use of SOPs are an integral part of a successful quality system as they provide
laboratory technicians with t he information on the correct procedure to perform a diagnostic
techniques and preparation of samples properly, and facilitate consistency in the quality and
integrity of results. The presence, improved use, and appropriateness of the SOP for rabies will
allow laboratory staff to more accurately and rapidly diagnose pathogens in their country. Better
diagnosis of these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease
emerges.
C. 2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
D. This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY project
have provided the opportunity to realize this activity.
E. Yes, the development of this activity began in Year 3.
F. Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
G. Between September and December 2013
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H. Deliverable 2: LACEVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: OIE Terrestrial Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alternative
diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

Increased application and harmonization of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual
into national standards and operating procedures through engagement of the laboratory staff
Laboratory Focal Point and OIE Delegate
ii. Increased involvement in development and harmonization of rabies FAT diagnostic testing
iii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical items are discussed
Deliverable 4: LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Accuracy and consistency of detection of rabies on samples t hrough use of SOPs
ii.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve standardization
iii.
Reduced interval between confirmation and reporting of rabies
iv.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE internationa l
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve rabies FAT sensitivity and
specificity

Deliverable 5: LACEVET progressively improves performance in proficiency testing and compliance
to standard operating procedures consistent with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance ability to appropriately handle.
diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
harmonized national standards to internationa l standards on laboratory quality and rabies
diagnosis
ii.
Increased use of appropriately documented standard operating procedures by laboratory
staff
iii.
improvement of laboratory performance due to increasing compliance to SOPs with
guidance from OIE experts
LACEVET
LACEVET, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Director, OIE Delegate, FAO, Laboratory
quality managers, OIE Experts from OIE Reference Laboratories (ARC-OVI)
i.

I.
J.

Objective 2

o 0/E National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories
A. Development of the OIE National Focal Point Training Program for Veterinary Laboratories to be
piloted in the African region

B. This activity aims to establish links between specialized laboratory expertise to high-level policy
makers, among them the OIE Delegate, at the country level in each IDENTIFY country to provide
national animal health laboratories better access to policy makers. This initiative aims to improve
the understanding of laboratory issues at the policy level, in turn improving confidence in laboratory
results produced by each laboratory as evidence for action (response and disease control measures)
and also to increase allocation of resources to the national animal health laboratory as a critical
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C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

component of Veterinary Services to further improve the laboratory's ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose known and emerging diseases. As an added value, a regional network of
laboratory expertise recognized by the Veterinary Services is created between countries and
reinforces existing and creates new technical relationships, allowing more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of known and emerging diseases at the regional level.
1. The OIE has established a system of OIE Focal Points to provide additional support to
Delegates in various fields of expert ise. Countries nominate national focal points for Disease
Notification, Wildlife, Veterinary products, Animal welfare, Animal production food safety,
Aquatic animals, and Communication. This network of experts is considered to be a key
factor for the improvement of national Veterinary Services, helping the Delegates and the
Veterinary Services to comply with the rights and responsibilities and OIE international
standards. Terms of reference have been established for each of the official OIE national
focal points, and regional training has been conducted for all the established focal points
from the 178 OIE Member Countries.
2. The OIE has been asked by countries to establish a pilot project on an extension of this
network of national focal points to laboratories. The OIE recognizes the importance of the
role of Veterinary Laboratories in the functioning of Veterinary Services to protect and
promote animal health and in the ability of countries to comply with international
standards.
3. As with all OIE national focal points, activities of the laboratory focal point are under the
authority of the OIE Delegate, and the appointment of focal points to the OIE will be done
by the National Delegate. The Delegate may appoint t he persons/he feels most prepared
for the post, and as has been our experience with other focal points, focal point profiles may
vary between countries; we anticipate that Laboratory Directors in the pilot in the African
region will figure among the nominees.
4. International standard setting, the process and each country's participation in it, laboratory
capacity building opportunities, timely reporting, rights and responsibilities, awareness and
mobilization of national and regional networking initiatives, One Health issues and crosssectoral collaboration, are included among the workshop's themes and will be transmitted
through presentations, small working groups, breakout sessions, and hands-on activit ies.
2 OIE departments responsible: HQ, Scientific and Technical Department (STD); OIE Sub-Regional
Representations (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be co-funded by the IDENTIFY project. The OIE National Focal Point Training
Program for Veterinary Laboratories is a full-fledged worldwide program of networks based on
various themes with support from multiple donors (existing) . When an activity is co-funded,
visibility of the EPT Program, the IDENTIFY Project and USAID will be ensured.
Yes, this activity builds on gaps identified during the laboratory mapping exercise that began in Year
1. Focused development of this activity in the African region began in Year 3.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
June 2013. Following the kick-off pilot training event that occurred in Aug 2012, the pilot event for
the African region will tentatively occur in spring/summer 2013.
Deliverable 2: LACEVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent w ith
OIE Internationa l Standards: O/E Terrestrial Code {Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and alte rnative
diagnostic t ests for O IE listed diseases} and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases
a. Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
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i. Increased application of the OIE International Standards, Code and Manual for targeted diseases
through engagement of the OIE Delegate and laboratory staff
ii. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other significantly
relevant conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and technical
items are discussed
iii. Advocacy through the Laboratory Focal Point, to adopt OIE-approved diagnostic methods and
general procedures
iv. Harmonized laboratory disease diagnostic procedures including sample handling and shipping to
OIE international standards
Deliverable 3: LACEVET progressively improves occupational health and safety conditions for
laboratory staff and adopts quality management procedures consistent with the O/E Quality
Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases leading to enhance
ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a.

Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
Increased awareness of the importance of occupational health and safety and the 0/E
Quality Standard and Guidelines through engagement of the OIE Delegate, OIE
Laboratory Focal Point, and laboratory staff
ii.
Concrete efforts towards the improvement of working conditions for improved
laboratory performance and staff well-being
111.
Review and update of quality management system to be in line with OIE Standards
i.

Deliverable 4: LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle, diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

I.

J.

a. Specific outcomes for laboratory in the next 12 months will include:
i.
Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Strengthen communication between the laboratory and the OIE Delegate (animal
diseases reporting authority) for improved disease reporting to the OIE
iii.
Reduced duration between identification of targeted disease/pathogen(s) and reporting
to the OIE
The OIE Delegates will each appoint a National Laboratory Focal Point, ideally the National Animal
Health Laboratory Director or another senior official with significant laboratory expertise. This
appointee will be the senior advisor on laboratory related issues to the OIE Delegate. Each IDENTIFY
country will be engaged in this activity (See Annex 1 for complete list).
OIE Delegates, OIE Delegate-appointed Laboratory Focal Points, Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National Veterinary Services, National Laboratory Directors

Objective 4

o IDENTIFY Laboratory participation in international and regional meetings
A. Support for participation of and scientific presentations by LACEVET in international and regional
meetings:
1. African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 4th Annual Biological Safety Conference, 2013
2. Southern and Eastern Africa Rabies Group (SEARG) Biennial Conference, February 2013
3. Association of Institutions for Tropical Veterinary Medicine (AITVM) 14THInternational
Conference, Johannesburg, South Africa, August 2013
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B. The aim of this activity is to support the participation of and scientific present ations by LACEVET in

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

the listed international and regional meetings. Their participation will allow them to gain renown
among regional stakeholders as a regional resource, further linking together the global network for
more rapid and accurate diagnosis of known and emerging diseases. Participation in these meetings
will also provide an opportunity to engage with their peers on issues related to laboratory diagnosis
and investigation, advances or new tools in diagnosis, to int roduce concepts and receive updates
from partners on progress and to strengthen linkages among regional laboratory networks across
human and animal health and animal-human-wildlif e interface. The activities will in addit ion build
and maint ain laboratory competencies developed under the Twinning Project.
2 OIE departments responsible: OIE Sub-Regional Representations- (Gaborone & Nairobi)
This initiative will be funded by the IDENTIFY project (existing) . The EPT Program and the IDENTIFY
project have provided the opportunity to sponsor participants who would not otherwise have had
the resources to participate in this activity.
Yes, this activity is a continuation of the same approved in Yea r 3's Work Plan.
Point of Contact: Dr. Neo Mapitse
See section A for all dates.
Deliverable 2: LACEVET progressively increases adoption of diagnostic procedures consistent with
OIE International Standards: O/E Terrestrial Animal Health Code (Chapter 1.3: Prescribed and
alternative diagnostic tests for OIE listed diseases) and Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report
on IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i. Increased involvement in regional laboratory networking activities and other relevant
conferences and workshops where OIE-approved diagnostic methods and laboratory
technical items are discussed
ii. Increased understanding and application of the OIE International Standards, Code and
Manual through engagement of the OIE Delegate and Laboratory Focal Point
iii. Increased adoption of OIE prescribed tests for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
iv. Strengthening of laboratory biosafety and biocontainment network
Deliverable 4: LACEVET improves accuracy and timely diagnosis of transboundary and emerging
infectious diseases leading to enhanced ability to appropriately handle. diagnose and report on
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

a. Specific outcomes for LACEVET in the next 12 months will include:
i.

I.
J.

Engagement with regional and global laboratory networks including OIE Reference
Laboratories to improve referral system (sample shipment, communication, information
sharing, etc.) for diagnostic specimens that require additional testing, expertise or
confirmation
ii.
Implementation and improved participation in proficiency testing to t he OIE international
Standards allow for refinement of methodology to improve sensitivity of tests
LACEVET
OIE Delegate, LACEVET, National Laboratory Director, and in the case of the stakeholder's meeting:
FAO, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories,
Regional USAID EPT program, PREDICT and RESPOND representatives will be invited.
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (PROVISIONAL)

Deliveraoles

Objective 1: Laboratory Detection
Pilot Laboratory Methodology and Tool development

1

Pilot Laboratory Mission i mplementation

1

Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance
National Focal Points Program for Veteri nary Laboratories
Development of Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans,
in-country workshops by OIE experts

FY12 Ql OCT- FY12 Q2 JAN- FY12 Q3 APR- FY12 Q4 JU~-

DEC 12

-

2, 3,4

1

Objective 3: Laboratory Quality
Animal Health Laboratory participation in international
and regional workshops and trainings

2, 4

Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
Animal Health Laboratory participation in regional

2, 4

laboratory networking meetings
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JUN13

SEP 13

OIE IDENTIFY Activity

Deliverables

Proficiency Testing rounds for rabies diagnosis

2,4,S

Backstopping in-country missions for rabies diagnosis
following Proficiency Testing rounds

2, 4,S

Fv12 Ql ocr- FY12 QZ JAN- Fv12 Q3 APR- Fv12 Q4 JULDEC 12
MAR 13
JUN 13
SEP 13

Feedback Workshop on Standard Operating Procedures'
harmonisation to OIE Standards for rabies diagnosis,
fol lowing the Proficiency Testing rounds

2,4,5

Pilot Laboratory Methodology and Tool development

1

Pilot Laboratory Mission implementation

1

Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance

National Focal Points Program for Veteri nary Laboratories

---

2,3,4

Objective 3: Laboratory Quality

National workshop on OIE standards for collection and
shipment of biological samples

2, 4

Animal Health Laboratory participation in international
and regional workshops and trainings

2, 4

Objective 4: Laboratory Networking

Animal Health Laboratory participation in regional

2,4

laboratory networking meetings
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN
IDENTIFY Objective

From the time of

1.1

1

1.2

Tripartite End-of Project
Target

OIE Project
Indicator

OIE End-of Project Target

According to the List of key diseases 1
100% of IDENTIFY-suppo rted

2
,

Enhance Laboratories' ability
to detect - t o t he appropriate
level of charact erizat ion for

commencement of tracking,
100% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories have maintained

laborat ories in EPT count ries will have
at least m aintained their det ection
capabilities" of the diseases for w hich

the laboratory's capabil ity IDENTIFY t arget ed diseases

or strengthened their capacity
t o t est for the IDENTIFY-

tests are available and 30% of
IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT
countries will have increased their

targeted diseases

capa bilit ies

14
•

Percentage of key
diseases for which tests
are available in national
animal health
laboratories

11

Data Source

WAHISAnnual
Reports

15

Percentage of key
diseases for which
advanced tests are
available in national
animal health

WAHIS Annual
Reports

Year-end Results for the objective -Year X
Congo Basin

South and Southeast Asia

XX countries out of XX (XX%)
and XX laboratories out of XX
(XX%) have increased their
detection capabilities of the
key diseases for which tests
are available and/or the level
of characterization of
pathogens between 2009 and
now

XX countries out of XX (XX%)
and XX laboratories out of XX
(XX%) have increased their
detection capabilities of the
key diseases for which tests
are available and/or the level
of characterization of
pathogens between 2009 and
now

XX% of countries and XX% of
laboratories have submitted
posit ive results for exceptional
epidemiological events for the
key diseases to the OIE within
7 days of confirmatory tests
during the considered year

XX% of countries and XX% of
laboratories have submitted
positive results for exceptional
epidemiological events for the
key diseases to the OIE within
7 days of confirmatory tests
during the considered year

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories in EPT countries
have mainta ined the median

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories in EPT countries
have maintained the median

t ime between the confirmation

t ime between the confirmation

test and the submission of
positive laboratory results for
key diseases to the OIE and
XX% have decreased it

test and the submission of
positive laboratory results for
key diseases to the OIE and
XX% have decreased it

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories in EPT countries
have maintained the use of
other laboratories for

XX% of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories in EPT countries
have maintained the use of
other laboratories for

confirmation testing after first

confirmation testing after first

performing initial tests and
XX% have increased it

performing initial tests and
XX% have increased it

laboratories 5

100% of posit ive results for exceptional

2.1

2

2.2

Enhance/Support
Laborat ories' timely reporting
of IDENTIFY targeted diseases

100% of IDENTIFY-supported

to national authorities, in
support of their official
notification to the appropriate

days, results to relevant
aut horities on det ection of
IDENTIFY-targeted diseases

regional and international
organizations

laboratories have syst ems in
place to provide, within 7

when required to do so by
legislation or regulation.

epidemiological events (notified to t he
OIE through WAHIS Immediate

immediate notifications

Notifications) for t he key diseases are
sent to national or internat ional
authorities within 7 days of

submitted to the OIE
within 7 days of
positive laboratory test

confirmatory t ests, for every t argeted
laboratory/ countrl
Based on t he List of key diseases', 60%
of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in
EPT countries will have maintained or
decreased the median t ime between
t he confirm ation test and the
submission of positive laboratory
results to t he appropriat e national or
international authorit ies

4

Laboratories are par ticipating

100% of IDENTIFY-supported

100% of IDENTIFY-supported

in t he relevant regional and
international laboratory
networks according to their

laboratories m aint ained or
increased t heir participation
in regional and/or

laborat ories in EPT countries will have
ma int ained o r increased the use of
other labo rato ries for confirmation

respective abilit ies, disease
priorities, and responsibilities

international laboratory
networks

testing after first perform ing init ia l
tests

Percentage of

result

16

Number of days
between positive
6
laboratory test result
and submission of the

corresponding
Immediate Notification
to the OIE (Annual
median)
Use of other
laboratories" for
diagnosis of pathogens
during exceptional
events after national

laboratories perform
initial tests

11

WAHi$
Immediate
Notifications
and Follow-Up
Reports

WAHi$
Immediate
Notifications
and Follow-Up
Reports

WAHIS
Immediate
Notifications
and Follow-Up
Reports

Results will only be interim results and the full effect of the project wi ll not be seen unti l the end of the project period.
" As a part of the IDENTrFY mapping exerc ise, the OIE has anal yzed the list of IDENTIFY targeted diseases developed by the stakeholders of the project i n both regions against the occurrence of diseases in each
IDENTIFY coumry. As a result, a list of k ey diseases by country has been established (between l l and 24 di seases) i n an auempl Lo rationalize the investments in each coumry, to beuer identify gaps, strengths, and needs o f
each laboratory, and lo faci litate measurement of evolving deliverables and targets.
13
Kept at least the same level of characterization or maintained capability in at least one detection method per disease as at baseline measurement
14
Added new detection methods for a given disease, increased the l evel of characterization for a given disease, or added detection capabilities for a new disease as baseline as at basel ine measurement
15
Results will be provided by country and by IDENTIFY-targeted laboratory
16
The laboratory test that was considered sufficient for official confirmation of the even t by national authorities varies between coun tri es. TI1i s is why, when several tests were used for diagnosis of an excepti onal
epidemiological event, only the dale of the test that was used for confirmation ( according to the informalion provided by the country) must be considered
17
All l aboratori es will be considered and secondar anal sis will detail the kind of laboratories IDENTIFY-Su orted l aboratories ne1work with.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT - SOUTHEAST ASIA REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level
offices
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of the
responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Asia, the Sub-Regional
Representation for Southeast Asia, based in Bangkok, Thailand. Oversight of regional activities is
managed by the IDENTIFY Project Coordinator. In addition, the OIE will hire short term experts
when and where required. While the OlE does not hold country-level offices, the regional OIE
IDENTIFY Project Coordinators additionally acts as the OIE IDENTIFY project representatives at the
country level. In addition, the national OIE Delegate, usually the chief veterinary officer of the
country, routinely serves as advocate for OlE standards and activities in their country.
Active coordination of many of the activities is handled at the regional and country levels, so the
headquarters level tripartite coordination has a different face, with more information and document
sharing related to work plans, rep01ting, and meeting planning. OIE, F AO, and WHO have
maintained regular TCs for program updates, have shared and discussed each other's work plans and
reports, and have continued working together on specific activities, such as communication and
meeting materials, presentations for meetings, contributions to each other's activities, development
and measurement of project indicators, etc. The USAID decision in June 2011 to separate the work
plans required a substantial revisio n of o ur draft tripartite work plan, and probably temporarily
decreased the frequency of the day-to-day interactions, but not the fact that they occurred or what they
covered.
FAO, OIE and WHO held several meetings and TCs in which activities were discussed prior to
submission to USAID 1 Sept 2012 at HQ, regional, and country levels. When requested, all partners
shared more information in order to better understand the proposed activities, and modifications were
made where necessary and shared. Since OIE shared the Year 4 work plan with WHO and FAO, and
in subsequent discussio ns (in person and by telephone in 2012) about the activities contained therein,
any concerns expressed by either partner about overlapping or redundancy were raised and addressed,
so we are confident that FAO, OIE, and WHO will continue to implement activities at the regional and
country levels that complement each other's activities and those of other EPT partners.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at the regional level include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture Organization
HQ, FAO-RAP Bangkok; World Organisation for Animal Health HQ and OIE Bangkok; World
Health Organization HQ, WHO SEARO New Delhi, and WPRO Manila; Regional Economic
Communities covering the region (ASEAN); other EPT projects and partners (e.g. PREDICT,
RESPOND & US CDC); regional networks (e.g. OFFLU, EDPLN, GFN, etc.); international and
regional reference laboratories situated in SE Asia, private sector laboratories, universities, and nongovernmental organizations.
At the regional level, the coordination between FAO, WHO, and OIE is quite strong. Many tripartite
activities, both those funded by USAID and by other donors, are underway in the Southeast Asia
region (e.g. Regional Forum of Collaborating/Reference Centres on Emerging Infectious Diseases and
Zoonoses, Third Laboratory Directors' forum, Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the Pacific, ASEAN/FAO/OIE/WHO Rabies Workshop for
the Southeast Asia Rabies Network Launch, etc.), and are conducted A-Zin a collaborative fashion
between FAO, OIE, and/or WHO. At the regional level, the OIE IDENTIFY Regio nal Coordinator
makes a significant effort to reach out and continue dialogue with all EPT partners at the regional and
country levels, to attend country meetings, and makes an earnest attempt to be responsive on all
issues.
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As it concerns EPT partners, we receive few outreach requests related to IDENTIFY activities outside
of the regional and country level meetings, but when received, have attempted to provide timely
responses to their inquiries, and have, ourselves, made attempts to reach out to them, especially during
the EPT Partners' and regional/country EPT meetings.
Reporting
Reporting follows the reporting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. The OIE submits
semiannual reports (due 30 April and 31 October) and annual work plan documents (typically due 1
Sept), into which the contributions of all regional OTE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are integrated.

In addition, the OIE is bound to can-y out the IDENTIFY activities in the Letter of Agreement
(Amendment 2) signed 13 January 2012 between FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by
USAID, using an existing cooperative agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the
IDENTIFY project).
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CONGO BASIN REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level
offices
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of the
responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Africa, the SubRegional Representation for Southern Africa, based in Gaborone, Botswana. Oversight of regional
activities is managed by the IDENTIFY Project Coordinator in Gaborone, with additional support
from staff in the Sub-Regional Representation for Eastern Africa and the Horn of Africa, based in
Nairobi, Kenya, and will hire short term experts when and where required. While the OIE does not
hold country-level offices, the regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators additionally acts as the
OIE IDENTIFY project representatives at the country level. In addition, the national OIE Delegate,
usually the chief veterinary officer of the country, routinely serves as advocate for OIE standards and
activities in their country.
Active coordination of many of the activities is handled at the regional and country levels, so the
headquarters level tripartite coordination has a different face, with more information and document
sharing related to work plans, reporting, and meeting planning. OIE, FAO, and WHO have
maintained regular TCs for program updates, have shared and discussed each other's work plans and
reports, and have continued working together on specific activities, such as communication and
meeting materials, presentations for meetings, contributions to each other's activities, development
and measurement of project indicators, etc. The USAID decision in June 2011 to separate the work
plans required a substantial revision of o ur draft tripartite work plan, and probably temporarily
decreased the frequency of the day-to-day interactio ns, but not the fact that they occurred or what they
covered.
FAO, OIE and WHO held several meetings and TCs in which activities were discussed prior to
submission to USAID 1 Sept 2012 at HQ, regional, and country levels. When requested, all partners
shared more information in order to better understand the proposed activities, and modifications were
made where necessary and shared. Since OIE shared the Year 4 work plan with WHO and FAO, and
in subsequent discussions (in person and by telephone in 2012) about the activities contained therein,
any concerns expressed by e ither partner about overlapping or redundancy were raised and addressed,
so we are confident that FAO, OIE, and WHO will continue to implement activities at the regional and
country levels that complement each other's activities and those of other EPT partners.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at the regional level include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture Organization
HQ and FAO-ECTAD Bamako, Gaborone, Nairobi; World Organisation for Animal Health HQ,
Gaborone, and Nairobi; World Health Organization HQ and AFRO Brazzaville; Regional Economic
Communities covering the Congo Basin reg ion; other EPT projects and partners (e.g. PREDICT,
RESPOND & US CDC); regional technical agencies (e.g. AU-IBAR, CEBEVIRHA, CTTBD, ILRI,
international and regional reference laboratories situated in Africa, private sector laboratories,
universities, and non-governmental o rganizations).
As it concerns EPT partners, we receive few outreach requests related to IDENTIFY activities outside
of the regional and country level meetings, with the notable exception of Uganda, in which the USA ID
Mission is very active in coordinating a high-level of communication between Program Partners.
When received, we have attempted to provide timely responses to inquiries, and have, ourselves, made
attempts to reach out to EPT Partners, especially during the EPT Partners' and regional/country EPT
meetings.

Reporting
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Reporting follows the rep01ting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. The OIE submits
semiannual reports (due 30 April and 31 October) and annual work plan documents (typically due l
Sept), into which the contributions of all regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are integrated.

In addition, the OIE is bound to carry out the IDENTIFY activities in the Letter of Agreement
(Amendment 2) signed 13 January 2012 between FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by
USAID, using an existing cooperative agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the
IDENTIFY project).
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Annex 1 : IDENTIFY Provisional List of Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories, Congo Basin Region, as of
Jan 2012 (cont'd)
IDENTIFY provisional list of Animal Health and Public Health laboratories: Congo Basin Region
Please note that this list may change over time
NATIONAL LABORATORIES

Country

Cameroon

Central African Republic

Democratic Republic of
Congo

Equatorial Guinea

Gabon
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Veterinary laboratories

Laboratoire National
Veterinaire, Garoua, LANAVET

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire
de Bangui, LACEVET

Laboratoire Veterinaire de
Kinshasa, LCVK

Laboratoire National ECAA-KM

7
Laboratoire National
Veterinaire de Libreville, LNVL

Public Health laboratories

Disease specialty/focus* *

National Public health
laboratory Hygiene Mobile

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis,
Bacterial enteric diseases

Centre Pasteur, Yaounde

Dengue, other vira l respiratory
diseases, Yellow fever, Influenza
viruses, Leptospirosis, Rabies, TB,
VHF, Toxoplasmosis,
Trypanosomosis

Hopital Cent ral de Yaounde

Malaria

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique, Bangui

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis,
Bacterial enteric diseases, Malaria,
Toxoplasmosis

lnstitut Pasteur Bangui

Dengue, other vira l respiratory
diseases, Yellow fever, Rickettsiosis,
Brucellosis, Influenza viruses,
Leptospirosis, Rabies, TB, VHF,
Monkey pox

MPX, RVF in ruminants, ASF, NCD
,Al, LSD, PPR, rabies, brucellosis,
CBPP, ASF, FMD

lnstitut National de Recherche
Biomedicale {INRB), Kinshasa t

Bacterial men ingitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria, Plague,
Yellow fever, Influenza viruses, VHF,
Monkey pox, Toxoplasmosis,
Trypanosomosis, Brucellosis

n/a

Laboratorio de Microbiologia de
Hopital Regional de Malabo

Bacterial men ingitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria

n/a

Laboratoire National de Sante
Publique

Bacterial men ingitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Toxoplasmosis,
Malaria, TB

Disease specialty/focus*

PPR, ASF, NCD and CBPP, rabies,
tuberculosis, brucellosis

ASF, PPR, NCD, Rabies, brucellosis
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Annex 1 : IDENTIFY Provisional List of Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories, Congo Basin Region, as of
Jan 2012 (cont'd)

Republic of Congo

Rwanda

Tanzania

Uganda
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Laborat oire de diagnostic
veterinaire de Brazzaville, LDVB

National Veterinary Laboratory,
RARDA, Rubirizi, Kigali t

Central Veterinary Lab, CVL in
Temeke, Dar es Salaam t

National Veterinary Lab, CVL in
Entebbe

Centre Int ernational de
Recherche Medicale-Franceville
(CIRMF) t

Dengue, Hepatitis, other viral
respiratory diseases, Influenza
viruses, VHF, Monkey pox, Rabies

CBPP, PPR

Laborat oire National de Sante
Publique, Brazzaville

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis,
Bacterial ent eric diseases, Malaria,
Yellow fever, Influenza viruses, TB,
Toxoplasmosis

Al, CBPP, CCPP, RVF, PPR, brucelosis

Laboratoire Nat ional de
Reference et de Sante Publique,
Kigali

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis,
ot her viral respirat ory diseases,
Bacterial enteric diseases, Malaria,
Influenza viruses, TB,
Toxoplasmosis, Trypanosomosis

Mu himbili M edical Centre, Dept
of Microbiology, Dar es Salaam

Bacterial meningitis, Hepatitis,
Malaria, Plague, TB, Toxoplasmosis

National Health La boratory
Quality Assurance and Training
Centre

Bacterial meningitis, Dengue,
Bacter ial enteric diseases, other
viral respiratory diseases, Infl uenza
viruses, Rickettsiosis, Yellow fever,
Ant hrax, Brucellosis, VHF

Mnazi Mmoja Hospita l,
Pathology Laboratory, Zanzibar

Bacteriology

Central Public Health Lab,
Kampala

Bacterial meningitis, Bacterial
enteric diseases, Malaria

Uganda Virus Research
Institute, Entebbe A

Dengue, Hepatitis, other viral
respiratory diseases, Brucellosis,
Influenza viruses, Lept ospirosis,
VHF, Plague, Rickettsiosis, Yellow
fever, Toxoplasmosis

Al, 8TB, FMD, CBPP, RVF, PPR, NCD,
ASF, rabies, brucellosis

FMD, CBPP, Influenzas (H lNS,
HlNl), ASF, PPR, rinderpest, rabies.
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Annex 2 : IDENTIFY Provisional List of Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories, Southeast Asia Region, as
of Jan 2012
IDENTIFY provisional list of Animal Health and Public Health laboratories: South and South East Asia Region
Please note that this list may change over time
NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Region

Country

Veterinary laboratories

Disease specialty/focus*

Public Health laboratories
National Institute for Public Health (NIPH)
A

Cambodia

China
111

·;;;
<C

.."'

..
111
QI

..c

:::,
0

VI

Indonesia

**

Lao PDR

National Veterinary Research
Institute (NaVRI) t

n/a

Disease specialty/focus
n/a

Takeo Provincial Laboratory

n/a

Kampong Cham Provincial Laboratory

n/a

Battambang Provincial Laboratory

n/a

no laboratory will be supported

n/a

Langzhou Veterinary Research
Institute

FMD

Yunnan Tropical and Subtropical
Animal Virus Disease Laboratory
(also referred to as: "National
Exotic Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory)

Bluetongue

China An imal Disease Control
Centre, Beiji ng

n/a

China Animal Health and
Epidemiology Center, Qingdao

Newcastle and Exotic
Diseases

Directorate of Livestock Animal
Health Service
(includes Bbalitvet, 8 National
Disease Investigation Centres,
National Drug Assay Laboratory,
and Pusvetma)

n/a

National Institute of Health Research and
Development (NIHRD), Salatiga

n/a

n/a

National Centre for Laboratory and
Epidemiology (NCLE)

n/a

Avian Influenza

no laboratory will be supported

n/a

National Animal Health Center
(also referred to as "National Avian
Influenza Diagnostic Laboratory")

t
M alaysia
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Veterinary Research Instit ute

t
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Annex 2 : IDENTIFY Provisional List of Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories, Southeast Asia Region, as
of Jan 2012
Department of Wildlife and
National Parks Peninsular Malaysia

Wildlife

t
Myanmar***

Livestock Breeding and Veterinary
Department

n/a

out of the EPT country priority list

Philippines

Philippine Animal Health Center

n/a

Research Institute for Tropical Medicine
(RITM)

n/a

National Institute of Animal Health

n/a

FMD Regional Reference
Laboratory Pakchong

FMD
National Institute of Health (NIH) A

n/a

Chulalongkorn University Center
for Emerging and Re-Emerging
Diseases in Animals t

n/a
National Institute for Hygiene and
Epidemiology (NIHE)

n/a

Pasteur Institute, Nha Trang

n/a

Thailand

Viet Nam**
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Department of Animal Health
(DAH); National Center for
Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD) and
Regional Animal Health Numbre 6
(RAH06) t

CSF and PRRS

Hanoi Agriculture University t

Wildlife

Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and
Epidemiology

n/a

National Institute of Veterinary
Research

Avian Influenza

Pasteur Institute Ho Chi Minh City (PlHCMC)

n/a
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Annex 3: Regions and countries targeted by IDENTIFY, Year 4

EPT Region

South and Southeall Alla
8 countries total

USAID
Category

IDENTIFY-Targeted Country

1

Democratic Republic of Congo

1

Uganda

2
2
3
3
3

Cameroon

Tanzania

4

Central African Republic

1

Indonesia

1

Vietnam

Gabon
Republic of Congo
Rwanda

2
2
2
3
3

Thailand

4

Philippines

Cambodia
Lao PDR
China
Malaysia

* Ethiopia, Kenya, and Sudan are not EPTtarget countries, but will participate in IDENTIFY
activities and may receive same benefits from the EPT Pragam by participating in regional
networks.
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Annex 4: Global Laboratory Networking Strategy - August 2011 update
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
IDENTIFY Project
INTERNAL DOCUMENT FOR IDENTIFY PARTNERS (FAO/OIE/WHO, USAID)
NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
Background:
The IDENTIFY project is the component of the USAID-funded Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) programme that focuses on the capacity of laboratories in the human-health
and animal-health sectors to contribute to the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens
through rapid detection of known pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases
of unidentifiable diseases. The IDENTIFY project is specifically designed to strengthen
diagnostic capacities in the geographic "hot spot" regions identified by USAID where new
diseases have previously emerged. In addition to IDENTIFY, the EPT Program has projects
called PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT which cover the areas of wildlife monitoring,
field epidemiology and training, behavior change communications, and national planning.
IDENTIFY activities have necessary connections and interactions with the activities of
several of the other components of the EPT programme.
IDENTIFY will be jointly implemented by the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), and the U.N. World Health
Organization (WHO). These organ izations have long-established networks of laboratories
which are an integral part of their public-health or animal-health function. Under the
framework of the IDENTIFY project, the three organizations will enhance the diagnostic
capacity and improve networking of these laboratories - both geographically and across the
human-health and animal-health sectors. The networks will include international reference
laboratories which will support national and regional laboratories, when necessary, by
performing full characterization and investigation of "unknown" agents. The ultimate aim of
the five-year project is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of
rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed animal diseases and unusual
epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating events of potential
international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the International
Health Regulations (IHR).
Laboratory networks, often vertical or disease-oriented in nature, exist and will be the
foundation to wh ich the IDENTIFY project will look to meet its goals. Gaps, both diseasespecific and with respect to geographical coverage, exist. The IDENTIFY project intends to
determine gaps and propose, in collaboration with national partners, mechanisms for
capacity building to fill these gaps. National and regional ownership of capacity building and
networking activities is critical. Reg ional parties are already active in regional networking and
need to be engaged as early as possible in the planning process in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health
sectors.
Steps to support enhanced laboratory capacity and networking
A. Identification of priority diseases and laboratories
1. Identification of targeted normative diseases and emerging pathogens [Note:
steps A.1 and A.2 conducted concurrently)
a. For each hot spot region, IDENTIFY project partners will compile a list of
targeted diseases among humans and animals (including wildlife) in each
region for which improved rapid and accurate diagnosis is needed with in
the framework of national and reg ional priorities. This list is based on
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official disease notifications, country disease data review, regional existing
disease lists and priorities, literature review, input from national and
regional stakeholders, previous reg ional occurrence, predictive modeling,
and other relevant sources.
b. Once the list of targeted diseases is finalized following the stakeholders
awareness meetings, IDENTIFY project partners will catalog
recommended and updated testing methods, identify associated
pathogens or syndromes, and identify diseases which use similar testing
technology, in order to better coord inate and increase impact of project
activities, specifically laboratory-based training on testing methods.

2. Identification of laboratories and networks in or providing services to the hot spot
regions and countries [Note: continuous and evolving approach for Congo Basin
and SE Asia regions]
a. Within each of the hot spot regions, laboratory capacity of national an imal
and public health laboratories will be assessed using standard criteria.
a. Results of assessments previously conducted by the three
IDENTIFY partners will be summarized and will act as the basis for
additional data collection. This step could include incorporating
available assessments conducted by other EPT partners.
b. Additional targeted data collection on capacity will be conducted if
necessary (by self-assessment and questionnaire) by IDENTIFY
partners to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity.
b. This information plus additional information from other EPT projects on
geographic areas with the highest risk of pathogen emergence and
spread, and in consultation with local stakeholders such as Ministries of
Health and Agriculture, will also be considered in better targeting national
laboratories for support, within the framework of national and regional
priorities.
c. National laboratories (human and animal) will be the lowest level of
engagement within a country for IDENTIFY. Exceptions will be made in
cases where another laboratory has been specified by national authorities,
or where this relationship could be defined and/or strengthened, and could
provide the capacity to fill in gaps at national or regional levels.
d. Continuous support to regional networking will enable information and
experience sharing between countries, development of trust, regional
decisions on laboratory strengthening
e. International and regional reference laboratories serving the hot spot
regions, most of which are affiliated with the IDENTIFY partners' existing
networks, will be incorporated to provide technical support to national
laboratories in accordance with existing Terms of References or mandates
if appropriate. These laboratories, along with high-capability national
laboratories, can also support quality control/assurance for other national
laboratories in the hot spot reg ions.
f.
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The IDENTIFY partners will support development or adaptation of
standard procedures and mechanisms, and reinforcement of linkages and
communication to refer specimens (or strains) between the abovementioned laboratories. This could include decision trees and algorithms
for referring specimens associated with human or animal outbreaks for
which all tests for known pathogens are negative to high capability
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laboratories and the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens to
reference laboratories.
Deliverables and outcomes A:
1. A list of the national laboratories to be strengthened by the IDENTIFY project for each
of the hot spot regions. [Note: the process will start with the Congo and Southeast
Asia regions in 2010 and expand to the Amazon and South Asia regions in 2011. NB:
Following a request from USAID, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are
currently on hold]
•

Where possible, information cou ld be provided on human and animal
laboratories that hold key positions across existing networks, by disease
specialty/focus (if any) and roles/responsibilities as defined by their respective
networks.

2. A list of targeted animal and human diseases for which the project will strengthen the
national laboratories' ability to provide accurate and timely diagnosis within the
framework of national priorities.
Note: A.1 and A.2 are developed from regional stakeholders' inputs, and therefore reflect
their endorsement.
Monitoring and evaluation indicator A:
1. Cumu lative number of hot spot regions for which IDENTIFY, with the agreement of
relevant national authorities, has defined the laboratories and list of diseases targeted
[2009 baseline= 0; end of CY2010 target= 2 ; end of CY2011 target= 4]. NB:
Following a request from USAID, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are
currently on hold.

B. Strengthening of national laboratories in regional networks
1. For the laboratories identified (step A.2.b above), more detailed assessments may
be conducted to fill information gaps and to identify specific needs (step A.1.a
above) - which could include training , supplies for shipping, equipment, reagents,
etc. - that are needed to ensure that overall laboratory functioning, accuracy, and
timeliness is improved according to the national laboratory's priorities with the
ultimate goal of improving disease reporting to the proper national authorities.
2. Within the framework of national priorities and following laboratory assessments
(see B.1 ), partners will provide strengthening support, such as training , protocols
and documentation, quality assurance systems, proficiency testing, networking
opportunities, equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. for national laboratories.
a. Development/adaptation and provision of protocols and/or in-service
training for laboratory staff related to testing , sample handling, laboratory
biosafety, reporting, quality control, sample shipping, etc. Follow-up
training may be required at certain intervals.
b. Procurement and delivery of equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. For
sustainability reasons, it would be ideal for national authorities to include
equipment and commodities costs in their budgets or to phase in coverage
of the costs so the country is fully supporting recurrent costs for
commodities and maintenance of equipment. At the stakeholders
meetings, participants expressed their desire to develop a strategy for
ensuring sustainability (see B.4 below).
Note: These steps will be coordinated with national, regional, and global partners
to ensure that this support is not already being provided by others.
3. In collaboration with national authorities, the development of a sustainability plan
by country will be facilitated to assist the identification of sources of funding,
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including reinforced budget lines for national laboratories, to ensure optimal use of
resources.
Deliverables and outcomes 8:
1. Assistance provided for the development of cross-sectoral laboratory strengthening
plans in each hot spot region based upon country and regional priorities.
2. Laboratory twinning projects between regional and international reference
laboratories and national laboratories proposed to address gaps in diagnostic
capacity and to achieve national priorities.
3. Support provided for the development of sustainability plans for targeted national
laboratories. At the stakeholders meetings, participants expressed desire to develop
a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see B.4 above).
4. A list of conducted and planned activities intended to strengthen national and regional
laboratories by hot spot region (to be provided within the framework of the semiannual report).
5. Summary report on laboratory strengthening achievements by hot spot reg ion based
upon monitoring and evaluation process (to be provided within the framework of the
semi-annual report).
Monitoring and evaluation indicators 8:

1. Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have received
capacity building. Each measurement is by category and country and adjusted by the
year in which the region entered the project. [baseline and targets: TBD]
1.1 Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
1.2 Training for targeted disease diagnosis
1.3 Training on laboratory practices (e.g., biosecurity, equipment calibration, etc.)
1.4 Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning, quality assurance programme)
1.5 Laboratory procurement (e.g., equipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
•
•

•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equ ipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
Reagent supply
• Shipment supply
2. Number of participants to global/reg ional conferences, trainings or workshops
organized on laboratory activities
•

3. Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAQ and WHO disease reporting data with
current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region. [baseline and
targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial), participating
countries will be asked for timeliness data, which could include comparing
date of sample submission to date of resu lts. [baseline and targets: TBD]
4. Cumu lative amount of laboratory supplies procured by region [targets TBD following
assessments]:
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Non-expendable:
•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shipment supply
5. Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial) from
countries supported by the IDENTIFY project. [baseline and targets: TBD]
6. Number of outbreak investigations during wh ich laboratory people have been
involved by country/region. [2009 baseline = TBD; end of project target= 100%]
7. Number of scientific publications as a result of collaborative work

C.

Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional and global
laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities.
1. Within each hot spot region, the mapping exercise will include the inventory of
activities of existing geographical/specialized laboratory networks that already
contribute to meeting IDENTIFY's goals.
2. Discussions with the key global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN)
will occur for the strengthening of linkages and increased collaboration between
national laboratories and regional networks.
3. IDENTIFY will advocate for new and enhanced linkages between laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks both within the animal and human health
sectors, and across sectors.

4. For the laboratories in each hot spot region, collaborations and communication
pathways will be strengthened in order to share samples, data, reports, etc. with
disease control authorities. Development of mutual trust and interest within
regional networks will be promoted.
Deliverables and outcomes C:
1. Facilitation of access to regional collaboration/communication platforms (e.g.
membership to specific networks, online platforms) for each hot spot region [Note:
the process will start with the Congo and Southeast Asia regions in 2010 and expand
to the Amazon and South Asia regions on/about 2011. NB: Following a request from
USAID, activities in the Amazon and South Asia are currently on hold.]
2. A list of conducted and planned activities including collaboration/ communication
pathways (to be provided within the framework of the semi-annual report).
3. Assistance provided to develop or strengthen networking pathways and tools within
each hot spot region and with global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN).
Monitoring and evaluation indicators C:
1. Proportion of laboratories by region and sector (e.g. animal vs public health) that
have received communications and networking support, adjusted by the year in which
the region entered the project. [2009 baseline = TBD following assessments; end of
CY2010 target =10%; end of CY2011 target= 40%; end of CY2012 target= 70%; end
of CY2013 target= 80%; end of CY2014 target= 100%]
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2. User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for existing
reg ional platforms by region and sector [baseline and targets: TBD].
3. Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new focal
points for international/global networks by region and sector. [baseline and targets:
TBD by assessments]
4. Number and type of specimens/strains for proxy targeted diseases from each hot
spot submitted to FAO, OIE, and WHO affiliated referral laboratories by year.
[baseline and targets: TBD]
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Annex 5: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory Equipment
and Supplies
The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease with
no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through their
existing institutional frameworks, mechan isms and networks. These project efforts by IDENTIFY are
often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and international
organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and investments, and coordinating and
rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in a transparent manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development of guidance and
policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety/biosecurit y, quality
assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3) strengthening
laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't intend to
routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a case-by-case basis,
where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are seriously limiting the
laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or where specific laboratory investments
may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional resource for normative
disease testing, and where there is reasonable expectation that the government involved will sustain
the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, t hen in these instances IDENTIFY will consider
financing these needs, and then only in full cooperation with t he relevant national authorities and in
consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health sectors,
the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach to achieving their goals
sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables in support of
points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations based upon need and in line with the
national authority, with the following disti nctions:
•

•

•

For FAO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in order to
provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national inputs are
coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with t he Ministry of Agriculture.
While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis within the
context of the OIE Twinning Programme, the OIE is not planning wide-spread procurement of
equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.
For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia Pacific
Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds under
IDENTIFY directly to some of its Country Offices. These funds may be used to procure
equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement of the Ministry of Health of
those countries.

Practically, should a USAID M ission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about current or
planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project, if the IDENTIFY
Project has local representatives from WHO and FAO in that country/region, they may approach
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those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding public health
laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted . Inquiries pertain ing to support for animal
health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO representative. Alternatively, if local or regional
representatives are not available, USAID M ission and EPT part ners may convey have queries to
IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID Washington AOTR. Requests or
suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best considered by t he IDENTIFY Project if
they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or
supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to collect
and share any detai ls on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own laboratory
strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local
supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their laboratory
services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as IDENTIFY partners and also in keeping with their respective
organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations would
coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the relevant national
authorities as appropriate.
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Annex 6: Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in Southeast Asia

I.

Background

The economic and public health implications of Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
(HPAI) and other Highly Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (HPED) are the threats to
the national prosperity of the Member States and the regional development of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). Since 2003, HPAI outbreaks
caused considerable losses of production, and loss of livelihoods of vulnerable
people. In addition, recent emergence and re-emergence of the potential
transboundary animal diseases (TADs), including Highly Pathogenic Porcine
Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (HP-PRRS), New Castle disease (NDV)
and Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) in ASEAN countries have posed serious
economic loss, a significant threat on human food security and trade barrier to the
affected countries.
The continuing outbreaks that began in late 2003 and early 2004 have been
disastrous for the poultry industry in the region ; by mid-2005, more than 140 million
birds had died or been destroyed and losses to the poultry industry are estimated to
be in excess of US$10 billion (World Bank, 2009). Although concerted international
action has successfully eliminated the deadly H5N1 virus from poultry in almost all
the 63 countries infected at the peak of the global outbreaks, the virus still persists in
the SEA regions, with evidence of transboundary transmission among the affected
neighboring countries. At least five countries, namely Bangladesh, China, Egypt,
Indonesia, and Vietnam, have been identified as HPAI endemic countries with high
disease incidence in both humans and animals. Two out of these five HPAI endemic
countries, Vietnam and Indonesia, are in Southeast Asian regions. In addition, there
are clear evidences that the virus has continuously evolved, resulting in substantial
phenotypic diversification and expansion of host ranges. This has raised serious
public health concerns at the region and global levels. The obtained research
information highlights the need of continuous monitoring of the biological and
epidemiological natures of the HPAI viruses in the affected region. Establishment
and continued support on the regional laboratory network is essential for the effective
surveillance, and control program against HPAI in the region.
Apart from HPAI, pathogens circulating in domestic animals and wildlife population
also pose a threat to both animal and public health sectors. Intensified livestock
production system, urbanization and the continuous changes of the eco system
allows the closer interface of livestock, wild life and human which could enhance the
possibility of disease emergence and spread to the domestic animal and human
populations. The majority (>70%) of the newly emerged infectious diseases originate
in animals including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Ebola, Nipah,
etcetera. More importantly, most of the recently emerged diseases occurred within
Asia. Laboratory capacity of the Member States is crucial for surveillance and
monitoring efforts which could initiate the rapid response to contain the disease
before it spreads. Sharing of quality laboratory results generated by laboratories of
Member States is another concern when interpretation of the results is required for
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disease control at the regional basis. Sharing of expertise among the laboratories of
the Member States would enhance the resource mobilization within the region
through the collaborative efforts. Therefore, the regional laboratory network can
serve as a key mechanism to orchestrate the above mentioned efforts to combating
against the upcoming EIDs in the region.
II.

Vision - ASEAN is capable of detecting and responding in a timely manner to
animal and zoonotic diseases with high impact on food security and public health
safety through multi- sectoral cooperation and partnerships.

Ill.

Purpose - The Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building
and Networking (hereinafter referred to as "the Framework") is proposed to promote
sustainable development of diagnostic capacities, quality of laboratory services, and
sharing of information and expertise among the veterinary diagnostic laboratories of
the ASEAN Member States.

IV.

Scope and Linkages - The Framework is action-oriented, included medium term
activities but long-term strategy. The Framework aims to harmonize efforts across the
Member States to promote the efficient and sustainable animal health laboratory
services. The Framework will focus on the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories
with the aims to build and/or enhance the laboratory capacity for detecting and
responding to HPAI and other potential HPED in the region, promote laboratory
quality system, and networking among the laboratories within the region. It is also to
streamline regional and global initiatives, such as the OIE/FAO Network of Expertise
on Animal Influenza (OFFLU), the Global Framework for the Progressive Control of
Transboundary Animal Diseases (GF-TAD), and the One Health approach
The Framework is linked with the strategic goals envisaged under the Roadmap for
an HPAI-Free ASEAN Community by 2020. It also provides a strategic approach to
converge efforts to strengthen laboratories into the prevailing, ongoing ASEAN's
initiative in a broader context to establish a functional mechanism to coordinate
undertakings on animal health and zoonosis.
The Framework is complementary with the Master Plan for ASEAN Connectivity to
enhance integration and cooperation of ASEAN, global competitiveness of ASEAN
through stronger production networks, and the well-being and livelihood of ASEAN
peoples. The Strategic Goals set forth therein are also aligned with the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint that ratifies deepened and broadened
economic integration by 2015. Through multi-sectoral dimension of the Framework,
and its contribution to safeguard animal and human health, the Framework is also
cohesive with the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC) Blueprint that is aspired
to lift the quality of life of its peoples by building a strong foundation for greater
understanding, good neighbourliness, and a shared sense of responsibility.

V.

Strategic Goals - There are 6 key strategic goals in this strategic framework as
followed;
Goal 1:
Development of regionally-coherent, national laboratory strategies and
policies
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Goal 2:
Allocation and mobilisation of resources to support implementation of
national strategies for efficient and cost-effective delivery of laboratory
services
Goal 3:
Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity to provide acceptable
quality and proficient laboratory services
Goal 4:
Enhancement and promotion of acceptable biosafety and biosecurity
practices and environment in laboratory settings
Goal 5:
Enhancement and promotion of linkages and sharing of information
among laboratories and stakeholders to ensure rational use of laboratory
services
Goal 6:
Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity on planning,
coordinating, and implementing research activities under standard ethical
research conducts

Goal 1:
Development of regionally-coherent, national strategies and
policies to support effective and sustainable laboratory services
Objective 1: To develop national strategies and policies for animal health laboratory
services
Objective 2: To promote regional and national regulatory mechanisms and/or
certification process on good laboratory services and practices
Objective 3: To align animal health laboratory policies and governances at national
level with that of regional level through the regional laboratory network
Objective 4: To strengthen regional mechanisms to coordinate laboratory policies
and activities

Goal 2:
Allocation and mobilisation of resources to support
implementation of national strategies for efficient and cost-effective delivery of
laboratory services
Objective 1: To advocate for and support development of national human and
financial resource management plans
Objective 2: To assess needs and gaps for the implementation of national strategies
and maintenance of laboratory services considering the use of existing
tools such as OIE Performance of Veterinary Services (PVS) Pathway

Goal 3:
Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity to provide
acceptable quality and proficient laboratory services
Objective 1: To strengthen laboratory capacities of ASEAN Member States to
diagnose and confirm infections of animal and zoonotic diseases
Objective 2: To develop and promote the implementation of regional guidelines and
protocols for diagnosis of animal and zoonotic diseases
Objective 3: To strengthen proficiency of laboratory services of ASEAN Member
States through engagement in the regional and national proficiency
testing programs
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Goal 4:
Enhancement and promotion of acceptable biosafety and
biosecurity practices and environment in laboratory settings
Objective 1: To develop and implement operating procedures on laboratory
biosafety and biosecurity management, including occupational health
and safety programs, and biological waste management
Objective 2: To strengthen functional and physical capacities of laboratories to
implement the biosecurity and biosecurity guidelines

Goal 5:
Enhancement and promotion of linkages and sharing of
information among laboratories and stakeholders to ensure rational use
of laboratory services
Objective 1: To strengthen capacities of laboratories to efficiently manage relevant
information
Objective 2: To enable laboratories within ASEAN Member States to appropriately
share information among laboratory networks and other stakeholders at
national, regional and global level
Objective 3: To promote sharing of expertise, resources, and trainings among
laboratories within ASEAN Member States

Goal 6:
Strengthening of ASEAN Member States capacity on planning,
coordinating, and implementing research activities under standard
ethical research conducts
Objective 1: To strengthen capacity of laboratory personnel in research
methodology and ethical research conduct
Objective 2: To enable engagement and promote proper recognition of laboratory
personnel of ASEAN Member States in research studies and scientific
meetings/conferences and publications

VI.

Cross cutting strategies The regional competency in providing a quality laboratory services require multiagency and multi-sectoral cooperation among the ASEAN Member States,
international organizations and donor agencies. The multi-sectoral collaboration is
expected to be further strengthened by the regional coordination mechanism on
animal and human health laboratory networks. Joint development and
implementation of regional laboratory diagnostic protocol, sharing of
research/laboratory expertise, collaborative research and development are among
the potential implementation activities. Through this coordination, benefit from
activities related to the laboratory issues and networking can be shared among the
network members in a technically and financially efficient manner.

VII.

Implementation arrangements -
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The proposed activities within the framework can be facilitated through several
mechanisms at national, regional, or international levels. In a short-term, the
implementation of the Framework will be coordinated by the ASEAN Secretariat, with
assistance from the ASEAN Regional Support Unit, in close consultation with
Regional Laboratory Advisory Group. There are existing dialogue partners including
WHO, FAO, OIE, and regional reference/leading laboratories which can provide
technical guidance, and inputs, and financial contributions along the implementation
process, with financial inputs currently available from several regional and national
projects and programs, such as EU-HPED, USAID-EPT program.
In a mid- and long-term, the Member States which implement national laboratory
capacity building programs will assume responsibilities in ensuring successful
execution of the Framework.
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Annex 7: IDENTIFY Project M&E Framework

DRAFT
EPT/IDENTIFY Project Indicators
Version 4, 29 February 2012

EPT 5-Year Over-Arching Mission
Minimize the risk of potential pandemic disease threats

EPT 5-Year Objectives for the IDENTIFY project
Enhance Laboratories'18 ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases19
2. Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations
3. Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
4. Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
1.

IDENTIFY Project End-of Project Targets and lndicators

20

for Annual (Fiscal Year)

Reporting
Objective #1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
End-of Project Target for Objective #1: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries

have improved their ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability- the IDENTIFY targeted diseases in their respect ive regions

18

See Annex I for complete list of animal and public health laboratories in the IDENTIFY countries.
"IDENTIFY targeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regional level for support under lDENTlFY. Some
IDENTIFY laboratories have no mandate/ interest to detect all IDENTIFY targeted diseases and data will not be reported for
diseases in those cases.
20
In order to remain flexible to the evolution of the IDENTIFY project and the national situation of each IDENTIFY country,
IDENTIFY partners keep open the possibility to review indicators and make necessary modifications. IDENTIFY partners will
collect data from the effective start date of each activity implemented of the IDENTIFY project to determine baseline figures.
While we have aligned the indicators across organizations in each objectives table below, additional linkages between indicators
and between IDENTIFY objective.s is frequent. We encourage examining the IDENTIFY framework as a whole with each
objective and indicator demonstrating one piece of the overall capability of a laboratory or coun try that, without the other pieces,
has little meaning.
19
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DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #l lNDICATORS

21

IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 1
FAO Indicators

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

Link to
EPT
22
Indicators

Proportion of national outbreaks and/or
events confirmed by laboratory diagnoses
nationally and internationally each year

6

Percentage of notifications of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases with multiple serotypes
that were present and for which information
about serotype was provided
Source of the laboratory's method to test
targeted diseases

6

Source of reagents and controls used to test
for targeted diseases

6

Level of training provided to staff who
perform diagnostic tests

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted d iseases
for which OIE prescribed or alternative tests
for international trade are available in
national animal health laboratories

Access to testing outside the country for
targeted diseases for wh ich d iagnosis is not
available in-country

6

Percentage of IDENTCFY targeted diseases
for which advanced tes ts are available in
national animal health laboratories

Availability of advanced characterization of
targeted pathogens, where appropriate, incountry or internationally

6

Number of people trained by topic in
laboratory practices

Number of people trained in field
epidemiology, epidemiology, lab
techniques, lab management, biosafety and
biosecurity, sample management (infectious
sample shipment, etc.), logistics, IT (LIMS).
etc.

I

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted d iseases
for which tests are avai lable in national
animal health laboratories

Ability of each lab to diagnose noted priority
diseases*

Number of s taff trained by topic,
professional category and type of
training/meeting/conference

6

Number of laboratories that have developed
a National Animal Health Laboratory
Strategic Plan
Value of equipments/supplies provided to
supported laboratories
Percentage of lab requested
equipment/supplies provided by
FAQ/IDENTIFY

Value of commodities provided (USO)

6

Total sum (in USO) spent on laboratory
supplies, reagents and equipment from
IDENTIFY funds

* This indicator is a composite indicat o r using t he informat ion from the laborat o ry performance monitoring questionnaire.

Objective #2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to
national aut horit ies, in support of t heir officia l notification to t he appropriate reg ional and
international organizations

21

Under each IDE NTIFY Objective, the FAO, O IE, and WHO indicators are listed, as well as each indicator's alignment with
the EPT Indicators. In addition, when the partners' indicators are interrelated, they are aligned for ease and demonstrate their
complementarity in capturing all facets of each objective. When joint activities are held, they will be counted separately and only
once in the joint category (FAO/OJE, OIE/WHO, FAO/WHO, FAO/OIE/WHO) (reporting table to be developed after first data
call).
22
See Annex 2 for full descriptions of the EPT Program Indicators applicable to the IDENTIFY project.
23
While some quality assurance-related commodities (under IDENTIFY Objective 3) may be purchased, IDENTIFY partners
include the reporting data for EPT Indicator 13 "Value of PIOET commodities provided to P IOET programs" only under
IDENTIFY Objective I for simplicity.
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End of Project Target for Objective 2: The IDENTIFY-supported la boratories in EPT countries
report laboratory results of IDENTIFY target ed diseases to national authorit ies, in support of
their official notification to t he appropriate international animal and human hea lth
organizat ions
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #2 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 2
FAO Indicators

Reporting of proxy disease (e.g. Al in
endemic countries) to relevant national
authority

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

Link to
EPT
Indicators

Number of days between start of an
exceptional event and first laborato1y test

Time from start of a suspected HPAl
outbreak to laboratory confirmation in
IDENTIFY countries

12

Percentage of immediate notifications for
which the time between the start of the event
and the first laboratory tests was shorter than
15 days

Percentage of specimens tested for targeted
diseases within the "acceptable"/"reasonable"
time period

12

Percentage of lDENTLFY countries
providing quantitative information for
diseases that are present in their country

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
present in their country and for which
quantitative information was provided

6

Number of days between the confirmation of
an exceptional event and the submission of
the corresponding immediate notification to
OIE
Percentage of immediate notifications for
which the submission ti.me is shorter than 2
days

12

Percentage of priority disease detections
notified within the "specified"/"reasonable"
time period
12
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Objective #3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices,
including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management
System
End of Project Target for Objective 3: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries
have adopted/improved and implemented appropriate QA practices, including biosafety and
biosecurity practices
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #3 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 3
FAO Indicators

Ability of each laboratory to implement
critical elements of a laboratory quality
management system by NPD *

OIE Indicators

Link to
EPT
Indicators

WHO Indicators

Number of laboratories with a Quality
Manager in place

6

Number of procedures described under the
Quality Management System by laboratory
in line with O IE International Standards

6

Number of diagnostic tests by laboratory inline with OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals

6

Number of proficiency testing rounds
performed adequately in regional external
q uality assurance schemes

EQA results for those covering targeted
diseases

6

Number of diagnostic tests performed using
both positive and negative controls

6

Number of OIE Standards and guidance
provided

6
Training provided to staff on the topic of
biosafety

I

Availabil ity and use of PPE appropriate for
the activities carried out in the laboratory

6

Conduction of biorisk assessment

6

Calibration and maintenance of major pieces
of equipment used to detect targeted diseases
according to the manufacturer's
recommendations

6

Availability and appropriate use o fbiosafety
cabinets and other safety equipment

6

Certification and maintenance of biosafety
cabinets to international standards

6

Management of laboratory waste disposal
according to international recommendations

6

Control of access to the laboratory and stored
infectious material

6

Maintenance of inventory of stored infectious
material

6

Number of staff trained in OH&S

Number of OH&S risk assessments
undertaken by procedure and department

Ability of each lab to safely handle X of XX
NPDs in a biosecure environment*

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
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Objective #4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abi lities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
End of Project Target for Objective 4 : The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries
are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory net works as according t o their
abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities. In many laboratories' cases, this may involve
participation in mult iple networks
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #4 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 4
FAO Indicators

OIE Indicators

Level of laboratory engagement in regional
and international networks (low, medium,
high)*

WHO Indicators

Link to
EPT
Indicators

Membership of regional or international
networks related to targeted diseases

6

Percentage of immed iate notifications for
which additional laboratory tests were
performed by an OIE Reference Laboratory
Percentage of immed iate notifications for
which the time between the first and
additional laboratory tests is shorter than 15
days

6
Participation of the laboratory in specimen
sharing and other technical activities
organized by networks

Number of focused capacity building
opportunities supported
Number o f meetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes

Number of meetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes

Number of participants 10 meetings &
conferences held on laboratory themes

Number of partic ipants 10 meetings &
conferences held on laboratory themes

Level of information sharing (low, medium,
high)*

Level of communication with other
laboratories (low, medium, high) *

6

1

Attendance of appropriate laboratory staff to
relevant meetings of regional and
international networks related to targeted
diseases

I

1

Number of countries that have nominated
OIE National Focal Points for Laboratories

I

Number of samples sent to OIE Reference
Labora1•rie s for d iagnostic or confirmation
support

6

Number of reagents received from OIE
Reference Laboratories

6
Conm1unic.ation with other laboratories in
network/s and seek and/or provide advice to
network members

* This indicator is a composite indicator using t he information from the laboratory performa nce monitoring quest ionnaire.
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Measuring and reporting progress achieved by the IDENTIFY-supported
Laboratories
Project partners will measure and report yearly each animal and human health laboratory's
capability according to the IDENTIFY objectives and end of project targets. Three to five levels of
capability, from least to most advanced (e.g. Low, Medium, and High capability), for each of the
objectives, are presented for each laboratory (or country) in templat e form in the table below.
Results on animal and public health laboratories' capability will be presented separately in two tables,
and results will also be presented separately region by region.
IDENTIFY Countries' /Laboratories' capability for Animal Health
IDENTIFY

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

Laboratories (or

1

2

3

4

LABA

Low

Medium

Low

High

LAB B

...

Countries)

etc.
Total by Objective

IDENTIFY Countries'/Laboratories' capability for Public Health
IDENTIFY

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

Laboratories (or

1

2

3

4

Low

Medium

Countries)
LABA
LAB B
etc.
Total by Objective

This system was devised in order to allow for the strengths and gaps of each laboratory to emerge in
the measurement of indicators for the IDENTIFY Project. For example, a laboratory may carry out
only basic diagnostic tests, but carry out those tests under a quality assurance system, in a t imely and
sustainable manner, and with accurate results. In such a case, it may be best that the laboratory
continues on this path in order to maintain consistency in laboratory diagnosis at their present level,
rather than expand to more advanced methods too rapidly, potentially compromising the timeliness,
accuracy, and consistency of test results. The goal is not to fund an advanced laboratory on
unsustainable resources in each country, but rather foster a sustainable regional network composed
of laboratories of varying capability and resources to consistently conduct all tests under a quality
system, in a timely manner, with accurate results, and in a sustainable manner.
24

Yearly assessment of each laboratory would be done to assess their capability using all available
data collection modalities. WHO will determine the level for each laboratory/country based on the
IDENTIFY project data collection tool. FAO and OIE will collaborate to determine t he level of each
laboratory by objective, respectively using the FAO Laboratory Progress Monitoring Tool and OIE
WAHIS data.
This method establishes a means to:
a) Quickly, objectively, and consistently categorize a laboratory's capability
b) Assess changes in laboratories' capability by the end of the project
24

Resulting from a specific assessment and/or extraction of data from existing sources.
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c) Compare progress by laboratory (or by country) and by region over time
d) Administer the assessment process consistently, in different locations and by different
individuals
e) Provide feedback to each laboratory on the assessments conducted (i.e. critical feedback
loop)
Laboratories' names will be removed at all points in the reporting process providing anonymity, as
the objectives of this process are not to compare one laboratory to another, but rather to measure
the progress of each laboratory over time. Results can be clustered by region to provide a good
sense of change over time of the region as a whole.
Number of Countries/Laboratories Targeted for IDENTIFY Assistance, by Region and type (Animal &
Human)
Animal Health (see Annex 1 for detailed list)
IDENTIFY Region

Total Number of Countries

Total Number of Laboratories

14

14

Southeast Asia

8

20

South Asia

3

25

4
38

Congo Basin/Africa

Global

Public Health (see Annex 1 for detailed list)
Total Number of Countries

Total Number of Laboratories

Congo Basin/Africa

IDENTIFY Region

9

Southeast Asia

6

16
12

South Asia

2
17

2
30

Global
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Annex 1: IDENTIFY Partner Countries and Laboratories, by Type and by Region
Vet erinary Laborat ories in the Congo Basin Region

Cameroon
Central African Rep.
Dem. Rep. of Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Republic of Congo
Rwanda
South Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Entebbe

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Garoua, LANAVET
Laboratoire Central Veterinai re de Bangui, LACEVET
Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa, LCVK
Laboratoire National ECAA-KM 7
Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville, LNVL
Laboratoire de diagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville, LDVB
National Veterinary Laboratory, RARDA, Rubirizi, Kigali
Central Veterinary Laboratory, Juba, CVL
Central Veterinary Laboratory, CVL, Temeke, Dar es Salaam
National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre - NADDEC

Laboratories providing Regional Support Services:

Botswana
Ethiopia
Nigeria
Senegal

Botswana National Veterinary Laboratory, BNVL, Gaborone
National Animal Health Diagnostic Investigation Centre, NAHDIC
National Veterinary Research Institute, NVRI, Vom
Laboratoire National de l'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaire, LNEVR, Dakar

Veterinary Laboratories in the Southeast and South Asia Regions

Cambodia
China

Indonesia
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Viet Nam

Bangladesh
Nepal

National Veterinary Research Institute
Langzhou Veterinary Research Institute
Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Inst it ute
China Animal Disease Control Centre, Beijing
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center, Qingdao
Directorate of Livest ock Animal Health Service
National Animal Health Center
Veterinary Research Institute
Department of Wildlife and National Parks Peninsular Malaysia
Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department25
Philippine Animal Health Cent er
National Institute of Animal Health
FMD Regional Reference Laboratory Pakchong
Chulalongkorn University Center for Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases in Animals
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6
Hanoi Agriculture University
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
Central Disease Investigation Laboratory
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute
Central Veterinary Laboratory

Laboratories providing Regional Support Services:

India

High Security Animal Disease Laboratory

Public Health Laboratories in the Congo Basin Region
25

Included in the regional laboratory network, but participation to regional events is not funded by IDENTIFY
in Year 3 and therefore Myanmar is not included in the total number of countries or laboratories.
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Cameroon

Central African Rep.
Dem. Rep. of Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Rep. of Congo
Rwanda
Tanzania

Uganda

National Public health laboratory Hygiene Mobile
Centre Pasteur, Yaounde Bacteriology, Cameroon virology
Laboratoire de bacteriologie du CHU de Yaounde
Bacteriology Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Bangui
Institute Pasteur Bangui
lnstitut National de Recherche Biomedicale (INRB), Kinshasa
Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Malabo
Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville, Gabon
Centre International de Recherche Medicale-Franceville (CIRMF)
Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
Laboratoire National de Reference et de Sante Publique, Kigali
Muhimbili Medical Centre, Dept of Microbiology, Dar es Salaam
Mnazi Mmoja Hospital, Pathology Laboratory, Zanzibar
National Health Laboratory Quality Assurance and Training Centre
Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala
Uganda Virus Research Institute, Entebbe

Public Health Laboratories in the Southeast and South Asia Regions

Cambodia

Lao PDR
Philippines
Vietnam

Thailand
Indonesia
Nepal
Bangladesh

National Institute for Public Health (NIPH)
Takeo Provincial Laboratory
Kam pong Cham Provincial Laboratory
Battambang Provincial Laboratory
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE)
Research Institute, for Tropical Medicine (RITM)
National Institute, for Hygiene and Epidemiology (NIHE)
Pasteu r Institute, Ho Chi Minh City (PI-HCMC)
Paster Institute, Nha Trang
Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology
National Institute of Health (NIH)
National Institute of Health Research and Development (NIHRD), Salatiga
National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL)
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research, Bangladesh
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Annex 2: EPT Indicators applicable to the IDENTIFY project

Sub-Element: Planning and Preparedness for Outbreak Response
Indicator 1

Definition

New or Existing Indicator?
Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linka~e
Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linka~e
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome
or Impact

Number of people trained in those competencies necessary to address
Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEIC).
This indicator contributes to the International Health Regulation (IHR)
minimum target of one trained field epidemiologist for every 200,000
people in a population and a to-be-determined ratio for veterinarian
epidemio logists. Other training required to establish the capacity to
respond to PHEIC will be included in this ind icator including laboratory
skills, logistics etc.
Modified existing indicator for the International Health Regulation (IHR)
working group/Emerging Pandemic T hreats Sub-Interagency Policy
Committee
Global Health
Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Planning and
Preparedness for Outbreak response
The number of people trained sho uld increase over time.

Indicator Type

Output

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

To document the number of people trained in the skills
required to respond to a PHEIC

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency
Known Data Limitations
Baseline Timeframe

Data Sources: USG, WHO, F AO,OJE
Reoortini> Freauencv: Annual
This indicator is specific to EPT and does not reflect all of the work CDC
is do ing for FETP and FETP-V
October 2009
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Sub-Element: Animal and Human Disease Surveillance
Indicator 6

Definition

New or Existing Indicator?
Primary Program Area (Program
Element for UP) Linkage
Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for UP)
Linkage
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome
or Impact

Number of PIO ET targeted countries that have access to the
capacity to reliably* conduct core diagnostic tests for priority**
animal and priority human diseases.
Access to an efficient and effective laboratory system enables accurate
and timely surveillance and response capabilities. This indicator
represents only a single outcome. The core diagnostic tests are
determined by WHO, IHR, FAO, and OIE and pathogens that are of
specific priority to the region/country.
New and existing indicator for the International Health Regulation (IHR)
working group/Emerging Pandemic Threats Sub-Interagency Policy
Committee. A parallel effort with FAO and OIE is ongoing to determine
comparable priority for animal diseases.

Global Health
Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Animal and Human
Disease Surveillance
The number of countries should increase over time

Indicator Type

Outcome

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator
Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

These data would monitor the ability of the country's own laboratories or
the use of reference laboratories to which the country sends specimens to
confirm and characterize these core pathogens and identify areas of focus
for improvement.
Data Sources: USG reports (USAID, CDC), WHO, FAO, OIE
ReJ!orting Freguency: Annually

Known Data Limitations
Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID

Disaggregate(s)

none
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Sub-Element: Response to Disease Outbreak

Indicator 12

Definition
New or Existing Indicator?
Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linka2e
Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linka2e
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome
or Impact

Time from start of a suspected, priority animal or human health
disease outbreak to laboratory confirmation in targeted areas
a. Humans (only for HPAI human cases)
b. Animals (as reported by OIE)
This indicator measures the laboratory confirmation component of
responding to an outbreak. In many countries this is required before an
official response can be mounted.
New
Global Health
Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Response to Disease
Outbreak
This is an outcome indicator. The time should decrease over time.

Indicator Type

Outcome

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

This measures improvement of the laboratory system

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Known Data Limitations

Data Sources: FAO, WHO, OIE
Reporting Frequency: When surveys are available. The timeframe for
these surveys in any given country will be different. At this time there is
no ongoing source other than USAID projects and Ministry records if
they exist.
The data will be USAID project sourced. There are many issues that
complicate this measurement, including the type of outbreak, the need
for laboratory referral versus capacity in-country to diagnosis, etc.

Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAJD and CDC

Disaggregate(s)

none
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Sub-Element: Commodity Stockpile
Indicator 13

Value of PIOET commodities provided to PIOET programs

Definition

T his indicator measures the direct assistance provided to PIOET
planning, preparedness and response efforts in priority countries.

New or Existin2 Indicator?
Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linka2e
Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linka2e
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome
or Impact

New
Global Health
Pandemic Influenza and Other E merging Threats- Commodity Stockpile
T he dollar amount should decrease over time

Indicator Type

Output

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

To track the commodity assistance provided to PIOET program efforts

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Data Sources: All PIOET partners
Reoortine Freouencv: On_goin_g
T he data will be USATD project sourced.

Known Data Limitations
Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USATD

Disaggregate(s)

none
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Annex 8: OIE National Focal Point Program for Veterinary Laboratories - Terms of Reference
TERMS OF REFERENCE
LABORATORY NATIONAL FOCAL POINT
OIE has requested Delegates to nominate national focal points for notification, wildlife, veterinary products,
animal production food safety, animal welfare and aquatic animal diseases and the OIE focal point network is
active for these topics. The OIE is also init.iating focal points for veterinary laboratories and asking Delegates in
selected regions to nominate individuals with laboratory expertise to support the Delegate in fulfilling his rights
and responsibilities to OIE.
As detailed in the final report of the 76th General Session of the World Assembly of National Delegates in May
2008, the responsibilities of all focal points are under the authority of the OlE Delegate. Any information
transmitted to the OlE from the different focal points needs to be transmitted under the designated authority of
the OlE Delegate. This practice would equally apply if focal points are located in other Departments or
Ministries not under jurisdiction of the Veterinary Authority, as from a legal perspective the OIE considers the
official OIE Delegate to be the unique representative of the country.
Details on proposed tasks of the national focal point for veterinary laboratories:
l.

to establish a network of experts in the country on veterinary laboratory issues and/or to communicate
with existing networks;

2.

to establish and maintain a dialogue with the Competent Authority for veterinary laboratories in the
country, including facilitating cooperation and communication among several authorities where
responsibility for veterinary laboratories is shared. This would also incorporate facilitating cooperation
and communication with Competent Authorities of other National Laboratories, including those in other
government Ministries. Keep updated on the legislation and activities of the National Veterinary
Laboratories to verify that they are in conformity with the standards and guidelines of the OIE;

3.

to serve as focal point for the OJE in topics related to the National Veterinary Laboratories, including
contributing to determining the training and other capacity building needs for the National Veterinary
Laboratories in the country;

4.

to compile responses to requests for information required by the OIE in coordination with National
Veterinary Laboratories that provide specific competence in the subject of consultation;

5.

if prompted, to organize consultations with recognized experts in the area of veterinary laboratories in
the country on OIE draft standards and/or guidelines and country proposals of new standards;

6.

to prepare comments for the Delegate on all OIE draft standards and/or guidelines and country
proposals of new standards, reflecting the points of view and the scientific positions of the OIE Member
Country or the region;

7.

to maintain contact with the other OIE national focal points for veterinary laboratories that belong to
regional networks and with experts of OIE Reference Laboratories present in the Region;

8.

to prepare proposals for participation of National Veterinary Laboratories in the OIE Laboratory
Twinning Programme when relevant.
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Context of the project
This proj ect is part of a complex program-Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)-designed by
USAID and aimed to find and implement mechanisms to detect disease emergences,
especially from wildlife. The One Health concept is an important component of the whole
program. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE),
and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Objectives of the project
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capac1t1es through the
development of laboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors with the ultimate
aim of enabling countries to meet international obligations for disease reporting. Accurate and
timely detection of known pathogens should facilitate the rapid recognition of newly
emerging pathogens. International reference laboratories capable of fully characterizing the
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Annex 1.
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(support, participate or lead).
Planned activities
As instructed on the USAID teleconference of 21 Sept 2011, the Year 3 Work Plan
Addendum submitted by OIE on 6 October 2011 serves as the submission for planned
activities.
For the description of planned outputs, activities and sub-activities, refer to the 0/E
IDENTIFY Year Three Work Plan (1 Sept 2011) and Work Plan Addendum (6 October 2011 ).
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Regional Cooperation Programme on Highly Pathogenic Emerging and
Re-emerg ing Diseases in Asia
Headq uarters
Hanoi University of Agriculture
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Air Transport Association
Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response
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IZSA&M

IZSVe
LANA VET
LaoPDR
LoA
MARD
MoA
MoH
NAHC
NaVRI
NCVD
NIAH/T
NIAH/J
NICD
NIVR
OFFLU
OH&S
OIE
OIE SRR
OVI
PCR
PPE

PPR
PVS
QA
RAHO6
RFSEA
SAARC
SADC
SADCFANR

SADCTADs
SEACFMD
SOP
TAG
USAID/RDMA
USAID/W

VRI
WAHID
WAHIS
WHO
WHO AFRO
WHOSEARO
WHOWPRO
WNV

Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell Abruzzo e del Molise G.
Caporale in Terumo, Italy
Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle V enezie
Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Cameroon
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Letter of Agreement
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
National Animal Health Centre, Vientiane, Laos
National Veterinary Research Institute
National Centre for Veterinary Diagnosis (Hanoi, Vietnam)
National Institute of Animal Health (Bangkok, Thailand)
National Institute of Animal Health (Japan)
National Institute for Communicable Diseases, South Africa
National Institute of Veterinary Research (Hanoi, Vietnam)
Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza
Occupational Health and Safety
World Organization for Animal Health
OIE Sub-Regional Representation
Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute
Polymerase Chain Reaction
Personal Protection Equipment
Peste des Petit Rumfoants
OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway
Quality Assurance
Regional Animal Health Office #6 (Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam)
Regional Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking
in SE Asia
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
Southern African Development Community
Southern African Development Community Food Agriculture and
Natural Resources
SADC Transboundary Animal Diseases Project
Southeast Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign
Standard Operating Procedures
Technical Advisory Group
U.S. Agency for International Development/Regional development
Mission for Asia
U.S. Agency for International Development/Washington
Veterinary Research Institute, Malaysia
World Animal Health Information Database
World Animal Health Information System
World Health Organization
World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa
World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office
World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office
West Nile Virus
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Introduction
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
The OIE IDENTIFY project has gained significant momentum during this reporting period. A
number of concrete activities in the laboratories have been implemented by the OIE project team
for the benefit of the Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia regions:
• Workshop on OIE Standards for shipment of biological specimens (3.9.lC)
• Focused capacity building in the framework of the Special Project for Uganda NADDEC
(3. 13.4C)
• IDENTIFY project performance indicators monitoring and evaluation (3.6.3G)
• World Animal Health Information Database data analysis on IDENTIFY targeted diseases
in IDENTIFY countries (3.6.3G)
• Analysis of capacity building and technical support provided by OIE Reference
Laboratories (3 .6.6G)
• Participation in the OIE Global Conference on Rabies Control (3.8.lG)
• Laboratory visits and capacity building support plan development for IDENTIFY
countries (3.6.4S)
• Planning for staff exchanges on West Nile Virus between NIAH Thailand and OIE
Reference Laboratory lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell Abruzzo e del Molise
G. Caporale, Terumo, Italy (3.13. lS)
• Planning and development of the PVS Pathway Pilot Laboratory Mission (3.6.SG &
3.6.6G)
• Exploration of the Tanzania Central Veterinary Laboratory Twinning project on PPR with
CIRAD (3.13.lC & 3.13.2C)
• Preparation for Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in
the Asia Pacific Region (3.7.lS)
For many laboratories, these activities are unique opportumties for improvements. These
initiatives have concretely contributed to better networking of these laboratories leading to the
ultimate goal of timely and accurate diagnosis of diseases through responding to observed and
expressed needs of stakeholders and advocate for the crucial role of national laboratories in
effective public and veterinary health systems in the principle of "One Health". There is an
expressed need by project beneficiaries for more technical support for certain areas (in the OIE
IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan):
• Laboratory strategic planning (3.9.SS)
• PVS laboratory missions (3.6.4G & 3.6.SG)
• Laboratory focal points (3.6.6S)
• Focused capacity building in the framework of Special Projects (3 .13.4C)
• Laboratory Director' s Forum (3.9.lS)
• Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Asia
Pacific Region (3.7.lS)
• Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) in Animal Health laboratories (3. 10.2S)
• Quality Management Systems in National Animal Health laboratories (3.10.3S)
• South East Asia Rabies Network (3 .1 2.6S)
The reporting period covered 11 country and central veterinary laboratory visits (DRC, Lao PDR,
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Nepal, and Cambodia). These visits have enabled direct contact
with representatives of beneficiary countries and laboratories. They have also enabled excellent
progress in terms of technical assistance needs, laboratory capacity mapping, and linking with
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needed resources. The exchange between the public and animal health sectors has also been
reinforced in both regions and has shown promising and new possibilities for collaboration.
This period has also covered the exploration of new ideas and the development of pilot projects-the development of a laboratory component within the widely implemented OIE PVS
Pathway and the implementation of the OIE Laboratory Focal Point Program - and we expect
that in the next reporting period and upon implementation their relevance will be confirmed.
We maintain a collaborative tripartite IDENTIFY project team at the HQ and regional levels. The
fruits of project planning in the previous period are ripe as the country beneficiaries work to
accomplish project goals for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of targeted diseases. The joint
regional activities have set an important precedent for regional intersectoral collaboration between
organizations; tripartite regional activities have activated regional engagement and have
encouraged increased communication. Integrating laboratory capacity and network advocacy
in activities such as the global conference on rabies and involvement on World Rabies Day
Commemorations, also specificaJly provided the opportunity to bring together Chief
Veterinary Officers and Laboratory Directors to discuss complex issues around the humananimal interface.
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period
(1 Apr 2011 - 30 Sept 2011)
Output 1: Coordination (Global and Regional)
Activity 3.1 1: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
GLOBAL
3.1.lG: In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams
at the headquarters and regional levels, with FAO and WHO, and with the IDENTIFY
AOTR at USAID, several lines of communication were maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in
addition to frequent emai l communication.
3.1.lG: The three partners, FAO, OIE, and WHO, continued the rotating system of
responsibility sharing on a monthly basis in order to more effectively and rapidly handle
communication with program partners, day-to-day operations, and logistic arrangements.
This system also applies to document creation, revision and meeting hosting. The OIE
hosted the IDENTIFY secretariat in July 2011.
CONGO
3.1.lC: In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at
the headquarters and regional levels, with PAO and WHO regional coordination teams,
and with USAID regional and country missions, several lines of communication were
maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addition to frequent email communication.

SISE ASIA
3.1.lS: In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at
the headquarters and regional levels, with FAO and WHO regional coordination teams,
and with USAID regional and country missions, several lines of communication were
maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addition to frequent email communication.

Table 1: 3.1.1: OIE and Tripartite Internal communication and coordination (including
communication with USAID)
Type of communication/
coordination

Dates

Additional Information
Global

Face-to-face meetings
Regular teleconferences
(TC)
TC with IDENTIFY
AOTR, USAID/W
Face-to-face meetings with
IDENTIFY AOTR,

10-11, 18-20
May; 14-16,
27-28 June

Project management and planning

weekly AprProject management and planning; biannual report;
June;
laboratory networkjng strategy; Year 3 Work Plans;
monthly
Global Survey
July-Oct
19 Apr; 3
Face-to-face meetings, instead of TC, were held 14-16
Aug; 22 Sept & 28 June; 13 & 27 July
14-16, 28

June; 13, 27

Face-to-face meetings replacing monthly TCs

1

References have been harmonized between the Year 2 and Year 3 references. Those present in this report refer
to Year 3 activity and sub-activity references.
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USAID/W
EPT Program Quarterly
meetings
Tripartite Report
Submission to USAID
OIE Report Submission to
PAO
OIE IDENTIFY Taskforce
meetings

TC between Tripartite
regional coordinators

TC between OIE HQ and
OIE regional team
Face-to-face meetings
between Tripartite regional
coordinators
Face-to-face meetings with
HQ and regional teams
Face-to-face meetings with
OIE HQ and OIB regional
team
Face-to-face meetings
between F AO and OIE
Communication with
USAID

July
27-28 June
12 May

Tripartite first six-monthly report for Year 2

5May

Submitted 3 financial and technical activities rep01t

20 Apr; 26
July; 26 Sept

rd

Project planning and management

Congo Basin
Project management and planning; Regional laboratory
7 Apr; 2, 19 networking strategy; Progress reports on
May; 12 July implementation of project activities; Coordination and
preparations for DRC EPT meeting
20 Apr; 2, 6
May; 3, 24
Project management and planning; Progress reports on
June; 8, 20,
implementation of project activities
22 July; 9
Sept
29 July

29 July
23-27 May
8-11 Aug
26 July
27-28 July
28 Sept
27 Apr
3 May
20-21 June

Communication with
USAID

Progress reports on implementation of program
activities

23-24 June
12-13 July
15-17 July
19 Aug
22 Sept

Project management and planning
To discuss implementation and roles and
responsibilities; To solidify collaboration, coordination,
and communication
Project management and planning
Project management and planning
Review of ongoing activities and identification of
possible Year 3 areas for collaboration in animal health
sector
Face to face at USAlD EPT Program Regional Planning
Meeting
Uganda EPT Partners Meeting (TC)
SISE Asia
Face to face at USAID-EPT Country Work Planning
meeting (Vientiane, Laos)
Face to face meeting at USAID-RDMA with FAO to
discuss roles of PREDICT and IDENTIFY (Bangkok,
Thailand)
Face to face at USAID-EPT Country Work Planning
meeting (Hanoi, Vietnam)
Face to face at USAlD-RDMA: USAID-EPT Country
W orkplan meeting covering Laos and Thailand
(Bangkok, Thailand)
Face to face at USAID-EPT SE and South Asia
Regional Work Planning meeting (Bangkok, Thailand)
Face to face at USAID-EPT Country Work Planning
meeting (Jakarta, Indonesia)
Country scoping visit meeting with USAID-Cambodia,
(Phnom Penh, Cambodia)
Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory
Network; side meeting with USAID Indonesia to
discuss prospect of continuing public health projects in
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27 Apr

19-20 May

20-21 June
11 July
Face-to-face meetings
between Tripartite partners

12- 13 July
15-16 July
1 Aug

l l-12Aug

20-22 Sept

18 Mar

5-6 May
25 May

13-19 June
Face-to-face meetings
between F AO and OIE
18 July

2 1-22 July

27-29 July
4-5 Aug
9-10 Aug

Year 3 in Indonesia, (Jakarta, Indonesia)
USAID-EPT Country Work Planning meeting-Laos :
side meetings with country-level representatives of
WHO and FAO (Vientiane, Laos)
Side meetings at WHO-WPRO 'Informal Consultation
of a Draft Asia Pacific Laboratory Action Plan for
Emerging Infectious Diseases' (including both HQ and
regional partners) (Manila, Philippines)
S ide meetings at USAID-EPT Country Work Planning
meeting for Country level: WHO and regional level
FAO (Hanoi, Vietnam)
Regional and HQ project planning meeting, OIE office,
(Bangkok, Thailand)
Side meetings at USAID-EPT SE and South Asia
Regional Work Planning meeting (Bangkok, Thailand)
S ide meetings at USAID-EPT Country Work Planning
meeting (Jakarta, Indonesia)
FAO and OIE regional coordinators and WHO-Thailand
country level coord inator to guide in development of
WHO country level workplan (Bangkok, Thailand)
Side meetings at Workshop to identify priority zoonotic
d iseases in Viet Nam and map zoonoses activities of
different organizations, Country level WHO and FAO,
regional level OIE (Hanoi, Vietnam)
Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory
Network: side meetings to discuss possibility of
continuing public health projects in Year 3 in Indonesia
(Jakarta, Indonesia)
Briefing of new OIE regional coordinator, share work
plans and relevant documents, OIE office (Bangkok,
Thailand)
Asia Pacific Biosafety Association side meeting with
FAO regional coordinator to discuss joint activities and
harmonise the Year 2 FAO/OIE Work Plan (Singapore)
Laboratory Scoping visit to National Institute of Animal
Health, (Bangkok, Thailand)
Laboratory Scoping visit to National Centre for
Veterinary Diagnosis, Hanoi University of Agriculture,
National Institute of Veterinary Research and Regional
Animal Health Office #6 (RAH06) (Hanoi & Ho Chi
Minh, Vietnam)
Laboratory Scoping visit to Bbalitvet, (Bogar,
Indonesia)
Side meetings at Regional Laboratory Network
Workshop in Diagnostic and Characterization of
Priority and Emerging Diseases in Swine (Ho Chi Minh,
Vietnam)
Side meetings at Consultative Workshop on Regional
Epidemiology and Laboratory networking in the
SAARC region (Kathmandu, Nepal)
Regional Laboratory Network Technical Advisory
Group meeting (Bangkok, Thailand)
Side meetings at Putting One Health to Work (Bangkok,
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Face-to-face meetings
between FAO and OIE
Face-to-face meetings with
OIEand WHO
Face-to-face meetings with
OIE HQ and OIE regional
team

19 Aug
1 Sept
19 Aug
12-16 May

18-20 May

Thailand)
Country scoping visit meeting with FAO country level
(Phnom Penh, Cambodia)
Planning meeting for October Stakeholder's meetings
(Bangkok, Thailand)
Country scoping visit meeting with WHO country level
(Phnom Penh, Cambodia)
Side meetings at OIE PVS laboratory tool development
meeting to discuss OIE IDENTIFY project activities
(Paris, France)
Side meetings at WHO-WPRO 'Informal Consultation
of a Draft Asia Pacific Laboratory Action Plan for
Emerging Infectious Diseases' (Manila Philippines)
Monthly TC to discuss and collaborative opportunities
and share event calendars
Discussion on tripartite laboratory meeting in KL in
October

7 Apr; 22
June
25 Aug; 28
Sept
5, 7 Apr; 24
TC between OIE HQ and
June; 8 July;
Project management and planning
OIE regional team
1, 3, 26 Aug;
2 1, 28 Sept
Table 2: 3.1.1: External project communication and coordination (includ ing communication
with E PT Partners)
Organizer(s)
Other Information
Dates
Event Title
Venue
Global
23-27 OIE General
Networking with IDENTIFY Country
Paris, France
OIE
May Session
Delegates
Congo Basin
Cooperation pour
Skukuza,
la Recherche
Kruger
2-4
Universitaire et
OIE/FAO FMD PCP and laboratory
National
CIRAD
May Scientifique
capacity building
Park, South
(CORUS) FMD
Africa
Meeting
Peste des petits
Key stakeholders in development of
OIESRRSA
ruminants
PPR control strategy and laboratory
16
SADC
Gaborone,
May Preparatory
Secretariat
capacity building. OIE produced report
Botswana
Meeting
on affected countries.
SADC Livestock
10-12 Technical
SADC
IDENTIFY project strategy and update
Gaborone
May Committee
Secretariat
on PPR activities
(LTC) Meeting
Peste des petits
OIESRRSA
ruminants
Contribution to outline of the PPR
31
SADC
Gaborone,
May Preparatory
Secretariat
control strategy
Botswana
Meeting
Discussions of the draft PPR Strategy
SADC Joint Suband introducing OIE twinning program
Johannes22-23 Committee
SADC TADS as an activity of the IDENTIFY Project.
burg, South
Discussions are underway for a PPR
June meeting: EIS and
Project
Africa
VET LABS
Twinning with CIRAD and Tanzania
Twinning Project.
SISE Asia
TC between Tripartite
regional team
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26
Apr

PREDICT
technical meeting

National
Animal
Health
Centre
(NAHC),
Vientiane,
Laos

PREDICT

IDENTIFY

5-6
May

Asia Pacific
Biosafety
Association
Conference

Marina
Mandarin
Hotel,
Singapore

Asia Pacific
Biosafety
Association

2
June

Emerging
Infectious
Disease
Preparedness
Forum

Queens Park
Imperial
Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand

RESPOND

RESPOND

OIE
Bangkok
office

7
June

Project baseline
assessments

RESPOND
M &E team

FAO
Country
office,
Hanoi,
Vietnam

Invited as IDENTIFY representative.
Aims: to present proposed PREDICT
activities to, and gain support of,
laboratory managers; identify
complementarities between PREDICT /

14
June

FAO/OIE/

Project meeting

2 1-22
July

Regional
Laboratory
Network
Workshop in
Diagnostic and
Characterization
of Priority and
Emerging
Diseases in
Swine

Regional
Animal
Health Office
#6, Ho Chi
Minh,
Vietnam

FAO

27-29
July

Consultative
Workshop on
Regional
Epidemiology
and Laboratory
networking in the
SAARC region

Radisson
Hotel,
Kathmandu,
Nepal

FAO

PREDICT

Presented j ointly with FAO entitled
"One Health Approach to Biosafety",
giving a background to the Tripartite
approach , cross-sectoral collaboration in
the context of laboratories in the area of
biosafety
T his is an i nforma tio n-sharing forum
focused on sh aring knowled ge, d ata
and lesson s learned o n work carried
o ut around the general topics o f One
H ealth an d em ergi ng infectio us
diseases. The them e of this
particular m eeting was ECO -H ealth
and was also attended by PRE DICT
and RES PON D partners .
Interview on data collection for
RESPOND Proj ect baseline
assessments. Information sharing on
One Health initiatives and networks in
the region including general OIE and
EPT-IDENTIFY activities
Discuss opportun ities for collaboration
on IDENTIFY/PREDICT - particularly
relating to the s upport of Hanoi
University of Agriculture laboratory
Aims: Information sharing, update on
diagnostic techniques and swine disease
situation in the region, to discuss and
develop a regional framework for key
areas related to swine viral diseases, to
discuss their existing and ideal
strategies for sharing of samples,
diagnostic reagents and information
related to swine viral diseases in the
region. Technical staff, partner
institutions, organisations, wildlife
sector
Presented "South East Asia and China
Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign and
Networking in South East Asia and
China". A ims: share information and
experiences in managing the priority
diseases in the region (HPAI, FMD ,
PPR and brucellosis); to discuss and
develop recommendations for
improving disease management and
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9-10
Aug

Putting One
Health to Work

11-12
Aug

Workshop to
Identify Priority
Zoonotic
Diseases and
Map Zoonoses
Activities of
Different
Organizations in
Viet Nam

20-22
Sept

Emerging and
Dangerous
Pathogens
Laboratory
Network

Queen's Park
Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand

Hanoi,
Vietnam

Marriot
Hotel,
Jakarta,
Indonesia

RESPOND/
FAO

information sharing; present to
ministries; to establish functional
laboratory and epidemiology networks
and focal points.
Senior level technical staff from Public
Health, Animal Health and
W ildlife/Environment sectors,
international partners, development
partners. Aims: Sharing experiences in
developing mechanisms for cross
sectoral collaboration; development of a
Regional Framework for a
Communication Strategy against EIDs
in Asia and the Pacific 2011-2016

MoH/MARD/
FAO/WHO

Purpose: to identify and map zoonoses
activities/programmes by different
organizations; identify priority zoonoses
and to increase the coordination,
collaboration and networking on
zoonoses prevention and control among
related stakeholders.

WHO

Aims: to assess the current situation,
priorities and needs for laboratory
response in the context of outbreaks of
Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens
(EDP) and acute zoonotic threats in the
South East Asian Region (SEAR);
develop the functional priorities and
activities of EDPLN-SEAR for
collaborative laboratory response in line
with the regional laboratory networking
strategies in the context of International
Health Regulations 2005; and identify
knowledge gaps and research priorities
for laboratory response during
outbreaks of priority EDPs and acute
zoonotic threats; Determining next steps
in developing this new Public Healthfocused laboratory network

Activity 3.2: Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
GLOBAL
3.2.lG: Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE HQ,
Paris.
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 2 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the global activities in Annex 2, which require either no additional
resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
3.2.2G: Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY Financial and Administrative
Coordinator, OIE HQ, World Animal Health and Welfare Fund, Paris
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o The OIE IDENTIFY Financial and Administrative Coordinator is responsible for all
financial aspects related to administrative activities, including reporting, budgets,
official communications with USAID, and Work Plan development.

CONGO
3.2.lC: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR
Gaborone
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 2 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the Congo activities in Annex 2, which require either no additional
resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
3.2.2C: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Support, OIE SRR
Nairobi
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 2 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the Congo/East Africa activities in Annex 2, which require either no
additional resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.

SISE ASIA
- 3.2.lS: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR
Bangkok
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 2 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the South and Southeast Asia activities in Annex 2, which require
either no additional resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
Activity 3.3: Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents
GLOBAL
- 3.3.lG: The Year 2 work plan activities were reviewed based upon outcomes of previous
years and the Laboratory Networking Strategy by the HQ IDENTIFY Project
Coordinators of the three partner organisations. A plan for a Tripartite Year 3 Work Plan
development process (from the country to global level) was outlined during the project
planning and brainstorming meeting in Lyon, France 10-11 May.
o Subsequently, USAID requested separate Year 3 Work Plans from FAO, OIE, and
WHO and this plan was adapted for the new request.
3.3.lG: The Year 3 Work Plan activities were developed by the OIE from the country,
regional, to the global level and in collaboration with FAO and WHO in the case of
tripartite and cross-sectoral activities.
o The OIE Year 3 Work Plan was divided into core and supplemental work plans. The
division of the plan into two parts reflected the request from USAID delivered at the
Rome meeting of 14-16 June 2011 . Both Parts One and Two included a description of
the proposed activities, implementation plans, and budgets in the format requested by
USAID.
- 3.3.lG: Activities contained in the OIE Year 3 Work Plan were presented along with
PAO and WHO activities to USAID/W during the FAO/OIE/WHO/USAID meeting in
Rome (14-16 June).
- 3.3.lG: The OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan was submitted to USAID with copies to
FAO and WHO on 1 Sept.
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-

o USAID requested more detailed information on the major activities of the OIE Year 3
work plan: when each activity is to be done, where it will be done, how it will be done,
with whom, as well as a description of each of your proposed major activities that
follows the revised format described in email (12 Sept).
3.3.lG: The OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan Addendum was submitted to USAID with
copies to FAO and WHO on 6 Oct.
3.3.lG: The first biannual report for Year 2 (1 Oct 2010-3 1 Mar 2011) was prepared by
FAO, OIE, and WHO and submitted to USAID 12 May.
3.3.lG: Preparation of the second biannual report for Year 2 (1 Apr-30 Sept 2011) began
in Sept. This report will be the first biannual report prepared individually by each partner.
o A financial report and report on activities conducted is due to FAO in the framework
of the Letter of Agreement between OIE and FAO on 15 Oct.
o The present report on activities conducted is due to USAID on 31 Oct. USAID has
waived inclusion of the "planned activities" section, as the recently submitted OIE
IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan and Addendum were submitted to USAID on 1 Sept
and 6 Oct, respectively.

CONGO
3.3.lC: The Year 2 work plan activities were reviewed based upon outcomes of previous
years and the Laboratory Networking Strategy by the regional IDENTIFY Project
Coordinators of the three partner organisations.
3.3.lC: The Year 3 Work Plan activities were developed by the OIE from the country,
regional, to the global level and in collaboration with FAO and WHO in the case of
tripartite and cross-sectoral activities.
3.3.lC: The OIE's draft Year 3 work plan activities was shared during the tripartite
regional IDENTIFY coordinators meeting on the 26 Jul 2011 and immediately thereafter
during the EPT Africa Regional Work Planning meeting 27-28 July 2011.
3.3.lC: The OIE Regional IDENTIFY coordinator participated in the development of the
EPT Program detailed implementation planning process requested by USAID/W at
meetings in Kinshasa (27-29 Jul 2011), along with FAO and WHO. The OIE plan
presented at that time are largely based on the draft Year 3 Work Plans for the OIE
component of the IDENTIFY project.
3.3.lC: Areas of collaboration in the work plans for Year 3 for Congo Basin developed by
each organization will be discussed (once USAID sends comments and approval for the
Year 3 Work Plan) and reviewed during the regional IDENTIFY Coordinators meeting
planned March 2012.
- 3.3.lC: The draft OIE Year 3 Work Plan was presented to USAID/W, USAID country
missions and EPT partners during the Congo Basin regional planning meeting in Kinshasa
(27-28 July).
- 3.3.lC: Preparation of the second biannual report for Year 2 (1 Apr-30 Sept 2011) began
in Sept.
SISE ASIA
- 3.3.lS: The Year 2 work plan activities were reviewed and the Year 3 Work Plan activities
were developed by the OIE from the country, regional, to the global level and in
collaboration with FAO and WHO at all levels in the case of tripartite and cross-sectoral
activities.
- 3.3.lS: The OIE's Year 3 work plan activities were shared during the tripartite regional
IDENTIFY coordinators meeting in Bangkok, 11-13 Jul 201 1.
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-

-

3.3.1S: The draft OIE Year 3 Work Plan was presented to USAID/W, USAID country
missions and EPT partners during several meetings: the SE Asia regional planning meeting
in Bangkok (12-13 July), the Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting in
Bangkok (4-5 Aug), and the various country work plan meetings in SE Asia.
3.3.1S: The draft OIE Year 3 Work Plan was presented to IDENTIFY Project stakeholders
and regional partners during the GF-TADS meeting in Tokyo (20-22 June), the Regional
Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting in Bangkok (4-5 Aug).
3.3.1S: The OIE Regional IDENTIFY coordinator contributed to various country work
plans (Viet Nam, Thailand, Lao PDR, Indonesia) in the framework of the planning process
requested by USAID regional and country missions, along with FAO and WHO. The OIE
plan presented at that time are largely based on the Year 3 Work Plan for the OIE
component of the IDENTIFY project.
3.3.1S: Preparation of the second biannual report for Year 2 (1 Apr-30 Sept 2011) began
in Sept.

Activity 3.4: Communication tool development and resource building
GLOBAL
3.4.lG: The OIE Project Coordinator posted draft and final IDENTIFY documents on the
SharePoint to continue communication and coordination, as well as keeping the common
calendar up-to-date.
3.4.2G: The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was finalized and validated by the three partners and
shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders.
3.4.2G: The list of OIE Guidelines, Standards and other related literature addressing
sample collection, specific pathogens or other topics of interest for EPT partners was
posted on the SharePoint and Basecamp for ease of access for EPT partners, following the
EPT Partners Quarterly Meeting, 23-25 Mar.
CONGO
3.4.lC: The OIE regional IDENTIFY coordinator was provided access to the IDENTIFY
SharePoint.
- 3.4.lC: There is regular contact on activities implemented between OIE IDENTIFY
coordinators (Gaborone and Nairobi) and stakeholders, in particular laboratory directors.
3.4.2C: The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders
during project events and related meetings.
3.4.2C: A specific web page for the IDENTIFY project has been created on the OIE Subregional representation's website (http://www.rr-africa.oie.int/IDENTIFY/en_index.html)
to contribute to USAID, EPT Program, and IDENTIFY project visibility. A link has also
been provided to the USAID EPT web page. Reports and updates on IDENTIFY project
activities are posted on the page including reference materials.
3.4.2C: Production of tripartite awareness materials (banners, leaflets) for various
IDENTIFY funded meetings, and other meetings which the OIE IDENTIFY regional
coordinator attended.
3.4.2C: Development of a common IDENTIFY Project communication tool for animal
health stakeholders was discussed and agreed to between the OIE and PAO in July 2011
and is to be implemented in the next reporting period October2012 - April 2012.
3.4.2C: The OIE provided OIE Standards, Guidance and literature relevant to laboratories
to IDENTIFY Project stakeholders during the Training workshop on OIE standards for
collection and shipping of samples in Nairobi, Kenya
o OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
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o
o
o

OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.
Atlas of Transboundary Animal Diseases
OIE Bulletin

SISE ASIA
3.4.lS: The OIE regional IDENTIFY coordinator was provided access to the IDENTIFY
SharePoint.
3.4.lS: There is regular contact on activities implemented between the OIE IDENTIFY
coordinator in Bangkok and stakeholders, in particular laboratory directors in IDENTIFY
countries.
3.4.2S: The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders
during project events and related meetings, as well as with USAID and EPT Partners.
3.4.2G: The same OIE Standards (see 3.4.2C) will be distributed to SISE Asia IDENTIFY
stakeholders during the Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious
Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the Pacific in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 18-21 Oct.
3.4.2S: A specific web page for the IDENTIFY project has been created on the OIE Subregional representation's website (http ://www.srr-seasia-oie.com/programs/identify) to
contribute to USAID, EPT Program, and IDENTIFY project visibility.

Activity 3.5: Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
GLOBAL
- 3.5.lG: The HQ IDENTIFY Project Coordinators of the three partner organisations
conducted the first annual update of the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS) and
further elaborated the IDENTIFY project performance indicators during the project
planning and brainstorming meeting in Lyon, France 10- 11 May.
o The LNS, approved in July 2010, is the strategic framework through which FAO, OIE,
and WHO have agreed with USAID to work towards achieving the objectives of the
IDENTIFY project. It is necessary each year to review and refocus project activities
and is considered a valuable exercise, given the numerous exchanges with
stakeholders, to modify the strategy and perfo1mance indicators according to the needs
and evolving situations of the target EPT countries.
o The data necessary for the IDENTIFY and OIE Performance Indicators used to
measure the evolution of laboratory capacity in the hot spot regions of the IDENTIFY
project are housed within WAHID. The analysis of the data has already provided
valuable baseline information and historical trend information to OIE, and will inform
OIE, FAO, and WHO of the actual situation as the project progresses.
- 3.5.lG:
The updated global LNS was presented to USAID/W during the
FAO/OIE/WHO/USAID meeting in Rome (14-16 June).
- 3.5.lG: T he updated version of the LNS, as well as the updated performance indicators,
was included in the OIE Year 3 Work Plan submission.
CONGO
- 3.5.1S: The updated global LNS was presented to USAID/W, USAID country missions
and EPT partners during the Congo Basin regional planning meeting in Kinshasa (27-28
July).
3.5.lC Finalization of the Regional LNS (RLNS): Comments from the tripartite partners
were received by OIE in July in Kinshasa, followed thereafter by circulation of the
document to include modified monitoring indicators.
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o The RLNS will be discussed for adoption during a special teleconference end October
2011.
o The GLNS was presented at the Congo Basin regional stakeholders meeting (2-4 Nov
2010, Entebbe, Uganda) and serves as a basis for tripartite collaboration the region.
o The next step is underway and will insert for each IDENTIFY targeted disease the OIE
recommended diagnostic tests to complete the mapping exercise (see activity 3.6.)
with the availability of these tests in the supported laboratories.
3.5.lC: Revision of the "Guide for Networking National Human and Animal Reference
Laboratories in Africa" at country level. This document was drafted by WHO AFRO and
is under review by PAO and OIE.

SISE ASIA
3.5.lS: The current draft of the South and Southeast Asia RLNS reflects the revisions of
the animal health partners, PAO and OIE. The RNLS will be updated following the
recommendations from the Regional Laboratory Network for South East Asia Technical
Advisory Group meeting and harmonised with the Regional Framework for Capacity
Building and Networking to be presented for comment at the Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia Pacific in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia 19-20 October; this is a working proj ect document and ongoing
revisions will occur as necessary.
o All IDENTIFY regional coordinators have been given the opportunity to contribute to
the adaptation of the South and Southeast Asia RLNS. The current draft of the South
and Southeast Asia RLNS reflects the revisions of the animal health partners, FAO
and OIE.
- 3.5.1S: The updated global LNS was presented to USAID/W, USAID country missions
and EPT partners during the SE Asia regional planning meeting in Bangkok (12-13 July),
the Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting in Bangkok (4-5 Aug), and
the various country work plan meetings in SE Asia.
- 3.5.1S: The updated global LNS was presented to IDENTIFY Project stakeholders and
regional partners during the GF-Tads meeting in Tokyo (20-22 June), the Regional
Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting in Bangkok (4-5 Aug).
- 3.5.1S: The OIE Project Coordinator compiled additional information required for the
finalization of the IDENTIFY Project performance indicators, including ARAHIS user,
site hits, and other project indicator data.
Output 2. Technical Capacity Building - General
Activity 3.6 2: Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
GLOBAL

3.6.lG: Mapping of laboratory capacity in OIE global networks, as well as in Congo
Basin and SISE Asia, continues to progress. Several phases of the activity, such as
ongoing identification of the gaps in data and follow-up visits of laboratories (as needed)
as outlined in the LNS, will continue throughout the next reporting period.
3.6.lG: The list of potential laboratories to be strengthened under IDENTIFY to achieve
improved timely and accurate detection of potential pandemic threats in the hot spot
regions was submitted to USAID 6 May for both hot spot regions. Discussions and close
2

For information on the activities at the country level conducted during this reporting period, please see
individual country achievement tables on pg. 36.
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contact with each laboratory have begun to assist in the development of OIE IDENTIFY
activities that will answer needs of the IDENTIFY beneficiary laboratories.
o Laboratories were requested to list and propose a budget for their needs under capacity
building and the exercise is being assessed and reviewed by FAO in consultation with
OIE. The purpose of this exercise to collect information on the needs was to focus
support and capacity building to these laboratories. Discussions with all laboratories
have not officially commenced, but at a minimum all have started informally at
stakeholder meetings. OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres will be
contacted in the near future and provided with this information on the capacity
building that they can provide to these labs.
3.6.lG and 3.6.2G: The compilation of OIE documentation concerning laboratory
capacity (e.g. OIE Reference Laboratory and Collaborating Centre annual reports;
information contained in W AHIS and PVS Evaluation reports on animal diseases
available to Donors and Partners) of national veterinary laboratories and existing
networking efforts by international Reference Laboratories in and serving the IDENTIFY
beneficiary countries was completed early in the reporting period.
3.6.2G: Review of the PVS documentation available to Donors and Partners is complete
and it was found that several Members would like assistance in the adaptation and
adoption of international guidelines and standards for laboratories, improved
communication between networks of labs in the region, as well as between sectors. In
general, donor round table meetings, laboratory strategic planning, and focused laboratory
PVS missions were often cited as areas of desired intervention by the OIE. The OIE
training on standards for specimen shipment in Congo Basin and the planned training on
laboratory strategic planning and quality management systems were in part based on
needs identified in the assessments of 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.
3.6.3G: The refinement of the project performance indicators (in the framework of the
LNS) began in the previous reporting period and continued throughout this reporting
period. The data necessary for the IDENTIFY and OIE Performance Indicators used to
measure the evolution of laboratory capacity in the hot spot regions of the IDENTIFY
project are housed within WAHID.
o The analysis of the data has already provided valuable baseline and historical trend
information to OIE, and will inform OIE, FAO, and WHO of the actual situation on
the project progresses.
o Following the annual review of the LNS, the determination of baseline, midterm (as of
Aug 2011), and historical trends (2005-present) of WAHID were finalized. For the
detailed description of the baseline indicators for the OIE contributions to the
IDENTIFY project, please see Annex 3.
o The OIE initiated a contract with a Veterinary Epidemiologist to conduct this subactivity.
3.6.3G: The formulation of the work plan and descriptive analysis of the World Animal
Health Information Database (WAHID) for IDENTIFY priority diseases and countries
began in the previous reporting period and continued throughout this reporting period.
This included determination of data sources, validation of variables, conduct of the
analysis, preparation of the results and the report, development of tables, graphs, and
maps. Please see Annex 4 for a detailed report on the analysis.
o Gaps in info1mation related to disease reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases have
been identified. An analysis on the concordance of disease priority lists to actual
disease reporting and surveillance systems in place at the country level has been
conducted. Disease reporting and sample referral maps related to outbreaks reported
to the OIE in the form of immediate notifications have been developed. A comparison
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of historic official OIE and WHO disease reporting data for two IDENTIFY-targeted
diseases (Avian influenza and Rift Valley Fever) to analyze timeliness of diagnosis
has been conducted.
o The OIE initiated a contract with a Veterinary Epidemiologist to conduct this subactivity through A ug 2012.
3.6.4G & 3.6.SG: Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool, the
veterinary laboratory component of the OIE PVS Pathway, began early in the reporting
peliod. The strategic direction and framework on how to proceed with the enhancement
of the existing PVS laboratory tool within the PVS Gap Analysis structure were defined.
Additionally, the next steps for tool development were proposed and the process and
associated timeline for the tool development defined by a group of PVS and laboratory
experts, 12-13 May in Paris, France.
o This activity aims to develop and implement a specific decision making tool,
requested by national veterinary services, for the assessment of the National Animal
Health Laboratory System to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services
objectives as identified in the PVS Gap Analysis Mission. Laboratories should not
exist in a vacuum, and strategic decisions about laboratory investment and capacity
building must be taken in the framework of understanding the system in which the
laboratory is functioning and the national needs it must meet. Outcomes of this activity
will allow national Veterinary Service decision makers to better allocate appropriate
budgets to the National Animal Health Laboratory and better advocate for sufficient
resources to s upport accurate and timely diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority animal
diseases.
o The next steps consist of: Refining the generic ToR of the OIE PVS Pathway
Laboratory Tool and Mission, developed during the meeting; Defining which data
need to be collected prior to and during the pilot mission; Defining the data collection
instrument to be developed; and Defining the outcomes of the proposed PVS
Laboratory Technical Mission:
• To define the outcomes of the pilot PVS Laboratory Technical Mission
• To produce recommendations regarding the laboratory function that other
evaluations do not achieve
• To define more precisely the laboratory function needed to attain the country' s
objectives, and options to fulfill this function
• To provide specific recommendations to the country regarding the resources
needed for a functioning laboratory system
• To identify adapted, laboratory-based, and sustainable solution(s) that is/are most
feasible and achievable
• To clarify that the output of the PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission goes beyond
assessments of the technical activities of the national VS laboratory system, by
situating the laboratory in the strategic objectives of the country in relation to
disease diagnosis and surveillance
• To develop a budget to achieve solution(s) agreed to by the country
o The OIE will initiate a contract with a PVS Expert and Laboratory Expert to work
with the IDENTIFY team to conduct this sub-activity.
3.6.6G: The development of the pilot OIE Laboratory Focal Point training program got
underway during the reporting peliod. After suggestions by many countries and experts
that laboratory-related issues need more visibility at the highest levels of Veterinary
Services and the country's government, Laboratory Focal Point nominations were
recommended at the country level and draft ToRs were developed and will be presented to
stakeholders in the next reporting period.
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o It is agreed by experts and stakeholders that this pilot program will have great benefits
and ensure sustainability of IDENTIFY project outcomes as the country authorities
would be involved in the development of the TOR for the pilot program.
o Formally establishing this link between laboratory focal points and CVOs speaks to
the strong support for the use of laboratory diagnostic information for notifying
exceptional events to the OIE, an important aim of the IDENTIFY project.
o It was also suggested by the group of PVS and laboratory experts who met 12-13 May
in Paris, France that Laboratory Focal Points be nominated at the country level (see
3.6.4G 3); the experts agreed that this pilot program will have great benefits and ensure
sustainability of IDENTIFY project outcomes as the country authorities would be
involved in the development of the TOR for the pilot program and laboratory issues
would gain in visibility at the national level.
3.6.7G: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.6.SG: The analysis of OIE Reference Laboratory and Collaborating Centres Annual
Reports began during this reporting period. The development of OIE resource documents
by IDENTIFY disease (to be distributed to IDENTIFY laboratories) has begun, and a
questionnaire on the challenges of shipment of biological specimens was developed,
distributed, and completed by all IDENTIFY countries. The information gained from the
analysis helped the OIE to develop activities that are more closely targeted to the real
needs of countries. A short-term consultant was engaged to dedicate time to this project.
o This activity aims to better understand existing technical support efforts and networks
for sample referral and training between IDENTIFY countries' National Animal
Health Laborat01ies and OIE Reference Centres and to inform the reinforcement of
technical support and networking activities and the development of appropriate and
sustainable interventions to improve laboratory capacity to more rapidly and more
accurately diagnose known and emerging threats. In addition, this initiative aims to
better connect National Animal Health Laboratories with necessary expertise in the
region for more effective diagnosis of pathogens. Comparison with W AHIS data on
sample referral and confirmation will occur.
o The analysis will be complete in Mar 2012. The OIE will provide a report of the
analysis in the next biannual IDENTIFY report.

CONGO
3.6.lC: Mapping of laboratory capacity in the Congo Basin continues to progress.
Several phases of the activity, such as identifying the gaps in data and follow-up visits of
laboratories (as needed) as outlined in the LNS, will continue throughout the next
reporting period.
3.6.lC: Laboratories were requested to propose a budget and list their needs under
capacity building. This exercise is being assessed and reviewed by FAO in consultation
with OIE. The purpose of this exercise to collect information on the needs was to focus
support and capacity building to these laboratories, and information to be shared with the
OIE Reference Centres where partnerships for technical laboratory capacity building and
networking can be of assistance.
- 3.6.lC: The preliminary results and responses to questionnaire by FAO on needs
assessment for laboratories to update the mapping exercise were discussed with OIE in
July 2011. Work is ongoing to compile the remaining data and the information collected
will be shared with OIE to update the mapping of national laboratory capacity.
3

Some sub-activities contribute to several activities and objectives and have been indicated accordingly
throughout the document.
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3.6.lC Harmonisation of FAO and OIE animal health laboratory mapping data will occur
during the next reporting period.
3.6.2C: Review of the PVS documentation available to Donors and Partners is complete
and it was found that several Members would like assistance in the adaptation and
adoption of international guidelines and standards for laboratories, improved
communication between networks of labs in the region, as well as between sectors. In
general, donor round table meetings and focused laboratory PVS missions were often
cited as areas of desired intervention by the OIE.
o Tanzania requested a laboratory-specific PVS evaluation and mission (pilot tool and
mission in development, see 3.6.40 ), as well as activities leading up to their expected
Twinning Project Proposal for Peste des petits ruminants (PPR, proposed activity for
Year 3, see 3.6.4C).
o DRC's laboratory was identified as having many strengths, and more discussions will
occur in the coming months. The laboratory often must send samples externally but
had no formalized agreements and would like assistance with MOU development
(discussions will continue in Year 3). Increased capacity to send biological specimens
is desired, and as a result, an invitation was extended to the DRC laboratory to attend
the OIE Workshop on the shipment of biological specimens according to the OIE
Standards, but unfortunately they were unable to attend at the last minute.
3.6.3C: The regional LNS and the indicators were re-examined in the annual review.
New and modified monitoring indicators will be included during the next reporting
period. These indicators will be monitored and measured each project year.
Measurements for Year 2 project performance indicators are included in Annex 3.
3.6.4C: Pre-twinning assessments: The SADC joint Veterinary Laboratories and
Epidemiology & Informatics subcommittees recommended in June 2011 that Tanzania
Central Veterinary Laboratory initiate a laboratory twinning program with one of the OIE
Reference Laboratories (CIRAD or Pirbright). This twinning proposal will therefore
achieve a regional mandate. Discussions were held with various officials including the
Head, Deputy Head, virologist and the epidemiologist of Tanzania CVL on the processes.
A letter of intent was prepared by Tanzania and delivered to OIE on August 2011.
Assessment missions are intended to be conducted in the next reporting period.
3.6.SC: An assessment of the Kinshasa Central Veterinary Laboratory was conducted by
the OIE regional project coordinator and recent developments and upgrading of processes
and improvement of quality standards since the last PVS Evaluation report were noted.
The laboratory has developed an organizational structure and designated biosafety and
biosecurity manager and a quality control manager. Standard Operating Procedures were
under development, purchases of new diagnostic equipment and training were done with
support from various sources.

SISE ASIA
3.6.lS: Mapping of laboratory capacity in OIE regional network in SISE Asia, continues
to progress. Several phases of the activity, such as identifying the gaps in data and
follow-up visits of laboratories (as needed) as outlined in the LNS, will continue
throughout the next reporting period.
3.6.2G: Review of the PVS documentation available to Donors and Partners has been
undertaken and will continue as more reports become available from countries in the
region. A common theme identified within this documentation, also identified through
review of assessments conducted by partner organisations and through discussions with
laboratory directors whilst on mission to IDENTIFY countries, is a lack of strategic
guidance in the development of laboratories or national laboratory networks. In many
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cases, there is no document such as a strategic plan outlining the current roles and
responsibilities of the laboratory, nor guidelines or proposals for future development.
Other notable and recurring gaps in many laboratories in the region are poorly developed
quality systems. Whilst some capacity building has been performed in many of these
laboratories under the recently ended AusAID 'Programme for Strengthening Veterinary
Services', continued engagement and capacity building is required to bring many of these
laboratories up to an acceptable level.
3.6.3S: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.6.4S: The OIE, in collaboration with FAO, conducted country and national animal
health laboratory visits to several IDENTIFY countries (see Table 3 and details below) as
follow-up to the SE Asia Stakeholders Awareness meeting.
o IDENTIFY work plans were discussed; specific capacity building needs/requests were
compiled; candidates for OIE Reference Laboratory training and short-term staff
exchange with OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres (see activity
1.13) were identified; specific technical assistance that OIE can provide under the
IDENTIFY project to beneficiary countries and laboratories were used to inform the
Year 3 work plan.
o Technical assistance on West Nile V irus (WNV) were expressed as a need by NIAH
Thailand, and the OIE has begun coordination for staff exchange with Istituto
Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell Abruzzo e del Molise G. Caporale (IZS A&M) for
resolution of problems with existing diagnostic tests and for the provision of further
expertise.
3.6.5S: Because the PVS Gap Analysis Laboratory Tool/Missions will be first
implemented in SE Asia, the IDENTIFY coordinator has been actively involved in the
development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool, the veterinary laboratory
component of the OIE PVS Pathway. In this role, Dr Davis attended the initial tool
development meeting, 12-13 May in Paris, France (see 3.6.4G).
3.6.6S: Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary
laboratory component of the OIE PVS Pathway, began early in the reporting period (see
3.6.5G for more information).
3.6.7S: The development of the pilot OIE Laboratory Focal Point training program got
underway during the reporting period, and is envisioned to be first implemented in
Southeast Asia (see 3.6.6G).
Table 3: 3.6.4: Country Scoping and National Animal Health Laboratory Visits
Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

29
July

Central
Veterinary
Laboratory,
Kinshasa,
DRC

OIE/FAO

29
July

Department
of Animal
Production
and Health,
Kinshasa,
DRC

OIE
Permanent
Delegate of
DRC

Other Information
Congo
Aim: update of laboratory activities and status of diagnostic
equipment; developments and advances since the last OIE PVS
Evaluation; upgrading of processes and improvement of q uality
standards. Improvements were noted: developed an
organizational chart, designated biosafety and biosecurity
manager, q uality control manager, Standard Operating
Procedures under development, purchases of new diagnostic
equipment, and training with support from various sources.
Meeting with senior management of Department of Animal
Production and Health to provide a brief on IDENTIFY Project
activities
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26-28
Apr

29
Apr

25
May

13-14
June

15-16
June

18
July

NAHC,

Vientiane,
Laos

Sub-national
laboratory,
Luang
Prabang,
Laos
National
Institute of
Animal
Health

OIE

OIE

OIE/FAO

(NIAH),
Bangkok,
Thailand
National
Centre for
Veterinary
Diagnosis,
Hanoi
University of
Agriculture,
National
Institute for
Veterinary
Research,
Hanoi,
Vietnam
Regional
Animal
Health Office
#6
(RAH06),
Ho Chi
Minh,
Vietnam

Bbalitvet,
Bogor,
Indonesia

SISE Asia
Meeting with DG of Dept. Livestock and Fisheries; Director,
Head and Deputy Head, technical staff of NAHC. Purpose: to
present EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine opportunities to assist
with networking and specific capacity building needs under
IDENTIFY; to determine interest in opportunities to strengthen
networks. Technical advice was given: suggestions to improve
specimen submission; sample flow to laboratories; methods of
information sharing; guidance on where and how to source
assistance when needed
Meeting with technical staff. Purpose: to present
EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine opportunities to assist with
networking and specific capacity building needs under
IDENTIFY; to determine interest in opportunities to strengthen
networks. Technical advice was given: suggestions to improve
specimen submission; sample flow to laboratories; methods of
information sharing; guidance on where and how to source
assistance when needed
Meeting with Director, Department Heads, and technical staff.
Purpose: to present EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine
opportunities to assist with networking and specific capacity
building needs under IDENTIFY. Technical advice was given:
diagnostic testing for Nipah and West Nile Virus, in particular,
arrangement of follow-up staff exchange at an OIE reference
laboratory.

FAO/OIE

Meeting with DG of Dept. Animal Health, Laboratory
Directors, and technical staff. Purpose: to present
EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine opportunities to assist with
networking and specific capacity building needs under
IDENTIFY. Provision on general advice on appropriate
laboratory flow and suggestions on modifications for
improvement for biosafety and biosecurity.

FAO/OIE

Meeting with DG of Dept. Animal Health, Laboratory
Directors, and technical staff. Purpose: to present
EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine opportunities to assist with
networking and specific capacity building needs under
IDENTIFY. Provision on general advice on appropriate
laboratory flow and suggestions on modifications for
improvement for biosafety and biosecurity.

OIE/FAO

Meeting with Heads of Departments of Bbalitvet laboratory,
various technical staff. Purpose: to present EPT/IDENTIFY; to
determine opportunities to assist with networking and specific
capacity building needs under IDENTIFY. Provision on
general advice on different strategies available for improved
engagement with partner laboratories and District Investigation
Centres, and roles/responsibilities of leading and reference
laboratories (including OIE reference laboratories).
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National
Institute of
Animal
Health

20

July

OIE

(NIAH),

Bangkok,
Thailand

29

July

17-19
Aug

Central
Veterinary
Laboratory,
Kathmandu,
Nepal

OIE/FAO

National
Veterinary
Research
Institute,
Phnom Penh,
Cambodia

OIE

Meeting with technical staff after request for assistance to
improve techniques for diagnosing WNV and Nipah virus.
Outcome - proposal for support under IDENTIFY for NIAH
staff to visit OIE reference laboratory to gain expertise in WNV
testing. OIE acted as facilitator between AAHL and NIAH to
improve outcome of Nipah testing.
Meeting with Laboratory Director, technical staff. Purpose: to
present EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine opportunities to assist
with networking and specific capacity building needs under
IDENTIFY. Provision on general advice on improvement of
laboratory work flow for improved biosafety and biosecurity,
quality control and troubleshooting on PCR diagnostic testing.
Meeting with OIE Delegate, Deputy Secretary General, Vice
Laboratory Director, technical staff at the National Veterinary
Research Institute, and MoH representatives. Purpose: to
present EPT/IDENTIFY; to determine opportunities to assist
with networking and specific capacity building needs under
IDENTIFY. Provision on general advice on advocacy for
improved veterinary legislation and institution quality
management systems in the laboratory.

Activity 3.7: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

GLOBAL
3.7.lG: OIE HQ has assisted the efforts of the SE Asia regional team.

CONGO
3.7.lC: A joint stakeholders meeting for the Congo region is projected for early 2012 and
preparations for that meeting will commence in the next reporting period. The regional
tripartite project coordinators agreed that the main objective of the meeting will be to
review the project activities/outputs.

SISE ASIA
3.7.lS: Critical preparations for the upcoming Third Laboratory Directors' Forum
Meeting (see Annex 5 for meeting agenda, concept note, and draft strategic framework)
were completed in this reporting period. The meeting will be held 18-21 Oct in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia and its aim is to finalize the strategic framework for regional EID
laboratory capacity building and networking.
o Achievements to date on this activity are: concept note and terms of reference drafted,
finalized and distributed to participants; invitations prepared and sent; agenda drafted
and distributed to participants; budget formulated; contracts with host venue
completed; meeting arrangements finalized.
3.7.lS: OIE, in collaboration with regional coordinators from FAO and WHO, is coorganising the second IDENTIFY Stakeholder's meeting in Kuala Lumpur 19-21 October
entitled 'Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Disease Diagnosis
in the Asia Pacific' (see Annex 6 for meeting agenda and concept note). This meeting is
the first time in the larger Asia Pacific region that in a high-profile joint meeting of
Animal Health and Public Health Laboratories have come together.
o This meeting will involve separate but parallel Public Health and Animal Health
consultative sessions, as well as a joint opening and a full-day cross-sectoral meeting
with recommendations for future collaboration and IDENTIFY activities in the areas
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of biosafety/biosecurity, laboratory strategic planning, occupational health and safety.
Organisation of this meeting has involved numerous tripartite (FAO/OIE/WHO)
teleconferences, emails and face to face side meetings at other events.
o OIE, in collaboration with FAO, has made anangements for support of Laboratory
Directors and technical staff from National Animal Health Laboratories from
IDENTIFY countries to attend this meeting.
o Participating countries: Bangladesh; Cambodia; China; Indonesia; Lao PDR;
Malaysia; Nepal; Philippines; Thailand; Vietnam
o Achievements to date on this activity are: concept note and terms of reference drafted,
finalized and distributed to participants; invitations prepared and sent; agenda drafted
and distributed to participants; budget formulated; contracts with host venue
completed; meeting an angements finalized.
3.7.lS: The IDENTIFY Animal Health Stakeholders Awareness Meeting was held from
20-21 January 2011 in Bangkok Thailand; the meeting report was finalized in May after
receiving Stakeholders' comments, and was posted on the SharePoint and OIE SRR SEA
website, and submitted to USAID/W.
3.7.lS: The OIE participated as member of the Meeting Secretariat and presenter to the
Informal Consultation of a Draft Asia Pacific Laboratory Action Plan for Emerging
Infectious Diseases held in Manila, Philippines, organised by WPRO 19-20 May. Dr
Davis presented on One Health, the Tripartite (FAO/OIE/WHO) approach, and
EPT/IDENTIFY activities. WPRO country members engaged in development of a 5-year
laboratory work plan under the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED).
The participation of OIE provided opportunity to promote a 'One Health' approach and
stress the importance of engaging the animal health sector as a partner as well as a
stakeholder. At the conference Dr Davis also delivered a presentation entitled "Animal
Health Regional Laboratory Networking".
Output 3. Technical Capacity Building - Development of guidance, policy and training
Activity 3.8: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
GLOBAL
3.8.lG: All IDENTIFY countries' National Animal Health Laboratory Directors were
invited by the OIE to attend the OIE Global Conference on Rabies Control, 7-9 Sept
Seoul, Republic of Korea. This conference was held in collaboration with FAO and
WHO.
o The meeting agenda included a session on Scientific Advances: Current and future
tools available for rabies control which included presentations and discussions
concerning new diagnostic tools for rabies in animals and the latest advancements in
vaccine development.
o Many recommendations concerning rabies control were developed, and included
several related to laboratory issues:
• Definitive diagnosis of rabies in animals should only be confirmed by laboratory
tests as described in the OIE Terrestrial Manual;
• OIE Reference Laboratories and WHO Collaborating Centres should continue
their work on international harmonization of laboratory methods for the diagnosis
and the quality control of vaccines as well as development/evaluation of new
techniques and methodologies for rabies control; and
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•

Laboratory twinning/training programmes should be encouraged to further
improve diagnostic capability in laboratories in developing countries.
o The future development of the Southeast Asia Rabies Network (see 3.12.6S) will be
based upon these recommendations and include a laboratory component. A laboratory
in the region will be nominated by the countries at the regional reference laboratory
for the disease.
o The South and East Africa Rabies Group (SEARG), composed of many IDENTIFY
country representatives for which the participation was supported by OIE IDENTIFY,
contributed to the development of the recommendations, including those related to
laboratories.

Table 4: 3.8.1: Support of country representatives in international and regional
meetings/conferences
Event
Title

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Participating
IDENTIFY
Countries

OIE

CONGO
BASIN:
Uganda,
Tanzania
Republic of
Congo,
Gabon,
Angola;
SISE ASIA:
China;
Indonesia;
Malaysia;
Nepal;
Thailand;
Vietnam

I

Global

7-9
Sept

OIE
Global
Conference
on Rabies
Control:
Towards
sustainable
prevention
at the
source

IncheonSeoul,
Republic
of Korea

Regional
Laboratory
Network
Technical
Advisory
Group
meeting

Participants: Laboratory Directors
and OIE Delegates. Concerns of
rabies in Congo Basin articulated.
Purpose: to assess the global rabies
situation, to develop
recommendations for sustainable
prevention and detection of rabies
at the animal source. Held in
collaboration with FAO & WHO

I

SISE Asia

4-5
Aug

Other Information

Bangkok,
Thailand

OIE/FAO

China;
Malaysia;
Thailand;
Vietnam

Purpose: to update partners on
activities implemented under
' Regional Framework for Capacity
Building for Animal Influenza
Diagnosis and Networking' (see
Annex 5); to identify expected
outcomes for implementation of
future activities under key strategic
areas; to draft ' Regional
Framework for Laboratory
Capacity Building and Networking
in Southeast Asia'.

3.8.2G: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.8.3G: No outcomes for the reporting period
CONGO
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3.8.lC: Information on planned trainings for Year 2 of the project was shared between
FAO/OIE/WHO and other EPT partners. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed
and training for public health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be
explored under the planned trainings for the next reporting period.
3.8.2C: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.8.3C: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.8.4C: No outcomes for the reporting period
SISE ASIA
3.8.lS: See Table 4 above
3.8.1S: Information on planned trainings for Year 2 of the project was shared between
FAO/OIE/WHO. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed and training for public
health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be explored under the planned
trainings for the next reporting period.
3.8.2S: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.8.3S: No outcomes for the reporting period

Activity 3.9.- Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
GLOBAL
3.9.lG: The OIE Headquarters project coordinators assisted the Congo Basin regional
team in the preparations (logistics, invitations, budgets, and other administrative tasks) for
the Training workshop on OIE standards for collection and shipping of samples held in
Nairobi, Kenya, 9-11 Aug.
3.9.2G: The OIE ad hoc group on Biosafety and Biosecurity met 19-22 Sept in Paris,
France to discuss the existing OIE Guidelines on Biosafety and Biosecurity in veterinary
laboratories and for the shipment of infectious substances to veterinary laboratories; to
consider existing OIE and other international standards/guidelines and to revise OIE
Standards if needed; to discuss collaboration with WHO on the possibility of developing
joint OIE/WHO guidelines for laboratory biosafety and biosecurity; to consider existing
barriers to rapid and secure transfer of infectious substances and identify possible
measures to improve the current situation, including: developing a standard shipment form
for veterinary diagnostic samples to facilitate their shipment to veterinary diagnostic
laboratories (follow-up to the Recommendation No. 11 of the Second Global Conference
of OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres and building on chapter 1.1.1.
item C. of the Terrestrial Manual); identify common actions for WHO and OIE directed to
specific relevant organisations (UNCTAD, IATA, etc.) for facilitating shipment of
infectious substances to veterinary laboratories.
o While no IDENTIFY funds were used for this activity, the IDENTIFY coordinators
will follow the work of this ad hoc group for any opportunities for collaboration on the
IDENTIFY activities concerning biosafety, biosecurity and biothreat reduction.
3.9.3G: OFFLU Technical Project on the development of LAMP as a diagnostic tool
tailored to developing country situations has made concrete progress: the scientific
validation of novel diagnostic tools (LAMP and other commercial kits) for sensitive and
specific detection of influenza of HS subtype has occurred; enhancement of the
international laboratory networking and capacity building of basic laboratoties in Asia
and/or Africa is underway, and preparations for the application and training of techniques
for test validation will begin in the next reporting period.
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o

o

o

o

Avian influenza is an IDENTIFY priority disease for Congo Basin and South and
Southeast Asia. The overall goal of this project is to refine and validate at the country
level a tool, a method and a strategy that enables laboratories lacking resources to
accurately, confidently and in a user-friendly way, diagnose avian influenza and other
diseases with low cost and by use of basic equipment that can be easily maintained
and repaired with the integration of a colorimetric system to read results with the
naked eye. This will be beneficial to countries to support more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of animal diseases, as many labs cannot afford and/or maintain the machines
to read results with existing kits. LAMP as a technology can be used for many
different transboundary and zoonotic diseases (rabies, FMD, ASF, ND , etc.), the
project focuses on LAMP-plimers targeting avian and swine influenza, including the
HPAI HSNl strain and the novel 2009 HlNl pandemic strain. Better diagnosis of
these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease
emerges.
Preliminary results show that LAMP, an isothermal nucleic acid amplification assay,
is a reliable test for fast and low-cost diagnosis of avian influenza of HS-subtype.
LAMP has the advantage of being highly sensitive (as compared to rapid tests and
conventional PCR), is based on nucleic acid detection and thus makes it bio-safe,
robust and more independent of maintaining a cold chain for the samples transported
to the lab. Theoretically, the LAMP assay as a simple genetic diagnostic technique
finds its niche in the unique possibility of visualization of a positive reaction. This
would make its application autonomous of expensive equipment and therefore a
perfect tool for laboratories with limited capacities.
The evaluated HS-specific RT-LAMP assay developed by IAEA is much cheaper than
LFD (while being almost as rapid) and in addition much more sensitive with a
comparable sensitivity to PCR. Further, the IAEA designed HS specific LAMP kit has
the favourable advantage of delivery as lyophilised format, which makes it possible to
transport and store it for one to one-and-half years under room temperature (2S°C)
without the need for constant -20°C freezing conditions.
Preliminary discussions were held with FLI to include this activity and the funding for
a one year extension in the OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan, submitted to USAID 1
Sept.

CONGO

3.9.lC: All IDENTIFY countlies in the region were invited to attend the IDENTIFY
Workshop on OIE Standards for Collection & Shipment of Biological Samples, held in
Nairobi, Kenya at the Kabete Central Laboratory, 9-11 Aug (see Annex 7 for more
information).
o Achievements on this activity are: participants trained in OIE Standards on shipment
of biological specimens; IDENTIFY laboratory representatives participated in handson practical sessions on shipment preparation, troubleshooting, and problem solving;
IDENTIFY laboratolies learned about focused capacity building opportunities with
OIE Reference Laboratories and the OIE Twinning program; Linkages with UN
regulated biological specimen containers suppliers were made; FAQ collaborated as
speaker; IATA-certified trainer trained participants; Private sector trainer from
equipment suppliers conducted practical session on proper handling and PPE for
specimen shipment and spills.
o Participating countries: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Gabon, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda, Uganda, Tanzania, Angola, Ethiopia, Kenya, Sudan and South
Sudan. Participants: Directors of national/central veterinary laboratories, veterinary
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pathologists, virologists and officials in charge of receiving and sending out biological
samples.
3.9.lC: The PREDICT Project Training Guides and Protocols (April 2011): Guide to
Packing and Shipping Biological Samples were received and will be made
available/distributed to IDENTIFY in-country contacts.
3.9.2C: Critical preparations for two OIE Focal Point trainings occurred during the
reporting period: OIE Regional training course on surveillance and notification of wildlife
diseases for OIE Wildlife Focal Points from English Speaking countries in Nairobi (4-6
October 2011) and for French-speaking Africa (28 November - 1 December 2011 ) were
well-advanced.
o Achievements during this reporting period included: concept note for each training
drafted; program/agenda for each training drafted; participating countries identified
and invitations issued; budgets formulated; participants registered for the courses.
o 9 IDENTIFY countries were invited to benefit from this training under the auspices of
the EPT/IDENTIFY project: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo (Dem.
Rep), Congo (Rep), Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda (see
Annex 8 for more information). Familiarisation with OIE Listed Diseases of attending
members of Veterinary Services will occur and wildlife diseases surveillance in
country and notification to the OIE is expected to improve.
3.9.3C: Field testing planning began for some Congo Basin countries (Cameroon and
Tanzania are currently under discussion). See 3.9.3G for additional information.

SISE ASIA
3.9.lS: See 3.8.lS and Table 4 for additional information.
3.9.2S: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.9.3S: Field testing planning of the new LAMP diagnostic assay with results reading for
the naked eye was initiated with some SISE Asia countries (Philippines, Nepal and Lao
PDR are currently under discussion). See 3.9.3G for additional information.
3.9.4S: See 3.7.lS for additional information.
3.9.SS: OIE, in collaboration with the Australian Animal Health Laboratory, developed
plans for a workshop and follow-up consultative country missions to assist IDENTIFY
countries to develop strategic plans for National Animal Health Laboratories and the
country network of laboratories (to be held in Geelong, Australia, tentatively February
2012).
o This IDENTIFY-supported workshop (to be conducted in Year 3 as stated in proposed
work plan) will address this deficit, to build capacity of laboratory directors (LD) in
the principles and tools of developing strategic plans, to directly assist LDs in drafting
a strategic plan, and provide them with guidance on the further elaboration and
stakeholder buy-in, of the strategic plan back in the respective countries. Further oneon-one assistance in the development/elaboration of strategic plans will be provided
under the IDENTIFY project in the form of follow up visits to countries by OIE and
strategic planning experts. The objectives of the workshop are to assist LD in initiating
a draft strategic plan from a generic template and provide guidance in following the
development process back in country, to educate LD in the importance as well as basic
concepts of strategic planning, and to offer participants an opportunity to gain insight
into an existing and well-established laboratory network, including linkages with other
sectors, engagement with stakeholders, the various management systems and
processes for developing and maintaining strategic plans, and to understand the impact
that these plans can have on improved diagnosis and of emerging pathogens and
overall functioning of the laboratory.
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o Development of this proposal included reviews of laboratory performance and
capacity within OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analysis reports (see 3.6.2S),
Laboratory Assessments performed by various International Partners, as well as
Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff; a budget, concept note, and an agenda
were drafted and submitted for approval.
3.9.6S: Technical assistance was provided in the development of a pathology workshop
to be held in the region in 2012. Objectives of this workshop are to build capacity in
interpretation of gross pathologic changes to enable differential diagnosis, gain
competence in necropsy procedure and sample collection, and expand expertise for
sample packaging and submission.
3.9.6S: Technical assistance was provided by the OIE to the Vietnamese Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development, Department of Animal Health (DAH) in relation to
their investigation of an unknown disease of cultured shrimp. Via the expertise of the
President of the OIE Aquatic Animal Health Standards Commission and head of the OIE
Reference Laboratory for shrimp diseases, Prof. Donald Lightner, an investigation was
implemented to confirm the preliminary diagnosis and recommend applicable control
measures. The results of the analysis undertaken by Prof. Don Lightner contributed to
identifying and confirming the aetiology of the disease causing shrimp mortality. 3.9.7S:
Preparatory work for staff exchange between NIAH, Thailand and the OIE reference
laboratory Istituto Zooprofilattico Spe1imentale dell Abruzzo e del Molise G. Caporale
(IZS A&M) in Terumo, Italy for development of expertise in the IDENTIFY priority
disease West Nile Fever has been undertaken.
o The OIE Reference Laboratory has been contacted and has provided an offer of
assistance; development of a program and budget is underway (as proposed in Year 3
Work Plan).
o The aim of this activity is to create opportunities for laboratory diagnosticians in SE
Asia (initially from the Thailand later to be expanded to other South East Asia
IDENTIFY countries after evaluation of the experience) to gain experience and
technical guidance from experts of OIE Reference Laboratories (see 3.13.lS for
additional information).
3.9.8S: See 3.8.lS and Table 4 for additional information.

Output 4. Technical Capacity Building - Laboratory Quality Systems
Activity 3.10: Promote and support laboratory quality management
GLOBAL
3.10.lG: The development of OIE resource documents by IDENTIFY disease (to be
distributed to IDENTIFY laboratories) has begun. Each document will include references
from the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code, the OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for terrestrial Animals, and other OIE reference documents, as well as relevant
scientific literature published by the OIE. This series of documents was developed as an
aid for the IDENTIFY targeted diseases in settings where access and familiarity to the
OIE standards may be limited.
3.10.lG: Final modifications of the EQA portion of the Global Survey results were agreed
upon and will be published jointly by OIE, WHO, PAO, and IAEA in excel format. The
file will contain 4 data sheets (EQA providers for human samples, food samples,
environmental samples, tenestrial and aquatic animal samples), will be password
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protected and will be hosted by WHO with cover letters and hyperlinks on each
organisations websites to the WHO webpage.

CONGO
3.10.lC: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.10.2C: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.10.3C: No outcomes for the reporting period
SISE ASIA
3.10.lS: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.10.2S: The OIE began developing an activity to promote occupational health and safety
(OH&S) programs during the reporting period.
o There is increasing demand on diagnostic laboratories to expand their range of testing
capabilities and receive samples that may contain new or emerging infectious agents;
increased risk to staff health and safety must be acknowledged and addressed.
Increasing diagnostic capacity to be achieved through the IDENTIFY project must be
accompanied by effective occupational health and safety (OH&S) programs. The
purpose of this IDENTIFY activity is to promote awareness of OH&S issues, to build
capacity to perform OH&S risk assessments, to perform a workplace risk assessment,
and to identify gaps and provide recommendations to improve OH&S issues.
o A regional training workshop on OH&S (to be potentially combined with Quality
Management Systems activity - see 3.10.3S, as outlined in proposed Year 3 Work
Plan) is planned on issues such as the importance of OH&S in the laboratory,
development of OH&S policy, in-house lisk assessments including identification and
evaluation of hazards, and providing methods of addressing these issues, including
detailed case studies. Country-level consultations at the national animal health
laboratory to conduct a country-specific risk assessment and make recommendations
to address OH&S issues.
3.10.3S: The OIE began developing an activity to promote quality management systems
during the reporting period.
o To ensure confidence in laboratory test results, test methods must be properly
validated with respect to their intended application, within a standardized setting, and
they must be performed by proficient technicians. Validation, often referring to
specific tests for known agents (normative diseases)also refers to cross cutting
techniques and the adoption of general principles of quality assurance, that combined
contribute to improved performance in the diagnosis of new or emerging infectious
agents. Across South East Asia, quality assurance standards within laboratories are
quite variable and it is believed that obtaining accreditation by national or international
certifying organisations may be seen as a great hurdle. This activity proposes to assist
less developed laboratories to improve general quality assurance within OIE
guidelines and to guide more developed laboratories in obtaining a level of
performance acceptable for accreditation.
o This IDENTIFY activity (to be conducted as stated in the proposed Year 3 Work Plan)
will promote the use of a quality management system (QMS) within national animal
health laboratories and establish a QMS tailored to individual national animal health
laboratories in the region based upon the OIE guidelines. Where a QMS is already in
place, the QMS will be reviewed and recommendations made for identified gaps; in
the absence of a QMS, countries will be encouraged to nominate a laboratory quality
manager with established responsibilities.
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Output 5. Technical Capacity Building - Building laboratory infrastructure
Activity 3.11: Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Procurement activities under the OIE IDENTIFY Project occur only in the framework of OIE
Twinning Projects (see 3.13)

Output 6. Technical Capacity Building - Laboratory Networking
Activity 3.12: Support and promote laboratory networks
GLOBAL
3.12.lG, 3.12.2G & 3.12.3G: One OIE Headquarters staff attended and presented at the
EDPLN regional meeting in Kuala Lumpur, 20-22 Sept on "Global Cooperation and
Encountering Emerging Animal and Zoonotic Diseases"
o The coordination of this sub-activity is provided in-kind by HQ staff as a component
of normal OIE activities. At the regional level, these sub-activities have more
concrete contribution under the IDENTIFY project. It is important that these linkages
exist and that these activities are supported at the HQ level.
3.12.4G: Informal discussions were held between the IDENTIFY project coordinators
and various OIE Reference Laboratories (e.g. Botswana Vaccine Institute, Onderstepo01t
Veterinary Institute, Institute for Animal Health-Pirbright) concerning their potential
involvement in various IDENTIFY activities, such as the Twinning Orientation Meeting
for IDENTIFY country laboratory directors and proficiency testing and SOP
harmonization activities planned in Year 3 (see 3.13.3S).
o BVI participated as a trainer and facilitator in the Training workshop on OIE standards
for collection and shipping of samples held in Nairobi, Kenya, 9-11 Aug
o IAH-Pirbright began further focused laboratory capacity building with NADDEC, an
extension of the existing OIE Twinning Project on improved diagnostic capacity.
3.12.5G: The coordination of this sub-activity is provided in-kind by HQ staff as a
component of normal OIE activities. It is important that these linkages exist and that
these activities are supported at the HQ level.
CONGO
3.12.lC: See Table 5 below for further information.

Table 5: 3.12.1-3: OIE support for networks for improving laboratory capacity and
networking in hot spot regions
Dates

June
22 23

Event Title

SADC Joint SubCommittee meeting: EIS
and VET LABS

Venue
Organizer
Congo Basin

Johannes bur
g South
Africa

SADC TADs
Project

Other Information

Representatives from central
veterinary laboratories and
epidemiologists of Tanzania,
DRC, Angola and Zambia
participated. Updates on new
salmonella international
standard test approved by the
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June 6
- 8

SADC cross-border
harmonisation meeting
between with regard to

Chingola,
Zambia

SADC TADs
Project

PPR

OIE World Assembly of
Delegates and other updates
of the OIE Manual. PPR
control strategy for affected
countries (TZ and DRC) and
a regional strategy proposal
were discussed. A network
for e-discussions was
formed. Agreed that TZ will
pursue an OIE Twinning
project on PPR. FAO also
participated.
DRC, Tanzania, Angola and
Zambia. Agreement on
conduct of surveillance for
PPR in at-risk countries
(Angola and Zambia).
Agreement to use
competitive ELISA as
standard test and to
harmonise test. Agreement to
share information on results
and improve networking.

SISE Asia
19-20
May

21-22
July

27-29
July
4-5
Aug
20-22
Sept

Informal Consultation on a
Draft Asia Pacific
Laboratory Action Plan
(20 11 - 2015) for
Emerging Infectious
Diseases
Regional Laboratory
Network Workshop in
Diagnostic and
Characterization of Priority
and Emerging Diseases in
Swine
Consultative Workshop on
Regional Epidemiology
and Laboratory networking
in the SAARC region
Regional Laboratory
Network Technical
Advisory Group meeting
Regional Workshop on
Emerging and Dangerous
Pathogens Laboratory
Network (EDPLN)

Manila,
Philippines

WHO-WPRO

See 3.7.l S

RAHO6, Ho
Chi Minh,
Vietnam

FAO

See 3.1. l S

FAO

See 3.1. l S

FAO/OIE

See 3.8.lS

WHO
(SEARO)

See 3.1.lS

Radisson
Hotel,
Kathmandu,
Nepal
Siam Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand
Marriott
Hotel,
Jakarta,
Indonesia

3.12.2C: Joint regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across animal
health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and
diagnosis on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases was supported through participation of DRC
and Tanzania (funded by OIE IDENTIFY) in the SADC Epidemiology & Informatics and
VET LABS networks.
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o The joint meeting of the networks discussed the common approach to surveillance
and testing of PPR in the affected and at risk countries. Integrated PPR Control
Strategy was discussed and a working group formed. An OIE expert had intended to
provide a PPR expert but could not; this will occur in the next reporting period to
give direction to the integrated PPR strategy and to link to the work of the global
OIE PPR Working Group.
3.12.3C: See Table 5 below for further information.
3.12.4C: OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres in the African region are
prepared to offer expertise on diseases and Congo Basin technical areas relevant to the
region. The OIE will continue working with the IDENTIFY laboratories to link up
expertise with needs of the IDENTIFY laboratories in the form of focused capacity
building and training opportunities:
o The Botswana Vaccine Institute (BVI) have pledged their support to the activities
of national veterinary laboratories in the Congo Basin through availing their
expertise to upcoming meetings, technical support to FMD sample collection,
preservation, shipping, documentation and diagnostics. BVI offered a training
officer for the OIE workshop on shipment of biological specimens conducted in
August 2011.
o Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI) have pledged their support to the
activities of national veterinary laboratories in the Congo Basin through availing
their experts to upcoming meetings, technical support for sample collection,
documentation and diagnostics. OVI is ready to provide expertise for various
activities of the OIE IDENTIFY Project with respect to the multiple disease
expertise available.

SISE ASIA
3.12.lS: See Table 5 below for further information.
3.12.2S: See Table 5 below for further information.
3.12.3S: See Table 5 below for further information.
3.12.4S: See 3.13. lS for fmther information.
3.12.SS: The second joint assessment mission of the FAO/WHO Four-way linking of
epidemiological and virological information on human and animal influenza project
occurred 17 June in Vietnam. Mission results were presented including gaps in
information sharing between Laboratory/Epidemiology departments, and Animal and
Public Health sectors.
o Although IDENTIFY funds were not used by the OIE for this activity, the OIE
did provide an OIE expert to participate in the mission to Vietnam using other
funds and the OIE IDENTIFY coordinator is involved in planning for the follow
up risk assessment workshop.
3.12.6S: The OIE began developing and planning for the first meeting of the South East
Asia Rabies Network during the reporting period.
o This activity aims to develop a multi-sectoral strategy including a laboratory
component to control rabies in South East Asia that would focus in getting
resources from governments, international organizations and other partners to
support rabies control in the region and to further develop this framework into a
robust strategy to control rabies in ASEAN. It is also foreseen that a national
animal health laboratory will be nominated as a regional reference laboratory for
the network. Better diagnosis of these diseases will also aid in more quickly
identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
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Activity 3.13: Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
GLOBAL
3.13.lG and 3.13.2G: Discussions on several potential OIE Twinning Projects were held
during the reporting period in line with IDENTIFY project objectives, in IDENTIFY
countries, and concerning IDENTIFY targeted diseases ( see sub-activity 3 .13 .1 C). 0 IE
Twinning projects are approved and overseen at the HQ level with involvement from
regional counterparts. The advancement of these activities is contingent upon receipt,
approval, and finalization of the Twinning application and is in full partnership with
national authorities.
CONGO
3.13.lC and 3.13.2C: Discussions on several potential OIE Twinning Proj ects were held
during the reporting period in line with IDENTIFY project objectives, in IDENTIFY
countries, and concerning IDENTIFY targeted diseases. The advancement of these
activities is contingent upon receipt, approval, and finalization of the T winning
application and is in full partnership with national authorities.
o Central Veterinary Laboratory (CVL Temeke) of Tanzania and CIRAD of France on
Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR)
o Ethiopian Central Veterinary Laboratory and OIE Reference Laboratory (TBD, when
decision taken to pursue twinning on FMD or PPR)
3.13.lC and 3.13.2C: The OIE Laboratory Twinning Program, in support of the
advancement of the laboratory networks and diagnostic capacity, was discussed with
stakeholders in technical meetings of veterinary laboratories and epidemiology networks.
o The Tanzania Central Veterinary Laboratory in the Congo Basin region expressed
interest in further collaboration in the framework of PPR diagnostics through the
Laboratory Twinning Project with CIRAD and submitted their request in August 2011.
The laboratory sought further clarifications on the program and was provided with
reference materials on proposal writing, letters of intent, and guidelines, and was put
in contact with the OIE Twinning program officer.
o DRC CVL also expressed interested in capacity building for African swine fever but
this discussion was deferred to until the OIE PVS Gap Analysis mission was
completed.
o Cameroon (LANAVET) expressed interest in an OIE T winning Proj ect and was put in
contact with OIE HQ and provided the procedure for application for a Twinning
project.
3.13.3C: Planning for an OIE-organised orientation for National Laboratory Directors
focused on introduction to the OIE laboratory strengthening resources, the OIE Twinning
Program, roles and responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with
OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, tentatively scheduled for January
201 2, began this reporting period (See sub-activity 3.13.3C Uganda country plan in the
Year 3 Work Plan).
3.13.4G: T he proposal (see Annex 9) for the Special Project for focused laboratory
capacity building for NADDEC in Entebbe, Uganda in the framework of the Special
Proj ect for Additional Support for OIE Twinning Projects was approved and funded in
this project period. After exploratory conversations following the Stakeholders' meeting
in Uganda in November, the initial proposal was received by OIE in March, a revised
proposal was received in August, and the final proposal was completed in September
2011 .
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o The OIE further refined the pilot project framework and concept note and interacted
with IAH Pirbright throughout the reporting period to obtain a satisfactory application
for focused capacity building funding complementary to the existing OIE Twinning
Project between NADDEC and Pirbright on improving diagnostic capacity consistent
with the IDENTIFY project.
o IAH Pirbright conducted a field mission to NADDEC in Entebbe, Uganda for budget
refinement and validation of requested focused laboratory capacity building, and based
on this the OIE drafted and signed an agent agreement between IAH Pirbright and the
OIE to carry out procurement of necessary equipment outlined in the project budget
and to begin planning project activities, including samples collection and diagnosis.
o IAH-Pirbright began further focused laboratory capacity building with NADDEC, an
extension of the existing OIE Twinning Project on improved diagnostic capacity.
• The current OIE-funded Twinning Project aims at providing training and
interactions between IAH-Pirbright and NADDEC, however this project cannot,
due to funding restrictions, fully address the gaps in diagnostic capacity required
to achieve all goals, including goals for the IDENTIFY project. These gaps are the
target of the IDENTIFY Special Project funds.
• The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to improve the accurate and timely
diagnosis of animal diseases in Uganda and in the Congo Basin region by
stimulating sample flow from the districts in the field to the national veterinary
laboratory through training and equipping the veterinary services. Currently many
disease outbreaks in Uganda go undiagnosed so it is essential to stimulate the flow
of samples between the field and the diagnostic laboratory. In this way the vets
and farmers will gain trust and confidence in the ability of the national reference
lab to provide timely and accurate diagnosis, so that relevant control measures can
be rapidly initiated.
• Additionally, the project aims to set up and standardize a national serum and virus
bank for improved testing, initiating research projects and collaborations with
other institutions; Provide capacity for the early disease detection and diagnosis of
livestock diseases through efficient and effective national veterinary surveillance
and diagnostic systems; Augment the laboratory's capacity to standardize and
evaluate selected serological and molecular tests and set up tissue culture facilities
for virus isolation; Refurbish existing animal facilities which will open up the
possibility of using animal infections to develop diagnostic material and test
vaccines through animal experiments; Purchase essential equipment in order to
increase the diagnostic capacity of the lab and enable further tests to be carried
out; Evaluate and streamline the existing laboratory quality management and
biosecurity standards; Stimulate further national and international collaborations
for enhanced disease diagnosis and effective control in the Eastern and Central
African region.
SISE ASIA
3.13.1S: No outcomes for the reporting period
3.13.2S: Preparatory work for staff exchange between NIAH, Thailand and the OIE
reference laboratory Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell Abruzzo e del Molise G.
Caporale (IZS A&M) in Terumo, Italy for development of expertise in the IDENTIFY
priority disease West Nile Fever has been undertaken.
o The OIE reference laboratory has been contacted and has provided an offer of
assistance; development of a program and budget is underway. The aim of this activity
is to create opportunities for laboratory diagnosticians in SE Asia (initially from the
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Thailand later to be expanded to other South East Asia IDENTIFY countries after
evaluation of the experience) to gain experience and technical guidance from experts
of OIE Reference Laboratories. The NIAH currently has active and passive
surveillance of WNV using a c-ELISA; however, they hope to establish a plaque
reduction neutralization test to further characterize any positive results they may
encounter. Furthermore, they are interested in becoming a resource center for WNV
in the region and would like to further develop their expertise in
diagnosis/characterization of this agent. The objective of the visit is to refine/learn
new diagnostic techniques, engage with the global network of expertise on WNV, and
better understand any issues surrounding the development and maintenance of
techniques/expertise for the diagnosis of this disease. Better diagnosis of these
diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease emerges.
o The OIE is planning additional short-term staff exchanges between national
laboratories in the region and OIE Reference Laboratory and Collaborating Centres
and OIE Twinning Candidates for the IDENTIFY targeted diseases. Additional
partnerships will be determined next quarter.
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period, by country

Congo Basin Regional Activities
Democratic Republic of Congo Activities
Event Title/Activity

Visit to Central Veterinary
Laboratory

Meeting with senior
management of Department of
animal production and health
Interest in OIE T winning
Project for Kinshasa
Central Veterinary
Laboratory a nd OIE
Reference Laboratory on
ASF

Dates

Venue

29 July

Kinshasa,
DRC

29 July

Kinshasa,
DRC

July 2011 ,
ongomg

Kinshasa,
DRC

Other Information
OIE/FAO IDEN TIFY Focal points
conducted the visit together to receive a brief
outline of laboratory activities and status of
diagnostic equipment for updating the
mapping exercise. Provided guidance on
developme nt of laboratory SOPs with
reference to OIE standards (Manual).
Brief on IDENTIFY Project activities to OIE
Permanent Delegate of DRC and his senior
management staff.

Initial expression of interest on capacity
building for ASP diagnostics through an OIE
Twinning project.

Uganda Activities
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Venue

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies

7-9 Sept

Seoul,
South
Korea

Other Information
Director and Deputy Director of NADDEC
(see Annex 7 for details). Director is certified
IATA trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
of Trans boundary Animal Diseases, OlE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.
FAO collaboration: speaker/trainer.
Director of NADDEC participated;
Support
to
SEARG
Network;
in
collaboration with FAO and WHO;
Participated in discussions concerning new
diagnostic tools for rabies in animals and the
latest advancements in vaccine development
& the development of recommendations
related to laboratories and rabies: definitive
diagnosis of rabies in animals should only be
confirmed by laboratory tests as described in
the OIE Terrestrial Manual; OIE Reference
Laboratories and WHO Collaborating
Centres should continue their work on
international harmonization of laboratory
methods for the diagnosis and the quality
control
of
vaccines
as
well
as
development/evaluation of new techniques
and methodologies for rabies control;
Laboratory twinning/training programmes
should be encouraged to further improve
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Special Project for focused
laboratory capacity building

Sept 2011,
ongomg

NADDEC,
Entebbe,
Uganda

diagnostic capability m laboratories m
developing countries
Aim: to improve the accmate and timely
diagnosis of animal diseases in Uganda and
in Congo Basin by stimulating sample flow
from field to NADDEC through field
training; to set up and standardize national
serum & virus bank; initiating research
projects and collaborations; to provide
capacity for early disease detection and
diagnosis; to refurbish animal facilities to
purchase essential equipment to increase
diagnostic capacity; to evaluate & streamline
existing laboratory quality management and
biosecurity standards.

Cameroon Activities
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Venue

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies

7-9 Sept

Seoul,
South
Korea

Interest in OIE Twinning
Project for Cameroon
Central Veterinary
Laboratory LANA VET and
OIE Reference Laboratory
on IDENTIFY disease

May 2011,
ongomg

Cameroon
Central
Veterinary
Laborator
y
LANAVE

Other Information
Veterinarian Assistant Chief of Service for
Virology participated (see Annex 7 for
details). FAO collaboration: speaker/trainer.
Standard and Guidance distributed: OIE
Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals, Atlas of Trans boundary
Animal Diseases, OIE Quality Standards and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories:
Infectious Diseases.
Laboratory Director participated; Support to
SEARG Network; in collaboration with FAO
and WHO; Participated in discussions
concerning new diagnostic tools for rabies in
animals and the latest advancements in
vaccine development & the development of
recommendations related to laboratories and
rabies: definitive diagnosis of rabies in
animals should only be confirmed by
laboratory tests as described in the OIE
Terrestrial Manual; OIE Re ference
Laboratories and WHO Collaborating
Centres should continue their work on
international harmonization of laboratory
methods for the diagnosis and the quality
control of vaccines as well as
development/evaluation of new techniq ues
and methodologies for rabies control;
Laboratory twinning/training programmes
should be encomaged to further improve
diagnostic capability m laboratories m
developing countries

Expressed interest in an OIE Twinning
Project and was provided info1mation on
the application procedure
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T

Gabon Activities
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Venue

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies

7-9 Sept

Seoul,
South
Korea

Other Information
Responsable Laboratoire participated (see
Annex 7 for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
of Trans boundary Animal Diseases, OIE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.
Laboratory Director participated; Support to
SEARG Network; in collaboration with FAO
and WHO; Participated in discussions
concerning new diagnostic tools for rabies in
animals and the latest advancements in
vaccine development & the develo pment of
recommendations related to laboratories and
rabies: definitive diagnosis of rabies in
animals should only be confirmed by
laboratory tests as described in the OIE
Terrestrial Manual; OIE Reference
Laboratories and WHO Collaborating
Centres should continue their work on
international harmonization of laboratory
methods for the diagnosis and the quality
control of vaccines as well as
development/evaluation of new techniques
and methodologies for rabies control;
Laboratory twinning/training programmes
sho uld be encouraged to further improve
diagnostic capability in laboratories in
developing countries

Central African Republic Activities
Event Title/Activity

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Dates

9-llAug

Venue

Other Information

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Directeur de la Sante Animale
Responsable du Laboratoire Central
Veterinaire participated (see Annex 7 for
details). FAO collaboration: speaker/trainer.
Standard and Guidance distributed: OIE
Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for
Terrestrial Animals, Atlas ofTransboundary
Animal Diseases, OIE Quality Standards and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories:
Infectious Diseases.

Republic of Con~o Activities
Event Title/Activity
Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Dates

9-llA ug

Venue

Other Information

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Chef de service des Epizooties,
Responsable Assurance Qualite participated
(see Annex 7 for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
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of Trans boundary Animal Diseases, OIE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.

Rwanda Activities
Event Title/Activity

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Dates

9-llAug

Venue

Other Information

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Disease Control Specialist participated (see
Annex 7 for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
of Trans boundary Animal D iseases, OIE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.

Tanzania Activities
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Venue

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies

7-9 Sept

Seoul,
South
Korea

Support for OIE Twinning
Project for Tanzania
Central Veterinary
Laboratory and OIE
Reference Laboratory on

PPR

Other Information
Principal Veterinary Research Officer
participated (see Annex 7 for details). FAO
collaboration: speaker/trainer. Standard and
Guidance distributed: OIE Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial
Animals, Atlas ofTransboundary Animal
Diseases, OIE Quality Standards and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories:
Infectious Diseases.
Laboratory Director participated; Support to
SEARG Network; in collaboration with FAO
and WHO; Participated in discussions
concerning new diagnostic tools for rabies in
animals and the latest advancements in
vaccine development & the development of
recommendations related to laboratories and
rabies: definitive diagnosis of rabies in
animals sho uld only be confirmed by
laboratory tests as described in the OIE
Terrestrial Manual; OIE Re ference
Laboratories and WHO Collaborating
Centres should continue their work on
international harmonization of laboratory
methods for the diagnosis and the quality
control of vaccines as well as
development/evaluation of new techniq ues
and methodologies for rabies control;
Laboratory twinning/training programmes
should be encouraged to further improve
diagnostic capability m laboratories m
developing countries

Tanzania

May 2011 ,
ongoing

Information provided on OIE Twinning
program to various Tanzanian officials
Veterinary
including Head of Laboratory, Deputy
Laborator
Head
Central

y

South Sudan Activities
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Event Title/Activity

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Dates

Venue

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Other Information
Director of Disease and Vector Control
participated (see Annex 7 for details). FAO
collaboration: speaker/trainer. Standard and
Guidance distributed: OIE Manual of
Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial
Animals, Atlas ofTransboundary Animal
Diseases, OIE Quality Standards and
Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories:
Infectious Diseases.

Angola
Event Title/Activity

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Dates

Venue

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Other Information
Quality Manager participated (see Annex 7
for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
of Trans boundary Animal Diseases, OIE
Qual ity Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.

Ethiopia
Event Title/Activity

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Support for OIE T winning
Project for Ethiopian
Central Veterinary
Laboratory a nd OIE
Reference Laboratory on
FMD or PPR (TBD)

Dates

Venue

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

M ay 2011 ,
ongomg

Ethiopia
Central
Veterinary
Laborator
y

Other Information
Laboratory Director participated (see Annex
7 for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
ofTransboundary Animal Diseases, OIE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.

Information provided on OIE Twinning
program to Laboratory Director

Kenya
Event Title/Activity

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

Dates

Venue

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Other Information
Kabete Laboratory hosted and fac ilitated the
training. Director of Veterinary Services,
Assistant Director of Veterinary Services,
Laboratory Technologists & Quality
Assurance Manager participated (see Annex
7 for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
of Trans boundary Animal Diseases, OIE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.

Sudan
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Venue

Other Information

40 IP age

Workshop on OIE standards
on Collection & Shipment of
Biological Samples

9-llAug

Kabete,
Nairobi
Kenya

Laboratory Director participated (see Annex 7
for details). FAO collaboration:
speaker/trainer. Standard and Guidance
distributed: OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals, Atlas
of Trans boundary Animal Diseases, OIE
Quality Standards and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.
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South and Southeast Asia Regional Activities
Event Title/Activity
USAID-EPT Country Work
Planning meeting

Country scoping visit

Country scoping visit

4-Way Linking Project Workshop

Regional Laboratory Network
Technical Advisory Group
meeting

Workshop to identify priority
zoonotic diseases in Viet Nam
and map zoonoses activities of
different organizations

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies Control
Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
Missions

Event Title/Activity
US AID-Cambodia

Vietnam Activities
Dates
Venue
Other Information
20-21
Hanoi,
June
Vietnam
National
Centre for
Veterinary
Diagnosis,
Vietnam DG of Dept. Animal Health,
Hanoi
Laboratory Director, technical staff.
University
Technical advice provided on appropriate
13-14
of
laboratory work flow, suggestions for
June
Agriculture
improvement for biosafety and
, National
biosecurity. See 3.6.4S for additional
Institute for
information.
Veterinary
Research,
Hanoi,
Vietnam
Regional
Animal
Vietnam Director and Head of RAHO6,
Health
various technical staff. Technical advice
15-16
Office #6
provided on appropriate laboratory work
(RAHO6),
June
flow with suggestions for improvement
Ho Chi
for biosafety and biosecurity. See 3.6.4S
Minh,
for additional information.
Vietnam
Department Vietnam MoH and MARO. Mission
of Animal
results were shared including gaps in
17 June
Health,
information sharing between
Hanoi,
Laboratory/Epidemiology departments,
Vietnam
and Animal and Public Health sectors
Vietnam Laboratory Director. A
consultative meeting to draft the
Bangkok,
4-5 Aug
' Regional Framework for Laboratory
Thailand
Capacity Building and Networking in SE
Asia'.
Purpose: to identify and map zoonoses
activities/ programmes by different
La Thanh
organizations; identify priority zoonoses
11-12
Hotel,
and to increase the coordination,
Aug
Hanoi,
collaboration and networking on
Vietnam
zoonoses prevention and control among
related stakeholders.
Seoul
Vietnam Laboratory Director. See 3.8. lS
7-9 Sept (South
for additional information.
Korea)
Vietnam Laboratory Focal Point. Draft
Geelong,
Ongoing
Vietnam Laboratory Strategic Plan. See
Australia
3.9.5S for additional infom1ation.
Cambodia Activities
Dates
Venue
Other Information
19Aug
Phnom
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Penh,
Cambodia

Country scoping visit

Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
M issions

Event Title/Activity

PREDICT technical meeting

Country scoping visit

Country scoping visit

USAID-EPT Country Work
Planning meeting
Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
Missions

17-19
Aug

Phnom
Penh,
Cambodia

Ongoing

Geelong,
Australia

Cambodia Deputy Secretary General of
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries. Vice Laboratory Director,
technical staff. Technical/management
advice provided on advocacy for
improved veterinary legislation and
institution quality management systems in
the laboratory. See 3.6.4S for additional
information.
Cambodia Laboratory Focal Point. Draft
Cambodia Laboratory Strategic Plan. See
3.9.SS for additional information.

Lao PDR Activities
Dates
Venue

Other Information

Aim: to present proposed PREDICT
activities to, and gain support of,
laboratory managers and identify
complementarities between
PREDICT/IDENTIFY
Lao DG of Dept. Livestock and Fisheries,
Director, Head and Deputy Head of
NAHC, technical staff. Technical advice
provided on how to improve specimen
submission, sample flow to the
laboratories as well as methods of
information sharing and examples of
where and how to source assistance when
needed. See 3.6.4S for additional
information.
Lao technical staff. Technical advice
provided on how to improve specimen
submission, sample flow to the
laboratories as well as methods of
information sharing and examples of
where and how to source assistance when
needed. See 3.6.4S for additional
information.

26 Apr

Vientiane,
Laos

26-28 Apr

NAHC,
Vientiane,
Laos

29 Apr

Subnational
laboratory,
Luang
Prabang,
Laos

27 Apr

Vientiane,
Laos

Country Work Plan Development

Ongoing

Geelong,
Australia

Lao Laboratory Focal Point. Draft Lao
Laboratory Strategic Plan. See 3.9.SS for
additional information.

Phili !)pines Activities
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Informal Consultation on a
Draft Asia Pacific Laboratory
Action Plan (2011 - 2015) for
Emerging Infectious Diseases

19-20
May

Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
Missions

Ongoing

Venue
WHOWPRO
office,
Manila,
Philippines

Geelong,
Australia

Other Information

See 3.7.lS for additional information

Philippines Laboratory Focal Point. Draft
Philippines Laboratory Strategic Plan.
See 3.9.SS for additional information.
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Event Title/Activity
Regional Laboratory Network
Technical Advisory Group
meeting
OIE Global Conference on
Rabies Control
Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
M issions

Event Title/Activity
R egional L aboratory
Network T echnical
Advisory Group meeting
OIE Global Confere nce o n
R abies Control
S trategic P lan ning
Worksho p and Follow-up
Consultative Missions

Event Title/Activity
USAID-EPT Country
Workplan meeting covering
Laos and Thailand
USAID-EPT SE and South
Asia Regional Work Planning
meeting
IDENTIFY Country workplan
meeting

China Activities
Venue
Other Information
China Laboratory Director. A
consultative meeting to draft the
Bangkok,
4-5 Aug
'Regional Framework for Laboratory
Thailand
Capacity Building and Networking in SE
Asia' .
Seoul
China Laboratory Director. See 3.8. l S
7-9 Sept
(South
for additional information.
Korea)
China Laboratory Focal Point. Draft
Geelong,
Ongoing
China Laboratory Strategic Plan. See
Australia
3.9.5S for additional information.
Malaysia Activities
Dates
Venue
Other Information
Malaysia Laboratory Director. A
consultative meeting to draft the
Bangkok,
'Regional Framework for Laboratory
4-5 Aug
T hailand
Capacity Building and Networkjng in SE
Asia' .
Seoul
Malaysia Laboratory Director. See
7-9 Sept
(South
3.8.1S for additional information.
Korea)
Malaysia Laboratory Focal Point. Draft
Geelong,
Ongoing
Malaysia Laboratory Strategic Plan. See
A ustralia
3.9.5S for additional information.
Thailand Activities
Venue
Other Information
Dates
Dates

23-24
June

Bangkok,
Thailand

12-13
July

Bangkok,
Thailand

1 Aug

Bangkok,
Thailand

Country scoping visit

25 May

Laboratory visit and ongoing
engagement

20 July

Staff exchange for West Nile
Virus

20 July

National
Institute of
Animal
Health,
Bangkok,
Thailand
National
Institute of
Animal
Health

Meeting between FAO and OIE regional
coordinators and WHO-Tha iland country
level coordinator to guide in development
of WHO country level workplan
Thailand Director, Department Heads,
technical staff. Technical advice
provided on diagnostic testing for Nipah
and West Nile Virus. See 3.6.4S for
additional information.

(NIAH),

Meeting with technical staff after request
for assistance to improve techniques for
diagnosing WNV and Nipah virus.

Bangkok,
Thailand
National
Institute of

Thailand NIAH in discussions with OIE
reference laboratories: Istituto
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Animal
Health
(NJA H),

Bangkok,
Thailand

Regional Laboratory Network
Technical Advisory Group
meeting

4-5 Aug

Bangkok,
Thailand

9-10 Aug

Queen's
Park Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies Control

7-9 Sept

Seoul
(South
Ko rea)

Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
Missions

Ongoing

Geelong,
Australia

Putting One Health to Work

Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell
Abruzzo e del Molise G. Caporale (IZS
A&M) in Terumo, Italy; and Australian
Animal Health Laboratory, Geelong,
Australia for troubleshooting of
diagnostic tests & for provision of
expertise
Thailand Laboratory Director. A
consultative meeting to draft the
'Regional Framework for Laboratory
Capacity Building and Networking in SE
Asia'.
Thailand senior-level technical staff from
Publ ic Health, Animal Health and
Wildlife/Environment sectors to discuss
experiences in developing mechanisms
for cross sectoral collaboration; to draft a
Regional Framework for a
Communication Strategy against EIDs in
Asia and the Pacific 2011.-2016.
Thailand Laboratory Director. See 3.8. 1S
for additional information.
Thailand Laboratory Focal Point. Draft
Thailand Laboratory Strategic Plan. See
3.9.SS for additional information.

Bangladesh Activities
Event T itle/ Activity

Strategic Planning Workshop
and Follow-up Consultative
Missions

Dates

Venue

Ongoing

Geelong,
Australia

Other Information

Draft Bangladesh Laboratory Strategic
Plan. See 3.9.SS for more information.

Nepal Activities
Event Title/Activity

Consultative Workshop on
Regional Epidemiology and
Laboratory networking in the
SAARC region

Dates

Venue

Other Information

To share experiences in managing the
priority diseases in the region (HPAI,
FMD, PPR and brucellosis), to discuss &
develop recommendations for improving
disease management and information
sharing, to present to ministries.
Nepal Laboratory Director, technical
staff. Technical advice provided on
diagnostic testing for Nipah and West
Nile Virus. Technical advice was
provided including improvement of
laboratory work fl ow for improved
biosafety and biosecurity, quality control
and troubleshooting on PCR diagnostic
testing. See 3.6.4S for more information.

27-29
July

Radisson
Hotel,
Kathmandu
Nepal

Laboratory Visit

29 July

Central
Veterinary
Laboratory,
Kathmandu
, Nepal

OIE Global Conference on
Rabies Control

7-9 Sept

Seoul
South
Korea

Nepal Laboratory Director. See 3.8. l S
for additional information.

Strategic Planning Workshop
& Follow-up Consultative
Missions

Ongoing

Geelong,
Australia

Draft Nepal Laboratory Strategic Plan.
See 3.9.SS for more information.
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Main challenges encountered
•

•

•

•

•

Uncertainty over the OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 budget allocation and the request by USAID
to delay or refrain from conducting activities in certain regions-made in the middle of
budget Year 2- raised concern about whether and how activities should proceed as
planned in Year 2. This has also complicated the planning process for Year 3 in the
regions where implementation for Year 3 activities should begin.
The OIE has built on existing and ongoing capacity building and networking activities in
the South and Southeast Asia region, and the country-level mobilisation, political support,
and awareness of the importance of these activities is already high, making advancement
easier. On the other hand, the Congo Basin region still has some distance to travel;
existing activities are often not country-driven, priorities is often not placed on the animal
health laboratory function in each country, and general engagement and leadership is low.
To this end, the OIE has attempted to advocate for the laboratory capacity and networking
activities of the IDENTIFY project and the EPT Program as a whole to build more
awareness for sustainable advancement in this realm. The OIE recognizes that we have
been able to achieve more in the South and Southeast Asia region for these reasons in the
first 2 years of the project, and are looking for ways to overcome the challenges related to
the slower uptake of laboratory capacity building and networking activities in the Congo
Basin region.
Other EPT projects conduct some activities related to laboratory capacity building and
there remains the challenge of accurately defining the roles of each of the projects and
how to coordinate communications between them. Following discussions with USAID
and PREDICT in the first half of the reporting period, we have better defined the roles and
objectives of each project.
IDENTIFY had always been envisioned and communicated as a regionally implemented
program with individual country benefits. As USAID has emphasised the increasing
importance of specific country-level activities, this has required a concentrated effort on
behalf of the IDENTIFY project coordinators at HQ and in the regions.
o An ongoing project management challenge is balancing the participation in
USAID-sponsored country level meetings and planning activities and the
implementation of the IDENTIFY project, both of which are fulfilled by a limited
number of OIE IDENTIFY supported staff. Communication and coordination
concerning country-level work plans and meetings among national colleagues,
regional IDENTIFY coordinators, HQ IDENTIFY coordinators and other EPT
paitners is also an important challenge.
o It was agreed in July 2011 in the Congo Basin region that regional IDENTIFY
coordinators should be kept informed of the planning and proceedings of countrylevel EPT meetings through circulation of agendas and minutes, so that project
coordinators may paiticipate through teleconferencing or where possible, in
person. It was agreed by USAID and EPT paitners would make this effo1t to
provide further coherence to regional activities.
Existing joint FAO/OIE/WHO initiatives provide opportunities to benefit intersectoral
collaboration at the country level. Discussions and information sharing has improved in
the reporting period and provided information on each organisation's activities and
progress. The same spirit is expected to prevail in the next reporting period. These efforts,
however, have been tempered since June 2011, when USAID communicated that
intersectoral collaboration should be considered a secondai·y priority to activities
concretely focused on improving the diagnostic capacity of laboratories in countries.
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•

•

•

•

The IDENTIFY team has taken advantage of common attendance at regional meetings
and conferences in order to conduct project meetings and activities. It is critical to
adequately involve global and regional staff in project planning, document review, and
coordinated responses to USAID queries. At times, this also necessitates intersectoral
regional discussions. While the streamlining of these processes has been beneficial and
attempts are being made to further improve the process, the time taken to conduct
adequate consultation between project partners is critical for successful project
development and implementation.
For WHO, activities at the country level require coordination with the various Regional
Offices. In the case of the SISE Asia, this means dealing with two Regional Offices. This
can lead to a prolonged decision-making process and can interject complexities for PAO
and OIE in their collaborations with WHO HQ and regional offices.
FAO, OIE, and WHO remain committed to close collaboration as a part of the IDENTIFY
Project and beyond at global, regional, and country levels. As requested by USAID, the
three organizations were required to submit separate work plans for Year 3 of the project.
This change in procedure did disrupt the established planning process for Year 3, but new
mechanisms were determined for efficient information sharing and tripartite planning.
PAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for
and respond to disease threats at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of
platforms have been developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the
4-way linking and WHO-OFFLU collaborations. Others have been developed by
individual organizations to cover a specific geographic region or topic such as the Asia
Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease Surveillance
and Response Strategy (IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks, and the
OIE PVS Pathway. The capacity building objectives of these platforms are fully
compatible with those of the EPT program in general and the IDENTIFY project more
specifically, and it was the expressed desire of USAID to build upon the existing
platforms of the three organizations to expand the impact of the EPT funded activities.
From the perspective of the three organizations it is logical to present a single coherent
approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY activities would
frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of this approach is to
show the countries that the three organizations, USAID and other partners are working in
a coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the country level. Effective
communication between all partners is important to deliver this coordinated support, and
USAID support for these activities will be acknowledged in all cases.
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Annex 1: Lists of IDENTIFY targeted animal and public health diseases including zoonoses
IDENTIFY Targeted Diseases: Congo Basin and SE Asia Regions (alphabetical)
For pla n ning purposes only for t h e IDENTIFY Projectrn
Jointly i mplemented by FAO, OIE a nd W HO
From SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholders
Meeting, Bangkok, 20-21/01/2011
SE A sia Animal Disease s

From Congo Joint Stake holders Meeting, Entebbe, 02- 04/11/2010
Congo Anima l Diseases

Congo Human Diseases

African Swine Fever

African Horse Sickness*
African Swine Fever

Anthrax

Anthrax

Anthrax

Brucellosis

Brucellosis

Brucellosis

Bacteria l Meningitis
Classical Swine Fever
Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia
Contagious Caprine Pleuropneumonia
Cysticercoses*

*
Dengue

Foot and Mouth Disease
Hemorrhagic Septicemia

Foot and Mouth Disease

lnpuenza viruses
L.,.nf'ncn/rnc/s

lnpuenza viruses
L
rnc/s •

Hepatitis

Newcastle Disease
Nipah
Peste des Petits Ruminants

Monkey pox
Newcastle Disease*

lnpuenza viruses
L
rnc/s
Malaria
Monkey pox

Peste des Petits Ruminants
Plague

Porcine Respiratory and Reproductive

RalJles

Ra61es

Rabies

Sa1mone11a

Bacter,at enter,c a,seases

Bacter,at enter,c a,seases

Spongioform encephalopathies

Spongioform encephalopathies*
Toxoplasmosis *
Trypanosomosis

Toxoplasmosis *
Trypanosomosis

Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhaalc Mvers

Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhaalc fevers

Rickettsiosis

Tuaerculosls
Viral haemorrhaa/c Mvers

Viral respiratory diseases
Yellow Fever

* listed as

diseases of seconda r y concern for Congo Region

Bold: diseases appeari ng in at least 2 tabl es
lta/ic :diseases appearing i n 3 tables
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OIE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY : SE Asia Region (alphabetical)
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY Projecfill
Jointly implemented by FAQ, OIE and WHO

No.

1
2

Final Stakeholders' List

OIE Listed Disease

African Swine Fever

African Swine Fever

Anthrax

Anthrax
Bruce Ilo sis (Bruce/la abortus)

3

Brucellosis

Brucel losis (Bruce/la melitensis)
Brucel losis (Bruce/la suis)

4
5
6

Classical Swine Fever

Ovine Epididymitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Classical Swine Fever

Foot and Mouth Disease

Foot and Mouth Disease

Haemorrhagic Septicemia

Haemorrhagic Septicemia
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in

7

Influenza viruses

birds/Low Pathogenicity notifiable

12

13

Leptospirosis

Leptospirosis

Newcastle Disease

Newcastle Disease

Nipah

Nipah Virus Encephalitis

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Porcine Respiratory and

Porcine Respiratory and

Reproductive Syndrome

Reproductive Syndrome

Rabies

Rabies
Fowl Typhoid t

14

Salmonella

Pul lorum Disease t
Salmonel losis (Salmonella
abortusovis)

15

16

Spongioform

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy

Encephalopathies

Scrapie

Tuberculosis

Bovine Tuberculosis
Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever
Epizootic Haemorrhagic Disease t

17

Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers

Rift Valley Fever

not OIE Listed

10
Swine Influenza+

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Campylobacter jejuni +
Campylobacter coli +

Verocytotoxigenic
Escherichia coli :j: +

Chronic Wasting Disease :j:
Avian Tuberculosis :j: +
Marburg
Lassa Fever
Hendravirus :j: +

-

Ebola

t No des igna ted 01 E Refere nee

+ Guidance ava il ab l e in 0IE
Terrestri a l Manua l

Laboratory

Bold: diseases appearing in at least 2
tables

t 0 IE Reference Labora to ry des ignate d

Italic: diseases appearing in 3

n as defin ed in Chapter 10.4 of the 0 1E
Terrestria l Anima l Hea l th Code

tables

Related other diseases,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Avian Influenza in poultry If
Equine Influenza

8
9
10
11

No.

Hantavirus

vers.. 1

18.3.11
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OIE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY : Congo Basin Region (alphabetical)
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY Projectlll
Jointly implemented by FAO, OIE and WHO

No.

1
2
3
4

Final Stakeholders' List

OIE Listed Disease

African Horse Sickness*

African Horse Sickness

African Swine Fever

African Swine Fever
Anthrax

Anthrax

Bacterial enteric diseases

Fowl Typhoid t
Pul lorum Disease t
Salmonellosis (Salmonella
abortusovis)
Brucellosis (Bruce/la abortus)
Brucellosis (Bruce/la melitensis)
Brucellosis (Bruce/la suis)

No.

Campylobacter jejuni +

5

Campylobacter coli +

Verocytotoxigenic

6
7
8
9
10

Brucellosis

6

Contagious Bovine
Pleuropneumonia

Ovi ne Epididymitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Contagious Bovine
Pleuropneumonia

Contagious Caprine

Contagious Caprine

7

Pleuropneumonia *

12

8

Cysticercoses*

Pleuropneumonia
Porcine Cysticercosis t

14

9

Foot and Mouth Di sease

Echinococcosis/Hydatidosis
Foot and Mouth Disease
Equine Infl uenza

16

Influenza Viruses

11

12
13
14
15
16

Spongioform Encephalopathies*

17

Toxoplasmosis*

13

17
18

Monkey Pox

-

Newcastle Disease*

Newcastle Disease

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Rabies

Rabies
Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy
Scrapie

Tuberculosis

20

Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers

19
20
21
22
23

Do urine
Surra (Trypanosoma evansi)
Trypanosomosis (tsetse-transmitted)

+
25

Epizootic Haemorrhagic Disease t
Nipah Virus Encephal itis

30

Rift Val ley Fever

31

t No des igna ted OIE Reference Laboratory

concern for Congo region

Chronic Wasting Disease :j:

24

26
27
28
29

Bovine Tuberculosis
Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever

* l iste d as diseases of secon dary

Swi ne influenza +

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza i n

Le ptospi rosis

19

Bovine Cysti cercosis +

15

Leptospirosis*

Trypanosomosis

Escherichia coli :j: +

11

birds/Low Pathogenicity notifiab le
Avian Influenza i n poultry ll

18

OIE List ed

1
2
3
4

5

10

Potential other disease s, not

Avian Tuberculosis :j: +
Marburg
Lassa Fever
Hendravirus :j: +
Ebola
Hant avirus
+Gu idance availab le in OIE
Te rres t ri al Manua l

*01 E Reference Laboratory des igna te d
Bold: diseases appearing in at least 2 tables
~as defi ned in Chapter 10.4 of the 01 E

Italic: diseases appearing in 3 tables

Terrestrial Animal Heal th Code

vers. 1 18.3,11
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Annex 2: Additional OIE IDENTIFY Project Activities and Project
Coordinator Responsibilities
In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined in the
present document, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are also responsible for all
aspects of the activities listed in the tables below, which require either no additional resources
beyond staff support or only a limited budget.

OIE IDENTIFY ACTIVITIES & SUBACTIVITIES
Project Coordinator Responsibilities
Global

3.1
3. 1.1G

3.2
3.2.1 G
3.2.2G

3.3
3.3.1G

3.4
3.4.1 G
3.4.2G

3.5
3.5.1G

3.6
3.6.1 G
3.6.2G
3.6.7G

3.7

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
plannino
Project Coordination Meetings (EPT & IDENTIFY at HQ, regional, & country levels)
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Project Coordinator - Headquarters
Financial and Administrative Coordinator - Headquarters
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Sharepoint-related Activities
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratory Networking Strategy Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoing Laboratory Mapping Activities
PVS Documentation Review
Laboratory Twinning Module Development
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

3.7.1 G Annual Stakeholders' Event
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
3.8
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
3.8.1G Participation in International/ Regional Meetings/Conferences
3.8.2G O IE Focal Point Training
3.8.3G Participation in International/ Regional Training/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
3.9
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
3.9.1 G Development of Training/Workshops related to IDENTIFY key themes
3.9.2G Biological Specimen Referral Activities
3.10 Promote and support laboratory quality management
3.10.1G Glossary of OIE Standards and Resources for Countries
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3.12
3.12.1G
3.12.2G
3.1 2.3G
3.12.4G
3.12.5G

3.13

Support and promote laboratory networks
Global/Regional Laboratory Network Support
Regional Laboratory and Epidemiological Network Support
Communication Pathway Reinforcement
OIE Reference Centres Communication and Training Assistance for target
countries
Four-Way Linking Project
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

3.13.1G Identification of OIE Twinning Candidate Laboratories and Expertise
3.13.2G Identification of OIE Twinning Parent Laboratories and Expertise

3.1
3.1.1S

3.2
3.2.1S

3.3
3.3.1S

3.4
3.4.1 S
3.4.2S
3.4.3S

3.5
3.5.1 S

3.6
3.6.1S
3.6.2S
3.6.4S

3.7
3.8
3.8.2S
3.8.3S

3.9
3.9.2S
3.9.6S

3.10

South and Southeast Asia
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
plannina
Project Coordination Meetings (EPT & IDENTIFY at HQ, regional, & country levels)
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Project Coordinator - Bangkok
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Sharepoint-related Activities
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Website Development
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratory Networking Strategy Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoing Laboratory Mapping Activities
PVS Documentation Review
Visits to IDENTI FY Laboratories
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
O IE Focal Point Training
Participation in International/ Regional Training/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
Biological Specimen Referral Activities
Development of Training/Workshops related to IDENTIFY key themes
Promote and support laboratory quality management

3.10.1S Glossary of OIE Standards and Resources for Countries
3.12 Support and promote laboratory networks
3.12.1S Global/Regional Laboratory Network Support
3.12.2S Communication Pathway Reinforcement
3.12.3S Regional Laboratory and Epidemiological Network Support
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O IE Reference Centres Communication and Training Assistance for target
countries
3.12.5S Four-Way Linking Project
3.13 Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
3.12.4S

3.13.1S Identification of OIE Twinning Candidate Laboratories and Expertise
3.1 3.2S Identification of OIE Twinning Parent Laboratories and Expertise

3.1
3.1.1C

3.2
3.2.1C
3.2.2C

3.3
3.3.1C

3.4
3.4.1C
3.4.2C

3.5
3.5.1C

3.6
3.6.1C
3.6.2C
3.6.5C

3.8
3.8.2C
3.8.3C

3.9
3.9.1C
3.9.2C

3.10
3.10.1C

3.12
3.12.1C
3.12.2C
3.12.3C
3.12.4C

3.13
3.1 3.1 C
3.13.2C

Congo Basin Region
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
Project Coordination Meetings (EPT & IDENTIFY at HQ, regional, & country levels)
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Project Coordinator - SRR Gaborone
Project Coordinator - SRR Nairobi
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other proiect documents
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Sharepoint-related Activities
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratory Networking Strategy Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoing Laboratory Mapping Activities
PVS Documentation Review
Visits to IDENTI FY Laboratories
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
O IE Focal Point Training
Participation in Regional T raining/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
Development of Training/Workshops related to IDENTI FY key themes
Biological Specimen Referral Activities
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Glossary of OIE Standards and Resources for Countries
Support and promote laboratory networks
Global/Regional Laboratory Network Support
Regional Laboratory and Epidemiological Network Support
Communication Pathway Reinforcement
O IE Reference Centres Communciation and Training Assistance for target
countries
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Identification of OIE Twinning Candidate Laboratories and Expertise
Identification of OIE Twinning Parent Laboratories and Expertise
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Annex 3: OIE IDENTIFY Project Performance Indicators
OIE Project Objective

I.I

1.2

2. 1

-2

~
3

3.1

IDENTIFY countries inform
the OIE of exceptional
epidemiological events (in the
form of immediate
notifications) for IDENTIFY
targeted diseases within 24
hours of confirmation of
diagnosis of the disease

IDENTIFY countries report
results of the first laboratory
diagnosis within a reasonable
amount of time from the start
of the exceptional
epidemiological event for
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

Measurable output

Improved reactivity
of notifications for
exceptional
epidemioloo-ical
events"'

Improved reactivity
of laboratory
diagnosis for
exceptional
epidemiological
events

Increased use of OIE
IDENTIFY countries use
Reference
disease diagnosis confirmation
L1boratones for
services of OIE Reference
confirmation after
Laboratories in the case of
diagnosis of an
exceptional epidemiological
exceptional
events for IDENTIFY targeted
epidemiological
diseases
event

OIE Project Indicator
Number of days between the
confinnation of an
exceptional event and the
submission of the
corresponding immediate
notification to OIE
Percentage of immediate
notifications for which the
submission time is shorter
than 2 days
Number of days between
start of an exceptional event
and first laboratory test
Percentage of immediate
notifications for which the
time between the start of the
event and the first laboratory
tests was shorter than 15
days
Percentage of immediate
notifications for which
additional laboratory tests
were performed by an OIE
Reference Laboratory

Project Baseline
(2nd Semester 2009)
Congo
South and
Basin
Southeast Asia

Year-end results - Year 2
Congo
South and
Basin Southeast Asia

Project
Target 4

Data Source

48

9

42

17

2011

<2

Immediate
notifications

0%

74%

0%

0%

2011

100%

Immediate
notifications

25

JO

39

3

20 1I

<15

Immediate
notifications

33%

82%

0%

100%

20 1I

75%

Immediate
notifications

I

I
I
NA

50%

!00%

0%

20 1I

NA

Immediate
notifications

4

The targets listed here are OIE targets for all Member Countries. Each OIE Member Country has an obligation to follow the standards set by the World Assembly of Delegates, including
reporting for OIE Listed diseases through immediate notifications, six-monthly reports, and annual reports. We maintain that improvement should be seen, but recognize that all targets may be
difficult to reach during the project period, as the interventions are based principally on laboratory capacity building and networking activities for the IDENTIFY countries and there can be
delays in the reporting process.
5
Project indicators 1-6 have been developed by the OIE in order to measure increased laboratory and reporting performance of the IDENTIFY countries using WAHIS data.
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orn Project Objective

Measurable output

OIE Project Indicator

Project Baseline
(2nd Semester 2009)
Congo
Basin

3.2

4.1

-

4

4.2

5

IDENTIFY countries report
results of the additional
laboratory tests within a
reasonable amount of time
from the start of the
exceptional epidemiological
event for IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

IDENTIFY countries provide
sufficient quantitative
information for IDENTIFY
targeted diseases that are
present in their country

-6.3

NA

South and
Southeast Asia

Congo
Basin

South and
Southeast Asia

100%

100%

100%

2011

Project
4
Target

Data Source

100%

Immediate
notifications

I
Complete
quantitative
information provided
for diseases that are
present in their
country

Percentage of IDENTIFY
countries providing
quantitative information for
diseases that are present in
their country
Percentage of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases present in
their country and for which
quantitative information was
provided
Percentage of notifications of
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
with multiple serotypes that
were present and for which
information about serotype
was provided
Percentage of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases for which
tests are available in national
animal health laboratories

Complete qualitative
information provided
for diseases that are
present in their
country

IDENTIFY countries maintain
sufficient laboratories
capabilities to diagnose
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

Increased availability
of diagnostic method
in national animal
health laboratories
Increased availability
Percentage of IDENTIFY
of OIE prescribed
targeted diseases for which
and/or alternative
OIE prescribed or alternative
tests for international
tests for international trade
trade in national
are available in national
animal health
animal health laboratories
laboratories
Increased availability
Percentage of IDENTIFY
of advanced tests in
targeted diseases for which
national animal
advanced tests are available

-6.2

Percentage of immediate
notifications for which the
time between the first and
additional laboratory tests is
shorter than 15 d ays

IDENTIFY countries provide
sufficient qualitative
information for IDENTIFY
targeted diseases that are
present in their country

6.1

6

Improved reactivity
of laboratory
confirmation for
exceptional
epidemiological
events

I

Year-end results - Year 2

I

42%

80%

55%

70%

2nd
semester
2010

100%

six-monthly
reports

I

I
I
50%

68%

I

51%

67%

2nd
semester
2010

100%

six-monthly
reports

I
l

25%

72%

36%

73%

2nd
semester
2010

100%

six-monthly
reports

I
62%

63%

I 69%

63%

2010

100%

Annual
reports

47%

52%

50%

52%

2010

100%

Annual
reports

37%

44%

37%

44%

2010

50%

Annual
reports
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OIE Project Objective

Measurable output

health laboratories

76

IDENTIFY regions and
countries have identified
laboratories needing capacity
building and have developed
the list of targeted diseases

8.1

8.2

8

8.3

8.4

8.5

IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in hot spot
countries in each region have
received targeted capacity
building according to their
expressed needs

List of laboratories
by region created

OIE Project Indicator

in national animal health
laboratories
Number of hot spot regions
for which IDENTIFY, with
the agreement of relevant
national authorities, has
defined the laboratories
targeted

Project Baseline
(2nd Semester 2009)
Congo
Basin

South and
I Southeast Asia

0

0

Year-end results - Year 2
Congo
Basin

South and
Southeast Asia

D.ite

20 11

Project
4
Target

Data Source

2

Stakeholders'
Meetings
Reports

Protocols for
laboratory practices
and targeted diseases
harmonised

Number of protocols
harmonised or elaborated for
laboratory practices for
targeted diseases

0

0

0

0

NA

NA 7

Mission
reports;
completed
protocols/
SOPs

Training for targeted
disease diagnosis
conducted
Training on
laboratory practices
(e.g., biosecurity,
equipment
calibration, etc.)
conducted
Focused capacity
building (e.g.,
twinning, quality
assurance
programme)
occurred
Laboratory
procurement (e.g.,
e ui ment, rea ents,

Number of trainings
supported for targeted
disease dia nosis

OP 8

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

3

Training
reports; lists
of
participants

Number of trainings
supported on laboratory
practices (e.g., biosecurity,
equipment calibration, etc.)

0

Number of focused capacity
building opportunities
supported (e.g., twinning,
quality assurance
programme)
Number of focused capacity
building opportunities
SU orted (e. ., twinnin ,

0

0

0

0

0

2

2011

0

2011

4

Twinning
Proposals;
Special
Project
Proposals

0

2011

3

Approved
Special
Pro·ect

6

The following project indicators were developed jointly by OIE, FAO, and WHO in the framework of the Laboratory Networking Strategy.
Activities for this indicator were not carried out under Year 2, but fall under the OIE mandate and may be programmed in future years of the project.
8
The OIE and FAO have complementary missions and set out from the beginning of the project to provide complementary and strategic activities in order to provide a holistic laboratory
capacity building and networking package for the IDENTIFY project and the EPT Program. The OIE has not planned activities for all specific outputs, and has thus marked these indicators as
'OP' for 'Other Partners'.
7
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orn l'rnj«t 01>;,<1;,e

- ~
etc ) occun ed

-8.6

8.7

-8.8

--

IDENTIFY supported
laboratories in hot spot
countries in each region have
received wrgeted capacity
building according to their
expressed needs

8.9

-8.1
0

9. 1
9

-9.2

IO

IDENTLFY-supported
laboratories technical staff
participate in regional and
global conferences, trainings,
and workshops on laboratoryrelated issues
IDENTIFY Laboratory

1~
~·-I""'"
;;;!:\\

M,.,"rabl< ""''"'

quahty assurance
programme)

Proposals

I

Biosafety/
Biosecurity
equipment/service
provided

Number of
Biosafety/Biosecurity
9
e{Juipment/ser vice provided

0

Quality Assurance
equipment provided

Number of Quality
Assurance equi~ment
provided 1

0

0

0

Number of diagnostic,
pathology, or other related
equipment provided 11

0

0

Number of documents,
manuals, books, database
access provided

0

0

Diagnostic,
pathology, or other
related equipment
provided
Other (documents,
manuals, books,
database access)
provided
Reagents supplied

Number of reaients
provided '-

Conferences,
trainings, and
workshops
conducted
Participants
supported to attend
conferences,
trainings, and
workshops
Laboratory staff

Number of global/regional
conferences, trainings or
workshops organized on
laboratory activities
Number of participants to
global/regional conferences,
trainings or workshops
organized on laboratory
activities
N umber of outbreak

s"""'

0

NA

NA

Twi nning/Spe
cial Project
Invoices

0

NA

NA

Twinning/Spe
cial Project
Invoices

0

0

NA

NA

Twinning/Spe
cial Project
Jnvoices

52

36

201 l

I IO

Documentation provision
invoices

0

0

--

--

0

0

0

0

NA

NA

Twinning/Spe
cial Project
Jnvoices

0

0

6

5

20 11

22

Meeting
reports

I

I

I
I
I

0

0

OP

OP

I

86

48

2011

270

Meeting lists
of
participants

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP

I
I
I

9

Supplies and equipment are planned to be provided to IDENTIFY laboratories only in the framework of OIE Twinni ng agreements and Special Project for focused capacity building. While a
Special Project began in Year 2 (Uganda), the equipment had not been provided by year's end. The OIE will monitor and report on these indicators in the next biannual report to USAID due to
US AID 30 Apr 2012.
10
Refer to footnote 20.
11
Refer to footnote 20.
12
Refer to footnote 20.
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orn l'rnj«t 01>;,<1;,e

11

12

13

14

15

16

13
14

15

personnel participate actively
in outbreak epidemiological
investigations in their
countries
IDENTIFY Laboratories have
access to OIE Standards and
guidance on laboratory quality
and safety
IDENTIFY laboratories
collaborate with O LE
Reference Laboratories and
publish the results of their
scientific work and research
IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories increase sample
throughput for IDENTIFY
targeted diseases
IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories participate in
regional animal disease
networks
IDENTIFY countries use
consistently existing regional
platforms for animal disease
reporting
IDENTIFY countries appoint
laboratory focal points to
participate actively in regional
and global networks

- ~

1~
~·-I""'"
;;;!:\\

M,.,"rabl< ""''"'
include in outbreak
investigations

s"""'

investigations during which
laboratory people have been
involved by countTy/region.

O IE Standards and
guidance documents
provided

Number of OIE Standards
and guidance documents
provided to IDENTIFY
laboratories

0

0

52

36

201 I

I IO

Documentation provision
invoices

Scientific
publications
published in peerreviewed journals

Number of scientific
publications as a result of
collaborative work

0

0

0

0

2011

0

Peerreviewed
articles

Lmproved sample
throughput

Number of samples/tests for
2 proxy targeted diseases ( I
viral, 1 bacterial, TBD)

0 13

0

0

0

NA

NA

Twinning/Spe
cial Project
reports

Increased laboratory
networking
opportunities

Number of laboratories by
region that have received
networking support

0

0

14

12

2011

26 14

Network list
of
participants

Increased
engagement in
regional platforms

Number of participants to
existing regional platfonn
gatheri ngs

0

0

34

4

2011

JOO

Mission
reports

Laboratory focal
points established

Number of laboratories by
region that maintain or have
established new focal points
for international/global
networks

NA

0

20 11

IO

Focal Point
Training List
of
partic ipan~

I

I

NAl5

0

I

Activities for this indicator were not carried out under Year 2, but shall be undertaken and measured in subsequent years of the project.
The OIE will strive to achieve th is target on a yearly basis.
This ini tiative will only be undertaken in South and Southeast Asia.
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Annex 4: Assessment of baseline data for monitoring of
IDENTIFY project indicators
Short Version (26/10/2011)
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Table 1: Description of performance indicators

OIE Project Objective

1.1
I

1.2

2.1

-2
2.2

3

L
16

IDENTIFY countries inform
the OIE of exceptional
epidemiological events (in the
form of immediate
notifications) for IDENTIFY
targeted diseases within 24
hours of confirmation of
diagnosis of the disease

Improved reactivity
of notifications for
exceptional
epidemiological
events

IDENTIFY countries report
results of the first laboratory
diagnosis within a reasonable
amount of time from the start
of the exceptional
epidemiological event for
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

Improved reactivity
of laboratory
diagnosis for
exceptional
epidemiological
events

IDENTIFY countries use
disease diagnosis confirmation
services of OIE Reference
3. 1
Laboratories in the case of
exceptional epidemiological
events for IDENTIFY targeted
diseases
3.2

I"'"'"'""'• ""'•"·

IDENTIFY countries report

Increased use of OIE
Reference
Laboratories for
confirmation after
diagnosis of an
exceptional
epidemiological
event
Improved reactivity

OIE Project lndicator

16

y
confirmation of an
exceptional event and the
submission of the
corresponding inunediate
notification to OIE
Percentage of immediate
notifications for which the
submission time is shorter
than 2 days
Number of days between
start of an exceptional event
and first laboratory test
Percentage of immediate
notifications for which the
time between the start of the
event and the first laboratory
tests was shorter than 15
days

Project Baseline I
Ye,c-,nd results - Ye,d
2 nd Semes1er_, 009
Congo
South and
Congo
South and
D.ite
Basin
Southeast Asia Basin Southeast Asia

Prnject11
Target

I Data Source

48

9

42

17

20 11

<2

Immediate
notifications

0%

74%

0%

0%

20 1 I

100%

Immediate
notifications

25

10

39

3

2011

<15

Immediate
notifications

75%

Immediate
notifications

I

I
33%

82%

0%

100%

20 11

I
I

Percentage of inunediate
notifications for which
additional laboratory tests
were performed by an OIE
Reference Laboratory

NA

Percentage of immediate

NA

50%

-

100%

-

100%

0%

100%

100%

2011

-

20 11

-

NA

Immediate
notifications

100%

Immedia~

Project indicators 1-6 have been developed by the OIE in order to measure increased laboratory and reporting performance of the IDENTIFY countries using WAHIS data.

17

TI1e targets listed here are OIE targets for all Member Countries. Each OIE Member Country has an obligation to follow the standards set by the World Assembly of Delegates, including
reporting for OIE Listed diseases through immediate notifications, six-monthly reports, and annual reports. We maintain that improvement should be seen, but recognize that all targets may be
dift"icult to reach during the project period, as the interventions are based principally on laboratory capacity building and networking activities for the IDENTIFY countries and there can be
delays in the reporting process.
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results of the additional
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exceptional epidemiological
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4. 1
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sufficient quantitative
4 - - information for IDENTIFY
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of laboratory
confirmation for
exceptional
epidemiological
events
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quantitative
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I

Year-end results - Year 2
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Southeast Asia
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p

.
roJect
11
I argcl

• •

South and
Southeast Asia

notifications for which the
time between the first and
additional laboratory tests is
shorter than 15 days

I

Data Source

notifications

Percentage of IDENTIFY
countries providing
2nd
42%
semester
quantitative information for
80%
55%
70%
diseases that are present in
2010
_ _ _ _tl_
1e_i_r _c o
_ u_,_ll_r~y - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - Percentage of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases present in
2nd
their country and for which
50%
68%
51%
67%
semester
quantitative information was
2010
I
- -~ vided
Percentage of notifications of
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
2nd
with multiple serotypes that
25%
72%
36%
73%
semester
were present and for which
2010
.m orma .1011 a b ou sero ype
was provided
Percentage of IDENTIFY
I
targeted diseases for which
62%
63%
69%
63%
2010
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animal health laboratories
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six-monthly
reports

I
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IDENTIFY countries maintain
sufficient laboratories
capabilities to diagnose
IDENTIFY targeted diseases

Increased availability
of diagnostic method
in national animal
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ofOJE prescribed
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and/or alternative
OIE prescribed or alternative
tests for international
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trade in national
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animal health
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Percentage of IDENTIFY
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national animal
advanced tests are available
health laboratories
in national animal health
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~
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20 10
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I

I
I

I
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infonnation provided
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country
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1) Status of IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY countries 18
The status of IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY countries 19 is available in six.monthly reports received and validated by the OIE as of 21 October 2011. Cameroon, Congo
(Dem. Rep. of), Ethiopia, Sudan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Philippines, Thailand and
Vietnam had already sent the first 201 I six-monthly report to OIE; Gabon, Kenya, Uganda,
Tanzania, Indonesia and Nepal sent the first 2011 six-monthly report but it has not yet been
validated by OIE. All other IDENTIFY countries had not yet sent their first 2011 six-monthly
report to OIE upon completion of this report, so information was only available from the
second 2010 six-monthly report.

1.1)

Congo Basin

Newcastle disease and contagio us bovine pleuropneumonia were reported as present in all the
countries. Peste des petits ruminants, Brucellosis due to Brucella abortus, foot and mouth
disease, trypanosomosis, and rabies were reported as present in at least 10 of 12 countries).
African swine fever, bovine tuberculosis, fowl typhoid, anthrax, and contagious caprine
pleuropneumonia were reported by more than half of the countries. Porcine cysticercosis,
Echinococcosis/hydatidosis, Pullorum disease, brucellosis due to Brucella melitensis, Rift
Valley fever, Suna and leptospirosis were reported by fewer than 10 countries. Finally,
African horse sickness and dourine were reported only by Ethiopia.
Bovine spongiform encephalopathy, brucellosis due to Brucella suis, Crimean Congo
haemonhagic fever, Epizootic haemorrhagic fever, equine influenza, highly pathogenic avian
influenza, low pathogenic avian influenza, Nipah virus encephalitis, ovine epididymitis due to
Brucella ovis, Salmonellosis due to Salmonella abortus ovis and scrapie were not reported by
any Congo Basin country (Table 2), although they are listed as priority diseases for the Congo
Basin region for the IDENTIFY Project, as adopted by stakeholders in November 2010
(please refer to Annex 1 of the 2nd Biannual report for the IDENTIFY project for the
IDENTIFY targeted disease list for the Congo Basin region).
The interpretation of this data- in particular for the diseases less-frequently or not reportedshould be made with caution, for the lack of reporting of a disease in a country doesn' t mean
that the disease is confirmed to not be present. Some diseases are not notifiable at the country
level or surveillance programs do not exist, and therefore the capacity and/or resources at the
country level to confirm presence or absence of a particular disease may not be available. For
highly pathogenic influenza, the disease was notifiable and surveillance programs existed in
most of the countries, therefore the absence of the disease in the region was probably true.
However, for many of the other diseases, such as dourine, Crimean Congo haemorrhagic
fever, and epizootic haemorrhagic disease or Nipah virus encephalitis, there were no existing
surveillance programs in most of the countries and the disease was not notifiable. In these
cases, we cannot know whether the disease was truly present or absent in some countries of
the region - (for more detailed info1mation by country, see Annex 1).

18

This entire analysis and all of its parts is based on data extracted from WAHID as of 21 October 2011.
Information was available for all the IDENTIFY targeted countries, except Equatorial Guinea (no report was sent to OIE
between 2005 and 2011) and South Sudan (new country).
19
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1.2)

South and Southeast Asia

Haemorrhagic septicaemia, classical swine fever and foot and mouth disease were reported as
present in 8 out of 10 countries). Rabies, brucellosis due to Brucella abortus, highly
pathogenic avian influenza and Newcastle disease were reported by more than half of the
countries. Anthrax, bovine tuberculosis, porcine respiratory and reproductive syndrome,
Pullorum disease, leptospirosis, fowl typhoid, peste des petits ruminants and salmonellosis
due to Salmonella abortus ovis were reported by fewer than 8 countries. Finally, brucellosis
due to Brucella suis was reported by only one country (Malaysia).
African swine fever, bovine spongiform encephalopathy, Crimean Congo haemorrhagic fever,
Epizootic haemorrhagic fever, equine influenza, low pathogenic avian influenza, Nipah virus
encephalitis, ovine epididymitis due to Bruce/la ovis, Rift Valley fever and scrapie were not
reported by any country (Table 3).
Similarly to the Congo Basin country data, the interpretation of the data- in particular for the
diseases less-frequently or not reported- should be made with caution. In Malaysia, all the
IDENTIFY targeted diseases were notifiable and surveillance programs existed, therefore the
absence of the diseases in the region was probably true. However, in the other countries and
for most of the diseases, there were no surveillance programs and the diseases were not
notifiable. In these cases, we cannot know whether the disease was truly present or absent in
some countries of the region (for more detailed information by country, see Annex 2).
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Table 2: Status of IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY countries20 of the Congo Basin region
CD: clinical disease
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Information was available for all the IDENTIFY targeted countries, except Equatorial Guinea (no report was sent to OLE between 2005 and 2011) and South Sudan (new country).
Cameroon, Congo (Dem. Rep. of), Ethiopia, Sudan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam had already sent the first 201 l six-monthly repo rt to OIE; Gabon,
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Indonesia and Nepal sent the first 201 1 six-monthly report but it has not yet been validated by OIE. All other IDENTIFY countries had not yet sent their first 2011 sixmonthly report to OIE upon completion of this report (2 l October 20 11), so in formation was only available from the second 20 LO six-monthly report.
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Table 3: Status of IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY countries of the South and Southeast Asia region
CD: clinical disease
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Cameroon, Congo (Dem. Rep. ot), Eth iopia, Sudan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam had already sent the first 201 l six-monthly report to OIE; Gabon,
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Indonesia and Nepal sent the first 2011 six-monthly report but it has not yet been validated by OIE. All other IDENTIFY countries had not yet sent their first 2011 sixmonthly report to OIE upon completion of this report, so information was only available from the second 20 10 six-monthly report.
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2) List of immediate notifications 23
The World Animal Health Information System, better known as WAHJS, is an internet-based
computer system that processes data on animal diseases in real-time and then informs the international
community. T he system consists of two components:
• an early warning system to inform the international community, by means of "alert messages",
of relevant epidemiological events that occurred in OIE Members, and
• a monitoring system in order to monitor OIE Listed diseases (presence or absence) over time

The Early warning system
Whenever an important epidemiological event occurs in a Member country, the Member must inform
the OIE by sending an Immediate Notification (for both terrestrial and aquatic animal listed diseases)
which includes the reason for the notification, the name of the disease, the affected species, the
geographical area affected, the control measures applied and any laboratory tests can-ied out or in
progress.
To improve the scope and efficiency of the OIE's early warning system, Members should immediately
notify OIE Headquarters of any event of epidemiological significance as defined in the Terrestrial
Animal Health Code for terrestrial animals and in the Aquatic Animal Health Code for aquatic animals
(Chapters 1.1 - Articles 1.1.3).
Once they have been received, verified and validated by the OIE, the immediate notifications are
published on the OIE website (http://www.oie.int/en/animal-health-in-the-world/the-world-animalhealth-information-system/the-oie-data-system/) and sent to the OIE-Info Distribution List, an
electronic distribution list to facilitate and widen the dissemination of animal health information. This
list is open to OIE Delegates of Members Countiies, OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating
Centres, international and regional organisations, and to any institution or individual interested in
receiving such information by subscription.
After having informed the OIE of a significant epidemiological event by means of an immediate
notification report, the Member must send weekly Follow-up Reports for monitoring purposes as it
evolves. In all cases, the country must submit a final report to notify either that the event has been
resolved or that the disease has become endemic. In both cases, the country will continue to submit
information in its six-monthly reports if the disease is an OIE Listed disease.

The Monitoring system
Six-monthly reports provide information on the presence or absence of diseases on the OIE List and
the prevention and control measures applied. For diseases reported as being present in a
country/territory during a given six-month period, the country/territory in question must provide
quantitative data on the number of outbreaks, susceptible animals, cases, deaths, animals destroyed
and animals vaccinated. For diseases that are present and are notifiable in the country, the OIE
recommends that countries provide quantitative data by month and by first administrative division.
Countries/territories that so wish can enter their data in W AHIS each month during a given six-month
period (i.e. without waiting until the end of the six-month period), thereby providing the international
community with the most recent information on the diseases that are present and which Me mbers
consider are the most important.
23

This analysis is based on data extracted from WAHID as of 21 October 20 I I.
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In this respect, Members are given other options for entering information in W AHIS on diseases that
are present: by month and for the whole country/ten-itory, by first administrative level and for the
entire six-month period, and by first administrative level for the whole country/territory. The choice of
one of these options will depend on the national surveillance and monitoring systems in the
country/ten-itory in question and the type of information generated by these systems. These choices
made by Countries and Territories will be reflected in the way the WAHID interface is presented
whenever a request for information is made.
The two six-monthly reports of a given year are combined as part of the annual report for OIE-listed
diseases. Moreover and in cooperation with the WHO and the FAO, Members are asked to complete it
once a year with information on non-OIE listed diseases, the impact of zoonoses on humans, animal
populations, Veterinary Services personnel, national reference laboratories and their performed
diagnostic tests, and, when appropriate, vaccine manufacturers and vaccine production.
As an adjunct to the World Animal Health Information (W AHIS) on-line reporting System, the data
and information provided by Members are accessible via the web interface WAHID (World Animal
Health Information Database) and can be accessed by the public through the OIE website.

2.1 ) Congo Basin
There were 23 immediate notifications 24 from the Congo Bas.i n IDENTIFY countries between 2005
and October 2011: African swine fever (5 notifications), peste des petits ruminants (4 notifications),
contagious bovine plemopneumonia and Rift Valley fever (3 notifications each). The other diseases
reported in immediate notifications were highly pathogenic avian influenza, foot and mouth disease,
anthrax (2 notifications each), African horse sickness and rabies (1 notification each).

2.2) South and Southeast Asia
There were 70 immediate notifications for Asia and South East Asia between 2005 and October 2011,
mainly for highly pathogenic avian influenza (36 notifications) and foot and mouth disease (23
notifications). The other diseases reported in immediate notifications were porcine reproductive and
respiratory syndrome (5 notifications), peste des petits ruminants (3 notifications), rabies (2
notifications), and equine influenza (1 notification).
The detailed list of immediate notifications submitted to the OIE by IDENTIFY countries in Congo
Basin and South and Southeast Asia for the IDENTIFY targeted diseases is available in Annex 3.

24

The total number of immediate notifications submitted to the OIE may be less than the actual number of outbreaks in a
given Member Country, as the report of an event depends on the availably of surveillance resources, in terms o f technical
capabilities and logistics. Some events may not be detected due to insufficient surveillance capacity for some diseases.
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3) OIE Project Objective 1 : Improved reactivity of notifications
for exceptional epidemiological events 25
3.1) Number of days between the confirmation of an exceptional event and the
submission of the corresponding immediate notification to OIE (Indicator
1.1)
The average number of days between confirmation of exceptional events and submission to OIE was
34.65 days for Congo Basin and the trend was increasing between 2005 and October 2011, and 14.06
days for East and Southeast Asia, with a stable trend between 2005 and October 2011 (Figure 1). In
2010, Indonesia submitted an immediate notification after 241 days, which artificially increased the
average 2010 submission time; as a result, average number of days was also calculated excluding this
instance.

Figure 1: Average number of days between the confirmation of en exceptional event and
submission to OIE b ear - Con o Basin and South and Southeast Asia
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Between 2005 and October 2011 , 30% of the immediate notifications submitted by the countries of
Congo Basin and 53% of the immediate notifications submitted by the countries of South and
6
Southeast Asia were reported after OIE verification2 •
The average time between the confirmation of the events and the submission to OIE was shorter for
notifications submitted after OIE verification in the two regions (14 days after OIE verification versus
35 days witho ut OIE verification in Congo Basin, and 14 days after OIE verification versus 25 days
witho ut OIE verification in South and Southeast Asia). These results show the importance of the OIE
verification process in obtaining timely and accurate event information.

25

This analysis was based on data extracted from the immediate notifications submitted to OIE before 21/ 10/201 l.
The OIE searches actively for non-offic ial in formation and rumours relating to animal health and public health. This
information is evaluated in the context of the animal health situation prevailing in the country or region concerned and, where
appropriate, verified with the Member Country or Territory for the purposes o f official confirmation and potential
publication.
26
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3.2) Percentage of immediate notifications for which the delay of submission to
OIE is shorter than 2 days (Indicator 1.2)
Figure 2 and 3 show the distribution of immediate notifications, depending on theiT submission time.
OIE recommends the submission of immediate notifications within 24 ho urs of confirmation of the
disease.
In Congo Basin, very few notifications were submitted to OIE with a delay shorter than 5 days. The
percentage of immediate notifications with more timely submission times dropped over time, with
more than 50% of notifications submitted to OlE with a delay longer than 30 days from 2008 to 2011
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Distribution of immediate notifications according to the number of days between
confirmation of the event and submission to OIE, by year - Congo Basin
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In South and Southeast Asia, the percentage of immediate notifications with short submission times (0
to 5 days) remained over 50% between 2005 and 2009, but dropped during 2010 and 2011. However,
the percentage of immediate notifications with very long submission times (more than 30 days)
remained under 20% between 2005 and 2010 and was null for January to October 2011 (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Distribution of immediate notifications according to the time between confirmation of
the event and submission to OIE, by year - South and Southeast Asia
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4) OIE Project Objective 2: Improved reactivity of laboratory
diagnosis for exceptional epidemiological events (Indicators
2.1 and 2.2)27
The number of days between the start of an exceptional event and the first laboratory test was analysed
in order to measure the reactivity of countries for laboratory diagnosis. However, this indicator may be
influenced by many factors, such as the importance of the clinical signs, and the results should be
interpreted with caution.
At the country level, diseases can be diagnosed through basic or advanced methods, depending on the
availability of equipment, supplies, and expertise in testing methods available, but the use of basic or
advanced testing methods may not indicate the laboratory' s overall laboratory capacity. Basic tests do
not require as much material or supplies, are more rapidly executed, but often less precise than
advanced methods. Since the time required to perform laboratory tests is different for basic 28 and
advanced tests, all the analyses were performed separately for these two categories.

4.1 ) Congo Basin
In the IDENTIFY Congo Basin countries, laboratory diagnostic tests were performed for 21 out of the
23 events reported in immediate notifications. For 13 events, the disease was diagnosed with basic
laboratory tests (8 in laboratories of the Congo Basin, 3 in a South African laboratory, 1 in France and
1 in Mali). For 8 events, the disease was diagnosed using advanced laboratory tests (4 in Europe, 3 in
laboratories from the Congo Basin, of which one was an IDENTIFY targeted laboratory, and 1 in
South Africa).
Figure 4 shows the diagnostic tests used for the first laboratory diagnosis. PCR and ELISA were each
used in 23% of the immediate notifications, followed by c-ELISA (15%), virus isolation (15%), and
others. Advanced tests were used as first laboratory tests in 46% of immediate notifications.
Figure 4: Methods used for the first laboratory test in immediate notifications - Congo Basin
bacteriological

Figure 5 and 6 show the types of laboratories that carried out the first diagnostic tests (basic and
advanced) for the immediate notifications between 2005 and October 2011. IDENTIFY supported
laboratories performed both basic and advanced tests. OIE Reference Laboratories and other African
countries' laboratories also perform tests for countries in the Congo basin.
27

28

This analysis was based on data extracted from the immediate notifications submitted to OIE before 21/ l0/201 l
For the list of basic and advanced laboratory tests, refer to Annex 3.
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Figure 5: Percentage and type of laboratories that carried out the first basic diagnostic tests Congo Basin (13 immediate notifications)
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Figure 6: Percentage and type of laboratories that carried out the first advanced diagnostic tests
- Congo Basin (8 immediate notifications)
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In Figure 7, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test was analysed
by IDENTIFY targeted country for basic tests.
Some countries performed the first laboratory basic tests for all the exceptional events in less than 15
days, such as Cameroon and Tanzania.
In some other cases, the time between the start of the event and the first laboratory tests was longer
than 100 days:
Ethiopia performed the first laboratory tests in the South African OIE Reference Laboratory
for African horse sickness in 2008 128 days after the start of the event; the delay was not
explained.
Uganda performed the fir st laboratory tests in its national laboratory 104 days after the start of
the event for peste des petits ruminants in 2007. The delay was not explained, although OIE
Animal Health Information Department noticed that this was the first time that a laboratory
test for peste des petits ruminants was conducted in Uganda.
In 2005, the Republic of Congo performed laboratory tests in an OIE Reference Laboratory
for peste des petits ruminants in France 185 days after the start of the event; the delay was not
explained.
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Figure 7: Number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory tests, for basic
tests - Congo Basin
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In Figure 8, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test was analysed
by IDENTIFY targeted country for the advanced tests. Some countries performed some first
laboratories tests in less than 15 days, such as Tanzania and Kenya.
However, in most cases, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test
was longer than 30 days, and in some cases, the delay before the first laboratory test was longer than
100 days:
It is interesting to note that the Pasteur Institute of Bangui, a public health laboratory in
Central African Republic, carried out the advanced testing for an animal disease (African
swine fever in 2010. Indeed, the national veterinary laboratory did not have the capability to
perform tests for this disease in 2010, according to Central African Republic 2010 annual
report. As specified in the report, the laboratory tests were not carried out immediately (the
tests were performed 147 days after the start of the event) because the national veterinary
laboratory did not have diagnostic kits for the disease.
In 2006, Kenya requested an OIE Reference Laboratory in Spain to perform laboratory test
results for African swine fever 131 days after the start of the event. Again, the delay was not
explained.
Figure 8: Number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory tests, for
advanced tests - Congo Basin
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Gabon

•
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The percentage of immediate notifications for which the time between the start of the event and the
first laboratory tests was shorter than 15 days was analysed by year, for the region. There was a high
percentage of immediate notifications for which the first tests were performed more than 30 days after
the start of the events each year, and a low percentage of notifications for which the laboratory tests
were performed quickly (Figure 9).
Figure 9: Number of days between the start of an event and the first laboratory tests (basic and
advanced), Congo Basin
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4.2) South and Southeast Asia
Laboratory diagnostic tests were performed for 68 out of the 70 events reported in immediate
notifications. For 7 events, the disease was diagnosed with basic laboratory tests (all in laboratories of
South and Southeast Asia, of which 2 events were tested in IDENTIFY supported laboratories).
For 6 1 events, the disease was diagnosed by advanced laboratory tests ( 1 in Europe, 1 in USA and 59
in laboratories from the IDENTIFY countries, of which 12 events were tested in IDENTIFY supported
laboratories).
Thirty six out of 68 events were HPAl events. Analyses were performed separately for highly
pathogenic avian influenza and other diseases, since the avian influenza crisis in South Asia created a
specific context of pandemic crisis, potentially influencing the laboratory response time.

4.2.1) Non HPAI data
Figure 10 shows the tests used for first laboratory tests. Virus isolation was used for 33% of the
immediate notifications, then RT-PCR (27%), PCR (15%), ELISA (12%) followed by the other tests.
Advanced tests were used as first laboratory tests in 84% of cases.
Other tests included: rapid tests, haemagglutination inhibition test, inoculation test, rRT-PCR,
bacterial examination, direct fluorescent antibody test, Seller's test, liquid-phase blocking ELISA,
histological test, gene sequencing and intravenous pathogenicity index, which account for 12% of the
tests used.
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Figure 10: Laboratory tests used for first tests, (non-HPAI) - South and Southeast Asia

Figure l 1 shows the type of laboratories that carried out the first diagnostic tests (basic and advanced)
for the immediate notification events between 2005 and October 2011. IDENTIFY supported
laborato1ies performed both basic and advanced tests for several diseases. One OlE Reference
Laboratory and other international laboratories also performed tests for countries in the SEA region.
Figure 11: Type of laboratories that carried out the first basic and advanced diagnostic tests
(non-HPAI) - South and Southeast Asia
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In Figure 12, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test was
analysed by IDENTIFY targeted country for the basic tests.
All IDENTIFY countries performed the basic diagnostic tests less than 30 days after the start of the
event. Vietnam and Indonesia performed the first laboratory test in less than 15 days after the start of
the event.
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Figure 12: Number of days between the start of the events and the first laboratory tests, for
basic tests, non-HPAI- South and Southeast Asia
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In Figure 13, the time between the start of the events and the first laboratory tests was analysed, by
IDENTIFY targeted country, for the non HPAJ advanced tests.
For most of the notifications, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory
test was sho1ter than 30 days. However, for one notification, the time between the start of the event
and the first laboratory test was 112 days (porcine respiratory and reproductive d isease in Philippines
in 2008), but this delay was not explained.

Figure 13: Number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test, for nonHPAI advanced tests - South and Southeast Asia
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4.2.2) HPAI data
Figure 14 shows the tests used for first laboratory tests. RT-PCR was used for 25% of the immediate
notifications, then virus isolation (18%), rRT-PCR (13%), inoculation test (1 1%), haemagglutination
inhibition test and rapid tests (9%), PCR (5%) followed by the other tests. Advanced tests were used
as first laboratory tests in 92% of cases.
Other tests included: bacterial examination, direct fluorescent antibody test, Seller's test, liquid-phase
blockjng ELISA, histological test, gene sequencing and intraveno us pathogenicity index, which
account for 9% of the tests used.
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Figure 14: Laboratory tests used for first tests, (HPAI) - South and Southeast Asia
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Figure 15 shows the type of laboratories that carried out the first diagnostic tests (basic and advanced)
for the immediate notification events between 2005 and October 2011. IDENTIFY supported
laboratories performed only advanced tests (no basic tests) for several diseases. No OIE Reference
Laboratory and another international laboratories performed tests for countries in the SEA region for
HPAI.
Figure 15: Type of laboratories that carried out the first, basic and advanced diagnostic tests
(HPAI) - South and Southeast Asia
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In Figure 16, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test was
analysed by IDENTIFY targeted country for the basic tests. All IDENTIFY countries performed the
basic diagnostic tests less than 30 days after the start of the event. Nepal and Indonesia performed the
first laboratory test in less than 15 days after the start of the event.
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Figure 16: Number of days between the start of the events and the first laboratory tests, for
basic tests, HPAI- South and Southeast Asia
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In Figure 17, the number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory tests was
analysed by IDENTIFY targeted country for the HPAI advanced tests.
All the first laboratory tests were performed in less than 15 days after the start of the events, except for
one that was performed in less than 30 days.

Figure 17: Number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory test, for HPAI
advanced tests - South and Southeast Asia
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If we compare the timeliness results for HPAI and non-HPAI diseases in the same laboratories, results
were always better for HPAl than for other diseases. This may reflect improved surveillance
capabilities and focused capacity building for emergency situations, as during the avian influenza
crisis.
Figure 18 shows the average number of days at the regional level between the start of the event and
the first laboratory tests by year for HPAI and non-HPAI diseases. The average number of days
between the start of the event and the first laboratory tests was shorter for highly pathogenic avian
influenza than for other diseases, although the trend for other diseases also improved.
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Figure 18: Average number of days at the regional level between the start of the event and the
first laboratory tests, by year, South and Southeast Asia
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The results were analysed by year. For South and Southeast Asia, the results were much better than
Congo Basin, with a high percentage of immediate notifications for which the first tests were
performed less than 15 days after the start of the event, from 2006 to 2011 (Figure 19).
Figure 19: Number of days between the start of the event and the first laboratory tests (basic
and advanced), South and Southeast Asia
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In summary, Figure 20 shows the average number of days at the regional level between the start of the
event and the first laboratory tests, by year comparing the Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia
regions. The trend seems to be improving between 2005 and 2011 for the two regions. However, the
number of days required on average to perform the first test is much longer in Congo Basin than in
South and Southeast Asia.
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Figure 20: Average number of days at the regional level between the start of the events and the
first laboratory tests by year, Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia
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5) OIE Project Objective 3.1: Increased use of OIE Reference
Laboratories for confirmation after diagnosis of an
exceptional epidemiological event
Percentage of immediate notifications for which additional laboratory tests
were performed by an OIE Reference Laboratory (Indicator 3.1) 29
As presented in Figure 21, OlE Reference Laboratories carried out additional tests in Congo Basin
region in the majority (60%) of cases. Some countries requested that additional tests be performed by
other national laboratories in the region. No IDENTIFY targeted laboratory performed additional tests.
Figure 21: Types of laboratories used for additional tests - Congo Basin
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Conversely, OIE Reference Laboratories did not carry out many additional tests for events in South
and Southeast Asia, although the utilisation of OlE Reference Laboratories for confirmatory testing
has increased in the past 3 years. Additional tests were usually performed in national laboratories of
29

This analysis was based on data extracted from the immediate notifications submitted to OIE before 2 1/ 10/201 I
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the region (in 35% of all cases), or in other international laboratories (such as Pasteur Institute) (Figure
22).
Figure 22: Types of laboratories used for additional tests - South and Southeast Asia
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6) OIE Project Objective 3.2: Improved reactivity of laboratory
confirmation for exceptional epidemiological events
Percentage of immediate notifications for which the time between the first and
additional laboratory tests is shorter than 15 days (Indicator 3.2)30
In both the Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia regions, most additional tests were performed
in less than 7 days after the first laboratory test (Figures 23 & 24). In Congo Basin, 100% of additional
tests were performed in less than 7 days after the first laboratory test in 2006 and 2011.
Figure 23: Number of days between the first and additional laboratory tests, by year - Congo
Basin
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In South and Southeast Asia, 100% of additional tests were performed less than 7 days after the first
laboratory test in 2008, 2009 and 2011. For some events, the time between laboratory tests was
notably long:
In 2007, the national laboratory in Bangladesh requested Thailand (NIAH) to perform a
confirmation test. This test was performed 22 days after the first test, despite the fact that
NlAH had performed the same confirmation test in only 13 days, for a sample from Laos in
2006.
30

This analysis was based on data extracted from the immediate notifications submitted to OIE before 21/ 10/201 I
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The OIE Reference Laboratory of Weybridge performed a confirmation test within 23 days of
the first laboratory test for Nepal in 2010, although it had performed confirmation tests for the
same disease in Oand 3 days in 2009 and earlier in 2010.
These delays seem to be more the consequence of lack of organisation and resources for sample
shipment, rather than less-than-ideal laboratory capabilities.
Figure 24: Number of days between the first and additional laboratory tests, by year - South and
Southeast Asia
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7) OIE Project Objective 4: Complete quantitative information
provided for diseases that are present in the country
7.1) Percentage of IDENTIFY countries providing quantitative information for
diseases that are present in their country (Indicator 4.1 ) 31
In the six-monthly reports, countries are asked to provide quantitative information for the diseases
which are present. OIE encourages Member countries to provide information (e.g. number of
outbreaks, number of cases, deaths, destroyed animals, etc.) by month and by administrative division.
However, some Member countries only provide quantitative information according to one of these two
variables, or may provide information for the whole country as opposed to by administrative division.
Some other countries provide no quantitative information at all.
For each region, the percentage of countries providing quantitative information for the IDENTIFY
targeted diseases present was calculated. The percentage of countries providing quantitative data for
the majority of the diseases present ranged between 42% and 64% in Congo Basin, with a stable trend.
It ranged between 67% and 80% in South and Southeast Asia, also with a stable trend (Figure 25).

31

This analysis was based on data extracted from 2005 to 2010 six-monthly reports received and validated by OIE as of
21/10/2011.
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Figure 25: Percentage of countries providing quantitative information for the majority of the
IDENTIFY diseases present
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7.2) Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases present in their country and for
which quantitative information was provided (Indicator 4.2)
The percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases that were present and for which quantitative
information was provided ranged between 38% and 56% in Congo Basin, with a relatively stable
trend. It ranged between 59% and 75% in South and Southeast Asia, also with a relatively stable trend
(Figures 26 and 27).
The quantitative level (month and/or administrative division) of the data submjtted to OIE was
evaluated for each country and semester. This information is not included in this report for brevity' s
sake, but is available upon request.
At the beginning of the IDENTIFY project (the second semester of 2009) in the Congo Basin region:
4 countries provided q uantitative information for more than the two thirds of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases: Angola (quantitative information for 100% of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases), Sudan ( 100%), Cameroon (83%) and Central African Republic (67%)
5 countries provided quantitative information for more than one third of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases: Gabon (50%), Kenya (50%), Tanzania (50%), Ethiopia (47%) and the Republic of
Congo (38%)
3 countries provided quantitative information for less than one third of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases: Rwanda (33%), Uganda (25%) and the Democratic Republic of Congo (7%)
At the beginning of the IDENTIFY project (the second semester of 2009) in the South and Southeast
Asia region:
7 countries provided q uantitative information for more than the two thirds of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases: Cambodia (quantitative information for 100% of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases), Indonesia (100%), Malaysia (100%), Thailand (100%), Nepal (86%), China (83%)
and Vietnam (64%)
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3 countries provided quantitative information for less than the third of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases: Philippines (20%), Bangladesh ( 11 %) and Laos (0%)

Figure 26: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases that were present and for which
quantitative information was provided - Congo Basin
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Figure 27: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases that were present and for which
quantitative information was provided - South and Southeast Asia
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In the Congo Basin, the diseases for which the most quantitative information was provided were:
Rabies
Foot and mouth disease
Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia
Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Anthrax
African Swine fever
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In South and Southeast Asia, the diseases for which the most q uantitative information was provided
were:

Highly pathogenic avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Haemorrhagic Septicemia
Newcastle disease
Classical swine fever
Anthrax
Rabies

8) OIE Project Objective 5: Completed qualitative information for
diseases that are present
Percentage of notifications of IDENTIFY targeted diseases with multiple
serotypes that were present and for which information about serotype
was provided (Indicator 5)32
In the six-mo nthly reports, countries are asked to provide information for the serotype of the present
diseases. However, some countries may not always provide this information, if they were unable to
identify the serotype, or if they did not fully complete the six-monthly report.
There were six IDENTIFY targeted diseases with multiple existing serotypes (foot and mouth disease,
rabies, highly pathogenic avian influenza, African horse sickness, equine influenza and low
pathogenic avian influenza). We analysed the percentage of these diseases that were present and for
which the information about the serotype was provided, in Figure 28.
Countries of the Congo Basin provided information for the serotype of 7% to 36% of these diseases,
with an increasing trend since 2007. Count1ies of South and Southeast Asia provided more
information (47% to 73% of the diseases) with an increasing trend since 2005.

Figure 28: Percentage of notifications of IDENTIFY targeted diseases with multiple serotypes,
that were present and for which the information about the serotype was provided
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diseases with
multiple serotypes
that are present and
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serotype is provided
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The most reported diseases among these six diseases were: foot and mouth disease, rabies and African
horse sickness in Congo Basin; foot and mouth disease, rabies and highly pathogenic avian influenza
in South and Southeast Asia. The percentage of six-monthly reports in which the serotypes were
32

This analysis was based on data extracted from 2005 to 2010 six-monthly reports received and validated by OIE as of
21/10/2011.
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provided when the diseases were present is shown in the Figure 29 for the two regions. For highly
pathogenic avian influenza and equine influenza, the serotypes were specified in more than 90% of the
six-monthly reports in the two regions.
The results were different for foot and mouth disease between South and Southeast Asia (the serotype
was specified in 85% of the six-monthly reports) and Congo Basin (44% of the six-monthly reports),
even though the disease was reported in many countries of the two regions. In South and Southeast
Asia, the serotype for rabies was often not provided and the serotype for low pathogenic avian
influenza was never provided. In Congo Basin, the serotypes for foot and mouth disease and African
horse sickness were not often provided, and the serotype for rabies was never provided.

Figure 29: Percentage of six-monthly reports in which the serotype is provided when the disease
is present
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9) OIE Project Objective 6.1: Increased availability of tests in
national animal health laboratories 33
Information on national animal health laboratories' capabilities provided by the IDENTIFY countries
to OIE in their annual reports from 2005 to 2010 was analysed. The OIE Member Countries were
asked to provide information for their national animal health laboratories and their diagnostic
capabilities o n OIE Listed diseases. The percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which
diagnostic tests were available in the national animal health laboratories was analysed.
The diagnostic capabilities continuously increased in the two IDENTIFY targeted regions (Figure 30).
There are 32 IDENTIFY targeted diseases in the Congo Basin. For 47% of them, diagnostic tests were
available in the national animal health laboratories of the region in 2005. This percentage increased to
69% in 2010.

33

This analysis was based on data extracted from 2005 to 2010 annual reports received and validated by OIE on the
21/10/2011.
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There are 27 IDENTIFY targeted diseases in South and Southeast Asia. For 45% of them, diagnostic
tests were available in the national animal health laboratories of the region in 2005. This percentage
increased to 63% in 2010.
Figure 30: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which diagnostic tests were available
in national animal health laboratories
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In the Congo Basin, there were not available tests in national animal health laboratories for the
following diseases:
African horse sickness
Crimean Congo haemorrhagic fever
Dourine
Epizootic haemorrhagic disease
Equine influenza
Nipah Virus encephalitis
Ovine epididymitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Pullorum disease
Scrapie
Surra (Trupanosoma evansi)

In South and Southeast Asia, there were not available test in national animal health laboratories for the
following diseases:
African swine fever
Brucellosis (Bruce/la suis)
Crimean Congo haemorrhagic fever
Epizootic haemorrhagic disease
Equine influenza
Nipah Virus encephalitis
Ovine epididymitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Rift Valley fever
Salmonellosis (Salmonella abortusovis)
Scrapie
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10)
OIE Project Objective 6.2: Increased availability of OIE
prescribed and/or alternative tests for international trade in
national animal health laboratories 34
The conformity of diagnostic tests available in national animal health laboratories to the OIE
Standards and prescribed 35 tests for international trade was analysed. The conformity increased with
the increase of testing capabilities in the two IDENTIFY regions (Figures 31 and 32).
In the two regions, most of the available tests were in line w ith the OIE Standards and prescribed or
alternative tests for international trade. 60% to 80% of the available tests were in line with the OIE
Standards and presc1ibed or alternative tests for international trade in the national laboratories of the
Congo Basin and 68% to 83% of the available tests were OIE Standards and prescribed or alternative
tests for international trade in the national laboratories of South and Southeast Asia.
The IDENTIFY supported laboratories in the Congo Basin report sufficient laboratory capability to
perform diagnostic tests for 20 IDENTIFY targeted diseases (62%), of which 16 methods are in line
with OIE Standards and prescribed or alternative tests for international trade (50% of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases), according to the 2010 annual reports.

Figure 31: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which OIE Standards and prescribed
tests for international trade were available, Congo Basin
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The IDENTIFY supported laboratories in South and Southeast Asia are capable of performing
d iagnostic tests for 17 IDENTIFY targeted diseases (63%), of which 10 methods are in line with OIE
Standards and prescribed or alternative tests for international trade (37% of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases), according to the 2010 annual reports.

34

This analysis was based on data extracted from 2005 to 2010 annual reports received and validated by OIE on the
21 /10/20 l l.
35
Please visit the website of the OIE Manual for Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
http://www.oie.int/fileadmin/Home/eng/Health_standards/tahm/0 .02_PRESCRIBED_TESTS_2008. pdf.
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Figure 32: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which OIE Standards and prescribed
tests for international trade were available, South and Southeast Asia
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11)
OIE Project Objective 6.3: Increased availability of
advanced tests in national animal health laboratories36
The availability of advanced diagnostic tests in national laboratories was analysed. The list of
advanced and basic tests is available in Annex 4. The availability of advanced testing methods
increased in the Congo Basin region between 2005 and 2010, but for most of the IDENTIFY targeted
diseases; no advanced test was available (Figure 33).
Figure 33: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which advanced tests were available,
Congo Basin
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In South and Southeast Asia, there were advanced tests available for approximately 40% of the
IDENTIFY targeted diseases, with a stable trend in recent years (Figure 34).

36

TI1is analysis was based on data extracted from 2005 to 2010 annual reports received and validated by OIE on the
21110/20 11.
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Figure 34: Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases for which advanced tests were available,
South and Southeast Asia
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Detailed testing capabilities for each IDENTIFY country are available in Annex 5 (2010 data).
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Conclusion
This analysis was performed for several purposes: 1) to better understand the surveillance,
reporting, and laboratory capacity trends in the Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia
37
regions since 2005 , 2) to establish IDENTIFY project baselines and targets for the
supported countries for the project period, beginning 1 Oct 2009, and 3) to better info1m OIE
IDENTIFY project activities by addressing gaps in laboratory capability.

Surveillance, reporting, and laboratory capacity trends in the Congo Basin and
South and Southeast Asia regions since 2005
For nearly every indicator (see Tables 1 & 4), South and Southeast Asia countries perform at
a higher level than the Congo Basin countries. Submission time of immediate notifications
was close to the target for South and Southeast Asia countries, but the performance of the
Congo Bas in countries has some room for improvement. Concerning the timeliness of
diagnostic tests, South and Southeast Asia has achieved the project target, but the Congo
Basin countries could see improvement. Both regions called upon the OIE network of
laboratory expertise, the OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, and in some
instances they performed additional tests.
South and Southeast Asia countries consistently provide more quantitative information by
administrative division and by month on the animal disease situation in their countries, but
Congo Basin countries sometimes lack sufficient quantitative information to be able to draw
conclusions on the actual disease situation. This lack of quantitative information is likely due
to a lack of internal communication or organisation, insufficient technical and logistic
resources, or lack of political wi ll to conduct surveillance certain IDENTIFY targeted
diseases.
When it comes to national animal health laboratory capability, both regions have increased
the scope of available laboratory tests and methods since 2005. Laboratory tests are available
for most of the IDENTIFY targeted diseases in both regions, and most of these tests are
consistent with OIE Standards and prescribed or alternative tests for international trade. Of
existing laboratory capacity, most laboratories offer tests are basic tests, and the availability
of advanced testing methods through focused capacity building and networking for
IDENTIFY targeted diseases may be increased.

IDENTIFY project baselines and targets for the supported countries for the
project period
For the detailed information on the performance of the IDENTIFY countries in both regions,
please refer to Tables 1 & 4. The OIE will report on the evolution of these indicators each
year end of the IDENTIFY project.

OIE IDENTIFY project activities to improve laboratory capacity and networking
A number of concrete activities in the laboratories have been implemented by the OIE project team for
the benefit of the Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia national animal health laboratories:
•
•
37

Workshop on OIE Standards for shipment of biological specimens
Focused capacity building in the framework of the Special Project for Uganda NADDEC

Data is available electronically in WAHID from 2005 to present.
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•
•
•

•
•
•

Participation in the OIE Global Conference on Rabies Control
Laboratory visits and capacity building support plan development for IDENTIFY countries
Planning for staff exchanges on West Nile Virus between NIAH Thailand and OIE Reference
Laboratory Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell Abruzzo e del Molise G. Caporale,
Terumo, Italy
Development of the PVS Pathway Pilot Laboratory Mission
Exploration of the Tanzania Central Veterinary Laboratory Twinning project on PPR with
CJRAD
Preparation for Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the
Asia Pacific Region

For many national animal health laboratories, these act1V1t1es are unique opportunities for
improvements that complement other capacity building efforts provided by partners. These
initiatives have contributed to better networking leading to the ultimate goal of timely and accurate
diagnosis of diseases. The OIE is responding to observed and expressed needs of Laboratory
D irectors and advocating for the crucial role of national animal health laboratories in effective
public and veterinary health systems in the principle of "One Health". There is an expressed need by
National Animal Health Laboratory Directors for more support in the following areas:
• Laboratory strategic planning
• PVS laboratory missions
• Laboratory focal points nomination and advocacy at policy level
• Focused capacity building in the framework of Twinning Projects and Special Projects
• Laboratory Director's Forum continued support (Laboratory Director-led)
• More opportunities for cross-sectoral exchange and partnership, such as during the Meeting on
Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Asia Pacific Region
• Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) in Animal Health laboratories
• Quality Management Systems in National Animal Health laboratories
• South East Asia Rabies Networking opportunities
The IDENTIFY project approach has always been to attempt to identify cross-cutting areas in
laboratory capacity building and networking that will have the greatest effect on disease
diagnosis in general, instead of taking a disease-based approach. The activities listed above,
especially Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S), Quality Management Systems, Rabies
Networking opportunities, proficiency testing, and standard operating procedure harmonization,
will fulfill the IDENTIFY project goals and train animal health laboratory technicians to be
able to more rapidly and accurately diagnose IDENTIFY diseases.

In addition, the ultimate aim of the IDENTIFY project is to link together a global network
capable of more rapidly and accurately diagnosing known and emerging pathogens. In order
to address the gaps in laboratory capacity in the countries of both regions, the OIE has
developed activities to target laboratory networking as a key component of the strategy for
improving the rapid and accurate detection of known animal disease and emerging threats.
The OIE is continuing to further develop this analysis to better describe the speed and
accuracy of laboratory results and reporting, the link between diagnosis, confirmation, and
reporting, and the challenges related to laboratory diagnosis to achieve the objective of more
timely and accurate detection of known diseases and emerg ing threats in the hot spot regions.
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Table 4: Summary of IDENTIFY Project performance indicators
OIE Project Indicator

Congo Basin

South and
Southeast Asia

18

Project Targct·

ear

--

1.1

Number of days between the confirmation
of an exceptional event and the submission
of the corresponding immediate
notification to OIE

48

<2

9

--

I

1.2

Percentage of immediate notifications for
which the submission time is shorter than 2
days

0%

74%

100%

--2.1

Number of days between start of an
exceptional event and first laboratory test

25

<15

JO

--

2

-2.2

Percentage of immediate notifications for
which the time between the start of the
event and the first laboratory tests was
shorter than I5 days

33%

82%

75%

--

~

3.1

Percentage of immediate notifications for
which additional laboratory tests were

50%

38

ongo asm

Southeast Asia

---------

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011.
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
201 I
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
201 I
2005
2006

NA

9
41
24
48
38
42
NA

25%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
NA

74
54
79
25
48
39
NA

0%
14%
0%
33%
50%
0%

I
16
7
16
9
10
17
100%
25%
54%
40%
74%
27%
0%
18
17
9
17
JO
12
3
0%
86%
80%
77%
82%
60%
JOO%

NA

NA

100%

0%

-

-

-

-

The targets listed here are O LE targets for all Member Countries. Each OIE Member Country has an obligation to follow the standards set by the World Assembly of Delegates, including
reporting for OIE Listed diseases through immediate notifications, six-monthly reports, and annual reports. We maintain that improvement should be seen, but recognize that these targets may
be difficult to reach during the project period, as the interventions are based principally on laboratory capacity building and networking activities for the IDENTIFY countries.
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OIE Project Indicator

~
1

Congo Basin

So:;,~::s~':.~ia

I

--

Project Target·IN

performed by an OIE Reference Laboratory

3.2

4. 1

Percenrage of immediate notificarions for
which the time berween the first and
addirional laborarory tests is shorter than
15 day

Percentage of IDENTIFY countries
providing quantitative information for
diseases that are present in their country

100%

42%

100%

80%

4

4.2

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
present in their country and for which
quantitative information was provided

50%

68%

100%
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--

I

Year
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2009
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,......_
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2005
2006
- - 2007
2008
- - 2009
2010
2011
I rst semester 2005
2nd semester 2005
l rst semester 2006
2nd semester 2006
lrst semester 2007
2nd semester 2007
I rst semester 2008
2nd semester 2008
I rst semester 2009
2nd semester 2009
l rst semester 20 IO
2nd semester 2010
lrst semester 2005
2nd semester 2005
lrst semester 2006
2nd semester 2006
I. rst semester 2007
2nd semester 2007
I rst semester 2008
2nd semester 2008
I rst semester 2009
2nd semester 2009
I rst semester 20 IO
2nd semester 2010

I

Congo Basin
33%

NA
NA
NA
100%

I

So:;~~:s~': ~ia I
0%
0%
50%
66%
0%

NA

NA

100%
50%

50%
50%
!00%
100%
66%
100%
67%
67%
78%
78%
80%
70%
70%
70%
80%
70%
70%
70%
60%
59%
69%
70%
75%
73%
74%
70%
70%
68%
71%
67%

NA
NA
NA
100%
50%
50%
64%
64%
58%
58%
58%
58%
42%
58%
64%
55%
52%
53%
44%
47%
53%
53%
60%
62%
60%
50%
49%
51%

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

OIE Project Indicator

Percentage of notifications of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases with multiple serotypes
that were present and for which
information about serotype was provided

5

6

- - - - - - - --

~

25%

72%

Pcoj,ctTacget'"

100%

6. 1

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which tests are available in national
animal health laboratories

62%

63%

100%

6.2

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which OIE prescribed or alternative
tests for international trade are available in
national animal health laboratories

47%

52%

100%

6 .3

Percentage of lDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which advanced tests are available in
national animal health laboratories

37%

44%

50%
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2nd semester 2005
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15%
27%
36%
26%
7%
19%
14%
26%
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28%
36%
47%
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62%
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28%
41.%
41%
47%
47%
50%
18%
31%
31%
34%
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37%

47%
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56%
65%
6 1%
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62%
70%
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60%
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63%
63%
63%
33%
41%
52%
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33%
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-

-

-
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Annex 1: Existing surveillance programs in IDENTIFY countries, by targeted diseases not reported to
WAHIS - Congo Basin
NI: Disease for which no Information has been provided
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since 2005
and existing
surveillance

disease
notifiable
since 2008
and existing
surveillance

NI.

NI.

surveillance
program

notifiable
disease since
2005

NI.

ro ram

NI.

NI.

disease
notifiable
and existing
surveillance
program

notifiable
disease since
2007

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.
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notifiable
disease

notifiable
disease

notifiable

surveillance
program

N I.

surveillance
program

surveillance
program

disease
notifiable

NI.

disease
notifiable
and existing
surveillance
ro ram

notifiable
disease

Annex 2: Existing surveillance programs in IDENTIFY countries, by targeted diseases not reported to
WAHIS- South and Southeast Asia
NI: Disease for which no Information has been provided

NI.

NI.

surveillance
program

NI (the disease
was notifiable
from 2006 to
2009)

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

surveillance
program (the
disease was
notifiable from
2007 to 2010)

NI.

NI.

disease
notifiable since
2008
disease
notifiable since
2009 and

notifiable
disease since
2009

surveillance
program

NI (the disease
was notifiable
in 2005 and
2006)

NI (the disease
was notifiable
in 2008 and
2009)

disease
notifiable and
existing
surveillance
program

surveillance
program

ro ram
disease
d isease
notifiable since notifiable since
notifiable and
2005 and
2005 and
existing
existing
existing
surveillance
surveillance
surveillance
program
ro ram
ro ram
disease
notifiable since
2008 and
NI.
NI.
existing
surveillance
ro ram
d isease
notifiable and
NI.
existing
NI.
surveillance
ro ram
disease
d isease
NI (the disease notifiable since notifiable since
was notifiable
2005 and
2005 and
in 2008 and
existing
2009)
surveillance
ro ram
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NI.

disease
notifiable since
2009 and
existing
surveillance

NI.

surveillance
program (the
disease was
notifiable in
2005)

surveillance
program

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

NI.

notifiable since
2005 and
existing
surveillance
ro ram
d isease

NI.

NI.

NI.

surveillance
program

NI.

surveillance
program

NI.

surveillance
program

NI.

N I.

NI.

surveillance
program

d isease

notifiable since notifiable since
2006 and
2006 and
N I.
existing
surveillance
ro ram
disease
notifiable since
NI (the disease
2006 and
NI.
was notifiable
existing
in 2005)
surveillance
ro ram
disease
notifiable since
2008 and
surveillance
NI.
existing
program
surveillance
ro ram
disease
disease
notifiable since notifiable since
2005 and
2008 and
NI.
existing
existing
surveillance
surveillance
ro ram
ro ram
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NI.

notifiable since
2009 and
existing
surveillance

surveillance
program

NI.

surveillance
program (the
disease was
notifiable in
2005 and 2006)

surveillance
program

Annex 3: List of immediate notifications
List of immediate notifications submitted to OIE by the IDENTIFY countries of Congo
Basin
date of submission
Following OIE
Country
disease
toOIE
verification
Rabies
24/04/2009
yes
Angola
Foot and mouth disease
no
04/06/2009
Highly path. avian
Cameroon
12/03/2006
no
influenza
Contagious bov.
05/09/2007
no
Central African
pleuropneumonia
Republic
African swine fever
11/12/2010
no
Foot and mouth disease
26/05/2006
no
Congo (Dem. Rep.
of the)
Anthrax
22/04/2011
no
Peste des petits ruminants
27/07/2006
no
Congo (Rep. of the)
Contagious bov.
no
20/09/2010
pleuropneumonia
Ethiopia
African horse sickness
no
19/09/2008
Contagious bov.
Gabon
20/01/2011
yes
pleuropneumonia
Rift Valley fever
09/01/2007
no
Peste des petits ruminants
no
16/01/2007
Kenya
African swine fever
yes
04/05/2007
African swine fever
04/03/2011
no
Highly path. avian
yes
19/04/2006
influenza
Sudan
Rift Valley fever
11/ 11/2007
yes
Rift Valley fever
12/02/2007
yes
African swine fever
06/03/2008
yes
Tanzania
Peste des petits ruminants
27/01/2009
no
African swine fever
08/ 12/2010
no
Peste des petits ruminants
no
31/07/2007
Uganda
Anthrax
04/08/2010
no
List of immediate notifications submitted to OIE by the IDENTIFY countries of South and
Southeast Asia
date of
Following OIE
Country
disease
submission to
verification
OIE
Bangladesh
Highly path. avian influenza
30/03/2007
yes
Highly path. avian influenza
14/04/2006
yes
Highly path. avian influenza
12/04/2007
yes
Highly path. avian influenza
25/12/2008
yes
Cambodia
Highly path. avian influenza
28/ 12/2009
yes
Highly path. avian influenza
yes
05/02/2010
Highly path. avian influenza
07/02/2011
yes
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Country

China (People's
Rep. of)

Indonesia

Laos

disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Porcine reproductive/respiratory
syndr
Peste des petits ruminants
Equine influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Peste des petits ruminants
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Rabies
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Foot and mouth disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Rabies
Rabies
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Anthrax
104

date of
submission to
OIE
28/07/2011
01/08/2011
13/05/2005
20/04/2006
19/01/2007

Following OIE
verification
no
no
yes
no
no

09/05/2007

no

27/07/2007
05/11/2007
14/03/2008
20/06/2008
11/07/2008
12/ 11/2008
19/ 12/2008
22/01/2009
22/01/2009
10/02/2009
12/02/2009
25/03/2009
02/04/2009
25/04/2009
30/04/2009
07/05/2009
15/05/2009
17/05/2009
22/05/2009
22/05/2009
08/06/2009
26/06/2009
25/ 11/2009
22/01/2010
01/03/2010
02/06/2010
02/07/2010
25/09/2006
18/12/2008
08/ 10/2010
26/04/2011
04/08/2006
19/02/2007
21/12/2007
14/02/2008
14/09/2008
20/10/2008

no
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no

Country

Malaysia
Nepal
Philippines

Thailand

Vietnam

disease
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Porcine reproductive/respiratory
syndr.
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Porcine reproductive/respiratory
syndr.
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Highly path. avian influenza
Porcine reproductive and
respiratory syndrome
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
Porcine reproductive/respiratory
syndr
Foot and mouth disease
Highly path. avian influenza
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date of
submission to
OIE
13/11/2008
26/02/2009
14/05/2010

Following OIE
verification
no
yes
no

06/07/201 0

no

23/02/2006
11/06/2007
16/01/2009
05/02/2010
05/12/2010

no
yes
yes
no
no

10/ 12/2008

yes

27/07/2006
16/0 1/2007
24/0 1/2007
24/01/2008
10/ 11/2008

yes
no
no
no
no

30/1 1/2010

no

24/05/2006
19/ 12/2006

yes
no

11/04/2007

no

18/07/2007
12/03/2008

yes
yes

Annex 4: List of basic and advanced tests
Advanced tests

Basic tests
Agar-gel precipitation test

Bacteriological examination

Anatomo-pathological examination

Complement fixation test

Competitive ELISA

Fluorescent antibody virus neutralization

Direct fluorescent antibody test

Haemagglutination inhibition test

Direct immunofluorescence test

Inoculation test

ELISA

Intravenous pathogenicity index test

ELISA 3ABC

Pathogen isolation by egg inoculation

Haemagglutination test

PCR

Histological test

rRT-PCR

Histopathological examination

RT-PCR

IgM-capture ELISA

Seroneutralization test

Immunocapture ELISA

Virus isolation

Immuno histochemical test

Virus neutralisation test

Immunoperoxidase monolayer assay

Virus sequencing

Indirect ELISA

Western Blotting

Indirect fluorescent antibody test
Indirect sandwich ELISA
Liquid-phase blocking ELISA
Microscopic agglutination test
Neutralising peroxidase linked assay
Optical microscopy
Parasitological examination
Plate agglutination test
Rapid serum agglutination
Rapid tests
Rose Bengal test
Tuberculin test
Tube agglutination test
Seller's test
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Annex 5: Laboratory testing capabilities for IDENTIFY targeted
diseases
Laboratory tests:
AGID
c-ELISA

CFT
DIF
ELISA
FAT
FAVN
HA
HIT
IFA
IVPI

MAT
NPLA
PCR
RBT
rRT-PCR
RT- PCR
SNT

TAT
VNT

Agar-gel-immunodiffusion
Competitive ELISA
Complement fixation test
Direct immunofluorescence test
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
Direct fluorescent antibody test
Fluorescent antibody virus neutralization
Haemagglutination test
Haemagglutination inhibition test
Indirect fluorescent antibody test
Intravenous pathogenicity index test
Microscopic agglutination test
Neutralising peroxidase linked assay
Polymerase chain reaction
Rose Bengal test
real-time reverse transcriptase/polymerase chain reaction
Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
Seroneutralization test
Tube agglutination test
Virus neutralisation test

Laboratory testing capabilities for IDENTIFY targeted diseases in the Congo Basin

Country

Name of the laboratory 39

Laboratory testing capability

Angola

Laborat6rio Regional de Veterinaria
de Luanda

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Trypanosomosis
African swine fever
Anthrax
Bovine tuberculosis
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Cameroon

Laboratoire National Veterinaire
(LANAVET)

Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia

Foot and mouth disease

Highly path. avian influenza

Newcastle disease

39

Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
RBT40
optical microscopy
ELISA
pathogenic agent
isolation on culture
tuberculin test
CFT
RBT
ELISA
pathogenic agent
isolation on culture
PCR
CFT
ELISA
AGID
HA
HIT
RT-PCR
c-ELISA
AGID

The laboratories highlighted in blue are the IDENTIFY targeted laboratories.
The tests highlighted in green are those in line with the OIE Standards and prescribed or alternative tes ts for international
trade.
40
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Country

Name of the laboratory 39

Laboratory testing capability

Peste des petits ruminants
Rabies
Salmonellosis (S. abortusovis)
Bovine tuberculosis
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis)
Brucellosis (Brucella suis)
Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
CAR

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire
(LACEVET)

Highly path. avian influenza
Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Rabies
Trypanosomosis

DRC

Laboratoire Veterinaire Central de
Kinshasa

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Porcine cysticercosis
Anthrax
Bovine tuberculosis

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis)

Ethiopia

National Animal Health Diagnostic
and Investigation Center

Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
Echinococcosis/hydatidosis

Foot and mouth disease

Highly path. avian influenza
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Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
c-ELISA
HA
HIT
PCR
c-ELISA
PCR
SNT
IFA
pathogenic agent
isolation on culture
bacteriological
examination
RBT
RBT
RBT
c-ELISA
CFf
AGID
HA
HIT
HIT
c-ELISA
ELISA
DIF
parasitological
examination
bacteriological
examination
ELISA
pathogenic agent
isolation on cul ture
PCR
tuberculin test
CFf
ELISA
PCR
RBT
CFf
ELISA
RBT
CFf
ELISA
parasitological
examination
ELISA 3ABC
indirect sandwich ELISA
liquid-phase blocking
ELISA
AGID
HA
HIT
pathogen isolation by
e1rn: inoculation
rapid tests
RT- PCR

Country

Name of the laboratory 39

Laboratory testing capability
Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Ri ft Valley fever
Salmonellosis (S. abortusovis)
Trypanosomosis

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
National Veterinary Institute

Contagious cap. pleuropnettmonia
Foot and mouth disease

Gabon

Laboratoire Natio nal Veterinaire de
Libreville

Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
African swine fever
Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
Highly path. avian influenza
Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Anthrax
Bovine tuberculosis

Pesce des petits ruminants
Rabies
Trypanosomosis
Foot and mouth disease

no information

Bovine tuberculosis
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis)
Highly path. avian influenza
Low pathogenic avian influenza
(poultry)
Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants

tuberculin test
RBT
RBT
AGID

Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis)

Kenya

Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
Contagious cap. pleuropneumonia
Fowl typhoid
Highly path. avian influenza
Leptospirosis
Newcastle disease

Foot & Mouth Disease Laboratory
Embakasi

RC

Laboratoire de Diagnostic Veterinaire
de Brazzaville

HIT
ELISA
c-ELISA
CFT
AGID
HIT
indirect ELISA
optical microscopy
tuberculin test
CFT
ELISA
RBT
CFT
ELISA
RBT
CFT
CFT
optical microscopy
PCR
ELISA
PCR
virus isolation
ELISA
FAT
optical microscopy

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Central Veterinary Laboratories
Kabete

Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
pathogen isolation by
egg inoculation
c-ELISA
RT-PCR
lgM-capture ELISA
pathogenic agent
isolation on culture
ELISA
parasitological
examination
CFT
RBT
CFT
indirect ELISA
CFT
indirect ELISA
ELISA

Porcine cysticercosis
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AGID
HIT
c-ELISA
parasitological
examination

Country

Name of the laboratory 39

Rwanda

Laboratoire National de Rubirizi
Laboratoire Satellite de Nyagatare

Sudan

Central Veterinary Research
Laboratories

Tanzania

Central Veterinary Laboratory

Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
no IDENTIFY targeted disease capacity
no information
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
RBT
Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
c-ELISA
Contagious cap. pleuropneumonia
CFT
Foot and mouth disease
ELISA
rapid tests
Highly path. avian influenza
RT- PCR
Newcastle disease
HIT
c-ELISA
Peste des petits ruminants
immunocapture ELISA
Rabies
FAVN
Ri ft Valley fever
lgM-capture ELISA
parasitological
Trypanosomosis
examination
African swine fever
indirect ELISA
histopathological
Anthrax
examination
Bovine brucellosis
ELISA
CFT
Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
ELISA
indirect sandwich ELISA
Foot and mouth disease
RT-PCR
Highly path. avian influenza
HIT
Laboratory testing capability

Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Rabies
African swine fever
Anthrax
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Uganda

National Diagnostic and epidemiology
laboratory - Entebbe

Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis)
Contagious bov. pleuropneumonia
Echinococcosis/hydatidosis
Foot and mouth disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Rabies
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ELISA
HIT
c-ELISA
immunocapture ELISA

IFA
indirect ELISA
bacteriological
examination
rapid serum
agglutination
rapid serum
agglutination
c-ELISA
anatomo-pathological
examination
indirect ELISA
immunocapture ELISA
histopathological
examination

Laboratory testing capabilities for IDENTIFY targeted diseases in South and Southeast Asia

Country

Name of the laboratory 41

Bangladesh

Bangladesh Livestock Research
Institute, Savar, Dhaka

Laboratory testing capability

Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory

no information
HIT 42

Cambodia

National Veterinary Research Institute
National Avian Influenza Reference
Laboratory, Harbin Veterinary
Research Institute, China Academy of
Agricultural Sciences

China
(People's Rep.
of)

National Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy Reference Laboratory,
China Animal Health and
Epidemiology Centre
National Foot and Mouth Disease
Reference Laboratory, Lanzhou
Veterinary Research Institute, China
Academy of A_gricultural Sciences

Highly path. avian influenza

Highly path. avian influenza

Bovine spongiform encephalopathy

Foot and mouth disease

Newcastle disease

Rabies
Anthrax
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Classical swine fever
Foot and mouth disease
Haemorrhagic septicaemia

Highly path. avian influenza

Newcastle disease
Porcine reproductive/respiratory
syndr.
Pullorum disease

Rabies

Disease Investigation Centre Region Ill
Lampung
Disease Investigation Centre Region V

ELISA
PCR
virus isolation

Disease Investigation Centre Maros

Disease Investigation Centre Region II
Bukittinggi

HA
HIT
virus isolation
virus sequencing
lnununo-histochemical
test
western blotting

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Indonesia

inoculation test

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Newcastle disease
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

41

CFT
HA
HIT
histopathological
examination
FAT
Seller's test
ELISA
CFT
RBT
ELISA
ELISA
ELISA
AGID
ELISA
HA
HIT
PCR
AGID
ELISA
rapid tes ts
FAT
ELISA
histological test
Seller's test
CFT
RBT
HA
HIT
CFT

The laboratories highlighted in blue are the IDENTIFY targeted laboratories.
TI1e tests highlighted in green are those in line with the OIE Standards and prescribed or alternative tests for international
trade.
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Country

Name of the laboratory 41

Laboratory testing capability

Banjar Baru
Classical swine fever
Foot and mouth disease

Highly path. avian influenza

Newcastle disease

Pullorum disease

Rabies

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Highly path. avian influenza
Disease Investigation Centre Subang
Newcastle disease

Rabies
Disease Investigation Centre
Yogyakarta

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Disease in vestigation Centre Denpasar

Newcastle disease

Rabies
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)

Newcastle disease

Disease Investigation Centre Region I
Medan

Rabies

Laos

National Animal Health Centre

Malaysia

Regional Diagnostic Veterinary

Foot and mouth disease
Porcine reproducti ve/respirntory
syndr.
Foot and mouth disease
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Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
RBT
ELISA
Immuno-histochemical
test
ELISA
HA
HIT
histopathological
examination
Immuno-histochemical
test
PCR

HA
HIT
histopathological
examination
HA
histopathological
examination
FAT
ELISA
histopathological
examination
Seller's test
CFf
RBT
HA
HIT
inoculation test
HA
HIT
inoculation test
ELISA
FAT
Seller's test
CFf
RBT
CFf
HA
HIT
histopathological
examination
Seller's test
CFT
RBT
HA
HIT
histopathological
examination
direct fluorescent
antibody (FAT) test
Seller's test
ELISA
real-time PCR
ELISA

Country

Name of the laboratory 41

Laboratory testing capability

Laboratory

Bovine spongiform encephalopathy
Brucellosis (Brucella abortus)
Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis)
Classical swine fever

Highly path. avian influenza
Veterinary Research Institute

Newcastle disease

Anthrax
Bovine tuberculosis
Classical swine fever
Fowl typhoid
Haemorrhagic septicaemia

Highly path. avian influenza

Central Veterinary Laboratory

Low pathogenic avian influenza
(poultry)

Nepal
Newcastle disease

Peste des petits rumjnants

Pullorum disease

Philippines

Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
ELISA3ABC
PCR
histopathological
examination
CIT
CIT
ELISA
agar-gel precipitation test
HA
HIT
pathogen isolation by egg
inoculation
PCR
rapid tests
agar-gel precipitation test
HA
HIT
pathogen isolation by egg
inoculation
PCR
rapid tests
pathogen isolation on cell
culture
tuberculin test
FAT
pathogenic agent isolation
on culture
pathogenic agent isolation
on culture
ELISA
HA
HIT
rRT-PCR
RT-PC R
HA
rapid tests
RT-PC R
c-ELISA
HA
HIT
pathogen isolation by egg
inoculation
AGID
c-ELISA
pathogenic agent isolation
on culture
plate agglutination test
FAT

Rabies

histopathological
examination

National Avian Diagnostic Laboratory
National FMD and Tads Laboratory
National Veterinary Investigation
Centre, Veterinary Research Institute

Highly path. avian influenza
Foot and mouth disease

no information
ELISA

Bovine brucellosis

RBT

Philippine Animal Health Centre

Foot and mouth disease

ELISA
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Country

Name of the laboratory 41

Pullorum disease
Rabies
Classical swine fever
Newcastle disease
Classical swine fever
Newcastle disease
Rabies

Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
rapid tests
FAT
ELISA
ELISA
FAT
HIT
FAT

Rabies

FAT

Newcastle disease

HA

Laboratory testing capability

Regional Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory - CARAGA
Regional Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory - Ill
Regional Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory - V
Regional Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory - XI

Anthrax
Bovine brncellosis
Bovine spongiform encephalopathy
Bovine tuberculosis
Cap/ovi brucel. (not B. ovis)
Classical swine fever
Foot and mouth disease
Thailand

National Institute of Animal Health

Haemorrhagic septicaemia
Highly path. avian influenza
Leptospirosis
Newcastle disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Porcine brucellosis

MAT
virus isolation
c-ELISA
TAT

Rabies

FAT

Classical swine fever

Foot and mouth disease

Vietnam

pathogenic agent isolation
on culture
TAT
immunohistochemical test
tuberculin test
TAT
FAT
virus isolation
pathogenic agent isolation
on culture
pathogen isolation by egg
inoculation

National Centre for Veterinary
Diagnosis
Highly path. avian int1uenza

Newcastle disease

Porcine reproductive/respiratory
syndr.
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ELISA
NPLA
rRT-PCR
RT-PCR
virus isolation
ELISA
ELISA3ABC
liquid-phase blocking
ELISA
rRT-PCR
RT-PCR
virus isolation
HIT
IVPI
rRT-PCR
RT-PCR
virus isolation
YNT
HIT
rRT-PCR
virus isolation
ELISA
immunoperoxidase
monolayer assay
rRT-PCR

Country

Name of the laboratory 41

Laboratory testing capability

National Reference Laboratory for
Avian Influenza

Highly path. avian influenza
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Tests by disease
available or performed
by laboratory
RT-PCR
virus isolation
no information

Annex 5: Third Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, 18 Oct, Agenda, Concept Note, and Draft Regional Strategic
Framework
Time
0800 - 0830
0830- 0850

0850 - 0900
0900- 0930

Session 1
0930 - 1030

Topic
Registration
Opening remarks
Dr Aziz Jamaluddin Department of Veterinary Service, Malaysia
Dr Pawin Padungtod, FAORAP
Dr Andrew Davis, O/E SRR SEA
Introduction of participants

Chair
Dr Jamaluddin

Background of the Laboratory Directors'' Forum and Introduction of
new members
Dr Ramlan Mohamed, VRI (Malaysia)
Presentation and Discussion
Regional Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in SE Asia
Draft Regional Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in SE Asia
Dr Vinwl Jirathanawat, NIAH (Thailand)

1030 - 1100
Session 2
ll00 - 1130

Morning Break
Roles and responsibilities of regional leading laboratories
FMD regional leading laboratory
Dr Panithan Thongtha, FMD RRL (Thailand)

1130 -1200

CSF leading laboratory
Dr Ngo Thanh Long, RAHO 6 (Viet Nam)

1200- 1230

HPAI leading laboratory
Dr Ramlan Mohamed, VRI (Malaysia)

1230 - 1330
Session 3
1330 -1400

Lunch
Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis of Priority Diseases
Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis of FMD
Dr Kingkarn Boonsuya Seeyo, FMD RRL (Thailand)

1400- 1430

Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis of CSF
Dr Ngo Thanh Long, RAHO 6 (Viet Nam)

1430 - 1500

Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis of HP AI
Dr Ramlan Mohamed, VRI (Malaysia)

1500- 1530
1530 - 1630

Afternoon Break
Conclusion and recommendation

Dr Vimol

Dr Ramlan

Background
The Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting was initiated in 20 10 under the support from Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA). T he initial members of the forum were countries
involved in the JICA Animal Disease Control Proj ect including Cambodia, Lao PDR,
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Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam. The goal of the Laboratory Directors' Forum
meeting is to provide a forum to discuss problems and issues related to the national veterinary
diagnostic laboratories and networks of Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand,
and Vietnam; and act as a coordinating platform for the national veterinary diagnostic
laboratories of the region to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and
standards for the diagnosis of Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Reemerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs).
The first Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting during 16-1 7 July 2010 was hosted by the
Department of Veterinary Services (DVS) in Ipoh, Malaysia and the second meeting during 23 December 2010 was hosted by the Department of Livestock Development (DLD) in
Bangkok, Thailand. Aside from discussing technical problems and issues during these two
meetings, the Forum also agreed upon the mechanism through which to collaborate, and the
roles and responsibilities of the regional leading laboratories for Foot and Mouth Diseases
(FMD), Classical Swine Fever (CSF) and Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI).
It was agreed in the second meeting that the third Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting
should be organized in V iet Nam as the remaining Country with regional leading laboratory,
which has not yet hosted the meeting. However, because there will be a Meeting on
Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Asia Pacific Region in
Kuala Lumpur from 19-21 October 2011, it was considered more efficient to have the third
Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting in close association with this Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
The third Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting is proposed to be hosted by the Malaysia
Department of Veterinary Service in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAQ) and the World Organisation for Animal Health
(OIE). The main objective of this meeting is to keep the directors of key national laboratories
updated on the ongoing activities related to laboratory capacity building and laboratory
networking in Southeast Asia. In this occasion, it is proposed to bring in the new members to
the forum from China, Indonesia and the Philippines.
Objectives
To update the laboratory directors on the progress of and get advice to improve the following
issues:
a) Regional framework for animal health laboratory capacity building and networking in
SE Asia;
b) Roles and responsibilities of regional leading laboratories for FMD, CSF and HPAI;
and
c) Regional guiding principles for diagnosis of priority diseases: FMD, CSF and HPAI.
Expected Participant
A total of 16 laboratories are expected to participate in this meeting including
laboratory directors from national animal health and leading laboratories from Cambodia,
China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam;
Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL), Japan National Institute of Animal Health
(NIAH), FAO, OIE and USAID. List of expected participants is included.
Expected Outcomes
1. The Laboratory Directors' Forum agreement on;
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Regional Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking in SE
Asia
Roles and responsibilities of the regional leading laboratories
Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis of FMD, CSF and PRRS
2. Recommendations to improve the regional framework for capacity building and
networks, leading laboratories and regional guiding principles as well as the way
forward to gain political support at national and regional levels.

Expected Participant
Organization / Laboratory

Country

1. National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI)

Cambodia

2. China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center (CAHEC)

Qingdao,China

3. Langzhou Veterinary Research Institute

Lanzhou, Ch ina

4. China Animal Diseases Control Center (CADCC)

Beijing, China

5. Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute
6. Directorate of Animal Health (DAH)

Kunming,
China
Indonesia

7. National Animal Health Center (NAHC)

Lao PDR

8. Veterinary Research Institute (VRI)

Malaysia

9. Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department (LBVD)

M yanmar

10. Philippine Animal Health Center (PAHC)

Philippines

11. National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH)

Thailand

12. FMD Regional Reference Laboratory (RRL)

Thailand

13. National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD)

Viet Nam

14. Regional Animal Health Office No.6 (RAHO6)

Viet Nam

15. Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL)

Australia

16. Japan National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH)

Japan

17. FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP)
18. FAORome
19. OIE Sub-Regional Representative for SE Asia (SRR SEA)
20. OIE Tokyo
2 l. OIE Paris

22. USAID
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Draft Strategic Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking in Asia
Drafted by IDENTIFY country National Laboratory Directors at the Regional Laboratory Network Technical Advisory Group Meeting, 4-5 Aug 2011, to be
adopted at the Third Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 18 October 2011
Key Strategic Element
1. Establish a Coherent
Framework for Laboratory
Services

Component
a) National Laboratory Policy
and (regional) plan
b) National/Regional
Regulatory Mechanisms

c) National Laboratory Focal
Point

d) Regional coordination
Mechanism

2. Finance Laboratory Services
in a Sustainable Manner

a) Financing strategy and plan
is in place

Activity
Support development of laboratory strategy and sustainability plans and
management structure.
Note: PVS Pathway provides support at the national level.
Two-pronged approach:
1) Support laboratories in step-wise process needed to achieve certification with
focus on understanding how/why these lead to improvements in lab diagnostics
and reporting;
2) Support in-country certification mechanisms to be fully functional (e.g. engage
providers to determine training in region and availability for support, and target
in-country technical experts to engage in certification process).
2 focal persons where possible - one involved in policy (e.g. lab director); was
proposed to have a technical person from National Lab as well to address
technical issues.
For countries with complex laboratory structures, propose initial in-country
discussions to determine most appropriate engagement
Note: there will be upcoming nominations for an OIE Laboratory Focal point (in
development)
Support laboratory director's meetings.
Define minimum guidelines for different tiers/levels of laboratories
***Regional coordination mechanisms for TADs should under the umbrella of GFTADS and consistent with its guiding principles****
Support development or refinement of laboratory strategy and financial
sustainability plans.
Advocacy for support of laboratory director's recommendation on policies.
Advocacy for adequate support of laboratory e.g. equipment maintenance.
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Key Strat egic Element

Component
b) Capacity for Costeffectiveness Ana lysis

3. Build Capacity for Laboratory
Services

a) Physical Infrastructure and
Equipment
b) Human Resources
c) Procurement and Supply
Management
d) Laboratory Networks

e) Transport of Specimens

f) Information Systems and
Communication
4. Assure the Quality of Animal
Health Laboratory Services

a) Management commitment
and Quality Policy
b) Training of Human
Resources
c) Development and
maintenance of a Quality
System

Activity
Support to develop a monitoring and evaluation structure based on laboratory
function that enables cost analysis at country level.
Note: PVS laboratory tool as a country level tool that can access needed
information.
Support regular use, maintenance and calibration of equipment through; training
of staff to perform in-house maintenance for basic equipment.
Ensure adequate laboratory competencies and identify succession plan and career
paths for laboratory staff.
Support for logistics planning for procurement and supply.
Develop harmonized specifications for reference reagents needed to detect
priority diseases.
Support national, regional and international meetings
Expand database of expertise (e.g. OIE Reference Lab list) to include regional
resources such as regional leading laboratories, academic institutions, etc.
Support for sample referral; provision of IATA packaging/shipment costs; and
training (e.g. IATA certification every 2 years of at least one person in each
national lab).
Identify regional couriers willing to ship samples.
Promote use of existing information gathering platforms such as WAHIS/ARAHIS,
EMPRESi/EMPRESi-Asia and Promed; Support national, regional and international
meetings, develop regional database of expertise
Advocacy for quality management system (QM).
Facilitate regional coordination mechanism for relevant QM components.
Note: PVS Pathway provides support for strategic planning at country level.
Areas of important competencies include classical virological and bacteriologic
techniques, developing standardized reagents and rapid tests for priority diseases.
Quality management: support development of a quality system; including LIMS,
promoting use of internal quality controls - provision of standardized reference
reagents by reference laboratory.
External qua lity assurance: Promote engagement with an external proficiency
testing program - provision of testing panel and analysis by regional reference
laboratory;
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Key Strat egic Element
5. Promote platform for
communication between
national animal health
laboratory services, as part of
the overall veterinary service,
and stakeholders
6. Improve Laboratory Safety

Component
a) Engagement with all
stakeholders including field
staff, epidemiologists and
private sector) and
communication of animal
health services (community
awareness)
a) Biosafety/Biosecurity

b) Occupational Health and
Safety

7. Support Research and
promote guidelines for humane
use of animals in Laboratory
Settings

c) Waste Management,
including environmental
concerns
a) Research and development

b) Access to updated and newly
developed technology

Act ivity
Facilitate communications among stakeholders
Promote rapid disease reporting
Trainings and workshops t o bring toget her stakeholders.

Biosafety/biosecurity advocacy; Support risk assessment and training, Support
development of laboratory-specific guidelines for biosafety (e.g. for achieving
directional airflow for infectious agents - utilise existing guidelines - HPAI);
Support for improved laboratory design and workflow through renovation
Support risk assessment and training (e.g. provision of consultant to do risk
assessment); Advocacy for Occupational Hea lth and Safety program including
routine staff vaccination; Develop regional specialist (e.g. biosafety professional)
through t raining.
Provide advice on waste management procedures, risk assessments

Promote engagement and of laboratory staff in entire research process. Develop
laboratory staff skill and promote engagement in scientific communication.
Promote platform for regional research collaborations.
Promote participation in international scientific meetings/conferences.
Support subscriptions to on-line literature service
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Annex 6: Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious
Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the Pacific, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 19-21
Oct, Agenda and Concept Note
Date/Time

Topic

Facilitator / Speaker

Day 1: Wednesday 19 October 2011

Opening and Introduction

0800 - 0830

Registration

0830-0945

Opening

0945 - 1015

Break

1015-1115

Key note add ress

Dr CK Lee

Professor Hiroshi Kida, Hokkaido University

1115 - 1125

FAQ Regional Strategy on Emerging Diseases
Dr Subhash Morzaria, FAQ ECTAD RAP

1125-1135

OIE Performance Veterinary Services (PVS) Pathway

1135-1145

Asia regional Strategy for Emerging Disease

1145-1200

Security Briefing

1200 - 1300

Lunch

Dr Rone/lo Abila, 0/E SRR SEA
Dr Takeshi Kasai, WHO/WPRO

Animal Health Session ! Introduction and Update from Network Laboratories

1300 - 1330

1330 - 1340

Introduction to new laboratories in the network
10 minute presentation providing general background as well
as topics outlined for other laboratories
• China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center
• Langzhou Veterinary Research institute
• Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute
Introduction to Poster session

1450 - 1500

Poster presentation for each laboratory (including both
regional and partner laboratories) with information on:
Significant updates from each laboratory e.g.
renovations, new equipment, trainings, expansion of
range of tests available/ diagnostic expertise
• Overall diagnostic through-put in past 12 months
characterized by species, sample type and test type
for t he top five diseases addressed by the laboratory
Salient research activities ongoing in past 12 months
Summary of updat e and collaboration

1500-1530

Break

1340-1430

Dr Andrew Davis

•

•

Animal Health Session 2 Strategic Planning (Key Framework Element 1)

1530-1550

Strategic Planning for Laboratories

Dr Ronello Abila

Dr Andrew Davis, 0/E SRR SEA and Dr Jennifer Lasley, 0/E Paris

1550 - 1630

1630-1700

Strategic Planning group work:
• Identification of planning that already is in place and
proposed future development of any existing plans
Identification
of gaps in this planning process
•
Linkage
of
needs
and available support from partners
•
with specific activities
Report from Strategic Planning Group Work

Day 2: Thursday 20 October 2011

0900 - 0930

I Review of first day output
Dr Andrew Davis, 0/E SRR SEA

I
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0930 - 1000

Outcomes from Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting
Dr Ram/an Mohamed, Veterinary Research Institute
Animal Health Session 3 Quality Assurance (Key Framework Element 4)
1000-1020

1020 - 1050
1050 - 1130

Proficiency Testing - steps required to establish rounds and
experiences in the region (HPAI, CSF and PRRS)
Dr Gemma Carlile, Australian Animal Health Laboratory
Break

1130 - 1200

Proficiency Testing group work:
Discussion/listing of priority diseases for which PT
testing is required
Achieving sustainability of PT programs
• Partner discussion/listing of areas in which they
could assist
Linkage
of needs and available support with specific
•
activities
Report from Proficiency Testing Group Work

1200-1300

Lunch

Dr Chris Morrissey

•
•

Animal Health Session 4 Biosafety (Key Framework Element 6)
1300-1320

1400-1430

Current biosafety situation and way forward
Dr Teck Mean Chua, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association
Biosafety group work:
• Using HPAI as a model, discussion on hazard analysis
and identification of critical control points from
sample arrival through to sample/reagent disposal
Partner discussion/listing of areas in which they
could assist in capacity building
Linkage of needs and available support with specific
activities
Report from Biosafety Group Work

1430 - 1500

Break

1320-1400

Dr Teck Mean Chua

•

•

Animal Health Session 5 Occupational Health and Safety (Key Framework Element 4)
1500-1520

1600-1630

Occupational Health and Safety in the Laboratory Setting
Dr G/iceria Derrota, White Cliff International Health and Safety
Services
Group Work:
• Identification of hazards in laboratory workplace;
Evaluate t he risk and specify what has been done or
need to be done to avoid the risk;
Identification of gaps on the health and safety of
employees;
Establishment of health and safety policy in
laboratories.
Report from Occupational Health and Safety Group Work

1630 - 1700

Conclusion and Recommendation

1520-1600

Dr Gliceria Derrota

•
•

•

Day 3 : Friday 21 October 2011

0900-1000

Conclusion of Separate Animal and Public Health Meetings

1000-1030

Break

1030-1040

Summary from Public Health Laboratories Meeting

1040-1050

Summary from Anima l Health Laboratories Meeting

1050-1105

Discussion

Representative from
Public Health
Representative from
Animal Hea lth

Joint Session 1 Addressing Common Issues
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1105-1230

1230-1330

Participants separate into 4 groups with both AH and PH in
each group.
- Laboratory Biosafety
Standard Assays and Reagents for Priority Zoonoses
- Guidelines for Joint Laboratory Investigation
Information Sharing
Lunch

1330-1420

Presentation of outcomes from group discussion

Joint Session 2 One Health
1420-1440

Sharing of Information - 4-Ways Linking Project

1440-1500

Laboratory support for wildlife diseases surveillance and
investigation

Dr Filip Claes, FAO Rome

Dr. Joko Pamungkas, Primate Research Center

1500-1510

Antimicrobial Resistance

1510-1520

IDENTIFY

1520-1550

Break

1550-1620

Laboratory Strengthening One Health -Discussion-

Dr CK Lee, WPRO
Dr Mia Kim FAO Rome

Joint Session 3 Way Forward
1620 -1700

Recommendation and Closing

Background
A large proportion of new, emerging, or re-emerging diseases affecting humans in recent
years have originated in animals, revealing the vulnerability of an increasingly interconnected
world to the global impact of new emergent diseases. The speed with which diseases can
emerge and spread presents serious public health, economic, and development concerns. It
also underscores the need for the development of comprehensive disease detection and
response capacities, particularly in geographic areas where disease threats are likely to
emerge.
Recognizing this need, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has
launched an Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Program that seeks to aggressively pre-empt
or combat diseases that could spark future pandemics; the IDENTIFY project is a component
of this program that is focused on laboratory capacity building, strengthening and creating
new linkages across existing networks. The ultimate aim of the five-year IDENTIFY project
is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of rapidly diagnosing and
reporting to the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) on listed animal diseases and
unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases as required by the OIE Terrestrial
animal Health Code, and investigating events of potential international public health concern
and reporting to The World Health Organization (WHO) as required by the International
Health Regulations (IHR).
Apart from USAID, the European Union (EU) also provides support to address new,
emerging and re-emerging diseases through the Regional Collaborative Programme on Highly
Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (HPEDs) to establish Regional Support Unit, Regional
Epidemiology Network and Regional Laboratory Network in association with the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). These technical units are expected to provide support
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to the surveillance, diagnosis and control of HPEDs to ASEAN and its member states in a
sustainable manner in the future.
Using the One Health Approach, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), OIE, WHO are coordinating global and regional activities to address health
risks at the human-animal-ecosystems interface through multi-sectoral cooperation and strong
partnership. The basis of this cooperation has been strengthened with the issuance in April
2010 of the Tripartite Concept Note of the FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration in "sharing
responsibilities and coordinating global activities to address health risks at the animal-humanecosystems interfaces".
To initiate closer working relationships between staff of the public health and animal health
laboratories, the three organizations have agreed to hold parallel meetings of representatives
of country leading laboratories from both sectors on the 3rd week of October. The meeting
will invite all countries in South East Asia, plus China, Japan, Korea and Australia. The
meeting will be funded through the USAID-IDENTIFY project, and the Highly Pathogenic
Emerging Diseases (HPEDs) project funded by the European Union (EU).
This year's animal health laboratory network meeting is a follow-up one to the FAO/OIE
Sub-Regional Laboratory Network for HPAI Diagnosis in Southeast Asia that met in lpoh,
Malaysia in October 2010 addressing both policy/strategy and technical issues relating to
HPAI diagnosis in the sub-region. The above-mentioned meeting in last year agreed that the
HPAI Laboratory Network and its activities represent a strong model for ongoing laboratory
networking and capacity building activities targeted more broadly to include other
transboundary animal diseases (TADs) and emerging/re-emerging infectious diseases (EIDs).
This year, both in continuation and building on the work achieved through this network,
taking into account previous recommendations, the scope of the meeting will be expanded to
include TADs and EIDs, and to broaden and link into other networks. Participants will
include directors of national animal health laboratories as well as others representing
policy/strategy or technical issues, donors and regional partners. On the final day,
participants from the public health sector will join the meeting to expand discussions and
create collaborative links under the One Health approach.
Objectives
1. Provide a forum for animal and public health laboratory staff to engage with their

peers in issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation
2. Agreement on the Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity
Building and Networking
3. Introduce concepts and receive update from partners on progress in areas of policy,
strategic planning for laboratories, biosafety, occupational health and safety, as well as
the use of a Quality Management system as an overall guiding structure
4. Identify list of priority zoonoses
5. Identify areas for collaboration between animal health and public health based on the
list of priority zoonoses
Expected Participants

19-20 October 2011 - Approximately 50 participants are expected to participate including
laboratory directors and technical representatives from national animal health and leading
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laboratories from Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand and Viet Nam; Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL), Japan National
Institute of Animal Health (NIAH), FAO, OIE and USAID
21 October 2011 - As well as the participants from the preceding two days, additional
participants will include similar level representatives from ASEAN plus 3 countries and
Mongolia. List of expected participants from the Animal Health Sector is included.
Expected Outputs
1. Update on technical issues related to animal health regional laboratory network
2. Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking
3. Report from discussion and group work on collaboration between public health
and animal health sectors
Expected Outcomes
1. Sharing case materials and experience on technical issues related to laboratory
diagnosis and field investigation
2. Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking agreed
3. Demonstration of progress regarding Animal Health laboratory policy issues at the
national level and progress toward strategic planning
4. Areas for collaboration between regional laboratory networks across human and
animal health are identified or strengthen
Expected Participants
Organization/ Laboratory

Country

23. National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI)*
24. China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center
(CAHEC)*
25. Langzhou Veterinary Research Institute*
26. China Animal Diseases Control Center (CADCC)*
27. Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute*
28. Directorate of Animal Health (DAH)*
29. National Animal Health Center (NAHC)*
30. Veterinary Research Institute (VRI)*
31. Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department
(LBVD)*
32. Philippine Animal Health Center (PAHC)*
33. National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH)*
34. FMD Regional Reference Laboratory (RRL)*
35. National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD)*
36. Regional Animal Health Office No.6 (RAHO6)*
37. ASEAN Secretariat*
38. Department of Animal Health

Cambodia
China

Number of
Participants
2
2

China
China
China
Indonesia
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Myanmar

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Philippines
Thailand
Thailand
Viet Nam
Viet Nam
Indonesia
RO Korea

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
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39. Department of Agriculture and Agri-Food
40. Agri-Food and Veterinary Authority of Singapore
41. Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL)
42. Japan National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH)
43. Asia Pacific Biosafety Association (APBA)
44. Center for Disease Control and Prevention
45. PREDICT
46. RESPOND
47. PREVENT
48. USAID ROMA
49. USAID Lao PDR
50. USAID Cambodia
51. USAID Viet Nam
52. USAID Indonesia
53. USAID Philippines
54. US Department of Agriculture
55. European Commission
56. Asia Pacific Biosafety Association
57. FAQ Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific (RAP)
58. FAQ Rome
59. OIE Sub-Regional Representative for SE Asia (SRR
SEA)
60. OIE Tokyo
61. OIE Paris
Total

Brunei
Singapore
Australia
Japan
Singapore

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
3

1
1
56

* Participation cost covered by the organizers
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Annex 7: Workshop on OIE Standards for collection and shipment of
biological specimens, Nairobi, Kenya, 9 - 11 August 2011: Terms of
Referenee, Agenda, and List of Participants
1.

Background

FAD. WHOand DIE. recognize the importance of collaboration and cooperation on issues related to the animal-human ecosystem
interface. As a result. the three organizations are collaborating to support the strengthening of laboratory diagnostic capacity.
disease surveillance. and reporting. and cross-sectoral collaboration and partnerships between the animal and human health
sectors with an emphasis onthe One Health approach in the Congo Basin region through the IDENTIFY Project supported by USAID.
The DIE has developed Standards published in the Terrestrial Animal Health Code. chapter 5.8. on "International transfer and
laboratory containment ofanimalpathogens'. The Manual of Diagnostics Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals. chapter I.I.I
on collection and shipment of diagnostic specimens outlines critical areas to be addressed. These two reference documents
outline the types of samples to be collected for different species from live animals and at post mortem. Information to accompany
samples to the laboratories. preservation methods. packaging. and transport are also discussed in detail in these two documents.
Sample size determination is also discussed in the DIE Standards. The four different categories of pathogens are also described in
the Manual.
The diagnostic capacity of national veterinary laboratories is gradually improving within the African region but the region still has
relatively few DIE Reference Laboratories compared to other regions. The region has eleven (II) DIE Reference Laboratories in
four countries (Botswana. Morocco. Senegal and South Africa) which are all far from Central Africa. Other DIE Reference
Laboratories outside the African region. such as in Europe and the Americas. do serve the Central African region. Therefore it
becomes critical for national veterinary laboratories to be well-versed on requirements for the safe shipment of specimens to
reference laboratories.
Diagnostic laboratories expect to receive appropriate samples that arrive in good condition. The laboratories should be informed
prior to the arrival of samples. Shipments must be made in accordance with rules concerning dangerous goods for the particular
mode of transport. Reference laboratories do have guidelines based on DIE Standards. for example on how to package samples
before shipment. and some do provide containers at no cost to receive samples. As for air transport. the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) provides technical instructions for the safe transport of dangerous goods by air. reflected in the
International Air Transport Association (IATA) Dangerous Goods Regulations. Courier companies are critical in the safe transport
of these specimens to reference laboratories and have additional requirements to guarantee biosecurity to pose minimum risk to
the health of staff and the environment.
2.

Objectives

The goal is to build veterinary laboratory capacity on the safe shipment of samples to DIE Reference Laboratories.
The specific objective is to improve laboratory technicians' skills in diagnostic sample collection. packaging. storage and
international air shipment in compliance with DIE international animal health standards and related regulations.
3. Expected Outcomes

At the end of the workshop, participants will be able to:
Better understand the DIE Standards on the transport of samples to DIE Reference Laboratories as identified in the DIE
Manual and Code:
Better understand requirements for transportation of biological samples as identified by ICAD:
Properly identify and forward samples collected. including preservation (cold chain):
Classify specimens/samples into different categories approved at the international level:
Properly store samples before analysis and send them to a Reference Laboratory:
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Fill in appropriate documentation related to sample transportation:
Better understand the hazards related to improper packaging andtransportation of samples:
Describe general sample accession procedure at the laboratory (for lab technicians):
Transport infectious substances and be able to:
o Describe the applicable regulations and classifications defined by the IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations:
o Demonstrate the ability to apply relevant IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations for the purpose of
classifying. documenting. packing, and labeling infectious substances for shipment by international air.

4. Methadalagy
Training will be conducted through a workshop comprised of lecture presentations followed by practical exercises and group
discussion.

5. Training Module Content
5.1
Knowledge af DIE Standards an trans part af biological specimens from the Manual af Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines far Terrestrial Animals and the Terrestrial Animal Health Cade
• International transfer and laboratory containment of animal pathogens
• Collection and shipment of diagnostic specimens
5.2
•
•
•
•
•

Transport af animal health samples by air (IATA Dangerous Goads Regulations)
Overview of IATA Dangerous Goods Regulation (DGR)
Classifying infectious substances for international air shipment:
Documentation for international air shipment:
Packing infectious substances for international air shipment
Labeling packages for international air shipment

S. Participants
S.I Target participants:
Laboratory technicians responsible for sample reception and dispatching to reference laboratories. These are technicians who
are involved with receiving samples from field services. epidemiologists. and investigators and allocate them to the various
laboratories and to dispatchsamples for testing to reference laboratories. often internationally.
S.2

Participating countries:

French-speaking countries
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Democratic Republic of Cong•
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Republic of Congo

English-speaking countries
Rwanda
Uganda
Tanzania
Angola
Ethiopia
Kenya

Sudan
South Sudan
(I participant per country: 14 participants)

7. Venue and dates
Venue: Nairobi. Kenya
The duration of each workshop will be 2.5 working days. S - 11 August 2011.
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8. Collaborating Partners:FAD.WHO-AFRO. BVI. •VI. USAIO and Department of VeterinaryServices CVLKabete.
Training workshop on DIE Standards for collect1on and sh1pp1ng of samples
Nairobi. Kenya. 8 - II August 2D11
Time

DayI: 9 August 2D11

08 00-09:00

Registration

09:00-09:45

Official Opening Session
Welcome Remarks
Director. KABETE Veterinary laboratory
DIESub Regional Representative far East and Ham ofAfrica
Official opening address · DIEDelegate. Kenya
GroupPhoto

Speaker
Grace Dmwega

0945-10:IS

facilitator: DVSNairobi
Or W. Masiga
Dr Peter M. lthandeka

Coffee Break

ID:15-ID 35

Introduction ta DIEManuals and Codes

Or N. Mapitse

ID:35-ID:45

Discussion

ID:45-11:30

DIEStandards: Preservation. Packaging. Shipment. Certificates (air. land. sea)

Or G. Thabakwe

11:30-11:45

Certification far export of specimens

Or G.Thabakwe

11:45-12:IS

FADReference laboratories and FAD Technical Assistance Programs

Or Joseph litamoi

12:15-14:00
14:00-17:DD

lunch
Practical session: Packaging of laboratory samples far transportation ta Reference laboratories including description of
all practical infannation (casts. suppliers. farms. etc.)

Or G. Thobokwe

Day2: ID August 2011

Speaker

Time
09:00-ID:30

KABETE Veterinary laboratory. I'' presentation (Disease-specific)

ID:30-11:00

KABETEVeterinary laboratory
Coffee Break

11:00-11:30

IATA requirements. Two categories •f samples: Hazard andbiological samples.

11:30-12:00

Transport. biosafety and disinfection
Safe Handling. Packaging 6 Shipping of Infectious Subst.mces

Or Anna Rase Ademun Dkurut
Alex Gikandi, Medsurg healthcare

12:00-14:0D
14:DD-17:DD

lunch
Practical session: Identify-targeted diseases selected in Entebbe (e.g. HPAI. PPR)
Including description • fall practical infannati•n(casts. suppliers. farms. etc.)

Day 3: II August 2011

Time

KABETEVeterinary laboratory

Speaker

nd

08 30-09:20

KABETE Veterinarylaboratory. 2 presentation

0920-0930

Discussion

09:30-ID DD

Introduction to DIE Reference laboratories

Or N. Mapitse

ID:DO-ID:30

The DIElaboratoryTwinning Programme

Or W. Masiga

ID:30-11:DD

KABETE Veterinary laboratory

Caffee Break

11:00-11:30

Mandates and Actillities of an DIE Reference laboratory

11:30-12:00

Courier companies' requirements*

12:00-1215

Event Evaluation

DIEReference laboratory(BVI. Botswana)
OHL. Mr Kamau
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12:15 - 12:45

I

Closing

12:45-14:00
14:00

Lunch

I

Departure

ANGOLA
Juliana Isabel Martins Mafuca
Laboratory of Rabies-Hbo-Angola
Rua Santo Autonio
Faculdade Medicine Veterinaria
Tel.+24493475986

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Responsable Laboratoire
M inistere de I' agriculture et Elevage
Laboratoire National Veterinaire
P.O. Box 26738
Libreville Gabon
Tel:00 2410700 64 29
Mobile 00 241 06063995
Enkoro_sylvain@yahoo.fr

CAMEROON
Dr. Simon Dickmu Jumbo
Veterinarian Assistant Chief of Service for
Virology
Animal Diagnostic & Research
Laboratoire National Veterinaire
P.O. Box 503
Garoua CAMEROON
Tel:237 22 27 13 05
Fax: 237 99 99 98 75
lanavet@lanavet.com
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Dr. Domitien Gbamangou Mokondji
Directeur de la Sante Animale
Responsible du Laboratoire Central Veterinaire
Agence Nationale de Development de l'Elevage
(ANDE)
B.P. 1509 BANGUI R.C.A.
Tel: 00 236 75 01 35 92
Domitien mokondj i@yahoof.fr
REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Claudine Noelle Moudihou nee Zobikila
Chef de service des Epizooties
Responsable Assurance Qualite
B.P. 83
CONGO
Tel: +242 05 538 0361
Moudihou_noelle@yahoo.fr
ETHIOPIA
Dr.Getnet Abe Mekonen
Animal and Plant Health Regulatory Directorate
National Animal Health Diagnostic and
Investigation Centre
P.O. Box 04
Sebeta,Ethiopia
Tel: +251 113 380894
Fax: +25 1113 380220
getamek@yahoo.com
GABON
Dr. Sylvian Patrick Enkoro

KENYA
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Annex 8: Training course on W AHIS and WAHID implementation for
43
focal points for wildlife: Terms of Reference
OIE Sub-Regional Representation (SRR) for Eastern Africa (EA)

OIE / SRR-EA CAPACITY-BUILDING PROGRAMME 2011
BACKGROUND
The OIE Sub-Regional Representation (SRR) for Eastern Africa (EA) was established in 2009 and
has since 2011 initiated a programme of capacity-bu ilding, targeting staff of veterinary services,
in the EAC region, and beyond.
As far as the Africa region is concerned, three OIE Sub-Regional Representations in Gaborone,
Tunis and Nairobi as well as the Regional Representation in Bamako, are now cu rrently
benefiting from funds from the European Commission Directorate DG-SANCO (Health and
Consumers) through the "Better Training for Safer Food" (BTSF) programme, under which part
of the present training course is funded.
In addition, nine (9) countries in Central Africa benefit from funds under the IDENTIFY project of
the Emerging Pandemic Threats programme . As far as OIE in Africa is concerned, this project is
coordinated by the OIE SRR-SA in Gaborone (Dr Neo Mapitse). The following 6 countries will
benefit from this training course under the auspices of IDENTIFY : Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Congo (Dem. Rep), Congo (Rep), Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon.
This is the third workshop dealing with WAHIS and WAHID (and the second dealing with wildlife)
in Africa, and the second seminar organised directly by the OIE Sub-Regional Representation, in
close collaboration with OIE Regional Representation for Africa in Bamako, Mali and the OIE
Headquarters in Paris, France. The first workshop funded under the BTSF Africa programme was
the joint training of OIE focal points for animal diseases notification and for aquatic an imal
diseases from Southern Africa only (Lilongwe, Malawi, April 2009). The second one was again a
joint training of OIE focal points for animal diseases notification and for aquatic animal diseases,
but for selected countries across Africa (Gaborone, Botswana, August 2010).
In line with the OIE's overall mandates of ensuring transparency in the global animal disease
situation, encouraging international solidarity in the control of animal diseases, and collecting,
analysing and disseminating veterinary scientific information, this training workshop will deal
with issues concerning wildlife and international reporting of animal diseases, in particular
diseases of wildlife.

OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP
The objective of the workshop is to improve the capacity of OIE Wildlife Focal Points (WFP) in
particular for the gathering and interpretation of data through the reporting of wildlife diseases
to the OIE using the online reporting system WAHIS (Wild).
This proposal results from two developments over the past months and years :
(a) diseases of wildlife remain under-reported, in general terms, and in particu lar to the OIE.
Reticence to report diseases of wildlife is fuelled by misconceptions about the impact of such
declarations on a country's disease status for farm animals. Radical and unjustified trade
43
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barriers imposed by some countries following such declarations have contributed to this
reticence.
(b) the OIE has developed a string of measures to enhance the timely and transparent reporting
of diseases, occurring in wildlife. This led in a first stage to a fully revised version of the annual
questionnaire and will lead very shortly to the launch of WAH IS-Wild, a dedicated web-module
for reporting of wildlife diseases or major epidemiological events.
These new developments must be explained to t he focal points for anima l diseases notificat ion,
but in particular to the wildlife focal points who need to provide the Veterinary Authority with
the required epidemiological data.
Hence, the workshop will target the focal points on wildlife. While some of these focal points
are veterinary officers from within the veterinary administration (Directorate of Veterinary
Services) and within the Ministry-in-charge of veterinary matters, others may be very unfamiliar
with the OIE and WAHIS requirements, as they might be assuming duties in other Ministries
altogether. Typical case is when wildlife disease issues are governed under e.g. the Ministry of
Tourism or the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources. While these focal points
understand that they are expected to report wildlife disease events to the OIE Delegate, they
might be unaware of which diseases are OIE listed, and under which circumstances reporting
(immediate or otherwise) is required. Therefore, the content of the present training course will
be regarded as "basic", focusing on understanding the requirements of the WAHIS reporting
system in respect of animal diseases, without over-emphasising the actual processes involving
data-entry into WAHIS (usually entirely entrusted to the sanitary information management focal
point). This training course will target countries that have not benefited from specific training on
wildlife diseases reporting (all African countries) and that are likely to benefit from this
particular training (in terms of important wildlife resources).
The present training course will target English-speaking focal points from Members in subsaharan Africa, while the French - speaking focal points will be invited to attend the exact same
training course in Botswana from November 28 to December 1, 2011.

METHODOLOGY
1. General concept
It is proposed that this Workshop consist of hands-on practice with activities directly relevant to
the work of OIE Wildlife Focal Points (WFP), interspersed with lectures and demonstrations
associated with these activities.
WFP are assumed to have participated in Workshop 1 and/or to have recently read the Training
Manual prepared for Workshop 1. That Training Manual would be provided to all participants in
Workshop 2 at least two weeks in advance of Workshop 2 in each OIE region. OIE also may wish
to provide a few pages of written material about the role and Terms of Reference of WFP.
Training Manual n° 2: It is anticipated that a training manual will be created for this Workshop
and will contain the key information presented in lecture format during the Workshop. This
Training Manual can be provided in electronic (PDF file) format. Also provided will be the various
data files, the WAHIS six-monthly report, the OIE WAHIS-Wild spreadsheet that simulates data
entry into WAH IS-Wild, and other files and information that may be needed during the
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Workshop or afterward for reference. All these files can be placed on a flash-drive given to each
participant.
Technical requirements : the venue should provide seating for all active participants at round
tables seating 6-8 people. There should be sufficient electrical outlets at these tables for all
participants, and each participant should arrive with a laptop computer which uses Microsoft
Windows (versions to be specified) operating systems. A large projection screen should be
resent and visible by all tables. A speaker's podium and speaker's computer should be available
for use at the podium. This computer should have access to a high-speed internet connection so
44
that internet sites can be used during lectures and demonstrations
Seating of participants will be arranged in advance so as to keep people using the same
language together but otherwise to seek to cause each table to contain people from countries
that differ in their size, wealth and sophistication of their veterinary services.

2. Seminar outline
2.1. Review of OIE structure and Role of Wildlife Focal Points
OIE staff will spend 30 minutes welcoming participants, and reminding WFP about their role
and Terms of Reference.
2.2. Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
A case scenario is presented by an instructor. An imagina ry country (we can use some
section of Canada for this) wishes to undertake a program of general wildlife disease
surveillance. It has certain reasons for doing this, certain objectives it has established for the
program. These are explained to the participants. The components of a general disease
surveillance program are reviewed (from Workshop 1) in lecture format.
The Instructor leads participants in a discussion of the various options Country X may have
to set up its surveillance program, coving all components of general disease surveillance.
Instructor provides facts and information about Country X as these are needed during the
discussion. The discussion is directed develop a set of recommendations by the participants
concerning how Country X could set up and operate a general surveillance program to meets
its objectives.
2.3. Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
Participants now receive a set of data from a year of the surveillance program they have just
developed and recommended for Country X. In fact, there will be three different sets of
surveillance data, each table of participants will use the same data set but all three data sets
will be used by different tables (There may be 2 or more tables using the same data set,
depending on the number of participants). The data will be in the form of an Excel
spreadsheet and each will contain about 100 disease occurrences. Data will include host
species (common name and Latin name), age, sex, date found dead or sick, number of
animals affected, cause of death, other diagnostic fi ndings, latitude and longitude of
location where animal was found. Data will be only for terrestrial animals - birds and
mammals. Each data set will be constructed to show some different patterns of surveillance
and of disease/pathogen occurrence. These differences will provide interest and contrast in
presentations and discussions at the end of the day.
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Participants review their data sets individually and/or with neighbours. They are asked to
look for problems - missing data, duplicate entries, etc., and also to look for points of
interest.
Participants are asked to determine if any of the data should be reported to the OIE. This
then leads to a presentation/lecture about what diseases/pathogens in wild animals must
be reported to the OIE, the List of diseases/pathogens, the criteria for listing pathogens,
where to find the most up-to-date OIE Disease list on the OIE website and in the printed
Code, and the criteria for identifying important epidemiological events that also must be
reported to the OIE, and the diseases/pathogens to be reported to WAHIS-Wild on a
voluntary basis once per year,
The data sets will each contain one or more OIE List diseases/pathogens and each w ill
contain diseases/pathogens for WAHIS-Wild. The participants will be helped to identify
these and then told the correct procedure for notifying the CVO of any List diseases.
Participants now are given detailed instruction on how to use WAHIS-Wild. Each then will
practice reporting diseases/pathogens from their data sets on the spreadsheet version of
WAHIS-Wild. [[ The spreadsheet version of WAHIS-Wild used will be constructed so that the

Listed Disease data for wildlife in Country X already are on the spreadsheet, as will be the
case for the on-line version that WFP actually will use. The on-line version will be
demonstrated also. There also should be one Listed disease entry that is different on WAHISWild than in the surveillance data spreadsheet, and this will be used to advise WFP on what
to do in this case - to check with CVO to find out which data are correct. J
2.4. Finding Information on WAHIS and WAHIS-Wild
OIE staff demonstrate on the OIE website how information about disease occurrences can
be searched for and retrieved, and the range of information that is available. WFP should be
provided with power-point slides with screen shots and clear instructions showing how to
search for and retrieve this disease occurrence information.
2.5. Further Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
Participants are asked to manipulate the surveillance data in various ways that may be
useful to them. They are first advised to save a copy of the data file and to manipulate a new
copy, in case they make a big mistake and lose data. They are encouraged to sort data in
different ways - by date, by species, etc and shown how to do so. They are shown how to
display data selections as simple graphs or charts - number of animals by month, etc. The
objective is for WFPs to be able to look at data in these ways without needing special
assistance.
•
They are shown a free-ware program that converts Lat/Long coordinated to the
format used by Google Earth (Earth Point) and then shown how to use the new file
to map their data on Google Earth.
•
Participants will be encouraged to work together or separately and map, sort, chart
etc their data sets to explore the data. This continues during the break. Maps of the
data will also be made in advance and distributed since internet may not be
available on all computers.
•
After the break, each table will be asked to hold a discussion about their
surveillance data: the strengths, weaknesses, points of interest, aspects that may
require further investigation or clarification, etc. (Note - there will be three
different data sets in use but only one at each table)
•
Each table will prepare and present their map, graphs and/or other findings and the
main points of their discussion of strengths and weaknesses in their data to all
participants during the last hour (if there are too many tables of participants,
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perhaps only one presentation of each data set will be sufficient, and tables not
presenting on Day 1 can present on Day 2)
2.6. Review of Day 1 main points and Introduction to Day 2
lnstructor(s) reviews main points of general wildlife disease surveillance and introduces and
compares these with targeted disease surveillance, which is the topic of day 2.
2.7. Targeted Wildlife Disease Surveillance Case Scenarios
Similar to 2.2 (above) - A case scenario is presented by an instructor. An imaginary Country X
(we can use the same section of Canada as for Day 1 scenarios) wishes to undertake a
program of targeted wildlife disease surveillance for three different pathogens. It has certain
reasons for doing so for each one, certain objectives it has established for t he program.
These are explained to the participants. Instructor leads a general discussion about design of
surveillance programs for Country X for each of these pathogens. Pathogens will be selected
to present different kinds of challenges.
2.8. Selecting Diagnostic Tests
A number of issues raised in the discussion of design of targeted surveillance programs now
are covered in lecture format, followed, in some cases, by participants solving problems or
doing exercises on the topic, as listed in the Workshop Plan. OIE staff will provide
information on sources of diagnostic test in the region where the workshop is offered. This
section also would include general information about access to the OIE Manual on line and
in print (demonstration of finding it and using it on line), an explanation of the terms of
reference of OIE reference laboratories and of collaborating cent res, (perhaps also FAO
Reference laboratories). Specific information should be provided about reference
laboratories available within the region in which the workshop is given, and the range of
expertise of each.
2.9. Pathogen Prevalence
Lecture and exercises by participants about estimation of pathogen prevalence from
surveillance data. This will include determining the sample size required for various
objectives, incorporating diagnostic test performance into the estimate of prevalence and
how prevalence can influence the predictive value of a diagnostic test.
2.10. (Targeted Wildlife Disease Surveillance Case Scenarios - continued)
We return to the targeted surveillance program for 3 pathogens to be carried out by
Country X, the objectives of the surveillance programs, and come to a general consensus on
the appropriate design for each, incorporating what has been learned about choosing
diagnostic tests, sample size, etc).
2.11. Data from Country X Targeted Surveillance
Each table of 6-8 participants receives data from one of the targeted surveillance programs.
lnstructor(s) remind them how to estimate prevalence and confidence around prevalence
and to map their data, and each participant does so (maps will be provided if Internet is not
available) . Participants then discuss the surveillance results within each table/group and
prepare a presentation to the other participants on their thoughts and observations. These
are then presented in plenary. [ It may be desirable to have only half of the tables/groups
make presentations on Day 1 and the other half on Day 2]
2.12. Wildlife Disease Surveillance in Region
We will invite someone from the region who is well versed in wildlife disease surveillance to
give an overview of wildlife disease surveillance activities in the region, any networks among
surveillance programs or wildlife disease scientists that may exist, and major wildlife disease
issues in the region, including those important to wildlife conservation, domestic animals
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and public health. This presentation should be interesting, full of pictures and regional
information. The right person to present this in each region must be chosen carefully.
2.13. Data Management and databases in disease surveillance
A presentation on managing surveillance data and the features WFP may want in a data
management system.
2.14. General Discussion on Wildlife Disease Surveillance in Region
General discussion about the workshop, surveillance and disease reporting to OIE, etc, led
by OIE staff.
2.15. Communication Opportunities - Networks, Associations
Continuation of general discussion, but with a focus on maintaining communication among
the region's WFP and also with other groups in the Region relevant to WFP act ivity.
2.16. Closing Events- presented by OIE

TARGET GROUP
The target group consists of 23 OIE national focal points on wildl ife, as designated by
their respective OIE delegates, from the following countries :
ENGLISH SPEAKING PARTICIPANTS
1.

Angola

8.

Lesotho

15. Sierra

2.

Botswana

9.

Liberia*

3.

Eritrea

10. Malawi

16. Somalia

22. Zambia

4.

Ethiopia

11. Mozambique

17. South

23. Zimbabwe

5.

Gambia

12. Namibia

6.

Ghana

13. Nigeria

18. Sudan

7.

Kenya

14. Rwanda**+

19. Swaziland

Leone

20. Tanzania+
21 . Uganda+

Africa
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From a budgetary and logistical (computers) perspective, no more than 20 participants are expected to
attend.
(*) Liberia is not an OIE Member but is eligible under the BTSF programme.
(**) Rwanda is also listed under the French-speaking programme and may choose either training
course (but not both).

EXPECTED OUTPUTS
It is expect ed that t he present training cou rse will lead to a better understanding of
wildlife surveillance and notification and should result in more and improved online
submissions of immediate and schedu led notifications of wildlife diseases, to the OIE. The
Malawi training sem inar in April 2009 and t o a lesser extent , t he training sem inars
organised in Tun isia, in December 2009 and in Botswana in August 2010, have
demonstrated that training efforts do lead to better and increased reporting , both for
terrestrial and aquatic animal diseases.

TENTATIVE DATES AND DURATION OF THE WORKSHOP
Duration of the workshop : 4 days
Tentative dates : October 4 - th, 2011
Host Country : Kenya
Host institution : OIE Sub-Regional Representation for Eastern Africa (SRR-EA) Nairobi

LANGUAGE: The training course will be conducted in English only.
Estimated number : 20 participants + 4 invited observers (below) = 24 attendants
(of which 23 are t o be supported by OIE budget ).

INVITED OBSERVERS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Representative from
Representative from
Representative from
Representative from

the OIE Regional Representation for Africa (1)
the OIE Sub-Regional Representation for Southern Africa (1)
the OIE Regional Comm ission for Africa (1)
the EAC Secretariat (1)

INVITED TRAINERS (5)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Representatives from the OIE Information Department (1)
Representat ives from the OIE Scientific and Technical Department (1)
Representat ive from the OIE Collaborat ing Centre on Wildlife (2)
Representat ive from the OIE Working Group on W ildlife or representative from t he region
(regional expert) (1)

TENTATIVE PROGRAMME (ENGLISH SPEAKING PARTICIPANTS)
Day>
Date Time

Tuesday
4 Oct

Wednesday
5 Oct

Thursday
6 Oct

Friday
7 Oct
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08:00-10:00

Opening session and
presentations of
participant s (30')
Session 1 : General
presentations
regarding the OIE

Small group
presentations

Field visit

Session 5:
Targeted wildlife
disease surveillance

Small group
presentations
Session 7 : Wildlife
disease surveillance
in the region

10:00-1 0:30

Health Break

Healt h Break

Healt h Break

Health Break

10:30-1 3:00

Session 2 : The
Terrestrial Code
and design of a
general surveillance
programme

Session 6 : The
Terrestrial and
Aquatic Manuals
and selecting
diagnostic tests

Field visit : cont 'd

Session 8 : OIE
activities related to
wildlife : current
directions and future
perspectives

> case scenario

Pathogen
prevalence (30')

13:00-14:00

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

14:00-1 6:00

Session 3 :
notification of
wildlife diseases

Session 5 : cont'd
Targeted wildlife
disease surveillance
> case scenarios

Field visit : cont 'd

Departures of
participants and
trainers

16:00-16:30

Health Break

Health Break

Health Break

Health Break

16:30-1 8:00

Session 4 : Practical
use of WAHIS and
WAHIS-Wild

Session 5 : cont'd
Targeted wildlife
disease surveillance
> case scenarios

Free

Departures of
participants and
trainers

Small group session

Small group session

Conclusions and
closure
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Annex 9:

Uganda Special Project Description

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

PROPOSAL
SPECIAL PROJECT FUND REQUEST FOR A COLLABORATIVE PROJECT
BETWEEN THE NATIONAL ANIMAL DISEASE DIAGNOSTICS AND
EPIDEMIOLOGY CENTRE (NADDEC), UGANDA, AND THE INSTITUTE FOR
ANIMAL HEALTH (IAH), PIRBRIGHT, UK

Submitted to the Office International Des Epizooties (OIE)

INITIAL PROPOSAL SUBMITTED MARCH 2011
REVISIONS SUBMITTED SEPTEMBER 2011

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries,
Directorate of Animal Resources,
P.OBOX 513,
Entebbe, Uganda.
Tel: +256 41 320825/320915
Fax:+ 256 4 1 321255/321309
Email: nicholaskauta@yahoo.co.uk
WEBSITE: www.agriculture.go.ug
Background:
The Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) is responsible
for the improved livestock health, production and marketing. It is a requirement by World
Organization for Animal Health (OIE) that in order to access lucrative international and
sometimes local livestock/livestock product markets, animal diseases must be controlled as
per stipulated standards. In Africa, for example, it is only 3 countries (Swaziland, Botswana &
South Africa) that can export meat and only from disease free zones. It is a very well known
fact that a number of animals and poultry die regularly or their production is significantly
impacted due to a number of disease outbreaks including; foot-and-mouth disease, contagious
bovine pleuro-pneumonia, lumpy skin disease, African Swine Fever, contagious caprine
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pleura-pneumonia, brucellosis, rabies, tuberculosis, anthrax, trypanosomosis, theileriosis,
anaplasmosis, goat pox, newcastle disease and bluetongue. The epidemiology and impact of
such diseases in most African countries is poorly understood due to lack of appropriate
capacity for early disease detection, reporting and treatment/control. This has lead to
continued proliferation and propagation of a number of diseases across countries and
continents with resultant huge costs of suppressing occurrence. For example, it is known that
in less than the last two years, Uganda imported vaccines to the tune of 390,00 doses of foot
and mouth disease, 189,000 doses of contagious bovine pleura-pneumonia, 600,000 doses of
contagious caprine pleura-pneumonia, 1,258,500 doses of peste des petits ruminants, 400,000
doses of newcastle disease in chickens, 200,000 doses of infectious bursal disease and
120,000 doses of rabies- incurring very huge expenditure without significant success in
exterminating the diseases.
The high prevalence and incidence of livestock diseases has made livestock farming
and veterinary practice less productive for national and international investment, yet there is
huge potential for increasing livestock production given the large areas of highly productive
agricultural land available which can be developed to fill the glaring global gaps and demand
for animal proteins. It is estimated that Uganda's livestock population consists of 11.4 million
cattle, 12.5 million goats, 3.4 million sheep, 3.2 million pigs, 37.4 million chickens, 1.5
million ducks and 0.35 million turkeys (Livestock Census, 2008). Even with a number of
challenges it is estimated that the annual livestock production is about 1.24 billion litres of
milk, 165,976 tonnes of beef, 18,611 tonnes of pork, 32,990 tonnes of goat meat and mutton,
and 20,725 tonnes of poultry meat, and it is projected that the demand will more than double
in the next twenty years due to the steady increase in human population density and the
growing regional and international markets. Over the past decade, the government of Uganda
has been implementing a number of programmes aimed at eradication of extreme poverty and
hunger, in line with Millennium Development Goal number one.
The proposed project is a pre-requisite for the attainment of the required capacity and
potential for strategic disease control and access to better markets. It is extremely timely as it
supplements the concept of setting up Disease Controlled Zones (DCZs) targeting meat export
within the next five to ten years. The proposed interventions will directly feed into the
National Development Strategy and Investment Plan (DSIP) Sub-programme 1.3 (Pest and
disease control); components 3 (surveillance & reporting), 4 (diagnosis) & 7 (the traceability
system). In Uganda, animal disease diagnostics and epidemiology is governed by the National
Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC), under the Department of
Livestock Health and Entomology.
The National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) in
Entebbe, Uganda is currently participating in an OIE Laboratory Twinning Project with the
Institute for Animal Health with the aim to enhance capacity for laboratory diagnosis of a
number of important diseases including Peste des petits ruminants (PPR), Bluetongue, sheep
pox, goat pox, lumpy skin disease and foot-and-mo uth disease. Being a landlocked country
and bordering a number of other countries including Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Democratic
Republic of Congo and Sudan, NADDEC hoped to develop itself into a regional hub and
reference centre for control of a number of livestock diseases in the Eastern and Central
African region.
The current OIE-funded Twinning Project aims at providing training and interactions
between the parent lab in the UK and the candidate lab in Uganda, however this project
cannot fully address the gaps in diagnostic capacity required. For this reason we are applying
for these Special Project funds which are aimed to complement the OIE Twinning Project by
providing the added capacity necessary to support the NADDEC into the future so it can
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become a truly international centre for disease diagnosis and control within the East and
Central African region.
This request for Special Project funds detailed below aims to build upon the existing
collaborative relationship between the Institute for Animal Health, Pirbright, United
Kingdom, and the NADDEC, MAAIF, Uganda to improve the accurate and timely diagnosis
of animal diseases in Uganda. In addition to achieving this improvement in the ways outlined
below, the Special Project will also complement the activities that the two partners are already
in the process of undertaking through the OIE Laboratory Twinning Project:
(1) Stimulating sample flow from the districts in the field to the national veterinary
laboratory through training and equipping the veterinary services. Cun-ently many
disease outbreaks in Uganda go undiagnosed so is essential to stimulate the flow of
samples between the field and the diagnostic laboratory. In this way the vets and
fmmers will gain trust and confidence in the ability of the national reference lab to
provide timely and accurate diagnosis, so that relevant control measures can be rapidly
initiated. The lab will also gain from this increased flow of samples and the ministry
will have a clem·er idea about which diseases m·e having the most impact on livestock
in Uganda. This will help policy makers to prioritise funding into areas with most
need which will have a direct affect on improving the control of livestock diseases and
the livelihoods of rural farmers.
(2) Setting up and standardizing a national serum and virus bank for improved testing,
initiating research projects and collaborations with other institutions
(3) Providing capacity for the early disease detection and diagnosis of livestock diseases

through efficient and effective national veterinary surveillance and diagnostic systems
(4) Augmenting the laboratory's capacity to standardize and evaluate selected serological
and moleculm· tests and set up tissue culture facilities for virus isolation, beyond the
established objective in the existing OIE Laboratory Twinning initiative.
(5) Refurbish existing animal facilities which will open up the possibility of using animal

infections to develop diagnostic material and test vaccines through animal
experiments.
(6) Purchase of essential equipment in order to increase the diagnostic capacity of the lab

and enable further tests to be cmTied out.
(7) Evaluating and streamlining the existing laboratory quality management and

biosecurity standards
(8) Stimulating further national and international collaborations for enhanced disease

diagnosis and effective control in the Eastern and Central African region.
Project Time frame: October 1 2011 through September 2013
This project will contribute to the existing laboratory capacity and fits in well with the
plans of the Ministry of Agriculture (MAAIF) in Uganda to;
• Establish BSL3 laboratory
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•

Refurbish and update the general physical infrastructure including the fence,
pavements and the compound of NADDEC.

•

Refurbish the 'nutrition' laboratory and make it functional for food and feeds residue
analysis

•

Put in place appropriate storage facilities for equipment and supplies,

•

Renovate the library and stock it with relevant books, and recruit a librarian,

•

Reactivate the production of animal diseases vaccines at NADDEC

•

Increase number of researchers and students benefiting from NADDEC,
Evaluate the staffing levels and fill the existing gaps,

•

Propose a specific core budget to cater for the activities of the centre,

•

Improve staffing levels: both technical and support staff

•

Collaborate with private, national and international institutions m animal disease
control activities, e.g. Makerere University, NALIRRI, FAO, IAEA, OIE, and World
Referral Laboratories (WRL) in various animal disease control activities.

Existing collaborating Partners and Agencies
• Food and Agricultural Organization (FAQ)
•

OIE

•

World Health Organization (WHO)

•

Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA)

•

Ministry of Health

•

Uganda Virus Research Institute

•

Government Chemist Laboratory

•

Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS)

•

Uganda National Council of Science and Technology (UNCST)

•

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Makerere University

•

Makerere University Institute of Environment and Natural Resources (MUIENR)

•

Office of the Prime Ministre (OPM), Republic of Uganda

Additional Projects at MAAIF
• OIE Laboratory Twinning Project (MAAIF-IAH) on Improvement of Disease
Diagnosis
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•

Uganda Meat Export Development Project (UMED)-Norway

•

Transboundary Animal Diseases in East Africa - Research on FMD (DANIDA)

•

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

•

Vaccines for Control of Neglected Animal Diseases (VACNADA)

•

PPR Vaccine Research-adaptation for endemic countries - CDLID (BBSRC)

•

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

•

Animal and Human Influenza Project (AHIP)-WB

•

National Livestock Productivity Improvement Project (NLPIP)

•

Pan African Control for Epizootics (PACE)-EU

•

Support Integrated National Action Plans (SPINAP)-EU

•

African Swin Fever Uganda (ASFUG)-Sweden

•

Livestock Wildlife Diseases of Eastern Africa (L WDEA)-DANIDA

•

Livestock Disease Control (LDC)- Government of Uganda
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Proposed Budget for the OIE Special Project
Special Project Funds request for Laboratory Special Project arrangements between
NADDEC, MAAIF in Uganda and the IAH, Pirbright in United Kingdom (2011- 2013)
Rate
Activity/Item Description
Quantity
A mt (£)
(£)

1. Capacity building for improved disease investigations, field sampling, laboratory

studies and disease control operations in line with OIE Laboratory Twinning
Arrangements - Training workshop of national & district veterinary/laboratory staff in
Entebbe-to stimulate sample flow from the field
Venue Hire ( 120 persons) for 3 days
3
262
786
120 X 3
Meals (Lunch, Tea and Water)
2844
7.90
days
2x3
Vehicle Hire for field visits
79
237
days
Transport to and from meeting
120 X 2 12.60
3024
120 X 3
Per-diem Allowances (accommodation/ dinner)
28
10000
days
Training materials: printing, photocopying, folders
LS
526
Return Flights London-E ntebbe (Two experts)
2
800
1600
Visa, medication etc
2
140
2X5
Daily Allowance (Two Experts)
205
2050
days
Correspondences, Communications and workshop assistance
LS
790
21997
Sub-total
2. Targeted field sample collection and establishment of the
National Sample Bank
2.1 Field Trips for sample collection
5 days x
Per-diem daily allowance (Staff from Entebbe)
5 trips X
28
1400
2 staff
Per diem daily allowance (District Staff)
Fuel
Vehicle Servicing

5 days x
5 trips x
2 staff
300 Its x
5 trips
5 X trips

Sub-total
2.2 Procurement of key disease surveillance,
sample storage and laboratory materials
Sample/reagent refridgerator (+4°C) (Double door)
Sample freezer (-86°C) with sample boxes/racks
Racking and boxes for existing freezers in NADDEC
Cryovials ( 1.5 - 2ml ) Simport 2ml self standing cryovials

1
1

6

300

1

1500

52

260
3460

2632
7670

3485
15000

1741
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Cryostore boxes 9 x 9 fo r 81 Simport 2ml vials as quoted

Vacutainer tubes (with clot activator)

Vacutainer tubes (with EDTA)

15000

15000

Vacutainer Needles
Plastic guards

20,000
500

Outbreak sample collection and sample shipment to NADECC.
Field boxes and ice packs
GPS
Screw cap microfuge tubes with lids (sample storage)
Protective wear and disinfectants: gloves, coveralls, gum boots
etc.
2 x labelling machines
Labels
Computer (Sample reception and tracking)
Printer (Sample reception and tracking)
Shipment & Clearance of equipments, materials, samples and
reagents
Sub-total
3. Laboratory capacity improvement and test evaluation
3. 1 Procure key serological diagnostic kits/reagents
(PPR, goat /sheep pox, BT, LSD and FMD)
3.2 Procure key molecular diagnostic kits/reagents
(PPR, goat /sheep pox, BT, LSD and FMD)
3.3 Procurement of key equipment

To store
15000

810

15000

1468

15000

1284

20000

3420

500

100
9500

2
15000

1580
400
1900

2
20
1
1

636
200
1052
525
10000

48400
LS

LS

12600

LS

LS

12600

Reverse Osmosis water purification system

1

Autoclave

1

3.4 Set up the tissue culture section
Cell Lines (BHK, Vero, IBRS)
Media for cell culture and Foetal Calf Serum
(PCS)
Liquid Nitrogen Tank (25 L)
Nitrogen gas refill for 1 year
Cell Culture Flasks (25cm3 plastic)
Cell Culture Flasks (75cm3 plastic)

790

3109
1056

LS

5000

LS

2000

1
12
200
100

33

538
396
163
3 16
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Plastic pipettes (various sizes)
Refrigerator for cell culture
Air conditioner, room partitions and furnishes for cell culture
section
3.5 Undertake critical repairs and furbishment to labs and
animal facilities
Power Stabilisers and UPS's to protect molecular biology and
reagent sample storage equipment
Sub-total
4. Improvement of laboratory standards, biosecurity and
test quality
4. 1 Expert visit: Audit and advise on key laboratory
biosecurity and quality standards

2000
2

4410

LS

10000

64480

2

Visa, medication etc

2

Sub-total

LS

10000

Return Flights London-Entebbe (Two experts)

Daily Allowance (Two Experts)

946

400
1892

2X5
days

800

1600
140

205

2050

3790

Current Capacity for recommended diagnostic tests of important diseases for
international trade
DISEASE
RECOMMENDED
ALTERNATIVE CAPACITY
TEST
TEST(S)
Foot and Mouth disease
ELISA, VN
Yes (ELISA)
CF
Rinderpest
VN
Yes (ELISA)
ELISA
Peste des petits ruminants VN
ELISA
Yes (ELISA)
Contagious
Bovine CF
ELISA
Yes (CFT)
Pleupneumonia (CBPP)
Lumpy skin disease
VN
No
Rift Valley Fever
HI, ELISA, PRN Yes (ELISA)
Blue Tongue
Agent id, AGID, VN
No
African Swine Fever
ELISA
IFA
Yes (ELISA)
Newcastle Disease
HI
Yes (Rapid kit)
Anthrax
Slide
Yes (Agent id)
Echinococcosis/H ydotidosis PM
Yes (PM)
Leptospirosis
MAT
No
Rabies
VN
IFA
Yes (IFAT)
Heartwater
ELISA, IFA Slide Yes (Agent id)
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Trichinellosis
Bovine Brucellosis
Bovine
genital
Bovine T uberculosis
Enzootic bovine Leukosis
Infectious
Bovine
Trichomoniasis
Bovine Anaplasmosis
Bovine Babesiosis
Cysticercosis
Dermatophilosis
Theiloriosis
Haemorrrhagic Septicaemia
Bovine
Spongvform
Ovine
Epididymitis
Caprine
and
Ovine
Contagious
Caprine
Porcine Brucellosis
Trasmissible Gastroenteritis
Infectious Bursal Disease
Marek's disease
Avian
Mycoplasmosis
Fowl typhoid and Pullorum
Avian infectious bronchitis
Avian
infectious
Laryngeotrachitis
Avian tuberculosis
Fowl
cholera
(avian
Myxomatosis
Malignant Cattarrhal Fever
Salmonellosis
Bovine Virus Diarrhoea
Trypanosomiasis
(Tsetse
Nairobi Sheep Disease
Scrapie
Fowl Pox
Mange

Agent id
BBAT, CF, ELISA
Agent id.
Tuberculin test
AGID, ELISA
VN, ELISA, Agent
Agent id.
-

-

Agent id., IFA
-

CF
BBAT, CF
CF
BBAT

-

-

-

-

Agent id.

-

-

ELISA
FPA

Yes (PM)
Yes
(SAT ,
No
No
No
No
agg, Yes (Agent id)
Mucus
CF, Agg_ Card
Yes (Agent id)
ELISA,
IFA, Yes (Agent id)
Agent id.
Yes (PM)
Yes (Agent id)
Slide
Yes (Agents id,
Agent id.
No
No
ELISA
No
Yes (SAT)
Brucellin test
No
ELISA, FPA, VN No
VN, ELISA
No
AGID, ELISA
No
AGID
No
Aim:., HI
No
Agg., Agent id.
Yes
(Culture,
VN, HI, ELISA
No
AGID,
VN, No
ELISA
Tuberculin test, No
Slide
Yes (Agent id)
Agid, AGID, CF, No
VN, IFA, PCR
No
Agent id., Slide
Yes (Agent id)
No
IFA,
Slide Yes (Agent id)
No
No
No
Agent id.
Yes (Agent id)
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Semiannual Report
ABRIDGED
OIE Contribution to the
IDENTIFY Project
Reporting institution:
The World Organ isation for Animal Health (OIE), IDENTIFY Project Partner

Reporting period: 1 April - 30 September 2013

Regional component: Global
Countries: 2 "hot spots", by USAID category:
- Congo Basin: Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, Cameroon, Gabon, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania, Central African Republic
- South and Southeast Asia: Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic
Republic, Thailand, China, Malaysia, Philippines
Project title: IDENTIFY, OIE contribution
Budget: No new budget for Year 3 or Year 4; carry-over budget only from Years 1 & 2
Effective starting date: January 2010
Planned end date: 30 September 2014
Context of the project
This project is part of a complex program-Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)-designed by
USAID and aimed to find and implement mechanisms to detect disease emergences,
especially from wildlife. The One Health concept is an important component of the whole
program. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE),
and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Objectives of the project
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities through the
development of laboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors with the ultimate
aim of enabling countries to meet international obligations for disease reporting. Accurate and
timely detection of known pathogens should facilitate the rapid recognition of newly
emerging pathogens. International reference laboratories capable of fully characterizing the
emerging pathogens are an integral part of these networks. For a list of targeted diseases, see
Annex 1.
The project focuses on several pai1s of the world defined by the USAID as "hot spots" for
emerging diseases where they are more likely to happen: Congo Basin and Southeast Asia.
The project will collaborate with the other anns of the EPT program: PREDICT, RESPOND,
PREVENT, and USAID's DELIVER project. Each project has a defined work plan with
activities and sub-activities to which every project team has agreed upon their level of
participation (support, participate or lead).
Planned activities
For the description of planned outputs, activities and sub-activities, refer to the Final OIE
IDENTIFY Year 4 Work Plan (submitted to USAID on 31 Aug 2012, approved by USAID on
5 Oct 2012).
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
AAHL

Australian Animal Health Laboratory

AH

Anima l Health

AOTR

Agreement Officer's Technical Representative

A-PBA

Asia - Pacific Biosafety Association

ARC

Agricultura l Research Council

ASEAN

Association of Sout heast As ian Nations

AU-I BAR

African Union-I nterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources

AusAID

Australian Agency for International Development

BVI

Botswana Vaccine Institute

CAHEC

China An imal Health and Epidemiology Center, Qingdao, China

CAR

Central African Republic

CFIA

Canadian Food Inspection Agency

CIDA

Canadian International Development Agency

CVL

Central Veterinary Laboratory

DAFF

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Austra lia

DFAIT

Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, Canada

DFID

Department for International Development, United Kingdom

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

EIDs

Emerging/Re-emerging Infectious Diseases

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats

EU

European Union

EURL

European Union Reference Laboratory

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FAO-ECTAD

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Emergency Center for Transboundary
animal diseases

FAO-RAP

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional Office for Asia Pacific

FCO

Foreign and Commonwealth Office, United Kingdom

FMD

Foot and Mouth Disease

FVO

Federal Veterinary Office, Switzerland

GF-TADs

Global Framework for Transboundary Anima l Diseases

GLEWS

FAO/OIE/WHO Global Early Warning Systems for Animal Diseases including Zoonoses

HPAI

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

HQ

Headquarters

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

IHR

International Health Regulations

LACEVET

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de Bangui

LANAVET

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Garoua, Cameroon

Lao PDR

Lao People's Democratic Republic

LCVK

Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa, DRC

LNVL

Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville, Gabon

LVBD

Laboratoire de d iagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville, Republic of Congo

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MoA

Ministry of Agriculture

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

NADDEC

National Anima l Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre, Entebbe, Uganda

NAHL

National Anima l Health Laboratory, Lao PDR

NaVRI

National Veterinary Research Institute, Cambodia

NCVD

National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis, Vietnam
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NIAH

National Institute of An imal Health, Thailand

NVL

National Veterinary Laboratory

OFFLU

Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Anima l Influenza

OIE

World Organisation fo r Animal Health

OVI

Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, South Africa

PAHC

Philippine Anima l Health Center, Philippines

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPR

Peste des Petits Ruminant s

PT

Proficiency Testing

PVS

OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway

PSVS

AusAID-funded Project on Strengthening Veterinary Services

QA

Quality Assurance

QM

Quality Management

RAB

Rwanda Agricultural Board

RAHC

Regional Anima l Health Centres

RAHO6

Regional Anima l Health Office Number 6, Vietnam

RARDA

National Veterinary Laboratory, Rubirizi, Kigali, Rwanda

SADC

Southern African Development Community

SEACFMD

Southeast Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SRR-SEA

Sub-regional Representation of Southeast Asia

STD

Scientific and Technica l Department

TADs

Transboundary Animal Diseases

TVLA

Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency, Temeke, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

UK

United Kingdom

USA

United States of America

USAID

U.S. Agency for International Development

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture

VRI

Veterinary Research Institute, Malaysia

WHO

World Health Organization

WHO AFRO

World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa

WHOSEARO

World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office

WHOWPRO

World Health Organization Western Pacific Regiona l Office

YASVI

Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute, Kunming, China
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Introduction:
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
The OIE IDENTIFY project has made important contributions to the EPT Program during this
reporting period. In Year 4, the OIE provided direct technical assistance for 27 distinct activities
benefitting 13 IDENTIFY Animal Health Laboratories.
IDENTIFY Laboratory Year 4 Achievements under the OIE component, by IDENTIFY
Project Objective

1.

Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
•

Infrastructure improvements, improved capacity for increased sample flow, focused disease
detection capacity building, equipment, and consumables procurement, in the framework of
the Special Project for the National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre
(NADDEC) of Uganda.

•

Increased capacity of Veterinary Services field personnel in porcine, avian, and bovine animal
sample collection during the national field-based sample collection and management
workshop implemented by the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom under the Special Project
for NADDEC Uganda. This effort was further boosted by procurement and distribution of
PPEs, cooler boxes, ice packs and related equipment to field veterinary personnel (crossreferenced with Objective 3).

•

Increased competency for laboratory technicians in Rift Vall ey Fever diagnostics acquired
during an intersectoral hands-on training hosted by the Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory
Agency (TVLA), welcoming 20 participants from both the animal and public health
laboratories from I 1 countries, including Tanzania and DRC.

•

Improved rabies diagnosis and laboratory quality management through a proficiency testing
exercise for rabies diagnosis (FAT technique) at the Laboratoire National Veterinaire
(LANAVET) of Cameroon, Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa (LCVK) of DRC,
Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency (TVLA) of Tanzania and NADDEC Uganda
conducted by the OIE Reference Laboratory for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute
(OVI), South Africa (cross-referenced with Objective 3).

•

On-the-job training (-Mini Twinning Projects") opportunities in the form of laboratory staff
exchanges between a national animal health laboratmy and an OIE Reference Laboratory or
OIE Collaborating Centre (cross-referenced with Objective 4):

o

o

Philippine Animal Health Center (P AHC) of the Philippines

•

One staff sent to the Poultry Diagnostic Research Center of the University of
Georgia, USA for support and training for Avian Mycoplasmosis.

•

One staff sent to National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH), Thailand for
support and training for Leptospirosis and Brucellosis.

NIAH Thailand

•

o

One staff sent to Institute of Virology of the University of Veterinary
Medicine of Hannover, , Germany for support for Classical Swine Fever.

NADDEC Uganda
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2.

Three staff sent to the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom for support and
training for Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR), Foot and Mouth Disease
(FMD) and Capripox diagnostics.

•

One staff sent to the Pirbright Institute, United Kingdom for a short course on
laboratory quality management systems.

Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
01ganizations
•

3.

•

Draft strategic plans developed and action plans drafted by each of National Animal Health
Laboratories during the National Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Planning Workshops
(cross-referenced with Objective 3). Participants included the laboratory director and staff of
the national laboratory, the directors of regional/provincial laboratories, key players from
various divisions such as the department of animal health and production, the Ministry of
health and academia who work closely with the national animal health laboratory. During the
workshop process, invited experts, OIE and EPT partners are also invited to provide
comments and recommendations on the strategies and action plans developed by the
participants. In the first three quarters of Year 4, five in-country workshops have been
conducted at:

o

National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI) of Cambodia

o

NIAH Thailand

o

National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD) and Regional Animal Health
Office Number 6 (RAH06) of Vietnam

o

National Animal Health Laboratory (NAHL) of Lao PDR

o

PAHC Philippines

•

IDENTIFY project performance indicators on IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY
countries monitored through the World Animal Health Information Database.

•

Ongoing support to all OIE National Laboratory Focal Points in Southeast Asia and
nomination of National Laboratory Focal Points in the Congo Basin region (cross-referenced
with Objective 4).

Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
•

Provided Ministry of Agriculture decision makers with information to allocate appropriate
resources to the National Animal Health Laboratory and to make strategic decisions to support
accurate and timely diagnosis, while ensuring the sustainability of the laboratory system
through the implementation of the Pilot PVS Pathway Laboratory Missions ( cross-referenced
under Objective 2). While traditional laboratory assessments simply score laboratory capacity
based on a fixed time in space but are unable to address problems encountered in a sustainable
way, the OfE PVS Laboratory Tool evaluates the current situation based on OfE international
standards, fixes goals and strategic benchmarks for progress, and provides guidance based on
best practices and international standards.
o

NAHL Lao PDR in October-November 2012. This mission was implemented in Lao
PDR in order to rationalize recent investments made in the NAHL, to better
understand the resources it would need in order to run efficiently, and to plan for the
financial maintenance of these investments. Since NAHL had already implemented
the Pilot PVS Pathway Laboratory mission and as a result was more aware of
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strategic, management, human resources, and financial issues related to laboratories,
they were able to better and more quickly advance in the development of their
strategic plan. The involvement of senior staff from relevant ministries and key
partners in the strategic planning process was crucial as the laboratory staff gained
valuable insight from those who had also joined in the PVS Pathway Laboratory
mission. The strategic planning activity and PVS Pathway Laboratory mission, both
developed thanks to the IDENTIFY Project, go hand in hand and give animal health
laboratories the tools to advance and reach their goals.
o

4.

TVLA Tanzania in May 2013. The PVS Pathway Laboratory m1ss1on provided
guidance to TVLA in determining the essential human, physical and financial
resources, given recent restructuring and reorganization of the laboratory into an
independent agency structure.

Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities
•

Continuing coordination and support for the animal health laboratory directors of NaVRI
Cambodia, China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center (CAHEC) and Yunnan
Animal Science and Veterinary Institute (YASVI) of China, BBalitvet Indonesia, NAHL
Lao PDR, Veterinary Research Institute (VRI) of Malaysia, PAHC Philippines, NIAH
Thailand, and NCVD and RAH06 Vietnam was provided in alignment with the ASEAN
Regional Framework for laboratory capacity building and networking, through the mechanism
of the Laboratory Director's Forum held in Na Trang City, Vietnam, 10-11 October 2012.

•

Continuing coordination and support for the Regional Technical Advisory Group Meeting,
held in Bangkok, Thailand 30-31 July 2012.

•

Preparation and coordination with FAO, ASEAN and host-country for the 2013 Regional
Animal Health Laboratory Technical Advisory Group and the First ASEAN Laboratory
Directors' Forum, 29 October - 1 November 2013 at the Phoenix Hotel Yogyakarta,
Indonesia.
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period
(1 April - 30 September 2013)
Project Administration and Coordination Activities (Global and Regional)
Activity 3.1: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
GLOBAL
In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at the
headquarters and regional levels, with F AO and WHO, and with the IDENTIFY AOTR at
USAID, several lines of communication were maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addition
to frequent email communication.
The three partners, F AO, OIE, and WHO, continued the monthly rotating Secretariat
system in order to most effect ively and rapidly handle communication with program
partners, day-to-day operations, and logistic arrangements. This system also applies to
document creation, revision and meeting hosting. The OIE hosted the IDENTIFY
Secretariat in April, July, and September 2013.
An IDENTIFY Tripartite meeting was attended by OIE in Lyon in June 2013, combined
with the annual USAID IDENTIFY meeting.
CONGO
In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at the
headquarters and regional levels, with F AO and WHO regional coordination teams, and
with USAID regional and country missions, several lines of communication were
maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addit ion to frequent email communicatio n.
SE ASIA
In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at the
headquarters and regional levels, with F AO and WHO regional coordination teams, and
with USAID regional and country missions, several lines of communication were
maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addition to frequent email communication.
Table 1: OIE and Tripartite Internal communication and coordination (including
communication with USAID)
Type of Communication/
Coordination

Dates

Regular teleconferences
(TC)
Report Submission to
USAID

monthly
Apr-Sept

Face-to-face meetings

26-27 Jun

30 Apr

TC with IDENTIFY AOTR,
USAID/ PREDICT

29Apr

TC with IDENTIFY AOTR,
USAID/W

11 Apr
14May
23 Aug

Additional Information
Global
Project management and planning; biannual reporting;
M&E indicators and Data Calls; Year 5 Work Plans
OlE IDENTIFY contribution semi-annual report for
Year4
Project management with a focus on activity planning
based on Year 4 work plans; M&E framework and Data
Calls; Regional coordination
Coordination of IDENTIFY/PREDICT
presentat ions for the SEA EPT meeting in June
Work Plan development, important Year 5 deadlines,
Data Call, Project management and planning
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Face-to-face meetings with
IDENTIFY AOTR,
USAID/W
EPT Program meetings
TC between OlE HQ and
OIE Regional Coordinator

Project management with a focu s on activity planning
based on Year 4 work plans; M&E framework and Data
27 Jun
Calls; Regional coordination; Year 5 Work Plan
development process
No meeting occun-ed during this reporting period
Congo Basin
Project management and activity planning; Progress
Monthly
reports on implementation of project activities;
Apr-Sept
Preparations for project-related meetings

Face-to-face meetings with
OIE HQ and OIE regional
teams

29May

To discuss activities proposed, provide updates on
implementation and roles and responsibilities

TC between OlE Regional
Project Staff

Biweekly
August September

Discussions on the OHCEA l st International One
Health Conference

EPT Program Regional
Meeting, Kampala, Uganda.

10-12 July

Face-to-face meetings
between PAO and OIE
Face-to-face meetings
between WHO AFRO and
OIE

12 July
12 July
8May

Meetings with other regional
partners (e.g. AU - IBAR,
etc.)

24 May
1 August
22 August

TC between OIE HQ and
OIE regional team

Review of Y4 and Y5 planning. Discussions on
advancement of One Health at national and regional
levels.
Discussions on potential areas of collaboration, joint
activities and joint country missions
Progress regarding the Africa WHO Member Countries'
Regional Zoonotic Diseases Control Strategy
F irst Coordination meet ing of SADC/F AO
ECT AD/OIE/ AU-IBAR
Coordination meeting of AU-IBAR/FAO
ECTAD/OIE in East Africa
C oordination meeting of AU-IBAR/FAO E CTAD/
OIE and other partners in East Africa
Second Livestock C oordination m eeting of SADC
and Regiona l Technical Paitners (FA O
ECTAD/OIE/ AU-IBAR)
SE Asia

Monthly
Apr-Sept

Project management and planning

30 April

Side meeting to EPT country meeting in Lao PDR.
Discussion on past activities that have been done for
NAHL

14-18 May
Face-to-face meetings
between FAO and OIE
30May

25-26 June

Side meetings to Strategic Planning workshop for
PAHC, Manila, Philippines
Side meeting of EPT country meeting in Lao PDR.
Discussion on past activities that have been done for
NAHL and activities to be implemented by F AO/OIE in
Year 5
Side meetings with F AO national officer at the
Cambodian Zoonotic Diseases Strategic Plan
Development Workshop, Phnom Penh
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Face-to-face meetings
between OIE and WHO

4 July

Discussion and planning of the 2013 Lab TAG and
ASEAN Laboratory Directors' Forum meetings

26 July

F AO/OlE meeting at F AO RAP office, Thailand

7&9
August

Side meetings with F AO national officer at the EPT
country meeting, Vietnam

19 August

Side meeting to EPT country meeting Lao PDR

25-27
September

Side meetings to Post Planning Workshop Follow-Up
Activity for NaVRI, Cambodia

4-6 June

Side meetings to Second Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs)
In the Asia Pacific Region, Manila

16 August

Meeting with National Institute of Health (NIH) and
WHO country officers on possibility of cooperation on
AH-PH workshops in Year 5

21 -22
August
Face-to-face meetings with
OIE HQ and OIE regional
team

18-20 June

EPT Regional meeting and Tripa,tite meeting in
Bangkok, Thailand

17 May

Side meeting of Strategic Planning workshop for
PAHC, Manila, Philippines

18-19 June
Face-to-face meetings
between Tripartite partners

Side meetings with WHO national officer at the
Regional Meeting on Zoonotic Diseases, Thailand

EPT Regional Meeting, Bangkok, Thailand

20 June

Side meeting after the EPT Regional Meeting, Bangkok,
Thailand

30-31 July

Side meetings to EPT country meeting for Thailand and
Malaysia (held in Bangkok)

9 August

Side meeting to EPT country meeting, Hanoi, Vietnam

Table 2: 3.1: External project communication and coordination (including
communication with EPT Partners)
Dates

Event Title

Venue

10-12 July

Uganda
country level
EPT Planning
meeting

Kampala,
Uganda

Organizer(s)
Congo Basin
EPT country coordinator

Other Information

Monthly activities
targeting Uganda
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2

23-25
September

26
September

st

OHCEA 1
International
One Health
Conference
FAOOHCEA
One Health
Workshop

Addis
Ababa
Ethiopia
Addis
Ababa
Ethiopia

OHCEA

FAO/OHCEA

OIE Approach to
One Health
Presentation of One
Health country case
studies and OIE
Approach

SE Asia
30 April

EPT country
meeting

Vientiane,
LaoPDR

2-3 May

H7N9
Technical and
Programmatic
Coordination
Meeting

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID/FAO

6-7 May

USAID
Partners
Meeting

Guangzhou,
China

USAID

30May

EPT country
meeting

Vientiane,
Lao PDR

USAID

4-6 June

18- 19 June

24 June

2

USAID

Second
Meeting on
Laboratory
Strengthening
for Emerging
Infectious
Diseases
(EIDs) In the
Asia Pacific
Region
EPT Regional
Meeting
Technical and
Policy
Discussion on
the Prevention
and Control of
Avian
Influenza A

Manila,
Philippines

WHOWPRO

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID, MoAC (Thailand) and
MoH (Thailand), F AO, OIE,
WHO,CDC

Country-level
project review and
planning
Exchange and update
of information on
H7N9 situation in
China
Updates across
projects, identify
critical gaps, and
harmonize
complementary
activities during
development of
annual work plans
and discussion of
recent avian
influenza A (H7N9)
events in China
Country-level
project review and
planning
Exchange and update
of information of a
national public
health laboratory
work plan for the
surveillance of and
rapid response to
EID
Project review and
planning
Share the lessons
learned from actions
undertaken by Gov.
of China on H7N9
crisis, discuss risks
and scenarios of the
H7N9 situation in

One Health Central and Eastern Africa
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(H7N9) in
Asia

Cambodian
Zoonotic
Disease
Strategic Plan
Development
Workshop
EPT Thailand
country
meeting
EPT Malaysia
country
meeting

the region and the
possible mitigation
measures in short-,
medium- and longerterm. Participants
were representatives
from AH-PH sectors
of each SE Asian
government and
related international
organizations
Phnom
Penh,
Cambodia

USAID

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID

EPT country
meeting

Hanoi ,
Vietnam

USAJD

South East
Asia Regional
Wildlife
Health
Capacity
Assessment
& Networking
Forum

Bangkok,
Thailand

RESPOND, USAID

19 August

EPT country
meeting

Vientiane,
Lao PDR

USAID

20-22
August

Regional
Meeting on
Zoonotic
Diseases

Chiang
Mai,
Thailand

Celebration of
World Rabies
Day

Kampong
Cham,
Cambodia

25-26 June

30 July

31 July

9 August

13- 15
August

30
September

W HO-SEARO

MoH (Cambodia)

Draft Strategic Plan
for Zoonoses Control
in Cambodia Work
Plan 2014-2018
Country-level
project review and
planning
Country-level
project review and
planning
Country-level
project review and
planning
Brought together
ASEAN government
agencies with
oversight over
wildlife health and
conservation,
universities and
other organizations
that contribute to
strengthening
capacity in wildlife
health
Country-level
project review and
planning
To strengthen
national and regional
capacity for
prevention and
control of zoonoses
WRD celebration
will be held at Ta
Nga! Village, Kvet
Thom Commune,
Precy Chhor District,
Kampong Cham.
The village is under
- Hea:hy Livestock,
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Healthy Village,
Better life"
suppo1ted by World
Bank

Activity 3.2: Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities

GLOBAL
-

-

Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE HQ, Paris.
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 4 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the global activities in Annex 2, which require either no additional
resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY Financial and Administrative
Coordinator, OIE HQ, World Animal Health and Welfare Fund, Paris
o The OIE IDENTIFY Financial and Administrative Coordinator is responsible for all
financial aspects related to administrative activities, including financial reporting,
budgets, official communications with USAID, and Work Plan development.

CONGO
- Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR
Gaborone
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 4 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the Congo activities in Annex 2, which require either no additional
resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
- Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Support, OIE SRR Nairobi
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 4 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the Congo/East Africa activities in Annex 2, which require either no
additional resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
SE ASIA
- Employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR Bangkok
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 4 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the South and Southeast Asia activities in Annex 2, which require
either no additional resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
Activity 3.3: Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans
and other project documents

GLOBAL
-

The OIE IDENTIFY Year 5 Work Plan was submitted to USAID and FAO on 29 Aug.
The OIE was still awaiting approval of this work plan as of 30 September 2013.
The first semiannual report for Year 4 (1 Oct 2012-31 Mar 2013) was prepared by OIE
and submitted to USAID on 30 Apr 2013.
Preparation of the second semiannual report for Year 4 (1 Apr - 30 Sept 2013) began in
September. The present report on activities conducted is due to USAID on 31 Oct 2013.
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CONGO
-

-

-

Discussions were initiated between the regional IDENTIFY Focal Points
(FAO/OIE/WHO) concerning collaboration and Year 5 work plans during the project
period.
The regional and country work plans for Year 5 were developed in June and July and draft
plans were presented to USAID at the Annual Regional Program Meeting in Kampala,
Uganda in July 2013.
Preparation of the second semiannual report for Year 4 began in September 2013.

SE ASIA
- The Year 4 Work Plan activities were refined and planning began in consultation with
country-level laboratory representatives and in collaboration with F AO and WHO to
reflect country needs and various meeting recommendations.
- Preparation of the second semiannual report for Year 4 began in September 2013.
Activity 3.4: Communication tool development and resource building

CONGO

-

There is regular contact and exchange of information on activities implemented between
OIE IDENTIFY coordinators (Gaborone and Nairobi) and laboratory directors through
existing regional networks.
The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was shared w ith IDENTIFY project stakeholders during
project events and related meetings.
The IDENTIFY regional coordinators initiated a tripartite poster -FAO, OIE and WHO
Laboratory Programme in Africa" to improve communication to the stakeholders
regarding tripartite activities in the Congo Basin. The poster is currently undergoing
review.
Activities of the OIE in relation to the IDENTIFY project have been posted and
maintained on the OIE Africa website3 to contribute to USAID, EPT Program, and
IDENTIFY project visibility. Upcoming events, reports and updates on IDENTIFY
project activities are posted on the pages including reference materials.

SE ASIA
There is regular contact on act1v1ties implemented between the OIE IDENTIFY
coordinator in Bangkok and laboratory directors through existing laboratory networks.
- The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders during
project events and related meetings, as well as with USAID and EPT Partners.
- A specific web page for the IDENTIFY project has been maintained on the OIE Sub4
regional representation's website to contribute to USAID, EPT Program, and IDENTIFY
project visibility.
The quarterly SEACFMD newsletter outlines activities undertaken by the OIE SubRegional Representation for South East Asia; the first issue of 2013 presented IDENTIFY
activities (see Annex 3), including the strategic planning workshops for NAHL Lao PDR
and PAHC Philippines as well as the introduction of the new IDENTIFY Project
Coordinator for Southeast Asia.

3
4

At: http://www.rr-africa.oie.int/en/news/201210 l O.html
At: http://www.srr-seasia-oie.com/programs/identify
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Activity 3.5: Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy and Project
Monitoring and Evaluation Framework

GLOBAL

-

3.5.lG: The OIE IDENTIFY Project Team along with its two partner organisations
further elaborated the IDENTIFY project performance indicators and end of project
targets in the project period.
o USAID launched a Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) initiative in Nov 2011 and
requested the IDENTIFY Partners to further refine their performance
indicators. PAO/OIE/WHO reviewed these indicators and integrated them into the
EPT/IDENTIFY Project Indicators Framework requested by USAID (see Annex
4). This document provides the framework for monitoring project progress and
laboratory capacity over the project period.
o The data necessary for the IDENTIFY and OIE Performance Indicators used to
measure the evolution of laboratory capacity in the hot spot regions of the
IDENTIFY project are housed within WAHID and IDENTIFY project documents.
The analysis of the data has already provided valuable baseline and midterm
information and historical trend information to OIE, and will inform OIE, PAO,
and WHO of the actual situation as the project progresses.
o In the latest data call submitted to USAID, some improvements of the results for
IDENTIFY-targeted laboratories and targeted countries since 2009 was observed
for all the IDENTIFY Project Indicators measured.
o As a result, the methodology has been improved. FAO, OIE, and WHO worked
together with USAID to keep only the most informative data, and remove all the
indicators that seemed unclear.
The OIE developed a tool to extract more eas ily information from the World Animal
Health Information Database (WAHID). This tool facilitated the extraction of WAHID
data for the measurement of the performance indicators for the Monitoring and Evaluation
(M&E) initiative, and faci litated other analyses of WAHID data.

CONGO
-

-

The OIE, PAO and WHO held coordination meetings in July in order to identify common
areas of collaboration and joint interventions. OIE and PAO identified areas such as joint
capacity assessment missions, communications enhancement and field to laboratory
support documents.
OIE actively participated in the OHCEA One Health conference and subsequent meetings
to facilitate participating countries implementation of One Health.
In the efforts to advance one Health at regional and national levels, OIE shared
information with the delegations of Uganda and Rwanda regarding OIE programs under
the PVS Pathway that can be used to advance One Health. These include -A Guide to
Veterinary Education Twinning Projects" and -GIE Guidelines on Veterinary Education
Core Curriculum".

SE ASIA
- The OIE, PAO and WHO held coordination meetings in June in order to identify common
areas of collaboration and joint interventions.
- Presented M&E results at the Annual regional meeting in June 2013 (see Annex 5).
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Technical Capacity Building Activities
5

Activity 3.6 : Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
GLOBAL
The refinement of the project performance indicators and end-of-project targets (of the
Tripartite M&E framework) continued throughout this reporting period. The data
necessary for the IDENTIFY and OIE Performance Indicators used to measure the
evolution of laboratory capacity and the laboratory function's impact on field activities,
including surveillance and control measures, in the hot spot regions of the IDENTIFY
project have been reviewed and discussed with all partner organizations and USAID.
o The utility and reliability of each indicator have been analyzed and described, so
that the results can be fully understood and well interpreted.
o The number of indicators have been reduced, in order to keep only the most
powerful and informative indicators in relation with the IDENTIFY project.
o For some indicators, further explanations and analysis will be performed in order
to better reflect the situation in IDENTIFY targeted countries.
o These analyses will mostly be for the IDENTIFY project Objective 2 in relation to
disease reporting in a timely manner.
o The OIE maintained a contract with a Veterinary Epidemiologist, having perfect
knowledge of the functioning of the surveillance system of the OIE (World
Animal Health Information System, WAHIS ), to conduct this sub-activity.
The descriptive analysis of the World Animal Health Information Database (WAHID) for
IDENTIFY priority diseases, countries, and laboratories continued throughout this
reporting period. This included conduct of the analysis, preparation of the results and the
report, development of tables, graphs, and maps.
o In the latest Data Call, OIE conducted an analysis of laboratory capacity based on
the most recent reports received by the OIE from IDENTIFY countries and of their
evolution since the official start of the IDENTIFY Project (Oct 2009).
o Improvements of the results for IDENTIFY-targeted laboratories and targeted
countries since 2009 was observed for all the IDENTIFY Project Indicators
measured.
o OIE examined surveillance and control actions for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
implemented by IDENTIFY countries in comparison with regional and global
means and trends in order to establish a qualitative score and target areas in need
of additional capacity building efforts. These areas are linked to laboratory
capacity building because laboratory results inform the implementation of and
methods chosen for surveillance and control.
o A computer programmer assisted the Animal Health Information Department to
conduct the above-described analyses. A web-based tool was developed,
facilitating automatic data extraction from the WAHIS Database. N umerous
automatic extractions have been developed, which assist WAHID to more
efficiently and quickly access and analyze emerging and normative IDENTIFYtargeted disease information. Having usable datasets allows easier analysis of
zoonotic disease situation in a routine and ad hoc manner.
Implementation and further development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Mission and Tools, the veterinary laboratory component of the OIE PVS Pathway,
5

For information on the activities at the country level conducted during this reporting period, please see
individual country achievement tables on pg. 26.
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occurred during the reporting period. This activity aims to develop and implement a
specific decision making tool and mission, requested by national veterinary services, for
the assessment of the National Animal Health Laboratory System to meet the needs of the
National Veterinary Services objectives as identified in the PVS Gap Analysis Mission.
Outcomes of this activity will allow national Veterinary Services decision makers to better
allocate appropriate budgets to the National Animal Health Laboratory and better
advocate for sufficient resources to support accurate and timely diagnosis of IDENTIFY
priority animal diseases.
o After the first pilot mission in Lao PDR 27 Oct-6 Nov 2012, the PVS Pathway
Laboratory Mission Manual and Tools were refined based on the experience of the
expert team.
o The second PVS Pathway Laboratory mission was planned and executed in Tanzania
with the Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency 5-19 May 2013.
o The manual, methodology and tools for the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory
Mission were revised following the second pilot mission.
o Following internal validation procedures, the pilot tools were provided to the
Biological Standards Commission of the OIE and comments and revisions were
proposed and integrated. Concurrently, a peer review process with OIE-certified PVS
Pathway and OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Experts took place.
o Validation of the tool will occur at the next meeting of the Commission in early 2014.
o Planning occurred late in the project period to develop the PVS Pathway Laboratory
Mission expert training projected for early Year 5 (not financed by this project).
o The OIE maintained a contract with an OIE-certified PVS Pathway Expert (not
financed by this project) and Laboratory Experts to work with the IDENTIFY team to
conduct this sub-activity.
Further curriculum development of the second phase of the pilot National Focal Point
Training for Veterinary Laboratories continued during the reporting period. Formally
establishing an institutional link- that goes beyond just the training of individualsbetween OIE National Focal Points for Veterinary Laboratories and CVOs speaks to the
strong suppori for the use of laboratory diagnostic information for notifying exceptional
events to the OIE, an important aim of the IDENTIFY project, as well as contributing to
increased disease transparency in the world.
o In July 2013 all OIE Delegates were invited to nominate a National Focal Point for
Veterinary Laboratories with follow up communications occurring at the regional and
sub-regional representations level in September.
o As of 30 Sept, 75% of SE Asian countries and 25% of Congo Basin countries had
nominated a National Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories.
CONGO
Communication and follow-up concerning the Pilot PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
with the Tanzanian Delegate occurred during the reporting period. Follow-up with the
Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency (TVLA) led to acceptance of Tanzania to request
the pilot mission and it was conducted 5-19 May 2013. This will benefit TVLA and give
strategic, organizational, and financial options on how to best position the national
laboratory to offer services to the country and the region based on current and prospective
demand for laboratory services.
Laboratories were requested to update their testing/diagnostic capacities on the OIE
WAHIS/WAHID system.
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Table 3: 3.6: National Animal Health Laboratory Visits
Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Other Information
Congo

9- I 8 April

5-19 May

TVLA,
Dar es
Salaam,
Tanzania
TVLA,
Dar es
Salaam,
Tanzania

OlE, TVLA,
OVI

Rift Valley Fever Training

OIE, TVLA

Pilot PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission

14-16
May

Rwanda

OIE

13 June

TVLA,
Dar es
Salaam,
Tanzania

OIE

30 April

10 June

25 June

7 August

8 August

NAHL,
Vientiane,
Lao PDR
NIAH,
Bangkok,
Thailand
NaVRI,
Phnom
Penh,
Cambodia
NCVD,
Hanoi,
Vietnam
RAHO6,
Ho Chi
Minh City,
Vietnam

Country Mission : PVS Pathway status, meeting with RAB
staff and OIE National Focal Points on their responsibilities
and mandates
Meeting with Head of the Centre of Infectious Diseases
and Biodiversity (CITB- TVLA) on LoA, training
workshop and visit to new laboratory to review progress of
new laboratory (CIDB) and infrastructure.
SE Asia

OIE, NAHL

Laboratory visit, review of and comments on past
activities, discussion with key staff for Year 5 activities

OlE, NIAH

Meeting with director and keys staff and discussion of past
and planned activities

OIE, NaVRI

Meeting w ith key staff and discussion of past and planned
activities

OIE, NCVD

Meeting with key staff and discussion of past and planned
activities

OIE,
RAHO6

Meeting with director and discussion of past and planned
activities

Activity 3.7: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
CONGO
The concept note on Rift Valley Fever (RVF) developed by the OIE SRR led to secured
funding for training, held in April 201 3, of laboratory technicians in the diagnosis of the
disease. A training program, invitations to speakers and participants, certificates of
training and related materials were developed and training laboratory identified as
Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency's Centre for Infectious Diseases and
Biotechnology in Dar es Salaam. 26 participants from animal health and public health
laboratories from: Angola, Botswana, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique Namibia, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe were invited. Trainers were from OIE Reference Laboratory for RVF, OVI in
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-

South Africa, CDC Kenya, Sokoine University and TVLA of Tanzania (see Annex 6 for
training report and evaluations).
The OIE worked with FAO regarding OIE's contribution to the FAO OHCEA Workshop
-Gne Health Country Case Studies" that was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 26
September 2013. The OIE facilitated the group discussions to develop road maps and
highlighted the OIE tools available for the advancement of One Health. OIE Delegates of
Democratic Republic of Congo and Djibouti were present among participants from other
countries (Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda).
This was very useful as the countries presented a complete picture of their approaches to
the One Health concept and their experiences (see Annex 7).

SE ASIA
- The 2013 Regional Animal Health Laboratory Technical Advisory Group (Lab-TAG)
meeting was under preparation and to be held 29-30 October in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
The meeting will discuss the progress in integrating the Regional Laboratory Network
(RLN) within ASEAN, existing RLN laboratory capacity building programs, and issues
related to the avian influenza H7N9 virus. In addition, as 2014 marks the final year of the
USAID Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Program and the European Union Highly
Pathogenic Emerging Diseases (HPED), the meeting will provide a good opportunity for
discussion of achievements of these projects and future direction of the RLN laboratory
capacity building program and potential funding resources (see Annex 8).
Since the -Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in ASEAN" was endorsed by ASEAN in August 2013, the Laboratory
Directors' Forum is now designated the ASEAN Laboratory Directors' Forum. The
meeting for the First ASEAN Laboratory Directors' Forum was under preparation and to
be held 31 October - 1 November in Y ogyakarta, Indonesia. In alignment with the
progress on engagement of the ASEAN Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity
Building and Networking, the ASEAN Laboratory Directors' Forum will be held for the
first time in close consultation with the ASEAN Secretariat and convene the directors of
the national veterinary laboratories from all of the ASEAN member states (Brunei,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet
Nam) (see Annex 9).
- OIE implemented with country partners from the Veterinary Services and National
Laboratory Services three Strategic Planning Workshops (see Table 4 and Activity 3.9 for
additional information) in which stakeholders came together to discuss the long-term
vision, goals and strategies for their national animal health laboratories.
o NCVD, Vietnam (see Annex 10 for report)
o NAHL, Lao PDR (see Annex 11 for report)
o PAHC, Philippines (see Annex 12 for report)
- Planning and coordination for upcoming Sh·ategic planning workshops occurred during
the reporting period. The workshop reports will be available in the next semi-annual
report for the OIE IDENTIFY Project.
o CAHEC, China, planned for 9-12 October 2013
o Y ASVI, China, planned for early 2014
o VRI, Malaysia, planned for mid-2014
- The Follow-up Strategic Planning workshop was developed and implemented with
country partners from the Veterinary Services and National Laboratory Services at
NaVRI, Cambodia on 26-27 September. The workshop report will be available in the
next semi-annual report for the OIE IDENTIFY Project.
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Planning and coordination for the upcoming Follow-up S trategic P lanning workshop
occurred during the reporting period for NAHL, Lao PDR in D ecember 2013. The
workshop report will be available in the next semi-annual report for the OIE IDENTIFY
Project.

Table 4: 3.7S: National Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Planning and Follow-up
Workshops in Southeast Asia
Dates
Event Title
Venue
Comments

1-5 April

14-18 May

26-27
September

Strategic
Planning
Workshop for
NAHL
Strategic
Planning
Workshop for
PAHC
Follow-Up
Strategic
Planning
Workshop
Activity for
NaVRI

Vientiane,
Lao PDR

Manila,
Philippines

Prea
Sihanouk,
Cambodia

Workshop to develop draft 5-year Strategic Plan for
NAHL. Participants included representatives from
NAHL, Public Health and Education sectors, and staff
from Provincial offices. Observers/ commentators
included WHO and CDC
Workshop to develop draft 5-year Strategic Plan for
PAHC. Participants included representatives from PAHC
and RADDLs. Observers/ commentators included F AO
and WHO

Revised draft strategic plan and identified key activities
to support AI diagnostic laboratory capacity ofNaVRI

Activity 3.8: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
Table 5: 3.8: Support of country representatives in international and regional
meetings/conferences
Participating
Other
Event Title
Organizer(s) IDENTIFY
Information
Dates
Venue
Countries
Congo Basin

3-5 April

10-12
June

SADC
Epidemiology and
Informatics Sub
Committee Meeting
I
Workshop on
PPR Prevention
and Control in the
SADC region

Gaborone,
Botswana

PAO

DRC,
Tanzania

Rabies
Strategy

Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania

OIE / FAO

DRC,
Tanzania

Regional PPR
strategy

SE Asia

8- 19 April

Laboratory Staff
Exchange: 2 Week
Training Program
for the training in
techniques for the
diagnosis of
Classical Swine
Fever

EURL,
Hannover,
Germany

OIE

NIAH,
Thailand

As well as
training in
d iagnostic
techniques, the
exchange
provided to
opportunity to
engage in the
OIE Network
of Expertise
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and discuss
future capacity
building
activities
including OIE
Laboratory
Twinnings
The 2013 Regional
Animal Health
29-30
Laboratory
October
Technical Advisory
Group (Lab-TAG)
meeting
31
First ASEAN
October-I Laboratory
November Directors' Forum

Y ogyakarta,
Indonesia

OIE, FAO

NIAH, VRI,
NCYD,
RAH06,
FMD
Reference
laboratory

Yogyakarta,
Indonesia

OIE, FAO

All ASEAN
laboratories

under
preparation

under
preparation

CONGO
Infonnation on planned tranungs for Year 4 of the project was shared between
FAO/OIE/WHO and other EPT partners including through the Central Desktop.
Opportunities for joint trainings and training for public health professionals and
veterinary scientists together will be explored under the planned trainings for the next
reporting period.
SE ASIA
Information on planned trammgs for Year 4 of the project was shared between
FAO/OIE/WHO. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed and training for public
health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be explored under the planned
trainings for the next repo1ting period.
Activity 3.9: Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build
laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

CONGO
-

A training workshop on the diagnosis of R VF for laboratory technicians from both the
veterinary and public health sectors was conducted in Tanzania for 22 participating
countries. Training involved both sectors so as to enhance collaboration between the
sectors at the national level, which was thoroughly appreciated by the participants. This
contributed to the advancement of One Health approach in the diagnosis of RVF which is
a reemerging disease in East and southern African countries. The disease was identified as
a priority under viral hemorrhagic fevers by the Congo Basin Countries. The objective of
the training was to enhance the participating laboratories' ability to detect RVF, report
timeously and adopt appropriate biosafety and biosecure measures while conducting
zoonotic diseases using international standards. Training involved both presentations and
practical exercises on testing procedures using Enzyme Linked Adsorbent Assay
(ELISA), Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR), culture and virus
isolation. Participants were briefed on international standards of the OIE and WHO,
biosafety and biosecurity. The presence of Expe1ts from OIE Reference Centres allowed
the participants to be aware of these centres in the case of confirmation of the disease in
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-

case their country had no capacity. Networking between the technicians of both sectors at
the country level was enhanced and established at the regional level.
Participants from Cameroon, Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan,
Tanzania and Uganda were trained on the new version of the OIE's World Animal Health
Information System (WARIS) and coITesponding Database (WARID). The regional
training seminar targeted OIE National Focal Points for the notification of animal diseases
and was held in Nairobi, Kenya. A record number of 48 countries took part in the threeday course, including, non-Member Country South Sudan.

SE ASIA
As part of the follow-up to the initial training workshop for appointed OIE National Focal
Points for Veterinary Laboratories for IDENTIFY countries (as well as the remainder of
ASEAN+3 countries), in support to the Pilot National Focal Point for Veterinary
Laboratories Programme and Network, OIE has maintained ongoing email contact with
National Focal Points to encourage them to follow the progress of the OIE Biological
Standards Commission and engage in the OIE Laboratory Standards/Guidelines
setting/updating process. The aim of the programme is to provide the opportunity, among
other aspects, of good governance concepts to OIE Members, to explain and clarify the
role and responsibilities of the OIE National Focal Points nominated by the OIE Delegate,
and to facilitate consistency and harmonization amongst OIE Members when assigning
duties to these officials.
OIE organized several Strategic Planning workshops in the Southeast Asia IDENTIFY
laboratories in collaboration with country Governments (see Activity 3.7 and Table 4 for
additional information).
o The IDENTIFY-supported workshops set out to develop strategic, long-term plans
for the management, resourcing and future development of the laboratories within
existing frameworks.
o These workshops also provided the opportunity for staff to gain experience and
training in strategic planning techniques including sh·ategic evaluation of the
organization, stakeholders, and the laboratory's role and responsibility within the
country's Veterinary Services. The specific objective of the workshops was to
develop a 5-year strategic plan for each laboratory and on the final day of each
workshop, a draft plan is presented to the group. Further refinement of these
Strategic Plans will occur in consultation with the participants, facilitators,
observers and commentators. These workshops have been well-received and there
was a high level of enthusiasm and engagement by participants.
In 2012 and in cooperation with FAO and WHO Bangladesh country officers, discussions
between Animal Health (AH) and Human Health (HH) authorities at the national level
occurred to confirm the possibility to hold a 4-Way Linking Project related to avian
influenza country workshop in Bangladesh. The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
and the Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock both approved the project.
o A review mission to Bangladesh is planned and will take place 16-23 November 2013.
o Participants to this mission are representatives of the Tripartite organisations and will
be the project launch in Bangladesh. It aims to map the national systems and
infrastructure for epidemiologic and laboratory investigations in the animal and human
health sectors; identify strengths and linkages among the four infonnation streams;
identify gaps as well as key areas for strengthening; and engage the national partners.
o In order to both model cross-sectoral collaboration and take advantage of different
expertise, the mission team will jointly conduct all visits to both animal health and
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human health institutions (HH and AH offices and laboratories, universities, avian
influenza reference centres, etc.).
o All existing documentation including national policy and strategies, results of previous
assessments, including FAO field missions, OIE PVS missions, WHO IHR missions,
and assessments conducted by external experts, will be reviewed. Mission debriefings
will be held at the end of the mission so that key partners from the four streams, as
well as FAO, OIE, and WHO, funding partners, in-country international development
agencies, and other stakeholders can discuss and confirm that the mapping is accurate.
Priority gaps to be addressed in the workshop will be identified, and ideas about the
workshop itself will be defined.
OIE supported three staff members from National Animal Health Laboratories in
IDENTIFY countries to gain experience and technical guidance from OIE Reference
Laboratories (laboratory staff exchanges). The objective of this activity is provide the
opportunity for the laboratory to refine/learn new diagnostic techniques, engage with the
global network of expertise, and to better understand any issues surrounding the
development and maintenance of techniques/expertise for the diagnosis of the diseases.
o One staff member from PAHC, Philippines visited the OIE Reference Laboratory
for Avian Mycoplasmosis: University of Georgia Poultry Diagnostic & Research
Centre (UG), Athens, USA during 8-26 Oct. UG provided on the job training in
aspects of molecular diagnosis culture, serology for mycoplasma, as well as result
interpretation. (see Annex 13)
o One staff member from PAHC, Philippines visited the OIE Twinning Candidate
Laboratory for Brucellosis: NIAH, Bangkok, Thailand during 7-25 January 2013.
NIAH provided on the job training in aspects of diagnosis of both Brucellosis and
Leptospirosis.(see Annex 14)
o The organization of one more staff exchange has been underway during this
reporting period and was implemented in 8-19 April. This exchange involves one
staff member from NIAH, Thailand to visit the OIE Reference Laboratory for
Classical Swine Fever, University of Veterinary Medicine, Hannover, Germany.
(see Annex 15)

Activity 3.10: Promote and support laboratory quality management
CONGO
Support for participation in a Proficiency Testing exercise to confirm quality of results for
rabies was continued with OIE Reference Laboratory for Rabies OVI-ARC, South Africa.
The following activities have occurred:
• Veterinary import permits from 16 participating countries were received by OVI
ARC and follow up communication occurred with other laboratories;
• Reagents/panel of sample plates were dispatched to 16 laboratories by courier to
the laboratories that had provided import permits (Uganda, Nigeria, Sudan,
Congo, Tanzania, Malawi, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Namibia,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, Zambia, Allerton Provincial
Laboratory, South Africa, Cameroon).
• Documents (import permits, acknowledgement and report forms) have been sent
to all participating laboratory directors.
• A preliminary report has been produced though there were two outstanding results
to be received.
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•

The main observation was that for the 2012 proficiency test (PT) exercise, the
sensitivity and specific ity were found to be 86.8% and 78.0% respectively
compared with 80% and 65.4% for the 201 1 PT exercise. The specificity and
sensitivity of the actual test (FAT) is approximately 100% and between 99.2%
and 99.9%. Although the sensitivity and specificity results show a remarkable
improvement from the 2011 exercise, the performance of 5 laboratories warrants
backstopping missions since there are more challenging issues. Republic of
Congo was still to conduct the test and submit results at the end of the reporting
period. Other countries will be followed up to participate in the next round. The
preliminary proficiency testing report is included as Annex 16.
The PT exercise will be followed up by backstopping missions in some struggling
IDENTIFY countries in Year 5.
SE ASIA
Aiming to provide an overall Quality Management structure within the laboratory by
working with the Laboratory Focal Point to promote the overriding principles of Quality
Assurance (QA) the OIE plans engage a consultant to develop or strengthen the
Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for
Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases in several IDENTIFY Laboratories in Year 5.
This quality management system activity proposes to assist less developed laboratories to
improve general quality assurance within OIE guidelines and to guide more developed
laboratories in obtaining a level of performance acceptable for accreditation. In-country
consultation with each national animal health laboratory to conduct a risk assessment and
make recommendations to establish/enhance their QMS tailored to the laboratory's
situation based upon the OIE guidelines has already occurred in two countries: Cambodia
and Thailand. In late 2013, a mission to the national animal health laboratory of Vietnam,
Lao PDR, Malaysia, or the Philippines is targeted to occur given funding.

Activity 3.11: Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

Procurement activities under the OIE IDENTIFY Project occur only in the framework of OIE
Twinning Projects (Special Projects, see 3.13)
Activity 3.12: Support and promote laboratory networks
CONGO
Discussions were held between the IDENTIFY project coordinator and Onderstepoort
Veterinary Institute and the Pirbright Institute concerning their potential involvement in
various IDENTIFY activities including rabies diagnosis. Botswana Veterinary Institute
has shown interest in Twinning with Cameroon (LANAVET) on capacity building on
FMD diagnosis. Botswana temporarily suspended the proposal in order to strengthen the
laboratory aspect due to staff changes. Discussion between the laboratories will continue
in October.
o Pirbright Institute concluded their focused laboratory capacity building project with
NADDEC, an extension of the existing OIE Twinning Project on improved diagnostic
capacity.
o Detailed discussions with OVI-ARC OIE Reference Laboratory for Rabies and Rift
Valley Fever were held regarding their input on the PT exercise and backstopping
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missions, and diagnostic trainings planned in Years 4 & 5. OVI participated as an OIE
Expert in the RVF training in April in Dar es Salaam.
o Nominations for OIE National Focal Points for Laboratories was made and reminders
were sent to the OIE Delegates to nominate the Laboratory focal points which will
create a network within the region and at the national level (see 3.6.6 G).

Table 6: 3.12: OIE support for networks for improving laboratory capacity and
networkin2 in hot spot re2ions
Dates

Event Title

Venue
Or2anizer
Con20 Basin

3-5 April

SADC Ep idemiology and
Infonnatics Sub
Committee Meeting I

Botswana

PAO

14-16
May

FMD sample submission
to OIE Reference
Laboratory

Rwanda

OIE

Bujumbura,
Burundi

FAO

Kenya

OIE

16- 19
July
25-27
June

Joint EAREN and
EARLN Network
meeting
Regional Training
workshop of OIE
National Focal Points for
animal disease reporting

Other Information
Tanzania and DRC attended
the meeting where
Tanzania provided updates
and linkages from the East
Africa Epidemiology
network
Establishment of linkages
between BVI and Rwanda
(RAB) on submission of
FMD samples
OIE participation and
technical support to
network activ ities
Focal points were trained
on the new version of
W AHIS/WAHID to
improve disease reporting

SE Asia
29-30
October

The 2013 Regional
Animal Health
Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group (LabTAG) meeting

Yogyakarta,
Indonesia

OIE, FAO

3 1 Oct-1
Nov

First ASEAN Laboratory
Directors' Forum

Y ogyakarta,
Indonesia

OIE, PAO

under preparation
NIAH, VRI,
N CVD, RAHO6,
FMD Reference
laboratory
under preparation
All ASEAN
laboratories

The SADC Rift Valley Fever Working Group meeting, though not sponsored by OIE
IDENTIFY, offered the OIE the opportunity to outline the linkages between the OIE
Reference Laboratory for RVF ARC - OVI and national/central veterinary laboratories
and the support it should offer under its mandate as the OIE Reference Laboratory. The
Reference Laboratory diagnostic capacity was discussed and will benefit all OIE Member
Countries, including IDENTIFY countries and their National Laboratories.
The
development of the animal health component of the regional RVF Control strategy is
guided by OIE international standards. OIE works closely with SADC in developing the
strategy.
OIE Refe.rence Laboratories and Collaborating Centres in the African region are prepared
to offer expe1tise on diseases and technical areas relevant to the region. The OIE will
continue working with the IDENTIFY laboratories to link up expe1tise with needs of the
IDENTIFY laboratories in the form of focused capacity building and training
opportunities:
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o

o

The Botswana Vaccine Institute (BVI) has pledged its support to the activities of
national veterinary laboratories in the Congo Basin through availing their expertise
to upcoming meetings, technical support to FMD sample collection, preservation,
shipping, documentation and diagnostics. BVI is ready to provide expertise for
various activities of the OIE IDENTIFY Project with respect to the multiple
disease expertise available. Recently linkages were established and FMD samples
from Rwanda were sent to BVI for diagnosis.
Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI) has pledged its support to the activities
of national veterinary laboratories in the Congo Basin through availing their
experts, technical support for sample collection, documentation and diagnostics.
OVI is ready to provide expertise for various activities of the OIE IDENTIFY
Project with respect to the multiple disease expertise available.

Activity 3.13: Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

GLOBAL
Discussions on several potential OIE Laboratory Twinning Projects were held during the
reporting period in line with IDENTIFY project objectives, in IDENTIFY countries, and
concerning IDENTIFY targeted diseases (see Sub-activity 3.13.lC). OIE Twinning
projects are approved and overseen at the HQ level with involvement from regional
counterparts. The advancement of these activities is contingent upon receipt, approval,
and finalization of the Twinning application and is in full partnership with national
authorities.

CONGO
Discussions about several potential OIE Laboratory Twinning Projects were held dming
the reporting period in line with IDENTIFY project objectives, in IDENTIFY countries,
and concerning IDENTIFY targeted diseases.
o Botswana/Cameroon on FMD, temporarily suspended the proposal in order to
sh·engthen the laboratory aspect.
o France/Tanzania on PPR, in the advanced stages of the process
o Kenya and Spain on ASF
o Sudan and UK on Brucellosis
o France/South Africa/Ethiopia on RVF
The advancement of these activities is contingent upon receipt, approval, and finalization
of the Twinning application and is in full partnership with national authorities.
The OIE Laboratory Twimiing Program, in support of the advancement of the laboratory
networks and diagnostic capacity, was discussed with stakeholders in technical meetings
of veterinary laboratories and epidemiology networks of Southern and Eastern African
countries, regional and international conference where laboratory capacity building was
discussed.
The Special Project for focused laboratory capacity building for NADDEC in Entebbe,
Uganda in the framework of the Special Project for Additional Support for OIE
Laboratory Twinning Projects concluded during this project period (see Annex 17).
o The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to improve the accurate and timely
diagnosis of animal diseases in Uganda and in the Congo Basin region by
stimulating sample flow from the districts in the fie ld to the national veterinary
laboratory through training on disease identification.
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o Additionally, the project aims to set up and standardize a national serum and virus
bank for improved testing, initiating research projects and collaborations with
other institutions; provide capacity for the early disease detection and diagnosis of
livestock diseases through efficient and effective national veterinary surveillance
and diagnostic systems; augment the laboratory's capacity to standardize and
evaluate selected serological and molecular tests and set up tissue culture facilities
for virus isolation; conduct proficiency testing exercises; refurbish existing animal
facilities and improve laboratory biosafety and which will open up the possibility
of using animal infections to develop diagnostic material and test vaccines through
animal experiments; purchase essential equipment in order to increase the
diagnostic capacity of the laboratory and enable further tests to be carried out;
evaluate and streamline the existing laboratory quality management, biosecurity
and biocontainment standards and implement various measures to improve
biosecurity level of the facilities; stimulate further national and international
collaborations for enhanced disease diagnosis and effective control in the Eastern
and Central African region; and collaborate with Kenya on FMD testing and with
UVRI and Makerere University. Makerere University Veterinary Faculty was also
used for other diagnostic tests.
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period, by country
Congo Basin Regional Activities
Democratic Republic of Con20 Activities
Event Title/ Activity

Rabies PT exercise on FAT
OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
Disease reporting
Training Workshop on Rift
Valley Fever Diagnostics for
Laboratory Technicians
Appoint OIE National Focal
Point for Laboratories

Dates
Oct 2012 Apr2013

Venue
CVLKinshasa

Other Information

25-17 June

Nairobi,
Kenya

Improvement of animal disease
reporting

15-18 Apr

Dar es
Salaam

Two participants (AH and PH
laboratories) were trained.

Sept

Kinshasa

Communications to remind the
Delegate to make a nomination

Satisfactory performance
Follow up recommended

U2anda Activities
Event Title/Activity

Uganda country level EPT
Planning meetings

Rabies PT exercise on FAT

Dates

Venue

July

Kampala
Uganda

Oct 2012 Apr 2013

OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
25-17 June
Disease reporting
Assistance to develop a
laboratory sample submission
July
guide

NADDEC

Nairobi,
Kenya
NADDEC

Other Information
Submission of planned activities to the
EPT Coordinator and partners present
...
to share proposed acttv1ttes for
improved coordination and potential
collaboration

Satisfactory performance
Follow up recommended
Improvement
reporting

of

animal

disease

Initial discussion s and information
exchange to identify priority diseases

Cameroon
Event Title/ Activity
OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
Disease reporting

Rabies PT exercise on FAT

Dates

Venue

25-1 7 June

Nairobi,
Kenya

Oct 2012 Apr 2013

LANAVET

Other Information

Improvement of animal disease
reporting
Satisfactory performance

Gabon
Event Title/Activity
OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
Disease reporting

Dates

25-17 June

Venue

Nairobi,
Kenya

Other Information

Improvement of animal disease
reporting

Republic of Congo Activities
Event Title/Activity

Venue

Rabies PT exercise on FAT

Dates
Oct 2012 Sept 2013

OIE regional workshop for

25-1 7 June

Nairobi,

LVBD

Other Information
Testing still pending due to staffing
issues and development of
competencies for the FAT
Improvement of animal disease
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focal points on Animal
Disease reporting

Kenya

reporting

Rwanda
Event Title/Activity
Rabies PT exercise

Dates
Oct 2012 Apr 2013

Venue
ARB
Laboratory
Kigali

FMD sample referral
procedures

14- 16 May

RAB
Laboratory
Kigali

OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
Disease reporting

25-17 June

Nairobi,
Kenya

Other Information
To be followed up, will participate in
the third round of PT.
Samples submitted to BVJ for
diagnosis and establishment of referral
laboratory to collaborate on FMD
sample confirmation
Improvement of animal disease
repo1ting

Tanzania Activities
Event T itle/Activity
Rabies PT exercise on FAT
Training Workshop on Rift
Valley Fever Diagnostics for
Laboratory Technicians
Pilot PVS Laboratory
mission

Laboratory visit TVLA

OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
Disease reporting
Appoint OIE National Focal
Point for Laboratories

D ates
Oct 2012 Apr 2013

Venue

Other Information

TVLA

Excellent performance noted

15-18Apr

Dar es
Salaam

One participant trained

5-19 May

TVLA, Dar
es Salaam

13 June

TVLA, Dar
es Salaam

25-17 June

Nairobi,
Kenya

Improvement of animal disease
repo1ting

Sept

Dares
Salaam

Communications to remind the
Delegate to make a nomination

Strategic and organizational options
concerning the laboratory function
developed
Meeting with Head of the Centre of
Infectious Diseases and
Biodiversity (CITB- TVLA) on
LoA; Training workshop and visit
to new laboratory to review
progress of developing new
laboratory (CIDB) and
infrastructure

Central African Republic
Event Title/Activity
OIE regional workshop for
focal points on Animal
Disease reporting

Dates
25-17 June

Venue
Nairobi,
Kenya

Other Information
Improvement of animal disease
reporting
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· Re210naI A CfIVI.f1es
SOUtheastASia
Event Title/Activity

Dates

-

Event Title/ Activity

Dates

Indonesia
Venue
Vietnam
Venue

Laboratory Visit NCVD

7 August

Hanoi

Laboratory Visit RAHO6

8 August

Ho Chi Minh
City

EPT country meeting

9 August

Hanoi

Event Title/ Activity

Dates

Cambodia
Venue

Laboratory Visit NaVRI

25 June

Phnom Penh

Cambodian Zoonotic
Disease Strategic Plan
Development Workshop

25-26 June

Phnom Penh

Post Planning Workshop
Follow-Up Activity for
NaVRJ

26-27
September

Prea Sihanouk

Celebration of World Rabies
Day(WRD)

30
September

Kampong
Cham

LaoPDR
Venue

Event Title/Activity

Dates

Strategic Planning workshop
forNAHL

1-5 April

Vientiane

EPT country meeting

30 April

Vientiane

EPT country meeting

30May

Vientiane

EPT country meeting

19 August

Vientiane

Event Title/Activity
H7N9 Technical and
Programmatic Coordination
Meeting

Dates

Thailand
Venue

2-3 May

Bangkok

Laboratory Visit NIAH

10 June

Bangkok

EPT Regional Meeting

18-19 June

Bangkok

Other Information

Other Information
Meeting with key staff and discussion
of past and planned activities
Meeting with laboratory manager and
discussion of past and planned
activities
Country-level project review and
planning
Other Information
Meeting with key staff and discussion
of past and planned activities
Draft Strategic Plan for Zoonoses
Control in Cambodia Work Plan
2014-2018
Revised draft strategic plan and
identified key activities to support AI
diagnostic laboratory capacity of
NaVRI
WRD celebration held at Ta Ngal
Village, Kvet Thom Commune, Precy
Chhor District, Kampong Cham. The
village is under -Hdthy Livestock,
Healthy Village, Better Life"
supported by World Bank
Other Information
Workshop to develop draft 5-year
Strategic Plan for NAHL. Participants
included representatives from NAHL,
Public Health and Education sectors,
staff from Provincial offices.
Observers included WHO and CDC
Country-level project review and
planning
Country-level project review and
planning
Country-level project review and
planning
Other Information
Exchange and update of information
on H7N9 situation in China
Meeting with laboratory director and
key staff and discussion of past and
planned activities
Project review and planning
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Technical and Policy
Discussion on the
Prevention and Control of
Avian Influenza A (H7N9)
in Asia

24-26 June

Bangkok

EPT country meeting

30 July

Bangkok

South East Asia Regional
Wildlife Health Capacity
Assessment
& Networking Forum

13-15
August

Bangkok

Regional Meeting on
Zoonotic Diseases

20-22
August

Chiang Mai

Share the lessons learned from actions
undertaken by Gov. of China on
H7N9 crisis and discuss risks and
scenarios of the H7N9 situation in the
region and the possible mitigation
measures in short-, medium- and
long-term. Participants were
representatives from AH-PH sectors
of each Asian government and related
international organizations
Country-level project review and
planning
Bring together ASEAN government
agencies with oversight over wildlife
health and conservation, universities
and other organizations that contribute
to strengthening capacity in wildlife
health
To strengthen national and regional
capacity for prevention and control of
zoonoses

China
Event Title/ Activity

USA ID Partners Meeting

Dates

Venue

6-7 May

Guangzhou

Other Information
Updates across projects, identified
critical gaps, and harmonized
complementary activities during
development of annual work plans
and discussion of recent avian
influenza A (H7N9) events in China

Malaysia
Event Title/Activity

EPT country meeting

Dates

Venue

31 July

Bangkok

Other Information
Country-level project review and
planning

Philiooines
Event Title/ Activity

Dates

Venue

Strategic Planning workshop
forPAHC

14- 18 May

Manila

Second Meeting on
Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious
Diseases (EIDs) in the Asia
Pacific Re2:ion

4-6 June

Manila

Other Information
Workshop to develop draft 5-year
Strategic Plan for NAHL. Participants
included representatives from PAHC
and RADDLs. Observers included
FAOand WHO
Exchange and update of information
of a national public health laboratory
workplan for the surveillance of and
rapid response to EID
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Planned Activities to be undertaken during the next reporting period
The OIE Year 5 Work Plan proposes activities benefiting IDENTIFY laboratories in the -hbspot"
regions in the areas of laboratory detection, disease repo11ing, quality, and networking and contributes
to IDENTIFY and EPT goals, objectives, and deliverables. The OIE aims to further strengthen
sanitary information reporting by Member Countries and by the end of the project year, improvements
are expected in the short-term, from confirmation by the national animal health laboratories and OJE
Reference Centres to official disease reporting by the OIE Delegate, with accurate and timely disease
reporting and feedback to stakeholders.
There is an expressed need by project beneficiaries for more technical support in these areas (as
described in the OIE IDENTIFY Year 5 Work Plan):
•

Analysis of the demand and the existing or potential offering of services for laboratory
veterinary analysis at the national level, and a presentation of the range of sustainable
management, organizational, budgetary and financial solutions, with different options and
their costs, including human and physical resources estimates through the implementation of
the PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission in one laboratory in Congo Basin and one laboratory
in Southeast Asia, final selection underway.

•

Better understanding of the strategic planning process, methods, and tools, use of planning
tools and techniques for the preparation of short- and medium-term organizational plans,
team-building and teamwork through exposure to multi-functional laboratory units,
development of vision, goals and strategies, and preparation of a draft strategic plan and action
plan for the animal health laboratory through National Animal Health Laboratory Strategic
Planning Workshops in CAHEC Qingdao in October 2013 and YASVI Yunnan in April
201 4 in China and VRI Malaysia in early 2014. This initiative gives VS and the laboratory
tools to use in discussions with stakeholders, partners, investors, clients, and external donors
and projects to determine the most meaningful and aligned contributions that both the
laboratory can make to a project and the donor can contribute to the laboratory.

•

Further development and planning for the laboratory's Strategic Plan and Action Plan and
presentation to stakeholders through continued support in the implementation of National
Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans during follow-up workshops in NaVRI Cambodia
(26-27 September 2013), NAHL Lao PDR (9-10 December 2013), NCVD and RAH06 Viet
Nam (2014), NIAH Thailand (2014) and PAHC Philippines (2014).

•

Increased awareness of results and recommendations of related global and regional advisory
meetings in the region of laboratory importance, review of the progress of activities under the
Framework of Regional Laboratory Networks such as the OIE Laboratory Strategic Planning
Initiative, PVS Pathway Laboratory Missions, and the Pilot Programme for OIE National
Focal Points for Veterinary Laboratories, and to review the issues related to the Emergence of
Avian Influenza (H7N9) virus and the role of the Forum on the emergence of infectious
disease in the region as well as increased accessibility to advanced diagnostic techniques and
expertise through networking opportunities offered through participation in the 5 th Laboratory
Directors' Forum Meeting, 3 1 October- I November 2013, Jogjakarta, Indonesia, for all
Southeast Asia laboratories.

•

Increased awareness of the latest standards and practices in terms of biosafety, biosecurity,
and quality assurance through the participation of one national staff in the 9th Asia-Pacific
Biosafety Association Conference, for all Southeast Asia laboratories.

•

Increased awareness on the emergence of the Avian Influenza (H7N9) virus, future direction
of the RLN laboratory capacity building programs in the next 5 years, in alignment with the
strategic goals of the Regional Strategic Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and
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Networking in Southeast Asia, and possible resource immobilization in a coordinated manner
as well as increased accessibility to advanced diagnostic techniques and expertise for the
directors of the national animal health laboratories of Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam
through networking opportunities offered through Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory
Group Annual Meeting, 29-30 October, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
•

Improved disease diagnostic capacity as a result of on-the-job training of national animal
health laboratory staff during a staff exchange program with OIE Reference Centres for
IDENTIFY diseases and as requested by the country for NCVD Vietnam, NaVRI
Cambodia, NAHL Lao PDR, NIAH Thailand, VRI Malaysia, and PAHC Philippines.

•

Increased awareness of the current capacity of Laboratoire Central Veterinaire
(LACEVET) of Central African Republic through the implementation of a laboratory
mission to assess the status of diagnostic equipment and infrastructure following c ivil unrest
and looting onsite.

•

Recommendations for Quality Management system improvement by working with the
Laboratory Director and OIE Laboratory Focal Point to promote the overriding principles of
Quality Assurance (QA) to develop or strengthen the Laboratory's Quality Manual aligned
with the OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious
Diseases through the implementation of Quality Management Systems laboratory missions in
NCVD and RAH06 Vietnam, NAHL Lao PDR, VRI Malaysia, and PARC Philippines
using a high-level approach to Quality Management.

•

Improved quality and throughput of appropriate samples submitted from the field to the
laboratory for disease diagnosis, strengthening the linkage between subnational/satellite/other sector laboratories and the central diagnostic animal health laboratory,
and increased transparency improving confidence in laboratory results produced as more
appropriate and quality samples are tested through the development of the - Labratory sample
submission guide for priority diseases" for all Congo Basin country laboratories.

•

Curriculum development and planning of the first OIE Nationa l Focal Point Training for
Veterinary Laboratories, to occur in the Congo Basin.

•

Curriculum development and planning of the second cycle of the OIE National Focal Point
Program for Veterinary Laboratories, to occur in Southeast Asia.

•

Ongoing engagement of and support for the OIE Focal Point for Veterinary Laboratories of all
Congo Basin and Southeast Asia laboratories.

•

Improved rabies diagnosis and laboratory quality management through a second proficiency
testing exercise for rabies diagnosis (FAT technique) with Cameroon, DRC, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda and Uganda national animal health laboratories conducted by the OIE
Reference Laboratory for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI), South Africa
(cross-referenced with Objective 3).

•

Standard Operating Procedures harmonization following the second round of Rabies
Proficiency Testing for Uganda and Cameroon to be conducted by Rabies Experts from the
OIE Reference Centre for Rabies, Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, South Africa.

•

Backstopping assistance following the second round of Rabies Proficiency Testing for DRC,
Rwanda, Uganda, Cameroon, and Republic of Congo to be conducted by Rabies Experts
from the OIE Reference Centre for Rabies, Onderstepoo1t Veterinary Institute, South Africa.

We maintain a collaborative tripartite IDENTIFY project team at the HQ and regional levels. The
fruits of project planning in the previous period are ripe as the country beneficiaries work to
accomplish project goals for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of targeted diseases. The joint
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regional activities have set an important precedent for regional intersectoral collaboration between
organizations; tripartite regional activities have activated regional engagement and have encouraged
increased communication.
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IDENTIFY Activity
OIE Component

Second round of Proficiency Testing i n Fl uor escent Anti body

0
DEC l3
Q3 APRRespon,;b;lity mao,ocr.
""
""· MAR 14
JUN 14

FY13
Q4 JULSEP 14

01 E SRR Gabor one

Technique for Rabies
Backstopping missions for rabies di agnosis fol l owi ng second
round of Proficiency Testing

OIE SRR Gaborone

Standard Operating Procedures harmoni sation for rabies
d i agnosi s following second round of Proficiency Testi ng

OIE SRR Gaborone

Laboratory mission to assess t he status of diagnosti c equipment
and i nfrastructure

OIE SRR Gabor one

Laboratory sample submiss i on guide for priority diseases

01 E SRR Gaborone

IDENTIFY Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance
Curri culum development of the first and second cycles of the
Nationa l Focal Poi nts Program for Veter i nary Laboratori es
Ongoi ng support for the National Focal Poi nts Program for

OIE HQ; O IE SRR
Gaborone
01 E SRR Gabor one

Veterinary Laboratories

IDENTIFY Objective 3: Laboratory Quality
PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission implementation

OIE HQ; O IE SRR
Ga borone

IDENTIFY Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
Ani mal Hea lth Laboratory parti ci pati on in regi onal l aboratory
meetings to advance One Health Approach country road map:
strengthening Ii nkages between veterinary and pub Ii c health

01 E SRR Gaborone
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Planned Activities to be undertaken during the next reporting period:
Southeast Asia region

IDENTIFY Objective 1: Laboratory Detection
Staff Exchange Program w ith OIE Reference Centres

OI ESRRB~~gkok; OI E -

IDENTIFY Objective 2: Disease Reporting, Policy & Guidance
Curriculum development of the fi rst and second cycles of the
National Focal Points Program for Veterinary Laboratories

OIEHQ

Ongoing support for the National Focal Points Program for
Veterinary Laboratories
Development of An imal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans
Implementation of Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Plans and

OIE SRR Bangkok

OIE SRR Bangkok

-

-

--

-

-

OIE SRR Ba ngkok

Action Plans
IDENTIFY Objective 3: Laboratory Quality
Animal Health Laboratory staff participation in the 9th Asia-Pacific
Biosafety Associat ion Conference
Quality Management Systems Consultations
PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission implementation

OIE SRR Ba ngkok

O IE HQ; OIE SRR
Bangkok
O IE HQ; OIE SRR
Bangkok

IDENTIFY Objective 4: Laboratory Networking
5th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, 29-30 October 2013,
Jogjakarta, Indonesia

OIE SRR Bangkok

---

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group Annual Meeting, 29-

----

30 October, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

OI E SRR Ba ngkok
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Main challenges encountered
•

An ongoing project management challenge is balancing the participation in USAIDsponsored country level meetings and planning activities and the implementation of the
IDENTIFY project, both of which are fulfilled by a limited number of OIE IDENTIFY
supported staff and under increasing project budget restrictions. Communication and
coordination concerning country-level work plans and meetings among national
colleagues, regional IDENTIFY coordinators, HQ IDENTIFY coordinators and other EPT
partners is also an important challenge.
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Annex 6: Rift Valley Fever Diagnosis Training Report and evaluations,
April 2013, Tanzania
REPORT AND SUBMISSION OF DOCUMENTS RELATED TO
TRAINING ON RIFT VALLEY FEVER (RVF) DIAGNOSIS FOR LABORATORY TECHNICIANS
9-18 APRIL 2013

CONDUCTED AT
THE CENTER FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA

1. Background.
RVF is a re-emerging disease in most of the eastern and southern African countries because of the spread
of the vector largely due to climate change and human alteration of the natural environment. The
occurrence of the first confirmed outbreaks of RVF among humans and livestock outside Africa, in the
Arabian Peninsula in 2000, carries the implication of further spread of infection into non-endemic RVF
areas since the causative agent, RVF virus (RVFV), is capable of utilizing a wide range of mosquito vectors.
The disease is mainly found in countries of sub-Saharan Africa and in Madagascar. The recent outbreaks
recorded in Mauritania are an example of fur ther spread in view of prevailing favourable epidemiological
factors. Rift Valley fever is usually amplified in ruminant hosts and the RVF virus can also be transmitted
by other vectors, including many mosquito species and possibly other biting insects such as ticks and
midges. The virus can be transmitted in utero to the foetus.

RVF is a peracute or acute febrile, mosquito-borne, zoonotic viral disease that can cause severe
disease in domestic animals and humans and is most commonly associated with mosquito-borne
epidemics during years of unusually heavy rainfall and sustained flooding. The disease usually
presents in an epizootic form over large areas of a country and is characterized by fever, severe
illness, high rates of abortions and neonatal mortality, high morbidity and mortality rate in
domestic animals primar ily in sheep, goats and cattle. Susceptibility of different breeds to RVF
varies considerably. Humans are highly susceptible to the RVF virus and may become infected
with RVF: by being bitten by infected mosquitoes; through contact with blood, other body fluids
or tissues during killing, skinning and cutting of infected animals; or by consumption of raw milk
or uncooked meat from infected animals. Humans working in slaughter facilities, laboratories
and hospitals are at risk of acquiring infections. Infection through aerosol transmission of RVF
virus has occurred in the laboratory environment. People with RVF typically have either no
symptoms or a mild illness associated with fever and liver abnormalities. However, in some
patients the illness can progress to hemorrhagic fever (which can lead to shock or hemorrhage),
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encephalitis, which can lead to headaches, coma, or seizures, or ocular disease. Patients who
become ill usually experience fever, generalized weakness, back pain, dizziness, and extreme
weight loss at the onset of the illness. RVF is categorized as a viral haemorrhagic fever by the
World Health Organisation (WHO) and is an OIE listed disease and must be reported when
identified.
The 2012 Inter Regional Conference for Middle East and Horn of Africa which was held in Kenya under
the auspices of the FAO & OIE Global Framework for the progressive control of Trans-boundary Animal
Diseases (GF-TADs) reassessed the current situation, challenges and options for prevention and control of
RVF in the area around the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. A similar seminar following the re-emergence
of RVF in Southern Africa was held in 2009 in South Africa to build a broad consensus between partners
and identify existing gaps in capacity and opportunities and to create awareness for the development of
tools for better control of RVF. Topics discussed in the recent conference included diagnostic tools, early
warning and rapid response models. The Conference recommended that countries develop targeted
surveillance and control strategies, and enhance inter-sectoral collaboration through the nomination of
dedicated contact persons in respective Ministries. The conference also recommended that FAO and OIE
assist in the transfer and capacity building of appropriate Early Warning Systems to regional institutions.

The various RVF laboratory test methods available and their purpose were also discussed at this Inter
Regional Conference. Confirmation of the disease can be done by identification of the causative agent
through virus propagation (in cell cultures or laboratory animals), identification of the nucleic acids
through reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction. Viral antigen detection through can be
achieved through virus neutralisation tests, immunofluorescent staining of impression smears of liver,
spleen brain or infected cell cultures; or by the demonstration of virus in serum, taken during the febrile
stage of the disease, by enzyme immunoassay or immunodiffusion. The presence of characteristic
histopathological lesions in the liver assists in the diagnosis. Serological tests can be used to confirm the
disease as infected animals develop specific antibodies that may become demonstrable by VN as early as
3 days following infection and after 6- 7 days by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, and by
haemagglutination inhibition. Serological tests used less often include immunofluorescence, complement
fixation and immunodiffusion. Laboratory tests are often a challenge in SADC and other affected countries
in Africa.

Against this background, it is considered important and appropriate to strengthen capacity in SADC
Member States to diagnose RVF and in particular acquiring latest diagnostic tests and techniques
available and in use in the region in line with the international standards. In so doing, Member States will
be better placed to identify the disease and therefore contribute to improved surveillance, transparent
reporting and better disease management. Diagnosis of RVF can be made from clinical signs but

2. General Objective.
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To improve capacity for the prevention, detection, and control of animal diseases and zoonoses
in priority regions through access to high quality diagnostic testing and technical knowledge.
3. Objective.

The specific objective of this training workshop was to enhance laboratory skills and knowledge on Rift
Valley Fever of the latest diagnostic tests and techniques available and in use in the region.

4. Methodology.
The workshop was conducted through hands-on training and technical presentations of methods
followed by practical laboratory-based sessions. Experts from t he OIE Reference Laboratory for RVF (ARC
OVI) and Center for Disease Prevention and Control (CDC) Kenya complemented the local Tanzania
Veterinary Laboratory Agency and University of Sokoine staff. Experts and laboratory technicians were
available to troubleshoot with the trainees where there were difficulties in conducting the specific tests.

A previous training was conducted in 2008 in Tanzania for six (6) SADC member countries, most at risk
for the disease: DRC, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe. This training will review
and build upon those competencies acquired and add new competencies related to the most up-to-date
techniques in use in the region and in line with OIE international standards.

Botswana, Malawi, Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe and one par ticipant from Tanzania attended the
first session and the remainder of the other countries Angola, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Eritrea, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique plus one participant from Tanzania participated in
the second session in the following week due to capacity constraints.
5. Participants.

Trainees from animal health and public health laboratories of the OIE Member Countries of SADC (Angola,
Botswana, Democratic Republic of Congo, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania,
Zambia, Zimbabwe) will be invited, as well as from Eritrea. Two participants per country were invited (1
each from veterinary and public health laboratories) (See participants list Annex 1).

Annex 1: List of participants
SN

Country

Trainee

TITL
E

1

Botswana

2

DRC

SEKABA Shono
Onkarabile
TSHINGUTA Charlotte
Londji

Miss

ssf;:kaba@~ov.bw

Mrs

1212:i!!.na@;iahQQ.fr
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Botswana National Veterinary
Laboratory
Institut National de Recherche
Biomedicale (INRB)

3

DRC

PATIENT Pyana Pati

Dr

char! tshinguta@:y:ahoo.f

LABOVET Kinshasa

4

Eritrea

TIKIE Tsighe Kifleyessus

Mr

ktsigel l@gmail.com

5

Eritrea

HIDRU Aron Teele

Mr

aronmara@:y:ahoo.,om

6

Kenya

NJENGA Moses Kariuki

Dr

knjenga@ke.cdc.gov

7

Madagascar

Dr

soaf:y:@gasteur.mg

8

Madagascar

ANDRIAMANDIMBY Soa
Fy
RABENARIVAHINY Rene

Centres for Disease Control &
Prevention
Institut Pasteur Madagascar

rabenarivahin:y:@:y:ahoo.f

Veterinary Laboratory

r

Dr

National Animal and Plant
Health Laboratory
Ministry of Health-National
Health Laboratory

r
9

Malawi

Miss

Malawi

DAKA Patricia
Sangalakula
JERE Sandy Winfield

Mrs

gilsonnjunga@:y:ahoo.co.
uk
sand::,r:wjere@:y:ahoo.com

10

Ministry of Agriculture

11

Mauritius

LOWTUN Bibi Samima

Mrs

shamimah08@gmail.com

12

Mauritius

YONG SOK KOW Denise

Mrs

srughoogut@mail.gov.m

13

Mozambique

MAPACO Lorenc;;o Paulo

Dr

lgmagaco@gmail.com

Agricultural Research
Instituto of Mozambique

14

Mozambique

PINTO Gabriela Carmo

Dr

Ministry of Health

15

Virology, ARC OVI

National Public Health
Laboratories
Ministry of Agro-Industry &
Food Security
Central Health Laboratory

!!

16
17

Namibia
Namibia

ZAIRE Georgina Ndjambi
RITTMANN Roxanne

Mrs
Miss

South Africa

LUBISI Baratang Alison

Dr

gabb:y:docarmo@gmail.co
m
ndjambi@:y:ahoo.com
roxi8805@:y:ahoo.com
LubisiA@arc.agric.za

18

Tanzania

Mr

ambeleeliah@:y:ahoo.com

NHLQATC

19

Zambia

MWAFULANGO Eliah
Ambele
KANGWA Lombe Henry

Mr

henr:y:lombekangwa@:y:a
hQQ.rnm

Central Veterinary Research
Institute

20

Zambia

Mrs

nmazombwe@:y:ahQQ.!:;Q

21

Zimbabwe

Food and Drugs Control
Laboratory
Central Veterinary Laboratory

22

Zimbabwe

MAZOMBWE Nasana
Maboshe
TSHABALALA Priscilla
Tembinkosi
BEREJENA Chipo

ill

Mrs

Qriscillat24@gmail.com

Mrs

cberejena@gmail.com
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Central Veterinary Laboratory
Namibia Institute of Pathology

Department of Medical
Microbiology, University of
Zimbabwe

Annex 2: Course Outline:
TRAINING ON RVF DIAGNOSIS FOR SADC COUNTRIES LABORATORY PERSONNEL AT CIDB
LABORATORY, DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA APRIL 2013
TIME

EVENT

RESPONSIBILITY
Dayt

08.00 - 08.30

Registration and opening session

08.30 - 09.30

Introduction to inte rnational standards on RVF:
OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Ter restrial
Animals
W HO International Health Regulations
Overview, sampling procedures, animals and humans biosafety
and biosecurity of RVF

09.30 - 10.30
10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 11.40
11.40 - 12.10
12.10 - 13.00
13 .00 -14.00
14.00 - 15.00
15.00 - 16.00
16.00 -16.30
16.30 - 17.00

TVLA and others
Lu bisi
K. Njenga
Ngeleja &
Yongolo

Health Break

General Pr inciples of RVF Diagnostic tests ( animals & human)
Presentation on principles ofRVF ELISA
Presentation on principles of RT-PCR
Health Break

RVF culturing presentat ion and start of culturing exe rcise
RNA Extraction presentation and practice
Virus isolation

Lu bisi
K. Njenga
Sallu

All
Lubisi
Sallu
Lubisi

Health Break

RNA Extraction presentation a nd practice
Virus isolation, continued

Trainers

Dav2

08.00 - 10.30
10.30-11.00
11.00 - 13.00
13 .00 - 14.00
14.00 - 16.00

16.00 -16.30
16.30 - 17.00

RVF ELISA start
RT-PCR, continued

Julius and Joshua
Sallu

Health Break

RVF ELISA fi nish
RT-PCR, cont inued

Julius and Joshua
Sallu

Health Break

RT-PCR Preparation & use of gels presentation & practice,
( continued)
RVFV isolation practice fund er s upervision)

Sallu
Lubisi

Health Break

Preparation of gels & visualization of amplicons in gels
(demonstration)
RVFV isolation practice under supervision, contin ued

Sallu

Day 3 (trainees to work under supervision)

08.00 - 10.20
10.20 - 10. 50
10.50 - 12.30

Start ELISA
Health Break

RVF ELISA, continued
Start RNA Extraction practice

12.30 -13.30
13.30 - 16.00

Health Break

16.00 -16.30
16.30-17.00

Health Break

For all laboratory
work, Trainees
under
supe rvision

RVF ELISA
Start RT-PCR
RT-PCR
Day 4 (trainees to work under supervision)

08.00 - 10.20
10.20 - 10.45
10.45 - 12.30
12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.00
15.00 - 16.00
16.00

Preparation of gels and visualization of amplicons in gels
Visua lize cultures
Health Break

Visualisation of gels and troubleshoot ing
Health Break and

Troubles hooting
Training assessme nt, issuing certificates and closure
Tea and Departure

For all laboratory
work, Trainees
under
supervision

Coordination
Preparation for smooth arrival and departure of the participants was done prior their arrival
through emails with the personnel of the OIE Sub Regional Office in Gaborone, and where
necessary with the training participants. The OIE Sub Regional Representation for Southern
Africa office in Gaborone was responsible for purchase and sending of tickets to the participants.
Communication regarding this aspect was done between the Representation and TVLA. An
information sheet developed with TVLA containing details of training and lodging was sent to
the participants in advance. It was necessary to facilitate some trainees to urgently obtain visa
on arrival in Dar es Salaam particularly for trainees from Eritrea who Tanzania immigration
required they had visa in advance but there was no other alternative but to get visa on arrival
considering the limited time left. The delayed nomination and registration by Eritrea resulted in
late issue of entry visas and tickets to ensure participation.

Other coordination aspects like provision of required items in the laboratory, hotel advance
payments, meals were a little constrained due to delay in obtaining funds but were well
managed. Funds for training were not available on the expected dates due to errors on banking
details resulting in funds not being delivered to TVLA accounts. This severely affected the
preparations for the training as well as the conduct of the training itself. TVLA availed money
for training from one of it's' bank accounts operating under local currency. This greatly relieved
the financial pressure during the training.

Training

The training was conducted in two phases as scheduled. Except for one participant from Zambia
who arrived a day late, all participants of the both phases first phase arrived as scheduled and
were picked from the airport by TVLA drivers and were sent to Nikko Tower Hotel.
Training material including standard operating procedures were not provided on time as
expected from the trainers. Materials provided and for take home included operating
procedures for testing.

Virus isolation was constrained hence mice inoculation test was used. The two brands of RVF
vaccines were successfully used instead of unavailable RVF virus. For the second phase, day old
mice were unavailable and one week old mice were used but due to the age and route of
inoculation used, the results were not as fast as when intracranial route was used in the day old
mice.

Training Evaluation
Answer yes (1) or no (2) to the following questions and give comments where
applicable

Average
given by
participants

Did you improve your knowledge on RVF diagnosis with this training?
Are there topics that you think useful that were not Included in the program

1.07
1.00

Best
score
(desired)
1
2

of the t raining?
Did you find that something was redundant in the programme (too long
presentations, too long discussion, already available knowledge ...)?
If yes, can you summarize what could have been avoided?
Did you find that the training program and organisation was deficient in some
aspects, and if yes could you advise us to improve them (for example
laboratory facilities, lecture facilities, documentation /paperwor k, hotels and
meals)?
Do you think that you can perform RVF diagnosis in your country/laboratory,
based on the kits/reagents used during the training, if these will become
available?
Would you or a colleague of you be available to spend more time (one month
for example) in another laboratory to increase your expertise on use of
diagnostic assays and interpretation, with the possibility to test samples
collected for RVF outbreak investigation and surveillance in your country?
If not, why (not needed, personnel difficulties, other reasons?)
Did you have serious problems in understanding/communication due to
languages
To the following questions, give the score 1 to 5 whe re 1 = poor; 2 =
insufficient; 3 = sufficient; 4 = good; S = excellent
Oral presentations/theory
How would you qualify the content of the oral presentations/theory?
Virus isolation
How would you qualify the content of the oral presentations/theory?
Has the time spent on the subject been sufficient according to your opinion?
Remarks /suggestions
ELISA Inhibition (multispecies, also testing human specimens)
How would you qualify the practical exercises/network?
Has the time spent on the subject been sufficient according to your opinion?
Remarks/suggestions
ELISA IDVet (competitive multispecies for animals excluding humans)
How would you qualify the practical exercises/network?
Has the time spent on the subject been sufficient according to your opinion?
Remarks /suggestions
RNA extraction
How would you qualify the practical exercises/network?
Has the time spent on the subject been sufficient according to your opinion?
Remarks/suggestions
Conventional PCR (gel electrophoresis inclus ive)
How would you qualify the practical exercises/network?
Has the time spent on the subject been sufficient according to your opinion?
Remarks/suggestions
Organisational aspects
Laboratory facilities
Lecture facilities
Health break facilities (toilets/rest rooms)
Documentation/paperwork
Hotel and meals

1.73

2

0.00
1.25

0
2

1.11

1

0.93

1

0.00
1.73

0
2

4.27

s

4.20
3.00

s
s

3.53
3.53

s
s

4.20
3.40

s
s

4.20
4.20
0.00

s
s

4.40
3.53

s

4.20
4.20
3.40
3.73
4.00

s
s
s
s
s

5

Remarks/suggestions
Hospitality aspects
Drivers
Trainers foreigners
Trainers Local
Supporting staff
Meal caterers
Remarks /suggestions
Other remarks/comments

4.33
4.27

5
5
5
5

3.80

5

4.67
4.60
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Final Report
Country Level Workshop to Develop Strategic Plan for
National Animal Health Laboratories
National Animal Health Laboratory (NAHL), Lao PDR
BACKGROUND
The draft strategic plan 2013-2018 of NAHL is shown in Annex-1.

B1 :

The results yie lded from performance evaluation of Veterinary Service (VS) of
National Animal Health Laboratories and OIE's partners in Asia - Pacific Region
show that often national laboratories lack of strategic plan to guide development and
enhance capacity of the laboratories. To address this deficit, OIE organized a 5-day
strategic planning workshop to uplift capacity of laboratory directors. This workshop
was held at the University of Melbourne, Australia. The workshop provided principles
and tools that enable the directors to develop strategic plans in the respective
countries.

B2:

Feedback OIE received from the 5-day workshop in Australia was positive. OIE's
partners and the national laboratory directors were in view that assistance from OIE
to develop strategic plans for each national laboratory was needed. To start capacity
enhancement on strategic planning, OIE decided to conduct strategic planning
workshops for national laboratories in Cambodia, Thailand and Lao. OIE contracted
strategic planning consultants/facilitators from the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT),
Thailand to conduct the workshops.

B3:

The third workshop was conducted for the National Animal Health Laboratory (NAHL),
Department of Livestock and Fisheries (DLF), Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(MoAF), Lao P.D.R. This workshop was organized for 5 days from 1st to 5th April
2013. It was held at the conference center of Lao PDR's Electricity Authority, Nam
Ngum-1 Dam, Thalat , Vientiane . 24 participants participated in the workshop.
Number of participants and respective organizations are:
National Animal Health Laboratory
Provincial Livestock and Fisheries Division
Animal Health Division
Livestock and Veterinary Legislation Division
Faculty of Agriculture, National University of Laos (NUOL)
Veterinary Vaccine Production Centre
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Ministry of Health

11
8
1
1
1
1
1

NAHL's Director, Dr. Bounlom Douangngeun also participated in the workshop. Full
list of participants is given in the Annex-2.
Apart from three OIE staff, observers from WHO and the Center for Diseases Control
and Prevention (CDC) joined the workshop and provided comments and suggestions.
B4:

In consultation with Dr. Agnes Poirier, HPED Programme Coordinator; Dr. Jaruwan
Kampa, IDENTIFY Program Coordinator and Dr. Andrew Davis, former OIE Project
Coordinator (now serves as Veterinary Pathologist at AAHL-CSIRO), the consultants
developed strategic planning workshop agenda. The agenda was prepared to ensure
suitability of planning processes according to the existing ability of participants. The
workshop agenda intentionally set tone of preparedness to enable NAHL
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management and all staff to carry out similar exercises in future. The logical flow of
exercises to support strategic planning workshop in Lao P.D.R. is shown below:

Strategic Planning Process
Identify key strategic
areas/issues

Understanding

State & review
mission / vision /
values

Formulation of
strategies

Setting Strategic
O bjectives

Ways lo make
d r eams come true

o rganiza tions
needs / dreams

Stakeholders
analysis
etting
goals/objectives
and Indicators

01eck the readiness
of your Lab (SWOT)

Setting Indicators
for measuring
results

~

Identify key aclions
and prepare aclion
plan

The actual workshop schedule that sho'NS input sessions and planning activities is
given in Annex-3
B5:

To supplement input sessions delivered by lead facilitator, PowerPoint handouts
titled Strategic Planning Overview and Process were given to a ll participants. The
contents in the handouts were translated in Lao. In addition to the presentation, the
consultants also provided reading materials on strategic planning and examples of
strategic plan developed by other laboratories. The reading materials were used as
reference during planning process. Likewise, exercise sheets and templates used for
formulation of strategies and action plan were provided in workshop folders that OIE
distributed to participants. The exercise sheets and templates are given in Annex-4 .

B6:

This report contains three (3) sections. The first section describes processes of the
workshop, facilitators' observations and recommendations. The second section
contains NAHL's Draft Strategic Plan 2013-2018. Contents in the strategic plan were
compiled from records and notes taken during input sessions, group exercises, group
discussions as well as from the observers. The last section contains list of
participants, list of teams, actual workshop schedule and exercise sheets and
working templates. The consultants amended and edited the strategies, strategic
objectives and action plans according to suggestions from observers.

B7:

It is recommended that OIE shares this report to key actors of NAHL and OIE's
observers so that they can provide feedback and advice before finalization of the
strategic plan. It is expected that NAHL continues the same process to solidify the
plan and prioritize key strategic initiatives to be implemented accordingly.

PROCESS

P1:

OIE's coordinator provided relevant extracts of the OIE Performance of Veterinary
Services (PVS) Gap Analysis and OIE PVS Laboratory Mission Reports to the
consultants to review before preparation for the workshop. The consultants studied
technical and service capability of NAHL for better understanding of current
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situations of the center. The report also indicates key areas for improvement
addressed by respondents during the PVS surveys. Additionally, the consultants
reviewed papers, which describe important components of governance and
management of public veterinary laboratories that are essential for the effective
delivery of a diagnostic service. This conceptual information helps understanding
macro level management of the laboratories.
The information in the PVS gap analysis helped the consultants to identify key
management and technical aspects that NAHL has to address in the deliberation of
the strategic plan. Those key issues were also elaborated by the participants
throughout the planning sessions.
P2:

The participants were grouped into four (4) small teams. The members of each team
were selected randomly. The selection ensured appropriate distribution of genders,
positions and organizations. In the process, all teams were tasked to brainstorm,
discuss and do hands-on planning exercises. The teamwork atmosphere helped
creating working-together environment, which is often lacking in government
organizations. Smaller teams give more opportunity for interaction to exchange ideas,
listen to views from others, hence, agreeing on common interests / issues. List of
four (4) team members are shown in Annex-5.

P3:

Dr. Bounkhouang Khambounheuang, Director General of the Department of
Livestock and Fisheries, presided in the opening session and stated that his
management will support implementation of NAHL's strategies. He also addressed
importance of support the center will receive from OIE in the future. He has
confirmed roles and responsibilities of NAHL to serve as a nucleus for veterinary
laboratory analyses.

P4:

At the beginning of the session, Dr. Bounlom Douangngeun, the Director of NAHL
presented background information of the center. The presentation highlighted
organization structure and functions of NAHL mandated by the government. He also
informed the audience about challenges of NAHL being national laboratory for
diseases diagnostic service in Lao P.D.R.
Dr. Bounlom provided information on critical areas that NAHL has to address when
preparing strategic plan. However, this information was drawn from OIE's gap
analysis findings which were viewed from the international partners. Therefore, this
planning workshop gave opportunity to people working in and with NAHL to share
ideas and discuss important areas for improvement. The participants were allowed to
carefully analyze problems from internal and external perspectives. Finally, the
planning exercises helped them to clearly visualize challenges and have consensus
on the issues/ key areas NAHL aims to overcome.

PS:

NAHL has its clear mandate under command and supervision of DLF/MoAF. The
mandate is the Mission of NAHL which is informing stakeholders and public "why
NAHL does exist". Since the mission is already available, the facilitator needed only
to inform the participants and repeatedly mentioned that the strategic plan should be
in line with the mandate and be within the scope of functions given by government
authority.

P6:

Since NAHL was established, it has not had its "Vision Statement" which is the long
term aims of "What NAHL Wants To Become". The vision statement was formulated
by identifying core values that guide NAHL to perform its duties and implement
strategies. Each member of the teams was tasked to identify values, behaviors and
system/process of NAHL. Ultimately, the core values would lead to build
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organizational culture. During the exercise, the facilitator showed VDO presentation
about core values of one private company to make clear understanding on definitions
of core values of organization.
P?:

Core Value / Culture: The teams identified 5 Core Values of NAHL, namely:
accountability, acceptance/international recognition, information sharing, commitment,
and dependability. The values were used as foundation to bui ld 5-year vision of
NAHL in the later steps.

P8:

Vision Statement: In formulating vision statement, the whole class was tasked to
work together to write the statement. The facilitator asked the NAHL Director to
assign two participants to serve as moderators to conduct vision statement
formulation exercise. Dr. Watthana Theppangna and Dr. Khamphouth Vongxay were
selected to moderate th is exercise. This approach was purposely used for creating
sense of belonging of the Vision Statement. It is very important to recognize that
Vision of NAHL belongs to everyone and it has to be appreciated by key
stakeholders. Later, the participants had agreed on the NAHL vision statement,
which is:
"NAHL is the national technical reference center on animal diseases and livestock
products testing providing accountable and efficient services complying with regional
and international standards"

This visionary goal statement was used as reference points when the participants
formulated strategic plan in the later steps. The strategies must have values that
drive performance to achieve the vision.
P9:

Stakeholder Analysis: It is known that NAHL has to work closely with various
government organizations, communities, farmers and private companies. In strategic
planning, they had to understand characteristics and natures of each stakeholder in
term of "their expectation FROM NAHL" and "their contribution TO NAHL". The
stakeholder analysis exercise allowed the participants to realize importance and
influence of stakeholders on implementation of strategies. In the large group, the
participants identified and listed NAHL's stakeholders. Twenty two (22) stakeholders
were identified. Later, the facilitator assigned each team to analyze 5-6 stakeholders
and shared with the large group.

P10:

SWOT Analysis: ZOPP technique was used in this exercise. Each team was
assigned to identify each element of SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats) and share with the large group. Observations and comments were a lso
elaborated by teams and observers because they are familiar with NAHL's current
status and limitations needed to be treated.
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The SWOT analysis results guided identification of strategies. Each pair of SWOT
elements indicates four (4) types of strategies NAHL should pursue in future:
Strength / Opportunity
Opportunity/ Weakness
Weakness/ Threat
Strength / Threat
P11 :

•
•
•
•

Aggressive Strategy
Diversifying Strategy
Turnaround Strategy
Defensive Strategy

Goals Setting: Following vision statement exercise and identified key strategic areas,
the participants were asked to identify goals of NAHL. The goals were identified and
written applying SMART Principle - Specific, Measureable, Attainable, Realistic and
Timeline. The teams brainstormed and presented the goals statements. After team
presentation, all teams' goals were compiled and consolidated. The facilitator and
participants' representative co-facilitated the discussion to revisit the goals and
solidify taking into consideration comments, suggestions and views from participants
and the observers. Originally, twenty (20) goals were identified. After consolidation
exercise, the participants had agreed to accept six (6) important goals they aim to
achieve in the next 5 years.
The goals of NAHL are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centralized database and laboratory analysis information system
Compliance with international quality assurance system and standards
Strengthened network and collaboration I coordination at international and
national level
Increased human resource capacity and specialization
Enhanced governance and management practices
Expansion of research and development activities

P12:

Objectives Setting: In this step, participants practiced setting objectives. The
facilitator conducted mini-input session on definitions, characteristics and techniques
to write objectives of the organization. The objectives indicate means to achieve the
goals and guide identification of actions to reach the vision. The facilitators gave
examples of objectives written by other laboratories. The same "SMART" Principle
was used as guidance to formulate objectives.

P13:

Strategizing and Strategic Objectives: In the strategizing exercise, each team was
assigned to formulate strategies in response to two goals. The teams formulated the
strategies according to guiding questions: "how NAHL use the strengths to exploit
opportunities to achieve its vision in the next 5 years" and "how NAHL use the
opportunities to strengthen the weaknesses". After identifying strategies, the teams
formulated strategic objectives , which guide them to identify action plans.

P14:

Key Performance Indicator (KPI}: The KPI exercise sensitized participants to keep in
mind that monitoring and evaluation of actions being taken to achieve results are
very important. The facilitator mentioned that "If you cannot evaluate it, you cannot
manage it". Key performance indicator is one of the tools used for measurement of
performance of individual, team, organization and project. The facilitator guided
participants by giving reading materials contained with examples of KPI to help
participants to formulate KPI for their actions plan.

P15:

Action Plan: To execute strategies, NAHL needs to have clear action plan that states
"What" Actions to be taken to meet objectives, "Why and When" each action should
be carried out and "Who" will be focal person/ team responsible to take leading role
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to implement the actions. Participants worked in teams and identified actions under
each strategies using action plan template.
P16:

Final Presentation - Strategies, Strategic Objectives, Action Plans and KPls: On the
last day of the workshop, each team was given 20 minutes to present and elaborate
final outputs namely: Strategies, Strategic Objectives, Actions and KPls. After
presentation, team members noted comments and suggestions from commentators
and incorporated them into the strategic plan.
Panel of commentators composed of:
Dr. Agnes Poirier, OIE-Project Coordinator
Dr. Jaruwan Kampa, OIE-IDENTIFY
Dr. Andrew Davis, former OIE Coordinator
Dr. Chantanee Buranathai, OIE-Japan
Dr. Bounheuang Kounnavong, Director General of DLF
Dr. Pawin Padungtod, CDC
Dr. Bounheuang Kounnavong, CDC
The output from this 5-day workshop is NAHL's Draft Strategic Plan 2013-2018
(Annex-1). Indeed, the plan needs further deliberation with key actors of NAHL, its
partners and stakeholders. The draft plan provides suffice skeleton that NAHL family
can carry on in making the strategic plan realized by 2018.
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1

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Name
Position
Dr. Bounlom Douangngeun
Director of National Animal Health Center (NAHL)

2

Mr. Sengphet Somsanith

Director of Vaccine Production Center

3

Dr. Sounthone Vongthilath

4

Dr. Chintana Chanthavisouk

Director of Livestock and Veterinary Legislation
Division
Deputy Director, Animal Health Division

5

Dr. Phengphet Vorachith

6

Dr. Phouvong Phommachanh

7

Dr. Khamphouth Vongxay

8

Dr. Watthana Theppangna

9

Dr. Thongphoun Theungphachanh

10

Ms. Malayphet Bounmy

Chief of National Animal Product Quality Control
Laboratory, NAHL
Acting Director

11

Mr. Bounleuam Sihachack

Head of laboratory

12

MsChamsamone Phounsavath

Deputy of Livestock and Fisheries Office of
Laungprabang

13

MsLatsamy Pheiwthavyphon

Acting Director

14

Mr. Sengphet Phakeovilay

Director

15

Ms. Manida Sansuthum

Technical Officer

16

Ms. Somnith Keobounngeun

Acting Director

17

Mr. Hongthong Chimmasan

Director

18

Mr. ThongchanhSosouk

19

Ms. Phetlamphone Meeduangchanh

Director, National Center for Laboratory and
Epidemiolo~w (NCLE)
Senior Laboratory Officer, NCAHL

20

Ms. Vilayvanh Soukvilay

Senior Laboratory Officer, NCAHL

21

Ms. Somphaivanh Chanthavong

Senior Laboratory Officer, NCAHL

22

Mr. Chattouphone Keokhamphet

Senior Laboratory Officer, NCAHL

23

Dr. Vannaphone Putthana

Lecturer on Veterinary Medicine

24

Ms. Chittaphone Phounmanolath

Admin staff(workshop assistant)

No.

Deputy Director of National Center of Animal Health
Laboratory
Deputy Chief of National Animal Disease
Diaqnostic Laboratory, NAHL
Deputy Chief of National Animal Disease
Diaqnostic laboratory, NAHL
Senior Veterinary Officer, NAHL
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WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
DATE/TIME

MON 1 APRIL 2013

TUE 2 APRIL 2013

WED 3 APRIL 2013

THU 4 APRIL 201 3

FRI 5 APRIL 2013

Input session - Stakeholders
Analysis

Teams exercise:
Formulation of strategic
objectives and action plans

Presentation of strategic
plan

0830-0900

Registration

Review of previous day outputs

0900-1000

Opening / Orientation
Intro of participants
Presentation on NAHL and
Lao P.D.R. PVS Gap
Analysis

Review key points for Vision
formulation

1000-1030

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break

1030-111 5

Teams exercise: Review key
issues & challenges of NAHL

Exercise: Consolidate of
Vision Statement

Assessing Internal capability,
challenges and limitations
(SWOT Analysis)

Presentation & Discussion

Presentation of strategic
plan

1115-1 200

Input session: Organization
Values / Culture
Teams exercise:
Organizational Values

Presentation & Discussion

Presentation of NAHL's
SWOT and Q & A

1200-1300

Lunch break

1300-1430

Presentation & Discussion on
NAHL's Values

Teams exercise: Formulate
NAHL's Vision Statement

Lunch break

0900 ...

Teams exercise: SWOT
Analysis and Presentation

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lunch break

Input session: Goals, Goals
Setting and Objectives
("SMART' PRINCIPLE)

Input session - Strategies
strategic objectives, action,
plans and Key Performance
Indicators (KPI)

Finalization of strategies,
action plans and KPI

Presentation of Strategic
Plan

Selection of core values

1430-1500

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break

Coffee break

1500-1600

Input session: Mission, Vision
and Goals, and Examples
from animal health labs

Teams Exercise: Formulation
of strategies & prioritization of
strategies

Teams presentation of
strategies and action plans

Program closing

Prioritization of goals

Presentation of prioritized
strategies

Evening: Prepare
PowerPoint presentation

Return to Vientiane

1600.. .

Selection of NAHL's goals

Evening: Refinement of
strategies
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Abbreviations
ASEC
BAI
DBM
DoA
FAO
GLP
LIMS
LGU
MoH
OIE
OIE-PVS
PED
PAHC
PhilAHIS
PVO
RADDLs
RITM
USO

vs

Assistant Secretary
Bureau of Animal Industries
Department of Budget and Management
Department of Agriculture
Food and Agriculture Organization
Good Laboratory Practices
Laboratory Information Management System
Local Government Unit
Ministry of Health
World Organization for Animal Health
OIE Tool for the Evaluation of the performance of Veterinary Services
Porcine Epidemic Diarrhoea
Philippines Animal Health Centre
Philippines Animal Health Information System
Provincial Veterinary Office
Regional Agriculture Department Diagnostic Laboratories
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine
United States Dollar
Veterinary Service(s)
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Final Report
Country Level Workshop to Develop Strategic Plan for
National Animal Health Laboratories
Philippine Animal Health Centre (PAHC), Philippines
BACKGROUND
The draft strategic plan 2013-2018 of PAHC/RADDLs is shown in Section 2

B1 :

The results yie lded from performance evaluation of Veterinary Service (VS) of
National Animal Health Laboratories and OIE's partners in Asia - Pacific Region
show that often national laboratories lack of strategic plan to guide development and
enhance capacity of the laboratories. To address this deficit, OIE organized a 5-day
strategic planning workshop to uplift capacity of laboratory directors . This workshop
was held at the University of Melbourne, Australia. The workshop provided principles
and tools that enable the directors to develop strategic plans in the respective
countries.

B2:

Feedback OIE received from the 5-day workshop in Australia was positive. OIE's
partners and the national laboratory directors were in view that assistance from OIE
to develop strategic plans for each nationa l laboratory was needed. To start capacity
enhancement on strategic planning , OIE decided to conduct strategic planning
workshops for national laboratories in Cambodia, Lao PDR and Thailand. OIE
contracted strategic planning consultants/facilitators from the Asian Institute of
Technology (AIT), Tha iland to conduct the workshops.

B3:

The forth workshop was conducted for the Philippine Anima l Health Centre (PAHC),
Bureau of Anima l Industry (BAI), Department of Agriculture. This workshop was
organized for 5 days from 14th to 181hMay 2013. It was held at Luxent Hote l, Quezon
City, Manila. There were 26 participants participated in the workshop. Number of
participants and respective organizations are:
Philippine Animal Health Centre (PAHC)
Regional Animal Disease Diagnostic Laboratories (RADDLs)

14
12

Full list of participants is given in the Annex-1 .
Apart from three OIE staff, observers from FAO and W HO Regional Office joined the
workshop and provided comments and suggestions.
B4:

In consultation with Dr. Ronello Abi la, OIE Sub-Regional Representative, South-East
Asia and Dr. Jaruwan Kampa, IDENTIFY Program Coordinator, the consultants
developed strategic planning workshop agenda . The agenda was prepared to ensure
suitability of planning processes according to the existing ability and practical
experience of participants. The workshop agenda intentionally set tone of
preparedness to enable PAHC management and all staff to carry out similar
exercises in future. It also aimed to create sense of belonging of the plan amongst
PAHC and RADDLs staff. Importantly, the planning exercises serve as initial
interaction between PAHC and RADDLs people.
The logical flow of exercises to support strategic planning workshop in Philippines is
shown below:
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Stra tegic Pl a nning Process
Identify key strategic
areas/ issues

Understanding

State & review
mission / vision /
values

~- - Formulation of
strategies

Setting Strategic
O bjectives

o rganiza t ions
needs / d reams

Stakeholders
analysis
etting
goals/objectives
and indicators

a,eck the readiness
of your Lab (SWOT)

Ways to make
d r eams come t r ue

Setting Ind icators
for measuring
results

Identify key actions
and prep are action
plan

The actual workshop schedule that shows input sessions and planning activities is
given in Annex-2
B5:

To supplement input sessions delivered by lead facilitator, PowerPoint handouts
titled Strategic Planning Overview and Process were given to all participants. In
addition to the presentation, the consultants also provided reading materials on
strategic planning and examples of strategic plan developed by other laboratories.
The reading materials were used as reference during planning process. Likewise,
exercise sheets and templates used for formulation of strategies and action plan
were provided in workshop folders that OIE distributed to participants. The exercise
sheets and templates are given in Annex-3.

B6:

This report contains three (3) sections. The first section describes processes of the
workshop, facilitators' observations and recommendations. The second section
contains PAHC's Draft Strategic Plan 2013-2018. Contents in the strategic plan were
compiled from records and notes taken during input sessions, group exercises, group
discussions as well as from the observers. The last section contains list of
participants, list of teams, actual workshop schedule and exercise sheets and
working templates. The consultants amended and edited the strategies, strategic
objectives and action plans according to suggestions from observers.

B7:

It is recommended that OIE shares this report to key actors of BAI, PAHC / RADDLs
and OIE's observers so that they can provide feedback and advice before finalization
of the strategic plan. It is expected that PAHC / RADDLs continues the same process
to solidify the plan and prioritize key strategic initiatives to be implemented
accordingly.

PROCESS

P1:

The consultants noted the recommendation from the PVS report that "the strategic
planning should clearly documents the purpose of the veterinary service, identify
gaps in the current system and specify the objectives that must be met to carry out
their required role. A detailed operational work plan should then be developed and
costed so that the government of Philippines in association with international support
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P2:

may progressively implement the plan". This statement was used as global guideline
for designing workshop activities.
Dr. Ronello Abila , OIE Sub Regional Representative, SEA and Dr. Jaruwan Kampa,
IDENTIFY Coordinator provided relevant extracts of Performance of Veterinary
Services (PVS) Gap Analysis and the OIE PVS Mission Reports to the consultants to
review before the preparation of the workshop. The consultants stud ied technical and
service capability of PV service organizations in the Philippines for better
understanding of current context so that the input sessions and activities could be
contextualized. The reports also describe key areas for improvement addressed by
PVS working group during the surveys. Additionally, the consultants reviewed
documents and papers related to facts and on-going attempts to strengthen VS in the
Philippines. The information is essential for selection of contents and effective
delivery of workshop activities.
The information in the PVS gap analysis helped the consultants to identify key
management and technical aspects that the national laboratory, e.g. PAHC, and the
regional laboratories, e.g. Regional Animal Diseases Diagnostic Laboratories
(RADDLs), have to address in the deliberation of strategic plan. Those key issues
were also elaborated by the participants throughout the planning sessions.

P3:

During the meeting in Bangkok, Dr. Abila clearly mentioned that the workshop would
give opportunity for the PAHC and RADDLs to start interaction. This comment was
due to the fact that cooperation in laboratory diagnostic duties needs to be
strengthened. This fact is also one of key success factors in the VS of the country.

P4:

The participants were grouped into four (4) small teams . The members of each team
were selected randomly . The selection ensured appropriate distribution of genders,
positions and organizations. In the process , all teams were tasked to brainstorm,
discuss and do hands-on planning exercises. The teamwork atmosphere helped
creating working-together environment, which is often lack in government
organizations. Smaller teams give more opportunity for interaction to exchange ideas,
listen to views from others, hence, agreeing on common interests / issues. List of
four (4) team members are shown in Annex-4.

PS:

In his opening remarks, Dr. Davinio P. Catbagan, Assistant Secretary, Department of
Agriculture (DoA) addressed important policies on livestock and poultry productions
that help increasing competitiveness of the Philippines in the world markets. Ongoing initiatives that promote the livestock industries ' competitiveness are being
carried out such as development of rural livestock and poultry enterprises, postproduction services and development of animal products and other value-adding
products.
Dr. Catbagan also mentioned that this workshop was at the right timing to support
concerns about veterinary laboratories operation and services. The authority and
capability of the Veterinary Services (VS) should be able to identify and record
pathogenic agents, including those relevant for public health, that can adversely
affect animals and animal products.

P6:

Dr. Emelinda L. Lopez , Officer-in-Charge of the Animal Health Division presented
relevance extract titled "OIE PVS Pathway and Evaluation of the Philippine
Veterinary Services". The materials which she presented highlights key processes
that OIE conducted the evaluation and what are roles of PAHC and other VS
institutions get involved in the evaluation. Dr. Lopez shared results from gap analysis
and national priorities to improve performance of laboratories.
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Following Dr. Lopez's presentation, Chief of PAHC, Dr. Magdalena S. Cruz shared
findings from in-house planning exercise which PAHC did in December 2012. From
the exercise, PAHC identified seven (7) areas of concerns namely: Infrastructure,
laboratory equipment & paraphernalia, manpower, capacity building, proficiency
testing/procurement and ISO certification. These materials helped a lot in facilitating
problem analysis and key areas for improvement.
P7:

The facilitators showed BAl's mission to the participants in order to align the strategic
plan with that mandates. The mission is: "BAI is responsible to make the livestock
farmer, in particular, and the farming sector, in general profitable through the
formulation of policies and programs designed to accelerate the industries; and the
provision of adequate technical services in animal health, feed quality promotion,
livestock production technology, marketing, research and development, post
production technology and human resources development."

P8:

The facilitators gave overview and highlighted key elements of BAl's vIsIon to
familiarize them with the long term direction of PAHC's higher authority. This was to
support formulation of PAHC's vision statement. Ultimately, the vision of PAHC
should serve achieving the vision of BAI. The vision of BAI is: "vibrant, globally
competitive, welfare-friendly animal industries providing livelihood opportunities and
securing livestock and poultry products' availability, affordability, quality, and safety
under a sustainable environment."
These processes were very useful because it helped the participants to visualize and
remember clear mandates of the national laboratory.

P9:

The mandate stated in P8 is the Mission of PAHC, which is informing stakeholders
and public "why PAHC does exist". Since the mission is already available, the
facilitator needed only to inform the participants and repeatedly mentioned that the
strategic plan should be in line with the mandate and be within the scope of functions
given by government authority.

P10:

Since PAHC was established, it has not had its "Vision Statement" which is the long
term aims of 'What PAHC Wants To Become". It is important to note that the new
vision should address collaborative roles and accountability of both PAHC and
RADDLs. Everyone comprehended that PAHC and RADDLs should work as one
entity to provide quality veterinary service. Their functions should be harmonized and
operations should be streamlined.

P11 :

The vision statement was formulated by identifying core values that guide
PAHC/RADDLs to perform its duties and implement strategies. Each member of the
teams was tasked to identify values , behaviors and system/process of PAHC.
Ultimately, the core values would lead to build organizational culture. During the
exercise, the facilitator showed VDO presentation about core values of one private
company to make clear understanding on definitions of core values of organization.

P12:

Core Value/ Culture: The teams identified 7 Core Values of PAHC/RADDLs, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commitment;
Integrity;
Reliability / Dependability;
Resilience;
Responsive to the needs of clientele;
Openness; and
Resourceful
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P13:

The values were used as foundation to bui ld 5-year vision of PAHC/RADDLs in the
later steps.
Vision Statement: In formulating vision statement, the whole class was tasked to
work together to write the statement. The facilitator asked the PAHC's Chief, Dr.
Cruz to assign two participants to serve as moderators to conduct vision statement
formulation exercise. Dr. Sylvanna R. Sison and Dr. Archie P. Lluz were selected to
moderate this interactive session. This approach was purposely used for creating
sense of belonging of the Vision Statement. It is very important to recognize that
Vision of PAHC/RADDLs belongs to everyone and it has to be appreciated by key
stakeholders. Later, the participants had consensus on the vision statement, which
is:
"A centre of excellence committed to provide quality veterinary diagnostic services
compliance to international standards and responsive to the needs of a dynamic
animal industry. "
This visionary goal statement was used as reference points when the participants
formulated strategic plan in the later steps. The strategies must have values that
drive performance to achieve the vision.

P14:

Stakeholder Analysis: It is known that PAHC has to work closely with various
government organizations, communities , farmers , private companies and industries.
In strategic planning, they had to understand characteristics and natures of each
stakeholder in term of "their expectation FROM PAHC/RADDLs" and "their
contribution TO PAHC/RADDLs". The stakeholder analysis exercise allowed the
participants to realize importance and influence of stakeholders on implementation of
strategies. In the small teams , the participants identified and listed PAHC and
RADDLs's stakeholders. Twenty two (22) stakeho lders were identified and analyzed.
Later, the facilitator assigned each team to analyze 5-6 stakeholders and shared with
the large group.

P15:

SWOT Analysis: ZOPP technique was used in this exercise. Each team was
assigned to identify ea ch element of SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats) and share with the large group. Observations and comments were also
elaborated by teams and observers because they are familiar with PAHC's current
status and limitations needed to be treated.
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The SWOT analysis results guided identification of strategies. Each pair of SWOT
elements indicates four (4) types of strategies PAHC should pursue in future:
Strength / Opportunity
Opportunity/ Weakness
Weakness/ Threat
Strength / Threat
P16:

•
•
•
•

Aggressive Strategy
Diversifying Strategy
Turnaround Strategy
Defensive Strategy

Goals Setting: Following vision statement exercise and identified key strategic areas,
the participants were asked to identify goals of PAHC. The goals were identified and
written applying SMART Principle - Specific, Measureable, Attainable, Realistic and
Timetine. The teams brainstormed and presented the goals statements. After team
presentation, all teams' goals were compiled and consolidated. The facilitator and Dr.
Cruz moderated the discussion to revisit the goats and solidify taking into
consideration comments, suggestions and views from participants and the observers.
Originally, twelve (12) goats were identified. After goal consolidation exercise, the
participants had agreed on six (6) important goats they aim to achieve in the next 5
years.
The initial goats identified by PAHC and RADDLs are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centralized database and laboratory analysis information system
Compliance with international quality assurance system and standards
Strengthened network and collaboration / coordination at international and
national level
Increased human resource capacity and specialization
Enhanced governance and management practices
Expansion of research and development activities

P17:

Objectives Setting: In this step, participants practiced setting objectives. The
facilitator conducted mini-input session on definit ions, characteristics and techniques
to write objectives of the organization. The objectives indicate means to achieve the
goats and guide identification of actions to reach the vision . The facilitators gave
examples of objectives written by other laboratories. The same "SMART" Principle
was used as guidance to formulate objectives.

P18:

Strategizing and Strategic Objectives: In the strategizing exercise, each team was
assigned to formulate strategies in response to one (1) goal. The teams formulated
the strategies according to guiding questions: "how PAHC/RADDLs use the strengths
to exploit opportunities to achieve its vision in the next 5 years" and "how
PAHC/RADDLs use the opportunities to strengthen the weaknesses". After
identifying strategies, the tea ms formulated strategic objectives, which guide them to
identify action plans.

P19:

Key Performance Indicator (KPI}: The KPI exercise sensitized participants to keep in
mind that monitoring and evaluation of actions being taken to achieve results are
very important. The facilitator mentioned that "If you cannot evaluate it , you cannot
manage it". Key performance indicator is one of the toots used for measurement of
performance of individual, team, organization and projects.
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P20:

Action Plan: To execute strategies, PAHC/RADDLs needs to have clear action plans
that states "What" Actions to be taken to meet objectives, "Why and When" each
action should be carried out and "Who" will be focal person / team responsible to
take leading role to implement the actions. What is estimated budget of each action
plan. Participants worked in teams and identified actions under each strategies using
action plan template .

P21 :

Final Presentation - Strategies, Strategic Objectives, Action Plans and KPls: On the
last day of the workshop, each team was given 20 minutes to present and elaborate
final outputs namely: Strategies, Strategic Objectives, Actions and KPls. After
presentation, team members noted comments and suggestions from commentators
and incorporated them into the strategic plan.
Dr. Davinio P. Catbagan, Assistant Secretary, Department of Agriculture, and Dr.
Rubina 0. Cresencio, Director, Bureau of Animal Industry presided in the opening
session and stated that his management will support implementation of PAHC's
strategies. He also addressed importance of support the centre will receive from OIE
in the future. He has confirmed roles and responsibilities of PAHC to serve as a
nucleus for veterinary laboratory analyses.
Panel of commentators composed of:
Dr. Davinio P. Catbagan, Assistant Secretary, Department of Agriculture (DoA)
Dr. Rubina 0 . Cresencio, Director, Bureau of Animal Industry (BAI)
Dr. Emelinda L. Lopez, Officer-in-Charge, Animal Health Division, DoA
Dr. Ronello Abila, OIE Sub Regional Representative for South-East Asia
Dr. Jaruwan Kampa, OIE-IDENTIFY Program Coordinator
Dr. Chantanee Buranathai , Technical Assistance, OIE Regional Representation
for Asia and the Pacific
Dr. Sanipa Suradhat, FAQ-Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal
Diseases (ECTAD)
The output from this 5-day workshop is PAHC/RADDL's Draft Strategic Plan 20132018 (Annex-1). Indeed , the plan needs further deliberation with key actors of PAHC,
its partners and stakeholders. The draft plan provides suffice skeleton that PAHC
family can carry on in making the strategic plan realized by 201 8.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Position

Name

1

Dr. Florentino Adame

Head, RADDL 1, Tabag, Sta. Barbara, Pangasinan

2

Dr. Gerly Zulueta

Head, RADDL 2, Tuguegarao City

3

Dr. Milagros Mananggit

Representative, RADDL 3, San Fernando City

4

Dr. Gloria Salazar

Head, RADDL 4, Marawoy, Lipa City

5

Dr. Marissa Guillermo

Head, RADDL 5, Cabangan, Daraga, Albay

6

Dr. Jonie F. Natividad

Representative, RADDL 6, Fort San Pedro, lloilo City

7

Dr. Teodoro Dabocol

Head, RADDL 7, Cebu City

8

Dr. Rachel Cadelina

Head, Laboratory Division, Cebu City

9

Dr. Archie T. Lluz

Head, RADDL 8, Diit, Tacloban City

10

Dr. Josephine Datoy

Head, RADDL 9, Tumaga , Zamboanga City

11

Dr. Ma. Teresa B. Roa

Head, RADDL 10, Cagayan de Oro City

12

Dr. Jeneffer Bulawan

Head, RADDL 12, General Santos City

13

Dr. Esther B. Cardeno

Head, RADDL 13, Taguibo, Butuan City

14

Dr. Pranin D. Kiwang

Head, RADDL CAR, Guisad, Baguio City

15

Dr. Juliana G. Garcia

Head, Bacteriology, PAHC

16

Dr. Sylvanna R. Sison

Head, Lab Disease Investigation and Evaluation, PAHC

17

Dr. Madeline S. Catbagan

Avian Influenza Lab, PAHC

18

Dr. Cristina F. Legaspi

Head, Virology, PAHC

19

Dr. Antonio Morales

Head, Pathology, PAHC

20

Dr. Riva Marie Gonzales

Head, Parasitology, PAHC

21

Dr. Edna Fe lipe

Head, Avian Influenza Lab, PAHC

22

Dr. Angeles de Mayo

Lab Disease Investigation and Evaluation, PAHC

23

Dr. Rolando Camba

Head, Rabies Lab, PAHC

24

Dr. Rachel Azul

Head, Porcine Virology Lab, PAHC

25

Dr. Lilia Retes

Bacteriology; Budget Officer, PAHC

26

Dr. Magdalena S. Cruz

Chief, PAHC
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Annex 13: Participant report from laboratory exchange programme for
P AHC/OIE Ref Lab on Avian Mycoplasmosis (Philippines to USA)
REPORT OF THE TRAINING ON A VIAN MYCOPLASMOSIS DIAGNOSIS
Trainee: Dr Nieves V. Bautista, the Philippine Animal Health Centre (PAHC), the Philippine
Trainers: Assistant Professor Dr. Naola Ferguson Noel, Ms. Victoria Laibinis and Ms. Ruth
Wotten
th
th
Date: 8 -26 October 2012
Duration: 3 weeks
Venue: College of Veterinary Medicine University of Georgia, UAS

Background
Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, as a component of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threat Program, the FAO/OIE/WHO are implementing activities across the region
to enhance diagnostic capacity and improve networking of laboratories - both geographically
and across the public-health and animal-health sectors. One of the activities that OIE are
supporting within this project is the provision of opportunities for laboratory staff in the South
East Asia region to gain experience and technical guidance from OIE Reference Laboratories.
Since 1954, avian mycoplasmosis has been considered a significant problem in chicken flocks
in many Asian countries including the Philippines. The occurrence of mycoplasmosis, which
often caused by Mycoplasma gallisepticum (MG) and M synoviae (MS) in chicken flock, has
been recognized serologically or etiologically for respiratory disease and decreased meat and
egg production.
MG and MS can be identified by immunological methods after isolation in mycoplasma
media or by detection of their DNA in field samples or cultures. Samples for isolation can be
swabs of organs or tissues, exudates, diluted tissue homogenates, aspirates from the infraorbital sinuses or joint cavities, or material from egg yolk or embryos. Basic biochemical tests
can be helpful in preliminary classification of isolates but final identification is by
immunological tests, the most satisfactory being fluorescent antibody and immunoperoxidase
tests. DNA detection methods based on the polymerase chain reaction, PCR and real time
PCR, are used in specialized laboratories. Once validated, they can be used on swab material
or cultures. Several serological tests are used to detect MG or MS antibodies, but due to
variations in specificity and sensitivity, they are recommended for flock screening rather than
for testing individuals. The most commonly used are the rapid serum agglutination test, the
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and the haemagglutination inhibition (HI)
tests.
The objectives of the training as following:
To familiarize the trainee with the use of serological and molecular technique for
diagnosis of avian mycoplasmosis
To establish the bench and scientific proficiency skills of the trainee for laboratory
diagnostic work (base-line assessment)
To provide appropriate training and support with the opportunity to enhance those
skills with regard to the provided diagnosis techniques for PAHC
Training Program elements
Assessment of background awareness for laboratory diagnostic techniques
Sample collection technique

Animal inoculation
Rapid plate test
Hemagglutination Inhibition Test, (HI) and Hemagglutination Test (HA)
DNA extract and PCR technique
Evaluation - Discussion on the outcomes of the training and prospects for further
collaboration.
Conclusions
The trainee was able to follow instructions and demonstrate practical capability in assay
development throughout the course of the training workshop. By the trainee's opinion this
training was successful because it was done well. The hand-out materials were useful; the
trainers were very kind and accommodating in attending all of the trainee' s needs. The
training was helpful in validating and enhancing the diagnostic works at the PAHC. These
laboratory procedures done in the training could be adapted in the PAHC laboratory, provided
the materials and reagents needed are ready and available.

Annex 14: Participant report from laboratory exchange programme for
PAHC/OIE Ref Lab on Leptospirosis and Brucellosis (Philippines to
Thailand)
REPORT OF THE TRAINING ON LEPTOSPIROSIS AND BRUCELLOSIS
Trainee: Dr Lilia M. Retes, the Philippine Animal Healt h Centre (PAHC), the Philippine
Trainers: Dr Surapong Wongkasemjit, Dr Duangjai Suwancharoen, Dr Monaya Ekgatat and Dr
Reka Kanitpun
th
Date: ih-25 January 2013
Duration: 3 weeks
Venue: The National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH), Thailand

Background
Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, as a component of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threat Program, the FAO/OIE/WHO are implementing activities across the region
to enhance diagnostic capacity and improve networking of laboratories - both geographically
and across the public-health and animal-health sectors. One of the activities that OIE are
supporting within this project is the provision of opportunities for laboratory staff in the South
East Asia region to gain experience and technical guidance from OIE Reference Laboratories.
By listed animal diseases for IDENTIFY for SEA region; Leptospirosis and Brucellosis are
both recognized as important zoonotic diseases at the region. Correct diagnoses and timely
reporting are necessary for control and prevention of the diseases in both animal and human
populations.
For diagnosis of Leptospirosis in animal, identification of the agent from internal organs by
molecular techniques, conventional- and real time PCR and Loop Mediated Isothermal
Amplification (LAMP) are developed and used at the reference laboratory. To identifying of
the bacterium serovar, serological testing is the most widely used means and the microscopic
agglutination test (MAT) is the standard serological test. Antigens selected for use in the
MAT should include representative strains of the serogroups known to exist in the particular
region plus those known to be maintained elsewhere by the host species under test. Diagnosis
of Brucellosis can be done by serological and molecular techniques. For serological tests,
Rose Bengal test and buffered plate agglutination test, the complement fixation test, the
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or the fluorescence polarisation assay, are
suitable tests for screening herds and individual animals. However, no single serological test
is appropriate in each and all epidemiological situations. Therefore, the reactivity of samples
that are positive in screening tests should be assessed using an established confirmatory
and/or complementary strategy. Whenever possible, Brucella spp. should be isolated using
plain or selective media by culture from uterine discharges, aborted foetuses, udder secretions
or selected tissues, such as lymph nodes and male and female reproductive organs. Species
and biovars should be identified by phage lysis, and by cultural, biochemical and serological
criteria. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) can provide both a complementary and biotyping
method based on specific genomic sequences.
The objectives of the training as following:
To familiarize the trainee with the use of serological and molecular technique for
diagnosis of Leptospirosis and Brucellosis
To establish the bench and scientific proficiency skills of the trainee for laboratory
diagnostic work (base-line assessment)

To provide appropriate training and support with the opportunity to enhance those
skills with regard to the provided diagnosis techniques for PAHC
Training Program elements
Leptospirosis:
Introduction on the general leptospirosis, including the specimen collection and
preparation, culture maintenance in liquid nitrogen the equipment and materials
needed in laboratory
Preparation of the special media for leptospirosis isolation
Technique of antigen detection by isolation of urine, kidney and water samples
Identification of the organism by Dark field microscope
Techniques of MAT, real-time PCR and LAMP

Brucellosis
Introduction and review on brucellosis diagnosis and control, collection of samples
and preparation, identifying of good sample
Lecture on biosafety regulation for handling materials contaminated by Brucella or
isolation/culture of the bacteria in laboratory, under the regulation of which biosafety
level of laboratories should be BSL2 or BSL3 level
Preparation of different selective media and also technique of sample preparation for
Brucella isolation
Techniques of tube agglutination test, complement fixation test, indirect ELISA, the
rose Bengal agglutination test (RPAT) and conventional PCR assay were provided for
training.
Conclusions
The trainee was enhanced her knowledge and capability in performing the standard
operating procedures on diagnosis of brucellosis and leptospirosis. She also gave
recommendations for PAHC on set up appropriate testing facilities of brucellosis and
leptospirosis and transfer the knowledge and technology learned and gained in the training
to other laboratory staff and the reference information on the procurement of serovars and
antigen of both brucellosis and leptospirosis diseases shall be provided.

Annex 15: Participant report from laboratory exchange programme for
NIAH/OIE Ref Lab on Classical Swine Fever Virus (Thailand to Germany)
REPORT OF THE TRAINING ON CLASSICAL SWINE FEVER DIAGNOSIS
Trainee: Dr. Naree Ketusing, National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH), Thailand
Trainers: Heisenberg Professor Dr Paul Becher and EURL staffs
th
th
Date: 8 -19 April 2013
Duration: 2 weeks
Venue: EU Reference Laboratory for Classical Swine Fever, University of Veterinary
Medicine, Hannover, Germany

Background
Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, as a component of USAID's Emerging
Pandemic Threat Program, the FAO/OIE/WHO are implementing activities across the region
to enhance diagnostic capacity and improve networking of laboratories - both geographically
and across the public-health and animal-health sectors. One of the activities that OIE are
supporting within this project is the provision of opportunities for laboratory staff in the South
East Asia region to gain experience and technical guidance from OIE Reference Laboratories.
Classical swine fever (CSF), also known as hog cholera, is a highly contagious viral disease
of domestic and wild swine. The disease caused devastating losses in pig productions all over
the word. Therefore, CSF is a disease listed by the OIE World Organisation for Animal
Health (OIE) Terrestrial Animal Health Code and must be reported to the OIE (OIE
Terrestrial Animal Health Code). Method of choice for detecting herds early in infection is to
collect whole blood and tissues from multiple febrile or recently dead animals. At present,
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) both conventional and real time
assays are widely used with high sensitivity and specificity for early detection of the infection
while virus isolation in cell culture, with virus detection by immunofluorescence or
immunoperoxidase assist the diagnosis results.
The objectives of the training as following:
To familiarize the trainee with the use of molecular technique for diagnosis of
classical swine fever infection.
To provide appropriate training and support with the opportunity to enhance those
skills with regard to the provided diagnosis techniques for NIAH
Training Program elements
RNA extraction techniques
RT-PCR technique; conventional - and real-time
o Difference between TaqMan assay and SYBR Green assay
o How to use internal control in each assay
o The selection ofRNA/cDNA segments for study.

Technique on phylogenetic analysis
Inoculation techniques in various cell lines for virus isolation.
Evaluation - Discussion on the outcomes of the training

Conclusions

The trainee brought her filed samples and made comparison between results received from her
workplace (NIAH) and by this training. By the h·ainee's opinion this training directly helps to
improve NIAH diagnosis capacity on CSF. Since NIAH did not use real-time PCR and
techniques for both RNA extraction and virus isolation was difference, therefore results
received by the training course here show a higher sensitivity than that received from routine
methods ofNIAH.

Annex 17: Final Report of NADDEC Special Project
Final report of OIE special project between the Pirbright Institute, Woking, Surrey
GU24 0NF, United Kingdom and National Animal Disease Diagnostics and
Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC), Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and
Fisheries, P.O. BOX 513, Entebbe, Uganda.
Report compiled by:
Dr Carrie Batten, Head of the Non Vesicular Reference Laboratories, The Pirbright Institute
16th July 2013
The project commenced on the 1st October 2011 and was due to finish on the 30th September
2013, however it has been agreed to close the project.
Tasks completed:
1. Capacity building for improved disease investigations, field sampling, laboratory
studies and disease control operations - Training workshop of national and district
veterinary and laboratory staff

A three day workshop was organised at the Central Inn, Entebbe, Uganda by Dr Chrisostom
Ayebazibwe (Appendix 1) in collaboration with The Pirbright Institute. 113 participants took
part in the workshop where Dr Carrie Batten and Eeva Tuppurainen provided seminars on
BTV, Capripox and PPRV as well as seminars on refe1Tal diagnosis and sample collection.
Participants benefited from training provided by NADDEC staff in sample collection from
pigs, chicken, cattle and wildlife in the field, sample storage and management systems, one
participant from each district left the workshop with field kits including cool boxes, ice
packs, vacutainers, needles and sample packaging.
As per the budget funds £18207 h·ansferred to NADDEC for organisation of the workshop,
venue hire, per diems for participants etc.
Costs incurred:
Travel for Dr Carrie Batten and Eeva Tuppurainen to workshop:
Transport to and airport £90
Transpo1t 2 x flights UK to Entebbe £1763
Visas x 2: £62
Malaria tablets for two people £102
Per-diem expenses: £205 x 8 x 2 days = £3280
Total: £5297
Under the Twinning Projects it is clear that sample submissions to NADDEC have increased.
This can be assessed from sample submissions as follows:
Year
Total number of samples
submitted to NADDEC

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

3826
3824
6877
9393
7192

TOTAL

31112

2. Targeted field sample collection and establishment of a national sample bank
2.1 Field trips for sample collection
In May 201 2, an outbreak of PPRV was suspected in Kotido district of Uganda. Money from
the special project allowed NADDEC staff to go out into the field and sample goats. The
samples were confirmed as PPRV by real time RT-PCR at NADDEC and at the Pirbright
Institute. Staff at the Pirbright Institute have since sequenced the virus and confirmed it as
Lineage 3 (Appendix 2). Through various field trips a number of samples were collected and
this helped out in setting panels for PPR, LSD, goat pox and BTV for various inter-laboratory
comparison tests. Some samples were sent to Pirbright (for FMD confirmation) while a
couple of them are still being worked upon at NADDEC.
£3460 transferred to NADDEC for sample collection.
2.2 Procurement of key disease surveillance, sample storage and laboratory materials
Fridges, freezers, racking, sample storage boxes, cryovials, vacutainers and needles for
sample collection, microfuge tubes, labelling machines were procured and sent to
NADDEC in May 2012. This equipment is now in use and a sample storage system is in
place. Samples are being entered into a LIMs system and stored appropriately prior and
after diagnosis contributing to an ongoing sample bank.
£1200 transferred to NADDEC 21/05/12 for sample clearance at customs
3. Laboratory capacity improvement and test evaluation
Molecular biology reagents were sent to NADDEC in October 2011.
Total cost: £4885
Shipment costs: £524
Serological diagnostic kits have been procured for BTV, PPRV and FMD for shipment to
NADDEC in late September 2012.
1 x PPRV C-ELISA £4150
1 x FMDV 7 Serotype kit £4150
2 x BTV C-ELISA kits £551
2 x FMDV NSP kits £1650
Total cost: £10501
Shipment costs: £612
Molecular biology reagents have been procured for shipment to NADDEC m late
September 201 2.
Total cost: £12342
Shipment costs £475
Key equipment including a reverse osmosis system, autoclave, liquid nitrogen tank, cell
culture flasks, pipettes, a fridge for cell culture and UPS's were sent to NADDEC in May
2012 from scientific laboratory services (£36682). A further £17973 was used to procure
field collection pack, computer equipment, OPS and air conditioners by ERAM in
Uganda. Fridges for sample storage were procured locally from Appliance world for
£3117.
All equipment and consumables are being used to facilitate rapid sample collection in the
field and diagnosis the laboratory

These materials will help NADDEC to establish cell culture facilities. In September Dr
Carrie Batten and Eeva Tuppurainen were shown laboratory space where these facilities
were to be housed. Advice was given on where and how to perform virus cell culture
compared to clean cell culture. NADDEC are in the process of attempting to procure cell
lines and media locally. In early 2013, £2396 was sent to NADDEC to purchase cell
culture media and foetal calf serum in advance of a visit by Dr Michael Baron in February
(as part of the Pirbright/NADDEC twinning project) where he provided training in cell
culture techniques.
Critical repairs to the laboratories have been undertaken by a local contractor (VICO
Marketing supplies) in Uganda. Repairs to the ceilings, windows, installation of new
doors and swipe card access along with a perimeter fence has greatly improved security.
Work was inspected by Dr Carrie Batten in September 2012. Total cost: £4096
4. Improvement of laboratory standards, biosecurity and test quality
NADDEC has begun work on setting up a laboratory management system and quality
management system. Funds have been secured from the World Bank for a BSL 3
laboratory to be built on the current site. A Laboratory Inventory Management System
has also been initiated at NADDEC, so that proper use of reagents, equipment and kits is
now centrally controlled in one store - all as a result of continuous consultation and
advice.
A visit from Julie Forster, Pirbright Institute biosecurity advisor took place in February
2013. During the visit a biosecurity audit was performed looking at NADDECs current
procedures and future plans. The audit and a list of recommendations can be found in
Appendix 3 at the end of this report.
Costs incurred:
Travel for Julie Forster:
Transport flight UK to Entebbe £765
Taxis: £108
Malaria tablets and yellow fever vaccination: £105
Per-diem expenses: £205 x 5 = £1025
Total: £2003
Summary:
During the first 12 months of the project (October 2011 - October 2012) has supplied
NADDEC with new equipment and reagents for building capacity for the diagnosis of animal
diseases. Money has allowed for small scale renovations which have greatly enhanced the
laboratory in terms of infrastructure and safety.
A workshop providing training on sample management and sample collection in the field was
held in Entebbe and was attended by over 100 participants, including field veterinarians from
all regions, laboratory staff and stakeholders. Training was provided by the Pirbright Institute
disease experts, the OIE sub regional representative and numerous staff from NADDEC and
MAAIF. The workshop was a huge success and feedback has been very positive.
During the second half of the project, in February 2013, Julie Forster (biosecurity expert from
the Pirbright Institute) visited NADDEC and performed an audit on their current procedures.
A list of recommendations has been given to NADDEC for consideration and incorporation
into future projects. Additionally cell culture training was provided and the techniques are
currently being used in the laboratory.
Total cost of project October 2011 - July 2013 = £123 770

16th July 2013
Dr Carrie Batten
Head of Non Vesicular Reference Laboratory
The Pirbright Institute
Ash Road, Woking
GU240NF, UK
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USAID and aimed to find and implement mechanisms to detect disease emergences,
especially from wildlife. The One Health concept is an important component of the whole
program. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE),
and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Objectives of the project
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities through the
development of laboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors with the ultimate
aim of enabling countries to meet international obligations for disease reporting. Accurate and
timely detection of known pathogens should facilitate the rapid recognition of newly
emerging pathogens. International reference laboratories capable of fully characterizing the
emerging pathogens are an integral part of these networks. For a list of targeted diseases, see
Annex 1.
The project focuses on several parts of the world defined by the USAID as "hot spots" for
emerging diseases where they are more likely to happen: Congo Basin and South and
Southeast Asia.
The project will collaborate with the other arms of the EPT program: PREDICT, RESPOND,
PREVENT, and USAID's DELIVER project. Each project has a defined work plan with
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IDENTIFY Year Three Work Plan (approved by USAID on 10 Jan 20 12, submitted to
USAID on 1 Feb 2012).
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Introduction:
Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
The OIE IDENTIFY project has continued to build momentum during this reporting period. A number
of concrete activities in the laboratories have been implemented by the OIE project team for the
benefit of the Congo Basin and South and Southeast Asia regions:
• Focused capacity building in the framework of the Special Project for Uganda NADDEC
(3 .13.4C)
• IDENTIFY project performance indicators monitoring and evaluation (3.6.3G)
• World Animal Health Information Database data analysis on IDENTIFY targeted diseases in
IDENTIFY countries (3.6.3G)
• Analysis of capacity building and technical support provided by OIE Reference Laboratories
(3.6.6G)
• Planning and coordination with the OIE Reference Laboratory for Rabies, Onderstepoort
Veterinary Institute, South Africa, to carry out a proficiency testing exercise, regional
workshop, and backstopping missions for rabies diagnosis in IDENTIFY countries for
promotion of laboratory quality management and improved rabies diagnosis and support for
participation of national veterinary laboratories (3.10.2 C)
• Reception of OIE Special Project proposal for brucellosis with the Central Veterinary
Research Laboratories Centre of Sudan (3.13.4C)
• Preparation for the support of participation of Laboratory Directors to the Asia-Pacific
Biosafety Association ?1" Annual Biosafety Conference in Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia on 24-27
April _Moving Towards One World One Health ' (3.9. lS)
• Planning and development of the PVS Pathway Pilot Laboratory Mission (3.6.SG & 3.6.6G)
• The Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Asia
Pacific Region (3.7.lS) & The Laboratory Director's Forum (3.9.1 S)
• Development of the Laboratory strategic planning initiative (3.9.SS) including implementation
of the National Animal Health Laboratory Strategic Planning Workshop
• Development and planning of the OIE National Focal Point Program for Veterinary
Laboratories (3.6.6S)
For many laboratories, these activities are unique opportunities for improvements. These initiatives
have concretely contributed to better networking of these laboratories leading to the ultimate goal of
timely and accurate diagnosis of diseases through responding to observed and expressed needs of
stakeholders and advocate for the crucial role of national laboratories in effective public and veterinary
health systems in the principle of -One &Ith".
There is an expressed need by project beneficiaries for more technical support for certain areas (in the
OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan):
• Follow-up in-country visits for Laboratory strategic planning development (3.9.5S)
• Implementation of the Pilot PVS laboratory missions (3.6.4G & 3.6.SG)
• Implementation of the OIE National Focal Point Program for Veterinary Laboratories (3.6.6S)
• Focused capacity building in the framework of Special Projects (3 .I 3 .4C)
• Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) in Animal Health laboratories (3.10.2S)
• Quality Management Systems in National Animal Health laboratories (3 .10.3S)
The reporting period covered 2 country visits (Nigeria, Bangladesh). These visits have enabled direct
contact with representatives of beneficiary countries and laboratories. They have also enabled
assessment of progress in terms of technical assistance needs, laboratory capacity mapping, and
linking with needed resources. The exchange between the public and animal health sectors has also
been reinforced and has shown possibilities for further collaboration.
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Despite budget challenges and delays in work plan approval in Year 3, this period has also allowed the
further exploration of new ideas and the concrete development of two pilot projects-a laboratory
component within the widely implemented OIE PVS Pathway and the implementation of the OIE
Laboratory Focal Point Program- and we expect that in the next reporting period and upon
implementation their relevance will be confirmed.
We maintain a collaborative tripartite IDENTIFY project team at the HQ and regional levels. The
fruits of project planning in the previous period are ripe as the country beneficiaries work to
accomplish project goals for more rapid and accurate diagnosis of targeted diseases. The joint
regional activities have set an important precedent for regional intersectoral collaboration between
organizations; tripartite regional activities have activated regional engagement and have encouraged
increased communication.
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period
(1 Oct 2011 - 31 March 2012)
Output 1: Coordination (Global and Regional)
Activity 3.1: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
GLOBAL
3.1.lG: In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams
at the headquarters and regional levels, with FAO and WHO, and with the IDENTIFY
AOTR at USAID, several lines of communication were maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in
addition to frequent email communication.
3.1.lG: The three partners, FAO, OIE, and WHO, continued the rotating system of
responsibility sharing on a monthly basis in order to more effectively and rapidly handle
communication with program partners, day-to-day operations, and logistic arrangements.
This system also applies to document creation, revision and meeting hosting. The OIE
hosted the IDENTIFY secretariat in Oct 2011 & Jan 2012.
CONGO
3.1.lC: In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at
the headquarters and regional levels, with F AO and WHO regional coordination teams,
and with USAID regional and country missions, several lines of communication were
maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addition to frequent email communication.
SISE ASIA
3.1.1S: In order to ensure good coordination among the OIE project management teams at
the headquarters and regional levels, with F AO and WHO regional coordination teams,
and with USAID regional and country missions, several lines of communication were
maintained (see Tables 1 and 2) in addition to frequent email communication.
Table 1: 3.1.1: OIE and Tripartite Internal communication and coordination (including
communication with USAID)
Type of communication/
coordination

Dates

Additional Information
Global

Face-to-face meetings
Regular teleconferences
(TC)
TC with IDENTIFY
AOTR, USAID/W
Face-to-face meetings with
IDENTIFY AOTR,
USAID/W
EPT Program Quarterly
meetings
Report Submission to
USAID

17 Jan, 17
Feb, 26-28
Feb
monthly OctMar

Project management and planning
Project management and planning; biannual report;
M&E indicators and data call ; Year 3 & 4 Work Plans

9Mar

Face-to-face meetings, instead of TC, were held 17 Jan

17 Jan

Project management and planning

18-20 Jan
28 Oct

Progress reports on implementation of program
activities
OIE IDENTIFY contribution six-monthly report for
Year 2
7
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TC between FAO/OIE
regional coordinators
TC between OIE HQ and
OIE regional team
Face-to-face meetings with
OIE HQ and OIE regional
teams
Communication with
USAID

Face-to-face meetings
between Tripartite partners

Face-to-face meetings
between FAO and OIE
Face-to-face meetings with
OIE and WHO

Face-to-face meetings with
OIE HQ and OIE regional
team

TC between Tripa1tite
regional team
TC between OIE HQ and
OIE regional team

Congo Basin
Project management and planning; common areas for
collaboration; Progress reports on implementation of
7 Mar
project activities; Preparations for FAO Gabon and
Uganda meetings
Project management and planning; Progress reports on
12 & 26 Jan implementation of project activities; Project
coordination, Preparations for project related meetings
To discuss implementation and roles and
responsibilities; To solidify collaboration, coordination,
25 Oct
and communication
Proposed collaboration on training & Uganda EPT
5Mar
Partners Meeting (TC)
SISE Asia
Side meetings at Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening
19-21 Oct
for Emerging Infectious Diseases in Asia Pacific
Region, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Regional Forum of Collaborating/Reference Centres on
5-6 Dec
Emerging Infectious Diseases and Zoonoses
Side meetings at Regional Workshop on Collaboration
Between Human and Animal Health Sectors on
16-20 Jan
Zoonoses Prevention and Control, Chiang Mai,
Thailand
23-24 Feb
USAID-FAO EPT+ Inception Workshop
First Laboratory Directors' Meeting and Workshop on
23-24 Jan
Laboratory Networking and Proficiency Testing for
Priority HPEDs in SAARC Countries
(Thai Govt. - Multisectoral) TOT One Health
20 Feb
Workshop Supporting Training to Strengthen One
Health Epi Teams at the Provincial and District Levels
Side meetings at Annual Meeting of the OIE Regional
25 Oct
and Sub-Regional Representations to discuss OIE
IDENTIFY project activities (Paris, France)
Side meetings at Planning Meeting on the development
of the OLE PVS Gap Analysis tool on Veterinary
28 Feb
Laboratories to discuss OTE IDENTIFY project
activities (Paris, France)
TC to discuss agenda for Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in Asia
11 Oct
Pacific Region, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
7 Oct; 11 Jan

Project management and planning

Table 2: 3.1.1: External project communication a nd coordination (including communicatio n
Dates

28
Feb-1
Mar

Event Title
Planning
Meeting on the
development of
the OIE PVS
Gap Analysis

Venue

with EPT Partners)
Organizer(s)
Global

Paris, France

OIE

Other Information
Experts from OIE Reference
Laboratories, OIE Member Countries,
PVS Experts, & IDENTIFY Countries,
WHO attended
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tool on
Veterinary
Laboratories

Congo Basin
7-9
Nov

SADC Livestock
Technical
Committee II
(LTC) Meeting

Gaborone

20
Jan

SADC SPS
Discussion forum

Gaborone,
Botswana

SADC

7
Mar

17th Regional
Animal Health
Centre Meeting

Gaborone,
Botswana

OlE

OIE/SADC
Secretariat

Laboratory twinning, PVS, disease
reporting, update on PPR, Rabies PT
and other T ADs activities
Exchange of information on SPS related
programs and projects for cooperating
partners
Update and exchange of information on
the PPR control strategy and
development of FAO regional PPR TCP

SISE Asia

14
Oct

18
Oct

19-21
Oct

5-6
Dec

23-24
Jan

24th Meeting of
the
International
Federation of
Biosafety
Associations
The Third
Laboratory
Directors' Forum
Meeting
Meeting on
Laboratory
Strengthening for
Emerging
infectious
Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

Sebel &
Citigate
Albert Park
Hotel,
Melbourne,
Australia
Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia
Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

International
Federation of
Biosafety
Associations

Presented broad OIE objectives and
strategy for capacity building in this
area particularly in regard to a One
Health approach.

FAO/OIE

Annual networkjng meeting for
Laboratory Directors for updating and
advice on various regional management
issues relating to laboratories.

FAO/OIE/
WHO

Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for u pdating and advice
on various regional management and
technical issues relating to laboratories
including cross-sectoral component.

Regional Forum
of
Collaborating/Re
ference Centres
on Emerging
Infectious
Diseases and
Zoonoses

Hokkaido
University,
Sapporo,
Japan

FAO/OIE/
WHO/Hokkai
do University

First Laboratory
D irectors'
Meeting and
Workshop on
Laboratory
Networking and
Proficiency
Testing for
Priority HPEDs
in SAARC
Countries

Dhaka,
Bangladesh

FAO

Objective to update each other on the
research activities and zoonotic works
of the collaborating and reference
centres/laboratories for FAO, OIE and
WHO; explore the possibility for
collaborative work on zoonotic diseases
and emerging infectious diseases of
these institutes; and discuss and agree
on a potential research agenda for
zoonotic diseases and emerging
infectious diseases
Engage the two SAARC countries
(Nepal and Bangladesh) that are
covered under IDENTIFY and
presented ongoing and upcoming OIE
work in relation to the IDENTIFY
project. Also visit to laboratory to
determine opportunities to assist with
networking and specific capacity
building needs under IDENTIFY.
Provision on general advice on
improvement of laboratory work flow
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for improved biosafety and biosecurity,
quality control

20
Feb

23-24
Feb

28
Feb-1
Mar

5-9
Mar

TOT One Health
Workshop
Supporting
Training to
Strengthen One
Health Epi
Teams at the
Provincial and
District Levels

Narai Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand

Thailand
Government
and US-CDC

Presentation given w ith CD C, WHO
and USAID on -en-going Global
One Health Project & Examples.

EPT Plus
Inception
Workshop

Plaza
Athenee
Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand

FAO/USATD

Assessment of opportunities for
collaboration on this project

Planning
Meeting on the
development of
the OIE PVS
Gap Analysis
tool on
Veterinary
Laboratories
18th Meeting of
the OIE SubCommission for
Foot and Mouth
Disease in SouthEast Asia and
China
(SEACFMD)

Paris, France

Wonderport
International
Hotel,
Lijiang,
China

OIE

Experts from OlE Reference
Laboratories, OIE Member Countries,
PVS Experts, & IDENTIFY Countries,
as well as WHO attended

OIE

This is a meeting supported by AusAID
under the OIE STANDZ program for
FMD control in the region. Presentation
on OIE laboratory capacity building,
particularly activities under the
IDENTIFY project

Activity 3.2: Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
GLOBAL
3.2.lG: Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE HQ,
Paris.
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 3 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the global activities in Annex 2, which require eithe r no additional
resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
3.2.2G: Ongoing employment of Global OIE IDENTIFY Financial and Administrative
Coordinator, OIE HQ, World Animal Health and Welfare Fund, Paris
o The OIE IDENTIFY F inancial and Administrative Coordinator is responsible for all
financial aspects related to administrative activities, including reporting, budgets,
official communications with USAID, and Work Plan development.

CONGO
3.2.lC: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR
Gaborone
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 3 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
10
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-

for all aspects of the Congo activities in Annex 2, which require either no additional
resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
3.2.2C: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Support, OIE SRR
Nairobi
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 3 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the Congo/East Africa activities in Annex 2, which require either no
additional resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.

SISE ASIA
- 3.2.1S: Ongoing employment of Regional OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator, OIE SRR
Bangkok
o In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined
in the Year 3 Work Plan, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinator is also responsible
for all aspects of the South and Southeast Asia activities in Annex 2, which require
either no additional resources beyond staff support or only a limited budget.
Activity 3.3: Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents
GLOBAL
- 3.3.lG: During the work plan revision process, the OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan
was submitted to USAID with copies to F AO and WHO on 6 Oct.
o USAID requested more detailed information on the major activities of the OIE Year 3
work plan: when each activity is to be done, where it will be done, how it will be done,
with whom, as well as a description of each of your proposed major activities that
follows the revised fo1mat described in email (12 Sept).
- 3.3.lG: The OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan Addendum was submitted to USAID with
copies to FAO and WHO on 6 Oct.
- 3.3.lG: The Year 3 Work Plan activities were refined following USAID request at the
country, regional, global levels and in collaboration with FAO and WHO in the case of
tripartite and cross-sectoral activities.
o The OIE Year 3 Work Plan was approved by USAID on 10 Jan 2012. The final OIE
Year 3 Work Plan, submitted 1 Feb 2012, included a description of the proposed
activities, implementation plans, and budgets in the format requested by USAID.
- 3.3.lG: Activities contained in the OIE Year 3 Work Plan were presented along with
FAO and WHO activities to USAID/W during the poster session of the EPTEPT Partners'
meeting in Washington DC (18-12 Jan).
- 3.3.lG: The second biannual report for Year 2 (1 Apr-30 Sept 2011) was prepared
separately for the first time by FAO, OIE, and WHO. OIE submitted this biannual report
to USAID on 28 Oct2011.
- 3.3.lG: Preparation of the first biannual report for Year 33 (1 Oct 2011-31 Mar 2012)
began in March. This report will be the second biannual report prepared individually by
each partner.
o The present report on activities conducted is due to USAID on 30 Apr.

CONGO
-

3.3.lC: Areas of collaboration in the work plans for Year 3 and preparation for
consultative meetings for Congo Basin developed by each organization were discussed
and reviewed during the regional IDENTIFY Coordinators (FAO/OIE) TC 6 Mar.
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-

3.3.lC: Preparation of the first biannual report for Year 3 3(1 Oct 2011-31 Mar 2012)
began in March.

SISE ASIA
- 3.3.1S: The Year 3 Work Plan activities were refined in consultation with country-level
laboratory representatives and in collaboration with FAO and WHO to reflect country
needs and various meeting recommendations. Fmther revisions were required to address
the new requirements of USAID to increasingly highlight project impacts on individual
countries and laboratories rather than at the regional level.
- 3.3.1 S: Preparation of the first semi-annual report for Year 3 (1 Oct 20 11-3 1 Mar 2012)
began in March.
Activity 3.4: Communication tool development and resource building
GLOBAL
- 3.4.2G: The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was in the process of translation into French and will
be finalized and validated by the three partners and shared with IDENTIFY project
stakeholders in the next period.
CONGO
- 3.4.lC: There is regular contact and exchange of infonnation on activities implemented
between OIE IDENTIFY coordinators (Gaborone and Nairobi) and stakeholders, in
particular laboratory directors.
3.4.2C: The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders
during project events and related meetings.
3.4.2C: A specific web page for the IDENTIFY project has been maintained on the OIE
Sub-regional
representation' s
website
(http://www.rrafrica.oie.int/IDENTIFY/en index.html) to contribute to USAID, EPT Program, and
IDENTIFY project visibility. A link has also been provided to the USAID EPT web page.
Reports and updates on IDENTIFY project activities are posted on the page including
reference materials.
- 3.4.2C: Production of tripartite awareness materials (banners, leaflets) for various
IDENTIFY-funded meetings.

SISE ASIA
- 3.4.1S: There is regular contact on activities implemented between the OIE IDENTIFY
coordinator in Bangkok and stakeholders, in particular laboratory directors in IDENTIFY
countries.
- 3.4.2S: The joint IDENTIFY leaflet was shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders
during project events and related meetings, as well as with USAID and EPT Partners.
- 3.4.2S: The OIE provided OIE Standards, Guidance and literature relevant to laboratories
to IDENTIFY Project stakeholders during the Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for
Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the Pacific in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia 18-21 Oct and other various meetings with laboratory personnel:
o OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals
o OIE Quality Standard and Guidelines for Veterinary Laboratories: Infectious Diseases.
o Atlas of Transboundary Animal Diseases
o OIE Bulletin
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3.4.2S: A specific web page for the IDENTIFY project has been created on the OIE Subregional representation's website (http://www.srr-seasia-oie.com/programs/identify) to
contribute to USAID, EPT Program, and IDENTIFY project visibility.
3.4.2S: A newsletter was produced and circulated to various stakeholders at the 18th
Meeting of the OIE Sub-Commission for Foot and Mouth Disease in South-East Asia and
China (SEACFMD) in Feb/Mar 2012 outlining activities undertaken by the OIE SubRegional Representation office; both newsletters info1med of IDENTIFY activities (see
Annex 3).
3.4.2S: Contributions were made to the USAID Vietnam EPT factsheet regarding
IDENTIFY activities (see Annex 4).

Activity 3.5: Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
GLOBAL
- 3.5.1 G: June 2011 version of the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS) was maintained
and acted as a guiding document of the IDENTIFY project during this reporting period.
The latest version was included in the OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan (approved 10
Jan 2012). The LNS, approved by USAID in July 2010, is the sh·ategic framework
through which F AO, OIE, and WHO have agreed with USAID to work towards achieving
the objectives of the IDENTIFY project.
- 3.5.lG: HQ IDENTIFY Project Coordinators of the three pa1tner organisations further
elaborated the IDENTIFY project performance indicators in the project period.
o USAID launched a Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) initiative in Nov 2011 and
requested the IDENTIFY Partners to further refine their performance indicators.
IDENTIFY indicators were previously included in each year's Project Work Plan and
in the LNS, approved in July 2010.
o F AO/OIE/WHO reviewed these indicators and integrated them into the
EPT/IDENTIFY Project Indicators Framework requested by USAID (see Annex 5).
This document provides the framework for monitoring project progress and laboratory
capacity over time.
o The data necessary for the IDENTIFY and OIE Performance Indicators used to
measure the evolution of laboratory capacity in the hot spot regions of the IDENTIFY
project are housed within WAHID and IDENTIFY project documents. The analysis of
the data has already provided valuable baseline information and historical trend
information to OIE, and will inform OIE, FAO, and WHO of the actual situation as the
project progresses.
o The OIE provided its conh·ibution to the USAID EPT and IDENTIFY Data Call,
submitted 6 Apr 2012 to USAID (see Annex 6).
CONGO
3.5.lC Adaptation of the Regional LNS (RLNS): Inclusion of modified monitoring
indicators was followed by incorporating the indicators into the Y3 work plan.
o The GLNS serves as the basis and guide to the RLNS and as a basis for tripartite
collaboration the region.
o The next step is underway and will insert for each IDENTIFY targeted disease the OIE
recommended diagnostic tests to complete the mapping exercise (see activity 3.6.)
with the availability of these tests in the supported laboratories.
- 3.5.lC: Revision of the -Guide for Networking National Human and Animal Reference
Laboratories in Africa" at country level. This document was drafted by WHO AFRO. The
document failed to further materialize as WHO advocated for IDSR in the region for all
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laboratories, whereas and according to the International Standards (ISO/IEC 17025), the
OIE advocated for IDSR in human health laboratories and PVS in animal health
laboratories.
SISE ASIA
3.5.1S: The Regional Framework for Capacity Building and Networking (see Annex 7)
is a harmonized version of the South and Southeast Asia RLNS and reflects the revisions
of the animal health partners, FAO and OIE. This framework was updated following the
recommendations from the Regional Laboratory Network for South East Asia Technical
Advisory Group meeting and was presented and endorsed at the Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia Pacific in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia 19-20 Oct; this document will now form the guiding document for
IDENTIFY and regional laboratory capacity building in general; ongoing revisions will
occur as necessary.
- 3.5.1S: The OIE Project Coordinator compiled additional information required for the
finalization of the IDENTIFY Project performance indicators.

Output 2. Technical Capacity Building - General
1

Activity 3.6 : Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
GLOBAL
3.6.lG: The updated list of laboratories to be strengthened under IDENTIFY to achieve
improved timely and accurate detection of potential pandemic threats in the hot spot
regions was submitted to USAID 25 Jan for both hot spot regions. Discussions and close
contact with each laboratory began last reporting period to assist in the development of
OIE IDENTIFY activities that will answer needs of the IDENTIFY beneficiary
laboratories.
3.6.2G: Review of the PVS documentation available to Donors and Partners is complete
and it was found that several Members would like assistance in the adaptation and
adoption of international guidelines and standards for laboratories, improved
communication between networks of labs in the region, as well as between sectors. In
general, donor round table meetings, laboratory strategic planning, and focused laboratory
PVS missions were often cited as areas of desired intervention by the OIE. The OIE
training on standards for specimen shipment in Congo Basin and the planned training on
laboratory strategic planning and quality management systems in SE Asia were based on
needs identified in the assessments of3.6.1 and 3.6.2.
3.6.3G: The refinement of the project performance indicators (in the framework of the
LNS) began in the previous reporting period and continued throughout this reporting
period. The data necessary for the IDENTIFY and OIE Performance Indicators used to
measure the evolution of laboratory capacity in the hot spot regions of the IDENTIFY
project are reported by OIE Member Counh·ies to WAHID and are included in IDENTIFY
project documents.
o The analysis of the data has already provided valuable baseline and historical trend
info1mation to OIE, and OIE will inform FAQ and WHO of the actual situation as the
project progresses.
1

For information on the activities at the country level conducted during this reporting period, please see
individual country achievement tables on pg. 36.
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o

Following the annual review of the LNS, the determination of baseline, midterm (as of
Apr 2012), and historical trends (2005-present) of WAHID were finalized. For the
detailed description of the indicators for the OIE contributions to the IDENTIFY
project, please see Annex 8.
o The OIE maintained a contract with a Veterinary Epidemiologist to conduct this subactivity.
3.6.3G: The descriptive analysis of the World Animal Health Infonnation Database
(WAHID) for IDENTIFY priority diseases and countries continued throughout this
reporting period. This included conduct of the analysis, preparation of the results and the
report, development of tables, graphs, and maps. Please see Annex 9 for a detailed report
on the next stage of the analysis.
o Gaps in information related to disease reporting on IDENTIFY-targeted diseases have
been identified. An analysis on the concordance of disease priority lists to actual
disease reporting and surveillance systems in place at the country level has been
conducted. Disease reporting and sample referral maps related to outbreaks reported
to the OIE in the form of immediate notifications have been developed. A comparison
of historic official OIE and WHO disease reporting data for two IDENTIFY-targeted
diseases (Avian influenza and Rift Valley Fever) to analyze timeliness of diagnosis
has been conducted.
o A computer programmer is assisting the Animal Health to conduct the abovedescribed analyses. He has developed a web-based tool facilitating data extraction
from the W AHIS Database. Numerous automatic extractions have been developed,
which assist AHID to more efficiently access and analyze emerging and normative and
IDENTIFY-targeted disease information. He is also working on the improvement of
data recorded in Six-monthly reports received from OIE Member Countries. Having
usable datasets allows easier analysis of zoonotic disease situation in a routine and ad
hoc manner.
o The OIE maintained a contract with a Veterinary Epidemiologist to conduct this subactivity through Aug 2012 (linked to above activity).
3.6.4G & 3.6.SG: Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool, the
veterinary laboratory component of the OIE PVS Pathway, continued in the reporting
period. The strategic direction, information needs, methodology and framework on how
to proceed with the enhancement of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway laboratory Mission were
developed. Additionally, the next steps for pilot mission implementation were proposed
and timeline for the tool development defined by a group of PVS and laboratory experts,
28 Feb-1 Mar in Paris, France.
o This activity aims to develop and implement a specific decision making tool,
requested by national veterinary services, for the assessment of the National Animal
Health Laboratory System to meet the needs of the National Veterinary Services
objectives as identified in the PVS Gap Analysis Mission. Laboratories should not
exist in a vacuum, and sh·ategic decisions about laboratory investment and capacity
building must be taken in the framework of understanding the system in which the
laboratory is functioning and the national needs it must meet. Outcomes of this activity
will allow national Veterinary Service decision makers to better allocate appropriate
budgets to the National Animal Health Laboratory and better advocate for sufficient
resources to support accurate and timely diagnosis of IDENTIFY priority animal
diseases.
o The OIE initiated a contract with a PVS Expert and Laboratory Expert to work with
the IDENTIFY team to conduct this sub-activity.
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3.6.6G: The development of the pilot OIE Laboratory Focal Point training program
continued during the reporting period and nominations for OIE Laboratory Focal Points
were solicited and received from many countries in SSE Asia. After suggestions by many
countries and experts that laboratory-related issues need more visibility at the highest
levels of Veterinary Services and the country's government, Laboratory Focal Point
nominations were recommended at the country level.
o Draft ToRs were developed and sent to SSE Asia (ASEAN+3) countries.
o It is agreed by experts and stakeholders that this pilot program will have great benefits
and ensure sustainability of IDENTIFY project outcomes as the country authorities
would be involved in the programs at the highest levels.
o Formally establishing this link between laboratory focal points and CVOs speaks to
the strong support for the use of laboratory diagnostic information for notifying
exceptional events to the OIE, an important aim of the IDENTIFY project.
3.6.SG: The analysis of OIE Reference Laboratory and Collaborating Centres Annual
Reports began during this reporting period. The information gained from the analysis has
helped the OIE to develop activities that are more closely targeted to the real needs of
countries. A short-term consultant was engaged to dedicate time to this project.
o This activity aims to better understand existing technical support efforts and networks
for sample referral and training between IDENTIFY countries' National Animal
Health Laboratories and OIE Reference Centres and to inform the reinforcement of
technical support and networking activities and the development of appropriate and
sustainable interventions to improve laboratory capacity to more rapidly and more
accurately diagnose known and emerging threats. In addition, this initiative aims to
better connect National Animal Health Laboratories with necessary expertise in the
region for more effective diagnosis of pathogens.
The OIE provides a preliminary report of the analysis in this IDENTIFY report (see
Annex 1O); the final report is currently undergoing institutional review and will be
provided in the next IDENTIFY semi-annual report.
3.6.SG: The development of OIE resource documents by IDENTIFY disease (to be
distributed to IDENTIFY laboratories) has begun, and a questionnaire on the challenges
of shipment of biological specimens was completed by all IDENTIFY countries. A report
on the findings of this questionnaire will be included in the next IDENTIFY biannual
report.
CONGO
3.6.2C: The Diagnostic capability of the Gabon Laboratoire National Veterinaire de
Libreville was assessed according to information reported to the OIE WAHID and against
the OIE prescribed tests for international trade and found that regarding rabies capacity,
there was not sufficient diagnostic capacity.
3.6.3C: The regional LNS and the indicators were re-examined in the annual review.
Measurements for Year 3 project performance indicators are included in Annex 6.
3.6.4C: Tanzania Central Veterinary Laboratory initiated a laboratory twinning program
with CIRAD on PPR. A letter of intent was submitted by Tanzania on August 2011 and
the assessment is still ongoing.

SISE ASIA
3.6.2G: Review of the PVS documentation available to Donors and Partners has been
undertaken and will continue as more reports become available from countries in the
region. A common theme identified within this documentation, also identified through
review of assessments conducted by partner organisations and through discussions with
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laboratory directors whilst on mission to IDENTIFY countries, is a lack of strategic
guidance in the development of laboratories or national laboratory networks.
o In many cases, there is no document such as a sh·ategic plan outlining the current roles
and responsibilities of the laboratory, nor guidelines or proposals for future
development.
o Other notable and recurring gaps in many laboratories in the region are poorly
developed quality systems. Whilst some capacity building has been performed in
many of these laboratories under the recently ended AusAID 'Programme for
Strengthening Veterinary Services', continued engagement and capacity building is
required to bring many of these laboratories up to an acceptable level.
3.6.5S: Because the PVS Gap Analysis Laboratory Tool/Missions will be first
implemented in SE Asia, the IDENTIFY coordinator has been actively involved in the
development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool, the veterinary laboratory
component of the OIE PVS Pathway. In this role, Dr Davis attended the second tool
development meeting, 28 Feb-1 Mar in Paris, France (see 3.6.4G).
3.6.6S: Development of the Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission, the veterinary
laboratory component of the OIE PVS Pathway, began early in the reporting period (see
3.6.SG).
3.6.7S: The development of the pilot OIE Laboratory Focal Point training program
continued during the reporting period, and will be first implemented in Southeast Asia
(see 3.6.6G) with the regional training seminar to be held tentatively in Thailand.
Table 3: 3.6.4: Country Scopin2 and National Animal Health Laboratory Visits
Dates

Venue

26-30
Mar

Nigeria
Veterinary
Research
Institute

24
Jan

Central
Disease
Investigation
Laboratory,
Dhaka,
Bangladesh

Or2anizer(s)

Other Information
Con20

OIE

Rabies diagnostic capacity for potential future reference
laboratory to serve the Congo Basin region

SISE Asia

OIE/FAO

Meeting with Laboratory Director, technical staff. Purpose: to
determine opportunities to assist with networking and specific
capacity building needs under IDENTIFY. Provision on
general advice on improvement of laboratory work flow for
improved biosafety and biosecurity and qual ity control

Activity 3.7: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
CONGO
3.7.lC: A joint stakeholders meeting for the Congo region was projected for early 201 2;
however, both WHO and FAO planned unilateral meetings with stakeholders, with OIE
invited but not involved in the planning of the meeting or agenda development. This is a
missed opportunity and a joint meeting could have been implemented if FAO and WHO
had shared their intentions with OIE at an earlier stage in planning. These events make
significant demands on national animal and human health laboratory leadership and will
make it difficult for optimal presence at other meetings approved in the IDENTIFY work
plans and foreseen throughout the project year. Efforts were underway to coordinate with
FAO to consider hosting meetings back-to-back with OIE to overcome this challenge.
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SISE ASIA
3.7.lS: The Third Laboratory Directors' Forum (see Annex 11 for Conclusions and
Recommendations and Annex 7 for the regional strategic framework) was held 18-21 Oct
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and its aim was to finalize the strategic framework for
regional EID laboratory capacity building and networking.
3.7.lS: OIE, in collaboration with regional coordinators from FAO and WHO, coorganized the second IDENTIFY Stakeholder's meeting in Kuala Lumpur 19-2 1 Oct
entitled =Mreting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Disease Diagnosis
in the Asia Pacific' (see Annex 12 for meeting report). This meeting was the first time in
the larger Asia Pacific region that in a high-profile joint meeting of Animal Health and
Public Health Laboratories have come together.
o This meeting involved separate but parallel Public Health and Animal Health
consultative sessions, as well as a joint opening and a full-day cross-sectoral meeting
with recommendations for future collaboration and IDENTIFY activities in the areas
of biosafety/biosecurity, laboratory strategic planning, occupational health and safety.
Organisation of this meeting involved numerous tripartite (FAO/OIE/WHO)
teleconferences, emails and face-to-face side meetings at other events.
o OIE, in collaboration with FAO, supported Laboratory Directors and technical staff
from National Animal Health Laboratories from IDENTIFY countries to attend this
meeting.
o Participating (IDENTIFY) countries: Cambodia; China; Indonesia; Lao PDR;
Malaysia; Nepal; Philippines; Thailand; Vietnam
Output 3. Technical Capacity Building - Development of g uidance, policy and training
Activity 3.8: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Table 4: 3.8.1: Support of country representatives in international and regional
meetings/conferences
Participating
Other
Event Title
Venue
Organizer(s)
Information
Dates
IDENTIFY
Countries
Global
Closure meeting of
Head of
rabies twinning project
13-15
Yorn,
LANAVET between ARC, South
OIE
Cameroon
Nigeria
Cameroon Rabies
Mar
Africa and NVRI,
PT
Nigeria
SISE Asia
Objective to update
each other on the
research activities
and zoonotic works
Regional Forum of
of the collaborating
Collaborating/Reference
5-6
Sapporo,
Malaysia;
and reference
Centres on Emerging
FAO/OlE/WHO
Dec
Japan
Thailand
centres/laboratories
Infectious Diseases and
for FAO, OIE and
Zoonoses
WHO; explore the
possibility fo r
collaborative work
on zoonotic
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diseases and
emergmg
infectious diseases
of these institutes;
and discuss and
agree on a
potential research
agenda for
zoonotic diseases
and emerging
infectious diseases
CONGO
3.8.lC: Information on planned trainings for Year 3 of the project was shared between
FAO/OIE/WHO and other EPT partners. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed
and training for public health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be
explored under the planned trainings for the next reporting period. Collaborations to
facilitate participation of beneficiary countries in regional meetings will also be
discussed.

SISE ASIA
3.8.lS: Information on planned trainings for Year 3 of the project was shared between
FAO/OIE/WHO. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed and training for public
health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be explored under the planned
trainings for the next repo1ting period.
3.8.1S: The future development of the Southeast Asia Rabies Network (see 3.12.6S) is
based upon the recommendations of the -BIE Global Conference on Rabies Control: Towards
sustainable prevention at the source" and includes a laboratory component. This activity will
be further guided by the recommendations from the ASEAN/F AO/OIE/WHO Rabies
Workshop held in Chiang Mai, Thailand in Jan 201 2 including the recommendation that
ASEAN Sectoral Bodies work with FAO, OIE and WHO to support development of
regional sh·ategies for rabies control. Although not funded under the IDENTIFY project,
33 participants total from the following IDENTIFY countries attended: Cambodia, China,
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. 39 additional
participants from Myanmar, Timor-Leste, Australia, Brunei, France, Mongolia, India,
Italy, FAO, WHO, GARC, SAARC and ASEAN also attended the meeting.
Activity 3.9: Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
GLOBAL
3.9.3G: OFFLU Technical Project on the development of LAMP as a diagnostic tool
tailored to developing country situations has made concrete progress: the scientific
validation of novel diagnostic tools (LAMP and other commercial kits) for sensitive and
specific detection of influenza of HS subtype has occurred; enhancement of the
international laboratory networking and capacity building of basic laboratories in Asia
and/or Africa is underway, and preparations for the application and training of techniques
for test validation began in the reporting period.
o Avian influenza is an IDENTIFY priority disease for Congo Basin and South and
Southeast Asia. The overall goal of this project is to refine and validate at the country
level a tool, a method and a strategy that enables laboratories lacking resources to
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o

o

accurately, confidently and in a user-friendly way, diagnose avian influenza and other
diseases with low cost and by use of basic equipment that can be easily maintained
and repaired with the integration of a colorimetric system to read results with the
naked eye. This will be beneficial to countries to support more rapid and accurate
diagnosis of animal diseases, as many labs cannot afford and/or maintain the machines
to read results with existing kits. LAMP as a technology can be used for many
different transboundary and zoonotic diseases (rabies, FMD, ASF, ND, etc.), the
project focuses on LAMP-primers targeting avian and swine influenza, including the
HPAI HSNl strain and the novel 2009 HlNl pandemic strain. Better diagnosis of
these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying when an unknown disease
emerges.
Preliminary results show that LAMP, an isothermal nucleic acid amplification assay,
is a reliable test for fast and low-cost diagnosis of avian influenza of HS-subtype.
LAMP has the advantage of being highly sensitive (as compared to rapid tests and
conventional PCR), is based on nucleic acid detection and thus makes it bio-safe,
robust and more independent of maintaining a cold chain for the samples transported
to the lab. Theoretically, the LAMP assay as a simple genetic diagnostic technique
finds its niche in the unique possibility of visualization of a positive reaction. This
would make its application autonomous of expensive equipment and therefore a
perfect tool for laboratories with limited capacities.
The evaluated HS-specific RT-LAMP assay developed by IAEA is much cheaper than
LFD (while being almost as rapid) and in addition much more sensitive with a
comparable sensitivity to PCR. Fmi her, the IAEA designed HS specific LAMP kit has
the favorable advantage of delivery as lyophilized format, which makes it possible to
transport and store it for one to one-and-half years under room temperature (2S°C)
without the need for constant -20°C freezing conditions.

CONGO
- 3.9.2C: Two OIE National Focal Point trainings occun-ed during the reporting period:
OIE Regional Training Course on surveillance and notification of wildlife diseases for
OIE Wildlife Focal Points from English Speaking countries in Nairobi (4-6 Oct 2011,
http://www.n--africa.oie.int/en/news/20111006.htrnl) and for French-speaking Africa (28
Nov- 1 Dec 2011, http://www.rr-africa.oie.int/fr/news/201 l 1201.html).
o Participants were trained on key information related to the notification to the OIE
and Member countries obligations, overview of the OIE standards ( Codes and
Manuals), and OIE expertise in relation to OIE Reference Centres. Specific
training on the use of the online WAHIS-Wild repo1ting system, the new
component of W ARIS dedicated to wildlife diseases, the world anima l health
information system, both in terms of proficiency in the use of the software and in
reporting wildlife animal diseases. New developments in wildlife management and
what can be done to improve wildlife diseases surveillance focused on the African
wildlife problems and gave options to improve the collection of sanitary data
related to wildlife diseases through the surveillance networks.
o 5 IDENTIFY countries participated in the OIE Regional Training Course on
surveillance and notification of wildlife diseases for OIE Wildlife Focal Points for
French-speaking countries under the auspices of the EPT/IDENTIFY project:
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo (Dem. Rep), Congo (Rep), Equatorial
Guinea (see Annex 13 for more information). An additional 2 1 participants
included representatives from Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Chad, Comoros,
Morocco, Niger, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles and Togo.
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8 IDENTIFY countries participated in the OIE Regional Training Course on
surveillance and notification of wildlife diseases for OIE Wildlife Focal Points for
English-speaking countries under the auspices of the EPT/IDENTIFY project:
Angola, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, South Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, (see
Annex 13 for more information). An additional 25 participants included
representatives from Botswana, Egypt, Gambia, Ghana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Swaziland, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
o Familiarization with OIE Listed Diseases of attending members of Veterinary Services
occurred and wildlife diseases surveillance in country and notification to the OIE is
expected to improve.
3.9.1S: See 3.8. 1Sand Table 4 for additional information.
3.9.4S: See 3.7. l S for additional information.
3.9.5S: OIE, in collaboration with the OIE Collaborating Centre for Laboratory Capacity
Building AAHL, organized and ran a workshop on Strategic Planning for Directors
National Animal Health Laboratories. This tailored workshop was held in Melbourne,
Australia and was delivered by the Mt Eliza Executive Education arm of the University of
Melbourne Business School.
o This IDENTIFY-supported workshop set out to build capacity of laboratory directors
(LD) in the principles and tools of developing strategic plans, to directly assist LDs in
drafting a strategic plan, and provide them with guidance on the further elaboration
and stakeholder buy-in, of the strategic plan back in the respective countries.
o Further one-on-one assistance in the development/elaboration of strategic p lans will be
provided under the IDENTIFY proj ect in the form of follow-up visits to countries by
OIE and strategic planning experts.
o The objectives of the workshop are to assist LD in initiating a draft strategic plan and
provide guidance in following the development process back in country, to educate
LO in the importance as well as basic concepts of strategic planning, and to offer
participants insight into the planning process of AAHL and the important issues that
need to be considered in long-term planning including future market drivers,
engagement with stakeholders and linkage with other sectors, the various management
systems and processes for developing and maintaining strategic plans, and to
understand the impact that these plans can have on improved diagnosis of emerging
pathogens and overall functioning of the laboratory. The concept note, pa1ticipant list,
agenda, and evaluation report are included in Annex 14. This workshop was wellreceived and there was a high level of enthusiasm and engagement by participants and
evaluation forms recorded excellent feedback. All participants requested the OIE to
follow-up on this workshop to assist them to further develop their strategic plans and
there are ongoing discussions with individual laboratory directors as to what form of
activity is appropriate to the context of their country/laboratory. FAO and the
Australian Department of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) supported
additional participants from Indonesia to this workshop and early feedback through
DAFF has been very positive.
3.9.6S: Technical assistance was provided in the development of an FAO pathology
workshop to be held in the region in 2012. Objectives of this workshop are to build
capacity in interpretation of gross pathologic changes to enable differential diagnosis, gain
competence in necropsy procedure and sample collection, and expand expertise for
sample packaging and submission The OIE regional coordinator will also be assisting in
the delivery of this training; however, conflicts with other FAO activities has caused the
workshop to be postponed on several occasions.
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-

3.9.8S: See 3.8.1 S and Table 4 for additional information.

Output 4. Technical Capacity Building - Laboratory Quality Systems
Activity 3.10: Promote and support laboratory quality management
GLOBAL
- 3.10.lG: The development of OIE resource documents by IDENTIFY disease (to be
distributed to IDENTIFY laboratories) has begun. Each document will include references
from the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code, the OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for terrestrial Animals, and other OIE reference documents, as well as relevant
scientific literature published by the OIE. This series of documents was developed as an
aid for the IDENTIFY targeted diseases in settings where access and familiarity to the
OIE standards may be limited.
- 3.10.lG: Final modifications of the EQA portion of the Global Survey results were agreed
upon and will be published jointly by OIE, WHO, FAO, and IAEA. The file contains 4
data sheets (EQA providers for human samples, food samples, environmental samples,
terrestrial and aquatic animal samples), will be password protected and will be hosted by
WHO with cover letters and hyperlinks on each organisations websites to the WHO
webpage.
CONGO
- 3.10.lC: As stated in the OIE Work Plan for Year 3, the OIE began to identify OIE
Reference Laboratories for PPR who would be able to conducted PPR proficiency testing
(PT) in the Congo Basin region. Support for participation in a PT exercise to confirm
quality of results for PPR was initiated with OIE Reference Laboratory for PPR CIRAD BIOS in France.
- During information sharing and discussions with FAO, in an effort to avoid
duplication and improve collaboration between the two organisations and animal
health laboratories, it was decided that the OIE would support PT and harmonisation
of SOP for rabies in the region and FAO would support that of PPR due to the
different experiences and levels of progress on each activity. OIE had, at the time of
reporting, developed the Terms of Reference for the rabies PT rounds, identified and
discussed with the designated Expert from the OIE Reference Laboratory (OVI-ARC,
South Africa) and harmonize the SOP for rabies FAT.
- The number of laboratories participating, distribution of reagents, and status on SOP
development and or harmonisation will be reported in the next period. The PT exercise
will be followed up by a regional workshop focused on technique harmonisation for
FAT for rabies and backstopping missions in some struggling IDENTIFY countries.
SISE ASIA
- 3.10.2S: The OIE began developing an activity to promote occupational health and safety
(OH&S) programs during the reporting period. During the Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Disease Diagnosis in the Asia Pacific held 19-21
Oct in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, there was a training session dedicated to raising
awareness of OH&S issues with an expert from White Cliff International in the UK
providing training and facilitating a work group session.
o There is increasing demand on diagnostic laboratories to expand their range of testing
capabilities and receive samples that may contain new or emerging infectious agents;
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increased risk to staff health and safety must be acknowledged and addressed.
Increasing diagnostic capacity to be achieved through the IDENTIFY project must be
accompanied by effective occupational health and safety (OH&S) programs. The
purpose of this IDENTIFY activity is to promote awareness of OH&S issues, to build
capacity to perform OH&S risk assessments, to perform a workplace risk assessment,
and to identify gaps and provide recommendations to improve OH&S issues.
o A regional training workshop on OH&S (to be potentially combined with Quality
Management Systems activity - see 3.10.3S, as outlined in proposed Year 3 Work
Plan) is planned on issues such as the importance of OH&S in the laboratory,
development of OH&S policy, in-house risk assessments including identification and
evaluation of hazards, and providing methods of addressing these issues, including
detailed case studies. Country-level consultations at the national animal health
laboratory to conduct a country-specific risk assessment and make recommendations
to address OH&S issues.
3.10.3S: The OIE began developing an activity to promote quality management systems
during the reporting period. A quality management expert has been identified and Tenns
of Reference (ToR) have been developed to deliver this activity.
o To ensure confidence in laboratory test results, test methods must be properly
validated with respect to their intended application, within a standardized setting, and
they must be performed by proficient technicians. Validation, often referring to
specific tests for known agents (normative diseases) also refers to cross cutting
techniques and the adoption of general principles of quality assurance, that combined
contribute to improved performance in the diagnosis of new or emerging infectious
agents. Across South East Asia, quality assurance standards w ithin laboratories are
quite variable and it is believed that obtaining accreditation by national or international
certifying organisations may be seen as a great hurdle. This activity proposes to assist
less developed laboratories to improve general quality assuran ce within OIE
guidelines and to guide more developed laboratories in obtaining a level of
performance acceptable for accreditation.
o This IDENTIFY activity (to be conducted as stated in the proposed Year 3 Work Plan)
will promote the use of a quality management system (QMS) within national animal
health laboratories and establish a QMS tailored to individual national animal health
laboratories in the region based upon the OIE guidelines. Where a QMS is already in
place, the QMS will be reviewed and recommendations made for identified gaps; in
the absence of a QMS, countries will be encouraged to nominate a laboratory quality
manager w ith established responsibilities.

Output 5. Technical Capacity Building - Building laboratory infrastructure
Activity 3.11: Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Procurement activities under the OIE IDENTIFY Project occur only in the framework ofOIE
Twinning Projects (Special Projects, see 3.13)

Output 6. Technical Capacity Building - Laboratory Networking
Activity 3.12: Support and promote laboratory networks
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GLOBAL
3.12.4G: Discussions were held between the IDENTIFY project coordinators and various
OIE Reference Laboratories (e.g. Botswana Vaccine Institute, Onderstepoort Veterinary
Institute, Institute for Animal Health-Pirbright) concerning their potential involvement in
various IDENTIFY activities, such as the Twinning Orientation Meeting for IDENTIFY
country laboratory directors and proficiency testing and SOP harmonization activities
p lanned in Year 3 (see 3.13.3S).
o IAH-Pirbright began further focused laboratory capacity building with NADDEC, an
extension of the existing OIE Twinning Project on improved diagnostic capacity.
o D etailed discussions with OV I-ARC OIE Reference Laboratory for Rabies were held
regarding their input on the Twinning Orientation Meeting for IDENTIFY country
laboratory directors and the PT exercise, regional workshop, and backstopping
missions planned.
CONGO
3.12.lC: See Table 5 below for further information.

Table 5: 3.12.1-3: OIE support for networks for improving laboratory capacity and
networking in hot spot regions
Dates

13-15
Mar

31

Oct2Nov

7-9
Nov

18
Oct

Event Title

Closure meeting of rabies
twinning project between
ARC, South Africa and
NVRl, Nigeria

Venue
Organizer
Congo Basin

NVRJ,
Yorn,
Nigeria

OIE

OJE Sub-Regional Seminar
on Veterinary Legislation

Gaborone,
Botswana

OIE

SADC Livestock Technical
Committee II

Gaborone

SADC/OIE

The Third Laboratory
Directors' Forum Meeting

SISE Asia
Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
FAO/OIE
Lumpur,
Malaysia

Other Information

Cameroon, Niger, Nigeria
attended, 43 participants total
DRC, Tanzania, as well as
Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Namibia, Malawi,
Madagascar, Mozambique,
Swaziland, Seychelles, South
Africa and Zimbabwe
attended; topics included
veterinary legislation and
disease surveillance and
control, 75 participants total
DRC, Tanzania, as well as
Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Malawi, Namibia,
Seychelles, South Africa,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia
and Zimbabwe attended,
Laboratory twinning, PVS,
disease reporting, and update
on PPR, Rabies PT and other
TADs activities, 42
participants total
Annual networking meeting
for Laboratory Directors for
updating and advice on
various regional management
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19-21
Oct

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for
Emerging Infectious
Diseases in Asia Pacific
Region

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

FAO/OIE/
WHO

5-6
Dec

Regional Forum of
Collaborating/Reference
Centres on Emerging
Infectious Diseases and
Zoonoses

Hokkaido
University,
Sapporo,
Japan

FAO/OIE/
WHO/
Hokkaido
University

First Laboratory Directors'
Meeting and Workshop on
Laboratory Networking and
Proficiency Testing for
Priority HPEDs in SAARC
Countries

Dhaka,
Bangladesh

FAO

23-24
Jan

issues relating to
laboratories, 32 participants
total, from Cambodia, China,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Lao,
Myanmar, Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Japan,
Australia, FAO, OIE
Annual networking meeting
for senior laboratory staff for
updating and advice on
various regional management
and technical issues relating
to laboratories including
cross-sectoral component, 68
participants total from
Cambodia, China, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Lao, Myanmar,
Philippines, Thailand,
Vietnam, Japan, Australia,
FAO, OIE, APBA, ASEAN,
PREDICT, USAID, WHO
and Public Health
participants (see Annex 12).
Objective to update each
other on the research
activities and zoonotic works
of the collaborating and
reference centres/laboratories
for F AO, OIE and WHO;
explore the possibility for
collaborative work on
zoonotic diseases and
emerging infectious diseases
of these institutes; and
discuss and agree on a
potential research agenda for
zoonotic diseases and
emerging infectious diseases,
2 participants from Thailand
and Malaysia, as well as
China, India, Lao PDR,
Philippines, Japan, France,
Australia, 38 participants
total.
Engage the two SAARC
countries (Nepal and
Bangladesh) that are covered
under IDENTIFY and
presented ongoing and
upcoming OIE work in
relation to the IDENTIFY
project. Also visit to
laboratory to determine
opportunities to assist with
networking and specific
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20-24
Mar

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic
Planning Workshop

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

OlE

capacity building needs
under IDENTIFY. Provision
on general advice on
improvement of laboratory
work flow for improved
biosafety and biosecurity,
quality control. Bangladesh,
Indonesia, Nepal, Thailand,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bhutan,
Maldives, India, Australia,
attended, 27 participants total
See 3.9.SS, 18 participants
total from China, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Lao, Philippines,
Thailand, Vietnam, Timor
Leste, Australia, OIE

3.12.3C: See Table 5 for further information.
3.12.4C: OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres in the African region are
prepared to offer expertise on diseases and Congo Basin technical areas relevant to the
region. The OIE will continue working with the IDENTIFY laboratories to link up
expertise with needs of the IDENTIFY laboratories in the form of focused capacity
building and training opportunities:
o The Botswana Vaccine Institute (BVI) have pledged their support to the activities
of national veterinary laboratories in the Congo Basin through availing their
expertise to upcoming meetings, technical support to FMD sample collection,
preservation, shipping, documentation and diagnostics. BVI is ready to provide
expertise for various activities of the OIE IDENTIFY Project with respect to the
multiple disease expertise available.
o Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute (OVI) have pledged their support to the
activities of national veterinary laboratories in the Congo Basin through availing
their experts to upcoming meetings, technical support for sample collection,
documentation and diagnostics. OVI is ready to provide expertise for various
activities of the OIE IDENTIFY Project with respect to the multiple disease
expertise available.
S/SEASIA
3.12.1S: See Table 5 for further information.
3.12.2S: See Table 5 for further information.
3.12.3S: See Table 5 for further information.
3.12.4S: See 3.13.1 S for further information.
3.12.6S: The future development of the Southeast Asia Rabies Network (see 3.12.6S) is
based upon the recommendations of the --f)IE Global Conference on Rabies Control:
Towards sustainable prevention at the source" and includes a laboratory component. This
activity will be further guided by the recommendations from the
ASEAN/FAO/OIE/WHO Rabies Workshop held in Chiang Mai, Thailand in Jan 2012
including the recommendation that ASEAN Sectoral Bodies work with FAO, OIE and
WHO to support development of regional strategies for rabies control.
o The aim, through the assistance of F AO/OIE/WHO/ASEAN, other partners and
multiple donor agencies, is to develop a multi-sectoral strategy including a laboratory
component to control rabies in South East Asia that would focus in getting resources
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from governments, international organizations and other partners to support rabies
control in the region and to further develop this framework into a robust strategy to
control rabies in ASEAN.
The IDENTIFY component of this activity is largely
guided by the broader strategy and is focused on the laboratory networking
component. Better diagnosis of these diseases will also aid in more quickly identifying
when an unknown disease emerges.

Activity 3.13: Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
GLOBAL
3.13.lG & 3.13.2G: Discussions on several potential OIE Twinning Projects were held
during the reporting period in line with IDENTIFY project objectives, in IDENTIFY
countries, and concerning IDENTIFY targeted diseases (see Sub-activity 3.13.1 C). OIE
Twinning projects are approved and overseen at the HQ level with involvement from
regional counterparts. The advancement of these activities is contingent upon receipt,
approval, and finalization of the Twinning application and is in full partnership with
national authorities.
CONGO
3.13.lC & 3.13.2C: Discussions on several potential OIE Twinning Projects were held
during the reporting period in line with IDENTIFY project objectives, in IDENTIFY
countries, and concerning IDENTIFY targeted diseases. The advancement of these
activities is contingent upon receipt, approval, and finalization of the Twinning
application and is in full partnership with national authorities.
3.13.lC& 3.13.2C: The OIE Laboratory Twinning Program, in support of the
advancement of the laboratory networks and diagnostic capacity, was discussed with
stakeholders in technical meetings of veterinary laboratories and epidemiology networks.
o The Tanzania Central Veterinary Laboratory in the Congo Basin region expressed
interest in further collaboration in the framework of PPR diagnostics through the
Laboratory Twinning Project with CIRAD and submitted their request in August 2011.
The laboratory sought further clarifications on the program and was provided with
reference materials on proposal writing, letters of intent, and guidelines, and was put
in contact with the OIE Twinning program officer.
o DRC CVL also expressed interested in capacity building for African swine fever but
this discussion was deferred to until the OIE PVS Gap Analysis mission was
completed.
o Cameroon (LANA VET) expressed interest in an OIE Twinning Project on foot and
mouth disease and was put in contact with OIE HQ and provided the procedure for
application for a Twinning project. The potential parent laboratory and the candidate
laboratory (LANAVET) have established communication and letter of intent from
both labs were received.
o The decisions for the two laboratories were delayed due to prioritization and the
significant amounts of projects on the pipeline. If approved, the next steps would be to
submit proposals to the OIE for consideration.
3.13.3C: Planning for an OIE-organized feedback session for Twinning Candidate and
Parent Laboratories in Africa focused on the OIE Twinning Program, roles and
responsibilities of OIE Twinning Candidates, and networking with OIE Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres on priority diseases, is tentatively scheduled for
July 2012.
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3.13.4C: The Special Project for focused laboratory capacity building for NADDEC in
Entebbe, Uganda in the framework of the Special Project for Additional Support for OIE
Twinning Proj ects continued in this project period.
o The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to improve the accurate and timely diagnosis
of animal diseases in Uganda and in the Congo Basin region by stimulating sample
flow from the districts in the field to the national veterinary laboratory through
training and equipping the veterinary services. Currently many disease outbreaks in
Uganda go undiagnosed so it is essential to stimulate the flow of samples between
the field and the diagnostic laboratory. In this way the vets and farmers will gain
trust and confidence in the ability of the national reference lab to provide timely and
accurate diagnosis, so that re levant control measures can be rapidly initiated.
o Additionally, the project aims to set up and standardize a national serum and virus
bank for improved testing, initiating research projects and collaborations with other
institutions; Provide capacity for the early disease detection and diagnosis of
livestock diseases through efficient and effective national veterinary surveillance and
diagnostic systems; Augment the laboratory's capacity to standardize and evaluate
selected serological and molecular tests and set up tissue culture facilities for virus
isolation; Refurbish existing animal facilities which will open up the possibility of
using animal infections to develop diagnostic material and test vaccines through
animal experiments; Purchase essential equipment in order to increase the diagnostic
capacity of the lab and enable further tests to be carried out; Evaluate and streamline
the existing laboratory quality management and biosecurity standards; Stimulate
further national and international collaborations for enhanced disease diagnosis and
effective control in the Eastern and Central African region.
3.13.4C: An initial funding request and proposal for the Special Project for focused
laboratory capacity building for the brucellosis unit of the Central Veterinary Research
Laboratories Cenh·e in Sudan in the framework of the Special Project for Additional
Support for OIE Twinning Projects was received during this project period. After
exploratory conversations following the OIE Twinning Programme Feedback Session in
Paris in March, the initial request was received by OIE in April, a revised proposal was
received in December, and a final proposal was in discussions in March 2012.
o The current OIE-funded Twinning Project aims at providing training and interactions
between VLA and Sudan, however this project cannot, due to funding restrictions,
fully address the gaps in diagnostic capacity required to achieve all goals, including
goals for the IDENTIFY project. These gaps are the target of the IDENTIFY Special
Project funds.
o The aim of this IDENTIFY activity is to improve the accurate and timely diagnosis
of brucellosis in Sudan and in the Congo Basin region by equipping the veterinary
laboratory with diagnostic and biosafety equipment.
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period, by country
Congo Basin Regional Activities
Democratic Re Jublic of Con20 Activities
Event Title/Activity
Training workshop on wildlife
Diseases and notification
IDENTIFY priority disease
notification guidelines
Interest in OIE Twinning Project
for Kinshasa Central Veterinary
Laboratory and OIE Reference
Laboratory on ASF
PVS Legislation mission request
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

Dates

Venue

28 Nov - 1
Dec 2011

Gaborone,
Botswana

March 2012

TC

July 2011 ,
ongoing

Kinshasa,
DRC

Jan 2012

email

Mar 2012

online

Other Information
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
W AHIS Wild reporting
Recommendation to submit an immediate
notification on PPR.
Continued expression of interest on capacity
building for ASF diagnostics through an OIE
Twinning project.
Renewal of PVS Legislation mission request
Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and require
updating

Uganda Activities
Event Title/Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

Special Project for focused
laboratory capacity building

Dates

Venue

4-6 Oct 2011

Amboseli,
Kenya

Mar 2012

online

Rabies reports Congo Basin countries accessible
on website and require updating

NADDEC,
Entebbe,
Uganda

Aim: to improve the accurate and timely
diagnosis of animal diseases in Uganda and in
Congo Basin by stimulating sample flow from
field to NADDEC through field training; to set up
and standardize national serum & virus bank;
initiating research projects and collaborations; to
provide capacity for early disease detection and
diagnosis; to refurbish animal facilities to
purchase essential equipment to increase
diagnostic capacity; to evaluate & streamline
existing laboratory quality management and
biosecurity standards.

Sept 2011 ,
ongoing

Other Information
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
WAHlS Wild reporting

Cameroon Activities
Event Title/Activity

Dates

Venue

Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Closure meeting of twinning
between ARC south Africa and
NVR!, Nigeria on Rabies
Interest in OIE Twinning Project
for Cameroon Central Veterinary
Laboratory LAN AVET and BVI
OIE Reference Laboratory for
FMD
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

28 Nov- I
Dec 2011

Gaborone,
Botswana

13-15 Mar

Yorn,
Nigeria

Event Title/ Activity

Dates

Jan 2011,
ongoing

Mar 2012

Other Information
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
WAHlS Wild reporting
Twinning project sharing of experiences and
rabies status of participating countries

Cameroon
Central
Veterinary
Laboratory
LANAVET

Letters of intent shared between the two
laboratories and request to establish project
submitted to OIE HQ

online

Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and require
updating

Gabon Activities
IDENTIFY priority disease
notification guidelines

Mar 2012

Venue
TC

Other Information
Request to update information on outstanding
initial notification on CBPP
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Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

28 Nov-1
Dec 2011

Gaborone,
Botswana

Mar 2012

online

Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
WAHlS Wild reporting
Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and requ1re
updating

Central African Republic Activities
Event Title/Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

Dates

Venue

28 Nov - I
Dec 2011

Gaborone,
Botswana

Mar 2012

online

Other Information
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
W AHIS Wild reporting
Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and require
updating

Republic of Congo Activities
Event Title/Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

Dates

Venue

28 Nov - 1
Dec 2011

Gaborone,
Botswana

Mar 2012

online

Other Information
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
W AHIS Wild reporting
Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and require
updating

Rwanda Activities
Event Title/ Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

Dates

Venue

4-6 Oct 20 1I

Amboseli,
Kenya

Mar 2012

online

Other Information
Wild life Diseases notification and surveillance.
W AHIS Wild reporting
Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and require
updating

Tanzania Activities
Event Title/Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Update of SEARG activities and
national rabies reports of Congo
Basin countries

Dates
4-6 Oct 2011
Mar 2012

Venue
Amboseli,
Kenya
online

Other Information
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
WAHlS Wild reporting
Rabies reports of Congo Basin countries
accessible on SEARG website and require
updating

Ethiopia
Event Title/ Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification
Support for OIE Twinning
Project for Ethiopian Central
Veterinary Laboratory and OIE
Reference Laboratory on FMD or
PPR(TBD)

Dates

Venue

4-6 Oct 2011

Amboseli,
Kenya

Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
WAHIS Wild reporting

Other Information

May 2011,
ongoing

Ethiopia
Central
Veterinary
Laboratory

Information provided on OlE Twinning program
to Laboratory Director

Kenya
Event Title/Activity
Training wildlife Diseases and
notification

Dates

Venue

4-6 Oct 20 1I

Amboseli,
Kenya

Other Information
Wild life Diseases notification and surveillance.
WARTS Wild reporting

Sudan
Event Title/ Activity

Dates

Venue

Special Project for focused
laboratory capacity building of
bruce llosis

Proposal
revision
ongoing

Sudan

Training workshop on wildlife
Diseases and notification

4-6 Oct 20 11

Amboseli,
Kenya

Other Information
Aim: to improve the accurate and timely
diagnosis of brucellosis in Sudan and in Congo
Basin by providing capacity for early d isease
detection and diagnosis and purchasing essential
equipment to increase diagnostic capacity
Wildlife Diseases notification and surveillance.
W AHIS W ild reporting
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SOUth and S OUtheastA"
Sia R e~1onaIACflVl·r1es
Event Title/Activity

Vietnam A ctivities
Dates
Venue

Other Information

Supported two participants to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Supported two participants to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.
RAHO6 Laboratory Manager nominated by
Vietnam to engage with other experts from
OIE Reference Laboratories, OIE Member
Countries, PVS Experts, 11 participants total
from Vietnam, Argentina, France,
Guadeloupe, Tunisia, Australia, USA

18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

19-2 1 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

Planning Meeting on the
development of the OIE PVS
Gap Analysis tool on Veterinary
Laboratories

28 Feb-I
Mar

Paris, France

20-24 Mar

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

Two participants supported to this meeting.
See 3.9.5S

Ongoing

email

See 3.6.6S

Ongoing

Email/TC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for Vietnam

The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic Planning
Workshop
Engagement and request for
nomination ofOIE Focal Point
for Laboratories.
Follow-up Consultations and
missions

Event Title/Activity

Cambodia A ctivities
Dates
Venue

Other Information

Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.

18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

19-21 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

Engagement and request for
nomination ofOIE Focal Point
for Laboratories

Ongoing

email

See 3.6.6S

Follow-up Consultations and
missions

Ongoing

Email/TC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for
Cambodia

The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting

Event Title/Activity
The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting
Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging

Lao PDR Activities
Dates
V enue
18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

19-21 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala

Other Information

Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
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Infectious Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic Planning
Workshop
Engagement and request for
nomination of OIE Focal Point
for Laboratories
Follow-up Consultations and
missions

Event Title/ Activity

Lumpur,
Malaysia

20-24 Mar

laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

One participant suppo1ied to this workshop.
See 3.9.5S

Ongoing

email

See 3.6.6S

Ongoing

EmailffC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for Lao

Phili 11pines Activities
Dates
Venue

Other Information

Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.

18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

19-2 1 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic Planning
Workshop

20-24 Mar

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

Engagement and request for
nomination of OIE Focal Point
for Laboratories

Ongoing

email

See 3.6.6S

Follow-up Consultations and
missions

Ongoing

EmailffC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for the
Philippines

The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging
Infectio us Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

Event Title/Activity

Dates

China Activities
Venue

18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

19-21 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic Planning
Workshop

20-24 Mar

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

Engagement and request for
nomination of OIE Focal Point
for Laboratories

Ongoing

The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

One participant supported to this workshop.
See 3.9.5S

email

Other Information

Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.
Three participants supported to this meeting.
See 3.9.5S

See 3.6.6S
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Follow-up Consultations and
missions

Event Title/Activity
The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

Regional Forum of
Collaborating/Reference Centres
on Emerging Infectious Diseases
and Zoonoses

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic Planning
Workshop
Engagement and request for
nomination of OIE Focal Point
for Laboratories
Follow-up Consultations and
missions

Event Title/Activitv
The Third Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting

Meeting on Laboratory
Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Asia
Pacific Region

Regional Forum of
Collaborating/Reference Centres
on Emerging Infectious Diseases
and Zoonoses

Ongoing

EmailfrC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for China

Malaysia Activities
Dates
Venue
18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

19-21 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

5-6 Dec

Hokkaido
University,
Sapporo,
Japan

20-24 Mar

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

Other Information

Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.
One participant supported to this meeting:
Objective to update each other on the research
activities and zoonotic works of the
collaborating and reference
centres/laboratories for F AO, OIE and WHO;
explore the possibility for collaborative work
on zoonotic diseases and emerging infectious
diseases of these institutes; and discuss and
agree on a potential research agenda for
zoonotic diseases and emerging infectious
diseases
One participant supported to this meeting:
See 3.9.5S

Ongoing

email

See 3.6.6S

Ongoing

EmailfrC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for Malaysia

Thailand Activities
Dates
Venue
18 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

19-2 1 Oct

Park Royal
Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia

5-6 Dec

Hokkaido
University,
Sapporo,
Japan

Other Information

Two participants supported to this meeting:
Annual networking meeting for Laboratory
Directors for updating and advice on various
regional management issues relating to
laboratories.
Two participants supported to thjs meeting:
Annual networking meeting for senior
laboratory staff for updating and advice on
various regional management and technical
issues relating to laboratories including crosssectoral component.
One participant supported to this meeting:
Objective to update each other on the research
activities and zoonotic works of the
collaborating and reference
centres/ laboratories for F AO, OIE and WHO;
explore the possibility for collaborative work
on zoonotic diseases and emerging infectious
diseases of these institutes; and discuss and
agree on a potential research agenda for
zoonotic diseases and emerging infe.ctious
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TOT One Health Workshop
Supporting Training to
Strengthen One Health Epi
Teams at the Provincial and
District Levels

National Animal Health
Laboratory Strategic Planning
Workshop
Engagement and request for
nomination of OIE Focal Point
for Laboratories
Follow-up Consultations and
missions

20 Feb

Narai Hotel,
Bangkok,
Thailand

20-24 Mar

Melbourne
Business
School,
Melbourne,
Australia

diseases
Presentation given with CDC, WHO and
USAID on -Gn-going Global One Health
Project & Examples". The workshop
included 34 physicians, veterinarians and
wildlife experts from Thailand's M inistry of
Public Health, FETP, DLD, ZPO, DNP,
Mahidol University, Chulalongkorn
University, Kasetsart University, Kho n Kaen
University and Chiang Mai University.
One participant supported to this meeting:
See 3.9.SS

Ongoing

email

See 3.6.6S

Ongoing

Email/TC/
Visits

For further development of National Animal
Health Laboratory Strategic Plan for Thailand

Bangladesh Activities
Event Title/ Activity
First Laboratory Directors'
Meeting and Workshop on
Laboratory Networking and
Proficiency Testing for Priority
HPEDs in SAARC Countries

Dates

23-24 Jan

Venue

Other Information

Dhaka,
Bangladesh

Presented ongoing and upcoming OIE work
in relation to the IDENTIFY project. Also
visit to laboratory to determine opportunities
to assist with networking and specific
capacity building needs under IDENTIFY.
Provision on general advice on improvement
of laboratory work flow for improved
biosafety and biosecurity, quality control.

Nepal Activities
Event Title/Activity
First Laboratory Directors'
Meeting and Workshop on
Laboratory Networking and
Proficiency Testing for Priority
HPEDs in SAARC Countries

Dates

Venue

23-24 Jan

Dhaka,
Bangladesh

Other Information
Presented ongoing and upcoming OIE work
in relation to the IDENTIFY project.
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Planned Activities to be undertaken during the next reporting period
FY12 Q3 12

FY12 Q412

OIE IDENTIFY TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES & SUBACTIVITIES
A pr 12

3.3
3.3.1G

3.4
3.4.2G

3.5
3.5.1G

3.6
3.6.1G
3.6.4G
3.6.5G
3.6.6G

3.7
3.7.1G

3.8

M ay 12

Jun 12

July 12

Aug 12

sept-12

Global
Pre paration and revie w of global, re gional, and country-lev el work plans and other
Annual Work Plan Development
ConYT1unication tool development and resource building
Communication, Documentation, and Resource SharinQ
Annual r eview o f the Laboratory N etworking Strategy
Laboratorv Networkina Strateay & l'v1&E R evision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
OnQoinQ Laboratory MappinQ Activities
Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Tool
Pilot OIE PVS Pathwav Laboratorv Mission
OIE National Focal Point Program for Laboratories & Training Seminar
Engage with stakeholde rs to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratorie s
Annual Stakeholders' Events
S upport to and participatio n in conferences, trainings or workshops relate d to laboratory
capacity building, and nat io nal laboratory po licies, guide lines, and standards

3.8.1G Participation in International/Regional Meetings/Conferences & Training/Workshops
Develop and conduct confere nces, trainings o r workshops to build laboratory capacity
3.9
and to promote national laboratory po licies, guide line s, and standards
3.9.1G Laboratory StrenQthening and NetworkinQ: TraininQs and Meetings
3.9.3G OFFLU LAMP Proiect
3.9.5G Laboratory Strategic Plan Development
3.10 Promote and support laboratory quality management
3 .10.1G Glossarv of O IE Standards and Resources for Countries
3 .10.2G Qualitv Assurance and OH&S trainina and follow-up countrv visits
3 .10.2G Proficiency Testing for Rabies
3 .12 S upport and promote laboratory ne tworks
3.12.1G Global/Reaional Laboratorv Network Su• oort
3 .12.4G OIE Reference Centres Communication and TraininQ Assistance for tarQet countries
3 .13 Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
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FY12 0312

FY12 Q412

OIE IDENTIFY TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES & SUBACTIVITIES
Apr12

3.3
3.3.1C

3.4
3.4.2C

3.5
3.5.1C

3.6
3.6.1C

3.8

May12

Jun 12

July 12

Aug 12

sept-12

Congo Basin
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and other
project documents
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharinq
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strateav
Laboratory Networkinq Strateqv & M&E Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoinq Laboratory IVaooinq Activities
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

3.8.1C Participation in Reaional Traininq/Workshops & fv1eetinqs/Conferences
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
3.9
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
3.9.1C Development of Traininq/Workshops related to IDENTIFY kev themes
3.10 Promote and support laboratory quality management
3.10.2C Proficiency Tes ting for Rabies
3.10.3C SOP Harmonisation for Rabies
3.12 Support and promote laboratory networks
3.12.1C Global/Reqional Laboratory Network Suooort
3.12.4C OIE Reference Centres Communciation and Traininq Assistance for tarqet countries
3.13 Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
3.13.1C Identification of O IE Twinninq Parent & Candidate Laboratories and Expertise
3.13.3C Laboratory Directors' Twinninq Seminar
3.13.4C OIE Laboratory Twinninq Special Project
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FY12Q312

FY12 0412

OIE IDENTIFY TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES & SUBACTIVITIES
Apr 12

3.3
3.3.1S

3.4
3.4.2S

3.5
3.5.1S

3.6
3.6.1S
3.6.4S
3.6.5S
3.6.6S

3.7
3.7.1S

3.8

May12

Jun 12

July 12

Aug 12

sapt-12

South and Southeast Asia
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and other
project documents
Annual Work Plan Development
Corrmunication tool development and resource building
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratorv Networkinq Strateov & M&E Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Onqoinq Laboratory l\tlaooinq Activities & Visits to IDENTIFY Laboratories
Pilot OIE PVS Pathwav Laboratorv Tool
Pilot OIE PVS Pathway Laboratory Mission
O IE National Focal Point Program for Laboratories & Training Sem inar
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
Annual Stakeholders' Events
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops re lated to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

3.8.1S Participation in lnternational/Reqional Meetinqs/Conferences & Traininq/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
3.9
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
3.9.1S Laboratory Strengthening and Networking: Trainings and Meetings
3.9.3G OFFLU LAMP Project
3.9.5S Laboratorv Strateqic Plan Development
3.10 Promote and support laboratory quality management
3.10.2G Quality Assurance and OH&S traininq and follow-up country visits
3.12 Support and promote laboratory networks
3.12.1S Global/Reoional Laboratorv Network Suooort
3.12.4S OIE Reference Centres Communciation and Traininq Assistance for tarqet countries
3.13 Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
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Main challenges encountered
•

•

•

•

•

•

Uncertainty over the OIE IDENTIFY Years 3 & 4 budget allocations raised concern about
whether and how activities should proceed as planned in Years 3 & 4. This has also
complicated the planning process for Year 4 at the country and regional levels where
implementation for Year 3 activities and planning for Year 4 activities is underway
without general ideas on future budget allocations.
Significant delays in the approval process of the OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 Work Plan and
the subsequent request by USAID to halt all new activities in all regions pending approval
had an effect on the implementation rate of OIE IDENTIFY Year 3 activities.
Coordination and collaboration activities between the tripartite were more difficult in the
reporting period due to uncertainties about budget approvals, with different partners
staggered into different stages of work plans approval over time. This led to a substantial
time prioritization towards work plan development and revisions and as a result a delay in
active collaboration on Year 3 activities.
IDENTIFY had always been envisioned and communicated as a regionally implemented
program with concrete individual country benefits. As USAID has emphasized the
increasing importance of specific country-level activities, this has required a concentrated
effort on behalf of the IDENTIFY project coordinators at HQ and in the regions.
An ongoing project management challenge is balancing the participation in USAIDsponsored country level meetings and planning activities and the implementation of the
IDENTIFY project, both of which are fulfilled by a limited number of OIE IDENTIFY
supported staff and under increasing project budget restrictions. Communication and
coordination concerning country-level work plans and meetings among national
colleagues, regional IDENTIFY coordinators, HQ IDENTIFY coordinators and other EPT
partners is also an important challenge.
FAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for
and respond to disease threats at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of
platforms have been developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the
4-way linking and WHO-OFFLU collaborations. Others have been developed by
individual organizations to cover a specific geographic region or topic such as the Asia
Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease Surveillance
and Response Strategy (IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks, and the
OIE PVS Pathway. The capacity building objectives of these platforms are fully
compatible with those of the EPT program in general and the IDENTIFY project more
specifically, and it was the expressed desire of USAID to build upon the existing
platforms of the three organizations to expand the impact of the EPT funded activities.
From the perspective of the three organizations it is logical to present a single coherent
approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY activities would
frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of this approach is to
show the countries that the three organizations, USAID and other partners are working in
a coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the country level. Effective
communication between all partners is important to deliver this coordinated support, and
USAID support for these activities will be acknowledged in all cases.
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Annex 1: Lists of IDENTIFY targeted animal and public health diseases including zoonoses
IDENTIFY Targete d Diseases: Congo Basin and SE A sia Regions (alphabetical)
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY Proj ectrn
Jointly implemented by FAO, O IE and WHO
From SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholde rs
Meeting, Bangkok, 20-21/01/2011
SE Asia Animal Diseases

From Congo Joint Stakeholders Meeting, Entebbe, 02-04/11/2010
Congo Animal Diseases

Congo Human Diseases

African Swine Fever

Afri can Horse Sickness*
African Swine Fever

Anthrax

Anthrax

1.0.ntnrax

Bruceflosls

Brucel,llHls

Brucellosis

Bacteria l Meningitis
Classical Swine Fever
Contagious Bovin e Pleuropneumonia
Contagious Caprine Pleuropneumonia *
Cysticercoses *
Dengue
Foot an<f Moutti Disease
Hemorrhagic Sept ice m ia

Foot an cl Moutli Disease

Hepatitis

11npuenza viruses
Leatoso/ros/s
Newcastle Disease
Nipah
ie_este d e s Petits...Rumin a nt s

•nr•uenza viruses
Leatosolrosls "'
Monkey pox
Newcastle Disease*

11npuenza viruses
Leotosa/ros/s
Malaria
Monkey ~ox

Peste des__e_etits Rumina nts.

Plague
Po rci ne Respirat ory and Re productive
lln ltiiic

Rnhl•c

Raliies

Salmonella

Bacteria/ enterlc cllseases

Spongioform encephalopathies

Spongioform encephalopathies*
Toxoplasmosis *
Trypanosomosis

Toxoplasmosi s *
Trypanosomosis

Tuberculosis
Viral haemorr:ltnn/c fevers

Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhaa/c fevers

Rickettsios is

Tu-iiiirculos/s
Viral haemorrhnn/c &-vers

,.

-~

V ira l respiratory d iseases
Yellow Fever

* l isted

as d isea ses of s econdary concern for Cong o Region

Bold: d i sea ses appear i ng i n at I ea s t 2 tables
Italic: diseases app ea r ing i n 3 tabl es
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OIE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY: SE Asia Region (alphabetical)
For planni ng purposes only for the IDENTIFY Projectlll
Jointly implemented by FAO, OIE and W HO

No.

1
2
3

Final Stakeholders' List

OIE Listed Disease

African Swine Fever

African Swine Fever

Anthrax

Anthrax

Brucellosis

3

Brucellosis (Bruce/la melitensis)

4

Brucellosis (Bruce/la suis)

5

6
7
8
9

4

Classical Swine Fever

5

Foot and Mouth Disease

Foot and Mouth Disease

6

Haemorrhagic Sept icemia

Haemorrhagic Sept icemia
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in

7

Influenza viruses

12
13

14

birds/Low Pathogenicity notifiable

Leptospirosis

Leptospirosis

Newcastle Disease

Newcastle Disease

12
13

Nipah

Nipah Virus Encephalitis

14

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Peste des Pet it s Ruminant s

1S

Porcine Respiratory and

Porcine Respiratory and

Reproductive Syndrome

Reproductive Syndrome

16

17

16

Rabies

17

Fowl Typhoid t

18

Campylobacter jejuni +

Pullorum Disease t

19

Campylobacter coli +

Salmonellosis (Salmonella
abortusovis)

1S

Swine Influenza+

11

Salmonella

not OIE Listed

10

Avian Influenza i n poultry l:f
Equine Influenza

Rabies

Related other diseases,

1
2

Brucellosis (Bruce/la abortus)

Ovine Epididvmitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Classical Swine Fever

8
9
10
11

No.

20

Verocytotoxigenic
Escherichia coli :t: +

Spongioform

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy

21

Chronic Wasting Disease :j:

Encephalopathies

Scrapie

Tuberculosis

Bovine Tuberculosis

22
23

Avian Tuberculosis :j: +

Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever

24

Marburg

Epizootic Haemorrhagic Disease t

25

Rift Val ley Fever

26

Lassa Fever
Hendravirus :j: +

Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers

-

Ebola

t No des i gna ted OIE Reference

+ Guidance ava il able in OIE

Labo ratory

Terrestrial Manual

Bold: diseases appearing in at least 2
tables

*OIE Refe re nce Labo ra to ry designated

Italic: diseases appearing in 3

II as defi ned in Chapter 10.4 of the OIE

tables

Te rrestri al Anima l Hea l th Code

Hant avirus

vers. 1 18.3.11
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OIE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY: Congo Basin Region (alphabetical)
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY Projectlil
Jointly i mplemented by FAO, OIE and WHO

No.

1
2
3

4

Final Stakeholders' List

OIE Listed Disease

1
2

African Horse Sickness*

African Horse Sickness
African Swine Fever
Anthrax

3

Fowl Typhoid t
Pullorum Disease t

4

Campylobacter jejuni +

s

Campylobacter coli +
Verocytotoxigenic

6
7
8
9
10

Escherichia coli :I: +

Bacterial enteric diseases

Salmonellosis (Salmonella

Brucellosis

Brucellosis (Bruce/la melitensis)
Brucellosis (Bruce/la suis)

Contagious Bovine

Ovine Epididymitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Contagious Bovine

6

Pleuropneumonia
Contagious Caprine

Pleuropneumonia
Contagious Caprine

7

Pleuropneumonia *

Pleuropneumonia
Porcine Cysticercosis t

8

Cysticercoses*

9

Foot and Mouth Disease

Echinococcosis/Hydatidosis
Foot and Mouth Disease
Equine Influenza

10

Influenza Viruses

11

11
12
13

Bovine Cysticercosis +

14
1S
16

Swine i nfluenza+

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in
birds/Low Pathogenicity notifiable
Avian Intl uenza in poultry J:I

17

Leptospirosis"

Leptospirosis

18

12

Monkey Pox

-

13

Newcastle Disease*

Newcastle Disease

14
15

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Peste des Petits Ruminants

19
20

Rabies

Rabies

21

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopat hy

22
23

16

Spongioform Encephalopathies*

17

Toxoplasmosis*

Scrapie

18

Trypanosomosis

19

Tuberculosis

20

Potential other diseases, not
OIE Listed

African Swine Fever
Anthrax

abortusovis)
Brucellosis (Bruce/la abortus)

s

No.

Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers

Dourine
Surra (Trypanosoma evansi)

24

Trypanosomosis (tsetse-transmitted)

26
27

as di seases of secondary

25

28

Epizootic Haemorrhagic Disease t

29

Nipah Virus Encephalitis

30

Rift Valley Fever

31

* li sted

+

-

Bovine Tuberculosis
Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever

t No designated OIE Reference Laboratory

concern for Congo re gion

Chronic Wasting Disease :I:

Avian Tuberculosis :I: +
Marburg
Lassa Fever
Hendravirus :I: +
Ebola
Hantavirus
+ Guidance ava i l able i n OIE
Terrestria l Manual

*0 1E Refe rence Laboratory desi gnated
Bold: diseases appearing in at least 2 tables

Italic: diseases appearing in 3 tables

n as define d i n Chapter 10.4 of the OIE
Te rres tria l An ima l Heal th Code

vers. 1 18.3.11
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Annex 2: Additional OIE IDENTIFY Project Activities and Project
Coordinator Responsibilities
In addition to the coordination and technical responsibilities for each activity outlined in the
present document, the OIE IDENTIFY Project Coordinators are also responsible for all
aspects of the activities listed in the tables below, which require either no additional resources
beyond staff support or only a limited budget.

OIE IDENTIFY ACTIVITIES & SUBACTIVITIES
Project Coordinator Responsibilities
Global

3.1
3.1.1G

3.2
3.2.1 G
3.2.2G

3.3
3.3.1G

3.4
3.4.1 G
3.4.2G

3.5
3.5.1G

3.6
3.6.1G
3.6.2G
3.6.7G

3.7
3.7.1 G

3.8
3.8.1 G
3.8.2G
3.8.3G

3.9
3.9.1G
3.9.2G

3.10
3.10.1G

Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
Project Coordination Meetings (EPT & IDENTIFY at HQ, regional, & country levels)
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Project Coordinator - Headquarters
Financial and Administrative Coordinator - Headquarters
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Sharepoint-related Activities
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratory Networking Strategy Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoing Laboratory Mapping Activities
PVS Documentation Review
Laboratory Twinning Module Development
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
Annual Stakeholders' Event
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
Participation in International/Regional Meetings/Conferences
OIE Focal Point Training
Participation in International/Regional Training/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
Development of Training/Workshops related to IDENTIFY key themes
Biological Specimen Referral Activities
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Glossary of OIE Standards and Resources for Countries
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3.12
3.12.1G
3.12.2G
3.12.3G
3.12.4G

3.13

Support and promote laboratory networks
Global/Regional Laboratory Network Support
Regional Laboratory and Epidemiological Network Support
Communication Pathway Reinforcement
OIE Reference Centres Communication and Training Assistance for target
countries
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships

3.13.1G Identification of OIE Twinning Cand idate Laboratories and Expertise
3.13.2G Identification of OIE Twinning Parent Laboratories and Expertise

3.6.2S

South and Southeast Asia
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
Project Coordination Meetings (EPT & IDENTIFY at HQ, regional, & country levels)
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Project Coordinator - Bangkok
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Sharepoint-related Activities
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Website Development
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratory Networking Strategy Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoing Laboratory Mapping Activities
PVS Documentation Review

3.6.4S

Visits to IDENTIFY Laboratories

3.1
3.1.1S

3.2
3.2.1S

3.3
3.3.1S

3.4
3.4.1S
3.4.2S
3.4.3S

3.5
3.5.1S

3.6
3.6.1S

3.7
3.8
3.8.2S
3.8.3S

3.9
3.9.2S
3.9.6S

3.10

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
OIE Focal Point Training
Participation in International/Regional Training/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
Biological Specimen Referral Activities
Development of Training/Workshops related to IDENTIFY key themes
Promote and support laboratory quality management

3.10.1S Glossary of OIE Standards and Resources for Countries

3.12
3.12.1S
3.12.2S
3.12.3S
3.12.4S

Support and promote laboratory networks
Global/Regional Laboratory Network Support
Communication Pathway Reinforcement
Regional Laboratory and Epidemiological Network Support
OIE Reference Centres Communication and Training Assistance for target
countries
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Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
3.13.1S Identification of OIE Twinning Candidate Laboratories and Expertise

3.13

3.13.2S Identification of OIE Twinning Parent Laboratories and Expertise

3.1
3.1.1C

3.2
3.2.1C
3.2.2C

3.3
3.3.1C

3.4
3.4.1C
3.4.2C

3.5
3.5.1C

3.6
3.6.1C
3.6.2C
3.6.5C

3.8
3.8.2C
3.8.3C

3.9
3.9.1C
3.9.2C

3.10
3.10.1C

3.12
3.12.1C
3.12.2C
3.12.3C
3.12.4C

3.13
3.13.1C
3.13.2C

Congo Basin Region
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and
planning
Project Coordination Meetings (EPT & IDENTIFY at HQ, regional, & country levels)
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Project Coordinator - SRR Gaborone
Project Coordinator - SRR Nairobi
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and
other project documents
Annual Work Plan Development
Communication tool development and resource building
Sharepoint-related Activities
Communication, Documentation, and Resource Sharing
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Laboratory Networking Strategy Revision
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Ongoing Laboratory Mapping Activities
PVS Documentation Review
Visits to IDENTIFY Laboratories
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
OIE Focal Point Training
Participation in Regional Training/Workshops
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards
Development of Training/Workshops related to IDENTIFY key themes
Biological Specimen Referral Activities
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Glossary of OIE Standards and Resources for Countries
Support and promote laboratory networks
Global/Regional Laboratory Network Support
Regional Laboratory and Epidemiological Network Support
Communication Pathway Reinforcement
OIE Reference Centres Communciation and Training Assistance for target
countries
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Identification of OIE Twinning Cand idate Laboratories and Expertise
Identification of OIE Twinning Parent Laboratories and Expertise
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Annex 3: SEACFMD Newsletter July-December 2011 featuring
IDENTIFY
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D1e SEACFMD NEWS
Volume 27

South-East Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign

July-December 2011

What's Inside?
SRR-SEA launches STANDZ.............. 2
SRR-SEA holds M&E workshop ....... 2
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The current issue of the SEACFMD Newsletter (July-Dec 2011) covers a wide range
of issues and reflects the wide scope of the
OIE Sub-Regional Representation for South
East Asia's (SRR-SEA) activities. It also
demonstrates that the OIE Bangkok Office is
now operating in an integrated way given
the range and scope of its activities using a
range of planning and monitoring and
evaluation tools to progress its work. Future
editions of the Newsletter will expand on
these matters.
It is important to remind ourselves that the
OIE SRR-SEA primarily coordinates and
gives guidance on a range of project
activities. The key roles of policy direction,
leadership, programme
delivery
and
ultimate success reside with countries.
The SEACFMD Sub-Commission meets in
Lijiang, Yunnan from 5-9 March, 2012, the
first time the meeting has been hosted
by China. Key issues t hat will be discussed

include China's future strategies and how it
can support SEACFMD in border areas; what
processes need to be developed so that
countries can move one stage further on the
globa l FMD Progressive Control Pathway;
vaccination approaches in identified 'hotspots'; use of a sub-regional vaccine bank
for FMD and rabies; and lessons that have
been learned .
Importantly, we will be testing progress
nd
against the 2 Edition of the SEACFM D 2020
Roadmap which has now been published. A
full report on t he Sub-Commission meeting
will form pa rt of the next Newsletter.
The SEACFMD Campaign is on its Phase 4
(2011-2015) and received additional funding
from AusAID. The OIE SRR-SEA wishes
to thank AusAID for its
continued
support to the programme under a new
regional initiative called Stop Transboundary
Animal Diseases and Zoonoses (STANDZ) in
South East Asia.
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OIE SRR-SEA launches AusAID-funded reg'I initiative
to stop transboundary animal diseases and zoonoses
The OIE Sub-Regional
stimulate strongAustralian
Representation Office
er national comAID -,+in South East Asia
mitment
and
{SRR-SEA) and the
support to veteSTANDZ LAUNCHING AND STEERING COMMITTll MEETING,
Australian Agency for
rinary services.
International DevelopSTANDZ
repre...
;,
ment
{AusAID)
sents the peak of
~:f AusAI D support
launched the regional
~
v
Stop Trans-boundary
to OIE doubling
i
Animal Diseases and
previous support
Zoonoses
{STANDZ)
for t he regional
Initiative in Hanoi,
eradication
of
Viet Nam on 12
~ l FMD in the past
September 2011. The •
(.J 15 years.
:--:-::-_--£_.::- _:.~-:--:-_---:---- Initiative, with A$12.7
Under STANDZ,
million funding from Participants at the launch of the STANDZ initiative in Hanoi held back-to-back with the
OIE will work
SEACFMD National Coordinators' Meeting and Monitoring & Evaluation Workshop
AusAID,
aims
to
Iwith Member
reduce the impact of emerging infectious diseases {EIDs), Countries to develop evidence-based regional policy in order
Transboundary Animal Diseases {TADs) and Zoonoses on to stimulate regional and national level commitment t o and
food security, human health, and livelihoods in South East alignment with OIE policies, standards and guidelines;
Asia over the next five years.
strengthen general veterinary services systems; and improve
Dr Ronel Abila, OIE SRR-SEA Representative, said STANDZ FMD and Rabies disease management performance. A small
brings together under one umbrella programme all AusAID- grants facility has been established to help select Member
funded OIE projects namely the South East Asia and China
Countries implement priority actions identified in their
FMD {SEACFMD) Programme, the Strengthening Initiative National FMD, Rabies, and broader Veterinary Services
for Veterinary Services {STRIVES), formerly known as the Plans. STANDZ will also focus on programme monitoring
Project on Strengthening Veterinary Services {PSVS), and
and evaluation, communications, policy engagement,
One Health Project on Zoonoses.
Under its t hree partnerships, and gender mainstreaming.
components, STANDZ will support priority countries to The launch was attended by 36 participants from 11
improve FM D and Rabies control, assist national veterinary countries and representatives from Australia's Department
services systems strengthening in line with the OIE of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Food and Agriculture
Performance of Veterinary Services {PVS) Pathway, and
Organisation of the United Nations and the ASEAN.
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Quality M&E for better animal health programme delivery
OIE SRR SEA organised a workshop on
programme M&E in Hanoi in September
2011 in order to promote better
understanding of the M&E concepts and
practices in the context of improving
the
implementation
of
Member
Countries' animal health programmes.
Facilitated by M&E Expert Susan
Dawson, the 2.5 day workshop with
National
Coordinators
and
other
regional stakeholders stressed the need
to improve the quality of M&E systems
both in STANDZ and in their own
Veterinary Services.
The
training
sessions
introduced
participants to key concepts behind
M&E and to some of the basic

requirements for selecting appropriate
indicators to measure programme
performance.
A half-day session on Organisational
Evaluation Capacity Building introduced
participants to the wider organisational
requirements
to
enable
credible
information to be generat ed to meet
decision-maker needs and to be used.
The session deals with organisational
leadership, culture and incentives for
M&E.
At the end of the workshop, participant s
agreed that they would, to t he extent
possible, progress M&E approaches in
their respective countries/areas of work
taking into account the six lessons to be

learned, one of
which
is to
attract
leadership support
and resources
in
order to
build
M&E
capacity
in
their
department.
The workshop also emphasised t he
need for managers to know the basic
principles of M&E so they can plan more
effectively, demonstrate their programme's effectiveness, identify and
correct problems quickly and learn and
share learning with others in their field .

High-level consultation in Lao PDR
OIE Special Adviser Dr
Gardner Murray and SRR
SEA
Programme
Coordinator Dr Dirk Van
Aken met Dr Phouang
Parisak Pravongvienkham,
Vice-Minister for Livestock
of Lao PDR Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry,
to discuss policy support
for the SEACFMD camOIE Special Adviser Dr. Gardner Murray discusses FMD
paign and FMD control
control with Lao PDR Vice Minister for Livestock
Dr. Phouang Parisak Pravongvienkham
programme
in
the
country.
The Vice-Minister expressed his appreciation of the assistance his government
received through OIE and noted the importance of disease prevention in the
context of ASEAN+3 and World Trade Organisation (WTO) accession . The M inistry,
he said, is fully aware of the opportunity and potential for increasing income for
the poor through the production of large animals for export. While different
initiatives support animal disease control in Lao PDR, the Vice-Minister agreed that
more assistance is needed to establish an FMD-free zone recognised by OIE. The
Ministry also recognises the need for engaging the private sector in disease control
programmes.

SEACFMD Coordinators meet in Hanoi
The SEACFMD National CoordiIii ..-.,.... ..
nators met in Hanoi, Vietnam from
/
September 12 to 16 in order to
discuss progress towards the
SEACFMD 2020 Roadmap.
They also reaffirmed their support
of the FMD vaccination strategy,
discussed the mechanics of the
vaccine bank with funding from
the European Union and the
setting up of animal movement
Participants from Malaysia, Indonesia and the
protocol in line with the OIE Code. Philippines share experiences on FMD control
The meeting noted the import ance of timely submission of FMD
samples for diagnosis and FMD status Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry,
through the ASEAN Regional Animal Association of South East Asian Nations,
Health Information System (ARAHIS). Food & Agricu lture Organisation, and
OIE will work with Member countries to the FMD Reference Laboratory in
prepare a costed national plans for FMD Pakchong, Thailand updated particontrol and eradication which will be cipants on activities related to FMD
presented
at
the
Global
FMD control and prevention. The partiConference in Bangkok in June 2012.
cipants recognised and thanked Dr
The National Coordinators presented Wilai Linchongsubongkoch for her
the current national FMD status and invaluable contributions over the years
their countries' respective achieve- as head of the FMD Reference
ments in the prevention and control of laboratory in Pakchong, Thailand and in
the disease. Partner organisations coordinating the SEACFMD Lab Netnamely Australia 's Department of work. Dr Wilai retired last September.
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Programme of Work
links projects into
one initiative
The OIE SRR-SEA has developed a
programme of work from June 2011 to
December 2012 in order to enhance
transparency and ensure that national
governments, funding agencies, subregional and international organisations,
and
other . - - - - - - - stakeholders
O iP
are aware of
how the Office
functions and
PtolfaMMC! of Wolk
is structured.
The SRR-SEA
programme of
work will help
identify areas
___,
where there is ...._
a
potential
duplication and areas where synergies
are possible by building on each
project's outcomes and training and to
encourage
further
integration
of
implementation efforts.
With STANDZ, OIE SRR-SEA will link
different project components into one
initiative to provide financial flexibility
and to reduce reporting; provide a
framework for activities and t he
development of model approaches; and
strengthen the OI E SRR including in
communications, gender and social
inclusion, and governance structures.
Following the formal establishment of
its Office in Bangkok in 2010, t he OIE
SRR-SEA has broadened its mandate to
coordinate not only an expanded FMD
Campaign, but also contribute to
prevention and control of highly
pathogenic emerging and re-emerging
diseases and zoonoses including rabies,
drive
programmes to
strengthen
veterinary services, and importantly to
deliver
improvements
to
OIE
representation in the Region.
A strong and functional OIE SRR-SEA will
lead
to
improved
outcomes
in
promoting animal health, coordinating
animal disease control programmes
particularly FMD and rabies, and
strengthening capacity of Veterinary
Services in South East Asia.
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OIE joins DLD, FAO in surveillance of livestock during floods
Below is a sty built up
with sand to try keep
the pigs out of the
flood-water

OIE SRR-SEA joined Thailand's Department of Livestock and
Development (DLD) and the Food and Agriculture
Organisation of the UN (FAO) in their rapid assessment of
flood impact on the livestock sector last November 2011.
They found that no outbreak of FMD was directly caused
by the floods which affected approximat ely 30 per cent of

Above photo shows temporary cages along the roadside in
Nakon Sawan are specially built to move the animals to in the
flood. The cages are progressively raised above the ground with
makeshift stands as the flood-water rises.

This farmer
in Sukhothai
returns his
pigs to the
sty after
water has
receded. Note the level that the flood
waters rose to.

One Health LabNet meeting mulls regional framework
A three-day Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for On laboratory in particular, the Concept Note recommended
Emerging Infectious Disease Diagnosis in the Asia Pacific the development of a joint framework to address gaps and
Region, organised by the tripartite FAO/O IE/WHO group, was strengthen collaboration in human and animal health
held in Kuala Lumpur on 19-21 November. The meeting laboratory activities. It also recommended that t he
marked the first time that such a large, cross-sectoral group framework should cover the upgrading of facilities, t raining
has met to discuss laboratory issues in the region.
and collaboration between regional and international
Following
the
reference laboratories
recommendation
for diagnosis and
from the 2010
quality assurance. The
meeting of FAO/
framework
should
OIE Sub-Regional
also promote coLaboratory Netoperation
between
work for HPAI
human and animal
Diagnosis
in
surveillance syst ems
South East Asia, Participants representing the animal and human health sectors from the region and partner in analysing available
last year's meeting organisations and donors such as AAHL, NIAH, FAO, O IE and USAID
evidence and evalexpanded
the
uating responses and
content and scope to include the promotion of the timely sharing of comparable epidemiological and
harmonisation and enhancement of laboratory capacity and pathogen data across the relevant sectors.
international standards more generally to Transboundary The meeting recognised that many countries within t he
Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging and Re-emerging region do not have a strategic plan specific for the national
Infectious Diseases (EIDs).
animal health laboratory or the national system of
Dr. Ronello Abila, OIE Sub-Regional Representative for South laboratories, nor do they have any official strategic planning
East Asia, said the meeting is part of the global efforts to initiative or currently have a plan to develop one. Barriers
strengthen collaboration of the human, animal and to the development of strategic plans for animal health
environmental health sectors in implementing the One laboratories include limited capacity/lack of experience and
Health approach. At the global level, however, collaborations knowledge about strategic planning and the process of
among the three organizations started long before the official strategic plan development. Approximately 50 participants
recognition of One Health as a concept, with the signing of an attended the Animal Health component of the meeting
MOU in May 2004, between the OIE and FAO, and in including laboratory directors and technical representatives
December 2004, between OIE and WHO.
from national animal health and leading laboratories from
This cooperation has been strengthened with the April 2010 ASEAN countries and China; Australian Animal Health
Tripartite Concept Note of the FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration Laboratory (AAHL), Japan National Institute of Animal Health
in sharing responsibilities and coordinating global activities to (NIAH), FAO, OIE and USAID; a similar contingent from the
address health risks at the animal-human-ecosystems Public Health sector attended the Public Health and joint
interfaces.
components of the meeting.
SEMHID~
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GF-TADs meeting in Tokyo calls for
stronger veterinary services
th

The 5
regional steering committee
meeting of the Global Framework for
the Progressive Control of Transboundary Animal Diseases (GF-TADs)
was held in Tokyo in July 2011.
Participants called for increased funding
from donors to strengthen Veterinary
Services in developing countries. "The
Veterinary Services must be supported
by effective and advanced legislation to
address increasing incidence of high
impact transboundary emerging and reemerging diseases while meeting OIE
criteria for quality and performance of
their essential functions," the meeting
recommended.

RP receives OIE
stamp as FMDf ree without
vaccination

viruses to better understand
interaction and transmission dynamic
between wild bi rd species and domestic
poultry, as well as the diversity of the
viruses and their potential risks to
animals and humans.
Countries, international organisations
and donors/partners were requested to
make strong political commitment to
combat rabies at national, regional and
global level. Rabies remains a major
public health and animal health issue in
many countries in the region.
O IE Director General Bernard
Vallat and Philippine OIE delegate
The meeting recognised the active
Davinio Catbagan
participation of WHO which shows
increasing adoption of the One Health The OIE SRR-SEA congratulates the
approach
in Philippines for receiving FMD-free
addressing
zoonotic status without vaccination for the
diseases and other country's
remaining
regions and
high impact EIDs and provinces designated as Zone 2,
in promoting animal making the whole country FMD-free
and human health without vaccination.
partnership.
Mindanao and Visayas, along with the
A regional initiative island provinces of Palawan and
between OIE and FAO, Masbate were declared by the OIE as
GF-TADs is a co- FMD-free without vaccination in 2001
ordinating mechanism and 2002 while Luzon's zones 1 and 3
for the control and were declared free in 2010.
prevention of TADs The OIE certification enables the
Dr. Ronello Abila, SRR-SEA Representative, presents the
and EIDs as well as Philippines to export livestock meat
SEACFMD Campaign, a major programme under the regional
GF-TADs umbrella
zoonotic diseases in products, particularly to nearby
Asia-Pacific.
ASEAN and Asia-Pacific regions.
Rapid
intensification
of
livestock
production and new farming systems in
response to rising demand for meat,
milk and eggs, requires improved
capacity of the Veterinary Services to
prevent,
diagnose
and
control
outbreaks. The current incursions of Indonesia's Department of Animal Health conducted FMD outbreak simulation
TADs in South East Asia continue to have exercise in Medan from September 29 to October 1.
high social and economic impacts in The annual exercise marked the fourth time Indonesia tested its preparedness
member countries, analysis of which for possible incursion of FMD to sustain awareness and maintain the country's
should be made and used as justification FMD-free status.
OIE SRR-SEA Representative Dr. Ronello Abila and Project Officer Dr. Mary Joy
for significant additional investment.
1
For instance, the Global Conference on Gordoncillo observed the exercise. Dr. Abila praised lndonesia s efforts and notFMD which will be held in Bangkok in ed the importance of being vigilant given the fact that even developed countries
June 2012 in collaboration with the such as Japan and Korea that used to be free from FMD experienced incursions
in 2010 and 2011.
Government of Thailand provides an
Dr.
Abila presented the status of FMD in South East Asia and other parts of Asia
opportunity to mobilise additional
resources to enhance global and that recently had outbreaks of FMD. Participants simulated possible outbreak
scenarios and courses of actions and responses at the nationa l, provincial and
regional control of FMD.
district
levels in the event of an FMD incursion. A participant noted the difficulParticipants at the GF-TAD meeting also
requested information on Influenza A ty of keeping the government interested in and support FMD prevention and
control given the absence of the disease.

Indonesia raises preparedness to
keep FMD freedom

Staff Profile
The OIE has recruited four new staff for its
Su b-Regiona I Representation for South
East Asia (SRR-SEA) to support the
implementation of the USAID-funded
IDENTIFY Project and the AusAID-funded
Stop Transboundary Animal Diseases and
Zoonoses (STANDZ) initiative, an umbrella
programme comprising the SEACFMD
Campaign, STRIVES and the 'One Health'
project focusing on rabies. Their arrival
has bolstered the capacity of the OIE
Office in Bangkok to deliver core OIE
th
programmes in line with the OIE 5
Strategic Plan for 2011 to 2015.

Andrew Davis, IDENTIFY
Programme Coordinator

Dr. Andrew Davis is the OIE Programme
Coordinator for the IDENTIFY project
within the USAID-funded
Emerging
Pandemic Threat programme.
Th is
project focuses on developing the
capacity of laboratories and their
networks in the
human-health and
animal-health sectors to contribute to
Dirk Van Aken, SRR-SEA
the management of ~
Programme Coordinator
emerging
infec.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ tious diseases.

As the SRR-SEA Programme Coordinator,
Dr. Dirk Van Aken is in charge of the
overall
programming,
planning,
implementation and monitoring of the
STAN DZ Initiative. As well as managing the
Small Grants Facility, Dirk also provides
technical assistance to member countries
in the management of TADs control
programme.
Dirk is a graduate of
the
Faculty
of
Veterinary Medicine
in Ghent (1981). He
holds a Diploma in
Tropical Veterinary
Medicine
(1982)
- - -- ._._..... and a Master of
Science degree (1992) of the Institute of
Tropical Medicine in Ant werp. In 2004,
Dirk was accepted as Diplomate of the
European Veterinary Parasitology College.
Dirk has been working in Asia since 1982,
on long term assignments in India, Sri
Lanka, the Philippines, Lao PDR and
Cambodia. His experience includes the
training of veterinary students, research
in epidemiology of diseases in cattle, small
ruminants and pigs, as well as the
management of major donor funded
projects. His most recent work from 2005
to 2010 was as Team Leader and Senior
Livestock Adviser of the European Union
Livestock Programme in Cambodia on
Smallholder Livestock Production.
Since 1998, while working in the European
Union-funded livestock projects in Lao
PDR and Cambodia, Dirk has been
cooperating
with
the
SEACFMD
programme.

animal and human health communication,
project coordination, evaluation and
journalism. During the last five years,
Cecilia has been involved in the
development and implementation of
communications and advocacy strategies
on avian influenza for CARE International,
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the
United Nations and UNICEF in Cambodia.
She also supervised external evaluations
of different activities and programmes on
community-based avian influenza risk
reduction programme of CARE in
Cambodia. Cecilia received her Master's
degree in Mass Communications from the
University of Leicester, United Kingdom.

Mary Joy Gordoncillo,

Prior to joining the
STANDZ Project Officer
OIE, Andrew worked at CSIRO - Australian
Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) and was
coordinator for the Australian laboratory
network on Emergency Animal Diseases.
As Project Officer
Andrew has worked as a Veterinary
for the STANDZ
Pathologist in Nationa l, Sub-national,
initiative, Dr. Mary
Joy N. Gordoncillo is
University and Commercial diagnostic
veterinary pathology laboratories within
providing
project
Australia and also internationally. Andrew
management
and
graduated from the University of
communication supQueensland, Austra lia in 2002, and has
port
to
various
post-graduate qualifications in diagnostic
projects in member
veterinary pathology.
countries in the region.
Joy is also supporting the various
operations of the SRR-SEA, and is
Maria Cecilia Dy, SRR-SEA
promoting the visibility of the OIE as an
M&E Coordinator/
independent,
scientific
and
highly
Communications Officer
professiona l centre of excellence throughout South East Asia. Joy has a DVM
degree from the University of t he
Maria Cecilia Dy is Philippines, a Masters in Tropical
the SRR SEA Moni- Veterinary Science from James Cook
toring & Evaluation University in Australia, and just recently
Coordinator
and completed her PhD from Michigan State
Other t han her
Communications University in USA.
Officer.
advanced skills in veterinary microbiology
Cecilia is respon- and molecular biology, she is also
sible for managing particularly skilled and has deep interest
_.__-=.....-..- the implementation in digital media arts, illustration and
of M&E Framework of the various projects design, as well as health communication.
under the STANDZ initiative.
Word of t hanks to outgoing staff
Cecilia also oversees the implementation
of the SRR communication plan and O/E SRR-SEA wishes to thank Dr John Stratton,
coordinates
the
development
and former PSVS Programme Coordinator, Dr. Sharie
implementation of Member Countries' Michelle Aviso, former SEACFMD Project Officer,
and Dr. Jarunee Siengsanan-Lamont, former PSVS
communication strategies for animal
Technical Officer, for their valuable contributions
health in South East Asia.
to the work of the Office. OIE SRR-SEA wishes
Cecilia brings to OIE her expertise in both them well in their future endeavours.

FAO, OIE, WHO strengthen
collaboration on HPED
The 2nd Steering Committee Meeting of
the European Union (EU) - funded
Programme on
Highly Pathogenic
Emerging and Re-emerging Diseases
(HPED) took place on 20 July 2011 in
Tokyo.

Dr. Alain Dehove, OIE Coordinator of the
World Animal Health and Welfare Fund

Dr. Alexandre Bouchot, OIE SRR-SEA
Project Manager, presented ongoing
collaboration on the €23 million HPED
programme between WHO, FAO and OIE
at global and regional level on
information
systems,
coordination
platforms and mechanisms.
FAO, OIE and WHO reiterated their
agreement on a common st rategy
adopted in the April 2010 Tripartite
Concept
Note
entitled
"Sharing
responsibilities and coordinating global
activities to address health risks at the
human-animal ecosystems interfaces."

The vision is to have a world capable of
preventing,
detecting,
containing,
eliminating, and responding to animal
and public health risks attributable to
zoonoses and animal diseases with an
impact on food security through multisectoral
cooperation
and
strong
partnerships.
For this to happen, animal and human
health institutions need to strengthen
their strategic planning at the global,
regional and national levels including in
the field of communication, secure
funding for animal health and veterinary
services, pass and enforce veterinary
legislation,
promote
private-public
partnerships and build multi-disciplinary
capacity at all levels.
Dr Alain Dehove, OIE Coordinator of the
World Animal Health and Welfare Fund,
said that OIE has set up a regional
vaccine bank while capacity building
activities in the region were carried out
through the Performance of Veterinary
Services (PVS) Pathway, seminars and
workshops.
The OIE's PVS Pathway, and relat ed
projects and programmes, represent the
animal health component of HPED. The
PVS Pathway is a continuous process
that aims to sustainably improve the
compliance of Vet erinary Services with
International Standards on quality.

SRR-SEA supports
RP's consultative
workshop on
zoonoses

OIE SRR SEA, together with FAO
and WHO, supported the Philippine
Inter-Agency Committee on Zoonoses
(PhilCZ) in the organisation of its
National Zoonoses Consultative Workshop in Manila last November. The
workshop was designed to develop a
coordinating mechanism among the
Department of Health, Department of
Agriculture and Department of Environment and Natural Resources to
operationalise PhilCZ.
Philippine President, Benigno Aquino
Ill, signed an Administrative Order
creating the PhilCZ. It aims to develop
a national strat egy on prevention,
control and elimination of zoonoses
and establish a functional and sustainable mechanism t o strengthen the
animal-human interface for the
effective
prevention, control and
elimination of zoonotic diseases.
Dr. Mary Joy Gordoncillo, SRR-SEA
Project Officer, briefed participants on
OIE's involvement in the global efforts
to strengthen collaboration of the
human, animal and environmental
health sectors and its activities on One
Health under the STAN DZ Initiative.

Reference centres hold reg'I forum on EIDs, zoonoses
OIE, jointly with FAO and WHO,
organised the Regional Forum of
Collaborating/ Reference Centres on
Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) and
Zoonoses from 5 to 6 December in
Hokkaido University, Research Centre
for Zoonosis Control, Sapporo, Japan.
The aim was to share their work,
explore collaboration and discuss a
potential joint research agenda for
zoonotic diseases and EIDs.
The Forum served as a showcase for
fostering cross-sectoral collaboration
between animal and public health and
provided useful lessons for scaling up
the initiative to the global level. It also

provided the first unique
opportunity
to
bring
together FAO RC, OIE RC
and WHO Collaborating
Centres and created a
platform to share ideas
and aspirations.
Dr Andrew Davis, SRR SEA
Programme Coordinator,
attended
the
forum
together with more than
50 other participants from
18 FAO/OIE/WHO CC/RCs,
from Hokkaido University
Secretariat. Representatives
OIE RCs in Japan and two
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observers
and the
from four
candidate

laboratories under the
OIE Laboratory Twinning
(namely National Institute for Animal Health:
Thailand Brucellosis and
Veterinary Research Instit ute: Malaysia - HPAI)
also participated.
Given the importance of
collaboration
between
t he human health and
animal health sectors,
zoonoses prevention and control have
been identified as key focus areas for
capacity-building under the Asia Pacific
Strategy for Emerging Diseases.

Farmers, traders need
more info about FMD

Upcoming Events

• 11th Meeting of the Tri-state Commission of the Myanmar
-Thailand-Malaysia Peninsular for FMD Freedom

The OIE SRR-SEA fielded missions to Laos and Cambodia in
December to assist the animal health departments in both
countries with their public awareness activities on FMD.
Maria Cecilia Dy, Communications Officer, and Dr Mary Joy
Gordoncillo, Project Officer, met with animal health officials
at the national, provincial and district levels, as well as
farmers and traders in two districts of Lao's Xieng Khouang
province and four districts of Cambodia's Takeo and Kam-

30 January-I February 2012 (Penang, Malaysia)

• 10th Meeting of the Upper Mekong Working Group on
FMD Zoning and Animal Movement Management

7-9 February 2012 (Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar)

• 18th Meeting of the OIE Sub-Commission for SEACFMD
5-9 March 2012 (Yunnan, China)

• 2nd FAO/OIE World Conference on FMD
27-29 June 2012 (Bangkok, Thai land)

SEACFMD Nat'I Coordinators
pong Cham provinces. Focus group discussions (FGDs) were
conducted with 15 farmers in Laos owning between four to
30 heads of cattle and buffaloes and 30 farmers in Cambodia owning between three to 15 heads of cattle. FGDs were
also held with nine male traders in Cambodia and two
female traders in Laos. Women represented 73 per cent of
farmer respondents in Laos and 20 per cent in Cambodia.
Results indicate that both farmers and traders need more
information on FMD prevention and control. Most farmers
did not know about FMD vaccination until the recent FAOsupported free vaccination campaign. Women in Laos have
more responsibilities in raising cattle and buffaloes t han
their husbands but had not received the information they
needed to prevent their animals from getting FMD. In
Cambodia, women shared
equal responsibilities with
their husbands but were
also not reached by the
same information. Farmers
in Laos and Cambodia use
t raditional medicine to treat
'II lesions caused by FMD. In Cambodia, for
example, farmers boil bark of a tree and
use it to clean wounds. In both countries,
,....-.,-.-. women rely on t heir husbands to t reat
their sick animals. On t he other hand,
traders seem to be more knowledgeable
about FMD than farmers but t hey too have
no way of telling if the animals they buy are
free of FMD as "symptoms show up days
later". What is certain, however, is that FMD has caused
big losses to farmers and traders alike. Traders suffered
reduced profit from weight loss in their animals and cost of
treatment while farmers spent more time and money for
treatment and feed, lost draught and hauling power in the
farm and lost opportunities to earn rental fees from other
farmers. Those with young cattle usually suffered losses
through deaths while those with pregnant cows, abortion
was common.

Brunei Darussalam: Dr Dabeding bin Haji Dullah
Assistant Director of Agriculture, Department of Agricu lture
Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources

Cambodia: Dr Sorn San
Director, National Veterinary Research Institute
Department of Anima l Health And Production

People's Republic of China: Dr Sun Yan
Executive Director, Division of Science, Technology
& International Cooperation Veterinary Bureau

Indonesia: Dr. Pudjiatmoko
Director, Directorate of Animal Health, Directorate
General of Livestock and Animal Health Services

Lao PDR: Dr Phouth lnthavong
Veterinary Officer, National Animal Health Centre
Department of Livestock and Fisheries

Malaysia: Dr Mohd Naheed bin Mohd Hussein
Veterinary Officer, Disease Control Unit
Department of Veterinary Services

Myanmar: Dr Kyaw Sunn
Director for Research & Disease Control
Livestock Breeding & Veterinary Department

Philippines: Dr Victor Atienza
Assistant Director
Bureau of Anima l Industry

Singapore: Dr Chua Tze Hoong
Deputy Director, Accred itation Division
Agri-Food & Veterinary Authority

Thailand: Dr Prasit Chaitaweesub
Chief of Disease Control, Sub-Division
Bureau of Disease Control and Veterinary Service
Department of Livestock Development

Viet Nam: Dr Phan Quang Minh
Deputy Head, Epidemiology Division
Department of Animal Health

SEACFMD NEWS 1s published by the OIE Sub-Regional Representation for South-East Asia (SRR-SEA) for the South-East Asia and China Foot and Mouth
Disease Campaign.© All photographs are copyrighted to the OIE SRR-SEA. To be included in the mailing 11st please contact srr seasia@oie int.
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Annex 4: USAID Vietnam EPT Fact Sheet featuring IDENTIFY
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2011 Program Highlights
What is the EPT Program?
Nearly 75 percent of all new, emerging, or
reemerging diseases affecting humans at the
beginning of the 21st century originated in
animals. The speed with which these diseases
can emerge and spread presents serious public
health, economic, and development concerns. It
also underscores the need for the development of
comprehensive disease detection and response
capacities, particularly in those geographic areas
where disease threats are likely to emerge.
Recognizing this need, the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) launched the
EPT program that seeks to aggressively preempt
or combat diseases that could spark future
pandemics. Initial priority regions include the
Congo Basin and South East Asia.

In South East Asia, Vietnam is a priority country
for the EPT program. Using a risk-based,
proactive approach, the EPT program is building
on the Government of Vietnam's successes in
disease surveillance, training, and outbreak
response in geographic areas where these threats
are most likely to emerge.
Four key areas of emphasis under EPT include:
1. Wildlife pathogen detection
2. Risk determination
3. Outbreak response capacity
4. Risk reduction
The 4 primary projects of the EPT program are
PREDICT, RESPOND, IDENTIFY, AND
PREVENT. The U.S. CENTERS FOR DISEASE
CONTROL (CDC) is also a technical EPT partner.

, '-l

The EPT program emphasizes early identification
of and response to dangerous pathogens in
animals before they can become significant
threats to human health. The program draws on
expertise from across the animal- and humanhealth sectors to build regional, national, and local
capacities for early disease detection, laboratorybased disease diagnosis, rapid disease response
and containment, and risk reduction.

PREDICT

Monitor diseases in
wildlife;
risk determination

IDENTIFY

Strengthen
diagnostic capacity
for normative
animal and
human diseases

GVN
AIPED*
&
EPT

RESPOND

Increase capacity to
respond to disease
outbreaks

PREVENT

Change behaviors and
practices that lead to
disease amplification
and spread

March 2011, Hanoi: National Workshop on Wildlife and Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Vietnam (Hanoi)

~1 //

)

*A/PED: 2011 -2015 Integrated National Operational Program on Avian
Influenza, Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging Infectious Diseases

http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept
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2011 Program Highlights
EPT Program Projects
PREDICT

IDENTIFY

Through PREDICT, USAID aims to build a global
early warning system for emerging diseases
which move between wildlife and people. In
Vietnam, the PREDICT project works with incountry government partners to build local
capacity to investigate and monitor diseases at
the animal-human interface and to develop a riskbased approach to concentrate efforts in
surveillance, prevention, and response at the
most critical points for disease emergence from
wildlife. Global PREDICT partners include the
University of California Davis School of Veterinary
Medicine, Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS),
Ecohealth Alliance, Smithsonian Institution, and
Global Viral Forecasting (GVF).

The IDENTIFY project represents a USAID
partnership with WHO, FAQ and OIE. The
project aims to help develop laboratory networks
and strengthen diagnostic capacities in geographic "hot spots" in order to improve detection
of normative diseases in animals and humans.

PREVENT
The PREVENT project builds upon USAID"s
ongoing H5N1 avian influenza efforts to develop
effective behavior change and communication
responses to diseases of animal origin. It also
supports efforts to characterize behaviors that
increase the potential for the amplification and
spread of new disease threats from wildlife or
wildlife products, and formulates strategies for
behavior change and/or communication
approaches that meet the challenges posed by
emerging pandemic disease threats. PREVENT
partners include FHl360 and GVF.

RESPOND
RESPOND strengthens country capacities and
twins schools of medicine, nursing, public health,
and veterinary medicine in the "hot spot" regions
with U.S. counterpart institutions to strengthen
their capacities to provide long- and short-course
trainings for cadres of professionals in order to
identify and respond to disease outbreaks in a
timely and sustainable manner. RESPOND
partners include Development Alternatives, Inc.,
the University of Minnesota, Tufts University,
Training and Resources Group, and Ecology and
Environment, Inc.

U.S. CDC
The U.S. CDC provides technical assistance and
funds to the Vietnamese Field Epidemiology
Training Program. This program trains
physicians and other health workers to become
experts in identifying and responding to disease
outbreaks. The two-year FETP program is
located at the Hanoi Medical University.

TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ACTIVITIES
In 2011 , IDENTIFY supported almost 60 days of
training in Vietnam targeting biosafety, antiviral
resistance testing, and various diagnostic
techniques for specified pathogens to over 250
participants in both animal and human health
sectors. PREVENT carried out an omnibus
survey on wild animal meat consumption in
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. In this study 5.2
percent of respondents in Hanoi and 27.4 percent
in Ho Chi Minh City reported eating rodents in the
past year. PREVENT is following up in one area
where there is substantial cross-border trade in
rodents from Cambodia to Vietnam. PREDICT
provided partner laboratories with specially
developed diagnostic protocols targeting viral
family pathogens, and began on the job training
in partner laboratories on their implementation.
http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept

Participants engaged in training on diagnosis and
characterization of swine diseases

2
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2011 Program Highlights
biosafety guidelines, and to improve antiviral
resistance surveillance and testing. On the
human health side, IDENTIFY provided training to
230 participants to enhance surveillance and
diagnosis of dengue fever, chikungunya, cholera,
and E. coli. Training also helped develop
influenza antiviral susceptibility surveillance and
improve detection of enterobacteria and lab
biosafety practices.

RESOURCES SUPPORT
With EPT support, Vietnamese senior officials
attended the OIE Global Conference on Wildlife
Animal Health and Biodiversity, Paris, February,
2011, and the OIE/FAO/WHO Regional
Laboratory Network meeting in Bangkok,
September, 2011. Following discussions with
laboratories to identify the specific resources
required to implement PREDICT diagnostic
protocols in Vietnam, essential laboratory
equipment and supplies were provided to two
PREDICT partner laboratories. IDENTIFY helped
develop animal and human health laboratory
capacity for pathogen surveillance around
Vietnam by providing laboratory textbooks, equipment, technical assistance, testing protocols and
supplies to nine different laboratories.

CAPACITY BUILDING
In 2010, the EPT program provided technical
support for a workshop focused on "Developing
One Health approaches for the period 2011-15".
This was followed in 2011 by the first workshop
held in Vietnam which brought together wildlife
professionals, veterinarians, and relevant government agencies in order to understand existing
knowledge on wildlife health in the country, and
the priority activities required to develop this
knowledge towards a ,,One Health" approach in
the coming time. This "Wildlife and Emerging
Infectious Diseases in Vietnam" workshop was
hosted by the Department of Animal Health,
with technical and financial support from
PREDICT and RESPOND , and attracted over
100 participants from all over Vietnam.

October 2011: Hanoi University of Agriculture hosts
the First Regional W ild life Pathology Workshop

CREATING PARTNERSHIPS
Under leadership of the Government of Vietnam
along with key universities and laboratories, the
EPT Program has actively developed sustainable
partnerships in-country and within the South East
Asian region, to facilitate implementation of the
program''s activities.
PREDICT developed formal agreements with the
Department of Animal Health and the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine, Hanoi University of
Agriculture in order to begin to understand the
pathogens circulating in wild animal populations
in those interfaces where wildlife and humans
come into contact. PREDICT and IDENTIFY
worked together with partner laboratories to
ensure that resource development and training
implemented under EPT is complementary and
assists the government''s aim of continuing to
develop international standard diagnostic labs.

In October, PREDICT and the Hanoi University of
Agriculture Faculty of Veterinary Medicine to host
the "First Regional Wildlife Pathology Workshop", with participation from government labs,
forestry departments and veterinary faculties
from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
Nearly 70 animal health sector participants
attended IDENTIFY supported workshops to
better understand diagnostic prioritization of
swine diseases, to introduce national Standard
Operating Procedures for antibiotic susceptibility testing, to develop and finalize national
http://viet nam.usaid.gov/ept

At the same time, RESPOND was establishing
two university networks which will allow for
collaboration, support, and exchanges between
member universities. The first network called the
3
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111 ustrative Activities for 2012
RESPOND will continue to support the further
development of both the Vietnam One Health
University Network (VOHUNET) and the South
East Asia One Health University Network
(SEAOHUN), of which three Vietnam universities
are an integral part. As part of the network
support, UMN and Tufts University will twin with
their Vietnam university counterparts to build
public health capacity to respond to disease
outbreaks. Part of this capacity building involves
the development of One Health Core
Competencies as well as curriculum and
workforce assessments.

CREA TING PARTNERSHIPS (cont'd)

South East Asia One Health University Network
(SEAOHUN) represents 10 universities
throughout SE Asia, including 3 from Vietnam.
The second network called the Vietnam One
Health University Network (VOHUNET)
represents an initial 15 universities in Vietnam.

2012: Illustrative Activities
In 2011 , the four EPT Program projects were
busy establishing working partnerships in order to
optimize future collaboration. Meanwhile, the
projects focused on developing human resource
and material capacity within Vietnam focusing on
disease surveillance and detection. During 2012,
the EPT Program in Vietnam will continue
building on existing achievements.

PREVENT will focus on the areas of risk
determination and developing risk-reduction
strategies. One specific area of interest is a
substantial cross-border trade in rodents from
Cambodia to Vietnam. PREVENT will map the
markets and carry out rapid qualitative research
in selected Vietnamese communities involved in
the rodent trade to understand who is involved,
trace sources and routes by which rodents (and
comparison foods) get to market and their
destinations; identify different actors in the market
chain and assess traders" appreciation (or not) of
the risks identified and the potential for risk
mitigation. PREVENT will also work with key
stakeholders to explore different options for
improving bio-security practices at wildlife
farms. Concurrently the project will complete a
local literature review focused on risky practices
and behaviors and will document interventions
undertaken or underway which aim to reduce
human-animal exposure. Throughout the year
PREVENT will participate in the BCC working
group and support expansion of the group''s
agenda to include other emerging and reemerging infectious diseases.

IDENTIFY plans to facilitate and expand the
Regional Laboratory Network. The project will
also continue working to improve laboratory
biosafety within Vietnam. By providing reference
books, as well as field and laboratory diagnostic
training, IDENTIFY will help improve human and
animal health laboratory capacity to diagnose
known diseases and handle undiagnosed
samples. Additionally, IDENTIFY will support
improving quality assurance in laboratories
through the External Quality Assurance Scheme
(EQAS) for priority diseases. IDENTIFY provided
funding for a situation analysis undertaken by
MOH and regional institutes to develop a long
term strategy for laboratory biosafety.
PREDICT will continue to work collaboratively
with government and laboratory partners to
further characterize the risk to public health
posed by the potential for emergence and
transmission of diseases from wildlife to humans.
Wildlife disease surveillance efforts will focus
on wild animal species (such as rodents, nonhuman primates, carnivores, bats and birds) for
which history has shown the emergence of
zoonotic disease is most likely, in interfaces
which provide opportunities for close contact
between humans and animals. PREDICT will
provide ongoing training and support to ensure
adequate laboratory and field biosafety, and to
develop in-country capacity to investigate
unknown diseases in wild animal populations.
http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept

U.S. CDC will continue to support the Vietnam
FETP in their efforts to train and build skills to
identify and respond to disease outbreaks.
Support consists of technical assistance, training
and curriculum developments as well as funds to
support training, outbreaks and field projects.

For further Information please contact:

USAIDNietnam, Office of Health
if 04-3935-1260
Dr. Kim Thuy Oanh - okim@usaid.gov
4
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Snapshot of In-Country Partners and Counterparts
Hanoi:

* Department of Animal Health

Thai Nguyen University:
• College of Medicine
• College of Agriculture & Forestry

* National Centre for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD)
* Hanoi University of Agriculture

* National Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology
(NIHE)
• Bae Giang Agriculture and Forestry University

VOHUNET Secretariat:
• Hanoi School of Public Health
• Hanoi Medical University
• Hanoi University of Agriculture

..; • Hai Phong Medical University
• Thai Binh University of Medicine
• Nam Dinh University of Nursing

FETP:

* Hanoi Medical University, Institute for
Preventive Medicine and Public Health
Hue University:
• College of Medicine and Pharmacy
• College of Agriculture and Forestry
Tay Nguyen Institute Hygiene and
Epidemiology (TIHE)
Dak Lak:
• Tay Nguyen University, Faculty
of Medicine and Pharmacy

IPasteur Institute Nha Trang (Pl NT)
• Can Tho University of
Medicine and Pharmacy
Ho Chi Minh City:
• HCMC Medicine and Pharmacy University
• HCMC University of Agriculture & Forestry
Pio Chi Minh City:
* Regional Animal Health O ffice # 6
* Pasteur Institute Ho C hi Minh City
• Represents initial VOHUNET institutions

Vietnam One Health University Network (VOHUNET) National Launch in Nha Trang, Vietnam-Nov 2011

http://vietnam.usaid.gov/ept
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Annex 5: EPT/IDENTIFY Project Indicators Framework

DRAFT
EPT/IDENTIFY Project Indicators
Version 4, 29 February 2012

EPT 5-Year Over-Arching Mission
Minimize the risk of potential pandemic disease threats

EPT 5-Year Objectives for the IDENTIFY project
1.

2

Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases3

2. Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorit ies, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations
3.

Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System

4.

Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities

4

IDENTIFY Project End-of Project Targets and lndicators for Annual {Fiscal Year)
Reporting
Objective #1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory' s capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases

2

See Annex I for complete list of animal and public health laboratories in the IDENTIFY countries.
"IDENTIFY targeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regional level for support under IDENTIFY. Some
IDENTIFY laboratories have no mandate/ interest to detect all IDENTIFY targeted diseases and data will not be reported for

3

diseases in those cases.
4
In order to remain flexible to the evolution of the IDENTIFY project and the national situation of each IDENTIFY country,
IDENTIFY partners keep open the possibility to review indicators and make necessary modifications. IDENTIFY partners will
collect data from the effective start date of each activity implemented of the IDENTIFY project to determine baseline figures.
While we have aligned the indicators across organizations in each objectives table below, additional linkages between indicators
and between IDENTIFY objectives is frequent. We encourage examining the IDENTIFY framework as a whole with each
objective and indicator demonstrating one piece of the overall capability of a laboratory or country that, without the other pieces,
has little meaning.
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End-of Project Target for Objective #1: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries
have im proved their ability to detect - to t he appropriate level of characterization for the
laborat ory's capability- t he IDENTIFY targeted diseases in their respect ive regions

DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #l lNDICATORS5
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 1
FAO Indicators

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

Link to
EPT
6
lndicators

Proportion of national outbreaks and/or
events confirmed by laboratory d iagnoses
nationally and internatio nally each year

6

Percentage of notifications of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases with multiple serotypes
t hat were present and for which informat ion
about serotype was provided
Source of the laboratory's method to test
targeted diseases

6

Source of reagents and controls used to test
for t argeted diseases

6

Level of t raining provided t o staff who
perform diagnostic tests

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which OIE prescribed or alternative tests
for internat ional trade are available in
national an imal health laboratories

Access to testing outside the country for
t argeted diseases for which diagnosis is not
ava ilable in-country

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for w hich advanced tests are available in
national an imal healt h laboratories

Availability of advanced characterization of
targeted pathogens, where appropriat e, in country or internat ionally

6

Number of people t rained by topic in
laboratory practices

Number of people t rained in field
epidemiology, epidemiology, lab techniques,
lab management, biosafety and biosecurity,
sample management (infectious sample
shipment , etc.}, logistics, IT (LIMS}, etc.

1

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which t ests are available in nat ional
anima l health laboratories

Ability of each lab to diagnose noted priority
diseases•

Number of staff trained by topic,
prof essional cat egory and type of
t raining/meeting/conference

6

Number of laboratories that have developed
a National Animal Health Laboratory
Strategic Plan
Value of equipments/supplies provided to
support ed laboratories

Value of commodities provided (USO}

6
Total sum (in USO} spent on laboratory
supplies, reagents and equipment from

5

Under each IDENTIFY Objective, the FAO, OIE, and WHO indicators are listed, as well as each indicator' s alignment with the
EPT Indicators. In addition, when the partners' indicators are interrelated, they are aligned for ease and demonstrate their
complementarity in capturing all facets of each objective. When joint activities are held, they will be counted separately and only
once in the joint category (FA0/0 1E, OIE/WHO, FAO/WHO, FAO/OIE/WHO) (reporting table to be developed after first data
call).
6
See Annex 2 for full descriptions of the EPT Program Indicators applicable to the IDENTIFY project.
7
While some quality assurance-related commodities (under IDENTIFY Objective 3) may be purchased, IDENTIFY partners
include the reporting data for EPT Indicator 13 -1/alue of PIOET commodities provided to PIOET programs" only under
IDENTIFY Objective I for simplicity.
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Percentage of lab requested
equipment/supplies provided by
FAQ/IDENTIFY

IDENTIFY funds

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
Objective #2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to
national authorities, in support of their official notification to t he appropriate regional and
international organizations
End of Project Target for Objective 2: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries
report laboratory results of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorit ies, in support of
their official notification to the appropriate international animal and human health
organizations
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #2 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 2
FAQ Indicators

Link to
EPT

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

Number of days between start of an
exceptional event and first laboratory test

Time from start of a suspected HPAI
outbreak to laboratory confirmation in
IDENTIFY countries

12

Percentage of immediate notif ications for
which the t ime between the start of the
event and the first laboratory tests was
shorter than 15 days

Percentage of specimens tested for targeted
diseases within the
"acceptable"j"reasonable" time period

12

Indicators

Reporting of proxy disease (e.g. Al in
endemic countries) t o relevant national
aut hority

Percentage of IDENTIFY countries providing
quantitative information for diseases that
are present in their country

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
present in their country and for which
quantitative information was provided

6

Number of days between the confirmation
of an exceptional event and the submission
of the corresponding immediate notification
to OIE
Percentage of immediate notificat ions for
which the submission t ime is shorter than 2
days

12
Percentage of priority disease detections
notified w ithin t he "specified "/"reasonable"
time period
12
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Objective #3: Laboratories have adopt ed or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices,
including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Qualit y Management
System
End of Project Target for Objective 3: The IDENTIFY-support ed laborat ories in EPT count ries
have adopt ed/improved and implement ed appropriate QA practices, including biosafety and
biosecurity practices
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #3 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 3
Link to
FAO Indicators

Ability of each laboratory t o implement
critical elements of a laboratory quality
management system by NPD •

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

EPT
Indicators

Number of laborat ories w ith a Qua lity
Manager in place

6

Number of procedures described under t he
Quality Management System by laboratory
in line w ith OIE International St andards

6

Number of diagnostic tests by laboratory inline with OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and
Vaccines for Terrestrial Animals

6

Number of proficiency test ing rounds
performed adequat ely in regional externa l
quality assurance schemes

EQA results for those covering targeted
diseases

6

Number of d iagnostic tests performed using
both positive and negative controls

6

Number of OIE Standards and guidance
provided

6
Training provided to staff on the topic of
biosafety

1

Availability and use of PPE appropriate for
the activities carried out in the laboratory

6

Conduction of biorisk assessment

6

Ca libration and maintenance of major pieces
of equipment used to detect targeted
diseases according to t he manufacturer's
recommendations

6

Availability and appropriat e use of biosafety
cabinets and other safety equipment

6

Certification and maintenance of biosafety
cabinets t o international standards

6

Management of laboratory waste disposal
according to international recommendations

6

Control of access to t he laboratory and
stored infecti ous material

6

Maintenance of inventory of stored
infectious material

6

Number of staff train ed in OH&S

Number of OH&S risk assessments
undertaken by procedure and department

Ability of each lab to safely handle X of XX
NPDs in a biosecure environment*

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from t he laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
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Objective #4: Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
End of Project Target for Objective 4: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries
are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks as according to their
abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities. In many laboratories' cases, this may involve
participation in multiple networks
DESCRIPTION OF IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE #4 INDICATORS
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 4
FAO Indicators

OIE Indicators

Link to
EPT

WHO Indicators

Indicators
Level of laboratory engagement in regional
and internationa l networks (low, medium,
high)*

Membership of regional or int ernational
netwo rks related to targeted diseases
Percentage of immediat e notifications for
which add it ional laboratory t ests were
performed by an OIE Reference Laboratory
Percent age of immediate notifications for
w hich the t ime between t he fi rst and
additional laboratory test s is shorter than 15
days

6
Participation of the labo rat ory in specimen
sharing and other t echnica l activities
orga nized by networks

Number of focused capacity building
o pportunit ies supported
Number of meetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes

Number of m eetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes

Number of part icipants to m eetings &
conferences held on laborat ory themes

Number of participants to meetings &
conferences held on laboratory themes

Level of information sharing (low, medium,
high)•

Level of communication with other
laboratories (low, medium, high) •

6

6

1
Attendance of appropriate laboratory staff to
relevant meetings of regional and
internat ional networks related t o targeted
diseases

1
1

Number of countries that have nominated
0 1E National Focal Points for Laborat ories

1

Number of samples sent to OIE Reference
Laboratories for diagnostic o r confirmation
support

6

Number of reagents received from OIE
Reference Laboratories

6

Communication with other laboratories in
network/s and seek and/or provide advice to
network members

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
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Measuring and reporting progress achieved by the IDENTIFY-supported
Laboratories
Project partners will measure and report yearly each animal and human health laboratory's
capability according to the IDENTIFY objectives and end of project targets. Three to five levels of
capability, from least to most advanced (e.g. Low, Medium, and High capability), for each of the
objectives, are presented for each laboratory (or country) in template form in the table below.
Results on animal and public health laboratories' capability will be presented separately in two
tables, and results will also be present ed separately region by region.
IDENTIFY Countries' / Laboratories' capability for Animal Health
IDENTIFY

IDENT IFY O bject ive

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Obj ective

IDENTIFY O bj ective

La boratories (or

1

2

3

4

LABA

Low

Medium

Low

High

LAB B

...

Count ries)

etc.
Tota l by Objective

IDENTIFY Countries' / Laboratories' capability for Public Health
IDENTIFY

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY Objective

IDENTIFY O bjective

IDENTIFY Objective

Labor atories (or

1

2

3

4

Low

Medium

Count ries)
LAB A
LAB B
et c.
Tota l by O bject ive

This system was devised in order to allow for the strengths and gaps of each laboratory to emerge in
the measurement of indicators for the IDENTIFY Project. For example, a laboratory may carry out
only basic diagnostic tests, but carry out those tests under a quality assurance system, in a t imely and
sustainable manner, and with accurate results. In such a case, it may be best that the laboratory
continues on this path in order to maintain consistency in laboratory diagnosis at their present level,
rather than expand to more advanced methods too rapidly, potentially compromising the timeliness,
accuracy, and consistency of test results. The goal is not to fund an advanced laboratory on
unsustainable resources in each country, but rather foster a sustainable regional network composed
of laboratories of varying capability and resources to consistently conduct all tests under a quality
system, in a timely manner, with accurate results, and in a sustainable manner.
Yearly assessment8 of each laboratory would be done to assess their capability using all available
data collection modalities. WHO will determine the level for each laboratory/country based on the
IDENTIFY project data collection tool. FAO and OIE will collaborate to determine t he level of each
laboratory by objective, respectively using the FAO Laboratory Progress Monitoring Tool and OIE
WAHIS data.
This method establishes a means to:
a) Quickly, objectively, and consistently categorize a laboratory's capability
8

Resulting from a specific assessment and/or extraction of data from existing sources.
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b) Assess changes in laboratories' capability by the end of the project
c)

Compare progress by laboratory (or by country) and by region over time

d)

Administer the assessment process consistently, in different locations and by different
individuals

e)

Provide feedback to each laboratory on the assessments conducted (i.e. critical feedback
loop)

Laboratories' names will be removed at all points in the reporting process providing anonymity, as
the objectives of this process are not to compare one laboratory to another, but rather to measure
the progress of each laboratory over time. Results can be clustered by region to provide a good
sense of change over time of the region as a whole.
Number of Countries/Laboratories Targeted for IDENTIFY Assistance, by Region and type (Animal &
Human)
Animal Health (see Annex 1 for detailed list)
IDENTIFY Region

Total Number of Countries

Total Number of Laboratories

14

14

8

20

3
25

38

Total Number of Countries

Total Number of Laboratories

Congo Basin/Africa

9

Southeast Asia

6
2
17

16
12
2

Congo Basin/Africa
Southeast Asia
South Asia
Global

4

Public Health (see Annex 1 for detailed list)
IDENTIFY Region

South Asia
Global

30
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Annex 1: IDENTIFY Partner Countries and Laboratories, by Type and by Region
Vet erinary Laboratories in t he Congo Basin Region

Cameroon
Central African Rep.
Dem. Rep. of Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Republic of Congo
Rwanda
South Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Entebbe

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Garoua, LANAVET
Laboratoire Central Veterinai re de Bangui, LACEVET
Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa, LCVK
Laboratoire National ECAA-KM 7
Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville, LNVL
Laboratoire de diagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville, LDVB
National Veterinary Laboratory, RARDA, Rubirizi, Kiga li
Central Veterinary Laboratory, Juba, CVL
Central Veterinary Laboratory, CVL, Temeke, Dar es Salaam
National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre - NADDEC

Laborat ories providing Regional Support Services:

Botswana
Ethiopia
Nigeria
Senegal

Botswana National Veterinary Laboratory, BNVL, Gaborone
National Animal Health Diagnostic Investigation Centre, NAHDIC
National Veterinary Research Institute, NVRI, Vom
Laboratoire National de l'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaire, LNEVR, Dakar

Vet erinary Laborat ories in the Southeast and South Asia Regions

Cambodia
China

Indonesia
Lao PDR
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Thailand

Viet Nam

Bangladesh
Nepal

National Veterinary Research Institute
Langzhou Veterinary Research Institute
Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Instit ute
China Animal Disease Control Cent re, Beijing
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center, Qingdao
Direct orate of Livest ock Animal Health Service
National Animal Health Center
Veterinary Research Institute
Department of Wildlife and National Parks Peninsular Malaysia
Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department9
Philippine Animal Health Cent er
National Institute of Animal Health
FMD Regional Reference Laboratory Pakchong
Chulalongkorn University Center for Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases in Animals
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6
Hanoi Agriculture University
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
Central Disease Investigation Laboratory
Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute
Central Veterinary Laboratory

Laboratories providing Regional Support Services:

India

High Security Animal Disease Laboratory

Public Health Laboratories in the Congo Basin Region
9

Included in the regional laboratory network, but participation to regional events is not funded by IDENTIFY in
Year 3 and therefore Myanmar is not included in the total number of countries or laboratories.
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Cameroon

Central African Rep.
Dem. Rep. of Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Rep. of Congo
Rwanda
Tanzania

Uganda

National Public health laboratory Hygiene Mobile
Centre Pasteur, Yaounde Bacteriology, Cameroon virology
Laboratoire de bacteriologie du CHU de Yaounde
Bacteriology Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Bangui
Institute Pasteur Bangui
lnstitut National de Recherche Biomedicale (INRB), Kinshasa
Laboratorio de Microbiologia de Hopital Regional de Malabo
Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Libreville, Gabon
Centre International de Recherche Medicale-Franceville (CIRMF)
Laboratoire National de Sante Publique, Brazzaville
Laboratoire National de Reference et de Sante Publique, Kigali
Muhimbili Medical Centre, Dept of Microbiology, Dar es Salaam
Mnazi Mmoja Hospital, Pathology Laboratory, Zanzibar
National Health Laboratory Quality Assurance and Training Centre
Central Public Health Laboratory, Kampala
Uganda Virus Research Institute, Entebbe

Public Health Laboratories in the Southeast and South Asia Regions

Cambodia

Lao PDR
Philippines
Vietnam

Thailand
Indonesia
Nepal
Bangladesh

National Institute for Public Health (NIPH)
Takeo Provincial Laboratory
Kam pong Cham Provincial Laboratory
Battambang Provincial Laboratory
National Centre for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE)
Research Institute, for Tropical Medicine (RITM)
National Institute, for Hygiene and Epidemiology {NIHE)
Pasteu r Institute, Ho Chi Minh City (PI-HCMC)
Paster Institute, Nha Trang
Tay Nguyen Institute for Hygiene and Epidemiology
National Institute of Healt h (NIH)
National Institute of Healt h Research and Development (NIHRD), Salatiga
National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL)
International Centre for Diarrhoeal Diseases Research, Bangladesh
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Annex 2: EPT Indicators applicable to the IDENTIFY project
Sub-Element: Planning and Preparedness for Outbreak Response

Indicator 1

Number of people trained in those competencies necessary to address
Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEIC).

This indicator contributes to the International Health Regulation {IHR)
minimum target of one trained field epidemiologist for every 200,000
Definition

people in a population and a to-be-determined ratio for veterinarian
epidemiologist s. Other training required to establish t he capacity to
respond to PHEIC will be included in this indicator including laboratory
skills, logistics etc.
Modified existing indicator for the International Health Regulation {IHR)

New or Existing Indicator?

working group/Emerging Pandemic Threats Sub-lnteragency Policy
Committee

Primary Program Area (Program
Ele ment for IIP) Linkage
Primary Program Elem ent
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linkage
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

Global Health

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Planning and
Preparedness for Outbreak response

The number of people trained should increase over time.

Indicator Type

Output

Unit of Measure

Number

To document the number of people t rained in t he skills
Use of Indicator

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Known Data Limitations

Baseline Timeframe

required to respond to a PHEIC
Data Sources: USG, WHO, FAO,OIE
Reeorting Freguenc~: Annual

This indicator is specific to EPT and does not reflect all of the work CDC
is doing for FETP and FETP-V
October 2009
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Sub-Element: Animal and Human Disease Surveillance
Number of PIOET targeted countries that have access to the capacity
Indicator 6

to reliably* conduct core diagnostic test s for priority** animal and
priority human diseases.

Access to an efficient and effective laboratory system enables accurate
and timely surveillance and response capabilities. This indicator
Definition

represents only a single outcome. The core diagnostic tests are
determined by WHO, IHR, FAO, and OIE and pathogens that are of
specific priority to the region/country.
New and existing indicator for the International Health Regulation (IHR)

New or Existing Indicator?

working group/Emerging Pandemic Threats Su b-lnteragency Policy
Committee. A parallel effort with FAQ and OIE is ongoing to determine
comparable priority for animal diseases.

Primary Program Area (Program
Element for IIP) Linkage
Primary Program Element
(Program Sub-Element for IIP)
Linkage
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

Global Health

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Animal and Human
Disease Surveillance

The nu mber of countries should increase over t ime

Indicator Type

Outcome

Unit of Measure

Number
These data would monitor the ability of t he count ry's own laboratories
or the use of reference laboratories to which the country sends

Use of Indicator

specimens to confirm and char acterize these core pathogens and
identify areas of focus for improvement.

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Data Sources: USG reports (USAID, CDC), W HO, FAQ, OIE
Re!lorting Freguencl£: Annually

Known Data Limitations
Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID

Disaggregate(s)

none
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Sub-Element: Response to Disease Outbreak
Time from start of a suspected, priority animal or human health
disease outbreak to laboratory confirmation in targeted areas
Indicator 12

a. Humans (only for HPAI human cases)
b. Animals (as reported by DIE)

This indicator measures the laboratory confirmation component of
Definition

responding to an outbreak. In many countries this is required before an
official response can be mounted.

New or Existing Indicator?
Primary Program Area (Program
Ele ment for IIP) Linkage

New

Global Health

Primary Program Element (Program

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Response to Disease

Sub-Element for IIP) Linkage

Outbreak

Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

This is an outcome indicator. The time should decrease over time.

Indicator Type

Outcome

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

This measures improvement of the laboratory system
Data Sources: FAO, WHO, OIE

Data Source and Reporting

Reporting Frequency: When surveys are available. The t imeframe for

Frequency

these surveys in any given country will be different. At this time there is
no ongoing source other than USAID projects and Ministry records if
they exist.
The data will be USAID project sourced. There are many issues that
complicate this measurement, including the type of outbreak, the need

Known Data Limitations

for laboratory referral versus capacity in-count ry to diagnosis, etc.

Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID and CDC

Disaggregate(s)

none
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Sub-Element: Commodity Stockpile
Indicat or 13

Definition

New or Existing Indicator?
Primary Program Area (Program
Ele ment for IIP) Linkage
Primary Program Element (Program
Sub-Elem ent for IIP) Linkage
Linkage to Long-Term Outcome or
Impact

Value of PIOET commodities provided to PIOET programs

This indicator measures the direct assistance provided to PIOET
planning, preparedness and response efforts in priority countries.
New

Global Health

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats- Commodity Stockpile

The dollar amount shou ld decrease over time

Indicator Type

Output

Unit of Measure

Number

Use of Indicator

To track the commodity assistance provided to PIOET program efforts

Data Source and Reporting
Frequency

Dat a Sources: All PIOET part ners
Re~orting Freguenc~: Ongoing

The data will be USAID project sourced.
Known Data Limitations

Baseline Timeframe

October 2009

Responsibility

USAID

Disaggregate(s)

none
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Annex 6: OIE Contribution to EPT & IDENTIFY Data Call

IAl!T FY

USAID

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

OIE CONTRIBUTION TO EPT DATA CALL
EPT/IDENTIFY/OIE Project Indicators
As of 6 April 2012
EPT 5-Year Over-Arching Mission
Minimize the risk of potential pandemic disease threats
EPT 5-Year Objectives for the IDENTIFY project
5. Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY target ed diseases10
6.

Enhance/Support Laboratories' t imely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and int ernational
organizations

7.

Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System

8.

Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and responsibilities

Methods and Materials
The IDENTIFY Project indicators have been developed jointly by FAO, OIE, WHO, and USAID. The
IDENTIFY Partner organisations have developed separate methods for assessing the project objectives
based on t he data sources that are available to them but have att empted t o maintain a harmonized
approach to assessing t he status of the IDENTIFY countries. Th e OIE uses existing data sources, including
the only official animal disease reporting database, t he OIE World Animal Health Information Dat abase
(WAH ID), and IDENTIFY project documents, such as meeting reports, list s of participants, and invoices,
to collect the information needed to monitor the progress of the IDENTIFY project.

10

"IDENTIFY targeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regional level for support under IDENTIFY. Some
IDENTIFY laboratories have no mandate/interest to detect all IDENTIFY targeted diseases and data will not be repo1ted for
diseases in those cases. Please refer to the OIE's second biannual report for Year 2 for the list ofIDENTIFY targeted diseases.
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Indicators were created and measured for the evaluation of IDENTIFY targeted countries' capacities
against IDENTIFY objectives (See each Objectives' table below for the list of all indicators). For each
indicator for which data are provided by WAHID, the results are provided by country, by region, and by
year (or by semester where applicable), from 2005 through March 2012. For each indicator for which
data are provided by IDENTIFY Project documents, results are provided by country and by region to
date. Where indicated, some data represent the baseline figure 11.
For each indicator, the results were scored according to 5 categories (red for the lowest score to dark
green for the highest score, with the scoring adapted to each indicator depending on its parameters), in
order to make the results more visible and understandable. In the tables, dark grey was used when no
report has been sent to the OIE or validated to date for the corresponding period of time. The symbol
" ..." was used when no information was provided in the reports and "NA" was used when the indicator
was not applicable for the corresponding time period. Th is system allows the possibility to visualize the
trends and evolution of capability from 2005 until March 2012. While October 2009 is the official start
of the EPT Program, the data prior to project start (2005-2009) have been included for the reader's
information to better establish trends and to visualize the significant investments that were already
showing benefit and improvement in laboratory capability (notably investments in Avian Influenza
detection in Southeast Asia).
The results for the OIE IDENTIFY Project indicators are presented by project objective, by indicator, by
region, and by country. Individual countries are not identified, have been assigned a letter code, and
this coding system is aligned with that of WHO and FAO. Data were not systematically available by
laboratory and for that reason have been reported at the country level.

11

All baseline figures have been determined and previously reported by the OIE in the OIE 's second biannua l report
for Year 2 (April-Sept 2011).
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12

IDENTIFY Project End-of Project Target s, lndicators

,

and Results for Annual (Fiscal Year)

Reporting
End-of Project Target for Object ive #1: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries
have im proved their ability t o detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for t he
laborat ory's capability- t he IDE NTIFY t argeted diseases in their respect ive regions
13

IDENTIFY project indicators

-

Objective 1
Link to

FAQ Indicators

OIE Indicators

W HO Indicators

EPT
Indicat ors

Proportion of national outbreaks and/or
events confirmed by laboratory diagnoses
nationally and internationally each year
Percentage of not ifications of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases with multiple serotypes
t hat were present and for which informat ion
about serotype was provided

Number of staff trained by topic,
professional cat egory and type of
t raining/meeting/conference

6

Source of the laboratory's method to test
targeted diseases

6

Source of reagents and controls used to t est
for t argeted diseases

6

Level of training provided to staff who
perform diagnostic tests

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which 0IE prescribed or alternative tests
for internat ional t rade are available in
national animal healt h laboratories

Access to testing outside the country for
t argeted diseases for which diagnosis is not
ava ilable in-country

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for w hich advanced tests are available in
national animal healt h laboratories

Availability of advanced characterization of
targeted pathogens, where appropriat e, in country or int ernat ionally

6

Number of people trained
14
in laboratory pract ices

Number of people t rained in field
epidemiology, epidemiology, lab techniques,
lab management, biosafety and biosecurity,
sample management (infectious sample
shipment, etc.), logistics, IT (LIMS), etc.

1

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
for which t ests are available in national
animal health laboratories

Ability of each lab to diagnose noted priority
diseases*

Number of countries t hat have developed a
National Animal Health Laboratory Strategic
Plan
Value of equipment/supplies provided to
supported laboratories
Percentage of lab requested
equipment/supplies provided by
FAQ/IDENTIFY

6

Value of commodit ies provided (USD)

6

Tot al sum (in USD) spent on laboratory
supplies, reagents and equipment from
IDENTIFY funds

* This indicator is a composit e indicator using t he information from t he laboratory performance monit oring questionnaire.
12

In order to remain flexible, IDENTIFY pa1tners keep open the possibi lity to review indicators and make necessary modifications.
Under each IDENTIFY Objective, the FAO, OIE, and W HO i ndi cators are listed, as well as each indicator's alignment with the EPT
Indicators. 1.n addition, when the partners' indicators are i.nteITelated, they are aligned for ease and demonstrate their complementarity in
capniring all facets of each objective.
14
Does not include regional network meetings (see Obj. 4).
" While some quality assurance-related commodities (under IDENTIFY Objective 3) may be purchased, LDENTIFY partners include the
reporting data for EPT Indicator 13 -1/alue of PIOET commodities provided to PIOET programs" only under IDENTIFY Objective I for
simplicity.
13
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IDENTIFY Project Outcome Indicators

Percentage ofnotifications ofIDENTIFY targeted diseases with multiple serotypes, that were present and for which the information about the
serotype was provided, by country, between 2005 and 201 I
2005

lrstsrm.

2006

2nd,rm.

lrst,rm .

2007

2nd,rm.

lrst,rm.

2008

2ndsrm.

lrstsrm.

2009

2010

2011

2ndsem.

lrstsem.

2ndsem.

lrstsern.

2ndsern.

lrstsern.

2ndsern.

0%

Congo Basin
50%

50%

67%

100%

50%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%
50%

0%
0%

0%
50%

0%
0%

0%
50%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
50%

0%
50%

50%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

O"lo

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

NA

NA

NA

O"lo

O"lo

0%

NA

NA

0"/4

0%

0%

50"/4

100%

50%

O"lo

50"/4

!OOo/,

50"/4

0"/4

0"/4

0"/4

0"/4

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

33%

67%

33%

67%

67%

67%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

33%

0%

0%

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

0"/4

0"/4

50%

50%

33%

South and Southeast Asia

NA

0%

0%

O"lo

33%

100%

50%

67%

67%

67%

0"/4

33%

50%

0%

0%

50%

50%

50%

0%

0%

50%

50%

100%

50%

100%

33%

33%

33%

67%

67%

67%

100%

50%

100%

67%

67%

67%

67%

50"/o
50"/4

50"/o
50"/4

50"/4

50"/4

50%

50%

50"/o

50"/o

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

O"lo

0"/4

0"/4

0"/4

0"/4

0"/4

67%

67%

50%

67%

67%

50%

67%

67%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

33%

33%

67%

67%

67%

75%

75%

75%

100%

33%

67%

50%

50%

100%

100%

50%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100'/4

100%

100%

100%

50"/o

33%

50%
50%

33%
33%

33%
33%

50"/o
33%

67%

50"/o
33%

67%

67%

33%

0"/4

33%
33%

33%

33%

50%
67%

Nol applicable because no IDENTIFY 1arge1ed disease 1<ith multiple exis1ingserotypes ""' reponed
No six-monthly report"~' sent and/or validated by the OIE
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Percentage ofIDENTIFY targeted diseases for which laboratory tests were available in national
laboratories, according to annual reports, by country, between 2005 and 2011
2005
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22%

31%

13%
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34%
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~ID

-

2006

28%

31%

31%

...

6%

6%

...

...

. ..

...

16%

28%

28%

28%

28%

...

...

...

25%

28%

28%

28%

28%
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...

31%

31%

31%

31%

l[S
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...

...

6%

31%

31%

11L

.. .

41%

41%

41%

41%

41%

1im

19"/o
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19"/o

19"/o

19"/o

41%
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...
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6%
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I

-

I

-
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~
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I
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7%
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-
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-

7%

...

4%

. ..

19"/o

19"/o

19"/o

19%

...

37%

37%

37%

37%

19%

19"/o

19"/o

19"/o

19"/o

19%

52%

52%

52%

52%

52%

52%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

,m

7%

7%

7%

26%

26%

26%

,a

37%

44%
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South and Southeast Asia
7%

...

19%

No infonnation provided in annua l reports
No annual report was sent and/or validated by the OIE
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Percentage ofIDENTIFY targeted diseases for which OIE prescribed ofalternative laboratory tests for
international trade were available in national laboratories, according to annual reports, by country,
between 2005 and 2011
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

22%

22%

22%

0%

0%

Congo Basin
6%

6%

19%

16%
19%

19%

13%

13%

13%

13%
22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

22%

3%

25%

25%

31%

31%

31%

31%

13%

13%

13%

13%

31%
28%

3%

3%

3%

4%

4%
4%

22%

13%

South and Southeast Asia
4%

4%
15%

15%

15%

15%

26%

26%

26%

26%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

19%

19%

19%

19%

19%

19%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

11%

11%

11%

22%

22%

22%

26%

33%

33%

33%

33%

33%

15%

No information provided in annual reports
No annual report was sent and/or validated by the OI E
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Percentage ofIDENTIFY targeted diseases for which advanced diagnostic tests were available in
national laboratories, according to annual reports, by country, between 2005 and 2011
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7%

15%

15%

15%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

11%

...

...

...

...

19%

No infonnation provided in annual reports
No annual report was sent and/or validated by the OIE
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IDENTIFY Project Output Indicators

Congo Basin (by Country)

Number of peopletrained
in laboratory practices
Value of commodities
provided (USD)'

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

Q

6

3

6

3

9

6

6

6

3

6

6

6

4S

1

0

0

0

0

$133,582.42

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

'includes the cost of equipment and consumables

I•Calculated in person days

South & Southeast Asia (by Country)
Number of people trained in
laboratory practices* '

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

7

2

14

16

7

12

20

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of countries that have
developed a National Animal
Hea lth Laboratory Strategic Plann
Value of commodities provided
(USO)'

* 1 representative (S person days) from Timor Leste, with the authorization of USAID, was invited to the Strategic Pianning Workshop. This is not counted here.
'Calculated in person days

l

nThese are the baseline figures by country. As of the deadline, the Strategic Planning Workshop has occurred but in-country activities are projected to begin in the second
semester of Year 3. Figures will be updated once in-country follow-up activities occur.
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End of Project Target for Objective 2: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries report
laboratory results of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official
notification to the appropriate internationa l animal and human health organizations
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 2
Link to
FAQ Indicators

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

EPT
Indicators

Reporting of proxy disease (e.g. Al in
endemic countries) to relevant national
authority

Number of days between st art of an
exceptional event and first laboratory t est

Time from start of a suspected HPAI
outbreak to laboratory confi rmation in
IDENTIFY countries

12

Percentage of immediate notificat ions for
which the ti me between the start of the
event and the first laboratory tests was
shorter t han 15 days

Percentage of specimens tested for t argeted
d iseases w ithin the
"acceptable"/ "reasonable" t ime period

12

Percentage of IDENTIFY countries providing
quantitative information for diseases that
are present in their country

6

Percentage of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
present in their country and for which
quantitat ive information was provided

6

Number of days between the confirmation
of an exceptional event and the submission
of the corresponding immediat e notificat ion
to OIE
Percentage of immed iate notificat ions for
which t he submission t ime is shorter than 2
days

12
Percentage of priority disease detections
notified w ithin t he "specified"/"reasonable"
time period
12

All data presented here by the OIE as reported by its Member Countries who participate in t he
IDENTIFY Project is extracted from WAHID, the worldwide and unique official animal disease
information database. The information is disseminated by the OIE in agreement with OIE
Member Countries after excha nge on t he authenticity of the information. The OIE, functioning
in a cooperative and transparent manner, is the reference organisat ion that provid es t he only
official animal disease information. The OIE maintains that the Country alone can confirm or
deny official disease status.
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IDENTIFY Project Outcome Indicators

Median ofthe number ofdays between the start ofthe event and the first laboratory tests, by country, by
year
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

A
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
A
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

31

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
A
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

A
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Congo Basin

~

--~
"'
~

"'
co:

=

~

"'
~

~
~

CJ

...co:=

~

<

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
185

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

23

21

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA

13

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

IS

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

73

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
104

NA
20

NA
NA

128

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

68

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
22

NA

NA
NA

41

34

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
2

3

NA
NA
NA
NA
38

7
36

NA
147

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

South and Southeast Asia

-..."'
"'
~

CJ

"'co:

=

-"'

"'
~

~
~

CJ

...co:=

~

<

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
18

9

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0

14

17

NA

NA
NA

7

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
22
4

8

NA
NA

2

8

10

13

NA

0

2

2

5

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

51

NA
NA

12

IO

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

IO

3

13

NA
NA
NA
NA

6

5

9

8

14

0

NA
NA
NA
NA

112

0

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
12
3
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
8
5
4
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Not applicable, because no Immediate notification was provided for fDENTffY diseases this year or because no laborato1y tes t was
perf01111ed
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Percentage ofimmediate notifications for which the time between the start ofthe event and the first
laboratory tests was shorter than I 5 days, by year, by country
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%

NA
NA
NA
0%

NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Congo Basin

Cimli0i1il\

..Ck!minilim
- .....
timmni.1il!l

- - ,..
..- -- ,...,'"
tM!mil!DID
CitiJ!llnlli[I

Climilml3

-

,.!!:

Cim!mmlill
Cim!mm©

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
33%
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
0%
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
50%
NA
NA
NA
0%
0%
NA

100°/o

0%
100°/o

0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

South and Southeast Asia

Cim!l!On\l
Cim!l!Onm

... - ,,..
Cim!l!OnlD

....
....

-

J'!il

-n

·-

- -Cbmlmlll
r.l!I!lUtD[I

-

,_

NA

NA
NA
NA
0%
100°/o
50%
100°/o
50%
NA
NA
100°/o
100°/o
100°/o
100°/o
100°/o
100°/o
NA
NA
50%
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
100°/o
NA
100°/o
NA
100°/o
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
100°/o
67%
0%
0%
100°/o
50%
60%
80%
50%
100°/o
100°/o
NA
100°/o
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
NA
100°/o
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
NA
NA
Not applicable, because no Immediate notification was provided for lDENTlfY diseases this year or because no
laboratory test was performed
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Percentage ofIDENTIFY targeted diseases present in their country and for which quantitative information was provided, by year, by semester
2005

lrst sem.

1006

2nd sem.

lrst sem.

1007

2nd sem.

lrst sem.

2008

2nd sem.

lrst sem.

2009

2010

2011

2nd sem.

lrst sem.

2nd sem.

lrst sem.

2nd sem.

lrst sem.

2nd sem.

83%

Congo Basin
63%

56%

92%

80%

100%

100%

64%

71%

55%

83%

55%

80%

83%

17%

27%

67%

25%

17%

10%

(1>/4

(1>/4

7%

7%

0%

27%

57%

80%

78%

45%

(1>/4

36%

27%

0%

33%

50%

23%

100%

100%

100%

50%

100%

100%

100%

50%

33%

100%

43%

43%

56%

55%

36%

42%

38%

38%

31%

20%

25%

25%

38%

25%

46%

0%

0%

13%

0%

0%

25%

(1>/4

13%

13%

38%

11%

11%

63%

91%

73%

8(1>/o

80%

70%

73%

50%

50%

57%

50%

64%

(1>/4

(1>/4

5%

(1>/4

0%

50%

67%

69%

67%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

a>lo
100%

0%

0%

5%

100%

83%

71%

50%

50%

100%

83%

100%

71%

100%

100%

100%

100%

57%

57%

44%

50%

53%

63%

50%

50%

41%

47%

56%

47%

47%

46%

53%

58%

79%

80%

80%

62%

64%

40%

50%

50%

64%

64%

35%

44%

69%

83%

100%

100%

100"/o

100"/o

I00"/o

100%

100%

80%

0%

0%

(1>/4

17%

50%

20%

40%

40%

50%

(1>/4

40%

25%

67%

67%

100"/o

100"/o

100%

100"/o

100"/o

100"/o

67%

100"/o

75%

75%

100"/o

64%

58%

55%

55%

73%

73%

73%

55%

80%

64%

58%

64%

47%

9%

9%

56%

56%

100%

100%

86%

75%

75%

100"/o

100%

86%

100"/o

25%

29%

17%

17%

(1>/4

17%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

14%

I00"/o

I00"/o

100"/o

I00"/o

100%

100%

100"/o

100"/o

100"/o

100"/o

100%

100%

100"/o

50%

53%

South and Southeast Asia

91%

90%

83%

I00"/o

100%

93%

100"/o

93%

92%

83%

100%

100%

81%

100"/o

100"/o

I00"/o

I00"/o

100%

100%

100"/o

100"/o

100"/o

100"/o

100%

100%

67%

100"/o

100"/o

I00"/o

86%

100%

86%

86%

100"/o

75%

86%

88%

88%

58%

13%

13%

13%

11%

11%

11%

11%

(1>/4

](1>/o

50%

56%
8%

No six-monthly report 11as sent and/or validated by the OlE
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Number ofdays between the confirmation ofan exceptional event and submission to O/E, median by
country by year
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

50
56
2

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Congo Basin

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

II

NA
NA
NA
24
5

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
15

NA
19,5
12

NA

46

71

NA
2,5

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

2

13

NA

NA

45

85

86

NA

NA

NA
NA

8
22

7
2

15

17

6

NA

9

10

7

9

9,5

25,5

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

68

0
21
41
1,5

NA

54
South and Southeast Asia

3
2
6

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

51

241

27

NA
9

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

1,5

0

I

NA
4
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
22
18
0
NA
NA
NA
8
NA
NA
NA
Not applicable, because no Immediate notification was provided for IDENTIFY diseases this year

NA
NA
NA
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Percentage ofimmediate notifications for which the submission time is shorter than 2 days
2005

2006

2007

200H

2009

2010

201 I

2012

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Congo Basin

rimmnn~

- .....
-Cim!EOnm
timmflnll)
-

-,~,~
... -Cb!Jm)m
-,n,

~[]

~19

..

-

,

Cl!minil'il'.l
Cl!milm©

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%

0%

NA
NA
NA
O"/o
O"/o

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
O"/o

NA
O"lo
O"lo

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0%

0%

NA

NA

0%

0%

0%

NA

NA

NA
NA

0%

O"/o
O"/o
O"/o
O"/o

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0%

NA
50"/o

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%

NA

South and Southeast Asia

tlimini1'1\
ritimiflnlil
'"""'

- titimmDID
- - - .~
- ·,.!,:!!

-eirmmmm
(itmmm[]

-

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0%
0%
50%
0%

100%

100%

NA
0%

0%
0%
0%

NA
NA
l00%
25%

0%
0%
l00%
0%
0%
50%
40%

0%
0%

0%
O"/o

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

0%

0%

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%

100%

81%

0%
50"/ o

0%

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
O"lo
O"lo
NA
NA
NA
NA
100%
O"/ o
O"lo
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
Not applicable, because no lrrurediate notification was provided for IDENTIFY diseases this year

NA
NA
NA
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End of Project Target for Objective 3: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries have
adopted/improved and implemented appropriate QA practices, including biosafety and biosecurity
practices
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 3
Link to
FAQ Indicators

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

EPT
Indicators

Ability of each laboratory t o implement
critical elements of a laboratory quality
management system by NPD •

Number of countries with a Quality Manager
in place

6

Number of procedures described under the
Quality Management System in line w ith OIE
International Standards

6

Proportion of diagnostic tests in-line with
OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines
for Terrestrial Animals

6

Number of Rabies proficiency testing rounds
performed in regional external quality
assurance schemes

6

Number of diagnostic tests performed using
both positive and negative controls

6

Number of OIE Standards and guidance
provided

6

Number of OH&S risk assessments
undertaken

Ability of each lab to safely handle X of XX
NPDs in a biosecure environment*

EQA results for those covering targeted
diseases

Training provided to staff on the topic of
biosafety

1

Availability and use of PPE appropriat e for
the activities carried out in the laboratory

6

Conduction of biorisk assessment

6

Ca libration and maintenance of major pieces
of equipment used to detect targeted
diseases according to the manufacturer's
recommendations

6

Availability and appropriate use of biosafety
cabinets and other safety equipment

6

Certification and maintenance of biosafety
cabinets to international standards

6

Management of laboratory waste disposal
according to international recommendations

6

Control of access to t he laboratory and
stored infectious material

6

Maintenance of inventory of stored
infectious material

6

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
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IDENTIFY Project Output Indicators
Congo Basin (by Country)

1

1

10 12s

012

010

SIS

419

718

9 113

10114

NA

NA

9112

26138

12118

0 12

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

5

3

4

3

4

3

3

0

3

3

3

3

3

D

F

G

H

J

K

M

B

C

E

I

A

L

Q

Number of countr ie s w ith

a Quality M anager in
pl ace*
Proportion of diagnostic
tests in•line w ith OIE
Manual ofDiagnostic
Tests and Vaccin es for
Terrestri al Ani ma ls J:f
Number o f Rabies
proficiency testing roun ds
performed i n reg iona l

1

externa l qua li ty
assu rance schemes ti

Number ofOIE Standards
and guidance provi ded

• This i nd ica t or applies mai n ly t o t he SSEA region, but w e also p rovide partia I information on the Congo Basin region. FAQ may h ave more compreh ensive dat a for the Congo Basin region on this i ndicat or.
i::t Base line figure

South & Southeast A sia (by Country)
C
D
E
F

A

B

0

0

1

...

...

...

...

...

...

112

11 2

7125

...

...

3

...

G

H

I

J

1

1

1

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

33 172

3 110

5 114

3 19

9119

11125

NA

...

...

...

...

...

...

. ..

...

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

NA

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

N umber of cou ntries with
a Qua l i ty Manage r in

p lace 1>
N umber o f p r oce du r es
described under the
Quality M a n age m e nt
Sy stem i n line w i th OIE
lnternat iona I Standards
N umber of d iagnostic
tests in-li ne w i th OIE
M anua l of D ia g nostic
Tests and Vacc i nes for
Terre stria I A nimals tt
Pe r centage of diagnost ic
tests for IDENTIFY
diseas es performed using
both pos i t i ve and
negat i ve controls
N umber o f O I E St andards
and guidance provid e d
N umber o f OH&S r isk
assessm e nts underta k e n

Ba seline w ill be determ i ned in the cou r se of the activity
J:t

Base line figure
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End of Project Target for Objective 4: The IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in EPT countries are
participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks as according to their abilities,
disease priorities, and responsibilities. In many laboratories' cases, this may involve participation in
multiple networks
IDENTIFY project indicators - Objective 4
Link to
FAQ Indicators

OIE Indicators

WHO Indicators

EPT
Indicators

Level of laborat ory engagement in regional
and intern ational networks (low, medium,
high)*

Membership of regional or int ernational
netwo rks related to targeted diseases
Percentage of immediate notifications for
which add it ional laboratory tests were
performed by an OIE Reference Laboratory
Percentage of immediate notifications for
w hich the t ime between the fi rst and
additional laboratory tests is shorter than 15
days

6
Participation of the laboratory in specimen
sharing and other t echnical activit ies
organized by networks

Number of focused capacity building
opportunities supported
Number of meetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes

Number of meetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes

Number of participants to meetings &
conferences held on laboratory themes

Number of participants to meetings &
conferences held on laboratory themes

Level of information sharing (low, medium,
high) •

Level of communication with other
laboratories (low, medium, high) •

6

6

1
Attendance of appropriate laboratory staff to
relevant meetings of regional and
international networks related to targeted
diseases

1
1

Number of countries that have nominated
01 E National Focal Points for Laboratories

1

Number of shipments of samples sent to OIE
Reference Laboratories for diagnostic or
confirmation support

6

Number of shipments of reagents sent from
OIE Reference Laboratories

6
Communication with other laboratories in
network/s and seek and/ or provide advice to
network members

* This indicator is a composite indicator using the information from the laboratory performance monitoring questionnaire.
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IDENTIFY Project Outcome Indicators

Percentage ofimmediate notifications for which additional laboratory tests were pe,formed by an OIE
Reference Laboratory
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Congo Basin

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
100%

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1'111
NA
NA

100%

NA

South and Southeast Asia

NA

0%,
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
0%
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100%,
NA
NA
NA
NA
100%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
NA
NA
NA
Not applicable, because no Immediate notification was provided for IDENTIFY diseases this year, or because no
additional test was performed
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Percentage ofimmediate notifications for which the time between the first and additional laboratory tests
is shorter than 15 days
2UU5

2006

2UU7

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%

NA
NA
NA
NA

2008

2UU9

2UIU

2011

2012

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Congo Basin

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

100%

100%

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100%

NA
NA

100%

NA

South and Southeast Asia
100%
NA
NA
NA
100%
100%

NA

NA
100%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100%
100°/o
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
NA
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100°/o
50%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0%
Not applicable, because no lnnnediate notification was provided for IDENTIFY diseases this year, or because no
additional test was perfom1ed
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IDENTIFY Project Output Indicators

A

B

C

D

Congo Basin (by Country)
E
F
H
G

0

0

0

0

1

I

J

K

L

M

Q

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of focused
capacity building

0

0

opport unities• support ed
Number of meetings &

12

conferences held on
laboratory themes §
Number of participants to
meetings & conferences
held on laboratory

199

themes§'
Number of shipments of
samples sent to OIE
Reference Laboratories

1

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

NA

5

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NA

2

1

1

0

for diagnostic or
confirmation support n
Number of shipments of
reagents sent from OIE
Reference Laboratories
• OIE Twinning Projects, OIE Special Projects, & OIE Mentoring activities supported by t he IDENTIFYProject
§ Since Global and regional networking events are included in this category, a regional tota l is presented
n Baseline according to 2010 OIE Reference Laboratory Annual Reports for IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases

I•Calculated in person days
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South & Southeast Asia (by Country)

Number of focused
capacity building

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

opportunities supported•
Number of meetings &
confe rences held on
laboratory themes§

13

Number of participants to
meetings & confere nces
held on laboratory
themes§•
Number of countries that
have nomi nated OIE
National Focal Poin ts for
Laboratories

222
0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

4

1

1

4

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

5

1

0

1

Number of shipments of
samples sent t o OIE
Reference Laboratories
for diagnostic or
confirmation support l:t
Number of shipments of
reagents sent from OIE
Refe rence Laboratories 1:t
• OIE Twi nning Projects, OIESpecia I Project s, & OIE Mentoring activities supported by the IDENTIFY Project
§Since Global and regional networking events are included in this category, a regional tota l is presented
l:t Baseline

according to 2010 OIE Reference Laboratory Annual Reports for IDENTIFY targeted diseases

I•calculat ed in person days
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Annex 7: Regional Framework for Capacity Building and Networking
Strategic Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking in Asia
The Third Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 18 October 2011
Key Strategic Elements for Animal Health Laboratory Services
1. Establish a Coherent Framework for Laboratory Services
2. Finance Laboratory Services in a Sustainable Manner
3. Build Capacity for Laboratory Services
4. Assure the Qua lity of Health Laboratory Services
5. Promote the Rational Use of Lab Services
6. Improve Laboratory Safety
7. Support Research and Ethics in Laboratory Settings

Key Strategic Element

Component

Activity

1. Establish a Coherent

a) National Laboratory Policy
and (regional) plan

Support development of laboratory strategy and sustainability plans and
management structure.
Note: PVS Pathway provides support at the national level.
Two-pronged approach:
1) Support laboratories in step-wise process needed to achieve certification
with focus on understanding how/why these lead to improvements in lab
diagnostics and reporting;
2) Support in-country certification mechanisms to be fully functional (e.g.
engage providers to determine training in region and avai labil ity for
support, and target in-country techn ical experts to engage in certification
process).

Framework for Laboratory
Services

b) National/Regional
Regulatory Mechanisms
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Key Strategic Element

Component
c) National Laboratory Focal
Point

d) Regional coordination
Mechanism

Activity
2 focal persons where possible - one involved in po licy (e.g. lab director);
was proposed to have a technical person from National Lab as well to
address technical issues.
For countries with complex laboratory structures, propose initial in-country
discussions to determine most appropriate engagement
Note: there will be upcoming nominations for an OIE Laboratory Focal point
(in development)
Support laboratory director's meetings.
Define minimum guidelines for different tiers/levels of laboratories
***Regional coordination mechanisms for TADs should under the umbrella of GFTADS and consistent w ith its guiding principles****

2. Finance Laboratory
Services in a Sustainable
Manner

a) Financing strategy and
plan is in place

b) Capacity for Costeffectiveness Analysis

Support development or refinement of laboratory strategy and financial
sustainability plans.
Advocacy for support of laboratory director's recommendation on policies.
Advocacy for adequate support of laboratory e.g. equipment maintenance.
Support to develop a monitoring and evaluation structure based on
laboratory function that enables cost analysis at country level.
Note: PVS laboratory tool as a country level tool that can access needed
information.

3. Build Capacity for
Laboratory Services

a) Physical Infrastructure and
Equipment
b) Human Resources
c) Procurement and Supply
Management

Support regular use, maintenance and calibration of equipment t hrough;
training of staff to perform in-house maintenance for basic equipment.
Ensure adequate laboratory competencies and identify succession plan and
career paths for laboratory staff.
Support for logistics plann ing for procurement and supply.
Develop harmonized specifications for reference reagents needed to detect
priority diseases.
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Key Strategic Element

Component
d) Laboratory Networks

e) Transport of Specimens

f) Information Systems and
Communication
4. Assure the Quality of
Animal Health Laboratory
Services

a) Management
commitment and Quality
Policy
b) Training of Human
Resources
c) Development and
maintenance of a Quality
System

Activity
Support national, regional and international meetings
Expand database of expertise (e.g. OIE Reference Lab list) to include
regional resources such as regional leading laboratories, academic
institutions, etc.
Support for sample referral; provision of IATA packaging/shipment costs;
and training (e.g. IATA certification every 2 years of at least one person in
each national lab).
Identify regional couriers willing to ship samples.
Promote use of existing information gathering platforms such as
WAHIS/ARAHIS, EMPRESi/EMPRESi-Asia and Promed; Support national,
regional and international meetings, develop regional database of expertise
Advocacy for quality management system (QM).
Facilitate regional coordination mechanism for relevant QM components.
Note: PVS Pathway provides support for strategic planning at country level.
Areas of important competencies include classical virologic and
bacteriologic techniques, developing standardized reagents and rapid tests
for priority diseases.
Quality management: support development of a quality system; including
LIMS, promoting use of internal quality controls - provision of standardized
reference reagents by reference laboratory.
External quality assurance: Promote engagement with an external
proficiency testing program - provision of testing panel and analysis by
regional reference laboratory;
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Key Strategic Element
5. Promote platform for
communication between
national animal health
laboratory services, as part
of the overall veterinary
service, and stakeholders
6. Improve Laboratory Safety

Component
a) Engagement with all
stakeholders including field
staff, epidemiologists and
private sector) and
communication of animal
health services (community
awareness)
a) Biosafety/Biosecurity

b) Occupational Health and
Safety

c) Waste Management,
including environmental

Activity
Facilitate communications among stakeholders
Promote rapid disease reporting
Trainings and workshops to bring together stakeholders.

Biosafety/biosecurity advocacy; Support risk assessment and training,
Support development of laboratory-specific guidelines for biosafety (e.g.
for achieving directional airflow for infectious agents - utilize existing
guidelines - HPAI); Support for improved laboratory design and workflow
through renovation
Support risk assessment and training (e.g. provision of consultant to do risk
assessment); Advocacy for Occupational Health and Safety program
including routine staff vaccination; Develop regional specialist (e.g.
biosafety professional) through training.
Provide advice on waste management procedures, risk assessments

concerns

7. Support Research and
promote guidelines for
humane use of animals in
Laboratory Settings

a) Research and
development

b) Access to updated and
newly developed technology

Promote engagement and of laboratory staff in entire research process.
Develop laboratory staff ski ll and promote engagement in scientific
communication.
Promote platform for regional research collaborations.
Promote participation in international scientific meetings/conferences.
Support subscriptions to on -line literature service
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Annex 8: OIE IDENTIFY Project Performance Indicators

IDENTIFY obj_
e c~t~h~·e_s-"'+_~O_I_E~P~ roject Objective

Data
Project
South and ....---"s---'o_u_r-'--ce_'-+-'-·_r_arget
""southeast

J\leasurable outp_u_t~_,_-~
O_I_E~P_roject Indicator

Data Source
I - ' - - ~~ ~

Asia

1.1

1.2

l.3

Enhance Laboratories'
ability to detect - to the
appropriate level of
characterization for the
laboratory's capability IDENTIFY targeted
diseases

IDENTIFY countries
maintain sufficient
laboratories capabilities to
diagnose IDENTIFY
targeted diseases

1.4

Enhance/Support
Laboratories' timely
IDENTIFY countries report
reporting of IDENTIFY results of the first laboratory
targeted diseases to
diagnosis within a reasonable
national authorities, in amount of time from the start
support of their official
of the exceptional
2.2
noti ti cation to the
epidemiological event for
appropriate regional and IDENTIFY targeted diseases
international
2. 1

Percentage of notifications of
IDENTIFY targeted diseases
with multiple serotypes that
were present and for which
information about serotype
was rovided
Increased availability of
Percentage of IDENTIFY
diagnostic method in
targeted diseases for which
national animal health
tests are available in national
laboratories
animal health laboratories
Increased availability of
Percentage of IDENTIFY
O IE prescribed and/or
targeted diseases for which
alternative tests for
OIE prescribed or alternative
international trade in
tests for international trade are
national animal health
available in national animal
laboratories
health laboratories
Percentage of IDENTIFY
Increased availability of
targeted diseases for which
advanced tests in
advanced tests are available in
national animal health
national animal health
laboratories
laboratories
Number of days between start
of an exceptional event and
first laborato test
Improved reactivity of
Percentage of immediate
laboratory diagnosis for
notifications for which the time
exceptional
between the start of the event
epidemiological events
and the first diagnostic
laboratory tests was shorter or
e ual to 15 da s

IDENTIFY countries provide
Complete qualitative
sufficient qualitative
information provided for
information for IDENTIFY
diseases that are present
targeted diseases that are
in their country
present in their country

18%

67%

24%

57%

2nd
semester
2010

100%

six-monthly
reports

63%

67%

69%

70%

2010

100%

Annual
reports

53%

52%

59%

52%

2010

100%

Annual
reports

34%

30%

34%

33%

2010

50%

Annual
reports

31

10

34

5

2011

< 15

Immediate
notifications

33%

82%

0%

100%

2011

75%

Immediate
notifications
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lDENTIFY obje_c_t_
h_·e_s ..,.__O
_ I_E_P_r_oject Objective

Measurable outp_u_t ____
O_I_E_P
_ roject Indicator

organizations

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

3.1

3.2

Percentage of IDENTIFY
countries providing
quantitative information for the
IDENTIFY countries provide
Complete quantitative
majority of diseases that are
sufficient quantitative
infonnation provided for
eresent in their count~
information for IDENTIFY
diseases that are present
Percentage of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases that are
in their country
targeted diseases present in
present in their country
their country and for which
quantitative infom1ation was
rovided
Number of days between the
confirmation of an exceptional
IDENTIFY countries inform
the OJE of exceptional
event and the submission of
the corresponding immediate
epidemiological events (in
Improved reactivity of
the form of immediate
notifications for
notification to OIE
notifications) for IDENTIFY
exceptional
Percentage of immediate
targeted diseases within 24
epidemiological events
notifications for which the
hours of confirmation of
submission time is shorter than
diagnosis of the disease
2 days after laboratory
confirmation
IDENTIFY countries
collaborate with OIE and
Collaboration with OIE
Percentage of immediate
resort to OIE Reference
Reference laboratories
notifications for which
laboratories diagnostic
for confirmation of
additional laboratory tests were
facilities to confirm
pathogens in case of
Laboratories are
performed by an OIE
pathogens i11 case of
exceptional
participating in the
Reference Laboratory
relevant regional and
exceptional epidemiological
epidemiological events
international laboratory
events
networks according to
IDENTIFY countries report
their respective abilities,
results of the additional
Percentage of immediate
disease priorities, and
laboratory tests within a
Improved reactivity of
notifications for which the time
responsibilities
reasonable amount of time
laboratory confirmation
between the first and additional
from the start of the
for exceptional
laboratory tests is shorter or
exceptional epidemiological
epidemiological events
equal to 15 days
event for IDENTIFY
tar eted diseases

33%

70%

50%

70%

2nd
semester
2010

100%

six-monthly
reports

50%

68%

50%

69%

2nd
semester
2010

100%

six-monthly
reports

54

8

55

10

201 I

<2

Immediate
notifications

0%

74%

0%

15%

201 I

100%

Immediate
notifications

NA

50%

50%

0%

201 I

NA

Immediate
notifications

NA

100%

100%

100%

201 I

100%

Immediate
notifications
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Annex 9: Assessment of data for monitoring of IDENTIFY project
indicators: Parts 1 and 2 (see attached documents)
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Annex 10: OIE Reference Laboratory 2010 Annual Report Analysis Preliminary
Report

OIE Reference Laboratory 2010 Annual Report Analysis
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Annex I
Annex J

Map representing relationships between OIE RLs and Thailand
Relat ionships between IDENTIFY Cou ntries and Institut es hosting OIE RLs across
diseases

Abbreviations
AHVLA

Animal Health Veterinary Laboratory Agency

Al

Avian Influenza

ANSES
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Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, Agricultural Research Council, South Africa
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Quality Control
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reference reagents
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Term of Reference
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USAID

United States Agency for International Development

WHO

World Health Organization

1.

Introduction

The OIE Network of Reference Laboratories consists of 190 Reference Laboratories for 101
diseases/topics located in 36 OIE Member Countries (as of 2011). An analysis of a subset of
OIE Reference Laboratories (hereafter referred to as "OIE RLs") related to a targeted list of
diseases was carried out in the framework of the on-going IDENTIFY project, with the aim of
understanding the dynamics of laboratory networking between OIE Member Countries,
those countries targeted by the IDENTIFY project, and OIE RLs in order to strengthen existing
linkages.
The IDENTIFY project is a component of the USAID-funded Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
Program and focuses specifically on the reinforcement of laboratory capacity and networking
in specific geographic areas. Using a Tripartite (OIE/FAO/WHO) approach, the IDENTIFY
project aims to strengthen diagnostic capacities and laboratory networks in geographic
«hotspots» where diseases at the human-animal interface are most likely to emerge.
Two regions of interest were identified, South and South East Asia and the Congo Basin,
comprising selected countries referred to as "IDENTIFY countries" in this report. The South
and South East Asia region includes 10 IDENTIFY countries: Bangladesh, Cambodia, China,
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. The Congo Basin
region covers 13 IDENTIFY Countries, namely: Angola, Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda16.
On the basis of official disease notifications, regional disease occu rrence, predictive
modeling, as well as countries' priorities, national and international stakeholders across the
two regions selected 13 animal infectious diseases, 10 of which are zoonotic, to be targeted
by the project. All targeted diseases are present in bot h IDENTIFY regions and are: Avian
Influenza (Al), Brucellosis, Foot and M out h Disease (FMD), Peste des Petits Ruminants (PPR),
Newcastle Disease (ND), Rabies, Anthrax, African Swine Fever (ASF), Bovine Tuberculosis (TB),
Leptospirosis, Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), Salmonellosis and Rift Valley Fever
(RVF).
In support of the IDENTIFY project, this analysis of OIE RLs' Annual Reports submitted in 2010
was undertaken, focusing on the OIE RLs for the 13 diseases to provide a better
understanding of the activities relat ed to these diseases carried out by or in collaboration
with OIE RLs in OIE Member Countries. A more in-depth analysis focusing on IDENTIFY
countries was also undertaken.

16

South Sudan is not included as it was not an OTE Member Country at the time of data collection.
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2.

Objective

The main objective of this analysis was to obtain a snapshot of the OIE RL Network in 2010 in
terms of activities reported by OIE Rls in 2010 with a specific focus on the activities related
to IDENTIFY targeted diseases in IDENTIFY regions.

3.

Materials and Methods

3.1 Basic structure and content of the 2010 annual report
OIE Rls submitted annual reports to the OIE using the 2010 version of the annual report
template. The template consists of two parts: the first focuses on laboratory capacity in
terms of diagnostic activity and reagent production, and the second concerns activities
carried out for the benefit of OIE Rls Network, OIE Member Countries and scientific
community. OIE Rls annual reports are publicly available on the OI E website17 .
Any service provided or collaboration undertaken between an OIE RL and an OIE Member
Country that was documented in the annual report will be referred as a "relationship" for
purposes of this analysis. Relationships with OIE Member Countries reported in the annual
reports were summarized in order t o describe the breadth of services provided by the OIE
Rls to the OIE Member Countries as well as specifically to IDENTIFY countries.
Maps were generated to better visualize certain aspects of the global network by disease and
by activity. OIE Rls have been numbered in Annex A and are referred to systematically in that
manner in each map. Some maps show the connections between OIE Rls and OIE Member
Countries by disease or by activity. The represented connections refer to relationships
between OIE Member Countries and OIE Rls, with exclusion of those Member Countries
hosting the OIE Rls designed for the control of the same diseases. Moreover, activities
reported by OIE Rls within the host country were also excluded by the analysis since they are
not considered as part of the Mandate of the OIE Reference Laboratory.

4.

General results

As of 2010, 65 OIE RLS were designated for the control of the 13 IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
for this analysis and 62 out of 65 submitted an annual report in the same year. The following
results lead to a general overview of all activities performed by the OIE Rls across all diseases
as reported in the 62 annual reports.

4.1 Overview of OIE Rls participating in each activity
On the basis of the information provided by the OIE Rls, their participation in each activity
was calculated. Results across diseases are shown in Figure 1 and indicate that 100% of OIE
Rls performed diagnostic activities and 90% of OIE Rls (56/62) produced reference reagents.
Moreover, global results show that 77% of OIE Rls (47/62) participated in harmonization and
standardization of methods, 85% (53/62) provided technical trainings to OIE Member
Countries and 66% (41/62) provided consultancy t o OIE Members. Generation of
17

http://www. o ie. int/en/our-scienti fie-experti se/reference-1aboratori es/annual-reports/
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epizootiological data was carried out by 81% of OIE Rls (50/62), research and development
projects for diagnosis and control by 95% (59/62), diagnostic testing facilities was provided to
OIE Members by 66% of OIE Rls (41/62) and dissemination of scientific information by 94%
(58/62) .
Figure 1 Participation of OIE Rls in each activity across IDENTIFY-targeted diseases in 2010
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Activities carried out by OIE Rls in 2010

4.2 OIE Reference Laboratory Network with OIE Member Countries in 2010
Six out of nine activities carried out by t he OIE Rl s include the provision of services for the
benefit of OIE Member Countries that were classified as "relationships" between OIE Rls and
OIE Member Countries. Among these activities, 794 relationships were reported by the 62
OIE Rls in 2012, for the benefit of 147 OIE Member Countries across all diseases. Thirty more
relationships were reported by the OIE Rls but geographical attributions were not specific
beyond the continent and for this reason the information was not exploitable. Moreover,
relat ionships established between OIE Member Countries hosting OIE Rls designated for the
same disease were not taken into account. After exclusion of these OIE Member Countries
hosting OIE Rls (n=19), 770 services were provided to 128 OIE Member Countries (Figure 2).
Figure 2. OIE Reference Laboratory Network with OIE Member Countries after exclusion of OIE Member Countries
hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases (n=19)
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4.3 Distribution of types of relationships between OIE Member Countries and OIE

Rls in 2010
A global number of 794 relationships were reported. The distribution of relationships by activity
showed that 229 (25%) were based on provision of technical trainings to OIE Members, 202
(22%) on provision of diagnostic support and diagnostic confirmation and 186 (20%) on delivery
of reference reagents (Figure 3), with the rest of the relationships distributed as below.
Figure 3 -Distribution of relationships between OIE Members and OIE Rls in 2010 established according to
each activity

a Reference reagent (RR): international
delivery

D Harmonization and standardization of
methods
D Generation of epizootiological data
D Expert consultancy to OIE Member
Countries

•

Provision of technical t rainings

D Diagnostic testing facilities

5.

Results by activity
5.1 Reference reagents (RR): production and international delivery
According to the information reported, 90% (56/62) of OI E Rls reported production of
reference reagents and 76% (47/62) reported their delivery to 91 OIE Member Countries.
Among the reported countries 12 were IDENTIFY Countries (9 from S/SE Asia and 4 from
Congo Basin). The number of reference reagent deliveries reported by disease was calculated
and is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. - Number of reference reagent deliveries to OIE Member Countries by disease in 2010
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Since a different number of OIE Rls are designed for each IDENTIFY disease (i.e. 9 for Al, 5 for
BSE, 2 for Anthrax, the remaining are shown in Annex A), the average number of deliveries by
OIE RL by disease was calculated. Results showed that the highest average number of
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deliveries of reference reagents by OIE RL to OIE Member Countries was reported for PPR
(Figure 5).
Figure 5 - Average number of reference reagent deliveries by disease in 2010
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After exclusion of OIE Member Countries hosting OIE Rls (n=19), 140 deliveries of reagents
were provided to 75 OIE Member Countries (Figure 6). Of the 47 OIE Reference Laboratories
reporting international delivery of reference reagents to OIE Member Countries, 17/47 (36%)
did not provide information on the country (ies) of destination. This missing information
limits our understanding of the breadth of this service worldwide and as a result efforts are
being made to collect more exhaustive information on the beneficiary countries.
Figure 6 - OIE Member Countries which received reference reagents in 2010, after exclusion of OIE
Member Countries hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
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5.2 Harmonization and standardization of m et hods
Results from annual reports showed that 56% (35/62) of OIE Rls participated in proficiency
testing between OIE Rls designat ed for the same disease, 40% (25/62) of OIE Rls organized
proficiency tests for the benefit of OIE Member Countries and 40 % (25/62) of OIE Rls
participated at least in another activity related to the area (Figure 7).
Figure 7 - Percentage of OIE Rls participating in at least one related activity related to harmonization and
standardization of methods
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According to 62 annual reports analyzed, 91 rounds of proficiency tests were organized for 10
out of 13 IDENTIFY diseases involving 64 OIE Member Countries. Twelve S/SE Asia IDENTI FY
Countries were involved in this activity and no Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries. After excl usion
of OIE Member Countries hosting OIE Rls, 46 OIE Members participated in 60 proficiency tests
across IDENTIFY diseases (Figure 8).
Figure 8 - OIE Member Countries participating to proficiency tests in 2010 after exclusion of OIE Member
Countries hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
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5.3 Generation of epizootiological data
Annual reports showed that 26% of OIE Rls (9/35) reporting implement ation of international
studies and collaborations did not report the name of collaborating OIE Member Countries.
After exclusion of OIE Member Countries hosting OIE Rl s for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases, 62
international studies or collaborations with 42 OIE Member Countries were reported (Figure
9). Fifteen IDENTIFY Countries were involved internationa l studies: 11 5/SE Asia IDENTIFY
Countries and 4 Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries.
Figure 9 - OIE Member Countries that established scientific collaborations with OIE Rls in 2010 after
exclusion of OIE Member Countries hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
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5.4 Provision of technical trainings
The activity ment ioned as "provision of technical training" grouped information reported
under 4 related activities: twinning projects, training courses and workshops, technical
visits to an OIE RL and internships. Thirty-four percent (34%; 21/62) of OIE Rls reported
being involved in on-going Twinning projects in 2010, 73% (45/62) organized training
courses (7 /62), 11% received technical visits to an OIE RL and 24% (15/62) hosted
internships (Figure 10).
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Figure 10 - Percentage of OIE Rls carrying out technical training provision to OIE Member Countries
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By comparison of each related activity reported by OIE Rls across diseases, it emerged that
knowledge transfer to OIE Member Countries in 2010 was mainly provided by training
courses (71% of all related activities reported within provision of technical training).
Technical visits to OIE Rls represented 16%, Twinning projects represented 7% and
internships--defined as periods longer than training courses and workshops, frequently in the
framework of a PhD--represented 6% (Figure 11).
Figure 11- Proportions of sub-activities within provision of technical trainings as reported by OIE Rls for
IDENTIFY-targeted diseases in 2010 annual reports
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From the data reported, the highest number of technical trainings for the benefit of OIE
Member Countries in 2010 was related to Al (Figure 12). Results concerning the other
IDENTIFY-targeted diseases are presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12 - Number of training courses organized by disease in 2010 by OIE Rls
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Data reported in the annual reports showed that 24% (11/45) of OIE Rls reporting "provision
of technical trainings" to OIE Member Countries did not mention the number of participants
to training courses and that 4% (2/51) of the OIE Rls did not mention the name of the OIE
Member assisted. Despite missing information and after exclusion of OIE Member Countries
hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases, 190 technical trainings were organized for
the benefit of 76 OIE Member Countries (Figure 13). Sixty-four technical trainings were
provided to IDENTIFY Countries: 48 for S/SE Asia IDENTIFY Countries and 16 for Congo Basin
IDENTIFY Countries.
Figure 13- OIE Member Countries provided with technical trainings by OIE Rls in 2010, after exclusion of OIE
Member Countries hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases.
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5.5 Diagnostic testing facilities
Diagnostic testing support provided to OIE Member Countries by OIE Rls includes two related
activities : diagnostic support and confirmatory diagnosis. From data emerged that diagnostic
support to OIE Member Countries was provided for 9 out of 13 diseases and confirmatory
diagnosis was provided for 10 out of 13 IDENTIFY-targeted diseases. Distribution of the global
amount of shipment by diseases is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Distribution of shipments of diagnostic samples by IDENTIFY disease
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As reported in the 2010 annual reports, 99 OIE Member Countries sent 202 shipments of
samples to OIE Rls requesting diagnostic testing support for IDENTI FY-targeted diseases. After
exclusion of OIE Member Countries hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases, OIE Rls
received 180 shipments of samples from 90 OIE Member Countries (Figure 15). Thirty-seven
shipments of samples were reported from IDENTIFY Countries: 21 from S/SE Asia and 16 from
Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries.
Figure 15 - OIE Member Countries that submitted samples to OIE Rls in 2010 after exclusion of OIE Member
Countries hosting OIE Rls for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases
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6.

Results of the analysis of the IDENTIFY Countries

6.1 OIE Reference Laboratory Network with IDENTIFY Countries by activity
Sixty-five percent of OIE Rls under analysis (40/62) (Figure 16) reported relationships w ith
IDENTIFY Countries (19 out of 23) in 2010 (see Annex D for detailed information).
Figure 16 - OIE Rls reporting relationships with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010
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One hundred and twenty-one (121) relationships were established with S/SE Asia IDENTIFY
Countries (10 out of 10) and 44 relationships with Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries (8 out of
13). The most reported service provided to IDENTIFY Countries by OIE Rls was Technical
Trainings (Figure 17).
Figure 17 - Number of relationships between OIE Rls and IDENTIFY Countries by activity
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6.2 OIE Reference Laboratory Network with IDENTIFY Countries by disease
Relationships between OIE Rls and S/SE Asia IDENTIFY Countries w ere mostly related to the
control of FMD. OIE Rl s for Anthrax and Brucellosis reported only one relationship with 5/SE
Asia IDENTIFY Countries and OIE Rls for RVF did not report any relationship, perhaps due to
the absence of RVF in the region.
Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries received the highest number of services by the OIE Rls
related to the control of rabies followed by FMD, PPR and Al. No relationships with Congo
Basin IDENTIFY Countries were established for the control of Leptospirosis, Anthrax and
Salmonellosis (Figure 18).
Figure 18- Number of relationships between OIE Rls and IDENTIFY Countries by disease
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From the data reported in Annex C, it was possible to generate some maps showing the
relationships between OIE Rl s and IDENTIFY countries by activity (Annex D and Annex E), by
disease (Annex F and Annex G) and by country (Annex Hand Annex I).

6.3 OIE Reference Laboratory Network by IDENTIFY Country
The comparison of relationships reported by OIE Rls with 5/SE Asia IDENTIFY Countries and
Congo Basin IDENTIFY countries showed that 5/SE Asia IDENTIFY Region received 3 t imes
more services than the Congo Basin IDENTIFY region. The number and distribution of
relationships by IDENTIFY country is represented in Figures 19 and 20.
Figure 19 Number of relationships between OIE Rls and Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries
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Figure 20 - Number of relationships between OIE Rls and S/SE Asia IDENTIFY Countries
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Information collected allowed calculation of the average number of relationships established
by OIE Rls with non-IDENTIFY OIE Member Countries (4 relationships per country) and with
IDENTIFY OIE Member Countries (12.2 relationships per country). By comparison of results, it
emerges that IDENTIFY Countries received 3 times as many services by OIE Rls as nonIDENTIFY OIE Member Countries.

7.

Conclusions

The present report confirms the importance of the OIE Reference Laboratory annual report
as a tool to collect information about the OIE Rls activities.
The percentage of OIE Rls fulfilling the Terms of Reference for OIE Rls was satisfactory and
the emerging picture of OIE Rls from the 2010 annual reports shows an extended network
that worked globally to supply a broad range of services to OIE Member Countries, and as a
result, to IDENTIFY countries. At least 90% of OIE Rls reported performing diagnostic
activities, producing reference reagents, conducting research and development and diagnosis
and control as well as disseminating scientific information.

Concerning the activities

generating relationships between the OIE Rls and OIE Member Countries, Rls reported high
involvement (at least 79% reported) in provision of technical training and generation of
epizootiological data through scientific studies and collaborations with OIE Member
Countries.
Data collected show that the breadth of services provided to OIE Member Countries in 2010
was considerable and that the OIE Member Country Network in 2010 was mainly based on
provision of technical training and diagnostic support.
By comparison of the non-IDENTIFY OIE Member Countries and IDENTIFY countries, IDENTIFY
countries received 3 times more services than OIE Member Countries not targeted by the
project. This result may demonstrate that IDENTIFY-targeted regions request more support
from OIE Rls and that the services offered by OIE Rls meet the demand. Nevertheless,
additional support can be provided to the IDENTIFY countries (as demonstrated by the results
of the analysis in some areas and for some diseases) and the OIE, by investing in the OIE RL
Network, encourages continued support of the IDENTIFY countries and IDENTIFY diseases
beyond the IDENTIFY project.
Relationships between OIE Rls and IDENTIFY countries showed that IDENTIFY countries from
5/SE Asia established three times more relationships than Congo Basin IDENTIFY countries.
The services in the two regions were more broadly distributed in the 5/SE Asia IDENTIFY
countries (10/10), than in the Congo Basin IDENTIFY countries (8/13).
From the results it emerged that the request of support from 5/SE Asia countries is linked to
the presence of the disease in the region, i.e. no activity related to RVF was reported. On the
other hand, Congo Basin IDENTIFY countries, showed a lack of requesting activities related to
Leptospirosis, BSE, Anthrax and Salmonellosis. It is difficu lt from the data reported to
understand all the reasons for such gaps in reporting, but the OIE is examining ways by which
these countries can be supported for these diseases which are present in the region. The
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results highlighted the need of assistance for Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries in accessing
the benefits of the OIE RL Network.
Data showed that provision of technical training was reported as the most performed activity
by OIE Rls in both IDENTIFY regions. With regard to S/SE Asia IDENTIFY Countries, the higher
proportion of supply in diagnostic reference reagents from OIE Rls and the good involvement
in harmonization and standardization of methods as well as the lower diagnostic support
demand, may indicate that there is a higher level of diagnostic capability for IDENTIFY
diseases at the regional and national levels than in Congo Basin IDENTIFY region, where by
contrary, the demand of OIE Rls services was directed towards diagnostic and confirmatory
support.
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Annex A
List of OIE Reference Laboratories for IDENTIFY disease submitting 2010 Annual Report

Map
N.

OIE Reference Laboratories for IDENTIFY disease submitting 2010 Annual Report
ASF

1

Institute for Animal health, Pirbright Laboratory, UK

2

Onderstepoort Veterina ry Inst itute, Agricultural Research Council, South Africa

3

Centro de Vigilancia Sanit aria Veterinaria (VISAVET), Facultad de Veterinaria Spain

Anthrax

4

Canada Food Inspection Agency, National Centre for Animal Disease (NCAD) Lethbridge Laboratory, Canada

5

National Veterinar y Services Laboratories, USDA, APHIS, Veterinary Services, USA

6

Federal Research Centre for Virus Diseases of Animals (BFAV) Friedrich-Loeffler Institute, Germany

7

CSIRO, Aust ralian A nimal Health Laboratory, Division of Animal Health, Australia

8

Canadian Food Inspect ion Agency, National Centre for Foreign Animal Disease, Canada

9

High Security Animal Disease Laboratory, Indian Veterina ry Research Institute, India

10

lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie (IZSVe), Italy

11

Laboratory of Microbiology, Graduate School of Veterinary Medicine, Hokkaido University, Japan

12

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK

13

National Veterinary Services Laboratories, USDA, APH IS, Veterinary Services, USA

14

National Avian Influenza Reference Laboratory, Animal Influenza Laboratory of the Ministry of Agriculture, Harbin Veterinary Research
Institute, CAAS, China

15

Gerencia de Laboratories (GE LAB), Servicio Nacional de Sanidad y Calidad, Agroalimentaria (SENASA), Argentina

16

Agence Nationale de Securite de l'Alimentation, de !'Environnement et du Travail (Anses), Laborat o ire de Sante animale, France

17

Federal Research Centre for Virus Diseases of Animals (BFAV) Friedrich-Loeffler Institute, Germany

18

Kim ron Veterinary Institute, Department of Bacteriology, Israel

19

lstituto Zooprofilattico Speriment ale dell'Abruzzo e del Molise 'G. Caporale' CESME Italy

20

Ministry of Food, Agricu lture, Forestry and Fisheries (M IAFF) Brucellosis Laboratory, Korea

21

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK

Avian Influenza

Brucellosis

BSE

22

Centro de lnvestigaciones en Ciencias Veterinarias y Agron6m icas (CICVyA) Institute Nacional de Tecnologfa Agropecuaria (INTA), Argentina

23

Canada Food Inspection Agency, National Centre for Animal Disease (NCAD) Lethbridge Laboratory, Canada

24

National Agricultural Research Organization, Prion Diseases Research Unit, Japan

25

Neuro Centre, Department of Clinical Research and Veterinary Public Health, Switzerland

26

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK

FMD

27

Laboratorio de Fiebre Aftosa de la Direcci6n de Laboratories y Control Tecnico, Argentina

28

Centro Panamericano de Fiebre Aftosa - PANAFTOSA, Brazil

29

Federal Governmental Institute, Centre for Animal Hea lth (FG I-ARRIAH), Russia

30

Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, Agricultura l Research Council, South Africa

31

National Institute of Animal Health, Department of Livestock Development, Thailand

32

Institute for Animal hea lth, Pirbright Laboratory, UK
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Leptospirosis

33

CICV, INTA, lnstituto de Bacterio logfa, Argentina

34

Laboratorio de Leptospirosis, Direcci6n General de Laboratorios y Control Tecnico- SE NASA Argentina

35

W HO/FAO/OIE Collaboration Centre for Leptospirosis, West ern Pacific Region, Australia

36

Royal Tropical Institute (KIT), N.H. Swellengrebel Laboratory of Tropical Hygiene, Netherlands

37

Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute, Depa rtment of Agriculture, UK

38

National Veterinary Services Laboratories, USDA, APHIS, Veterinary Services, USA

39

Federal Research Centre for Virus Diseases of Animals (BFAV) Friedrich-Loeffler Institute, Germany

40

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK

41

CSIRO, Australian Animal Health Laboratory Division of Animal Health, Australia

42

National Veterinary Services Laboratories, USDA, APH IS, Veterinary Services, USA

43

lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie (IZSVe), Italy

44

National Veterinary Resea rch and Quarantine Service, M inistry of Food, Agriculture, Forest ry and Fisheries (M l FAFF), Korea

NDV

PPR

45

Cl RAD-BIOS, Control of Exotic and Emerging Animal Diseases, France

46

Institute for Animal hea lth, Pirbright Laboratory, UK
Rabies

47

Agence Nationale de Securite Sanitaire de l'Alimentation, de !'Environnement et du Travail, (Anses), Laboratoire de la faune sa uvage de
Nancy, France

48

Onderstepoort Veterina ry Institute, Agricultura Research Council, South Africa

49

Centre of Expert ise for Rabies CFIA/ACIA, Ottawa Laboratory Fallow field, Animal Diseases Research Institute, Canada

50

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK

51

Federal Research Centre for Virus Diseases of Animals (BFAV) Friedrich-Loeffler Institute, Germany

52

WHO Collaborating Center for Reference and Research on Rabies, Poxvirus and Rabies Branch, Division of Viral and Rickettsial Diseases,
Atlanta, USA
RVF

53

Unite de genetique moleculaire des Bunyavirus, Departement de Virologie, lnstitut Pasteur, France

54

Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute, Agricultura Research Council, South Africa
Salmonellosis

55

Laboratory for Foodborne Zoonoses, Guelph Laboratory, Public Health Agency of Canada

56

Bundesinstitut fur Risikobewertung,(Federa l Institute for Risk Assessment), Germany

57

lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie (IZSVe), Italy

58

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK
Tuberculosis

59

Australian R L for Bovine TBC-Dep. of Agriculture and Food Australia

60

Gerencia de Laboratorios (GE LAB). Servicio Nacional de Sanidad y Calidad, Agroalimentaria (SENASA), Argentina

61

Agence Nationale de Securite de l'Alimentation, de !'Environnement et du Travail (Anses), Laboratoire de Sante animale, France

62

Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency, Weybridge, UK
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Annex B

Terms of Refe rence for OIE Reference Laboratories
Reference Laboratories

OIE Reference Laboratories are designated to pursue all the scientific and technical problems
relating to a named disease or specific topic. The Expert, responsible to the OIE and its
Members with regard to these issues, should be a leading and active researcher helping the
Reference Laboratory to provide scientific and technical assistance and expert advice on topics
linked to surveillance and control of the disease for which the Reference Laboratory is
responsible. Reference Laboratories may also provide scientific and technical training for
personnel from Members, and coordinate scientific and technical studies in collaboration with
other laboratories or organizations, including through OIE Laboratory Twinning.
Terms of Reference

•

To use, promote and disseminate diagnostic methods validated according to OIE Standards;

•

To recommend the prescribed and alternative tests or vaccines as OIE Standards;

•

To develop reference material in accordance with OIE requirements, and implement and
promote the application of OIE Standards;

•

To store and distribute to national laboratories biological reference products and any other
reagents used in the diagnosis and control of the designated pathogens or diseases;

•

To develop, standardize and validate according to OIE Standards new procedures for diagnosis
and control of the designated pathogens or diseases;

•

To provide diagnostic testing facilities, and, where appropriate, scientific and technical advice
on disease control measures to OIE Member Countries;

•

To carry out and/or coordinate scientific and technical studies in collaboration with other
laboratories, centres or organizations;

•

To collect, process, analyse, publish and disseminate epizootiological dat a relevant to the
designated pathogens or diseases;

•

To provide scientific and technical training for personnel from OIE Member Countries;

•

To maintain a system of quality assurance, biosafety and biosecurity relevant for the pathogen
and the disease concerned;

•
•

To organize and participate in scientific meetings on behalf of the OIE;
To establish and maintain a network with other OIE Reference Laboratories designated for the
same pathogen or disease and organize regular inter-laboratory proficiency testing to ensure
comparability of results;

•

To organize inter-laboratory proficiency testing with laborat ories other than OIE Reference
Laboratories for the same pathogens and diseases to ensure equivalence of results;

•

To place expert consultants at the disposal of the OIE
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Annex C

IDENTIFY Countries' relationships with OIE Rls in 2010

Congo Basin
IDENTIFY
Country

Institute, Country

IDENTIFY
disease

CIRAD-B10S France

PPR

FLI, Germany

Rabies

CDC - Atlanta. USA

Rabies

Reference
reagents
deliveries

Harmonization
Generation of
and
epizootiological
Standardization
data
of Methods

Expert
consultancy to
OIE Member

Countries

Provision of
technical
trainings

Diagnostic
Diagnostic support confirmation
provided to OIE
provided to
Member Countries OIE Member
Countries

Reagents delivery
Train ing
Train ing

Rabies

International st udy

Diagnostic support

Ethiopia

Diagnostic
confirmation

ND
AHVLA, UK
Al

TB
Pirbright LI HA, UK

FMD

CIRAD-B10S France

PPR

AHVLA, UK

Al

Diagnostic
confirmation

Train ing
Train ing
Diagnostic support
Diagnostic support

Cameroon

Kenya

FLI, Germany

Al

ARC-Onderstepoort VI
South Africa

FMD

CDC - Atlanta. USA

Rabies

VLA, UK

Al

Train ing
Train ing
Diagnostic support
International study
Diagnostic support

FMD

Diagnostic support

Pirbright LI HA, UK
PPR
CIRAD-B10S France

Sudan

PPR

Reagents delivery
Reagents delivery

Al

Train ing

ND

Train ing

IZSVe, Italy
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ARC-Onderstepoort VI

South Africa

RVF

Train ing

Al
Rabies

Diagnostic support

Brucellosis
Pirbright LI HA, UK

AHVLA, UK
ARC-Onderstepoort VI

Tanzania

South Africa

Diagnostic support
Train ing

Rabies

Pirbright LI HA, UK

ASF

Congo

AHVLA, UK

Al

Uganda

Pirbright LI HA, UK

ANSES, France

Train ing

South Africa
WHO/FAO/OIE CC L

Thailand

Australia

Diagnostic
confirmation

Expert
consultancy

Reference
reagents
deliveries

Harmonization
and
Standardization
of Methods

Generation of
epizootiological
data

Expert
consultancy to
OIE Member

Countries

Diagnostic
Provision of

Diagnostic support

confirmation

technical

provided to OIE

provided to

trainings

Member Countries

FMD

International st udy

Leptospirosis
Diagnostic support
ND

Train ing

Al

Train ing

Pirbright AH i, UK

FMD

M IAFF - Rep. of Korea

Diagnostic
confirmation

Training

Australia

AAHL, CSIRO

Bruce IIasis

OIE Member
Countries

Bruce IIasis
Reagents delivery

ARC-Onderstepoort VI

Diagnostic
confirmation

Training

ASF

disease

Diagnostic support

International study

PPR

IDENTIFY

Diagnost ic
confirmation

Train ing

RDC

Countries

Diagnostic support

Expert
consultancy

PPR

Institute, Country

Train ing

International study
FMD

IDENTIFY

Diagnostic support

FMD

Pirbright LI HA, UK

S/SE Asia

Train ing
Reagents delivery

Rabies

CDC - Atlanta. USA

Diagnostic
confirmation

Train ing

AHVLA, UK

PPR

Diagnostic support

Diagnostic
confirmation

Diagnostic support
Expert
consultancy

Train ing
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ND
NARO, Prion Diseases
Research Unit, Japan
East Asia NIAH

Thailand
ANSES France
CDC - Atlanta. USA
ARC-Onderstepoort VI

South Africa
ARL for TBC
Dep. of Agriculture and
Food Australia
Canadian Food
Inspection Agency ADRI

Train ing
Expert
consultancy

SSE

FMD
Reagents delivery
Rabies

Proficiency t est
Proficiency test

FMD

KIT Biomedical
Research Netherland

TB

BSE
Proficiency test

Training

Expert
consultancy

Train ing

Expert
consultancy

Train ing

Internat ional st udy

PPR

Reagents delivery

ASF

Reagents delivery

Leptospirosis

Expert
consultancy
International st udy

FMD
Pirbright AHi, UK

Diagnostic support

Rabies

canada

China

Train ing

Training

Reagents delivery

Rabies

Proficiency t est

AHVLA-UK

International study

Expert
consultancy

Al

Bangladesh

Train ing

MIAFF - Korea DR

Brucellosis

VISAVET M adrid. Spain

ASF

SENASA, Argentina

FMD

ARRIAH, Russia

FMD

Reagents delivery

CIRAD-BIOS France

PPR

Reagents delivery

CDC - Atlanta. USA

Rabies

Canadian Food
Inspection Agency ADRI

Anthrax

canada

Diagnostic support

Reagents delivery
Train ing
Proficiency t est

Train ing
Expert
consultancy

Al

Diagnost ic
confirmation

ND

Diagnostic
confirmation

IZSVe, Italy
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Al

Training

ND

Training

FLI, Ge rmany

Al

Nepal

ND
Pirbright LI HA, UK

FM D

East Asia NIAH
Thailand

FMD

IVRI, India

Al

Training

CDC - Atlanta. USA

Rabies

Training

AAHL, CSIRO
Australia

ND

Diagnostic support
Training

Training

Al

Training
Expert
consultancy
Expert
consultancy

Al
AHV LA, UK

ND

Philippines

Diagnostic
confirmation
Diagnost ic
confirmation

International st udy

AHVLA, UK

Vet. Sciences Division,
AFBI, UK

Leptospirosis

KIT Biomedical
Research Net herland

Leptospirosis

Reagents delivery

Diagnostic support

Brucellosis

Training

ND

Training

FM D

Proficiency t est

Training

Bruce Ilosis

Train ing

ND

Training

M IAFF - Rep. of Korea
East Asia NIAH
Thailand

FMD

AHVLA, UK

Al

IZSVe, Italy

Salmonellosis

Vietnam

AAHL, CSIRO
Australia

Pirbright, LIHA, UK

Training

Reagents delivery

MIAFF, Korea
East Asia NIAH
Thailand

Training

Al

Reagents delivery

Proficiency t est

Internat ional study

Diagnostic support
Expert
consultancy
Training

International st udy

ND
FM D

Expert
consultancy

Train ing

Diagnost ic
confirmation

Training

Diagnost ic
confirmation

Training

Diagnostic support
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Al Ref Lab, China

Expert
consultancy

Al
Bruce IIasis

Training

ND

Train ing

M IAFF - Rep. of Korea
East Asia NIAH
Thailand
Indonesia

AAHL, CSIRO
Australia
KIT Biom. Research
Netherland
AAHL, CSIRO
Australia

FMD

Proficiency test

ND

Train ing

Al
Leptospirosis

Proficiency test

International study

Reagents delivery

Train ing

ND

Training

Al

Training

Bruce IIasis

Train ing

ND

Training

M IAFF - Rep. of Korea
Malaysia

East Asia NIAH
Thailand

FMD

KIT Biom. Research
Netherland

Leptospirosis

Proficiency test

Laos DR

Reagents delivery

Training

Brucellosis

Training

ND

Train ing

AAHL, CSIRO
Australia
Pirbright LI HA, UK

FMD

Reagents delivery

Proficiency test

International study

ND

Train ing

Al

Cambodia

FMD

Diagnostic support

Bruce IIasis

Training

ND

Train ing

FMD

Diagnost ic
confirmation

Train ing

M IAFF - Rep. of Korea
East Asia NIAH
Thailand

Diagnostic support

International st udy

M IAFF - Rep. of Korea
East Asia NIAH
Thailand

Diagnostic support

Expert
consultancy

Reagents delivery

Proficiency t est

International study

Diagnostic support

AAHL, CSIRO
Australia

ND

Train ing

Al

Train ing

Pirbright LI HA, UK

FMD

Diagnostic support
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Annex D: Map representing relationships between OIE Rls and Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries on the basis of provision of technical

Congo Basin IDENTIFY Countries
0

OIE Reference Laboratories report ing any relationship with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010 (Numbers refer to annex A)

- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country on the basis of Technical Training provision

____J IDENTIFY Countries in Congo Basin
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Annex E: Relationships between OIE Rls and SE Asia IDENTIFY countries: provision of confirmatory & diagnostic support
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South East Asia IDENTIFY Countries
0

OIE Reference Laboratories reporting any relationship with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010 (Numbers refer to annex A)

- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country on the basis of provision Confirmatory Diagnost ic Support

CJ IDENTIFY Countries in South East Asia
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Annex F: Map representing relationships between OIE Rls and IDENTIFY Countries by disease: FMD

)/

'
Foot and Mouth Disease
0

OIE Reference Laboratories reporting relationships with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010 (Numbers refer to annex A)

0

OIE Refere nce Laboratories that did not report relationships with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010

- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and Congo Basin IDENTIFY Country
- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and South East Asia IDENTIFY Country

[=1 IDENTIFY Countries in South East Asia

Cl IDENTIFY Countries in Congo Basin
Annex G: Map representing relationships between OIE Rls and IDENTIFY Countries by disease: Rabies
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Rabies
0

OIE Reference Laboratories reporting re lationships with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010 (Numbers refer to annex A)

0

OIE Reference Laboratories that did not report relationships with IDENTIFY Countries in 2010

- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and Congo Basin IDENTIFY Country
- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and South East Asia IDENTIFY Country

Cl IDENTIFY Countries in South East Asia
[:=J IDENTIFY Countries in Congo Basin
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Annex H: Map representing relationships between OIE Rls and Ethiopia
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Ethiopia
0

OIE Reference Laboratories reporting relationships with the IDENTIFY Country in 2010 (Numbers refer to annex A)

- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Bovine Tubercu losis
- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Rabies
-

Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Newcastle Disease

- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Count ry for Pest e des Petits Ruminants
- - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Foot and Mouth Disease
Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Avian Influenza
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Annex I: Map representing relationships between OIE Rls and Thailand
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Thailand
0

OIE Reference Laboratories reporting re lationships w ith the IDENTIFY Country in 2010 (Numbers refer to annex A)

- - - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Newcastle Disease
- - - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Leptospirosis
- - - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Foot and Mouth Disease
- - - Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy
- --

Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Brucellosis
Relationship between OIE Reference Laboratory and IDENTIFY Country for Avian Influenza
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Annex J: Relationships between IDENTIFY Countries and Institutes hosting OIE Rls regardless to the designed diseases

OIE RLs hosting Institutes
CIRAD-BIOS, France
Fll, Germany
CDC - Atlanta, USA
AHVLA, UK
Pirbright IHA, UK
ARC-OVI, South Africa
IZSVe, Italy

IDENTIFY
Countries (IC)
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC
Congo Basin IC
S/SE Asia IC

Total
Amount

3
1
2

Cameroun
Bangladesh
Ethiopia
Nepal

Ethiopia

Sudan

Ethiopia
Bangladesh

Kenya
China

RDC
Philippines

Tanzania
China

Sudan
Nepal

Kenya
Philippines

Ethiopia
Vietnam

Congo

Cameroun

Ethiopia
Cambodia

Kenya
China

RDC
Laos

Sudan
Nepal

Tanzania

Uganda

Kenya
China

Sudan

Malaysia

Philippine

Kenya

Sudan
Bangladesh

Vietnam

1
3
3
6

4
6
4
2
1
1
2

KIT Biomedical Research, Netherland

S/SE Asia IC

China

Indonesia

CFIADRI, Canada

S/SE Asia IC

China

Bangladesh

ANSES, France

S/SE Asia IC

Thailand

China

VISAVET, Spain

S/SE Asia IC

China

SENASA, Argentina

S/SE Asia IC

China

Vet. Sciences Division, AFBI, UK

S/SE Asia IC

Philippine

MIAFF, Rep. of Korea

S/SE Asia IC

Cambodia

NARO, Japan

S/SE Asia IC

Thailand

WHO/FAO/OIE RL, Australia

S/SE Asia IC

Thailand

ARL for TBC Dep. of A&F, Australia

S/SE Asia IC

China

S/SE Asia IC

Nepal

ARRIAH, Russia

S/SE Asia IC

China

OIE RL Influenza, China

S/SE Asia IC

Vietnam

AAHL, CSIRO, Australia

S/SE Asia IC

Cambodia

Indonesia

Laos

Malaysia

Philippine

Thailand

Vietnam

7

East Asia NIAH, Thailand

S/SE Asia IC

Cambodia

Indonesia

Laos

Malaysia

Philippine

Vietnam

Nepal

7

IVRI, India

4

2
2
1
1
1

China

Indonesia

Laos

Malaysia

Philippine

Thailand

Vietna m

8

1
1
1
1
1
1
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Annex 11: Third Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, 18 Oct, Conclusions and Recommendations
1. The Third Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting was jointly organized by Department of
Veterinary Services Malaysia, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and
World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) on 18 October 2011 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The
meeting was attended by 35 participants from Cambodia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand
and Viet Nam, National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH) Japan, Australian Animal Health
Laboratory (AAHL), OIE and FAO.
2. The Forum welcomes new members from China, Indonesia and Philippines.
Recognizing that:
3. National animal health laboratories are essential to support disease surveillance programs
that will enable the countries to early detect infectious diseases and timely respond to them.
4. Regional Laboratory Network is a coordinating platform for the national veterinary diagnostic
laboratories of the region to promote the harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and
standards for the diagnosis of Transboundary Animal Diseases (TADs) and Emerging/Reemerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs).
5. The Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting provides a platform to discuss regionally relevant
problems and issues among national animal health laboratories of China, Cambodia, Indonesia,
Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam.
Recommendations
6. The Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting agreed to coordinate laboratory capacity building
activities under the revised Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building
and Networking in Asia. Thailand will present this Regional Framework to the ASEAN Sectoral
Working Group on Livestock (ASWGL) during the next meeting. The Laboratory Directors' Forum
Meeting agreed that:
a. Both policy and technical focal points would enable the group to operate most
effectively
b. Development of a monitoring and evaluation structure based upon laboratory function
could aid in overall evaluation of laboratory services
7. This meeting focused on three priority diseases; CSF, FMD and HPAI; however, other diseases
such as rabies, PRRS, Newcastle disease, hemorrhagic septicemia and brucellosis should be
addressed in future meeting.
8. The roles and responsibilities of the regional leading laboratory for CSF (RAHO6 - Viet Nam),
FMD (RRL- Thailand), and HPAI (VR I - Malaysia) were presented. While the FMD leading
laboratory is also an OIE Reference Laboratory with established TORs, the Laboratory Directors'
Forum Meeting agreed on the TORs presented by the leading laboratories for CSF and HPAI.
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9. There should be ongoing personal communication among members of the laboratory network
in order to share information and early warning. For example, specific group discussion forum
can be created using FAQ's EMPRESi-Asia.
10. The Regional Guiding Principles for Animal Influenza Diagnosis were revised and agreed upon
in 2010. The Regional Guiding Principles for FMD and CSF diagnosis will be finalized and
distributed by the leading laboratories for comments.
11. Develop a sample referral protocol for confirmation and/or characterization of agents of
priority TADs that allows shipment to regional leading laboratories and international reference
laboratories in collaboration with the Forum members, FAO and OIE.
12. The Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting supports regional quality assurance scheme by
promoting the use of Regional Guiding Principles for Animal Influenza, and FMD and CSF when
guidelines are available.
13. The Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting will be held annually with participation from
ASEAN member countries and China.
14. NIAH Japan and other relevant organizations should be invited to attend the next meeting as
observers under host country consideration.
15. The 4th Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting will be held in Viet Nam in October 2012.
16. The Laboratory Directors' Forum Meeting participants will advise relevant authorities in
support of the meeting recommendations
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Annex 12: Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious
Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the Pacific, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 19-21
Oct report
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Executive Summary
This meeting was organised collaboratively by FAO/OIE/WHO and represented the first
cross-sectoral meeting to discuss laboratory-specific issues in the region. The meeting was
opened jointly, and presentations included a key note speech from Prof. Kida of Hokkaido
University, followed by a brief overview from each of the international organizations on their
approach to laboratory strengthening in the region (FAO - Regional Strategy on Emerging
Diseases, OIE - PVS Pathway, WHO-WPRO - APSED). After this joint opening,
participants attended their respective AH and PH laboratory meetings through and joined
together again on the third day for information sharing on One Health, cross-sectoral group
work and the meeting closure.

AH Laboratorv Meeting: Building upon the FAO/OfE Sub-Regional Laboratory Network
targeting HPAI in Southeast Asia, for which annual meetings were supported to discuss
technical and policy issues related to HPAI, the scope of this network was expanded to more
broadly address the enhancement of laboratory capacity and harmonization of regional
guidance with international standards for transboundary animal diseases (TADs) and
emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) following recommendations from the final meeting in
2010. The AH specific meeting was divided into five sessions as follows; 1) Update of
activities from network laboratories, 2) Strategic planning, 3) Quality assurance, 4) Biosafety
and 5) Occupational Health and Safety. Each session was opened with a presentation or
poster review followed by group work and panel discussions to develop conclusions and
recommendations from the meeting. The outcomes of the AH component included: advocacy
for laboratory strategic planning and improving laboratory safety, and recommendations to
consider conducting formal Risk Analysis for health and safety in pilot national animal health
laboratories, and to expand regional proficiency testing efforts to include rabies, Nipah virus
and African Swine Fever (ASF).
PH Laboratorv Meeting: Regional efforts for PH laboratories are supported by the draft
five-year work plan under the 2010 Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED)
agreed in May 201 1 and the recommendation from the Technical Activity Group Meeting
(TAG; July 2011) that WHO and Member States continue to build capacity in the area of
laboratories. Laboratory strengthening for EIDs is envisioned to build capability at the
country level and for the Region to detect known pathogens and identify unknown/novel
pathogens for early alert of potential emerging disease and outbreak events. This system is
underpinned by public health diagnostic laboratories supported by reference laboratories, and
national and regional networks that address critical issues such as biosafety and external
quality assurance. Meeting outcomes highlighted the potential benefits of the public health
laboratory system and possible configurations of such at the country level. This meeting
represents a first step to the approach for implementing the laboratory work plan and helped
to develop the way forward for establishing/improving public health diagnostic laboratories
in countries, organizing regional external quality programs for dengue, building capacity in
biosafety, as well as identifying potential opportunities where joint activities with animal
health could be conducted.
5

Joint AH-PH Assembly: On the third and final day, the individual AH and PH meetings
concluded and all participants came together for the joint AH-PH assembly, Brief summaries
of the AH and PH meetings were provided followed by an introduction to the group work.
Under a One Health approach, four topics were addressed by the groups: 1) Biosafety, 2)
Standard Assays and Reagents for Priority Zoonoses, 3) Guidelines for Joint Laboratory
Investigation, and 4) Information Sharing. The groups were selected to represent both AH
and PH participants from predefined countries, and were facilitated by a member of the
meeting secretariat or partner institutions. There was enthusiastic participation from both
sectors in the groups with good interaction; participants appeared to appreciate the
opportunity to engage with their colleagues from different sectors. In addition to identifying
challenges faced by the laboratories regardless of sector, as well as barriers to AH-PH
collaboration, each group also proposed solutions using examples and developed
recommendations for AH-PH collaboration in laboratory development.

The afternoon session continued with presentations relevant to AH-PH collaboration under a
One Health approach including: Sharing of Information (4-Way Linking Project), Laboratory
support for wildlife disease surveillance and investigation, and AMR and Laboratory
networking (IDENTIFY).
Key recommendations from the Joint AH-PH Assembly included:
• Establish and operationalize a formal mechanism for collaboration between AH-PH
and wildlife
• Advocate for national policy to support One Health approaches
• Implementation of joint capacity building following AH-PH recommendations on
topics such as risk assessment; biosafety; and quality management, including EQA
• Create opportunities to sustain linkages across AH, PH and wildlife stakeholders
The meeting secretariat unanimously agreed that meaningful cross-sectoral interactions
benefitted the overall regional approach and would be supported where possible in future
network meetings.
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1. Background

A large proportion of new, emerging, or re-emerging diseases affecting humans in recent
years have originated in animals, revealing the vulnerability of an increasingly interconnected
world to the global impact of new emergent diseases. The speed with which diseases can
emerge and spread presents serious public health, economic, and development concerns. It
also underscores the need for the development of comprehensive disease detection and
response capacities, particularly in geographic areas where disease threats are likely to
emerge.
Recognizing this need, USAID has launched the EPT Program that seeks to aggressively preempt or combat diseases that could spark future pandemics; the IDENTIFY project is a
component of this program that is focused on laboratory capacity building, strengthening and
creating new linkages across existing networks. The ultimate aim of the five-year IDENTlFY
project is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of rapidly
diagnosing and reporting on animal diseases and unusual epidemiological events or emerging
diseases as required by the OIE Terrestrial animal Health Code, and investigating events of
potential international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the IHR.
The Regional Collaborative Programme on highly pathogenic emerging diseases (HPEDs)
supported by the EU has established the Regional Support Unit and the Regional
Epidemiology Network, and also provides support to the Regional Laboratory Network in
association with ASEAN. These technical units are expected to provide additional support to
the surveillance, diagnosis and control of HPEDs for ASEAN and its member states in a
sustainable manner in the future.
Using the One Health Approach, FAO, OIE, WHO are coordinating global and regional
activities to address health risks at the human-animal-ecosystems interface through multisectoral cooperation and strong partnership. The basis of this cooperation was further
strengthened with the issuance in April 2010 of the Tripartite Concept Note of the
FAO/OIE/WHO collaboration in "sharing responsibilities and coordinating global activities
to address health risks at the animal-human-ecosystems interfaces".
Broadly, the Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs for the Asia Pacific Region was
organised to initiate closer working relationships between staff of the AH and PH
laboratories. Representatives from leading laboratories of both AH and PH sectors from all
countries in South East Asia, plus China, Japan, Korea and Australia were invited to
participate in both joint and sector-specific sessions for AH and PH. The meeting was
supported by the USAID-IDENTIFY project, and the HPEDs project funded by the EU.
The AH Laboratory Meeting builds upon the FAO/OIE Sub-Regional Laboratory Network
targeting HPAI in Southeast Asia for which annual meetings were supported to discuss
technical and policy issues related to HPAI. The scope of this network was expanded
following recommendations from the last meeting in lpoh, Malaysia in October 2010, to
7

more broadly address the enhancement of laboratory capacity and harmonisation of regional
guidance with international standards for transboundary animal diseases (TADs) and
emerging infectious diseases (EIDs).
The PH Laboratory Meeting followed the recommendation that WHO and Member States
continue to build capacity in the area of laboratories (Technical Activity Group (TAG)
Meeting, July 2011) under the 2010 Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED)
work plan for laboratories agreed in May 2011.
2. Objectives

1. To provide a forum for animal and public health laboratory staff to engage with their
peers in issues related to laboratory diagnosis and investigation
2. To reach agreement on the Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory
Capacity Building and Networking
3. To introduce concepts and receive updates from partners on progress in areas of
policy, strategic planning for laboratories, biosafety, occupational health and safety,
as well as the use of a Quality Management systems as an overall guiding structure
4. To identify list of priority zoonoses
5. To identify areas for collaboration between animal health and public health based on
the list of priority zoonoses
3. Expected Outcomes

1. Case materials and experience on technical issues related to laboratory diagnosis
field investigation shared
2. Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building
Networking agreed
3. Progress regarding Animal Health laboratory policy issues at the national level
progress toward strategic planning demonstrated
4. Areas for collaboration between regional laboratory networks across human
animal health identified or strengthened

and
and
and
and

4. Participants

A total of 44 participants participated in the AH Meeting including laboratory directors and
technical representatives from national animal health and leading laboratories from
Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Viet
Nam; AAHL, Japan National Institute of Animal Health, FAO, OIE and USAID (ANNEX 2).
A total of 46 participants participated in the PH Meeting including national public health
laboratories representatives from WHO-WPRO countries and APL and representative from
ASEAN secretariat (ANNEX 3).
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5. AH-PH Joint Opening Session
5.1 Dr Corinne Capuano WHO Representative for Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia
and Singapore

The opening remarks from Dr Shin Young-soo, WHO Regional Director for the Western
Pacific, were delivered by Dr Corinne Capuano, WHO Representative for Brunei
Darussalam, Malaysia and Singapore. Dr Capuano welcomed participants to the Meeting on
Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Asia Pacific Region. She
expressed appreciation to the Government of Malaysia for hosting the meeting and noted that
Malaysia was the lead country for the ASEAN Plus 3 Partnership Laboratories (APLs).
She emphasized that countries needed to have access to safe and accurate laboratory services
to facilitate the early detection, tracking and monitoring of infectious agents and to support
alert and response activities under the IHR. And, highlighted the importance of the WHO and
ASEAN collaboration in achieving this objective and noted that both WHO and ASEAN
agreed to synchronise their work plans earlier in the year. A five-year Asia Pacific
Laboratory Action Plan for EIDs was therefore developed to strengthen laboratory capacity
particularly at the sub-national level with the establishment and enhancement of public health
diagnostic laboratories close to the front-line. In support of the Plan developed in 2011, the
APSED TAG, recommended that Member States develop laboratory capacity to undertake
early detection of known and novel pathogens to support public health risk assessment and
response.
She remarked that this is the first time, animal health and human health have come together at
a regional level to discuss laboratory issues. FAO, OIE and WHO have established a good
working relationship at the regional level and the long-standing relationship between WHO
and ASEAN is even stronger.
She acknowledged the support of partners including the Asian Development Bank, AusAID,
the Canadian International Development Agency, the Government of Japan, USAID, and the
US-CDC and Prevention in emerging infectious disease capacity-building efforts under
APSED.
5.2 Dr Subhash Morzaria, Regional Manager, FAO Regional Office for Asia
and the Pacific

Dr Subhash Morzaria noted that the emergence of a series of infectious diseases in the region
that include Nipah Virus infection, SARS, HPAI, pandemic HlNl influenza, FMD and PRRS
continue to cause high morbidity and mortality in animals and humans, threatening food
safety and security and livelihoods and well-being of people in Asia.
He noted that the drivers of emergence of diseases are becoming clear and their control is a
complex problem and no one institution has the capacity to address this in isolation. There is
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no doubt that emerging diseases contributed significantly to enhanced collaboration among
the three international organizations (FAO, OIE and WHO). PAO has worked closely with
OIE and WHO to develop a formal collaborative mechanism which is now referred to as
FAO/OIE/WHO regional tripartite arrangement. This arrangement is now thriving in the
region, and a number of joint initiatives have been launched to promote collaborative
activities under the overall umbrella of One Health. Recently the three organizations have
produced a tripartite document which articulates how these organizations will share
responsibilities and coordinate global action to address high impact emerging and reemerging infectious diseases at the animal-human and ecosystems health interfaces. Enhance
greater collaboration between sectors, FAO, OIE and WHO in collaboration with ASEAN
have organized this meeting which involves participation from both animal and human
laboratories in the region.
Finally, the objectives of the meeting are to provide a forum for interaction between the
experts from national medical and veterinary laboratories, develop an agreement on regional
framework for animal health laboratory capacity building, identify gaps in biosafety,
occupational health and quality management in laboratories, identify priority zoonoses in the
region and explore areas of joint collaboration between the animal and human health
laboratories.
5.3 Dr Ronello Abila, Sub-Regional representative for South East Asia, OIE
Dr Abila noted that this is the first official joint meeting of the human and animal health
laboratories in the ASEAN region and this meeting is part of the global efforts to strengthen
collaboration of the human, animal and environmental health sectors implementing the
One Health approach.
He said that at the global level, collaborations among the FAO, OIE and WHO had started
long before the official recognition of One Health as a concept. He highlighted the
importance of the Tripartite Concept Note issued by FAO, OIE and WHO on "Sharing
responsibilities and coordinating global activities to address health risks at the animal-humanecosystems interfaces." This Tripartite Concept Note provided clear guidance to ensure better
collaboration in the implementation of future joint activities of the three organizations.
Specifically on laboratory collaboration the Tripartite Concept Note states that: "A joint
framework to address gaps and strengthen collaboration in human and animal health
laboratory activities should be developed. The framework should cover the upgrading of
facilities, training and collaboration between regional and international reference laboratories
for diagnosis and quality assurance. The framework should also promote cooperation
between human and animal surveillance systems in analysing available evidence and
evaluating responses and the timely sharing of comparable epidemiological and pathogen
data across the relevant sectors."
5.4 Dr Ferdinal Fernando, Assistant Director, Health and Communicable Disease Division,
ASEAN Secretariat
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Dr Ferdinal Fernando noted that collaboration between ASEAN and WHO can be traced back
to 1979 when WHO first extended assistance to the ASEAN Technical Cooperation
Programme in pharmaceuticals. The collaboration was formalized in 1997 through the
signing of an MoU between the two organisations for the period of five years 1997-2002. He
noted that two further Mo Us have been signed since then covering the periods 2002-2007 and
2009-2013, and that a review of the implementation of the 1999-2002 MoU had been held in
2003. The most recent MoU and detailed action plans further support the Health Ministerendorsed Strategic Framework on Health Development.
Taking into consideration ASEAN's Charter and Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint,
ASEAN's medium term strategic plan and the WHO C ountry Cooperation Strategies, both
organizations have identified areas for collaboration, prevention and control of
communicable diseases, including new, emerging and re-emerging diseases; prevention and
control of non-communicable diseases with special emphasis on their common risk factors
and healthy lifestyles promotion; health systems strengthening, including primary health care;
food security, food safety and nutrition; health effects of climate change and the environment;
emergency preparedness and response; globalization and trade and their impact on health,
including access to medicines and essential technology; and traditional medicine.

5.5 Dr Hasan Bin Abdul Rahman, Director General of Health Malaysia
Dr Hasan Bin Abdul Rahman welcomed the meeting participants to Malaysia. He said that
the need for such "joint meetings" cannot be over-emphasized, considering the fact that 61 %
of all known pathogens to man are of animal origin. He noted that the Asia Pacific region,
home to more than half of the world's population, has been an epicentre for emerging
infectious diseases such as the novel Nipah Encephalitis, Avian intluenza A(H5Nl) and
recently, the pandemic influenza A(HlNl). As EIDs that happen in one country can rapidly
spread to another, it is imperative that we find out as much as we can of the disease in the
shortest time possible. Thus, laboratories must be strengthened so that they can quickly detect
EIDs caused by known pathogens and also possess the capability to identify unknown or
novel pathogens. He said, "We recognize the fact that in the Asia Pacific region, laboratory
capacities and capabilities vary within and between the countries. And it is precisely here that
we need to strengthen the laboratory network within the country and build a regional
laboratory network among the Asia Pacific countries."
He noted that within the country, the PH Laboratories should come together with laboratories
from other M inistries as well as from the universities, research institutions and private
laboratories, to form a network of animal-human laboratories to optimize resources and
increase efficiency and capacity of diagnoses. The same holds for the ASEAN region as
exemplified by the establishment of the APLs in 2005. In the coming ASEAN Medium-Term
Plan (2011-2015) on E IDs, these APLs will coordinate high-end pathogen identification and
characterization, regional quality assurance and collaborate on regional biosafety, research
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and development. He was proud to note that Malaysia is entrusted with the responsibility to
coordinate strengthening of laboratory capacity and quality assurance among member states.
He highlighted the importance of WHO and ASEAN agreeing to synchronize laboratory
activities and as far as possible, build on existing structures for the next five years in line with
APSED 2010. Dr Hasan Bin Abdul Rahman said that on the home front, it is his vision to see
the National Public Health Laboratory of Malaysia playing an expanded role as WHO
Reference Laboratory, servicing the increased national and regional demands for high end
diagnostic requirements of EIDs. And he requested WHO to assist Malaysia in this quest. In
addition, the Ministry of Health Malaysia offered laboratory technical assistance to Member
States, in the form of training and technical expertise.

5.6 Keynote lecture: How to control avian and human pandemic influenza? Professor
Hiroshi Kida, Director, Research Center for Zoonosis Control, Hokkaido University
Research Centre for Zoonosis Control, Sapporo
Professor Kida described the ecology of influenza viruses in nature, birds and mammals; the
origin, evolution, and perpetuation of influenza virus in nature; the emergence of highly
pathogenic avian influenza virus and human pandemic strains. He presented the occurrence
of influenza in ducks and noted that each of the known subtypes (Hl-16, Nl-9) of the
influenza A virus has been isolated from ducks and non- pathogenic virus transmission occur
through water-borne faecal-oral ingestion. Ducks carry the viruses during migration making
the migratory duck a natural host of influenza A viruses. He also highlighted the role of pigs
in the emergence of pandemic influenza virus strains, particularly with reference to reassortment.
He presented the global overview of H5Nl HPAI in poultry and wild birds, and of confirmed
human cases of H5Nl avian influenza. He noted that HPAI transmission had occurred in 15
countries with a total fatality of 331 cases of a reported 565 cases. Most affected people were
reported from 4 countries; China, Egypt, Indonesia and Viet Nam. Influenza vaccine for bird
flu may prevent manifestation of disease signs but does not confer protective immunity from
infection. Countries where vaccine is used are not designated as HPAT-free as vaccination
leads to silent spread of virus. The updated recommendations from the 26th Conference of
the OIE Regional Commission for Asia, the Far East and Oceania considered that the long
persistence of HPAI H5Nl in domestic poultry and antigenic variants circulated mainly due
to the misuse of vaccine. He noted that stamping out policy is the most effective measure for
the control of HPAI. Vaccines should be used in addition to, not instead of "stamping out."
Surveillance of swine flu is crucial in the countries where avian flu has not been controlled.
In conclusion, eradication of the H5Nl HPAI from poultry in Asia should be an urgent need;
elimination of H5Nl in poultry should use "stamping out" and a cautious use of vaccines
where vaccines are used. He noted that measures for pandemic influenza control should be
based on the measures for the control of seasonal influenza.
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6. Animal-Health Laboratory Meeting

The AH Laboratory Meeting was divided into sessions as follows; 1) Update of activities
from network laboratories, 2) Strategic planning, 3) Quality assurance, 4) Biosafety and 5)
Occupational Health and Safety. Each working session was opened with a presentation or
poster review followed by group work and panel discussions to develop meeting conclusions
and recommendations.
6.1 Introduction and Update From Network Laboratories
This session opened with presentations from the three new additions to the laboratory
network (China Animal Health and Epidemiology Centre, Langzhou Veterinary Research
Institute and Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute) introducing their institutes and
activities. The remainder of the time was dedicated to a poster session for networkjng and
information sharing with posters from each institute prepared for the meeting.
Additionally, potential opportunities for information sharing and collaborations were
discussed:
Offers to assist other laboratories:
• Various diagnostic techniques for terrestrial diseases such as FMD, PRRS, AI, CSF,
PPR, ND, BSE, HS, swine and avian pasteurellosis, bluetongue,brucellosis,
leptospirnsis, parasitic diseases and encephalitis syndrome
• Various diagnostic techniques for aquatic diseases such as WSSV, YHCV, TSV,
IMNV, MBV, NHP, Vibriosis, SVCV, KHV.
• More general techniques including pathology, necropsy, serology
• In-house protein based diagnostic kit development for ELISA; WB and serological
assays; FMD C-ELISA; MagMAX ™ Express and Real Time Fast PCR.
• Confirmatory testing for FMD, NDV virus typing and subtyping and also other
diseases by IHC or electron microscopy.
• Assistance with molecular epidemiology methods for various transboundary diseases
in Asia.
Offers to share reagents, primers, probes and reference RNAs, in-house biological products,
control material, vaccines and protocols including for diseases such as NDV and FMD and
techniques.
Needs/requests for collaboration:
• Sharing reagents, control material, new diagnostic techniques protocols for the
existing diseases as well as new and emergency diseases
• Training on diagnostic techniques including in situ hybridization, reverse genetics,
bioinformatics and phylogenetic analysis and vaccine development , equipment
maintenance and calibration
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•
•
•
•
•

Expertise, technology, facilities and maintenance for biosafety, biosecurity BSL-3,
BSL-3 construction and maintenance; preparation of quality and biosafety manuals
Laboratory information systems
Provision of real time PCR instruments, reagents and kits
Equipment maintenance including calibration
Quality Assurance including EQA

•
•
•
•

Sharing of molecular sequencing and analysis capability
Sharing of virus strains and epidemiological information from neighbouring countries
Workshop on ISO 17025 in preparation for eventual accreditation
Assistance with attaining as OIE Reference Laboratory status

Conclusion
Offers of expertise/strengths from member countries in which they could assist/collaborate
with other laboratories in the region exceeded requests for assistance suggesting that there is
a good base of expertise in the region which could be better utilized in collaborations.
6.2 Strategic Planning
This session began with a presentation from Dr Andrew Davis from OIE on Strategic
Planning for National Animal Health Laboratories in the Southeast Asia Region. This
presentation covered aspects such as basic definitions, benefits of strategic planning in the
laboratory context, suggested steps and the process of developing a strategic plan and the
current situation in the region in regard to laboratory strategic planning. The planned OIE
activities in this area were introduced including the Workshop on Animal Health Laboratory
Strategic Planning to be held in Melbourne in March 201 1 with follow up missions to enable
pilot countries to instigate and/or further develop strategic plans, as well as the OIE pilot of
laboratory focal points and development of the PVS Laboratory Technical Follow-up
Missions.
Group Work elaborated the current situation in the represented laboratories as well as
strengths, weakness and suggested activities to improve the situation. The key outcomes of
the group work in this session include:
1. Many countries within the region do not have strategic plan specific for the national
animal health laboratory or the national system of laboratories, nor do they have any
official strategic planning initiative or currently have a plan to develop one. Some
countries have to medium (e.g. annual planning) operational plans with some strategic
elements but longer term planning is lacking.
2. While there has been some development, this, in most cases, is only a vision
statement. Goals and mandates are established under the governments' policies, but
only put in place at the laboratory level by the initiative of the Laboratory Director. In
some cases, there is well-developed strategic planning for the overall Veterinary
Services but this does not always extend down and engage the laboratories.
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3. Most countries have a similar system of laboratories where sub-national laboratories
refer sample to the national reference laboratory and technical assistance provided to
the country's regional diagnostic labs. National reference laboratory can refer sample
to OIE reference laboratories; countries collaborate with international reference
laboratories.
4. Overarching policies that may provide guidance to laboratory operation and
development within countries in the region include:
• Protection of animal industry
• Food safety and security
5. Most countries participating in the group work identified a need to develop a strategic
plan for the national animal health laboratory.
6. Barriers to development of strategic plan include:
• Limited capacity/lack of experience and knowledge about strategic plan
development
• Human resource management may be beyond the control of the director
• There is a lack of continuity of programs due to changing priority of policy maker
or changing policy makers
• Lack of incentives
• Limitations of human resources to dedicate to strategic plan development
(competing priorities)
• High staff turnover rate
7. Proposed activities that partners may assist to facilitate the development of a strategic
plan in the regions included:
• Provision of consultants to assist in the development of laboratory strategic plan
for each country including meetings with stakeholders
• On-going advocacy for the significance of laboratory and laboratory strategic
plan
• Support from OIE, as well as other partners (eg AAHL, FAO, HCA, WRL), for
workshops and follow-up country missions to assist in the development of
laboratory strategic plans and advocate for their importance. In parallel: OIE
should communicate with OIE Delegate on the initiative to gain buy-in at policy
levels
8. Laboratory Director should also communicate with OIE Delegate and leadership to
gain buy-in at policy levels
6.3 Quality Assurance

The session began with a presentation from Dr Gemma Carlile, laboratory expert from
AAHL, on the current and past regional PT activities covering HPAI, CSF and PRRS. The
general goals of regional proficiency testing programme were to assure that result from the
laboratory can be relied on as correct and to provide reference data for each national
laboratory to identify and solve systematic and random error in testing procedure. OIE,
through the PSVS, supported round four of PT for HPAI. Current regional PT programme
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covering HPAI, CSP and PRRS is being supported by PAO under the IDENTIFY project of
the USAID EPT programme.
The latest round of PT for HPAI showed varied results, and discussion amongst the group
identified significant differences in diagnostic approaches. Review and update for the
Regional Guiding Principles for Animal Intluenza Diagnosis is recommended before the next
meeting. The majority of the laboratories providing results for PRRS PT were able to
correctly identify the Chinese strain, although the North America strain of PRRS virus was
detected by only some of the laboratories. The majority of laboratories were not able to
correctly identify the CSP virus by PCR assay. Follow up visits by team of laboratory experts
to each participating laboratories should help identify and solve these problems.
Group discussion on PT identified support to improve and sustain proficiency testing
activities including training, supply of reagents and diagnostic guidelines (ANNEX 4). It was
agreed that OIE laboratory focal point could also act as focal person to coordinate proficiency
testing activities within each country and the regional.

6.4 Biosafety
Dr Chua Teck Mean, executive committee of the Asia Pacific Biosafety Association (APBA)
presented summary of observation and risk assessment missions to eight animal health
laboratories in South and Southeast Asia. In general, most of the laboratories visited were
aware of the importance of biosafety and biosecurity but lacks the resources and support to
provide a sustainable biosafety management programme that includes training, appropriate
primary containment equipment and adequate biocontainment faci lities to handle infectious
materials as national reference laboratories for infectious diseases. With the exception of
Malaysia and Thailand, many of the reference laboratories were not very busy and sample
volumes were low. This may be a retlection of the lack of active or passive animal disease
surveillance programs and the difficulty and inability to collect and transport samples from
the field to these central laboratories within a reasonable period that will not deteriorate the
condition and quality of the samples. Most institutes were handling almost all pathogens at a
very basic biosafety level 2 because they lacked any other facil ities, safety equipment or
personal protective equipment. This is mostly appropriate for the majority of institutes and
pathogens being handled.
The biosafety cabinets certification testing in these laboratories were also carried out by two
team of NSP49 Accredited Field Certifiers with certified (calibrated) testing equipment. In
general, the percentage of biosafety cabinets tested that failed is 30.8% for the 39 units tested.
Group discussion on biosafety identified challenges and suggested solution for improving
laboratory facility, engineering and management as well as improving technical knowledge in
biosafety and laboratory management in general (ANNEX 5).

6.5 Occupational Health and Safety
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Dr Gliceria Derrota presented Issues on Health and Safety in Laboratories as an introduction
to the session. The initial part of the presentation focused on the definition of Occupational
Health and Safety and recognition and identification of Hazards. Occupational Health and
Safety has been defined, as the promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical,
mental and social wellbeing of workers in all occupations. The opportunity to learn about risk
assessment was also highlighted during the presentation to give the participants
understanding and knowledge on how to conduct risk assessment in their workplace. The
later part discussed a Good Safety Management System, which emphasize the establishment
of a health and safety policy of every workplace.
Group discussion followed this presentation with representatives requested to determine the
current health and safety situation in their respective workplaces. The key hazards for
identification and further discussion included physical hazards; mechanical and ergonomic
hazards; psychosocial hazards; and chemical and biological Hazards. The pa1ticipants were
encouraged to share their thoughts about these hazards that might be found in their
workplace.

7. Joint Animal-Health and Public-Health Laboratory Meeting
7.1 Group discussion
Participants were divided into four groups comprising cluster of countries with both AH and
PH representatives (ANNEX 6). Each group, facilitated by a member of the meeting
secretariat or partner institutions, discussed a set topic and participants were asked to take a
One Health approach in discussing the following topics; 1) Biosafety, 2) Standard Assays and
Reagents for Priority Zoonoses, 3) Guidelines for Joint Laboratory Investigation, and 4)
Information Sharing (ANNEX 7). There was good participation from both sectors in the
groups with active and engaging discussion and participants enjoyed interacting with their
colleagues from different sectors.

Group 1 members comprising participants from China, Lao PDR and Mongolia discussed
the issue of laboratory biosafety. Challenges for laboratory biosafety in human health and
animal health sector identified included:
1. Lack of policy on laboratory biosafety. In order to overcome this challenge, initiatives
should begin at technical level including acknowledging the risk of disease outbreak,
increasing public awareness and implementation incentives.
2. Lack of technical, facility, engineering, support. Each laboratory needs to plan and
adequate budget allocation of for the maintenance of biosafety facility.
3. Environmental issues, particularly waste management. Most countries have public
health policy (regulations) to manage waste from public health laboratories; however,
in many cases this does not include waste from animal health laboratories.
4. Lack of risk assessment capacity. There is a need for further training on risk
assessment including practical guidance for general laboratory protocols and
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continuing education of 1 engineering staff on maintenance, monitoring and
evaluation of biosafety equipment and facilities.
5. Calibration and certification of biosafety cabinets. Only one laboratory had an
allocated budget for routine certification and maintenance of biosafety cabinets in a
BSL3 laboratory. However, even where budget was allocated, there may not be
service available in some countries. One possible approach identified is to form a
group of laboratories, which can contract a company to provide routine maintenance,
spare parts and certification. Access to appropriate standard specifications of safety
cabinets and examples of maintenance contracts would also be useful.

Group 2 members comprising participants from Brunei, Cambodia, Philippines and Viet
Nam discussed challenges and Standard Assays and Reagents for Priority Diseases.
The group identified the EQA programs implemented for human health and animal health
disease diagnosis (avian influenza, rabies, brucellosis, leptospirosis and tuberculosis -Bovine)
and discussed the range of standard assays/protocols for diagnosis of these diseases. Three
major challenges were identified in implementing proficiency testing programmes:
1. Finances: lack of budget for laboratory equipment and reagents
2. Regulations: lack of policy and standards
3. Some laboratory supplies not locally available
Participants shared their experiences on sharing of reference reagents. Within the AH sector,
reference materials are shared within the countries and across the region. However, there is
no practice for sharing between the AH and PH laboratories except in Brunei. The group
highlighted a need to institutionalise collaboration among PH and AH (including wildlife
health) within countries and link a joint laboratory network with a national coordinating
committee/ task force.
The PH sector has agreed to set up an integrated laboratory system among PH laboratories. It
is recommended that the AH sector also set up a similar system and create linkage with the
PH laboratory system.

Group 3 comprising participants from Thailand, Myanmar, Singapore and Korea discussed
Guidelines for Joint Laboratory Investigation.
The participants discussed and identified the major barriers for joint investigation between
AH and PH sectors. These included:
1. Harmonisation of testing protocols for human and animal samples especially where
there is high background signal in animal samples
2. Crisis-driven coordination where coordinating mechanism are put in place only for
the duration crisis
3. Gaps in crisis communication - who and when to contact
4. Imbalance of human recourses between AH and PH sectors.
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It was identified that crisis-driven events led to mechanisms for improved communications
and work relationships including setting up of cross-sectoral rapid response teams; regular
cross-sectoral meetings; multi-agency prevention and control coordination ; high level of
political support; joint public communication with a consistent public message; and leverage
of existing outreach networks and recourses. However, sustainability of this coordination was
drawn into question.
Participants recommended supporting and sustammg the structures and mechanisms
developed during crisis-driven events in "peace time" through regular refresher training; joint
risk analysis and research; establishing joint polices e.g. National One Health Platform; and
formalize working level communications to strengthen communications and data sharing

Group 4 comprising participants from Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia and the ASEAN
secretariat discussed Information Sharing. The group agreed that linkage between AH and PH
risk assessment would support information sharing.
In Indonesia, there is no mechanism for cross-sectoral information sharing currently in place;
however, information is shared through professional association meetings. In Malaysia, there
are inter-ministerial meetings with established joint committee. In Japan, each department
work independently and only share information at the ministry level. There is no routine
sharing of information between AH and PH in Indonesia and Malaysia, whilst in Japan there
is annual sharing of avian disease control information through a joint AH-PH committee.
Bureaucracy and limited inter-ministerial communication and coordination were identified as
major barriers for information sharing. A standard database system between the two sectors
may help facilitate information sharing at minister level. Regional meetings and scientific
conferences can bypass national bureaucracy and facilitate information sharing among
countries in the region.

7.2 Examples ofAnimal Health and Public Health Collaboration
The afternoon session involved presentations as examples and potential areas for AH-PH
collaboration under the One Health concept including:
7.2.1 Sharing of Information (4-Way Linking Project) presented by Dr Filip Claes from FAO
HQ, Italy.
The four-way linking project is a collaborative effort among WHO, FAO, OIE, OFFLU and
GLEWS to improve national, regional, and global qualitative risk assessments for animal and
zoonotic influenza. This framework seeks to establish a mechanism for routine integrated
qualitative assessment of virological and epidemiological influenza data from humans and
animals with the view to provide information to decision makers in a variety of settings.
Information from such risk assessments can then be used to develop and implement new
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scientifically based measures to prioritise and manage or control the risks identified, as well
as evaluate the effects of those measures already in place.
This project is expected to improve the linkage between human and animal influenza
epidemiological and virological (including sequence analysis) information. Moreover the
regular process of risk assessment proposed will also increase the awareness and
understanding of the technical staff involved in the process, as well as that of stakeholders
and decision makers receiving the information. At global level the project aims to develop a
standard mechanism for joint qualitative risk assessment of linked data for zoonotic
influenza. Country level implementation will be in partnership with Human and animal health
institutes, and the respective ministries.
Joint FAO/WHO/ assessment missions visits took place to identify key partners, national
initiatives, efforts, and operational tools and systems in place for epidemiological and
virological surveillance for influenza in both the public and animal health sectors in Egypt
and Viet Nam; OIE assisted in activities following the Egypt mission and joined the Viet
Nam mission. The team assessed which systems for data collection, data traceability,
exchange at epidemiological-virological interface, and reporting for influenza exist within the
PH and the AH sectors were in place, and identified the major gaps and constraints to these
systems.
7.2.2 Laboratory support for wildlife disease surveillance and investigation presented by Dr
Joko Pamungus from Primate Research Center, Indonesia

Nonhuman primates (NHP) are simi lar to human in various aspects such as organs and
physiological function, reproductive system, metabolic system and susceptibility to infectious
pathogens. Many NHP show symptoms similar to what we see in human. Therefore, NHP
provide for a suitable animal model for human diseases; however these attributes also make
them a potential source of zoonotic disease. Various species of Old World monkeys (rhesus,
macaques, baboon) and New World monkeys (marmosets, tamarins, squirrel monkeys, owl
monkeys) have been used in biomedical research involving lentivirus, dengue virus and
polioencephalitis virus. Lists of viruses to be excluded within specific pathogens free (SPF)
colonies may differ from colony to colony, but standard requirements for NHP colony is
freedom from Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Simian retrovirus is also commonly targeted for
freedomrequiringregular surveillance in research NHP colony.
7.2.3 Antimicrobial Resistance presented by Dr CK Lee from WHO WPRO, Philippines
AMR has been a global concern; apart from causing death due to infection, AMR greatly
increases the cost of medical care and challenges control of infectious diseases. About half of
all antibiotics produced are used for farming. Reports indicate that 50% of human
antimicrobial resistance is caused by growth promoters in li vestock. Antimicrobial resistance
in livestock also dropped dramatically after growth promoters were banned such as in
Denmark.
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The WHO Global Strategy for Containment of Antimicrobial resistance policy package to
combat AMR involved:
1. commitment to comprehensive, financed national plan with accountability and c ivil
society engagement;
2. strengthening surveillance and laboratory capacity;
3. ensuring uninterrupted access to essential medicines of assured quality;
4. regulation and promotion of rational use of medicines;
5. enhancement of infection prevention and control (IPC); and
6. Fosteing innovations and research for new tools.

7.2.4 Laboratory networking (IDENTIFY) presented by Dr Mia Kim from FAO HQ, Italy
The IDENT IFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and
accurate detection of known key pathogens, leadin g to faster identification of emerging
pathogens, and appropriate handling of material from cases of unidentifiable diseases.
FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through their existing
institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks.
The ultimate aim of the five-year project is to link together a global cooperative network that
is fully capable of rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed animal diseases and
unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating events of potential
international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the IHR.
The strengthening of laboratory networks within and across sectors alo ng with meaningful
investments in regional and national capacity building should result in more accurate and
timely identification of pathogens threatening animal and human health. To accomplish this
outcome, the IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development
of guidance and policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g.
biosafety/biosecurity, quality assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection and
handling and shipping); 3) strengthening laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and
response; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.

8. Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Animal Health Laboratory Meeting
The Animal Health Laboratory Meeting recognised:
1. The importance of good coordination and collaboration between the AH including
wildlife and PH sectors following the ' One Health ' concept, in order to improve the
capacity of countries to detect and respond to new and emerg ing diseases.
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2. That progress and achievement made under the FAO-OIE Regional Laboratory
Network for Animal Influenza Diagnosis provides the basis for the onward
development and expansion as the Regional Laboratory Network for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia Pacific region, under the overall framework of
the FAO regional strategy for HPAI and EIDs of animals in Asia and the Pacific.
3. As evidenced through the poster presentation session, offers of expertise by member
countries in which they could assist other laboratories in the region notably exceeded
requests for assistance suggesting that there is a good base of expertise in the region
which could be better utilised in collaborations.
4. Many countries within the region do not have strategic plans specific for the national
animal health laboratory or the national system of laboratories, nor do they have any
official strategic planning initiative or currently have a plan to develop one.
5. Barriers to the development of strategic plans for animal health laboratories include
limited capacity/lack of experience and knowledge about strategic planning and the
process of strategic plan development.
6. The results from OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses are critical inputs to the
development of strategic plans.
7. All countries agree that regional proficiency testing programmes are useful as part of
the laboratory quality system. There is a need for improved coordination of regional
proficiency testing programmes; feedback on the outcome of the current regional
proficiency testing programmes is needed to inform the overall approach for both
participating laboratories and providers.
8. Key challenges in improving laboratory biosafety for facility management and
engineering aspects include limited budget available for maintenance and equipment,
personnel and technical expertise.
9. Occupational Health and Safety is an important issue in animal health laboratories and
risk analysis is an important tool that should be employed on a regular basis in order
to identify and address hazards to improve workplace safety and the health of
laboratory staff.
The Animal Health Laboratory Meeting recommended:
1. Laboratory capacity building activities in the region be coordinated under the
Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in Asia as agreed by the Laboratory Directors' Forum.
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2. OIE, as well as other partners (eg AAHL, FAO, NIAH Japan, WRL), should support
the development of national animal health laboratory strategic plans for member
countries in the region, through workshops and follow-up country missions .
3. OIE, through the OIE delegate, advocate for the importance of the strategic planning
workshop and follow up mission initiative to gain buy-in at policy levels.
4. There be on-going advocacy for the significance of laboratories as key component of
veterinary and wildlife services and laboratory strategic plan.
5. Participating animal health laboratories continue efforts to strengthen network and
communication across the region, and to improve disease detection, reporting and
response in the region through the routine sharing of relevant infonn ation and data.
6. Regional proficiency testing programme continue to be supported for AI, FMD, CSF
and PRRS and be expanded to other priority diseases in the region such as rabies.
7. Further support is needed to improve
programmes from the region including:
analysis of proficiency testing results
guidance to overcome problems identified

ability to coordinate proficiency testing
support for proficiency testing providers,
and troubleshooting of issues including
by proficiency testing.

8. The laboratories are supported to implement a quality management system as part of
the effort to gain accreditation for ISO/IEC 17025 2005.
9. Establishment of a task force to support coordination and explore the ongoing needs
for proficiency testing; each laboratory should assign a focal person to participate in
this task force.
10. All laboratories should advocate for budget resources to support participation to
regional and national proficiency testing programmes.
11. Continued support for, and development of, laboratory diagnostic capacity, quality
assurance and proficiency testing for priority diseases in the region including rabies,
African swine fever, Nipah virus infection, brucellosis, Newcastle disease and
bluetongue.
12. All laboratories should continue to advocate for support to improve laboratory
biosafety and to instill good biosafety culture. This can be achieved through
consultancy, training, and development of standard operating procedures and review
of biosafety regulations.
13. Support for the plan of OTE to pilot in the region the Laboratory Focal Point training
and Follow-up Laboratory Gap Analysis.
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14. Explore the possibility of conducting formal Risk Analysis for health and safety in
pilot national animal health laboratories.
15. That the meeting in support of the Laboratory Network be held annually
The Animal Health Laboratory Meeting acknowledged:
The support from the government of Malaysia in hosting the meeting and support from
USAID through the Emerging Pandemic Threat - IDENTIFY Project and the EU - Regional
Cooperative Programme on HPEDs.
8.2 Joint Animal Health and Public Health laboratory Assembly
The Joint Animal Health and Public Health Laboratory Assembly agreed to the following
recommendations presented by Dr Ronello Abila;
1. Establishment, and operationalise of a formal mechanism for collaboration between
public health and animal health (including wildlife)
2. Advocacy for a national policy to support the One Health platform
3. Implementation of joint capacity building (e.g. risk assessment, biosafety, quality
management, EQA)
4. Creation of opportunities to sustain linkages across PH, AH, and wildlife stakeholders
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ANNEX 1 Agenda
Date/Time
Topic
Facilitator/ Speaker
Day 1: Wednesday 19 October 2011
Opening and Introduction
0800 - 0830
Registration
0830 - 0945
Opening
0945 - 1015
Break
1015 - 1115
Key note address
Dr Pawin Padungtod
Professor Hiroshi Kida, Hokkaido University
1115 - 1125
FAQ Regional Strategy on Emerging Diseases
Dr Subhash Morzaria, FAO ECTA D RA P
11 25 - 1135
OIE Performance Veterinary Services (PVS) Pathway
Dr Ronello Abila, OIE SRR SEA
1135 - 1145
Asia regional Strategy for Emerging Disease
Dr Takeshi Kasai, WHO/WPRO
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Security Briefing
Lunch
1200 - 1300
Animal Health Session I Introduction and Update from Network Laboratories
1300 - 1330
Introduction to new laboratories in the network
Dr Andrew Davis
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well as topics outlined for other laboratories
• China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center
• Langzhou Veterinary Research institute
• Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute
Introduction to Poster session
1330 - 1340
1340 - 1430
Poster presentation for each laboratory (including both
regional and partner laboratories) with information on:
• Significant updates from each laboratory eg
renovations,
new
equipment,
trainings,
expansion of range of tests available/ diagnostic
expertise
• Overall diagnostic through-put in past 12 months
characterized by species, sample type and test
type for the top five diseases addressed by the
laboratory
• Salient research activities ongoing in past 12
months
1450 - 1500
Summary of update and collaboration
1500 - 1530
Break
Animal Health Session 2 Strategic Planning (Key Framework Element 1)
1530 - 1550
Strategic Planning for Laboratories
Dr Ronello Abila
Dr Andrew Davis, 0 / E SRR SEA and Dr Jennifer Lasley,
0 /E Paris
1550 - 1630
Strategic Planning group work:
• Identification of planning that already is in place
and proposed future development of any existing
plans
• Identification of gaps in this planning process
• Linkage of needs and available support from
partners with specific activities
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1630 - 1700

I Report from Strategic Planning Group Work

Day 2: Thursday 20 October 2011
0900-0930
Review of first day output
Dr Andrew Davis, O/E SRR SEA
Outcomes from Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting
0930 - 1000
Dr Ram/an Mohamed, Veterinary Research Institute
Animal Health Session 3 Quality Assurance (Key Framework Element 4)
1000-1020
Proficiency Testing - steps required to establish rounds Dr Chris Morrissy
and experiences in the region (HPAI, CSF and PRRS)
Dr Gemma Carlile, Australian Animal Health
Laboratory
1020 - 1050
Break
1050 - 1130
Proficiency Testing group work:
• Discussion/listing of priority diseases for which
PT testing is required
• Achieving sustainability of PT programs
• Partner discussion/listing of areas in which they
could assist
• Linkage of needs and available support with
specific activities
1130 - 1200
Rep011 from Proficiency Testing Group Work
1200 - 1300
Lunch
Animal Health Session 4 Biosafety (Key Framework Element 6)
1300-1320
Current biosafety situation and way forward
Dr Teck Mean Chua
Dr Teck Mean Chua, Asia Pacific Biosafety Association
1320 - 1400
Biosafety group work:
• Using HPAI as a model, discussion on hazard
analysis and identification of critical control
points from sample arrival through to
sample/reagent disposal
• Partner discussion/listing of areas in which they
could assist in capacity building
• Linkage of needs and available support with
specific activities
1400 - 1430
Report from Biosafety Group Work
1430 - 1500
Break
Animal Health Session 5 Occupational Health and Safety (Key Framework Element 4)
Occupational Health and Safety in the Laboratory Setting Dr Glice1ia Derrota
1500- 1520
Dr Gliceria Derrota, White Cliff International Health
and Safety Services
1520 - 1600
Group Work:
• Identification of hazards m laboratory
workplace;
• Evaluate the risk and specify what has been done
or need to be done to avoid the risk;
• Identification of gaps on the health and safety of
employees;
• Establishment of health and safety policy in
laboratories.
1600 - 1630
Report from Occupational Health and Safety Group
Work
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1630 - 1700

I Conclusion and Recommendation

Day 3: Friday 21 October 2011
0900- 1000
Conclusion of Animal Health Meeting
1000- 1030
Break
1030- 1040
Summary from Public Health Laboratories Meeting
1040-1050
Summary from Animal Health Laboratories Meeting
1050- 1105
Discussion
Joint Session I Addressing Common Issues
Participants are separated into 4 groups with both AH
11 05- 1230
and PH in each group.
- Laboratory Biosafety
Standard Assays and Reagents for Priority
Zoonoses
- Guidelines for Joint Laboratory Investigation
- Information Sharing
1230-1330
Lunch
1330-1420
Presentation of outcomes from group discussion
Joint Session 2 One Health
1420-1440
Sharing of Information - 4-Ways Linking Project
Dr Filio Claes, FAO Rome
1440-1500
Laboratory support for wildlife diseases surveillance and
investigation
Dr. Joko Pamun.Rkas, Primate Research Center
1500-1510
A ntimicrobial Resistance
CK Lee, WPRO
1510-1520
IDENTIFY
Break
1520-1550
1550-1620
Laboratory Strengthening One Health - DiscussionJoint Session 3 Way Forward
1620 - 1700
Recommendation and Closing
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Lao People's Democratic Republic
Tel:
+856 2131 5858
Fax: +856 2131 5347
Email: onechanh k@yahoo.com
Mr Thongchanh SISOUK
Chief of Laboratory Division
National Center for Laboratory and
Epidemiology
No. 148, Unit 14,
Naxay Village, Xaysettha District
Vientianne Capital
Lao People's Democratic Republ ic
Tel:
+856 2141 6340
Fax: +856 2131 5858
Email: ssk thong@yahoo.com

Dr Amarjargal Y ADAM
Deputy Director
Medical Care Policy Coordination
and Implementation
Government Bldg VIII
Olympic Street 2
Ulaanbaatar 21 0648, Mongolia
Tel: +976 15126 0392
Email: zomojargal@yahoo.com

Phili
Mala sia

ines

Dr Celia CARLOS
Chief
Laboratory Research Division
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine
Filinvest Corporate City, Alabang
Muntinlupa City, Philippines
Tel: +632 809 9763
Fax: +632 809 9763
Mobile:
+63 9175627907
Email: ccarlosphl@yahoo.com

Dr Mohamed Nairn Bin Abdul KADIR
Director
Ipoh Public Health Laboratory
Jalan Jelapang, 30020 Ipoh
Perak, Malaysia
Tel:
+605 528 7829
Fax: +605 528 7836
Email: dmaim@mkaiph.moh.gov.my
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Dr Arlan LOPEZ
Head
Microbiology Section
San Lazaro Hospital
Quiricada St., Sta. Cruz
Mainla, Philippines
Tel:
+6324933617
Fax: +6327114117
Email: arlanlopez@yahoo.com

Ms Zhang YIWEN
Assistant Manager
National Public Health Laboratory
9 Hospital Drive, #04-01, Block C
SingHealth Research Faculties
Singapore General Hospital
Singapore 169612
Tel: +65 6557 4067
Fax
+65 9424 7774
Email: Zhang Yiwen@moh.gov.sg
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Dr Kisoon KIM
Director
Division of Respiratory Viruses
Center for Infectious Disease
National Institute of Health
Korea Center for Disease Control and
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Chung-buk 363-951
Republic of Korea
Tel:
+82 4 3719 8220
Fax: +82 4 3719 8239
Email: tigerkis@nih.go.kr
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Professor CHUA Kaw Bing
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National University of Singapore
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Tel:
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Email: ckyoo@nih.go.kr

Professor Hiroshi KIDA
Director, Research Center for Zoonosis
Control
Professor, Graduate School of Veterinary
Medicine
Program Leader, Global COE Program,
"Establishment of International
Collaboration Centers for Zoonosis
Control"
Hokkaido University Research Centre for
Zoonosis Control
Graduate School of Veterinary Medicine
Sapporo, Japan
Tel: +81 11 706 5207
Fax: +81 11 706 5273
Email: kida@vetmed.hokudai.ac.jp

Sin a ore
Dr Wen Sim TEE
Head
Department of Pathology and
Laboratory Medicine
KK Women's and Children's Hospital
100 Bukit Timah Road
Singapore 229899
Tel:
+ 65 6394 1350
Fax: +65 6394 1387
Email: nancy.tee.ws@kkh.com.sg

Dr Feng ZIJIAN
Assistant Director General
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Chinsese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention
155, Changbai Road, Changping District
Beijing 100050
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People's Republic of China

Tel:
Fax:

+8610 5890 0550
+8610 5890 0050

Email: fengzj@cdc.cn
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ANNEX 4 Outcome from Animal Health Laboratory Group Discussion - Biosafety
Science
Group 2
1. High cost of building and maintenance
• Plan a budget - obtain administrative commitment
• Request donor
2. Incomplete SOP
• Consultancy and training
• Engage staff responsible for usage of BSL in the development of SOP
3. Limited knowledge in risk assessment, facility design and usage
• Training
Facility & Engineering
Group 3

I. Who maintains the facility?
•

Problem
- No one person responsible for general maintenance of the facility - scientific
staff need to do the science.
• Solutions
Desig nation of a 'plant manager' to oversee, coordinate and manage
• Equipment maintenance
• Building maintenance
• Biosafety under standard protocols
• Set schedules for maintenance & calibration of equipment
Dedicated funds for maintenance & calibration of equipment
2. Lack of Technical Expertise
• P roblem
No technical expertise to maintain and repair equipment.
- Lack of expertise during construction or renovation of laboratory spaces to
conform w ith standards.
• Solution
Access to trained personnel - either by training personnel locally or access
network.
Consideration and knowledge of standards within the region.
3. Power
• Problem
- Lack of back-up systems to mainta in safe working practices when power dips
or shut-down
• Solution
Generators
- UPS
- Voltage stabilisers
4. Security of the Laboratory
• Problem
- Entrance security is often limited
- No locks or restrictions o n fridges with biological samples
• Solutions
- Cards access to facilities (restricted access to different areas)
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- CCTV
- Working alarms - fire alarms
5. Waste Management System
• Problem
Availability and access to waste mgt systems
- Lack of guidelines on how to use
- Maintenance of waste mgt systems
• Solution
Guidelines and protocols need to be in place
Maintenance of equipment and budget to do so
Access to waste mgt systems - autoclaves/incinerators/air handling/water
treatment
Enhancing Biosafety Toward One Health
Group 4
Key Challenges
• Overrules of organizations' ego and bureaucracy
• Willingness to work together
Overcome by
• Strengthening coordination and collaboration among organizations
• Willingness to work together
• Setting up joint committee among the three organization
Suggestion
• Organize joint training activities between animal health and human health sectors
Biosafety and biosecurity
Zoonotic diseases diagnosis including sharing of protocols and reagents
Epidemiology and outbreak response
Management
Group S

l. Budget insufficiency
• Reducing cost
• Lobby government to increase funding to improve biosafety
• Develop good plan for improving biosafety
• Develop budget plan early
2. Infrastructure
• Better design of laboratory layout with expert advice
3. Human resource
• Standard training of laboratory staff
• Certification of laboratory staff
• Create a key person
• Create good biosafety culture
4. Administrative controls
• Create SOPs, good guidelines and policy
5. Compliance to international and national regulations
• Support development of appropriate regulations
• Annual review of regulations
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ANNEX 5 Outcome from Animal Health Laboratory Group Discussion - Quality Assurance

Summary responses
Is proficiency testing (PT)
useful?
How can we improve PT in
your laboratory?

All agree EQA is useful to aid in harmonisation and identify issues
with detection
Ensure sample quality of PT panel (Shipment/storage/handling)
Reference laboratory should communicate with the receiving
laborat ories early to make necessary preparation to receive the
panels
Provide clear instruction on the usage of the PT panels
Provide complete panel including all subtypes of viruses, including
relevant controls (e.g. high ct positive)
Consider shipping panels for multiple PT tests at the same time
Facilitate importation of PT panel
Receiving laboratory should identify contact person
Improve laboratory condition
Improve staff skills
Improve trouble shooting skills

Do you have a plan and
budget to participate to PT in
your laboratory?
What support can partners
give the laboratory to
improve PT?

Most countries lack consistent funding to particpate to PT
programmes

Training in laboratory quality assurance including data analysis
Advocate for laboratory quality manager
Facilitate technical discussion/review of PT data
Support sustainable access to re ference materials for testing

Who does the PT rounds?

The regional PT has been supported by AAHL; regional leading
laboratories have been identified and further capacity and
funding is needed to deliver PT t esting w ithin the region

Do you have plan for national
PT?
5. Which disease should we
do capacity building/PT on
next year?

Only 2 countries reported plans to conduct PT subnationally

Rabies, ASF, Nipah
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ANNEX 6 Joint Animal-Health and Public-Health Discussion Groups
Group I
Group
1

Country
Lao PDR

China

Mongolia

2

Australia
Philippines
Cambodia
Brunei

Philippines

Viet Nam

Name
Signa Kittiphone
Phouvong Phommachanh
Phengta Von2:ohrachanh
Thongchanh Sisouk
Onechanh Keosavanh
Sun Shiqi
Zheng Huixue
Song Jianling
Li Huachun
Song Cuiping
Amarjargal Y adam
Gungaa Surenkhand
Gemma Carlile
Edna A. Felipe
Ren Theary
Chuop Sokheng
Osmali Osman
Siti Aisah Jaafar
Rahiman Hanafi
Arlan Lopez
Celia Carlos
Magdalena S. Cruz
Tong Huu Hien
Thanh Long To
Ngo Thanh Long
Nguyen Xuan Binh

Institute
National Animal Health Center
National Animal Health Center
National Animal Health Center
National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology
National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology
Lanzhou Veterinarv Research Institute
Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute
Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute
Yunnan Animal Science and Veterinary Institute
China Animal Health and Epidemioloe:v Center
Misnitry of Health
National Centre for Comminicable Diseases
Australian Animal health Laboratory
Philiooine Animal Health Center
National Veterinary Research Institute
National Institute of Public Health
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Health
Minsitry of Health
Department of Health
Research Institute for Tropical Medicine
Philippine Animal Health Center
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6
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Group
3

Country
Australia
Myanmar
Thailand

Singapore

Name
Chris Morrissy
Aye Aye Than
Panithan Thongtha
Vimol Jirathanawat
Somj ai Kamolsiripichaiporn
Kingkarn Boonsuya Seeyo
Sudarat Damrongwatanapokin
Tan Han Kiat

Zhang Yiwen
NG Lee-Ching

4

Nepal
France
ASEAN Secretariat
Indonesia

Japan

Malaysia

Lee Soo sim
Tee Wen Sim Nancy
Mandava Venkata Subba Rao
Jennifer Lasley
Asiah bte Naina Md. Alim
Muhammad Syibli
J oko Pamungkas
Yuichi Tagawa
Keigo Shibayama
Hiroshi Kida
Chua Kaw Bing
Adznan Abdul Karim
Tom Hughes
Mei Ho Lee
Ramlan Mohamed
Rohani Binti Mohamad Yasin
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Institute
Australian Animal Health Laboratory
Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department
Regional Reference Laboratory for FMD in South East Asia
National Institute of Animal Health
National Institute of Animal Health
Regional Reference Laboratory for FMD in South East Asia
USAID Regional Development Mission Asia
WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research for
Arbovirus & their Associated Vectors
National Public Health Laboratory
WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research for
Arbovirus & their Associated Vectors
The Regional Emerging Diseases Intervention Center
KK Women's and Children's Hospital
FAO Nepal
World Organization for Animal Health
Department of Veterinary Services
Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Health
Services
PREDICT- Primate Research Centre
National Institute of Animal Health
National Institute of Infectious Diseases
Hokkaido University
National University of Singapore
Wildlife
PREDICT Country Coordinator -EcoHealth Alliance
PREDICT - Ecohealth Alliance
Veterinary Research Institute
Institute for Medical Research

Group

Country

Nepal

Name
Institute
Mohamed Naheed bin Mohamed Veterinary Research Institute
Hussein
lpoh Public Health Laboratory
Mohamed N aim bin Abdul Kadir
Zubaidah bt Abdul Wahab
Hospital of Bulah
Norizah Ismail
National Public Health Laboratory
Yukie Chem
National Public Health Laboratory
Ravindran Thayon
Institute of Medical Research
Mohinder Oberoi
FAO Nepal
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ANNEX 7 Joint Animal Health and Public Health Group Discussion Questions

Group 1: Lab Biosafety

a)

Top 3 challenges in biosafety for your laboratory?

b)

How regularly are the biosafety cabinets calibrated and certified?
- Who (which company) conducts this, cost?

c)

Top 3 training needs in biosafety/biosecurity for your laboratory

Group 2: Standard Assays and Reagents for Priority Diseases

a)

For which priority diseases are harmonized diagnostic protocols in use?

b)

Top 3 challenges to obtaining reference reagents for priority diseases

c)

Are reference reagents routinely shared among your laboratories (within country
and/or region)

d)

For which priority diseases is EQA applied? And who provides such?

Group 3: Guidelines for Joint Laboratory Investigation

a)

Does your country have experience in joint AH-PH investigation at the laboratory
level for outbreaks of zoonotic concern?
- If yes, please provide examples and highlight what worked well
- If no, what barriers exist to joint investigation?

Group 4 : Information Sharing

a)

Does adequate information sharing occur within your sector for priority diseases?
- If yes, for which diseases and what is the mechanism (examples?)
- If no, what are the barriers to sharing

b)

Is there any disease in your country for which information is routinely shared between
AH-PH?
- If yes, for which diseases and what is the mechanism (examples?)
- If no, what are the barriers to sharing
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Annex 13: Terms of Reference for OIE Wildlife Focal Point Training
"Training course on WAHIS and WAHID implementation
for focal points for wildlife"
OIE / SRR-EA CAPACITY-BUILDING PROGRAMME 2011
BACKGROUND
The OlE Sub-Regional Representation (SRR) for Eastern Africa (EA) was established in 2009
and has since 2011 initiated a programme of capacity-building, targeting staff of veterinary
services, in the EAC region, and beyond.
As far as the Africa region is concerned, three OIE Sub-Regional Representations in Gaborone,
Tunis and Nairobi as well as the Regional Representation in Bamako, are now currently
benefiting from funds from the European Commission D irectorate DG-SANCO (Health and
Consumers) through the "Better Training for Safer Food" (BTSF) programme, under which part
of the present training course is funded.
In addition, nine (9) countries in Central Africa benefit from funds under the IDENTIFY project
of the Emerging Pandemic Threats programme. As far as OlE in Africa is concerned, this project
is coord inated by the OIE SRR-SA in Gaborone (Dr Neo Mapitse). The followi ng 6 countries w ill
benefit from this training course under the auspices of IDENTIFY: Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Congo (Dem. Rep), Congo (Rep), Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon.
This is the third workshop dealing with WAHIS and WAHID (and the second dealing with
wildlife) in Africa, and the second seminar organized directly by the OIE Sub-Regional
Representation, in close collaboration with OIE Regional Representation for Africa in Bamako,
Mali and the OlE Headquarters in Paris, France. The first workshop funded under the BTSF
Africa programme was the joint training of OIE focal points for animal diseases notification and
for aquatic animal diseases from Southern Africa only (Lilongwe, Malawi, April 2009). The
second one was again a joint training of OlE focal points for animal diseases notification and for
aquatic animal diseases, but for selected countries across Africa (Gaborone, Botswana, August
2010).
In line with the OIE's overall mandates of ensuring transparency in the global animal disease
situation, encouraging international solidarity in the control of animal diseases, and collecting,
analyzing and disseminating veterinary scientific information, this training workshop will deal
with issues concerning wildlife and international reporting of animal diseases, in particular
diseases of wildlife.

OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP
The obj ective of the workshop is to improve the capacity of OlE Wildlife Focal Points (WFP) in
pa11icular for the gathering and interpretation of data through the reporting of wildlife diseases to
the OIE using the online reporting system WAHIS (Wild).
This proposal results from two developments over the past months and years:
(a) D iseases of wildlife remain under-reported, in general tenns and in particular to the OIE.
Reticence to report diseases of wildlife is fuelled by misconceptions about the impact of such
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declarations on a country's disease status for farm animals. Radical and unjustified trade batTiers
imposed by some countries following such declarations have contributed to this reticence.
(b) The OIE has developed a string of measures to enhance the timely and transparent reporting
of diseases, occurring in wildlife. This led in a first stage to a fully revised version of the annual
questionnaire and will lead very shortly to the launch of WAHIS-Wild, a dedicated web-module
for reporting of wildlife d iseases or major epidemiological events.
These new developments must be explained to the focal points for animal diseases notification,
but in particular to the wildlife focal points who need to provide the Veterinary Authority with the
required epidemiological data.
Hence, the workshop will target the focal points on wildlife. While some of these focal points are
veterinary officers from within the veterinary administration (Directorate of Veterinary Services)
and within the Ministry-in-charge of veterinary matters, others may be very unfamiliar with the
OIE and WAHIS requirements, as they might be assuming duties in other Ministries altogether.
Typical case is when w ildlife disease issues are governed under e.g. the Ministry of Tourism or
the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources. While these focal points understand that
they are expected to report wildlife disease events to the OIE Delegate, they might be unaware of
which diseases are OIE listed, and under which circumstances reporting (immediate or otherwise)
is required. Therefore, the content of the present training course will be regarded as - hiic",
focusing on understanding the requirements of the WAHIS reporting system in respect of animal
diseases, without over-emphasizing the actual processes involving data-entry into WAHIS
(usually entirely entrusted to the sanitary information management focal point). This training
course will target countries that have not benefited from specific training on w ildlife diseases
reporting (all African countries) and that are likely to benefit from this particular training (in
terms of important wildlife resources).
The present training course will target English-speaking focal points from Members in subSaharan Africa, while the French - speaking focal points will be invited to attend the exact same
training course in Botswana from November 28 to December 1, 2011.

METHODOLOGY
1. General concept
It is proposed that this Workshop consist of hands-on practice with activities directly
relevant to the work of OlE Wildlife Focal Points (WFP), interspersed with lectures and
demonstrations associated with these activities.
WFP are assumed to have participated in Workshop 1 and/or to have recently read the
Training Manual prepared for Workshop 1. That Training Manual would be provided to
all participants in Workshop 2 at least two weeks in advance of Workshop 2 in each OIE
region. OIE also may wish to provide a few pages of written material about the role and
Tern1s of Reference of WFP.
Training Manual n° 2: It is anticipated that a traini ng manual w ill be created for this
Workshop and will contain the key information presented in lecture format during the
Workshop. This Training Manual can be provided in electronic (PDF file) format. Also
provided will be the various data files, the WAHIS six-monthly report, the OJE W AHJSWild spreadsheet that simulates data entry into WAHIS-Wild, and other files and
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information that may be needed during the Workshop or afterward for reference. All
these files can be placed on a flash-drive given to each participant.
Technical requirements: the venue should provide seating for all active participants at
round tables seating 6-8 people. There should be sufficient electrical outlets at these
tables for all participants, and each participant should arrive with a laptop computer
which uses Microsoft Windows (versions to be specified) operating systems. A large
projection screen should be resent and visible by all tables. A speaker's podium and
speaker's computer should be available for use at the podium. This computer should have
access to a high-speed internet connection so that internet sites can be used during
lectures and demonstrations 18
Seating of participants will be arranged in advance so as to keep people using the same
language together but otherwise to seek to cause each table to contain people from
countries that differ in their size, wealth and sophistication of their veterinary services.
2.

Seminar outline
2.1. Review of OIE structure and Role of Wildlife Focal Points
OIE staff will spend 30 minutes welcoming participants, and reminding WFP about their
role and Terms of Reference.
2.2. Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
A case scenario is presented by an instructor. An imaginary country (we can use some
section of Canada for this) wishes to undertake a program of general wildlife disease
surveillance. It has certain reasons for doing this, certain objectives it has established for
the program. These are explained to the participants. The components of a general disease
surveillance program are reviewed (from Workshop 1) in lecture format.
The Instructor leads participants in a discussion of the various options Country X may
have to set up its surveillance program, coving all components of general disease
surveillance. Instructor provides facts and information about Country X as these are
needed during the discussion. The discussion is directed develop a set of
recommendations by the participants concerning how Country X could set up and operate
a general surveillance program to meets its objectives.
2.3. Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
Participants now receive a set of data from a year of the surveillance program they have
just developed and recommended for Country X. In fact, there will be three different sets
of surveillance data, each table of participants will use the same data set but all three data
sets will be used by different tables (There may be 2 or more tables using the same data
set, depending on the number of participants). The data will be in the form of an Excel
spreadsheet and each w ill contain about 100 disease occurrences. Data will include host
species (common name and Latin name), age, sex, date found dead or sick, number of

18
It would be excellent if ALL participant computers could have wireless access to the Internet with
sufficient bandwidth that ALL could connect at high speed at the same time.
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animals affected, cause of death, other diagnostic findings, latitude and longitude of
location where animal was found. Data will be only for terrestrial animals - birds and
mammals. Each data set will be constructed to show some different patterns of
surveillance and of disease/pathogen occurrence. These differences will provide interest
and contrast in presentations and discussions at the end of the day.
Participants review their data sets individually and/or with neighbors. They are asked to
look for problems - missing data, duplicate entries, etc., and also to look for points of
interest.
Par1icipants are asked to determine if any of the data should be repor1ed to the OJE. This
then leads to a presentation/lecture about what diseases/pathogens in wild animals must
be reported to the OIE, the List of diseases/pathogens, the criteria for listing pathogens,
where to find the most up-to-date OIE Disease list on the OIE website and in the printed
Code, and the criteria for identifying important epidemiological events that also must be
reported to the OIE, and the diseases/pathogens to be reported to WAHIS-Wild on a
voluntary basis once per year,
The data sets will each contain one or more OIE List diseases/pathogens and each will
contain diseases/pathogens for W AHIS-Wild. The participants will be helped to identify
these and then told the correct procedure for notifying the CVO of any List diseases.
Participants now are given detailed instruction on how to use WAHIS-Wild. Each then
will practice reporting diseases/pathogens from their data sets on the spreadsheet version
of WAHIS-Wild. [[ The spreadsheet version of WAHIS-Wild used will be constructed so
that the Listed Disease data for wildlife in Country X already are on the spreadsheet, as
will be the case for the on-Line version that WFP actually will use. The on-line version
will be demonstrated also. There also should be one listed disease entry that is different
on WAHIS-Wild than in the surveillance data spreadsheet, and this will be used to advise
WFP on what to do in this case - to check with CVO to find out which data are correct.

11
2.4. Finding Information on W AHIS and WA HIS-Wild
OIE staff demonstrate on the OIE website how information about disease occurrences can
be searched for and retrieved, and the range of information that is available. WFP should
be provided with power-point slides with screen shots and clear instructions showing how
to search for and retrieve this disease occurrence information.
2.5. Further Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
Participants are asked to manipulate the surveillance data in various ways that may be
useful to them. They are first advised to save a copy of the data file and to manipulate a
new copy, in case they make a big mistake and lose data. They are encouraged to sort
data in different ways - by date, by species, etc. and shown how to do so. They are
shown how to display data selections as simple graphs or charts - number of animals by
month, etc. The objective is for WFPs to be able to look at data in these ways without
needing special assistance.
•
They are shown a free-ware program that converts Lat/Long coordinated to the
format used by Google Earth (Earth Point) and then shown how to use the new
file to map their data on Google Earth.
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•

•

•

Participants will be encouraged to work together or separately and map, sort,
chart etc. their data sets to explore the data. This continues during the break.
Maps of the data will also be made in advance and distributed since internet may
not be available on all computers.
After the break, each table will be asked to hold a discussion about their
surveillance data: the strengths, weaknesses, points of interest, aspects that may
require further investigation or clarification, etc. (Note - there will be three
different data sets in use but only one at each table)
Each table will prepare and present their map, graphs and/or other findings and
the main points of their discussion of strengths and weaknesses in their data to all
participants during the last hour (if there are too many tables of participants,
perhaps only one presentation of each data set will be sufficient, and tables not
presenting on Day 1 can present on Day 2)

2.6. Review of Day 1 main points and Introduction to Day 2
Instructor(s) reviews main points of general wildlife disease surveillance and introduces
and compares these with targeted disease surveillance, which is the topic of day 2.
2.7. Targeted Wildlife Disease Surveillance Case Scenarios
Similar to 2.2 (above) - A case scenario is presented by an instructor. An imaginary
Country X (we can use the same section of Canada as for Day 1 scenarios) wishes to
undertake a program of targeted wildlife disease surveillance for three different
pathogens. It has certain reasons for doing so for each one, certain objectives it has
established for the program. These are explained to the participants. Instructor leads a
general discussion about design of surveillance programs for Country X for each of these
pathogens. Pathogens will be selected to present different kinds of challenges.
2.8. Selecting Diagnostic Tests
A number of issues raised in the discussion of design of targeted surveillance programs
now are covered in lecture format, followed, in some cases, by participants solving
problems or doing exercises on the topic, as listed in the Workshop Plan. OIE staff will
provide information on sources of diagnostic test in the region where the workshop is
offered. This section also would include general information about access to the OIE
Manual on line and in print (demonstration of finding it and using it on line), an
explanation of the terms of reference of OIE reference laboratories and of collaborating
centres, (perhaps also FAO Reference laboratories). Specific information should be
provided about reference laboratories available within the region in which the workshop
is given, and the range of expertise of each.
2.9. Pathogen Prevalence
Lecture and exercises by participants about estimation of pathogen prevalence from
surveillance data. This will include determining the sample size required for various
objectives, incorporating diagnostic test performance into the estimate of prevalence and
how prevalence can influence the predictive value of a diagnostic test.
2.10. Targeted Wildlife Disease Surveillance Case Scenarios - continued
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We return to the targeted surveillance program for 3 pathogens to be carried out by
Country X, the objectives of the surveillance programs, and come to a general consensus
on the appropriate design for each, incorporating what has been learned about choosing
diagnostic tests, sample size, etc.).
2.11. Data from Country X Targeted Surveillance
Each table of 6-8 participants receives data from one of the targeted surveillance
programs. Instructor(s) remind them how to estimate prevalence and confidence around
prevalence and to map their data, and each participant does so (maps will be provided if
Internet is not available). Participants then discuss the surveillance results within each
table/group and prepare a presentation to the other participants on their thoughts and
observations. These are then presented in plenary. [It may be desirable to have only half
of the tables/groups make presentations on Day l and the other half on Day 2]
2.12.

Wildlife Disease Surveillance in Region

We will invite someone from the region who is well versed in wildlife disease
surveillance to give an overview of wildlife disease surveillance activities in the region,
any networks among surveillance programs or wildlife disease scientists that may exist,
and major wildlife disease issues in the region, including those important to wildlife
conservation, domestic animals and public health. This presentation should be interesting,
full of pictures and regional information. The right person to present this in each region
must be chosen carefully.
2.13. Data Management and databases in disease surveillance
A presentation on managing surveillance data and the features WFP may want in a data
management system.
2.14. General Discussion on Wildlife Disease Surveillance in Region
General discussion about the workshop, surveillance and disease reporting to OJE, etc.,
will be led by OIE staff.
2.15. Communication Opportunities - Networks, Associations
Continuation of general discussion, but with a focus on maintaining communication
among the region's WFP and also with other groups in the Region relevant to WFP
activity.
2.16. Closing Events
Closing events - presented by OIE
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TARGET GROUP
The target group consists of 23 OIE national focal points on wildlife, as designated by their
respective OIE delegates, from the following countries:

ENGLISH SPEAKING PARTICIPANTS
1. Angola
2. Botswana

16. Somalia

3. Eritrea

17. South Africa

4. Ethiopia

18. Sudan

5. Gambia

19. Swaziland

6.

Ghana

20. Tanzania

7. Kenya

21. Uganda

8. Lesotho

22. Zambia

9. Liberia*

23. Zimbabwe

JO. Malawi
11 . Mozambique
12. Namibia
13. Nigeria
14. Rwanda**
15. Sierra Leone
From a budgetary and logistical (computers) perspective, no more than 20 participants are
expected to attend.
(*) Liberia is not an OIE Member but is eligible under the BTSF programme.
(**) Rwanda is also listed under the French-speaking programme and may choose either training
course (but not both).

EXPECTED OUTPUTS

It is expected that the present training course will lead to a better understanding of wildlife
surveillance and notification and should result in more and improved online submissions of
immediate and scheduled notifications of wildlife diseases, to the OIE. The Malawi training
seminar in April 2009 and to a lesser extent, the training seminars organized in Tunisia, in
December 2009 and in Botswana in August 2010, have demonstrated that training efforts do lead
to better and increased reporting, both for terrestrial and aquatic animal diseases.
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TENT ATJVE DATES AND DURATION OF THE WORKSHOP
Duration of the workshop: 4 days
Tentative dates: October 4 -

?1\ 2011

Host Country: Kenya
Host institution: OIE Sub-Regional Representation for Eastern Africa (SRR-EA) Nairobi
LANGUAGE: The training course will be conducted in English only.
PARTICIPANTS (refer to annex 2)
Estimated number: 20 participants + 4 invited observers (below) = 24 attendants
( of which 23 are to be supported by the OIE budget).
INVITED OBSERVERS
1. Representative from the OIE Regional Representation for Africa (1)
2. Representative from the OIE Sub-Regional Representation for Southern Africa (1)
3. Representative from the OIE Regional Commission for Africa (1)
4. Representative from the EAC Secretariat (l)
INVITED TRAINERS (5)
1. Representatives from the OIE Information Department (1)
2. Representatives from the OIE Scientific and Technical Department (1)
3. Representative from the OIE Collaborating Centre on Wildlife (2)
4. Representative from the OIE Working Group on Wildlife or representative from the
region (regional expert) (1)
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"Training course on WAHIS and WAHID implementation f or wildlife focal points"

Time

In-charge

Theme

08:00-09:00

Registration of part icipants

09:00-09:30

Inauguration and Open ing

09:30- 10:10

Presentation: General presentation of the 01 E (incl. Vademecum)

OIE

10:10-10:30

Presentation: The role of 01 E focal points and 01 E activities on
wildlife

OIE

10:30-11 :00

Morning break - Coffee/Tea

11 :00-11: 15

Presentation: DIE Terrestrial and Aquatic Animal Health Code

DIE

11:15- 11 :45

General Wildl ife Disease Surveillance : key components

CC*

11 :45- 12:45

Interactive Plenary Session 19 : Design of a General Surveillance
Program: Objectives, sources of specimens and information

cc

12:45- 13:15

Interactive Plenary Session: Case Scenario: Program design and
data obtained

cc

13:15- 14:30
14:30- 15:00

Lunch

Interactive Plenary Session: Approaches to analysis of general
disease surveil lance data : review of case scenario data

cc

15:00-15:30

Present ation: Obligatory and facu ltative reporting of pathogens and
diseases in wild animals to the OIE - Purpose of reporting and t ools;
OIE listed and non listed d iseases

OIE

15:30- 16:00

Practical use of WAHIS and WAHIS-wi/d

OIE

16:00-16:30

Afternoon break - Coffee/Tea

16:30- 17:00

Practical use of WAHIS and WAHI S- wi/dto report d isease
occurrences

OIE

17 :00 - 18:00

Small Group Session 20 : Analysis of case scenario dat a set;
Preparation of presentations for Day 2

CC,
Partic ipants

(*) CC = Collaborating Centre
19
Two case studies will be prepared (one per day) to illustrate what focal points should know and do
through a practical approach.
Interactive Plenary Sessions: Participants will be seated at tables in groups. The session will consist of
topic discussion with the entire group interactively with Instructors, sometimes illustrated for particular
main points, interspersed with activities to be done at the table individually or as a group. These sessions
will be used to work through the case scenario of the day. These interactive plenary sessions will be
interrupted for formal presentations of relevant information needed by the participants to proceed to the
next stage of the interactive session and allow questions and answers to be integrated in each step
20
Each table will review their set of surveillance data (3 different data sets will be used by different
tables) and prepare a presentation on the main points of information derived from their particular
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18:00

Time
09:00 - 09:45

End of session

Theme

In-charge

Sma ll grouQ 12resentations (3) from Day 1 case scenario analysis

Partic ipants

Targeted Wild life Disease Surveillance:

09:45 - 10:15

Interactive Plenary Session: Objectives and requ irements, sources
of information and specimens

cc

10:15 - 10:30

Presentation: Selecting and using diagnostic tests, general
principles

cc

10:30 - 10:45

Presentation: OIE Terrestrial and Aquatic Manual

OIE

10:45 -11 :15

Morning Break: Tea/Coffee

11:15 - 11 :35

Presentation : Sources of d iagnostic expertise: Reference
Laboratories and Collaborating Centres,

OIE

11 :35- 12:30

Interactive Plenary Session: Test sensitivity, specificity, and
pred ictive values: theory and appl ication*

cc

12:30 - 13:00

Interactive Plenary Session: Pathogen preva lence: sample size,
test performance, ca lcu lation, interpretation

cc

13:00 - 14:30
14:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00
16:00 - 16:30

Lunch
Interactive Plenary Session: Targeted Disease Surveillance Case
Scenario: Objectives, Design of programme*

cc

Interactive Plenary Session: Approaches to analyzing targeted
surveillance data

cc

Afternoon break - Coffee/Tea

16:30 - 17:15

Interactive Plenary Session: Scenario data review: prevalence,
geospatial and temporal parameters

cc

17:15 - 18:00

Sma ll GrouQ Session: Scenario data interpretation, strengths and
weaknesses, preparation of presentations for Day 3

CC,
Partic ipants

18:00

End of Session

* These items have already been presented at the first cycle training and are covered in the training
Manual. The second cycle training will take a more active approach by working on a case study.

dataset, based on the general review of these data sets during the interactive plenary session earlier in
the day.
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Time
08:00 - 16:00

Time
09:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11 :00

Theme
Field visit

Theme

In-charge
Kenya
Department
of Veterinary
Services

In-charge

Sma ll grouQ 12resentations (3) from Day 2 case scenario analysis

Participants

Wild life Disease and Wi ldlife Conservation in Africa

Special
guest
speaker

21

11 :00 - 11 :30

Morning Break: Tea/Coffee

11:30 - 12:15

Presentation: 0 1E activities related to wi !di ife: current directions
and future perspectives

OIE

12:15 - 12:45

General d iscussion

OIE, CC
Participants

12:45 - 13:00

Evaluation and Closing

OIE

21

This is to be an informative and interesting presentation about wildlife disease issues and occurrences
in the general region, presented by an experienced wildlife disease worker such as Dr. Roy Bengis of the
Working Group on Wildlife Diseases. Presenter TBA following approval of the Programme.
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Annex 3: Invited countries

...

Cape Verde

\
Senegal

jiM utl

Guinea Bissau
Guinea

Seychelles

Equatorial Guinea

•

/

Part c pants speaking ench (Rwanda might jo,n Eng/Jsh speaking group)
Participants speaking English (including the Rep. of South Africa, omitted)
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DRAFT
TERMS OF REFERENCE
"Tra;ning course on WAHIS and WAHID ;mplementatfon
for focal po;nts for wUdUfe"
OIE / SRR-SA CAPACITY-BUILDING PROGRAMME 2011
BACKGROUND
The OIE Sub-Regional Representation (SRR) for Southern Africa (SA) was established in 2006 and
has since 2008 conducted a vast programme of capacity-building, targeting staff of veterinary
services, in the SADC region, and beyond. As far as the Africa region is concerned, three OIE
Sub-Regional Representations in Gaborone, Tunis and Nairobi as well as the Regional
Representation in Bamako, are now currently benefiting from funds from the European
Commission Directorate DGSANCO Health and Consumers) through the "Better Training for
Safer Food" (BTSF) programme, under which part of the present training course is funded. In
addition, nine (9) countries in Central Africa benefit from funds under the IDENTIFY project of
the Emerging Pandemic Threats programme. As far as OIE in Africa is concerned, this project is
coordinated by the OIE SRR-SA in Gaborone (Dr Neo Mapitse). The following 6 countries will
benefit from this training course under the auspices of IDENTIFY: Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Congo (Dem. Rep), Congo (Rep), Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon.
This is the third workshop dealing with WAHIS and WAHID (and the second dealing with
wildlife), organized directly by the OIE Sub-Regional Representation, in close collaboration
with OIE Regional Representation for Africa in Bamako, Mali and the OIE Headquarters in Paris,
France. The first workshop funded under the BTSF Africa programme was the joint training of
OIE focal points for animal diseases notification and for aquatic animal diseases from Southern
Africa only (Lilongwe, Malawi, April 2009). The second one was again a joint training of OIE
focal points for animal diseases notification and for aquatic animal diseases, but for selected
countries across Africa (Gaborone, Botswana, August 2010).
In line with the OIE's overall mandates of ensuring transparency in the global animal disease
situation, encouraging international solidarity in the control of animal diseases, and collecting,
analyzing and disseminating veterinary scientific information, this training workshop will deal
with issues concerning wildlife and international reporting of animal diseases, in particular
diseases of wildlife.
OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP
The objective of the workshop is to improve the capacity of OIE Wildlife Focal Points (WFP) in
particular for the gathering and interpretation of data through the reporting of wildlife
diseases to the OIE using the online reporting system WAHIS (Wild). This proposal results from
two developments over the past months and years:
(a) Diseases of wildlife remain under-reported, in general terms and in particular to the OIE.
Reticence to report diseases of wildlife is fuelled by misconceptions about t he impact of such
declarations on a country's disease status for farm animals. Radical and unjustified trade
barriers i mposed by some countries following such declarations have contributed to this
reticence.
(b) The OIE has developed a string of measures to enhance the t i mely and transparent
reporting of diseases, occurring in wildlife. This led in a first stage to a fully revised version of
the annual questionnaire and will lead very shortly to the launch of WAHIS Wild, a dedicated
web-module for reporting of wildlife diseases or major epidemiological events.
These new developments must be explained to the focal points for animal diseases notificat ion,
but in particular to the wildlife focal points who need to provide the Veterinary Authority with
the required epidemiological data. Hence, the workshop will target the focal points on wildlife.
While some of these focal points are veterinary officers from within the veterinary
administration (Directorate of Veterinary Services) and within t he Ministry-in-charge of
veterinary matters, others may be very unfamiliar with the OIE and WAHIS requirements, as
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they might be assuming duties in other Ministries altogether. Typical case is when wildlife
disease issues are governed under e.g. the Ministry of Tourism or the Ministry of Environment
and Natural Resources. While these focal points understand that they are expected to report
wildlife disease events to the OIE Delegate, they might be unaware of which diseases are OIE
listed, and under which circumstances reporting (immediate or otherwise) is required.
Therefore, the content of the present training course will be regarded as "basic", focusi ng on
understanding the requirements of the WAHIS reporting system i n respect of animal diseases,
without over-emphasizing the actual processes involving data-entry into WAHIS (usually entirely
entrusted to the sanitary information management focal point). This training course will target
countries that have not benefited from specific training on wildlife diseases reporting (all
African countries) and that are likely to benefit from this particular training (in terms of
important wildlife resources).
The present training course will target French-speaking focal points from Members in subSaharan Africa, while the English - speaking focal points will be invited to attend the exact
same training course in Kenya from October 4 to 7, 2011.

METHODOLOGY
1. General concept
It is proposed that this Workshop consist of hands-on practice with activities directly relevant
to the work of OIE Wildlife Focal Points (WFP), interspersed with lectures and demonstrations
associated with these activities. WFP are assumed to have participated in Workshop 1 and/ or
to have recently read the Training Manual prepared for Workshop 1. The Training Manual would
be provided to all participants in Workshop 2 at least two weeks i n advance of Workshop 2 in
each OIE region. OIE also may wish to provide a few pages of written material about the role
and Terms of Reference of WFP.
Training Manual n • 2: It is anticipated that a training manual will be created for this Workshop
and will contain the key information presented in lecture format during the Workshop. This
Training Manual can be provided in electronic (PDF file) format. Also provided will be the
various data files, the WAHIS six-monthly report, the OIE WAHIS-Wild spreadsheet that
simulates data entry into WAHIS-Wild, and other files and information that may be needed
during the Workshop or afterward for reference. All these files can be placed on a flash drive
given to each participant.
Technical requirements: the venue should provide seating for all active participants at round
tables seating 6-8 people. There should be sufficient electrical outlets at these tables for all
participants, and each participant should arrive with a laptop computer which uses Microsoft
Windows (versions to be specified) operating systems. A large projection screen should be
resent and visible by all tables. A speaker's podium and speaker's computer should be available
for use at the podium. This computer should have access to a high-speed internet connection
so that internet sites can be used during lectures and demonstrations2
Seating of participants will be arranged in advance so as to keep people using the same
language together but otherwise to seek to cause each table to contain people from countries
that differ in their size, wealth and sophistication of their veterinary services.

2. Seminar outline
2.1. Review of OIE structure and Role of Wildlife Focal Points
22

ALL participant computers will have wi reless access to the Internet with sufficient bandwidth that ALL
could connect at high speed at the same time.
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OIE staff will spend 30 minutes welcoming participants, and reminding WFP about thei r role
and Terms of Reference.
2.2.

Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data

A case scenario is presented by an instructor. An imaginary country (we can use some section
of Canada for this) wishes to undertake a program of general wildlife disease surveillance. It
has certain reasons for doing this, certain objectives it has established for the program. These
are explained to the participants. The components of a general disease surveillance program
are reviewed (from Workshop 1) in lecture format. The Instructor leads participants in a
discussion of the various options Country X may have to set up its surveillance program, coving
all components of general disease surveillance. Instructor provides facts and information about
Country X as these are needed during the discussion. The discussion is directed develop a set of
recommendations by the participants concerning how Country X could set up and operate a
general surveillance program to meets its objectives.
2.3.

Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data

Participants now receive a set of data from a year of the surveillance program they have just
developed and recommended for Country X. In fact, there will be three different sets of
surveillance data, each table of participants will use the same data set but all three data sets
will be used by different tables (There may be 2 or more tables using the same data set,
depending on the number of participants). The data will be in the form of an Excel spreadsheet
and each will contain about 100 disease occurrences. Data will include host species (common
name and Latin name), age, sex, date found dead or sick, number of animals affected, cause of
death, other diagnostic findings, latitude and longitude of location where animal was found.
Data will be only for terrestrial animals - birds and mammals. Each data set will be constructed
to show some different patterns of surveillance and of disease/ pathogen occurrence. These
differences will provide interest and contrast in presentations and discussions at the end of the
day.
Participants review their data sets individually and/or with neighbors. They are asked to look
for problems - missing data, duplicate entries, etc., and also to look for points of interest.
Participants are asked to determine if any of the data should be reported to the OIE. This t hen
leads to a presentation/lecture about what diseases/pathogens in wild animals must be
reported to the OIE, the List of diseases/pathogens, the criteria for listing pathogens, where to
find the most up-to-date OIE Disease list on the OIE website and in the printed Code, and the
criteria for identifying important epidemiological events that also must be reported to the OIE,
and the diseases/pathogens to be reported to WAHIS-Wild on a voluntary basis once per year,
The data sets will each contain one or more OIE List diseases / pathogens and each will contain
diseases/pathogens for WAHIS-Wild. The participants will be helped to identify these and then
told the correct procedure for notifying the CVO of any List diseases.
Participants now are given detailed instruction on how to use WAHIS-Wild. Each t hen will
practice reporting diseases/pathogens from their data sets on the spreadsheet version of
WAH IS-Wild.
2.4.

Finding Information on WAHIS and WAHIS-Wild

OIE staff demonstrate on the OIE website how information about disease occurrences can be
searched for and retrieved, and the range of information t hat is available. WFP should be
provided with power-point slides with screen shots and clear instructions showing how to
search for and retrieve this disease occurrence information.
2.5.

Further Review of Scenarios' Surveillance Data
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Participants are asked to manipulate the surveillance data in various ways that may be useful
to them. They are first advised to save a copy of the data file and to manipulate a new copy, in
case they make a big mistake and lose data. They are encouraged to sort data i n different ways
- by date, by species, etc. and shown how to do so. They are shown how to display data
selections as simple graphs or charts - number of animals by month, etc. The objective is for
WFPs to be able to look at data in these ways without needing special assistance.
• They are shown a free-ware program that converts Lat/ Long coordinated to the format used
by Google Earth (Earth Point) and then shown how to use the new file to map their data on
Google Earth.
• Participants will be encouraged to work together or separately and map, sort, chart etc. their
data sets to explore the data. This continues during the break. Maps of the data will also be
made in advance and distributed since internet may not be available on all computers.
0 After the break, each table will be asked to hold a discussion about their surveillance data:
the strengths, weaknesses, points of interest, aspects that may require further investigation or
clarification, etc.
(Note - there will be three different data sets in use but only one at each table)
• Each table will prepare and present their map, graphs and/or other findings and the main
points of their discussion of strengths and weaknesses in their data to all participants during
the last hour (if there are too many tables of participants, perhaps only one presentation of
each data set will be sufficient, and tables not presenting on Day 1 can present on Day 2)
2.6.

Review of Day 1 main points and Introduction to Day 2

lnstructor(s) reviews main points of general wildlife disease surveillance and introduces and
compares these with targeted disease surveillance, which is the topic of day 2.
2. 7.

Targeted Wildlife Disease Surveillance Case Scenarios

Similar to 2.2 (above) - A case scenario is presented by an instructor. An imaginary Country X
(we can use the same section of Canada as for Day 1 scenarios) wishes to undertake a program
of targeted wildlife disease surveillance for three different pathogens. It has certain reasons
for doing so for each one, certain objectives it has established for the program. These are
explained to the participants. Instructor leads a general discussion about design of surveillance
programs for Country X for each of these pathogens. Pathogens will be selected to present
different kinds of challenges.
2.8.

Selecting Diagnostic Tests

A number of issues raised in the discussion of design of targeted surveillance programs now are
covered in lecture format, followed, in some cases, by participants solving problems or doing
exercises on the topic, as listed in the Workshop Plan. OIE staff will provide information on
sources of diagnostic test in the region where the workshop is offered. This section also would
include general information about access to the OIE Manual on line and i n print (demonstration
of finding it and using it on line), an explanation of the terms of reference of OIE reference
laboratories and of collaborating centres, (perhaps also FAO Reference laboratories). Specific
information should be provided about reference laboratories available withi n the region in
which the workshop is given, and the range of expertise of each.
2. 9.

Pathogen Prevalence

Lecture and exercises by participants about estimation of pathogen prevalence from
surveillance data. This will include determining the sample size required for various objectives,
incorporating diagnostic test performance into the estimate of prevalence and how prevalence
can influence the predictive value of a diagnostic test.
2.10.

(Targeted Wildlife Disease Surveillance Case Scenarios - continued)
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We return to the targeted surveillance program for 3 pathogens to be carried out by Country X,
the objectives of the surveillance programs, and come to a general consensus on the
appropriate design for each, incorporating what has been learned about choosing diagnostic
tests, sample size, etc.).
2. 11.

Data from Country X Targeted Surveillance

Each table of 6-8 participants receives data from one of the targeted surveillance programs.
lnstructor(s) remind them how to estimate prevalence and confidence around prevalence and
to map their data, and each participant does so (maps will be provided if Internet is not
available). Participants then discuss the surveillance results within each table/group and
prepare a presentation to the other participants on their thoughts and observations. These are
then presented in plenary. [It may be desirable to have only half of the tables/groups make
presentations on Day 1 and the other half on Day 2]
2. 12.

Wildlife Disease Surveillance in Region

We will invite someone from the region who is well versed in wildlife disease surveillance to
give an overview of wildlife disease surveillance activities in the region, any networks among
surveillance programs or wildlife disease scientists that may exist, and major wildlife disease
issues in the region, including those important to wildlife conservation, domestic animals and
public health. This presentation should be interesting, full of pictures and regional information.
The right person to present this in each region must be chosen carefully.
2.13.

Data Management and databases in disease surveillance

A presentation on managing surveillance data and the features WFP may want in a data
management system.
2.14.

General Discussion on Wildlife Disease Surveillance in Region

General discussion about the workshop, surveillance and disease reporting to OIE, etc., will be
led by OIE staff.
2. 15.

Communication Opportunities - Networks, Associations

Continuation of general discussion, but with a focus on maintaining communication among t he
region's WFP and also with other groups in the Region relevant to WFP activity.
2. 16.

Closing Events

Closing events - presented by OIE
TARGET GROUP
The target group consists of 24 OIE national focal points on wildlife, as designated by their
respective OIE delegates, from the following countries:
FRENCH SPEAKING PARTICIPANTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Benin
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon•
Cape Verde
Central African Republic *
Chad
Comoros
Congo (Democratic Republic)*

13. Equatorial Guinea *
14. Gabon*
15. Guinea
16. Guinea Bissau
17. Madagascar
18. Mali
19. Mauritius
20. Niger
21 . Sao Tome & Principe
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10. Congo (Republic) *
11. Cote d' lvoire
12. Djibouti

22. Senegal
23. Seychelles
24. Togo

From a budgetary and logistical (computers) perspective, no more than 20 participants are
expected to attend. Participants, funded under the IDENTIFY programme are marked with an
(*).
EXPECTED OUTPUTS
It is expected that the present training course will lead to a better understanding of wildlife
surveillance and notification and should result i n more and improved online submissions of
immediate and scheduled notifications of wildlife diseases, to the OIE. The Malawi training
seminar in April 2009 and to a lesser extent, the training seminars organized in Tunisia, in
December 2009 and in Botswana in August 2010, have demonstrated that training efforts do
lead to better and increased reporting, both for terrestrial and aquatic animal diseases.
TENTATIVE DATES AND DURATION OF THE WORKSHOP
Duration of the workshop: 4 days
Tentative dates: 28th November - 1st December 2011
Host Country: Botswana
Host institution: OIE Sub-Regional Representation for Southern Africa (SRR-SA) and Regional
Animal Health Centre for Southern Africa (RAHC-SA), Gaborone.
LANGUAGE: The training course will be conducted in French only.
PARTICIPANTS (refer to above)
Estimated number: 20 participants + 4 invited observers (below) = 24 attendants
(of which 23 are to be supported by the OIE budget).
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Annex 14: OIE Laboratory Strategic Planning Workshop, Melbourne,
Australia, 20 - 24 March, 2012: concept note, list of participants, agenda,
and evaluation report
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CS IRO

Workshop on Strategic Planning for National Animal Health Laboratories
20-24th March 2012
Melbourne, Australia

Background
A large proportion of new, emerging, or re-emerging diseases affecting humans in recent years have originated
in animals, revealing the vulnerability of an increasingly interconnected world to the global impact of new
emergent diseases. The speed with which diseases can emerge and spread presents serious public health,
economic, and development concerns. It also underscores the need for the development of comprehen sive
disease detection and response capacities, particularly in geographic areas where disease threats are likely to
emerge.
Recognizing this need, the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) has launched an
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Program that seeks to aggressively pre-empt or combat diseases that cou ld
spark future pandemics; the IDENTIFY project is a component of this program that is focused on laboratory
capacity building, strengthening and creating new linkages across existing networks. The ultimate aim of the
five-year IDENTIFY project is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of rapidly
diagnosing and reporting to the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) on listed animal diseases and
unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases as required by the OIE Terrestrial animal Health Code,
and investigating events of potential international public health concern and reporting to The World Health
Organization (WHO) as required by the International Health Regulations (IHR).
Reviews of laboratory performance and capacity through OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Ana lyses, Laboratory
Assessments performed by various International Partners as well as Country and Laboratory visits by OIE staff,
indicate that National Animal Health Laboratories in the region often lack guiding policy and strategic plans.
This includes both the Nationa l Laboratory and the capacity building of the network of sub-national
laboratories in a strategic and sustainable manner.
This gap was also highlighted at the recent FAO/OIE/WHO Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging
Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia Pacific Region held from 19 - 21 October 2011 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
w ith the following specific meeting resolutions:
The meeting recognising that:
1.
Many countries within the region do not have strategic plan specific for the national animal health
laboratory or the national system of laboratories, nor do they have any official strategic planning
in itiative or currently have a plan to develop one.
2.
Barriers to the development of strategic plans for animal health laboratories include limited
capacity/lack of experience and knowledge about strategic planning and the process of strategic plan
development.
3.
The results from OIE PVS Evaluations and Gap Analyses are critical inputs to the development of
strategic plans.
The meeting recommending that:
1.
OIE, as well as other partners (e.g. AAHL, FAO, NIAH Japan, WRL), should support the development of
national anima l health laboratory strategic plans for member countries in the region, through
workshops and follow-up country missions.
2.
OIE, through t he OIE delegate, advocate for the i mportance of the strategic planning workshop and
follow up mission initiative to gain buy-in at policy levels.
3.
There should be on-going advocacy for the significance of laboratories as key component of
veterinary and wildlife services and laboratory strategic plan.

It is to address this deficit that this IDENTIFY-supported workshop has been developed, to build capacity of
laboratory directors (LO) in the principles and tools of developing strategic plans, to directly assist LDs in
drafting a strategic plan, and provide them with guidance on the further elaboration and stakeholder buy-in, of
the strategic plan back in the respective countries. This workshop will be held at the University of Melbourne,
Australia in collaboration with the Australian Animal Hea lth Laboratory (CSIRO - AAHL) in Geelong, Austra lia an
OIE Collaborating Centre for Laboratory Capacity Building and delivered by the Melbourne University Business
School - Mt Eliza Strategic Planning Experts, the Executive Education arm of the University of Melbourne
Business School.
The workshop will run for five days (Tuesday to Saturday) and will cover subjects such as strategic thinking,
stakeholder analysis and engagement, strategic options and choices, execution and practical steps to develop
strategic plans for animal health laboratories. Whilst also covering general strategic concepts, the course has
been tailored in consultation with OIE and CSIRO-AAHL to be delivered within the context of National Animal
Health Laboratories and particularly applicable to laboratories within South and Southeast Asia. Practical
experiences of developing Strategic Plans will be provided by key institutions during the week. Upon request
further assistance in the development/elaboration of strategic plans will be provided to IDENTIFY-engaged
laboratories under the IDENTIFY project in the form of follow up visits to countries by OIE and strategic
planning experts.

Objectives
1.

2.
3.

Build capacity of Laboratory Directors (LO) to strategically evaluate their organisation, stakeholders,
and the laboratory's role and responsibility within the country's Veterinary Services and, within
existing frameworks, develop strategic, long-term plans for the management, resourcing and future
development of their laboratories.
Through engagement of relevant local institutes, offer participants an opportunity to gain insight into
processes for developing and maintaining strategic plans.
Provide LDs with tools and guidance to develop a laboratory strategic plan in follow up to the
workshop.

Draft Workshop Outline

AM

PM

Looking outside the Organisation

Looking inside the
Organisation

Strategic Options and
Choices

Day 1

Day2

Day3

Day4

Day 5

Review and Reflection

Review and Reflection
Stakeholder Analysis

Review and Reflection
Organisational Culture
• Organisational
Capabilities

Review and Reflection
Creativity & Innovation

Value propositions to
Stakeholders

The Business Model

Eva luating Options
Strategic Choice

Review and Reflection

Review and Reflection

Review and Reflection

Review and Reflection
Issues in Execution
• The Metaphors
• Alignment Models
• The Change House
Where to from here?
• Executive Summary
• Action Plans
Review and Reflection

Strategic Thinking
• What is Strategy?
• Strategy Schools
• Toxic Assumptions
External Environment
• PESTLE
• Scenarios
Review and Reflection

Execution

Expected Participants
Expected participants will include Laboratory Directors from the USAID EPT IDENTIFY-engaged Anima l Health
Laboratories in South and South East Asia, and Laboratory Directors of some USAID EPT-PREDICT engaged
Wildlife Laboratories. The workshop will be delivered by the Melbourne Business School - Mt Eliza Executive
Education (see attached bios of facilitators) in collaboration with CSIRO-AAHL.

USAID

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

OIE-World Organisation for Animal Health
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March, 2012
Tuesday 20 March, 2012
8.30-9.00

Arrival Coffee

9.00 - 9.30

Program Introduction

Graeme Taylor
Marc Jones

9.30 - 10.30 Strategic Thinking

Marc Jones

10.30 - 10.45 Morning break
10.45 - 11.45 Presentation from CSIRO

Peter Daniels

11.45 - 12.30 Strategic Thinking - cont'd

Marc Jones

12.30-1.30 Lunch (Buffet lunch in Gadsden Dining Room)
1.30-3.30

Environmental Analysis

Marc Jones

3.30-3.45 Afternoon Break
3.45-5.00

Environmental Analysis - cont'd

Marc Jones

5.00 Close
6.30

Dinner
DiMattina's Restaurant & Bar
306 Lygon Street, Carlton Vic 3053

Mt Eliza
I

CS I RO

EXECUTIVE

EDUCATION

USAID

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

OIE-World Organisation for Animal Health
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March, 2012
Wednesday 21 March, 2012
8.30-9.00

Arrival Coffee

9.00 - 9.30

Reflection and Review

Graeme Taylor/Marc Jones

Developing the Strategy through Stakeholder Analysis

Graeme Taylor

9.30 - 10.30

10.30 -10.45 Morning break
10.45 - 12.30

Developing the Strategy through Stakeholder Analysis cont'd

Graeme Taylor

12.30-1.30 Lunch (Sandwich in Fosters Foyer)
1.30 - 3.30

Value propositions for key stakeholders

Graeme Taylor

3.30-3.45 Afternoon Break
3.45 - 5.00

Value propositions for key stakeholders - cont'd

Graeme Taylor

5.00 Close

Mt Eliza
I

CS I RO

EXECUTIVE

EDUCATION

USAID

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

OIE-World Organisation for Animal Health
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March, 2012
Thursday 22 March, 2012
8.30-9.00

Arrival Coffee

9.00 - 9.30

Reflection and Review

Graeme Taylor/Marc Jones

9.30 - 10.30

Organisational Culture

Graeme Taylor

10.30 -10.45 Morning break
10.45 - 12.30

Organisational Culture - cont'd

Graeme Taylor

12.30-1.30 Lunch (Buffet lunch in Gadsden Dining Room)
1.30-3.30 The Business Model

Graeme Taylor

3.30-3.45 Afternoon Break
3.45-5.00 The Business Model - cont'd

Graeme Taylor

5.00 Close

Mt Eliza
I

CS I RO

EXECUTIVE

EDUCATION

USAID

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

OIE-World Organisation for Animal Health
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March, 2012
Friday 23 March, 2012
8.30-9.00

Arrival Coffee

9.00 - 9.30

Reflection and Review

Graeme Taylor/Marc Jones

Strategic Innovation & Creativity

Marc Jones

9.30-10.30

10.30 -10.45 Morning break
10.45 - 12.30 Strategic Innovation & Creativity - cont'd

Marc Jones

12.30-1.30 Lunch (BBQ Lunch in Courtyard)
1.30-3.30

Strategy Synthesis

Marc Jones

3.30-3.45 Afternoon Break
3.45- 5.00

Strategy Synthesis

Marc Jones

5.00 Close

Mt Eliza
I

CS I RO

EXECUTIVE

EDUCATION

USAID

FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

OIE-World Organisation for Animal Health
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March, 2012
Saturday 24 March, 2012
8.30-9.00

Arrival Coffee

9.00 - 9.30

Reflection and Review

Graeme Taylor/Marc Jones

Strategy Execution

Marc Jones

9.30 - 10.30

10.30 -10.45 Morning break
10.45 - 12.30

Strategy Execution

Marc Jones

12.30-1.30 Lunch (Buffet lunch in Gadsden Dining Room)
1.30-3.30

Mission, Vision and Strategic Intent

Graeme Taylor

3.30-3.45 Afternoon Break
3.45-5.00

Executive Summary

Graeme Taylor

5.00 Close

Mt Eliza
I

CS I RO

EXECUTIVE

EDUCATION

List of Participants
OIE Workshop on Strategic Planning for National Animal Health Laboratories,
20-24 March 2012 in Melbourne, Australia

OIE Sub-Regional
Representation for
South East Asia

Observer

Australia

China PDR

China PDR

Indonesia

Dr Andrew Davis
Programme Coordinator
OIE SRR SEASIA
c/o DLD, 69/1 Phaya Thai Road,
Ratchathewi 10400, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel:
+66-2-6534864
Mobile: +66-8-23742561
Email: a.davis@oie.int
Ms Athena Williams
The Mccaughey Centre,
Vic Health Centre for the Promotion of Mental
Health and Community Wellbeing
Melbourne School of Population Health
Level 5, 207 Bouverie Street
The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010
Australia
Email: athenaw@unimelb.edu.au
Dr Chris Morrissy
CSIRO Livestock Industries
Australian Animal Health Laboratory
5 Portarlington Rd
East Geelong VIC 3219 Australia
Email: chris.morrissv@csiro.au
Dr Zhiliang Wang
Director of National Diagnostic Center for Exotic
Animal Diseases
Ministry of Agriculture of the People's Republic
of China
No. 369 Nanjing Road Qingdao 266032
The People's Republic of China
Tel:
+86-532-87839188
Email: zlwang111@yahoo.com.cn

Dr. Song Cuiping
Director of Laboratory Technical Guidance
Department
China Animal Health and Epidemiology Center
369 Nanjing Road, Qingdao,
The People's Republic of China
Tel:
+86 532 85622886
Mobile: +86 13963915205
Email: cuipingsong@hotmail.com;
sona cuipinq@yahoo.com
Dr Krishnandana
Head of Sub Directorate of Institutional and
Animal Health Resources
JI.Harsono RM No.3 Gedung C lantai 9 Pasar
Minggu,Jakarta Selatan 12550
Tel : +62 17 815783
Fax :
+62 17 815783
Mobile: +62 82 126442910
Email: krishnandana@yahoo.com

Ms Patitta Angvanitchakul
Administrative Assistant
OIE SRR SEASIA
c/o DLD, 69/1 Phaya Thai Road,
Ratchathewi 10400, Bangkok, Thailand
Tel:
+66-2-6534864
Mobile: +66-8-9800100
Email: p.angvanitchakul@oie.int

Dr Li Huachun
Director
Yunnan Animal Science And Veterinary
Institute
Yunnan Tropical and Subtropical Animal
Viral Disease Laboratory
Jindian Kunming 650224
The People's Republic of China
Tel:
+86-871-5015606
Mobile: +86-13608880780
Email: Ii huachun@hotmail.com

Dr Endhang Pudjiastuti
Head of Centre of Biological Product
JL A Yani No.68-70 Surabaya Indonesia
Tel:
+62 31 829 1125
Fax:
+62 31 829 1183
Mobile: +62 8 1 288 882051
Email: ennyhariadi@yahoo.com

Indonesia

Lao PDR

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailand

Or Sri Widjajanti
Head of Sub Director of Animal Disease
Surveillance
Directorate of Animal Health
Directorate general of Livestock and Animal
Health Services, Ministry of Agriculture
61h floor, C Building, Room 609, Harsono RM
No3 Pasar Minggu, Jakarta 12550 Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 7815580-83, 78847319
Fax: +62 21 7815580-83, 78847319
Mobile:
Email: widiaianti@indo.net.id
Or Bounlom Oouangngeun
Director
National Animal Health Center, Department of
Livestock and Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry, Vientiane, Lao PDR
Tel. :
+ 856 21 21638
Fax:
+ 856 21 21638
Mobile: + 856 20 281 02161
Email: bounlom@qmail.com
Or. Ramlan Bin Mohamed
Director
Veterinary Research Institute
59, Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah,
31400 lpoh, Perak
Malaysia
Tel:
+605-545 7166
Fax:
+605-546 3368
Mobile: +012-462 4351
Email: ramlan@dvs.qov.my
Or. Magdalena Sirios Cruz
Officer-in-Charge/PAHC Chief
Philippine Animal Health Center (PAHC)
Bureau of Animal Industry
Visayas Avenue, Vasra, Diliman,
Quezon City, Philippines
Tel:
+632 9200429
Fax:
+632 920 0429
Mobile: +63 9175627907
Email: mscruz@bai.ph
maqdalenasirioscruz@vahoo.com
Or. Vimol Jirathanawat
Director
National Institute of Animal Health
50/2 Paholyothin, Kasetklang, Chatuchak,
Bangkok 10900, Thailand
Tel:
+66 2 5798908-14
Fax:
+66 2 5798918-1 9
Mobile: +668-1900-6033
Email: vimoljir@dld .qo.th

Or Kingkarn Boonsuya Seeyo
Veterinary officer
1213/1 Moo11 Pakchong District,
Nakornratchasrima, Thailand 10310
Tel:
+66 44 279112
Fax: +66 33 314 889
Mob: +66 8 2100 7427
Email: noko2519@yahoo.com

Timor Leste

Vietnam

Dr Felisiano da Concei~ao
Chief of Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory,
National Directorate of Livestock and Veterinary
Services
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
Rua Presidente Nicolau Lobato no 5
Comoro, Dilf
Tel:
+670 331 0518
Fax:
+670 33 25 121
Mobile: +670 7268 637
Email: maularavets@vahoo.com
Dr Thanh Long To
Assoc. Professor
Director
National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis
11-78th Lane, GiaiPhong Street;
Dongda, Hanoi, Vietnam
Tel:
+84 43 8688362
Fax: +84 43 8686813
Mobile: +0912 022 714
Email: thanhto@fpt.vn

Dr Ngo Thanh Long
Manager
Center for Veterinary Diagnostics
Regional Animal Health Office No.6
( RAHO6)
521 /1 Hoang Van Thu, Ward 4, Tan Binh
dist., Ho Chi Minh city, Vietnam
Tel:
+84 8 3948 3034
Mobile: +84 9 13 894 891
Email: raho6-cvd@dah.qov.vn

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Program/Module Overall
(a)

Program/Module Overall

Participant
Ratinas

Mean
6.47

1
Strongly
disaaree

2

3

4
Neutral

2

4

9

5

6

7
Strongly
Aaree

Comments for Group:
• Excellent workshop.
• We should have had this course earlier.
• The workshop made me understand the planning of programme and activities. I hope I can apply
the lessons of the workshop.
• Great introduction to skills/thinking for strategic planning. Worked example to show detail specific to
lab by a lab expert.
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OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Program/Module objectives
(a)

Have a better understanding of Strategic Thinking

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean

6.8
(b)

3
2

4

3

5

Have a better understandina on how to conduct environmental analvsis

4
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.73

2

4

3

5

7
Strongly
Aoree

7
1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

5

6

Neutral

8
7
Strongly
Aoree

Have a better understanding of organisational culture and its relationships

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.33

2

4

3

2

6

5

6

Neutral

7
7
Strongly
Aoree

Confidently apply my learnings back in the workplace

Participant
Ratinos

Mean
6.57

11

Develop the strategy throu 1h Stakeholder analysis

Mean
6.53

(e)

6

Neutral

Participant
Ratinqs

(d)

7
Strongly
Aoree

Participant
Ratinqs

(c)

6

Neutral

12

1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

Neutral

1

4

5

6

9
7
Strongly
Aoree

Comments for Group:
• I know now the factors considered in making good strategic thinking (high success rate).
• I will try on behalf of my organisation.
• A lab worked example with details of how, why and what may have helped a better understanding.
• Yes, I have a better understanding of strategic thinking as I never had before.
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OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Preparation
(a)
Pre-program information (content, etc) - relevance, ease of understanding and
timeliness
Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disac:iree

Mean
6.4
(b)

2

3

4
Neutral

3

9

5

6

7
Strongly
Aaree

General administrative / 101 istical information (location of venue, timinas, etc)

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
5.87

3

1
Strongly
disac:iree

2

3

1

5

4

5

4
Neutral

5

6

7
Strongly
Aaree

Comments for Group:
• Should have given the context in advance. It is good if the participant has time to read the
presentation in advance, especially for the short training.
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OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Program design
(a)
Overall program structure, presentation and design (timetable, length and flow of
sessions, etc)
Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disac:iree

Mean
6.67

2

3

4
Neutral

5

10

6

7
Strongly
Aaree

5

10

6

7
Strongly
A ree

1

2

12

5

6

5

Grou

b

Participant
Ratin s
1
Strongly
disa ree

Mean
6.67

(cl

2

3

4
Neutral

Flexible proaram structure accommodated individual needs

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.73

5

1
Strongly
disac:iree

2

3

4
Neutral

Comments for Group:
• Good programme structure.
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7
Strongly
Aaree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Learning Methods and Program materials
(a)

Program materials contem :>orary / up-to-date

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.53
(b)

2

4

3

5

6

9
7
Strongly
Aoree

Proaram materials appropriate to level of participant
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.47

2

4

3

2

4

5

6

Neutral

9
7
Strongly
Aoree

Mix of theory and practical relevance

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.53

5

Neutral

Participant
Ratinqs

(c)

1

1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

Neutral

Comments for Group:
• Not all participants are managers. Interaction was good.
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1

5

5

6

9
7
Strongly
Aoree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Facilitation
(a)

Facilitators ao proachable and willing / able to handle problems after sessions

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean

6.8
(b)

3
2

4

3

5

6

Neutral

12
7
Strongly
Aoree

Facilitators worked toaether as a coherent team

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean

6.67
(c)

2

4

3

1

3

5

6

Neutral

11
7
Strongly
Aoree

Facilitation overall

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean

6.8

3
1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

Neutral
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5

6

12
7
Strongly
Aoree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Participants
(a)

Participants of appropriate managerial / professional level

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean

6.6
(b)

2

4

3

1

4

5

6

Neutral

10
7
Strongly
Aoree

A:>Propriate mix of participants and ore anisations (local interstate and international)

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean

6.33
(c)

2

4

3

1

8

5

6

Neutral

7
Strongly
Aoree

Level of interaction between participants

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.87

6

2
1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

Neutral
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5

6

13
7
Strongly
Aoree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

New skills and long-term learning
(a)

Relevant skills and ideas taught

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.53
(b)

7
2

4

3

1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.4

2

4

3

7
Strongly
Aoree

1

7

5

6

Neutral

7
7
Strongly
Aoree

Provided with new ways of thinking

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.2

6

Ease of imolementina skills and ideas back at work

Participant
Ratinqs

(c)

5

Neutral

8

1
Strongly
disaoree

2

3

1

2

5

4

5

6

Neutral

Comments for Group:
• Yes, I get relevant skills to think about strategy.
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7
7
Strongly
Aoree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Follow-up
(a)

Formal post-program support offered

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaoree

Mean
6.43
(b)

1
4

3

1

Mean
6

1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

6

7
Strongly
Aoree

3

2

5

6

Neutral

8
7
Strongly
Aoree

0 :>Portunities :>rovided to network with other participants durini and after program

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.36

5

Neutral

10

Encouraaed to contact Mt Eliza informallv once back at work

Participant
Ratinqs

(c)

2

3

1
Strongly
disaoree

2

4

3

Neutral
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2

5

5

6

7
7
Strongly
Aoree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Fulfillment of objectives
(a)

Program met personal expectations

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaaree

Mean
6.47
(b)

2

4

3

5

6

9
7
Strongly
Aaree

Proaram met oraanisation's professional expectations
1
Strongly
disaaree

Mean
6.5

2

4

3

1

5

5

6

Neutral

8
7
Strongly
Aaree

Would recommend program to professional colleagues

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.6

4

Neutral

Participant
Ratinqs

(c)

2

1
Strongly
disaaree

2

4

3

1

4

5

6

Neutral

Comments for Group:
• Specific lab example for less experienced countries would help them.
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10
7
Strongly
Aaree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Food and Accommodation
(a)

Food and restaurant service

Participant
Ratinqs
1
Strongly
disaaree

Mean
6.53
(b)

2

4

3

5

6

9
7
Strongly
Aaree

Accommodation
1
Strongly
disaaree

Mean
6.13

2

3

1

3

4

4

5

6

Neutral

7
7
Strongly
Aaree

Convenience / location of accommodation

Participant
Ratinqs

Mean
6.6

5

Neutral

Participant
Ratinqs

(c)

1

1
Strongly
disaaree

2

4

3

Neutral
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1

4

5

6

10
7
Strongly
Aaree

OIE
Strategic Planning Workshop
20 - 24 March 2012
Program Evaluation

Facilitators
Please provide an overall rating for each Facilitator based on the following criteria:
• Effectiveness of facilitation;
• Knowledge of the content;
• Expertise with delivery.
Facilitator
Name

Facilitation
1

Graeme Taylor
Marc Jones

2

3

4

5

6

Content
7

Mean

15
15

7.0

1

2

3

4

7.0

5

6

Expertise
7

Mean

15
15

7.0

Graeme Taylor
• Clear and focused.
• Excellent - Thank you.
• Thank you.
• Thanks Graeme. You are a good facilitator and good teacher.
Marc Jones
• Excellent- Thank you.
• Organised and up to date.
• Thank you.
• Thanks Jones. You are a good teacher.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean

15
14

7.0

1

7.0

6.9
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Annex 15: Programme for the closing workshop of the OIE Laboratory
Twinning Project between OVI (South Africa) and the National Veterinary
Research Institute (NVRI, Nigeria)
Da One: Monda 19 March 2012
8.30- 9.00
Participant re istration

Ms Mmantshuru e Mi en

9.00 - 9.10

Opening of the workshop

Dr Ahmed, ED, NVRI

9.10-9.20

The importance of South-South Research
Collaboration.

Dr Shamaki, DR, NVRI

9.20- 9.30

Presentation by FAO representative

9.30- 09:40

Presentation by WHO representative

9.40- 09.50

Rabies in Ghana

9.50- 10.00

Rabies in Niger

10.00-10.10

Rabies in Chad

10.10-10.20

Rabies in Cameroon

10.20-10.30
10.30-11 .00

Qand A
Tea Break:

11 .00-11 .15

The concept of laboratory twinning

Dr Neo Mapitse , OIE

11 .15-11 .30

The journey, 2009- present

Dr C Sabeta (OVI)

11.30-11.45

Experiences: candidate laboratory's perspective

Dr C Nwosuh

11.45-12.00

The introduction and experiences with FAT

Dr Philip Okewole (NVRI)

12.00-12.15

FAVNT and cell culture - the lessons and future
activities

Mr Chukwuedo (NVRI)

12.15-12.30

Mab typing and its usefulness in rabies surveillance
in Nigeria

Dr Ogo (NVRI)

12.30-12.45

Dr Sini Tekki (NVRI)

12.45-13.00
13.00 - 14.30

Rabies tissue culture isolation -a viable alternative
to mouse inoculation
Q and A
Lunch break

14.30 -16.30

General discussion to include the special project

18.00 - 20.00

Dinner

ALL

ALL

Day Two: Tuesday 20 March 2012

9.00-11.30

Tour of the facilities at NVRI (ALL)

Dr Chika Nwosuh

11 .30-13.00

Recommendations and closing of the workshop

Dr Neo Mapitse

13.00-14.00

LUNCH

PM

FREE
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Submitted to:
United States Agency for International Development
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Submitted by:
Univer
sity of California, Davis

BACKGROUND
In order to predict, respond to and prevent the emergence of novel infectious diseases
in humans, pathogens must be identified at their source. Explosive human population
growth and environmental changes have resulted in increased numbers of people living
in close contact with animals. Unfortunately the resulting increase in contact, together
with changes in land use, has altered the inherent ecological balance between
pathogens and their human and animal hosts. PREDICT, a project of USAID's
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program, is building a global early warning system to
detect and reduce the impacts of emerging diseases that move between wildlife and
people. PREDICT has developed a SMART surveillance method (Strategic,
Measurable, Adaptive, Responsive and Targeted) that accounts for the fact that
zoonotic pathogens, such as influenza and SARS, are responsible for the majority of
emerging infectious diseases in people, and that more than three quarters of these
emerging zoonoses are of wildlife origin. The SMART surveillance approach is designed
to detect novel diseases with pandemic potential early, giving health professionals the
best opportunity to prevent emergence and spread. It also targets sentinel animal
species at active human interfaces in hotspot regions to improve surveillance efficiency.
The PREDICT team builds on a broad coalition of partners to develop the global
capacity to monitor diseases at the animal-human interface and develop a risk-based
approach to concentrate these efforts in surveillance, prevention, and response at the
most critical points for disease emergence from wildlife.
PREDICT project objectives:
• Assess and improve local surveillance capacity;
• Increase the value of infectious disease modeling;
• Implement targeted and adaptive wildlife disease surveillance systems ;
• Develop and deliver new technologies to improve efforts close to the source ;
• Use cutting-edge information management and communication tools to bring the
world closer to realizing an integrated, global approach to emerging zoonotic
diseases.

ACTIVITIES BY LINE OF WORK

GLOBAL - US, Africa, Southeast Asia, Asia & Latin America
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability}
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Strengthen
capacity for wildlife surveillance and animal disease investigation ; build
linkages with public health systems; evaluate infrastructure and equipment
for conducting surveillance annually; evaluate GAINS database
performance quarterly to prioritize challenges and opportunities
associated with tracking wildlife surveillance activities; update and review
surveillance plans quarterly to adapt to local situations and emerging risk
interfaces; prepare and update PREDICT training materials to support
new and refresher field trainings; train PREDICT personnel to support
surveillance activities as needed; train and involve government ministries
and stakeholder groups in surveillance activities for long-term
incorporation of wildlife pathogen detection in surveillance plans; develop
a guide and implement cross-training to improve outbreak investigations
and reporting for strengthening wildlife-related outbreak response
capacity; support development of a sustainable multinational wildlife
surveillance system.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Enhance diagnostic laboratory
capacity in PREDICT countries to perform novel pathogen detection and
diagnostics; build linkages to appropriate public health systems; continue
to assess and provide support to improve infrastructure, equipment and
protocols utilized in laboratories testing PREDICT samples; provide new
protocols and controls and strengthen supply chain for diagnostic
laboratories; provide training, guidance and support to perform and
optimize testing protocols, data management and reporting of results;
continue to support and develop regional diagnostic centers to provide
more advanced diagnostics than may be possible currently in all
PREDICT countries, and enable regional centers (labs) to provide training
support and quality control for developing in-country laboratories; conduct
pathology training workshops for PREDICT partners.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Include One Health
concepts in wildlife surveillance and diagnostic activities, presentations,
and training sessions; work with stakeholders to facilitate, develop and
implement local, national and regional One Health strategies; support

development of programs for integrating wildlife surveillance across
professions and sectors to improve emerging zoonotic disease training,
surveillance, identification and response capacity; involve local experts,
stakeholders and government personnel in One Health activities to
improve the long-term capability of ministries and stakeholder groups to
sustain zoonotic disease surveillance, pathogen identification and
outbreak response.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Synthesize findings from the Rapid Survey Tool by country and
region to assess success of PREDICT project objectives and track
improvements in wildlife surveillance capacities; continue to identify critical
gaps based on survey findings and highlight practical opportunities for
enhancing or implementing wildlife disease surveillance; conduct annual
Rapid Survey Tool updates to obtain improved information and document
changes in capacity for conducting wildlife surveillance; continue to
identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
surveillance and diagnostic activities; develop a shared vision for building
capacity to implement wildlife disease surveillance activities and
strengthen animal laboratory diagnostic capabilities.

Partners: UCD, WCS, EHA, GVF, SI, government ministries, diagnostic
laboratories, universities, stakeholder groups, PREVENT, IDENTIFY,
RESPOND, DELIVER
Expected results: Improved capacity for in-country personnel and institutions
to conduct wildlife field surveillance and laboratory testing activities to facilitate
timely detection and reporting of zoonotic pathogens; strengthened
relationships with governments and stakeholder groups for coordination during
outbreaks; implemented sustainable transdisciplinary One Health efforts to
improve human and animal health.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across all
EPT countries: Continue to build coordination among national ministries,
government entities, NGOs and universities to facilitate sharing of wildlife
zoonotic disease data and increase awareness regarding zoonotic
disease threats; implement sampling protocols for surveillance, including
collection, processing, storage and transport of samples from humans and
wildlife; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples with proper tracking of
samples and results in the GAINS database; investigate zoonotic
pathogen-associated outbreaks from wildlife and novel pathogens of
pandemic potential; assess and amend sampling approaches as
necessary to ensure that high-priority species, samples and interfaces are
being targeted; manage regional leads of all PREDICT partners to ensure

that surveillance activities are continuing to develop cohesively through bimonthly conference calls; facilitate and support IUCN Wildlife Health
Specialist Group to serve as knowledge network for WHO, OIE and FAQ
for country-level situational analysis and investigations.
Partners: UCO, WCS, EHA, GVF, SI, national ministries, national and
regional diagnostic laboratories, IUCN Wildlife Health Specialist Group, WHO,
OIE, FAQ, PREVENT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND, DELIVER
Expected results: Effective, coordinated, and responsive wildlife zoonotic
disease surveillance activities across all EPT countries with strengthened
capacity for wildlife sampling and sample handling and integration of
surveillance data into the GAINS database; refined surveillance approaches
through sample and interface selection analysis.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Institute new technologies capable of supporting EPT activities
in PREDICT countries, addressing identified gaps in existing technological
infrastructure; target institutions and key personnel for technology transfer
with the aim of building capacity; introduce appropriate and sustainable
technology to support wildlife surveillance system, including piloting of
new methods and optimizing existing protocols in specific areas for human
surveillance, animal capture and restraint, sampling technologies and
sample management; implement new diagnostic protocols and capabilities
in collaborating laboratories in-country; sample stabilization technologies
will increasingly be utilized where appropriate to provide higher quality
samples for in-country as well as advanced US pathogen discovery
techniques; pilot novel mobile electronic sample tracking devices in the
field for immediate entry of data and near real-time flow of information;
continue to develop deployable laboratories for rapid response to outbreak
events.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Continue to refine SMART
pathogen detection plan for each high-risk interface in targeted countries;
identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct pathogen discovery in
all countries possible; continue to transfer pathogen detection and
discovery technology to in-country laboratories by technology transfer and
providing equipment, supplies and on-the-job training; provide pathogen
discovery confirmation and support through state-of-the-art laboratories in
the US and regionally; specifically, broaden the local screening for virus
families by implementing molecular protocols for filovirus, flavivirus ,
paramyxovirus, coronavirus, arenavirus, hantavirus, alphavirus, poxvivus;
transfer and implement new "universal control" plasmid to diagnostic sites
that safely acts as a positive control for 12 different assays and contains

an integrated control sequence to allow for detection of positive control
contamination in samples ; standardize sample testing strategy across
PREDICT sites to allow for harmonization of data across the program ;
adapt sample-testing strategy as directed by new results to maximize
pathogen discovery success; identify samples that can be exported for
testing regionally and in US as needed and appropriate.
Partners: UCO, WCS, EHA, GVF, SI, Center for Immunity and Infection
(Columbia University, New York), regional diagnostic laboratories, , Blood
Systems Research Institute (BSRI), University of California San Francisco
(UCSF), Eureka Genomics, University of Texas, Houston
Expected results:; Installation of equipment into collaborating diagnostic
labs, increasing diagnostic capability including pathogen discovery; trained
personnel utilizing new technologies; implemented and evaluated mobile
technology in three countries to evaluate expanding this real-time sample
tracking technology; implemented and optimized new virus family-level PCR
protocols in countries with sufficient laboratory infrastructure; transferred
technology and viral discovery protocols by mid-YR3; improved cold storage
and cold-chain to ensure sample quality; sample-testing strategy normalized
across field sites; deployable laboratories, where utilized, are augmented and
field tested; improved quality of collected specimens via enhanced utilization
of sample stabilization technology where cold-chain is not reliable; export and
testing of samples for pathogen discovery as needed; new pathogens
discovered and risk characterization initiated.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Implement standardized data collection and management in each target
country; optimize standardized sample labeling and tracking system.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Establish global open access to database and
procedure for dissemination of knowledge: Maintain a global open
access database and distribute real-time data and modeling results on
zoonotic pathogens of concern to public health as appropriate.

Partners: UCO, WCS, EHA, GVF, SI , Healthmap, ProMED, Yale
Expected results: Standardized field surveillance data collection across all
countries; effective tracking of samples and diagnostics from wildlife species;
global distribution of field and digital surveillance data through an open
access zoonotic disease database.

•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics) ; seek and utilize
executive board and technical advisory committee guidance; and ensure
integration and coordination of all partners.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries and partners to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop, review and
approve budgets; ensure charges are consistent with applicable
regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting; process
and monitor subcontracts.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with USAID
and EPT Program, PREDICT team members, advisory board members,
external partners and USAID missions through in-person national and
international meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based
applications and reports; continue formalized liaison arrangement with
RESPOND to coordinate global activities.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports; collect and incorporate partner data into USAID reports; utilize
electronic reporting tools, such as the GAINS database and HealthMap
and any other reporting systems specified by USAID.

Partners: UCD, WCS, EHA, GVF, SI, USAID, EPT Projects
Expected results: Effective management of the project; successful flow of
information among PREDICT participants and partners; timely compliance
with all reporting requirements.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.1 : Refine risk filter strategy
o

Sub-activity 2.1.1: Refine the conceptual and structural framework to
prioritize PREDICT activities and provide guidance on overall EPT
program, including country, site, species and risk interface selection and
molecular characterization of potential pathogens; use an adaptive
surveillance and modeling approach by responding to current risk and
pathogen emergence and incorporating data from surveillance activities
into models of transmission among animals and between animals and
humans, improving overall program strategy.

o

Sub-activity 2.1.2: Inform and integrate other relevant agencies: inform
current and potential partners of USAID EPT on PREDICT strategy and
findings as appropriate, including the White House EPT working group,
National Institutes of Health, USHS, USDA, CDC, DoD, WHO, FAO, OIE
and World Bank; garner support and interest in this strategy to leverage
and expand EPT activities to the broader public health and academic
communities.

Partners: UCO, WCS, EHA, GVF, SI, PREDICT Advisory Board, USAID,
EPT Partners
Expected results: Improved understanding among USG agencies and key
partners of the strategies and expected outcomes of the EPT program;
increased external partners engaged in EPT-related activities globally.
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
o

Sub-activity 2.2.1 : Refine and test geographical and temporal 'hotspot'
models: Improve the global emerging infectious disease hotspots models
through a multi-step, iterative process in which the underlying databases
will be updated first, then country level hotspots maps will be constructed
using global model parameters and finer-scaled driver data; construct new
driver datasets to be used in models, with particular focus on building
socio-economic and risk interface proxy datasets to capture areas where
human-animal contact is most likely highest; test hotspot models through
an adaptive process of ground truthing with field data collected throughout
the project and through an open dialogue between the modeling and
surveillance teams and country coordinators; incorporate newly developed
bias reporting measure into hotspots model to more accurately account for
the uneven reporting of emergence events across the globe; incorporate
both spatially explicit and machine learning methods into hotspots models;
launch metagenomics field surveillance project to sample wildlife hosts
across a gradient of human impact to test the importance of contact,
wildlife host species and the environment on the potential zoonotic
pathogen pool.

o

Sub-activity 2.2.2: Iteratively improve datasets: Use an adaptive
modeling approach by incorporating data from surveillance activities into
models of transmission among animals and between animals and
humans; update hotspots models as new global level spatial datasets on
wildlife diversity and abundance, human population density, roads and
other travel networks, land cover and land use change, and environmental
variables of interest become available ; create online web-portal for data
entry, data management, and multi-partner data analysis to make
modeling collaborations more seamless; create expert community of
scientists to check the details of historical emergence events and decide

on the addition of new events to the database, to ensure the most
accurate and complete disease database possible for use in future
modeling activities.
o

Sub-activity 2.2.3: Design a 'Global Vulnerability' modeling strategy:
Propose 'what if?' scenarios for future unknown disease emergence based
on key emerging zoonotic pathogen 'types/templates' for all EPT regions;
identify a group of the most important 'types' of zoonotic pathogens or
'templates' of emergence patterns based on data for all emerging
infectious diseases (EIDs) over the past few decades; build spatiallyexplicit matrix models; test predictive models of disease spread via trade
and travel out of primary emergence site: specifically model the risk of the
wildlife trade and other important factors driving zoonotic disease
emergence; build a basic model for the dynamics of pathogens within and
among wildlife, domestic animals and humans.

Partners: UCO, WCS, EHA, GVF
Expected results: New and improved global risk models and finer-scale
country and regional scale hotspots maps where finer-scale driver data can
be obtained; new global scale risk-interface and driver datasets; predictive
model of disease risk and vulnerability coming into and out of areas of
concern; detailed information on the effects of land use change and wildlife
trade and consumption on zoonotic disease emergence.
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
Develop a wildlife response guide and implement cross-training to improve outbreak
investigations and reporting , strengthening PREDICT partners' (e.g. wildlife and
agricultural ministries) role in outbreak response capacity and investigations; respond to
wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to livestock and human outbreaks in
conjunction with appropriate ministries and RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities other than supporting other EPT partners.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

WILDLIFE
PATHOGEN
DETECTION
Capacity
Building

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
11
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Who is
Responsible?

1111-&• EDR I UL111
1 oa111111ra11-a1,,....11111

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI,
J. Mazet, W.
Karesh, T .
Goldstein, W.
Miller, D. Bunn

Improve wildlife surveillance and
laboratory diagnostic capacity to detect
zoonotic pathogens by enhancing
infrastructure; providing training and
improving coordination to operationalize
One Health; strengthen outbreak response
capabilities.

X

X

X

X

1.2

Surveillance

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI,
W. Karesh, C.
Johnson

Effective, coordinated, and responsive
wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance
activities across all EPT countries with
strengthened capacity for wildlife sampling
and sample handling and integration of
surveillance data into the GAINS
database; refined surveillance approaches
through sample and interface selection
analysis.

X

X

X

X

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI;
J. Fair, S.
Anthony

Testing of samples for pathogen detection
and discovery, exporting samples as
required; implemented and optimized new
virus family-level PCR protocols in
countries with sufficient laboratory
infrastructure; transferred technology and
viral discovery protocols ; new pathogens

X

X

X

X

discovered and risk characterization
initiated; installation of equipment into
collaborating diagnostic labs to increase
diagnostic capability including pathogen
discovery; trained of personnel utilizing
new technologies; implemented and
evaluated mobile technology; improved
cold storage and cold-chain to ensure
sample quality; deployable laboratories
augmented and field tested ; improved
quality of collected specimens via
enhanced utilization of sample stabilization
technology w here cold-chai n is not
reliable.
1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI;
D. Joly

Standardized field surveillance data
collection across all countries; effective
tracking of samples and diagnostics from
wildlife species ; global distribution of field
and digital surveillance data throug h an
open access platforms.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI;
J . Mazet, S.
Morse, L.
Stevenson

Effective management of the project;
successful flow of information among
PREDICT partners; timely compliance with
all reporting requirements.

X

X

X

X

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI;
J . Mazet, W .
Karesh, P.
Daszak

Improved understanding among USG
agencies and key partners of the
strategies and expected outcomes of the
EPT program; increased external partners
engaged in EPT-related activities globally.

X

X

X

X

2.1

Risk
Determination
Develop Risk
Filter Strategy

2.2

Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

UCO, EHA,
WCS, GVF, SI;
P. Daszak

Improved global risk models with
predictive capabilities; finer-scale country
level hotspots maps where country level
driver data exists; predictive global
vulnerability risk maps; detailed
information on the effects of land use
change and wildlife trade and consumption
on zoonotic disease emergence.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - GLOBAL

PIIOJECl'OWiiw'2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Countries performing
GAINS database
wildlife surveillance
Rapid Survey Tool
field activities; countries
with intact cold-chain
for sample collection;
timely reporting and
tracking of samples and
diagnostic results

Quarterly
Annual

UCO (J. Mazet, T. Goldstein, W.
Miller) WCS, EHA, GVF,
regional leads, country
coordinators

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

In-country laboratories GAINS database
extracting and/or
Rapid Survey Tool
testing PREDICT
samples; pathogen
diagnostic and
discovery protocols
performed on PREDICT
samples

Quarterly
Annual

UCO (T. Goldstein), WCS, EHA
(S. Anthony) , GVF (J. Fair)

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

Individuals receiving
PREDICT training logs
training on wildlife
Base-camp
surveillance and One
Quarterly Reports
Health concepts;
individuals participating
in One Health-related
projects including or
linked to PREDICT

Quarterly

UCO (J. Mazet), EHA (W.
Karesh), WCS, GVF, SI (S.
Murray, C. Whittier)

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Countries updating
Rapid Survey Tool
results; institutions and
in-country partners
assisting with and
performing wildlife
surveillance and
diagnostic activities

GAINS database
Rapid Survey Tool Reports

Quarterly
Annual

UCO (T. Goldstein, W . Miller)
WCS, EHA, GVF, SI , regional
leads, country coordinators

1.2.1
Coordination of
Surveillance

Effective and
coordinated wildlife
zoonotic disease
surveillance in hotspot
regions

GAINS database
Biweekly surveillance team
meetings
Quarterly Reports

Monthly status
review and quarterly
reporting

EHA (W. Karesh), UCO (C.
Johnson), WCS, GVF

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Introduction of new and
sustainable
technologies to support
wildlife surveillance and
pathogen detection

Documentation of new
technology introduced and
evaluation of utility and
userability of each in
Quarterly Reports

Quarterly and annual GVF (J. Fair) and supporting
reporting and review partners WCS, EHA, SI, UCO
of all results

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2
1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

INDICATOR

Diagnostic testing of
priority PREDICT
partner samples
collected from wildlife
and detection of new
pathogens

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD
GAINS database
Reports to PREDICT
partners
Quarterly Reports

Sample data received ; GAINS database
implemented
Quarterly Reports
standardized labeling
and tracking system

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Daily, Monthly,
Quarterly and annual
reporting and review
of all results

GVF (J. Fair) and EHA (S.
Anthony), UCO (T. Goldstein),
and supporting partners WCS,
Center for Immunity and
Infection, , UCSF

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

WCS (D. Joly), HealthMap and
supporting partners UCD, EHA,
GVF, ProMED, Yale

1.4.2
Establish Open Access
Database

Global distribution of
GAINS database
digital and field
Healthmap.org
surveillance data
(specifically , field and
digital surveillance data
are accessible by the
general public when
released by country
governements)

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

WCS (D. Joly) and supporting
partners UCO, EHA, GVF,
HealthMap, ProMED, Yale

1.5.1
General Management

Satisfactory progress
on all objectives

Daily, Monthly,
Quarterly, Annually

UCO (J. Mazet, S. Morse, L.
Stevenson, A. Mahler), USAID
and supporting partners WCS,
EHA, GVF, SI

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense Invoicing
tracking; adaptive fiscal Expense tracking
management
Budget projection

Monthly

UCO (L. Stevenson, J . Mazet)
and supporting partners WCS,
EHA, GVF, SI

Base-camp
Advisory Committee
guidance
Quarterly Reports

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

spreadsheets
Quarterly Reports
1.5.3
Communication

Functional utility of all
communication
systems

In-person meetings
Advisories
Web-based applications
Base-camp
Quarterly Reports

Daily (All), Weekly
UCO (J. Mazet, S. Morse, L.
(Senior Mgmt,
Stevenson, A. Mahler) and
Executive Board),
supporting partners WCS, EHA,
Quarterly (USAID
GVF, SI
Missions, EPT) ,
Annually (PREDICTall)

1.5.4
Reporting

Complete, accurate,
and timely technical
and fiscal reporting

Administrative Reports as
requested
Quarterly Reports
GAINS
Base-camp
Health Map

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

UCO (J. Mazet, L. Stevenson)
and supporting partners WCS
(D. Joly) , EHA, GVF, SI

2.1.1
Develop Risk Filter
Framework

Framework to guide
and prioritize activities
and contribute to
overall EPT program
direction

In-person meetings
Quarterly Reports
GAINS database
Input from government
partners and external
experts

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

UCO (J. Mazet), EHA (P.
Daszak, W. Karesh) and
supporting partners WCS, GVF,
SI

2.1.2
Integrate Risk Strategy
with Other Agencies

Improved
understanding among
USG agencies and key
partners of the
strategies and expected

In-person meetings
Input from government
partners
Advisory Committee
USAID

Quarterly, Annually

UCO (J. Mazet), EHA (P.
Daszak, W. Karesh), WCS (D.
Joly), GVF (J. Fair), S I (S.
Murray, C. Whittier)

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

outcomes of the EPT
program

2.2.1

Online applications
Quarterly Reports

Weekly, ad hoc basis EHA (P. Daszak) and
as needed, Quarterly supporting partners UCO, WCS,
GVF

2.2.2

Correction of new maps Online applications
by country coordinators Quarterly Reports
and surveillance data;
revision of hotspots
maps per findings

Weekly; ad hoc basis EHA (P. Daszak) and
as needed, Quarterly supporting partners UCO, WCS,
GVF

Global vulnerability
map resulting from risk
modeling activities

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

Release of new global
Refine and Test Hotspot risk data and country
Models
level hotspots maps;
refined driver
databases; online data
entry and analysis
portal; refined EID
event database

Improve Modeling
Datasets

2.2.3
Design Global
Vulnerability Modeling
Strategy

Online applications
Quarterly Reports

EHA (P. Daszak) and
supporting partners UCO, WCS,
GVF

OVERALL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for specific objectives and individual country
management to one of its institutional partners, based on the technical thrust of the
project, institutional experience and other factors. The managing organizations are led
by UC Davis with subawards to the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), EcoHealth
Alliance (EHA) , Global Viral Forecasting (GVF) and the Smithsonian Institution (SI).
Oversight of project activities is performed by the PREDICT Co-Directors J. Mazet and
S. Morse; Senior Management Team A. Clements, A. Pereira, J. Mazet, S. Morse and
W. Karesh; and Executive Board Members J. Mazet, S. Morse, P. Daszak/W. Karesh,
D. Joly N. Wolfe/J. Fair and S. Murray. The project objectives are led by team members
responsible for implementing each objective: Program Management (J. Mazet, S.
Morse, L. Stevenson), Capacity Building (T. Goldstein, W. Miller, J. Mazet), Surveillance
(W. Karesh, C. Johnson), Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery (J. Fair, S.
Anthony), Sample Tracking and Information Management (D. Joly), Development of a
Risk Filter Framework (J. Mazet, P. Daszak, W. Karesh) and Optimization of Models for
Disease Emergence (P. Daszak).

Overview
The PREDICT team is a functionally collaborative and fully integrated working group
that benefits from the experience of world leaders in wildlife surveillance, modeling and
epidemiology. The Co-Directors accomplish the PREDICT objectives through the
organizational structure described above. The team functions by holding task and
deliverables-oriented conference calls daily or weekly as needed, as well as multiple inperson meetings
The Co-Directors benefit from the guidance of the Executive Board, which consists of
the most senior representative of UC Davis, WCS, EHA and GVF, to ensure integration
and coordination of activities. The Executive Board holds bi-weekly conference calls to
review activities, identify programmatic gaps, determine progress toward objectives and
coordinate capacity building and training plans.
External guidance is provided by a Technical Advisory Committee composed of experts
in the fields of Infectious Diseases, Zoonotic Diseases and Public Health, which reviews
progress and plans and advises on priorities and strategic focus.
Day-to-day management of the project and progress toward objectives is the overall
responsibility of the Co-Directors, with assistance from the administrative staff. In
addition to the management and coordination of program vision, direction and functional
successes, the Co-Directors are responsible for the administration and integration of the
entire program and review and approve budgets, assess ongoing budgetary needs and
lead meetings with the Senior Management Team, Objective Leads, Executive Board

and the Technical Advisory Board to assess the program's productivity and
accomplishments with respect to its goals. The Senioir Management Team (J. Mazet, S.
Morse, W. Karesh) is the point of contact for communications with USAID and
coordination with the other EPT arms, RESPOND, IDENTIFY and PREVENT.

Activities and Locations
All project objectives are managed and coordinated centrally in California (UC Davis,
Global Viral Forecasting Inc.) and New York (Wildlife Conservation Society, EcoHealth
Alliance), as described in the sections above. The project objectives are performed
regionally and in each country as described in the detailed country descriptions below.

Partnerships
Besides the core partners (UCO, GVF, WCS, EHA, SI) who manage all of the project
objectives, additional partners contribute to one or more of the objectives centrally.
These partners include USAID Global Health Bureau, Colombia University, the Center
for Immunity and Infection (also at Columbia University), HealthMap, ProMED, Yale
University, RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREVENT, DELIVER, CDC, OIE, FAO, WHO,
USDA, DoD, USHS, Center for International Earth Science Information Network, IUCN
Wildlife Health Specialist Group, White House EPT working group and National
Institutes of Health.
Numerous in-country partnerships have also been established in all PREDICT countries
and include national ministries, national and regional diagnostic laboratories,
universities, NGOs, USAID Missions and US Embassies; these are described in detail
for each country in the sections below.

Reporting
Reporting occurs daily to the Co-Directors, weekly (Senior Management, Executive
Board, Objective Sub-teams), monthly (GAINS Database, Financial, Technical, Travel),
quarterly (Training, Surveillance Activity, USAID, EPT) and annually (PREDICT annual
coordination meeting with management, all objective leads, country coordinators and
regional leads).

AFRICA REGION
Cameroon
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Coordination
with local and national agencies to ensure all major interfaces are included
in the surveillance plan; reinforced protocol adherence through training
updates and refreshers for project staff and collaborators; continue to
attend MoH and WHO weekly surveillance meetings to ensure rapid
access to potentially important reports of zoonotic disease.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Continue identifying samples
collected from high priority species in Cameroon at the GVF-CHP
CRESAR laboratory; establish additional laboratory screening protocols
for filoviruses, poxviruses, arenaviruses, hantaviruses, herpesviruses,
alphaviruses and coronaviruses; train laboratory staff in biosecurity,
biosafety and shipping, in order to decrease the risk of laboratory acquired
infections.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Attend the EPT partner
meetings in-country as scheduled by USAID; support public awareness
activity in-country through collaboration with key EPT partners; continue to
promote One Health knowledge with key Ministerial partners.

o

Sub-activity 1.1 .4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Collect information about infrastructural as well as institutional
and legal improvements in the field of emerging infectious disease
surveillance and research; use the information to update the PREDICT
Rapid Survey Tool and maps when appropriate.

Partners: Ministry of Health, Ministry of Forest and Fauna, WHO, RESPOND,
PREVENT
Expected results: Continued promotion and advocacy with key government
partners will occur in liaison with EPT partners in-country; established
quarterly meetings that facilitate joint-meetings and advocacy sessions with
mutual government partners.

•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Cameroon: Continue coordination with Ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, humans
Interfaces: Hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic,
peridomestic
Proposed Locations: East province (Ngoila, Lomie, Moloundou,
Djoum), south province (Mvangan, Maan), south west province
(Euyomojock)

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon (CHP -GVF), Centre
Pasteur du Cameroon, Limbe Wildlife Center, WHO, other relevant NGOs
and local stakeholders.
Expected result(s): Continue surveillance coordination with partners;
pathogen detection and discovery continued for acquired wildlife samples and
use of GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency; sustained strategic
implementation of surveillance in proposed locations and development of
collaborations with in-country partners to achieve a trans-regional surveillance
network.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement new
technologies capable of supporting EPT activities in-country, addressing
identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure; continue dried blood
spot cards and real-time PCR introduced in year 1 and 2 (PCR on these
specimens will continue to be the mainstay of detection in remote areas in
year 3) ; utilize sample stabilization technologies where appropriate to
provide higher quality samples for in-country as well as advanced US
pathogen discovery techniques; augment our portable field laboratory that
contains mobile PCR and real-time PCR systems, and a mobile biohazard
containment device (battery operated HEPA tents), to further include
various supportive reagents, a portable refrigerator, -80°C freezer and
additional equipment to allow effective and rapid deployment for outbreak
response; introduce mobile electronic sample tracking devices in the field ,
for immediate entry of data and near real-time flow of information.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Continue to collect samples for
pathogen detection according to the established protocols and

surveillance plan for each high-risk interface and identify laboratory needs
and capacities to conduct pathogen discovery in-country in liaison with
WHO/IDENTIFY. Specifically: broaden the local screening for virus
families by implementing molecular protocols for filovirus, flavivirus,
paramyxovirus, coronavirus, arenavirus, hantavirus, alphavirus, poxvivus;
transfer and implement new "universal control" plasmid to diagnostic sites
that safely acts as a positive control for 12 different assays and contains
an integrated control sequence to allow for detection of positive control
contamination in samples; adapt sample testing strategy as directed by
new results to maximize pathogen discovery success.

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon (CHP-GVF), WHO
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in CAESAR (CHP-GVF) Laboratory and appropriate training
and material resources introduced where possible; expanded infrastructure of
CAESAR (CHP-GVF) Laboratory to improve viral diagnostics capacity and
cold storage for sample archive.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: CHP-GVF
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; standardized labeling and tracking
system implemented; data provided through GAINS on a monthly basis;
timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (including logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person

meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.
o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: N/A
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near real-time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting; continue ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission in
Cameroon through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through
weekly Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT Cameroon Basecamp
site; continued compliance on all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel); surveillance data entered into the GAINS database.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data into GAINS on
a monthly basis; data provided to the Modeling team as requested.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate Ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-CAMEROON

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

EINCIBU rRIUl.111

FY12 FY12 FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

10oll•mt1-•----·

OCTDEC

11

12

12

12

Ubald
Tamoufe, GVF
Country
Coordinator

Continue developing relationships with key
Ministry officials and collaborations with incountry EPT partners; establish
communication with EPT partners in
overlapping areas of intervention incountry.

X

X

X

X

JAN- APRMAR JUN

JULSEP

1.2

Surveillance

Ubald
Tamoufe, GVF
Country
Coordinator
Brad
Schneider,
Director of
Laboratory
Sciences
Wayland
Bergman,
Project
Coordinator

Continue implementing framework for
surveillance data coordination with
partners; pathogen detection and discovery
initiated for acquired wildlife samples;
strategically implemented surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with incountry partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network.

X

X

X

X

1.3

Technology
Development

Brad
Schneider,

New technologies introduced and utilized,
includinq a newly developed family-level

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

Ct'EOIED :EMIL111
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FV12 FV12 FV12 FV12
Q1
Q2
Q4
03
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JAN- APRMAR JUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

and Pathogen
Discovery

Director of
Laboratory
Sciences;
Wayland
Bergman,
Project
Coordinator

viral discovery protocols; identified capacity
gaps in CRESAR Laboratory diagnostic
center and training and material resources
introduced; expanded infrastructure of
CRESAR to improve virology diagnostics
and cold storage for sample archival.

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Matthew
LeBreton, GVF
Ecology
Director

All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management; standardized
labeling and tracking system implemented ;
data in GAINS on a monthly basis; timely
and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Ubald
Tamoufe, GVF
Country
Coordinator

Full fiscal disclosure and real time expense
tracking; regular updates to all in-country
partners; weekly project updates with the
PREDICT team via Skype and Basecamp;
continued compliance with all reporting
requests ; surveillance data reported into
GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

Matthew
LeBreton, GVF

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan

X

X

X

X

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for

ACTIVITIES by
LOW
diversity of
disease
emerQence

Who is
Responsible?
Ecology
Director

Ct'EOIED :EMIL111

1 Ckll ll1r1D11 - m---11111

FY12
Q1
OCTDEC
11

FY12 FY12
Q2
03
JAN- APRMAR JUN
12
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

and optimized as needed; data in GAINS
on a monthly basis; data provided to
ModelinQ team as requested.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - CAMEROON

PIIOJECI'

INDICATOR

OIIJECihE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Continued update of
surveillance system

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Mat LeBreton GVF Ecology Director

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

New protocols established Quarterly Reports
Quality Assurance
improved.

Quarterly

Cyrille Djoko GVF Lab Director, Ubald
Tamoufe GVF Country Coordinator,
Brad Schneider GVF Director of
Laboratory Sciences

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

Support and Participate in Quarterly Reports
EPT partner meetings and
activities

Quarterly

Ubald Tamoufe GVF Country
Coordinator, Erin Papworth GVF
Regional Program Manager

1.1 .4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Continue trainings and
support to key Ministerial
partners

Quarterly

Mat LeBreton GVF Ecology Director

Quarterly Reports

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for
surveillance data
coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and
proposed locations

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly

Cyrille Djoko GVF Lab Director, Brad
Schneider GVF Director of Laboratory
Sciences

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
CRESAR for viral
diagnostics capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Cyrille Djoko GVF Lab Director
Coordinator, Brad Schneider GVF
Director of Laboratory Sciences

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
GAINS
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking
system

Monthly

Matt LeBreton GVF Ecology Director

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Matt LeBreton GVF Ecology Director,
Karen Saylors GVF HQ

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Ubald Tamoufe GVF Country
Coordinator

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Quarterly Reports

Mat LeBreton GVF Ecology Director

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Ubald Tamoufe GVF Country
Coordinator, Erin Papworth GVF
Program Manager

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Ubald Tamoufe GVF Country
Coordinator, Erin Papworth GVF
Program Manager

2.2

Samples collected or
received and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces and proposed
locations

GAINS

Monthly

Matthew LeBreton GVF Ecology
Director Cyrille Djoko GVF-CHP Lab
Director

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-CAMEROON
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organizations for Cameroon are GVF and the Care and
Health Program of Cameroon (CHP-GVF). Oversight of PREDICT activities in
Cameroon will continue to be managed by Country Coordinator Ubald Tamoufe with
support from Technical Team Leaders Cyrille Djoko, Erin Papworth and Matthew
LeBreton.
Overview
Cameroon provides an opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at active
wildlife-livestock-human interface areas in central, Sub Saharan Africa. Africa has been
shown to be a major crossroads of zoonotic disease transmission, and active zoonotic
transmission of simian retroviruses and other microbial agents in Cameroon has been
reported by GVF and other groups. Most notably, recent studies have indicated that
intensive hunting of non-human primates in Cameroon may have led to the introduction
of pandemic HIV (HIV-1, Group M) into the human population. The country is also home
to a number of wildlife conservation groups, animal sanctuaries and National Parks. In
the densely forested regions of Southern Cameroon, consumption of wild animals or
"bush meat" is extensive and places extreme pressure on animal populations and
forests. Through partnering with CHP in Cameroon, PREDICT activities will be able to
expand the wildlife surveillance program at these important interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with Ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, humans
Interfaces: Hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic,
peridomestic
Proposed Locations: East province (Ngoila, Lamie, Moloundou, Djoum),
south province (Mvangan, Maan), south west province (Euyomojock)

Partnerships
In Cameroon partnerships have been established with the Care and Health Program of
Cameroon, Cameroon military, Pasteur Center of Cameroon (Centre Pasteur du
Cameroun), Limbe Wildlife Center, Ministry of Health and Ministry of Agriculture.

Reporting
The PREDICT Cameroon team has monthly meetings with the US Embassy in
Cameroon. The PREDICT Country Coordinator, Ubald Tamoufe, and GVF Regional
Program Manager, Erin Papworth, will lead oral updates on PREDICT activities to the
Embassy and the local USAID representative. These monthly updates will be used as a
forum to summarize monthly achievements and progress.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and the GVF team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and generation of
interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Democratic Republic of Congo
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: The PREDICT
team in Kinshasa will participate in the weekly meetings on national
surveillance of diseases at the Ministries of Health, Environment and
Agriculture and other partners. During these meetings, surveillance data
will be interpreted to assess all challenges encountered in the field and
propose concrete solutions and responses. The team will expand the
range and scope of human and animal surveillance activities in DRC. New
communities will be targeted for animal and human surveillance through
the animal-human interface project, leveraging ongoing active disease
surveillance activities in the Sankuru District. When a case of suspected
monkeypox is reported in a village, the staff will use the opportunity to
provide community members with information on detection and notification
of suspected cases of zoonotic diseases and the recognition of sick wild
animals in nature and distribution of filter paper for collection of dried
blood spots (DBS) from animals of interest. Communities will be
encouraged to recognize and report any occurrences of sick animals or
unusual animal behavior. Zoonotic surveillance activities will also be
initiated throughout DRC with new partners located in additional provinces
of DRC. Training and materials will be provided to partners to use in their
communities to promote recognition, detection and reporting of sick wild
animals in nature and distribution of filter paper for DBS collection.
Continually update in-country wildlife SMART surveillance plan based on
information gained from on-going surveillance activities and from incountry partners on new locations and/or high-risk interfaces in eastern
DRC.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory Systems: Laboratory consumables and
reagents will be supplied to the National Institute for Biomedical Research
(INRB) in order to improve laboratory diagnostics of human emerging
diseases of animal origins. In the event of an outbreak response, a mobile
laboratory will be used to confirm diagnostics and follow biological
parameters for suspected cases and prepare appropriate responses. A
field laboratory has been set up in Kole, Kasai Oriental for real time
processing of regionally collected animal samples. Identify opportunities
for advancing capacity (e.g. equipment and supplies, protocols) in eastern
DRC for wildlife sample processing and storage through training and
provision of essential protocols and materials as needed.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Participate in the
integrated surveillance system by sharing surveillance data with the
Ministries of Health, Agriculture and Environment; continue to sensitize
community members in targeted areas during village meetings to highlight
the importance of ONE HEALTH concept; organize quarterly meetings
with representatives of Ministries of Agriculture and Environment at the
District level in Kole with the Field staff to discuss livestock, wildlife and
human health. Establish new partnerships with local/international NGOs
to highlight importance of ONE HEALTH concept and initiate/coordinate
human and animal health improvement activities throughout DRC.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Update the Capacity Assessment Map for DRC with other incountry partners.

Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health, Ministry of Health (Direction of
Disease Surveillance and National Program for Monkeypox and Viral
Hemorrhagic fevers) , Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Environment,
Congolese Institute for Conservation of Nature (ICCN), National Institute for
Biomedical Research, UCLA, WWF, Cl (Conservation International),
CDC/DRC, USAID-CARPE Project, WCS-DRC, International Medical Corps
(IMC), Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project (MGVP)
Expected results: National Surveillance data and field PREDICT activities will
be reported on a weekly basis; concrete and adapted solutions at national
level are proposed and implemented for outbreaks; all implemented field
activities are reported to the national level and evaluated for efficacy;
community members are sensitized regarding zoonoses; laboratory results are
available from all collected samples (animal and humans) and feedback sent
to the field staff; the capacity assessment map for DRC is updated. Wildlife
disease surveillance and pathogen detection appropriately and efficiently
targeted at highest-risk interfaces for zoonotic disease emergence in eastern
DRC; improvements in wildlife disease surveillance capacity and awareness
across governmental, institutional and organizational sectors in the region.

•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Democratic Republic of Congo: Collect biological specimens from wild
animals throughout DRC; monitor unusual health events reported in
animals by local communities; collect samples from humans highly
exposed to wild animals by hunting, butchering, or keeping as pets, as
well as bush meat market workers in forested areas in Central DRC;
continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Prioritized animal taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores,
ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, depredation, free-ranging,
syndromic
Proposed Locations: Kasai Oriental Province: (Kole, Lomela,
Tshudi-Loto, Bolobo, North and South Kivu provinces), Maniema
Province (Kisangani), Kinshasa, Eastern Democratic Republic of
the Congo (North and South Kivu provinces, including Virungas
National Park, Kahuzi-Biega National Park and Mt. Tshiaberimu
National Park and surrounding areas)

Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health, National Institute of Biomedical
Research, UCLA, WWF-CARPO/PICBOU Malebo project, Lola ya Bonobo
Sanctuary, Congolese Institute for Conservation of Nature (ICCN),
International Medical Corps (IMC), Conservation International (Cl), National
Program for monkeypox and viral hemorrhagic fevers at the DRC Ministry of
Health, Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project
Expected result(s): pathogen detection and discovery continued for acquired
wildlife and human samples; strategically implemented surveillance in current
and new locations in collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network; coordinated surveillance data collection at high
risk interfaces with partners; integration of sample tracking and diagnostic
data collection systems.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: PCR will continue
to be the mainstay of diagnosis in Year 3; a portable field laboratory will
include mobile real-time PCR and a mobile satellite terminal for improving

internet communication in the field ; pilot test new cold chain technology for
transport of specimens.
o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Train new lab technician in viral
family screening ; supply laboratory equipment, reagents and consumables
to the National Institute for Biomedical Research and the field laboratory in
Kole for testing all animal and human samples; continue to implement
protocols to collect samples for pathogen detection according to the
surveillance plan for each high-risk interface.

Partners: National Institute for Biomedical Research, Ministry of Health,
UCLA
Expected result(s): New laboratory technician hired and trained for
laboratory safety, processing, and shipping of samples, as well as improved
cold chain; samples tested at the viral family-level and targeted serological
rapid tests and real time PCR where appropriate; results entered into the
GAINS database; outbreak investigations conducted as requested and
appropriate with timely reporting of findings and data using new technologies.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Continue to collect and enter all field and surveillance data using
standardized templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize
standardized labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: National Institute of Biomedical Research (INRB), Kinshasa School
of Public Health, Ministry of Health (national program for monkeypox and viral
hemorrhagic fevers and disease surveillance)
Expected result(s): All samples are tested for viral infections; data entered
into GAINS; completed trainings on sample processing ; standardized labeling
and tracking system implemented; data provided through GAINS on a
monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance
data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners, USAID missions, and other in-country EPT
projects through in-person meetings, conference calls, written advisories,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial , technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; ensure the weekly reporting of country surveillance data and field
activities to our organizational headquarters, and enter field and
surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: UCLA, MGVP, Kinshasa School of Public Health, National Institute
of Biomedical Research, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of
Environment.
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near real-time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting ; continued ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to DRC
through regular updates and with the team through weekly Skype meetings
and interaction on Basecamp site; continued compliance of all reporting
requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel); entry of surveillance data
and laboratory results into the GAINS database.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided on at
least a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to data requests from the
Modeling team.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
Respond to wildlife, livestock, and human outbreaks in coordination with appropriate
ministries and RESPOND as they occur and assistance is requested.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
In conjunction with PREVENT, community members in surveillance areas/interfaces will
be informed on the risks of zoonotic infections and how to prevent transmission;
voluntary counseling provided to participants who would like to know their results.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

EINCIEU :PPBILTII
1 Ollilllitat1-• ••, . . . . . .

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator;
Anne Rimoin,
Country Director;
MGVP
Veterinary
Manager Jan
Ramer with
assistance from
MGVP DRC
Field
Veterinarian
Eddy Kambale;
and
Uganda/ Rwanda
Country Leads
Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Strategic plan of surveillance optimized;
data and field activities reported ; requested
responses to outbreaks conducted;
community members apply the information
gained through sensitization session to
reduce transmission of zoonotic infections;
wildlife disease surveillance and pathogen
detection appropriately and efficiently
targeted at highest-risk interfaces for
zoonotic disease emergence in eastern
DRC; improvements in wildlife disease
surveillance capacity and awareness
across governmental, institutional, and
organizational sectors in the region .

FY12
Q1
OCTDEC
11

FY1 2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY1 2
Q4
JULSEP
12

X

X

X

X

1.2

Surveillance

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator;
MGVP
Veterinary
Manager Jan
Ramer with
assistance from
MGVP DRC
Field
Veterinarian
Eddy Kambale;
and
Uganda/ Rwanda
Country Leads
Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Pathogen detection and discovery
continued for wildlife and human samples;
strategically implemented surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with incountry partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network; integration of
sample tracking and diagnostic data
collection systems.

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Brad Schneider,
Senior Science
Officer

Laboratory testing of wildlife and human
samples performed in both laboratories
(field and INRB); outbreak investigations
conducted with the mobile laboratory as
requested and appropriate.

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Maria Makuwa,
DRC Laboratory
Coordinator

All sample data and lab results entered into
GAINS; standardized labeling and tracking
system implemented; timely and efficient
response to requests for surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1.5

2.2

Program
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator;
Anne Rimoin,
Country Director

Full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking; regular updates to all incountry partners; weekly project updates
with the PREDICT team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued compliance of all
reporting requests; surveillance data
reporting through the GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator

Sample data and results uploaded into
GAINS; gap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized as needed;
timely and efficient response to data
requests from the modeling team.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

PIIQECT

INDICATOR

OIUlrCihE

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Data available from all
areas/interfaces under
surveillance;
Wildlife SMART surveillance
plan current and optimized

Basecamp &
GAINS
database

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

Laboratory results available;
Wildlife samples processed

Laboratory
records and

Monthly

Maria Makuwa, Laboratory Coordinator
Brad Schneider, GVF Senior Science

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

and stored for testing in
Kinshasa

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

GAINS

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Officer

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

Meetings at the District and
Minutes from
health zone levels between
meetings
representatives of ministries of
health, agriculture,
environment, and field staff
organized

Quarterly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.1 .4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

DRC Capacity Assessment
tool updated

Annually

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.2.1
Surveillance

Participants in Animal-Human Basecamp &
Interface surveillance enrolled GAINS
through informed consent
database
procedures; animal and
human samples collected and
tested; coordinated
surveillance data collection at
high risk interfaces with
partners; pathogen detection
and discovery on collected
samples; integration of sample
tracking and diagnostic data
collection systems).

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator; MGVP Veterinary
Manager Jan Ramer.

Map on
BASECAMP/
GAINS

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

PCR results available from
animal and human samples;
mobile laboratory in use in
case of outbreaks

Laboratory
records;
GAINS

Monthly reports

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator for GVF;, Brad Schneider,
GVF Senior Science Officer

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

New laboratory technician
hired; new laboratory
technician trained; testing of
samples performed at the
INRB and field laboratory

Administrative
Monthly reports
reporting ;
laboratory
records; GAINS

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator for GVF; Brad Schneider,
GVF Senior Science Officer, Anne
Rimoin, DRC Program Director

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system

GAINS

Monthly

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator for GVF

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator;
Anne Rimoin, DRC Country Director

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Nearreal-time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updated

Basecamp

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Basecamp &
GAINS
database

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE
2.2

INDICATOR

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Samples collected or received
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly
Report

Quarterly

3 Outbreak Response
Capacity Building

Outbreaks investigated as
they occur and assistance is
requested

Weekly reports

Weekly reports

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

4
Risk Reduction

Community members are
aware of the route of infection
and ways to reduce
transmission of zoonotic
diseases

Records from
sensitization
meetings;
Quarterly
Reports

Monthly;
Quarterly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator,

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
and implementing organizations for the Democratic Republic of Congo are led by GVF
and include UCLA, the University of Kinshasa School of Public Health, the National
Institute of Biomedical Research, and the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project. Oversight
of activities in DRC will be managed by Country Coordinator Prime Mulembakani with
support from Technical Team Leader Maria Makuwa, both supervised by Anne Rimoin,
the scientific director for DRC. In addition, there are nine staff members in country,
including a field team in Kole, Lamela and Tshudi-Loto.
Overview
DRC provides an opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at active wildlifelivestock-human interface areas in central Africa and presents several unique and
promising opportunities for surveillance for wildlife zoonoses with pandemic potential.
The DRC has experienced outbreaks of Ebola and Marburg hemorrhagic fevers, as well
as endemic monkeypox transmission and high diversity of circulating HIV subtypes. The
high biodiversity of the Congo Basin and intensive hunting of wildlife in the region
contribute to the high disease burden in DRC. Additionally, the DRC possesses
extensive rainforest habitat known for the high degree of endemism and small mammal
diversity, providing an exceptional opportunity to assess zoonotic pathogen potential in
small rodent, bat, and primate species. Despite the wealth of biodiversity and intimate
interaction of populations in these interfaces, DRC's current capacity to conduct wildlife
disease surveillance at a regional and national level is developing.Through the
implementing partners, especially the National Institute of Biomedical Research and the
Kinshasa School of Public Healthand collaborations with government veterinary and
livestock ministries, wildlife authorities, and human health professionals, PREDICT will
help to fill the wildlife surveillance gaps and expand surveillance at high-risk wildlifelivestock-human interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Potential Locations: Kasai Oriental Province: (Kole, Lamela, Tshudi-Loto,
Bolobo, North and South Kivu provinces ), Maniema Province (Kisangani),
Kinshasa, Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (North and South Kivu

provinces, including Virungas National Park, Kahuzi-Biega National Park and
Mt. Tshiaberimu National Park and surrounding areas
Partnerships
In DRC, partnerships have been established through Kinshasa School of Public Health ,
the National Institute of Biomedical Research, Lola de Bonobo Sanctuary, ICCN
(Congolese Institute of Environment), MGVP and WWF-CARPO/PICBOU project.
Reporting
The PREDICT DRC Country Coordinator, Prime Mulembakani, will provide oral updates
to the USAID Mission in Kinshasa, DRC, as requested by the USAID office, and he will
provide oral updates on PREDICT activities to the USAID Mission. These monthly
updates will be used as a forum to summarize monthly achievements and progress.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and the GVF team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports and generation of
interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Equatorial Guinea
No PREDICT Activities in Year 3

Gabon
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Use updated
disease risk modeling to improve site selection strategy; determine if
breadth of surveillance interfaces reflects national risk by seeking
information from partner agencies on new or unidentified risk interfaces
that require surveillance.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Laboratory infrastructure
development is expected to be minimal in this year, as CIRMF was
recently renovated; additional equipment will be addressed, as needed.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Continued human
surveillance with WHO and the Ministry of Health; continued animal
surveillance with the National Parks system.

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Continue to update the PREDICT Rapid Survey Tool and maps
when appropriate ; develop the capacity of key Ministry officials during site
visits.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIRMF)
Expected results: Continued promotion and advocacy with key government
partners will occur in liaison with EPT partners, in-country; established
quarterly meetings sustained to continue to help facilitate joint-meetings and
advocacy session with mutual government partners.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Gabon: Continue coordination with ministries, hospitals, universities and
NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores,
ungulates and insects
Interfaces: Hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Proposed Locations: Northwestern, Central, and Central Western
Gabon and from any new epidemic region

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF), National Parks
System, Wildlife Conservation Society, Ministry of Health for Gabon
Expected result(s): Approximately 200 human samples collected and tested
for zoonotic pathogens; approximately 1000 wildlife samples collected and
tested for zoonotic pathogens; human and animal samples analyzed by
serology and PCR; unknown samples analyzed by Mass-tag PCR, viral
microarray, pyro-sequencing analysis; surveillance data and diagnostic
results entered in GAINS database monthly.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Continue use of
new technologies implemented during year 2; introduce and utilize positive
control plasmid developed by Columbia University; continue to utilize dried
blood spot card technology introduced in year 1 ; deploy novel sample
collection technologies and rapid response diagnostic kit acquired in year
2.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Continue use of implemented
protocols to collect samples for pathogen detection according to the
surveillance plan for each high-risk interface.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF), Care and
Health Program
Expected result(s): New technologies implement during year 2 utilized ;
appropriate training and material resources introduced where possible;
expanded infrastructure of CIRMF diagnostic center to improve viral
diagnostics capacity and cold storage for sample archival.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data, using standardized
templates, into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF)
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; standardized labeling and tracking
system implemented; data provided through GAINS on a monthly basis;
timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).
o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF)

Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all Capacity Building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near real-time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting; communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission to Gabon through regular updates and with the
PREDICT team through weekly Skype meetings and interaction on
Basecamp; compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel); surveillance data entered into the GAINS database.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF), National Parks
System, Wildlife Conservation Society, Ministry of Health for Gabon
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to Modeling
team requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- GABON

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

EINCIEU :PPBILTII
1 Ollilllitat1-• ••, . . . . . .

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY1 2
Q4

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

Eric Leroy,
Country
Coordinator;
Brad Scheider,
GVF Director of
Laboratory
Services

Continue developing relationships with key
Ministry officials and collaborations with incountry EPT partners; establish
communication with EPT partners in
overlapping areas of intervention in
country.

X

X

X

X

1.2

Surveillance

Eric Leroy,
Country
Coordinator;
Nadia Wauquier,
GVF consultant;
Brad Scheider,
GVF Director of
Laboratory
Services

200 human samples collected and tested
for zoonotic pathogens; 1000 wildlife
samples collected and tested for zoonotic
pathogens; human and animal samples
analyzed by serology and PCR ; unknown
samples analyzed by Mass-tag PCR, viral
microarray, pyro-sequencing analysis;
surveillance data and diagnostic results
entered in GAINS database monthly.

X

X

X

X

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Eric Leroy,
Country
Coordinator,
Brad Scheider,
GVF Director of

New technologies implement during year 2
utilized; appropriate training and material
resources introduced where possible;
expanded infrastructure of CIRMF
diaQnostic center to improve viral

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EIFEC•EL' Fl ULTII
1 MwB11 - m sptaalllwBII

•

Laboratory
Services

diagnostics capacity and cold storage for
sample archival.

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Eric Leroy,
Country
Coordinator;Matt
hew Lebreton,
GVF Ecology
Director;
Nadia Wauquier,
GVF consultant;
Brad Scheider,
GVF Director of
Laboratory
Services

All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management; standardized
labeling and tracking system implemented ;
data provided through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Jean-Paul
Gonzalez, GVF
Senior Scientist
and Predict
Gabon Admin
Poe

Management and coordination of all
capacity building and surveillance
activities; communication with in-country
partners including the USAID Mission to
Gabon through regular updates and with
the PREDICT team; compliance of all
reporting requests; surveillance data
entered into GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Eric Leroy,
Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
Country
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
Coordinator;
and optimized as needed; data provided
Matthew
through GAINS monthly; timely response to
Lebreton, GVF
Modeling team requests for surveillance
Ecology Director; data.
Nadia Wauquier
GVF consultant

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - GABON

PRDJECT

INDICATOR

OIUECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/ FREQUENCY
COLLECTION
OF DATA
METHOD
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Data available from all
areas/interfaces under
surveillance;
Wildlife SMART surveillance
plan current and optimized

Basecamp &
Quarterly
GAINS database

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator;
Matthew Lebreton, GVF Ecology
Director

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

Continue to maintain a state-ofthe-art diagnostic laboratory

Quarterly Report Quarterly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Brad
Scheider, GVF Director of Laboratory
Services

Quarterly Report Quarterly

Ubald Tamoufe, GVF Regional
Coordinator; Matt LeBreton. GVF
Ecology Director; Erin Papworth, GVF
Regional Program Manager

1.1 .3
Hold advocacy meetings with
Operationalizing One key officials when in-country
Health

PIIDJECI"
OIMECIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/ FREQUENCY
COLLECTION
OF DATA
METHOD
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .4
Capacity
Assessment and
Tracking of
Development

Develop capacity of key ministry Quarterly Report Quarterly
officials when in-country

Ubald Tamoufe, GVF Regional
Coordinator; Matt LeBreton. GVF
Ecology Director

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance data Basecamp &
Monthly
coordination ; samples collected GAINS database
or received and analyzed for
targeted species, interfaces,
and proposed locations

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator;
Matthew Lebreton, GVF Ecology
Director

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly
Reports

Quarterly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Brad
Schneider, GVF Director of Laboratory
Services

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
CIMRF for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Quarterly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Brad
Schneider, GVF Director of Laboratory
Services

1.4.1
Sample data received ;
Sample Tracking and implemented standardized
Information
labeling and tracking system
Management

GAINS

Monthly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Nadia
Wauquier GVF consultant

1.5.1
General
Management

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Nadia
Wauquie r GVF consultant

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

PIIDJECI"
OIMECIIVE
1.5.2

Fiscal Management

1.5.3

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/ FREQUENCY
COLLECTION
OF DATA
METHOD
COLLECTION

Near real-time expense tracking Monthly
estimates and
Quarterly
Reports

Monthly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Brad
Schneider, GVF Director of Laboratory
Services

Mission and Partner Updates

Partner Updates

Monthly

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Brad
Schneider, GVF Director of Laboratory
Services

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Basecamp &
Monthly
GAINS database

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Brad
Schneider, GVF Director of Laboratory
Services

Samples collected or received
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

GAINS

Eric Leroy, Country Coordinator; Matt
Lebreton, GVF Ecology Director

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report Quarterly

Communication
1.5.4

Reporting

2.2

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Monthly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-GABON
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organizations for Gabon are GVF and the International
Center for Medical Research (French acronym CIMRF). Oversight of PREDICT
activities in Country will be managed by Country Coordinator, Dr. Eric Leroy, with
support from Technical Team Leaders Jean-Paul Gonzalez (CIMRF-Administrative),
Joseph Fair (GVF Predict PoC), Brad Schneider (GVF Director of Laboratory Services,
Matthew Lebreton, GVF Ecology Director and Nadia Wauquier (consultant for GVF).
Overview
The central African lowland rainforests in Gabon have a high diversity of wild animal
species and have recently been the site of emergence or reemergence of a number of
key pathogens. The rural communities within this African forest block are key sites for
the surveillance of emerging infectious diseases.

Zoonotic pathogens have emerged in Gabon, and novel viruses may be putting people,
animal and livelihoods at further risk. For example, ebola (EBOV) and Marburg (MARV)
hemorrhagic fevers (HF) cause severe, often-fatal disease in humans and nonhuman
primates (monkeys, gorillas and chimpanzees). Disease is caused by infection with
either EBOV or MBVG and both viruses are members of a family of RNA viruses called
the Filoviridae. Filovirus HF typically causes sporadic outbreaks, usually spread within a
health-care setting but it is likely that sporadic, isolated cases occur and go
unrecognized. Infections with filoviruses are acute and because the natural reservoir of
the virus is unknown, the manner in which the virus first appears in a human at the start
of an outbreak has not been determined. It is thought that the first patient becomes
infected through contact with an infected animal and individuals in rural central Africa
acutely infected with various pathogens may not seek treatment or may receive
inaccurate diagnoses. Also, people who develop acute illness as the result of infection
with zoonotic agents may not have access to clinical facilities.
EBOV and MARV are known to be endemic to the Republic of Gabon. Numerous
human and animal outbreaks of EBOV Zaire have occurred in Gabon over the past 15
years and MBGV was recently isolated from fruit bats collected in Gabon. Through
partnering with CIMRF in Gabon, PREDICT activities will increase surveillance for these
hemorrhagic fevers and expand opportunities to detect other zoonotic pathogens.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT has established coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs to
facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates and
insects
Interfaces: Hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Proposed Locations: Northwestern, Central and Central Western Gabon
and from any new epidemic region

Partnerships
In Gabon, partnerships will be established through the National Parks System, Wildlife
Conservation Society, Ministry of Health for Gabon
Reporting
The Country Coordinator and the GVF team communicate on a weekly basis through
Skype meetings, monthly partner updates and sharing of quarterly progress reports.

Republic of Congo
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability}
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Submit
surveillance data to GAINS in a timely manner and report species
selection and sampling interfaces to the Surveillance Team using
standardized interface categorization for interface analysis and the
identification of sampling gaps.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Increase the number of
pathogens screened in-country relative to YR2; Upgrade laboratory
systems so that a liquid nitrogen plant acquired in partnership with the
Congolese National Public Health Laboratory and NIH/NIAID/RML will
become functional in YR3, allowing for the establishment of effective and
reliable cold chain capacity throughout the Republic of Congo.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Continue to implement
PREDICT wildlife surveillance and wildlife testing activities in partnership
with the National Public Health authorities; communicate results and
activities in real-time to the National Public Health authorities; continue to
interface with the Faculty of Science and Health at Brazzaville's Marion
Ngouabi University (MNU), reinforcing the link between human and wildlife
health; offer training to students from MNU as it becomes available.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Conduct annual assessment and monitoring using the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate changes that have been made
through PREDICT regarding quantity and quality of existing wildlife
surveillance components and systems; continue to identify key country
partners to assist in specific surveillance activities, including laboratories;
continue to assess country capacities for disease surveillance and
diagnostics.

Partners: Ministry of Health, National Public Health Laboratory; Ministry of
Animal Agriculture; Ministry of Sustainable Development, Forest Economy
and the Environment; National Institutes of Health/NIAID, Rocky Mountain
Laboratories; Public Health Agency Canada; PREVENT
Expected results: Identified capacity gaps in the PREDICT Congo
Laboratory and introduced appropriate training and material resources where
possible; expanded infrastructure of the PREDICT Congo Laboratory to
improve pathogen detection capacity and cold storage for sample archiving.
Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through follow-up on the Capacity Building Rapid Survey
Tool.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Republic of Congo: Continue to establish coordination with ministries,
universities and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and
data; ensure proper handling, accurate tracking and timely diagnostic
testing of samples; continue timely reporting of data into the GAINS
database; identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, shrews, porcines,
ungulates, carnivores, domestic animals, as appropriate
Interfaces: Hunting, bushmeat markets, depredation, free-ranging
animals (human-wildlife, livestock-wildlife), syndromic, outbreaks
Proposed Locations: North (Nouabale-Ndoki National Park) ;
North-central (Odzala-Kokoua National Park, Ngombe Forestry
Management Unit and peripheral communities); South-central
(Zanaga mining region) and Brazzaville.

Partners: Ministry of Health, National Public Health Laboratory; Ministry of
Health, Endemic Diseases; Ministry of Animal Agriculture; Ministry of
Sustainable Development, Forest Economy and the Environment; National
Institutes of Health/NIAID, Rocky Mountain Laboratories; National Institute
of Allergic and Infectious Diseases; U.S. National Institute of Health,

Vaccine Research Center; Public Health Agency Canada; WHO-Congo
Office; WHO-Afro Office; Centre International de Recherches Medicales
de Franceville (CIRMF)/ lnstitut de recherche pour le developement (IRD) ;
PREVENT
Expected result(s): Continued surveillance data coordination with
partners through a shared framework; collected and received samples;
continued testing of wildlife and other animal samples for pathogens of
concern; initiated pathogen detection and discovery for wildlife and other
animal samples; strategically implemented surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a transregional and trans-organizational surveillance network; maintained dialog
with PREVENT towards the coordination of activities involving communitybased reporting networks in year 3 and beyond.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Continue the use
of novel technologies, including blood spots on filter paper, RNA/ate'® and
liquid nitrogen, piloted in YR1; apply Mass Tag and consensus PCR, 454
pyrosequencing on fecal and tissue samples from primates and other
relevant species.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; ship appropriate samples for pathogen discovery as
agreed upon with the diagnostic laboratory; identify laboratory needs and
capacities to increase and improve in-country testing.
Partners: Columbia University; National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL);
National Institutes of Health/NIAID, Rocky Mountain Laboratories; Public
Health Agency Canada; Centre International de Recherches Medicales de
Franceville (CIRMF)/lnstitut de recherche pour le developpement (IRD);
PREDICT DRC Laboratory
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized;
appropriate samples sent to CIRMF, Columbia University laboratory or
other appropriate laboratories for pathogen discovery.

•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Compile and enter all field and surveillance data, using standardized
templates, into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: PREDICT Information Management Team
Expected result(s): Added Administrative Assistant/ Data Manager to the
Congo team; all sample data entered into GAINS; reinforced training in
sample tracking and data management; implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system; provided data through GAINS on a monthly
basis ; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics) ; improve any
administrative procedures when necessary and appropriate; maintain
existing partnerships and facilitate new ones as appropriate; prepare and
submitted travel requests as instructed when needed.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting;
improve financial policies and reporting systems and practices when
necessary and appropriate.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Maintain communication between
Country Coordinator and Regional Lead as well as with organizational
headquarter staff, country partners, other EPT partners and US Embassy
personnel through in-person meetings, conference calls, written
advisories, web-based applications, and reports as required and
requested [this will include at least regular weekly meetings between
PREDICT Country Coordinator and Regional Lead, regular bi-weekly
conference calls with all PREDICT Country Coordinators, Regional Lead
and PREDICT and organizational headquarter staff; Skype meetings
and/or phone calls as needed (> 1-3 / week) with organizational
headquarters; quarterly written updates to organization headquarter staff;
reporting of field updates (bi-weekly, or as required) by email and
conference calls to PREDICT Surveillance Team; updates on a monthly
basis or when requested to the US Embassy Point of Contact for
PREDICT and the US Ambassador]; continue frequent (at least bi-weekly)
email and/or phone contact with Dr. Jean-Vivien Mombouli (Director de
Recherche du Laboratoire National de Sante Public) Congolese Ministry
of Health; hold weekly formal meetings and nearly daily email and phone
contact with Mr. Landry Miguel, in-country laboratory technician for
PREDICT and faculty member at Faculte des Sciences de la Sante,
Universite Marien NGOUABI, Brazzaville; conduct monthly email
communications with Dr. Nancy Sullivan, National Institute of Allergic and
Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health, Vaccine Research
Center (NIAID/NIH/VRC) ; bi-monthly email or phone communications with

Dr. Heinz Feldmann and Dr. Vincent Munster, partners at the National
Institute of Allergic and Infectious Diseases, National Institute of Health,
Rocky Mountain Labs (NIAID/NIH/ RML); meet with EPT partners when
appropriate and/or requested.
o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; submit field and surveillance data to the GAINS database within
two weeks of collection.

Partners: N/ A
Expected result{s): Management and coordination of all capacity-building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near real-time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting ; continued ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners, including the National Public
Health Laboratory; in-person and electronic meetings with the PREDICT
team through weekly conference calls and interaction on PREDICT
Basecamp site; continued compliance with all reporting requirements
(financial, technical, environmental, travel, training) and uploading
surveillance data to the GAINS database.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: PREDICT Modeling and Hotspot ID Team
Expected result{s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed ; provided data
through GAINS within the requested timeframe; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data; continued cooperation with
PREDICT and PREVENT partners towards modeling and risk analysis.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with national ministries and RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES
by LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

mzac:a, tEIUl.111

1a.a.ran1-•••2•nllll'mt1

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
11
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Capacity building
Team

Potential capacity gaps in the PREDICT
Congo Laboratory identified and appropriate
training and material resources introduced
where possible; improved infrastructure of the
PREDICT Congo Laboratory; continued
evaluation and assessment of wildlife
suNeillance capacity and diagnostic testing
through follow-up on the Rapid Survey Tool.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
SuNeillance
Team

Continued suNeillance data coordination with
partners through a shared framework;
collected and received samples ; continued
testing of wildlife and other animal samples for
pathogens of concern; initiated pathogen
detection and discovery for wildlife and other
animal samples; strategically implemented
surveillance in proposed locations in
collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a trans-regional and transorganizational surveillance network;
maintained dialog with PREVENT towards the
coordination of activities involving community-

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES
by LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

based reporting networks in year 3 and
beyond.
1.3

Technology
Development
and
Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Technology
Development
Team

New technologies introduced and utilized;
identified capacity gaps in the PREDICT
Congo Laboratory and introduced appropriate
training and material resources where
possible; expanded infrastructure of the
PREDICT Congo Laboratory to improve
pathogen detection capacity and cold storage
for sample archiving; appropriate samples sent
to CIRMF, Columbia University laboratory
and/or other appropriate laboratories for
pathogen discovery.

X

X

X

X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Information
Management
Team

Added Administrative Assistant/Data Manager
to the Congo team; all sample data entered
into GAINS; reinforced training on sample
tracking and data management; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking system;
provided data through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

1.5

2.2

Program
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed

Management and coordination of all capacity
building and surveillance activities under
responsible organizational lead and executive
board ; full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking, including monthly financial
reporting; continued ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners
including the National Public Health Laboratory
through in-person meetings and with the
PREDICT team through weekly conference
calls and interaction on PREDICT Congo
Basecamp site; continued compliance in all
reporting requirements (financial, technical,
environmental, travel, training) and entering
surveillance data through the GAINS
database.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Modeling Team

Data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized
as needed; provided data through GAINS
within the requested timeframe timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data; continued cooperation with
PREDICT and PREVENT partners towards
modeling and risk analysis.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - REPUBLIC OF CONGO

PRlllEGI"
DIUEGTIVE
1.1.1
Surveillance
System
Improvement

1.1 .2
Laboratory
System

1.1.3
Operationalizing
One Health

1.1.4
Capacity
Assessment and
Tracking of
Development

INDICATOR

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

Surveillance data submitted to GAINS,
and species selection and sampling
interfaces reported to the Surveillance
Team in a timely manner

Basecamp &
Quarterly
GAINS
database, calls
with Surveillance
Team

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

The establishment of effective and reliable
cold chain and an increased number of
pathogens screened for in Brazzaville than
in YR2

Basecamp,
Quarterly
GAINS
database,
surveillance calls
and quarterly
reports

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

Wildlife surveillance and diagnostic testing
activities coordinated with National Public
Health laboratory and University Health
Department

Basecamp,
GAINS
database,
surveillance
calls, quarterly
reports and
phone calls

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

Rapid Survey Tool completed and
provided to the Capacity Assessment
Team as well as information on in-country
capacity and activities

Basecamp, calls Quarterly
with Capacity
Assessment
Team, Rapid
SurveyTool

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIIECiiwE

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance data
coordination; samples collected or
received and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and proposed
locations

Basecamp &
Monthly
GAINS
database, calls
with Surveillance
Team

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

1.3.1
Introduction of
New
Technologies

New technologies introduced and utilized
for sampling and diagnostics

Basecamp,
Quarterly
Reports and
phone calls with
Technology
Development
and Diagnostic
teams as
needed

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Technology
Development Lead
Joseph Fair and
Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

1.3.2
Pathogen
Discovery

Improved laboratory infrastructure for viral
diagnostics capacity and cold storage

Basecamp,
Quarterly
Reports and
phone calls with
Technology
Development
and Diagnostic
teams as
needed

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Technology
Development Lead
Joseph Fair and
Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIIECiiwE

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

1.4.1
Sample Tracking
and Information
Management

Sample data received ; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking system

GAINS

Bi-weekly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

1.5.1
General
Management

Project updates with the PREDICT team

Skype, phone
calls and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron

1.5.2
Fiscal
Management

Nearreal-time expense tracking

Basecamp,
phone calls,
Skype and
financial reports

Monthly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Basecamp,
phone calls,
meetings

Monthly

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

1.5.4
Reporting

Timely compliance of all reporting
requirements ; surveillance data reports

Basecamp &
Quarterly
GAINS
database, calls
with Surveillance
Team, quarterly
reports

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIIECiiwE
2.2
Optimize models
for diversity of
disease
emergence

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Samples collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species, interfaces
and proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Revise surveillance plan

Quarterly Report Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

Country Coordinator
Kenneth Cameron,
Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed,
Surveillance Lead
Christine Johnson

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Republic of Congo is the WCS. Oversight of PREDICT
activities in Republic of Congo will be managed by Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron and Regional Coordinator Patricia Reed, with support from Technical Team
Leaders (Capacity Building, Surveillance, Monitoring, Technology and Diagnostics). In
addition, PREDICT has 5 staff members in-country, including Veterinarian Alain Ondzie,
Biologist Zorine N'Kouantsi, and Field Assistants Marc-Joel Akongo, Serge Kaba,
Gerard Bounga, Ben Wivine Salva Mouellet and an administrative assistant Annie
Rakotomahefa. An Assistant Veterinarian, Data Manager and Driver will be recruited for
the Republic of Congo operations during year 3.
Overview
The Republic of Congo contains an astonishing level of wildlife biodiversity and large
tracts of tropical rainforest. The significant presence of existing and prospecting
extractive industries increase the risk for disease emergence by altering habitats,
changing ranging patterns of key wildlife species and increasing human-wildlife
interaction in remote areas; this adds to the potential for pathogen emergence and
transmission. This year an accelerating outbreak of chikungunya virus in Brazzaville
underscores the need to understand which factors are contributing to the emergence of
this and other vector borne diseases. The vector, Aedes albopictus, has not yet been
documented in the Republic of Congo, and the outbreak raises questions regarding
environmental conditions (the role of globalization and climate change) and the
identification of possible animal reservoirs that favor the spread and emergence of
diseases, such as chikungunya in the region. The large number of cases (7,000)
preceding the mass migration of Europeans for the summer months, also raises
concern regarding the potential for globalization of disease vectors, as was observed in
Italy in 2007.

The region also provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife disease surveillance at one
of Africa's most active human-wildlife interfaces due, in large part, to the consumption of
wildlife meat ("bushmeat"). As this is an Ebola virus-endemic region Ebola Hemorrhagic
Fever outbreaks have repeatedly affected both human and wildlife populations,
including large populations of gorillas and chimpanzees. Despite the wealth of
biodiversity and intimate interaction of populations at these interfaces, the Republic of
Congo's current capacity to conduct wildlife disease surveillance at a regional and
national level is still developing. Through existing and future collaborations with wildlife
authorities, animal agriculture, human health ministries and other wildlife and health
professionals, PREDICT will work to help improve and expand current surveillance in
high-risk regions and build in-country capacity to continue these surveillance activities in
the future.

Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination and partnerships with ministries and
governmental and non-governmental organizations to facilitate the acquisition and
sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year it to continue to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and entering of results in the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of pandemic risk, focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, shrews, porcines, other ungulates,
carnivores, and livestock, as appropriate
Interfaces: Hunting, bushmeat markets, depredation, free-ranging (humanwildlife, livestock-wildlife), sanctuary animals, syndromic
Proposed Locations: North (Nouabale-Ndoki National Park) ; North-central
(Odzala-Kokoua National Park, Ngombe Forestry Management Unit and
peripheral communities); South-central (Zanaga mining region) and Brazzaville.

Partnerships
In Republic of Congo partnerships have been established with the Ministry of Health,
National Public Health Laboratory, Ministry of Health Endemic Diseases, Ministry of
Animal Production, Ministry of Forest Economy, Center for Infection and Immunity at
Columbia University, U.S. National Institute of Health, Rocky Mountain Labs; U.S.
National Institute of Allergic and Infectious Diseases; U.S. National Institute of Health,
Vaccine Research Center, Public Health Agency Canada, WHO-Congo Office, WHOAfro Office, Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF)/
lnstitut de recherche pour le developpement (IRD) Gabon, The Jane Goodall Institute,
Aspinall Foundation, Habitat Ecologique et Liberte des Primates (HELP), and EPT
partners.
Reporting:
There is no USAID mission within the Republic of Congo. Preliminary PREDICT
discussions were held with the US Embassy Ambassador, Christopher W . Murray. The
official Point of Contact for PREDICT is Mr. DeMark Schulze, Political and Economic
officer at the US Embassy in Brazzaville, the Republic of Congo. In addition, the country
and regional coordinators communicate with each other and the WCS headquarters
weekly or more often as needed

Rwanda
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Continually
update in-country wildlife SMART surveillance plan based on information
gained by country coordinators from on-going surveillance activities and
from in-country partners on new locations and/or high-risk interfaces.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Continue to identify and fill gaps
in capacity (e.g. personnel, equipment and supplies, protocols) at Rwanda
Agricultural Board/Veterinary Services (RAB/VS) for wildlife diagnostics to
advance competency in wildlife sample processing, nucleic acid extraction
and storage and shipping through training as needed and provision of
essential materials; introduce viral family testing as competency attained;
facilitate established procedures for transfer of processed samples to
East-Central Africa PREDICT regional laboratory at Makerere University
for comprehensive viral family testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Participate and support
multidisciplinary activities and one health initiatives of the ministries of
health, agriculture, the wildlife authority, TRAC-Plus and nongovernmental organizations, e.g. national task forces on human disease
outbreak investigation and response and One Health Central-East Africa
(OHCEA), to promote and enhance cooperation between the human,
domestic animal and wildlife health sectors.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Complete the Rapid Survey Tool to assess progress in building
capacity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance; provide geo-referenced
SMART surveillance-related and capacity building information to mapping
team on an on-going basis to depict development progress for wildlife
zoonoses detection.

Partners: Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project (MGVP), Rwanda Agricultural
Board/Veterinary Services; Rwanda Development Board/Tourism and
Conservation; Ministry of Health/Trac-PLUS
Expected results: Wildlife disease surveillance and pathogen detection
appropriately and efficiently targeted at highest-risk interfaces for zoonotic
disease emergence in Rwanda; in-country wildlife disease diagnostic testing
available for first time in Rwanda; Rapid Survey Tool will reveal substantive

improvements in wildlife disease surveillance capacity and awareness across
governmental, institutional and organizational sectors.

•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Rwanda: Continue to coordinate with ministries, universities and nongovernmental organizations to acquire and access shared surveillance
samples and data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database;
identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of
potential pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents ; birds, carnivores,
ungulates and livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism , shared
water/food sources, urban wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded
Proposed Locations: Northwest (Volcanoes National Park,
Ruhengeri/Kinigi area, Gisenyi/Lake Kivu) , Southwest (Nyungwe
National Park, Butare area, Burundi border) , West/Central (Kigali
area, Kibuye area), Northeast (Akagera National Park), and South
(Burundi border)

Partners: MGVP, Rwanda Development Board/Tourism and Conservation,
Rwanda Agricultural Board/Veterinary Services, Ministry of Health/TracPLUS, Kigali Health Institute, US Centers for Disease Control -Rwanda
Expected result(s): Coordinated surveillance data collection at high risk
interfaces with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on collected
samples; integration of the MGVP's sample tracking and diagnostic data
collection systems with PREDICT system(s).
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Introduce and
implement new technologies as identified by PREDICT that support EPT
activities in Rwanda, addressing identified gaps in existing technological
infrastructure.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection and discovery according to the wildlife
surveillance plan for each high-risk interface described above under subactivity 1.2.1 (Surveillance); continue to identify laboratory needs and work
to increase capacity to conduct pathogen detection in-country.

Partners: MGVP

Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; on-going
diagnostic capacity gaps identified at RAB/VS and appropriate training and
requisite equipment and supplies acquired so that RAB/VS can advance as
Rwanda's primary wildlife diagnostic laboratory for virology and wildlife
sample archive.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all surveillance data using standardized templates into
the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized labeling and
tracking system in-country.

Partners: MGVP, RAB/VS
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS database and
provided ; trainings conducted for appropriate personnel on sample tracking
and data management as needed; all requests for surveillance data met in a
timely manner.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of PREDICT in Rwanda and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (including logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional leads, in-country partners and USAID Mission to Rwanda through
in-person meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based
applications and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting : Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports ; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: MGVP
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all PREDICT activities
in Rwanda under responsible organizational lead; full fiscal disclosure and
near real-time expense tracking, including monthly financial reporting;
continued ongoing multifaceted communications with in-country partners,
including the USAID Mission to Rwanda through regular updates, and with

the PREDICT team through weekly Skype meetings and interaction on
PREDICT Rwanda Basecamp site; continued compliance with all reporting
requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel) ; transmitting surveillance
data as generated to PREDICT team.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: MGVP
Expected result(s) : Sample data uploaded into GAINS database in a timely
manner so that data is accessible through GAINS; all requests for
surveillance data from Modeling and Hotspot ID teams met in a timely
manner.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as appropriate ; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND as requested.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- RWANDA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?
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FY12
Q1

FY12
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCTDEC
11

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

12

12

12

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant Olivier
Nsengimana,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Wildlife disease surveillance and
pathogen detection targeted at highestrisk interfaces for zoonotic disease
emergence; in-country wildlife disease
diagnostic testing available for first time
in Rwanda; Capacity Building Update
Survey to reveal improvements in wildlife
disease surveillance capacity and
awareness across governmental,
institutional and organizational sectors.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant Olivier
Nsengimana,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Coordinated surveillance data collection
at high risk interfaces with partners;
pathogen detection and discovery on
collected samples; integration of the
MGVP's sample tracking and diagnostic
data collection systems with PREDICT
system(s).

X

X

X

X

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant Olivier
Nsengimana,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

New technologies introduced and
utilized; on-going diagnostic capacity
gaps identified at RABNS and
appropriate training and requisite
equipment and supplies acquired so that
RAB/VS can advance as Rwanda's
primary wildlife diagnostic laboratory for
virology and wildlife sample archive.

X

X

X

X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant Olivier
Nsengimana,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

All sample data entered into GAINS
database and provided ; trainings
conducted for appropriate personnel on
sample tracking and data management
as needed; all requests for surveillance
data met in a timely manner.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Responsible coordination of all activities
in Rwanda; full fiscal disclosure and near
real-ti me expense tracking; ongoing
communications with in-country
partners, including the USAID Mission;
full compliance with all reporting
requests and surveillance data
transmission.

X

X

X

X

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

2.2

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant Olivier
Nsengimana,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Sample data uploaded into GAINS
database in a timely manner so that data
is accessible through GAINS; all
requests for surveillance data from
Modeling and Hotspot ID teams met in a
timely manner.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - RWANDA

PROJECT

INDICATOR

O&JICllwlE
1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Wildlife SMART
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance plan current database
and optimized

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza and
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

Wildlife samples
processed at RAB/VS;
extracted samples
tested at East-Central
Africa regional lab

GAINS

Bi-monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza and
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

Wildlife pathogen
surveillance a core
component of OHCEA;

Quarterly reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza and
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

PROJECT

INDICATOR

O&IECliwl!

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

national task forceadministered human
health outbreak
investigations also
conducting wildlife
zoonotic pathogen
surveillance

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

PREDICT Rapid Survey
Tool completion

Basecamp and
GAINS database

Annually

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza

1.2.1
Surveillance

Established framework
for surveillance data
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces and proposed
locations

Basecamp and
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza and
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and utilized
for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development Lead
Joseph Fair, Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

PROJECT

INDICATOR

O&IECliwl!

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Capacity increased for
viral diagnostics at
RAB/VS; extracted
samples submitted to
regional lab for
comprehensive
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development Lead
Joseph Fair, Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein.

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
standardized labeling
and tracking system
implemented

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Technical Assistant Olivier
Nsengimana

1.5.1
General Management

Daily oversight of all
project activities

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza with
review and approval by Rwanda
Country Leads Michael Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance with all
reporting requests

Basecamp and
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi

PROJECT

O&IECliwl!
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

Sample data uploaded
GAINS and
into GAINS so that data Quarterly Report
is accessible; all
requests for surveillance
data from Modeling and
Hotspot ID teams met in
a timely manner

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION
Monthly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Surveillance Lead Christine Johnson.

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - RWANDA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Rwanda is University of California, Davis and the
implementing organization within Rwanda is the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project
(MGVP). Oversight of PREDICT activities in Rwanda will be managed by Country
Coordinator Julius Nziza, with support from Operational Leads M. Cranfield and K.
Gilardi (MGVP and UC Davis) and technical assistance from Olivier Nsengimana. In
addition , PREDICT Rwanda employs a part-time field veterinarian J. Ramer.
Overview
Rwanda provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance in
continental Africa's most densely populated country (population of 1O million people live
in a country the size of Massachusetts, at a density of 379.6 people per sq. km). Almost
the entire country is cultivated for subsistence farming , and intensive human land use
abuts the boundaries of all three national parks (Volcanoes, Nyungwe Forest and
Akagera National Parks), forcing some wildlife species (particularly primates and birds)
to utilize highly urbanized or agriculturalized habitats. As well, a robust ecotourism
industry exists - 1 million visitors last year, and is the country's largest source of foreign
revenue - largely centered around opportunities to view wild mountain gorillas in
Volcanoes NP, bringing people into daily direct and indirect contact with mountain
gorillas and by extension, other wildlife species, including primates like golden
monkeys. Like other Rift Valley countries, Rwanda is promoting cave tourism, which
also brings people into close contact with bats. UC Davis' implementing partner, MGVP,
has operated in Rwanda since 1986 in close cooperation with the Rwanda Development
Board/Tourism and Conservation, the jurisdictional authority for wildlife and protected
areas, on mountain gorilla health and disease issues affecting other wildlife species.
MGVP has also monitored multiple wildlife and domestic species for disease exposure,
including bats. These highly productive working relationships in addition to newly
established relationships with the Rwanda Agricultural Board/Veterinary SeNices (RABVS), Ministry of Health TRAC-Plus, and Umutara Polytechnic University, will allow for
unique suNeillance opportunities at the interface between wildlife, domestic animals
and people in the context of intense animal and plant agriculture and wildlife tourism in
Rwanda.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of suNeillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
continue to collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with
proper tracking of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. Furthermore,
we aim to accomplish the majority of wildlife sample processing and extraction in
Rwanda, with viral family testing occurring regionally; pathogen discovery work will be
facilitated by PREDICT partners. We aim to continue to identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk, focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, and rodents ; wild birds, carnivores,
ungulates, and domestic livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism , shared water/food
sources, urbanized wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded
Proposed Locations: Northwest (Volcanoes National Park,
Ruhengeri/ Kinigi area, Gisenyi/Lake Kivu) , Southwest (Nyungwe National
Park, Butare area, Burundi border), WesVCentral (Kigali area, Kibuye
area), Northeast (Akagera National Park), and South (Burundi border)

Partnerships
In Rwanda, partnerships have been established through MGVP with the Rwanda
Development Board/Tourism and Conservation, the Rwanda Agricultural
Board/Veterinary Services, the Ministry of Health/TRAC-Plus, Kigali Health Institute,
Centers for Disease Control-Rwanda Office, National University of Rwanda, and
Umutara Polytechnic University. PREDICT will continue to build on these partnerships
to enhance collaboration in wildlife surveillance, expanding existing surveillance
activities in Volcanoes National Park to the national level.
Reporting
In discussion with the USAID Mission in Rwanda, the PREDICT team has agreed be
available for quarterly in-person meetings led by the Country Coordinator. In addition,
the Country Coordinator and University of California teams communicate on a daily to
weekly basis through electronic mail and Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress
reports, and generation of interactive "To Do" lists through the Basecamp project site.

Tanzania
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Continually
update the SMART surveillance plan based on information obtained by
country coordinator, principle investigator, regional coordinator, staff
scientist and in-country partners; expand surveillance activities to newly
identified interfaces and facilitate sample-sharing agreements with other
active programs as necessary.
Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Continue to support the
infrastructural and capacity development of the in-country wildlife disease
diagnostic lab at Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA) to advance
competency in laboratory safety, sample processing, nucleic acid

extraction, storage and shipping of specimens and provision of training
opportunities; introduce viral family testing as competency is attained;
establish procedures for transfer of processed samples to the regional
diagnostic laboratory at Makerere University for comprehensive viral
family testing.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Participate and support
all multi-disciplinary activities and One Health initiatives involving incountry ministries, partners, non-governmental organizations, national
taskforces on disease outbreak investigation and response and One
Health Central-East Africa (OHCEA) initiatives to promote and enhance
cooperation among human, domestic animal and wildlife health sectors in
Tanzania.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Complete Rapid Survey Tool update to evaluate progress in
building zoonotic disease surveillance capacity since Year 1; provide
capacity building and mapping teams with gee-referenced data on project
surveillance activities, zoonotic disease outbreaks (as necessary) and
relevant capacity building activities as they occur.

Partners: Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), Ministry of Livestock and
Fisheries Development, Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Ministry of
Natural Resources and Tourism, Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute,
Tanzania National Parks, Makerere University Walter Reed Project (MUWRP)
Expected results: Implementation of a dynamic and optimized SMART
surveillance system targeting highest-risk interfaces identified by in-country
team and partners; launch of the new wildlife health diagnostic laboratory at
SUA for sample processing, extractions, and family-level pathogen testing
(capacity dependent), with viral family-level testing of wildlife samples at
regional laboratory; continued assessment and evaluation of in-country
capacity building activities; continued participation and support of all One
Health initiatives.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Tanzania: Strengthen coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of collected samples, and coordinate sample tracking
and data sharing through the GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic risk; and
investigate interspecies wildlife pathogen dynamics.

•

•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents and other species as
appropriate (i.e. opportunistic bushmeat sampling and outbreak
response sampling)
Interfaces: Hunting, bushmeat markets, peri-domestic, crop
raiding, cave/mining camps, ecotourism
Proposed Locations: South-central (Eastern Arc Mountains Mikumi National Park & surrounding areas, Udzungwa, Uluguru,
Kilombero Valley, Ruaha National Park & surrounding areas, and
Mbinga district); Western (Katavi National Park & surrounding
areas, Mahale National Park, Gombe National Park); North-West
(Kahama and Geita - Mining areas); North (Serengeti Ecosystem);
North-east (Eastern Arc - Usambara Mtns & Amboni carves);
Eastern (Coastal, Dar es Salaam & surrounding areas); South-east
(Selous National Park & surrounding areas)

Partners: SUA, HALI Project, National Institute of Medical Research, Muhimbili
University Health and Allied Sciences, Ministry of Health and Social Welfare,
Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism, Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries
Development, Central Veterinary Laboratory, Center for Disease Control and
Prevention Laboratory in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania National Parks, Tanzania
Wildlife Research Institute
Expected result(s): Regionally coordinated SMART surveillance data collection
at high risk interfaces with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on
collected samples; operational sample tracking system with GAINS for enhanced
diagnostic efficiency.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement and
introduce new technologies as identified by PREDICT that support EPT
activities in Tanzania, and that address identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; continue to identify laboratory needs and capacities to
conduct pathogen detection in-country, including increasing laboratory
space and procurement of additional laboratory equipment; facilitate the
shipment of samples to regional diagnostic laboratory for pathogen
discovery.

Partners: SUA, HALI Project, MUWRP
Expected result(s): Viral family-level testing at MUWRP; new technologies
introduced and utilized in Tanzania; samples collected and transported to the

in-country SUA laboratory for processing and extractions; enhanced
diagnostic capacity in SUA's laboratories through the introduction of
appropriate training, resources and expanded infrastructure for viral
diagnostics and specimen archival.

•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all surveillance data using appropriate data templates as
advised by GAINS; implement and utilize standardized sample labeling
and tracking system in-country.

Partners: SUA, HALI Project
Expected result(s): Timely updating, recording and reporting between the
field site, laboratory and UC Davis team through Basecamp and GAINS
database; trainings conducted as needed.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of PREDICT in Tanzania and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field, surveillance data and laboratory results into the
GAINS database.

Partners: SUA, HALI Project
Expected result(s): Coordinated management of all activities by SUA Pl,
CC and PREDICT East Africa Coordinator; full fiscal disclosure and near realtime expense tracking, including monthly financial reporting; continued
ongoing multi-faceted communication with in-country partners including the
USAID Mission to Tanzania through regular updates and with the PREDICT
team through weekly Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT Tanzania
Basecamp site; continued compliance with all reporting requests (financial,

technical, environmental, travel); distribution of surveillance data as
generated through GAINS.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: SUA, HALI Project
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded to GAINS in a timely manner
ensuring the data is accessible to the modeling team and UC Davis; all
requests for surveillance data met in a timely manner.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND as requested. Application for ethical clearance to the national committee for
human sampling in case of requested participation in outbreaks.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities
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Capacity
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SUA Pl Rudovick
Kazwala, Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
East Africa
Operations Officer
David Walking

Wildlife disease surveillance and
pathogen detection targeted at highest
risk interfaces for zoonotic disease
emergence; in-country wildlife disease
diagnostic testing available at SUA;
Rapid Survey Tool update revealing
improvements in wildlife disease
surveillance capacity and awareness
across governmental, institutional and
organizational sectors.

Country Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
Zikankuba Sijali,
East Africa
Operations Officer
David Walking, Staff
Scientist Liz
Vanwormer,
Surveillance Team

Coordinated surveillance data collection
at highest risk interfaces with partners;
pathogen detection and discovery on
collected samples; sample tracking
system integrated with GAINS for
enhanced diagnostic efficiency;
provision of data and reports to achieve
a trans-regional surveillance network.
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1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

SUA Pl Rudovick
Kazwala, SUA Lab
Technicians, East
Africa Operations
Officer David
Walking, UC Davis
Laboratory Leads
Tracey Goldstein
and Brett Smith

New technologies utilized; SUA
laboratory diagnostic capacity
enhanced; introduction of training and
material resources; improved capacity
to archive material at SUA.

X

12
X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
Zikankuba Sijali,
Information
Management Tearn

Timely updating, recording and
reporting between the field site and
laboratory, SuNeillance, Modeling and
IM teams through Basecamp and
GAINS.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

SUA Pl Rudovick
Kazwala, Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
East Africa
Operations Officer
David Walking

Responsible coordination of all activities
in Tanzania; full fiscal disclosure and
near real-time expense tracking; regular
updates to all in-country partners;
weekly project updates with the
PREDICT team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued compliance with
all reporting requests.

X

X

X

X

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

I

Country Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
Zikankuba Sijali,
Staff Scientist Liz
Vanwormer

Sample data uploaded into GAINS in a
timely manner enabling data access,
Surveillance, Modeling, and Hotspot ID
teams; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data.

X

X

X
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INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

SMART surveillance plan up to
date and optimized

Basecamp & GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking, Staff
Scientist Liz Vanwormer

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

Wildlife samples processed at
SUA; extracted samples tested at
East Africa regional lab

GAINS

As needed

SUA Pl Rudovick Kazwala,
Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, and East Africa
Operations Officer David
Walking, SUA Lab
Technicians, MUW RP, UC
Davis Laboratory Leads
Tracey Goldstein and Brett
Smith

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

Wildlife disease surveillance, a
core component of OHCEA;
outbreak investigations (as
needed) ; conducting wildlife
zoonotic pathogen surveillance

Quarterly reports

Quarterly

SUA Pl Rudovick Kazwala,
Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, and East Africa
Operations Officer David
Wolking

1.1 .4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

PREDICT Rapid Survey Tool
completion

Basecamp and
GAINS

Annually

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Wolking, Staff
Scientist Liz Vanwormer,
Capacity Building Team

1.2.1
Surveillance

Established framework for
Basecamp & GAINS
surveillance data coordination ;
database
samples collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces and proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Wolking, Staff
Scientist Liz Vanwormer,
Surveillance Team

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced and
utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports
Skype meetings

Quarterly
Weekly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Wolking,
Technology Development
Lead Joseph Fair, Diagnostic
Lead Tracey Goldstein,
SUA Lab team

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Capacity increased for viral
diagnostics at SUA; extracted

Quarterly Reports
Skype meetings

Quarterly
Weekly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Officer David Walking,
Technology Development
Lead Joseph Fair, Diagnostic
Lead Tracey Goldstein,
SUA lab team

samples submitted to regional lab
for viral family-level testing

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
standardized tracking system
active

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, Assistant Country
Coordinator Zikankuba Sijali,
Data Manager Zenna Babu,
and Staff Scientist Liz
Vanwormer

1.5.1
General Management

Daily oversight of all project
activities with weekly reporting to
regional leads

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense tracking

Email

Monthly

SUA Pl Rudovick Kazwala,
Project Administrator (TBD),
Data Manager Zenna Babu,
East Africa Operations Officer
David Walking

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Email

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking, SUA Pl
Rudovick Kazwala

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance with all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reported to GAINS

Basecamp & GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, Assistant Country
Coordinator Zikankuba Sijali,
Data Manager Zenna Babu,
East Africa Operations Officer
David Walking

2.2

Sample data uploaded to GAINS;
timely response to all
Surveillance, Modeling, Hotspot
ID, and Information Management
team requests

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, Assistant Country
Coordinator Zikankuba Sijali,
East Africa Operations Officer
David Walking, Staff Scientist
Liz Vanwormer, Data Manager
Zenna Babu, and Surveillance
Lead Christine Johnson

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-TANZANIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Tanzania is the University of California, Davis (UCO) and the
implementing organization within Tanzania is Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA).
Oversight of PREDICT activities in Tanzania will be managed by Country Coordinator,
H. Sadiki (SUA), with support from Technical Team Leaders D. Walking (UCO), R.
Kazwala (SUA Pl), and Staff Scientist L. Vanwormer. In addition, PREDICT has 8 staff
positions in-country, including Assistant Country Coordinator Z. Sijali, Project
Administrator Z. Babu, Field Assistant M. Salehe, Field Assistant and Driver E.P.
Katowo, Driver A. Zacharia, Laboratory Technologist R. Maganga, Assistant to SUA Pl
(TBN) and Office/ Laboratory Attendant (TBN). An additional four Game Scouts assist
this core team in field surveillance through animal capture, handling and sampling
support.
Overview
Tanzania provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at
what is one of Africa's most active wildlife-livestock-human interface areas. In the more
arid areas of the Rift Valley, water diversion and land conversion for agriculture coupled
with continued population growth are restricting once vast livestock grazing areas for
traditional livestock keepers. The result is an increase of livestock populations on
remaining grazing land, often bordering villages and wildlife protected areas. The
increasing density of livestock near protected areas coupled with water scarcity (with
resultant flood/drought cycles due to watershed degradation) may change the dynamics
of current zoonotic threats, and may facilitate transmission of diseases of pandemic
potential across this interface. Additionally, Tanzania possesses many islands of
rainforest habitat, most notably the Eastern Arc Mountains, which are biodiversity
hotspots due to the high degree of endemism and small mammal diversity, providing an
exceptional opportunity to assess zoonotic pathogen potential in small rodent, bat, and
primate species. Despite the wealth of biodiversity and intimate interaction of
populations in these interfaces, Tanzania's current capacity to conduct wildlife disease
surveillance at a regional and national level is still developing. Existing collaborations
between SUA and the ministries and institutions responsible for livestock, wildlife, and
human health enable PREDICT to increase and expand wildlife surveillance activities
from the Southern Highlands region to other high-risk wildlife-livestock-human
interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. PREDICT Tanzania will also
continue development of a wildlife disease diagnostic laboratory at SUA. In Year 3, all
wildlife surveillance samples will be processed and extracted in this new facility, while

viral family-level diagnostics testing occurs at the regional laboratory, Makerere
University in Uganda (until the SUA team and facility are capable of implementing
pathogen testing protocols). Pathogen discovery activities will be facilitated by
PREDICT partners. We aim to continue to identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and
new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk and to initiate an investigation of
interspecies wildlife pathogen. These activities will be focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents and other species as appropriate (i.e.
opportunistic bushmeat sampling and outbreak situations).
Interfaces: Hunting, peri-domestic, crop raiding, caves/mines
Proposed Locations: South-central (Eastern Arc Mountains - Mikumi National
Park & surrounding areas, Udzungwa, Uluguru, Kilombero Valley, Ruaha
National Park & surrounding areas, and Mbinga district) ; Western (Katavi
National Park & surrounding areas, Mahale National Park, Gombe National
Park); North-West (Kahama and Geita - Mining areas); North-east (Eastern Arc Usambara Mtns & Amboni carves); Eastern (Coastal, Dar es Salaam &
surrounding areas); South-east (Selous National Park & surrounding areas);
North (Serengeti Ecosystem)

Partnerships
Partnerships have been established through Sokoine University of Agriculture with the
National Institute of Medical Research, Muhimbili University Health and Allied Sciences,
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism,
Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries Development, Central Veterinary Laboratory, Center
for Disease Control and Prevention Laboratory in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania National
Parks, Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute, and Makerere University Walter Reed
Project. PREDICT will build on these partnerships to plan for enhanced collaboration in
wildlife surveillance, expanding existing surveillance activities in the Southern Highlands
to the national level.
Reporting
In discussions with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to Tanzania, the
PREDICT Tanzania team has developed a monthly reporting structure led by the
Country Coordinator. These "Partner Updates" summarize achievements and progress
and are distributed to the USAID Mission contact. Following Mission review and
comment, the Partner Updates are then shared with all key in-country partners
facilitating an interactive communication structure encouraging feedback and partner
participation.

In addition, the Country Coordinator, SUA Laboratory staff and University of California
teams communicate on a weekly basis through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly
progress reports, and generation of interactive "To-Do-Lists" and messages through the
Basecamp project site.

Uganda
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Initiate a new
systematic sampling protocol throughout all of Year 3. This new protocol
involves sampling in 5 grids located along a disturbance gradient, ranging
from pristine habitat to urban habitat in Uganda to better inform the
modeling team on the effects of land use on pathogen distribution and
emergence; continually update in-country wildlife SMART surveillance
plan based on information gained by country coordinators from on-going
surveillance activities and from in-country partners on new locations
and/or high-risk interfaces.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Assist Makerere University Walter
Reed Project laboratory (MUWRP) with application of PREDICT viral
family testing protocols on wildlife samples; continue to identify and fill any
gaps in capacity (e.g. personnel, equipment and supplies, protocols) at
MUWRP for wildlife diagnostics to ensure maximum competency in wildlife
sample processing, nucleic acid extraction, viral family testing and storage
and shipping, through training and provision of essential materials as
needed; facilitate receipt of processed samples from other East-Central
Africa PREDICT partners for viral family testing at MUWRP.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Participate and support
multidisciplinary activities and one health initiatives of the ministries of
health, agriculture, the wildlife authority, Makerere University and nongovernmental organizations, e.g. the National Task Force on Disease
Outbreaks and Response, and One Health Central-East Africa (OHCEA),
to promote and enhance cooperation between the human, domestic
animal and wildlife health sectors.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Complete the Rapid Survey Tool to assess progress in building
capacity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance since Year 1; provide
geo-referenced SMART surveillance-related and capacity-building
information to mapping team on an on-going basis, to depict development
progress for wildlife zoonoses detection.

Partners: MGVP, Makerere University Walter Reed Project; Ministry of Animal
Agriculture and Inland Fisheries; Ministry of Health

Expected results: Wildlife disease surveillance and pathogen detection
appropriately and efficiently targeted at highest-risk interfaces for zoonotic
disease emergence in Uganda; in-country wildlife disease diagnostic testing
being implemented; Rapid Survey Tool will reveal substantive improvements in
wildlife disease surveillance capacity and awareness across governmental,
institutional and organizational sectors.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Uganda: Continue to coordinate with ministries, universities and nongovernmental organizations to acquire and access shared surveillance
samples and data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database;
identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of
potential pandemic risk; conduct opportunistic surveillance in 2011 Ebola
Outbreak area as requested by National Task Force; initiate new
surveillance activities including strategic sampling methodology developed
by the Modeling and Hotspots ID Team to sample 5 areas along a
disturbance gradient.

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, and rodents; birds, carnivores,
ungulates and livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism , shared water
sources, urbanized wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded
Proposed Locations: North (Uganda/Sudan border) ; Central
(Kibangya/Kafu River area, and Central Uganda districts, including
2011 Ebola outbreak area); Central (Kampala/Entebbe, Ngamba
Island); East (Mt. Elgon National Park area); West (Budongo
Forest Reserve); and Southwest (Bwindi Impenetrable Forest
National Park, Mgahinga National Park, Queen Elizabeth National
Park, Semliki and Rwennzori National Park areas)

Partners: MGVP, Uganda Wildlife Authority, Makerere University Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine and School of Public Health, Ministry of Health, Ministry
of Animal Agriculture and Inland Fisheries (MAAIF)/National Task Force,
Centers for Disease Control - Uganda Office, Institute of Tropical Forest
Conservation (ITFC), Jane Goodall Institute (JGI), Nature Uganda
Expected result(s): Coordinated surveillance data collection at high risk
interfaces with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on collected
samples; integration of the MGVP's sample tracking and diagnostic data
collection systems with PREDICT system(s); improved quality of data
provided for model optimization.

•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Introduce and
implement new technologies as identified by PREDICT that support EPT
activities in Uganda, addressing identified gaps in existing technological
infrastructure; continue to test and utilize cellphone-based Animal Mortality
Monitoring technology introduced in Years 1 and 2, and expand to other
high-risk geographic areas.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection and discovery according to the wildlife
surveillance plan for each high-risk interface described above under subactivity 1.2.1 Surveillance ; work to increase capacity to conduct pathogen
detection in-country.

Partners: MGVP, Makerere University Walter Reed Project, Uganda Wildlife
Authority (UWA)
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized in current and
new areas; on-going diagnostic capacity gaps identified at MUWRP and UWA
and appropriate training and requisite equipment and supplies acquired so
that these institutions can advance as Uganda's primary wildlife diagnostic
laboratory for virology and wildlife sample archiving.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all surveillance data using standardized templates into
the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized labeling and
tracking system in-country.

Partners: MGVP
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS database and
provided ; trainings conducted for appropriate personnel on sample tracking
and data management as needed; all requests for surveillance data met in a
timely manner.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of PREDICT in Uganda and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (including logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional leads, in-country partners and USAID Mission to Uganda through
in-person meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based
applications and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial , technical, environmental and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: MGVP
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all PREDICT activities
in Uganda under responsible organizational lead; full fiscal disclosure and
near real-time expense tracking, including monthly financial reporting;
continued ongoing multifaceted communications with in-country partners,
including the USAID Mission to Uganda through regular updates as
requested, and with the PREDICT team through weekly Skype meetings and
interaction on PREDICT Basecamp site; continued compliance with all
reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel), and
transmitting surveillance data as generated to PREDICT team.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: MGVP
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS database in a timely
manner so that data is accessible through GAINS; all requests for
surveillance data from Modeling and Hotspot ID teams met in a timely
manner.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No pre-planned activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as appropriate; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND as requested.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- UGANDA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

ULCiiD P ULTII
1 GllllllaWl1 - mlapllP:i I
11111

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY1 2
Q4

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

Country Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant
Rachael Mbabazi,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Wildlife disease surveillance and
pathogen detection targeted at
highest-risk interfaces for zoonotic
disease emergence and along a land
use gradient; wildlife disease
diagnostic testing occurring incountry; Rapid Survey Tool to reveal
improvements in wildlife disease
surveillance capacity and awareness
across governmental, institutional and
organizational sectors.

X

X

X

X

Country Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant
Rachael Mbabazi,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Coordinated surveillance data
collection at high risk interfaces with
partners, including in 2011 Ebola
outbreak area; pathogen detection
and discovery on collected samples;
integration of the MGVP's sample
tracking and diagnostic data collection
systems with PREDICT system(s).

X

X

X

X

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant
Rachael Mbabazi,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

New technologies introduced and
utilized, and previously-introduced
cellphone-based Animal Mortality
Monitoring Program technology
utilized; diagnostic capacity gaps
identified at MUWRP and appropriate
training and requisite equipment and
supplies acquired so that MUWRP
can serve as Uganda's primary
wildlife diagnostic laboratory for
virology.

X

X

X

X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant
Rachael Mbabazi,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

All sample data entered into GAINS
database and provided; trainings
conducted for appropriate personnel
on sample tracking and data
management as needed; all requests
for surveillance data met in a timely
manner.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Country Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Responsible coordination of all
activities in Uganda; full fiscal
disclosure and near real-time expense
tracking; ongoing communications
with in-country partners, including the
USAID Mission; full compliance with
all reporting requests and surveillance
data transmission.

X

X

X

X

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant
Rachael Mbabazi,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Sample data uploaded into GAINS
database in a timely manner so that
data is accessible through GAINS; all
requests for surveillance data from
Modeling and Hotspot ID teams met in
a ti mely manner.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - UGANDA

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJliCllwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Wildlife SMART
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance plan
database
current and optimized

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
and Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

Wildlife samples
processing and viral
family testing at
MUWRP; capacity
built for pathogen
discovery

GAINS

Bi-monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
and Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

Wildlife pathogen
surveillance a core
component of

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
and Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

OHCEA; national task
force-administered
human health
outbreak
investigations also
conducting wildlife
zoonotic pathogen
surveillance
1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Rapid Survey Tool
completed

1.2.1
Surveillance

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Basecamp and
GAINS database

Annually

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide

Framework for
Basecamp and
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces and
proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
and Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics;
continued utilization of
technologies
introduced in Yrs 1-2

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development Lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic Lead Tracey Goldstein

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Viral diagnostics at
Quarterly Reports
MUWRP, including for
extracted samples
from Rwanda and
Tanzania; capacity
building for viral
pathogen discovery

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data
received;
standardized labeling
and tracking system
implemented

1.5.1
General Management

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development Lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic Lead Tracey Goldstein

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant Rachael Mbabazi

Daily oversight of all
project activities

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time
expense tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
with review and approval by Uganda
Country Leads Michael Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance with all
reporting requests

Basecamp and
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

Sample data
GAINS and
uploaded into GAINS Quarterly Report
so that data is
accessible; all
requests for
surveillance data from
Modeling and Hotspot
ID teams met in a
timely manner

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Monthly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Surveillance Lead Christine Johnson

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-UGANDA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Uganda is UC Davis and the implementing organization
within Uganda is the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project (MGVP). Oversight of
PREDICT activities in Uganda are managed by Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide
with support from Operational Leads Michael Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi. In addition,
PREDICT employs a full-time Technical Assistant, Rachael Mbabazi, in Uganda, as well
as an administrative assistant.
Overview
Uganda presents several unique and promising opportunities for surveillance of zoonoses in
wildlife with pandemic potential: the country has a long-standing and well-established network
of national parks, all of which provide protection for several primate species, and all of which
are surrounded by intensive animal agriculture and dense human communities, resulting in
significant wildlife/livestock/human interactions and conflict. Uganda is home to half the world's
population of mountain gorillas, for which there is a thriving ecotourism industry that brings
people (local and foreign) into daily contact with gorillas. Mountain gorillas and other primates
exit protected areas to forage in cultivated fields at park margins, thereby coming into direct
and indirect contact with people and domestic animals; some primate species are abundant in
human-inhabitated areas (e.g. vervets), coming into close contact with people frequently.
Additionally, cave tourism is a growing industry in Uganda, which brings people (both
Ugandans and tourists) into close contact with bat species. These factors, coupled with the
significant infrastructure in place for monitoring and surveillance (e.g. Uganda Wildlife Authority
and Makerere University, the latter of which already houses a state-of-the-art US Dept. of
Defense-funded Makerere University Walter Reed Project laboratory) and the close working
ties that already exist between the MGVP and these entities, facilitate a comprehensive wildlife
zoonoses surveillance program in Uganda.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs
to acquire and facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the
coming year is to collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing
with proper tracking of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also
aim to identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of
pandemic risk, focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats and rodents; wild birds, carnivores,
ungulates and domestic livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism , shared water/food
sources, urbanized wildlife) , depredation, hunted , traded
Proposed Locations: North (Uganda/Sudan border) ; Central
(Kibangya/Kafu River area, and Central Uganda districts) ; Central
(Kampala/Entebbe, Ngamba Island); East (Mt. Elgen National Park area) ;

West (Budongo Forest Reserve); and Southwest (Bwindi Impenetrable
Forest National Park, Mgahinga National Park, Queen Elizabeth National
Park, Semliki and Rwennzori National Park areas)
Partnerships
In Uganda, partnerships have been established through MGVP with the Uganda Wildlife
Authority, Makerere University Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and School of Public
Health, Makerere University Walter Reed Project, Ministry of Health, Uganda Virus
Research Institute, Centers for Disease Control-Uganda Office, Institute of Tropical
Forest Conservation, and the Jane Goodall Institute. PREDICT will build on these
partnerships to enhance collaboration for wildlife surveillance and expand existing
surveillance activities.
Reporting
Discussions with the USAID Mission to Uganda have occurred in formal, multi-project
meetings only, as no Mission Point of Contact for EPT, including PREDICT, has been
identified, with the exception that PREDICT Uganda provided daily updates to the
USAID Mission to Uganda in May/June 2011 during the Ebola Outbreak investigation in
Central Uganda. Now that a PoC is being established in the Mission, PREDICT will
discuss and comply with the Mission's preferred communication format.

The Country Coordinator and University of California teams communicate on a weekly
basis through electronic mail, Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports and
generation of interactive "To Do" lists through the Basecamp project site.

SOUTHEAST ASIA REGION
Cambodia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Submit
surveillance data to GAINS and risk modeling group in order to identify
key high-risk interfaces, pathogens and species to target future
surveillance; continue to coordinate with the Royal Government of
Cambodia's (RGC) National Veterinary Research Institute (NAVRI),
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), Forestry
Administration (FA), the Ministry of Environment (MoE), the Wildlife
Protection Department (WPD) and PREVENT to identify new high-risk
interfaces between wildlife, livestock and humans, such as hunting,
markets, trade and disease outbreaks involving wildlife; implement training
for Khmer national staff associated with PREDICT project using materials
and protocols developed to cover USAID and PREDICT policies; conduct
training for in-country teams to prepare them for outbreak response using
the PREDICT Outbreak Response Guide currently being developed for
YR3; sample collection will focus on bats, rodents, non-human primates
and bushmeat.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Continue to work with the lnstitut
Pasteur du Cambodge (IPC) and NAVRI to support procurement of
equipment, reagents, primers, probes and positive controls for family-level
viral screening of wildlife samples; establish mechanism for training of
NAVRI staff members at IPC to conduct diagnostics with high standards of
biosafety and accuracy; work with IDENTIFY and RESPOND to
coordinate support for training of new personnel to increase human
capacity; work with IDENTIFY to improve capacity to handle, process,
store and manage samples.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Continue to participate
and share wildlife surveillance information at the Zoonoses Technical
Working Group meetings held monthly in Phnom Penh; these meetings
adopt the One Health approach to ensure integrated and improved
disease surveillance, response and control in the country; the Working
Group involves RGC participants from the animal and human health
sectors, including the Director of Centers for Disease Control, Cambodia

(CDC), the Director of NAVRI, UNICEF, FAO, WHO, IPC and other NGOs
and research institutions.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Annual assessment and monitoring using the Rapid Survey
Tool to evaluate changes made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue to
identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture, handling, sampling, sample
transport, storage, shipping and diagnostic testing.

Partners: Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC): National Veterinary
Research Institute (NAVRI), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(MAFF), Forestry Administration (FA), the Ministry of Environment (MoE), the
Wildlife Protection Department (WPD); PREVENT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND,
lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge (IPC)
Expected results: Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Rapid Survey
Tool ; use of the completed capacity assessments to guide focus of capacity
building plans; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and ministries
active in wildlife surveillance, public health and pathogen detection in-country;
use of GAINS and modeling team to target future surveillance activities;
identify new interfaces to focus surveillance activities; improved in-country
wildlife pathogen diagnostic capacity.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Cambodia: Continue to coordinate with ministries, universities, multilaterals and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data;
support development of ethical review committee for animal disease
research projects; build collaborative relationships for diagnostics at
appropriate laboratories; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples
collected with proper tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS
database; track media sources for reports of relevant symptomatic
disease reports; identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and wildlife potential
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: bats, rodents, carnivores, non-human primates, ungulates
and livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: hunters, market confiscations, free-ranging
Proposed Locations:
• In the west and northwest: Siem Reap, Odar Meanchey,
Preah Vihear, Battambang and Pursat Provinces

•
•

•

In the east and northeast: Kratie, Stung Treng, Rattanakiri
and Mondulkiri Provinces
In the central and south: Kampong Cham, Kampong
Chhnang, Kampong Speu, Kampong Thom, and Kandal
Provinces
In the southeast: Prey Veng and Svey Rieang Provinces,
bordering Vietnam

Partners: Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC): National Veterinary
Research lnstitut (NAVRI), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(MAFF), Forestry Administration (FA), the Ministry of Environment (MoE), the
Wildlife Protection Department (WPD); PREVENT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND,
WWF, Hong Kong University (HKU), lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge (IPC)
Expected result(s) : Ensured that all projects are properly reviewed and
approved on animal welfare and human ethical grounds by the appropriate
committees; strategically implemented surveillance in key wildlife human
interfaces in collaboration with in-country partners as contribution to a diverse
national surveillance network; strengthened partnerships with PREVENT for
coordination of activities involving community-based reporting networks and
identifying high-risk behaviors; collected and received samples; coordinated
entry of sampling and epidemiological data into GAINS system to ensure
sharing of data and enhance cooperation with laboratories; initiated pathogen
detection and discovery for newly acquired wildlife samples.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement new
technologies to support EPT activities in-country that address previously
identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure; continue use of
novel sample preservation technologies, including blood spot filter paper,
RNA/ate'® and liquid nitrogen ; cooperate with lnstitut Pasteur du
Cambodge to introduce pyrosequencing technology in Cambodia;
continue to use filter card sample collection to obtain diagnostically viable
samples in remote areas, with trained personnel; and use technologies for
improving adequate cold chain maintenance in more isolated rural
sampling sites.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: IPC, NAVRI , MAFF, IDENTIFY

Expected result(s): New relevant technologies and laboratory technical
knowledge introduced and used successfully; identified capacity gaps in
Cambodia and introduced appropriate training and material resources where
possible; cooperation with IDENTIFY to help expand Cambodian
infrastructure to improve capacity to handle, process and store samples;
identified regional or international laboratories with additional diagnostic
capacity where appropriate.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter into the GAINS database all field surveillance data using
standardized templates; implement and use standardized sample labeling
and tracking system in-country.

Partners:, Hong Kong University (HKU), lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge (IPC),
National Veterinary Research Institute (NAVAi), Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), Duke National University of Singapore (DukeNUS), PREDICT Information Management Team, PREVENT
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system; data provided through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities, including logistics.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare timely
financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional leads, country partners and USAID mission through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports, and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Hong Kong University (HKU) , lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge (IPC),
National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI), Ministry of Agriculture,

Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), Duke National University of Singapore (DukeNUS)

Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity- building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational leads; full fiscal
disclosure and near real-time expense tracking, including monthly financial
reporting ; continue on-going multi-faceted communication between Country
Coordinators, Regional Coordinators and through electronic media (including
interaction on the Cambodia Basecamp site), scheduled conference calls and
face-to-face meetings; continued regular communications with in-country
partners including the USAID Mission to Cambodia and with the team through
scheduled conference calls, emails and interaction on Cambodia Basecamp
site; continued compliance with all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel); surveillance data entered through the GAINS
database.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Teams.
Partners: Hong Kong University (HKU) , lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge (IPC),
National Veterinary Research Institute (NAVRI), Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), PREVENT, Duke National University of
Singapore (Duke-NUS)
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data sent through
GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data; cooperation with PREVENT partners on potential projects
that contribute to risk determination.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No pre-planned activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No planned activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-CAMBODIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2
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Who is
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11

12

12

12

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Keatts,
Asia
Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang

Continued evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Rapid Survey Tool update; use of the
completed capacity assessments to guide
focus of capacity building plans;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health and pathogen
detection in-country; use of GAi NS and
modeling activities to target future
surveillance activities; identify new
interfaces to focus surveillance activities;
improved in-country wildlife pathogen
diagnostic capacity.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Keatts,
Asia
Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional

Developed framework for surveillance
data coordination with partners; pathogen
detection and discovery on newly acquired
wi ldlife samples; integrated existing
Cambodia sample tracking system with
GAINS; strategically implemented
surveillance in proposed locations in

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

WECIED REIULTI

1 . . . . . lllt - m-la1llllarlll'II

Manager Angela
Yang,
Surveillance
Team

collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a trans-regional surveillance
network; coordination opportunities
investigated with PREVENT.

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Keatts,
Asia
Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang,
Technology
Development
Team

New relevant technologies and laboratory
technical knowledge introduced and
utilized; identified capacity gaps in
Cambodia and introduced training and
material resources; cooperate with
IDENTI FY to expand Cambodian
infrastructure to improve capacity to
handle, process and store samples;
identified regional or international
laboratories with additional diagnostic
capacity.

X

X

X

X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Keatts,
Asia
Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, IM Team

All sample data entered into GAINS;
trainings completed on sample tracking
and data management; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking system;
data into GAINS monthly; timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW
1.5

2.2

Program
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?

WECIED REIULTI

1 . . . . . lllt - m-la1llllarlll'II

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Keatts,
Asia
Coordinator
Damien Joly ,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang

Full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking; regular updates to all incountry partners; weekly project updates
via Skype and Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance data reporting through the
GAINS database.

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Keatts,
Asia
Coordinator
Damien Joly ,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, Modeling
Team

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data sent
through GAINS monthly; response to
Modeling Team requests for surveillance
data; cooperation with PREVENT partners
on potential projects that contribute to risk
determination.

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11
X

12
X

12
X

12
X

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - CAMBODIA

PR~
DIIJEGTIVE
1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

1.1 .4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Khmer personnel trained
in protocols for wildlife
sample collection for
surveillance, including
PPE and data collection
and management;
increased surveillance
activities in wildlife

Basecamp,
GAINS and
Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

Improved wildlife
pathogen diagnostics in
country; improved
management of wildlife
samples

Quarterly Reports, Quarterly
GAINS

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

Continued coordination
with animal and human
health sectors with RGC,
NGOs, multi-lateral and
research organizations

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

Wildlife surveillance and
Capacity Building Quarterly
diagnostic testing capacity Rapid Survey Tool
assessment; established
partnerships with key
agencies and ministries
Quarterly Reports
active in wildlife

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

PIICMECr

INDICATOR

CJIIJECih E

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

surveillance, public health
and pathogen detection

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure in
local laboratories for viral
diagnostic capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly Reports Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

GAINS
Sample data received ;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking
system

Bi-weekly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Weekly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for
surveillance data
coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and
proposed locations

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Quarterly Reports

Skype, phone
calls and
Basecamp

PIICMECr

INDICATOR

CJIIJECih E

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Basecamp, phone Monthly
calls, Skype and
financial reports

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data reports

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
GAINS
received and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces and locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

Revised survei llance pl an

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CAMBODIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
and implementing organization for Cambodia is WCS. Oversight of all activities incountry will be managed by Cambodia Country Coordinator, Lucy Keatts with support
from Asia Coordinator Damien Joly (WCS), Regional Manager Angela Yang (WCS) and
Technical Team Leaders (Technology Development Lead Joseph Fair, Diagnostic Lead
Tracey Goldstein, Surveillance Lead Christine Johnson). In addition, PREDICT has two
permanent staff members in-country: Field Assistant Chor Kimashalen and Financial
Assistant Sar Soknan.
Overview
The trade in wildlife is increasingly recognized as a potential avenue for zoonotic
pathogens to spread to from wildlife populations to humans. The regional trade of wild
mammals may have played a role in the movement of SARS through Southeast Asia,
and there is compelling evidence that SARS was first transmitted to humans in wild
animal markets in Guangdong Province, China. Cambodia is a key source, conduit and
consumer of wildlife and presents opportunities for advancing understanding of the risk
drivers in pathogen emergence in a variety of interface settings.
Nearly 60% of Cambodia is still forested and provides a wealth of opportunities for wild
game hunting. Wild animals are hunted and butchered before being sold in city and
provincial markets. Markets also act as a central meeting point for live domestic animals
and humans, including immuno-compromised individuals. As a result, markets provide
an ideal situation for disease transmission. The high demand for wild animal meat and
products, forest concessions being sold for industry development, and a growing middle
class wealth in Cambodia combined with porous international borders results in an
increased risk of contact with wildlife for humans and domestic animals. Thus,
Cambodia provides the opportunity to conduct zoonotic disease surveillance at the
wildlife-livestock-human interface within the wildlife trade arena.
PREDICT has developed positive relationships with wild animal trappers, wild game
traders, middlemen and restaurant owners selling wild meat in several provinces
throughout Cambodia. These relationships provide an excellent opportunity to examine
relative risk among different trade species and settings and sample wild animals involved
in events of high-risk human activities.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic risk
focusing on:

•

Taxa: bats, rodents, carnivores, non-human primates, ungulates and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: hunters, market confiscations
Proposed Locations: In the west and northwest: Siemp Reap, Odar
Meanchey, Preah Vihear, Battambang and Pursat Provinces; in the east
and northeast: Kratie, Stung Treng, Rattanakiri and Mondulkiri Provinces;
in the central and south: Kampong Cham, Kampong Chhnang, Kampong
Speu, Kampong Thom, and Kandal Provinces; in the southeast: Prey Veng
and Svey Rieang Provinces, bordering Vietnam

•
•

Partnerships
In Cambodia, partnerships have been established with the lnstitut Pasteur de
Cambodge, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, National Veterinary
Research Institute, Duke-NUS, and Hong Kong University
Reporting
Country Coordinator Lucy Keatts reports as requested by email, phone or in-person with
the USAID mission based at the US embassy in Cambodia.
In addition, the Country Coordinator, Asia Coordinator and Regional Manager
communicate with each other and the WCS headquarters weekly or more often as
needed.

Indonesia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: The first year of
activities in Indonesia will be focused on creating and implementing a
surveillance plan in partnership with Indonesian counterparts as part of
building capacity to develop and implement a SMART surveillance
strategy; initial wildlife surveillance activities will be focused on bats,
primates and rodents in Year 3; wildlife surveillance activities will be
developed in collaboration with the Ministries of Forestry, Agriculture,
Health and Indonesian Institute of Sciences (UPI) so as to ensure optimal
integration; a roadmap for assistance with human surveillance at the
human-animal interface will also be developed in close coordination with
the Ministry of Health; country coordinator will participate in training on use
of standardized Rapid Survey Tool; PREDICT staff and partner training

will be initiated in health and safety standards, overview of zoonotic
disease and surveillance methods, wildlife capture and sampling skills,
ethics/welfare, biohazard, PPE/safety, and diversity sensitivity; a new
training guide for PREDICT in-country teams participation in outbreak
response is being developed by the Capacity Building Team and will be
used in Year 3; trainings will be delivered via Country Coordinator,
PREDICT personnel and web modules.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Conduct assessment on IPB and
all labs that we will work with to ensure that it meets proper standards for
biosafety, animal care and use; oversee the transfer of technology
regarding the universal positive control and consensus PCR primers for
pathogen detection; work closely with partner labs to identify other needs
for training, equipment, supplies and protocol adaptation to local facilities;
work with other EPT partners to share and help address needs identified
for strengthening lab capacity; provide bioinformatics support as
diagnostic results become available and as requested by partners.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Give presentations and
arrange meetings on One Health and emerging pandemics for
government, NGO and university partners to boost awareness of the
importance of these topics within Indonesia; create a mechanism for interagency and inter-partner meetings to discuss plans and review results to
date; work closely with Coordinating Ministry for Peoples' Welfare
(KOMNAS Zoonoses) to ensure inter-ministerial coordination.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Conduct the PREDICT rapid assessment using existing Rapid
Survey Tool and produce reports and maps to help guide PREDICT
activities, as well as serve as baseline for future progress determination;
use of the Rapid Survey Tool will help evaluate capacity in all aspects of
wildlife/zoonoses disease investigations; provide PREDICT Capacity
Building Team with the results of the review and the Rapid Survey Tool
findings; hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and field site
visits as needed.

Proposed Partners: lnstitut Pertanian Bogor (IPB), Primate Research Center
(PRC) and Veterinary School Teaching Hospital; Indonesian Biorisk
Association; Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI); Ministry of Forestry;
Ministry of Agriculture; Ministry of Health; Coordinating Ministry for People's
Welfare; Indonesia Research Center for Veterinary Science (Balitvet); USAIDlndonesia; Centers for Disease Control - NIHRD Influenza Division, Indonesia;
Food and Agriculture Organization-Indonesia; WHO-Indonesia; University of
Indonesia, Faculty of Medicine; Institute for Human Virology and Cancer
Virology

Expected results: PREDICT Rapid Survey Tool is completed; report is
generated and reviewed ; country-level capacity building needs are
determined; training of country coordinator and relevant PREDICT Indonesia
staff is completed.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Indonesia: Hire and establish a PREDICT country coordinator to facilitate
coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs; coordinate collection
and sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely diagnostic
testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples and results
entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and
new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk; work to obtain all
necessary permits and agreements to conduct surveillance activities;
while beginning to sample and conduct laboratory tests in Year 3, work to
optimize SMART surveillance by exploring additional options i.e. high-risk
interfaces, cost-effective sampling opportunities and taxa selection.

•

•

•

Taxa: non-human primates, bats, rodents and humans (to be
added in Q4 of YR3). Additional taxa may be added during the year
based on ongoing analyses
Interfaces: free-ranging wildlife, hunted wildlife, wildlife markets
and confiscated wildlife, captive wildlife, wildlife workers, urban
parks with potential human-wildlife conflict
Proposed Locations: Java (Western Java and Southern-Coastal
Java, Mount Gede Pangrango National Park, Bogor area, Jakarta);
Northeast Sulawesi (Manado, Tangkoko National Park)

Proposed Partners: IPB - Primate Research Center and Veterinary School
Teaching Hospital ; Indonesian Biorisk Association; UPI; Ministry of Forestry;
Ministry of Agriculture; Ministry of Health; Coordinating Ministry for People's
Welfare; Balitvet; USAID-lndonesia; Centers for Disease Control - NIHRD
Influenza Division, Indonesia; Food and Agriculture Organization-Indonesia;
WHO-Indonesia; University of Indonesia, Faculty of Medicine; Prestasi;
Taman Safari Indonesia; Eijkman lnstitut; Institute for Human Virology and
Cancer Virology
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; identified collaborators and partners for accomplishing
surveillance in Indonesia; applications submitted for essential permits,
licenses and agreements; wildlife samples collected and subset tested at incountry partner labs for selected zoonotic pathogens; agreements drafted and
in process/established among PREDICT and in-country institutional partners;
project surveillance sample tracking system integrated with GAINS;

strategically implemented surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration
with in-country partners to achieve a multi-regional surveillance network.

•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Identify and implement (as budget allows) new technologies
capable of supporting EPT activities in-country; address identified gaps in
existing technological infrastructure including equipment needed for cold
chain from field to lab and barcoding equipment needed for sample
management; share identified needs with other EPT partners.
o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
high-quality wildlife samples for pathogen detection according to the
surveillance plan for each high-risk interface; conduct assessments on all
labs that we will work with to ensure that it meets proper standards for
biosafety, animal care and use; identify laboratory needs and capacities to
conduct pathogen discovery in-country; transfer and optimize positive
controls and consensus primers and will provide bioinformatics support as
diagnostic results become available and as requested by partners.

Potential Partners: Center for Infection and Immunity (CII), Columbia
University; other EPT partners; IPB - Microbiology and Immunology
Laboratory, Primate Research Center and Veterinary School Teaching
Hospital; Indonesian Biorisk Association ; LIPI - Research Center for Biology;
Ministry of Forestry; Ministry of Agriculture; Ministry of Health; Coordinating
Ministry for People's Welfare; Balitvet; USAID-lndonesia; Centers for Disease
Control - NIHRD Influenza Division, Indonesia; Food and Agriculture
Organization-Indonesia; WHO-Indonesia; University of Indonesia, Faculty of
Medicine; Prestasi ; Taman Safari Indonesia; Eijkman lnstitut; Institute for
Human Virology and Cancer Virology
Expected result(s): Introduction, optimization and utilization of new
technologies; on-site pathogen discovery developed; collaborations initiated
with partners listed above for programs in new technology development and
pathogen discovery.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize a standardized
sample labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: IPB - Primate Research Center and Veterinary School Teaching
Hospital; Indonesian Biorisk Association ; LIPI ; Ministry of Forestry; Ministry of
Agriculture; Ministry of Health; Coordinating Ministry for People's Welfare;

Balitvet; USAID-lndonesia; Centers for Disease Control - NIHRD Influenza
Division, Indonesia; Food and Agriculture Organization-Indonesia; WHOIndonesia; University of Indonesia, Faculty of Medicine ; Prestasi; Taman
Safari Indonesia; Eijkman lnstitut; Institute for Human Virology and Cancer
Virology

Expected result(s): Sample data will be uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
PREDICT partners through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Country coordinator will provide
day-to-day management and oversight of the country project and facilitate
the efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across the
country to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Once activities are approved,
facilitate communication with regional lead, in-country partners and USAID
Mission through in-person meetings, conference calls and written reports;
bi-weekly teleconference communications will be held between country
coordinator and relevant PREDICT partners.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Comply with all Indonesian government and
USAID reporting requirements, including all financial , technical,
environmental and travel reports; enter field and surveillance data into the
GAINS database.

Partners: IPB - Primate Research Center; USAID-lndonesia
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities; near real-time expense tracking, including monthly
financial reporting; ongoing multi-faceted communication with in-country
partners including the USAID Mission through regular updates with the
PREDICT team; compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel); timely entering of surveillance data through the GAINS
database.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence:
Provide data and information from sampling and testing to the Modeling and
Hotspot ID Team; conduct a literature review of known zoonotic pathogens from
Indonesia and share results with the modeling team; identify additional data
sources from Indonesia that could contribute to refining hotspot models.
Partners: IPB; UPI; Balitvet
Expected result(s): Completed local zoonoses literature review; collated
data sources (country-specific and other data sources); sample collection and
testing data entered into GAINS; begin to improve and refine models for
emerging disease risk for Indonesia based on these data sources.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur and assistance is
requested; respond to livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate
ministries and RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- INDONESIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Joko Pamungkas,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival

&IPECIED..U.111
10llall'811-•llpDJ..,ID11

Rapid Survey Tool completed; PREDICT
and One Health presentations delivered to
government agencies, NGOs and university
partners.
Training for PREDICT in-country teams
using web-based modules for standardized
PREDICT policies, procedures and
protocols.

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
Training for PREDICT in-country teams for
participation in outbreak response.

X
Training workshop for PREDICT in-country
teams for safe animal handling and
sampling techniques.

1.2

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator
Joko Pamungkas,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival

X

Developed framework for surveillance data
coordination with partners.
Identified collaborators and partners for
accomplishing surveillance in Indonesia.

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EiF&•EDA IULTI
1 Gtlllllar • 1
•r1111

-•-ta

Applications for essential permits, licenses
and agreements submitted.
Conduct assessment on labs that
PREDICT will work with to ensure that it
meets proper standards for biosafety,
animal care and use.

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11
X

12
X

12

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Identify archived wildlife samples and begin
testing a subset at in-country partner labs
for selected zoonotic pathogens.

X
Identify archived human samples and begin
testing a subset at in-country partner labs
for selected zoonotic pathogens.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Wildlife samples collected and subset
tested at in-country partner labs for
selected zoonotic pathogens.
Agreements drafted and in
process/established among PREDICT and
in-country institutional partners.
Project surveillance sample tracking
system integrated with GAINS for
enhanced diagnostic efficiency.

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EiF&•EDA IULTI
1 Gtlllllar • 1
•r1111

-•-ta

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Strategically implemented surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with incountry partners to achieve a multi-regional
surveillance network.

1.3

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Joko Pamungkas,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
PREDI CT
Pathogen
Discovery
Coordinator Simon
Anthony,
PREDICT
Technology and
Development Lead
Joseph Fair
Country
Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
Data Management
Coordinator
Damien Joly

Introduction and utilization of new
technologies.

Collaborations initiated with partners for
programs in new technology development
and pathogen discovery.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data provided to
PREDICT partners through GAINS on a
monthly basis; timely and efficient response
to all requests for surveillance data.

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EiF&•EDA IULTI
1 Gtlllllar • 1
•r1111

-•-ta

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

12

12

11
1.5

2.2

Program
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
PREDICT
Technical Director
William Karesh,
PREDICT HumanAnimal Interface
Lead Joseph Fair

Country
Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas,
Country Liaison,
Kevin Olival,

12

Country Coordinator selected and
approved and appropriate Indonesian
Government authorities.

X

Necessary permits and agreements in
place to conduct PREDICT activities.

X

X

Management and coordination of all
capacity building and surveillance activities
under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and
nearreal-time expense tracking, including
financial reporting ; continue ongoing multifaceted communication with in-country
partners including the USAID Mission
through regular updates with the PREDICT
team ; compliance of all reporting requests
(financial, technical, environmental, travel);
timely entering of surveillance data through
the GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Completed local literature review; collated
data sources (country-specific and other
data sources); sample collection and
testing data entered into GAINS; begin to
improve and refine models for emerging

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
PREDICT
Modeling and
Hotspots ID T earn

EiF&•EDA IULTI
1 Gtlllllar • 1
•r1111

-•-ta

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
11
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

disease risk for Indonesia based on these
data sources.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - INDONESIA

PMNFCr

INDICATOR

GR.&:IIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Active wildlife surveillance of highpriority interfaces, locations and taxa;
data sharing among intergovernmental agencies

GAINS; Quarterly
Reports

1.1.2
Laboratory System

Increased capacity in laboratories
Feedback from lab staff
(necessary controls, primers and other via email and test result
reporting in GAINS
equipment obtained)

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

Sustainable mechanism for interagency and inter-partner meetings to
discuss plans and review results to
date

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas,
Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

Monthly

Lab staff, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival

Feedback from lab staff Monthly
via email and notes from
agency/partner meetings

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival,
agency and partner
representatives

PRCNE'CI"

INDICATOR

O&IECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PART Y

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Completed assessment and reviewed
findings

Rapid Survey Tool
progress; once
assessment is
completed, success
benchmarks will be
developed to monitor
future progress

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, agency and
partner representatives,
Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance data
coordination; samples collected,
received and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and proposed
locations; sample testing conducted;
country coordinator hired; permits
acquired

Email, in-person and
telephone
communications among
Country Coordinator,
permitting agencies and
Country Liason.
Basecamp, and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, agency and
partner representatives,
Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced and
utilized for sampling and diagnostics ;
surveillance and diagnostic capacity
gaps identified and communicated to
other EPT partners

Quarterly Reports and
Quarterly
Country Coordinator and
Lab staff feedback

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival,
PREDICT Technology
and Development Lead
Joseph Fair

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Protocols implemented; lab needs
identified; positive controls and
primers transferred

Quarterly Reports and
Quarterly
Country Coordinator and
Lab staff feedback

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival,
PREDICT Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator

PRCNE'CI"

INDICATOR

O&IECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
O F DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PART Y

Simon Anthony, PREDICT
Technology and
Development Lead
Joseph Fair
1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received and standard
templates used; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking
system

GAINS database

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival, Data
Management Coordinator
Damien Joly

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the PREDICT
team

Email updates,
Basecamp, video and
tele-conferencing

Bi-weekly
email updates
and/or phone
calls, semimonthly video
or
teleconference
meetings

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival,
PREDICT Technical
Director William Karesh

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense tracking and
reporting; budget development and
compliance with guidelines

Email and Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and partner updates

Email, in-person visits,
teleconferences and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival

PRCNE'CI"

INDICATOR

O&IECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
O F DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PART Y

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance data reports

Email, Basecamp and
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival

2.2

Samples collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces and proposed locations;
data provided to PREDICT Modeling
and Hotspots ID Team; literature
review conducted on known
Indonesian zoonotic pathogens

GAINS database, email
and documents

Monthly

Country Coordinator Joko
Pamungkas, Country
Liaison Kevin Olival,
PREDICT Modeling and
Hotspots ID Team,
PREDICT Indonesia staff
for literature review

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - INDONESIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program, established organizational
contacts and networks and other factors. The managing organization for Indonesia is
EcoHealth Alliance (EHA), with Global Viral Forecasting (GVF), University of California,
Davis (UCO) and other PREDICT partners playing an important role in the success of
the program. The proposed implementing organization within Indonesia is the lnstitut
Pertanian Bogar (IPB) - Primate Research Center (PRC), where proposed country
coordinator Dr. Joko Pamungkas is based. Country Coordinator and managing
organization will work in conjunction with the USAID Mission to Indonesia, government
ministries, and other Indonesian university and NGO partners. PREDICT Indonesia will
pair specialized PREDICT organizations and scientists with Indonesian partner
organizations, including the Ministry of Health, Wildlife, Agriculture and Science and
Technology. EHA will serve as the managing organization, in close coordination with
GVF, UCO and other EPT partners. EHA and UCO will coordinate activities involving
wildlife, while GVF will focus on human disease and the human-animal interface.
Overview
Indonesia provides an extraordinary opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease
surveillance in one of the world's most populated countries and biodiverse
environments. Indonesia is the fourth most populated country on earth, yet it maintains
some of the highest recorded levels of biodiversity in the world (with 515 species of
mammals, 1539 species of birds, etc.). Global geographic disease hotspot analyses
have shown that these combined factors make Indonesia one of the world's "hottest"
areas for the risk of zoonotic disease emergence. Because of its complex biogeographic
history, tropical latitude and large number of small and large volcanic and continental
islands, Indonesia is one of the greatest sites of biodiversity endemism in the world, with
many species of vertebrates uniquely only found within the country. Recent zoonotic
disease models have correlated unique levels of mammal diversity with increasing risk
of zoonotic disease and an increasing risk of pathogen diversity at a landscape level.
Further, recent analysis of deforestation trends using satellite imaging globally have
shown that Southeast Asia in general, and Indonesia in particular, has some of the most
rapid rates of deforestation and land use change in the Old and New World tropics.
Wide-scale conversion of primary forest to agricultural and commercial crop (e.g. oil
palm) landscapes poses an additional risk for disease emergence due to increased
human contact with diverse wildlife species. Additionally, Indonesia is known to have
high levels of wildlife consumption for food, and some areas (e.g. Java and North
Sulawesi) are known to be ports of entry for the wildlife trade regionally. Despite the
intimate interaction of human populations and diverse wildlife species at these
interfaces, Indonesia's current capacity to conduct wildlife disease surveillance at a
regional and national level is still developing. Our in-country implementing partner, IPBPRC, has existing collaborations with government ministries, veterinary and livestock
organizations, wildlife authorities and human health professionals that will enable

PREDICT to begin to fill the wildlife surveillance gap and expand surveillance to highrisk wildlife-human interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT Indonesia will establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs to
facilitate surveillance and diagnostic activities and the sharing of collected data. Our
goal for the year is to first establish and implement a work, management and
communication plan, transferring technology to establish standardized testing protocols
and build laboratory capacity for timely diagnostic testing. Collection of wildlife samples
will begin at key localities and proper tracking of samples and results will be entered into
the GAINS database. We also aim to identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new
wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:
•
•

•

Taxa: non-human primates, bats, rodents and humans. Additional taxa may be
added during the year based on ongoing analyses.
Interfaces: free-ranging wildlife, wildlife markets and confiscated wildlife,
captive wildlife, wildlife workers, urban parks with potential human-wildlife
conflict
Proposed Locations: Java (Western Java and Southern-Coastal Java, Mount
Gede Pangrango National Park, Bogor area, Jakarta); Northeast Sulawesi
(Manado, Tangkoko National Park)

Partnerships
We have begun to establish partnerships with the lnstitut Pertanian Bogor (IPB) Primate Research Center and Veterinary School Teaching Hospital; Indonesian Biorisk
Association; Indonesian Institute of Sciences (UPI); Ministry of Forestry; Ministry of
Agriculture; Ministry of Health; Coordinating Ministry for People's Welfare ; Indonesia
Research Center for Veterinary Science (Balitvet); USAID-lndonesia; Centers for
Disease Control - NIHRD Influenza Division, Indonesia; Food and Agriculture
Organization-Indonesia; WHO-Indonesia; University of Indonesia, Faculty of Medicine;
Prestasi; Taman Safari Indonesia; Institute for Human Virology and Cancer Virology;
and the Eijkman lnstitut
Reporting
The proposed Country Coordinator, Dr. Joko Pamungkas, will establish frequent
communication with Country Liaison Dr. Kevin Olival, the USAID Mission to Indonesia,
and other partner organizations and agencies. In addition, the Country Coordinator
along with EHA, GVF and UCO teams, led by Country Liaison Dr. Kevin Olival and
Technical Director Dr. William Karesh, will communicate on a bi-weekly basis through
regular email exchanges, sharing of progress reports, semi-monthly video or
teleconferences, and several in-person meetings over the course of the year.

Lao PDR
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat

•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Submit
surveillance data to GAINS and risk modeling group in order to identify
key high-risk interfaces, pathogens and species to target future
surveillance; continue to coordinate with the National Animal Health
Centre (NAHC), Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) , Department of
Forestry (DOF) and Department Of Forest Inspection (DOFI) and
PREVENT to identify new high risk interfaces between wildlife, livestock
and humans, such as hunting, markets, trade and incidences of disease
outbreak involving wildlife; implement training for Lao national staff
associated with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed
to cover USAID and PREDICT policies; conduct training for in-country
teams to prepare them for outbreak response using the PREDICT
Outbreak Response Guide currently being developed for YR3; ample
collection will focus on bats, rodents, non-human primates and bushmeat.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Work with IDENTIFY and
RESPOND to coordinate support for training of new personnel to increase
human capacity; work with IDENTIFY to improve capacity to handle,
process, store and manage samples and support creation of a wildlife
sample bank at the NAHC.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Continue to share
surveillance data through the Lao Government's National Emerging
Infectious Disease Coordination Office (NEIDCO); the NEIDCO was set
up by the Prime-Minister of Laos in order to improve the One Health
approach to disease surveillance, response and control in the wake of
highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) emergence in Lao PDR;
participate in Surveillance Working Group (SWG) meetings; the SWG is
comprised of Government of Laos animal and human health ministerial
representatives, U.S. CDC, USDA, CARE, WHO and FAO, among others.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Annual assessment and monitoring using the Rapid Survey
Tool to evaluate changes that have been made through PREDICT
regarding quantity and quality of existing wildlife surveillance compone nts
and systems; continue to identify stakeholder institutions and key country
partners to assist in specific surveillance activities, including laboratories;

continue to assess country capacities for wildlife capture, handling and
sampling, sample transport, storage, shipping and diagnostic testing.
Partners: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) and within the Ministry:
National Animal Health Centre (NAHC); District Agriculture and Forestry
Offices (DAFOs) and Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Offices (PAFOs) ;
Department of Forestry (DOF) ; Department of Forest Inspection (DoFI) and
Provincial Office of Forest Inspection (POFI); PREVENT; RESPOND;
IDENTIFY; US CDC; Pasteur Institute.
Expected results: Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Rapid Survey
Tool ; use of the completed capacity assessments to guide focus of capacity
building plans; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and ministries
active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection in-country;
use of GAINS and modeling team to target future surveillance activities;
identify new interfaces to focus surveillance activities; improved in-country
wildlife pathogen diagnostic capacity.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across Lao
PDR: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, multilaterals and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data;
support development of ethical review committee for animal disease
research projects; build collaborative relationships for diagnostics at
appropriate laboratories; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples
collected with proper tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS
database; track media sources for reports of relevant symptomatic
disease reports; identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and wildlife potential
pathogens of pandemic risk.
•

•

•

Taxa: bats will be the main initial target taxa, but focus will also be
given to sampling of rodents, carnivores, shrews, ungulates and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, village consumption, confiscations, markets,
free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife, shared water
sources), syndromic outbreaks
Proposed Locations: Vientiane Capital City Prefecture and
Vientiane Province, Houapanh Province, Xieng Khouang Province,
Khammouane, Bolikhamxay, Champassak and Attapeu provinces

Partners: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) and within the Ministry:
National Animal Health Centre (NAHC); District Agriculture and Forestry
Offices (DAFOs) and Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Offices (PAFOs);

Department of Forestry (DOF); Department of Forest Inspection (DoFI) and
Provincial Office of Forest Inspection (POFI) ; PREVENT; RESPOND;
IDENTIFY

Expected result(s): Ensured that all projects are properly reviewed and
approved on animal welfare and human ethical grounds by appropriate
committee; strategically implemented surveillance in key wildlife human
interfaces in collaboration with in-country partners as contribution to a diverse
national surveillance network; strengthened partnerships with PREVENT for
coordination of activities involving community-based reporting networks and
identifying high-risk behaviors; collected and received samples; coordinated
entry of sampling and epidemiological data into GAINS system to ensure
sharing of data and enhance cooperation with laboratories; initiated pathogen
detection and discovery for newly acquired wildlife samples.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement
innovative technologies capable of supporting EPT activities in country,
addressing identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure; continue
use of novel sample preservation technologies, including blood spot filter
paper, RNA/ate'® and liquid nitrogen; work with IDENTIFY to establish
such relevant and appropriate technologies to implement new diagnostic
testing within the National Animal Health Centre relevant to EPT activities;
and introduce new technologies for adequate cold chain maintenance to
more isolated rural sampling sites.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF), National Animal Health
Centre (NAHC), IDENTIFY, Pasteur Institute, U.S. CDC, AFRIMS
Expected result(s): New relevant technologies and laboratory technical
knowledge introduced and used; identified capacity gaps in National Animal
Health Centre laboratory diagnostic center; introduced appropriate training
and material resources where possible; work with IDENTIFY to expand
infrastructure of National Animal Health Centre laboratory diagnostic center to
improve capacity to handle, process, store and manage samples.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized

templates into the GAINS database; implement and use standardized
sample labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: National Animal Health Centre, PREVENT
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; conducted trainings
on sample tracking and data management; identified a project assistant to
manage data; implemented standardized labeling and tracking system; timely
and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.

•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities, including logistics.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for timely reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional leads, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requ irements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: NAHC
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity
building and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead;
full fiscal disclosure and near real-time expense tracking, including
monthly financial reporting; continued on -going multi-faceted
communication between Country Coordinators and Regional Coordinators
through electronic media, scheduled conference calls and face-to-face
meetings; continue regular communications with in-country partners,
including the USAID Mission to Lao PDR and the ROMA Bangkok,
through regular Partner updates and with team through scheduled
conference calls, emails and interaction on Lao PDR Basecamp site;
continued compliance in all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel).

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partne~:NAHC,PREVENT
Expected result{s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed ; data provided
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data; cooperation with PREVENT partners for
"ground truthing" the model examining the rate and nature of contact at
the human-wildlife interface in Laos.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No pre-planned activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with national ministries and RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No planned activities
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Coordinator
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pathogen detection in-country; use of
GAINS and modeling team to target future
surveillance activities; identify new
interfaces to focus surveillance activities;
improved in-country wildlife pathogen
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Country
Developed framework for surveillance data
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Country
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Technology
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New technologies introduced and utilized ;
identified capacity gaps in the NAHC;
introduction of training and material
resources ; expanded infrastructure of the
NAHC to improve pathogen detection
capacity and cold chain storage for sample
archiving; samples sent to regional
laboratories for pathogen discovery.
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Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Added new project assistant to the Laos
Coordinator Lucy team; all sample data entered into GAINS;
Keatts, Regional completed training on sample tracking and
Manager Angela data management; implemented
Yang, Asia
standardized labeling and tracking system;
Coordinator
data through GAINS monthly; timely and
Damien Joly,
efficient response to requests for
Information
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Management and coordination of all
Capacity Building and surveillance activities;
full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking, including monthly
financial reporting; continue ongoing multifaceted communication with in-country
partners and with the PREDICT team
through weekly conference calls and
interaction on Laos Basecamp site;
continued compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data into the GAINS
database.

Country
Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
Coordinator Lucy analysis conducted on surveillance plan and
Keatts, Regional optimized as needed; data sent through
Manager Angela GAINS monthly; efficient response to
Yang, Asia
Modeling team requests for surveillance
Coordinator
data; cooperation with PREVENT partners
Damien Joly,
for "ground truthing" the rate and nature of
Modeling Team
contact at the human-wildlife interface in
Laos.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - LAO PDR

PROJEGT
OIIJEG'IIVE
1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

1.1 .4

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Lao personnel trained in
Basecamp, GAINS
protocols for wildlife sample and
collection for surveillance,
Quarterly Reports
including PPE and data
collection and
management; increased
surveillance activities in
wildlife

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

Improved wildlife pathogen
diagnostics in country;
improved management of
wildlife samples

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly, Regional
Manager Angela Yang

Quarterly Reports,
GAINS

Continued coordination with Quarterly Reports
animal and human health
sectors with Government of
Laos, NGOs, multi-lateral
and research organizations

Wildlife surveillance and
Capacity Assessment diagnostic testing capacity
and Tracking of
assessment; established
Development
partnerships with key
agencies and ministries
active in wildlife
surveillance, public health

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool
Quarterly Reports

PIIQECI'

INDICATOR

OWiiwa!

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

and pathogen detection
1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and
proposed locations

Basecamp & GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly,
Information Management
team

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly,
Technology Development
Lead Joseph Fair and
Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved laboratory
infrastructure for viral
diagnostics capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly,
Technology Development
Lead Joseph Fair and
Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

PIIQECI'

INDICATOR

OWiiwa!

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA COLLECTION

Bi-Weekly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.1
Sample data received;
Sample Tracking and implemented standardized
Information
labeling and tracking
Management
system

GAINS

1.5.1
Project updates with the
General Management PREDICT team

Skype and Basecamp Weekly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Basecamp, phone
calls, Skype and
financial reports

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly

1.5.4
Reporting

Timely compliance of all
reporting requirements;
surveillance data reports

Basecamp & GAINS
database

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
GAINS
received and analyzed for
targeted species, interfaces
and proposed locations

Monthly

Revise surveillance plan

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy
Keatts, Regional Manager
Angela Yang, Asia
Coordinator Damien Joly,
Surveillance Lead Christine
Johnson

Quarterly Report

COUNTRYPROJECTMANAGEMENT-LAOPDR
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Lao PDR is Wildlife Conservation Society and the implementing partner
organization within Lao PDR is the National Animal Health Centre. Oversight of
activities in Lao PDR will be managed by Country Coordinator, Lucy Ogg Keatts (WCS),
with support from Southeast Asia Coordinator Damien Joly (WCS) and Regional
Manager Angela Yang (WCS). In addition, PREDICT has two staff members in country,
including Project National Coordinator Soubanh Silithammavong and Project Assistant
Kongsy Khammavong. Additional staff will be hired to assist this core team in field
surveillance through animal capture, handling, sampling and data management support
as activities expand in YR3.
Overview
Lao PDR presents an ideal platform for trans-boundary and emerging zoonotic
pathogens, having enumerable livestock-human and wildlife-human interfaces, reaching
even to the downtown area of the capital city. Wildlife is still widely hunted across the
country, eaten by villagers for subsistence, traded locally in wet and medicinal markets,
and transported widely for domestic and international trade. The extensive and often
geographically rugged borders of land-locked Lao PDR have been documented as
extremely porous regarding import and export of illegal wildlife, livestock and other
products, creating many pathogen entry and exit points around the country. Large areas
of Lao PDR remain forested with high levels of biodiversity and low levels of
development. A large proportion of the Lao population still resides in rural areas, and
with high levels of poverty and low education, this leads to many perceived high-risk
behaviors amongst these groups. Recently, Lao PDR has seen high levels of economic
growth and along with it new roads, extractive and hydroelectric industries and
increased intensive farming, deforestation and other dramatic land-use changes. All of
these activities can potentially alter disease ecology and have led to a greater contact
between people, livestock and wildlife and the diseases they carry.
Current capacity for wildlife disease surveillance in Lao PDR is extremely low, with a
severe lack of trained human personnel, no veterinary school and minimal laboratory
facilities. Despite the economic development of the last decade, the government
remains very poor and reliant on foreign sponsors for surveillance, and research
projects and infrastructure in many isolated parts of the country, particularly the rugged
mountainous areas, are minimal. The existing animal health professionals are very
enthusiastic to cooperate on scientific studies to improve the understanding of zoonoses
within Lao PDR. Thus, despite the many challenges the country faces, with the
coordination of the EPT partners there is great potential for capacity improvement and
valuable work in this country where emerging new zoonotic pathogens remain a very
real risk.

Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, multilaterals and NGOs in Lao PDR to facil itate sharing of surveillance samples and data.
We will support development of ethical review committee for animal disease research
projects; build collaborative relationships for diagnostics at appropriate laboratories;
ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; track media sources for reports of relevant
symptomatic disease reports; and identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and wildlife
potential pathogens of pandemic risk.
•
•

•

Taxa: bats will be the main initial target taxa but focus will also be given to
sampling of rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, village consumption, confiscations, markets, freeranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife, shared water sources),
syndromic, outbreaks
Proposed Locations: Vientiane Capital City Prefecture and Vientiane
Province, Houapanh Province, Xieng Khouang Province, Khammouane,
Bolikhamxay, Champassak and Attapeu provinces

Partnerships
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) and within the Ministry: National Animal
Health Centre (NAHC); District Agriculture and Forestry Offices (DAFOs) and Provincial
Agriculture and Forestry Offices (PAFOs); Department of Forestry (DOF); Department
of Forest Inspection (DoFI) and Provincial Office of Forest Inspection (POFI) ;
PREVENT; RESPOND; IDENTIFY; U.S. CDC; Pasteur Institute
Reporting:
Formal reporting mechanisms to the new USAID Health representative in Lao PDR are
still being finalized ; though in YR 2, regular email and phone updates and in-person
meetings only when specifically requested was the preferred method of reporting.
Partner Updates are shared with all key in-country partners facilitating an interactive
communication structure encouraging feedback and partner participation.

In addition, the Country Coordinator, Asia Coordinator and Regional Manager
communicate on a weekly basis through Skype meetings and further with other team
members in sharing of monthly progress reports. Compliance with Quarterly report
requirements.

Malaysia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

o

o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Continue to
strengthen partnerships with the Department of Wildlife and National
Parks (PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (VRI) and Ministry of
Health (MOH); implement all official training materials; investigate
possibility of new collaborations with universities on Peninsular Malaysia
and with universities and government departments in Sabah and Sarawak;
train PERHILITAN officers from HQ who will be a dedicated sampling
team to conduct routine surveillance; train PERHILITAN officers in each
new state where PREDICT carries out surveillance; train wildlife officers in
different states to collect samples as part of their daily duties; PREDICT
and PERHILITAN will identify a level of sampling that can be supported by
PERHILITAN staff in the long-term; begin work with the Ministry of Health
and the Department for Orang Asli Affairs to implement surveillance in
persons highly exposed to wildlife, initially focusing on three areas of
Peninsular Malaysia - Gua Musang in Keleantan, Kuala Lipis in Pahang
and Kuala Kangsar in Perak (there are several Orang Asli settlements in
each of these areas and permission to work in all of them has been
granted).
Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Continue capacity building at
PERHILITAN, including improved RNA extraction skills and techniques for
screening novel pathogens; install equipment necessary to begin testing
samples at VRI (-80 freezer and a bench top centrifuge) ; work on
strengthening relations between PERHILITAN and VRI and establishing a
system to move samples from PERHILITAN to VRI for screening with the
positive controlsPREDICT, VRI and PERHILITAN will determine number
of samples to be tested each month at CII , VRI and PERHILITAN;
complete agreement on how samples will be shipped from PERHILITAN
to VRI, and then to CII, and how results and data will be shared; positive
controls and PCR protocol for in-country pathogen discovery will be
initiated during YR3 at VRI and PERHILITAN; capacity building will
continue to resolve any gaps in the ability of the labs to conduct new
diagnostics; Ministry of Health will begin screening human samples at the
National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL) at the viral family level; subset
of samples may be sent to CII for pathogen discovery.
Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: continue training for
PERHILITAN and VRI staff; begin training with officers from MOH, the

Department of Orang Asli Affairs and from the Departments of Health in
Kelantan Pahang and Perak on how to conduct consent process,
interviews and sample collection for human study; invite students from
local universities to attend training; reinforce message of One Health to
colleagues from government departments and universities in regular
meetings; in addition to meetings and regular communication, provide
senior officials at PERHILITAN, VRI and MOH with printed materials or
emails that help reiterate the One Health concept and inter-ministerial
collaboration through PREDICT.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Use results from Rapid Survey Tool update conducted in
August 2011 to determine the remaining gaps in capacity and to focus
capacity building efforts where it is needed most.

Partners: Department of Wildlife and National Parks (PERHILITAN);
Veterinary Research Institute (VRI) Department of Veterinary Services (DVS),
Ministry of Agriculture; University Putra Malaysia (UPM); Ministry of Health
(MOH); National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL); Sabah Wildlife Department;
Sabah Health Department; Institute for Tropical Biology and Conservation and
Biotechnology Research Institute (BRI) at University Malaysia, Sabah
Expected results: Establish a sustainable system for regular, ongoing
surveillance and testing that includes moving samples from PERHLITAN to
VRI and the Center for Infection and Immunity (CII) at Columbia University;
training for PERHILITAN and VRI staff as well as students from local
universities; improved laboratory capacity at VRI and PERHILITAN through
further training and use of positive controls; engage MOH through surveillance
activities of human populations exposed to wildlife; begin to collect and screen
wildlife samples in Sabah.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Malaysia: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk; expand surveillance activities to Sabah and explore possibility of
working in Sarawak, Malaysian Borneo; initiate meetings with Sarawak
Health Department, Forest Department Sarawak and University Malaysia
Sarawak (UNIMAS); meet with other potential academic and NGO
partners in Sarawak; initiate meetings with Sabah Health Department;
follow-up on initial meetings with Sabah Wildlife Department, the Institute
for Tropical Biology and Conservation (who will assist with sample

collection) and the Biotechnology Research Institute (who will assist with
sample testing); meet with other potential academic and NGO partners in
Sabah; PREDICT training with staff from Sabah Wildlife Department and
students from Institute for Tropical Biology and Conservation and
Biotechnology Research Institute (BRI) at University Malaysia, Sabah;
continue with suNeillance and training on Peninsular Malaysia; depending
on MOH approval of agreements and protocols, implement surveillance in
people highly exposed to wildlife on Peninsular Malaysia; continue to
sample conflict and confiscated wildlife on Peninsular Malaysia; taxa and
field suNeillance locations will include:

•
•
•

•

Taxa: Primates, bats, rodents, carnivores and ungulates
Interfaces: Hunting, deforestation, free-ranging, bush meat, conflict
species, confiscated species
Current locations: Sungai Dusun (Selangor); Sungkai (Perak), the
next site will be Krau (Pahang); sites will be sampled multiple times
at different times of year.
Potential additional locations: Additional sites in the states of
Perak, Selangor and Pahang (including Taman Negara); expand
sampling to other states in Peninsular Malaysia - Terengganu, Perlis
and Johor; Sabah sites will be discussed and necessary permits will
be requested; aim to conduct first sampling trip in Sabah before end
of Year 3

Partners: PERHILITAN; VRI; UPM; MOH; Sabah Wildlife Department; Sabah
Health Department; Institute for Tropical Biology and Conservation; BRI at
University Malaysia Sabah
Expected result(s): Develop a framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; collect and receive samples; initiate pathogen detection and
discovery for wildlife samples; strategically implement suNeillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a
trans-regional suNeillance network.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement new
technologies identified capable of supporting EPT activities in-country,
addressing identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure; continue
to train staff from PERHILITAN and VRI on use of Biomerieux automated
extraction robot provided by DELIVER; train staff from VRI and
PERHILITAN to use the viral family-level positive controls and diagnostic
protocols developed by PREDICT.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the suNeillance plan for

animals at each high-risk interface and from people exposed to wildlife at
these interfaces; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: PERHILITAN; VRI ; MOH; NPHL; UPM; CII
Expected result(s): Enhancement of laboratory capacity for wildlife disease
surveillance at PERHILITAN, VRI , and NPHL; development of PCR protocols
for pathogens of interest; use of the automated extraction robot at VRI , which
will significantly improve throughput for molecular diagnostics.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Continue to collect and enter all field and surveillance data using
standardized templates into the GAINS database within two weeks of
collection; implement and utilize standardized labeling and tracking
system in-country.

Partners: PERHILITAN; VRI ; UPM
Expected result(s): The standardized animal and human identification
numbers, labeling and tracking system will be implemented ; identification of
capacity gaps in University Putra Malaysia's Veterinary School laboratory;
appropriate training and material resources introduced.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures for
PREDICT Malaysia to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets;
ensure charges are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines;
prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID Mission through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: PERHILITAN; VRI ; UPM

Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Rapid Survey
Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and ministries active in
wildlife and human surveillance, public health and pathogen detection incountry; reporting and communication with U.S. Embassy and USAID
representatives (Thailand ROMA); communication and coordination with other
components of EPT program.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by PREDICT Modeling and Hotspots
ID Team.
Partners: PERHILITAN; VRI ; UPM; MOH; Modeling and Hotspots ID Team
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data; hotspots map refinement and priorities for
future sampling identified.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- MALAYSIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is Responsible?

EiPECi&i tlBIULTII
1 DlillNlrll11 - •

11$•---·

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
11
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Country Coordinator
Tom Hughes, Asia
Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison
Elizabeth Loh,
Technical Advisors
Kevin Olival and Mei
Ho Lee, Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator
Simon Anthony

Continued evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity and diagnostic
testing through use of the Rapid Survey
Tool ; strengthened partnerships with
PERHILITAN, VRI and Ministry of Health ;
implementation of all official training
materials; pending agreement approval by
MOH - begin human surveillance activity;
investigate possibility of new collaborations;
train PERHILITAN officers in each new
state; train wildlife officers in different states
to collect samples; continued capacity
building at PERHILITAN - improved RNA
extraction skills, techniques for screening
different pathogens; conduct training for incountry teams to prepare them for outbreak
response using the recently developed
Outbreak Response Guide.

X

X

X

X

Country Coordinator
Tom Hughes,
Technical Advisor MeiHo Lee, PERHILITAN

Strategically implemented surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with incountry partners; continued testing animal
samples at PERHILITAN and UPM; animal

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Who is Responsible?

CJZEC,ED llallLTI
1 DIIDllarlD11-• ........ 811

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

staff, Sabah Wildlife
Department

sample testing at VRI ; human sample
testing at NPHL (pending MOH approval);
samples to CII for testing; developed
framework for surveillance data
coordination with partners; sampled at new
location Krau in Pahang; identified new
sites on Peninsular Malaysia, Sabah and
Sarawak.

Country Coordinator
Tom Hughes, Asia
Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison
Elizabeth Loh,
Technology
Development Lead
Joseph Fair,
Pathogen Discovery
Coordinator Simon
Anthony
Country Coordinator
Tom Hughes

Laboratory enhancement at PERHILTAN
and VRI ; use of Biomerieux automated
extraction robot at VRI and PERHILITAN;
implementation of sampling protocols for
pathogen discovery and export of samples
to CII.

X

X

X

X

Data entered into GAINS database within a
two-week timeframe; capacity building at
VRI and PERHILITAN; barcode scanner
installed at PERHLITAN ; for sample
tracking, integrate VRI sample tracking
system with GAINS; barcoding of samples
during field surveillance activities.

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW
1.5

2.2

Program
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

CJZEC,ED llallLTI
1 DIIDllarlD11-• ........ 811

Who is Responsible?

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
11
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Country Coordinator
Tom Hughes, Asia
Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison
Elizabeth Loh

Weekly project updates with the team via
phone conferences; continued compliance
of all reporting requests; surveillance data
reporting through GAINS database;
management and coordination of all
activities in Malaysia; full fiscal disclosure
and near real-time expense tracking.

X

X

X

X

Country Coordinator
Tom Hughes

All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking and
data management; timely response to
requests for surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - MALAYSIA

PIK\IFC'l'
OIIJECIIVE
1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

INDICATOR

Training of new sampling team;
training PERHILITAN officers from
other states; training students from
Institute for Tropical Biology and
Conservation; routine sample

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Quarterly Reports

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION
Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

PIINEC'lr

INDICATOR

GIIECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

collection from conflict and
confiscated species; established
system for shipping and screening
samples that can keep pace with
the number being collected; MOH
training of field officers to implement
human surveys and sample
collection (pending approval of
agreement)

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

1.2.1
Surveillance

Molecular family-level viral
screening implemented at partner
laboratories: VRI, PERHILITAN,
and NPHL

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

Increased cooperation and
collaboration between MOH, VRI
and PERHILITAN

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

Increased capacity for sample
collection and testing and in other
areas initially highlighted for
capacity building

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

Framework for surveillance data
coordination; samples collected or
received and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and proposed
locations

Email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

PIINEC'lr

INDICATOR

GIIECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Utilized new PCR protocols and
Quarterly Reports
positive controls, as well as new
technologies (Biomerieux machine);
identify capacity gaps partner labs

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes, Science Officer
Brad Schneider

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
PERHILITAN and VRI for viral
diagnostic capacity and cold
storage; molecular family-level viral
screening implemented at partner
laboratories

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein, Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator
Simon Anthony

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received; implemented GAINS database
standardized labeling and tracking
system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the team

Email updates,
Basecamp, video
and teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense tracking

Email, Basecamp
and Skype

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

Quarterly Reports

PIINEC'lr

INDICATOR

GIIECIIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.3
Communication

U.S. Embassy and partner updates

Email, in-person
visits and
Basecamp

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance in all reporting
requests ; surveillance data reports

Quarterly reports,
financial reports,
email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Quarterly/Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

2.2

Samples collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces and proposed locations

GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom
Hughes

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT- MALAYSIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Malaysia is EcoHealth Alliance with GVF as the second institutional
partner managing human health studies. The implementing organizations within
Malaysia are the Department of Wildlife and National Parks (PERHILITAN), Veterinary
Research Institute (Department of Veterinary Services), the Ministry of Health and
University Putra Malaysia. Oversight of all activities in Malaysia is managed by Country
Coordinator Mr. Tom Hughes with support from Asia Regional Coordinator Dr. Jonathan
Epstein, Country Liaison Ms. Elizabeth Loh, and Modeling and Hotspots ID Team. In
addition, there are two staff members in-country, Ms. Mei-Ho Lee, a microbiologist who
will assist with sample testing and capacity building at PERHILITAN and VRI and Mr.
Jimmy Lee, a field scientist who will help with surveillance and lab testing.
Overview
South East Asia has some of the greatest wildlife biodiversity on Earth and has
experienced some of the most rapid deforestation. This results in bringing human
settlements and commercial agriculture into close proximity with wildlife. In addition, the
illegal and legal wildlife trade is pervasive in Southeast Asia, including Malaysia. Bushmeat hunting for sport and food, as well as for trade to other countries brings people
into close contact with a large variety of wildlife and creates a high level of risk to
exposure of zoonotic pathogens, especially while handling wounded animals and during
the butchering and skinning of carcasses. Malaysia is where Nipah virus was first
discovered, a lethal paramyxovirus carried by Pteropus vampyrus, a fruit bat that is
widely hunted for food, sport and the belief that they have medicinal benefits. The high
degree of contact between people and wildlife makes Malaysia highly vulnerable to
zoonotic disease emergence and thus a priority area for initiating wildlife disease
surveillance on a national scale.

The emergence of Nipah virus illustrated that when large-scale agricultural operations
are situated in wildlife habitat, zoonotic pathogens can be transmitted to livestock and
people. Malaysia has a high degree of animal biodiversity located throughout the
country, and in its villages, there are little or no barriers between people, their domestic
animals and wildlife. Continued surveillance activities are critical because the diversity
of potentially zoonotic pathogens hosted by wildlife is likely to be commensurate with
the diversity of wildlife, thus putting Malaysia at higher risk for the next outbreak of a
zoonotic disease.
Activities and Locations
Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs to facilitate
sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to collect
priority wildlife samples across the range of disturbance gradients and ensure timely
diagnostic testing with proper tracking of samples and results entered into the GAINS
database. We will continue with our capacity building efforts at PERHILITAN and VRI

laboratories and with PERHILITAN wildlife officers. We also aim to identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: Non-human primates, bats, rodents, carnivores and ungulates
Interfaces: Hunting, deforestation, free-ranging, bush meat, conflict species
Potential Locations: Sites in the states of Perak, Selangor and Pahang;
expand sampling to other states in Peninsular Malaysia - Terengganu, Johar
and Perlis

Pending agreement approval by the Ministry of Health, we will implement human
surveillance in populations highly exposed to wildlife, including the Orang Asli
(Malaysia's indigenous population), hunters and food industry workers.

Partnerships
Department of Veterinary Services (DVS), Ministry of Agriculture; Veterinary Research
Institute (VRI); Department of Wildlife and National Parks (PERHILITAN); University
Putra Malaysia, (UPM); Ministry of Health (MOH), Malaysia; National Public Health
Laboratory in Malaysia; Sabah Wildlife Department; Sabah Health Department; Institute
for Tropical Biology and Conservation; Biotechnology Research Institute (SRI) at
University Malaysia, Sabah
Reporting
The Country Coordinator has met with and provided updates to the USAID Mission
RDMA/OPH Mr. Dan Schar in Thailand and is in communication with the U.S. Embassy
in Kuala Lumpur.
The Country Coordinator and EHA team communicate on a weekly basis through Skype
meetings or phone conferences.

Thailand
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability}
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Maintain regular
communication with the National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation
Department (DNP) to advise and assist in the optimization and
development of their ongoing wildlife surveillance efforts; through capacity
development of laboratory systems (below), we will support DNPs efforts
to test wildlife samples collected during ongoing surveillance; conduct
training for in-country teams to prepare them for outbreak response using

the PREDICT Outbreak Response Guide being developed by the Capacity
Building Team.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Focus on continued support for
building laboratory diagnostic capacity and transferring diagnostic
technologies with partners; finalize transfer of protocols to utilize the newly
developed universal, synthetic positive controls for diagnostics at a viral
family level; transfer of protocols and primer sequences for viral family
diagnostics; communication with IDENTIFY will be strengthened through
regular in-country meetings; continued support will also be given to further
trial and optimize next-generation sequencing technology for novel viral
discovery in wildlife; continue with training and support for next-generation
sequencing bioinformatics analyses.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Increased awareness
and training of staff in One Health through regular visits and meetings;
communication with country lead organization and through synergistic
activities with other EPT partners, particularly, via regular attendance and
participation in the monthly EID Preparedness Forum held in Bangkok.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Conduct the rapid assessment using existing tool and produce
reports and map to help guide activities as well as serve as baseline for
future progress determination; provide the Capacity Building Team with
the results of the Rapid Survey Tool update.

Partners: Chulalongkorn University's Department of Medicine and Molecular
Biology Center for Neurological Diseases and WHO Collaborating Center for
Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses (hereafter, Chulalongkorn
University); National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department
(DNP) ; IDENTIFY; RESPOND
Expected results: Laboratory diagnostic technology is transferred, including
universal positive controls and protocols and viral family primers testing kit
and protocols; regular communication between PREDICT and other EPT
partners is maintained; EID Preparedness Forum is attended regularly;
training of staff using PREDICT Outbreak Response Guide is completed;
Rapid Survey Tool update is completed.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Thailand: No field surveillance activity planned in YR3; Country
Coordinator will communicate regularly with veterinarians from DNP and
staff from RESPOND to stay informed of ongoing wildlife disease
surveillance activities in Thailand.

•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Continue to
support next-generation sequencing analysis and protocol optimization for
novel pathogen discovery on archived wildlife samples; provide
bioinformatics support, training and tools, as necessary; transfer of
synthetic positive control protocols for diagnostics at a viral family level ;
transfer of protocols and consensus primer sequences for viral family
diagnostics.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Provide protocols, primers and
positive controls for priority pathogens; diagnostic testing on archived
wildlife samples for follow-up on potential new pathogens identified using
next-generation sequencing from activities supported in Year 1 and 2.

Partners: Chulalongkorn University; Center for Infection and Immunity (GIi),
Columbia University
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced, optimized and utilized;
wildlife samples screened using new protocols and results shared with EPT
and government partners as appropriate.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Enter all lab diagnostic results into GAINS database.

Partners: Chulalongkorn University
Expected result(s): All data entered into GAINS; conduct trainings on use
of GAINS with country coordinator and relevant staff.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: General Management: Country coordinator will provide
day-to-day management and oversight of the country project and facilitate
the efficient accomplishment of all activities; managing organization will
communicate regularly with country coordinator to facilitate
implementation.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Bi-weekly teleconference and regular
email communication between Country Coordinator and managing

organization; maintain regular communication with country partners and
USAID Mission through in-person meetings and conference calls;
communication with other EPT partners (RESPOND, PREVENT,
IDENTIFY) through monthly EID Preparedness Forum and regional EPT
meetings; regular phone and email communication with DNP
veterinarians.
o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Comply with all government and USAID
reporting requirements, including all financial , technical, environmental
and travel reports as required.

Partners: Chulalongkorn University; DNP; RESPOND; PREVENT; IDENTIFY
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all activities; full fiscal
disclosure and near real-time expense tracking ; ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission and
other EPT partners through regular updates; compliance of all reporting
requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel).
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence: Provide
laboratory diagnostic data to Modeling and Hotspots ID Team.
Partners: Chulalongkorn University; Modeling and Hotspots ID Team
Expected results: Diagnostic data shared through GAINS database;
mammal-virus host range database updated based on any new results;
country-level disease hotspots map refined.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate government ministries
and RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-THAILAND

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

1.2

Surveillance

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Supaporn
Wacharapluesa
dee, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein,
Country Liaison
Kevin 01 ival

EIP&Cl &D H A ILTII
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Laboratory diagnostic technology is
transferred, including universal positive
controls and protocols and viral family
primers testing kit and protocols; regular
communication with other EPT partners is
maintained; EID Preparedness Forum is
attended regularly; training of staff using
Outbreak Response Guide is completed;
Rapid Survey Tool update is completed.

FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No planned surveillance in YR3.
Country
Coordinator
Supaporn
Wacharapluesa
dee, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein,

New technologies introduced, optimized
and utilized; wildlife samples screened
using new protocols and results shared
with EPT and government partners as
appropriate.

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

Country Liaison
Kevin Olival
1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Supaporn
Wacharapluesa
dee

All data entered into GAINS; conducted
trainings on use of GAINS with Country
Coordinator and relevant staff.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Country
Coordinator
Supaporn
Wacharapluesa
dee, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein,
Country Liaison
Kevin 01 ival

Management and coordination of all
activities under responsible organizational
lead and executive board ; full fiscal
disclosure and near real-time expense
tracking; ongoing, multi-faceted
comm unication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission and other
EPT partners through regular updates;
compliance of all reporting requests
(financial, tech nical, environmental,
travel).

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Supaporn
Wacharapluesa
dee Country

Diagnostic data shared through GAINS
database; mammal-virus host range
database updated based on any new
results ; country-level disease hotspots
map refined.

X

X

X

X

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
11
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Liaison and
Modeling and
Hotspots ID
Team Member
Kevin Olival

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - THAILAND

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJliCllwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

Data sharing among
inter-governmental
agencies; regular
communication with
DNP

Quarterly Reports

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

Increased capacity in
laboratories;
necessary controls,
primers and protocols
obtained and
optimized

Feedback from lab
Monthly
staff via email and
test results reporting
in GAINS

Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Oliva!

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Oliva!

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

Monthly
communication with
other EPT members
and partners in
Thailand; attending
monthly One Health
workshop

Feedback from staff Monthly
via email and notes
from agency/partner
meetings

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Agency and
partner representatives, Asia
Regional Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein, Country Liaison Kevin Olival

1.1 .4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Completed
assessment and
reviewed findings

Once assessment is Quarterly
completed, success
benchmarks will be
developed to
monitor future
progress

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival

1.2.1
Surveillance

n/a

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for viral
discovery and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure and
optimized protocols
for next-generation
sequencing and viral

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival,
Pathogen Discovery Coordinator

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

family-level screening
for pathogen
discovery

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Simon Anthony

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Diagnostic results
uploaded into GAINS
database

GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates

Email updates,
Basecamp, video
and teleconferencing

Bi-Weekly

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Advisor Thiravat
Hemachudha

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time
expense tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and partner
updates

Email, in-person
Monthly
visits,
teleconference, and
Basecamp

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Advisor Thiravat
Hemachudha, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance in all
reporting requests

Email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival

Monthly

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

INDICATOR

Diagnostic
data/results sent to
Modeling and
Hotspots ID T earn;
databases and
hotspots risk maps
updated

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
GAINS and
Quarterly reports

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION
Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, Asia Regional
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival,
PREDICT Modeling and Hotspots ID
Team

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - THAILAND
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Thailand is EcoHealth Alliance, and the implementing organization
within Thailand is Chulalongkorn University. Oversight of activities in-country will be
managed by Country Coordinator, Dr. Supaporn Wacharapluesadee, with additional
oversight by Dr. Thiravat Hemachudha from Chulalongkorn University's Department of
Medicine and Molecular Biology Center for Neurological Diseases and the WHO
Collaborating Center for Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses. Country
Coordinator, Dr. Supaporn Wacharapluesadee, communicates regularly with Asia
Regional Coordinator, Dr. Jonathan Epstein and Country Liaison, Dr. Kevin Olival to
manage and implement the objectives of the program. Additionally, the implementing
organization has structural relationships with key personnel within the National Park,
Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department; Ministry of National Resources and
Environment; Ministry of Public Health; and the Food and Agriculture Organization.
Overview
As one of the more developed countries in Southeast Asia, Thailand is an optimal place
to expand and build a robust wildlife disease surveillance system. PREDICT Thailand is
well-established with the wildlife and national park system, and some linkages among
environment, wildlife, and health ministries are already established. Through activities
we can further increase the capacity to detect and identify novel pathogens of zoonotic
potential and expand One Health linkages. Thailand is an ecologically diverse nation
with a central geographic position among neighboring SE Asian states. It covers a
range of ecosystem types, from mangroves to rainforests, spread across southern
boundaries with Malaysia, northern boundaries with Myanmar and Laos, and to the
eastern border with Cambodia. Southeast Asia has some of the greatest wildlife
biodiversity on Earth, the highest rate of tropical deforestation in the past decade and a
rapidly growing human population - bringing human settlements and commercial
agriculture into close proximity with a range of wildlife species. In addition, the wildlife
trade is pervasive in Southeast Asia, including Thailand. All these factors create a high
level of risk to exposure with zoonotic pathogens and make Thailand an important site
for activities. Our laboratory capacity building activities supported in Year 1 and 2 in
Thailand have already made measurable improvements in the ability to identify and
recognize novel viruses from clinical wildlife samples. We also have recognized a high
level of enthusiasm from our in-country partners to improve linkages among government
ministries and integrate wildlife surveillance into the public health structure, and view
this as a positive sign that activities will continue to be successful in Thailand.
Activities and Locations
Chulalongkorn University is the primary partner in Thailand to perform viral diagnostics
in a state-of-the-art molecular virology lab and new facility for next-generation
sequencing and pathogen discovery. Through the relationships formed by our faculty
partners at Chulalongkorn with wildlife, environment and health ministries in Thailand in

the past, PREDICT Thailand was able to begin targeted wildlife diagnostics on highquality archived samples. Our laboratory capacity building activities in Year 1 and 2
have already made measurable improvements in the capacity to identify and recognize
novel viruses from clinical wildlife samples that were collected, processed and analyzed
in-country. Will continue to establish coordination and maintain strong communication
with relevant ministries, universities, government partners, NGOs and other EPT
partners to operationalize One Health and continue to strengthen capacity. We will
continue to transfer new technologies to Chulalongkorn University labs for viral
discovery and diagnostics, including a universal positive control with protocols and
consensus viral family primers kit and protocols. Further, we anticipate strengthened
communication with RESPOND partners to further build capacity and expand training
necessary for a robust wildlife disease surveillance system with IDENTIFY's FAQ and
WHO, both of which have regional headquarters in Bangkok.

Partnerships
Chulalongkorn University; National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department;
IDENTIFY; PREVENT; RESPOND; and USAID mission
Reporting
The Thailand team, including the Country Coordinator, Dr. Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee, and Dr. Thiravat Hemachudha from Chulalongkorn University, Asia
Regional Coordinator, Dr. Jonathan Epstein, Country Liaison, Dr. Kevin Olival, will
provide the USAID ROMA regular updates on activities. Over the past two years, this
has been primarily through in-person meetings and phone conversations with the
USAID Mission in Bangkok. In addition, the Country Coordinator and EcoHealth Alliance
team will communicate on a bi-weekly basis through email and Skype meetings, sharing
of bi-weekly progress reports and sharing documents as needed through the Basecamp
project site.

Vietnam
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability}
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Continued input
of all surveillance data into GAINS and to PREDICT's risk Modeling Team
in order to build understanding of Vietnam's risk interfaces; quarterly
review of surveillance plan to ensure it is targeted according to updated
risk models and maps; track media reports of disease outbreaks in
humans, livestock and wildlife and ongoing discussion with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development's (MARO) Department of Animal
Health (DAH) and Forestry Directorate (FD) to identify emerging

interfaces between people, livestock and wildlife; coordinate with the
planned WHO zoonotic disease risk assessment for Vietnam; assist the
DAH Department of Epidemiology to develop a national strategy for
wildlife disease surveillance to complement existing surveillance for
disease in livestock; continue to incorporate training on biosafety, use of
PPE, sample collection, cold chain and sample submission with
government authorities whenever implementing surveillance; conduct
training for in-country teams to prepare them for outbreak response using
the PREDICT Outbreak Response Guide currently being developed for
YR 3.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Build on existing relationships
with Regional Animal Health Office No. 6 in Ho Chi Minh City, the Hanoi
Agriculture University Faculty of Veterinary Medicine Microbiology
Laboratory and other Department of Animal Health laboratories as
appropriate to improve the capacity for molecular diagnosis of disease in
wildlife, as wellas procurement of laboratory equipment, reagents and
primers; increase the number of viral family-level protocols successfully
being implemented in partner laboratories activities; help establish links
between national veterinary laboratories and international partner
laboratories to improve national diagnostic capacity; work with IDENTIFY
and RESPOND to coordinate support for training of in-country personnel
to increase human capacity; work with IDENTIFY to improve capacity to
handle, process, store and manage samples; ongoing coordination of
planning with PREVENT.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Continue to work with
government partners in the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
(MARO) to incorporate the 'One Health' approach into all EPT-led
activities as appropriate; continue to incorporate a 'One Health'
component to all wildlife law enforcement training programs; continue to
provide input into the development of Vietnam's "Integrated National
Operational Program on Avian Influenza, Pandemic Preparedness and
Other Emerging Infectious Diseases (A/PED), 2011-2015", where
appropriate; ongoing involvement in the regular Avian and Pandemic
Influenza meetings held by USAID; these meetings include all recipients of
USAID funding for Avian and Pandemic Influenza preparedness and other
related programs, and include multilateral bodies such as WHO and FAQ,
participants from both human and animal health NGOs and consulting
firms, such as Abt Associates and ASVELIS, and the Vietnamese
government-led Partnership for Avian and Human Influenza (PAHi).
Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Use of the Rapid Survey Tool to assess Vietnam's wildlife
disease surveillance and outbreak response systems and to monitor for
changes in capacity which are directly related to PREDICT and other EPT

activities; cooperate with IDENTIFY-led assessments of Vietnam's
Veterinary Services to ensure no duplication of efforts; evaluate any
changes in Vietnam's ability to identify, report, diagnose and respond to
outbreak of unknown disease using this tool; continue to identify key
country stakeholders, including relevant government departments,
laboratories, universities.

Partners: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARO) Department of Animal Health (Department of Epidemiology, National Centre
for Veterinary Diagnostics, Regional Animal Health Office 6 (RAHO 6),
Department of Quarantine and Customs); Forestry Directorate (Forest
Protection Department (FPO) , CITES Management Authority); Hanoi
Agriculture University (HAU) - Faculty of Veterinary Medicine; Oxford
University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU); US CDC; PREVENT;
RESPOND; IDENTIFY
Expected results: Surveillance for new and emerging diseases targeted at
the most appropriate wildlife/human interfaces ; improved national capacity for
surveillance and diagnosis of new and emerging diseases in wildlife;
strengthened relationships with key government partners to ensure ongoing
incorporation of the "One Health" approach in national decision making
processes related to animal, human and wildlife management.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Vietnam: Continue to coordinate with the appropriate government
departments, universities, other NGOs and UN technical agencies to
facilitate sharing of surveillance results and data for Vietnam; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk; cooperate with RESPOND and the newly established 'One Health'
university network to coordinate activities focused on outbreaks of disease
in wildlife, humans and livestock.

•
•
•

Taxa: rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates and non-human
primates
Interfaces: Wildlife trade (confiscations), wildlife farms, private
wildlife collections, wildlife rescue centres, free-ranging
Proposed Locations: Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh, Dong Nai Province,
Lam Dong Province, Quang Ninh Province, Son La Province

Partners: MARD-DAH (Department of Epidemiology, National Centre for
Veterinary Diagnostics, RAH06, Department of Quarantine and Customs),

Forestry Directorate (FPO, CITES Management Authority), HAU - Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine: OUCRU, other EPT partners

Expected result(s): Implemented field sampling activities in key
human/wildlife interfaces in coordination with in-country partners ; standard
protocols applied to collection, cold chain, transportation and storage of
samples from wildlife; activities reviewed and approved for animal welfare and
human ethical grounds criteria by appropriate committees; samples collected
and pathogen detection and discovery initiated; coordinated entry of sampling
and epidemiological data into GAINS system to ensure sharing of data and
enhance cooperation with partners; coordinated sampling activities with risk
characterization activities implemented by PREVENT.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Continue to work
with national laboratories to develop skills in implementation of new
technologies and protocols to support diagnosis of samples; work with incountry partners to identify gaps in existing technological infrastructure
and work with other EPT partners to identify solutions to these gaps;
continue to train national partners in the utilization of filter card sample
collection as a means of obtaining diagnostically viable samples in remote
areas.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen identification in country;,work with in-country partner laboratories
to develop relationships with other regional and international laboratories
to develop skills in pathogen discovery.

Partners: MARD-DAH (Department of Epidemiology, National Centre for
Veterinary Diagnostics, RAH06, Department of Quarantine and Customs),
Forestry Directorate (FPO, CITES Management Authority), HAU - Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine, OUCRU, other EPT partners
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in Regional Animal Health Office No. 6 (RAHO 6) and HAU
Veterinary Faculty diagnostic centers and appropriate training and material
resources introduced ; worked with IDENTIFY to improve capacity of HAU and
RAHO 6 to handle, process and store samples; assisted in the development
of a working relationship between PREDICT in-country laboratories and
regional or international laboratories with additional diagnostic capacity where
appropriate.

•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Train two national veterinarians and partner laboratory technicians in the
use of GAINS appropriate field datasheets and Barcode labeling system;
implement sample management system in partner laboratories to ensure
all samples archived in ultralow freezers for future analysis are readily
available if required; enter all field and surveillance data using
standardized templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize
standardized labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: MARD-DAH (Department of Epidemiology, National Centre for
Veterinary Diagnostics, RAH06), Hanoi Agriculture University (HAU) - Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine, OUCRU
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system; data provided through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities, including logistics.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for timely reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional leads, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports ; enter all field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: MARD- DAH, Forestry Directorate; HAU - Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead; full fiscal
disclosure and near real-time expense tracking, including monthly financial
reporting; continued on-going multi-faceted communication between Country

Coordinators, Regional Coordinators and the U.S. through electronic media,
scheduled conference calls and face-to-face meetings; continue regular
communications with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to
Vietnam; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel, and entering surveillance data through the GAINS
database.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: MARD-DAH, FPD, Quarantine, HAU - Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE), MOF
(Customs), MOS (Environmental Police), OUCRU, PREVENT
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data; cooperate with PREVENT partners on
potential projects that contribute to risk determination.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No pre-planned activities, Respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No planned activities
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Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional Manager
Angela Yang

Surveillance for new and emerging diseases
targeted at the most appropriate
wildlife/human interfaces; improved national
capacity for surveillance and diagnosis of
new and emerging diseases in wildlife;
strengthened relationships with key
government partners to ensure ongoing
incorporation of the "One Health" approach
in national decision making processes
related to animal, human and wildlife
management.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional Manager
Angela Yang

Implemented field sampling activities in key
human/wildlife interfaces in coordination with
in-country partners, standard protocols applied
to collection, cold chain, transportation and
storage of samples from wildlife ; activities
reviewed and approved for animal welfare and
human ethical grounds criteria by appropriate
committees; samples collected and pathogen
detection and discovery initiated; coordinated
entry of sampling and epidemiological data
into GAINS system to ensure sharing of data
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X

X
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and enhance cooperation with partners;
coordination of sampling activities with risk
characterization activities implemented by
PREVENT.

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Region al Manager
Angela Yang

New technologies introduced and utilized;
identified capacity gaps in Regional Animal
Health Office No. 6 (RAHO 6) and HAU
Veterinary Faculty diagnostic centers;
appropriate training and material resources
introduced; worked with IDENTIFY to improve
capacity of HAU and RAHO 6 to handle,
process and store samples; assisted in the
development of a working relationship
between PREDICT in-country laboratories and
regional or international laboratories with
additional diagnostic capacity where
appropriate.

X

X

X

X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional Manager
Angela Yang

All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking and
data management; implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system; data provided
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

1.5

2.2

Program
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional Manager
Angela Yang

Management and coordination of all Capacity
Building and surveillance activities; full fiscal
disclosure and near real-time expense
tracking, including monthly financial reporting;
continued on-going multi-faceted
communication between Country
Coordinators, Regional Coordinators and
WCS through electronic media, scheduled
conference calls and face-to-face meetings;
continued regular communications with incountry partners including the USAID Mission
to Vietnam; continued compliance of all
reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel), and entering
surveillance data through the GAINS
database.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator
Damien Joly,
Regional Manager
Angela Yang

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan and
optimized as needed; data provided through
GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data;
cooperation with PREVENT partners on
potential projects that contribute to risk
determination.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN-VIETNAM

PRCMEGr
GIUECfflVE
1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

INDICATOR

Surveillance plan updated
according to data/modeling
team improvements of risk
map for Vietnam

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly,
Regional Manager Angela Yang

Quarterly Reports,
GAINS

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly,
Regional Manager Angela Yang

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark.

Increased numbers of
Vietnamese wildlife/human
and animal health workers
trained in PPE, biosafety and
other PREDICT protocols

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3

Improved wildlife pathogen
diagnostics in country;
improved human resources
and equipment for
investigation of diseases in
wildlife; improved
management of wildlife
samples in partner
laboratories

Continue to be invited to
Operationalizing One provide input and feedback to
Health
government policies and
activities related to 'One
Health'

PROJECI'
OIUFC11VE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

"One Health" a key component
of all training activities

1.1.4
Capacity
Assessment and
Tracking of
Development

Rapid Survey Tool completed

Rapid Survey Tool
report

Annual

Relationships with key
national partners established

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
Basecamp
data coordination; samples
GAINS database
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
DAH/HAU for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

GAINS

Bi-weekly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

1.4.1
Sample data received ;
Sample Tracking and implemented standardized
Information
labeling and tracking system
Management

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

PROJECI'
OIUFC11VE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.1
General
Management

Project updates with the team

Skype, email and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp and
Financial Report

Monthly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly,
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Verbal face-to-face
meetings with
partners and
Mission

Monthly (may
be more
regularly where
required)

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Basecamp & GAINS Quarterly
database

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly,
Regional Manager Angela Yang

2.2

Samples collected or received
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and
proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Asia Coordinator Damien Joly

Data utilized to create an
improved understanding of
drivers of disease emergence
in Vietnam

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - VIETNAM
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Vietnam is Wildlife Conservation Society, and the implementing
organizations will be Wildlife Conservation Society, the Department of Animal Health
and the Forestry Directorate of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development and
Hanoi Agriculture University Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. Oversight of activities in
Vietnam will be managed by Country Coordinator Leanne Clark (WCS) in coordination
with Asia Coordinator Damien Joly (WCS) and Regional Manager Angela Yang (WCS)
with support from PREDICT Technical Team Leaders Technology Development Lead
Joseph Fair (GVF), Diagnostic Lead Tracey Goldstein (UCO), Surveillance Lead
Christine Johnson (UCO), and modeling support Kevin Olival (EHA). In addition,
PREDICT Vietnam has two full-time staff members, including a national veterinarian
and an administrative support officer and one veterinary intern (Vietnamese national).
Additional staff will be hired to assist this core team in field surveillance through animal
capture, handling, sampling, and data management support as activities expand in YR3.
Overview
Vietnam represents an important country for the potential of emergence and spillover of
infectious zoonotic pathogens from wildlife to humans. Vietnam is widely recognized as
a significant source, transit and consumer country of both the trade in wildlife and
wildlife products. While Vietnam's biodiversity has been significantly threatened by a
history of deforestation and hunting, the poaching of all species of protect wildlife
continues. Regional wildlife trade dynamics have also highlighted the country's
important position along the major land, sea and air transport routes for wildlife en route
to the wildlife markets of China. The crowded, often unhygienic nature of the wildlife
trade creates ideal conditions for the transmission of infectious pathogens between
stressed, often injured, and potentially immunologically na"ive animals.

Consumption of wildlife within Vietnam, including wild meat in specialized restaurants
and the use of wildlife products as remedies in traditional medicine, is also increasing.
Practices associated with slaughter and preparation meat for consumption provide
opportunity for exposure of people and other animals to potential pathogens. Legal
farming of a wide range of wild species, in an attempt to provide a sustainable source of
animals to supply the wildlife trade, is also developing rapidly. Surveys of wildlife farms
in Vietnam by WCS identified these as significant risks to public health due to the
number of species in close contact. Farming of livestock also remains very important
across the country. Continued clearing of forest for human settlement and
encroachment of displaced wildlife into areas of human settlement creates increasing
opportunities for contact between people, livestock and wildlife and the potential for
pathogen transmission.
Wildlife disease investigation in Vietnam falls under the Department of Animal Health
within the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. Diagnostic facilities include

the National Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics in Hanoi, as well as a regional system of
Animal Health Offices spread throughout the country. A nationwide system of Provincial,
District and Community level animal health workers also exists. While this system
facilitates the rapid identification and response to disease outbreaks in livestock,
resources limit activities at the district and community levels. Significant advances have
been made recently in the development of surveillance networks for diseases in
livestock as a result of the response to avian influenza infection within the country.
Thus, existing networks provide an ideal platform from which to develop a national
surveillance system for wildlife diseases in Vietnam.
Activities and Locations
Will continue to establish coordination with government departments, universities, multilaterals and NGOs in Vietnam to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data, as
well as build collaborative relationships to increase capacity for viral diagnostics at
appropriate laboratories and identify zoonotic pathogen from wildlife with potential
pandemic risk.
• Taxa: primates, birds, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock as
appropriate
• Interfaces: Wildlife trade (after confiscations at national borders by quarantine
and customs, and internally at FPO stations), wildlife farms, private wildlife
collections, wildlife rescue centres, free-ranging, syndromic
• Proposed Locations: Quang Ninh Province, Dong Nai Province, Lam Dong
Province, Ho Chi Minh City and greater metropolitan area, Hanoi Province, and
Son La Province
Partnerships
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARO) - Department of Animal Health
(Department of Epidemiology, National Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics, Regional
Animal Health Office 6, Department of Quarantine and Customs), Forestry Directorate
(Forest Protection Department (FPO), CITES Management Authority); Hanoi Agriculture
University (HAU) - Faculty of Veterinary Medicine; Oxford University Clinical Research
Unit (OUCRU); US CDC; WHO; OIE;FAO
Reporting
Country Coordinator Leanne Clark will give brief weekly verbal updates to the Vietnam
USAID mission representative, Tim Mienke. Staff will also be involved in the existing
USAID Pandemic Influenza partners meetings (held on a semi-regular basis).
In addition, the Country Coordinator, Asia Coordinator and Regional Manager
communicate on a weekly basis via Skype meetings, and using email and other means
as required. Compliance with Quarterly reporting requirements will be continued.

GREATER ASIA REGION
Bangladesh
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Continue to
identify new areas with wildlife-human interfaces and develop surveillance
strategies for these areas using a One Health approach, including an
anthropology team to assess behavioral causes of human interactions
with wildlife and develop educational outreach; in these identified areas,
establish wildlife disease surveillance; continue training veterinary
personnel from the Bangladesh Forest Department in integrated
surveillance activities; didactic training at the International Centre for
Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B) ; integration of
Forestry Department personnel in the scientific planning and implantation
of surveillance; conduct training for PREDICT in-country teams to prepare
them for outbreak response using the PREDICT Outbreak Response
Guide.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Initiate diagnostic testing utilizing
the PREDICT family-level PCR protocols and positive controls to screen
bat, rodent and other small mammal samples for potential zoonotic
agents; other samples will be sent to the Center for Infection and Immunity
(Gil), Columbia University for 454 pathogen discovery; continued
implementation of the sample-tracking (barcoding) system.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Organize One Health
meetings that include scientists and ministerial staff to discuss One Health
scientific collaboration and policy among South Asian countries;
collaborate with the One Health Alliance of South Asia (OHASA) to hold
these meetings.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Refinement of capacity maps in Year 3 and the completion of
the Rapid Survey Tool update for Bangladesh.

Partners: International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh
(ICDDR,B) ; Bangladesh Forest Department; Institute of Epidemiology, Disease
Control and Research (IEDCR) of the Bangladeshi Ministry of Health;
Bangladeshi Department of Livestock Services

Expected results: Train new personnel from the Bangladesh Forest
Department in surveillance techniques and collaborate with them in
surveillance and outbreak response efforts; establish the capacity for incountry laboratory detection of novel and known agents in wildlife samples
collected; organize meetings to promote One Health and collaboration
between scientists and policy makers in Bangladesh and Southeast Asia.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Bangladesh: Continue to establish coordination with ministries,
universities and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and
data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper
tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of
pandemic risk; assist in-country and EPT partners with wildlife surveillance
in the context of human outbreak investigation where zoonoses are
suspected.

•
•

•
•

Taxa: bats, rodents, shrews, carnivores, lagomorphs and primates
Interfaces: free-ranging wildlife, captive and semi-captive wildlife,
urban-rural interface, undisturbed/disturbed, rural-wildlife interface,
urban-wildlife interface
Current surveillance locations: Rajbari, Faridpur, Sylhet, Cox's
Bazar, Lalmonirhat, Camilla, Dhaka, Chittagong
Proposed Locations: Lawachara National Park/West Bhanugach
Reserve (pristine/edge of tea plantation), Chunati Wildlife
Sanctuary, Madhupur National Park, Bhawal National Park

Partners: ICDDR,B; Bangladesh Forest Department (under the Ministry of
Environment and Forest); Chittagong Veterinary and Animal Sciences
University; Chunati Wildlife Sanctuary; US CDC
Expected Result(s): Implement wildlife surveillance and data coordination incountry; initiate pathogen detection of collected wildlife samples; surveillance
sample tracking system integrated with GAINS; apply for permits to expand
species list for sampling; implement wildlife surveillance in proposed locations
in collaboration with partners in order to achieve a regional surveillance
network; implement joint outbreak investigations with Bangladesh Forest
Department.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement the
PCR protocols for filoviruses, coronaviruses, arenaviruses, hantaviruses,
seadornaviruses, bocaviruses, paramyxoviruses (including Nipah) and

alphaviruses; conduct ELISA testing of serum samples for high priority
pathogens.
o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Test selected wildlife samples for
selected diseases at ICDDR,B laboratory in Dhaka; export selected
wildlife samples to other partner laboratories for pathogen discovery.

Partners: ICDDR,B; CII, Columbia University; Bangladesh Forest
Department; Chittagong Veterinary and Animal Sciences University
Expected Result(s): The acquisition of PCR reagents, positive controls and
PREDICT PCR protocols; subset of bat and rodent samples screened by
PCR for paramyxoviruses (Nipah virus), coronaviruses and arenaviruses;
additional PCR testing for filoviruses, coronaviruses, arenaviruses,
hantaviruses, seadornaviruses, bocaviruses, paramyxoviruses (including
Nipah) and alphaviruses; selected wildlife samples sent to CII for pathogen
discovery.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Continue to enter field and surveillance data using standardized templates
into the GAINS database; continue to use standardized labeling and
tracking system in-country, including barcode labels.

Partners: ICDDR,B
Expected Result(s): Sample tubes labeled using barcode system; GAINS
database updated.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities and logistics; scheduling of
surveillance activities; integration of the Bangladesh Forest Department
into surveillance activities; planning of training sessions.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop and maintain expenses within the annual
budget; ensure charges are consistent with applicable regulations and
guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID Mission through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications

and reports; continue regular in-person meetings and telephone
communication with the Bangladesh Forest Department.
o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database; report
sample collection activities to the Bangladesh Forest Department; report
wildlife outbreak investigation summaries to the Bangladesh Forest
Department.

Partners: ICDDR,B; Bangladesh Forest Department
Expected Result(s): Manage and coordinate all capacity building and
surveillance activities; regular communication between Asia Regional
Coordinator and Country Coordinator via bi-weekly conference calls and
email; regular communication between Country Coordinator and Chief
Conservator of Forestry Office ; surveillance activities scheduled and
conducted; training needs for Year 3 identified and scheduled (if necessary);
all samples collected entered into GAINS database; surveillance activities and
outbreak response are communicated to Asia Regional Coordinator and
PREDICT Executive Board.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence: Work with
Modeling and Hotspots ID Team to refine map of predicted hotspots.
Partners: ICDDR,B; Modeling and Hotspots ID Team.
Expected Result(s): Refine map of predicted hotspots with the Modeling
and Hotspots ID Team.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
•

Training of Government Forest Officers in Wildlife Surveillance Activities in
the Context of an Outbreak Investigation: Train Forest Department staff at
ICDDR,B in outbreak investigations, epidemiology and disease surveillance;
coordinate and explore opportunities with RESPOND; facilitate the inclusion of
Forest Department staff and officials (wildlife professionals) in joint outbreak
response teams; train Forest Department officials in Geographic Information
Systems.
Partners: ICDDR,B; Bangladesh Forest Department; RESPOND
Expected Result(s): Participation of wildlife surveillance activities in
outbreak response with in-country and other EPT partners (if present);

incorporation of Forest Department field staff into PREDICT team and wildlife
surveillance activities (including outbreak investigation, if opportunity occurs);
GIS training completed for Forest Department staff through ICDDR,B course.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- BANGLADESH

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?
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Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
OCTDEC

JAN- APRMAR JUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

Country
Coordinator
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan

Train new personnel from the
Bangladesh Forest Department in
surveillance techniques and
collaborate with them in surveillance
and outbreak response efforts;
establish the capacity for in-country
laboratory detection of novel and
known agents in wildlife samples
collected; organize meetings to
promote One Health and collaboration
between scientists and policy makers
in Bangladesh and Southeast Asia;
conduct training for in-country teams to
prepare them for outbreak response
using the PREDICT Outbreak
Response Guide being developed by
the Capacity Building Team.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.

Implement wildlife surveillance and
data coordination in-country; initiate
pathogen detection of collected wildlife
samples; surveillance sample tracking
system integrated with GAINS ; apply

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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Salah Uddin
Khan, GAINS
Leader Nazmul
Haider

for permits to expand species list for
sampling; implement wildlife
surveillance in proposed locations in
collaboration with partners in order to
achieve a regional surveillance
network; implement joint outbreak
investigations with Bangladesh Forest
Department.

FY12 FY12 FY12 FY12
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
OCTDEC

JAN- APRMAR JUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan,
Laboratory
Coordinator Dr.
Mustafiz

The acquisition of PCR reagents ,
positive controls and PREDICT PCR
protocols; subset of bat and rodent
samples screened by PCR for
paramyxoviruses (Nipah virus),
coronaviruses, and arenaviruses;
additional PCR testing for filoviruses,
coronaviruses, arenaviruses ,
hantaviruses, seadornaviruses,
bocaviruses, paramyxoviruses
(including Nipah) and alphaviruses;
selected wildlife samples sent to CII for
pathogen discovery.

X

X

X

X

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
data provided into GAINS on a monthly
basis ; respond in a timely and efficient
manner to requests for surveillance
data.

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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X

X

X

X

Salah Uddin
Khan, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival
1.5

Program
Management

Country
Coordinator
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival

Manage and coordinate all capacity
building and surveillance activities. Biweekly communication of activities to
Asia Regional Coordinator and
quarterly financial reporting ;
communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission to
Bangladesh through quarterly partner
updates and with the team through
monthly phone conferencing meetings;
continued compliance in all reporting
requests from USAID through UC
Davis via EcoHealth Alliance; entering
of surveillance data through the GAINS
database.

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

2.2

Country
Coordinator
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
PREDICT
Modeling and
Hotspots ID
Team

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
collect and provide country-specific
data as needed for country-scale
hotspots modeling effort; provide data
to Modeling and Hotspots ID Team to
understand and quantify risks of spillover.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - BANGLADESH

PRDJEaT

INDICATOR

GIIIECIIVE
1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

Geographic expansion of
surveillance activities

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

Quarterly reports ,
GAINS database

Successful processing of
GAINS database
samples and reporting of
diagnostic results to PREDICT
and Ministry contacts

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan, GAINS
Leader Nazmul Haider

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan, GAINS
Leader Nazmul Haider

PIIDJECI'
OIUECIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

1.1.3
Meetings that include ministry Quarterly Reports
Operationalizing One and scientific partners on One
Health
Health implementation

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Bi-annual

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan

Annual

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan

1.1.4
Capacity
Assessment and
Tracking of
Development

Revised Rapid Survey Tool

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
Email, Basecamp
data coordination; samples
and GAINS
collected or received and
database
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan, Laboratory
Coordinator Dr. Mustafiz

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Laboratory Coordinator Dr.
Mustafiz

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
ICDDR,B for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage;
shipment to CII for pathogen
discovery

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan, Asia
Regional Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
Pathogen Discovery Coordinator
Simon Anthony

Capacity Update

PIIDJECI'
OIUECIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.1
Sample data and analysis
Sample Tracking and results entered into GAINS;
Information
implemented standardized
Management
labeling and tracking system

GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader
Md. Salah Uddin Khan, GAINS
Leader Nazmul Haider, Asia
Regional Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein, Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

1.5.1
General
Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email updates,
Basecamp, video
and teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Email, in-person
visits and
Basecamp

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Asia Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Quarterly reports,
email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease

Samples collected or received GAINS database
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and

Monthly

Country Coordinator Andrea
Mikolon, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, PREDICT Modeling

PIIDJECI'
OIUECIIVE
emergence

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

proposed locations

Revised surveillance pla

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

and Hotspots ID T earn

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-BANGLADESH
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Bangladesh is EcoHealth Alliance and the implementing organization
within Bangladesh is the Center for Diarrheal Disease Research, Bangladesh
(ICDDR,B). Oversight of activities will be managed by Country Coordinator Dr. Andrea
Mikolon (Director, Zoonotic Disease Cluster, Programme on Infectious Disease and
Vaccine Sciences, ICDDR,B). Fieldwork and training will be supported by EcoHealth
Alliance's Field Veterinarian Dr. Ariful Islam and a team of wildlife technicians. Dr. Islam
coordinates the Nipah virus ecology bat investigation for EcoHealth Alliance and works
alongside ICDDDR,B scientists. ICDDR,B also has existing institutional partnerships
with USAID, the Bangladesh Forest Department (under the Ministry for Environment
and Forest), the Division of Livestock Services (under the Ministry of Agriculture), and
the Institute for Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR) (under the
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare). These relationships with government agencies
will be instrumental in achieving surveillance goals, as well as provide scientific and
logistical support.
Overview
Bangladesh provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at
what is one of the most active wildlife-livestock-human interface areas in the world.
Dense human population co-occurs with rich biodiversity in a country that depends
intensively on agriculture by both human and animal labor. This high density of people
and livestock in a highly fragmented landscape that forces wildlife to live among
villages, coupled with strong seasonal variation in water availability increases the risk of
zoonotic threats and may facilitate transmission of diseases of pandemic potential
across this interface. Despite the resident biodiversity and intimate interaction of
populations in these interfaces, Bangladesh's current capacity to conduct wildlife
disease surveillance at a regional and national level is developing. Through the
implementing partner, ICDDR,B, in conjunction with Chittagong Veterinary and Animal
Sciences University (CVASU), existing collaborations with government veterinary and
livestock ministries, wildlife authorities and human health professionals enable
PREDICT to fill the wildlife surveillance gap and expand surveillance to other high-risk
wildlife-livestock-human interfaces.
Activities and Locations
Will continue to coordinate with ministries, universities and NGOs to facilitate sharing of
surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to collect priority wildlife
samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of samples and
results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:
• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, small carnivores, primates and ungulates
• Interfaces: free-ranging, depredation, syndromic

• Potential Locations: Lawachara National Park/West Bhanugach Reserve
(pristine/edge of tea plantation); Chunati Wildlife Sanctuary, Madhupur
National Park, Bhawal National Park, Faridpur District (Ramnagar and Dumra
Kandi) Village, Tangail, Dijnaspur, Chittagong
Partnerships
Partnerships have been established through Center for Diarrheal Disease Research,
Bangladesh (ICDDR,B) in conjunction with Chittagong Veterinary and Animal Sciences
University
Reporting
The USAID Mission is in the process of replacing its RDMA/OPH, formerly, Dr. Zandra
Andre, with whom Dr. Epstein has met. Upon the appointment of the new Mission
Representative, a meeting will be scheduled to establish reporting requirements.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and EcoHealth Alliance teams, led by Asia
Regional Coordinator Dr. Jonathan Epstein and Country Liaison Dr. Kevin Olival will
communicate with ICDDR,B personnel on a regular basis through email exchanges,
sharing of weekly progress reports and semi-monthly video or teleconferences.

China
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Adjust
surveillance field sites and species selection based on results from
previous work and hotspots maps from the modeling team to ensure
comprehensive data on pathogen load of target species; progress towards
full implementation of the GAINS system in China; coordination with local
and regional agencies to ensure all major interfaces are included in
surveillance plan; reinforce protocol adherence through training updates
for project staff and collaborators; training for in-country teams to prepare
them for outbreak response using the PREDICT Outbreak Response
Guide.
Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Identify gaps in diagnostic needs
on an ongoing basis; increase diagnostic capacity based on needs;
develop process for reporting on impact of added capacity; share
protocols and reagents developed for the program with all in-country
partners; augment laboratory protocols with additional screening protocols
including filovirus, hantavirus and coronavirus; implement new universal

control plasmid to allow testing of filovirus, flavivirus, paramyxovirus,
coronavirus, arenavirus, hantavirus, alphavirus, poxvivus; transfer
technology to allow additional ELISA testing beyond Ebola and SARS Co
virus.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Regional and Country
Coordinators will continue to communicate and work with in-country
partners and key individuals in governmental agencies, including the
Ministry of Forestry and CDC Beijing to promote One Health knowledge.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Country Coordinator and in-country partners will conduct
capacity assessments (Rapid Survey Tool) and report and will set-up a
procedure for tracking development across all partners.

Partners: East China Normal University (ECNU); Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention of Guangdong Province (GDCDC); Wuhan Institute for
Virology (WIV); Guangdong Entomological Institute/South China Institute of
Endangered Animals (GOEi)
Expected results: Overall improved efficiency and capacity between
surveillance and laboratory systems; increased collaboration and
communication with regards to operationalizing One Health; timely updates on
and response to capacity assessments; implementation of the GAINS system
within China; increased participation and cooperation with all in-country
partners.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
China: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and
NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk; follow-up
of human participants enrolled in emerging zoonotic pathogens cohort
study in Southern China; assist human public health organizations in
China to increase their capacity to work with wildlife populations; integrate
primate feces sampling into existing surveillance activities.
• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates, birds and
livestock, as appropriate
• Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife,
shared water sources), syndromic
• Potential Locations: Southern China (from Hainan to Yunnan) and
Central China (from Beijing to Shanghai)

Partners: ECNU; GDCDC; WIV; GOEi
Expected result(s): Strategically continue surveillance in field locations as
well as new locations identified in assessment of previous work and updated
hotspots maps, in collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network; pathogen detection and discovery continued for
collected wildlife and human samples; existing project surveillance sample
tracking system integrated with GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement new
technologies identified capable of supporting EPT activities in-country;
address identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure as result of
Capacity Assessment Update; dried blood spot cards and real-time PCR
introduced in Year 2, and PCR will continue to be the mainstay of
diagnosis in Year 3; new sample preservation systems will be put in place
to facilitate enhanced quality of collected tissues and elevated pathogen
discovery success.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Continue to implement protocols
to collect samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance
plan for each high-risk interface; continue to identify laboratory needs and
capacities to conduct pathogen discovery in-country; obtain DNA
sequences for pathogens of interest detected in samples; increase total
number of pathogens that in-country laboratories can test, specifically,
broaden the local screening for virus families by implementing molecular
protocols for filovirus, flavivirus, paramyxovirus, coronavirus, arenavirus,
hantavirus, alphavirus, poxvivus; transfer new universal control to
diagnostic sites that safely act as a positive control for 12 different assays
and contains an integrated control sequence to allow for detection of
positive control contamination in samples.

Partners: ECNU; GDCDC; WIV; GOEi
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; capacity gaps
identified in laboratory diagnostic centers; appropriate training and material
resources introduced where possible; expanded infrastructure to improve viral
diagnostic capacity and cold storage for sample archival.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; provide feedback for GAINS

database development; implement and utilize standardized labeling and
tracking system in-country.

Partners: ECNU ; GOCOC; WIV; GOEi
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS to be included in
surveillance committee calls and quarterly reports; completed trainings on
sample tracking and data management for new staff; data provided through
GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data; standardized labeling and tracking system implemented.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAIO Mission through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: ECNU ; GOCOC; WIV; GOEi
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near real-time expense tracking,
including financial reporting; continue ongoing multi-faceted communication
with in-country partners including the USAIO Regional Mission through
regular updates and with the managing organization through bi-weekly Skype
meetings and interaction via Basecamp; continued compliance of all reporting
requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel), and entering surveillance
data through the GAINS database.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspots ID Team.
Partners: ECNU; GDCDC; WIV; GOEi ; EHA; GVF; PREDICT Modeling and
Hotspots ID Team
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-CHINA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?
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Q1
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY12
Q4
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11

12

12

12

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Asia Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Corina Monagin

Conduct capacity assessments; identify
ways to fill capacity gaps in-country and
initiate action towards increasing
capacity; increased awareness of One
Health as well as the applications of the
program; increased participation and
cooperation with all in-country partners;
conduct training for in-country teams to
prepare them for outbreak response
using the PREDICT Outbreak
Response Guide.

X

X

X

X

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Asia Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Corina Monagin

Strategically implement surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with
in-country partners; develop framework
for surveillance data coordination incountry; pathogen detection and
discovery initiated for acquired wildlife
and human samples; existing
surveillance sample tracking system
integrated with GAINS.

X

X

X

X

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Zhengli Shi, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Director
of Laboratory
Sciences Brad
Schneider

New technologies introduced and
utilized; capacity gaps identified in
ECNU, WIV, GDCDC and GOEi labs;
training and material resources
introduced; expanded infrastructure of
ECNU and WIV labs to improve viral
diagnostic capacity and cold storage for
sample archival; expanded number of
pathogens assayed in-country.

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Zhengli Shi, Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein

All sample data entered into GAINS;
trainings completed on sample tracking
and data management; data provided
to UCD through GAINS monthly;
response to all requests for
suNeillance data.

1.5

Program
Management

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Asia Regional
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Asia
Regional

Full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; weekly project
updates with the team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued compliance of all
reporting requests; surveillance data
into GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Coordinator
Corina Monagin

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Zhengli Shi,
Modeling and
Hotspots ID
Team

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data provided
to UCO through GAINS monthly; timely
and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - CHINA

PROJEaT

aaamv&
1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

Support for continuing GAINS database,
and expanding
Modeling and
surveillance efforts,
Hotspots ID Team
as part of an adaptive
process ;
Implementation of the
GAiNS system

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Monthly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
Laboratory Coordinator Zhengli Shi,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, GVF Asia
Regional Coordinator Corina
Monagin

1.1.2
Laboratory System

Increased capacity for Quarterly Reports
pathogen detection
and diagnostics

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

Framework for
Email, meetings,
communication
conference calls
between all in-country
partners (animal and
human); established
relationships with key
individuals at
ministries, institutions,
and NGOs

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, GVF Asia
Regional Coordinator Corina
Monagin

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Developed process
Email, Basecamp
for continued capacity and GAINS
assessment and
database
network of information
collection for tracking
development and
progress

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Email, Basecamp
suNeillance data
and GAINS
coordination; samples database
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, GVF Asia
Regional Coordinator Corina
Monagin

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technolog ies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
GVF Science Officer Brad
Schneider, Pathogen Discovery
Coordinator Simon Anthony

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure at
ECNU and WIV for
viral diagnostic
capacity and cold
storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, GVF Science
Officer Brad Schneider, Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator Simon
Anthony

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received; GAINS database
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, GVF IT and
Innovation Director Lucky
Gundesekara

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with
managing
organization

Email updates,
Basecamp, video
and teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein, GVF Asia
Regional Coordinator Corina
Monagin

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time
expense tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and partner
updates

Email, in-person
visits and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
EHA Asia Regional Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
suNeillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang

2.2

Samples collected or
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces
and proposed
locations

GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
PREDICT Modeling and Hotspots ID
Team

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CHINA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for China is EcoHealth Alliance, and the implementing organization within
China is East China Normal University. Oversight of PREDICT activities in China will be
managed by Country Coordinator Dr. Shuyi Zhang with support from Technical Team
Leader and EHA Asia Regional Coordinator Dr. Jonathan Epstein and GVF Asia
Regional Coordinator Ms. Corina Monagin.
Overview
South East Asia has some of the greatest wildlife biodiversity on earth, and has
experienced some of the most rapid deforestation, bringing human settlements and
commercial agriculture into close proximity with wildlife. In addition , the wildlife trade is
pervasive in Southeast Asia, including China, Malaysia and Thailand. Bushmeat hunting
for sport and food, as well as for trade to other countries brings people into close
contact with a large variety of wildlife and creates a high level of risk to exposure of
zoonotic pathogens. Guangdong Province is where the first cases of SARS were
reported in November 2002. Guangdong CDC, the Institute of Zoology in Beijing and
East China Normal University's Life Sciences Department have been collaborating with
EHA and GVF for over five years in China. In-depth laboratory analysis is being
conducted at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, which is one of the premiere diagnostic
labs in the world and is equipped with BSL3 capabilities. Dr. Zhengli Shi, at the Wuhan
Institute of Virology, has collaborated closely with EHA for almost ten years. We have
collaborating projects throughout China that examine the risk of zoonotic disease
emergence through hunting, livestock and market animals. We will target our wildlife
surveillance in areas of high human-wildlife contact in Guangdong and Guangxi
provinces and will initiate linkages of labs in China with our lab partners outside China
(including in the U.S. and Australia) to facilitate technology transfer.
Activities and Locations
Will work to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs to facilitate
sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to collect
priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We will follow-up with all
enrolled participants in the human cohort study, as well as continue diagnostic testing.
We also aim to identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential
pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates, some bird species and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: free-ranging, hunting, depredation, syndromic
Potential Locations: Southern China (from Hainan to Yunnan) and Central
China (from Beijing to Shanghai)

Partnerships
Partnerships have been established with East China Normal University, Guangdong
CDC, Wuhan Institute of Virology, Guangdong Entomological Institute/South China
Institute of Endangered Animals, and Institute of Pathogen of Medical Academy of
China. PREDICT will build on these partnerships to enhance collaboration for wildlife
surveillance expanding existing surveillance activities in Southern and Central China to
the national level.
Reporting
Develop a reporting structure in conjunction with the USAID Mission and led by the
Country Coordinator. These updates will summarize achievements and progress.
In addition, the Country Coordinator, EcoHealth Alliance and Global Virus Forecasting
teams will communicate on a weekly basis through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly
progress reports and generation of interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp
project site.

Nepal
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat

•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: The first
exploratory year of activities in Nepal will be focused on evaluating current
capacity and potential for successful and productive wildlife pathogen
surveillance, disease detection and risk characterization (budgeted in
global); if potential for success is high, we will explore the creation and
implementation of a surveillance plan in partnership with Nepalese
counterparts as part of building capacity to develop and implement a
SMART surveillance strategy; YR3 planned activities are limited to
exploratory visits by PREDICT leadership and technical experts for
assessment; additional activities may be submitted for approval
throughout the year, depending on potential for implenation efficiency and
success, as well as pandemic risk.

LATIN AMERICA REGION
Bolivia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: PREDICT will
expand surveillance of bat populations in conjunction with the National
Animal Health Service (SENASAG), the Bolivian Bat Conservation
Program (BIOTA/EHA) and the Ministry of Health and Sports
(Departmental Services of Health, SEDES); opportunistic sampling of
vampire bats will be performed on individuals captured by the National
Rabies Control Program; similar efforts will be formalized with the Amazon
Conservation Association Bolivia (ACA) for monitoring free-raging bats
and rodents in indigenous territories (Takana II Indigenous Territory,
northern Bolivia) conduct training to prepare in-country teams for outbreak
response.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Public laboratories (CENETROP,
INLASA, LIDIVET and IBMB) possess adequate diagnostic infrastructure,
but lack sufficient funding, standardized molecular protocols and certain
supplies (e.g., positive controls) to conduct routine family-level viral
screening on wildlife samples; work to help resolve these major gaps by
providing technical assistance and oversight.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: As a result of increased
awareness of animal diseases and outbreak reporting in indigenous
territories, the National Animal Health Service (SENASAG) will formalize a
cooperative agreement with PREDICT for assistance in developing
community-based surveillance of notable diseases in northern Bolivia; onthe-job training of key collaborators (government personnel, indigenous
hunters) will continue to be provided to help develop long-term
sustainability for zoonoses screening.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Compare findings detailed in the Rapid Survey Tool with
current status and needs for wildlife pathogen surveillance in-country, in
order to assess and track progress made toward project's objectives;
continue to work along with the Capacity Assessment team to finalize a
capacity and interface map for Bolivia and provide an overview of disease
risks for government decision-makers.

Partners: National Animal Health Service (SENASAG, Epidemiology and
Quarantine Inspection Divisions, and Laboratory Services); General
Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB); Ministry of Public Health and Sports
(Departmental Services of Health-SEDES, and National Zoonoses Program);
Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotech nology (IBMB, University of San
Andres); National Center of Tropical Diseases (CENETROP); Veterinary
Research and Diagnostic Laboratory (LIDIVET); National Institute of Health
Laboratories (INLASA); Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council (CRTM) and
local communities (Asuncion del Quiquibey and San Luis Chico) ; Takana
Indigenous Council (CIPTA) and local communities (Tumupasa, San Silvestre,
Esperanza del Enapurera, Carmen del Emera, Cachichira and San Antonio del
Tequeje) ; San Jose de Uchupiamonas indigenous territory; Bolivian Bat
Conservation Program (PCMB-BIOTA/partner EHA) ; Amazon Conservation
Association Bolivia (ACA)
Expected results: Develop a network for wildlife surveillance, based on
strategic interactions and formalizations among partners and government
agencies; efficient coordination of efforts at a national scale; increase prompt
notifications of animal die-offs and disease events to public agencies; monitor
priority species (bats, rodents, primates) routinely in new target areas;
establish basic capacity for molecular family-level viral screening at public
laboratories; provide on-the-job training to indigenous collaborators (hunters,
health promoters), government personnel (SENASAG, DGB) and partners
(e.g., ACA Bolivia); improve capacity for wildlife disease surveillance; evaluate
changes by comparing the Rapid Survey Tool data with current status and
needs; finalize health map for Bolivia with the Capacity Assessment team.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Bolivia: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database to be completed by
th ird quarter; identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.
•
•

•

Taxa: primates, rodents and bats
Interfaces: hunted animals (subsistence bushmeat) , wild caught freeranging and syndromic; to a lesser degree, traded wildlife and
livestock, when appropriate and in coordination with SENASAG
Potential Locations: Takana, Tsimane-Moseten and Uchupiamonas
indigenous territories (Madidi National Park, Madre de Dias Rive r, and
Pilon Lajas Biosphere Reserve, northern Bolivia); peri-urban areas in
Carmen Pampa (Coroico District, La Paz), Cochabamba and Santa

Cruz; rescue centers and zoos in La Paz, Coroico District (Department
of La Paz) and Villa Tunari District (Department of Cochabamba)

Partners: National Animal Health Service (SENASAG, Epidemiology and
Quarantine Inspection Divisions and Laboratory Services) ; General
Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB); Ministry of Public Health and Sports
(Departmental Services of Health-SEDES and National Zoonoses Program);
Municipality of El Alto (Zoonoses Unit); Institute of Molecular Biology and
Biotechnology (IBMB, University of San Andres); National Center of Tropical
Diseases (CENETROP) ; Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory
(LIDIVET); National Institute of Health Laboratories (INLASA); Veterinary
Research and Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO); TsimanMoseten Indigenous Council (CRTM) and local communities (Asuncion del
Quiquibey and San Luis Chico); Takana Indigenous Council (CIPTA) and
local communities (Tumupasa, San Silvestre, Esperanza del Enapurera,
Carmen del Emero, Cachichira and San Antonio del Tequeje); San Jose de
Uchupiamonas indigenous territory; Bolivian Bat Conservation Program
(PCMB-BIOTA/partner EHA); "La Senda Verde Wildlife Rescue Center"
(Coroico); Municipal Zoo "Vesty Pakos" (La Paz); Inti Wara Yassi Community
and Rescue Centers; Amazon Conservation Association Bolivia (ACA);
Universidad Mayor de San Simon/Cochabamba (CBG)
Expected result(s): Establish collaboration with additional public and private
institutions for accomplishing surveillance and data sharing; surveillance at
targeted interfaces and lab testing for zoonotic pathogens as scheduled;
pathogen detection and discovery on acquired wildlife samples; field data in
GAINS database on a monthly basis; notification of animal disease outbreaks
to governmental agencies by community leaders; adopt a surveillance
strategy to increase pathogen detection in wildlife at hotspot sites, prioritized
through eco-epidemiological analysis by epidemiology leads.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement new
technologies capable of supporting EPT activities in- country, addressing
identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure; new technologies
include: lysis buffer (RNA Later and Nuclisens), FTA Cards, Blood
Spot/Protein Binding Cards, liquid nitrogen storage and satellite phones
for communications in remote areas; continue to cooperate with partners
on the introduction of other novel technologies with relevant field
application in Bolivia.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface in first two quarters; identify laboratory needs and
capacities to conduct pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: National Animal Health Service (SENASAG); Institute of Molecular
Biology and Biotechnology (IBMB, University of San Andres); National Center
of Tropical Diseases (CENETROP); Veterinary Research and Diagnostic
Laboratory (LIDIVET); National Institute of Health Laboratories (INLASA) ;
Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO);
Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council (CRTM) and local communities
(Asuncion del Quiquibey and San Luis Chico) ; Takana Indigenous Council
(CIPTA) and local communities (Tumupasa, San Silvestre, Esperanza del
Enapurera, Carmen del Emera, Cachichira and San Antonio del Tequeje);
San Jose de Uchupiamonas indigenous territory; Bolivian Bat Conservation
Program (PCMB-BIOTA/partner EHA)
Expected result(s): Public agencies and partners will adopt new field
sampling collection technologies (e.g. for vampire bat sampling by the
National Rabies Control Program for rodent sampling by ACA); accurately
assess and communicate technology needs of partner laboratories; increase
diagnostic infrastructure at IBMB-UMSA, CENETROP and LIDIVET labs for
molecular family-level viral screening; identify export mechanisms for samples
destined for complex pathogen discovery techniques to regional reference
labs (e.g., NAMRU-6 in Lima, Peru) and PREDICT state-of-the-art lab (Center
for Infection & Immunity, Columbia University.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement standardized sample
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: National Animal Health Service (SENASAG); Institute of Molecular
Biology and Biotechnology (IBMB, University of San Andres) ; National Center
of Tropical Diseases (CENETROP); Veterinary Research and Diagnostic
Laboratory (LIDIVET); National Institute of Health Laboratories (INLASA) ;
Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO);
Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council (CRTM) and local communities
(Asuncion del Quiquibey and San Luis Chico); Takana Indigenous Council
(CIPTA) and local communities (Cachichira, Tequeje); San Jose de
Uchupiamonas Indigenous Council; Bolivian Bat Conservation Program
(PCMB-BIOTA/partner EHA)
Expected result(s): Accurate data collection in the field and at partner
laboratories (packing list and test results templates), in accordance with
recommendations of Information Management Team; implementation of
barcode labeling and unique identification of samples to allow for
standardized sample tracking and data management; monthly data uploads to

GAINS database; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance
data.

•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
country to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports ; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): Effective day-to-day management of in-country activities
and administrative procedures supervised by regional coordinator and
supervisor and the director of WCS Bolivia office; appropriate management of
year 3 budget in accordance with USAID regulations. USAID Mission updated
on project progress; accurate reports on technical, environmental and
financial activities, and additional write-ups to be prepared as requested ;
regularly report field data through GAINS; ensure frequent communication
with in-country partners and stakeholders.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Modeling Team
Expected result(s):
Surveillance data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to the Modeling
Team through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BOLIVIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
WCS in-country
staff, Alberto
Perez (Regional
Coordinator).

EIPEC•Billlllll.111
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Developed a network for wildlife
surveillance, based on strategic
interactions among non-governmental
partners and government agencies, and
efficient coordination at a national scale;
improved timeliness of notifications of
animal die-offs and disease events to
public agencies; priority species (bats,
rodents, primates) routinely monitored in
new target areas; established basic
capacity for molecular family-level viral
screening at public laboratories, following
PREDICT protocols and technical
assistance from Diagnostic lead; on-thejob training provided to indigenous
collaborators (hunters, health promoters),
government personnel (SENASAG, DGB)
and partners (e.g., ACA Bolivia); improved
capacity for wildlife disease surveillance,
evaluated using the Rapid Survey Tool
with current status and needs; Health map
finalized for Bolivia.
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ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.2

Surveillance

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Who is
Responsible?
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Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
WCS in-country
staff, Alberto
Perez (Regional
Coordinator),
Luis F. Aguirre
(EHA country
representative) ,
M. Isabel Moya
(EHA Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)

Established collaboration with additional
public and private institutions for
surveillance and data sharing; surveillance
activities performed at targeted interfaces;
lab testing for zoonotic pathogens
conducted ; pathogen detection and
discovery run on acquired wildlife
samples; field data entered monthly into
GAINS database; notification of animal
disease outbreaks to governmental
agencies by community leaders;
surveillance strategy adapted to increase
pathogen detection in wildlife at hotspot
sites, prioritized through ecoepidemiological analysis by epidemiology
leads.

Erika Alandia
(country
coordinator),
Alberto Perez
(Regional
Coordinator)

New field sampling collection technologies
adopted by public agencies and partners
(e.g., for vampire bat sampling by the
National Rabies Control Program ; for
rodent sampling by ACA); further
technology needs of partner laboratories
accurately assessed and communicated to
Diagnostic Lead; increased diagnostic
infrastructure at IBMB-UMSA,
CENETROP and LIDIVET labs for
molecular family-level viral screening;
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identified export mechanisms for samples
destined for complex pathogen discovery
techniques to regional reference labs (e.g.,
NAMRU-6 in Lima, Peru) and PREDICT
state-of-the-art lab (Center for Infection &
Immunity, Columbia University), through
coordination and guidance from Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator.

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
Luis F. Aguirre
(EHA country
representative)
M. Isabel Moya
(EHA Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)

PREDICT data sheets accurately
completed in the field and at partner
laboratories (packing list and test results
templates), in accordance with Information
Management Team ; implementation of
barcode labelling and unique identification
of samples to allow for sample tracking
and data management; data uploaded
monthly to GAINS database; timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
Alberto Perez
(Regional
Coordinator),
Marcela Uhart

Effective day-to-day management of incountry activities and administrative
procedures, supervised by regional
coordinator and supervisor and the
director of WCS Bolivia office; appropriate
management of year 3 budget; USAID
Mission updated on project progress;

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?
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(Regional
Supervisor),
Lilian Painter
(WCS Bolivia
Director), Luis F.
Aguirre (EHA
representative) ,
M. Isabel Moya
(EHA Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)

accurate reports on technical,
environmental and financial activities and
additional write-ups to be prepared as
requested; field data regularly reported
through GAINS; frequent communication
with in-country partners and stakeholders.

Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
Luis F. Aguirre
(EHA country
representative)
and M. Isabel
Moya (EHA
Operative &
Logistic
Coordinator)

Sample data uploaded into GAINS gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed data provided to
the Modeling Team through GAINS on a
monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance
data.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - BOLIVIA

PROJEGT
DIIJH#IIWE
1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

1.2.1
Surveillance

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Network for wildlife
surveillance; notifications of
animal die-offs and disease
events to public agencies;
priority species monitored in
new target areas

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), PREDICT incountry staff, A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
PREDICT Surveillance
Team

Molecular family-level viral
screening implemented at
public laboratories

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator) , A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
Diagnostic lead Tracey
Goldstein

Cooperative agreements
Quarterly Reports
signed with partners and
stakeholders; on-the-job
training provided to public and
private collaborators

Quarterly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
PREDICT in-country
partners and stakeholders

Changes in capacity for
wildlife disease surveillance
evaluated through the Rapid
Survey Tool; Healthmap
finalized for Bolivia

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
Capacity Assessment Team
(Kate Thomas)

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples

Basecamp, Email & Monthly
GAINS database

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), PREDICT in-

PROJECT

INDICATOR

CHWECTIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

country staff, A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
PREDICT Surveillance
Team

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diag nasties

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator) , A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator), EHA
Operative and Logistic
Coordinator M. Isabel Moya

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
Institute of Molecular Biology
(Major University of San
Andres) for viral diagnostics
capacity and long-term cold
storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
Technology Development
Lead Joseph Fair,
Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system

GAINS

Bi-Weekly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator), EHA
Operative and Logistic
Coordinator M. Isabel Moya,
Information Management
Team

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates

Skype, Email and
Basecamp

Weekly

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), Alberto Perez

PROJECT

INDICATOR

CHWECTIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

(Regional Coordinator),
Marcela Uhart (Regional
Supervisor), Lilian Painter
(WCS Bolivia Director), Luis
F. Aguirre (EHA country
representative), M. Isabel
Moya (EHA Operative and
Logistic Coordinator)

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Skype, Email and
Basecamp and
financial reports

Monthly

WCS Bolivia office
administrative staff, Erika
Alandia (Country
Coordinator) , Alberto Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
Marcela Uhart (Regional
Supervisor), Lilian Painter
(WCS Bolivia Director), Luis
F. Aguirre (EHA country
representative), M. Isabel
Moya (EHA Operative and
Logistic Coordinator)

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Skype, Email and
Basecamp

Monthly, or as
requested by
Mission and
partners

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), Lilian Painter
(WCS Bolivia Director),
Alberto Perez (Regional
Coordinator) and Marcela
Uhart (Regional Supervisor)

PROJECT

INDICATOR

CHWECTIVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

2.2

Samples collected or received GAINS
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and
proposed locations

Monthly

Updated data provided on
country and regional level
drivers, contact activities and
interfaces

Quarterly

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Email, Basecamp & Quarterly or as
GAINS database
requested
Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Report

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), Alberto Perez
(Regional Coordinator),
Marcela Uhart (Regional
Supervisor), M. Isabel Moya
(EHA Operative and Logistic
Coordinator)
Erika Alandia (Country
Coordinator), A. Perez
(Regional Coordinator), EHA
Operative and Logistic
Coordinator M. Isabel Moya,
Modeling Team

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - BOLIVIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Bolivia is the Wildlife Conservation Society, and the implementing
organizations within Bolivia are the Wildlife Conservation Society, EcoHealth Alliance
and Centro de Estudios en BiologfaTe6rica y Aplicada (BIOTA). Oversight of PREDICT
activities in Bolivia will be managed by Country Coordinator Erika Alandia, with support
from WCS Regional Supervisor Marcela Uhart, Alberto Perez (Regional Coordinator),
Lilian Painter (WCS Bolivia Office Director) and Robert Wallace (WCS Director of Great
Madidi-Tambopata Landscape Conservation Program). In addition , the support team
includes Fabiola Suarez, Jose Luis Mollericona, Glenda Ayala, Rolando Limachi,
Rosario Barradas and Herminia Ticona. Oversight of EcoHealth Alliance activities in
Bolivia will be managed by Luis F. Aguirre and Operative and Logistics Coordinator M.
Isabel Moya (EHA/BIOTA), in close coordination with, and reporting through , Country
Coordinator Erika Alandia.
Overview
Bolivia offers a unique location to identify and characterize zoonotic diseases of wildlife
origin. Its highly diverse ecosystems contain a wide diversity of flora and fauna. There
are 1,415 known species of birds and 389 species of mammals, a third of which (125)
are bats. Many of the ecosystems have been used by humans for thousands of years,
and at present, the increase in human population, coupled with land use change driven
by agricultural practices and/or cattle grazing, has increased pressures on wildlife which
facilitates the transmission of diseases that have potential to become zoonotic and
epidemic.

The 42,500 sq. mile Madidi-Tambopata landscape in Bolivia presents unique
opportunities for rapid development and implementation of a comprehensive wildlife
zoonoses surveillance program. The landscape spans the borders of northern Bolivia
and southern Peru, with five protected areas and vast indigenous peoples' territories.
Madidi hosts over 300 species of mammals, including 11 primate species, 115 bats and
about 100 rodents, with new species still being reported. The current human population
in the Madidi-Tambopata area includes 100 rural communities ranging from 10-1,000
people, and an expanding agricultural frontier, increasing the risk of disease
transmission between humans, domestic animals and wildlife. Newcomers from urban
areas, working for major infrastructure development projects such as highway
construction; expansion of gas, oil and hydropower projects ; timber extraction; and
mining bring people into closer contact with forest wildlife and pathogens. Wildlife trade
is another route of disease exposure in humans, as illegal wildlife markets (live,
bushmeat and medicinal products) are common and increasing, in part due to hunting to
feed workers moving to rural areas to work on development projects.

Activities and Locations
Activities will include opportunistic sampling of hunter-harvested wildlife in TsimaneMoseten indigenous territories (Asuncion del Quiquibey and San Luis Chico) within
Pilon Lajas Biosphere Reserve, Takana indigenous territories throughout Madidi
National Park and Madre de Dias River (northern Bolivia). Free-ranging wildlife will be
monitored across northern Bolivia, in conjunction with partner institutions (e.g., Amazon
Conservation Association Bolivia, ACA), and PREDICT will capitalize on ongoing WCS
landscape level conservation projects. To a lesser degree, we will continue surveillance
of wildlife at rescue centers and zoos in the Departments of La Paz, Cochabamba and
Santa Cruz, as available and in combination with the General Directorate of Biodiversity
(DGB). Joint sampling efforts will be conducted with EcoHealth Alliance and the Bolivian
Bat Conservation Program (BIOTA) in peri-urban areas within the Departments of La
Paz (Carmen Pampa, Coroico District) and Santa Cruz. Particular attention will be
focused on high-priority taxa for EPT (primates, bats and rodents) and associated
pathogens in YR3. Comparing results obtained from hunted wildlife in indigenous
communities, wild caught free-ranging and wildlife at rescue centers, will enable
baseline information on disease transmission in Bolivia and characterization of certain
high-risk practices across wildlife, livestock and human interfaces where zoonotic
pathogens are most likely to emerge.
Partnerships
National Animal Health Service (SENASAG, Epidemiology and Quarantine Inspection
Divisions, and Laboratory Services); General Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB); Ministry
of Public Health and Sports (Departmental Services of Health-SEDES, and National
Zoonoses Program); Municipality of El Alto (Zoonoses Unit) ; Institute of Molecular
Biology and Biotechnology (IBMB, University of San Andres); National Center of
Tropical Diseases (CENETROP); Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory
(LIDIVET); National Institute of Health Laboratories (INLASA); Veterinary Research and
Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO) ; Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council
(CRTM) and local communities (Asuncion del Quiquibey and San Luis Chico); Takana
Indigenous Council (CIPTA) and local communities (Tumupasa, San Silvestre,
Esperanza del Enapurera, Carmen del Emera, Cachichira and San Antonio del
Tequeje); San Jose de Uchupiamonas indigenous territory; Bolivian Bat Conservation
Program (PCMB-BIOTA/partner EHA); "La Senda Verde Wildlife Rescue Center"
(Coroico); Municipal Zoo "Vesty Pakos" (La Paz); Inti Wara Yassi Community and
Rescue Centers; Amazon Conservation Association Bolivia (ACA); Universidad Mayor
de San Simon/Cochabamba (CBG) ; Bolivian Network to Combat Wildlife Traffic
(REBOCTAS)
Reporting
In-country team will ensure that USAID local Mission is regularly updated on activities
and progress, following mechanisms agreed with Dr. Alicia Dinerstein (former Health
Office Director) and Dr. Stanley Blanco (Health Office Associate Director) in year 2,
specifically via telephone, email communications and/or write-ups as appropriate.

Brazil
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Initiate a new
systematic sampling protocol throughout all of Year 3; this new protocol
involves sampling in 6 grids located along a disturbance gradient, ranging
from pristine habitat to urban habitat in Central Amazonia to better inform
the modeling team on the effects of land use on pathogen distribution and
emergence; systematic field work will involve new local partners from the
National Research Institute of Amazonia (INPA Manaus) and Federal
University of Amazonia (UFAM); surveillance will be expanded toward
high-priority taxa (bats, rodents, primates) through exploration surveys
conducted with the National Research Institute of Amazonia (INPA
Manaus) in remote areas of the Amazon rainforest; subsistence hunting
will be monitored in sustainable reserves within the State of Amazonas, in
conjunction with Mamiraua and Piagagu Institutes; conduct training for incountry teams to prepare them for outbreak response using the Outbreak
Response Guide.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Positive controls and PCR
protocols developed by the pathogen discovery team and the delivery of
the Biomag machine by DELIVER will be disbursed at the end of Year 2;
new diagnostics and protocols for in-country pathogen discovery will be
initiated during Year 3 at the ICB II Virology Laboratory of the Institute of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Sao Paulo; capacity building will
continue to identify any gaps that may affect the lab's ability to conduct the
new diagnostics.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Initiate a collaboration
with two institutions in Manaus: the National Research Institute of
Amazonia (INPA, Manaus) and Federal University of Amazonia (UFAM) to
develop systematic surveillance activities for Year 3 in different areas in
Central Amazonia; cooperative agreements will be formalized with
Mamiraua and Piagagu Institutes to help develop a sustainable framework
for wildlife surveillance across northwestern Brazil.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: The Rapid Survey Tool conducted during the end of YR2 will
be used to identify gaps in capacity that still need to be addressed, which
will facilitate the assessment of the capacity building goals and track
progress.

Partners: ICB II Virology Laboratory and Preventive Medicine Department,
Veterinary Faculty (VPS) of University of Sao Paulo (USP) ; Biotr6picos
Institute; Mammals of Cerrado; Brazilian Institute of Environment and Natural
Resources (IBAMA); Universidade de Santo Amaro (UNISA); Institute "Chico
Mendes" of Conservation and Biodiversity (ICMBIO); Ministry of Agriculture
and Livestock (MAPA); Ministry of Health, National Foundation of Health
(FUNASA); University of Brasilia (UNB); National Institute for Research in
Amazonia (INPA); Federal University of Amazonia (UFAM) ; Arca de Noe Criadouro Conservacionista; Wildlife Comparative Pathology Lab, University of
Sao Paulo; Mamiraua Institute of Sustainable Development (in Tefe); Piagagu
Institute of Sustainable Development (in Manaus)
Expected results: Molecular diagnostics for new emergent pathogens will be
established at the Virology Laboratory of Institute of Biomedical Sciences,
University of Sao Paulo (ICB II) , using the positive controls and PCR protocols
that will be delivered in Year 2; a systematic surveillance strategy will be
established in Year 3 for Central Amazonia in 6 areas located along a
disturbance gradient ranging from pristine to urban, and with varying degrees
of human disturbance; priority species (bats, rodents, primates) will be
monitored in new target areas; field training of technical staff and hunters will
be conducted in Mamiraua and Piagagu-Purus Sustainable Reserves to
monitor zoonotic disease risks from subsistence hunting; relationships with
new partners at the National Research Institute of Amazonia (INPA, Manaus),
Federal University of Amazonia (UFAM), Mamiraua and Piagagu will be
solidified; changes in surveillance capacity will be evaluated by comparing
Year 1 Rapid Survey Tool data with current status and needs.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Brazil: Initiate new surveillance activities including: 1) the new strategic
sampling methodology developed by the Modeling and Hotspots ID Tearn
to sample 6 areas along a disturbance gradient; 2) exploration surveys in
uninhabited areas of the deep Amazon rainforest and; 3) sampling of
hunter-killed wildlife at Mamiraua and Piagagu-Purus Sustainable
Reserves; continue to collaborate and initiate new collaborations with
ministries, universities and NGOs in Brazil to facilitate the sharing of
surveillance samples and data; with deforestation of the Brazilian Amazon
increasing, developing an appropriate surveillance strategy is essential for
regions such as Manaus and Para.

•

Taxa: Primates, bats, rodents, ungulates, livestock, xenarthra and
marsupials

•

•

Interfaces: Wild caught free-ranging, hunted animals (subsistence,
bushmeat) and syndromic, along a gradient designed to indicate
frequency of human-wildlife contact
Proposed Locations: Manaus, located in the State of Amazonas
(northwestern Brazil) including unaltered and uninhabited areas of
the Amazon rainforest along Jatapu River, State Road BR-319,
Bravo River, Aripuana River; Cuniua River and remote communities
within Mamiraua and Piagagu-Purus Sustainable Reserves; State of
Rondonia, Morro do Diabo State Park in western Sao Paulo State;
Morro Reuter in Rio Grande do Sul

Partners: ICB II Virology Laboratory, Wildlife Comparative Pathology Lab and
VPS at USP; Biotr6picos Institute; Mammals of Cerrado; IBAMA; UNISA;
ICMBIO; MAPA; FUNASA; UNB; INPA; UFAM ; Arca de Noe - Criadouro
Conservacionista; Mamiraua Institute of Sustainable Development (in Tefe);
Piagagu Institute of Sustainable Development (in Manaus)
Expected result(s}: Conduct new surveillance activities including a new
strategic sampling methodology developed by the Modeling and Hotspots ID
Team to sample 6 areas along a pristine to urban/human-wildlife contact
gradient, as well as exploration surveys in uninhabited areas of the deep
Amazon rainforest; sampling of hunter-killed wildlife at Mamiraua and PiagaguPurus Sustainable Reserves; diagnostic testing will be increased with the use
of the positive controls and PCR protocols.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: Nuclysens easy
mag !VD-labeled automated system will be utilized to increase the
efficiency of laboratory diagnostics; implement new technologies identified
by and required to support EPT activities in-country; initiate and complete
diagnostic testing utilizing positive controls and PCR protocols for
emergent disease families; utilize new technologies, such as: lysis buffer
(RNAlater and Nuclisens), FTA Cards, Blood Spot/Protein Binding Cards,
liquid nitrogen storage and satellite phones for communications in remote
areas.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement PCR protocols and
utilize the positive controls to conduct family-level viral screening and
sequence results for all samples within the year; conduct pathogen
detection according to the surveillance plan for each high-risk interface;
identify and address laboratory needs and capacities to conduct pathogen
discovery in-country.

Partners: ICB II Virology Laboratory, Wildlife Comparative Pathology Lab, and
VPS OF USP ; INPA; Mamiraua Institute of Sustainable Development (inTefe) ;
Piagagu Institute of Sustainable Development (in Manaus)
Expected result(s): New PCR protocols and positive controls will be utilized
to initiate and complete pathogen discovery from samples collected in Years 1
through 3; new the Nuclysens easy mag !VD-labeled automated system sent
by DELIVER will be utilized for DNA/RNA extraction and yield greater
throughput; an update of the Rapid Survey Tool will be utilized to identify other
capacity needs in the lab.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Continue to collect and enter all surveillance data collected in the field and
in the laboratory using standardized templates into the GAINS database;
implement and utilize standardized labeling and tracking system incountry.

Partners: ICB II Virology Laboratory, Wildlife Comparative Pathology Lab,
and VPS of USP; MAPA; Ministry of Health
Expected result(s): Ensure data sheets are accurately completed in
accordance with the Information Management Team ; sample data is entered
into GAINS within 2 weeks of collection; standardized animal identification
numbers, labeling and tracking system will be implemented ; timely and
efficient responses and reports will be submitted to all requests for
surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Continue to provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project including the
coordination of all governmental, university and NGO collaborators;
facilitate the efficient accomplishment of all activities including logistics,
inventory, laboratory diagnostics and field collection trips.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures to ensure
fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports; maintain continued communication with all in-country
partners, including those at universities, NGOs and the government;

continue bi-weekly conference calls and regular communication via email,
phone and information from Basecamp.

Partners: ICB II Virology Laboratory and VPS of USP; Biotr6picos Institute;
IBAMA
Expected result(s): Coordination of all surveillance activities, including both
field work and laboratory diagnostics; appropriate management of Year 3
budget; maintain continuous communication with all in-country partners and
with EHA and WCS through e-mail and video conferences; continue bi-weekly
Skype meetings and email communication with managing organization for
planning and follow-up activities; communication will be maintained with the
USAID Mission in Brazil; ensure that all data is entered into GAINS within two
weeks of collecting sample or conducting the diagnostic test; continued
compliance with all reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental,
travel).
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence: Provide
data and information as requested by the Modeling and Hotspots ID Team;
continue to provide information as requested by the Capacity Building Team.
Partners: ICB 11, Virology Laboratory University of Sao Paulo; Modeling and
Hotspots ID T earn
Expected result(s): Sample data and analysis results will be uploaded into
GAINS; data will be utilized by the Modeling and Hotspots ID Team to identify
associations between potential pathogen prevalence and emergence risk and
land use change and disturbance; data will be used to update the capacity
maps produced by the Capacity Assessment Team.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities
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Molecular diagnostics for emergent
pathogens will be established at ICB II
Virology Laboratory at Institute of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Sao
Paulo, using positive controls and PCR
protocols to be delivered in Year 2; a
systematic surveillance strategy will be
established in Year 3 for Central Amazonia
in 6 areas, along a pristine to urban gradient
and varying degrees of human disturbance;
priority species (bats, rodents, primates) will
be monitored in new target areas ; field
training of technical staff and hunters will be
conducted in Mamiraua and Piaga9u-Purus
Sustainable Reserves to monitor zoonotic
disease risks from subsistence hunting;
relationships with new partners at the
National Research Institute of Amazonia
(INPA, Manaus), Federal University of
Amazonia (UFAM), Mamiraua and Piaga9u
will be solidified; changes in surveillance
capacity will be evaluated by comparing
Year 1 Rapid Survey Tool assessment to
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Conduct new surveillance activities
including the strategic sampling
methodology developed by the Modeling
and Hotspots ID Team to sample 6 areas
along a pristine to urban/human-wildlife
contact gradient, as well as exploration
surveys in uninhabited areas of the deep
Amazon rainforest; sampling of hunter-killed
wildlife at Mamiraua and Piaga9u-Purus
Sustainable Reserves; diagnostic testing will
be increased and completed with the use of
the positive controls and PCR protocols.
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Country
New PCR protocols and positive controls will
Coordinator
be utilized to complete pathogen discovery
Alessandra Nava, from samples collected in Years 1 through
3; new Nuclysens easy mag !VD-labeled
WCS Country
Representative
automated system sent by DELIVER will be
Catia Dejuste,
utilized for DNA/RNA extraction and yield
Laboratory
greater throughput; Rapid Survey Tool
Coordinator
update will be utilized to identify other

X
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the update; conduct training for in-country
teams to prepare them for outbreak
response using the Outbreak Response
Guide.
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Surveillance

1.3

Technology
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Country
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Jansen de
Araujo, wcs
Latin America
Regional
Coordinator
Alberto Perez

capacity needs in the lab.

Ensure data sheets are accurately
completed in accordance with the
Information Management Team guidelines;
sample data is entered into GAINS within 2
weeks of collection; standardized animal
identification numbers, labeling and tracking
system will be implemented; timely and
efficient responses and reports will be
submitted to all requests for surveillance
data.
Coordination of all surveillance activities,
including both fieldwork and laboratory
diagnostics; appropriate management of
Year 3 budget in accordance with USAID
regulations; maintain continued
communication with all in-country partners
and with EHA and WCS via e-mail and
video conferences; continue bi-weekly
Skype meetings and email communication
with managing organization for planning and
follow-up activities; communication will be
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Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Catia Dejuste,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo

1.5

Program
Management

Country
Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Catia Dejuste,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Jansen de
Araujo,
Field Activities
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Coordinator
Monica Solorio,
EHA Latin
America Regional
Coordinator
Melinda Rostal,
WCS Latin
America Regional
Coordinator
Alberto Perez,
WCS Regional
Supervisor
Marcela Uhart,
WCS Brazil
Director Jean
Boubli

maintained with the USAID Mission in
Brazil; ensure all data is entered into GAINS
within two weeks of collecting sample or
conducting diagnostic test; continued
compliance in all reporting requests
(financial, technical, environmental, travel).

Country
Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Catia Dejuste,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo

Data will be utilized by the Modeling and
Hotspots ID Team to refine the hotspots
maps and identify linkages between
pathogen emergence risk and land use and
disturbance; data will be used to update the
capacity maps produced by the capacity
assessment team.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - BRAZIL

PIIDJECT
GIIJElfflV&
1.1.1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Implement new sampling protocol in Quarterly Reports
Central Amazonia, including the new
pristine to urban/human-wildlife
contact gradient sampling
methodology; exploratory surveys
and the initiation of surveillance of
subsistence hunting; focus on priority
species (bats, rodents, primates)

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste,
Surveillance team

Molecular family-level viral screening Quarterly Reports
implemented at partner laboratories

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo,
Diagnostic Lead Tracey
Goldstein

Meetings with partners and
Quarterly Reports
collaborators in all sites across
Brazil; on-the-job training provided to
technical staff and hunters in
Mamiraua and Piagagu-Purus
Sustainable Reserves

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava, incountry partners and
stakeholders

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJElfflVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Compare the initial Rapid Survey
tool from YR1 to the Capacity
Assessment Update at the end of
YR2, identifyinggaps and permit
capacity building

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava

1.2.1
Surveillance

Number of samples collected and
analyzed in Brazil from targeted
species, interfaces and proposed
locations

Email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste, in-country
staff, WCS Latin America
Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez,
Surveillance Team

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Utilize new PCR protocols and
positive controls as well as new
technologies (Biomag machine);
identify capacity gaps in partner labs

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Molecular family-level viral screening
implemented at partner laboratories

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, WCS
Country Representative

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJElfflVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Catia Dejuste, Diagnostic
Lead Tracey Goldstein,
Pathogen Discovery
Coordinator Simon
Anthony
1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Implement standardized labeling and GAINS database
tracking system; enter all samples
and test results into GAINS within
two weeks

Monthly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste,
Information Management
Team

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates

Weekly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste, EHA Latin
America Regional
Coordinator Melinda
Rostal, WCS Latin
America Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez, WCS Regional
Supervisor Marcela
Uhart, WCS Brazil
Director Jean Boubli

Email updates,
Basecamp, video
and teleconferencing, and
Skype

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJElfflVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Expense tracking and budget
maintenance

Email, Basecamp
and Skype

Monthly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste, EHA Latin
America Regional
Coordinator Melinda
Rostal, WCS Latin
America Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez, WCS Regional
Supervisor Marcela
Uhart, WCS Brazil
Director Jean Boubli

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and partner updates

Email, in-person
visits and
Basecamp

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste, EHA Latin
America Regional
Coordinator Melinda
Rostal, WCS Latin
America Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez, WCS Regional
Supervisor Marcela
Uhart, WCS Brazil
Director Jean Boubli

PROJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJElfflVE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance in all reporting requests;
surveillance data reports

Quarterly reports,
financial reports,
email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste, WCS
Latin America Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez

2.2

Samples collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces and proposed locations

GAINS database

Monthly

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, WCS
Country Representative
Catia Dejuste

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - BRAZIL
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Brazil is EcoHealth Alliance (EHA), and the implementing organizations
within Brazil are EcoHealth Alliance and Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS).
Oversight of PREDICT activities in Brazil will be managed by Country Coordinator Dr.
Alessandra Nava with support from technical team leaders, Laboratory Coordinator
Jansen de Araujo, and Field Coordinators Renata Hurtado and Monica Solorio, in
coordination with WCS Country Representative Dr. Catia Dejuste. Support will be
provided by EHA Latina America Regional Coordinator Dr. Melinda Rostal and Peter
Daszak, and WCS Latina America Regional Coordinator Alberto Perez and WCS
Supervisor Dr. Marcela Uhart.
Overview
Brazil's social and environmental conditions and its rich biodiversity support the
conditions necessary for emergence and reemergence of infectious diseases. Thus,
there is an increasing need to bolster surveillance activities to better control and prevent
outbreaks. A major part of the Amazon basin (40%), holding the largest rainforest in the
world, is included within Brazil's national territory. Anthropogenic changes, such as
deforestation, expanding agriculture, trade and hunting, have increased interactions
between wildlife, domestic animals and humans in certain areas, posing significant risks
for pathogens transmission. Brazil has a variety of arboviruses that are maintained in
enzootic cycles in the Amazon region and can infect humans in close contact with wild
habitats. Investigations in the Amazon region in the 1960s and 70s during the
construction of the Trans-Amazonian highway and in Altamira and Tucurf during and
after the construction of the hydroelectric station, identified viruses of significant
relevance to public health. As a result, new viral members of the Buynyaviridae and
Reoviridae families were isolated, as well as others of unknown taxonomy.
Deforestation for cattle production has also played an important role as a driver for the
re-emergence of diseases in recent years. Development in Brazil has resulted in the
industrialization of the southwestern region while keeping the rural regions
underdeveloped. One of the symptoms of this development strategy is that actions for
containing outbreaks or investigations on emerging/reemerging diseases are typically
carried out when diseases are directly threatening the great urban centers. As is often
the case, the urbanization process has favored the emergence and dissemination of
new diseases formerly confined to endemic niches, lending itself to the need for the
development of an extended surveillance system.
Activities and Locations
Continue to coordinate with ministries, universities and NGOs to facilitate sharing of
surveillance samples and data. The goal for Year 3 is to collect priority wildlife samples
from Amazonian areas, and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into the GAINS database, with the aim to identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:

•
•

•

Taxa: Primates, bats, rodents, ungulates, livestock, xenarthra and marsupials
Interfaces: Wild caught free-ranging, hunted animals (subsistence,
bushmeat) and syndromic, along a gradient designed to indicate frequency of
human-wildlife contact
Proposed Locations: Manaus, located in the State of Amazonas
(northwestern Brazil) including unaltered and uninhabited areas of the
Amazon rainforest along Jatapu River, State Road BR-319, Bravo River,
Aripuana River; and Cuniua River and remote communities within Mamiraua
and Piagagu-Purus Sustainable Reserves; State of Rondonia, Morro do
Diabo State Park in western Sao Paulo State; Morro Reuter in Rio Grande do
Sul

Partnerships
ICB II Virology Laboratory at Institute of Biomedical Sciences, University of Sao Paulo;
Preventive Medicine Department, Veterinary Faculty (VPS) of University of Sao Paulo;
Biotr6picos Institute; Mammals of Cerrado; Brazilian Institute of Environment and
Natural Resources (IBAMA); Universidade de Santo Amaro (UNISA); Institute "Chico
Mendes" of Conservation and Biodiversity (ICMBIO); Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock (MAPA) ; Ministry of Health, National Foundation of Health (FUNASA);
University of Brasilia (UNB); National Institute for Research in Amazonia (INPA);
Federal University of Amazonian (UFAM); Arca de Noe - Criadouro Conservacionista;
Wildlife Comparative Pathology Lab, University of Sao Paulo; Mamiraua Institute of
Sustainable Development (in Tefe); Piagagu Institute of Sustainable Development (in
Manaus)
Reporting
During Year 3, the in-country team will continue providing the local USAID Mission with
regular updates on activities and progress. The country coordinator and managing
organization will communicate on a weekly basis via Skype meetings, phone
conferences and/or through regular email exchanges and progress reports. All
requested reports (financial, quarterly, surveillance etc.) will be completed as requested.

Colombia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: No surveillance
activities are planned for YR3.

In YR3, the Colombian Ministries of Environment, Agriculture and Public
Health are promoting an important multidisciplinary initiative involving
public scientific institutions and NGOs in a national wildlife disease
surveillance network; PREDICT will contribute to building surveillance
capacity by providing technical assistance, training and support for sample
storage.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: To support the Colombian interministerial initiative, PREDICT will provide technical guidance and training
and support to facilitate long-term storage of wildlife samples through the
recent purchase of an ultra-low freezer.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: To increase awareness
of the One Health concept in Colombia, PREDICT plans to provide
technical assistance and training of public and private staff, as a valuable
contribution to the development of local capacity for zoonoses
surveillance.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: A final report of developed capacity in Colombia will be
prepared.

Partners: Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Agriculture (ICA), National
Institute of Health (INS)
Expected results: Initial development of a framework for wildlife surveillance
in-country, based on strategic interactions among partners and public
agencies; training of key institutions on wildlife health issues; basic capacity for
long-term cold storage of wildlife samples in Colombia.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Colombia: No activities planned in YR3.

Partners: N/A
Expected result(s): N/A
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Introduction of new technologies: No activities in
YR3.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: No activities in YR3.

Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): N/A
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system: No
activities in YR3.

Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): N/A
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of in-country activities.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
Colombia to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports.

Partners: Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Agriculture (ICA), National
Institute of Health (INS)
Expected result(s): Effective day-to-day management of in-country activities
and administrative procedures, supervised by regional coordinator and
supervisor and the director of WCS Colombia office; appropriate management
of YR3 budget; USAID Mission updated on progress; accurate reports on
technical, environmental and financial activities, and additional write-ups to be
prepared as requested.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
No activities in YR3.

Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): N/A
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-COLOMBIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Who is
Responsible?

Wildlife Pathogen
Detection
Capacity Building WCS Country
Director, Padu
Franco; Regional
Coordinator,
Alberto Perez;
Regional
Supervisor,
Marcela Uhart

W.C••-11111
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_____
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Initiated development of a
framework for wildlife surveillance
in-country, based on strategic
interactions and formalizations
among partners and public
agencies; training provided to key
institutions on wildlife health issues
and diagnostics; established basic
capacity for long-term storage of
wildlife samples (purchased an ultra
low freezer).

1.2

SuNeillance

No activities in year 3.

1.3

Technology
Development and
Pathogen
Discovery

No activities in year 3.

1.4

Sample Tracking
and Information
Management

No activities in year 3.

1.5

Program

WCS Country

Effective day-to-day management of
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ACTIVITIES by
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2.2

Who is
Responsible?
Director, Padu
Franco; Regional
Coordinator,
Alberto Perez;
Regional
Supervisor,
Marcela Uhart

Risk
Determination
Optimize models
for diversity of
disease
emerqence
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in-country activities and
administrative procedures,
supervised by regional coordinator
and supervisor and the director of
WCS Colombia office; appropriate
management of budget; USAID
Mission updated on progress;
accurate reports on technical,
environmental and financial
activities and additional write-ups to
be prepared as requested.

No activities in year 3.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - COLOMBIA

PIIDJECT
DIIJECTIVE
1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

INDICATOR

Framework for wildlife
surveillance in-country, based
on strategic interactions and

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Quarterly report

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION
Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; Regional Coordinator,
Alberto Perez; Regional

PIICMECr

INDICATOR

CJIIJECih E

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

formalizations among partners
and public agencies

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Supervisor, Marcela Uhart

1.1.2
Laboratory System

Implementation of cold storage
capacity with purchased ultralow freezer

Quarterly report

Quarterly

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

Cooperative agreements
signed with partners and
stakeholders; training provided
to key institutions on wildlife
health issues and diagnostics

Quarterly report

Quarterly

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; PREDICT partners and
stakeholders

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Commitment to development of Final report on inministries to expand pathogen country capacity
surveillance in wildlife

Annual

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; Regional Coordinator,
Alberto Perez; Regional
Supervisor, Marcela Uhart

1.2.1
Surveillance

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PIICMECr

INDICATOR

CJIIJECihE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing

Weekly

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; Regional Coordinator,
Alberto Perez; Regional
Supervisor, Marcela Uhart

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp and
financial reports

Monthly

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; Regional Coordinator,
Alberto Perez; Regional
Supervisor, Marcela Uhart

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp.

Quarterly

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; Regional Coordinator,
Alberto Perez; Regional
Supervisor, Marcela Uhart

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

WCS Country Director, Padu
Franco; Regional Coordinator,
Alberto Perez; Regional
Supervisor, Marcela Uhart

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - COLOMBIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. In year 3, the
managing organization for Colombia will shift from a surveillance- oriented EcoHealth
Alliance-managed program to a capacity-strengthening Wildlife Conservation Societymanaged one. Oversight of activities in Colombia will be managed by WCS Country
Director, Padu Franco with support from Regional Coordinator, Alberto Perez and
Regional Supervisor, Marcela Uhart.
Activities and Locations
No sampling activities planned for YR3.
In YR3, the Colombian Ministries of Environment, Agriculture and Public Health are
promoting an important multidisciplinary initiative involving public scientific institutions
and NGOs in a national wildlife disease surveillance network. PREDICT will contribute
to building surveillance capacity by providing technical assistance, training and support
for sample storage.
Partnerships
Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Agriculture (ICA), National Institute of Health (INS),
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana
Reporting
PREDICT country lead, Padu Franco, is responsible for keeping USAID Mission
updated about capacity building activities, during year 3.

Ecuador
No PREDICT Activities in Year 3

Mexico
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Continue to
strengthen the relationship between the Mexican government, universities
and conservation and public health NGO's in order to conduct efficient
surveillance of zoonotic diseases in bats and rodents; sampling and

surveillance in the proposed sites; continue to investigate human-wildlife
interfaces based on the sampling design provided by the Modeling and
Hotspots ID Team; conduct training for in-country teams to prepare them
for outbreak response using the Outbreak Response Guide.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Each of the three collaborating
laboratories are already equipped and prepared to analyze samples for
pathogens selected by the Modeling and Hotspots ID and Pathogen
Discovery Teams.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Continue to strengthen
the relationship made during PREDICT YR2 with the following Mexican
government departments: Secretaria De Agricultura Ganaderia Y Pesca
(SAGARPA), Secretaria Del Medio Ambiente Y Recurses Naturales
(SEMARNAT) and Comisi6n Nacional De Salud Animal (CONASA); work
with these departments to disseminate the ONE HEALTH concept through
lectures at universities and research institutes in Mexico; work with the
government to lead a national congress to discuss the One Health
concept.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Annual assessment and monitoring will be conducted using
the Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate changes that have been made
regarding quantity and quality of existing wildlife surveillance compone nts
and systems; continue to identify stakeholder institutions and key country
partners to assist in specific surveillance activities, including laboratories;
continue to assess the Mexican capacity for wildlife capture and handling,
sample transport, storage, shipping and diagnostic testing as part of a
nationwide zoonotic disease surveillance system.

Partners: Institute of Ecology, Veterinary Faculty and Science Faculty of
Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico (UNAM) ; Comisi6n Nacional de
Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)
Expected results: Continue to manage and coordinate capacity building and
surveillance activities; ongoing project communication will be maintained
between in-country partners, including the USAID Mission monthly updates,
via biweekly Skype meetings and interaction on Basecamp site; capacity
building will be achieved through implementing and leading workshops aimed
at advancing in-country awareness and application of the One Health concept
and strategies for the improvement of human and animal health.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Mexico: Continue to establish relationships with ministries, universities

and NGOs to facilitate sharing of suNeillance samples and data; ensure
the timely diagnostic testing of samples collected following implementation
of PCR protocols and positive controls; sample information and diagnostic
results will be entered into the GAINS database within two weeks of data
collection; continue work with the Center for Infection and Immunity (CII),
Columbia University to identify potential pathogens of pandemic risk in
wildlife.

•
•
•

Taxa: bats and rodents and where possible opportunistic sampling of
carnivores and marsupials
Interfaces: free-ranging (including the following interfaces: farming
wildlife, livestock-wildlife, shared water sources)
Proposed Locations: Lacandona Rain Forest, Chiapas or
Calakmul, Campeche

Partners: Institute of Ecology, Veterinary Faculty and Science Faculty of
UNAM; Comisi6n Nacion al de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)
Expected result(s): Continue developing the framework for the collection
and analysis of suNeillance data with in-country collaborators; work with incountry labs and CII, Columbia University to detect pathogens and discover
new viruses from wildlife samples; continue to strategically implement
targeted surveillance of bats and rodents based on the strategy devised by
the Modeling and Hotspots ID Team; work with in-country partners to achieve
a trans-regional suNeillance network in Mexico.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: With the initiation
of laboratory testing, gaps in existing technological infrastructure will be
identified and new technologies will be acquired as needed.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: With the positive control and
testing protocols from CII, Columbia University laboratory, testing will be
initiated; pathogen discovery for known viruses in a new range will be
conducted in Mexico; continue to ship samples to the CII for pathogen
discovery of novel viruses.

Partners: Institute of Ecology, Veterinary Faculty and Science Faculty of
UNAM; Comisi6n Nacional de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP) ;
Center for Infection and Immunity (CII), Columbia University
Expected result(s): Continue to evaluate the diagnostic capacity in Mexico;
appropriate training and material resources will be provided as necessary to
expand infrastructure, improve viral diagnostic capabilities and sample

archival storage; laboratory testing will be initiated in Year 3 and samples will
continue to be sent to CII.

•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system: All
samples will continue to be entered in the GAINS database; results when
available will also be entered into the GAINS database; standardized
labeling and tracking system will continue to be used in-country.

Partners: Institute of Ecology, Veterinary Faculty and Science Faculty of
UNAM; Comisi6n Nacion al de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)
Expected result(s): Continue to enter all sample data and results into GAINS
database within two weeks of sample collection or diagnostic analysis.
o

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: General Management: Continue to provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the project, including the coordination of all
governmental, university and NGO collaborators; continue management of
logistics, inventory, sample storage and field collection trips.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Continue to maintain expenses
within budget; expenses will be recorded and submitted as required ;
requested financial documents will be completed.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Continue to maintain constant
communication with in-country team and managing organization through
in-person meetings, conference calls, bi-weekly Skype meetings, written
advisories, web-based applications and reports; regular communication
will be maintained with the USAID Mission.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental and travel
reports ; field and surveillance data will be entered into the GAINS
database.

Partners: Institute of Ecology, Veterinary Faculty and Science Faculty of
UNAM ; Comisi6n Nacional de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)
Expected result(s): Continue to manage and coordinate all capacity building
and surveillance activities through the maintenance of communication
between in-country partners and managing organization; fiscal management
will include budget and financial reporting ; continue to complete all reports as
requested.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence: Provide
data and information as requested by the Modeling and Hotspots ID Team.
Partners: Institute of Ecology, Veterinary Faculty and Science Faculty of
UNAM; Comisi6n Nacion al de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP)
Expected result(s): Sample data will be uploaded into GAINS to be used by
the Modeling and Hotspots ID Team to detect any gaps in the surveillance
plan; surveillance plan will be adjusted as needed.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities. Respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur and respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- MEXICO

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?
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Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, CoCoordinator
Gerardo Suzan,
Officers
Oscar Rico and
Osiris Gaona

A One Health conference will be held in
conjunction with the Mexican government
to increase in-country awareness and
application of the One Health concept
and strategies for the improvement of
human and animal health; positive
controls and PCR protocols will be
utilized by in-country partners to initiate
pathogen analysis; conduct training for incountry teams to prepare them for
outbreak response using the Outbreak
Response Guide.

Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, CoCoordinator
Gerardo Suzan,
Officers
Oscar Rico and
Osiris Gaona

Continue developing the framework for
coordinating the collection and analysis of
surveillance data with in-country
collaborators; work with in-country labs
and CII, Columbia University, to detect
pathogens and discover new viruses from
wildlife samples; continue to strategically
implement targeted surveillance of bats
and rodents based on the Modeling and
Hotspots ID Team instruction; work with
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in-country partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network.

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medellin, CoCoordinator
Gerardo Suzan,
Officers
Oscar Rico and
Osiris Gaona

Continue to evaluate the diagnostic
capacity; appropriate training and
material resources will be provided as
necessary to expand infrastructure,
improve viral diagnostic capabilities and
sample archival storage; laboratory
testing will be completed in Year 3 and
samples will continue to be sent to CII,
Columbia University.

1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, CoCoordinator
Gerardo Suzan,
Officers
Oscar Rico and
Osiris Gaona

All sample data and results will continue
to be entered into GAINS database
within two weeks of sample collection or
diagnostic analysis.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medell[n, CoCoordinator

Continue to manage and coordinate all
capacity building and surveillance
activities through communication
between our in-country partners and HQ;
fiscal manaqement will include budqet
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X

X

ACTIVITIES by
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Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

2.2
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Gerardo Suzan,
Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris
Gaona

maintenance and financial reporting; all
requested reports will continue to be
completed as requested.

Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, CoCoordinator
Gerardo Suzan,
Officers
Oscar Rico and
Osiris Gaona

Sample data will be uploaded into GAINS
to be used by the Modeling and Hotspots
ID Team to detect any gaps in the
surveillance plan; surveillance plan will be
adjusted as needed.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - MEXICO

PIIOJECI'
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1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

INDICATOR

Framework for surveillance
data coordination

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Quarterly reports and Quarterly

GAINS database

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

PIICMECT
,..,.M!

INDICATOR

1.1 .2
Laboratory System

Framework for diagnosis in
Mexican laboratories

1.1 .3
Operationalizing One
Health

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
GAINS database

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

Framework for training and
Workshops and
knowledge of the One Health leading conference
concept

Semi-annual

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

Establish partnerships with
Capacity Building
key agencies and ministries Rapid Survey Tool
active in wildlife surveillance,
public health and pathogen
detection

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; bat and
rodent samples collected;
samples analyzed

Bi-weekly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies to be
Quarterly Reports
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics, as
needed

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

Email updates for
surveillance calls,
enter data into
GAINS database

PIICMECT
,..,.M!

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
Quarterly reports and Quarterly
UNAM for viral diagnostics
GAINS database
and cold storage; report new
discoveries into GAINS
database

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data entered into
GAINS; utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system

GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email updates,
Basecamp, video
and teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Expense tracking and budget Email and Basecamp Monthly
maintenance

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co- Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

1.5.3
Communication

Mission and partner updates

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

Email, in-person
visits, bi-weekly
Skype calls with
EHA, and accessing
Basecamp

Quarterly

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests

Quarterly reports,
Monthly
financial reports and
entering data into the
GAINS database

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

2.2

Samples collected or
received and analyzed for
targeted species, interfaces
and proposed locations

GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medel Ifn, Co-Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar
Rico and Osiris Gaona

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - MEXICO
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
organization for Mexico is EcoHealth Alliance, and the implementing organization within
Mexico is Bioconservaci6n, Educaci6n y Ciencia (BIOCONCIENCIA). Oversight of
activities will be managed by Country Coordinator Dr. Rodrigo Medellfn with support
from Latin America Regional Coordinator Dr. Melinda Rostal. In addition, there are three
staff members, including Co-Coordinator Dr. Gerardo Suzan, Administrative Assistant
Ms. Osiris Gaona and Field Assistant Mr. Oscar Rico.
Overview
The expanding agricultural frontier in Mexico brings pristine areas in close contact with
areas used by humans and livestock. Mexico is the only country in the world spanning
the length of two greater biogeographic regions , the Nearctic and the Neotropics. In
addition, Mexico is a mega-diverse country that contains between 5 and 10% of the
world's biodiversity in less than 1% of the earth's land surface and serves as a major
migratory corridor for many species of mammals and birds. The complex and diverse
landscape provides an opportunity for expanding wildlife surveillance at an active
human-livestock-wildlife interface that could have important implications for public
health in Mexico.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify new
wildlife pathogens with the potential for pandemic risk, focusing on :
•
•
•

Taxa: principally bats and rodents, and, where possible, opportunistic
sampling of carnivores and marsupials
Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging , syndromic
Potential Locations: South, Lacandonia Rain Forest, Chiapas

Partnerships
Bioconservaci6n, Educaci6n y Ciencia (BIOCONCIENCIA) ; National Autonomous
University of Mexico (UNAM); Comis6n Nacional de Areas Naturales Protegidas
(CONANP)
Reporting
Maintain communication with the USAID Mission to keep them updated regularly on
activities and progress. The Country Coordinator and EcoHealth Alliance team
communicate bi-weekly via Skype meetings, phone conferences and/or through regular
email exchanges, sharing progress reports.

Peru
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat

•

Activity 1.1 Capacity Building (includes infrastructure, training,
coordination and systems improvements toward sustainability)
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: Surveillance System Improvements: Expand
surveillance of bat populations in conjunction with the National Ministry of
Health (Zoonoses Surveillance Unit) and the Peruvian Veterinary Service
(SENASA); opportunistic sampling of vampire bats will be performed on
individuals captured by the National Rabies Control Program; joint
sampling efforts will be conducted with the Ucayali Regional Unit of
Environmental Health (DESA) on free-ranging rodents; these animals will
be systematically captured by the Leptospirosis Control Program in periurban areas and at markets in central Peruvian Amazonia; conduct
training for in-country teams to prepare them for outbreak response using
the Outbreak Response Guide.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Laboratory System: Public laboratories (INS Iquitos,
INS Lima, UNMSM, NAMRU-6) possess adequate diagnostic
infrastructure, but lack enough funding, standardized molecular protocols
and procurement of certain supplies (e.g., positive controls) to conduct
routine family-level viral screening on wildlife samples; PREDICT will work
to help resolve these major gaps in YR3 in conjunction with the Diagnostic
Lead by providing technical assistance and oversight.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Operationalizing One Health: Formalize cooperative
agreements with the Regional Administrations of Forestry and Wildlife
(ATFFS) and Regional Directorates of Health (Executive Units of
Environmental Health, DESAs) in order to support SENASA's initiative of a
national wildlife disease network (named "VEAS"); on-the-job training of
key local collaborators (community hunters; inspector officers) will
continue to be provided to help develop long-term sustainability for
zoonoses surveillance.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Capacity Assessment and Tracking of Development
Progress: Compare findings detailed in the Rapid Survey Tool with
current status and needs for wildlife pathogen surveillance in-country in
order to assess and track progress toward project objectives; continue to
work along with the Capacity Assessment team to finalize a health map for
Peru and provide understanding of disease risks for government decisionmakers.

Partners: National Animal Health Service (SENASA, central and regional
offices); US Naval Medical Research Unit Six (NAMRU-6); National Institute of
Health (INS, Lima and Iquitos); National Ministry of Health (General Office of
Epidemiology); Regional Executive Units of Environmental Health (DESAs);
School of Veterinary Medicine (University of San Marcos, UNMSM); General
Directorate of Forestry and Wildlife (DGFFS); National Service of Natural
Protected Areas (SERNANP); Regional offices of Technical Administrations of
Forestry and Wildlife (ATFFS Piura, Tumbes, Lambayeque, Iquitos); Regional
Directorate of Trade, Tourism and Traditional Crafts (DIRCETURA Loreto);
Regional Management Program of Forestry Resources and Wildlife
(PRMRFFS Loreto); National University of Tumbes; Peruvian University
Cayetano Heredia (UPCH); Veterinary Institute of Tropical and Highland
Research (IVITA-UNMSM); Parque Natural Zoo (Pucallpa); "El Buen Pastor"
Zoo Park and "Parque Las Leyendas" Zoo (Lima); "lkama Peru" Rescue and
Rehabilitation Center (Loreto); vendors at wetmarkets; Autonomous University
of Barcelona (UAB, Spain) and community hunters (Yavari District, Loreto
Region)
Expected results: Develop a network for wildlife surveillance in-country based
on strategic interactions among partners and government agencies and the
efficient coordination of efforts at a national scale; improve notification of
animal die-offs and disease events to public agencies; routinely monitor
priority species (bats, rodents, primates) in new target areas; establish basic
capacity for molecular family-level viral screening at public laboratories ,
following protocols and technical assistance from Diagnostic Lead; on-the-job
training provided to community hunters (Loreto), government personnel
(SENASA, AFTTS, DESA) and partners; changes in capacity for wildlife
disease surveillance evaluated by comparing YR1 Rapid Survey Tool results
with current status and needs. Health map finalized for Peru by the Capacity
Assessment Team.
•

Activity 1.2: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across Peru:
Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•

•

Taxa: primates, bats and rodents
Interfaces: traded wildlife, wildlife at rescue centers, syndromic, wild
caught free-ranging; to a lesser degree, hunted animals (subsistence
bushmeat)
Proposed Locations: Northern Amazonia (wetmarkets and rescue
centers in Iquitos, Yurimaguas and Tarapoto): wildlife and bushmeat

trade, wildlife at rescue centers; Yavari-Mirim Private Conservation
Area & surrounding communities: subsistence hunting and wildlife
trade; peri-urban areas in Iquitos and surroundings: free-ranging bats;
Pacaya - Samiria National Reserve: free-ranging small mammals.
Central Amazonia (Pucallpa wetmarkets and zoos): wildlife trade and
wildlife at rescue centers; peri-urban areas in Pucallpa: free-ranging
rodents; north and central marine coasts (wetmarkets and rescue
centers in Tumbes, Piura, Chiclayo and Lima): wildlife trade and
wildlife at rescue centers
Partners: National Animal Health Service (SENASA, central and regional
offices); US Naval Medical Research Unit Six (NAMRU-6) ; National Institute
of Health (INS, Lima and Iquitos); National Ministry of Health (General Office
of Epidemiology); Regional Executive Units of Environmental Health
(DESAs); School of Veterinary Medicine (University of San Marcos-UNMSM) ;
General Directorate of Forestry and Wildlife (DGFFS); National Service of
Natural Protected Areas (SERNANP); Regional offices of Technical
Administrations of Forestry and Wildlife (ATFFS Piura, Tumbes,
Lambayeque, Iquitos); National University of Tumbes; Veterinary Institute of
Tropical and Highland Research (IVITA-UNMSM) ; Parque Natural Zoo
(Pucallpa) ; "El Buen Pastor" Zoo Park and "Parque Las Leyendas" Zoo
(Lima); "lkama Peru" Rescue and Rehabilitation Center (Loreto); vendors at
wetmarkets; Autonomous University of Barcelona (Spain) and community
hunters (Yavari District, Loreto Region)
Expected result(s): Establish collaboration with additional public and private
institutions for accomplishing surveillance and data sharing after PREDICT
activities come to an end; surveillance activities at targeted interfaces; lab
testing for zoonotic pathogens as scheduled; pathogen detection and
discovery on acquired wildlife samples; study on practices and habits at
markets to characterize wildlife trade and associated risks of zoonotic
diseases; update field data in GAINS database on monthly basis; notification
of animal disease outbreaks to governmental agencies by local collaborators
(animal vendors; community hunters); surveillance strategy to increase
pathogen detection in wildlife at hotspot sites, prioritized through ecoepidemiological analysis by PREDICT epidemiology leads.
•

Activity 1.3: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery

o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Introduction of new technologies: Implement new
technologies capable of supporting EPT activities in- country and
addressing identified gaps in existing technological infrastructure,
including Lysis buffer (RNA Later and Nuclisens), FTA Cards and Blood
Spot/Protein Binding Cards; continue to cooperate with partners on the
introduction of other new technologies relevant to field application in Peru.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: NAMRU-6; SENASA; DESAs; INS Lima and Iquitos; School of
Veterinary Medicine (UNMSM) ; IVITA-UNMSM; Parque Natural Zoo
(Pucallpa) ; "El Buen Pastor" Zoo Park and "Parque Las Leyendas" Zoo
(Lima); "lkama Peru" Rescue and Rehabilitation Center (Loreto); vendors at
wetmarkets; community hunters (Yavari District, Loreto Region)
Expected result(s): New field sampling collection technologies adopted by
public agencies and partners (e.g., for vampire bat sampling by the National
Rabies Control Program; for rodent sampling by DESA's Leptospirosis
Control Program); further technology needs of partner laboratories accurately
assessed and communicated to Diagnostic Lead; increased diagnostic
infrastructure at the National Institute of Health (INS Iquitos and Lima) and
University of San Marcos, for molecular family-level viral screening; identified
export mechanisms for samples destined for complex pathogen discovery
techniques to PREDICT state-of-the-art laboratory (Center for Infection &
Immunity, Columbia University), through coordination and guidance from
Pathogen Discovery Coordinator.
•

Activity 1.4: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: NAMRU-6; SENASA; DESAs; INS Lima and Iquitos; School of
Veterinary Medicine (UNMSM) ; Parque Natural Zoo (Pucallpa); "El Buen
Pastor" Zoo Park and "Parque Las Leyendas" Zoo (Lima); "lkama Peru"
Rescue and Rehabilitation Center (Loreto); vendors at wetmarkets;
community hunters (Yavari District, Loreto Region)
Expected result(s): Complete data sheets accurately in the field and at
partner laboratories (packing list and test results templates; implement
barcode labeling and unique identification of samples to allow for sample
tracking and data management; upload data monthly to GAINS database;
timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
•

Activity 1.5 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across the
country to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial , technical, environmental and travel
reports ; enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: N/ A
Expected result(s): Effective day-to-day management of in-country activities
and administrative procedures, supervised by regional coordinator and
supervisor, and the director of WCS Peru and Amazonia office; appropriate
management of budget; USAID Mission updated on project progress;
accurate reports on technical, environmental and financial activities, and
additional write-ups to be prepared as requested ; field data regularly reported
to GAINS; frequent communication with in-country partners and stakeholders.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Modeling Team
Expected result(s): Sample data in GAINS; gap analysis of surveillance plan
with optimization as needed ; study practices and habits at markets, and
health risks associated with the wildlife trade; provide data to Modeling Team;
timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- PERU

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Patricia Mendoza
(Country
Coordinator), WCS incountry staff, and
Alberto Perez
(Regional
Coordinator)
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Developed a network for wildlife
surveillance in-country, based on
strategic interactions and formalizations
among partners and government
agencies; efficient coordination of efforts
at a national scale; increased prompt
notifications of animal die-offs and
disease events to public agencies;
priority species (bats, rodents, primates)
routinely monitored in target areas;
established basic capacity for molecular
family-level viral screening at public
laboratories, following protocols and
technical assistance from Diagnostic
Lead Tracey Goldstein (UC Davis); onthe-job training provided to community
hunters (Loreto), government personnel
(SENASA, AFTTS, DESA), and partners;
changes in capacity for wildlife disease
surveillance evaluated by comparing
year one Rapid Survey Tool data with
current status and needs; Health map
finalized for Peru
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1.2

Surveillance

Country Coordinator
Patricia Mendoza,
Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez,
Surveillance Team

Established collaboration with additional
public and private institutions for
accomplishing surveillance and data
sharing; surveillance activities performed
at targeted interfaces; lab testing for
zoonotic pathogens as scheduled;
pathogen detection and discovery run on
acquired wildl ife samples; study on
practices and habits completed at
markets to characterize wildlife trade and
associated risks of zoonotic diseases;
field data entered monthly into GAINS
database; notification of animal disease
outbreaks to governmental agencies by
local collaborators (vendors, community
hunters); surveillance strategy adapted
to increase pathogen detection in wildlife
at hotspot sites, prioritized through ecoepidemiological analysis by
epidemiology leads (Christine KreuderJohnson, UC Davis, and Pablo
Beldomenico-WCS).

1.3

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country Coordinator
Patricia Mendoza,
Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez,
Technoloav

New field sampling collection
technologies adopted by public agencies
and partners ; further technology needs
of partner laboratories accurately
assessed and communicated to
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Development T earn

Diagnostic Lead Tracey Goldstein (UC
Davis); increased diagnostic
infrastructure at the National Institute of
Health (INS Iquitos and Lima) and
University of San Marcos, for molecular
family-level viral screening; identified
export mechanisms for samples destined
for complex pathogen discovery
techniques to state-of-the-art laboratory
(Center for Infection & Immunity,
Columbia University.
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1.4

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country Coordinator
Patricia Mendoza,
Information
Management T earn

Data sheets accurately completed in the
field and at partner laboratories (packing
list and test results templates;
implementation of barcode labeling and
unique identification of samples to allow
for sample tracking and data
management; data uploaded monthly to
GAINS database; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance
data.

X

X

X

X

1.5

Program
Management

Country Coordinator
Patricia Mendoza,
Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez, WCS
Peru and Amazonia

Effective day-to-day management of incountry activities and administrative
procedures, supervised by regional
coordinator and supervisor, and the
director of WCS Peru and Amazonia

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?
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Director Mariana
Varese, Regional
Supervisor Marcela
Uhart

office; appropriate management of
budget; USAID Mission updated on
project progress; accurate reports on
technical, environmental and financial
activities, and additional write-ups
prepared as requested ;field data
regularly reported to GAINS;frequent
communication with in-country partners
and stakeholders.

Country coordinator
Patricia Mendoza

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; study on
practices and habits completed at
markets, and health risks associated
with the wildlife trade identified and
documented; data provided to modeling
team through GAINS on a monthly basis;
timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - PERU

PRGJEaT
aaJECfflVE
1.1 .1
Surveillance System
Improvement

1.1.2
Laboratory System

1.1.3
Operationalizing One
Health

1.1.4
Capacity Assessment
and Tracking of
Development

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Network for wildlife surveillance Quarterly report
in country; notifications of
animal die-offs and disease
events to public agencies;
priority species monitored in
target areas

Quarterly

Patricia Mendoza (country
coordinator), PREDICT in-country
staff, A. Perez (regional
coordinator), PREDICT
Surveillance Team

Molecular family-level viral
screening implemented at
public laboratories (INS Lima
and Iquitos; UNMSM; US
NAMRU-6)

Quarterly report

Quarterly

Patricia Mendoza (country
coordinator), A. Perez (regional
coordinator), Diagnostic Lead
Tracey Goldstein

Cooperative agreements
signed with partners and
stakeholders; on-the-job
training provided to public and
private collaborators

Quarterly report

Quarterly

Patricia Mendoza (country
coordinator), A. Perez (regional
coordinator), PREDICT in-country
partners and stakeholders

Changes in capacity for wildlife Quarterly report
disease surveillance evaluated
through Rapid Survey Tool ;
Health map finalized for Peru

Quarterly

Patricia Mendoza (country
coordinator), A. Perez (regional
coordinator), Capacity Assessment
team (Kate Thomas, California
State University Monterey Bay)

1.2.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces and proposed
locations; study on practices
and habits completed at
wetmarkets

Email, Basecamp & Monthly
GAINS database

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza, PREDICT epidemiology
leads Christine Kreuder-Johnson
UC Davis, Pablo Beldomenico

1.3.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza

1.3.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at INS Quarterly Reports
(Lima, Iquitos) and UNMSM for
diagnostic capacity and longterm storage

Quarterly
Reports

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza

1.4.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza

1.5.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza, Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez, WCS Peru director
Mariana Varese, regional
supervisor Marcela Uhart

wcs

1.5.2
Fiscal Management

Near real-time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp and
financial reports

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza, Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez, WCS Peru director
Mariana Varese, regional
supervisor Marcela Uhart

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp.

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza, Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez, WCS Peru director
Mariana Varese, regional
supervisor Marcela Uhart

1.5.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp & Monthly
GAINS database

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or received GAINS
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces and
proposed locations; health risks
(practices, habits) associated
with the wildlife trade identified
and documented

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza and Assistant veterinarian
Nancy Cavero, with instructions
from PREDICT Modeling Team

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza

Quarterly Report

Country Coordinator Patricia
Mendoza and Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-PERU
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The managing
and implementing organization for Peru is Wildlife Conservation Society. Oversight of
activities in Peru will be managed by Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza with
support from Technical Team Leaders in Epidemiology, Diagnostics, Information
Management, Surveillance and Modeling, as well as Regional Coordinator Alberto
Perez, Supervisor Marcela Uhart and WCS Country Director Mariana Varese. In
addition, the support team includes: Nancy Cavero, Yovana Murillo Vega, Cinthya
Ryn aby and Daniel Montes.

Overview
Peru represents excellent opportunities for further developing a zoonotic disease surveillance
system through sampling wildlife in the animal trade and hunted in remote riverside
communities within natural reserves. Market surveillance activities have been built on previous
activities conducted since 2007 to detect Avian Influenza and other pathogens in wet markets
and from wildlife confiscated by the Peruvian authorities. Monitoring of bushmeat sales at
these markets is also being implemented. Additional programs established by WCS to monitor
hunter-harvested wildlife (subsistence hunting) and communal management of natural
resources at Loreto's riverside communities, train hunters to collect samples, allowing for the
opportunistic sampling of wildlife recently extracted from the forest. Comparing results
obtained from hunted wildlife in local communities with animals sampled at wet markets and at
rescue centers will enable PREDICT to gain baseline information on disease transmission in
Peru and characterize high-risk behaviors across wildlife, livestock and human interfaces
where zoonotic pathogens are most likely to emerge.

Peru is currently undergoing major land use changes, as three major transoceanic
highways are being built to traverse Brazilian and Peruvian Amazon territories. A large
extent of natural forest and rural settlements are currently being disturbed and modified,
and so it is expected that in the near future normal disease transmission patterns will
also be altered. The Southern Inter-oceanic Highway will cross through the Madre de
Dias region at its final stage, where US NAMRU-6 lab is quantifying ecological
disturbance and changes in vectors and reservoir populations. Strengthening
partnership with NAMRU is a strategic way to reinforce and extend surveillance of small
mammal hosts and other target species.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities and
laboratories to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the
coming year is to collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing
with proper tracking of samples and results entered into the GAINS database before the
year-end. We also aim to identify zoonotic pathogens circulating at targeted interfaces,

detect and identify possible outbreaks among them and recognize wildlife pathogens of
potential pandemic risk focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats and rodents
Interfaces: traded wildlife, syndromic, wild caught free-ranging ; to a lesser
degree, hunted animals (subsistence bushmeat)k
Proposed Locations: Northern Amazonia (wetmarkets and rescue centers in
Iquitos, Yurimaguas and Tarapoto): wildlife and bushmeat trade; Yavari-Mirim
Private Conservation Area & surrounding communities: subsistence hunting
and wildlife trade; peri-urban areas in Iquitos and surroundings: free-ranging
bats; Pacaya - Samiria National Reserve: free-ranging small mammals.
Central Amazonia (Pucallpa wetmarkets and zoos): wildlife trade; peri-urban
areas in Pucallpa: free-ranging rodents; north and central marine coasts
(wetmarkets and rescue centers in Tumbes, Piura, Chiclayo and Lima):
wildlife trade

Partnerships
In Peru, formal partnerships have been established with the National Animal Health
Service (SENASA), School of Veterinary Medicine (University of San Marcos), and the
US NAMRU-6. Additional partnerships are expected to be formalized with the following
institutions in year 3: National Institute of Health (INS, Lima and Iquitos), National
Ministry of Health (General Office of Epidemiology), and General Directorate of Forestry
and Wildlife (DGFFS). PREDICT will continue building on these partnerships to plan for
enhanced collaboration in wildlife surveillance, expanding existing surveillance activities
to the national level, so that surveillance will continue when PREDICT activities are
completed.
Reporting
During year 3, in-country team will refine (in cooperation with the USAID Mission) a
practical communication and reporting mechanism approved by USAID to keep the local
USAID Mission regularly updated on activities and progress.
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Quarterly Report: Vear 1 (January 01, 2010 - March 31, 2010)

Although the timing of program rollouts caused some delays in planned in-country work this quarter, PREDICT's cross-organizational team continued to further refine its
objectives and in-country plans, while meeting and exceeding planned US Central activity goals. Through biweekly Senior Management and Executive Committee
conference calls, supplemented by in person meetings, the PREDICT team maintained communication and facilitated resolutions to administrative and programmatic
issues. PREDICT also continued coordination and collaboration with all other EPT projects, including organizing an April meeting in Davis with CDC representatives. The
Technical Advisory Committee officially formed and began plans for a year 1 meeting. The Capacity Building team developed a Rapid Survey Tool for use by country
coordinators, and sent the draft to USAID and the Technical Advisory Committee for review. They also developed a number of training modules (in pilot testing phase},
and began testing online systems for use in training. The Modeling and Hotspot ID team began refining the "hotspot" models and developing a next generation hotspot
model based on higher resolution geographic data. They also worked on modeling risk of EID geographic spread from various locations, based on risk of emergence and
transport connectivity. Facilitated by the Surveillance team, PREDICT designed data and sampling strategies, including the development of Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) and draft standardized surveillance protocols. For pathogen discovery and technology transfer, PREDICT established formal partnerships with leaders
in pathogen discovery, began developing a regional technology development plan, piloted technology in select countries, and discussed the purchase and distribution of
reagents and supplies to laboratories in the field through DELIVER and other means. In the third quarter, PREDICT will build upon these accomplishments, working with
USAID headquarters and in-country missions to expand or commence planned project activities in all year 1 countries.

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

• Activity Management Provide day-to-day

During the second quarter, the PREDICT
management team will

During the second quarter, the PREDICT
management team continued to

During the third quarter the PREDICT
Management team will

management and oversight of the
program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives
(includes logistics); seek and ut ilize
executive board and technical advisory
committee guidance; and ensure
integration and coordination of all
partners.
• Fiscal Management

Track all expenditures across countries
and partners to ensure fiscal
responsibility; develop, review, and
approve budgets; ensure charges are
consistent with applicable regulations
and guidelines; prepare financial data for

• Provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the program, facilitating
completion and approval of the year 1
work plan.
• Engage in continuous program planning.
• Incorporate guidance from executive
board bi-weekly conference calls,
facilitating communication and enabling
programmatic decision to be made
efficiently and to the benefit of the
program.
• Ensure integration with PREDICT
partners, initiating targeted conference
calls, strategic meetings, and utilizing

• Provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the program, facilitating
completion and approval of the year 1
work plan.
• Engage in continuous program planning.
• Track all expenditures across countries
and partners to ensure fiscal
responsibility.
• Develop, review, and approve budgets,
ensuring charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines.
• Incorporate guidance from executive
board bi-weekly conference calls,
facilitating communication and enabling

• Provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the program.
• Engage in continuous program planning.
• Track all expenditures across countries and
partners to ensure fiscal responsibility.
• Develop, review, and approve budgets,
ensuring charges are consistent with
applicable regulations and guidelines.
• Incorporate guidance from executive
board bi-weekly conference calls,
facilitating communication and enabling
programmatic decisions to be made
efficiently and to the benefit of the
program.

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievem ents by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

reporting; process and monitor
subcontracts.
• Communication

Facilitate communication with USAID and
among EPT programs, One Health team
members, advisory board members,
external partners, country coordinators;
and USAID missions t hrough in-person
meetings, conference calls, written
advisories, web-based applications, and
reports.

SmartSite to allow tiered access to
program documents, building upon the
strong project foundation developed
during t he first quarter.
• Monitor subrecipients, ensuring
compliance with federal and USAID
regulations and procedures.
Upon approval of the year 1 work plan,
th e PREDICT team will

•

•

•
•

•

Meet with key PREDICT stakeholders/
partners and USAID missions to launch
PREDICT formally and seek their
feedback.
Jointly coordinate the implementation of
in-country work and make progress
toward the completion of all year 1
activities, including working efficiently
with EPT partners.
Commence operations in tier 1 and tier 2
countries.
Complete the hiring of country
coordinators and other essential incountry personnel.
Continue to finalize financial
management procedures and syst ems to
conform to USAID.

Additional 2

nd

quarteractivities:

• Meet with IDENTIFY partners at WHO
Headquarters to discuss and coordinate
predictive modeling, information sharing,
and survei llance efforts.
• Meet with 01 E staff to provide overview
of EPT and PREDICT programs and
det ermine areas of collaboration.
• Participate in Congo Basin EPT regional
meet ing in Brazzaville, Republic of
Congo.
• Participate in Congo Basin EPT rollouts in
Kampala Uganda and Kinshasa, DRC.

programmatic decisions to be made
efficiently and to the benefit of the EPT
Program.
• Ensure integration with PREDICT
partners, initiating targeted conference
calls, strategic meetings, and utilizing
SmartSite to allow tiered access to
program documents, bui lding upon the
strong project foundation developed
during the first quarter.
• Monitor subrecipients to ensure
compliance with federal and USAID
regulations and procedures.
During the second quarter, the PREDICT
team

• Continued to finalize financial
management procedures and systems to
conform to USAID information
requirements.
Participated in objective specific working
groups, attending meetings and
conference calls and co-developing
protocols and documents.
Actively participated in PREDICT
Executive Board meetings and decisions.
• Began to develop country-specif ic plans
for program implementation.
• Actively engaged members of the
RESPOND, PREVENT and DELIVER groups
in program discussions on coordination.
• Held weekly conference calls with incountry teams and planned for initial
stakeholder meetings to ta ke place as
appropriate.
• Began training country coordinators i n
monthly and quarterly accounting
procedures.
• Evaluated budgets for year 1 activities in
all project countries.
• Coordinated wit h count ry coordinators
on planned surveillance activities.

•
•

• Ensure integration with PREDICT partners,
initiating targeted conference calls and
strategic meetings. Migrate project
management from SmartSite software to
Base Camp to more easily enable USAID
and partner participation and allow tiered
access to program documents.
• Monitor subrecipients to ensure
compliance with federal and USAID
regulations and proced ures.
• Actively participate in PREDICT Executive
Board meetings and decisions.
• Conduct Latin America coordination
meet ings with Country Coordinators and
partners in conjunction with the Wildlife
Disease Association meeting Argentina in
May/June 2010.
• Meet with key PREDICT stakeholders/
partners and USAID missions to launch
PREDICT formally and seek their feedback .
• Actively engage members of the RESPOND,
PREVENT, IDENTIFY, CDC and DELIVER
groups in program discussions on
coordination.
• Complete the hiring of country
coordinators and other essential incountry personnel.
• Finalize financia l management procedures
and systems to conform to USAID
information and reporting requirements.
• Monitor subrecipients ensuring
compliance with federal and USAID
regulations and procedures.
• Finalize country-specific plans for program
implementation.
• Continue coordinating the implementat ion
of in-country work and make progress
toward the completion of year 1 activities.

•
• Continue monitoring country coordinators
for monthly and quarterly reporting and
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Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Planned April meeting between PREDICT
and CDC partners at UC Davis to enhance
collaboration efforts.
• Met with OIE staff to provide overview of
EPT and PREDICT programs and
determine areas of collaboration.
• Part icipated in Congo Basin EPT regional
meeting in Brazzaville, Republic of
Congo.
• Along with other PREDICT leads and
personnel, met with IDENTIFY partners at
WHO Headquarters to discuss and
coordinate predictive modeling,
information sharing, and surveillance
efforts.
• Provided coordination with PREDICT
partners regarding public health
partnerships in countries to facilitate
paired human-wildlife sampling strategy.
• Participated in regular conference calls
with LoW leads.
• Held bi-weekly calls with Regional leads,
to give PREDICT updates.
• Participated in EPT rollouts in Kampala,
Uganda and Kinshasa, DRC, as well as
conducting subsequent PREDICT-only
rollouts in Rwanda and Tanzania.
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

accounting.
• Participate in the EPT regional planning
meetings Southeast Asia .
• Participate in technical meetings organ ized
by WHO, FAQ and OIE on emerging
diseases in Italy.
• Continue to participate in object ive
specific working groups, attending
meetings and conference calls and codevelopi ng objective specific protocols and
documents.
• Convene the Technical Advisors and get
input on project goals, operations, and
detection of emerging pathogens.
• Provide coordination with PREDICT
partners regarding public health
partnerships in countries to facilitate
paired human-wildlife sampling strategy.
• Hold bi-weekly calls w ith Regional leads
to acquire updates.

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, the PREDICT
manageme nt team continued to

In the third quarter, the PREDICT
management t eam will continue to

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial,
technical, environmental, and travel
reports; collect and incorporate partner
data i nto USAID reports; and utilize
electronic reporting tools, such as the
GAINS database and the USAID AIM EBA
system as appropriate.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting
In the second quarter, the PREDICT
management team will continue to

• Ensure compliance with all USAID
reporting requirements, including all
financial, technical, environmental, and
travel reports.
• Collect and incorporate part ner data into
USAID reports.
• Utilize electronic reporting tools t o
ensure accuracy and efficiency.
• Work with USAID to gain approval for the

• Ensure compliance with all USAID
reporting requirements, including all
financial, technical, environmental, and
travel reports.
• Collect and incorporate partner data into
USAID reports.
• Utilize electronic reporting tools to
ensure accuracy and efficiency.
• Reviewed USAID reporting requirements,

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

• Ensure compliance with all USAID
reporting requ irements, including all
financial, technical, environmental and
relevant travel reports.
• Collect and incor porate partner data
into USAID reports.
• Ut ilize elect ronic reporting tools to
ensure accuracy and efficiency.
• Cont inue t raining part ners and in-
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Planned progress for

Summary of achievem ents by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

•
•
•

•

year 1 work plan, including by country
activity plans.
Train partners and in-country personnel
on reporting and financial tracking tools.
Follow EMMP and update as required
and necessary.
Train PREDICT personnel on SmartSite
use to enable efficient reporting and flow
of information.
Provide periodic updates of activities to
enable second quarterly report.

•

•

•

•
•

including financial, technical,
environmental, and travel.
Worked with USAID to gain approval for
the year 1 work plan, including by
country activity plans.
Began to train administrative and incountry personnel on reporting and
financial tracking tools.
Trained PREDICT personnel on SmartSite
use to enable efficient reporting and flow
of information.
Provided period ic updates of activities to
enable second quarterly report.
Conducted conference calls with
administrative leads of partner
organizations to coordinate
administrative activities and provide
feedback on processes.

•

•
•
•
•

country personnel on reporting and
financial tracking tools.
Train PREDICT personnel on Base Camp,
replacing SmartSite, to enable efficient
reporting and flow of information.
Seek input from USAID on countryspecific plans.
Provide periodic updates of activities
and prepare t hird quarterly report.
Hold regular conference calls with
administrative leads from all partners.
Updat e budget projections for years 25.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity assessment

1.1 Capacity assessment

1.1 Capacity assessment

1.1 Capacity assess ment

• Develop st andardized EPT-CAP

In the second quarter, the Capacity

In the second quarter, the Capacity

In the third quarter, th e Capacity

(Capacity Assessment Protocol) to
evaluate the quantity and quality of
existing wildlife surveillance
components and systems in target
countries and regions; ident ify
stakeholder institutions and key country
partners to assist in specific surveillance
activities, including laboratories; assess
country capacities for wildlife capture
and handling, sample transport, storage,
shipping, and diagnostic testing.
• Assess capacity in t arget countries using
EPT-CAP through country and regional
assessment teams composed of local
experts, stakeholders, and external
experts (where necessary).

Assessment Tool Subcommittee, with its
PREDICT partner cross-organizational

Assessm ent Team, with its PREDICT partner
cro ss-organizational membership

Assessme nt Team, with its PREDICT partner
cross-organizational membership will

membership w ill

• Continued weekly EPT-CAP team meetings
to receive input and discuss revisions and
concerns related to the development of
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool.
• Developed a Capacity Building subteam,
consisting of representatives from all
PREDICT key part ners, to review and
revise the Rapid tool.
• Compiled assessment templates from t he
CDC, WHO, US-DoD, and other sources to
determine the most effective format of
the document.
• Finalized the PREDICT Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool and associated tra ining
materials (see attachment) following input
from all partners, regional leads and the
Executive Board.

• Distribute the PREDICT Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool and trai ning materials
to all PREDICT partner country/regional
leads and Country Coordinators to
conduct assessments across all PREDICT
countries (as countries are approved for
work activities according to regional
timing constraints on rollouts).
• Continue weekly EPT-CAP team meetings
to discuss and review questions and
feedback as the Rapid tool surveys are
being performed by Count ry Coordinators.
• Synthesize PREDICT Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool findings by country and
region.
• Ident ify any critical gaps in information
identified t hrough the Rapid tool survey.

• Planning for capacity building:

Synt hesize findings by country and
region; identify crit ical gaps; high light

• Continue weekly EPT-CAP team
meet ings.
• Finalize the Rapid assessment tool and
associated t raining materials and provide
to country coordinators.
• Share CAP Rapid Assessment Tool as
needed with USAID, Technical Advisors
and regional leads and solicit feedback
for improvement.
• Begin to pilot and/or implement CAP
Tool as determined by CBT members in
consultation with regional leads and
country coordinators.
• Begin to perform assessments across all
PREDICT countries.
• Synthesize quarter 2 findings by country

US Central
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
pract ical opportunities for enhancing or
implementing wildlife disease
surveillance; identify lab diagnostic
capabilities, gaps, and necessary
equipment and training. Develop
capacity building action plan by
convening stakeholder meetings to
review and finalize assessments with
input from key partners and experts;
develop a common shared vision and an
action plan for capacity building and
implementing wildlife disease
surveillance activities and strengt hening
animal lab diagnostic capabilities.

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

and region.
Identify any critical gaps from quarter 2
information.
• Highlight practical opportunities, for
enhancing or implementing wildlife
disease surveillance.
• Begin to identify lab diagnostic
capabilities, gaps, and necessary
equipment and trai ning.
• Begin to develop capacity building action
plan by convening stakeholder meetings
to review and finalize assessments with
input from key partners and experts;
develop a common shared vision and an
action plan for capacity building and
implementing wildlife disease
surveillance activities and strengthening
animal lab diagnostic capabilities.

• Submitted the Rapid tool to USAID and to
the PREDICT Technical Advisory Board for
review.
• Developed, with input from all partners
and regional leads, a capacity building
needed supplies list with estimated costs
for Year 1, which including supplies for
field, surveillance and diagnostic testing
activities, animal capture and sampling,
sample storage and transport and disease
diagnostics.
• Narrowed the needed supplies list with
input from PREDICT partners and
regional/country staff in order to provide
to DELIVER for purchase of reagents and
consumables to be distributed to
identified Diagnostic Laboratories across
PREDICT countries in Year 1.
In the second quarter, some planned
activities were delayed due to the timing of
rollouts and mission notification, including
• Beginning to pilot and/or implement
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool.
• Beginning to perfor m assessments across
all PREDICT countries.
• Synthesizing quarter 2 findings by country
and region.
Identifying any critical gaps from quarter
2 information.
• Highlighting practical opportunities for
enhancing or implementing wildlife
disease surveillance.
• Convening stakeholder meetings to review
and finalize assessments with input from
key partners and experts.
• Identifying lab diagnostic capabilities incount ry, gaps, and necessary equipment
and training.

• Highlight practical opportun ities, for
enhancing or implementing w ildlife
disease surveillance.
• Begin to Identify lab diagnostic
capabi lities, gaps, and necessary
equipment and training.
• Begin to develop capacity building action
plan by convening stakeholder meetings
to review and finalize assessments with
input from key partners and experts.
• Ddevelop a common shared vision and an
action plan for capacity building and
implementing wildlife disease surveillance
activities and strengt hening animal lab
diagnostic capabilities.
• Wor k with DELIVER or partners to procure
and distribute diagnostic testing reagents
and consumables to all identified
Diagnostic Laboratories across PREDICT
countries.

•

•
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Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.Z Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.Z Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.Z Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.Z Training

In the second quarter, the training

In the second quarter, Capacity Building

In the third quarter, Capacity Building Team

subcommittee of the Capacity Building
Team (CBT), consisting of representatives
from PREDICT partners, will

Team (CBT),

(CBT) will

• Continued developing training materials
and completed drafts of the following for
Executive Board review:
o Animal Capture Safety Training PPT
0 Field Laboratory Training PPT
o Sample Packing and Shipping Guide
0 Environmental Compliance PPT
0 Ethics PPT
0 Field Surveillance Safety and
Procedures Training Module
• Established SmartSite as the online
training testing certification site for field
training on ethics, laboratory safety,
animal capture safety, surveillance
sampling safety and procedures, and
biosafety and PPE use.

• Complete training materia ls on
Surveillance, Sampling, Safety Procedures,
and Biosafety and PPE use.
• Field test and evaluate training guides and
protocols.
• Produce new versions of training materials
and protocols based on feedback from the
first field trainings.
• Begin developing and customizing
additional training materials and protocols
for specialized tasks such as bat and
rodent handling, anesthesia and necropsy.
• Initiate training with Country Coordinators
and field staff in-country.
• Translate training materials and protocols
into appropriate languages.
• Meet with in-country partners and
potential partners to discuss training and
surveillance/Sampling protocols, making
adjustments to protocols as needed based
on those meetings.
• Plan additional in-country trainings with
general protocols and training guides and
new specialized tra ining materials.
• Coordinate with EPT partners on incountry rollout of training materials.
• Expand and enhance PREDICT online
learning library.
• Pilot the data collection protocols with
surveillance personnel being trained, and
obtain their feedback for ongoing
improvement of the protocols in
collaboration w ith other partners.
• Update standard sampling protocols to
reflect feedback from field staff and
country coordinators.

• Develop Country Coordinator training in

USAID and PREDICT policies; project
management and reporting; sample
tracking; communication systems. Most
training web-based and at annual
meeting.
• Create PREDICT staff and partner
training materials in health and safety;

overview of zoonotic disease and
surveillance methods; wildlife capture
and sampling skills; ethics; and diversity
sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country
Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives
and tracking for PREDICT staff and
partners in sampling, sample tracking,
budget tracking, reporting, and
response.
• Coordinate with RESPOND, IDENTIFY,
and PREVENT on training topics and

individuals and communities (including
laboratories) to receive training and
outreach.

• Finalize training materials for safe animal
capture, restraint, and sample collection.
With GoLearn or through Smartsite,
develop and go live with PREDICT on line
training site.
• Enable- through development or
conversion- on line interactive training
modules on topics from ethics to
laboratory and field sampling safety, with
testing and tracking capabilities to certify
completion and mastery of materials.
• Initiate training with country
coordinators and field staff in-country.
• Complete standard sampling protocols.
• Meet with in-country partners and
potential partners.
• Train country coordinators as needed in
monthly and quarterly reporting
procedures, including financial and travel
reporting procedures.
• Field test training materials and provide
feedback to CBT.
• Coordinate with other PREDICT and EPT
partners in the roll-out of training
materials.
• Create a surveillance training module for
CBT review and make modules available
on schedule determined by the CBT.
• Pilot the data collection protocols with
surveillance personnel being trained, and
obtain their feedback for ongoing
improvement of the protocols in
collaboration with other partners.

•

• Began process of enabling online
interactive training modules on topics
above with testing and tracking
capabilities to certify completion and
mastery of materials.
• Compiled and adapted existing partner
training materials and safety protocols to
create the learning library.
• Created year 1 training plans by partner
and country to ensure training for each
country coordinator and all field staff.
• Composed the PREDICT humane
treatment of animals & sampling policy
(subsequently approved and enacted by
the Executive Committee).
• Began training country coordinators as
needed in monthly and quarterly
reporting procedures, as able depending
on authorization to work in country and
ability to hire.
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Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

In the second quarter, some planned
activities were delayed due to the timing of
work plan approval, in-country rollouts and
mission notification, including

• Continue training count ry coordinators as
needed in monthly and quarterly reporting
procedures, including financial and travel
reporting procedures.Migrate materials
from SmartSite to Base Camp for on line
training test ing certification.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

• Testing training materials in the field.
• Coordinating with EPT partners on in
country rollout of training materials.
• Meeting with in-country partners and
potential partners to discuss training and
surveillance/Sampling protocols, and
making adjustments to protocols based on
those meetings.
• Piloting data collections protocols with
surveillance personnel.
• Initiati ng training with all country
coordinators and field staff.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of
disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of
disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• Refine and test geographical and
temporal 'hotspot' models: refine

In the second quarter, the Modeling and
Hotspot ID team, will
• Continue to hold monthly modeling
meetings.
• Inform surveillance t eams of key wildlife
reservoirs.
• Liaise with surveillance teams to refine
approach for selecting target wildlife and
pathogens
• Develop and refine modeling strategy.
• Hire Modeling Scientist and Modeling
Research Assistant.
• Provide ongoing support in efforts to
finalize signed agreements with the
modeli ng subawardees and facilitate
their work for PREDICT. Participate in a
modeli ng and hotspot meeting at the
WHO.

In the second quarter, the Modeling and
Hotspot ID team

In the third quarter, the Modeling and
Hotspot ID team will

•

• Continue to hold monthly modeling
meetings.
• Continue to liaise with surveillance teams
to refine approach for selecting target
wildlife and pathogens.
• Refine country-level hotspots maps and
map country-level drivers to det ermine
optimal surveillance areas.
• Meet with country coordinators to ground
truth surveillance plans.
• Refine potential spread maps and count ry
level risk of spread.
• Develop host-pathogen association
database to help inform t he further
selection of species to target for
surveillance.
• Meet wit h developers to create Integrated
Biodiversity Web Port al to house both
w ildlife and human EID event data.

databases for all known environmental,
biological (host and parasite/ pat hogen),
socioeconomic, agricultural, cultural,
social, and other drivers of zoonotic
disease emergence to be used in hotspot
modeling; update hotspot models using
best available current and future dat a on
drivers, and better measures of bias;
develop and test sub-regi onal hot spot
models for each EPT site.
• Determine 'ecological hotspots' for
disease emergence: Review existing

models and develop plan for improving
by new dataset s; start to identify data
sets and data sources within each country
on wildlife population abundance and
distribution, human demography,
relevant GIS layers (forest cover, roads,
and land use change); sta rt to ident ify

Held monthly modeling meetings.
• Informed surveillance t eams of key
wildlife reservoirs.
• Liaised with surveillance teams to refine
approach for selecting target wildlife and
pathogens.
• Developed and refined modeling strategy.
• Hired both Modeling Scientist and
Modeling Research Assistant.
• Hired Modeling Scient ist at t he Inst itute of
Zoology London to work on database
development and net work modeling.
• Out lined major drivers of EID & updated
EID database.
• Revised global hotspots analysis at a finer
resolution usi ng updated human
population density and mammal diversity
data.
• Held planning meeting with some country

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
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Summary of achievem ents by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

gaps in knowledge and missing data sets
to be filled in with field surveys du ring
PREDICT; develop a strategy to organize
data by collating geospatial, disease,
ecology, and population data into
centralized database and assess existing
databases to use as a sustainable model
(e.g. CIESIN, NWHS, GAINS).

•

•

• Begin to design a 'Global Vulnerability'
modeling strategy to t est 'what if?'
scenarios for future unknown EIDs,
based on key emerging zoonotic
pathogen 'types/templates' for all EPT

•

regions: identify a group of the most

important 'types' of zoonotic pathogens
or 'templates' of emergence patterns
based on data for all EIDs over the past
few decades; build spatially-explicit
matrix models.

•

• Deve lop and test predictive models of
disease spread via trade and travel out

•

of primary emergence site : acquire data

on travel and trade within and between
countries.

•

• Specifically model the risk of the wildlife
trade as an important factor driving
zoonotic disease emergence: build a

basic model for the dynamics of
pathogens within and among wildlife,
domestic animals and humans at each
node of the wildlife trade from hunting to
global trade.

•

•

•

coordinators to begin discussing countrylevel surveillance plans and standardizing
sampling methods.
Calculated the potential risk of spread of
an EID from each country based on the
within count ry risk of an EID occurring and
transportation data for that country.
Updated Envi ronmental databases
(temperature, precipitation) using the
WorldClim (www.worldclim.org) dataset
with a spatial resolution of a square
kilometer and a t ime period of 1950-2000.
Updated mammalian diversity based on
the 2008 IUCN mammals dataset.
Included Global accessibility as a new
driver of disease emergence. This driver
was produced by the European
Commission on Global Environment
Monitoring.
Re-sampled all drivers and EIDs to a scale
of 0.25 degrees(~ 25km at the equator.)
This is a finer scale, compared to the 1
degree used by Jones et al.
Performed a new GLM model using the
updated drivers and EIDs to determine
ecological hotspots for disease
emergence.
Began work on modeling the wildlife trade
as a factor drivi ng disease emergence
from wildlife populations, beginning a
literature review and starting creation of a
conceptual model t hat will form the basis
for quantitative modeling.
Participated in a modeling and hotspot
(and general stakeholder) meeting at the
WHO.
Participated in an information technology
and modeling meeting at in Boston.

• Incorporate laboratory and ecologica l data
points obtained by partners to identify
hotspots.
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Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

Z.Z Use improved models to inform all
EPT activities

Z.Z Use improved models to inform all
EPT activities

Z.Z Use improved models to inform all EPT
activities

Z.Z Use improved models to inform all EPT
activities

• Develop a strategy to incorporate new
data from PREDICT surveillance activities

• No second quarter work on activity 2.2 is
planned.

In the second quarter, the Modeling and
Hotspot ID team

In the third quarter, the Modeling and
Hotspot ID team will

into new models.

• Zoomed in on smaller-scale global
hotspots to country level to ID regional
hotspots.

• Provide information to better target
wildlife for SMART Surveillance: design
an analytical approach to identify
taxonomic classes of animals most likely
to harbor diversity of unknown zoonoses
in each region.

• Provide information from init ial modeling
results to rest of EPT program.
• Disseminate results on SMART
surveillance targets based on host
phylogeny GAP analysis.

• Provide information to better target
high-risk people for SMART surveillance:

design a modeling approach to identify
human populations most at risk from new
zoonoses in each region, based on
geography, behavior, socioeconomic
factors, likely contact with reservoirs, and
other key factors.
• Translate science and contribute to
outreach activities aimed at

communicating findings to stakeholders
in the regions and helping local leaders
and policy makers understand
importance of surveillance and outcomes
associated wit h high risk behaviors.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities
across all EPT countries

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities
across all EPT countries

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities
across all EPT countries

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities
across all EPT countries

• Coordinate Wildlife Pathogen Detection
Line of Work across all EPT programs.

In the second quarter, the Surveillance

In the second quarter, the Surveillance

In the third quarter, th e PREDICT

team will

team

Surveillance team will

• Work together t o develop standardized
surveillance protocols.
• Create pilot test data sheets for market
surveillance/ confiscation cont exts and
revise protocols for next iterat ion in
collaboration with Data Tracking and

• Created the Surveillance team vehicle to
ensure coordination among partners and
clear communication about policies for
surveillance.
• Participated in biweekly meetings and
other essential communications to

• Continue its ongoing coordination duri ng
biweekly conference calls and other
essential communications.
• Work with UCD IACUC to address any
needed revisions to protocols.
• Work with UCD IRB committee to address

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries,

universities, and NGOs for surveillance;
establish coordination with governments
to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Manage regional leads of all PREDICT
partners to ensu re that surveillance

US Central
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
activities are being implemented
effectively and according to PREDICT
policy.
Evaluate effectiveness of Country
Coordinators in all target countries.
Establish quality control methods to
effectively monitor in-country activities.
• Establish standardized sampling
protocols for surveillance, including
collection, processing, storage, and
transport of samples from humans and
wildlife.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of
samples collected w ith proper tracking of
samples and results in databases (using
system developed in objective 5).
Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks
and new w ildlife pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•

•

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

Information Management team and
partners, to ensure adaptive
development of the sampling tool.
• Implement survei llance activities in Level
1 countries, as well as limited activities in
Level 2 countries.
• Upon work plan approval, begin process
to implement monitoring of the humananimal interfaces in year 1 targeted
countries.

facilitate communication among partners.
• Created a system for information flow
between surveillance partners (to be used
in conjunction with Surveillance team
through regular conference calls).
• Helped revise Lines of Work and
coordinate incorporation of feedback
from USAID and partners.
• Developed Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) and distributed them
among partners to aid creation of
surveillance guidelines.
• Developed draft of a standardized data
collection protocol in concert with
Surveillance Committee partners, for use
in markets/wildlife trade and confiscation
contexts.
• Met with WHO, OIE and FAQ partners
regarding coordination of surveillance
activities.
• Developed a draft model that will be used
to standardize data collection amongst
partners.
• Developed animal care and use protocols
to apply for approval or exception by the
UC Davis IACUC committee, including
descriptions of sampling and handling
free-ranging wi ld animals.
• Inventoried proposed surveillance
activities in 22 countries to obtain details
on wildlife species to be sampled,
pathogens to be tested, and proposed
sample storage and laboratory testing
procedures.
In the second quarter, some planned
activities w ere delayed due to the timing of
w ork plan approval, in-country rollouts and
mission notification, including
• Identifying partners in agencies,
ministries, universities, and NGOs for
surveillance; establishing coordination

needed revisions to protocols for human
studies.
• Update inventory of proposed surveillance
activities and obtain details on specific
regional activities underway in each
count ry.
In the third quarter , depending on the
timing of mission concurrence and AOTR
authorization to work in-country, the team
will
• Identify partners in agencies/ministries,
universities, and NGOs for surveillance;
establish coordination w ith governments
to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Establish quality control methods to
effectively monitor in-country activities.
• Apply for permits.
• Initiate sampling where permits are in
place.
• Implement surveillance activities in Level 1
countries, as well as limited activities in
Level 2 countries.
• Meet with initial surveillance partners to
formally introduce the EPT program and
PREDICT activities i n each country.
• Work with country coordinators to
identify field personnel and develop
projects.
• Establish protocols/process for sample
submission and testing at partner labs.
• Hold initia l stakeholder meet ings to
provide information and receive feedback
about PREDICT and EPT.
• Seek MO Us with surveillance partners,
including public health partners who may
facilitate human sampling components.
• Ensure adherence to PREDICT policy and
quality control.
• Hire Assistant Veterinarians,
Veterinarians, and field assistants to be
directly involved in implementation of

• Continue to facilitate communication
among partners.
• Facilitate April meeting between CDC
part ners and PREDICT t eam at UC Davis
to enhance collaboration efforts.
• Finalize all lACUC applications and gain
approval or exception through UC Davis
IACUC.
• Create a system for information flow
between surveillance partners (to be
used in conjunction with a proposed
Surveillance team and/or regular
conference calls).
• Identify partners in agencies/ministries,
universities, and NGOs for surveillance;
establish coordination with governments
to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Establish quality control methods to
effectively monitor in-country activities.
• Apply for permits
• Initiate sampling where permits are in
place.
• Meet with initial surveillance partners to
formally introduce t he EPT program and
PREDICT activities in each country.
• Work with country coordina tors to
identify field personnel and develop
projects.
• Establish protocols/process for sample
submission and testing at partner labs.

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Hold initial stakeholder meetings to
provide information and receive
feedback about PREDICT and EPT.
• Seek MOUs with surveillance partners
including public health partners who may
facilitate human sampling components.
• Ensure adherence to PREDICT policy and
quality control.
• Hire Assist ant Veterinarians,
Veterinarians, and field assistants to be
directly involved in implementation of
surveillance.
• Implement survei llance activities in Level
1 countries, as well as limited activities in
Level 2 countries.
• Create a Surveillance Committee as a
vehicle to ensure coordination among
part ners and clear communication about
policies for survei llance.
• Help revise Lines of Work and coordinate
incorporation of feedback from USAID
and partners.
• Meet with WHO, OIE and FAO partners
regarding coordination of surveillance
activities.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

with these partners to facilitate sharing of
surveillance data.
Establishing quality control methods to
effectively monitor in-country activities.
Applying for permits.
Initiati ng sampling where permits are in
place.
Meeting with initial surveillance partners
to formally introduce the EPT program
and PREDICT activities in each country.
Working with coun try coordinat ors to
identify field personnel and developing
projects.
Establishing protocols/process for sample
submission and testing at partner labs.
Hold ing initial sta keholder meetings to
provide information and receive feedback
about PREDICT and EPT.
Seeking MOUs with surveillance partners,
including public health partners who may
facilitate human sampling components.
Ensuring adherence to PREDICT policy and
quality control.
Hiring Assistant Veterinarians,
Veterinarians, and field assistants to be
directly involved in implementation of
surveillance.
Implementing surveillance activities in
Level 1 countries, as well as limited
activities in Level 2 countries.

surveillance.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURV EILLANCE

3.Z Optimization of SMART surveillance
system

3.Z Optimization of SMART surveillance
system

3.Z Optimization of SMART surveillance
system

3.Z Optimization of SMART surve illance
s ystem

• Inventory surveillance activities to obtain
information on proposed high risk
interfaces being targeted i n country.

In the second quarter, the Surveillance

In the third quarter, th e Surveillance t eam

team

will
• Create a Study Design subteam to provide
epidemiologic support to field teams.
• Develop protocols for investigating
outbreaks of zoonotic disease and
redirecting resources towards wildlife

• Develop SMART (strategic, m easurable,
adaptive, responsive, and target ed)
surveillance methods for each high risk

interface i n targeted countries.
• Establish standardized sampling
protocols for surveillance, including

collection, processing, storage, and

• Developed initial SMART surveillance
guidelines and options for sampling
wildlife.
• Identified key personnel for integrating
the public source zoonotic disease

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

information that w ill be produced by
Information Management team activities.
• Gathered data on high risk interfaces to
be sampled in 22 countries.

sampling when needs arise.
• Summarize proposed surveillance
activities in each country to assess
sampling strategies and high risk
interfaces to be sampled.
• Develop PREDICT surveillance plan and
general strategy for sampling w ildlife at
critically high risk interfaces.

transport of samples from humans and
wildlife.
• Provide study design support to ensure
adequate data are collected in each
hotspot region.
• Identify situations requiring enhanced
surveillance by evaluating surveillance

efforts and data real-time.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high

high priority countries

high priority countries

priority countries

priority countries

In the second quarter, upon work plan
approval, PREDICT will

In the second quarter, PREDICT

In the third quarter, PREDICT will

• Postponed detailed assessment of existing
technologies capable of supporting EPT
activities and identifying gaps in existing
technological infrastructure in
collaboration with EPT-CAP due to country
rollout timing.
• Began identifying institut ions and key
personnel with technological expertise
that may serve to support EPT activities
and be targets of future technology
transfer with the aim of building capacity,
but waiting on official country rollouts to
complete identification.
• Introduced and deployed new
technologies in select countries.
• Deployed dried blood spot card
technology in select countries.
• Began hiring needed research scientists.
• Provided ongoing coordination among
partners regarding public health
partnerships in year 1 countries to
facilitate paired human-wildlife sampling
strategy.

• Begin detailed assessment of existing
technologies capable of supporting EPT
activities and identify gaps in existing
technological infrastructure in
collaboration w ith EPT-CAP.
• Purchase and send sampling
equipment/technology to partner
institutions.
• Meet with partners and solidify field
teams and collaborations with labs.
• Provide labeling devices and dry shippers
to in country part ners; provide sampling
supplies where necessary.
• Introduce real-time PCR detection of
Monkeypox virus in Congo and will utilize
novel dried blood spot technologies in
Gabon and DRC, assessing the
technologies for use in other year 1
countries.
• Provide an ABI 7500 real -t ime PCR
machine to the International Center for
Medical Research in Gabon, which will
possibly be available for regional use.
• Continue to work with local and
international partners to field appropriate
and sustai nable diagnostics and other

• Conduct detailed assessment of existing
t echnologies capable of supporting EPT

activities and identify gaps in existing
technological infrastructure in
collaboration with EPT-CAP.
• Identify institution s and key personnel

with technological expertise that may
serve to support EPT activities and be
targets of future technology transfer
with t he aim of bui lding capacity.
• Introduce appropriate and sustainable
technology to support wildlife

surveillance system, including piloting of
new methods in specific areas.

• Begin detailed assessment of existing
technologies capable of supporting EPT
activities and identify gaps in existing
technological infrastructure in
collaboration with EPT-CAP.
• Begin identifying institutions and key
personnel with technological expertise
that may serve to support EPT activities
and be targets of future t echnology
transfer with the aim of building
capacity.
• Hire needed research scientists.
• Purchase and send sampling
equipment/technology to partner
institutions.
• Meet with partners and solidify field
teams and collaborations with labs.
• Provide labeling devices and dry shippers
to in country partners; provide sampling
supplies where necessary.
• Hire technician for genetic sequencing of
wildlife trade samples.
• Provide ongoing coordination among
partners regarding public health
partnerships in year 1 countries to

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

facilitat e paired human-wildlife sampling
strategy.

technologies t o year 1 countries.
• Provide a review of SMS-based reporting
technologies in Cameroon for use in other
year 1 countries.
• Provide an initial report on the feasibility
of using t he Pathogen Asset Control
System i n t he Congo Basin, based on our
experiences in using t he progr am in
Cameroon.
• Evaluate the initial progress on a pilot
project for photo identification and
tracking of increased wildlife morbidity
and mortality in Uganda.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT &
PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

•

In the second quarter, PREDICT will

In the second quarter, PREDICT

• Develop and share initial draft pathogen
discovery strategy among partners.
• Ship subsets of human and animal
specimens to network of laboratory
partners for pathogen discovery.
• Continue to evaluate and field both
modern and classical molecular and
serological diagnostics for surveillance in
PREDICT countries.
Use
expertise to validate sam ple
•
transport and preservation technologies.
• Develop of SMART pat hogen detection
plan for each high risk interface in
t argeted cou nt ries.
Begin identifying laboratories for
transfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and t raining.

• Began to identify laboratory partners for
transfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and training.
• Facilitated the hiring of a research
scientist to coordinate pathogen
discovery strategy among partners.
• Met leaders i n field-deployable
t echnologies at the US Army Medical
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases,
t he Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, the Rocky Mountain
Laboratory at the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Disease, as well as
international partners at the Pasteur
Institute and the World Health
Organization.
• Formalized participation in the WHO
diagnostics working group for especially
dangerous pathogens.
• Began some shippi ng of animal specimens
to network of laboratory partners for
pathogen discovery.

In the third quarter, PREDICT, under
direction of Joseph Fair, will

Develop SMART pathogen detection
plan for each high risk interface in

targeted countries.

•

Identify laboratories for transfer of

pat hogen technology and receipt of
equipment and t raining.

•

Provide pathogen discovery support

through state-of-t he-art pathogen
discovery laboratories in the US and
ident ify samples that can be exported
for test ing in US.

•

• Develop and share initial draft pathogen
discovery strategy and SMART pathogen
detection plans among partners.
• Ship samples containing disease agents of
unknown etiology to laboratory partn ers
in the United States, following the
appropriate regulations and protocols for
shipment.
• Report known select agent viruses to the
relevant public health authorities.
• Compile and provide an overview of
laboratory surveillance results.
• Develop t he Pathogen Detect ion Capacity
Building Plan.

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Worked with an expert consultant in
Cameroon to determine the feasibility of
implementing 454 pyrosequencing
technologies in Central Africa.
• Placed a robotic viral RNA extraction
system (Qiagen EZl) in select countries
and supplied new diagnostic reagents
(recombinant Ebola vir us and Lassa virus
diagnostic ELISAs), viral RNA extraction
kits, and other reagents to test for t he
presence of Ebola and Lassa virus
antibodies in humans known to live in
endemic areas, as well as PCR reagents to
test for the presence of filoviruses,
flaviviruses, arenaviruses, henipaviruses
and others in bats.
• Established formal partnerships with
leaders in pathogen discovery, including
Dr. Ian Lipkin, Dr. Forrest Rower, Dr. Eric
Delwart, and Dr. Pardis Sabeti.
• Began hiring needed research scientists.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance
data management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance
data management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance
data management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance
data management system

PREDICT will

In the second quarter, PREDICT

In the third quarter, PREDICT will

• Seek detailed input from partners on
data collection and tracking needs and
preferences from partners.
• Field test t he data collection sheet being
drafted and provide feedback.
• Plan and convene a meeting with
partners leading surveillance activities to
get detailed input regarding needs and
preferences for dat a collection and
management.
• Meet with HealthMap partners to
advance data shari ng initiative.
• Purchase label printers and labels and
install printers at in-country partner

• Sought and incorporated information from
partners into the data model & GAINS3.0
design (the expanded zoonotic disease
database, based on the new data model).
• Further development and improvements
of the standardized data model.
• Met with partners in February to
exchange information on data
management needs and coordinat e plans
for information flow from the GAINS3.0
data management system t o the
modeling team.
• M et with WHO, OIE, and FAQ staff in
February to plan coordination of

• Coordinate through Sample Tracking and
Management meetings.
• Migrate from GAINS2.0 (the system
handling avian influenza data) to GAINS3.0
(expanded zoonotic diseases), based on
t he new data model.
• Finalize and implement data model in
GAINS3.0 and distribute amongst PREDICT
partners, providing material for input int o
the capacity building unit.
• Summarize efficacy of t he PACS system in
Cameroon.
• Continue to purchase label printers and
labels and install printers at partner

• Standardize data collection and
management in each target country.
• Provide standardized labeling and
tracking system to country leads.

US Central
OBJECTIVE

Planned progress for

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

institutes conducting surveillance
activities to enable standardized labeling
and tracking system.
Meet with WHO, OIE, and FAQ staff to
plan coordination of information
management.
• Work with the Sample Tracking and
Information Management Systems team
to find the best value surveillance and
sample tracking systems, and then work
to install them in at least 2 PREDICT
countries.

•

•
•

•

•

•

information management activities and
data flow to these organizations from
GAINS3.0.
Met with Health Map partners to advance
data sharing initiative.
Convened a meeting in March in Boston
to develop and articulate scope of t he
PREDICT information management (IM)
system, and discuss and coordinate IM
activities within the team.
Began actively pursuing and evaluating
electronic integrated disease surveillance
technologies for PREDICT use.
Installed a state-of-the-art sample
tracking system (PACS, or the Pathogen
Asset Control System) in Cameroon for
PREDICT use and evaluation for projectwide use.
Began to purchase label printers and
labels and i nstall printers at partner
institutes in-country who will be
conducting surveillance activities.

institutes in-country who will be
conducting surveillance activities.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

5.2 Planning for global open access to
database and dissemination of knowledge

5.2 Planning for global open access to
database and dissemination of knowledge

5.2 Planning for global open access to
database and dissemination of knowledge

5.2 Planning for global open access to
database and dissemination of knowledge

• Planning for global open access to
database and dissemination of
knowledge to enable an adaptive
surveillance system and real-time
detection of zoonotic pathogens of
concern to public hea lth.

PREDICT will

• In the second quarter,

In the third quarter, PREDICT will

•

Fina lize terms and sign contracts with
cooperative agreement subawardees in
knowledge sharing initiative.

PREDICTDeveloped subaward agreements
with the IM subaward partners
(Healthmap, ProMED, Yale, and
Praecipio); signatures imminent.

• Begin Public distribution of PREDICT
digital and field surveillance data as the
data become available.

Country Plans: for detailed information on species and locations to be sampled, please refer to Attachment A.
Africa

Despite limited field activities resulting from the delay in scheduling the EPT road show and program rol/out, the PREDICT team made significant progress in establishing the foundation for the
program in the Congo Basin during the second quarter. The Country Coordinators and Regional Leads were hired, enabling initial transfer of preliminary orientation and training materials to th
country level, including a pilot training of the proposed financial tracking system and initiation of regulatory permit processes. With the valuable input of the newly appointed Country
Coordinators, the team revised the Year 1 work plans and budgets to optimize program operations and, in most cases, established local program offices. As part of program efforts to integrate
ongoing field activities into PREDICT's SMART surveillance, the country teams conducted reviews of ongoing wildlife sampling activities and assessments of biological sample banks and existin!
sample tracking systems. The country teams also conducted reviews of existing laboratory and surveillance capacity in-country, expanded on high-risk interfaces listed in the program workplan
improved targeting of program operations, and began plans for meetings with key stakeholders within the countries. Results from these assessments and reviews are being communicated to ti
Management Entity and PREDICT objective teams (administration, capacity building, modeling, surveillance, technology/pathogen discovery, and information management) in the upcoming
quarter.

Cameroon
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.l Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.l Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

• Continue to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the PREDICT Cameroon program and
facilitate the efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Participate in executive board meetings and decisions.
• Hold weekly conference calls w ith country teams in
Cameroon.
• Engage members of the RESPOND, PREVENT and DELIVER
in logistics and program coordination.
• Utilize and enhance its cloud-based project management
system for its primary partnerships in Cameroon.
• Manage its sub-contract with the Care and Health
Program in Cameroon (CHP).
• Begin planning for year 2 operations in Cameroon.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

• Provided day-to-day management and oversight of the
PREDICT Cameroon program and facilitated the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives.
• Partici pated in executive board meetings and decisions.
• Held weekly conference calls with country teams in
Cameroon.
• Provided detailed budget information for the Cameroonspecific workplan.
• Hired Ms. Erin Papworth, MPH as a Regional Project
Coordinator for PREDICT.
• Set-up a PREDICT office in Yaounde (GVFI faci lity).
• Engaged members of the RESPOND, PREVENT and
DELIVER in logistics and program coordination.
• Posted documents and deliverables to the UC DAVIS
SMARTSITE.
• Implemented a cloud-based project management system
for its primary partnerships in Cameroon.
• Arranged a sub-contract with the Care and Hea lth
Program in Cameroon (CHP).
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detai l
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

• Maintained both technica l and financial data for PREDICT

• Continue to comply with all required reporting.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management
and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan
Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire country coordinator
and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Vear 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan
for country.

Cameroon
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

report ing.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

operations in Cameroon.
• Established processes t o provide data to headq uarters to
enable reporting.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

•

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon
• Partici pated in the development of a CAP rapid tool that
will be used to assess zoonotic disease surveillance in
PREDICT countries.
• Distributed drafts of the CAP rapid tool and directed
country coordinators to provide as much of the available
information as possible, in anticipation of the official
USAID rollout in Kinshasa in the thi rd quarter.
• Convened local stakeholder meetings with internal
partners in Cameroon.
• Developed a skeletal framework for capacity building
action plans in Cameroon.
• Developed initial plans for capacity building in Cameroon.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country coordinator participation in training on use of

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

• Detailed program management responsibilities to the
Cameroon Country Coordinator, Ubald Tamoufe and the
Regional Project Manager, Erin Papworth.

• Cont ribute to the finalization of project training modules.
• Deliver training modules to project st aff and participants.
• Further refine standardized collection guides and
sampling protocols for use in Cameroon.

•

•

Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and

use CAP to evaluate capacit y in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
Report to Capacity Building Team Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings.
Stakeholder Involvement- Hold stakeholder meetings
and conduct laboratory and fi eld site visit as needed.

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capt ure and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country
Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

• Contributed to the development of project-w ide training
materials, providing input in relation to Cameroon.
• Worked with country leads to develop standardized
sampling protocols for rodents and bats in Cameroon.

•
•
•
•

Deploy finalized CAP tool
Complete CAP Tool survey
Finalize capacity building plans for year 1
Hold at least one additional stakeholder meeti ng in
Cameroon, following rollout of t he USAI D program in
Kinshasa .

budget t racking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hotspot ID Team

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

• Provided data and information from Cameroon, as
requested to inform the Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.

• Provide laboratory and ecological data points as
request ed by the modeling and hotspot team.
• Participate as requested in modeling and hotspot
identification.

Cameroon
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results in databases
(using system developed in objective 5).

• Obtained all relevant an imal and human permits for
Cameroon.
• Installed a state-of-the-art sample tracking system (PACS,
or the Pathogen Asset Control System) in the project
office.
• Began surveillance activities in Cameroon.
• Identified key partners in Cameroon for surveillance.
• Identified positive humans cases of pandemic AH lNl
influenza virus in Cameroon.
• Sampled bushmeat markets, and certa in high-risk human
populations.
• Reported results to the National Influenza Surveillance
Center at the Centre Pasteur du Cameroon.

• Continue surveillance and sampling activities in
Cameroon.
• Liaise with Key partners in Cameroon to enhance and
enable surveillance.
• Continue to sample bush meat markets, and certain highrisk human populations.
• Continue to report results to the National influenza
Surveillance Center at t he Centre Pasteur du Cameroon.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

and active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and
bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of popu lations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).

• Contributed to the development of the SMART
surveillance strategy.
• Identified existing and promising surveillance programs in
Cameroon that will allow for rapid implementation of
PREDICT surveillance activities.
• Explored surveillance strategies in Cameroon.
• Developed bushmeat, non-invasive, non-human primate,
and bat surveillance strategies for Cameroon.
• Began process of determining a disease baseline using
both historical data and data obtained in the second
quarter.
• Began to implement SMART survei llance in Cameroon.

• Conduct surveillance of bushmeat markets and with
hunters, w ith targeted species to include
Microchiroptera, Megachiroptera, primates, rodents,
bi rds, ungulates and carnivores.
• Focus surveillance activities in Cameroon on retroviruses
in non-human primates, influenza in humans, and
possibly filoviruses in Megachiroptera bats.
• Summarize preliminary reports of samples collected and
analyzed in Cameroon into formalized reports and
publish (if possible).
• Distribute data from these tests to USAID EPT partners
and other key stakeholders.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

Discovery needs

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample
collection technology (i.e. blood spots).

• Explored technology development and Pathogen
Discovery needs.
• Began a trial of SMS-based reporting technology.
• Deployed dried blood spot card technology and began
to assess the value of this low-maintenance technology

• Provide a review of SMS-based reporting technologies in
Cameroon.

Cameroon
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discove ry

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

in difficult field conditions.

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology

and receipt of equipment and training.

• Compiled a technology assessment of three main
laboratories in Cameroon at the Centre Pasteur du
Cameroon, the University of Beua.
• Organized visit to the Yaounde lab by an expert in fu llgenome 454 sequencing methods in the developing
world to determine the feasibility of implementing the
technology in Cameroon. Worked with the expert
consultant to determine t he feasibility of i mplementing
454 pyrosequencing technology in Central Africa.
• Established formal partnerships with leaders in
pathogen discovery, including Dr. Ian Lipkin, Dr. Forrest
Rower, Dr. Eric Delwart, and Dr. Pardis Sabeti.

• Make necessary minor infrastructure and equipment
upgrades at each key partner site in Cameroon.
• Work with local and international partners to field
appropriate and sustainable diagnostics and other
technologies to Cameroon.
• Send samples containing disease agents of unknown
etiology, with appropriate permits and approvals, to
laboratory partners in the United States to test for
pathogens- both known and novel.
• Report known select agent viruses to the relevant public
health authorities.
• Provide an overview of laboratory confirmed
surveillance results.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife dise ase surveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
manageme nt system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORM ATION M ANAGEMENT
5.1 Deve lop wildlife dise ase surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
Provide data for incorporation into central system.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon
• Began actively pursuing and eva luating electronic
integrated disease surveillance technologies in
coordination with the Sample Tracking and Information
Management team.
• Began Implementation of the Pathogen Asset Control
System (PACS) in Cameroon.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Cameroon will

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Provide a complete evaluation of the PACS system in
Cameroon to the Sample Tracking and Management
Team.

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
OBJECTIVE
Activity Descript ion
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Manageme nt

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

• Provided day-to-day management and oversight of the
DRC program and facilitated the efficient
accomplishment of planned objectives.
• Held weekly conference calls with country teams in DRC.
• Provided detailed budget information for the DRCspecific workplan.

• Continue to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the PREDICT DRC program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Hold weekly conference calls with country teams in DRC.
• Engage members of RESPOND, PREVENT, and DELIVER in
logistics and program coordination.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire country coordinator

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 w ork plan Develop the year 2 work plan
for country.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

• Engaged members of RESPOND, PREVENT and DELIVER
in logistics and program coordination.

• Utilize and enhance its cloud-based project management
system for its primary partnerships in DRC.

• Posted documents and deliverables to the UC DAVIS
SMARTSITE.
• Implemented a cloud-based project management
system for its primary partnerships in DRC.

• Begin planning for year 2 operations in DRC.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC w ill

• Continue to comply with all requ ired reporting.

reporting.

• Maintained both technical and financia l data for DRC
PREDICT operations.

CAPACITY BUILDING

• Established processes to provide data to GVFI
headquarters to enable reporting.
CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity assessment

1.1 Capacity assessment

1.1 Capacity assessment

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

• Participated in the development of a CAP rapid tool that
will be used to assess zoonotic disease surveillance in
PREDICT countries.
• Distributed drafts of the CAP rapid tool and directed
country coordinators to provide as much of the available
i nformation as possible, in anticipation of the official
USAID rollout in Kinshasa in the third quarter.

• Deploy fi nalized CAP survey tool.
• Complete CAP Tool survey in DRC.

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and
use CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report t o Capacity Building Team Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings.
• Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.

• Finalize capacity build ing plans for year 1.
• Hold at least one additional stakeholder meeting in DRC,
fo llowing rollout of the USAID program in Kinshasa.

• Convened local stakeholder meetings with internal
partners in DRC.
• Developed a skeletal framework for capacity building
action plans in DRC.
• Developed initial plans for capacity building in DRC.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of
standardized CAP tool.

In t he second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In t he third quarter, PREDICT in DRC w ill

• Contributed to the development of project-wide training

• Contribute to t he finalization of project training modules.

• PREDICT staff and partner t raining initiated in health and
safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance

methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country
Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.

materials, provid ing input in relation to DRC.

• Deliver training modules to project staff and participants.
• Further refine standardized collection guides and
sampling protocols.

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hotspot ID Team.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

• Provided data and information from DRC as requested
to inform the Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.

• Provide laboratory and ecological data points as
requested by the modeling and hotspot team.
• Participate in modeling and hotspot identification.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results in databases
(using system developed in objective 5).

• Obtained all relevant animal and human permits for DRC
from US-based IACUC and IRB boards.
• Obtained local permits from the DRC ministry of Health
approving the collection of human samples.
• Began sample collection at the Monkeypox study sit e in
Kole.
• Traveled to the Kole Monkeypox study site in Central
DRC.
• Initiated Surveillance activities in an effort to perform
outreach for human monkeypox.
• Implemented animal sampling strategies in Kole in order
to attempt to identify t he reservoir of human
monkeypox.
• Partnered with an international filovirus consortium,
involving scientists from Gabon, South Africa, DRC, the
World Health Organization and the US Army.
• Held stakeholder meetings to determine a filovirus
surveillance strategy for DRC.
• Completed analysis of stored samples for the presence
of human monkeypox.

• Conduct surveillance of bush meat markets and with
hunters, with targeted species to include
Microchiroptera, Megachiroptera, primates, rodents,
birds, ungulates and carnivores.
• Focus surveillance activities in DRC on retroviruses in
non-human primates, influenza in humans, and possibly
filoviruses in Megachiropt era bats.
• Summarize preliminary reports of samples collected and
analyzed in DRC into formalized reports and publish (if
possible).

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

and active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
information gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and
bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, accordi ng to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).

• Contributed to the development of the SMART
su rvei llance strategy.
• Identified existing and promising surveillance programs
i n DRC that will allow for rapid implementation of
PREDICT surveillance activities.
• Explored surveillance strategies in DRC.
• Developed bushmeat, non-invasive, non-human

• Implement SMART surveillance activities in DRC, based on
historical reports and t he scientific opinion of local
counterparts.

•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

primate, and bat surveillance strategies for DRC.
• Began process of determi ning a disease baseline using
both historical data and data obtained in the second
quarter.
• Developed, in collaboration with partners, human
survei llance activities for monkeypox.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

• Explored technology development and pathogen
discovery needs.
• Compiled a technology assessment of two main
laboratories in DRC at the National Institute of
Biomedical Research and the National Veterinary
Laboratory.
• Deployed dried blood spot card technology and began to
assess the value of this low-maintenance technology in
difficult field conditions.
• Established formal partnerships with leaders in
pathogen discovery, including Dr. Ian Lipkin, Dr. Forrest
Rower, Dr. Eric Delwart, and Dr. Pardis Sabeti.
• Began a trial of SMS-based reporting technology.

• Introduce real-time PCR detection of Monkeypox virus in
Kole.
• Utilize novel dried blood spot technologies in DRC.
• Continue to work with local and international partners to
field appropriate and sustainable diagnostics and other
technologies in DRC.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

interfaces in country in conj unction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology
and receipt of equipment and training.

• Developed a SMART pathogen detection plan for the
detection of human monkeypox and viral hemorrhagic
fevers of unknown origin in DRC.
• Identified the lnstitut National de Recherche Biomedical
(INRB) and the GVF/UCLA monkeypox/VHF study site for
transfer of pathogen discovery technology.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in DRC

In the third quarter, PREDICT in DRC will

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries
• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample
collection technology (i.e. blood spots).

• Shared currently available and utilized methods for

• Send samples containing disease agents of unknown
etiology, with appropriate permits and approvals, to
laboratory partners in the United States to test for
pathogens- both known and novel.
• Report known select agent viruses to the relevant public
health authorities
• Provide an overview of laboratory confirmed
surveillance results

• Participate as requested in the Sample Tracking and

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

sample tracking and information management with the
Sample Tracking and Information Management team.

Management team.

Equatorial Guinea (EG)
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in EG

In the third quarter, Ubald Tamoufe, Cameroon Country
Coordinator will

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Develop Year 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan

for country.

• Began planning for project implementation in EG.
• Provided detailed budget information for EG.
• Developed processes to ensure full compliance with t he
rules and regulations of USAID and UC Davis.
• Delayed in-country work pending the regional rollout of
PREDICT.
• Engaged EPT partners to facilitate collaboration and
coordination in country.
• Posted documents and deliverables to the UC DAVIS
SMARTSITE for use in EG operations
• Implemented a cloud-based project management system
for its primary partnerships in Central Africa.
• Held weekly conference calls with our regional team in
Cameroon, who wi ll provide regional support for EG in
years 1 and 2 of PREDICT.

• Provide day-to-day management of EG activities.
• Develop the Year 2 work plan in collaboration w ith
PREDICT staff and partners.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in EG

In the third quarter, PREDICT in EG w ill

• Began developing processes to collect, maintain, and
share technical and financia l data for EG.

• Continue to comply with all required reporting.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

In the second quarter, PREDICT in EG
• Partici pated in the development of a CAP rapid tool that
will be used to assess zoonotic disease surveillance in
PREDICT countries, including EG.
• Distributed drafts of the CAP rapid tool and directed
regional coordinator to provide as much of the ava ilable
information as possible, in anticipation of the official
USAID rollout in Kinshasa in the thi rd quarter.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in EG will

• Collect data and mai ntain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial
reporting.

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and

use CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, includ ing laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team- Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings.
• Stakeholder Involvement- Hold stakeholder meetings
and conduct laboratory and field site visit as needed.

• Hold stakeholder meetings in EG to explain the PREDICT
program.
• Deploy finalized CAP tool.
• Begin to complete, or complete CAP Tool survey in EG.

Equatorial Guinea (EG)
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• No 1.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

• No 1.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

• No 1.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease em ergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• No 2.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 2.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 2.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• No 3.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 3.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 3.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• No 3.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• No 3.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• No 3.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

DISCOV ERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in EG
• Began to explore Technology development and
Pathogen Discovery needs in EG.
• Compiled a technology assessment and concluded, at
present, that any samples from EG must be routed to
either Cameroon or Gabon in year's 1 and 2.

• No further 4.1 activit ies are planned for year 1 in EG.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• No 4.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
• No 4.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 4.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 4.2 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• No 5.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 5.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

• No 5.1 activities are planned for year 1 in EG.

Gabon
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

• Provided day-to-day management and oversight of the
PREDICT Gabon program and facilitated the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives.
• Provided detailed budget information for the Gabonspecific workplan.
• Hired Ms. Erin Papworth, MPH as a Regional Project
Coordinator for PREDICT.
• Engaged members of RESPOND, PREVENT and DELIVER
i n logistics and program coordination.
• Posted documents and deliverables to the UC DAVIS
SMARTSITE.
• Implemented a cloud-based project management
system for its primary partnerships in Gabon.
• Arranged a sub-contract with the International Center
for Medical Research in Gabon (CIRMF).
• Held weekly conference calls with country teams in
Gabon.

• Continue to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the PREDICT Gabon program and facilitate
t he efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Hold weekly conference calls w it h country teams in
Gabon.
• Engage members of RESPOND, PREVENT and DELIVER in
logistics and program coordination.
• Utilize and enhance its cloud-based project management
system for its primary partnerships in Gabon.
• Begin planning for year 2 operations in Gabon.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate t echnical and financial reporting.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

• Began developing processes to collect, maintain, and
share technical and financial data for Gabon.

• Continue to comply with all requ ired reporting.

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity assessment

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity assessment

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP t ool and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

use CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings.

• Participated in the development of a CAP rapid tool that
will be used to assess zoonotic disease surveillance in
PREDICT count ries, including Gabon.
• Distributed drafts of the CAP rapid tool and directed
country coordinator to provide as much of the ava ilable
i nformation as possible, in anticipation of the official
USAID rollout in Kinshasa in the third quarter.
• Convened local stakeholder meetings with internal
partners in Gabon.
• Developed a skeletal framework for capacity building

•
•
•
•

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logist ics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire country coordinator

and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan
for country.

•Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.

Deploy finalized CAP tool
Complete CAP Tool survey in Gabon.
Finalize capacity build ing plans for year 1
Hold at least one additional stakeholder meeting in
Gabon, following rollout of the USAID program in
Kinshasa.

Gabon
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

act ion plans in Gabon.
• Developed plans for capacity building in Gabon.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

• No 1.2 activities are planned for year 1 in Gabon.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

• Detailed program management responsibilities to t he
Gabon Country Coordinator, Eric Leroy.
• Contributed to the development of project-wide training
materials, providing input in relation to Gabon.

• Continue to contribute to the f inalization of project
training modules.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
Emergence

• Provide data and information as available and request ed
by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.

• 2.1 act ivities have not yet begun in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

SURVEILLANCE
3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

SURVEILLANCE
3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

SURVEILLANCE
3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results in databases
(using system developed in objective 5).

• Obtained all relevant anima l and human permits for
PREDICT work in Gabon.
• Began to implement surveillance activities in Gabon.
• Identified key partners for surveillance in Gabon.
• Sampled and analyzed over 3000 microchiroptera bats
from Northern Gabon.
• Facilitated the testing of 4000 sero-survey samples
collected in rural Gabon using experiment al and novel
diagnostic platforms for Ebola and Lassa viruses.
• Received sampling results, although preliminary,
indicating the presence of several previously
undiscovered viruses in wildlife in Gabon.
• Planned the sharing of key information gained in quarter
two with RESPOND and PREVENT.

• Continue sampling and surveillance activities begun in the
second quarter.
• Share key information gained in sampling and
surveillance with RESPOND and PREVENT to help inform
EPT-wide activities.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

and active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through

• Identified existing and promising surveillance programs
in Gabon that will allow for rapid implementation of

•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Provide laboratory and ecological data points as
requested by the modeling and hotspot team.
• Participate in modeling and hotspot identification.

• Begin surveillance and sampli ng in Gabon with hunters
and at bush meat markets to include Microchiroptera,

Gabon
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and
bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of popu lations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).

PREDICT surveillance activities.
• Began determining disease baseline using both historical
data and newly obtained data.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

Megachiroptera, Primat es, Rodent s, Birds, ungulates and
carnivores.
• Focus survei llance activities in Gabon on retroviruses in
non-human primates, influenza in humans, and possibly
fi loviruses in Megachiroptera bats.
• Summarize preliminary reports of samples collected and
ana lyzed in Cameroon in quarter t hree into formalized
reports and publish (if possible).
• Distribute data from these tests to USAID EPT partners
and other key stakeholders.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

• Continue to explore technology development and
pathogen discovery needs in Gabon.
• Provide an evaluation of dried blood spot technologies in
Gabon.
• Provide additional new techn ologies in Gabon to enable
pathogen discover, as needed and appropriate.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• Explored technology development and pathogen
discovery needs in Gabon.
• Introduced novel dried blood spot technologies in
Gabon.
• Provided Dr. Leroy's laboratory at the International
Center for Medical Research in Gabon with an ABI 7500
real-time PCR machine and a Qiagen EZl RNA extraction
machine,
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discove ry

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

In t he second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In t he third quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

• Compiled a technology assessment of the International
Center fo r Medical Research.
• Deployed dried blood spot card technology in Gabon and
began to assess the value of this low-maintenance
technology in difficult field conditions.

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries
• No 4.1 activities are planned in year 1.

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
• No 4.2 activities are planned in year 1.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

• Introduce rea l-time PCR detection of the Monkeypox virus
in Gabon.
• Utilize novel dried blood spot technologies in Gabon.
• Continue to work with local and international partners to
field appropriate and sustai nable diagnostics and other
technologies in Gabon.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Deve lop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
manage ment system

• No 5.1 activities are planned in year 1.

In t he second quarter, PREDICT in Gabon

In t he t hird quarter, PREDICT in Gabon will

• Began actively pursuing and evaluati ng electronic
integrated disease surveillance technologies applicable
to t he PREDICT program in Gabon in coordination with
the Sample Tracking and Information Management

• Send samples contai ning disease agents o f unknown
etiology, with appropriate approvals, to laboratory
partners in the United States to test for novel pathogen in
wildlife and possibly humans from Gabon.

Gabon
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

Team.

• Report known select agent viruses to the relevant public
health authorities.
• Provide an overview of any laboratory surveillance results
obtained in the third quarter in Gabon.

Republic of Congo
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team
• Established P. Reed as the (WCS) Africa Regional
Manager and K. Cameron as the Congo Country
Coordinator
• Held meetings with in-country conservation-based
project managers (Thomas Breuer- NN NP, Suzanne
Mondoux, PROGEPP) to discuss how surveillance
activities could be integrated into existing work plans and
activities.
• Established an in-country office for PREDICT activities
• Developed terms of reference for veterinary positions
and interviewed candidates
• Identified a candidate for Field Assistant position

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

• Worked on budget adjustments and refined the financial
reporting system.

Continue to undertake budget adjustments and refine the
financial reporting system.
• Continue to comply w ith all required reporting.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

use CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Assessment Team Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings.

• Provided input to the CAP and training materials being
developed by the Capacity Building Team.
• Evaluated possibilities for preliminary CAP tool
implementation in Congo.
• Held meeting with Dr. Jean-Vivean Mombouli of the
National Public Health Laboratory (NPHL) of Brazzaville to

• Review CAP tool and begin implementation with available
information.
• Arrange meetings with relevant national entities to collect
dat a necessary for completion of the CAP tool.
• Coordi nate with Capacity Building Team to ensure
continuity of product with other countries.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire country coordinator
and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan
for country.

•Stakeholder Involvement

01/01/10-03/31/10

Planned progress for

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Designate and hire needed personnel for in-country
activities
• Provide day-to-day management of the country program.
• Initiate development for year 2 work plan for Congo

Republic of Congo
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

identify existing in-country capacity for surveillance
diagnostics.
• Held meeting with Dr. lkolaloumou (Directeur de Sante
Animale a la Direction d'Elevage) to identify veterinary
counterpa rts for surveillance training.
• Established an MOU with NPHL of Brazzaville t o
commence diagnostics at the Wildlife Conservation
Society lab for the purpose of national disease
surveillance and capacity bu ilding. Identified candidate t o
manage the diagnostic laboratory.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

• Revised PREDICT training modules on Animal Capture &
Safety, Field Sampling & Safety, and Packing and Shipping
of Biological Samples

• Review training needs for PREDICT in-country staff and
develop a plan for implementation.
• Coordi nate with Modeling and Hotspot ID team for
training in priorities and data handling requirements.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease e mergence

• Provide dat a and information as available and as
requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.

During the second quarte r, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

• Considered methods for preparing a database for
practical management of surveillance data.

• Coordi nate with Modeling and Hotspot ID team to
determine priorities and data handling requirements.

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capt ure and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Count ry
Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

NGOs for surveillance. Est ablish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with
proper tracking of samples and results in databases (using
system developed in objective 5).

• Identified partners in Congo and regionally for
surveillance work including National Public Health
Laboratory of Brazzaville and the Department de Elevage
at the Minist ry of Agriculture for surveillance work.
• Discussed specific emerging infectious disease research
which is of highest priority to NPHL and which will be
integrated in upcoming surveillance work (M. ulcerans).
• Identified a private organization (Danzer Group's
subsidiary lndustrie Forestiere d'Ouesso (IFO)) as a

• Continue to obtain the required permits associated wit h
various sample types and diagnostic laboratories.
• Begin surveillance at ZANAGA, western Congo, in May,
benefiting from a rapid bio-assessment mission.
• Meet with authorities of regional diagnostic labs
(Democratic Republic of Congo) to discuss sample
diagnostic and tracking procedures and formalize
collaborations.
• Assess effectiveness of sampling protocols used in initial

Republic of Congo
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
•

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

potential partner for surveillance work.
Assessed project sites, such Nouabale-Ndoki National
Park and the Project for Ecosystem Management in the
Nouabale-Ndoki Periphery Area (PROGEPP) in Congo for
PREDICT activities.
Determined permitting requirements for sample
collection and shipment domestically and internationa lly.
Established permitt ing process for both CITES and nonCITES samples.
Established Protocols for the cold chain maintenance for
field sampling or shipping (liquid nitrogen and dry ice
acquisition).
Planned initial survei llance trip at ZANAGA to take place
in May 2010.
Developed a sampling diagram for in-country
surveillance that summarizes the main features of target
species (primates, ungulates, rodents, birds and reptiles),
type of samples, storage requirements, diagnostic tests
and labs.
Prepared a list of necessary materials and protective
equipment for field sampling activities
Developed an itemized list of equipment, reagents and
supplies needed for surveillance and diagnostics in
Brazzaville, and provided to DELIVER upon request.

ZANAGA surveillance and adapt protocols if needed.
• Coordi nate pilot surveillance i n northern Congo in 4th
quarter, using newly-adapted ZABAGA protocols.
• Develop sample banking procedures.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3 .2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

and active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and
bird samples).
• Report on pilot su rveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportu nistic, syndromic or active).

• Identified both opportunistic and active surveillance
opt ions achievable in-country.

• Record data in a manner that is consistent with the needs
of t he Modeling and Hotspot team.
• Coordi nate opportunistic surveillance (rodents, bats) with
NGO partners.
• Begin collecting samples in w ildlife trade and
opportunistic scenarios.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4 .1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

• Identified novel sampling technologies (RNAlater, FTA
cards, protein binding cards, liquid nitrogen) to

• Implement novel sampling technologies (RNAlater, FTA
cards, liquid nitrogen) at ZANAGA bio-assessment

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries
• lndentify Technology De velopment and Pathogen
Discovery needs

• Conducted initial information gathering on potential
pat hogens of interest and collected background
documentation.
• Discussed collaboration on survei llance with potential
partners.

Republic of Congo
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

~

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample
collection technology (i.e. blood spot s).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

• Identified laboratories for transfer of pathogen
technology and receipt of equipment and training.

• Continue discussions with in-country and regional
laboratories for potential futu re partnership and
development.

Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
~ Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology
and receipt of equipment and training.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

implement in the field for year 1 surveillance activities.

surveillance mission

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and uti lized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Congo

In the third quarter, PREDICT in the Congo will

• Provided t he Information Management team with
information on equipment & material needs in Congo for
sample tracking.

• Coordi nate with Sample Tracking and Information
Management Team on sample tracking needs.

Rwanda
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Management

Admin 1. Management

Admin 1. Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator

and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project .
• Develop Year 2 work plan for Rwanda.

• Provide day-to-day management and oversight of the
count ry program
• Revised Year 1 work plan to meet objective
requirements and as planning developed.
• Revised subaward budget to optimize year 1
operations.
• Reviewed applications and interviewed two candidates
for Rwanda Country Coordinator position.

• Conti nue to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Hire a Rwanda Country Coordinator.
• Establish an office in Kigali
• Purchase essential equipment, and supplies.
• Meet with the USAID mission in Kigali upon invitation to
introduce PREDICT, and upon request t hereafter.
• Begin planning for year 2 operations.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will continue to

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail

Rwanda
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

needed for timely and accurate technical and fi nancial
report ing.

• Collected and maintained records at a level of detail
needed for accurate reporting.
• Responded to all requests for information from
objective teams (ad min, surveillance, capacity build ing).

• Collect and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for accurate reporting.
• Conti nue to respond to all requests for plans, progress,
and data from objective teams, USAID, and partners.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessme nt

1.1 Capacity Assessme nt

1.1 Capacity Assessme nt

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and

use CAP to evaluate capacit y in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.

• Reviewed draft CAP survey tool and provided feedback
to Capacity Assessment subcommittee.

• Report to Capacity Building Team

Provide CBT with results of review and CAP findings.
• Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visits as needed.

• Train country coordinator on use of CAP tool survey.
• Implement CAP tool including, meeting and/or
interviewing head veterinarians, wildlife managers,
public health officers, faculty at the Office Rwanda is du
Tourisme et des Pares Nationaux (ORTPN), Higher
Institute of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry (ISAE), and
ministries to gat her data for completing capacity
assessment.
• Submit results from CAP tool survey- full or partial- to
Capacity Assessment Team

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will

•

Country coordinator participation in training on use of

standardized EPT-CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health

• Provided feedback and information as requested to
Training team for development of training modules.

and safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country
Coordinat ors, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,
budget tracki ng, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hotspot ID Ttam.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• Review all program information and materials on
PREDICT SMART Site.
• Train country coordinator on use of standardized CAP
tool, accounting, cultural/sexual diversity/sensitivity,
health and safety, and wildlife sampling.
• Train key partners on health and safety and wildlife
sampling methods.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda w ill

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

• Responded to Modeling and Hotspot ID team requests
for information.

• Provide Modeling and Hotspot ID team with information
as requested.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda w ill

• Identify Partners in agencies/mi nistries, universities,

Rwanda
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
and NGOs for surveillance, establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance. Collect ions and
analysis of samples from priority species at targeted
interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracki ng of samples and results in databases
(using system developed in objective 5).
• Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new w ildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system
• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

and active) achievable in Rwanda.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife
through information gathering and analyses of select
archived wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat,
rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic, or active)

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

• Met with USFWS to discuss CITES permitting for sample
importation.
• Helped plan and launch population-wide census of w ild
mountain gorillas in Volcanoes National Park.
• Participated in census, including providing supplies for
sample collection
• Processed mountain gorilla samples for storage and
shipping.
• Conducted diagnostic testi ng on t issue samples from
select mountain gorillas to determine etiology of
respiratory disease outbreak.

• Review, update and secure as needed all permits,
licenses, and agreements essential for surveillance incountry.
• Start testing mountain gorilla samples from census
(feces) for exposure to retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses,
coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses
and bunyaviruses, and bacteria.
• Obtain samples from healthy and diseased or injured
wild or captive great apes opportunistically (n<lO), and
test for exposure to retroviruses, orthomyxovi ruses,
coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses
and bunyaviruses, and bacteria.
• Obt ain samples from free-ranging bats in urban
environments (n=lO0) proactively and test for exposure
to filoviruses, flaviviruses, lyssaviruses, coronaviruses,
and bunyaviruses.
• Meet wit h Rwanda Development Board (key partner) to
coordinate on-going sampling and surveillance of freeranging and captive wildlife.

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will

• Responded to all requests from Surveillance team for
information on on-going, planned and proposed
surveillance.
• Queried biologica l sample bank in US for samples
available for diagnostic analysis.

• Provide Surveillance team with requested information
on surveillance activities.
• Test primate samples from biological archive (sera,
frozen tissues) for exposure to retroviruses,
orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses,
filoviruses, flaviviruses and bunyaviruses, and bacteria.
• Test bat samples from biological archive (sera, frozen
tissues) for exposure to filoviruses, flaviviruses,
lyssaviruses, coronaviruses, and bunyaviruses.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority

TECHNOLOGY DEV ELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEV ELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority

countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel t echnology such as novel sample
collection technology (i.e. blood spots).

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will
In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

• Held preliminary discussions with PREDICT partners on
plans to deploy novel technologies for outbreak
surveillance.

• Identify needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Technology Development and
Pathogen Discovery Team.
• Prepare to apply novel technologies for sample
collection starting in quarter four.

Rwanda
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

• Further refine surveillance plan for high-risk interfaces.
• Meet with ministries and universities to confirm
laboratory for transfer of pathogen detection technology
and receipt of equipment and training as needed.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

• Identified high-risk interfaces in conjunction with the
Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
team.
• Listed laboratories for potential transfer of pathogen
technology and receipt of equipment and training.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Rwanda will

• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen
technology and receipt of equipment and training.

• Explored options for updating current clinica l data
management system for mountain gorillas to optimize
transferability to PREDICT database as it develops.

• Hire programmer to update current clinical data
management system for mountain gorillas in ways that
optimize transferability to PREDICT database.

Tanzania
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

During the second quarter, the PREDICT Tanzania team

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).

•

• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.

•

• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator

and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for Tanzania.

•
•

•

Provided day-to-day management and oversight of the
in-country program.
Revised the year 1 workplan and subaward budget to
reflect in-country program activities
Hired the Country Coordinator (Dr. Harrison Sadiki) and
program field assistant (Mr. Muhiddin Hatibu Salehe).
Incorporated initial field personnel into the program
team.
Initiated the application/review process for an Assistant
Country Coordinator and additional field
personnel/laboratory technical personnel.
Began setting-up the new program office i n lringa,
Tanzania.

During the third quarter, the Tanzania team will

• Implement the Year 1 workplan and participate in rollout
of program to USAID Mission to Tanzania.
• Continue the hiring process of field personnel and
laboratory technical personnel as needed.
• Purchase essential equipment and supplies for project
operations in Tanzania.
• Begin development of the year 2 work plan.

Tanzania
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

During the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

• Delayed data collection activities due to timing of EPT
rollout in Tanzania.
• Established commun ication between the Country
Coordinator and all PREDICT partners.
• Initiated Country Coordinator training to facilitate timely
and accurate completion of financial and technical
reporting.
• Addressed all requests for data, information, and
feedback from Management Entity (ME) and objective
teams (admin, surveillance, capacity, assessment, and
training) in a timely manner.

• Initiate data collection activities.
• Plan further data collect ion activities under direction of
the Country Cbbbboordinator.
• Complete necessary tra inings on financial management
and reporting through country coordinator.
• Continue to respond to all requests for information and
reporting by ME, and object ive and administrative teams
in a timely manner.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

l.l Capacity Assessment

l.l Capacity Assessment

l .l Capacity Assessment

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania
• Reviewed the CAP tool and submitted feedback to the
Capacity Building Team (CBT}.
• Developed map modules for the CAP Tool in collaboration
with the CBT team.
• Delayed formal meetings and discussions with potential
stakeholders in anticipation of the EPT Road Show and
program rollout.

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania
• Reviewed the CAP tool for viabi lity of completion by
country coordinator.
• Delivered feedback on program training modules to CBT.
• Provided assistance in training module development.
• Completed the traini ng plan and timetable template and
submitted to CBT.
• Organized and implemented a SmartSite to facilitate
delivery and tracking of t raining modules for CBT.
• Conducted an orientation for the new country
coordinator on program mat erials, objectives, and
activities.

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

• Collect dat a and maintain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial
reporting.

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and

use CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team

Provide CBT with results of review and CAP findings.
• Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

•

Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

standardized EPT-CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health

and safety; overview of zoonotic disease and
surveillance methods; wildlife capture and sampling
skills; ethics; and diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web,
Country Coordi nators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking
for PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample
tracking, budget tracking, reporting, and response.

• Complete CAP Tool, and report findings and results to
CBT.
• Initiate communication and plan/conduct field visits
(where necessary) with stakeholders to areas identified
through CAP tool.

• Initiate trainings with Country Coordinator on use of CAP
tool, budget tracking, personal protect ion and safety, and
other areas as training modu les become available.
• Initiate planning for st aff and partner trainings through
Country Coordinator in all areas where modules are
available.
• Develop and facilitate tracking tools for trainings and
submit results to CBT.

Tanzania
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of dis ease
emergence

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania
• Delayed data collection activities due to regional rollout
timing of the PREDICT project and EPT program.
• Addressed all requests for information and feedback from
the Modeling and Hotspot ID team in a timely manner.
• Provided assistance in the development of sample
tracking sheets and sample database for modeling team.

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will
continue to

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania
• Made initial progress in identifying potential partners in
collaboration w ith the Country Coordinator.
• Initiated planning for meetings with TAWIRI, the
Tanzanian National Parks, the National Medical Research
Institute, and Tanzania Bird Atlas.
• Addressed all requests for information byte Surveillance
team regarding on-going, planned, and proposed
surveillance.
• Initiated the permitting processes, including blanket
sample import permits for program activities outside of
Tanzania (e.g. CDC, USDA, and CITES).
• Drafted blanket IACUC application incorporating all East
Africa activities (Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda) for program.
• Obtained renewal permit, granted by Tanzanian
authorities, for wildlife research i n Tanzania, enabling
wildlife activities in the Rua ha Landscape.
• Initiated the procedure to formalize permitting and
research in Tanzania under the program partner (SUA)
through a Research Associateship for PREDICT program
director Dr. Mazet.
• Re-organized ongoing sample collection to integrate with
surveillance plans/design by the Surveillance team.
• Conducted a review of the biological sample bank and
sample tracking system at collaborator SUA.
• Complet ed a needs assessment on capacity and
infrastructure challenges for laboratory and made
associated recommendations to the surveillance team.

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hotspot ID team.

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities,

and NGOs for surveillance, including Sokoine University,
Wildlife Division, Ministry of Livestock, TAWIRI.
Establish coordination with governments to facilitate
sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority
species at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results in
databases (using system developed in objective 5).
•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new
wildlife pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Provide data and information as requested by the
Modeling team to support development of all necessary
tools/resources.

• Continue to identify and initiate communication with
potential part ners through the Country Coordinator.
• Continue to work towards securing all relevant and
necessary permits both in-country, and among US
regulatory agencies on behalf of Tanzania activities and
other program partners.
• Submit IACUC application incorporating all East Africa
activities.
• Continue ongoing w ildlife sampling activities through
established partner channels (Ruaha Landscape and
surrounding areas).
• Initiate sampling for all targeted species at interfaces
approved/available for disease surveillance (See PREDICT
Surveillance spreadsheet for details on targeted
interfaces, sample collection, and species information).
• Begin planning for collaborative sample collection and
pathogen det ect ion in non-human primates from
Western and Northwestern Tanzania (Gombe National
Park and Minziro Forest), and expand non-huma n
primate sampling and pathogen detection in Southcentral Tanzania (Rua ha National Pa rk and surrounding
areas, Eastern Arc Mountains, Udzungwa, Uluguru).
• Begin planning to expand ungulate surveillance and
pathogen det ection activities from the Southern
Highlands (Ruaha National Park and surrounding areas)
to Western, Northern, and Cent ral Tanzania (Katavi and
Mikumi National Parks and Serengeti ecosystem) in
collaboration with current PREDICT partners.

Tanzania
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Delayed data collection and analysis activities due to
timing of the EPT/PREDICT rollout i n Tanzania.

• Initiate planning and identification of partnerships to
incorporate surveillance and pathogen detection of bats
into PREDICT operations in South-central (Southern
Highlands and Ruaha Landscape), Central (Morogoro and
the Uluguru Mountains), and the Eastern Coast (Dar es
Salaam and surrounding areas) regions of Tanzania.
• Begin necessary planning and collaborations to expand
existing Rodentia sampling and pathogen detection
activities in South-central Tanzania (Ruaha National Park
and surrounding areas) to the Kilombero Valley and
Udzungwa Mountains of the Eastern Arc, and to
Northeastern Tanzania (Usambara Mountains of the
Eastern Arc).
• Continue carnivore disease surveillance and pathogen
detection activities in South-central Tanzania (Ruaha
National Park and surrounding areas).
• Cont inue laboratory analysis at SUA on relevant
pathogens for which protocols and capacity is already
established.
• Transfer banked/archived samples to appropriate
diagnostic center for testing (viral pathogens).
• Plan capacity enhancements to enable SUA laboratories
to become a future viral diagnostic center for program
activities.
• Initiate pathogen testing and detection activities through
SUA and partner/collaborating facilities, and
communicate data and results to Surveillance and
Modeling objective teams.

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

and active) achievable i n Tanzan ia.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife
through i nformation gathering and analyses of select
archived wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat,
rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according
to prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic, or
active).

• Conducted a literature review of surveillance options.
• Completed briefing of t he Country Coordinator.
• Reviewed the archived wildlife sample database and
prioritized samples/species for pathogen discovery and
testing.
• Delayed pathogen detection activities and establishment
of disease baseline due to timing of EPT/PREDICT rollout
in Tanzania.

• Continue exploration of surveillance options t hrough the
CAP tool and discussions with potential
partners/collaborators.
• Initiate analysis/testing of archived samples (where
feasible) to establish baseli ne for select diseases in
wild life.
• Continue to research and procure export/regulatory
permits to transfer archived samples to established
pathogen discovery laboratory unt il SUA is able t o act as
diagnostic center.
• Initiate reporting on pilot surveillance efforts as data

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

Tanzania
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10
collection and analysis activities are expanded.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania
• Communicated, based on brief assessment by Tanzania
Coordinator, preliminary technology, equipment, and
pathogen discovery needs to surveillance team and
program director.
• Delayed introduction of novel sample technologies in
Tanzania due to regional rollout timing.
• Ordered blood spot cards for Country Coordinator and
field personnel training.

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

Discovery needs
• Identify and share needs for technology development

and pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample

collection technology (e.g. SMS, blood spot s, etc.).

• Continue to identify and communicate technology
development and pathogen discovery needs to objective
t eams (ME, surveillance and modeling teams, capacity
building).
• Initiate introduction of novel technology in Tanzania
through trainings of the Country Coordinator and field
personnel, targeting blood spot collection i n the Ruaha
Landscape.

•

Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

•

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen
technology and receipt of equipment and training.

• Proposed high risk interfaces and circu lated interfaces for
discussions with SUA (See Attachment A).
• Held meetings with in-count ry collaborators at SUA in
conjunction with the country coordinator to discuss
opportunities for expansion of wildlife surveillance
activities into areas currently not covered by ongoing
sample collection activities.
• Conducted a preliminary assessment of potential
laboratories for sample analysis and pathogen discovery.

• Continue to meet w ith in-country collaborators (SUA,
Ministries of Livestock and Health, Central Veterinary
Lab, Tanzania National Parks, Tanzania Wildlife Research
Institute, USAID Mission, etc.) to identify laboratories for
transfer of pathogen detection technology and receipt of
equipment and training as needed.
• Begin or complete CAP survey tool.
• Begin transfer of technology to SUA to strengthen incountry capacity for pathogen detection.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

In the second quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania
• Reviewed sample tracking/database tools from ongoing
activities to determine issues and changes needed for
integration with program database design (as it
develops).
• Held meetings with collaborators at SUA in conjunction
w ith Country Coordinator to discuss capacity
enhancements needed to develop technical resources for

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Tanzania will

• Conduct sample tracking and i nformation management
trainings for in-country personnel in collaboration with
the objective team.
• Update current data management systems for
integration and transferability with program database.
• Initiate provision of existing data to objective team.
• Transfer new data from expanded surveillance activities

Tanzania
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

maintenance of proposed program tracking and database
system.
• Reviewed the existing wildlife surveillance data to
facilitate incorporation into the central system.

as it becomes available.

Uganda
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator
and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for Uganda.

• Provide day-to-day management and oversight of the
country program.
• Revised Year 1 work plan to meet objective
requirements and as planning developed.
• Revised subaward budget to optimize year 1
operations.
• Reviewed applications/interviewed three candidates,
and hired Country Coordinator.

• Establish an office in Kampala in coordination with
Makerere University and EPT RESPOND arm.
• Purchase essential equipment and supplies.
• Participate in roll-out of EPT to USAID mission in
Kampala.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial
reporting.

• Collected and maintained records at a level of detail
needed for accurate reporting.
• Responded to all requests for information from
objective teams (ad min, surveillance, capacity building).

• Collect and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for accurate reporting.
• Continue to respond to all requests for plans, progress,
and data from objective teams, USAID, and partners.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and

use CAP to evaluate capacity i n all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team

Provide CBT with results of review and CAP findings.
• Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.

• Reviewed draft CAP survey tool and provided feedback
to the Capacity Assessment subcommittee.

• Train Country Coordinator on use of CAP survey tool.
• Implement CAP tool, including meeting and/or
interviewing head veterinarians, wildlife managers,
public health officers, faculty at Makerere, and
ministries to gather data for completing capacity
assessment.
• Submit CAP tool results- full or partial- to CBT.

Uganda
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

Country coordinator participation in training on use of

•

st andardized EPT-CAP t ool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health

• Provided feedback as requested to Training team for
development of training modules.

and safety; overview of zoonotic disease and
surveillance methods; wildlife capture and sampling
skills; ethics; and diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web,
Count ry Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking
for PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample
tracking, budget tracking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

•

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

• Review all EPT program information and materials on
SMART site.
• Train Country Coordinator on use of standardized CAP
tool, accounting, cultural/sexual diversity/sensitivity,
health and safety, and wildlife sampling
• Train key partners on health and safety and wildlife
sampling methods.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hotspot ID team.

• Responded to Modeling and Hotspot ID team requests
for information.

• Provide Modeling and Hotspot ID team with information
as requested.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities,

and NGOs for surveillance, including Makerere
University Walter Reed Influenza Research Laboratories
(Pl Denis Byarugaba). Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority
species at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results in
databases (using system developed in obj 5).
•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new
wildlife pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Met with USFWS to discuss CITES permitting for sample
importation.

• Review, update and secure all permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance in country.
• Coordinate with key partner (CDC) to make plan to
access samples collected from wild bats and rodents.
• Obtain samples from healthy and diseased or injured
wild or captive great apes opportunistically (n<lO), and
test for exposure to retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses,
coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses, fi loviruses, flaviviruses
and bunyaviruses, and bacteria.
• Obtain samples from free-ranging maribou storks in
urban environments (n=S0) proactively and test for
exposure to orthomyxoviruses, flaviviruses,
arenaviruses, bunyaviruses, and coronaviruses.
• Make plan for proactively sampling non-human primates
in highly urban environments (n=25) to test for exposure
to retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, coronavir uses,
paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses and
bunyaviruses, and bacteria.

Uganda
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10
• Meet with Uganda Wildlife Authority (key partner) to
coordinate on-going sampling and surveillance of freeranging and captive wildlife.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

and active) achievable in Uganda.

• Responded to all requests from the Surveillance team
for information on on-going, planned, and proposed
surveillance.
• Queried biologica l sample bank in US for samples
available for diagnostic analysis.

• Provide Surveillance t eam with request ed information
on surveillance act ivities.
• Test primate samples from biological archive (sera,
frozen tissues) for exposure to retroviruses,
orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses,
filoviru ses, flaviviruses and bunyaviruses, and bacteria.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda w ill

• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife

through information gathering and analyses of select
archived wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat,
rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, accordi ng
to prioritized option (opportunistic, synd romic, active).

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample
collection technology (i.e. blood spots).

• Held preliminary discussions with partners on plans to
deploy novel technologies for outbreak surveillance.

• Identify needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with objective team.
• Become apprised of novel technologies for sample
collection to start utilizing in quarter four.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen
t echnology and receipt of equipment and training.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

• Identified high-risk interfaces in conjunction with
Pathogen Discovery team.
• Listed laboratories for potential transfer of pathogen
technology and receipt of equ ipment and training.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Uganda

• Further refine surveillance plan for high-risk interfaces.
• Meet with ministries and universities to confirm
laboratory for transfer of pathogen detection
technology and receipt of equ ipment and training as
needed.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Uganda will

• Explored options for updating t he current clinical data
management system for mountain gorillas to optimize

• Update current clinical data management system for
mountain gori llas in ways that optimize transferability to
PREDICT database.

Uganda
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

t ransferability to PREDICT database as it develops.
• Met with Uganda Wildlife Authority and nongovernmental organizations to discuss collective needs
for computerized data management for wildlife health.

Southeast Asia
As Southeast Asia seeks to balance conservation of its biological heritage with the immediate needs of its people, it is critical to prepare for and prevent the transmission of zoonotic diseases (s
as avian influenza and SARS) which threaten the health of people, wildlife, and livestock. The PREDICT project offers rapid development and implementation of a wildlife zoonoses surveillance
program. This system can inform decision making about land use, wildlife trade, and public health in the region. Although operations have been delayed due to the timing of the regional rollou
PREDICT activities conducted under EPT will enable characterization of disease risks and improved understanding of zoonotic disease transmission and will lay the groundwork for systems that
allow the region to prepare for those risks and respond to outbreaks appropriately, based on solid disease surveillance data.

Cambodia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

During the second quarter, the PREDICT team

During the third quarter, the PREDICT t eam will

• Held bi-monthly conference calls to discuss project
operations in Cambodia, budgets, and t imelines led by
Asia Associate Director (M. Gilbert) and Asia Regional
Manager (A. Yang).
• Worked on the detailed year 1 work plan draft for
Cambodia.
• Participated in training on USAID rules and regulations

• Maintain regular communication with each other and all
PREDICT partners through emai l updates and phone
meetings.
• Provide management and oversight of t he Cambodia
program.
• Designate and hire needed personnel for in-country
activities.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial
reporting.

During the second quarter, Cambodia team will

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

• Met to discuss PREDICT reporting requirements and
streamline reporting in Asia.
• Worked on budget adjustments and refinement of the
financial reporting system.
• Established procedures for technical reports.

• Continue to coordinate reporting requirements and
streamline reporting in Asia.
• Continue to make budget adjustments and refine the
financial reporting system.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize t he year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator

and other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable t he project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

Admin. 2 Reporting

Cambodia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessme nt

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

• Provided input during the development of the
preliminary CAP tool.
• Evaluated possibilities for p reliminary CAP tool
implementation in Cambodia.
• Held meetings with representatives of in-country part ner
laboratories, including Past eur du Cambodge and
Nat ional Veterinary Research Institute.

• Review training needs for PREDICT staff in-country and
develop a plan for implementation.
• Coordinate with RESPOND personnel responsible for
Cambodia to determine opportunities for cross-t raining.
• Work on preliminary CAP tool with guidance from regional
supervisor.
• Submit completed preliminary CAP tool to Capacity
Building t eam as requested.
• Continue to interview representatives of diagnostic labs
and public institutions that may join PREDICT efforts such
as: lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge, the National Veterinary
Research Institute, and the University of Hong Kong.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

• Revised and provided feedback for the PREDICT draft
training modu les on Animal Capture & Safety, Field
Sampli ng and Safety, and Packing & Sh ipping Biological
Samples.

• Coordinate with Modeling and Hotspot team to determine
priorities and data handling requirements.
• Adopt and adapt PREDICT Standardized Operating
Procedures for field sites and specific activities.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hot spot ID team.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

• Evaluated methods for preparing a database for
management of surveillance data.

• Provide prompt data on surveillance activities to the
Modeling and Hotspot ID team.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to faci litate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and

• Ident ified partners in Cambodia for post roll-out
surveillance work.
• Assessed project sites in Cambodia for potential PREDICT

• Coordinate w ith Hong Kong University to develop
sampling strategy for Cambodian bat surveys for
Coronaviruses and Astroviruses.

Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool;
delegate among Country Coordinator and her designees
the tasks related to application of the CAP tool; begin to
use CAP t o evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Assessment Team Provide Capacity
Buildi ng Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings as available at t he time of reporting; updates and
final results of t he CAP will be given to the CBT promptly,
as available.
•Stakeholder Involvement Hold stakeholder meetings and
conduct laboratory and field site visits as needed.

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country
Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT st aff and partners in sampling, sample t racking,

budget t racking, reporting, and response
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

Cambodia
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

activities as part of the year 1 workplan.
• Continued discussion with local partners and laboratories
on collaborative PREDICT proj ects in Cambodia (bats).
• Continued discussions with regional partners on
collaborative PREDICT projects and disease diagnostics.

• Identify study sites for Cambodian bat surveillance.
• Begin implementing Cambodian bat surveillance and
sample collection.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

• Started an informal review process of existing data sets
based on existing sample sets collected to identify key
pathogens that may be an appropriate focus for PREDICT.

• Consult with partners and potential partner agencies over
existing surveillance programs and strategy to ensure that
PREDICT activities are complimentary or fill gaps.
• Record data in a manner coordinated with the needs of
the Hotspot and Modeling team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of ne w technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia w ill

• Met with repr esentatives of diagnostic labs in Cambodia,
verifying the availability of diagnostic tests and
technology resources for pathogen analysis and
discovery.

• Assess t he technology needs of laboratories and provide
support to the PREDICT Information Management team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high r isk

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for t ransfer of pathogen technology
and receipt of equipment and training.

• Began exploring t he possibilities and permit
requirements for sample export.

• Continue to explore opport unities to enha nce t he
diagnostic capacity of partners such as lnstitut Pasteur du
Cambodge, or regional labs such as Duke-NUS in
Singapore in order to receive and process PREDICT
samples in country.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results in databases
(using system developed in objective 5).
Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

and active) achievable in country.
• Est ablish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through

information gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and
bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opport unistic, syndromic, active).

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team .
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample
collection technology (i.e. blood spots).

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management sys te m

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

Cambodia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia

• Agreed on the relevance of keeping updated records for
sample tracking.

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Cambodia will

• Coordinate w ith Core Team over sample tracking and data
management system needs.

LaoPDR
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.l Programmatic Management

During the second quarter, the PREDICT team

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Held bi-monthly conference calls to discuss PREDICT
operations, budgets and timelines led by Asia Associate
Director (M. Gilbert) and Asia Regional Manager (A.
Yang).
• Worked on the detailed year 1 work plan draft for Laos.
• Participated in training on USAID rules and regulations.

• Maintain regular communication through email updates
and phone meetings.
• Provide management and oversight of t he country
program.
• Meet to undertake planning and preparation sessions in
readiness for the EPT regional rollout of PREDICT
(currently projected in May). Specific objectives include:
o Prepare Memorandum of Understanding
documentation in readiness for submission to the
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) to secure
support from t he government of Lao PDR and work
visas to cover PREDICT activities.
o Refine surveillance plans and schedule sampling plans
for PREDICT year 1.
o Prepare terms of reference for recruitment of new
local staff positions (national veterinarian, project
assistants).
• Begin recruitment of national veterinarian and project
assistants.
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• General Management Provide day-to-day management
and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes

logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan
Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator

and other needed personnel; establish offices and ot her
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and mai ntain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurat e technical and financia l
reporting.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting
During the second quarter, PREDICT regional and country
coordinators

• Met to discuss PREDICT reporting requirements and
streamline reporting in Asia.
• Worked on budget adjustments and refined t he financial
reporting system.
• Established procedures for technical reports .

•

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Continue to coordinate meet PREDICT reporting
req uirements and streamline report ing in Asia.
• Continue to undertake budget adj ustments and refin e the
financia l reporting system.

LaoPDR
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP t ool and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

use CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Assessment Team Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP
findings.

• Provided input during the development of preliminary
CAP tool.
• Evaluated possibilities for preliminary CAP tool
implementation in Lao PDR.
• Held meetings with representatives of in-country partner
laboratories including Mahasot Hospital-Oxford
University and National Animal Health Centre.

• Review CAP tool and begin to implement with information
already available
• Arrange to meet relevant national agencies and health
facilities to collect data required for the CAP tool.
• Coordinate with the Capacity Building Team to ensure
continuity of product with other countries.
• Begin planning for Introductory PREDICT workshop
intended for August.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country coordinator participation in training on use of

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Revised the PREDICT training module drafts on Animal
Capture & Safety, Field Sampling & Safety, Field Sampling
& Safety and Packing & Shipment of Biological Samples.

• Review training needs for PREDICT staff in-country and
develop a plan for implementation.
• Coordinate with RESPOND personnel to determine
opportunities for cross-train ing.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling
and Hotspot ID team.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Reviewed methods for preparing a database for practical
management of surveillance data.

• Coordinate with Modeling and Hotspot team to determine
priorities and data handling requirements.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected

• Identified partners in Laos for post roll-out surveillance
work.
• Assessed project sites in Laos for potential PREDICT
activities.
• Continued discussion with local partners on collaborative
PREDICT projects in Laos.
• Continued development of MOU w ith government

• Meet with collaborators on the PREDICT program to
ensure readiness and continuity of planning in the lead-up
to PREDICT rollout in May.
• Meet with staff at the National Animal Health Centre w ho
work within the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(listed as partners within the original PREDICT proposal),
to keep t hem informed and engaged in preparation of t he
MOU to cover PREDICT work.

•Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country
Coordinators, and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.

LaoPDR
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

with proper tracking of samples and results in databases
(using system developed in objective 5).
•

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

partners/laboratories in Laos for preparation for post
roll-out PREDICT activities.

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Meet with potential collaborators at lnstitut Pasteur du
Laos and Wellcome Trust-Mahosot Hospital-Oxford
Tropical Medicine Research Collaboration to build on
ideas for collaborative PREDICT projects and diagnostics.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Started an informal review process of existing data sets
based on existing sample sets to identify key pathogens
that may be an appropriate focus for PREDICT.

• Consult with partners and potential partner agencies over
existing surveillance programs and a strategy to ensure
that PREDICT activities are complimentary or fill gaps.
• Begin collection of samples from wildlife trade scenarios
(e.g. markets in the vicinity of Vientiane).
• Record data in a manner that is continuous with the needs
of the Hotspot and Modeling team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Met with representatives of diagnostic labs in Laos,
verifying the availability of diagnostic tests and
technology resources for pathogen analysis and
discovery.

• Assess the technology needs of laboratories and provide
support to the PREDICT Information Management team.
• Review opportunities to implement collection of blood
spots from hunted animals killed by subsistence hunters in
the Nam Et Phou Loey protected area.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pat hogen technology
and receipt of equ ipment and training.

• Began exploring the possibilities and permit
requirements for sample export.

• Continue to assess technology needs in partner
laboratories and provide support and liaison with PREDICT
Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery team
for equipment purchase and lab staff training, as well as
with ot her EPT programs such as DELIVER and IDENTIFY.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with the Sample
Tracking and Information Management t eam.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Lao PDR will

• Agreed on the relevance of keeping updated records for
sample tracking.

• Coordinate w ith the Sample Tracking and Information
Management team over sample t racking needs.

and active) achievable in country.
Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through

i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and
bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample
collection t echnology (.e.g., blood spots).

Malaysia
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M alaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in M alaysia will

• Continued to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the country program and facilitate t he
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Developed the Year 1 work plan.
• Designated Thomas Hughes as an Country Coordinator
with the support of his team in Malaysia.
• Hosted Director General and senior staff members of the
Department of Wildlife and National Parks (PERHILITAN)
and Ministry of Environment in New York.
• Developed agreement for collaboration and sampling
strategies for Vear 1.
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• Start developing Year 2 work plan.
• Hire Malaysian laboratory staff to, along with Veteri nary
Research Institute and Wildlife Department, conduct lab
training and to oversee sample testing in-country.

• General M anagement Provide day-to-day management
and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes

logistics).
• Develop Vear 1 w ork plan
Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator
and other needed personnel; establish offices and other

necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 w ork plan for country.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

• Establish collaboration between Wildlife Department and
Putra Malaysia Un iversity (UPM), which has wildlife
veterinarians on facu lty.
• Form wildlife sampling team and collect samples from
National Park.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial
reporting.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

In t he second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia w ill

• Set up data collection and records maintenance protocols
including communication chains.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

• Establish a data management system for reporting results
to the government and the PREDICT Team.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

•

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M alaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

Imple ment CAP
Conduct a review of CAP tool and use CAP to evaluate
capacity in all aspects of wildlife surveillance, including
laboratory diagnostics.
•
Report to Capacity Building Team (CBT) Provide CBT
with results of review and CAP findings.
•
Stakeholder Involve ment
Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed.
•
Initial Environmental Examination to ensure that lab
partners and field personnel comply with
environmental safety standards.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Tra ining

• Gathered input on CAP tool from Country Coordinator.
• Finalized training and workshop schedule.
• Met with Wildlife Department, Ministry of Health, and
Ministry of Agriculture (Dept. of Veterinary Services).
• Presented overview of EPT program and PREDICT and
established partnerships.

• Conduct CAP Tool Survey.
• Discuss environmental assessment evaluation plans with
in-country coordinators and partner institutes.

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

•

Country Coordinator participation in t raining on use of
standardized CAP tool.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

•

PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health

• Reviewed CAP survey tool and thoroughly discussed the
content and its applications with PREDICT CAP Team.

• Work with the Wildlife Department to identify lab
personnel for training at the Veterinary Research

Malaysia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

•
•

and safety; overview of zoonotic disease and
surveillance methods; wildlife capture and sampling
skills; ethics/welfare; biohazard, PPE/safety, and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via Country Coordinators,
and PREDICT personnel.
Establish regular conference calls with RESPOND
partners as CAP is developed and implemented.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Scheduled In-country training sessions with field teams
and partner institutes.

Institute, Malaysia or The Center for Infection and
Immunity at Columbia University (CII), New York.
• Train Malaysia wildlife team on PPE, animal capture
handling, sample collection, and storage.
• Introduce and implement new field and lab techniques.

Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking
for PREDICT st aff and partners in sampling, sample

tracking, budget tracking, reporting, and response
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
Emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of dise ase
emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

•

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

• Met with PREDICT Modeling team to collaboratively
design surveillance strategy.
• Shared/researched Malaysian wildlife disease and fauna
data jointly with PREDICT Modeling team and in-country
scientists.
• Established locations for surveillance

• Organize visit to Malaysia by members of the Modeling
and Hotspot ID team
• Supply demographic and geographic data to the Modeling
and Hotspot ID team.

•

Provide data and information as requested by
Modeling and Hotspot ID team.
Identify and access existing wildlife disease data sets

that can be used by modeling team for preliminary
analysis.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of s urveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

•

Identify Partners Identify agencies/ministries,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia w ill

universities, and NGOs for surveillance. Establish
coordination with governments to facilitate sharing of
surveillance data.
Permitting Submit permit applications, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
Collections and lab analysis of samples from priority
species at targeted interfaces for priority pathogens.
Develop/modify existing sample tracking and data
collection system in country.
Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Began discussions about PREDICT with the Department of
Veterinary Services (Ministry of Agricu lture); Department
of Wildlife and National Parks; Ministry of Health; and
National Public Health Laboratory Malaysia.
• Began taking serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine samples
from bats, primates, suids, and cervids around Kuala
Lumpur under existing permits and in collaboration with
Wild life Department.
• Began placing samples in lysis buffer for molecular
diagnostics and stored at -BOC (filter paper stored dry) at
the Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN) headquarters for minor laboratory
analyses.

• Apply for necessary permits for expanded wildlife
sampling according to PREDICT strategy.
• Take serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine samples from
bats, birds, primates, rodents, suids, cervids in Gombak
Forest (Kuala Lumpur), Bu kit Cherakah (Shah Alam), Ayer
Hitam Forest (Puchong), and Ta man Negara State Park.
• Place samples in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics and
store at -BOC (filter paper stored dry) at the Veterinary
Research Institute (VRI), in lpoh and at PERHILITAN
Laboratory for minor laboratory analyses for
Paramyxoviruses (henipaviruses); Flaviviruses; Filoviruses;
Al, and salmonella Spp.
• Set up permits to ship a subset of these samples to the
Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia University
(CII), which will examine the samples for Retroviruses,
orthomyxovir uses, coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses,
filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses, bacteria, and other

•
•
•
•

Malaysia
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

• Began exploring surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable in country.
• Began establishing baseline for known diseases of wildlife
through information gathering and analyses of select
archived wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat,
rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).

• Establish monitoring for wildlife die-offs with the
PERHILITAN park rangers in Selangor and Perak states.
• Establish data flow and communication between
PERHILITAN and the Modeling team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

• Began to identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Held meetings with Technology Development and
Pathogen Discovery team to discuss strategy for
pathogen technology transfer as well as training and
scientist exchange.

• Have Lab personnel from PERHLITAN travel to The Center
for Infection and Immunity at Columbia University (CII),
New York or to VRI to train in diagnostic techniques.
• Train Wildlife Department Lab personnel on RNA
extraction and disease diagnostic for PCR and ELISA
assays.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

• Obtained agreement from Wildlife Department to send
subset of samples already collected to CII New York for
Pat hogen Discovery.

• Transfer diagnostic reagents and pri mers to PERHLITAN
and VRI for diagnosis of known zoonotic agents.
• Identify, in consultation with VRI, lab personnel to come
to New York for training on advanced techniques e.g.
MassTag PCR and 454 pysrosequencing.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease s urveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

pathogen discovery analyses.

Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,
and active) achievable in country.
Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife
t hrough information gathering and analyses of select
archived wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat,
rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).
Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according
to priorit ized opt ion (opportunistic, syndromic or
active).

•
•

•

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries
•

lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

•

Identify and share needs for technology development
and pathogen discovery with Core Team.
Introduce novel sample collection technology (i.e. gas
anesthesia in the field; dry shippers for cold chain,
etc ... ).

•

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
•

Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

•

interfaces i n country in conjunction with Core Team .
Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen
technology and receipt of equipment and training.

•

Identify location for video conferencing capability.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 De velop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system
•

Share currently available and utilized methods for

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Malaysia will

• Implemented a sample tracking system in Malaysia.
• Placed bar-coding system into use and shared technique
with the Wildlife Department.

• Est ablish data flow and commun ication channels among
in-country government partners and PREDICT team.

•

sample tracking and information management with
Core Team and Country Coordinator.
Identify in-country partners (i.e. min istry) t o manage

Malaysia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

surveillance database and create data flow channels to
other in-country partners.
Enter surveillance data into EPT database system and
local in-country dat abase.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Met with Director General and discussed use of
data/informat ion gained through PREDICT surveillance
act ivities.

Thailand
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Contin ued to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Developed Year 1 work plan.
• Met with team at Chulalongkorn University, presented
overview of EPT program, and t oured lab.
• Designated Dr. Thiravat Hemachudha as a key in-country
col laborat or with his team at Chulalongkorn University.

• Establish a contract with Chulalongkorn University for
PREDICT work.
• Identify a Country Coordinator.
• Develop a surveillance strategy for Thailand.
• Start developing a year 2 work plan.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail
needed for timely and accurate technical and financial
reporting.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Set up data collection and records maintenance protocols,
including communication chains.

• Continue to oversee data collection and records
maint enance protocols, includ ing communication chains.

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Met with Chula longkorn Universit y and toured t heir stateof-the-art lab facilities.
• Met with wildlife vets from zoological Societ y.
• Discussed capacity for wildlife surveillance in t he Ministry
of Environment.

• Share CAP survey tool w ith Country Coordinator.
• Fi nalize schedule of training and workshops.
• Discuss environmental assessment evaluation plans with
Country Coordinator and partner institutes.
• Establish lab and field training needs.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management

and oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives (includes
logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator

and other needed personnel; establish offices and ot her
necessary infrastructu re to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

• Implement CAP Conduct a review of CAP tool and use

CAP t o evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife
surveillance, including laboratory diagnostics.
• Stakeholder Involvement

•

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and
field site visit as needed in Thai land
Initial Environmental Examination to ensure t hat lab
partners and field personnel comply with environmental
safet y standards.

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Thailand
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator familiarized with training material

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

• Discussed CAP tool and t raining needs.
• Ident ified key personnel to receive training.

• Schedule in-country t raining sessions with field teams
and partner institutes.
• Review CAP tool survey and thoroughly discuss the
content and its applications with PREDICT CAP Team.

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills;
ethics/welfare; biohazard, PPE/safety, and diversity
sensit ivity. Delivered via Country Coordinators, and
PREDICT personnel.
• Establish regular conference calls wit h RESPOND part ners
as CAP is developed and implemented.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling

• Discussed modeling initiative and hotspots map.

and Hotspot ID team.
• Identify and access existing wildlife disease data sets

• Provide key environmental and demographic data to t he
Modeling and Hotspot ID team to enable the mapping of
surveillance locations.

that can be used by modeling team for preliminary
analysis.
SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners Identify agencies/minist ries,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

universities, and NGOs for surveillance. Establish
coordination with government s to facilitate sharing of
surveillance data.
• Permitting Submit permit applications, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and lab analysis of samples from priority
species at targeted interfaces for priority pathogens.

• Began discussions about PREDICT with Chulalongkorn
University and Zoological Park Organization.
• Began initial field site selection.

• Select field sites across a pristine, urbanized area
gradient from East to West with Greater Bangkok areas
representing the urbanized area and national parks in
Petchaburi and Prachinburi Provinces (West and East of
Bangkok respectively) representing t he prist ine
environments.
• Apply for field permits.
• Begin taking, permits allow ing, serum/oral swab/rectal
swab/urine samples from bat s, birds, rodent s, primat es,
small carnivores, ungulates, and cervids i n sites to be
determined.
• Place samples in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics
and store at -BOC at the Mahidol University Laboratory,
which will be doing t he majorit y of testing for

• Develop/modify existing sample tracking and data
collection system in country.Identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of pandemic risk.

Thailand
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10
Paramyxoviruses (henipaviruses); Flaviviruses;
Filoviruses; Al, and salmonella Spp.
• Obtain permits to ship a subset of these samples to the
Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia
University (CII), which will examine t he samples for
Retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses,
paramyxovir uses, filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses,
bacteria, and other pathogen discovery analyses.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

and active) achievable in count ry.
• Establish baseline for know n diseases of wildlife through
information gathering and analyses of select archived
w ildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent,
carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).

• Began exploring surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable in country.
• Began establishing a baseline for known diseases of
wildlife through information gathering and analyses of
select archived w ildlife samples (emphasizing primate,
bat, rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).

• Train Wildlife Veterinary team stationed at national
parks in syndromic su rveillance and sample collection.
• Perform diagnostic test s at Ch ulalongkorn and
communicate results to PREDICT Modeling and
Surveillance teams.

• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

countries

countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Began to identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with t he
Technology Development and Pat hogen Discovery team.
• Met with t he Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery team to discuss strategy for pathogen
technology t ransfer as well as training and scientist
exchange.
• Ensured pathogen discovery technology exists at
Chulalongkorn Universit y.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

• Establish a mechanism for sample testing and export to
CII in New York.

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery needs

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery w it h Core Team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.2 Pathogen Discovery

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Identified Chulalongkorn University as a primary lab
partner.

• Assess technology needs in Thailand

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology
and receipt of equipment and training.

Thailand
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION M ANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team
and Country Coordinator.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Thailand

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Thailand will

• Ident ified Chulalongkorn University to manage the
surveillance database and create data flow channels to
other in-country partners.

• Meet with Dr. Thiravat Hemachudha to discuss sample
tracking and data management.

• Identify in-country partners (i.e. ministry) to manage
surveillance database and create data flow channels to

other in-country partners.
• Enter surveillance data into EPT database system and
local in-country database.

Vietnam
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10--03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient

• During the second quarter, the Vietnam
teamRecruited Country Coordinator

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan
Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designat e/hire Country Coordinator and
other needed personnel; est ablish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

• Established PREDICT in-country office with
concurrence from Asia Associate Director, Asia
Regional Manager, and the Vietnam Country
Coordinator.
• Finalized TORs and posted PREDICT positions in
Vietnam, tentatively identifying potential candidat es.
• Planned post roll- out period with t entative timelines
fo r project implementation.
• Held bi-monthly conference calls between Asia
Associate Director and Regional M anager to discuss
PREDICT operat ions, budgets, and timelines.
• Participated in training on USAID rules and
regulations.

• Mainta in regular communication between Asia Associate
Director, Regional Manager, and Country Coord inat or.
• Undertake planning and preparation sessions in
readi ness for the rollout of PREDICT in May. Specific
objectives include:
o Preparing documents in readiness for submission t o
the M inist ry of Agriculture and Rura l Development
(MARD) to secure a " Project document " (local
equivalent of a Memorandum of Understanding) to
cover PREDICT activities.
o Planning for an Introductory PREDICT workshop,
intended for August.
o Refi ning surveillance plans and scheduling sa mpling
plans fo r PREDICT yea r 1.
o Preparing t erms of reference fo r recruitment of new
local staff positions (national veterinarian, regional
finance assistant).
• M eet with collaborators t o ensure readiness and
continuity of planning in the lead-up to PREDICT rollout .
Specific objectives include:
o M eeting with Department of Animal Health staff

Vietnam
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

(key partner) to keep them informed and engaged
in preparation for rollout.
o Coordinating with Oxford Wellcome Clinical
Research Unit (OUCRU) to build on emerging ideas
for collaborative PREDICT projects involving hunted
fruit bats in south Vietnam
ADMINISTRATIV E MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

During the second quarter, the PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

• Held a meeting of Regional and Program Managers to
discuss PREDICT reporting requirements and
streamline reporting in Asia.
• Adjusted budget/refined financial reporting systems.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

• Continue to coordinate with Regional and Program
Managers to discuss PREDICT reporting requirements
and streamline report ing in Asia.
• Continue to adjust budgets as needed and refine
financia l reporting systems.
CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessme nt

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of w ildlife surveillance,
including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Assessment Team Provide Capacity
Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP findings.
•Stakeholder Involvement Hold stakeholder meetings and
conduct laborat ory and fi eld site visit as needed.
CAPACITY BUILDING

• Provided input during the development of preliminary
CAP tool.
• Evaluated possibilities for prelim inary CAP tool
implementation in Vietnam.

CAPACITY BUILDING

• Review training needs for PREDICT staff in-country and
develop a plan for implementation.
• Coordinate with RESPON D personnel responsible for
country to determine opportunities for cross-training.
• Work on the preliminary CAP tool with guidance from
Asia Regional Manager.
CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of
standardized CAP tool.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

• Revised and provided feedback fo r the PREDICT draft
training modules on Animal Capture & Safety, Field
Sampling and Safety, and Packing & Shipping Biological
Samples.

• Adopt and adapt PREDICT Standardized Operating
Procedures for field sites and specific activities.

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP t ool and use

• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance methods;
wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and diversity
sensit ivity. Delivered via web, Country Coordinators, and
RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,
budget tracking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• Provide data and informat ion as requested by Modeli ng and
Hotspot ID team.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

• Revised and provided feedback for the PREDICT draft

• Coordinate with Modeling and Hotspot team to

Vietnam
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

training modules on Animal Capture & Safety, Field
Sampling and Safety, and Packing & Shipping Biological
Samples.

determine priorities and data handling requirements.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species at
targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with
proper tracking of samples and results in databases (using
system developed in objective 5).

• Identified partners in Vietnam for surveillance work
post-roll out.
• Continued discussion with local government partners
on agreements for surveillance.

• Coordinate with Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development (MARO) and Department of Animal Health
(DAH) on the drafting of MoU t hat will permit t he
collection, processing and handling of surveillance
samples.
• Review sampling opportunities with other WCS programs
in Vietnam and with collaborators to identify priorities
for future sampling.

•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURV EILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance sys tem

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived wildlife
samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic, or active).

• Began to embark on an informa l review of existing
data sets based on existing sample sets collected to
identify key pathogens that may be an appropriate for
focus for PREDICT.

• Consult with partners and potential partner agencies on
existing surveillance programs and on a strategy to
ensure that PREDICT activities are complimentary.
• Begin collection of samples from wildlife trade scenarios
• Record data in a manner that is continuous with the
needs of the Hotspot and Modeling team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

and pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample collection
technology (i.e. blood spots).

• Met with representatives of diagnostic labs, verifying
the availability of diagnostic tests and technology
resources for pathogen analysis and discovery.

• Assess t he technology needs of laboratories and provide
support to the PREDICT Information Management team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

needs Identify and share needs for technology development

Vietnam
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Began exploring the possibilities and permit
requirements for sample export.

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

• Continue to explore opport unities to enhance the
diagnostic capacity of regional labs such as Duke NUS in
Si ngapore in order to receive and process samples.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Vietnam will

• Agreed on the relevance of keeping updated records
for sample tracking.

• Coordinate with Core Team over sample tracking and
data management needs.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology and

receipt of equipment and training.

Asia
Bangladesh
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilit at e t he efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize t he year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designat e/hire Country Coordi nator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastruct ure to enable t he project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

• Cont inued t o provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the Bangladesh program and facilitate
the efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Developed Year 1 work plan and discussed w ith key
partners at ICDDR,B and CVASU.
• Began process of hiring new Country Coordinator (to
take over from Dr. Salah Uddin Khan) through
ICDDR,B.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

• Start developing Year 2 work plan.
• Hire and start new Country Coordinator.

•
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

• Collect dat a and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for t imely and accurat e t echnical and financial reporting.

• Set up data collection and records maintenance
protocols, including communication chains.

• Cont inue to oversee data collect ion and records
maintenance protocols, including communication.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

• Implement CAP Conduct a review of CAP tool and use CAP to

evaluate capacit y in all aspects of wildlife surveillance,
including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team (CBT) Provide CBT with

• Shared CAP survey tool information Country
Coordinator.
• Finalized t raining and workshop schedule.

• Cont inue to complete the CAP survey tool.

Bangladesh
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

results of review and CAP findings.
•Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and field
site visit as needed.
• Initial Environmental Examination to ensure that lab partners
and field personnel comply with environmental safety
standards

• Planned necessary partner visits.
• Met with USAID Bangladesh Mission representative
Dr. Zandra Andre and briefed her on PREDICT
current and planned activities.
• Discussed environmental assessment evaluation
plans with regional staff.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics/welfare;
biohazard, PPE/safety, and diversity sensitivity. Delivered via
Country Coordinators, and PREDICT personnel.
• Establish regular conference calls with RESPOND partners as
CAP is developed and implemented.

• Identified training needs of field personnel with
i nput from partners at ICDDR,B, the Forestry Office
(Ministry of Environment), and CVASU .
• Discussed CAP survey tool - both content and
purpose-with Bangladesh collaborators.
• Scheduled In-country t raini ng sessions with field
teams and partner institutes.

• Train coordinator and in-country staff on PPE, safety,
and lab and field techniques
• Implement sample tracking system and train on barcoding.
• Share CAP survey tool with Country Coordinator.
• Finalize training and workshop schedule.

• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget t racking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

Hotspot ID team.
• Identify and access existing wildlife disease data sets that

can be used by modeling team for preliminary analysis.

• Held monthly meetings to discuss sampling locations
and design surveillance strategy.
• Shared/researched Bangladesh wildlife disease and
fauna data jointly with the PREDICT Modeling team
and in-country scientists.
• Provided data for use in predictive models of EID
hotspots.

• Plan local meetings to identify sampling sites.
• Continue modeling activities.
• Refine in-country hotspots maps.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners Ident ify agencies/ministries, universities,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

and NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Submit permit applications, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.

• Identified and began discussions about PREDICT
with the International Center for Diarrheal Disease
Resea rch (ICDDR, B); Department of Forestry,
Ministry of Environment; The Institute for
Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research

• Take serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine samples from
bats, birds, rodents, primates, small carnivores,
ungulates, and cervids, as permits allow, in Ramnagar
(Rajbari), Faridpur, Chittagong, Sylhet, and the
Sundarbans

Bangladesh
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

• Collections and lab analysis of samples from priority species

at targeted interfaces for priority pathogens.
• Develop/modify existing sample tracking and data collection
system in country.
•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•
•

•

(IEDCR), (Ministry of Health & Family Welfare); and
Chittagong Veterinary and Animal Sciences
University.
Began work under existing permits for bat, rodent,
and bird sampling.
Identified field personnel at ICDDR,B and CVASU.
Began developing protocols for sampling other
animal t axa and planning for associat ed permits.
Started working w ith ICDDR,B to develop a strategic
sampling plan for Year 1 to augment ongoing
surveillance activities.
Began taking serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine
samples from bats, birds, and rodents in Ramnagar
(Rajbari), Faridpur, Chittagong, and Sylhet w hich are
being placed in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics
and stored at -BOC at the International Centre for
Disease and Diarrheal Research {ICDDR,B) Anima l
Laboratory.

• Place samples in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics
and stored at -BOC at the International Centre for
Disease and Diarrheal Research (ICDDR, B) Animal
Laborat ory, which will be doing the majority of testing
for Paramyxoviruses (henipaviruses); Flaviviruses;
Filoviruses; Al, and salmonella Spp.
• Obtain permits to ship a subset of t hese samples to the
Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia
University (CII), which will examine the samples for
Retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses,
paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses,
bacteria, and conduct other pathogen discovery
analyses.
• Begin acquiring primers and reagents for diagnostic
assays of known zoonotic agents and begin testing
samples.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
information gathering and analyses of select archived wildlife
samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, carnivore,
ungulate, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportun ist ic, syndromic, or active).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• Explored surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable in country.
• Established a baseline for known diseases of wildlife
through information gathering and analyses of select
archived wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat,
rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

• Coordinate with Forestry Office to report sick or dying
wildlife to PREDICT Team.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will
needs Identify and share needs for technology development

and pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel sample collection technology (i.e. gas

anesthesia in the field; dry shippers for cold chain, etc... ).

• Began to identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with the
Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
team.
• Met with objective leads to discuss strategy for
pathogen technology transfer as well as training and
scientist-exchange.

• Supply new wildlife chemical restraint technologies
(i.e. portable gas anesthesia; dart guns) in country.
• Equip laboratory with multiplex assays such as
MassTag PCR through collaboration with Center for
Infection and Immunity
• Train staff on new technology.

Bangladesh
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

01/01/10-03/31/10
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

04/01/10-06/30/10
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and training.

• Tested previously collected bat samples from
Bangladesh using 454 High throughput sequencing
and discovered a novel virus that is related to
Hepatitis C virus.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will
• Continue to send a subset of samples from Bangladesh
to New York where they will be screened for novel
pathogens.

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system
• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team and

Country Coordinator.
• Identify in-country partners (i.e. ministry) to manage

MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bangladesh will

• Put a bar-coding system into place and began plans
for implementation of a unique identifier system for
samples collected under PREDICT surveillance.

• Identify an in-country partner to manage the
surveillance database and create data flow channels to
other in-country partners.
• Provide scanners to ICDDR, B lab for sample tracking
• Establish communicat ion channels w ith CI I in New York

surveillance database and create data flow channels to other
in-count ry partners.
• Enter surveillance data into EPT database system and local
in-count ry database.

India
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

01/01/10-03/31/10
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

04/01/10-06/30/10
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

• Continued to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of t he country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Developed Year 1 work plan.
• Designated Thomas Mathew as Country Coordinator
with the support of his team at t he Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF).
• Executed contract with ANCF.
• Met with ANCF and Indian Institute of Science as well
as other potential partners to discuss overview of EPT
and PREDICT programs.

• Meet with USAID mission representative in Delhi.
• Begin permit application.
• Start developing Year 2 work plan.

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

• General Management Provide day-t o-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for coun try.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Count ry Coordinator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure t o enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan work plan for country.

India
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

• Began to plan data collection and records
maintenance processes, including communication.

• Set up data collection and records maintenance
protocols, including communication chains.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and fi nancial reporting.

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and use

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife surveillance,
including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team (CST) Provide CBT with
results of review and CAP findings.
•Stakeholder Involvement Hold stakeholder meetings and
conduct laboratory and field site visit as needed.

• Met with ANCF, Indian Institute of Science (IISc), and
other in-country partners to introduce PREDICT.
• Assessed training needs for field personnel.
• Discussed environmental assessment evaluation
plans with regional staff.

• Share CAP survey tool wit h Country Coordinator.
• Finalize training and workshop schedule.
• Begin CAP Tool reporting.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and
diversity sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country Coordinators,
and RESPOND personnel.
• Establish regular conference calls with RESPOND partners as
CAP is developed and implemented.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

• Identified partners and evaluated training needs.
• Scheduled in-country training sessions with field
t eams and partner institutes.

• Review finalized CAP survey tool and thoroughly discuss
the content and its applications with PREDICT CAP Team.
• Conduct training on PPE, safety, animal handling and
restraint, sample collection.
• Provide testing reagents and tra ining to laboratory
partner for PCR and ELISA assays.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2. 1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence
•
•

Provide data and information as requested by Modeling

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

and Hotspot ID team.

• Met mont hly with PREDICT Modeling team to
collaboratively design surveillance strategy.
• Shared surveillance locations with Modeling team.
• Provided data for use in predictive models of EID
hotspots.

• Demographic data shared with Modeling team.
• Organize visit by members of Modeling Team to ANCF to
establish data needs and flow of information to field
teams.

Identify and access existing wildlife disease data sets that
can be used by modeling team for preliminary analysis.

India
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
SURVEILLANCE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3. 1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners Identify agencies/ministries, universities,
and NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species at
targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with
proper tracking of samples and results in databases (using
system developed in objective 5).
• Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India
• Began discussions about PREDICT with the Asian
Nature Conservation Foundation; the Indian Institute
of Science; and Wildlife Institute of India.
• Began t aking adults/eggs, serum/oral swab/rectal
swab/urine samples from mosquitoes, bats,
primates, elephants/ ungulates in Bangalore,
Yellapura, Sirsi, and t he Kali River Basin, and
Assam/West Benga.
• Placed samples in lysis buffer for molecular
diagnostics and stored at -BOC at the Indian Institute
of Science's Animal Laboratory.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will
• Take adults/eggs, serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine
samples from bats, birds, rodents, primates, small
carnivores, ungulates, and cervids in Bangalore,
Yellapura, Sirsi, the Kali River Basin, Chalsa (Northwest
Bengal), Kaziranga National Pa rk (Assam), Thirunalveli
and Madurai (Tamil Nadu), Bannerghatta National Park
(Karnataka) once permits are obtained.
• Store samples in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics at
-BOC at Indian lnstitue of Science's Animal Laborat ory,
which will be doing the majority of testing for
Paramyxoviruses (henipaviruses); Flaviviruses;
Filovi ruses; Al, and sa lmonella Spp.
• Set up permits to ship a subset of samples to the Cent er
for Infection and Immunity at Columbia University,
which will examine the samples for Retroviruses,
orthomyxovi ruses, coronavi ruses, para myxovi ruses,
filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses, bacteria, and
ot her pathogen discovery analyses.
SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and
active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
information gatheri ng and analyses of select archived wildlife
samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic, or active)
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India
• Explored surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable in country.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will
• Establish wildlife die-off monitoring with relevant
government and NGO partners in study locations.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
information gathering and analyses of select archived
wildlife samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent,
carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India
• Began t o identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with the
Technology Development and Path Discovery team.
• Communicated with the Technology Development
and Pathogen Discovery team to discuss strategy for

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will
• Provide new anesthesia techniques for field capture,
such as darting guns and portable gas anesthesia, and
provide t raining for these techniques.
• Provide reagents and primers for disease diagnostic
testing with lab partners at the Center for Infection and

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority countries

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
needs
Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample collection
technology (i.e. gas anesthesia in the field; dry shippers for
cold chain, etc...).

India
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

pathogen technology transfer as well as training and
scientist-exchange.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

Immunity at Columbia University (CII) in New York.
• Send a subset of samples to CII for pathogen discovery.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

DISCOVERY
4.2 Pathogen Discovery

DISCOVERY
4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology
and receipt of equipment and training.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

• Identified the Indian Institute of Science labs as a key
diagnostic facility.

• Screen samples for known pathogens at IISc.
• Send a subset of samples to CII in New York for
pathogen discovery.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in India

In the third quarter, PREDICT in India will

• Identified Asian Nature Conservation Foundation to
manage the surveillance database and create data
flow channels to other in-country partners.

• Transfer sample bar-coding technology and implement
bar-coding system.

Latin America

During the second quarter, the PREDICT project was initiated in Latin America with the recruitment of experienced scientists in the field of wildlife diseases. Positions for the Regional Coordinat
and Country Coordinators were filled. Work was undertaken at the recently-established PREDICT country offices, complemented with on-line communications and conference calls when region
and US-based staff Detailed year 1 work plans were designed, considering priority areas and strategic interventions at wildlife/people interfaces. Field surveillance activities will be focused on
wildlife markets and in the field. Opportunistic surveillance of target species will be carried out mainly at wet markets, and Jess frequently on animals hunted for food in indigenous communitie
well as on live animals provided by government confiscations and at rescue centers. After informal meetings held with representatives of diagnostic laboratories, it was possible to estimate incountry technical capacities and needs, with special regards to the zoonotic diseases that are PREDICT's matter of study. The implementation of the year 1 workp/ans in Bolivia and Peru will all,
us to test field methodologies and sample collection and storage methods, as well as establish general logistical mechanisms for field work, submission of samples to diagnostic labs, and recon
keeping.

Bolivia
OBJECTIVE/Activity Description
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management
• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator and
other needed personnel; establish offices and other

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin.1 Programmatic Management

• During the second quarter in Bolivia, PREDICT

During the third quarter, the country coordinator,
regional coordinator and regional supervisor will

Worked on the selection of in-country staff for the
PREDICT project, interviewing candidates and
designing terms of reference (TOR) for the regional
coordinator and country coordinator (Regional
Supervisor, M . Uhart).Developed the functional
Bolivia team: Regional Supervisor (M. Uhart), Regional

• Designate and hire needed personnel for in-country
activities.
• Provide day to day management and oversight of the
country program.
• Test administrative procedures, and refine as

Bolivia
OBJECTIVE/Activity Description
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan for
country.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

Coordinator (A. Perez), Bolivia Country Coordinator
(E. Alandia), and the PREDICT Bolivia country office
• Reviewed and discussed USAI D regulations and the
Bolivian budget for year 1, having agreed on budget
management procedures.

necessary.
• Initiate the development of year 2 work plan for Bolivia.

• Completed a detailed year 1 work plan.
• Interviewed candidates for field assistants,
consultants and masters students.
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and mai ntain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment
• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP t ool and use
CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of w ildlife surveillance,

including laboratory diagnostics.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting
During the second quarter, PREDICT

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Bolivia w ill continue

• Established procedures and frequency for internal
technical reports, forma l reports, and financial
reports.
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

to

• Provide accurate and timely reports of activities and
associated financials
CAPACITY BUILDING
1.1 Capacity Assessment

During the second quarte r, PREDICT in Bolivia

During the third quarte r, PREDICT in Bolivia w ill

• Provided input during the development of preliminary
CAP tool.

• Work on preliminary CAP Tool.

• Report to Capacity Assessment Team Provide Capacity
Building Team w ith results of review and CAP findi ngs.

• Evaluated possibilities for preliminary CAP Tool
i mplementation in Bolivia.

•Stakeholder Involvement

• Held meetings (in person and by phone) with
representatives of in-country partner laborat ories:
Virology Unit, National Institute of Health
Laboratories, INLASA (Dr. Aleida Nina); Institute of
Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, Major
University of San Andres (Dr. Volga Iniguez); National
Center of Tropical Diseases (CENETROP); Bacteriology
Lab, Public University of El Alto (UPEA).

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and field
site visit as needed.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAG EMENT
Admin. 2 Reporting

• Submit a completed preliminary CAP Tool to the
Capacity Building Team as requested.
• Conti nue to interview representatives of diagnostic labs
and public institutions that may join PREDICT efforts,
such as Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory
(LIDIVET); Veterinary Research and Diagnostic
Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO); Genera l Branch of
Biodiversity (DGB); National Animal Health Department
of SENASAG; National Service of Protected Areas
(SERNAP), Public Health Ministry.

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

CAPACITY BUILDING
1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

During the second quarte r in Bolivia, PREDICT

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bolivia w ill

• Revised draft training modules on Animal Capture &
Safety, Field Sampling and Safety, and Packing &
Shipping of Biological Samples.

• Adopt and adapt PREDICT Standardized Operating
Procedures to field sites and specific activities.
• Identify target trainees in partner institut ions (CIPTA,
SENASAG, OPS, Ministry of Health, INLASA).
• Organize on-t he-job training fo r PREDICT field staff and
local counterparts at t he Takana TCO (Takana
indigenous territories) and main wildlife rescue centers.

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and
safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance methods;

wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and diversity
sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country Coordinators, and
RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for

PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

• Identified target trainees (hunters, health promoters,
students) in local communities, based on past
experience.
• Proposed strategic training of local counterparts
(including veterinari ans, biologists, students and other

Bolivia
OBJECTIVE/Activity Description

budget tracking, reporting, and response.

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

professionals) at study sites.
• Began development of workplans for local graduate
and undergraduate students involved in surveillance,
whose research activities will match PREDICT goals
and objectives.

• Design follow-up surveys (supervision visits by PREDICT
staff) for trainees, to verify that standard procedures are
properly implemented.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeli ng and
Hotspot ID team.

During the second quarter in Bolivia, PREDICT

•
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bolivia will

• Considered methods for preparing an Excel based
database for management of surveillance data.

• Provide prompt data on surveillance activities to the
PREDICT Modeling and Hotspot ID team

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

During the second quarter in Bolivia, PREDICT

In the third quarter, the PREDICT team in Bolivia will

NGOs for collaboration in surveillance. Establish coordination
with governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essent ial for surveillance.

• Held an informal meeting with t he USAID Bolivia
mission to provide general information on PREDICT
project and activities to be carr ied out in Bolivia.
• Identified governmenta l organizations as potential
partners/stakeholders (DGB, SENASAG, Ministry of
Health), but delayed formal contacts pending official
project introduction to the Bolivia Mission.
• Identified permit needs for in-country surveillance
activities.
• Discussed appropriate procedures for sample banking
along with representatives of INLASA lab.
• Developed a sampling diagram for in-country
surveillance w hich summarizes the main features of
target species (primates, ungulates, rodents, birds and
reptiles), type of samples, storage requirements,
diagnostic tests and labs.
• Prepared a list of necessary materials and protective
equipment for field sampling activities.
• Met with representatives of in-count ry diagnostic labs
to confirm interest in PREDICT project (INLASA;
Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology,
UMSA; National Center of Tropical Diseases,
CENETROP; Bacteriology Lab, UPEA) .
• Worked with labs to develop an itemized list of
equipment, reagents and supplies needed for
surveillance and diagnostics (to be provided to

• Obtain the following permits/agreements prior to
initiating surveillance activities: IACUC (from UC Davis),
permit for wildlife research i ncluding specimen
collection inside protected natural areas (from DGB),
Letters of authorization (from Ministry of Health,
SENASAG, local communities leaders).
• Promote the implementation of memorandums of
understanding (MOUs) for brief human surveys at
Takana communities, with prior approval from ethics
committees (CIPTA and UC Davis).
• Discuss sample banking procedures with partner
laboratories involved (INLASA, Institute of Molecular
Biology, CEN ETROP, UPEA).
• Meet authorities of diagnostic labs to formalize
collaborations on sample diagnosis, sample tracking
procedures and storage.
• Initiat e work on the development of standard
notification procedures for disease outbreaks/mortality
events, in conjunction with governmental institutions
(SENASAG, Ministry of Health, DGB), indigenous
community leaders and hu nters.
• Coordinate a preliminary surveillance field trip in midApril 2010, profiting from i ncreased hunting during local
festivities at the Takana TCO.
• Develop a definitive surveillance schedule for year 1,
based on opportunist ic sampling at festivities,

• Establish, document or improve sample banking systems
locally and regionally using findings from the CAP.
• Collection and analysis of samples from priority species at

targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with

proper tracking of samples and results in databases (using
system developed in obj 5).
•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

Bolivia
OBJECTIVE/Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

DELIVER upon request}.

subsistence hunting, markets, rescue centers and
confiscations.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surve illance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

active} achievable in country.
• Establish baseline

for known diseases of wildlife through information gathering
and analyses of select archived wildlife samples (emphasizing
primate, bat, rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populat ions, according to
prioritized opt ion (opportu nistic, syndromic, or active}.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority countries
• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
needs

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample collection
technology (e.g. SMS, blood spots, etc.).

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Bolivia

In the third quarter PREDICT in Bolivia will

• Discussed the advantages of opportunistic surveillance
on hunt ed/confiscated/rescued animals, and designed
a draft sampling schedule to be implemented in
Takana commun ities from April to September 2010.
• Began review of archives, publications and databases
from public sources and the scientific community to
establish baseline knowledge on organisms and
wildlife diseases.

• Start analysis of stored samples at WCS from target sites
and species (e.g., Cai man yacare, peccaries) t o provide
more informat ion for baseline.
• Coordinate a pilot surveillance effort in Tumupasa and
San Silvestre Takana communit ies from mid-April to the
end of June 2010.
• Search for alternative target populations and risk areas,
in order to maximize in-country activit ies during Year 2.

TECHNOLOG Y DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Bolivia will

During the second quarte r in Bolivia, PREDICT

• Held interviews with representatives of diagnostic labs
i n Bolivia (public and private},
• Verified the availabi lity or absence of diagnostic tests
and t echnology resources for pathogen discovery.
• Identified novel sampling technologies t o implement
i n the field for year 1 surveillance activities (RNA
Later, FTA Cards, Protein Bi nding Cards, liquid
nitrogen).

• Conti nue to assess technology needs of partner
laboratories in Bolivia and provide support and liaison
with PREDICT Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery team for equipment purchase and lab staff
t raini ng, as well as with other EPT programs such as
DELIVER and IDENTIFY.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

interfaces in country in conjunction w ith Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and t raining.

In the third quarter, Bolivia team will
During the second quarter, PREDICT in Bolivia

• Began exploring the possibilities and permit
requirements for sample export to better equipped
diagnostic labs (e.g., NMRCD}.
• Began identification of diagnostic labs possibly
i nt erested in receiving technology (e.g., Inst.
Molecular Biology, INLASA}.

• Conti nue to assess technology needs in partner
laboratories in Bolivia and provide support and liaison
w ith PREDICT Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery team for equipment purchase and lab staff
t raini ng, as well as with other EPT programs such as
DELIVER and IDENTIFY.

Bolivia
OBJECTIVE/Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management wit h Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

During the second quarter in Bolivia, PREDICT

In the third quarter PREDICT in Bolivia will

• Agreed on the relevance of keeping updated records
for sample tracking.

• Await PREDICT Core Team instructions on t he sample
tracking and data management system.

Brazil
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will
• Start developing t he Year 2 work plan.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and faci litate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize t he year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable t he project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

• Continued to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of t he country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Developed Year 1 work plan.
• Designated Dr. Alessandra Nava as an Country
Coordinator with t he support of her team at the
University of Sao Paulo.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will

• Set up data collection and records maintenance
protocols, including communication chains.

• Continue to oversee data collection and records
maint enance protocols, including communication chains.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

• Implement CAP Conduct a review of CAP tool and use CAP to

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will

evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife surveillance,
including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Building Team (CBT) Provide CBT with
results of review and CAP findings.

• Discussed environmental assessment evaluation
plans with regional staff.

•
•
•
•

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

•Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and field
site visit as needed.
• Initial Environmental Examination to ensure that lab partners
and field personnel comply with environmental safety

Share the CAP survey tool with Country Coordinator.
Finalize training and workshop schedule.
Plan visits with in country partners.
Began completing CAP tool.

Brazil
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by act ivity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil w ill
• Share specific CAP tool with Count ry Coordinator.
• Finalized training and workshop schedule.

standards

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT st aff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics/welfare;
biohazard, PPE/safety, and diversity sensitivity. Delivered via
Country Coord inators, and PREDICT personnel.
• Establish regular conference calls with RESPOND partners as
CAP is developed and implemented.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,
budget tracking, reporting, and response.

• Identified training needs of field personnel.
• Discussed CAP survey tool and content and its
applications with Brazilian collaborators.
• Scheduled In-country training sessions w ith field
teams and partner institutes.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
Emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emerge nce

• Provide data and information as request ed by Modeling and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will

Hotspot ID team.
• Identify and access existing wildlife disease data sets that can

be used by modeling team for preliminary analysis.

• Met monthly with the PREDICT Modeling team to
collaboratively design a survei llance strategy.
• Shared/researched Brazilian wildlife disease and
fauna data jointly with PREDICT Modeling team and
in-country scientists.
• Provided data for use in predictive models of EID
hotspot s.

• Plan local meetings to identify sampling sites.
• Continue modeling activities.
• Refine in-country hotspots maps.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners Identify agencies/m inistries, universities, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil w ill

NGOs for surveillance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Submit permit applications, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and lab analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces for priority pathogens.

• Identified and began discussions about PREDICT with
the University of Sao Paulo; Institute of Ecological
Research (IPE); Biotropics Institute; Mammals of
Cerrado; Pro Carnivores Institute; lnsitituto Brasilairo
da Medicina da Conservacao (TRIADE); Ministry of
Environment (IBAMA); Institute Oswaldo Cruz
(FIOCRUZ); Ministry of Environment - IBAMA;
Ministry of Agriculture; and RENCTAS.
• Began obtaining sampling permits.

• Take Serum/Oral swab/Rectal swab/Tissues/Blood on
Filter paper/ archived tissue samples of
hunted/depredation/traded/ confiscated/wild caughtfree ranging Rodents, carnivores, artiodactyla, primates,
avian, bats from Maraj6 Island, Rio Preto State Park,
Morro do Diablo State Park, Birbiri State Park, Sempre
Vivas Nat ional Park, Monte Negro (Rondonia), Marajo
Island (Para), Cetas (Sao Paulo, Santos, & Minas Gerais),
Petropolis (Rio de Janeiro), Pantanal (Mato Grosso do
Sul) and Amazonia, which will be stored at Testing at
Institute of Biomedical Sciences - University of Sao

• Develop/modify existing sample tracking and data collection
syst em in country.
•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Took Serum/Oral swab/Rectal swab/Tissues/Blood on
Filter paper/archived tissue samples of

Brazil
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

hunted/depredation/ traded/ confiscated/ wild
caught-free ranging Rodents, carnivores, artiodactyla,
primates, avian, bats from Maraj6 Island, Rio Preto
State Park, Morro do Diablo State Park, Birbiri State
Park, Sempre Vivas National Park, Monte Negro
(Rondonia), Marajo Island (Para), Cetas (Sao Paulo,
Santos, & Minas Gera is), Petropolis (Rio de Janeiro),
Pantanal (Mato Grosso do Sul) and Amazonia, which
are being stored for Testing at the Institute of
Biomedical Sciences - University of Sao Paulo.
• Began process of obtaining permits for a subset of
samples that will be shipped to the Center for
Infection and Immunity at Columbia University.
• Screened for (at both laboratories) Retroviruses,
orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses,
filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses; bacteria;
pathogen discovery.

Paulo.
• Ship a subset of samples to t he Center for Infection and
Immunity at Columbia University.
• Screen all samples for Retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses,
coronaviruses, paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses,
bunyaviruses; bacteria; pathogen discovery.

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will

• Explored surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable in country.
• Began establishing baseline for known diseases of
wildlife t hrough information gathering and analyses
of select archived wildlife samples (emphasizing
primate, bat, rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird
samples).

• Begin coordination with IBAMA to report sick or dying
wildlife to PREDICT team.

DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high
priority countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil w ill

• Began to identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with the
Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
team.
• Met with the Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery team to discuss strategy for pathogen
technology transfer as well as training and scientistexchange.

• Supply new wild life chemical restraint technologies (i.e.
portable gas anesthesia; dart guns) in country.
• Equip laboratory with PCR primers and re-agents t hrough
collaboration with the University of Sao Paulo and
FIOCRUZ.
• Train staff on new technologies.
• Provide and implement sample bar coding system.

active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline

for known diseases of wildlife th rough information gat hering
and analyses of select archived wildlife samples (emphasizing
primate, bat, rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bi rd samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
needs

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team .
• Introduce novel sample collection technology (i.e. gas
anesthesia in the field; dry shippers for cold chain, etc...).

Brazil
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

01/01/10-03/31/10
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

04/01/10-06/30/10
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

•

Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.

• Stored previously collected wildlife samples from
Brazil in local facilities.

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

•

Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will
• Send a subset of samples from Brazil to New York where
they will be screened for novel pathogens.

and receipt of equipment and training.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Brazil

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team and
CountryCcoordinator.
• Identify in-country partner (i.e. ministry) to manage
surveillance database and create data flow channels to other
in-country partners.
• Enter surveillance data into EPT database system and local incountry database.

• Identified University of Sao Paulo to manage the
surveillance database and create data flow channels
to other in-country partners.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Brazil will
• Put in place a bar-coding system in Brazil.
• Implement a unique identifier system for samples
collected under PREDICT surveillance.
• Provide scanners to local lab for sample tracking.
• Establish communication with Center for Infection and
Immunity at Columbia University (CII) in New York.

Colombia
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will
• Start developing Year 2 work plan .

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize t he year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordi nator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrast ruct ure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

• Continued to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of t he country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Develop a Year 1 work plan.
• Designated Dr. Victoria Pereira as an Country
Coordinator with t he support of her team at the
Universidad San Martin.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• Set up data collection and records maintenance

• Continue to oversee data collection and records

• Collect data and maintain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

Colombia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

protocols, including communication chains.

maintenance protocols, includ ing communication chains.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• Planned visits with in-country partners.
• Discussed environmental assessment evaluation
plans with Country Coordinator and partnerinstitutes.

• Share specific CAP tool with Country Coordinator.
• Fi nalize training and workshop schedule.
• Begin year-end Cap Tool reporti ng.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator familiarized with training material.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

• Identified training needs of field personnel.
• Discussed CAP tool and content and its applicat ions
with Colombian collaborators.
• Scheduled In-country t raining sessions with field
t eams and partner institutes.

• Review finalized CAP Tool and discuss content and
applications.
• Conduct in-country training sessions with field teams
and partner institutes.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• Met with PREDICT Modeling team monthly to
collaboratively design surveillance strategy.
• Shared/researched Colombian wildlife disease and
fauna data jointly with PREDICT Modeli ng team and
in-country scientists.
• Provided data for use in predictive models of EID
hotspots.

• Plan local meetings to identify sampling sites.
• Continue modeling activities.
• Refine in-count ry hotspots maps.

• Implement CAP Conduct a review of CAP tool and use CAP to

evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife surveillance,
including laborat ory diagnost ics.
•Stakeholder Involvement

Hold st akeholder meet ings and conduct laboratory and field
site visit as needed.in Colombia.
• Initial Environmental Examination to ensure that lab partners
and field personnel comply wit h environmental safety
standards.

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance
methods; wildlife capture and sampling skills; et hics/welfare;
biohazard, PPE/safety, and diversity sensitivity. Delivered via
Country Coordinat ors, and PREDICT personnel.
• Establish regular conference calls with RESPOND part ners as
CAP is developed and implemented.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and part ners in sampling, sample tracking,
budget t racking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
Emergence
• Provide data and information as request ed by Modeling and
Hotspot ID team.
• Ident ify and access exist ing wildlife disease dat a sets t hat can
be used by Modeling team for preliminary analysis.

Colombia
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners Identify agencies/ministries, universities,

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia w ill

and NGOs for surveil lance. Establish coordination with
governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Submit permit applications, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and lab analysis of samples from priority species
at targeted interfaces for priority pathogens.

• Identified and began discussions about PREDICT with
Fundaci6n Universitaria San Martin; Araguatos
Primatological Center; the Colombian Institute of
Animal Health; the Ministry of the Environment
(National Wildlife Authority); Veterinary Faculty of
the University of Cordoba, Monteria; and the
National Institute of Health.
• Applied for appropriate permits.
• Began initial field site selection.

•

• Develop/ modify existing sample tracking and data collection
system in country.
• Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new w ildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•

•

•

Select field sites for surveillance and sampling.
Take serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine samples from
bats, birds, rodents, primates, small carnivores,
ungulates, and cervids in the Colombian Andes, the
Western Plains, and along the Atlantic Coast, upon
approval by the Mission, and as permits are obtained.
Place samples in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics
and store at -BOC at the Colombian Institute of Animal
Health (lnstituto Colombiano Agropecuario ICA) and
the National Institute of Health Laboratories, which will
be doing the majority of testing for Paramyxoviruses
(henipaviruses); Flaviviruses; Filoviruses; Al, and
salmonella Spp.
Set up permits to ship a subset of these samples to the
Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia
University (CII), which will examine the samples for
Retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses,
paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses,
bacteria, and other pathogen discovery analyses.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline

for known diseases of wild life through information gathering
and analyses of select archived wi ldlife samples (emphasizing
primate, bat, rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of populations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority countries

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• Explored surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable in country.
• Began establishing a baseline for known diseases of
wildlife through information gathering and analyses
of select archived wildlife samples (emphasizing
primate, bat, rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird
samples).

•

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

Begin coordination with ICA (Colombian Institute of
Animal Health) and National Wildlife Authorit y to
report sick or dying wildlife to PREDICT team.

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
needs

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel sample collection technology (i.e. gas

• Began to identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with
Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery

• Supply new wildlife chemical restraint technologies (i.e.
portable gas anesthesia; dart guns) in-country.
• Equip laboratory with PCR primers and re-agents
through collaboration with the Veterinary faculty of the

Colombia
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

anesthesia in the field; dry shippers for cold chain, etc... ).

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

team.
• Commun icated w it h Technology Development and
Pathogen Discover team to discuss strategy for
pathogen technology transfer and train ing.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

University of Cordoba, Monteria, ICA, INS (National
Inst itute of Healt h).
• Train laboratory staff on new technologies.
• Provide and implement sample bar-coding system.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high r isk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Identify laboratories for t ransfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and training.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

• Stored previously collected wildlife samples in local
facilities.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Colombia

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• Identified Universidad San Martin to manage the
surveillance database and create data flow channels
t o other in-country partners.

• Put a bar-coding system in place in Colombia.
• Implement a unique identifier system for samples
collected under PREDICT surveillance.
• Provide scanners t o local lab for sample t racking.
• Establish communication channels w ith CII in New York.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Colombia will

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team and

Country Coordinator {Victoria Pereira).
• Identify in-country partners (i.e. ministry) to manage
surveillance data base and create data flow channels to ot her
in-country partners.
• Enter surveillance data into EPT database system and local incountry database.

• Send a subset of samples from Colombia to New York
where they will be screened for novel pathogens.

Ecuador
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

During the second quarter in Ecuador, the PREDICT

During the third quarter, the Regional Coordinator (A.
Perez) and the Regional Supervisor (M. Uhart) will

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastr ucture to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan for
country.

team

• Worked on the selection of a Regional Coordinator for
the PREDICT project, interviewing candidates and
designing terms of reference.
• Began no further in-country work because activities
wit hin the Amazon basin have been st rategically
planned to begin only in Bolivia and Peru during
PREDICT year 1, quarter 2.

• M eet with staff and in-country partners at the Wildlife
Disease Association Annua l Conference in lguazu,
Argentina {May 30-June 04 2010) to provide an overview
of the PREDICT program and discuss strategies for
implement at ion in Ecuador.

Ecuador
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

During the second quarte r, PREDICT in Ecuador

• No activities planned for next quarter.

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

• Collect data and mai ntain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

• Began no further in-country work because activities
within the Amazon basin have been st rategically
planned to begin only in Bolivia and Peru during
PREDICT year 1, quarter 2.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessme nt

• No activities for year one

• No activities for year one

CAPACITY BUILDING

• No act ivities for year one

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• No activit ies for year one
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

• No activit ies for year one
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
emergence

• No act ivities for year one

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
• No acti vities for year one

• No activities for year one

• No activities for year one

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Reconnaissance and planning visit to sites and country office.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essent ial for sit e visits.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Ecuador

During the third quarter, the Regional Coordinator (A.

• Began no further in-country work because activities
within the Amazon basin have been strategically
planned to begin only in Bolivia and Peru during
PREDICT year 1, quarter 2.

Perez) and the Regional Supervisor (M . Uhart) will

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance sys tem

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance sys te m

• Meet wit h staff and in-country partners at the WDA
Annual Conference in lguazu, Argentina (May 30-June 4)
to provide an overview of the PREDICT program and
discuss strategies for implementat ion in Ecuador.

• No activities for year one

• No activit ies for year one

• No activities for year one

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

• No activities for year one.

4.1 Introduction of new te chnologies in high priority
countries
• No activities for year one.

• No activit ies for year one.

Ecuador
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery
• No activities for year one.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

• No act ivities for year one.

• No activit ies for year one.
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surve illance data
management system

• No activities for year one.

• No activities for year one.

• No activities for year one.

Mexico
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M exico

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will
• Start developing Year 2 work plan.

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other necessary
infrastruct ure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan for country.

• Continued to provide day-to-day management and
oversight of the country program and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all objectives.
• Developed Year 1 work plan.
• Designated Dr. Rodrigo Medelli n as an Count ry
Coordinator with the support of his team at the
National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM)
and BIOCONCIENCIA.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

• Collect data and mainta in records at a level of detail needed for
timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Mexico

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will

• Set up data collection and records maintenance
protocols including communication chains.

• Continue to oversee data collection and records
maintenance protocols including communicat ion chains.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

• Implement CAP

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Mexico

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will

• Planned partner visits.
• Discussed environmental assessment evaluat ion
plans with regional staff.

• Share specific CAP tool with Country Coordinator.
• Finalize t raining and workshop schedule.
• Begin CAP Tool survey

Conduct a review of CAP tool and use CAP to evaluate capacity
in all aspects of wildlife surveillance, including laboratory
diagnostics.
• Stakeholder Involvement

•

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and field

Mexico
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator famili arized w ith training m at erial.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M exico

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will

• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

• Identified training needs of field personnel.
• Discussed CAP survey t ool and content and its
applications with collaborators.
• Scheduled in-country training sessions with field
teams and partner institutes.

• Review CAP survey tool and thoroughly discuss the
content and its applications with PREDICT CAP Team.
• Conduct in-country training sessions with field teams
and partner institutes.

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
eme rgence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease
em ergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

• Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M exico

site visit as needed in Mexico.Initial Environmental
Examination to ensure that lab partners and field personnel
comply with environmental safety standards.

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance methods;
wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics/welfare; biohazard,
PPE/safety, and diversity sensitivity. Delivered via Country
Coordinators, and PREDICT personnel.
• Establish regular conference calls with RESPOND partners as
CAP is developed and implemented.
• Est ablish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

In the third quarter, PREDICT in M exico w ill

Hotspot ID t eam.
• Identify and access existing wildlife disease data sets that can

be used by modeling team for preliminary analysis.

• Met monthly with PREDICT Modeling team to
collaboratively design surveillance strategy
• Shared/researched Mexico wildlife disease and fauna
data jointly with PREDICT Modeling team and incountry scientists.
• Provided data for use in predictive models of EID
hotspots.

• Plan local meetings to identify sampling sites.
• Continue modeling activities.
• Assist in refining in-country hotspots maps.

SURVEILLANCE

SURV EILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners Identify agencies/ministries, universities, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M exico

NGOs for surveillance. Est ablish coordination with governments
to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Submit permit applications, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and lab analysis of samples from priority species at
targeted interfaces for priority pathogens.

• Began discussions about PREDICT with
BIOCONCIENCIA; National Autonomous University of
Mexico (UNAM); SALUD (Department of Health);
SAGARPA (Department of Agriculture);
SEMARNAT(General Direction of Wildlife); and USDA
APHIS.
• Continued to collect samples under existing permits
and applied for necessary permits for expanded

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico w ill
• Collect serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine samples from
bats, birds, rodents, primates, small carnivores,
ungulates, and cervids in Montes Azules Biosphere
Reserve, Marques de Comillas, and Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve, as mission approval and permits are obtained.
• Place samples in lysis buffer for molecular diagnostics
and store at -BOC at t he University of Mexico's
Veterinary Science Laboratory, which wi ll be doing the

• Develop/modify existing sample tracking and data collection
system in country.

Mexico
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

sample collection.
• Began taking serum/oral swab/rectal swab/urine
samples from bats in Montes Azules Biosphere
Reserve, Marques de Comillas, and Calakmul
Biosphere Reserve,
• Placed samples in lysis buffer for molecular
diagnost ics and stored at -80C at the UNAM
Veterinary Faculty Laboratory.

majority of testing for Paramyxoviruses (henipaviruses);
Flaviviruses; Filoviruses; Al, and salmonella Spp.
• Set-up permits to ship a subset of these samples to the
Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia
University (CII), which will examine the samples for
Retroviruses, orthomyxoviruses, coronaviruses,
paramyxoviruses, filoviruses, flaviviruses, bunyaviruses,
bacteria, and other pathogen discovery analyses.

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SM ART surveillance system

SURVEILLANCE
3.2 Optimization of SM ART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M exico

active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived wildlife
samples (emphasizing primat e, bat, rodent, carnivore,
ungulate, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot su rveillance of popu lations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).

• Began exploring surveillance options (opportunistic,
syndromic, and active) achievable i n country.
• Began establishing a baseline for known diseases of
wildlife through information gathering and analyses
of select archived wildlife samples (emphasizing
primate, bat, rodent, carnivore, ungulate, and bird
samples).

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will
• Begin coordination with country coord inator and
government officials including SEMARNAT, SALUD, and
SAGARPA to report sick or dying wildlife to the PREDICT
Team.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority countries

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
needs

countries

• Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery w ith Core Team.

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Mexico

•

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife

pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Introduce nove l sample collection technology (i.e. gas
anesthesia in the field; dry shippers for cold chain, etc...).

• Began to identify and share needs for technology
development and pathogen discovery with
Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
team.
• Met with Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery team to discuss st rategy for pathogen
technology transfer as well as training and scientistexchange

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEV ELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

• Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

In the second quarter, PREDICT in M exico

interfaces in country in conjunction with Core Team.
• Ide ntify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and training.

• Stored previously collected wildlife samples from
Mexico in local facilities.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will
• Supply new wildlife chemical restraint technologies (i.e.
portable gas anesthesia; dart guns).
• Equip laboratory with PCR primers and re-agents
through collaboration w ith the Veterinary Faculty of t he
University of UNAM, in collaboration with SEMARNAT,
SALUD, and SAGARPA.
• Train staff on new technologies.
• Provide and implement sample bar-coding system.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN DISCOVERY
4.2 Pathogen Discovery
In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will

• Send a subset of samples from Mexico to New York
where they w ill be screened for novel pathogens.

Mexico
OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

In the second quarter, PREDICT in Mexico
• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and information management with Core Team and

Country Coordinator (Rodrigo Medellin).
• Identify in-country partners (i.e. ministry) to manage

• Identified National Autonomous University of Mexico
(UNAM) and BIOCONCIENCIA to manage a
surveillance database and create data flow channels
to other in-country partners.

surveillance database and create data flow channels to other incountry partners.
• Enter surveillance data into EPT database system and local incountry database.

In the third quarter, PREDICT in Mexico will

• Put in place a bar-coding system Mexico and implement
a unique identifier system for samples collected under
PREDICT surveillance.
• Provide scanners to loca l lab for sample tracking
• Establish communication with CII in New York

Peru
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10-06/30/10

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

Admin.1 Programmatic Management

During the second quarter, the Predict team

During the third quarter, the Peru team will

• Worked on the selection of in-country staff for the
PREDICT project, interviewing candidates and
designing terms of reference for the regional
coordinator and Country Coordinator.
• Hired Peru country Coordinator (P. Mendoza).
• Reviewed and discussed USAID regulations and the
Peruvian budget for PREDICT year 1, having agreed on
budget management procedures.
• Completed a detailed year 1 work plan draft for Peru.

• Designate and hire needed personnel for in-country
activities.
• Provide day-to-day management and oversight of the
country program.
• Test administrative procedures.
• Initiate the development of the year 2 work plan for
Peru.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

Admin. 2 Reporting

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Peru:

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

• Established procedures and frequency for technical
and financial reports.

• Provide accurate and timely reports of activities and
associated financials as requested and required.

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

1.1 Capacity Assessment

During the second quarter, the Peru team

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

• Provided input during the development of preliminary

• Work on preliminary CAP Tool with guidance from the

• General Management Provide day-to-day management and

oversight of the country program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all objectives (includes logistics).
• Develop Year 1 work plan

Develop and finalize the year 1 work plan for country.
• Hiring and start-up Designate/hire Country Coordinator and

other needed personnel; establish offices and other
necessary infrastructure to enable the project.
• Develop Year 2 work plan Develop the year 2 work plan for
country.

• Collect data and mai ntain records at a level of detail needed
for timely and accurate technical and financial reporting.

• Implement CAP Tool Conduct a review of CAP tool and use

CAP to evaluate capacity in all aspects of wildlife surveillance,

Peru
Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

CAP tool.
• Evaluated possibilities for preliminary CAP Tool
implementation in Peru.
• Held meetings (in person and by phone) with
representatives of in-country partner laboratories: US
Naval Medical Research Center Detachment (NMRCD,
Dr. Joel Montgomery); National Major University of
San Marcos (UNMSM, Dr. Armando Gonzalez); and
Institute of Tropical Medicine, Peruvian University
Cayetano Heredia (UPCH).

supervision of regional supervisor.
• Submit completed preliminary CAP Tool to Capacity
Building Team as requested.
• Continue to interview representatives of diagnostic labs
and public institutions that may join PREDICT efforts,
such as: Subdivision of Risk Analysis and Epidemiologic
Surveillance, SENASA (Dr. William Valderrama);
Department of Animal Health, SE NASA (Dr. Glen Halze
Hodson); DGFFS, SERNANP, INS (National Institute of
Health).

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

CAPACITY BUILDING

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

1.2 Training

• Country Coordinator participation in training on use of

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Peru

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

• Revised PREDICT draft training modules on Animal
Capture & Safety, Field Sampling and Safety, and
Packing & Shipping of Biological Samples.
• Began identification of target trainees in local
communities.
• Proposed and developed plan for strategic training of
local counterparts (SENASA epidemiologists, SERNANP
park rangers and others) in Iquitos and Lima.

• Adopt and adapt PREDICT Standardized Operative
Procedures to field sites and specific activities.
• Identify target trainees in partner institutions (SENASA,
SERNANP, UAB, UNMSM, UPCH, and others).
• Organize on-the-job training for PREDICT field staff and
local partners in Iquitos, Pucallpa and possibly Lima .
• Design follow up surveys (supervision visits by PREDICT
staff) for trainees, to verify that standard procedures are
properly implemented.

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

MODELING & HOTSPOT ID
2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Peru

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

• Considered methods for preparing an Excel based
database for management of surveillance data.

• Provide prompt data on surveillance activities to
PREDICT Modeling and Hotspot ID team.

OBJECTIVE
Activity Description
including laboratory diagnostics.
• Report to Capacity Assessment Team Provide Capacity

Building Team (CBT) with results of review and CAP findings.
•Stakeholder Involvement

Hold stakeholder meetings and conduct laboratory and field
site visit as needed.

standardized CAP tool.
• PREDICT staff and partner training initiated in health and

safety; overview of zoonotic disease and surveillance methods;
wildlife capture and sampling skills; ethics; and diversity
sensitivity. Delivered via web, Country Coordinators, and
RESPOND personnel.
• Establish On-the-job Training objectives and tracking for
PREDICT staff and partners in sampling, sample tracking,

budget tracking, reporting, and response.
MODELING & HOTSPOT ID

2.1 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
• Provide data and information (as available) as requested by
Modeling and Hotspot ID team.
SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

3.1 Coordination of surveillance activities

• Identify Partners in agencies/ministries, universities, and

During the second quarter in Peru, the PREDICT team

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

NGOs for collaboration in surveillance. Establish coordination
with governments to facilitate sharing of surveillance data.
• Permitting Identify and secure permits, licenses and
agreements essential for surveillance.
• Collections and analysis of samples from priority species at
targeted interfaces.
• Ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with
proper tracking of samples and results in databases (using
system developed in objective 5).

• Identified government al organizations as potential
partners/stakeholders for PREDICT (SE NASA, INS,
SERNANP), but postponed formal contacts until the
project is introduced to country missions by USAID.
• Identified permit needs requested for in-country
surveillance activities.
• Discussed appropriate procedures for sample banking
along with representatives of US NMRCD and
University of San Marcos.

• Obtain the fo llowing permits/agreements prior to
initiating surveillance activities: IACUC and equiva lents
(from UC Davis), permit for wildlife research and
specimen collection inside protected natural areas (from
SERNANP), permit for wildlife resea rch and specimen
collection outside protected natural areas (from DGFFS),
Letters of authorization (from Ministry of Health,
SENASA, local communities leaders).
• Promote the implementation of memorandums of

Peru
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

•

• Developed a sampling diagram for in-country
surveillance that summarizes the main features of
target species (primates, ungulates, rodents, birds,
reptiles and amphibians), type of samples, storage
requirements, diagnostic tests and labs.
• Prepared a list of necessary materials and protective
equipment for field sampling activities.
• Met with representatives of in-country diagnostic labs
to confirm interest in PREDICT project (US NMRCD,
Nationa l Major University of San Marcos, Institute of
Tropical Med icine-UPCH).
• Worked with labs to develop an itemized list of
equipment, reagents, and supplies needed for
surveillance and diagnostics and provided to DELIVER
upon request.

Identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•

•

•

•

•

understanding (MOUs) for brief human surveys at Loreto
communities, w ith prior approval from ethics committee
(indigenous community councils and UC Davis).
Develop KAP (knowledge, attitude and practices) survey
about diseases directed to animal vendors and hunters.
Discuss sample banking procedures with partner
laboratories (NMRCD, University of San Marcos, INS,
SENASA) .
Meet authorities of diagnostic labs to formalize
collaborations on sample diagnosis, sample tracki ng
procedures, and storage.
Initiate work on the development of standard
notification procedures for disease outbreaks/mortality
events, in conjunction with governmental institutions
(SE NASA, M inistry of Health, SERNANP), indigenous
community leaders and hunters.
Coordinate a preliminary surveillance field trip in AprilMay 2010 to wet markets of Iquitos (Loreto Department,
northern Peru) and Pucallpa (central-eastern Peruvian
Amazonia).
Develop a definitive surveillance schedule for year 1 in
conjunction with local partners, mainly focused on
opportunistic sampling at wet markets, complemented
with activities on hunted animals and confiscations.

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

SURVEILLANCE

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

3.2 Optimization of SMART surveillance system

• Explore surveillance options (opportunistic, syndromic, and

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Peru

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

active) achievable in country.
• Establish baseline for known diseases of wildlife through
i nformation gathering and analyses of select archived wildlife
samples (emphasizing primate, bat, rodent, and bird samples).
• Report on pilot surveillance of popu lations, according to
prioritized option (opportunistic, syndromic or active).

• Discussed on the advantages of opportunistic
surveillance on marketed/hunted/confiscated animals,
and designed a draft sampling schedule to be
implemented at wet markets of Iquitos, Puca II pa and
possibly Maldonado from April to September 2010.
• Began review of archives, publications, and databases
from public organisms and the scientific community to
establish baseline knowledge on wildlife diseases.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• Start ana lysis of stored samples from target sites and
species (e.g., samples stored by Pedro Mayor
(Autonomous University of Barcelona), Patricia Mendoza
(GAINS), Pablo Puertas (WCS) and others to provide
more information for baseline.
• Coordinate a pilot surveillance effort from mid-April to
the end of May 2010 at wet markets of Iquitos and
Pucallpa.
• Search for alternative target populations and risk areas,
in order to maximize in-country activities during Year 2.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

DISCOVERY

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

4.1 Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries

Peru
OBJECTIVE

Summary of achievements by activity

Planned progress for

Activity Description

01/01/10-03/31/10

04/01/10--06/30/10

• lndentify Technology Development and Pathogen
Discoveryneeds

During the second quarter in Peru, the PREDICT team

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

• Held interviews with representatives of diagnostic labs
in Peru, verified the availability or absence of
diagnostic tests and technology resources for
pathogen discovery.
• Identified novel sampling technologies to implement
in the field for year 1 surveillance activities (RNA Later,
FTA Cards, Protein Binding Cards, liquid nitrogen).
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN

• Continue to assess technology needs of partner
laboratories in Peru and provide support and liaison wit h
PREDICT, Technology Development and Pat hogen
Discovery team for equipment purchase and lab staff
training, as well as wit h other EPT programs, such as
DELIVER and IDENTIFY.

Identify and share needs for technology development and
pathogen discovery with Core Team.
• Introduce novel technology such as novel sample collection
technology (e.g., blood spots).

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

DISCOVERY

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & PATHOGEN
DISCOVERY

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

4.2 Pathogen Discovery

~

Develop SMART pathogen detection plan for high risk

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Peru

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

~

interfaces in country in conj unction with Core Team.
Identify laboratories for transfer of pathogen technology and
receipt of equipment and training.

• Continue to assess technology needs in partner
laboratories in Peru and provide support and liaison wit h
the PREDICT Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery team for equipment purchase and lab staff
t raining.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

• Began exploring the possibilities and permit
requirements for sample export to better equipped
diagnostic labs (e.g., CDC) or museums.
• Began identification of diagnostic labs possibly
interested in receiving technology (e.g., Inst. Tropical
Medicine-UPCH, SENASA).
SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data management
system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

5.1 Develop wildlife disease surveillance data
management system

• Share currently available and utilized methods for sample
tracking and infor mation management wit h Core Team.
• Provide data for incorporation into central system.

During the second quarter, PREDICT in Peru

During the third quarter, PREDICT in Peru will

• Agreed on t he relevance of keeping updated records
for sample tracking.

• Await PREDICT Core Team instructions on sample
t racking and data management system.

SAMPLE TRACKING & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
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BACKGROUND
In order to predict, respond to, and prevent the emergence of novel infectious diseases
in humans, pathogens must be identified at their source. Explosive human population
growth and environmental changes have resulted in increased numbers of people living
in close contact with animals. Unfortunately the resulting increase in contact, together
with changes in land use, has altered the inherent ecological balance between
pathogens and their human and animal hosts. PREDICT, a project of USAID's
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program, is building a global early warning system to
detect and reduce the impacts of emerging diseases that move between wildlife and
people. PREDICT has developed a SMART surveillance method (Strategic,
Measurable, Adaptive, Responsive, and Targeted) that accounts for the fact that
zoonotic pathogens, such as influenza and SARS, are responsible for the majority of
emerging infectious diseases in people, and that more than three quarters of these
emerging zoonoses are of wildlife origin. The SMART surveillance approach is designed
to detect novel diseases with pandemic potential early, giving health professionals the
best opportunity to prevent emergence and spread. It also targets sentinel animal
species at active human interfaces in hotspot regions to improve surveillance efficiency.
The PREDICT team builds on a broad coalition of partners to develop the global
capacity to monitor diseases at the animal-human interface and develop a risk-based
approach to concentrate these efforts in surveillance, prevention, and response at the
most critical points for disease emergence from wildlife.
PREDICT project objectives:
• Assess local surveillance capacity;
• Increase the value of infectious disease modeling;
• Implement targeted and adaptive wildlife disease surveillance systems ;
• Develop and deliver new technologies to improve efforts close to the source ;
• Use cutting-edge information management and communication tools to bring the
world closer to realizing an integrated, global approach to emerging zoonotic
diseases.

ACTIVITIES BY LINE OF WORK

GLOBAL - US, Africa, Southeast Asia, Asia & Latin America
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the program and facilitate the efficient
accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics) ; seek and utilize
executive board and technical advisory committee guidance; and ensure
integration and coordination of all partners.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries and partners to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop, review, and
approve budgets; ensure charges are consistent with applicable
regulations and guidelines; prepare financial data for reporting; process
and monitor subcontracts.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with USAID
and EPT Program, PREDICT team members, advisory board members,
external partners, and USAID missions through in-person meetings,
conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications, and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial , technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; collect and incorporate partner data into USAID reports ; and
utilize electronic reporting tools, such as the GAINS database and the
USAID AIMEBA system as appropriate.
•

Partners: UCD, WCS, WT, GVFI, SI, USAID, EPT Projects.

•

Expected results: Effective management of the project, successful
flow of information among PREDICT participants and partners, and
timely compliance with all reporting requirements.

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Synthesize findings from the
Capacity Building Rapid Surveys by country and region ; identify critical
gaps based on survey findings; highlight practical opportunities for
enhancing or implementing wildlife disease surveillance; identify lab
diagnostic capabilities, gaps, and necessary equipment and training;
follow up on initial Capacity Building Rapid Survey findings with targeted

site visits to continue evaluating the quantity and quality of existing wildlife
surveillance components and systems in target countries and regions;
continue to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to
assist in surveillance activities; convene stakeholder meetings to review
and finalize assessments with input from key partners and experts;
develop a common shared vision along with an action plan for capacity
building, implementing wildlife disease surveillance activities and
strengthening animal lab diagnostic capabilities.
o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement Country Coordinator training using
materials and protocols developed in Year 1; create PREDICT staff and
partner training materials; implement on-the-job training for PREDICT staff
and partners, and track associated trainings; coordinate with RESPOND,
IDENTIFY, and PREVENT on training topics, and individuals/communities
(including laboratories) to receive training or outreach. If financially
feasible, identify and support nationals (public health, agriculture, and
wildlife) from PREDICT countries to participate in OIE One World - One
Health conference to educate and engage them in global reporting
mechanisms.
•

Training materials to be implemented:
o Training Coordination and Reporting;
o Safety Guides: Animal Capture and Handling, Field
Laboratory Operations, Biosafety and PPE Use;
o Operational Guides: Packing and Shipping Biological
Samples, Surveillance Data Collection and Reporting;
o Protocols: Bat and Rodent Sampling, Bushmeat Sampling.

•

Training materials under development: Biological sample
tracking ; Ethics and Work Responsibilities; Care for task-related
field injuries; Environmental Compliance; Field Surveillance
Sampling and Safety; Maintaining Cold Chain; Necropsy Methods;
Non-Human Primate Sampling; and additional protocols and guides
to address information gaps.

•

Partners: UCD, WCS, WT, GVFI, SI.

•

Expected results: Follow up on Capacity Building Rapid Survey
findings with targeted site visits; protocols and procedures to
implement viral diagnostic testing to increase capacity of
collaborating labs in-country; completion of safety, surveillance, and
field sampling training for Country Coordinators and field staff;
completion and distribution of new training guides and protocols;
adaptive revision of guides and protocols; productive discussions
and partnerships with stakeholders to build capacity in-country,
regionally, and globally.

•

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across all
EPT countries: Continue to build coordination among national ministries,
government entities, NGOs, and universities to facilitate sharing of wildlife
zoonotic disease data and increase awareness regarding zoonotic
disease threats; implement sampling protocols for surveillance, including
collection, processing, storage, and transport of samples from humans
and wildlife; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples with proper
tracking of samples and results in the GAINS database; investigate
zoonotic pathogen-associated outbreaks from wildlife and novel
pathogens of pandemic potential ; manage regional leads of all PREDICT
partners to ensure that surveillance activities are continuing to develop
cohesively; facilitate and support IUCN Wildlife Health Specialist Group to
serve as knowledge network for WHO, OIE, and FAQ for country level
situational analysis and investigations.

o

Sub-activity 1.3.2: Optimization of SMART surveillance system:
Develop SMART (strategic, measurable, adaptive, responsive, and
targeted) surveillance methods for high-risk transmission interfaces in
priority countries; evaluate surveillance strategies using gap analysis and
integration of findings from ongoing data collection and modeling and
produce feedback to improve surveillance; provide study design support to
ensure adequate data collection at human, domestic animal, and wild
animal high risk transmission interfaces in each hotspot region to facilitate
risk factor analyses and modeling efforts; identify situations requiring
enhanced surveillance by analyzing data and digital surveillance
information.
•

Partners: UCO, WCS, WT, GVFI, SI, national ministries, national
and regional diagnostic laboratories, IUCN Wildlife Health
Specialist Group, WHO, OIE, FAO, PREVENT, IDENTIFY,
RESPOND.

•

Expected results: Effective, coordinated, and responsive wildlife
zoonotic disease surveillance activities across all EPT countries
with strengthened capacity for wildlife sampling and sample
handling and integration of surveillance data into the GAINS
database.

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Establish new technologies capable of supporting EPT
activities in PREDICT countries, addressing identified gaps in existing

technological infrastructure; target institutions and key personnel for
technology transfer with the aim of building capacity; introduce appropriate
and sustainable technology to support wildlife surveillance system,
including piloting of new methods in specific areas for citizen surveillance,
animal capture and restraint, sampling technologies, and sample
management; implement new diagnostic protocols and capabilities in
collaborating laboratories in-country; complete and evaluate pilot study to
test mobile phone technology for animal mortality monitoring in Uganda
(see Uganda Country work plan).
o

•

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Continue to refine SMART pathogen
detection plan for each high-risk interface in targeted countries; begin to
transfer pathogen detection and discovery technology to regional laboratories
by providing equipment, supplies, and on-the-job training; provide pathogen
discovery support through state-of-the-art pathogen discovery laboratories in
the US and regionally; and identify samples that can be exported for testing
regionally and in US.
•

Partners: UCO, WCS, WT, GVFI, SI, Center for Immunity and
Infection (New York), regional diagnostic laboratories Care and
Health Program (CHP) Cameroon, Centre International de
Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF).

•

Expected results: Export and testing of samples for pathogen
discovery; installation of equipment into collaborating diagnostic
labs to increase diagnostic capability including pathogen discovery
and training of personnel to utilize new technologies; implement
and test mobile phone technology in three conservation areas to
evaluate expanding the SMS text messaging system.

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Tracking
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Implement standardized data collection and management in each target
country; optimize standardized sample labeling and tracking system.

o

Sub-activity 1.5.2: Establish global open access to database and
procedure for dissemination of knowledge: Maintain a global open
access database and distribute real-time data and modeling results on
zoonotic pathogens of concern to public health as appropriate.
•

Partners: UCO, WCS, WT, GVFI, SI, Healthmap, ProMEO, Yale,
Praecipio.

•

Expected results: Standardized field surveillance data collection
across all countries; effective tracking of samples and diagnostics

from wildlife species; global distribution of field and digital
surveillance data through an open access zoonotic disease
database.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

•

Activity 2.1 : Develop risk filter strategy
o

Sub-activity 2.1.1: Develop a conceptual and structural framework to
guide overall EPT program and prioritize activities, including site and
species selection and molecular characterization of potential pathogens;
use developed strategy to assist in the site selection for activities of other
arms of EPT and other interested partner agencies and organizations; use
an adaptive modeling approach by incorporating data from surveillance
activities into models of transmission between animals and between
animals and humans.

o

Sub-activity 2.1.2: Inform and integrate other relevant agencies: use
conceptual framework to inform potential partners of USAID EPT strategy,
such as the White House EPT working group, National Institutes of Health,
USDA, CDC, DoD, WHO, FAQ, OIE, and World Bank; garner support and
interest in this strategy to leverage and expand EPT activities to the
broader public health and academic communities.
•

Partners: UCO, WCS, WT, GVFI, SI, PREDICT Advisory Board,
USAID.

•

Expected results: Improved understanding among USG agencies
and key partners of the strategies and expected outcomes of the
EPT program ; increased external partners engaged in EPT-related
activities globally.

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
o

Sub-activity 2.2.1: Refine and test geographical and temporal 'hotspot'
models: Improve the global emerging infectious disease hotspots models
through a multi-step, iterative process in which the underlying databases
will be updated first, then country level hotspots maps will be constructed
using global model parameters and finer-scaled driver data; construct new
driver datasets to be used in the model, including a global index of land
use/land cover change, climate change, and biodiversity change; test
hotspot models through an adaptive process of ground truthing with field
data collected throughout the project and through an open dialogue
between the modeling and surveillance teams and country coordinators;

revise measures of bias reporting and develop a proxy database for
accounting for reporting bias.
o

Sub-activity 2.2.2: Iteratively improve datasets: Use an adaptive
modeling approach by incorporating data from surveillance activities into
models of transmission between animals and between animals and
humans; update hotspots models as new global level spatial datasets on
wildlife diversity and abundance, human population density, roads and
other travel networks, land cover and land use change, and environmental
variables of interest become available.

o

Sub-activity 2.2.3: Design a 'Global Vulnerability' modeling strategy:
Test 'what if?' scenarios for future unknown disease emergence based on
key emerging zoonotic pathogen 'types/templates' for all EPT regions;
identify a group of the most important 'types' of zoonotic pathogens or
'templates' of emergence patterns based on data for all emerging
infectious diseases (EIDs) over the past few decades; build spatiallyexplicit matrix models; test predictive models of disease spread via trade
and travel out of primary emergence site: acquire data on travel and trade
within and between countries; specifically model the risk of the wildlife
trade and other important factors driving zoonotic disease emergence;
build a basic model for the dynamics of pathogens within and among
wildlife, domestic animals, and humans.
•

Partners: UCD, WCS, WT, GVFI.

•

Expected results: New and improved global hotspots model and
finer-scale country and regional scale hotspots maps where finerscale driver data can be obtained; new global scale driver and bias
indices; and predictive model of vulnerability constructed and risk
maps derived using the new model.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Planned Activities other than supporting other EPT partners.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities other than supporting other EPT partners

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL

ACTIVITIES
by LOW

1.1

1.2

Who is
Responsible?

Wildlife Pathogen Detection
Program
UCO, WT, WCS,
GVFI, SI; J.
Management
Mazet, S. Morse,
L. Stevenson
Capacity
UCO, WT, WCS,
GVFI , Sl; W .
Building
Miller, T .
Goldstein, W.
Karesh

1.3

Surveillance

UCD, WT, WCS,
GVFI, SI, W .
Karesh, C.
Johnson

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

UCO, WT, WCS,
GVFI, SI; J. Fair,
S. Anthony
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FY10 FY11 FY11
Q4
Q1
Q2
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10
10
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

Effective management of the project,
successful flow of information among
PREDICT partners, and timely compliance
with all reporting requirements.
Finalized Capacity Building Rapid Survey
findings ; plan for follow up Capacity
Building targeted site visits; protocols and
procedures to implement viral diagnostic
testing to increase capacity of collaborating
labs in-country; completion of safety,
surveillance, and field training for staff and
distribution of training guides.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Effective, coordinated, and responsive
wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance
activities across all EPT countries with
strengthened capacity for wildlife sampling
and sample handling and integration of
surveillance data into the GAINS database.
Export and testing of samples for pathogen
discovery; discovery and characterization
of new pathogens of pandemic potential;
installation of equipment into collaborating
diagnostic labs to increase diagnostic
capability including pathogen discovery and
training of personnel to utilize new
technologies; implement and test mobile

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES
by LOW

1.5

2.1

2.2

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Who is
Responsible?

UCO, WT, WCS,
GVFI, SI; D. Joly

Risk Determination
Develop Risk
UCD, WT, WCS,
Filter Strategy GVFI, SI; J.
Mazet, W .
Karesh, P.
Daszak
Optimize
UCO, WT, WCS,
models for
GVFI , SI; P.
diversity of
Daszak
disease
emerqence

WECI ED R I L...11
1Juif81D- m a;•u*•ID11

•

phone technology.
Standardized field surveillance data
collection across all countries; effective
tracking of samples and diagnostics from
wildlife species; global distribution of field
and digital surveillance data through an
open access zoonotic disease database.
Improved understanding among USG
agencies and key partners of the strategies
and expected outcomes of the EPT
program ; increased external partners
enqaqed in EPT-related activities qloballv.
Improved global hotspots model ; finer-scale
country level hotspots maps where country
level driver data exists; new global scale
driver and bias indices; global vulnerability
risk maps.
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X

X

X
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - GLOBAL
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INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Base-camp, committee
guidance, integration and
coordination of all partners

Daily, Monthly,
Quarterly, Annually

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

UCO (J. Mazet, S. Morse, L.
Stevenson, A. Mahler) and
supporting partners WCS, WT,
GVFI, SI

1.1 .1
General Management

Satisfactory progress
on all objectives

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense Invoicing, expense tracking, Monthly
tracking, adaptive fiscal budget projection
management
spreadsheets

1.1.3
Communication

Functional utility of all
communication
systems

In-person meetings,
advisories, web-based
applications, reports, Basecamp

1.1 .4
Reporting

Complete, accurate,
and timely technical
and fiscal reporting

Administrative - financial,
Monthly, Quarterly,
technical, and travel ;
Annually
operational - GAINS, Basecamp, HealthMap

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Timely analysis of data
from Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool;
percent of countries
showing improvement
in capacity

Capacity Building Rapid
Survey Tool, site visits,
meetings, reports

Quarterly, Annually:
Focused follow-up
activities and data
collections; Full
surveys completed
in Yrs 1, 3, and 5

UCO (W. Miller, T. Goldstein)
and WT (W. Kare sh) ; and
supporting partners WCS, GVFI,
SI

1.2.2
Training

Completed Training
Materials;
records of trainees and

Training Documents;
completed training records
submitted by Country

Quarterly

UCO (D. Bunn) , Training Leads
from partner groups, supporting
partners WCS, WT, GVFI, SI

UCO (L. Stevenson) and
supporting partners WCS, WT,
GVFI, SI

Daily (All), Weekly
UCO (J. Mazet, S. Morse, L.
(Senior Mgmt,
Stevenson, A. Mahler) and
Executive Board),
supporting partners WCS, WT,
Quarterly (EPT),
GVFI, SI
Annually (PREDICT)
UCO (J. Mazet, L. Stevenson)
and supporting partners WCS
(D. Joly), WT, GVFI, SI

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

training events

Coordinators

1.3.1
Coordination of
Surveillance

Effective and
coordinated wildlife
zoonotic disease
surveillance in hotspot
regions

GAINS database; biweekly
surveillance team meetings

Monthly status
review and quarterly
reporting

WT (W. Karesh) and supporting
partners UCD, WCS, GVFI

1.3.2
Optimization of SMART
surveillance system

Surveillance activities
guided by
epidemiologic
intelligence and risk
modeling

GAINS database; webbased applications,
biweekly surveillance team
meetings, monthly
epidemiology and modeling
meetings

Monthly status
review and quarterly
reporting

UCD (C. Johnson) and WCS (D.
Joly) and supporting partners
WT, GVFI, SI

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Introduction of new and
sustainable
technologies to support
wildlife surveillance and
pathogen detection

Pilot data to compare
results of the "standard,
field standard, and ideal" to
review the effectiveness of
each piece of new
technology introduced and
evaluate its overall
userability

Daily, Monthly,
GVFI (J. Fair) and supporting
Quarterly and annual partners WCS, WT, SI, UCD
reporting and review
of all results

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Diagnostic testing of
priority Predict partner
samples collected from
wildlife and detection of
new pathogens

Results entered into GAINS
database as available,
results reported to Predict
partners as available

Daily, Monthly,
Quarterly and annual
reporting and review
of all results

GVFI (J. Fair) and WT (S.
Anthony) and supporting
partners UCD, WCS, Center for
Immunity and Infection, Care
and Health Program (CHP)
Cameroon, Centre International
de Recherches Medicales de
Franceville (CIRMF)

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Sample data received ; GAINS database
Implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

WCS (D. Joly), HealthMap and
supporting partners UCD WT,
GVFl,ProMED, Praecipio, Yale

1.5.2
Establish Open Access
Database

Global distribution of
GAINS database,
digital and field
Healthmap.org
surveillance data
(specifically, field and
digital surveillance data
are accessible by the
general public)

Monthly, Quarterly,
Annually

WCS (D. Joly) and supporting
partners UCD WT, GVFI,
HealthMap, ProMED, Praecipio,
Yale

2.1.1
Develop Risk Filter
Framework

Framework to guide
overall EPT program
and prioritize activities

In-person meetings, GAINS
database, input from
government partners and
external experts

Monthly during Risk
Filter framework
development
Quarterly review and
revision as needed,
Annually

UCD (J. Mazet), WT (P.
Daszak, W. Karesh) and
supporting partners, WCS,
GVFI, SI

2.1.2
Integrate Risk Strategy
with Other Agencies

Improved
understanding among
USG agencies and key
partners of the
strategies and expected
outcomes of the EPT
program

In-person meetings with
Predict partners, input from
government partners and
Advisory Board

Quarterly, Annual
UCD (J. Mazet), WT (P.
compilation of results Daszak, W. Karesh) and
across agencies
supporting partners WCS, GVFI,
SI

2.2.1
Release of new global
Refine and Test Hotspot hotspots map and
Models
country level hotspots
maps; refined driver
databases; refined bias
reporting index

Global databases available
online and from CIESIN;
country-level data available
online, communication with
country coordinators

Weekly and on ad
WT (P. Daszak, T . Bogich) and
hoc basis as needed, supporting partners UCD, WCS,
Quarterly reporting
GVFI
and review

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

PIIDECl'OWiiw'2
2.2.2
Improve Modeling
Datasets

2.2.3
Design Global
Vulnerability Modeling
Strategy

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Release of hotspots
maps; Correction of
new maps by country
coordinators and
surveillance data;
revision of hotspots
maps per findings

Global and country-level
databases available online
and from CIESIN;
communication with country
coordinators

Weekly meetings at
CIESIN; country
coordinators on an
ad hoc basis as
needed, Quarterly
reporting and review

WT (P. Daszak, T. Bogich) and
supporting partners UCO, WCS,
GVFI

Release of global
vulnerability map
resulting from risk
modeling activities

IATA travel data; risk map
taken from global hotspots
models (above);
communication network
data from CIESIN and
online sources

Monthly, Annually
(for IATA data),
Quarterly reporting
and review

WT (P. Daszak) and supporting
partners UCO, WCS, GVFI

OVERALL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for specific objectives and individual country
management to one of its institutional partners, based on the technical thrust of the
project, institutional experience, and other factors. The PREDICT managing
organizations are led by UC Davis with subawards to the Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS), Wildlife Trust (WT), Global Viral Forecasting, Inc. (GVFI), and the Smithsonian
Institution. Oversight of project activities is performed by the PREDICT Co-Directors J.
Mazet and S. Morse; Senior Management Team M. Trostle, A. Pereira, J. Mazet, S.
Morse, and W. Karesh; and Executive Board Members J. Mazet, S. Morse, P. Daszak,
K. Smith, D. Joly, and N. Wolfe. The project objectives are lead by team members
responsible for implementing each objective: Program Management (J. Mazet, S.
Morse, L. Stevenson), Capacity Building (W. Miller, T. Goldstein, W. Karesh),
Surveillance (W. Karesh, C. Johnson), Technology Development and Pathogen
Discovery (J. Fair, S. Anthony), Sample Tracking and Information Management (D.
Joly), Development of a Risk Filter Framework (J. Mazet, P. Daszak, W. Karesh) and
Optimization of Models for Disease Emergence (P. Daszak).

Overview
The PREDICT team is a functionally collaborative and fully integrated working group
that benefits from the experience of world leaders in wildlife surveillance and
epidemiology. The Co-Directors accomplish the PREDICT objectives through the
organizational structure described above. The team functions by holding task and
deliverables-oriented conference calls daily or weekly as needed, as well as multiple inperson meetings
The Co-Directors benefit from the guidance of the Executive Board, which consists of
the most senior representative of UC Davis, WCS, WT, and GVFI to ensure integration
and coordination of activities. The Executive Board holds bi-weekly conference calls to
review activities, identify programmatic gaps, determine progress toward objectives, and
coordinate capacity-building and training plans.
External guidance is provided by a Technical Advisory Committee composed of experts
in the fields of Infectious Diseases, Zoonotic Diseases, and Public Health which reviews
progress and plans, and advises on priorities and strategic focus.
Day-to-day management of the project and progress toward objectives is the overall
responsibility of the Co-Directors, with assistance from the administrative staff. In
addition to the management and coordination of program vision, direction, and

functional successes, the Co-Directors are responsible for the administration and
integration of the entire program and review and approve budgets, assess ongoing
budgetary needs, and lead meetings with the Senior Management Team, Objective
Leads, Executive Board, and the Technical Advisory Committee to assess the
program's productivity and accomplishments with respect to its goals. The Co-Directors
are the point of contact for communications with USAID and coordination with the other
EPT arms, RESPOND, IDENTIFY and PREVENT.

Activities and Locations

All project objectives are managed and coordinated centrally in California (UC Davis,
Global Viral Forecasting Inc.) and New York (Wildlife Conservation Society, Wildlife
Trust),as described in the sections above. The project objectives are performed
regionally and in each country as described in the detailed country descriptions below.

Partnerships

Besides the core partners (UCD, GVFI, WCS, WT) who manage all of the project
objectives, additional partners contribute to one or more of the objectives centrally.
These partners include the Smithsonian Institute, USAID Global Health Bureau,
Colombia University, the Center for Immunity and Infection, HealthMap, ProMED,
Praecipio, Yale University, RESPOND, IDENTIFY, PREVENT, DELIVER, CDC, OIE,
FAO, WHO,USDA, DOD, Center for International Earth Science Information Network,
IUCN Wildlife Health Specialist Group, White House EPT working group, National
Institutes of Health, and World Bank.
Numerous in-country partnerships have also been established in all PREDICT countries
and include national ministries, national and regional diagnostic laboratories,
universities, USAID Missions, and US Embassies; these are described in detail for each
country in the sections below.

Reporting

Reporting occurs daily to the Co-Diresctors (All), weekly (Senior Mgmt, Executive
Board, Objective Subteams) , monthly (GAINS Database, Financial, Technical, Travel),
quarterly (Training, Surveillance Activity, USAID, EPT), and annually (PREDICT annual
coordination meeting with management, all objective leads, country coordinators, and
regional leads).

AFRICA REGION
Cameroon
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility ; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: GVFI
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCO; continue ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to
Cameroon through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through
weekly Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT Cameroon Basecamp
site; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis; surveillance data
entered into the GAINS database.

•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon, Centre Pasteur du
Cameroon
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Cameroon: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, insectivores, birds, carnivores,
ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging , syndromic

•

Proposed Locations: east province (Ngoila, Lamie, Moloundou,
Djoum), south province (Mvangan, Maan), south west province
(Euyomojock)

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon (CHP-GVF), Centre
Pasteur du Cameroon, Limbe Wildlife Center, other relevant NGOs and local
stakeholders.
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen detection and discovery initiated for acquired wildlife
samples; existing GVF zoonotic surveillance sample management system
integrated with GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency; strategically
implemented surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with incountry partners to achieve a trans-regional surveillance network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Dried blood spot cards and real-time PCR were introduced in year 1 and
PCR will continue to be the mainstay of diagnosis in year 2; we will also
introduce a portable field laboratory that will include mobile real-time PCR
and needed accessories.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon (CHP-GVF)
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in CRESAR (CHP-GVF) laboratory and appropriate training
and material resources introduced where possible; expanded infrastructure of
CRESAR laboratory to improve viral diagnostics capacity and cold storage for
sample archival.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: CHP-GVF
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; standardized labeling and tracking
system implemented; data provided to UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: PREDICT Modeling team, National Aeronautics & Space Agency
(NASA)
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data to UC Davis
through GAINS on a monthly basis; data provided to the Modeling team as
requested

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-CAMEROON

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Who is
Responsible?

Ubald Tamoufe,
Regional
Coordinator for
GVFI

1.2

Capacity
Building

Matthew
Lebreton,
Ecology Director
for GVFI

1.3

Surveillance

Ubald Tamoufe,
GVFI Country
Coordinator
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Full fiscal disclosure and near-real
time expense tracking; regular
updates to all in-country partners;
weekly project updates with the
PREDICT team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued compliance
of all reporting requests;
surveillance data reported into
GAINS database.
Continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife surveillance
capacity and diagnostic testing
through the Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened
partnerships with agencies and
ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health and
pathogen detection;
implementation of training
materials.
Developed framework for
surveillance data coordination with
partners; pathoQen detection and
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ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Brad Schneider
Field Science
Officer for GVFI

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Matthew
Lebreton, MPH,
Ecology Director
for GVFI

Risk
Determination
Optimize

Ubald Tamoufe,

2.2

•
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discovery initiated for acquired
wildlife samples; strategically
implemented surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration
with in-country partners to achieve
a trans-regional surveillance
network.
New technologies introduced and
utilized; identified capacity gaps in
CAESAR laboratory diagnostic
center and train ing and material
resources introduced; expanded
infrastructure of CAESAR to
improve virology diagnostics and
cold storaqe for sample archival.
All sample data entered into
GAINS; completed trainings on
sample tracking and data
management; standardized
labeling and tracking system
implemented; data to UC Davis
through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response
to all requests for surveillance
data.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
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10
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

GVFI Country
Coordinator

gap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized as
needed; data to UC Davis through
GAINS on a monthly basis; data
provided to Modeling team as
requested.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - CAMEROON

PIIDJEGT

INDICATOR

aaJEUilwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Ubald Tamoufe, GVFI Country
Coordinator

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Ubald Tamoufe, GVFI Country
Coordinator

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Ubald Tamoufe, GVFI Country
Coordinator

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Ubald Tamoufe, GVFI Country
Coordinator

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
Capacity Building
diagnostic testing capacity Rapid Survey Tool
assessment

Annually

Established partnerships Quarterly Reports
with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection

Quarterly

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT
materials and through onthe-job training

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Matt Lebreton, GVFI Ecology Director

Ubald Tamoufe, GVFI Country
Coordinator

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
surveillance data
coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly

Cyrille Djoko CRESAR Lab
Coordinator, Brad Scheider GVFI Field
Science Officer

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
CRESAR for viral
diagnostics capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Cyrille Djoko CRESAR Lab
Coordinator, Brad Scheider GVFI Field
Science Officer

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
GAINS
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking
system

Monthly

Matt Lebreton, GVFI Ecology Director

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
received and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

GAINS

Monthly

Ubald Tamoufe, GVFI Country
Coordinator

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Quarterly Reports

Matt Lebreton, GVFI Ecology Director

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-CAMEROON
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organizations for Cameroon are GVFI and the Care and
Health Program of Cameroon (CHP-GVF). Oversight of PREDICT activities in
Cameroon will be managed by Country Coordinator Ubald Tamoufe with support from
Technical Team Leaders Cyrille Djoko and Matthew Lebreton.
Overview
Cameroon provides an opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at active
wildlife-livestock-human interface areas in central, Sub Saharan Africa. Africa has been
shown to be a major crossroads of zoonotic disease transmission, and active zoonotic
transmission of simian retroviruses and other microbial agents in Cameroon has been
reported by GVFI and other groups. Most notably, recent studies have indicated that
intensive hunting of non-human primates in Cameroon may have led to the introduction
of pandemic HIV (HIV-1, Group M) into the human population. The country is also home
to a number of wildlife conservation groups, animal sanctuaries, and National Parks. In
the densely forested regions of Southern Cameroon, consumption of wild animals or
"bush meat" is extensive and places extreme pressure on animal populations and
forests. Through partnering with Care and Health Program of Cameroon, PREDICT
activities will be able to expand the wildlife surveillance program at these important
interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, insectivores, birds, carnivores, ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Potential Locations: east province (Ngoila, Lamie, Moloundou, Djoum),
south province (Mvangan, Maan), south west province (Euyomojock)

Partnerships
In Cameroon partnerships have been established with the Care and Health Program of
Cameroon, Cameroon military, Pasteur Center of Cameroon (Centre Pasteur du
Cameroun), Limbe Wildlife Center, Ministry of Health and Ministry of Agriculture.

Reporting
The PREDICT Cameroon team has monthly meetings with the US Embassy in
Cameroon. The PREDICT Country Coordinator, Ubald Tamoufe, and Regional Project
Manager, Erin Papworth, will lead oral updates on PREDICT activities to the Embassy
and the local USAID representative. These monthly updates will be used as a forum to
summarize monthly achievements and progress. The USAID representative arrived in
June 2010 and will be included monthly updates starting in September 2010.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and the GVFI team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and generation of
interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Democratic Republic of Congo
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health , National Institute of Biomedical
Research
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCO; continued ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to DRC

through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through weekly Skype
meetings and interaction on PREDICT DRC Basecamp site; continued
compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental,
travel) from USAID through UC Davis; entry of surveillance data into the
GAINS database.

•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRS) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health , National Institute of Biomedical
Research
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; Implementation of all official training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Democratic Republic of Congo: continue to establish coordination with
ministries, universities, and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance
samples and data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected
with proper tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database;
identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens
of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging , syndromic
Proposed Locations: Kole, Lodja,Tshuapa, Lomami, Lualaba,
Lamela

Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health , National Institute of Biomedical
Research, Tshuapa-Lomami-Lualaba (TL2) Project, Lola de Bonobo
Sanctuary
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen detection and discovery initiated for acquired wildlife
samples; strategically implemented surveillance in proposed locations in
collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a trans-regional surveillance
network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Dried blood spot cards and real-time PCR were introduced in year 1 and
PCR will continue to be the mainstay of diagnosis in year 2; we will also
install a liquid nitrogen generator and introduce a portable field laboratory
that will include mobile real -time PCR and needed accessories.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: National Institute for Biomedical Research
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in National Institute of Biomedical Research laboratory
diagnostic center and introduction of appropriate training and material
resources where possible; expanded infrastructure of National Veterinary
Laboratory diagnostic center to improve viral diagnostics capacity and cold
storage for sample archival.

•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: National Institute of Biomedical Research (INRB), Kinshasa School
of Public Health, National Veterinary Laboratory of Kinshasa
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; standardized labeling and tracking
system implemented; data provided to UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: GVFI
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
data requests from the Modeling team.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator

Matt Lebreton,
Ecology Director
for GVFI
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Full fiscal disclosure and nearreal time expense tracking;
regular updates to all incountry partners; weekly
project updates with the
PREDICT team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reporting through the GAINS
database.
Continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through the
Capacity Building Rapid
Survey Tool ; strengthened
partnerships with agencies
and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of all training
materials.
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Who is
Responsible?

1.3

Surveillance

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Brad Schneider,
Field Science
Officer for GVFI

1.5

Sample
Tracking and

Maria Makuwa,
DRC Laboratory

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator
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Developed framework for
surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen
detection and discovery
initiated for wildlife samples;
strategically implemented
surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with
in-country partners to achieve
a trans-regional surveillance
network.
Liquid Nitrogen generator
installed and other new
technologies introduced and
utilized; identified capacity
gaps in National Institute of
Biomedical Research
laboratory and appropriate
training and material
resources introduced;
expanded infrastructure of in
National Institute of
Biomedical Research
laboratory to improve viral
diagnostics capacity and cold
storaQe for sample archival.
All sample data entered into
GAINS; completed trainings
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Information
Management

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?
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Coordinator for
GVFI

on sample tracking and data
management; standardized
labeling and tracking system
implemented; data to UCO
through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient
response to requests for
surveillance data.

Prime
Mulembakani,
Country
Coordinator

Sample data uploaded into
GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance
plan and optimized as needed;
data to UCO through GAINS
on a monthly basis ; Timely
response to Modeling team
requests for surveillance data.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
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1.1 .1
General Management

INDICATOR

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

Skype and
Basecamp

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Weekly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Basecamp &
GAINS
database

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing capacity
assessment

Capacity
Building Rapid
Survey Tool

Annually

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator

Established partnerships with
key agencies and ministries
active in wildlife surveillance,
public health, and pathogen
detection

Quarterly
Quarterly
Reports

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with official
PREDICT materials and
through on-the-job training

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples
collected or received and

Basecamp &
GAINS
database

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA
SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly
Reports

Quarterly

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator for GVFI, Brad Schneider,
GVF Field Science Officer

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
National Institute of
Biomedical Research for viral
diagnostics and cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Quarterly
Reports

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator for GVFI, Brad Schneider,
GVF Field Science Officer

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system

GAINS

Monthly

Maria Makuwa, DRC Laboratory
Coordinator for GVFI

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or received
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Prime Mulembakani, Country
Coordinator

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly
Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organizations for the Democratic Republic of Congo are
GVFI and the University of Kinshasa School of Public Health and the National Institute
of Biomedical Research. Oversight of PREDICT activities in DRC will be managed by
Country Coordinator Prime Mulembekani with support from Technical Team Leader
Maria Makuwa. In addition, PREDICT has five staff members in country, including a
field team in Kole.
Overview
DRC provides an opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at active wildlifelivestock-human interface areas in central Africa and presents several unique and
promising opportunities for surveillance for wildlife zoonoses with pandemic potential.
The DRC has experienced outbreaks of Ebola and Marburg hemorrhagic fevers, as well
as endemic monkeypox transmission and a high prevalence of HIV. The high
biodiversity of the Congo Basin and intensive hunting of wildlife in the region contribute
to the high disease burden in DRC. Additionally, the DRC possesses extensive
rainforest habitat known for the high degree of endemism and small mammal diversity,
providing an exceptional opportunity to assess zoonotic pathogen potential in small
rodent, bat, and primate species. Despite the wealth of biodiversity and intimate
interaction of populations in these interfaces, DRC's current capacity to conduct wildlife
disease surveillance at a regional and national level is developing. Through the
implementing partners, the National Institute of Biomedical Research and the Kinshasa
School of Public Health, existing collaborations with government veterinary and
livestock ministries, wildlife authorities, and human health professionals enable
PREDICT to help fill the wildlife surveillance gap and expand surveillance to high-risk
wi Id lite-1 ivestock-human interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Potential Locations: Kole, Lodja,Tshuapa, Lomami, Lualaba, Lamela

Partnerships
In DRC, partnerships have been established through Kinshasa School of Public Health ,
the National Institute of Biomedical Research, Tshuapa-Lomami-Lualaba (TL2) Project,
Lola de Bonobo Sanctuary.
Reporting
The PREDICT DRC Country Coordinator will provide monthly oral updates to the
USAID Mission in Kinshasa, DRC. The PREDICT Country Coordinator, Prime
Mulembekani will lead oral updates on PREDICT activities to the USAID Mission. These
monthly updates will be used as a forum to summarize monthly achievements and
progress.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and the GVFI team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and generation of
interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Equatorial Guinea
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).
o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility ; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon (CHP -GVF)
Expected result(s): Country Coordinator in place with a base of operations
for PREDICT established ; management and coordination of all capacity
building and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and

executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCD; multi-faceted communication
with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to Equatorial Guinea
through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through weekly Skype
meetings and interaction on PREDICT Cameroon Basecamp site; compliance
of all reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel) from
USAID through UC Davis, and entering surveillance data through the GAINS
database.

•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Care and Health Program of Cameroon (CHP-GVF)
Expected result(s): Evaluation and assessment of wildlife surveillance
capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity Building Rapid
Survey Tool; partnerships with key agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection in-country;
Implementation of all official training materials: training modules accessible to
the Country Coordinator and PREDICT staff and partners; outcomes
established for On-the-job Training program; locally coordinated training
program.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Equatorial Guinea: Continue to establish coordination with ministries,
universities, and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and
data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper
tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of
pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging , syndromic
Proposed Locations: Malabo and Moke

Partners: Care and Health Program, Bioko Biodiversity Protection Program,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
Expected result(s): All essential permits, licenses and agreements in place
for surveillance work; 50 wildlife samples collected and tested for zoonotic
pathogens analyzed by PCR and unknown samples analyzed by Mass-tag
PCR, viral microarray, pyre-sequencing analysis or other appropriate
technology; feasible surveillance options determined for country; initial
knowledge of pre-existing wildlife disease conditions in country obtained;
surveillance data entered into GAINS database
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Care and Health Program
Expected result(s): Needs identified for technology development and
pathogen discovery in-country; novel sample collection technology
introduced; pathogen detection technology transfer plan; samples delivered
for pathogen discovery to regional and US labs if possible; identification of
laboratories for capacity building.

•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Care and Health Program
Expected result(s): Knowledge about systems currently in place and used
in-country; surveillance data uploaded to GAINS monthly; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; standardized labeling and
tracking system implemented; timely and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Care and Health Program, Bioko Biodiversity Protection Program
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS monthly; timely
response to Modeling team requests for data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- EQUATORIAL GUINEA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Ubald
Tamoufe, GVF
Regional
Coordinator

Ubald Tamoufe,
GVF Regional
Coordinator,
Matt Lebreton,
GVFI Ecology
Director
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Country Coordinator in place
with a base of operations for
established; management and
coordination of all capacity
building and surveillance
activities; full fiscal disclosure
and near-real time expense
tracking, communication with
in-country partners including
the USAID Mission to
Equatorial Guinea through
regular updates and with the
PREDICT team; compliance of
all reporting requests from
USAID through UCD;
surveillance data into GAINS
database.
Evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity
and diagnostic testing through
use of the Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool;
partnerships with agencies
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1.3

Surveillance

Ubald Tamoufe,
GVF Regional
Coordinator,
Matt Lebreton,
GVFI Ecology
Director

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Cyrille Djoko,
CRESAR
Laboratory
Coordinator,
Brad Scheider
GVFI Field
Science Officer
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and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of all training
materials.
All essential permits, licenses
and agreements in place for
surveillance work; 50 wildlife
samples collected and tested
for zoonotic pathogens
analyzed by PCR and
unknown samples analyzed by
Mass-tag PCR, viral
microarray, pyro-sequencing
analysis; feasible surveillance
options determined for
country; initial knowledge of
pre-existing wildlife disease
conditions in country obtained ;
surveillance data entered into
GAINS database
Needs identified for
technology development and
pathogen discovery in-country;
novel sample collection
technology introduced;
pathogen detection technology
transfer plan; samples
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1.5

2.2

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emerqence

Who is
Responsible?

Matt Lebreton,
GVFI Ecology
Director

Ubald Tamoufe,
GVF Regional
Coordinator
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delivered for pathogen
discovery to regional and US
labs if possible; identification
of laboratories for capacity
building.
Knowledge of systems
currently in place and used incountry; surveillance data
uploaded to GAINS monthly;
completed trainings on sample
tracking and data
management; standardized
labeling and tracking system
implemented; timely response
to all requests for surveillance
data.

Sample data uploaded into
GAINS monthly; timely
response to Modeling team
requests for data.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - EQUATORIAL GUINEA
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PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Ubald
Tamoufe GVFI Regional Coordinator

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Ubald
Tamoufe GVFI Regional Coordinator

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Ubald
Tamoufe GVFI Regional Coordinator

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Country Coordinator (TBD) , Ubald
Tamoufe GVFI Regional Coordinator

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment
Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Annually

Ubald Tamoufe GVFI Regional
Coordinator, Matt Lebreton GVFI
Ecology Director

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained
Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Ubald Tamoufe GVFI Regional
Coordinator

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; samples

Ubald Tamoufe GVFI Regional
Coordinator, Matt Lebreton GVFI
Ecology Director

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Cyrille Djoko CRESAR Lab
Coordinator, Brad Scheider GVFI Field
Science Officer

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure for viral
diagnostics and cold
storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Reports

Cyrille Djoko CRESAR Lab
Coordinator, Brad Scheider GVFI Field
Science Officer

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data
GAINS
received ;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Matt Lebroton GVFI Ecology Director

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Ubald Tamoufe GVFI Regional
Coordinator

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - EQUATORIAL GUINEA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organizations for Equatorial Guinea are GVFI and the Care
and Health Program. Oversight of PREDICT activities in Equatorial Guinea will be
managed by GVFI Regional Coordinator Ubald Tamoufe with help from Cyrille Djoko
CAESAR Laboratory Coordinator, Brad Scheider GVFI Field Science Officer ,and Matt
Lebreton GVFI Ecology Director. A Country Coordinator has yet to be identified.
Overview
Equatorial Guinea provides a unique opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease
surveillance at what is one of Africa's active wildlife-livestock-human interface areas.
Equatorial Guinea presents several unique and promising opportunities for surveillance
for wildlife zoonoses with pandemic potential, as extensive rainforest habitat exists
known for the high degree of endemism and small mammal diversity. This environment
provides an exceptional opportunity to assess zoonotic pathogen potential in small
rodent, bat, and primate species. Despite the wealth of biodiversity and intimate
interaction of populations at these interfaces, Equatorial Guinea current capacity to
conduct wildlife disease surveillance at a regional and national level is still developing.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs to facilitate
sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to begin to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Potential Locations: Make, Malabo

Partnerships
In EG, partnerships have been established Care and Health Program, Bioko
Biodiversity Protection Program, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture
Reporting
The PREDICT West Central African team is based in Cameroon and headed by
Regional Coordinator Ubald Tamoufe. The Cameroon-based team traveled to
Equatorial Guinea in June 2010 and met with Embassy representatives. At this
meeting, the T earn agreed to update the Embassy and the Ambassador on an asneeded basis, verbally. Any written communications will be routed through UC Davis
and USAID Washington prior to sending.

Gabon
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF)
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCO; communication with in-country
partners including the USAID Mission to Gabon through regular updates and
with the PREDICT team through weekly Skype meetings and interaction on
PREDICT Cameroon Basecamp site; compliance of all reporting requests
(financial, technical, environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis;
surveillance data entered into the GAINS database.

•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF)
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials: training modules
accessible to PREDICT staff and partners, locally coordinated On-the-job
Training program.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Gabon: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, and ungulates
Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging , syndromic
Proposed Locations: Northwestern, Central, and Central Western
Gabon

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF), National Parks
System, Wildlife Conservation Society, NASA, Ministry of Health for Gabon
Expected result(s): Develop framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; 150 human samples collected and tested for zoonotic
pathogens; 350 wildlife samples collected and tested for zoonotic pathogens;
human and animal samples analyzed by serology, PCR and unknown
samples analyzed by Mass-tag PCR, viral microarray, pyro-sequencing
analysis, surveillance data and diagnostic results entered in GAINS database
monthly.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Continue to deploy and utilize dried blood spot card technology introduced
in year 1, and deploy novel sample collection technologies and rapid
response diagnostic kit in year 2.
o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF), Care and
Health Program
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in CIMRF laboratory and appropriate training and material
resources introduced where possible; expanded infrastructure of CIRMRF
diagnostic center to improve viral diagnostics capacity and cold storage for
sample archival.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country

Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF)

Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; standardized labeling and tracking
system implemented; data provided to UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: International Center for Medical Research (CIMRF), National Parks
System, Wildlife Conservation Society, NASA, Ministry of Health for Gabon
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
Modeling team requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- GABON
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Who is
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Jean-Paul
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and Predict
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Eric Leroy
Country
Coordinator
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Management and coordination
of all capacity building and
surveillance activities;
communication with in-country
partners including the USAI D
Mission to Gabon through
regular updates and with the
PREDICT team; compliance of
all reporting requests from
USAID through UCO;
surveillance data entered into
GAINS database
Continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use
of the Capacity Building Rapid
Survey Tool ; strengthened
partnerships with key agencies
and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of all traininq
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1.3

Surveillance

Eric Leroy
Country
Coordinator,
Karen Saylors
GVF Behavioral
Scientist

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Eric Leroy
Country
Coordinator,
Brad Scheider
GVFI Field
Science Officer

1.5

Sample

Eric Leroy
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materials.
Develop framework for
surveillance data coordination
with partners; 150 human
samples collected and tested
for zoonotic pathogens; 350
wildlife samples collected and
tested for zoonotic pathogens;
human and animal samples
analyzed by serology, PCR
and unknown samples
analyzed by Mass-tag PCR,
viral microarray, pyrosequencing analysis;
surveillance data and
diagnostic results entered into
GAINS monthly.
New technologies introduced
and utilized; identified capacity
gaps in CIMRF laboratory and
training and material
resources; expanded
infrastructure of CIRMRF
diagnostic center to improve
viral diagnostics capacity and
cold storage for sample
archival.
All sample data entered into
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Tracking and
Information
Management

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?
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Country
Coordinator,
Matthew
Lebreton
PREDICT
ecologist

GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data
management; standardized
labeling and tracking system
implemented; data provided to
UCD through GAINS monthly;
timely and efficient response
to requests for surveillance
data.

Eric Leroy
Country
Coordinator,
Matthew
Lebreton
PREDICT
ecologist

Sample data uploaded into
GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance
plan and optimized as needed;
data provided to UCD through
GAINS monthly; timely
response to Modeling team
requests for surveillance data.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - GABON

PIIDJECT
Cll.wlilnrE
1.1 .1
General Management

INDICATOR

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Skype and
Basecamp

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTIO
N
Weekly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTIO
N

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates Basecamp

Monthly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator

1.1.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing capacity
assessment

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Annually

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator,
Matthew Lebreton PREDICT Ecologist

Established partnerships
with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT materials
and through on-the-job
training

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator,
Matthew Lebreton PREDICT Ecologist

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator,
Matthew Lebreton PREDICT Ecologist

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTIO
N

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

proposed locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced Quarterly Reports
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator, Brad
Scheider GVFI Field Science Officer

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
CIMRF for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator, Brad
Scheider GVFI Field Science Officer

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
GAINS
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system

Monthly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
received and analyzed for
targeted species, interfaces,
and proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Eric Leroy Country Coordinator, Matt
Lebreton PREDICT Ecologist

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Quarterly Reports

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-GABON
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organizations for Gabon are GVFI and the International
Center for Medical Research (French acronym CIMRF). Oversight of PREDICT
activities in Country will be managed by Country Coordinator Dr. Eric Leroy with support
from Technical Team Leaders Jean-Paul Gonzalez (CIMRF-Administrative), Joseph
Fair (GVFI Predict PoC), Karen Saylors (GVFI Predict Surveillance PoC) and Brad
Schneider (Predict Laboratory PoC).
Overview
The central African lowland rainforests in Gabon have a high diversity of wild animal
species and have recently been the site of emergence or reemergence of a number of
key pathogens. The rural communities within this African forest block are key sites for
the surveillance of emerging infectious diseases.

Ebola (EBOV) and Marburg (MBGV) hemorrhagic fevers (HF) cause severe, often-fatal
disease in humans and nonhuman primates (monkeys, gorillas, and chimpanzees).
Disease is caused by infection with either EBOV or MBVG and both viruses are
members of a family of RNA viruses called the Filoviridae. Filovirus HF typically causes
sporadic outbreaks, usually spread within a health-care setting but it is likely that
sporadic, isolated cases occur and go unrecognized. Infections with filoviruses are
acute and because the natural reservoir of the virus is unknown, the manner in which
the virus first appears in a human at the start of an outbreak has not been determined. It
is thought that the first patient becomes infected through contact with an infected animal
and individuals in rural central Africa acutely infected with various pathogens may not
seek treatment or may receive inaccurate diagnoses. Also, people who develop acute
illness as the result of infection with zoonotic agents may not have access to clinical
facilities.
EBOV and MBGV are known to be endemic to the Republic of Gabon. Numerous
human and animal outbreaks of EBOV Zaire have occurred in Gabon over the past 15
years and MBGV was recently isolated from fruit bats collected in Gabon. Through
partnering with CIMRF in Gabon PREDICT activities will increase surveillance for these
hemorrhagic fevers and expand opportunities to detect other zoonotic pathogens.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs to facilitate
sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to collect
priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, carnivores, and ungulates

•
•

Interfaces: hunted, traded, confiscated, free-ranging, syndromic
Potential Locations: Northwestern, Central, and Central Western Gabon

Partnerships
In Gabon , partnerships will be established through the National Parks System, Wildlife
Conservation Society, NASA, Ministry of Health for Gabon.
Reporting
PREDICT-GVF project manager Joseph Fair met with the USAID representative in
Libreville in June 2010. At this meeting, the PREDICT country coordinator, Dr Eric
Leroy and Dr. Fair agreed to update the Embassy and the Ambassador on an asneeded basis, verbally. Any written communications will be routed through UC Davis
and USAID Washington prior to sending.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and the GVFI team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and generation of
interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Republic of Congo
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.
Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

o

Partners: WCS

Expected result{s): Management and coordination of all capacity
building and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead
and executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense
tracking, including monthly financial reporting to UCO; continue ongoing
multi-faceted communication with in-country partners including the
National Public Health Laboratory through in-person meetings and with
the PREDICT team through weekly conference calls and interaction on
PREDICT Congo Basecamp site; continued compliance in all reporting
requirements (financial, technical, environmental, travel, training) from
USAID through UC Davis; surveillance data entered into the GAINS
database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies; PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.
Partners: WCS, Ministry of Health, National Public Health Laboratory,
Ministry of Animal Agriculture, Ministry of Sustainable Development of
Forest Economy and the Environment, National Institutes of Health/NIAID
Rocky Mountain Laboratories, Public Health Agency Canada,
AED/PREVENT
Expected result{s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through follow-up on the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool ; strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country; Implementation of all official PREDICT
training materials; planning discussions held together with partners in

PREVENT regarding ways to increase the capacity of existing local village
wildlife surveillance networks.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Republic of Congo: continue to establish coordination with ministries,
universities, and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and
data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper
tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential
pandemic risk.

•
•

•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, shrews, porcines, other ungulates,
carnivores and livestock, as appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, bushmeat markets, depredation, free-ranging
(human-wildlife, livestock-wildlife)/extractive industry (mining site) ,
syndromic
Proposed Locations: North (Nouabale-Ndoki National Park) ;
North-central (Odzala-Kokoua National Park, Ngombe Forestry
Management Unit and peripheral communities); South-central
(Zanaga mining region)

Partners: WCS, Ministry of Health, National Public Health Laboratory,
Ministry of Health Endemic Diseases, Ministry of Animal Agriculture,
Ministry of Sustainable Development of Forest Economy and the
Environment, National Institutes of Health/NIAID Rocky Mountain
Laboratories, Public Health Agency Canada, WHO-Congo Office, WHOAfro Office, Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville
(CIRMF)/lnstitut de recherche pour le developpement (IRD),
AED/PREVENT
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data
coordination with partners; continued sampling and testing of samples for
pathogens of concern ; initiated pathogen discovery for wildlife and other
animal samples; strategically implemented surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a transregional and trans-organizational surveillance network; strengthened
partnerships with PREVENT for coordination of activities involving
community-based reporting networks.

•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
The use of novel sample preservation technologies, including blood spot
filter paper, RNA/ate'® and liquid nitrogen, piloted in Y1 , will be continued.
A liquid nitrogen plant installed in partnership with the Congolese National
Public Health Laboratory and NIH/NIAID in Y1 will be used in Y2 to
develop effective and reliable cold chain capacity throughout the Republic
of Congo.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.
Partners: WCS, Columbia University, National Public Health Laboratory
(NPHL), National Institutes of Health/NIAID Rocky Mountain Laboratories,
Public Health Agency Canada, Centre International de Recherches
Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF)/ lnstitut de recherche pour le
developpement (IRD), PREDICT DRC Laboratory
Expected result{s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in the PREDICT Congo Laboratory and introduction of
appropriate training and material resources where possible; expanded
infrastructure of the PREDICT Congo Laboratory to improve pathogen
detection capacity and cold storage for sample archiving; appropriate
samples sent to CIRMF, Columbia University laboratory and/or other
appropriate laboratories for pathogen discovery.

•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.
Partners: WCS, PREDICT Information Management Team
Expected result{s): Added Administrative Assistant/ Data Manager to the
Congo team; all sample data entered into GAINS; completed training on
sample tracking and data management; implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system; data provided to UC Davis through GAINS

on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: WCS, PREDICT Modeling and Hotspot ID Team
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed ; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data; cooperation with PREDICT
and PREVENT partners for "ground truthing" the model examining the rate
and nature of contact at the human-wildlife interface in Congo.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with national ministries and RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed;
Capacity
Building Team
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Management and coordination of all
capacity building and surveillance
activities; full fiscal disclosure and
near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to
UCO; continue ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country
partners and with the PREDICT team
through weekly conference calls and
interaction on PREDICT Congo
Basecamp site; continued compliance
of all reporting requests from USAIO
through UCO; surveillance data into
the GAINS database.
Continued evaluation and assessment
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in
wildlife surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of training materials;
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1.3

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed
Surveillance
Team

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed
Technology
Development
Team
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planning discussions with partners in
PREVENT to increase the capacity of
existing local village wildlife
surveillance networks.
Developed framework for surveillance
data coordination with partners ;
continued sampling and testing of
samples for pathogens of concern ;
pathogen discovery initiated for
wildlife and other animal samples;
strategically implemented surveillance
in proposed locations in collaboration
with in-country partners to achieve a
trans-regional and transorganizational surveillance network;
strengthened partnerships with
PREVENT for coordination of
community-based reporting networks.
New technologies introduced and
utilized; identified capacity gaps in the
PREDICT Congo Laboratory and
introduction of training and material
resources; expanded infrastructure of
the PREDICT Congo Laboratory to
improve pathogen detection capacity
and cold storage for sample archiving;
samples sent to CIRMF, Columbia
University laboratory and/or other
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1.5

2.2

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed;
Information
Management
Team

Country
Coordinator
Kenneth
Cameron,
Regional
Coordinator
Patricia Reed
Modeling Team
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laboratories for pathogen discovery.
Added Administrative Assistant/Data
Manager to the Congo team; all
sample data entered into GAINS;
completed training on sample tracking
and data management; Implemented
standardized labeling and tracking
system ; data to UC Davis through
GAINS monthly; Timely and efficient
response to requests for surveillance
data.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
dap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized as
needed; data to UCD through GAINS
monthly; efficient response to
Modeling team requests for
surveillance data; cooperation with
PREDICT and PREVENT partners for
"ground truthing" the rate and nature
of contact at the human-wildlife
interface in Congo.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
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PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Kenneth Cameron

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Kenneth Cameron

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

1.1.4
Reporting

Timely compliance of Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
all reporting
database
requirements;
surveillance data
reports

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Follow-up on
PREDICT rapid CAP
tool

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Established
partnerships with key Quarterly Reports
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

1.2.2
Training

Annually

Quarterly

Individuals trained
Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Country Coordinator Kenneth Cameron

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed, Technology
Development lead Joseph Fair and
Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved laboratory
infrastructure for viral
diagnostics capacity
and cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed, Technology
Development lead Joseph Fair and
Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data
GAINS
received;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed

2.2

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed

Monthly

Country Coordinator Kenneth
Cameron, Regional Coordinator
Patricia Reed, Surveillance lead
Christine Johnson

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

PROJECT
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INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

locations
Revise surveillance
plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Republic of Congo is the Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS). Oversight of PREDICT activities in Country will be managed by Country
Coordinator, Kenneth Cameron and Regional Coordinator Patricia Reed, with support
from Technical Team Leaders (Capacity Building, Surveillance, Monitoring, Technology
and Diagnostics). In addition, PREDICT has 5 staff members in country, including
Veterinarian Alain Ondzie, Biologist Zorine N'Kouantsi, and Field Assistants Marc-Joel
Akongo, Serge Kaba, and Gerard Bounga. An Assistant Veterinarian,
Administrator/Data Manager, and Driver will be added to the Republic of Congo
operations during year 2.
Overview
The Republic of Congo's tropical forests contain an astonishing level of biodiversity,
including large numbers of primates, bats, rodents, shrews, and ungulates. The region
provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife disease surveillance at one of Africa's most
active human-wildlife interfaces and in an Ebola virus-endemic region. As recently as
2005, Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever outbreaks have affected both human and wildlife
populations, including large populations of gorillas and chimpanzees. High consumption
of wildlife meat ("bushmeat") from these and other species in the country carries with it
a very active human-wildlife interface. The significant presence of existing and
prospecting extractive industries increase the risk for disease emergence by altering
habitats, changing ranging patterns of key wildlife species, and increasing humanwildlife interaction in remote areas; this adds to the potential for pathogen emergence
and transmission. Despite the wealth of biodiversity and intimate interaction of
populations at these interfaces, the Republic of Congo's current capacity to conduct
wildlife disease surveillance at a regional and national level is still developing. Through
existing and future collaborations with wildlife authorities, animal agriculture, human
health ministries, and other wildlife and health professionals, PREDICT will work to help
improve and expand current surveillance in high-risk regions and build in-country
capacity to continue these surveillance activities in the future. During this first year of
the EPT program, WCS teams in Republic of Congo catalyzed the response to an
outbreak of what was believed to be Ebola hemorrhagic fever, including mobilizing
teams to investigate the potential involvement of wildlife and supporting Congolese
public health authorities and international response teams.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination and partnerships with ministries and
governmental and non-governmental organizations to facilitate the acquisition and
sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year it to collect
priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of
samples and entering of results in the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of pandemic risk, focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, shrews, porcines, other ungulates, carnivores, and
livestock, as appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, bushmeat markets, depredation, free-ranging (humanwildlife, livestock-wildlife), syndromic
Proposed Locations: North (Nouabale-Ndoki National Park) ; North-central
(Odzala-Kokoua National Park, Ngombe Forestry Management Unit and
peripheral communities); South-central (Zanaga mining region)

Partnerships
In Republic of Congo partnerships have been established with the Ministry of Health,
National Public Health Laboratory, Ministry of Health Endemic Diseases, Ministry of
Animal Production, Ministry of Forest Economy, National Institutes of Health/NIAID
Rocky Mountain Labs, Public Health Agency Canada, WHO-Congo Office, WHO-Afro
Office, Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF)/ lnstitut
de recherche pour le developpement (IRD) Gabon, The Jane Goodall Institute, Aspinall
Foundation, Habitat Ecologique et Liberte des Primates (HELP}.
Reporting: There is no USAID mission within the Republic of Congo. Preliminary
PREDICT discussions were held with the US Embassy Ambassador, Alan Eastham,
who has left his post and has yet to be replaced. In the interim, quarterly updates will
be provided to the Embassy Deputy Chief of Mission, Jonathan Pratt, as requested by
him.
In addition, the country and regional coordinators communicate with each other and the
WCS headquarters weekly or more often as needed

Rwanda
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person

meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.
o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense-tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCO; continue ongoing multifaceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to
Rwanda through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through weekly
Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT Rwanda Basecamp site ;
continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis, and transmitting
surveillance data as generated to PREDICT team.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity

Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
RWANDA: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: Primates, bats, and rodents; birds, carnivores, ungulates and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism , shared water
sources, urbanized wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded.
Proposed Locations: Northwest (Volcanoes National Park,
Ruhengeri/Kinigi area, Gisenyi/Lake Kivu), Southwest (Nyungwe
National Park, Butare area, Burundi border) , West/Central (Kigali
area, Kibuye area), Northeast (Akagera National Park), and South
(Burundi border).

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP, Rwanda Development Board-Tourism and
Conservation, Rwanda Animal Resource Development Authority (RARDA),
Ministry of Health, Trak-PLUS, Kigali Health Institute, Centers for Disease
Control-Rwanda Offic.
Expected result(s): Coordinated surveillance data collection at high risk
interfaces with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on collected
samples; integration of the MGVP's sample tracking and diagnostic data
collection systems with PREDICT system(s).
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Cooperate with PREDICT on the introduction of novel technologies with
relevant field application in Rwanda.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface described above under sub-activity 1.3.1 Surveillance;

identify laboratory needs and to increase capacities to conduct pathogen
detection in-country.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; diagnostic
capacity gaps identified at RARDA and appropriate training and requisite
equipment and supplies acquired so that RARDA can serve as primary
wildlife diagnostic laboratory for virology and improved sample storage in
Rwanda.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS database and
provided to UC Davis on a monthly basis; trainings conducted for appropriate
personnel on sample tracking and data management; Technical Assistant
hired to help with data input; MGVP's labeling and sample tracking
protocols/systems modified to align with PREDICT system(s); all requests for
surveillance data met in a timely manner.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS database; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data
provided to UC Davis through GAINS on monthly basis; all requests for
surveillance data met in a timely manner.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as appropriate ; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATIO N PLAN- RWANDA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

1.2

Capacity
Building

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

1.3

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant,
Rwanda Country
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Full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; weekly project
updates with the PREDICT team via
Skype and Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance data entered into the
GAINS database.
Continued evaluation and assessment
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in
wildlife surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of all traininQ materials.
Coordinated surveillance data
collection at high risk interfaces with
partners; pathogen detection and
discovery on collected samples;
integration of the MGVP's sample
trackinQ and diaQnostic data collection
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1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of

Who is
Responsible?
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi
Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi
Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
Technical
Assistant,
Rwanda Gou ntry
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Country
Coordinator
Julius Nziza,
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New technologies introduced and
utilized; diagnostic capacity gaps
identified at RARDA and appropriate
training and requisite equipment and
supplies acquired so that RARDA
serves as laboratory diagnostic center
with improved viral diagnostics
capacity and cold storage for wildlife
samples.
All sample data entered into GAINS
and provided to UCO monthly;
trainings conducted for appropriate
personnel on sample tracking and
data management; Technical
Assistant hired to help with data input;
MGVP's labeling and sample tracking
protocols/systems modified to align
with GAINS; all requests for
surveillance data met in a timely
manner.
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plan and optimized as needed; data
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disease
emergence

Technical
Assistant,
Rwanda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi
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•

FY10
Q4
JULSEP
10

FY11
Q1
OCTDEC
10

FY11
Q2
JANMAR
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

provided to UCO through GAINS
monthly basis; all requests for
surveillance data met in a timely
manner.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - RWANDA

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJliCllwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza with
review and approval by Rwanda
Country Leads Michael Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi.

1.1.4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E
1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Wildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

1.2.2
Training

Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
Individuals trained
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza.

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza and
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein.

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure at
RARDA for viral
diagnostics and cold
storage

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Quarterly Reports

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein.

Sample data
GAINS
received ;
Implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Technical Assistant (TBN)

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Julius Nziza,
Rwanda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Surveillance lead Christine Johnson.

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - RWANDA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Rwanda is University of California, Davis and the
implementing organization within Rwanda is the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project
(MGVP). Oversight of PREDICT activities in Rwanda will be managed by Country
Coordinator Julius Nziza, with support from Operational Leads M. Cranfield and K.
Gilardi (MGVP and UC Davis). In addition, PREDICT Rwanda will add one new fulltime staff member in Rwanda, a Technical Assistant (to be named); and already
employs a part-time field veterinarian J. Ramer.
Overview
Rwanda provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance in
continental Africa's most densely populated country (population of 10 million people live
in a country the size of Massachusetts, at a density of 379.6 people per sq. km). Almost
the entire country is cultivated for subsistence farming, and intensive human land use
abuts the boundaries of all three national parks (Volcanoes, Nyungwe Forest, and
Akagera National Parks), forcing some wildlife species (particularly birds and including
primates) to utilize highly urbanized or agriculturalized habitats. As well, developed
tourism industry exists - 1 million visitors last year, and the country's largest source of
foreign revenue - and is largely centered around opportunities to view wild mountain
gorillas in Volcanoes NP, bringing people into daily direct and indirect contact with
mountain gorillas, and by extension, other wildlife species, including primates. Like
other Rift Valley countries, Rwanda is promoting cave tourism, which also brings people
into close contact with bats. UC Davis' implementing partner, MGVP, has operated in
Rwanda since 1986 in close cooperation with the Rwanda Development Board/Tourism
and Conservation, the jurisdictional authority for wildlife and protected areas, on
mountain gorilla health and disease issues affecting other wildlife species. MGVP has
also monitored multiple wildlife and domestic species for disease exposure, including
bats. These highly productive working relationships in addition to newly established
relationships with the Rwanda Animal Resource Development Authority (RARDA),
TRAC-Plus, and Umutara Polytechnic will allow for unique surveillance opportunities at
the interface between wildlife, domestic animals, and people in the context of intense
animal and plant agriculture and wildlife tourism in Rwanda.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk,
focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: Primates, bats, and rodents; birds, carnivores, ungulates, and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism, shared water sources,
urbanized wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded
Proposed Locations: Northwest (Volcanoes National Park,
Ruhengeri/ Kinigi area, Gisenyi/Lake Kivu) , Southwest (Nyungwe National
Park, Butare area, Burundi border), West/Central (Kigali area, Kibuye
area), Northeast (Akagera National Park), and South (Burundi border).

Partnerships
In Rwanda, partnerships have been established through MGVP with the Rwanda
Development Board/Tourism and Conservation, the Rwanda Animal Resource
Development Authority (RARDA), the Ministry of Health, Trac-PLUS, Kigali Health
Institute, Centers for Disease Control-Rwanda Office, National University of Rwanda,
Umutara Polytechnic, and ISAI-Busogo. PREDICT will build on these partnerships to
plan for enhanced collaboration in wildlife surveillance, expanding existing surveillance
activities in Volcanoes National Park to the national level.
Reporting
In discussion with the USAID Mission in Rwanda, the PREDICT team has agreed to
quarterly in-person meetings led by the Country Coordinator. These meetings have
been occurring more frequently than quarterly, as requested by the Mission, during the
start-up phase of PREDICT in Rwanda.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and University of California teams communicate on
a weekly basis through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and
generation of interactive ''To Do" lists through the Basecamp project site.

Tanzania
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: UCO, Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), HALI Project
Expected result(s): Coordinated management of all capacity building and
surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and executive
board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking, including
monthly financial reporting to UCO ; continued ongoing multi-faceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to
Tanzania through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through
weekly Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT Tanzania Basecamp
site; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis, and integrated
surveillance reporting through the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: UCO, Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), HALI Project

Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Tanzania: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock
as appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife,
livestock-wildlife, shared water sources), syndromic
Proposed Locations: South-central (Eastern Arc Mountains Uduzungwa, Uluguru; Kilombero Valley; Ruaha National Park &
surrounding protected areas & communities), Western (Katavi
National Park & surrounding areas, Mahale National Park, Gombe
National Park), South-east (Selous National Park & surrounding
areas), North (Serengeti Ecosystem), North-east (Eastern Arc Usambara Mtns), Eastern (Coastal, Dar es Salaam & surrounding
areas), Central (Morogoro & Uluguru Mtns, Mikumi National Park &
surrounding areas)

Partners: UCD, Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), HALI Project,
National Institute of Medical Research, Muhimbili University Health and Allied
Sciences, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism,
Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries Development (MoLFD), MoLFD Central
Veterinary Laboratory, Center for Disease Control and Prevention - Tanzania
Country Office, Tanzania National Parks, Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on collected samples;
integrated existing HALI project surveillance sample tracking system with
GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency; strategically implemented
surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a trans-regional surveillance network.

•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
A new micro-liquid nitrogen plant will be installed in lringa to effectively
develop cold chain capacity throughout the central, western, and southern
regions of Tanzania. Continue to cooperate with PREDICT on the
introduction of other novel technologies with relevant field application in
Tanzania.

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen detection in-country.

Partners: UCO, Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), HALI Project
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in SUA's laboratory diagnostic center and introduction of
appropriate training and material resources; expanded infrastructure of SUA's
Veterinary Medicine diagnostic center to improve virology capacity and cold
storage for sample archival.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database. Implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: UCO, Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), HALI Project
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS database;
completed trainings on sample tracking and data management; appointment
of an Assistant Country Coordinator and office/data manager to the lringa
field office headquarters to manage data; implemented standardized labeling
and tracking system; data provided to UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.

Partners: UCO, Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA), HALI Project,
Modeling Team
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-TANZANIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1
JULSEP

10

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
(TBD), East
Africa
Operations
Officer David
Wolkinq
Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
(TBD), East
Africa
Operations
Officer David
Wolking;
Capacity
Building Team
Country

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR
10
11

APRJUN
11

JULSEP

11

Full fiscal disclosure and near-real time
expense tracking; regular updates to all incountry partners; weekly project updates
with the PREDICT team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued compliance of all
reporting requests ; surveillance data
entered into the GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

X

Continued evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and pathogen
detection in-country; implementation of all
official training materials.

X

X

X

X

X

Developed framework for surveillance data

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Who is
Responsible?
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
(TBD), East
Africa
Operations
Officer David
Wolking;
Surveillance
Team
Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
(TBD), East
Africa
Operations
Officer David
Wolking
Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
(TBD), East
Africa
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FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1
JULSEP

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

New technologies introduced and utilized;
identified capacity gaps in SUA's
laboratory diagnostic center and
introduction of training and material
resources; expanded infrastructure of
SUA's Veterinary Medicine diagnostic
center to improve viral diagnostics
capacity and cold storage for sample
archival.

X

X

X

X

X

All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management; appointment of an
Assistant Country Coordinator and
office/data manager to the lringa field
office headquarters to manage data;
implemented standardized labeling and

X

X

X

X

X

coordination with partners; pathogen
detection and discovery on collected
samples; integrated existing HALI project
surveillance sample tracking system with
GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency;
strategically implemented surveillance in
proposed locations in collaboration with incountry partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network.

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

2.2

Who is
Responsible?

FY10 FY11 FY11
Q4
Q1
Q2
JUL- OCT- JANSEP DEC MAR
10
10
11
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Operations
Officer David
Walking,
Information
Management
Team

tracking system; data provided to UC
Davis through GAINS monthly timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

Country
Coordinator
Harrison Sadiki,
Assistant
Coordinator
(TBD), East
Africa
Operations
Officer David
Wolkinq

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed ; data to UC
Davis through GAINS monthly; timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

X

X

X

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - TANZANIA

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

Cll.wlilnrE
1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with the PREDICT
team

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Skype and
Basecamp

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION
Weekly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE
1.1 .2

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Near-real time expense tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki

Mission and Partner Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki with review and approval
by East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking , SUA Pl
Rudovick Kazwala.

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking

Fiscal Management

1.1 .3
Communication

1.1 .4
Reporting

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Compliance of all reporting requests; Basecamp &
surveillance data reports
GAINS database

Wildlife surveillance and diagnostic
testing capacity assessment
Established partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in
wildlife surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection

1.2.2
Training

1.3.1
Surveillance

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Capacity Building Annually
Rapid Survey Tool

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking

Quarterly

Individuals trained with official
Training Matrix,
PRE DICT materials and through on- Quiz Results &
the-job training
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki

Framework for surveillance data
coordination ; samples collected or
received and analyzed for targeted

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking

Basecamp &
GAINS database

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

species, interfaces, and proposed
locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced and
Quarterly Reports
utilized for sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Wolking,
Technology Development lead
Joseph Fair and Diagnostic lead
Tracey Goldstein

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at SUA for
viral diagnostics capacity and cold
storage

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking,
Technology Development lead
Joseph Fair and Diagnostic lead
Tracey Goldstein

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ; implemented GAINS
standardized labeling and tracking
system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, Assistant Country
Coordinator (TBN)

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Harrison
Sadiki, East Africa Operations
Officer David Walking,
Surveillance lead Christine
Johnson

Quarterly Reports

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-TANZANIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Tanzania is the University of California, Davis (UCO) and the
implementing organization within Tanzania is Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA).
Oversight of PREDICT activities in Tanzania will be managed by Country Coordinator,
Harrison Sadiki (SUA), with support from Technical Team Leaders D. Walking (UCO)
and R. Kazwala (SUA Pl). In addition, PREDICT has 4 staff members in-country,
including Field Assistant Muhiddin Salehe, Field Assistant and Driver Erasto Paul
Katowo, Driver Amani Zacharia, and Office Administrative Assistant Zenna Babu. An
additional four Game Scouts assist this core team in field surveillance through animal
capture, handling, and sampling support. Both an Assistant Country Coordinator and
Office/data Manager will be added to the lringa field office headquarters.
Overview
Tanzania provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at
what is one of Africa's most active wildlife-livestock-human interface areas. In the more
arid areas of the Rift Valley, water diversion and land conversion for agriculture coupled
with continued population growth are restricting once vast livestock grazing areas for
traditional livestock keepers. The result is an increase of livestock populations on
remaining grazing land, often bordering villages and wildlife protected areas. The
increasing density of livestock near protected areas coupled with water scarcity (with
resultant flood/drought cycles due to watershed degradation) may change the dynamics
of current zoonotic threats, and may facilitate transmission of diseases of pandemic
potential across this interface. Additionally, Tanzania possesses many islands of
rainforest habitat, most notably the Eastern Arc mountains, which are biodiversity
hotspot due to the high degree of endemism and small mammal diversity, providing an
exceptional opportunity to assess zoonotic pathogen potential in small rodent, bat, and
primate species. Despite the wealth of biodiversity and intimate interaction of
populations in these interfaces, Tanzania's current capacity to conduct wildlife disease
surveillance at a regional and national level is still developing. Through the
implementing partner, SUA in Morogoro, existing collaborations with government
veterinary and livestock ministries, wildlife authorities, and human health professionals
enable PREDICT to increase and expand wildlife surveillance activities from the
Southern Highlands region to other high-risk wildlife-livestock-human interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock as
appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestockwildlife, shared water sources), syndromic
Potential Locations: South-central (Eastern Arc Mountains - Uduzungwa,
Uluguru; Kilombero Valley; Ruaha National Park & surrounding protected
areas & communities), Western (Katavi National Park & surrounding areas;
Mahale National Park; Gombe National Park), South-east (Selous National
Park & surrounding areas), North (Serengeti Ecosystem), North-east (Eastern
Arc - Usambara Mtns), Eastern (Coastal, Dar es Salaam & surrounding
areas), Central (Morogoro & Uluguru Mtns; Mikumi National Park &
surrounding areas)

Partnerships
In Tanzania, partnerships have been established through Sokoine University of
Agriculture with the National Institute of Medical Research, Muhimbili University Health
and Allied Sciences, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism,
Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries Development (MoLFD), MoLFD Central Veterinary
Laboratory, Center for Disease Control and Prevention - Tanzania Country Office,
Tanzania National Parks, and Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute. PREDICT will build
on these partnerships to plan for enhanced collaboration in wildlife surveillance,
expanding existing surveillance activities in the Southern Highlands to the national level.
Reporting
In discussions with the USAID Mission to Tanzania, the PREDICT Tanzania team has
developed a monthly reporting structure led by the Country Coordinator. These "Monthly
Partner Updates" summarize monthly achievements and progress and are submitted to
the managing partner UC Davis and USAID for review, and then distributed to the
USAID Mission contact. Following Mission review and comment, the Partner Updates
are then shared with all key in-country partners facilitating an interactive communication
structure encouraging feedback and partner participation.

In addition, the Country Coordinator and University of California teams communicate on
a weekly basis through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and
generation of interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Uganda
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures in Uganda
to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges are
consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense-tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCO; continue ongoing multifaceted
communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission to
Uganda through regular updates and with the PREDICT team through weekly
Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT Uganda Basecamp site;
continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis, and transmitting
surveillance data as generated to PREDICT team.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess

country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.
o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Uganda: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: Primates, bats, and rodents; birds, carnivores, ungulates and
livestock as appropriate.
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism, shared water
sources, urbanized wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded
Proposed Locations: North (Uganda/Sudan border); Central
(Kibangya/Kafu River area, and Central Uganda districts) ; Central
(Kampala/Entebbe, Ngamba Island); East (Mt. Elgon National Park
area); West (Budongo Forest Reserve); and Southwest (Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest National Park, Mgahinga National Park,
Queen Elizabeth National Park, Semliki and Rwennzori National
Park areas).

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP, Uganda Wildlife Authority, Makerere University
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and School of Public Health, Ministry of

Health, Centers for Disease Control - Uganda Office, Institute of Tropical
Forest Conservation (ITFC), Jane Goodall Institute (JGI), Ministry of
Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF), Nature Uganda
Expected result(s): Coordinated surveillance data collection at high risk
interfaces with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on collected
samples; integration of the MGVP's sample tracking and diagnostic data
collection systems with PREDICT system(s).
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure; cooperate with PREDICT on the introduction
of additional novel technologies with relevant field application in Uganda.
Mobile phone surveillance technology was implemented by the
Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute in Queen Elizabeth National
Park to launch the Animal Mortality Monitoring Program (AMMP) in year 1;
in year 2 SI, the Uganda country coordinator, Uganda Wildlife Authority
(UWA) and four partner organizations (Ministry of Agriculture - Animal
Industry and Fisheries, MGVP, Conservation Through Public Health) will
test and implement AMMP in at least two other conservation areas.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; diagnostic
capacity gaps identified at Makerere University and appropriate training and
requisite equipment and supplies acquired so that Makerere University is
serving as primary wildlife diagnostic laboratory in Uganda; mobile phone
surveillance technology implemented in Queen Elizabeth National Park and
outcomes evaluated (a) how and if cell phone technology improves existing
(largely paper-based) animal mortality reporting methods, (b) data-form
designs that are easiest to use and most efficient for both government- and
community-based reporting, (c) accessibility of the data being reported, (d)
the reliability of data using mobile phone technology, and (e) a two-tiered
system for animal mortality reporting.

•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS and provided to UC
Davis on a monthly basis; trainings conducted for appropriate personnel on
sample tracking and data management; Technical Assistant hired to help with
data input; MGVP's labeling and sample tracking protocols/systems modified
to align with PREDICT system(s); link the AMMP and GAINS databases; all
requests for surveillance data met in a timely manner.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: UC Davis, MGVP
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on monthly basis; all requests for surveillance data
met in a timely manner.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATIO N PLAN- UGANDA

ACTIVITI ES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

1.2

Capacity
Building

Country
Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

1.3

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical
Assistant (TBN),
Uganda Country

EINCl &D H iiJl.111
1 Julf ll1
1111

•--.......

Full fiscal disclosure and near real-time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; weekly project
updates with the PREDICT team via
Skype and Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting requests ;
surveillance data entered through the
GAINS database.
Continued evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and pathogen
detection in-country; implementation of
training materials.
Coordinated surveillance data collection
at high risk interfaces with partners;
pathogen detection and discovery on
collected samples; integration of the
MGVP's sample tracking and diagnostic
data collection systems with GAINS.
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1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of

Who is
Responsible?
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi
Country
Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical
Assistant (TBN),
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi
Country
Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,
Technical
Assistant (TBN),
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi

Country
Coordinator
Benard Ssebide,

WECIED PFBULTII
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FY11
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11

New technologies introduced and
utilized; diagnostic capacity gaps
identified at Makerere University and
appropriate training and requisite
equipment and supplies acquired so that
Makerere University is serving as
primary wildlife diagnostic laboratory in
Uganda; mobile phone surveillance
technology implemented in Queen
Elizabeth National Park.
All sample data entered into GAINS and
provided to UCO monthly; trainings
conducted for personnel on sample
tracking and data management;
Technical Assistant hired to help with
data input; MGVP's labeling and sample
tracking protocols/systems modified to
align with PREDICT system(s); link the
AMM P and GAINS databases; all
requests for surveillance data met.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data provided

X

X

X

X

X
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Who is
Responsible?

disease
emergence

Technical
Assistant,
Uganda Country
Leads Michael
Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi
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FY11
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11

to UC Davis through GAINS on monthly
basis; all requests for surveillance data
met in a timely manner.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - UGANDA

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJliCllwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Skype and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide

1.1.2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide
with review and approval by Uganda
Country Leads Michael Cranfield and
Kirsten Gilardi.

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E
1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Wildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

1.2.2
Training

Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
Individuals trained
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide.

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi.

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein.

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure at
Makerere University
for viral diagnostics
and cold storage

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Quarterly Reports

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Technology Development lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein.

Sample data
GAINS
received ;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Technical Assistant (TBN).

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide,
Uganda Country Leads Michael
Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi,
Surveillance lead Christine Johnson.

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-UGANDA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Uganda is UC Davis and the implementing organization
within Uganda is the Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project (MGVP). Oversight of
PREDICT activities in Uganda are managed by Country Coordinator Benard Ssebide
with support from Operational Leads Michael Cranfield and Kirsten Gilardi. In addition,
PREDICT will add one new additional full-time staff member in Uganda, a Technical /
Field/ Laboratory/ Assistant (to be named).
Overview
Uganda presents several unique and promising opportunities for surveillance of zoonoses in
wildlife with pandemic potential: the country has a long-standing and well-established network
of national parks, all of which provide protection for several primate species, and all of which
are surrounded by intensive animal agriculture and dense human communities, resulting in
significant wildlife/livestock/human interactions and conflict. Uganda is home to half the world's
population of mountain gorillas, for which there is a thriving ecotourism industry that brings
people (local and foreign) into daily contact with gorillas. Mountain gorillas also exit protected
areas to forage in cultivated fields at park margins, thereby coming into direct and indirect
contact with people and domestic animals. Additionally, there is a burgeoning cave tourism
industry developing in Uganda, which brings people (both Ugandans and tourists) into close
contact with bat species. These factors, coupled with the significant infrastructure in place for
monitoring and surveillance (e.g. Uganda Wildlife Authority and Makerere University, the latter
of which already houses a state-of-the-art US Dept. of Defense-funded influenza diagnostic
laboratory) and the close working ties that already exist between the MGVP and these entities,
facilitate a comprehensive wildlife zoonoses surveillance program in Uganda.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk,
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: Primates, bats, and rodents; birds, carnivores, ungulates and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Syndromic, free-ranging (ecotourism, shared water sources,
urbanized wildlife), depredation, hunted, traded
Proposed Locations: North (Uganda/Sudan border) ; Central
(Kibangya/Kafu River area, and Central Uganda districts) ; Central
(Kampala/Entebbe, Ngamba Island); East (Mt. Elgen National Park area) ;
West (Budongo Forest Reserve); and Southwest (Bwindi Impenetrable

Forest National Park, Mgahinga National Park, Queen Elizabeth National
Park, Semliki and Rwennzori National Park areas).

Partnerships
In Uganda, partnerships have been established through MGVP with the Uganda Wildlife
Authority, Makerere University Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and School of Public
Health, Ministry of Health, Uganda Virus Research Institute, Centers for Disease
Control-Uganda Office, Institute of Tropical Forest Conservation, Jane Goodall Institute.
PREDICT will build on these partnerships to plan for enhanced collaboration for wildlife
surveillance and expanding existing surveillance activities in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest
National Park to the national level.
Reporting
Discussions with the USAID Mission to Uganda have occurred in formal, multi-project
meetings only, as no Mission Point of Contact for EPT, including PREDICT, has been
identified. Once that PoC is identified, PREDICT will discuss and comply with the
Mission's preferred communication format.
The Country Coordinator and University of California teams communicate on a weekly
basis through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and generation of
interactive "To Do" lists through the Basecamp project site.

SOUTHEAST ASIA REGION
Cambodia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.
Partners: WCS, Hong Kong University (HKU), lnstitut Pasteur de
Cambodge (IPC), National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI), Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF)
Expected result{s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead; full fiscal
disclosure and near-real time expense tracking, including monthly financial
reporting to UCD; continue on-going multi-faceted communication
between Country Coordinators, Regional Coordinators and WCS
headquarters in New York through electronic media (including interaction
on the Cambodia Basecamp site), scheduled conference calls and faceto-face meetings; continue regular communications with in-country
partners including the USAID Mission to Cambodia; continued compliance
of all reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental, travel) from
USAID through UC Davis; surveillance data entered through the GAINS
database.

•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.
Partners: WCS, Hong Kong University, lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge,
National Veterinary Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries; AED/PREVENT

Expected result{s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool ; use of the completed capacity assessments
to guide focus of capacity building plans; strengthened partnerships with
key agencies and ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection in-country; planning discussions with PREVENT
partners to investigate possible collaborative opportunities ;
implementation of all official training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Cambodia: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock as
appropriate
Interfaces: hunters, market confiscations, free-ranging
Proposed Locations: North-west Kulem Promptep Wildlife
Sanctuary (KPWS, Siem Reap, Odar Meanchey and Preah Vihear
Provinces) , Preah Vihear Protected Forest (PVPF, Preah Vihear
Province), Battambang and Pursat Provinces; North-east Kratie,
Stung Treng and Rattanakiri Provinces, Mondulkiri Province
(including Seima Protected Forest, Sen Monorom and Busra
waterfall); Central Southern Tonie Sap area including Kampong
Cham, Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Speu and Kampong Thom
Provinces; South-west Kandal Province (including Phnom Penh
City); South-east Vietnam border areas including Prey Veng and
Svey Rieang Provinces

Partners: WCS, Hong Kong University, lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge,
National Veterinary Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries, AED/PREVENT
Expected result{s): Developed a framework for surveillance data
coordination with partners; pathogen detection and discovery on newly
acquired wildlife samples; integrated existing WCS Cambodia sample
tracking system with GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency;
strategically implemented surveillance in proposed locations in
collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a trans-regional
surveillance network; coordination opportunities investigated with
PREVENT.

•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery

o

Sub-activity 1.4. 1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Continue to cooperate with lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge to introduce
pyrosequencing technology in Cambodia; continue to utilize filter card
sample collection as a means of obtaining diagnostically viable samples in
remote areas, by personnel trained in their use.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.
Partners: WCS, lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge, National Veterinary
Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Expected result{s): New relevant technologies and laboratory technical
knowledge introduced and utilized; identified capacity gaps in Cambodia
and introduced appropriate training and material resources where
possible; cooperate with IDENTIFY to help expand Cambodian
infrastructure to improve capacity to handle, process and store samples;
identified regional or international laboratories with additional diagnostic
capacity where appropriate.

•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.
Partners: WCS, Hong Kong University, lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge,
National Veterinary Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries
Expected result{s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed
trainings on sample tracking and data management; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking system; data provided to UC Davis
through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: WCS, Hong Kong University, lnstitut Pasteur de Cambodge,
National Veterinary Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries, Modeling Team, AED/PREVENT
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data to UC
Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data; cooperation with PREDICT and
PREVENT partners on potential projects that contribute to risk
determination.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-CAMBODIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Priscilla Joyner,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yanq
Country
Coordinator
Priscilla Joyner,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, Capacity
Building Team
Country
Coordinator
Priscilla Joyner,
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FY10 FY11 FY11
Q4
Q1
Q2
JUL- OCT- JANSEP DEC MAR
10
10
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN

FY11
Q4
JULSEP

11

11

Full fiscal disclosure and near-real time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; Weekly project
updates with the PREDICT team via
Skype and Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance data reporting through the
GAINS database.

X

X

X

X

X

Continued evaluation and assessment
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country; planning
discussions with PREVENT partners to
investigate collaborative opportunities ;
implementation of training materials.
Developed framework for surveillance
data coordination with partners ;
pathoqen detection and discovery on

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

FY10
ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Who is
Responsible?
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Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang
Surveillance
Team

newly acquired wi ldlife samples;
integrated existing WCS Cambodia
sample tracking system with GAINS;
strategically implemented surveillance
in proposed locations in collaboration
with in-country partners to achieve a
trans-regional surveillance network;
coordination opportunities investigated
with PREVENT.
New relevant technologies and
laboratory technical knowledge
introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in Cambodia and
introduced training and material
resources; cooperate with IDENTI FY to
expand Cambodian infrastructure to
improve capacity to handle, process
and store samples; identified regional or
international laboratories with additional
diagnostic capacity.
All sample data entered into GAINS;
trainings completed on sample tracking
and data management; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking
system; data to UC Davis through
GAINS monthly; Timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance
data.

Country
Coordinator
Priscilla Joyner,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang,
Development
Team
Country
Coordinator
Priscilla Joyner,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela

Q4
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10

FY11 FY11
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10
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FY11
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11

FY11
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11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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10
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FY11
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11

FY11
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X

X

Yang,
Information
Management
Team
Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

2.2

Country
Coordinator
Priscilla Joyner,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, Modeling
Team

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data to UC
Davis through GAINS monthly;
response to Modeling team requests for
surveillance data; cooperation with
PREVENT partners on potential
projects that contribute to risk
determination.

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - CAMBODIA

PIIDJECT
Cll.wlilnrE
1.1 .1
General Management

INDICATOR

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Skype and
Basecamp

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION
Weekly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.1.4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
Surveillance data reports

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
Capacity Building Annually
diagnostic testing capacity Rapid Survey Tool
assessment

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

Established partnerships
Quarterly Reports
with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT
materials and through onthe-job train ing

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
surveillance data
coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure in
local laboratories for viral
diagnostic capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly Reports Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
GAINS
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking
system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
received and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and locations

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator: Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia: Martin
Gilbert

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CAMBODIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organization for Cambodia is Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS). Oversight of PREDICT activities in-country will be managed by Cambodia
Country Coordinator, Priscilla Joyner with support from Regional Director-Asia, Martin
Gilbert (WCS) and PREDICT Technical Team Leaders (Technology Development lead
Joseph Fair, Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein, Surveillance lead Christine Johnson). In
addition, PREDICT has four staff members in-country, including Regional Manager
Angel Yang, Project Officer Chea Sokha, Financial Assistant Sar Soknan and Driver
Kep Niramon.
Overview
The trade in wildlife is increasingly recognized as a potential avenue for zoonotic
pathogens to spread to from wildlife populations into humans. The regional trade of wild
mammals may have played a role in the movement of SARS through Southeast Asia,
and there is compelling evidence that SARS was first transmitted to humans in wild
animal markets in Guangdong Province, China. Cambodia is a key source, conduit, and
consumer of wildlife and presents opportunities for advancing understanding of the risk
drivers in pathogen emergence in a variety of interface settings.
Nearly 60% of Cambodia is still forested and provides a wealth of opportunities for wild
game hunting. Wild animals are hunted then butchered before being sold in city and
provincial markets. Markets also act as a central meeting point for live domestic animals
and humans, including immuno-compromised individuals. As a result, markets provide
an ideal situation for disease transmission. The high demand for wild animal meat and
products, forest concessions being sold for industry development and a growing middle
class wealth in Cambodia combined with porous international borders results in an
increased risk of contact with wildlife for humans and domestic animals. Thus,
Cambodia provides the opportunity to conduct zoonotic disease surveillance at the
wildlife-livestock-human interface within the wildlife trade arena.
WCS has developed positive relationships with wild animal trappers, wild game traders,
middlemen and restaurant owners selling wild meat in several provinces throughout
Cambodia. These relationships provide an excellent opportunity to examine relative risk
among different trade species and settings and sample wild animals involved in events of
high-risk human activities.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify

zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic risk
focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: hunters, market confiscations
Proposed Locations: North-west Kulem Promptep Wildlife Sanctuary
(KPWS, Siem Reap, Odar Meanchey and Preah Vihear Provinces) , Preah
Vihear Protected Forest (PVPF, Preah Vihear Province), Battambang and
Pursat Provinces, North-east Kratie, Stung Treng and Rattanakiri Provinces,
Mondulkiri Province (including Seima Protected Forest, Sen Monorom and
Bushra waterfall), Central Southern Tonie Sap area including Kampong
Cham, Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Speu and Kampong Thom Provinces,
South-west Kandal Province (including Phnom Penh City), South-east
Vietnam border areas including Prey Veng and Svey Rieang Provinces

Partnerships
In Cambodia, partnerships have been established with the lnstitut Pasteur de
Cambodge, Ministry of Food, Fisheries and Forest, National Veterinary Research
Institute, and Hong Kong University.
Reporting
Country Coordinator Priscilla Joyner met with ROMA staff from Thailand during the
Southeast Asia Planning Meeting on June 4, 2010. PREDICT staff also met with John
Rogosch, Acting Director, Office of Public Health and Education, USAID (Cambodia)
and Andrew Clements on August 13, 2010. The post has recently been filled, and the
new Director will begin at the end of August. There will also be a new Deputy Director.
Reporting structure will be established by the Director in collaboration with PREDICT
Country Coordinator, Priscilla Joyner, at that time.
In addition, the Country Coordinator, Associate Director - Asia and Regional Manager
communicate with each other and the WCS headquarters weekly or more often as
needed.

Lao PDR
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: WCS, National Animal Health Centre, Mahosot Hospital-Oxford
Tropical Medicine Research Collaboration, AED/ PREVENT
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead; full fiscal
disclosure and near-real time expense tracking, including monthly financial
reporting to UCO; continued on-going multi-faceted communication between
Country Coordinators, Regional Coordinators and WCS headquarters in New
York through electronic media (including interaction on the Laos Basecamp
site), scheduled conference calls and face-to-face meetings; continued
regular communications with in-country partners including the USAID Mission
to Lao PDR; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial,
technical, environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis and entering
surveillance data through the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain

implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: WCS, National Animal Health Centre, National University of Laos,
Mahosot Hospital-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Collaboration, AED/
PREVENT
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; use of the completed capacity assessments to
guide focus of capacity building plans; strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country; planning discussions with PREVENT partners
to investigate possible collaborative activities; implementation of all official
training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Lao PDR: continue to establish coordination with ministries,
universities, and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples
and data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with
proper tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database;
identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential
pathogens of pandemic risk.

•

•

•

Taxa: bats will be the main initial target taxa but focus will also be
given to sampling of rodents , carnivores, ungulates and livestock as
appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, village consumption, trade confiscations,
markets, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife, shared
water sources), syndromic
Proposed Locations: Vientiane Capital City Prefecture and
Vientiane Province, Houapanh Province, Luang Prabang Province,
Khammouane and Bolikhamxay provinces.

Partners: WCS, National Animal Health Centre, Department of Agriculture
and Forestry, National University of Laos, Mahosot Hospital-Oxford Tropical
Medicine Research Collaboration, AED/ PREVENT
Expected result(s): Review and approval of all projects to comply with
animal welfare and human ethical criteria by appropriate committees;
strategically implemented surveillance in key wildlife human interfaces in
collaboration with in-country partners as contribution to a diverse national

surveillance network; possible partnering and coordination opportunities
investigated with PREVENT; pathogen detection and discovery on newly
acquired wildlife samples; entry of sampling and epidemiological data into
GAINS system to ensure sharing of data and enhance cooperation with
partners.

•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Introduce new technologies for adequate cold chain maintenance to more
isolated rural sampling sites; continue to utilize filter card sample collection
as a means of obtaining diagnostically viable samples in remote areas, by
personnel trained in their use.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: National Animal Health Centre, Mahosot Hospital-Oxford Tropical
Medicine Research Collaboration
Expected result(s): New relevant technologies and laboratory technical
knowledge introduced and utilized; identified capacity gaps in National Animal
Health Centre laboratory diagnostic center and appropriate training and
material resources introduced where possible; collaboration with IDENTIFY to
expand infrastructure of National Animal Health Centre laboratory diagnostic
center to improve capacity to handle, process and store samples; regional or
international laboratories with additional diagnostic capacity identified.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: WCS, National Animal Health Centre
Expected result(s): Standardized field surveillance data collection across all
projects in-country; all sample data entered into GAINS database; effective
tracking of wildlife samples and diagnostics collected by PREDICT projects in
Lao PDR.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: WCS, National Animal Health Centre, Modeling Team,
AED/PREVENT
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data; cooperation with PREDICT and PREVENT
partners on potential projects that contribute to risk determination.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- LAO PDR

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Lucy Ogg
Keatts,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yanq
Country
Coordinator
Lucy Ogg
Keatts,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, Capacity
Building Team
Country
Coordinator

FY10
Q4

FY11
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

Full fiscal disclosure and near-real
time expense tracking; regular
updates to all in-country partners;
weekly project updates with the
PREDICT team via Skype and
Basecamp; continued compliance of
all reporting requests

X

X

X

X

X

Continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife surveillance
capacity and diagnostic testing
through use of the Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened
partnerships with key agencies and
ministries in-country; implementation
of all official training materials;
planning discussions with PREVENT
to investigate collaborative activities.

X

X

X

X

X

Developed framework for
surveillance data coordination with

X

X

X

X

X
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ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EIF&iED~ IULTI
1 .IIIIJll1D- • ISjLMlllarlll11

FY11
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

Lucy Ogg
Keatts,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang,
Surveillance
Team

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information

partners; review and approval of
activities to comply with animal
welfare and human ethical criteria by
appropriate committees; pathogen
detection and discovery on wildlife
samples; entry of sampling and
epidemiological data into GAINS
database; strategically implemented
surveillance in proposed locations in
collaboration with in-country partners
to achieve a diverse national
surveillance network; coordination
opportunities with PREVENT.
Country
New relevant technologies and
Coordinator
laboratory knowledge introduced and
Lucy Ogg
utilized; identified capacity gaps in
Keatts,
National Animal Health Centre
Associate
laboratory diagnostic center and
Director - Asia
training and material resources
Martin Gilbert,
introduced; collaboration with
Regional
IDENTIFY to expand infrastructure of
Manager Angela NAHC veterinary diagnostic center to
Yang
improve viral diagnostic capacity;
regional or international laboratories
identified for diaqnostics.
Country
Standardized field surveillance data
Coordinator
collection across all activities inLucy Ogg
country; all sample data entered into

FY10
Q4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW
Management

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

EIF&iED~ IULTI
1 .IIIIJll1D- • ISjLMlllarlll11

Who is
Responsible?

FY10
Q4
JULSEP
10

FY11
Q1
OCTDEC
10

FY11
Q2
JANMAR
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

X

X

X

X

GAINS; effective tracking of wildlife
Keatts,
Associate
samples and diagnostics collected.
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yang

Country
Coordinator Lucy
Ogg Keatts,
Associate
Director - Asia
Martin Gilbert,
Regional
Manager Angela
Yanq

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
gap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized as
needed; data provided to UCD
through GAINS monthly; response to
all requests for surveillance data;
cooperation with PREVENT on
potential projects that contribute to
risk determination.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - LAO PDR

PROJECT
DBJBUIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Skype, email and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Basecamp

Monthly

Country coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Verbal reporting in
country

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance in all
reporting requests;
surveillance data reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing
capacity assessment

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

1.2.2
Training

Annually

Established partnerships Quarterly Reports
with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public
health, and pathogen
detection

Quarterly

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT
materials and through onthe-job training

Quarterly

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; Samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at Quarterly Reports
NAHC for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data entered;
GAINS
implemented
standardized labeling and
tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
GAINS
received and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Lucy Ogg Keatts
Associate Director - Asia Martin Gilbert

Revised surveillance plan Quarterly Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - LAO PDR
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing and implementing organization for Lao PDR is Wildlife Conservation Society.
Oversight of PREDICT activities in Lao PDR will be managed by Country Coordinator,
Lucy Ogg Keatts with support from Associate Director - Asia, Martin Gilbert and
PREDICT Technical Team Leaders Technology Development lead Joseph Fair (GVFI),
Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein (UCO), Surveillance lead Christine Johnson (UCO).
In addition, PREDICT has two staff members in country, including Project National
Coordinator Soubanh Silithammavong and Project Assistant Kongsy Khammavong.
Additional staff will be hired to assist the team in field surveillance for animal capture,
handling, sampling, and data management support as activities expand in year 2.
Overview
Lao PDR presents an ideal platform for trans-boundary and emerging zoonotic
pathogens through a complex web of wildlife, livestock, and human interfaces,
extending from remote protected areas to the centre of the capital city. Wildlife is still
widely hunted across the country, eaten by villagers for subsistence, traded locally in
wet and medicinal markets, and transported widely for illegal domestic and international
trade. The extensive and often geographically rugged borders of land-locked Lao PDR
are extremely porous and movement of wildlife products, livestock, and other items are
pervasive both into and out of the country, representing a potentially significant conduit
for the movement of novel pathogens. Large areas of Lao PDR remain forested with
high levels of biodiversity and low levels of development, and a large proportion of the
Lao population still resides in rural areas. Lao PDR has seen high levels of economic
growth in the last decade and along with this growth has come building of new roads,
many extractive and hydroelectric industries, and an increase in intensive farming ,
seeing large swathes of deforestation and dramatic land-use changes. All of these
activities have the potential to alter disease ecology and have led to increased contact
between people, livestock, and wildlife and the diseases they carry.

Current capacity for wildlife disease surveillance in Lao PDR is developing. Despite the
economic development of the last decade, the government remains reliant on foreign
sponsors for surveillance support, and infrastructure in many isolated parts of the
country, particularly the rugged mountainous areas, is minimal. The existing animal
health professionals are very enthusiastic to cooperate to improve the understanding of
zoonoses within Lao PDR. Thus, despite the many challenges the country faces , with
the coordination of the EPT partners there is great potential for improvement of wildlife
surveillance activities.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
in Lao PDR to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data and support the
development of ethical review committees for surveillance. We hope to help build

capacity to perform viral diagnostics in appropriate laboratories as well as track media
sources for relevant symptomatic disease reports in humans and wildlife. We aim to
identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife pathogens of potential pandemic
risk focusing on:

• Taxa: bats will be the main initial target taxa but focus will also be given to
sampling of rodents, carnivores, ungulates, and livestock as appropriate
• Interfaces hunting, village consumption, trade confiscations, markets, freeranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife, shared water sources),
syndromic
• Proposed Locations: Vientiane Capital City Prefecture and Vientiane
Province, Houapanh Province, Luang Prabang Province, Khammouane and
Bolikhamxay provinces.
Partnerships
National Animal Health Centre, Mahosot Hospital-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research
Collaboration, National University of Laos, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
Reporting
There is no USAID mission currently in Laos. Formal reporting mechanisms to Andrew
Corwin of CDC Laos are still being finalized , though at present, in-person monthly
meetings have been proposed as the preferred method of reporting. Partner updates
are then shared with all key in-country partners facilitating an interactive communication
structure encouraging feedback and partner participation.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and Associate Director - Asia communicate on a
continual basis through Skype meetings and email and with other PREDICT members
in sharing of monthly progress reports. Compliance with quarterly reporting
requirements for USAID is ongoing.

Malaysia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary
Services), University Putra Malaysia.
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; reporting and communication with US Embassy and USAID
representatives (Thailand regional mission); communication/coordination with
other components of EPT program.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary
Services), University Putra Malaysia.
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials, workshop, and onthe-job, in-field and lab training.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Malaysia: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary
Services), University Putra Malaysia.
Expected result(s): Develop framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; collect and receive samples; initiate pathogen detection and
discovery for newly acquired wildlife samples; strategically implement
surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a trans-regional surveillance network. Field Surveillance locations
will include:
• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores and ungulates
• Interfaces: hunting, deforestation, free-ranging , bush meat, conflict
species
• Potential Locations: Additional sites in the states of Perak and
Selangor, Expand sampling to other states in Peninsular Malaysia Pahang (including Taman Negara), Terengganu and Perlis
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.

Request (through DELIVER) to install an automated extraction robot for
VRI in year 1 to significantly improve throughput for molecular diagnostics.
o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary
Services), University Putra Malaysia.
Expected result(s): Enhancement of laboratory capacity for wildlife disease
surveillance at both PERHILITAN and the Veterinary Research Institute;
development of PCR protocols for pathogens of interest; installation of the
automated extraction robot for VRI to significantly improve throughput for
molecular diagnostics.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary
Services), University Putra Malaysia.
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in Vet school laboratory and appropriate training and material
resources introduced.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(PERHILITAN), Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary
Services), University Putra Malaysia.
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- MALAYSIA

ACTIVITIES
by LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?
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Country
Coordinator Tom
Hughes, Asia
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Country
Liaison Elizabeth
Loh

Weekly project updates with the
PREDICT team via phone
conferences; continued compliance of
all reporting requests; surveillance
data reporting through the GAINS
database; management and
coordination of all activities in
Malaysia; full fiscal disclosure and
near-real time expense tracking
Continued evaluation and assessment
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with
PERHILITAN, VRI and Ministry of
Health ; implementation of all training
materials; new veterinarian and lab
technician identified to join team;
trained PERHILITAN officers in each
new state; trained wildlife officers in
multiple states to collect samples;
continued capacity building at
PERHILITAN- improved RNA

Country
Coordinator Tom
Hughes, Asia
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Country
Liaison Elizabeth
Loh Technical
Advisors Kevin
Olival, Mei-Ho
Lee

FY10 FY11 FY11
Q4
Q1
Q2
JUL- OCT- JANSEP DEC MAR
10
10
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1.3

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator Tom
Hughes, Mei-Ho
Lee,
PERHILITAN
Staff

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator Tom
Hughes, Asia
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Country
Liaison
Elizabethe Loh,
Pathogen
Discovery PostDoctoral Fellow,
Simon Anthony
Country
Coordinator Tom
Hughes

Risk
Determination I

extraction skills, techniques for
screeninq pathoqens.
Strategically implemented surveillance
in proposed locations in collaboration
with in-country partners; continued
testing samples at PERHILITAN and
UPM; sample testing at VRI; samples
to Center for Infection and Immunity
for testing ; developed framework for
surveillance data coordination with
partners; identified new sites in the
states of Selangor and Perak for
sampling.
Laboratory enhancement at
PERHILTAN; installation of
Biomerieux automated extraction
robot at VRI; implementation of
sampling protocols for pathogen
discovery and export of samples to
Center for Infection and Immunity.

Data entered into GAINS database;
capacity building at VRI; barcode
scanner installed at VRI and
PERHLITAN for sample tracking;
barcoding of samples during field
surveillance activities.
I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2.2

Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emen::ience

Country
Coordinator Tom
Hughes

All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample
tracking and data management; timely
response to requests for surveillance
data.

X

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - MALAYSIA

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

OIIJECihE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance in all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

W ildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and

Quarterly

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained
Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Email, Basecamp &
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diag nasties

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure at
PERHILITAN and
VRI for viral
diagnostic capacity
and cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

GAINS
Sample data
received ;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

2.2

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Tom Hughes

Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT- MALAYSIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Malaysia is Wildlife Trust and the implementing organizations
within Malaysia are the Department of Wildlife and National Parks (PERHILITAN),
Veterinary Research Institute (Department of Veterinary Services), and University Putra
Malaysia. Oversight of PREDICT activities in Malaysia is managed by Country
Coordinator Mr. Tom Hughes with support from Asia Regional Coordinator Dr. Jonathan
Epstein, Country Liaison Ms. Elizabeth Loh, and Modeling/surveillance Technical
Advisors Ors. Kevin Olival and Tiffany Bogich. In addition, PREDICT has one staff
member in-country, Ms. Mei-Ho Lee, a microbiologist who will assist with sample testing
and capacity building at PERHILITAN and VRI. A veterinarian will be identified to join
the team early in Year 2 to assist with field surveillance activities. Jeffrine Rovie Ryan
Japning and Frankie Thomas are officers from PERHILITAN who have worked closely
with WT during Year 1 and will be important team members moving into Year 2.
Overview
South East Asia has some of the greatest wildlife biodiversity on Earth and has
experienced some of the most rapid deforestation. This results in bringing human
settlements and commercial agriculture into close proximity with wildlife. In addition, the
illegal and legal wildlife trade is pervasive in Southeast Asia, including Malaysia. Bushmeat hunting for sport and food, as well as for trade to other countries brings people
into close contact with a large variety of wildlife and creates a high level of risk to
exposure of zoonotic pathogens, especially while handling wounded animals and during
the butchering and skinning of carcasses. Malaysia is where Nipah virus was first
discovered, a lethal paramyxovirus carried by Pteropus vampyrus, a fruit bat that is
widely hunted for food, sport, and the belief that they have medicinal benefits. The high
degree of contact between people and wildlife makes Malaysia highly vulnerable to
zoonotic disease emergence and thus a priority area for initiating wildlife disease
surveillance on a national scale.

The emergence of Nipah virus illustrated that when large-scale agricultural operations
are situated in wildlife habitat, zoonotic pathogens can be transmitted to livestock and
people. Malaysia has a high degree of animal biodiversity located throughout the
country, and in its villages, there are little or no barriers between people, their domestic
animals, and wildlife. Continued surveillance activities are critical because the diversity
of potentially zoonotic pathogens hosted by wildlife is likely to be commensurate with
the diversity of wildlife, thus putting Malaysia at higher risk for the next outbreak of a
zoonotic disease.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples across the range of disturbance gradients and ensure

timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of samples and results entered into the
GAINS database. We will continue with our capacity building efforts at PERHILITAN
and VRI laboratories and with PERHILITAN wildlife officers. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, and ungulates
Interfaces: hunting, deforestation, free-ranging , bush meat, conflict species
Potential Locations: Sites in the states of Perak and Selangor; Expand
sampling to other states in Peninsular Malaysia - Pahang (including Taman
Negara), Terengganu and Perlis

Partnerships
Department of Veterinary Services (Ministry of Agriculture - (DVS), Veterinary
Research Institute (VRI), PERHILITAN, University Putra Malaysia, Ministry of Health
Malaysia, National Public Health Laboratory in Malaysia.
Reporting
The Country Coordinator has met with and provided updates to the Mission RDMA/OPH
Mr. Dan Schar in Thailand and is in communication with the US Embassy in Kuala
Lumpur.
The Country Coordinator and WT team communicate on a weekly basis through Skype
meetings or phone conferences.

Thailand
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Chulalongkorn University's Department of
Medicine and Molecular Biology Center for Neurological Diseases, WHO
Collaborating Center for Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; identify permanent PREDICT in-country coordinator for
Thailand; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking, including
monthly financial reporting to WT; continue ongoing communication with incountry partners including the USAID Mission to Thailand; continued
compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental,
travel) from USAI D through WT to UC Davis; surveillance and diagnostic
results data into the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Chulalongkorn University's Department of
Medicine and Molecular Biology Center for Neurological Diseases, WHO
Collaborating Center for Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses
Expected result(s): Completed 3-5 day training session in Thailand for
personnel involved in PREDICT to implement all official training materials and

cover basic safety issues and methodology involved in the capture and
sampling of wildlife species for disease surveillance; continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing and
completion of the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened
partnerships with key agencies and ministries active in wildlife suNeillance,
public health, and pathogen detection in-country.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Thailand: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents; additionally carnivores, ungulates
and livestock as appropriate.
Interfaces: free-ranging wildlife across a pristine to highly disturbed
habitat gradient, bushmeat hunting, syndromic
Proposed Locations: Exact locations will be determined in Year 2
with a more detailed suNeillance plan, proposed sites include: Kao
Yai National Park (covering 4 provinces) and the forest
region/conseNation park that encompasses 5 provinces,
Chachoengsao, Rayong, Chonburi, Sa Kaeo, Chantaburi. Bat and
rodent samples will also be tested from sites at Tham Rad
Mountain , Cha-Choeng Sao Povince (Central), Chakan Mountain,
Srakaew Province (East), Similan Island, Pang-Nga Province
(South).

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Chulalongkorn University's Department of
Medicine and Molecular Biology Center for Neurological Diseases, WHO
Collaborating Center for Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses,
Department of National Park, Wildlife and Plant ConseNation, Ministry of
National resources and Environment, Ministry of Science
Expected result(s): Develop framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; identify two sites from proposed site list with appropriate
pristine-urban gradient and assessed logistics and surveillance capacity in
each; expand collected and received samples; initiate pathogen detection and
discovery for newly acquired wildlife samples; strategically implement
suNeillance in proposed locations in collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a transregional suNeillance network.

•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Development of diagnostic protocols to implement next-generation
sequencing technology for pathogen discovery using bat and rodent
samples at the new Chulalongkorn University facility.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country;

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Chulalongkorn University
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; nextgeneration sequencing technologies optimized for detection of novel
pathogens from free-ranging wildlife samples (e.g. urine, sera, saliva); testing
of archived wildlife samples of high quality for known pathogens of interest
(Coronaviruses, Filoviruses, and Henipaviruses) ; identified capacity gaps in
Chulalongkorn University's laboratory diagnostic center and appropriate
training and material resources introduced.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Chulalongkorn University's Department of
Medicine and Molecular Biology Center for Neurological Diseases, WHO
Collaborating Center for Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses.
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed
trainings on sample tracking and data management during training workshop;
Country Coordinator appointed to manage data and coordinate data
collection; implemented standardized labeling and tracking system; data
provided to WT and UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and
efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Chulalongkorn University's Department of
Medicine and Molecular Biology Center for Neurological Diseases, WHO
Collaborating Center for Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses
Expected result(s): Monthly communication initiated between in-country
partners and Modeling and Hotspot ID team at WT headquarters; sample
data uploaded into GAINS and provided to WT on monthly basis; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; countrylevel disease hotspot map refined ; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-THAILAND

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
TBD, Asia
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Country
Liaison Kevin
Oliva!

Country
Coordinator
TBD, Asia
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Country
Liaison and
Technical
Advisor Kevin
Olival

EIP&Cl &D H A ILTII

1.U,lll'ID-alt.,.._1111

Management and coordination of all
capacity building and surveillance
activities; identified permanent
PREDICT in-country coordinator for
Thailand; full fiscal disclosure and nearreal time expense tracking; ongoing
communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission to
Thailand; continued compliance of all
reporting requests from USAID through
UCO via WT, surveillance and
diagnostic results data into the GAINS
database.
Completed 3-5 day training session in
Thailand for personnel involved in
PREDICT to implement all training
materials; continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife surveillance
capacity and diagnostic testing using
Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and
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FY10 FY11
Q1
Q4
JULSEP

10
1.3

Surveillance

Country
Coordinator TBD

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
TBD, Asia
Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein, Country
Liaison Kevin
Olival

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator TBD

pathogen detection in-country.
Framework developed for surveillance
data collection; two sites identified from
proposed site list with appropriate
pristine-urban gradient and assessed
logistics and surveillance capacity in
each; samples collected and received
samples and pathogen detection and
discovery initiated; strategically
implemented surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with in-country
partners to achieve a trans-regional
surveillance network.
New technologies introduced and
utilized; next-generation sequencing
technologies optimized for detection of
novel pathogens from free-ranging
wildlife samples; testing of archived
wildlife samples of high quality for
known pathogens of interest; identified
capacity gaps in Chulalongkorn
University's laboratory and introduction
of traininq and material resources.
All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management during training
workshop ; Country Coordinator
appointed to manaqe data and
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X

X

coordinate data collection; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking
system; data provided to WT and UC
Davis through GAINS monthly; timely
and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country
Coordinator TBD

Monthly communication between incountry partners and Modeling and
Hotspot ID team at WT headquarters;
sample data uploaded into GAINS on
monthly basis; gap analysis conducted
on surveillance plan and optimized as
needed; data provided to refined
country-level disease hotspot map.

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - THAILAND

PIIDJECT
Cll.wlilnrE
1.1.1
General Management

INDICATOR

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Tele-

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION
Weekly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners Supaporn Wacharapluesadee
and Thiravat Hemachudha

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

conferencing

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners Supaporn Wacharapluesadee
and Thiravat Hemachudha

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners Supaporn Wacharapluesadee
and Thiravat Hemachudha with review
and approval by WT Asia Director
Jonathan Epstein, WT Country Liaison
Kevin Olival.

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance in all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners, WT Asia Director Jonathan
Epstein, WT Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

W ildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners, WT Asia Director Jonathan
Epstein, WT Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

1.2.2

Individuals trained

Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Training

with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Email, Basecamp &
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners, WT Asia Director Jonathan
Epstein, WT Country Liaison Kevin
Oliva!

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diag nasties

Quarterly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partner Supaporn Wacharapluesadee,
WT Asia Director Jonathan Epstein ,
WT Country Liaison Kevin Oliva!

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
Quarterly Reports
infrastructure at
Chu lalongkorn
University Laboratory
for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold
storage

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners, Pathogen Discovery Simon
Anthony

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data
GAINS
received;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners

Quarterly Reports

Partners, WT Asia Director Jonathan
Epstein, WT Country Liaison Kevin
Oliva!, Modeling Team Lead Tiffany
Bogich

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator, Chulalongkorn
Partners, WT Asia Director Jonathan
Epstein, WT Country Liaison Kevin
Olival

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - THAILAND
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Thailand is Wildlife Trust, and the implementing organization
within Thailand is Chulalongkorn University. Oversight of PREDICT activities in-Country
will be managed by a Country Coordinator who will be identified in Year 2 in conjunction
with our partners at Chulalongkorn University's Department of Medicine and Molecular
Biology Center for Neurological Diseases and the WHO Collaborating Center for
Research and Training on Viral Zoonoses. Our Technical Team Leaders at
Chulalongkorn University are Ors. Thiravat Hemachudha and Supaporn
Wacharapluesadee and Dr. Thongchai from the Faculty of Science at Chulalongkorn. In
addition , through our PREDICT partners we have initiated organizational relationships
with key personnel within the Department of National Park, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation and Ministry of National Resources and Environment.
Overview
As one of the more developed countries in Southeast Asia, Thailand is an optimal place
to expand and build a robust wildlife disease surveillance system. Thailand is ahead of
other countries in the region with a well-established wildlife and national park system
and some linkages between environment, wildlife, and health ministries already
established. Through PREDICT activities we can further increase capacity for wildlife
surveillance and expand linkages. Thailand is an ecologically diverse nation with a
central geographic position among neighboring SE Asian states. It covers a range of
ecosystem types, from mangroves to rainforests, spread across southern boundaries
with Malaysia, northern boundaries with Myanmar and Laos, and to the eastern border
with Cambodia. Southeast Asia in general, and Thailand in particular, has some of the
greatest wildlife biodiversity on Earth, the highest rate of tropical deforestation in the
past decade, and a rapidly growing human population - bringing human settlements and
commercial agriculture into close proximity with a range of wildlife species. In addition,
the illegal wildlife trade is pervasive in Southeast Asia, including Thailand. All these
factors create a high level of risk to exposure with zoonotic pathogens and make
Thailand an important site for PREDICT activities. We also have recognized a high level
of enthusiasm from our in-country partners to improve linkages between government
ministries and integrate wildlife surveillance into the public health structure, and view
this as a positive sign that PREDICT activities will be successful in Thailand.
Activities and Locations
We have identified Chulalongkorn University as our primary PREDICT partner in
Thailand to perform viral diagnostics in their state-of-the-art molecular virology lab and
new facility for next-generation sequencing and pathogen discovery. Through the
linkages formed by our faculty partners at Chulalongkorn with wildlife, environment, and
health ministries in Thailand during the first year, we were able to begin our targeted
wildlife surveillance on bats and rodents in Year 1 and are moving ahead in Year 2 with
optimizing and running diagnostic tests on high-quality archived samples. PREDICT will

continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs to develop a
detailed surveillance plan of free-ranging and sick wildlife and to facilitate sharing of
surveillance samples and data. We will expand our acquisition of samples and
implement training programs to increase local capacity for sampling free-ranging wildlife
at important habitat interfaces across the country. Further, we anticipate working with
RESPOND partners in Thailand to further build capacity and expand training necessary
for a robust wildlife disease surveillance system and also anticipate creating linkages
with IDENTIFY's FAO and WHO, which each have regional headquarters in Bangkok.
Our specific efforts in wildlife disease surveillance will focus on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, and rodents; additionally carnivores, ungulates, and
livestock as appropriate.
Interfaces: free-ranging wildlife across a pristine to highly disturbed habitat
gradient, bushmeat hunting, syndromic and outbreak surveillance in wildlife.
Proposed Locations: Kao Yai National Park (covering 4 provinces) and the
forest region/conservation park that encompasses 5 provinces
Chachoengsao, Rayong, Chonburi, Sa Kaeo, Chantaburi. Bat and rodent
samples will also be tested from sites at Tham Rad Mountain, Cha-Choeng
Sao Province (Central), Chakan Mountain, Srakaew Province (East), Similan
Island, Pang-Nga Province (South).

Partnerships
Chulalongkorn University, FAO regional office in Bangkok, Ministry of Science, Ministry
of Environment
Reporting
After meeting with the USAID ROMA, on August 6th, 2010, the PREDICT team
established that the Country Coordinator, Thiravat Hemachudha at Chulalongkorn
University will provide regular updates on PREDICT activities. If writtenupdates are
provided, the Country Coordinator will provide a copy to Wildlife Trust Asia Region
Director, Jon Epstein, who will provide it to UC Davis and then USAID for approval prior
to submission.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and Wildlife Trust teams will communicate on a
weekly basis through email and Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports,
and generation of interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

Vietnam
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARO including
DAH National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis) , Forest Protection Department
(FPO), Hanoi Agriculture University (HAU) - Faculty of Veterinary Science,
Ministry for Natural Resources Management (MONRE) Biodiversity
Conservation Agency, Ministry of Industry and Trade (MolT) Market Control,
Ministry of Finance (MOF) Customs, Ministry of Public Security
Environmental Police, Oxford University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU),
lnsititute of Ecology and Biological Resources (IEBR).
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead; full fiscal
disclosure and near-real time expense tracking, including monthly financial
reporting to UCO; continue on-going multi-faceted communication between
Country Coordinators, Regional Coordinators and WCS headquarters in New
York through electronic media (including interaction on the Vietnam
Basecamp site), scheduled conference calls and face-to-face meetings;
continue regular communications with in-country partners including the
USAID Mission to Vietnam; continued compliance of all reporting requests
(financial, technical, environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis,
and entering surveillance data through the GAINS database; regular updates

and coordination between WT and WCS via PREDICT Country Coordinator,
Leanne Clark.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: MARO -OAH, FPO, HAU Faculty of Veterinary Science, MONRE
Biodiversity Conservation Agency, MolT Market Control, MOF Customs,
Ministry of Public Security Environmental Police, AED/PREVENT, Oxford
University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU), lnsititute of Ecology and
Biological Resources (IEBR)
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; use of the completed capacity assessments to
guide focus of capacity building plans; in-country laboratory agreements
coordinated by PREDICT Country Coordinator; strengthened partnerships
with key agencies and ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection in-country; planning discussions with PREVENT
partners to investigate possible collaborative activities; implementation of all
official training materials; completed training workshop for bat sampling team
on animal capture, sample collection and preservation of biological samples.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Vietnam: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•

•

Taxa: primates, birds, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and
livestock as appropriate
Interfaces: Wildlife trade (trade route , markets, restaurants) ,
wildlife farms, private wildlife collections, wildlife rescue centres,
ranger stations/point of confiscation from illegal trade, free-ranging .
Proposed Locations: Quang Ninh Province (Mong Cai Town),
Dong Nai Province, Lam Dong Province, Ho Chi Minh City and
greater metropolitan area, Hanoi, expansion into additional
provinces Ha Nam, Huu Yen, Quang Tri, Can Tho and Kien Giang
where appropriate.

Partners: MARD-DAH, FPO, HAU Faculty of Veterinary Science, Ministry of
Industry and Trade (MolT) Market Control, MONRE Biodiversity
ConseNation Agency, MOF Customs, MOS Environmental Police, Oxford
University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU), lnsititute of Ecology and
Biological Resources (IEBR), AED/ PREVENT
Expected result(s): Completed analysis of all previous wildlife pathogen
detection within Vietnam; developed framework for suNeillance of pathogens
in wildlife in collaboration with partners; standard protocols applied to
collection of samples from wildlife; activities reviewed and approved for
animal welfare and human ethical grounds criteria by appropriate committees;
strategically implemented suNeillance in key wildlife human interfaces in
collaboration with in-country partners; samples collected and pathogen
detection and discovery initiated; coordinated entry of sampling and
epidemiological data into GAINS system to ensure sharing of data and
enhance cooperation with partners; possible partnering and coordination
opportunities investigated with PREVENT.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.

Continue to utilize filter card sample collection as a means of obtaining
diagnostically viable samples in remote areas, by personnel trained in
their use.
o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: MARD-DAH, FPO and other wildlife management departments
within this ministry, HAU Faculty of Veterinary Science, Ministry of Industry
and Trade (MolT) - Market Control, MONRE Biodiversity Conservation
Agency, MOF Customs, MOS Environmental Police, Oxford University
Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU), lnsititute of Ecology and Biological
Resources (IEBR)
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; identified
capacity gaps in DAH and HAU Veterinary Faculty laboratory diagnostic
centers and appropriate training and material resources introduced; expanded
infrastructure with IDENTIFY of National Animal Health Centre laboratory to
improve capacity to handle, process and store samples; identified regional or
international laboratories with additional diagnostic capacity where
appropriate.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Hanoi Agriculture
University (HAU) Faculty of Veterinary Science, Oxford University Clinical
Research Unit (OUCRU), lnsititute of Ecology and Biological Resources
(IEBR), AED/PREVENT
Expected result(s): Standardized field surveillance data collection across all
projects in-country; effective tracking of wildlife samples and diagnostics
collected by PREDICT projects in Vietnam.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: MARD-DAH, FPO, HAU Faculty of Veterinary Science, Ministry of
Industry and Trade (MolT) Market Control, MONRE Biodiversity
Conservation Agency; MOF Customs, MOS Environmental Police, Oxford
University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU), lnsititute of Ecology and
Biological Resources (IEBR).
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data; cooperation with PREVENT partners on
potential projects that contribute to risk determination.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-VIETNAM

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Manage-ment

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Associate Director
- Asia Martin
Gilbert, Regional
Manager Angela
Yanq
Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Associate Director
- Asia Martin
Gilbert, Regional
Manager Angela
Yang Capacity
Building Team
WT Country
Representative
TBD
Country
Coordinator
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Full fiscal disclosure and near-real time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; Weekly project
updates with the PREDICT team via
Skype and Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance data reporting through the
GAINS database.
Continued evaluation and assessment
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of all training materials;
WT-led training workshop on bat
sampling techniques and biosecurity;
discussions with PREVENT partners to
investigate collaborative activities.
Completed a analysis of all previous
wildlife pathoQen detection within
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Who is
Responsible?
Leanne Clark,
Associate Director
-Asia Martin
Gilbert, Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, WT Country
Representative
TBD, Surveillance
Team

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Associate Director
-Asia Martin
Gilbert, Regional
Manager Angela
Yang

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Manage-ment

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Associate Director
- Asia Martin
Gilbert, Regional
Manager Angela
Yang, WT Country
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•

Vietnam ; protocols for collection of
samples from wildlife; review and
approval on animal welfare and human
ethical criteria by appropriate committee;
strategically implemented surveillance in
key wildlife human interfaces in
collaboration with in-country partners;
samples collected and pathogen
detection and discovery initiated;
coordinated entry of sampling and
epidemioloQical data into GAINS.
New technologies introduced and utilized;
identified capacity gaps in DAH and HAU
Veterinary Faculty laboratories and
training and material resources
introduced; expanded infrastructure of
National Animal Health Centre laboratory
to improve capacity; identified regional or
international laboratories with additional
diagnostic capacity.
All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management; national
veterinarian and additional office
manager appointed for the Vietnam
Program WCS office to assist in data
management; implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system; timely
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Who is
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•

Representative
TBD

response to all requests for surveillance
data.

Country
Coordinator
Leanne Clark,
Associate Director
- Asia Martin
Gilbert, Regional
Manager Angela
Yanq

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data provided
to UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly
basis; timely and efficient response to all
requests for surveillance data.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN-VIETNAM

PROJECT
OIIJBfflVE

INDICATOR

1.1.1
Project updates with the
General Management PREDICT team
1.1.2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Skype, email and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country coordinator Leanne Clark,
WT Country Representative TBD

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country coordinator Leanne Clark,
Regional Manager Angela Yang,
WT Country Representative TBD

PROJECT
CHIJBfflVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Basecamp, verbal
face-to-face
meetings with
partners and
Mission

Monthly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert,
Regional Manager Angela Yang

1.1.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data
reports

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Country Coordinator: Leanne Clark;
Associate Director - Asia: Martin
Gilbert, Regional Manager: Angela
Yang, WT Country Representative

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Annually

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert

Established partnerships with
key agencies and ministries
active in wildlife surveillance,
public health, and pathogen
detection

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with official
PREDICT materials and
through on-the-job training
(WCS);
Training session on bat
surveillance (WT)

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
data coordination; samples
database
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,

1.2.1
Wildlife surveillance and
Capacity Assessment diagnostic testing capacity
assessment

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert, WT Country Representative
TBD

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert, WT Country Representative
TBD

PROJECT
CHIJBfflVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

interfaces, and proposed
locations

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
DAH/HAU for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly
Reports

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert

1.5.1
Sample data received ;
Sample Tracking and Implemented standardized
Information
labeling and tracking system
Management

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert, WT Country Representative
TBD

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or received
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Leanne Clark,
Associate Director - Asia Martin
Gilbert, WT Country Representative
TBD

Data provided to improved
country and regional level
driver data and important
contact activities and
interfaces where disease risk
may be highest

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - VIETNAM
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Vietnam is Wildlife Conservation Society, and the
implementing organizations will be Wildlife Conservation Society, Wildlife Trust, and the
Department of Animal Health (MARD-DAH). Oversight of PREDICT activities in Vietnam
will be managed by Country Coordinator Leanne Clark (WCS) in coordination with WT
country representative, Associate Director - Asia, Martin Gilbert (WCS), and with
support from PREDICT Technical Team Leaders Technology Development lead Joseph
Fair (GVFI), Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein (UCO), Surveillance lead Christine
Johnson (UCO), and modeling support Kevin Olival (WT). In addition, PREDICT has 2
staff members including a national veterinarian and an administrative support officer.
Additional staff will be hired to assist this core team in field surveillance through animal
capture, handling, sampling, and data management support as activities expand in Year
2.
Overview
Vietnam represents an important country for the potential of emergence and spillover of
infectious zoonotic pathogens from wildlife to humans. Vietnam is widely recognized as
a significant source, transit, and consumer country of both the legal and illegal trade in
wildlife and wildlife products. While Vietnam 's biodiversity has been significantly
threatened by a history of deforestation and illegal hunting, poaching of all species of
wildlife continues. Regional wildlife trade dynamics have also highlighted the country's
important position along the major land, sea, and air transport routes for wildlife en route
to the wildlife markets of China. The crowded, often unhygenic nature of the wildlife
trade creates ideal conditions for the transmission of infectious pathogens between
stressed, often injured, and potentially immunologically na"ive animals.

Consumption of wildlife within Vietnam - both consumption of wild meat in specialized
restaurants and the use of wildlife products as remedies in traditional medicine - is also
increasing. Practices associated with slaughter and preparation meat for consumption
provide opportunity for exposure of people and other animals to potential pathogens.
Legal farming of a wide range of wild species, in an attempt to provide a sustainable
source of animals to supply the wildlife trade, is also developing rapidly. Surveys of
wildlife farms in Vietnam by WCS identified these as significant risks to public health
due to the number of species in close contact. Farming of livestock also remains very
important across the country. Continued clearing of forest for human settlement and
encroachment of displaced wildlife into areas of human settlement creates increasing
opportunities for contact between people, livestock and wildlife and the potential for
pathogen transmission.
Wildlife disease investigation in Vietnam falls under the Department of Animal Health
within the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. Diagnostic facilities include
the National Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics in Hanoi, as well as a regional system of

Animal Health Offices spread throughout the country. A nationwide system of Provincial,
District, and Community level animal health workers also exists. While this system
facilitates the rapid identification and response to disease outbreaks in livestock,
resources limit activities at the district and community levels. Significant advances have
been made recently in the development of surveillance networks for diseases in
livestock as a result of the response to avian influenza infection within the country.
Thus, existing networks provide an ideal platform from which to develop a national
surveillance system for wildlife diseases in Vietnam.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, multilaterals, and NGOs in Vietnam to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data;
build collaborative relationships to increase capacity for viral diagnostics at appropriate
laboratories and identify zoonotic pathogen from wildlife with potential pandemic risk.
Additionally, as little information exists on bats and their pathogens in Vietnam, efforts to
sample bats, coordinated by MARD-DAH, in two regions will provide additional
important information on wildlife disease.
• Taxa: primates, birds, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates, and livestock as
appropriate
• Interfaces: Wildlife trade (trade route, markets, restaurants), wildlife farms,
private wildlife collections, wildlife rescue centres, ranger stations/point of
confiscation from illegal trade, free-ranging, syndromic
• Proposed Locations: Quang Ninh Province (Mong Cai Town), Dong Nai
Province, Lam Dong Province, Ho Chi Minh City and greater metropolitan area,
Hanoi, expansion into additional provinces Ha Nam, Huu Yen, Quang Tri, Can
Tho and Kien Giang where appropriate
Partnerships
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARO), Forest Protection Department
(FPD),and other wildlife management departments within this ministry, Hanoi
Agriculture University (HAU) Faculty of Veterinary Science, Ministry for Natural
Resources Management (MONRE), Biodiversity Conservation Agency, Ministry of
Industry and Trade (MolT) Market Control, Ministry of Finance (MOF) Customs, Ministry
of Public Security (MOS) Environmental Police, OUCRU, IEBR.
Reporting
Country Coordinator Leanne Clark will give brief weekly verbal updates to the Vietnam
USAID mission representative, Tim Mienke. PREDICT staff will also be involved in the
existing USAID Pandemic Influenza partners meetings (held on a semi-regular basis).

In addition, the Country Coordinator and Associate Director - Asia communicate on a
continual basis through Skype meetings and email and further with other PREDICT
members in sharing of monthly progress reports. Compliance with Quarterly reporting
requirements for USAID will be continued.

ASIA REGION
Bangladesh
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), Forestry Department (Government of
Bangladesh) .
Expected result(s): Manage and coordinate all capacity building and
surveillance activities; weekly communication of activities and quarterly
financial reporting to Wildlife Trust; communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission to Bangladesh through Quarterly Partner
Updates and with the PREDICT team through monthly phone conferencing
meetings; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis via Wildlife Trust;
entering of surveillance data through the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue

to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.
o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, financial management,
animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety, packing and
shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain implementation
and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry, Animal care
and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols, BaVrodent capture
and sampling, Non-human primate capture and sampling, and Bushmeat
sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), Forestry Department (Government of
Bangladesh), Chittagong University Veterinary School, USAID Bangladesh.
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; improve in-country pathogen detection and
develop capacity for wildlife disease surveillance; strengthen partnerships
between the Forestry Department, the Ministry of Health (IEDCR specifically),
and ICDDR,B; implement PREDICT training programs.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Bangladesh: continue to establish coordination with ministries,
universities, and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and
data; ensure timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper
tracking of samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of
pandemic risk.
•
•

•

Taxa: bats, rodents, carnivores, primates, artiodactylids, shrews,
birds, mosquito pools, and ticks
Interfaces: free-ranging wildlife, captive and semi-captive wildlife,
feral swine, urban-rural interface, rural-wildlife interface, urbanwildlife interface
Proposed Locations: Sundarbans National Park, Chunati Wildlife
Sanctuary, Dhaka Zoo, Sangu Forest Reserve, Madhupur National
Park, Hakaluki Haor, Bhawal National Park, West Bhanugach
Reserve.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), Forestry Department (Government of
Bangladesh) , Chittagong University Veterinary School, Dhaka Zoo, Chunati
Wildlife Sanctuary.
Expected result(s): Implement wildlife suNeillance and data coordination incountry; Initiate pathogen detection of collected wildlife samples; suNeillance
sample tracking system integrated with GAINS ; implement wildlife
surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with partners in order to
achieve a regional suNeillance network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
Mass tag PCR technology transfer of multiple PCR array occurred in Year
1 and will be fully implemented during Year 2 to test aliquots of the
samples in-country at ICDDR,B.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the suNeillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), Center for lmmmunity and Infection
(Columbia University), Forestry Department (Government of Bangladesh),
Chittagong University Veterinary School.
Expected result(s): Testing of priority samples to identify new pathogens
from wildlife-origin of potential public health significance; Mass tag PCR
implemented in-country.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), Forestry Department (Government of
Bangladesh), Chittagong University Veterinary School, Dhaka Zoo, Chunati
Wildlife Sanctuary.

Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; provide data to
Wildlife Trust, UC Davis and other PREDICT partners through GAINS on a
monthly basis; respond in a timely and efficient manner to requests for
surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), University of California.
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; Collect, and provide
country-specific data as needed for country-scale Hotspot Modeling effort;
data provided to Modeling Team to understand and quantify risks of spill-over.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities
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10
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11
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11
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1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Senior
Infectious
Disease Advisor
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan,
Country Liaison
Kevin 01 ival,
Asia Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein
Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Senior
Infectious
Disease Advisor
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.

Manage and coordinate all capacity
building and surveillance activities.
weekly communication of activities and
quarterly financial reporting to UC
Davis through Wildlife Trust;
communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission to
Bangladesh through Quarterly partner
updates and with the PREDICT team
through monthly phone conferencing
meetings; continued compliance in all
reporting requests from USAID through
UC Davis via Wildlife Trust; entering of
surveillance data through the GAINS
database.
Continued evaluation and assessment
of capacity through the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool ; improve
in-country pathogen detection and
develop capacity for wildlife disease
surveillance; strengthen partnerships
between the Forestry Department, the
Ministry of Health (IEDCR specifically),

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.3

Surveillance

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Who is
Responsible?
Salah Uddin
Khan,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
Asia Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein
Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Senior
Infectious
Disease Advisor
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan
Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Senior
Infectious
Disease Advisor
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan,
Laboratory
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•

FV10
Q4

FV11
Q1

FV11
Q2

FV11
Q3

FV11
Q4

JULSEP

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

Implement wildlife surveillance and
data coordination with partners ;
pathogen detection of collected wildlife
samples initiated; surveillance sample
tracking system integrated with GAINS;
wildlife surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with partners
in order to achieve a regional
surveillance network.

X

X

X

X

X

Samples tested to identify new
pathogens in wildlife of potential public
health significance; Mass tag PCR
implemented in-country.

X

X

X

X

X

and ICDDR,B; implement PREDICT
training programs.

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.5

2.2

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Who is
Responsible?

Coordinator Dr.
Mustafiz
Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Senior
Infectious
Disease Advisor
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin
Khan,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
Asia Coordinator
Jonathan
Epstein

FV10
Q4

FV11
Q1

FV11
Q2

FV11
Q3

FV11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
data provided to UC Davis through
Wildlife Trust into GAINS on a monthly
basis; respond in a timely and efficient
manner to requests for surveillance
data.

X

X

X

X

X

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
collect, and provide country-specific
data as needed for country-scale
Hotspot Modeling effort; provide data
to Modeling Team to understand and
quantify risks of spill-over.

X

X

X

X

X
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•

I

Country
Coordinator
(TBD), Senior
Infectious
Disease Advisor
Andrea Mikolon,
Technical Team
Leader Md.
Salah Uddin

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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•

FY10
Q4
JULSEP
10

FY11 FY11
Q1
Q2
OCT- JANDEC MAR
10
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

Khan,
Country Liaison
Kevin Olival,
Modeling Team

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - BANGLADESH

PROJECT
Cll.wlilnrE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

1.1.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video and
Tele-conferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Email and Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator (TBD)

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Email, In-person Visits Quarterly
and Basecamp

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
Email, Basecamp &
reporting requests;
GAINS database
surveillance data reports

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Monthly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator (TBD), Asia
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein
Country Coordinator (TBD), Technical
Team Leader Md. Salah Uddin Khan,
Country Liaison Kevin Olival

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E
1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

INDICATOR

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing
capacity assessment

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Annually

Established partnerships Quarterly Reports
with key agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT
materials and through
on-the-job training

1.3.1
Surveillance

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

Training Matrix, Quiz
Results & Individual
Assessments

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon,Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

Quarterly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

Framework for
Email, Basecamp &
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Laboratory
Coordinator Dr. Mustafiz

New technologies
introduced and utilized
for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Laboratory
Coordinator Dr. Mustafiz

Quarterly Reports

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure
at ICDDR,B for viral
diagnostic capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly
Reports

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

GAINS
Samples collected or
received and analyzed
for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator (TBD), Senior
Infectious Disease Advisor Andrea
Mikolon, Technical Team Leader Md.
Salah Uddin Khan, Country Liaison
Kevin Olival, Hotspots Modeling Team
Lead

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-BANGLADESH
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Bangladesh is Wildlife Trust (WT), and the implementing
organization within Bangladesh is the Centre for Diarrheal Disease Research,
Bangladesh (ICDDR,B), in conjunction with the Chittagong Veterinary and Animal
Sciences University (CVASU). Oversight of PREDICT activities will be managed by
Country Coordinator Dr. Stephen Luby (Head, Programme on Infectious Disease and
Vaccine Sciences, ICDDR,B), with support from Dr. Andrea Mikolon, Director of the
Zoonotic Disease Cluster. Fieldwork and training will be supported by Wildlife Trust's
Field Veterinarian Dr. Ariful Islam and a team of wildlife technicians. Dr. Islam
coordinates the Nipah virus ecology bat investigation for Wildlife Trust and works
alongside ICDDDR,B scientists ICDDR,B also has existing institutional partnerships
with USAID, the Forestry Office (under the Ministry for Environment), the Division of
Livestock Services (under Ministry of Agriculture), and the Institute for Epidemiology,
Disease Control and Research (IEDCR) (Ministry of Health and Family Welfare). These
relationships with government agencies will be instrumental to achieving surveillance
goals, as well as provide scientific and logistical support. A planned PREDICT hire for
Year 2 is a senior project manager who will take over as the Country Coordinator and
whose responsibilities would include the coordination and implementation of field
surveillance and collaborations with partner institutions.
Overview
Bangladesh provides an optimal opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at
what is one of the world's most active wildlife-livestock-human interface areas. Dense
human population co-occurs with rich biodiversity in a country that depends intensively
on agriculture by both human and animal labor. This high density of people and
livestock in a highly fragmented landscape that forces wildlife to live among villages
coupled with strong seasonal variation in water availability increases the risk of zoonotic
threats and may facilitate transmission of diseases of pandemic potential across this
interface. Despite the resident biodiversity and intimate interaction of populations in
these interfaces, Bangladesh's current capacity to conduct wildlife disease surveillance
at a regional and national level is developing. Through the implementing partner,
ICDDR,B, in conjunction with CVASU, existing collaborations with government
veterinary and livestock ministries, wildlife authorities, and human health professionals
enable PREDICT to fill the wildlife surveillance gap and expand surveillance to other
high-risk wildlife-livestock-human interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify

zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:

• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, small carnivores, birds, and ungulates
• Interfaces: free-ranging, depredation, syndromic
• Potential Locations: Faridpur District (Ramnagar and Dumra Kandi) Village,
Tangail, Dijnaspur, Chittagong
Partnerships
Partnerships have been established through ICDDR,B in conjunction with CVASU.
Reporting
The USAID Mission is in the process of replacing its RDMA/OPH - formerly, Dr. Zandra
Andre, with whom Dr. Epstein has met. Upon the appointment of the new Mission
Representative, a meeting will be scheduled to establish reporting requirements.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and Wildlife Trust teams, led by Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein and Country Liaison Kevin Olival will communicate with ICDDR,B
personnel on a regular basis through regular email exchanges, sharing of weekly
progress reports, and semi-monthly video or teleconferences.

China
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Global Viral Forecasting Initiative (GVFI), East
China Normal University, Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute for Virology
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UC Davis through WT; continue
ongoing multi-faceted communication with in-country partners including the
USAID Mission to China through regular updates and with the PREDICT team
through weekly Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT China
Basecamp site; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial,
technical, environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis, and entering
surveillance data through the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies, PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chai n
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), GVFI, East China Normal University,
Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute for Virology
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
China: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and
NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.
• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates and livestock
as appropriate
• Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife,
shared water sources), syndromic
• Potential Locations: Southern China (from Hainan to Yunnan) and
Central China (from Beijing to Shanghai)

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), GVFI, East China Normal University,
Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute for Virology
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
in-country; pathogen detection and discovery initiated for collected wildlife
samples; existing project surveillance sample tracking system integrated with
GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency; strategically implemented
surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a trans-regional surveillance network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in- country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), GVFI, East China Normal University,
Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute for Virology
Expected result(s): New technologies introduced and utilized; capacity gaps
identified in laboratory diagnostic centers and appropriate training and
material resources introduced where possible; expanded infrastructure to
improve viral diagnostic capacity and cold storage for sample archival.

•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), GVFI, East China Normal University,
Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute for Virology
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management; Assistant Country Coordinator
and office/data manager appointed to the field office headquarters to manage
data; standardized labeling and tracking system implemented; data provided
to UCO via Wildlife Trust through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and
efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), GVFI, East China Normal University,
Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute for Virology
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis via Wildlife Trust through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and
efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-CHINA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
GVFI Asia
Regional
Coordinator
Corina Monagin
Country
Coordinator
ShuyiZhang

Country
Coordinator
ShuyiZhang

EIPECl&IIIIIUl.111
1 Jullal1D-mllplMlllll'al11

Full fiscal disclosure and near-real time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; weekly project
updates with the PREDICT team via
Skype and Basecamp; continued
compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance data into GAINS database.
Continued evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and pathogen
detection in-country; implementation of
traininq materials.
Developed framework for surveillance
data coordination in-country; pathogen
detection and discovery initiated for
acquired wildlife samples; existing
surveillance sample tracking system
integrated with GAINS; strategically
implemented surveillance in proposed

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

JULSEP

10

10

11

APRJUN
11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Zhengli Shi

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Shuyi Zhang,
Laboratory
Coordinator
Zhengli Shi

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

PREDICT
Modeling Team

E»ECiEDIIEIUL.11

1 Jullll1D- m ........ 1111
locations in collaboration with in-country
partners.
New technologies introduced and
utilized; capacity gaps identified in
ECNU and W IV labs and training and
material resources introduced; expanded
infrastructure of ECNU and W IV labs to
improve viral diagnostic capacity and
cold storage for sample archival.
All sample data entered into GAINS;
trainings completed on sample tracking
and data management; Assistant
Country Coordinator and office/data
manager appointed to the field office
headquarters; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking
system; data provided to UCD through
GAINS monthly; response to all
requests for surveillance data.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data provided
to UCD through GAINS monthly; timely
and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
03

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10
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11

11

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - CHINA

PIIDJEGT

INDICATOR

OIIJliClhE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
GVFI Asia Regional Coordinator
Corina Monagin

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang, Asia
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

W ildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.2.2
Training

Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
Individuals trained
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang, Asia
Coordinator Jonathan Epstein, GVFI
Asia Regional Coordinator Corina
Monagin

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Email, Basecamp &
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
GVFI Asia Regional Coordinator
Corina Monagin

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diag nasties

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
GVFI Science Officer Brad Schneider

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure at
ECNU and Wuhan
Institute for Virology
for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold
storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
GVFI Science officer Brad Schneider

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data
GAINS
received;
Implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
GVFI Director of IT & Innovation Lucky
Gundesekara

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Shuyi Zhang,
PREDICT Modeling Team

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CHINA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for China is Wildlife Trust, and the implementing organization
within China is East China Normal University. Oversight of PREDICT activities in China
will be managed by Country Coordinator Dr. Shuyi Zhang with support from Technical
Team Leader and Asia Coordinator Dr. Jonathan Epstein and GVFI Asia Regional
Program Manager Corina Monagin.
Overview
South East Asia has some of the greatest wildlife biodiversity on earth, and has
experienced some of the most rapid deforestation, bringing human settlements and
commercial agriculture into close proximity with wildlife. In addition , the illegal wildlife
trade is pervasive in Southeast Asia, including China, Malaysia, and Thailand.
Bush meat hunting for sport and food, as well as for trade to other countries brings
people into close contact with a large variety of wildlife and creates a high level of risk to
exposure of zoonotic pathogens. Guangdong Province is where the first cases of SARS
were reported in November 2002. We have been working for over 5 years in China and
particularly with the Guangdong CDC, the Institute of Zoology in Beijing, East China
Normal University's Life Science Department, and GVFI. We are conducting our indepth laboratory analysis at the Wuhan Institute of Virology, which is one of the
premiere diagnostic labs in the world and is equipped with a BSL3 lab. Dr. Zhengli Shi
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology has been a close collaborator for almost 10 years.
Jointly with an international team, we discovered the natural host of SARS-like
coronaviruses in 2005. We have existing projects throughout China that examine the
risk of zoonotic disease emergence through hunting, livestock, and market animals. We
will target our wildlife surveillance in areas of high human-wildlife contact in Guangdong
and Guangxi provinces and will initiate linkages of labs in China with our lab partners
outside China (including in the US and Australia) to facilitate technology transfer
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will work to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs to
facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, carnivores, ungulates, and livestock as
appropriate
Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging, syndromic
Potential Locations: Southern China (from Hainan to Yunnan) and Central
China (from Beijing to Shanghai)

Partnerships
In China, partnerships have been established with GVFI, East China Normal University,
Guangdong CDC, Wuhan Institute of Virology, the Institute of Endangered Animals, and
Institute of Pathogen of Medical Academy of China. PREDICT will build on these
partnerships to enhance collaboration for wildlife surveillance expanding existing
surveillance activities in Southern and Central China to the national level.
Reporting
Once the Quarter 4/Year 2 work plan is approved, the PREDICT China team will
develop a reporting structure in conjunction with the USAID Mission and led by the
Country Coordinator. These updates will summarize achievements and progress,
including activities of Global Viral Forecasting, Inc. and if provided in written form will be
submitted to the managing partner Wildlife Trust, UC Davis, and USAID for review, and
then distributed to the USAID Mission contact.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and Wildife Trust teams will communicate on a
weekly basis through Skype meetings, sharing of weekly progress reports, and
generation of interactive "To-Do-Lists" through the Basecamp project site.

India
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Once activities are approved to
resume, facilitate communication with regional lead, country partners and
USAID missions through in-person meetings, conference calls, written
advisories, web-based applications, and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF), Institute of Animal Health and Veterinary
Biologicals
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; Full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to UCD via WT; continue ongoing multifaceted communication with in-country partners including the USAID Mission
to India through regular updates (once activities resume) and with the
PREDICT team through monthly phone and video teleconferencing meetings;
continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis via Wildlife Trust, and
entering surveillance data through the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRS) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF), Wildlife Trust India, National Center for
Disease Control, Institute of Animal Health and Veterinary Biologicals
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of PREDICT training programs.

•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across India:
continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen
outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, small carnivores and
ungulates, including elephants.
Interfaces: free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife,
shared water sources), depredation, syndromic
Proposed Locations: Yellapura, Bannerghatta National Park,
Bangalore, Western Ghats, Karnataka, Chalsa, Northern West
Bengal, Kaziranga National Park, Assam, Thirunelveli, Tamil Nadu,
Madurai, Tamil Nadu

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF), National Centre for Disease Control
(NCDC), Wildlife Trust India (WTI), Consultant teams led by Dr. H.
Raghuram, School of Life Sciences, Bharathidasan University Tamil Nadu,
Mudumalai Tiger Reserve Tamil Nadu.
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen detection of collected wildlife samples; project
surveillance sample tracking system integrated with GAINS for enhanced
diagnostic efficiency; strategically implemented surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with in-country partners to achieve a multi-regional
surveillance network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
New technologies introduced in Year 1 included dry shippers for enhanced
cold chain from field to lab, isoflurane anesthesia for use with small
mammals in the field , and bar coding for sample management.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF), National Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences (NIMHANS), Institute of Animal Health and Veterinary
Biologicals (IAHVB), Wildlife Trust, India, National Center for Disease Control.
Expected result(s): Continue to introduce and utilize new technologies;
collaborations initiated with partners listed above for programs in new
technology development and pathogen discovery.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database. Implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF), Wildlife Trust India, National Center for
Disease Control.
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
Wildlife Trust, UCD Davis and other PREDICT partners through GAINS on a
monthly basis; timely and efficient response to all requests for surveillance
data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Asian Nature
Conservation Foundation (ANCF).
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; country-specific data
sources provided at high resolution for production of country-scale Hotspot
map; data provided to Modeling Team to understand country specific spillover
risk models.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- INDIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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FY10 FY11
Q1
Q4
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10

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Manage-ment

Country Coordinator
Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious
Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie,
Country Liaison
Parviez Hosseini,
Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.2

Capacity
Building

Country Coordinator
Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious
Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie,
Country Liasion
Parviez Hosseini,
Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.3

Surveillance

Country Coordinator
Thomas Mathew,

Once activities are approved to resume ,
full fiscal disclosure and near-real time
expense tracking; regular updates to all
in-country partners; monthly project
updates with the PREDICT team, phone
and teleconferencing; continued
compliance of all reporting requests;
surveillance reporting through the
GAINS database; regular meeting and
communication with USAID mission in
Delhi by Country Coordinator
Continued evaluation and assessment
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health, and
pathogen detection in-country;
implementation of all official training
materials.
Framework for surveillance data
coordination with partners; pathoQen
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ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
Senior Infectious
Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country Coordinator
Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious
Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsies

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Manage-ment

Country Coordinator
Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious
Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie,
Country Liasion
Parviez Hosseini,
Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein;
Data Management
Coordinator Damien
Joly

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of

Country Coordinator
Thomas Mathew,
Country Liason
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detection of wildlife samples initiated ;
surveillance sample tracking system
integrated with GAINS; strategically
implemented surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with partners.
New technologies developed in
collaboration with partner institutions
and introduced into the PREDICT
program network; collaborations
initiated for new technology
development and pathogen discovery
All sample data entered into GAINS;
train ings completed on sample
collection, tracking and data
management; implemented
standardized labeling and tracking
system; data provided to UCD through
GAINS monthly; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance
data.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data to UCD
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emergence
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Who is
Responsible?
Parviez Hosseini,
Modeling Team
Tiffany Bogich
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through GAINS monthly; countryspecific data provided at high resolution
for production of country-scale Hotspot
map; data to Modeling Team to
understand spillover risk models.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - INDIA

PIIDJECT

aa.a :11.a

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing

Weekly email
Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
updates and/or Country Liasion Parviez Hosseini,
phone calls,
Asia Coordinator Jonathan Epstein
semi-monthly
video or
teleconference
meeting

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp.

Monthly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates Once Activities
Resume

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp.

Monthly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
and review by Asia Coordinator
Jonathan Epstein

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests; surveillance data

Email, Basecamp
and GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Project Officer Divya Srinivasan,

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

reports

database.

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing capacity
assessment

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Annually

Established partnerships
with key agencies and
ministries active in wildlife
surveillance, public health,
and pathogen detection

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT materials
and through on-the-job
training

T raining Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie, Project Officer Divya
Srinivasan, Country Liasion Parviez
Hosseini, Asia Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

Email, Basecamp
and GAINS
database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie, Project Officer Divya
Srinivasan

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and utilized for
sampling and diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Asia Coordinator Jonathan Epstein

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Country Liasion Parviez Hosseini

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie, Project Officer Divya
Srinivasan, Country Liasion Parviez
Hosseini, Asia Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at
IISc for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly
Reports

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie, Project Officer Divya
Srinivasan, Country Liasion Parviez
Hosseini, Asia Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking
system

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Senior Infectious Disease Consultant
Gopal Thopsie, Project Officer Divya
Srinivasan, Country Liasion Parviez
Hosseini, Asia Coordinator Jonathan
Epstein, Database Coordinator
Damien Joly

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
GAINS
received and analyzed for
targeted species, interfaces,
and proposed locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Thomas Mathew,
Country Liason Parviez Hosseini,
Modeling Team lead Tiffany Bogich

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - INDIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for India is Wildlife Trust (WT), and the implementing
organization within India is Asian Nature Conservation Foundation (ANCF) in
conjunction with the Indian Institute of Science (IISc). Oversight of PREDICT activities in
India will be managed by Country Coordinator Mr. Thomas Mathew (ANCF) with
support from Scientific Adviser Prof. R. Sukumar and Senior Consultant (EID) Dr. Gopal
Thopsie (ANCF) and Project Officer Divya Srinivasan. In addition, three staff members
from ANCF support PREDICT on a part-time basis, including GIS Analyst K. Avinash,
Administration Manager Sanjay Rattan, and Communications Officer Lalitha Murali.
Other institutional partnerships include the National Center for Disease Control (NCDC)
and the Institute of Animal Health and Veterinary Biologicals, Bangalore. These
agencies provide scientific expertise in wildlife disease surveillance, laboratory
diagnostic development and testing, and training. A planned PREDICT hire for Year 2
once the activities resume is a Program Director (veterinary specialist) whose
responsibility will be to coordinate the implementation of technical collaborations with
partner institutions.
Overview
India provides an exceptional opportunity for wildlife zoonotic disease surveillance at
what is one of the world's most active wildlife-livestock-human interface areas. Dense
human population co-occurs with rich biodiversity, in a country that depends intensively
on agriculture by both human and animal labor. This high density of livestock near
protected areas, coupled with strong seasonal variation in water availability, increases
the risk of zoonotic threats, and may facilitate transmission of diseases of pandemic
potential across this interface. Additionally, India possesses many islands of rainforest
habitat, most notably the Western Ghats biodiversity hotspot known for the high degree
of endemism and small mammal diversity, providing an opportunity to assess zoonotic
pathogen potential in small rodent, bat, and primate species. Despite the intimate
interaction of populations at these interfaces, India's current capacity to conduct wildlife
disease surveillance at a regional and national level is developing. Through the
implementing partner, the Asian Nature Conservation Foundation and Indian Institute of
Science in Bangalore, existing collaborations with government veterinary and livestock
ministries, wildlife authorities, and human health professionals enable PREDICT to fill
the wildlife surveillance gap and expand surveillance to other high-risk wildlife-livestockhuman interfaces.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for Year 2 is to collect
priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk focusing on:

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, small carnivores, birds and ungulates
Interfaces: free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife, shared water
sources) , depredation, syndromic.
Potential Locations: Yellapura, Sirsi, Bannerghatta National Park,
Bangalore, Western Ghats, Karnataka, Chalsa, Northern West Bengal,
Kaziranga National Park, Assam, Thirunelveli, Tamil Nadu, Madurai, Tamil
Nadu

Partnerships
In India, partnerships have been established through Asian Nature Conservation
Foundation in conjunction with the Indian Institute of Science.
Reporting
The USAID mission has requested regular communication with the Country Coordinator
(Mathew) and Asia Coordinator (Epstein). Discussions with the Mission representatives
are ongoing with respect to the nature and frequency of reporting .
In addition, the Country Coordinator and Wildlife Trust teams, led by Country Liason
Parviez Hosseini and Asia Coordinator Jonathan Epstein communicate on a weekly
basis through regular email exchanges, sharing of weekly progress reports, and semimonthly video or teleconferences.

LATIN AMERICA REGION
Bolivia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: WCS, WT
Expected result(s):
Appointed an Assistant Country Coordinator and office/data manager to
manage data (veterinarian Jorge Zapata); effective day-to-day management
of in-country activities and administrative procedures, supervised by regional
coordinator and supervisor, and the director of WCS Bolivia office;
appropriate management of year 2 budget in accordance with USAID
regulations; USAID Mission updated on project progress; accurate reports on
technical, environmental and financial activities, and additional write-ups to be
prepared as requested by USAID through UC Davis; field data regularly
reported into GAINS; regular updates and coordination between WT and
WCS via PREDICT Country Coordinator Erika Alandia, coordination with labs
will be through WCS.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRS) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners:
WCS, WT, Bolivian Network to Combat Wildlife Traffic (REBOCTAS) , General
Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB), National Service of Protected Areas
(SERNAP), Ministry of Environment, Institute of Ecology, Major University of
San Andres, Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, Major

University of San Andres; National Animal Health Department, (SENASAG),
National Center for Tropical Diseases (CENETROP), National Institute of
Health Laboratories (INLASA, Public University of El Alto (UPEA,
Bacteriology Lab), Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory
(LIDIVET),Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba
(LIDIVECO), Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO), Tsiman-Moseten
Indigenous Council (CRTM), Takana Indigenous Council (CIPTA), Senda
Verde wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center, Mahfa wildlife rescue and
rehabilitation center, G0embe wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center,
Bolivian Bat Conservation Program (PCMB), Study Center of Theoretical and
Applied Biology (BIOTA), Centro de Biodiversidad y Genetica, Universidad
Mayor de San Simon/Cochabamba (CBG).

Expected result(s):
Changes in capacity for wildlife disease surveillance in Bolivia evaluated
through the use of the Capacity Building Rapid Survey tool; training on field
sampling procedures, sample shipment and data management, developed
and provided to team members and partners; training workshop with WT on
sample collection and preservation of biological samples; involvement of
governmental agencies (e.g., SENASAG, DGB, INLASA), indigenous councils
(Tsiman-Moseten, Takana), local universities, Pan-American Health
Organization (PAHO) and others in capacity building process.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Bolivia: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•

•

Taxa: primates, ungulates, rodents , bats, birds, reptiles
Interfaces: hunted animals (subsistence bushmeat), rescue
centers, confiscations, free ranging , livestock when
appropriate
Potential Locations: Madidi National Park (indigenous
territories within Northwest region), Chairo-Pacallo, Coroico
District, Villa Tunari District,-Porongo District, Buena Vista,
Santa Cruz City.

Partners:
WCS, WT, Bolivian Network to Combat Wildlife Traffic (REBOCTAS), General
Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB), National Service of Protected Areas
(SERNAP), Ministry of Environment, Institute of Ecology, Major University of

San Andres, Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, Major
University of San Andres, National Animal Health Department of SENASAG,
National Center of Tropical Diseases (CENETROP), National Institute of
Health Laboratories, (INLASA), Public University of El Alto (UPEA,
Bacteriology Lab), Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory (LIDIVET),
Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO),
Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council (CRTM), and local communities, Takana
Indigenous Council (CIPTA), and local communities, Senda Verde wildlife
rescue and rehabilitation center, Mahia wildlife rescue and rehabilitation
center, G0embe wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center, Bolivian Bat
ConseNation Program (PCMB), Study Center of Theoretical and Applied
Biology (BIOTA), Centro de Biodiversidad y Genetica - Universidad Mayor de
San Simon/Cochabamba (CBG).
Expected result(s):
Established collaboration with public and private institutions for accomplishing
surveillance and data sharing; suNeillance activities performed at targeted
interfaces, and lab testing for zoonotic pathogens as scheduled; pathogen
detection and discovery initiated of acquired wildlife samples; field data
entered monthly into GAINS database; notification of animal disease
outbreaks to governmental agencies, community leaders and
hunters;sSuNeillance strategy adapted to increase pathogen detection in
wildlife at hotspot sites prioritized through analysis by PREDICT epidemiology
leads Christine Kreuder Johnson UC Davis, Pablo Beldomenico WCS.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery

o

Sub-activity 1.4. 1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
The following innovative sample collection technologies were implemented
during year 1 for suNeillance activities: lysis buffer (RNA Later), FTA
Cards, Blood Spot/Protein Binding Cards and liquid nitrogen storage for
sample collection and storage; satellite phones for communications in
remote areas.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for
each high-risk interface; Identify laboratory needs and capacities to
conduct pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners:
WCS, WT, Bolivian Network to Combat Wildlife Traffic (REBOCTAS) , General
Directorate of Biodiversity, (DGB), National SeNice of Protected Areas
(SERNAP), Ministry of Environment, National Animal Health Department of

SENASAG, National Institute of Health Laboratories, (INLASA), TsimanMoseten Indigenous Council (CRTM) , Takana Indigenous Council (CIPTA),
Senda Verde wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center, Mahfa wildlife rescue
and rehabilitation center, GOembe wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center,
Bolivian Bat Conservation Program (PCMB) , BIOTA

Expected result(s):
Technology needs of partner laboratories accurately assessed and
communicated to PREDICT Diagnostic lead (Tracey Goldstein UC Davis),
increase capacity of Institute of Molecular Biology (Major University of San
Andres) and National Institute of Health Laboratories (INLASA) for viral
diagnostics and cold storage and introduction of training and resources where
possible; identification of export mechanisms for samples destined for
pathogen discovery techniques to regional reference labs (eg. NMRCD Lima,
Peru) and other partner labs (Center for Infection & Immunity, Columbia
University), through coordination and guidance from PREDICT Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator (Joseph Fair GVFI).
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners:
WCS, WT, Bolivian Network to Combat Wildlife Traffic (REBOCTAS), General
Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB), National Service of Protected Areas
(SERNAP), Ministry of Environment, Institute of Molecular Biology and
Biotechnology Major University of San Andres, National Animal Health
Department of SENASAG, National Center of Tropical Diseases
(CENETROP),National Institute of Health Laboratories (INLASA), Public
University of El Alto (UPEA, Bacteriology Lab),Veterinary Research and
Diagnostic Laboratory (LIDIVET), Veterinary Research and Diagnostic
Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO), Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council
(CRTM), Takana Indigenous Council (CIPTA) , Senda Verde wildlife rescue
and rehabilitation center, Mahfa wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center,
GOembe wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center, Bolivian Bat Conservation
Program (PCMB), Study Center of Theoretical and Applied Biology (BIOTA)
Expected result(s):
PREDICT data sheets accurately completed in the field in accordance with
PREDICT Information Management Team; implementation of barcode
labeling and unique identification of samples to allow for sample tracking and
data management; completed trainings on sample tracking and data

management; data upload monthly to GAINS database; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: WCS, WT, PREDICT Information Management Team, PREDICT
Modeling Team.
Expected result(s):
Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis conducted on surveillance
plan and optimized as needed; data provided to modeling team through
GAINS on a monthly basis.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BOLIVIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

Capacity
Building

Who is
Responsible?

Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
Alberto Perez
(regional
coordinator),
Marcela Uhart
(regional
supervisor),
Lilian Painter
(WCS Bolivia
director), Luis F.
Agu irre (WT
representative),
M. Isabel Moya
(WT Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)
Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
WCS in-country
staff, Alberto
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Appointed Assistant Country; effective
day-to-day management of in-country
activities and administrative
procedures; appropriate management
of year 2 budget; USAID Mission
updated on project progress; accurate
reports prepared as requested by
USAID through UC Davis; field data
entered monthly into GAINS; regular
updates and coordination between
WT and WCS.

Changes in capacity for wildlife
disease surveillance evaluated
through the Rapid Survey tool ; training
on field sampling procedures, sample
shipment and data management,
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1.3

Surveillance

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Who is
Responsible?
Perez (regional
coordinator);
Luis F. Aguirre
(WT country
representative),
M. Isabel Moya
(WT Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)
Erika Alandia
(Country
Coordinator),
WCS in-country
staff, Alberto
Perez (regional
coordinator),
Luis F. Aguirre
(WT country
representative),
M. Isabel Moya
(WT Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)
Erika Alandia
(country
coordinator),
Alberto Perez
(regional
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training materials and protocols
available and implemented by
PREDICT staff and partners.

Surveillance activities performed at
targeted interfaces ; pathogen
detection and discovery initiated of
acquired wildlife samples; field data
entered monthly into GAINS
database; notification of animal
disease outbreaks to governmental
agencies, community leaders and
hunters; surveillance strategy adapted
to increase pathogen detection in
wildlife at hotspot sites.
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Technology needs of partner
laboratories; increased capacity of
Institute of Molecular Biology (Major
University of San Andres) and
National Institute of Health
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ACTIVITIES by
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Who is
Responsible?
coordinator)

1.5

2.2

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Erika Alandia
(country
coordinator),
Luis F. Aguirre
(WT country
representative)
M. Isabel Moya
(WT Operative
and Logistic
Coordinator)

Erika Alandia
(country
coordinator),
Luis F. Aguirre
(WT country
representative)
and M. Isabel
Moya (WT
Operative &
Logistic
Coordinator)

EIPECIEir ,:PfllULTI
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Laboratories (INLASA) and
introduction of training and resources;
identification of export mechanisms for
samples destined for pathogen
discovery.
PREDICT data sheets accurately
completed in the field ; implementation
of barcode labeling and unique
identification; completed trainings on
sample tracking and data
management; monthly data upload of
all data from WCS, WT, and incountry partners to GAINS database ;
timely response to requests for
surveillance data

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
gap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized; data
provided to modeling team through
GAINS on a monthly basis

FV10 FV11 FV11
Q4
Q1
Q2
JUL- OCT- JANSEP DEC MAR
10
10
11

X

FV11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FV11
Q4
JULSEP
11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - BOLIVIA

PIIOJECI'
CIIUECIIVE
1.1.1
General Management

1.1.2
Fiscal Management

1.1.3
Communication

1.1.4
Reporting

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Skype, email and
Basecamp

Weekly

Erika Alandia (country coordinator) ,
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator) ,
Marcela Uhart (regional supervisor),
Lilian Painter (WCS Bolivia director),
Luis F. Aguirre (WT country
representative), M. Isabel Moya (WT
Operative and Logistic Coordinator)

Near-real time
expense tracking

Skype, email and
Basecamp

Monthly

WCS Bolivia office administrative staff,
Erika Alandia (country coordinator),
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator) ,
Marcela Uhart (regional supervisor),
Lilian Painter (WCS Bolivia director),
Luis F. Aguirre (WT country
representative), M. Isabel Moya (WT
Operative and Logistic Coordinator)

Mission and Partner
Updates

Skype, email and
Basecamp

Quarterly or as
requested by
Mission and
partners

Erika Alandia (country coordinator) ,
Lilian Painter (WCS Bolivia director),
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator)
and Marcela Uhart (regional
supervisor)

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database
Quarterly Reports

Quarterly or as
requested

Erika Alandia (country coordinator),
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator) ,
Marcela Uhart (regional supervisor), M.
Isabel Moya (WT Operative and
Logistic Coordinator)

PRCMB:r
CIIElfflVE
1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

Wildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION
Annually

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Erika Alandia (country coordinator),
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator) ,
Marcela Uhart (regional supervisor)

Established
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

1.2.2
Training

Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
Individuals trained
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Erika Alandia (country coordinator),
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator) ,
PREDICT in-country staff, Luis F.
Aguirre, WT cou ntry representative, M.
Isabel Moya WT Operative and Logistic
Coordinator

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Erika Alandia (country coordinator),
PREDICT in-country staff, A. Perez
(regional coordinator), PREDICT
Surveillance Team

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Erika Alandia (country coordinator), A.
Perez (regional coordinator), WT
Operative and Logistic Coordinator M.
Isabel Moya

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

PRCMB:r
CIIElfflVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
Quarterly Reports
infrastructure at
Institute of Molecular
Biology (Major
University of San
Andres) and National
Institute of Health
Laboratories
(INLASA) for viral
diagnostics capacity
and cold storage

Quarterly Reports

Erika Alandia (country coordinator) , A.
Perez (regional coordinator),
Technology Development lead Joseph
Fair, Diagnostic lead Tracey Goldstein.

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

GAINS
Sample data
received;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Erika Alandia (country coordinator),
Jorge Zapata (assistant vet) , A. Perez
(regional coordinator), WT Operative
and Logistic Coordinator M. Isabel
Moya, Information Management Team.

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

GAINS

Monthly

Erika Alandia (country coordinator), A.
Perez (regional coordinator), WT
Operative and Logistic Coordinator M.
Isabel Moya, Predict Modeling Team.

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Updated data
provided on country
and regional level
drivers, contact
activities and
interfaces

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - BOLIVIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Bolivia is Wildlife Conservation Society, and the
implementing organizations within Bolivia are Wildlife Conservation Society, Wildlife
Trust, and Centro de Estudios en Biologfa Te6rica y Aplicada (BIOTA). Oversight of
PREDICT activities in Bolivia will be managed by Country Coordinator, Erika Alandia
with support from WCS supervisors Marcela Uhart (regional supervisor), Alberto Perez
(regional coordinator) and Robert Wallace (WCS Director of Great Madidi-Tambopata
Landscape Conservation Program). In addition, PREDICT Bolivia support team includes
Jose Luis Mollericona, Glenda Ayala, Rolando Limachi, Fabiola Suarez, Rosario
Barradas, and Jorge Zapata. Oversight of Wildlife Trust PREDICT activities in Bolivia
will be managed by Dr. Luis F. Aguirre and Operative and Logistics Coordinator Ms. M.
Isabel Moya of WT, in close coordination with and reporting through the PREDICT
Country Coordinator, Dr. Erika Alandia of the Wildlife Conservation Society.
Overview
Bolivia offers a unique location to identify and characterize zoonotic diseases of wildlife
origin. Its high diversity of ecosystems is translated into a high diversity of flora and
fauna. There are 1,415 known species of birds and 389 species of mammals of which a
third of the species (125) correspond to bats. Many of the ecosystems have been
utilized by humans for thousands of years, and at present, the increase in human
population, coupled with land use change driven by agricultural practices and/or cattle
grazing, has increased the pressures on wildlife which facilitate the transmission of
diseases that have the potential to become zoonotic and epidemic.

The 42,500 sq. mile Madidi-Tambopata landscape in Bolivia presents unique
opportunities for rapid development and implementation of a comprehensive wildlife
zoonoses surveillance program. The landscape spans the borders of northern Bolivia
and southern Peru, with five protected areas and vast indigenous peoples' territories.
Madidi hosts over 300 species of mammals, including 11 primate species, 115 bats and
about 100 rodents, with new species still being reported. The current human population
in the Madidi-Tambopata area includes 100 rural communities ranging from 10-1,000
people, and an expanding agricultural frontier, increasing the risk of disease
transmission between humans, domestic animals, and wildlife. Newcomers from urban
areas, working for major infrastructure development projects such as highway
construction; expansion of gas, oil, and hydropower projects; timber extraction; and
mining bring people into closer contact with forest wildlife and pathogens. Wildlife trade
is another route of disease exposure in humans as illegal wildlife markets (live,
bushmeat and medicinal products) are common and increasing, in part due to hunting to
feed workers moving to rural areas to work on development projects.

Activities and Locations
During year 2, PREDICT activities will include opportunistic sampling of hunted wildlife,
and surveillance activities will be conducted at rescue centers and on confiscated
wildlife. Priority samples will be submitted for pathogen detection and discovery to
identify wildlife pathogens with potential pandemic potential:
•
•
•

Taxa: primates, ungulates, rodents, bats, birds, reptiles
Interfaces: hunted animals (subsistence bushmeat) , rescue centers,
confiscations, free ranging, livestock when appropriate
Potential Locations: Madidi National Park (indigenous territories within
Northwest region), Chairo-Pacallo, Coroico District, Villa Tunari District,
Porongo District, Buena Vista, Santa Cruz City

Partnerships
Partnerships and collaborations established and to be solidified during year 2 include:
Tsiman-Moseten Indigenous Council (CRTM) and local communities Asuncion del
Ouiquibey, San Luis chico; Takana Indigenous Council (CIPTA) and local communities
Tumupasa, San Silvestre; Senda Verde wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center
(Coroico District, La Paz), Mahfa wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center (Villa Tunari
District, Cochabamba), Guembe wildlife rescue and rehabilitation center (Porongo
District, Santa Cruz), Bolivian Network to Combat Wildlife Traffic (REBOCTAS) , General
Directorate of Biodiversity (DGB) , Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology
Major University of San Andres, National Animal Health Department of SENASAG,
National Center of Tropical Diseases (CENETROP), National Institute of Health
Laboratories (INLASA), Public University of El Alto (UPEA, Bacteriology Lab),
Veterinary Research and Diagnostic Laboratory (LIDIVET), Veterinary Research and
Diagnostic Laboratory Cochabamba (LIDIVECO), Panamerican Health Organization
(PAHO), Bolivian Bat Conservation Program (PCMB) , Study Center of Theoretical and
Applied Biology (BIOTA).
Reporting
The PREDICT team has met with Dr. Alicia Dinerstein, Health Office Director, and Dr.
Stanley Blanco to discuss the project and appropriate reporting mechanisms. We are
now developing a practical communication and reporting mechanism to keep the
Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress. Wildlife Trust will
provide WCS with regular reports that will be also used to keep the Mission regularly
updated on PREDICT activities and progress. The PREDICT Country Coordinator, Erika
Alandia/WCS will be responsible for communicating with USAID Mission.
In addition, the Country Coordinator and Regional Coordinator communicate on a
continual basis with the Regional director through Skype meetings and email and with
the WCS and WT teams monthly through sharing of monthly progress reports.

Brazil
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), ICB II
Virology Laboratory, VPS Preventive Medicine Department Veterinary Faculty
from University of Sao Paulo, UCDavis, Biotr6picos Institute, Mammals of
Cerrado, Brazilian Institute of Environment and Natural Resources (IBAMA) ,
Institute Brasileiro para Medicina da Conservacao (TRIADE).
Expected result(s): Coordination of all surveillance activities; continued
compliance in all reporting requests (financial, technical, environmental,
travel) from USAID to UCO through Wildlife Trust; day-to-day communication
through e-mail and video conferences with Wildlife Trust for planning and
follow-up activities; alliances and permanent communication links with country
institutions including the USAID Mission in Brazil; entering data through the
GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2. 1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in

specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.
o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: WT,WCS, ICB II Virology Laboratory, VPS Preventive Medicine
Department Veterinary Faculty from University of Sao Paulo (Dr. Edison
Durigon) , UCDavis, Biotr6picos Institute, Mammals of Cerrado, Brazilian
Institute of Environment and Natural Resources (IBAMA), lnstituto Brasileiro
para Medicina da Conservacao (TRIADE),lndigenous National Foundation,
FUNAI, Institute "Chico Mendes" of Conservation and Biodiversity (ICMBIO),
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (MAPA), Ministry of Health National
Foundation of Health (FUNASA), Oswaldo Cruz Institute and Foundation
(FIOCRUZ), Pasteur Institute, University of Brasilia (UNB) , University of
Londrina; Indigenous communities within Mamiraua and Piagassu-Purus
Sustainable Reserves (State of Amazonas).
Expected result(s): Strengthened partnerships with strategic institutions,
governmental agencies and other groups working with wildlife ecology and
health assessment; continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance and diagnostic testing capability through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; implementation of all official training materials
and training provided to partners and collaborators (MAPA, IBAMA, FUNAI)
on field sampling procedures, sample shipment and data management.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Brazil: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and
NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely
diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples
and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen and
new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

• Taxa: Carnivores primates, bats, rodents, ungulates and livestock,
and birds where possible.

• Interfaces: free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestock-wildlife,
shared water sources, captured and released; voucher specimens) ,
hunting communities, syndromic
• Proposed Locations: Sao Paulo State: Parque Estadual Serra do
Mar, Parque Estadual Morro do Diabo, Estagao Ecol6gica Mica Lea.a
Preto; Minas Gerais State: Parque Estadual Rio Preto, Parque
Estadual Biribiri, Parque Nacional Grande Sertao Veredas, Parque
Nacional Sempre Vivas;Pantanal - Serra da Bodoquena; Amazonia:
Brazil-Peru border, Manaus, Maraj6 Island, Anavilhanas; Recife
Fernando de Noronha; Goias: Catala.a, Caturaf; Mato Grosso do Sul:
Parque Estadual de lnvinhema, Anaurilandia; Pernambuco Coroa do
Aviao; Rio Grande do Sul Parque Nacional da Lagoa do Peixe; State
of Mato Grosso (central-western Brazil): Ucs Aripuana; State of
Amazonas (north-western Brazil): Pico da Neblina, Mamiraua and
Piagassu-Purus Sustainable Reserves.
Partners: WT, WCS, ICB II Virology Laboratory, VPS Preventive Medicine
Department Veterinary Faculty from University of Sao Paulo; UC Davis,
Biotr6picos Institute, Mammals of Cerrado, Brazilian Institute of Environment
and Natural Resources (IBAMA), lnstituto Brasileiro para Medicina da
Conservacao (TRIADE), Universidade de Santo Amaro (UNISA), Indigenous
National Foundation FUNAI, Institute "Chico Mendes" of Conservation and
Biodiversity (ICMBIO), Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (MAPA), Ministry
of Health National Foundation of Health (FUNASA), Oswaldo Cruz Institute
and Foundation (FIOCRUZ), Pasteur Institute; University of Brasilia (UNB),
University of Londrina, Indigenous communities within Mamiraua and
Piagassu-Purus Sustainable Reserves (State of Amazonas).
Expected result(s): Samples collected from different taxa and partners
trained to collect and store samples; pathogen detection and discovery
initiated for newly acquired wildlife samples; strategically implement
surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with in-country partners to
achieve a trans-regional surveillance network; potential for sample collection
from hunter killed wildlife at Mamiraua Sustainable Reserves explored; field
data entered monthly into GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
New technology to perform coronavirus RT-PCR diagnostics was
implemented in the ICB II Virology Laboratory in Year 1.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: WT, WCS, ICB 11, Virology Laboratory, UC Davis, Oswaldo Cruz
Institute and Foundation (FIOCRUZ), Pasteur Institute, University of Sao
Paulo (USP)
Expected result(s): Introduction of new technologies for DNNRNA extraction
for increased throughput with the Nuclysens easy mag !VD-labeled
automated system in Year 2; appropriate training and material resources
introduced to the team; diagnostic needs of partner laboratories accurately
assessed and communicated to WT and PREDICT Diagnostic lead (Tracey
Goldstein, UC Davis); use of novel sample collection technology during field
surveillance activities for reliable screening of samples; aliquots stored for
pathogen discovery at diagnostic labs.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), ICB II
University of Sao Paulo, Virology Laboratory - NB3 facilities, UC Davis,
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (MAPA), Ministry of Health, Oswaldo
Cruz Institute and Foundation (FIOCRUZ), Pasteur Institute
Expected result(s): PREDICT data sheets accurately completed in the field,
in accordance PREDICT Information Management Team; sample data
entered into GAINS; completed trainings on sample tracking and data
management; implement standardized labeling and tracking system; data
provided to Wildlife Trust through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and
efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: WT, WCS, ICB II University of Sao Paulo, Virology Laboratory,
PREDICT Modeling Team

Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
Wildlife Trust through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- BRAZIL

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
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FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1
JULSEP

10

1.1

1.2

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Manage-ment

Capacity
Building

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Flavia Miranda,
Laboratory
Coordinator Jansen
de Araujo,
Field Activities
Coordinator Renata
Hurtado, WT Brazil
Director Alonso
Aguirre,
Regional Coordinator
Alberto Perez,
Regional Supervisor
Marcela Uhart, WCS
Brazil Director Jean
Boubli
Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR
10
11

APRJUN
11

JULSEP

11

Weekly meetings with PREDICT field
and laboratory staff, and partners; WT
informed of activities monthly;
PREDICT staff hired and established;
effective day-to-day management of
in-country activities and administrative
procedures;
USAID Mission updated; accurate
monthly reports prepared as
requested by USAID to UCD; field
data entered into GAINS.

X

X

X

X

X

Strengthened partnerships with
strategic institutions, governmental
agencies and groups working with
wildlife ecology and health

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.3

Surveillance

1.4

Technology
Development

Who is
Responsible?

WECaED PIB&.18
1.lulJBID- • - t a•rBlt

Flavia Miranda,
Laboratory
Coordinator Jansen
de Araujo,
Field Coordinator
Renata Hurtado,
Laboratory Assistant
Tatiana Ometto,
Field/ Laboratory
Assistant Mariana
Seixas, Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez
Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Flavia Miranda,
Laboratory
Coordinator Jansen
de Araujo, Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez

assessment; continued evaluation and
assessment of wildlife surveillance
and diagnostic testing capability
through use of the Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool; implementation of
all official training materials and
training provided to partners and
collaborators (MAPA, IBAMA, FUNAI)
on field sampling procedures, sample
shipment and data management.

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,

Samples collected from different taxa
and partners trained to collect and
store samples; pathogen detection
and discovery initiated for newly
acquired wildlife samples; strategically
implement surveillance in proposed
locations in collaboration with incountry partners to achieve a transregional surveillance network;
potential for sample collection from
hunter killed wildlife at Mamiraua
Sustainable Reserve explored; field
data entered monthly into GAINS.
Introduction of new technologies for
DNN RNA extraction for increased

FY10 FY11 FY11
Q4
Q1
Q2
JUL- OCT- JANSEP DEC MAR
10
10
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.5

2.2

Who is
Responsible?

and Pathogen
Discovery

WCS Country
Representative
Flavia Miranda,
Laboratory
Coordinator Jansen
de Araujo, Regional
Coordinator Alberto
Perez

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Flavia Miranda,
Laboratory
Coordinator Jansen
de Araujo

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emerQence

Country Coordinator
Alessandra Nava,
WCS Country
Representative
Flavia Miranda,

WECaED PIB&.18
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throughput with the Nuclysens easy
mag !VD-labeled automated system
in Year 2; training and material
resources introduced ; diagnostic
needs of partner laboratories
assessed and communicated to WT
and PREDICT Diagnostic lead
(Tracey Goldstein); novel sample
used during field surveillance activities
for reliable screening of samples;
aliquots stored for pathogen
discovery.
PREDICT data sheets accurately
completed in the field ; efficient
barcode labeling and unique
identification of samples to help
sample tracking and data
management; sample data entered
into GAINS monthly; completed
trainings on sample tracking and data
management.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS;
gap analysis conducted on
surveillance plan and optimized as
needed; data provided to PREDICT
ModelinQ Team.

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1
JULSEP

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

OCT- JANDEC MAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
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FY10 FY11 FY11
Q4
Q1
Q2
JUL- OCT- JANSEP DEC MAR
10
10
11

FY11
Q3
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

Laboratory
Coordinator Jansen
de Araujo

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - BRAZIL

PIIOJECI'

INDICATOR

OIIJECihE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing, and
Skype

Weekly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Alonso Aguirre (WT Brazil Director), Melinda
Rostal (WT Country Liaison), Flavia Miranda
(WCS Country Representative), Alberto
Perez (Regional Coordinator), Marcela Uhart
(Regional Supervisor), Jean Boubli (WCS
Brazil Director)

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Email, Basecamp
and Skype

Monthly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Alonso Aguirre (WT Brazil Director), Melinda
Rostal (WT Country Liaison), Flavia Miranda
(WCS Country Representative), Alberto
Perez (Regional Coordinator), Marcela Uhart
(Regional Supervisor), Jean Boubli (WCS
Brazil Director)

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp

Quarterly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Alonso Aguirre (WT Brazil Director), Melinda
Rostal (WT Country Liaison), Flavia Miranda
(WCS Country Representative), Alberto
Perez (Regional Coordinator), Marcela Uhart
(Regional Supervisor), Jean Boubli (WCS
Brazil Director)

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance in all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative), Alberto Perez (Regional
Coordinator)

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative), Alberto Perez (Regional
Coordinator), Marcela Uhart (Regional
Supervisor), Melinda Rostal (WT Country
Liaison)

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained
Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training

Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Renata Hurtado (Field Coordinator), Flavia
Miranda (WCS Country Representative)
PREDICT in-country staff, Alberto Perez
(Regional Coordinator)

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Email, Basecamp &
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Monthly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative), PREDICT in-country staff,
Alberto Perez (Regional Coordinator),
PREDICT Surveillance Team

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
Quarterly Reports
and protocols
introduced to detect
known and novel
pathogens; identified
capacity gaps in ICB
11 lab and appropriate
training and material
resources introduced

Quarterly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative)

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
Quarterly Reports
infrastructure at ICB II
Virology Laboratory
for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold
storage

Quarterly
Reports

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative), Tracey Goldstein
(Diagnostic Lead), Simon Anthony
(Pathogen Discovery)

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

GAINS
Sample data
received;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative), PREDICT Information
Management Team

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE
2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Samples collected or GAINS
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

Monthly

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly

Quarterly Report

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Alessandra Nava (Country Coordinator),
Jansen de Araujo (Laboratory Coordinator),
Flavia Miranda (WCS Country
Representative)

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - BRAZIL
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Brazil is Wildlife Trust, and the implementing organizations
within Brazil are Wildlife Trust and Wildlife Conservation Society. Oversight of PREDICT
activities in Brazil will be managed by Country Coordinator Alessandra Nava with
support from Technical Team Leaders, Jansen de Araujo, Laboratory Coordinator and
Field Coordinator Renata Hurtado, in coordination with WCS Country Representative
Dr. Flavia Miranda. Support will be provided by WT supervisors Alonso Aguirre and
Peter Daszak, and WCS supervisors Alberto Perez and Marcela Uhart. Additional
support staff includes WCS Brazil team Jean Boubli, Fabio Rohe, and an assistant
veterinarian to be hired. Activities implemented under the direction of WCS will be
coordinated and reported through the PREDICT Country Coordinator.
Overview
Brazil's social and environmental conditions and its rich biodiversity support the
conditions necessary for emergence and reemergence of infectious diseases. Thus,
there is an increasing need to bolster surveillance activities to better control and prevent
outbreaks. Brazil has a variety of arboviruses that are maintained in enzootic cycles in
the Amazon region and can infect humans in close contact with wild habitats.
Investigations in the Amazon region in the 1960s and ?Os during the construction of the
Transamazonian highway and in Altamira and Tucurf during and after the construction
of the hydroelectricstation identified viruses of significant relevance to public health. As
a result, new viral members of the Buynyaviridae and Reoviridae families were isolated,
as well as others of unknown taxonomy. Deforestation for cattle production has also
played an important role as a driver for the reemergence of diseases in recent years.
Development in Brazil has resulted in the industrialization of the southwestern region
while keeping the rural regions underdeveloped. One of the symptoms of this
development strategy is that actions for containing outbreaks or investigations on
emerging/reemerging diseases are typically carried out when diseases are directly
threatening the great urban centers. As is often the case, the urbanization process has
favored the emergence and dissemination of new diseases formerly confined to
endemic niches, lending itself to the need for the development of an extended
surveillance system.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT Brazil will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and
NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for Year 2 is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
• Taxa: Carnivores, primates, bats, rodents, ungulates, livestock,

and birds where possible.
• Interfaces: free-ranging, hunting communities, syndromic
• Proposed Locations: Sao Paulo State: Parque Estadual Serra do
Mar, Parque Estadual Morro do Diabo, Esta9ao Ecol6gica Mico Leao
Preto; Minas Gerais State: Parque Estadual Rio Preto, Parque
Estadual Biribiri, Parque Nacional Grande Sertao Veredas, Parque
Nacional Sempre Vivas;Pantanal - Serra da Bodoquena; Amazonia:
Brazil-Peru border, Manaus, Maraj6 Island, Anavilhanas; Recife
Fernando de Noronha; Goias: Catalao, Caturai; Mato Grosso do Sul:
Parque Estadual de lnvinhema, Anaurilandia; Pernambuco Coroa do
Aviao; Rio Grande do Sul Parque Nacional da Lagoa do Peixe; State
of Mato Grosso (central-western Brazil): Ucs Aripuana; State of
Amazonas (north-western Brazil): Pico da Neblina, Mamiraua and
Piagassu-Purus Sustainable Reserves.
Partnerships
ICB II Virology Laboratory, VPS Preventive Medicine Department Veterinary Faculty
from University of Sao Paulo (Dr. Edison Durigon), Biotr6picos Institute, Mammals of
Cerrado, Brazilian Institute of Environment and Natural Resources (IBAMA), lnstituto
Brasileiro para Medicina da Conservacao (TRIADE), Universidade de Santo Amaro
(UNISA), Indigenous National Foundation (FUNAI), Institute "Chico Mendes" of
Conservation and Biodiversity (ICMBIO), Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (MAPA),
Ministry of Health National Foundation of Health (FUNASA), Oswaldo Cruz Institute and
Foundation (FIOCRUZ), Pasteur Institute, University of Brasilia (UNB), University of
Londrina, Indigenous communities within Mamiraua and Piagassu-Purus Sustainable
Reserves (State of Amazonas).
Reporting
During Year 2, the in-country team will solidify (in cooperation with the USAID Mission)
a practical communication and reporting mechanism approved by USAID to keep the
local USAID Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
WCS will provide Wildlife Trust with regular reports that will also be used to keep the
Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.

The Country Coordinator and Wildlife Trust team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, phone conferences and/or through regular email exchanges,
sharing progress reports.

Colombia
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Faculty Veterinary Medicine of Fundaci6n
Universitaria San Martfn (FVM-FUSM).
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all project activities
including tracking and reporting of all expenditures; day-to-day
communication through e-mail and video conferences with Wildlife Trust for
planning and follow-up activities; alliances and permanent communication
links with country institutions including the USAID Mission in Colombia;
continued preparation of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis via Wildlife Trust, and
entering data through the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems ; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess

country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.
o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), FVM-FUSM, National Heath Institute (INS),
lnstituto Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA).
Expected result(s): Improving the capacity building tool during Year 2 by
visiting and interviewing relevant institutions and people; continued evaluation
and assessment of wildlife surveillance and diagnostic testing capability;
training of personnel and partners on PPE use, laboratory safety and
methods, and sampling and transporting protocols; training of pre-grade
and/or post-grade students in field methods and One Health topics.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3. 1: Coordination of surveillance activities across
Colombia: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, other mammals.
Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife,
livestock-wildlife, shared water sources), syndromic
Proposed Locations: East Colombia: Puerto Lopez, Llanos
Orientales-Departamento Meta, North Coast: Embalse de Guajaro.
Departamento del Atlantico, Bogota: Departamento de
Cundinamarca, Amazon: Departamento de Caqueta.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Fundaci6n Universitaria San Martfn,
Environment Ministry (MAVDT), National Heath Institute (INS) , lnstituto
Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA), National Parks of Colombia, Rehabilitation
Centers.

Expected result(s): Develop framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen detection and discovery initiated for samples
collected from wildlife samples; existing project surveillance sample tracking
system integrated with GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency;
strategically implement surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration
with in-country partners to achieve a trans-regional surveillance network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), ICA, INS, other diagnostic laboratories in
Colombia.
Expected result(s): Evaluation of diagnostic capacity in Colombia and
identification of needs for pathogen detection; develop a strategy to
implement new technologies in partnership with capable laboratories through
introduction of resources, personnel exchanges, training and development of
protocols.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Fundaci6n Universitaria San Martfn (FVMFUSM)
Expected result(s): Template for data captures completed onsite according
to GAINS standards; data uploaded into GAINS and provide feedback to data
managers; personnel trained on sampling tracking and data management;
implement the standardized labeling and tracking systems; respond to
requests for surveillance data.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Fundaci6n Universitaria San Martfn (FVMFUSM)
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; provide data to
Modeling team as requested and to UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly
basis.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-COLOMBIA

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

1.4

Technology
Development

Who is
Responsible?

EIPBCIBIR 1111.111
1.U,lll'ID-alt.,.._1111

Country
Coordinator
Victoria Pereira
Bengoa, CoCountry
Coordinator
Fernando Nassar

Management and coordination of all
project activities including tracking and
reporting all expenditures; day-to-day
communication with WT for planning
and follow-up activities; communication
links established with country partners;
all reports submitted to UCD via WT,
data entered into the GAINS database.
Updated and improved the capacity
building tool; trained undergraduate
and/or post-graduate students in field
methods and One Health topics;
implementation of all official training
materials.
Implemented sampling in proposed
locations in collaboration with in-country
partners; proposed new areas for
sampling evaluated; initiated pathogen
detection of wildlife samples collected.

Country
Coordinator
Victoria Pereira
Bengoa

Country
Coordinator
Victoria Pereira
Bengoa, CoCountry
Coordinator
Fernando Nassar
Country
Coordinator

Evaluated diagnostic capacity and
identified capacity gaps for pathogen
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1.5

2.2

Who is
Responsible?

and Pathogen
Discovery

Victoria Pereira
Bengoa

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
Coordinator
Victoria Pereira
Bengoa,
Information
Management
Team

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country
Coordinator
Victoria Pereira
Bengoa
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detection at FVM-FUSM; strategy to
implement new technologies through
introduction of resources, training and
development of protocols
All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management; implementation
of standardized labeling and tracking
systems; responded to requests for
surveillance data.

Sample data uploaded to GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance
plan; data provided to WT through
GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance.
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - COLOMBIA

PIIDJEGT

INDICATOR

aaJEUilwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconferencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Co-Country
Coordinator Fernando Nassar

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp.

Monthly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa

1.1 .3
Communication

Mission and Partner Updates

Email, In-person
Visits and
Basecamp.

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa

1.1.4
Reporting

Compliance of all reporting
requests ; surveillance data
reports

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing capacity
assessment

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Annually

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, in-country
collaborators

Established partnerships with
key agencies and ministries
active in wildlife surveillance,
public health, and pathogen
detection

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Individuals trained with official
PREDICT materials and
through on-the-job training

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Field Supervisor

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for surveillance
data coordination; samples
collected or received and
analyzed for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

Email, Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Co-Country
Coordinator Fernando Nassar,
Field Supervisor

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies introduced
and utilized for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Co-Country
Coordinator Fernando Nassar,
Laboratory Consultant

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure at FVM- Quarterly Reports
FUSM for viral diagnostic
capacity and cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Laboratory
Consultant

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received;
implemented standardized
labeling and tracking system

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Field assisstants

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or received
and analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces, and
proposed locations

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Victoria
Pereira Bengoa, Co-Country
Coordinator Fernando Nassar

Revised surveillance plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - COLOMBIA
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Colombia is Wildlife Trust, and the implementing organization
within Colombia is Fundaci6n Universitaria San Martfn. Oversight of PREDICT activities
in Colombia will be managed by Country Coordinator, Victoria Pereira Bengoa with
support from Co-Coordinator Fernando Nassar. In addition, PREDICT has seven staff
members in-country, including two biologists, one field veterinary, three field assistants,
and one laboratory consultant.
Overview
Colombia is the fourth largest economy in South America, and despite its relatively
small size is the second most biologically diverse country on Earth and home to about
10 percent of the world's species. Colombia is also in the area of two hotspots located in
the Americas: the Tropical Andes and Tumbes-Choco-Magdalenaboth with only 25%
and 24%, respectively, of the original forest cover remaining. The annual deforestation
rate is 0.18% and results primarily from small-scale agricultural activities, logging,
mining, energy development, infrastructure construction, and large-scale agriculture.

Currently, the environmental challenges faced by Colombia are caused by both natural
events and anthropogenic change. Many natural disasters result from Colombia's
location along the Pacific Ring of Fire and the consequent geological instability results
in earthquakes. Heavy floods both in mountainous areas and in low-lying watersheds
and coastal regions linked to El Nino-Southern Oscillation also occur regularly as
human-induced deforestation has substantially changed the Andean landscape
spanning into the rainforests of Amazonia and the Pacific coast. Deforestation is also
linked to the conversion of lowland tropical forests to oil palm plantations. Demand from
rapidly expanding cities has placed increasing stress on the water supply, as
watersheds are affected and ground water tables fall.
Activities and Locations
We will continue establishing and solidifying coordination with MAVDT, INS, ICA,
universities, and NGOs. Our goal for the coming year is to build capacity in the country
by identifying needs and developing pertinent training. We will continue to obtain
permits to collect wildlife samples both in the field and from rehabilitation centers for
pathogen testing. We aim to identify zoonotic pathogens from wildlife of potential
pandemic risk focusing on:
• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, birds, other mammals.
• Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife, livestockwildlife, shared water sources), syndromic
• Proposed Locations: East Colombia: Puerto Lopez, Llanos OrientalesDepartamento Meta, North Coast: Embalse de Guajaro. Departamento del

Atlantico, Bogota: Departamento de Cundinamarca, Amazon: Departamento
de Caqueta.

Partnerships
Partnerships have been establishing during Year 1 and will be solidified in Year 2 with
Colombian Institute of Animal Health (Institute Colombiano Agropecuario ICA), Ministry
of the Environment (National Wildlife Authority), INS (National Institute of Health),
Unidad de Parques Nacionales de Colombia, Secretaria Distrital de Ambiente (Bogota),
wildlife rehabilitation centers.
Reporting
During Year 2, the in-country team will solidify (in cooperation with the USAID Mission)
a practical communication and reporting mechanism approved by USAID to keep the
local USAID Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
WCS will provide Wildlife Trust with regular reports that will also be used to keep the
Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
The Country Coordinator and Wildlife Trust team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, phone conferences and/or through regular email exchanges,
sharing progress reports.

Ecuador
PREDICT will initiate activities in Ecuador in year 2
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: WCS
Expected result(s):
PREDICT staff hired and established; effective day-to-day management of incountry activities and administrative procedures by country coordinator
supervised by regional coordinator/supervisor and WCS Ecuador director;
appropriate management of year 2 budget and travels in accordance with
USAID regulations; USAID Mission updated about project progress by formal
quarterly reports, and by informal communications when requested by local
contacts; compliance of all reporting requests (financial, technical,
environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis via WCS; surveillance
data entered into the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1 : Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Ssample tracking and GAINS data
entry, Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: WCS, Directorate of Laboratory Services of Ecuador (SESA),
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and Zootechny (Central University of
Ecuador), University of San Francisco de Quito, Ecuadorian Service for
Agricultural and Animal Health (SESA), Ecuadorian Agency for Agricultural
Quality Assurance (AGROCALIDAD), Ministry of Environment of Ecuador;
Zoological Foundation of Quito, Federation of Rural Organizations of Orellana
(FOCAO), Federaci6n de Comunas Union de Nativos de la Amazonfa

Ecuatoriana (FCUNAE) (Federation of Amazon indigenous communities),
Waorani and Quichua indigenous communities.

Expected result(s): Capacity Rapid Survey tool accurately completed and
used to assess local capacity, and Capacity Building team, partners and
stakeholders apprised of real capacity for surveillance in Ecuador;
involvement of governmental agencies (National Animal Health ServiceSESA) and other partners in capacity building process as appropriate;
implementation of official training materials and on-the-job training in targeted
areas in collaboration with in-country partners; formalized partnerships with
strategic institutions and governmental agencies.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
COUNTRY: continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: bats, primates, rodents, ungulates and birds
Interfaces: hunting and bushmeat in communities; wet markets
Proposed Locations: Yasunf National Park (eastern Ecuador)

Partners: Directorate of Laboratory Services of Ecuador (SESA), Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine and Zootechny (Central University of Ecuador),
University of San Francisco de Quito, Ecuadorian Service for Agricultural and
Animal Health (SESA), Ecuadorian Agency for Agricultural Quality Assurance
(AGROCALIDAD), Ministry of Environment of Ecuador; Zoological Foundation
of Quito, Federation of Rural Organizations of Orellana (FOCAO), Waorani
and Quichua indigenous communities, Federaci6n de Comunas Union de
Nativos de la Amazonfa Ecuatoriana (FCUNAE) (Federation of Amazon
indigenous communities.
Expected result(s): Surveillance activities performed at targeted interfaces,
and lab testing of collected wildlife samples for zoonotic pathogens; field data
entered monthly into GAINS database; plans for building and improving
capacity for wildlife surveillance in country, based on strategic interactions
between partners and governmental agencies.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting

EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Directorate of Laboratory Services of Ecuador (SESA), Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine and Zootechny (Central University of Ecuador),
University of San Francisco de Quito, Ecuadorian Service for Agricultural and
Animal Health (SESA), Ecuadorian Agency for Agricultural Quality Assurance
(AGROCALIDAD)
Expected result(s): Innovative sample collection technologies will be
implemented for surveillance activities during Year 2 including the use of lysis
buffers (RNA Later), FTA Cards, Protein Binding Cards for sample collection
and liquid nitrogen containers to implement a cold chain for storage of
collected samples; Technology needs of partner laboratories accurately
assessed and communicated to PREDICT Diagnostic lead (Tracey Goldstein,
UC Davis); Sample aliquots stored for pathogen discovery; identification of
export mechanisms for samples to regional reference labs (NMRCD Lima,
Peru) and other partner labs(Center for Infection & Immunity, Columbia
University), through coordination and guidance from PREDICT Pathogen
Discovery Coordinator (Joseph Fair, Global Forecasting Viral Initiative).
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5. 1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: PREDICT Data Management team, Directorate of Laboratory
Services of Ecuador (SESA), Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and Zootechny
(Central University of Ecuador), University of San Francisco de Quito,
Ecuadorian Service for Agricultural and Animal Health (SESA), Ecuadorian
Agency for Agricultural Quality Assurance (AGROCALIDAD), Ministry of
Environment of Ecuador, Zoological Foundation of Quito, Federation of Rural
Organizations of Orellana (FOCAO), Waorani and Quichua indigenous
communities, Federaci6n de Comunas Union de Natives de la Amazonfa
Ecuatoriana (FCUNAE) (Federation of Amazon indigenous communities)
Expected result(s): PREDICT data sheets accurately completed in the field,
in accordance with GAINS surveillance data collection guide, and updates
from Data Management lead (Damien Joly, WCS); implementation of barcode

labeling and unique identification of samples for sample tracking and data
management; data entered into GAINS database on a monthly basis.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: PREDICT modeling team.
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
the modeling team through GAINS on a monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to all requests for surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- ECUADOR

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?

Country
coordinator
(TBN), Alberto
Perez (regional
coordinator),
Marcela Uhart
(regional
supervisor),
Adriana Burbano
(WCS Ecuador
director)
Country
coordinator
(TBN), in-country
staff, A. Perez
(regional
coordinator)

Country
coordinator
(TBN), in-country

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

PREDICT staff hired and to manage dayto-day in-country activities and
administrative procedures by country;
management of year 2 budget and travels
in accordance with USAID regulations;
USAID Mission updated on project
progress quarterly; compliance of all
reporting requests from USAID through
UC Davis via WCS; surveillance data
entered into the GAINS database

X

X

X

X

Capacity Rapid Survey tool accurately
completed and used to assess local
capacity; involvement of governmental
agencies and other partners in capacity
building process; implementation of official
training materials and on-the-job training in
targeted areas; formalized partnerships
with strategic institutions and
governmental agencies.
Surveillance activities performed at
targeted interfaces, and lab testing of
collected wildlife samples for zoonotic

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

iiiPECIEDA

WL111
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ACTIVITIES by
LOW

Who is
Responsible?
staff, A. Perez
(regional
coordinator)

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

Country
coordinator (TBN)

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

Country
coordinator (TBN)

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease
emergence

Country
coordinator (TBN)

EIPECIED fi IULTI
1 Juif81D- • s;ad wr811

•

pathogens; field data entered monthly into
GAINS database; plans for building and
improving capacity for wildlife surveillance
in country.
Novel sample collection technologies
implemented for surveillance activities
during Year 2; technology needs of SESA
laboratory accurately assessed; sample
aliquots stored for pathogen discovery;
identification of export mechanisms for
samples to regional reference labs and
other partner labs.
PREDICT data sheets accurately
completed in the field; implementation of
barcode labeling and unique identification
of samples for sample tracking and data
management; data entered into GAINS
database on a monthly basis

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
and optimized as needed; data provided to
the modeling team through GAINS on a
monthly basis; timely and efficient
response to requests for surveillance data

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - ECUADOR

PIIDJEGT

INDICATOR

aaJEUilwE

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.1
General Management

Project updates with the Skype and WCS
PREDICT team
Gmail

Weekly

Country coordinator (TBN), Alberto Perez
(regional coordinator), Marcela Uhart
(regional supervisor), Adriana Burbano
(WCS Ecuador director)

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Skype and WCS
Gmail

Monthly

Country coordinator (TBN), Alberto Perez
(regional coordinator), Marcela Uhart
(regional supervisor), Adriana Burbano
(WCS Ecuador director)

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

WCS Gmail

Quarterly

Country coordinator (TBN), A. Perez
(regional coordinator), A. Burbano (WCS
Ecuador director)

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests;
surveillance data
reports

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country coordinator (TBN), Alberto Perez
(regional coordinator)

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance
and diagnostic testing
capacity assessment

Capacity Building Annually
Rapid Survey Tool

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and ministries
active in wildlife
surveillance, public
health, and pathogen
detection

Quarterly

Country coordinator (TBN), Alberto Perez
(regional coordinator), Marcela Uhart
(regional supervisor)

PROJECT
CIIJliClh E

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT
materials and through
on-the-job training

Training Matrix,
Quiz Results &
Individual
Assessments

Quarterly

Country coordinator (TBN), in-country staff,
Alberto Perez (regional coordinator)

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
surveillance data
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Basecamp &
GAINS database

Monthly

Country coordinator (TBN), PREDICT incountry staff, A. Perez (regional coordinator),
PREDICT epidemiology leads (Christine
Kreuder Johnson UC Davis, Pablo
Beldomenico WCS)

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and utilized
for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country coordinator (TBN)

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure Quarterly Reports
at SESA lab for viral
diagnostic capacity and
cold storage

Quarterly
Reports

Country coordinator (TBN), Diagnostic lead
Tracey Goldstein (UCD).

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
standardized labeling
and tracking system
implemented

GAINS

Monthly

Country coordinator (TBN), assistant
veterinarian (TBN), PREDICT Information
Management Team.

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
received and analyzed
for targeted species,
interfaces, and

GAINS

Monthly

Country coordinator (TBN)

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

proposed locations

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT-ECUADOR
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Ecuador is Wildlife Conservation Society. As Ecuador is just
coming on-line in Year 2, oversight of PREDICT activities in Ecuador will be managed
by Ecuador Coordinator (to be hired) with support from Marcela Uhart (regional
supervisor), Alberto Perez (regional coordinator) and Adriana Burbano (WCS Ecuador
director). In addition, PREDICT will hire an assistant veterinarian and other
consultants/staff as needed.
Overview
Surveillance for zoonotic diseases is critical in Ecuador due to the introduction of
domestic species, increasing rates of wildlife extraction for the illegal bushmeat market,
human-driven disturbance in natural landscapes, and human population growth in and
around protected areas such as Yasunf National Park (the largest protected area in
Ecuador). The result is increased concern for human health and the significant threat to
the conservation of endangered species. Zoonotic disease transmission events have
not been well documented in Ecuador to date, nor is surveillance for diseases passed
among wildlife, domestic animals, and humans performed routinely. WCS has
established a series of monitoring programs of wildlife populations in and around
Ecuador's Yasunf National Park along disturbance gradients, hunting activities in
several local communities, and trade of wildlife species in bushmeat markets. The trade
in wild meat from the park has tripled over the last two years. At least 56 species were
documented in a single wildlife market producing approximately 13,000 to 14,000 kg of
wild meat per year; much of that from peccaries, bracket deer, and a species of woolly
monkey. The addition of zoonotic disease surveillance to these already established
monitoring programs will add to the development of an early warning system for the
detection of emerging zoonotic diseases from wildlife. Comparing results obtained from
hunted wildlife in indigenous communities with animals sampled at wildlife trade
markets will enable PREDICT to gain baseline information on disease transmission in
Ecuador and characterize high-risk behaviors across wildlife, livestock, and human
interfaces where zoonotic pathogens are most likely to emerge.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will initiate contacts with ministries, universities, and NGOs to develop a
network for wildlife surveillance in Ecuador. The goal is to collect priority wildlife
samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking of samples and
results entered into the GAINS database. The main target area will be Yasunf National
Park (eastern Ecuador):
• Taxa: bats, primates, rodents, ungulates, and birds
• Interfaces: hunting and bushmeat in communities, wet markets
• Proposed Locations: Yasunf National Park (eastern Ecuador)

Partnerships
Partnerships and collaborations in surveillance efforts will be formalized during Year 2
with government agencies, public and private institutions including Ecuadorian Service
for Agricultural and Animal Health (SESA), Ecuadorian Agency for Agricultural Quality
Assurance (AGROCALIDAD), Ministry of Environment of Ecuador, Directorate of
Laboratory Services of Ecuador (SESA), Faculty of Veterinary Medicine and Zootechny
(Central University of Ecuador), the University of San Francisco de Quito, Zoological
Foundation of Quito Federation of Rural Organizations of Orellana (FOCAO),
Federaci6n de Comunas Union de Natives de la Amazonfa Ecuatoriana (FCUNAE)
(Federation of Amazon indigenous communities), and Waorani and Quichua indigenous
communities.
Reporting
Upon program start-up during Year 2, the in-country team will develop a practical
communication and reporting mechanism as specified by USAID to keep the Mission
regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
The Country Coordinator, Regional supervisor, Regional coordinator and WCS Ecuador
director will communicate on a weekly basis through Skype meetings, phone
conferences and/or through regular email exchanges and sharing of progress reports
monthly with the WCS team.

Mexico
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
o

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports ; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Institute de Ecologfa, UNAM, Facultad de
Veterinaria, UNAM, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, Comison Nacional de
Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP), Universidad Aut6noma del Estado
de Mexico, Facultad de Veterinaria (UAEM).
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities under responsible organizational lead and
executive board; full fiscal disclosure and near-real time expense tracking,
including monthly financial reporting to Wildlife Trust (WT) and UCDavis;
continue ongoing multi-faceted communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission to Mexico through regular updates and with the
PREDICT team through weekly Skype meetings and interaction on PREDICT
Mexico Basecamp site; continued compliance ofn all reporting requests
(financial, technical, environmental, travel) from USAID through UC Davis via
WT.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building
o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), Institute de Ecologfa, UNAM, Facultad de
Veterinaria, UNAM, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, Facultad de Veterinaria
UAEM, CONANP.
Expected result(s): Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife
surveillance capacity and diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthened partnerships with key agencies and

ministries active in wildlife surveillance, public health, and pathogen detection
in-country; implementation of all official training materials.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
o

Sub-activity 1.3.1 : Coordination of surveillance activities across
Mexico: Continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities,
and NGOs to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure
timely diagnostic testing of samples collected with proper tracking of
samples and results entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic
pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic
risk.
•
•
•

Taxa: principally bats, rodents and carnivores; where possible
opportunistic sampling of ungulates such as bighorn sheep
Interfaces: hunting, depredation, free-ranging (horticulture-wildlife,
livestock-wildlife, shared water sources), syndromic
Proposed Locations: Central (Throughout Mexico City and
surrounding protected areas & communities), South (Lacandonia
Rain Forest, Chiapas), Southern (Calakmul, Campeche)

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), lnstituto de Ecologfa, UNAM, Facultad de
Veterinaria, UNAM, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, UAEM, CONANP
Expected result(s): Develop framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; pathogen detection and discovery initiated of acquired wildlife
samples; existing Mexico project surveillance sample tracking system
integrated with GAINS for enhanced diagnostic efficiency; strategically
implement surveillance in proposed locations in collaboration with in-country
partners to achieve a trans-regional surveillance network.
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4.1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
PREDICT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), lnstituto de Ecologfa, UNAM, Facultad de
Veterinaria, UNAM, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, CONANP

Expected result(s): Evaluation of diagnostic capacity in Mexico and
identification of needs for pathogen detection; identified capacity gaps in
veterinary school laboratories and introduction of appropriate training and
material resources to expand infrastructure, including improvements to viral
diagnostic capabilities and cold storage for sample archival.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), lnstituto de Ecologfa, UNAM, Facultad de
Veterinaria, UNAM, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, UAEM, CONANP.
Expected result(s): Standardized field datasheets used for field sample
collection; all sample data and results entered into GAINS database;
completed trainings on sample tracking and data management; timely
response to requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: Wildlife Trust (WT), lnstituto de Ecologfa, UNAM, Facultad de
Veterinaria, UNAM, Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM, CONANP
Expected result(s): Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap analysis
conducted on surveillance plan and optimized as needed; data provided to
UC Davis through GAINS on a monthly basis; data provided to Modeling team
as requested.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN- MEXICO

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.1

Wildlife
Pathogen
Detection
Program
Management

1.2

Capacity
Building

1.3

Surveillance

Who is
Responsible?
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Country
Full fiscal disclosure and near-real time
Coordinator
expense tracking; regular updates to all
Rodrigo A.
in-country partners; weekly project
Medellin, Assistant updates with the PREDICT team via
Coordinator
Skype and Basecamp; continued
Gerardo Suzan,
compliance of all reporting requests ;
Officers Oscar
surveillance data reporting into the
Rico and Osiris
GAINS database.
Gaona
Country
Continued evaluation and assessment
Coordinator
of wildlife surveillance capacity and
Rodrigo A.
diagnostic testing through the Capacity
Medellin, Assistant Building Rapid Survey Tool; strengthen
Coordinator
partnerships with key agencies and
Gerardo Suzan,
ministries active in wildlife surveillance,
Officers
public health, and pathogen detection
Oscar Rico and
in-country; implementation of all official
Osiris Gaona
training materials.
Country
Develop a framework for surveillance
Coordinator
data coordination with partners;
Rodrigo A.
pathogen detection and discovery
Medellfn, Assistant initiated for acquired wildlife samples;
Coordinator
existing MEXICO project surveillance

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1

FY11
Q2

FY11
Q3

FY11
Q4

JULSEP

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

10

10

11

11

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACTIVITIES by
LOW

1.4

Technology
Development
and Pathogen
Discovery

1.5

Sample
Tracking and
Information
Management

2.2

Risk
Determination
Optimize
models for
diversity of
disease

Who is
Responsible?

WECam .-= ILL19
1 Julf81D- m s;auturlDl1

•

Gerardo Suzan,
sample tracking system integrated with
Officers
GAINS; strategically implemented
Oscar Rico and
suNeillance in proposed locations in
Osiris Gaona
collaboration with in-country partners.
Country
New technologies and/or protocols
Coordinator
introduced and utilized for the detection
Rodrigo A.
of known and novel pathogens;
Medellin, Assistant identifed capacity gaps in veterinary
Coordinator
school laboratories and appropriate
Gerardo Suzan,
training and material resources
Officers
introduced; improvements to viral
Oscar Rico and
diagnostics capabilities and cold
storaqe for sample archival.
Osiris Gaona
Country
All sample data entered into GAINS;
Coordinator
completed trainings on sample tracking
Rodrigo A.
and data management; standardize
Medellin, Assistant labeling and tracking system
Coordinator
implemented; data provided to UC
Gerardo Suzan,
Davis through GAINS monthly; timely
Officers
and efficient response to all requests
Oscar Rico and
for surveillance data.
Osiris Gaona

Country
Coordinator
Rodrigo A.
Medellin, Assistant

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on suNeillance plan
and optimized as needed; data to UC
Davis through GAINS on a monthly

FY10 FY11
Q4
Q1
JUL- OCTSEP DEC
10
10

FY11
Q2
JANMAR
11

FY11
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

03

ACTIVITIES by
LOW
emergence

WECam .-= ILL19
1 Julf81D- m s;auturlDl1

Who is
Responsible?
Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan,
Officers
Oscar Rico
Osiris Gaona

•

FY10
Q4
JULSEP
10

FY11
Q1
OCTDEC
10

FY11
Q2
JANMAR
11

FY11

03
APRJUN
11

FY11
Q4
JULSEP
11

basis; timely and efficient response to
all requests for surveillance data.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - MEXICO

PIIDJECT

INDICATOR

1.1 .1
General Management

Project updates with the
PREDICT team

Email Updates,
Basecamp, Video
and Teleconterencing

Weekly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

1.1 .2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time expense
tracking

Email and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

Email, In-person
Quarterly
Visits and Basecamp

1.1 .4
Reporting

Compliance of all
Email, Basecamp &
reporting requests;
GAINS database
Surveillance data reports

aa.a:11.a

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Monthly

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medell fn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona
Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

and Osiris Gaona

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance and
diagnostic testing
capacity assessment

Capacity Building
Rapid Survey Tool

Established partnerships Quarterly Reports
with key agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Annually

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

Quarterly

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained with
official PREDICT
materials and through
on-the-job training

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Email, Basecamp &
surveillance data
GAINS database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and utilized
for sampling and
diagnostics

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
Results & Individual
Assessments

Quarterly Reports

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

PROJECT
CIIJliClhE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved infrastructure
at UNAM for viral
diagnostics and cold
storage; reporting of
new discoveries into
GAINS database

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly
Reports;

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellfn, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data received ;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellin, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
GAINS
received and analyzed
for targeted species,
interfaces, and proposed
locations

Monthly

Country Coordinator Rodrigo A.
Medellin, Assistant Coordinator
Gerardo Suzan, Officers Oscar Rico
and Osiris Gaona

Revised surveillance
plan

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - MEXICO
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional
partners, based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT
managing organization for Mexico is Wildlife Trust, and the implementing organization
within Mexico is BIOCONCIENCIA. Oversight of PREDICT activities in Mexico will be
managed by Country Coordinator Dr. Rodrigo Medellfn (IE) with support from Latin
America Coordinator Dr. Alonso Aguirre (WT). In addition, PREDICT has three staff
members in Mexico, including Assistant Coordinator Dr. Gerardo Suzan, Administrative
Assistant Ms. Osiris Gaona and Field Assistant Mr. Oscar Rico.
Overview
The expanding agricultural frontier in Mexico brings pristine areas in close contact with
areas used by humans and livestock. Mexico is the only country in the world spanning
the length of two greater biogeographic regions , the Nearctic and the Neotropics. In
addition, Mexico is a megadiverse country that contains between 5 and 10% of the
world's biodiversity in less than 1% of the earth's land surface and serves as a major
migratory corridor for many species of mammals and birds. The complex and diverse
landscape provides an opportunity for expanding wildlife surveillance at an active
human-livestock-wildlife interface that could have important implications for public
health in Mexico.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs
to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming year is to
collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper tracking
of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We also aim to identify
zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk
focusing on:
•
•
•

Taxa: principally bats, rodents, and carnivores; where possible opportunistic
sampling of ungulates such as bighorn sheep
Interfaces: hunting , depredation, free-ranging, syndromic.
Potential Locations: Central (Throughout Mexico City and surrounding
protected areas and communities), South, Lacandonia Rain Forest, Chiapas,
Southern, Calakmul, Campeche.

Partnerships
WT, BIOCONCIENCIA, National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM Comison
Nacional de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP), and Universidad Aut6noma del
Estado de Mexico Facultad de Veterinaria (UAEM)

Reporting
During Year 2, the in-country team will solidify (in cooperation with the USAID Mission)
a practical communication and reporting mechanism approved by USAID to keep the
local USAID Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
The Country Coordinator and Wildlife Trust team communicate on a weekly basis
through Skype meetings, phone conferences and/or through regular email exchanges,
sharing progress reports.

Peru
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection-identification of novel wildlife pathogens
that pose a significant public health threat
•

Activity 1.1 Program Management
o

Sub-activity 1.1.1: General Management: Provide day-to-day
management and oversight of the country project and facilitate the
efficient accomplishment of all activities (includes logistics).

o

Sub-activity 1.1.2: Fiscal Management: Track all expenditures across
countries to ensure fiscal responsibility; develop budgets; ensure charges
are consistent with applicable regulations and guidelines; prepare financial
data for reporting.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Communication: Facilitate communication with
regional lead, country partners and USAID missions through in-person
meetings, conference calls, written advisories, web-based applications,
and reports.

o

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Reporting: Ensure compliance with all reporting
requirements, including all financial, technical, environmental, and travel
reports; and enter field and surveillance data into the GAINS database.

Partners: WCS
Expected result(s): Management and coordination of all capacity building
and surveillance activities; full fiscal disclosure and expense tracking;
continued communication with in-country partners including the USAID
Mission to Peru; continued compliance of all reporting requests (financial,
technical, travel) from USAID through UC Davis; entered surveillance data
into the GAINS database.
•

Activity 1.2 Capacity Building

o

Sub-activity 1.2.1: Capacity Assessment: Annual assessment and
monitoring using the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool to evaluate
changes that have been made through PREDICT regarding quantity and
quality of existing wildlife surveillance components and systems; continue
to identify stakeholder institutions and key country partners to assist in
specific surveillance activities, including laboratories; continue to assess
country capacities for wildlife capture and handling, sample transport,
storage, shipping, and diagnostic testing.

o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Training: Implement training for all staff associated
with PREDICT project using materials and protocols developed in Year 1
covering USAID and PREDICT policies. PREDICT training materials
include: Environmental compliance and monitoring, Financial
management, Animal capture and safety, PPE use, Laboratory safety,
Packing and shipping biological samples, Sample transport, cold chain
implementation and maintenance, Sample tracking and GAINS data entry,
Animal care and use, Institutional Review Board (IRS) protocols,
Bat/rodent capture and sampling, Non-human primate capture and
sampling, and Bushmeat sampling.

Partners:
WCS, US Naval Medical Research Center Detachment (NMRCD), National
Animal Health Service (SENASA) Ministry of Agriculture, National Health
Institute (INS) Ministry of Health of Peru, Community of Nueva Esperanza at
Yavari river, riverside communities from the Samiria River.
Expected result(s):
Continued evaluation and assessment of wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through use of the Capacity Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
Sstrengthened partnerships with key agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance and public health; implementation of all official training materials;
on-the-job training program on field sampling procedures, sample shipment,
data management and disease communication provided to partners and
community members (subsistence hunters), health and environmental
workers (SENASA, INS, SERNANP) and PREDICT partners to build longterm sustainability for wildlife surveillance.
•

Activity 1.3: Surveillance
Sub-activity 1.3.1: Coordination of surveillance activities across Peru:
continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and NGOs to
facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data; ensure timely diagnostic
testing of samples collected with proper tracking of samples and results
entered into GAINS database; identify zoonotic pathogen outbreaks and new
wildlife potential pathogens of pandemic risk.

•
•
•

Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, ungulates, birds, livestock, and
poultry as appropriate
Interfaces: wet markets, subsistence hunting, illegal trade, habitat
use change
Proposed Locations: Northern Amazonia: Iquitos and
Yurimaguas; Yavari-Miri Private Conservation Area & surrounding
communities; Pacaya Samiria National Reserve; Central Amazonia:
Pucallpa, Central Transoceanic Highway ; Central Mountain forest:
Tarapoto, Oxapampa; Southern Amazonia South Transoceanic
Highway; Marine shores: North Coast Tumbes, Piura, Chiclayo ;
Central Coast Lima e lea.

Partners: WCS, NMRCD, SENASA, WT, Ministry of Health, INS, School of
Veterinary Medicine-National Major University of San Marcos (UNMSM),
Directorate of Forestry and Wildlife-Ministry of Agriculture (DGFFS), National
Service of Protected Natural Areas-Ministry of Environment (SERNANP),
Community of Nueva Esperanza at Yavari River, and riverside communities
along the Samiria River
Expected result(s): Developed framework for surveillance data coordination
with partners; real-time communication system with partners for surveillance
of confiscated wildlife; baseline information from surveillance at different
interfaces (hunted wildlife, wetmarkets, confiscations); pathogen detection
and discovery initiated for archived and newly acquired wildlife samples;
adapted surveillance strategy to increase pathogen detection in wildlife at
hotspot sites prioritized through analysis by PREDICT epidemiology leads
(Christine Kreuder Johnson UC Davis, Pablo Beldomenico WCS).
•

Activity 1.4: Technology Development and Pathogen Discovery
o

Sub-activity 1.4. 1: Introduction of new technologies in high priority
countries: Implement new technologies identified capable of supporting
EPT activities in-country, addressing identified gaps in existing
technological infrastructure.
The use of blood spot FTA and protein saver cards was implemented in
Year 1 throughout the country for sample collection from wildlife in remote
areas.

o

Sub-activity 1.4.2: Pathogen discovery: Implement protocols to collect
samples for pathogen detection according to the surveillance plan for each
high-risk interface; identify laboratory needs and capacities to conduct
pathogen discovery in-country.

Partners:
WCS, NMRCD, SENASA, INS, UNMSM

Expected result(s): Technology needs of partner labs accurately assessed
and communicated to PREDICT Diagnostic lead (Tracey Goldstein, UC
Davis; implementation of sample collected into RNA Later and lysis buffer to
store tissue samples and swabs for pathogen detection and discovery; new
technologies introduced and utilized by PREDICT team, governmental
agencies and trained hunters from riverside communities; identified capacity
gaps in SENASA and INS laboratory diagnostic centers and UNMSM
laboratories and introduction of appropriate training and material resources
where possible; expanded infrastructure of UNMSM School of Veterinary
Medicine laboratories to improve viral diagnostic capacity and cold storage for
sample archival.
•

Activity 1.5: Sample Tracking and Information Management
o

Sub-activity 1.5.1: Optimize surveillance data management system:
Collect and enter all field and surveillance data using standardized
templates into the GAINS database; implement and utilize standardized
labeling and tracking system in-country.

Partners: WCS, WT, SENASA, NMRCD, INS, University of San Marcos
Expected result(s): All sample data entered into GAINS; completed trainings
on sample tracking and data management for field assistants and associated
partners; standardized labeling and tracking system implemented; timely and
efficient response to all requests for surveillance data.
LOW 2: Risk Determination
•

Activity 2.2 Optimize models for diversity of disease emergence
Provide data and information as requested by Modeling and Hotspot ID Team.
Partners: WCS, PREDICT Modeling Team
Expected result(s):
Sample data uploaded into GAINS; Gap analysis conducted on surveillance
plan and optimized as needed; data provided to modeling team through
GAINS on a monthly basis ; timely and efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
No Pre-planned Activities; respond to wildlife outbreaks as they occur; respond to
livestock and human outbreaks in conjunction with appropriate ministries and
RESPOND.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction
No Planned Activities
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Management and coordination of all
capacity building and surveillance
activities; full fiscal disclosure and
expense tracking; continued
communication with in-country partners
including the USAID Mission; continued
compliance in all reporting requests from
USAID to UCD; surveillance data entered
into GAINS database

X

X

X

X

X

Continued evaluation and assessment of
wildlife surveillance capacity and
diagnostic testing through the Capacity
Building Rapid Survey Tool ;
strengthened partnerships with key
agencies and ministries active in wildlife
surveillance and public health;
implementation of all training materials
and on-the-job training program.
Developed framework for surveillance
data coordination with partners; real-time
communication system with partners for
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Development
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Coordinator
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Information
Management
Team

Country
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surveillance in confiscated wildlife;
baseline information from surveillance at
different interfaces; pathogen detection
and discovery initiated for archived and
newly acquired wildlife samples; adapted
surveillance strategy to increase
pathogen detection at hotspot sites
Technology needs of partner labs
accurately assessed; implementation of
sample collected into RNA Later and
lysis buffer to store tissue samples and
swabs for pathogen detection and
discovery; new technologies introduced
and utilized; identified capacity gaps in
SENASA, INS, UNMSM laboratories for
testing samples from wildlife and training
and material resources introduced .
All sample data entered into GAINS;
completed trainings on sample tracking
and data management for field assistants
and partners; standardized labeling and
tracking system implemented; timely and
efficient response to all requests for
surveillance data.

Sample data uploaded into GAINS; gap
analysis conducted on surveillance plan
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and optimized as needed; data provided
to modeling team through GAINS on a
monthly basis

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN - PERU

PIIGECI'
OIUPCIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.1.1
General Management

Project updates with
the PREDICT team

Skype, Email, and
Basecamp

Weekly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza,
Regional Coordinator Alberto Perez
WCS Peru director Mariana Varese,
regional supervisor Marcela Uhart

1.1.2
Fiscal Management

Near-real time
expense tracking

Skype, Email, and
Basecamp

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza
and Regional Coordinator Alberto
Perez WCS Peru director Mariana
Varese, regional supervisor Marcela
Uhart

1.1.3
Communication

Mission and Partner
Updates

WCSGmail

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza,
Regional Coordinator Alberto Perez,
WCS Country Director Mariana
Varese, regional supervisor Marcela
Uhart

1.1.4
Reporting

Compliance of all
reporting requests ;
surveillance data

Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
database

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza
and Regional Coordinator Alberto
Perez

PRQECI'
OIIIPCIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

reports

1.2.1
Capacity Assessment

Wildlife surveillance
Capacity Building
and diagnostic testing Rapid Survey Tool
capacity assessment

Annually

Established
Quarterly Reports
partnerships with key
agencies and
ministries active in
wildlife surveillance,
public health, and
pathogen detection

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza
and Regional Coordinator Alberto
Perez

1.2.2
Training

Individuals trained
Training Matrix, Quiz Quarterly
with official PREDICT Results & Individual
materials and through Assessments
on-the-job training,
field courses and
workshops

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza

1.3.1
Surveillance

Framework for
Basecamp & GAINS Monthly
surveillance data
database
coordination; samples
collected or received
and analyzed for
targeted species,
interfaces, and
proposed locations

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza,
PREDICT epidemiology leads Christine
Johnson UC Davis, Pablo Beldomenico

wcs

PRQECI'
OIIIPCIIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA
COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

1.4.1
Introduction of New
Technologies

New technologies
introduced and
utilized for sampling
and diagnostics

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza

1.4.2
Pathogen Discovery

Improved
infrastructure at
UNMSM for viral
diagnostic capacity
and long-term
storage.

Quarterly Reports

Quarterly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza

1.5.1
Sample Tracking and
Information
Management

Sample data
GAINS
received ;
implemented
standardized labeling
and tracking system

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza,
Assistant veterinarian Nancy Cavero
(to be hired)

2.2
Optimize models for
diversity of disease
emergence

Samples collected or
received and
analyzed for targeted
species, interfaces,
and proposed
locations

GAINS

Monthly

Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza
Assistant veterinarian Nancy Cavero
(to be hired), PREDICT Modeling
Team.

Quarterly Report

Quarterly

Revised surveillance
plan

COUNTRY PROJECT MANAGEMENT - PERU
Organizational Relationships
PREDICT assigns responsibility for program management to one of its institutional partners,
based on the technical thrust of the program and other factors. The PREDICT managing
and implementing organization for Peru is Wildlife Conservation Society. Oversight of
PREDICT activities in Peru will be managed by Country Coordinator Patricia Mendoza with
support from PREDICT Technical Team Leaders Christine Johnson (UC Davis) and Pablo
Beldomenico (WCS) (Epidemiology leads), Tracey Goldstein UC Davis (Diagnostic lead)
and the Information Management, Surveillance, and Modeling Teams, as well as Regional
Coordinator Alberto Perez, supervisor Marcela Uhart and WCS Country Director Mariana
Varese. PREDICT currently has no additional staff members in country, but two assistant
veterinarians will be hired in Year 2, Nancy Cavero and Daniel Montes. Additional
consultants and temporary personnel will be hired as necessary.
Overview
Peru represents excellent opportunities for further developing a zoonotic disease surveillance
system through sampling wildlife in the animal trade and hunted by Peruvian indigenous
communities. Market surveillance activities have been built on previous activities conducted since
2007 to detect Avian Influenza and other pathogens in wet markets and from wildlife confiscated
by the Peruvian authorities. Monitoring of bush meat sales at these markets is also being
implemented. Additional programs established by WCS to monitor subsistence of wildlife and
communal management of natural resources trains hunters to collect samples allowing for the
opportunistic sampling of wildlife recently extracted from the forest.

Peru is currently undergoing major land use changes as three major transoceanic highways
are being built to traverse Brazilian and Peruvian Amazon territories. A large extension of
natural forest and rural settlements are currently being disturbed and modified, and so it is
expected that in the near future normal disease patterns will also be altered. The Southern
Inter-oceanic Highway will cross through the Madre de Dias region at its final stage, where
US NMRCD lab is quantifying ecological disturbance and changes in vectors and reservoir
populations. Strengthening partnership with NMRCD is a strategic way to reinforce and
extended surveillance of small mammal hosts and other target species.
Activities and Locations
PREDICT will continue to establish coordination with ministries, universities, and
laboratories to facilitate sharing of surveillance samples and data. Our goal for the coming
year is to collect priority wildlife samples and ensure timely diagnostic testing with proper
tracking of samples and results entered into the GAINS database. We aim to identify
zoonotic pathogens circulating at targeted interfaces and recognize wildlife pathogens of
potential pandemic risk focusing on:
• Taxa: primates, bats, rodents, ungulates, birds, livestock, and poultry as
appropriate
• Interfaces: wet markets, subsistence hunting, illegal trade, habitat use change
• Proposed Locations: Northern Amazonia: Iquitos and Yurimaguas; Yavari
Miri Private Conservation Area & surrounding communities; Pacaya Samiria
National Reserve; Central Amazonia: Pucallpa, Central Transoceanic Highway;
Central Mountain forest: Tarapoto, Oxapampa; Southern Amazonia South
Transoceanic Highway; Marine shores: North Coast Tumbes, Piura, Chiclayo;
Central Coast Lima e lea.

Partnerships
In Peru, partnerships have been or are being established with Wildlife Trust, National
Service of Animal Health (SENASA), US Medical Research Center Detachment Major
University of San Marcos, Ministry of Health Office of Epidemiology, and National Institutes
of Health.
Reporting
During Year 2, the in-country team will solidify (in cooperation with the USAID Mission) a
practical communication and reporting mechanism approved by USAI D to keep the local
USAID Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
Wildlife Trust will provide WCS with regular reports that will also be used to keep the
Mission regularly updated on PREDICT activities and progress.
In addition, the Country Coordinator, Regional Coordinator and Country Director
communicate on a continual basis with the Regional director and WCS team through Skype
meetings and email and sharing of monthly progress reports
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INTRODUCTION
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded AED
the USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award
(C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00 entitled, "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity," or PREVENT, a cooperative
agreement. PREVENT focuses on using behavior change and communication research,
strategies, and interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging
pandemic threats and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT is part of a larger new
USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
PREVENT has four US AID "pylons" or areas of focus: emerging pandemic threats
(EPT); avian influenza (Al); HlNl/pandemic influenza; and Humanitarian Pandemic
Preparedness (H2P). PREVENT also received funds from USAID/Ukraine to work with
UNICEF/Ukraine on HlNl communication activities.
During the January 1 - March 31, 2010 time period,
• PREVENT continued to collaborate with USAID and EPT CAs to further develop
its work plans; developed an initial version of a risk reduction framework; worked
with partner GVFinc to identify possible opportunities in Gabon, Cameroon,
Uganda, and the Republic of Congo to research safe hunting/safe butchering
practices; mapped out an approach for research on advocacy to build a supportive
environment for EPT; and conducted a two-day regional training in Dakar,
Senegal on Applied Communication Skills for Field Epidemiologists.
• Thirteen countries received on-site PREVENT communication technical
assistance, training, and print materials toward the launch of their WHO HlNl
vaccine initiatives: Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, the Philippines,
Vietnam, Ghana, Kenya, Senegal, Togo, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua.
• Under its avian influenza pylon, PREVENT continued to provide on-site technical
assistance for FAO's Cleaning and Disinfection wet market program in
Bangladesh, and finished its community theatre, radio public service
announcements, and community mobilization work in India.
• The H2P initiative continued to receive full participation from AED through
PREVENT in a pilot country review in Uganda with IFRC, and in facilitating
planning and advocacy sessions at the Humanitarians in Pandemic (HiP) retreat at
IFRC in Geneva.
• UNICEF/Ukraine updated its proposal and AED developed a contract mechanism
for approval in April 2010 to facilitate the "pass through" of USAID/Ukraine buyin funds to the US Funds for UNICEF/New York to support HlNl
communication prevention and response efforts in Ukraine through 2010.
PREVENT Quarterly Report: January 1 - March 31, 2010
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Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
PREVENT/EPT continued to elaborate work plans in collaboration with partners and
USAID. The project developed an initial version of a risk reduction framework; worked
on an approach for research on advocacy to build a supportive environment for EPT, and
made progress in clarifying the project's role in "community training" activities led by
RESPOND.
Field activities gained momentum; plans for carrying out an assessment of GVFinc's safe
hunting/safe butchering intervention in Cameroon are developing nicely. We identified
three additional opportunities for field collaboration in Africa (one in Republic of Congo,
one in Gabon, and one in Uganda) and made initial contacts with field personnel; these
will be followed up early in Quarter 3. In addition,!
(b)(6)
warticipated in an
ILRI/IDRC meeting on "Asian Partnership on Emerging Infectious Disease Research
(APEIR) Partner Meeting and Network Meetings" in Kunming, China, and discussed
possible collaboration with the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI).
Further details about activities are organized by intermediate results (IR) below.
Risk reduction framework
During this period, PREVENT developed version 1.0 of a risk reduction framework. It
clarifies that preventive measures a)
will not focus on j ust one sector, but
RISK REDUCTION FRAMEWORK 1.0
on multiple sectors; b) will include
mult i-level, multi-sectoral (hea lth, environment, agriculture ...)
policy, managerial and normchanging approaches as well as
Type of intervention
Acts th rough
Result
individual behavior change
(main audie nce)
approaches.
Regulatory
(policymakers)

Managerial

• Setting explicit limits (policies,
laws) & aeatlng Incentives

Reduced
• Improving processes

(1nst1tut1ons, corporat,ons)

Social
(1nd1v1dual &
or .:1n11a ionJ! P work~

Behavioral
(indlVlduals)

• Changing norms, increasing
support, coordinating actk>n

• Changing habits & SUSlalnlng
better habits

human
exposure to
pathogens;

reduced
transmission

Next steps (in Quarters 3 and 4) will
be to share this framework with
EPT partners and then with a wider
group of stakeholders for their
feedback and input.

Longer term, the plan is to elaborate
this simple framework with specific
examples of interventions that work and the pathways through which they have their
effect. PREVENT will poll partners and stakeholders for examples, review available
documentation, and will assess selected interventions.
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Development of effective interventions
Behavioral interventions
A key element in PREVENT's approach to developing effective at-scale interventions for
reducing the risk of spillover zoonotic infections among the general population is
learning from existing interventions. PREVENT agreed with GVFI that a core first-year
activity would be assessing the GVFI safe hunting/safe butchering intervention in the 70
Cameroon villages where GVFI involves hunters and women who prepare food in
collecting blood samples from wildlife. Specifically, PREVENT will collect information
about
a) the intensity of exposure of villagers to information about protective practices.
b) the effectiveness of the intervention in promoting specific protective practices.
Field staff have estimated that 50-60% of villagers practice protective behaviors:
for example, they check their hands for cuts and refrain from butchering if they
see any; wash with soap and water immediately if they are cut during butchering
or are scratched or bitten by an animal; wrap fresh meat in plastic bags to avoid
letting blood from carcasses drip onto their backs and legs; refrain from touching
or eating animals found dead in the forest. PREVENT will collect information
about the prevalence and consistency of these and other protective practices
promoted by GVFI.
c) reasons for adherence or non-adherence to the recommendations
d) possible sustainability of the intervention
e) feasibility of implementing the intervention elsewhere
Current plans are to finalize the study protocol and obtain IRB approval by the end of
June 2010 (!
(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
~e travelling to Cameroon in early May
2010 to obtain information about field logistics, develop a sampling plan and interview
potential research groups), and then begin implementation in July, to finish by August
2010.

I

Other field possibilities. PREVENT also initiated discussion with Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS) about the possibility of working with them to assess a safe hunting
intervention in 46 villa es in Republic of Congo. In late April 2010, PREVENT ~.-(b-)(6_) _,I
I (b)(6) land
(b)(6)
will meet with
(b)(6)
twcs field veterinarian
stationed in razzav1 e to learn more about the intervention and discuss collaboration.
(b)(6)
~ill also be travelling to Kole, DRC for PREDICT; while there she will
assess the potential for formative research on topics that might lead to interventions (for
example, describing and interviewing people along the market chain working backwards
from abattoirs that process bush meat to identify factors that promote or that might
discourage commercial hunting).

I

I

PREVENT also identified is collaboration with the Uganda-STAR (Sustainable Tourism
in the Albertine Rift) Program which has as one of its objectives creating alternative
livelihoods that do not deplete natural resources - specifically, alternatives to bush meat
hunting. The program is initially working in the southern Albertine Rift but anticipates
activities in the northern Rift as well (where oil exploration is under way).
PREVENT Quarterly Report: January 1 - March 31, 2010
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Representatives from several oil companies were involved in STAR's "whole system in
the room" planning retreat held in Jinja October 20-22, 20009. During the "road show"
visit to Kampala,!
(b)(6)
land PREVENT's Pandemic and Infectious Disease
Technical Officer
(b)(6)
lwill meet with
(b)(6)
!Global Sustainable
Tourism Alliance (GSTA)-STAR's chief of party, to explore the possibilities of
collaborating with GSTA-STAR to develop and assess alternative livelihood
interventions, and to possibly develop policy/managerial interventions for the oil
companies involved in the northern Albertine Rift.

I

I

Social interventions
Review of the literature carried out in development of the risk reduction framework has
indicated the importance of commerce to urban centers as a motivation for bush meat
hunting in Gabon. There have been very few published studies in the international
literature of urban demand for bush meat. We anticipate that work on characterizing highrisk groups and practices will involve a visit to Gabon in the next quarter; while there,
PREVENT staff will try to identify any local studies and/or interventions related to this
issue.
Managerial/policy interventions
During this quarter, USAID called PREVENT's attention to the role of extractive
industries in rovidin° an enablin environment for emergence. PREVENT Sr. Technical
Advisor
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
began a review of the literature to map
potential risk factors as well as identify repo1ts of any interventions to miti ate risk. In
add ition, PREVENT staff have met and corresponded w ith RESPOND's
(b)(6)
6
and
(b)( )
To date the discussion has focused on miningj
(b)(6)
lhas
been meeting corporate social responsibility staff of selected mining companies, whilefb~(61
(b)(6) has studied and can provide information about artisanal gold miners in Gabon (ref:
Becquart P , Wauquier N, Mahlako iv T, Nkoghe D, Padilla C, et al. (2015) High
Prevalence of Both Humoral and Cellular Immunity to Zaire ebolavirus among Rural
Populations in Gabon. PLoS ONE 5(2): e9 l 26. doi: 10.137 l/journal.pone.0009126).

I

I

I

I

The biggest risk appears to be that development of mines stimulates in-migration to the
mining site; if the site is in or near a forest, human-wildlife contact is increased as people
hunt for food. In addition, underground mines may offer new roosting places for bats;
thus one possible managerial intervention to reduce risk might be to persuade companies
to engineer mine entrances to discourage bats from roosting.
Some of the people attracted to mining sites (both active and abandoned) are "artisanal"
miners. Most of these are entrepreneurs with no relation to mining companies; if they are
working tailings or open sites they might form a special segment of the general
population in a hot spot, with bush meat/forest contact the major risk factor to address. If
they are working abandoned underground sites, exposure to bats would be a concern.
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PREVENT will continue working with RESPOND to understand the risks and possible
interventions related to mining; in addition, during the next quarter we will begin to
review literature related to logging and oil exploration.

Characterizing high-risk groupJ and practices
PREVENT will take advantage o
(b)(6 )
visit for PREDICT to the International
Centre of Medical Research in Franceville, Gabon (CIRMF) for discussions wit
(b)(6)
(b)(6) about collaborating with CIRMF to characterize high-risk practices.
(b)(6)
team has recently published intriguing results of a population-based serosurvey for Ebola
antibodies (see reference above); the team collected some behavioral data but appears
interested in increasing the input of behavioral scientists.

I

I

I

If results of these initial discussions are positive, PREVENT will make a follow up visit
in Quarter 3 to work out specifics of collaborating on research to characterize risks.

Collaboration with other EPT projects
RESPOND: PREVENT met with RESPOND regarding training, clarifying the status and
plans for refining the FETP communications course. PREVENT and RESPOND also
discussed how PREVENT might contribute to RESPOND's "community training"
regarding outbreak response. PREVENT shared the current work plan, FETP course
materials, an FETP handout, a Social and Behavior Change Communication Capacity
Assessment Tool as well as materials related to surveillance (Polio community
surveillance kit, Tanzania IDSR community materials). PREVENT and RESPOND also
had initial discussions about "extractive industries" - specifically mining - to clarify the
different projects' interest and possible roles.
ILRI/IDRC: I
(b)(6)
I AED's Regional Representative in Bangkok, was invited
by the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) to participate in "the Asian
Partnership on Emerging Infectious Disease Research (APEIR) Partner Meeting and
Network Meetings" held in Kunming, China January 12-17 2010. Supported by funding
from the International Development Research Center (IDRC), ILRI is leading
implementation of the 'Ecosystem Approaches to the Better Management of Zoonotic
Emerging Infectious Diseases in the Southeast Asia Region' (EcoZEID). This project is
linking, working with, and building capacity in multi-disciplinary research groups in six
countries: Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Thailand, Viet Nam, and China (Yunnan
Province). ILRI invited
(b)(6)
Ito attend the networking meeting as they perceived a
need to share information between the PREVENT and EcoZEID projects, including
discussion on possible collaborations ~ (b)(6)
!attendance was cost-shared between
ILRI and PREVENT). Discussions took place amon~
(b)(6)
(ILRI/Laos), andl
(b)(6)
KILRI/Kenya) on mutual interest in possible
collaboration between ILRI and PREVENT, on PREVENT's providing some
communication training for the APEIR participants, and on a "Challenge Dialogue" in
2011 - an approach for engaging a wide range of stakeholders in focused discussion on a
specific topic, in this case, EPT.

I

I
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AFENET: AED in partnership with the West Africa office of Africa Field Epidemiology
Network (AFENET) conducted a two-day training in Dakar, Senegal on "Applied
Communication Skills for Field Epidemiologists". Senior
epidemiologists from Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger, and Togo as well
as representatives from the government of Senegal's Ministry of
Health participated in the training that focused on skills related to
listening to the public; creating actionable recommendations and
talking points; and communicating with select audiences including
the media. Two journalists
from Senegal also attended
and assisted with the
session on talking with the media.I (b)(6)
(b)(6)
AED behavior change and
communication advisor, conducted the training
(b)(6)
with PREVENT West Africa Program
Coordinator I
(b)(6)
I
I (b)(6) IAFENET West Africa Program Officer
and his staff from Burkina Faso organized the
event for AFENET. The training was held
February 15-1 6, 2010. The FETP materials in
English and French are available on
AFENET workshop: Senegal
http://avianflu. aed.org andhttp://H lNlvax.aed.org.

I

I

Participants felt that the case study/role play scenario " listening to the public during the
investigation" and "talking point" strengthened their communication skills and would
particularly help them in their work with communities and the media. They also
recommended integration of the training module into the curricula of MPH programs at
the University of Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, at the Regional Public Health School in
the Benin Republic, and through similar academic programs in Togo. PREVENT will
pursue opportunities for integration in Quarter 3.
EPT program web workspace
To facilitate sharing of information among EPT Program partners, USAID asked
PREVENT to oversee a new and revised EPT program web workspace:
https://eptprogram.basecamphg.com/login (password-protected). This new structure
emphasizes EPT coordination among the EPT CA partners, and includes contact lists of
organizations (including HQ, regional and country level staff, both USAID and projects);
country office information; calendar of approved travel, conferences, and trainings;
meeting minutes; quarterly reports/bullets; work plans; and country context information.
The Lines of Work working group spaces and documents posted last quarter have been
archived on the site.
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HlNl/Pandemic
Thirteen countries received on-site PREVENT communication technical assistance,
training, and print materials toward the launch of their WHO HlNl vaccine initiatives:
Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, the Philippines, Vietnam, Ghana, Kenya,
Senegal, Togo, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. PREVENT work closely with
WHO and countries' WHO representatives and national government representatives to
review communication plans, identify whether additional support for communication
technical assistance, limited training, and print materials would be needed, and then
implement agreed upon support. Training includes media orientations; advocacy and risk
management for public health and media stakeholders on the vaccine initiative;
interpersonal communication skills and the use of the vaccine job aids use for health care
workers. Materials include limited printing runs of pretested, translated job aids, posters,
fact sheets, and take-aways for health care workers, stakeholders, and the target
audiences of the HlNl vaccine. Depending on the WHO HlN l vaccine deployment
schedule, PREVENT may be providing similar assistance in Sri Lanka, Nepal, and
Paraguay in Quarter 3.
Africa
Ghana: PREVENT's West Africa Program Coordinato~
(b)(6 )
~ orked in Ghana
with the Government of Ghana's national H 1N 1 communication committee (which has
the same members as the AI communication committee) and Ghana's National Disaster
Management Organization (NAMDO) to review the HlNl communication plan
(patterned by the committee after the plan outlined for AI). (b)(6) ~hared the HlNl
vaccine training and job aid materials with the committee which endorsed its use without
modification and will print them for distribution through the Government' s health care
worker training on the HlNl vaccine later in the year. PREVENT will follow up with the
Ghana Hl Nl committee with regards to further training support once the vaccine
delivery date is confirmed.

I

Senegal: On an opportunistic note, while attending PREVENT' s FETP Senegal
workshop, the Senegal Ministry of Health requested (b)(6)
d (b)(6) ~ttendance and
communication input at a training organizld by T e overnment for the Ghana Red Cross
Society volunteers under its H2P program. (b)(6) and ~ l s o reviewed upon request
the Government of Senegal's HlNl communication plan and discussed HlNl materials
proposed by the National Health Information and Education/Communication Services.
The MOH will meet in Quarter 3 to discuss technical assistance and training needs in
support of communication activities under the HlNl vaccine deployment.

I

Togo: The Government of Togo requested PREVENT's support for two weeks prior to
its HlNl vaccine deployment in early April 2010.I (b)(6) land (b)(6) !trained health care
workers on the vaccine and its use, worked with HlNl communication committee
members to conduct a journalist and stakeholder briefing, and provided a small quantity
(1800 total copies) of training modules, job aids, and clinic poster materials for
distribution at the April 6, 2010 launch of the HlN l vaccine and at key health centers (as
of this writing, the launch was conducted on schedule about 3 hours from Lome. In

I
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attendance was the U.S. Ambassador and representatives from the MOH, WHO, and
UNICEF; the WHO representative and several senior MOH officials received their
vaccinations on camera. Health care workers from the two principle, targeted hospitals in
Lome were also in attendance).
Kenya: PREVENT in-country consultan~
(b)(6)
!attended the Government of
Kenya's BCC Subcommittee meetings on HlNl to review and refine the PREVENT
HlNl vaccine communication materials, discuss resource needs, and review and make
changes to the draft HlNl vaccine communication plan. PREVENT has committed to
fund the printing of 35,000 copies of the refined versions of the HlNl vaccine clinic and
health care worker posters and flyers, as well as 250 copies of the HlNl vaccine training
manual. The Government of Kenya is planning to approach potential international donors
to support further materials production, broadcasting, and print material distribution. The
HlNl vaccine is scheduled to arrive in Kenya April 23, 2010.
Central, South, and Southeast Asia
Azerbaijan: In January 2010, PREVENT Program Office~
(b)(6 )
land AED Sr.
Communication Specialist
(b)(6)
provided technical assistance in communication
with the WHO HlNl vaccine deployment in Azerbaijan. The vaccine aiTived in
Azerbaijan on January 7, 2010. The following target groups have been selected by the
Government of Azerbaijan (with recommendation from WHO):
Health care workers
Pregnant women in third trimester (priority) but also
second trimester if requested
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PREVENT worked with WHO and the Communication
_,.._ --,...~-....-:- ":""J'
,....
..
._,..
Working Group at the Ministry of Health to provide technical
,_
........
...
assistance develop a quick and simple communication
implementation and work plan, materials for a health workers'
training, materials for the press, and IEC materials for targeted
recipients of the vaccine (vaccine guide, training guides for
health care workers, materials for pregnant women and other
target audiences). The vaccine guide developed by PREVENT was approved by the
Ministry of Health, printed and used for training vaccinators in the field.
aAIPIWIOFMIYAS1N8DIR1

To help WHO and the government in their ongoing and future media communications on
HlNl, PREVENT worked with the Center for Public Health Reforms on press packets
that included information on HlNl and the pandemic, the vaccine, tai·get groups,
pandemics, and non-pharmaceutical interventions and treatment The materials will be
printed by the MOH with UNICEF funding, and made available through the MOH's three
planned press conferences and website.
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Philippines: PREVENT followed up with its initial work stemming from the Joint
WHO/USAID Workshop Finalizing National Plans for Development of the HlNl
Vaccines (November 2010 in Bangkok, T hailand) with the Philippines Department of
Health (National Center for Disease Prevention and Control (NCDPC), National Center
for Health Promotion (NCHP), the Family Health Office (FHO), and the Material
Management Division)), USAID/Manila, and WHO/Philippines to refine the HlNl
vaccine communication plan. PREVENT's in-country consultants! (b)(6)
(b)(6)
land thenl
(b)(6)
!also worked with the Department of
Health's Bureau oflnternational Health Cooperation (BIHC), Technical Assistance and
Coordination Team (TACT), Health Policy Development and Planning Bureau (HPDPB),
and the National Epidemiology Centre to ensure the communication plan and PREVENT
technical assistance and training was officially approved by the Government of the
Philippines.

I

I

Two major activities are part of this plan: the pretesting and finalization of HlNl vaccine
materials for the vaccine roll-out, which has been approved; the initiation of a mobile
phone reporting system used by health care workers in target sites to report on acceptance
of communication messages and materials by target populations coming to select clinics
for their HlNl vaccine (approval is expected April 8, 2010). PREVENT will work with
the NCDPC to select six health centers and health care workers in/around Metro Manila
for involvement in the phone reporting system; questions for reporting will be elicited
from the NCHP. PREVENT will continue to brief USAID/Manila as to its activities.

I

Bangladesh: PREVENT's in-country consultant
(b)(6)
Ion the direction of
USAID/Dhaka, met with the Government of Bangladesh Department of Health's EPI
Program Manager, the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, and
National Influenza Center (IEDCR/NIC), WHO, and the in-country representative of
DELIVER to discuss the WHO HlNl vaccine initiative deployment plans. Training and
communication work groups were formed to develop implementation plans for the
vaccine deployment. The training group proposed developing 2-3 instructional
vaccination manuals for health care workers. A final draft version will be reviewed in
early April 2010, as will the communication group's poster and leaflet designs based on
the PREVENT HlNl vaccine materials.
Cambodia: PREVENT BCC specialistsI (b)(6)
(b)(6)
lbased in Bangkok) and I (b)(6)
(b)(6)
!(based in Lao PDR) traveled to Phnom
Penh, Cambodia in January 2010 to meet with the
Cambodia National Immunization Program (NIP),
WHO, USAID and other partners to develop
communication plans in su ort of the WHO HlNl
vaccine deployment.
(b)(6)
returned in
February 2010 to provide additional technical
assistance and co-facilitated two HlNl vaccine

I
I

(b)(6)

Training of trainers: Cambodia
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communication trainings of 75 trainers and health officials representing all 24 provinces
of Cambodia. Participants included provincial health department directors or deputies,
EPI chiefs, and continuing education officers. Participants from four priority provinces
receiving the first tranche of vaccine (including Phnom Penh, Kandal, Kampong Chnang,
Kampong Speu) will implement cascade trainings of healthcare workers and vaccinators
at operational districts of their provinces. Those from the other 20 provinces are expected
to prepare their operational plans while awaiting the next tranche of vaccine. The training
included background on the HlNl virus, its transmission, the current pandemic situation
in Cambodia, logistics management, management of adverse events (AEFI), waste
management, and termination of deployment. The communication component focused on
helping health care workers identify target groups, provide messages to priority
audiences, and use job aids developed by PREVENT for the WHO vaccine initiative.
The sessions included interactive role-plays to strengthen participants' skill in dealing
with potential difficulties, such as the possibility of adverse events following vaccination.
In addition, role-plays allowed participants to practice their interpersonal communication
skills--addressing client fears and concerns, and reassuring key audience segments about
vaccine safety and efficacy during their counseling sessions. In addition, the training
included a reiteration of basic non-pharmaceutical intervention messages, such as handwashing, and coughing and sneezing etiquette. At the request of the NIP and WHO, AED
prepared several communication materials that were used during the trainings and
distlibuted to participants to take back to their provinces. These included informational
flyers for pregnant women and healthcare workers, frequently asked questions (FAQ's)
about the vaccine and a technical sheet on vaccine administration.

I

I

Lao PDR: Under the direction of AED's in-country resident advisor
(b)(6)
four communication materials were developed by PREVENT to assist the government's
HlNl vaccine deployment. These materials were
based on discussions held with the Ministry of
Health Center of Information and Education for
Health (CIEH), the MOH EPI Department, WHO,
and UNICEF to craft messages for the identified
(b)(6)
recipients of the vaccine. Patterned after the
PREVENT global templates, posters and flyers for
pregnant women and for people with chronic
diseases were crafted. In March 2010, these
materials underwent pre-testing among potential
recipients of the vaccine, and health care workers.
Health care worker review of materials:
In Quarter 3, approval to mass print these materials
Lao PDR
will be obtained from the Ministry of Information
and Culture for distribution during health care worker trainings and the EPI's distribution
of vaccine supplies (vaccine, syringes, safety boxes) prior to the scheduled launch of the
vaccine campaign in May 2010.

I

Vietnam: Under the direction of AED's in-country resident advisor
(b)(6 )
PREVENT has been providing support to the National Institute of Hygiene and
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Epidemiology (NIHE), the agency in charge of the EPI Program, and WHO in preparing
for the communication component of the HlNl vaccine campaign. Although an initial
1.2 million doses have been earmarked for vaccination of pregnant women and health
care workers (with additional doses scheduled for persons with chronic illnesses), the
MOH will be conducting a clinical trial of the vaccine (Arepanrix from OSK Canada)
before accepting the doses as this is a Government of Vietnam requirement for all new
vaccines to be used in the country. As of April 1, 2010, the MOH is still in the process of
sourcing the samples needed for the clinical trial. According to MOH officials, based on
the clinical trial timeline, the vaccine may probably be received in Vietnam by August or
September 2010. Regardless, NIHE confirmed that since they see no problem with the
trial outcome, PREVENT and its stakeholders could move forward with communication
materials development and refinem ent, and risk communication training fo r health care
workers in Quarter 3 once trial is underway.
In this context, PREVENT worked on several endeavors:
• Results from H lNl vaccine qualitative research done by PREVENT in November
2009 were presented to officials from NIHE, WHO, and USAID/Vietnam. The
research, a series of in-depth interviews conducted in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City explored values and beliefs about the Hl Nl pandemic and vaccination
among health care workers, pregnant women, people with chronic illnesses, and
stakeholders. Findings show that all
responders agreed on the importance of the
vaccine but were concerned about adverse
effects.
• Working with NIHE, the National Center
(b)(6)
for Health Education (NCHE), WHO, and
UNICEF, PREVENT began adapting its
global HlNl vaccine prototype materials
and messages based on the research
findings. Specifically, the general
Interviews: Vietnam
information sheet for pregnant women and
for health workers, and the Q&A sheet were
refined, translated, and visually revised for future approval by the NIHE and
During this meeting, the messages to be included in the General Information
Sheet for pregnant women and health care workers and Question and Answer
Document were agreed upon. AED refined the Information Sheet by arranging
translation to Vietnamese and revising the visuals to refl ect Vietnamese characters
and settings. The messages and materials will be presented to NIHE and MOH
for approval and subsequently pretested, finalized, and printed.
• The Vietnam HlNl Communication plan, first developed with Vietnam health
officials during the Joint WHO/USAID Workshop Finalizing National Plans for
Development of the HlNl Vaccines (November 2010 in Bangkok, Thailand) was
revised to accommodate the change in vaccine availability. A budget was drafted
to reflect the total cost of the plan, and both documents were reviewed by NIHE
and USAID/Vietnam for funding consideration.
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Other related AHI activities:
PREVENT participated in the Government of V ietnam's AHI BCC working group
meetings during this quarter. The meetings focused on preparing for two major
international fora to discuss AHi experiences: the Government of Vietnam' s presentation
on communication best practices for the Technical Discussion on Best Practices for
Prevention and Containment of H5Nl HPAI held in Bali, Indonesia March 201 O;
the Inter-Ministerial Conference on Avian and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI) which
Vietnam is sponsoring April 19 - 21 in Hanoi (and PREVENT Project Director~
(b)(6)
lwill be attending).

I

PREVENT is also exploring the possibility of conducting women-centered research by a
local research firm in Vietnam specifically on the perception and needs of women in
providing pandemic protection and response to their families (through vaccination and
non-pharmaceutical interventions). Research findings would be presented to the
Government of Vietnam for further use in preparing for the HlNl vaccination
deployment.
Latin America
PREVENT has translated its global HlNl vaccine print and training materials into
Spanish in order to pretest and introduce them in Central America under the guidance of
USAID, WHO, and specific countries' USAID, PAHO, and MOH representatives.
PREVENT visited El Salvador (where materials
were initially and thoroughly pretested),
Nicaragua, and Guatemala to
• Meet with HlNl vaccine IEC committee
members or designated communication
(b)(6)
officers to provide technical assistance
regarding communication planning for the
HlNl vaccine deployment to
ensure message/material coordination and
harmonization with key stakeholders at
Material pretests with pregnant
the country-level
women: El Salvador
• Identify local opportunities/resources to
pretest and finalize the prototype HlNl vaccination print materials (for accuracy
and cultural sensitivity)
• Identify any further technical assistance and training as requested on the
communication aspect of the HlNl vaccine activity before and when vaccines
arrive in country
Follow-up activities will take place in Quarter 3, including an initial visit to Paraguay.
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Knowledge Management Activities under HlNl/Pandemic
• HlNl Vaccination Materials Uob aids, posters, fact sheets, take-aways for health
care workers, stakeholders, and target audiences of the HlNl vaccines) were pretested in Togo, Kenya, Vietnam, Cambodia, and El Salvador and revised per
recommendations as a result of the pre-tests. Materials were translated into
French, Khmer, and Spanish and posted to thehttp://hlnlvax.aed.org website.
•

HlNl Vaccine job aids for in-country logistics staff
were developed in coordination with JSI' s Deliver
project, translated into French and Spanish, and posted
to the http://hlnlvax.aed.org website.

•

The HJ NJ influenza Vaccine Communication Training
Workshop Guide and the HJNJ Jnfluenza Vaccination:
Model Training for National Adaptation were both
translated into French and Spanish. Both drafts are available
onhttp://hlnlvax.aed.org/training.

•

Thehttp://H1N1vax.aed.org site has been redesigned to include photos, Spotlight
items (recent activities of interest), and
Featured Items or publications. Bookmarks
...
were also developed to promote the
____
website.
...,
____
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PREVENT continued to provide on-site technical assistance in Bangladesh and began to
wrap up its communication work in India with a goal of ending its activities in both
countries by the end of April 2010.
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I

Bangladesh: PREVENT continued to work with FAO on their cleaning and disinfection
(C&D) project in Bangladeshi involving 18 new wet/live bird markets. During the current
renovation and infrastructure building phase, PREVENT's in-country consultant! (b)(6)
(b)(6) ~oured wet markets with FAO and provided recommends to improve behaviors that
would prevent or reduce the transmission of AI, including separation of chickens and
ducks; keeping fowl away from other parts of the market place; conducting slaughtering
away from the area where birds are kept to avoid contamination from bird waste; proper
disposal of waste; and wearing a face mask during slaughter. Once the renovated wet
markets are launched by the Government of Bangladesh and FAO, PREVENT will
discuss with the GOB the possibility of conducting site visits, providing existing AI
materials for the Government's "train the cleaners" program, and offering final
recommendations for maintaining AI-free wet markets. FAO and USAID/Dhaka also
expressed an interest in PREVENT working with them to develop a communication and
marketing strategy that would promote the attributes of these markets to other parts of
Bangladesh. The strategy would include advocacy among stakeholders to promote the
goals, qualities, and benefits of cleaned and disinfected wet/live bird markets. A meeting
was set to occur at the end of March 2010 to further discuss this possibility.

I

India: Due to an outbreak of H5Nl in January 2010 and the Government oflndia's
request to expand PREVENT's current communication activities to several more
distlicts, PREVENT worked with in-country
vendor Rouge Communication to print an
additional 26,000 posters and rent an additional
fifteen billboards in fifteen districts of West
Bengal. The posters were distributed as part of
the 330 community theater and social mobilization
activities conducted in West Bengal by the local
communication agency i-land Informatics,
reaching an average audience of 175 people per
show. PREVENT also aired four 40-second
Community theater at Sarkama Bazar in
public service announcements on radio stations in
Maida, India
the states of West Bengal and Assam through an
agreement with the local media agency Top Advertising for a 10 week period beginning
in February 2010. The PSAs will be aired 420 times through April 11, 2010.
PREVENT continues to maintain the AI website (http://avianflu.aed.org) containing
updated AI materials and reports.

Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
AED through PREVENT remains active in the H2P Initiative through participation in the
H2P Operations Committee and Program Review Team (PRT), and by hosting and
maintaining the H2P website. In late January 2010, PREVENT hosted AED HQ a 3-day
meeting with the PRT which brought together team members to finalize the selection of
countries to receive reviews, and the scheduling of those reviews. The meeting also
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furthered the questionnaire writing process for both global and country interviews, The
result of this meeting confirmed that PREVENT Technical Office~
(b)(6)
would participate in the PRT country-visits in Uganda (March 2010) and in Latin
America (tentatively El Salvador in May 2010). At the conclusion of this meeting, the
H2P Operations Committee met for 2 days at AED HQ to address the future of H2P and
collaborative work-planning. This meeting produced a list of key actions for partners that
will take place over the next few months:
• The IFRC in collaboration with the World Food Program plan to test and pilot
some Food Security & Livelihoods tools/materials
• PREVENT will review and revise materials that were created in response to the
2009 HlNl Influenza Pandemic
• PREVENT will work with USAID
to identify next steps on
maintaining the H2P website after
September 2010, and will provide a
terms of reference for maintenance
if a new host will take over
• The CORE Group will conduct the
Health Curricula training in two
countries- Ethiopia, and one in
Latin America still to be identified
• The IFRC will pull together all of
the H2P materials and put them in
a single kit, and will finalize the

I

edits/formatting of the Health Curricula

West Kampala Red Cross Branch group
interview: Uganda

In March 201 o,I
(bl(6 l
lwas a member of
the PRT to conduct a pilot countr review in Uganda (IFRC contributed a cost-share for
(b)(6)
~irfare and lodging) (bl(6 l
aveled with the IFRC Avian and Pandemic
Influenza Senior Advisor and two IFRC consultants to Uganda and interviewed countrylevel stakeholders, including government officials, UN officials, and district-level
representatives, including Red Cross volunteers. The review took place over 4 days and
produced a summary report that will be used by IFRC consultants in their final PRT
report at the end of the review process. The PRT will visit 10 other countries, including
the Philippines, Azerbaijan, El Salvador, Ukraine, and Nepal. Results will be included in
the final PRT report, tentatively to be available September 2010. PRT will also conduct
in-depth interviews with global partners and an online survey for non-PRT national
societies.

I

I

Immediately following the Uganda PRT, (b)(6) ~raveled to Geneva, Switzerland to
participate in several pandemic influenza-related meetings, including a review of the
Uganda pilot country review; this meeting brouglt togethr key observations and notes
from the trip to be used in the country trip report. (b)(6) also participated in the two-day
Humanitarians in Pandemic (HiP) retreat and led the Advocacy breakout session.
Agencies represented at the HiP meeting included Save the Children/CORE Group,
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UNICEF, WHO, WFP, OCHA, IFRC, ICRC, US Dodd-AFRICOM, DFID, and USAID.
This session worked with half of the participants to review and revise advocacy strategies
and messages from lessons learned from the 2009 HlNl Influenza Pandemic, including
revisiting HiP's purpose, messages, success stories and sustainability.
An advocacy sheet was produced during the meeting on behalf of HiP for the
" International Ministerial Conference on Animal and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI): the
Way Forward", which will be held in Vietnam in late April 2010. PREVENT's acting
Project Director!
(b)(6)
lwill be attending this conference and present AED's
experience with H2P and with pandemic preparedness and response, including 11 success
stories from the experiences of AED's AI.COMM and AI-BCC projects.
The H2P Operations Committee also met for one day in the middle of that week at the
IFRC. This meeting was a follow-up to the January 2010 meeting and the key actions
that had to be done were communicated to the representatives. The PRT met at the end of
the week for a 2 day meeting to address lessons learned from the first country visit in
Uganda. In addition, this provided the opportunity to review the country questionnaires
and finalize the online survey.
AED has continued to maintain and manage the H2P website. During January - March
2010, the website received nearly 2,000 visits (of which 50 percent were new visitors)
from 109 countries/territories, including the U.S., Philippines, Indonesia, Switzerland,
India, Kenya, Costa Rica, Hungary, and Thailand. The Latin America and Caribbean
Municipal Toolkit created by the USAID-LAC partners ("Leadership During a Pandemic:
What Your Municipality Can Do") was posted on the H2P website
(www.pandernicpreparedness.org).

USAID/Ukraine buy-in
USAID/Ukraine set aside $130,000 for PREVENT to support UNICEF/Ukraine's public
information campaign work in response to the HlNl outbreak in Ukraine. The
Government of Ukraine requested that the UN system support restoring public trust in
vaccinations in general; conduct a comprehensive, evidence-based campaign on the
importance and use of the HlNl vaccine; and strengthen the capacity of national
healthcare workers in close coordination with the UNICEF immunization program.
After further discussions with USAID/GH and USAID/Ukraine, and guidance from the
AED contracts administrator on the kind of contractual mechanism appropriate to "pass
through" USAID/Ukraine funds to UNICEF/Ukraine (through the US Funds for
UNICEF/New York City office), UNICEF/Ukraine submitted a revised proposal valued
at $100,000 that will be submitted by AED to the USAID AO for review in early April
2010. PREVENT will need its USAID AOTR to follow-up with the USAID AO to
ensure that the USAID AO review is completed in a timely manner.
UNICEF/Ukraine activities will include the following:
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•

•

•

•

Outdoor media (bill boards, city lights, posters/light boxes in metro) will target
the general population (roughly 2 million people). Distribution will be done in
partnership with Association of Outdoor Advertising of Ukraine (Memorandum
of Understanding between the Association and UNICEF Ukraine was to be signed
by the end of February 2010).
Posters and leaflets targeting 3 million school-aged children will be disseminated
in partnership with Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education and Science of
Ukraine.
Radio and videoffV public service anno uncements (PSAs) will target the general
population and specific at-risk groups in all urban and some rural areas, and
through web resources targeting youth and the urban population. PSAs will be
disseminated in partnership with Ministry of Health and other national partners.
Media outreach and orientations (workshops, interviews, articles) will be
conducted national media representatives.

Project preparation is scheduled for April - July 2010, with distribution, air time, and
workshops set up for August - December 2010.

Financial Summary
A financial report that covers project expenditures January 1 - March 31, 2010 is
enclosed under a separate attachment. As of March 31, 2010, PREVENT has paid out

(b)(4)

Cost Share
Also attached is PREVENT's spreadsheet summary of its cost-sharing successes and
challenges. Based on the current obligation from USAID, PREVENT's cost-share goal is
$256,500 (five percent of the total USAID funds obligated to date). Through March 31,
2010, PREVENT submitted cost share activities for AED approval dw-ing this quarter
valued at $4,251.82. These included the following:
• International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI contributed towards!
(b)(6)
~ a v e l expenses to attend the Asian Partnership on Emerging Infectious
~ R esearch Partners Meeting (held in China mid January 2010)
• The Ministry of Health/Senegal and the Ministry of Health/Togo both contributed
level of effort towards attendance at the Dakar, Senegal FETP communication
module pretest workshops in January 2010
• NIHE in Vietnam contributed staff time, a venue, and materials towards in-depth
interviews on the HlNl vaccine communication campaign.
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•

•

I

IFRC contributed towards the travel costs of
(b)(6)
µttendance in the
H2P Program Evaluation in Kampala, Uganda, and to Geneva, Switzerland to
attend H2P meetings, including its Operations Committee.
WHOffogo contributed level of effort towards developing communication
strategies, orienting representatives to vaccination materials, and discussing next
steps for pretesting, finalizing, and introducing the materials for use by health care
workers who are administering the HlNl vaccine.

Nearly 30 additional cost share activities are in the documentation process with a total
value of $20,000. The project plans to submit these activities and more within the next
quarter. They include:
• Printing HIN 1 materials and conducting a training of health workers in
Azerbaijan with the Ministry of Health, UNICEF, UNHCR and WHO
• Translating HlNl materials into Lao by UNICEF
• Translating and printing HlNl materials in the Philippines by UNICEF
• Level of effort by AED's partner, GVFinc, on EPT activities
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PREVENT
Quarterly Report
April 1 - June 30, 2010
INTRODUCTION
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded AED
the USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award
(C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00 entitled, "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity," or PREVENT. The Project
focuses on using behavior change and communication research, strategies, and
interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging pandemic threats
and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is part of a
larger new USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
PREVENT has four US AID "pylons" or areas of focus: emerging pandemic threats
(EPT); avian influenza (Al); HlNl/pandemic influenza; and Humanitarian Pandemic
Preparedness (H2P). PREVENT also received funds from USAID/Ukraine to work with
UNICEF/Ukraine on HlNl communication activities.
During the April 1 - June 30, 2010 time period,
• PREVENT spent much of its EPT time in Africa and Asia, participating with
other EPT CAs in the USAID EPT Program roll-out meetings in DRC, Uganda,
and Cambodia in April and May 2010; working with partner GVFinc in
Cameroon to set up qualitative research on hunting and butchering practices; and
supporting site visits and assessments in Gabon and DRC (by GVFinc) and in Lao
PDR (by AED) for behavior change and communication risk reduction
opportunities.
• Seven countries received on-site PREVENT communication technical assistance,
training, and/or print materials toward the launch or continuance of their WHO
HlNl vaccine initiatives: Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, Kenya,
Togo, and Paraguay.
• Under its avian influenza pylon, PREVENT continued providing on-site technical
assistance for F AO's Cleaning and Disinfection wet market program in
Bangladesh, and completed its work in India with the final airing of radio public
service announcements.
• The H2P initiative received full participation from AED through PREVENT even
as H2P began winding up its activities (it ends September 2010). PREVENT was
fully engaged providing technical input to the H2P Operations Committee and
Program Review Team (PRT), and continued to update and maintain the H2P
website (www. pandemicpreparedness. org).
• AED submitted to the USAID Agreement Officer for review and approval a
$ 100,000 Grant to PIO agreement to facilitate the "pass through" of
USAID/Ukraine buy-in fund to the US Funds for UNICEF/New York in support
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of UNICEF/Ukraine's HlNl communication prevention and response efforts in
Ukraine through 2010.

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
PREVENT's field activities were initiated with the USAID EPT Program roll-out
meetings in DRC, Uganda, and Cambodia in April and May 2010. In attendance at these
meetings were PREVENT Technical Director!
(b)(6)
l{at Uganda, DRC,
Cambodia); PREVENT Technical Officer!
(bl(6l
tUganda); PREVENT/Asia
Sr. Research Advisor
(b)(6)
Cambodia); GVFinc Director of Behavioral
Sciences
(b)(6)
(DRC); GVFinc China Representative/wet market specialist
(b)(6)
(Cambodia). PREVENT took advantage of travel to the roll-out
meetings to visit promising project activities and potential partner organizations in the
Congo Basin and Mekong areas to further shape its strategic approaches and Year II work
plan preparation:

I

Cameroon: PREVENT Technical Director
(b)(6)
land GVFinc Director of
Behavioral Sciences
(b)(6)
~raveled to Cameroon in early May 2010 to review
the safe hunting/safe butchering intervention that GVFinc implements in 70 villages
where it involves hunters and women who prepare food in collecting blood samples from
wildlife. AED and GVFinc will assess the intervention, improve it, then implement and
test the improved intervention, with a view to replicating it on a large scale.

I

(bl(6 l

landl (b)(6) lvisit included conducting village site visits to get a sense of
field logistics; they attended three community meetings, interviewed hunters and
villagers and met with GVFlnc staff to discuss the intervention. They also interviewed
ten research agencies and identified a short list of five agencies prequalified to receive a
request for proposal to conduct formative research. In early July 2010, PREVENT will
issue an RFP to select one of the agencies to conduct a formative research study. The
study will use a variety of qualitative and participatory methods, as well as censuses of
adults in two villages, to determine people's behavior related to hunting, preparation,
consumption and other exposure to bush meat and the factors motivating those behaviors.
The goal is to develop an evidence base for identifying appropriate interventions and
messages to decrease transmission of infections from bush meat. A research contract will
be awarded in July 2010, with an expectation of initial research findings by the end of the
calendar year.
DRC: While in Kole, DRC, to develop sampling and surveillance activities for
PREDICT, GVFinc'sl
(b)(6)
participated in a briefreconnaissance on the
possibility of replicating safe hunting interventions there. During her visit she visited
eight villages and a market, and held a meeting with a traditional healer association. She
has recommended further review of existing health infrastructures (hospital, laboratory,
dispensaries), making contact with administrative and health authorities, and making
contact with communities to further assess PREVENT opportunities for research and
program interventions. DRC can be important in terms of testing PREVENT's Risk
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Reduction framework because one key emerging infectious disease in this region,
Monkey pox, displays some predictability in terms of outbreak.
Gabon: GVFinc's l
(b)(6)
Iwhile in Gabon for the PREDICT project, spent time
getting updates of pertinent activities related to studies that indicated a pattern of
sero revalence of Ebola in some villages but not in others. The studies were led byl(b)(6)1
(b)(6)
(Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF), one
o t e ea institutions carrying out research on Ebola virus in the Central African region.
Preliminary analysis strongly suggests that the difference between "positive" and
"negative" villages is exposure to bats.I
(b)(6)
!studies have focused primarily on the
virology and epidemiology of ebola but not on the behavioral, social or cultural risk
factors that may contribute to its spread. With the objective of establishing a community
alert system for Gabon, focusing on behavioral, cultural and social elements in high-risk
populations, this first visit was intended to distinguish what is already in place in Gabon.
Specifically,!
(b)(6)
ltocused on getting an update on current studies and any
reporting systems regarding animal die-offs or human disease outbreaks, as well as
understanding existent links between the community and the district in terms of
transportation, communication, community health centers, and wildlife organizations.
GVFlnc was briefed by CIRMF on current projects; CIRMF would be interested in
collaborating with PREVENT to examine behavioral and social norms about bats among
populations in the north of Gabon, notably in the Belinga cave region.
Lao PDR: Following the USAID EPT Program roll-out meeting in Cambodia,
PREVENT'~
(b)(6)
~raveled to Lao PDR to explore possibilities for
collaboration with WCS and with ILRI. She met wit~
(b)(6)
IWCS wildlife
veterinarian, and other WCS staff in Vientiane and received an in-depth briefing about
their planned wildlife market surveillance activities including selection of sites for
surveillance, animal species of special focus in the market work, current knowledge of
high risk human populations and practices that could be candidates for behavior change
initiatives. She also visited nearby wet markets with WCS's (b)(6) o inform future
planning and logistics. I (b)(6) plso met with
(b)(6)
ILRI project
coordinator for the Ecohealth Approach to the Control of Zoonotic Emerging Infectious
Diseases project for Southeast Asia. He is based at the International Centre for Tropical
Agriculture (CIAT)-Asia office in Vientiane. PREVENT and ILRI actively discussed
collaborating on a "challenge dialogue" approach to involving a wide range of interested
groups in discussing and developing a risk reduction framework.
Uganda: Following the USAID EPT Program roll-out meeting in Kampala (b)(6)
(b)(6) ~nd PREVENT Technical Office~
(b)(6)
~ et with
(b)(6)
Global Sustainable Tourism Alliance (GSTA)-STAR ' s chief of party, to explore the
possibilities of collaborating with GSTA-STAR to develop and assess alternative
livelihood interventions, and to possibly develop policy/managerial interventions for the
oil companies involved in the northern Albertine Rift.

I
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AFENET: As follow-up to the master training conducted in Senegal last quarter with the
Africa Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET), I
(b)(6)
l AED behavior chan e
and communication advisor, with PREVENT West Africa Pro ram Coordinator (b)(6)
I (b)(6) Ivisited with!
(b)(6)
IDirector, and
(b)(6)
Activities
Coordinator, of the Regional Public Health Institute (IRSP) in Benin to discuss the
incorporation of the "Applied Communication Skills for Field Epidemiologists" module
into their public health curriculum masters' course for epidemiologists. Both
representatives would formally review the module with their colleagues and submit a
formal request to PREVENT in case they need some technical assistance to integrate the
module into the curriculum. Senior epidemiologists from Burkina Faso, Togo, and Niger
also expressed interest in seeing how the module could be included in their schools of
public health or other academic programs. The module focuses on skills related to
listening to the public; creating actionable recommendations and talking points; and
communicating with select audiences including the media.
Following the USAID EPT Program roll-out meetings in Kampala, Uganda, PREVENT
Technical Officer!
(b)(6)
lmet with AFENET to further define PREVENT's role
in supporting AFENET's communication and public affairs capacity. AFENET FETP
materials in English and French are available on http://avianflu.aed.org and
http://H1N1vax.aed.org.
EPT program web workspace: PREVENT continued to maintain and monitor the EPT
program web workspace (https://eptprogram.basecamphg.com/login (passwordprotected) which allows EPT CA partners to share contact lists, draft trip reports,
documents, travel schedules, calendars of events, meeting minutes, quarterly reports,
work plans, and country context information. Next quarter, PREVENT will explore the
initial frameworks of establishing a more public version of an EPT program website.

HlNl/Pandemic
Following PREVENT's provision of communication technical assistance, training, and
print materials toward the launch of the WHO HlN 1 vaccine initiative in 13 countries
over three continents (Asia, Africa, Latin America) since late 2009, this quarter found
PREVENT giving similar assistance (or a continuance of assistance from last quarter) in
seven countries: Bangladesh, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, Kenya, Togo, and
Paraguay. Depending on the WHO HlNl vaccine deployment schedule, continued
USAID support, and availability of funding in Quarter 4, PREVENT may be approved to
provide similar assistance in Nepal and in several African countries that will be receiving
their vaccine shipments, including Ethiopia, Cote d'Ivoire, Burkina Faso, and
Madagascar. Technical assistance and training includes media orientations; advocacy and
risk management for public health and media stakeholders on the vaccine initiative;
interpersonal communication skills and the use of the vaccine job aids use for health care
workers. Materials include limited printing runs of pretested, translated job aids, posters,
fact sheets, and take-aways for health care workers, stakeholders, and the target
audiences of the HlNl vaccine (available athttp://hlnlvax.aed.org).
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Africa
Togo: The MOH launched its HlNl vaccine deployment the week of April 6, 2010. The
WHO/Togo representative and other senior MOH officials were vaccinated on camera for
news broadcasts. PREVENT provided a small q uantity (1800 total copies) of training
modules, job aids, and poster materials for distribution at the launch to the two principal
hos itals in Lome; broadcast journalists were briefed by the MOH and PREVENT staff
(b)(6)
towards the end of the week on the deployment's progress.
Kenya: The WHO HlNl vaccination rollout arrived in Kenya in April 2010. As of May
31, 2010 only 20% of the HlNl vaccines had been delivered (unevenly) throughout
Kenya. PREVENT in-country consultant
(b)(6)
participated with the Ministry of
Public Health and Sanitation (MOPHS) in monitoring H1Nl activities and trainings of
health care workers in the Central Province. After the trainings, vaccinations took place
immediately and reports of total persons vaccinated were made available on a daily basis
for the first two weeks of vaccination and then on a weekly basis. The range of
vaccination coverage as of May 31, 2010 was from 17.6% in Western Province to 32% in
Central Province. Data continues to come in rapidly, especially since the MOPHS is
using an innovative program (EpiSurveyor) that uses mobile phones to transmit data on a
real time basis. The use of mobile phones has proven to be an easy, effective way to
transmit and collect data and allows for redeployment of unused vaccine from
oversupplied areas to areas of unmet demand. A final report will be shared with all
MOPHS partners at the end of June 2010 when the vaccination campaign ends.

I

In support of the vaccination, IEC messages were being aired on the radio, published in
print media, and printed and circulated on posters. PREVENT printed posters for health
care workers (HCW) and Persons with Chronic Illnesses (PCis), leaflets for HCWs, PCis,
and leaders that can reach the two groups. Posters and leaflets for pregnant women were
not printed due to the decision by the MOPHS not to target pregnant women. HCW
vaccination guides were printed by WHO but to date have not been distributed.
Get Vaccinated and Be Protected
from A H1N1 Flu
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Asia
Bangladesh: PREVENT's in-country consultant!
(b)(6)
with the direction of
USAID/Dhaka, worked with the Government of Bangladesh Department of Health's EPI
Program Manager, the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research, National
Influenza Center (IEDCR/NIC), WHO, and the in-country representative of DELIVER
to host the WHO HlNl vaccine launch in Dhaka in early May 2010. Over 350 health
officials and stakeholders from the national level and 64 districts from throughout
Bangladesh attended the launch. Following the national launch, plans were developed for
the vaccination deployment in all 64 districts.
(b)(6)
!traveled to Rangpur, Sylhet, and
Cox's Bazar and visited three sub-districts in each district to observe the vaccination
campaign. In addition to the launch, PREVENT worked with UNICEF, IEDCR, WHO
and EPI as a working group to finalize HlNl field guidelines for health workers and
posters for pregnant women.

I

I

Cambodia: The government launched its second national HlNl vaccination campaign
during the second week of June 2010. Print materials previously developed and produced
by PREVENT with the National Immunization Program and WHO for the first campaign
earlier in the year--including informational flyers for pregnant women and healthcare
workers, frequently asked questions (FAQ's) about the vaccine and a technical sheet on
vaccine administration- were available for this launch as well. The campaign promoted
the deployment of 1.5 million doses of vaccines to 20 provinces. This volume is in
addition to the 300,000 doses which were earlier received by Cambodia from the
government of France with ancillary equipment donated by US AID. Those at increased
risk such as health care workers, pregnant women, children between 6 months and 24
months, and patients with severe lung disease were among the priority groups who
received the HlNl vaccine through the local health centers during this deployment.
Lao PDR: AED country representative!
(b)(6)
!worked with the government to
prepare for and support the national HlNl
vaccine campaign, launched May 3 - 12,
2010 across 17 provinces in Lao PDR.
Prime Minister!
(b)(6)
lmade
an official pronouncement of the campaign
and mobilized the ministries of public health
and public information to widely
disseminate the information to target groups,
including 18,000 health care workers.
Pregnant women and people with chronic
diseases were also among the priority
groups, although the rate of vaccination
among pregnant women was less than 29 percent;
uptake over the other populations was more than 70
Lao H1 N1 vaccination campaign
percent. Four approved communication materials
developed by PREVENT to assist the government's HlNl vaccine deployment were
mass produced and distributed during health care worker trainings and the EPI' s
distribution of vaccine supplies (vaccine, syringes, safety boxes) prior to the launch.
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After this particular campaign, the government has requested from WHO an additional
shipment of 400,000 doses.
Philippines:
The MOH launched its HlNl vaccination deployment with health care workers in May
2010. Prior to the launch, PREVENT in-country consultant!
(b)(6)
~nsured
that counseling print materials were approved by the MOH and distributed them during
PREVENT interpersonal communication and vaccine orientation trainings for health care
workers. Vaccinations of pregnant women, a secondary audience, were delayed by the
MOH until July 2010.
Prior to the launch, AED set up a rapid response panel in the Philippines to monitor
among health care workers the implementation of the HlNl vaccination campaign and its
communication materials efficacy and
effectiveness. AED received approval and
involvement from the Government of the
Philippines to implement a mobile phonebased reporting system at the communitylevel among local clinics to collect
information on how the HlNl vaccination
campaign would progress over time. The
(b)(6)
information was reported on a weekly basis
and used to determine communication needs
to further campaign activities. The panel
participants were health care workers in
Manila responsible for administering the
vaccine for the HlNl virus. PREVENT
worked with the Philippines Department of
Health (National Center for Disease Prevention and
Philippine mobile phone panel of
Control or NCDPC) to select six health centers and their
clinic HCWs
health care workers in/around Metro Manila for
involvement in the phone reporting system; questions for reporting were elicited from the
National Center for Health Promotion (NCHP).
This extract below shows examples of what responses look like in their raw form based
on single choice, number entry, and multiple choice:
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Date•

Time IP Address

How many staff at your clm,c were
What proporhon of staff has How many staff are expected
vaccinated against HIN! in lhe past 7 What are lhe reasons for NOT wanting to be vaccin
been vaccinated so far>
to be vaccinated in tot.ii>
days>

Submitted By
(HSJSl)/j)

\J,) -\1/

l t:a.)IJII

20l0-

flost

Most

310

Afraidof side effects, Afraid of needles or pain, other reason

All

All

1l

Nobody refu~d

flost

~sl

29

Afraidof side effects, Afraid of netdlesor pain, Nobody refused

flost

Most

28

Afraid of side effects, Afraid rJ needles or pain, Nobody refused

Aboul ha'i

~ sl

192

Afraid of needles 01 pain

flog

MOS:

29

Afraidof side effects, Afraid rJ needlesor pain

Jug a fe•

All

flog

All

17

Otherrea~

flost

All

33

Other reason

All

All

10

Nobody refu~d

None

None

Afraidof side effects, The varone is ne•• andnot tested ye!, Want to
do tne traini"') first

All

All

Nobody refus,d

All

All

flost

~s:

Afraidof side effects, Afraid rl needles or pain, Pre,;nant, tninknwiR
harm their baby

Jug ; fe•

AboJt falf

Afraidof retdles01 pain, The vao:ine ~ new ard not tested yet,

0S-07

20l005·07

20l005·07

20l00S-07

20l0·
05·07

lOlO0S-07

20l0·

Afraid of side effects, The vaoome is re·• andnot testeiJ 1•~Otlter
reason

05·07

lOlO-

(b)(6)

05·07

20l00S-07

lOlO05·07

20l005·07

20l005·07

lOlO·

12

Nobodyrefused

05·07

20l005·07

20l0-

Reports of this data and findings will be posted next quarter onhttp://hlnl vax.aed.org.
An example of a report-out of findings follows:
4. What are HCW reasons for NOT wantin to be vaccinated? (Base: n=42 clinics)
Fear of side effects

45%

Afraid of needl es

17%

New and untested
Not completed training

33%
5%

Pregnant

7%

Don't believe in vaccine

7%

Other reason
Nobody refused

40%

26%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
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Comment: Fear of side effects remains the main reason staff don't wish to be vaccinated. An attitude shift
has occurred with less staff being afraid of needles and a larger proportion saying that the vaccine is still
new and untested. Further communication to clinics on regarding safe testing may be needed as this
information may also be relevant to convince patients.

Vietnam: In June 2010, AED Country Representative!
(b)(6)
jmet with the
MOH Communication Subcommittee of the National Steering Committee on Human
Influenza to discuss the progress of the HlNl flu vaccination campaign. The
subcommittee includes chair
(b)(6)
land members
(b)(6)
Chief of the External Cooperation Division, MOH;
(b)(6)
EPI Team
Leader of the National Institute of Health and Epidemiology (NIHE);
(b)(6)
of
WHO; and I
(b)(6)
Iof UNICEF. The status of the program is as follows:
• Since GSK has not responded to Vietnam' s request for samples, the vaccine
clinical trial, a necessary condition to the government's accepting the vaccine
donation, has not yet started. Assuming the doses can be procured in July, the
vaccination campaign can only be launched in September 2010 at the earliest
since two months are required for clinical trial completion.
• The Vice-Minister of Health sent a letter to WHO informing them that the
government will now only focus on health care workers (HCWs) and needs
200,000 vaccine doses instead of the 1.2 million initially requested.
• Considering the timeline, it would be important to discuss preparations for
communication support since per the multi-sectoral meeting held last March
2010, it was agreed that preparations for communication and training can only
commence once the clinical trial is underway.

I

I

PREVENT held a follow-up meeting withl (b)(6) Ian~ (b)(6) land agreed that since
the vaccine campaign will now only target HCWs, the previous communication plan will
be revised. PREVENT will prepare a revised plan and propose draft communication
materials which will mainly target HCWs. The group also agreed on the importance of
providing correct information to the public about non-pharmaceutical interventions to
prevent HlNl since the virus is still circulating in the country. This will be included in
the revised plan.
During this delay, in June 2010, PREVENT subcontracted the services of an in-country
research agency to study Vietnamese lifestyles, values, concerns, and women's needs in
regard to health care, livelihoods and food security as well as current barriers to an
effective pandemic plan and response. Women are seen as having a major role and
responsibilities to prevent and respond to emerging pandemics. As recipients of the
vaccine and overall caregivers, they are key to assuring vaccination or nonpharmaceutical interventions in the home. The methodology comprised 36 individual indepth interviews (IDls), 6 FGDs, and 18 ethnographic interviews of women, influencers
and stakeholders in provinces covering north, central and southern Vietnam. Key initial
findings from the interviews:
• Communication messages should be put into family context in which the woman
is the center; a happy family is a top concern
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•

•
•

•

Key messages should include respecting a woman's values: a happy family;
bright future for children; fulfillment of her achievements in life (good mother,
good wife, good worker)
Women won't feel impact of an epidemic until they see the effects with their own
eyes
The local Women's Union and health care center staff play an important role in
providing information and training in how to respond to an epidemic, especially
in rural areas
Raise more awareness on the threat of epidemics on food security and livelihoods
since many women are not aware of the relationship

A final research report will be available for review, discussion, and possible application
to the Vietnam HlNl vaccination in July 2010.
Latin America
PREVENT in the last quarter translated its global HlNl vaccine print and training
materials into Spanish in order to pretest and introduce them in Central America under
the guidance ofUSAID, WHO, and specific countries' USAID, PAHO, and MOH
representatives. PREVENT consultant
(b)(6)
lmade visits to Nicaragua,
Guatemala, and El Salvador, where materials were initially and thoroughly pretested.
This quarter PREVENT sent I (b)(6)
Ito Paraguay quarter at the request of the US AID
mission to attend country-level coordination and deployment meetings with USAID and
country stakeholders, discuss and assess the communication strategy for the HlNl
vaccination program, and share vaccine communications materials recently pre-tested by
PREVENT. The Government of Paraguay was in the process of completing its
deployment and communication plan for the HlNl vaccine campaign, which included an
advertising campaign; such a campaign may be detrimental in the public setting since it
may generate more demand than there would be vaccine doses. A mass media campaign
would also not be cost-efficient for such a small, targeted audience which was to receive
the vaccine. However, since the MOH was in process for finalizing its plans, it was
unclear during the visit that the issue of a mass media campaign would be revisited.
USAID's Health Officer!
(b)(6)
!agreed with PREVENT's input and was to
discuss this with the MOH before their lans were finalized] (b)(6) lwas also going to
follow up on a request from
(b)(6)
Communications Director for the
MOH, for PREVENT to conduct a communications training workshop for the MOH's 18
Regional Directors in Asuncion, pending availability of mission funds.

I

Avian Influenza (Al)
PREVENT on-site AI technical assistance in Bangladesh and communication support in
India came to an end this quarter, although further discussions with USAID/Dhaka may
yield additional funding for continued AI work in Bangladesh in Quarter 4.
Bangladesh: PREVENT continued to work with FAO on their cleaning and disinfection
(C&D) project involving 18 wet/live bird markets. PREVENT's in-country consultant
(b)(6)
provided input to FAO in developing a questionnaire for a rapid assessment

I
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of the live bird markets. New customers, regular customers and stall owners were
interviewed as part of the assessment and the findin s were used to help FAO develop
focused and structured messages for live births.
(b)(6)
assisted the communication
unit in finalizing the checklist and reviewing the assessment's findings. Further work and
funding on AI prevention communication in Bangladesh will be discussed in Quarter 4
with the USAID/Dhaka mission.
India: PREVENT completed its activities in India by supporting the airing of four 40second public service announcements (aired 420 times) on radio stations in the states of
West Bengal and Assam through an agreement with the local media agency Top
Advertising. This radio campaign, ending April 11, 2010, complemented a concurrent
community theatre and print material distribution that had been promoting the HlNl
vaccination rollout since February 2010.
PREVENT continues to maintain the AI website (http://avianflu.aed.org) containing
updated Al materials and reports.

Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
PREVENT continues to be an active partner of the H2P Initiative through its work on the
H2P Operations Committee and Program Review Team (PRT), and by hosting and
maintaining the H2P website. H2P activities in general have begun to decrease for all
partners as the three- ear ro ram comes to an end in September 2010. PREVENT
Technical Officer
(b)(6)
is active on the PRT by contributing to bi-weekly
teleconferences, provided technical input to the IFRC consultants and via telephone with
specialists in-country prior to and following country assessments, and reviewing
documents and information collected from those visits. PREVENT also worked on the
following:
• Revising materials that were created in response to the 2009 HlNl Influenza
Pandemic
• Providing H2P materials to the CORE Group's Health Curricula training in
Ethiopia and Honduras
• Providing guidance in developing a single kit of H2P materials and in finalizing
the Health Curricula, and putting it up on the H2P website.
(b)(6)
lplans to attend the July 2010 H2P Operations Committee and the H2P
PRT meetings in Geneva, Switzerland. Bringing together H2P partners and
representatives of UN agencies, these meetings will decide upon future H2P activities,
including an end-of-proj ect meeting September 2010 which will serve to disseminate
PRT findings.

In April 2010, PREVENT Pro·ect Director
(b)(6)
and AED Country
Representative/Vietnam
(b)(6)
attended the "International Ministerial
Conference on Animal and Pandemic Influenza (IMCAPI): the Way Forward", held in
Hanoi, Vietnam April 20 - 21, 2010. The conference was organized by Vietnam's
M inistry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) and Ministry of Health (MOH)
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with support from the European Commission, USAID, Asian Development Bank, The
World Bank and relevant UN system partners. Nora participated in the technical preconference meeting and shared her experiences as AI-BCC ' s country coordinator in
Vietnam.
The purpose of IMCAPI was to 1) review progress with responses to HPAI H5N l , the
HlN l influenza pandemic, and other emerging global health threats; 2) agree on actions
needed fo r both national governments and the global community to be ready to tackle
these threats; and, 3) chart a way forward to ensure that these actions are addressed in
ways that protect the health and well-being of the world's human and animal populations.
The overall theme was Animal and Pandemic Influenza: A Framework for Sustaining
Momentum. Discussions during the conference focused on three streams: prevent and
control H5Nl HPAI; be ready to detect, assess and respond to influenza pandemics; and,
ensure that control and response systems can address a broad range of emerging and
existing disease threats through operating a One Health approach.
At the end of the conference, delegates adopted the Hanoi Declaration which encouraged
countries and international partners to remain vigilant regarding emerging threats like
H5Nl HPAI, HlNl pandemic influenza, and other influenza viruses and continue efforts
to control and eliminate H5Nl HPAI while working together to strengthen human and
animal health care systems. The Declaration reaffirmed the critical role of
communication "to promote understanding of the risk, policy direction and necessary
prevention measures and to promote behavior changes."
AED organized an exhibit of communication materials from AI BCC and AI.COMM
countries which was viewed by a large number of delegates. The exhibit was part of the
USAID exhibit. AED showed video clips of TV spots on API from various countries and
four poster presentations of accomplishments of the AI BCC, AI.COMM, H2P and
PREVENT projects. Samples of materials and documents were also handed out to
interested delegates. AED contributed ten success stories from our work in Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia; eight of these were among the 16 success stories included in the
press kit given to journalists covering the conference:
• Field epidemiologists hone communication skills needed during outbreaks
• Using an integrated social marketing approach to battle avian and pandemic
influenza outbreaks
• Hands-on training sessions help to educate first responders on how to protect
themselves during avian and pandemic outbreaks
• Improving bio security in Lao PDR
• It takes a village: Village leaders bring their communities together to improve
poultry raising practices and fend off avian influenza outbreaks
• Unlikely "Superhero" emerges in fight against bird flu
• Women lead the way: Lao Women's Union mobilizes communities to prevent
avian influenza
• Provincial multi-media AHI campaign promotes "3 Good Things" in Vietnam
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•

AI communication materials reach their intended audiences in Vietnam villages:
Provincial TV and radio campaign informs communities on mass poultry
vaccination changes in Vietnam
Cadre of trained AHI communicators reaches wide audience with AHI messages
in Vietnam

(b)(6)

PREVENT Exhibit at
As part of the AED exhibit for the 2010 Global Health
International Ministerial
Council annual international conference held from 14Conference on Animal and
18 June in Washington, DC, PREVENT provided avian
Pandemic Influenza
and pandemic influenza materials. AED was one of over (IMCAPI): the Way Forward
100 exhibitors at the conference, with over 2000
attendees representing the diverse array of global health professionals. The theme of this
year's conference was Dateline 2010: Global Health Goals and Metrics.

Success stories are found on the http://avianflu.aed.org website or at the following link
http://avianflu.aed.org/whitepapers.htm. In addition, posters with information on
PREVENT, H2P , Al.COMM and AI-BCC were created for the IMCAPI exhibit and
materials from each of these projects were provided for distribution to participants.
AED has continued to maintain and manage the H2P website and will continue to do so
through December 2010 (as directed by PREVENT's USAID AOTR), at which time the
utility of the website will be reassessed. Dming April- June 2010, the website received
nearly 1,000 visits (of which 63 percent were new visitors) from 92 countries/territories,
including the U.S., Indonesia, Philippines, Switzerland, Thailand, South Africa, India,
Canada, Kenya, and the United Kingdom. Updated versions of the H2P training
curriculum (finalized by the IFRC) for District leaders and Community Volunteers have
been posted to the H2P website (www.pandemicpreparedness.org).

USAID/Ukraine buy-in
USAID/Uk:raine set aside $130,000 for PREVENT to support UNICEF/Ukraine's public
information campaign work in response to the HlNl outbreak in Ukraine. The
Government of Ukraine requested that the UN system support restoring public trust in
vaccinations in general; conduct a comprehensive, evidence-based campaign on the
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importance and use of the HlNl vaccine; and strengthen the capacity of national
healthcare workers in close coordination with the UNICEF immunization program.
UNICEF/Ukraine activities will include the following:
• Outdoor media (bill boards, city lights, posters/light boxes in metro) will target
the general population (roughly 2 million people). Distribution will be done in
partnership with Association of Outdoor Advertising of Ukraine (Memorandum
of Understanding between the Association and UNICEF Ukraine was to be signed
by the end of February 2010).
• Posters and leaflets targeting 3 million school-aged children will be disseminated
in partnership with Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education and Science of
Ukraine.
• Radio and videoffV public service announcements (PSAs) will target the general
population and specific at-risk groups in all urban and some rural areas, and
through web resources targeting youth and the urban population. PSAs will be
disseminated in partnership with Ministry of Health and other national partners.
• Media outreach and orientations (workshops, interviews, articles) will be
conducted national media representatives.
Project preparation is scheduled for April - July 2010, with distribution, air time, and
workshops set up for August - December 2010.
With a SOW and budget developed and approved by UNICEF/Ukraine, US Fund for
UNICEF/NY, and AED, we submitted a $100,000 Grant to Public International
Organization (PIO) agreement to the USAID Agreement Officer for review and approval
on April 22, 2010. The remaining $30,000 of the USAID/Ukraine buy-in was to cover
AED technical and administrative staff providing initial level of effort to guide
UNICEF/Ukraine's development of its SOW and budget, any follow-up technical
assistance or training needed by UNICEF/Ukraine as it implemented its plan, and AED
overhead associated with the agreement's administration.
During this quarter, no response was received from the USAID AO to several inquiries
from AED and PREVENT' s AOTR regarding its review and approval of the agreement.
We expect some manner of decision and guidance from the USAID AO and our AOTR
in the next quarter.

Financial Summary
A financial report that covers project expenditures April 1 - June 30, 2010 is enclosed
under a separate attachment. As of June 30, 2010, PREVENT has paid out
(bl(4 l
(b)(4)
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Cost Share
Also attached is PREVENT's spreadsheet summary of its cost-sharing successes and
challenges. Based on the current obligation from USAID, PREVENT's cost-share goal is
(b)(4)
~ Through June 30,
2010, PREVENT submitted to AED for approval a cost share valued at j (b)(4)
These
included the following:
• Ministry of Health/Togo contributed their staff time, venue, and audiovisual
equipment during meetings in Lome December 2009 and April 2010 regarding
HlNl vaccine rollout communication strategy development meetings with WHO
and PREVENT
• WHO/Togo contributed venue costs during meetings in Lome December 2009
with the MOH/Togo, PREVENT, and other stakeholders
• Espace Technologie/Togo, a private-sector printing agency in Lome, contributed
the production costs of printing HlNl vaccine health care worker counseling and
product management materials December 2009.

I

I

The total cost share submitted to AED for approval through June 30, 2010 isl

I

(b)(4)

(b)(4)

I

PREVENT continues to document and identify new cost share opportunities. We expect
to document about! (b)(4) Iworth of printing and training costs related to the H lNl
vaccination roll-out in Azerbaijan sponsored by UNICEF, UNHCR, and WHO.
PREVENT will also begin to seek cost share from research activities under its EPT
pylon.
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PREVENT
Quarterly Report
July 1- September 30, 2010
INTRODUCTION
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded AED
the USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award
(C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00 entitled, "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity," or PREVENT. The Project
focuses on using behavior change and communication research, strategies, and
interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging pandemic threats
and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is part of a
larger new USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
PREVENT originally began with four USAID "pylons" or areas of focus: emerging
pandemic threats (EPT); avian influenza (Al); HlNl/pandemic influenza; and
Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P). PREVENT also received funds from
USAID/Ukraine to work with UNICEF/Ukraine on HlNl communication activities.
During the July 1 - September 30, 2010 time period:
• USAID requested all EPT partners to initiate work plan and budget development for
the July 1, 2010 - September 30, 2011 (Year Two) time period. As part of this
request, USAID reconfigured PREVENT's original areas of focus (and budgeting) as
follows:
o EPT would receive the majority of funding in Year Two for activities
conducted predominantly in the Congo and Mekong Basin areas and South
Asia.
o AI activities would continue in Bangladesh only, although USAID was
examining the possibility of additional AI PREVENT work in Egypt.
o HlNl/pandemic influenza activities, particularly the country-level
communications support of WHO HlNl vaccine deployment, would not be
funded past September 30, 2010.
o The H2P initiative, coming to an end September 30, 2010, would merit
follow-up technical assistance to support a lessons-learned research and
advocacy activity towards a Spring 201 1 global meeting on pandemic
preparedness and response (to be hosted by the World Food Programme).
o AFENET (Africa Field Epidemiology Network) would become its own area
of focus with a dedicated budget for PREVENT to support and promote
AFENET's communications capabilities starting in Year Two.
o PREVENT would continue to try to finalize an agreement with UNICEF/Kiev
to support pandemic communication efforts there.
• PREVENT/EPT focused on furthering USAID's EPT collaboration and advocacy
efforts, initiating formative research in Cameroon, finalizing plans to provide
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technical assistance in Bangladesh surrounding Nipah virus transmission, and
preparing for a scoping visit to Gabon.
AI activities centered on Bangladesh where PREVENT worked with
USAID/Bangladesh, the Government of Bangladesh, and eight other Avian and
Pandemic Influenza partners (including Stop AI and Deliver) to plan and prepare for
a final lessons learned workshop (to be conducted October 13, 2010).
HlNl/pandemic work ceased September 30, 2010 with the end of the WHO HlNl
vaccine deployment. PREVENT work in Lao, the Philippines, Vietnam, and Nepal
ended as well (the Lao and Philippines deployments were completed; in Vietnam and
Nepal, the deployments were cancelled by the governments).
The H2P initiative ended September 30, 2010; throughout the quarter, PREVENT
was fully engaged providing technical input to the H2P Operations Committee and
Program Review Team (PRT), and continued to update and maintain the H2P website
(www.pandemicpreparedness.org).
Despite further communication with the USAID AO and USAID/Kiev, no progress
was made in the USAID AO's review and approval a $100,000 Grant-to-PIO
agreement with the US Funds for UNICEF/New York in support of
UNICEF/Ukraine's pandemic prevention communication efforts.

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
USAID EPT collaboration: AED participated at the two USAID EPT quarterly meetings
(July and September 2010) where work plan development for Year Two was initiated to
cover the July 2010 - September 2011 time period. PREVENT Technical Director (b)(6)
I (b)(6) lled the PREVENT team of AED technical and BCC specialists
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
I, and GVFinc program coordinator
(b)(6)
Kwho also serves as om liaison with PREDICT's work plan efforts) to
develop comprehensive work plans covering global, regional (Congo and Mekong basins,
South Asia), and country-specific activities (primarily Cameroon, DRC, Gabon, Republic
of Congo, Laos, Vietnam, Bangladesh). USAID will be synthesizing EPT partners' work
plans for priority countries (e.g., Vietnam, DRC) in order to inform and advocate EPT
goals and activities with those countries' USAID missions.
In conjunction with the July 2010 quarterly meeting, PREVENT organized a social
scientist meeting with specialists from PREDICT and RESPOND to begin to develop
collaborative and complementary agendas, to better understand each of our fundamental
approaches, and to plan out where we geographically would be working. Topics of
discussion included data collection (instruments and how to include each others'
questions in sampling; strategies for using and sharing Institutional Review Board
requests); risk reduction frameworks; social factor inputs for modeling; commonalities
and divergence of public health and conservation pro ram a roaches. Besides AED and
GVFinc staff mentioned above, participants included
(b)(6)
from
PREDICT/WCS,I (b)(6)
lfrom PREDICT/EcoHealth Alliance, and
(b)(6)
from
RESPOND/T ufts University.
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Finally, in preparation for USAID EPT's coming launch of work in the Mekong Basin
(Vietnam, Lao), PREVENT added Research and Program Officer!
(b)(6)
Ito
its team at AED HQ as the South/Southeast Asia coordinator, began to focus on adding
AED research and program personnel in the region, and initiated discussions with
Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) to work more formally with AED, particularly in
wildlife market research.
Cameroon: PREVENT initiated its formative research efforts in Cameroon by
competitively awarding a formative research contract to White Dove, an in-country
research agency. Starting October 2010, White Dove with PREVENT oversight will
conduct a variety of qualitative and participatory methods as well as censuses of adults in
two villages to determine people's behaviors related to hunting, preparation, consumption
and other exposure to bush meat and the factors motivating those behaviors. The goal is
to develop an evidence base for identifying appropriate interventions and messages to
decrease transmission of infections from bush meat. PREVENT received IRB approval
both in Cameroon and the U.S. to conduct this study. AED and GVFinc began finalizing
research protocols and instruments and planned a joint visit to Cameroon (to occur early
October 2010) to pretest questionnaires and train local survey personnel in conducting the
interviews.
Gabon: PREVENT began preparations for a sco m visit (to be conducted in mid
October 2010) by Technical Directo
(b)(6)
and GVFinc Program Coordinator
I
(b)(6)
Ito meet with
(b)(6)
nd his team at the lnstitut de Recherche pour
le Developpement/Franceville (IRD) and with the Centre International de Recherches
Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF) to discuss collaboration. This would include the
assessment of social and behavioral factors that might affect exposure to emerging
infections and ethnography of populations with high exposure to bats. PREVENT was
also planning to conduct a field visit with IRD to the north of Gabon, most notably in the
Belinga region, where IRD is beginning work sampling bats, rodents and arthropods in
caves, and where the anticipated initiation of mining activities is likely to affect bats and
animal-human interactions.
Bangladesh: PREVENT initiated a collaboration with ICDDR,B-~
(b)(6)
land
the team he heads (Programme for Infectious Disease & Vaccine Sciences)--to refine and
implement an intervention to reduce transmission of Nipah virus by increasing the use of
"banas" which can protect data palm sap from contamination by bats. AED Sr. Technical
Officer!
(b)(6)
arrived in Dhaka late September to begin work with the ICDDR,B
team to systematically review their pilot intervention from a behavior change perspective,
and begin to develop a district-scale intervention. Activities during this trip (which will
stretch into October 2010) include reviewing relevant data to identify (1) information
gaps, particularly with respect to different audiences (tree owners, sap collectors,
buyers/consolidators, consumers); (2) possible baniers and promoting factors for
behavior change; and (3) need to design key informant interviews to obtain additional
information. AED Sr. BCC Advisor!
(b)(6)
jwould provide TA in early October
to begin to develop with ICDDR, B an mtervent10n plan.

I
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EPT program web workspace: PREVENT continued to maintain and monitor the EPT
program web workspace (https://eptprogram.basecamphg.com/login (passwordprotected) which allows EPT CA partners to share contact lists, draft trip reports,
documents, travel schedules, calendars of events, meeting minutes, quarterly reports,
work plans, and country context information. PREVENT created a public home page
(http://www.avianflu.aed.org/eptprogram/) for the EPT program website that hosts
photos, an EPT program overview brochure, and one page descriptions of the four
projects (PREDICT, IDENTIFY, PREVENT, RESPOND). There is a link on this public
page to the internal EPT program web workspace. Next quarter, a survey by USAID will
be sent to EPT partners to elicit guidance on shaping the site' s objectives and utility.

------ I
EPT Program public home page

AFENET (African Field Epidemiology Network)
AED under the USAID-funded AI.COMM Project provided technical assistance in public
affairs and communication to AFENET in 2008-09 to 1) further heighten the visibility of
AFENET among critical decision-makers regarding avian and pandemic influenza
prevention, response, and control; 2) continue to establish AFENET as the "go-to"
organization for accurate and credible information on communicable disease, field
epidemiology, and other related public health topics throughout Africa; and 3) strengthen
AFENET's public affairs function and office within the AFENET structure to conduct
outreach on its technical activities, and to respond to requests for assistance.
Under PREVENT, USAID has asked that we continue to support the public affairs and
communication activities of AFENET in Year Two. During this quarter, PREVENT
developed a concept brief to frame that support based on discussions with USAID/GH, a
review of AFENET's draft "Strategic Plan 20 10-2014", and through discussions with and
input from AFENET. One of the first tasks to be conducted in Year Two by AFENET
and PREVENT will be a joint exercise to finalize a strategic communication plan that
maps out activities, resources, budgets, and roles/responsibilities of AFENET,
PREVENT, and other stakeholders (e.g., CDC).
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Suggested activities will include the following:

Technical Assistance
• With AFENET stakeholders, develop a strategic communication plan that fits
well with AFENET's five-year Strategic Plan.
• Identify a senior Public Affairs Officer (AED consultant or AED employee) to sit
at AFENET Headquarters. S/he would provide technical direction to the
AFENET Public Affairs staff in establishing an effective, sustainable PA Office
that supports advocacy, public relations, strategic planning, message and material
development, and community outreach.
• Work with AFENET on the strategic thinking, design, and oversight of a credible
and recognized brand identity for AFENET. This entails positioning and
placement of the organization in a regional and international setting.
• Review and manage the development of written materials and branding materials
for accuracy, credibility, creativity, and quality assurance.
Capacity Building
• Institutionalize the Applied Communication Training Module as part of the
regular capacity building offerings by AFENET for its member programs (e.g.,
continuing education credit program).
• Institutionalize the risk management training for AFENET member programs.
• Institutionalize standards and guidelines on how to manage an effective public
affairs office - standards and procedures, chain of command for approval and
vetting, training spokespeople and experts, messaging, and quality assurance.
• Conduct general media training for identified spokespeople - how to be
comfortable talking to the media and other public audiences; techniques and
general information messages about AFENET.
Conduct
media training for spokespeople on specific public health issues, i.e.,
•
dengue, malaria, H5Nl virus, ebola, in preparation for outbreaks and public
health emergencies.
• Conduct refresher sessions and advanced seminars on applied communication and
media training (semi-annually)
• Offer in-service training on specific public health issues to keep network
informed and current on science, health status, and prevention measures.

Risk Management
• Develop risk communication strategy that fits the AFENET situation and relevant
public health issues.
• Create a risk communication management team within AFENET to deal with the
media, stakeholders, and general public. The team would include its PA officer,
medical expert/field epidemiologist, liaison with governments, UN, and donors,
press officer (media relations), and writer. Prepare and practice implementing the
plan.
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Design talking points for outbreaks and epidemics; continually update talking
points to reflect new information (scie nce and epidemiology) and media training
for spokespeople on finer points.

Public Affairs and Public Education
The Public Affairs office will have several responsibilities including keeping the general
public and stakeholders informed about public health issues of interest, including
preventive measures that individuals and communities can adopt to reduce health risks;
responding to general inquiries from the public and stakeholders; and managing internal
communication among AFENET and its members.
Public Education
• Design low-cost and simple-to-implement public outreach and public education
programs on public health issues. The focus would be on prevention and best
practices to reduce health risk. Includes materials for health clinics (public and
private), schools, community organizations, and governments and private sector.
• Establish a Speakers Program led by an epidemiologist to address schools,
business round tables, and donor and NGO meetings to present current
information and data on specific health issues that are in the news or are of
interest to a community.
Media Relations
• Establish working relationships with the local and regional media. Includes media
placement of print and broadcast news stories (features, science, and news);
stories to introduce AFENET; discussions about current health issues, prevention
practices; press conferences about public health situations; editorial board
meetings with local, national, and regional press on AFENET and its role in
public health.
• Support AFENET spokespeople and medical experts to respond to outbreaks or
news related to a public health issue.
Public Relations
• Write and distribute press releases; host and sponsor events including workshops
and site visits.
Message and Material Development
• Working with the stakeholders and public affairs team to develop AFENET
materials that position and brand AFENET for the press and donors and other
stakeholders.
• Develop teachers' guides and health care worker guides/job aids on specific
health issues that can be used in schools, clinics, and private sector.
• Support AFENET's website with current information and include interactive
materials and information.
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Reporting and documentation of field work using new technologies, SMS,
texting, flip videos, mobile phones to document investigations, findings, new
development, dissemination of information and data.

Branding and Positioning
• Include AFENET branding in materials development, technical assistance, media
placement, and public relations.
The initial strategic communication plan to be developed by PREVENT and AFENET
will explore how PREVENT's support of AFENET will be provided, and may include
the following conduits:
• Technical assistance provided to AFENET by AED staff and consultants working
side by side with AFENET staff to conduct strategic planning, training, technical
assistance, and materials development.
• Secondment to AFENET of an AED consultant or staff (with a plan by AFENET
to absorb and staff the position over time) to provide technical direction, input,
and management of a public affairs office and function.
• Subcontract to AFENET to provide funding for activities described below and
expected to be conducted by AFENET.

HlNl/Pandemic
Based on USAID guidance, PREVENT's provision of communication technical
assistance, training, and print materials for the launch of the WHO HlNl vaccine
deployment initiative (since late 2009) was curtailed to end September 30, 2010. This
quarter found PREVENT providing only TA and BCC materials support to the
deployment efforts in Lao and the Philippines, and the planning efforts in Nepal and
Vietnam (Nepal and Vietnam subsequently cancelled their deployment of the HlNl
vaccine).
Lao PDR: AED through its Lao country representative
Cecile Lantican provided additional materials (posters
and leaflets) to the National Centre for Mother and
Child Health's Expanded Program of Immunization
which managed the distribution of vaccines (400,000
doses) to provincial health departments throughout the
country in August 2010.

(b)(6)

Philippines: The Government of the Philippines
Lao H1N1 vaccination campaign
finished its training of regional health officials on the
administration of the GSK adjuvant HlNl vaccine in
September 2010 (the second wave of deployment). Towards this end, PREVENT
translated and distributed the Vaccination Announcement Poster and the Frequently
Asked Questions Brochure in six languages (Cebuano, Waray, Hiligaynon, Ilocano,
Ilonggo, and Tagalog).
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In conjunction with the Philippines ' initial wave of vaccine deployment this past May
2010, AED with involvement from the Government of the Philippines had been
implementing a mobile phone-based reporting system with health care workers among
six local clinics in/around Metro Manila to
collect information on how the HlNl
vaccination campaign was progressing.
The information was reported on a weekly
basis and used to determine
(b)(6)
communication needs to further campaign
activities. The final wave of reporting was
conducted July 23, 2010. Reports of this
data and findings will be posted on
http://hlnlvax.aed.org.
Nepal: The Government of Nepal
Philippines HCW phone panel training
unexpectedly cancelled its HlNl vaccine
deployment in September 2010 (due to
concerns about possible, albeit rare, vaccine side effects). In preparation of the
deployment, PREVENT did translate and format into Nepali four materials (fact sheet for
stakeholders; poster of vaccination fact sheet; job aid for health workers; booklet of
questions and answers). These products were not printed, but are available at
http://hlnlvax.aed.org/pharmaceutical/#nepal and
http://www.avianflu.aed.org/Hl N l .htm.
Vietnam:
Despite great strides by the Government of Vietnam to plan and prepare for their
deployment of the HlNl vaccine in June 2010, the deployment was ultimately cancelled;
the required in-country clinical trial of the vaccine did not occur since the MOH was
unable to access the needed vaccine samples from the vaccine manufacturer.
PREVENT's women-centered pandemic preparedness formative research was finished
during the quarter. The research looked into Vietnamese values, concerns, and women's
needs in regard to health care, livelihoods and food security
as well as current barriers to an effective pandemic plan and
response. The methodology complised 36 individual indepth interviews (IDis), 6 FGDs, and 18 ethnographic
(b)(6)
interviews of women aged 25-45 years, their husbands,
mothers-in-law and/or friends and stakeholders (women's
union and health officials) in five provinces covering north,
central and southern Vietnam. AED/Vietnam's Country
Coordinator!
(b)(6)
land a research consultant
from within the region worked with the in-country research agency to develop the
analytical framework and review findings from this research, which include the
following:
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•

•

•

Motivations of women mainly focus on
fulfilling basic needs and maintaining smooth
personal relationships of their families.
Among younger, working women in urban
(b)(6)
areas, however, motivation for self-growth is
just emerging and is more prevalent.
• Women perceive their health role as providing
fresh and nutritious food for the family and
maintaining a sanitary and hygienic household. However, observations from
ethnographic interviews of women reveal that claimed practices regarding
sanitation and hygiene are not necessalily up to recommended public health
standards, especially in rural areas.
Women take responsibility for preventive and
other health-related practices in the family.
However, women initiate practices to prevent
infectious diseases only when they receive
(b)(6)
information through mass media or government
channels that the disease (e.g. dengue, cholera) is
occurnng.
Women have insufficient knowledge and
understanding of public health, pandemic issues
and prevention measures. They are confused about what are H l N l and H5Nl.
They believe that they and their families are not at risk for epidemic or pandemic
diseases and think that these diseases can only affect those most at-risk e.g.,
H5Nl among those involved in the poultry sector.

The final research report will be made available next quarter.

Avian Influenza (Al)
PREVENT's AI efforts this quarter focused on coming to closure with its AI prevention
communication work in Bangladesh, and possibly starting up similar efforts in Egypt in
Year Two.
Bangladesh: PREVENT worked with USAID/Bangladesh, the Government of
Bangladesh and eight Avian and Pandemic Influenza partners (including Stop AI and
Deliver) to plan and prepare for a final lessons learned workshop, "USAID/Bangladesh
Lessons Learned and Dissemination Workshop: H N (to be conducted October 13,
2010). Representatives from key ministries of the Government of Bangladesh , WHO,
PAO, UNICEF, and local NGOs are expected to present and discuss the past four years
of avian influenza prevention and response achievements and challenges. PREVENT will
also be exploring additional AI prevention communication activities with
USAID/Bangladesh which USAID had specifically budgeted for to occur in Year Two.
~ : USAID is exploring the possibility of AED (initially through PREVENT)
continuing the country's AI prevention communication efforts in 2011. An exploratory
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visit to Egypt by USAID/GH and by PREVENT (to be conducted in November 2010)
was discussed. PREVENT began to collect CVs of possible in-country consultants to
participate in such a visit, and printed 100 copies of the six core AI communication
materials in Arabic for the mission:
• Avian Influenza - How to Protect Yourself and Your Animals: A Guide for
Farmers
• Culling for Avian Influenza Containment: A Planning Guide for Government
Officials
• Avian Influenza: A Guide for Health Care Workers
• Avian Influenza: A Guide for Health Care Administrators
• Culling for Avian Influenza Containment: A Planning Guide for Poultry Culling
Supervisors
• Avian Influenza: A Guide for People Who Supervise Poultry Vaccination

. . . -«. --
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PREVENT continues to maintain the AI website (http://avianflu.aed.org) containing
updated AI materials and reports.

Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
PREVENT ! ~chni~al Officer!
(b)(6)
g avel~d to Gen~va, Swi~zerland in July
2010 to participate m the last H2P Operat10ns omm1ttee meetmg and m an H2P
Program Review Team working meeting. The PRT working meeting brought together
PRT members and the IFRC-hired consultants over a period of three days to analyze the
data collected from the global interviews, country visits, and global national society
survey. Key findings and conclusions were highlighted. This information was compiled
and used by the IFRC consultants to produce a summary report, executive summary,
discussion starter, and a " meeting in the box". (b)(6) provided review, technical
editing, and guidance to finalize the product by the IFRC and PRT members.

I

r

The Operations Committee met to plan for an end-of-program meeting to be held in
Washington, DC September 2010. Also, members gave updates on how the work would
be maintained within their individual organizations and through their main focal points.
(b)(6)
KUSAID) briefed the group on a USAID-funded, UN-led global
research activity and subsequent meeting on pandemic preparedness (i.e. , "Toward a
PREVENT Quarterly Report: July 1 - September 30, 2010
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Safer World"). He indicated that the meeting would be hosted by the World Food
Programme in Rome, Italy tentatively April 2011 to demonstrate how the world is better
off today as a result of pandemic preparedness and its application through a whole-ofsociety approach. Furthermore, USAID asked that AED provide technical support on
public relations and communications towards these endeavors.
On September 27, 2010 AED hosted the H2P End-of-Program meeting with 40
representatives from partner organizations and USAID, including IFRC, CORE Group,
lnterAction, and the UN. The meeting highlighted achievements over the last three years
by H2P - including a presentation by I
(b)(6)
Ion the H2P website traffic and
patterns. The meeting also highlighted issues regarding partnership and the way forward
regarding pandemic preparedness within the humanitarian community. The lunch keynote
speaker was!
(b)(6)
I AED provided materials and
produced one-pagers summarizing partners' work over the life of H2P.
With regards to planning toward the tentative April 2011 "Toward a Safer World"
meeting, AED is working with its subcontractor G6 Partners to establish a working
strategy to rovide assistance in ublic relations and communication. PREVENT Project
Director
(b)(6)
and G6 Partners I
(b)(6 )
~ttended a
hi h-level meeting in Washington on September 28, 2010, hosted by USAID'sl (b)(6)
(b)(6)
nd the UN Chief for Influenza Coordination,
(b)(6 )
The meeting
laid out the framework, goal and objectives for the next few months leading to the Rome,
Italy 2011 meeting. Nine subgroups based on specific topics (including communication,
private sector, civil-military coordination, etc.) were established that will carry out
research on pandemic preparedness. AED will lead the communication subgroup and is
working to establish a methodology for information collection and analysis.

I

I

I

Finally, AED has continued to maintain and manage the H2P website
(http://www.pandemicpreparedness.org) and will continue to do so through December
2010 (as directed by PREVENT's USAID AOTR), at which time the utility of the
website will be reassessed. During July - September 2010, the website received 819 visits
(down from 1,000 visits last quarter), of which 64 percent were new visitors from 76
countries/territories, including the U.S., Thailand, Switzerland, Indonesia, Philippines,
Honduras, South Africa, Vietnam, Ethiopia, and Israel.

USAID/Ukraine buy-in
AED, with UNICEF/Ukraine input and US Fund for UNICEF concurrence, submitted a
$ 100,000 Grant to Public International Organization (PIO) agreement to the USAID
Agreement Officer for review and approval on April 22, 2010 (Year One, Quarter 3).
Since then, no response has been received from the USAID AO, even after numerous
written and verbal inquiries from AED and PREVENT's USAID AOTR regarding its
review and approval of the agreement. AED and PREVENT's USAID AOTR need to
have the USAID AO come to some decision in Year Two.
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USAID/Ukraine set aside in Year One $130,000 for PREVENT to support
UNICEF/Ukraine's public information campaign work in response to the HlNl outbreak
in Ukraine. The Government of Ukraine requested that the UN system support restoring
public trust in vaccinations in general, and strengthen the capacity of national healthcare
workers in close coordination with UNICEF immunization programs.
UNICEF/Ukraine activities were to include mass media for the general population,
targeted print materials and messages to school-age children, TV/radio public service
announcements for youth and urban populations, and media orientations for national
media representatives. AED was to provide limited TA and training as needed.

Financial Summary
A financial report that covers project expenditures July 1 - September 30, 2010 is
enclosed under a separate attachment. As of September 30, 2010, PREVENT has paid

(b)(4)
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PREVENT
Quarterly Report
October 1- December 31, 2010
INTRODUCTION
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International D evelopment awarded AED
the USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award
(C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00 entitled, "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity," or PREVENT. The Project
focuses on using behavior change and communication research, strategies, and
interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging pandemic threats
and avian and pandemic influenza. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is part of a
larger new USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
PREVENT is cunently focusing on emerging pandemic threats (EPT) predominantly in
the Congo and Mekong Basin areas; avian influenza (Al) in Bangladesh; Humanitarian
Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) in the context of the "Towards a Safer World" initiative;
and supporting the communications capacity of AFENET (Africa Field Epidemiology
Network) in Uganda.
During the October 1 - December 31, 2010 time period:
• US AID approved PREVENT' s Year Two work plan and budget, and provided $ 11.7 5
million in new funds to PREVENT.
• PREVENT/EPT focused on furtheling USAID's EPT collaboration and advocacy
efforts in southeast Asia and DRC; collecting and analyzing formative research with
GVFinc in Cameroon; providing technical assistance to ICDDR, B in Bangladesh
with regards to developing a communications plan promoting the prevention of Nipah
virus transmission; conducting a scoping visit with GVFinc to Gabon.
• PREVENT worked with USAID/Bangladesh, the Government of Bangladesh, and
eight other Avian and Pandemic Influenza partners to plan and facilitate a final
lessons learned workshop, conducted October 13, 2010; and conducted follow-up
development of an Al work plan for 2011.
• The Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) Initiative ended in September 2010,
and AED shifted work to the USAID-funded Towards a Safer World (TASW)
Initiative as the primary communication partner in providing public relations
guidance and research for communication in pandemic influenza preparedness and
response.
• Despite further communication with the USAID AO and USAID/Kiev, no progress
was made in the USAID AO's review and approval a $ 100,000 Grant-to-PIO
agreement with the U.S. Fund for UNICEF/New York in support of
UNICEF/Ukraine's pandemic prevention communication efforts.
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Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)

Bangladesh: PREVENT is collaborating with I
(b)(6)
~nd his team at
ICDDR,B to develop and implement an intervention to reduce transmission of Nipah
virus by increasing the use of banas or "skirts." Banas can protect data palm sap from
contamination by bats (about 50 percent of all cases of Nipah and 75 to 80 percent of
rimary transmission is related to peoples' drinking contaminated sap). In early October,
(b)(6)
and l
(b)(6)
!traveled to Bangladesh to work with ICDDR,B to
review relevant data, and identify information gaps, possible barriers and promoting
factors for behavior change. During their visit they drafted an implementation plan,
helped plan the final behavior trials, and began the process of identifying in-country
resource agencies and consultants. PREVENT and ICDDR,B are cmTently working out
the details of a contracting mechanism that will support both research and a district-wide
intervention to reduce Nipah virus through the use of banas.

I

Cameroon: In early Octoberj
(b)(6)
pn~
(b)(6)
GVFinc, traveled to
Cameroon for a formal introduction with the USAID coordinator and to discuss Mission
interests and expectations. In addition, the team worked with the in-country research
agency, White Dove Company, to finalize plans and train interviewers for a formative
research study on the context, importance, and perceptions of bushmeat hunting and food
preparation practices. Results of the study will be used to improve and expand GVFinc's
Healthy Hunter community outreach and education intervention. White Dove Company
completed the study in early December. Currently, under the leadership of Lonna
Shafritz, White Dove Company and PREVENT staff are analyzing the data.

I

I

Gabon:
(b)(6)
an
(b)(6)
October 10 - 22 (in conjunction with

VFinc, conducted a scopin visit from
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
who were traveling for PREDICT) to
identify possible PREVENT work plan
activities in Gabon for year two. Two
specific activities under consideration are
(1) developing an intervention to reduce
risk of transmission of pathogens from bats
to humans in a setting where bats are an
integral part of the culture and (2)
conducting formative research for
policy/managerial interventions to reduce
EPT exposure among mine and dam
workers near Belinga.

The team also met with U.S. Embassy staff
who were helpful in recommending and
coordinating appointments with other key
stakeholders: Wildlife Conservation Societ , Aventures Sans Frontieres, Brainforest, and
World Wildlife Federation, as well as with
(b)(6 )
who worked from the now-closed
Projet Gibier. In addition, while in Libreville, the team met with the National Parks
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Service. A key finding from the meetings with the Embassy and Brainforest is that the
Belinga mining activity is on hold; however, there are many other extractive industry
activities - mining and logging - occmTing in Gabon that may afford opportunities.
In the year two work plan, PREVENT proposed working with the International Center for
Medical Research (CIRMF) in Franceville. CIRMF, the national reference laboratory for
emerging viruses and part of the Gabon Ministry of Health, is a long-time partner with
GVFinc. in sampling and testing for emerging viruses. The PREVENT team met with f b)(61
I (b)(6) IDirector of the Emerging
Viral Pathology Department and
joined I
(b)(6)
I CIRMF
Field Sampling Coordinator, during
a bat sampling mission in the
Belinga region. During this time <~t<
I (b)(6) nd
(b)(6)
ponducted
interviews of villagers near Belinga,
(b)(6)
in Mayibout II, Mbondo, and Zadie.
They found that the villages are
small and diverse. Many villagers
come from elsewhere to look for
gold; those who are gold miners tend
to buy food rather than hunt.

I I

I

In Franceville the team also visited
GANFF, a Belgian company working with
the Ministry of Energy to oversee a Chinese
construction company building a
hydroelectric darn at Poubara Falls and
learned about working conditions there.

(b)(6)

Malaysia:!
(b)(6 )
~ttended the
PREDICT annual partners conference in
Malaysia from November 14 - 19.
PREVENT' s presence at the meeting
allowed for information shming, planning and coordination of PREDICT and PREVENT
activities globally.

I

I

Thailand:
(b)(6 )
land
(b)(6)
~aveled to Bangkok, Thailand from
November 8 - 12 to meet with USAID/RDMA to discuss regional activities and to work
with AED/Bangkok staff to interview candidates for several PREVENT positions. They
also met with RESPOND to discuss regional activities.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

land
of FAO.

I

(b)(6 )
(b)(6)

et withl
(b)(6)
land Dr.
is currently setting up a price monitoring
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activity for livestock at a Thailand-Laos border area that seems to be a gateway route to
Vietnam. The aim is to apply FAQ's experience and understand implications for
monitoring prices of wildlife. FAQ has yet to implement the activity, but agreed to share
lessons learned. PREVENT has proposed price monitoring in areas near borders to
explore cross-border price fluctuations as potential indicators for predicting/monitoring
wildlife animal trade.

Iat USAID/RDMA recommended that PREVENT staff speak to

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

a

local wild animal expert, while in Bangkok. The goal of the meeting was to apprise (b)(6)
I (b)(6) pf PREVENT activities occurring regionally and utilize his knowledge to inform
those activities. The outcome of the meeting was an open door to future collaboration.
In conjunction with other on-going activities, a pretest of PREVENT' s wild animal
consumption questionnaire was conducted in Bangkok for inclusion in an omnibus
survey next quarter.

I

I

Vietnam:
(b)(6)
attended the Vietnam EPT launch and participated in the
review of the coordinated EPT partner country-level work plan from October 18 -21,
2010.

I

Global:
(b)(6)
Jand PREVENT consultant,!
(b)(6)
Itraveled to EcoHealth
Alliance s office m ew York City to discuss development of a survey approach for
estimating human-animal contact rates in a variety of settinr. The group agreed to work
on developing a protocol for a study, with!
(b)(6)
taking the lead.
PREVENT will use omnibus surveys to find out how common it is for the general
population to eat wild animal meat, of what type, how often, where they obtain it, what
their preferences are, and reasons for their preferences. This quarter the omnibus survey
was pretested in Thailand and Cameroon. After a competitive procurement, PREVENT
selected two agencies that will implement the set of questions next quarter in Southeast
Asia (Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia) and Africa (Gabon, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Cameroon, and Uganda).

AFENET (African Field Epidemiology Network)
AED is working with the AFENET Secretariat to provide technical assistance in
communication and public affairs planning and implementation.I
(b)(6)
~raveled
to the headquarters in Kampala, Uganda from December 5 - 10, 2010. The purpose of the
visit was to conduct initial meetings with AFENET's senior management team including
the executive directo
(b)(6)
and members of the Public
Affairs Office (b)(6)
In addition to the
AFENET staff,
(b)(6)
et with Abt consultant,
(b)(6)
who is
providing technical assistance to AFENET on systems and management and with
representatives from the local service industry, research firms, and communication
agencies.
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AED posted advertisements for a public affairs officer for AFENET with the a lication
deadline set for mid-January, 2011. In January, AED communication advisor
(b)(6)
I (b)(6) !will travel to Kampala to conduct a technical communication audit, interview
potential candidates, and based on his findings design a communication plan.

Avian Influenza (Al)
PREVENT' s AI efforts this quarter focused on preparations for the US AID/Bangladesh
Lessons Learned and Dissemination Workshop held on October 13, 2010 in Dhaka,
Bangladesh and revising the work plan for the next year of the project.
Bangladesh: On October 13, 2010, PREVENT, working with USAID/Bangladesh, the
Government of Bangladesh, and eight Avian and Pandemic Influenza partners, held the
"USAID/Bangladesh Lessons Learned and Dissemination Workshop: H5Nl." Over 100
paiticipants from key ministries of the Government of Bangladesh, WHO, FAO,
UNICEF, USAID officials and funded projects, and local NGOs were present to discuss
the past four years of avian influenza prevention and response achievements and
challenges. The workshop consisted of nine technical sessions providing participants with
a focused overview on AI issues within the region.
Following the Lessons Learned Workshop,
PREVENT technical consultant!
(b)(6)
I
(b)(6) ~ et with the PREVENT team in November
to finalize the Bangladesh December 2010 (b)(6)
September 2011 work plan. The objective of the
work plan is to reduce the incidents of H5Nl virus
among key audiences in Bangladesh with an
emphasis on advocacy among public and private
sector and the government through appropriate
communication working groups; engagement of the private sector to reduce incidents in
the work place; capacity building of health care workers on counseling on nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPI); and monitoring impact of these activities.

I

ligyru: USAID/Cairo has expressed an interest for AED to explore adapting its global AI
prevention and risk communication strategies and activities in Egypt. A one-week
exploratory visit by PREVENT Senior Communication Officer
(b)(6)
lis scheduled
for early January 2011 to meet with USAID/Cairo, other U.S. Government agency
officials, Government of Egypt stakeholders, national avian and pandemic organizations,
and international donors. In-country consultant!
(b)(6)
~ill be assisting!
(b)(6)
I
to orient relevant stakeholders on AED 's AI communication strategies, materials, and
impact; learn of USAID and GOE strategies and expectations; and begin identifying local
communication, logistical, research, training, and management resources to design and
implement activities.

I
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HlNl

I

(b)(6)
!attended the "WHO Pandemic Influenza A (HlNl) Vaccine Deployment
Initiative: Main Operational Lessons Learned" (13 - 15 December 2010) in Geneva. The
focus on the activity was to capture what happened, how activities could be improved,
and what worked. Attendees included representatives from donors, countries,
pharmaceutical companies, and contractors. The outcome of the meeting was
identification of 10 key lessons that ranged from the need to find better ways to
communicate about vaccine safety to looking at alternate packaging technologies for
efficiency and environmental concerns to maintaining a framework for contracts between
donor governments and manufacturers to expedite legal agreements during future
pandemics.

Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
As the Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) Initiative came to an end in
September 2010, USAID requested PREVENT's participation in the USAID-funded
Towards a Safer World (TASW) Initiative led by UNSIC and WFP, whose aim is to
mainstream pandemic prevention findings and strategies into broader global disaster
reduction initiatives (such as the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction). Under
the direction of PREVENT Project Director
(b)(6l
AED will serve as the
primary communication partner in providing public relations guidance (through
PREVENT subrecipient G6 Partners) and in documenting lessons learned from
communication in pandemic influenza preparedness and response. A conference will be
held at WFP in June 2011 that will be used to disseminate information collected from 10
working groups (including communication) and provide guidance to stakeholders in this
field.

I

I

Following the September 2010 TASW launch meeting, AED hosted a communication
workshop on October 24 organized by PREVENT Technical Officer!
(b)(6)
land
facilitated by G6 Partners
(b)(6)
~- The workshop brought
together key TASW Working Group members from UNSIC, WPP, USAID, WHO, AED,
and IMC. From this workshop, a communication strategy and planning document was
developed in order to establish communication roles and activities leading up to the June
2011 T ASW Conference. The strategy document was circulated among meeting
participants and will be finalized at a later date.

I

I

In December, AED hired
(b)(6)
Ito serve as a consultant and lead researcher for the
TASW sector group on communication.
(b)(6) ~s completing a literature review on
communication products and materials resulting from pandemic preparedness and
response since 2005. In addition, she will interview key informants from various
organizations and regions to identify key lessons and changes in the field of
communication as a result of pandemic preparedness. In the first quarter of 2011,l(b)(6I
(b)(6) lwill present a collection of findings to AED that will be shared with the wider
TASW working group.

I

I
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AED organized a follow-up meeting to the October 24 workshop on December 16, in
Geneva, Switzerland. The meeting was held in the UN-PIC offices with participants
from USAID, WPP, WHO, and UNSIC, in addition to l
(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
jfrom AED/G6. The meeting helped finalize agreements on the
communication strategy, framework and timeline. In addition, a logo for the TASW
Initiative and developed by G6 Partners was agreed upon at the meeting.

I

The H2P Program Review final product was completed by the IFRC in November 2010.
This review was a collaborative effort of H2P partners including AED, through Technical
Officer,!
(b)(6)
The H2P Program Review report will be placed on the H2P
website for wider distribution. AED has continued to maintain and manage the H2P
website (http://www.pandemicpreparedness.org) and under the direction of PREVENT's
USAID AOTR will extend the website through September 2011. During the quarter
(October - December 2010), the website received 738 visits (showing another decline
from the last quarter), of which 56 percent were new visitors from 78
countries/territories, including the U.S., Indonesia, Switzerland, India, Germany, Canada,
UK, Thailand, Vietnam, and Australia.

I

USAID/Ukraine buy-in
AED, with UNICEF/Ukraine input and U.S. Fund for UNICEF concmTence, submitted a
$100,000 Grant to Public International Organization (PIO) agreement to the USAID
Agreement Officer for review and approval on April 22, 2010 (Year One, Quarter 3).
Since then, no response has been received from the USAID AO, even after numerous
written and verbal inquiries from AED and PREVENT' s USAID AOTR.
USAID/Ukraine set aside in Year One $ 130,000 for PREVENT to support UNICEF's
public information campaign work in response to the HlNl outbreak in Ukraine. The
Government of Ukraine requested that the UN system support restoring public trust in
vaccinations in general, and strengthen the capacity of national healthcare workers in
close coordination with UNICEF immunization programs. UNICEF activities were to
include mass media for the general population, targeted print materials and messages to
school-age children, TV/radio public service announcements for youth and urban
populations, and media orientations for national media representatives. AED was to
provide limited TA and training as needed. AED will work with PREVENT's AOTR in
Year Two to encourage resolution of this issue by the USAID AO.

Financial Summary
A financial report that covers project expenditures October 1 - December 3 1, 2010 is
enclosed under a separate attachment. As of December 3 1, 2010, PREVENT has paid

(b)(4)
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded AED the USAID
Client Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A00-07-00004-00 entitled, "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication
Support Activity," or PREVENT. The Project focuses on using behavior change and communication
research, strategies, and interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging
pandemic threats and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is part of a
larger new USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
PREVENT is currently focusing on emerging pandemic threats (EPT) predominantly in the Congo and
Mekong Basin areas; avian influenza (AI) in Bangladesh; Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
in the context of the "Towards a Safer World" initiative; and supporting the communications capacity
of AFENET (Africa Field Epidemiology Network) in Uganda.

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
In the second quarter of this year PREVENT started the Extractive Industry Working Group, developed
research protocols and instruments and pretested selected instruments, continued to develop the "Safe
Hunter Plus" intervention, and carried out intensive planning for Asia and Republic of Congo (ROC)
activities. I

(b)(6)

ISenior Program Manager, joined the PREVENT team during this quarter taking

the lead on the Extractive Industries Working Group. The role of PREVENT in countries continues to
be formalized through the completion of three country-specific workplans in Southeast Asia and a
formal meeting to introduce the EPT Program in Lao PDR. This process continues into next quarter
beginning with an antic ipated EPT meeting on April 14th in Cameroon.
Global Activities

Extractive Industries Working Group: PREVENT convened PREDICT, PREVENT, RESPOND and
USAID members to work together on the Extractive Industries Working Group. The working group
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explored different frames for discussing how extractive industry practices encourage human-animal
contact. The working group focused on logging activities to develop sample tables that indicate
potential direct impact and secondary impact from road construction activities, and highlight current
best management practices. Through this exercise the working group identified potential challenges
and, where appropriate, possible solutions.

Technical Presentations: At the quarterly EPT meeting, held March 23 rd and 24th , PREVENT played an
active role, contributing two technical presentations.

I

(b)(6)

pnd!

and future activities of the Extractive Industries Working Group, andl

~resented on current

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

IPREVENT

Technical Director, presented on behavior change and its role within EPT programs.
Project Directorl~__(b_)(_6)_ _~1gave a presentation about PREVENT at the WHO IHR Risk
Communication and Capacity Building working group meeting in Lyon, France March16-18, 2011.
st

PREVENT also provided input on a PowerPoint presented in Melbourne, Australia at the 1
International One Health Conference by the Project's USAID AOTR,I

(b)(6)

Development of Protocols: During the second quarter PREVENT staff drafted five research protocols,
for a market study (including market mapping, rapid ethnography and interviews along the value
chain), documentation of human-animal contact, price/quantity monitoring of wild animal meat, a
photo diary formative research approach and behavior trials of possible behaviors to include in the
improved Safe Hunter Plus program. Individuals were tasked with developing assigned research
protocols; then, through group working sessions the protocols were analyzed and improved.

Development of Instruments for Market Observations: The market study has two objectives:
documenting risky practices in the market that may increase the possibil ity of transmission of EPT
viruses, and improving our understanding of factors that affect supply and demand for wild animal
meat. During this quarter, the group worked on:
•

Market mapping tools to document key characteristics of markets as well as roadside
displays of wild animals/meat for sale. These tools were used in Cameroon after pretesting
(see below). The mapping information will be used to select the sample of markets for
intense study.

•

Instruments to guide observations of the market, including general observations of how
animals and meat are handled and stored as well as specific observations of vendors,
butchers and those cooking and serving food. First drafts of seven specific instruments--
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general observation, observation of activities at close of market (storage, cleaning), vendors,
butchers, food stall vendors, "shopper follows" and "meat follows"--were completed and
pretested in Yaounde and Douala. They are currently being consolidated and revised.
Administration of Global Viral Forecasting Incorporated (GVF!nc) Activities: To streamline the
contractual relationship between AED and GVFinc, AED initiated an Indefinite Quantity
Subagreement (IQS) mechanism. Under the IQS individual task orders are issued for specific tasks.
This quarter, four new task orders were issued to GVFinc to carry out specific activities in Cameroon
(two TOs), Republic of Congo, and a regional literature review on protein alternatives. The task order
process will continue into next quarter starting with a task order outlining activities in Gabon and
further activities in Cameroon.
Congo Basin
Regional activities
Consumer survey: During the previous quarter PREVENT identified a firm to carry out an omnibus
consumer survey. The selected firm went through a merger, temporarily slowing its survey
implementation schedule. It is anticipated that the omnibus will be fielded in Africa, namely in
Cameroon, Uganda, ROC, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), and Gabon during the third quarter.
The consumer survey questionnaire continues to be refined; this quarter the draft instrument was
further pretested and revised during visits to Cameroon and ROC.
Review ofalternatives to wild animal meat: In Central and West Africa various NGOs have
experimented with encouraging villagers to raise animals - ranging from chickens and fish to duikers,
cane rats, pangolins and snails - instead of hunting wild animal meat. This quarter GVFinc' sl

I

(b)(6)

Iunder the direction o~

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Ibegan work on a literature review of new protein

alternatives (i.e., not chickens or fish) in West and Central African countries.

I

(b)(6)

I

lwill identify

and review relevant published and "grey" literature inventorying programs, noting program duration,
location, key stakeholders, the cost of implementation and reported successes and failures of these
programs. As preliminary research has revealed a number of national organizations and networks, she
and other PREVENT staff are carrying out selected key inforn1ant interviews to obtain additional
information. For example, in Cameroon, AED'~

(b)(6)

Ian~

(b)(6)

lmet with the

coordinator of the Cane Rat Association of Cameroon (representing 700 cane rat farmers) capturing
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information on the scope and history of cane rat production in Cameroon for use in the literature
review. The final report is expected at the end of June.
Republic of Congo (ROC)

In March,I
(b)(6)
landl (b)(6)
!completed a two-week
scoping visit to ROC. The Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) is
the PREDICT project's partner in ROC. One of the maj or objectives
of the visit was to learn more about WCS activities in the country
and determine what activities PREVENT might carry out in ROC.
During the visit._l__
(b_)(6_) _ _,landl

(b)(6)
rorked closely with
WCS staff. They visited WCS program field sites in Ngombe and

Moukangounda, where WCS is conducting surveillance of primate
mortality. They observed the reporting network, reviewed
surveillance system reports, and interviewed key informants about
the surveillance system. They observed WCS community
conservation education activities and provided feedback to WCS on

Figure 1. Restaurant Menu in ROG •
"Monkey Stew"

possibilities for improving WCS educational activities.

I

_,landl (b)(6)
conducted key informant interviews with logging company staff to
understand factors related to the companies' checking of logging vehicles to make sure they are not

.__
(b_)(6_) _

carrying wild animal meat. They visited markets, pretesting three of the market observation tools for
further refinement of the tools and the market ethnography protocol.
Throughout their visit

(b__
)(6_) _

. _ I_ _

_,land

I

(b)(6)

Imet with a number of key individuals and

stakeholders. They briefed, upon arrival, and debriefed, upon departure, with the U.S. Ambassador,
(b)(6)

IThey also met withl

Lab, ROC Ministry of Health;!

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

INational Public Health

IEpidemic Alert and Verification Officer,

Epidemic and Pandemic Alert and Response Disease Prevention and Control Cluster (DPC), World
Health Organization, Africa (AFRO); Dr. Youssouf Gamatie, WHO Representative in Congo;
(b)(6)

Attache de Cooperation, EU Delegation;!

(b)(6)

IEU Delegation;!

(b)(6)

I

I

(b)(6)

I

__

._
_, Production and Education Outreach, International Conservation and Education Fund
(INCEF); andl (b)(6) l environmental consultant/restaurant owner in Ouesso, ROC.
(b)(6)
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(b)(6)

;---------,----'

a GVFinc staff person working at the Kinshasa School of Public Health, and

(from UCLA) came from Kinshasa, DRC, to Brazzaville, ROC, to participate in a

(b)(6)

one-day working session withl

(b)(6)

land !

(b)(6)

IThey discussed likely behavioral risk

factors for monkeypox (what factors have/have not been examined; type and strength of the evidence
for their relation to monkeypox transmission).
A more detailed account of the ROC visit is available in the ROC trip report.
Cameroon

Market mapping: D uring this quarterJ....__(b_)(_6_) _ _.I GVFinc/Yaounde, conducted a market mapping in
Cameroon (from about 60 miles south of Yaounde to the border with Gabon), reporting back on the
instruments and the fi ndings such as the number and types of markets and estimated number of the
animals available. His feedback will provide input to refine the market scoping instruments and assist
in determining the markets selected in Cameroon.

Improving the "Healthy Hunter" Program: In October 2010, PREVENT carried out an assessment of
the Healthy Hunter Program implemented by GVFinc in Cameroon. During this quarter, White Dove,
the subcontractor who completed the assessment under the direction of the PREVENT research team
submitted qualitative and quantitative data files. AED' sl
the Bangkok office) and

I

been completed.

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

l(a research analyst in

Iworked to clean the quantitative files; an analysis file has just

(b)(6)

lwill carry out analysis of the data - this census of two villages will

provide information about the distribution of practices, i.e., the proportions of men who hunt
intensively, not so intensively, and not at all.

I

A team led by ....._ (_b)(_6)_ .....,I consisting of....
l _ _ _ _ _(_b)_(6_) ---;:...-:...-_-_-_-:::..I_an--.d I (b)(6)
analyzed the qualitative results and synthesized them, with review byl
(b)(6)
pnd~l- (b-)(6
_)_

_,

Based on the findings, and degree of feasibility, six key behaviors were selected for behavioral trials.

I

(b)(6)

!developed a request for an IRB exemption, and the AED's Internal Review Board

exempted the study from review March 21, 201 l.

(b)(6)

!and I

(b)(6)

I traveled

to Cameroon in late March to begin implementation of the

th

behavior trials. On March 30 training of the behavioral trials field team commenced. The objective of
the behavior trials is to determine which behaviors should be included in a "Safe Hunter Plus" program
(which are most do-able) and to identify the best ways to encourage people to adopt them, that is,
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identify the barriers to adoption as well as possible perceived benefits. Of the six identified behaviors,
four are already included in the Healthy Hunter education program; for these the behavior trials will
foc us on barriers/incentives for adopting the behavior:

l.

Protect skin while hunting (to avoid cuts and blood exposure)

2.

Wrap raw wild animal meat after it is butchered to avoid direct contact with the meat

3.

Wash hands with soap and water

4.

•

after touching animal blood or foces

•

before preparing food

•

before eating

•

after cutting yourself

A void handling wild animal meat when you have open sores.

In addition, the behavior trials will test two new behaviors. For these the behavior trials will focus on
feasibility and acceptability of the behavior as well as possible barriers and incentives:
5. Avoid eating fruit touched/bitten by wild animals
6. Protect family from wild animal feces
In Cameroon,~!__(b_)(_6_) -~landj

(b)(6)

jpretested seven instruments drafted for the market

ethnography. The outcome of the instrument pretesting will be used to finalize the market
ethnography protocol and instruments next quarter.
(b)(6)

contact

I

land!
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

lmet with U.S. Ambassador!

land the USAID point of

(b)(6)

Ito d iscuss the PREVENT activities.

I

(b)(6)

lwill participate in a

meeting to formally initiate EPT activities in Cameroon on April 14th .

Mekong Basin
'Country Packets' including country specific workplan narratives and GANTT charts were finalized in
collaboration with the missions and EPT partners for Lao PDR, Vietnam, and Thailand. Next quarter
we anticipate contributing to the final Country Packet for Cambodia.
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Regional Activities
In Southeast Asia, the first phase of the consumer survey, through an omnibus mechanism, was fielded
in Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia. Data were received the last week of the quarter and are
currently being analyzed. PREVENT bought into the survey to find out how common it is for the
general population to eat wild animal meat, of what type, and the frequency of consumption. Species of
particular interest to PREVENT - rodents (rats, squirrels, mice), bats, and primates - were the focus of
the questionnaire, wh ich also included some questions about attitudes about eating wild animal meat.
The surveys were conducted as phone interviews in urban and peri-urban areas of each country. Next
quarter a country and regional analysis of the data will be undertaken and the results will be shared.
Lao PDR
In Lao PDR an EPT Program roundtable was held February 27th in Vientiane.

I

(b)(6)

presented on behalf of PREVENT. EPT program partners, USAID partners and the government
counterparts were present, including!
NEIDCO) and

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

~ representing the Lao PDR government (from

KDLF Director General). On March 3, 2011 ,

I

(b)(6)

Ion behalf

of AED, signed the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the National Emerging Infectious
Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO) and AED. The NEIDCO-AED agreement builds on AED's
previous work in Lao PDR and extends collaboration on emerging infectious diseases through March
2013.
In the wake of the Vietnam country packet finalization AED ' sl

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I

land

(b)(6)

Itraveled to Hanoi to discuss PREVENT activities with USAID and meet with potential
partners. Two meetings were held with USAID, one to
focus on PREVENT exclusively and a second that
brought together representatives from the four EPT
projects for a larger EPT Vietnam program discussion.
In the one-on-one meeting USAID/Vietnam informed
(b)(6)

landl

(b)(6)

lthat USAID will sign

a Memorandum of Intent (MOI) with the government of
Vietnam for all EPT partners. USAID/Vietnam
encouraged PREVENT to talk to all organizations in
Vietnam who are engaged in wildlife trade
Figure 2. Cho Hom Market, Hanoi

communication activities to find out what messages
have been used and what worked well and what did not
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work well. They specifically recommended that PREVENT contact the U.N. Food and Agriculture
Organization and Abt Associates to learn about their past work in markets in Vietnam.
On March 16 - 17, 2011, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development implemented the
"Wildlife and Emerging Infectious Diseases in Vietnam - current activities and visions for the future"
workshop with support from the US AID' s EPT Program.I

(b)(6)

landl

(b)(6)

Iattended

the two-day workshop, which brought together animal, wildlife, and human health stakeholders to

I

identify strengths and gaps in the current system. The workshop's opening speakers included (b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

IUSAID Mission Director,!

IDepartment of Animal Health, andI

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Director of Forest Protection Department. The workshop served as a stepping off point to begin
strengthening communication and cooperation between ministries, local organizations, international
organizations, private sector, and individual stakeholders.
~(b_)(6_) _~land

I

(b)(6)

!worked closely with

I

I

(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
to
WCS, specifically!
explore possible synergies between PREVENT and WCS.

I

(b)(6)

land

I

(b)(6)

plso met with 30

stakeholders, representing government officials, agencies,
individuals and local and international development firms.

l __(_b)(_6l_ ~lmet

Throughout the visit ....
l __(_
b)_
(6_
) _....,land ....

with potential research partners and consultants, creating a
list of knowledgeable potential local researchers.

Figure 3. Mobile Street Food vendor, Hanoi

PREVENT activities were further informed by input from WCS, TRAFFIC, and Education for Nature
Vietnam. A productive visit to two large markets to pretest the market ' mapping' instruments was
carried out. PREVENT continues to network with contacts made in country and will continue to
update and revise Vietnam PREVENT activities based on information gathered.
Thailand
A "handover" ceremony with UNSIC for the Pandemic Preparedness Forum (PPF), along with ADPC
and RESPOND, happened this quarter in Bangkok, Thailand. The name of the PPF was officially
changed to the Emerging Infectious Disease Forum. A list of themes for the remainder of the monthly
meetings for 2011 has been developed.
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!co-chaired the session on Risk Communication, at the United Nations System Workshop

(b)(6)

on Animal and Pandemic Influenza in Asia Pacific held in Bangkok on February 3-4, 2011.

African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
US AID has been a key supporter of the African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET), and as part
of PREVENT's scope of work AED is providing technical assistance in establishing a strong working
Public Affairs Office located at the AFENET Secretariat in Kampala. This is a follow-on to work
begun in 2009. AED and the AFENET leadership conducted a competitive interview process to
identify a public affairs director~

lwas selected and began work March 14th. She formerly

(b)(6)

was with AAR Health Services (Uganda) Ltd and has experience in public affairs office start-up and
working with the private and commercial sector. She and the public affairs staff are located at the
Secretariat.
To continue o ur technical support to AFENET, AED's communication advisor, ._l_ _(b_)(_6)_ __,~ has
visited Kampala in January and again in March to assist in designing the communication work plan and
implementation plan.
(b)(6)

I

lhas worked closely withl

(b)(6)

Iexecutive director,~

Ideputy executive director and head of science and public affairs, I

head of programs, andl

(b)(6)

in public affairs. He worked withl

I (b)(6)

(b)(6)

IIT manager,

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Inew initiatives officer, to identify their interests and needs
(b)(6)

!scientific writer,!

Inetwork administrator, and I

leditor,I

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

!editor of the Pan-

African Medical Journal (PAMJ) to develop the communication plan.
On March 17, 2011,._l_ _(_b)_(6_) _ ____.lanctl~__(_b)_(6_) -~lmet with ~I_ _ _(b_)(_6)_ _~
USAID/Uganda Mission, to present the AFENET communication and implementation work plan. The
mission works with 14 journalists from the international press corps who may be included in the
AFENET media breakfast, tentatively scheduled for June 20 l l.

(b)(6)

IAED program officer, visited Kampala in March to orient I
I

program and operations procedures. AED has on the ground a financial officer,
working with other AED projects in Uganda~
work for AFENET and

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

lin AED

I

jwill provide financial support to AED's

Ioriented her to the PREVENT Project.
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AED identified through a competitive bidding process an
advertising/communication agency to support the public affairs
office; and a web design/IT company to update the AFENET
web page and to create an intranet that will connect all 19

(b)(6)

AFENET countries together.
Planning has begun for a series of applied communication
workshops and media training workshops for members of the

Figure 4. Winning group photograph

network. Tentative dates have been set for Anglophone Africa
in Kampala from May 30- June 2, 2011 and Francophone Africa from June 6- 10, 2011 in Burkina.
AED will conduct a master training for representatives in the Secretariat and in countries to build their
capacity in these important communication areas.
From March 29- 30, 2011

I

(b)(6)

!conducted a Basic

Photography and Digital Editing training for the AFENET Public
Affairs Unit as well as the AFENET field team that are usually
(b)(6)

tasked with taking pictures of activities and meetings in which
they participate. The training consisted of basic photography tips
on composition, background selection, lighting, proper use of the
flash, photo directing, composing people' s pictures and basic
photo retouching and enhancement. In total, there were four

Figure 5. Most creative group photograph

sessions conducted over the two day period with a total of 18
people including AFENET's executive director,!
(b)(6)
and deputy executive director,l(b)(6I

I

(b)(6)

I

I

Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)/Towards a Safer World (TASW)
AED has continued to maintain and manage the H2P website (http://www.pandemicpreparedness.org)
and under the direction of PREVENT' s USAID AOTR will continue to do this until September 201 1.
During January- March 2011 period, the website received 582 visits (showing another decline from the
last quarter), of which nearly 60 percent were new visitors from 78 countries/territories, including the
U.S., Belarus, India, Indonesia, Switzerland, Philippines, Spain, Germany, and Turkey.
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AED has been supporting the
Towards a Safer World Initiative
in various capacities since the
TASW launch in the Fall of 2010.
The three main areas that PREVENT has been supporting are communication research and writing,
publ ic relations and advocacy, and development ofan online portal/community. In addition, through
PREVENT resource partner, G6 Partners, AED has been supporting the development and
implementation of the TASW Communication Strategy including public relations and advocacy efforts.
This has included the creation of the TASW logo and tagline.
PREVENT consultant I

(b)(6)

Ideveloped a paper for the communication sector that was shared

with the T ASW working group in mid-February. The communication paper was the result of a
combination of literature review and key informant interviews.

I(b)(6) ~nterviewed various stakeholders

that had been involved in pandemic preparedness in the communication sector including individuals
from UNICEF, UNSIC, PAHO/WHO, IFRC, WHO, AED, Save the Children, FAO, and CARE. The
paper will undergo further edits based on feedback from the TASW working group members and
additional information collection from country-level actors.
On March 8- 10, 2011, Senior
Communication Advisor~l- -(b_)_(6-) - ~
Technical Officer!
Partners'!

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I and G6

!traveled to Rome,

Italy, for a TASW planning meeting at the
World Food Programme. They participated
WhatlsTASW?

.........,.·----•.,_.f!ISMl.111
__._......
..........
_.....,

1 . - ~. . . -

.....,.___ _ dllf._

_

lrpl.fll!M. . . . . .~-~
~

,.._.....,dot

tbtVlll_,.~ ..

T . .• ...... • S.ln-W(TASW)

l•l\l•tJ..-.

FAQs
~

...............
__ .................
...................
,.__.............
_,_,......,.~....,._

~,-.r_.•~•.....,
,__.
...._
IIM!_..,_.._.,,..,.,..
..._,..._,_

-

in the three-day meeting hosted by the WFP
in order to discuss research papers for the 10

-

, ,,,,. ... _....iw-..t..... 111

'~"'""--"""'",..._......,.....
.....""
:::::-.....
.... .,.ap_ ,_,..
~

identified sectors (including the
aforementioned communication paper), and
to facil itate a third day regarding the

......,_-:.

communication support under TASW. Based on the three day meeting, AED will support the TASW
working group in developing a packaged product of the ten papers in addition to an overarching chapter
that will be disseminated at the T ASW Conference in Rome, Italy. In addition, in anticipation of the
May 2011 UN-ISDR Global Platform meeting where T ASW will be responsible for a plenary session,
AED will help develop a product that can be shared with conference participants. This product will be
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used to better inform the participants on the T ASW and the overarching themes learned over the last 6
years of pandemic preparedness.
On March 22, 2011 several TASW working group members came to Washington, DC to participate in
a follow-up to the Rome planning meeting. I
(WFP), I
(USAID),I

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

- G6 Partners), and

I

KWFP), I
l(AED),I
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

l(USAID),

(b)(6)

l(WFP),I
l(AED),

I

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

l(UNDP)~

(b)(6)

KPREVENT Resource Partner

l(AED) identified 4 overarching themes that crossed the 10

identified sectors and could be used in a product that will help planners and stakeholders for future
pandemics or large scale emergencies. This product will be developed by AED and shared by the
TASW members at the UN-ISDR Global Platform meeting in May 2011 in Geneva, Switzerland.
Furthermore, based on the discussion of the meeting participants the T ASW Conference will be
postponed until September 2011.
The other key activity that the PREVENT project is doing in support of T ASW is the creation of a
TASW online website/community. PREVENT developed a temporary website that has information
regarding TASW and the meeting. Two web addresses were procured for this activity;
http://www.towardsasaferworld.org and http://www.towardasaferworld.org. This temporary website
will be used until a permanent website will be developed by Forum One Communications. Forum One
Communications was awarded a contract after an RFP process in order to develop the permanent web
portal for T ASW including the creation of an online community. This website which is targeted for an
early May public launch will be used as the primary resource for sharing information with the public
regarding T ASW. In addition, this website will be used by registered users for information exchange
and product sharing that can help strengthen the existing sector reports and build consensus leading up
to the TASW Conference in Rome, Italy. Furthermore, TASW will be using different types of social
media to further promote itself, including Twitter (@tasw_initiative) and YouTube.

Avian Influenza (AI)/Bangladesh
AED' s consultant,_!_ _ _(_b)_(6_) _ __.lhas traveled to Bangladesh twice in this quarter (February 17March 4 and March 12- 20). His scope of work and activities included meetings with the appropriate
ministries and agencies of the government of Bangladesh (Ministry of Health and Department of
Livestock Services), as well as international and national NGOs, World Bank, FAO, UNICEF, the
Bangladesh Poultry Association, and three private sector companies involved in hygiene and sanitation,
to plan for and begin implementation of the communication activities for flu outbreaks. Meetings were
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also held with USAID/Bangladesh. The outcome of these meetings was to obtain agreement with all
parties on a common response to avian influenza. The private sector meetings that were of importance
to the non-pharmaceutical interventions being proposed were with Unilever, ACT, and Squared, all
manufacturers of soaps and/or antiseptic hand gels.
The government's request has focused on our work being conducted in seven districts and focusing
on live bird markets. During!

(b)(6)

!second TDY there were a few human cases of HSNl virus

reported, and the emphasis switched to responding to those outbreak areas with continued emphas is

~ and AED
lwill visit Dhaka in mid-April to put the communication

on non-pharmaceutical interventions. AED's regional director,!
communication consultant!

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

activities in place and to finalize the Letter of Agreement between Uni lever and AED and work out
specific details. Trip reports and background documents will be submitted to USAID with details of
the meetings and next steps.

Financial Summary
A financial report that covers project expenditures January I- March 31, 2011 is enclosed under a
seoarate attachment. As of March 31, 2011, PREVENT has oaid out I

/b\/4\

(b)(6)
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded FHI 360 the USAID
Client Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A00-07-00004-00 entitled, "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication
Support Activity," or PREVENT. The Project focuses on using behavior change and communication
research, strategies, and interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging
pandemic threats and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT , a cooperative agreement, is part of a
larger new USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
PREVENT is currently focusing on emerging pandemic threats (EPT) predominantly in the Congo and
Mekong Basin areas; avian influenza (Al) in Bangladesh; Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
in the context of the "Towards a Safer World" initiative; and supporting the communications capacity
of AFENET (Africa Field Epidemiology Network) in Uganda.

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
Global Activities
Extractive Industries Working Group
Over this quarter the Extractive Ind ustries Working Group reconfirmed with USAID the expectation
for this work group: to have a completed toolkit that contains the risk assessment tool and a set of
mitigation strategies companies can adopt as well as guidance for countries on regulations that need to
be established and enforced. While each project may not have direct extractive industries activities, all
projects will contribute to the meetings and review materials as they are developed.
The group further refined the specific extractive industry tables on impacts that affect wildl ife
dynamics to focus on impacts on the three types of animals of highest interest - rodents, bats, and
primates - and whether these impacts increase the potential for disease transmission. In addition, the
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group has developed a table that looks at impacts that affect human-wildlife dynamics. PREVENT
developed a table that examines how to improve current practices. While the current emphasis is
individual and community practices, the table can and should be expanded to industry practices as well.
The group reviewed the PREDICT Risk Assessment Tool and provided substantive comments on its
content. This is being further revised and will come back to the group at a later date. RESPOND is
developing a paper to help elucidate the evidence base for human-wildlife contact/exposure within the
extractive industry sector. Eventually this paper will link with transmission but is not currently set to do
that in this initial stage.
Meetings with colleagues already working more closely with extractive industries indicated that
engaging an entire industry requires a lot of time to build trust and develop consensus. An interim
strategy might be to engage a particular company to develop some guidelines and tools and test some
approaches that can then be advanced higher up within the industry community. The EIWG is
discussing possibilities.
Development/Refinement of Protocols and Tools
Market ethnography. During the third quarter PREVENT staff revised the research protocol for the

market ethnography, including consent forms, draft instruments for vendor and butcher observations
and interviews, a market manager interview, and shopper exit interviews.
(b)(6)
GYFinc
Program Manager, organized a rapid pretest of the consent forms and instruments in Yaounde

I

I

following a brief training. Comments from the interviewers indicated that the forms are difficult to
follow; in addition, there was a high refusal rate. PREVENT has decided that this result warrants
revision of the forms and an intensive field test of the consent process, instruments and operational
procedures first outside Yaounde and then, when forms have been finalized, at a city market. The field
test is scheduled for early August. Once the instruments have been finalized, the protocol will be
submitted for IRB approval. We expect the market ethnography to be implemented late in Q4.
Human exposure to animals. It is important that human-animal exposure surveys are adapted to the

country, sub-population and setting in which they are implemented. To develop survey instruments that
are accurate, valid and relevant, PREVENT will conduct formative research to guide finalization of the
survey instruments in each country. During this quarter, staff finalized a research protocol for
developmental testing of tools for the formative research.
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The formative study will elicit information about:
l. Animal names: What are the local names of the key animals of interest - various
types of bats, primates and rodents?
2. Animal domains: What categories do people use when they think about animals?
For example, will asking about "wildlife" elicit reports about peri-domestic
contact with rodents or should there be questions about both "wildlife" and
"pests"?
3. Animal roles: What cultural, religious or legal issues may make it difficult to
obtain information?
4. Animal contacts: How do people recognize/categorize their exposure to animals
(direct or indirect)?
It will employ both individual interviews and foc us group discussio ns. The developmental study,
which is o ngoing in Thailand, w ill involve both a test of the effectiveness of alternate tools to gather
information as well as a determination of the optimal representations of animals to use in administering
them.
The following tools will be tested:
1. Identify animals- you see/touch/smell/hear/taste: Focus group participants will be asked to
name animals that they see, touch, hear, smell or taste , or whose excretions/secretions they see
or touch (or are touched by). (animal names, co ntacts)
2. Identify animals- in different spheres of life: Partic ipants will be asked to name the animals that
they may come in contact with in different locations - in the house, near the house, while
farming etc. (animal names, contacts)
3. Free pile sorting: Participants will be asked to sort representations of animals into groups, with
the selection of groups determined by the participants. (animal domains, names)
4. Guided free listing: Participants will be asked to list all animals that are like the animals of
primary interest for the study - bats, primates and rodents as well as pigs and chickens. (animal
domains, names)
5. Free association: Focus group participants will be asked to state the first thing that comes to
mind when they are reminded of a certain animal. (animal roles, sensitivities)
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6.

Guided pile sorts: Focus group participants will be asked to sort animals along various

dimensions including food (animals that can be eaten or not), danger, healing/medicinal
properties, etc... (animal roles, domains, names)
7. Direct questions about human-animal interactions: Focus group participants will be guided
through a set of questions about different possible types of exposure to animals. (animal
contacts, domains, names)
8. Story telling: Photographs displaying interesting scenes will be selected to elicit rich and indepth information about particular aspects of exposure to animals - for example, a person
preparing a commonly eaten wild animal, a child holding a dead animal, a mouse or mouse
droppings in a domestic environment. Participants will be asked to tell a story about what is
going on in the picture. (animal contacts, roles, sensitivities)
9.

Word bubbles: Participants will be asked to state what someone would "feel", "think" and
"say" if faced with a sensitive situation. (navigating sensitive issues)

In addition to testing alternative tools to collect information related to the different research themes, the
Thailand pilot study will also pre-test the effect of different ways of representing animals- including
writing the name of the animal on paper, drawing symbolic representation of animals by participants,
and/or photographs or drawings of animals.
During this quarter staff developed and finalized the protocol for this study. It was submitted to the

FHT 360 IRB and received an exemption. The study was started July 11. Results will be reported next
quarter. They will be used to finalize a formative research toolkit that can be used in different
countries to obtain information about animal names, domains, roles and contacts. In addition, specific
results from this pilot test will be used to develop a survey instrument that will be tested in the same
area of Thailand.
Market mapping. The market mapping tool used in Cameroon was further refined to collect additional

information about the status of market bio-security and to collect information about the number of
vendors selling wild animals as well as the number of animals. The revised form was used to map
markets in northwest Gabon. The mapping was completed in late June; PREVENT is awaiting results.
~--(b_)(_
6 )_ _~1 PREVENT

Senior Program Officer and SouthEast Asia "Anchor" began working
with WCS to adapt and pretest the revised tool in Laos.
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Presentations
A poster presentation, "Behaviors of Cameroonian hunters and butchers put them at risk of zoonotic
disease transmission"
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Iwas accepted for APHA 201 1.

Administration of Global Viral Forecasting Incorporated (GVFinc) Activities
During th is quarter PREVENT issued four Task Orders to GVFJnc:
•

TO5--Modification of safe hunter/ butcher study (additional time for analysis)

•

TO6--Market ethnography protocol finalization

•

TO7--Support for the EPT Inter-Ministerial Meeting held in Yaounde, Cameroon April 14, 2011

•

TO8--Gabon Market Scoping

PREVENT is currently in the process of issuing two additional Task Orders:
•

TO9--Pretest of market ethnography

•

TOl0--Market ethnography

Congo Basin

Regional activities
Review ofalternatives to wild animal meat. ,....___(b_)(_6_) _ __.l(GVFinc) submitted a revised draft of the
review of alternatives to wild animal meat. She found that people have tried introducing blue d uiker,
porcupine, African giant rats and snails as species that farmers might raise. Efforts with blue duiker
and porcupine were unsuccessful because of their low reproductive rates; and attempts to promote
rearing of African Giant rats in DRC were unsuccessful because of the cost and effort needed to raise
them - they were seen as requiring more work than rabbits - and perhaps because there are many
taboos related to consumption of their meat. Both WCS and Heifer International have had some
success in introducing snails, though it seems likely that the programs would founder without
continuing input. Grasscutter has been the most successful type of animal tried, to the point that there
is a national association of grasscutter raisers in Cameroon that has about 700 members. In contrast,
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attempts to introduce grasscutter raising in Gabon have failed, perhaps because wildlife is more easily
obtained there.
Some overall lessons learned are that animals selected for rearing have to be:
•

Biologically suitable: not require too much food or compete with humans for food ; have a high
reproductive rate; not require special handling; and not be a host of zoonotic disease that is a
risk to humans or their domestic animals.

•

C ulturally suitable: be acceptable as food, not cons idered sacred or associated with w itchcraft.

•

Economically competitive: farmers w ho raise them need to be able to get a good price; start-up
costs must be low.

The draft will be further revised, then edited and c irculated to USAID and partners.

Republic of Congo (ROC)
No activities this quarter.l~_(_b_)(6_)_~lwill be meeting with WCS/ROC at the Kinshasa meeting to
discuss work in the coming year.

Cameroon
Market mapping: Results of the market mapping activity carried out during the previous quarter were
used to select the markets that will be included in the market ethnography: two rural village markets
of Ngoulemakong and Mengueme near Ebolowa, two markets in the small market town of Djoum, and
two markets in midsized towns, one in Ebolowa and one in Sangmelima, towns that are located at the
intersection of multiple roads, and are trade intersections with other Central African countries,
including Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, and Republic of Congo.

Improving the " Healthy Hunter" Program: B ehavior trials of six key behaviors began in April. From
April 6-2 1, approximately 100 male and female participants in 8 villages, 4 in Southern Cameroon and
4 in Southwest Cameroon were recruited, introduced to possible behaviors and asked to choose at least
one that they would try.

The behaviors include four that are already included in G FVInc's Healthy H unter program. However,
the first three focused on different specific actions than previously promoted.
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1. Protect skin while hunting (to avoid cuts and blood exposure); the new piece was to focus on

keeping arms, legs and feet covered.
2. Wrap raw wild animal meat after it is butchered to avoid direct contact with the meat; the new
piece was to foc us on meat that has been prepared in smaller pieces for sale.
3. Wash hands with soap and water, with a new focus on specific times for handwashing.
•

After touching animal blood or feces

•

Before preparing food

•

Before eating

•

After cutting yourself

4. A void handling wild animal meat when you have open sores.

The behavior trials also tested two new behaviors.
5. Avoid eating fruit touched/bitten by wild animals.
6. Protect family from wild animal feces.
The trials focused on identifying the barriers and possible incentives for practicing these behaviors, as
well as feasibility and acceptability for the new behaviors and new variations of former behaviors.
From May 14-27, researchers made follow-up visits to interview participants about what behaviors they
tried, if/how they modified them, what barriers they encountered, what benefits they perceived and
whether they thought they would continue the new practices.
Analysis has started. However, as a result of some implementation decisions (e.g., for convenience,
about 38% of the participants were recruited from villages regularly visited by GVFinc and another
13% from a village that participated in the benchmark study) the analysis is more complex than
originally anticipated, and is still under way.
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Mekong Basin
Regional Activities

Results of the first phase of the consumer survey, obtained through an omnibus mechanism in
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Malaysia, were received late last quarter. The questions provided
by PREVENT focused on whether people consume species of particular interest to PREVENT rodents (rats, squirrels, mice), bats, and pri mates, as well as one open-ended question about
consumption of wild animal meat and 5 attitudinal questions. The surveys were conducted as phone
interviews in urban and peri-urban areas of each country.
Interestingly, Vietnam stands out as different from the other three countries. In response to the unaided
questio n: "Please tell me all of the types of wild animal meat that you or someone in your household
ate since this time last year" very few respondents in Indonesia or Malaysia mentioned any animal (for
Indonesia, the highest proportion mentioning any specific animal was 7%, for eels; for Malaysia, the
highest proportio n was 5%, for deer). In Thailand I 0% of respondents spontaneously mentioned wild
pig; that was also the animal mentioned by the highest proportion of respondents in Vietnam (21%).
Other animals mentioned spontaneously by more than 10% of respondents from Vietnam were cane rat
(19%), frogs (18%), and snake (14%). Numbers for all these animals were even higher when looking
just at respondents from Ho Chi Minh City.
In response to closed-ended questions about animals of interest ("In the past year, did you or someone
in your household eat the following animal: _ _") Vietnam again had higher rates of positive
responses than other countries. Twenty percent of respondents (27% of men and 14% of women)
reported having eaten rat although fewer than I% reported eating bats, monkeys, squirrels or mice. In
Thailand, 8% reported eating rats and 1% squirrel, with fewer than 1% reporting eating other animals
of interest. In Malaysia no more than 2% and in Indonesia no more than 1% of respondents reported
eating any of the animals of interest.
Attitudes were also different in Vietnam compared with other countries. Respondents to the omnibus
were asked "To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?" Answers were
rated on a scale, with 5 "Strongly agree" and 1 "strongly disagree." The following table shows
averages of the answers by country:
Statement
It can be dangerous to have contact with the blood of a
wild animal.

Vietnam

Indonesia

Thailand

Malaysia

2.9

3.6

3.2

3.0
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Wild animal meat tastes better than domestic animal
meat
People can get sick from eating wild animal meat.
I eat more wild animal meat than I did five years ago.
Many people I know eat wild animal meat.

3.9

2.1

2.0

2.3

2.7
2. 1
3.2

3.2
1.6
2.0

3.5

3.1
1.7
2. 1

1.8
2.0

Vietnam is consistently higher or lower than the other three countries, which are consistently similar to
each other. On average, respondents in Vietnam were least likely to believe that contact with wild
animal blood can be dangerous and least likely to believe that people can get sick from eating wild
animals. On the other hand, Vietnamese were most likely to believe that wild animal meat tastes better
than domestic, eat more wild animal meat than they did 5 years ago, and report that many people they
know eat wild animal meat. Thus the results of the attitude questions are consistent with the higher
rates of reported consumption of wild animal meat in Vietnam than in the other countries.
La,o

PDR

On April 27, 2011, NEIDCO chaired a one-day Work Plan Review Meeting for GOL and USAID
implementing partners to review draft work plans for each of the four EPT component projects:
PREDICT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND and PREVENT.
The Work Plan Review Meeting provided an opportunity for the GOL and EPT implementing partners
to present their plans for final review by all participating NEIDCO members.
Participants included representatives from the relevant government agencies including NEIDCO, MAF,
DLF, NAHC, MOH, CIEH, NCLE, MOFA; USG representatives including USAID (Lao PDR and
RDMA), USCDC, and DoD, as well as EPT partners, IDENTIFY (OIE, WHO and FA O), PREDICT
(WCS) and RESPOND (DAI). The purpose of the meeting was to familiarize the government of Lao
PDR with the EPT program and to identify and address next steps for implementation.
The issue of Mo Us was discussed in great detail. This requires further discussion and clarification. Dr.
Bounlay would like activities to begin June l, and asked ifEPT could provide required materials
immediately to get the process moving. PHI 360 (PREVENT) and WCS (PREDICT) have existing
MoU's that cover all anticipated EPT activities. However, it is possible the dates and budgets may need
to be updated- each w ill consult with MoFA on their individual needs. FAO/WHO/OIE (IDENTIFY)
do not require an MoU. RESPOND needs to provide lists of potential partners to NEIDCO}b1(61

I

(b)(6)

fill help to identify a plan to get the work approved and begun. All new activities with a

budget must be approved by MoF A.
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Cambodia

~_ _(_b)_(6_)

-~I PREVENT' s behavior change and communication (BCC) regional specialist in

Bangkok attended the Zoonotic Diseases Technical Planning Workshop, held at the Hotel Sofitel May
18-20 in Siem Reap, Cambodia. It was organized by USAID (through RESPOND), and hosted by the
Royal Government of Cambodia. Participants included government representatives from the Ministry
of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries/Cambodia, Ministry of Health/Cambodia, National Veterinary
Research Institute/Cambodia, USAID representatives from Cambodia and Washington, EPT partners (
RESPOND, PREVENT, PREDICT, IDENTIFY), Wildlife Conservation Society, AFRIMS, OIE and
UNICEF.
The purpose of the workshop was to follow up the workshop held in Cambodia in January 2011 and to
identify RGC resources and needs for development and implementation of a zoonotic disease national
strategy.
There were three specific objectives:
•

Identify RGC needs for development and implementation of a zoonotic disease
national strategy

•

Identify resources available to RGC and how partners can support assessment and
implementation of a zoonotic disease national strategy

•

Identify next steps towards implementation of the action plan and development of
partner work plans

The day before the workshop started, a brief meeting was held among USAID EPT partners. USAID
was represented by USAID/Cambodia and USAID Washington, withl

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

land

I

(b)(6)

I

!leading the meeting. Participants were asked to ensure compliance with USAID/Cambodia

rules when working in Cambodia.
On the first day of the workshop welcome and introductions were provided by USAID and Royal
Government of Cambodia (RGC) partners.

I

(b)(6)

I

!provided the welcome for USAID and

(b)(6)

pf the Ministry of Health (MOH) and

I

(b)(6)

lof the Ministry of Agriculture,

Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) provided the welcome from RGC and introduced their teams.
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Following the welcome and overview, ~I__(_b_)(6_)_~1provided a brief review of the January meeting
conducted in Phnom Penh. He indicated that the meeting had started the process of development of the
national plan for emerging infectious diseases and that priority diseases had been identified and agreed
to. The meeting had resulted in a draft TOR for the zoonotic technical committee and a plan of action
for 2011. However, the long term plan itself had not yet been drafted, as they were waiting for a
consultant to provide assistance to the process. The TOR for the technical committee includes the
development of the National Strategy for the Control of Zoonoses. The committee members include
MOH/CDC, MAFF, DAHP, FA, WHO, FAO, Pasteur Institute (PI) and WCS. The meeting also
identified the priority zoonotic diseases: AI, Rabies, Anthrax, Leptospirosis, Brucellosis,
Salmonellosis, TB, Nipah and unknown zoonotic diseases. It was noted that this list of priority
diseases would be reviewed periodically. Their short term action plan for 2011 included the
development of guidelines for proper prevention and control of priority zoonotic diseases, and
conducting research on Anthrax, Rabies and Leptospirosis.
Each partner was asked to provide a brief presentation. RGC presentations were given by MOH,
MAFF, and Forest Administration. USAID/W gave an overview of the EPT program and described
each partner project (PREVENT, RESPOND, IDENTIFY and PREDICT). Other presenters included
Institut Pasteur/Cambodia, US CDC, SAFETYNET, USDA, UNICEF, PAO, and WHO.
Following the presentations and discussions, the participants were asked to develop the key
components of the Cambodia national strategy, by answering 7 key questions in working groups.
These were:
1.

What are the components of a strategic plan for Cambodia?

2.

How could RGC ensure sharing of information such as surveillance data that is collected?

3. How might RGC conduct research on zoonotic diseases in Cambodia?
4.

How does Cambodia use guidelines for proper prevention and control priorities?

5. How does Cambodia encourage harmony between an imal and human health workers at each
level?

6.

How could Cambodia ensure adequate funding for outbreak investigation and response?

7.

What might be a feasible training plan for Cambodia at all relevant levels (central, provincial,
district, community)?
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Following the presentations of the working groups, the 8 Activity Areas were posted around the room,
and each USAID EPT Partner was asked to write the specific activities for which they could provide
support to RGC in that area.
The activity areas were as follows:
1.

Establish information sharing system

2. Establish sharing of surveillance information
3. Develop guidelines for proper prevention and control of priority zoonotic diseases
4. Develop strategic plan
5. Establish harmonized human and animal officers at every level
6. Support funding for outbreak investigation and response
7. Conduct research on zoonotic diseases: Nipah, Anthrax, Rabies, Leptospirosis
8. Training on joint investigation and response on zoonotic diseases
PREVENT listed the following types of support they could provide to Activity Area #7 (Research):
Desk Review of Literature, Market Studies, Animal-Human Contact Studies, Consumer Studies.
PREVENT also listed support under #8 (Training): Provide assistance to RESPOND in the adaptation
of communication module(s) to FETP training.
Participants reviewed each set of activities and RGC was asked to identify the areas in which they
needed/requested support. During this discussion, RGC counterparts (primarily MAFF/DAHP)
indicated that they would like to pursue the PREVENT-listed activities under Research.
Following the identification of specific activities, all participants--led by RGC--engaged in an exercise
to plot these against a timeline. Next steps for PREVENT-related activities would be for an in-country
visit to meet with MAFF Q
(b)(6)
~ and other relevant RGC counterparts to identify and agree on
specific activities and schedules. RGC discussed at length the strategy development process, and
agreed that this would be completed in the last quarter of 201 1.
Closing remarks were made USAID and MoH. In his closing remarks,! (b)(6) ~ighlighted the need to
prioritize strategy development so that the other activities may follow. The development process, he
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said, will be led by the technical working group. He also requested that, whenever and wherever
possible, local staff sho uld be included in research activities.
Vietnam
USAID/Vietnam signed a memorandum of intent (MOI) with the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development on April 7 . The MOI will serve as an umbrella agreement for activities under the EPT
program. FHT 360 will move forward with signing a PREVENT-specific MOU with MARO during the
next quarter.
The Vietnam Integrated National Operational Program on Avian Influenza, Pandemic Preparedness and
Other Emerging Infectious Diseases (AIPED), 2011-2015, was developed by the National Steering
Committee for Avian Influenza Prevention and Control. PREVENT provided input and comment for
integration of the PREVENT program into the AIPED five-year vision that will steer the national
agenda.
Senior Program Officer~l_ _ _
(b_)(_6)_ _~1traveled to Hanoi to participate in the country-level EPT
work planning meeting for FY12 in Hanoi on June 21 and 22. The outcome of the planning meeting
was an integrated GANTT chart ofEPT activities and proposed timelines for FY12. The coordinated
work plan will be used during the Regional EPT meeting to be held in Bangkok, Thailand July 12 and
13. In addition

I

(b)(6)

Iinterviewed potential candidates for a Senior Program Officer to be based in

Hanoi and met the FHI country director for Vietnam,!

(b)(6)

Thailand

__,I carried o ut preparatory work for a pilot test of tools for the

.....__ _ _ _ _....;.
(b....;.)('6'-) _ _ _ _ _

formative research phase of the survey on human exposure to animals, which will be initiated in Khon
Kaen July 11. She identified the locations where the study will be held, found consultant candidates,
and recruited participants for the key informant interviews and foc us group discussions.
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African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
In continuation of its technical assistance to the
African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
Public Affairs Office, a series of regional seminars
and workshops as well as on-site TA have been
conducted at the AFENET Secretariat in Kampala

(b )(6)

and in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
Following the approved communication plan and
implementation timeline, technical work began on
the redesign and update of the AFENET website

Web design team at A FENET meeting

and intranet connectivity that eventually will
connect all country offices through a web-based system and be a core component of communication
among the partners and network. The Public Affairs Office and PREVENT technical team worked with
a local contractor on content and website design. There have been several tests of the website and plans
are to have it operational by mid-July 2011.
An effort to update or create communication materials
for both web and print distribution also was started.
We have worked with our Ugandan contractor, Real
African Field Epidemiology Network

Marketing, to format and design communication
packet on AFENET. Materials being revised or

developed include AFENET Organization Profile, Risk Management Communication Guide, an
information packet, an interactive newsletter, a Communication Manual and eight AFENET program
booklets. The materials are awaiting final approval by the AFENET executive committee and then will
be available on the website and in print form. AFENET Secretariat has also revisited its logo keeping
the African map on the left side, eliminating the world globe and enlarging the AFENET brand name,
underlining it with the "African Field Epidemiology Network" in small text. The tag line "A Healthier
Africa" is placed at the bottom. All the elements continue to be in the AFENET blue used in the
previous design. The board of directors approved the new logo on June 24, 2011.
In May, an ebola virus outbreak was declared in Uganda after one young girl was believed to have died
from the ebola virus in the Luwero district, 46 miles north of Kampala. Several suspected cases were
also identified in the first two weeks after the young girl's death.

I

(b)(6)

IAFENET
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epidemiologist, along with the Public Affairs Office
worked closely with the Ministry of Health Task Force to
provide support in the areas of surveillance and
containment and communication technical assistance.
Utilizing existing funds, AFENET funded the first two
weeks of an advertising campaign to alert the population
about the risk and prevention measures against the ebola
virus. The campaign was coordinated by Real Marketing.
As part of their contract with FHI 360, Real Marketing also
helped secure media interviews forl

(b)(6)

las an

Dr. Musenero at Luwero Press conference.

expert spokesperson during the outbreak. She was
interviewed by several national and international media outlets on the progress of the investigation and
follow up steps on the outbreak. Fortunately, there were no additional cases discovered and the
outbreak was declared over on June 17, 2011, 42 days after the young girl's confirmed diagnosis.
An overlooked skill of field epidemiologists is the ability to communicate with diverse audiences. Field
epidemiologists are generally seen when there is a serious or crisis situation and have to be the bearer
of bad or serious news. A cornerstone of the technical support PREVENT is providing to AFENET is
to create a network of spokespeople strategically located throughout AFRICA. The first of a series of
communication workshops for Anglophone Africa was held June 26-28, 2011. Fifteen field
epidemiologists from nine countries participated in the three-day workshop on Applied
Communication. Conducted by PREVENT technical staff, the workshop was a mix of classroom
practicum and on-camera experience. The majority of the participants are spokespeople in their
countries when there are public health issues or outbreaks and though they have experience in dealing
with the media, decision-makers and general public, having a better understanding and experience of
thinking through key talking points, communication strategies, and techniques will enhance their skills
and performance. The case study for the Applied Communication training was the ebola virus outbreak
in Uganda. A special interest was voiced and discussions held on ethics in communication. It was
agreed to plan a day-long seminar on ethics to look carefully at what is good for the public health of a
community and how to protect the rights of an individual.
The next workshop will be on Risk Communication for the original participants plus two new
participants. That workshop will be held in Dar es Salaam on July 21-22. A francophone Applied
Communication training workshop is scheduled for September in Dakar.
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A second training was conducted in Dar es Salaam on
July 2-3, 201 lfor the public affairs officers and account
executives from the public affairs agency. The three

I I

participants werel
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
from the AFENET Secretariat's Public Affairs Office,
andl

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I Real Marketing. The workshop, a master

training on spokesperson and media management skills,
was conducted byl

(b)(6)

l PREVENT consultant. The

training builds capacity and transfers technology to the
Public Affairs staff so these functions can be conducted
Applied communication workshop in Dar es Salaam

without PREVENT and outside consultants.

In 2011, AFENET celebrates the 5th Anniversary of its
founding. To commemorate the occasion, a Scientific
Conference is planned for December in Dar es Salaam. The
Public Affairs Office will provide communication support in
(b)(6)

the planning and public affairs activities. AFENET will work
with a Tanzanian public relations agency to help with
logistics and coordination of the communication. AFENET
commun ication materials will carry a special AFENET logo
highlighting the Fifth Anniversary and a second with the

AFENET workshop participants

Scientific Conference. More than 500 participants are
expected to attend the event in Dar es Salaam in December.
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Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)/Towards a Safer World (TASW)
FHI 360 has continued to maintain and manage the H2P website
(http://www.pandemicpreparedness.org) and under the direction of PREVENT's USAID AOTR will
continue to do this until September 201 1. During the April - June 2011 period, the website received
493 visits of which nearly 50 percent were new visitors from 62 countries/territories, including the
USA, Switzerland, Italy, Thailand, UK, India, Canada, A ustralia, Bangladesh, and Indonesia.
As a follow-on to H2P, FHI 360 continues to support the Towards a Safer World Initiative in various
capacities since the TASW launch in the fall of 20 l 0. The three main areas that PREVENT has been
supporting are communication research and writing, public relations and advocacy, and development of
the online portal/community. In addition, through PREVENT partner, G6 Partners, FHI 360 has been
supporting the development and implementation of the TASW Communication Strategy including
public relations and advocacy efforts.
PREVENT consultant~!__
(b_)(6_)_~~ubmitted another
iteration of the communication sector paper which will
be further edited and put into a book to be shared at the
September meeting. The communication paper was the
result of a combination of literature review and key

I

informant interviews. (b)(6) !interviewed more individuals
at the country-level to get a better understanding of
events from a local perspective, including interviews
with individuals from Egypt and Nigeria. PREVENT
has hired a consultant,!

(b)(6)

l as the primary editor

for the TASW book. ~ i l l take the existing TASW sector papers and pull them together as a fin al
product that will be shared in September. She will work with paper authors and other stakeholders to
gather more information and bring together relevant supporting documentation. PREVENT has also
identified!

(b)(6)

jDesign as the graphic designer to design and put the product together.

On May 8-12, 2011, Technical Manager!~_ _
(b_)(6_)_~1and G6 Partners'~!__(b_)_
(6_) _ _.!traveled to
Geneva, Switzerland, for the UN-ISDR Global Platform for Disaster Reduction. The Global Platform
for Disaster Reduction is a biennial forum for information exchange, discussion of latest development
and knowledge and partnership building across sectors, with the goal to improve implementation of
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disaster risk reduction through better communication and coordination amongst stakeholders. I

(b)(6)

I

andl (b)(6) provided technical assistance as part ofTASW, including providing communication support
to presenters !
(b)(6)
l(USAID), I
(b)(6)
(WFP). In addition, I (b)(6) landl

I

!(IMC-PREPARE), and I
(b)(6)
I
helped record (by video and text) T ASW specific

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I

events including the Preparedness Roundtable chaired by I
conducted by I

land I

(b)(6)

(bl(6l

~ and the IGNITE sessions

(b)(6)

To coincide with the UN-ISDR Global Platform for
Disaster Reduction forum, the T ASW website launched to
the public on May 9, 2011 . The website
(http://www.towardsasaferworld.org) which was developed
by Forum One Communications is the central repository

_____.....--.... 7-•---~,..-·--··
-...-.----.-=.--,----- =---=-·
.,.~IIITASW? .._......

FfOffllrM

1

,.,. .....:•---=-~--

--·--

for information regarding T ASW and encourages
individuals to register as part of the T ASW community.
This community will help generate discussion between
individuals and help in the information gathering activity

of the TASW Initiative leading up to the September meeting. From May 9 - June 30, 2011 period, the
website received 1,686 visits of which nearly 45 percent were new visitors from 53
countries/territories, including the USA, Italy, Nigeria, Canada, Uganda, United Kingdom, India,
Switzerland, Philippines, and Sweden. Furthermore, TASW will be using different types of social
media to further promote itself, including Twitter (@tasw_initiative), Facebook and YouTube. These
social media outlets were used during the UN-ISDR Global Platform to share TASW information
including "live-tweeting" the panel on preparedness that was chaired by!

(b)(6)

! PREVENT

will continue to collect relevant stories and information from regional and national level actors to
support the T ASW Initiative, including individuals from AFENET that will then be uploaded to the
T ASW YouTube page.

l __

On June 27 - 29, 2011 ...
(b_)(_6_
) _ __.!traveled to Rome, Italy to participate in TASW working group
meetings. These meetings were intended to finalize details regarding the September event, update on
progress of communication support including the T ASW book and sector chapters, and establish roles
leading up to the meeting. After the meeting, it appears the venue will change to a hotel instead of the
WFP-HQ in order to accommodate more pa1ticipants. In addition, PREVENT will work with the WFP
Communications team closer to the event to support the meeting.
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Avian Influenza (AI)/Bangladesh
PHI 360 began its final full quarter of activities in Bangladesh. With the reported human case of HSN 1
in urban communities close to several life markets, FHI 360 had two of its technical teams visit Dhaka
in April and May. I

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

!from FHT 360's Bangkok office and communication consultant,~

Ivisited separately and had a series of meetings with the appropriate government ministries and

agencies, Ministry of Health and Department of Livestock Services. They also met with the
international and national civil society community, i.e., World Bank, FAO, UNICEF, and the private
sector, including the Bangladesh Poultry Association, Unilever, and Square (soap manufacturer). Plans
were established to implement a prevention campaign in response to the HSN 1 virus outbreak.
A communication plan that responded to the threat of human cases was developed, and along with our
local training partner, Research, Training and Management International (RTM) and our local
consultant~

(b)(6)

Iwe organized a stakeholders meeting for approval to move ahead

with work in the markets and then a series of training of trainers for the high-risk markets' staff. The
stakeholder meeting was held June 8, 2011 in Dhaka.
Stakeholders Meeting
Attendees and speakers at the June 8 meeting included Department
of Livestock Services; Veterinary Officers from Dhaka City
Corporation (DCC); scientists from the Directorate General of
Health Services (DGHS); project

(b)(6)

manager of Live Bird Market
Project, national consultants and
scientists from FAO; Head,
Respiratory Viruses Cluster and
(b)(6)

Assistant Scientist from ICDDR,B ;

Participants at the stakeholders meeting

scientists from Institute of
Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR)/WHO; a
project director for Avian Influenza Preparedness and Response
Project (AIPRP)/World Bank; and owners/leaders from the live bird
markets where we would be working and where there were outbreaks.
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The Joint Secretary of the Ministry of
Fisheries and Livestock (MoFL)
expressed his appreciation for the
rapid response initiative funded by
USAID through FHI 360' s
PREVENT project and acknowledged
the need of such projects for the Live
Bird Markets (LBMs) to improve
their bio-security measures. He also
emphasized the long-term need for
behavior change activities to sustain
positive actions. He said that the
people working in live bird markets
need to continue with good practices
of bio-security and bio-safety in their
daily activities so these practices
become routine.
(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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(b)(6)

Training of Trainers for Vendors and Veterinarians
With support from the stakeholders we moved ahead with RTM and our government counterparts to
conduct a series of training of trainers for live bird market vendors and veterinarians that work in and
around the at-risk markets. Building on our previous work with STOP AI and FAO, we worked in
partnership with Department of Livestock Services (DLS), MOFL, FAO, and Dhaka City Corporation
and market owners to implement the training. The June 20-21 TOT included 25 market staff that are
responsible for cleaning and disposal of poultry waste and 100 poultry processing vendors from the
five live poultry markets in Dhaka. Participants also included the chief veterinary officers (CVO) of
Bangladesh, DLS, Asst. Director, four DLS veterinary surgeons, three solid waste management officers
from Dhaka City Corporation and three veterinarians.
The training focused on cleaning and
disinfection of facilities, cages, processing and
disposal areas at the five large poultry markets
in and around Dhaka.
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

!Chief Veterinary

Officer (CVO) of Bangladesh, stated that it is
not possible for the Government to do all the
...,___,,-,------,--_,,,...,,- =-,----,-----------' necessary work alone; and that he seeks help
A part1c1pant was wearmg "PPE plus" equipment

from donors and NGOs to prevent AI in

Bangladesh. He also stressed building awareness, maintaining good practices, and striving for
sustainable approaches.
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded the
Academy for Educational Development (AED) Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 (under
C-Change Leader Award No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00) entitled Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity, or PREVENT. The Project focuses on using
behavior change and communication to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control avian and
pandemic influenzas and other emerging pandemic threats. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is
part of a larger USAID program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).

AED Acquired by FHI -Formation of New Entity
On June 30, 2011, Family Health International (FHI) acquired AED and all of its programs and assets,
including PREVENT. To facilitate a smooth transition and continuity of services, FHI created two
wholly-owned subsidiaries named FHI Development 360, LLC (formerly AED) and PHI Solutions,
LLC (formerly AED/ ARTS) that will operate these programs o n their behalf. As part of the integration
process, FHI Development 360, LLC is actively engaged in the local registration process with the
appropriate government authorities in countries where it operates. Once the registration process and
other preparatory activities are completed, assets and employees will transition to FHI Development
360, LLC.
Until such time, PHI and AED have legal agreements in place that enable AED to operate programs
and act as a local representative agent on behalf of PHI Development 360, LLC to ensure continuity of
operations. During this transition period, FHI will lease the services of AED to administer the
relationships with banks, employees, partners, sub-grantees, vendors, and other service providers
including facilitation of payments.
During the past year, PREVENT has been focusing on emerging pandemic threats predominantly in
the Congo and Mekong Basin areas, the HSNl virus in Bangladesh, human pandemic preparedness in
the context of the "Towards a Safer World" initiative, and supporting the public affairs and
communication capacity of AFENET (Africa Field Epidemiology Network).
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Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
Congo Basin Regional
Planning Meeting
PREVENT Technical Directo~.__ _ _
(b_)(6_l _ _...,pttended the EPT Program Congo Basin Regional
Meeting in Kinshasa on July 27- 28. Partners reviewed plans, discussed coordination, and reviewed
activities proposed by all the partners for each of the countries in the region. In addition,!

(b)(6)

I

gave a presentation about the 20-year effort of USAID' s Central African Regional Programme for the
Environment (CARPE) in the region and invited partners to work with CARPE.

'----'(--"'
b)(.;_;
6)_

_.lmet with._!__(_b)_(6_) _

_.I World Conservation Society -

Republic of Congo (WCS ROC) to

discuss collaboration between PREVENT and WCS on a number of areas where conservation and
health interests overlap - for example, in persuading communities to report dead animals and either
refrain from eating them or handle them in a way that reduces possible risk; in working with extractive
industries (logging and mining); and in working with markets. They decided that collaboration would
most effectively be accomplished if PREVENT could second a staff person to ROC to work there with
WCS. She also met withl

(b)(6)

~ om the U.S. Embassy - ROC, who expressed strong

interest in PREVENT's working on extractive industry in ROC, and withl

(b)(6)

Ithe EPT

lead from WHO-AFRO, who expressed interest in tapping PREVENT' s expertise in communication
and behavior change. PREVENT is currently proposing hiring an advisor who could spend 80 percent
time at WCS and 20 percent time with WHO-AFRO.
Cameroon
Behavior Trials
Over the past several months, PREVENT subcontractor, Global Viral Forecasting Incorporated
(GVFinc), worked with FHI 360 to conduct behavioral trials in Cameroon. Based on the Trials of
Improved Practices (TIPS) approach (Manoff International, 1980; Dickin, Griffiths and Piwoz, 1997),
the behavioral trials techniq ue allows an analysis of the acceptability (willingness to try) and the
feasibility (ability to perform) of specific behaviors, in this case aimed to prevent zoonotic disease
transmission to hunters and butchers of wild meat. The behaviors that were trialed included more
detailed versions of several that have been promoted by GVFJnc's' s rural Healthy Hunter program,
including: 1) protecting skin from animal blood exposure - by wearing long sleeves, long pants and/or
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shoes - when hunting ; 2) wrapping cut meat in plastic or leaves - before transporting to sell - to avoid
blood contact; 3) washing hands with soap - after touching animals and preparing food and before

eating; and 4) avoiding handling wild animal meat when you have open sores. To investigate
behaviors addressing other transmission routes, the PREVENT team added two additional behaviors to
the behavioral trials: 1) avoiding eating fruits that have been touched/eaten by wild animals; and 2)
avoiding inhalation of rodent or bat feces/urine around the house.
During April the team recruited 101 hunters and butchers in the Francophone region of Nyabaissan and
in the Anglophone region of Abat. During enrollment, they presented possible behaviors and asked
people to select ones that they would try to practice during the following period. In May, five weeks
after enrollment, follow-up visits were conducted in the six villages of Nyabissan and in the five
villages of Abat to learn who tried each selected behavior and what results they had. If people did not
try a negotiated behavior, the team found out why.
During the follow up phase, 50 percent of participants tried the recommended behaviors (some had said
they would try behaviors that they turned out to have no opportunity to practice; in addition, some
participants were not available for the follow-up interview. We conservatively estimate that they did
not try the behaviors). Behaviors that focused on hand washing and protecting family members from
breathing dust from excrement and hand washing were tried by the largest percentage of participants
that had agreed to try them - 75 percent and 85 percent, respectively. Data is currently being analyzed
to ascertain motivating factors for the six behaviors and sub-behaviors, as well as barriers to adopting
those practices. Based on the results of the behavioral trials, specific recommendations will be made for
development of a strategy for the program expansion phase, which will be developed next quarter.

Pretest of the Market Ethnography Instruments and Methodology
In August, following three days of team training, PREVENT conducted an intensive field test of the
approach, consent forms, and instruments to be used in the rapid market ethnography. The pretest was
carried out in seven markets in small- and mid-sized towns in Eastern Cameroon and in six markets in
Yaounde. The study involves several types of data collection: in-depth interviews with market
managers, vendors, butchers, cleaners and others who work in the market, observations of sales
interactions and of people cutting meat, a detailed observation of the market and short observations of
the numbers of sellers and different types of meat for sale at specific periods during the day, and a short
exit interview survey of shoppers.
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The team successfully pretested all but one instrument - for "other vendors" - as it did not prove
possible to talk with wholesalers, transporters, etc. More than 100 people were interviewed (66
shoppers plus 42 market sellers, butchers, managers, and cleaners). Twelve detailed market
observations were completed, as well as 17 sets of short observations. In addition, the team completed
observations of 47 sales interactions and of 2 1 people cutting/butchering meat (many of them vendors).
Interviewers encountered vendors and shoppers with a range of reactions, some of whom were open to
discussion and others who were hostile. The interviewers reported sometimes spending up to an hour
explaining the informed consent form, receiving evasive and inconsistent answers. In addition, some
vendors stopped answering midway through the interview, possibly because of discomfort with the
content of the questionnaire but also because the questioning session could be long, with frequent
breaks while vendors dealt with customers. In most cases where sellers refused or stopped the
interview, it was possible for interviewers to sit nearby and observe sales interactions with clients.
Getting consent was challenging. PREVENT had opted to ask only for a mark (X) so that no record of
names appeared on any interview form . However, a significant number of shoppers, in all markets,
were willing to be interviewed but unwilling to mark (X) the Informed Consent form. This resulted in
fewer interviews with sellers than desired and required intercepting many shoppers in order to get the
quota of six per day. In the Yaounde markets, it was extremely difficult to engage shoppers, because
the markets are crowded, people are in a hurry, and they are concerned about security issues and
therefore often don' t respond to people who address them.
Unsurprisingly, most people (except for those who manage markets) did not agree to have their
interview recorded.

Selected Findings
While the pretest was not designed to collect systematic information about markets (for example,
instruments were revised several times in the course of testing as the team found better ways to ask
questions) we learned some interesting things.

Market management: In rural market sites, it seems that private individuals manage the market,
whereas in urban areas, the council manages the market.
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Source ofbush meat: In rural markets vendors (mostly women) procure meat from hunters (mostly
men) or from other suppliers (both men and women) who bring meat to market to sell to other vendors.
In urban markets, both in Bertoua and Yaounde, we were unable to get much information about
sources, as vendors are naturally protective of their sources and acutely aware of the potential for law
enforcement crackdown on their business.

Circulation of meat: East and South regions supply Yaounde in bush meat, which is considered a
precious gift kept for visiting family members. Bush meat flows from hunters in bush to small bush
meat markets and to towns. Less bush meat is sold in town markets than in rural markets.

Transport of meat: All types of vehicles are used to transport meat - motor bikes, publ ic transport
vehicles, cars, etc. The transporter may be in contact with animal's blood all the time (meat is not
wrapped in waterproof plastic papers).

Meat availability, types and storage: Most of the meat visible in markets in Yaounde was smoked; in
other areas a range of live animals and fresh and smoked meat was available. For the smoked meat, it
was hard to determine species, apart from bats and monkeys.
Some markets had cold storage. In others, due to the cost or simply the absence of freezers, meat is
buried in holes d ug in the ground and covered with dirt, then removed the next day and offered for sale
again.

Shoppers' profile: Most shoppers were women, with a few men and adolescent children. The women
are either restaurant holders or are buying for family consumption.

Reasons givenfor consumption ofbushmeat: Availability; cost, people claim it is cheaper; taste, people
say bush meat tastes good.

Sanitation and bio-security: Extremely poor in the markets:
•

Meat is exposed to dust and touched/handled by almost everyone coming to buy;

•

Live animals wander around the market; sometime dogs carry meat away when the vendor is
not vigilant.
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•

Most sellers and butchers do not use protective garments, except for dirty clothes to keep their
actual clothes clean. Butchering is done directly on the bare ground or on old aluminum sheets
or planks of wood. Wounds while butchering are reported to be common.

•

Viscera are disposed in the nearest bush and sometimes eaten by dogs and birds, or cleaned for
consumption by buyers who may seek out cheap meat.

Awareness ofpossible health hazards: Low awareness associated with bush meat consumption or

manipulation at all levels: market managers, vendors, butchers, shoppers, etc.
Next steps

The PREVENT technical team has revised the instruments and protocol based on the pretest
experience. The FHI 360-expedited Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was received in
September,, and PREVENT has been notified that the Cameroon National Ethics Committee has
approved the protocol. We are waiting for signature. We expect the market ethnography to be
implemented before the end of 2011, with PREVENT staff present for training and first field site to
standardize and to assure data quality.
Gabon
Market Mapping

In June-July, the revised market mapping form was used to map markets in the Woleu - Ntem, in
northwest Gabon. I
(b)(6)
the GVFinc Rural Site Coordinator, traveled from the Cameroon

I

border to the villages of Bi tam and Minvoul and the c ity of Oyem to observe roadside wild meat
vendors and map markets along the main road. At the Cameroon-Gabon borders, the team observed
procedures for checking imports/exports of animals.
The team observed that there were not as many roadside markets in Gabon as in Cameroon. In the
twenty five-kilometer sections of road surveyed, a total of 21 different roadside markets selling bush
meat were observed. The most frequently observed species for sale were porcupines, antelopes (mostly
blue duiker), spotted-nosed monkey, moustached monkey, and De Brazza monkey.
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On the main road between Bitam and Libreville, Gabon, bush meat is " first come, first served." The
traffic is high, and bush meat is displayed on the roadside or held by the hunter coming back from the
forest and collected by passengers in the first bus or car that passes. Buyers feel lucky to come across
the meat, and price is not discussed - the buyer appears to pay the amount the hunter asks. Sometimes a
hunter will refuse to sell because he has received an order to supply in town.
Markets in this part of Gabon are found only in towns. Six
markets were observed: four large and two small. The most
busy and diverse markets for bush meat sales were Bitam
and Oyem, where bush meat is always available. In the
b ush meat markets, law enforcement seems not to be as
strict as in Cameroon. There seems to be less reticence
among vendors in talking to outsiders than in Cameroon,
perhaps due to there being fewer repercussions and less
crackdown from law enforcement.

Gabon Market: Poor biosecurity

Key informants stated that vendors and household
consumers are regularly supplied by hunters from

surrounding villages or traders who sometimes travel to remote areas in the forest and other markets for
wild animals to sell.
Due to the high demand for bush meat, many hunters (especially those living in remote areas) do not
display their meat after hunting or visiting their traps. The phone network coverage is quite good and
the majority of villages are connected to at least one service. Hunters keep traders' (always women)
phone numbers and call them when the meat is available. Then they will e ither transport the meat by
"public pickup" or bush cars to supply their client in the city, mostly Oyem. Due to this informal
communication and sales network between hunters and traders, a good proportion of the meat trade is
likely to be conducted o utside market settings.
During fieldwork, the team did not observe any smoked meat in markets or on roadsides, meaning that
most wild animal meat is prepared and consumed when it still fresh.
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Mekong Basin Regional
Work planning meeting in Bangkok
EPT project partners were brought together to continue to build project collaboration and a shared
vision for FY 2012 at the Regional Southeast Asia EPT Planning meeting held July 12-13 in Bangkok,
Thailand. Dennis Carroll set the stage on day one by presenting an overview and vision of the EPT
program. He emphasized both inter-project collaboration and the importance of continued partnership
with local government and partners. Presentations were given by ICDDR,B, ARREST, AFIRMS, USCDC, FAO, and WHO. The presentations included both EPT activities and potential synergies with
activities external to the EPT program. The final afternoon was spent in an open forum. EPT projects
posted proposed FY 2012 activities by country, and all participants were encouraged to walk around
and discuss synergies and share info1mation across projects. PREVENT posted activities for Indonesia,
Viet Nam, Lao PDR, Thailand, and Cambodia. Many participants expressed interest in PREVENT's
planned research for estimating human-animal exposure rates.

In addition to the regional planning meeting, work plan meetings were scheduled across the region this
quarter. Similar to the regional meeting, the purpose of the country-level planning meetings was to
improve project collaboration and provide a forum for information sharing before work plans were due.
The country-level planning meetings provided a forum for open discussion of completed and on-going
activities planned for FY 2012. PREVENT 's attendance at work plan meetings in Hanoi and Bangkok
for Lao PDR, Vietnam, Cambodia, and Thailand provided a platform for PREVENT to leverage
opportunities and co-plan with project partners. The individual country planning meeting highlights are
outlined under the country-specific sections on the following pages.
Thailand
...__ _ _
<b_l<_6l_ _ __,~ as in Bangkok, Thailand to participate in the Lao PDR and Thailand EPT

Workplan Meeting held on June 23- 24 and the Regional EPT Workplan Meeting in Bangkok, Thailand
on July 12- 14.
EID Preparedness Forum
The EID Forum is a regularly scheduled monthly meeting held in Bangkok on the first Thursday of
every month. It is hosted by PREVENT, RESPOND, and the Asia Disaster Preparedness Center, with
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a rotating chair. PREVENT's Asia Regional BCC Advisor,._!_ _(_b)_(6_) _

_.I chaired the Emerging

Infectious Disease Forum on September 1, 2011.
The theme of the meeting was the Use of Mobile Technologies for Health and Disaster Response. The
event featured two speakers.

I

IDeputy Director, Communicable Disease Control

(b)(6)

Department, Ministry of Health, Cambodia, spoke about the Cambodian MOH' s utilization of mobile
technology to receive feedback from the field and to be able to provide rapid updates and alerts to its
1200 field officers throughout the country.

~1

Head of Communications, Asia/Pacific, for the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies shared their experiences in using mobile technologies to provide

~ - -(_
b )_(6_) _ _

rapid informational updates in the Haiti earthquake disaster.
(b)(6)

Flso attended the EID Forum meetings in July and August. The theme of the August monthly

forum was "One Health," chaired b~
three speakers:

l

IFAO Communication Coordinator. There were

(b)(6)

!Regional Focal Point, Environmental Animal Health

(b)(6)

Management Initiative - Philippines, "An Jntersectoral Approach to Bat Surveillance for Ebola Reston
in the Philippines;"

I

(b)(6)

IPrincipal Scientific Officer and Head, Department of

Medical Sociology Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research (IEDCR) Bangladesh,
who spoke on the topic, "Putting One Health to Work in Bangladesh;" and l

(b)(6)

l

Head, Animal Disease Eradication Section, Directorate of Animal Health, Ministry of Agriculture,
Indonesia, who spoke on the topic, "An Intersectoral Approach to Rabies Control in Indonesia."
The July Meeting was chaired by Stan Fenwick, DVM, Public Health Veterinarian, RESPOND South
East Asia Technical Advisor. The speakers include~

(b)(6)

IPREDICT Vietnam Country

Coordinator, WCS, speaking on the topic of "The Illegal Trade in W ildlife - a Catastrophe for
Conservation and a Melting Pot of Microbes" and two speakers from Freeland
Senior Programs Officer and

I

-I

(b)(6)

IRegional Communications Officer, who

(b)(6)

presented o n the topic, "Wild Trade - a Threat to National Security."
Human-animal Exposure - Formative Study Pilot in Thailand
In July, PREVENT piloted the formative study portion of the human-animal exposure study in
Thailand. The goal of the formative study is to obtain information to inform the development of
standard surveys that will be used to document frequencies of humans' exposure to animals. The
formative study covers four areas:
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•

Animal names: What are the local names of the key animals of interest - various types of bats,
primates and rodents?

•

Animal domains: What categories do people use when they think about animals? For
example, will asking about "wildlife" elicit reports of peri-domestic contact with rodents or
should there be questions about both "wildlife" and "pests"?

•

Animal roles: What cultural, religious or legal issues may make it difficult to obtain
information?

•

Animal contacts: How do people recognize/categorize their exposure to animals (direct or
indirect)?

The pretest also assessed different methods of obtaining this information.
The study was conducted in the Khon Kaen Province (in I-San region) in the districts of Phu Pa Man
(rural) and Muang (urban). Fourteen focus groups and 20 individual interviews were conducted among
three groups: adult women, adult men, and mothers of 10- 14-year-old boys. The study received IRB
exemption in the U.S., and was given approval by the Khon Kaen Public Health Center (KKPHC). A
team of three researchers (one from the U.S. and two from Thailand) conducted the pilot between July
12 - 24, 2011.
During the pilot, formative tools were tested and continually modified in the field to improve their
effectiveness in gathering rich and rel iable information as well as ease of administration. The tool kit
developed from this activity will be used in the region for gathering formative information.
A preliminary report on the findings from this study is available; the final report is currently being
written. A toolbox for the formative study is being assembled; it will be used in one country in the
Mekong reg ion in the next q uarter.
Vietnam
Work Planning Meeting

(b)(6)

!participated in the EPT Work planning Meeting held at USAIDNietnam on June 20- 21,

2011. Representatives from USAlD, PREDICT (WCS), RESPOND (DAI), and IDENTIFY (OIE,
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WHO, and FAO) began the meeting reporting on progress made and activities planned for year three.
Ample time was reserved to discuss project synergies within the EPT Program and of relevant non-EPT
programs. A spreadsheet that organized project activities by line of work and theme was created to
organize activities across all EPT projects. At the end of
the meeting EPT project participants debriefed the USAID
Vietnam Mission Director on the EPT program and project
activities. The result of the two-day working meeting was
an EPT-coordinated Vietnam Work plan that was used
during the Regional EPT Workplan Meeting in Bangkok,
Thailand in early July.

Hiring a Vietnam Country Coordinator
PREVENT will be ramping up activities in Vietnam and is
hiring an in-country coordinator to support activities. In

Vietnam Planning Meeting

August the project advertised for a Program Coordinator
in Vietnam. In early September, PREVENT short-listed five potential candidates. While in Hanoi,

IPREVENT BCC Advisor, interviewed potential candidates for the position.

(b)(6)

PREVENT is in the final stages of completing reference checks.

Lao PDR
Work Planning

l ____

This quarter,!....___(_b)_(6_) - - ~ land ....
(b_)(6_)_ _ __.ladvanced work planning for FY 2012
through meetings with EPT partners and stakeholders including FHI 360, Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS), Lao Women's Union (LWU), and research firms Indochina Research Company (IRL)
and the Burnet Institute.
The acquisition of AED by FHI 360 was completed by the beginning of this quarter.I
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

rnd

!met with the country FHI 360 office to introduce the PREVENT and MID-BCC projects

and to learn about FHI 360 programs. Additional operations issues such as the MOU with the
Government of Lao PDR were addressed at this time.
(b)(6)

~n~

(b)(6)

lmet with Indochina Research and Burnet Institute. These two firms

have the capabilities to carry out qualitative research necessary for PREVENT's formative research to
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understand human-animal exposure rates. Next quarter, PREVENT will develop a request for proposals
and compete all potential in-country research partners.
In February 2011 PREVENT carried out an omnibus survey in the region on respondents' consumption
of key types of wild animal meat: bats, rodents and primates. Because the price for an omnibus in Laos
was not competitive, PREVENT conducted the research only in Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and
Malaysia. PREVENT would like to explore the possibility of working with the Lao Women's Union
(L WU) on a rapid questionnaire regarding consumption and location of key wild
animal species in order to select areas of the country where human exposure to
potential zoonoses through this route might be greatest. L WU expressed interest in
using their extensive network to collect data for PREVENT's proposed
consumption study. PREVENT will develop a concept note for LWU that explains
the specifics of the 'research training' that will be given to L WU members;
collecting data will build capacity of LWU and provide information o n the
consumption of wild animals for a fraction of the cost of a customized survey.

Vang Vien Market, poor biosecurity

--~I

_.land ~l_ _ _(_b)_(6_)
from WCS,
PREVENT' s proposed partner in Lao PDR, worked

,___
(b_)(6_) _

together to adapt and pretest PREVENT' s market
scoping tool (used by PREVENT in Cameroon and
Gabon). They visited the Vang Vieng market in the
evening (4:00 p.m.) and in the morning (6:00 a.m.) and
the medicinal market at Pa Hom (3 :00 p.m.). The
markets carried bats, bamboo rats, and squirrels (all key
species for PREVENT). Most vendors were willing to
have their pictures taken and chatted with them casually.
Most of the women observed during this field visit who
were selling wildlife did it in conjunction with
Vang Vien Market - Wild birds, squirrels, bats

vegetables or fruit.

Based on the field visit, PREVENT will update the market scoping forms. In FY 2012 PREVENT and
WCS will gather quantity, price and biosecurity data from markets over the course of the next year.
This activity is planned in conjunction with WCS's animal sampling at markets.
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Literature Review

The Lao PDR literature review began this quarter. Two consultants will work in tandem to perform a
desktop review of existing published and unpublished literature (in local languages and English) on
risky practices and behaviors that affect the transmission of disease from wildlife to humans, on social
norms that support these practices or that might support less risky ones, and on the "enabling
environment" for such practices or for less risky ones. The outcome of this research will be a report
that provides an up-to-date summary of what is known about contact between humans and animals in
Lao PDR, with a focus on bat, rodent and primate species and the motivations and circumstances that
support risky practices. The final report is expected next quarter.
Meeting with U.S. Ambassador to Lao PDR, Karen B. Stewart

On July 28, PREVENT BCC I
(b)(6)
~ttended a meeting with the U.S. Ambassador to Lao
PDR,I
(b)(6)
I The purpose of the meeting was to brief!
(b)(6)
Ion the four
components of the EPT program. The Ambassador was interested to know the objectives of each
component and the expected outcomes in Lao PDR.
USAID' s l
(b)(6)
!facilitated the meeting, introduced the EPT program, and representatives from
each of the projects briefed the Ambassador on key objectives and expected outcomes of their projects,
with an emphasis on synergies and complementarities.
PREVENT coordinated with the other partners to jointly prepare a summary - a combined matrix
showing each project's key objectives and outcomes. The meeting provided a useful opportunity to
increase the Ambassador's understanding of EPT and help to keep it prominently on her screen. It also
represented an important opportunity to strengthen support for EPT within the U.S. Embassy. The
Ambassador expressed her strong support and appreciation for the EPT program, and the component
projects. She indicated that she wanted to better understand EPT and also wanted to see how the
projects coordinated with and complemented each other.
Introduction to Surveillance for Emerging Zoonoses in Wildlife Workshop

On July 29, PREVENT BCC Advisor!
(b)(6)
~nd Lao PDR Country Coordinator,!
(b)(6)
(b}(6)
~ttended the introduction to surveillance for emerging zoonoses in wildlife workshop at the

I

Lao Plaza Hotel. The workshop was chaired by
(b)(6)
iof USAJD. Approximately 35
participants attended the workshop. They included national and provincial representatives from
NEIDCO, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Department of Livestock and Fisheries, National
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Animal Health Center, and Nabong Agricultural College. Provinces represented included all seven
provinces in which PREVENT and PREDICT expect to work: Vientiane Capital, Huaphanh, Xieng
Khuang, Bolikhamxay, Khammo uan, Champasak, and Attapeu. Also in attendance were regional and
country representatives from PREDICT, RESPOND, and USAID.
The main purpose of the workshop was to provide national and provincial animal health officials with
an orientation to the EPT Program and the One Health Concept, as well as to provide specific, practical
training in sampling and surveillance of wild life for zoonotic diseases. Presenters included
(b)(6)

(USAID),j

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(RESPOND/DAI).

The opening presentation by l

J(PREDICT/WCS), I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I (b)(6) I

tPREVENT/FHI360), a n d ~

~rovided an orientation to the overall program, while[b)(6)1

J (b)(6) Jprovided more specific information about the "One Health" Concept, and practical aspects of
surveillance and sampling. !

(b)(6)

!provided an overview of PREVENT's work in behavioral

aspects of zoonotic disease risk and the role of behavior change and communication, while~b)(6ll

I

(b)(6)

provided an overview of training activities being conducted by RESPOND and their

partnership with Nabong University.
Presentations included:
•

One Health Approach and Emergence of Zoonotic Diseases from Wildlife

•

Targeted Surveillance Through Identification of High-Risk Interfaces and Species for Zoonosis
Transmission from Wildlife

•

Human Behavior and Zoonotic Disease Transmission -- Risk and Reduction

•

The Use of Personal Protective Equipment during Sample Collection

•

Current Wildlife Surveillance and Sampling in Lao PDR: What Species? What Samples?
Where?

•

A Practical Hands-On Session on Animal Sampling, Focusing on Human Safety and Animal
Safety

•
•

Technical Aspects of Sampling, Storage and Transport
Additional D ata Collection for Wildlife Identification and Risk Behavior Analysis and Data
Management
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In addition to the workshop, PREVENT and PREDICT also discussed how best to collaborate for the
collection of behavioral data such as market data, during sampling visits.

Cambodia
The Diseases Technical Planning Workshop held in Siem Reap, Cambodia, May 18- 29, concluded
with PREVENT's next step being an in-country visit to meet with

I

IMinistry of

(b)(6)

Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) and other relevant Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC)
counterparts to identify and agree on specific activities and schedules.
(b)(6)

Iand

(b)(6)

including!

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

traveled to Phnom Penh July 4-8. Throughout the week,
(b)(6)

IMAFF;

fREDJCT-Cambodia; I

I

I

(b)(6)

of USAJD/Cambodia met with RGC individuals and organizations
(b)(6)

Wildlife Protection Office, MAFF, and

MOH. In addition, they met with EPT partners and potential stakeholders: I

I (b)(6)

~nd ~

(b)(6)

I Pasteur Institute; I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I

IUNICEF;

(b)(6)
FAO; (b)(6)
and

representatives from FHI and IRL. PREVENT used these meetings to strategize for FY 2012 activities.
PREVENT's visit overlapped with a Friday meeting that was chaired b~

I (b)(6)

(b)(6)

IMOH. l<~~q

lgave meeting participants an overview of human and animal health issues in Cambodia, then

reviewed the Action Plan and Timeline created at the May EPT workshop. PREVENT was identified as
completing all tasks on the Action Plan and Timeline, to date. Activities proposed in the 2012 work
plan will be shared with RGC and local stakeholders as soon as the work plan is approved.

Indonesia
The first visit to Indonesia by PREVENT was carried out this quarter. I
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

!and l(b)(6)I

~articipated in the Indonesia FY 2012 EPT planning meeting held July 15- 18. The purpose

of the meeting was to begin planning EPT FY 2012 activities in conjunction with EPT partners, the
Government of Indonesia, and relevant stakeholders. Opening remarks were given by l (b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

I

!KEMENKOKESRA, on the KOMNOS Zoonosis and the Government oflndonesia's One

Health efforts. Each EPT project partner was allotted time to introduce their proposed program for FY
2012 and have time for group discussion. Since this was PREVENT's first visit, their allocated time
was used to propose activities and gather recommendations from the knowledgeable meeting
participants. After the two-day meeting, a one-day EPT program internal meeting was held to
coordinate different EPT projects' operations in-country. In a short time PREVENT was able to meet
with key stakeholders and begin to narrow down proposed activities in Indonesia for FY 2012.
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. _ _(_
b)_
(6_) _

_.land

(b
_)(_6)_

. _ I_ _

_.lwent on to meet with stakeholders and potential partners to identify

1) areas/populations of interest, that is, related to human-wildlife contact (including hunting,
consumption and trade) and/or extractive industry; 2) possible locations; and 3) interest from local
partners. PREVENT was able to reach key stakeholders during this time including SAFE, 707 Project,
University of Indonesia School of Public Health, and the Primate Research Center. Key outcomes
were:
•

Based on these meetings PREVENT will consider focusing on North Sulawesi due to the open
and regular consumption of bats and rodents and PREDICT' s likely presence in the area.
Kalimantan was also recommended based on the presence of extractive industry and the
potential for carrying o ut a human-animal exposure study in a set of areas ranging from pristine
forest to disrupted land use in urban centers. The information from this study would be
particularly useful to PREDICT to refine their hotspot models because the ecology in
Kalimantan is similar to that in Borneo, where they have extensive information on wildlife and
its relation to different types of landscape.

•

The Regional Framework for a Communication Strategy against Emerg ing Infectious Diseases
in Asia and the Pacific 2011-2016 was distributed to PREVENT by

I

(b)(6)

IPAO. The

strategy was distributed more formally at an EID Forum meeting in August.

• I

(b)(6)

land

I

(b)(6)

IUSAID/Indonesia, met withI

of Public Health at the University oflndonesia.1

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

IDean

reJcomed the possibility of

future collaboration and invited PREVENT to return to do a presentation for a larger audience
of faculty next quarter.
•

The Primate Research Center in Bogor will likely be the in-country lead for PREDICT.
Therefore, PREVENT met with Entang Iskandar, Head of the Conservation Division.I(~)(

I

(b)(6)

I

!provided an overview of the past and on-going work at the center. He also provided a

tour of the Center's labs and breeding facilities. Recently, the Primate Research Center wrote a
short article about macaques' distribution and conflict with residents of Java. Of interest to
PREVENT is the larger, follow-on study planned for later this calendar year. The study will
sample for viruses in macaques and humans in contact with macaques in ' high-exposure' sites
identified on Java.
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Bangladesh
ICDDR,B
PREVENT discussed next steps in helping ICDDR,B develop an at-scale intervention to promote the
use of protective "skirts" to reduce bat contamination of raw date palm sap and therefore the risk of
transmission of Nipah virus. Proximately, the project will support ICDDR,B to analyze data that they
have previously collected in order to answer two questio ns.
Do gachhis and tree owners continue to use banas the year followi ng their introduction without further
educational intervention or prompting? To answer this question, ICDDR, B will analyze data collected
in five wards during the 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 seasons. They will identify how many sap
harvesters and tree owners who used banas during the first season continued to use them the second
season and ascertain the motivating factors for their specific behavior (questions about motivation were
asked during the second season). The information obtained from this analysis will help ICDDR,B and
PREVENT refine the long-term strategy for promoting banas. Information about "weak spots" will
strengthen the initial introduction; results of the analysis will also indicate whether supplemental input
will be needed after the first season and what topics might need to be addressed.
Does letting communities know that banas can be made from a variety of materials increase the
proportion of gacchis using banas? This pattern would be typical of other behavior change
interventions; for example, letting prospective clients know about a range of family planning methods
instead of just one increases the probability that they will use family planning. To answer this question,
ICDDR,B will analyze survey and qualitative data collected a month after a "low-intensity"
introduction of banas to communities that highlighted bamboo, polyethylene sheeting, jute, or
dhoincha as possible materials (intervention carried out during the 2010-2011 season) and compare it
with data collected after " low-intensity" introductions of banas made one of the materials in earlier
seasons. Results will be used to fine-tune the way banas are introduced to communities.

Global
Review of Experience with Domestication of Selected Wild Animals
Hunting, preparing and consuming "bush meat" provides a major source of exposure to zoonotic
disease for people living in Central Africa. One possible approach for reducing this exposure is to
ensure the supply of alternative sources of protein. In Central and West Africa, various NGOs have
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experimented with encouraging villagers to raise animals - ranging from chickens and fish to duikers,
cane rats, pangolins and snails - instead of hunting bush meat. GVFinc recently completed a review
summariz ing the experience with raising domesticated wild animals in this region.
Efforts have focused on a small number of animals - blue duiker, brush-tailed porcupine, African giant
rat, grasscutter/cane rat, and giant snails. Of these, the greatest success has been obtained with
grasscutters. In Cameroon there is a national association of farmers raising grasscutters with 700
members. Interestingly, efforts to promote grasscutter-raising in Gabon, while initially successful,
ultimately failed , possibly because bush meat is still readily available.
The report, which discusses cultural, biological, and ecological considerations related to domesticating
wild animals, economics, reasons for success and failure, and risk of disease transmission, is being
edited and will be available in the coming quarter.

Extractive Industry (El) Working Group
This quarter the EI working group was largely dormant. The group had one meeting to share updates
on plans for Year 3 activities related to extractive industries. USAID intended to send guidance and a
revised XRA T tool, but this was not forthcoming this quarter. PREVENT has been planning activities
related to extractive industries for Year 3. In addition, PREVENT reviewed the first segment of the
literature review conducted by RESPOND on extractive industry' s role changes that exacerbate the risk
of transmission of zoonoses to humans. The mitigation section of RESPOND' s literature review will
be available and reviewed in the first quarter of FY 20 12.

Presentations
The poster presentation, "Behaviors of Cameroonian hunters and butchers put them at risk of zoonotic
disease transmission"
.___ _ _(_
b )_(6_) _ ___,~,

(b)(6)

accepted for APHA 201 1 for late October, is being finalized.

Abstracts are being prepared for submission to the Society for Applied Anthropology and the Joint
International Tropical Medicine Meeting.
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Administration of Global Viral Forecasting Incorporated (GVFinc) Activities
During this quarter PREVENT issued one Task Order to GVFinc: TO9--Pretest of market ethnography.
PREVENT is currently in the process of issuing two additional task orders: TOlO-- Market
ethnography- and TO 11, a new administrative task order.

African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
USAID has been a key supporter of the African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET), and as part
of PREVENT's scope of work FHI 360 is providing technical assistance in strengthening the Public
Affairs Office located at the AFENET Secretariat in Kampala.
During the last quarter, FHI 360 foc used its technical assistance on three priority areas: 1. Capacity
Building; 2. Public Affairs outreach; and 3. Public Private Partnerships.

Capacity Building

FHI 360 had a two-pronged approach to capacity building. (1) to strengthen the skills and introduce
new skill sets to the Secretariat public affairs and management team; and (2) to conduct a series of
communication workshops for member programs from Anglophone and Francophone Africa.

IFHI 360 communication advisor, made several TDYs to the Secretariat and worked

(b)(6)

closely with Anita Tibasaaga, AFENET Secretariat public affairs officer.I
director, and

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Iexecutive

Ideputy executive director, to implement the approved communication

work plan. This included training-by-doing as well as training sessions with the various operations and
public affairs staff. He also assisted in finalizing the updated and re-designed (more interactive)
AFENET website (www.afenet.net), and the communication outreach materials. He held training
sessions with the in-house technology department on how to manage the new website, and digital and
conducted a photography workshop for public affairs and technical staff.

Risk Communication Training - Anglophone: On July 21- 22, 2011, FHI 360 conducted a Risk
Communication workshop in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. The workshop, designed to strengthen the skills
in risk communication of professionals that are not primarily communication experts, was conducted
byl

IFourteen field epidemiologists, representing

(b)(6)

nine AFENET Anglophone member countries, had previously participated in the Applied
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Communication workshop held in Dar in May 2011. The Risk Communication workshop built on that
training and their personal experience in responding to emergencies and working in risk situations.

The workshop combined media
coaching with communication
planning for an emergency or
high-risk situation. The field
epidemiologists spent time
(b )(6)

practicing o n camera, as well as
off camera, discussing and
d iagramming successful and notas-successful broadcast
interviews. As part of this
workshop, FHl 360 adopted its

Risk Communication Workshop participants

Risk Communication Guide to
the AFENET setting. It is available on the AFENET and FHI 360 website as a reference tool and for
future use by any organization in need of communication training.

Combined Francophone Applied Communication and Risk Communication Workshop: The initial plan
was to follow the Anglophone workshop w ith a similar workshop for the Francopho ne countries.
Because of Ramadan it had to be postponed until September. A combined workshop was conducted by

FHI 360's capacity building advisor,!

(b)(6)

Ion September 26- 30, 201 1 in Dar es

Salaam, Tanzania. It was attended by 10 participants from the West Africa Field Epidemiology and
Laboratory Training Program CWAFELTP) and the Central African Field Epidemiology and
Laboratory Training Program (CAFELTP). Both
Programs cover several countries; W AFELTP comprises
Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger, and Togo while CAFELTP
comprises Cameroon, Central African Republic, and
Democratic Republ ic of Congo. The fo ur-day workshop
primarily focused on applied communication, with a

(b)(6)

day-and-a-half for risk communication. The participants,
in addition to classroom discussions, had o n-camera
practice and role-play sessions to strengthen their
comm unication skills.
Francophone Communication Workshop participants
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Materials for both the French and English workshops were adapted to public health issues specific to
each region. For East and Central Africa the case studies were on Ebola virus, Marburgh, and Rift
Valley Fever; for West Africa, cholera and malaria.
The overriding goal for these activities was to establ ish, throughout the AFENET system, a network of
credible and effective spokespersons prepared to explain field epidemiology, address public and
stakeholder inquiries, and manage fears and expectations during crisis or emergency situations.
Results
•

The feedback from both series of workshops was very positive and the post-evaluation surveys
indicated high interest and understanding of how communication can assist them when they do
their jobs.

•

There is the beginning of a strong communication network that can be utilized and should be
maintained even when there isn't an emergency.

•

Materials are available in French and English, posted on the AFENET website and easily
accessed by anyone interested in learning about these workshops.

One Health Fellowship Training: While at the Secretariat,!

(b)(6)

Fonducted several workshops to

introduce the public affairs, IT department, and technical staff to different technical skills including
managing the AFENET website and the basics in photography and digital editing. The latter was
conducted for the six One Health Fellows in training at the AFENET Secretariat. As part of the
AFENET field team and to document their work, these officers often find that they are taking pictures
of activities or situations in the
field. To help improve the quality
of their photographs the training
provided tips on camera usage,

(b )(6)

composition, background selection,
lighting, proper use of the flash,
photo directing, composing
people's pictures, and basic photo
retouching and enhancement.
.___ _(b
_)_
(6_) _

One Health Fellowship Training

___.I from AFENET's public affairs unit, has been a participant in FHI 360' s Applied

Communication and a master training workshop on communication. She put her training to use and
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conducted a training session on communication for the One Health Fellows on September 14, 2011.
The session focused on basic communication techniques and message delivery for different audiences,
as well as improvement o n presentation skrns. The fellows are expected to occasionally serve as
spokespersons for their districts' health programs once they return to their work place, and
communication should be an integral part of their skill set.
With the new website up and running,

I

(b)(6)

land the web design company conducted a training on

website management for the AFENET IT department.

Results
•

(b
_)_(6_) _

. _ I_ _

_.~as shown that she is a good trainer and has a grasp of the fundamentals of

Applied Communication. The training of the One Health Fellows in commun ication should

•

continue and be part of the six-week curriculum.

I

idea and we will pursue it with the Secretariat.)!

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

!recommended this

!training session was a good start.

The IT department has been trained, but we are less confident that the website will be
maintained and populated on a regular basis. This is a situation we will monitor.

Public Affairs Outreach

____
-----

The re-designed website (www.afenet.net) was launched

-==--==-

the second week of September with an announcement letter
from the executive director sent to all the country program
members. It is designed to be the centerpiece of all
AFENET communication. The content has been updated
(checked and rechecked), and French and English versions

-

a

=-

AF£N£T website

uplinked with Portuguese to follow. It now includes an
easier to navigate platform that allows faster viewing of graphics and photos and a search feature
within the website. The look-and-feel, along with new photos and an easier to follow distribution of
infonnation in different sections, makes navigating the website more user-friendly. It also can be
downloaded to smart devices.
The previous website was dated and did not contain current information. The challenge will be to keep
this website updated, populated, and interactive so it does not become stagnant or outdated. FHJ 360
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will continue its relationship with the web design team to provide TA to the IT team for maintenance,
but this is a stop-gap measure.

AFENET Print and Web Materials: The materials that
populate the website are also available in hard copy. The
revised and new materials include French and English
versions of: AFENET' s Organization Profile, AFENET
Program and Project informational one-pagers, and
AFENET press kit materials. All the materials are being
translated into Portuguese.

Media Event Planning: Web redesign, expanded country
program, and the AFENET Scientific Conference are all
AFENET Oraanization Profile Cover

part of the re-introduction of AFENET to the media at a
media breakfast to be held November 9 in Kampala.

AFENET will host the media event and invite the local media. Short presentations will be made by
AFENET leadership and officials from the government of Uganda. Special guests will include
representatives from USAID/Uganda and CDC/Uganda. A new AFENET interactive newsletter has
been designed and the firs t issue is scheduled to be distributed the third week of October.
Several months ago FHl 360 discussed with USAJD/Uganda the possible inclusion of the international
media in a media event. FRI 360 will follow up with the mission and, with their approval, include
international journalists in the invitation list for the media breakfast.!

(b)(6)

~s planning to be at the

Secretariat to assist with the logistics and messaging for the event.
Results
•

The tools are in place and have been introduced in a soft launch. Maintaining them will be the
next challenge.

•

There is up-to-date information that can be used by country programs and the Secretariat to
introduce the activities. This will help in establishing AFENET as a source of co1Tect
information and show the range and scope of the organization's work.

•

Portuguese-speakers have felt that they are overlooked and omitted from activities including
our communication training. We are working to rectify this by translating all materials into
Portuguese (print and website); also, for the December communication refresher training
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candidates from Angola and Mozambique will be invited to attend and we will make available
a Portug uese trainer to work closely with them in a mentoring process.
Private Sector
A combination of events have highlighted the opportunity to diversify funding support, including the
Tullow Oil investment in public affairs and communication during the Ebola outbreak and the
company's expressed interest in workfog with AFENET.

I

(b)(6)

lwas the Public Affairs

Consultant under AI.COMM and he has an interest in AFENET and working with the Secretariat.)
AFENET spends about!

(b)(4)

la year in travel, most of it with Kenya Airways.I

(b)(6)

Idrew

up a private sector concept and presentation that highlighted opportunities for Kenya Air and AFENET

I

to collaborate. A meeting has been set for October in Kenya.
(b)(6)
the meeting with
(b)(6)
of Kenya Airways.

I

I

Iand I

(b)(6)

Iwill attend

The goal is to expand AFENET's donor base to help make them more sustainable and less dependent
on U.S. Government funding.
Upcoming Activities
th

AFENET 4 Scient(fic Conference: The media breakfast will also serve as a launching platform for
th

AFENET 4 Scientific Conference taking place in Dar es Salaam on December 11-16, 2011. The
theme of the Conference is "Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training Programs as a platform for
Public Health Systems Strengthening." FHI 360 is providing TA in the strategic planning for an
efficient public relations effort in support of the AFENET PA Unit and the Tanzania Ministry of Health
Public Affairs team. The Conference is expected to be attended by close to 500 participants including
many Ministries of Health from AFENET Network countries.
SMS communication tool: As part of the AFENET communication plan, FHI 360 is in the process of

creating an intranet-based SMS communication tool to reach key stakeholders in a timely manner
during a crisis. This tool will be based on AFENET' s intranet. In its initial stages, the tool will be used
to maintain communication among our various workshop participants, starting with English speaking
countries and then expanding it to French-speaking countries. It will be used to provide real time
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information on activities and relevant news and will serve as a forum where participants can share
opinions and upload their own information as needed. It can be accessed via computer and cell phone.
Previous to the Scientific Conference, PHI 360 will conduct a refresher Communication Workshop for
the participants of previously held workshops with the objective of continuing to improve their
communication skills. They will also receive training on the SMS communication tool to start an
interactive dialogue among the epidemiologists in the AFENET network.

Summary
FHI 360 has been impressed with AFENET' s country member programs and their representatives , and
our work with them appears to have been well-received and valued by the participants. The Secretariat
team has been cordial and receptive to our technical assistance and the program's objectives. However,
high quality public affairs and communication will not be sustained if it is not part of AFENET's longterm planning as a mandated, funded activity. With the departure o~

land the

(b)(6)

executive director often overstretched and overcommitted, the Secretariat and Uganda field
epidemiologists do not have a strong communication representative. This is an important issue for
PREVENT, but a larger review of the AFENET Secretariat that goes beyond the communication and
public affairs component would benefit both the network and its donors.

Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)/Towards a Safer World (TASW)
PREVENT has been the key communication partner to
the Towards a Safer World (TASW) Initiative s ince its
launch in the Fall of 2010. Working with several
partners including the United Nations System for
Influenza Coordination (UNSJC), the World Food
Programme (WPP), and USAID, PREVENT has been a

(b)(6)

primary technical actor in the planning and
implementation of T ASW activities - attending several
planning meetings in Rome, Geneva, and Washington,
DC. Over the past twelve months PREVENT has taken
the lead in designing the T ASW logo; design and
maintenance of the website, development of key
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messages and assistance in focusing the communication and public relations information, and editing
and production of T ASW Report based on the sector assessments. All of these activities culminated in
the communication component for the TASW meeting on September 15-16 in Rome. The TASW
meeting brought together nearly 180 participants and panelists from around the world representing
various organizations and governments engaged in pandemic and disaster planning.
TASWBook

~

The most visible task of the TASW initiative that PREVENT managed was

TOWARDS

~ A SAFER WORLD

-

the editing and production of Beyond Pandemics: A Whole-of-Society
Approach to Disaster Preparedness. The 10-chapter book was a compilation

BEYOND PANDEM ICS A WHOLE-OF-SOCIETY
A"'CJA:s T) DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

of papers and assessments conducted on 10 critical sectors that represent the
planning for pandemic or disaster situation. Sectors include Health, Animal
Health, Civil-Military Coordination, Communication, Logistics, Private
Sector Preparedness, Community-level preparedness, Humanitarian
Assistance, Whole of Government Planning, and Travel/Tourism. ASEAN's
experience with multi-sector pandemk preparedness also was included.
Each chapter was written by different authors and agencies and each had a
different level of information and content.
PREVENT' s technical team produced an easy to read

and cohesive product that captures a look at the situation among these sectors. In
addition to writing and editing, PREVENT' s design team produced an electronic
version available o n the TASW website (www.towardsasaferworld.org) and a
print version for delivery at the conference.
Beyond Pandemics: A Whole-of-Society Approach to Disaster Preparedness was
released to the public at the T ASW Meeting in Rome, Italy and received high
praise from meeting participants and panelists. The book which is also available
on the TASW website outlines the human, economic and societal benefit of
increasing collaboration, planning and dialogue across the entire societal
architecture. It demonstrates how forming partnerships with non-traditional
partners in public health issues, including travel, animal health, private business,

US Assistant Secretary of State
Kerri-Ann Jones promotes the
TASW Book Photo by WFP!Rein
Skullerud
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and civil-military response teams can advance disaster preparedness. The book has been requested by
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, U.S. Congress, the White Ho use, State
Department and globally by organizations and individuals.
Information and press materials were produced for the attendees and for the media. A press release

on the event was issued and distributed to the ind ustry press and posted on the media wires (PR
Newswire). A release on the book was issued the week of the event which was picked up by YAHOO

t ~ 10\\'AKll,

<?J ASAFER ,ro1U.D

·-------·-·-·--·
-----..____
-----.. __
·-----·----

__

.._..

------·
-----

I ~ l1)Wl\ft1>,

{?I A SAFE R •01U.D

------------------------ ---

Finance, Reuters, MarketWatch, and many more that had approximately 81 million hits. An article in
La Unita highlighting the meeting ran on September 19, 2011. PREVENT worked closely with the
WFP's press office. WFP also distributed the releases to the local (Rome) media and their specialized
press list. Participant information kits were prepared and given to each participant at the meeting.
These kits included the event release and book, biographies of the T ASW Steering Committee, T ASW
speaker lists, one-pager and four-pager on TASW, and the meeting agenda. Participants also were
given a USB thumb drive that contained an electronic copy of the TASW book and direct links to the
T ASW website.

I

The TASW Communication session was organized and moderated by Acting Project Director,!
(b)(6 )

IPREVENT'S communication advisor based in Lao,I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

l was also a

presenter and discussed PREVENT' s work on avian influenza and pandemic influenza in Lao PDR.
The other participants included

I

(b)(6)

l(PAHO/WHO),

I

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

~Vietnam)J

l(WHO), and

I

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

tECDC), ~
IAFENET).

Copies of each presentation are posted on the T ASW website.
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The T ASW website was designed and managed by
PREVENT. (http://www.towardsasaferworld.org). From
July l - September 30, 2011 period, the website received
3,974 visits, more than double the previous quarter. The
visitors were from 128 countries and territories, including
the Un ited States, Italy, United Kingdom, Nigeria,
Switzerland, Canada, India, France, and Senegal. Nearly
54% of visitors were considered "new visitors." T ASW
website has approx imately 170 registered users from
around the world representing various agencies and
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the community leader for the communication community.

TASW has been very active on other social media channels including Twitter (@tasw_initiative),
YouTube, and Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/TowardsASaferWorld). These social media
outlets have been used to promote T ASW, including updates on information regarding the T ASW
meeting in Rome and products associated with TASW. Information from the TASW meeting was
shared via "live-tweeting." The TASW twitter account has approximately 80 followers.
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The positive response to T ASW is illustrated by the
following selected feedback comments received from
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May I use this opportunity to congratulate you for
organising a very successful conference on Towards
a Safer World. This conference has offered a great
opportunity to be at par with current issues on
pandemic preparedness and response and has opened
up ways for ECOWAS to learn from best practices.

We at ECOWAS will be grateful to be involved in WFP activities in this regard. This way we will
develop strategies and responses to the many humanitarian challenges in the ECOWAS region. My
report to ECOWAS authorities will certainly trigger positive responses and put in motion strategies
that will provide further solutions to the humanitarian problems of the Peoples of West Africa. I am
deeply satisfied with the process and will appreciate sustainable efforts towards making TASW a global
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model for disaster and pandemic preparedness, touching the nwst and least developed countries.
(Alozie Amaechi Godfrey, ECOWAS Commission, Abuja, Nigeria)
I wanted to send a quick note of appreciation for a superbly organised and important Towards a Safer
World Conference in Rome last week. You simply deserve the highest respect for bringing together
such a wide range of critical stakeholders to identify the key lessons discussing how we can best
translate them into action long after the last pandemic scare was over. Am very glad I participated, as
I took away much useful thought and ideas on how we can ensure that we don't get complacent about
pandemic preparedness specifically and disaster preparedness in general. We had a first discussion as
a Red Cross I Red Crescent group in Rome, and we will try to do our bit to ensure that work continues
in meaningful ways. (Matthias Schmale, Under Secretary General, International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Geneva I Switzerland)
The TASW conference was a life changing experience both professionally and personally for me. This
was a unique opportunity to interact with passionate individuals from around the world with a common
goal of improving how we as a global community can learn from each other, help each other prepare
and help each other respond to disasters ofany type. I was truly inspired by the stories, the people and
the hearts of all involved. Thank you for letting me be a part ofthis amazing experience which I hope
was only the _first ofmany to come. (Jack Holt, Global Director, Crisis and Continuity Management,
GlaxoSmithKline, Philadelphia)
You really did a stupendous job. Not just in organizing but in preparing a really super report. Meaty
and readable and relevant. I strongly support the continuation -- and growth -- of TASW. It seems the
best way not to lose all the good experience gained in the 5 years ofpandemic preparation and
experience with the mild pandemic. This will pay off in the future in many ways. (Charlie Blitzer,
International Finance Corporation, Washington DC)
I look.forward to more publications by the TASW initiative and having you on Twitter and Facebook is
great to keep abreast ofnews and related events. I greatly enjoyed my time at the conference, learned a
lot, met a lot of interesting people, and look forward to other events, especially with such impeccable
organization as the one provided by WFP. (Yara Youssef, Centre for Disaster and Humanitarian
Assistance Medicine, Bethesda)
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H2P Website
PREVENT has continued to maintain and manage the Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)
website (http://www.pandemicpreparedness.org). During the July 1 - September 30, 2011 period, the
website received 396 visits from 60 countries/teITitories, including USA, Russia, India, Vietnam,
Switzerland, Thailand, Philippines, United Kingdom, Indonesia and Thailand. Of these visits, nearly
86% of visitors were "new visitors."

Planning Meetings
Leading up to the TASW event, in July, PREVENT Technical Manager~l_ _
(b_)(6_)_~l traveled to
Rome, Italy for TASW planning meetings at the World Food Programme (WFP). This meeting was
used by the T ASW working group to finalize actions leading up to the TASW meeting in September.
(b)(6) Imet with the United Nations System Coordinator for Avian and Human Influenza (b)(6)
(b)(6) WFP staff
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

U.S. Department of Defense personnel

Public Health Advisor

I

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

land

(b)(6)

and USAID Senior

I At this meeting it was agreed that PREVENT would be

responsible for the production of informational kits that would be shared with T ASW meeting
participants and the timing for release of information for targeted media leading up the September
event. WFP and the US Department of Defense representatives at the meeting agreed on their roles in
identifying and providing financial support to TASW meeting participants.
PREVENT will continue to provide follow-up support to T ASW as needed including the maintenance
and management of the T ASW website.

Avian Influenza (AI)/Bangladesh
Bangladesh Avian Influenza Component Ends
Bangladesh has had several human cases of HSN 1 virus, and PREVENT placed an emphasis on
targeting the markets that were seen as hot spots for the virus and communities where the human cases
have been reported. Last quarter, FHI 360 continued its partnership with RTM International (Research,
Training, Management International), a local NGO, to assist with creating a roster of master trainers in
infectious disease prevention that in turn could conduct trainings with at-risk audiences in the five live-
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markets. The original plan was to focus on the five hot spots in and around Dhaka and to expand the
training and mobilization to other regions throughout the country.
PREVENT was successful
in establishing approval with
the presidents and
secretaries of the key wet
(b)(6)

markets and received
permission to conduct
training among their poultry
processing vendors and
market staff responsible for

uroup I rammg ror r-owtry nocessors

disposing of poultry waste.
A meeting held on June 28 at the office of the president of Kaptan Bazar Market Association included
the leaders of the five live bird markets, the veterinary officer of Dhaka City Corporation, the
veterinary surgeon of the Central Veterinary Hospital, and RTM (representing FHI 360, then AED).
The five live bird markets where tra ining was to be conducted were Jatrabari bazaar, Doyagonj bazaar,
Kaptan bazaar, Fakirapool bazaar, and AGB colony bazaar; all agreed on the training, content,
logistics, and schedule. Because the holy month of Ramadan was starting on July 29, the decision was
to try to complete all of the trainings in July before Ramadan with follow-up and monitoring to take
place in August. This made July an intense training period.
By the end of July, five training sessions for poultry processing vendors and one training session for
market staff responsible for poultry waste and refuse were completed. One-hundred and twenty-five
participants were trained. These 125 represented 61 retailers, seven wholesalers, 45 poultry processors,
seven market owners, and five leaders. The trainers were from the Government's Department of
Livestock Services, Dhaka City Corporation, RTM's project coordinator, and three veterinary doctors
recruited by FHI360. Also in attendance were livestock officers and veterinary surgeons that had
participated in the master training and joined as resources in the trainings.
In August, training sessions continued in these live bird markets. An additional 100 vendors and
poultry processors were trained. PREVENT's work ended on August 25. In addition to the training
sessions, representatives from RTM visited all of the markets where the original training took place
five times to monitor any changes or application of new and best practices. The visits included
discussions with the individual vendors as well as the presidents or secretaries of the market association
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to make recommendations and suggestions on ways to reduce risks. Over 450 vendors, processors, and
sanitation workers were visited.
Another component of this activity was a cleaning and disinfection mobilization. The training team
worked closely with FAO, DLS, and the five market owners to oversee a cleaning and disinfection
activity. Disinfection was focused on the market facilities, cages, processing, and disposal areas. A
total of 560 cages, 64 processing, and nine disposal areas were cleaned and disinfected. This was
similar to an activity that
AED conducted with
StopAI, FAO, and the
government a year ago.
(b )(6)

Finally, a monitoring
survey was conducted
during the course of the
activity to help us gauge
improvement or impact.
The findings were compiled and submitted as part of the final report from RTM. RTM, the
Government, and market workers and owners had many suggestions and recommendations that are
included in the final report.
Copies of the final report were submitted to the Mission and Government.
Results
•

There is in place a network of master trainers that are experienced in cleaning and disinfection and
individual sanitation and hygiene training. Selected from the government and private sector these
trainers are a solid foundation on which to build future activities.

•

The training was an excellent opportunity to engage the live bird markets' management. Their
involvement in the prevention side is critical. Also having them as advocates for this activity - both
the training and the cleaning and disinfecting - will help contribute to any policy changes that need
to take place.
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded the
Academy for Educational Development (AED) Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 (under
C-Change Leader Award No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00) entitled Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity, or PREVENT. On June 30, 2011, Family
Health International (FHJ) acquired AED and all of its programs and assets, including PREVENT; the
resulting new integrated organizational entity is FHI 360. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, focuses
on using behavior change and communication to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control avian and
pandemic influenzas and other emerging pandemic threats. The Project is part of a larger USAID
program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).

NEW PROJECT DIRECTOR
In late December, FHJ 360 welcomed a new Project Director,
(b)(6)

I

Ito lead PREVENT.

(b)(6)

Ihas more than 30 years of experience as a field project manager, researcher, and technical

expert in public health and related international development fields . Most recently, he served as Team
Leader for an Asian Development Bank project designed to reduce HIV and human trafficking in
Vietnam and Lao PDR. From 2007-2011 , he served as Advisor for Special and Most-at-Risk
Populations at UNESCO/Bangkok, working on issues of risk behavior and movement patterns among
high-risk populations in the Greater Mekong Sub-Region. He also served for five years as Chief
Technical Advisor, HIV/AIDS, for the UNDP in Myanmar. His work in these positions included risk
mapping among vulnerable populations, design of behavior change strategies, and design of impact
evaluations using both qualitative and quantitative research methods.

I

(b)(6)

Fxperience also

includes two years as Asia Regional Representative and Thailand Country Director for PATH and 11
years in a similar position for the International Human Assistance Programs (IHAP). He holds a PhD in
political science fro m the University of Hawaii and a master's degree in regional and community
planning from Kansas State University.
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Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
CONGO BASIN
Cameroon
Market Ethnography
From October 16 to December 12, 2011, a rapid market ethnographic study was cond ucted in six markets
in Southern Cameroon and two in Yaounde. The study involved several types of data collection: in-depth
interviews with market managers, vendors, butchers, cleaners and others who work in the market;
observations of sales interactions and of people cutting meat; a detailed observation of the market; short
observations of the number of sellers and different types of meat for sale at specific periods each day; and
a short exit interview survey of shoppers.
The instruments and methodology had been pretested in August 201 1 in seven markets in small- and midsized towns in Eastern Cameroon and in six markets in Yaounde, after which they were somewhat
revised. The FHI 360-expedited Institutio nal Review Board (IRB) approval was received in September,
and in October PREVENT was notified that the Cameroon National Ethics Committee approved the
protocol. Staff from PREVENT subcontractor GVFinc co-facilitated the training and observed and
coached d uring the fi rst field site to assure data q uality.
A total of 270 people were interviewed (see below for details).

Type of person
Market Manager
Association Leader of Vend ors or
Butchers
Market Cleaner

Vendors of Uncooked Animal
Meat

Number of interviews
conducted
6
5
6

45

Comments
I refused and 1 managed 2 markets.
Not all markets had an association and
some refused.
No market cleaner interviewed in
either market in Yaounde; l not
available and one refused.
In two markets there were no vendors
of uncooked meat. Vendors of cooked
meat were interviewed as other key
informants.
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Type of person
Total Other key informants:
Cooked meat seller/restaurants
Hunters
T ransporters
Wholesaler
Butchers

Number of interviews
conducted
49
18
10
19
2
35

Buyers

124

TOTAL

270

Comments

In one market there were no butchers
(no uncooked meat).
591 total approached in 7 markets (In
one market there were no buyers of
uncooked meat).
467 either refused, didn't buy meat, or
ignored the interviewer.

As during the pretest, interviewers encountered vendors and shoppers with a range of reactions, ranging
from willingness to be interviewed to hostility. In some markets, especiaJly in Yaounde, it was hard to get
interviews w ith vendors; it helped to talk to the association leader first (in markets where they existed),
but in at least one case this person was one of the main barriers to other vendors being willing to talk with
interviewers. Finding qualified shoppers willing to be interviewed was also d ifficult; in five markets only
20% or fewer of those approached were interviewed.
T he reticence/hostility toward outsiders has much to do with the fear that the o utsiders are associated with
the Forestry Ministry, whose staff enforces sanctions related to illegal species. In addition, because of
this, in most of the markets, those interviewed indicated that a good portion of bushmeat trade, especially
in illegal species, takes place outside the formal market locations.

Selected findings from one ofthe Yaounde markets are presented below. The data have not yet been fully
synthesized, however.
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Biosecurity/Awareness of Contagion

•

Unlike in the other six markets, some vendors mentioned they have experienced diseases that
they believed had resulted from the manipulation of bushmeat, including skin rashes, HIV and
ebola, indicating an awareness of possible contagion of diseases from animals.

•

In one market, bushmeat is exposed on plastic bags and sheets on the floor. All species are
mixed together and vendors hold them, live or dead, with the ir bare hands.

•

Women track mud on their shoes to the pavilion where meat is exposed.

•

Live pangolins are thrown on the plastic sheets and, from time to time, they move to a pool of
standing water to drink or defecate, and people consider it normal.

•

There is a tree trunk in front of the vendors' stands on which some of the m butcher meat.
Larger animals are butchered in a fenced place, quite hidden, where butchering takes place on a
daily basis. Basically, the same instruments are used: machetes, knives, razor blade, fire and
axe.

Hygiene and Sanitation

•

Sellers selling live fish and grubs alongside the bushmeat need to change water in their large
pots constantly to keep the fish and the grubs alive. The water dropping on the floor regularly
stands there and does not dry. They use the same water again and again.

•

Vendors manipulate meat with no protective clothes, as consistently observed in other markets.

•

The space is very small for the number of vendors present, and it looks overcrowded, with not
enough space for all of them to sit. When they arrive in the morning, butchers put on their
working "uniforms" (covering clothes) which they always leave in the market at the end of the
day. (In the second market, there is no protective clothing used. In one market they never
sweep the area and there is a lot of dust.)

•

No protection covers the hands, and the water used is dirty and used for all types of meat
(domestic and wild).

•

Both vendors and butchers eat with dirty, unwashed hands.

•

Generally, the meat is covered only to protect it against the sun, so that fresh meat, especially,
will not become rotten in the heat.
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•

Toilets are present in the market and women were not observed urinating in the open, as was
the case in two of the markets outside Yaounde. Butchers say they sometimes bathe in the
market before going home.

•

In both markets, after the meat is sold or cleaned, it is put in the customer's bag without
wrappmg.

Data are currently being analyzed and synthesized and a full report is expected next q uarter. At that
point the team will ascertain whether to proceed with price/quantity of different meats and/or to
develop a market-based intervention.

Behavior Trials
During this quarter, PREVENT subcontractor GVFlnc with feedback from FHI 360, finalized the
report of the behavioral trials in Cameroon. The trials were cond ucted in April and May 201 1 among
101 hunters and butchers in 10 "Healthy Hunter" villages in the Francophone region of Nyabissan and
in the Anglophone region of Abat.
The following behaviors emerged as ones which would be worthwhile for intervention because they
were adopted by people and proved feasible for them to sustain:

•

Reducing consumption of fruit contaminated by animals, by washing fruit before eating
it. This behavior should be promoted to both men and women, since people of both genders
spend time in the forest, either working their land, tending traps, h unting, or gathering fruits.
Motivations for the behavior include avoiding sickness (e.g., stomach problems) by washing.

•

Protecting oneself and the family from rodent or bat excrement dust around the house by
taking precautions while cleaning. This is a behavior that is most relevant for women and
young adults who may help in cleaning the house. People who tried the different sub-behaviors
were very enthusiastic about their health benefits and said that it made their house feel cleaner.
Thus, these sub-behaviors should be included in the intervention phase. These activities include
the following:
•

Covering your mo uth while you sweep

•

Wetting the ground
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•

•

Putting the children outside while sweeping

•

Washing hands after sweeping

Washing hands with soap at specific times. This includes:
•

after having touched blood or excrement of a wild animal

•

before preparing a meal

•

after getting cut

•

before eating

•

after cleaning the floor

Fo r each of these three behaviors, participants talked about noticing a difference in their own and their
children's health since beginning to practice the behavior. During the follow-up interviews, female
participants often remarked that one of the benefits of reducing dust while sweeping was that they saw
an immediate respiratory health improvement in their children and themselves as a result of the
behavior change. Improvement in gastrointestinal health was observed related to washing fruits before
eating them and washing hands after having touched animal excrement or blood, or before eating in
general. Noticing significant and/or immediate improvement in her children's health is an important
factor in motivating mothers. The fact that a number of people were able to notice how certain changes
in three behaviors improved their lives within a short (i.e., five-week) period is quite important. Other
positive outco mes noted were cleanliness of people and the home, and less smell.
Other behaviors tested during the trials that we do not recommend promoting include:
•

Hunters protecting their skin while hunting. Most of the trial respondents said they already did
this.

•

Butchers protecting themselves from contact w ith raw meat when selling or transporting it.
Most butchers said this was not a relevant behavior since they do not sell or transport meat.

•

Butchers and hunters avoiding cutting meat when they have open wounds. Most of the trial
respondents said they already did this.
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These behaviors could be incorporated into a more generalized reminder to both men and women to
"avoid your skin coming in contact with blood and feces of wild animals."

As women were especially enthusiastic during the study and indicated their intentions to continue the
behaviors they adopted, we recommend that they should be a particular focus of an intervention.

Next Steps
PREVENT staff are currently discussing what type of intervention might be appropriate to consider
given that GVFlnc has cut back its internal funding for the Healthy Hunter program. A total of 32
villages will be supported with one visit a year from the Yaounde coordinator to supplement the work
of four local "village coordinators" who each serve about eight villages; through 2011, the program
was s upported in 65 villages, with four visits a year from the Yaounde coordinator.

One option being considered is for PREVENT to train the four male local coordinators to cond uct
negotiations about improved behaviors as an intervention. If that option is selected, PREVENT will
also support identifying and training women in each of these areas to conduct negotiations with the
women in the Healthy Hunter villages.

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

PREVENT AOTR, and

I

IPREVENT Technical Director, met with~

(b)(6)

head of the Pox virus and R abies Branch of CDC, to discuss possible collaboration between

PREVENT and C DC focusing on monkeypox, specificaJly about applying PREVENT qualitative
research approaches to get a better understanding of human-animal relationships.

I

(b)(6)

I

expressed interest, but as C DC is about to start a case-control study in their study area in DRC,
suggested that PREVENT explore the poss ibility of si milar work in the R epublic of Congo. PREVENT
will follow up with potential partners in ROC.

During this quarter, PREVENT reviewed and provided comments on RESPOND 's plan for a
participatory impact assessment of INCEF' s educational intervention to reduce primary and secondary
transmission of ebola.
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Uganda
.___ _
(b_)(6_) _ __.I FHI

360 behavior change and communication advisor, served as on-the-ground

technical advisor to Uganda during the quarter. In addition to his regularly scheduled meetings and
work with AFENET, I

On October 26, 2011,1

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

participated in several EPT activities as follows.

pttended the second EPT regular monthly meeting organized by

Thomas Easley, EPT Country Coordinator, USAID/Uganda. It was attended by most of the USAIDgloball y-funded partner organizations working on EPT in Uganda. The purpose of these meetings is to
keep the partners informed of each other's activities to look for potential areas of collaboration and
avoid duplication of efforts.

Overall, most of the activities are related to sample collection and analysis, but there were some areas
that interface with some of PREVENT' s communication activities. Under the One Health Program,
PREDICT, in partnership with Makerere University, is offering a Master's degree in several specialties
that includes Risk Communication as part of the curriculum~

lwill follow up with the

(b)(6)

personnel in charge to explore opportunities for collaboration.

(b)(6)

~lso attended the third EPT meeting on December 7, 2011, at the RESPOND offices. Most

of the updates were very specific to topics that the different partners work on but unrelated to
communication with the exception of two potential opportunities indicated below.

During the RESPOND update,!

(b)(6)

jemphasized the potential for collaboration between

RESPOND and PREVENT related to private-sector partnerships that RESPOND is workjng on,
including a peer-educator program that will start in February 2012.

(b)(6)

PREVENT collaborate on the creation of risk communication materials.

suggested that
(b)(6)

(Regional

Director/RESPOND) will forward the materials they are developing to obtain suggestions on potential
areas of collaboration.
During the PREDICT update,!

(b)(6)

flso suggested that PREVENT may have a role in planned

wildlife sampling activities in the Queen Elizabeth Conservation Area, an anthropogenic disturbance
area, by helping to produce educational materials for the population currently living in and around that
area. It was agreed that this possibility will be discussed during l

(b)(6)

r ext trip in January 2012.
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SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
Cambodia

The Office of Public Health and Education presented a brief update of the EPT program
in Cambodia to the USAID Mission Director in mid-October. At the request ofl

(b)(6)

USAID/Cambodia, PREVENT provided a short presentation on the current progress of the PREVENT

~ FHI 360 Regional
Advisor, will attend an EPT partners meeting to present PREVENT's work plan for FY12 in
Cambodia.
project and planned activities for FY12. Early next quarter,!

(b)(6)

Indonesia

PHI 360's Senior BCC Advisor

(b)(6)

____

as in Jakarta in November and December for a

"---T-------1

separate project. While in Jakarta,.__

(b)(6)

_. onducted two important meetings on behalf of

PREVENT: a follow-up presentation with the University of Indonesia and a work plan update meeting
with USAID/Jakarta.
In July 2011 j~_ _
(b_)(6
_)_ ~ 1 University of Indonesia Dean of Public Health, invited PREVENT to
return to University of Indonesia (UI) to do a presentation of PREVENT activities for a larger faculty
audience.I

!followed up on the request and met withl

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

land faculty

assembled from many of the UI departments, including faculty from public health, epidemiology,
research, environment and industry, nutrition, and health education, as well as the dean of partnerships,
among others.I

(b)(6)

Iprovided an overview of PREVENT's approach and plans in the region

and Indonesia. Following the presentation, participants engaged in a lively discussion about both
PREVENT' s plans and UI' s capabilities to serve as a partner in Indonesia. All participants were highly
engaged and several mentioned relevant studies that UI has undertaken o n related topics, such as on the
eating habits of the Minahasa people in North Sulawesi. The dean and his faculty were eager to support
PREVENT, indicating that they had expertise in a variety of fields, including research, epidemiology,
and nutrition, and could conduct literature reviews and research .
.___(b
_)(_6)_

__.~lso met with ~I_ _ _(_b)_(6_) - - ~ land her team at USAID/lndonesia to discuss recent

changes in the PREVENT work plan. They discussed the FY12 work plan, particularly formative
research on human-animal exposure. The USAID team in Indonesia is eager to see the human-animal
exposure study conducted in Indonesia. Therefore, PREVENT is working to align the formative
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research study with extractive industry activities planned for FY12. In addition,!
PREVENT with USAID's Office of Environment. A separate meeting was held with

I

(b)(6)

IProgram Management Specialist within US AID' s Office of Environment.

llinked

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

as eager

to learn of PREVENT's plans for extractive industry and indicated that his office would offer whatever
information it could to assist. Specifically, he mentioned USAID's Indonesian Forest and Climate
Support (IFACS) Project, which could provide input into PREVENT's extractive scoping assessment.
Literature Review
The PREVENT literature review is a regional activity planned for five countries in the region: Lao
PDR, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, and Indonesia. PREVENT is currently implementing the literature
review in Thailand and Lao. Based on experience implementing the literature review in these two
countries and the difficulty of recruiting a consultant to complete the review in Indonesia, PREVENT
has decided to divide the scope of work into smaller, more focused reviews. PREVENT staff is in the
process of writing more focused literature review scopes of work for dissemination to specialists in
different sectors to overcome this challenge.
Lao PDR
Literature Review
The Lao PDR literature review continued this quarter. The two consultants carrying out the review
have collected over 85 articles in Lao and English that will be compiled into a report on risky practices
and behaviors that affect the transmission of disease from wildlife to humans, on social norms that
support these practices or that might support less risky ones, and on the "enabling environment" for
such practices or for less risky ones. A draft report was developed and will be finalized next quarter.
Market Study
Bats and rodents are purchased openly from markets in Lao PDR. Because bats and rodents have been
shown to harbor EPT viruses in studies conducted in other countries in the region and globally,
PREVENT proposed concentrating on open markets in areas where bats and rodents are consumed to
determine potential risk posed to people and animals by the presence of wildlife in markets. This
quarter, PREVENT issued a request for proposals to identify one or more organizations to collect
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information about market biosecurity and the price and volume of key species (rodents, bats, civets and
non-human primates) in multiple markets in Lao PDR. The Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) was
the organization selected.
WCS, a partner o n the PREDICT project, will conduct a pilot study over the course of four months
(January - April 2012), and a longer-term study will be considered based on the results of this pilot.
WCS will collect data on biosecurity, the wildlife price and availability from markets in which they are
sampling wildlife (including key species of bats and rodents) for PREDICT and from markets within
50km of those markets. WCS will collect the market information using observation tools developed
and pretested by PREVENT. The market study will begin next quarter.
Formative Research
Steps to implementing the formative research for the human-animal exposure survey were under way in
Lao PDR this quarter. A research protocol was developed and submitted for U.S. IRB permissions and
approval was given. An RFP was issued and bids from local research companies to implement the
formative research in January were received. To prepare for January 2012 implementation, PREVENT
has undertaken development of a program to train the eventual research team on the formative study
tools and an operational manual.
PREVENT held a half-day meeting in Vientiane on December 5, 2011 to present the formative
research portion (i.e., method and tools) of the EPT human-animal exposure study and to faci litate
approval for its implementation in Lao PDR. Three PREVENT staff~

(b)(6)

IResearch

Manager, Washington, D.C., I
(b)(6)
~ Research and M&E Officer, Thailand, andl(b)(6I
(b)(6)
FHI 360 Country Coordinator, Lao PDR, faci litated the meeting. Ten government

I

officials attended the meeting, including representatives from NEIDCO, Ministry of Health,
Department of Livestock and Fisheries, and the Wildlife Division of the Department of Forestry. The
government officials suggested provinces that would yield the most information to satisfy PREVENT's
research objectives: Oudornxay, Xiangkhuang, Boulikarnxay, and Attapeu. NEIDCO also agreed to
help facilitate local IRB permissions in collaboration with PREVENT. This quarter the research
protocol was submitted for local IRB approval. PREVENT will implement the format ive research for
the human-animal exposure study next quarter.
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Tripartite Meeting

(b)(6)

IFHI 360 Country Coordinator, attended the EPT Tripartite Review Meeting on

November 23, 201 1. Participants represented all EPT partners, Government of Lao PDR officials,
USAID, and local stakeholders. The meeting was opened by the U.S. Ambassador!
(b)(6)
I
(b)(6 )
land I
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

__________________________

andl...._

I, facil itated the

_.

(b)(6)

meeting.

Ipresented PREVENT's progress to date and activities planned for FY12. At the meeting it

(b)(6)

was determined that PREVENT's counterpart during its research phase will be NEIDCO. In subsequent
years, when PREVENT proceeds to the intervention-development phase, PREVENT can contact
NEIDCO to identify another/additional point of contact for the project. One of PREVENT' s activities
is to reconstitute the Market Working Group.
contactin

I

(b)(6)

~iked PREVENT's proposal and will assist in
who could

-~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b)(6)
---------------~

provide government leadership of this effort.
Malaysia
During this quarter, PREVENT conceptualized and began to plan a study relating to human exposure to
biodiversity and ecosystem disturbance. EcoHealth Alliance is planning to measure biodiversity and
identify viruses along a "disturbance gradient" using a transect along the Kinabatangan River in Sabah
District, Malaysia. The amount of ecosystem disturbance ranges from a very-disturbed zone near the
coast to a virtually undisturbed zone in the Maliau Basin. PREVENT has had extensive discussions
with EcoHealth Alliance about adding an additional layer of investigation to examine the relationship
between disturbance, biodiversity and human exposure to animals, particularly risky exposure.
Tentatively (and as illustrated below), PREVENT will measure human exposure in at least two s ites
that differ in terms of "culture'' in at least two zones. ("Culture" could be marked, for example, by
different occupations, or by different ethnicities, or by different religions; the point is to observe to
what extent attributes that can be changed might affect exposure.) Conceptually, PREVENT will
compare exposure rates of humans from the same "culture"- for example, loggers - across disturbance
zones; we will also compare the exposure rates of humans from different "cultures" in the same zone.
Data will be collected using an adaptation of the human exposure survey piloted in Thailand during this
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quarter. Selection of specific zones will depend on the variety of cultures and size of the populations
belonging to them in different zones.

Culture A

Culture A

Culture B

Culture C

Zone 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Zone 10
Least disturbed f-·································································································································• Most disturbed

PREVENT began working with EcoHealth Alliance to obtain the demographic information needed to
make this decision. The project also issued an RFP to identify a company or research group to carry out
the formative research. We received only one response, which was not adequate, and have begun to
develop plans to organize the formative research team ourselves. Data collection is tentatively set to
begin during the summer of 2012, after the rainy season.
Thailand
Human-Animal Exposure Research
This quarter, PREVENT continued to analyze the results of the human-animal exposure formative
research pretest and to pretest additional formative research tools. Ongoing analysis of data from the
Thailand pre-test in July 2011, as well as work in the development of the survey instrument for the
animal exposure survey, identified the need for the development of new formative tools. PREVENT
needed tools to assess variations in people's exposures over the year, as well as to identify places of
possible exposure for people.
To elicit this information, two new formative tools - the seasonal calendar and daily profile - were
developed. These tools, common in participatory research, were modified to accommodate
PREVENT' s specific research questions. The tools were then tested this quarter in Khoo Kaeo
Province in both rural and urban settings with men and women. Both tools were very effective in
eliciting the needed information and will be used in future formative research studies.
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Seasonal Calendar- Women in Urban Khon Kaen
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In addition, PREVENT developed and pretested an instrument to assess frequencies of exposure to
animals. The instrument was informed by the results of the formative study cond ucted earlier in the
year in Thailand, as well as literature reviews and conceptual frameworks developed to assess
indicators of exposure.
Concurrently, PREVENT began preparing for a pilot study to assess the potential and limitations of the
newly developed instrument and methodology, and sought approval from local authorities and U.S.
IRB exemption. U.S. IRB exemption was obtained and approval was given by the Khon Kaen
Provincial Health Office (KKPHO) and the Ministry of Public Health of Thailand.
To start, key questions in the instrument were tested using cognitive interviews that aim to understand
how respondents are processing information when responding to questions. Cognitive interviews (with
30 respondents in urban and rural Khon Kaen) were used to identify and correct potential problems and
misunderstanding with the survey instrument. The information collected through the cognitive
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interviews was incorporated into the survey instrument. Then the survey instrument and the sampling
methodology for the human-animal exposure survey were tested in four districts, in villages
representing urban, forest and agricultural landscapes. Two hundred respondents (100 women and 100
men) were interviewed. Analysis is under way.
PREVENT Comments on a Thai Questionnaire about Nipah
PREVENT received a request for assistance with a questionnaire from ~I__(b_)(_6_) - ~rrom the
Department of Medicine/Neurology at Chulalongkorn University, a major expert on bat viruses in
Thailand. She and colleagues are conducting investigations in two villages near Pattaya with a
population of about 2000 people and 12,000 bats. They have found both the Bangladesh and Malaysian
strains of Nipah in bats, but no human cases yet, though some human antibody tests have come back as
"borderline" (almost all of these borderline cases have a history of exposure). ~I_ _(b_)_(6_) - ~ team has
a good relationship with the community and wants to develop materials to educate villagers and
tourists, perhaps via health volunteers, and to educate providers to recognize and treat encephalitis.
They requested help in finalizing a survey of villagers .
.___ _ _ _(_
b )_(6_J _ _ _ ___,lhelped

to clarify that PREVENT could provide technical assistance in the
form of comments on the survey questionnaire, but could not provide logistical support. She translated

the questionnaire into English for review by
PREVENT comments for

I

(b)(6)

I

I

(b)(6)

rnd

I

(b)(6)

Iand then translated the

Literature Review
The Thailand literature review began this quarter. A consultant is performing a desktop review of
existing published and unpublished literature (in Thai and English) on risky practices and behaviors
that affect the transmission of disease from wildlife to humans, on social norms that support these
practices or that might support less risky ones, and on the "enabling environment" for such practices or
for less risky ones. The outcome of this research will be a report that provides an up-to-date summary
of what is known about contact between humans and animals in Thailand, with a focus on bat, rodent,
and primate species and the motivations and circumstances that support risky practices. The final report
is expected next quarter.
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Presentations
.______(b_)(_6_) _ _ _ ___,!abstract entitled "Taking the First Step to Prevent Transmission of
Zoonoses to Humans: Formative Research on Human Exposure to Animals in Khon Kaen, Thailand
2011" was accepted for oral presentation in the Joint International Tropical Medicine Meeting.l<b/<61
(b)(6)

presented at JITMM on December 1, 201 1 in Bangkok.

Meetings
On October 6, 2011, PREVENT Regional BCC Advisor!
Coordinato~

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

~nd Lao Country

~articipated in the monthly EID Preparedness Forum in Bangkok. The

October forum was organized by PREVENT and chaired byl

(b)(6)

Iwhile l

(b)(6)

~erved

as the keynote speaker. The theme of the meeting was "Towards a Safer World (TASW): Promoting
Lessons Learned from the Pandemic Experience."
.__(b_l(_6_) _ _.!shared her experiences from the TASW conference in Ro me, followed by a lively
question-and-answer period. About 20 participants attended the meeting, representing United Nations
agencies, non-governmental organizations, universities, and private sector firms working on em erging
disease issues in the region. Minutes of the meeting can be found at:
http://www.eidforum.org/index.php/forum/9-2011-meetings.

In addition, at the suggestion ofUSAID,I

(b)(6)

lwas invited to a two-day brainstorm session

hosted by FREELAND Foundation on November 14-15, 201 1. The purpose of the brainstorm was to
solicit input into a new campaign being developed across Asia region to reduce wildl ife trafficking. A
diverse group of wildlife experts mainly from the Asia region participated in these discussions to
provide perspective and advice to communication experts from JWT, an advertising agency that is
designing a regional campaign to reduce Asia's massive illegal w ildlife trade.
Participating organizations included Wildlife 21 International, MerTech Global Consulting, ASEAN
Centre for Biodiversity, ASEAN-WEN, Vietnam Ministry of Environment/Bio-diversity, ENV, Rapid
Asia, International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW), USAID, and the U.S. Embassy. In addition to
FREELAND, the event was hosted by the ARREST Project (Asia's regional response to endangered
species trafficking), and funded by USAJD.
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Vietnam

PREVENT hired a program coordinator based in Hanoi, Vietnam. The program coordinator will start at
the beginning of 2012 and will help to facilitate PREVENT work plan activities in Vietnam. The
program coordinator will share office space with Wildlife Conservation Society, the lead implementing
partner of PREDICT in Vietnam. The shared office space will allow for more robust cross-project
collaboration between PREDICT and PREVENT. The terms of the office sharing lease have been
negotiated and are ready for execution next quarter.
Bangladesh
ICDDR,B

During this quarter PREVENT finalized a work order for ICDDR,B to analyze previously collected
data to answer questions about: 1) the sustainability of the banas intervention (i.e., Do gachhis and tree
owners continue to use banas the year following their introduction without further educational
intervention or prompting?); and 2) message specifics (i.e., Does recommending a greater variety of
possible materials for making banas result in more of them being made and used?). By December 3 1,
JCDDR,B finished cleaning the data and started analysis. They are on track to submit a report during
the next quarter.
GLOBAL
Work plan

PREVENT submitted a revised Year 3 work plan and budget in response to USAID's comments and
requests. The project also provided US AID with in-country cost information for all of the Southeast
Asian countries.
Review of International Wildlife Trade

US AID requested a review of international wildlife trade. PREVENT developed terms of reference and
competitively selected a consultant to write a report on trade between Africa and Asia and from these
continents to Europe and the U.S. The paper will be available at the end of February 2012.
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Extractive Industries Activities
PREVENT continued to host the Extractive Industries Working Group meetings this quarter. A
discussion of the XRAT tool in October highlighted the need to rethink the purpose and structure of the
tool. PREVENT organized several internal and joint meetings with RESPOND to identify a structure
for the revised tool. The group set up a face-to-face meeting in December 2011 , and identified a series
of documents that could be included in a toolkit designed for extractive industry companies and
national governments. PREVENT has continued to wo rk on these documents. PREVENT and the
working group are developing a presentation for the partners meeting in January 2012.
PREVENT reviewed and provided extensive feedback on the RESPOND White Paper that examines
the literature on the zoonotic disease risks associated with extractive industry and resultant land use
changes.
PREVENT and RESPOND wrote and submitted several abstracts on zoonotic disease transmission
risks and mitigation activities related to extractive industries. The abstract for the OneHealth
conference in Davos, Switzerland was accepted, and PREVENT will present at this conference in
February 2012.
PREVENT participated in a meeting and discussions with the World Wildlife Fund's West and Central
Africa regional advisor. A meeting planned for November 201 1 with Australian mining companies was
postponed until March or April 2012. PREVENT and/or RESPOND plan to co-sponsor this meeting
and introduce the concept of zoonotic disease prevention and the links with biodiversity and ecological
conservation in the context of extractive industries.
PREVENT attended a meeting at Resources for the Future on regulations and protocols for the timber
industry workin g in pristine wilderness areas. In general, the industry is not well regulated and, though
a few conventions regulate forestry practices, they are not followed unless the wood needs to be
certified. In general, the industry has not thought about zoonotic disease transmission, but it may be
possible to piggyback activities onto biodiversity and ecological protocols.
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Subcontracts

PHI 360 and GVFinc negotiated and signed Task Order 11, which covers GVFinc participation in
technical meetings. PREVENT also drafted and began discussing TO 12, intended to cover
development and implementation of the healthy hunter/butcher intervention. This discussion is taking
longer than anticipated because the activity was originally envisioned as an add-on to GVFinc's blood
spot collection visits to 65 villages four times a year. In December 2011, FHI 360 was informed that
GVFinc had decided to reduce that activity to a once-a-year visit to 32 villages, albeit with ongoing
attention from four "village coordinators" living in the villages. PREVENT is considering the likely
impact of a low-intensity intervention and is actively exploring whether other groups or organizations
pay regular visits to the villages.

African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
(b)(6)

IFHI 360 behavior change and communication advisor working with AFENET, made

his last trip to Uganda from October 21 to December 9, 2011. The focus of this trip was to finalize the
public affairs activities that were part of the larger AFENET communication strategy (web site
redesign, intranet, communication materials on AFENET), to assist the Secretariat in the organization
of a media breakfast to launch AFENET's Fifth Anniversary activities, and to provide support on
AFENET's Scientific Conference held in Tanzania in December 2011. While in Kampala,

I

(b)(6)

also attended several USAID-hosted Emerging Pandemic Threat meetings and helped organize a media
orientation workshop on Emerging and Re-emerging Pandemic Diseases.
To provide technical assistance to AFENET,

I

(b)(6)

Iheld regularly scheduled meetings with the

Secretariat executive committee, the Public Affairs unit personnel, the public relations firm, Real
Marketing, and the web site design company,
MAAD/Hostalite Ltd.

Media Breakfast: Fifth Anniversary of AFENET
The AFENET Secretariat celebrated its fifth anniversary
in 2011 and planned to hold a media event highlighting
this accomplishment and to reposition AFENET and its
role in public health. Throughout the year, the media
event had been scheduled and rescheduled and was set for
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November 2011 . A major reason for rescheduling this media event was to allow AFENET time to
revise its print materials, redesign and re-launch its web site, and to develop the key messages and
position statements supporting AFENET. Over the course of the year,
the Secretariat leadership - including

(b)(6)

worked closely with

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

along with Real Marketing and MAAD - to write, edit and prepare the materials, redesign and relaunch the AFENET web site, and strengthen the Public Affairs Unit so it could be showcased at the
media event.

In preparation for the media breakfast on November 7, 2011 Jb)(6)!
! (b)(6) !and l

(b)(6)

ronducted a mini media-training session

with all AFENET personnel attending the media breakfast to brief
them on the event and outline their specific role at the breakfast. The
(b)(6)

mini-media training allowed them to practice referring questions
exclusively to l

(b)(6)

!the official AFENET spokesperson at the

event.

FHI 360 organized the AFENET media breakfast and worked closely
with Real Marketing to reach the key media representatives to attend.
Press packets and the event agenda was sent to the most important
media houses in Uganda. The event was held at the Sheraton Hotel in Kampala on November 9, 2011,
and was attended by 58 persons, including 35 jo urnalists representing local broadcast and print media.
Interviews were conducted with
(b)(6)
~ollowing the presentation. Guest attendees were i<~/<i
(b)(6)
r od
(b)(6)
~om USAID, as well as
(b)(6)
Information Officer for
the U.S. Embassy.

I

I

I

I

AFENET achieved its objective of re-introducing itself to the media and positioning the organization as
a go-to source for reliable information on public health. Post-event media coverage included TV, radio
and print, with an estimated value of over 17.9 million Ugandan shilling.
Links to examples of the TV coverage for the AFENET media breakfast are as follows :
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR= I &feature=endscreen&v=3 I - z4EBKrI

•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJEl nHd0YYc&feature=related
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•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3WO 1UV9gd2c

•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIMVkixbV aM&feature=youtu. be

(b)(6)

I-

AFE NET Website, Intranet, and Profile

The web site was redesigned to be more user friendly, to populate it with usable information and
content, and to expand it to include French, English and Po1t uguese materials. After all of the content
was approved and vetted by program countries and the Secretariat, the web site was repopulated and a
soft launch made on November 6, 2011 (www.afenet.net). Content for the web site included a revised
and redesigned AFENET Portfolio and information packet. At the time of this report, the Portuguese
version was being finalized and the French version was pending final comments from the different
countries.
The AFENET web site design included adding an intranet function. The intranet includes a private chat
feature to allow network members to communicate in "real time" with one another from different
program countries.I

(b)(6)

land MAAD/Hostalite personnel held training sessions with four key

AFENET Secretariat staff - two from information technologies and two from the public affairs unit on how to upload information and maintain the new system. They, in turn, will train the personnel in
charge of populating the AFENET intranet. These training sessions were finalized the week of October
17, 2011. At the time of this report, AFENET personnel were in charge of populating the intranet with
the required information from the different departments, and management was deciding on who has
access to each of the sections.
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AFENET's Bi-Annual Scientific Conference
AFENET' s Fourth Scientific Conference was held in Dar es Salaam during the week of December 11,
201 1. Although not directly involved in the actual implementation, FHI 360 provided guidance and
training to AFENET ' sl

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Ion the handling of the public relations activities of the event.

~elped prepare the plan to reach Tanzania media, provided advice on the materials about the

event, and coached!

(b)(6)

Ion how to approach Tanzanian media for them to attend the event's

press conference. In collaboration with the Tanzania Ministry of Health Public Affairs Unit, a press
release and a press conference invitation was sent with the event's agenda to the major media outlets in
Dar es Salaam. FHI 360 has strong media ties in
Tanzania that are a result of several
communication activities managed there. ~b)(6 j

I (b)(6)

!was able to connect AFENET with the

media to assure extensive media coverage for the
(b )(6)

event and the content of the meeting.
Links to some of the TV media coverage for the
Scientific Conference are as follows:

•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUYop l zYU4g&feature=share

•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-yMOICOu68&feature=related

l'lI'="

1;
(b)(6)

la:

Ii
~

I~
I~

Ministries of Health from 12 countries participated in the conference.
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Media Tour

PHI 360 organized a media tour for the AFENET public affairs unit and management to get them
acquainted with the most important media outlets in Kampala. Given the proximity to the Scientific
Conference and the holidays, this media tour is scheduled to take place during January 2012.
Emerging and Re-Emerging Diseases Media Orientation
Following up on the success of the AFENET media breakfast,

I

(b)(6)

Irequested a follow-up media

orientation on emerging and re-emerging diseases. This meeting was held on November 22, 2011, at
the RESPOND offices in Kampala.
Although organized on very short notice, 10 journalists from the main media houses in Uganda and two
representatives from Makerere University attended the event. The event was facilitated b y ~

I

(b)(6)

I, Regional Technical Lead for the RESPOND project, and by I

Central Region Director for USAID/Uganda.
recorded a podcast with

I

(b)(6)

Iand!

I

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

ISDS

IInformation Officer for the U.S. Embassy,
IThis podcast was later distributed to different

radio stations.
The orientation started at 9 AM and lasted three hours. It was divided into two sessions, covering the
following topics:
•

Useful definitions

•

Introduction to risk communication

•

Example of a just-in-time risk communication briefing

•

Disease fact sheet review (exercise)

•

Disease updates

•

Mock press conference (exercise)

The participant journalists expressed pleasure with the orientation and they conducted several
interviews with

I

(b)(6)

Ion the anthrax disease outbreak.
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Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P)/Towards a Safer World (TASW)
PREVENT has continued to support the Towards a Safer World and Humanitarian Pandemic
Preparedness initiatives on a limited scale. As a follow-up to the September 201 1 T ASW conference,
PREVENT has updated and distributed the T ASW book, Beyond Pandemics: A Wlwle-Of-Society

Approach to Disaster Preparedness online and in hard copy as requested by USAID and TASW
partners. ln addition, PREVENT has continued to manage and maintain the two websites.
TASW Website
The Towards a Safer World (TASW) website (http://www.towardsasaferworld.org) continues to be the
primary resource for information on the TASW initiative. From October I- December 31, 2011, the
website received 2,098 visits, a decrease from the previous quarter. The visitors were from 111
countries and territories, including Australia, Canada, India, Italy, Nigeria, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and the United States. Nearly 72 percent of visitors were considered "new visitors."
The TASW website has grown to approx imately 186 registered users from around the world
representing various agencies and interests.
TASW continues to be active on other social media channels including Twitter (@tasw_initiative),
YouTube, and Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/TowardsASaferWorld). These social media outlets
have been used to promote TASW. The TASW twitter account has grown to approximately 91
followers.
H2P Website
The Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) website (http://www.pandemicpreparedness.org)
came to an end on December 31, 2011, as requested by US AID. The site first launched in April 2009
during the beginning of the 2009 HlNl influenza pandemic and was one of the primary international
information portals for pandemic preparedness and response at the community level. The U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention linked to H2P as one of its key resources for international
audiences. For the period from October 1- December 31, 2011, the website received 545 visits from 78
countries/territories, a slight increase from the previous quarter. The top ten countries/territories
included Canada, Germany, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Russia, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States. Of these visits, nearly 87 percent of visitors were "new visitors."
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded the
Academy for Educational Development (AED) Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 (under
C-Change Leader Award No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00) entitled Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic
Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity, or PREVENT. On June 30, 201 1, Family
Health International (FHI) acquired AED and all of its programs and assets, including PREVENT ; the
resulting new integrated organizational entity is FHI 360. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, focuses
on using behavior change and communication to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control avian and
pandemic influenzas and other emerging pandemic threats. The Project is part of a larger USAID
program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).

Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
CONGO BASIN

Cameroon
Market Ethnography

Data from the rapid market ethnographic study, conducted from October 16 to December 12, 2011, in
six markets in Southern Cameroon and two in Yaounde, are being analyzed. A draft report of the
qualitative data was submitted by GFVI in late February 2012; a final report is expected during the next
quarter. Some qualitative research findings were included in last quarter's report. FHI 360 is
analyzing the quantitative data; some preliminary quantitative data are presented below.
At each market, shoppers were approached at particular ex its for a specifi c time period at specifi c times
during the day and asked if they had bought meat that day or the day before. For those who responded
affirmatively and agreed to participate, a series of questions was asked about the meat they had bought,
and what animal meat they prefer to eat, as well as questions on the frequency of their shopping and
their opinions on advantages and disadvantages of wild animal meat in general.
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135 interviews were completed with shoppers from seven markets (one market had no sellers of
uncooked meat, so no shopper interviews were conducted there). A total of 591 shoppers were
approached in the seven markets; 456 either did not buy meat or refused to participate.
Most shoppers interviewed (87%) were women. Nearly all were estimated to be ages 20-49 years, with
58% estimated to be in their 30s. The 135 people interviewed bought a total of 152 animals/meats,
with 17 buying two and the rest buying one.
Meat Bought at Market
While types of animals/meat bought varied across markets, this summary is based on all seven markets,
due to small numbers. Information is provided for the key animals, but all sample sizes were small.
The six animals/meat bought most often across markets were: deer (24%), hare (19%), monkey (14%:
2% mandrill; 12% unspecified), beef (12%), antelope (9%) and porcupine (8%).

Figure 1. Type of Animals Bought, n=152 Animals
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Meat can be purchased in different forms: fresh, smoked or frozen. In addition, vendors may sell whole
carcasses, large or small pieces of meat, or small fixed amounts of cut-up meat (called a tas, or " heap").
Live animals can also be purchased in some of the markets.
About half (54%) of all meat the interviewed shoppers bought was fresh, and evenly split between
carcasses and pieces. Thirty-seven percent of the meat was smoked, mostly in pieces; 4% was bought
as live animals, and 3% was bought frozen, in pieces. The presentation varied by animal, with 100% of
beef purchased as fresh pieces. Ninety-one percent of porcupine and 50% of hare was bought as fresh
carcasses. The highest proportions of antelope (67%), deer (59%) and monkey (44%) were bought as
smoked pieces.
Overall, 56% of the meat was bought in pieces. About one third (35%) was bought as whole carcasses,
with 82% of this amount (or 29% of the total meat bought) not being cleaned or cut before leaving the
market. This uncut meat was expected to be cut and cleaned by respondents (85%) or someone in the
household (15%). Respondents said that they, themselves, would wash and season (prepare) 80% of all
meat bought, regardless of form, and 16% said someone else in their family would wash and prepare.
About half of the shoppers (55%) bought meat to serve at home , while 38% bought it for a restaurant.
This varied by meat: 75% of the po rcupine bought was to be served in a restaurant, as was 60% of the
hare, 38% of the deer, 26% of the monkey, 17% of the antelope and 13% of the beef.
The main reasons given for buying the specific type of meat was: availability (28%), taste (23%) and
price (23%). Taste was the reason given most often for porcupine, followed by price and " clients
appreciate" it. For monkey, taste was most often given as the reason for its purchase, followed by
availability.

Preferred Meat
When asked what animal meat they most like to eat, the main answers the interviewed shoppers gave
were: porcupine (29%), pangolin (25%), beef (12%), monkey (9%: 1% mand1ill; 8% unspecified), and
chicken (6%). Porcupine, beef and monkey were also among the animals most frequently purchased.
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Figure 2. Type of Animal Meat Most Preferred by Buyers, n=128
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Almost all respondents (87%) said that taste was the reason they liked to eat the meat they mentioned .
No other reason was given by more than 2% of respondents. Taste was the answer given by all of
those who preferred monkey and porcupine, but only 67% for beef and 75% for chicken.
About two-thirds of respondents said they ate their preferred meat less than once a month in the last
year, with about one-third saying they ate their preferred meat between two and five times per year. By
meat, most of those who prefer porcupine, pangolin and monkey were likel y to have eaten that animal
less than once a month, while more than half of those prefetTing beef said they ate beef more than once
a mo nth during the last year.
Most respondents (80%) said they obtained their prefetTed meat most often at the market where they
were interviewed; 6% said they obtained it at another market; 6% said they or a me mber of their family
hunted the animal; and another 1% each said they bought it from a hunter, or from an itinerant vendor
or at a restaurant. All 11 respondents who prefetTed monkey said they obtained it mostly at the market
where they were interviewed.
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Benefits and Disadvantages of Wild Meat
The two main benefits mentioned by respondents of wild animal meat in general was better taste and
good price/free; 27% did not specify any benefit and 11% said there was no benefit.
T he main disadvantage of wild animal meat mentioned by respondents (38%) was that it can make you
sick, mainly with gout (23%), but also stomach ailments. The next highest answer (27%) was "don't
know," followed by illegal, expensive and "no disadvantage."
Market Ethnography Discussion
About one-third of shoppers mentioned that they preferred porcupine or rats (rodents), while another
9% mentioned that they prefe1Ted monkey or mandrill (non-human primates). However, two-thirds or
more of those who prefer porcupine and monkey said that they ate that animal less than once a month
in the last year, so these animals are not very frequently consumed, at least among those who agreed to
be interviewed for this study. We note that many shoppers refused to be interviewed. We also know
from the field staff that people are wary about talking about animals that are illegal to purchase. This
information needs to be taken into account when considering the data collected during these exit
interviews: while other animals may not have been mentioned, that does not mean they are not bought
or prefe1Ted.
Shoppers, especially those running restaurants, are at risk of exposure to animals they buy from
markets in terms of the frequency of cutting/butchering at home as well as when preparing meals. The
fact that 38% of respondents believe that wild animal meat can make you sick and that 27% said they
do not know any disadvantages provides a good base to build upon for a potential behavioral
intervention to raise awareness of the possibility of zoonotic illness transmission from wild animals to
humans.
Quantitative data are still being analyzed and synthesized, and a final report is expected next quarter.
After reviewing both the final quantitative and qualitative results, the team will decide whether to
proceed with a price/quantity study of different meats and/or to develop a market-based intervention.
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Behavioral Intervention in Healthy Hunter Villages, Using Results from the Behavioral Trials
During this quarter, PREVENT continued to discuss and plan some potential next steps for a villagebased intervention for the Healthy Hunter program. One option being considered is for PREVENT to
identify and collaborate with local NGOs that also work in the villages, with the objective of training
GFVI' s local coordinators and NGO staff to conduct negotiations about improved behaviors as an
intervention.

SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
Cambodia

In early January,

I

(b)(6)

IFHI 360 Regional Advisor, attended an EPT partners meeting to

present PREVENT's work plan for FY 2012 in Cambodia. As a result of this meeting,!

(b)(6)

I

l<b)(6)1USAID/Cambodia, requested that PREVENT follow up with PREDICT, led by the Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS) in Cambodia, to discuss collaboration on activities. Since this request in
January, important changes to PREVENT's work plan activities have taken shape.
~_ _(_
b)_(6_)

--~I Senior Program Officer/PREVENT, went to Cambodia February 14 -

16, 2012.

The main objective of the trip was to address specific coordination issues with EPT partner PREDICT
in Cambodia.I

(b)(6)

lmet with PREDICT Cambodia country lead

I

(b)(6)

Ito discuss

immediate coordination possibilities and future linkages. The outcome of these discussions is extensive
coordination between PREVENT and PREDICT on two activities in Cambodia.
Specifically, PREVENT and PREDICT have agreed to work together to conduct research in Preah
Vihear and Mondulkiri Province. PREDICT/WCS is conducting an animal sampling study in the
protected forest areas of those provinces, and is interested in obtaining information about hunting,
animal raising, and perceptions of risk related to animal health both at the individual ho usehold level
and more generally. As it turns out, this information need can be met by adapting and imple menting a
formative research package that PREVENT has been developing, along with a brief survey.
A protocol for this collaborative effort was submitted to the Cambodian National Ethical Committee
for its next round of review at the end of this quarter. The protocol was also submitted to the FHI 360
IRB. If we gain approval, PREVENT and PREDICT will begin field work in May 2012.
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PREVENT will take primary responsibility for implementing and analyzing most of the qualitative
research, and PREDICT will take responsibility for implementing and analyzing the survey. We will
fully share these results and will jointly analyze and write up the results of focus groups about hunting.
Depending on the size of the populations in those areas, PREVENT may apply the results of this
research to adapt their human-animal exposure survey instrument for implementation later this year.
The benefits of this coordination are the leveraging of EPT partner capacities in Cambodia and
assurance that behavioral research activities are carried out within the same areas as animal sampling
occurs.
Specific information on this research is as follows.
PREVENT is working with PREDICT/WCS to carry out research in two forest protected areas of
Cambodia where WCS will be testing samples from wild animal meat consumed by villagers. The
areas are in Mondulkiri Province (eastern Cambodia) and Preah Vihear Province (northern Cambodia).
The research consists of two parts:
1. A survey to obtain information about meat consumption and associated hunting and butchering

from all households to understand how risk associated with these activities is distributed
among the population. This will be implemented in three villages in each province where
WCS is carrying out sampling. The households identified as consuming the most wild animals
in the previous month and a random sample of other households in the village will be invited to
participate in a quarterly follow-up survey.
2. Qualitative data collection in nearby similar villages using PREVENT's standard formative
research package. These tools will:
•

Identify animal names and categories and any issues (such as regulations restricting hunting
or associations of certain animals with sorcery) that may result in over- or under-reporting of
certain exposures;

•

Determine patterns in seasonal and daily routines of people to assess possible locations and
times of exposure to animals and to identify significant differences between sub-groups (e.g.,
men and women) that might have implications for risk.

In addition, in these villages we will carry out focus groups on hunting, butchering and perception of
the associated risks to find out who hunts and why (food, income, manage pests), what health problems
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people associate with their domestic animals and the wild animals they hunt and/or butcher, and what
they do, if anything, to reduce risks associated with h unting and butchering.
PREVENT and PREDICT will also work together on the rice-field rat trade in southern Cambodia.
PREVENT recently conducted a rapid market mapping activity in the Mekong Delta area of Vietnam
to better understand the extent of the rice-field rat trade in this region. The rapid study revealed the
extensive importation of 1;ce-field rat from Cambodia to Vietnam. Meanwhile, PREDICT has
uncovered villages in Cambodia's Kanda! Province that are involved in herding and catching rice-fi eld
rats for the trade. Together, PREDICT and PREVENT will conduct the first half of the rapid market
mapping of rice-field rats, bats, and other wildlife at the end of April 2012. PREDICT will sample the
rice-field rats and other key EPT species, while PREVENT will conduct the rapid market mapping of
the rice-field rate trade within Cambodia.
PREVENT has secured a team to conduct this exploratory visit on the rice-field rat trade: the
PREVENT Vietnam Coordinator, Hai Le Thanh, a consultant, and a driver will complete the study. In
add ition, the team has coordinated with PREDICT to make sure the teams are visiting villages in
Kandal together the week of April 22, 20 12. Currently, PREVENT is working to obtain authorization
from a Royal Government of Cambodia counterpart. Results of this exploratory visit will be available
in the next quarter.

Indonesia
During this q uarter, PREVENT undertook initial planning for work to be conducted in Indonesia.
From prior discussions with USAID, including the USAID Mission in Jakarta, it was determined that
PREVENT would focus on either Kalimantan or S ulawesi. To better inform the decision, an RFP for a
desk study (Indonesia Desk Study to Support Programming Decision--RFP # 3879-06-165) was
publicly competed in February. A consultant was selected, and the study was commissioned to be
completed by the end of March.
The scope of work for this study included such issues as impacts of palm oil plantation expansion on
local livelihoods, carbon emissions of land use change associated with logging and palm oil
plantations, and characterization of the pol itical and cultural dimensions of land confl ict between
communities and companies at logging and palm oil sites.
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In making the comparison between Kalimantan and Sulawesi, the consultant will compile and
summarize land use, biodiversity, demographic, labor, and company characteristics pertaining to recent
and large-scale land use by extractive industry in these two provinces.
One consideratio n that will be entertained is that PREVENT might determine that formative research in
both provinces may be warranted. This will be decided in consultation with USAID following review
of the consultant report.
LaoPDR
Literature Review
The Lao PDR literature review final report was submitted for comment this quarter. The final report is
the result of two consultants working from September 2011 to February 2012 in Vientiane Capital.
The aim of the review was to identify human exposure to wildlife, and more specifically to address
exposure to primates, small carnivores, rodents and bats. The final review is based on secondary data
obtained from 197 documents in English and 15 documents in Lao language, mostly from gray
literature and collected from nine libraries, offices, and the internet, as well as information gleaned
during 41 interviews (22 in English and 19 in Lao) with selected stakeholders working in the fields of
nature conservation, agriculture, human and animal health, human nutrition, hydropower, tourism,
press, and communication.
The review identified four ma in fields bringing humans into contact (both direct and indirect) with
wildlife: (1) subsistence hunting and consumption; (2) domestic commercial trade and consumption;
(3) international trade; and (4) sharing habitat and conflicts between humans and animals. Although the
demarcation line between these areas is often blurred, the distinction is necessary as each field often
encompasses different species. The review identified the following issues concerning each of the four
orders of focus:
•

Primates: Large-scale private farming of macaques and other primate species for
international export is of major concern, as sanitary conditions at farms are not properly
monitored and general farming conditions are poorly known.
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•

Carnivores: Local, urban domestic consumption, as well as international export of viverrids
is still widespread and of particular concern, knowing the role these animals played in the
regional SARS outbreak in 2003.

•

Rodents: Murine rodent outbreaks are reportedly increasing and conflicts with humans in
agricultural activities are numerous. Moreover, murine rodents share the most extensive
habitats with humans both in rural and urban areas. Non-murine rodents (e.g., squirrels,
shrews) still form a non-negligible proportion of small mammals consumed traded as food
item or as pets.

•

Chiropters: Bats are heavily hunted, consumed and traded locally and thus pose a
potentially great risk in terms of disease emergence.

PREVENT is editing the final report and plans to have it ready for dissemination next qua1ter.
Market Study
Bats and rodents are bought openly from markets in Lao PDR. Because
bats and rodents have been shown to harbor EPT viruses in studies
completed in the region and globally, PREVENT proposed concentrating
(b)(6)

on open markets in areas where bats and rodents are consumed to
determine potential risk posed to people and animals by the presence of
wildlife in markets. PREVENT identified Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS), a partner on the PREDICT project, to conduct a pilot study over
the course of three months (January- April 2012). A longer-term study
will be considered based o n the results of this pilot.

I

To begin the pilot study PREVENT conducted a three-day training in Vang Vieng, Lao PDR. I
(b)(6)

ISenior Program Officer/PREVENT, led the training with co-facilitator

Country Coordinator/Lao PDR and with translation by

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

A total of 10

participants attended the training; five Lao PDR/WCS staff, two Cambodia/WCS staff, and three
Government of Lao PDR staff of the National Animal Health Center. A total of five market data
collection forms and an analysis matrix were selected for the pilot market study. The participants were
guided in using the structured observation tools, day-to-day market observation schedule, data entry
tool, and reporting tool. Everyone's active participation and participants' comments and observation
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contributed to refinement of the tools and making these more user-friendly. T he WCS team left the
training prepared to begin the pilot market study.
The week following the training, WCS began to monitor biosecurity practices and wildlife price and
availability data at markets in which they were sampling w ildlife (i ncluding key species of bats and
rodents) for PREDICT and from markets within 50km of those markets. Six markets were visited
between January 21 - February 29, 2012 from three provinces : Vientiane, Xieng Khouang, and Luang
Prabang. W ildlife was found at seven main markets (markets preselected by FHI 360 and WCS due to
known high quantities of wildlife for sale) and at several small
markets or roadside locations. At each main market where wildlife
was found, a full market observation survey was performed. At
peripheral markets within a 50km radius of a main market, a
general market observation was comp leted. At roadside markets, a
(b )(6)

basic evaluation was performed. To protect wildlife species,
market identities (names, locations, and maps) were excluded from
this report.
r

T he five most common types of
w ildlife being sold in the markets were wild birds, frogs, bats, squirrel,
and rats (most prevalent to least prevalent, respectively). Of the six
main markets selling wildlife, four markets were found to be selling
species selected as priorities in this collaboration (rodents, bats,
primates, and civets). These species were selected as priorities due to
their relatively high risk of zoonoses transmission. Rodents were the
main type of wildlife sold in five of the 11 markets selling wildl ife. Of
the main markets selling wildlife, bats were sold in two markets, wild

Figure S. Bats for sale at Vang
Vieng Market, Lao PDR

birds in four markets, and civet in one market (in that case, the civet
was the only wildlife being sold at the market).
The sale of live wildlife was relatively uncommon. Of the 11 markets where wildlife was found, live
wildlife was found in six markets. From all of the markets in comb ination, a total of 129 live w ild
animals were found (excluding frogs because of the large numbers sold), compared to 833 dead wild
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animals. The only animals found to be sold live included 165 bamboo rats (some of these may have
been seen on consecutive days if not sold), two flying squirrels, and 132 wild birds.
The most expensive items of wildlife were bamboo rats, brush-tailed porcupines, and civets. From all
markets combined, the average price of the species were 4,900klindividual bat (63 cents),
20,900k/individual squirrel ($2.68), 98,600k/individual bamboo rat ($12.63), 10,700k/individual rat
($1.37), 272,000k/individual brush-tailed porcupine ($34.83), and 130,000k/individual civet ($16.65)
(see Table 1). The prices of wildlife did not vary significantly between vendors in a market except for
bamboo rats and civets. This variation reflected the size and form of the bamboo rat; live, large bamboo
rats were more expensive. The variation in civet p1ice reflected both the form and species of the civets;
fresh c ivets were more expensive than smoked ones and the highest price was seen for a masked c ivet
(which is a bigger species than the common civet). Price did not vary greatly between markets except
for bush tailed porcupines and bats.
Table 1 - Price of Key Animal Species
Name of market
SUMMARY
OF ALL
MARKETS

Bats

Squirrel

Bamboo
rat

4,900/

20,900/

98,600/

individual

individual

individual

Rat

Brush tailed porcupine

10,700/
individu
al

272,000/
individual

Civet

130,000

Rice

4,700

The markets varied significantly in size. The larger markets were generally found in towns or cities,
whilst rural markets were smaller. The number of wildlife traders was highest in cities and towns;
however, there was little or no wildl ife in two of the markets. A final report on all 15 markets visited is
expected next quarter.

Markets Working Group
An objective of the PREVENT work plan in Lao PDR is to expand the Markets Working Group
(MWG) agenda to include other emerging infectious diseases. Last quarter at the EPT quarterly
meeting,!

(b)(6)

Iappointed!

(b)(6)

I Hygiene and Sanitation, as the

contact to liaise with PREVENT regarding the MWG. On February 18, 2012,I

I

(b)(6)

Ian~

(b)(6)

lmet with I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Ito find out about the MWG's current avian

influenza-related activities and to introduce the PREVENT project. The outcome of the meeting was
two-fold: to achieve agreement that the first step is to identify active MWG members, and to call a
meeting at the national level to introduce PREVENT. On February 20,I

(b)(6)

~haired a
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meeting of the MWG and l.___
(b_)(6_)_ _.IPresented PREVENT to MWG members in Vientiane Capital.
The idea of an expanded mandate to include EID was well received by the group. PREVENT , as an
active member of the working group, will continue to explore opportunities for synergy with the MWG
as an entry point for intervention at markets in Lao PDR.
Formative Research
PREVENT recently issued an RFP and selected and contracted a research firm, Burnet, to conduct a
formative study on human-animal exposure in Lao PDR in two provinces: Bolikhamxay (central Lao
PDR) and Attape u (southern Lao PDR). The research is expected to help finalize instruments for a
human exposure survey to be conducted in Lao PDR later this year.
During a trip in March 2012 by~l_ _ _ _(b_)(_6)_ _ _~ pnd ~I_ _(_b)_(6_
) - ~ !specific study
communities and sites that meet the project criteria were selected after consultation with key
informants and Burnet staff. In Bolikhamxay, two groups (Hmong and Lao communities) were
selected in Khamkeuth District in the area around the Theun Hinboun Power Company (THPC) dam
extension reservoir. In Attapeu, we determined that the study will be conducted in Lao communities in
the Attapeu provincial capital (Attapeu town), located in Samakhixai District, and in the Brao ethnic
community in the area known as 'Lak 52' (an area of heavy logging) in Phouvong District.

(b)(6)

Figure 6. Examples of Research
Tools

FHI 360 staff trained Burnet field staff (including focus group facilitators, note takers, and translators)
and other researchers on the implem entation of the fmmative research protocol. The training was
participatory, engaging partic ipants to master the tools employed in the research (see photos above).
The training had several components including three days in-class training of field staff, and two days
of field pre-testing of all tools in Lao and Hmong communities near Vientiane. Staff representing the
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National Emerging Infectious Diseases Coordination Office and the Department of Livestock and
Fisheries attended the trainings to build local capacity around these topics.
Burnet started implementing the formative research in the two provinces on March 21, 2012. The field
portion of the research is expected to end on April 6. Burnet will then analyze the data from this
research and is expected to deliver a draft report by the beginning of June 2012.
Malaysia
Human-Animal Exposure Study

PREVENT is collaborating with EcoHealth Alliance, a partner in the PREDICT project, to coordinate
studies in a number of countries including Malaysia where PREDICT is implementing a "Deep Forest"
study. PREVENT's portion of the collaboration will be to conduct assessments of human-animal
exposure of populations living in or using some of the deep forest sites. One exciting possibility is the
potential of linking indexes of human exposure to animals with information about whether those types
of animals are carrying potentially pathogenic zoonoses. In addition, PREVENT will be looking for
opportunities to compare exposure rates of different groups living in or near the same defined
ecosystem to assess how social factors can affect exposure.
During this quarter, PREVENT began preparing a research protocol on Human Animal Exposure
Studies in Malaysia to submit to the relevant Malaysian authorities and to the FRI 360 IRB in April
2012. The protocol includes both formative (qualitative) and household survey components, and is
anticipated to start sometime in the summer of 2012. PREVENT and EcoHealth will work together to
select optimal study sites as well as data-sharing agreements to help meet both of their study objectives.
A meeting to determine the next steps in implementing these studies has been set for later in April
2012. In addition, FHI 360 staff is scheduled to accompany EcoHealth staff on a scoping mission of the
study sites in Malaysia in May 2012.
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Thailand
Human-Animal Exposure Research

~1

During this quarterl~___
(b_)(6
_)_ _ Senior Research Advisor, analyzed results of the Thai pretest of
the human-animal exposure survey. The survey instrument and the sampling methodology were tested
in Northern Thailand, in villages representing urban, agricultural and forest landscapes. Independent
samples of 100 adult men and 100 adult women were obtained using a cluster sample design. Some
preliminary results are presented below. Despite very small sample sizes - 20 in urban areas and 40 in
each of the forest and agricultural areas - point estimates obtained from the male and female samples
are very consistent. Few differences were observed between the agricultural and forest landscapes, so
results are presented together.
Animals Raised
People are most exposed to the animals that they raise - commonly pets and domestic animals. In both
urban and rural areas, dogs, cats, chickens, ducks, and pigs were the animals most commonly raised.

Figure 8: Animal Raised
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Five percent or fewer people reported raising birds, fish, cows, and gamecocks in both urban and rural areas,
and animals that are probably pets - rats in urban areas, and guinea pigs, rabbits and monkeys in rural areas.
Animals Consumed
Overall, there was no variation in the main types of animal meat consumed during the previous month
between areas or by gender. Chicken, pig, fish, cows, and ducks were the main sources of animal
protein. More people in rural than in urban areas reported consuming field rat/rats and birds.
Consumption of buffalo, crab, squirrel and dog was reported by only a few people.

Figure 9: Animals Consumed
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Potential Contact with Rodents
As a proxy for contact with rodents or fomites from rodents, PREVENT asked about presence of dead
rodents, rodent feces in food or water and in places where people Ii ve or work, and evidence of rodents
(chewed objects) during the past year.

In and near the house. About 50% of all respondents (male or female, urban or rural) reported seeing
feces in or near the house, and about a third in rural areas reported seeing dead rodents in or near the
house (Figure 10). Interestingly, more people in urban than in rural areas, and more men than women,
reported seeing dead rodents in or near the house. The difference between men and women in urban
areas in rates of seeing dead animals in or near the house is statistically significant at p=0.033.

Figure 10: Feces and Dead Animals in or Near the House
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Responses to more detailed questions also revealed variation by survey area and gender of the
respondent. For example, more men in urban areas (75%) reported rodent feces in food, grains, and
water than men in rural areas (47%). Similarly, more men than women reported chewed items in urban
areas, though the proportions in rural areas were similar and higher. All of these differences were
statistically significant. Very few people (:'.S 5% of men or women in any area) reported finding dead
animals in food, grains, and water.

Figure 11: Feces and Dead Animals in Food, Grains, Water and Animal-Chewed Clothes,
Materials, Bedding in House
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Away from the house. Among those who grow crops away from the home (i.e., not in kitchen gardens),

most reported noticing feces around food grown away from the home and noticed rodent damage to
crops.
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Based on results of the pretest, the survey instrument is being revised. It will be implemented in Lao
PDR during the next quarter.

Figure 12: Feces Around Food Grown Away from Home
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Literature Review

Thailand's literature review has been conducted since late 201 1 by a consultant who is adj unct
professor at College of Public Health Sciences, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand. The review
process followed PREVENT's format and instruction from a regional literature review consultant.
Deliverable dates have been extended due to severe flooding in Thailand that would have made it
difficult for the consultant to access and search the literature on time. The final deliverable was
submitted in early March 2012 and the PREVENT team reviewed and related comments to the
consultant. We expect to have the revised deliverable by the end of April 2012.
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Meetings
EPT Work Plan Review Meeting
The Regional Development Mission for Asia (RDMA) called a 2012 EPT work plan review meeting in
Thailand on February 6, 2012. The objective of the meeting was to discuss areas of synergy among
EPT projects.

I

IandI

(b)(6)

~f RDMA

(b)(6)

chaired the meeting. Seven participants representing EPT projects attended the meeting: I
and

(b)(6)

RESPOND,

n behalf of PREVENT,!

land

(b)(6)

I

FAO, for IDENTIFY, andl

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

lfor

(b)(6)

Ion behalf of

(b)(6)

PREDICT. Each project reported on the progress of FY 11/FY 12 activities undertaken to date, FY 12
expected activities, and any monitoring and evaluation framework. The meeting was interactive, and
the group spent time discussing areas of synergy to maximize resources in a collaborative way. The
outcomes of the meeting were presented by ROMA to Royal Thai Government and Thailand
International Cooperation Agency (TICA) as the formal launch of EPT in Thailand.
Vietnam
MOU with DAH Signing
This quarter the Memorandum of Understanding between the PREVENT project and the Government
of Vietnam's Department of Animal Health (DAH) was signed. On February 27, 20121

I

(b)(6)

IDAH andI

(b)(6)

I

pf FHI 360 Vietnam,

(b)(6)

signed the MOU. The MOU outlines the cooperation between DAH and FHI 360 on PREVENT
activities during the period October 1, 201 1 - September 30, 2012.
PREVENT Staff in Vietnam
A new PREVENT program coordinator,!

(b)(6)

~'

of this quarter. In early February, Senior Program Officer,!

based in Hanoi, Vietnam, began at the start

Iwent to Hanoi to brief

(b)(6)

the new PREVENT program coordinator on work plan activities for 2012. To assist in cross-EPT
project collaboration, the PREVENT program coordinator is sitting at the offices of the PREDICT
project lead in Vietnam, the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS). At WCS,

I

(b)(6)

land the

program coordinator discussed EPT activities for 2012, including possible collaboration on activities.
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While in Hanoi,!

land j

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

P1et with USAID, local government officials, local EPT

partners, the FHI 360 Vietnam staff, and WCS staff.
Meetings
On February 7, 20121
introduce ~

land

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

lmet with I

(b)(6)

land!

Ito

(b)(6)

as PREVENT's local contact and to discuss PREVENT's FY12 work plan. This

meeting was followed by an EPT program meeting chaired by l
Representatives from PREVENT q

Iandj

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

~nd l

p, from PREDICT q

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

f, from

the World Health Organization, from FAO for IDENTIFY, and from RESPOND via remote desktop
(b)(6)

Iattended. I

lfrom PREVENT, and!

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

lof ROMA also

attended. The teams spent the morning reviewing FY12 plans and discussing leveraging opportunities
and areas of cross collaboration.
The following day a productive meeting was held with the Depa1tment of Forestry Protection's (DFP)
Deputy Director of CITES Management Authority in Vietnam,

I

(b)(6)

lintroducedl

(b)(6)

Ito PREVENT's FY12 work plan.

PREVENT's work with wildlife farms.

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

and

as particularly interested in

~ighlighted the lack of awareness of disease

transmission from wildlife by local enforcement authorities and wildlife farmers. To follow up on this
request, PREVENT worked with DFP to collect data on wildlife farms in Vietnam. According to the
data available at DFP, there are around 3,041 wildlife farms in the Mekong Delta Region. The purpose
of raising wildlife is mostly for trading and many farms are raising PREVENT priority species such as
rodents (porcupine) and primates. In the next quarter, PREVENT will continue to collect information
on the wildlife farms to address DFP's disease-transmission concerns.
While in Hanoi !.. __ _
(b_)(6
_l _ __,bn~

(b)(6)

~!so met with representatives ofFAO's Partnership for

Avian and Human lntluenza Control (PAHI) to discuss PREVENT's participation and partnership in
the Avian Influenza Behavior Change Communication (Al BCC) Working Group. As a result of this
meet and greet, PREVENT was invited to attend the next Al BCC working group meeting held on
March 16, 2012. At this meeting PREVENT was invited to present its project work plan, objectives,
and goals. The remainder of the meeting time was set aside to create a road map for implementing the
National Communication Strategy Framework 2012-2015 under AIPED. It was announced at the
meeting that the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development had officially assigned National
Agriculture Extension Center to play a leading role to facilitate the AI BCC working group for the
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remainder of 2012. PREVENT will continue to be an active member of the AI BCC Working Group,
contributing technical expertise in behavior change communication.
Cross-border Trade of Rice-Field Rats Exploratory Mapping
PREVENT's FY12 work plan includes an examination of the cross-border rodent trade from Cambodia
to southern Vietnam.I

land the program coordinator traveled to Ho Chi Minh City

(b)(6)

(HCMC) to prepare for the rapid market mapping activity.I

(b)(6 l

bnd a DAH

government counterpart conducted a full-day scoping of village and
roadside markets caITying rice-field rats. Together, the team modified the
rapid market mapping forms to be used during the following 10-day
exploratory visit of the rice-field rat trade.
From February 15 - 24, 2012,

I

(b)(6)

land a DAH government counterpart

conducted a rapid market mapping observation in the Mekong Delta
Region. During the observation, the team visited a total 53 places
consisting of main and district markets, roadside markets, processing
villages, and collection stores.1 These places are located in 11 provinces :

Figure 13. Cross-border trade
exploratory market mapping route

Ho Chi Minh City, Long An, Dong Thap, An Giang, Kien Giang, Can
Tho, Vinh Long, Bae Lieu, Hau Giang, Soc Trang, and Ca Mau. For a closer examination of the sites
visited the route traveled is outlined in Figure 13.
Rice-field rat (chuot dong in Vietnamese) and other wild
animals such as wild bird, snake, eel, and turtle were
commonly found in the Mekong Delta Region during the
mapping activity. The PREVENT team identified markets and
vi llages where collecting and/or processing of rice-field rat
was reported to be 1 ton of rat and rat meat per day throughout
the year and 2-3 tons during the seasonal peak from March to
May. The team also confi rmed that most of the rice-field rats
Figure 14. Transporter bringing rice
field rats to market

caught in Cambodia are imported to Vietnam through border
gates in An Giang and Dong Thap provinces from March to

1 A place with high number of local people (around 10 workers) are involved in butchering, processing and transporting of rice field rat
and other wildlife.
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May. The importation of rice-field rats was reported to be around 30 tons of rice-field rats per month.
The rodent trade scoping visit to HCMC has provided necessary information to finalize plans for a
closer examination of the rodent trade through a value chain analysis and price and quantity
monitoring.
One limitation to the rice-field rat trade activities is limited knowledge on the viruses carried by the
rice-field rats. At the EPT quarterly meeting, FAO expressed their interest in sampling rice field rats.
PREVENT has passed this contact and supporting information to PREDICT country lead ,I

I

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

lof WCS.

Bangladesh
ICDDR,B is continuing to carry out further analysis of previously collected information to answer
questions about the sustainability of the tree-skirt intervention and about whether letting date-palm
growers know they have a choice of materials that can be used to make protective coverings increases
the proportion that actually make and use them. We expect a final report in the comjng quarter.

GLOBAL
Communication
PREVENT completed its handbook and training guide on how to design and implement an advocacy
campaign. Entitled Subtle Persuasion: Changing the World of Public Health through Advocacy, the
guide can be applied to any advocacy need, and includes case studies from pandemic and other disaster
preparedness scenarios. The guide will be used in several upcoming training activities at the
community and natio nal levels. It will be used in late April 2012 along the Lao and Thai borders, and
in June for the Ministry of Public Health in Thailand. The guide can be found here:
http://mekong.aed.org/policy/

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET)
A results-oriented d issemination program for the articles, white papers, research findings and
communication campaigns designed under the PIOET activity was developed and aspects of it have
been tentatively approved by USA ID. The plan includes the design of a web site to house items fro m
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all the PIOET partners, with links to their web sites; and use of social media such as a biogs, Twitter,
and a Facebook page that documents important events and distributes interesting and valuable
information. The PREVENT Twitter account has continued building on work under the Towards a
Safer World (TASW) initiative (http:/ /preventproject) and design of the web site has started. An
editorial calendar has been created, highlighting upcoming activities to capture on the web or in social
media and to promote to critical bloggers, journalists, and publications.
Review of International Wildlife Trade
PREVENT selected consultant Marianne Asmusson to write a review summarizing the state of
knowledge about legal and illegal international trade in wild animals/meat (wild mammals used for
food, unprocessed animal ingredients used for medicine) and its potential contribution to the increase in
the number of pathogens jumping from animals to humans. The first draft was received and reviewed;
Ms. Asmusson will revise it after she completes defense of her dissertation.
Extractive Industries Activities
The Extractive Industry Working Group was busy during second quarter. After a productive face-toface meeting that charted next steps in December 2011, the group developed an education brief that
was presented at the Partners' Meeting in January 2012, along with a progress report on extractive
industry activities. The brief was then tailored for the mining industry in time for the Mining Indaba
conference in South Africa in early February 2012.I

(b)(6)

lfrom RESPOND andl

(b)(6)

USAID, met with numerous stakeholders at the conference. The International Council on Mining and
Minerals requested permission to post the educational brief on its website. Once the document has been
finalized and cleared with the working group and USAID, we will send it to ICMM to post on its
websitej

(b)(6)

lalso attended a gathering hosted by World Wildlife Foundation with Australian

Junior Mining Company CEOs with an interest in Central Africa. The meeting introduced the idea of
bringing together the companies in Brazzaville in May 2012 to discuss conservation and emerging
infectious disease risks and mitigation/action.
PREVENT and RESPOND submitted abstracts on emerging infectious diseases and mitigation
opportunities to several conferences, all of which were accepted.
at the One Health conference in Davos, Switzerland, where she and

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

of PREVENT presented
made good contacts

with World Bank, Asian Development Bank, and other One Health stakeholders. The Forestry
conference in Nairobi, Kenya in late June 2012 will introduce the EPT concept within the forestry and
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timber industries and the Society of Petroleum Engineers Conference will be in Australia in September
2012.
The team also worked on developing the EPT mitigation tool this quarter. PREVENT developed a
schematic that was circulated to the group for comment. After a clarifying meeting with USA ID to
simplify the concepts, PREVENT further developed the schematic and a checklist tool that was shared
with the El Working Group and USAID. This will be further developed and finalized in the next
quarter. RESPOND is spearheading the development of other documents such as a guidance document
about EPT to accompany Environmental, Safety, Health Impact Assessment Guidelines and the
expansion of the White Paper. These will be commented on and refined by the Working Group.
Representatives from PREVENT, RESPOND and USAID also met with Chatham House to begin
discussion on an activity to introduce emerging infectious diseases to the larger banking and political
communities involved in extractive industries. These negotiations are ongoing and will likely result in a
sub-activity under PREVENT to engage this higher-level advocacy effort around EPT risk mitigation
among extractive industry. PREVENT and RESPOND also met with Assheton Carter, cun-ently with
PACT, to discuss his experiences and networks around extractive industry activities.

Subcontracts

African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)
(b)(6)

IFHI 360 behavio r change and communication advisor, continued to serve as the on-

the-ground technical advisor in Uganda from January 29 to March 10, 2012. The focus of this trip was
to continue providing technical assistance to AFENET's Public Affairs unit related to implementing
key facets of the communication strategy (e.g., website updating and maintenance and intranet
training). While in Kampala, !

(b)(6)

~lso attended an USAID-hosted Emerging Pandemic Threat

meeting and met with AFENET and Makerere University personnel to discuss inclusion of a Risk
Communication course as part of their curriculum for veterinary and field epidemiology careers.
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To provide TA to AFENET,

I

(b)(6)

!held regularly scheduled meetings with the Secretariat

executive committee, the Public Affairs unit personnel, the public relations firm, Real Marketing, and
the web site design company, MAAD/Hostalite.
(b)(6 )

lwas also a guest speaker at a Patticipatory Epidemiology three-day workshop organized by

AFENET for their One Health Fellowship program in Mukono, Uganda on February 28, 20 l 2. l(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

I

~ ade a presentation on communication and its role within the field epidemiology field and

participated in a group discussion w ith the fellows and other guests.
From January 29 to March 10, 2012, I

(b)(6)

lalso traveled to Maputo, Mozambique to scout

locations and prepare the ground for an upcoming Applied Communication and Risk Communication
workshop to be held for field epidemiologists in Lusophone Africa (Angola and Mozambique). The
four-day workshop is set for Maputo, Mozambique on 17-20 April 2012.
From January to March 2012, AFENET's website experienced a higher than ever volume of visitors for
an average of 6,227 visitors per month. A 21 % increase over the previous quarter and a 102% over the
monthly visitors' average before the launching of the updated AFENET website. In terms of monthly
hits, the AFENET website surpassed the one-hundred-thousand mark in March for a record high of
107, 923 hits.

Towards a Safer World (TASW)
TASW Website
The Towards a Safer World (TASW) website (http://www.towardsasaferworld.org) continues to be the
primary resource for information on the TASW initiative. For the January I - March 31, 20 12 period,
the website received 1,370 visits, a decrease from the previous quarter. The visitors were from 102
countries and territories, including the United S tates, Italy, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Canada,
India, France, Kenya, Singapore, and South Africa. Nearly 72% of visitors were considered "new
visitors." The TASW website has grown to approximately 196 registered users from around the world,
representing various agenc ies and interests. As directed by USAID, the management and hosting of the
T ASW website will migrate from the PREVENT Proj ect to UNSIC. This is planned for the next
quarter.
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TASW continues to be active on other social media channels including Twitter (@tasw_initiative),
YouTube, and Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/fowardsASaferWorld). These social media outlets
have been used to promote TASW. The T ASW twitter account has grown to approximately 99
followers.

Financial Summary
A financial report that covers project expenditures January 1- March 31, 2012 is enclosed under a
separate attachment.I

(b)(4)

I

(b)(4)
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded
the Academy for Educational Development (AED) Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-0900002-00 (under C-Change Leader Award No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00) entitled Global
Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity, or
PREVENT. On June 30, 2011, Family Health International (PHI) acquired AED and all of its
programs and assets, including PREVENT; the resulting new integrated organizational entity
is FHI 360. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, focuses on using behavior change and
communication to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control avian and pandemic influenzas
and other emerging pandemic threats. The Project is part of a larger USAID program on
Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET)

CONGO BASIN
Cameroon
Two abstracts from PREVENT were selected for presentation at the 140th American Public Health
Association Annual Meeting on October 27 - October 31, 2012 in San Francisco, CA. The titles are:
"Conducting Behavioral Trials in Rural Cameroon to Determine Feasible Strategies for Reducing
Zoonotic Disease Transmission in Villages" and "Biosecurity Risks and Perceptions of Contagion in
Bushmeat Markets in Yaounde and Southern Cameroon."

SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
Cambodia
Exploratory Mapping of Rat Trade in Collaboration with PREDICT/WCS
In the previous quarter, PREVENT conducted a rapid market mapping activity in southern Vietnam to
better understand the extent of the rat trade in Mekong Delta region. The rapid study revealed the
extensive importation of rats from Cambodia to Vietnam. Meanwhile, PREDICT/Wildlife
Conservation Society uncovered villages in Cambodia's Kanda} Province that were involved in
herding and catching rats for the trade. This quarter, PREVENT conducted a rapid market mapping of
the rat trade within Cambodia, and PREDICT/WCS conducted sampling of rats specimens.
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To begin the exploratory mapping of rats in southern
Cambodia, PREVENT first sought approval from l<b/<61
I (b)(6)
of the Royal Government of Cambodia,
Ministry of Health. I (b)(6)
~pproved
PREVENT's request to conduct an exploratory visit
of the rat trade in Kandal, Takeo, Prey Veng and
Svay Rieng Provinces on April 17 - 27, 2012. The
team from PREVENT, led by Mr. Le Thanh Hai,
PREVENTNietnam Program Coordinator, recorded
general observations related to the rat trade in the
four approved provinces. The team began the
exploratory visit in Takeo, Prey Veng and Svay Rieng
Province, and then continued to Kandal province to
Exploratory rapid market mapping route
join the PREDICT team, who were there sampling
rodents. During the exploratory visit, the PREVENT team recorded observations on important aspects
of trade, including the locations of villages actively involved; actors involved in catching, selling and
trading rats; and rough estimates on the availability and volume of rats traded.

I

PREVENT visited 38 places along the border areas between Cambodia and Vietnam, including five
district markets, 13 Khmer/Vietnamese villages, five
collection stores, and 15 check points at the border.
Preliminary observation in Cambodia confirmed
findings from last quarter in Vietnam: that there is a
high-volume rat trade across the border. In Cambodia,
the team observed poor biosecurity and hygiene
practices, and exposure both directly and indirectly of
rat catchers and middlemen to the bites, blood, saliva,
scratches, and entrails of the rats. As in Vietnam, the
rat trade seems to be a significant source of livelihood
for rural communities in Cambodia.

Khmer woman butchering rats outside her
home.

Human-Animal Exposure Research
During this quarter, PREVENT also collaborated with PREDICT/WCS to implement human-anima l
exposure research in Mondulkiri, in the eastern part of Cambodia.
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From April 30 - May 8, 2012 in Phnom Penh, 17 participants were trained on the techniques of
qualitative and quantitative research, human exposure survey methods and instruments, and human
subjects protection. The team implemented the study in six forest villages of Mondulkiri. The
qualitative research team conducted six focus group discussions among adult men and women, three
key informant interview, and 10 individual interviews in three forest villages. This qualitative research
focused on learning which wild animals people could identify, which animals they were most exposed
to, sensitivities about talking about animals, and hunting. The quantitative research team interviewed
senior women in all (92) households in three other villages about animals raised and consumed, and
about some hunting-related activities.
Initially, the team also planned to implement the qualitative and quantitative research in Preah Vihear
province. However, due to the low accessibility of targeted villages, an epidemic of chikungunya, and
issues related to a nationwide election at the time of the survey, it was decided to shift data collection
from Preah Vihear province to Banteay Meanchey province. The new study site met key criteria, such
as being one of the WCS forest intervention sites; potentially having significant hunting activity of a
large variety of wildlife, including bats and rodents, animals of interest, and priority species for the
study; and the population is all Khmer and similar to the Preah Vihear community. After receiving
IRB approval for an amendment to the study protocol, data collection activities in Banteay Meanchey
began on June 26, 2012.

I

l

During this quarter,
(b)(6)
PREVENT Senior Technical Advisor, completed
preliminary analysis of the Mondulkiri quantitative survey. Data from the Mondulkiri qualitative sites
is being transcribed and translated; full results are expected in the next quarter.
Meetings
An EPT regional coordination meeting to plan for the next fiscal year was held during this quarter. On
behalf of PREVENTJ
(b)(6)
!attended the EPT Cambodia planning meeting on
June 5-6, 2012 in Siem Reap, Cambodia.
Indonesia
Following up on the Indonesia desk study for Kalimantan and Sulawesi conducted last quarter,! (b}(6)
(b)(6)
jPREVENT Project Director, traveled to Indonesia to attend an INDOHUN (Indonesia One
Health University Network) meeting organized by the RESPOND project. T he purpose was to meet
with national colleagues with an interest in EPT-related research, especially in these key provinces. In
the coming quarter, the PREVENT project will explore next steps to initiate research activities around
the human-animal interface in Sulawesi. Further exploratory missions regarding extractive industries
in Kali man tan are also planned. Responding to the direct requests of the Indonesia Mission, the
PREVENT project will also initiate recruiting for a Jakarta-based project coordinator.

I
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LaoPDR
Literature Review
PREVENT disseminated the final Desk Review on Exposure of Humans to Wildlife and the Risk of
Spread of Zoonotic Diseases with Pandemic Potential in Lao PDR (April 2012). This report was
re ared b consultant
(b)(6)
with input froml
(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
of PHI 360 under the PREVENT Project. This desk review was a
result of 197 documents (both m Lao Language and English) and 41 interviews with selected
stakeholders working in the fields of nature conservation, agriculture, human and animal health,
human nutrition, hydropower, tourism, press, and communication. The report has received an
extremely positive response from interested stakeholders and is available on the Central Desktop.

Market Observation Pilot Study
Bats and rodents are purchased openly from markets in Lao PDR. Because bats and rodents have been
shown to harbor emerging viruses in studies completed in the region and globally, PREVENT, in
collaboration with PREDICT/WCS, undertook a
market observation pilot study concentrating on open
markets in areas where bats and rodents are consumed
to determine the potential risk posed to people and
animals by the presence of wildlife in markets. From
February to April 2012, 44 markets were visited
across the country during the dry season. Of the 44
markets visited, wildlife was found at 36.
The study took place in public markets and involved
observation of the markets and of the people who
work in, shop, or are associated with the markets. The
study focused primarily on availability and price of
key wildlife in the markets and on market hygiene and
sanitation. Each market was assessed for the risk it
Wildlife for sale at market in Lao PDR
poses as a potential point for a spillover event - in
other words, transmission of an animal disease to humans or vice versa.
The study found that priority wildlife was most commonly sold as whole fresh dead animals. Live
priority species were seen in 12 of the 36 main markets. Rodents were the most common type of
wildlife observed (in 13 out of the 36 markets). Bats were the most common type of wildlife sold in
four of the markets, and civets were the most popular in two markets. Only two markets were found to
be selling all four types of priority wildlife (rodents, bats, primates, and civets). Significant numbers
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of bats were observed in markets located near limestone karsts, which contain many caves that
provide roosting sites for the bats. Fruit bats were more commonly seen in the markets than
insectivorous bats. Civets were commonly seen in the markets, and were documented in 16 of the 36
observation sites across the country. Despite the relatively large number of primate species present in
Lao PDR, only lorises (pygmy lorises and slow lorises) were seen in the markets. Lorises was seen
infrequently and in small numbers.
The most expensive types of wildlife (by individual animal) of priority species were bamboo rats,
Indian giant flying squirrels, and civets. The average price of brush-tailed porcupines (per kg) was
also high relative to other wildlife items. Priority wildlife that was inexpensive in local terms included
bats, squirrels, and small flying squirrels. Other non-priority species that were also found to be higher
priced were marbled cat, leopard cat, monitor lizards, and mouse deer. From all markets combined,
the average price of the wildlife was 4,354K per individual bat, 10,586K per individual rat, 24,362K
per individual squinel, 77,500K per individual loris, 102,657K per individual bamboo rat, 112,777K
per kilogram of brush-tailed porcupine, 122,217K per individual flying squirrel, and 156,876K per
individual civet cat. In general, wildlife is more expensive than an equivalent amount of domestic
meat; the highest price recorded for pork was 40,000K/kg, but a squirrel weighing a few hundred
grams averaged 24,362K per individual.
Across all markets observed, basic market hygiene was generally poor. Rarely did markets have both
running water and drains, and all markets were found to have areas where there was either blood or
entrails on the ground. Wildlife vendor hygiene was generally poor. Only two of the individuals
observed at two different markets were seen to wash their hands. The level of contact of wildlife with
other fresh food products (such as fruit and vegetables) was high. It was very common to see wildlife
for sale alongside vegetables or other fresh produce in a stall.
The study identified nine markets to be considered for follow-up based on the high volume of priority
species present (live and dead), as well as poor biosecurity and hygiene. A study report is being
finalized and will be disseminated during the next quarter.

Formative Research
During the previous quarter, PREVENT issued an RFP and selected and contracted a research firm,
Burnett, to conduct a formative study on human-animal exposure in Lao PDR in two provinces:
Bolikhamxay (central Lao PDR) and Attapeu (southern Lao PDR). The research is expected to help
finalize instruments for a human exposure survey to be conducted in Lao PDR later this year.
In Bolikhamxay, two groups (Hmong and Lao communities) were selected in Khamkeuth District in
the area around the Theun Hinboun Power Company (THPC) dam extension reservoir. In Attapeu, the
study has been conducted in Lao communities in the Attapeu provincial capital (Attapeu town),
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located in Samak:hixai District, and in the Brao ethnic community in the area known as 'Lak 52' (an
area of heavy logging) in Phouvong District. Burnett has delivered a draft report which is under
revision and will be available early in the next quarter.

Meetings

I

(b)(6)
FHI 360 Lao PDR Country Coordinator, attended the EPT quarterly meeting in
Lao PDR on April 5, 2012 covering the re porting period Ja,,.,..,.u....L___.......................,..,,_,._........_.....__...,PT partners were
present: RESPOND, PREDICT, and IDENTIFY, as well as L.,..__,-------_____Jfrom
USAID/Washington, andl
(b)(6)
~rom USAID/RDMA.
(b)(6)
eported on PREVENT's
progress in Lao PDR to date, followed by other EPT partner presentations and a discussion of reported
activities.
PREVENT also participated in a half-day meeting in Vientiane, Lao PDR on April 22, 2012 to present
the design of the quantitative survey portion of the human-animal exposure study and to facilitate
approval for its implementation in Lao PDR. The meeting served as the quarterly meeting organized
by the national and multi-sectoral Wet Market Workin Grou WMWG). Two PREVENT staff,l(b~(61
I (b)(6)
l Senior Technical Advisor, and
(b)(6)
facilitated the meeting. Eight
government officials attended the meeting, includmg representatives from the National Emerging
Infectious Disease Coordination Office (NEIDCO), the Department of Hygiene and Prevention, and
members of the WMWG. The government officials supported and approved conduct of the survey.
Following receipt of IRB approval, PREVENT anticipates implementation in November 2012. This
timeframe coincides with the dry season, so access to each survey site is expected to be easier.
Because this period also coincides with the legal hunting season, fewer hunting sensitivity issues are
expected during survey implementation. The FHI 360 Country Coordinator will submit the
quantitative survey protocol, instruments, and consent forms for local IRB approval dming the next
quarter, following circulation of the formative research results.
On behalf of PREVENT,!
(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
attended the EPT
Lao PDR planning meetin m Ban kok on June 11. EPT partners
(b)(6)
RESPOND.I (b)(6) I
from IDENTIFY (FAO),
(b)(6) from IDENTIFY (WHO) , and
(b)(6)
FAO/BKK attended, as
did USAID representatives
(b)(6)
USAID/Lao PDR,
(b)(6)
USAID/RDMA, and
I (b)(6) IUSAID/RDMA. (b)(6) NEIDCO/Lao PDR and
(b)(6)
from AusAID were
also in attendance. Each of the participants introduced themselves and presented a summary of FY 12
activities and plans for FY 13. Copies of the presentations can be found on the Central Desktop. It was
announced that there would be four planning meetings durin the next fiscal year with EPT partners
and the Government of Lao PDR to be held in Vientiane.
(b)(6)
requested support from the
four EPT projects to alternately fund the meetings. All EPT partners will submit updated workplan
activities and budgets in the next quarter.
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Malaysia
In Malaysia, PREVENT is collaboratin with PREDICT/EcoHealth Alliance (EHA) on a Deep Forest
study in Sabah Province. In A ril,
(b)(6)
PREVENT Regional Communication
Advisor, trrve)ed to Sahap.
(b)(6)
PREDICT/EHA Project Coordinator for Malaysia,
introduced
(b)(6)
fto the director and staff of the Sabah Department of Wildlife (SDW).l<b~(6
(b)(6) lgave a presentation about PREVENT and the human-wildlife ex osure research at a
meeting chaired by the Director of the Wildlife Department,
(b)(6)
The meeting was
attended by approximately 20 people, including staff of the Sabah Wildlife Department and several
representatives from the major conservation NGOs that work closely with the wildlife department on
conservation issues, including HUTAN and the Danau-Girang Field Centre.

I

I

I

I

I

Following the meeting,
(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
had a separate discussion with senior
management of SDW, who indicated that they would be pleased to work with PREVENT with the
understanding that PREVENT will work in close collaboration with SDW, and in partnership with
EHA, with whom they have had a very productive relationship. Next steps should be closely
coordinated with EHA and the SDW, especially with respect to the selection of field sites and
sampling activities.
During this quarter PREVENT substantially revised the generic Deep Forest survey instrument, which
will be adapted for each location based on results of formative research. The new instrument was
posted on the EPT Desktop.!
(b)(6)
IPREVENT Senior Researcher, drafted the research
protocol for the Sabah human exposure study; the protocol will be submitted to the FHI 360 IRB as
soon as information about the study sites - and the PREVENT sampling approach, which will reflect
local demography - have been finalized. Concurrently, during the next quarter, PREVENT will
follow up with SWD regarding EPU approval (Economic Planning Unit Research Pass), and submit
the protocol to a local IRB for approval.
Thailand
Meetings

I

(b)(6)
!attended the EPT Thailand planning meeting in Bangkok on June 10,
2012. EPT partners mcluded representatives from USAID RDMA, RESPOND (DAI and US-CDC),
IDENTIFY (FAO and OIE), and PREDICT (Chulalongkorn University). There were several
discussions for possibility of integration activities between several partners such as PREVENT and
PREDICT to conduct PREVENT's further studies at location that PREDICT found virus in next fiscal
year.
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Vietnam
Meetings
On June 20, 2012,I
(b)(6)
IVietnam Program Coordinator, participated in the regular
quarterly AI BCC working group meeting and updated the group on PREVENT activities in V ietnam.
The update focused on PREVENT' s inventory of communication interventions undertaken in Vietnam
to reduce human consumption of wildlife, plans to conduct a stakeholder mapping activity on One
Health, and plans to conduct a training of AI BCC Working Group members in advocacy and/or BCC
in the coming fiscal year. At this meeting it was proposed that the title of the working group be
changed from AI BCC to the "One Health Communication Group." It was felt that this would align
with the group' s expanded mandate to encompass all emerging infectious diseases.
The EPT Vietnam country planning meeting was held on May 30-31 , 2012 in Hanoi. The meeting
summarized key FY12 activities by project; reviewed accomplishments, lessons learned and
challenges; introduced planned FY13 activities and expected deliverables by project; and identified
opportunities to harmonize activities across projects in furtherance of an integrated EPT program in
Vietnam.I
(b)(6)
chaired the meeting with facilitation sup ort from
(b)(6)
an
independent consultant. Participants representing EPT projects include
(b)(6)
on behalf
of PREVENT;!
(b)(6)
I and I
(b)(6)
jo f WCS for PREDICT;
(b)(6)
lfor RESPOND; I
(b)(6)
Ifor IDENTIFY OIE);
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
band (b)(6)
f FAO; andl
(b)(6)
(b)(6l
lof WHO.

I

I

I

After the two-day meeting, an integrated workplan for FY13 was drafted for EPT in Vietnam based on
active input and feedback. A draft version for review by each EPT partner is posted on the Central
Desktop to ensure that proposed activities are adequate and in line with other partners and
stakeholders.
Workshop on Live Bird Markets and Slaughterhouses
On June 7-8, 2012, the Department of Animal Health (DAH) in Vietnam, in cooperation with the
Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative project funded by USAID, organized a workshop to assess
current standards and practices in live bird markets and slaughterhouses and make recommendations
for food safety, sla ughtering, processing, and trading poultry and poultry products. I
(b)(6)
PREVENT's Program Coordinator in Vietnam, was invited to the workshop to present the exploratory
mapping of the rat trade carried out in Vietnam and Cambodia. This also provided an opportunity to
present an emerging infectious disease/wildlife perspective to the Avian and Pandemic Influenza
stakeholders in Vietnam.
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Exploratory Mapping of Cross-border Trade of Rats
As presented in the review of activities for Cambodia, a cross-border study of rats is under way. To
gain a general sense of the current size of the trade in rats between the two countries, PREVENT
conducted an exploratory visit to areas of Vietnam (in February 2012) and Cambodia (in April 2012).
The visits uncovered a wide distribution of rats in markets in the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam and
Cambodia. Observations and discussions with local officials suggested that markets may be selling as
much as one to two tons of rats per day. At the border crossings, rats were observed being transported
by motorbikes and boats in wire cages that allow for mixing of rats and the spread of excrement
during transport.
In Cambodia, it appeared that the suppliers are working to deliver rats to the higher-demand
Vietnamese consumers, with rats being supplied by individual farmers. In both Cambodia and
Vietnam, observations indicated poor biosecurity and hygiene practices, with individuals involved in
the trade exposed both directly and indirectly to rat bites and scratches, as well as blood, saliva, and
entrails.
PREVENT has not found systematically collected information about the rat trade and its potential for
zoonotic disease transmission, although the trade appears to be sizable and involve high rates of risky
exposure for those involved in it. The structure of the market chain and the number of people
participating in the trade remains unidentified, apart from the paper by Khiem, et al. The scale of the
trade -- including the volume of rats bought and sold, and the seasonality of the trade -- remains
undocumented. Specific practices and situations that create opportunities for exposure to disease have
not been recorded. From these preliminary findings, PREVENT proposes conducting a research study
to answer these important questions.
To that end, PREVENT began drafting a research protocol this quarter to conduct a market and value
chain analysis of the rat trade. PREVENT will set out to document the market system and
environment to understand the potential extent and location of risk related to the rat trade. Using
information from the market chain analysis, PREVENT will explore specific practices and situations
of market chain actors that could result in potentially risky exposure from rats for the purpose of
developing interventions. The rat trade market chain analysis protocol will be submitted to the FHI
360 IRB and to the local IRB in Vietnam and Cambodia for approval next quarter. The goal is to
begin research in February 2013 during the annual peak in the rat trade.
Review of Communication Interventions to Reduce Consumer Demand for Wild Animal Meat
To date, PREVENT has identified over 10 communication interventions carried out since 2000 to
reduce consumer demand for wild animal meat and products in Vietnam. These interventions include
a "Green Restaurant" campaign; promoting awareness and public action through television, radio, and
newspapers; advertising on buses and billboards; hosting high-profile events; producing a variety of
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publications in Vietnamese for the public; and providing frequent news feeds to network media. T hese
activities have been funded by both international and national NGOs in Vietnam, and some have been
implementing wildlife consumer demand reduction communication activities since 2000. To date,
PREVENT has not found any documentation of evaluations of these activities and their impact.
During the next quarter, PREVENT will continue to build on this inventory of communication
interventions and collect, as available, evaluations of the interventions.
Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment
During the quarter, PREVENT worked with the Department of Forestry Protection (DFP) under the
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARO) to collect data on the location and species of
registered wildlife farms. So far, PREVENT has obtained data from 26 provinces, including 13
provinces in the Mekong Delta Region. Figure 1 shows the number of wildlife farms in the 26
provinces with PREVENT' s priority species - rodents, bats, and primates. The majority of farms
(1,722) are breeding rodents, bamboo rats, and porcupines. Some of the farms are breeding primates
(28). None of the farms identified, to date, are breeding bats.
According to the data collected, Ninh Binh in the North and Dong Nai in the South have more than
200 wildlife farms breeding PREVENT priority species. The majority of these farms are breeding
porcupines (Hystrix brachyuran). Other provinces like Binh Duong, Dien Bien, Hoa Binh Tuyen
Quang, and Hanoi capital have more than 100 farms.
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Figure 1 •· Wildlife Farms in 26 Provinces of Vietnam

Bangladesh

I

(b)(6)
p-aveled to Bangladesh to participate in the "Meeting for Strategic and Technical
Discussion to Maximize USAID' s Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats Investments in
Bangladesh" in Dhaka on May 21-22. After presentations by each of the EPT partners, a highlight of
the meeting was small group work to discuss each organization's planned activities and possibilities
for partner collaboration.

While in Bangladesh,

I

I

also worked with staff of ICDDR,B (b)(6)
(b)(6)
- who have developed an intervention to reduce
the risk of Nipah. Since 2001, there have been more than 10 outbreaks of Nipah virus in Bangladesh.
Bats (in Bangladesh, Pteropus gigantus) are the animal host for Nipah; they shed virus through both
their saliva and urine. Outbreaks of Nipah in Bangladesh have been traced to consumption of raw date
palm sap, which can be contaminated by infected bats. A substantia l proportion of confirmed primary
cases of Nipah have a history of having consumed raw date palm sap.
(b)(6)
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Beginning in 2006, a team of anthropologists and physicians at ICDDR,B has explored ways to
prevent contamination of the palm sap. They identified a traditional method of protecting sap from
debris and animals, improved it, and have carried out a series of pilot studies to test its acceptability,
feasibility, and efficacy. The method - using skirts (bana in Bengali), which can be made from a
variety of materials to cover the cut portion of the tree and the sap collection pot - provides an
effective physical barrier to bats contaminating the sap, is low-cost and relatively easy for sap
collectors to use on the trees from which they obtain raw sap for drinking.
To date, bana have been promoted in only a few villages at a time; this year, PREVENT is supporting
ICDDR,B in adapting the intervention so it can be implemented at scale and in implementing it in up
to 1,000 villages. I (b)(6)
Iand ICDDR,B staff discussed the steps and a timeline for launching the
intervention in mid-fall 2012.

I

Following the visit, PREVENT identified a BCC consultant to work with ICDDR,B and
(b)(6)
and ICDDR,B have been working to finalize the protocol. The consultant will begin working with
ICDDR,B in July 2012.
ASIA REGIONAL
AusAID

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Australian Agency for International
Development (AusAID) signed a memorandum of cooperation (MoC) on June 6, 2012 to help reduce
the risk of emerging pandemic disease threats in the Mekong region of Southeast Asia. Under the
MoC, AusAID is providing Aus$6 mil. to USAID' s PREVENT project.
Work supported under this memorandum will focus on the countries in the Greater Mekong
Subregion, including Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, and possibly Burma.
The MoC with AusAID reflects USAID's ambitious new reform effort, USAID FORWARD, which
includes a greater emphasis on collaboration and partnership with bilateral donors, multilateral, and
international organizations to increase synergies and avoid duplication.
GLOBAL
Extractive Industries Activities

The PREVENT project staff and members of the Extractive Industries Working Group (EIWG) were
very productive during the past quarter. The EIWG, comprised of members from each of the EPT
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projects and chaired by PREVENT, released a near-final draft of the EIWG White Paper that is now
available for review and comment. Coupled with the new initiative with Chatham House (below), the
EIWG is taking the global lead on risk mitigation from large-scale extractive industry.
USAID requested that the EIWG finalize the extractive industry tools by June 2012, and different
models were explored for developing these tools. The EIWG, under the technical leadership of l .(b-)(6-) -.1
~ o f ENE/RESPOND, produced two draft tools: 1) the Planning Tool, which is designed to
~ ment IFC guidance during the planning phase of an extractive industry project; and 2) the Audit
Tool, which is designed for facilities that are operational. PREVENT provided extensive input on
these products and shared them with the EIWG for comment and finalization.
Together with RESPOND, PREVENT also developed an educational brochure for mining companies
that was shared with the EIWG at several j unctures and was eventually finalized with the scientific
input from PREDICT during this quarter. The brochure was sent to the International Council on
Mining and Metals (ICMM), as requested following the first presentation of the brochure at the
Mining Indaba meeting in South Africa in February. A similar educational brochure was developed
for the timber industry and one will be developed for oil and gas companies in the coming quarter.
PREVENT and RESPOND continued to jointly interact with World Wildlife Fund as part of
participating in the Mining and Conservation meeting planned with Australian Junior mining
companies operating in the TRIDOM region of Central Africa. PREVENT and RESPOND attended
this meeting and presented information on emerging infectious diseases. Feedback was elicited on the
tools EIWG was developing for USAID review. Based on feedback from both EIWG members and
the participants at the Mining and Conservation workshop, PREVENT and RESPOND finalized the
tools and submitted them to USAID on behalf of the working group (as noted above). One mining
company expressed keen interest in the tool, and PREVENT will explore whether to conduct a pre-test
in collaboration with this company.
PREVENT and RESPOND attended the IUFRC-FORNESSA conference and presented as part of the
Forestry and Human Health Panel: Biodiversity, Conservation, Industry, and Emerging Pandemic
Threats. As this conference emphasized forest researchers, the timber industry was not present;
however, the project established important contacts in the forestry community. The executive director
from the International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) and the president and executive director
of IUFRO were very interested in the issue of emerging infectious diseases in forestry context.
Further, we learned of a timber industry group in Cameroon and met someone with connections to that
organization. The Center for International Forest Research (CIFOR) has an office in Cameroon that
would be good to visit in the coming year.
The abstract, Emerging Pandemic Threats and the Oil and Gas Industry was accepted for presentation
at the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) conference in Perth in September 2012.
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Chatham House
As part of the focus on potential risks from major land-use changes often associated with extractive
industry, the PREVENT project has contracted the Centre on Global Health Security at Chatham
House to provide initial funding for a series of preparatory policy-level discussions among extractive
industry members, international finance institutions, national stakeholders, and science leaders about
the risks of infectious disease outbreaks in locations relevant to the international extraction industry.
As part of the preparations for these roundtable discussions, Chatham House will produce a
background "white paper" on policy-level issues pertinent to industry-wide adoption of risk mitigation
measures. Chatham House is tasked with developing a framework for global response that will
address the policy environment, technical guidance, best practices, implementation planning and
support. Chatham House will also aim to convene other major players that fall outside the
international regulatory and finance systems, such as China-based companies and finance institutions.
The Chatham House white paper should be completed by the end of the coming quarter.
Durin this quarter, the PREVENT team andl
(b)(6)
!from ENE/RESPOND met wit~ (b)(6)
(b)(6)
who directs the Chatham House activity. Although only an initial meeting, substantial ground
was covered, and a process was outlined for working together to ensure that communication lines are
open and work streams are complementary.
Meetings
PREVENT staff attended a Coordinators Meeting for the upcoming 6th Annual Prince Mahidol
Award Conference in New York City. The 6th Annual Prince Mahidol Award Conference is
scheduled to be held in Bangkok on January 28 - February 3, 2013 and entitled, "One Health: A
World United against Infectious Diseases: Cross-Sectoral Solutions." The first-time Conference will
be a fiv e-day event, with specific days focused on three areas related to "One Health" and infectious
diseases: strengthening health systems, surveillance, and prevention and response.

I

landl
(b)(6)
!were asked to be co-organizers of two parallel sessions
focus ing on the strengthening of health systems~
(b)(6)
lis organizin Parallel Session 16 on
Strategic Public Communication to Affect Practices and Livelihoods and
(b)(6)
will be
leading Parallel Session 19 on Social Science Adds Value to One Health.
(b)(6)

At the Coordinators Meeting on June 13-15, participants reviewed plenary and parallel session
proposals, fine-tuned the order of the conference, and identified potential speakers. The Coordinators
Meeting was organized by the Prince Mah.idol Secretariat and hosted by the Rockefeller Foundation,
which is a partner in the Prince Mahidol Conference.
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Global One Health Core Competencies (OHCC) Working Group
The Global One Health Core Competencies (OHCC) Working Group met again on June 7-8, 2012 in
Arlington, Virginia. The meeting was led by the RESPOND Project. The OHCC Working Group has
been working over the last year to develop core competencies for One Health professionals.
I
(b)(6)
~as been the representative of the PREVENT Project to the working group and
participated in the two-day meeting. The meeting with participants from the RESPOND Project,
PREDICT Project, USDA, and CDC developed the following seven Competency Domains: Planning
and Management, Culture and Belief, Values and Ethics, Collaboration and Partnership, Leadership,
Communication and Informatics, and Systems Thinking. Examples of competencies were then
identified and placed within these domains.
The resulting product from this meeting will be a toolkit and informational document that will be
shared with global- and country-level actors. The RESPOND Project will be the coordinating body for
this work and anticipates conducting country-specific workshops in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
and Vietnam in July/August 2012. The OHCC will have an interim report and product by August
2012. The next Global OHCC Working Group Meeting wi ll take place in December 2012.

Communications

Social Media and Web
PREVENT has entered into the social media realm with a series of blogs written b( technical staff in
the field and Twitter activities to highlight PREVENT events.I
(b)(6)
Lao PDR Country
Coordinator for USAID/RDMA' s Mekong Infectious Disease and Behavior Change and
Communication (MID-BCC) Project, has blogged about her work in live animal markets, and her
participation at the 6th Annual International Conference on Community-based Adaptation in Hanoi on
April 16-20. (She presented a paper at the workshop that addressed work PHI 360 has done under
MID-BCC, and how it has been effective for mobilization and response.) Her blog was then replicated
in the World Food Programme's inaugural edition of its One Health newsletter and appeared under
the title of Climate Change, Infectious Diseases and Health: Connecting the Dots.

I

I
(b)(6)
regional behavior change advisor for PREVENT, blogged about his trip to
Malaysia and meetmgs with government counterparts, and his tour of the Sabah Wildlife Department.
I (b)(6) ~logged about the Maputo communication workshop (see AFENET section below). Each
of the bloggers added photographs and more personal observations that normally would not be
documented in a report, which offers color and analysis to the work in the field.
The feedback on the sto1ies that the blogs are telling has been very positive. The World Food
Programme using the climate change blog post is a good example of how these informal write-ups can
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be transferred to larger audiences and different media. We have also received positive comments from
Mission technical staff. Plans are to continue blogging activities and expand to cover more areas.
The blogs are posted on the MID-BCC (http://mekong.aed.org) web site. The PREVENT website is
under development and being reviewed, with plans for a July 2012 "soft" launch.

New Publications
During the quarter, PREVENT released Subtle Persuasion: An Easy and Effective Handbook for
Changing the World Through Advocacy in March 2012. Created to address the growing need among
government, private sector, and civil society about how to advocate for change, the training guide and
participants notes were written and pre-tested with provincial leaders in Lao PDR. The e ight-step
process spells out how to identify like-minded organizations and individuals, and how to plan and
implement advocacy activities for maximum results. It can be downloaded at
htt ://mekon .aed.or olic /index.html. The guide is similar to the Advocacy Guide developed for
H5Nl under Al.COMM, but expands it to include other issues beyond H5Nl.
In addition, the Applied Communication and Risk Communication guides were translated into
Portuguese, and are available at http://mekong.aed.org/policy/index.html

Subcontracts
African Field Epidemiology Network (AFENET)

Lusophone Communication Workshop in Maputo, Mozambique
PREVENT conducted a communication workshop for the Lusophone field epidemiologists from
Angola and Mozambique. The four-day workshop was held in Maputo, Mozambique on April 17-20,
2012. The cuniculum was developed by the technical team and facilitators to combine content from
two pre-existing workshop cunicula, Applied Communication and Risk Communication to fit the
participants' experience and needs. The previous workshops using the two curricula had been held for
African An lophone and Francophone field e idemiolo ists. Facilitators for the workshop werel<bl(6ll
(b)(6)
f Brodeur Partners and
(b)(6)
of FHI 360. Technical oversight was
provided by
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
managed the logistics and financial
aspects of the workshop.
The eight participants were from Angola and Mozambique, with seven out of the eight being women.
They were a diverse group in terms of their professional roles and experience -- unlike our two
previous workshops that were almost completely comprised of field epidemiologists. Participants
included community educators, field epidemiologists, and ministry officials. Their experience in
communication ranged from expert spokespeople for a government ministry to community workers
specializing in interpersonal communication at the village or community level.
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The most salient skills that were developed over the course of the workshop were about integrated
communication planning, messaging, and presentation via interpersonal communication and with the
media. All participants recognized the value of communication planning but virtually none of them
had been conducting proactive planning in a strategic and coordinated manner in their professional
roles. The exercises and discussion during the workshop focused on the planning process - the need to

(b)(6)

develop a communication plan long before an outbreak occurs, to identify sanctioned spokespersons,
to develop up to three key messages, to ensure that all spokespersons, staff, partners adhere to those
messages, and to prepare and practice so that those messages are communicated clearly and
effectively in the community and to the media. We also introduced the need to develop a thorough
"Q&A" document that captures all of the possible questions that might be posed along with answers
to ensure that spokespersons are equipped to respond appropriately.
One point worth noting is the different environment around pro-active media outreach. In Angola, the
media are receptive to proactive outreach to garner earned media coverage. The participants from
Angola have established relationships with key journalists with whom they can work to develop
relevant news stories and articles (they are not doing this on a regular basis so there is an opportunity
to improve proactive media relations). In Mozambique, the participants reported that the media charge
for editorial coverage, even from a public health entity. Because they lack the resources for paid
coverage, the participants in Mozambique do not conduct any proactive media relations, only reactive.
We discussed the fact that as social media and online channels continue to become more accessible,
traditional media will lose their monopoly as news and information sources. This will open up other
avenues for proactive communication beyond paid coverage.
The participants were very committed to learning, very engaged throughout the workshop, and openly
embraced self-critique and critique from their peers and the fac ilitators. By the end of the workshop,
the participants all reported having learned important lessons and further developed their skills as
communicators.
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AFENET Website Activity
From April to June, 2012, AFENET's website continued to experience an increased volume of
visitors, for an average of 7,515 visitors per month. The site experienced a 20 percent increase over
the previous quarter and a 173 percent increase over the monthly visitor's average for the same period
in 2011, before the launching of the updated AFENET website.
Although the April visits were lower than average due to a country-wide internet fai lure that affected
Uganda for about six days, the website's number of monthly visitors maintained a growing trend. This
result can be attributed to the regular updating of the features, home page, and other sections which
attract AFENET's partners as well as journalists and other members in search of information on the
Network's activities.
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Monthly Visits

In terms of monthly hits, the AFENET website surpassed the one-hundred-thousand mark in March
2012, reaching 107,923 hits and continued the trend during the current quarter, reaching 108,976
average monthly hits. This was a 20 percent increase over the previous quarter.
For the quarter, the number of hits was 154 percent higher than the previous year, before the
launching of the AFENET redesigned website. These results were also affected by a country-wide
internet failure that affected Uganda in April.
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Hits, Files and Pages
During the quarter, PREVENT staff held discussions with Hostalite and AFENET regarding
identifying visits to the Portuguese and French versions of the website. The idea was to understand
how visitors interact with those websites and put together a plan to attract more people to them. One
of the potential solutions is to engage some of the AFENET members from French- and Portuguesespeaking countries to collaborate with the website by posting news and activities, as well as helping to
translate the feature stories from the English version of the website. The final goal is to have the
website become a regional center for infom1ation rather than merely being the Secretariat's source for
news and updates. This is consistent with our objective of making the AFENET website the center for
all communication across the network.
The team also discussed the need to engage the AFENET departments in utilizing the Intranet. One of
the ideas discussed was to place the AFENET updates in the intranet to increase traffic and usage.
These updates are currently being sent via email.
Towards a Safer World (TASW)

TASW Website
On June 1, 2012 the domain, hosting, and management of the T ASW Website
(http://www.towardsasaferworld.org) was transferred to United Nations System Influenza
Coordination (UNSIC) and the World Food Programme (WFP). This was under the guidance
provided by USAID as UNSIC and the WFP continue to work on the TASW Initiative globally.
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For the April 1 - June 18, 2012 period, the website received 944 visit, a decrease from the previous
quarter. The visitors were from 81 countries and territories, including the United States, Italy,
Indonesia, Switzerland, United Kingdom, India, Kenya, Australia, Canada, and Sweden. Nearly 64%
of visitors were considered "new visitors." The TASW website has grown to approximately 199
registered users from around the world, representing various agencies and interests.
TASW continues to be active on other social media channels including Twitter
(@tasw_initiative), YouTube, and Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/TowardsASaferWorld). These
social media outlets have been used to promote TASW. The TASW twitter account has grown to
approximately 108 followers.

Financial Summary

A financial report that covers project expenditures April 1- June 30, 2012 is enclosed under a
separate attachment.
(b)(4)

I

I
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Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded the Academy for
Educational Development (AED) Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-00002-00 (under C-Change Leader Award No.
GPO-A-00-07-00004-00) entitled Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication Support
Activity, or PREVENT. On June 30, 2011 , Family Health International (FHI) acquired AED and all of its programs and
assets, including PREVENT; the resulting new integrated organizational entity is FHI 360. PREVENT, a cooperative
agreement, focuses on using behavior change and communication to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control
avian and pandemic influenzas and other emerging pandemic threats. The Project is part of the larger USAID
program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program), also referred to as Pandemic Influenza and Other
Emerging Threats (PIOET).
On June 6, 2012, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Australian Agency for International
Development (AusAID) signed a memorandum of cooperation (MoC) to help reduce the risk of emerging pandemic
disease threats in the Mekong region of Southeast Asia. Under the MoC, AusAID is providing Aus$6 million to
USAID's PREVENT project over three years. The Australian support emphasizes the support to PREVENT as a way
to boost efficiency and effectiveness in combined actions to reduce the risk of emerging infectious disease. This cofunded work will focus on countries in the Greater Mekong Subregion, particularly Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, and
Burma/Myanmar.
On August 7, 2012, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) signed a one-year, no-cost extension of
the PREVENT project through September 29, 2015.

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET)
GLOBAL
Extractive Industries Activities
PREVENT continues to host the Extractive Industries Working Group (EIWG) meetings. Chatham House now
contributes to EIWG discussions as well. USAID and RESPOND traveled to Uganda in October 2012 to discuss
whether testing the EIWG tools for extractive industry would be appropriate. The general consensus was that the oil
and gas industry in Uganda is frau ht with olitics and should be avoided, but it might be possible to work with the
mining and timber industries.
(b}(6)
from RESPOND provided the assessment tools to several companies and
promised to send feedback forms for the companies to use to share their impressions of the tools.
PREVENT and RESPOND developed two feedback forms that can be used by companies to comment on the EIWG
planning and audit tools. Respondents felt that these tools are important given that emerging infectious diseases are
prevalent in their region. They indicated that they would like to incorporate these tools and some mitigation efforts
into their activities, but felt that the mitigation options not directly related to worker health are not feasible or too
costly.
In the future, it will be useful to administer the feedback form in person, as that will facilitate obtaining more detail
about specific mitigation efforts. This initial response, nevertheless, is interesting and shows that there is interest in
the topic in the "hot spot areas" where these industries work.
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Chatham House
During the last quarter, Chatham House commissioned a paper from EcoHealth Alliance to inform the planned
November 7, 2012 meeting in London. PREVENT and the EIWG reviewed the paper and concluded that it was not
clear who the audience was and what the purpose of the paper was. The paper's unique contribution was the attempt
to develop economic arguments, but they were not compelling as presented. In the end, the paper was tabled and
did not form the basis for discussion at the November meeting.
The IDRAM Initiative: Extractive Industries Infectious Disease Risk Assessment and Management Stakeholder
Roundtable brought together 20 stakeholder representatives from science and public health, international
development, private foundations, and the extractive industries. The meeting included presentations, discussion, and
breakout sessions to foster knowledge sharing on the state of the science, provide a platform to hear the industry
perspective, and to tout the availability of the assessment tools.
Two proposed activities resulted from this meeting: 1) to organize a meeting at the Mining lndaba conference with
key Australian mining companies to discuss working in the Katanga Province of the Democratic Republic of Congo to
test the tools ; and 2) to organize a pilot test of the tools in the Katanga Province.
The Chatham House Roundtable summary report is attached as an Appendix.
Following the Chatham House Stakeholder meeting, USAID requested a meeting with Steven Phillips and the EIWG
in Washington, DC to clarify roles and responsibilities. Chatham House and USAID will form the Policy Strategy
Group. This meeting helped to reinforce the different roles: Chatham House will lead the Extractive Industries
Initiative (Ell) policy activities that include policy-level discussion and action, partner coordination, and strategy
development, while PREVENT and the EIWG will lead the Ell operational activities that include field testing and
validating the assessmenUmitigation tools. The efforts in Katanga will be mutually supportive, whereby Chatham
House will lead policy activities and EIWG will take the lead in testing the tools.

I I

In December 2012,I (b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
~eld several teleconferences with Chatham House to further the
collaboration. Again, EIWG members reiterated the different streams of work: that Chatham House will lead the
policy stream while the EIWG will lead the tool testing and both will work in Katanga. At the end of December, USAID
shared with the EIWG the proposed scope of work for the Katanga effort that was prepared by ISOS. An EIWG
meeting is planned for January 10, 2013 to discuss this scope of work. In addition, Chatham House will deliver the
Meeting Summary for the November 2012 meeting to PREVENT, as well as scopes of work to cover their
participation in the Prince Mahidol Award Conference in Bangkok in early 2013 and the Mining lndaba conference in
Cape Town in February. PREVENT and the EIWG plan to participate in the Mining lndaba event in February to
attend the meeting organized by AAIGM and Chatham House with the Australian mining companies operating in
Katanga Province, and will scope out other possible opportunities to test the tool.
In early 2013, PREVENT and RESPOND will further explore and pursue other avenues for testing the tool. In
addition, the EIWG has submitted an abstract to the International Association of Impact Assessments to discuss the
tool at their annual conference in May 2013 in Calgary, Canada.

Communications
Reflecting the new funding from AusAID, PREVENT began developing newly designed templates for PowerPoint
presentations, reports, fact sheets, and letterhead that reflect joint USAID-AusAID work in the four target countries.
PREVENT materials funded solely by USAID were also rejuvenated to embody a consistent look and feel. A draft
branding strategy was also developed for AusAID activities.
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Using the new AusAID funds as a springboard, the communications team conducted a communication and
knowledge management audit of the PREVENT Project as a precursor to developing a new communication and
outreach strategy for the project. The findings of the audit enabled the strategic development of new products to
describe and promote PREVENT to various audiences, including the upcoming Prince Mahidol Award Conference in
Bangkok. New materials include an updated project fact sheet, and targeted fact sheets focused on the impact of
culture, land use, and commerce in the work of the project.
During the latter part of the quarter, FHI 360 staff provided media outreach support and wrote press releases
highlighting USAID/EPT's involvement in two significant activities: the publication of a series of articles on emerging
infectious diseases in The Lancet at the end of November; and the Institute of Medicine's 25th anniversary meeting of
the Forum on Microbial Threats in mid-December. As part of promoting these two activities, PREVENT contracted
with Brodeur Partners to help drive visibility for USAID/EPT via Twitter and an op-ed piece. The latter was not
ultimately pursued. PREVENT staff also provided on-site social media support during the IOM briefing.

CONGO BASIN REGIONAL
Republic of Congo
Market Study - Tracking Changes from New Road Construction
PREVENT had planned to conduct a study along a new road being constructed from Brazzaville to Ouesso (and
possibly further, through pristine areas, to Bangui) to determine the impacts on bush meat consumption and markets.
This activity, however, has been put on hold because the primary research partner, Wildlife Conservation Society, is
currently unable to operate in the area.
PREVENT, however, is prepared to assess, through a low-cost market monitoring system, the effect of this road
expansion on the availability of key species of wildlife in markets - both along the road, and in Brazzaville - to
improve understanding of the dynamics of trade in these key species and document the effects of changes in access.
PREVENT has drafted a market monitoring protocol and action plan. The proposed study is considered a unique
opportunity, and we are seeking other possible partners for the work.

Uganda
Human-Animal Exposure Study

I

(b)(6)
!PREVENT Technical Director, visited Uganda from October 25-31 , 2012 to plan for the humananimal exposure study that will be carried out in Kisoro in early 2013. She met with FHI 360 researchers and
potential consultants who are knowledgeable about the area and with PREDICT Uganda staff. It is clear that the
research will require a lead investigator who speaks the local language and who is familiar with the area; PREVENT
will recruit a consultant early in the second quarter. Research assistants will be recruited from Mbarara and Kabale;
training will be held at the FHI 360 office in Kabale.

The principle that PREVENT follows in selecting areas for the study is that they should represent populations living in
or potentially accessing areas where PREDICT is carrying out "Deep Forest" study sampling. In Uganda, that
sampling is being carried out in the northern portion of the Bwindi impenetrable forest, in non-park areas in Kisoro
District to the west and south of the forest, and near/in Kisoro town. PREVENT will thus concentrate the study in
areas to the west and south of the forest and near/in Kisoro. For administrative convenience, we will limit the study to
areas in Kisoro District (two other districts abut the forest, Kanungu to the north and Kabale to the east).
Adaptation of the protocol for the first phase of the study will be completed early in the second quarter of 2013. At
that point it will be submitted for IRB review in both the U.S. and Uganda.
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SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL
AusAID
The MoC with AusAID to expand PREVENT work in the key countries of the upper Greater Mekong Sub-region
began in the early part of this quarter and will allow expanded activities in Burma/Myanmar, Cambodia, Lao PDR,
and Vietnam.
Bangladesh
Nipah Virus Intervention
At the request of Bangladesh Ministry of Health officials, PREVENT put on hold its originally proposed risk-reduction
approach aimed at reducing the transmission of Nipah virus (NiV). The original approach hinged on encouraging sap
harvesters to use skirts (called "banas") on date palm trees to prevent bats from contaminating the sap, and
encouraging consumers to drink only sap from protected trees. Instead, the MoH officials requested that icddr,b and
PREVENT first test the effectiveness of a risk-avoidance approach during the NiV 2012-2013 harvesting season: that
is, discouraging people from drinking sap altogether. Depending on the results of this approach, a risk-reduction
intervention may be tested during the 2013-2014 season.
To comply with the request, this risk-avoidance approach will be tested in 306 villages in the district of Rajbari during
the sap-collection season. One-hundred and twenty villages in the Kushtia district will be used as a control
population.
To accommodate this change, the PREVENT-icddr,b team prepared and amended the protocol and revised
instruments; these were submitted for and received IRB approval.

I

PREVENT's BCC Advisor!
(b)(6)
travelled
to Bangladesh to work with icddr,b to finalize the
intervention. During his trip (b}(6) ~rained the
iccdr,b team of trainers on interpersonal
communication and public speaking skills.

I

(b)(6)

(b )(6)

The icddr,b team of trainers went on to train 60 meeting
coordinators and facilitators from VPKA, the local NGO that
will be carrying out the intervention, using the revised
curriculum and training manuals.
The PREVENT team also worked on revising the
communication materials for the intervention.
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A two-minute public service announcement (PSA), a
poster, and a calendar were tested among the target
audience and have been finalized for use in the
intervention.

f.l'lll( (ll'I ~ ~ ~ ~
~~"ll!f.3"!1~~~·

The PSA was launched on December 26, 2012 and the
NGO began the IPC intervention on December 30,
2012.
The baseline survey to help gauge the impact of the intervention was carried out from November 23 to December 11 ,
2012.I
(b)(6)
PREVENT Technical Director, visited Dhaka in October to help finalize the instrument for
the survey.

I

While in Bangladesh,! (b)(6) lanq (b)(6) l met with the United Nations Food and A riculture Or anization
(FAO) and UNICEF to discuss potential collaborating efforts, and briefe
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
of USAID/Bangladesh on the progress of the research study plans. One potential collaboration project with FAO
involves improving practices at a slaughtering facility in Khulna. An initial proposal has been developed and is being
fine-tuned; it will be presented to USAID for implementation in 2013.
PREVENT and FAO are also working on developing
proposals for BCC activities among vendors and consumers
for the lumber and building material and biosecurity projects.

Meetings
(b)(6)

On December 2-3, PREVENT participated in the USAID
EPT Partners meeting in Dhaka to discuss the progress on
collaboration and coordination efforts among EPT partners.
Represented organizations included USAID, FAO, EcoHealth
Alliance, icddr,b, DLS Bangladesh, World Health
Organization, PREVENT, and PREDICT.
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Burma/Myanmar
First Mission

Burma/Myanmar was added to the PREVENT list of priority countries with the expanded AusAID support. Following a
mission conducted by USAID's regional health advisor, based at ROMA/Bangkok, to introduce the PREVENT project
to the Myanmar Government officials, a follow-up mission by PREVENT, USAID, AusAID and FAO was fielded in the
second week of December 2012.
During this Mission, PREVENT was introduced to the concerned national and state-level ministers and DGs: the
Union (national-level) Minister for Livestock and Fisheries, three Directors General from this Ministry, the Union
Minister of Health, and the Deputy Minister and the Director General of the Department of Medical Science. The
combined mission also met with the newly expanded Mandalay Region (state) government, including the Minister for
Agriculture and Livestock and the Minister for Social Affairs.
The newly expanded State and Regional governments are eager to engage and deliver services. Areas where they
would welcome support include: training in communication skills for officials who work with farmer groups and
market managers. In addition, because of recent increases in the number of publications and media outlets, media
training for officials - as well as an introduction to the "one health" concept for journalists - would be timely.

(b)(6)

The Mission visited a government-created poultry production zone near Monywa, in the Sagaing Region, and met
with farmers there. The Mission also visited both a duck-raising operation and a live bird processing company in
Mandalay City.
Initially, PREVENT will respond to a forthcoming invitation from FAO to provide technical assistance, with an initial
focus on strengthening capacity for response to highly pathogenic avian influenza. To do this, PREVENT will draw on
earlier work conducted under the Al.COMM, AI-BCC, and MID-BCC projects. Other activities that PREVENT may
take on eventually include social monitoring and community-based epidemiology. The geographic focus of
PREVENT activities will be Mandalay and Sagaing, two geographic regions with a high concentration of poultry
production.
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Cambodia
Human-Animal Exposure Research
Starting in May 2012, PREVENT and PREDICT (Wildlife Conservation Society) began implementing "human-animal
interface surveys" in Cambodia. The purpose of the studies was to collect information about meat consumption and
associated hunting and butchering from all households in selected villages to determine how the potential risk
associated with these activities is distributed among the population. Wild animals of priority interest include rodents,
bats, and primates; and domestic animals of interest include chickens, ducks, pigs, dogs, and cats. The surveys are
carried out in conjunction with PREDICT's animal surveillance study visits to villages.
Initially, the team planned to begin implementation in Preah Vihear and Mondulkiri provinces. However, data
collection was changed from Preah Vihear to Banteay Meanchey due to the limited accessibility of targeted villages
because of heavy rains, an outbreak of chikungunya, and other logistical complications that arose at the time the
survey was to begin in Preah Vihear. The team began implementing the baseline in Preah Vihear in the first week of
December 2012.
In each of the selected provinces, three villages were purposefully selected to be surveyed. As part of the baseline
research, teams interviewed all female heads of household in each village: 92 in Mondulkiri and 117 in Banteay
Meanchey.
To understand how contact with animals might vary by season, the team will carry out quarterly follow-up surveys of
a subset of 20 households in each village: the 10 that reported consuming the greatest number of wild animals in the
previous month during the baseline; and a comparison group, selected randomly from the other remaining
households in the village that agreed to be contacted again. The first follow-up survey in Mondulkiri was implemented
in August 2012, and the second in November 2012; the first follow-up survey in Banteay Meanchey occurred in
October 2012. A report of the baseline surve in Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey is currently in final draft form and
will be circulated as soon as it is finalized
(b)(6)
Senior Research Advisor, completed preliminary
analysis of the first follow-up surveys in Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey. Part of the preliminary analysis can be
found below.
Consumption of Wild Animal Meats
Among high consumers of wild animal meats between May and August 2012 in Mondulkiri, there was a significant
increase in consumption of wild pig (from 53% to 77%) and mouse deer (from 17% to 30%), and a significant
decrease in consumption of civet (from 33% to 20%), monkey (from 20% to 10%), rat (from 17% to 7%), squirrel
(from 33% to 3%), frog (from 17% to 0%), gibbon (13% to 0%), buffalo (from 7% to 0%), and slow loris (from 7% to
0%).

In Banteay Meanchey, consumption of rat meats significantly decreased from 50% to 27% between July and October
2012 among high consumers of wild animal meats. It is worth noting a higher consumption of rat meats (43%) among
the comparison group compared to only (27%) among high consumers of wild animal meats during the first follow-up
survey in Banteay Meanchey.
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Figure 1: Evolution of wild animal meats consumption in between baseline and follow-up survey in Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey
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First Follow up Control (N = 30)

Consumption of Domestic Animal Meats

Results reveal a significant increase in consumption of fish (from 63% to 77%), and significant decreases in
consumption of pork (from 57% to 30%), chicken (from 47% to 10%), and cow (from 30% to 13%) among high
consumers of wild animal meats in between the baseline and follow-up surveys. In Banteay Meanchey, a significant
increase in the consumption of fish (from 73% to 97%) and duck (from 3% to 27%) was observed in between the
baseline and follow-up surveys. Interestingly, during the follow-up survey in Mondulkiri, consumption of fish, pork,
cow, and duck meats was slightly higher among high consumers of wild animal meats compared to the comparison
group. Conversely, in Banteay Meanchey, consumption of fish, pork, cow, and chicken was slightly lower among the
high consumers of wild animal meats.
Figure 2: Evolution of domestic animal meats consumption in between baseline and follow-up survey in Mondulkiri and Banteay
Meanchey provinces
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Indonesia
PREVENT determined that it will be working with PREDICT in North Sulawesi. To support preparatory work,
PREVENT posted a job opening for staff in Sulawesi. While initial response was limited, the posting was extended
and placed in publications with a wider reach, especially in Sulawesi. This resulted in a better response. Interviews
and hiring for the position are projected for the coming quarter. PREVENT is still awaiting word from PREDICT
regarding plans for research in Sulawesi.

Lao PDR
Meetings
PREVENT participated in the EPT quarterly meeting held on October 10, 2012 at the National Animal Health Centre
(NAHC) and supported by IDENTIFY/FAQ. The meeting was Co-Chaired b~
(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)

made a brief presentation highlighting the following research activities: 1) the literature review of
wildlife studies in Lao PDR; 2) a descriptive study documenting wildlife and biosecurity conditions in markets where
PREDICT is sampling (i.e., a convenience, rather than representative sample); and 3) formative research on the
human-wildlife interface in Lao PDR. Participants at the meeting included partners from GOL agencies (NEIDCO,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF), NAHC, and NCLE), and other EPT partners including
PREDICT, RESPOND, IDENTIFY/WHO, and USAID/RDMA.
(b)(6)

I

I

(b)(6)
FHI 360 Country Coordinator, presented a progress report on PREVENT activities from July to
September, and plans for the upcoming year. These include conducting cognitive interviews to pretest and finalize
the human-animal interface study questionnaire, and then implementing the survey in Bolikhamxay; conducting
participatory action research on peoples' interaction with bats to identify possible changes in practices that could
reduce risk then behavior trials of those practices; and piloting a systems approach to address the risk of spillover in
markets. An additional activity being discussed is developing and pretesting a comprehensive biosecurity monitoring
checklist; PREVENT will do so only if we identif a rou (government or NGO) that regularly visits markets and is
willing to implement biosecurity monitoring.
(b)(6)
ollowed up this possibility with no success.

One result of the PREDICT and PREVENT presentations at the EPT meetin is that
(b)(6)
USAID EPT
Coordinator, requested that the projects work together to prepare a brief for
(b)(6)
on the results of the market
study and PREDICT sampling in markets. PREVENT and PREDICT have drafted the brief, which will be presented at
the Laos EPT quarterly meeting in Vientiane in January.
PREVENT was also invited to join a briefing witrl
(b)(6)
I, USAID/RDMA Mission Director, on December 5,
2012 at NEIDCO.I
(b)(6)
Lao PDR Country Coordinator, presented an update on PREVENT together
with EPT Partners and their GOL counterparts.

I

PREVENT hosted Technical Working Group meetings on November 8 and December 13 at the FHI 360 offices.
These technical meetings are regularly held as an avenue to share and discuss pressing issues that concern the
EPT partners - PREVENT, IDENTIFY, and PREDICT.

Human-Animal Exposure Study
In April 2012, PREVENT conducted a formative study on human-animal exposure in Lao PDR in two provinces:
Bolikhamxay and Attapeu. In Bolikhamxay, two groups (Hmong and Lao communities) were selected near the Theun
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Hinboun Power Company (THPC) dam extension reservoir. In Attapeu, Lao communities near the Attapeu provincial
capital (Attapeu town) , and a Brae ethnic community near an area known for heavy logging were selected.
In October and November 2012, PREVENT conducted a cognitive pre-test of the human animal exposure survey
instrument among Lao and Hmong populations in villages within Bolikhamxay province of Lao PDR. The cognitive
pre-test aims to assess the validity and comprehensibility of key items in the questionnaire validate and finalize the
instrument that will be used for the full-scale human-animal survey. PREVENT will implement the human-animal
exposure quantitative survey in Lao and Hmong communities in Khamkeuth district in Bolikhamxay province in
February and April 2013.
The pre-test employed cognitive interviewing, the main purpose of which is to explore how questions translated into
Lao and Hmong are processed and understood by people to ensure that we gather valid and accurate information. In
addition, a few key informant interviews were conducted to answer outstanding questions from the formative
research.
Rapid Asia, a research consulting firm based in Bangkok, was contracted by FHI 360 to provide all of the Hmong and
Lao researchers needed to conduct the study. This implementation of a cognitive pre-test in Laos included three
distinct activities:
• Forging collaborations with local partners including staff from the Department of Disease Control (DDC) of the
Ministry of Health (MOH) to inform them of upcoming PREVENT activities and the current cognitive pre-test
within Bolikhamxay province, as well as to ask for their assistance in the field . Staff from federal, provincial, and
district offices assisted during the implementation of the study and contributed to the successful completion of
the work.
• Training of research staff in Vientiane on all aspects of the study, including background on PREVENT,
interviewing techniques, ethical guidelines, and sampling and logistical procedures. While there were some
hiccups related to the availability of research staff for the entire field portion of the study, training was completed
successfully.
• Field work in Bolikhamxay Province (villages of Hmong and Lao): Cognitive pre-tests in Hmong were conducted
in the first week of field work and the pre-tests in Lao were conducted in the second week. In total, 40 cognitive
interviews (19 women and 21 men) and three key informant interviews were conducted.
Currently, PREVENT is in the process of obtaining transcription and translation of the recordings from the interviews
so that they can be analyzed. Findings will be used to refine the human-animal exposure instrument before it is
fielded among the two communities (Lao and Hmong in Bolikhamxay province) in February 2013.
Photos: Training of Research Staff

(b)(6)
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Photos: Training of Research Staff

(b)(6)

Photo: A town serving as a study site

Photos: Study Villages
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Photos: Study Villages

Photos: Interview locations

Photos: Market Scenes at District Town
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Photos: Market Scenes at District Town

Malaysia
Deep Forest Human-Animal Exposure Study
PREVENT staff went to Malaysia in October 2012 to start-up the upcoming Deep Forest Human-Animal Exposure
Study, which will be conducted in collaboration with PREDICT partner, EcoHealth Alliance. During the trip, EcoHealth
staff showed PREVENT staff around potential study sites in Kinabatangan district in Sabah state to get an in-depth
understanding of the geography and the local population. In addition, PREDICT and PREVENT staff met with staff
from the Sabha Wildlife Department and Sabah Department of Health to discuss the study and explore next steps
and future collaboration. Finally, PREVENT staff met with potential research consultants who could be contracted to
implement the study.
Following the site visits, the team arrived at some preliminary conclusions, including the most feasible research
question that could be explored in this setting: examining the patterns of human-animal interactions in the lower
Kinabatangan area by exploring how people utilize the different landscapes. They also tentatively decided on
potential study populations: 1) village inhabitants along the Kinabatangan River who are mostly from Orang Sungai
(native inhabitants of the area); and 2) large-scale plantation workers who are mainly migrants from Indonesia.
At present, PREVENT is in the process of obtaining demographic statistics on the lower Kinabatangan area in order
to finalize the Human-Animal Exposure Study protocol for ethical review submission.

Maps: State of Sabah on the island of Borneo and Lower Kinabatangan area in Sabah
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Photos: Genting 3000, A Palm Oil Plantation
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Thailand
Participatory Action Research on Rodents
PREVENT is developing a protocol for submission to the FHI 360 and Thailand IRBs for a Participatory Action
Research (PAR) study on rodents in Thailand. PAR is a systematic qualitative research approach in which
researchers work with community members to solve a problem or understand an area of concern for the community.
PAR also includes time for community "restitution": in other words, presentation of the results to the community and
collective problem solving about ways that the situation can be improved. This study will aim to gain a better
understanding of how people perceive rodents, and to obtain detailed information about how they interact with them,
including methods they use to deter rodents from entering their houses, contaminating food, etc. and the perceived
effectiveness of those methods.
We expect to submit the protocol and prepare for implementation during the next quarter.

Vietnam
Descriptive Analysis of Cross-border Rat Trade
PREVENT is developing a protocol for submission to the FHI 360, Vietnam, and Cambodia IRBs for a cross-border
rat trade study.

Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment
PREVENT engaged a biosecurity consultant, I
(b)(6)
Ito: 1) assist in developing and finalizing a wildlife
farm biosecurity assessment tool; 2) share the draft tool with a group of experts, including interested representatives
of the Biosecurity Working Group (BWG), Department of Livestock Production (DLP), Vietnam Administration of
Forestry (VAF), Department of Animal Health (DAH) and other key stakeholders; 3) present the draft tool and engage
key experts in discussion of the tool at a meeting dedicated to discussing the importance of wildlife farms and
disease emergence in Vietnam; and 4) support the pre-test of the biosecurity assessment tool.

I

Based on the data provided by Vietnam Administration of Forestry (in the table below),I (b)(6) conducted a quick
assessment of wildlife farm data and found that 88% of wildlife farms in the Mekong region raise four main species:
crocodile, python, porcupine, and wild boar.

•

Crocodile

From November 26-30, the PREVENT Vietnam Program Coordinator,!
(b)(6)
iin collaboration with VAF
and MARD, conducted biosecurity scoping in six wildlife farms in three provinces of Mekong region. The scoping
activity found that biosecurity standards were variable and generally low, and that there is significant potential for
disease transmission and propagation on the wildlife farms visited.
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The scoping revealed the following about farming of specific species:
•
•

Macaque farms: Animals are produced for medical research but recent tightening of export conditions has
excluded the small farms from the market (several very large farms continue to farm and export macaques).
Porcupine farms: There has been a collapse in porcupine prices since 2010 {from 15-20 M dg/breeding pair to 23 M dg/pair) and it takes 1.5-2 years to raise a porcupine to market weight (10kg). Farmers are seeking
alternative income streams or strategies to reduce costs, hoping that as production volume drops prices may
recover.

The farm visits yielded a useful amount of information and generated considerable interest within VAF for future
strategy. Based on the field observation, I (b)(6) Ideveloped a biosecurity assessment tool and shared it with
relevant stakeholders for comments. The tools will be discussed and finalized during PREVENT's expert meeting on
strengthening wildlife farm biosecurity in the next quarter.
Through primary advocacy work, PREVENT contributed to raising awareness on the important issues related to
regulating and managing wildlife farms in Vietnam. It also identified potential policy development opportunities for
PREVENT and other EPT and non-EPT partners related to wildlife farming in Vietnam.
Meetings

I

(b)(6)
PREVENT Vietnam Program Coordinator, participated in the regular meeting of the One Health
Communication Network, organized by PAHi under MARO. The main objectives of the meeting were to: 1) review
last quarter's work on avian influenza and emerging infectious diseases communication activities and upcoming
activities of OHCG members; 2) discuss and develop the plan for a Policy Forum on Risk Communication on Public
Health Emergencies; and 3) discuss the plan for the development of AIPED communication framework. The
participants of the workshop included representatives from Government of Vietnam agencies, including the
Department of Animal Health (DAH), Department of Livestock Protection (OLP), National Agriculture and Fishery
Extension Center (NAFEC), the Partnership of Avian and Human Influenza (PAHi) under the Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development (MARO), and Department of Health Prevention under the Ministry of Health; U.N.
organizations (e.g., FAO and WHO); and the Avian and Pandemic Influenza Initiative project (APII). The PREVENT
Program Coordinator provided an update on project activities (e.g., the wildlife farm study and rodent trade study) at
the meeting.

In a visit to Vietnam on October 22-24, 2012, PREVENT Technical Director
(b)(6)
held meetings with
various partners. She gave a brief presentation about PREVENT and met with
(b)(6)
Senior Infectious
Diseases Specialist.I
(b)(6)
I Infectious Diseases Specialist, and;:.:cl=====(=b )=(6)= ====-..:..:..:.:....;I,
Management Specialist, USAID Mission in Vietnam, to discuss the PREVENT/EPT Vietnam work plan.

I I

I

(b)(6 )
~lso met with the FHI 360 Vietnam Country Director!
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
Project
Manager, to discuss FY2013 planned activities and discussed the Vietnam IRB submission process with the FHI 360
clinical research team.

I

(b)(6)
~lso met with Country Director of the Wildlife Conservation Society in Vietnam,!
(b)(6)
I about
the wildlife farm biosecurit assessment and opportunities for collaboration between PREVENT and PREDICT. ~
(b)(6) ~nd
(b)(6)
lso visited!
(b)(6)
I

I

On November 20,~
articipated in the regular USAID API Partnership Meeting organized by USAID that
presented: 1) updates on USAID API partners program activities; 2) updates on the EPT Plus Program and other
EPT programs; 3) policy and advocacy events, which are opportunities for coordination/collaboration between EPT
and the API program; and 4) updates on API PMP data collection status, issues. and next steps. The participants
included representatives from FAO, WHO, API, PAHi, IDENTIFY, PREVENT, EPT Plus, and USAID.
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~ - - - ~ - - _re_s~ented an update on PREVENT's wildlife farming biosecurity activity.I
(b)(6)
I
(bl(6l
FAO Regional Bangkok Office, presented areas for collaboration with EPT Partners,
especially for PREVENT, and clearly indicated that PREVENT could easily apply the lessons learned from improving
poultry biosecurity to its work on developing biosecurity for wildlife farming (including mapping, registration,
biosecurity standards, and risk analysis).

I

I

During his trip to Vietnam,
(b)(6l
biosecurity consultant, had a brief meeting with the USAID Country
Mission on December 11. He provided a briefing on the PREVENT approach to wildlife farm risk reduction, updated
the Mission on the farm survey design (including development of the biosecurity assessment tool), and presented
future PREVENT wildlife farm activities, such as pre-testing and implementing the tool.
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I.

Introduction and Highlights

This document describes PREVENT's activities during the period from January 1, 20 13 through March
31 , 2013. The contents are organized to reflect PREVENT's systematic investigation of the human-animal
interface using a framework for emergence that examines three drivers:
1. Social customs/preferences, norms ("Culture");
2. Market system and trade ("Commerce"); and
3. Land-use change.
During the January 1 - March 31 , 2013 time period, PREVENT:
•

Launched the human-animal exposure survey in Laos after training both Lao and Hmong researchers
and collaborated with PREDICT to implement quantitative follow-up surveys in Mondulkiri and in
Banteay Meanchey provinces in Cambodia.

•

Prepared a group of protocols for submission to Institutional Review Boards , including : developing a
protocol on the cross-border rat trade between Cambodia and Vietnam for submission to the FHI 360,
Vietnam , and Cambodia IRBs; finalizing a protocol on a Participatory Rapid Appraisal study on
human interaction with peridomestic rodents in Thailand for submission to the FH I 360 and Thailand
IRBs; and finalizing research protocols for human-animal exposure studies in the PREDICT Deep
Forest study areas, where PREDICT partners are currently sampling wildlife for viruses.

•

In Burma/Myanmar (funded entirely by the AusAID cooperative agreement) , held consu ltative
meetings and a workshop with Government agencies and FAO, and conducted field visits to the
Yangon poultry production zone (PPZ) and selected townships to observe poultry production activities
and hold discussions with stakeholders, including: poultry producers, township vets, community
animal health workers, Women's Affairs Committee members, and members of the Myanmar
Livestock Federation .

•

Hired a country coordinator in Indonesia to kick off research activities in the country, including marketscoping research in Sulawesi.

•

Responded to continued outbreaks of avian influenza in Cambodia by training provincial/district and
community health and agriculture frontline workers and community leaders, including clinicians,
pharmacists and pharmacy clerks, to help improve early detection and response in poultry as well as
getting more village-level involvement of people in preventing the consumption of sick and dead
poultry.

•

Continued to test a risk avoidance approach to prevent transmission of Nipah virus in Bangladesh.
With local partner icddr,b, PREVENT tested interventions in 306 villages during the recent date palm
sap harvest. Inventions included two TV public service announcements (PSA), a poster and a
calendar discouraging consumption of raw sap because it may have been contaminated by fruit bats,
the pathogen's natural host. To amplify the impact of the behavior change messages on the ground
and monitor the intervention's progress, PREVENT worked with icddr,b and a local NGO's staff to
reinforce the desired behavior in the target villages.

•

Co-organized with the Vietnam Administration of Forestry an expert consultation meeting on
"Strengthening Wildlife Farm Biosecurity and Supporting the Development of Good Wildlife Farm
Production Practices. " The meeting convened key stakeholders to discuss the current conditions of
wildlife farming in Vietnam and the way forward . PREVENT presented plans for conducting a wildlife
farm biosecurity assessment and gathered feedback from stakeholders on an assessment tool.
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•

Attended the Mining lndaba meeting in Cape Town, South Africa, the premier annual gathering of
mining industry experts and stakeholders, to pursue discussions with participants on best practices
for preventing zoonotic disease emergence and improving worker and commun ity health. PREVENT
also solicited feedback from the industry on two tools -- Audit Checklist for an Operating Facility, and
Proposed Supplemental Guidance to the IFC's Introduction to Health Impact Assessments - and
assessed and validated them via interviews in Uganda. In addition , PREVENT prepared subcontracts
to work with Chatham House and ISOS on extractive industry issues.

•

Attended the 2013 Prince Mahidol Award Conference in Bangkok, Thailand, where project staff led
two sessions, served as rapporteurs, and funded tens of attendees. The conference also served as
an opportunity to launch new fact sheets on PREVENT that reflected the addition of AusAID as a
funder as well as PREVENT's focus on three key drivers of human behavior- culture, commerce, and
land use changes- that increase the risk of exposure to emerging zoonotic diseases. PREVENT also
drafted a branding implementation and marking plan (BMP) for AusAID's review and approval.
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II.

Major Programmatic Activities and Results

A. Social Customs/Preferences, Norms ("Culture")
Culture, as a key driver of conditions that favor the emergence and spread of infectious disease,
include the learned attitudes and behaviors that affect how people, pets, livestock and wildlife
interact. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to identify and distinguish high-risk behavior and
practices that most commonly result in risky contact between humans and animals include the
following activities:

1. Research
a. Formative research
i.

General Human-Animal Exposure(Uganda and Malaysia)
Research protocols for the human-animal exposure studies in Uganda and Malaysia studies were
refined during the quarter. The studies will be conducted in collaboration with PREDICT partners who
are currently sampling wildlife for viruses in the selected locations. Experiences from past humananimal exposure studies, conducted in Laos and Thailand, were used to inform the protocol and
instruments. The protocols, which include both formative and survey components, will be submitted
for scientific review and IRB approval (both international and local) in early April.

ii.
Peridomestic Rodents (Thailand )
To date, much of the focus on rodent control and risks posed by rodents in Southeast Asia has been
on economic losses and food insecurity as a result of crop destruction. However, rodents are carriers
and reservoirs of many bacterial and viral pathogens (e.g. , leptospirosis, plague, typhus, hantavirus
and Lassa fever virus. Along with bats and non-human primates, rodents are one of the three types of
animals that have been most frequently implicated in the transmissions of infectious diseases that
have had severe impact on humans. Not well documented are risk behaviors surrounding rodenthuman interaction, as well as community perspectives and strategies to mitigate these risks. To be
successful , any intervention strategy must be informed by the perspective, knowledge, skills and
resources of a given community.
A series of Participatory Rapid Appraisals involving select communities will be conducted in several
countries in Southeast Asia, beginning with Thailand. These studies will utilize community knowledge
to identify feasible, acceptable strategies to mitigate these risks in each particular country. The
relevance, acceptability, and feasibility of risk mitigation strategies identified through the studies will
then be tested in behavioral trials .
The protocol to support the first Participatory Rapid Appraisal in Thailand was finalized for submission
to FHI 360 and Thailand IRBs. It will be conducted with men , women, and children in the Muang
District, and either the Ban Had or Mancha Khiri Districts of Khan Kaen Province. Current plans are to
conduct the research from May through July 2013.

b. Surveys
i.
Lao PDR
Work in Lao PDR to quantify human exposure to wildlife and domestic animals likely to carry
infectious disease viruses gained momentum this quarter. First, the survey instruments were refined
and finalized using information obtained from the cognitive pretest conducted in November 2012.
Principal Investigator!
(b)(6)
!arrived in Laos at the end of January to prepare and launch
a survey to be conducted in 29 villages (1b Lao communities and 14 Hmong communities) in the
Kamkheut District of Bolikhamsay Province. The Lao country team helped to finalize recruitment of
PREVENT Quarterly Report (January-March 2013)
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field interviewers, supervisors, and data encoders. During February, these 22 individuals were trained
on the content and use of the research tools. The field interviewers were trained in two teams-the
Hmong Team (12 participants) and the Lao Team (10 participants). A separate Hmong language
training was also conducted to ensure the accuracy of the reading and writing skills of the Hmong
team, as Hmong is not a commonly written language, even among native speakers.

(b)(6)

Research participants during their training in Vientiane from February 6 to March 8.

I

Data collection in the field was conducted from March 10 to April 1.1
(b)(6)
was joined by
FHI 360 training consultant
(b)(6)
and the following representatives from
the government:
(b)(6)
rom the Communicable Diseases Control
Departme
(b)(6)
r'""'Ll,,L.J....L.l,j~ l;::------,.,..:::.'...::.'..,.,----:--,--.,.,.-J rom the Provincial Health Office of Bolikhamsay an
rom the Infectious Disease Prevention Unit, District Health Office of
am eut,
...,.,..-:-r-,..,...,,.....,..,..-:-:-,....,..,,.-r:-re
..,...a-=-'m s in the field. In total, the research teams completed 977 interviews (481 Lao;

From left to right: Crossing the river to reach the villages. Typical houses in a village. A mix of Lao and Hmong households,
which posed a challenge in sampling.
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(b)(6)

From left to right: Getting approval from local authorities. Mapping sample households in consultation with village
representatives. Data encoding after daily interviews.

A USAID Mission team from ROMA Ban kok
(b)(6) and
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Photo:I

ii.

(b)(6)

team speaking with the interviewers

Cambodia

During this quarter, PREVENT collaborated with PREDICT/Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) to
implement the third and last trimester quantitative follow-up human-animal exposure study in
Mondulkiri and in Banteay Meanchey Provinces in Cambodia.
The first trimester study was launched in May and June 2012, when PREVENT collaborated with
PREDICT/WSC in Mondulkiri and in Banteay Meanchey Provinces in Cambodia. In each province,
the qualitative research team conducted six focus group discussions among adult men and women ,
three key informant interviews, and 10 individual interviews in three forest villages. This qualitative
research focused on learning which wild animals people could identify, which they were most
exposed to, sensitivities about talking about animals, and hunting practices. For the quantitative
research , the team interviewed senior women in all households in three other villages about animals
raised and consumed, as well as about some hunting-related activities. The results of quantitative
survey data collected through a brief household questionnaire served as the baseline. They were
used to identify two groups of households from among those who agreed to be contacted during the
follow up surveys: the 10 households who consumed the greatest number of animals in the previous
month, and 10 randomly selected from the remainder of the sample. These 20 households were
invited to participate in PREDICT's animal sampling study and a quarterly follow-up survey about their
domestic animals and consumption of meat. In December 2012, PRED ICT, in collaboration with
PREVENT, implemented the baseline quantitative survey in Preah Vihear Province.
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2. Interventions
a. Individual/community
i.
Bangladesh Nipah Intervention
At the request of IEDCR (Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research) in Bangladesh,
PREVENT and local partner icddr,b tested a multi-component intervention in 306 villages to try to preempt transmission of Nipah virus (NiV) infection during the recent date palm sap harvest in Bangladesh.
Fruit bats, the natural hosts for the virus, roost in date palm trees and, while trying to drink the sap, foul
the collected juice with their saliva or urine. Drinking the raw sap, the most common source of the
pathogen, is common during the winter season , especially in rural areas. Changing an aspect of this
behavior was identified as key to reducing exposure to the virus. Behavior change communication
strategies were implemented to discourage people from drinking raw date palm sap.

I

PREVENT's Communication Advisor, !
(b)(6)
travelled to Bangladesh to work with icddr,b and
the Voluntary Paribar Kalyan Association (VPKA), a local NGO, on the intervention.
The intervention was conducted in the district of Rajbari during January and February 2013. VPKA held
meetings with 281 opinion leaders and convened 302 community meetings, covering a total of 306 rural
villages. Media conveying core messages developed by our team included two TV public service
announcements (PSA), a poster and a calendar. To amplify the impact of the behavior change messages
on the ground and also monitor the intervention's progress , PREVENT worked with icddr,b who trained
60 meeting coordinators and facilitators from VPKA to work in the target villages to reinforce the behavior
required to consume sap safely. According to the initial intervention report, more than 52,000 people
attended the community meetings.

(b)(6)
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More than 5,600 opinion leaders were part of the audience that learned about and became part of the
intervention.
At a mid -term debriefing in Pangsha, Rajbari, the facilitators discussed lessons learned and ways to
improve the intervention. Because the intervention recommends that people avoid drinking raw date palm
sap, gachhis (sap harvesters) are being advised to use it to produce more molasses. Because the virus is
killed during production by boiling, molasses does not transmit Nipah.
In activities not related to Nipah , but rather to preventing and controlling outbreaks of avian influenzaJb)(6)I
~lso met with the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and UNICEF to discuss
collaborating on improving practices at a slaughtering facility in Khulna. The proposal has been presented
to USAID for implementation in 2013. PREVENT and FAQ are also working on developing proposals for
BCC activities among vendors and consumers for a live bird markets program that FAO will be
implementing in 18 markets throughout Bangladesh.

I (b)(6)

b. Training
i.
Avian Influenza Outbreak Response Cambodia
From January through March 2013, Cambodia recorded nine human cases and eight deaths from avian
influenza infection . To help respond to the government's concerns over these deaths , the USAID Mission
in Cambodia requested that PREVENT provide technical assistance related to avian influenza outbreak
prevention and risk communication.

I

I

I

(b)(6)
Country Coordinator for Laos, andl
(b)(6)
Senior Behavior Change
Communication Advisor, arrived in Cambodia at the end of February 2013 to initiate planning with USAID,
the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), and Ministry of Health (MOH)J(b)(61
(b)(6) r,et with
(b)(6)
INop of USAID Cambodia to gather some insights on the country's
outbreak situation and other partners' responses to date, particularly by FAQ and WHO. She presented a
draft plan to continue training provincial/district and community frontline workers, which was started by
PREVENT in 2012.

I

I

I

(b)(6)

land[

(b)(6)

rel

with officers of the MAFF and

FAO and attended a debne ing by an FAQ-commissioned

team (comprised of an epidemiologist, economist/value chain
expert, and communications expert) to look at improving early
detection and response to outbreaks in poultry as well as
getting more village-level involvement of people in preventing
the consumption of sick and dead poultry.

(b)(6)

PREVENT's draft training plan was accepted by the two
ministries. The plan included ten districts in Takeo, eight
districts in Kampot Province, nine districts in Kandal Province,
and eight districts in Kampong Speu Province. In every
province, PREVENT will support and train 1O provincial trainers
and train and mobilize 100 district/community frontline
agricultural and health workers. PREVENT also agreed to orient
at least 30 private clinicians and pharmacists or pharmacy clerks.
In collaboration with the MoH , MAFF and the Cambodian Red Cross, PREVENT managed the provincial
training, which was geared to improve the interpersonal communication skills of frontline workers to
encourage the community to report sick and dying poultry and to bring sick family members directly to t he
hospital if they had recent contact with sick or dead poultry. PREVENT conducted refresher training
courses with five master trainers who were trained in 2012. These master trainers were then dispatched
to the previously mentioned four high-risk provinces and trained a total of 44 provincial trainers .
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Ultimately, this training benefited a total of 4 12 frontline workers, who are mostly district and community
veterinarians, district and community health care workers, community leaders, and volunteers. In addition,
across all four provinces, a total of 105 private clinicians, pharmacists/pharmacy owners and clerks were
also trained on the messages.

(b)(6)

During all of the trainings, PREVENT strengthened the training and interpersonal communication skills of
the trainers to deliver and reinforce to deliver two key messages: (1) report to authorities all sick or dead
poultry; (2) if a family member has been in contact with poultry, get this person immediately to a hospital
or health center to seek treatment.
Three training teams were created for simultaneously deployment in three provinces. Each team , along
with a PREVENT master trainer, went to different provinces (Takeo, Kampot, and Kampong Speu) from
March 18-22, 2013 to conduct two-day training-of-trainers sessions on interpersonal communication skills
related to avian influenza; a training for volunteer "frontline agents" at district levels; and an orientation for
private clinicians, pharmacists, and pharmacy clerks. The last set of training was held at the border of
Vietnam and Kandal Province from March 25-29.

ii.

Burma/Myanmar Activities

PREVENT activities in Burma/Myanmar, funded entirely by the AusAID cooperative agreement, are
initially focused on the provision of technical support to the USAID-funded avian influenza activities of
FAQ. Following the joint USAID/AusAID/FAQ/PREVENT mission to the country in December 2012,
PREVENT sent a technical consultant,!
(b)(6)
Ito Burma/Myanmar to initiate this work with
the Livestock Breeding and Veterinary Department (LBVD) of the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries. The
mission took place from 25 March through 3 April 2013. The objectives of this mission were:
•
•

To organize and facilitate a FAQ-PREVENT Consultative Workshop with the LBVD in Nay Pyi
Taw (NPT) on March 28, 2013; and
To conduct a field visit to the Yangon poultry production zone (PPZ) and selected townships to
observe poultry production activities and hold discussions with stakeholders, including: poultry
producers, township vets, community animal health workers, Women's Affairs Committee
members, and members of the Myanmar Livestock Federation.

The workshop, opened by the Minister of Livestock and Fisheries, was intended to achieve the following
objectives:
• Arrive at a common understanding of the highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) situation and
program in Myanmar;
•
Understand the types of assistance that FAQ-PREVENT can provide;
•
Understand risk communication and the key target audiences in the Myanmar HPAI environment;
•
Identify needs to mobilize target audiences for risk reduction in the HPAI program ; and
•
Identify and agree on general activities to be undertaken with FAQ-PREVENT support.
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The workshop featured both technical presentations and breakout work sessions. The breakout work
reached the following recommendations:
Target Group
Backyard Poultry Farmers 1,2
Poultry Collectors and Dealers
1,2,3
Consumers, Housewives 1,2

Local Authorities - expanded to
Township Admin Committee - 1
Small, medium commercial
poultry farmers + labor 2,3

Desired Behavior
Report abnormal poultry deaths
Not to sell or buy dead or sick birds; report to
LBVD
Do not buy chickens with abnormal skin color;
improved cooking practices
Mobilize all stakeholders

CAHW3

Early reporting, movement control, disinfection,
sanitation, personal hygiene (improved
biosecurity)
Report dead/sick birds to LBVD

Private sector, gov'! vets 3
Suppliers of farmers
Media

Share information on HPAI
Observe biosecurity when entering farms
Share information

Activity
Training; IEC information; peer education
Awareness campaign

Awareness campaign; entertainment
education
Orientations
Peer education, involvement of
cooperatives or trade organizations
Incentives, monthly meetings, sharing of
reports
Monthly meetings
Orientations
Orientations

The consultative workshop also established the priorities for a Plan of Action, including a primary focus on
the Mandalay and Sagaing Regions. The key activities that are to be featured include:
• Training of vets and community animal health workers;
• Orientations for poultry producers;
• Orientations for local authorities (Township Administrative Committee);
• Awareness-raising campaign on food hygiene and HPAI for housewives and consumers; and
•
Media orientations.
A more detailed plan of action will be developed for consideration in the coming quarter. There were 28
participants at the workshop: officials from LBVD in NPT (17), Yangon (4) , Sagaing (1), and Mandalay (1 );
and five representatives from FAO, including from the regional office.
The field visit to the Yangon poultry production zones included group discussions with township veterinary
officers and community animal health workers in Teikkyi and Hlegu townships of Yangon. These
townships included 462 and 167 villages, respectively. Following the group discussions, visits to both
medium-sized commercial poultry farms in Teikkyi, and two other poultry farms in Hlegu were
conducted. Additional meetings were held with key para-statal NGOs, particularly with the Myanmar
Women's Federation and the Myanmar Livestock Association. These local organizations have both
structure and extensive membership to provide crucial partnerships for effective interventions. The
detailed report of the findings will contribute to the plan of action under development.

B. Market Systems and Trade ("Commerce")
Commerce, as the key driver of conditions that favor potential spillover and spread of wildlife or
livestock pathogens, include both local and international market systems for key priority wildlife
species - bats, rodents, and non-human primates - and domestic animals - including poultry, pigs,
and other livestock. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to identify and distinguish risky
contact, such as in markets and supply chains where large numbers of people and domestic animals
come in contact with potentially infectious wild animals, includes:
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1. Vietnam Wildlife farms Biosecurity Assessment and Meeting
The Vietnam Administration of Forestry (VNFOREST) and PREVENT co-organized an expert consultation
meeting, held January 25, 2013, in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), on "Strengthening Wildlife Farm
Biosecurity and Supporting the Development of Good Wildlife Farm Production Practices."
The purpose of the workshop was to convene key stakeholders to discuss the current conditions of
wildlife farming in Vietnam and the way forward. Specific objectives of the meeting were to:
Introduce the Government of Vietnam's new policy direction on wildlife management;
Present PREVENT's plans for a wildlife farm biosecurity assessment (a first step in developing
policies and regulations to improve biosecurity); and
Gather feedback from key stakeholders to improve the biosecurity assessment approach and
tools.
The meeting began with a global overview on wildlife farming and included presentations on the current
activities of the key government departments and non-governmental stakeholders. Plans for PREVENT's
wildlife farm biosecurity assessment in southern Vietnam were presented, and participants broke into
groups to review and provide comments on the draft biosecurity assessment tool.
The meeting provided a platform for the Government of Vietnam to announce plans to review policies
relating to wildlife farm management. It also provided an opportunity for the 60 stakeholders attending from Government agencies, international and local NGOs, universities and institutions - to improve
awareness of wildlife farming issues, including risks from zoonotic diseases, conservation issues, and
challenges and constraints facing wildlife farms and regulators in Vietnam.
Strengthening Wildlife Farm Biosecurity and Supporting the Development of Good Wildlife Farm
Production Practices Meeting Participants

(b)(6)

One outcome of the meeting : PREVENT and VNFOREST were able to obtain updated data on the
location and species of registered wildlife farms at village level in eight provinces in the Mekong Delta
Region of Vietnam, including: An Giang, Bae Lieu, Binh Duong, Binh Phuoc, Ca Mau, Dong Nai, Tay Ninh
and HCMC . This data will guide the sampling framework for the biosecurity assessment, which is planned
for later in 2013.
PREVENT revised the biosecurity assessment tool based on the feedback provided by meeting
participants. On March 6, 2013 , PREVENT convened a small group of experts identified at the January
25 meeting to review the tool and provide advice to further improve the tool. The assessment tool will be
pretested and further revisions will be made as needed. After the tool is finalized it will be implemented at
farms that raise wildlife mammals, particularly those with a minimum number of at least one of the key
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species: primates, rodents, bats, and civets. The results of the study will provide input for developing
regulations and identify areas that may benefit from capacity building. In addition, the tool can provide a
template for biosecurity assessments of other types of farmed wildlife.
During the next quarter, PREVENT plans to submit the wildlife farm biosecurity assessment research
protocol to the FH I 360 and Vietnam IRBs.

2. Cross-Border Rat Trade Research
PREVENT continued to work on a protocol for submission to FHI 360, Vietnam, and Cambodia IRBs for a
cross-border rat trade study. The goal of this study is to produce a descriptive analysis of the crossborder rat trade in the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam and adjacent provinces of Cambodia to identify
potentially risky practices and situations the rat trade may pose to animal and human health. The specific
study objectives include to :
1.
2.
3.

Document the scope and structure of the rat trade between Southern Vietnam and
Cambodia;
Identify the various types of rats and rat products in the market chain (local names,
descriptions, and biological identification, if possible); and
Document specific practices and situations that could potentially result in risky
exposure to rats .

C. Land-Use Change
PREVENT has identified land-use change, especially large-scale activities such as extractive industry
activities in previously pristine areas, as the third key driver of conditions that favor emergence of
infectious disease. Unintended consequences of the resulting influx of people and infrastructure
development include disruptions to the ecosystem and an increase in interaction between wild
animals and people and their livestock and pets. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to better
understand both behavior and practices that might increase the potential that dangerous pathogens
will jump from animals to humans in such settings include the following :

1. Extractive Industry Working Group (EIWG)
PREVENT continues to host regular meetings of the EIWG . This quarter, the Group reviewed a White
Paper written by RESPOND and discussed revising and submitting it for publication under the Group's
authorship. Several members of the EIWG are collaborating on a revised outline and on identifying
publication opportunities.

Mining lndaba, Cape Town, South Africa. In February, PREVENT and RESPOND representatives
attended Mining lndaba, the premier annual gathering of industry experts, stakeholders, financiers, and
decision-makers. PREVENT issued purchase orders to support the participation of Chatham House and
ISOS in the conference and a concomitant Australian-Africa Mining Industry Group (AAMIG) meeting on
EID issues.
In general, sessions focused on industry-wide challenges and opportunities were not germane to EPT.
However, one keynote speech by AngloGold Ashanti Ltd !
(b)(6)
!acknowledged the
importance of social capital and urged the industry to invest in the communities where they work. Also
noteworthy were industry discussions about coordinating activities to ensure that infrastructure hubs
support links to main corridors to stem duplication.
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I

I

At a February 6, 2013 meeting organized with the help of AAM IG
(b)(6)
38 members of the
AAMIG joined representatives from USAID and PREVENT to explore best practices for preventing
zoonotic disease emergence and improving worker and community health. In his presentation, ....."'""
(b-)(6-) --.1
(b)(6) pf Chatham House outlined key EID issues and plans for a USAID-supported pilot project in the
Katanga Province, DRC. Several attendees expressed interest in participating. El tools and brochures
were disseminated to meeting attendees.

!

I

Among the wide range of conference exhibitors, most salient for EPT were service companies- those
that manage worker camps, provide food services, deliver medical services (for example, International
SOS), or conduct environmental impact assessments. Many of them were quite interested in EIWG
materials; some suggested that protecting against EIDs could be a competitive advantage in
proposals/bids. Many of these companies were attentive to EPT issues and positively disposed to the
brochures and tools, even though they were already implementing a range of suggested EID mitigations.

2. Tool Development and Testing
In January, to coincide with Mining lndaba, the tools - Audit Checklist for an Operating Facility, and
Proposed Supplemental Guidance to the IFC's Introduction to Health Impact Assessments - were also
posted on the home page of www.PREVENTproject.org to facilitate feedback by industry
representatives and consultants.
In the coming quarter, the Audit and Planning tools will be tested with four mining companies in the
Katanga region of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). In addition , PREVENT and RESPOND
project officers will present the tools at the International Association of Impact Assessments annual
conference in May 2013 in Calgary, Canada.

a. Uganda
In February, to follow-up on initial meetings in Uganda last quarterl
(b)(6)
~PREVENT) a n ~
~RESPOND) returned to the country to assess and validate the draft Planning and Audit t o o ~
coriaucting in-person interviews to obtain more robust feedback about specific mitigation efforts. The
interviews were structured using feedback forms jointly developed by PREVENT and RESPOND.
~and
(b)(6)
accompanied by a colleague from PRED ICT and an in-country RESPOND
cifflcer,'visited a tIm er company and a mine site to meet with relevant staff to evaluate the strengths,
weaknesses, and feasibility of using the tools, and to identify entry points to integrate these tools into
existing systems. In addition, they met with members of the Ugandan Environmental Practitioners
Association and the Uganda Wildlife Authority to present the tools and gather feedback.
The team reached the following conclusions following the assessments at the two El sites and
discussions with other groups:

1. The audit tool is useful for identifying vulnerabilities to zoonotic disease transmission at
operating facilities. The testing team identified vulnerabilities and helped respondents think about
strengthening areas that could be problematic if an outbreak occurred.

2. Companies that have functional environmental, health, and safety management systems
would be able to adopt relevant portions of the audit tool more easily than those that do
not.

3 . Companies working in areas where outbreaks occur are interested in using the tools.
4.

The test identified some new mitigation approaches that could be incorporated into both
the audit and planning tool. The timber company mentioned bat mitigation measures such as
translucent roofing panels that discourage bats from roosting indoors. This mitigation approach
was new to us.
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5. The Uganda Association of Impact Assessment suggested additional sections to include
in the tools and offered to help compile some of the information.

6 . Integrating the planning tools into Environmental and Social Impact Assessments would
be very useful. The Association would like to see elements of these tools incorporated into
existing guidelines.

b. Democratic Republic of Congo (Katanga)
KDRC project plannin----~.....,,,
lndaba conference, benefitted from the resence of
principle stakeholders
(b)(6)
of Chatham House;
(b)(6)
nd
(b)(6)
!from
~ - - - ~ f USAID, PREVENT and RESPOND.

I

l

In meetings conducted over two half-days and chaired byl
(b)(6)
participants got to know each other
better and coalesce into a team .I
(b)(6)
!described USAID's goals and objectives, as well as funding
restrictions and project implementation guidelines. Her participation was critical to achieving a shared
vision of the activities and the intended results. The participants also defined roles and responsibilities for
the Katanga DRC project.
At the Mining lndaba meeting, the team discussed the project's anticipated three phases:
•
Phase 1 is planning .
•
Phase 2 has three parts:
o Testing and adapting the tools;
o Identifying the possibility for an alert system built into the existing government system;
o Mining company client survey.
•
Phase 3 is reporting the results and planning whether and how the Chatham House Infectious
Disease Risk Assessment and Management (IDRAM) initiative continues.
In March, at a follow-up meeting, representatives from USAID, ISOS and Chatham House further refined
the KDRC project plan: dropping Phase 2b (alert system) and substituting an exercise to map the
resources for responding to a disease outbreak of unknown origin was inserted.
Additional activities mentioned and under consideration include a vulnerabilities workshop with
stakeholders in Katanga province and an exercise using a viral hemorrhagic outbreak incident case
study.
PREVENT has reviewed the project proposals from Chatham House and ISOS, provided comments to
USAID and expects to issue subcontracts to both organizations to proceed with identified activities in April
2013.

Ill.

Knowledge Generation and Information
Sharing
A. Meetings
1. Prince Mahidol Award Conference (PMAC)

Several PREVENT staff members attended this year's Prince
Mahidol Award Conference (PMAC) in Bangkok Activities
included moderating and/or participating in panels; serving as
rapporteurs; developing a news release and informational
materials for the USAID exhibit booth; setting up and manning
the booth , and disassembling the displays; and promoting
sessions in which USAID/EPT staff were involved, either as
speakers, moderators or planners. Outreach was targeted to

PMAC is an annual international conference
focusing on policy-related health issues of
global significance. The conference is hosted
by the Prince Mahidol Award Foundation, the
Thai Ministry of Public Health, Mahidol
University and other global partners,
including USAID, the Rockefeller
Foundation, World Health Organization, and
the Japan International Cooperation Agency.
This year's conference, held 31 January to 2
February 2013 at the Centara Grand &
Bangkok Convention Center, focused on "A
World United Against Disease: CrossSectoral Solutions."
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both mainstream international newswires and a pre-established media contacts list and social media
outlets. See Annex C for copy of press release.

I

PREVENT Technical!
(b)(6)
organized and withl
(b)(6)
l(icddr,b) ,
moderated a panel entitled "Enhancing One Health: To Cultures, Add Culture." PREVENT staff also
played a major role in planning and implementing the session entitled "Going Viral: #Strategic Public
Communication to Affect Practices and Livelihood." and served as rapporteurs for several other PMAC
panels.
PREVENT staff supported several of the PMAC sessions in which EPT staff were involved, and promoted
the speakers via Twitter and other social media channels. These included the closing session that
featured USAID Assistant Administrator for Global Health Ariel Pablos-Mendez, MD, as well as sessions
led by:

•
•
•

•
•

(b)(6)

•

•
•

Several knowledge products incorporating learning from the PMAC sessions are currently under
development.

2.

Vietnam One Health Conference

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARO) , in cooperation with Ministry of Health and other
national and international agencies, is organizing a Vietnam National One Health conference in early April
2013. The conference objectives are: (i) to promote the application of a One Health approach to address
zoonotic diseases and non-zoonotic diseases impacting food security, food safety and livelihoods with
national leaders, senior officials and experts ; (ii) to consider how the ongoing national One Health
programs and activities in Vietnam fit into the larger context of the global movement towards a One
Health approach; and (iii) to identify a key set of next steps and a timeline to support the Government of
Vietnam in establishing a One Health road map and action plan including discussion of resourcing
requirements.
Starting in January 2013, the PAHi Secretariat under MARO established an informal working group to
prepare for the conference. PREVENT is a contributing member of the working group, andl
(b)(6)
!{b)(6)iVietnam Program Coordinator, participated in several activities in support of the conference. This
included providing input on the meeting concept note and agenda, organizing potential meeting chair/cochairs, and identifying key agencies/personnel to participate. Additionally, PREVENT contributed to
development of a One Health stakeholder mapping exercise, under the guidance of PAHi, which will be
presented at the conference.

3.

Lao PDR Coordination Meetings

PREVENT participated in the EPT quarterly meeting held on 22 January at the National Center and
Laboratory Epidemiology (NCLE) of the Ministry of Health.
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PREVENT Laos hosted the EPT technical working group meeting on 18 Jan. In attendance were~
(b)(6)
of USAID Laos,I
(b)(6)
lot WCS,I
(b)(6)
lot FAO, and (b)(6)
(b)(6)
of PREVENT. The group discussed operational issues that concern collaboration from each
organization. The main agenda during this meeting was the planned field visit to project sites byl(~)(
I (b)(6) land l
(b)(6)

I

I

I

B. Knowledge Products
As PREVENT's work evolves, an ongoing task is to raise its profile among key audiences. Our
communication strategy dictates that every "place" we communicate - whether in print, at trainings or
events or online - should inform, educate and reinforce the project's contributions to tackling emerging
infectious disease threats. The following highlights this quarter's efforts to do this.

1. Global One Health Core Competencies
In February 2013, the Global One Health Core Competencies (OHCC) Working Group coordinated by the
RESPOND Project completed their guidance document on One Health Core Competencies Domains.
PREVENT staff member!
(b)(6)
was an active member of the OHCC Working Group that spent
nearly two years in the conceptualization, testing, and production of this document. This guidance
document can be used and adapted globally based on local context to help train future One Health
professionals.

I

2. Social Science and Medicine special issue
Two abstracts that PREVENT submitted for inclusion in a special issue of Social Science and Medicine
on "One World-One Health" were accepted. The project has been asked to prepare and submit two
papers for peer review:
•
•

3.

Integrating Social Science and One Health to Inform a Study of the Human-Animal Interface
j
(b)(6)
~nd!
(b)(6)
Using a One Health Approach to ldentif and Address Risk and Im lement Feasible Interventions
to Control Avian Influenza in Lao PDR
(b)(6)

I

Project Identity/Branding

PREVENT revised its brand on a range of materials - from fact sheets and banners to the website
www.PREVENTproject.org - in time for the 2013 Prince Mahidol Award Conference in Bangkok,
Thailand. The crisp, more consistent graphic identity incorporates new funder AusAID along with USAID.
(See report cover.)
For AusAID's review and approval, this quarter we also drafted a branding implementation and marking
plan (BMP) that complements our USAID BMP and incorporates PREVENT's refreshed identity elements.

4.

Traditional Communication

We developed a series of fact sheets to reinforce PREVENT's focus on three key drivers of human
behavior - culture, commerce, and land use changes - that increase the risk of exposure to emerging
zoonotic diseases. The fact sheets disseminated at the Prince Mahidol Conference and Mining lndaba
and posted on www.PREVENTproject.org included: 1) About Us; 2) Culture and Emerging Infectious
Disease; 3) Commerce and Emerging Infectious Diseases; 4) Land Use Change and Emerging Infectious
Diseases; and 5) Using Emerging Technologies to Fight Infectious Diseases. (See Annex A.)

I

In addition, PREVENT
(b)(6)
for a USAID meeting in March (See Annex B) .

~eve loped a "State of the Project" presentation
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5.

Online and Social Media Development

The project's website was revised to reflect changes made to other new materials (such as the fact
sheets): the revised www.PREVENTproject.org aims to :
• acknowledge and promote AusAID as a funder, in addition to USAID
• enhance partners' and other stakeholders' access to PREVENT research, tools, and other
materials,
• serve as "the" go-to resource for timely, useful information, and best practices related to
PREVENT's work, and
•
provide public visibility for PREVENT, the EPT project and its donors.
We also enhanced the website's functionality by adding:
•
multimedia capability (e.g., audio, video, etc.),
• social media (Twitter),
•
preview and printer-friendly page/download versions,
•
metadata (Google organic search) to enhance ranking in organic Web searches,
• Google Analytics to measure traffic, usage, etc., and
• design and navigation to comply with Section 508 requirements for USG-funded websites
As noted elsewhere, the site offers access to fact sheets, reports, tools, and a range of resources used in
trainings.
Because of its ability to spread news quickly and build likeminded communities, PREVENT staff Tweeted
from the Prince Mahidol conference and continues to re-Tweet relevant EPT-related information as
appropriate.

IV.

Program Expansion
A. Additional Countries
1. Burma

The initial activities of PREVENT in Burma/Myanmar have been conducted under the auspices of FAO
and in collaboration with the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries. It is the intention of FHI 360 to pursue a
Letter of Agreement (LOA) / Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Government of Myanmar so
that PREVENT may conduct additional work under its own clearances. During the joint USAID / AusAID /
PREVENT mission to the country in December 2012, it was suggested that PREVENT pursue such an
arrangement with the Ministry of Health, as the primary focus of PREVENT work concerns human health
and behavior. A draft LOA is under preparation.

2. Indonesia
After an extended period of recruitment, the PREVENT Project has recruited!
(b)(6)
las
the PREVENT country project coordinator to be based in Manado, Sulawesi. The administrative
procedures to bring
(b)(6)
onboard were just being finalized as the quarter drew to a
close. PREVENT
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
lfor
Indonesia, will travel to Jakarta and Manado in April to develop a detailed work plan together withl(b)(6l l
(b)(6)
Initial work in Sulawesi will focus on market scoping , as reports indicate significant
amounts of pertinent wildlife are routinely sold in local markets for consumption in this part of the country.

I

I

I
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Introduction and Highlights

I.

This document describes PREVENT's activities during the period from April 1, 2013 through June 30,
2013. The contents are organized to reflect PREVENT's systematic investigation of the human-animal
interface using a framework for emergence that exam ines three drivers:
1. Social customs/preferences, norms ("Culture");
2. Market system and trade ("Commerce"); and
3. Land-use change.
During April 1, 2013 through June 30, 20 13 time period, PREVENT staff:
•

Began start-up activities in Burma/Myanmar, including developing a Plan of Action (POA) and
corresponding work plan for PREVENT. The objective of the POA is to strengthen the capacity of
local officials, veterinarians and community animal health workers, poultry farmers, and media to
reduce the risk of avian influenza. The POA and a memorandum of understanding are being
processed by the Myanmar government.

•

Officially launched work in Indonesia, including training staff in administration and logistics,
defining the program scope and work plan, and participating in the EPT Indonesia Planning
Meeting. Project staff also visited EPT partners and organizations implementing market-based
programs in Indonesia to prepare for three main activities: 1) characterizing markets in main
urban centers; 2) describing the bat value chain; and 3) characterizing human-bat interaction at
key points in the value chain and identify ways to reduce risk.

•

Conducted an assessment of materials developed for H5N1 avian influenza and H1N1 pandemic
influenza to determine which ones could be most easily adapted and disseminated if H7N9
outbreaks continue during the next influenza season , and/or if the situation with the novel
coronavirus (MERS-CoV: Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome) spreads.
(b)(6)
attended the "Technical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza A
(H7N9) in Asia" in Bangkok June 24-25 and contributed to a slide show of communication
materials developed for H5N1 that could be updated to address H7N9.

I

I

•

Attended the EPT regional planning meeting in Bangkok (June 18-1 9) as well as the country
planning meetings for Vietnam (June 13-14) and Indonesia (June 21 -22).

•

Completed a risk-avoidance approach in Rajbari, Bangladesh aimed at discouraging people from
drinking raw date palm sap to prevent nipah virus. A mid-term survey on the approach was
conducted, and results are encouraging.

•

Began a Participatory Rapid Appraisal on peridomestic rodents in Thailand. The study utilizes
community knowledge to identify feasible, acceptable, and sustainable strategies to mitigate the
risk of exposure.

•

Developed a Human-Animal-Interface Framework to describe the relationship between different
transmission routes and human activities. This framework will hopefully inform the design and
implementation of interventions to reduce the risk of transmission of emerging infectious
diseases. Also began analysis of results of a quantitative survey in Laos to assess human
exposure to different animals, quantify the risk of emerging infectious diseases, and identify
popu lations or subgroups with particularly high rates of exposure. Along with PREDICT (Wildlife
Conservation Society), began implementing a human-animal-interface baseline survey in
Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey provinces in Cambodia.

•

Received approval on research protocols for human-animal exposure studies in Uganda and
Malaysia from FHI 360's Protection of Human Subjects Committee. The studies will be
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conducted in collaboration with PREDICT partners who are currently sampling wildlife for viruses
in the selected locations.
•

Continued work on the Cross-Border Rodent Trade Study in Vietnam, which has been modified
into smaller, more manageable pieces that will allow for quicker results, starting with examining
rat trade dealers.

•

Continued to plan the first phase of the Vietnam Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment, and met
with stakeholders to discuss cooperation and garner regional support. PREVENT also helped
convene the first meeting of the Wildlife Farm Biosecurity Task Force under the Biosecurity
Working Group in Vietnam.

•

Moved forward on the Katanga-DRC project on extractive industries along with ISOS, but
awaiting the dissipation of civil unrest in Katanga before continuing . Also continued to work with
the Extractive Industries Working Group on the El white paper and attended the International
Association of Impact Assessment meeting in Calgary to connect with stakeholders.

II.

Major Programmatic Activities and Results

A. Social Customs/Preferences, Norms ("Culture")
Culture, as a key driver of conditions that favor the emergence and spread of infectious disease,
includes the learned attitudes and behaviors that affect how people, pets, livestock and wildlife
interact. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to identify and distinguish high-risk behavior and
practices that most commonly result in risky contact between humans and animals includes the
following activities.

1. Research

a. Formative Research
i.

General Human-Animal Exposure (Uganda and Malaysia)

Research protocols for the human-animal exposure studies in Uganda and Malaysia were submitted
for scientific review and human subjects ethical review with FH I 360's Protection of Human Subjects
Committee (PHSC); both protocols received expedited approvals. Experiences from past humananimal exposure studies conducted in Laos and Thailand were used to inform the protocol and
instruments. The protocols include both formative and survey components, which will be conducted in
two phases, respectively. The studies will be conducted in collaboration with PREDICT partners who
are currently sampling wildlife for viruses in the selected locations.
In Uganda, a local principal investigator.I
(b)(6)
I was hired to lead the formative
component (first phase) of the human-animal exposure study.I
(b)(6)
lis a medical
anthropologist with extensive experience with the methodology, content area, and the local context.
During this period, instruments and consent forms were translated into local languages (Kifumbira
and Rukiga) and the protocol will be submitted for local Institutional Review Board (IRB) review during
the next quarter. Approval from the Uganda local IRB is expected during the same quarter. As soon
as approval is obtained, PREVENT plans to implement the formative study.
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In Malaysia, the FHI 360-approved protocol was submitted to the Sabah Wildlife Department and
Department of Public Health; approvals to continue the studies were obtained. PREVENT is currently
in the process of commissioning the translation of instruments and consent forms into Bahasa
Malaysia. As soon as these documents are translated in the next quarter, PREVENT plans to submit
the protocol for local IRB review. PREVENT also plans to solicit for local researchers during the next
quarter.

ii.

Peridomestic Rodents Study (Thailand)

To date, much of the focus on rodent control and risks posed by rodents in Southeast Asia has been
on economic losses and food insecurity as a result of crop destruction. However, rodents are carriers
and reservoirs of many bacterial and viral pathogens (e.g., leptospirosis, plague, typhus, hantavirus,
and Lassa fever virus). Along with bats and non-human primates, rodents are one of the three types
of animals that have been most frequently implicated in the transmission of infectious diseases that
have had severe impact on humans. Risk behaviors surrounding rodent-human interaction, as well as
community perspectives and strategies to mitigate these risks, are not well-documented. To be
successful , any intervention strategy must be informed by the perspective, knowledge, skills, and
resources of a given community.
A series of Participatory Rapid Appraisals will be conducted in several countries in Southeast Asia,
beginning with Thailand. These studies will utilize community knowledge to identify feasible,
acceptable, and sustainable strategies to mitigate the risk of exposure in each particular country. The
relevance, acceptability, and feasibility of risk mitigation strategies identified through the studies will
then be tested in behavioral trials.

I

Principal Investigator,!
(b)(6)
arrived in Thailand at the beginning of June to prepare and
launch the first Participatory Rapid Appraisal focused on peridomestic rodents. The study will be
conducted with men, women, and children in the Muang and Mancha Khiri Districts of Khan Kaen
Province. The protocol for this study was approved by the FHI 360 Protection of Human Sub/ect
Committee (PHSC) and the Khan Kaen Universit Ethical Committee in Thailand (KKU EC). (b)(6
I (bl(6l Ialong with local investigator,
(b)(6)
trained 17 researchers in a
qualitative researcher training from June - ,
in
on aen, Thailand. The training focused on
study objectives, qualitative research methods, research ethics, and implementation of study tools,
and included three full days of field practice in a pre-test setting similar to the research sites. !(bl(6!
(b)(6)
lfrom the FHI 360 North Carolina office also attended the training . Following the
training , 11 of the 17 researchers were hired to be part of the research team for the study
implementation based on their performance during the training (two facilitators, one key informant
interviewer, t,ree note-ta1ers, two transcribers, two translators, and one interpreter). Data collection,
supervised b~
(b)(6) _and !
(b)(6)
began at the first of the four study sites on June 29,
2013. It is expected that data collection will be completed by mid-August 2013.

1

I

I

b. Surveys
i.

Laos

To assess human exposure to animal diseases in Laos, PREVENT began implementing a survey in
Khamkeut District, Bolikhamxay Province, Laos from February to April 2013 . The human-animal
exposure study aimed to provide estimated rates of human exposure to different animals, quantify the
risk of emerging infectious diseases, and identify populations or subgroups with particularly high rates
of exposure. During this quarter,!
(b)(6)
PREVENT Senior Technical Advisor, began
analysis of results of the quantitative survey. In designing the quantitative instruments and methods
for this survey, PREVENT took great care to assess the effect of gender and age on exposure to
animals, as we hypothesize that men and women have different types or rates of exposure related to

I
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specific gender roles in the society. In each study community, adult women , adult men, boys, and
girls were interviewed by both male and female interviewers.
PREVENT developed a Human-Animal-Interface framework to describe the relationship between
different transm ission routes and human activities (see Box 1). Under the framework, the
opportunities for transmission depend on how people interact with animals. The type of exposure can
be conditioned by the type of animal and the location in which interactions occur, which are in turn
related to human activities. The study quantifies specific types of human exposure to animals (that
occur in different locations and in association with different specific human activities) defined by
specific transmission routes. What is measured is the frequency of exposure to animals and, to a
certain extent, and intensity of exposure (e.g., consumption of cooked animal blood is probably less
risky than consumption of raw animal blood). Results of the study will be presented and discussed
with EPT partners during a national results dissemination workshop in July 2013 in Laos. Results will
help inform the design and implementation of interventions to reduce the risk of transmission of
emerging infectious diseases.

Box 1: Human-Animal Interface Assessment Framework

Acti'\'ities

Actions
. Touch
. lni:est
. Breath/Inhale

Routes

Iii

. Fomites

. Coming in house
. Cominc around house or
workplace
. Roosting in tree

. Hair/Skin/Feather
. Feces/Urine
. Meat/Organs
. Saliva
. Blood
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ii.

Cambodia

PREVENT and PRED ICT (Wildlife Conservation Society) began implementing the human-animalinterface baseline survey in Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey provinces in May 2012. The
baseline survey began in Preah Vihear in December 2012. To understand how contact with
animals might vary by season, the team carried out quarterly follow-up surveys. From August
2012 to April 2013, the team implemented different follow-up surveys in Mondulkiri and Banteay
Meanchey successfully. The first follow-up survey in Preah Vihear was implemented in late March
2013. A report of the baseline survey in Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey is bein drafted and
will be circulated as soon as it is finalized. PREVENT Senior Technical Advisor (b)(6)
(b)(6)
in collaboration with WCS, will analyze the Mondulikiri and Banteay eanchey
follow-up data during the next quarter.

I

I

2. Interventions

a. Individual/Community
i.

Bangladesh Nipah Intervention

During this quarter, icddr,b and PREVENT conducted a risk-avoidance approach in Rajbari, Bangladesh,
aimed at discouraging people from drinking raw date palm sap. To track the effectiveness of this initial
behavior change communication (BCC) intervention, a mid-term survey was conducted during May and
June 2013. Although the results can only be considered directional , these early results provide
encouraging indications that the intervention is successful.
Reported overall raw date palm sap consumption dropped from 42.5% during the previous harvest season
to 15.3% in 2013. Among males, it dropped from 48.9% to 13.3%, and among females it dropped from
36.2% to 17.3%. A 12% increase in knowledge about Nipah virus and an 8% decrease in raw date palm sap
availability were the main reasons for the reduction in raw date palm sap consumption.
In terms of results from our communication effort, 28% of respondents heard about Nipah from the TV PSA,
22.6% from the posters, and18.6% from community meetings.

(b)(6)

This risk-avoidance BCC effort will continue during the 2013-20 14 sap-collection season and final results
will be ready by mid-2014. Based on these early results, icddr,b has also authorized the implementation of a
parallel risk reduction approach, utilizing a bana (cover) to protect the raw date palm sap during collection.
This is planned to take place in Faridpur, Bangladesh.
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I

During May-June, PREVENTS BCC Advisor, !
(b)(6)
travelled to Banrladesh to work with
icddr,b on the planning of these Nipah virus interventions. While in Bangladesh,
(b)(6)
!attended a
workshop on the results of a live bird market intervention conducted by UNICEF. He also attended an
EPT partners meeting in preparation for a July meeting with USAID in Dhaka.

I

(b)(6)
also visited Bangladesh and, along with andJ
(b)(6)
met with the United
at1ons oo an Agriculture Organization (FAO) and UNICE to discuss collaborating efforts on a BCC
activity among vendors and consumers in several live bird markets where FAO is working throughout
Bangladesh. As a result, an initial draft of a suggested work plan was prepared and it is being submitted to
USAID.

I

I

(b)(6)
andl
/bl/6\
L PREVENT Laos, joined
(b)(6)
PREVENT Indonesia,
and
(b)(6)
AI/EPT Program Officer, USAID Indonesia, on a trip to visit three Healthy Market
Initiative markets recommended by SAFE: Pasar Cipanas, Pasar Sukanegara, and Pasar Rajapolah in
West Java, Indonesia.

During their visit, the team observed the partnership and collaboration between central and local
governments, private sector organizations, NGOs, service providers, community groups and other
stakeholders to improve wet and live bird market conditions and create awareness among vendors and
market managers of the benefits of complying with poultry biosecurity recommendations, not just in terms
of avian influenza prevention but also in terms of increased profits from consumers' preference for
cleaner markets. This visit provided some lessons learned that could form the basis for similar approach
in Bangladesh and other Asian countries.

A poultry vendor chats with a produce vendor in Pasar
Cipanas market in West Java, Indonesia (left)

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)
!PREVENT Indonesia, talks to Red
Cross volunteer at Pasar Rajapolah market in West Java,
Indonesia (right)

B. Market Systems and Trade ("Commerce")
Commerce, as the key driver of conditions that favor potential spillover and spread of wildlife or livestock
pathogens, include both local and international market systems for key priority wildlife species (bats,
rodents, and non-human primates) and domestic animals (including poultry, pigs, and other livestock).
Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to identify and distinguish risky contact, such as in markets
and supply chains where large numbers of people and domestic animals come in contact with potentially
infectious wild animals, includes the following:
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1. Vietnam Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment
During this quarter important issues were raised regarding Phase I of PREVENTS planned biosecurity
assessment. Due to incomplete and outdated wildlife farm registration lists, Phase I of the study was
initially planned as a survey to document the type and number of animals at select farms. The information
from Phase I would be used as the basis of the biosecurity assessment sample. At the request of the
Vietnam Forestry Administration (VNForest), however, Phase I of the study will now consist of a full
wildlife farm registration update. During the next quarter, VNForest, the Department of Livestock
Production (OLP) , FAO, and PREVENT will work together to begin the wildlife farm registration update.
The information gathered during the update will be used as the sampling frame for PREVENTs
biosecurity assessment of wildlife farms raising key species: rodents, civets, primates, and wild boars.

a. Meeting with Regional Officials from VNForest and CITES
On June 4, 2013
met with
(b)(6)
of VNForest for
Region 3, and.,.__ _---,----==-=="'"'"'=""""="'"""___,,....,.,,..,........._of the South for CITES, to discuss coo eration and
garner regional support for PREVENTs wildlife farm biosecurity assessment.
(b)(6)
was
appointed by VNForest as PREVENTs focal point of contact for t he wildlife farm biosecurity assessment.
Two key issues were uncovered during the meeting: unclear management of wildlife farms at the regional
level and incomplete wildlife farm registration lists. Addressing these issues will delay implementation of
the biosecurity assessment by about six months, but we anticipate acquiring an improved list from wh ich
to draw the study sample.

I

(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
!agreed that management of wildlife farming is unclear at the
regIona an provincial levels. At the national level, CITES is in charge of wildlife farming and works
closely with PREVENT. However, CITES does not have authority within the provinces. Therefore, at the
regional level no department is charged with managing wildlife farms. PREVENT will work with both
CITES and VNForest at the national level to gain approval for work at the regional and provincial levels.

PREVENT collaborated closely with VNForest to obtain lists of registered wildlife farms in Forestry Region
3 (which includes 22 provinces of southern Vietnam . The intent was to use these lists as the sampling
frame for the wildlife farms biosecurity assessment.
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
pontend
and PREVENT agrees that the current reg istration lists are outdated and incomplete. Because
PREVENTs intention is to use the lists as a sampling frame for the study, it is in the interest of all three
parties to first update the wildlife farm registration data. A follow-up meeting was held June 17, 2012 to
determine the feasibility of this request.

I

At the follow-up meeting, PREVENT
(b)(6)
and ~b)(6I
(b)(6)
of CITE , epresentatIve or
orest, met to Iscuss t e recent proposal
to update the wildlife farm registration lists. I (b)(6)
!informed!
(bl(6l
lhat PREVENT and FAO
are interested in supporting the update. Although the details of the collaboration are in the early stages of
planning, the hope is that data collection will be complete within six months.

I

I

First meeting of the Wildlife Farm Biosecurity Task Force under the Biosecurity Working Group
On June 11 , PREVENT, in collaboration with the Department of Livestock Production and FAO,
organized the first meeting of the Wildlife Farming Subgroup of the Biosecurity Working Group. The
meeting addressed the assignment of wildlife farming management responsibilities promulgated in
Document No. 318/BNN-TCLN , dated 25/01 /2013 by the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development.
The objectives of the meeting were to: 1) develop terms of reference for the subgroup; 2) develop a
coordination mechanism; and 3) identify priority focus working areas for the subgroup. The participants
included representatives from the Department of Livestock Production; Department of Animal Health; the
CITES office; FAO; National Institute of Animal Husbandry; Vietnam One Health University Network;
USAID-funded projects such as PREVENT, PREDICT, and RESPOND; international wildlife protection
organizations such as WCS , TRAFFIC, and International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI); and zoos in
Hanoi.
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(b)(6)

Wildlife Farm Biosecurity Working Group's First Task Force meeting

b. National Conference on One Health
PREVENT also participated in the National Conference on One Health, jointly hosted by the Ministry of
,.89.!.1,culture and Rural Development in cooperation with the Ministry of Health, on April 4-5.I
(b)(6)
~Vietnam Program Coordinator, presented PREVENT's Wildlife Farm Biosecurity Assessment actIvIty.
His presentation introduced the EPT Program and PREVENT project, the rationale for the w ildlife farm
biosecurity assessment, the study instruments, and anticipated results. Over 250 participants attended
the two-day conference, and represented Government of Vietnam ministries, international agencies, and
research organizations.

I

2. Cross-Border Rat Trade Research
Since the last quarter, the Cross-Border Rodent Trade Study has been modified into smaller, more
manageable pieces that will allow for quicker results. As a first step, an exploratory, qualitative study with
rat trade dealers in Vietnam will be implemented. The study will profile rat trade dealers, describe the rat
trade, and provide information to design a more in-depth study on rat traders' practices and situations that
may put them at potential risk of zoonosis from rats.
PREVENT is working closely with Department of Animal Health (DAH) provincial officials to obtain permits
required by local authorities to study the rat trade . Although national permits have been obtained b~
PREVENT, additional permission is required by the provinces. On June 4, 2013!
(b)(6)
et
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I

withl (b)(6) andl (b)(6)
p f the DAH in Ho Chi Minh City to discuss procedures for obtaining permits
from provincial authorities of the Peoples Committee. The permitting process will vary by province, but all
provinces will require that the permit outline all activities, locations, personnel, and dates of
implementation. In addition, the DAH suggests five approval letters that PREVENT should seek and
obtain prior to data collection. DAH emphasized their support of PREVENT's studies of the rodent trade
and offered to assist in obtaining all necessary permits.

I

I

(b)(6) land
(b)(6)
!offered to help identify key informants about the rat trade. They also proposed
using DAH Market Veterinary officers to collect information on the quantity of rats in markets. DAH
veterinarians visit district- and/or commune-level markets on a daily basis and could collect information on
the quantity of rats present according to PREVENTS guidelines. Discussions between PREVENT and
DAH on this activity will continue during the next quarter.
(b)(6)
r as appointed as PREVENTS focal
point to support implementation of the rodent trade study and to report progress to DAH in Hanoi.

I

3. Laos Market Working Group

PREVENT hosted and facilitated the Market Working Group meeting and planning session on June 5,
2013. This meeting was designed to: revisit the national market guidelines; discuss the role of the Market
Working Group and challenges associated with the implementation of market guidelines; review the role
of the Surveillance Rapid Response Team and reporting system and how it can utilize the market
monitoring tool; and draw recommendations how to move forward with market monitoring initiatives under
the leadership of provincial/district authorities.
Organized by the Department of Communicable Diseases and Control, the meeting was attended by 15
government representatives from Vientiane Capital Agriculture and Forestry; the Vientiane Capital Health
Office; the Bureaus of Food and Drug, Industry and Commerce, and Livestock and Fisheries; and the
National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology, Hygiene and Promotion, and Water and Sanitation.
The meeting concluded that the clear involvement of committees from central offices like MAFF, MOH,
Trade and Commerce, the Ministry of Environment (wildlife, waste management), Public Works and
Transport. At the provincial/district level, the meeting underscored the involvement of the governor's
office, environment police, market authority, health departments, agriculture departments, zone
development and the village chief.
The meeting participants agreed on the need to focus on dialogue and advocacy to engage local
leadership to implement relevant local laws; to prioritize activities that will involve relevant local staff doing
surveillance and certification; and to make use of the results of the market observation study to educate
local leaders of the situation of markets in their locality.

Participants brainstorm on sustainable options
how market monitoring can be mainstreamed in
the work of the surveillance and response team
(b)(6)
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C. Land-Use Change
PREVENT has identified land-use change, especially large-scale activities such as extractive industry
activities in previously pristine areas, as the third key driver of conditions that favor emergence of
infectious disease. Unintended consequences of the resulting influx of people and infrastructure
development include disruptions to the ecosystem and an increase in interaction between wild animals
and people and their livestock and pets. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to better understand
both behavior and practices that might increase the potential that dangerous pathogens will jump from
animals to humans in such settings include the following :

1. Extractive Industry Working Group (EIWG)
PREVENT continues to host the Extractive Industries Working Group (EIWG) meetings, although only
one phone call was held during the quarter (in April). The group decided to wait until the after the
International SOS (ISOS) trip to Katanga to have another call. Several EIWG members discussed how to
revise the white paper on extractive industries so it would be appropriate for publication. RESPOND
prepared a new shortened draft of the white paper and PREVENT provided substantive comments on this
in preparation for sharing it with the larger working group.

Tool Development and Testing

a. Democratic Republic of Congo (Katanga)
In mid-May USAID, ISOS and Chatham House representatives held a "Steering Committee" meeting by
phone. USAID was somewhat taken aback by the lack of program clarity expressed by the other
members of the team despite the project proposal and the clarifications made during the Cape Town
meeting in February.,
(b)(6)
lof PREVENT and
(b)(6)
jot RESPOND discussed the
issues at length with
(bX6)
from ISOS and fac,htated a conference call with I
(bX6J ~
from USAID who explained again the challenges of working with the U.S. government.I (b)(6) ~ d
to specify further the proposed activities and to develop a timeline in an effort to increase the project's
efficiency. PREVENT agreed to change the scope of work for the activity so the full project is included in
the sub-agreement to relieve the concern that the whole program had not been approved and signed.

I

I

The KDRC project plan was just being finalized and visits to companies were being planned when civil
unrest in Katanga erupted and derailed the timing. ISOS is now discussing alternate locations and putting
KDRC activities on hold to see whether the civil unrest will diminish in the next few months. PREVENT is
prepared to issue a fixed-price contract to ISOS once a new project plan is in place .

b. Uganda
Additional tool testing activities in Uganda are on hold as we wait for the Katanga DRC project to
advance. The team is collecting all feedback from reviewers and respondents which w ill be incorporated
into a final version of the tools in the next fiscal year.

2. Scientific Conferences and Papers
International Association of Impact Assessment

PREVENT crauthored the presentation paper and attended the IAIA meeting in Calgary in May 2013.
I

(b)(6)
presented the concept of emerging infectious diseases and the associated tools that the
EIWG has developed . Although it was the last session on the last day, over 40 people were present and
engaged. In particular, participants who conduct health impact assessments were interested in the
presentation and the tools. Several people from Worley Parsons, a consulting firm, promised to review
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the tools and ive feedback, as they saw the usefulness of these tools. Over the course of the week, l(b)(6I
I (b)(6) I and
(b)(6)
ought out others involved in impact assessment and provided copies of the tools
and requested feedback.I
(b)(6)
I responded with sensible and thought-provoking comments before
he returned to the UK.
The networking opportunities were quite good. It was apparent that the IAIA is a conference that is very
well attended by multilateral banks. Many people attended from the World Bank, the International Finance
Corporation, the Inter-American Develo ment Bank, and the Asian Devf'opment Bank. We made several
good connections with different people. (b)(6) presented the tools to
(b)(6)
] who is currently
heading up the Policy, QA, and KM of Environment, Social and Governance Department at the IFC. He
mentioned that extractive industries and emerging infectious diseases might be introduced to IFC and the
World Bank at a future IFC brown bag presentation.

Articles and Papers
EcoHealth Alliance developed an editorial on extractive industry and emerging infectious diseases.
USAID recommended that this be opened up to other members of the EIWG. PREVENT provided
detailed comments on the editorial itself and presented a revised version of the paper.
RESPOND wrote a paper on bat control measures, which PREVENT read and provided extensive
comments. RESPOND held a meeting with Bat Conservation International, which is planning a similar
paper, along with l
(b)(6)
lfrom the EcoHealth Alliance.
In a meeting with USAID, we discussed developing a roadmap or framework that looks at where we are
with extractive industry and helps chart the way forward over the life of the project and beyond.

Chatham House
PREVENT issued a cost-reimbursable contract to Chatham House to support their participation in the
KDRC project. While the project is on hold pending civil unrest in the area, USAID has suggested that
Chatham House continue to develop the monitoring tools and other activities while the KDRC project is
on hold so the team can move quickly once a new location is identified. A revised SOW, approved by
USAID, has been provided for guidance.
Under a distinct PREVENT subcontract, USAID requested Chatham House to organize a one-day highlevel meeting of strategic international partners on June 11 , 2013 in London to discuss the latest threats
to Global Health Security, including the (A)H7N9 influenza and the MERS-CoV. This meeting followed a
USG Cabinet-level meeting that placed these emergent viral threats onto the agenda of a USG policy
focus on Global Health Security. This meeting also raised emergent viral threats to the national security
agenda. The USAID appreciation of the PREVENT support to the partner meeting at Chatham House
was acknowledged at the EPT Asia Regional Planning Meeting.

Other Extractive Industry Activities
(b)(6)
attended a film screening of Heart of Iron sponsored by the USAID-funded Africa
10 IversIty ollaborative Group (ABCG). The event highlighted a MOU signing between the World Bank
and WWF and shared a new film that has been made to inform governments and extractive industry of
the possible ecosystem changes and consequences of land use change. While it offered a strong point of
view, it was not c lear what is needed to mitigate the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem changes.
ABCG a lso hosted a meeting in mid-June on biodiversity in Kinshasa, DRC, for conservation and
extractive industry groups.I (b)(6) !contacted the meeting organizers; she anq
(b)(6)
!arranged for
I
(b)(6)
jtrom RESPOND to present the EIWG tools to the meeting . The extractive industries
present included Anglo Gold, Tenke Funugrume, and Kilo Gold. Participants were receptive and
representatives from World Resources Institute and USAID/CARPE expressed interested in collaborating.
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Ill.

Knowledge Generation and Information Sharing

A. Meetings

Iandl

!participated in the EPT regional planning meeting in Bangkok (June 1819) as well as the country planning meetings for Vietnam (June 13-14) and Indonesia (June 21 -22),
where they were joined by the respective country coordinators,!
(b)(6)
land !
(b)(6)
Additional details are below.
(b)(6)

1.

(b)(6)

Work Planning Meetings

EPT/Vietnam FY14 Work Planning Meeting
On June 13 and 14 USAID Vietnam held their annual work lannin meeting for Year 5 (October 1, 2013~ b e r 30, 2014 of the EPT Pro ram in Vietnam.
(b)(6)
PREVENT Project Director,~
~ PREVENT
(b)(6)
, and
(b)(6)
PREVENT Program Coordinator, attended
as well as representatives from IDENTIFY,
, an
SPOND. On the second day, GOV
partners representing MARO attended, including DAH , OLP, VNForest, and Ministry of Health. The
objectives of the meeting were to: 1) review current work plans; 2) introduce Year 5 activities and
expected deliverables; 3) identify opportunities to harmonize activities across projects; and 4) identify
cooperation and participation opportunities with non-EPT partners. In Year 5, pending approval from
USAID and AusAID, PREVENT will continue focus on four activities:
1.

Rodent trade between Vietnam and Cambodia: Multiple studies will identify the structure and
scope of the rat trade, and practices and situations that may contribute to disease emergence,
with the ultimate goal of developing a risk reduction strategy.
2. Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment PREVENT will conduct baseline of biosecurity at
registered wildlife farms with key species. The information will be used to support the
Government of Vietnam in strengthening registration of wildlife farms and will identify strategies to
improve farmer biosecurity/good production practices for development and implementation.
3. Support Biosecurity Working Group Task Force on Wildlife Farm Biosecurity in collaboration with
FAQ and OLP.
4. Continue as active and supporting member of the One Health Communication Network.
EPT Asia Regional Meeting in Bangkok
PREVENT participated in the EPT Asia Regional Meeting held in Bangkok, Thailand on June 18-19,
2013. PREVENT re resentatives were
(bl(6l
Country Coordinator for Lao PDR,
PREVENT
(b)(6)
and PREVENT Project Director!
(b)(6)
Partners and participants shared their understanding of expectations and plans for the final year of the
EPT program; provided suggestions for refining proposed final-year EPT partner work plans ; and
presented their ideas from the field with regard to the sustainability of emerging pandemic threats efforts.

I

I

(b)(6)
jwas one of the panelists in a session that discussed the use of data for decision
making. Over the years, USAID's EPT and Al programs have generated a significant amount of data
(e.g., value chain analyses, epidemiological and genetic studies). The panel addressed the question of
whether and how these data have been assisting with actions geared towards mitigation and
preparedness.
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(b)(6)

Indonesia FY14 Work Planning Meeting

I

I

I

(b)(6)
land l(b)(6)l together with PREVENT Country Project Coordinator,
(b)(6)
attended the EP~sia Work Plan meeting for PREVENT on June 21 -22, 2013 in Jakarta. They
provided a preview of planned activities for FY14, including:

•
•
•
•

Characterizing markets in 10 urban centers;
Describing the bat value chain and characterize human-bat interaction at a minimum of two
points in the value chain: capture and market preparation;
Building on PREVENT market studies in Cameroon and Laos and draw on lessons learned
from the SAFE project; and
Producing information about key elements of market biosecurity and vendor practices, and
monitor the types/numbers of key animals in markets in 10 locations in North Sulawesi.

(b)(6)
lalso provided a presentation about PREVENT's approach to risk mapping, and summarized
upcoming activities in Sulawesi.

2. EPT Partnership Meetings
Vietnam
On A ril 19 2013

!

(b)(6)
!attended an EPT Partnership Meeting organized by USAID in Hanoi.
provided an update on PREVENT's activities and discussed future activities and
coopera 10n w1
PT partners. The participants of the meeting included the USAID Vietnam team and
EPT partners IDENTIFY (FAQ and WHO) and PREDICT (WCS). As discussed at the meeting, in the next
quarter, PREVENT will continue to: cooperate with VNForest and CITES on the wildlife farming
biosecurity assessment activity; cooperate with DAH to coordinate and facilitate the field work of rodent
trade; and cooperate with OLP and Food and FAO to support the extension of the Biosecurity Working
Group to include a task force on wildlife farming.
(b}(6)

Laos
PREVENT participated in the EPT partners' quarterly meeting on April 30, 2013, which was organized by
NEIDCO through the Department of Communicable Diseases Control of the Ministry of Health. NEIDCO
(b}(6)
chaired the meeting with
(b)(6)
USAID representative in
Lao PDR, as co-chair. During the meeting, PREVENT presented its plan to extend technical assistance to
the Lao government in reviewing its regular market monitoring needs and possibly revising the current
market monitoring checklist (which covers only poultry) so that it becomes a general market monitoring
checklist that covers other domestic animals and wildlife. This plan stemmed from a policy brief prepared
by PREVENT in collaboration with PREDICT which pointed out the poor biosecurity of markets observed

I

I

I

I
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in a study. PREVENT also expressed its plan to look for opportunities to pilot market working group
initiatives that will be sustainable over the long-term .
PREVENT participated in the EPT planning meeting organized by NEIDCO on May 30, 2013. The
Department of Animal Health and Livestock (IDENTIFY) and FHI 360 (PREVENT) hosted the meeting.
Partners from four EPT components in-country and regional representatives from OIE, FAO, AusAID and
USAID were present. The meeting was aimed at presenting project plans for FY14 based on expected
results of each component present.

Strategy/Policy Meetings
Technical/Policy Meeting on H7N9 Avian Influenza

I

(b)(6)
!attended the "Technical and Policy Discussion on the Prevention and Control of Avian
Influenza A (H7N9) in Asia," held in Bangkok, Thailand June 24-25. The first day of the meeting was
devoted to a situation update and presentations on lessons learned with regard to targeting animal
(poultry) surveillance, controlling the spread in animals, monitoring for the virus in wild birds, improving
detection in humans, and communication.
(b)(6)
PREVENT AOTR, co-wrote the
communication presentation wit~
(b)(6)
jtrom FAO; PREVENT provided a slide show of
communication materials developed for HSN1 that could be updated to cover H7N9 which was shown in a
central area throughout the day. The first day closed with presentations from WHO, FAO and O IE of
current technical recommendations and guidelines for monitoring and controlling H7N9 in humans and
animals. It is clear that if H7N9 returns (as most expect it will) a major challenge will be detecting it, as it
is not pathogenic for poultry; chickens are infected but not diseased. There was also reassuring
information about the virus with regard to lack of evidence for human-to-human spread.

I

I

The second day of the meeting built on the first; participants from different countries were asked to
consider the most likely scenarios for detecting H7N9 in their country (unobserved in both poultry and
humans; detected in poultry but not humans ; detected in humans but not poultry; detected in both, with a
low level of infections in humans; or detected in both with a high rate of infection in humans, suggesting
person-to-person spread) and then asked to characterize response, considering what the main issues
and challenges would be. Interestingly, most country groups decided that they would either not observe
the disease or observe it first in poultry.
Then participants were asked to meet in clusters according to their presumed level of risk of introduction
of H7N9 (e.g., countries bordering on areas of China that suffered the recent outbreaks are considered
high risk). Each cluster was asked to discuss how they could improve surveillance and control; this
portion of the exercise culminated in a presentation by each cluster of country and regional challenges.
The meeting closed with a consideration of MERS.

Cambodia
PREVENT participated in Cambodia's strategy formulation workshop held in Phnom Penh on June 24-27,
2013. The workshop was aimed at enhancing a strong collaboration and functional institutional
arrangements between the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry to address the
emergence of infectious diseases from animals including wildlife. Results of this workshop provided insights
to government partners on what types of assistance they need to implement the strategy in the mediumterm and long-term.
The meeting was facilitated by the USAID Mission in Cambodia with the help of an external consultant.
The workshop served as venue to achieve agreement on: (1) process, format and content of the strategic
plan for endorsement of the two relevant ministries; (2) institutional arrangements to manage and monitor
the implementation of the activities proposed to advance the strategic plan in the short- and medium-term;
(3) linkages of current public and animal health strategies and initiatives to the zoonotic diseases strategic
plan, and on a set of activities to reinforce the existing synergies and linkages; (4) areas of collaboration
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and priority diseases as established in the Zoonotic Diseases Strategic Framework of Cambodia; and (5) a
work plan to commence a modest implementation of the strategy in January 2014.
From this workshop, PREVENT sees the opportunity to provide assistance to the government in pursuing
Cambodia's one-year pilot avian influenza interventions in markets, mentoring/supervision of the previously
trained trainers, and other communication-related needs of both ministries on H7N9 and rabies.

(b)(6)

The participants of the EID strategy
planning workshop

B. Knowledge Products
1. Traditional Communication
Due to the continued cases of H7N9 in China at the beginning of the quarter, USAID asked PREVENT to
review materials developed under the Al.COMM, AI-BCC and MID-BCC projects to determine which ones
could be most easily adapted to the emerging situation with H7N9. These included a variety of flyers,
booklets, training materials, flip charts and other publications related to both H5N1 avian influenza and
the H1 N1 influenza pandemic. Per USAID guidance, materials that were considered to be most useful in
terms of relevance to H7N9 fell into the following categories:
•
Marketplace and vendor guidance on safe slaughtering, hygiene in markets, and safe transport
• Guides to culling, vaccination , and compensation of poultry
• Guides for health care workers and administrators on identifying, isolating and treating cases
• Guides for animal health workers
•
Materials for the general public on hygiene, health-seeking behavior when certain symptoms are
present, and basic practices around poultry.
The goal of this exercise was to have a "tool box" of materials that would be ready for relatively-quick
adaptation and dissemination if H7N9 outbreaks continue during the next influenza season, and/or if the
situation with the novel coronavirus (MERS-CoV: Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome) spreads. Annex
1 includes a table of materials that were deemed useful for adaptation.
PREVENT also searched for products that had already been developed to educate market vendors and
the public about the importance of market closure/cleaning, and to educate market vendors and public
about sampling/surveillance efforts. PREVENT staff contacted USDA and various researchers
experienced in live market sampling and surveillance as part of this effort, and to determine best practices
for inclusion in future products and initiatives.
During the quarter, PREVENT submitted three abstracts to the American Society for Tropical Medicine &
Hygiene annual meeting:
•
•

Comparative analysis of the social factors that influence exposure to zoonotic diseases in
Southeast Asia;
Characterizing Human Interactions with Peridomestic Rodents in Thailand: A Participatory Rapid
Appraisal; and
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•

Who is at high risk of exposure to an emerging zoonotic disease? An approach to characterizing
human-animal exposure in Hmong and Lao ethnic groups in Lao PDR

2. Online and Social Media Development
To facilitate access to previously developed materials that could be adapted to H7N9 avian influenza
and MERS-CoV, PREVENT began creating a new section on its website, www.preventproject.org, to
house and provide background on relevant products related to avian and pandemic influenzas
prevention and control. This new section is expected to be complete in the early part of the next
quarter.

PREVENT also continued to disseminate relevant information on emerging infectious diseases particularly on H7N9 and MEAS - via its Twitter account, and updated various online links to
previously developed products on H5N1 .

IV.

Program Expansion

A. Start Up in Additional Countries
1. Indonesia
During this quarter, PREVENT officially launched its work in Indonesia, including training staff in
administration and logistics, defining the program scope and work plan, and participating in the EPT
Indonesia Planning Meeting.

Program Launch
After meeting with the FH I 360 office in Jakarta and some other partners, beginning in April 2013,
PREVENT Indonesia Program Coordinator,
(b)(6)
met with some key stakeholders in
Sulawesi Utara (North Sulawesi) Province, where this project will be focused.

I

I

I

In mid-April,
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
p f PREVENT traveled to Indonesia to initiate the EPT
PREVENT program wit (bl(6l The program team met in Jakarta to participate in a series of
meetings with the relevant country officials and donors. The team also visited the program site in
North Sulawesi to scope markets for future activities. Key outcomes from the visit included:
•
•
•
•
•

Participating in more than 15 meetings with USAID, Indonesian government officials, donors,
and NGOs;
Visiting markets in Manado in support of scoping exercises;
Meeting with other EPT partners and organizations implementing market-based programs in
Indonesia;
Meeting with local project staff for operational and adm inistrative planning; and
Meeting with FH I 360 staff in Jakarta to discuss logistics and operations.
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In Jakarta, the PREVENT Indonesia team met with key officials, including those listed in the table
below.
Name

Jakarta Office/Organization
USAID Jakarta Office

Ministry of Health Office
CDC Office
Ministry of Agriculture
FAO Office

(b)(6)

Faculty Of Public Health Universitas Indonesia
USAID Prestasi Scholarship Program
Minister for People Welfare/ National Commission
of Zoonotic Control
Minister of Forestry
AUSAID/DAFF
Eijkman Institute
Bogar Agricultural University/Primate Research
Center

Once the team arrived in Manado , meetings were held with government officials in north Sulawesi in
addition to university faculty and other partners. These individuals are listed in the table below.
Name

Sulawesi Office/Organization
Forestry Office
North Sulawesi Province
Livestock and Animal Health Office
North Sulawesi Province
Faculty of Livestock, Samratulangi University
PREDICT N. Sulawesi
(b)(6)

Faculty of Public Health, Samratulangi University
Health Office
North Sulawesi Province
Consultant (former WCS Coordinator)
Head of Tangkoko National Reserve
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During this visit, information about traditional market was
gathered to gain an understanding about wildlife availability in
markets in North Sulawesi. Several additional visits to those
markets have been made in Tomohon Market, Bersehati
Market, Airmadidi Market, and Langowan Market.
Based on the meetings held, information shared about the
context in north Su lawesi, and market visits, the PREVENT
team finalized the scope of the project and developed a shortterm budget and work plan.
PREVENT will conduct three main activities: 1) characterize
markets in main urban centers; 2) describe the bat value chain ;
and 3) characterize human-bat interaction at key points in the
value chain and identify ways to reduce risk.

J I

I

I

Later in May,
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
visited Indonesia to examine mar ets that were part of the
SAFE Project in West Java Province and focused on
community engagement to improve traditional markets. This
visit provided some insights for the PREVENT Project,
especially with regard to future activities in Indonesia.
In June, at the EPT Country Program Work Planning meeting,
communication and coordination between PREDICT Indonesia

and the Ministry of Health, Livestock & A riculture, Forestry Figure 2 Live bat butchering Bersehati Market
and Community Welfare continued.
(b)(6)
Project
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
attended
the meeting.
(b)(6)
also wor e wit (b)(6) to provide technical assistance and training for
program implementation and upcoming activities.

I

I

After the Country Meeting,
(b)(6)
traveled to Man ado to meet and strengthen relationships with
potential project partners at the provincial level, especially the university researchers, for
implementing the market value chain analysis. In addition to meetings with the key partners, l(b)(6 I
(b)(6)
returned with significant details on the bat meat trade, including recent changes in the
harvesting and handling of bats. Separate field notes are on file that will inform upcoming market
scoping activities.

I

I

Upcoming Activities

PREVENT intends to conduct the following activities in FY2014:
•
•
•
•

Characterize markets in 1O urban centers (see map below).
Describe the bat value chain and characterize human-bat interaction at a minimum of two
points in the value chain: capture and market preparation.
Build on PREVENT market studies in Cameroon and Laos and draw on lessons learned from
the SAFE project.
Produce information about key elements of market biosecurity and vendor practices, and
monitor the types/numbers of key animals in markets in 10 locations in North Sulawesi.
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Figure 3 Bats at a supermarket in Manado
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Figure 4 Bat cage and freshly killed bals in market

Figure 5 Freshly prepared bat carcasses in market
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2.

Burma

In April, FHI 360 developed a Plan of Action (POA) and corresponding work plan (WP) for PREVENT in
Myanmar. The POA is based on activities identified as a result of the Consultative Workshop on Risk
Communication that PREVENT organized on March 28, 2013, at the conference hall of the Livestock and
Breeding Veterinary Department (LBVD), Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries, in the Myanmar capital city of
NayPyiTaw. The workshop was attended by 20 officials from LBVD NayPyiTaw, Yangon , and Mandalay;
three officials from the University of Veterinary Science; four officers from FAO Myanmar; and two
consultants from PREVENT. The POA and work plan incorporates inputs from USAID-RDMA, the AusAID
Regional Office in Bangkok, and Food and Agriculture Organization (FAQ) Myanmar.
The objective of the POA is to strengthen the capacity in Myanmar to prevent and reduce the risk of
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) in support of the HPAI program of FAQ Myanmar. It aims to
help achieve the goal of reducing and stopping the spread of H5N1 among poultry flocks, thus reducing
the risk of contagion to other mammals and humans, and avoiding the possibility of a pandemic. The POA
focuses on capacity building on HPAI and risk communication as priority activities to be undertaken for
the first year for four key stakeholder groups: 1) local officials; 2) public and private veterinarians;
community animal health workers; 3) small and medium scale poultry farmers; and 4) media. It proposes
to cover the five target townships of FAO in the Mandalay Region: Madaya, Pyin Oo Lwin, Amarapura,
Sintkaing, and Pyawbwe. A key strategy is mobilization of local NGOs - such as the Myanmar Veterinary
Association, Myanmar Livestock Federation and Myanmar Women's Affairs Federation - to implement
training activities in collaboration with LBVD . AusAID is providing supplemental funds for work in
Myanmar, along w ith other key Mekong Region countries.

FHI 360 Communication Consultant!
to 14, 2013. Key results of her visit were :
1.

(b)(6)

!conducted a field visit to Myanmar from May 8

-I

I,

FHI 360 presented the PREVENT Myanmar POA to USAID Burma officials
(b)(6)
Office of Health Director, and
(b)(6)
Health Program Manager - on May 8, 2013 in
Yangon. During this meeting, (b)(6)
requested PREVENT to include H7N9 in the PREVENT Plan
of Action for HPAI, noting that this request emanated from the Ministry of Health. He added that this
is a great opportunity to conduct communication activities on H7N9 and grant MOH's request.

I

I

2. On May 9, 2013,
(b)(6)
FHI 360 Local Consultant
(b)(6)
and FAQ Myanmar
National Project anager
(b)(6)
presented the POA to the LBVD Director General I (bl(6l I
(b)(6) lin NayPyiTaw.
(b)(6)
ranted verbal approval to the POA and requested PREVENT to submit
the POA along with a cover letter to the Minister of Livestock and Fisheries for formal approval.

I

On May 14, 2013, PREVENT
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
met with USAID-RDMA Office of
Public Health
(b)(6)
Regional Emerging Infectious Diseases Advisor; and
(b)(6)
Regional Animal
Health Advisor), and
(b)(6)
Senior Regional Program Manager, AusAID in Bangkok. (b)(6)
(b)(6)
!gave a debriefing of the key results of her field visit highlighted by the meetings with the LBVD
Director and USAID Burma. Regarding incorporation of H7N9 in PREVENT activities, it was decided that
since the knowledge base about the risk transmission of H7N9 is still limited, PREVENT needs to proceed
with caution. Only relevant H7N9 information will be integrated in the training modules that will be
developed for PREVENT.

I

I

I

I

I

I

On June 19, FHI 360 Regional Director
(b)(6)
sent a formal letter to the Minister of
Livestock and Fisheries requesting approval of the PREVENT Myanmar POA and WP, and a corresponding
Memorandum of Understanding. As of the end of June, the request for POA approval and the MOU is being
processed by the Myanmar government. FHI 360 was informed that there will be an average delay of one
month.
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Annex I. Inventory of Al Products for Adaptation
Product (Title)

Messages

Use

Slaughtering/Marketplace/Transportation Materials
Avian Influenza: Safe Slaughtering

What is avian influenza; keep slaughtering area

Created under M ID-BCC project for use in

and Food Prep (in Burmese)

clean/disinfect; wash/disinfect tools, surfaces

Thai/Burma border areas.

used to prepare poultry, properly dispose of
waste, monitor your health and visit health
facility if you have symptoms and tell them you
were in contact with poultry

Avian Influenza: How to Protect

How does Al spread; protect yourself by

Created under Al.COMM (2009) and adapted for

Yourself and Preve nt Outbreaks if You

washing hands, don't allow mingling of animals,

use in Bangladesh, India, Nepal.

Sell Poultry, Other Birds, or Eggs at

sell/slaughter only healthy birds, slaughter away

the Marketplace

from consumers, follow food safety regs,
properly dispose of waste and clean/disinfect
properly, change clothing/footwear before
going home, keep market birds separate from
other animals at home; monitor your health and
visit health facility if you have symptoms and
tell them you were in contact with birds

Avian

Influenza:

Yourself When

How
You

to

Protect

Slaughter

Prepare Poultry at Home

or

How does Al spread; protect yourself by

Created under Al.COMM (2009) and adapted for

slaughtering/selling only healthy poult ry, do not

use in Bangladesh, India, Nepal.

slaughter in the open/near people, avoid
blood/mucous/droppings, wash/disinfect

surfaces/utensils, proper waste disposal, cook
poultry properly, wash hands, separate raw and
cooked meat, monitor health/visit health facility
if you have symptoms
Avian Influenza: How to Protect

How does Al spread; sell/prepare only healthy

Created under Al.COMM (2009) and adapted for

Yourself When You Slaughter or

poultry, slaughter away from open market, use

use in Bangladesh, India, Nepal.

Prepare Poultry (for worke rs)

slaughter methods that m inimize blood, avoid
touching blood/mucous/droppings, keep
slaughter area clean, dispose of waste properly,
cook poultry meat well, follow good hygiene
when preparing poult ry for eating, separate
raw/cooked poultry, disinfect properly at end of
day, monitor health and visit health facility if
you have symptoms and tell them you were in
contact with poultry

Avian Influenza: How to Protect

How does Al spread; avoid touching anything in

Created under Al.COMM (2009) and adapted for

Yourself and Preve nt Outbreaks

contact with blood/mucous/droppings, wash

use in Bangladesh, India, Nepal.

When You Transport Birds

your hands before/after touching birds,
wash/disinfect vehicle properly, follow the law
on legal/certified birds/pou ltry products, don't
transport birds from active outbreak areas,
monitor your health and visit hea lth facility if
you have symptoms and tel l them you were in
contact with poultry

Government Officials
Bird Culling for Avian (Bird) Influenza

What to do before culling (prepare area, use

Produced by Al.COMM (2007), available in

Containment: A Guide for Poultry

PPE); culling procedures for small number of

Arabic, English, French, Russian.

Culling Supervisors

birds, cu lling for large number of b irds; what to
do after culling (d isinf ect, dispose of waste, PPE,
burning/burying); recommended cleaning
methods and disinfectants for various
items/locations; what to do if you are burying
items; what to do if you are burning items;
monitor your health.

Avian Influenza Emergency Risk

Introduction and Part I: Avian Influenza Emergency

Communication Guide

Risk Communicat ion Planning
http://hlnlvax.aed.org/docs/avianriskguide intro p
artl.pdf
Part II: Taking Action and Effectively Communicating
during and Outbreak
http ://h ln 1vax.aed .org/docs/avia nriskguide pa rt2.p
df

Bangladesh Dist rict and Upazilla

Trainer Notes for National Officers to Train

Officers Training Guides

District Officers on Avian Influenza (HPAI)
Outbreaks
Trainer Notes for District Officials to Tra in
Upazilla Officers on Avian Influenza (HPAI)
Outbreaks

Used in Bangladesh

Workbook for Upazilla and District
Officers (DRAFT)

htt~:LLavianflu.aed.orgLdocsLAI Bang District. ~
df
Bringing the Community Together to

http:LLavianflu.aed.orgLdocsLAl.COMM Together Ju

Plan for Disease Outbreaks and Other

ne09.pdf

Was used in Yemen and Pakistan

Emergencies: A Step-by-Step Guide
for Community Leaders

IMedia
Reporting on Pandemic Influenza : An
Orientation for the Media

I

I
http:LLhln1vax.aed.orgLdocsLAED media workshop
Jul'y'09 DRAFT 6119.pdf

Al Media Orientation Guide

Vets/Animal Health Workers
Vet erinary and Human Health

http :LLavianflu.aed .org/docsL ipc/AED IPC FACI 3DA

W orkers - Interpersonal Skills

Y 2.pdf

Curriculum

http://avianflu.aed.org/docs/ipc/AED IPC PART 2.p

Developed under Al.COMM

df
Avian (Bird) Influenza: A Guide for

What to do before vaccinating (follow health

Produced by Al.COMM (2007), available in

People Who Supervise Poultry

official guidance, coordinate), wear PPE, what

Arabic, English, French, Russian.

Vaccination

to do after you vaccinate (proper sharps
d isposal, proper cleaning/disinfection, discard
PPE, burning/burial of cont aminated items,
recommended cleaning methods and

disinfectants for various items/locations; what
to do if you are burying items; what to do if you
are burning items; monitor your health.

Human Health Workers
Avian (Bird) Influenza: A Guide for

Background on Al transmission; standard and

Produced by Al.COMM (2007), available in

Health Care Workers

contact precautions (wash hands, use PPE),

Arabic, English, French, Russian.

steps for handwashing, steps for putting on an
N-95 mask; airborne precautions (masks,
separate sick people); routine hygiene
precautions (sharps handling/disposal, cleaning
patient care areas, cleaning patient care
equipment; mon itor your health .
Avian (Bird) Influenza: A Guide for

All health facilities should follow standard and

Produced by Al.COMM (2007), available in

Health Care Administrators

contact precautions, airborne precautions,

Arabic, English, French, Russian.

routine hygienic precautions; proper use of PPE;
providing visual alerts and guidance to patients;
early identification and reporting of possible
cases of Al; when to consider Al (symptoms); list
of resources on diagnostics, lab tests,
transport/handling of specimens; monitor your
health.
Pandemic Influenza Counseling Cards

Developed in 2009 under Al.COMM.

for Health Workers and Volunteers

Available in English, Arabic, Asamese, Bangla,
French, Garo, Hindi, Khasi, Portuguese, Russian,
Sindhi, Spanish, Swahili, Urdu

H1N1 Products
Back of the Jeep Half-Day Training on

Quick training on how to use materials

Developed by H2P/AED during 2009 HlNl

Novel HlNl Influenza Virus

developed for HlNl pandemic (flip chart,

pandemic. Available in English, Hindi, Spanish

(goes with influenza flyers and flip

counseling cards, flyers); how to distribute

charts listed below)

materials; what people should know about
HlNl and how to prevent it.

Pandemic Influenza Care Flyer

htt~ :LLh ln 1vax.aed .orgLnon ~ha rmaceutica IL

Developed by H2P/AED during 2009 HlNl
pandemic. Available in English, Asamese,
Bangla, Garo, Khasi, Russian, Sindhi, Spanish,
Swahili, Thai, Urdu

Pandemic Influenza Flip Chart

htt~ :LLh ln 1vax.aed .orgLnon ~ha rmaceutica IL

Developed by H2P/AED during 2009 HlNl
pandemic. Available in English, Urdu, French,
Hindi, Russian, Sindhi, Spanish, Swahili, Tha i

Pandemic Influenza Symptoms Flyer

htt~ :LLh ln 1vax.aed .orgLnon ~ha rmaceutica IL

Developed by H2P/AED during 2009 HlNl
pandemic. Available in English, Asamese,
Bangla, Garo, Hindi, Khasi, Russian, Sindhi,
Swahili, Urdu

Poultry Farmers
Let's Prevent Al and Other Poultry

What is Al, how transmitted; prevent Al by

Created under MID-BCC project for use in

Diseases (flip chart, in Burmese and

cleaning, separating animals; keep poultry

Thai/Burma border areas. Similar version

Lao)

healthy by feeding, vaccinating; what to do with

available in Lao.

sick/dead birds, proper disposa l; what happens
during an outbreak (culling/disinfection,
compensation, surveillance, movement cont rol,

informing public), protect yourself with proper
hygiene, distancing; where to go if you need
info; what to do if you feel sick.
Avian {Bird) Influenza - How to

What is Al and how it spreads; protect animals

Produced by Al.COMM (2007), available in

Protect Yourself and Your Animals: A

by fencing, separating, cleaning/disinfecting,

Arabic, English, French, Russian. Adapted in

Guide for Farmers

washing footwear, tires, etc.; protect family

countries including Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam,

with hygiene, proper cooking,

Indonesia.

cleaning/disinfection; what t o do if you find
dead/sick birds; monitor your health.
Avian (Bird) Influenza - What to Do

How to recognize the signs of HPAI; what to do

Produced by Al.COMM (2007), available in

During an Outbreak: A Guide for

if you find large numbers of dead/sick birds;

Arabic, English, French, & Russian. Adapted in

Farmers

what to do while waiting for authorities to

countries including Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam,

come; monitor your health.

Indonesia.
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I.

Introduction and Highlights

This document describes PREVENTs activities during the period from July 1, 2013 through September
30, 2013. The contents are organized to reflect PREVENTs systematic investigation of the human-animal
interface using a framework for emergence that examines three drivers:
1. Social customs/preferences, norms ("Culture");
2. Market system and trade ("Commerce"); and
3. Land-use change.
During the July 1 - September 30, 2013 time period, PREVENT:
•

Began the first of a series of Participatory Rapid Appraisals that will use community knowledge to
identify feasible and acceptable strategies to mitigate the risk of disease exposure in each
particular country. The first PRA was conducted in the Muang and Mancha Khiri Districts of Khon
Kaen Province in Thailand to examine human interaction with peridomestic rodents.

•

Held a research dissemination workshop in Lao PDR and presented key findings from the Laos
human-animal exposure quantitative household survey that was conducted in March-April 2013 in
Khamkeuth District, Bolikhamxay Province in Lao PDR; a secondary literature review of available
resources in Lao PDR that document human exposure to wildlife, particularly to primates,
rodents, bats, and civets; and to assess the risk borne by such exposure in terms of emerging
zoonoses with pandemic potential; formative research on animal-human exposure, which was the
basis for developing the questionnaires for the human-animal exposure quantitative survey in two
sites in Bolikhamxay province; and a market observation study in 44 markets in Laos, which
showed evidence of risk from animal contact.

•

Presented options for technical assistance to the Lao PDR government to improve biosecurity in
markets, including assisting provincial and district governments in monitoring market biosecurity
and in achieving improved biosecurity actions that are acceptable, doable and practical within the
context of markets in Lao PDR (e.g. , using a market monitoring checklist).

•

Initiating the formative phase of its human-animal study in Uganda by training researchers and
launching field activities at the end of the quarter.

•

Visited the Republic of Congo to conduct market scoping activities and prepare for upcoming
quantitative and qualitative studies in several markets in ROC (Brazzaville and Dolisie) to
determine the potential risks related to wild animal meats.

•

Conducted a rapid market scoping activity of locations in North Sulawesi, Indonesia, where bats,
rodents, and other wild animals are sold.

•

Continued preparing for the Human-Animal Exposure Study in the lower Kinabatangan Area in
Sabah , Malaysia.

•

Planned for the implementation of Phase II of the Nipah virus (NiV) behavior change
communication intervention in Bangladesh: a risk avoidance and a risk reduction approach in the
districts of Rajbari and Faridpur to help reduce the incidence of NiV cases.

•

Continued preparatory work with FAO to conduct activities in live bird markets in Bangladesh, and
to begin a Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment in Vietnam, as well as a cross-border
assessment of the rat trade between Vietnam and Cambodia.
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•

Continued to prepare for activities in Burma/Myanmar via a Letter of Agreement between the
MLFRD and FHI 360 for implementation of activities.

•

Attended remaining work planning meetings in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and Kampala, Uganda, and
submitted the PREVENT work plan for FY 2014.

•

Created a communication strategy for addressing continuing outbreaks of Middle Eastern
Respiratory Virus (MERS-CoV), particularly in light of the upcoming Hajj pilgrimage to Saudi
Arabia.

II.

Major Programmatic Activities and Results

A. Social Customs/Preferences, Norms ("Culture"}
Culture, as a key driver of conditions that favor the emergence and spread of infectious disease,
includes the learned attitudes and behaviors that affect how people, pets, livestock and wildlife
interact. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to identify and distinguish high-risk behavior and
practices that most commonly result in risky contact between humans and animals includes the
following activities:

1. Research
a. Formative research
i.

General Human-Animal Exposure (Uganda and Malaysia)

Uganda
In Uganda, PREVENT initiated the formative phase of the human-animal study by training researchers.
PREVENT plans to conduct the human- animal exposure study in locations including and immediately
bordering the PREDICT sites in Kisoro district with Bakgia and Bafumbira people in their respective
languages. The two study areas in Kisoro district are:
•
•

Agricultural areas near the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest (intermediate zone), and
In and near Kisoro Town Council (disturbed zone).

Because people do not live in the pristine zone (Bwindi Impenetrable Forest), the PREVENT study will not
be located there. The following is a description of some of the major activities during this period:
Research ethics
The formative research required ethical approval from an international and local body. PREVENT had received
approval from FH I 360's Protection of Human Subjects Committee and still needed to get local approval. During
this period, PREVENT submitted a local IRB application to the Makerere University and received approval after
addressing questions raised by the committee. Subsequently, PREVENT also received approval from the
Uganda National Council of Science and Technology and the President's office to proceed with the study.
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Training of research assistants

I

I

I

(b)(6)
PREVENT Scientist), with support from
(b)(6)
t local Pl),
(b)(6)
Ie
upervIsor , an
(b)(6)
field supervisor) trained 17 research assistants. Three individuals from
the One Health Research Institute (funded by the EPT partner program RESPOND) also attended the training
for part or all of its duration ; the Institute facilitates the practical training of selected individuals in the area of
One Health.

The training was 10 days long, between July 29 and August 9, 2013 (five days in Kampala and five days in
Kisoro town). The training covered several topics essential to implementation of the study:
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of the rationale, design, and methods of the study;
Understanding ethical principle and proper implementation of ethical guidelines;
Understanding the principles of qualitative research and developing the necessary skills;
Understanding the goals and rationale of each of the tools to be used in the research and developing
the skills for quality implementation; and
Developing other necessary skills including appropriate ways to enter the community, transcriptions,
and data entry.

The training was conducted in a very interactive manner, focusing on a thorough understanding of research
principles. Training included three days of in-field practice: one day in Kampala and two days in Kisoro district.
In addition to developing the knowledge and skill sets to implement the study, the team finalized various
components of the research utilizing the local knowledge of the researchers and experiences during the
training:
•
•
•
•

Feasible and appropriate (for the research) recruitment criteria and strategies
Best ways to enter the communities
Best ways to implement some of the research tools
Translation issues - i.e., the most accurate words to use

Finally, based on language skills (Rukiga and Kifumbira) and performance assessments of the participants over
the 1O days of training, 12 trainees were selected as facilitators, note takers or data entry persons. All accepted
the invitation to participate. Since IRB approval took longer than anticipated, research assistants received a
four-day refresher course at the end of September 2013. Field activities started on September 26 at the Bwindi
site.
Coordinating with PREDICT

I I

I

PREVENT representative,!
(b)(6)
and
(b)(6)
l(local Pl) met withl
(b)(6)
PREDICT Project Uganda country coordinator. The three provided project updates and coordinated on sites for
the two studies. PREDICT provided PREVENT with a list of villages where they have been conducting surveys
so that PREVENT could avoid them and minimize bias.

Human-Animal Exposure Study in the lower Kinabatangan Area, Sabah, Malaysia
In Malaysia, PREVENT has taken important steps towards implementing the human-animal exposure in
Kinabatangan District, Sabah State during this quarter. The study will be conducted among inhabitants of
villages in Lower Kinabatangan River Basin and migrant workers living and working in palm oil plantations
along the river.
The study required ethical approval from an international and local body. PREVENT had received
approval from FHI 360's Protection of Human Subjects Committee. During this period, PREVENT hired
vendors to translate and back translate consent forms and formative instruments into Malay. The study
protocol and the translated documents were submitted for local IRB review and received approval from
the Institute of Health Behavioral Research (IHBR) of the Ministry of Health's National Institute of Health
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(NIH). Final approval from Malaysia Medical Research Ethics Comm ittee (MREC) is expected to proceed
with the study.
In the meantime, PREVENT also issued solicitations for a local principal investigator (Pl) and received
two subm issions. Review for these submissions as well as plans to interview candidates and talk to
references is under way. Early in the next quarter, PREVENT plans to hire a local Pl and start taking
steps to field the formative phase of the study. Research assistants will be hired and stakeholder
meetings will be held to develop relationships with the community and to gain approval to enter their
community. Stakeholders include representatives from local and state government departments,
community members in villages to be surveyed, plantation owners, as well as migrant workers. Pending
final IRB approval, PREVENT plans to train researchers and start fielding the study by the end of the next
quarter.

ii.

Peridomestic Rodents (Thailand)

To date, much of the focus on rodent control and risks posed by rodents in Southeast Asia has been on
econom ic losses and food insecurity as a result of crop destruction . However, rodents are carriers and
reservoirs of many bacterial and viral pathogens (e.g., leptospirosis, plague, typhus, hantavirus and
Lassa fever virus). Along with bats and non-human primates, rodents are one of the three types of
animals that have been most frequently implicated in the transmission of infectious diseases that have
had severe impact on humans. Risk behaviors surrounding rodent-human interaction, as well as
community perspectives and strategies to mitigate these risks, are not well-documented. To be
successful, any intervention strategy must be informed by the perspective, knowledge, skills, and
resources of a given community.
A series of Participatory Rapid Appraisals will be conducted in several countries in Southeast Asia,
beginning with Thailand. These studies will utilize community knowledge to identify feasible and
acceptable strategies to mitigate the risk of exposure in each particular country. The relevance,
acceptability, and feasibility of risk mitigation strategies identified through the studies will then be tested in
behavioral trials.
The first Participatory Rapid Appraisal was conducted with men, women, and children in the Muang and
Mancha Khiri Districts of Khon Kaen Province. Data was collected from June through August 2013.
Transcri tion and translation of data into English was completed in September 20 13.I
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
and two consultants are now in the process of cleaning and checking translations. Coding
of the data will begin in October 2013, and analysis of the data will begin in November 2013. Principal
Investigator,!
(b)(6)
Iwill present preliminary findings from the study at the American Society of
Tropical Medicine conference in Washington, DC in November 2013 and at the Joint International
Tropical Medicine Meeting in Bangkok, Thailand in December 2013.

iii.

Republic of Congo

In ROC, Brazzaville is major city where a lot of wildlife is purchased and consumed. A 2008 study of
consumers in Brazzaville indicated that 89% purchased and ate bush meat -- particularly ungulates,
primates and rodents. Bush meats are an important part of the population's diet and their major source of
animal protein , and are almost always sold or bought in market places. To characterize markets as
locations where people are exposed to the risk of zoonotic infections, PREVENT will undertake both
quantitative and qualitative studies in several markets in ROC (Brazzaville, n=8; Dolisie, n ~ 4) where wild
animals are sold live or freshly dead, whole or in pieces.
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Initially, PREVENT had planned to conduct market scoping in Ouesso rather than Dolisie. However, after
discussion with different key partners and some transportation-related issues, it became evident that a
trip to Ouesso was not feasible at the time PREVENT Senior
(b)(6)
visited. Indeed, the period of his visit to Ouesso coincided with preparations for Independence Day
events, when many residents would be travelling and most markets in Ouesso would be closing. Instead,
PREVENT's key partners recommended choosing Dolisie, a city halfway between Brazzaville and Pointe
Noire, near animal preserves, and likely to be a source of bush meat for both cities.

I

I

During his visit to Congo Brazzaville for survey preparation and implementation planning,l(b)(!
I
(b)(6)
!contacted and briefed 14 key government representatives and stakeholders from six
different ministries, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, and the World Health
Organization. Technical discussions focused on the market management system , the bush meat trade,
hygiene and biosecurity practices, national animal health projects and initiatives, and the local IRB
process in ROC. I
(b)(6)
Jalso briefed!
(b)(6)
lthe Economic Advisor at the U.S.
Embassy in ROC, on PREVENT's mandate, objectives, and approaches, and specifically on the market
study in Congo Brazzaville.
On his way back,!
(bl(6l
!stopped at Liege and Gembloux Universities in Belgium and organized
a two-day technical meeting with five representatives from the Tropical Veterinary Institute, the Forest
Resources and Natural Habitat Management Unit, and the Forest Laboratory. The Belgian team had
conducted a market survey at 21 municipal markets (in 2008) and a food consumption survey (2006) in
Brazzaville. The technical discussions focused on market monitoring approaches and methods,
particularly DNA analysis using Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) and animal
morphologic analysis for animal species identification. The Belgian team expressed their interest in
collaborating with PREVENT in implementation of the market study, and will seek funds to recruit a PhD
(Belgian) or Masters (Belgian or Congolese) student (s) to be involved in supervisory activities related to
the study in early January 2014. They also offered to technically and financially support the collection of
animal samples in the markets, as well as the analysis of animal samples using RT-PCR.
Duringl
(b)(6)
!market scoping activity in Brazzaville, he visited all markets at least two times
during different days of the week. There were a total of 27 markets in Brazzaville, of which 16 (59%) sell
bush meat. One is a permanent night market where freshly dead whole or in-pieces monkey meats were
sold. Among those markets selling bush meat, eight potentially have live or freshly dead meat.
Interestingly, no market sells live domestic animals. It was reported that animal husbandry activities were
abandoned or declined following the turmoil from the civil war. At the same time, domestic animals -predominantly frozen chicken imported from Europe and beef from South Africa -- were sold in the
markets. Within the 16 markets that sell wildlife, a total of 63 of bush meat vendors were counted: 27 men
(43%) and 36 women (57%).
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Within the 16 markets, most bush meat
(75%) was sold smoked (41% whole
and 34% in pieces), while 25% was sold
freshly dead (14% in pieces and 11 %
whole) (see Figure 1).

Figure I: Percentage of smoked and fresh animal meats sold in
the 16 markets of Brazzaville.
Fresh dead

Fresh dead
in pieces,
14%

Smoked in
pi eces, 34%

Figure 2: Percentage (according to the average quantity in kg sold
per day) of animal species sold in the 16 markets of Brazzaville
An average of 1,041 kg of wild mammals
was per sold per day at the 16 markets.
The main wild mammal meats sold
(according to the average quantity in kg
sold per day) were antelope (50%),
monkey (33%), wild boar (6%), gazelle
(4%), porcupine (3%) , pangolin (2%) ,
hind (2%), and civet(< 1%) (see Figure
2).

60%

50%

0.24%
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All porcupine and civet meats were sold
freshly dead and whole. Among the
monkey meats sold, 95% were sold
freshly dead and whole, 4% were dried
and in-pieces, and 1% were smoked
and whole. Almost all ungulate meats
were sold smoked and whole or in
pieces (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Percentage of animal species sold fresh or smoked in
the 16 markets of Brazzaville.
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The duration that animal meats stay in the market is likely a key predictor of the risk of zoonosis
transmission. PREVENT has also tested a method for estimating the duration that each animal product
stays at the night market.I
(b)(6)
!conducted two observations during one day. The first one took
place from 17:30PM to 18:30PM and the second one from 21 :30PM to 22:30PM. During each
observation, he counted the total number of bush meat sellers, the total number of bush meats displayed
in the stall or "under" the stalls (usually kept and piled in wheelbarrows near the stall). He also discussed
with vendors if additional quantities of animals were delivered in between the two observations. The
results showed that 62% of monkey meats stayed in the market for one and a half hours, and 38% for
three and a half hours. No porcupine meats were sold during the observation ; 47% of porcupine meats
stayed in the market for two hours and 53% for three and a half hours.
In addition, results indicated very poor hygiene conditions: there was either dirty tap water or a complete
lack of water in the sections where bush meats were sold. Regarding biosecurity practices, the use of
protection such as gloves, aprons, and boots by sellers or those who cut bush meats was very low.

b. Surveys
i.

Lao PDR

On July 18, 2013, PREVENT, in collaboration with NEIDCO hosted a one-day research dissemination
forum to share the findings from four field studies; highlight the implications of the research findings to the
government so they can better take action; and encourage continued knowledge sharing and sustained
cooperation among partners and stakeholders. The meeting was attended by more than 40 government
representatives from four main ministries : health, agriculture , trade and industry, and environment/wildlife
and natural resources.

I

At the forum j
(b)(6)
presented key findings from the Laos human-animal exposure quantitative
household survey that was conducted in March-April 2013 in Khamkeuth District, Bolikhamxay Province
in Lao PDR. Key findings include the following:
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There is nearly universal exposure to
domestic animals and rodents by all - Both Lao and Hmong, male and
female, adults and children. Although
Lao and Hmong participants reported
having similar exposure with small bats,
Hmong children reported having more
contact with big bats than Lao children.
Hmong reported having more contact
with primates than Lao. No gender
difference was found in contact with
primates among both Lao and Hmong
participants. In addition, Hmong
participants reported more exposure to
porcupines and wild boar/pig. (See
Figure1 .)

Figure J: Overall exposure to wild animals
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Figure 2: Being bitten or scratched while raising or hunting

Both Lao and Hmong children (boys
and girls) are more exposed to wild
animal bites/scratches than adults.
Hmong boys (39%) reported more
contact with squirrel, wild bird, and
rat/mouse bites and scratches than
Hmong adults (men 17%, women 0%)
and Hmong girls (3%), and than Lao
adults and children (men 15%, women
and girls 15% or less). Lao and Hmong
children reported similar contact with
dogs/cats, pigs, and cow/buffalo/goats.
(See Figure 2.)
Contact with animal feces (domestic
and wild) is an important route of
exposure for everyone. Children
reported higher contact with
cow/buffalo/goat feces and poultry than
adults, while adults reported more
contact with rat/mouse feces. Lao
reported more contact with pig and wild
bird feces than Hmong. Lao and Hmong
reported having similar contact with
small-bat feces. In addition, Lao had
higher exposure to wild bird feces than
Hmong. Although Hmong adults had
more exposure to rats/mice than poultry,
Hmong children had more exposure to
poultry than rats/mice. (See Figure 3.)
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Figure 3: Contact with animal feces (use feces as fertilizer, or
finding feces in foods)
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Rodents are an important part of
Figure 4: Animals consumed
the diet for both Lao and Hmong.
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Hmong
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reported more contact with civets than
Lao. Hmong (more than 14%)
reported consuming more porcupines than Lao (1%). (See Figure 4.)
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Hunting puts men and boys at
Figure 5: Animals hunted
higher exposure with animals than
women. Overall, men and boys
Lao
reported higher contact with rodents,
primates, wild boar/pigs (especially
men) than women and girls (higher for
Hmong than Lao). Hmong men
reported having more contact with
primates, porcupines, wild boar/pigs,
and civets than Lao men and boys
and Hmong boys. In addition, Hmong
men are more exposed to primates,
wild boar/pigs, and civets than Hmong
boys and Lao men and boys while
hunting animals. Although men hunt
more large animals (e.g., primates,
wild boars) , boys hunt more small
animals (e.g., rats, bats). (See Figure 5.)
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Figure 6: Animals prepared
Lao

Women and girls are just as exposed as
men and boys during slaughter,
butchering, and preparation of either
wild or domestic animals. (See Fig ure 6)
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2. Interventions
a.

i.

Individual/Community

Bangladesh Nipah Intervention

I

I

I

PREVENT
(b)(6)
land PREVENT Communication Specialist
(b)(6)
!participated in planning sessions with iccdr,b personnel to prepare for the implementation of Phase II
of the Nipah virus (NiV) behavior change communication intervention. Phase II consists of an avoidance
and a risk reduction approach in the districts of Rajbari and Faridpur to help reduce the incidence of NiV
cases.

I (b)(6)
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On July 18, 20131 (b)(6)
~ndl
(b)(6)
!attended and made presentations as part of a 'Workshop on
Communication Message Development to Prevent Nipah Transmission Through Date Palm Sap in
Bangladesh," organized by icddr,b and EIDCR. During the workshop the participants agreed on the official
messages to be disseminated as part of the NiV risk reduction intervention that will take place in Faridpur
district during the upcoming sap collection season.

(b)(6)

NiV Communication Workshop

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
~eld several follow-up meetings with government officials from EIDCR to discuss the results of
the NiV Communication Workshop, implementation plans for the NiV intervention, and an approval process
for the materials and logistics involved during the upcoming sap collection season.
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I

During his trip,
(b)(6)
!along with icddr,b personnel, traveled to the Faridpur district several times to
identify NGOs that could work as partners on the NiV intervention in the district. During their visits, the team
identified and interviewed TV operators in the area. Some potential logistical issues where identified and a
recommendation to expand the intervention area to adjacent villages while reducing the number of villages
in the original intervention area was approved by the team in charge of the NiV intervention.

Elephant toll - During one of the visits to the
Faridpur area, the team encountered this child
and his elephant in the middle of the road. They
make a living by charging a toll to cars that pass
by them, otherwise the child will guide the
elephant in the way of those who do not pay.
The back leg of the elephant shows the results
of one of those incidents.

I

On August 19, 2013
(b)(6)
~nd the icddr,b team made a presentation to the four Faridpur NGOs
interested in submitting bids for the upcoming NiV intervention. During this presentation, the team explained
the logistics of the Rajbari intervention that took place during the previous sap collection season and
clarified doubts regarding the upcoming Faridpur intervention.

(b)(6)

I

(b)(6)
~lso had several meetings with FAO personnel to agree on the markets and on an initial action
plan for the upcoming live bird markets (LBMs) intervention for the 2014 FY. The initial work plan
concentrates on the six new markets where FAO will be conducting renovations and a BCC intervention.
Those markets are located in Chittagong, Naoagon, Natore, Jhenaidah, Sylhet and Comilla.
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In preparation for the intervention ,! (b)(6) land the icddr,b team worked with Unitrend, the
communication company in charge of producing the NiV materials, in the revision and development of the
communication materials to be used in the upcoming NiV interventions. These materials are in the process
of being pre-tested with consumers in the intervention area.

(b)(6)

A TV public service announcement
featuring the use of a bana (skirt) to
prevent bats from contaminating
date palm sap is one of the
communication materials tested

r

"To Protect Your Family From Nipah
Disease Do Not Drink Raw Date
Palm Sap, If You Do, Drink Bana
Protected Sap"
Official message f eatured in this NiV
prevention poster
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ii.

Burma/Myanmar

During this quarter, PREVENT Myanmar followed up to the government response to FHI 360's June 19,
2013 letter to the Minister of Livestock, Fisheries and Rural Development (MLFRD) requesting approval
of the PREVENT Myanmar Plan of Action and work plan, and a corresponding Memorandum of
Understanding for the Plan's implementation. In mid-September, the MLFRD's Livestock Breeding and
Veterinary Department (LBVD) informed the Country Coordinator to move ahead with preparing the draft of
a Letter of Agreement (LOA) between the MLFRD and FH I 360 for implementation of activities the first year
of PREVENT. The Director for Administrative Division of LBVD sent a sample LOA by email
on September 14 that was signed between LBVD and another implementing partner. PREVENT
prepared a draft of the PREVENT Myanmar LOA and sent it to LBVD and FAO for comments on
September 26. As of end September, FHI 360 is awaiting comments on the LOA draft in order to finalize
it. The LOA is expected to be approved and signed in October 2013 . The PREVENT work plan timeline
has been re-scheduled for October 2013 to September 2014.

3. Meetings
a. Laos
In addition to the animal-human exposure quantitative survey noted earlier, PREVENT staff also used the
opportunity of the July 2013 Research Dissemination Forum to present the highlights of the following
activities:
(1) A secondary literature review of available resources in Lao PDR that document human exposure
to wildlife, particularly to primates, rodents, bats, and civets; and to assess the risk borne by such
exposure in terms of emerging zoonoses with pandemic potential. The review showed that while
wildlife exposure to humans has been extensively investigated, mainly by wildlife and nature
conservation agencies, the opposite (i.e., exposure to wildlife) has been hardly documented.
(2) Formative research on animal-human exposure, which was the basis for developing the
questionnaires for the human-animal exposure quantitative survey in two sites in Bolikhamxay
province; and
(3) A market observation study in 44 markets in Laos, which showed evidence of risk from animal
contact.

The study confirmed that small wild animals are commonly sold in the market: rodents, bats, non-human
primates, and civets are sold alive and freshly dead. The study revealed that market biosecurity in
general is poor. This situation heightens concern about the potential health risks posed to humans and
livestock in certain markets in Lao PDR, and led to PREVENT beginning to provide technical assistance
to select local governments/districts to monitor market biosecurity.
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(b)(6)

As a result of the research dissemination forum , PREVENT proposed to conduct a Participatory Rapid
Appraisal of approaches to reduce human exposure to bats and rodents. It is hoped that this appraisal will
provide a basic framework for bat/rodent risk mitigation strategies, as well as expand knowledge and
understanding of the local context surrounding human contact with bats and rodents. This basic research
is needed to develop feasible, acceptable, and effective interventions.

B. Market Systems and Trade ("Commerce")
Commerce, as the key driver of conditions that favor potential spillover and spread of wildlife or livestock
pathogens, include both local and international market systems for key priority wildlife species- bats,
rodents, and non-human primates- and domestic animals- including poultry, pigs, and other livestock.
Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to identify and distinguish risky contact, such as in markets
and supply chains where large numbers of people and domestic animals come in contact with potentially
infectious wild animals, includes the following.

1. Research
a. Vietnam Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment and Meeting
As a first step in strengthening wildlife farm management, a pilot national wildlife farm registration census
will be undertaken by the Government of Vietnam (GOV), supported by PREVENT in partnership with the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). At registered and unregistered farms, the
pilot study will collect information on: 1) the type and number of domestic and wild species; 2) the location
of the farm , using both addresses and GPS coordinates; and 3) the name and contact information of each
farm owner. Results from the census will be used as a sampling frame for the Wildlife Farm Biosecurity
Assessment.
The evolution of this activity last quarter required that this quarter a partnership be developed with FAO,
which will oversee the implementation of the census and new approvals to be sought at all levels of
government: FAO can supplement government salaries; under USAID regulations, PREVENT cannot. In
addition, FAO is ideally situated to be able to collaborate with GOV in following up on the results of the
pilot.
(b)(6)
~nd
(b)(6)
r,et with FAO to work out the details of a working agreement
and budget between the two organizations on September 9, 2013. A working agreement and budget
approved by FH I 360 contracts office is with FAO for approval.

I

I

Next quarter, pending the working agreement is signed by FAO and government approvals are obtained
the census will begin in 11 target provinces and HCMC within Forestry Region Ill in the Southern
Vietnam. In addition, PREVENT will begin recruitment for research staff for the wildlife farm biosecurity
assessment next quarter.
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Registration data collected to plan for the wildlife farm biosecurity assessment had only been collected for
Region Ill. To better understand the national distribution of wildlife farms, PREVENT met with VNForest
officials from Region I & II this quarter. From July 31 - August 2, 2013,l
(b)(6)
PREVENT
Program Coordinator, and
(b)(6)
lof CITES, visited Vietnam
Administration of Forestry (VNForest) Regional Offices I & II (North and Central) to learn about wildlife
farming in their regions. According to the data reported by regional offices, there are a total of 2,909,724
wild animals with 5,831 registered farms in the Northern Region , and 98,533 animals with 1,030
registered farms in Central Region of Vietnam. Data on the types of animals available may be
forthcoming.

I

I

b. Cross-Border Rat Trade Research (Vietnam)
During this quarter, PREVENT, in collaboration with Department of Animal Health (DAH) in the South,
identified the types and numbers of the markets in the Mekong Delta Region for conducting the rat price
and quantity monitoring study proposed by DAH last quarter.

I

From September 11 -13, 2013 ,l
(b)(6)
PREVENT Program Coordinator and
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
lof DAH office in the South, accompanied Senior Program Officer,
(b)(6)
HQ to work with DAH in Can Tho to determine the feasibility of the proposed price and quantity
monitoring study.

I

In Can Tho, the team met with: (i) Leaders of DAH in Can Tho province to discuss on support for the
rodent trade studies, and (ii) DAH Veterinary officers from the District and Commune to discuss the
approach and instrument for data collection to implement the price and quantity monitoring study.
PREVENT in collaboration with DAH determined it is feasible to implement the rat trade quantity and
price through the mobile SMS system in selected provinces in the South of Vietnam.

c. Market Scoping in Indonesia
Changes in human demographics, behaviors, and land use, among other factors, contribute to the
emergence of new diseases by bringing people into closer and more frequent contact with pathogens
from animals and plants. Because behaviors are at the center of all of these dynamics, PREVENT applies
a social and behavior change communication approach to develop and introduce interventions to prevent
the emergence and spread of zoonotic diseases. PREVENT launched activities in Sulawesi Utara (North
Sulawesi) due to the high rate of rodent and bats consumption, a potentially risky behavior for disease
emergence.
Specifically, the PREVENT program will focus on market locations where bats, rodents, and other wild
animals are sold. Markets that sell wild animals may expose human populations to emerging diseases.
PREVENT is exam ining both the demand and supply sides of trade in wild animals and wild animal meat.

I

As a first ste in understanding the supply side of the equation, PREVENT Country Coordinator (b)(6)
(b)(6)
onducted a rapid market scoping of 24 markets in urban and peri-urban areas of 10
towns.
mar et scoping is a quick, one-time visit to a market to obtain information about the number of
vendors, availability of wildlife and domestic animals/meat for sale, and basic observational information
about market biosecurity. Information collected during the market scoping will be used to plan for and
execute the planned market monitoring activity.

I

The market scoping ended on the last day of this quarter, thus limiting time for analysis for this report.
However, a summary of some interesting findings are provided below and will be confirmed and
expanded in a market scoping summary report in the next quarter.
The markets visited as part of the market scoping range significantly in size, from 30 vendors to over 600.
In nearly all markets it was common to find bats, rats, wild pigs, dogs, and domestic animals on a daily
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basis. It is rare for a market to sell primates on a daily basis but many markets had the option to pre-order
primates. In some towns, such as Tondano, and Modoinding, wildlife was available in the urban markets ;
however, the peri-urban markets often did not have wildlife. In personal conversations, we found that
hunters make direct sales to end consumers in these places, keeping wildlife out of the village market.
Markets in Tomohon, Langowan, Modoinding, and Manado had a significant number of bats for sale
(further examination of the number of bats by market will be available next quarter).
Despite having scheduled cleaning at most markets, nearly all markets had visible blood, entrails, and
standing water on the ground. The availability of running water and access to water by vendors varied
between the markets. Although it appears that some markets practice zoning, it was not widely practiced
by the markets visited during the scoping.
Often wildlife vendors sell multiple species of animals (wildlife or domestic) or other food products such as
fruit and vegetables. Examples of such combinations recorded were bats and wild or domestic pigs, bats
and rats, and bats and fruit. Animals were sold in many different forms including smoked, frozen, live, in
parts, and whole freshly dead.
Prices varied by market; an in-depth examination of price data will be available next quarter. Most
markets sold bats and rats by t he animal while wild pig and primates seem to be more commonly sold by
the kilogram or part.
In planning for the market characterization study, it is important to note that many of the markets are
managed by government officials. Cell phone service is available with a "good or excellent" signal at
nearly all markets, making SMS data reporting during the market characterization a viable option. In all
markets the majority of wildlife vendors were male.
In addition to market scoping, PREVENT also will work in North Sulawesi, Indonesia to describe the bat
value chain ; and characterize human-bat interaction at key points in the value chain to help identify ways
to reduce risk.
Photos from the market scoping activities are on the following pages.
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This vendor in Modoinding Market specializes in selling four species of bats. The vendor sells between
800 and 1,000 every day the market is open.

A butchering section seen during the market scoping at Langowan Baru market
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Langowan Baru Market's Wild Animal Meat Section

Modoinding Market: Medium size bats were only available for sale in one market during scoping visits.
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Bat, rat, and wild pig sold in combination at a vendor table in Amurang Market

Typical transport vehicle in North Sulawesi for wild/domestic animals, both live and dead
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Snake, Wild Pig, and W ild Cow (Anoa, Bubalus Quarlesi) on one vendor table in Modoinding Market

This is the common type of floor in the wild meat sections of most markets; this photo is from Modoinding
Market
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The live domestic and sometimes wild animal market at lbolian Market

Transaction between vendor and customer
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2. Interventions
a. Laos Biosecure Markets Activities
PREVENT in collaboration with PREDICT/Wildlife Conservation Society conducted market observation
research in 44 markets in Lao PDR. Findings from the market study revealed that market biosecurity is
generally poor. Based on results from the study, PREVENT presented the government and other
stakeholders with a list of implications relevant to the high-risk of transmission from emerging zoonotic
diseases. The risk comes from both domestic animals (poultry) and wildlife.
Based on the government's and WHO guidelines for poultry market biosecurity developed in 2008,
PREVENT will provide technical assistance to assist provincial and district governments in monitoring
market biosecurity and in achieving improved biosecurity actions that are acceptable, doable and
practical within the context of markets in Lao PDR .
PREVENT's technical assistance will focus on assisting local/district market stakeholders in using a
market monitoring checklist. The checklist will be formulated in harmony with existing WHO market
guidelines and Trade and Industry's market decrees.
In August 2013, PREVENT staff met with government partners to review a draft monitoring checklist for
improved market biosecurity. The monitoring checklist was updated from the previous version to cover
main market elements, such as zoning and hygiene, and expanded to include all animals/meat sold in
markets instead of only poultry. From the meetings and visits to two markets, a revised draft of the
checklist was shared with stakeholders, including the Provincial Health Department of Vientiane Capital,
for review and comment.
To plan for the next steps in the market monitoring activity, a stakeholder engagement meeting is being
planned for the week of October 7 in Vientiane Capital and Vang Vieng Province.
Also durin this month, PREVENT researcher
(b)(6)
ent to Laos to assist the government in
me tuning t e market monitoring checklist that was
previously used by the government under its avian influenza
program . As part of PREVENT's work plan for FY14, the
project will provide assistance in helping market
administrators and other market stakeholders in sustaining
market biosecurity.
Dead monkey sold in one of the markets in
Lao PDR along with other forest products.

C. Land-Use Change
PREVENT has identified land-use change, especially large-scale activities such as extractive industry
activities in previously pristine areas, as the third key driver of conditions that favor emergence of
infectious disease. Unintended consequences of the resulting influx of people and infrastructure
development include disruptions to the ecosystem and an increase in interaction between wild animals
and people and their livestock and pets. Work by PREVENT during the past quarter to better understand
both behavior and practices that might increase the potential that dangerous pathogens will jump from
animals to humans in such settings include the following:
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1. Extractive Industry Working Group (EIWG)
This quarter was slow for extractive industry activities. An update phone call with the Extractive Industries
Working Group (E IWG) was held in August.

2. Tool Development and Testing
Although we planned to test the tools in the DRC in collaboration with International SOS and Chatham
House, the security situation in the Katanga Province prevented any group from pursuing this activity.
RESPOND has talked with Metabiota, which is working with one mining company in Orientale province,
DRC. We will pursue this avenue early in FY14.

I

USAID'sl
(b)(6)
~nd RESPOND'sl
(b)(6)
attended the Houston Health Forum, which
consisted of members of the oil and gas comm unity. Results from networking with different stakeholders
may offer potential new sites that could be explored.
In September 2013,I
(b)(6)
~rom the IFC responded and PREVENT'~
(b)(6)
lwill pursue this
link to set up a meeting with IFC for PREVENT, RESPOND and USAID in early FY14.

Articles and Papers
At the request of USAID, PREVENT and RESPOND put together a list of presentations and publications
that have been prepared and disseminated. PREVENT also put together an Extractive Industry Brief that
highlights the El objectives for the coming year and outlines the proposed activities.
We have begun developing a roadmap or framework that looks at where we are with extractive industry
and helps chart the way forward over the life of the project and beyond. This will continue over the next
quarter.

Katanga Democratic Republic of Congo (KDRC) Project
The security situation in Katanga is still insecure and all signs indicate that this will not be a viable area
for a project. ISOS has told USAID that it is looking for a different area. ISOS also is discussing how to
engage the Africa-Australia Mining Information Group (AAMIG) in finding a different location.

Chatham House
All the staff working on the extractive industry activity at Chatham House have left the organization.
Chatham House is discussing with USAID and FHI 360 the nature of their continuing relationship.

Ill.

Knowledge Generation and Information Sharing

A. Meetings
1. Work Planning Meetings

Africa Region
On July 10-12, 2013,i
(b)(6)
iandl
(b)(6)
~epresented PREVENT at the EPT Africa
Regional Planning Meeting, in Kampala, Uganda. The obJect1ve of the meeting was to exchange updates
on achieving end of program deliverables, to share information among partners on proposed final-year
work plans to achieve deliverables, and to brainstorm on how to better integrate emerging pandemic
threats activities within existing host-country platforms. The results were a shared understanding of
expectations and plans for the final year of the EPT program, exchange of suggestions for refining
proposed final-year EPT partner work plans, and a collection of ideas from the field with regards to
sustainability of emerging pandem ic threats efforts.
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The meeting began with a briefing by USAID on the fifth year of the EPT program, including: available
funding, planned deliverables and focus of final year activities, winding down or close-out activities, and a
review of the latest regarding the MERS/CoV investigations.

(b)(6)

On the second day,I
(b)(6)
participated in a panel discussion on Data for Decision Making that
focused on key data-related questions and how to strengthen access to and use of data among all
stakeholders.
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(b)(6)

Bangladesh

On July13-14, 2013, PREVENT Project Director
(b)(6)
(b)(6) !represented PREVENT at an USAID EPT partners meeting in Dhaka. The objective of the meeting
was to build on already initiated/established coordination and collaboration efforts among EPT partners in
Bangladesh to improve and sustain future activities and to brainstorm on how to better integrate emerging
pandemic threats activities within existing platforms (e.g., One Health, Al technical committee and laboratory
networks) in Bangladesh, especially in light of the H7N9 influenza threat.

I

lmade a presentation as part of a panel that discussed "A Model For Controlling An Emerging
Threat in Bangladesh: The Case Of Nipah Virus," showcasing scientific research that lead to identifying bats
as the cause of NiV, and the results of the initial NiV BCC intervention that took place in January 2013.
(b)(6)

(b)(6)
r,ade a presentation as part of a panel that discussed "LBM Development and Rest Days as
Strategies for Controlling Diseases, Enhancing Food Safety and Promoting Business. The panel was
composed of FAO personnel partnering with PREVENT in an upcoming LBM intervention in Bangladesh.

The PREVENT team also participated in panel discussions regarding future EPT activities in Bangladesh .
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(b)(6)

Laos
PREVENT presented its proposed work plan for FY 2014 to USAID, government partners, and EPT
projects. It was provisionally approved.

2. EPT Meetings
On August 19, 2013, PREVENT participated in the USAID EPT (emerging pandemic threats) rlanning
meeting hosted by the National Erner ing Infectious Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO).
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
concurrently the (b)(6) of NEIDCO and the Department of Communicable Diseases
Control of the Ministry of Health and
(b)(6)
of USAID co-chaired the meeting. The meeting
provided each USAID EPT component the opportunity to present their accomplishments as planned in
FY13 and proposed activities in FY14 which is the last leg of USAID support.

I

I
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3. Other Meetings
Cambodia

I

(b)(6)
~isited Cambodia to discuss activities for the coming year, including possible collaboration
with lnstitut Pasteur. They have identified a group of guano farmers, villagers who create roosts to attract
bats, then harvest the guano. This is a potentially risky activity; Nipah virus has been detected in bats in
Cambodia, and recently a beta-coronavirus was isolated from bat guano in Thailand. Researchers from
the lnstitut Pasteur also noted that farmers may tap date palm trees for sap; depending on the method
used, the raw sap may be contaminated by bats - this is the major natural source of Nipah virus infection
in Bangladesh . PREVENT is having discussions with lnstitut Pasteur about carrying out a qualitative
investigation to improve understanding of guano farmers' risks and identify opportunities for interventions
to reduce those risks. Further examination of the size of the population at risk will be conducted prior to
research commencing.

Vietnam
On July 15, 2013, PREVENT participated in a technical discussion organized by the Partnership of Avian
and Human Influenza Secretariat on options for enhancing emerging infectious diseases coordination, as
well as discussing the preliminary findings from the recent mapping exercise of the One Health
Mainstreaming and Linkages for AIPED 2011-2015.
On August 9, 2013, PREVENT participated in the USAID EPT Quarterly Partnership meeting organized
by USAID Vietnam in Hanoi. The meeting was organized to: (i) update partners on ongoing and upcom ing
activities and opportunities for linkages and coordination ; and (ii) update Year 5 work plan status. In Year
5, PREVENT will continue to focus on the rodent trade and wildlife farming of priority species.

Indonesia
PREVENT staff held several meetings in Manado, Indonesia during the quarter. These included meeting
with:
•
•
•

Severe Acute Respiratory Illness (SARI) Project staff in Bitung Hospital on their surveillance findings
and to introduce staff from both projects to each other;
CDC and Eijkman Institute on their activity in Manado and Bitung;
USAID Washington stattl
(b)(6)
who visited North Sulawesi in August to scope the area for the
possible future activities that could relate to PREVENT;

I

PREVENT also helped USAID Jakarta with linking their information and contacts to their provincial-level
counterparts, particularly in North Sulawesi.
Among other introductory meetings, PREVENT met with the following to discuss potential future activities
of mutual interest:

•

On Jul 9 with
(b)(6)

•

•
•
•

•

of Controllable and Uncontrollable Disease, and
r of the Director of the Health Office in North Sulawesi Province
__, a former director of the Wildlife Conservation Society's bat

(b)(6)

____

On July 15, with .__
project;
On July 18, with
b 6
of Forestr Office in North Sulawesi Province
On July 18, with the
(b)(6)
who is in charge of the all
of the national parks/reserves in North Sulawesi Province.
On August 6, with
(b)(6)
S ecial Staff of the Governor for Communication and PR
On August 9, with
(b)(6)
of the Inspectorate Office in Bitung City in North Sulawesi
Province, to discuss market scoping activities
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B. Knowledge Products
1. Traditional Communication
MERS-Co V Communication

In August, PREVENT staff coordinated with USAID to discuss and compile a strategy for addressing
continuing outbreaks of Middle Eastern Respiratory Virus (MERS-CoV), particularly in light of the
upcoming Hajj pilgrimage to Saudi Arabia.
PREVENT compiled a communication strategy that would create templates for materials that
governments or benevolent associations can adapt and give to pilgrims returning from Hajj or use to
reach returning pilgrims to ensure that people potentially infected with MERS-CoV seek appropriate care
quickly and are less likely to spread the virus to household members. The products created would
include templates for information sheets/cards: posters to be displayed at disembarkation sites: and
possibly radio or TV PSAs to be shown on airlines or at airports. The templates would be accompanied
with a sheet suggesting opportunities for reaching pilgrims (e.g. , in packets prepared for everyone who
attends Hajj, as they are being transported to their countries, as they disembark, etc.).
Conference Outreach/Presentations

PREVENT submitted a proposal to conduct a symposium at the upcoming Joint International Tropical
Medicine Meeting, to be held in Bangkok on Dec. 11-13. The proposal was accepted by the conference
organizers, and the PREVENT symposium will include the following presentations by PREVENT research
staff:
•
•
•
•

Developing a Human-Animal Interface Framework to Help Reduce Transmission Risk of
Emerging Infectious Diseases
Human-Animal Interactions in Khon Kaen Province, Thailand
The Human-Animal Interface in Bolikhamxay Province, Laos
Human Exposure to Peridomestic Rodents in Khon Kaen , Thailand: Results from a Participatory
Rapid Appraisal

Several PREVENT abstracts were accepted for oral and poster presentation at the American Society for
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene annual meeting in November 2013 in Washington , DC. The presentations
include:
• "Comparative analysis of the social factors that influence exposure to zoonotic diseases in
Southeast Asia" (oral)
• "Who is at high risk of exposure to an emerging zoonotic disease? An innovative approach to
characterizing human-animal exposure in Hmong and Lao ethnic groups in Lao PD R" (poster)
• "Characterizing Human Interactions with Peridomestic Rodents in Thailand: A Participatory Rapid
Appraisal" (poster) ( 11 /16)
Templates were created to facilitate these oral and poster presentations that reflect both USAID and
AusAID branding.
Journal Articles

Two PREVENT abstracts were accepted for subm ission to a special Social Science and Medicine issue
on One Health. They are articles on "Integrating Social Science and One Health to Inform a Study of the
Human-Animal Interface" and "Using a One Health Approach to Identify and Address Risk and Implement
Feasible Interventions to Control Avian Influenza in Lao PDR." Staff worked to submit these articles to
SSM early in the next quarter.
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PREVENT technical staff also compiled a list of potential publications that could be written based on
ongoing and future research. This included taking an inventory of what PREVENT research has been
completed (or is in process), determining how best to present the findings (e.g., in an article for a peer
reviewed journal, a case study/research brief), and prioritizing these over the next year. This inventory
will be submitted to USAID in the next quarter.
One Health BCC Modules

PREVENT also met with and offered input into the development of training modules on behavior change
for use as part of a "One Health" compendium for capacity building that are being developed by EPT
Partners.

2. Online and Social Media Development
To facilitate access to previously developed materials that could be adapted to H7N9 avian influenza and
MERS-CoV, PREVENT finished a new section on its website, www.preventproject.org, to house and
provide background on relevant products related to avian and pandemic influenzas prevention and
control. The new section can be found here:
http://preventproject.org/communication-resources-for-pandemic-avian-influenza/

PREVENT also continued to disseminate relevant information on emerging infectious diseases particularly on H7N9 and MERS - via its Twitter account. PREVENT staff attended - and sent out Twitter
updates from two events in September 2013: the National Academy of Sciences' Sackler Colloquium
on "The Science of Science Communication II; and the Institute of Medicine's Forum on Microbial Threats
workshop on "The Influence of Global Environmental Change on Infectious Disease Dynamics."
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I. BACKGROUND
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded AED the USAID Client
Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-9-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-07-0000400 entitled "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication Support
Activity," or PREVENT. The Project focuses on using behavior change and communication research,
strategies, and interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging pandemic threats
and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is part of a larger new USAID
program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
During the past year, PREVENT has been focus ing on emerging pandemic threats (EPT) predominantly
in the Congo and Mekong Basin areas; avian influenza in Bangladesh; Humanitarian Pandemic
Preparedness H2P in the context of the "Towards a Safer World" initiative; and supporting the
communication capacity of AFENET (African Field Epidemiology Network) in Uganda.
By the end of this five-year project (September 2014), PREVENT will have:
l . Designed a g lobally shared framework for preventing and mitigating EPT (Project objective 1)
2.

Developed a solid, clearer evidence base for specific social and behavioral factors that affect
risk ofEPT:
a. Characterized "high-risk" practices (Project objective 2)
b. Identified "high-risk" groups (Project objective 3)

3.

Developed and validated effective interventions (Project objective 4)

4.

Implemented state-of-the-art behavior change activities among high-risk populations (Project
objective 5)

5. Developed effective strategies for improving national, regional, and community level pandemic
preparedness and response (Project objective 6)

Rationale for FY12 work plan
Developing interventions to reduce primary transmission ofEPT
Primary transmission of EPT viruses requires human exposure to anima l species that may carry viruses
that can be transmitted to humans. Early in year 2, PREVENT produced a table summarizing
"Opportunities for transmitting zoonotic infections to humans," keyed mainly to sources of exposure and
possible transmission routes (see next page).
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Opportunities for transmitting zoonotic infections to humans
Sources of exposure to
zoonotic viruses

Examples

Possible transmission
routes

Factors that increase
opportunities

Factors that decrease
opportunities

Underlying factors

Directly from animals
Hunting and capturing wild
animals (for home consumption,
trade or pets)

HIV, SIV, SFV
Al, Ebola

• Contamination of wounds
• tncreased population
• Better enforcement of exi sting
(which may be bites or scratches
(in-migrants) in or near wild
regulations (inspection of trains
or e.g. insect bites) by
areas ( e.g., because of extractive
and logging trucks)
blood/excreta/saliva
industry) leading to increased
• Improved regulations
contact in gardens and
• Handling animals that have died
• Alternative sources of protein
through hunting
from Ebola/Al
(e.g. frozen fish sold by itinerant
• Increased commercial hunting
vendors in Cameroon)
to meet urban demand for
bushmeat and pets

Beller access (logging roads,
mining railroads)
11 Improving standard of living
11 Organized international trade in
animals/meal
• Attitude of conspicuous
consumption

Wild animals in markets

SARS documented
Al

• Respiratory

• Demand for live wild animals

• Market regulation limiting live
animals (e.g., Hong Kong)

11

Domestic animals,
including pets

Rabies
Ebola Reston
Nipah Ma laysia
Hendra Australia
AI
HSN I
US monkeypox

• Bite (saliva)
• respiratory/contact

• Maintenance of susceptible
population of animals
(rab ies Indonesia)
• Trade in exotic pets
• Shift in bat range (fires, habitat
disruption from logging)

• Separation of orchards
from piggeries
• Improved biosecurity of
domestic animals

Nipah Bangladesh
documented;
Ebola suggested
(Leroy)

• Ingestion of food contaminated
with saliva or feces

• Increased human exp loitation
of wild foods

• Protection of foods (e.g. banas
in Bangladesh)
• Avoidance of foods pa1tially eaten
by animals

Hanta, Lassa

• Fecal contamination

• Poor construction of
storage facilities

Butchering animals in wild,
restaurants and homes

11

Improved transpot1 (belier roads)
• Preferences for very fresh
meat; attitudes about purity
of wild meat

Via contaminated food
Wild food

Stored food

Improved construction; better
design and better materials

• Notion that bat-bitten fruits are
preferable (sweeter)

• Improved access to concrete

Via contaminated environment
Domestic environment

Hanta
Lassa

• Fecal contamination (respiratory • House construction
and fecal-oral/mucosa! contact)
(dirt vs. concrete floors);
tin vs. straw roofs

AI
Nondomestic environment

Marburg
Nipah Bang ladesh
(presumed, some
apparent association
with climbing trees
where bats roost)

• Concrete floors in houses;
improved roofs

• Inha lation of aerosolized excreta • Tourism to caves
in caves
• Artisanal mining in old
• Fecal- oral/mucosa) contact
underground mines
(e.g., excreta on hands from
• Guano "farming"
climbing contaminated trees)
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• Improved access to concrete,
tin roofs
• Alli rude that fecal contamination
is " normal"
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PREVENT has simplified this framework to three "drivers of exposure"
1) Human exposure to animals during daily activities - at home or at work
2) Marketing of wild animal meat driven by economic needs of suppliers and urban demand
3) Extractive industry activities, which bring about land use changes that increase human-wildlife
contact rates
The first two drivers summarize the "source of exposure" column. The third driver, extractive industrylogging, mining, oil and gas, hydropower, and large-scale agriculture-is a major cause of nearly all the
"underlying factors" listed in the table's last column.
PREVENT's FY12 work is organized to measure key elements of these drivers and to develop
interventions to address them. PREVENT proposes to work in twelve countries: five in Central Africa
(Cameroon, Democratic Republic of Congo, Gabon, Republic of Congo, Uganda),
five in Southeast Asia (Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam); and Bangladesh in
South Asia.
The grid shown on the next page summarizes PREVENT activities that have been completed and
those proposed within these three driver categories. The grid highlights individual activities that will be
carried out in multiple countries and activity sequences within countries leading from formative research
to interventions.
PREVENT's agenda for better understanding these drivers and developing interventions is essentially
global. Defining general principles to guide interventions will be best achieved by understanding how
different aspects of identified problems play out and interact in specific situations in specific countries.
Cross-counlly comparisons. In general, PREVENT activities to develop a basic and more in-depth
understanding of the situation - formative research on animal names, domains and roles; surveys about
animal exposure and consumer demand for wild animal meat; and extractive industry mapping and
stakeholder analysis will be carried out in multiple countries, with results compared across countries.
Activity sequences. The general pattern within each driver is to move from basic understanding to more
in-depth assessment of factors important for designing interventions to develop and implement
interventions. PREVENT plans to complete this sequence in at least three countries in each area. For
example, interventions to reduce the risk of disease transmission through peri-domestic (home/work)
exposure will be initiated in Bangladesh (Nipah), Cameroon (safer hunting & butchering), ROC (avoiding
dead animals) and possibly in Philippines (Ebola Reston) and Indonesia (TBD) in the coming year.
Rapid market ethnographies will be carried out in Cameroon and Gabon. On the basis of the information
gathered from these studies, PREVENT will decide whether a possible integrated intervention to improve
market biosecurity and vendor practices would be a valuable contribution to the evidence base.
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SUMMARY OF EPT COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

Formative research: animal names domains roles
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Behavior trial
Ind iv or social level (including eval)
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Demand reduction (including eval)
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Market mapping
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Value chain
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Vendor/butcher
structural/regulatory (biosecurity)

Cross-border trade
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Wild animal farm scopina
Qualitative study
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sequence
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In Cameroon, ROC, and Uganda and possibly in Indonesia PREVENT will go beyond mapping extractive
industry sites to cany out a stakeholder and situation analysis, case studies of "positive deviant"
industries if feasible, and begin advocacy and/or integrated interventions.
AFENET (African Field Epidemiology Network)
Under the USAID-funded AI.COMM Project, AED provided technical assistance in public affairs and
communication to AFENET in 2008-09 to 1) further heighten the visibility of AFENET among critical
decision-makers regarding avian and pandemic influenza prevention, response, and control; 2) continue to
establish AFENET as the "go-to" organization for accurate and credible information on communicable
disease, field epidemiology, and other related public health topics throughout Africa; and 3) strengthen
AFENET's public affairs office and ability to conduct outreach on its technical activities and respond to
requests for assistance.
Since late 2010, PREVENT has supported a public affairs officer and a senior communication advisor at
AFENET Secretariat headquarters in Kampala. PREVENT has also worked with the Secretariat and
Public Affairs Officer to redesign the AFENET website and populate it with current information about the
organization's activities and accomplishments (http://datacraftsystems.com/AFENET/) with translations
in French and Portuguese. The AFENET profile has been updated and made available on-line and in print
and the quarterly report has also been modernized to reflect the design changes in the logo, branding look
and website. The communication strategy was finalized and presented to members of the Board.
The role of field epidemiologists during an outbreak has evolved into something much more than that of a
scientist in the field; they also serve as counselors, advocates, and medical practitioners in the
communities where they work. To strengthen the ability of these professionals to fill all of those roles, as
well as deal with critical stakeholders and media, PREVENT has conducted a series of training
workshops on Applied Communication and Risk Communication for a selected field of epidemiologists
from about 15 African countries from East and West Africa. Materials are posted on the
http://prevent.aed.org web site and will also be linked to the new AFENET website. With the Secretariat
we were able to provide technical support during the ebola virus outbreak in June 2011.
Institutionalizing the work that has gone before - in strategic planning and implementation, risk
communication, media relations, and public outreach--will be the focus of Year 3 activities. They will
also include introduction of an intranet through the website to connect all the members, give them easy
access to new or current information about certain epidemiology issues, report back from the field using
SMS or texting, share findings, and generally stay connected. Operating in French and English it will be a
real-time connection to help them do their job better especially when they are outside of the office setting.
PREVENT will also he lp AFENET begin a public-private partnership venture with Kenya Airways to
support the organization's outbreak response mission.
Risk Communication
Risk Communication is of growing interest under PREVENT and its companion awards from USAID.
FHI D360 will design several easily accessible tools that help governments, private sector, and civil
society at national and community-levels plan and be prepared for a variety of different public health
emergencies. Target audiences will include communicators, community health workers, and
epidemiologists. The tools will be pre-tested among a variety of key stakeholders at country level, and
include social impact games that can be accessed on the Web and/or downloaded on smartphones and
smart devices. PREVENT will also work with WHO in developing a risk communication curriculum and
tools for THR and with RESPOND to assure risk communication is an integral part of the outbreak
response agenda.
PREVENT Year 3 Work Plan
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Towards a Safer World
During the past year, PREVENT has collaborated closely with WFP, UNSIC, and other TASW partners
in conducting a major documentation initiative to glean lessons learned from pandemic preparedness
since 2005 and how they may be appl ied to other disaster preparedness and response challenges in the
future. T ASW is culminating in a major review meeting in Rome on September 15-16, 2011. PREVENT
has built the TASW website, supported public relations for the Rome meeting (through subawardee G6
Partners), organized the communication panel, and prepared the book that summarizes lessons learned
from pandemic preparedness across 10 different sectors. Following the meeting, PREVENT will work
with USAID and TASW partners to assess and document its results and develop plans for additional
T ASW activities that may be called for to continue momentum for global pandemic and disaster
preparedness. At a minimum, PREVENT will continue to maintain the TASW website (as well as the
H2P website).
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II. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES
BY LINE OF WORK
REGIONAL - CONGO BASIN
LOW3: Outbreak response capacity building
3.2 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response
Activity 3.2.1: Provide behavior change and communication support to WHO/AFRO.
(Objective 4 and 6)

As WHO/AFRO and others develop a standard protocol for responding to outbreaks of unknown origin,
PREVENT will ensure that staff have access to communication and behavior change expertise.
o

Subactivity 3.2.1.1: PREVENT will support a communication and behavior change advisor to work
primarily with WCS in Brazzaville. A portion of this advisor's time (20%) will be prioritized to work
with WHO/AFRO as needed.
•
•

Partners : FHI D360, WHO/ AFRO, RESPOND
Expected results: A standard protocol for outbreak response that incorporates state-of-the-art
knowledge about risk communication (for response) and behavior change (for outbreak
investigation) to specify risk factors.

Activity 3.2.2: Provide communication and public affairs support to AFENET

PREVENT has been working with AFENET since 2009, helping to develop a communication strategy;
updating and revamping tools and materials, including its website, communication materials on possible
health threats, portfolio and information on the organization and its members; and intensive workshops
for field epidemiologists in Applied Communication and Risk Communication in both East and West
Africa. Year 3 will build on this foundation work to complete the following activities.

o

Subactivity 3.2.2.1: Institutionalize risk communication training for field epidemiologists:
Based on a series of trainings and workshops, PREVENT's technical team has revised its Risk
Communication and Applied Communication modules to fit the needs and skills of network partner
field epidemiologists. It has also begun training of the Public Affairs staff on the modules and how to
conduct the training. Refresher courses and up-dating communication with these members from both
the Anglophone and Francophone countries will be a first step in institutionalizing these skills. A
second group of trainees will be included this year with training being conducted by and with
AFENET staff.
•
•

Partners : FHI D360, AFENET, Real Marketing, MADD (web designer)
Expected Results: Network of well-trained field epidemiologists in Anglophone and
Francophone Africa that can effectively communicate critical information among key audiences
in a risk/
outbreak situation
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o

Subactivity 3.2.2.2: Establish AFENET member programs as reputable among key
stakeholders, e.g., MOH, media, donors, and general public: Introducing and highlighting new
skills and tools-- up-to-date and current website, dissemination of members' role in outbreaks and
investigations, and rapid response through SMS and social media during investigations--positions
member programs as reputable sources of information in field epidemiology. Equipping its member
programs with these communication skills and inexpensive tools coupled with their demonstrated
performance in planning and response will help to solidify AFENET's reputation as an important
player in this field.
•
•

o

Subactivity 3.2.2.3: Develop a Risk Communication Template for responding to outbreaks: To
date a playbook of how to respond to an outbreak using strategic risk communication has not existed.
It has been "catch as catch can," often without materials, process, or information available. The recent
(June 2011) Ebola vims outbreak in Uganda illustrated that not only AFENET but the government of
Uganda and the donor organizations were ill-prepared to agree on roles, how to fund activities, and
what really to do. As an organization that contributes to the investigation and response to outbreaks
and emergencies AFENET needs to have a template, be trained in it, and know how to respond
effectively in communications. Work has started in the form of a plan but it needs to be finalized and
incorporated into their work as well as receive buy-in from the appropriate authorities in the
government, donors, and private sector.
•
•

o

Partners: FHI D360, AFENET, Real Marketing
Expected Results: Actors involved in outbreak response know their roles and responsibilities and
trained in how to respond and react to risk situations along with other critical players

Subactivity 3.2.2.4: Institutionalize the Applied Communication and Risk Communication
modules for AFENET member programs: Communication in any form is taken for granted in
outbreak investigation and response. And yet it is a critical tool to manage fear, reduce spread of a
disease, and to advocate for change. Doctors and many other health professionals are not always good
communicators, and it is equally an imp01iant skill set for field epidemiologists. We will work to
strengthen the skills of the Public Affairs Office and member programs to provide the training using
these modules so they offer the services that will enhance their members and their work.
•
•

o

Partners: FHl D360, AFENET, Real Marketing, MADD
Expected Results: Network of well-trained field epidemiologists in Anglophone and
Francophone Africa that can effectively communicate critical information among key audiences
in a risk/outbreak situation

Partners: FHl D360, AFENET
Expected Results: Critical component of field epidemiology work - communication competency
in an outbreak of investigation situation

Subactivity 3.2.2.5: Re-design the AFENET external communication tools, i.e., website, and
create an interconnectivity using web, social media to provide up to the minute information on
new epidemiology data and reporting: AFENET's website is outdated and has not been populated
recently. As both the public face and a source of information for its members, it needs to be updated
as well as become a critical source of information (current and accurate) for its members. Many
African countries have jumped over legacy computer tools - desk top computers - and rely more on
laptops and smart devices, whether smart phones, iPads, or BlackBerries, and the member field
epidemiologists have expressed their interests in having access to current and new information using
these new tools in the field for investigation and response. Our partner members are early adopters in
technology and new technology is not an expensive investment. The website will have a public
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purpose and a members-only section that can be accessed by smart devices and laptops; so if
members need current information or to report findings by SMS or send pictures, they will have the
platform to do it. It will be in both French and English and eventually in Portuguese.
•
•

o

Subactivity 3.2.2.6: Establish working relationships with media (regional and national) to
partner with in sharing correct information during an outbreak response or investigation:
When an outbreak or emergency happens is never a good time to begin to build credibility or trust
with anyone, especially the media. By nature journalists are inquisitive and cynical which allows
them to probe and ask difficult and accusatory q uestions. During an emergency the media recognizes
its role in making sure correct and accurate information is disseminated and that it also is part of their
role in society to perform this public service. However, they need to know who is credible and who to
trust to provide accurate information before an emergency occurs. AFENET's Public Affairs Office
has good relationships with the media in Uganda but it needs to build on that and expand it to other
member programs' countries. PREVENT will help through supporting one-on-one meetings with
journalists; press briefings and thought-leaders conferences; and inclusion of new information and
data as it becomes available. The results will include help from the media in promoting preventive
practices and in squelching rumors and misinformation.
•
•

o

Partners: FHI D360, AFENET, Real Marketing
Expected Results: Correct and accurate information consistently disseminated via print,
broadcast, and new/social media related to public health issues and outbreaks

Subactivity 3.2.2.7: Engage the private sector as partner in outbreak response: The public
sector and donors do not have the resources to respond completely to every outbreak and emergency.
The US and its FEMA budget discussion is a good example of how stretched any budget can be by a
round of natural and man-made disasters. During the Ebola virus outbreak in Uganda one of the
energy companies stepped fotward and volunteered funding to run Public Service Announcements
(PSA) as part of the response. More of this type of partnership needs to be established to expand the
reach of information and allow badly needed resources (financial or equipment) to be applied to
respond to an outbreak. A concept paper has been submitted to Kenya Air to discuss potential
partnership. Other companies in the region and West Africa will also be targeted.
•
•

o

Partners : FHI D360, AFENET, MADD
Expected Results: Access to newest information on treatment, diagnostics, and response during
an investigation and outbreak

Partners: FHI D360, AFENET, Kenya Air, Energy Companies
Expected Results: Ease the pressure on public funds and resources to respond to any outbreak
and establish long-term susta inable partnerships

Subactivity 3.2.2.8: Apply the Risk Communication and Applied Communication training to an
outbreak investigation or response: All the training, workshops, and materials need to be put to
use; being able to effectively respond is the real indicator that PREVENT's capacity strengthening
work with AFENET has been institutionalized and made operational. In the event of an outbreak in
the region, PREVENT will work with AFENET to see that they effectively put the tools to use.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, AFENET
Expected Results: Reduced fear, managed expectations, and dissemination of
correct information
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LOW4: Risk Reduction
4.2: Design risk reduction approaches
Activity 4.2.1: Develop an intervention to reduce demand for bushmeat as a source of protein in the
greater Kinshasa-Brazzaville area. (Objectives 2 -4)
A recently published report of a large survey about consumption of bushmeat in Brazzaville I showed that
individuals in 88 percent of households responded positively to the question "Do you currently eat
bushmeat?" Affordability appears to be a factor in consumption: about 92 percent of current employees,
87 percent of retired or self-employed workers, and 84 percent of the unemployed responded positively.
Most households obtained bushmeat from markets (85%), the rest received gifts from relatives (10%), or
obtained it from other intermediaries (4%) or directly from hunters (less than 1%). Most (8 1%) repo1ted
substituting other foodstuffs when bushmeat shortages occurred in the markets; the remaining 19 percent
reported finding other sources of bushmeat, including directly from hunters.
The most mentioned animals were artiodactyls (48%), rodents (28%), and primates (13%), although the
researchers noted that about half of surveyed households said they would not consume gorilla or
chimpanzee. About 68 percent of heads of household were concerned about food safety or the possibility
of getting disease by consuming bushmeat, with 60 percent mentioning Ebola as a disease they feared.
As elsewhere, an important reason for preferring bushmeat to farmed animal meat is that it is natural.
These results indicate the importance of urban bushmeat consumption and the market system; they also
suggest possibilities for reducing consumption of at least some types of bush meat.
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Field a small survey in Brazzaville to confirm level ofbushmeat consumption
observed in 2006 and survey consumers in Kinshasa to ascertain the level of bush meat consumption
(this information will constitute the baseline for evaluating the intervention). Carry out in-depth
qualitative research in those cities on access to alternatives and willingness to consume alternatives,
including factors such as motivations for eating bushmeat and taste preferences, to determine the best
approach for persuading consumers to reduce bushmeat consumption, particularly of illegal and key
species (primates, bats, rodents).

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.2: Develop a social marketing campaign to reduce bushmeat consumption. This
activity will include developing a social marketing strategy; identifying a local agency to design
messages & materials for an intervention and pretesting the materials.
•

•

Partners: research agencies (tbd), University Marien Ngouabi, University of Kinshasa, possibly
the University of Liege, ifresearchers involved in the 2006 study are still affiliated with the
university.
Expected results: Standardized information about bushmeat consumption and consumer
preferences in the greater Kinshasa-Brazzaville area and in-depth information about alternatives
and consumer motivations. A demand reduction strategy and
tested materials.

1

Mbete RA et al. 20 l l "Household bushmeat consumption in Brazzaville, the Republic of the Congo." Tropical
Conservation Science 4(2): 187-202
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4.3: Implement risk reduction activities
Activity 4.3.l: Implement the social marketing campaign to reduce bushmeat consumption.
(Objective 5)

This activity includes: buying media; launching the campaign; monitoring campaign reach and consumer
reaction. A follow up survey to evaluate the intervention's effect will be carried out in FY 13
approximately one year after the surveys in Kinshasa and Brazzaville.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, agencies TBD
Expected results: A demand reduction strategy and tested materials.
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CAMEROON
LOW4: Risk Reduction
Safer hunting and butchering

In Cameroon, GVFinc has provided information about safe hunting practices (primarily actions to protect
hunters and butchers from wild animal blood) to selected rural communities for just over ten years, while
collecting blood samples from hunters and from the wildlife that they kill.
In FYl l PREVENT carried out a benchmark study to assess villagers' knowledge about risks associated
with hunting and butchering wild animals and about ways to protect themselves. One part of the study
involved a quantitative survey of all adults in two communities, one that had been exposed to the Healthy
Hunter program and one that had not been exposed. The villages were small (about 45 adults from each
village participated in the survey) and differed in some important respects; for example hunting was
mentioned as the principal source of revenue by 64 percent of those interviewed in the village exposed to
the Healthy Hunter program but only 13 percent of those interviewed in the non-exposed village. While
most hunting is done by men, about half of both men and women butcher or cut up meat regularly.
Thirty-seven percent of adults in the village said they had attended the Healthy Hunter program during the
past year; just over 80 percent of these were men. About 60 percent of those in the exposed villages
(compared with 20-30% in the non-exposed villages) recognized key messages. Those in exposed
villages tended to reported slightly better practices than those in the non-exposed villages:
Tf cut while butchering, would:

Continue to butcher/cut up when they cut themselves

Exposed

Non-exposed

7%

13%

Let someone else continue cutting/butchering

15%

13%

Wash and cover the wound

22%

26%

Just continue to butcher/cut

15%

21%

Let someone else do it

34%

19%

Cover the cut before continuing to butcher/cut

38%

48%

Have eaten fruit that animals have eaten/bit

20%

29%

Say they have gotten sick from eating such fruit

13%

0

46

44

Practice ofbutchering ifhave a recent (unhealed) cut

Eating fruit

Number of respondents

Following the benchmark study, PREVENT selected six key behaviors to test in behavior trials. Four are
behaviors that were included in the Healthy Hunter education program, though the Healthy Hunter
recommendations about hand washing were not as specific:
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1) Protect skin while hunting (to avoid cuts and blood exposure)
2) Wrap raw wild animal meat after it is butchered by wrapping
3) Wash hands with soap and water
After touching animal blood or feces
Before preparing food
Before eating
After cutting yourself
4) Avoid handling wild animal meat when you have open sores
In addition, PREVENT tested two new behaviors
5) A void eating frnit touched/bitten by wild animals
6) Protect family from aerosols of wild animal feces (primarily rodent feces in the home).
Information from the behavior trials is being analyzed. In FY12, PREVENT will design an intervention,
conduct a baseline, then implement the intervention based on the analysis of the behavior trials.
PREVENT will select behaviors that are acceptable (that people chose to try) and sustainable (that people
were able to perform over the trial period), and will develop an expanded health education approach that
the team can implement when visiting villages to collect samples. One focus will be revising the approach
to include women in educational sessions. The intervention will be implemented using a "stepped
wedge" approach - i.e. will be rolled out to all villages in phases. This expanded "safer hunting and
butchering" intervention will be evaluated. During the first phase, rollout villages that have not received
the intervention will serve as controls for those that have.
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Develop a safer hunting and butchering intervention strategy, produce and pretest
materials, develop training. (Objective 4)
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Based on the results of the behavior trials, PREVENT will select four behaviors
to promote. The project will develop and pretest inexpensive print materials (posters and handouts)
in English and French. Working with the GVFinc implementation team, PREVENT will develop a set
of new, participatory educational activities that the team can use in rotation to keep messages fresh,
and specific guidelines and materials for training the team that reinforce adult learning competencies.
•
•

Partners: GVFinc, FHI D360, Care and Health Program2, creative agency (tbd)
Expected results: materials and intervention tools for a safer hunting and
butchering intervention

4.3 Implement risk reduction activities
Activity 4.3.l: Carry out the evaluation baseline and roll-out the safer hunting and butchering
intervention. (Objective 5)
o

Subactivity 4.3.1.1: Conduct baseline on knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with wild
animal contact, especially contact with blood and assess the level of human-wildlife contact.

2

The Care and Health Program is a local Cameroonian NGO that has been a long-standing, I0-year collaborator of
GVFinc. They will hire all field staff required to conduct activities, as well as oversee finances, logistics, and
purchase of local supplies and equipment.
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o

Subactivity 4.3.1.2: Roll-out the intervention in roughly half the villages: three of the five GVFhlc
areas. Train team members in new approaches and materials, launch the intervention. Carry out
quality control checks.
•
•

Partners: GVFinc, FHI D360, Care and Health Program, research organizations (tbd)
Expected results: A validated behavior change intervention for high-risk communities, including
pilot testing and monitoring ofrollout and evaluation indicators and instruments.

Red11cing the risk oftransmission in markets

Cameroon is a central African country where demand for bushmeat among urban populations is high. It is
obtained from commercial hunters and by purchasing "extra" bushmeat sold by subsistence hunters.
During FY 11, PREVENT mapped markets in southern Cameroon, from the border with Gabon to
Mbalmayo, on the road to Yaounde. The team visited markets with more than five vendors, and noted
basic market characteristics, the number of vendors selling wild and domestic animal meat of different
types, the number of butchers, whether cooked wild animal meat was sold. From this frame, PREVENT
has selected a variety of markets where it will carry out a rapid ethnographic study: markets in rural
villages, small market towns, and midsized towns, especially those located at the intersection of roads that
are conduits for trade with neighboring countries. The protocol for this study has been developed and
pretested in an area east of Yaounde. It involves observing the market several times a day over 7 days in
a 2-week period, with patiicular attention to biosecurity and "flow" of wild animal meat during the day;
observing vendors and butchers; conducting key infonnant interviews with the market manager, vendors,
butchers, and cleaners; and brief exit interviews with shoppers.

2.2 Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.l: Ascertain characteristics of selected markets in southern Cameroon. (Objectives 2-3)
o

Subactivity 2.2.1.1: Conduct rapid ethnography in several different types of markets in southern
Cameroon to ascertain biosecurity, understand the daily flow of wild animal meat; the perceptions,
behavior and motivations of sellers and buyers; the relation of buyers to other buyers and the market
owner/manager; and the process of market governance.

o

Subactivity 2.2.1.2: Monitor quantities and prices of selected types of wild and domestic animal
meat sold for a period of at least eight months in markets in/around one rural town and, if feasible, in
the capital city.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, GVFhlc, market association,
Expected results: Improved understanding of market conditions

4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.2: Develop an agreed-on integrated (structural and behavior change) intervention for
reducing the potential for disease transmission through improved market biosecurity. (Objective 4)
o

Subactivity 4.2.2.1: Develop possible strategies for integrated interventions to reduce transmission
risks. (For example, to increase market biosecurity, PREVENT might support structural interventions
such as improving market drainage, or waste disposal, or access to water and then pair the structural
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improvement with promotion of a related health behavior such as handwashing or cleaning butchering
implements and surfaces with soap. Pretest ideas with market managers and market associations.
Offer a competitive matching grant to one or two markets that can provide some local funding.
o

S ubactivity 4.2.2.2: Work with stakeholders of the market(s) selected for the intervention to develop
a plan and timeline for an integrated intervention. Provide oversight. Develop a relevant health
promotion strategy; develop and pretest materials.

We anticipate that implementation will occur in FY13; change will be evaluated at 1, 3 and 6 months
after implementation.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, GVFlnc, market association, local government
Expected results: A short list of possible interventions to reduce the risk of transmission
both directly and indirectly; strategy, plan and materials for intervention in a competitively
selected market.
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DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW3: Outbreak Investigation
3.2 Strengthen human and organization capacity to improve outbreak response
Activity 3.2.l: Participate in evaluating the RESPOND community reporting activity, with specific
responsibility for the intervention's communication aspect. (Objective 6)
RESPOND, through INCEF, is carrying out health education and community outreach in about 30
villages in the USAID-CARPE Salonga-Lukenie-Sankuru Landscape using materials about monkeypox
and other diseases previously developed by INCEF. (RESPOND FYl 2 DRC Subactivity 3.4. I WC). As
this activity involves health education, PREVENT will provide input on the evaluation protocol.
o

Subactivity 3.2.1.l: Provide input to RESPOND on the protocol evaluating the RESPOND
community reporting activity; review and comment on INCEF materials from a communication
perspective.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, RESPOND, INCEF (indirect)
Expected results: Evaluation of community-level reporting that includes an assessment of
communication aspects of the intervention

LOW4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction

Extractive industry
Activity 4.2.l: Case study of the Tenke Fungurume mine. (Objective 2 and 3)
PREVENT is interested in accumulating case studies of "positive deviant" companies. Tenke Fungurume
is a open-pit cobalt-copper mine in DRC's Katanga Province run by Freeport McMoran Copper and Gold,
a US-based mining company. The mine began fu ll production in 2009; it currently has more than 3,000
fulltime employees and 2,000 contractors. Its community efforts include clean water and sanitation,
malaria, and HIV/AIDS programs and partnerships with USAID and Trust Merchants Bank in a
microcredit program for small and medium enterprises. Company documents indicate that it discourages
artisanal miners working in the concession area and states a commitment to mitigating possible
deleterious effects on biodiversity. The company has a good reputation; a possible entry point to a case
study is its partnership with USATD-funded project that supports HIV/AIDS prevention.
•
•

Partners: FH1 D360
Expected results: Case study of a mine with a good reputation

Monkeypox
Activity 4.2.2: Develop an intervention to reduce the risk of primary transmission of monkeypox.
(Objective 4)
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Monkeypox virus causes a serious smallpox-like illness in humans; most cases have been detected in
central Africa, particularly in DRC. T he incidence of monkeypox has been increasing recently, almost
certainly in large part because of the diminishing proportion of the population that has ever received
smallpox vaccination, which protects against monkeypox. Although serologic evidence of the virus has
been detected in non-human primates, rodents, and squirrels and v irus has been isolated from a squirrel
from DRC, neither the definitive animal host nor the source of infection have been identified.
This does not negate the possibility of effective interventions, if epidemiologists have sufficient
information about the person-place-time-activity characteristics of those who have recently acquired the
virus. PREVENT will review state-of the-art knowledge about these factors, based on the published
literature (and unpublished literature that researchers are willing to share) and informed opinion.

o

Subactivity 4.2.2.1: Summarize state-of-the-art knowledge about behavioral risk factors for
monkeypox. PREVENT will review the published (and accessible unpublished) literature and carry
out iterative polling of expert opinion.

If the outcome of activity 4.2.2.1 indicates no consensus about risk behaviors, or if the risky
situations/activities on which consensus is obtained are too broadly defined to be amenable to
interventions, PREVENT will work with CDC and other partners to carry out more intensive formative
research to identify more specific risky situations/activities using participatory appraisal methods and
other qualitative approaches (4 .2.2.2).

o

Subactivity 4.2.2.2: Rapid formative research to establish animal nomenclature and
classifications, and to clarify perceived roles and sensitivities. Different groups of people, even
those living quite near each other, may use different names for animals and perceive them differently
- e.g., cute or pest, source of food or untouchable totem. Understanding these subtleties from the
outset will improve the quality of su bsequent research and the potential effect of a communication
intervention.

If the outcome of activity 4.2.2.1 indicates consensus on groups at risk, locations/times of risk and/or
behaviors that are particularly risky, PREVENT will skip subactivity 4.2.2.2 and develop an intervention
to reduce risk by reducing participation in these situations/activities. ln both cases, PREVENT will begin
w ith rapid research to determine local names for animals, understand how they are classified and what
people perceive as their roles.
o

Subactivity 4.2.2.3 (contingent on results of 4.2.2.1): In-depth formative research to specify
risky situations/activities. If results of 4.2.2. l are too nonspecific to point to implementable
interventions, PREVENT will use participatory appraisal and other qualitative methods to learn more
about situations/activities that put groups at risk.

o

Subactivity 4.2.2.4: Behavior trials. We expect that 4.2.2.1 or 4.2.2.3 will produce a short list of
possible behavior changes that could reduce risk. PREVENT will use the behavior trial approach to
prioritize possible changes in practice that could be promoted. To initiate a behavior trial a facilitator
approaches a typical person, finds common ground in an agreed-on specific goal (for example
"keeping hands clean from animal excreta"), and interactively discusses different ways to achieve the
goal. The next step is to agree on a change that the person will try to make, help them imagine what
they will need to accomplish the change, and reassure them that variations (particularly improvements
to make things easier) are appreciated. They agree on a length of time the person will try the new
practice - which will depend on the frequency of possible practice (10 days is long enough for a daily
behavior). After that time the faci litator visits the person again and debriefs them: asks what the
person was able to do (how frequently, how consistently, whether different ways of achieving the
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goal were tried), what made it easy or difficult, what benefits or negative consequences were
obtained, whether they talked about it with family, friends or neighbors and whether they intend to
continue.
Depending on the number of possible approaches to achieving the goal, an enrollment of 20-40
people is usually sufficient to provide a good idea of the acceptability and feasibility of different
approaches as well as of incentives and disincentives for making the changes.
o

Subactivity 4.2.2.5: Strategy development (including developing and pretesting materials and
approaches and identifying outcome measures). The behavior trials will provide evidence for
deciding which focus behaviors and message points to target - perceived benefits to highlight, other
positive consequences, early obstacles to encourage people to persevere through, ways to make the
change easier. The strategy will also identify key audiences (those whose behavior should change and
those who influence them) and how to reach them. PREVENT will develop and pretest any materials
needed and will define specific outcome measures.

In FY13 PREVENT will work with CDC to implement and evaluate the intervention.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, CDC, possibly GVFlnc sub
Expected results: Summary of the state of knowledge of behavioral risk factors; improved
understanding ofrisk factors (4.2.2.3), key behaviors to change identified, potential intervention
designed.

See also Congo Regional Activities 4.2.1 and 4.3.1
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GABON
Reducing the risk ofdisease transmission in markets
Like Cameroon, Gabon's demand for bushmeat among urban populations is high; but Gabon's animal
populations are less depleted than Cameroon's
During FYI 1, PREVENT mapped markets in northern Gabon, from the border with Cameroon to Oyem,
on the road to Libreville. As in Cameroon, the team visited markets with more than five vendors and
noted basic market characteristics, the number of vendors selling wild and domestic animal meat of
different types, the number of butchers, and whether cooked wild animal meat was sold. From this frame,
PREVENT will select markets in rural villages, small market towns, midsized towns, especially those
located at the intersection of roads that are conduits for trade with neighboring countries, to carry out
rapid ethnographic study. The impression of those who carried out the mapping is that large animals are
more prevalent in Gabonese markets.
This study will be carried out after the Cameroon mapping study has been completed. It will use the same
basic protocol, revised to include lessons learned during the Cameroon study. It will include observing
markets, with particular attention to biosecurity and "flow" of wild animal meat during the day, observing
vendors and butchers, conducting key informant interviews with the market manager, vendors, butchers
and cleaners, and conducting brief exit interviews with shoppers.

LOW2: Risk determination
2.2 Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.1 Ascertain characteristics of selected markets in northern Gabon. (Objectives 2 and 3)
o

Subactivity 2.2.1.1: Conduct rapid ethnography in several different types of markets in northern
Gabon to ascertain biosecurity, understand the daily flow of wild animal meat; the perceptions,
behavior and motivations of sellers & buyers; the relation of buyers to other buyers and the market
owner/manager; and the process of market governance.

o

Subactivity 2.2.l.2 (contingent): If the price/quantity monitoring effort in Cameroon (Cameroon
subactivity 2.2.1.2) seems to be producing reliable information, PREVENT may select a market not
far from the Gabon-Cameroon border and monitor quantities and prices of selected types of wild and
domestic animal meat sold for a period of at least 6 months, attempting to relate any observed
fluctuations with those observed in Cameroon.

•

Partners: FHJ D360, GVFJnc/CTRMF, market association, local government
Expected results: Improved understanding of market conditions

Extractive industry
Gabon is a country with a large and increasing investment in extractive industry (logging, mmmg,
hydropower); it has been selected as the initial site for implementing the X-RAT tool, currently being
developed by PREDICT and the Extractive Industries (EI) working group (see Global activities).
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LOW2: Risk determination
2.2: Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.2 Extractive industry mapping and situation analysis. (Objectives 2 and 3)
o

Subactivity 2.2.2.1: Extractive industry mapping and situation analysis. As in other countries,
PREVENT will develop a map of current and planned extractive industry sites (mining, oil and gas,
logging, hydropower). ln addition, as Gabon has recently hired an international fom to develop a
comprehensive infrastructure plan, if possible the map will indicate other types of anticipated land use
change that might have significant effects on biodiversity - transportation, particularly roads; new
settlements; large-scale agriculture; electrification). PREVENT will also collect information about
the status of these projects, including national and international support and opposition, planned
length of concessions, anticipated timing and anticipated associated changes in population
size/density.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, Extractive Industry Working Group, PREDICT, RESPOND
Expected results: Map of extractive industry sites and status in Gabon; description of
their status.

LOW4: Risk reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1 Develop an advocacy intervention focused on extractive industry. (Objective 4)
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Stakeholder analysis. PREDICT will implement XRAT, which will cover the
standard topics that a stakeholder analysis would cover with representatives of industry. PREVENT
will support PREDICT in this endeavor and will conduct key informa nt interviews with national and
local government leaders living in selected areas that have been or are likely to be affected to
ascertain their knowledge about EPT viruses, their level of concern about them, their perceptions of
the value of reducing risk of outbreaks, the actions that industry/government are currently taking, and
their ideas about what actions they could take to positively affect factors that increase the risk of
transmission. We will also poll and interview populations living in those areas, both inside and
outside industry camps.

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.2: Work with PREDICT and the EI working group to follow up on the XRAT
application. Carry out case studies of "positive deviant" industry sites. Based on results of the
analysis, advocate to extractive industry, national and local government representatives and other
relevant stakeholders about possible mitigation approaches. If it seems feasible, begin planning an
integrated intervention.

o

Subactivity 4.2.l.3: Support and paiticipate in regional Extractive Industry Conference in Northern
Gabon. WWF is organizing a conference that will involve extractive industry in the Belinga region of
Gabon. PREVENT as part of the EI working group will develop a presentation on mitigation
opportunities to reduce human-wildlife contact and network with extractive industry, NGO and
government representatives also present at the conference.
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•
•

Partners: FRI D360, Extractive Industry Working Group, PREDICT, RESPOND, WWF, extractive
industry, local advocacy groups (tbd), research organizations (tbd), local government
Expected results: Information about stakeholders' knowledge, attitudes and values related to
human-wildlife interactions and other factors that might increase the risk of transmission of EPT
viruses; industry current practices and willingness to implement additional changes to mitigate
risk. Relationships with extractive industry and government officials that can be built over time to
advocate for mitigation activities to reduce disease potential related to human-wildlife contact.
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REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW4: Risk Reduction
Background. The Republic of Congo (ROC) is particularly rich in animal species; it has the world' s
highest densities of gorillas and is home to more than 400 species of animals. Much of the country is
covered in forest, home to hunter-gatherer communities who rely on bushmeat - duikers, monkeys, bush
pigs and other mammals.
PREVENT will partner with Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), which has worked in ROC for about
20 years. WCS is also the PREDICT lead in ROC. WCS and PREVENT have agreed that a PREVENT
behavior change and communication technical advisor person will be situated at WCS (see activity 0.1.1 ).
One possible focus for a BC/C intervention is changing communities' practices with regard to animals
found dead. Hunters typically respond to dead animals as a bonanza of free protein. Unfo1tunately, some
proportion of these animals have died from infections such as Ebola and can infect hunters and those who
prepare food (handling carcasses of dead animals has been implicated as the infection source for index
cases in several Ebola outbreaks). WCS has an ongoing program to encourage people to report gorilla
carcasses they find, which they then sample for disease.
Rather than collect carcasses for eating, both WCS and PREVENT would like people to report them and
leave them in situ for WCS to collect and examine. If acceptable and feasible, PREVENT would also like
to discourage handling and eating of all found carcasses; a behavior that may be difficult to change, given
the low protein availability. One more acceptable alternative might be to discourage consumption of
found carcasses when more than one is seen within a given area/time period.

0 Project Administration
Activity 0.1.1: Behavior change and communications support for WCS and WHO/AFRO.

In recent years WCS has conducted community health activities using comic books and other materials to
help motivate behavior change. Building on this foundation, PREVENT will locate a behavior
change/communication advisor in the WCS/ROC office who will build staff behavior change and
communication capacity and apply them to areas of mutual interest, for example, changing people' s
response to dead animals (see next activity description). This advisor will also provide communication
and behavior change support to WHO/ AFRO (up to 20% LOE; see Regional - Congo Basin activity
3.2.1) as staff there develop a standard protocol for responding to unknown outbreaks (including early
risk communication and investigation).

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS, WHO/AFRO, coordinate with RESPOND
Expected results: Improved competencies of WCS staff related to behavior change, materials
development, and health education. Communication and behavior change e lements incorporated
in the WHO/AFRO-developed standard protocol.
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LOW 2: Risk determination
2.2 Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.l: Formative research on animal names, domains, and roles and on reasons for
reporting/non-reporting dead animals and factors that might inhibit collecting and consuming them
in areas where WCS has implemented the gorilla reporting system. (Objectives 2 and 3)
The behaviors that PREVENT and WCS want to promote are simple: refrain from touching dead animals
and instead repo11 them to WCS. We need to understand perceived and actual incentives and barriers to
practicing these behaviors. It will also help to understand the larger context of how animals are
recognized and classified and to understand their perceived roles in society.

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS
Expected results: Improved understanding ofreporting/nonreporting behavior and reasons for
eating animals found dead.

LOW 4: Risk reduction
4.2: Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.l: Develop an intervention to improve dead gorilla reporting (and possibly other dead
animals) and to get residents to refrain from handling and consuming these dead animals. (Objective 4)
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Develop a strategic approach with v illagers and WCS field staff using a
pa11icipatory workshop fon11at. Present findings from the formative study and discuss intervention
options.

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.2: Conduct trial of possible approaches. PREVENT will use the behavior trials technique
(more fully described in DRC subactivity 4.2.2.4) to assess the effectiveness of different approaches.
•
•

Partners: FHl D360, WCS
Expected results: Shor1 list of tested approaches to improve reporting and reduce consumption
of dead animals. Improved WCS staff competencies in behavior trials.

4.3: Implement risk reduction activities
Activity 4.3.1: Implement a health education activity to improve reporting and reduce handling of
and eating dead animals. PREVENT will finalize, pretest and produce required materials, train
team members in new approaches and materials; and roll-out the intervention. (Objective 5)
PREVENT will assess the intervention's effectiveness by documenting the number of dead animal reports
and consumption of animals found dead reports and comparing these with past reports and reports from
areas not exposed to health education program. PREVENT recognizes that this is a "soft" evaluation.

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS
Expected results: Implementation of an intervention to improve reporting and reduce
consumption of dead animals. Improved WCS staff competencies in behavior change, materials
development, and health education.
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Extractive industry
Currently about 90 percent of ROC's expoti income comes from oil, mainly obtained offshore. ROC is
working to diversify its revenue sources: the Zanaga iron mine is nearing production and potash mining is
scheduled to restart in 2012. In addition, various companies are exploring copper, lead, z inc, iron,
3
magnesium, gold, and diamond deposits. WCS works in the Zanaga region (about 250 km
from Brazzaville).
Logging is also important. About half the country's forests are suitable for timber exploitation; Forest
Monitor reports that "37 percent of the total forest area of Congo was held in concessions and this has
increased rapidly since 1996.',4 WCS works with the CJB logging company to reduce the pressures on
gorillas, elephants, and other endangered wildlife in four timber concessions and to control the trade in
bush meat. This collaborative project is called PROGEPP: the " Project for Ecosystem Management in the
Nouabale-Ndoki Periphery Area." Given the impact that logging and other intensive activities can have
on increasing access to hunting and exposure to animal-based pathogens in new as well as old operations,
expanding disease mitigation activities to other logging companies (at least three other major companies
work in ROC) could help control exposure by reducing commercial bush meat hunting in logging areas.

LOW2: Risk determination
2.2: Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.2: Extractive industry mapping and situation analysis. (Objectives 2 and 3)
o

Subactivity 2.2.2.1: Extractive industry mapping and situation analysis. As in other countries,
PREVENT will develop a map of current and planned extractive industry sites (logging concessions,
mining, and hydropower and oil/gas if relevant) and associated road and railroad development and
new settlements. PREVENT w ill also collect information about the status of these projects, including
national and international support and opposition, planned length of concessions, anticipated timing,
and anticipated associated changes in population size/density.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS, Extractive Industry Working Group
Expected results: Map of extractive industry sites and status in ROC; description of
their status.

LOW4: Risk reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.2 Develop an advocacy intervention focused on extractive industry. (Objective 4)
o

Subactivity 4.2.2.1: Stakeholder analysis. PREVENT will conduct key informant interviews with
national and local government leaders living in selected areas that have been or are likely to be
affected by extractive industry (for example near Zanaga) to ascertain their knowledge about EPT
viruses, their level of concern about them, their perceptions of the value of reducing outbreak risk,

3

USGS 2009 Mineral Yearbook. http://minerals.usgs.gov/m inerals/pubs/country/2009/myb3-2009-cf.pdf accessed
August 20, 2011 .
4
Forest Monitor country profile, Congo Brazzaville http://www.forestsmonitor.org/en/reports/540539/549939
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actions that industry and government ctmently take, and ideas about actions that could positively
affect factors that increase transmission risk. We will also poll and interview populations living in
areas inside and outside industry camps.
o

Subactivity 4.2.2.2: Case study of a logging intervention. PREVENT will conduct a full case study
ofWCS' PROGEPP intervention, with particular attention on factors that have made it successful and
aspects that might motivate other companies to participate.

o

Subactivity 4.2.2.3: Develop an implementation strategy for advocacy to other logging companies
about this intervention. Consider possible improvements to improve activities at the current site as
well as how to introduce the intervention to another site.
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS, CIB and other logging companies.

•

Expected results: Information about stakeholders' knowledge, attitudes and values related to
human-wildlife interactions and other factors that might increase the risk of transmission of EPT
viruses; industry current practices and willingness to implement additional changes to mitigate
risk.. A case study of a successful intervention. An advocacy strategy.

4.3: Implement risk reduction activities
Activity 4.3.2: Develop advocacy materials and advocate to other logging companies operating in ROC
on ways to mitigate disease transmission. (Objective 5)
o

Subactivity 4.3.2.1: Develop and produce necessary advocacy materials/activities. Pretesting
mockups/approaches.

o

Subactivity 4.3.2.2: Advocate to other logging companies and to the national government to include
disease transmission mitigation efforts in all existing and new sites.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS, CIB and other logging companies, materials production houses (tbd)
Expected results: Materials and advocacy approach to mitigate disease transmission.
Logging companies and possibly other extractive indust1y companies consider and possibly
adopt measures to mitigate disease transmission. Government includes disease transmission
mitigation into policies and regulations for extractive industry contracts and concessions.

Markets
Bushmeat is the main source of protein for rural ROC residents. A recently published survey ( carried out
in 2006) found that 88 percent of Brazzaville households reported regularly consuming bushmeat, mainly
obtained from markets.
PREVENT is confirming the prevalence of bushmeat consumption in Brazzaville and will develop and
implement an intervention to reduce consumption, particularly of nonhuman primates and species most
frequently implicated in transmitting EPT diseases. These activities are described in the Congo Basin
regional activities section (4.2.1 and 4.3.1), as they will be carried out in both Brazzaville and Kinshasa.
In FY12 PREVENT will also introduce quantity/price monitoring ofbushmeat in markets both in and
outside Brazzaville.
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LOW2: Risk determination
2.2: Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.3: Monitoring the price and quantity of bushmeat available in selected markets.
(Objectives 2 and 3)
WCS carries out regular sampling in markets. As in Southeast Asia, PREVENT proposes that the
sampling team use a standardized form developed by PREVENT (FHI D360 and WCS) to record that
price and quantity ofbushmeat available in markets on the day they visit for sampling. In addition,
PREVENT will possibly train a market reporter to collect data systematically during the period between
the sampling visits. Results will be examined for patterns of seasonal and other fluctuations in price and
quantity.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS
Expected results: Information about fluctuations in availability and price of bushmeat in
selected markets.
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UGANDA
Project Administration
Activity 0.1: Establish PREVENT presence.
o

Subactivity 0.1.1: Meet with the Mission and potential partners (WWF and others), obtain Mission
agreement, solidify identification of locales and plan activities with local partners.

o

Subactivity 0.1.2: Hire local staff/consultant and settle them in RESPOND office.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, coordinate with RESPOND
Expected results: In-country oversight of an extractive industry intervention

LOW4: Risk Reduction
4.2: Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Develop a multi-level intervention to reduce EPT exposure among workers and
populations living near the oilfields in the upper Albertine Rift. (Objectives 2-5)
Since 2006, significant oil reserves (estimated at more than 2.5 billion barrels) have been identified in the
upper Albertine Rift Valley, which contains Murchison Falls National Park. As of March 2011, 33 of the
44 licensed exploration wells are located in wildlife reserve areas. Exploration activities have already
resulted in changes that have the potential to affect disease emergence: roads, infrastructure, and health
services have improved. Oil production is expected to begin soon.
PREVENT proposes to explore developing an integrated intervention to reduce human-exposure to
wildlife among populations living in and migrating to the area. The intervention would combine
"structural" industry actions to reduce human-wildlife contact - for example, ensuring a non-wildlife
source of protein, constructing worker houses and/or food storage to exclude rodents and bats, instituting
effective waste-management procedures - with health promotion to workers and nearby populations
focusing on related individual practices, such as making sure that own food is stored properly and
reminding their neighbors to do the same.
The project intends to carry out formative research with stakeholders - oil company management, national
and local government staff, people already living in the area, and those working at the site - to inform the
development of an intervention plan.
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Stakeholder analysis. Conduct key informant interviews w ith national and local
government and upper management of the oil companies to ascertain their knowledge about EPT
viruses, their level of concern about them, their perceptions of the value of reducing risk of outbreaks,
the actions that industry/government are currently taking and their ideas about what actions they
could take to positively affect factors that increase the risk of transmission.

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.2: Conduct formative research on human exposure to wildlife in the upper
Albertine rift, paying particular attention to key species (rodents, bats, primates).
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1. Use qualitative (PAR) and ethnographic methods to observe and document the bat-human
interface and additional dimensions of bat importance (e.g., cultural/spiritual aspects), in
addition to food among local populations and workers.
2. Conduct baseline on knowledge of risks related to attitudes and practices associated with wild
animal blood and contact, and assess level of contact and demand for wild animal meat.
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.3: Develop a sho1i list of possible combinations of structural/operational and
health promotion activities.

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.4: Based on results of the stakeholder analysis, advocate to oil industiy (Tullow oil
and companies holding sub-licenses), local government near sites, other relevant stakeholders
regarding structural and process changes that could mitigate risk. Obtain buy-in.

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.5: Develop and test a multilevel intervention strategy.
1. Develop a multilevel intervention strategy that explicitly defines behavioral objectives,
actors, and audiences in local communities and in the oil company administration; identifies
motivational factors and barriers to action; and involves behavior change and communication
approaches that address those factors and that can be implemented at scale.

2. Identify a local creative agency to design intervention messages and materials, which
may include:
a. Illustrations or video targeted to specific audiences
b. Simple messages that incorporate desired benefits
3. Carry out and evaluate a pilot intervention (may not be initiated until FY13).
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, oil industiy, local civil society/advocacy groups (tbd), research
organizations (tbd), local government
Expected results: Information about stakeholders' knowledge, attitudes and values related to
human-wildlife interactions and other factors that might increase the risk of transmission of EPT
viruses; industry current practices and willingness to implement additional changes to mitigate
risk; pilot test of a multi-level intervention for high-risk communities involved in extractive
industry.
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REGIONAL - SOUTHEAST ASIA
CAMBODIA
The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) will build on past highly pathogenic avian influenza work to
address emerging infectious diseases. During the Zoonotic Diseases Technical Planning Workshop, May
20 11 , RGC identified the country's priority zoonotic diseases: avian influenza, rabies, anthrax,
leptospirosis, brucellosis, salmonellosis, TB, nipah, and unknown zoonotic diseases. This list of priority
diseases is reviewed periodically. PREVENT will support RGC's activity area seven, "Conduct research
on zoonotic diseases" through the activities proposed in the plan below.
Cambodia FY I I Activities
PREVENT attended two workshops on emerging infectious diseases held in January 2011 and May 2011
to identify RGC resources and needs to develop and implement a zoonotic disease national strategy.
PREVENT also conducted an initial scoping visit to identify specific activities for FY 12.
Location
PREVENT will operate in six provinces: PREVENT will operate in six provinces: Kanda!, Kompong
Cham, Takeo, Prey Veng, Svay Rieng and Battambang. FHI D360 currently has offices in Phnom Penh,
Kompancha (central), New Battambang, and Pyling.
Partnerships
PREVENT will work closely with RGC and identified pa1tners: Ministry of Health (MOH), Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), National Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI), PAO,
Pasteur Institute (PT) and Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS).

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Literature review. (Objectives 2 and 3)

PREVENT will undertake a desktop review of existing literature on the potential for disease
transmission from wildlife to humans in Cambodia. The focus will be risky practices and behaviors that
affect the disease transmission from wildlife to humans, social norms that support these or less risky
practices, and the motivations and circumstances that support risky practices, with a focus on rodent, bat,
and primate species.
•
•

Partners - FHl D360, local consultant, institution (possibly a university partner)
Expected results - Report that summarizes what is currently known about human exposure to
wildlife in Cambodia.
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Activity 2.2.2: Human-animal exposure - Formative research. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT, with EcoHealth Alliance (PREDICT), is developing a standard survey approach to assess
direct and indirect human exposure to animals in a variety of settings in different countries. These humananimal exposure surveys must be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in which they are
conducted. PREVENT will conduct formative research to learn the local names for different types of
animals, how people categorize them (as rats, wildlife or pests), what roles animals have in the economic,
social, spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with them, and what risks, if
any, people perceive that animals pose. PREVENT anticipates three research sites: an area in northwest
Cambodia known for bat hunting and bat and rodent consumption (Battambang Province), and a
community involved in cross-border trade of rodents to Vietnam (e.g., Kanda!, Kompong Cham, Takeo,
Prey Veng, and/or Svay Rieng Provinces) and an urban site.
•
•

Partners - FHT D360, research firm
Expected results - Information about animal names, how they are categorized, their roles, types
of human-animal contact and perceived risk., Guidance for adapting the human-animal exposure
survey questionnaire.

Cross-border Rodent Trade

There is an active trade in rodents from southeast Cambodian communities (e.g., Kanda! , Kompong
Cham, Takeo, Prey Veng, and/or Svay Rieng Provinces)5 to Vietnam where they are sold to markets in
and around Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.6 The rat trade high-season is from April to October and "rat
sales, at the checkpoint of Vietnam's An Giang Province alone has reached about 50 tons."7
PREVENT will map markets in this area, monitor biosecurity practices, quantities and prices, and
conduct formative research to quantify, over space and time, the extent of rodent trade between Cambodia
and Vietnam, identify potential risks for EPT and possible interventions to mitigate risk.

Activity 2.2.3: Market mapping and monitoring of cross-border rodent trade. (Objectives 2 and 3)
o

Subactivity 2.2.3.1: PREVENT will map markets using the protocol that has been developed and
applied in Cameroon and Gabon and adapted for Southeast Asia.

o

Subactivity 2.2.3.2: PREVENT will monitor market biosecurity, quantities of animals available and
prices in eight of these markets over the course of one year. Activities will include:
1. A tentative schedule of visits to eight markets will be finalized in consultation with RGC and
local partners and market monitors will be selected.
2. A two-day workshop in Phnom Penh to familiarize monitors with market monitoring forms , data
collection and analysis protocols.
3. Implementation of the monitoring through site visits. PREVENT will explore the possibility of
using SMS to submit reports.
4. Analysis of information on a rolling basis throughout the year.

5

http://www.chinadaily.corn.cn/world/2009-05/ 15/content 7781683.htm
http://khmerization.blogspot.com/2009/05/50-tons-of-cambodian-rat-mcat-exported.html
7
http://www.chinadaily.corn.cn/world/2009-05/ l 5/content 7781683.htm
6
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•
•

Partners - PHI D360, local consultants, potentially PREDICT (WCS)
Expected results - Spatial and temporal map of price and quantity of key wild species of rodents
and bats as well as additional wildlife found in markets in Cambodia. Monitoring information for
eight of these markets along the Cambodia-Vietnam border; estimates of the quantity of
rodents/meat traded and exposure of individuals to rodents.

Activity 2.2.4: Qualitative research to understand cross-border rodent trade. (Objectives 2 and 3)

PREVENT will carry out rapid qualitative research in selected Cambodian communities involved in
cross-border rodent trade research to understand how much of the population is involved, trace sources
and routes by which rodents ( and comparison foods) get to market and their destinations; identify
different actors in the chain: collectors, transporters, consolidators, processors, brokers, and
institutional buyers, if relevant. Interview those who participate in the rodent trade to determine how
important the trade is as a source of income, evaluate trader willingness to adopt income substitutes and
ascertain perceived advantages and barriers of switching to substitutes. Assess traders appreciation (or
not) of the risks identified in the market mapping and monitoring activity (2.2.3), and the potential for
risk mitigation.
•
•

Partners - PHI D360, consultants, PREDICT (WCS), other research organization (tbd)
Expected results - Actors in rodent trade identified. Report on rat meat trade as a source of
income and perceived advantages and barriers of switching to substitutes. Understanding key
communities and subpopulations engaged in rodent cross-border trade. Identification of potential
interventions to decrease risk; recommendations for regulatory, structural and/or behavior change
interventions to reduce the risk of EPT from cross-border rodent trade.

LOW 4: Risk R eduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Develop intervention strategy to reduce human-animal exposure and/or the risk of
transmission ofEPT. (Objective 4)

Based on results of activities 2.2. 1-2.2.4 to characterize the interface between humans and animals
PREVENT will first identify higher risk groups and factors that contribute to the risk, and then will begin
to develop an intervention strategy to reduce risky human exposure to animals. This year the project
expects to identify specific practices that increase or decrease risk, and to test the feasibility of changing
them through behavior trials.
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, TBD
Expected results - Specific validated strategies to reduce risk, including definition of the key
population(s) (which might be individuals or organizations or policymakers), the desired
action(s), factors which might be barriers or incentives, and ways to reach the key population(s).
Assessment, through behavior trials, of the feasibility and sustainability of approaches
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INDONESIA
Indonesia's diverse flora and fauna, spread over a great expanse of islands, are matched by a diversity of
culture. During the past decade Indonesia has addressed emerging diseases such as avian influenza A
H5Nl, Pandemic influenza AHJNl, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and re-emerging and
drug-resistant diseases. 8
PREVENT- FYI I activities completed
In March 201 l PREVENT commissioned a telephone survey about wild animal consumption, through an
omnibus mechanism, fielded in major urban and peri-urban areas of Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and
Vietnam. Results indicated that few urban Indonesian respondents spontaneously mentioned any wild
animal they had eaten in the last year, with the highest proportion, ?percent mentioning eels. When asked
about specific animals no more than 1 percent of Indonesian respondents reported eating any of the
animals of interest; bats, rodents (rats, squirrels, mice) and non-human primates.
Corresponding with these low wildlife consumption patterns, most survey respondents in Indonesia
agreed with the corresponding attitudinal statements "People can get sick from eating wild animal meat"
and "It can be dangerous to have contact with the blood of a wild animal". Further, in urban Indonesia
people on average disagreed with the statements " I eat more wild animal meat than I did five years ago",
"Many people I know eat wild animal meat", and "Wild animal meat tastes better than domestic animal
meat". As seen in some other Asian urban centers (the Indonesian average scores on all five attitude
statements were similar to those of both Malaysia and Thailand; the results from Vietnam were the
reverse), urban Indonesians indicate a reduction in wildlife consumption.
PREVENT would like to understand the wildlife consumption and food preferences in more rural
Indonesian populations living closer to forested areas. PREVENT will build on the omnibus findings
when formulating the human-animal exposure formative research to address populations specific
nomenclature for wildlife and address the variety of ways Indonesians are exposed to wildlife.
PREVENT - FYI 2 planned activities

The diversity of Indonesia's flora, fauna and cultures and the expanse of the archipelago (17,508 islands
of which 6,000 are inhabited9) make it necessaiy to narrow PREVENT's focus in initial year of activity.
PREVENT will begin activities in the forested areas of Kalimantan and North Sulawesi. In Kalimantan
the biodiversity of wildlife, continued human-wildlife interaction and the presence of extractive industry
represent an opportunity for EPT transmission. Kalimantan also offers the opportunity to collaborate with
several potential pat1ners working in environment and health. The North Sulawesi population has a high
rate of rodent and bats consumption-a potentially risky behavior for disease emergence. As PREVENT
implements activities, the project will examine and real ign the geographic focus as needed.

8

Coker, Richard J, Benjamin M Hunter, James W Rudge, Mraco Liverani, and Piya Hanvoravonghai. Emerging
infectious diseases in southeast Asia: regional challenges to control. Lancet Vol 377, February 12, 2011.
9
https://www .cia. gov/Iibrary/p ub Iications/the-world-factbook/geos/id. html
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Partnerships
PREVENT anticipates working with key stakeholders throughout the project's life including:
Government oflndonesia (e.g. MENKOKESRA, KOMNAS Zoonosis, DEPKES (Ministry of Health),
Ministry of Forestry, Ministry of Agriculture, and Ministry of Environment), universities (Indonesia
Institute of Sciences- LIPI), University of Indonesia School of Public Health, and Primate Research
Center Bogor Agricultural University), extractive industry partners, relevant NGOs (Indonesian Red
Cross- PMT), Muhammadiyah and World Wildlife Fund (WWF), research agencies (TBD), and marketing
agencies (TBD) as well as PREDICT and RESPOND.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.l: Literature review. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT will undertake a desktop review of existing literature on the potential for disease
transmission from wildlife to humans in Indonesia. The focus will be risky practices and behaviors that
affect disease transmission from wildlife to humans, social norms that support these or less risky
practices, and motivations and circumstances that support risky practices, with a focus on rodents, bats,
and primate species.

•
•

Partners - FBI D360, local consultant, institution (potentially a U niversity partner)
Expected results - Report that summarizes what is known about human exposure to wildlife
in Indonesia.

Activity 2.2.2: Human-animal exposure - formative research. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT, with EcoHealth Alliance (PREDICT), is developing a standard survey approach to assess
direct and indirect human exposure to animals in a variety of settings in different countries. These humananimal exposure surveys must be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in which they are
conducted. PREVENT will conduct formative research to learn the local names for different types of
animals, how people categorize them (as rats, wildlife or pests), what roles animals have in the economic,
social, spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with them, and what risks, if
any, people perceive that animals pose. PREVENT anticipates conducting this formative research in a
series of five areas that range from a pristine ecologic environment to an urban setting.

•
•

Partners - PHI D360, research firm, university partnership (i.e. University of Indonesia School
of Public Health)
Expected results - Information about animal names, how animals are categorized, their roles,
types of human-animal contact and perceived risk. Guidance for adapting the human-animal
exposure survey questionnaire

Activity 2.2.3: Human-animal exposure - survey. (Objectives 2 and 3)
With input from EcoHealth Alliance, PREVENT is developing a standard sw·vey protocol to quantify the type,
frequency and intensity of exposw-e of humans to animals that are potential sources ofEPT. This survey will
help PREVENT and others identify which subgroups of the population are at highest risk ofEPT.
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In FY 12 PREVENT is rolling out the survey in southeast Asia. Using the results of formative research
(subactivity 2.2.4), PREVENT will adapt the questionnaire for Lao PDR, then conduct the survey in
selected sites.

•
•

Partners - FHT D360, research firm (tbd)
Expected results - Estimated exposure rates of humans to key animals that will provide
additional input for PREDICT's geospatial models and inform potential interventions.

Activity 2.2.4: Assessment of the potential for amplification. (Objective 3)
A pandemic requires both emergence (transmission of an animal disease to a human) and amplification
(transmission from the index human case to a rapidly expanding number of people). If infected people do
not come in contact w ith a sufficiently large number of uninfected people when they can transmit an
infection, the disease will rapidly die out. To ensure that PREVENT focuses on emergence in
areas/populations that have true pandemic potential. PREVENT will assess the potential of a disease to
spread from a remote area to a dense urban setting using an approach similar to the "small-world" study
carried out by Stanley M ilgram 10 .
People living in selected remote areas will be given a package and asked to get it to a provincial town
center by giving it to someone who may give it to someone else, etc., recording the location and date/time
of each handover. Comparing the time and number of people the package passes through to reach the
town with periods of infectivity of different viruses will indicate the potential for an emerging pathogen to
spread from the rural to more urban, densely populated areas.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, TBD
Expected results- Indication of potential for amplification, enabling prioritization of focus areas.

Activity 2.2.5: Extractive industry situation analysis. (Objectives 2 and 3)
Land use change is a critical factor affecting human - wildlife contact. Extractive industries in particular
- mining, oil/gas, logging, but also hydropower, and even intensive agriculture - change the dynamics
between human and animal populations, for example, by removing the karst formations of limestone from
the landscape that serve as a habitat for bats, a key PREVENT species. PREVENT leads the EPT
program's extractive industries working group that includes members from PREDICT, RESPOND, and
USAID. The group is helping to develop a tool to assess industry risks for disease transmission and
suggest possible mitigation activities. In addition, PREVENT is developing a stakeholder analysis tool to
understand positions and information sources and influences of policy makers, industry, and local civil
society groups .
Indonesia has a more developed extractive industries sector than other countries in Southeast Asia, and
thus offers opportunities to identify current industty best practices for mitigating human-animal contact as
well as additional possible mitigation approaches. PREVENT w ill:
l.

2.

10

Conduct a literature review/report on current practices and existing materials for improving practices
that prevent or mitigate disease transmission
Meet with government (at various levels) to discuss current policies and regulations around extractive
industry
Milgram, S. 1967. "The Small World Problem." Psychology Today 1:61-67.
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3.
4.
5.

Map/scope extractive industries to determine which groups are working where and how developed the
sites are
Visit one or several companies engaged in extractive industry to assess current risk reduction practices
If possible, carry out at least two case studies of selected model industry sites to learn more about best
practices

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, extractive industry (e.g., Freeport Indonesia), relevant ministries
Expected results- Report of best practices and suggested strategy for working
with industry.

Activity 2.2.6: Investigation of changes in settlement patterns. (Objectives 2 and 3)
New settlements in and near pristine environments, whether from in-migration to extractive industry sites,
refugee camps, or settlements resulting from transmigration policies, affect the size and density of human
and animal populations and the amount of forest fringe and thus are important drivers of zoonotic disease
emergence.
th

Since the early 20 century the Indonesia government has been practicing transmigration to move
11
residents in dense urban populations such as Java to less inhabited islands. The Transmigration Program
is well-documented and is at the interface of human populations and a pristine natural environment. This
government program clears uninhabited lands on which to relocate families. PREVENT proposes
conducting a literature review and interviewing people in key ministries to examine the effect of this
program on human-wildlife exposure. PREVENT will focus its work in Kalimantan.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration, Ministry of Environment,
local consultant.
Expected results- Possible TOR to assess the relationship between transmigration settlements
and human-animal exposure.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.l: Intervention to reduce human-animal exposure. (Objective 4)
Based on results of the human-animal exposure survey, PREVENT will first identify higher risk groups
and risk factors, and then develop an intervention strategy to reduce risky human exposure to animals.
PREVENT expects to identify specific practices that increase or decrease risk, and to test the feasibility of
changing them through behavior trials in FY 12.

•
•

Partners - FHJ D360, KOMNAS Zoonosis, other TBD
Expected results - Specific validated strategies to reduce risk, including defined key
population(s) (individuals and/or organizations and/or policymakers), desired action(s), factors
that might be barriers or incentives, and ways to reach identified key population(s).

II

http://lnweb90.worldbank.org/oed/ocddocli b. nsf/Doc UNID View ForJa vaScarch/7773 31 ddd0b623 9c852567f500 5ce5
e2?OpenDocument&Click=
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Activity 4.2.2: Develop advocacy strategy and materials for extractive industry. (Objective 4)
Based on the report about extractive industries best practices, PREVENT will develop a strategy to
engage extractive industries in risk reduction activities. Specific activities will include:

1. Analyze information gathered at the global level on current industry risk reduction practices.
2. Conduct stakeholder analysis at national, provincial, and community levels related to sites of
interest (model sites and those where EPT might carry out interventions).
3. Analyze potential ba1Tiers and motivations to implementing risk reduction practices.
4. Write an advocacy strategy and materials, possibly including guidelines documents for
specific industries.
•
•

Partners - FHT D360, TBD
Expected results - Advocacy strategy and materials for extractive industry.
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LAOPDR
In Southeast Asia, Lao PDR is the country with the most undisturbed landscape and remote populations.
More than 80 percent of the population lives in rural areas; and for many, wild animal meat is an
important source of protein. Continued human-wildlife interaction represents an opportunity for EPT
transmission, while the reliance on wild animal meat poses the equally compelling challenge to ensure
food security for the rural population. PREVENT will build on lessons learned in implementing a multisectoral national avian and human influenza strategy to develop interventions to reduce the likelihood of
EPT transmission, while addressing the Government of Lao PDR's goals of food security, conservation,
and poverty alleviation.
Lao PDR FY 11 Activities

PREVENT's EPT program received permission to conduct activities in July 2011. PREVENT conducted
a scoping visit to meet with staff at the U.S. Embassy, key Lao PDR government agencies including the
National Emerging Infectious Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO) and the National Agriculture and
Forestry Research Institute (NAFRI) and potential partners and stakeholders such as WCS, National
University and FAO to discuss areas of interest and to plan potential collaboration. We anticipate that
WCS/Lao will be a key PREVENT partner in FY I 2.
Location

Pending government approval, PREVENT will initiate work in seven provinces with important markets,
subsistence hunting, and extractive industry concessions: Vientiane, Xieng Khouang, Houaphan,
Bolikhamxay, Khammouane, Attapeu, and Champasak. Additional provinces for market monitoring and
extractive industry - related activities may be requested as further information is obtained.
Partnerships

PREVENT will build on the strong previous collaboration between FHJ D360 (formerly AED) and
NEIDCO to ensure that activities are consistent with Government of Lao PDR goals. PREVENT
anticipates working with key stakeholders throughout the project's life including: Government of Lao
PDR (e.g. NEIDCO, the Center of Information and education for Health (CIEH), MOH Department of
Hygiene and Prevention, provincial and district health units, agriculture and forestry offices in identified
provinces, Lao Women's Union (LWU), Market Working Group, extractive industry partners, and
research agencies (TBD), as well as EPT Program partners PREDICT and RESPOND.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Literature review. (Objectives 2 and 3)

PREVENT will undertake a desktop review of existing literature on the potential for disease transmission
from wildlife to humans in Lao PDR. The review will focus on risky practices and behaviors that affect
the disease transmission from wildlife to humans, social norms that support these or less risky practices,
and the motivations and circumstances that support risky practices, with a focus on rodents, bats and
primate species.
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•
•

Partners - PHI D360, local consultant
Expected results - Report that summarizes what is known about exposure of humans to wildlife
in Lao PDR.

Activity 2.2.2: Ascertain characteristics of selected markets in PDR Lao (Objectives 2 and 3)
o

Subactivity 2.2.2.1: Market monitoring. Bats and rodents are bought openly for consumption from
identified markets in Lao PDR. Because bats and rodents harbor EPT viruses, PREVENT proposes
concentrating on markets in areas where bats and rodents are consumed to determine potential risk
posed by wildlife in markets.
In partnership with WCS (PREDICT partner), PREVENT will monitor markets for biosecurity
practices, and price and quantity patterns over one year. PREVENT will collect this information from
markets where WCS samples wildlife (including key species of bats and rodents). Market monitoring
activities w ill include:
1. A two-day workshop in Vientiane to familiarize monitors with market monitoring forms , data
collection and analysis protocols
2. Systemic, periodic collection of biosecurity, price and quantity info1mation from markets.
3. A tentative schedule of market visits will be finalized in consultation with the Government of Lao
PDR, WCS and local partners. It will initially include markets in seven provinces: Vientiane,
X ieng Khouang, Houaphan, Bolikhamxay, Khammouane, Attapeu, and Champasak.
4. Analyze information collected on a rolling basis during the year.

o

Subactivity 2.2.2.2: Rapid ethnography. PREVENT will conduct a rapid ethnography in several
different types of markets to understand the daily flow of wild animal meat; the perceptions, behavior
and motivations of sellers & buyers; the relation of buyers to other buyers and the market
owner/manager; and the process of market governance.
•
•

Partners - FHT D360, WCS (PREDICT)
Expected results - Spatial and temporal map of price and quantity of key wild species - rodents,
bats, and additional wildlife found in markets in Lao PDR. Information about market biosecurity
and deeper understanding of sellers and buyers. Recommended market interventions to reduce the
risk of human-animal exposure to EPT virnses in markets.

Activity 2.2.3: Consumer demand/Peri-domestic exposure scoping. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT will work in seven of the sixteen provinces in Lao PDR this year, leaving nine provinces
unaddressed. To provide some insight into exposure to wildlife in these provinces PREVENT proposes
working with the Lao Women's Union network to collect information from all provinces about
consumption of wildlife (particularly rodents, bats and primates) and peri-domestic exposure to wildlife.
LWU is present in all provinces and almost all districts and villages. They claim 1,000,000 members from
about 10,000 villages. The final form of the inquiry is still being determined, but it is likely to be a
simple set of normative questions about availability of wildlife in local markets, whether people in the
area consume certain species and how frequently (categories, ranging from never and rarely/on special
occasions to " main protein"), and about animals that are encountered in the home, in farms and in the
forest that can be disseminated and collected through the hierarchical structure of the LWU. This
information will form the basis for considering where PREVENT will work. Depending on the outcome
and value of this activity, it may be considered as a future monitoring tool.
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•
•

Partners - PHI D360, Lao Women's Union
Expected results - Standardized normative information about consumption and peri-domestic
exposure of humans to key wild animals. PREVENT will use this information to guide decisions
about possible in-depth qualitative follow-up activities and interventions.

Activity 2.2.4: Human-animal exposure - formative research. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT, with EcoHealth Alliance (PREDICT), is developing a standard survey approach to assess
direct and indirect human exposure to animals in a variety of settings in different countries. These humananimal exposure surveys must be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in which they are
conducted. PREVENT will conduct formative research to learn the local names for different types of
animals, how people categorize them (are rats wildlife or pests?), what roles animals have in the
economic, social, spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with them, and
what risks, if any, people perceive that animals pose. PREVENT anticipates conducting the research in
three sites such as an area near an extractive industry site, a place with high rodent and bat consumption
(Khammouane), and a subsistence hunting area (Houaphan). However, selection of formative research
sites w ill be further determined based on the outcome of subactivities 2.2.1 - 2.2.3.

•
•

Partners - FHl D3 60, research firm (tbd)
Expected results - Information about animal names, how they are categorized, their roles, types
of human-animal contact and perceived risk. Guidance for adapting the human-animal exposure
survey questionnaire

Activity 2.2.5: Human-animal exposure - survey. (Objectives 2 and 3)
With input from EcoHealth Alliance, PREVENT is developing a standard survey protocol to quantify
the type, frequency and intensity of exposure of humans to animals that are potential sources of EPT. This
survey will help PREVENT and others identify which subgroups of the population are at highest risk
ofEPT.

In FY12 PREVENT is rolling out the survey in southeast Asia. Using the results of formative research
(subactivity 2.2.4), PREVENT will adapt the questionnaire for Lao PDR, and then conduct the survey in
selected sites.
•
•

Partners - FHl D3 60, research firm (tbd)
Expected results - Estimated exposure rates of humans to key animals that will provide
additional input for PREDICT's geospatial models and inform potential interventions.
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Activity 2.2.6: Assessing the potential fo r disease amplification. (Objective 3)
A pandemic requires both emergence (transmission of an animal disease to a human) and amplification
(transmission from the index human case to a rapidly expanding number of people). If infected people do
not come in contact with a sufficiently large number of uninfected people when they can transmit an
infection, the disease will rapidly die out. To ensure that PREVENT focuses on emergence in
areas/populations that have true pandemic potential,. PREVENT will assess the potential of a disease to
spread from a remote area to a dense urban setting using an approach similar to the "small-world" study
12
carried out by Stanley Milgram •
People living in selected remote areas will be given a package and asked to get it to a provincial town
center by giving it to someone who may give it to someone else, etc., recording the location and date/time
of each handover. Comparing the time and number of people the package passes through to reach the
town with periods of infectivity of different viruses will indicate the potential for an emerging pathogen to
spread from the rural to more urban, densely populated areas.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, WCS
Expected results - Indication of potential for amplification, enabling prioritization of
focus areas.

Activity 2.2.7: Extractive industry mapping. (Objective 2 and 3)
Land use change is a critical factor affecting human - wildlife exposure. Extractive industries in particular
- mining, oil/gas, logging, but also hydropower, and even intensive agriculture, change the dynamics
between human and animal populations, for example, by attracting large numbers of in-migrating
workers to a formerly sparsely inhabited area, or creating roads to facilitate export of extracted products
that also facilitate commercial hunters' access to formerly pristine forest. PREVENT is leading an EPT
Program extractive industries working group that includes members from PREDICT and RESPOND as
well as USA ID. The group is participating in the development of a tool for assessing industry risks and
current practices and suggesting possible mitigation activities. In addition, PREVENT is developing a
stakeholder analysis tool for understanding the positions and sources of information and influence of
policymakers, indust1y, and local civil society groups, which will be appl ied in Lao PDR.
Laos is undergoing a boom in extractive industries; according to a recent report in the International
Herald Tribune, the government is currently holding discussions with more than five mining companies
and has plans to build 70 hydroelectric dams. PREVENT will:
I.
2.

3.

Map/ extractive industries to determine which groups are working where and how developed the sites
are.
Meet with government (at various levels) to discuss current policies and regulations around extractive
industry.
Visit one or several companies engaged in extractive industry to assess current risk
reduction practices.

•
•

12

Partners - FHI D360, extractive industry, relevant ministries, WCS (PREDICT)
Expected results - Report of Lao PDR extractive industry players, interests, political climate,
incentives, and barriers.

Milgram, S. 1967. "The Small World Problem." Psychology Today 1:61-67.
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LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Intervention to reduce human-animal exposure. (Objective 4)
Based on results of the human-animal exposure survey, PREVENT will first identify higher risk groups
and risk factors, and then develop an intervention strategy to reduce risky human exposure to animals.
PREVENT expects to identify specific practices that increase or decrease risk, and to test the feasibility of
changing them through behavior trials in FY 12.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, tbd
Expected results - Specific validated strategies to reduce risk, including defined key
population(s) (individuals and/or organizations and/or policymakers), desired action(s), factors
that might be barriers or incentives, and ways to reach identified key population(s).

Activity 4.2.2: Market monitoring structural/regulatory interventions. (Objective 4)
Based on market monitoring findings, PREVENT will develop an intervention strategy to reduce human
exposure to animals. PREVENT expects to identify specific practices that increase or decrease risk, and
to test the feasibility of changing them through behavior trials in FY 12.

•
•

Partners - FHJ D360, tbd
Expected results - Specific validated strategies to reduce risk, including defined key
population(s) (individuals and/or organizations, and/or policymakers), desired action(s), factors
that might be barriers or incentives, and ways to reach identified key population(s).

Activity 4.2.4: Participation in and support for markets working group. (Objective 6)
The Lao Markets Working Group has expressed an interested in expanding their mandate to ETD's and
one health. PREVENT proposes participation in and supporting the markets working group in Lao;
anticipating future collaboration when interventions for PREVENT are underway.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360
Expected results- Expansion ofMWG to cover EID's and one health.
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THAILAND
Thailand will serve as a regional platform for PREVENT. Regional research and communication staff
will be based in Bangkok. Isaan, the northeastern region of Thailand, will continue to be the focal area for
human-animal peri-domestic exposure research as this region has repo11ed rodent consumption and
language similarities with Lao PDR.
PREVENT- FYI I activities completed

In March 2011 PREVENT commissioned a survey about wild animal consumption, through an omnibus
mechanism, fielded in major urban and peri-urban areas of Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam.
Few respondents in Thailand spontaneously mentioned eating any wild animal in the past year, with the
highest proportion (10%) mentioning wild pig. When asked about specific animals, 8 percent reported
eating rats and 1 percent squin-el, with less than 1 percent reporting eating other animals of interest: bats,
rodents (mice), and non-human primates.
Most survey respondents in Thailand agreed with the attitudinal statements: "People can get sick from
eating wild animal meat;" and, "It can be dangerous to have contact with the blood of a wild animal".
Fm1her, they disagreed with the statements "I eat more wild animal meat than I did five years ago,"
"Many people I know eat wild animal meat," and "Wild animal meat tastes better than domestic animal
meat." Those surveyed in urban and peri-urban areas of Malaysia and Indonesia responded similarly to
the five attitude statements; however, Vietnamese responses were the reverse.
While urban consumption may be low, PREVENT would like to collect information about wildlife
consumption and other types of exposure to wild animals from more rural populations living closer to
forested areas. Such studies must include population-specific nomenclature for wildlife and address the
different ways Thais are exposed to wildlife. PREVENT will build on the omnibus findings when
formulating the human-animal peri-domestic exposure survey.
In July 20 11 PREVENT pretested components of a toolkit for formative research on human exposure to
animals at home and work (peri-domestic exposure). This pilot study assessed different qualitative
approaches to learn the local names for different types of anima ls, how people categorize them (are rats
wildlife or pests?), what roles animals have in the economic, social, spiritual lives of the population, the
types of contacts that people have with them, and what risks, if any, people perceive that animals pose.
During the pilot, PREVENT also assessed the effect of different ways ofrepresenting animals- including
writing animal names on paper, drawing symbolic representation of animals, and/or photographs or
drawings of animals. The pretest was held in Khan Khan, Thailand; results are currently being analyzed.
These results, along with information from the omnibus survey, will be used to develop a questionnaire
for a survey to quantify human exposure to wildlife. This survey will be pretested in the same area
of Thailand.

Partnerships: Government of Thailand (National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department of
Thailand (DNP), Mahidol University, research agencies (TBD), PREDICT, and RESPOND.
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LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Literature review. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT will undertake a desktop review of existing literature on the potential for disease transmission
from wildlife to humans in Thailand. The focus will be risky practices and behaviors that affect the
disease transmission from wildlife to humans, social norms that support these or less risky practices,
and the motivations and circumstances that support risky practices, with a focus on rodent, bat, and
primate species.
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, local consultant, institution (potentially a University partner)
Expected results - Report that summarizes what is known about human exposure to wildlife in
Thailand.

Activity 2.2.2: Pre-test human-animal exposure survey. (Objectives 2 and 3)
During FYl 1, PREVENT pretested elements of a formative research toolkit for understanding human
exposure to animals in Isaan. During FY12 PREVENT will pretest a survey approach for quantifying
human exposure to animals in the same region. The survey will estimate contact rates between men and
women and key animals. PREVENT will focus on animals particularly likely to carry EPT vi.ruses
(rodents, bats and primates), but will also ask about a few selected "control" domestic and wild animals.
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, research consultant, research fom, PREDICT (EcoHealth Alliance)
Expected results - Pretested survey questionnaire for human-animal exposure survey, to be
implemented in Indonesia, Lao PDR, and Vietnam in FY 12. Estimated exposure rates of humans
and key animals that will "ground-truth" PREDICT's geospatial models as well as inform
potential interventions.

Activity 2.2.3: Technical assistance for DNP behavioral research. (Objective 6)
The National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department of Thailand (DNP) of the Royal
Kingdom of Thailand's Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MNRE) conserves and protects
national forests, wildlife, and flora of Thailand has expressed an interest in receiving PREVENT's help in
building the behavioral research capacity of DNP staff in time for them to carry out behavioral research in
FY 13. PREVENT proposes providing TA (up to 1.5 months of LOE).
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, The National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department of
Thailand (DNP)
Expected results - Strengthened local capacity in behavioral research and input into Behavioral
Research studies
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LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Emerging Infectious Disease (EID) Preparedness Forum. 13 (Objective 6)
The EID Preparedness Forum began in 2006 in response to avian and human influenza in Southeast Asia.
In 2010 the forum expanded to include all EID's. Each month the forum hosts a meeting to share
information on emerging and zoonotic diseases and to improve member coordination. The membership
includes governments, non-governmental organizations, private sector, and academia. PREVENT will
continue to support and participate in the EID Preparedness Forum in FY 12.

•
•

13

Partners - RESPOND, FHJ D360
Expected results - Continued EID Forum knowledge sharing and coordinated preparation of
EID events.

http://www.cidforum.org/
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VIETNAM
Vietnam is a country with high consumption of wild animal meat and use of wild animal-based
medicines, although not everyone consumes wild animal meat. Drury's 14 dissertation research in Hanoi
showed that only about half of the population repo11ed consuming wild animal meat. in the past 12
months. Respondents who did consume it were very concerned about food quality; saying that they
preferred wild meat because it is more "natural," echoing AI.COM findings that people preferred uncaged
chickens because they were more "natural." Another clear factor enhancing the desirability of wild meat
is its rarity; things costly to acquire are highly valued.
Demand for wildlife is partially met through wildlife farms. WCS has documented problems posed by
wildlife farms, notably that some farms replenish their stock from wild animals. This raises the risk of
introduction of disease, particularly if farms do not have good biosecurity. PREVENT will work with
WCS to identify factors that would encourage or inhibit people from engaging in optimal practices at the
wildlife farms.
Some of PREVENT key species- bats and primates- were not explicitly included in Drury's study,
therefore PREVENT carried out a consumer demand survey that asked specific questions about these key
species as well as general questions about eating wild animal meat. In this study 5.2 percent of
respondents in Hanoi and 27.4 percent in Ho Chi Minh City reported eating rodents in the past year (see
FYI I activities completed, below) . PREVENT has identified one area, the Takeo/An Giang border where
there is cross-border trade in rodents from Cambodia to Vietnam; during FY12 PREVENT will examine
this trade from both sides of the border.
Finally, PREVENT will also review ongoing and recent interventions to reduce demand for wild
animal meat.

PREVENT - FYI I activities completed
In March 2011 PREVENT commissioned a telephone survey about wi ld animal consumption, through an
omnibus mechanism, fielded in major urban and peri-urban areas of Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and
Vietnam. Interestingly, Vietnamese responses were quite different from the other three countries. 1n
response to the unaided question: "Please tell me all of the types of wild animal meat that you or someone
in your household ate since this time last year," very few respondents in Indonesia or Malaysia mentioned
any animal (the highest proportion mentioning any specific animal was 7 percent for eels in Indonesia; 5
percent for deer in Malaysia). In Thailand IO percent of respondents spontaneously mentioned wild pig;
the animal also mentioned by the highest proportion ofrespondents in Vietnam (21 %). Other animals
mentioned spontaneously by more than 10 percent of respondents from Vietnam were cane rat (19%),
frogs (18%), and snake (14%). Numbers for all these animals were even higher when looking just at Ho
Chi Minh City respondents.

In response to closed-ended questions about animals of interest ("In the past year, did you or someone in
your household eat the following animal: _ _") Vietnam again had higher rates of positive responses
than other countries. Twenty percent ofrespondents (27% of men and 14% of women) reported having
eaten rat although fewer than l percent reported eating bats, monkeys, squirrels, or mice. As a
comparison, in Thailand, 8 percent reported eating rats and 1 percent squirrel, with fewer than 1 percent
14

RC Drury: Identifying and understanding consumers of wild animal products in Hanoi, Vietnam: Implications for
Conservation Management. University College London, February 2009.
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reporting eating other animals of interest. In Malaysia no more than 2 percent and in Indonesia no more
than 1 percent of respondents reported eating any animal of interest.
Attitudes were also different in Vietnam compared with other countries. Respondents were asked to rate
the extent of their agreement with different statements on a scale from I "strongly disagree" to 5
"strongly agree." Average ratings for respondents in Vietnam were consistently higher or lower ratings
than averages for respondents from the other three countries, which are consistently similar to each other.
On average, respondents in Vietnam were least likely to agree that contact with wild animal blood can be
dangerous and least likely to agree that people can get sick from eating wild animals. On the other hand,
Vietnamese were most likely to agree that wild animal meat tastes better than domestic, eat more wild
animal meat than they did five years ago, and repo11 that many people they know eat wild animal meat.
Thus the results of the attitude questions are consistent with the higher rates of repo11ed consumption of
wild animal meat in Vietnam than in the other countries. PREVENT will build on the omnibus findings
when formulating the peri-domestic exposure formative research.

Location
PREVENT will implement work in southern Vietnam, peri-urban and rural areas of Ho Chi Minh City
(HCMC) and nine provinces; An Giang, Quang Ninh, Lam Dong, Long An, Tien Giang, Tay Ninh, Dong
Thap, Dong Nai, and Khanh Hoa.

Partnerships
PREVENT anticipates working with key stakeholders throughout the project's life including:
Government of Vietnam (e.g. Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD), Department of
Animal Health (DAH), relevant NGOs (World Wildlife Fund (WWF), research agencies (TBD), and
Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS)/PREDICT and RESPOND.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Literature review. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT will undertake a desktop review of existing literature on the potential for disease
transmission from wildlife to humans in Vietnam. The focus will be risky practices and behaviors that
affect disease transmission from wildlife to humans, social norms that support these or less risky
practices, and the motivations and circumstances that support risky practices, w ith a focus on rodents,
bats, and primate species.
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, local consultant
Expected results - Report summarizing what is known about human exposure to wildlife
in Vietnam.
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Activity 2.2.2: Human-animal exposure - formative research. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT, with EcoHealth Alliance (PREDICT), is developing a standard survey approach to assess
direct and indirect human exposure to animals in a variety of settings in different countries. These humananimal exposure surveys must be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in which they are
conducted. PREVENT will conduct formative research to learn the local names for different types of
animals, how people categorize them (are rats wildlife or pests?), what roles animals have in the
economic, social, spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with them, and
what risks, if any, people perceive that animals pose. PREVENT anticipates conducting this formative
research in three sites: 11) peri-urban area of HCMC (rodent and potential bat consumption), 2) in An
Giang Province close to the border of Cambodia (cross-border rodent trade) 3) an rural area near the
Vietnam - China border within Quang Ninh Province, selected because of its unique terrain, boasting
many islands, rivers, and caves, a high density of wildlife farms and wildlife trade from Vietnam
to China.

•
•

Partners - FHl D360, research firm (tbd)
Expected results- Information about animal names, how they are categorized, their roles, types
of human-animal contact and perceived risk. , Guidance for adapting the human-animal exposure
survey questionnaire

Activity 2.2.3: Human-animal exposure - survey. (Objectives 2 and 3)
In FY 12 PREVENT is rolling out the survey in southeast Asia. Using the results of formative research
(subactivity 2.2.4), PREVENT will adapt the questionnaire for Vietnam, then conduct the survey in
selected sites.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, research firm (tbd)
Expected results - Estimated exposure rates of humans to key animals that will provide
additional input for PREDlCT's geospatial models and inform potential interventions.

Activity 2.2.4: Wildlife farms biosecurity assessment. (Objectives 2 and 3)
Theoretically, farmed wild animals should relieve pressure on wild animal populations. However, a 2009
study (WCS and Vietnam Department of Forestry) showed that nearly half of commercial wild animal
farms surveyed in northern Vietnam regularly brought animals from the wild, and that the farms
exacerbated, rather than alleviated, pressures on wild animals. Further, keeping multiple species of newly
imported animals in a small area increases the risk of interspecies disease transmission, a situation
analogous to wet markets.
PREVENT will work with WCS to explore different options for improving biosecurity practices at
wildlife farms in Quang Ninh Province by documenting ctment practices. In partnership with WCS,
PREVENT will monitor wildlife farms for biosecurity quantities and varieties of animals patterns over
one year. PREVENT will collect data from wildlife farms where WCS sample wildlife (including key
species of bats and rodents).

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, Wildlife Conservation Society (PREDICT), local consultant
Expected results - A description of husbandry/biosecurity practices at wildlife farms in Quang
Ninh Province and identified best practices and the means and motivations for reducing potential
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risks. Possible activities range from certifying and promoting responsible farms (if any) to
publicizing the risks of obtaining animals from these farms.

Activity 2.2.5: Extractive industry- human-wildlife exposure . (Objectives 2 and 3)
Land use change is a critical factor affecting human - wildlife contact. Extractive industries in particular
- mining, oil/gas, logging, but also hydropower, and even intensive agriculture - change the dynamics
between human and animal populations, for example, by removing the karst formations of limestone from
the landscape that serve as a habitat for bats, a key PREVENT species. PREVENT leads the EPT
program's extractive industries working group that includes members from PREDICT, RESPOND, and
USAJD. T he group is helping to develop a tool to assess industry risks for disease transmission and
suggest possible mitigation activities. In addition, PREVENT is developing a stakeholder analysis tool to
understand positions and information sources and influences of policy makers, industry, and local civil
society groups.
Vietnam offers opportunities to identify current industry best practices for mitigating human-animal
contact as well as additional possible mitigation approaches. PREVENT will:
1. Conduct a literature review/report on cunent industry practices and existing to improve practices to
prevent disease transmission.
2. Meet with government (at various levels) to discuss cunent policies and regulations around
extractive industry.
3. Map/scope extractive industries to determine which groups work where and how developed the sites
are.
4. V isit one or several companies engaged in extractive industry to assess current risk
reduction practices.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, extractive industry companies, relevant ministries, relevant NGOs (e.g.
IUCN)
Expected results - Report of best practices. Draft strategy for working with industry. Case
studies if appropriate.

Activity 2.2.6: Rapid market mapping. (Objectives 2 and 3)
PREVENT will conduct a rapid survey of markets in specific locations to determine what wild animal
meat are available. The project is pa1ticularly interested in markets where bats and rodents are sold, as
these animals have not been the focus of much research to date. Identified markets will form the sampling
frame for the market price/quantity monitoring and value chain study, (subactivity 2.2.7).
PREVENT will do rapid market mapping in southern Vietnam in three areas: 1) peri-urban and rural areas
of HCMC (rodent and potential bat consumption), 2) in An Giang Province close to the border of
Cambodia (cross-border rodent trade) where PREVENT will also map markets along the route from
HCMC to the border, and 3) Khanh Hoa Province (where bats are commonly consumed). Specific
activities will be to:

1. Map locations (GPS), sizes, frequency, and type of products, especially wild animals, sold in
markets in the Mekong River Delta area of Vietnam (e.g. Ag Giang Province, Khanh Hoa Province,
and peri-urban and rural areas of HCMC).
2. Map markets along the road, estimating their size (approximate number of sellers), ascertaining their
frequency (daily or periodically and when), the type of food sold (vegetables, fish, domestic animals
(live, whole carcasses, pieces), wild animals (live, whole carcasses, pieces), particularly rodents and
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3.

4.

bats. For specific portions of the route, PREVENT will also collect information on the number of
roadside sellers (active and potential), the amount, composition (truck, pickup, sedan, motorcycle,
bicycle), and direction of traffic encountered, in pa11icular vehicles carrying animals.
Map larger markets (tentatively, more than 30 vendors) and markets at important intersections. In
these markets PREVENT will:
a. Observe the structure (number of sellers; market layout (sections devoted to types of food
and to cooked food stalls); biosecurity, obvious consolidators etc.
b. Ascertain the primary sources and destinations of wild and domestic animals sold through
low-key informal questioning, paying particular attention to rodents and bats and for
comparison, chickens and pigs.
Observe procedures for checking impo11s/expo11S of animals at the Vietnam-Cambodia border.

•

Partners -FHI D360, WCS (PREDICT), FAO, consultant, Market Management Depai1ment
under the Ministry oflndustry and Commerce, Department of Animal Health (market health
inspector)

•

Expected results - A report of findings , with annotated maps of routes traveled and sketches of
market structure

Activity 2.2.7: Cross-border trade of rodents - market monitoring and value chain analysis (Linked
to Cambodia Activity 2.2.4). (Objectives 2 and 3)
There is an active trade in rodents from southeast Cambodian communities (e.g., Kanda!, Kompong
Cham, Takeo, Prey Veng, and Svay Rieng Provinces)15 to Vietnam where they are sold to markets in and
around Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 16 The rat trade high-season is from April to October and "rat sales, at
17
the checkpoint of Vietnam's An Giang Province alone has reached about 50 tons."
o

Subactivity 2.2.7.1: In up to 8 markets identified by the mapping activity, PREVENT will monitor
biosecurity practices, price, and quantity patterns over one year. Activities will include the following:

1. A tentative schedule of visits to eight markets will be finalized in consultation with RoV and local
partners and market monitors will be selected.
2. A two-day workshop in Phnom Penh to familiarize monitors with market monitoring forms, data
collection and analysis protocols.
3. Implementation of the monitoring through site visits. PREVENT will explore the possibility of using
SMS to submit reports.
4. Analysis of information on a rolling basis throughout the year.
o

Subactivity 2.2.7.2: PREVENT will carry out rapid qualitative research in selected Vietnamese
communities involved in cross-border rodent trade research to understand how much of the
population is involved, trace sources and routes by which rodents (and comparison foods) get to
market and their destinations; identify different actors in the chain: collectors, transporters,
consolidators, processors, brokers, and institutional buyers, if relevant. Interview those who
pa11icipate in the rodent trade to determine how important the trade is as a source of income, evaluate
trader willingness to adopt income substitutes and ascertain perceived advantages and barriers of
switching to substitutes. Assess traders appreciation ( or not) of the risks identified in the market
mapping and monitoring activity (2.2.3), and the potential for risk mitigation.

15

http://www.chinadaily.eom.cn/world/2009-05/ 15/content 7781683.htm
http://khmcrization.blogspot.com/2009/05/ 50-tons-of-cambodian-rat-mcat-cxported.html
17
http://www.chinadaily.eom.cn/world/2009-05/15/contcnt 7781683.htm
16
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•
•

Partners - FHI D360, local consultants, WCS (PREDICT)
Expected results- Spatial and temporal map of price and quantity of key wild species of rodents
and bats as well as additional wildlife found in markets in Vietnam a long the Vietnam-Cambodia
border. Actors in rodent trade identified. Report on rat meat trade as a source of income and
perceived advantages and barriers of switching to substitutes. Understanding key communities
and subpopulations engaged in rodent cross-border trade. Identification of potential interventions
to decrease risk; recommendations for regulatory, structural and/or behavior change interventions
to reduce the risk of EPT from cross-border rodent trade.

Activity 2.2.8: Stakeholder mapping - One Health. (Objectives 2 and 3)
Vietnam is a leader in bringing together public health and animal health professionals and ministries as
part of a One Health initiative. PREVENT aims to assist in improving the cross-sectoral relationships of
key ministry officials through a stakeholder mapping activity.

•
•

Partners - PHI D360, relevant ministries, relevant NGOs, key private and public institutions
Expected results - List of key stakeholders, improved understanding of their interests and
factors which might promote or inhibit collaboration with other stakeholders to implement a
One Health approach.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Interventions to reduce human-animal exposure and/or mitigate risk of transmission
of EPT. (Objective 4)
Based on results of activities 2.2.1-2.2.8 to characterize the interface between humans and animals
PREVENT will first identify higher risk groups and factors that contribute to the risk, then will begin to
develop an intervention strategy to reduce risky human exposure to animals. This year the project expects
to identify specific practices that increase or decrease risk, and to test the feasibility of changing them
through behavior trials.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, WCS, other organizations tbd
Expected results - Specific validated strategies to reduce risk, including defined key
population(s) (individuals and/or organizations and/or policymakers), desired action(s), factors
that motivate or hinder behavior change, and identified ways to reach key population(s).
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Activity 4.2.2: Support Al BCC Working Group. (Objective 6)
The Vietnam AI BCC Working Group is expanding its mandate to cover all emerging infectious diseases.
PREVENT will participate in AI BCC Working Group sessions and provide behavior change and
communication technical assistance as requested. The working group will serve as a regular, formal
platform for stakeholder engagement to coordinate and share knowledge about EID events in Vietnam.
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, Working Group members
Expected results- Coordinated activities and knowledge sharing among In-country
EID stakeholders.

Activity 4.2.3: Review of communication interventions to reduce demand for wildlife. (Objective 4)
PREVENT will review communication interventions that aim to reduce consumption of wild animal
products, including "A Matter of Attitude - Reducing Consumption of Wild Animal Products"
(implemented in Hanoi) and similar interventions aimed at reducing consumption of wild animal
products. A desktop review will identify the initial inventory of interventions.
•
•

Partners - FHI D360, FAO (currently carrying out a regional review)
Expected results-Successful consumer demand interventions identified for potential replication
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REGIONAL ACTIVITIES SOUTH ASIA
BANGLADESH
South Asia is one of the "hottest" of hot spots for potential pandemics because of its large population and
high population density. Most recently, Bangladesh suffered almost annual outbreaks of Nipah virus, and
the potential for transmission of other viruses from bats, rodents, small mammals, and monkeys appears
to be large. PREVENT will review and refine ICDDR,B's intervention to reduce primary transmission of
Nipah through date palm sap.

Background ofICDDR,B - Nipah Research
The past decade has seen ten outbreaks ofNipah virus in Bangladesh. Bats (Pteropus gigantus in
Bangladesh) are the animal host for Nipah; they shed virus through both their saliva and urine. Outbreaks
of Nipah in Bangladesh have been traced to consumption ofraw date palm sap, which can be
contaminated by infected bats. About 50 percent of confirmed Nipah cases can be attributed to contact
with an infected person; of the remaining cases, about half report having consumed raw date palm sap.
In 2007 a team of anthropologists at JCDDR,B conducted an exploratory study with date palm sap
collectors (gachhis) to identify existing methods to prevent palm sap contamination. A broader public
health team concluded that bamboo skirts, one of several locally practiced methods, might have potential
to prevent bat access to date palm sap. The following year (2008) anthropologists conducted a pilot study
in one village to understand the feasibility and acceptability of bamboo skirts in the community and
veterinary experts examined the effectiveness of bamboo skirts to prevent bat access. That study indicated
that bamboo skirts can be an effective physical barrier to interrupt bat access and protect sap and that
gachhis and tree owners will accept bamboo skirts (banas).
In 2009 ICDDR,B carried out a small-scale pilot intervention in four villages (two with low-intensity and
two with high-intensity interventions) that indicated people are willing to use the banas, at least for trees
producing sap that is consumed raw. The pilot also showed that the "low-intensity" intervention worked
as well as a "high-intensity" one: both involved community meetings, banas-making training sessions,
and messages about the importance of drinking safe sap and the effectiveness of the bamboo skirt as a
preventative method in keeping bats from the sap. However, researchers noted that an even lower
intensity intervention will be needed to introduce the skirts at scale. Possibilities include materials like
jute stalk, weed plant (dhoincha), polyethylene sheet and gunny bags - all materials used by some in the
community. The researchers reported that these materials were cheaper, more available, less timeconsuming and easier to use to make skirts than bamboo, so that multiple family members - men, women,
and children - could make skirts.

ln 2010, the veterinary team experimented with skirts made from different plant products and
polyethylene and developed and tested the efficacy of four additional types of ski1ts: bamboo, dhoincha,
jute stalk and polyethylene. All kept bats away from the collected sap. Moreover, people who used the
skirts noted that using them produced higher quality sap. This immediate positive benefit of using the
skirts is a possible message point for encouraging people to use them. At the same time the
anthropologists piloted a larger-scale (in a sub-district) low-intensity community acceptability trial
promoting bamboo skirts. The study found that 34 percent of gachhis and 16 percent of tree owners used
bamboo skirts.
The team also found that bamboo skirts took about 90 minutes to make; whereas other materials took less
time than bamboo. While skirts can last an entire season, given the number of trees that a sap collector
may be tapping (in some cases, 150-200), he would need to start making skirts well before the season
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starts or would have to buy them. An additional constraint may be the time needed to position the skirt
and the time and additional effort needed to collect sap from jars protected by skirts.
One approach would be for gachhis to use the skirts only on trees from which sap is consumed raw. A
possible barrier is that collectors may mix sap from different trees during transport. Thus, it would be
necessary to differentiate sap from protected and from unprotected trees. However, the research team
noticed during recent studies that some gachhis keep the sap from trees protected using the skirt barrier
separate and they used only that sap for raw consumption.
ICDDR,B and PREVENT have agreed that the skirt intervention could benefit from a systematic behavior
change examination. In addition, as interventions to date have been very small, PREVENT will help the
team consider whether and how to tweak the intervention so that it can be implemented on a wide scale.
Partnerships

PREVENT anticipates working with key stakeholders over the project's life: Government of Bangladesh,
ICDDR,B, and relevant local NGOs.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Scaling up Nipah intervention. (Objective 5)
PREVENT proposes working with ICDDR,B to review and refine their "skitts" intervention for reducing
transmission of Nipah virus through date palm sap.
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Reanalysis of existing data to answer two key questions to help guide
intervention design.
1. Sustainability of practice: Do gachhis and tree owners continue to use banas the year following
their introduction without further educational intervention or prompting?
To answer this question, ICDDR, B will analyze data collected in five wards during the 20092010 and 20I0-2011 seasons. They will identify how many sap harvesters and tree owners who
used banas during the first season continued to use them the second season and ascertain the
motivating factors for their specific behavior (questions about motivation were asked during the
second season). The infonnation obtained from this analysis will help ICDDR,B and PREVENT
refine the long-term strategy for promoting banas. Information about "weak spots" will
strengthen the initial introduction; analysis results will also indicate whether supplemental input
is necessary after the first season and what topics to address.
2. Assess whether choice of materials for skirts improves uptake. Does letting communities know that
banas can be made from a variety of materials increase the proportion using banas? .
Some materials from which banas can be made are easier to obtain, less time-consuming, more
affordable or easier to work with than others. ICDDR,B will analyze survey and qualitative data
collected a month after a " low-intensity" introduction of banas to communities that highlighted
bamboo, polyethylene sheeting, jute, or dhoincha as possible materials (intervention carried out
during the 20l 0-201 1 season) and compare it with data collected after "low-intensity"
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introductions of banas made of just one material in earlier seasons. The information obtained in
this study will help ICDDR, B and PREVENT fine-tune how to introduce banas to communities.
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.2: Develop a comprehensive intervention strategy and prepare for implementation.

ICDDR,B and PREVENT will make final decisions about different audiences (gacchis, tree owners, date
palm sap consumers, government health officials), key behaviors for each audience (i.e., for gacchis who
make the banas and tree owners who might pay for them, recommend a particular material or a variety of
materials), and how the different audiences will be reached - options include community meetings
convened by implementing NGOs, print materials, possibly radio and/or television. Materials and guides
for training NGOs will be developed and tested.
ln FY 13, PREVENT will provide some support to ICDDR,B to scale up the intervention for
implementation in one district(> 1m people).

•
•

Partners - FHI 0 360, ICDDR,B
Expected results - Tested large-scale intervention to reduce transmission of Nipah.
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GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
3.2 Strengthen human and organizational capacity to improve outbreak response
Activity 3.2.1: Strengthen global, regional, and national capacity in Risk Communication (related
to PREVENT objective 4: "Develop, validate, and implement effective social, behavior change, and
communication interventions").
o

Subactivity 3.2.1.l: Develop (adapt) and test training module on risk communication:
PREVENT will develop and test a training module on Risk Communication (as defined by WHO, i.e.
to support country capacities in assessment, coordination, transparency, " listening" during outbreaks,
evaluating communication, and developing an emergency communication plan.) The module will be
based on and adapted from existing materials, including the WHO Outbreak Communication
Planning Guide and the PAHO/WHO Risk Communication for Public Health Emergencies Workshop
Facilitator's Guide. It will also draw on the Applied Communication Skills and Risk Communication
training that A I.COMM/PREVENT has developed for FETP programs in Asia and Africa and other
AI.COMM materials. The module will be designed so that it can be adapted for audiences that
include communicators as well as health managers and epidemiologists, and for shorter and longer ( 13 days) programs. It will include 2-3 case studies based on actual disease outbreak situations (yellow
fever, ebola). PREVENT will first conduct a pre-test of the materials in 2-3 countries and a training
of trainers on the use of the materials. They will be translated into French.
•
•

o

Subactivity 3.2.1.2: Develop and test social impact game as risk communication training tool:
PREVENT will design a social impact game for both community and national level pandemic
planning. Targeted at key decision-makers from all sectors (e.g., government, business, civil society,
faith-based and community leaders), the proposed four or five game series would be introduced as a
tool in risk communication training sessions. Following training, it would allow them to participate
in and contribute to the planning process when it is convenient for them. Easily accessible to them
(through Smartphone, laptop, computer), it would also allow them to become part of a robust on-line
community. Other games in the series could include capacity training for first responders, including
health care workers; what is needed during a pandemic - food supplies, water, utilities, and peoplepower; and overall planning for
emergency situations.
•
•

o

Partners: FHT D360, WHO/IHR; RESPOND
Expected Results: Risk Communication module ready for pre-testing; pre-testing conducted in 2
countries and module finalized; senior training team trained

Partners: FHl D360, subcontractor in game development; EPT partners and local counterparts
for testing
Expected Results: risk communication game tested and finalized; risk communication training
enhanced by use of game in country training sessions

Subactivity 3.2.1.3: Provide technical assistance and training in risk communication in selected
regions/countries: Using the tools developed under the two subactivities above, PREVENT will
provide technical assistance and training in risk communication to selected countries in Africa and
Asia. We will coordinate with RESPOND in planning potential risk communication training
workshops in Uganda and DRC, as well as technical assistance to WHO/AFRO through the policy
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advisor that RESPOND is placing in Brazzaville. TA and training in Asia is outlined in the Indonesia
and other Asia country program plans. With training materials and trainers ready, we will be able to
respond to requests from US AID to provide risk communication TA on an emergency basis if and
when outbreaks occur. We will a lso seek to identify opportunities to integrate the training curricula
and/or materials into appropriate university settings in Africa, such as the University of Benin, where
the School of Public Health has expressed interest.
•
•

o

Partners: FHI D360, RESPOND; WHO/AFRO
Expected Results: training conducted in 2-3 countries; capacity of training participants
strengthened; effective risk communication response mounted in countries where outbreak have
occurred and PREVENT's TA requested

Subactivity 3.2.1.4: Support risk communication capacity strengthening activities of
WHO/IHR: PREVENT will collaborate with WHO/IHR in developing (or adapting) 2-3 case
studies that may be used in the training package IHR is developing to help countries achieve their
basic capacity in risk communication by 2012. Resources permitting, we will also provide technical
assistance to IHR in the development of their overall core risk communication curriculum, which will
include distance learning combined with in-country mentoring (drawing on lessons from the on-line
course that P AHO is successfully implementing). We may also be asked to co-facilitate risk
communication training events with IHR in selected regions and countries. CDC is also supporting
risk communication within IHR, so we will coordinate our efforts with those of CDC.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WHO/IHR; CDC; PAHO
Expected Results: case studies developed and tested; national risk communication
strategies and capacities strengthened in countries where PREVENT and WHO provide
TA and training

Activity 3.2.2: Support global partnerships dedicated to advocacy for and coordination of
continued preparedness for pandemics and other disasters.
o

Subactivity 3.2.1.1: Provide communication support to the TASW conference in Rome: TASW
is an initiative led by the World Food Programme (WFP) and funded by USAID dedicated to
identifying practical approaches for disaster preparedness, drawing on lessons learned over the past
five years from preparations for recent pandemic threats. It builds on PREVENT and AI.COMM's
earlier collaborations with the Humanitarian Pandemic Preparedness (H2P) initiative. PREVENT has
collaborated closely with WFP and other TASW partners over the past year in planning for a major
review meeting to be held in Rome on September 15-16. PREVENT has built the T ASW website,
supported public relations for the event (through subawardee G6 Partners), is organizing the
communication panel, and
preparing the book that summarizes lessons learned from pandemic preparedness across 10 different
sectors.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WFP, UNSIC and other TASW partners; G6 (PREVENT subawardee)
Expected Results: book summarizing lessons from pandemic preparedness completed and
distributed at Rome meeting; coverage of Rome event by disaster preparedness trade media;
TASW website maintained and viewed widely by disaster community; key lessons on
pandemic communication disseminated by communication panel.
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o

Subactivity 3.2.l.2: Continue support to global pandemic and disaster preparedness initiatives:
Following the Rome meeting, PREVENT will work with USAID and TASW partners to assess and
document the results of the meeting and develop plans for additional TASW activities that may be
called for. At a minimum, PREVENT will continue to maintain the T ASW website (as well as the
H2P website).
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, T ASW partners
Expected Results: global partnerships and attention to disaster preparedness enhanced through
exposure to T ASW website and other communication activities

LOW 4: Risk reduction
4.2: Design approaches for risk reduction
Extractive industry

Activity 4.2.1: Develop tools and guidance to mitigate disease transmission associated with
extractive industry activities.
o

Subactivity 4.2.1.1: Convene and lead the extractive industries working group with participation
from PREDICT, RESPOND and USAID and others as appropriate.

o

Subactivity 4.2.l.2: Commission four desk reviews (literature and key informants) to identify
successful mitigation approaches to the major identified risks:
1. Desk review to summarize state-of-the-art about techniques to mitigate rodent infestation.

2. Desk review to summarize what is known about bat habitat and feeding preferences and how that
information might/might not be translated into recommendations about trees to plant or avoid
planting near houses and domestic animal enclosures.
3.

Desk review to summarize state-of-the-art mitigation for human-animal conflict, particularly
conflict with EPT key species.

4. Desk review to summarize state of knowledge about settlement patterns and civil society in
camps and squatter settlements associated with extractive industry.
o

Subactivity 4.2.l.3: Visit and examine cun-ent practices of mitigation activities applied by different
extractive industry sectors (mining, oil/gas, forestry, hydropower). Conduct interviews of key
informants from international banks, funding agencies, extractive industry associations and NGOs as
appropriate. Identify how criteria for environmental impact assessments/statements were developed,
how often they are revised and if ce1tain criteria were considered but dismissed and why. In addition
identify priorities and interests of other parties that are trying to adapt/revise assessments and
statements.

o

Subactivity 4.2.1.4: Based on information gathered in activities above (4.2.1.2, 4.2. 1.3) develop a
variety of tools, as appropriate, to be used alone or together that could include the following:
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1. Mitigation section of the XRAT tool
2. Guidance for extractive industries to incorporate mitigation measures into current and
future activities
3. Risk reduction approach (small doable actions)
4. Economic evaluation criteria tool

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, EI working group
Expected results: Definitive information about possible mitigation for rodents, bats and animals
involved in human-animal conflict and civil society resources likely to be found in camps and
squatter settlements. Draft mitigation tool(s).

Activity 4.2.2: Carry out case studies of three EI sites with an excellent reputation.
o

Subactivity 4.2.2.1: Work with partner projects and the EI working group to identify and review
examples of industry activities to mitigate effects on wildlife. Select those that seem likely to have a
positive effect on human-wildlife contact rates; develop case studies of at least three of those selected.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, EI working group
Expected results: Case studies of industry activities that might be replicated elsewhere; an improved
understanding of industry knowledge and actions to prevent or mitigate EPT diseases.

Activity 4.2.3: Develop validated protocols for analyzing stakeholders related to a) extractive
industry; b) a one-health approach to surveillance and response; c) marketing of wild animals, wild
animal meat and products.
o

Subactivity 4.2.3.1: Develop draft protocols.

o

Subactivity 4.2.3.2: Test each protocol in one country. Revise and final ize.
•
•

Partners : FHT D360, EI working group
Expected results: Validated protocols for stakeholder analysis.

Activity 4.2.4: Develop a generic advocacy strategy and advocacy materials for extractive industry.
o

Subactivity 4.2.4.1: Advocacy activities will be part of country activities in Gabon, ROC, and
Uganda. PREVENT will review those tailored advocacy activities, abstract lessons learned about
strategy and develop a generic set of advocacy materials/approaches. This "toolkit" will be tested in
FY13.
•
•

Partners : FHI 0 360, El working group
Expected results: Validated approaches and materials for advocacy to governments and the
extractive industry about mitigating EPT.
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Market system

Activity 4.2.5: Commission a white paper on lessons learned from drug regulation activities that
can be applied to regulation of bush meat sales.
•
•

Partners : FHI D360
Expected results: Insights about best approaches for regulating bush meat sales.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REGIONAL AFRICA (AFENET)
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC
II

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl 2
Q3
APRJ UN
12

FYl2
Q4
J ULSEP
12

Budget by
LOW

LOW 3: OUTBREAK INVESTIGATION - STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATION CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK RESPONSE
Ins1irutionalize 1he risk communication
!raining for fi eld epidem iologist

FHI D360

3.2.2.2

Establish AFENET member programs as
reputable among key stakeholders, e.g.,
MOH, media, donors, public

FHI D360

3.2.2.3

Develop a risk communication
framework for responding to outbreaks

FHI D360

3.2.2.4

Institutionalize the Applied
Communication and Risk
Communication !raining for AFENET
member programs

FHI D360

Re-design the AFENET extemal
communication tools, i.e., website, and
create an interconnectivity using web,
social media to provide up to the minute
infonnation on new epidemiology data
and reporting

FHI D360

3.2.2. 1

3.2.2.5

3.2.2.6

Establish working relationships with
media (regional and national) to partner
with in sharing correct infonnation
during an outbreak response or
investigation

X
Network of well-trained field epidemiologist
in Anglophone and Francophone Africa that
can communicate critical information among
key audiences in a risk/oulbreak si1ua1ion

Actors involved in outbreak response know
their role and responsibility and trained in
how to respond and react to risk silualions
along with other critical players

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Critical component of field epidemiology
work - communication competency in an
outbreak or investigation situation

Access 10 newes1 infonnation on treatment,
diagnostics, and response during an
investigation and outbreak
Communication materials ready

FHI D360

CotTect infonnalion consislently
dissem inated via print, broadcast, and
new/social media related to public health
issues and outbreaks
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REGIONAL AFRICA (AFENET)
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC
11

3.2.2.7

3.2.2.8

AFENET

Engage the private sector as partner in
outbreak response

FHID360

Apply their risk communication and
Applied Communication training to an
outbreak investigation or response

FHI D360

AFENET

Ease the pressure on public funds and
resources to respond to an outbreak and
establish long-term sustainable pa,t nerships

Reduced fear, managed expectations and
dissemination of correct information

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY l 2
QJ
APRJUN
12

FYl2
Q4
JULSEP

Budget by
LOW

12

X

X

X

X

PREVENT Year 3 Work Plan
Funded under USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00
Under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REGIONAL CONGO BASIN

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FY12
QI
OCTDEC

II

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl2
Q3
APRJUN
12

FYl2
Q4
JULSEP
12

Budget by
LOW

LOW 3: OUTBREAK INVESTIGATION -STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATION CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK RESPONSE

3.2.1

Provide behavior change and
communication support to
WHO/AFRO (Objective 4 and 6)

FBI D360, WHO/AFRO

A standard protocol for outbreak response that
incorporates state-of-the-art k11owledge about risk
commun ication (for response) and behavior
change (for outbreak investigation) to specify
risk factors.

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN RISK REDUCTION APPROACHES AND IMPLEMENT RISK REDUCTION ACTIVITIES

4.2.1

Develop an intervention to reduce
demand for bushmeat as a source of
protein in the greater KinshasaBrazzaville area (Objectives 2-4)

FHI D360, Universities,
research firm tbd, creative
agencies tbd

Standardized infomiation about bushmeat
consumpt ion and consumer preferences in the
greater Kinshasa-Brazzaville area and in-depth
information about alternatives and consumer
motivations. A demand reduction strategy and
tested materials .

4 .3.1

Implement a social marketing
campaign to reduce bushmeat
consumption. (Objective 5)

FBI D360, agencies tbd

A demand reduction strategy and tested materials.

PREVENT Year 3 Work Plan
Funded under USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00
Under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - CAMEROON

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC
11

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl2
QJ
APRJ UN
12

FYl2
Q4
JULSEP
12

Budget by
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION

2.2. 1

Ascertain characteristics of selected
markets in southern Cameroon
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, GVF!nc,
CHP, market
associations,

Improved understanding of market conditions

2.2.2

Monitoring quantity and price of
bushmeat available in Ebolowa and
selected Yaounde markets.
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, GVFlnc,
CHP

Understanding of temporal changes in quantity and
price of bushmeat available in markets.

4.2.I

Develop a safer hunting and
butchering intervention strategy,
produce and pretest materials, develop
training. (Objective4)

FHI D360, GVFlnc,
CHP, creative agency
tbd

Materials and intervention tools for a safer hunting and
butchering interventi on

4.2.2

Develop an agreed-on integrated
(strnctural and behavior change)
intervention for reducing the potential
for disease transmission through
improved market biosecu,ity
(Objective 4)

FHI D360, GVFlnc,
creative agency, local
government, market
associations

4.3.1

Carry out the evaluation baseline and
roll-out the safer hunting and
butchering intervention (Objective 5)

FHI D360, GVFinc,
CHP, research
organization tbd

X

X

X

A short list of possible interventions to reduce the risk
of transmission both directly and indirectly. Plan and
materials for an intervention in one competitivelyselected market

X

X

A validated behavior change intervention for high-risk
communities, including materials, intervention tools,
including pilot testing and monitoring of rollout and
evaluation indicators and instruments.

X

X

LOW 4: RIS K REDUCTION

X

PREVENT Year 3 Work Plan
Funded under USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00
Under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
ACTIVITIES by LOW

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

Who is Responsible?

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC
11

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl2
Q3
APRJ UN
12

FYl2
Q4
JULSEP
12

Budget by
LOW

LOW 3: OUTBREAK INVESTIGATION - STRENGTHEN HUMAN AND ORGANIZATION CAPACITY TO IMPROVE OUTBREAK RESPONSE

3.2. 1

Participate in evaluating the
RESPOND community reporting
activity, with speci fic responsibility
for the intervention's communication
aspect (Objective 6)

R ESPOND, FHI D360,
INCEF

Evaluation of community-level reporting that
includes an assessment of communication aspects of
the intervention.

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROACHES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4.2. 1

Case study of the Tenke Fungurume
mine (Obj ective 2 and 3).

4.2.2

Development an intervention to
reduce the risk of primary
transmission of monkeypox
(Objective 4)

FHI D360, mining
company

Case study of a mine with a good reputation

X

FHI D360, CDC

Summary of the state of knowledge of behavioral
risk factors; improved understanding of risk factors,
key behaviors to change identi lied, potential
intervention designed.

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GABON
ACTIVITIES by LOW

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011- 30 September 201 2

Who is Responsible?

FY12Q
I
OCTDEC
11

FY l2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY1 2
QJ
APRJUN
12

FY l 2
Q4
JULSEP
12

Budget by
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION - INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATION

2.2.1

Ascertain characteristics of selected
markets in northern Gabon (Objective 2
and3)

FHI D360, GVFinc/,
CIR.MF, market
associations, local
govenunent

2.2.2

Extractive industry mapping and
situation analysis (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, EI working
group, PREDICT,
RESPOND

Map of extractive industry sites and description of
their status.

2.2.3

Monitoring quantity and price of
bushmeat available in selected
markets. (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, GVFinc,
CIRMF

Understanding of temporal changes in quantity and
price of bush meat available in markets.

Improved understanding of market conditions.

X

x's

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROACHES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4.2. 1

18

Develop an advocacy intervention
focused on extractive industry
(Objective 4)

FHI D360, EI working
group, PREDICT,
RESPOND, WWF,
industry, local advocacy
groups, research
organization tbd, local
government

Information about stakeholders' knowledge, attitudes
and values related to human-wildlife interactions and
other factors that might increase the risk of
transmission of EPT viruses; industry cuITent practices
and willingness to implement additional changes to
mitigate risk; pilot test ofa multi-level intervention for
high-risk communities involved in extractive industry.
Relationships with extractive industry and government
officials that can be built over time 10 advocate for
mitigation activities to reduce disease potential related
to human-wildlife contact.

X

Timing depends on implementation ofXRAT assessment
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES by LOW

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

Who is Responsible?

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC
II

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl2
Q3
APRJUN
12

FYl2
Q4
JULSEP

Budget by
LOW

12

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

01.1

Behavior change and communications
support for WCS and WHO/AFRO

FHI D360, WCS,
WHO/AFRO

Improved competencies ofWCS staff related to
behavior change, materials development, and health
education. Communication and behavior change
elements incorporated in the WHO/AFRO-developed
standard protocol.

X

X

X

X

X

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION-INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATION

2.2.1

Formative research on animal names,
domains, and roles and on reasons for
reporting/non-reporting dead animals
and factors that might inh ibit
collecting and consuming them in
areas where WCS has implemented
the gorilla reporting system
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, WCS

Improved understanding of reporting/nonreporting
behavior and reasons for eating an imals found dead.

X

2.2.2

Extractive industry mapping and
s ituation analysis (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, WCS, EI
working group, industry

Map of extractive industry sites and description of
their stan1s.

X

2.2.3

Monitoring the price and quantity of
bushmeat available in selected
markets. (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, WCS

Information about fluctuations in availability and price
ofbushmeat in selected markets.

FHI D360, WCS

Short list of tested approaches to improve reporting
and reduce consumption of dead animals; improved
WCS staff competencies in behavior trials

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION -

4.2.1

Develop a one-health intervention to
improve reporting and reduce EPT
transmission (Objecti ve 4)
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC

II

4.2.2

4.3. 1

4.3.2

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl2
Q3
APRJUN
12

FYl2
Q4
JULSEP

X

X

Budget by
LOW

12

Develop an advocacy inte1vention
focused on extractive indust ry
(Objective 4)

FHI D360, WCS, CIB
and other logging
companies

Information about stakeholders' knowledge attitudes
and values. Industry current practices and willingness
to change. A case study of a successful intervention.
An advocacy strategy for repl icating the intervention.

Implement a health education activity
to improve reporting and reduce
handling of and eating dead animals.
(Objective 5)

FHI D360, WCS

Approaches tested to improve reporting and reduce
consumption of dead anima ls. Improved WCS staff
competencies in behavior change, materials
development, and health education.

X

Develop advocacy materials and
advocate to other logging companies
operating in ROC on ways to mitigate
disease transmission (Objective 5)

FHI D360, WCS, CIB
and other logging
companies

Materials and advocacy approach to mitigate disease
transmission. Logging companies and possibly other
extractive industry companies consider and possibly
adopt measures to mitigate disease transmission.
Government includes disease transmission mitigation
into policies and regulations for extractive industry
contracts and concessions.

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - UGANDA
ACTIVITIES by LOW

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

Who is Responsible?

FY12
Qt
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
QJ
APRJ UN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

Budget by
LOW

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
Establish PREVENT presence
FHI D360, RES POND

0.1

In-country oversight of an ext ractive industry
intervention

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROACHES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4.2

Develop a multi-level intervention to
reduce EPT exposure among workers
and populations living near the
oilfields in the upper Albe11ine Rift
(Objectives 2-5)

FHI D360, oil
companies , local civil
society/advocacy
groups, research
organization (tbd), local
government

Information about stakeholders' knowledge, attitudes
and values related to human-wildlife interactions and
other factors that might increase the risk of
transmission of EPT viruses; industry current practices
and willingness to implement additional changes to
mitigate risk; pilot test of a multi-level intervention for
high-risk commun ities involved in extractive industry.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - CAMBODIA
FY12Q
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

I
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12

Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12Q
4
JULSEP 12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION- INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATION
2.2.1

Literature review (Objective 2 and
3)

FHI D360, consultants

2.2.2

Human-animal exposure formative research (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI D360, research
organization (tbd)

2.2.3

Market mapping and monitoring
of the cross-border rodent trade
(Obj ective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, WCS

2.2.4

Qualitative research to understand
the cross-border rodent trade
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, consultants,
WCS, PREDICT,
research organization
(tbd)

Report that provides an up-to-date summary of
what is known about exposure of humans to
wildl ife in Cambodia.
l nfom,ation about animal names, how they are
categorized, their roles, types of humananimal contact and perceived risk. , Guidance
for adapting the human-animal exposure
survey questionnaire.
Spatial and temporal map of price and quantity
of key wild species of rodents and bats as well
as additional wildlife found in markets in
Cambodia. Monitoring information for eight
of these markets a long the Cambodia-Vietnam
border; estimates of the quantity of
rodents/meat traded and exposure of
individuals to rodents.
Actors in rodent trade identified. Report on rat
meat trade as a source of income and
perceived advantages and barriers of switching
to substitutes. Understanding key communi ties
and subpopulations engaged in rodent crossborder trade. Identification of potential
interventions to decrease risk;
recommendations for regulatory, structural
and/or behavior change interventions to
reduce the risk of EPT from cross-border
rodent trade.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROAC HES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4.2.1

Develop intervention strategy to
reduce human-animal exposure
(Obj ective 4)

FHI D360, ( tbd)

Specific validated strategies to reduce risk,
including defi nition o f the key population(s)
(which might be individuals or organizations
or policymakers), the desired action(s), factors
which might be barriers or incentives, and
ways to reach the key population(s).
Assessment, through behavior tria ls, of the
feasibility and sustainability of approaches.

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - INDONESIA
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 20 I I - 30 September 2012

FY12Q
I
OCTDEC
11

FY l2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY l2Q
4
JULSEP 12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION - INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATION
2.2.1

Literature review (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI D360, local
consultants,
institutions

2.2.2

Human-animal exposure formative research (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI D360, research
firm (tbd), university
partnership

2.2.3

Human-animal exposure - survey
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, research
firm (tbd)

2.2.4

Study of the potential for
amplification (Objective 3)

FHI D360,( tbd)

indication of potential for amplification and
enabling prioritization of focus areas.

2.2.5

Extractive industry s ituation
analysis (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, industry,
relevant ministries,
NGOs

Map of extractive industry sites and
description of their status.

2.2.6

Investigation of changes in
settlement patterns (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI D360, relevant
ministries , consultant

Possible TOR to assess the relationship
between transmigration settlements and
human-animal exposure.

Report that provides an up-to-date summary of
what is known about exposure of humans to
wildlife in Indonesia.
Information about animal names, how animals
are categorized, their roles, types of humananimal contact and perceived risk. , Guidance
for adapting the human-animal exposure
survey questionnaire
Estimated exposure rates of humans to key
animals that wi ll provide addi tional input for
PREDICT's geospatial models and inform
potential interventions.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROACHES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4.2.1

Develop intervention strategy to
reduce human-animal exposure
(Obj ective 4)

FHI D360, KOMNAS
Zoonosis,( tbd)

Specific validated strategies to reduce risk,
inc luding defi ned key population(s)
(individuals, and/or organizations, and/or
policymakers), desired action(s), factors that
might motivate or hinder behavior change, and
ways to reach kev oooulation(s).

4.2.2

Develop El advocacy strategy and
materials (Objective 4)

FHI D360, (tbd)

Advocacy strategy and materials for
extractive industry.

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - LAO PDR

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

FY12
Qt
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERM INATION- INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATION
FHI D360, local
consultants

Report that summarizes what is known about
exposure of humans to wildlife in Lao PDR.

X

X

FHI D360, WCS
(PREDICT)

Spatial and temporal map of price and
quantity of key wild spec ies - rodents, bats,
and additional wildlife found in markets in
Lao POR. lnfom,ation about market
biosecurity and deeper understanding of
sellers and buyers .. Recommended market
interventions to reduce the risk of humananimal exposure to EPT viruses in markets.

X

X

X

X

FHI 0360, Lao
women~s union

Standardized nom1ative information about
consumption and peri-domestic exposure of
humans to key wi ld animals. Information to
gu ide decisions about possible in-depth
qualitative follow-up activities and
interventions.

X

X

X

2.2.4

Human-animal Exposure Formative Research (Obj ective 2
and 3)

FHI D360, research
firm (tbd)

lnfom1ation about animal names, how they are
categorized, their roles, types of humananimal contact and perceived risk. Guidance
for adapting the human-animal exposure
survey questionnaire.

2.2.5

Human-animal Exposure Survey (Objective 2 and 3)

FI-II D360, research
firm (tbd)

Estimated exposure rates of humans to key
animals that will provide addi tional input for
PREDICT's geospatial models and infonn
potential interventions.

X

X

2.2.6

Assessment of the potential for
disease amplification (Objective 3)

FHI D360, WCS

Indication of potential for amplification,
enabling prioritization of focus areas.

X

2.2.7

Extractive industry mapping
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI 0 360, WCS
(PREDICT),
ministries, industry

Report of Lao POR extractive indust1y
players, interests, political climate, incentives,
and barriers.

2.2. 1

2.2.2

2.2.3

Literature review (Objective 2
and 3)

Ascertain characteristics of
selected markets in PDR Lao
(Objective 2 and 3)

Consumer demancVPeridomestic
exposure scoping (Objective 2
and 3)

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - LAO PDR

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

FY12
Qt
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROACHES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4.2. 1

Intervention to reduce humananimal exposure (Objective 4)

FHI D360, (tbd)

Specific validated strategies to reduce risk,
including defined key popu lation(s)
(individuals and/or organizations and/or
policymakers), desired action(s), factors that
might be barriers or incentives, and ways to
reach identi fied key population(s).

X

X

4.2.2

Market stmctural/regulatory
interventions (Objective 4)

FHI 0360, (tbd)

Specific validated strategies to reduce risk,
including definition of the key population(s)
(which might be individuals or organizations
or policymakers), the desired action(s), factors
which might be barriers or incentives, and
ways to reach the key population(s).

4.2.3

Participation in and support for
Markets Worki ng Group
(Obj ective 6)

FHI 0360

Expansion of MWG to cover El D' s and
One Health.

X

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - THAILAND
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RES ULTS
l Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

FY12
QI
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
J ULSEP
12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION - INTERFACE C HARACTERIZATION
Literature review (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI D360, local
consultants, institutions

Report that summarizes what is known about
human exposure to wildlife in Thailand.

2.2.2

Pretest of the human-animal
exposure survey instrument
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, research
organization (tbd),
PREDICT (EcoHealth
Alliance)

Pretested survey questimmaire for humananimal exposure survey, to be implemented
in Indonesia, Lao PDR, and Vietnam in FY
12. Estimated exposure rates of humans and
key an imals t hat will "ground-truth"
PREDICT's geospatial models as well as
inform potential interventions.

X

X

X

2.2.3

Teclmical assistance for DNP
behavioral research (Objective 6)

FHI D360, DNP

Strengthened local capac ity in
behavioral research and input into
behavioral research studies.

X

X

X

X

FHI D360, RESPOND

Continuation of EID Forum knowledge
sharing and coordination in preparation for
EID events

X

X

X

X

2.2.1

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION

4.2. 1

EID Preparedness Fomm
(Objective 6)
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - VIETNAM

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RES ULTS
1 Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FY1 2
QI

FY1 2
Q2

FY12
Q3

FY1 2
Q4

OCTDEC

JANMAR

APRJUN

JULSEP

11

12

12

12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 2: RISK DETERMINATION - INTERFACE CHARACTERIZATION
2.2. 1

Literature review (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI 0360, consultants

Repmt summarizing what is known about
human exposure to wildlife in Vietnam.

X

X

2.2.2

Human-animal exposure formative research (Objective 2
and 3)

FHI 0360, research
firm (tbd)

I nformation about an imal names, how they
are categorized, their roles, types of humananimal contact and perceived risk. ,
Guidance for adapting the human -animal
exposure sur vey questionnaire.

X

X

2.2.3

Human-animal exposure survey (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI 0360, research
firm (tbd)

Estimated exposure rates of humans to key
animals that will provide additional input for
PREDICT's geospatial models and inform
potentia l interventions.

2.2.4

Wildlife fanns biosecuri ty
assessment (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI 0360, local
consultant

A description of husbandry/biosecurity
practices at wildlife farms in Quang Ninh
Province and identified best practices and the
means and motivations for reducing
poten tia l risks.

X

2.2.5

Extractive industry situation
ana lysis (Objective 2 and 3)

FHI 0360, local
consultant, industry,
relevant NGOs

Map of extractive industry s ites and
description of their status.

2.2.6

Rapid market mapping
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI 0360, WCS, FAO,
consultants, Market
Management Dept.,
relevant ministries

Annotated maps of routes traveled and
sketches of market structure; information
about availability of rodents, bats and other
wild animal meat.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - VIETNAM

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESU LTS
I Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

2 .2.7

Cross-border trade of rodents Market monitoring and value
chain analysis (Linked to
Cambodia Sub-Activity 2.2.4)
(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, WCS,
consultants

Spatial and temporal map of price and
quantity of key wild species of rodents and
bats as well as additional wildlife found in
markets in Vietnam along the VietnamCambodia border. Actors in rodent trade
identified. Report on rat meat trade as a
source of income and perceived advantages
and barriers of switching to substitutes.
Identification of potential interventions.

2.2.8

Stakeholder mapping - One
Health(Objective 2 and 3)

FHI D360, relevant
ministries, NGOs, key
public and private
institutions

Lisi of key stakeholders, improved
understanding of their interests and factors
which might promote or inhibit collaboration
with other stakeholders to imp lement a One
Health approach.

FY12
Qt
OCTDEC

FY12
Q2
JAN12

FY12
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

MAR

11

X

X

X

BUDGET
BY
LOW

X

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - DESIGN APPROACHES FOR RISK REDUCTION

4 .2.1

4.2.2

4 .2.3

Develop intervention strategy to
reduce human-animal exposure
(Objective 4)

Support Al BCC Worki ng Group
(Objective 6)

Review of consumer interventions
to reduce demand for wildlife
(Objective 4)

Fl-II D360, WCS,(tbd)

Specific validated strategies to reduce risk,
including defined key population(s)
(individua ls and/or organizations and/or
policymakers), desired action(s), factors that
motivate or hinder behavior change, and
identified ways to reach key population(s).

FHI D360

Coordinated activities and knowledge
sharing among In-country EID stakeholders.

X

X

FHI D360, FAO

Successful consumer demand interventions
identified for potential replication.

X

X

X

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - SOUTHEAST ASIA - BANGLADESH
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30 Septembe r 2012

FY12
Qt
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

X

X

FY12
QJ
APRJUN
12

FY1 2
Q4
J ULSEP
12

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - IMPLEMENT RISK REDUCTION ACTIVITIES

4.3.1

Provide technical assis tance
and support for ICDDR,B
banas intervention. (Objective 5)

FHI D360

Tested large-scale intervention to reduce
transmission of Nipah.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL EPT (EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY)
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

FY12Q
1
OCTDEC
11

FY12
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY12
QJ
APRJUN
12

FY12Q
4
JULSEP 12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

BUDGET
BY
LOW

LOW 4: RISK REDUCTION - IMPLEMENT RISK REDUCTION ACTIVITIES
Develop the mitigation sections of
XRAT

FHI D360

4.2. 1

Carry out case studies of three El
sites with an excellent reputation

FHI D360

FHI D360

4.2.3

Develop validated protocols for
analysis of stakeholders related to
a) extractive industry; b) a onehealth approach to surveillance
and response; c) marketing of
wild animals, wild animal meat
and products

FHI D360

4.2.4

Develop a generic advocacy
strategy and materials for
advocacy about extractive
industry

FHI D360

4.2.5

Commission a white paper on
lessons learned from drug
regulation activities that can apply
to regulation of bush meat sa les

4.2.2

Definitive infonnation about possible
mitigation for rodents, bats and animals
involved in human-animal conflict as well as
c ivil society resources likely to be found in
camps and squatter settlements - background
for the mitigation sections of XRAT

Case Studies of industry activities that might
be replicated elsewhere; an improved
understanding of indust ry knowledge and
actions to prevent or mitigate EPT diseases
Validated protocols for stakeholder analysis

Validated approaches and materials for
advocacy to governments and the extractive
industry about mitigation ofEPT

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL (RISK COM)
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

11

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FYl2
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY12
Q4
JULSEP
12

RC module developed and tested in 2
countries and TOT conducted

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 201 I- 30 September 2012

FYl2
QI
OCTDEC

Budget by
LOW

LOW 3: Outbreak Response
Capacity Building
Develop (adapt) and test training
module on risk communication (RC)

FHI 0360

3.2.1.1

Develop and test social impact game
as risk communication training tool

FHI 0 360

3.2. 1.2

RC game developed and tested in 2
countries

FHI D360

3.2. 1.3

Provide advocacy, technical
assistance, and training in RC in
selected regions/countries

RC training conducted in 2-3 countries;
RC capacity strengthened in
pa11icipating countries; RC course
introduced in public health train ing
CUITiculum

X

X

Support risk communication capacity
strengthening activities ofWHO/IHR

FHI D360

Case studies for Il-IR RC training
developed and tested; RC capacity
strengthened in countries where !HR and
PREVENT provide TA; national RC
plans updated in selected countries

X

X

3.2. 1.4
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL (TASW)
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 201 I- 30 September 2012

FY12QI
OCTDEC
11

FYl2
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY l2
Q3
APRJ UN
12

FY12
Q4
J ULSEP
12

X

X

X

Budget by
LOW

LOW 3: Outbreak Response
Capacity Building

FHI D360

3.2.1.1

Provide communication support
toTASW

Continue support to global pandem ic
and disaster preparedness initiatives

FHI D360

3.2.1.2

Lessons from pandemic preparedness
widely shared through TASW book,
website, conference, and media coverage

Global partnerships strengthened and
altention to disaster preparedness
enhanced

X
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IV. PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN
Project Objective

Indicator

Data Source/
Collection Method

Frequency
Of Data
Collection

Responsible
Party

l Develop a
validated BCC
strategic
framework

Use of the strategic framework or its
elements in USAID/other partner
presentations

Review of
presentations

Annual

FHI D360

2 Characterize
"high-risk"
practices &

Number of countries where human
exposure to wild animals has been
quantified

Project documents

Annual

FHI D360

3 Identify "high
risk" groups

Number of countries where urban
consumer demand for wild animal meat
has been assessed

Project documents

Annual

FHT D360

Number of countries where PREVENT
market scoping/
monitoring tool is being used

Project documents

Annual

FHT D360

Number of countries where extractive
industry mapping, situation and
stakeholder analysis have been
completed

Project documents

Annual

FHI D360

Project documents

Annual

FHI D360

Project documents;
results of evaluation
of pilot/small scale
interventions

Annual

FHJ D360

4 Develop and
Number of interventions developed
validate effective through the behavior trial stage
BCC
Number of new interventions for which a
interventions
pilot/small scale implementation shows
at least a 10% increase in the focus
behavior
5 Implement stateof-the-art
behavior change
activities among
high risk
populations

Number of implementations of
interventions at scale

Project documents

Annual

FHI D360

6 Develop effective
strategies for
improving
national,
regional, and
community level
pandemic
preparedness and
response

Number of people trained using
PREVENT's risk communication
modules

PREVENT,
RESPOND and
AFENET documents;

Annual

FHI D360

Annual

FHI D360

Number of outbreaks for which the
response included appropriate risk
communication

Post-outbreak
evaluation
(RESPOND and
PREVENT project
reports; AFENET
reports)

Number of visits to the H2P and TASW
websites; number of downloads.
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V. MANAGEMENT PLAN
FHl D360 HQ provides the overall technical direction, program management, financial, and
administrative oversight, and administrative support of PREVENT.
(b)(6)
I (b)(6) I manages the EPT component of the project;
(b)(6)
Project Director, manages the
Risk Communication component;!
(b)(6)
Senior Communication Officer, manages the AFENET
activity; and
(b)(6)
Technical Manager, manages TASW. PHI D360 is also working closely
with its sub-contractual partner Global Viral Forecasting, Inc. (GVFlnc) at the global, re ional, and
country level to design and implement PREVENT/EPT strategies and activities.
(b)(6)
is the
GVFinc Technical Director for work under PREVENT.
(b)(6)
lis GVFinc's Director and serves as
GVFlnc's officer-in-charge to PREVENT.

I

I

I

I

For activities in south and southeast Asia, PHI D360's regional Asia office in Bangkok, Thailand
provides procurement, logistics, and program support as needed to PREVENT activities in the region.
FHI D360 also has country project offices that can provide limited logistical, financial, and administrative
services to PREVENT activities (e.g., Bangladesh, Vietnam, Lao PDR). In the Congo Basin area, PHI
D360 has supportive country project offices in Uganda and DRC. PREVENT's activities in Cameroon
and Gabon will be supported by GVFinc's local presence in these countries; GVFinc has a long-standing
presence and relationships with several local agencies in the region and therefore offers in-country value
to provide country-specific on-site technical input, program management, and logistics.
At the global, regional, and country level, FHI D360 and GVFlnc will collaborate and coordinate as
appropriate with two of the EPT Program's CAs (PREDICT and RESPOND), and with CDC.
Partnerships at the regionaUcountry level
Most PREVENT work in Cameroon and Gabon will be conducted through teamwork between FHT D360
and GVFinc and with local research and health agencies and authorities. The Care and Health Program
(CHP) and Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF) will work closely with
PREVENT/EPT in Cameroon, and Gabon, respectively. Both of these organizations have been longstanding partners with GVFI. PREVENT will collaborate with WHO/AFRO on risk reduction and risk
communication strategies. In the Republic of Congo, PREVENT's main implementing partner will be
Wildlife Conservation Society. PREVENT is discussing collaboration with US CDC in DRC; other
potential partners there include the University of Kinshasa and UCLA School of Public Health.
In Asia, PREVENT's main implementation partners are Wildlife Conservation Society in Vietnam,
Lao and Cambodia and ICCDR,B in Bangladesh along with local research and health agencies and
authorities. PREVENT is still developing partnerships in Indonesia.

Whenever possible in all regions and countries where it works, AED will subcontract research, graphic
design, training, and other technical and program service needs to local agencies through a competitive
procurement process.
Briefing and reporting
Briefings will be conducted as requested with USAID HQ, USAID missions, US Embassies and other US
government agencies in-country or at the regional level. PREVENT will provide trip reports, interim and
final reports and status and special reports as requested.
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VII. TRAVEL PLAN EPT
Name

N of
People

Estimated travel dates

Destination
country

Purpose of travel

Cameroon
Quantitative researcher

1

January 2012 - 2 weeks

Cameroon

Train interviewers for the safer
hunter/butcher evaluation baseline
C 4.3.1.l

BC Advisor

1

November 2012- 3 weeks

Cameroon

Develop and pretest materials for the
safer hunter/butcher intervention C
4.2.1

GVFJnc Program Manager

I

October 14-Nov 2, 2011

Cameroon

Market ethnography training and
fielding C 2.2.1

BC Advisor

I

February 2012 - 2 weeks, 2012

Cameroon

Conduct materials development and
pretesting for a market intervention
C 4.2.2

GVFinc Program Manager

I

March 2012 - 2 weeks, 2012

Cameroon

Launch safe hunter plus
implementation C 4.3.1.2

ROC Advisor

1

TBD 2012 - 16 days

ROCto
Cameroon

Support WHO/AFRO REGC 0.1.l

ROC Advisor

I

August 2012- 1 week

ROC to DRC
(cross river)

Coordinate implementation of
demand reduction regional activity
AfR4.3.l

ROC advisor + ROC research
consultant

2

February 2012 - 2 weeks

ROCto DRC
(cross river)

Participate in training for and
beginning of consumer survey in
DRC - REGC 4.2.1.l

Policy-Advocacy Advisor+ El
consultant

2

February 2012 - 2 weeks

DRC

Conduct a case study of the Tenke
Fungurume mine D 4.2.1.

Qualitative research consultant
(Francophone)

1

March 2012 - 4 weeks

DRC

Conduct rapid formative research on
monkeypox/animal contact. D 4.2.2.

DRC
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Name

N of
People

Estimated travel dates

Destination
country

Purpose of travel

Research consultant (Qualit
Francophone)

1

March 2012 - 4 weeks (2+2)

DRC/ROC*

Train and oversee qualitative
research to develop a demandreduction intervention REGC
4.2.1.l

BC Advisor

I

May 2012 - 3 weeks (2+ 1)

DRC/ROC*

Develop and pretest materials
development for demand reduction
intervention in Kinshasa/Brazza
REGC 4.2.1.2

ROC Advisor

I

May 2012- I week

ROC to DRC
( cross river)

Develop and pretest materials
development for demand reduction
intervention in Kinshasa REGC
4.2.1.2

ROC Advisor

1

September 2012 - I week

ROCto DRC
( cross river)

Coordinate implementation of
demand reduction regional activity
REGC 4.3.l

GVFinc Program Manager

1

February 2012 - 3 weeks

Gabon

Train interviewers for and initiate
market ethnography G 2.2.1

Policy-Advocacy Advisor + El
consultant

2

March 2012 - 2 weeks

Gabon

Conduct EI stakeholder mapping and
situation analysis G.2.2.2.l

Policy-Advocacy Advisor + EI
consultant

2

May 2012 - 2 weeks

Gabon

Develop an advocacy intervention
G. 4.2.2. 1

El consultant + GVFlnc CSO

2

TBD 2012 - l week

Gabon
(possibly DRC)

Attend El Workshop G 4.2.2.3

BC Advisor

1

April 2012 - 3 weeks

ROC

Develop and pretest materials for a
One Health intervention R 4.2.1

Francophone Researcher

I

January 2012 - 3 weeks

ROC

Train interviewers and initiate One
Health formative research R 2.2.1

Consultant

I

July 2012 - 2 weeks

ROC

EI implementation R 4.2.2.2/4.2.2.3

Gabon

ROC
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Name

N of
People

Estimated travel dates

Destination
country

Purpose of travel

Policy-Advocacy Advisor + EI
consultant

2

March 2012 -2 weeks

ROC

Conduct situation analysis of EI and
stakeholder analysis R. 2.2.2

Graphic artist

1

May 2012 - 1 week

DRCto ROC
(cross river)

Develop and pretest materials
development for demand reduction
intervention in Brazza REGC 4.2. l .2

Research Consultant+ qualitative
researcher
BC Advisor

2

January 20 I2 - 3 weeks

Uganda

Conduct formative research U 4.2.2.

I

June 2012 - 3 weeks

Uganda

Develop and pretest materials for
health promotion intervention U
4.2.5

Policy-Advocacy Advisor + EI
consultant

2

November 201 I - 2 weeks

Uganda

Conduct a stakeholder analysis U
4.2.1.

ROC Advisor

I

TBD 2012 - 16 days

ROC to Uganda

Support WHO/AFRO REGC 0.1. 1

BKK-Dhaka

Support ICDDRB banas strategy
development 4.2.1
Develop strategy to implement banas
intervention on a large scale B 4 .2.1

Uganda

Bangladesh

Sr Implementation Advisor

1
January 2012 - 7 days

Sr Implementation Advisor

I

BKK-Dhaka
October 2011- 7 days

Cambodia

Researcher/BKK

1

Researcher/BKK + regional research
consultant

2

Set up cross-border trade price and
quantity monitoring Cb 2.2.3

April 2012 - 2 weeks

BKK-Phnom
Penh/other
Cambodia

Carry out qualitative research on
human-animal exposure Cb 2.2.2

December 2011 - 2 weeks

BKK-Phnom
Penh/other
Cambodia
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Name

N of
People

Researcher/BKK

1

Regional BCC Advisor + regional
researcher/consultant

2

Regional BCC Advisor + regional
researcher/consultant

2

Estimated travel dates

Destination
country

Purpose of travel

January 2012 - 21 days

BKK-Phnom
Penh/other
Cambodia

Carry out qualitative research to
understand cross-border trade Cb
2.2.4

June 2012 - 25 days

BKK-Phnom
Penh/other
Cambodia

March 2012 - 2 weeks

BKK-Phnom
Penh/other
Cambodia

Develop and pretest materials for
intervention to reduce human-animal
exposure Cb 4.2. l
Develop strategy for intervention to
reduce human-animal exposure Cb
4.2.l

Indonesia
Researcher + research consultant

2

Policy-Advocacy Advisor+ El
consultant
Regional BCC Advisor

2

Kalimantan

Train interviewers and initiate
human-animal exposure survey I
2.2.3

Kali mantan

Initiate EI scoping & situation
analysis I 2.2.5
Develop and pretest materials for
human-exposure intervention 4.2. l
Develop strategy and materials for
an EI advocacy intervention I 4.2.2

April 2012 - 20 days
February 2012- 2 weeks
1
July 2012 - 2weeks
Policy-Advocacy Advisor + EI
consultant

2

Regional BCC advisor

I

Regional research advisor +
consultant

2

Regional BCC advisor

I

BKKKalimantan
Kalimantan

May 20 12 - 25 days
November 2011 - l week

November 20 I I - I 0 days
October 20 I 1- I week

BKK- Bali

TEPHINET meeting (RISK COM)

BKKKalimantan

Train researchers and initiate
human-animal exposure formative
research 1 2.2.2

Indonesia

Finalize project locations, meet key
stakeholders, identify coordinator

Vientiane

Develop intervention strategy
(markets) L 4.2.2

BKK-Yientiane

Develop intervention strategy
(markets) L 4.2.2

LaoPDR
Policy-Advocacy Advisor

I

Regional Policy-Advocacy Advisor

l

April 2012- 2 weeks
April 2012- 4 weeks
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Name
Regional BCC Advisor

N of
People

Estimated travel dates

1

Destination
country

Purpose of travel

BKK-Vientiane

Develop intervention strategy
(human-animal exposure) L 4.2. l

Vientiane

Develop intervention strategy
(markets) L 4.2.2

Vientiane

Develop intervention strategy
(human-animal exposure) L 4.2. l

BKK-Vientiane

Initiate human-animal exposure survey L 2.2 .5

Vientiane

El scoping/mapping/situation
analysis L 2.2.7

BKK-Vientiane

Initiate study to assess potential for
amplification L 2.2.6

BKK-Vientiane

train researchers and initiate humananimal exposure formative research
L 2.2.4

Vientiane

Develop intervention strategy
(human-animal exposure) L 4.2. l

Bangkok

Planning meeting

Bangkok

Pretest human-animal exposure
survey T 2.2.2

BKKHanoi/HCMC

Train interviewers and initiate
human-animal exposure survey V
2.2.3

BKK-Hanoi

Conduct One Health stakeholder
analysis V 2.2.8

Hanoi/HCMC

Conduct One Health stakeholder
analysis V 2.2.8

BKK-Hanoi

Develop materials V 4.2.1

August 2012- 2 weeks
Policy-Advocacy Advisor

l

Research consultant - behavior trials

I

July 2012 - 2 weeks
June 2012 - 2 weeks
Researcher/BKK

1

Policy-Advocacy Advisor+ El
consultant

2

Research consultant

l

Researcher/BKK

1

Sr researcher - (qualitative)

l

March 2012 - 2 weeks
March 2012 - 2 weeks
May 2012 - 18 days

November 2011 - 2 weeks
September 2012 - 2 weeks

Thailand
SE Asia Anchor

1

Sr Research Consultant +
Quantitative Researcher and Zo

2

June 2012- 2 weeks
November 2011 - 3 weeks

Vietnam
Rcsearchcr/BKK

1

Regional BCC Advisor

l

April 2012 - 2 weeks
April 2012 - 2 weeks
Policy-Advocacy Advisor

1

Regional BCC Advisor

1

April 2012- 2 weeks
August 2012 - 1 week
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Name

N of
People

Estimated travel dates

Destination
country

Purpose of travel

BKK-Hanoi

Train researchers and initiate humananimal exposure - formative research
V 2.2.2

Hanoi/HCMC

Regional research consultant

1

Policy-Advocacy Advisor+ El
consultant
SE Asia Anchor

2
1

June 2012 - 2 weeks

Hanoi

El scoping/mapping/situation
analysis V 2.2.5
Work planning

SE Asia Anchor

1

November 2012- 2 weeks

HCMC/Hanoi

Initiate market monitoring V 2.2.2

January 2012 - 2 weeks
June 2012 - 2 weeks
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PREVENT Travel for AFENET
October 1, 2011 - September 30, 2012
Ql: October - December 2011

Name of Traveler

Estimated
travel dates

Destination
Country

Purpose of travel

I

October 201 1

Uganda

Second Muse
representative

October 201 1

Uganda

12 Field
Epidemiologist

O ctober

Uganda

AFENET: Capacity Building of Public Affairs
Person and on-going Public Affairs activities
including new technologies training
Training of Field Epidemiologists for Social
Media and new technologies as part of intraconnection of agency
Field epidemiologists to participate in new
technologies training

(b)(6)

I

2011
N o vember

Uganda

2011
December
2012

(b)(6)

O perations and programming for public

affairs
Tanzania

Refresher training of field epidemiologists - risk
communication and applied communication

Estimated
travel dates

Destination
Country

Purpose of travel

January 20 12

Uganda

Capacity Building, assist in implementing work
plan

Estimated
travel dates

Destination
Countr

Purpose of travel

A ril 2012

U anda

Q2 : J anuary - M arc h 2012

Name of Traveler

I

(b)(6)

I

Q3: A ril - June 2012

Name of Traveler
(b)(6)

lementation
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PREVENT Travel for Risk Communication
October 1, 2011 - September 30, 2012
Ql: October - December 2011
Name of Traveler Estimated
travel dates
October
2011
(b )(6)
November
2011
TBD
November
2011
TBD
November
2011
(b)(6)
November
I
2011

Destination
Country
Geneva
Lao

Purpose of travel
Consult with WHO/IHR on training module
development
Pre-test Risk Communication materials

ROC and
DRC
Uganda

Advocacy and Capacity Building in Risk
Communication with WHO/AFRO
Advocacy and Capacity Building in Risk
Communication

Uganda

Pre-test Risk Communication materials

Q2 : J anuary- March 2012
Name of Traveler Estimated
travel dates
TBD
January 2012
TBD
January 2012

Destination
Country
TBD
Benin

Purpose of travel

TBD

March 2012

Uganda

February
2012

Lao

TBD

Estimated
travel dates
April 2012

Destination
Country
DRC

TBD

April 2012

TBD

J

(b)(6)

Outbreak response (as needed)
Introduce risk communication module to
University of Benin
Launch risk communication module with
stakeholders
Launch risk communication module with
stakeholders

Q3 : A.pn·1 - J une 2012

Name of Traveler

Purpose of travel
Launch risk communication module with
stakeholders
Outbreak response (as needed)
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Q4: July - September 2012

Name of Traveler

Estimated
travel dates

TBD

June 2012

Destination
Country
TBD

Purpose of travel
Outbreak response (as needed)
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VIII. BUDGET
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DRAFT

I. BACKGROUND
On September 30, 2009, the U.S. Agency for International Development awarded AED the USAID Client
Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-9-00002-00 under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A--07-0000400 entitled "Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication Support
Activity," or PREVENT. The Project focuses on using behavior change and communication research,
strategies, and interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control emerging pandemic threats
and avian and pandemic influenzas. PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, is part of a larger new USAID
program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
On June 6, 2012, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Australian Agency for
International Development (AusAID) signed a memorandum of cooperation (MoC) to help reduce the
risk of emerging pandemic disease threats in the Mekong region of Southeast Asia. Under the MoC,
AusAID is providing Aus$6 million to USAID's PREVENT project over three years. The Australian
support emphasizes the support to PREVENT as a way to boost efficiency and effectiveness in combined
actions to reduce the risk of emerging infectious disease. This co-funded work will focus on countries in
the Greater Mekong Subregion, particularly Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, and Burma/Myanmar.
On August 7, 2012, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) signed a one-year, no-cost
extension of the PREVENT project through September 29, 2015.
During the past year, the PREVENT project has continued to develop a systematic framework of
investigative research on social and behavioral correlates to transmission, as a means to characterize highrisk practices and to assist in the identification of high-risk population sub-sets where strategic behavior
change communications will lead to reduced outbreaks and q uicker control of spill-over events. The
work has focused on the primary areas within key countries, primarily in the Congo and Mekong Basin
areas. Work focused on both avian influenza and Nipah virus risks has increased in Bangladesh. And the
PREVENT initiatives in extractive industries were launched.

Rationale for FY13 work plan

Developing interventions to reduce primary transmission of EPT
Primary transmission of EPT viruses requires human exposure to animal species that may carry viruses
that can be transmitted to humans. Early in year two, PREVENT produced a table summarizing
"Opportunities for transmitting zoonotic infections to humans," keyed mainly to sources of exposure and
possible transmission routes (see next page).

PREVENT Year 4 Work Plan
Funded under USAID Client Associate Award No.: GHN-A-00-09-00002-00
Under Leader Award (C-Change) No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00
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DRAFT
Opportunities for transmitting zoonotic infections to humans
Sources of exposure to
zoonotic viruses

Examples

Possible transmission
routes

Factors that increase
opportunities

Factors that decrease
opportunities

Underlying factors

Directly from animals
Hunting and capturing wild
animals (for home consumption,
trade or pets)

HN, SN, SFV
Al, Ebola

Butchering animals in wild,
restaurants and homes

• Contamination of wounds
(which may be bites or scratches
or e.g. insect bites) by
blood/excreta/saliva
• Handling animals that have died
from Ebola/ AI

• Increased population
• Better enforcement of existing
(in- migrants) in or near wild
regulations (inspection of trains
areas (e.g., because of extractive
and logging trucks)
industry) leading 10 increased
• Improved regulations
contact in gardens and
• Alternative sources of protein
th.rough hunting
(e.g. frozen fish sold by itinerant
• increased commercial hunting
vendors in Cameroon)
10 meet urban demand for
bushmeat and pets

11 Better access (logging roads,
mining railroads)
11 lrnproving standard of living
11 Organized international trade in
animals/meat
11 Allilude of conspicuous
consumption

11 Improved transport (better roads)
11 Preferences for very fresh
meat; alliludes about purity
of wi ld meal

Wild animals in markets

SARS documented
AI

• Respiratory

• Demand for live wild animals

• Market regulation limiting live
animals (e.g., Hong Kong)

Domestic animals,
including pets

Rabies
Ebola Reston
Nipah Malaysia
Hendra Australia
AI
H5Nl
US monkeypox

• Bite (saliva)
• resp ira1ory/contac1

• Maintenance of susceptible
population of animals
(rabies Indonesia)
• Trade in exotic pets
• Shift in bat range (fires, habitat
disruption from logging)

• Separation of orchards
from piggeries
• Improved biosecurity of
domestic animals

Wild food

Nipah Bangladesh
documented;
Ebola suggested
(Leroy)

• Ingestion of food contaminated
with saliva or feces

• Increased human exploitation
of wi Id foods

• Protection of foods (e.g. bana.,·
in Bangladesh)
• Avoidance of foods pa11ially eaten
by animals

Stored food

Hanta, Lassa

• Fecal contamination

• Poor construction of
storage facilities

Via contami11atedfood

Improved construction; better
design and better materials

• Notion that bat-bitten fruits are
preferable (sweeter)

• Improved access lo concrete

Via contami11ated e1111iro11ment
Domestic environment

Hanta
Lassa
Al

• Fecal contamination (respirato1y • House construction
and fecal-oral/mucosa l contact)
(dirt vs. concrete floors);
tin vs. straw roofs

Nondomestic environment

Marburg
Nipah Bangladesh
(presumed, some
apparent associat ion
with climbing trees
where bats roost)

• Inhalation of aerosolized excreta • Tourism to caves
in caves
• Artisanal mining in old
• Fecal- oral/ mucosa I contact
underground mines
(e.g., excreta on hands from
• Guano " farmjng"
climbing conlaminaled trees)

• Concrete floors in houses ;
improved roofs
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• ln1proved access to concrete,
tin roofs
• Attitude that fecal contamination
is "nonnaJ'
1

2

DRAFT
The PREVENT Project has four primary objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop a strategic framework for risk reduction
Identify "high-risk" groups
Characterize "high-risk" behaviors and practices
Develop, validate and evaluate effective social, behavior change and communication strategies

The primary focus of the PREVENT project is to reduce high-risk human-animal contact that may lead to
emergence of pandemic threats.
The three drivers of such contact are:
1. Culture - Social preferences/customs, e.g.
• Individual: Meat - and food-handling customs
Exposure to animal feces
Societal: Settlement patterns, housing construction
Market structure and hygiene
1. Commerce - Market system & trade
Supply and demand for wild animal meat and products
2. Land-use change (EI)
Increasing settlements and scale of agriculture in/near wild animal habitat;
increased transport to/from wild animal habitat
• PREVENT focus: change resulting from extractive industry and infrastructure
investments
The first two drivers summarize the "source of exposure" column. The third driver, extractive industry logging, mining, oil and gas, hydropower, large-scale agricultme, and concomitant infrastructure
investment - is a major cause of nearly all the "underlying factors" listed in the table' s last column.
PREVENT's FY1 3 work is organized to measure key elements of these drivers and to develop
interventions to address them. PREVENT proposes to work in twelve countries: three in Central Africa
(Republic of Congo, Uganda, and possibly Gabon), seven in Southeast Asia (Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Burma/Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam); and Bangladesh in South Asia.
The PREVENT deliverables for the FY13 year include:

•

Produce an Extractive Industry "tool kit": that includes assessment tools and mitigation strategies
in addition to advocacy materials. This tool kit will be deployed provisionally in Uganda and
possibly Gabon, and ready for roll out to other countries in which Extractive Industry activities
may be fielded.

•

Extractive Industry Strategy: A strategy for engaging the Extractive Industry corporate, finance
and health policy sectors through high-level consultations toward adoption of common protocols
for risk assessments and guidelines for risk mitigation adaptable to any stage of EI concession
development. The EI " tool kit" may be expanded, rewritten or repackaged as an outcome of this
activity.

•

Wildlife Trade paper: A paper characterizing wild life trade (focusing initially on primates)
routes, extent of the problem and potential solutions is finalized and ready to serve as a "guide"
for prioritizing future investments targeting this area.

PREVENT Year4 Work Plan
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DRAFT
•

Characterizatio n of the Role of Markets in Disease Emergence and Spread: Studies will be
completed in three countries and form the basis of an analysis that characterizes the factors within
markets that potentially contribute to spillover and amplification as well as provide options for
potential intervention strategies including better models for improving biosecurity.

•

Characterization of "risk" at the Animal-Human interface: A more comprehensive understanding
on the animal-human interface dynamics and those behavio rs that may lead to transmission of
zoonotic diseases.

•

Tested BCC Strategies for Nipah risk mitigation: This will be based on a scale-up of Nipah BCC
intervention in Bangladesh.

•

A Cohesive BCC Strategy for EIDs: Drawing from the BCC lessons arising from the "cross the
PIOET" exercise in Bangladesh (EPT, EPT plus, AI) - this could become a model for future
country level BCC programming.

With a specific mandate to examine risks from EPT pathogens as yet unidentified, the PREVENT work is
focused on multi-disciplinary research and communications work attentive to identified drivers.
PREVENT work in Asia will focus predominantly on the human-animal interface risks driven by culture
and commerce. PREVENT work in Africa will focus primarily on those risks d1iven by large-scale landuse changes, including both extractive industries on site as well as from large-scale infrastructure
investments undertaken in support of extractive investments.
Roads, railways, junctions, harbors and port facilities are among such investments. The first three are
more likely as points of emergence, while the latter three as points of amplification. Any may function as
either or both.
The culture and commerce driven contact between humans and animals in Africa is equally significant to
that in Asia, albeit different. Nevertheless, until larger systemic questions are directly addressed, such as
those of sufficient access to alternate protein sources, for example, focus on drivers emerging from largescale land use change due to extractive industries and concomitant infrastructure investments will more
likely achieve success within the EPT program life-cycle.
PREVENT's agenda for better understanding these drivers and developing interventions is global.
Defining general principles to guide interventions will be best achieved by understanding how different
aspects of identified problems play out and interact in specific situations in specific countries.

Cross-country comparisons. In general, PREVENT activities to develop a basic and more in-depth
understanding of the situation - formative research on animal names, domains and roles; surveys about
animal exposure and consumer demand for wild animal meat; and extractive industry mapping and
stakeholder analysis will be carried out in multiple countries, with results compared across countries.
Activity sequences. The general pattern within each driver is to move fro m basic understanding to more
in-depth assessment of factors important for designing interventions to develop and implement
interventions. PREVENT plans to complete this sequence in at least three countries. For example,
interventions to reduce the risk of disease transmission through peri-domestic (home/work) exposure will
be initiated in Bangladesh (Nipah), Laos (market bio-security), and Indonesia (formative research) in the
coming year.
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DRAFT
Rapid market ethnographies have been carried out in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. On the basis of the
information gathered from these studies, PREVENT is developing an integrated intervention to improve
market biosecurity and vendor practices.
Graphic Overview:

The grid shown on the next page summarizes PREVENT activities that have been completed and
those proposed within these three driver categories. The grid highlights individual activities that will be
carried out in multiple countries and activity sequences within countries leading from formative research
to interventions.

[GRID on next page TO BE UP-DATED.]
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DRAFT
SUMMARY OF EPT COUNTRY ACTIVITIES

Formative research: animal names. domains. roles

i Survey
ln-deoth study (aualitative)
Behavior trial
Ind iv or social level (including eval)

•

•

Qualitative study
Demand reduction (including eval)
Market mapping

•
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II. Narrative Description of Activities by LINE

OF WORK
GLOBAL ACTIVITIES
Global activities include issues with implications beyond specific countries. This includes the
global trade in wildlife and bush meat; the impacts of extractive industries and infrastructure
investments on biodiversity and increased human-animal contact. Each of these is most often
addressed within the context of country-level EPT programs. Yet some potential responses are
being considered at policy levels with regional and global applications. These include:
LOW 2: Wildlife trade
This year PREVENT commissioned a paper taking an overall look at the international wildlife
trade based on an analysis of CITES data. We learned that the database contains little
information about rodents and bats - two of the types of animals of greatest interest from the
point of view of emergence - and that trade patterns are very complex - countries may be
intermediate or final destinations for wildlife and it's not clear whether the database itself clearly
distinguishes (or is able to distinguish) to which category a particular animal belongs.
PREVENT is still working with the graduate student to see if a very focused look at a few
species of primates and a limited set of countries will provide results that are relevant to the
question of emergence, but we are clear that other avenues must be explored.
Some of the fundamental questions:
• What priority should be given to different forms of traded animals - live animals,
refrigerated, frozen or smoked carcasses and pieces of animals, medicines or other
products made from wild animals?
• What priority should be given to legal vs illegal importations? What do we know about
the relative volume of the legal and illegal trade of different types of animals? What is
the absolute volume of trade in these animals?
• What are the most important routes? Are there countries that "launder" illegal animals,
transforming them to legal?
• What are the links, if any, between wildlife and other kinds of illegal trafficking?
PREVENT proposes working with US AID to develop terms of reference for a consultative
meeting involving 4-5 experts that foc uses strictly on the emergence aspects of trade (in contrast
to the conservation aspects). We hope to keep the meeting small and focused; it would result in
a white paper covering what we know and do not know, presenting recommendations for next
steps.
•

Partners - FHI D360
PREVENT Year4 Work Plan
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•

Expected results - white paper with recommendations

LOW 4: Extractive Industries
Extractive industries (mining, oil and gas, forestry, hydropower, and associated operations) involve
activities identified as potential drivers of disease emergence. Activities like oil or mineral exploration,
road or facility construction, and on-going operations cause environmental and social changes that can
influence interactions between humans, domestic animals, and wildl ife and lead to conditions favorable
for the transmission of infectious diseases like Nipah virus, SARS, and Lassa fever.
In Year 3, the Extractive Industries Working Group (EIWG) developed tools for industry and government
on zoonotic diseases of wildlife origin, targeting seamless integration of new content with existing
procedures and methods. These tools will enhance the capability of national, regional, and local
governments and industries to assess environmental and health risks and potential impacts, and to identify
and implement prevention and mitigation measures at all stages of the process: planning, construction
operations and decommissioning. In addition, the team has started to bring this issue to the attention of
different extractive industries, specificaJiy mining, timber, and oil/gas.

In Year 4, we plan to continue to highlight the importance of EPT in extractive industry contexts by
identifying additio nal opportunities to share information and introduce EPT as a topic industry should
address. Further, it is necessary to test the tools that are being developed in a few countries. PREVENT
and other EIWG partners will take advantage of opportunities as they arise, building on existing
relationships in the ROC and Uganda, and an interest in Cameroon and Gabon. In addition, PREVENT
plans to build on relationships we have developed through participation in various conferences,
workshops and other networking forums. We will also continue to explore and document the evidence
base for mitigation as well as feed information about this process into a parallel activity by which we are
attempting to engage high-level political commitment for EPT in the private and financial sectors as well
as at the highest levels of government in various countries.

LOW 4: Risk reduction
4.2: Design approaches for risk reduction
Extractive industry
Activity 4.2.1: Extractive Industry Working Group Facilitation
Convene and lead the extractive industries working group with participation from PREDICT, RESPOND,
Chatham House, USAID and others as appropriate.
•
•

Partners: PHI D360, EI working group, Chatham House, IFC, Industry Groups/networks
Expected results: Continued sharing of experiences, tools, activities, etc.

Activity 4.2.2: Secure High level Policy Interest in Emerging Infectious Diseases among
multinational actors, banks, and extractive industries through engagement with the Chatham
House.
Chatham House is an internationally recognized think tank that will assist USAID to gather high-level
and political actors to address EPT policy. Such engagement will move the political arena further with
international.finance and trade organizations, multilaterals such as the IFC and governments.
The Chatham House !DRAM initiative (Infectious Disease Risk Assessment and Management Initiative)
is part of the PREVENT work stream, which builds o n USAID's ongoing HSNI avian influenza efforts to
PREVENT Year4 Work Plan
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develop effective risk management and communication responses to diseases of animal origin. The
Chatham House has been contracted with the following deliverables:
• A detailed White Paper outlining current risks of emerging infectious disease outbreak associated
with extraction industry and possible mitigation policy options.
• Identify and engage key Health Experts from major stakeholders in initial policy roundtables
about these risks, and in paiticular at the animal-human interface.
• Based on Health Expert roundtables reviews, revise and expand the White Paper to provide the
basis for high-level policy consultations in the successive phase.
• Develop and implement a fund-raising plan to educate key stakeholders within the extraction
industry and among financiers through a series of round table events.
• Identify how the project plan will result in formulating a global strategy - involving national
government stakeholders - to mitigate risks.
A contract for the White Paper has been signed withl
(b)(6)
lof EcoHealth Alliance. The date for
the Health Experts Roundtable has been set for 7 November 2012 in London, and an initial list of invitees
has been submitted for review.
Chatham House has not been successful in their search for outside funding, and they have indicated they
will seek additional financial support from PREVENT/USAID for the activities following the health
expert roundtables. A review of progress will be made following the 7 November 2012 event.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, Chatham House
Expected results: A global engagement of key executives from the extractive industry
related sectors in high-level policy consultations to reduce industrial related risks.

Activity 4.2.3: Implement an advocacy strategy and develop advocacy materials for extractive
industry.
o Subactivity 4.2.3.1: Chatham House is developing links for high-level policy dialogue with
extractive industry and national governments. PREVENT will participate in Chatham House
activities. In addition, in coordination with country activities, PREVENT will tailor advocacy
activities, abstract lessons learned about advocacy activities and test the advocacy materials and
suggested approaches.
o Subactivity 4.2.3.2: Repackage tools for different audiences. Organizations have expressed
interest in the education brochures developed in the previous year. PREVENT will work with the
EIWG to repackage and translate the tools as appropriate. The initial set of materials will be to
repackage the mining brochure as appropriate for an artisanal mining audience and translated into
French, Spanish and/or Portuguese as appropriate.
•
•

Partners :FHI D360, EI working group
Expected results: Tested approaches and materials shared for advocacy to governments and
the extractive industry about mitigating EPT.

o Subactivity 4.2.3.3: Promote EPT with different industry groups. Attend different forums to share
EPT mitigation options and approaches. The team will discuss criteria for selection based on the
opportunities that are identified. Level of participation will depend on funding and mutual agreement.
•

Partners: FHI D360, EI working group, Chatham House, IFC, Industry Groups/networks
PREVENT Year4 Work Plan
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•

Expected results: Active engagement with at least one sector helping to promote EPT within
the industry. Opportunities for engagement and advocacy identified within at least one
industry group

Activity 4.2.4: Develop, test and implement tools and guidance to mitigate disease transmission
associated with extractive industry activities.
Continuing from Year 3, this activity aims to build the evidence base, refine and test the tools with
extractive industry and assist extractive industry partners use these tools.
o Subactivity 4.2.4.1: Commission 1-2 desk reviews to inform mitigation approaches. The
following topics might be explored.
1. Techniques to mitigate rodent infestation.
2. Bat habitat and feeding preferences and how that information might/might not be translated
into recommendations about trees to plant or avoid planting near houses and domestic animal
enclosures.
3. Settlement patterns and civil society in camps and squatter settlements associated with
extractive industry. This might include exploring different EI models such as fly-in/fly-out
compared with settlement models.

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, EI working group, Chatham House, IFC, Industry Groups/networks
Expected results: Additional literature to support mitigation activities promoted by the
EID tools

o Subactivity 4.2.4.2: Test the Planning Tool and Audit Tool and make adjustments
1. Continue to share information and tools with industry groups
2. Revise tool based on feedback from industry groups, multilateral organizations such as IFC,
and in consultation with Chatham House
3. Test and validate tools in different settings (for example, test planning tool with Geovic in
Cameroon, possible opportunity in Gabon, engage Chatham House to discuss tool with ITTO
and IFC)
4. Develop and test Decommissioning Tool
•
•

Partners: FHI 0360, EI working group, Chatham House, IFC, Industry Groups/networks
Expected results: Validated tools that have been used with industry in at least one sector
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AFRICA REGIONAL - CONGO BASIN
In the Greater Congo Basin of Africa, the PREVENT proj ect remains closely linked through partner
proj ects to work regarding the two dominant exposure-related drivers of human-animal contact. The
PREVENT work to develop interventions will focus on ways to work with extractive industries and the
concomitant infrastructure investment activities in order to reduce key "underlying factors" that drive
exposure and the emergence of EPT pathogens. Tools and audit packages have been prepared for testing
in national context, and high-level policy dialogue events with industry and global health policy
executives are scheduled.
With an overall reduced budget, execution of those program activities that focus on the significant
consumer demand for bush meat taken from the most high-risk species have been put on hold. Equally,
those research activities linked with Deep Forest studies, such as those proposed at sites of differing land
use patterns located around the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest National Park in Southwest Uganda, or with
long-term and/or migrant human settlements near or associated with oil company sites in the upper
Albe1tine Rift Val1ey, w ill be approached in stages.
Such work increases om fundamental knowledge and evidence of potentials risks, and provides estimated
exposure rates of humans to key animals in different locations that vary in basic ecology and in
disturbance resulting from land use changes. These, in turn, provide additional input for PRED ICT's
geospatial models and inform potential interventions.

UGANDA
LOW2
Activity 2.1: Uganda - Human-Animal Exposure Study
PREVENT has developed a standard survey approach to assess d irect and indirect h uman exposure to
animals in a variety of settings in different countries. These surveys will quantify human exposure to wild
animals particularly likely to carry zoonotic viruses - bats, rodents, and primates - as well as other types
of wild and domestic animals (pigs and chickens) to which people are frequently exposed. In parallel,
EcoHealth Alliance (PREDICT) is developing standard methods for quantifying large scale land changes
hypothesized to be a factor in increased contact with animals; EcoHealth is planning to conduct active
animal surveillance (to determine biodiversity) and sampling of specific wildlife (to determine viral
ecology) in differing land use zones (Deep Forest Study). The PREVENT human-animal exposure
surveys complemented by data from the Deep Forest Study will inform the design of interventions to
reduce transmission of zoonoses, as well as improve prediction of "hotspots" for possible future disease.

In FY 2013, PREVENT anticipates conducting the human animal exposure study in Uganda in the
following locations:
1 - Four (4) comm unities/groups near or at Deep Forest Study sites located around the Bw indi
Impenetrable Forest National Park in Southwest Uganda (sites determined by PREDICT- UC D avis);
2 - Three (3) communities/groups that could be long term and migrant settlements in the upper Albertine
Rift Valley, which contains Murchison Falls National Park, where significant oil reserves (estimated at
more than 2.5 billion ban-els) have been identified and where recently several licensed exploration wells
(extractive industries) are located in wildlife reserve areas.
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In each of the above locations, the following components of the human-animal exposure study are
planned.
o

Subactivity 2.1.1: Implementation of formative study. The human-animal exposure surveys must
be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in which they are conducted. PREVENT will
conduct formative research to learn the local names for different types of animals, how people
categorize animals or the spaces they find them (are rats wildlife or pests?), what roles animals have
in the economic, social, spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with
them, and what sensitivities, if any exist, with respect to interactions with animals that may impact
how people report their exposure (e.g. ban on hunting). In order to develop local research capacity in
this area (structured anthropologic tools applied to exploration of human animal interactions) and to
help recruit individuals to conduct the study, PREVENT will conduct a workshop for up to 16 people.
As part of the study practicum, these individuals may be involved in exploring and optimizing certain
tools (e.g. pile sorting for literate and non-literate groups) that PREVENT has determined may need
some modifications from previous studies.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, UC Davis, research firm (tbd)
Expected results: Guidance for adapting the human-animal exposure survey questionnaire including local animal names, categories of animals and spaces, roles of animals, types of humananimal contact and different sensitivities that need to be accounted for. In addition, the results
will guide the interpretation of results from the human-animal exposure surveys.

LOW4
Activity 4.2.2: Field Test the E.I. Planning Tool and Audit Tool and Adjustments
1. Share information and tools with industry groups
2. Revise tool based on feedback from industry groups, multilateral organizations such as IFC, and
in consultation with Chatham House
3. Test and validate tools in d ifferent settings
4. Develop and field test Decommissioning Tool

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, El working group, Chatham House, IFC, Industry Groups/networks
Expected results: Validated tools that have been used with industry in at least one sector.

REPUBLIC OF CONGO
LOW 2: Risk Determination
Currently about 90 percent of ROC' s export income comes from oil, mainly obtained offshore. ROC is
working to diversify its revenue sources: the Zanaga iron mine is nearing production and potash mining is
scheduled to restart in 201 2. In addition, various companies are exploring copper, lead, zinc, iron,
magnesium, gold, and diamond deposits. 1 WCS works in the Zanaga region (about 250 km
from Brazzaville).

1

USGS 2009 Mineral Yearbook. http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/country/2009/myb3-2009-cf.pdf accessed
August 20, 20 11.
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Logging is also important. About half the country's forests are suitable for timber exploitation; Forest
Monitor reports that "37 percent of the total forest area of Congo was held in concessions and this has
increased rapidly since 1996."2 WCS works with the CIB logging company to reduce the pressures on
gorillas, elephants, and other endangered wildlife in four timber concessions and to control the trade in
bush meat. This collaborative project is called PROGEPP: the "Project for Ecosystem Management in the
Nouabale-Ndoki Periphery Area." Given the impact that logging and other intensive activities can have
on increasing access to hunting and exposure to animal-based pathogens in new as well as old operations,
expanding disease mitigation activities to other logging companies (at least three other major companies
work in ROC) could help control exposure by reducing commercial bush meat hunting in logging areas.
With each of these extractive-related economic developments, concomitant investments into
infrastructure often open the pathways into and through large swaths of pristine forest. Incursions by
people engaged in the cutting of new roadways, as well as those eager to claim new opportunities, mean
that populations swell into these previously inaccessible areas. Demand for protein and few alternatives
mean aggressive hunting for any wildlife to be found.
Bushmeat is the main source of protein for rural ROC residents. A recently published survey (carried out
in 2006) found that 88 percent of Brazzaville households reported regularly consuming bush meat, mainly
obtained from markets.
A recently published report of a large (1050) household survey about consumption of wild animal meat in
3
Brazzaville carried out by researchers from the University of Marien Ngouabi and University of Liege
showed that 88% of individuals surveyed responded positively to the question "Do you cun-ently eat
bushmeat?" Consumption varied by employment status of the heat of household, with about 92 percent of
cun-ent employees, 87 percent of retired or self-employed workers responded positively to the above
question, compared to only 84 percent of the unemployed. Eighty percent rep011ed that the price of
bushmeat was higher in recent years. However, data indicates that poor, urban respondents, though
consuming wild animal meat less frequently, are still an important sector of consumers.
Most respondents obtained wild animal meat from markets (85%), the rest received it as gifts from
relatives (10%), or obtained it from other intermediaries (4%) or directly from hunters (fewer than 1%).
Most (81%) reported substituting other foodstuffs (the report does not specify what foodstuffs) when wild
animal meat shortages occurred in the markets; the remaining 19 percent reported finding other sources of
wild animal meat, including directly from hunters.
The animals cited most frequently as "currently eaten" were artiodactyls (48%), rodents (28% - mostly
porcupine (16%) and cane rat (11 %)), and primates (13%; monkey was 12%). The researchers noted that
about half of surveyed households said they would not consume gorilla or chimpanzee. About 68 percent
of heads of household were concerned about food safety or the possibility of getting disease by
consuming wild animal meat, with 61 percent mentioning Ebola as a d isease they feared. As elsewhere,
an important reason for preferring to consume wild animal meat to farmed animal meat is that it is
natural.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.1: Interface characterization

2

Forest Monitor country profile, Congo Brazzaville http://www.forestsmonitor.org/en/reports/540539/549939
Mbete RA et al. 2011 "Household wild animal meat consumption in Brazzaville, the Republic of the Congo."
Tropical Conservation. Science 4(2):187-202

3
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Activity 2.1.1: ROC Market Monitoring
Road building and road improvement can have a profound impact on the potential for emergence of
diseases both through their direct effects on ecology and on human access to previously difficult to reach
areas. Roads are corridors for animal movement - for example for bats, as well as for domestic animals
and pests that may accompany human migrants. Roads encourage human settlement and provide access
for hunters both to reach hunting areas and to reach markets with wildlife to sell.
In ROC, the Chinese are building a road from Brazzaville to Ouesso (and possibly further, through
pristine areas, to Bangui). The road will include several bridges replac ing ferries (two not far fro m
Brazzaville) thus shortening the journey between Brazzaville and Ouesso, that is, between a large city
where a reported 89% of people have eaten bushmeat recently and the site of one of the largest wild
animal/meat markets in the region. Construction has begun only recently; WCS estimates that the road
will be completed in about two years.
This activity represents an opportunity to assess the effect of road improvement on the availability of key
species of wildlife in markets both along the road and in Brazzaville and to improve our understanding of
the dynamics of trade in these key species. For this first year, PREVENT proposes establishing a lowcost monitoring system; once basic patterns and trends are established, we will propose qualitative
research to investigate specific aspects of the trade. We anticipate that PREDICT will increase its
sampling along the road; the information collected by the monitoring system may help them focus the ir
sampling efforts.
We will begin by mapping existing markets and investigating different approaches for ongoing reporting.
One possibility is to task local monitors (school leavers or someone in the market) with filling out a fixed
form, reporting the number of specific types of animals available at specific periods in the week and their
prices. A second possibility is that the same monitors are tasked with responding a fixed number of times
a week to specific questions (relayed by cellphone) about how many animals of a particular type are
available in a specific period; with type of animal and period varied randomly. The second possibility
allows for time sampling and, if feasible, may overcome the te ndency of monitors to get in a reporting rut.
Of course, if cell access is not reliable.
Results will be relayed to a coordinator who will ma intain a simple running tabulation of the data; this
person will also document each stage of road building (completion of bridges and major road segments;
installation of detours around construction areas) and other external events (crackdown on selling
primates for example) likely to affect either the flow of wildlife or our ability to report it. PREVENT
staff based in Washington, D.C., will conduct the analysis for trends and differentials. We anticipate that
road events that fac ilitate access will be accompanied by increased wildlife for sale in markets in
Brazzaville and possibly along the road.

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, WCS/ROC
Expected results: Documentation of the effect of road building on trade in key species of
wildlife
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REGIONAL - SOUTHEAST ASIA
THE GREATER MEKONG SUB-REGION
AUSAID & USAID COLLABORATION
On June 6, 2012, the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Australian Agency for
International Development (AusAID) signed a memorandum of cooperation (MoC) to help reduce the
risk of emerging pandemic disease threats in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) of Southeast Asia.
Under the MoC, AusAID is providing up to Aus$ six million to USAID's PREVENT project over three
years. To facilitate this, USAID signed a one-year, no-cost extension of the PREVENT project through
September 29, 2015.
The MoC with AusAJD reflects USAJD's reform effort, USAID FORWARD, which includes a greater
emphasis on collaboration and partnership with bilateral donors, multilateral, and international
organizations to increase synergies and avoid duplication.
The AusAID support to PREVENT will help to boost the ability of people and organizations at the
grassroots level to reduce the risk of transmission of dangerous pathogens from animals to humans by
taking regulatory, managerial, social and behavioral actions. Work will focus on the countries in the
GMS, including Cambodia, Lao PDR, Vietnam, and Burma/Myanmar.
The collaborative agreement between the US and Australian governments to support the work of the EPT
program, and the specific focus of the PREVENT project, are a testament to the importance of efforts to
impede emergence of novel viral pathogens. These low-probability, yet high-impact events can devastate
if not rapidly stopped - or even prevented in the first place.
The EPT program looks beyond the scope of projects focused on avian influenzas, yet has grown from
that base. The Australian government brings specific interests that include a strengthening of communitylevel engagements that were a hallmark of successful response to bird flu outbreaks in the GMS region.
In response to the suppo1t from the Australian Government, the PREVENT project has expanded its focus
to include activities that further strengthen core community-level AI responses, and that also strengthen
community preparedness for emergent pathogen outbreaks beyond those of avian origin.
The AusAID support represents a direct collaboration with £PT/PREVENT. The specifics of each of
these activities are outlined within the country plans below. USAID and AusAID have agreed to cobrand the activities of PREVENT in the selected GMS countries.
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CAMBODIA
PREVENT will continue to support the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) activity area, "Conduct
research on zoonotic diseases" through the activities proposed in the plan below. In addition PREVENT
will build on completed research to develop strategies and interventions to reduce transmission of viruses
that may represent emerging pandemic threats from animals to humans.

Cambodia FY12 Activities
Last year PREVENT carried out activities in Cambodia in coordination with PREDICT. Specifically,
PREVENT and PREDICT worked together to conduct research in to Banteay Meanchey and Mondulkiri
Province. PREVENT worked with PREDICT to carry out research in two forest protected areas of
Cambodia where WCS will be testing samples from wild animal meat consumed by villagers. The
research consists of two parts a survey and qualitative research.
A survey was used to obtain information about meat consumption and associated hunting and butchering
from all households to understand how risk associated with these activities is distributed among the
population. This was implemented in three villages in each province where WCS is ca1Tying out
sampling. The households identified as consuming the most wild ani mals in the previous mo nth and a
random sample of other households in the village will be invited to participate in a quarterly follow-up
survey.
In addition, PREVENT carried out qualitative data collection in nearby similar villages using
PREVENT's standard formative research package. T hese tools identified animal names and categories
and any issues (such as regulations restricting hunting or associations of certain animals with sorcery) that
may result in over- or under-reporting of certain exposures; determined patterns in seasonal and daily
routines of people to assess possible locations and times of exposure to animals and to identify significant
differences between sub-groups (e.g., men and women) that might have implications for risk.
In addition, in these villages PREVENT ca1Tied out focus groups on hunting, butchering and perception
of the associated risks to find out who hunts and why (food, income, manage pests), what health problems
people associate with their domestic animals and the wild animals they hunt and/or butcher, and what
they do, if anything, to reduce risks associated with hunting and butchering.
PREVENT and PREDICT also worked together on the rat trade in southern Cambodia. PREVENT
conducted a rapid market mapping activity in southern Vietnam to better understand the extent of the rat
trade in Mekong Delta region. The rapid study revealed the extensive importation of rats from Cambodia
to Vietnam. Meanwhile, PREDICT uncovered villages in Cambodia's Kandal Province that were
involved in herding and catching rats for the trade. PREVENT conducted a rapid market mapping of the
rat trade within Cambodia, and PREDICT conducted sampling of rats specimens. The team began the
exploratory visit in Takeo, Prey Veng and Svay Rieng Province, and then continued to Kandal province to
join the PREDICT team, who were there sampling rodents.
During the exploratory visit, the PREVENT team recorded observations on important aspects of trade,
including the locations of villages actively involved; actors involved in catching, selling and trading rats;
and rough estimates on the availability and volume of rats traded. PREVENT visited 38 places along the
border areas between Cambodia and Vietnam, including five district markets, 13 Khmer/Vietnamese
villages, five collection stores, and 15 checkpoints at the border.
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Preliminary observations in Cambodia confirmed find ings in Vietnam: that there is a high-volume rat
trade across the border. In Cambodia, the team observed poor biosecurity and hygiene practices, and
exposure both directly and indirectly of rat catchers and middlemen to the bites, blood, saliva, scratches,
and entrails of the rats. As in Vietnam, the rat trade seems to be a significant source of livelihood for rural
communities in Cambodia.
Activities planned for FY 2013 in Cambodia:

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Cambodia Human-Animal Exposure Follow-up Survey
PREVENT developed and pretested tools, methods and approach to assess human exposure to animals in
a variety of settings in different countries. In FY201 2, PREVENT, with PREDICT, adapted and
implemented these tools and an abbreviated household survey in two provinces (Mondulkiri and Banteay
Meancheay) in Cambodia as a baseline study.
In FY13, PREVENT will assist PREDICT in implementing quarterly follow-up surveys about household
domestic animals and consumption of animal meats in conjunction with PREDICT animal sampling in
selected households from the baseline study. The samples from higher-risk types of animals (rodents,
bats, primates, small carnivores, and ungulates) will be tested for certain high-priority viral families.
Information from the quarterly follow-up surveys, along with PREDICT's animal sampling study, will be
used to validate the recall-based reports collected during the human-animal exposure survey.

•

•

Partners: FHI 360, Royal Government of Cambodia, Department of Communicable Diseases
(DCD), Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF), the National Veterinary Research Institute
(NaVRI), and PREDICT
Expected results: Finalized human-animal exposure assessment tools and methods. One-year
time serial panel data on wild and domestic animal meat consumption.

Activity 2.2.2: Rodent Trade
Rodents have been shown to harbor EPT viruses in some studies conducted in other countries in the
region; for example Hanta viruses have been identified in rats in Cambodia 4 and bandicoots in
Thailand. 5 A study carried out in the Mekong River Delta Region of Vietnam noted that annual
production of rat meat for human consumption was 3,300 - 3,600 tons of live rats.6 (Khiem 2005).
To gain a general sense of the current size of the trade in rats, a PREVENT staff member conducted an
exploratory informal visit to areas of Vietnam and Cambodia identified as possible locations for the trade.
The visit uncovered wide distribution of two popular types of rat, locally called Cong Nhum and Cong
Com7 in markets in the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam. Observations and discussions with local
offic ials suggested that markets may be selling as much as one to two tons of rat per day. Although live
rats were more commonly observed in markets than processed rats, individual households in processing
villages in Vietnam may be butchering up to one ton of rats per day during peak collection times, reported
4

Reynes et al. Microbes and Infection 5(9) : 769 2003
Hugot et al. Virology Journal 3:7 2006
6
Khiem et al. Market study ofmeat.fi·omfield rats in the Mekong Delta. An Giang University p 543 - 547 2005
7
PREVENT has not been able to identify the exact species of rat (species identification frequently relies on subtle
anatomical differences).
5
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as six months out of the year: March - May and September - November. At the border crossings rats
were observed being transported from Cambodia to Vietnam by motorbike and boats in wire cages that
allow mixing of rats and the spread of excrement dming transport.
In Cambodia it appeared that the suppliers are working to deliver rats to the higher demand Vietnamese
consumers, with rats being supplied by individual farmers - for example, a chief of one village in Kanda!
Province reported I 00 of 285 households in the village participating in the trade.
In both Cambodia and Vietnam, observations indicated poor biosecurity and hygiene practices, with
individuals involved in the trade exposed both directly and indirectly to rat bites and scratches as well as
blood, saliva and entrails.
We found no systematically collected information about the rat trade and its potential for zoonotic disease
transmission, although the trade appears to be sizable and involve high rates of risky exposure for those
involved in it. The structure of the market chain and the number of people participating in the trade
(operators) remain unidentified, apart from the paper by K.hiem, et al. The scale of the trade, including the
volume of rodents bought and sold and the seasonality of the trade remains undocumented. Specific
practices and situations that create opportunities for exposure to disease have not been recorded.
PREVENT proposes a research study to answer these important questions.

Rodent Trade - Descriptive Analysis
PREVENT will carry out a descriptive analysis of the market chain of cross-border rat trade in southern
Vietnam and adjacent provinces of Cambodia. From "field to fork" the study will identify the operators
of the rat market chain and the linkages or transaction points of primary products, rats, and secondary
products, rat meat and remaining parts (entrails, head, legs and tail). This study will document the scope
and structure of the rat trade and explore specific practices and situations of market chain operators
(person, place, time, and reasons) that involve potentially risky exposure from rats, as well as important
factors that might promote or inhibit changing practices.

•
•

Partners: PHI 360, NaVRI, MOH, local consultants (TBD)
Expected results: Identification of specific practices and situations involving risky exposure to
rats and informat ion about perceptions that can be used in developing interventions .

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Implement risk reduction activities
Activity 4.3.1: Technical Working Group on Zoonotic Diseases
The Royal Government of Cambodia's Ministry of Health (MOH) chairs a bimonthly meeting for all EID
stakeholders in Cambodia, the Technical Working Group o n Zoonotic Diseases (TWG-Z). The meetings
are intended as an opportunity to share information and ensure collaboration among stakeholders. As a
stakeholder of EIDs in Cambodia PREVENT will attend these meetings and report to the TWG-Z on
completed and planned activities.

•
•

Partners: FHI 360, MOH, NaVRI, EPT partners
Expected results: Better coordination of EID stakeholders in Cambodia.
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Activity 4.3.2 Risk Communications Training of Front-line Health and Veterinarian Workers in 3
Additional Provinces
In 2011 and 2012, the USAID Mekong Infectious Diseases Behavior Change Communication (MIDBCC) project worked closely with the Department of Communicable Disease Control (CDC) at the
Ministry of Health (MOH) and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (MAFF), National
Veterinary Research institute (NaVRJ) to prevent further H5Nl influenza in Cambodia. MID-BCC
conducted a Training of Trainers (TOT) in June 2012 in Phnom Penh for seven future Risk
Communication Trainers from the MOH and MAFF, and two Trainers from the Cambodian Red Cross.

The Royal Government of Cambodia prioritizes the development of Master Trainers in Risk
Communication. The Government has directly expressed their desire to expand this training in additional
provinces in Cambodia, especially those at higher risk for outbreaks. The Government will determine the
final list of provinces. MAFF and MOH already identified the province of Mondulkiri, currently a focus
of research by PREVENT, as a province of high need.
Under support of AusAID funding, this training will be expanded to three additional provinces, and will
include further training of the Master Trainer cohort. PREVENT will provide technical assistance to
reinforce the skills of this cohort in risk communication, HSN 1 key messages, interpersonal
communication skills and adult learning participatory training skills.

•

Partners: FHI 360, Cambodian Ministry of Health, Department of Communicable Disease
Control (CDC); and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (MAPP), National
Veterinary Research institute (Na VRI); Provincial veterinarians, district veterinarians, provincial
health officers, district health officers, and Red Cross staff.

LAOPDR
In Southeast Asia, Lao PDR is the country with the most undisturbed landscape and remote populations.
More than 80 percent of the population lives in rural areas; and for many, wild animal meat is an
important source of protein. Culturally, hunting for food and purchase of meats from wet markets is
widespread. Some minority cultures in Laos have extensive contact with wildlife. Continued humanwildlife interaction represents an opportunity for EPT trnnsmission, while the reliance on wild animal
meat poses the equally compelling challenge to ensure food security for the rural population. PREVENT
will build on lessons learned in implementing a multi-sectoral national avian and human influenza
strategy to develop interventions to reduce the likelihood of EPT transmission, while addressing the
Government of Lao PDR' s goals of food security, conservation, and poverty alleviation.
Partnerships

PREVENT will build on the strong previous collaboration between FHI D360 (formerly AED) and
NEIDCO to ensure that activities are consistent with Government of Lao PDR goals. PREVENT
anticipates working with key stakeholders throughout the project's life including: Government of Lao
PDR (e.g. NEIDCO, the Center of Information and education for Health (CIEH), MOH Department of
Hygiene and Prevention, provincial and district health units, agriculture and forestry offices in identified
provinces, Lao Women's Union (LWU), Market Working Group, extractive industry partners, and
research agencies (TBD), as well as EPT Program partners PREDICT and RESPOND.
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LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
2.2.1 Participatory Action Research (PAR) on Key Species (Bats)
PAR is a systematic qualitative research approach in which researchers work with community members to
solve a problem or understand an area of concern for the community. PAR also includes a time for
community "restitution" - presentation of the results of work to the community and collective problem
solving about the ways things can be improved. As PAR collects fairly rich, contextualized information
about a particular topic in a relatively shott amount of time, it is an ideal method to use to gain in-depth
knowledge about situations about which little is known. In Laos, researchers will work with community
members to gain a better understanding of the exposure to, interactions with, and risk perceptions
surrounding bats within these communities.
In PREVENT's market survey in Laos carried out by WCS, bats were seen in a series of markets not far
from karst formations. PREVENT proposes to use PAR to gain a better understanding of how people
perceive bats in these areas, and obtain detailed information about how they interact with them, including
methods they use to collect bats that are sold in markets, whether they are concerned about bats entering
their houses, eating fruit on their trees, etc., methods they might use to discourage this and the perceived
effectiveness of those methods.
Fieldwork will consist of implementation of PAR tools followed by restitution with the community.
PREVENT anticipates that several villages will be selected as research sites in each location

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, consultants
Expected results: Identification of high-risk practices involving bats; identification of positive
deviants; identification of potential risk mitigation strategies.

2.2.2 Human-Animal Exposure Study
PREVENT has developed a standard survey approach for assessing human exposure to animals in a
variety of settings in different countries. These surveys will quantify human exposure to wild animals
particularly likely to carry zoonotic viruses - bats, rodents, and primates - as well as other types of wild
and domestic animals (pigs and chickens) to which people are frequently exposed.
These human-animal exposure surveys must be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in
which they are conducted. Therefore, part of the standard approach for the study includes conducting
formative research to learn the local names for different types of animals, how people categorize animals
or the spaces they find them (are rats wildlife or pests?), what roles animals have in the economic, social,
spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with them, and what sensitivities, if
any exist, with respect to interactions with animals that may impact how people report their exposure (e.g.
ban on hunting).
In FY 2012, PREVENT subcontracted a research firm, Burnet, Inc., to conduct the formative study on
human-animal exposure in Lao PDR in two provinces: Bolikhamxay (central Lao PDR) and Attapeu
(southern Lao PDR). In Bolikhamxay, two groups (Hmong and Lao communities) were selected near the
Theun Hinboun Power Company (THPC) dam extension reservoir. In Attapeu, Lao communities near the
Attapeu provincial capital (Attapeu town), and Brao ethnic community near an area known for heavy
logging were selected. Burnet finished fieldwork in April 2012. The findings from the formative study
will be used to modify/adopt the questionnaires for the human exposure survey planned for later this year.
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Prior to the implementation of the full survey in FY 2013, PREVENT is planning to conduct cognitive
interviews to pre-test the validity and comprehensibility of key items in the questionnaire; the cognitive
interview pre-test will help finalize the survey questionnaires.
o

Subactivity 2.2.2.1: Implementation of cognitive interviews and quantitative human animal
exposure survey
PREVENT anticipates conducting the human animal exposure quantitative survey in two sites in each
of the provinces, Bolik.hamxay and Attapeu. The survey will attempt to quantify specific types of
human exposure to animals - defined by specific transmission routes - that occur in different
locations (e.g. in and around the home, food growing spaces, etc) and in association with different
human activities (e.g. raising animals, hunting, eating, etc).

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, research firm (TBD)
Expected results: Estimated exposure rates of humans to key animals that will provide
additional input for PREDICT's geospatial models and inform potential interventions.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design Approaches
4.2.1 Participate and Support Markets Working Group
Participate as an active member of the Markets Working Group (MWG) and continue to assist with
expanding the mandate to cover all emerging infectious diseases (EIDs). PREVENT will attend monthly
meetings at the national level and support two half day meetings for around 30 working group members.
This year PREVENT will support and expand MWG interventions, see activity 4.2.2.

•
•

Partners: FHI D360, Market Working Group Members, D epartment of Hygiene and Prevention
Expected results: Expansio n of MWG to cover EIDs and One Health.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction

4.3: Implement risk reduction activities
4.3.2 Dissemination Workshop for the Human Exposure Studies
Before initiation of human-animal exposure research activities in Laos, PREVENT convened a meeting
with representatives of the Department of Hygiene and Prevention, the National Emerging Infectious
Diseases Coordination Office (NEIDCO), the Department of Livestock and Fisheries, and the Wildlife
Division of the Department of Forestry. At this meeting, PREVENT formally presented the proposed
research (objectives, methods) and solicited input into optimum locations to conduct the studies.
Subsequently, PREVENT has kept these government representatives informed of the progress of the
research, who in turn, have lent their assistance in obtaining government and local permissions to conduct
the studies. In addition, some government staff have attended the training workshop for field staff and
have gone to the field to observe the implementation of parts of the reseaTch.
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After completion of all components of the study (formative (completed in FY12) and survey), PREVENT
will host a one-day forum to share the findings of the studies. Representatives of governmental
departments, USAID and other stakeholders will be invited.
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, Burnet, Inc. , quantitative survey research firm (TBD)
Expected results: Continued knowledge sharing and continued cooperation in future activities.

THAILAND
Thailand will serve as a regional platform for PREVENT. Regional research and communication staff
will be based in Bangkok. Isaan, the northeastern region of Thailand, will continue to be the focal area for
human-animal peri-domestic exposure research as this region has reported rodent consumption and
language similarities with Lao PDR .

PREVENT - FYl2 activities completed

In FY12 PREVENT carried out a desktop review of existing literature on the potential for disease
transmission from wildlife to humans in Thailand, focused on risky practices and behaviors that affect the
disease transmission from wildlife to humans, social norms that support these or less risky practices,
and the motivations and circumstances that support risky practices, with a focus on rodent, bat, and
primate species.
In FY 12, PREVENT pre-tested the survey questionnaire for the regional human-animal exposure survey
in Khon Kaen. The pre-test found that in both urban and rural areas, dogs, cats, chickens, ducks, and pigs
were the animals most commonly raised. Five percent or fewer people reported raising birds, fish, cows,
and gamecocks in both urban and rural areas, and animals that are probably pets - rats in urban areas, and
guinea pigs, rabbits and monkeys in rural areas. In the rural areas, most animals were raised specifically
for consumption or as a source of income. Respondents also regularly encountered animals they did not
raise, such as rats, street cats, street dogs, bats and squirrels. About 50% of all respondents (male or
female, urban or rural) reported seeing feces in or near the house, and about a third in rural areas reported
seeing dead rodents in or near the house. It was found that chicken, pork, fish, beef, and duck were the
main sources of animal protein for all respondents, and more people in rural than in urban areas reported
consuming field rat/rats and birds.
Partnerships: Government of Thailand (National Park, Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department of
Thailand (DNP), Mahidol University, research agencies (TBD), PREDICT, and RESPOND.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: PAR on Rodents
PAR is a systematic qualitative research approach in which researchers work with community members to
solve a problem or understand an area of concern for the community. PAR also includes a time for
community "restitution" - presentation of the results of work to the community and collective problem
solving about ways things can be improved. As PAR collects fairly rich, contextualized information
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about a particular topic in a relatively sho1t amo unt of time, it is an ideal method to use to gain in-depth
knowledge about situations about which little is known.
In Thailand, one such area is people's interactions with rodents. In a survey about human-animal
exposure carried out by PREVENT in Khoo Kaeo in December 201 1, between 45 and 60% of all
respondents, male and female, reported seeing dead rodents or rodent feces in or around their houses.
PREVENT proposes to use PAR to gain a better understanding of how people perceive rodents, and to
obtain detailed information about how they interact with them, including methods they use to deter
rodents from entering their houses, contaminating food, etc. and the perceived effectiveness of those
methods.

Fieldwork will consist of implementation of PAR tools followed by restitution with the community.
PREVENT anticipates that several villages will be selected as research sites in each location
•
•

Partners: FHI D360, consultants
Expected results: Identification of high-risk practices involving rodents; identification of
positive deviants; identification of potential risk mitigation strategies

VIETNAM
In Vietnam land use change, commerce, and culture result in an interface between humans and animals
that creates potential opportunities for viruses with pandemic potential to emerge. For example, in the last
decade Vietnam has experienced outbreaks of newly emerging diseases, including SARS and avian
influenza A (HSNI).

Vietnam is the fourteenth most populous country in the world with an estimated 91 million people in
2012. Due to land resources Vietnam has a population density higher than any of its neighbors (twice as
much as China; three times Cambodia; and 10 times the population in Lao PDR)8. Vietnam is one of the
most biologically diverse nations o n the planet9 . However, habitat destruction due to country
modernization, industrialization, and pollution threaten the rich biodiversity found in Vietnam. It has been
hypothesized that biodiversity loss might lead to emergence of zoonotic diseases.
Commerce and culture play a vital role in potentially important interface between humans and animals in
Vietnam. The country is both a transit point and a (declining) source for the export of wildlife on the
0 11
global market and plays a significant role as a consumer, mostly for food, of wild animals. ' • In addition
to the consumption of protected animals such as tiger and bears Vietnam has an unregulated trade of rats
in southern Vietnam, wildlife farming of rodents such as porcupines, and farming of civets - key species
for PREVENT because they have most frequently been implicated in the transmission of infectious
diseases that have had a severe impact on humans.

8

Vietnam General Statistic Office, 2010.
Pilgrim, J . D. and Nguyen Due Tu (2007) Background paper on threatened and alien species in Vietnam and
recommendations for the content of the Biodiversity Law. Report to the Department of Environment, Ministry of
Nan1ral Resources and Environment. Hanoi, BirdLife International Vietnam Programme.
10
Bina Venkataraman (Comps) (2007). TRAFFIC Southeast Asia, Greater Mekong Programme, Ha Noi, Viet Nam.
11
Do Thi Thanh Huyen, Bui Huu Manh et al, 2011. Consumption of wild animal products in Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam - Results of resident and student survey. Ho Chi Minh City. Vietnam.

9
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PREVENT FY 2013 activities will focus ma inly on identifying potential risk at the human-animal
interface as a result of commerce and culture.
Partnerships

PREVENT anticipates working with key stakeholders throughout the project's life including:
Government of Vietnam (e.g. Ministry of Agric ulture and Rural Development (MARO), Department of
Animal Health (DAH), Department of Livestock Protection (OLP), and Minjstry of Forestry (MOF),
relevant NGOs (World Wildlife Fund (WWF), research agencies (TBD), and EPT partners PREDICT and
RESPOND.

LOW 2: Risk determination
2.2: Interface characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Rodent trade
Rodents have been shown to harbor EPT viruses in some studies conducted in other countries in the
region; for example Ranta viruses have been identified in rats in Cambodia 12 and bandicoots in
Thailand. 13 PREVENT carried out a consumer demand survey that asked specific questions about key
species (rodents, bats, and primates) as well as general questions about eating wild animal meat. In this
study 5.2 percent of respondents in Hanoi and 27.4 percent in Ho Chi Minh City reported eating rodents
in the past year (PREVENT research report March 2011). A study carried out in the Mekong River Delta
Region of Vietnam in 2005 noted that annual production of rat meat for human consumption was 3,300 3,600 tons of live rats. 14
The background of the prior work and activities conducted in FY12 are detailed under the descriptive
section for Cambodia. The trade and the proposed activities are cross-border in nature. Please refer to the
Cambodia description for these details.
Rodent Trade - Descriptive Analysis
PREVENT will can-y out a descriptive analysis of the market chain of cross-border rat trade in southern
Vietnam and adjacent provinces of Cambodia. From "field to fork" the study will identify the operators
of the rat market chain and the linkages or transaction points of primary products, rats, and secondary
products, rat meat and remaining parts (entrails, head, legs and tail). This study will document the scope
and structure of the rat trade and explore specific practices and situations of market chain operators
(person, place, time, and reasons) that involve potentially risky exposure from rats, as well as important
factors that rrught promote or inhibit changing practices.
•
•

Partners: FHI 360, National Agriculture and Fishery Extension Center under MARO, local
consultants, research organization
Expected results: Identification of specific practices and s ituations involving risky exposure to
rats and information about perceptions that can be used in developing interventions.

Activity 2.2.2: Wildlife Farm Biosecurity (Emphasis on Primates and Rodents)
Theoretically, farmed wild animals should relieve pressure on wild animal populations. However, a 2009
study (WCS and Vietnam Department of Forestry) showed that nearly half of commercial wild animal
12

Reynes et al. Microbes and Infection 5(9): 769 2003
Hugot et al. Virology Journal 3:7 2006
14
Khie m et al. Market study ofmeat from field rats in the Mekong Delta. An Giang University p 543 - 547 2005
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farms surveyed in northern Vietnam regularly brought animals from the wild, thus exacerbating rather
than alleviating pressure on wild animal populations. Further, keeping multiple species of newly
imported animals in a small area increases the risk of interspecies disease transmission, a situation
analogous to wet markets.
Department of Forestry Protection (DFP) requested PREVENT assistance with improving biosecurity at
wildlife farms through working closely with farm owners. In FY 12 PREVENT assembled a list of
wildlife farms and owners from data collected in previous years by DFP officials. Although this data
collection was inconsistent within and across provinces - thus the list is incomplete - it provides a general
sense of the number of wildlife farms and types of animals at the farms. PREVENT will use this
information to select provinces in the Mekong Delta for FY13 follow-up activities.
In FY 13 PREVENT proposes working with EPT partners such as F AO to conduct a biosecurity scoping
and a survey of wildlife farm personnel's knowledge, attitudes, and practices. Using this data PREVENT
will explore options for improving biosecurity practices at wildlife farms, including building the capacity
of wildlife farm personnel. PREVENT will then develop guidance for wildlife farm personnel about
improving biosecurity that points out things that could be done and benefits from doing them, as well as,
training about biosecurity (addressing factors likely to motivate them to change and/or factors that might
inhibit change). The project will evaluate the outcome of the training six months post training, repeating
the same biosecurity scoping and KAP study.
o

o

o

o

o

Subactivity 1.1: Biosecurity scoping and KAP study. Using information collected last year to
identify a sample of wildlife farms, PREVENT will work with EPT partners such as FAO and local
government partners to conduct a biosecurity scoping and survey wildlife farm personnel on their
knowledge, attitudes, and practice of farm biosecurity.
Subactivity 1.2: Analyze and review results to share with stakeholders for feedback. PREVENT will
use the results of the biosecurity scoping and KAP study to develop recommendations for improving
biosecurity of wildlife farms such as capacity building for farm owners and staff on biosecurity
guidelines and/or structural changes (zoning, construction of places to quarantine, installation of
running water). The recommendations will be shared with stakeholders such as the Government of
Vietnam and the Biosecurity Working Group for their feedback. Based on their input PREVENT will
develop training for farm owners.
Subactivity 1.3: Train. PREVENT will select key provinces to conduct wildlife farm biosecurity
training, selecting from the Mekong Delta region. The final selection of provinces will be made in
consultation with the Government of Vietnam. From each province at least 10 wildlife farm personnel
will be randomly selected from those who participated in the biosecurity scoping and KAP survey
(prioritizing farm owners breeding PREVENT key species) for biosecurity training. Two master
trainers (one for the north and one for the south) will implement the biosecurity improvement activity.
1n each province one provincial level trainer will be selected based on their past expe1ience in
implementing biosecurity activities and future availability as a resource for wildlife farm personnel
and staff. These provincial level trainers will assist the master trainers in facilitating the training.
Subactivity 1.4: Evaluate. The outcome of the capacity building activity will be evaluated six months
after it has occurred. PREVENT will select a sample of the trained wildlife farm personnel to a)
repeat the biosecurity scoping and KAP study; b) determine the extent to which participants have
been able to implement the recommendations; and c) identify any factors that are barriers or that
facil itate applying the biosecurity improvements.
Subactivity 1.5: To garner support for this activity PREVENT will be an active participant in the
Biosecurity Working Group. We will support at least one Biosecurity Working Group meeting on the
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topic of wildlife farm biosecurity practices, building on lessons learned from the poultry sector in
Vietnam.

•
•

Partners: FHI 360, FAO, Department of Animal Health, Department of Forestry Protection and
Department of Livestock Production
Expected results: A description of biosecurity practices at wildlife farms in the Mekong Delta
region of Vietnam, current knowledge, attitudes and practice of wildlife farm personnel on
biosecurity, and the means and motivations for reducing potential risks. PREVENT anticipates up
to 100 wildlife farms personnel will be trained on biosecurity. Evaluation of results .

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Avian Influenza Behavior Change Communication Working Group
PREVENT will participate in the AI-BCC Working Group, soon to be called the 'One Health
Communication Working Gro up', and provide them materials on advocacy and social and behavior
change communication (SBCC) approaches.
•
•

Partners: FHI 360, NAFEC, AI BCC Workfog Group Members
Expected results: Around 40 working group me mbers have improved awareness of state of the
art approaches to advocacy and SBCC.

Activity 4.2.2: Reduce Consumer Demand for Wild Animal Meat
Vietnam is a country with high consumption of wild animal meat and use of wild animal-based
medicines, although not everyone consumes wild animal meat. Drury's 15 dissertation research in Hanoi
showed that only about half of the population reported consuming wild animal meat in the past 12
months. Respondents who did consume it were very concerned about food quality; saying that they
preferred wild meat because it is more " natural," echoing AI.COM findings that people preferred uncaged
chickens because they were more "natural." Another clear factor enhancing the desirability of wild meat
is its rarity; things costly to acquire are highly valued.
A recent survey completed by Wildlife at Risk (WAR) and the University of Science, Vietnam National
University Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) (August 2010 to April 2011) revealed that usage of wild animal
products in Ho Chi Minh City is fairly common as a food source, echoing findings from Drury's
dissertation and the A Matter ofAttitude survey completed in 2007 for residents of Hanoi.
According to the WAR survey, nearly 51 % of the surveyed residents who live and work HCMC have
used wild animal products, of which 48.4 % have consumed wild animal products more than three times
per year (p12) 16. Of the people that have consumed wildlife 75.3% reported food as their reason for wild
animal consumption, followed by wild animal drinks (p 13). Species that are most widely consumed
include rodents (porcupine) and civets, key PREVENT species, as well as snake, wild boar, stag, deer,
wild fowl, bear, turtle, python, and monitor lizard. The most popular places reported for eating wild
animal meat and drinking wild animal alcohol are restaurants in HCMC (44. l % of the people who use
wild animal products). The next places in turn are at home (40.6% of the people who use wild animal
products) and spec ialty restaurants in other provinces (23.4%) (p 17).
15

RC Drury: Identifying and understanding consumers of wild animal products in Hanoi, Vietnam: Implications for
Conservation Management. University College London, February 2009.
16
Do Thi Thanh Huyen, Bui Huu Manh et al, 2011. Consumption of wild animal products in Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam - Results of resident and student survey. Ho Chi Minh City. Vietnam.
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Human consumption of wildlife is a driver for wildlife trade including hunting and trading of wildlife
animals and possible extinction of animals in Vietnam. The pressure on wildlife populations disrupts a
delicate ecological balance and provides an interface for zoonotic diseases to emerge. PREVENT will
work with local organizations to assess campaigns completed in the last ten years on reducing human
consumption of wildlife to address this issue.

Subactivity 4.2.2.1: Review of Communication Interventions to Reduce Consumer Demand fo r
Wild Animal Meat
PREVENT has documented thirteen communication interventions to reduce consumer demand for
wild animal meat and products in Vietnam. These interventions range from a "Green Restaurant"
campaign, to promoting awareness and public action through television, radio, newspapers, as well
as a dvertising on buses, billboards, hosting high profile events, producing a variety of publications
in Vietnamese for the public, and frequent news feeds to network media. These activities have been
funded by both international and national NGOs in Vietnam and some have been implementing
wildlife consumer demand reduction communication activities since 2000. To-date we have
identified one evaluation report on the impact of the demand reduction activity. Therefore,
PREVENT will support a communications expert to review reports about and available results of
identified interventions and interview people knowledgeable about them to determine if any have
been proven or have the potential to reduce consumption of wild animals.
•
•

Partners: FHI 360, local consultant, FAO, WHO, PREDICT, MARD and DFP, ENV, WWF,
WAR,APII
Expected results: Report documenting communication efforts to reduce consumer demand
fo r wildlife in Vietnam, with an assessment of the potential effectiveness of these
approaches.

BURMA/ MYANMAR
Burma has been added to the list of EPT countries through the program interests and funding support
from the Government of Australian and AusAID. Because Burma was not an EPT country, the EPT
program is currently being " introduced" to the concerned Ministries, and scoping missions will take place
in the first quaiter of FY13. The activities currently suggested are indicative of those planned. Final
decisio ns will follow the scoping mission.
PREVENT currently has an initial funding for three years of work in Burma. Over that time pe1;od, the
project will initially work on addressing the behaviors and practices that contribute to the continued
challenge of HSN l.

Strategic Approach:
USAID, since 2006, has invested in H5Nl activities in Burma through partnerships with WHO and FAO.
Building on these platforms, PREVENT proposes a two stage process:

LOW 2: Characterizing Risk:
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To better understand the risk dynamics for H5Nl within poultry populations and to humans,
PREVENT has a number of tools and approaches that can be implemented at the national and/or
community level, as needed.
o Desk review including existing research, communication and training materials, guides,
reports of interventions including those to affect the enabling environment to identify gaps,
promising approaches and partners
o Market assessments, including the policy environment, value chain analysis, biosecurity
audits, and studies of market actors (vendors, transporters, consolidators, sanitation workers,
poultry workers) to identify risk associated with locations, occasions and practices and
potential motivations for and barriers to change.
o Provider studies - in-depth interviews with staff of critical ministries whose mandate is
human or animal health to understand their capacity and ability to implement prevention or
response activities.
o Community/Household studies (qualitative and quantitative) to identify sub-populations
(segments) at risk, the practices that contribute to that risk and potential motivations for and
barriers to change.

LOW 4: Intervention design and implementation:
Using the risk data and taking a One Health approach, PREVENT will propose the most appropriate
solutions to address risky behaviors and practices. Some possible specific activities include:
0
Training ministry staff in skills, knowledge and values they may need to become effective
implementers of prevention or response activities
Advocacy interventions to improve the enabl ing environment, such as improved regulations
0
and awareness of existing regulations
Development and production of improved and adapted materials about H5Nl
0
Development and implementation of strategic interventions to reach the at-risk audiences
0
focusing on markets, communities close to poultry farmers, transporters, and vendors
0
Development of a risk communication plan and training to ensure that a sufficient number of
personnel to implement it are available when necessary
0
Explore the potential of involving such private sector partners as commercial poultry farms,
markets and vendors, soap manufacturers (hygiene) and transporters related to poultry and
wildlife
Expected Outcomes:
The ultimate objective of PREVENT's H5Nl activities will be to strengthen the capacity within Burma to
reduce the incidence of H5Nl virus outbreaks among at-risk audiences.
Outcomes that will contribute to achieving this impact include:
• Mainstreaming awareness and knowledge of the virus and effective response to it as part of the
national agenda.
• Increasing the capacity of government and civil society partners to plan for, take action to prevent
and respond to outbreaks of the virus.
• Institutionalizing government staff competencies to conduct interpersonal communication about
HSN 1 with farmers, poultry workers, community members and patients in order to improve
change practices of groups at risk
• Engaging the private sector to improve bio-security in markets and farms to reduce the chances of
outbreak.
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Many of these approaches can also be mobilized to address other emerging zoonotic pandemic threats.

LOW 4: (AusAID supported)
Activity 4.1 AI - Risk Communications Training of Front-line Health and Vet Workers
Activity 4.2 AI Coordination Meeting of Stakeholders in Burma
Activity 4.3 Al Risk Mitigation - TBD

INDONESIA & MALAYSIA
Neither Indonesia nor Malaysia are routinely included in the Mekong Sub-Region, as the Mekong and all
it's tributaries have emptied into salt-water seas before reaching these two countries. Yet, from the
possible network of EPT events, these two countries are vital members of the geographic zone of concern
to the EPT programs.
With substantial activities related to avian influenza still very active in Indonesia, PREVENT deferred the
ramp up activities while conducting desk studies and engaging in consultations with the USAID Mission
and partner projects.
Malaysia is a country where PREVENT and PREDICT will collaborate on a Deep Forest study in the
State of Sabah. This study will take place over the coming two years, with initial work only in the
coming FY 13 work plan.

INDONESIA
Indonesia's diverse flora and fauna, spread over a great expanse of islands, are matched by a diversity of
cultures. During the past decade Indonesia has addressed emerging diseases such as avian influenza A
H5Nl, Pandemic influenza AHlNl, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and re-emerging and
drug-resistant diseases. 17
PREVENT - FYl2 activities completed

In February 2012, PREVENT commissioned a desk study and targeted literature review. The focus of the
study was on East Kalimantan and Sulawesi, as these are areas where cultural traditions are reported to
include higher incidence of risky practices and behaviors that affect disease transmission from wildlife to
humans, social norms that support these risky practices, and circumstances that further support risky
practices. In addition, East Kalimantan is the locus of considerable land use change related to extractive
industry (mining, gas and oil sites and palm oil plantations) that provides an enabling environment for
zoonotic transmission.
17

Coker, Richard J, Benjamin M Hunter, James W Rudge, Mraco Liverani, and Piya Hanvoravonghai. Emerging
infectious diseases in Southeast Asia: regional challenges 10 control. Lancet Vol. 377, February 12, 2011.
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PREVENT - FYl3 planned activities
The diversity oflndonesia's flora, fauna and cultures and the expanse of the archipelago (17,508 islands
18
of which 6,000 are inhabited make it necessary to naITow PREVENT's focus in the activities for FY 13.
PREVENT will initiate activities of North Sulawesi. As confirmed in the desk study commissioned in
FY12, the North Sulawesi population has a high rate of rodent and bats consumption - a potentially risky
behavior for disease emergence. As PREVENT implements activities, the project will examine and
realign the geographic focus as needed.
Staffing

A Technical Officer will be recruited and based in North Sulawesi. A job description for this position is
under review and will soon be posted.

LOW 2: Risk Determination
2.2 Interface Characterization
Activity 2.2.1: Market Studies
Markets that sell wild animals may expose human populations to emerging diseases. PREVENT is
examining both the demand and supply sides of trade in wild animals and wild animal meat. Because
bats, rodents, and primates have been proven to harbor EPT viruses, PREVENT proposes concentrating
on markets in areas where these animals are consumed. To gather basic information on markets
PREVENT proposes two types of market data collection: market scoping and market monitoring
implemented sequentially. Implementation of successive data collection is contingent on results of the
previous step - i.e., if market scoping indicates that no key species are available in markets, then further
data collection will not be carried out.
• A market scoping is a quick one-time visit to a market to obtain information about the number of
vendors, availability of wildlife and domestic animals/meat for sale, and basic observational
information about market biosecurity.
• Market monitoring is a more intensive data collection than market scoping; it involves periodic
repeat visits for a set period of time and collection of more detailed information about the market.
Subactivity 2.2.1.1: Market Scoping
As a first step to understand the supply side of the equation, PREVENT will conduct a rapid survey of
markets to identify small, unregistered markets, determine what wild and domestic animals/meats are
available at them and at larger registered markets, and obtain basic information about market biosecurity.
During the rapid market scanning PREVENT will assess the availability of wildlife at large formal
markets (tentatively, more than 30 vendors) as well as smaller unregistered markets along the road.
Information about the identified markets will inform decisions about follow-up data collection. The
following steps will be accomplished:
o Conduct a desk literature review and key informants interviews to learn what is known about markets.
Determine in consultation with local government partners and stakeholders the route for the
exploratory visit. Finalize the scoping instrument and approach, using the literature review and key
informant interviews main findings.
o Select team and train. Adapt the training manual and hold a two-day training to fami liarize the market
scoping team with forms, data collection procedure, analysis protocols, and reporting.
18

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/id.html
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o
o

Implement market scoping. Identify and obtain basic informat ion about large formal markets and
roadside markets along the route selected for market scanning.
Prepare a report and disseminate to government and stakeholders.
• Partners: FHI 360, local consultant(s)
• Expected results: Report summarizing the market scoping data, including; a list of key animals
of interest available, number of wildlife for sale, number of vendors selling wildlife, and basic
market biosecurity.

Subactivity 2.2.1.2: Market Monitoring
PREVENT proposes developing a simple monitoring system that can be carried out through local market
monitors. On the first visit PREVENT will collection information about general market characteristics,
such as access and mobile phone coverage, and specific aspects of market governance, such as a private
or public market ownership. At this and subsequent visits (one per season for one year), the project will
monitor markets for availability of key species (quantity and price) and market biosecurity practices. The
steps to achieve these results are:
o

o

o

o

Select markets to monitor and individuals or an organization to assist in monitoring markets. Based
o n fi nal consultation with local government partners and institutions and with PREDICT, PREVENT
will select markets to monitor.
Conduct training workshop. PREVENT will can y out a four-day workshop to familiarize monitors
with market monitoring forms and data collection and analysis protocols, including practice in
identifying key species.
Implement market monitoring, which will involve systematic, periodic data collection of market
biosecurity and ani mal price and quantity data with a primary foc us on key PREVENT species - bats ,
rodents, primates and selected domestic animals.
PREVENT will analyze information collected and write a report for distribution government and
stakeholders.
• Partners: PHI 360, local consultants and/or organization; collaboration with PREDICT (if
PREDICT is sampling in specific markets, PREVENT will include them in the monitoring)
• Expected results: Information about the availability and price of key species and market
biosecurity overtime as well as fundamental information about market characteristics, including
governance.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
4.2 Design approaches for risk reduction
Activity 4.2.1: Intervention to Reduce Human-Animal Exposure
o

Sub-Activity 4.2.1.1: PAR on key species, such as bats or particular species of rodents
PAR is a systematic qualitative research approach in which researchers work with community
members to solve a problem or understand an area of concern for the community. PAR also includes
a time for community "restitution" - presentation of the results of work to the community and
collective problem solving about ways things can be improved. As PAR collects fairly rich,
contextualized information about a particular topic in a relatively short amount of time, it is an ideal
method to use to gain in-depth knowledge about situations about which little is known. In Sulawesi,
researchers will work with community members to gain a better understanding of the exposure to,
interactions with, and risk perceptions sunounding a particular key species.
PREVENT proposes to use PAR to gain a better understand ing of how people perceive the key
species in these areas, and obtain detailed information about how they interact with them, including
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methods they use to collect animals that are sold in markets, whether they are concerned about the
key species entering their houses, eating their food, etc., methods they might use to discourage this,
and the perceived effectiveness of those methods.
Fieldwork will consist of implementation of PAR tools followed by restitution with the community.
PREVENT anticipates that several villages will be selected as research sites in each location.
•
•

Partners: FHI 360, consultants
Expected results: Identification of high-risk practices involving key species; identification of
positive deviants; identification of potential risk mitigation strategies

MALAYSIA
LOW 2: Risk Determination
Activity 2.2: Human-animal exposure study
PREVENT has developed a standard survey approach to assess direct and indirect human exposure to
animals in a variety of settings in different countries. These surveys will quantify human exposure to wild
animals particularly likely to carry zoonotic viruses - bats , rodents, and primates - as well as other types
of wild and domestic animals (pigs and chickens) to which people are frequently exposed. The
PREVENT human-animal exposure surveys will inform the design of interventions to reduce
transmission of zoonoses, as well as improve prediction of "hotspots" for possible future disease.
In FY 2013, PREVENT antic ipates conducting the first phase of the human animal exposure study in
Sabah, Malaysia. Sites/groups will be selected to allow for comparison of patterns of exposure across key
variables such as occupation, religion or ethnicity as well as environment.
o

Subactivity 2.2.1: Implementation of formative study. The human-animal exposure surveys must
be adapted to the country, sub-population, and setting in which they are conducted. PREVENT will
conduct formative research to learn the local names for different types of animals, how people
categorize animals or the spaces they find them (are rats wildlife or pests?), what roles animals have
in the economic, social, spiritual lives of the population, the types of contacts that people have with
them, and what sensitivities, if any exist, with respect to interactions with animals that may impact
how people report their exposure (e.g. ban on hunting).
•
•

Partners - FHI 360, research firm (tbd)
Expected results- Guidance for adapting the human-animal exposure survey questionnaire including local animal names, categories of animals and spaces, roles of animals, types of humananimal contact and different sensitivities that need to be accounted for. In addition, the results
will guide the interpretation of results from the human-animal exposure surveys.

LOW 4: Risk Reduction
Activity 4.2.1
Workshop to orient government staff to research
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As PREVENT presented plans for activities, particularly the human-animal exposure study, to
government staff in Cambodia and Malaysia, the project was requested to build government capacity
related to research.
While PREVENT seeks to involve government co-investigators when possible, very few government
staff members have any background in research, and few can be available for the length of time needed to
carry o ut a study. Even when staff members have expertise, their presence in the field can present other
problems in terms of potential bias. Thus only in rare instances can staff be incorporated into field teams.
Conversely, knowing what research can and cannot achieve and what the process is, being able to assess
results and valuing research quality would be useful competencies for many staff.
PREVENT will develop a workshop (at most 1-2 days - these are busy people) using adult learning
principles. The workshop will be tested in Cambodia, revised and offered again, then offered in
Malaysia. Evaluation will cover immediate changes in competencies (pre and post) as well as a sixmonth followup to assess the longer-term effect of the workshop.
•
•
•
•

Partners - FHI D360
Expected results - Development of workshop mate,ials, government staff oriented to research
Locations: Cambodia (MOH), Malaysia (Sabah Department of Wildlife, possibly MOH)
Possible: Lao PDR

REGIONAL ACTIVITIES SOUTH ASIA
Overview:
South Asia is one of the "hottest" of hot spots for potential pandemks because of its large population and
high population density. Most recently, Bangladesh suffered almost annual outbreaks of Nipah virus, and
the potential for transmission of other viruses from bats, rodents, small mammals, and monkeys appears
to be large. PREVENT will review and refine ICDDR,B 's intervention to reduce primary transmission of
Nipah through date palm sap.

Background of !CDDR,B - Nipah Research
The past decade has seen ten outbreaks of Nipah virus in Bangladesh. Bats (Pteropus gigantus in
Bangladesh) are the animal host for Nipah; they shed virus through both their saliva and urine. Outbreaks
of Nipah in Bangladesh have been traced to consumption of raw date palm sap, which can be
contaminated by infected bats. About 50 percent of confirmed Nipah cases can be attributed to contact
with an infected person; of the remaining cases, about half report having consumed raw date palm sap.
In 2007, a team of anthropologists at iccdr,b conducted an exploratory study with date palm sap collectors
(gachhis) to identify existing methods to prevent palm sap contamination. A broader public health team
concluded that bamboo skirts, one of several locally practiced methods, might have potential to prevent
bat access to date palm sap. The following year (2008) anthropologists conducted a pilot study in one
village to understand the feas ibility and acceptability of bamboo skirts in the community and veterinary
experts examined the effectiveness of bamboo skirts to prevent bat access. That study indicated that
bamboo skirts can be an effective physical baiTier to interrupt bat access and protect sap and that gachhis
and tree owners will accept bamboo skirts (banas).
In 2009 iccdr,b carried out a small-scale pilot intervention in four villages (two with low-intensity and
two with high-intensity interventions) that indicated people are willing to use the banas, at least for trees
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producing sap that is consumed raw. The pilot also showed that the "low-intens ity" intervention worked
as well as a "high-intensity" one: both involved community meetings, banas-making training sessions,
and messages about the importance of drinking safe sap and the effectiveness of the bamboo skirt as a
preventative method in keeping bats from the sap. However, researchers noted that an even lower
intensity intervention will be needed to introduce the skirts at scale. Possibilities include materials like
jute stalk, weed plant (dhoincha), polyethylene sheet and gunny bags - all materials used by some in the
community. The researchers reported that these materials were cheaper, more available, less timeconsuming and easier to use to make skirts than bamboo, so that multiple family members - men, women,
and children - could make skirts.
In 2010, the veterinary team experimented with skirts made from different plant products and
polyethylene and developed and tested the efficacy of four additional types of skirts: bamboo, dhoincha,
jute stalk and polyethylene. All kept bats away from the collected sap. Moreover, people who used the
skirts noted that using them produced higher quality sap. This immediate positive benefit of using the
skirts is a possible message point for encouraging people to use them. At the same time the
anthropologists piloted a larger-scale (in a sub-district) low-intensity community acceptability trial
promoting bamboo skirts. The study found that 34 percent of gachhis and 16 percent of tree owners used
bamboo skirts.
The team also found that bamboo skirts took about 90 minutes to make; whereas other materials took less
time than bamboo. While skfrts can last an entire season, given the number of trees that a sap collector
may be tapping (in some cases, 150-200), he would need to start making skirts well before the season
starts or would have to buy them. An additional constraint may be the time needed to position the skirt
and the time and additional effort needed to collect sap from jars protected by skirts.
One approach would be for gachhis to use the skirts only on trees from which sap is consumed raw. A
possible barrier is that collectors may mix sap from different trees during transport. Thus, it would be
necessary to differentiate sap from protected and from unprotected trees. However, the research team
noticed during recent studies that some gachhis keep the sap from trees protected using the skirt barrier
separate and they used only that sap for raw consumption.
iccdr,b and PREVENT have agreed that the skirt intervention could benefit from a systematic behavior
change examination. In addition, as interventions to date have been very small, PREVENT will help the
team consider whether and how to tweak the intervention so that it can be implemented on a wide scale.
Partnerships

PREVENT anticipates working with key stakeholders over the project's life: Government of Bangladesh,
iccdr,b, and relevant local NGOs.

BANGLADESH
LOW 4: Risk Mitigation: Nipah
Intervention: A community intervention trial to reduce the risk of Nipah spillover through date
palm sap
Bats (in Bangladesh Pteropus gigantus) are the animal host for Nipah; they shed virus through both their
saliva and urine. Outbreaks of Nipah in Bangladesh have been traced to consumption of raw date palm
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sap, which can be contaminated by infected bats. A substantial proportion of people who have been
diagnosed with Nipah have a history of having consumed raw date palm sap.
Beginning in 2006, a team of anthropologists and physicians at iccdr,b has explored ways to prevent
contamination of the palm sap. They identified a traditional method of protecting sap from debris and
animals, improved it and have carried out a series of pilot studies to test its acceptability, feasibility and
efficacy. The method - using skirts (bana in Bengali), which can be made from a variety of materials, to
cover the cut portion of the tree and the sap collection pot - provides an effective physical barrier to bats'
contaminating the sap and is low-cost and relatively easy for sap collectors to use on the trees from which
they obtain raw sap for drinking.
To date bana have been promoted in only a few villages at a time, mainly through community meetings
and one-on-one discussions with sap collectors. Some posters have been developed; these are posted in
public locations. Use of bana by sap collectors has varied by intensity of the intervention; other factors
include the number of trees the sap collector taps in a given week, the amount of time they have to make
bana and whether they are collecting from their own trees or trees owned by someone else. During last
year's outbreak the government recommended that people stop drinking raw sap; some did, but many did
not.
This year PREVENT will support icddr,b in adapting the intervention so it can be implemented at district
scale - up to 1000 villages. The plan is to implement the intervention in one district, and measure the rate
of sap-drinking and use of banas in a similar district (to account for external influences such as the
government announcement). An integrated communication approach will be used, most likely involving
print materials, video and interpersonal communication by NGO staff. Discussions with icddr,b
researchers have resulted in definition of three audiences: the general public, sap collectors and tree
owners (who may collect sap themselves, have share-cropping or monetary agreements with sap
collectors). Effectiveness of the approach will be measured by pre-post surveys of the general public,
with augmented samples of sap collectors; the main indicators will be the rate of consumption of unboiled
sap (some is consumed raw, some consumed after some fermentation), and the rate of use of banas by sap
collectors.
• Partners - FHI D360, icddr,b, local NGO, local advertising firms
• Expected results - evaluated integrated intervention that can be implemented on a large scale (if
effective)
Activity 4.2.1 Systems approach to improving biosecurity in markets
In Bangladesh, FAO identified the most important biosecurity lapses and markets and has systematically
improved infrastructure (drainage, water supply, surfaces of specific parts of markets) and initiated
improved cleaning and disinfection practices in 24 of them. It noted that attendance at improved markets
has gone up
However, the likelihood that these improvements will be sustained is at least uncertain: for example, no
provision was made for the markets to pay for the disinfectant, a gap that will need to be filled as the
DELIVER project stops providing free disinfectant.
PREVENT believes that a systems approach to improving biosecurity might have a better chance of being
sustained and that one element of this approach - promoting improved markets - in addition to increasing
attendance and thus vendors revenues, allowing them to pay more for their market places, could also
influence managers and committees of as-yet-unimproved markets to make changes.
PREVENT Year4 Work Plan
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The elements of the proposed systems approach are a) externally-funded market improvements (the
average cost of the improvements made by FAO was <$US20,000 per market); b) a cost plan for
maintenance, cleaning and disinfection; c) a plan for recovering those costs from fees that vendors can
pay if attendance increases - this plan may include vanishing externally-funded subsid.ies for vendors as
they make the fee transition; d) training for vendors, cleaners and others professionally associated with
the market to ensure that they know the value of the improvements and improved plan and that their
practices enhance biosecurity; e) promotion of the improved markets.
The first step will be to identify different cost recovery options. This will be accomplished through
interviews with market managers and managing comm.ittees at selected markets to get a broad
understanding of market costs and income. Based on this information we will make a go/no go decision
about this approach, that is, determine if sustained cost recovery is feasible and under what conditions . . If
it is feasible, then the implementation team (which we anticipate will involve both PREVENT and FAO)
will work through the proposed approach in one or two markets. These will be selected from among the
markets with which FAO has not worked (we think that for proof-of-principle starting in markets that
have not already benefitted from the FAO improvements and gotten the bump in attendance is important);
key criteria are that the market senior management (market manager and/or market committee) has the
interest, willingness and capacity to participate in developing a new system. In addition, in the spirit of
one health, we will look specifically for markets where poultry, domestic animals and wildlife are sold.

•
•

Partners - FHI D360, FAO, markets TBC
Expected results - Proof-of-principle test of a systems approach to market biosecurity
improvement

Activity 4.2.2 - Technical Assistance to FAO and Feed the Future
As an overall strategy for AI, EPT and EPT+ is being tested in Bangladesh, a significant partner will be
the Feed the Future program in the country. The details of the working activity are still under discussion.
A budget has been set aside to support such work.

•

Partners - FHI 360, FAO, Feed the Future
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III. Implementation Plan
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GLOBAL ACTIVITIES [EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES]

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

FH I D360
2. 1

White paper on Global Wildlife
Trade

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013

Analysis of key factors driving the global
wildli fe trade in key species of interest.

4.2. 1

Convene and lead the extractive
indusLries working group with
participation from PREDICT.
RESPOND, Chatham House,
USAID and others as appropriate.

FHI D360, El working
group, Chatham House,
IFC, Industry
Groups/networks

FHI D360, Chatham
House

4.2.2

Secure high-level policy interest
in emerging infectious diseases
among multinational actors,
banks, and extractive industries
through engagement with
Chatham House.

4.2.3

Implement an advocacy strategy
and develop advocacy materials
for extractive industry.

FHI D360, EI working
group

4.2.3.l

Chatham House to develop links
for high- level policy dialogue
with extrac1ive industry and
national governments.

FHI D360, EI working
group

4.2.3.2

Repackage tools for different
audiences. Work with EIWG to
repackage and translate tools as
appropriate.

FHI D360, EI working
group

The tools will be available for exarn.ination
by potential partners and will be field tested
in selected sites.

4.2.3.3

Promote EPT with different
industry groups (mining, forestry,
oil and gas). Attend various
forums to share EPT mitigation
options and approaches.

FHI D360, EI working
group, ChaLham House,
IFC, Industry
Groups/networks

Active engagement with at least one sector
helping 10 promote EPT within the industry.
Opportunities for engagement and advocacy
identified within at least one industry group.

Continued sharing of experiences, tools,
activities, etc.

Detailed white paper outlining current risks
of emerging infectious disease outbreak
associated with extraction industry and
possible mitigation policy options

Tested approaches and materials shared for
advocacy to governments and the extractive
industry about mitigating EPT.

FY13
QI
OCTDEC
12

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY 13
Q3
APRJUN
13

FY13Q
Q4
JULSEP 13

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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4 .2.4

Develop, test and implement tools
and guidance to mitigate disease
transmission associated with
extractive industry activities.

FHI D360, EI working
group, Chatham House,
IFC, Industry
Groups/networks

Validated tools that have been used with
industry in at least one sector

X

X

X

FY13
Ql
OCTDEC

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
13

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REGIONAL CONGO BASIN
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - UGANDA

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2012- 30 September 2013

12

2.2.1

Deep Forest: Im plementation of
Human-Animal Formative Study

4.4.2

Field Test the Planning Tool and
Audit Tool and make adjustments

ACTIVITIES by LOW

FHI360, TBD

Improved understanding of reporting/nonrep011ing
behavior and reasons for eating animals found dead.

X

X

X

FHl 360, EI working
group, Chatham House,
IFC, Industry
Groups/net work

Test and Revise tool based on feedback from industry
groups, multilateral organizations such as IFC, and in
consultation with Chatham House.

X

X

X

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
13

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011- 30 September 2012

FY13
Ql
OCTDEC
12

2.1.l

Monitoring the price and quantity of
bushmeat and live animals available
in selected markets.

FHI D360, WCS

Information about fluctuations in availability and price
of bushmeat in selected markets in the context of a
newly built road crossing into forest areas.

X

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - REGIONAL SOUTHEAST ASIA
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - CAMBODIA

ACTIVITIES by LOW

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2012- 30 September 2013

Who is Responsible?

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Finalized human-animal exposure assessment tools
and methods. One-year time serial panel data on wild
and domestic animal meat consumption.

2.2. I

Cambodia human-animal exposure
follow-up survey

FHI360

2.2.2

Rodent trade - descriptive analysis
and monitoring

FHT 360

To understand specific practices and situations that
could potentially result in risky exposure to rats in
order to develop interventions that can be used to
mitigate zoonosis within the rat trade.

4.3. 1

Technical Working Group on
Zoonotic Diseases

FH1360

Better coordination of EID stakeholders in Cambodia.

4.3.2

Risk communications training of
front-line health and vet workers in 3
additional provinces

FHID360

Reinforced skills in risk communication, HSN I key
messages, interpersonal communication ski lls and
adult learning participatory training skills.

2.2. 1

FY13
Ql
O CTDEC
12

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013

Participatory Action Research
(PAR) on key species (bats)

FHI D360, consultants

Identification of high- risk practices involving
bats; identification of posilive dev iants;
identification of potential risk mitigation

X

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
13

X

FY13
Ql
OCTDEC
12

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

X

X

X

FY13
Q4
J ULSEP
13

strategies.
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ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
t Oct 201 2 - 30 September 2013

FYl3
QI
OCTDEC
12

FYl3
Q2
JANMAR
13

2.2.2.1

Implementation of cognitive
interviews and quantitative
human-animal exposure study.

FHI D360, research
firm (TBD)

Estimated exposure rates of human to key
animals that wi!J provide additional input for
PREDICT's geospatial models and inform
potential interventions.

X

X

4.2.l

Participate and support market
working groups.

FHID360

Expansion of MWG to cover EIDs and One
Health

X

X

4.3.3

Dissemination workshop for the
human exposure studies.

FHI D360

Continued knowledge sharing and continued
cooperation in future activities.

FYl3
Q3
APRJUN
13

FY13
Q4
J ULSEP
13

X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN -THAILAND
ACTIVITIES by LOW

2.2.1

PAR on rodents (Objective 2)

Who is Responsible?

FHI D360, local
consultants,

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013

Identification of high-risk practices involving
rodents; identification of positive deviants;
identification of potential risk mitigation

FY13
Qt
OCTDEC
12

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
13

X

strategies.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - VIETNAM

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011- 30 September 2013

FY13
QI
OCTDEC
12

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

FY13
Q4
J ULSEP
13

2.2.1

One Health Behavior Change
Communications Work Group

FHI 360, AI-BCC
Working Group

Members of Al-BCC Working Group, now called the
Emerging Diseases Working Group, will be trained on
advocacy and SBCC skills (around 40 members total).
An evaluation of results will be conducted.

X

X

X

X

2.2.2

Rodent trade descriptive analysis and
monitoring

FH1360

To understand specific practices and situations that
could potentially result in risky exposure to rats in
order to develop interventions that can be used to
mitigate zoonosis within the rat trade.

X

X

X

X

FHI360

A description of biosecurity practices at wildlife farms,
current knowledge, attitudes and practice of wildlife
farm owners on biosecurity, and the means and
motivations for reducing potential risks. PREVENT
anticipates up to 200 wildlife farms owners will be
trained on biosecurity. Evaluation of results.

X

X

X

X

2.2.3

Wildlife farm biosecurity
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4.2.1.1

Review of communication
interventions 10 reduce consumer
demand for wild animal meat

FHI360

Repon summarizing the effectiveness of wild life
consumer demand reduction campaigns and
recommendations of potential interventions for future
support from PREVENT. A profile of consumer
demand and/or consumption for selected wild life in
Vietnam.

X

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BURMA/MYANMAR

ACTIVITIES by LOW

2.1

TBD

4. 1

Training of front-line health and
veterinary workers

4.2

AI coordination meeting

4.3

Risk mitigation - TBD

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
I Oct 2012 - 30 Septembe r 2013

FYl 3
QI
OCTDEC

FYl 3
Q3
APRJUN
13

FYl3
Q4
JULSEP

12

FYl 3
Q2
JANMAR
13

X

X

X

X

13

X

X
X

X

X
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - INDONESIA
ACTIVITIES by LOW

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.3.1

Market scoping

Market monitoring

PAR on key species, such as bats
or particular species of rodents.

Who is Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

FY13
QI
OCTDEC

11

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
12

X

X

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
12

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
12

X

FHI 360

Report summarizing the market scoping data,
including; a list of key animals of interest
available, number of wildlife for sale,
number of vendors selling wildlife, and basic
market biosecurity.

FHI 360

Information about the availability and price
of key species and market biosecurity
overtime as well as fundamental information
about market characteristics, including
governance.

X

X

FHI 360

Identification of high-risk practices involving
key species; identification of positive
deviants ; identification of potential risk
mitigation strategies.

X

X

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
12

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
12

X

X

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - MALAYSIA
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Re.~ponsible?

EXPECTED RES ULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30 September 2012

FY13
QI
OCTDEC

11

2.l

Implementation of fonnative
study - Human-animal exposure
Deep Forest - Phase One

2.2

Quantitative Human-animal
Exposure Survey (Deep Forest) Phase Two

FHI 360

PREVENT anticipates conducting the human
animal exposure study in Sabah.

FHI 360

PSites/groups will be selected to allow for
comparison of pauerns of exposure across
key variables such as occupation, religion or
ethnicity as well as environment.

X

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
12

X
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4.2.1

Workshop to orient government
staff to research.

FHI D360

Development of workshop materials,
government staff oriented to research .

X

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - SOUTHEAST ASIA - BANGLADESH
ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is Responsible?

4.2.l

A community intervention trial to
reduce the risk of Nipah spillover
through date palm sap

FHI 360, icddr.b, local
organizations, FAO

4.2.2

Systems approach to improving
biosecurity in markets.

FHI D360, FAO

Engagement with Feed the Future

PHI 0360, PAO, Feed
the Future

4.2.3

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 Oct 2012 - 30 September 2013

FY13
Qt
OCTDEC
12

FY13
Q2
JANMAR
13

FY13
Q3
APRJUN
13

Evaluated integrated intervention that can be
implemented on a large scale (if effective).

X

X

X

Proof-of-principle test of a systems approach
to market biosecurity improvement.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

An overall strategy for Al, EPT and EPT+
tested in Bangladesh, working with the Feed
the Future program.

FY13
Q4
JULSEP
13
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V. MANAGEMENTPLAN
FHJ D360 HQ provides the overall technical direction, pro ram mana ement, financial and administrative
oversight, and the administrative support of PREVENT.
(b)(6)
s the PREVENT Project
Director.
(b)(6)
anages the EPT component of the project.
For activities in South and Southeast Asia, FHI D360' s regional Asia office in Bangkok, Thailand,
provides procurement, logistics, and program support as needed to PREVENT activities in the region.
FHI D360 also has country project offices that can provide limited logistical, financial, and administrative
services to PREVENT activities (e.g., Bangladesh, Cambodia, Burma, Vietnam, Lao PDR and Indonesia).
In the Congo Basin area, FHI D360 has supportive country project offices in Uganda and, if required, the
DRC.
PREVENT chairs the Extractive Industry Working Group, and will also manage the work contracted with
the Chatham House. The extent of the work to be performed by the Chatham House in FY13 has been
projected to expand. The strategy to be pursued and the funding support to be made available to the
Chatham House will be determined on outputs and outcomes of the first two phases of work funded
during FY12. A major event in the Chatham House activities is a high-level technical round table to be
conducted at the Chatham House on 7 November, 2012. Outputs and outcomes of this round table event
will inform development of a detailed work plan for the projected third phase of activities, as well as
decisions on level of support to be provided. All such support will depend on funds available, as well.
At the global, regional, and country level, FHI D360 will collaborate and coordinate as appropriate with
two of the EPT Program's CAs (PREDICT and RESPOND), and with the CDC.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Most PREVENT work in Africa will be conducted through teamwork between PHI D360 and partner
projects and with local research and health agencies and authorities. The Care and Health Program (CHP)
and Centre International de Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF) will work closely with
PREVENT/EPT in Gabon, if program expansion there occurs. PREVENT will collaborate with
WHO/AFRO on risk reduction and risk communication strategies. In the Republic of Congo,
PREVENT's main implementing partner will be Wildlife Conservation Society.
In Asia, PREVENT' s main implementation partners are Wildlife Conservation Society in Vietnam,
Lao and Cambodia and iccdr,b in Bangladesh along with local research and health agencies and
authorities. PREVENT will collaborate with EcoHealth Alliance for research in Sabah, Malaysia.
PREVENT is still developing partnerships in Indonesia. PREVENT wiJI collaborate with FAQ for
activities in Burma and Bangladesh.
Whenever possible in all regions and countries where it works, FHI 360 will subcontract research, graphic
design, training, and other technical and program service needs to local agencies through a competitive
procmement process.
Briefing and reporting
Briefings will be conducted as requested with USAID HQ, USAID missions, US Embassies and other US
government agencies in-country or at the regional level. PREVENT will provide trip reports, interim and
final reports and status and special reports as requested.
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PREVENT
Global Avian Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior
Change and Communication Support Activity
Implemented by PHI 360

QUARTERLY REPORT
JULY 1, 2012 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2012

SUBMITTED TO

The United States Agency for International Development
Under the USAID ClientAssociate Award No.: GHN-A- 00 - 09-00002- 00
Under Leader Award CC- Change) No. GPO-A-00- 07- 00004- 00
October 16, 2012

fti1360

THE SCIENCE OF IMPI\OVING llVES

Introduction
On September 30, 2009, the U.S . Agency for International Development (USAID) awarded to
the Academy for Educational Development (AED) Associate Award No. GHN-A-00-09-0000200 (under C-Change Leader Award No. GPO-A-00-07-00004-00) entitled Global Avian
Influenza and Zoonotic Behavior Change and Communication Support Activity, or
PREVENT. On June 30, 2011, Family Health International (FHI) acquired AED's programs and
assets, including PREVENT; the resulting new integrated organizational entity is FHI 360.
PREVENT, a cooperative agreement, focuses on using evidence-based behavior change and
communication interventions to prepare for, prevent, respond to, and control avian and pandemic
influenzas and other emerging pandemic threats. The Project is part of the larger USAID
program on Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT Program).
On June 6, 2012, USAID and the Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID)
signed a memorandum of cooperation (MoC) to help reduce the risk of emerging pandemic
disease threats in the Mekong region of Southeast Asia. Under the MoC, AusAID is providing
Aus$6 million to USAID' s PREVENT project over three years to boost efficiency and
effectiveness in combined actions to reduce the risk of emerging infectious disease. This cofunded work will focus on countries in the Greater Mekong Subregion, particularly Cambodia,
Lao PDR, Vietnam, and Burma/Myanmar.
On August 7, 2012, the U.S . Agency for International Development (USAID) signed a one-year,
no-cost extension of the PREVENT project through September 29, 2015.

Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET)
GLOBAL
Extractive Industries Activities
PREVENT hosts the Extractive Industries Working Group (EIWG) and its meetings. Chatham
House also now participates in EIWG discussions. PREVENT and RESPOND finalized the
educational brochure for the oil and gas industry to bring to the Society of Petroleum Engineers
(SPE) conference. There are now three industry-specific brochures covering mining, oil and gas,
and forestry/timber.
PREVENT and RESPOND attended the SPE conference in Perth in September 2012, and
PREVENT staff helped to make a presentation that was one of four related to infectious diseases.
Other presentations in the same session included efforts to curb malaria, tuberculosis, and vectorborne infections. Separate sessions were held on HIV-related issues. This conference generated
some solid interest in the draft EIWG planning tools. Several industry medical/health directors
were very keen to test the EPT tools, including those from Chevron and Shell. The representative
from Frontier Medex offered to connect PREVENT with the medical and health contacts at
Tullow and Total operating in Uganda. Project staff met with several consulting firms that
typically carry out environmental, social, and health impact assessments. Representatives from
these organizations were also very interested in the draft tools. PREVENT also contacted a
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colleague who leads the health impact section of the International Association of Impact
Assessments.
One key take-away message from the SPE conference was that industry is very engaged in risk
assessment and mitigation, but primarily in risks associated with its industry. Oil and gas
companies are very concerned about worker safety and have charged the industry association to
help develop new safety protocols. T his is far more important to the industry as a whole than
emerging pandemic threats. That said, individual health directors are interested in EPT if it
affects their particular site. For this reason, we believe targeting particular sites might be the
most advantageous way forward.
EIWG/Project staff spoke with representatives from ICMM and IPIECA at the conference. Both
had heard about the Chatham House initiative and expressed some confusion about the
connection between the "!DRAM Initiative" and the EIWG of the EPT program. It was
explained that the Chatham House efforts are part of the same overall EPT program, but part of
different lines of work; the EIWG focus is on the ground at a particular site level, while that of
Chatham House is to be at a higher policy level.
PREVENT is talking with USAID about testing the EIWG planning tool in Gabon and Uganda.
The initial One Health meeting in Gabon was postponed until November 2012, but USAID
Uganda has expressed interest in coordinating extractive industry activities. A visit to Uganda is
scheduled for the next quarter. In the meantime, PREVENT and RESPOND have outlined a
strategy for testing the tool with different industry actors based on the SPE conference and WWF
meeting connections. USAID has agreed that we can proceed with making contacts and taking
advantage of opportunities to test the tool.
PREVENT followed up with the Secretariat pour !'evaluation environnementale en Afrique
Centrale hosting the meeting on environmental assessments in Central African Republic in
November. The secretariat misplaced the abstract PREVENT and RESPOND submitted and did
not have a fixed agenda for the meeting. Therefore, in consultation with USAID, PREVENT
decided not to attend the meeting. Instead, we will visit the secretariat in Cameroon when we
visit other organizations related to extractive industry there.
PREVENT also began to develop a stakeholder analysis tool, developing an outline and a plan
for creating the tools. The team sketched out a plan and presented it to USAID. This plan was
well received; however, when funding decisions were made, this was given lower priority.
Therefore, fully developing the stakeholder analysis tool has been tabled for the moment.
Chatham House
During this quarter, Chatham House commissioned a white paper outlining health issues, risk
assessment and management tools, best practices, and gaps. EcoHealth Alliance was engaged to
write this paper. The purpose of the paper is to inform roundtables that Chatham House will
convene to discuss EPT. The paper was due September 23, 2012 and will be shared with the
EIWG for comment. A revised version will be prepared for a meeting of health experts from
donors, industry and the EPT program scheduled for November 7, 2012.
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Communications
During this quarter, PHI 360 worked to heighten overall public awareness of Pandemic Influenza
and Other Emerging Threats (PIOET) and its ongoing work.
As part of this task, daily media monitoring was conducted using a list of key words (below) to
locate stories related to PIOET's work. The most relevant stories were compiled into a weekly
media monitoring report, sent to USAID, and uploaded to the Central Desktop. In many cases,
these stories were also the basis of tweets written for @PREVENTProject.
The ongoing monitoring enabled the team to identify stories whose themes provided a relevant
"hook" for introducing PIOET' s activities to the media. Examples of this were a Dennis Carrollauthored OpEd in September (during National Preparedness Month) and outreach to NPR and
The New York Times in conjunction with David Quammen's September 22 Opinion piece in The
New York Times. This led to a letter (authored by Dennis Canoll) being published in The New
York Times: http://www.nytimes.com/2012/ 10/02/opinion/diseases-from-animals.html.

List of Key Words for Media Monitoring
Avian influenza
Bioterrorism
Bird flu
Emerging pandemic threats
Emerging infectious diseases
Extractive industries
Germ warfare
Global disease threats
Global pandemic threats
Health and security
H5Nl

International wildlife trade
Pandemic outbreak
Pandemic diseases
Pandemic influenza
Pandemic emerging diseases
PIOET
PREVENT Proj ect
Swine flu
Zoonotic diseases
Zoonotic viruses
Zoonotic infectious diseases
Zoonoses
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CONGO BASIN REGIONAL
Congo Basin Regional Year 4 Planning Meeting
The work-planning meeting for the Congo Basin region was held on 18-20 July 2012, at the
S eke Resort & Conference Centre, Munyon yo, outside of Kampala, Uganda. Both (b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
and l
(b)(6)
!attended for
PREVENT. The meeting brought EPT partners together to share updated information and
highlight key deliverables for the coming year. The meeting included a review of program
highlights from the past year, and broad discussions of progress as well as programmatic
challenges across the key EPT program elements. The location of the meeting was valuable
because it led to informal evening sessions where much greater sharing among partners occurred.

I

I

Cameroon
Market Ethnography Study
During this quarter GVFI submitted the final s nthesis re ort of the rapid market ethnography
qualitative data. During this quarter,
(b)(6)
enior Research Advisor, reviewed
and reanalyzed the quantitative data co ecte unng t e ethnography study. A summary of the
review will be forthcoming in the next quarter.
Republic of Congo (ROC)
Market Study - Tracking Changes from New Road Construction
Road building and road improvement can have a profound impact on the potential for emergence
of diseases both through their direct effects on ecology and on human access to previously
difficult to reach areas. Roads are also corridors for animal movement. Examples of this are
bats, as well as domestic animals and pests that may accompany human migrants. Roads
encourage human settlement and provide access for hunters to reach both hunting areas and
markets with wildlife to sell.
In ROC, the Chinese are building a road from Brazzaville to Ouesso (and possibly further,
through pristine areas, to Bangui). The road will include several bridges replacing ferries (two
not far from Brazzaville), thereby shortening the journey between Brazzaville and Ouesso - that
is, between a large city where a reported 89 percent of people have eaten bush meat recently and
the site of one of the largest wild animal/meat markets in the region. Construction has begun
only recently; Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) estimates that the road will be completed in
about two years.

PREVENT has been preparing to assess, through a low-cost market monitoring system, the
effect of this road expansion on the availability of key species of wildlife in markets - both along
the road and in Brazzaville - to improve understanding of the dynamics of trade in these key
species and document the effects of changes in access. During this quarter, PREVENT drafted a
market monitoring protocol and action plan. In the coming quarter, we will make an initial visit
to ROC to finalize the protocol and discuss coordinating with PREDICT, which has been
sampling along the major road that is being improved.
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SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA REGIONAL
AusAID
Preparations were made to expand activities in light of additional funds coming from the
AusAID under MoC with USAID, beginning in October 2012. Under the MoC, AusAID is
providing up to Aus$6M to USAID's PREVENT project. Work supported under this
memorandum will foc us on the countries in the Greater Mekong Subregion, including Burma,
Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Vietnam.
Asia Regional Year 4 Planning Meeting
ion was held on 25-26 Jul 2012, in Ban kok,
(b)(6)

attended for PREVENT. As with the Congo Basin regional meeting, EPT partners were brought
together to share information and key deliverables for the coming year. A series of side-bar
meetings also contributed to the planning for FY13, including meetings with USAID/W, RDMA
and AusAID to discuss the parameters of the AusAID buy-in to the PREVENT project. A
separate meeting was held with RDMA and FAO regarding initial program options for Burma.
Cambodia
Human - Animal Exposure Research
PREVENT Senior Research Specialist, and 1
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Research and M&E Officer, conducted formative (qualitative) and human-animal
interface (quantitative) studies in two provinces of Cambodia (Mondulkiri and Banteay
Meanchey provinces). Both studies were in collaboration and coordination with PREDICT/ WCS
and Department of Disease Control in the Cambodian Ministry of Health. The sites within the
two provinces were selected based on areas where PREDICT/WCS Cambodia has been working
and building relationships for some time. Classroom and field training were conducted in Phnom
Penh and in the nearby capital city for PREDICT/WCS staff, local researchers, and a field
interpreter. The data collections were conducted in three villages per each research study and
each province.
(b)(6)

In each province, the qualitative research team conducted six focus group discussions among
adult men and women, three key informant interviews, and 10 individual interviews in three
forest villages. T his qualitative research focused on learning which wild animals people could
identify, which they were most exposed to, and of sensitivities regarding talking about animals,
and about hunting. The quantitative research team interviewed senior women in all households in
three other villages about animals raised and consumed, as well as hunting-related activities. The
results of quantitative survey data collected through a brief household questionnaire served as
baseline results and were used to identify two groups of households that agreed to be contacted
during follow up surveys: the 10 households which consumed the greatest number of animals in
the previous month, and another 10 randomly selected from the rest. These two groups were
invited to participate in PREDICT's animal sampling study and a quarterly follow-up survey
about their domestic animals and consumption of meat.
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During this quarter, PREVENT collaborated with PREDICT to implement the first trimester
quantitative follow-up survey in Mondulkiri. The follow-up data collection activities in Banteay
Meanchey began October 01 , 2012~
(b)(6)
completed preliminary analysis of the
baseline Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey quantitative surveys.

I

Key findings include an important variation in taxonomic groups consumed in the two sampled
provinces of Cambodia, and low consumption of wild animals during April-May-June among
people living in forest areas. Deer meats (muntjac, sambar and mouse deer), rodents (field
mouse, porcupine, rat, and squirrel), primates (gibbon, monkey and slow loris), and bat meats
were reportedly consumed in Mondulkiri. Only rodent (rat, squirrel and porcupine) and bat meats
were consumed in Banteay Meanchey. In all categories of wild animal meats, the highest
reported consumption in the month preceding the survey was for muntjac deer meats in
Mondulkiri (21 percent of households). In Mondulkiri the highest consumption rates were for
civets (17 percent), squirrels (15 percent), and porcupines (14 percent); intermediate
consumption rates were reported for monkeys (10 percent) and rats (8 percent), and the lowest
rates were for bats (5 percent), slow loris (5 percent), gibbons (4 percent), flying fox (1 percent)
and field mice (1 percent). In Banteay Meanchey, the highest consumption rate was for rats (15
percent), the lowest were for squirrels (2 percent), bats (1 percent) and porcupines (1 percent), as
shown in Figure 1 (on following page).
Another interesting finding involves the source of wild animal meat. The study results indicate
that people in the sampled forest areas purchase as well as hunt wild animals. Inhabitants in
forest villages acquire their wild animals mainly from hunting and buying. For example, among
respondents consuming wild animal meats, about one respondent out of four bought slow loris,
monkey, or bat in the markets of Mondulkiri, and more than 45 percent bought the rat and
porcupine that they consumed in Banteay Meanchey, as shown in Figure 2 (on following pages).
Overall, results show potential contact with wild animal blood. In Mondulkiri and Banteay
Meanchey, more than 90 percent of respondents cut up or butchered wild animal meats that they
consumed.
Surprisingly, the study findings show that populations in some forest areas of Cambodia do not
practice hunting activities. In Mondulkiri, only 10 percent of respondents in one village lived in
households where at least one household member hunted during the last month prior the survey.
In Banteay Meanchey, no hunters were found in two targeted villages. PREVENT and PREDICT
are working together to understand these results.
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Figure 1: Percentage of respondents reporting specific type of animal meat consumed in
Mondulkiri and Banteay Meanchey provinces
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Figure 2: Percentage of respondents reporting source of wild animal meats consumed per
province
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Data analysis for formative research is cunently ongoing and it is expected to finish by October
2012.
Cambodia EPT Partners Meeting:
(b)(6)
attended an EPT partners meeting in Siem Reap, Cambodia
during June 5 - 6, 2012.
(b)(6)
briefed the group on PREVENT's activities and the
FY13 work plan for Cambodia. During the meeting, there were several suggestions from
government counterparts on PREVENT's future activities. The suggestions are under
considering in PREVENT's FY13 work plan.
Indonesia
Indonesia Country Year 4 Planning Meeting
The EPT work-planning meeting for Indonesia was held on 22-23 July 2012, at the Hotel
Borobadur in Jakarta, Indonesia. I
(b)(6)
~tttended this meeting for
PREVENT. The purpose of the meeting was to harmonize and integrate EPT components for the
FY13 work plan. In the third quarter of FY12, PREVENT contracted a desk study on extractive
industries in Kalimantan. With the determination not to pursue extractive industry issues in the
Asia Region pending proof-of-concept work on the EI tools in the Congo Basin region, the
PREVENT project has determined to follow PREDICT to N. Sulawesi. PREVENT has posted a
job opening for staff in Sulawesi and is awaiting further news regarding the research plans of
PREDICT in that area.
LaoPDR
Meetings
PREVENT hosted the third EPT quarterly meeting on August 3, 2012 at the Lao Plaza Hotel,
Vientiane. The meeting was co-chaired b~
(b)(6)
I, and
~
(b)(6)
pf USAID/RDMA Lao PDR. Participants were
from GOL agencies (NEIDCO, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(MoAF), Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA), National Animal Health Center (NAHC),
National Center for Laboratory and Epidemiology (NCLE)), EPT partners and USAID/RDMA.
At the meeting, participants reviewed the progress of EPT projects in the third quarter of FY
2011/12 (from April to June 2012) and the EPT component projects presented their draft work
plans for FY 2013.

I

I

On September 14,I

(b)(6)
met with thel
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
The purpose of the meetmg
was to solicit recommendations from the department head about the agreed meeting of the
Market Working Group to be possibly supported by PREVENT. A follow up meeting between
Fill 360 and the Market Working Group has been scheduled to finalize the plan.

__
..___ _-=-_
_ _ _....__ _
__
Representing
PREVENT,
(b)(6)_ _..__
had
a telephone conversation with

I

(b)(6)
,....__ _ _----,_ _ _
<b_)C6_)___________. , another USAID project working on wildlife
conservation.
(b)(6)
coordinates ARREST's efforts in Lao PDR. ARREST's focus is
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stopping illegal wildlife trade, and the project has been working with local partners and the
government in Lao PDR on an ongoing public awareness campaign that started in 2009. It also
provides training to Lao law enforcement officials (although most of that is conducted at regional
events outside of Lao PDR) and fosters a multi-agency national task force to tackle illegal trade.
Following such conversation, FHI 360 expressed interest in exploring a partnership with the
ARREST team on specific campaign activities in Lao PDR.
Market Observation Pilot Study
PREVENT presented the highlights of its pilot market observation study at a government
symposium on September 3, 2012. This activity is a joint effort between the U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization (PAO), the World Health Organization (WHO) and NEIDCO.
Human-Animal Exposure Study
In April 2012, PREVENT contracted a research firm, Burnet, Inc., to conduct a formative study
on human-animal exposure in Lao PDR in two provinces: Bolikhamxay and Attapeu. In
Bolikhamxay, two groups (Hmong and Lao communities) were selected near the Theun Hinboun
Power Company (THPC) dam extension reservoir. In Attapeu, Lao communities near the
Attapeu provincial capital (Attapeu town), and a Brao ethnic community near an area known for
heavy logging were selected.

Burnet finished fieldwork in Bolikhamxay and Attapeu in April 2012 and issued a full report of
the findings of the study in July 2012. This report was presented to USAID and Lao government
sponsors.
Findings indicate varying degrees of human interaction with all the species of interest (bats,
primates and rodents). For instance, people in all communities report eating some types of
rodents (especially rats in harvest season), bats (some species preferred), and monkeys (eaten
less frequently recently due to lack of availability). Consumption of raw meat/blood from some
of these animals was also reported in some of the sites. Other types of exposure mentioned
included use of animal parts for medicine (bats, bamboo rats, monkeys, gibbons), use of animals
for children's entertainment or as pets (bats, mice and monkeys), and capture of animals for sale
(porcupines, civets, monkeys, squirrels). In addition, the study provided some insight into the
degree of specificity with which people recognize different animal families, how communities
categorize animals, how they report frequencies of different events, seasonality of people's lives
and animal abundance, and sensitivities regarding some animals (e.g., legality of hunting).
The findings from the formative study have been used to make decisions the affect the upcoming
human-animal exposure survey and informed several modifications to the questionnaires. For
instance, it was clear that children have different and potentially risky exposure to animals, and
therefore the survey will include a sample of children 10-14 years old. The formative study also
highlighted the frequent of use of animals for medicine or as sacrifice and therefore the
questionnaire was adapted to explore these routes of exposure more thoroughly. In addition, a
glossary of local animal names was generated and is now included in the questionnaire.
In July 2012, the Country Coordinator submitted a request prepared byl
(b)(6)
Ito the
National Ethics Committee to conduct the quantitative survey on animal-human exposure. l(b)(6l l
(b)(6)
!of NEIDCO officiall y endorsed this study request. T he PHI 360 office in

I
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Lao PDR submitted the required documentation in the same month. Approval by the Committee
President was obtained on September 17, 2012.
In planning for the upcoming survey, PREVENT explored local research capacity and could not
identify researchers that could speak the Brao language. Because of this and in light of budget
constraints, at present PREVENT is only going to conduct the full human animal exposure
survey with the Lao and Hmong ethnic groups in Bolikhamxay. Prior to the implementation of
the full survey, PREVENT is planning to conduct cognitive interviews in October-November
2012 to pre-test the validity and comprehensibility of key items in the questionnaire; the
cognitive interview pre-test will help finalize the survey questionnaires that will be used around
January 2012. Cognitive interviewing is a method of pretesting survey questions to assess how
people understand questions and process information in order to respond to them.

I

(b)(6)
PREVENT Research Manager and I
(b)(6)
lwill conduct
cognitive interviews in Lao PDR at selected sites during the period between October to
December 2012. Local consultants and translators will be hired to conduct the study in
cooperation with Lao government counterparts. During the quarter, the Laos Country
Coordinator obtained NEIDCO's approval for the travel o~
(b)(6)
land l(b)(6) I
I
(b)(6)
Ito Bolikhamsay province to conduct these cognitive interviews for the survey
pretest in all the study communities.
Malaysia
In Malaysia, PREVENT is collaborating with PREDICT/EcoHealth Alliance (EHA) on a Deep
Forest Study in Sabah Province. Following a meeting in the previous quarter between PREVENT
Re ional Communication Advisor,!
(b)(6)
PREDICT/ERA Project Coordinator,
(b)(6)
and representatives of Sa.bah Department of Wildlife (SDW), PREVENT is
continuing to work closely with the EHA to plan for the Deep Forest study.

I

A visit to Sa.bah is planned for the next quarter, when EcoHealth Alliance staff will show
PREVENT research staff the study area as well as PREDICT' s sampling sites. In addition,
PREVENT will present approaches for the human-exposure research study to SDW staff and
representatives of the Sabah Department of Health, and engage in discussions of next steps
including gaining permissions to conduct the study. Following this visit, and after agreements
with government representatives in Sa.bah and decisions are made about the PREVENT sampling
approach to reflects local demography, the research protocol will be submitted to the FHI 360
institutional review board (IRB). Concurrently, during the next quarter PREVENT will seek
Malaysia EPU approval (Economic Planning Unit Research Pass) and submit the protocol to a
local IRB for approval.
Thailand
Meetings
(b)(6)
attended the EPT partners meeting in Bangkok on June 11, 20 12.l<b)(6)1
(b)(6)
presented PREVENT previous research results from Khon Ka.en province,
a, an t at was conducted in November to December 2012 to USAID/RDMA and EPT
partners, as well as expected plans to conduct activities in Thailand during FY13.
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Vietnam
Meetings

I

(b)(6)
Vietnam Program Coordinator, participated in the annual Avian and
Pandemic Influenza Partner Retreat on July 10-11 in Hoi An. This activity was organized by
USAID/Vietnam to set the direction for developing an integrated work plan for the 2012-2013
Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API) program in Vietnam. The participants of the workshop
included representatives from Government of Vietnam agencies, including the Department of
Animal Health (DAH), Department of Livestock Protection (DLP), National Agriculture and
Fishery Extension Center (NAFEC), the Partnership of Avian and Human Influenza (PAHi)
under the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD), and Department of Health
Preventive under Ministry of Health; U.N. organizations (FAQ and WHO); and the Avian and
Pandemic Influenza Initiative project (APII). The objectives of the workshop were to: 1) Provide
an overview of achievements, challenges, gaps, and baniers in 2011 - 2012; 2) Identify areas of
focus and major activities for the coming year; and 3) Identify cooperation and coordination
opportunities between the APII program and other programs in FY 13.
At the meeting, PREVENT was invited by DLP and FAO to participate in the Biosecurity
Working Group (BWG); (FAO and DLP are generally responsible for livestock biosecurity in
Vietnam). PREVENT began an informal discussion regarding leading an upcoming BWG
meeting on biosecurity and wildlife farming. The working group may be a potential partner for
PREVENT's wildlife farm biosecurity activity planned for the next fiscal year.
On August 20, 2012, PAHi and MARO organized the third working group meeting on Policy
and Advocacy Planning for Avian and Pandemic Influenza (API). At the meeting, the
participants presented and discussed their work plans, and looked for opportunities for joint
collaboration.
(b)(6)
lwas invited to the meeting to share concurrent non-API
activities ongoing in Vietnam.

I

I

I

On August 24, PREVENT' s Vietnam Program Coordinator and
(b)(6)
Senior
Program Officer, participated in a meeting organized by USAID/Vietnam to discuss the
coordination of activities related to One Health in Vietnam and to conduct a stakeholder mapping
exercise. Participants representing EPT projects included
(b)(6)
nd..._(,;_;bl...,.(6-')--......___ __,
(b)(6)
or RESPOND; I
(b)(6)
Ian
(b)(6)
of WHO; (b)(6)
(b)(6) om PAHi; andl
(b)(6)
land
(b)(6)
for
USAID/Vietnam.
As an outcome of the meeting, PREVENT' s Vietnam Program Coordinator, in collaboration
with the P AHi Secretariat, developed a joint action plan for One Health implementation in
Vietnam. The focus of the joint plan is on the 15 key elements of the Vietnam Integrated
National Operational Program on Avian Influenza, Pandemic Preparedness and Emerging
Infectious Diseases, period 2011-2015. The plan was sent out to the meeting participants for
comment.
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Descriptive Analysis of Cross-border Rat Trade
PREVENT is developing a protocol for submission to the PHI 360, Vietnam, and Cambodian
IRBs for a cross-border rat trade study. We expect to submit the protocol for a descriptive
analysis of the rat trade next quarter.
Wildlife Farms Biosecurity Assessment
PREVENT is carrying out a desk review of wildlife farming in Vietnam to inform the Wildlife
Farm Biosecurity Assessment, planned for the new fiscal year. In collaboration with WCS,
PREVENT's Program Coordinator collected Government of Vietnam legislation and regulations
on wildlife farming (this included one decision and four decrees). This legislation will provide
guidance for PREVENT' s development of the biosecurity checklist and a scoping tool for
wildlife farms. As part of the review, a number of documents, technical reports, and articles on
wildlife farming topics have been collected.
During this quarter, the Program Coordinator worked with the DFP to select focal provinces for
wildlife farming. The selected provinces are based on the presence of PREVENT' s key species
of rodents and primates, and the number of wildlife farms in the provinces. DFP has
recommended the following provinces for PREVENT's wildlife farm activities: Ba Ria, Vung
Tau, Binh Duong, Dong Nai, Lam Dong, and Tay Ninh.

rrom

I

In a meeting with FAO and Government of Vietnam representatives,
(b)(6)
the Department of Livestock Protection (DLP) informed PREVENT that under the Vietnam
Avian and Human Influenza Control and Preparedness Project (VAHIP) funded by the World
Bank, DLP is developing minimum biosecurity standards for farm-level implementation.l<b/(61
~will share the resulting biosecurity standards developed by this project and the general
biosecurity regulations developed by VIETGAP for poultry and pig farming.

Bangladesh
Preparations to kick off the intervention on Nipah virus prevention went into full swing during
this quarter. The activities are based on an intervention developed and tested by ICDDR,B: using
skirts (bana in Bengali), which can be made from a variety of materials to cover the cut portion
of date palm trees and the sap collection pot to provide an effective physical barrier to bats
contaminating the sap with Nipah.
A creative brief, research protocol, and overall strategy were initially developed for the
intervention. The team also created a series of posters and a three-minute television
"documentary" for pre-testing. PREVENT's BCC Advisor,!
(b)(6)
travelled to
Bangladesh to collaborate with NGO volunteers and workers to identify gachhis (tree sap
harvesters), tree owners, and community leaders in the target locations. A training curriculum on
the intervention was developed for the NGO workers to strengthen their interpersonal
communication skills and educate them on Nipah virus and the process of the intervention. As
part of this training, lists of messages, FAQs, and other support materials were created. The
trainings are slated for the beginning of the next quarter.

I
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Biannual Report for the IDENTIFY Project

Reporting institutions: FAO

Reporting period: 1 April - 30 September 2011
Planned activities: 1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012

Project Title: IDENTIFY
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Regional component: Global

Countries: 4 "hot spots":

-

Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo,
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic, South Sudan

-

Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam

-

South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Nepal (future activities pending)

Project title: IDENTIFY
Cod e : OSRO/INT/902/USA

Budget: US$ 16.5 million (US$ 13 million without OIE : US$ 3 million for first year, US$ 4
million for second year, 6 million for October 2011-September 2012)
Effective starting date: December 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2012
Context of the project
This project is part of a complex program--Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)--designed by
USAID and aimed to find and implement mechanisms to detect disease emergences, especially
from wild life. The One Health concept is an important component of the whole program. The
IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), and the World Health
Organization (WHO).

Objectives of the project
The IDENTIFY project is intended to strengthen diagnostic capacities through the development
of laboratory networks spanning animal and human sectors with the ultimate aim of enabling
countries to meet international obligations for disease reporting. Accurate and timely detection
of known pathogens should facilitate the rapid recognition of newly emerging pathogens.
International reference laboratories capable of fully characterizing the emerging pathogens are
an integral part of these networks.
The project focuses on several parts of the world defined by the USAID as "hot spots" for
emerging diseases where they are more likely to happen: Congo Basin, Southeast Asia, Amazon
Basin and Gangetic Plains.
The project will collaborate with the other arms of the EPT program: PREDICT, RESPOND,
PREVENT, and USAID's DELIVER project. Collaborations are defined through the Lines of Work
(LoW) defined by USAID : Pathogen Detection, Outbreak response, Risk determination, and Risk
reduction. Each LoW has a defined work plan with activities and sub-activities to which every
project team has agreed upon their level of participation (support, participate or lead).

Planned activities
A tripartite work plan had been established for years 1 and 2 at the headquarters level. The
approach to the project had been fully developed and agreed to among the three partners. For
the description of outputs, activities and sub-activities, refer to Work plan Year Two.
The olanned activities and sub-activities fl October 2011 - 31 March 2012) are described in the
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FAO IDENTIFY Year three Work Plan (submitted on 1 Sept 2011), FAO Log Frame and Gannt
Chart (submitted on 6 Oct 2011) and the supplement to the FAO IDENTIFY Year three work
plan (submitted on 28 Oct 2011).
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Activities undertaken during the reporting period (1 April 2011 - 30
September 2011)
1.1

GLOBAL and activities across more than one region

1.1.1

Activity 3.1.G: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 1
•

•

Routine project management at HQ and regional levels continued through
weekly/biweekly conference calls, videoconferences as needed, daily email
communication, and tripartite face to face meetings between FAO, OIE and WHO as well
as the use of the IDENTIFY Share Point.
• Participation in monthly teleconferences with IDENTIFY project management team and
USAID /W AOTR on 19 April, 3 August and 22 September or face to face meetings on 1516, 28 June and 13 July..
• Continued rotating system of responsibility sharing on a monthly basis between the
three partners in order to more effectively and rapidly handle communication with
program partners, day-to-day operations, and logistic arrangements. This system also
applies to document creation, revision and meeting hosting. FAO hosted the IDENTIFY
secretariat on April, June and September 2011.
Moreover, project planning was discussed during the following meetings:
o Tripartite HQ meeting on the Year 3 planning process, Lyon, France, 10-11 May
2011
o EPT Quarterly Partners meeting, Washington, DC, 27-28 June 2011.
o USAID and Tripartite Meeting to discuss IDENTIFY and EPT +, Rome, 15-16 Jun
2011
Additionaly, side meetings with OIE and/or WHO are indicated in Annex 1, tables 1 to 4.

1.1.2

Activity 3.2.G: Recruitment of project staff (headquarters and regionally) to
support IDENTIFY activities

During the reporting period, the following staff were recruited, only for short consultancies:
FAO consultant (4 months) for further development of the EMPRES-i virus genetic
module (exploring the possibility to link with other sequence databases) and updating
the national and international laboratory directory.
IT FAO Consultant (half time- 10 months) for the linkage between the FAO EMPRES-i
database and the OpenFlu Influenza database, in the context of the development of the
FAO virus genetic module and development of national and international laboratory
directory.
External consultant (8 days) to (1) finalize the review of available diagnostic assays for
several IDENTIFY targeted diseases, submit each chapter to a panel of OIE/FAO experts
fo r review and explore potential applications for large scale multiple disease screening;
(2) assist with training materials under the OFFLU Technical Activity on Capacity
Building.
External consultant (5 days) to assist in the process for designation of FAO Reference
Centres.

1.1.3

Activity 3.3.G: Develop annual IDENTIFY work plan - preparation and review of
global, regional, and country-level work plans and other project documents
9

•

•

•

•

During the reporting period, the HQ project team, along with r egional IDENTIFY
coordinators, developed the IDENTIFY Year 3 Work plans for HQ, Congo Basin, Southeast
Asia and South Asia (covering the period froml Oct 2011-30 Sept 2012) following the
guidance provided by USAID on April 2011 to the EPT partners and on September 2011
to IDENTIFY partners. This process had to be of a consultative nature at the regional
level and the identification of areas of coordination among different EPT projects. A
tripartite meeting was organized 10-11 May 2011 in Lyon, France, to initiate the
tripartite discussions and to define the internal timeline for the tripartite work plan
submission.
USAID presented on 15-16 June a shift in the project's administrative framework,
indicating that each organization would prepare a separate work plan and budget. The
FAO work plan was developed at Global, regional and country level. Collaboration with
OIE and WHO were maintained in the case of bi/tripartite activities. The FAO work plan
was initially submitted on 1 September, with revision to log frame format on 6 October,
and additional supplemental information submitted on 28 October 2011.
Project indicators were developed by FAO during the formulation of the work plan and
presented in the FAO Log Frame. Indicators were developed at Outcome, Outputs and
Activity levels. For the detailed description of the baseline indicators for the FAO
contributions to the IDENTIFY project, please see Annex 3. The recruitment of an M&E
specialist is being considered to finalize the baseline indicators for FAO contribution to
IDENTIFY project.
The first tripartite biannual report for Year 2 (1 Oct 2010-31 Mar 2011) describing
Global and Regional activities was submitted to USAID on 12 May 2011.

1.1.4

Activity 3.4.G: Communication tool development and resource building - to ensure
circulation of information, coordination and harmonization of initiatives, implement
standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by project members

•

In order to ensure communication and coordination, the IDENTIFY HQ coordinator
uploaded key IDENTIFY documents on the SharePoint, as well as reference documents.
The joint IDENTIFY leaflet (English version) was finalized and validated by the three
partners and shared with IDENTIFY project stakeholders.
A tripartite document was developed in August 2011 together with and agreed by the
USAID AOTR (see Annex 2: "USAID EPT / IDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of
Laboratory Equipment and supplies"). This document is intended to be shared with the
other EPT partners in order to clarify the position of the three organizations regarding
the provision of lab equipment under IDENTIFY.

•
•

1.1.5

Activity 3.5.G: Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy
(LNS) and future planning

•

Within the framework of the GLNS:
FAO consultant continued with the FAO IDENTIFY team the review of available
diagnostic assays and cross-cutting technologies for IDENTIFY targeted diseases
and large scale multiple disease screening to explore potential applications for
large scale multiple disease screening, in particular in the context of developing
countries. The draft document comprises tables proposing diagnostic methods of
eight different diseases and is still under review of FAO/OIE Reference
Laboratories. Tables for ten other priority diseases will be finalized in the next
reporting period. (see Annex 3). The animal influenza table has been peer
reviewed by experts from FAO/OIE Reference Centres and has been finalized was
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•

1.1.6
•

•

•

submitted in September 2011 to the OFFLU Steering and Executive committee
for validation and posting on the OFFLU website.
In May-June 2011, the three partners updated the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS)
based upon feedback from the regions, outcomes of the stakeholder's meetings and data
from the laboratory mapping. This document provides the framework for the IDENTIFY
project activities (see Annex 4).

Activity 3.6.G: Follow-up oflaboratory mapping exercise activities
This effort includes several phases, such as assessment, identification of gaps, and
progress monitoring. Mapping of laboratory capacity assessments in FAO networks in
Congo Basin and SE Asia has been undertaken using a similar approach in both regions.
The compilation of existing documents accessible by FAO on laboratories in beneficiary
countries in the two hotspots (e.g. analysis of National Laboratories Annual Reports and
FAO laboratory assessments/mission repor ts, etc.) will be ongoing and will help update
current data. For those laboratories that have already been assessed, the mapping
activity can now enter the progress monitoring phase. This process will be repeated for
any new laboratories nominated by national authorities to receive support under
IDENTIFY.
Following the laboratory mapping results in each region, appropriate action was
determined based on the needs of each laboratory in the following areas: follow-up
laboratory visits, trainings, workshops, conferences, and procurement and delivery of
equipment and supplies. These activities will continue throughout the next reporting
period.
The lists for national and regional laboratories nominated receive support under
IDENTIFY has been updated for both regions and were shared with USAID and the EPT
partners. The updated lists including the Laboratory focal points for the regional
laboratory network were included in the IDENTIFY FAO Year 3 w ork plan (see Annex 5).
The regional service laborator ies already nominated to provide disease-based support to
each region are also included on these lists. The newly designated FAO Reference
Centres will be contacted in the near future to further define their involvement in
laboratory networking activities and capacity building serving each hot spot region in
support of the laboratory networking strategy in the context of the IDENTIFY project and
will be included in the list in the next reporting period.

1.1.7

Activity 3.7.G: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach (es) concerning laboratories

•

FAO HQ assisted in the preparation of the SE Asia meeting including contributions to the
concept note and agenda; integration of the outcomes from the Third Laboratory
Director's Forum (4-5 August 2011); expansion of the existing network to include China
(Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand,
Vietnam); participation of key laboratories representing wildlife and PREDICT; liaison
with WHO regarding planning for t he joint sessions, contributions to working group
development and format fo r joint sessions. This represents the first formal opportunity
in the region fo r a joint meeting of laboratories in both animal and public health sectors.

1.1.8

Activity 3.8.G: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies,
guidelines, and standards

For description and listing of meetings/ trainings supported, see Annex 1, Table 2
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1.1.9

Activity 3.9.G: Development of joint meetings and conferences to support
networking and promote national laboratory

For description and listing of workshop and trainings completed, see Annex 1, Table 3
•

The three partners continue to share training opportunities and collaborate where
possible, particularly where public health and veterinary professionals can work
together. FAO implemented targeted training programmes based on the outcomes of the
AHSHM and the laboratory mapping under the framework of the GLNS/RLNS.
Under the effort for validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease
diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system) (FAO/IAEA), a multiple pathogens detection tool
for ruminants poxviruses based on FRET technology and peste des petits ruminants
(PPR) virus was developed and validated by FAO/IAEA. For poxviruses, the
capripoxviruses were used as model to develop and alternative to FRET assay which can
perform on any qPCR machine without the need of FRET Channel. 15 scientists from 11
different countries (Uganda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Republic of
Congo, Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, and Central African Republic, Kenya
and Ethiopia) were trained to use the PPR real time PCR during the training course in
Uganda (20 June-1 July 2011, refer to Annex 1, Table 3) conducted under this reporting
period. During the next reporting period, this approach will be extended to other
poxviruses, with the aim to differentiate the viral strain within each genus.
For peste des petits ruminants, an internally controlled real time PCR is being validated
for an accurate and quality assured detection of PPR virus. This tool will provide a more
robust and accurate technique for PPRV molecular diagnosis by real time PCR. It will also
provide an alternative method to FRET validated for capripox detection and
different iation, with the potential to be a pplied to IDENTIFY priority diseases for
multiple pathogen detection.
This is an ongoing activity that will continue through the next reporting period;
genotyping tools ar e ready for transfer in Congo basin region. This tool will be
disseminated through peer-review paper with acknowledgement made to IDENTIFY
financial contribution. Furthermore, the number of labs using these tools will be
assessed.

•

A revision and adaptation of the existing train-the-trainer system for enhancing field and
laboratory diagnosis was initiated by an international FAO Consultant to prepare and
conduct a simple, sustainable, regional Train-the-Trainer system on field necropsy,
pathology, and linking with laboratories (to be conducted during the next reporting
period).

1.1.10 Activity 3.10.G: Promote and support laboratory quality management
•

•

The publication of data from the second part on External Quality Assessment Schemes
(proficiency testing) as an EQAS database on the websites of the four organizations
(WHO, OIE, FAO and IAEA for the benefit of laboratories and Member States) was
discussed and w ill be finalized during the next reporting period. WHO has finalised the
dataset.
Proficiency testing for PPRV by molecular detection was organised by FAO/IAEA early
2011 and involved 11 countries in total, including 3 IDENTIFY countries (China,
Bangladesh and Cameroon). The r esults were analysed by FAO/IAEA and the feedback
provided to the laboratories in April 2011. The preparation of the 2012 proficiency
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testing for molecular detection of PPRV for Congo basin and Asian countries was
initiated by FAO /IAEA staff and FAO regional coordinators for the Congo Basin. Targeted
countries are: DR Congo, Cameroon, Gabon, Central African Republic, Congo, Uganda,
Rwanda, Tanzania, Ethiopia and Kenya, China, Vietnam, Bangladesh. This activity will
continue through the next reporting period.

1.1.11 Activity 3.11.G: Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated
manner
•

•

FAO HQ assisted the Congo Basin regional team in the provision ofmetrology kit, on
April 2011, in support of Quality management system (QMS) implementation to
Cameroon, DR Congo, Congo, CAR, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda.
FAO HQ together with regional team and WHO provided to USAID the preliminary list
and justification for the selection process of laboratories to receive 5 real time PCRs, PPE
and equipment that remained from the USAID 2009 HlNl procurement. FAO regional
coordinators for IDENTIFY linked with the two regional laboratories suggested for
animal health side: LNERV in Senegal and BNVL in Botswana.

1.1.12 Activity 3.12: Support and promote laboratory networks : Assess the role and
activities of existing FAO/OIE/WHO networks in improving the laboratory capacity and
networking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional networking to test for normative
diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in wildlife, domestic animals and
humans
For description and listing of meetings completed, see Annex 1, Table 4
•

The first phase of development of the Genetic Module in EMPRES-i (FAO animal disease
information database) was completed in June. Webservices were developed to enable
the transfer of information between the OpenFlu and EMPRES-i databases. An algorithm
was developed to link EMPRES-i outbreak data with publicly available influenza
sequences in OpenfluDB (SIB). A validation tool for the linkages proposed in the
algorithm was created. Shape files with virus characteristics to overlay on other
EMPRES-i maps (e.g. animal densities) were generated. A final meeting was held at FAO
HQ with the main partner: the Swiss Institute for Bioinformatics (SIB), 30-31 May to
review the results and prepare for the next phase, for validation and production (launch
to the public) and development of applications (maps, analytic tools). The Genetic
module was presented at several occasions to potential users (e.g. WHO; GISAID
foundation) and was endorsed by OFFLU in April 2011.
The development of a genetic module for other diseases is being discussed. The next
Letter of Agreement describing the next phase of work has been prepared and is pending
for internal clearance. The frame of a scientific paper that describes the Genetic Module
has been drafted with the external partner and the manuscript is planned; the next phase
to test and validate the FAO EMPRES-i influenza genetic module will start in November;
discussions will be conducted with two other specialized influenza databases to explore
linkages between EMPRES-i, and the possibility of a newly developed algorithm will be
introduced. The work for integration of future results from the EPT+ project will start
shortly.

•

The joint "Four-way linking of epidemiological and virological information on human
and animal influenza" project assessment mission in Viet Nam in June 2011 reviewed the
national-level functional and communication linkages among the 4 sectors critical to
controlling health risks from HSNl influenza at the human-animal interface: Public
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Health Epidemiology, public health virology (NIHE), animal health epidemiology (DAH)
and animal health virology (NCVD) . Twenty-four visits were made to various
stakeholders, and details of the mapping were presented to all stakeholders for their
inputs in a final workshop. During this wor kshop, linkages were mapped and gaps
identified. The main conclusions of the assessment mission focused around the need for
data sharing, improving joint working for case investigation, and improving surveillance
systems. A workshop was conducted in Egypt in September (supported under another
project) and included didactic presentations, group work, and scenario-based training:
the setup of this workshop in Egypt will serve as a blue print for the future workshop in
Viet Nam (planning meeting is scheduled for Oct 2011). The didactic materials
developed for Egypt are available for workshops in third countries.
•

OFFLU developments:
(1) Contribution to WHO Vaccine Selection Process. FAO is involved - together with the
OFFLU secretariat based at OIE- in coordination and gathering of data. OFFLU
laboratories (i.e. any animal health laboratories that have animal influenza activities and
that wish to contribute to OFFLU) are engaged, and a subset of these representing
international reference and key regional laboratories are involved in the biannual
preparation of data on zoonotic influenza virus strains for the OFFLU contribution to the
WHO Vaccine Composition meeting selection process. FAO carries out the compilation,
analysis and reporting of information on animal influenza viruses of public health
concern from instit utions within the OFFLU network. The OFFLU contribution includes
the report generated from these collaborations, and a presentation is provided by a
nominee from one of the international reference laboratories with an FAO/OlE OFFLU
representative. For the last consultancy meeting (26-28 September 2011), OFFLU
provided a summary of available epidemiological and molecular data for highly
pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) HSN1 and avian influenza H9N2 for the period 1
February until 20 September 2011. For HS, OFFLU shared new and previously
unreported sequences from Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, and Viet Nam, representing clades 1, 2.1.3, 2.2, 2.2.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.4. The report
included 245 HS sequences (120 non-public and 12 public domain sequences from 2011;
113 non-public 2009-2011). For H9, the OFFLU network contributed 20 pre-2011
sequences (majority from 2009) and one 2011 sequence from Bangladesh. The outcomes
of this consultancy process are published on the WHO web under "Antigenic and genetic
characteristics of zoonotic influenza viruses and development of candidate vaccine
viruses for pandemic preparedness":
(http://www.who.int/influenza/resources /documents /characteristics virus vaccines/ e
n.L). In support of this ongoing effort, SOPs to aid in the coordination and analysis of data
were prepared by FAO for the next VCM scheduled in February 201 2 and submitted to
the OFFLU Executive Committee on the 15 September 2011.
(2) An FAO international consultant worked 8 days on the selection of many online
training materials and resources; the approach for this review was initially discussed
with the OFFLU Technical Activity on Capacity building and the outcomes subsequently
validated by the same group. In particular, an influenza E-learning Training Module
developed under an EU project (FLUTRAIN) was reviewed and comments provided to
the developers to aid in improvement of the The outcomes of this review were submitted
to the OFFLU Steering Committee (Paris, September 2011), who agreed on the creation
of a training webpage with the selected material on the OFFLU website. Contacts w ith
the WHO library (http://www.influenzatraining.org/en/) on influenza training were made
and OFFLU experts were invited to provide training material to this library.
(3) Inputs provided to the OFFLU secretariat for the establishment of new OFFLU
website: www.offlu.net, to improve visibility of the OFFLU network and to facilitate data
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sharing, transfer of knowledge and training materials. The new updated site was
launched in April 2011. FAO provides regular check-up and update for the website.
(4) Establishment of the OFFLU Swine Influenza Group to work towards a worldwide
surveillance network for influenza in pigs that includes timely data collection, analyses,
and sharing. The first meeting was held at OIE, Paris 6-7 April 2011. The meeting report
is posted on offlu.net. FAO has suggested TORs and governance for the SIV group and
submitted to the OFFLU Steering Committee in Sept 2011. The TORs for SIV group are to
be endorsed in the coming months.

1.1.13 Activity 1.13.G: FAO/ OIE/ WHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
•

•

Progress has been made on this long and complex designation process of FAO Reference
Centres. 5 Reference Centres in animal health have so far been designated accor ding to
the 2006 Corporate Policy while the Animal Health Service expects to have 48
designated Ref. Centres in the near future. Applications have been reviewed, missing
information has been requested to the applications, workplans have been established
and agreed with the applications, evaluations have been submitted for clearance by the
FAO DG, government endorsements have been requested and final designation letters
have been prepared, after discussions with the LEGAL office. Dossiers stand at various
stages of the process. A comparison between OIE and FAO Reference Centres and terms
for designation and partnership has been made to look for complementary and common
work.
Further IT developments of the EM PRES-i directory were conducted. The directory is
now functional but will need to be more populated. Once fully populated, this directory
will allow to get an easy access to information related to reference, regional and national
laboratories and geographically map these laboratories and attach any related
information that FAO may want to store on each laboratory (eg letter of Reference
Centre designation, annual reports, Letters of Agreement, etc).
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1.2

SOUTH/ SOUTHEAST ASIA. Activities undertaken during the reporting period (1
April 2011- 30 September 2 011)

1.2.1

Activity 3.1.S: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning

For description and listing of meetings completed, see Annex 1 Table 1
1.2.2

Activity 3.3.S: Develop annual IDENTIFY work plan - preparation and review of
global, regional, and country-level work plans and other project documents

SE ASIA
•

Development of the Year 3 work plan included participation in many tripartite and EPT
planning meetings both at country and regional levels (Annex 1, Table 1).

1.2.3

Activity 3.4.S: Communication tool development and resource building - to ensure
circulation of information, coordination and harmonization of initiatives, implement
standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by project members

SE ASIA
•
•

EMPRES-i Asia platform open for public access will continue to reinforce communication
and share documents with IDENTIFY stakeholders in the region. On-going
In addition, updates to the Al Network Asia email list serve are made on a weekly basis
by the regional FAO IDENTIFY coordinator. On-going

SOUTH ASIA
•

1.2.4

EMPRES-i Asia platform and Al Network Asia as above. On-going

Activity 3.5.S: Review and update of the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS)
and future planning

For description and listing of meetings completed, see Annex 1 Table 1 FAO
communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including laboratory networking meetings and
communication with EPT Partners)
SE ASIA
•

The Southeast Asia RLNS will be updated to reflect the outcomes of the Regional
Laboratory Network Technical Advisory Group Meeting (4-5 Aug)

SOUTH ASIA
•

1.2.5
•

The South Asia / SAARC network is in the process of reviewing inputs such as the Global
and Regional LNS examples and will be discussing ways forward at upcoming meetings.

Activity 3.6.S: Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Follow-up of ongoing desktop review of existing data on laboratory capacity and
networks from existing laboratory assessments
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Additional assessments (both self-assessment and expert visits) from 4 laboratories and
updated information from 8 laboratories have been integrated and overall laboratory capacities
are summarized in Table l.A.1 below. This data was updated using a streamlined version of the
FAO Laboratory mapping tool (Annex 6) which summarizes 18 indicators by 93 different
criteria. For the eight laboratories assessed in the previous time period, improvements as
indicated from the criteria based upon updated training and additional equipment received
ranged from zero (for 1 lab) to 23%.

Type of laboratory
Advanced labs
In progress-> advance
Routine labs
In progress -> intermediate
Basic labs

Number
2
1
4

1
4

Table 3.6: Laboratory assessment data by 18 major indicators
Subnational

Southeas t Asia National Lab oratories
Indicator

Ge ographic location
Laboratory Budget
Basic supply
Organization
Linkage with satellite
labs
Communication
means
Infrastructure

*+

*

66.7

77.8

South Asia National

*
88.9

66.7

22.2

55.6

66.7

88.9

66.7

88.9

55.6
100.

77.8

77.8

66.7

66.7

55.6

44.4

ri.o

0.0

61.1

100.0

100.0

88.9

100.0

44.4

55.6

44.4

44.4

77.8

66.7

66.7

66.7

-

100.0

100.0

100.0

66.7

66.7

100.
0

100.0

100.0

88.9

77.8

66.7

66.7

44.4

66.7

0.0

91.7

91.7

100.0

66.7

50.0

66.7

25.0

33.3

79.2

-

22.2

11.1

44.4

11.1

77.8

11.1

0
66.7

66.7

66.7

44.4

33.3

44.4

91.7

58.3

25.0

91.7

87.5

75.0

75.0

54.2

54.2

50.0

58.3

52.1

70.8

41.7

25.0

Equipment

94.4

77.8

72.2

50.0

50.0

38.9

44.4

50.0

55.6

66.7

50.0

33.3

Reagent supply
Staff skills and
availability
Sample accession

87.5

83.3

83.3

75.0

66.7

29.2

20.8

16.7

72.9

62.5

41.7

4.2

95.8

91.7

83.3

54.2

45.8

58.3

50.0

41.7

62.5

83.3

8.3

25.0

94.4

94.4

100.0

61.1

50.0

72.2

55.6

27.8

55.6

94.4

44.4

27.8

Available technology

96.3

96.3

88.9

63.0

63.0

18.5

14.8

22.2

79.6

5u l 14.8

11.1

Training

77.8

66.7

83.3

33.3

27.8

22.2

38.9

27.8

50.0

61.1 1 11.1

22.2

Quality Assurance
Biosafety/Biosecurit
y
Staff Security /Health
Laboratory
collaboration
Use of
databases/platforms
Grand Total

79.2

95.8

79.2

58.3

58.3

41.7

20.8

20.8

29.2

33.3

8.3

16.7

86.7

73.3

100.0

80.0

33.3

13.3

13.3

13.3

50.0

66.7

53.3

6.7

88.9

88.9

100.0

77.8

22.2

33.3

11.1

0.0

16.7

66.7

11.1

11.1

86.7

93.3

60.0

86.7

66.7

66.7

46.7

46.7

43.3

73.3

20.0

33.3

83.3

66.7

66.7

83.3

83.3

25.0

25.0

25.0

58.3

91.7

41.7

25.0

88.9

86.7

83.5

66.7

52.3

43.7

34.1

33.7

55.6

69.2

31.9

20.4

+ =to be confirmed, * =laboratory w ith regional responsibilities

•

Follow-up of the additional targeted data collection, including laboratory visits and/or
follow-up assessments ifnecessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity

SE ASIA

•

The list of potential national and regional laboratories compiled by FAO has been
updated (Annex 5)
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•
•

•

Data from multiple sources is being compiled to visualize regional capacities by priority
disease.
The FAO laboratory mapping tool presented at the SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholders
Awareness Meeting, 20-21 Jan 2011 in Bangkok, Thailand, was adapted used to monitor
the progress of laboratory capacities.
FAO with OIE completed visits to national and sub-national laboratories in Lao PDR, Viet
Nam, Thailand, Nepal, and Indonesia:
Laboratory mapping conducted at Hanoi Agriculture University, Hanoi, Viet Nam,
June 2011 by FAO Laboratory Expert in Viet Nam. Results compiled and preliminary
analysis results available. HAU share similar limitations in biosafety-biosecurity, staff
security and health with the majority of laboratories in SE Asia.
Laboratory mapping conducted for Bangladesh Livestock Research Institute and
Central Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory in Bangladesh in March 2011 has been
integrated into the overall data.

1.2.6

Activity 3.7.S:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of
cross-sectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

•

Regional and national stakeholders meeting (primarily the directors of national public
health and veterinary laboratories and representatives from the MoH and MoA. This
meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
-Preparations for the upcoming IDENTIFY regional stakeholders meeting for SE Asia
planned for October 2011 included integration of the outcomes from the Third
Laboratory Director's Forum (4-5 August 2011); expansion of the existing network to
include China (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal,
Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam); participation of key laboratories representing
wildlife and PREDICT; planning and drafting questions for breakout groups during
animal health and tripartite the joint sessions, format for tripartite sessions, and
finalizing the concept note, agenda, and invitations. This represents t he first formal
opportunity in the region for a joint meeting of laboratories in both animal and public
health sectors.
-May 2011: The report for the IDENTIFY Animal Health Stakeholders Awareness Meeting
on 20-21 January 2011 in Bangkok Thailand was finalized after receiving
Stakeholders' comments and submitted to USAID HQ.

•

Develop the four-way linking framework for assessing health r isks at the human-animal
interface, to be applicable to various countries and to various diseases (Viet Nam, other
pilot countries TBD)
-June 2011, Viet Nam: The joint "Four-way linking of epidemiological and virological
information on human and animal influenza" project assessment mission in Viet Nam
in reviewed the national-level functional and communication linkages among the 4
sectors critical to controlling health risks from HSNl influenza at the human-animal
interface: Public Health Epidemiology, public health virology (NIHE), animal health
epidemiology (DAH) and animal health virology (NCVD). 24 visits were made to
various stakeholders, and at a final workshop details of the mapping were presented
to all stakeholders for their inputs. Finally, the relationships were mapped and gaps
identified. The main conclusion of the assessment mission was that problems are
mainly occurring in enabling and supporting data sharing, improving joint working
for case investigation and improving surveillance systems. A workshop was
conducted in Egypt in September (supported under another project) and included
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didactic presentations, group work, and scenario-based training: the setup of this
workshop in Egypt will serve as a blue print for the future workshop in Viet Nam
(planning meeting is scheduled for Oct 2011). The didactic materials developed for
Egypt are available for workshops in third countries.

1.2.7

Activity 3.8.S: Support to and participation in [non-IDENTIFY] conferences,
trainings or workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national
laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 2. List of [nonIDENTIFY] conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and
national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards to which participants were supported

1.2.8

Activity 3.9.S: Development of joint meetings and conferences to support
networking and promote national laboratory

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table s 3 and 4: List of
FAO/OIE/WHO-organized trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote
national laboratory policies, guidelines, and List of joint meetings and conferences organized
by FAO/OIE/WHO to support networking and promote national laboratory policies
•

Advanced Biorisk Training: Building regional biosafety resource people including
biosafety managers and biosafety engineers. The training curriculums were designed to
specifically target advanced laboratories with BSL3 and/or BSL4.
Preparations are underway for this activity scheduled for November 2011. This
activity builds upon Biosafety Management Training organized under IDENTIFY
in Year 2. Targeted country support for six advanced laboratories in China
(CADCC, CAHEC and Langzhou), India (HSADL), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia (VRI),
Thailand (NIAH, RRL) and Viet Nam (RAH06).

•

Laboratory Engineering and Equipment Maintenance Training. Building regional
biosafety resource people including biosafety managers and biosafety engineers. The
training curriculums were designed to specifically target advanced laboratories with
BSL3 and/or BSL4.
Preparations are underway for this activity scheduled for November 2011. This
activity builds upon Biosafety Management Training organized under IDENTIFY
in Year 2. Targeted country support for six advanced laboratories in China
(CADCC, CAHEC and Langzhou), India (HSADL), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia (VRI),
Thailand (NIAH, RRL) and Viet Nam (RAH06).

•

Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops to support diagnosis of
pathogens significant to the region and for emerging and unknown pathogens
Details contained in Table 3 for: 21 - 22 July 2011 The Workshop on Diagnosis of
Priority and Emerging Diseases in Swine, and 11 - 20 July 2011 The Training on
Diagnosis and Characterization of Classical Swine Fever and Porcine
Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrom. The evaluations of the completed
workshop and training can be found in Annex 7.

•

Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS): Workshop to Identifying Needs,
Resources, and Ways Forward
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Based on previous experience in providing assistance to LIMS implementation,
FAO is collaborating with the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) to
develop guidelines for selecting LIMS. A Letter of Agreement with collaborating
pa rtner (Australian Animal Health Laboratory) has been finalized and planning
initiated. The goal of this workshop is to address laboratory needs and provide
information on potential open-source database solutions. Guidelines for selecting
LIMS including need assessment tool for the laboratory is being developed and
will be presented during the workshop planned for 8-9 December 2011 in
Bangkok, Thailand where IDENTIFY supported laboratories will be invited to
attend including China (CAHEC, CADCC), Cambodia (NaVRI), Lao PDR (NAHC),
Malaysia (VRI), Philippines (PAHC), Thailand (NIAH) and Viet Nam (RAH06).

•

1.2.9

Adaptation of animal health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment tools
for monitoring and evaluation - refer to 3.6: The FAO laboratory mapping tool presented
at the SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholders Awareness Meeting, 20-21 Jan 2011 in
Bangkok, Thailand, was adapted used to monitor the progress of laboratory capacities.

Activity 3.10.S:

Promote and support laboratory quality management

•

Assessment of biosafety infrastructure, biosafety cabinet testing, procurement and
calibration
Under the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with FAO, A-PBA conducted the assessment
of biosafety infrastructure, biosafety cabinet testing (24 cabinets), and practices
of 5 laboratories in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Philippines, Malaysia, a nd Thailand
(Nov-Dec 2010). The report was submitted and awaiting clearance. Reports
including recommendations for improving laboratory biosafety-biosecur ity are
available for national animal health laboratories in Cambodia (NaVRI), LaoPDR
(NAHC), Malaysia (VRI), Philippines (PAHC), Thailand (NIAH), Bangladesh (COIL,
BLRI) and Nepal(CVL) - refer to 3.11. S for procurement detail.

•

Laboratory support visits to assist with development and implementation of laboratory
quality management systems
Under the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Australian Animal Health
Laboratory signed in May 2011, Backstopping missions was planned to ensure
implementation of appropriate diagnostic protocols under a quality assurance
system. Specifically, AAHL laboratory experts would 1) Follow up on proficiency
testing result for PRRS, CSF and HPAI ,2) Trouble shoot ing any technical problem
reveal by proficiency testing result, 3)Provide in-house training on equipment
usage and maintenance, 4) Follow up on laboratory quality systems, 5) Provide
inputs on biosafety and biosecurity and 6) Advocate laboratory support for
surveillance. These missions a re planned to be carried out between October 2011
- November 2011 at IDENTIFY supported laboratories in China (CAHEC, CADCC),
Cambodia (NaVRI), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia (VRI), Thailand (NIAH) and Viet
Nam (RAH06)

•

Provision of Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS)
Under the Letter of Agreement (LoA) with the Australian Animal Health
Laboratory, a guidelines for selecting LIMS including need assessment tool for
the laboratory is being developed and will be presented during the workshop
planned for 8-9 December 2011 in Bangkok, Thailand (refer to Activity 3.9)
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•

Training to build national laboratories capacity to design, implement and analysis
national proficiency testing program for priority diseases
5-19 September 2011, Geelong, Australia. Training on Quality Assurance and
Standardization of Diagnostic Reagents. The objective of this training was to
equip laboratories with necessary skill to develop their own proficiency testing
programme. A total of 15 participants from IDENTIFY supported laboratories in
Cambodia (NaVRI), China (CAHEC), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia (VRI),
Philipppines (PAHC), Thailand (VRI) and Viet Nam (DAH) participated in the 12day training. The training program at the Australian Animal Health Laboratory
(AAHL) reviewed the requirements under 1$017025 for quality assurance of
laboratory tests and training in providing Proficiency Testing (PT) to ensure
laboratories are producing accurate and correct results for tests carried out in
the laboratory. It is foreseen that the developed capacity to provide proficiency
testing will allow national animal health laboratories to develop their own
external quality assurance programme for their national laboratory network.

•

Provision of validated standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents - antigens and
antisera- targeting priority TADs - refer to 3.11.

1.2.10 Activity 3.11.S:
manner

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated

SE ASIA and SOUTH ASIA
•

Procurement by FAO to address immediate needs:
o A total of three (3) replacement HEPA filters were procured, delivered and
installed for laboratories in Thailand (NIAH) and Bangladesh (BLRI and COIL). A
total of eight (8) r eplacement biosafety cabinets were procured and delivery to
laboratories in Cambodia (NaVRI 1 cabinet), LaoPDR (NAHC 2 cabinets),
Malaysia (VRI 2 cabinets), Bangladesh (BLRI 1 cabinet) and Nepal (CVL 2
cabinets) is in process - refer to 3.10. S;
o Delivery for other items such as laboratory diagnostic reference books, IATA
biocontainers for samples shipment, and proficiency testing panels is ongoing.

1.2.11 Activity 3.12.S:
Support and promote laboratory networks : Assess the role
and activities of existing FAO/OIE/WHO networks in improving the laboratory capacity
and networking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional networking to test for
normative diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in w ildlife, domestic
animals and humans
•

Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory networks and between
laboratory and epidemiological networks and across human and animal health, including
implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis

SE ASIA
For description and listing of completed meetings, see Annex 1 Table 4
FAO
communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including laboratory networking meetings and
communication with EPT Part ners)
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Other activities included:
13 - 17 June 2011, Hanoi: FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator together with
OIEIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator visited Animal Health Laboratories in Viet
Nam including the National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis, Regional Animal
Health Office Number 6 and Hanoi Agriculture University from. Presentation and
discussion on Regional Laboratory Networking activities including the Emerging
Pandemic Threat Programme and IDENTIFY were made. Details of FAO Regional
Laboratory Network activities including IDENTIFY activities in Viet Nam were
discussed and agreed upon with the Director General of the Department of
Animal Health, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.
18 July 2011, Bogor, Indonesia: FAOIIDENTIFY HQ Liaison with the
OIEIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator Meeting with Heads of Departments of
Bbalitvet laboratory, various technical staff. Presentations were provided by both
focal points to provide background information on EPT/ IDENTIFY, identify
opportunities to build upon the existing network of Disease Investigation Centres
and other national veterinary labs, and to determine disease focus needs and
current collaborations.
24-26 August 2011, Hanoi, Viet Nam: FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator
supported the mission for the Field Epidemiology Training Programme for
Veterinarians. The mission team including the ROs, Thailand FETPV and FETP
staff had two meetings with both administrative and epidemiology staff of the
RAHO6 to discuss support for FETPV trainee from Viet Nam. RAHO6 and Viet
Nam Department of Animal Health (DAH) expressed their kind support for
FETPV trainee and agreed upon the objectives, the data sources and work plan
covering the next six months. The mission team also attend the FETP graduation
ceremony at the Ministry of Health, Hanoi, Viet Nam and have informal
consultation with USAID Viet Nam on EPT and IDENTIFY activities in Viet Nam.
•

Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and pathways in order to
encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional and global networks
30 May - 2 June 2011, Rome, Italy: FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator
participated in the meeting between FAO EMPRES Laboratory unit and the Swiss
Institute of Bioinformatics from. The goal of the meeting was to follow up on the
outcome and way forward for the development of EMPRES-i Genetic Module. The
EMPRES-i genetic module was developed as a collaborative activities between
FAO EMPRES laboratory unit and the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) with
the goal to provide an integrate Influenza outbreak information on FAO EMPRES system together with virus gene sequence information on SIB OpenFlu. The linkage between Empres-i outbreak ID and OpenFlu ID was
established along with validation interface and web-service tools. SOP for data
analysis across OpenFlu and Empres-1 was recommended including analysis of
large scale viruses, visualization and analysis from phylogeny to sequence
similarity maps.
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1.3

CONGO BASIN

1.3.1

Activity 3.1.C: Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning

For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 1
•

1.3.2
•

1.3.3
•

•

•

1.3.4

•

•

Project management and planning at regional level continued through conference calls
between Tripartite regional coordinators, and tripartite face to face meeting on 29 July
2011.

Activity 3.2.C: Recruitment of project staff (headquarters and regionally) to
support IDENTIFY activities
FAO consultant (April 2011) analyzed data on animal disease surveillance system in
IDENTIFY project countries by focusing on the collaboration between epidemiology and
laboratory staff, and identify constraints, roles and responsibilities to improve relation
between laboratory and epidemiology networks in IDENTIFY beneficiary countries and
suggest ways to alleviate these constraints. The report is available and the outcomes will
be presented during the 2011 annual RESOLAB meeting.

Activity 3.3.C: Develop annual IDENTIFY work plan - preparation and review of
global, regional, and country-level work plans and other project documents
During the reporting period, the regional FAOIIDENTIFY coordinators, along with HQ
team, developed the IDENTIFY Year 3 Work plans for Congo Basin, from the country
(done in conjunction with each country), region to the global level following the
guidance provided by USAID. During the process, FAO regional coordinators requested,
assessed and reviewed the workplans, budgets and lists of needs for capacity building
from all National Laboratories.
The FAOIIDENTIFY coordinators presented the FAO planned activities for year 3 during
the tripartite IDENTIFY side meeting (Kinshasa, 29 July 2011) and discussed
collaboration with OIE and WHO in the case of tripartite and cross-sectoral activities.
IDENTIFY regional coordinators participated and presented the planned FAO Year 3
Congo region activities to USAID/W, USAID country missions and EPT partners during
the EPT Congo Regional Planning Meeting organized from 27-28 July 2011 in Kinshasa.
Contacts and discussions were made with the newly appointed EPT coordinator in
Uganda, PREDICT and RESPOND. FAO delegation visited RESPOND Office in Kinshasa
and have had a fruitful working discussion.

Activity 3.4.C: Communication tool development and resource building - to ensure
circulation of information, coordination and harmonization of initiatives, implement
standard methods of sharing critical project documents for access by project members
There is regular contact on activities implemented between FAOIIDENTIFY coordinators
(Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone) and with stakeholders, in particular laboratory
directors through emailing list.
FAOIIDENTIFY coordinators regularly posted documents and information on IDENTIFY
events on FAO-ECTAD websites (RESOLAB http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.org/, EARLN
http://www.fao-ectad-nairobi.org/spip.php?rubrique57 and LAB NET http://www.fao-
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•
•

ectad-gaborone.org/en/spip.php?rubriqueSS). A specific tab for IDENTIFY has been
created in RESOLAB website (http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.org/fr/-Projet-IDENTIFY?lang=en) and will be created on the other ECTAD websites during the next reporting
period to contribute to IDENTIFY project visibility.
Production of tripartite awareness materials (banners and leaflets with IDENTIFY and
USAID logos are produced for IDENTIFY supported workshops).
IDENTIFY poster (French version) was produced and distributed to each of the following
laboratory Cameroon, CAR, DR Congo, Eq. Guinea, Gabon and Congo. English version
under printing for Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda during Kinshasa workshop on
Necropsy and sampling. One copy will be sent to FAO Representatives of all the said
countries.

1.3.5

Activity 3.5.C: Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy
(LNS) and future planning

•

Tripartite finalization of the Regional lab networking strategy (RLNS) expected by end of
2011. A draft of Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy (RLNS) was proposed by OIE
and circulated between the three regional coordinators.

1.3.6
•

•

•

•

Activity 3.6.C: Follow-up oflaboratory mapping exercise activities
Additional targeted data collection, including laboratory visits and/or follow-up
assessments if necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity: FAO focal
point visited the Laboratoire veterinaire of Kinshasa, 26 and 29 July., and the additional
data collected was the for example the organigram, vaccine production status, other
activities carried out, strength of financial sustainability from own generated resources.
The data review and compilation of national laboratories reports from the West and
Central regional laboratory network (RESOLAB), Eastern Africa network (EARLN), SADC
Laboratory Network (LABNET) meetings and from FAO laboratory assessments/mission
reports were consolidated with additional data collected though questionnaires on
rabies and FMD (the RESOLAB FMD subnetwork facilitators posted an updated biannual
table on confirmed FMD cases in the region http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.org/fr / -FMDSub-Network-?lang=en), country status reports presented during training workshops
(Kinshasa, 15-19 August; Libreville, 12 - 16 September), coordination meetings (e.g.
EARLN/EAREN joint meeting in Kigali from 5 - 7 September 2011) and opportunistic
visits to the national laboratories in Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and DRC.).
Follow-up of ongoing desktop review and analysis of existing data on laboratory capacity
and networks from existing laboratory assessments: the FAO laboratory scoring and gap
analysis preliminary findings presented to the IDENTIFY OIE and WHO coordinators at
the tripartite Gabon meeting (Libreville, March 2011) were further developed (see annex
8) . The completed report on veterinary laboratory data analysis and mapping exercise
and the integration of the outcomes of the lab mapping into the Lab Networking Strategy
will be finalized by FAO by end November2011. Congo Basin laboratories individual
laboratory scoring and gaps analysis shall be submitted at the same time to IDENTIFY
coordinators .
Agreement on each laboratory's desired and feasible role in the regional context: the
discussions with each laboratory started informally at the stakeholder meetings and
were further elaborated during the FAO laboratory visits and assessments. Regional
service laboratories will be contacted to define their mandate, as opposed to reference
Centres during the next reporting period.
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1.3.7
•
•

1.3.8

Activity 3.7.C: Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crossse ctoral approach (es) concerning laboratories
IDENTIFY activities have been adjusted according to the recommendations from Entebbe
Stakeholders' meeting in the Congo Basin r egion (2-4 Nov 2010 in Entebbe, Uganda) ..
Preliminary discussions were initiated between the IDENTIFY partners on next
stakeholders meeting for t he Congo r egion, tentatively projected for early 201 2.

Activity 3.8.C: Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies,
guidelines, and standards

For description and listing of activities complete d, see Annex 1 Table 2

1.3.9

Activity 3.9 .C: Developme nt of joint meetings and conferences to support
networking and promote national laboratory

For description and listing of activities complete d, see Annex 1 Tables 3 and 4
•

Information on planned trainings for Year 2 of the project was shared between
FAO/ IAEA/OIE/WHO. Opportunities for joint trainings were discussed and training for
public health professionals and veterinary scientists together will be explored under the
planned trainings for the next reporting period.

1.3.10 Activity 3.10.C: Promote and support laboratory quality management
•

•

•

•

Under the LoA with FAO and IZSVe of Padova, all IDENTIFY countries in Congo Basin
were invited in February 2011 to participate in the third round of Avian influenza and
Newcastle disease proficiency test. The panels were shipped in March 2011 and all
countries submitted their results. The results were analyzed by IZSVe, made available on
September 2011, and will be presented to the countries during the next RESOLAB and
EARLN annual meetings in 2011.
Provision of metro logy kit, on April 2011, in support of Quality management system
(QMS) implementation to Cameroon, DR Congo, Congo, CAR, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania
and Uganda. This procurement was followed up by the training on "Management of
laboratory equipment and basic metrology" (12-16 September 2011, Libreville, see
Annex 1, table 3) to train Cameroon, Central African Republic, DRC, Congo, Gabon,
Equatorial Guinea for the use of the metrology equipment provided to the countries.
Provision of manuals and standar d operating procedures in support of QMS
implementation (DRC, Congo, CAR, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda): training manuals
including SOPs on implementation of laboratory QMS based on ISO /17025 were
provided to participants from Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda during a regional training
course in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania in July 2011. Manuals on laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity wer e also provided during this meeting.
Installation and staff training for an open-sour ce LIMS platform by FAO / IAEA in order to
improve laboratory information management in the national animal health laboratories
of one pilot country (Cameroon) : One expert mission was conducted at LANAVET
(Cameroon) on 11-15 April 2011, to identify the laboratory needs for Vet- LIMS and
advice on the establishment of LIMS and various LIMS systems used in veterinary
laboratories, Evaluate the existing facilities, infrastructures and system requirement for
LIMS and determine interfacing technology. Work with counterpart to outline workflow
for necessary task in the lab. (Visual workflow), provide technical advice on data
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•

•

collection, validation of system, implementation methodology and monitoring and
provide feedback to FAO/IAEA on equipment and training requirements. Furthermore,
one staff from LANA VET attended the Bioinformatic training in Vienna (11-22 July 2011,
see Annex 1 Table 3) fo r which the second week was focused on databases and LI MS.
Training manuals including SOPs on implementation of laboratory QMS based on
ISO/17025 were provided to participants from Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda during a
regional training course in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania in July 2011. Manuals on laboratory
biosafety and biosecurity were also provided during this meeting.
The preparation of the proficiency testing for the serodiagnosis of Rift Valley Fever
(RVF): comparison of the efficiency of two RFV Inhibition ELISA kits in the Congo basin
region was initiated in June and an agreement was made between FAO/IAEA and the
head of the special pathogen unit of the National Institute for Communicable Diseases
(NICO, South Africa) for the practical organization. The targeted countries (DR Congo,
Cameroon, Gabon, Central African Republic, Congo, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Ethiopia
and Kenya) have been invited to participate and already provided their agreement. The
kits for RVF Competition ELISA were ordered in September 2011. This activity will
continue through the next reporting period.

1.3.11 Activity 3.1 1.C: Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated
manner
•

The provision of metrology kit by FAO to address immediate needs defined by the
countries during the stakeholder meeting (November 2010) was finalized in July 2011 in
Cameroon, DR Congo, Congo, CAR, Gabon, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda.

•

The list of equipment and supplies required by Cameroon, CAR, DR Congo, Eq. Guinea,
Gabon, Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda were collected during the work planning
process (see activity 3.3.C), compiled by FAO Coordinators and shared with OIE and
WHO during the EPT planning meeting (July, Kinshasa).The procurement process will be
continued during the next repor ting period.

1.3.12 Activity 3.12.C: Support and promote laboratory networks: Assess the role and
activities of existing FAO/OIE/WHO networks in improving the laboratory capacity and
networking in hot spot regions. Coordinate regional networking to test for normative
diseases and detect emerging or unknown pathogens in wildlife, domestic animals and
humans
For description and listing of activities completed, see Annex 1 Table 4
•

•

FAO has been facilitating the selection of a regional laboratory (applications received
from Ethiopia, Tanzania, Sudan (North), and Kenya) for Eastern Africa: FAO-ECTAD
Eastern Africa received formal applications from the four countries for designation as
regional service laboratories for Avian Influenza and Newcastle disease. Subsequently
ECTAD convened a meeting of a regional networks secretariat composed of OIE, FAO,
AU-IBAR, representative of Livestock (Ethiopia), Wildlife (Tanzania) and VS (Kenya) in
May 2011 to consider the applications. The outcome of the meeting is that the National
Animal Health Diagnostic and Investigation Centre (NAHDIC, Sebeta) Ethiopia was
selected as the regional AI/ND laboratory for Eastern Africa. A report on the procedure
and outcome of the selection process has been prepared. It is expected that a summary of
the report will be published in the FAO EMPRES Bulletin.
Laboratory subnetworks ( established during the RESOLAB 2010 Annual meeting at
Bamako, December 2010) on rabies and FMD including Cameroon, CAR, Congo, DR
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•

•

•

Congo, Guinea Equatorial and Gabon and other laboratories from Western Africa (See
also activity 3.6).
o The FMD subnetwork aims to assess the relevance of tests/papers for use
in the region; Discuss and share the FMDV findings by the national labs
and/or the FAO/OIE WRL; Translate and/or comments on published FMD
papers relevant to West/Central Africa; Share information on relevant
projects in the region; Share infor mation on important epidemic events.
o The Rabies subnetwork aims to: Define priorities for rabies control;
Identify the needs for veterinary laboratories; Interact with the human
health sector and advocate with public sector. During the reporting
period, a survey on rabies diagnostic was initiated in collaboration with
IZSVe laboratory of Pad ova. The purpose of this study is to assess the
diagnostic capabilities ofrabies in the laboratories of the network
Similarly an FMD for Eastern Africa (EARLN-FMD) has been established. Its activities are
supported mainly by EU-FMD secretariat that is based at FAO Headquarters, Rome.
o EARLN-FMD conducted an in-house training on sample collection,
shipment and processing in August 2011. Other activities were indicated
in the table.
National laboratories quaterly reports were posted on protected space ofECTAD
website. Access username and password have been provided to OIE and WHO/AFRO
focal points. These reports provide information on animal diseases diagnosed, tests
performed, constraints faced by the laboratories during the period and the action plan
for the next quarter.
FAO commissioned a study on animal disease surveillance systems across all RESOLAB
including IDENTIFY supported countries. The focus was on national epi system
capability and their relationship between Epidemiology and Laboratory to address the
limited number of samples submitted and tested through the establishment of
collaborations with epidemiosurveillance units and participation in disease surveillance
programs.

1.3.13 Activity 3.13.C: FAO/OIE/ WHO laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
•

From FAO side, no progress reported during the reporting period
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2

Planned activities for the next six-month period (1 October 2011 - 3 1 March 2012)

For further detail, please refer to the FAO Workplan Year 3.
2.1

Planned activitie s for GLOBAL
2011

Activity
code

l.A.

Activity description

1011

1111

2012
1211

0112

0212

0312

PARTN ERS

Focal Person

Output 1 Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect
and diagnose diseases under a quality management syst em
enhanced
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

OIE, W HO

1.A.1

Review of historic data from EMPRES-i

OIE, WHO

M ia Kim , FAO HQ

1.A.2

Disease prioritization

OIE, W HO

Mia Kim, FAO HQ

1.A.3

Improved data collection from FAO Reference Centres

OIE

Mia Kim, FAQ HQ

1.A.4

Update of regional data on laboratory capacity and networks

FLI

M ia Kim, FAO HQ

1.A.5

Identification of regional service laboratories by disease focus based
on the outcomes of the laboratory mapping

OIE, FAO/IAEA

Mia Kim, FAO HQ

Mia Kim, FAO HQ

1.A.6

l .B.

1 .C

Adaptation of animal health laboratory (individual and countrylevel) assessment tools
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related
t o laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines,
and standards
Develop and conduct t rainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines

1.Cl

1.C.2

Organizational support for regional workshops, "Laboratory
Information Systems (LIMS): Open-Source Platforms and Tools to
Aid in Needs Assessment."
Regional pathology train-the-trainer workshops on "Basics of Field
and Laboratory Diagnosis" coordinated and conducted in both
regions

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ
Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

I

FAO/IAEA

QIE, RESPOND,

Mia Kim, FAQ HQ

M ia Kim, FAO HQ

UGA
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1.C.3

Training on classical ond molecular virology

FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

1.C.4

Regional training courses an "Major Transbaundary and zaonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology"
Consultation on good laboratory practices for conducting multiple
disease diagnosis

FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle

1.C.6

Validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease
diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system)

FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

1.C.7

Workshop on Good Emergency Management Practice (GEMP) in
coordination with FAO/CMC and RESPOND

OIE, WHO,
RESPOND

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ

1.C.5

l .D

Dauphin, FAO HQ

Promote and support laboratory quality management

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

1.0.1

Development of training/mentoring Programme

1.0.2

Installation of updated laboratory information system (LIMS) in
targeted laboratories

OIE, AAHL, IZSVe

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ

l.E

2.A

FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

1.0.3

External Quality Assurance for targeted diseases

FAO/IAEA, IZSVe,
AAHL

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

1.0.4

Joint FAO/IAEA/OIE/WHO Global Survey on External Quality
Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes

OIE, WHO,
FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

1.0.5

Access to standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents and
international standards

FAO/IAEA

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional
and global laborat ory and epidemiologic networks for the management of
emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

Communication tool development and resource building

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

2.A.1

Develop communication tool(s) for different audiences, stakeholders
and partners

2.A.2

Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature

OIE, WHO

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ
Beatrice Mouille,
FAQ HQ
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2.A.3

Development of a glossary of the available diagnostic assays and
cross-cutting technologies for selected animal diseases, including
zoonoses

2.A.4

Development of a self assessment tool for laboratories to identify
the elements needed for a laboratory information management
system (LJMS}
Support ongoing development of the EMPRES-i genetic module

2.A.5
2.A.6
2.A.7
2.A.8

FLI, laboratory
experts
AAHL, LI MS users

Gwenaelle
Dauphin and Mia
Kim, FAQ HQ
Mia Kim, FAQ HQ

and developers
SIB

Development of e-learning modules on bioinformatics (phylogeny
and sequence analysis)

FAO/IAEA, SIB

Centralized resource for genomic characterization and molecular
reagents

FAO/IAEA, TBD

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ
Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ
Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ

Sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal diseases (TADs)

2.8

Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and
promote national laboratory policies

Dauphin, FAQ HQ

2.C

Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking St rategy {LNS)
and future planning

Dauphin, FAQ HQ

2.C.1

Tripartite coordination meetings

Gwenaelle
Gwenaelle
OIE, WHO,
Regional Lab
Network partners,

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, and Mia
Kim, FAQ HQ

Ref Labs
2.0

Engage w ith stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach (es) concerning laboratories

2.0.1

2.0.2

2.E

Coordination and development with regional counterparts of global
framework for regional and national stakeholders meeting in each
hot spot region
Four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between
laboratory and epidemiological data (for HSNl zoonotic influenza)
for assessing health risks at the human-animal interface

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ
PREDICT,

Gwenaelle

RESPOND,

Dauphin, FAQ HQ

DELIVER
OIE, WHO,

Gwenaelle

PREDICT

Dauphin, FAQ HQ

Support and promote laboratory networks

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ

2.E.1

Support to routine regional and global networking meetings

OFFLU, CDC, Ref

Gwenaelle

Laboratories/Cent
ers

Dauphin, FAQ HQ
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2.E.2

Linking laboratory and epidemiologic networks

CMC, RESPOND

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

2.E.3

Support for sharing of information and biological materials

OIE, WHO

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

2.E.4

Monitoring regional capacities for targeted diseases

National labs
2.E.5

2.F

Support and promote OFFLU network activities

CDC, WHO
collaborating
centers, Ref
Laboratories/Cent
ers

Support and promote laboratory partnerships

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ
Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ

2.F.1

Identification of FAO Reference Centres in the regions and beyond
prepared to ofter expertise in diseases or technical areas relevant to
each region

Ref
Laboratories/Cent
ers, OIE, WHO

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAO HQ

2.F.2

Support and promote the establishment/development of regional
service laboratories

Ref
Laboratories/Cent
ers, OIE, WHO

Gwenaelle
Dauphin, FAQ HQ
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2.2

Planned activities for SOUTH and SOUTHEAST ASIA

2011
Activity
code

1.A.

Activity description

10-11

11-11

2012
12-11

01-12

0212

0312

Focal Person

PARTNERS

Output 1 Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect
and diagnose diseases under a quality management system
enhanced
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

1.8.

Support to and participate in conferences, trainings or workshops
related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards

1.C

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines
1.C.1

Biosafety trainings

1.C.2

Hands-on training for diagnosis of selected regional priority
disease

1.C.3

LIMS workshop: Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs
Assessment

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAQ-RAP

1.C.4

Regional training-the-trainer pathology workshop on Basics of Field
and laboratory Diagnosis

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAQ-RAP

1.C.5

Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology"

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAQ-RAP

Pawin
Padungt od,
FAQ-RAP
Pawin
Padungtod,
FAQ-RAP
Thai
Departme
nt of
Livestock
Developm
ent, AAHL
UGA

PREDICT
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1.C.6

Workshop on diagnosis of selected regional priority disease

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAQ-RAP

OIE/WHO,
TBD

Pawin

APBA

Promote and support laboratory quality management

1.0

1.D.1

1.D.2

1.D.3

Assessment of biosafety infrastructure, biosafety cabinet testing,
procurement and calibration
Laboratory support visits to assist with development and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems

Develop training tool for laboratory logistics management

Padungtod,
FAO-RAP
Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP
Pawin

Internation
al lab
experts
DELIVER

Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

1.D.4

Provision of Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS)

1.D.5

Laboratory Management Mentoring program between laboratory
directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories

Pawin
Padungtod,

AAHL

FAO-RAP
Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

Internation
al lab
experts,
AAHL

1.D.6

External Quality Assurance for targeted diseases

Pawin

AAHL

Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

1.D.7

1.E

Access to standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents and
international standards

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

AAHL

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national,
regional and global laboratory and epidemiologic networks for the
management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

Communication tool development and resource building

Z.A

2.A.1

Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature

Pawin
Padungtod,
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FAO-RAP
2.A.2

2.B

Sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal diseases (TADs)

Development of joint meetings and conferences to support
networking and promote national laboratory policies

2.8.1

Regional laboratory Technical Advisory Group Meeting

2.C

Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy
(LNS) and future planning

2.D

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

OIE/WHO

2.D.1

Regional and national stakeholders meeting

Pawin
Padungt od,
FAQ-RAP

OIE/WHO

2.D.2

Four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between
laboratory and epidemiological data (for H5N1 zoonotic influenza)
for assessing health risks at the human-animal interface

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAQ-RAP

OIE, WHO,
PREDICT

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

OIE

2.E

Support and promote laboratory networks

2.F.

Support and promote laboratory partnerships

2.F.1

2.3

Pawin
Padungtod,
FAO-RAP

Support and promote the establishment/development of regional
service laboratories

Planned activities for CONGO BASIN

Activity
code

I

Activity description

2011
1111

10-

11

1211

2012
0212

0112

0312

Focal Person

PARTNERS

Output 1 Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect
and diagnose diseases under a quality management system enhanced
1.A.

1.A.

Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities

I

I

I

I

B.M. Seek;

OIE, WHO
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J.K. Litamoi
l.A.1
l .A.2

l.A.3

l.B.

l.C

Follow-up of ongoing desktop review of existing data on laboratory capacity
and networks from existing laboratory assessments

B.M. Seek;

Follow-up of review and compilation of national laboratories annual/biannual
reports and information generated by members of the West and Central
regional laboratory network (RESOLAB}, Eastern Africa network (EARLN}, SADC
Laboratory Network (LABNET) and FAQ laboratory assessments/mission reports

B.M. Seek;

J.K. Litamoi

Additional targeted data collection, including laboratory visits and/or follow-up
assessments if necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity

B.M. Seek;

J.K. Litamoi

l.A.4

Integrate the outcomes of the laboratory mapping into the Laboratory
Networking Strategy

I

l.A.5

Adaptation of animal health laboratory (individual and country-level)
assessment tools

I

l.B.

Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and
standards

I

l.C

l.Cl

OIE, WHO

J.K. Litamoi

B.M. Seek;

J.K. Litamoi

B.M. Seek;

OIE,
PREDICT
OIE, WHO,
FU

OIE, WHO

J.K. Litamoi

Develop and conduct FAO/OIE/WHO trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines

B.M. Seek;

OIE, WHO

J.K. Litamoi

Regional workshop: "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"

B.M. Seek;

OIE, WHO

J.K. Litamoi
l.C.2

Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance: Workshop on
Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests)"

I

l.C.3

Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic animal
diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology"

I

Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "Basics of Field and Laboratory
Diagnosis"

I

Regional workshop: Laboratory equipment calibration and maintenance

I

l.C.4
l.C.5

B.M. Seek

B.M. Seek;

EISMV,

J.K. Litamoi

PREDICT

B.M. Seek;

1.0

1.0

UGA, OIE

J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;

J.K. Litamoi
l.C.6

FVI

National trainings with field epidemiologists for samples collection, storage,
shipping

I

Promote and support laboratory quality management

I

B.M. Seek;

APHIS,EISMV
WHO, D IE

J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;

OIE,WHO

J.K. Litamoi
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1.E

1.0.1

Support QMS implementation in providing standard documents and samples of
SOPs

1.0.2.G

On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality assurance system
implementation and development of quality documentation.

I

1.0.2

On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality assurance system
implementation and development of quality documentation {ORC, Congo, CAR,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda}.

I

1.0.3

Laboratory support trainings to assist in equipment maintenance and
calibration

I

1.0.4

Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between laboratory
directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories

I

1.0.5

Assessment missions {Cameroon, DRC) for biosafety and biosecurity
infrastructures, equipment and practices

I

1.D.6

Develop partnership with regional biosafety association

I

1.0.7

Participation of selected countries to external quality assessment (EQA)
schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley Fever, Peste
des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease

I

1.0.8

Provision to the nine beneficiary countries with validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
laboratory diagnosis

I

1.0.9

Development of specific technical competence to face emergent disease
situations in the region

I

1.E

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

B.M . Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek

OIE,WHO
IAEA

B.M . Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

FVI

B.M . Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

APHIS
Nationa l lab
APHIS

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

AfBSA

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

IAEA, IZSVe

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

Nationa l lab

IAEA, IZSVe

National
labs, W HO,
PREDICT

Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national,
regional and global laboratory and epidemiologic networks for the
management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened
2.A

2.A

Communication tool development and resource building

2.A.1

Develop communication tool(s) for different audiences, stakeholders and
partners (all 9 JDENTIFY-supported countries)

2.A.2

Resource Building - Provide documents, manuals, books and database access to
scientific literature (a/19 IDENTIFY-supported countries)

I
I
I

B.M . Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

OIE, W HO
OIE, WHO
OIE, WHO
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2.B
2.C

2.A.3

Second phase of the study on the development of collaborations and/or
partnerships between public veterinary laboratories and the animal industry

2.A.4

Sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal diseases (TADs)

I

2.A.5

Production, printing and dissemination of case definition and recommended
test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases to help animal health
personnel (both field and Jab) in the identification and prompt reporting of
diseases

I

2.B

Organize and conduct joint meetings and conferences to support networking
and promote national laboratory policies

J.K. Litamoi

Review and update of the Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS) and future
planning

J.K. Litamoi

2.C

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

Nationa l lab

B.M. Seek;
B.M. Seek;

2.C.l

Tripartite regional coordination meetings

2.D

2.D

Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral
approach(es) concerning laboratories

2.E

2.E

Support and promote laboratory networks

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

2.E.1

Support to routine regional and global networking meetings

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

OIE, OFFLU,
EDPLN, GFN,
AU-I BAR

2.E.2

Linking laboratory and epidemiologic networks

I

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

APHIS,
CIRAD, FVI,

2.E.3

Support for sharing of information and biological materials

I

2.F.

Support and promote laboratory partnerships

I

I
I
I

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

OIE, WHO

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

OIE, WHO

AU-I BAR
B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi
2.F.

B.M. Seek;
J.K. Litamoi

2.F.1

Identification of FAO Reference Centres in the regions and beyond prepared to
offer expertise in diseases or technical areas relevant to each region

I

2.F.2

Support and promote the establishment/development of regional service
laboratories

I

B.M. Seek;

OIE

J.K. Litamoi
B.M. Seek;

OIE

J.K. Litamoi
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Main challenges encountered and response provided
•

Several major issues were encountered in this reporting period, some of which should
ultimately allow activities to progress more smoothly and some that remain new
challenges to solve. Significant emphasis on country-level impacts and the subsequent
review of the current approach has uncovered the need to re-evaluate present
implementation strategies and develop new solutions, which are still in development.
These efforts have been further complicated with lack of clarity in reporting / planning
process at the country and regional levels where duplicative requests from regional and
country USAID offices continue and our officers seek to comply.
As EPT+ comes online, there will be new opportunities for building on current country
level approaches that integrate the field and laboratory activities in priority countries.
These opportunities can also include synergy and coordination with other EPT partners,
which has been suboptimal, but is improving and expected to gain momentum in Year 3.

•

The separation of the work plan process (announced at the June meeting in Rome)
resulted in an unexpected drop in the frequency and quality of the communication
between the ID ENTIFY partners, especially at HQ level. Renewed efforts have improved
the coordination, and will continue - particularly with regards to implementation of One
Health activities at the country level where coordination is needed to identify
opportunities, ensure linkages, and provide clear messages across sectors.

•

Some activities in both regions were slowed or postponed from March to June following
the request by USAID to conserve funds, and additional delays have been experienced
from July to September due to the significant time devoted to the Year 3 work planning
process and revisions. Where needed, activities have been brought forward to Year 3.

•

The issue of veterinary laboratory sustainability is complex and is not yet being
sufficiently addressed, in particular in Central Africa, where the animal industry is not
developed. Significant support to national strategy development, identification of
resources, and monitoring of laboratory progress is needed, accompanied with
regulatory measures. FAOJ IDENTIFY will only be able to partially address these issues.
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Main progress made towards the achievement of project outcomes
(since the start of the project activities)

•

The support provided by IDENTIFY to date has contributed to greater understanding of
the regional animal health priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities, and
identification of regional and national gaps and resources.

•

The direct support afforded to laboratories is substantial and has allowed expansion of
activities to include quality assurance, biosafety, and maintenance and calibration of
equipment, which contribute to laboratories' ability to conduct their work at
internationally accredited standards (e.g. ISO 17025). Many national laboratories had
never had the opportunity to consider these major issues. This support is not provided in
an isolated and sequential manner but builds upon previous and current investments in
laboratory networking and allow for a programmatic approach, proper approbation of
planned activities by countries, and supports a regional approach to transboundary
animal diseases (TADs).

•

As many priority diseases are TADs, a regional approach (where agreed) allows for rapid
disease detection/identification, and response measures can be coordinated regionally
for more effective control. The networks in the West/Central, Eastern Africa and SouthEast Asia regions have set a good example with both the formal and informal exchange of
information, collective effort, and responsibility to build laboratories in the regions.
While laboratory capacities and national needs are heterogeneous within each region,
the mapping tool developed by FAO has contributed to producing a regional perspective
of laboratory capacities and gaps, identifying the required regional and individual
support in those laboratories and offering a visualization tool to policy makers. Other
partners such as APHIS-USDA, EU- FMD commission and CIRAD have demonstrated
increasing interest in and support for these laboratory networks. This growing
confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and FAO has a comparative
advantage in the coordination of such supports and inputs.

•

This project has enabled launching of innovative initiatives, such as the genetic module
in the EMPRES-i database, the 4-way linking framework and the laboratory mapping
tool. The genetic module represents an ideal example of a multidisciplinary success,
linking virology, epidemiology and bioinformatics, and is receiving increasing interest
from the scientific community and from policy makers.

•

Building on the investments made with support under avian influenza, this project
sustains previously established mechanisms such as collaborations and communication
pathways between organizations, global -OFFLU- and regional networks, and benefits
from momentum gained through "public good concepts" such as recognition of the
importance of early detection and intervention, and impacts of pathogens with pandemic
potential; these investments facilitate the interest and willingness for further
development of technical laboratory capacities, especially molecular techniques, to other
trans boundary and priority diseases.
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3 Annexes & Tables

Annex 1: Tables 1 - 4 for reporting period (1 April 2011- 30 September 2011)
Table 1: FAO communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including external
communication with EPT Partners) (links with Activity 3.1)
Table 2: List of [non-IDENTIFY] conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards to
which participants were supported (links with Activity 3.8)
Table 3: List of FAO/OIE/WHO-organized trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines (linked to
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Annex 1: Tables 1 - 4 for reporting pe riod (1 April 2 011- 30 September 2011)
Table 1: FAO communication and coordination for IDENTIFY (including external communication with EPT Partners) (links with Activity 3.1)

Eve nt Title

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Other Information

Global
10-11 May; 15-16
June, 27-28 June
2011

Project management and planning

Regular
tripartite
teleconferences (TC) or
videoconferences

since Oct 2011

Project management and planning; biannual report; laboratory
networking strategy; Year 3 Work Plans; Global Survey

TC
and
Face-to-face
meetings with IDENTIFY
AOTR, USAID /W

19 Apr; 3 Aug; 22
Sept; 15-16 June,
28 June; 13 July
2011

Face to face meetings replacing monthly TCs, on the occasion of
the EPT Quarterly Partners meeting and of the SE Asia EPT
planning meeting

EPT Program Quarterly
meetings

27-28 June 2011

Tripartite
meetings

face-to-face

Washington
DC,USA

USAID

HQ team participated to the EPT quarterly meeting together with
OIE and WHO, including the Lab working group discussion
(Participants: USAID, PREDICT, RESPOND, CDC, DELIVER)

Congo Basin
EPT
planning meeting
organized by USAID

27-29 July 2011

Kinshasa,
Congo

DR

USAID

Coordination and planning meeting between all EPT partners

Side meeting of IDENTIFY
focal points after EPT
meeting

29 July 2011

Kinshasa,
Congo

DR

FAO,
OIE,
WHO HQ and
AFRO

The FAO IDENTIFY Regional coordinators attended on behalf of
IDENTIFY to coordinate the EPT work plan and fine-tune details
on activities

Regional tripartite TCs
between
regional
coordinators

7 Apr; 2 May, 19
May;
12
July
2011

FAO,
WHO

Project management and planning

OIE,
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Preparatory
meeting
between FAO and OIE

26

July

2011

Kinshasa,
Congo

DR

FAO OIE
'

Review of ongoing activities and identification of possible Year 3
areas for collaboration in animal health sector

WHOWPRO

IDENTIFY HQ and SE Asia coordinator participated in the Informal
Consultation on a Draft Asia Pacific Laboratory Action Plan (2011
2015) for Emerging Infectious Diseases organized by WHO
Western Pacific Regional Office (WPRO). Fourteen participants
from WPRO countries attended the meeting along with
representatives from ASEAN secretariat, USAID, FAO and OIE.
IDENTIFY HQ coordinator(Mia Kim) presented the Tripartite
(FAO-OIE-WHO) Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking
while IDENTIFY SE Asia coordinator (Pawin Padungtod) presented
FAORAP regional approach to animal health laboratory
networking under IDENTIFY project of the Emerging Pandemic
Threat (EPT) programme supported by USAID and the Regional
Cooperative Programme on Highly Pathogenic and Emerging
Diseases (HPED) supported by the European Commission (EC) .
Subsequent discussion among the tripartite on collaborative
laboratory networking activities in SE Asia was focusing on
upcoming meeting schedule. In was agreed that the tripartite
would pursue in-country collaborative activities including
organization of the Zoonoses conference, training in laboratory
management and biosafety.

SE Asia

Informal Consultation on
a Draft Asia Pacific
Laboratory Action Plan
(2011
2015)
for
Emerging
Infectious
Diseases, +

EPT Viet Nam country
work plan development
workshop,+

EPT Thailand country
work plan development

19-20 May 2011

20-21 June 2011

23 June 2011

Manila,
Philippines

Hanoi,
Nam

Bangkok,

Viet

USAID
Nam

A spreadsheet describing activities in Viet Nam imple mented by all
EPT partners was deve loped. Activities were grouped under five
themes including; Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak
Viet response, Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Determination
and Risk Reduction. Potential areas of collaboration across EPT
components were identified. A summary of EPT contribution for
Viet Nam was presented to USAID mission director at the end of
the meeting

USAID ROMA

A spreadsheet describing activities in Thailand implemented by all
EPT partners was developed. Activities were grouped under five
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workshop

EPT LaoPDR country
work plan development
workshop

Tripartite
South and
Meeting, +

IDENTIFY
SE Asia

EPT
Asia
Workshop, +

Regional

Thailand

(Thailand)

Bangkok,
Thailand

A spreadsheet describing activities in LaoPDR implemented by all
EPT partners was developed. Activities were grouped under five
USAID ROMA themes including; Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak
(Thailand)
response, Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Determination
and Risk Reduction. Potential areas of collaboration across EPT
components were identified.

11 July 2011

Bangkok,
Thailand

FAO-OIEWHO

Participants including FAORAP, FAOHQ, OIE SRR SEA, WPRO,
SEARO and WHO-IHR agreed upon regional and country work plan
for 2012. The overall IDENTIFY regional and country work plan of
each organization were presented and agreed upon. Gannt chart
and presentation were prepared. The outcomes from this meeting
were presented at the regional EPT meeting in Bangkok, 12-13 July
2011.

12-13 July 2011

Bangkok,
Thailand

USAID

The objectives of the workshop were ; 1) Building a shared vision
for EPT as a "program", 2)Share "current thoughts" about FY12
country and regional work plans and 3) Highlight the relevance of
"non-EPT" platforms in the region

USAID
Indonesia

IDENTIFY HQ liaison together with OIE IDENTIFY SE Asia
coordinator participated in the Indonesia EPT planning meeting.
EPT partners delivered prospective activities across the five
themes: Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak response,
Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Determination and Risk
Reduction. A draft work plan was developed for IDENTIFY.
Potential areas of collaboration across EPT components were
identified.

FAO-OIE

Internal planning meeting

24 June 2011

EPT Indonesia country
work plan development
workshop, +

15-16 July 2011

Stakeholder'planning
meeting

1
September, Bangkok,
2011
Thailand

*

Jakarta,
Indonesia

themes including; Livestock Disease Surveillance, Outbreak
response, Laboratory Capacity Development, Risk Determination
and Risk Reduction. Potential areas of collaboration across EPT
components were identified.

=side meetings with OIE, + =side meetings with OIE and WHO
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Table 2: List of [non-IDENTIFY] conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies,
guidelines, and standards to which participants were supported (links with Activity 3.8)

Event Title

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

Invited IDENTIFY
Countries

Other Information

Global
1s t International
Congress on
Pathogens at the
Human-Animal
Interface (ICOPHAI) :
Impacts, Limitations
and Needs in
Developing countries.

15-17 Septembe r
2011

Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia

ICOPHAI

N'Djamena, Chad

AU-IBAR/FAORAF

No country invited but poster on
the One Health approach presented
byFAO

Congo
Joint regional AUIBAR/FAO-RAF
Technical workshop
on a regional strategy
for African swine fever
(ASF) control in
Central Africa

One Health for Central
and East Africa
alliance (OHCEA)

21-23 June- 2011

4-6 May:

Brazzaville,
Congo

USAID

DRC, Eq. Guinea, CAR

Participation of the Directors of
national veterinary lab of DR
Congo, Equatorial Guinea and
Central African Republic

IDENTIFY focal point Bamako
participated. Meeting purpose was
to Participate in One Health
brainstorming meeting called by
USAID at the WHO-AFRO office to
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enhance cooperation between
public health and veterinary
faculties and the interaction
between Ministries of Agriculture
and Health. 20 participants (USAID,
RESPOND, OHCEA, WHO-AFRO,
AU-IBAR and FAO)

EAC/EAPH LN Experts
Meeting on viral
haemorrhagic fevers
and integrated
diseases surveillance
and response for EAC
countries

11-15 July :

Entebbe, Uganda

ECTAD Nairobi focal point
participated. The purpose of the
workshop was to discuss the status
of the regional plan on viral
hemorrhagic fevers (VHFs) as the
VHFs have been occurring
frequentlyinthere~oninthepa~
ten years. Uganda gave an account
of their experiences with the
recent outbreaks ofVHFs (Ebola
and Yellow fever) in the past one
year. The workshop participants
visited the recent Ebola outbreak
areas in Central and northern
Uganda (Kitgum and Lacon
hospital in Gulu) and assessed the
capacity of the country to manage
such outbreaks in the future.
Community and field simulation
scenarios were developed and
discussed. The positive gains by
Uganda in the management of
VHFs should be consolidated in the
other countries and the region as a
whole.

SE Asia
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Asia Pacific Biosafety
Association
Conference, *

Avian Virology
Diagnostic Training
and Workshop

*

5-6 May

11-22 July 2011

Singapore

Weybridge, UK

Asia Pacific
Biosafety
Association

Veterinary
Laboratory
Agency

FAOIIDENTIFY SE Asia
Coordinator supported to
deliver joint presentation
on One Health approach to
Biosafety, including EPT
with OIEIIDENTIFY SRR
Coordinator

A joint presentation entitled "One
Health Approach to Biosafety",on
One-Health approach to laboratory
capacity building including
description of the Emerging
Pandemic Threat Programme and
IDENTIFY was presented by
FAORAP and OIE SRR SEA
IDENTIFY coordinators

Philippines

Requested for supported by
Philippines Animal Health Center,
Bureau of Animal Industry.
IDENTIFY supported participation
of Dr Edna Felippe, Head of Avian
Influenza Diagnostic unit. This
training contribute to improve
national laboratory staff capacity
and competence in diagnostic of
priority diseases in the region,
which ultimately strengthen
laboratory support for surveillance
of priority and emerging diseases
in the region.

=side meetings with OIE, + =side meetings with OIE and WHO
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Table 3: List of FAO/OIE/WHO-organized trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies,
guidelines (linked to Activity 3.9)

Event Title

Dates

Venue

Organizer(s)

13-24 Jun 2011

Padova, Italy

IZSVe of
Padova
under a LoA
with FAO

Invited IDENTIFY
Countries

Other Information

Global
Training on virological
and molecular
techniques for the
diagnosis of Avian
Influenza and
Newcastle Disease and
Rabies

Training Course on
Advanced
Bioinformatics and
Laboratory Data
Management for
Enhanced Quality
Assurance and Quality
Control

~

IAEA. Bioinformatic_c
ourse_2011.doc

11-22 Jul 2011

Vienna, Austria

FAO/IAEA

Rwanda, Tanzania

Cameroon, Uganda,
Ethiopia, Kenya,
Indonesia, Malaysia

The training aimed at providing participants
with the necessary information and skills
related to molecular and virological laboratory
procedures utilized for the diagnosis of Avian
Influenza and Newcastle Disease and Rabies.

Consisted of theoretical and practical sessions
in the application of advanced bioinformatics
tools for viral genome sequence analysis
(databases, sequences retrieval, sequences
comparison and phylogeny), animal genomic
data handling (Animal genetic resources
databases) and laboratory information
management (LIMS, Vet-LIMS).
Participant's knowledge was improved on
practical application of bioinformatic tools for
viral genome analysis and laboratory
information management.
19 participants attended this course; 6 covered
by IDENTIFY.
Partners: IAEA TC Project:RER/5/015, SIB
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Congo Basin
Regional Training
course on "Major
trans boundary and
zoonotic diseases :
Early detection,
surveillance and
epidemiology"

~

Part 1: 20 June to
24 June Trans boundary
Animal Diseases
(PPR and CBPP);
Part 2: 27 Jun-1
Jul, Zoonotic
Diseases (rabies
and RVF).

IAEA.Uganda_Jun_2
011_final.doc

Advanced Regional
Training on
Laboratory Quality
Assurance and
Biosafety/Biosecuri ty
Field epidemiologists
and laboratory
technicians regional
training workshop on
necropsy, sample
collection and
shipment.

Entebbe,
Uganda;
National Animal
Disease
Diagnostics and
Epidemiology
Centre, Ministry
of Agriculture,
Animal Industry
and Fisheries

FAO/IAEA

Cameroon, CAR,
Congo, DR Congo,
Equatorial Guinea,
Gabon, Rwanda,
Tanzania, Uganda.

One health concept training with one week
dedicated to transboundary animal diseases
(CCPP and PPR) and the second to zoonotic
diseases (RVF and Rabies).
15 scientists from 11 differents countries
(Kenya and Ethiopia also participated)
attended this course.
Partners: National Institute for Communicable
Diseases, South Africa; Centre de cooperation
Internationale en Recherche Agronomique
pour le Developpement, France; National
Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology
Centre, Ministry of Agriculture, Animal
Industry and Fisheries, Uganda.

Rwanda, Uganda,
Tanzania

Other participating countries: Ethiopia, South
Sudan, Sudan, Djibouti, Burundi, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Eritrea and Somalia.

4 - 8 Jul 2011

Dar Es Salam,
Tanzania

15-19 August
2011

Kinshasa, DR
Congo

FAO

Cameroon, Central
African Republic,
Democratic
Republic of Congo,
Congo, Gabon,
Equatorial Guinea,
(2 participants by
country)

To train field and lab technicians in necropsy,
sample collection and shipment.
Other participation country: Sao Tome and
Principe. Partners: Ecole Veterinaire de Dakar
(EISMV),Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de
Kinshasa (LCVK)

12-16 September

Libreville,

FAO

Cameroon, Central
African Republic,

Follow up training for Quality system
strengthening in IDENTIFY and RESOLAB

FAO

~

Necropsy. Sarrpling. K
inshasa 15. 19Aug 11.

Regional Workshop on
laboratory Quality
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Assurance (QA)
system: Management
of laboratory
equipment and basic
metrology

2011

Gabon

Democratic
Republic of Congo,
Congo, Gabon,
Equatorial Guinea

~

laboratories.
Other participating countries: 10 Western
Africa countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, CapVert, Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali,
Niger, Senegal, Togo) supported by
USDA/APHIS

AQ Libreville
12. 16Sept2011 .doc

Workshop on OIE
Standards for
Collection & Shipment
of Biological Samples

9-11 August 2011

Nairobi, Kenya

OIE

All IDENTIFY
countries
(supported by OIE)

FAO IDENTIFY focal point for Eastern Africa
attended and gave a presentation on FAO
Reference Centres and described FAO's
technical assistance programmes:, and projects
to its member countries ( e.g. TCPs, GCPs, UTFs,
Pas, SPFS, LoAs, SPPs, and TeleFood projects).

This training a imed to harmonize the protocols
for diagnostic and characterization of the two
priority animal diseases in Southeast Asia.
Seventeen laboratory staff attended this
training. The training contents covered swine
viral diseases diagnostic and characterization
procedures including gross pathology,
immunohistochemistry and molecular
techniques. The post-training evaluation
showed that the participants were satisfied
with the training organization and gained
satisfactory level of understanding and skills in
diagnostic of CSF and PRRS
The objective of this workshop was to draft the
strategic framework for capacity building for
diagnosis and characterization of priority and
emerging diseases in swine. A total of 43

SE Asi a

Training and
workshop on
Diagnosis and
Characterization of
CSF and PRRS
Viruses

11-20 July2011

RAHO6 (Ho Chi
Minh City, Viet
Nam)

FAO, Viet
Nam DAH
andAAHL

Cambodia (NaVRI),
China (CAHEC,
Yunnan), Indonesia
(DGLAHS), LaoPDR
(NAHC),Malaysia
(VRI), Philippines
(PAHC), Thailand
(NIAH) and Viet
Nam (RAHO6)

21 - 22 July 2011

Ho Chi Minh
City, Viet Nam

FAO, Viet
Nam DAH
andAAHL

Cambodia (NaVRI),
China (CAHEC,
Yunnan), Indonesia
(DGLAHS), LaoPDR

~

CSF-PRRS_Training_
and_Workshop_Final.

The Workshop on
Diagnosis of Priority
and Emerging Diseases
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in Swine

Training on Quality
Assurance and
Standardization of
Diagnostic Reagents

(NAHC),Malaysia
(VRI), Philippines
(PAHC), Thailand
(N IAH) and Viet
Nam (RAHO6)

5-19 September
2011

Geelong,
Australia

FAO-AAHL
(LoA)

China, Cambodia,
Indonesia, LaoPDR,
Malaysia,
Myanmar,
Philippines,Thailan
d and Viet Nam

participants including laboratory staff from 7
countries in ASEAN, China, experts in swine
diseases from academic institution, vaccine
production company, Viet Nam Department of
Animal Health and the Emerging Pandemic
Threat programme partners involving in
conducting surveillance in Viet Nam
participated in the workshop. Presentations
were made to provide the participants with
update on CSF and PRRS disease situation in
the region, diagnostic, surveillance and control
techniques for CSF, PRRS and other emerging
diseases in wild and domestic animals. The
outcome of the workshop included
recommendation of capacity building activities
under 5 key areas; biosafety, laboratory
support for surveillance, legislation,
networking and laboratory quality
The objective of this training was to equip
laboratories with necessary skill to develop
their own proficiency testing programme. A
total of 15 participants from IDENTIFY
supported laboratories in Cambodia (NaVRI),
China (CAHEC), Lao PDR (NAHC), Malaysia
(VRI), Philipppines (PAHC), Thailand (VRI) and
Viet Nam (DAH) participated in the 12-day
training. The training program at the
Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL)
reviewed the requirements under ISOl 7025
for quality assurance of laboratory tests and
training in providing Proficiency Testing (PT)
to ensure laboratories are producing accurate
and correct results for tests carried out in the
laboratorv. It is foreseen that the developed

so

capacity to provide proficiency testing will
allow national animal health laboratories to
develop their own external quality assurance
programme for their national laboratory
network.
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Table 4: List of joint meetings and conferences organized by FAO/OIE/WHO to support networking and promote national laboratory policies (linked
to Activity 3.9 and 3.12)

Event Title

Tentative Dates

Tentative Venue

Organizer(s)

Nairobi, Kenya

The Interim
Secretariat was
coordinated
and hosted by
FAO ECTAD EA
in
collaboration
with AU-IBAR
and OIE Sub
Regional
Representative
in Eastern
Africa

Invited IDENTIFY
Countries

Other Information

Global

Congo Basin

9 - 10 May 2011

Second EARLN
Interim joint
network meeting

5-7 September 2011

2nd Joint Eastern
Africa
Epidemiology and
Laboratory
network meeting

Kigali, Rwanda

FAO ECTAD
Nairobi

No IDENTIFY
supported country
invited

Uganda, DRC,
Tanzania and
Rwanda.

The FAO ECTAD EA IDENTIFY coordinator
attended the meeting, facilitated and
presented IDENTIFY.
The partners involved included OIE, AU!BAR, EAC, !GAD.
The establishment of Interim Secretariat
was endorsed by the CVOs meetings in
order to better coordinate the two
networks ( epi and laboratory) in Eastern
Africa.
Livestock representative (Ethiopia),
Wildlife representative (Tanzania) and VS
(Kenya) also attended the meeting.
The participation of the RESOLAB
coordinator (FAO) enabled the
development of stronger linkages between
RESOLAB and EARLN networks. Meeting
also attended by AU-IBAR, OIE, CDC,
EARLN-FMD and other Eastern African
countries. Wildlife sector represented by
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participants from Kenya and Rwanda.

SE Asia

Consultation for
establishing a network
of Regional Leading
Diagnostic
Laboratories, *

Regional Laboratory
Network Technical
Advisory Group
Meeting,*

27-29 July 2011

4-5 August 2011

Kathmandu,
Nepal

Bangkok,
Thailand

FAO Sub
Regional
ECTAD, Nepal

FAO IIDENTIFY SE
Asia Coordinator
supported to
deliver
presentation on
the SE Asia
Regional approach
to laboratory
networking and
EPT

The Consultative Workshop for
Epidemiology and Laboratory Network in
the SAARC Region was organized from 27
to 29 July 2011 involving the epidemiology
and laboratory experts of animal health
and wild life sectors of SAARC countries
and various other organizations like WHO,
OIE, EU and wild life personnel. The
workshop was attended by 43 country
participants from the entire eight SAARC
member states. The workshop participants
recommended how the epidemiology and
laboratory networks should be set up and
functioned in the SAARC region including
mechanisms for networking among subnational laboratories, linkage between
national laboratory and epidemiology
networks, sharing of diseases information
among member states and communication
models. Also highlighted during the
meeting was the importance of
communication framework for the region
and the need to have one

FAO-OIE

16 representatives
from ASEAN
Regional Reference
Laboratory for
HPAI (VRI),
Australian Animal
Health Laboratory

Regional Framework for Laboratory
Capacity Building and Networking in Asia
was developed taking into account other
regional strategies including IDENTIFY
Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy,
Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases
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(AAHL), FAO,
National Institute
of Animal Health
(NIAH) of
Thailand, OIE,
OFFLU,
USDA(USAID.

Meeting to Initiate a
Strategic Plan and
Strategic Framework
for Epidemiology
Capacity Development
in Asia

The 4th OIE Regional
Meeting on
Strengthening Animal
Health Information
Networking in Asia

18-19 August
2011,

14-16 September
2011

Bangkok,
Thailand

Chiangmai,
Thailand

(APSED), ASEAN HPAI Regional Strategy

FAORESPOND

FAOIIDENTIFY SE
Asia Coordinator
supported to
deliver
presentation on
the SE Asia
Regional approach
to laboratory
networking

Recommendations relevant to the current
developments in animal health in Asia
were developed for a Strategic Framework
by national, r egional and international
participants to represent the core
elements of a five-year Strategic Plan for
building epidemiology capacity in Asia.

OIE Tokyo

FAOIIDENTIFY SE
Asia Coordinator
supported to share
experiences and
lessons learnt in
HPAI control and
present Regional
Laboratory
Network activities
including the
Emerging
Pandemic Threat
Programme and
IDENTIFY.

The main objectives were:(1) To share
updated information and experience in
animal health information networking, (2)
To review progress made by OIE Members
in Asia in line with the previous meeting
recommendations, (3) To discuss how to
improve a nimal health information
networking to strengthen animal disease
control and prevention measures at
national and regional level, (4) To discuss
and review current HSNl HPAI control
measures in OIE Members in Asia in
pa rticular focusing on vaccinat ion. The
meeting was attended by participants from
21 countries/territories namely:
Ba ngladesh, Brunei, Bhutan, Cambodia, PR
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China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong SAR,
Indonesia, Japan, RO Korea, Laos, Malaysia,
Maldives, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, the
Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand
and Vietnam, local observers (Thai-OLD)
and FAO. The IDENTIFY SE Asia
coordinator shared experience and lessons
learnt in HPAI control and present
Regional Laboratory Network activities
including the Emerging Pandemic Threat
Programme and IDENTIFY.

WHO South East Asia
Regional Workshop on
the Emerging and
Dangerous Pathogens
Laboratory Network,+

*

20-22 September
2011

Jakarta, Indonesia

WHO-SEARO

FAOIIDENTIFY SE
Asia Coordinator
supported to share
experiences and
lessons learnt in
HPAI control and
present Regional
Laboratory
Network activities
including the
Emerging
Pandemic Threat
Programme and
IDENTIFY

WHO regional workshop aims to convene
key national, regional
and global public health and animal health
diagnostic laboratory scientists and EDP
experts, and other stakeholders for
developing the way forward for a
collaborative regional laboratory
preparedness and response network
coordinated with Global EDPLN to enhance
the region's capacity for detecting,
responding to and preventing outbreaks of
EDPs in SE Asia.

=si de meetings with OIE, + =side meetings with OIE and WHO
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Annex 2: USAID EPT /IDENTIFY Project Position on Provision of Laboratory Equipment and
Supplies
August 30, 2011
The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of disease
with no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY project through
their existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks. These project efforts by
IDENTIFY are often implemented alongside a variety of host governments', donors' and
international organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and investments, and
coordinating and rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be done in
a transparent manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development of guidance
and policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g. biosafety/biosecurity,
quality assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection, handling and shipping); 3)
strengthening laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and response; and 4) enhanced
laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't
intend to routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a caseby-case basis, where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or reagents are
seriously limiting the laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing, or where specific
laboratory investments may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a national and/or regional
resource for normative disease testing, and where there is reasonable expectation that the
government involved will sustain the efforts of the laboratory(ies) in question, then in these
instances IDENTIFY will consider financing these needs, and then only in full cooperation w ith
the relevant national authorities and in consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to ensure
sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public health
sectors, the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach to achieving
their goals sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment and consumables
in support of points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations based upon need and
in line with the national authority, with the following distinctions:
•

•

•

For FAO, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in order
to provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and national
inputs are coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with the Ministry of
Agriculture.
While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis within
the context of the OIE Twinning Programme, the OIE is not planning wide-spread
procurement of equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.
For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy fo r Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia
Pacific Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAO and OIE, WHO allocates funds
under IDENTIFY directly to some of its Country Offices. These funds may be used to
procure equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement of the Ministry of
Health of those countries.

Practically, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about
current or planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY project,
if the ID ENTIFY Project has local representatives from WHO and FAO in that country/region,
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they may approach those people to convey their request or suggestion. For inquiries regarding
public health laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted. Inquiries pertaining to
support for animal health laboratories should be addressed to the FAO representative.
Alternatively, if local or regional representatives are not available, USAID Mission and EPT
partners may convey have queries to IDENTIFY's headquarters' representatives, or to the USAID
Washington AOTR. Requests or suggestions for provision of laboratory equipment can be best
considered by the IDENTIFY Project if they are submitted early, when upcoming yearly work
plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment or
supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt to
collect and share any details on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and its own
laboratory strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted local
supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their
laboratory services. FAO, OIE and WHO, as IDENTIFY partners and also in keeping with their
respective organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three organizations
would coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the leadership of the
relevant national authorities as appropriate.
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Annex 3: Current status of the progress of the Veterinary Glossary presenting an overview for validated (new) diagnostic techniques in addition to
OIE recommended methods.
DISEASE

TABLE MATRIX

Review process

1

African Swine Fever

available

2

available
available
pending
pending
available
pending
pending
pending

Pending (submitted to expert review)

10

Foot and Mouth Disease
Influenza A Virus
Newcastle Disease
Peste des petits ruminants
Rabies
Classical Swine Fever
Nipah/Hendra
Porcine Respiratory and
Reproductive Syndrome
Poxviruses

Reviewed by 3 reference labs, comments s till awaited from
expert review
Reviewed by 2 reference lab, needs review of 3rd ref.lab
Reviewed by 3 reference labs (EU, USA)
pending
Pending (submitted to expert review)
Reviewed bv 2 reference labs
Pending (submitted to expert review)
Pending (submitted to expert review)

pending

11

Anthrax

available/pending

12
13
14
15
16
17

Salmonella
Brucellosis
Hemorrhagic Septicemia
Leptospirosis
Tuberculosis
Cysticercosis
Trypanosomosis

pending
available
pending
pending
available
available

Pending (submitted to expert review)
First draft available (done by Reference lab), needs review of
further Reference labs
Pending (submitted to expert review)
Developed by expert, sent to Reference lab for review
pending
Pending (submitted to expert review)
Comments from 2 reference labs still awaited
Needs review of reference labs

pending

Pending (submitted to expert review)

available

Reviewed bv one Reference lab

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

18

(19) Additional: EIA
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Tables: Lists of IDENTIFY targeted animal and public health diseases including zoonoses
IDENTIFY Targeted Diseases: Congo Basin and SE Asia Regions (alphabetical )
For planning purposes only for t he IDENTIFY Proj ecfill
Jo int ly imp lemente d by FAO, OIE and WH O

From SE Asia Animal Health Stakeholders
Meeting, Bangkok, 20-21/01/2011
SE Asia Animal Diseases

From Congo Joint Stake holde rs Meeting, Entebbe, 02-04/11/2010
Congo Animal Diseases

Congo Human Diseases

African Swine Fever

Afri can Horse Sic kness*
African Swine Fever

Anthrax

Anthrax

Anthrax

Brucellosis

Brucellosis

Brucellosis

Bacterial Meningitis
Classical Swine Fever
Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia
Cont agious Caprine Pl e u ropn e umonia
Cysticercoses *

*
Dengue

Foot and Mouth Disease
Hemorrhagic Septicemia

Foot and Mouth Disease

Influenza viruses
LeotOMJirosis

Influenza viruses
Leatosoirosis •

Hepat itis

Newcastle Disease
Ni pah
,~ te des Petits Ruminants

Monkey pox
Newcastle Disease*

lnpuenza viruses
Leatos,iirosis
Malaria
Monkey pox

Peste des Petits Ruminants
Plague

Porci ne Respi ratory and Reproducti ve
Ri c kettsiosis

-~

Salmonella

Bacterial entertc a,seases

Spongioform encephalopathies

Spongioform encephalopathies•
Toxoplasmosis *
Trypanosomosis

Toxoplasmosis *
Trypanosomosis

Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhaaic fevers

Tuberculosis
Viral haemorrhaaic fevers

Tuliercu1osis
Viral haemorrhaaic fevers

Viral respiratory d iseases
Ye llow Fever
• l isted a s d i seas es of seco n dary concern for Congo Regi on

Bold: di s eases appearing i n at l east 2 t abl es
Italic: di sea ses appe ari n g in 3 tables
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OIE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY : SE Asia Region (alphabetical)
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY Projectlll
Jointly im plemented by FAO, OIE and WHO

No.

1
2

Final Stakeholders' List

OIE Listed Disease

African Swine Fever

African Swine Fever

Anthrax

Anthrax

No.

BruceI Iasis (Bruce/la abortus)
BruceI losis (Bruce/la melitensis)

3

Brucellosis

4
5
6

Classical Swine Fever

Ovine Eoididvmitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Classical Swine Fever

Foot and Mouth Disease

Foot and Mouth Disease

Haemorrhagic Septicemia

Haemorrhagic Se pti ce mi a
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza in

7

Influenza viruses

Brucel losis (Bruce/la suis)

birds/Low Pathogenicity notifiable

12
13

leptospirosis

Leptospirosis

Newcastle Disease

Newcastle Disease

Nipah

Nipah Virus Encephalitis

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Peste des Petits Ruminants

Porcine Respiratory and

Porcine Respiratory and

Reproductive Syndrome

Reproductive Syndrome

Rabies

Rabies

14

Salmonella

j

'....,
'

16

--......
/

Pul lorum Disease t
Salmonel losis (Salmonella

·····....

11
12
13
14
15

17
18

Campylobacter jejuni +

19

Campylobacterco/i +

20

Verocytotoxigenic
Escherichia coli :t: +

Spongioform

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy

21

Encephalopathies

Scrapie

22

Tuberculosis

Bovine Tuberculosis

23

Avian Tuberculosis :t: +

Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever

24
25
26

Marburg

Epizootic Haemorrhagic Disease t

17

......

16

abortusovis)

15

~)

Swine Influenza+

"'

Fowl Typhoid t

not OIE Listed

10

Avian Influenza i n poultry 1:1
Equine Influenza

8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Related other diseases,

Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers

Rift Valley Fever

Lassa Fever
Hendravirus :t:+
Ebola

-

-

Hantavirus

t No designated OIE Reference

+ Gu i dance availa bl e in OIE
Terrestrial Manua l

Laboratory
Bold: diseases appearing in at least 2

Chronic Wasting Disease :t:

t

OIE Refere nce Labora tory des igna ted

tables

Italic: diseases appearing in 3
tables

~ as del i ne d in Cha pter 10.4 of the 0 1E
Terrestria l Anima l Health Code

vers. 1 18.3.11
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OIE Listed Animal Diseases for IDENTIFY: Congo Basin Region (alphabet ical)
For planning purposes only for the IDENTIFY Project111
Jointly i mplemented by FAO, OIE and WHO

No.

1
2
3
4

5

Final Stakeholders' List

African Horse Sickness*

African Horse Sickness

African Swine Fever

African Swine Fever
Anthrax
Fowl Typhoid t
Pullorum Disease t

Anthrax

Bacterial enteric diseases

Brucellosis

Contagious Bovine

6

Pleuropneumonia
Contagious Capri ne

7

Pleuropneumonia *

8

Cysti ce rcose s*

9

Foot and Mouth Disease

10

Influenza Viruses

11

Leptospirosis*

12
13
14
15

Monkey Pox
Newcastle Disease*

Sal monellosis (Salmonella
abortusovis)
Bruce llosis (Bruce/la abortus)
Brucellosis (Bruce/la melitensis)
Bruce I losis (Bruce/la suis)
Ovine Epididymitis (Bruce/la ovis)
Contagious Bovine

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pleuropneumonia
Contagious Caprine
Pleuropneumonia

11

Porcine Cysticercosis t
Echi nococcosis/Hydati d osis
Foot and Mouth Disease
Equine Influenza

13

birds/Low Pathogenicity noti fiable
Avian Influenza in poultry n
Leptospirosis

19

Tuberculosis

Viral Haemorrhagic Fevers

• lis ted as diseases of secondary

Swine i nfluenza+

18

19
21

Trypanosomosis

Bovine Cysticercosis +

17

Rabies

18

Campylobacter coli +
Verocytotoxi genic
Escherichia coli :t: +

Highly Pathogenic Av ian Infl uenza i n

Rabies

Toxoplasmosis*

Campylobacter jejuni +

15

16

20

17

OIE Listed

14

Newcastle Disease
Peste des Petits Rum inants

Spongioform Encephalopathies*

Potential other diseases, not

12

Peste des Petits Ruminants

16

20

OIE Listed Disease

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy

22

Scrapie
Dourine
Surra (Trypanosoma evansi)

23

Trypanosomosis (tsetse-t ransmitted)
Bovine Tuberculosis
Crimean-Congo Haemorrhagic Fever

26
27

Epizootic Haemorrhagic Disease t
Nipah Virus Encephalit is
Rift Valley Fever

Chronic Wasting Disease :t:

+

24
25

28
29
30

31

Avian Tuberculosis :t: +
Marburg
Lassa Fever
Hendravirus :t: +
Ebola

-

Hantavirus

t No des ign ated OIE Reference Laboratory

+ Guidance avai labl e in OIE

concern for Congo region

Terrestrial Manual

*OIE Re fe rence Laboratory des igna ted
Bold: diseases appearing in at least 2 tables

Italic : diseases appearing in 3 tables

Ras defined in Chapter10.4 o f the OI E
Terrestrial Animal Hea lth Code
vers. 1

18 .3.11
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Annex 4 : Global Laboratory Networking Strategy- June 2011
Emerging Pandemic Threats Program
IDENTIFY Project

Background:
The IDENTIFY project is the component of the USAID-funded Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT)
programme that focuses on the capacity of laboratories in the public-health and animal-health
sectors to contribute to the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens through rapid
detection of known pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of unidentifiable
diseases. The IDENTIFY project is specifically designed to strengthen diagnostic capacities in the
geographic "hot spot" regions identified by USAID where new diseases have previously emerged.
In addition to IDENTIFY, the EPT Program has projects called PREDICT, RESPOND, and
PREVENT which cover the areas of wildlife monitoring, field epidemiology and training,
behavior change communications, and national planning. IDENTIFY activities have necessary
connections and interactions with the activities of several of the other components of the EPT
programme.
IDENTIFY is jointly implemented by the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the
World Organization for Animal Health (OIE), and the U.N. World Health Organization (WHO).
These organizations have long-established networks of laboratories which are an integral part of
their public-health or animal-health function. Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, the
three organizations will enhance the diagnostic capacity and improve networking of these
laboratories - both geographically and across the public-health and animal-health sectors. The
networks will include international reference laboratories which will support national and
regional laboratories, when necessary, by performing full characterization and investigation of
"unknown" agents. The ultimate aim of the five-year project is to link together a global
cooperative network that is fully capable of rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed
animal diseases and unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating
events of potential international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the
International Health Regulations (IHR).
Laboratory networks, often vertical or disease-oriented in nature, exist and will be the
foundation to which the IDENTIFY project will look to meet its goals. Gaps, both disease-specific
and with respect to geographical coverage, exist. The IDENTIFY project intends to determine
gaps and propose, in collaboration with national partners, mechanisms for capacity building to
fill these gaps. National and regional ownership of capacity building and networking activities is
critical. Regional parties are already active in regional networking and need to be engaged as
early as possible in the planning process in order to ensure sustainability and continued
collaboration within and between the animal and public health sectors.
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Steps to support enhanced laboratory capacity and networking
A. Identification of priority diseases and laboratories

1. Identification of targeted normative diseases and emerging pathogens [Note: steps

A.1 and A.2 conducted concurrently]

a.

For each hot spot region, IDENTIFY project partners will compile a list of
targeted diseases among humans and animals (including wildlife) in each
region for which improved rapid and accurate diagnosis is needed within the
framework of national and regional priorities. This list is based on official
disease notifications, country disease data review, regional existing disease
lists and priorities, literature review, input from national and regional
stakeholders, previous regional occurrence, predictive modeling, and other
relevant sources.

b. Once the list of targeted diseases is finalized following the stakeholders
awareness meetings, IDENTIFY project partners will catalog recommended
and updated testing methods, identify associated pathogens or syndromes,
and identify diseases which use similar testing technology, in order to better
coordinate and increase impact of project activities, specifically laboratorybased training on testing methods.
2. Identification oflaboratories and networks in or providing services to the hot spot
regions and countries [Note: continuous and evolving approach for Congo Basin and
SE Asia regions]
a. Within each of the hot spot regions, laboratory capacity of national animal
and public health laboratories will be assessed using standard criteria in
agreement with national authorities.
1.

Results of assessments previously conducted by the three IDENTIFY
partners will be summarized and will act as the basis for additional
data collection. This step could include incorporating available
assessments conducted by other EPT partners.

2. Additional targeted data collection on capacity will be conducted if
necessary (by self-assessment and questionnaire) by IDENTIFY
partners to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity.
b. This information plus additional information from other EPT projects on
geographic areas with the highest risk of pathogen emergence and spread,
and in consultation with local stakeholders such as Ministries of Health and
Agriculture, will also be considered in better targeting national laboratories
for support, within the framework of national and regional priorities.
c.

National laboratories (public health and animal health) will be the lowest
level of engagement within a country for IDENTIFY. Exceptions will be made
in cases where another laboratory has been specified by national authorities,
or where this relationship could be defined and/or strengthened, and could
provide the capacity to fill in gaps at national or regional levels.

d. Continuous support to regional networking will enable information and
experience sharing between countries, development of trust, regional
decisions on laboratory strengthening
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e. International and regional reference laboratories serving the hot spot
regions, most of which are affiliated with the IDENTIFY partners' existing
networks, will be incorporated to provide technical support to national
laboratories in accordance with existing Terms of References or mandates if
appropriate. These laboratories, along with high-capability national
laboratories, can also support quality control/assurance for other national
laboratories in the hot spot regions.
f.

B.

The IDENTIFY partners will support development or adaptation of standard
procedures and mechanisms, and reinforcement of linkages and
communication to refer specimens (or strains) between the abovementioned laboratories. This could include decision trees and algorithms for
referring specimens associated with human or animal outbreaks for which all
tests for known pathogens are negative to high capability laboratories and
the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens to reference laboratories.

Stre ngthe ning of national laboratories in re gional networks
1. For the laboratories identified (step A.2.b above), more detailed assessments may be

conducted in agreement with national authorities to fill information gaps and to
identify specific needs (step A l.a above) - which could include training, supplies for
shipping, equipment, reagents, etc. - that are needed to ensure that overall
laboratory functioning, accuracy, and timeliness is improved according to t he
national laboratory's priorities with the ultimate goal of improving disease reporting
to the proper national authorities.
2. Within the framework of national priorities and following laboratory assessments
(see 8.1), partners will provide strengthening support, such as training, protocols
and documentation, quality assurance systems, proficiency testing, networking
opportunities, equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. for national laboratories.
a. Development/adaptation and provision of protocols and/or in-service
training for laboratory staff related to testing, sample handling, laboratory
biosafety, reporting, quality control, sample shipping, etc. Follow-up training
may be required at certain intervals.
b. Procurement and delivery of equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. For
s ustainability reasons, it would be ideal for national authorities to include
equipment and commodities costs in their budgets or to phase in coverage of
the costs so the country is fully supporting recurrent costs for commodities
and maintenance of equipment. At the stakeholders meetings, participants
expressed their desire to develop a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see
8.3 below).
Note: These steps will be coordinated with national, regional, and global partners to
ensure that this support is not already being provided by others.

3. In collaboration with national authorities, the development of a sustainability plan
by country will be facilitated to assist the identification of sources of funding,
including reinforced budget lines for national laboratories, to ensure optimal use of
resources.

Establishing/stre ngthening linkages among existing regional and global
laboratory networks across public and animal health (e.g. OFFLU. GFN. EDPLN) and with
relevant disease control authorities.
C.
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1. Within each hot spot region, the mapping exercise will include the inventory of
activities of existing geographical/specialized laboratory networks that already
contribute to meeting IDENTIFY's goals.

2. Discussions with the key global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) will
occur for the strengthening oflinkages and increased collaboration between national
laboratories and regional networks.
3. IDENTIFY will advocate for new and enhanced linkages between laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks both within the animal and public health
sectors, and across sectors.
4. For the laboratories in each hot spot region, collaborations and communication
pathways will be strengthened in order to share samples, data, reports, etc. with
disease control authorities. Development of mutual trust and interest within regional
networks will be promoted.
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Annex 5: List of Laboratories - SSEA

Region

Country

Laboratory Focal
point

Disease
specialty/ focus

*

National
Laboratory

PREDICT
Laboratory

Yes

Yes

Dr. Sorn San

n/a

CH-LVRI

Hong Yin

FMD

Yunnan Animal Science and
Veterinary Institute

CH-YASVI

Dr Li Huachun

Bluetongue

China Animal Disease Control
Cent re, Beijing

CH-CADC

Xinyan Zhai

n/a

Yes

China Animal Health and
Epidemiology Center, Qingdao

CH-CAHEC

Song Cuiping

Newcastle and
Exotic Diseases

Yes

Indonesia*

Directorate of Livestock Animal
Health Service

ID-DGLAHS

Dr. Pudjiatmoko

n/a

Lao PDR

National Animal Health Center

LA-NAHC

Dr Bounlom
Douangngeun

n/a

Yes

Yes

Veterinary Research Institute

ML-VRI

Dr Ramlan
Mohamed

Avian Influenza
and Newcastle
disease

Yes

Yes

Department of Wildlife and
National Parks Peninsular
Malaysia

ML-PER

Myanmar *

Livestock Breeding and
Veterinary Department

MY-LBVD

Philippines

Philippine Animal Health Center

PH-PAHC

National Institute of Animal
Health

TH-NIAH

FMD Regional Reference
Laboratory Pakchong

TH-RRL

China

IU

·;:;;
ct

"'
IU
Qj

National Veterinary Research
Institute
Langzhou Veterinary Research
Institute

Abbr

CA-NaVRI

Cambodia

....

Veterinary
laboratories

....

.s:::.
:::,
0

1/'l

M alaysia

Thailand

Dato' Abd Rasid
Bin Samsudin
Dr Maung Maung
Kyin
Dr Magdalena
Cruz
DrVimol
Jirathanawat
Dr Panithan
Thongtha

Wildlife

Yes

n/a

Yes

n/a

Yes

n/a

Yes

FMD
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Viet Nam

Bangladesh
n,

'iii

..

~

.s:.
::::J

Chulalongkorn University Center
for Emerging and Re-Emerging
Diseases in Anima ls

CUEIDAs

Dr Sannipa
Su rad hat

n/a

Regional Animal Health Office
Number 6

VN-RAH06

Dr Ngo Than Long

CSF and PRRS

Hanoi Agriculture University

VN-HNAg

Nguyen Thi Lan

W ildlife

VN-NCVD

Dr Nguyen Tung

n/a

Yes

BL-COIL

Dr Bidhan
Chandra Das

n/a

Yes

BL-BLRI

Dr M d. Giasuddin

PPR

National Center for Veterin ary
Diagnosis
Central Disease Investigation
Laboratory
Bangladesh Livestock Research
Institute

Yes

Nepal

Central Veterinary Laboratory

NE-CVL

Dr. Damodar
Sedai

n/a

Yes

India**

High Security Animal Disease
Laboratory

IN-HSADL

Dr. S. C. Dubey

OIE Reference
Laboratory for
Avian Influenza

Yes

0

VI

* Participation of Indonesia to regional activities in Yea r 3 and of Myanmar (not supported by
IDENTIFY) will be funded from other sources
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List of Laboratories - CONGO BASIN

Country

Veterinary laboratories

Abbreviation

Disease specialty/focus*

Cameroon

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Garoua, LANAVET

LANAVET

PPR, ASF, NCD and CBPP, rabies,
tubercu losis, brucellosis

Central African Republic

Laboratoire Central Veterinaire de Bangu i, LACEVET

LACEVET

ASF, PPR, NCD, Rabies, brucellosis

Democratic Republic of
Congo

Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa, LCVK

LCVK

MPX, RVF in ruminants, ASF, NCD ,Al, LSD,
PPR, rabies, brucellosis, CBPP, ASF, FMD

Equatorial Guinea

Laboratoire National ECAA-KM 7

ECAA-KM 7

n/a

Gabon

Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville, LNVL

LNVL

n/a

Republic of Congo

Laboratoire de diagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville,
LDVB

LDVB

CBPP, PPR

Rwanda

National Veterinary Laboratory, RARDA, Rubirizi, Kigali

RARDA

Al, CBPP, CCPP, RVF, PPR, brucelosis

South Sudan

Central Veterinary Laboratory, Juba

Tanzania

Central Veterinary Lab, CVL in Temeke, Dar es Salaam

CVL

Al, BTB, FMD, CBPP, RVF, PPR, NCD, ASF,
rabies, brucellosis

Uganda

National Veterinary Lab, NVL in Entebbe

NVL

FMD, CBPP, Influenzas (HlNS, HlNl), ASF,
PPR, rinderpest, rabies.

CVL

(S.Sudan)

n/a

Regional service laboratories for Congo region
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Botswana

Botswana National Veterinary Laboratory, BNVL,
Gaborone

BNVL

Al, NCD, CBPP

Ethiopia

National Animal Health Diagnostic Investigation Centre,
NAHDIC, Sebeta (Selected by EARLN as regional service
lab for Al/ND, Eastern Africa)

NAHDIC

AI/ND/IBD, AHS, PPR, CBPP, CCPP, RVF

Nigeria

National Veterinary Research Institute, NVRI, Vom
(elected by RESOLAB as one of the two regional
laboratories)

NVRI

CBPP, PPR, ASF, FMD, NCD, Coccidiosis,
HPAI, Rabies, Anthrax, Salmonellosis,
Brucellosis

Senegal

Laboratoire National de l'Elevage et de Recherches
Veterinaire, LNEVR, Dakar, (elected by RESOLAB as one
of the two regional laboratories)

LNERV

Rinderpest, RVF, PPR, ASF, NCD, FMD,
Tuberculosis, Rabies, Anthrax,
salmonelosis, Peste equine, LSD, AHS, HPAI
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Annex 6: Questionnaire adapted from the lab-mapping analysis tool
Laboratory:

Date:

Contact:

Email:

Lab Address:
Address 2:
Telephone:

Fax:

Instructions: select only one answer per row and record score in grey shaded space below. Scores will then be
transferred to excel sheet

L

0

3

2

1

Isolated compound outside
of residential area

Isolated compound in low
populated area

Proper
containment
+
guard (24 hr) + Restricted
access to building with
Identity card (employees)
only

Proper
containment
guard (24 h)

Access to highway, airport,
harbour and I or station
within 30 minutes

Access to highway, airport,
harbour or station within 60
minutes

3

2

1

0

Lab
is
financially
autonomous, funds for lab
from public source and/or
self-generated

Lab is almost financia lly
autonomous, funds fo r lab
from
public
or
selfgenerated
AND
development programmes

Lab has insufficient own
budget,
activities
dependant on development
partners

Lab has no own budget; all
activities exclusively rely on
external funding source

Lab budget allows ample
opportunity for research

Lab budget allows a little
research

Lab finances are insufficient
for proper research

No research activity due to
insufficient lab budget

Lab budget sufficient for
independent upgrading of
larger lab infrastructure

Lab budget would allow a
little
independent
upgrading of infrastructure

Upgrading by use of lab
budget only for small and
cheap
infrastructural
changes

Upgrading
only
external funding

3

2

1

0

Constant stable electricity
supply
and
automatic
switch-on generator

Stable electricity supply and
generator
(manually
operated)

Frequent
electrical
instability/voltage
irregularity,
manually
operated generator

Electricity supply less than
10 hours per day, generator
does not run permanently
or not existent

Single building
populated area

0
in

low

Building w ithin residentia l
area

Insufficient containment /
low biosecurity level /
guard present

Easy access to laboratory
compound by visitor /
stranger /
containment
insufficient/ no guard

Access sometimes difficult

Limitations in access to
transport means (traffic
jams, bad road, airport far)

C

A
T

+

0
N

L
A
B

B

u
D

G
E
T

B
A

s

with

1

C

s
u
p

Constant supply of goodquality water (pipe)

Constant supply of water
through pipe or tank; backup tank available

Supply of water through
tank,
sometimes
insufficient or quality low

Irregular water supply

Unlimited access to purified
water; own production of
deionised
and
distilled
water

Access to deionised and
distilled water (external
source)

Limited access to deionised
and/or
distilled
water
(external/internal source)

Difficult access to deionised
and/or distilled water

3

2

1

0

Organigram
and
in
organization
system
place + written description
of responsibilities

Organigram
and
organization
system
in
place; staff mostly know
their roles

Organization
system
in
place,
but
frequent
changes, staff not always
aware of their ro les

Frequent
shifting
of
personnel, no consequent
organization system

3

2

1

0

Close collaboration w ith and
constant support of satellite
labs* (hereafter: satlab)

Close contact w ith satellite
labs, but support limited
due to insufficient lab
budget

Contact with satellite labs,
but collaboration difficult

Collaboration w ith satellite
labs insufficient

Support of satlabs by training
on regular basis

Support of satlabs by
training on irregular basis

Support of satlabs by rare
training

No t ransmission of t raining
to satlabs

Support
of satlabs
provision
material/reagents/kits
regular basis

Support of satlabs
irregular
prov1s1on
materiaI/reagents/kits

Rare
provision
material/reagents/kits

No possibility for provision
of material/reagents/kits

p

L

y

0
R

G.

L

N

K
A
G

E

L

by
of
on

by
of

of

A
B

s
3
C

0

2

1

0

telephone/fax
with
good

Good
telephone/fax
connectivity,
sometimes
interrupted

Connectivity and quality of
phone/fax somet imes poor

Bad
connectivity
of
phone/fax due to problems
w ith line or electricity

Good and speedy internet
connection, all staff has
access in all areas (labs,
office... )

Good internet connection
in offices; not all staff
member have access

Internet connection limited,
but in general fairly well

Internet
is
slow
and
interrupted; only selected
staff member have access

Staff has free access to
scientific
publications
{library, online journals)

Free access to library,
limited access to onlinejournals

Library might be existent,
but not up-to-date, limited
access to online-j.

No access to library, and
only to few online journals
(non-restricted)

Institute has website and

Institute has website and
irregularly
publishes

In house
and
external
informations are published

No

Constant
connectivity
quality

M
M

u
N

C

A
T

website,

no

regula r

2

0

produces regular bulletin

information

on request

information sharing

N

N

3

2

1

0

All lab departments are
clearly separated and well
contained
by
use
of
desinfections, change of lab
coats; identity badges or
other means

Lab
departments
are
separated but can be
accessed by lab staff from
other department

Separation in place but not
strictly followed

No clear separation

Facilities
(labs}
of
all
departments
wellmaintained and well looked
after by lab staff

Facilities of most of
departments
wellmaintained
and
well
looked after by lab staff

Only some labs are wellmaintained and well looked
after

Most
labs
of
the
departments are in poor
status.

BSL-3/4 Virology lab (BSC-III)

BSL-2/3
Virology
(2xBSC-II}

BSL-1/2 Virology lab (lxBSC11)

No biosafe Virology lab
(BSC-II not functioning or
not existent)

BSL-3/4 Postmortem room +
BSC-I11

BSL-2/3 PM-room+ BSC-II

BSL-1/2 PM-room (BSC-II}

No biosafe PM-room, no
BSC

BSL-3/4 Bacteriology lab +
BSC-II

BSL-2/3 Bacteriology lab +
BSC-11

BSL-1/2 Bacteriology lab +
lxBSC-II

No biosafe Bacteriology lab
(BSC-II not functioning or
not existent)

BSL-3 Animal facility in use
fo r
experiments
and
bioproducts (diagnosis)

Animal facil ity in use
production of diagnostic
reagents (SPF-eggs, sera
etc.)

Animal facil ities
but not in use

Animal
available

PCR set-up (extraction, MM,
template,
machine)
separated including change
of lab clothes (coats and
shoes)

PCR set-up (extraction,
MM, template, machine)
separated, but no change
of lab clothes

Different rooms available,
but not in consequent use
for PCR set-up separation

No separation of PCR set-up

All labs are closed rooms and
harbour Air Conditioner in all
departments

Labs
in
most
of
departments are closed
rooms and harbour Air
Conditioner

Only
labs
in
specific
departments (e.g. Al-Lab}
have closed rooms and
harbour Air Conditioner

Lab doors or windows do
not properly close, hardly
any AC in rooms

F

R

A

s

Lab

T

R

u
C

T

available

faci lities

not

u
R

E

E

Q

3

2

1

0

Virology/Serology
department
sufficiently
equipped to carry out safe
diagnosis of various viral
diseases
including

Virology/Serology
department
sufficiently
equipped to carry out safe
diagnosis of only selected
disease (e.g. HPAI)

Virology/Serology
department lacks modern
equipment for diagnosis of
viral diseases

Virology/Serology
department lacks basic
equipment for diagnosis of
viral diseases

3

electronic microscopy

u
Molecular
section
sufficiently equipped to
carry out diagnosis of
various diseases

Molecular
section
sufficiently equipped to
carry out diagnosis of HPAI
(including realtime PCR
cycler and sequencer}

Pathology
department
sufficiently equipped to
safely carry out necropsies
and
histo-pathological
techniques

Pathology
department
sufficiently equipped to
carry out necropsies and
limited
pathological
techniques

Bacteriology
department
sufficiently equipped to
carry out safe diagnosis of a
broad range of bacterial
diseases

Bacteriology
department
sufficiently equipped to
carry out safe diagnosis of
at least the most important
bacterial diseases

department
Parasitology
sufficiently equipped to
carry out safe diagnosis of a
broad
range
of
parasitological diseases

Parasitology
department
sufficiently equipped to
carry out safe diagnosis of
at least the most important
parasitological diseases

A
mobile
BSL-3
lab
(automobile} is ready for
use in emergency situations

A
mobile
BSL-3
lab
(automobile) is in place, but
has not been maintained

3

2

1

0

A broad range of reagents
can
be
independently
procured for diagnostic use

A limited range of reagents
can
be
independently
procured for diagnostic use

Only few reagents can be
independently procured for
diagnostic use

All reagents for diagnostic
use must be procured by
external organization

Reagents/material
fo r
diagnostic use can be selfproduced in good quality
(accord ing to standards}
and sufficient amount

Few reagents/material for
diagnostic use can be selfproduced, efforts taken to
produce in good quality
according to standards

Few reagents/material for
diagnostic use can be
produced,
quality

quality

Separate
storage
and
documentation of different
material (reagents, sera,
samples...} according to
standards of QA/ QMS

Separate
storage
of
different
material
(reagents, sera, samples...},
but not documented

No consequent separation
of storage of diffe rent
material

No
separation,
storage
doubtful
because
of
limitations in functionality
of
freezer
/
fridges,
insufficient documentation

Virology/Serology
department
harbours
sufficient
reagents
fo r
diagnosis of a broad range

Virology/Serology
department
harbours
sufficient
reagents
for
diagnosis of the most
important viral diseases

Virology/Serology
department
harbours
limited
reagent s
for
diagnosis viral diseases

Virology/Serology
department
harbours
hardly any reagents, or
reagents are expired, or
reagents have not been

p

M

E

N

T

R

Molecular section lacks
modern equipment and
might harbour old PCR
cyders
and
gelelectrophoresis equipment

Pathology department lacks
equipment for
Pathological techniques

modern

Bacteriology

department

lacks modern equipment for
diagnosis
of
important
bacterial diseases

Parasitology

department

Molecular section lacks
even basic equipment

Pathology department lacks
equipment
for
diagnosis of viral diseases

basic

Bacterial department lacks
equipment
for
diagnosis
of
bacterial
diseases

basic

Parasitology

department

lacks modern equipment for

lacks basic equipment for

diagnosis
of
important
parasitological diseases

diagnosis of parasitological
diseases

A
mobile
(automobile)
procurement
process

Never heard of mobile BSL3 lab

BSL-3
lab
is
under
I under

E

A

G

E

N

questionable

No

own

production
of

or
produced

reagents/material
doubtful

is

T

4

s

of viral diseases

(e.g. Al, ND, rabies ...)

properly stored

Molecular section harbours
sufficient
reagents
fo r
molecular diagnosis

Molecular section harbours
reagents for a limited range
of molecular diagnosis

Molecular section harbours
limit ed reagents molecular
diagnosis

Molecular diagnosis cannot
be carried out due to lack of
valid reagents

Bacteriology
department
harbours sufficient reagents
fo r diagnosis of a broad
range of bacterial diseases

Bacteriology
department
harbours sufficient reagents
for diagnosis of the most
important
bacterial
diseases
(e.g.
Anthrax,
Salmonellosis, Tuberculosis,
Pasteurella...)

Bacteriology
department
harbours limited reagents
for
diagnosis
bacterial
diseases

Bacteriology
department
harbours
hardly
any
reagents, or reagents are
expired, or reagents have
not been properly stored

Pathology
department
harbours sufficient reagents
fo r
profound
pathohistological investigations

Pathology
department
harbours sufficient reagents
for necropsies / grosspathology

Pathology
department
harbours limited reagents
for pathology

Pathology
department
harbours
hardly
any
reagents, or reagents are
expired, or reagents have
not been properly stored

Para sitology
department
harbours sufficient reagents
for diagnosis of a broad
range of parasitological
diseases

Parasitology
department
harbours sufficient reagent s
for diagnosis of the most
important
parasit ological
diseases

Parasitology
department
harbours limited reagents
for diagnosis parasitological
diseases

Parasitology
department
harbours
hardly
any
reagents, or reagents are
expired, or reagents have
not been properly stored

3

2

1

0

Sufficient number of skilled
staff in each department

Sufficient number of staff,
but not all trained in each
department or not always
available

Number
of
staff not
sufficient/not available in
most of the departments

Serious lack of skilled
personnel in most of the
departments

High expertise of staff in
virology/serology
department

Well-trained but not very
experienced
staff
in
virology/serology
department

Trained
staff
virology/serology
department,
but
motivation

Staff in virology/serology
department not trained or
not experienced or not
motivated or all

High expertise of staff in
molecular section

Well-trained but not very
experienced
staff
in
molecular section

Trained staff in molecular
section, but lack motivation

Staff in molecular section
not
trained
or
not
experienced
or
not
motivated or all

High expertise of staff in
bacteriology department

Well-trained but not very
experienced
staff
in
bacteriology department

Trained staff in bacteriology
department,
but
lack
motivation

Staff
in
bacteriology
department not trained or
not experienced or not
mot ivat ed or all

High expertise of staff in
parasitology department

Well-trained but not very
experienced
staff
in
parasitology department

Trained staff in parasitology
department,
but
lack
motivation

Staff
in
parasitology
department not trained or
not experienced or not

u
p

p

L

y

s
T
A
F
F

s

in
lack

K

L
L

s
&

A
V
A
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mot ivated or all
L

A
B

L

Lab staff is actively involved
in lab work fo r > 35
hours/week

Lab staff is actively involved
in lab work for > 25
hours/week

Lab staff is present for > 25
hours/week, but not always
active

Lab staff might be present,
but mostly not active

Emergency service
place for 24 hours

Weekend shifts are in place

Irregular
emergency
service/weekend shifts

No emergency service

Maintenance
staff
(plumbing,
electricity,
mechanics etc.)
always
available

Maintenance staff during
working hours available

Maintenance staff available
with delay in arrival

Very
difficult
to
maint enance staff

3

2

1

0

Pathology
department
receives >5 carcasses daily
fo r post-mortem

Pathology
department
receives 5 carcasses daily
for post-mortem

Pathology
department
receives <5 carcasses daily
for post-mortem

Pathology
department
receives carcasses only in
emergency situations

Lab daily rece ives
biological
samples
routine diagnosis

Lab daily receives
biological
samples
routine diagnosis

Lab daily receives
biological
samples
routine diagnosis

<5
for

Lab daily receives biological
samples only in emergency
situations

is

in

T
y

s
A

get

M
p

L

>10
fo r

5-10
for

E

A

>20
samples
are
investigated in PCR weekly

10-20
samples
are
investigated in PCR weekly

<10
samples
are
investigated in PCR weekly

No PCR applicable, or only
in rare circumstances with
doubtful results

Lab is regularly involved in
active surveillance of >3
animal diseases

Lab is regu larly involved in
active surveillance of 2-3
animal diseases

Lab is actively involved in
surveillance of <2 animal
diseases

Lab is very rarely involved in
active surveillance

Sample
processing
is
immediately carried out by
skilled and experienced lab
staff

Sample processing is carried
out sometimes with delay
by skilled and experienced
lab staff

Sample processing is carried
out mostly w ith delay by lab
staff

Sample processing is carried
out mostly with delay;
sometimes because lack of
staff no processing

Back-reporting
to
the
shipper/sender/owner
of
samples is immediately
carried out after receiving
results

Back-reporting
to
the
shipper/sender/owner
of
samples is carried out with
delay but within one week

Back-reporting
to
the
shipper/sender/owner
of
samples often takes >l
week

Sometimes / often no back
reporting of results

3

2

1

0

Necropsies conducted by
high-skilled pathologists

Necropsies conducted by
trained but unexperienced
pathologists

C
C
E

s
s
0
N

A
V

Necropsies conducted
laboratory person

by

No expertise in pathology /
no technology / pathologist
available

A
Histopathological
investigation well applied

No
means
fo r
histopathological technique
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L
A
B

Electronic
functional

microscopy

Electronic
microscope
functional but no operator

Electronic microscope non
functional

No electronic microscope

Well-experienced
and
biosafe cell culturing with
>S different cell types

Cell-culturing possible but
with limited cell types

Cell-culturing possible with
limited cell types, but no
expertise

No cell-culture

Biosafe
Culturing
with
Embryonated chicken eggs
{ECE}

Culturing with Embryonated
chicken eggs {ECE} under
limited BSL

Limited use of ECE due to
various reasons

No use of ECE

Regular use of serological
assays
like
ELISA,
HI,
Im muno-h istochemistry,
AGID for diagnosis of broad
range of animal diseases

Use of some serological
assays for specific diseases

Only use of very basic
serological assays like HI,
AGID for specific diseases

No use of serological assays
like ELISA, HI, lmmunohistochemistry, AGID

PCR technology {including
rea ltime} used for >5
genome detection

PCR technology used for 1-5
genome detection

Basic
PCR
technology
applied only for 1 genome
detection

No PCR technology applied

Sequencing
technology
applied and regularly used

Sequencing rarely used

Sequencing
technology
available but not in use

No sequencing technology
available

Anima l
experiments as
diagnostic
technology
applied {ICPI, IVPI, mouse
inoculation}

Animal
experiments
as
diagnostic
technology
applied
under
limited
conditions

Animal experiments may be
used
but
lacks
of
appropriate expertise/other
conditions

No animal experiments in
use

3

2

1

0

L
E

T

E
C
H

N

0
L
0
G
y

T

R

A

N

N

Staff of each department
receives annual t raining fo r
improvement
of
lab
diagnosis

Not all staff,
department

not

all

rarely

No regu lar training

Staff of each department
receives weekly inhouse
training

Not all staff,
department

not

all

rarely

No weekly inhouse t raining

Key staff receives regular
training in quality assurance
{OA}/control {QC}

Not all staff,
department

not

all

rarely

No training in QA/QC

Key staff receives regular
training
in
equipment
maintenance
and
calibration

Not all staff,
department

not

all

rarely

No training in equipment
maintenance
and
calibration
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G

Q

u
A

Heads trained
management

in

lab

No
training
management

Neither
trained,
instructed, but aware

nor

in

lab

Cleaning staff trained in
biosafety/biosecurity

Not t rained but instructed
by head of lab

Cleaning staff not trained at
all

3

2

1

0

ISO 17025 installed fo r
some diseases or particular
departments + external
control program + audits

ISO
17025
principles
applied
and
regularly
checked by lab staff

In process of adapting ISO
17025 principles

No ISO 17025 principles
applied

Annual
participation
in
Proficiency Testing for >1
disease

Annua l participation in PT
for 1 disease

Irregular participation for 1
disease

No PT participation unt il
now

SOPs for all methodology
prepared and in use

SOPs only for selected
methodology
of
most
important
diseases
prepared and in use

Preparation of SOPs under
process

Hardly any SOP

L

T

y

A

s
s
u
R

Proper
validation
for
in house
methods
/
Checking kits before use

No experience in validation
or evaluation techniques

A

N
C
E

B

0

Quality
officer/manager
assigned + quality manual
applied

Quality manual applied

Quality officer / manager
assignment and quality
manual under process

No Quality officer/manager
and no quality manual

Use of internal test quality
control (QC) according to
international standards

QC often, but not always
applied

QC ra rely applied

No experience in QC

Identification and tracking
of each sample entering the
lab by use of LIMS or
barcoding

Identification and tracking
of each sample entering the
lab by use of precise LogBook + Excel file

Identification and t racking
of samples only of some
(important) diseases

Irregular identification and
tracking of samples applied

OIE guidelines are followed,
and OIE Terrestrial Manual
is in regular use

OIE Manual in place

OIE Manual rarely used

No notice of OIE Manual

3

2

1

0

Biorisk officer is assigned
and SOPs for personnel
biosafety/biosecurity
available

Key-Staff is well-trained in
biosafety/biosecurity

Some staff is aware of
biosafety/biosecurity
principles

Only vague knowledge of
biosafety/biosecu rity
principles

PPE is used when required,
consequent change of lab

PPE is available and under
rare occasions used, change

PPE is available, but not
used, inconsequent use of

PPE
is
not
(always)
available, inconsequent use

s
A
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F

clot hes including shoes

of lab coat but not shoes

lab clothes

of lab clothes

Lab staff has to follow an
obligatory
quarantine
period of 3-7 days before
entering
any
animal
holding, is not involved in
taking
samples
during
active surveillance

Lab staff generally fo llows
a quarantine period of 3
days before entering any
animal holding, is not
involved in taking samples
during active surveillance

Lab staff is actively involved
in taking samples from
animals with a quarantine
period of at least 3 days

Lab staff is actively involved
in taking samples from
animals w ithout quarantine
period

Proper waste management
by compulsive use of
incinerator,
aut oclave,
treatment
of
chemical
waste, sharp disposal

Mostly use of incinerator
and autoclave...

Irregular use of incinerat or,
autoclave...

Improper
waste
management,
no
incinerator, no autoclaving
of infectious material. ..

Controlled and restricted
access only for key staff to
BS-Labs and freezer rooms
by use of security system
(ID-badges, camera)

Controlled and rest rict ed
access only for key staff to
BS-Labs and freezer rooms
by use of locks

3

2

1

0

Health check of all lab staff
on regula r basis (at least
annually)

Irregula r health check of lab
staff

Health check of lab staff
only on request/ accident

No health check, in case of
accident staff has to seek
doctor on own expenses

Annual vaccination of some
staff working w ith zoonotic
agents
fo llowing
WHO
recommendations (rabies,
HlNl...)

Vaccination on request

Post-exposure vaccination
in case of accident

No vaccination

Eye wash
available
department

shower
each

Eye wash and shower
available in some labs

Eye wash and shower
available in some labs but
not regular checked

Not
available
functiona l

Lab has regular contacts /
collaborations
with
>3
labs/institutions within the
country

Lab has regular contacts /
collaborations w ith
1-3
labs/instit utions w ithin the
country

Lab has regu lar contacts /
collaborations
with
1
labs/institut ions within t he
country

Lab has no regular contacts
/
collaborations
labs/institutions within the
country

Lab takes actively part in
regional
lab-networking,
considers its ro le as key
regional lab

Lab is involved in regional
lab-networking

Lab is attends meetings for
regional
lab-net working,
but is not active in regional
networking

Lab is not involved
regional lab-net working

Lab part1c1pates in >3
international projects fo r
TAD/zoonotic diseases of

Lab participates in 1-3
international projects for
TAD/zoonotic diseases of

Lab
participates
in
1
int ernational project s for
TAD/zoonotic diseases of

Lab does not participat e in
international projects

E
T

y

&

B

0

s
E

C

u
R

Easy access to labs and
freezers / fridges during
working hours

T
y

s
T
A
F
F

H
E
A
L

and
in

or

not

T
H
C
0

L
L

A
B

0

in

R
A

9

T

major importance

major importance

major importance

0

Lab communicates regularly
with an OIE reference
laboratory

Lab has some contacts to
OIE reference lab

Lab has irregular contact
with OIE ref lab

Lab has no contact to OIE
ref lab

Lab participates in >2
twinning projects (DIE, EU)

Lab participates
twinning projects

Lab considers to participate
in twinning

No twinning considerations

N

D

A
T

in

1-2

3

2

1

0

Lab regularly uses (openaccess)
disease-related
webpages (OIE, FAO, WHO,
OFFLU, Promed ... )

Lab sometimes uses (openaccess)
disease-related
webpages

Lab rarely uses (openaccess)
disease-relat ed
webpages

Lab does not use (openaccess)
disease-related
webpages

Databases
(Gene-bank,
ARAHIS, EMPRES, WAHID.. )
are regularly used

Databases
(Gene-bank,
ARAHIS, EMPRES, WAHID..)
are sometimes used

Databases
(Gene-bank,
ARAHIS, EMPRES, WAHID.. )
are rare ly used

Databases are not used

Regular Information sharing
by use of web-based
platforms

Irregular
Information
sharing by use of webbased platforms

Information sharing only on
request

No information sharing

Lab /
Epi department
routinely uses platforms
(TAD-Info, GIS, others)

Lab / Epi department rarely
uses platforms (TAD-Info,
GIS, others)

Lab / Epi department has
platforms installed, but no
expertise in usage

No use of such platforms

A
B
A

s
E

s

* Satellite Labs: Labs attached to National labs, e.g. Provincial labs that have to submit samples to National lab
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Annex 7: CSF-PRRS Training and Workshop Evaluation
Organization (mean score)

Overall assessment of
the event

How would you rate
the impact this event
had or will have on:

Logistics:

Training

Workshop

(n=14)

(n=19)

Content

3.9

3.7

Structure/ Format

3.7

3.5

Organisation

3.6

3.6

Your technical knowledge on the subject

3.5

3.2

Your professional activit ies

3.4

3.2

Strengthen regional networks

3.6

3.6

Improving the work of your department/unit

3.4

3.3

Invitation

3.6

3.9

Flight arrangement

3.9

3.9

Land transportation

3.5

3.5

Accommodation

3.3

3.7

Registration

3.6

3.8

Venue/ Room Facility

3.3

3.7

Food and drink

3.9

3.9

Dinner

3.1

3.8

Supporting document

3.7

3.5

Training Programme (mean score)
content

presentation

practice

useful

fulfill

Laboratory Biosafety

4

4

4

4

4

Working with cell culture

4

4

4

4

4

Preparation and inoculation of tissue
samples

4

4

4

4

4

Serological identification of CSF and
PRRS antibody

4

4

4

4

4

Identification of CSF and PRRS viruses
in tissue sample using real-time PCR

4

4

4

4

4

Swine viral diseases gross pathology

3

3

3

4

3

Identification of CSF and PRRS virus in
cell culture

4

4

4

4

3

Optimization of PCR assay

4

4

4

4

4

ELISA test for CSF and PRRS

3

3

3

3

3
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Quality assurance

4

3

3

4

4

Proficiency testing

3

3

3

4

3

Overall training programme

4

4

4

4

4

Other comments {Training)

Strength
Good cooperation of laboratory personnel in RAHO6
Best capacity of trainers
Full support of donor and host country to prepare the facilities needed
Organization, practice, knowledge, taking care
Should start on time to avoid finish late
More hands-on work were conducted by participants
First two days were a bit dis-organized - laboratory work start late
Enhance relationship among countries

Weakness
Training document
PM room need more light and air condition
Few inverted microscope available
Only 2 BSC for participants to practice, should have 4
Suggestion
Should rotate host country to see facilities of others
Can split into two small groups (PCR and VI) then switch after one week so there are
enough equipment for each group
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Annex 8: Mapping Exercise -Congo Basin.
IDENTIFY Project: CONGO BASSIN NATIONAL VETERINARY DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORIES MAPPING
Background

One of the specific objective of the IDENTIFY project is to strengthen detection and reporting of
common human and animal pathogens using existing laboratory networks that include regional- and
country-level laboratories. These laboratories will be linked with regional- or global-level reference
laboratories which can provide diagnosis confirmation services as well as additional advanced
testing, including pathogen characterization, as needed.
In order to fulfil the objectives of the IDENTIFY project, laboratories will be prioritized for capacity
building and other support (e.g., supply of equipment, reagents, etc.) so as to achieve adequate
coverage within the hot spot region across all tiers. Additiona l project activities will focus on
strengthening the connectivity of these laboratories with each other across tiers, sectors and disease
programs.
Sub-activities
Review of existing data on laboratory capacity and networks from existing laboratory
assessments available; Ana lysis of National Laboratories annual reports and laboratory
capacity in the region compiled, Data input into laboratory capacity matrix;
Laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments planned and conducted; Additional
targeted data collection, including laboratory visits and/or follow-up assessments if
necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity; Data input into laboratory
capacity matrix; Laboratories placed into tier corresponding to actual capacity
Identification of laboratories to target for strengthening support of
capabilities/capacities to diagnose normative and emerging/unknown pathogens significant
to the region so as to achieve adequate coverage within the region
Achievements
This mapping exercise was carried out within the framework of the USAID funded IDENTIFY project
on its beneficiary laboratories in Congo Basin region:
•
•

Laboratoire National Veterinaire - LANA VET {Cameroon)
Laboratoire Veterinaire de Bangui - LACEVET (Central African Republic)

•
•
•
•
•

Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa- LCVK (Democratic Republic of Congo),
Laboratoire de diagnostic veterinaire de Brazzaville - LDVB (Republic of Congo)
Laboratoire National Veterinaire de Libreville - LNVB (Gabon)
Laboratoire National ECCA (Equatorial Guinea)
Central Laboratory, Rubirizi - CL_ Rw (Rwanda}

•
•

Central Veterinary Laboratory of Dar es Salam - CVL_ Tz (Tanzania)
National Animal Disease Diagnostics and Epidemiology Centre - NADDEC (Entebbe,
Uganda).
The survey covered 8 out of these 9 laboratories as one of them, the Laboratoire National
ECCA of Equatorial Guinea, is under construction.

1. Methodology
The methodology consisted in the analysis of dat a collected from a questionnai re pr epared and
distributed in 2010 during the preparation of IDENTI FY Stakeholders meetings (2-5 Nov. 2010,
Entebbe, Uganda), from the presentations made in 2009 and 2010 by each laboratory during the
EARLN and the RESOLAB respective annual coordination meetings and during the two specific
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workshops on Quality Assurance organized by FAO in Eastern and Central Africa. The answers
from the questionnaire and reports were grouped into the following 7 group of criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laboratory General profile-Administrative organization;
Infrastructure;
Main functional equipment and materials in place;
Technical platform available (lab analysis or tests routinely performed);
Number ofdiagnostic cases received and processed annually for laboratory diagnosis;
Quality Assurance (QA) System - status of QA system implementation- including biosafety
and biosecurity;
Collaboration and partnership.

Other data collected, to have better picture on each individual laboratory functional status, were
on " List of major diseases confirmed" and on "Main factors hindering the laboratory diagnosis
and Quality Assurance System implementation".
Samples of questionnaires sent to all supported labs:

~

~

Lab Mapping
MainQuest 3July1O.d,

Lab_Self assessrrent
ques_Entebe.doc

Scoring:
The collected data are grouped in the form of quantified indicators. These indicators are the
distributed across seven groups of criteria according to their nature. The score for each group
of criteria is the sum of the scores of its indicators. The overall score, for a given laboratory, is
the sum of scores of his seven sets of criteria.
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2. Preliminary Results
Conclusion on Individual laboratories Scoring
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According to t he individual scores recorded, three laboratories are grouped as " Basic Laboratory",
two are grouped as "Basic laboratory +",wh ile t he remaining three are among t he "Routine
diagnostic laboratories". No laboratory is ranged in "routine diagnostic laboratory+" or "advanced
1
diagnostic lab " for the time being.

. ' categories s cores
Ta bl e 1 : Lb
a oratories
Basic lab

Basic lab+

Low

Routine Diagnostic Routine Diagnostic
Advanced lab.
Lab.
Lab+
Medium
In progress ->
High
advance

In progress ->
intermediate

from
0

from
246

I to
1245

from
I to
1320 321

from
I to
1566 567

from
642

I to
I 641

I to
I 887

Ta bl e 2 and graph.1c: T Ota score tor In d"IVI.d ua11a b oratory
Criteria

Max

Lab A

Lab B

Lab C

Lab D

Lab E

Lab F

Lab G

Lab H

1. Laboratory Admin Data/
Particu lars
2. Infrastructure and means of
Communication
3. Equipment and Supplies

91

43

25

26

40

26

26

42

36

188

91

31

19

62

50

76

95

115

109

38

13

21

27

17

10

38

61

4 . Performed Tests

110

58

18

25

51

23

38

52

54

5. Cases processed

70

20

12

6

12

8

16

18

24

6. Quality System Implementation

289

131

56

47

57

58

72

125

133

7. Collaboration & Partnership

30

13

7

7

12

11

7

14

10

887

394

162

151

261

193

245

384

433

450

•

7. Collaboration & Partnership

•

6. Quality Syst em Implementation

•

5. Cases processed

•

4. Performed Test s

•

3. Equipment and Supplies

•

2. Infrastructure and m eans of
Communication

400
350

s
C

300
250

0

r
e

200
150
100

50
0

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

The specific objective of the IDENTIFY project is to strengthen detection and reporting of common
human and animal pathogens using existing laboratory networks that include regional- and countrylevel laboratories. These laboratories will be linked with regional- or global-level reference
laboratories which can provide diagnosis confirmation services as well as additional advanced
testing, including pathogen characterization, as needed.

1

Laboratories capable of more advanced diagnostic methods to identify and charact erize pathogens
causing animal or human disease, including novel age nts with pandemic potential

15

The mapping exercise has been undertaken to assess the technical level and needs of the project
supported laboratories so that specific "tailored and focused" assistance could be provided to them
in order to achieve the project objective. This exercise data show that, in Congo Basin region", only
"Basic Testing 2" and "Routine Diagnostic 3 ", as defined in the "Laboratory Networking Strategy"
distributed during Entebbe Stakeholders meeting. The collected data shall be used as indicators for
further monitoring of the project achievement.

Conclusion on laboratory diagnosis work across Congo Basin IDENTIFY
Supported labs
The major constraints reported by the laboratories for the adequate performing of their laboratory
diagnosis works sensu strict are: the weaknesses of financia l and material resources {29%),
inadequate number of qualified human resources {26%), difficulty in procurement of reagents and
consumables {23%) and the difficulties for metrology and equipment maintenance {6%). At the same
time, and sometimes at the same place, the quality system development and/or implementation
faces difficulties ranging from the insufficiency of financial and material resources (26%), the lack of
trained personnel (23%), the suboptimal metrology and equipment maintenance operations{13%) to
the irregular provision of water and electricity {7%).
With regard to the percentage of a criteria maximum score, it is seen that this percentage is below
30% for most of the criteria amongst the least advanced laboratories (colored in blue in table 3).
Nevertheless, for the most advanced one it is barely above 50% for some criteria only (colored in
blue in table 3).

Table 3: Individual lab% of score
Criteria
1. Laboratory Admin
Data/ Particulars
2. Infrastructure and
means of
Communication
3. Equipment and
Suoolies
4. Performed Tests
5. Cases processed
6. Quality System
Implementation

Lab A
47,25

Lab B
27,47

Lab C
28,57

Lab D
43,96

Lab E
28,57

Lab F
28,57

LabG
46,15

Lab H
39,56

48,40

16,49

10,11

32,98

26,60

40,43

50,53

61,17

34,86

11,93

19,27

24,77

15,60

9,17

34,86

55,96

52,73
28,57
45,33

16,36
17,14
19,38

22,73
8,57
16,26

46,36
17,14
19,72

20,91
11,43
20,07

34,55
22,86
24,91

47,27
25,71
43,25

49,09
34,29
46,02

7. Collaboration &
Partnership

43,33

23,33

23,33

40,00

36,67

23,33

46,67

33,33

These identified constraints to properly carry out laboratory diagnosis works or to implement
sound quality system give a good indication on needs to fill (in term of financia l, human and
material resources) in order to put this lab in a position to fulfil its mission with satisfaction and
to fully meet its customers' expectations with timely and reliable lab results not leading to any
complaint.

2

Laboratories with the capacity to perform basic testing using a limited range of techniques
Laboratories which are capable of consistently and accurately conducting the tests necessary to diagnose
diseases endemic to their area or region
3
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Regional component: Global/Inter-regional
Three hot spot areas (w ith countries):

•
•
•

Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo,
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic and South Sudan.
Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia,
Myanmar,* Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam.
Sout h Asia: Bangladesh, India and Nepal (future activities pending) .

Project title: Support for strengthening animal health laboratory capacities in hot spot regions to
combat zoonotic diseases that pose a significant public health threat - IDENTIFY
Code: OSRO/INT/902/USA
Total budget : USD 18 794 372 (of which USD 3 500 000 were allocated for implementation of
activities by the World Organisation for Animal Hea lth (OIE) through funds transferred by FAO to
OIE through a Letter of Agreement (LoA)). The activities of OIE will be reported separately by OIE.

Note : An additional amount of USD 3 000 000 has been approved by USAID of which USD 400 000
is allocated to OIE. This budget increase is allocated to cover the Year S work plan from 1 October
2013 to 30 September 2014.
Effective st arting date: 1 October 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2014
Context of the project

This project is part of a complex programme - Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) - designed by the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and aimed at identifying and
implementing mechanisms to detect disease emergencies, especially from wildlife. The One Health
concept is an important component of the programme. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly
by FAO, OIE and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Objectives of the project

•
•
•

•

enhance laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratories' capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases 1;
enhance/support laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY ta rgeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations;
laboratories have adopted or improved quality assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality management system;
laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities and responsibilit ies.

• Myanmar is included in regional act ivities under separate funding.
"IDENTIFY t argeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regional level for support under IDENTIFY. Some IDENTI FY
laboratories have no mandate/interest t o detect all IDENTIFY t argeted d iseases, and dat a w ill not be reported for diseases in those cases.

1

2

Short summary of main activities planned for the reporting period (1 April 2013 - 30 September 2013)

Main activity headings are as follows; for further details, please refer to the FAO I IDENTIFY year four work plan.
Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.
USAID

I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to det ect - to the appropriate level

of characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases.

1.A
1.B
1.C
1.D

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.
Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.
Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and
support laboratory management.
1.E Strengthening global and regional resources for selected animal diseases.
1.F Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management.
USAID

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY

targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the
appropriate regional and international organizat ions.

2.G Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of
laboratory policy, to ensu re flow of samples and sharing of information.
USAID

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved quality assurance (QA)

practices, inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality
management system.

3.H External quality management {EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.
3.1 Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity {refer to activity group J).
3.J Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafet y and biosecurity.
3.K Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety.
Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and

international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.

4.L
4.M
4.N
4.0
4.P

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.
Enhancing the role of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories.
Supporting national la boratory networks for animal health.
One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.
Support for participat ion in scientific conferences, t rainings or workshops.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AAHL

Australian Animal Health Laboratory

Al

Avian Influenza

ASEAN

Association of Sout heast Asian Nat ions

ASF

African swine fever

CBPP

Cont agious Bovine Pleuropneumonia

GIRAD

Agricultural Research for Development

CSF

Classical Swine Fever

CVL

Central Veterinary Laboratory

cvo

Chief Veterinary Officer

D IC

Disease Investigation Centre

EARLN

Eastern Africa Veterinary and Epidemiology Laboratory Network

ECTAD

Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases

ELISA

Enzyme-linked l mmunosorbent Assay

EMPRES

FAQ Emergency Prevention System

EMPRES- i

FAO Global Animal Disease Information System

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats

EQA

External Quality Assurance

FAQ

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FMD

Foot-and-mout h Disease

FRET

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer

FVI

France Veterinaire International

I AEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

I ATA

International Air Transport Association

I VM

Influenza Virus Monitoring

IZSVe

lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale de/le Venezie

LANAVET

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Cameroon

LIMS

Laboratory Informat ion Management System

LMT

Laboratory Mapping Tool

LoA

Letter of Agreement

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MORU

Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit (MORU)

NAHC

National Animal Health Centre, Lao PDR

NAHDIC

Nat ional Animal Health Diagnostic and Investigation Center

NaVR I

National Veterinary Research Institute, Cambodia

ND

Newcast le Disease

N IAH

National Institute of Animal Health, Thailand

OFFLU

Joint O IE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza

O IE

World Organisation for Animal Health

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction

PPP

Public-private Partnership

PPR

Peste des petits ruminants

PRRS

Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome

QA

Quality Assurance

RAHO 6

Regional Animal Health Office Number 6, Viet Nam

REC

Regional Economic Community

RESEPI

Regional Network of National Epidemiosurveillance Systems for Transboundary
Animal Diseases

RESOLAB

West and Central Africa Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian Influenza and
Other Transboundary Diseases

RSL

Regional Support Laboratory

RVF

Rift Valley fever

SIB
SILAB

Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
LABs Informat ion and Management System
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SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

TAD

Transboundary Animal Disease

ToTs

Training of Trainers

TVLA

Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

WHO

World Health Organization
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1

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD

(1 AP RIL 2013 -

30 SE PTEMBER 2013) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING
PERIOD

1.1

(1 O CTOB ER 2013 - 31 MARCH 2014)

ACTIVITIES GLOB AL COMPONENT
ATOMIC ENERGY AGEN CY (IAEA))

(FAO

HEADQU ARTERS

AND

FAQ/INTE RNATION AL

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.

USAID

I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of

characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases.
Gt.A

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Contributed to the monitoring and evaluation (M &E) effort:
o Initiated revision of the laboratory mapping tool (LMT) together wit h France Veterinaire
International (FVI) experts and Food and Agriculture Organization of the Unit ed Nat ions
(FAO) staff.
o Developed and complet ed on a regular basis individual laboratory sheet s for all IDENTIFY
supported laboratories, describing mapping data, activities conducted, follow-up actions
required and progress made.
o Integrated African national letters of agreement (LoAs) and monitored result s in each
laboratory sheet.

Planned activities for the next reporting period {l October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

Global compilation of updated regional data on laborat ory capacit y and networks (sub

activity Gl.A.1}.
•
•

•
•
•

Contribute to the M & E effort (sub activity G1.A2): M&E ret reat organized at headquarters
before December 2013 t o prepare all M&E act ivities for year five.
Revision of the LMT (sub activity G1.A3):
o Finalize the LMT revision and share the new version with IDENTI FY supported
laboratories. A guide for LMT's application will also be developed and agreed upon by all
users.
o Link t he LMT with other assessment reports (e.g, biosafety/biosecurity assessment and
qua lity assurance (QA) auditing) to measure specific progress made. Compile and review
all new data obtained from the LMT (using the results of self and external assessments
in both regions), and analyse t he progress made.
Develop a laboratory biosafet y/biosecurity assessment questionnaire (100 questions) for a
one or two day laboratory visit .
Laboratory sheets com plet ed on a regular basis for all IDENTI FY support ed laboratories and
shared with regions (sub activity Gl.A4).
Help to prepare for and conduct laboratory int erviews (sub activity Gl.AS).
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Gl.B

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinat ed manner.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Gl.C

Followed-up on the safe delivery of items procured for all laboratories, especially in Africa:
o Finalized delivery and installation of the dry ice machine in Uganda (shipped in October
2013 to the Uganda Virus Research Institute in Entebbe).

Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Supported ongoing development of the FAQ Global Animal Disease Information System
(EMPRES-i) genetic module, following it s launch t o the public:
o Submitted scientific paper on the genet ic module to the journa l Databases in September
2013, as an interface between EMPRES-i and OpenFluDB.
o Requested the Joint World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)/FAO Network of
Expertise for Animal Influenza (O FFLU) community to test the module and review the
questionnai re in order to understand the influenza scientific community's needs
regarding t he sequence databases.
o Further developed and maintained the publicly accessible genetic module for the linkage
of outbreak (epidemiological) and sequence (genetic) data under the LoA with t he Swiss
Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB).
o Created a list of additional developments required for the genetic module in the next
period, including visual genetic analysis tools and mapping functions within EMPRES-i,
which support epidemiological risk assessment and FAO early warning activities.
o Officially invited Influenza Research Database to connect w ith EMPRES-i for further
complementarities on epidemiological and virological data.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
•

Gl.D

Support further developments of the EMPRES-i genetic modu le.
Meet with SIB to discuss further developments of the influenza genetic module, as well as
foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) and African swine fever (ASF).

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and

support laboratory management.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Developed e-modules on bioinformatics:
Integrated practical scenario-based learning material with the SIB's existing phylogenetic
0
module, in collaboration with the joint FAO/IAEA division.
0
Under the new LoA signed with SIB in April 2013, two new e-learning modules were
developed on virus analysis: (i) molecular database analysis and searching by sequence
similarity; and (ii) multiple sequence alignments. Technical discussions took place
between the FAO/IAEA joint division and SIB to agree on the scope, expected content
and structure of the two new modules on multiple sequence alignment and sequence
similarity search. The draft modules were prepared by SIB and reviewed by the
FAO/IAEA joint division to ensure that the global scope was met and that the expected
content was in agreement with the technical discussions. The multiple sequence
alignment module contains 35 slides, and the sequence similarity search module
45 slides. These versions work properly on Internet Explorer 10. Tests and video tutorials
were also provided.
8

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Released new bioinformatics distance-learning module (multiple alignments) (sub activity
Gl.01):
o Exercise sessions will be added to the two e-learning modules. Additionally the
previously developed phylogenetic module will be improved to include more exercises
based on scenarios.
Gl.E

St rengthening global and regional resources for selected animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

•

Developed communication tool(s) for different audiences, stakeholders and partners (activity
Gl.E.1):
o Finalized brochures on FAO regional laboratory networking and the Emergency
Prevention System (EMPRES) Laboratory Unit.
o Finalized leaflet content on "Public/private partnerships and sustainability of veterinary
laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa" in English and French; design in process.
o Designed and printed three tripartite IDENTIFY posters at global, Africa and Asia levels.
FAO HQ provided input on H7N9 laboratory protocols to the Emergency Centre for
Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) in regions and countries, as well as data:
documentation on H7N9 laboratory testing; support for adaptation of regional protocols for
diagnosing AI-H7N9 in Southeast Asia; and linkage with OFFLU;
http://www.fao.org/docrep/018/aq251e/aq251e.pdf.
Provided laboratories with access to sequencing services (activity Gl.E.5):
o Selected the sequencing services provider for both Africa and Asia; sent contract to
selected service provider for final signature.
o Initiated discussions with Agricultural Research for Development (CIRAD) to prepare an
LoA to assist African countries in genotyping contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP)
strains through sequencing, in accordance with the validated protocol proposed under
this project.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Finalize laboratory cards (available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting technologies for
selected animal diseases, including zoonosis) for IDENTIFY priority diseases, and disseminate
to the laboratories (sub activity Gl.E.1).
• Support the development of disease cards (case definitions and recommended tests
repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases) (sub activity Gl.E.2, linked with Congo Basin
Cl.El).
•
Develop communication tools for different audiences, including stakeholders and partners,
and finalize communication document s (including tripart ite publications) for the IDENTIFY
project (sub activity Gl. E.3).
•
Continue to provide inputs to FAO ECTAD in regions and countries on H7N9 laboratory
protocols and data.
• Continue to provide laboratories with access to sequencing services (sub activity Gl.E.4) :
o Develop a system to manage requests by countries for sequencing services, working in
close collaboration with the selected service provider;
o Sign the LoA wit h CIRAD to assist countries in genotyping through sequencing of CBPP
strains.
o Finalization and dissemination of a handbook for beneficiary national laboratories to
support sequencing protocols, workflow with selected service providers and sequence
raw data analysis (sub activity Gl.E.5).
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o

Gl.F

Establish with service providers a cost effective and sustainable procedure for
sequencing services: (i) producing and evaluating tagged primers for Capripoxvirus,
peste des petits ruminants (PPR) and ASF to allow polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
products sequencing with universal primers (sub activity Gl.E.6.a); (ii) evaluating the
temperature stability of purified and non-purified PCR products in order to determine
the maximum time that the PCR products can be stored at ambient temperature before
being sent for sequencing. PPR, Capripox and ASF will serve as models. This will help to
ensure cost effective and efficient shipment of PCR products to the sequencing company
(sub activity Gl.E.6.b, at the FAO/IAEA joint division).

Targeted support for st rengt hening diagnost ic capacity and laboratory management.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

Supported PCR testing for multiple diseases as a follow-up t o the IAEA consultation on
"Good laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis"; also supported
standardization and validation of the major PCR testing procedures through the use of the
same kits of reagents for various diseases (activity Gl.F2).
o Provided technical support to laboratories with standard operating procedures (SOPs)
and reagents to facilitate the transfer of techniques (PCR using the fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) system) described in activity G.3.H3:
• Transferred a Capripoxvirus genotyping assay based on classical PCR to Senegal
through provision of primers and SOPs. Follow-up actions (gel pictures) show
that the laboratory is performing well.
• Follow-up actions were performed to help the National Animal Disease
Diagnostics & Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) in Uganda, including advising on
instrument and reagent handling, and checking the raw data sent by the
laboratory. However, some technical problems (i.e. the type of qPCR available in
this laboratory) have prevented the successful implementation of the assay.
Efforts to overcome these technical difficulties are ongoing.
• Follow-up actions with the National Animal Health Diagnostic and Investigation
Center (NAHDIC) Ethiopia (exchange of data files) show that the Capripoxvirus
genotyping assays transferred in February 2013 have been successfully
implemented for routine use.
Supported the joint FAO/IAEA division to validate and transfer new techniques for multiple
disease diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system):
o Developed a cost effect ive method for capripoxvirus genotyping using snapback primers
and dsDNA intercalating dye. The results of this work were published in PloS ONE (Pl oS
ONE 8(10): e75971. doi:l0.1371/journal.pone.0075971). This assay was transferred to
NAHDIC Ethiopia in February 2013. Further efforts to transfer this assay to additional
laboratories will take place during the next reporting period.
o Most analytical parameters of the pan-pox detection system are now available and the
assay transfer will start during the next reporting period.
o As part of multiple pathogen detection development for respiratory diseases in small
ruminants, a real time PCR multiplex assay was developed targeting priority diseases of
IDENTIFY: capripox, parapox, PPR, pasteurella, contagious caprine pleuropneumonia. An
analytical validation was performed, including linearity, sensitivity, specificity and
repeatability parameters.
• Designed and evaluat ed a multiple pathogen detection assay for respiratory
diseases of small ruminants based on a fluid array system (Luminex). The initial
phase (designing, coupling of the micro beads with the probes, single plex PCR,
and detection) was standardized. Further assessment of the performance of the
10

•

multiplex assay is needed. The microbead based assay on Luminex allows further
multiplexing of more than 50 targets with the following advantages over other
conventional PCR and real time PCR assays: sample utility, cost, time and labour
in screening a larger number of pathogens.
Continued the joint FAO/IAEA division' s work on molecular epidemiology of PPR:
o The PPR virus was genotyped in clinical specimens collected from different regions of
Nigeria between 2010 and 2013. In total, 73 samples have been characterized and
phylogenetically analysed. Of particular interest is that the PPR viruses ident ified
belong to both lineage II and IV, indicating that viruses from both lineages are
presently circulating in Nigeria. The data also indicates t ransboundary movement of
the virus between neighbouring countries.
o Full genome sequencing of two PPR viruses isolat ed in Benin 42 years apart (19692011) is near completion. This data will provide significant information on the
evolution of the virus over an extended period.
o The full genome sequencing of two historical isolates from Senegal isolated in
1969 and 1970, respectively, are near completion.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

•
•

•

•
•

Provide assistance to the field support mission, including knowledge transfer on using the
tagged primers for sequencing; processing post-PCR products for shipment; and establishing
local capacity for sequencing raw data analysis (activity Gl.F.1, linked with regional sub
activity Cl.F9).
Produce teaching material on the introduction of new molecular assays in a diagnostic
laboratory (activity Gl.F.2).
Write SOPs and guidelines for molecular epidemiological studies and diagnosis of PPR, ASF,
animal pox diseases and ruminant respiratory diseases (activity Gl.F.3):
o A consultant was appointed at the Animal Production and Health Laboratory of the
joint FAO/IAEA division to validate and develop guidelines and SOPs for newly
developed PPR diagnostic tests, and to compare the sensitivity of newly developed
cell lines for the in vitro isolation of PPR virus from pathological samples. This eight
month consultancy started at the end of August 2013.
Perform va lidation studies and transfer a multiple poxvirus detection assay to selected
regional laboratories (sub activity Gl.F.4): t ransfer the new techniques for multiple disease
diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system):
o Finalize the pan-pox detection system and initiate transfer: Identify potential
countries with suitable qPCR platforms; prepare and distribute the SOPs; and
distribute the primers.
o Diagnostic validation of real time PCR-based method for multiple pathogen detection
of respiratory diseases using clinical samples; compare the performance by testing in
member state laboratories. The targeted country will be Ethiopia. Prepare SOPs to
facilitate the transfer of the assay to member states.
o Continue the development and t esting of the fluid array system assay (Luminex) for
multiple pathogen detection of respiratory diseases. Test the sequence tagging or
ligation strategies in order to increase the efficiency of multiplex PCR, and hence
sensitivity. The aim of these experiments is to allow the flexibility of including or
excluding specific targets without affecting the sensitivity of the assay.
Perform validation studies and transfer a multiple respiratory pathogen detection assay t o
selected regional laboratories (activity Gl.F.5).
Facilitate collaboration on laboratory testing based on PREDICT protocols (activity Gl.F.6,
linked with regional sub activities Cl.Fl, Cl.FB, S1.01 and S1.O2).
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•

Provide technical support to laboratories with SOPs and reagents to facilitate the transfer of
techniques (PCR using the FRET system):
o Transfer real time PCR-based Capripoxvirus genotyping assays to Senegal; Assist
NADDEC in Uganda in the implementation of these assays. The Snapback primer
assay will be offered to these laboratories.
o Produce teaching material on the introduction of new molecular assays in a
diagnostic laborat ory to facilitate the transfer of molecu lar assays for multiple
diseases, focusing on animal pox diseases, PPR and ASF.
•
Continue the joint FAO/IAEA division's work on the molecular epidemiology of PPR:
o Forty PCR amplicons of suspected PPR virus positive samples have been sent for
characterization from Kenya.
o The study of the Nigerian isolates will be finalized and published.
o The fu ll genome sequencing of isolates from Benin, Ghana, Ethiopia, Democrat ic
Republic of the Congo, Uganda and Senegal will be finalized.
o Continue to receive and characterize clin ical samples suspected of PPR from Africa .

USAID

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY

targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations.
G2.G

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of

laboratory policies to ensure flow of samples and information sharing.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {l April - 30 September 2013)

•

Reviewed existing animal health laboratory policies and developed laboratory policy
guidelines for IDENTIFY targeted countries (sub activity G2.G.5):
o Finalized working document defining laboratory policies;
o Reviewed existing laboratory policies and gaps in selected pilot countries; noted
strengths and weaknesses of existing policies at national and regional levels;
o Based on the outcomes of the laboratory policy review, drafted guidelines on
laboratory policy in selected fields of interest; this was done for senior
management of the veterinary laboratories and the competent authorities in
charge of laboratories, with further adaptation for regional context in Asia and
Africa (still ongoing).
o Presented the initiative in Africa, including the results of the review and
discussions, during the fourth joint Eastern Africa epidemiology and laboratory
annual coordination meeting (Bujumbura, Burundi, 16-19 July 2013); Presented
recommendation number six in the final communique: "Considering that failures in
delivery of quality laboratory services in the region are mostly attributed to an
inadequate policy environment, and noting that FAO through the IDENTIFY project
has embarked on developing guidelines for laboratory policy, t he meeting
recommended that FAO finalizes the draft guidelines for laboratory policy making
and explores opportunities to pilot the guidel ines in a few countries through the
VET GOV programme".

Final
Comrunique.EARLN2

o

Submitted proposal (grant under the VET GOV project) for operationalizing the
laboratory policy initiative at national level in three pilot countries.
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

Support the development of sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal diseases
(TADs) (sub activity G2.G.10).
Publish document on laboratory policy definitions and review laboratory policies;
Finalize laboratory policy guidelines for IDENTIFY targeted countries, and work with
regional offices to adapt the policy guidelines to a regional setting (sub activity G2.G.2,
linked with Congo Basin sub activity C2.G3).
Present initiat ive on laboratory policy to SE Asia region (at the TAG meet ing, 29-30 October
2013, Yogjakarta, Indonesia) and to West-Central Africa (annual West and Central Africa
Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian Influenza and Other Transboundary Diseases
(RESOLAB) meeting, January 2014).
Support the review of results for the public-private partnership and sustainability study of
veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa, and t he creation of linkages to develop
laboratory policy (sub activity G2.G.3, linked with Congo Basin sub activity C2.G.4).

•
•

•

•

USAID

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance

practices, inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality
management system.
G3.H

External quality management (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Provided assistance for the organization of proficiency tests (linked with regional Congo
Basin C3.H.1):
o Supported external quality assurance (EQA) provided for proficiency testing in avian
influenza (Al)/Newcastle Disease (ND) (linked with Congo Basin sub activity C3.H.1).
o Reported on proficiency test for serological diagnosis of Rift Valley fever (RVF) submitted
by the Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Diseases (formerly Special Pathogens Unit),
National Institute for Communicable Diseases of the National Health Laboratory Service
(CEZD NICD/NHLS), Sandringham, South Africa (10 participating laboratories in Africa).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
• Provide assistance for the organization of the proficiency testing (Al, ND, FMD, CBPP, RVF,
PPR, ASF) (sub activity G3.Hl, linked with Congo Basin sub activities C3.Hl and C3.H2).

•

Support the organization of a backstopping mission at country level Tanzania, (South Sudan
and Uganda) (activity G3.H.2 linked with Congo Basin C3.H.2).

C3.I
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Signed an LoA with FVI in July 2013 and initiated the development of an e-learning module
on quality assu rance, through partnership with FVI and CIRAD.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Finalize thee-learning module on quality assurance under the LoA with FVI.
G3.J
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity.
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Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
N/A.
Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•

G3.K

N/A.

Targeted support laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

o LoA signed with FVI in July 2013 and discussions held with experts from FVI for the planning
of the on-site audit/backstopping missions on QA to be performed by FVI in Africa (sub
activity G3.K1, linked with Congo Basin C3.K.J).
•
LoA signed in April 2013 with the Institute G. Caporale, Teramo, It aly to support the
implementation of laboratory information systems (LIMS) in two targeted laboratories
(Tanzania and Botswana) (sub activity G3.K2, linked with regional activity Congo Basin activity
C3.K.3).
•
Discussions held with experts from FVI for the development of a road map for
biosafety/biosecurity by experts from FVI.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Under the LoA with FVI : On-site audit, backstopping and/or training m1ss1ons on QA
performed by FVI in Africa (sub activity G3.K1, linked with Congo Basin C3.K).
•
Meeting with FVI experts to draw conclusions on past missions in African laboratories,
prepare upcoming missions and discuss services conducted under the LoA.
•
Conduct activities under the LoA signed with the Institute G. Caporale, Teramo, Italy that will
continue to support the implementation of LIMS in two targeted laboratories (Tanzania and
Botswana) (sub activity G3.K.1, linked with Congo Basin activity C3.K.3).

•

•

Apply FAO experience in supporting LIMS establishment to a World Health Organization
(WHO) workshop to "define and discuss options for developing laboratory information
management system for public health laboratories" (October 2013, Lyon, France).
Define road map for biosafety/biosecurity strengthening in Africa with FVI experts (sub
activity G3.K1).

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
G4.L

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

Supported regional thematic sub-networking (i.e. rabies, ASF, CBPP, FMD, PPR):
o OFFLU has been represented in SE Asia and West/Central Africa regional network
meetings; all regional laboratories in Africa and SE Asia have participated to the second
OF FLU ring trial; results submitted to individual laboratories.
Supported regional networking meetings (linked with regional sub activities C4.L) :
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o

Supported the organization of and participation in the year four work plan
implementation meeting and year five planning of the IDENTIFY I FAO project; the meeting
was held in Douala, Cameroun on 4-6 June 2013, and included laboratory direct ors and
Chief Veterinary Officers (CVOs).
o Supported preparation of the Eastern Africa Veterinary and Epidemiology Laboratory
Network (EARLN), and participation of the IDENTIFY I FAO management team (16-19 Ju ly
2013, Bujumbura, Burundi).
•
Promoted/sponsored existing disease-based, regional, and global laboratory network
meetings, including OFFLU:
o OFFLU:
• OFFLU Swine Influenza Virus (SIV) expert meeting in Rome, 16-17 April, 2013.
This meet ing gathered 25 participants to discuss achievements of the SIV group,
provide updates on countries activities, review achievements and plan future
activities (main funding source: NIH).
• FAQ's coordination effort under OFFLU for H7N9 laboratory data sharing and
dissemination (three teleconferences organised for protocol validation data,
animal experiments data sharing, inventory of information for posting on OFFLU
website), table of H7N9 protocols;
• Preparation of OFFLU technical meeting on lessons learned from HPAI
vaccination (4-6 December 2013, Beijing, China; co-funding with OIE and FAO Al
projects);
• Participation in OFFLU strategic meeting (Paris, France, 6 September 2013).
o WHO Vaccine Composition meeting:
• OFFLU's contribution to the September WHO Vaccine Composition Meeting
(HSNl, H9N2, H7N7 and H7N9 virus sequences shared, a well as antigenic and
epidemiologic data);
• Received extension of agreement for OFFLU's contribution to the WHO process
of vaccine strain selection for animal influenza viruses of public health concern
for the 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2018 period;
• Continued harmonization of work with WHO on antigenic data with standard
reagents produced by WHO Collaborating Centres and distributed to selected
OFFLU laboratories.
•
Identification of potential FAO Reference Centres (activity G4.L4): as of October 2013,
29 new FAO Reference Centres have officially been designated.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
• Support regiona l thematic sub-networking (i.e. rabies, ASF, CBPP, FM D, PPR) (sub activity
G4.L1).
•
Support regional networking meetings (sub activity G4.L2, linked with regional sub activities
C4.L):
o Provide support to the preparation of the RESOLAB handover meeting (November
2013, Bamako, Mali).
o Provide support to t he preparation of the RESOLAB annual Regional Laboratory
Network Meeting, tentatively planned for January 2014.
•
Promote/sponsor existing disease-based regional and global laboratory network meetings,
including OFFLU (sub activity G4.L3):
o Disseminate outcomes of t he OFFLU technical meeting on lessons learned from HPAI
vaccination (4-6 December 2013, Beijing, China).
o Update protocol tables for HSNl and H7N9 PCR testing, and list HS and H7 influenza
virus cleavage sites for OFFLU website.
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o

Signature of formal agreement between WHO, OIE and FAO on OFFLU collaboration
in the WHO process of vaccine strain selection for animal influenza viruses of public
health concern.
o Participate in the launch of the ASF global platform and propose links between the
global platform and regional AF sub-networks (Africa).
Continued work on designation of FAO Reference Centres (sub activity G4.L4) :
o Continued process for final designation of FAO Reference Centres still in the pipeline.
o Assessment panel of new applications.

•

G4.M

Enhancing the role of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Supported and promoted the establishment or development of Regional Leading/Support
Laboratories by:
o Analyzing annual reports submitted by regional support laboratories {RSLs) for M&E
purposes to identify strengths and gaps.
o Providing visibility to RSLs, including writing articles, participating in the second OFFLU
ring tria l, and supporting the part icipation of RSL staff in international events and
trainings.

Planned activities for the next reporting period {l October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

G4.N

Support the establishment or development of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories (sub
activity G4.Ml, linked with Congo Basin Activity C4.M.1) by assisting preparations for the
final meeting for validation/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories, CVOs, and
commitment by key partners.
Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {l April - 30 September 2013)

•

N/A.

Planned activities for the next reporting period {l October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Continue support to nationa l laboratory networks (sub activity G4.Nl, linked with Congo
Basin C4.Nl).
•
Develop a tool to evaluate national laboratory networks (sub activity G4.N2, linked with
Congo Basin C4.N2) .
G4.O

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Established a four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (for HSNl zoonotic influenza) for assessing health risks at t he humananimal interface (activity G4.0 .1):
o Tripartite finalization of the four-way liking web summary

i!

4WL2013

o

•

In Bangladesh: preparation of the four-way linking review mission, planned for
November 2013.
Coordinated OFFLU data contribution to the WHO Influenza Vaccine Composition Meeting
(and other joint OFFLU-WHO initiatives).
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Four-way linking framework (activity G4.01):
o Bangladesh: conduct review mission in November 2013 and workshop (March 2014).
• Support One Health seminar on rabies in Africa (activity G4.0.2, linked with Congo Basin
C4.0.1):
o Develop with the lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale de/le Venezie (IZSVe) {FAQ
Reference Centre for rabies) a "rabies tool kit" to provide the methodology for a
systematic approach to national trainings for rabies diagnosis and One Health seminars
on rabies (linked to regional activity 2.A.C).

G4.P

Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

N/A.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

N/A.
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2013 -

FOR THE NEXT REPORTING

ACTI V ITI ES A SI A CO MPON ENT

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Sl.A

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Conducted a biosafety risk assessment, as well as a laboratory assessment using the LMT, in
the following locations: Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO) 6 in Ho Chi Minh City, Viet
Nam from 26-27 May 2013; National Center of Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD) in Hanoi, Viet
Nam on 28 May 2013; FMD-Regional Reference Laboratory (FMD-RRL) in Nakorn Raschasima,
Thailand from 5-6 July 2013; and t he Center of Excellence for Emerging Infectious Diseases in
Animals at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, Thailand from 19-21 July 2013 (sub activity
51.A3. TH and 53.Kl.r) .
•
Data obtained from the laboratory mapping and assessment activities were compiled and
updated for the laboratory net work, and assessment results were shared with participating
laboratories and relevant part ners.
Planned activities for the next reporting period {l October - 31 March 2013)

•

Sl.B

Coordinate laboratory re-assessment activities in order to compile and update laboratory
capacity data for project completion; refine laboratory mapping tool and biosafety risk
assessment, working with participating laboratories in South and Southeast Asia (sub activity
5.1.A.1.reg).
Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {l April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

•
•
•

Standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents, including proficiency testing panels, were
procured from the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) and provided to
13 participating laboratories in Sout heast Asia. These materials will support the proficiency
testing programme for diagnosing influenza, ND, Classical Swine Fever (CSF), porcine
reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS), ASF and rabies.
The fire alarm system (consisting of four units of universal power supply (UPS] to be used
with four biosafety cabinets) and other biosafety supplies were provided to the National
Veterinary Research Institute (NaVRI) in Cambodia.
Biosafety supplies were provided to t he National Animal Health Laboratory in Lao PDR, based
on the findings and recommendations from the biosafety risk assessment.
Three units of Powered Air Purifying Respirator were provided to the PERHILITAN Laboratory
in M alaysia .
One unit of thermal cycler (PCR machine), one unit of digital gel imaging system, one unit of
UV/visible spectrophotometer, and one unit of refrigerated microcentrifuge were procured
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•

•

•

•
•

•

through tender and provided t o the National lnsitute of Animal Health (NIAH), Thailand t o
increase the capabilities of NIAH in brucellosis services (also linked to S1.El. TH).
Based on recommendations from the biosafety risk assessment, one biosafety cabinet and a
control box LCD Display were provided to the Regional and OIE Reference Laboratory for
FMD in South East Asia in Nakorn Rashasima, Thailand.
The procurement tender for four units of biosafety cabinets has been launched in Indonesia
for provision to four laboratories, including (i) Disease Investigation Centre (DIC) Banjarbaru;
(ii) DIC Wates; (iii) Public Animal Health Centre (Pusvetma) in Surabaya; and (iv) National
Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory in Serpong. The provision of these biosafety cabinets are
based on recommendations from the biosafety risk assessment conducted in Indonesia from
October to December 2012.
Three units of TACO RNA/DNA extraction machines were procured and provided to three
laboratories in Viet Nam, including the National Center for Veterinary Diagnosis (NCVD),
Regional Animal Health Office No. 2 (RAHO 2), and Regional Animal Health Office No. 7
(RAHO 7).
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits for antibody detection for PRRS, CSF,
Aujeszky's disease virus were purchased to support studies on pig diseases in Viet Nam.
The software of DNASTAR licenses were renewed and provided to the Veterinary Research
Institute in Malaysia, the National An imal Health Institute, Thailand, and three laboratories in
Indonesia, including DIC Bukittingi, DIC Wates, and Balai Besar Penelitian Veteriner.
Pre-screen and screening reagents for the Indonesia Influenza Virus Monitoring (IVM)
network were procured from AAHL and provided to laboratories in Indonesia (sub activity
S1.82.ID}.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents, including proficiency testing panels,
supplies and equipment as requested by the network laboratories or recommended in
support of the proficiency testing programme, and disease diagnostic and surveillance
activities.

•

•
•

Sl.C

Support and/or facilitate the provisions of necessary supplies and equipment, based on the
findings and recommendations of the biosafety assessment and cabinet testing activities to
ensure the proper biosafety containment and practices in the network laboratories.
Procure antigenic screening reagents and minor laboratory equipment for DICs in Indonesia
for the IVM network.
NCVD Viet Nam: procurement of diagnostic kits to complement Emerging Pandemic Threats
(EPT)+ testing.

Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Organized and delivered the Regional Laboratory Network Workshop on Laboratory-Field
Epidemiology Linkage from 20 to 31 May 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand (sub activity S1.Cl.r). The
workshop was conducted by facilitators from AAHL, an implementing partner. There were
25 veterinary laboratory and field epidemiology staff from Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao
PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam attending the workshop.
Outcomes included: (i) participants with knowledge and understanding of the key features
related to the laborat ory-field epidemiology interface; (ii) part icipants understood the
importance of linkage between laborat ory and epidemiology field staff for the effective
planning and implementation of surveillance and outbreak investigation activities; and (iii)
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enhanced communication and linkage between the laboratory and field epidemiology staff at
the country level.

~

Lab Epi

Ulkage.20.30May20·

•

Supported in-country lab-field pathology linkage training in Thailand : Pathology Workshop
"From Field to Laboratory and Back to t he Field" from 26 to 30 August 2013. The workshop
was organized by the National Institute of Animal Health {NIAH), Tha iland. The workshop was
attended by thirty veterinary officers from national and regional livestock offices. The
training was a follow-up activity of the previously offered training-of-trainer workshop,
"Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis", conducted in May 2012 (sub activity Sl.C2.a. TH).

~

lnCountryPatho26. 3
0Aug2013

•

•

•

Supported in-country lab-field pathology linkage training in Philippines: a Downstream
Training on Enhancing t he Field-Laboratory Connection was organized from 23-27 September
2013. Targeted participants included veterinarians assigned to the Regional Animal Disease
Diagnostic Laboratories and Animal Health Coordinators of the Regional Field Units. The
training was a follow-up activity of the previously offered training-of-trainer workshop in t he
Philippines (sub activity Sl.C2.d.PH).
A 'user acceptance' testing and feedback workshop of a beta version of the IVM online
software was successfully completed from 27-29 August 2013 in Yogyakarta in conjunction
with the annual IVM Meeting.
A selection of approximately 30-40 HSNl virus isolates from 2012-2013 were collected at DIC
Wates to be sent to AAHL.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October - 31 March 2014)
•
Conduct technical backstopping and capacity building activities in Indonesia for : quality
reagent production (Pusvetma/Balai Besar Penguhian Mutu dan Sertifikasi Obat Hewan); prescreening and antigenic characterization (DIC laboratories, industry and university part ners);
sequencing and sequence analysis (DICs, industry and university partners); use of data
management; and analysis tools developed for IVM activities.

•

S1.D

IVM meeting in December 2013 in Indonesia for IVM Online implementation launch and IVM
online support for DICs (technical backstopping and Al data management ).

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Organized and delivered a regional workshop on applied vet erinary bioinformatics with the
Center of Excellence in Influenza Research and Surveillance, St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, and t he Center of Excellence for Emerging and Re-Emerging Infectious Diseases in
Animals as implementing partners from 26 June to 1 July 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand (sub
activity 51.02.r). Fifteen veterinary laboratory staff from Bangladesh, Cambodia, China,
Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam
participated in the workshop. Outcomes included: (i) participants with laboratory skills in
veterinary bioinformatics, including nucleotide database search, sequencing protocol,
sequence validation, sequence assembly, sequence alignment, nucleotide sequence analysis,
phylogenetic analysis algorithms (NJ, Bayesian), Reference Data Query, and data
interpretation; (ii) participants with knowledge of applying bioinformatics for disease
surveillance, monitoring, prevention and control, especially in HPAI and veterinary related
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diseases; and (iii) enhanced networking and information sharing among participants and the
bioinformatics experts.

~
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•

Organized and delivered a regional laboratory network workshop on diagnosis and
characterisation of Influenza A (H7N9) and priority swine diseases, ASF, CSF, and PRRS at the
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6 (RAHO 6), Ho Chi Minh city, Viet Nam, from 29 July
to 9 August 2013 (sub activity S1.D1.r). Nineteen veterinary officers who are directly
responsible for diagnosis of the above diseases attended the workshop from Cambodia,
China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, the Philippines, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam. The
regional workshop will be followed by the proficiency testing activity to ensure the quality of
diagnostic services for priority diseases at participating laboratories. The implementing
partners were: AAHL; RAHO 6; and the Department of Animal Health, Viet Nam. Outcomes
included: (i) increased quality diagnostic services for influenza (H7N9) and priority swine
diseases in participating laboratories; (ii) enhanced diagnostic and research activities for
influenza (H7N9) and priority swine diseases at participating laboratories; and (iii) enhanced
communication among laboratory staff and the OIE/FAO reference centre (AAHL).

~
H7N9.Swine0iseases
.29Jul.9Aug2013

•

Organized and delivered a regional laboratory network workshop on diagnosis of rabies and
ND at the National Institute of Animal Health, Bangkok, Thailand from 26 August to
6 September 2013 (sub activity S1.D1.r}. Sixteen laboratory and veterinary officers directly
responsible for diagnosis of rabies and ND from t he national veterinary laboratories in
Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Philippines, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam
attended the workshop. The regional workshop will be followed by t he proficiency testing
activity to ensure quality diagnostic service for priority diseases at the participating
laboratories. The implementing partners were AAHL and NIAH, Thailand. Outcomes included:
(i) increased diagnostic capability for rabies and ND at the participating laboratories; and (ii)
enhanced communication among laboratory staff in the region and the world reference
laboratory providing technical support to the region (AAHL).

'ID
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 -1 March 2014)
•
Backstopping missions to participating countries are scheduled to provide in-country training
and follow-up on regional protocols to each laboratory, including diagnosis of three priority
animal diseases, qua lity assurance, proficiency testing and general trouble shooting (linked
to sub activity S3.H2).
•
Provide training and applications of PREDICT tools for livestock samples in Indonesia and Viet
Nam.
Sl.E

Strengthening regional resources for select ed animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Supported and strengthened the roles and responsibilities of the Regional Leading/Reference
Laboratories in the region (sub activity 51.El. TH, 51.£2. VN, 51.£3.BD).

•
•

In collaboration with NIAH, Thailand, conducted the regional workshop on diagnosis of ND
and rabies (sub activity 51.El. TH linked to sub activity 54.M2.a. TH).
In collaboration with RAHO 6, Viet Nam, conducted the regional workshop and training on
diagnosis of swine diseases (sub activity S1.£2. VN linked to sub activity S4.M2.b. VN).
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 -1 March 2014)
•
Continue to support and strengthen the roles and responsibilities of the Regional
Leading/Reference Laboratories in the region (sub activities S1.£1. TH, S1.£2. VN, S1.£3.BD).
Sl.F

Targeted support for building diagnostic capacity.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

Supported the NaVRl-lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge twinning programme t hrough an LoA t o
strengthen capacit ies of t he Government of Cambodia, using a joint animal-humanenvironment interface survey for HPAI in live bird markets (sub activity S1.F2.CA).
Supported t he Technical Assistance Programme for Enhancing Qualit y Laboratory
Management and Services at the NAHL, Lao PDR with Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine
Research Unit (MORU), Bangkok, Thailand as an im plementing partner (linked to sub
activity S3.K3.a.LA).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Continue to support the NaVRl-lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge twinning programme t o
strengthen capacities of the Government of Cambodia (year two).
• Continue to support the NAHL-MORU technical assistance program (year two).

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations.
S2.G

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013)

•
•

Supported implementation and information updat e to the EMPRES-i and TADs Network Asia
email list.
Supported sharing of expertise and disease information across the network and among the
international organizations and provided inputs when applicable.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 Mach 2014)
•
Continue to support the sharing of expertise and disease information across the network.
•
Continue to support sample referral for disease confirmation upon request from the network
laboratories (sub activity S2.Gl.r}.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved QA practices, inclusive of
biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality management system.
S3.H

External Quality Assessment (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Conducted the Regional Proficiency Testing Programme, including procurement and
distribution of the proficiency testing panels for diagnoses of influenza A, HS-influenza, PRRS,
CSF, ASF, rabies and ND viruses, with AAHL as an implement ing partner (sub activity S3.Hl.r).
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Backstopping missions by AAHL experts have been planned to fourteen participating
laboratories in Cambodia, Laos, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam
from October to December 2013. The pu rpose of these missions is to ensure the
implementation of appropriate diagnostic protocols under a QA system . The activit y is part of
the 2013 Regional Proficiency Programme (sub activity S3.H2.r}.
S3.I

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013)
•
Planned and coordinated a one-day International Air Transport Association (IATA)
Certification Course for Shipper of Infectious Substances (IATA certification) to be held backto-back with the Regional Laboratory Network Training of the Trainers (ToTs) Workshop on
Biosafety Management (see below) (sub activity S3./1.r).
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

S3.J

Provide an IATA certificat ion t raining back-to-back with the Regional Laboratory Network
Training of the Trainers (ToTs) Workshop on Biosafety Management with MORU as an
implementing partner (sub activity S3./1.r} .
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•
•

•

The 2013 Regional Biosafety Programme has been implemented. The programme included
the development of regional resource materials on biosafety practices and t rainings t o be
used at the Regional Laboratory Network Training of the Trainers Workshop on Biosafety
Management (sub activity S3.Jl.r}.
Planned and coordinated the organization of the Regional Laborat ory Network Training of
the Trainers Workshop on Biosafety Management, with MORU as an implementing partner.
Delivered a follow-up biosafety training for the Sabah Wildlife Department, Kata Kinabaru,
Malaysia from 25-28 July 2013 with the Eco Health Alliance and Sabah Wildlife Department as
implementing partners. The training course was attended by 23 participants from EcoHealth
Alliance and Sabah Wildlife, as well as the Veterinary Research Institute, lpoh and
PERHILITAN, Kuala Lumpur (sub activity S3.J2.MY).
A follow-up training on biosafety and good laboratory practices was conducted at the
Regional Animal Hea lth Office No. 6 (RAHO 6) from 20-22 June 2013 in collaboration with
RAHO 6. The training course was attended by 36 staff from the national network laboratories
under Department of Animal Health, Viet Nam (Linked to sub activity S1.E2. VN).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Conduct the Regional Laboratory Network Training of the Trainers (ToTs) Workshop on
Biosafety Management for participating laboratories with MORU as an implementing
partner, from 9-20 December 2013 in Bangkok, Thailand (sub activity S3.Jl.r).
•
Distribute the regional resource materials for biosafety practices and trainings to the
laboratory network (sub activity 53.Jl.r}.
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S3.K

Targeted support for laboratory quality management syst ems, including biosafety.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April- 30 September 2013}
•
Biosafety expert visits were provided to assess biosafety infrast ructure, equipment and
practices, and provide recommendations, including remedial activities, to fou r laboratories:
National Centre for Veterinary Diagnosis in Hanoi, Viet Nam; Regiona l Animal Health Office
No. 6 in Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam; FMD-Regional Reference Laboratory in Nakorn
Raschasima, Thailand; and the Center of Excellence for Emerging Infectious Diseases in
Animals, Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, Thailand (sub activity 53.Kl.r).

•

•

The 2013 biosafety cabinet calibration and certification was scheduled from 14 August to
15 November 2013 for approximately 170 biosafety cabinets in 29 laboratory locations in
10 participating countries, including Cambodia, Lao PDR, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Philippines, Thaila nd, Viet Nam, Bangladesh, and Nepal (sub activity S3.K2.r).
Coordinated and supported activities under the Technical Assistance Programme for
Enhancing Quality Laborat ory Management, including quality laboratory services and
biosafety management at the National Animal Health Centre, Lao PDR with MORU as an
implementing partner (sub activity S3.K3.a.LA) .

•
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014}
•
Conduct the biosafety risk assessment in IDENTIFY-supported laborat ories in South and
Southeast Asia according to the 2014 regional biosafety programme (linked to sub activity
51.Al.reg).
•
Coordinate and support activities relat ed to providing technical assistance, equipment and
supplies to the laboratory network based on the expert's recommendations from the
laboratory assessment missions.

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
S4.L

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {l April - 30 September 2013)

•

•
•
•

Planned and coordinated the Regional Laboratory Network Animal Health LaboratoryTechnical Advisory Group back-to-back with the first Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting in collaboration with OIE and the Directorate
General of Livestock Services, Indonesia (activity 54.Ll .r}.
Provided support t o activities in alignment with the ASEAN Regional Framework for
Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking.
The IDENTIFY IFAO Southeast Asia coordinator provided technical inputs at the Field
Epidem iology Training Programme for Veterinarians, 14-16 August 2013, Bangkok, Thailand.
The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator participat ed and provided technical inputs at
the USAID EPT Program Asia Regional Meeting, 18-19 June 2013, Bangkok, Thailand .
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•

The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated and provided technical inputs at
the tripartite meeting of IDENTIFY Project Headquarters, Regional and Country counterparts
in South and Southeast Asia, 20 June 2013, Bangkok, Thailand.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

•
S4.M

Organize the Laboratory-Technical Advisory Group meeting scheduled from 29 to 30 October
2013 to be held back-to-back with the first ASEAN Regional Laboratory Directors' Forum
scheduled from 31 Oct ober t o 1 November 2013 in Yogyarkarta, Indonesia. The meetings
were jointly organized by the Directorate General of Livestock Services, Indonesia, FAO and
OIE. (sub activities 54.Ll.r and S4.L2.r).
Circulate the updated regional protocol for diagnosis of Al, including H7N9 in SE Asia.
Enhancing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Provided support on laboratory capacity building activities at the SEA Regional
reference/leading animal health laboratories (sub activities S4.M2.a. TH, S4.M2.b. VN).
• Collaborated with NIAH, Thailand to organize a regional workshop on diagnosis of ND and
ra bies (sub activities S4.M2.a. TH also linked to 51.El. TH).
•
Collaborated with RAHO 6, Viet Nam to organize a regional workshop and training on the
diagnosis of swine diseases (sub activities S4.M2.b. VN also linked to 51.£2. VN).

•

Supported studies on pig diseases including PRRS and CSF for RAHO 6, Viet Nam through the
provision of reagents for diagnosis of PRRS, CSF, and Aujeszky's disease viruses
(pseudorabies) (sub activity S4.M2b. VN).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Continue to support activities related to enhancing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories.

•

S4.N

Support the visibility of the regional reference/leading laboratories at the Regional
Laboratory Network Animal Health Laboratory-Technical Advisory Group, and the first ASEAN
Laboratory Directors' Forum.
Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

•

A national laboratory coordinator was provided to support activities related to strengthening
laboratory quality services at the national laboratory networks in Indonesia (sub
activity S4.N3.ID}.
The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated and provided technical inputs at
the Philippine Animal Health Centre Strategic Planning Workshop from 14-18 May 2013 in
Quezon City, Philippines. The meeting was organized by OIE, in collaboration with the
Philippine Animal Health Centre.
The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated and provided technical inputs at
a strategic planning workshop follow-up activity for NaVRI-Cambodia from 26-27 September
2013 in Preah Sihanouk province, Cambodia. The meeting was organized by OIE, in
collaboration with NaVRI.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•
•

Continue to support activities related to strengthening the national laboratory network in
participating countries.
Support the Vietnamese National Veterinary Conference in collaboration with Hanoi
University of Agriculture (sub activity 54.NS. VN).
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S4.O

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Provided support for four-way linking activities planned in Bangladesh and Indonesia to
improve the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological experts from animal and public
health sect ors (sub activities 54.03.BD, 54.04.ID}.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

•

S4.P

Continue to provide support for four-way linking activities planned in Viet Nam, Bangladesh,
and Indonesia to improve the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological experts from
animal and public health sectors (sub activities 54.02. VN, 54.03.BD, 54.04.ID}.
Four-way linking review mission (November 2013) and workshop (March 2014) in
Bangladesh.
Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, or workshops.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
No activities during the reporting period.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

Coordinate and provide support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, and
workshops upon request.
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3

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD
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PERIOD

3.1

2013) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES
(1 OCTOBER 2013 - 31 MARCH 2014)

SEPTEMBER

(1

APRIL

2013 -

FOR THE NEXT REPORTING

A CTI V ITIE S C ONGO B AS I N CO M PON ENT

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Cl.A

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
No mapping took place during t he reporting period, as the data call was postponed at the
end of the project . However, the overall mapping data were analysed and compared. As a
follow-up of this analysis, the laboratory mapping tool is being revised for better results and
consistency over time (linked to global activity Gl.A).
• Compiled and analyzed the mapping exercise results in the RSLs:
o Results of the mapping exercise were shared with the Eastern Africa Regional
Support Laboratory (NAHDIC-Ethiopia) for compilation and analysis. Feedback from
NAHDIC is expected. Regarding the two RSLs based in West Africa, results of the
complet ed LMT are expected from Varn (Nigeria) and the Laboratoire National
d'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaires (Senegal).
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•
•
•
•

Cl.B

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal healt h (sub activity Cl.A.1).
Contribute to global compilation of updated regional data on laboratory capacity and
networks (sub activity Cl.A.2).
Contribute to the revision and the dissemination of the FAO LMT (sub activity Cl.A.3).
Contribute t o the laboratory interviews (sub activity Cl.A.4, linked to the global M&E effort
Gl.A).
Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {l April - 30 September 2013)
•
Provided equipment, supplies, manuals and equipment maintenance services (sub activity
Cl.Bl):
o Continued follow-up of diagnostic kit delivery if not yet completed . Laboratory
equipment and diagnostic kits were procured for all beneficiary laboratories with a close
follow-up by the FAO IIDENTIFY project team in the Congo Basin region and FAO country
offices. Although there were delays in the delivery of some parcels, all procured
equipment and diagnostic kits have been delivered with satisfaction.
• Assisted laboratory equipment procurement (sub activity Cl.82): On-site missions carried out
by external and/or internal experts monitored delivery and appropriate use of procured
equipment and reagents provided to beneficiary laboratories. The experts listed the items
still missing that could be procured in years four or five of the project. Three on-site missions
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were carried out in Congo, Democratic Republic of t he Congo and Uganda during the
reporting period with the following findings:
o Congo: Two experts from IZSVe took advantage of the hands-on t raining on rabies
diagnostics held at Laboratoire de Diagnostic Veterinaire de Brazzaville (LDVB)
(Brazzaville, 3-7 June 2013) to begin using the new equipment provided by the IDENTIFY
project (biological cabinet, bench autoclave, incubator, refrigerator-freezer and a UVmicroscope). The experts trained laboratory staff on proper use and basic maintenance
requirements. In order to optimize the use of the new equipment, a water distillatory
and an auto-start power generator are urgently needed to overcome frequent power
cuts and inconstant voltage issues.
o Democratic Republic of the Congo: The laboratory expert that assessed the laboratory in
Goma also visited the laboratory at Kinshasa (3-6 May 2013) and checked proper
reception, installation and use of laboratory equipments delivered under IDENTIFY (a/so
linked to sub activity C4.N).
o Uganda: Two visits were made by FAQ IDENTIFY project staff (13 July and 9 September
2013) to NADDEC (Uganda) to assess progress under the national LoA.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Provision of equipment, supplies, manuals and equipment maintenance services (sub activity
Cl.Bl): purchase of basic laboratory items for the Democratic Republic of the Congo planned
as a follow-up of the assessment mission in the contry.
• Assist mission for installation of procured laboratory equipment (sub activity Cl .82):
Assistance in the proper use of laboratory equipment received will be extended to other
laboratories during expert on-site visits in the coming months.

•

Cl.C

Explore possible schemes and procedures for coordinated procurement of key reagents in
Africa (sub activity Cl.83).
Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
National field pathology trainings were provided under LoAs with laboratories (activity
Cl.Cl) were conducted in Cameroon (April 2013) and Congo (August 2013):
o Cameroon: A total of 61 persons from the Laboratoire National Veterinaire,
Cameroon (LANAVET) and field veterinary staff participated in two trainings
organized in Garoua (from 9-11 April 2013 with 22 participants, and Yaounde from
23-25 April 2013 with 41 participants) on necropsy techniques, sample collection
and good shipping practices. Training reports have been made available to FAQ by
the LANAVET.
o Congo: 20 participants from LDVB and field veterinary staff from six departments
(Brazzaville, Cuvette Quest, Likouala, Plateaux, Pool and Sangha) attended the
training on necropsy techniques, sample collection and good shipping practices that
was held from 20 to 23 August 2013. Trainings reports have been shared with FAQ
by the laboratory.
•
Investigat ion and data collection on targeted diseases (sub activity Cl.C.2) :
o Cameroon : 1 327 samples (110 percent of the 1 200 targeted samples planned in
the LoA) were collected (PPCB: 265; FMD: 265; ND: 143; PPA: 189; PPR: 202) in the
Far North and the North regions and tested at LANAVET in Garoua. Additional
sampling activities are underway in the Adamoua Region. Laboratory analyses are
underway and the results will be compiled in the final report of the LoA.
o Congo: 2 224 samples were collected, out of which 1 676 were of good quality
(167 percent of the 1 000 targeted samples planned in the LoA): 1 044 samples for
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o

o
o

o

o

PPR; 476 samples for PPCB; 156 samples for ASF; 1 676 samples for FM D. The
sam ples were submitted to LDVB as a result of a survey conducted in two
departments (Cuvette and Cuvette-Ouest) from 30 June to 8 July 2013 to determine
the prevalence of four priority diseases (PPR, ASF, CBPP and FMD).
Gabon: 1 305 samples (843 for PPR and 462 for PPCB) of the 1 000 targeted
samples in the LoA were collected by LNVL. Laboratory tests are underway and
results will be made available in the final report of the LoA.
Rwanda: 811 samples were collected, of which 150 were submitted to OVI for RVF
confirmation.
South Sudan: Of 500 samples targeted as per the LoA, 488 PPR and 273 RVF serum
samples were submitted to CDVL, and tested using Competitive ELISA; the
respective results were recorded.
Tanzania: 616 samples (62 percent of the targeted samples as per the LoA) were
collected and submitted to two zonal laboratories - Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory
Agency (TVLA) centre in lringa and TVLA centre in Tabora. 225 samples were tested
for PPR; 97 for ASF; 158 for CBPP; 4 for FMD; and 132 for LSD. Sample collection
activities are still ongoing and more samples are expected to be submitted to the
laboratories.
Uganda: Out of the targeted 5 000 samples, 1 931 samples (39 percent of the
targeted samples as per the LoA) were submitted to NADDEC and testing is
reported as ongoing.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
National Field Pathology trainings to reinforce the capacities of laboratory staff previously
trained will be conducted to finalize activities under national LoAs (sub activity Cl.C.1).
o Central African Republic: Serious security issues following the unstable political
situation prevented implementing this activity. Therefore, this activity is now
planned for the next reporting period and the LoA will be extended accordingly.
o Gabon: In the past months, many changes occurred in the management team of the
LNVL, including the change of the Director. This situation has hampered the
organization of the training as well as the implementation of other project activities
in the country. A new scheduling of activities has been established through a no
cost extension of the LoA.
•
Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases will be conducted to finalize activities
under national LoAs (sub activity Cl.C.2).
Cl.D
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and
support laboratory management.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

N/A.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

Cl.E

Develop training kits on laboratory equipment and calibrat ion, and follow-up on previous
trainings on laboratory equipment and calibration (sub activity Cl.D1).
Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

N/A.
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

•
•

•

Cl.F

Disseminate laboratory cards (available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting technologies for
selected animal diseases, including zoonoses) for IDENTIFY priority diseases (sub activity
Cl.E.1, linked with sub activity Gl.E.1).
Produce and disseminate disease cards (case definition and recommended test repertoire for
IDENTIFY listed priority diseases) (sub activity Cl.E.2).
Provide access to sequencing services to Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Tanzania, Uganda, Nigeria, Senegal, Botswana (sub activity Cl.E.3). The
sequencing provider has been selected (linked to sub activity G.1.E.5). The handbook will be
disseminated to users (linked to sub activity Gl.EA).
Assist countries on genotyping through sequencing of CBPP strains, in accordance with the
validated protocol (sub activity Cl.EA).

Targeted support for st rengthening diagnost ic capacity and laboratory management.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Supported capacity development in bush meat microbiology in Congo, Central African
Republic and Gabon (sub activity C.1.F.1): validated the terms of reference of the missions,
and recruited an international consultant.
•
Continued to support capacity development in antimicrobial resistance for food safety,
including training, supplies and sampling (Uganda, sub activity C.1.F.2): initiated planning of
the training and prepared a list of items for procurement together with the laboratory.
Owing to budget constraints, this activity is no longer planned under IDENTIFY.
•
Continued to strengthen advanced ASF capacities (sub activity Cl.F.3): the tools developed
by the staff from Cameroon are used routinely at the FAO/IAEA joint division for ASF
genotyping. Samples from Ethiopia and Democratic Republic of the Congo were genotyped
using the primers and SOPs developed.
•
On site missions to develop diagnostic competence:
o Specific assessment/on-site training on ASF in Tanzania, Uganda , Congo and Gabon (sub
activities Cl.FA and Cl.FS): the terms of reference of the consultant were prepared and
approved.
o On-site mission to develop diagnostic competence for CBPP in Bangui (Central African

o

Republic), Brazzaville (Congo), Libreville (Gabon) and Uganda (sub activities Cl.F.5 and
Cl.Fl}: the terms of reference are completed and the international consultant has been
recruited. Planning of t he missions has been initiated.
On-site missions to develop diagnostic competence for rabies (sub activity Cl.F.6) : onsite technical assistance and hands-on training related to rabies diagnosis including
rabies blind tests were organized in the national laboratory of Republic of the Congo,
under the LoA with IZSVe; a hands-on rabies diagnostic training was performed in Congo
(3-7 June 2013, LDVB in Brazzaville) by two experts from IZSVe, and was attended by
seven trainees from LDVB and one from a public health laboratory (Laboratoire National
de Sante Publique). The training addressed general information on rabies (aetiology,
pathogenesis, symptoms in animals, epidemiology) and the available techniques to
diagnose the disease in animals (both OIE/WHO recommended methods, as well as
techniques under evaluation for rabies diagnosis or confirmation). Management of a
diagnostic sample by a diagnostic laboratory, as well as recommended storage
conditions and sample shipping procedures according to the international regulations
(IATA) were also presented and discussed by the trainers. The trainers also stressed the
importance of the biological risk assessment evaluation in the laboratory when working
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with infect ious agents. The improvement of the general knowledge was estimated at
about 17 percent, based on a questionnaire submitted to trainees.

~

Rabies
training. Brazzaville. 3-

•

•

On-site mission to design a strategy for the development of the national laboratory of
Equatorial Guinea (sub activity Cl.FlO): the mission was postponed in order to obtain the full
commitment of the officials to implement mission findings. However, this activity is not
planned in year five because of budget constraints.
Transfer of technology of protocols developed by the FAO/IAEA joint division (PCR using the
FRET system) in Senegal, Uganda and Ethiopia (linked to activity Gl.F).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Support competence development in bush meat microbiology (sub activity Cl.Fl) in Congo
and Gabon.
Strengthen advanced ASF diagnostic capacities in Cameroon (sub activity Cl.F2): the scientist
from Cameroon will join the FAO/IAEA joint division in October 2013 for eight months under
another project. However, he will contribute to the IDENTIFY project in evaluating tagged
ASF primers to support the access to sequencing services by African Laboratories.
On-site missions to develop diagnostic competence for ASF (sub activity Cl.F3}: the missions
in Tanzania, Uganda, Congo and Gabon are tentatively scheduled in January/February 2014.
On-sit e missions to develop diagnostic competence for CBPP (sub activity Cl.F4}: missions in
Central African Republic, Congo, Gabon and Uganda are tentatively planned to start in
January/February 2014.
On-site assessment mission on local situation in central African Republic (sub activity Cl.FS}.
On-site mission to develop diagnostic competence for rabies (sub activity Cl.F6): trainings
will be organized in Gabon and South Sudan (staff are being vaccinated).
Develop competencies on new and advanced laboratory testing based in Cameroon (sub
activity Cl.Fl}: two laboratory experts will participate in a four week internship at the
PREDICT laboratory in Yaounde.
Develop competencies on laboratory testing of samples by applying PREDICT protocols on
samples from domestic animals in Cameroun (sub activity Cl.F8}.
Field support mission held in Uganda by FAO/IAEA joint division to transfer knowledge on
using tagged primers for sequencing, post-PCR product processing and shipment for
sequencing, and established local capacity for post-sequencing raw data analysis (sub activity
Cl.F9}.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations.
C2.G Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Provided continued support for sample referral from national laboratories to RSLs and
international reference laboratories for disease confirmation for all supported laboratories
(sub activity C2. G.l}:
o Cameroon: Samples of FMD were sent to Plum Island and the University of Ohio,
USA. All FMD diagnostic laboratory results were shared with Plum Island, the
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•

•

University of Ohio and Botswana Vaccine Institute with the aim of producing a FMD
vaccine.
o Rwanda: 150 suspected RVF samples were sent to Onderspoort Veterinary Institute
(the OIE reference laboratory for RVF) for confirmation by DVS-Rwanda Agriculture
Board on 13 November 2012.
Contributed to the Global Consultation on laboratory policy by providing information
regarding procedures in Africa (sub activity C2.G3, linked to global sub activity G2.G.2):
o Five laboratories in t he Congo Basin (LANAVET/Cameroon, LNVL/Gabon, Laboratoire
National d'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaires /Senegal, NVRI/Nigeria and OVI/South
Africa) were targeted as pilot laboratories for the laboratory policy review in the Congo
Basin. Thus far, accurate information from laboratory policy documents was collected
from Cameroon, Senegal, Gabon and Tanzania. As a result of this review, the key
guidelines for laboratory policy development were presented during the EARLN annual
meeting held in Bujumbura in July 2013. Three concept notes to operationalize the
guidelines and strengthen laboratory policy at national level were prepared for
Cameroon, Congo and Tanzania, and one concept note was prepared for a non-IDENTIFY
beneficiary country (Chad). Funding to implement these pilot activities is expected from
alternative sources.
Reviewed public-private partnerships and sustainability of veterinary laboratories in subSaharan Africa (sub activity C2.G.3}:
o The terms of reference of a national consultant for the public-private partnership (PPP)
study in Tanzania were developed and submitted to the FAQ Representation in
Tanzania. The national expert is being selected.
o An
article
on
PPP
was
published
in
October
2013
(p.21-23:
http://www.fao.org/docrep/018/i3470e/i3470e.pdf). A concept note and a leaflet on
PPP were also finalized. (see embedded document) In Cameroon, the LANAVET annex in
Yaounde is now operational and started delivering priced services to the private sector
in April 2013. The LANAVET annex has been very active, with a total of 1 229 samples
submitted to investigate PPR, ASF, FMD and poultry diseases.

~

PPP leaflet.2013

Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•
•
•
•

Support sample referral from national laboratories to RSLs and international reference
laboratories for disease confirmation (sub activity C2.G1).
Conduct sampling activities on wildlife at LDVB, Congo (sub activity C2.G2}.
Advocate for laboratory policy development in the Congo Basin region (sub activity C2.G3}.
Review public-private partnerships and sustainability of veterinary laboratories in subSaharan Africa (sub activity C2.G4): the preliminary mission of the national expert for the PPP
study in Tanzania is planned on November 2013 to collect baseline information in Tanzania.
This first round of the PPP study in Tanzania will be followed by another mission by
international experts in Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of the Congo in 2012.
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USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopt ed or improved quality assurance (QA)
practices, inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality
management system.
C3.H

External quality assessment (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

Conducted regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR, ASF) (sub activity C.3. H.1):
o Al and ND: Results of 2012 proficiency testing (organized by IZSVe) were presented
during the Eastern Africa fourth joint regional epidemiology and laboratory net works
meeting held in July 2013 in Bujumbura, Burundi. For Cameroon, Congo, Gabon and
Democratic Republic of the Congo, the test results will be presented at the first Central
Africa RESOLAB meeting (tentatively planned in Chad, January 2014). Logistical issues
hindered the completion of Al/ND proficiency testing in Rwanda; the reagents for
testing were shipped from IZSVe Padova in the first week of April 2013 for Rwanda to
complete the Al/ND proficiency testing. All five RSLs in sub-Saharan Africa agreed to
participate to the second OFFLU ring t rial (organised by NVSL-USA and FU-Germany) and
submitt ed their results during the reporting period.
o PPR: The third round of the EQA for molecular detection of PPR was conducted. Panels
were prepared by the Joint FAO/IAEA division and shipped to Nigeria, Cameroon,
Tanzania, Ethiopia, Uganda and Democratic Republic of the Congo.
o RVF: The first round of proficiency testing for RVF serological diagnosis was completed.
Ten participants have t est ed the panel and submitt ed their results to the organiser.
Feedback was sent to participating laboratories in May 2013; corrective actions will be
discussed during the next reporti ng period. Provided an assessment of t he individual
performance of each laborat ory and the overall score and agreement bet ween each
laboratory and the Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Diseases (former special pathogen
unit) of the national institute for communicable disease (South Africa), which served as
the reference laboratory. The performance of two kits (the IDVET competitive ELISA and
the BDSL Inhibition ELISA) were simultaneously assessed.
Provided backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA (sub activity C3.H2):
o South Sudan: Training on EQM was conducted on 6-13 April 2013 at the Central
Veterina ry Diagnostic Laboratory in Juba by an international expert to provide assistance
on developing Quality Laboratory Management, SOPs and laboratory bench work
guidelines. A second visit for the EQA mission will be necessary, especially when the
laboratory moves to a new site.

EQA rrission
Juba. 6. 13April2013

o

Uganda: an internal audit was conducted t o adjust non-conforming items and review
quality system documents according t o t he recommendations formulated during the last
on-site mission.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, FMD, RVF, PPR, ASF) (sub activity C3.H.1):
o Al and ND organized by IZSVe: Botswana, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya, Nigeria,
Senegal, South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda.
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o

•
•

C3.I

RVF (wit h FAO/IAEA and the National Institut e for Com municable Diseases/South Africa)
organized for the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Senegal, Tanzania and
Uganda. Discussions to be held with t he National Institute for Communicable
Diseases/South Africa and a technical contract to be prepared by t he FAO/IAEA joint
division for the second EQA program for serological diagnostics of RVF virus.
o PPR organized by FAO/IAEA for Cameroon, Republic of Congo, Democratic Republic of
t he Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda.
o ASF (organized by an FAO reference centre) for Cameroon, Republic of Congo,
Democratic Republic of t he Congo, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Uganda.
o CBPP organized by CIRAD for CAF, Gabon, Republic of Congo and Uganda.
o FMD organized by IAH, Pirbright in collaboration with EU-FMD for the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Senegal, Nigeria and Botswana.
Results of all proficiency testing (including rabies and other diseases, if any) from all partners
will be integrated to shape regional testing progra ms (sub activity C3.H.1}.
Three backstopping missions will be organized at country level t o aid with EQA 3 count ries,
according to results obt ained during proficiency t est ing (sub activity C3.H.3}.
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,

excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Conducted regional trainings on equipment maintenance and calibration (sub activity C3.J.1) :
five part icipants from Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Congo and Ga bon attended the training organized from 3-7 June 2013 in Dakar, Senegal. Other
participants from non-IDENTIFY beneficiary laboratories (Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Mali,
Niger, Chad and Senegal) sponsored by another funding source also attended the training. The
training gathered maintenance officers who improved their skills on maintenance of key
laboratory equipment, including biological safety cabinets, controlled/dust-free rooms,
spect rophotometers, CO2 incubators, opt ical microscopy, analytical balance and an ult ra deep
freezer.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
C3.J

N/A.
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and

biosecurity.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

N/A.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

N/A.

C3.K
Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety (at
country level).
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Continued to support the laboratory biosecurity/biosafety implementation, including the
completion of minor laboratory repairs (implemented through national LoAs, sub activity C3.K1):
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o

o
o
o
o

o

•

Cameroon: As a follow-up of the assessment mission conducted by an FVI expert in
February 2011, a sample reception room was set up, eight st aff were vaccinated
against rabies and 80 percent of SOPs and other quality documents were developed
and disseminated.
Congo: A water tank and a high water pressure pump were installed. The quality
system documentation was updated.
Gabon : 80 percent of SOPs for diagnostic tests currently performed at the laboratory
were developed. Eight staff were vaccinated against rabies.
Rwanda : Laboratory renovations were delayed because of lengthy local t ender
procedures. However, t he major renovations have been carried out.
Tanzania: Electronic locks were installed on all t hree doors whilst 20 laboratory
personnel involved in rabies necropsy and diagnosis (in pathology and virology
sections) were vaccinated against rabies.
South Sudan: Renovations on the CVDL were carried out (air conditioners repaired,
electricity and water system repaired, laboratory benches in place, laboratory
partitioned into three units). Sustainable cold chain system put in place. As the
laboratory will be moved to a new site, a visit to assess laboratory quality
management needs will be required.

Supported the implementation of LIMS in Tanzania and Botswana (sub activity C3.K3, under
LoA with /ZS Teramo). In Tanzania, LIMS- LABs Information and Management System (SILAB)
has been installed on the loca l server at TVLA. Staff from the Sample Reception, Pathology,
Bacteriology and Animal Science sections were trained and are now able to use the system
autonomously. Final test reports generated by SILAB are currently sent to TVLA's customers.
Interfacing the SILAB and TADinfo systems was discussed and will be explored by IZS Teramo.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
• Support laboratory biosecurity/biosafety implementation, (minor renovations in the
laboratories) (sub activity C3.Kl) in all countries except CAF, Equatorial Guinea and Rwanda.
•
Conduct on-site audit and training on quality assu rance (sub activity C3.K2, under LoA signed
with FV/): on-site audit/backstopping missions on QA will be performed by FVI for all
countries except Equatorial Guinea and Central African Republic.
•
Complete support for implementation of LIMS in Tanzania and Botswana (sub activity C3.K.3,
under LoA with /ZS Teramo): in Tanzania, staff from TVLA will autonomously extend SILAB use
to other sections of the laboratory wit h IZS Teramo's remote support.

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
C4.L

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Provided support to regional networking:
o Supported ASF regional network meeting (20-22 May 2013 Entebbe, Uganda) of the ASF
Working Group for Eastern Africa (sub activity C.4.L.1). Launched t he ASF Working Group
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•

•

in Kampala during a meeting organised from 11-14 June 2013. Country focal points were
appointed during the meeting. The meeting also adopted an action plan that includes
consultations on national strategies for the control of ASF; modalities for the selection of
regional diagnostic laboratories for ASF using the model from Al; a framework for
sampling at the field level; harmonized surveillance of ASF; preparedness and
contingency plans; mechanisms for information sharing between cross border districts;
and cross-border collaboration in outbreak investigations. An ad hoc ASF sub-network
working group was established to look into sylvatic cycles and bring on board other
stakeholders, including the private sector, conservation agencies and farmers.
Provided support for rabies regional networking: Inputs and technical backstopping
provided to the rabies RESOLAB sub-network, under the LoA with IZSVe; collected and
shared information on the rabies situation, including confirmed cases, by laboratories in
CRA, Democratic Republic of the Congo and the two RSLs (Senegal and Nigeria);
prepared the first RESOLAB rabies sub-network quarterly report. Assistance was also
provided by IZSVe, including the provision of sampling and laboratory diagnostic
protocols, which were uploaded to the website of ECTAD Bamako. FAO and IZSVe
prepared an update on the laboratories' rabies diagnosis activities in Central and West
Africa 2 • Assistance has been provided for the celebration of Word Rabies Day (28
September 2013) by making flyers and key messages available to rabies country focal
points.
Organized the year four work plan implementation meeting and year five planning of the
IDENTIFY I FAO project, with help from laboratory directors and Chief Veterinary Officers.
IDENTIFY target countries were given the opportunity to comment, make suggestions and agree
to the implementation of all activities for years four and five. The meeting was held in Douala,
Cameroun from 4- 6 June 2013, with 30 participants including CVOs and laboratory directors of
IDENTIFY beneficiary countries in the Congo Basin Region (except Rwanda). The project's
achievements in year four were discussed. Participants developed a draft of the year
five workplan. The meeting provided a good forum to discuss opportunities for
collaboration with PREDICT in Cameroon and Congo regarding applying PREDICT testing
protocols to diagnose disease in domestic animals. A joint session of the FAOI IDENTIFY
Project and PREDICT was organized to select key stakeholders in Cameroon and address
sampling activities in wildlife (Congo) . The final communique of the meeting is available on
the ECTAD Bamako website 3•
Organized the fourth joint (EARLN/ Eastern African Region Epidemiology Network) annual
coordination meeting, held from 16-19 July 2013 in Bujumbura, Burundi, with
representatives from 10 countries and participants representing FAO, OIE, African Union
lnterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources, African Union Panafrican Veterinary Vaccine
Centre, IGAD and IZSVe Padova. The meeting was organized within the framework of the
implementation of the European Commission-funded programme entit led "Reinforcing
Veterinary Governance in Africa". Two side meetings of the Eastern African Region
Epidemiology Network and EARLN took place to discuss challenges faced by the national
epidemiology networks and the central veterinary laboratories; also discussed was the
needs assessment on epidemiology training and the report of the EA Regional Support
Laboratory. The final communique of the meeting is available on the ECTAD Nairobi
website 4.

2

http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.org/fr/Update-on-animal-rabies-diagnostic?lang=en

3

http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.org/fr/lMG/pdf/final communique IDENTIFY Meeting Douala2013 Eng.pdf
http://www.fao-ectad-nairobi.org/lMG/pdf/Final communique EAREN EARLN Bujumbura meeting.pdf
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•

Provided funding for an officer from headquarters to attend the "Workshop on PPR
Prevention and Control in the Southern African Development Community region- Preparing
Southern African Development Communit y countries for t he possible introduction of PPR
into PPR-free areas (disease identification, control and management)", Dar es Salaam,
Republic ofTanzania, from 10-13 June 2013.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

C4.M

Support activities of regional thematic sub-networks (i.e. rabies, ASF, CBPP, FMD, PPR) (sub
activity C4.Ll).
Present activities and results of rabies RESOLAB subnetwork, including support provided by
IDENTIFY in two rabies conferences (Senegal and Canada): AfroREB (8-10 October 2013,
Dakar, Senegal); Rabies in the Americas/Rita (27-31 October 2013, Toronto, Canada).
Hold one regional support laboratory annual meeting in Senegal, Botswana, Ethiopia and
Nigeria (sub activity C4.L2).
Hold two regional animal health networks meetings (sub activity C4.L3) .
Hold conclusive meeting for IDENTIFY beneficiary countries (sub activity C4.L4).
Hold hand-over meeting for RESOLAB coordinators (tentatively planned for November 2013)
(sub activity C4. LS).
Hold annual regional laboratory network meeting (RESOLAB) (tentatively planned in Chad for
January 2014) (sub activity C4.L6).

Enhancing the role and st atus of Regional Support Laboratories.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

N/A.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Hold conclusive meeting for validation/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories, CVOs and
commitment by key partners (sub activity C.4.M.1). This activity has been postponed to year
five, as a hard commitment from Regional Economic Communities (RECs) is required in order
to implement findings of the meeting. Discussion on institutional arrangements with RE Cs are
underway.
•
Review annual reports submitted by RSLs for M&E purposes, and to identify strengths and
gaps.
C4.N

Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

Continued support to national laboratory network meetings and related activities (sub
activity C4.Nl) : In Cameroon, 3 000 brochu res and flyers on the services and products of
LANAVET were produced and disseminated. At least 100 copies of scientific papers from
EMPRES and IDENTIFY projects were disseminated during the workshops organized by
LANAVET. An open day was organized.
Supported t he animal health laboratory in Goma (DR Congo) to carry out basic serology
analysis and good practices on sampling and shipment (PPR, FMD) (sub activity C4.N3): a
mission was conducted at the laboratoire veterinaire de Goma (Democratic Republic of the
Congo) from 6-14 May 2013 in order to: (i) assess laboratory needs (equipment and
reagents) and perform routi ne t esting (serology) on targeted diseases; and (ii) train
laboratory staff on biosecu rit y, biosaf ety, sampling and shipment of samples to regional or
reference laboratories. The laboratory expert also visited the laboratory at Kinshasa (from 3-
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6 May 2013) to assess the implementation of the activities under the LoA, and check proper
reception, installation and use of laboratory equipment delivered under IDENTIFY. Contact
was also made with PREDICT to envisage collaboration between PREDICT and the national
laboratory.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)
•
Support minimal laboratory diagnostic capacity in Goma (Democratic Republic of t he Congo)
(sub activity C4.Nl).

•

C4.0

Support national laboratory network in Cameroon (sub activity C4.Nl).
One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

A One Health seminar on rabies was held in Brazzaville, Congo (12-13 June 2013) (sub
activity C4.0l): a stakeholder consultation was held before the seminar with the objective to
exchange and share information on rabies and identify best practices and opportunities to
control rabies in Congo. The meeting gathered fifty participants from veterinary services
(central and district veterinarians) and public health services.

RabiesOneHealth.Br
azza. June2013

•

Held national seminars on One Health (sub activity C4.O3):
o In Cameroon, 20 participants from public health, veterinary and environmental
laboratories attended a national seminar on "Establishment of public health,
veterinary and environmental laboratories network in Cameroon" held in Mfou on
23 August 2013. A draft of a decree to establish the network was adopted.
Participants agreed to establish a list of resource personnel, and to develop
information sharing mechanisms. A second One Health seminar was organized at
LANAVET Garoua on 30 August 2013. Twenty participants from universities,
professional schools and various ministries (livestock, public health, environment
and wildlife) attended the seminar. Participants agreed to include One Health
training modules in the curricula of academia and to organize a One Health seminar
in each of the 10 regions of Cameroon. These meetings are part of the group
dynamics for the implementation of the One Health concept in Cameroon, which
resulted in another meeting on "Advocacy for intersectorial support to la boratories"
(Yaounde, 21 August 2013). This meeting was attended by LANAVET and 19 other
participants from the Ministries of Livestock, Public Health, Environment and
Wildlife. The meeting participants committed to develop an advocacy document to
be submitted to the national authority and the regional economic communities for
funding.
o The Democratic Republic of the Congo held the One Health seminar on 27-29 May
2013. 40 participants from Universities, Ministries from public health, Agriculture,
Rural development, environnement and wildlife attended the seminar. The
participants recommended other "One health" meetings to be organized, for better
networking between the different sectors, and better surveillance and control of
zoonotic diseases.
o Uganda held a One Health seminar on 12 April 2013 with 56 participants from the
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries, Ministry of Health,
Uganda National Bureau of Standards, National Drug Authority, district health
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officers, district veterinary officers, College of Veterinary Medicine, Animal
Resources and Bio-Security, Uganda Wildlife Authority, Cent ral Public Health
Laboratories, FAO and USAID. The workshop objectives were: Understanding the
One Health approach to disease cont rol; developing network and communication
strategies for improved disease control; and discussing strategies on sustaining
laboratory networks in Uganda and beyond for long-term benefits.
Planned activities for the next reporting period {1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•
•
•

G4.P

Hold national One Healt h seminars on rabies, in Gabon and South Sudan (sub activity C4.0l).
Finalization and dissemination of rabies training kits (sub activity C4.O2).
Linking laboratory activities with country One Health initiatives, including implementation of
One Health roadmaps (sub activity C4.03).
Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period {1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

N/A.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 October 2013 - 31 March 2014)

•

Upon countries' request.
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4

MAIN CHALLENGES ENCOUNT ERED A ND RE SPON SE PROVIDED

•

Owing to budget constraints in year five, FAO decreased the overall level of activities, ended
some activities (especially those under LoAs with national laboratories), ended all support to one
country previously supported under IDENTIFY (Equatorial Guinea, except for participation in
regional networking meetings with RESOLAB), and decreased funding for proficiency testing and
procurement of laboratory supplies. These changes will be communicated to the countries once
the year five IDENTIFY workplan has been fully approved.

•

Several constraints at the end of year four, including institutional arrangements with key
stakeholders (beneficiary countries, RECs... ) resulted in the postponement of several key
activities in Africa, including: the handover meeting to designated coordinators for RESOLAB/
Regional Network of National Epidemiosurveillance Systems for Transboundary Animal Diseases;
the conclusive meeting on Regional Support Laboratories; on-site missions for rabies, ASF, CBPP
and field pathology in four countries; a public-private partnership mission in Tanzania; and a
follow-up QA mission in South-Sudan, for which countries expected FAO's support. The
assessment mission for strategic development of a veterinary laboratory in Equatorial Guinea has
been postponed in order to obtain the full commitment of the officials to implement mission
findings. However, because of year five budget constraints this activity in Equatorial Guinea is
cancelled. Countries and regions have been informed of these constraints.

•

The low priority given to animal health in country policies and development strategies often
leads to difficulties in mobilizing technical, financial and human resources at national level, t hus
compromising the sustainability of act ivities implemented under the project. Therefore, t here is
a need to intensify advocacy at country level and increase sustainable financial resources.

•

Great efforts are being made to strengthen biosafety in SE Asia, for which the Southeast Asia
Regional Biosafety Programme has been developed. Laboratory biosafety was made a priority
topic at the Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting to advocate for more support from higher-level
authorities. Emphasis has been made on awareness of biosafety practices among the laboratory
staff in SE Asian laboratories. In Africa, only a few activities to strengthen biosafety have been
conducted (training, assessment, minor repairs in the laboratory facilities) under IDENTIFY so far.
However, this is a large undertaking and the development of a road map and a project with a
dedicated budget is required.

•

As most of the technical inputs have focused primarily on the key national veterinary laboratories
in Southeast Asia, there remains a need to expand capacit y building activities to other
laboratories at the subnational level, and to improve the linkage of the laboratories and field
staff to ensure the sustainable quality of laboratory services. It is believed that such objectives
can be achieved by supporting the training/workshops at national level, and with assistance from
the Regional Leading/Reference Laboratories, key national laboratories and other implementing
partners. Several activities for enhancement of laboratory quality service among the national
laboratory networks were planned during the next year to fulfil the above needs.

•

The low level of resources allocated to veterinary laboratories by authorities in the Congo Basin
continues to present a major challenge. The project is trying to address this issue through
private-public partnership consultations conducted in Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the
Congo and Rwanda. Outcomes of the ongoing work include: (i) target ed identification of
products and services (e.g. poultry, pig and dairy sectors; post-vaccination control; and food
safety analysis) that the laboratory could offer to the private sector, including an estimate of the
additional resources which would be required; (ii) preparat ion of appropriate communications
and promotion tools or activities (such as brochures summarizing recent laboratory analyses and
related costs, open days, and participation in fairs) to init iate/improve client relationship and
design complementary activities with other country veterinary laboratories (e.g. samples
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submission, training); and (iii) review of legal status (e.g. opening of bank accounts,
strengthening/training of commercia l staff). By supporting the extension or improvement of
laboratory diagnosis services to the privat e sector and addressing internal issues, the privatepublic partnership consultations are expected to improve the sustainability of some project
activities, as well as provide contributory references to formulate a laboratory policy. Although
the IDENTIFY project is improving communication between laboratories and other technical
partners (including regional laboratories, FAO/OIE reference centres, national veterinary
services, FAQ, OIE, joint FAO/IAEA division), findings on PPP missions demonstrated the need for
laboratories to engage in more transparency and communication with the private sector and
other interested stakeholders on non-technical matters, such as priced services and products.
This issue will be addressed during the next missions in Tanzania and Uganda, as well as followup missions in Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda .
•

Engagement of Regional Economic Communities and countries remains insufficient in Africa,
while ASEAN countries have made great institutional progress engaging with laboratory and
animal health centres in SE Asia. Discussions with RECs on the issue of Regional Support
Laboratories are ongoing in Africa. FAQ would like to ensure that meeting findings from the
conclusive meeting on the institutionalization of RSLs are fully endorsed by RECs. ECOWAS has
paved the way for such commitment by recognizing the two RSLs in West Africa, and discussions
are underway with UA IBAR with the support of FAQ decentralized offices.

•

Most beneficiary laboratories in the Congo Basin and Southeast Asia still face the issue of low
quality and quantity samples received from the field . The IDENTIFY project does not cover any
surveillance activities. Building capacities in laboratories for diseases for which there is no
surveillance, although they are considered priority diseases by the veterinary services, does not
fulfil the project objectives. The proper development of laboratory strategy and sustainability of
the skills and activities supported by IDENTIFY is hindered by weak laboratory policy and
management (e.g. shortage of laboratory reagents that prevent participation in proficiency tests,
no bank accounts or possibility to generate income, etc.). It is expected that these complex issues
will be addressed by the guidelines on animal health laboratory policies for both the top
management of the veterinary laboratories and the authorities in charge of laboratories, with
further adaptation to the context of Asia and Africa regions.

•

Although LoAs have been recognized as a major tool for implementation of the project, it should
be emphasized that administrative complexity observed in laboratory operations has contributed
to delays in project implementation. Implementation of the agreed activities as they appear in
LoAs between beneficiary countries in Congo Basin and FAQ was slower than expected. However,
most of the issues related to the delayed completion of LoAs are justifiable. For instance, recent
events in Mali (FAQ ECTAD regional office) and Central African Republic, and continued
challenges faced by beneficiary laboratories have slightly limited the project delivery for the past
three months. As a result, the FAQ-IDENTIFY project management team agreed to extend the
duration of LoAs with beneficiary laboratories. The FAQ project team continues close monitoring
of the LoAs and provides necessary guidance through regular and effective communication. This
experience should help to ensure greater autonomy to laboratories, which will enable them to
contract with the private sector. This issue is being addressed by FAQ through the work on
laboratory policy.

•

Issues on t imely delivery of reagents in some countries have contributed to delayed trainings in
diagnostic techniques for priority diseases (rabies in Gabon and ASF and CBPP in Central African
Republic, Congo and Gabon).

•

Implementation of One Health activities remains linked to the ability of countries t o engage in
this initiative after the One Health meeting held in Libreville in November 2012. However, FAQ
supports specific activities in countries such as Cameroon through the LoAs. A number of
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challenges were identified during the One Health seminar on rabies held in Brazzaville, Congo
(5-6 June 2013) with participants from animal and public health. The lack of overall collaboration
between sectors and the absence of functiona l mechanisms for collaboration and coordination
between human and veterinary sectors was noted. Thus far, the authorities have not formulated
any realistic goals and it seems appropriate to define activities for the short- to medium-term to
improve and promote rabies prevention and control. The stakeholders were very interested in
the step-wise approach developed by the global alliance against rabies group of which FAO is a
member. They were able to identify the activities to be implemented in the short- and mediumterm to improve intersectoral collaboration and control of rabies. No incidences of rabies have
been officially reported to the OIE, although the country is surrounded by rabies endemic
countries. However, after the training performed by IZSVe at LDVB from 3-7 June 2013 (sub
activity Cl.BJ, the country is now capable of detecting (animal) rabies and it is expected that a
rabies case will be confirmed before the end of 2013. In addition, the outdated legislation from
1968 should be updated; clear protocols must be defined on how to address animal bites and
follow-up outbreak investigations; various roles and responsibilities must be defined; and a
coordination mechanism should be implemented.
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5

M A I N PROG RESS M ADE T O WA RDS THE A CH IEVE M ENT OF PR OJECT OUTCO M ES
(FROM THE START OF THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES)

•

The support provided by IDENTIFY has contributed to a greater understanding of regional animal
health priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities and identification of regional and national
gaps and resources.

•

The direct support provided to laboratories in Africa has been greatly appreciated by the
laboratories. Specifically, quality assurance, biosafety, and the maintenance and calibration of
equipment has been improved, thus contributing to laboratories' capacity to conduct work with
reference to internationally accredited standards (e.g. ISO 17025). Minor repairs have been made
or orchestrated by the laboratories to improve biosecurity through national LoAs. National
laboratories have improved their national visibility through open events, production of leaflets
and radio messages. FAQ has reviewed and provided feedback on national LoA progress and final
reports; the template used was inspired by the FAO M&E framework (which includes
performance indicators and means of verification). By working closely with the laboratories, this
approach has also been a training exercise in project management for beneficiary laboratories.

•

In Africa, laboratories have significantly improved their biosafety practices. In addition, good
progress has been made in quality control through training provided on maintenance and
calibration of equipment. However, much work remains in these areas. In Asia, during the past
three years, the numbers of laboratories which participated in and received the benefit from the
Southeast Asia Regional Biosafety Programme has expanded over 400 percent. Significantly
improved awareness and biosafety management and practices are observed across the region.
However, continued efforts are essential to reinforce trainings and promote the establishment
biosafety management systems in the laboratories.

•

The Southeast Asia Regional Qualit y Assurance Programme enabled the supported laboratories
to improve the quality laboratory diagnostic service against six priority diseases, including
Influenza A, ASF, CSF, PRRS, rabies and ND. The results from the proficiency testing activities
carried out in past years indicated improvement in the laboratory performance in both accuracy
and quality of the reported results. Problems identified in the previous years were, in most cases,
solved in the following rounds of the proficiency testing programme. Through the regional
proficiency testing activities, the supported laboratories in the regional network were able to
harmonize and improve the test sensit ivity to a satisfactory level. The improvement of the
diagnostic quality has been observed across the region.

•

As many priority diseases are TADs, a regiona l approach (where agreed) allows for rapid disease
detection/identification. Response measures can be coordinated regionally for more effective
control. The networks in the West/Cent ral, Eastern Africa and Southeast Asia regions have set a
good example regarding the formal and informal exchange of information, and collaborative
efforts and responsibility to build laboratories in the regions. Other partners, such as the United
States Department of Agriculture Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, EuFMD
Commission and CIRAD, have demonstrated an increased interest in and support for these
laboratory networks. This growing confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and
highlights FAQ's comparative advantage in the coordination of such support and inputs. This
project has supported regional laboratory networks, providing assistance with networking,
strategy and policy development to regional service laboratories. In Southeast Asia, the
establishment and endorsement by ASEAN of the regional laborat ory capacity building and
networking programme and the Regional Quality Assurance Programme represents a full
engagement of the key regional stakeholder in supporting sustainable quality laboratory services
across the region and has a significant impact on the regional preparedness against the newly
emerging pathogen. Following the emergence of influenza A(H7N9) virus, updated diagnostic
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protocols were rapidly distributed through the network and implemented at the member
laboratories, with better confidence in quality services. In addition, through the established
regional laboratory network, experienced laboratory staff could be quickly identified and
recruited as regional resource to provide technical assistance and consultation to the supported
laboratories in the region. This has enabled rapid risk assessment and emergency disease
surveillance within a few months following the emergence of the virus.
•

The FAO M&E framework was finalized based on the experience gained from both EPT data calls
and the tripartite discussions held with the Donor regarding IDENTIFY deliverables. This M&E
framework is being routinely implemented by the FAO I IDENTIFY team together wit h
implementing partners (laboratories and technical partners t hrough LoAs). In Asia, the FAO
Laboratory Mapping Tool, along with the su pport for the assessment missions, has been a great
asset for identifying gaps and needs at the laboratory level. Information obtained from the
laboratory assessment tools was subseq uently used t o design and monitor the progress of the
capacity building and technical assistance programmes at the laboratories. A harmonized
approach was discussed during year four planning to assess the direct contribut ion of the
IDENTIFY project to changes in support ed laboratories; lab sheets have been developed for all
IDENTIFY supported laboratories and are being completed on a regular basis (including mapping
data, activities conducted, follow-up actions and success stories) in order to measure the
project's impact on laboratory functionality. A decision was made to augment the lab sheet s with
a survey measuring the observed (and perceived) changes in laboratories against what was done
under the IDENTIFY project. The IDENTIFY project's main outcomes (including information on
trainings, proficiency testing, networking activities, success stories and lessons learned) will be
presented in the report for the next " FAO Regional Conference for Africa" (March 2014) on the
results of FAO's work in the region.

•

This project has enabled or will shortly enable the launching of innovative initiatives, such as the
genetic module in the EM PRES-i database; the four-way linking framework; the laboratory
mapping tool; t he development of private-public partnerships between laboratories and the
animal production sector; the provision of laboratories' access to sequencing services and the
FAO guidelines on laboratory policy. The genetic module represents an ideal example of a
multidisciplinary success, linking virology, epidemiology and bioinformatics, and is receiving
increased interest from the scientific community and policy makers. It was released to the public
in March 2013. The support provided for sequencing services receives significant interest from
beneficiary laboratories. Looking toward integration within a national policy, beneficiary
countries and other FAO partners recognize the need to review the laboratories' organization
and performance. Such measures include FAO guidelines on laboratory policy development, as
well as activities to be implemented in pilot countries through alternative funding mechanisms
(e.g. the VET GOV project).

•

Building on the investments made with support under Al, this project sust ains previously
established mechanisms, such as collaborations and communication pathways between
organizations, global OFFLU and regional networks. These investments are crucial to the
continued development of technical laboratory capacities, especially molecular t echniques, to
respond to other transboundary and priority diseases.

•

The project benefits from the public's increased awareness about its activities, such as
understanding the importance of early detection and intervention, as well as the potential
impact of pathogens with pandemic potential.

•

The project has strengthened linkages between laboratory and epidemiology services by
enabling veterinary services to collect samples on priority diseases through LoAs. This supports
and justifies the provision of equipment and reagents to laboratories and trainings that the
project has delivered since its launch.
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•

Discussions with PREDICT have resulted in a significant change regarding the identification of
effective opportunities for collaboration with the year five FAO IDENTIFY projects in Cameroon,
Congo, Viet Nam and Indonesia.
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Regional component: Global/ Inter-regional
Three hot spot areas (with countries) :

•
•
•

Congo Basin: Uganda, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo,
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic, South Sudan
Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia*, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Malaysia,
Myanmar,* Philippines, Thailand, Viet Nam
South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Nepal (f uture activities pending)

Project title: Support for strengthening animal health laboratory capacities in hot spot regions to
combat zoonotic diseases that pose a sign ificant public health threat - IDENTIFY
Code: OSRO/INT/902/USA
Total budget: USO 15 419 371 (of which USO 11 919 371 were allocated for implementation of
activities by FAO, and USO 3 500 000 were allocated for implementation of activities by OIE through
funds transferred by FAO to OIE as per the Letter of Agreement). The activit ies of OIE will be
reported on separately.
Effective st arting date: 1 October 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2012 (31 December 2012 for the FAO project)
Context of the project

This project is part of a complex programme - Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) - designed by the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and aimed to identify and implement
mechanisms to detect disease emergencies, especially from wildlife. The One Health concept is an
important component of the whole programme. The IDENTIFY project is implemented jointly by the
Food and Agricu lture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the World Organisation for Animal
Health (OIE) and the World Health Organization (WHO).
Objectives of the project

•

Enhance laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for the
laboratories' capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases 1
Enhance/support laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and international
organizations
Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance practices, inclusive of biosafety and
biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System
Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities and responsibilities
Short summary of main activities planned (1 October 2011- 30 Septe mber 2012)

•
•
•

Main activity headings are as follows - for furt her details, please refer to the FAO

I IDENTIFY Year

Three Work Plan:
Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to det ect and diagnose diseases under a
quality managem ent system enhanced

1.A
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activit ies
1.B
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards
1.C
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote

•1ndonesia and Myanmar are included in regiona l activities under sepa rate funding.
"IDENTIFY targeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regiona l level for support under IDENTIFY. Some IDENTIFY
laboratories have no mandate/interest to detect all IDENTIFY targeted diseases and data will not be reported for diseases in those cases.

1

2

national laboratory policies and guidelines
l.D
Promote and support laboratory quality management
l.E
Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened

2.A
Communication tool development and resource building
2.B
Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote
national laboratory policies
2.C
Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy (LNS) and future
planning
2.D
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
2.E
Support and promote laboratory networks
2.F
Support and promote laboratory partnerships
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AAHL

Australian Animal Health Laboratory

AI

Avian influenza

APHIS

Animal and Plant Health I nspection Service

AU-IBAR

African Union-Interafrican Bureau for Animal Resources

CAHEC

China Animal Health and Epidemiology Centre

CBPP

Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia

CDIL

Central Disease Investigation Laboratory, Bangladesh

cvo

Chief Veterinary Officer

DAH

Department of Animal Healt h, Viet Nam

EARLN

East Africa Regional Laboratory Network

ECTAD

Emergency Cent re for Transboundary Animal Diseases

EMPRES-i

FAQ Global Animal Disease Information System

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats

FAQ

Food and Agricult ure Organization of the United Nations

FMD

Foot-and-mouth disease

FRET

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer

HPAI

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

HPED

Highly Pathogenic Emerging and Re -emerging Diseases in Asia

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency

IZSVe

Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale de/le Venezie

LANAVET

Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Cameroon

LIMS

Laboratory Information Management System

LOA

Letter of Agreement

NAHC

Nat ional Animal Health Centre, Lao PDR

NaVRI

National Veterinary Research Institute, Cambodia

NIAH

Nat ional Institute of Animal Health, Thailand

OFFLU

Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza

OIE

World Organisation for Animal Health

PPR

Peste des petits rum inants

RAHO 6

Regional Animal Health Office Number 6, Viet Nam

RESOLAB

Western and Central Africa Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian I nfluenza
and other Transboundary Animal Diseases (RESOLAB)

RVF

Rift Valley fever

SAARC

South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation

SADC

Southern African Development Community

SIV

Swine influenza virus

TAD

Transboundary animal disease

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

US CDC

United St ates Centers for Disease Control

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture

VRI

Veterinary Research Institute, Malaysia

WHO

World Health Organization
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1

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2011 -

31 MAR CH 2012) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
(1 APRIL 2012 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2012)
1.1

ACTIVITIES GLOBAL COMPONENT (FAO HEADQUARTERS AND FAO/IAEA)

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced
l.A.G Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

The Food and Agricultu re Organizat ion of t he Unit ed Nations (FAO) laboratory mapping tool
(LMT) was harmonized across Asia and Africa regions. A final version of t he tool was produced,
and comprises five modules. The tool can be used as a whole, or in part, by focusing on just one
or more modules. Before finalization of the tool, an expert-based opinion survey was
conducted for ranking of t he elements; no need for the weighting of elements was identified.
1.A.6.G
All data obtained with the LMT was compiled and analysed at headquarters for production of an
overall report on the status of IDENTIFY laboratories, and for the monitoring and evaluation
(M&E) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) data call.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

•
•
•

Produce an overall report on the status of IDENTIFY laboratories supported by FAO. 1.A.4.G
Develop specific modules for LMT to ease independent application of specific modules, for
example, disease-targeted modules and a module to measure the project's impact on laboratory
functionality. 1.A.6.G
Compare historic disease reporting data (FAO Global Animal Disease Information System
[EMPRES-i]) with current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region. 1.A.1.G
Improve data collection from FAO Reference Centres. 1.A.3.G
Identify regional service laboratories by disease focus, based on the outcomes of laboratory
mapping. l .A.5.G

l.B.G Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

None

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Support to three to four participa nts from South/Southeast Asia and the Congo Basin to attend
the 13th Conference of the International Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics
{ISVEE XIII), from 20 to 24 August 2012 in Maastricht, the Netherlands. The conference will focus
on Building Bridges - Crossing Borders.
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1.C.G Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to promote
national laboratory policies and guidelines
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Contract (Letter of Agreement [LoA)) with France Veterinaire International was prepared to
provide trainings in Africa in various expert fields (mostly trainings in French) and submitted for
internal clearance.
Contract (LoA) with lstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale de/le Venezie (IZSVe), Padova was
prepared and submitted for internal clearance. Its requirements are to provide on-site technical
assistance for rabies diagnosis (DRC, Cameroon and Uganda) and testing services, and to
contribute to the work on provision of access of sub-Saharan African laboratories to sequencing
services.
A workshop on Classical and Molecular Veterinary Virology was held in Vienna from
28 November to 9 December 2011. Ten participants from the Congo Basin (Kenya, Senegal,
Tanzania and Uganda) and Southeast Asia (Indonesia, LAO PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand
and Viet Nam) attended the workshop. It was jointly organized by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), FAO, the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, and the European
Society for Veterinary Virology (ESVV) (co-funded by the European Commission projects
EPIZON E, ConFluTech and AniBioThrea). The workshop covered the topics of molecular
techniques and classical virology. The participants were able to better understand the benefits
of classical and molecular technologies, and their laboratory proficiencies were enhanced.
1.C.3.G.
Organizational support was provided for the South/Southeast Asia regional workshop,
Laboratory Information Management Systems: Identifying Needs, Resources and Ways Forward
in Thailand on 8 and 9 December 2011. 1.C.1.G and linked to global activity 2.A.4.G.
Preparation of training workshops and a consultation :
o Regional training course on Maj or Transboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases: Early
Detection, Surveillance and Epidemiology (1 .C.4.G}, Laboratoire National Veterinaire
(LANAVET), GAROUA (Cameroon), from 11 to 22 June 2012. The following activities were
carried out: drafting of the prospectus, discussions (i.e. teleconferences and email
exchanges) on the course content with selected trainers, contacts established (i.e. at the
training location, t he Emergency Centre for Transboundary Animal Diseases (ECTAD) Bamako
and Nairobi and the FAO headquarters). Location and dates were confirmed, and the host
country officially contacted by IAEA. The invit ed count ries are: Cameroon, Central African
Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Rwanda,
Sout h Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda .
o Regional training course on Major Transboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases in the
Region: early Detection, Surveillance and Epidemiology for Asia region (1.C.5.SSEA} decision
to replace it with a training course on Sequencing and Sequence Analysis in Vienna in
October 2012.
o Consultation on Good Laboratory Practices for Conducting Multiple Disease Diagnosis
(1.C.5.G): Terms of reference (ToR) were drafted, and locat ion and date confirmed (Vien na,
September 2012).
Validation and transfer of new techniques for mult iple disease diagnosis (polymerase chain
reaction [PCR] using the fluorescence resonance energy transfer [FRET] system) 1.C.6.G
A method developed at the Animal Production and Health Laboratory (APHL) of the joint
FAO/IAEA Division for capripoxvirus detection and differentiation was taught to the participants
of the workshop on Classical and Molecular Veterinary Virology, from 28 November to 9
December 2011 in Vienna.
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•

Terms of collaborat ion were defined between APHL of the joint FAO/IAEA Division and
Pathofinder (Dutch company) for the development of a multiple pathogen detection assay for
major pat hogens causing respiratory diseases and symptoms in ruminants. This project is only
partially supported by IDENTIFY.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•
•

•

•
•

Conduct activities under the LoA with France Veterinaire International. See also 1.C.2.C, 1.C.5.C,
1.C.4.C and 1.C. 7.C
Conduct activities under the loA with IZSVe, Padova.
Coordinate the three sessions of the regional training-of-trainers (TOT) pathology workshop
Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis in both regions. l .C.2.G and linked to global activity
2.A.2.G
Conduct regional t raining course on M aj or Transboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases: early
Detection, Surveillance and Epidemiology, focusing on African Swine Fever, capripox and rabies
(LANAVET, GAROUA (Cameroon), from 11 to 22 June 2012). 1.C.4.G
o Teach the variant FRET method developed at APHL of the joint FAO/IAEA Division for which a
prototype kit has been made. Distribute this prototype to participants for testing and
validation of the assay. 1.C.6.G
Hold consultation on good laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis
(September 2012, Vienna). 1.C.5.G
Carry out validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease diagnosis (PCR using the
FRET system). The following laborat ories are targeted: the Nat ional Animal Health Diagnost ic
Investigation Centre and t he Pan-African Veterinary Vaccine Centre in Ethiopia and LANAVET in
Cameroon. 1.C.6.G
o Undertake the final discussion with Pathofinder and first steps of t he development of the
multiple pathogens detection assay for the major pathogens causing respiratory diseases and
symptoms in ruminants.

1.O.G Promote and support laboratory quality management
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

Preparation of proficiency testing. 1.D.3.G:
o For Rift Valley fever (RFV): serology kits were delivered to the FAO/IAEA j oint Division;
proficiency panels were prepared and ready for shipment.
o For peste des petits ruminants (PPR) : proficiency panels were prepared.
Access to standardized veterinary diagnostic reagent s and international standards, training on
recombinant RVF antigens and sera anti-RVF production (South Africa), discussion and
agreement with the National Institute for Communicable Diseases (NICD), South Africa on the
period and duration of the training on production of recombinant RVF ant igens and anti-RVF
antisera. The beneficiary countries were Senegal and Kenya. 1.D.5.G

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Provide support to the activities under the LoA with France Veterinaire International: on-site
audit/backst opping missions for: (i) assessing quality assurance system implement ation in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Central African Republic, t he Republic of t he Congo,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda; and (ii) assessing biosecurity and biosafety in Cameroon and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. linked to regional activity 1.D.2.C
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•
•
•

•

•

Provide support to the activities under the LoA with IZSVe, Padova: avian influenza
(Al)/Newcastle Disease (ND) proficiency test organized. 1.0.3.G
Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents and internationa l standards in a
coordinated manner. 1.0.5.G
External Quality Assurance for targeted diseases.1.O.3.G:
o Deliver RVF kits and RFV and PPR proficiency panels to selected laboratories (Cameroon, the
Central African Republic, the Republic of the Congo, the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Ethiopia, Gabon, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda) for testing.
Organize training on Recombinant RVF antigens and biologicals production (South Africa, one
month between July and October 2012) for each of two scientists to be selected from Kenya and
Senegal). 1.0.5.G
Sign an IAEA Technical contract with a laboratory (to be selected in the Congo basin region) for
serum production to create the PPR reference sera bank at the FAO/IAEA Division. 1.0 .5.G

1.E.G Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

Checklist of a minimum supply established per list of IDENTIFY priority diseases and provided to
the Congo basin region. linked to regional activity 1.E.1.C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Launch a tender for all Congo Basin countries for procurement of equipment and consumables.
linked to regional activity 1.E.1.C

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened
2.A.G Communication tool development and resource building
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

•

A glossary was developed consisting of the available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting
technologies for selected animal diseases, including zoonoses: most chapters of the glossary
written and validated by expert s in the field. New name for the document: LabCards. Al LabCard
was validated by the Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza (OFFLU) for
posting on the OFF LU Web site. 2.A.3.G
Basics of Field Pathology training manual was provided to the Congo Basin and South/Southeast
Asia regions: the manuals will be distributed during the regiona l (African and Asian) TOT
pathology workshops Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis. 2.A.2.G linked to regional 2.A.2.C
and 2.A.1.SSEA
A road map and a self-assessment tool for laboratories to identify the elements needed for a
laboratory information management system (LIMS) were developed at FAO headquarters
together with the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) to critically review the individual
laboratory needs, infrastructure and resources needed for successful implementation and
sustainability of LIMS platform, and to establish guidelines for selection of a "fit-for-purpose"
LIMS platform. These tools were piloted and delivered to laboratory managers during the
South/Southeast Asia workshop in December 2011 (refer to 1.C SSEA) 2.A.4.G
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•

•

•

EMPRES-i genetic module: second phase of collaboration wit h the Swiss Institute of
Bioinformatics started {LoA, November 2011-June 2012). Production phase of the work was
initiated. Linkages were validated between the virus and epidemiological information for HSNl
{tentatively). Applications and tools of the module are under discussion. A supportive tool was
offered to the FLU RISK project {EFSA pandemic influenza Risk Assessment project). 2.A.5.G
Access to sequencing services to Africa laboratories 2.A.7.G:
o Concept note on harmonization of molecular tests and provision of access to sequencing
services to Africa laboratories were developed.
o Meeting at FAO headquarters on Improving Sequencing Access for sub-Saharan African
Laboratories, Rome (10 February 2012) with 14 participants including six scientists from
three FAO Reference Centres, the IDENTIFY coordinator from the joint FAO/IAEA division,
IDENTI FY I FAO regional coordinators from Bamako and Nairobi, and HQ IDENTIFY I FAO
management team.
• Major OUTCOM ES: Beneficiary laboratories for the improved access to sequencing
services were selected; work plan and coordination between the different partners were
established; training objectives and logistics, as well as the modalities for the submission
of samples for sequencing, procurement and tender needs were discussed.
o Available protocols for PCR diagnosis and sequencing for the priority pathogens t arget ed in
the Congo Basin was compared across the three FAO Reference Centres with the aim to
harmonize protocols for multiple diseases testing. Beneficiary laboratories were informed,
and baseline informat ion on PCR testing and sequencing was requested.
Development of e-learning modu les on bioinformatics {phylogeny and sequence analysis) was
initiated with the partner {Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics). 2.A.6.G
o A first draft containing the Chapter 1 of 3 was discussed between the Joint FAO/IAEA
division, FAO headquarters and t he Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

•
•

•

•

Finalize translation in French of the Basics of Field Pathology t raining manual, and distribute t o
French-speaking Congo basin TOT pathology workshop attendees of the Basics of Field and
Laborat ory Diagnosis. 2.A.2.G, linked to regional 1.C.4.C and 2.A.2.C
Finalize all chapters of the LabCards and disseminate t hem to laboratories. 2.A.3.G
Present EMPRES-i genetic module at the Al Symposium and OFFLU t echnical meeting for
comments and future use by the scientific community. Support a master student from Viet Nam
on the use of the EMPRES-i genetic module with a focus on Vietnamese HSNl data. Va lidate the
developed algorithm . Launch the genetic module to the public. Publish the work. 2.A.5.G
Access to sequencing services to Africa laboratories 2.A.7.G: develop and test harmonized
protocols for PCR diagnosis and sequencing. Procure reagents for PCR and preparation of
products for sequencing. Develop decision trees and sequencing strategy. Carry out workshop
for laboratory and epidemiology staff on PCR protocols, sequencing and bioinformatics. Tender
and select sequencing provider for provision of sequencing services. Develop a moderator
system for sequencing services. Promote sharing of results.
Finalize the two e-learning modules on bioinformat ics {phylogeny and sequence analysis).
2.A.6.G

2.B.G Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote
national laboratory policies
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)
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•

Supported the preparation and co-funding of the Western and Central Africa Veterinary
Laborat ory Network for Avian Influenza and other Transboundary Animal Diseases (RESOLAB)
Annual coordination meeting (from 6 to 9 December 2011, Bamako, Mali). FAO/IAEA
coordinator participated in the meeting. linked to regional 2.8.C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Support to the preparation of the East Africa Regional Laboratory Network (EARLN) meeting
(Mombasa, July 2012). linked to regional 2.8.C

2.C.G Review and update of the Laboratory Networking Strat egy and future planning
Act ivities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•

Routine project management at headquarters and regional levels continued through conference
calls/videoconferences as needed, daily email communication and tripartite face-to-face
meetings between FAO, OIE and t he World Health Organization (WHO) as well as the use of the
IDENTIFY SharePoint.

•

Participation in monthly teleconferences with IDENTIFY project management team and USAID
Agreement Officer's Technical Representative on 9 March 2012 and 10 April 2012, and face-toface meeting on 17 January 2012.

•

Continued rotating system of responsibility sharing on a monthly basis between the three
partners to more effectively and rapidly handle communication with programme partners, dayto-day operations and logistic arrangements. This system also applies to document creation,
revision and meeting hosting.
IDENTIFY I FAO planning meeting with the FAO project management team, the FAO/IAEA
coordinator and the FAO regional coordinators from Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone (via
teleconference) in Rome on 8 and 9 February 2012; The IDENTIFY I FAO activit ies were planned
for the coming eight months.

•

•

IDENTIFY project planning was discussed during the following meetings:
o Tripartite headquarters meeting on the monitoring and evaluation process and Year 12-13
planning on 17 January 2012, Washington, DC; Tripartite headquarters' meeting on the
monitoring and evaluations process and IDENTIFY indicators, Paris, France, 16 February 2012.
o Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Quarterly Partners meeting, Washington, DC, from 18 to
20 January 2012.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•
•
•

Routine project management at headq uarters and regional levels continued.
Participation of the IDENTIFY I FAO management team to the Congo basin IDENTIFY I FAO
planning meetings, tentatively planned on 12 and 13 July 2012.
Participation (tentative) of t he IDENTIFY IFAO management team to the Congo basin and S/SE
Asia Regional EPT planning meetings, July 2012.
Moreover, project planning will be discussed during the following meetings:
o USAID and Tripartite Meeting to discuss IDENTIFY, Rome, on 20 and 21 June 2012.
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2.O.G Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•

•

Four-way linking for assessing health risks at the human-animal interface. 2.D.2.G:
o Planning mission carried out in Viet Nam (on 17 and 18 October 2011) to prepare the
concept, agenda and logistics for the four-way linking workshop in Viet Nam, in collaboration
with local FAO and WHO offices.
o Viet Nam FAO/OIE/WHO workshop was conducted in Nha Trang, from 14 to 16 February
2012 for 26 Vietnamese participants from the animal health sector. OUTCOMES:
communication, information sharing and joint risk assessment were the main gaps identified.
Next steps for national, regional and provincial level on communication, dat a sharing and
joint risk assessment for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) were developed.
o Presentation of a fou r-way linking concept given at the Meeting on Laboratory Strengthening
for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia Pacific (October 2011 in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia).
FAO headquarters and FAO/IAEA provided assistance to the regional preparation of the Congo
Basin National Veterinary Laboratories' Directors and Centra l Veterinary Officers (CVOs)/FAO
planning meeting in Libreville, Gabon, from 3 to 5 April 2012, and Entebbe, Uganda, from 11 to
13 April 2012.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012}

•
•

Four-way linking in Bangladesh: review mission in July 2012 and workshop in October 2012.
2.D.2.G
Attend the Congo Basin Nationa l Veterinary Laboratories' Directors and CVOs/FAO planning
meeting in Gabon, from 3 to 5 April 2012, and Entebbe, Uganda, from 11 to 13 April 2012.

2.E.G Support and promote laboratory networks
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012}

•
•

•

Inventory of training material in animal influenza was validated and made available on the
OFFLU Web site.
Contributed to the WHO VCM Meeting consultation (December 2011) aimed to improve the
influenza vaccine virus selection process through: exploring ways to improve t he extent,
timeliness and quality of virological and epidemiological surveillance data; the development and
application of new assays and new modelling approaches; the understanding of the relationship
between virus characteristics and vaccine efficacy, and the general understanding of regulatory
considerations. OFFLU activities were presented to the participants of the public health sector to
show animal health involvement in pandemic preparedness.
Contributed to the WHO Vaccine Composit ion meeting from 20 to 22 February 2012, WHO
headquarters, Geneva by collecting and compiling epidemiological analysis, genetic and
antigenic data. In September 2011, OFFLU shared new and previously unreported sequences
from Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Viet Nam (clades 1,
2.1.3, 2.2, 2.2.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.4) with the VCM. The report included 245 HS sequences (120 nonpublic and 12 public domain sequences from 2011; 113 non-public 2009- 2011). For H9, the
OFFLU network contributed 20 pre-2011 sequences (majority from 2009), and one 2011
sequence from Bangladesh. Among t hese viruses, one was selected by WHO for candidate
vaccine virus preparation (clade 2.3.4.2 A/chicken/Bangladesh/11rs1984-30/2011). FAO
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•

request ed the transfer of the strain from Italy to the United Stat es Centers for Disease Cont rol
(US CDC). The agreement was provided by Bangladesh, and the strain transferred from IZSVe to
US CDC.
Support and participation in the 2nd OFFLU Swine Influenza Virus (SIV) technical meeting, Paris,
on 27 and 28 March 2012 : FAQ's contribution to global surveillance activities for SIV was
present ed, and next year activities for the SIV groups were planned.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•
•

Support the annual technical meeting of OFFLU on 4 and 5 April 2012, back-to-back with the 8th
International Symposium on Avian Influenza, from 1 to 4 April 2012 (co-funding), London, UK.
Finalize the development of t he OF FLU training Web site, with various t raining mat erials.
Contribute to t he next W HO Vaccine Composition meeting (end of September 2012, China).

2.F.G Support and promote laboratory partnerships
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•
•

Progress was made towards the designat ion of FAO Reference Centres in China, India, Kenya,
South Africa and Thailand (government endorsement pending for most dossiers). 2.F.1 .G
Concept note was developed on t he roles and responsibilities of regional service laboratories in
sub-Saharan Africa and submitted to OIE and the African Union-lnterafrican Bureau for Animal
Resources (AU-IBAR) for discussion. 2.F.2.G

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Support the organization of the regional meeting in Addis Ababa from 11 to 13 July 2012 t o
define the roles and responsibilities of regional service laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa with
institutional, technical and funding partners. 2.F.2.G
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2

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2011 -

31 M ARCH 2012) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX-MONTH PERIOD
(1 APRIL 2012 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2012)
2.1

ACTI VITI ES SOUTH/SOUTH EAST A SIA COMPON ENT

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced
1.A.SSEA. Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

Refer t o backst opping visits described in l.D.SSEA in Lao PDR (National Animal Healt h Centre
[NAHC]) on 6 and 7 October 2011, Cambodia (National Veterinary Research Inst itut e [NaVRI])
from 10 to 12 October 2011, M alaysia (Veterinary Research Institut e [VRI]) from 11 t o
13 October, Thailand (National Institute of Animal Health [NIAH]) from 14 to 18 October, Viet
Nam (Regional Animal Health Office Number 6 [RAHO 61) on 20 and 21 October, and China
(China Animal Health and Epidemiology Centre (CAHEC]) from 20 to 27 November 2011.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Compile/updat e relevant laborat ory capacity data for t he net w ork and associated laborator ies
through the laboratory mapping exercise; implementing partner: AAHL.

1.B.SSEA. Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

The 2nd OFFLU SIV Technical M eeting, on 27 and 28 March 2012 Paris, France: IDENTIFY
provided the support for a specialist from NIAH, Thailand, and a specialist from the National
Cent re for Veterinary Diagnost ics (NCVD)/Department of Animal Health (DAH), Viet Nam to
attend t he meeti ng. The meeting was t o discuss t he progress made and t o work towards
developing a better underst anding of the global implications of influenza infection in swine at
the human-animal influenza interface. The two participants were also given t he opportunit y t o
visit the Animal Healt h and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA) Weybridge and the Institut e
for Animal Health (IAH) Pirbright laborat ories in t he Unit ed Kingdom on 29 and 30 M arch 2012.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

•

The 8th Avian Influenza International Symposium, from 1 to 4 April 2012, London. The project
provided support for t hree participants, including one participant from NIAH, Thailand, and two
participant s from DAH, Viet Nam to att end the conference. This conference was held for
scientists, biologists, veterinaria ns, medics and government regulators interested in the
exchange and discussion of current scientific informat ion on Al. It intended to provide a broader
underst anding of the global nat ure of Al and a framework to develop int ernational solutions.
The OFFLU Annual Technical Meeting, on 4 and 5 April 2012, London, UK: Following the Al
Symposium, three participants also attended the meeting t hat brings together the leading
influenza experts from all over the world to present and discuss OFFLU' s progress.
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•

The Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association's 7th Annual Biosafety Conference, Bali, Indonesia, from
24 to 27 April 2012: Under the support from the project, a Biosafety Officer and a Biosafety
Engineer from VRI, Malaysia attended the two-day preconference workshop on 24 and 25 April
and a two-day conference on 26 and 27 April 2012. This regional conference aimed at
generating a formal exchange on various developments in biosafety, ranging from the strategic
coalition and road map for the Asia-Pacific region to biosafety capability and capacity building in
the region.

1.C.SSEA. Develop and conduct FAO/ OIE/ WHO trainings or workshops t o build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies and guidelines
Act ivities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

•

REGIONAL training: Advanced Biorisk Traini ng, Geelong, Australia, from 14 to 18 November
2011. l.C.1.SSEA:
o With the priority given to participants who attended the Biosafety Management Training in
2011, out of ten participants, seven participants were from China, Malaysia, Thailand and
Viet Nam, while three participants from India joined the training with the funding support
from another project.
o Implementing partner: AAHL.
o OUTCOME: The trained-participants wou ld become regional biosafety resource persons to
provide technical support to other countries in the region.
REGIONAL training: Laboratory Engineering and Equipment Maintenance Training, Geelong,
Australia, from 21 to 25 November 2011:
o
With priority given to those who participated in the Biosafety Management Training in 2010,
there were 13 participants from China, India, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Thailand and Viet Nam
o Implementing partner: AAHL.
o OUTCOME: The trained biosafety engineers would become regional resource persons to
provide support to other countries in the region.
REGIONAL workshop: Laboratory Information Management Systems: Identifying Needs,
Resources, and Ways Forward in Phuket, Thailand, on 8 and 9 December 2011. 1.C.3.SSEA
o The workshop was attended by 19 participant s from national animal health laboratories in 11
countries of South and Southeast Asia;
o Implementing partners: AAHL and CSU .
o OUTCOM E: A self-assessment tool to aid in determining individual laboratory needs for LIMS
was piloted and delivered to laboratory managers for their use in decision making and
creating an action plan on selection and implementation of a LIMS.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

•
•
•

REGIONAL training, Laboratory and Field Epidemiology Linkage TOT Workshops: Basics of Field
and Laboratory Diagnosis in Chiang Mai, Thailand, scheduled for 21-25 May 2012; implementing
partner: the University of Georgia. 1.C.4.SSEA
REGIONAL workshop, Laboratory and Field Epidemiology Linkage TOT: Strengthen Laboratory
and Field Epidemiology Linkages. Schedule is to be confirmed; implementing part ner: AAHL.
REGIONAL workshops related to regional laboratory networking of selected regional priority
diseases for Asia. Schedules are to be confirmed; implementing partner: AAHL.
Provide consultancy on risk assessment, standard operating procedures development and
training on biosafety management to network laboratories; implementing partners:
international/national consultants and PREDICT.
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1.O.SSEA. Promote and support laboratory quality management
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•
•

Conducted backstopping missions to seven laboratories to ensure implementation of
appropriate diagnostic protocols under a quality assurance system . During the visit s t o
laboratories, AAHL laboratory experts provided the following inputs: (i) follow-up on proficiency
testing results for PRRS, CSF and HPAI; (ii) trouble shooting technical problems revealed by
proficiency testing results; (iii) in-house training on equipment usage and maintenance; (iv)
follow-up on laboratory quality systems; (v) inputs on biosafety and biosecurity; and (vi)
advocacy for laboratory support for surveillance. These missions were carried out at IDENTIFYsupported laboratories: NAHC in Lao PDR on 6 and 7 October 2011, NaVRI in Cambodia from
10 to 12 October, VRI in Malaysia from 11 to 13 October, NIAH in Thailand from 14 to
18 October, RAHO 6 in Viet Nam on 20 and 21 October, and CAHEC and the Chongqing Animal
Disease Control Centre (CADCC) in China from 20 to 27 November 2011. 1.D.2.SSEA
Provided consultancy and technical assistance to activities related to the laboratory relocation
and implementat ion of the Biosafety Level 3 (BSL3) facility at NAHC, Lao PDR (March-May 2012).
Provided laboratory visits and technical consultation to assist development and implementation
of laboratory quality management to the network laboratories: NAHC in Lao PDR from 22 t o
24 November 2011, DAH in Viet Nam, from 18 to 20 December 2011, t he Central Disease
Investigation Laboratory (COI L) in Ba ngladesh, on 25 January 2012, NAHC in Lao PDR on 22
Ma rch and on 29 and 30 March 2012, NaVRI in Viet Nam from 26 to 29 March 2012.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•
•
•

•

Continue to provide advice and technical assistance to activit ies related to the laboratory
relocation and implementation of the BSL3 facility at NAHC, Lao PDR (March-May 2012).
Provide biosafety cabinet testing and calibration to the network laboratories (Indonesia, Lao
PDR, Myanmar, the Philippines and Viet Nam). 1.D.1.SSEA.
Provide consultation and facilitate the procurement/access of LI MS to the network laboratories
(NIAH, Thailand, and NAHC, Lao PDR). 1 .D.4.SSEA
Continue to facilitate proficiency testing programme for diagnosis of selected regional priority
diseases and provide backstopping missions to the participating laboratories to ensure
implementation of appropriate diagnostic protocols under a quality assurance system;
implementing partner: AAHL. 1 .D.6.SSEA.
Provide laboratory visits and technical consultation to assist development and implementation
of laboratory quality management to the network laboratories. 1.D.2.SSEA.

1.E.SSEA. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012}

•
•

Two PCR cabinets were procured: one for COIL, Bangladesh, and one for the Central Veterinary
Laboratory, Nepal.
Eight biosafety cabinets procured in August 2011 were delivered and installed at the
laboratories in: Bangladesh (one), Cambodia (one) and Malaysia (two) in January 2012, and at
the laboratory in Nepal (two) in February 2012. Two biosafety cabinets were delivered to the
laboratory in Lao PDR in November 2011, and will be installed in the new laboratory.
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

•

Provide necessary supplies and equipment, based on the findings and recommendat ions of the
biosafety assessment and cabinet testing act ivities, to ensure the proper biosafety containment
and practices in t he network la boratories.
Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents including proficiency testing panel
complement, supplies and equipment as request ed by t he network laboratories, or
recommended in support of the proficiency testing programme.

Output 2 Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened
2.A.SSEA. Communication tool development and resource building
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•
•
•

Supported production of IDENTIFY leaflets for distribution to participants attending FAOorganized meet ings and workshops. 2.A.1.SSEA.
Provided technical inputs and su pported the implementation of EMPRES-i Asia platform to share
expertise and information in a real-time manner across the network.
Provided administration and information update to the Al Network Asia email list.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

•

Continue to support the implementation of EM PRES-i and Al Networ k Asia .
Provide the guidelines and documents related to diagnosis, management and control of
transboundary an imal diseases (TADs) as per requested Dist ribution of Basics of Field Pat hology
Training manual for trainers.
Develop training materials for the laboratory- Field Epidemiology Linkage Training.

2.8.SSEA. Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote
national laboratory policies
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

REGIONAL Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting and Regional Laboratory Network meeting.
2.8.1.SSEA: The Third Laborat ory Directors' Forum was j ointly organized by the Department of
Veterinary Services Malaysia, FAO and OIE on 18 October 2011 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The
meeting was attended by 35 participants from Cambodia, Lao PDR, M alaysia, Myanmar,
Thailand and Viet Nam, NIAH Japan, AAHL, OIE and FAO. The Forum welcomed new members
from China, Indonesia and the Philippines. The main objective of the meet ing was to update the
directors of key national laboratories on the ongoing activities related t o laboratory capacity
building and laboratory networking in Southeast Asia.
M eeting on Laboratory Strengthening for Emerging Infectious Diseases Diagnosis in Asia and the
Pacific was held from 19 to 21 October 2011 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The meeting was
organized jointly by FAO/OIE/WHO. It was the first time that representatives from cross-sectoral
groups, particularly the animal and public health, met to discuss laboratory issues in the region.
The international organizations, FAO, OI E and WHO presented their frameworks for
implementing the laboratory strengthening programme in the region: FAO Regional Strategy on
Emerging Diseases, OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway and WHO Western Pacific
Region Asian Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases. Animal and public health sectors met t o
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discuss the issues relat ed to strengt hening capacities before convening on t he t hird day for an
information sharing session on One Health and cross-sectoral group work.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•
•

Regional Laboratory Technical Advisory Group meeting (June 2012, Bangkok, Thailand).
th
The 4 Laboratory Direct ors' Forum meeti ng (July 2012, Viet Nam).
Regional Laboratory Network meeting (September 2012, Viet Nam).

2.C.SSEA. Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy and future planning
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator together with the OIE IDENTIFY Southeast Asia
coordinator participated in the tripartite 2012 EPT Lao PDR work plan review meeting on
23 November 2011 in Vientiane, Lao PDR.
The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator participated in the 2012 EPT Thailand work plan
review meeting on 6 February 2012 in Bangkok, Thailand.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia coordinator will participate in the 2nd Quarterly EPT Lao PDR
Work Plan Review meeting to be held on 5 April 2012 in Vientiane, Lao PDR.
Participation in the Regional EPT planning meet ing, July 2012, and in the EPT country level work
planning meetings (tentatively).

2.O.SSEA. Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

Provided assistance and inputs on development of the Regional Framework for Animal Health
Laborat ory Capacity Building and Networking in Asia which was present ed and adopted during
the 3 rd Laborat ory Directors' Forum meet ing (from 19 to 21 October 2012) .
Facilitated the development of ToR for roles and responsibilities of t he regional leading
laboratory for classical swine fever (CSF) (DAH, Viet Nam ), foot-and-mouth disease (FMD)
(Regional Reference Laboratory, Thailand) and HPAI (VRI, M alaysia), which was presented and
rd
agreed at the 3 Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting (from 19 to 21 October 2012).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Provide technical assistance in preparation of the Regional Framework for Animal Healt h
Laborat ory Capacity Building and Networking in Asia to the Association of Sout heast Asian
Nations Sectoral Working Group on Livestock (ASWGL) in t he upcoming ASWGL meeting in May
2012 in Myanmar.
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2.E.SSEA. Support and promote laboratory networks
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

The IDENTIFY I FAO SE Asia Coordinator participated in and provided technical inputs t o DAH Viet
Nam 10th Epidemiology Laboratory Network Meeting from 19 to 21 December 2011 in Hanoi,
Viet Nam. A total of 50 participants attended the meeting including staff from DAH
Epidemiology Division, NCVD and RAHOs. Representatives from the Viet Nam National Institute
of Hea lth and Epidemiology (NIHE), the Hanoi Agriculture University (HAU), USAID, US CDC and
the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), and laborat ory experts from FAO also participated in
the meeting. The goals of the meeting were to share updates on diseases surveillance and
diagnosis and to discuss plans for future surveillance, diagnosis and networking activit ies.
The IDENTIFY I FAO Southeast Asia Coordinator provided technical inputs during the First
Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting and workshop on Laboratory Networking and Proficiency
Testing for Priority Highly Pathogenic Emerging and Re-emerging Diseases in Asia (HPEDs) in
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries on 23 and 24 Ja nuary 2012
in Dhaka, Bangladesh. The meeting and workshop were attended by 27 participants from the
SAARC countries including Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka,
with technical support from AAHL, OIE and FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific. The
ultimate goal of this Forum was to provide a platform to discuss problems and issues related to
the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories and networks of member states in the SAARC
region; and to act as a coordinating platform for the national veterinary diagnostic laboratories
of the region to promote harmonization and to enhance laboratory capacity and standards for
the diagnosis ofTADs and emerging/re-emerging infectious diseases.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012}

•

Continue to provide inputs and support communication and interaction among the regional
network laboratories, and support national laborat ory networking activities.

2.F.SSEA. Support and promote laboratory partnerships
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

Support and promote t he establishment/development of regional leading laboratories
2.F.1.SSEA:
o Supported the development and implementation of Regional Guiding Principles for Diagnosis
of HPAI, FMD, CSF and porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) by regional
leading laboratories.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Provide support to the regional leading laboratory for swine diseases in Viet Nam to host the 4th
Laboratory Directors Forum meeting and the Regional Laboratory Network meeting.
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3

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD (1 OCTOBER 2011 31 M ARCH 2012) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX-MONTH PERIOD
(1 APRIL 2012 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2012)

3.1

ACTIVITIES CONGO BASIN COMPONENT

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced
1.A.Congo. Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

•

The first report on the Congo Basin Nat ional Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratories Mapping, based
on laboratory self-evaluation system data was finalized in December 2011. Translation of the
report into French was carried out. 1.A.1.C
Harmonization of the FAO laboratory mapping tool across Asia and Africa regions (act ivity linked
to 1.A.6.G):
o Review and translation of the new and consolidated laboratory mapping tool in French.

1.A.5.C

o

Migration of data from the 2010 questionnaires and presentation int o the new laboratory
mapping tool. 1.A.2.C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

•

Outcomes of t he mapping result s t o be present ed t o laborat ory directors and CVOs (Libreville,
Entebbe meetings, April 2012) 1.A.1.C
Additional targeted data collection, with laboratory visit s and/or follow-up assessments if
necessary, to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacities; IDENTIFY supported laboratories,
including regional laboratories, will be assessed with the new laboratory mapping tool by t hird
parties. 1.A.3.C
Integrate the outcomes of the laboratory mapping into the Laboratory Networking Strategy.

1.A.4.C
1.B.Congo. Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to
laboratory capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines and standards
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•

None

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

•
•

Support to quality/biosafety managers from Botswana, Cameroon and Uganda to attend the
rd
3 Annual African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) conference, from 24 to 27 June 2012,
Sandton Convent ion Centre, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Support the participation of the Congo Basin and South/Southeast Asia countries in the global
FMD conference in Bangkok in June 2012.
Support the participation in East Africa Regional Biosurveillance workshop in Kampala in June
2012.
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1.C.Congo. Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and to
promote national laboratory policies and guidelines

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

Preparation of a series of trainings planned in year 3 was carried out: finalization of ToR
undertaken, trainers and partners contacted, preparation of contracts with training providers
carried out, location and dates confirmed, countries informed about the training, logistics
partially prepared, etc. The preparat ion covered the following activities:
o Regional workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (sample management, quality
control for quantitative tests, quality control for qualitative tests), tentatively Libreville, JulySeptember 2012. 1.C.2.C
o Regional workshop on Laboratory Equipment Calibration and Maintenance, Gambia,
tentatively in July 2012, co-funded with the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA)/Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). 1.C.5.C
o Regional training course on Major Transboundary and Zoonotic Animal Diseases in the
Region: Early Detection, Surveillance and Epidemiology, Garoua, Cameroon, from 18 to
29 June 2012, organized together w ith FAO/IAEA. 1.C.3.C (see also 1.C.4.G)
o Regional TOT pathology workshops (location, time, main trainers) : Basics of Field and
Laboratory Diagnosis.1.C.4.C:
• Session 1 (anglophone countries): Eastern Congo Basin, Nairobi, from 23 to 27 April
2012
• Session 2 (francophone countries): Western Congo Basin. Venue and dates TBD.
French version of the manual is under fina lizat ion. linked to global activity 2.A.2.G
o Regional training on biosecurity/biosafety for Cameroon, the Centra l African Republic, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Republic of the Congo, Gabon and Equatorial Guinea,
to be held tentatively in Kinshasa, September 2012.1.C.7.C
o Rabies national training (location, time, main trainers) for rabies diagnosis, followed by
national seminars on rabies in Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
Tanzania.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

Provision to each laboratory of ISO 17025 manual, OIE terrestrial manual and OIE guidelines on
biosafety in veterinary laboratory. 1.C.1.C
Carry out national trainings with field epidemiologists on sample collection, st orage and
shipping. 1.C.6.C

1.D.Congo. Promote and support laboratory quality management

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

Two trainings in laboratory equipment calibration and maintenance (1.C.5.C) were prepared in
support of laboratory quality management, and as part of the regional road map for quality
assurance management. Laboratory support t rainings to assist in equipment maintenance and
calibration:
o Session 1: at the Laboratoire Veterinaire of Kinshasa for three to four trainees from each
participant national veterinary laboratory (the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the
Republic of the Congo and Gabon).
o Session 2: at LANAVET of Garoua (Cameroon) for four to five trainees from each
participant national veterinary laboratory (Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad
and the Niger).
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•

•

Preparation of activities aimed at developing specific technical test ing competence to face
emerging disease situations: Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic
of the Congo (bush meat microbiology, advanced CBPP, ASF), Gabon (rabies, CBPP), the Republic
of the Congo, Rwanda (ASF), Tanzania and Uganda (Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia
[CBPP]). Experts were identified. Country time frames proposed. 1.0.9.C
Contacts were established with AfBSA for a possible collaboration with FAO and with regional
laboratory networks. As a first step, it was agreed that IDENTIFY will support the participants
from beneficiary countries in the AfBSA activities (see 1.8.C). FAO requested that participants be
able to submit abstracts and present veterinary perspectives in the meeting. 1.0.6.C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Conduct two training sessions on laboratory equipment calibration and maintenance.
Issue the call for a regional consultancy for on-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing
quality assurance system implementation and development of quality documentation in the
Central African Republic, the Democratic Repu blic of the Congo, the Republic of the Congo,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda. These missions will provide information for the IDENTIFY
indicators linked to objective 3. 1.0.2.C
Proficiency testing for Al/ND in September 2012 for all IDENTIFY beneficiary countries (except
Equatorial Guinea) and regional laboratories in Africa; RVF and PPR proficiency testing for
selected countries (Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda). linked to global activity 1.0.3.G
Carry out all expert missions aimed at developing specific technical testing competencies to face
emerging disease situations. 1.0.9.C
Organize scientific visits for laboratory directors within and outside their region (all countries).

1.0.4.C
Conduct assessment missions (Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of the Congo) for
biosafety and biosecurity infrastructures, equipment and practices. 1.0.5.C
Provision to the nine beneficiary countries with validated standardized veterinary diagnostic
reagents (antigens and antisera) targeting priority TAD laboratory diagnosis. 1.0.8.C

1.E.Congo. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

A checklist of minimal equipment and consumables to be made available in each beneficiary
laboratory was determined, which will be used as priority procurement items. The approach was
developed on combining the checklist with the results of the mapping and with the list of needs
for equipment and consumables already collected from beneficiary laboratories. 1.E.1.C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Approach on procurement of equipment and consumables to be agreed during laboratory
directors and CVOs meetings (Libreville, Gabon, from 3 to 5 April, 2012, and Entebbe, Uganda,
from 11 to 13 April 2012). An indicat ion of the budget range will be communicated to the
laboratories. 1.E.1.C
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Output 2 Linkages and communicat ion pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened
2.A.Congo. Communicat ion tool development and resource building
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 Oct ober 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•
•

Conception and production of a leaflet on IDENTIFY activities, in addit ion to the posters was
produced and distributed to beneficiary laboratories. 2.A.l.C
The following progress was made in the second phase of the study on the development of
collaborations and/or partnerships between public veterinary laboratories and the animal
industry: consultant to carry out the second phase of the study was preselected, pilot countries
were selected (Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda), and his ToR
were finalized. 2 .A.3.C

Planned activit ies for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012}

•
•

•

•

•

Production, printing and dissemination of various public awareness and advocacy materials.
2.A.1.C
Provide the guidelines and documents related to diagnosis, management and control of TADs as
per requested distribution of the Basics of Field Pathology training manual for trainers during
the TOT pathology workshops on the Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis. 2A.2.C
Production, printing and dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for
IDENTIFY listed priority diseases. The Veterinary school in Dakar, Senegal (EISMV) was selected
to lead this activity through an LoA with FAO. During the implementation period of the LoA,
EISMV will make available one expert and two students to develop two guides for field and
laboratory diagnosis for priority diseases in the Congo Basin. 2.A.5.C
Initiate the second phase of the study on the development of collaborations and/or partnerships
between public veterinary laboratories and the animal industry. This study will take place in
three pilot countries (Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda) as a
follow-up to the first study conducted by FAO in year 2. It aims at identifying alternative
activities that will generate additional and sustainable financial resources for concerned
laboratories. 2.A.3.C
Propose sample referral guidelines for two priority TADs. 2.A.4.C

2.B.Congo. Development of joint meetings and conferences to support networking and promote
nat ional laboratory policies
Act ivities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•

RESOLAB annual coordination meeting conducted in December 2011, Bamako. All beneficiary
countries, except Gabon, were able to part icipate. Meeting was co-funded by USDA/APH IS.
Minut es can be found at:
http://www.fao-ectad-bamako.org/fr/lMG/pdf/Report 5th RESOLAB Oec2011 Engl F16Jan GO.pdf

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

EARLN annual coordination meeting, Mombasa, Kenya, on 27 and 28 July 2012.
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2.C.Congo. Review and update of the tripartite Laboratory Networking Strategy and future
planning
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

The IDENTIFY I FAO regional coordinators from Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone (via
teleconference) participated in the IDENTIFY I FAO planning meeting with the project
management team in Rome (on 8 and 9 February 2012). The IDENTIFY I FAO activities were
planned for the coming eight months.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•

Tripartite regional coordination meetings, date and venue TBD.
Participation of the IDENTIFY I FAO regional coordinators in the Regional EPT planning meeting,
July 2012.

2.O.Congo. Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

None

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

•

•

Year 3 work plan implementation meeting of IDENTIFY I FAO project with the Western Congo
Basin National Veterinary Laboratories' Directors and CVOs, from 3 to 5 April 2012, Libreville,
Gabon. OIE, WHO and AU-IBAR wil l participate. lntersectoral discussions at national levels will
be supported through national LoA.
Year 3 work plan implementation meeting of IDE NTIFY I FAO project with the Eastern Congo
Basin National Veterinary Laboratories' Directors and CVOs, from 11 to 13 April 2012, Entebbe,
Uganda. OIE, WHO, USAID and AU-IBAR are invited. lntersectoral discussions at nationa l levels
will be supported through national LoA.
Facilitate nationa l rabies seminars in Cameroon, t he Democratic Republic of the Congo and
Tanzania, with all stakeholders (public health, universities, WHO, laboratories, veterinary
services and private veterinarians) .

2.E.Congo. Support and promote laboratory networks
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012)

•

Annual regional networking meetings: participation in RESOLAB annual coordination meeting,
Bamako, Ma li, from 12 to 16 December 2012 for nine participants from five Congo Basin
countries (Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Republic of the Congo, the Democratic
Republic of the Congo and Equatorial Guinea), two participants from RESOLAB Regional
laboratories (LNERV of Senegal and NVRI of Nigeria), three participants from FAO/OIE Reference
laboratory (IZSVe of Padova, Italy) and th ree participants from the EARLN network.
Implementing partners: France Veterinaire International, USDA/APHIS, AIEA, USAID, CIRAD, OIE
and AU-IBAR. 2.E.1.C
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•

•

•

•
•

•

An OFFLU representative was present at the RESOLAB meeting and ensured good linkage
between OFFLU activities and RESOLAB (e.g. information on OFFLU activities, invitation t o
contribute to OFFLU technical work). 2.E.1.C
Representatives of Eastern and Southern African Development Community (SADC) Africa
regional laboratory networks were present at the RESOLAB meeting and maintained linkages
between sub-Saharan Africa regional laboratory networks. 2.E.1.C
Participation of EARLN interim coordinator and the National Animal Disease Diagnostics and
Epidemiology Centre of Uganda Executive Manager and one senior staff in the RESOLAB 5th
Annual coordination meeting. 2.E.1.C
Coordination of the activities of the subnetworks on PPR, FMD and rabies for Western and
Central Africa region. 2.E.1.C
Information collection and dissemination via emailing list and Web site. Support for sharing of
information and biological materials: technical information was shared through RESOLAB Web
site (www.fao-ectad-bamako.org) and mailing list. In addition, contacts are underway with the
International livestock Research Institute (ILRI) to implement joint activities that aim at
sequencing the gene of ASF virus isolated in Cameroon; 2 .E.3.C
Support participants to attend an EARLN-FMD subnetwork coordination meeting and regional
FMD progressive control pathway meeting in Nairobi (from 5 to 7 March 2012). 2.E.1.C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•
•
•
•
•

Provide support to RESOLAB and EARLN network and subnetwork meetings. 2.E.1.C
Facilitate common workshops, at country level, between laboratory technicians and
epidemiologists. 2.E.2.C
Resume with information collection and dissemination via emailing list and Web site. 2.E.3.C
Invite RESOLAB/SADC Laboratory Network members, FMD subnetwork coordinator and OFFLU
representative(s) to the EARLN annual coordination meeting in July 2012 in Kenya. 2.E.1.C
Develop linkages with the joint AU-IBAR/OIE/FAO project entitled, Reinforcing Veterinary
Governance in Africa, that will be launched in May 2012, and which includes, under FAO
component, act ivities to support the regional networks (laboratory, epidemio-surveillance, etc.).

2.F.Congo. Support and promote laboratory partnerships
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 M arch 2012)

•

•

Contribution to concept notes developed at FAQ headquarters on:
o definition of t he roles and responsibilities of regional laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa and
establishment/development of regional service laboratories; OIE was contact ed for review
and comments on the proposed approach, and a concept note was transmitted to WHO.
linked to global activity 2.F.G
o provision of access to sequencing services for sub-Saharan veterinary laboratories.
Contact was established with AfBSA t o explore a possible membership for RESOLAB/EARLN
networks. linked to activity 1.0 .C

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April 2012 - 30 September 2012)

•

Meeting on regional laboratory services from 9 to 11 July 2012 in Addis Ababa. linked to global
activity 2.F.2.G
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4
•

•

•

•

M A IN CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND RESPON SE PROVIDED

The implementation of the project activities under the Year 3 work plan, corresponding to this
reporting period (1 October 2011 - 31 March 2012), was delayed owing to the completion of the
validation process of the Year 3 work plan in November 2011, which resulted in the adoption of
a new timetable of project activities.
In the Congo Basin, there is still a need to improve the involvement of the beneficiary
laboratories in IDENTIFY I FAO activities. FAO meetings with veterinary laboratory directors and
CVOs are planned in the next reporting period to present and discuss the project's
implementation, common constraints, current and future work plans, and to improve the
project ownership by beneficiary laboratories. For a better implementation of the IDENTIFY
project at the national level, with a more active role played by t he beneficiary laboratories, FAO
will discuss the designation (and Terms of Reference) of national coordinators responsible for
follow-up and linkages with other national and EPT partners. LoA will be signed with each
laboratory, with activities carried out by beneficiary laboratories.
IDENTIFY I FAO is seeking t o fill the gaps defined from the first mapping exercise result in the
Congo Basin. The major constraints reported by the laboratories with respect to the adequate
performing of laboratory diagnosis were: financial and material resources (reported by
29 percent of the laboratories), inadequate number of qualified human resources (26 percent ),
difficulties in procurement of reagents and consumables (23 percent) and difficulties in
metrology and equipment maintenance (6 percent). Furthermore, the quality system
development and/or implementation have faced difficulties ranging from an insufficiency of
financial and material resources (26 percent), lack of trained personnel (23 percent), suboptimal
metrology and equipment maintenance operations (13 percent) to an irregular provision of
water and electricity (7 percent). FAO will address the issue of advocacy to national authorities
and regional institutions as well as development of national laboratory policy.
The low priority given to animal health in country policies and development strategies often
leads to difficulties in mobilizing technical, financial and human resources at national level, thus
compromising t he sustainability of activities implemented under the project. Therefore, there is
a need to intensify advocacy at country level and increase sustainable financial resources.
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5

MAIN PROGRESS MADE TOWARDS THE ACHIEVE M ENT OF PROJECT OUTCOMES
(FROM THE START OF THE PROJECT ACTIVITIES)

•

•

•

•

•

•

The support provided by IDENTIFY to-date has contributed to a greater underst anding of the
regional animal health priorit ies, assessment of laboratory capacities, and identification of
regional and national gaps and resources.
The direct support afforded to laboratories is substantial, and has allowed for an expansion of
the activities to include: quality assurance, biosafety, and maintenance and calibration of
equipment, thus contributing to laboratories' capacity to conduct work in accordance with
internationally accredited standards (e.g. ISO 17025). Many national laboratories never had the
opportunity to consider these major issues. The support provided is neither isolated nor
sequential; the project builds upon previous and current investments in laboratory networking
and allows for a programmatic approach, proper approval of planned activities by countries and
a regional approach to TADs.
As many priority diseases are TADs, a regional approach (where agreed) allows for rapid disease
detection/identification. Response measures can be coordinated regionally for more effective
cont rol. The networks in the West/Centra l, Eastern Africa and Southeast Asia regions have set a
good example, with both the formal and informal exchange of information, collective effort and
responsibility to build laboratories in the regions. Other partners, such as USDA/APHIS, EU-FMD
Commission and CIRAD have demonstrated an increasing interest in and support for these
laboratory networks. The growing confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and FAO
has a comparative advantage in the coordination of such support and inputs. This project has
provided support to regional laboratory networks, allowing net working and progress in the
strategy of these networks, especially related t o t he status and mandate of regional service
laboratories.
While laboratory capacities and national needs are heterogeneous within each region, the
laboratory mapping tool developed by FAO is contributing to a regional perspective on
laboratory capacities and gaps. This tool can serve for laboratories themselves, as well as
decision-makers and technical partners, to identify t he regional and individual support required.
It is also an invaluable tool for FAO to tai lor its capacity building support in line with the project's
objectives, measuring t he progress made and the impact of t he project. This tool is also
applicable in other contexts, or under other FAO projects in the future. It will continue to evolve,
through t he development of specific modules and according to the feedback received.
This project has enabled or will shortly enable the launching of innovative initiatives, such as the
genetic module in the EMPRES-i database, the four-way linking framework, the laboratory
mapping tool, the development of private-public partnerships between laboratories and the
animal production sector and the provision of access of laboratories to sequencing services. The
genetic module represents an ideal example of a multidisciplinary success, linking virology,
epidemiology and bioinformatics, and is receiving increasing interest from the scientific
community and from policy makers.
Building on the invest ments made with support under Al, this project sustains previously
established mechanisms: collaborations and communication pathways between organizations,
global OFFLU and regional networks, and benefits from the momentum gained th rough public
good concepts, such as the recognit ion of the importance of early detection and intervention
and impacts of pathogens with pandemic potential. These investments are crucial to the
cont inued development of technical laboratory capacities, especially molecular techniques, to
respond to other transboundary and priority diseases.
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Regional component: Global/Inter-regional
Three hot spot areas (with countries) :

•
•
•

Congo Basin: Uganda, Democrat ic Republic of the Congo, Cameroon, Republic of Congo,
Tanzania, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Rwanda, Central African Republic and South Sudan.
Southeast Asia: Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Ma laysia,
Myanmar* , the Philippines, Thailand and Viet Nam.
South Asia: Bangladesh, India and Nepa l (future act ivities pending) .

Project title: Support for strengthening animal health laboratory capacities in hot spot regions to
combat zoonotic diseases that pose a significant public health threat - IDENTIFY
Code: OSRO/INT/902/USA
Total budget: USD 18 444 372 (of which USD 14 944 372 were allocated for implementation of
activities by the Food and Agriculture Organ ization of the United Nat ions (FAO), and USO 3 500 000
were allocated for implementation of activities by the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE)
through funds transferred by FAQ to OIE as per the letter of agreement (LoA). The activities carried
out by OIE w ill be reported on separately.
Effective starting date: 1 October 2009
Planned end date: 30 September 2013
Context of the project

This project is part of a complex programme - Emerging Pandemic Threat s (EPT) - designed by the
United States Agency for Internationa l Development (USAID) and aimed at identifying and
implementing mechanisms that detect disease emergencies, especially from wild life. The One
Health concept is an important component of the programme. The IDENTIFY project is implemented
j ointly by FAQ, OIE and the World Health Organ ization (WHO).
Objectives of the project

•

enhance laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterizat ion for the
laboratories' capabi lity - IDENTIFY targeted diseases1 ;

•

enhance/support laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to national
authorit ies, in support of their official notification to the appropriate regional and internat ional
organ izations;
laboratories have adopted or improved quality assurance (QA) practices, inclusive of biosafety
and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive qua lity management system; and
laboratories are participating in relevant regional and internationa l laboratory networks
according to their respective abilities, disease priorities and responsibilit ies.

•
•

• Myanmar is included in regional activities under separate funding.
"IDENTIFY ta rgeted d isease" indicates t hose diseases selected at the regional level for support under IDENTI FY. Some IDENTIFY
laboratories have no mandate/interest t o detect all IDENTIFY t argeted diseases, and data w ill not be reported for diseases in those cases.

1

2

Short summary of main activities planned for the reporting period (1 October 2012- 31 March 2013)
Main activity headings are as follows; for further details, please refer to the FAO I IDENTIFY year four work plan.
Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.
USAID

I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance laboratories'

ability to detect - to the appropriat e level

of characterization for the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases.
1.A
1.B
1.C
1.D
1.E
1.F
USAID

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.
Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.
Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and
support laboratory management.
Strengthening global and regional resources for selected animal diseases.
Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management.

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY

targeted diseases to national aut horities, in support of their official notification to the
appropriate regional and international organizations.
2.G

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priorit y animal diseases, including support of
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information.

USAID

I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved QA practices, inclusive of

biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive quality management system.
3.H
3.1
3.J
3.K

External Quality Assessment (EQA) for the diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity.
Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, incl uding biosafety.

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and

international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
4.L
4.M
4.N
4.0
4.P

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health .
Enhancing the role of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories.
Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health .
One Health initiatives: st rengthening linkages between veterinary and public health .
Support for participat ion in scientific conferences, t rainings, or workshops.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AAHL
AGAH
AHVLA
AI
APHIS
ASEAN
ASF
ASWGL
AU
AU- IBAR
AUM
AU- PANVAC
CCPP
CBPP
CIRAD
CSF
CSIRO
CU-EIDAs
CVL

cvo
DAH
DIC
DGLAHS
EAC
EARLN
ECCAS
ECOWAS
ECTAD
EISMV
ELISA
EMPRES
EMPRES-i
EPT
EQA
EuFMD
FAO
FETP
FETPV
FMD
FRET
FVI
HPAI
IAEA
IATA
ISRA
IVM
IPC
IZSVe
LACEVET
Lao PDR
LANAVET
LIMS
LITI
LMT
LNERV
LoA
M&E
MARF
MoH
MORU
MUHAS

Australian Animal Health Laboratory
FAO Animal Health Service
Animal Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency
Avian influenza
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
African swine fever
ASEAN Sectoral Working Group on Livestock
African Union
African Union-Interafrican Bureau for An imal Resources
African and Malagasy Union
African Union-Panafrican Veterinary Vaccine Centre
Contagious caprine pleuropneumonia
Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia
Centre de cooperation internationale en recherche agronomique pour le
developpement - Agricultural Research for Development
Classical swine fever
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Center of Excellence for Emerging Infectious Diseases in Animals,
Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
Central Veterinary Laboratory
Chief Veterinary Officer
Department of Animal Health, Viet Nam
Disease Investigation Centres
Directorate General of Livestock and Anima l Health Services
East African Community
Eastern Africa Veterinary and Epidemiology Laboratory Network
Economic Community of Central African States
Economic Community Of West African States
Emergency Centre for Transboundary Anima l Diseases
Interstate School of Veterinary Science and Medicine
enzyme-linked immune sorbent assay
FAO Emergency Prevention System
FAO Global Animal Disease Information System
Emerging Pandemic Threats
External Quality Assessment
European Commission for the Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Field Epidemiology Train ing Programme
Field Epidemiology Train ing Programme for Veterinarians
Foot-and-mouth disease
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
France Veterinaire International
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Air Transport Association
Institut Senegalais de Recherche Agronomique
Influenza Virus Monitoring (system), Indonesia
Institut Pasteur du Cambodge
Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale de/le Venezie
Central Veterinary Laboratory
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Laboratoire National Veterinaire, Cameroon
Laboratory information management system
Livestock Training Institute, Tanzania
Laboratory mapping tool
Laboratoire National d'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaires
Letter of agreement
Monitoring and evaluation
Ministry of Animal Resources and Fisheries, South Sudan
Ministry of Health, South Sudan
Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit
Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences
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NADDEC
NAHC
NAHDIC
NaVRI
NCVD
NIAH
ND
NVDAL
NVL
OFFLU
OIE
PCR
PPP
PPR
PPRV
PRRS
PT
PUSVETMA
RAHO 6
RECS
RESEPI
RESOLAB
RRL
RSL
RVF
SIB
SIV
SOPs
SWD
TAD
TAWIRI
UEMOA
UNICEF
USAID
US CDC
USDA
VAR
VRI
WHO

National Animal Disease Diagnostics & Epidemiology Centre
National Animal Health Centre, Lao People's Democratic Republic
National Animal Health Diagnostic and Investigation Center
National Veterinary Research Institute, Cambodia
National Center of Veterinary Diagnosis, Viet Nam
National Institute of Animal Health, Thailand
Newcastle disease
National Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory
National Veterinary Laboratory, Rwanda
Joint OIE/FAO Network of Expertise for Animal Influenza
World Organisation for Animal Health
Polymerase chain reaction
Public private partnership
Peste des petits ruminants
Peste des petits ruminants virus
Porcine reproductive and resp iratory syndrome
Proficiency testing
Pusat Veterinaria Farma
Regional Animal Health Office Number 6, Viet Nam
Regional Economic Communities
Regional Network of National Epidemiosurveillance Systems for Transboundary
Animal Diseases
West and Central Africa Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian Influenza and
Other Transboundary Diseases
Regional Reference Laboratory
Regional Support Laboratory
Rift Valley fever
Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics
Swine influenza virus
Standard operating procedures
Sabah Wildlife Department
Transboundary animal disease
Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute
West African Economic and Monetary Union
United Nations Children's Fund
United States Agency for International Development
United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
United States Department of Agriculture
Veterinary and Agrochemical Research Centre, Belgium
Veterinary Research Institute, Malaysia
World Health Organization
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1

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD

(1

OCTO BER

2012 -

31 M ARCH 2013) AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT REPORTING PERIOD
(1 APRIL 2013 - 30 SEPTEMBER 2013)

1.1

A CTI VITIES GLOBAL COMPONENT
ATOMI C EN ERGY AGE NCY [IAEA])

(FAQ

HEAD QU ARTERS AN D FAQ/ I NTE RN ATIONAL

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management syst em enhanced.

USAID

I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of

characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases.
Gl.A

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

Global compilation of updated regional data on laboratory capacity and networks (FAO
laboratory mapping tool [LMT] exercise) {activity Gl.A.1, linked to regional activities C.1.A

and 5.1.A):
o

o

o

All new data obtained with the LMT (through results of self and external assessments in
both regions) were compiled and reviewed to analyse the progress made by IDENTIFY
outcome indicator.
Comparisons were made on results obtained through self-application of the LMT versus
expert assessment. The analyses of the strengths and weaknesses of the LMT provided a
basis for the review of progress measu rement under IDENTIFY, the review of t he LMT
and best practices in its application (linked with activity Gl.A.2).
A regional profile of laboratories was examined for determining the stat us of regional
support laboratories based on t he outcomes of laboratory mapping.

•

Development of additional modules for the LMT (activity Gl.A.2):
o The LMT revision to improve LMT objectivit y, consistency and address other issues was
initiated together with externa l experts.

•

Contribute to the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) effort {activity Gl.A.3}:
o A tracking mechanism for LoAs with IDENTIFY beneficiary labs in Africa was developed to
help capture activities accomplished by the laboratories under such agreements and link
them back to the IDENTIFY project results framework. This mechanism will also help
assess satisfactory fulfilment of obligations stated in the LoAs, and thus, serve as a basis
of whether or not to renew such agreements wherever applicable.
o The "Progress against Log Frame" p roject monitoring mechanism was operationalized as
stipulated in the project M&E framework. This document will show global level
accomplishments and show progress towards the at tainment of targets set for the
project.
o Available output information was disaggregated by laboratory level and by USAID
object ive in order to help explain changes in individual IDENTIFY supported laboratories.
A " laboratory sheet " template was developed t o help compile detailed information on
activities conducted, follow-ups required, progress made and status of each individual
laboratory.
o A harmonized approach t o assess the direct contribution of t he IDENTIFY project to
changes in supported laboratories was discussed. It would involve the development of a
specific LMT module to measure t he project's impact on laborat ory functionality as well
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as a survey to measure the observed (and perceived) changes in laboratories against
what was carried out under the project.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Global compilation of updated regional data on laboratory capacity and networks (FAQ LMT
exercise) (activity Gl.A.l}:
o Produce individual laborat ory cards on the status of IDENTIFY laboratories in the Congo
basin, so that they may be shared with the count ries to provide feedback on the:
(i) year three LMT exercise; (ii) progress made since the year two LMT exercise; and
(iii) year five planning process.

•

Development of additional modules for the LMT (activity Gl.A.2):
o Finalize the revision of the LMT and share the new version with the IDENTIFY
laboratories. A guide for LMT's application will also be developed and agreed upon by
all users.
o Link the LMT with other assessment reports (e.g. biosafety/biosecurity assessment, QA
auditing) to measure specific progress made. Compile and review all new data obtained
with the LMT (through results of self and external assessments in both regions), and
analyse the progress made.

•

Contribute to the M&E effort (activity Gl.A.3):
o Operationalize the "Progress against Log Frame" project monitoring mechanism.
Thresholds will be established in a participatory way to facilitate measurement against
set targets.
o Complete laboratory sheets for all IDENTIFY supported laboratories on a regular basis.
o Assess the direct contribut ion of the IDENTIFY proj ect to changes in supported
laboratories, through the use of: (i) the specific LMT module to measure the project's
impact on laboratory functionality; and (ii) surveys to measure the observed (and
perceived) changes in laboratories against what was done under the project.

Gl.B

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

The safe delivery of items procured to all laboratories, especially in Africa, was followed up on.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Gl.C

Undertake assistance missions t o install procured laboratory equipment (link with Congo
Basin activity Cl.82):
o Assist in organizing on-site missions to support the installation of procured equipment .
o Launch tenders for the procurement of equipment and consumables that would be
identified during the on-site missions.

Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

Supported the ongoing development of the FAO Global Animal Disease Information System
(EMPRES-i) genetic module and its needs, following launch to the public:
o Sequence-outbreak data was linked for several countries wit h HSNl Highly Pathogenic
Avian Influenza (HPAI) outbreaks (Lao People's Democratic Republic [PDR], China,
Bangladesh and Viet Nam data have already been processed); three-month consultancy
of the master's student (October-December 2012).
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o

The EMPRES-i influenza genetic module was released to the public in March 2013 and an
article was published (in English: ht t p://www.fao.org/ docrep/017/i2910e/ i2910e.pdf and
French: http://www.fao.org/ docrep/017/i2910f/ i2910f.pdf, pages 28-30) on t he FAO
Emergency Prevention System (EMPRES) bulletin. Guidelines on the use of the module
were also developed.

o

A new LoA was prepared with the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) for maintenance
and further integration of phylogenetic tools in the genetic module.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

EMPRES-i genetic module:
o Finalize scientific papers on the applications of the genetic module.
o

Request the Joint OIE-FAO Network of Expertise on Animal Influenza (OFFLU)
communit y to test the module.

o

•

Ensure that activities to be conducted under the LoA signed with SIB for maintenance of
fully functioning publicly accessible genetic module are established for the linkage of
outbreak (epidem iological) and sequence (genetic) data.
o Develop visual genetic analysis tools and mapping f unctions w ithin the module to
support epidemiological, risk assessment and FAO early warning activities.
Finalize t he development of the EM PRES-i laboratory directory.

Gl.D

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and

support laboratory management .
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

Provision of access to sequencing services to laboratories(activity G1.D.1):
o A train ing course on "sequencing and molecular epidemiology of anima l pathogens"
took place in the IAEA's Laboratories in Seibersdorf, Austria from the 10 to
21 December 2012. The training was organized by the Joint FAO/IAEA Division of
Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture, FAO's Anima l Hea lth Service (AGAH) and
the FAO Emergency Centre for Transboundary Anima l Diseases (ECTAD) regiona l
units in Africa, and was jointly funded by the IDENTIFY and the South Africa-funded
African renaissance fund project. The course was delivered by experts from the
Veterinary and Agrochem ical Research Centre (VAR) in Belgium, the lstituto
Zooprofilattico Sperimentale de/le Venezie {IZSVe) in Italy, Centre d'Etude et de
Recherches Veterinaires et Agrochimiques/Veterinary and Agrochemica l Research
Center CODA-CERVA-VAR in Belgium, Centre de cooperation internationale en
recherche agronomique pour le developpement (CIRAD) in France, SIB in Switzerland
and IAEA in Austria. Two participants from each of the following countries attended the
training course: Tanzania, Uganda, Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Ethiopia, Nigeria, Senegal and Botswana. The course covered details on methology of
sample preparation for outsourcing, Sanger sequencing raw data analysis, sequencing
data handling and management, submission to public databases, multiple sequence
alignment, phylogenetic analysis and epidemiologica l studies with hands-on training in
different bioinformatic softwares for analysing sequence data from selected genes of
foot-and-mouth disease (FMD), avian influenza (Al), Newcastle disease (ND), peste des
petits ruminants (PPR), Capripox and contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP)
disease causing pathogens.
o Participating countries (in both the training course above and the tra ining course
conducted in September 2012 [Nairobi] for epidemiologists) were asked to develop joint
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o

o

laboratory/epidemiology national workplans regarding seq uencing and submit them at
the end of Ja nuary 2013. Most workplans have been submitted by countries and some
feedback has been provided by FAQ/IAEA. Countries are now expecting the direct access
to sequencing services (see also activity Gl.E).
A Concept note was updated on "Increase PCR (polymerase chain reaction) testing
efficacy and support sequencing capacities and access by national laboratories to
genomic sequencing services in sub-Saharan Africa".
Development of e-modules on bioinformatics, activity Gl.D.2: First e-learning module

"Phylogenetics of animal pathogens: basic principles and applications":
•

o

Additional feedback was collected from experts of the joint FAQ/IAEA Division and
the FAQ reference centre (IZSVe), and allowed for the improvement of the
existing module and the selection of new modules to be added.
• The first e-learning module was released to the public on March 2013. It is
organized in four chapters: 1) basic notions on phylogenetic trees; 2) how to build
phylogenetic trees; 3) how to interpret phylogenetic trees; and 4) exercises. It
includes many examples based on influenza, FMD and PPR viruses, as well as
several qu izzes for the trainees to assess his/her understanding:
http://www.fao.org/ agLagainfo/programmes/ en/ empres/ news 010313b.html. The
module can also be publicly accessed at http:l jviralzone.expasy.org/ e learning/.
It was used to introduce phylogenetics during the " Training on sequencing and
molecular epidemiology of animal pathogens" (5-16 November 2012).
Discussions were initiated for the development of new modules (multiple sequence
alignment and genetic databases), to be developed under a new LoA with SIB, in
collaboration with the joint FAQ/IAEA Division.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Development of e-modules on bioinformatics (activity Gl.D.2):
Integration of practical scenario based learning material to the existing phylogenetic
module, under the new LoA with SIB, in collaboration with joint FAQ/IAEA Division.
o Under the LoA signed with SIB, develop two new e-learning modules on virus analysis :
(i) molecular database analysis and searching by sequence similarity; and (ii) multiple
sequence alignments.

o

Strengthening global and regional resources for selected animal diseases.

Gl.E

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

Communication tool(s) were developed for different audiences, stakeholders and partners

{activity Gl.E.1):
o Brochures on FAQ regional laboratory networking and the EM PRES Laboratory Unit were

o
•

revisited and are currently in the finalization stage.
A global leaflet was drafted on "Public/private partnership and sustainability of
veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa".

Work continued on the provision of access to sequencing services to laboratories

{activity Gl.E.5}:
o Work was coordinated by the three partners (CERVA, IZSVe and CIRAD) to (i) develop
and test harmonized protocols for PCR diagnosis and sequencing; and (ii) develop
decision trees and sequencing strategy. All detailed validated protocols for each of the
partners were provided in March 2013, following a format proposed by FAQ, and for
a list of priority diseases that require sequencing for diagnosis/advanced
characterization. FAQ will compile all these protocols and make them available to
beneficiary countries.
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o

A tender for provision of sequencing services was launched in March 2013 (open for one
month) to select a sequencing provider for the provision of sequencing services for both
Africa and Asia. The contract will also include the provision of primers and probes.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Finalize and disseminate "lab cards" (available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting
technologies for selected animal diseases, including zoonoses) for IDENTIFY priority
diseases to the laboratories {activity Gl.E.3}.

•

•

Gl.F

Support the development of diseases cards (cases definition and recommended tests
repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases) (activity Gl.E.4, linked with Congo Basin
Cl.El}.
Continue the work on the provision of access to sequencing services to laboratories:
o Select a sequencing provider for the provision of sequencing services.
o Develop a moderation system for the submission of requests by countries and records of
sequencing services.
o Prepare a new LoA contract with CIRAD to assist countries on genotyping through
sequencing of CBPP strains, in accordance with the validated protocol proposed under
this project.

Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

•

•

PCR testing for multiple diseases (activity G1.F2):
o A consultant meeting on "Applying Good Laboratory Practices in Molecular Testing of
Multiple Diseases in Veterinary Laboratories" was held at IAEA, Vienna from 16 to
18 October 2012. Experts from lnstitut Senegalais de Recherche AgronomiqueLaboratoire National d'Elevage et de Recherches Veterinaires (ISRA-LNERV) in Senegal,
National Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics (Viet Nam), and National Institute of Animal
Health (Thailand), discussed the (i) current status of molecular tools being implemented;
(ii) further measures to be taken for a successful approach in better disease
management; and (iii) guidelines needed to strategically implement good laboratory
practices compliant with molecular testing in veterinary laboratories. Experts were from
the National Veterinary Institute and the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
(SLU) in Uppsala, Sweden, CIRAD-/nstitut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA)
in France, Institute of Tropical Medicine Antwerp in Antwerp, Belgium, the Animal
Health and Veterinary Laboratories Agency (AHVLA) in New Haw Surrey, United
Kingdom, Laboratoire de Virologie at ISRA-LNERV in Senegal, IZSVe in Italy,
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) Livestock
Industries in Australia, National Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics in Viet Nam, National
Institute of Animal Health in Thailand, FAQ headquarters and the Joint FAO/IAEA
Division.
A technical officer of the joint FAO/IAEA Division travelled to the National Animal Health
Diagnostic and Investigation Center (NAHDIC) Ethiopia, Regional Support Laboratory for
East Africa (from 25 February to 1 March 2013) to:
o transfer molecular assays for capripoxviruses genotyping by real-time PCR; and
o further enable the laboratory to use the kits donated by FAQ for conventional and real
time PCR tests for CBPP, Rift Valley fever (RVF), African swine fever (ASF) and PPR.
A consultant at the Joint FAO/IAEA Division worked on the molecular epidemiology of PPR:
o The PPR virus (PPRV) was genotyped in clinical specimens taken from outbreaks in five
countries including three supported by IDENTIFY (Senegal, Uganda and Democratic
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o

Republic of t he Congo). For one country, an attempt was made to identify possible
temporal and spatial changes in PPRV, however, little genetic variation was observed
between the isolates.
The sequencing of t he full genomes of isolates from five countries, including three
supported by IDENTIFY (Ethiopia, Uganda and Democrat ic Republic of the Congo) are
nearing completion.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Support PCR testing for multiple diseases as a follow-up to the IAEA Consultation on "Good
laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis" and standardization and
validation of the different major PCR testing procedures through the use of the same kits of
reagents for various diseases {activity G1.F2}:
o Provide technical support t o laboratories with standard operating procedures (SOPs)
and reagents to facilitate the transfer of techniques (PCR using the fluorescence
resonance energy transfer [FRET] system) described in activity G.3.H3.

•

USAID

Continue the joint FAO/IAEA Division's work on molecu lar epidemiology of PPR:
o Complete the full genome sequencing of the selected isolates as described above.
o Complete the full genome sequencing of additional PPRV isolates.
o Provide updated information on the molecular epidemiological situation of PPRV in
Africa, based on the data generated.

I

IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY

targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations.
G2.G

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of

laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

Existing animal health laboratory policies were reviewed and the development of lab policy
guidelines for IDENTIFY targeted countries were initiated {activity G2.G.5):
o A concept note was developed, three international experts were appointed and the
review was init iated in March 2013. Discussions were initiated with Africa region (see
Congo Basin activity C2.G.2} on exist ing lab policies and gaps.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Support the development of sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal diseases

•

Develop a standard approach for sharing information and biological materials (activity
G2.G.3).

•

Sample referral for disease confirmation (stopgap measure where urgent disease

(TADs) (activity G2.G.2).

confirmation is needed) {activity G2.G.4).
•

Finalize the review of existing animal health laboratory policies and development of
laboratory policy guidelines for IDENTIFY targeted countries (activity G2.G.5):
o The review - to be completed by June 2013 - w ill describe the strengths and weaknesses
of existing policies at national and regiona l levels across continent and focus on some
pilot countries in the different regional economic communities.
o Based on the outcomes of the review, guidelines will be developed on laboratory policy
in selected fields of interest, for both the top management of the veterinary laboratories
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•

USAID

and the competent authorit ies in charge of laboratories, with further adaptation to the
context of Asia and Africa (first draft to be ready by September 2013 and finalized by
November 2013).
Support the review of results for the public-private partnership (PPP) and sustainability
study of veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa and the creation of linkages to
development of laboratory policy (activity G2.G.6, linked with Congo Basin activity C2.G.3).

I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved QA practices, inclusive of

biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System.
G3.H

EQA for the diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

•

Assistance was provided for the organization of proficiency testing PT {linked with regional
Congo Basin C3.H.1):
o Support to EQA provided for proficiency testing in Al/ND, (linked with Congo Basin
C3.H.1).
Assist ance was provided for the organization of a backstopping mission at country level
(Tanzania) {activity G3.H.2 linked with Congo Basin C.3.H.2}.

•

Joint FAO/IAEA Division validated and transferred new techniques for multiple disease
diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system) to Uganda and Ethiopia (activity G3.H.3}:
o Several conventional and real-time PCR methods for capripoxvirus genotyping were

o
o

transferred to NAHDIC Ethiopia in February 2013 (see also activity Gl .F}. Reagents were
shipped to Uganda for the capripox differentiation assay.
Analytical va lidation of the pan-pox detection assay to simultaneously differentiate
capripox, parapox and orthopox is in progress.
A consultant at t he Joint FAO/IAEA Division worked on the development of the multiple
pathogen detection system for pathogens causing respiratory symptoms in ruminants. It
is ant icipated that these techniques will be transferred mainly to the regional service
laboratories:
•
Fourteen different pathogens including RNA viruses, DNA viruses and bacteria
were selected for the panel.
• The immediate action is focused on the development of multiplex real-time PCR
assays targeting some "IDENTIFY priority diseases" associated with respiratory like
symptoms in small ruminants: capripox, parapox, PPR, pasteurella, contagious
caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP) and RVF.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Provide assistance for the organization of the PTs {activity G3.H1 linked with Congo Basin
activity C3.H1}.

•

Support the organization of a backstopping mission at country level (South Sudan and
Uganda) (activity G3.H.2 linked with Congo Basin C3.H.2}.

•

Transfer the new techniques for multiple disease diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system),
under activity C3.H.3, to LNERV (Senegal), by providing reagents and technical assistance
for capripoxvirus genotyping, and follow up with the National Animal Disease Diagnostics
and Epidemiology Centre (NADDEC) in Uganda to ensure effective transfer of capripoxvirus
genot yping assays.
o Carry out the final steps towards the analytical validation and transfer of the pan-pox
detection assay.
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o

Carry out analytical validation of the real-t ime PCR based multiple pathogen det ection
assay for respiratory disease of small ruminants and develop a suspension array based
(Luminex) assay for 14 pathogens.

C3.I
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013}
•
None.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Sign LoA with France Veterinaire International (FVI) to support:
o on-site audit/backstopping missions on QA, biosafety and biosecurity performed by FVI
in Africa (activity linked with Congo Basin C3.I/C3.J); and
o the development of an e-learning module on QA, through partnership w ith FVI and
CIRAD.

G3.J
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013}
•

Support was provided to the biosafety/biosecurity training performed by FVI in Kinshasa,
Democratic Republic of the Congo under the LoA with FVI from 1 to 5 October 2012 - linked
with Congo Basin activity C3.J.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Sign LoA with FVI to support:
o

on-site audit/backst opping missions on biosafety and biosecurity performed by FVI in
Africa (activity linked with Congo Basin activities C3.I/C3.J}; and

o
G3.K

the development of a road map for biosafety/biosecurity by experts from FVI.

Targeted support laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013}
•

•

Support was provided to the on-site audit/backstopping missions performed by FVI in Africa
under the LoA with FVI for (i) assessing QA system implementation in Central Veterinary
Laboratory (LACEVET) in Bangui, Central African Republic (15-18 October 2012), and the
Central Veterinary Laboratory (CVL) in Temeke, Tanzania (5-9 November 2012). Discussions
were held with experts from FVI and new LoA with FVI will be prepared.
Discussions were held and an LoA prepared with t he lstituto G. Caporale in Teramo, Italy to
support the implementation of laborat ory information systems (LIMS) in two targeted
laboratories in Tanzania and Botswana (linked with regional activity Congo Basin
activity C3.K.3.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013}
•

Conducted activities under the LoA to be signed with the lstituto G. Caporale to support the
implementation of LIMS in two targeted laboratories in Tanzania and Botswana (activity
G3.K.1, linked with Congo Basin activity C3.K.3}.
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Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4 : Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.

G4.l

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

Support was provided to routine regional and global networking meetings:
o OFFLU :
The OFFLU/FAO influenza vaccination handbook has been mostly drafted. Some
visuals have been received from vaccine manufacturers and some chapters have
been circulated for review by experts.
•
An OFFLU conference on lessons learned from HPAI vaccination is being prepared
(tentatively planned for October/November 2013 in Beij ing, China and co-funded
by OIE and FAO Al projects).
o WHO Vaccine Composition meeting:
•
OFFLU' s contribution was compiled by FAQ officers (mid February 2013 in
Geneva).
•
Continued harmonization work with WHO on antigen ic data with standard
reagents was produced by WHO Collaborating Centres and distributed to selected
OFFLU laboratories.
o Support was provided for the preparation of the West and Central Africa Veterinary
Laboratory Network for Al and other transboundary diseases (RESOLAB) meeting
(from 3 to 7 December 2012 in Dakar, Senegal) (linked to Congo Basin activity C4.L.4).
o Support was provided for the participation of two persons from NADDEC in the "First
Participatory Epidemiology Network for Animal and Public Health (PENAPH) Technical
Workshop" in Tha iland (11-13 December 2012).

•

•

Laboratory and epidemiology networks were linked (activity G4.L2):
o There has been continuous sharing of pertinent information between networks.

•

Existing disease-based, regional, and global laboratory network meetings were
promoted/sponsored (activity G4.L3):
o Linkages with European Commission for the Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease
(EuFMD): support was provided for participants from regional support laboratories
(RSLs) in Eth iopia, Nigeria and Senegal and one FAQ /OIE reference lab in India to
participate in the FMD reference lab network meeting in Jerez de la frontera, Spain
(1-2 November 2012) .
o OFFLU has been represented in the Southeast Asia and West/Central Africa regional
network meetings - all regional laboratories in Africa and SE Asia have agreed to
participate in the OFFLU ring trial.

•

Potentia l FAQ Reference Centres were identified (activity G4.L4):
o Six new FAQ Reference Centres have officially been designated (China for animal
influenza and ND; Germany for classical swine fever (CSF); Italy for rabies; Portugal for
CBPP, South Africa for FMD and ASF).
o A webpage on FAO Reference Centres in animal health has been developed:
http://www.fa o.org/ Ag/ AGAlnfo/partners/ en/ ref centres.htm
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Support routine regional and global networking meetings (activity G4.L1}:
o OFFLU swine influenza virus (SIV) expert meeting in Rome (16-17 April 2013). This
meeting will gather 25 participants to discuss achievements of the SIV group, update
on countries activities, review achievements and plan future activities (main funding
source: National Institute of Health, USA).
o Support to the preparation of the Eastern Africa Veterinary and Epidemiology
Laboratory Network (EARLN) and participation in the IDENTIFY I FAO management
team (tentat ive dates: 16-19 July 2013 in Bujumbura, Burundi) (activity linked to
regional C.4.L.4}.

•

G4.M

Continue efforts for designation of FAO Reference Centres that are in the pipeline
(activity G4.L4).
Enhancing the role of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

Efforts on the status of RSLs in sub-Saharan Africa were supported (activity G4.M1) by:
supporting the finalization of the concept note on "Defining the status, roles and
responsibilities of regional laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa" and of the template of
annual report provided to the RSLs; and
o assisting in the preparation of the dossier for submission to the Regiona l Economic
Communities (RECs) and of the co-signed FAQ/African Union-lnterafrican Bureau for
Animal Resources (AU-I BAR) letter, sent to RECs in January 2013.

o

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Continue the efforts on the status of RSLs in sub-Saharan Africa (activity G4.M1, linked with
Congo Basin activity C4.M.1} by:
o supporting the preparation of the conclusive meeting for validation/endorsement by
beneficiary laboratories, Chief Veterinary Officers (CVOs), and commitment by key
partners; and
o analysing annual reports submitted by RSLs for M&E purposes and identifying strengths
and gaps.
G4.N

Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•
None
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Continue support to the national laboratory networks (activity G4.N1, linked with Congo
Basin C4.N1}.

•

Develop a tool to evaluate national laboratory networks (activity G4.N2, linked with Congo
Basin C4.N2}.
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G4.O

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between vet erinary and public health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•
Four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (for HSNl zoonotic influenza) for assessing health risks at the humananimal interface (activity G4.0.1):
o A tripartite review mission was organized in Indonesia from 3 to 14 December 2012.
• Competence development in detection of antimicrobial resistance for food safety, including
training, supplies and sampling in Uganda was supported (activity G4.0.2, linked to Congo
Basin activity Cl.F.2).
• A One Health seminar on rabies in Africa was supported (activity G4.0.3, linked with Congo
Basin C4.0.1}:
o A concept note was finalised on "Control and prevention of rabies in sub-Saharan Africa.
How to improve collaboration between key stakeholders?"

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Four-way linking framework (activity G4.01}:
o Bangladesh: review mission and workshop planned between April 2013 and
September 2013;
o Indonesia: national workshop scheduled from 8 to 12 April 2013; and
o Viet Nam: activities initially planned will most likely be replaced by exchanges between
China and Viet Nam, under the same framework, in the context of H7N9.

•

Support One Health seminar on rabies in Africa (activity G4.0.3, linked with Congo
Basin C4.0.1}:
o Develop, with IZSVe (FAQ Reference Centre for rabies), a rabies tool kit to provide the
methodology for the organization in a systematic approach to national trainings for
rabies diagnosis and One Health seminars on rabies (linked to regional activity 2.A.C).
Continue to support competence development in detection of antimicrobial resistance for
food safety, including training, supplies and sampling, in Uganda and Cambodia
(activity G4.04).

•

G4.P

Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, or workshops.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

Support was provided to the participation of one virologist from the RSL in Senegal to the
"Real Time Training Course in Foot and Mouth Disease, NTC12" (Nakuru, Kenya,
14-18 January 2013) organized by the EuFMD.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

None.
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2

ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD

- 31 MARCH 2013}
PERIOD
2.1

(1

APRIL -

30

(1

OCTOBER

2012

AND PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT SIX- MONTH
SEPTEMBER

2013)

A CTI V ITI ES S O UTH/SO UTHEAS T A SI A COMPONENT

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Sl.A

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•
Laboratory assessments were conducted in Indonesia, using the FAO LMT, at 10 laboratories
of t he Directorate General of Livestock and Animal Healt h Services (DGLAHS), including eight
Disease Investigation Centres (DICs), Nat ional Veterinary Drug Assay Laboratory (NVDAL) and
Pusat Veterinaria Farma (PUSVETMA), from October to December 2012; 51.A2.ID.
•

Data obtained from the lab mapping and assessment activities were compiled and updated
for the laboratory net work and sharing of t he assessment results with the participating
laboratories and relevant partners.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Sl.B

Compile and update laboratory capacity data, through laboratory mapping and biosafety
assessment activities, at the FMD-Regional Reference Laboratory (FMD-RRL) in Nakorn
Raschasima, Thailand, the Center of Excellence for Emerging Infectious Diseases in Animals,
Chulalongkorn University (CU-EIDAs) in Bangkok, Thailand, the National Center of Veterinary
Diagnosis (NCVD) in Hanoi, Viet Nam, the Regional Animal Health Office (RAHO) 6 in Ho Chi
Minh Cit y, Viet Nam, and t he National FMD Laboratory in Kota Bharu, Malaysia; 51.A3. TH
(also linked to 53.Kl.r).
Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•
Laboratory consumables, supplies, diagnostic reagents for Al act ive surveillance programme
and one refrigerated microcentrifuge were provided to the National Animal Health Center
(NAHC) in Lao PDR.
•
Diagnostic reagents for Al diagnosis and one egg incubator were provided to the National
Veterinary Research Institut e (NaVRI) in Cambodia.
•

Laboratory equipment, including two biosafety cabinets, PCR Hood, autoclave, one set of
powered air purifying respirator system, two sets of eye-wash drench, and biosafety supplies
were provided t o the Sabah Wildlife Department (SWD), one of the PREDICT laboratories in
Malaysia, based on the findings and recommendations from biosafety risk assessment.

•

The need for Indonesia Influenza Virus Monitoring (IVM) system pre-screening and screening
reagents was assessed and a procurement list was prepared in consultation with the
Australian Animal Health Laborat ory (AAHL); 51.82./0.
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•

•

Provide standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents, including proficiency testing panels,
supplies and equipment as requested by the network laboratories or recommended in
support of the proficiency testing programme and the disease diagnostic and surveillance
activities.
Provide necessary supplies and equipment, based on the findings and recommendations of
the biosafety assessment and cabinet testing activities to ensure the proper biosafety
containment and practices in the network laboratories.
Procure pre-screen and screen ing reagents for the Indonesia IVM system from AAHL and ship
them to Indonesia.

Sl.C
Strengthening the linkage between the fi eld and laboratory.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

•

Support and consultancy were provided on the development of a course outline and
curriculum for the Regional Laboratory Network Workshop on Laboratory-Field Epidemiology
Linkage. The curriculum will be used for the Regional Laboratory Network Workshop on
Laboratory-Field Epidemiology Linkage to be delivered at the end of May 2013 (activity
51.Cl.r).
JSI DELIVER and the Directorate of Animal Health were provided support to conduct a field
assessment of inventory, storage and distribution of field/laboratory sampling supplies in
relation to the National Veterinary Service logistics project in Indonesia - field assessments
were conducted in Sumatra and Bali in March 2013 (activity Sl.C3.ID).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Conduct the Regional Laboratory Network Workshop on Laborat ory-Field Epidemiology
Linkage in Bangkok, Thailand with AAHL as an implement ing partner (activity 51.Cl .r) .

•

Support in-country lab-field pathology linkage trainings in Thailand and the Philippines. The
training is a follow-up activity of the previously offered t raining-of-trainer workshop, Basics
of Field and Laborat ory Diagnosis, conducted in May 2012 (activity Sl.C2.a. TH, Sl.C2.d.PH).

•

Support advanced virus characterization of selected viruses in Indonesia through the LoA
with AAHL (activity 51.CS.ID).

•

Develop the Alat Skrin Lengkap (IVM On-line) antigenic characterization and visualization
software under the LoA with AAHL (activity 51.CS.ID).

S1.D
Develop and conduct t rainings or workshops to build diagnost ic laboratory capacity.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• The development of a course curriculum and coordinate activit ies related to organizing the
Regional workshop in Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics was supported (to be held,
tentatively, in June 2013) (activity 51.02.r).
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Conduct a series of regional trainings on diagnosis of the targeted diseases, including rabies,
ND, swine diseases with AAHL, RAHO 6 and the National Institute of Animal Health (NIAH) of
Thailand as implementing partners (activity 51.01.r).
•
Conduct a Regional Workshop in Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics wit h St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital and CU-EIDAs as implementing partners (activity 51.02.r).
•
Organize the national workshop, user acceptance training - antigenic characterization
soft ware tool in Indonesia in August 2013 (activity S3.K4.ID).
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Sl.E
Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

•

The development and compiling of the regiona l diagnostic algorithms and SOPs for diagnoses
of ND, rabies, CSF, porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome (PRRS) and ASF was
supported with AAHL as an implementing partner. This carry-over activity is part of technical
support for regional diagnostics capacity from 2012.
The work plan for updating the regional guideline for diagnosis of brucellosis was facilitated
with NIAH, Thailand as an implementing partner (activity S1.El. TH).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Continue to support and strengthen the roles and responsibilities of the Regional
Leading/Reference Laboratories in the region (activity S1.El. TH, S1.E2. VN, S1.E3.BD).
•
•

Sl.F

In collaboration with NIAH, Thailand, conduct the Regional workshop on diagnosis of
Newcastle disease and rabies (activity S1.El. TH linked to activity S4.M2.a. TH).
In collaboration with the RAHO 6, Viet Nam, conduct the Regiona l workshop and training on
diagnosis of swine diseases (activity S1.E2. VN linked to activity S4.M2.b. VN).
Targeted support for building diagnostic capacity.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• The NaVRl-lnstitut Pasteur du Cambodge (IPC) Twinning programme was supported to
strengthen capacities of the Government of Cambodia, using a joint animal-humanenvironment interface survey for HPAI in live birds markets through an LoA
(activity S1.F2.CA).
• Two participants from Thailand (Director of Virology Unit, the National Institute of Animal
Health [NIAH]) and Viet Nam (Vice Di rector of the Nationa l Centre for Veterinary Diagnostics)
were coordinated and supported to attend the joint FAO/IAEA consultation meeting on the
"Application of Good Laboratory Practices in Molecular Testing of Multiple Disease in
Veterinary Laboratory", in Austria from 16 to 18 October 2012 (see global activity G1.F2).
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Support the Technical Assistance Programme for Enhancing Quality Laboratory Management
and Services at NAHC, Lao PDR with Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit
(MORU) Bangkok, Thailand as an implementing partner (linked to S3.K3.a.LA).
•
Explore and facilit ate the establishment of t he PPP programme for NAHC, Lao PDR (a new
activity is planned between June and December 2013).
•

Conduct a national workshop to launch the antigenic characterisation/visualisation tool and
genetic analysis workshop in Indonesia (activity S2.F4.ID}.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY
t argeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations
S2.G

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

The implementation and information update to the EMPRES-i and TADs Network Asia email
list was supported.

•

The sharing of expertise and disease information across the network and among the
international organizations was supported and input was provided.
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Continue to support the sharing of expertise and disease information across the network.

•

Continue to support sample referral for disease confirmation upon request from the network
laboratories (activity 52.Gl.r}.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved QA practices, inclusive of
biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality Management System.
S3.H

External Quality Assessment (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

Backstopping missions by AAHL experts were provided to the participating laboratories in
Cambodia, Laos, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam from Sept ember to
February 2012 to ensure the implementation of appropriate diagnost ic protocols under a QA
system. The activity is a part of t he 2012 Regional Proficiency Programme (activity 53.H2.r}.

•

The procurement of PT panels under the 2013 Regional Proficiency Testing Programme was
coordinated, in consultation with the participating laboratories (activity 53.Hl.r}.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Conduct the Regional Proficiency Testing Programme, including procurement and
distribution of the PT panels for diagnoses of influenza A, HS-influenza, PRRS, CSF, ASF, rabies
and ND viruses, with AAHL as an implementing partner (activity 53.Hl .r).

•

Support proficiency testing for priority diseases in Indonesia through an LoA with AAHL;
(activity 53.H3.ID).

S3.I

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

The provision of International Air Transport Association (IATA) Certification Course for
Shipper of Infectious Substances (IATA certification) was planned to be held back-to-back
with the regional training programme for biosafety manager with Mahidol-Oxford Tropical
Medicine Research Unit, Bangkok, Thailand (MORU) as an implementing partner
(activity 53./1.r}.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

S3.J

•

Provide an IATA certification training, back-to-back with the regional training programme for
biosafety manager with MORU as an implementing partner (activity 53./1.r}.

•

Plan and coordinate the organization of the Regional Laboratory Network Training on Quality
Assurance and Standardization of Diagnostic Reagents with AAHL as an implementing
partner.
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• The work plan was developed and the 2013 Regiona l Biosafety Programme was facilitated.
The programme included the development of regional resource materials on biosafety
practices and trainings to be used at the regional training programme for biosafety manager
(activity 53.Jl.r).
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Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•
•
•

S3.K

Coordinate and provide a resource person at the training on laboratory biosafety for the
laboratory network in Viet Nam with RAHO 6 as an implementing partner.
Conduct t he regional training programme for biosafety managers of the participating
laboratories with MORU as an implementing partner (activity 53.Jl.r).
Develop and distribute the regional resource material for biosafety practices and trainings to
the laboratory network (activity 53.Jl.r).
Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

•

•
•

•

•

The training on biosafety management and practices for Sabah Wildlife Laboratory (PREDICT
laboratory) was provided with EcoHealth Alliance as an implementing partner (activity
53.)2.MY).
Expert visits were provided to assess biosafety infrastructure, equipment and practices, and
provide recommendations, including remedial activities to the 10 participating laboratories
in Indonesia, including eight DICs, NVDAL and PUSVETMA from October to December 2012
(activity 53.Kl.r).
Annual biosafety cabinet calibration and certification were provided for 55 biosafety cabinets
in the 10 participating laboratories in Indonesia in November 2012 (activity 53.K2.r).
A work plan was coordinated for conducting the laboratory biosafety risk assessment at the
participating laboratories, including FMD-RRL (Nakorn Raschasima, Thailand), CU-EIDAs
(Bangkok, Thailand), NCVD (Hanoi, Viet Nam), RAHO 6 (Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam), and the
National FMD laboratory (Kota Bharu, Malaysia) (activity 53.Kl.r).
The establishment of and support to the Technical Assistance Programme for Enhancing
Quality Laboratory Management, including quality laboratory services and biosafety
management at NAHC, Lao PDR was coordinated with MORU as an implementing partner
(activity 53.K3.a.LA).
The IDENTIFY I FAQ Southeast Asia coordinator participated at the Regional Biosafety
Programme Debrief Meeting and Donor Coordination Meeting to provide technical input and
discussion on issues specific for the laboratory biosafety management at DGLAHS,
Directorate of Animal Hea lth, Indonesia in December 2012 and February 2013, respect ively
(activity 53.Kl.r).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Conduct the biosafety risk assessment in five laboratories in Thailand, Viet Nam, and
Malaysia according to the regional biosafety programme (activity 53.Kl .r).

•

Provide annual biosafety cabinet calibration and certification to biosafety cabinets located in
IDENTIFY-supported laboratories in Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Thailand, Viet Nam, Bangladesh and Nepal (activity 53.K2.r).

•

Continue to support the Technical Assistance Programme for Enhancing Quality Laboratory
Management, includ ing quality laboratory services and biosafety management at NAHC, Lao
PDR with MORU as an implementing partner (activity 53.K3.a.LA).
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Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
S4.L

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• The fourth Regional Laboratory Directors Forum meeting was organized from 10 to
11 October 2012 in Nha Trang, Viet Nam. The meeting was jointly organized by DAH, Viet
Nam, FAO and OIE. The objectives of the meeting were to (i) update member laboratory
directors on the information on laboratory policy and management issues; and (ii) review the
activities undertaken under the Regional Laborat ory Network and the Regional
Leading/Reference Laboratories (activity S4.L2.r}.
•

The IDENTIFY I FAO SEA coordinator participated and provided technical inputs at the South
East Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease (SEACFMD) Labnet Meeting in Lanzhou, China
from 15 to 17 October 2012. It was agreed that FAQ's Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific
(RAP) will work closely with OIE's Sub-Regional Representation for South-East Asia (SRR-SEA)
on the possibility to include SEACFMD laboratory members into the exist ing regional
biosafety improvement and QA programmes, under the Regional Laboratory Network
framework.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Plan and coordinate the organization of the Regional Laboratory Network Animal Health
Laborat ory-Technical Advisory Group, back-to -back with the Laboratory Directors' Forum
meetings in collaboration with OIE and DGLAHS, Indonesia (activity 54.Ll.r}.

•

Provide support to activities in alignment w ith the Association for Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) Regional Framework for Laboratory Capacity Building and Networking

S4.M

Enhancing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•
laboratory capacity as the leading animal health laboratory (activity S4.M2.a. TH,
S4.M2.b. VN}.
• There was coordination with, and support provided to, DAH, Viet Nam and its Regional
th
Leading Laboratory, for the 4 Laboratory Directors' Forum (activity S4.M2.b. VN, also linked
to S4.L2.r}. Drafting and obtaining t he agreement on the roles and responsibility of the
Regional Leading Laboratories was facilitated (also linked to S4.L2.r}.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Collaborate with NIAH, Thailand to organize a regional workshop on diagnosis of ND and
rabies (activity S4.M2.a.TH also linked to 51.El. TH}.

•

Collaborate with RAHO 6, Viet Nam to organize a regional workshop and training on the
diagnosis of swine diseases (activity S4.M2.b. VN also linked to 51.£2. VN}.

•

Continue to provide support for the Regional Leading Laboratories to enhance their role as
the leading animal health laboratories (activity 54.M2.a. TH, 54.M2.b. VN}.

•

Support studies on pig diseases including PRRS and CSF for RAHO 6, Viet Nam through the
provision of reagents for diagnosis of PRRS, CSF, and Aujeszky's disease viruses
(pseudorabies) (activity 54.M2b. VN}.
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S4.N

Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• A national laboratory coordinator was recruited to support activities related to strengthening
of the laboratory quality services at the national laboratory networks in Indonesia
(activity 54.N3.ID}.

•

The IVM Network Meeting from 19 to 21 November 2012 in Indonesia was supported
(activity 54.N4.ID}.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•
•
•

S4.0

Support the Vietnamese National Veterinary Conference in collaboration with Hanoi
Universit y of Agriculture (activity 54.NS. VN}.
Continue to support activities related to strengthening of the national laboratory network in
the participating countries.
Continue to provide a national laboratory coordinator to support activities related to
strengthening of the laboratory quality services at the national laboratory networks in
Indonesia (activity 54.N3.ID).

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

The joint mission on four-way linking activity in Indonesia was supported to improve the
linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data (activity 54.04.ID, linked with global
activity G4.01}.

•

The IDENTIFY I FAO SEA coordinator provided technical input at the Workshop on Scientific
Writing in Field Epidemiology. The workshop was jointly organized by the Field Epidemiology
Train ing Programme (FETP), under the Ministry of Public Health, and the Field Epidemiology
Train ing Programme for Veterinary (FETPV), under the Department of Livestock
Development, Thailand, with financial support from the Field Epidemiology Tra ining Network
(FETN), FAO, and United St ates Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (US CDC). The
objective of this workshop was to strengthen the capacity on writing scientific manuscript in
the region.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

S4.P

Continue to provide support for four-way linking activities planned in Viet Nam, Bangladesh,
and Indonesia to improve the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological; experts from
animal and public health sectors (activity 54.02. VN, 54.03.BD, 54.04.ID}.
Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, or workshops.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

None

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Continue to provide support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, and
workshops upon request.
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2012

FOR THE NEXT SIX- MONTH

A CTI VITI ES CONG O BAS IN COM PON ENT

Output 1. Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases under a
quality management system enhanced.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases.
Cl.A

M apping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
FAQ LMT exercise (activity C.1.A, implemented through national LoAs):
o Accurate lab data of all beneficiary laboratories were compiled t hrough lab selfassessments.
o External assessment s were conducted in some countries during on-site missions carried
out within the reporting period - by FVI during QA/biosecurity/biosafety audit missions
in Central Africa n Republic in October 2012, and field pathology training in Democratic
Republic of the Congo in Octobe r 2012 and by IZSVe during the rabies lab diagnostic
training in Rwanda in November 2012 (see also activity Cl.F}.
o Results of the lab mapping exercise, including individual laboratories cards were
th
presented during the 6 RESOLAB annual coordination meeting held at Dakar from 3 to
7 December 2012.
o An LMT was requested by and shared with AU-IBAR to broaden its use among African
Union (AU) Member States in the framework of the AU-I BAR VetGov project.
o Comments were received from IDENTIFY beneficiary laboratories and external experts
for the revision of the LMT.
o A meeting was held between FAQ headquarters, the FAQ I IDENTIFY Africa Liaison
Officer, FVI and FVI experts (Paris, January 2013) to (i) review the act ivit ies conducted
under the previous LoA; (ii) receive feedback from visiting experts on progress in
laboratories, challenges, main needs; and (iii)
agree on report formats for
audit/assessment missions and discuss activities to be conducted under t he next LoA
under yea r four.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Compile and analyse the results of the mapping exercise in the RS Ls.
Cl.B

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

There was close follow up of delivery of equipment and diagnostic kits procured for
beneficiary labs, in collaboration with FAQ country offices.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
• Assistance for procured laboratory equipment (activity Cl.82}:
o Continue follow up of good delivery of diagnostic kits if not yet completed.
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o

Cl.C

On-site missions are to be carried out by external and/or internal experts (activities
under C.1.F.) who will extend their duties to control effectiveness, good delivery and
appropriate use of procured equipment and reagents provided to beneficiary
laboratories. The experts will list any items still missing that could be procured in year
four or five of the project.

Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
National field pathology trainings were carried out through national LoAs in various countries
organized by the national veterinary laboratory (activity Cl.C.1}:
o Democratic Republic of the Congo: Thirteen part icipants from Kinshasa veterinary
laboratory and field veterinary staff from t hree provinces (Bandundu, Bas-Congo,
Equateur) attended the training from 19 to 21 December 2012. The training addressed
necropsy t echniques, sample collection and good practices on shipment. Knowledge of
participants improved (from 48 percent of correct answers t o 65.6 percent respectively),
based on a pre- and post-evaluat ion questionnaire.
o Congo: Fifteen participants from five departments (Bouanza, Kouilou, Lekoumou, Niari
and Pointe Noire) attended the training organized in Dolisie from 12 to 15 January 2013.
Necropsy techniques, sample collection and good practices on shipment were the main
topics of the training. Knowledge of participants improved (from 65 percent of correct
answers to 84 percent respectively), based on a pre- and post-evaluation questionnaire.
o South Sudan : Twenty-six laboratory and field staff were trained through a workshop on
basic laboratory techniques at the Ministry of Animal Resources and Fisheries (MARF)
headquarters, and the Central Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, in Juba
from 30 October to 2 November 2013. It was intended to build capacity for both the
laboratory technicians/researchers in the Central Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory and
the field staff. The participants were exposed to background information on the
IDENTIFY project, FAQ referral laboratories, OIE manual and codes and their roles in the
laboratory services. There was a field trip to the Ministry of Agriculture/FAQ MAFAO
demonstration dairy farm near Juba, practical exposure to post mortem procedure on a
goat, and blood collection from the poultry wing vein. The training ceremonies at the
opening and closing were attended by the Deputy Minister Animal Resources and
Fisheries.
o Rwanda : Training of field and laboratory staff was carried out on the 16 March 2013; a
detailed report is pending.
o Tanzania: Thirty field and lab personnel from eastern and western geographic zones
(15 participants for each zone) were trained on (i) necropsy; (ii) types and collection of
good qualit y samples for submission to lab for diagnosis; (iii) packaging of samples
collected as per Tanzania Veterinary Laboratory Agency (TVLA) SOPs; (iv) preservation of
samples before and during shipment to the laboratory; (v) lines of communication and
linkages between the field and laboratory; and (vi) types and the range of tests
performed in the laboratory diagnosis of animals. The training was held in t he eastern
zone at the Livestock Training Inst itut e (LITI) in Morogor on, 17 January 2013 and in the
western zone at the TVLA Centre in Tabora from 1 to 2 February 2013.
Investigation and data/sample collection on targeted diseases (activity to Cl.C.2,
implemented through LoAs):
o Democratic Republic of the Congo: Two Thousand samples (organs, sera and swabs)
were shipped from four provinces (Equateur, Bas Congo, Kivu and Kinshasa) to the
central veterinary laboratory. Laboratory tests are currently underway.
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o

o

o

Uganda: A t otal of 30 000 quality surveillance samples were received from the field and
submitted to NADDEC. Guidance for sample submission were also distributed by the
laboratory t o the field. Laboratory analyses are underway.
South Sudan : Between 270 and 300 PPR and RVF samples were collected from three
payams (administ rative areas) in Torit County by random sampling for field serosurveillance. These payams included Nyong, Hiyalla and Bur; t he results were tested and
analysed .
Rwanda: Two hundred and sixt y FMD and CBPP samples have been collected. FM D
samples were tested by enzyme-linked immuno sorbent assay (ELISA). Sero-typing of
FMD samples will be performed by Onderstepoort University Laboratory. Five hundred
and twenty six samples of RVF were collected but have not yet been tested. Owing to
the "One Cow" project, the laboratory receives over 1 000 brucellosis samples every
month and conducts ELISA test routinely. No PPR samples were collected .

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Conduct national field pathology trainings (activity Cl.C.1) in Cameroun (31 May 2013),
Congo (tentative date: 31 May 2013), Central African Republic (30 June 2013), Gabon
(15 May 2013) and Tanzania (12 April 2013) .

•

Investigate and collect data on targeted diseases (activity to Cl.C.2).
o Cameroun, Congo, Central African Republic and Gabon : Activities are planned.
o Rwanda: Routine testing of samples received by the lab, such as FM D, brucellosis, RVF,
and PPR, and other IDENTIFY priority diseases will continue throughout the project.
o Tanzania: Facilitate collection, transportation and testing of up t o 500 samples of
IDENTIFY priority diseases.

Cl.D
Develop and Conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and
support laboratory management.
Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• A sequencing workshop was held in Vienna, Austria from 10 to 21 December 2012 (activity

Cl.D.1 linked to global activity Gl.01):
o

Participating countries were: Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Nigeria, Senegal and Botswana (see activity Gl.D.1 for details).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
Conduct workshops to promote laboratory management (activity Cl.D.2).
Cl.E

Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

None.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Produce and disseminate disease and labs cards (activity Cl.E.1, linked to global activities

Gl.E.3 and Gl.E.4).
Cl.F

Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

•

The competence development in antimicrobial resistance for food safety, including training,
supplies and sampling was supported (activity Cl.F.2 linked to global activity G4.0.4):
o The first field mission of the FAO Expert in Uganda (22-24 January 2013): NADDEC
shared the first draft of the study including the list of required equipment and supplies
needed for the project. The list of equipment was reviewed by FAO headquarters.
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•

•

Advanced ASF diagnostic capacities were strengthened (activity Cl.F.3):
o A staff member from the Laboratoire National Veterinaire (LANAVET) in Cameroon was
trained in the diagnosis and molecular epidemiology of the ASF at the joint FAO/IAEA
Division from August 2012 to February 2013. Major outcomes included :
•
Staff were trained on sequencing data analysis and phylogenetics.
•
ASF samples from Cameroon, Central African Republic and Senegal were analysed
and genotyped using the full and partial B646L gene (encoding vp72).
•
lntragenotypic variation the ASFV isolates were assessed using genetic
information of four other ASF genes: the B602L gene (encoding vp9RL or central
variable region), the CP204L (encoding vp30), the E183L gene (encoding vp54) and
the E184L gene (encoding vpE184L).
• The sequence data generated will soon be made available in public databases.
On-site missions to develop diagnostic competence:
o Bench training by two experts from IZSVe on rabies diagnosis at the National Veterinary
Laboratory (NVL) in Rwanda, from 19 to 23 November 2012. Skills in rabies diagnosis
techniques, including PCR and indirect fluorescent-antibody test, improved
for 11 technicians.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

•
•

•

Support competence development in bush meat microbiology in Congo, Central African
Republic and Gabon (activity C.1.F.1).
o Terms of reference (TORs) were validated and international consultant was identified.
Planning of the mission will start in April 2013 for a mission to be held tentatively in
May-June 2013.
Continue to support competence development in antimicrobial resistance for food safety,
including training, supplies and sampling, Uganda (activity Cl.F.2).
Strengthen ASF capacities (activity Cl.F.3):
o Continue to strengthen advanced ASF diagnostic capacities in Cameroon through the
training of a staff member from LANAVET. The work in it iated with the LANAVET staff
member will continue with the sampling of new ASF outbreaks in Central Africa and the
sequencing of the full genome of genotypically and epidemiologically different isolates.
Develop diagnostic competence through on-site missions.
o Carry out specific assessment/on-site tra ining on ASF in Eth iopia, Tanzan ia, Uganda
(activity Cl.F.4) and in Congo, Central African Republic and Gabon (activity Cl.F.5):
ToRs were validated and an international consultant was identified. Planning of
the mission will start in April 2013 and the m ission will tentatively be held in
May/June 2013.
o Carry out an on-site mission to develop diagnostic competence for CBPP in Bangui
(Central African Republic), Brazzaville (Congo), Libreville (Gabon) and Uganda - activities
C.1.F.5 and C.1.F.7:

•

•

ToRs were validated and an internationa l consultant was identified. Planning of
the mission will start in April 2013 and the m ission will tentatively be held in
May/June 2013.
o Carry out an on-site missions to develop diagnostic competence for rabies to provide
technical assistance and hands-on training related to rabies diagnosis including rabies
blind tests in three national laboratories in the Congo Basin, i.e. the national
laboratories of Central African Republic, Republic of the Congo, and Gabon (activity
Cl.F.5) and in South Sudan (activity Cl.F.6), under the LoA with IZSVe.
o Carry out a mentoring programme and laboratory management Cameroon, Democratic
Republic of the Congo and Uganda (activity Cl.F.9).
Develop the national laboratory of Equatorial Guinea (activity C.1.F.10):
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o

Carry out a la boratory expert assessment mission in Equat orial Guinea to propose a
strategy for laborat ory development based on determined needs for testing in virology,
parasitology and bacteriology. There is ongoing discussion with t he Government to plan
the mission (validat ion of ToRs, t iming, agreement on t he expert's profile) and obtain
full commitment t o implement the mission fin dings.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY
targeted diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations.
C2.G

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including support of
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

Support sample referral from National laboratories to RSLs and international reference
laboratories for disease confirmation (activity C2.G.1}:
o Democratic Republic of the Congo: Samples for PPR (74 g of organs) and ASF (144 g of
organs and 16 ml of supernatant) were sent t o the la borat ory of the joint FAO/IAEA
Division. Tissues and sera for ASF were sent to Pirbright laboratory (United Kingdom).

•

PPP and sustainability of veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa (activity C2.G.3):
o
Findings of the three missions carried out in Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the
Congo and Rwanda were presented during the sixth annual RESOLAB meeting held in
Dakar (3-7 December 2012).
o
The final report of the three missions has been completed. The out comes are: (1) the
studies confirmed that (a) poultry, pig and milk sectors are likely t he most reliable areas
for the labs to develop diagnostic business across the three countries; and (b) food
safety is an increasing concern with good opportunities for labs to develop their testing
services; (2) the PPP approach should be broadened t o publically fu nded projects (e.g.
recovering or surveillance programmes) since Governments and NGOs are playing a key
role in improving livestock production, especially in countries where the economy is
developing; (3) based on the findings of the PPP mission in Cameroon, the Government
has authorized LANAVET to open new branches in the southern provinces to improve its
client relationship with the private poult ry and pig sectors. LANAVET Yaounde branch
has already started performing laboratory analyses.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Continue to support sample referral from national laboratories to RSLs and international
reference laborat ories for disease confirmation for all supported laboratories (activity
C2.G.1}.
•

Contribute to the global consultation on laboratory policy: providing information on African
setting. (activity C2.G.2, linked to global activity G2.G.5}:
o Five laboratories in the Congo Basin, including LANAVET in Cameroon, Laborat oire
Nat ional Veterinaire de Libreville in Gabon, the LNERV in Senegal, t he National
Veterinary Research Institute in Nigeria and the Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute in
South Africa, will be target ed as pilot laboratories to provide t he working group on
laboratory policy with reference documents.

•

For PPP and the sustainability of veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa, publish an
art icle in t he EM PRES Bulletin, and finalize the concept note and leaflet. Findings of the PPP
studies will serve as reference information for the working group on laborat ory policy.
(activity C2.G.3}:
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o

o

Cameroun, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda : follow up on the PPP
studies to improve laboratory client relationships with the privat e sector. A mission is to
be conducted by an FAQ Expert.
Tanzania and Uganda: A PPP study is to be conducted by FAO experts.

USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved QA practices, inclusive of
biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Qua lity Management System.
C3.H

External Quality Assessme nt EQA for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)

Regional proficiency testing was carried out for Al and ND, RVF, PPR and ASF. (activity
C.3.H.1. Linked to activity G3.H.1):
o Al/ND EQA: Results of PT for Al/ND were presented during the RESOLAB annual
coordination meeting held in Dakar (3-7 December 2012)
•
In Central African Republic, Cameroon, Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Gabon, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, Botswana and Senegal, the PT was
completed, the results were submitted and analysed by IZSVe Padova reference
laboratory and the outcome was su bmitted to FAO headquarters.
o EQA by the Joint FAO/IAEA Division :
•
RVF (collaboration with t he National Institute for Communicable Disease (NICO),
South Africa) : The first EQA programme for serological diagnostics of RVFV virus in
livestock has now been completed and the result s have been sent back to the
participants. Evaluation and feedback analysis is in progress. The following countries
were involved: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania and Uganda.

•

•

PPR: The second round of EQA for molecular detection of PPR has been completed.
Participants were sent feedback and overall results were present ed during the RESOLAB
annual coordination meeting held in Dakar (3-7 December 2012) . There was also a
backstopping mission at country level to aid wit h EQA (activity C3.H.2}:
o

In Tanzania, an on-site audit mission on quality management system implementation at
TVLA was carried out by an international consultant from FVI (from 5 to 09 Nov 2012). A
number of quality documents have been developed, including 15 quality procedures,
57 SOPs and 16 forms, worksheets and schedules, which w ere developed in accordance
with ISO 17025.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Regional proficiency testing for Al and ND, RVF, PPR and ASF (activity C.3. H.1}:
o Determine the status progress of preparation ofthe Al/ND PTs.
o In Rwanda, the reagents w ill be shipped from IZSVe Padova in the first week of
April 2013 to enable the completion of the PT. Feedback from the first EQA programme
for serological diagnostics of RVFV in livestock will be sent to participating laboratories.
Corrective actions are to be discussed.
o The third round of for molecular det ection of PPR will be conducted.
o Discussion will be held with the NICO (South Africa) and a technical contract will be
prepared for the second EQA programme for serological diagnostics of RVFV.
•
Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA (activity C.3.H.2}:
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o

o

C3.I

In Sout h Sudan, training on EQM is scheduled for April 2013, t o be conducted by an
international expert for five days to provide assist ance on quality laboratory
management documents and SOPs and t he development of lab bench work guidelines.
In Uganda, an internal audit will take place t o assist in implementing non-conformity
management and review qualit y system documents according to the recommendations
formulat ed during t he last on-site mission .

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management,
excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group J).

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

Regional training on quality assurance in diagnostic laboratories: process control and qua lity
cont rol activities (sample management and quality control for quantitat ive and qualitative
tests) were held at Libreville from 8 to 12 October 2012 in collaboration with FVI. Targeted
participants included the laboratory Directors and QA Managers. The training was attended
by 16 participants from Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo, Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Gabon . The training resulted in t he improved knowledge of
participants on topics addressed (from 59.3 percent to 73. 7 percent of correct answers,
respectively, based on a pre- and post-training evaluation questionnaire).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•
Regional trainings on equipment maintenance and calibration {activity C.3./.1):
o Regional training on equipment maintenance and calibration (IDENTIFY participating
countries: Central African Republic, Congo and Gabon). Tentative dates are from 3 to
7 June 2013 in Dakar, Senegal.
• QA (activit ies under LoA to be signed with FVI) : on-site audit/backstopping missions on QA
will be performed by FVI in all cou ntries except Equatorial Guinea {activity linked with C3.J}.
G3.J

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•

Regional training in biosafety/biosecurity was held in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the
Congo (1-5 October 2012) and was attended by QA managers and laboratory directors from
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Congo, Eq uat orial
Guinea and Gabon. The t raining resulted in the improved knowledge of participants on topic
addressed (from 50 percent to 60 percent of correct answers, respectively, based on a preand post-evaluation quest ionnai re).

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Perform on-site audit/backstopping missions on biosafety and biosecurity by FVI to all
count ries except Equatorial Guinea (activity linked with C3.f). Activities under the LoA are to
be signed with FVI.

C3.K

Target ed support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety (at
country level).

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• Support to national biosecurity/biosafety implementat ion (minor renovations in the
laboratories and laboratory staff security) (activity C.3.K.l} through national LoAs:
o Congo: Three bay windows were installed and four staff members were vaccinated
against rabies.
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o

o
o

o

o

•

Democratic Republic of the Congo: The autopsy room was painted, fully isolated
with the installation of an air conditioner, and t he water heater was repaired. Ten
staff members were vaccinated against rabies. SOPs were developed for 80 percent
of diagnostic tests routinely performed by the lab. A quality manual was developed
and the quality system documentation (SOPs, quality statement, etc.) was updated .
Gabon: A wat er tank and high water pressure pump were installed.
South Sudan: Air conditioners and t he electric and water systems were repa ired.
Laboratory benches were provided for appropriate locat ions within the laboratory.
Necessary laboratory partitioning into three units was completed. Clean ing and
disinfection documents were developed, and repairs of the laboratory for better
biosafety were completed.
Uganda: Quality correspondents were named in each unit t o supervise the quality
system at the unit level provided. The door, locks and windows were refurbished.
The surface of the wood working bench was replaced. An extent of roof was repaired
and repair of records is underway. At least 10 staff vaccinated against rabies.
Tanzania: A t otal of 80 doses of rabies vaccine were purchased and the vaccination
regime has already started . Lab staff in pathology and virology have already received
the first and the second dose.

On-site aud it/backstopping missions were performed by FVI in Africa under the LoA with FVI
for (i) assessing the QA system implementation in Central African Republic
(15-18 October 2012), and Tanzan ia (5-9 November 2012) .

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Continue completion of minor reparations in the laboratories through national LoAs
(activity C3.K.1}.

•

Provide on-site trainings on equipment maintenance and calibrat ion; training will be
provided by the African Union-Panafrican Veterinary Vaccine Centre (AU-PANVAC)
(activity C3.K.2).

•

Support the implementation of LIMS in Tanzania and Botswana (activity C3.K.3, linked to
global activity 63.K.1 under LoA with /ZS Teramo).

Output 2. Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global laboratory
and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens strengthened.
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE 4: Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and
international laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
C4.L

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• Annual Regional Laborat ory Network Meetings (activity C4.L.4):
o The sixth annual RESOLAB coordination meeting was held in Dakar, Senegal
from 3 to 7 December 2012 and was attended by 73 participants, including
representatives of 21 members country of the RESOLAB, representatives of regional
(West African Economic and Monetary Union [UEMOA), AU-IBAR, AU-PANVAC and the
Interstate School of Veterinary Science and Medicine [EISMV)) and international
partners (joint FAO/IAEA Division, OIE, the United States Department of Agriculture,
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service [USDA-APHIS), CIRAD, IZSVe, Spanish Animal
Health Research Centre [Centro de lnvestigacion en Sanidad Animal) and FVI). The
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participation of members from non-IDENTIFY countries was covered by co-funding from
another project. Participants agreed on the following: (i) to split the RESOLAB into two
entities RESOLAB-West Africa and RESOLAB-Central Africa in order to facilitate their
anchorage within the Regional Economic Communities (the Economic Community Of
West African States [ECOWAS) and Economic Community of Central African States
[ECCAS]); (ii) to establish a sub-network of ASF in addition to PPPR, FMD and rabies; (iii)
that RESOLAB members to engage into a process of regular self-assessment using the
standardized LMT developed by FAO; and iv) to support FAQ's initiative on RSLs.

Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

C4.M

Support regional networking:
o Support ASF regional networking (activity C.4.L.1} meeting that will take place from
20 to 22 May 2013 in Entebbe, Uganda.
o Provide inputs and technical backstopping to the rabies RESOLAB sub-network, under
the LoA with IZSVe.
o Organize two RSL meetings in (tentatively) July 2013 with originating countries to ensure
continued commitment and good coordination of RSL activities towards national
laboratories (activity C.4.L.2}.
o
Organize one year four work plan implementation meeting and year five planning of
IDENTIFY I FAO project, with laboratory directors and CVOs, so that IDENTIFY target
countries are informed on all planned activities and are able to comment and make
suggestions on the implementation. The activities to be conducted by each laboratory under
year four and year five are to be discussed and agreed upon (activity C.4.L.3}.
o
The EARLN annual meeting is planned 16-19 Ju ly 2013 in Bujumbura, Burundi
(activity C.4. L.4}.
Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support Laboratories.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
•
Follow up of the Addis Ababa meeting on the status of RSLs was completed:
o developed of the concept note on "Defining the status, roles and responsibilities of
regional laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa";
o prepared of the dossier for submission to the RECs and of the co-signed FAO/AUiBAR letter, sent to RECs in January 2013;
o published the article in the EMPRES bul letin: EMPRES Transboundary Animal
Diseases Bulletin No. 41 - 2012. FAO supports regional animal health networks
(page 17) http://www.fao.org/docrep/ 017/i2910e/ i2910e.pdf; and
o prepared and provided template of annual report to the RSLs.
•
Discussions were initiated for the organization of the conclusive meeting for
validation/endorsement of RSLs in Sub-Saharan Africa region by beneficiary laboratories,
CVOs, and commitment by RECs (activity C.4.M.1}.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)
•

Plan for the conclusive meeting for validation/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories,
CVOs, and commitment by key partners (activity C.4.M.1}.

•

Prepare for the meeting, including preliminary discussion w ith RECs and institutional
arrangements with AU-I BAR and RECs.

•

Review the annual reports submitted by RSLs for M&E purposes and identify strengths and
gaps.
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C4.N

Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• Support was provided to national laboratory network meetings and related activities
(activity C.4.N.1). through national LoAs. The following national communication activit ies
or products were developed by IDENTIFY target laboratories:
o Congo: The record system for submitted samples received improved. Two hundred
guides and commemorative sheets for sample were submitted, produced and
disseminated. An Internet connection was established.
o Democratic Republic of the Congo: One thousand brochures and flyers on service
and products of the Laboratoire Veterinaire de Kinshasa were produced and
disseminated. At least 100 field and laboratory staffs received regular and updated
documents on lab tests. The database was computerized, al lowing sample
traceability and making it easier to release the fina l report of the lab analysis. An
open house day was organized . Timely production of test results after receiving
samples was reduced to three days. The project participation to the launch of the
national crop by the Government.
o Rwanda: Over 500 leaflets were distributed for mastitis and brucel losis awareness in
December 2012.
o South Sudan: Communication materials were produced and distributed in various
institutions for display.
o Tanzania: A national mu lt i-sect or diagnostic laboratory network coordination
meeting comprising of animal health, public health, universities and w ildlife
laboratories representatives was held on 8 January 2013, at M illennium Sea Breeze
Resort in Bagamoyo. A tota l of 20 multidisciplinary participants from different
sectors participated. The meeting attracted participants from: veterinary diagnostic
labs (national and satellite/zonal labs), public hea lth diagnostic labs (National Health
Laboratory and Qua lity Assurance Training Centre), Wildlife laboratory (the Tanzania
W ildlife Research Institute [TAWIRI) lab), academic/higher learning institutions
(Sokoine University of Agricu lture [SUA), Muhimbili Un iversity of Health and Allied
Sciences [MUHAS)), National Predict Proj ect Coordinator, and representatives from
CDC-Tanzania, epidemiology units, Tanzania Bureau of Standard - Department of
Testing and Calibration.
o Uganda: Various types of information were exchanged bet ween CVL and other
national and regional labs. At least 1 000 samples of good quality were submitted to
NADDEC.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•

Continue support to national laboratory network meetings and related activities
(activity C4.N.1).

•

Review the status of the national laboratory network by a nationa l consultant in Cameroon,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda (activity C4.N.2).

•

Carry out an assessment mission at the laboratoire veterinaire de Goma in Democratic
Republic of the Congo in April 2013. Activities will cover the asse assessment mment of
laboratory needs (equipment and reagents) to perform routine testing (serology) on
targeted diseases, training lab staff on biosecurity, biosafety, sampling and sh ipment of
samples to regional or reference laboratories. The expert wil l also visit the laborat ory at
Kinshasa and assess the implementation of the activities under the LoA, and check proper
reception, installation and use of laboratory equipment delivered (activity C4.N.3).

•

Support to national laboratory network in partnership w ith DELIVER in Uganda
(activity C4.N.4).
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C4.O

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between vet erinary and public health.

Activities undertaken during the current reporting period (1 October 2012 - 31 March 2013)
• Support national One Health meetings through national LoAs (activity C4.0.3):
o Central African Republic: Details of the meeting (21 March 2013) have not yet been
provided owing to the current political situation in the country.
o Congo: The meeting was attended by 12 participants from the Ministry of Agriculture
and Livest ock, Minist ry of Forest economy and Sustainable development, Ministry of
Tourism and Environment, Ministry of Scientific research and Technological innovation
and Ministry of Health and Population (8 March 2013). The meeting was attended by
several agencies, including public health and universities. As a result, a working group
was established to prepare legal documents and find operational arrangements to
develop a national framework with the objective of improving inter-sectoral
collaboration.
o South Sudan: Participants from multiple sectors including animal and human health as
well as wild life attended the meeting in February 2013. Participant s were from the
MARF, Minist ry of Healt h (MOH), FAO, the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF),
WHO, Veterinaires Sans Frontieres (Belgium and Germany), National Bureau of
Standards, Directorat e of Standards and Meteorology, and the Ministry of Wildlife,
Conservation and Tourism . The following topics were addressed: (1) emerging diseases
that link human health, animal health and the environment pertaining to disease
association such as Al; (2) acknowledging and appreciating the importance of the One
Health concept in synergizing the implementation of animal healt h, public health and
environmental activities; (3) understanding of the One World One Health concept as a
multi-sectorial approach t hat brings together wildlife, animal and health professionals
and other relevant stakeholders to address the world's most challenging health
concerns; (4) food safety in which the participants were explained the global concern on
food production, processing and controls to ensure acceptable standards; and (5)
acknowledging an improved value and safety standards of animal foods in pastoral
communities of South Sudan to protect consumers from zoonotic diseases.
o Rwanda: The One Health seminar took place on 15 March 2013. A bi-annual report will
be generated and submitted by May 2013.
Planned activities for the next reporting period (1 April - 30 September 2013)

•
•
•

"One Health" seminars on rabies will be held in Congo (tentatively in June 2013), Gabon
(tentatively in July 2013) and Central African Republic (activity C.4.0.1).
Disseminate rabies t raining kits (activity C.4.0.2, linked to global activity 64. 0 .3).
National seminars on "One Health" are expected t o take place in Cameroon (31 July 2013),
Gabon (31 July 2013), Democratic Republic of the Congo (30 May 2013), and Uganda
(12 April 2013) (activity C.4.0.3, linked with global activity 64.0.5).
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4

MAIN CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND RESPONSE PROVIDED

•

The low priority given to animal health in country policies and development strategies often
leads to difficulties in mobilizing technical, financial and human resources at the national level,
thus compromising the sustainability of activities implemented under the project. Therefore,
there is a need to intensify advocacy at the country level and increase sustainable financial
resources.

•

One of the findings from the recent laboratory assessments act ivities in Southeast Asia indicated
that there is a need for improved biosafety practices at the laboratory levels. This is mainly owing
to the lack of awareness on biosafety practices among t he laboratory staff. To reinforce the
awareness and subsequent sustainable laboratory biosafety practice and management, an onsite biosafety training programme and a biosafety training of trainer course for the laboratory
biosafety manager will be conducted during the next year, through the Southeast Asia Regional
Biosafety Programme. In addition, laboratory biosafety was placed as one of the priority topics to
be discussed at the Laboratory Directors' Forum meeting to advocate for more support from the
high-level authorities.

•

As most of the technical inputs have primarily focused on the key national veterinary laboratories
across Southeast Asia, there is still a need to expand t he capacity building activities to other
laboratories at the sub-national level and to improve the linkage of the laboratories and the field
staff to ensure the sustainable quality of laboratory services. It is believed that such objectives
can be achieved by supporting the trainings/workshops at the nationa l level, and assistance from
the Regional Leading/Reference Laboratories, key national laboratories and other implementing
partners. Several activities for enhancement of the laboratory quality service among the national
laboratory networks were planned during the next year to fulfil the above needs.

•

The low level of resources allocated to veterinary laboratories by the authorities in the Congo
Basin is st ill a major challenge that the project is trying to address through the PPP consultations
conduct ed in Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwanda. Outcomes of the
ongoing work include: (i) targeted identification of products and services (e.g. poultry/pig/dairy
sectors, post-vaccination control, food safety analysis, etc.) that the laboratory could offer to the
private sector and estimation of consequent additional resources; (ii) prepa ration of appropriate
communication and promoting tools/activities (brochures of revised list of laboratory analyses
and related costs, open days, participation in fairs, etc.) to initiate/improve client relationship
and design complementary activities with other national veterinary laboratories (sample
submission, training); and (iv) review of legal status (opening of bank accounts,
strengthening/training of commercial staff, etc.). By supporting the extension/improvement of
laboratory diagnostic services to the private sector and addressing internal functioning issues of
laboratories, the PPP consultations are expected to suggest solutions for the sustainability of
some activities of the project and, at the same time, provide contributory references to
formulate a laboratory policy.

•

Most beneficiary laboratories, both in the Congo Basin and Southeast Asia, still face the issue of
low quality and quantity of samples received from the field. The IDENTIFY project does not cover
any surveillance activities. Building capacities in laboratories for diseases for which there is no
surveillance, although they are considered as priority diseases by the veterinary services, does
not confer satisfactory impact of the project. The proper development of laboratory strategy and
sustainability of the skills and activities supported by IDENTIFY is hindered by weak laboratory
policy and management (e.g. shortage of laboratory reagents that prevent participation in PTs,
no bank accounts or possibility to generate income, etc.). Therefore, these complex issues will be
addressed by the review of existing anima l health laboratory policies. Based on the outcomes of
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the review, guidelines will be developed on laboratory policy in selected fields of int erest, for
both the top management of the veterinary laboratories and the competent authorities in charge
of laborat ories, with further adaptation to the context of Asia and Africa.
•

The implementation of agreed activities as they appear in the LoAs between beneficiary
countries in the Congo Basin and FAO was slower than expected. However, most of the issues
related to the late completion of LoAs are justifiable. For instance, recent events in Mali and
Central African Republic and continued challenging ownership of LoA mechanisms by beneficiary
laboratories have slightly limited the project delivery for the last past three months. As a resu lt,
the FAO I IDENTIFY project management team agreed to extend the duration of LoAs with
beneficiary laborat ories. The FAO project team w ill continue close monitoring of the LoAs and
provide necessary guidance through regular and effective communication .

•

In the Congo Basin region, delivering laboratory equipment and reagents has been impacted by
logistic issues.

•

Although the IDENTIFY project is improving communication between laboratories and other
technical partners (regional laboratories, FAO/OIE reference centres, national veterinary services,
FAO, OIE, joint FAO/IAEA Division, etc.), findings on PPP missions demonstrated the need for
laboratories to engage in more transparency and communication towards the private sector and
other interested stakeholders on non-technical matters such as priced services and products. The
next missions in Tanzania and Uganda, as well as follow-up missions in Cameroon, Democratic
Republ ic of the Congo and Rwanda, wil l address t his issue specifically among others.

•

The revision of the LMT was initiated during year four in order to address some consistency and
objectivity issues of the tool, as observed from both EPT data calls. The decision was also taken
to develop guidelines for use of the LMT.
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5

MAIN PR O GRE SS MADE TOWARDS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJE CT OUTCOMES
(FROM THE START OF THE PROJECT A CTIVITIES)

•

The support provided by IDENTIFY to-dat e has contributed to a greater understanding of the
regional animal health priorities, assessment of laboratory capacities and identification of
regional and national gaps and resources.

•

The direct support afforded to laboratories is substantial, and has allowed for an expansion of
the activities to include QA, biosafety, and the maintenance and calibration of equipment, thus
contributing to laboratories' capacity to conduct work that meets internationally accredited
standards (e.g. ISO 17025). Minor repairs to improve biosecurity through national LoAs are
accurately contributing to this end. Many national laboratories have never had the opportunity
to consider these major issues. At this point in time, all the laboratories have been able to
conduct tests they had never performed prior to IDENTIFY.

•

At present, the 2012 and 2013 Southeast Asia Regional Biosafety Programme has covered the
activities related to biosafety assessment and management in 23 national laboratories in ten
countries. The 2012 and 2013 Southeast Asia proficiency testing programme has expanded to
diagnoses of five priority diseases, including influenza, ND, rabies, CSF, PRRS and ASF. The list of
the priority diseases to be included in the proficiency testing programme was agreed upon and
regularly reviewed by the Southeast Asia laboratory directors under the assistance of the
Southeast Asia Regional Laboratory Network framework.

•

As many priority diseases are TADs, a regional approach (where agreed to) allows for rapid
disease detection/identification. Response measures can be coordinated regionally for more
effective control. The networks in the West/Central, Eastern Africa and Southeast Asia regions
have set a good example, with both the formal and informal exchange of information, collective
effort and responsibility to build laboratories in the regions. Other partners, such as USDA/APHIS,
EuFMD and CIRAD have demonstrated an increased interest in and support for these laboratory
networks. The growing confidence lends credence to the regional approach, and FAO has a
comparative advantage in the coordination of such support and inputs. This project has provided
support to regional laboratory networks, allowing networking and progress in the strategy of
these networks, especially related to the status and mandate of regional service laboratories. For
Southeast Asia, the Regional Framework for Animal Health Laboratory Capacity Building and
Networking in Southeast Asia, which has been drafted through consultation with the Southeast
th
Asia Laboratory Directors, was presented at the 20 ASEAN Sectoral Working Group on Livestock
(ASWGL) meeting in Myanmar in May 2012. The framework was subsequently endorsed by
ASEAN in August 2012. This represents major progress in the engagement of key stakeholders to
support sustainable quality laboratory services across the region.

•

The FAO M&E framework has been finalized based upon the experience gained from both EPT
data calls and the tripartite discussions held with the Donor towards the IDENTIFY deliverables.
This M&E framework is being routinely implemented by the FAO I IDENTIFY team, together with
the implementing partners (laboratories and technical partners through LoAs). A harmonized
approach to assess the direct contribution of the IDENTIFY project to changes in supported
laboratories was discussed under year four. The decision was made to develop "lab sheets" by
beneficiary laboratory, to develop a specific LMT module to measure the project' s impact on
laboratory functionality, and to initiate a survey to measure the observed (and perceived)
changes in laboratories against what was done unde r the IDENTIFY project.
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•

In the Congo Basin, beneficiary laboratories are requested to prepare LoAs' progress reports on a
generic template inspired by the FAO M&E framework, which includes performance indicators
and means of verification (e.g. systematic use of pre- and post-evaluation questionnaire for every
training). By using this template, beneficiary laboratories (and to some extent, technical
implementing partners) improve their ownership of the project, including a common
understanding of objectives and outcomes, as well as consistency of data collected.

•

This project has enabled or will shortly enable the launching of innovative initiatives, such as the
genetic module in the EMPRES-i database, the four-way linking framework, the LMT, the
development of PPPs between laboratories and the animal production sector and the provision
of access of laboratories to sequencing services. The genetic module represents an ideal example
of a multidisciplinary success, linking virology, epidemiology and bioinformatics, and is receiving
increased interest from the scientific community and from policy makers. It was released to the
public in March 2013. The support to sequencing services receives a lot of interest from
beneficiary laboratories.

•

Building on the investments made with support under Al, this project sustains previously
established mechanisms such as collaboration and communication pathways between
organizations, global OFFLU and regional networks. It also benefits from the momentum gained
through public goods concepts, such as the recognition of the importance of early detection and
intervention and the impact of pathogens w ith pandemic potential. These investments are
crucial to the continued development of technical laboratory capacities, especially molecular
techniques, to respond to other transboundary and priority diseases.

•

The first "Inter-Regional FAO I IDENTI FY Project experts and managers" meeting held at Bangkok
(S-7 March 2013) was a welcome and beneficial event for headquarters, Southeast Asia and the
Congo Basin regions. It provided exchange of experiences, clarity on where every country is, in
terms of implementation and how the project is perceived by the different teams. For instance,
the very focused approach to improve biosecurity in cabinets is undoubtedly an inspiring
example for the Congo Basin region to fulfil the t hird obj ective of t he IDENTIFY project.
Conversely, the PPP approach promoted in t he Congo Basin region raised a great deal of interest
for Southeast Asia. The meeting was particularly robust as it included experts in fields such as
communications and M&E. It was also encouraging to see that the understanding and
approaches of both regions were in line with the EPT programme's expectations. It was equally
uplifting to see that collaboration among the other EPT projects such as Predict, Prevent and
Deliver were offered and accepted by all.

•

As a follow up to t he working meeting held in July 2012 (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia), which resulted
in defining the roles and responsibilities of RSLs in t he Congo Basin, AU-IBAR and FAO sent a cosigned information letter to the seven functional RECs recognized by the AU (the East African
Community, ECCAS, ECOWAS, the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa, the
Intergovernmental Authority on Development, t he African and Malagasy Union and the Southern
African Development Community). If the RECs endorse the stat us of RSLs, this will be a great
achievement of this project in improving sustainability and networking as to ensure quality
laboratory diagnosis services. Furthermore, the RESOLAB annual coordinating meeting held in
Dakar (3-7 December 2012) took the resolution to split t he RESOLAB network into two networks
in order to align the new entities with the concerned RECs in Central and Western Africa
(respectively ECCAS and ECOWAS). Although the anchorage of RESOLAB networks w ithin their
respective RECs and institutionalization of RSLs are still challenging, this demonstrates the active
contribution of the IDENTIFY project in improving the sustainability and networking needed to
ensure quality laboratory diagnosis services.
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1. Acronyms & Abbreviations
AAHL
AfBSA
APBA
APSED
ARAHIS
ASEAN
ASF
AU-IBAR
AusAID
CBPP
CEBEVIRHA
CEMAC
CIRAD
CTTBD
CVO
EARLN
ECLAC
EDPLN
EMPRES-i
EPT
EQA
FAQ
FAO-ECTAD
FAO-RAP
FAO-RLC
FLI
FVI
FETP
FETPV
FRET
GFN
GF-TADs
GLNS
GLEWS
HPAI
HPED
IAEA
FAO/AIEA
IATA
IDSR

Australian Animal Health Laboratory
African Biological Safety Association
Asia-Pacific Biosafety Association
Asian Pacific Strategy for Emerging diseases
ASEAN Reg ional Animal Health Information System
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
African Swine Fever
African Union-lnterafrican Bureau for Animal Resources
Australian Agency for International Development
Contag ious Bovine Pleuropneumonia
Economic Commission on Cattle Meat and Fish Resources
Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa
Centre International de Recherche Agronomique pour le
Developpement
Centre for Ticks and Tick-borne Diseases
Ch ief Veterinary Officer
Eastern Africa Reg ion Laboratory Network
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
WHO Emerging and Dangerous Pathogens Laboratory Network
FAO Global Animal Disease Information System
Emerging Pandemic Threats
External Quality Assessment
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Emergency
Center for Transboundary animal diseases
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional
Office for Asia Pacific
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations Regional
Office for Latin America and the Caribbean
Friedrich Loeffler Institute, the national veterinary laboratory,
Germany
France Veterinaire International
Field Epidemiology Training Program
Field Epidemiology Training Program for Veterinarians
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
WHO Global Food-borne Infections Network
Global Framework for the Progressive Control of Transboundary
Animal Diseases
FAO/OIE/WHO Global Laboratory Networking Strategy for IDENTIFY
FAO/OIE/WHO Global Early Warning Systems for Animal Diseases
including Zoonoses
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
Regional Cooperation Programme on Highly Pathogenic Emerging
and Re-emerging Diseases in Asia
International Atomic Energy Agency
FAO/AIEA joint division for nuclear techniques in food and agriculture
International Air Transport Association
Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response
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IHR
ILRI
IRCM
LIMS
MoA
MoH
OFFLU
OIE
RVF
PCR
PANAFTOSA
PAHO
PPR
PSVS
PT
PVS
QA
RAHC
RESOLAB
RVF
SAARC
SADC
SEACFMD
SOP
TADs
USAID
WHO
WHO AFRO
WHOAMRO
WHO SEARO
WHOWPRO

International Health Regulations
International Livestock Research Institute
AU-IBAR Integrated Regional Coordinating Mechanism
Laboratory Information Management Systems
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Health
Joint OIE/ FAO Network of Expertise for An imal Influenza
World Organisation for Animal Health
Rift Valley Fever
Polymerase chain reaction
Pan American Foot and Mouth Disease Center
Pan American Health Organization
Peste des Petits Ruminants
O/BAusAID Programme to Strengthen Veterinary Services in South
East Asia
Proficiency Testing
OIE Performance of Veterinary Services Pathway
Quality Assurance
Reg ional Animal Health Centres
West and Central Africa Veterinary Laboratory Network for Avian
Influenza and other Transboundary Diseases
Rift Valley Fever
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
Southern African Development Community
Southeast Asia and China Foot and Mouth Disease Campaign
Standard Operating Procedures
Transboundary Animal Diseases
U.S. Agency for International Development
World Health Organization
World Health Organization Regional Office for Africa
World Health Organization Regional Office for the Americas
World Health Organization South East Asia Regional Office
World Health Organization Western Pacific Regional Office
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2. BACKGROUND
Tripartite FAO/OIE/WHO IDENTIFY Project
USAID Emergent Pandemic Threats Program

The IDENTIFY project is the component of the USAID-funded Emerging Pandemic Threats
(EPT) programme that focuses on the capacity of laboratories in the public health and animal
health sectors to contribute to the management of emerging zoonotic pathogens through rapid
detection of known pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases of
uncharacterised diseases. The IDENTIFY project is specifically designed to strengthen
diagnostic capacities in the geographic "hot spot" regions identified by USAID where new
diseases have previously emerged. In addition to IDENTIFY, the EPT Program has projects
called PREDICT, RESPOND, and PREVENT which cover the areas of wildlife monitoring, field
epidemiology and training, behavior change communications, and national plann ing. IDENTIFY
activities have necessary connections and interactions with the activities of several of the other
components of the EPT programme.
IDENTIFY is jointly implemented by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAQ), the
World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE}, and the World Health Organization (WHO). These
organizations have long-established networks of laboratories which are an integral part of their
public health or animal -health function. Under the framework of the IDENTIFY project, the three
organizations will enhance the diagnostic capacity and improve networking of these laboratories
- both geographically and across the public-health and animal-health sectors. The networks
include international reference laboratories which will support national and regional laboratories,
when necessary, by performing full characterization and investigation of "unknown" agents. The
ultimate aim of the five-year project is to link together a global cooperative network that is fully
capable of rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OIE on listed animal diseases and unusual
epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and investigating events of potential international
public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the International Health Regulations
(IHR).
Laboratory networks, often vertical or disease-oriented in nature, exist and will be the foundation
to which the IDENTI FY project will look to meet its goals. Gaps, both disease-specific and with
respect to geographical coverage, exist. The IDENTIFY project intends to determine gaps and
propose, in collaboration with national partners, mechanisms for capacity building to fill these
gaps. National and regional ownership of capacity building and networking activities is critical.
Regional parties are already active in regional networking and need to be engaged as early as
possible in the planning process in order to ensure sustainability and continued collaboration
within and between the animal and public health sectors.
FAO, OIE, and WHO remain committed to close collaboration as a part of the IDENTIFY Project
and beyond at global, regional, and country levels. As requested by USAID, the three
organizations are submitting separate work plans for year 3 of the project. The levels of
collaboration and coordination between FAO, OIE and WHO when conducting the different
activities in the three workplans will vary but at a minimum, consultations at headquarters,
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regional and country levels as appropriate will occur and often a much higher level of
collaboration (weekly teleconferences, meetings at headquarters and regional levels) is
planned. In the individual work plans, each organization has noted those sub-activities which
are actively tripartite by indicating partnership with the other two organizations. The details of
the collaboration will be outlined in the implementation plans as they evolve through the year. It
is important to remember that consu ltation, collaboration and coordination are an essential part
of the planning process.
FAQ, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for and
respond to disease threats at the country level. To assist these efforts, a range of platforms
have been developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the 4-way linking 1
and WHO-OFFLU collaborations. Others have been developed by individual organizations to
cover a specific geographic region or topic such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging
Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response Strategy (IDSR), the
Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks, and the OIE PVS Pathway. The capacity building
objectives of these platforms are fu lly compatible with those of the EPT program in general and
the IDENTIFY project more specifically, and it was the expressed desire of USAID to build upon
the existing platforms of the three organizations to expand the impact of the EPT funded
activities. From the perspective of the three organizations it is logical to present a single
coherent approach to capacity building to countries and as such, IDENTIFY activities would
frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim of this approach is to show
the countries that the three organizations, USAID and other partners are working in a
coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the country level. Effective communication
between all partners is important to deliver this coordinated support, and USAID support for
these activities will be acknowledged in all cases.
2

While working as much as possible in harmony, FAO, OIE and WHO each pursue their own
mandate and mission and complement each other in a way that seeks to bring out the agency
specific comparative advantages. Indeed OIE's mission in animal health is distinctly normative
in nature. FAQ's activities in food and agriculture are mostly field directed. WHO with its global
mandate to protect human health shares an important veterinary public health agenda with the
agencies responsible for animal health. The IDENTIFY project workplans and budgets reflect
the notion that each agency operates as a sing le entity. This entails separate accounting and
project adm inistration procedures.
The estimated allocation of funds to FAQ for year 3 is provided for the global, regional and
country levels and by sub-activity (refers to tables in Annex 1). In addition, the table in Annex 2
provides estimates of FAQ's contribution to each activity/sub-activity, taking into account the biand tripartite work as described in the global and regional work plans. FAQ is to implement
1

Tripartite framew ork for assessing health risks at the human-animal interface by improving the linkages between human and

animal influ enza epidemiological information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5Nl at t he national
level and facilitati ng implementation of a mechanism for joint national risk assessment
2

These last two paragraphs have been added by FAO only
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several activities in the workplan solely - not in partnership with OIE or WHO- (eg. certain
trainings/workshops; the development of the genetic module in Empres-i). The IDENTIFY
partners will be kept informed on progress regarding these activities. For activities that are
described as tripartite (partners: FAQ, OIE, WHO), collaboration may can be categorized as: (1)
joint implementation and coordination of activities between the three agencies (eg. preparing
and holding a stakeholder meeting) - often with varying levels of contribution by each
organization; (2) separate implementation and tripartite coordination of activities (eg. integration
of the outcomes of the laboratory mapping into the Laboratory Networking Strategy); (3)
separate implementation and very restricted coordination of activities serving common goals
(eg. certain trainings; twinning projects).
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3. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES BY LINE OF WORK
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building

Notes:
- G=global, C=Congo Basin Region; S= South and Southeast Asia Region
- Expected results are indicated for each Activity and only for Sub-Activities where
specific expected results are additional to the overall expected results.

GLOBAL AND REGIONAL Activities 3.1-3.3
•

Activity 3.1 (G, C, S)
Ongoing tripartite project management and coordination, monitoring, and planning
Expected results: Regular communication among focal points; joint activities elaborated
and planned; ongoing activities aligned with IDENTIFY's goals within each organization
shared; points of collaboration and coordination identified
•

Sub-Activity 3.1.1 Global and regional coordination
• Global Project Coordinators
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, FAO/A IEA
• Global and regional Project Coordinators
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• All Project Coordinators and USAID
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, USAID
• All Project Coordinators and relevant regional network partners
• Partners: FAO/O IE/WHO, regional network partners (e.g. RAHC,
RESOLAB, ASEAN, etc.)
• All Project Coordinators and other EPT partners
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, EPT partners (e.g. PREDICT, US CDC,
etc.)
• All Project Coordinators and other global partners
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, GLEWS, etc.

•

Sub-Activity 3.1.2 Ongoing communication and sharing critical project
documents among project members.
• Further development of SharePoint as the method of sharing critical
project documents for access by project members
• Partners: FAO/O IE/WHO
• Expected results: Project team members have access to
common files; Routine usage of SharePoint by all HQ focal points;
Documents circulated and comments shared routinely; Shared
documents and standardized methods of implementation agreed
amongst the project staff
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•

Activity 3.2 (G, C, S)
Retention and recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
• Partners: FAO, OIE, W HO
• Expected results: Staff resources available to plan, coordinate, and conduct
activities

•

Activity 3.3 (G, C, S)
Preparation and review of global, regional, and country-level work plans and other
project documents
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, USAID, EPT partners
• Expected results: Annual work plan submitted on time; Ann ual work plan
approved for implementation; Global/Regional/National priorities reflected in work
plans; activities to strengthen laboratory capacity developed at all levels

GLOBAL Activities: 3.4-3.13
•

Activity 3.4.G
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination
•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.G: Development of communication tool(s) for different
audiences, stakeholders and partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.G: Resource building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.3.G: Development of a glossary of the available diagnostic
assays and cross-cutting technologies for selected animal diseases, including
zoonoses
• Partners: FAO/OIE/W HO; FLI, multiple laboratory partners.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.4.G: Development of an assessment tool to determine the
specific laboratory needs and identify the elements needed for laboratory
information systems (FLI, multiple university and laboratory partners)

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.5.G: Validation and further developments of the EMPRES-i
genetic module linking key virologic data to epidemiologic data

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.6.G: Development of e-learning modules on bioinformatics
(phylogeny and sequence analysis) (FAO/IAENlaboratory partners)
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Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting sequencing capacities and access by national
laboratories to genomic sequencing services and to provision of primers and
probes in both reg ions through FAO contract with service provider
• Sub-Activity 3.4.7.1. G - Building sequencing capacities and use
of bioinformatics tools for selected countries -FAO/IAEA

•

•

Activity 3.5.G
Annual review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Review of Laboratory Networking Strategy conducted;
Modifications to regional approaches based on interaction with national
stakeholders and IDENTI FY Laboratory Networking Strategy integrated into and
situated under existing global/regional/ national activities and priorities

•

Activity 3.6.G
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT
Expected results: Identification of global, regional, and national resources leading to
enhanced networks that integrate available resources
•

Sub-Activity 3.6.1 .G: Comparison of historic FAO, OIE and WHO disease
reporting data with current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region
(refer to GLNS in Annex 3)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Timeliness of diagnosis and referral of
specimens analyzed

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.2.G: Identification of the most commonly occurring diseases
among humans and animals (including wildlife) based on official disease
notifications, country disease data review, etc.
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: Common diseases affecting both animals and humans
assessed and prioritized ; List of normative and emerging/unknown
diseases in each region updated (when needed).

• Sub-Activity 3.6.3.G: Develop a new format for annual reporting by FAO
Reference Centers and new mechanism for report subm ission
•

Sub-Activity 3.6.4.G: Support to regional ongoing desktop review of existing
data on laboratory capacity and networks from existing laboratory assessments
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.6.5.G Identification of key reg ional laboratories as targets for
support provided to strengthen capabilities/capacities to diagnose normative and
major emerg ing/unknown pathogens in the region

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support
approach(es) concerning laboratories.

the

development

of

cross-sectoral

Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy
at national levels

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1.G: Coordination and development with regional counterparts
of global framework for regional Stakeholders' meetings in each hot spot region
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, EPT partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.2.G: Definition of the four-way linking framework for assessing
health risks at the human-animal interface, to be applicable to various countries
and to various diseases
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, and others

Activity 3.8.G.
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•
•
•
•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 International and regional meetings/conferences
Sub-Activity 3.8.2 International and regional trainings and workshops
Sub-Activity 3.8.3 National trainings and workshops

Activity 3.9.G
Develop and conduct FAO/O IE/WHO meetings, conferences, trainings or workshops to
build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines and
standards, on themes such as:
• Diagnosis of normative pathogens
• Diagnosis of emerging and unknown pathogens
• Regional standardization of reagents
• Laboratory policy development and planning
• Harmonization of testing and referral decision trees
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
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•
•
•

Platforms for regional reporting
Laboratory Quality Management Systems
Laboratory Information Management systems

Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.G: Organizational support for regional workshops, "Laboratory
Information Systems (LIMS): Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs
Assessment."
• Partners: FAO/OIE, UC Davis, AAHL, and open-source LIMS developers
• Expected
results:
development of
a tool
kit
to
allow
laboratories/countries to define their LIMS needs and to assist in
determining a fit-for-purpose LIMS; regionally relevant discussions of
LIMS issues; access to open-source platforms as a resource for those
seeking to implement appropriate LIMS for their national laboratories

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.G: Regional pathology train-the-trainer workshops "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis" coordinated and conducted in both regions
• Partners: FAO/OIE with WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, University of
Georgia, and national laboratories
• Expected results: enhance the cycle of information between field and the
laboratory; improve the quality and quantity of samples submitted to the
laboratory and thus the capacity of the laboratory to provide accurate
diagnosis

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.3.G: 'Training on classical and molecular virology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5: Consultation on good laboratory practices for conducting
multiple disease diagnosis.
• Partners: FAO/IAEA, OIE, WHO, PREDICT
• Expected results: Development/transfer of new techniques and
reference material for multiple disease diagnosis with multiplex PCR

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.G: Two rounds of ring tests for both Congo Basin and SISE
Asia regions based upon regional needs (e.g. RVF, PPR, Al/ND) (FAO/IAEA)
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.G: Validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple
disease diagnosis (PCR using the FRET system) (FAO/IAEA)

Activity 3.10.G
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.G: Provision of validated standardized veterinary diagnostic
reagents and development of international standards (RVF and PPR positive
controls including serum bank)- (FAO/IAEA)
• Expected results: The use of quality reagents for test reliability in
laboratories is increased

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.G: Support participation of laboratories in EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 S: Support participation of laboratories in
international EQA
• Partners: W HO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs,
including a W HO Collaborating Centre on EQA
•
•
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1G : Support national EOA programs, including
raising awareness of the importance of EQA
Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, Laboratory quality national counterparts at
MoH, International experts in EQA including a WHO Collaborating Centre
Expected results: Progress towards establishing national EQA
programs; Increased number of countries in each reg ion with EQA
programs

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.G Installation and staff training for an open-source LIMS
platform in the national animal health laboratories of one pilot country
(Cameroon) - (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-activity 3.10.4.G Joint FAO/IAENOIE/WHO Global Survey on External
Quality Assessment (proficiency testing) Schemes
• Partners: FAO/IAENOIE/WHO
• Expected result(s) : Results analyzed and publicly available
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•

Activity 3.11.G
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11 .1.G: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments (refer to Activity 3.6 and Annex 4)
• Partners: FAQ/WHO, FAO/IAEA, DELIVER
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of
the mapping Communication with reg ional laboratories established;
Immediate needs identified; Identified equipment/supplies provided;
Increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to
detect priority pathogens in each region

Activity 3.12.G
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration ; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.1 .G: Strengthen linkages among existing regional and global
laboratory networks within and across human and animal health (e.g. OFFLU,
GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.2.G : Support for strengthening the human-animal health
linkage in OFFLU
• Partners: FAO/OIE
• Expected results: Key activities of OFFLU sustained, interface with
WHO (GISN/GIP) and GLEWS further developed, influenza genetic
module validated.

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.G: Strengthen linkages among existing reg ional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
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•

Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP, CORDS

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.G: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OI E/WHO
• Expected results: Formal agreements initiated, including material
transfer agreements, or mechanisms for the sharing of samples, data,
reports etc. between laboratories and networks; Mutual trust and interest
within regional and global laboratory networks developed and promoted,
collaboration and communication pathways strengthened

•

Sub-activity 3.12.5.G Collection of sample throughput data for targeted diseases
from laboratories supported by IDENTIFY as a part of project monitoring (refer to
GLNS in Annex 3)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected result(s): Project monitoring tool developed ; Data collected
through regional and country offices

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.6.G: Improving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (targeting influenza)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
H5N1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI H5N1
improved.
•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.6.1. G: Develop the four-way-linking framework
in pilot countries: FAO/WHO assessment missions and
FAO/WHO/OIE workshops in three countries
Sub-Activity 3.12.6.2. G Further developments and validation of
the
genetic module linking EMPRES-i and influenza virus
databases (FAO)

Activity 3.13.G
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, Reference Laboratories/Centers
Expected results: Global / reg ional / national resources identified; laboratory
exchange initiatives prepared
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•

Sub-Activity 3.13.1 .G: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the reg ions and beyond prepared to offer expertise in
diseases or technical areas relevant to each reg ion

•

Sub-Activity 3.13.2.G: Identification of suitable cand idate laboratories in the
region or beyond, likely to meet requirements for twinning and possible future
recognition as a Reference Laboratory for scientific disciplines or diseases
relevant to each region and willing to provide services to that region

•

Sub-Activity 3.1 3.3.G Encourage the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between international
reference laboratories and laboratories in hot spot regions
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REGIONAL Activities: CONGO BASIN 3.4-3.13
•

Activity 3.4.C
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination
•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different
audiences, stakeholders and partners (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools
listed; IDENTIFY tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported
countries)
Sub-Activity 3.4.3.C: Second phase of the study on the development of
collaborations and/or partnerships between public veterinary laboratories and the
animal industry (Cameroon, DRC)

•

•

Activity 3.7.C
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National
Veterinary and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project
achievements and planned activities presented to regional/national
stakeholders; Endorsement of project activities by regional/national
stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting distributed

Activity 3.8.C
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards (all 9
IDENTIFY-supported countries)
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Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings/ conferences such as (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries):
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011 , Bamako,
Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public
Health Lab Network, RESOLAB , SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and
Informatics Sub-committees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological
Safety Conference, 24-27 June, 2012, Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals
scheduled throughout Year 3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and
workshops on themes such as (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries) :
• Diagnosis of normative pathogens
• Diagnosis of emerging and unknown pathogens
• Regional standardization of reagents
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Laboratory Quality Management Systems implementation
• Lab equipment maintenance and calibration

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives (all 9 IDENTI FY-supported countries)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability
plans in conjunction with national authorities (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported
countries)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of
funding identified and use of staff and equ ipment optimized

Activity 3.9.C
Develop and conduct FAO conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory
capacity and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
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Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.C: Regional workshop, "Targeting the needs for genetic
sequencing," for DRC, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Cameroon, including
regional service laboratories

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop , "Diagnostic laboratory quality
Assurance: Workshop on
Process Control - Quality Control (Sample
Management; Quality Control for Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for
Qualitative Tests" (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and
development or adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees
between national laboratories within animal health sector (all 9 IDENTIFYsupported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA) (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis" (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN) (all 9
IDENTIFY-supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to ref er specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector" (all 9 IDENTIFYsupported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; individual assessment tools
provided to partners
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C: Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program
between laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories:
• Four in-situ study tours by reg ional scientists in Gabon, CAR, Congo and
DRC
• Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance
of South Sudan by regional scientists

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAO collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY
listed priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the
identification and prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory
veterinarians for improved identification and prompt reporting of
IDENTIFY listed priority diseases

Activity 3.10.C
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory needs and available funds may be subsequently used
for procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries with validated
standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting
priority TADs (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EOA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external
quality assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle
disease, Rift Valley Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-andMouth Disease (Cameroon, CAR, Eq. Guinea, Gabon, Congo, Rwanda,
Tanzania, Uganda)
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•

•

•

Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of
programs, including a WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA

EQA

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.C: Support for implementation of national EQA
programs, including raising awareness of the importance of EQA
• Four national workshops in Tanzania, Uganda, DRC and Rwanda

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C: Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1 .C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for
assessing quality assurance system implementation and development of
quality documentation (DRC, Congo, CAR, Rwanda, Tanzania and
Uganda).
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2. C: Support to local costs of QA implementation procurement of manuals, procedures (DRC, Congo, CAR, Rwanda,
Tanzania and Uganda).
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3. C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and
calibration at LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and
Gabon, and at LANAVET, Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of
Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea

• Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and
alternative tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency
testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests
for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for PT
identified; Participating veterinary laboratories identified
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face
emergent disease situations in the region
•
Support to sampling, sample shipment, and advanced virus characterization
for ASF spreading in new regions (Cameroon, Congo, Tanzania, Uganda,
Rwanda)
•
Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases
in the region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
•
Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of
Mycoplasma mycoides SC (Congo, DRC, Gabon and CAR) and strain
molecular characterization (Cameroon, DRC, Uganda)
•
Support to competence development in bush meat microbiology (Gabon,
Congo, CAR)
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent
diseases characterization
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•

Activity 3.11.C
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11 .1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and
other assessments (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries) (refer to Activity 3.6)
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of
the mapping; communication with regional laboratories established;
immediate needs identified; identified equipment/supplies provided to
detect priority pathogens in the region; increasingly well-equipped
laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority pathogens in
each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.2.C: Assessment missions (Cameroon, DRC) for biosafety
and biosecurity infrastructures, equipment and practices
• Partners: FAO/IAEA, WHO, OIE
• Expected results: Biosafety infrastructure, equipment and practices
assessed in the beneficiary laboratories; needs defined for improved
biosafety infra-structure, equipment, consumables, and practices.

Activity 3.12.C
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results : Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional (e.g. RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human
and animal health (e.g. OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control
authorities - RESOLAB and EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec
2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012, Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing
regional laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and
animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles for
surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks (all 9 IDENTIFY-supported countries)
• Contracts with courier companies to facilitate sharing

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Imp roving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results :
Human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
H5N1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI H5N1
improved.

Activity 3.13.C
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
•

Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in
diseases or technical areas relevant to the region

•

Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory
twinning arrangements with in regions and, where appropriate, between
advanced laboratories and laboratories in hot spot reg ions
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COUNTRY Activities: CONGO BASIN 3.4-3.13
9 IDENTIFY-supported countries (USAID priority 1 indicated by asterisk, 2 by"):
- Cameroon
CAR (Central African Republic)
DRC (Democratic Republic of the Congo)*
Eq. (Equatorial) Guinea
Gabon
Congo
Rwanda
- Tanzania
- Uganda*
+ South Sudan (only activity 1.9.8.C)

Cameroon
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed;
IDENTIFY tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
• Sub-Activity 3.4.3.C: Second phase of the study on the development of collaborations
and/or partnerships between public laboratories and the animal industry
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3.7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
•
Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results : List of invitees finalized; IDENTI FY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/national stakeholders; Endorsement of
project activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained ; Proceedings of the
meeting distributed
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Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1 .C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings /
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011 , Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety
Conference, 24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops on
themes such as:
• Diagnosis of normative pathogens
• Diagnosis of emerging and unknown pathogens
• Regional standardization of reagents
• Laboratory Biosafety/Biosecurity
• Laboratory Quality Management Systems implementation
• Lab equipment maintenance and calibration
• Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
• Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities,
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated ; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized
Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAO conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
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system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.C: Regional workshop, "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"
Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "Basics of Field
Laboratory Diagnosis"
Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (i.e GFN, EDPLN)
Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
Sub-Activity 3.9.8.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of animal and
public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment tools for monitoring and
evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools adapted for
monitoring and evaluation; individual assessment tools provided to partners
Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories:
• Four in-situ study tours by regional scientists in Gabon, CAR, Congo and DRC
• Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance of South Sudan
by regional scientists
Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAO collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases

Activity 3.1 O.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
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[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries with validated
standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EOA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C:
Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/ IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a WHO
Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
Sub-Activity
3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
•
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3.C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and calibration at
LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and Gabon, and at LANAVET,
Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea.
• Sub-Activity 3.10.4.C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAQ and WHO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
• Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
• Support to sampling, sample shipment, and advanced virus characterization for ASF
spreading in new regions
• Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases In the
region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
• Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of Mycoplasma
mycoides SC and strain molecular characterization
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization
Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
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Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
• Sub-Activity 3.11.2.C: Assessment missions (in main labs) for biosafety and biosecurity
infrastructures, equipment and practices
• Partners: FAO/IAEA, WHO, OIE
• Expected results: Biosafety infrastructure, equipment and practices assessed in the
beneficiary laboratories; needs defined for improved biosafety infra-structure, equipment,
consumables, and practices.
Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contracts with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
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•
•

Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI HSN1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI HSN1 improved.

Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: ldentif ication of Reference Laboratories/Centers and
Collaborating Centers in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot regions

CAR (Central African Republic)
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed;
IDENTIFY tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
• Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3.7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized ; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/national stakeholders; Endorsement of
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project activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the
meeting distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity bui lding, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences such as:
- OFFLU technical meeting(s)
- RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011 , Bamako, Mali
- Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
- African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety
Conference, 24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
- Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
• Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related
with IDENTIFY objectives
- Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
• Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities,
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized
Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAO conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control
for Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
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Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Reg ional workshop for harmonization of testing and development
or adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national
laboratories within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology"
(FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "Basics of Field
Laboratory Diagnosis"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C: Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories:
• Four in-situ study tours by regional scientists
• Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance of South
Sudan by regional scientists
Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases
•

•

Activity 3.1 0.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design futu re training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ru minants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
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Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a WHO
Collaborating Centre on EOA
Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality
assurance system implementation and development of quality documentation
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2. C: Support to local costs of QA implementation -procurement
of manuals, procedures
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3.C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and calibration at
LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and Gabon, and at LANAVET,
Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea.
Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
- Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases In the
region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
- Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of Mycoplasma
mycoides SC and strain molecu lar characterization
- Support to competence development in bush meat microbiology
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization
•

•

•

•

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1 .C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
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Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiolog ical information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.
Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and Collaborating
Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases or technical areas
relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories and
laboratories in hot spot reg ions

DRC (Democratic Republic of the Congo)*
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Activity 3.4.C: Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAQ, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAQ ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
• Sub-Activity 3.4.3.C: Second phase of the study on the development of collaborations
and/or partnerships between public laboratories and the animal industry
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3. 7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAQ, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and
Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/ national stakeholders; Endorsement of project
activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting
distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings /
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 201 1, Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety
Conference, 24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
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•

•
•

•

Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities,
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized

Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAQ conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.1.C: Regional workshop, 'Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "basics of field
laboratory diagnosis"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.8.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of animal and
public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment tools for monitoring and
evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools adapted for
monitoring and evaluation; individual assessment tools provided to partners
• Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C: Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories:
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•
•

•

Four in-situ study tours by regional scientists
Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance of South Sudan
by regional scientist
Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAO collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases

Activity 3.10.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants , and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.C: Support for implementation of national EQA programs,
including raising awareness of the importance of EQA
• Four national workshops
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1. C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality
assurance system implementation and development of quality documentation
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2. C: Support to local costs of QA implementation - procurement
of manuals, procedures
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3.C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and calibration at
LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and Gabon, and at LANAVET,
Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea.
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•

Sub-Activity 3.10.4.C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
•
Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases In the
region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
•
Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of Mycoplasma
mycoides SC and strain molecular characterization
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
• Sub-Activity 3.11.2.C: Assessment missions (in main labs) for biosafety and biosecurity
infrastructures, equipment and practices
• Partners: FAO/IAEA, WHO, OIE
• Expected results: Biosafety infrastructure, equipment and practices assessed in the
beneficiary laboratories; needs defined for improved biosafety infra-structure, equipment,
consumables, and practices.
Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
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developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.
Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot reg ions

Eq. (Equatorial) Guinea
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
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•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature

Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3. 7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and
Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/ national stakeholders; Endorsement of project
activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting
distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity bui lding, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings /
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011, Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety Conference,
24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
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•

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized

Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAO conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "Basics of Field and
Laboratory Diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAO collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases
Activity 3.1O.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
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Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1 .C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EOA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3.C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and calibration at
LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and Gabon, and at LANAVET,
Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea.
• Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, W HO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and W HO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
• Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
• Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases In the
region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization
Activity 3.11 .C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
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•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.

Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
•
Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.
Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
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Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.1 3.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C : Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot reg ions

Gabon
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3. 7.1 .C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and
Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/national stakeholders; Endorsement of project
activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting
distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
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Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings /
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011, Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety Conference,
24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
• Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
• Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized
Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAQ conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C:Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "basics of field
laboratory diagnosis"
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•
•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAO collaboration with OI E on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C: Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories:
• Four in-situ study tours by regional scientists
• Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance of South Sudan
by regional scientists
Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases

Activity 3.10.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3.C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and calibration at
LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and Gabon, and at LANAVET,
Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea.
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Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
• Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases In the
region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
• Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of Mycoplasma
mycoides SC and strain molecular characterization
• Support to competence development in bush meat microbiology (Gabon, Congo, CAR)
• Expected results : Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1 .C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
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EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 201 1, Bamako, Mali
June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiolog ical networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.

Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C : Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot reg ions

Congo
Activity 3.4.C: Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
Activity 3.7.C:
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Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3. 7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/national stakeholders; Endorsement of
project activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the
meeting distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings /
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011, Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety Conference,
24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
• Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, W ildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
• Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities,
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized
Activity 3.9.C:
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Develop and conduct FAQ conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards

Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "basics of field
laboratory diagnosis"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C: Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories:
• Four in-situ study tours by regional scientists
• Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance of South Sudan
by regional scientists
• Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAO collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases
Activity 3.1 O.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
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Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EOA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EOA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EOA
Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1. C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality
assurance system implementation and development of quality documentation
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2. C: Support to local costs of QA implementation - procurement
of manuals, procedures
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.3.C: Onsite training in equipment maintenance and calibration at
LCVK, Kinshasa, DRC with national lab staff of Congo and Gabon, and at LANAVET,
Garoua, Cameroon with national lab staff of Central Africa and Equatorial Guinea.
Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
•
Support to sampling, sample shipment, and advanced virus characterization for ASF
spreading in new regions
• Supply of specific reagents, materials and equipment for emergent diseases In the
region (e.g. CBPP, ASF, rabies)
• Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of Mycoplasma
mycoides SC and strain molecular characterization
• Support to competence development in bush meat microbiology
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
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biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1 .C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
- Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
- Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region ;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.
Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
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Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.1 3.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centers in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C : Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot regions

Rwanda
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication too l(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3.7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and
Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to reg ional/ national stakeholders; Endorsement of project
activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting
distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings/
conferences such as:
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OFFLU technical meeting(s)
RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011, Bamako, Mali
Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety Conference,
24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, W ildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized

Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAO conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.1.C: Regional workshop, "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "basics of field
laboratory diagnosis"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
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Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases

Activity 3.1 0.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1 .C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EOA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.C: Support for implementation of national EQA programs,
including raising awareness of the importance of EQA
•
Four national workshops
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1. C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality
assurance system implementation and development of quality documentation
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2. C: Support to local costs of QA implementation - procurement
of manuals, procedures
• Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, W HO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and W HO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
• Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
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Support to sampling, sample shipment, and advanced virus characterization for ASF
spreading in new regions
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets ; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1 .C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 201 1, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.1 2.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
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Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI HSN1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI HSN1 improved.

Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot reg ions

Tanzania
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource bu ilding
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication too l(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3. 7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary
and Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/national stakeholders; Endorsement of
project activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the
meeting distributed
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Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1 .C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings /
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 2011 , Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety Conference,
24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
• Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTI FY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, W ildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
• Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized
Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAQ conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
prog rammes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.1 .C: Regional workshop, "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA}
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•
•
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C:Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "basics of field
laboratory diagnosis"
Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTI FY listed priority diseases

Activity 3.1 0.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available f unds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EOA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
• Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.C: Support for implementation of national EQA programs,
including raising awareness of the importance of EOA
•
Four national workshops
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1. C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing quality
assurance system implementation and development of quality documentation
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2. C: Support to local costs of QA implementation -procurement
of manuals, procedures
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and WHO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
•
Support to sampling, sample shipment, and advanced virus characterization for ASF
spreading in new regions
•
Support to competence development in bush meat microbiology
• Expected results : Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
Activity 3.12.C:
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OI E/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1 .C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
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•

•

•

• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiolog ical networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.

Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resou rces identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot reg ions

Uganda*
Activity 3.4.C:
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and coordination
• Sub-Activity 3.4.1.C: Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
stakeholders and partners
• Partners: FAO, OIE, W HO
• Expected results: Audiences to be targeted by communication tools listed; IDENTIFY
tags in FAO ECTAD and OIE Africa websites
• Sub-Activity 3.4.2.C: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and
database access to scientific literature
Activity 3.7.C:
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach (es)
concerning laboratories
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Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface; improved
networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level; development of joint
recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at national levels
• Sub-Activity 3. 7.1.C: Annual stakeholders' event
• Partners: FAO, OIE, WHO, MoH, MoA, Wildlife counterparts, National Veterinary and
Public Health Laboratories, EPT partners, USAID
• Expected results: List of invitees finalized; IDENTIFY Project achievements and
planned activities presented to regional/ national stakeholders; Endorsement of project
activities by regional/national stakeholders obtained; Proceedings of the meeting
distributed
Activity 3.8.C:
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis; strengthened
links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.8.1.C: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional meetings/
conferences such as:
• OFFLU technical meeting(s)
• RESOLAB Annual Coordination meeting, 5-9 December 201 1, Bamako, Mali
• Regional laboratory /epidemiology networks meetings such as Public Health Lab
Network, RESOLAB, SADC Vet Labs and Epidemiology and Informatics Subcommittees, EARLN, IDSR, etc.
• African Biological Safety Association (AfBSA) 3rd Annual Biological Safety Conference,
24-27 June, 2012 Johannesburg South Africa
• Other meetings/workshops/conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled
throughout Year 3
• Sub-Activity 3.8.2.C: Invitation to international and regional trainings and workshops
• Sub-activity 3.8.3.C Provision of support to national trainings and workshops related with
IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
• Sub-Activity 3.8.4.C: Facilitation of the development of national sustainability plans in
conjunction with national authorities
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, MoH & MoA
• Expected results: national sustainability plans initiated; sources of funding identified
and use of staff and equipment optimized
Activity 3.9.C:
Develop and conduct FAO conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
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system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.1.C: Regional workshop, "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"
Sub-Activity 3.9.2.C Regional workshop, "Diagnostic laboratory quality Assurance:
Workshop on Process Control - Quality Control (Sample Management; Quality Control for
Quantitative Tests; Quality Control for Qualitative Tests"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.3.C: Regional workshop for harmonization of testing and development or
adaptation of standard procedures for referral decision trees between national laboratories
within animal health sector
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.C: Regional training course on "Major transboundary and zoonotic
animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.5.C:Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshops "basics of field
laboratory diagnosis"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.6.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization of joint
conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)
• Sub-Activity 3.9.7.C: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation of
standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains between national
laboratories within animal health sector"
• Sub-Activity 3.9.10.C: FAQ collaboration with OIE for production, printing and
dissemination of case definition and recommended test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed
priority diseases to help animal health personnel (both field and lab) in the identification and
prompt reporting of diseases.
• Expected results: Capacity built within both field and laboratory veterinarians for
improved identification and prompt reporting of IDENTIFY listed priority diseases
Activity 3.1 0.C:
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated;
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies; logical
work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for laboratory biosafety;
[NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to identify and prioritize
laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for procurement of such]
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.C: Provision to the nine beneficiary countries of validated standardized
veterinary diagnostic reagents -antigens and antisera- targeting priority TADs
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.C: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved performance in
EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic capabilities of the participating
laboratories assessed and reliable indicators provided to better design future training
courses and other technical support for these laboratories
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 C: Participation of selected countries to external quality
assessment (EQA) schemes targeting avian influenza/Newcastle disease, Rift Valley
Fever, Peste des Petits Ruminants, and Foot-and-Mouth Disease
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Partners: WHO/FAO/IAEA, International providers of EQA programs, including a
WHO Collaborating Centre on EQA
• Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.C: Support for implementation of national EQA programs,
including raising awareness of the importance of EQA
• Four national workshops
Sub-Activity 3.10.3.C:
Support to laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1 .C: On-site audit/backstopping missions for assessing
quality assurance system implementation and development of quality
documentation
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.2.C: Support to local costs of QA implementation procurement of manuals, procedures
Sub-Activity 3.10.4C: Distribution and use of glossary of OIE prescribed and alternative
tests for IDENTIFY-targeted diseases for participation in proficiency testing (PT)
• Partners: FAO, WHO, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Share list of OIE prescribed and alternative tests for IDENTIFYtargeted diseases with FAO and W HO; Test for PT identified; Participating veterinary
laboratories identified
Sub-Activity 3.10.5.C: Development of specific technical competence to face emergent
disease situations in the region
• Support to sampling, sample shipment, and advanced virus characterization for AS F
spreading in new regions
• Support to sampling, sample shipment, and basic lab diagnosis of Mycoplasma
mycoides SC and strain molecular characterization
• Expected results: Competence developed/ expanded for emergent diseases
characterization
•

•

•

•

Activity 3.11.C:
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment
and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with access to certified
biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory equipment and capacities
developed for basic calibration
• Sub-Activity 3.11.1.C: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in accordance
with national policies and informed by the mapping exercise and other assessments
• Partners: FAO/WHO/OIE, FAO/IAEA
• Expected results: Laboratory needs defined based on the outcomes of the mapping;
communication with regional laboratories established; immediate needs identified;
identified equipment/supplies provided to detect priority pathogens in the region;
increasingly well-equipped laboratories using appropriate reagents to detect priority
pathogens in each region; procurement of adapted biosecurity and biosafety equipment
and material.
Activity 3.12.C:
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Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks (GLEWS,
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global specialized networks
initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks established; recommendations
developed to strengthen collaboration; networking pathways and tools developed or
strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories across tiers, sectors and disease-based
networks
• Sub-Activity 3.12.1.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional (e.g.
RESOLAB, EALRN) and global laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g.
OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities - RESOLAB and
EARLN annual coordination meetings (5-9 Dec 2011, Bamako, Mali ; June 2012,
Bujumbura, Burundi)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Sub-Activity 3.12.2.C: Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional
laboratory networks and epidemiological networks across human and animal health,
including implementation of regional guiding principles for surveillance and diagnosis
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, RESPOND, FETPV, FETP
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.C: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms and
pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc. within regional
and global networks
• Contract with courier companies to facilitate sharing
• Sub-Activity 3.12.4.C: Improving the linkage between laboratory and epidemiological data
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological information and
virological (including sequence) information for HPAI H5N1 better linked at the national
and global levels; National, regional, and global level qualitative risk assessments for
zoonotic HPAI H5N1 improved.
Activity 3.13.C:
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and partnerships
Expected results: Global / regional / national resources identified; laboratory exchange
initiatives prepared
• Sub-Activity 3.13.1.C: Identification of Reference Laboratories/Centres and
Collaborating Centres in the region and beyond prepared to offer expertise in diseases
or technical areas relevant to the region
• Sub-Activity 3.13.2.C: Encouragement for the development of laboratory twinning
arrangements within regions and, where appropriate, between advanced laboratories
and laboratories in hot spot reg ions

+ South Sudan
Activity 3.9.C:
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Develop and conduct FAQ conferences , trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity and
to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative disease
diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards promoted; regional
system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the laboratory network and other
programmes including EPT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.9.C: Promotion of laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories:
• Four in-situ study tours by regional scientists
• Two technical missions in support to diagnostics and Quality Assurance of South Sudan
by regional scientists
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REGIONAL Activities: SOUTH / SOUTHEAST ASIA 3.4-3.13
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFYsupported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G : Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider (all 1O S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported
countries)

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1 S: Regional and national stakeholders meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.2.G: Definition of the four-way linking framework for assessing
health risks at the human-animal interface, to be applicable to various countries
and to various diseases (Viet Nam, other pilot countries TBD)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, and others
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•

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings/ conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3 (all 1OS/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on, "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS):
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment." (all 10 S/SEA
IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.S: Advanced biorisk management training for laboratories
with BSL2+ and BSL3 facilities (Viet Nam, China, Thailand, Philippines)
• Partners: FAO, AAHL, APBA

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the region and for
emerging and unknown pathogens (the 8 SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries
only)
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT
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•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis" (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on " Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA) (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN) (all 1O
S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector'' (all 10 S/SEA
IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation" (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported
countries)
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills (9 S/SEA
IDENTIFY- supported countries: Vietnam, Cambodia, Lao PDR,
China, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Bangladesh, Nepal)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
(9 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries: Vietnam, Cambodia, Lao PDR, China,
Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Bangladesh, Nepal)
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)
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•
•

•

Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerg ing and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 0.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1 .1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents (the 8 SEA IDENTIFYsupported countries on ly)
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
(all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases (all 1OS/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
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•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping m1ss1ons to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories (9 S/ SEA
IDENTIFY- supported countries: Vietnam, Cambodia, Lao PDR, China,
Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, Bangladesh, Nepal)

Sub-Activity 3.10.4.S Assessment and consu ltation for upgrading laboratory
information management systems will be provided to selected and key
laboratories in the reg ion in order to strengthen the efficiency of sample sharing
both among sub-national laboratories with in a country or among national
laboratories by implementing LIMS with capability to interface with other existing
systems in the region. (LaoPDR, Malaysia, and Thailand)

Activity 3.11.S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1.S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments (Vietnam, Cambodia, Lao PDR, China, Malaysia, Thailand)

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis (all 1OS/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
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Partners: FAQ, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks (all 1O S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported
countries)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.5.S: Improving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (targeting influenza) (Viet Nam, China, Thailand,
Philippines)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, MoA, MoH, others
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
H5N1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI H5N1
improved.
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COUNTRY Activities: SOUTH/ SOUTHEAST ASIA 1.4-1.13
10 IDENTIFY-supported countries (USAID priority 1 indicated by asterisk, 2 by 11):
Southeast Asia (8 countries supported)
- Indonesia *
- Vietnam*
- Cambodia 11
- Lao PDR 11
- China
- Malaysia
- Thailand
- Philippines
South Asia (2 countries supported)
- Bangladesh
- Nepal

A. Southeast Asia
Indonesia *
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G : Supporting access by national laboratories to genom ic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
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Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, W ildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011 , to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to bui ld laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other prog rammes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LI MS) :
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."
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•

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the reg ion and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 O.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
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identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1 .1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future train ing courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
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Partners: FAQ, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP
•

Sub-Activity 3.1 2.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

Vietnam *
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAH IS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' (primarily the directors
of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives from the
MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011 , to take place in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.2.G: Definition of the four-way linking framework for assessing
health risks at the human-animal interface, to be applicable to various countries
and to various diseases
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDI CT, RESPOND, and others

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and reg ional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/W HO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results : Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 .S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS):
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.S: Advanced biorisk management training for laboratories
with BSL2+ and BSL3 facilities
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•

Partners: FAQ, AAHL, APBA

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the reg ion and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
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•
•

•

Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 0.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1 .1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories
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•

Activity 3.11.S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1.S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP
Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication
platforms and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples,
data, reports, etc. within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated
Sub-Activity 3.12.5.S: Improving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (targeting influenza)
•

•
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•
•

Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, MoA, MoH, others
Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
H5N1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI H5N1
improved.

Cambodia
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAH IS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives from
the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take place in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia
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•

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS) :
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the reg ion and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, train ings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 O.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 O.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
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identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents
•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1 .S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

Activity 3.11.S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results : Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1 .S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
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Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration ; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

Lao PDR
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination
•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAQ contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011 , to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
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Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1 .S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS):
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the reg ion and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 0.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.4.S Assessment and consultation for upgrading laboratory
information management systems will be provided to selected and key
laboratories in the reg ion in order to strengthen the efficiency of sample sharing
both among sub-national laboratories with in a country or among national
laboratories by implementing LIMS with capability to interface with other existing
systems in the region.

Activity 3.11.S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1 .S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration ; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
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human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

China
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAH IS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G : Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
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Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, W ildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1 .S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives (all 10 S/SEA IDENTIFY- supported countries)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other prog rammes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LI MS) :
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."
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•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.S: Advanced biorisk management training for laboratories
with BSL2+ and BSL3 facilities
• Partners: FAQ, AAHL, APBA

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the reg ion and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 0.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing prog ram for
priority diseases

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
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Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping m1ss1ons to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories
Activity 3.11.S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
•

•

Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1.S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated
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•

Sub-Activity 3.12.5.S: Improving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (targeting influenza)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/W HO, PREDICT, RESPOND, MoA, MoH, others
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
HSN1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI HSN1
improved.

Malaysia
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resou rce building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAQ contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' mmeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
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from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

•

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results : Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS) :
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the region and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"
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•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
•

•

Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results : Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 O.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
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Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
• Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1 .1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EOA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.4.S Assessment and consultation for upgrading laboratory
information management systems will be provided to selected and key
laboratories in the region in order to strengthen the efficiency of sample sharing
both among sub-national laboratories within a country or among national
laboratories by implementing LIMS with capability to interface with other existing
systems in the region.

Activity 3.11 .S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
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Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1 .S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAQ, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

Thailand
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
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Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing , and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAH IS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G : Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011 , to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS) :
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.S: Advanced biorisk management training for laboratories
with BSL2+ and BSL3 facilities
• Partners: FAO, AAHL, APBA
Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the reg ion and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop "Basics of
Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on " Major transboundary and
zoonotic animal diseases in the region: early detection, surveillance and
epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)
Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the organization
of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g. GFN, EDPLN)

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or adaptation
of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer specimens or strains
between national laboratories within animal health sector"
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO on: "Adaptation of
animal and public health laboratory (individual and country-level) assessment
tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory assessment tools
adapted for monitoring and evaluation; Individual assessment tools
provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 O.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
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•

•

•

Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.4.S Assessment and consultation for upgrading laboratory
information management systems will be provided to selected and key
laboratories in the reg ion in order to strengthen the efficiency of sample sharing
both among sub-national laboratories with in a country or among national
laboratories by implementing LIMS with capability to interface with other existing
systems in the region.

Activity 3.11.S
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Expected results: Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning
equipment and supplies; logical work flow patterns; increased laboratory safety with
access to certified biosafety cabinets; local preventive maintenance of laboratory
equipment and capacities developed for basic calibration
•

Sub-Activity 3.11.1 .S: Procurement and delivery of equipment and supplies in
accordance with national policies and informed by mapping exercise and other
assessments
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•

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration ; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
•
Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.5.S: Improving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (targeting influenza)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, MoA, MoH, others
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
HSN1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI HSN1
improved.

Philippines
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
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Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiologic and virologic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1S: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings/ conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and regional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop, "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS):
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.2.S: Advanced biorisk management training for laboratories
with BSL2+ and BSL3 facilities
• Partners: FAO, AAHL, APBA

•

Sub-activity 3.9.3.S: Strengthen capabilities /capacities through workshops and
conferences to support diagnosis of pathogens significant to the region and for
emerging and unknown pathogens
• Partners: FAO/OIE, PREDICT
• Sub-Activity 3.9.4.S: Regional train-the-trainer pathology workshop
"Basics of Field and Laboratory Diagnosis"
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.4.G: Regional training courses on "Major transboundary
and zoonotic animal diseases in the region : early detection, surveillance
and epidemiology" (FAO/IAEA)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.5.S: FAO collaboration with OIE and WHO in the
organization of joint conferences, trainings and workshops trainings (e.g.
GFN, EDPLN)

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.6.S: FAO collaboration with OIE on "Development or
adaptation of standard procedures and/or mechanisms to refer
specimens or strains between national laboratories within animal health
sector"
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.7.S: FAQ collaboration with OIE and WHO on:
"Adaptation of animal and public health laboratory (individual and countrylevel) assessment tools for monitoring and evaluation"
• Expected results: animal and public health laboratory
assessment tools adapted for monitoring and evaluation;
Individual assessment tools provided to partners

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAQ, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 O.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.1.S: Support for production of reference reagents under a quality
assurance system for sustainable and standardized veterinary diagnostic reagents
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•

•

•

•

Expected results: National laboratories can prepare standard diagnostic and
quality assurance reagents to meet the diagnostic needs within their own
countries
• Sub-Activity 3.10.1.1.S: Training on quality assurance and
standardization of diagnostic reagents

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
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Partners: FAQ, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP
•

Sub-Activity 3.1 2.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.5.S: Improving the linkage between laboratory and
epidemiological data (targeting influenza)
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, PREDICT, RESPOND, MoA, MoH, others
• Expected results: Human and animal influenza epidemiological
information and virological (including sequence) information for HPAI
H5N1 better linked at the national and global levels; National, regional,
and global level qualitative risk assessments for zoonotic HPAI H5N1
improved.

B. South Asia
Bangladesh
•

Activity 3.4.S
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination
•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.S: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAH IS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiolog ic and virolog ic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.S: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider
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•

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, W ildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.1 S: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011 , to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Activity 3.8.S
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and reg ional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, Wildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results : Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links within the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
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•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop on "Laboratory Information Systems (LI MS):
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share knowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation, etc.
• Partners: APBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration
Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory Technical
Advisory Group Meeting
•
Partners: FAO, WHO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
• Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

•

•

Activity 3.1 O.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
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•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing programme
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of reg ional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated
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Nepal
•

Activity 3.4.5
Communication tool development and resource building
Expected results: Readily accessible tools available for data access, sharing, and
coordination

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.1.5: Support use of regional communication tool(s) for
information and data sharing
o Partners: FAO, OIE
o Expected results: Improved awareness and use of regional platforms such
as EMPRES-i Asia and ARAHIS, and contribution to the ongoing efforts to
link epidemiologic and virologic data.

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.2.5: Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals,
books and database access to scientific literature

•

Sub-Activity 3.4.7.G: Supporting access by national laboratories to genomic
sequencing services and to provision of primers and probes in both regions
through FAO contract with service provider

Activity 3.7.G
Engage with stakeholders to support the development of cross-sectoral approach(es)
concerning laboratories.
Expected results: Increased awareness of issues at the human-animal interface;
improved networking and opportunities for collaboration at the grassroots level;
development of joint recommendations and shared information leading to advocacy at
national levels
Partners: FAO/OIE/WHO, including national counterparts from MoH, MoA, Wildlife
counterparts, national veterinary and public health laboratories, EPT partners, etc.
•

•

Sub-Activity 3.7.15: Regional and national stakeholders' meeting (primarily the
directors of national public health and veterinary laboratories and representatives
from the MoH and MoA. This meeting is scheduled for October 2011, to take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Activity 3.8.5
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or workshops related to laboratory
capacity building, and national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; competence developed/
expanded for laboratory quality management and normative disease diagnosis;
strengthened links within the laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
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•

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.1.S: Participation of laboratory staff in international and regional
meetings / conferences in line with IDENTIFY's goals scheduled throughout Year
3

•

Sub-Activity 3.8.2.S: Invitation to joint international and reg ional trainings and
workshops

•

Sub-activity 3.8.3.S Provision of support to national trainings and workshops
related with IDENTIFY objectives
• Partners: FAO/OIE/W HO, including national counterparts from MoH,
MoA, W ildlife counterparts, national veterinary and public health
laboratories, EPT partners, etc.

Activity 3.9.S
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to build laboratory capacity
and to promote national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Expected results : Competence for laboratory quality management and normative
disease diagnosis improved; national laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
promoted; regional system for specimen referral agreed; strengthened links with in the
laboratory network and other programmes including EPT
•

Sub-Activity 3.9.1.S: Workshop, "Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS):
Open-Source Platforms and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessment."

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.8.S: Laboratory management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY -supported laboratories
o Promotion of Laboratory Management Mentoring program between
Managers of IDENT IFY-supported laboratories and facilitate exchange
of personnel to share k nowledge and develop skills

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.9.S Support the development and adoption of national
laboratory strategies covering both public health and veterinary laboratories, on
subject areas such as regulation, laboratory quality, biosafety, accreditation , etc.
• Partners: A PBA, AAHL
• Expected results: Follow up on initial biosafety assessments and
biosafety cabinet testing; procurement for cabinet repair and calibration

•

Sub-Activity 3.9.10.S: Planning and Support of Regional Laboratory
Technical Advisory Group Meeting
• Partners: FAO, W HO, USDA, USAID, APBA, Reference Laboratories
and Collaborating Centres, National Laboratory Directors
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•

•

Expected results: Regional Laboratory Networking meeting(s) planned
and conducted; Regional Laboratory Networking Strategy and Regional
Framework for Capacity Building for Diagnosis of Emerging and Priority
Animal Diseases updated

Activity 3.1 0.S
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Expected results: National laboratory staff capacity improved; improved awareness and
implementation of laboratory quality management systems; sustainability plans initiated
Improved laboratory testing capacity with relevant, functioning equipment and supplies;
logical work flow patterns; increased awareness and program implementation for
laboratory biosafety; [NOTE: activities here include review of laboratory assessments to
identify and prioritize laboratory need and available funds may be subsequently used for
procurement of such]
•

•

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.S: Support to participation of laboratories in EQA schemes
• Expected results: Increased participation in EQA programs; improved
performance in EQA programs for priority diseases; diagnostic
capabilities of the participating laboratories assessed and reliable
indicators provided to better design future training courses and other
technical support for these laboratories
•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.1.S: Support regional proficiency testing program me
for priority diseases

•

Sub-Activity 3.10.2.2.S: Training to build national laboratories capacity
to design, implement and analysis national proficiency testing program for
priority diseases

Sub-Activity 3.10.3.S: Support laboratories to develop and implement quality
management systems
• Sub-Activity 3.10.3.1.S: Conduct backstopping missions to support
quality assurance and diagnostic to animal health laboratories

Activity 3.12.S
Support and promote laboratory networks
Expected results: Activities of regional and global key FAO/OIE/WHO networks
(GLEWS, OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN, etc.) supported; discussions with the key global
specialized networks initiated; linkages and collaborations with regional networks
established; recommendations developed to strengthen collaboration; networking
pathways and tools developed or strengthened; enhanced connectivity of laboratories
across tiers, sectors and disease-based networks
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•

Sub-Activity 3.12.3.S: Strengthen linkages among existing regional laboratory
networks and between laboratory and epidemiological networks and across
human and animal health, including implementation of regional guiding principles
for surveillance and diagnosis
• Sub-Activity 3.12.3.1 S: Planning and Support of Regional
Laboratory Technical and Networking meeting(s)
• Regional Animal Health Laboratory Network Meeting
• Regional Laboratory Director's Forum for Animal Health
(expanded)
Partners: FAO, WHO, ASEAN, National Veterinary Services, Experts
from OIE Reference Laboratories and Collaborating Centres, National
Laboratory Directors, regional partners, EPT Partners, FETPV, FETP

•

Sub-Activity 3.12.4.S: Strengthen collaboration and communication platforms
and pathways in order to encourage the sharing of samples, data, reports, etc.
within regional and global networks
• Partners: FAO/OI E/WHO
• Expected results: Discussions between laboratory and epidemiological
networks, both within and between the sectors initiated
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209,750

251,652

522,587 1,147,652

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (CONT'D)
Major
activity
h""dine

FAO ACTMTIES by LOW

EXPECTED RESULTS

( D EN~ FY s fu y conu, ne,d n LOW
3: Outbre,ak Re,sponse, Capac ry
Bu , d ,n2 ,

1 Oct~r 2011 - 30 Septe,m~r 2012

South/
Southe,ast
GLOBAL

(S/SE)
ASIA

CONGO
BASIN

IHQl

REGION

REGION

GRAND
TOTAL

Cor,pe t e nce fo r l aboratory qua liry
m anaieMent and normative d · sease

.

3 .9

De ve op and conduct confe r e nces,
tra n ings o r w orkshops to bui d
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po ,c ,e s, i:u d e ll n e s, a nd sta nd a rds proriote d ;
rei ona syste n for spe :::Jn e n re t e rra a2reed;
s tre nithe n e d I nks w i thi n the aboratory
n et w o r k and othe r proJir a m m e s ncl ud ini EPT

3.10

qua1·ry m anage ment

3 .11

Prov i s i on of l eboratory e,qui p m e,nt
end s u ppl e,s n e coord i nated
manner

Nati onal l abor atory staff capaci ry i m prov e,d;
i m pro ved a w a rl!ness and i m p ll!ml!ntati on of
l aboratory quality m anag e m ent systems:
susta· nabil"ry p l ens · n i t · ete,d
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ce,rtT e d b · osafe,ryceb· ne,ts; oca l p r e,v e,nti ve,
m a ntenance o f ab oratory equ1pMent and
capac;t , e s d ev e l ope d t o r bas ic c a b ra t on

Support a nd promot e aboratory
networks
Support a nd promot e aboratory
tw n n ni: n t at ve s and
partne rshi ps

FAO/ O I E/WHO n etworks (GLEW S, OFFLU, GFN,
ED PLN, e tc.) supporte d ; d i scussi on s w i th the
ke,y g loba l s p e,c i a lize,d ne,tw o rks i n i t i ete,d;
linkagll!s and collaborati ons w i th regi onal
networks l!!Stabli shed; recom mend ati ons
deve oped to stren,et hen ,co abora ti on;
ne,two r k ni. pathw evs and too s de,ve, ope,d o r
stre nethe n e d; e nha nce d connea ,v rv o f
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Promote and support l aboratory
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X
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0
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Subtotal 2,144,016 1, 123, 859 L885, 137 3,149, 511
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496.250 1,178,973

Proiect Support Cost Year 3
545,455
Te,chni cel Su ppo rt Se, rvic es
30 1, 672
GRANO TOTAL 6,000,139
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s. PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL - TRIPARTITE)
INDICATOR
Cumulative number o f hot spot regions for which IDENTIFY, with the agreement o f relevant national
authorities, has defined the laboratories and list o f d iseases targeted [2009 baseline = O; end of
CY2010 taraet • 2· end o f CY20 11 taraet • 31.
Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have received capacity
building . Each measurement is by category and country and adj usted by the year in whic h the region
entered the project. (baseline and targets: TBD]
1. Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
2. T raining for targeted disease diagnosis
3. Training on laboratory practices (e.g ., b iosecurity, equipment calibration, etc.)
4. Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning, quality assurance programme)
5. Laboratory procurement (e.g., equipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
• Biosafety/Biosecurity equipmenVservice
• Quality Assurance equipment
• Diagnostic , pathology, or other related equipment
• Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)
Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shioment suoolv
Number of participants to global/regiona l conferences, trainings or workshops organized on
laboratorv activities
Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAQ a nd WHO disease reporting data with current data for sentinel
diseases, to be determined by region. [baseline and targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases ( 1 viral, 1 bacteria l), participating countries will be asked
for timeliness data, which could include comparing date of sample submission to date of results .
lfbaseline and taraets: TBDl
Cum ulative amount o f laboratory supplies procured by region [targets TBD following assessments]:
Non-expendable:
• B iosafety/Biosecurity equipmenVservice
• Quality Assurance equip m ent
• Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
• Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)
Expendable:
• Reagent supply
• Shioment suoolv
Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial) from countries supported
bv the IDENTIFY oroiect. !baseline and taraets : TBDl
Number of outbreak investigations during which laboratory people have been invo lved by
countrv/ reaion. 12009 baseline = TBD; end al oraiect taraet = 100%7
Number o f scientific publications as a result of collaborative work
Proportion af laboratories by region and sector (e.g. animal vs public health) that have received
communications and networking support, adjusted by the year in which the region entered the
project. [2009 baseline= TBD following assessments; end of CY2010 target =10%; end o f CY2011
target = 40%; end of CY2012 target = 70%; end of CY2013 target = 80%; end of CY20 14 target =
100%1
User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for existing regional platforms
bv reaion and sector !baseline and taraets: TBDl.
Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new focal points for
internationaValobal networks bv reaion and sector. [baseline and taraets: TBD bv assessmentsl
Number and type of specimens/ strains for proxy targeted d iseases from each hot spot submitted to
FAO O IE and WHO affiliated referral laboratories bv vear. !baseline and taraets: TBDl
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6. REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT - CONGO REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the
regional/country-level offices
FAQ

FAO shares the responsibility for the IDENTIFY project management among three part-time
regional officers in Africa: Nairobi, Kenya and Gaborone, Botswana with primary coordination
from the Bamako, Mali ECTAD office. The IDENTIFY regional team will work under the
supervision of the FAO HQ-based Operation Officers and Project Coordinator, and under the
technical supervision of the Africa Liaison Officer. In addition, short term experts wi ll be hired
when and where required.
OIE

The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of
the responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Africa, i.e.
the Sub-Regional Representation for Southern Africa, based in Gaborone, Botswana.
Oversight of regional activities will be managed by an IDENTIFY Focal Point in Gaborone,
with additional support from staff in the Sub-Regional Representation for Eastern Africa and
the Horn of Africa, based in Nairobi, Kenya, and will hire short term experts when and where
required.
WHO

The Reg ional Office for Africa (AFRO) will take primary responsibility for management of
implementation of activities under IDENTIFY although activities in individual countries will be
coordinated through the respective WHO Country Offices. Support will also come from the
offices of the WHO lntercountry Support Teams (ICT). The Reg ional Office has nominated
focal points for IDENTIFY and will hire project officers to be based in the ICT offices and
some country offices. These Project Officers will be the main point of contact between WHO
and national counterparts.
Partnerships at the regional/country level

Partnerships at regional level will include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture
Organization HQ and FAO-ECTAD Bamako, Gaborone, Nairobi, World Organisation for
Animal Health HQ and OIE Gaborone, World Health Organization HQ and WHO HQ and
AFRO Brazzaville, Regional Economic Communities covering the Congo basin region, other
EPT projects and partners (e.g. PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC), regional technical
agencies (e.g. AU-IBAR, CEBEVIRHA, CTTBD, ILRI, international and regional reference
laboratories situated in Africa, private sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental
organizations.
Reporting

Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as requ ired by USAID. FAO,
OIE, and WHO Headquarters will submit joint reporting documents (quarterly reports and
annual planning documents), to which the contributions of all regional focal points are added.
Regional focal points will use the same templates for ease of integration into the joint global
FAO/OIE/WHO reports.
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In addition, the OIE is obligated by the Letter of Agreement signed 19 May 201 O between
FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an existing cooperative
agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project) to report to FAO on
a biannual basis. Similarly, OIE regional focal points' contributions are added and they will
use the same templates for ease of integration into the joint global FAO/OIE/WHO reports.
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REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT - SOUTH EAST ASIA REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the
regional/country-level offices
FAO
FAO project management for IDENTIFY will be coordinated from the FAO-RAP ECTAD
Office in Bangkok. The IDENTIFY regional team will work under the supervision of the FAORAP Regional Manager and focal point for EPT, with support from the HQ-based Operation
Officers and Project Coordinator, and under the technical supervision of the SE Asia Liaison
Officer. In addition, short term experts will be hired when and where requ ired.
OIE
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of
the responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Asia, i.e.
the Sub-Reg ional Representation for Southeast Asia, based in Bangkok, Thailand. Oversight
of regional activities will be managed by an IDENTIFY Focal Point. In addition, the OIE wi ll
hire short term experts when and where required.
WHO
The WHO South East Asia Reg ional Office (SEARO) and Western Pacific Regional Office
(WPRO) will jointly take primary responsibility for management of implementation of
activities under IDENTIFY although activities in individual countries will be coordinated
through the respective WHO Country Offices. The Regional Offices have nominated focal
points for IDENTIFY. Project officers to be based in the Regional Offices and some Country
Offices will be hired. These Project Officers will be the main point of contact between WHO
and national counterparts.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture
Organization HQ, FAO-RAP Bangkok, World Organisation for Animal Health HQ and OIE
Bangkok, World Health Organization HQ and WHO SEARO New Delhi and WPRO Manila,
Regional Economic Communities covering the region (ASEAN), other EPT projects and
partners (e.g. PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC), regional networks (e.g. OFFLU, EDPLN,
GFN, etc.), international and regional reference laboratories situated in SE Asia, private
sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental organizations.
Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as requ ired by USAID. FAO,
OIE, and WHO Headquarters will submit joint reporting documents (quarterly reports and
annual planning documents), to which the contributions of all regional focal points are added.
Regional focal points will use the same templates for ease of integration into the joint global
FAO/OIE/WHO reports.

In addition, the OIE is obligated by the Letter of Agreement signed 19 May 201 O between
FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an existing cooperative
agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project) to report to FAO on
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a biannual basis. Similarly, OIE regional focal points' contributions are added and they will
use the same templates for ease of integration into the joint global FAO/OIE/WHO reports.
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REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT - SOUTH ASIA REGION
Describe the organizational relationship between headquarters and the
regional/country-level offices
FAO
FAQ project management for IDENTIFY will be coordinated from the FAO-RAP ECTAD
Office in Bangkok with a focal point at the Kathmandu, Nepal ECTAD Office. The IDENTIFY
regional team will work under the supervision of the FAO-RAP Regional Manager and focal
point for EPT, with support from the HQ-based Operation Officers and Project Coordinator,
and under the technical supervision of the SE Asia Liaison Officer. In addition, short term
experts will be hired when and where required.
OIE
The OIE, as one of the implementing agencies under the IDENTIFY project, assigns part of
the responsibility for project management to one of its regional representations in Asia, i.e.
the Sub-Regional Representation for Southeast Asia, based in Bangkok, Thailand. Oversight
of regional activities will be managed by an IDENTIFY Focal Point. In addition, the OIE will
hire short term experts when and where required.
WHO
The WHO South East Asia Regional Office (SEARO) will take primary responsibility for
management of implementation of activities under IDENTIFY although activities in individual
countries will be coordinated through the respective WHO Country Offices. The Regional
Office has nominated focal points for IDENTIFY and will hire project officers to be based in
the regional office. These Project Officers will be the main point of contact between WHO
and national counterparts.
Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include (but are not limited to): Food and Agriculture
Organization HQ, FAO-RAP Bangkok, and the Nepal ECTAD Office, World Organisation for
Animal Health HQ and OIE Bangkok, World Health Organization HQ and WHO SEARO New
Delhi, Regional Economic Communities covering the region (SAARC), other EPT projects
and partners (e.g. PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC), regional networks (e.g. OFFLU,
EDPLN, GFN, etc.), international and regional reference laboratories situated in South Asia,
private sector laboratories, universities, and non-governmental organizations.
Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. FAQ
Headquarters will submit reporting documents (biannual reports and annual planning
documents), to which the contributions of all regional focal points are added.

In addition, the OIE is obligated by the Letter of Agreement signed 19 May 201O between
FAO and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an existing cooperative
agreement with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project) to report to FAO on
a biannual basis. Similarly, OIE regional focal points' contributions are added and they will
use the same templates for ease of integration into the joint global FAO/OIE/WHO reports.
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Annex 1: Estimated Allocation of Funds, Year 3
A: By Global/Regional/Country
Country/Region/Global
Indonesia
Vietnam
Cambodia
Lao PDR
China
S/SE Asia
Malaysia
Thailand
Philippines
Bangladesh
Nepal
S/SE Asia Regional
S/SE Asia Subtotal
Cameroon
CAR
DRC
Eq. Guinea
Gabon
Congo
Rep.of Congo
Rwanda
Tanzania
Uganda
S.Sudan
Congo Regional
Congo Subtotal
Global
TOTAL

Total
85,133
187,519
131,961
249,693
128,980
101,511
392,330
63,704
66,771
52,434
326,160
1,123,859
216,721
128,629
235,131
74,463
124,629
139,629
136,446
137,915
201,290
2,000
869,437
1,885,137
1,100,532
5,153,015

B. By Sub-Activity
Code
Activity 3.1
Activity 3.2
Activity 3.3
Activity 3.4
Activity 3.5
Activity 3.6
Activity 3.7

Activity 3.8

Activity 3.9
Activity 3.10
Activity 3.11
Activity 3.12
Activity 3.13

Activity
Ongoing tripartite proj ect management and coordination,
monitoring, and planning
Recruitment of staff to support IDENTIFY activities
Preparation and review of global, regiona l, and country-level
work plans and other proj ect documents
Communication tool development and resource building
Annua l review of the Laboratory Networking Strategy
Follow-up of laboratory mapping exercise activities
Engage wit h stakeholders to support the development of crosssectoral approach(es) concerning laboratories
Support to and participation in conferences, trainings or
workshops related to laboratory capacity building, and national
laboratory policies, guidelines, and standards
Develop and conduct conferences, trainings or workshops to
build laboratory capacity and to promote national laboratory
policies, guidelines, and standards
Promote and support laboratory quality management
Provision of laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated
manner
Support and promote laboratory networks
Support and promote laboratory twinning initiatives and
partnerships
Subtotal
Project management cost FAO
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CONGO

S/SEA

HQ

TOTAL

40,000
359,665

1,902
265,400

209,750
522,587

251,652
1,147,652

0
297,110
0
0

960
0
0
1,902

0
38,900
0
46000

960
336,010
0
47,902

0

0

50,000

50,000

40,000

105,325

24,000

169,325

241,213
691,096

441,510
96,460

496,250
174,450

1,178,973
962,006

10,000
414,932

150,000
60,400

160,000
133,200

320,000
608,532

50,000
0
30,000
2,144,016
1,123,859
1,885,137
Project Support Cost year 3
Technical Support Services Year 3
GRAND
TOTAL

80,000
5,153,012
545,455
301,672
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6,000,139

Annex 2: Estimation of FAQ's contribution for global and regional activities
This table provides estimates of FAQ's contribution to each activity/sub-activity, taking into account the bi- and
tripartite work as described in the global and regional work plans. There are three categories of implementation:
(1) joint implementation and coordination of activities between the three agencies (marked as X -FAO only, bi- or
tripartite); (2) separate implementation and tripartite coordination of activities (marked as C); (3) separate
implementation and very restricted coordination of activities serving common goals (marked as A). The figures in
the last column indicate the percent of work3 that FAO contributes in the implementation of each activity. For
activities where there is FAO implementation and coordination, note that the second figure indicates the estimated
percent of work dedicated to bi- or tripartite coordination. Bipartite work implying partnership with OIE or WHO
has been indicated in the table.
FAQ

FAO Bipartite Tripartite

Subaetlvlty

Ac:tlvtty
Gl~land regional (3,1 • 3,3)
3 . l Onoo-,g trip.irtilv projv,t;.t rron~

t ;;mC, CQQ(din.:ioon,

3. 1.1 ~

I and reglont1J coordn.;ition

A

X

n-onilOl'"ing, ;:md pl;mning (G.C.S)

X
3.2 Aetenlion and racru ilrn:mt o1 s1aff to supporl ClENTFY
acWilies(G. C. SJ
3,3 f'reperatlon a.ncJ review or globaJ, reglOnal. anct ~ oun1ry-1eVel
w O'k. plan$ a ncl other projecl QOCurrqnu;. (G,C.S)
Gl~1 ( 3,4 - 3 .13)
3.4 .G Comrnmic ;:ition tool devc-lcprrenl ;md re-source building

X

60 / 40

X

X
A

3.4 .:J.O: O e v ~ 01 a oios-a.ary o, l he avallable cllaonostic assays and etoss-cuttlno
le<:hnologi!1i;.1or Hte<:te<t ii!Jlim;ol (11${1:.-i;.{1;$, lnch,1C1ing l00f'l0${1;$

X

X
FAO/OIE

100

80 / 20

X

100

X

100

X

100

X

3.8 . 1.G: Col'flKJrison ol his10l"ir:: FAQ, OE and W.-Odiseasc rcpodin9 d:Jla wilh c u rrc n1 data for
sentinel dise=cs. to be dcecrmincd ~ region ( re4er lo GI...NS in Annex 2)
3.6.2..G: ldef'ltllie8ti0r\ Of lh8 MO!! \ COf'l"l"r'Ollly OCCu( fl!\Q di!ll!!8888 81'!-.:)f\g hur'nar\9 ar\d 8rwY818
(lnclUCllng wlk:11.te) be.sed oo ol l lcla:J cl!sease noilllceulons , CCMXlt,y dlsea&e data review. etc.
3.$ .:)..G: Develop iii new lorm;il lor .an nval reporting by FAO Aq{(l:fence Cent~~ new mrK:h.aJ1i$m
IOI" repor1 s ubmssion

100

X

33.3

X

C

80 / 20

X

C

65 1 35
100

X

C

3.6.4..G. SuPJ)()(l to , egion81 ongoing desk10p feview' 0 1 ei.:i&ti'lg cbta on lat)OfatOI)' capacity and
networks tromexll81lnglaboratory asaeurrenta

3,8 .0 Support to aoo patlicip.atlon in cOf'\ler~s. trainings or
w Ofkshol)a , elated 10 laboreuory cap9Clty buijdlng, and neulona:J

100

8$ / 1$

X

with $Ell'VIC0 provoe,r

3.7 .0 Enga,oe w hh atakehok:IE!fB to auppo,t the 08Veloprren1 QI
cr0<11a-sec1ora1~
oach(es) concerning 18.b<:Watorles

A

3.4 . 1.G: Ocveloprnen1 of cD1TTTUn ic;:ition lool(s) tor difleront ;:iudiences, st.i,keholden; a n d p;:irtn ers
3,4 ,2.0! Re!l:OUl"Ce building - Provi!ior'I of docun'l&rll&. l'l'll:lriual!I. book8 and d8labaiie acceH to

3.4 .5.0 : Valltlallon anel looher deveiopmen1s ot ltie EMf'RES-1 genetic rnxlUle lt"lklno key vt"olOQlc
(I.at.ii Co 1;1pk;ieniolo9ir;: Qii11iil
3.4 .8.G: °"velopnrnl of a·le.uning moduk!s o n bioinloun;:1tir:: s (phylogeny .:tnd sequence anat,sis)
(FAO'IAEA/labora10, y partne, sl
3,4 ,7. 0 < Supporting sequencing capac•les aoct access by nat-onal laboratCM"IN 10 -genome
i;.1;1qve,ncing ;.• vice;. ijin(I to provii;.lon o f priITl3r$ .arw;l prOOel:.i in both regron$ 1hrovgh FAO conlri!ICI

100
40

C

selent:iic lilerature

3.4 .4.G: °"velopmen1 of an asse-ssmenl tool lo de1et"mne tha spacif C labor.:ttory needs and idenliy
1M ~ 8 l'\&eded f()r 181>0ra10,)' inlOUYl:ltiOl"t S)'Slll!!ff'l!I

3 ..$.G An nu.ii review ol the L.lbol'"atory Natw Clf'king Stra tem,
3.8 .G F'olbw-up ol b.boralory rrnpping 0:,,;et"cis0 aclivities

Contribution

X

3.8 .5..G kfcn1ific;:ition ol key regional bbora 10l"ies = l argc1s fo, support provided 10 strengthen
cepabillties,Capac:::ities lo diagnose r\orma~ve a1\d me;or errergi"lg/unknowt'I p.l!,lhogens ih 11"8 , egion
3.7 .1. 0 ; Coordination and cle-velopmaflt w-h 1eglonatoounterpar1a o1 glQbal lramework for re,giooal
Sl8keholdert1· meeUnoa h each h ot a pot region
3.7 .2..G; Defntion of 1he ! ~ -way linking lr.ifl"IIIWort!. f01 -il$$es;.$1ng he ~ ri$k$ ..,, tt-.e l'v.l~n•~ J
nlc,-f;:ic:e, to ~ :,.pptic;:,.ble to v:,.rious countries .:tnd to v:,.ri:>us di!:e.:tses
3.8 .1 111ema1ional and regional tne-e1ingstc0f'\ler~ s

3,8 .2 lnte.-nallonal and regional 1raihlngs and w orkahope
3.8 .3 N&tiOnal trainings snd wo,hat.ops
3,9,0 Oe-velop and oonducl ~Ao,-oie,w,..offliHltlnga. cont8fencea, 3,9,1. 0 : OJga,r-,IZallona,taupport fOf r eglonelw01k8hopa. "l.8boratory nror~tlon 5Yaterne (llM5):
11.ainings. Of work.$;hop$ IO builc:I l.abor.atory e.ap.1ccy and 10 prom:>te Opon-Sovrco R;;atfor~ ~ Tool$ to Ait;I in NoC1d5 A$$OSS.~nt.~
n:,.tional loboralOO"y poli::ie$, g uidelines and .s1and:lrds

F AO/OIE

C

X

X
X
X

X
3,9,2.0 : Preparallon ol regi()nal palhology vaJn-the-lraloer WOfkshops H8aslea ol Flelcl and
l..abor.atory Oia,gno$i$- coorelina.tOO .and con<1uc1ed in both reor,ons.
3.9 .3..G: Org.viize ~ conduct "'Trainin g on Clanleal .v.d m:ileeubr virology~ (FAO'IAEA)

X
X

3.9 .4.G: Org.viize ~ conduct two regional lniining cowses on ' M::ijor transbound.wy and zoonotir::
8r'rin'lll1 diseases Kl th& r'E!Qiol'I. 8&1"1y de1.t!elio1\, Sul'veibr'lee 8r'rd ei>ider'r'iolc:>Q'Y~ (FAO'IA.EA}
3.9.5..0: Cl!ganize and conducl a consullaliOl"t on good lilbofatory practices lor conclx.ling rrulliple
cl1Beasedlagnos'8
3,.9 .$..G; Oi:.lvelop anct coridllcl two roun(I$ o l ring IHI$ ICM" both O;m9Q 8.Mn .a.nd $/SEAl:.iiiil reg)()n$
bos~ up:,n re,gional neads (t1.g. RI/F. PPR, A ~I"°) (FAO'lAEA)
3.9.7. 0 : V&lielalion and tt&nsler or new tecMiQue,& IOf" ITIJl~e di!leasediagnosi8 (F'CRu&lng the
FRET systemt (FAO'IAEA)
3. 10. 1.G: Provis.ion o1 v.aldiil1oct s.1.anclarctb:ed v9terinary c:li.agno5-t.-; roillO')nl$ ~ c.19volop~nt ~
nlc,-not.ion.:..I stand.:irds (RI/F :,.nd PPRpositivec~rols includng .serum b:tnk)· (FAO'lAEA)

80 / 20
60 / 4 0

X

40

X

50

C
C
C

90 1 tO

C

90 / 10

X
FAO/OIE

90 / 10
90 / 10

90 1 10
100

X

100

C

X

90 / 10

X

100

X

100

X

100

C

3.11.G Provi!lion Of labotatory equipma,.. and supplies in a
coordinated manner
3. 12.0 Support anct prom;:,to l.aboriiltOfY notw or!<.$;

3, 10,2.0. Sul)l)Oit ~ticipa.1ion o f laboratories in B:lA
3, 10.3,0 hsta:Jletion and s1ell 1ratwng rot a n open-source LfvS i:,tatrotmln ltie national anlrral healh
ltlbor<110f"llln ol one~ counl, y (C..~roon) - (FAO'IAEA)
3.10.4 .G Join1 FAO'IAEA/OE'WtlO Global Survey on ~tern:tlOualil:y Assass!nlnl {proficiency
tes1ing) Schemes
3.11.1.G. Procuren-enl and deliver)' ct equipment and s uPJ)les in aceor(lance wllJ't nalionaJ policies
and ln1onnad by mappln,g ex8fclse anel other aasesafn3flts (tel8' to A ctwlt)' 3 ,6)
3,.12. 1.G: Streng1hen lin~99$ Qm;)OQ ex115ling regional :;i,nd glob.al l.abor.alory netwOflc&: w!lhin illOQ
across h..itTDn and ,:.,nnnl health ( e.g . OFFLU GFN, CDPLN'j ond with relevanl cisea.se control
aulhoritiMI

NOTE: X • coordination/implementation:

3

c-

90 / 10

X

100

X

15

X

A

100

X

C
X

60 / 4 0
50

X

C

60 / 4 0

X

C

60 / 40

3, 12.6.G. ll'(>IOV"ing the l nka!)e betw eet'\ 18bor.at0f)' ar'rd ei:,ioeniobgieall da1e (ta1gelif1Q inllwnza)

X
X

C
C

50 / 50

and bayond prcp.,rcd to ofler cllpe,rbl5e in diseases or technical arc= relevant to c,;:ich r egion

X

3.12.2 .G: Support for strcng1hcning tha h um.:in-.mnnl haalth linl<.:i!J(l" in OFFLU
3, 12.3.G. Slr'e<IQ'll\8-1'1 lil\l<age-9 amo,-iq exi!l1ing t egional labor'a1ory ~ work& ar'ld between labora1CN'y
and eplclen1ologlc.al n8fw orks and acr oss hum:lfl and anImel heath. lncludng ~ a i l on 0 1
reg,ooal guk:llno pr1nclplea IOI' survelllaooe a nd diagnosis
3.12.4 .G: Streng1hen colilbor.ataon ;;i.nd cornn.mication pl.lidorm;; .anel p.aJ;hw~y$ in of"(f,er t.o
encou,age the sharing of sanl)les. dota, rcpxts. etc. w ithin rcgiomil ~ glob::i,I ncCwo,ks
3.12.5.G Collaction ol ~an-.:rle throughpul data lor uwgeled di!leasee fr ornlaborator1es Sul)l)Ortecl by
1oe,,TIF'V as a pan ot projec1 monh~

partnc,-ships

X

F AO/WH
0

70 / JO

C

90 / 10

3.13.2.G. t:l&nlilice~ OI sulable eandidate labOratorilE!s 11'1 m e r ~ CN' beyol'ld. likely to rl'l:!-81
r8Ql,liire!T¥3nta lor twinning and possible 1u1ure recognition as a Flel E!fence labOfatory 101 sclent.ta:;
(lii;1;ip~ or i;til!;e--il$O,;: relev,ilfl,1 t.o e.ach region and wiling t.o provic::le $ervic0$ to 1h.a1 region

C

10

3.13.3.G Encourage ll"oe ~elopn-enl 01 laboratory lw inning a u ang~s w itt.l regions and .
where
Mate. b8fween ln1ernati0nall reference l:lboreuOfiEts and laboralotles In hots tr

C

10

Ions

coordination only: A • actMty conducted by all organizations in parallel

Based largely on staff t ime to guide the approximate resource allocation
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Activity

Subactlvity

------------------

FAO Blpartl1e Tripartl1e

FAO
Contribution

Regional activities
Congo basin (3.4 • 3.13)
JA.C C,onm.i,V::ation tool development and res01Jce building

3.5.C Ann~I review Ol lhe Laboralo,y NetwOf'M'lg Strategy
3.6,C FollOw -up ~ laboratory mapping ex8fcise aclivities

3.4.1.C: Development of cormu,icati:>n lool(s ) for different audiences. stakeholders and partners
3.4.2 .C: AesCHSce Buildl'IQ • Ptovisiln of dociimnts. rrenuals. books and database aocess to
scien1ific liaraUe
3.4.3.C : Second phase of the study on the developmen1 of colabofa1ions and/or pannerships
between public veterinary laboratories and the anirrel industry
3.6.1.C : Review and cofrl)ilatiOn OI nalionatl laboratories anrualobiannuaJ reports and inlOfrratiOn
genera1ed b)' merrcet's of the West and Central regional laboratOfy network (RESOI..AB). Eastern
Africa network (EARL~ and FAO laboratory assessmen1SJ'rrission reports
3.6.2 .C: Add~ionaJ targe1ed da.1a collection. incluewlg laboratory visiils and,'or follow-up assessmems
if nece-ssary. to II gaps i'I knowledge on laboratory capac~y
3.6.3.C: htegcation of the outcorres of the laboralory rrepping into the Labora1ory Networking
Strategy

n

3.7.C

Engage w iil:h s takehc)l;ers to S\.IPpolt the devet:is:111-ent of

cross-sectoral approach(e-s) concerning labornlOries
3..8.C Support to and partk:ipation In c-0nlerences. trainings or
workshops related IO laboralOlY capacity building. and national

3.6.4 .C: ~titation 0, key na,1ionat laboratories as 1aroe1s for support provided to streng1hen
c apabitiesl eapacilies to diagnose norrretive and map' errer~ o w n pa,1hog,ens in the re,oion
3.7. IC: Organlz.atlon of annual stakeholders' e-.oen1

3.8.2 .C: hviation to interna1ional and regional lrainings and workshops
3.8.3.C Provision o f supp1m to na1ion~ trainings and workshops related with OOffiFY oqe(tives
3.8.4 .C: Facileation of the cteveloprnent of national sustainability pb'ts in conj..JncOOf'l w ~h na1ionat
author~ies
3.9.1.C : Regional workshop, "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing,~ for ORC, Rwanda,
Tan:zanla. Lganda , Cameroon, including r egional service l.lboratories

laboratory policies. gvidelines. and standards
3.9.2.C ~ I workshop. "D agnost«;: labofawy qualiy Assuranc;:e: Workshop on Proc::ess
Con1rot - Qualit,y C.ontrol ( Sarrple t..~nagerrent; Ovality C.ontrol l or Ouwititative Tests; 0,.ialily C-ontro1
IOt Oualllaltve Tests.'
3.9.3.C: ReglonaJ WOfkshop for harmor-.lzal.00 ot testing and devcloprronl or adapla1lon ol standard
procedtwes for retcrraJ decision 1/ccs betw cen na1lonal labofatOf'les w l hln anlrrol health sector
3.9.4.C: Orgarjzatlonal support and parl.iclpa1lon to 3 regional training course on ~M:ljor
1/ansboundary and zoon~lc anlmal diseases In 1hc region: ea.tty dctectbn, si..rvelllance and

3.10.C A'orrote and support labora1ory quality rrenagerrent

X

50 / 50

X

A

100

X

33.3

X

100

X

C

90/10

X

C

85 / 15

X

C

60 / 40

X

C

IJIJ / 20

X

40

X
X

C

C

90 / 10
90 / 10

X

C

90 / 10

X

33.3

3.8.1.C: Parlicipation of laboratory stall in internalional and regionaJ meetngs / conferences

laboratory policies. gvidelines. and standards

3.9.C Develop and conduct FAOoonl erences, trainings or
workshops to buikj labocalOry capacity and to prorrote national

X

X

100

X

100

X

el>(leoiolog\," (FAOIIAEA)
3.9.5.C: Coordf\alion and condUc11ng reglonaJ traln•lhe• tralncr pathOk>gy work.Shops 'Basics of Field

X

and Laboratory Oiagnosi.! t

X

3.9.6 .C: FAO colabora1ion with OE and WH)iii the organization of join! conferences, trainings and
w ork:shops 1rairngs {ie G~ ECPI..~

X

X
FAO/OIE

90 / 10

90 / 10
C

50 / 50

X

IJIJ / 20

X

3.9.7.C : FAO colaborallon w ith OE on ' Development or adaptation of standard procedure, and/or
rrechanlsll'810 refer speclrrens or s1ralns between natb'81 labofatones w ~hln anlrml health sector"
3.9.8 .C: FAQ colabofa1lon w ith OE and Wl--Oon: ' Adaptation of a nlrrel and public health labofatory

X

(lndNlduat and c::ountr')l•level} as$e$srrent tools for rronlomg ~ evaluation'

X

3.9,9.C: Pu,m:>tiOn or lab<M'atory r'r'l:lnaQM'1:lnt rrentorl ng program between laboralory dreewrs
and/or 1'1'1:1.nagers. or IDENTFY•s uppo,ted laboratOfie.s
3.9.10.C : FAOcoltaboralion wilh OE l or production. p,int:ng and disserrina1ion o f case definition and
recomrended test repertoire for OENTFY listed priorit')I diseases to ~
arimal heath personne4
(both lietl end lab) i'I the identHicati:ln and p ronpi reponing of diseases
3.10.1.C: R'ovision to the nine beneficiary counlries w ~h valida:ed standardized veieriiary
d iagnosti:: reagents -antigens and antisera-1a.rge1ilg p riority TAOs

C

X

FAO/OIE

90 / 10

C
FAO/OIE

IJIJ / 20

X
70

FAO/OIE

100

X
C
FAO/WH

3.10.2.C : Suppolt w par1icil)a1ion o f laboratories In cOA scherres
3.10.3.C : Suppor1 to laboratories 1ode'¥eql and ~
t quatty ,ranagemefl1 systems

X

X

3.11.C A'ovision of labocalOry equipmanl and supples in a

coordina1ed rrenne,

3.12.C &fl>ort end prorrote laboratory netw arks

3.13.C SuJ:port and prorrote laboralory tw innilg Niatwes and
partne,ships

3.10.4C: 00.trlbuliOn and use OI gt)ssary ol OEprGse,ibl:ld andatte,nalivotes.t$1or D:NTFY·
t<11rge1ed i:lseas.es fOf partieipaiie>n n profieienc:y 1es1ing (Pl)
3.10.5.C; Development OI specific technical CMl)etene.e torace errergent disease sit.uatons in the
regiOn
3.11.1,C: Procurement and d8Wery OI equj)rtenl and s upplies in accordance with natiOnal policies
and inlorn-ed by the IT'Opping exercise and o1he, as.sessrrents.
3.11.2.C: ConCIJct ass.essr'li8n1 rriSsiOns (Gameroon. CAC} l or biosatery and biOsecurity
iifrast1uc.1ures, oquil)mant and pr.acli:es
3.12.1.C : Establishinglstrengtheninglnkages arrnng existing regional {e.g. RE5U..AB. EALRN} and
global laboratOfy nerworks across fwJrren and enirral health {e.g. OFFLU. GFN. HlPI...Nj and w~h
reSevant cisease control aU1h01ilies - RESOL.AB and EA RLN a nnual coordina1ion rreetngs {5-9 Dec
201 1. 8 arTBko. Mali: June 2012. ~un1:lura. Bun.n:li)
3.12.2.C : Establishing,'strengthenilg l nkages arrnng existing regional labora to,y netwOfks. and
apiderriologi::al networks across h urren and anmaJ health. includng il'Tl'lam;mlation of regional
guiding pri1cl)les !Of surveilance and ciagnosis
3.12.3.C : S1reng1hen coltabora1ion and cOCJTTU1ic.ati'Jn platforrrn and pathways in order to

0

90 / 10

C
FAO/WH

0

90 / 10

X

40

X

100

X

100

X

100

X

C

60 / 40

X

C

60 / 40

enc::ou,age the sharing 0, sa~les, da1a. ,eports, ~C- w itt'wl regional and global nefW ork:s

X

C

3.12.4.C : "l)foving 1he linkage between laboratory and epiderriological data
3.13.1.C : ldenlillicaOOf'I o1 Reference Laboratories/Centres and Qillaborating Centres ii 1he region
and beyond prepared to oHe, expertise in diseases Of technical a re.as relevant to 1he region

X

C

60 / 40
70 / 30

C

10

C

10

3.13.2.C : Encouragerrent l or the devet,prrent of labora1ory lw iining arrangements withii regions
and, where a r
iate, between advanced labofatories and laborruoril?s in hOI s
re ions

NOTE: X - co0<dlnationtimplementatlon: C - co0<dination only: A - actMty c-onducted by all organizations ln parallel
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Activity

Subactlvity

FAO Blpanlte TripartilO

FAO
Contribution

South/South fast As ia (3.4 - 3.13)
3.4. 1.$: Suppott 1.1Se of regi:)na1comn.Jnicatlon t~s) f0t inforfl'Elti:ln and data sharing

X

3A.S COmrunCalion k>OI development and resOl.#Ce blilding
3.4.2.S: Resat#ce Building • PtovisiOn or documents. rrenuals. books and daIabase access to
scien1ilic llerah..-e

X
FAO/OIE

50 / 50
A

X

X

3.5.S Anru1I review of the Labora10<y r-tltw Of'ldng Strategy

100
33.3

3.6,1,S: Ongoing desktop rnvicw of exlsling data oo laboralory c.apacly and networks l romexistln,g

3.6.S Folow -up ot laboratcxy rropplng exercise actMties

laboratory assessrrcnts
3.6.2.S: Additional targeted data colocIlon. lncl,dng laboratory visits and'Of iolk,w•up asses.srrems
if necessary, to II n gaps in lrl'!Owkldge on laboralOfy capacity
3.6,3.S : hleg,atiOn ot the outeorres of the laboratory mappng into 1he Laboralory NetwCX"klng
Strategy
3.6.4.S: kientiic.ation ot key naIi0nal laboralories as 1argeIs tor supp<lft provided to s\Iengthen
capabities/eapaclies 10 diagnose normaDve and ma;:,, elTllrgno'unknow n pathog,ens in lh8 1egi0n

3.7.S Engage wih stakahOlders to support the dev(t:)prrent of
Cr0:$s•seetoral aPP(oach (es) concerning laboratOfies

3.8.$ ~ r 1 to and panicpation in conlerences. trainings or
workshops related 10 laborato,y c apacity building. and n ati:lnal
labora tory policies. guidelnes. and standards

to buid laboratory capacity and tG pr0m)l8 naliOMI laboratory
poieies. ~Ines. and standa,ds

C

90 / 10

X

C

85 / 15

X

C

60 / 40

X

C

80 / 20

3.7, 1$: 0.-ganitatiOn or a l'l'IM!tng ot regi:)nal and national sIakeholders (prina.l'ily lh8 diroelOl's of
natiOnal i:,ublie health ard veterinary laboratories and rei:,1esentalives I ,omthe f.bH...nd MoA. This
rreeIing i9 scheduled for October 2011.10 take p0Ce in Kuala lufTllur. t-.<\ilaysia
3.7.2.S : Definition of lhe four•w ay fnb)g frarreworkl or assessng health risks a t the h urren-anirrel
interface, 10 be appleable to various countries and to various CEeases
3.8.1.S : Par1icipation of laboratory stafl in internalional and regional rreetings I cooferences in i1e

X

40

X

50

C

90 / 10
90 / 10
90 / 10

with OENTIFY's goals scheduled 1hrougk)ut Year 3
3.8.2.S : hvilatiOn to jOint interl\albnal and regional IIainings and w orkShoi:,s

3.9.$ Develop and conduct coofetences, trainings °' w(l(k;shops

X

3.8.3.S Provision of St.q>Clr1 to na1JOnal trainings and w Ofkshops , elated w l h cemFY ob)eclNes
3.9.1.S: OevelOp and conduct WO(kShOp, "Laboratory hlorn'8tlon Systems (LIM$): Open.SCM.l'ce

X
X
X

C
C

F,atft1nT"6 and Tools to Aid in Needs Assessrrent.w
3.9,2.S: AdVanced t>lorlsk l'l'Or\3QCtref'IC training tOI" labol'alor".es w Ith 8Sl.2... and BSLJ raclffies
3.9,3.S: Sven~hen capal>ilhles tcapadles through w Ort.shops and conlereoces to suppott
diagnosis ot pathOgens slgnHlcanl 10 the , egJOt'I ard h:,r en-ietglng and Ufll<now n path~ s
3.9.4,S: Coordinatoo and conducting regional tr'akl-lhe-tr'alner palholClgy WOf'kshOp 'Bask::s ot Fiel:1

and laboratOf"y Diagnosis~

X
X
X

C

90 / 10
100

C

90 / 10

X
X

90 / 10

FAO/OIE

3.9.5.S : FAOcolabora1ion wilh OE and Wl-Oi'I Ihe org anization of joint con1erence-s. trainings and
workshc,ps Iraining$ (ie GFN, BFL~

X

X FAO/OIE

(ln<Wi:lua1and cot.Jntry-level} assessrrent tools for rronltoring and evaluation'

X

biosa1ety. accrediation. elC.

50 / 50

X

80 / 20

X

FAO cobtx:i~tion wlh OE on ' Developm;!nt or ~ ptatik)n of sl$ndard poceclure$ and/or
n--ec~l!i0"$ 10 refer speclrrens or strain$ betw eeti na~1labotatones w ithln an!rml health sector~
3.9.7.S : FAO col,=lboration wih OE and WH::>on: ~AdafX.l;ltlon of anlm;1I and publlc health tabotatory
3.9.6.S:

3.9,8.S : Labofatory rm:nagerrent n-entofing program between labora1ory clirectors and/or managers
of IJENTFY-supporled laborato,ies
3.9, 10.S : Supporl lhe develOprmnl and adoption of national labo<atory strategies covemg both
pubic health and v eteri\ary laborato ries, on s ubjecl areas such as regulation, laborato,y qualty.

C

90 / 10

C
X

FAO/OIE

X

80 / 20

X

60 / 40

X
3.9.11$: Aanring and ~
t of Regional Laboratory Technlcal Actulsory Group ,.,.cetlng
3.10.1,$: Suppon tor production of refetence reagents lW'lder a quaky assurance system lor
sustainable arid sta-ldardlzed veter1naty dlagnostlc reagcnIs

FAO/OIE

60 / 40

X

100

C
FAO/WH
3.10.3,$; SupJ)()(I laborator1es to develop and lrrplerrent quallt)' ml.J'\aQCfl'erlt sysIc~

X
X

3.10.4.$ =Assessrrenl and consullation for upgradnQ LMS in selecte<I and key labotat-0rie:s

X

100

X

100

3.10.2.S; Supporl IG pa:rlieipalion of laboratories in EQA scherms

3.11.S A'ovislon ot laboratOf)' equlpm:mt ano supplies In a
CO()(dloalCCI rronnet

0

90 / 10

X

60/ 40

3.12.1.S: Eslat>llshlng!strcnglhenlng linkages among edslflg regional and global laboratory networks
across hurron and anlrro.I health (e.g. OFR..U GfN, Ea\.N} and w l h relevant dsease conlrd

3.12.S SlJpport and J)(Orrote labora1ory oetw Otks

authorities

C
X

60 / 40

X

C

60/ 40

X
X

C

60 / 40

C

70 / 30

C

10

C

10

X

3.12.2.S: Support for sIreogthening the h urmn-anirml health linkage for OFFLU

50

3.12.3.S: Sttenglhen l n ~s arrong exisling regional laboratory netw 0tks and bel:Ween tabotawry
and epdem()bglcal netw ort.s and acr-0ss hurron and anlrro.I health, hcl,diog i'l'plerrenta1k>n ot

regional guk1ing p1inclp1es for suive!lwlce an<I diagnosis
3.12.4.S: Stteng1nen colaooration and coom.,nlcatoo platforms and pathways in order tG
encourage the sharing ot sarrp1e.s, dala, rnpc>rts, etc. w llt'wl regional and glObal nctw M<S
3.13.S ~port and pnirrote labora1ory twinning in~iatNes and
par1necships

3.12.S.S : rt'l)roving Ihe lirt:.age- between labolatory and epiderTiologicaJ data {targeting influenza)
3.13.1.S: Identification of Reference Laborat-0ries and Colaborating Cenlre-s in the , egion and
beyond prepared tc,offer expertis.e in diseases or tech nical areas relevan1 to each ,egion
3.13•.2.S Encourage the development of labora1ory tw Inning arrangements w ithirl regions and,
where awroprlate. between International re1 erence I3.bota!Or'.es and laboratOl"les In hot sOOI reolons

NOTE: X = coordination/implementation; C

= coordination only; A = actMty c onducted by all organizations in parallel
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Annex 3: Global Laboratory Networking Strategy

For IDENTIFY, the 3 organizations have drafted the Global Laboratory Networking Strategy June 2011 update. This internal document indicates deliverables and outcomes.

Steps to support enhanced laboratory capacity and networking

A. Identification of priority diseases and laboratories

1. Identification of targeted normative diseases and emerging pathogens [Note:
steps A. 1 and A.2 conducted concurrently]
a. For each hot spot reg ion, IDENTIFY project partners will compile a list of
targeted diseases among humans and animals (including wi ldlife) in each
region for which improved rapid and accurate diagnosis is needed within
the framework of national and reg ional priorities. This list is based on
official disease notifications, country disease data review, regional existing
disease lists and priorities, literature review, input from national and
regional stakeholders, previous regional occurrence, predictive modeling,
and other relevant sources.
b. Once the list of targeted diseases is finalized following the stakeholders
awareness meetings, IDENTIFY project partners will catalog
recommended and updated testing methods, identify associated
pathogens or syndromes, and identify diseases which use similar testing
technology, in order to better coordinate and increase impact of project
activities, specifically laboratory-based training on testing methods.

2. Identification of laboratories and networks in or providing services to the hot spot
regions and countries [Note: continuous and evolving approach for Congo Basin
and SE Asia regions]
a. Within each of the hot spot regions, laboratory capacity of national an imal
and public health laboratories will be assessed using standard criteria.
1. Results of assessments previously conducted by the three
IDENTIFY partners will be summarized and will act as the basis for
additional data collection. Th is step could include incorporating
available assessments conducted by other EPT partners.
2. Additional targeted data collection on capacity will be conducted if
necessary (by self-assessment and questionnaire) by IDENTIFY
partners to fill in gaps in knowledge on laboratory capacity.
b. This information plus additional information from other EPT projects on
geographic areas with the highest risk of pathogen emergence and
spread, and in consultation with local stakeholders such as Ministries of
Health and Agriculture, will also be considered in better targeting national
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laboratories for support, within the framework of national and regional
priorities.
c. National laboratories (human and animal) will be the lowest level of
engagement within a country for IDENTIFY. Exceptions will be made in
cases where another laboratory has been specified by national authorities,
or where this relationship could be defined and/or strengthened, and could
provide the capacity to fill in gaps at national or regional levels.
d. Continuous support to regional networking will enable information and
experience sharing between countries, development of trust, regional
decisions on laboratory strengthening
e. International and regional reference laboratories serving the hot spot
regions, most of which are affiliated with the IDENTIFY partners' existing
networks, will be incorporated to provide technical support to national
laboratories in accordance with existing Terms of References or mandates
if appropriate. These laboratories, along with high-capability national
laboratories, can also support quality control/assurance for other national
laboratories in the hot spot regions.
f.

The IDENTIFY partners will support development or adaptation of
standard procedures and mechanisms, and reinforcement of linkages and
communication to refer specimens (or strains) between the abovementioned laboratories. This could include decision trees and algorithms
for referring specimens associated with human or animal outbreaks for
which all tests for known pathogens are negative to high capability
laboratories and the referral of unusual or unidentified pathogens to
reference laboratories.

Deliverables and outcomes A:

1. A list of the national laboratories to be strengthened by the IDENTIFY project for each
of the hot spot regions. [Note: the process will start with the Congo and Southeast
Asia regions in 2010 and expand to the South Asia region in 2011 . NB: Following a
request from USA/O, activities in the South Asia are currently on hold]
•

Where possible, information could be provided on human and an imal
laboratories that hold key positions across existing networks, by disease
specialty/focus (if any) and roles/responsibilities as defined by their respective
networks.

2. A list of targeted an imal and human diseases for which the project will strengthen the
national laboratories' ability to provide accurate and timely diagnosis within the
framework of national priorities.
Note: A.1 and A.2 are developed from regional stakeholders' inputs, and therefore reflect
their endorsement.

Monitoring and evaluation indicator A:
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1. Cumulative number of hot spot regions for wh ich IDENTIFY, with the agreement of
relevant national authorities, has defined the laboratories and list of diseases targeted
[2009 baseline = 0; end of CY2010 target = 2; end of CY201 1 target = 3]. NB:
Following a request from USAID, activities in the South Asia are currently on hold.

B. Strengthening of national laboratories in regional networks

1. For the laboratories identified (step A.2.b above), more detailed assessments may
be conducted to fill information gaps and to identify specific needs (step A.1.a
above) - which could include training, supplies for shipping, equipment, reagents,
etc. - that are needed to ensure that overall laboratory functioning, accuracy, and
timeliness is improved according to the national laboratory's priorities with the
ultimate goal of improving disease reporting to the proper national authorities.
2. Within the framework of national priorities and following laboratory assessments
(see B.1 ), partners will provide strengthening support, such as training, protocols
and documentation, quality assurance systems, proficiency testing, networking
opportunities, equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. for national laboratories.
a. Development/adaptation and provision of protocols and/or in-service
training for laboratory staff related to testing , sample handling, laboratory
biosafety, reporting , quality control , sample shipping, etc. Follow-up
training may be required at certain inteNals.
b. Procurement and delivery of equipment, reagents, supplies, etc. For
sustainability reasons, it would be ideal for national authorities to include
equipment and commodities costs in their budgets or to phase in coverage
of the costs so the country is fully supporting recurrent costs for
commodities and maintenance of equipment. At the stakeholders
meetings, participants expressed their desire to develop a strategy for
ensuring sustainability (see B.4 below).
Note: These steps will be coordinated with national, regional, and global partners
to ensure that this support is not already being provided by others.

3. In collaboration with national authorities, the development of a sustainability plan
by country will be facilitated to assist the identification of sources of funding,
including reinforced budget lines for national laboratories, to ensure optimal use of
resources.

Deliverables and outcomes 8 :

1. Assistance provided for the development of cross-sectoral laboratory strengthening
plans in each hot spot region based upon country and regional priorities.
2. Laboratory twinning projects between regional and international reference
laboratories and national laboratories proposed to address gaps in diagnostic
capacity and to achieve national priorities.
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3. Support provided for the development of sustainability plans for targeted national
laboratories. At the stakeholders meetings, participants expressed desire to develop
a strategy for ensuring sustainability (see B.4 above).
4. A list of conducted and planned activities intended to strengthen national and regional
laboratories by hot spot region (to be provided within the framework of the semiannual report).
5. Summary report on laboratory strengthening achievements by hot spot region based
upon monitoring and evaluation process (to be provided within the framework of the
semi-annual report).

Monitoring and evaluation indicators B:

1. Evaluation of countries by region where targeted national laboratories, have received
capacity building. Each measurement is by category and country and adjusted by the
year in which the region entered the project. [baseline and targets: TBD]
1.1 Protocols for laboratory practices and targeted diseases
1.2 Training for targeted disease diagnosis
1.3 Training on laboratory practices (e.g., biosecurity, equipment calibration, etc.)
1.4 Focused capacity building (e.g., twinning , quality assurance programme)
1.5 Laboratory procurement (e.g., equipment, reagents, etc.)
Non-expendable:
•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
•
•

Reagent supply
Shipment supply

2. Number of participants to global/regional conferences, trainings or workshops
organized on laboratory activities
3. Indicator for timeliness of diagnosis:
a. Comparison of historic OIE, FAO and WHO disease reporting data with
current data for sentinel diseases, to be determined by region. [baseline and
targets: TBD]
b. Where possible, for two proxy diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial), participating
countries will be asked for timeliness data, which could include comparing
date of sample submission to date of results. [baseline and targets: TBD]
4. Cumulative amount of laboratory supplies procured by reg ion [targets TBD following
assessments]:
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Non-expendable:
•
•
•
•

Biosafety/Biosecurity equipment/service
Quality Assurance equipment
Diagnostic, pathology, or other related equipment
Other (documents, manuals, books, database access)

Expendable:
•
•

Reagent supply
Shipment supply

5. Sample throughput data for 2 proxy targeted diseases (1 viral, 1 bacterial) from
countries supported by the IDENTIFY project. [baseline and targets: TBD]
6. Number of outbreak investigations during wh ich laboratory people have been involved
by country/region. [2009 baseline= TBD; end of project target = 100%]
7. Number of scientific publications as a result of collaborative work

C.

Establishing/strengthening linkages among existing regional and global
laboratory networks across human and animal health (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN) and with relevant disease control authorities.
1. Within each hot spot region, the mapping exercise will include the inventory of
activities of existing geographical/specialized laboratory networks that already
contribute to meeting IDENTIFY's goals.
2. Discussions with the key global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN, EDPLN)
will occur for the strengthening of linkages and increased collaboration between
national laboratories and regional networks.
3. IDENTIFY will advocate for new and enhanced linkages between laboratory
networks and epidemiological networks both with in the animal and human health
sectors, and across sectors.
4. For the laboratories in each hot spot region, collaborations and communication
pathways will be strengthened in order to share samples, data, reports, etc. with
disease control authorities. Development of mutual trust and interest within
regional networks will be promoted.

Deliverables and outcomes C

1. Facilitation of access to regional collaboration/communication platforms (e.g.
membersh ip to specific networks, online platforms) for each hot spot region [Note:
the process will start with the Congo and Southeast Asia regions in 2010 and expand
to the South Asia region in 2011 . NB: Following a request from USA/0, activities in
the South Asia are currently on hold.]
2. A list of conducted and planned activities including collaboration/ communication
pathways (to be provided within the framework of the semi-annual report).
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3. Assistance provided to develop or strengthen networking pathways and tools within
each hot spot region and with global specialized networks (e.g. OFFLU, GFN,
EDPLN).

Monitoring and evaluation indicators C:

1. Proportion of laboratories by reg ion and sector (e.g. animal vs public health) that have
received communications and networking support, adjusted by the year in which the
region entered the project. [2009 baseline = TBD following assessments; end of
CY2010 target =10%; end of CY2011 target= 40%; end of CY2012 target= 70%; end
of CY2013 target = 80%; end of CY2014 target= 100%]
2. User statistics and distribution lists demonstrating country participation for existing
regional platforms by region and sector [baseline and targets: TBD].
3. Proportion of laboratories by region that maintain or have established new focal
points for international/global networks by region and sector. [baseline and targets:
TBD by assessments]
4. Number and type of specimens/strains for proxy targeted diseases from each hot spot
submitted to FAO, OIE, and WHO affiliated referral laboratories by year. [baseline
and targets: TBD]
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Annex 4: USAID EPT/IDENTIFY Project Position on Providing Laboratory Equipment
and Supplies _(Version of Aug 31)

The IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and
accurate detection of known key pathogens and appropriate handling of material from cases
of disease with no identified cause. FAO/OIE/WHO are jointly implementing the IDENTIFY
project through their existing institutional frameworks, mechanisms and networks. These
project efforts by IDENTIFY are often implemented alongside a variety of host governments',
donors' and international organizations' laboratory capacity building efforts and investments,
and coordinating and rationalizing IDENTIFY's efforts among these other efforts needs to be
done in a transparent manner.
The IDENTIFY project aims to provide sustainable inputs into: 1) the development of
guidance and policy for national laboratories; 2) promoting laboratory quality (e.g.
biosafety/biosecurity, quality assurance, accurate diagnosis, and specimen collection,
handling and shipping); 3) strengthening laboratory capacity in support of surveillance and
response ; and 4) enhanced laboratory networking.
Given the EPT program's focused mission and limited funds, the IDENTIFY project doesn't
intend to routinely provide or pay for partner laboratories' recurring material costs. On a
case-by-case basis, where the absence of particular pieces of laboratory equipment or
reagents are seriously limiting the laboratory's ability to perform normative disease testing , or
where specific laboratory investments may improve a laboratory's ability to serve as a
national and/or regional resource for normative disease testing , and where there is
reasonable expectation that the government involved will sustain the efforts of the
laboratory(ies) in question, then in these instances IDENTIFY will consider financing these
needs, and then only in full cooperation with the relevant national authorities and in
consultation with other EPT Partners.
While all three organizations recognize the need to engage regional parties in order to
ensure sustainability and continued collaboration within and between the animal and public
health sectors, the three organizations operate under separate mandates and the approach
to achieving their goals sometimes differs. For example, provision of laboratory equipment
and consumables in support of points 2 and 3 above is considered by all three organizations
based upon need and in line with the national authority, with the following distinctions:

•

For FAQ, a regional approach is followed where a programmatic strategy exists in
order to provide consumables such as reference reagents to countries equally, and
national inputs are coordinated where need is identified and in agreement with the
Ministry of Agriculture.

•

While the OIE may provide laboratory equipment and supplies on a limited basis
within the context of the OIE Twinn ing Programme, the OIE is not planning widespread procurement of equipment or supplies under the IDENTIFY Project.
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•

For WHO, both a regional and national approach is followed under existing regional
platforms such as the Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED), the Asia
Pacific Strategy for Strengthening Health Laboratory Services and the Integrated
Disease Surveillance and Response (IDSR) Strategy. Unlike FAQ and OIE, WHO
allocates funds under IDENTIFY directly to some of its Country Offices. These funds
may be used to procure equipment and laboratory supplies following the agreement
of the Ministry of Health of those countries.

Practically, should a USAID Mission or EPT partner in a given country wish to inquire about
current or planned support for laboratory equipment or supplies through the IDENTIFY
project, if the IDENTIFY Project has local representatives from WHO and FAQ in that
country/region, they may approach those people to convey their request or suggestion. For
inquiries regarding public health laboratories, the WHO representative may be contacted.
Inquiries pertaining to support for animal health laboratories should be addressed to the FAQ
representative. Alternatively, if local or regional representatives are not available, USAID
Mission and EPT partners may convey have queries to IDENTIFY's headquarters'
representatives, or to the USAID Washington AOTR. Requests or suggestions for provision
of laboratory equipment can be best considered by the IDENTIFY Project if they are
submitted early, when upcoming yearly work plans are being developed.
When the IDENTIFY Project has queries related to planned support for laboratory equipment
or supplies coming from USAID Missions or EPT partners, these will be directed to the
USAID/Washington AOTR, or the EPT Partner headquarters counterparts, who will attempt
to collect and share any details on such provisions that would be of help to IDENTIFY, and
its own laboratory strengthening efforts.
Should there be an extraordinary need, for example a disease outbreak that has exhausted
local supplies, a country may request additional support from the IDENTIFY Project for their
laboratory services. FAQ, OIE and WHO, as IDENTIFY partners and also in keeping with
their respective organizations' mandates, will attempt to meet such requests. The three
organizations would coordinate their response with the other EPT partners under the
leadership of the relevant national authorities as appropriate.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

GF-TADs

Global Framework for the
programmatic control of
Trans boundary Animal Diseases

AAHL

Australian Animal Health Laboratory

HPAI

Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

HPED

ASF

African Swine Fever

Regional Cooperation Programme on
Highly Pathogenic Emerging and Reemerging Diseases in Asia

AU-IBAR

African Union-Jnterafrican Bureau for
Animal Resources, Kenya

IAEA

International Atomic Energy Agency,
Aust ria

BSL

Biosafety Level

FAO/IAEA

CBPP

Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia

FAO/AIEA Joint Division for Nuclear
Techniques in Food and Agriculture,
Aust ria

CDC

Centre for Disease Control and
prevention

IATA

International Air Transport
Association

CEBEVIRHA

Economic Commission on Cattle Meat
and Fish Resources, Chad

IHR

International Health Regulations

CODACERVA VAR

Veterinary and Agrochemical Research ILRI
centre, Belgium
IZSVe
Centre International de Recherche

CIRAD

Agronomique pour le Developpement

Int ernational Livestock Research
Institute, Kenya
Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale
delle Venezie, Italy

LIMS

Laboratory Information Management
Systems

MoA

Ministry of Agriculture

OFFLU

Joint OJE/FAO Network of Expertise
for Animal Influenza

OIE

World Organisation for Animal Health,
France

OIE-PVS

World Organisation for Animal Health
Performance of Veterinary Services

FAO Global Animal Disease
Information System

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction

EPT

Emerging Pandemic Threats

PANVAC

Pan African Veterinary Vaccine Centre,
Ethiopia

EQA

External Quality Assessment

PPR

Peste des Petits Ruminants

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, Italy

PHEICs

Public Health Emergencies of
International Concern

FAO-ECTAD

FAQ Emergency Center for
Trans boundary animal diseases

QA

Quality Assurance

FAO-RAP

Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations Regional Office for
Asia Pacific, Thailand

RAHO

Regional Animal Health Office

RESOLAB

West and Central Africa Veterinary
Laboratory Network for Avian
Influenza and other Transboundary
Diseases

RVF

Rift Valley Fever

SAARC

South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation, Nepal

SIB

Swiss Institute ofBioinformatics

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

CTTBD

Centre for Ticks and Tick-borne
Diseases

cvo

Chief Veterinary Officer

EARLN

Eastern Africa Region Laboratory
Network

EDPLN

WHO Emerging and Dangerous
Pathogens Laboratory Network

EIDs

Emerging Infectious Diseases

EMPRES-i

FETPV

Field Epidemiology Training Program
for Veterinarians

FMD

Foot and Mouth Disease

FRET

Fluorescence Resonance Energy
Transfer

GFN

WHO Global Food borne Infections
Network
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TADs

Transboundary Animal Diseases

USAID

U.S. Agency for International
Development

WHO

World Health Organization,
Switzerland

WHO AFRO

World Health Organization Regional
Office for Africa

WHO SEARO

World Health Organization South East
Asia Regional Office

WHO WPRO

World Health Organization Western
Pacific Regional Office, Philippines
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1. INTRODUCTION
IDENTIFY I EPT
Early detection of zoonotic pathogens emerging in wild and domestic animal populations before
they become a threat to human health is a priority for the public health and animal health
sectors. An effective and credible laboratory service is an essential component of any early
detection system and is needed by countries to fulfill their reporting obligations to OIE on listed
animal diseases and unusual epidemiological events or emerging diseases, and for investigating
events of potential international public health concern and reporting to WHO as required by the
International Health Regulations (IHR). Recognizing the unique role played by FAO, OIE and
WHO in promoting human and animal health at the global level, the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) invited the three organizations to jointly implement the
IDENTIFY project, a component of their Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) Program. The
IDENTIFY project seeks to strengthen national laboratory capacity for rapid and accurate
detection of targeted diseases in regions defined by USAID as those where the risk of emerging
human and/or animal diseases is highest. These regions have been identified as: the Congo
Basin in central Africa and countries in South and South East Asia. The other components of
the EPT program address detecting novel pathogens in wildlife (PREDICT); strengthening
outbreak response capacity (RESPOND); and developing behaviour modification strategies to
reduce the risk of disease transmission between animals and people (PREVENT). IDENTIFY
activities have necessary connections and interactions with the activities of several of the other
components of the EPT programme.

TRIPARTITE WORK
FAO/OIE/WHO are implementing the IDENTIFY project through their existing institutional
frameworks, mechanisms and networks.
IDENTIFY Project objectives are:
Objective 1: Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of
characterization for the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Objective 2: Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted
diseases to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations
Objective 3: Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices,
including of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality
Management System
Objective 4 : Laboratories are participating in the relevant regional and international
laboratory networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities
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The strengthening of laboratory networks within and across sectors along with meaningful
investments in regional and national capacity building should result in more accurate and timely
identification of pathogens threatening animal and human health.
*************************

FAO, OIE and WHO have a long-standing commitment to build capacity to prepare for and
respond to disease threats at the country level. To assist these effor ts, a range of platforms have
been developed. Some are collaborative and operate globally such as the 4-way linking project,
which seeks to better coordinate data from public health and veterinary sectors together with
virologic and epidemiological data, and WHO-OFFLU collaborations. Others have been
developed by individual organizations to cover a specific geographic region or topic such as the
Asia Pacific Strategy for Emerging Diseases (APSED) and the Integrated Disease Surveillance and
Response Strategy (IDSR), the Regional Veterinary Laboratory Networks, and the OIE PVS
Pathway. The capacity building objectives of these platforms are fully compatible with those of
the EPT program in general and the IDENTIFY project more specifically, and it was the
expressed desire of USAID to build upon the existing platforms of the three organizations to
expand the impact of the EPT funded activities. From the perspective of the three organizations
it is logical to present a single coherent approach to capacity building to countries and as such,
IDENTIFY activities would frequently be conducted as part of these existing platforms. One aim
of this approach is to show the countries that the three organizations, USAID and other partners
are working in a coordinated manner to achieve the best outcomes at the country level. Effective
communication between all partners is important to deliver this coordinated support, and
USAID support for these activities will be acknowledged in all cases.

FAO I IDENTIFY
In years 1-3, FAOIIDENTIFY has taken stock of strengths and weaknesses in targeted
laboratories and networks, and implemented activities which improve the ability to detect
diseases of concern in a safe, reliable, and accurate manner at the national and regional levels.
Previous activities focused on provision of needed supplies and equipment for the targeted
laboratories and strengthening staff capability in core thematic areas such as pathology,
biosafety/biosecurity, quality assurance, necropsy and sampling. These activities have
contributed to strengthening of laboratory capacities and addressed specific gaps to the extent
possible. Complementary efforts have also been made to strengthen linkages among laboratories
in the region through networking activities. Additionally, a monitoring and evaluation system,
responsive to progressive achievements and lessons learned during the project, was developed
based on the project logical framework and in line with USAID IDENTI FY Objectives. This system
guides systematic data collection, analysis, reporting (as with the April 2012 data call report).
The current work plan is the result of a consultative process unique to each of the regions. In the
Congo Basin region, consultations were carried out at regional level through IDENTIFY
stakeholders meetings conducted in mid-Year 3, and at the laboratory level through use of a
questionnaire developed from the laboratory mapping results to further define needs and
compile specific requests. For the S/SEA region, country-level EPT planning meetings were held
in several countries, facilitated by the USAID regional hub. Additionally, the S/SEA region now
has a cohesive strategic framework for laboratory capacity building and networking, which is in
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the process of endorsement by ASEAN, and also has a technical advisory group which helps to
guide activities in the region.
Activities have therefore been tailored to match the priorities identified through the different
consultative processes. Overall for Year 4, efforts in regional and/or national capacity building
(training in quality assurance, equipment maintenance and calibration, biosafety and disease
diagnosis) will be maintained as well as regional networking activities (regional trainings,
proficiency testing, annual meetings, support to regional support or leading laboratories).
Technical and institutional collaborations with veterinary and field services, including One
Health activities and seminar, will be supported. Comparatively more resources will be focuse d
on country specific and country-led activities including support to national laboratory networks,
while less will be allocated to provision of equipment and supplies. Greater emphasis will be
placed on laboratory management and policy.

2. REVIEW OF PROJECT OBJ ECTIV ES
Impact and outcome
The project's impact (long-term, higher order objective) is to contribute to minimizing the risk
for the emergence and spread of new pandemic disease threats. In order to contribute to that, the
project will specifically aim at strengthening animal health laboratory networks and diagnostic
capacities in geographic "hot spots."

Outputs and activities
In order to achieve the outcome (short and medium-term positive effects of the project), the
project activities will be geared toward two outputs (project results):
1. Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases
under a quality management system enhanced
2. Output 2: Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and global
laboratory and epidemiologic networks for the management of emerging zoonotic
pathogens strengthened.

The USAID IDENTIFY Objectives and the activity categories planned for each are summarized in
Table 2.1 below.
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TABLE 2.1 SUMMARY OF THE FAO IID ENTIFY
OBJECTIVES, AND THE ACTIVITY CATEGORIES

OUTPUTS

USAID IDENTIFY Objectives

OUTPUTS,

USAID

IDENTIFY

Activity Catetories
A Mappi.ng national and regional laboratory resources
for animal health

1. Enhance Laboratories'
ability to detect - to the
appropriate level of
characterization for the
laboratory's capability IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Capacity of national
animal health

_ laboratory
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build
D diagnostic laboratory capacity and support laboratory
~

E
F

2. Enhance/Support
under a quality
Laboratories' t imely
management system
reporting of IDENTIFY
enhanced
targeted diseases to
national authorities

G

anagement
Strengthening regional resources for selected animal
diseases
Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity
and laboratory management
Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority
animal health diseases, including support of
laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and
sharing of information

3. Laboratories have

H External quality assurance management (EQA) for

adopted or improved
Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, inclusive of

_ diagnosis of targeted diseases
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to
I
.
__eromote laboratory quality management

biosafety and biosecurity

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to
J
_ promote laboratory biosafety and biosecurity
Targeted support fo r laboratory quality management
K
systems, including biosafety
Regional laboratory network support and coordination
L
for animal health

measures, and a
comprehensive Quality
Management System
Linkages and
communication
pathways across

-C Strengthening the li nkage between the field and -

-

laboratories to detect
and diagnose diseases

~

Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a
8
coordinated manner

4. Laboratories are

~

-

M Enhan.cing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories
participating in relevant
national, regional and
for animal health
regional and international
global laboratory and
N Supporting National laboratory networks for animal
laboratory networks
epidemiologic
health
according to their respective
networks for the
One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages
abilities, disease priorities,
management of
O between veterinary and public health
and responsibilities
emerging zoonotic
Support to and participation in scientific conferences,
p

pathogens

trainings or workshops
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TABLE 2.2 SUMMARY OF THE FAOIIDENTIFY OUTPUTS, USAID IDENTIFY OBJECTIVES,
AND INDICATORS

OUTPUTS

USAID IDENTI FY Objectives

1. Enhance Laboratories' abi lity to

FAQ I DENTIFY Indicators
Ability of each lab to diagnose noted priority diseases (NPDs)
Number of WORKSHOP/TRAIN ING/TECHNICAL CONFERENCES conducted

detect - to the appropriate level of
Number of staff trained by topic, professional category and type of
characterization for the laboratory's
WORKSHOP/TRAIN ING/TECHNICAL CONFERENCES
capability- IDENTIFY targeted
Value of equipment/suppli es provided to support laboratories
diseases
Percentage of lab requested equipment/supplies provided by FAQ/IDENTIFY
1. Capacity of national

2. Enhance/Support Laboratories'
timely reporting of IDENTIFY

animal health laboratories targeted diseases to national
to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality
management system
enhanced

Reporting of proxy disease (e.g. Al i n ende mic countries)

authorit ies, in support of their

Note: data compiled for proxy disease

official notification to t he
appropriate regional and
internat ional organizations

3. Laboratories have adopted or
improved Quality Assurance (QA)
practices, inclusive of biosafety and
biosecur ity measures, and a
comprehensive Quality

Number of meetings & conferences held for LABORATORY NETWORKING

2. linkages and

4. Laboratories are participat ing in

across national, regional and re levant regional and international

global laborat ory and

laboratory networks according to

epidemiologic networks for the ir respective abilities, disease
the management of
emerging zoonotic

management system by NPD

Ability of each lab to safely handle X of XX NPDs i n a biosecure environment

Management System

communication pathways

Ability of each laboratory to implement crit ical elements of a laboratory qual ity

priorities, and responsi bilities

Number of participants to meetings and conferences for LABORATORY
NETWORKING
l eve l of laboratory engagement in regional and i nternational networks {low,
medium, high)
l eve l of information sharing ( low, medium, high)
Level of communication w ith other laboratories (low, medium, high )
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3. NARRATIVE D ESCRIPTION OF A CTIVITIES BY LINE OF WORK
In concordance with USAID, all IDENTIFY activities are included as part of Line of Work #3:
Outbreak Response Capacity Building. FAO I IDENTIFY activity categories (A-P) as listed in Table
2.1 on page 7 are further described below in the a-j format as below, r eferenced to each USAID
objective.
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.
f.

g.
h.
i.

j.

DESCRIPTION: Brief Description of Activity: A very succinct description of proposed activity.
MEETS OBJECTIVES: State how activity concretely contributes to stated mission of project (i.e. "...linking
together a global cooperative network that is fully capable of rapidly diagnosing and reporting to OlE/WHO
on animal/human epidemiological events, emerging diseases and PHEICs").
STAFF: Specify how the described Activity will be staffed ... what parts of your organization will be directly
responsible for implementing the activity.
FUNDING: State whether Activity is an addition/expansion of one of your organization's existing
programs/initiatives, or whether it is an activity that is unique to IDENTIFY effort. If it's the former, the n
name the specific program that t hese USAID-IDENTIFY funds are contributing to, and how they are
distinguished from activities funded by other donors' funds.
PREVIOUS WORK: State whether this activity builds on any work done by IDENTIFY in prior year. If yes,
note what work that was.
CONTACT: State who are the points of contact for this Activity, those who are able to speak for it to others
in the region or country. (USAID will be sharing these names with our field personnel, so they can help
facilitate in-region and in-country program efforts) .
TIMING: Provide estimated Start Date and Stop Date(s) of Activity.
COMPLETION: State how "completion" or "accomplishment'' of this Activity will be determined or defined.
LABS: Name the specific labs which will be engaged in the conducting of this Activity. If lab's/labs' names
are not presently known, then note "to be dete rmined" (TBD), but for every TBD - state how and when you
will determine which labs will participate/benefit from the activity.
PARTNERS: Name, specifically, any other organizations that will be partners or participants in this activity.
State whether t he re is explicit intention to partne r /collaborate with any of the other EPT partners.

The numbering of the activity categories below defines which region: letter code (G [Global], C
[Congo Basin], or S [South/Southeast Asia]); which USAID IDENTIFY Objective (correlating to
USAID Objective 1-4); and activity category (A-Pas listed in Table 2.1) as follows:
Gl.A = Global, USAID Objective 1, activity category A

3.1 ACTIVITY S CHEDU LE HQ

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
1. Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for
the laboratory's capability - IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Gl.A. Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health
a. Update of the FAO Laboratory Mapping Tool (LMT) and ongoing analysis of laboratory
assessment data from the FAO Laboratory Mapping Tool, including development and use
of specific modules of the LMT, of FAO and partner laboratory expert
assessments/mission/backstopping reports, and of outcomes from regional proficiency
testing programmes for integration of new data into database and analysis for
monitoring and evaluation of progress.
b. Analysis of laboratory assessment contributes to baseline evaluations and progress of
laboratory capacity and disease detection. These activities contribute to enhancing
diagnostic capacity through the identification of national and regional resources and
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

gaps which guide ongoing capacity building, strengthen national and regional laboratory
networks, and improve disease control efforts
FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support; inputs
from FAO regional offices
IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
Building on previous work funded by IDENTIFY, progress includes an updated LMT and
compilation and analysis of results to establish baseline
Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
TIMING: Ongoing OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
Activity

Timing

1. Global compilation of updated regional data on laboratory capacity and networks
OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
2. Development of additional modules for the LMT
OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
3. Contribute to the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) effort OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
h. Available laboratory assessment data are analyzed and integrated for monitoring and
evaluation of IDENTIFY-supported la boratories; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, 3.2
i. Global activity, link with all IDENTIFY-supported animal health laboratories and
Regional leading/support laboratories
j. M&E experts, Laboratory experts, OIE, WHO
Gl.B. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
a. Assistance to the regional provision of laboratory equipment, supplies, and r eference
materials based on the identified needs in accordance with national priorities
b. This effort directly impacts the laboratories' ability to safely conduct diagnostic
activities, and strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance
efforts
c. FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support; inputs
from FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding source for this activity; correspondence and published
materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos where other funding is
included
e. Coordinated based upon identified needs from country requests, the LMT, and biosafety
assessments
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
g. TIMING: OCT 2012-SEPT 2013 as requests confirmed and processed
h. Laboratory equipment/supplies are present and operational in recipient laboratories;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.3-1.4
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to Lists
in 5.1 and 6.1 for Asia and Africa respectively); to include other supported laboratories
in line with government request
j. To coordinate with other procuring partners such as PREDICT and DELIVER
Gl.C.

Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory

a. Support the regional organization of trainings or workshops, including providing tools
such as the EMPRES-i laboratory directory, and training in investigation methods to
strengthen the linkage between the field and laboratory staff.
b. These activities contribute to improving the quality of information and samples received
from the field and strengthening the 2-way communication between the laboratory and
the field
c. FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support; with
inputs from FAO regional offices and expertise of EM PRES epidemiologists
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos where other
funding is included
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e. There will be new activities included in the overall support provided to the Regional
Laboratory Networks, which specifically build upon previous training: Basics of field
pathology (MAY2012}.
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin
g. TIMING:
Activity
Timing
1. Support ongoing development of the EMPRES-i genetic module and needs following
launch to the public
SEPT 12-FEB 13
2. Finalize the development of the EMPRES-i laboratory directory SEPT 12-DEC 12
3. Develop tools to improve the linkage between field and epi: focus on pathology
Q4 2012
h. Tools developed and delivered; Support provided to trainings or workshops and
conducted in the regions; participant evaluations completed; and report produced;
FAOjIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to Lists
in sections 5.1 and 6.1); expanding to other supported laboratories where relevant
j. From Item G above: 1) SIB, 3) UGA, PREDICT

Gt.D. Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory
capacity and support laboratory management
a. Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to address themes such as:
diagnosis of priority and emerging pathogens; regional harmonization of testing; and
overall laboratory management. The majority of training activities will be conducted at
the global level, with specific needs being targeted for regions.
b. These activities contribute to enhancing diagnostic capacity through improving the
technical ability of laboratory staff, and deliver management tools. Collectively, these
trainings strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts.
c. FAO HQ and FAO/IAEA joint division to provide technical expertise, coordination, and
operational support and with close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks, and specifically build upon: Training on Bioinformatics OULY2011), Workshop
for epidemiology staff on PCR, sequencing and bioinformatics {SEPT2012}.
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ and Adama Diallo, FAO/IAEA
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/ Timing/ Activity Type
1. Support for Regional workshop: "Targeting the needs for genetic sequencing"
Vienna/ 5 days NOV 2012/ technicaJl
2. Development of bioinformatics e-modules
Regional/available Q3 2013 / tool delivery
3. Develop documents/training kits on equipment maintenance and calibration Regional /
available Q3 2013 / tool delivery
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to Lists
in sections 5.1 and 6.1); consideration of other supported laboratories upon request and
in line with national priorities
j. From Item G above: 1) FAO/IAEA joint division, IZSVe (Italy), CIRAD (France) and
CODA-CERVA-VAR (Belgium) 2) International reference laboratories, SIB, FAO/IAEA
joint division

1

For technical workshops, 1-2 laboratory staff to be invited per lab
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Gl.E.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

Strengthening global and regional resources for selected animal diseases
Strengthen global and regional capacity and resources - including in regional
leading/support laboratories- for selected diseases
Improving the services provided by National and Regional leading/support laboratories
by enhancing their capacity for selected diseases
FAO HQ and FAO/IAEA joint division to provide technical expertise, coordination, and
operational support; with inputs from FAO regional offices
IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
Continuing activity for National laboratories and new activity for the regional
leading/support laboratories
Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ and Adama Diallo, FAO/IAEA
TIMING:
Activity
1. Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences, stakeholders and
partners
2. Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and database access to
scientific literature
3. Development of Lab Cards ( available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting
technologies for selected animal diseases, including zoonoses) for IDENTIFY priority
diseases
4. Support to the development of Diseases Cards ( cases definition and recommended
tests repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases), sub activity linked with Cl.El
5. Support access by national laboratories to genomic sequencing services in subSaharan Africa
National and Regional leading/support laboratory demonstrates a) the ability to
diagnose the selected disease under a quality management system (per expert review
and data from LMT); Regional leading/support laboratory i) prepares a report on the
regional status of the selected disease and the recommended diagnostic approach, and ii)
conducts confirmatory testing or other activity targeting the selected disease for the
region; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, and 3.2 where relevant
Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories and regional
leading laboratories (refer to Lists in sections 5.1 and 6.1); other supported
laboratories considered case by case
From Item G above: 3) and 4) International experts; 5) sequencing company TBD

Gl.F. Targeted support for
management
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

strengthening

diagnostic capacity and

laboratory

Laboratory experts provided for technical inputs as well as overall laboratory
management to address demonstrated need and country requests; Terms of Reference
developed in coordination with country officials
Promoting strategic laboratory management, enhance managerial and leadership skills
for laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY countries, to elevate diagnostic
capacity and strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance
efforts, including EPT
FAO HQ and FAO/IAEA joint division to provide technical expertise, coordination, and
operational support and with close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia
Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ and Adama Diallo, FAO/IAEA
TIMING:
Activity
Timing
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1. Develop global approach on Laboratory Management mentoring program between
laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories
OCT 2012 - JUNE 2013
2. Support PCR testing for multiple diseases as a follow-up to the IAEA Consultation on
"Good laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease diagnosis" and
standardization and validation of the different major PCR testing procedures through
the use of the same kits of reagents for various diseases)
TBD
h. Expert mission conducted and report produced; laboratory feedback received;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2 where relevant
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratory(s) (refer to List
in sections 5.1 and 6.1); other supported laboratories considered in line with
government request
j. From Item G above: 1) WHO, 2) FAO/IAEA, Laboratory experts, international reference
laboratories (IZSVe, Italy; CIRAD, France; and CODA-CERVA-VAR, Belgium, AU-PANVAC)

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
2. Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations

G2.G. Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including
support of laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information
a. Support national animal health policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of
information
b. Ensure the adequate allocation of resources (human, technical) and policy guidance
available to conduct t imely diagnosis, and promote appropriate information sharing and
reporting at national, regional and global levels
c. FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support and with
close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. Contributes to sustainable, early and accurate disease confirmation, particularly where
emerging or unknown diseases are suspected
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
g. TIMING:
Activity

Timing

1. Review of data from EMPRES-i
Q4 2012
2. Support to development of sample referral guidelines for transboundary animal
diseases (TADs)
Ql 2013
3. Development of a standard approach for sharing of information and biological
materials
Ql 2013
4. Sample referral for disease confirmation (stopgap measure where urgent disease
confirmation is needed)
5. Review of existing animal health laboratory policies and develop lab policy for
IDENTIFY targeted countries, Ql 2013, sub activity linked with C2.G2
6. Support the review of results for the Public-private partnership and sustainability
study of veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa and the creation of linkages to
development oflaboratory policy
Ql 2013
h. Demonstrated support for laboratory budget and surveillance at national level; samples
shipped, disease confirmation obtained
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i.
j.

For IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary below, refer
to Lists in sections 5.1 and 6.1)
From Item G above: 2) in coordination with OIE, 3) International reference
laboratories, regional leading/support laboratories, 4) Company for International
Shipment; and in coordination with OIE, 5) International expert, 6) International and
national experts

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
3. Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices,
inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality
Management System.
G3.H. External quality management (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases
a. Support participation in External Quality Assurance and analyze regional ring trial for
proficiency of targeted diseases
b. Contributes to improving national laboratory staff competency, harmonization of
diagnostic and EQA approaches, determination of gaps, and confirmation of actual
diagnostic capacity for targeted diseases in the regions
c. For Al/ND, FMD and CBPP: FAO HQ to provide technical and coordination inputs; for
RVF, PPR, ASF: FAO/IAEA staff provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support. Regional offices provide coordination; external expertise from FAO Reference
Centre.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding source for these activities; correspondence and published
materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities build upon previous proficiency trials conducted in both regions
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ -Adama Diallo, FAO/IAEA
g. TIMING:
Activity

Timing

1. Provide assistance for the organization of the PT
Oct 2012-Sept 2013
sub activity linked with C3.H
2. Backstopping missions at country level
APR-JUNE 2013
3. Validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease diagnosis (PCR using
the FRET system)
Ql/2 2013
h. Ring trial for proficiency conducted, data analyzed and reported; backstopping missions
to each participating laboratory for troubleshooting; integration into LMT data;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, 3.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to List
in lists in sections 5.1 and 6.1)
j. From Item G above: 1) International reference laboratory (IZSVe, CIRAD, IAEA), 2)
Laboratory experts, 3) FAO/IAEA

G3.J.

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity
a. Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to promote laboratory
biosafety and biosecurity; and to develop regional biosafety managers and engineers.
The majority of training activities will be conducted at the regional level.
b. Contributes to enhancing diagnostic capacity through improved understanding and
implementation of biosafety and biosecurity programmes. Collectively, these trainings
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts, including
EPT
FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support and with
close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
These activities specifically build upon previous trainings on biosafety and biosecurity
Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
TIMING:
Activity

Timing

1. Biosecurity/biosafety experts meeting at HQ for development of a road map for
biosafety/biosecurity (and expand the lab mapping tool) Global Q2/3 2013
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAO IIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2
i. Prioritized for all IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to List in sections 5.1 and 6.1), other supported laboratories considered in
line with government request
j. Laboratory biosafety experts

G3.K. Targeted support laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety
a. Targeting in-country laboratory management through provision of laboratory experts to
improve
implementation
of
quality
management
systems,
including
biosafety/biosecuri ty programs
b. Contributes to greater capacity for biosafety/biosecurity, as well as sample tracking,
analysis of results, and reporting under a quality management system, and strengthens
laboratory support for national and regional surveillance effor ts
c. FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support and with
close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin
g. TIMING:
Activity

Timing

1. Support the implementation of laboratory information systems (LIMS) in targeted
laboratories, sub activity linked with C3.K3
OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
h. Expert mission conducted and LIMS installed
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to List
in sections 5.1 and 6.1); other supported laboratories considered in line with
government request
j. LIMS experts

Output 2: Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and
global laboratory and epidemiology networks for the management of emerging
zoonotic pathogens strengthened
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
4. Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory
networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.

G4.L. Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health
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a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Meetings and other activities conducted to maintain and strengthen the regional
laboratory network
Laboratory networks are strengthened at the regional level to build trust, harmonize
diagnostic approaches, and improve information sharing. These activities enhance the
rapid identification of emerging and zoonotic diseases.
FAO HQ provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support and with
close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activitiesl; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks
Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
TIMING:
Activity

Timing

1. Support to routine regional and global networking meetings, sub activity linked with
C4.L4
Dec 2012 - Sept 2013
2. Linking laboratory and epidemiology networks
TED
3. Promote/sponsor existing disease-based, regional, and global laboratory network
meetings
OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
4. Identification of potential FAO Reference Centres.
OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013
h. Laboratory networks maintained and operational, scientific outputs from the networks
made available; FAOI IDENTIFY Indicators: 4.1, 4.3
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national and regional animal health laboratories
(summary below, refer to List in sections 5.1 and 6.1); other supported laboratories to be
considered upon request and in line with regional priorities
j. 1) RESOLAB, EARLN, 2) Epidemiology Consortium, 3) OFFLU, GF-TADs, EDPLN, and
others, 4) laboratory experts

G4.M. Enhancing the role of Regional Leading/Support Laboratories
a. Strengthen the role of regional leading/support laboratories for selected diseases
b. Improving the services provided by regional leading laboratories such as provision of
reference reagents and implementation of r ing trials for proficiency testing
c. FAO HQ provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support and with
close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. These are ongoing and new activities for the regional leading/support laboratories
which will be integrated into the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in the regions
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
g. TIMING:
Activi
Tim in
1. Support and promote the establishment/development of regional Support
Laboratories, sub activity linked with C4.M1
Nov 2012

h. Following on the activities under Gl.E, Sl.E and CLE - Regional leading/support
laboratory demonstrates i) the ability to diagnose the selected disease under a quality
management system (per exper t review and data from LMT), ii) prepares a report on the
regional status of the selected disease and the recommended diagnostic approach, and
iii) conducts confirmatory testing or other activity targeting the selected disease for the
region; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, and 3.2 where relevant
i. Prioritized for regional leading/Support Laboratories (refer to List in sections 5.1 and
6.1 ); other supported laboratories considered case by case
j. International reference laboratories and other laboratory experts as needed
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G4 .N. Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to develop and/or maintain a national
laboratory network
b. Laboratory networks are strengthened at the national level improve communication,
harmonize diagnostic approaches, and improve delivery of information. These activities
enhance the rapid disease identification and communication of results for improved
disease control at the national level.
c. FAO HQ to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational support and with
close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; national AI
programmes at country level will be involved; correspondence and published materials
will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These are new activities to develop and/or support national laboratory networks which
contribute to the outcomes of the Regional Laboratory Networks in both regions. Some
activities will specifically build upon previous wor k undertaken at national level for
HPAI.

f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
g. TIMING:
Activity
1. Support National laboratory networks, sub activity linked with C4.N1

Timing

Oct 2012 - Sept2013
2. Develop a tool to evaluate national laboratory networks, sub activity linked with
C4.N2
Ql 2013
h. Laboratory networks maintained and operational, scientific outputs from the networks
made available; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 4.1, 4.3
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to List in sections 5.1 and 6.1); consideration of other supported
laboratories upon request and in line with national priorities
j. From Item G above: partner with DELIVER

G4 .0. One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between vete rinary and public
health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to develop and/or maintain cross-sectoral
communication and linkages at country and regional levels
b. Strengthening cross-sectoral communication and linkages to enhance/improve
networking for detection and control of emerging and zoonotic diseases
c. FAO HQ coordination and technical expertise with technical and operational support
from regional and country level offices
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos; national Al
programmes at country level will be involved where relevant
e. These activities represent both ongoing and new efforts that develop and/or support
One Health initiatives. The 4-way linking (4WL) activities are continuation from Year 3:
4WL in Viet Nam - joint risk assessment OUN2011), planning meeting (OCT2011), and
workshop for AH and PH labs and epi-units (FEB 2012). A follow up mission is planned
for Viet Nam, and initial assessment missions as well as country level workshops are
planned for Indonesia and Bangladesh.
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin, FAO HQ
g. TIMING:
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Activity2

Location/Timing/Activity type

1. Four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between laboratory and

epidemiological data (for H5Nl zoonotic influenza) for assessing health risks at the
human-animal interface
VN/TBD; BO and ID/5 days; TBD/ technicaJ3 and strategic4
2. Link with FETPV programmes
TBD
3. Support One Health seminar on Rabies in Africa, sub activity linked with C4.O3
4. Support competence development in detection of antimicrobial resistance for food
safety, including training, supplies and sampling
Regional / OCT 2012-SEPT 2013 / support of ongoing activity in Cambodia and
potential launch of assessment for the region
5. Develop guidelines for implementation of One Health at National level.
h. Missions and workshops conducted and reports produced; FAOJIDENTIFY Indicators:
4.2, 4.3, 4.4
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to List in section 5.1 and 6.1); from Item G above, 1) for VN, BO, ID; 3) CAR,
Gabon, Congo, 4) Cambodia with consideration of other supported laboratories upon
request and in line with national priorities
j. OIE, WHO, FAO AI National programme, EMPRES wildlife unit, laboratory and
epidemiology experts from animal and public health, PREDICT, RESPOND

G4.P. Support for participation in scientific conferences, trainings, or workshops
a. Support for laboratory staff to attend/present country data at meetings or trainings to
address specific needs/requests
b. Strengthens capacity and networking of laboratory staff, improves visibility for research
conducted at country and regional levels
c. FAO-HQ to provide coordination in close collaboration with the FAO regional offices
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding sources for these activities
e. These activities are integral to the support pr ovided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia
f. Gwenaelle Dauphin
g. TIMING: upon request and review
h. Pre-meeting justification and post-meeting report completed by participant; new
information shared during regional network meeting; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.2 and
4.1
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to List
in sections 5.1 and 6.1); consideration of other supported laboratories upon request and
in line with national priorities
j. n/a

2

Concept notes provided upon request for further information regarding specific meetings/ workshops

3

For technical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Item I

4

Participants include national laboratory directors
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3 .1 .1

SUMMARY T AB L E OF G L OBAL AC T IVITIES

USAID IDENTIFY
Objectives

Activity Category

A

Timing

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health

l. Global compilation of updated regional data on laboratory capacity and
networks
2. Development of additional modules of the LMT
,-

3. Contribute to the Monitoring and Evaluation {M&E) effort

B Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner

,-

C Stre ngt hening t he linkage betwe e n t he fie ld and laboratory

OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013

-

1. Support ongoing development of the EMPRES-i genetic module and needs
following launch to the public
2. Finalize the development of the EMPRES-i laboratory directory

SEPT 12 - FEB 13
SEPT 12 - DEC 12

3. Develop tools to improve the linkage between field and epi:focus on
,_ pathology
D Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory

Q4 2012

-

-

capacity and support laboratory management

1. Enhance
Labo ratori es'
ab i l ity to detect-to
the appropriate

l. Support for Regional workshop: "Targeting the needs fo r genetic
sequencing"
2. Development of bioinformatics e-modules
3. Develop documents/training kits on equipment maintenance and
calibration

NOV 2012
Q3 2013

-

E Stre ngthening regional resources for selecte d animal diseases
1. Development of communication tool(s) for different audiences,
characte ri zati o n for
stakeholders
and partners
the laboratory's
2. Resource Building - Provision of documents, manuals, books and database
capabi l ityIDENTI FY targe t ed
access to scientific literature
d i seases
3. Development of Lab Cards (available diagnostic assays and cross-cutting
technologies for selected animal diseases, including zoo noses} for IDENTIFY
priority diseases
4. Support to the development of Diseases Cards (cases definition and
recommended tests repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases), sub
activity linked with Cl.El
5. Support access by national laboratories to genomic sequencing services in
sub-Saharan Africa

-

Q3 2013

I eve I of

F Targeted support for stre ngthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory

ongo in g

-

managem e nt

1. Develop global approach on Laboratory Management mentoring program
between laboratory directors and/or managers of IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories
2. Support PCR testing for multiple diseases as a follow-up to the IAEA
Consultation on "Good laboratory practices for conducting multiple disease
diagnosis" and standardization and validation of the different major PCR
testing procedures through the use of the same kits of reagents for various
diseases}

OCT 2012 - JUNE
2013

TBD

G Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority diseases, including
support of laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of

Q4 2012

information

1. Review of data from EMPRES-i
2. Enha nee/Support
La bo ra tori es'
t i me l y reporti ng o f
IDENTI FY targe t ed
diseases to
nationa l
a uthorit ies

2. Support to development of sample referral guidelines far transboundary
animal diseases (TADs)
3. Development of o standard approach for shoring of information and
biological materials Support to development of sample referral guidelines for
transboundary animal diseases {TADs)
4. Sample referral for disease confirmation
5. Review of existing animal health laboratory policies and develop lab policy
for IDENTIFY targeted countries, sub activity linked with C2.G2
6. Support the review of results for the Public-private partnership and
sustainability study of veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa and the
creation of linkaaes to development of laboratory po/icy

FAOIIDENTIFY OCT 2012-SEPT 2013
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-

USAID IDENTIFY
Objectives

3. Labo ratori es

Timing

Activity Category
H External qualit y assurance management (EQA) for diagnosis of t argeted
diseases

have adopted o r

1. Provide assistance for the organization of the PT; linked with C3.H

improved Qua l ity

2. Backstopping missions at country level

OCT 2012- SEPT 2013
APR- JUNE 2013

Assu ra nee (QA)

3. Validation and transfer of new techniques for multiple disease diagnosis
practices, i nclusive _ (PCR using the FRET system)
of b i osafetyan d
b i osecuri ty
meas ures, and a
comprehensive
Quality
Management
System

Ql/2 2013

-

J Develop and conduct t rainings or workshops to promote laboratory

-

biosafety and biosecurity

1. Biosecurity/biosafety experts meeting at HQ for development of a road
_ map for biosafety/biosecurity (and expand the lab mapping tool)
K Target ed support for laboratory quality managem ent systems, including

-

biosafety

1. Support the implementation of laboratory information systems (LIMS) in
targeted laboratories, sub activity linked with C3.K3

-

Q2/3 2013

-

OCT 2012 • SEPT 2013

L Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health
1. Support to routine regional and global networking meetings, sub activity
linked with C4.L4
2. Linking laboratory and epidemiologic networks

DEC 2012 • SEPT 2013

3. Promote/sponsor existing disease-based, regional, and global laboratory
network meetings

OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013

4. Identification of potential FAO Reference Centres

OCT 2012 • SEPT 2013

TBD

M Enhancing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories for animal health
4. Labo ratories a re
pa rti ci pa t i ng i n
re l evant regiona l
and i nternati ona l
laboratory
networks accord i ng
to the i r respecti ve
abilities, d i sease
pri orit i es, and
responsib i l i t i es

1. Support and promote the establishment/development of regional Support
Laboratories, sub activity linked with C4.Ml

NOV 2012
-

N Supporting National laboratory networks for animal health
1. Support National laboratory networks, sub activity linked with C4.N1

OCT 2012 - SEPT2013

2. Develop a tool to evaluate national laboratory networks, sub activity
linked with C4.N2

Ql 2013

0 One Health init iatives: strengthening linkages bet wee n veterinary and
public health

1. Four-way linking framework to improve the linkage between laboratory
and epidemiological data (for HSNl zoonotic influenza) for assessing health
risks at the human-animal interface
2. Link with FETPV programmes
3. Support One Health seminar on Rabies in Africa, sub activity linked with
C4.O3
4. Support competence development in detection of antimicrobial resistance
for food safety, including training, supplies and sampling
5. Develop guidelines for implementation of One Health at National level

p Support to and participation in scie ntific conferences, t rainings or

TBD
TBD
OCT 2012-SEPT 2013
OCT 2012-SEPT 2013

upon request and
review

workshops

FAOIIDENTIFY OCT 2012-SEPT 2013
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3 .2 A CT IVITY S CH ED ULE A SIA

NOTE: The Regional Laboratory Networks for South and Southeast Asia + China are supported
by FAO, in collaboration with other international organizations. Under a programmatic
approach, FAO receives several funding sources to support these networks, with major
contributions from USAID-IDENTIFY and EU-HPED jointly. Eight of the nine countries
participating in the Southeast Asia network will be supported under FAO I IDENTIFY in Year 4:
Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Viet Nam.
Participation of Myanmar will be funded through alternative sources. Bangladesh and Nepal
( officially part of the South Asia Laboratory Network (SAARC)) will be supported under
IDENTIFY to join Southeast Asia regional activities wherever relevant.

3.2.1 ID ENT I FY - SUPPORTED LABORATORIES - SOUTH/SOUTHEAST ASIA
Disease
specialty

C

0
'iii)

Count ry

Vet erinary laboratories

Abbrev.

Laborat ory
Focal point

a:

Cambodia
(CA)

National Veterinary
Resea rch Institute

CANaVRI

Or. Sorn San

Langzhou Veterinary
Research Institute

CN-LVRI

Yunnan Animal Science
and Veterina ry Institute

CNYASVI

China Animal Disease
Control Centre, Beijing

China
(CN)

Indonesia
(ID)

n,

·;;;

...,,
..

<(

Lao PDR

ASEAN
Regional
lab

National
lab

PREDICT
lab

n/a

Yes

Yes

Hong Yin

FMD

Yes

Dr Li Huachun

Bluetongue

Yes

CNCADC

Xinyan Zhai

CNCAHEC

Song Cuiping

n/a
Newcastle
and Exotic
Diseases

Yes

China Anima l Health and
Epidemiology Center,
Qingdao
Disease Investigation
Centres and associated
national laboratories
under the Directorate of
Livestock Anima l Health
Service

ID-

Dr.

DGLAHS

Pudj iatmoko

n/a

Yes

LA-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cl>

and/ or
f ocus

Yes

National An imal Health
Center

NAHC

Dr Bounlom
Douangngeun

Veterinary Research
Institute

MY-VRI

Dr Ramlan
Mohamed

n/a
Avian
Influenza
and
Newcastle
disease

Department of W ildlife
and National Parks
Peninsular Malaysia

MY-PER

Dato' Abd
Rasid Bin
Samsudin

Wi ldlife

Yes

Sabah Wild life
Department

MYSABA

Dr. Senthivel
Nathan

Wi ldlife

Yes

Myanmar *
(MM)

Livestock Breeding and
Veterinary Department

MMLBVD

Dr Maung
Maung Kyin

n/a

Yes

Philippines
(PH)

Philippine Anima l Health
Center

PHPAHC

Dr Magdalena
Cruz

n/a

Yes

TH-NIAH

DrVimol
Jirathanawat

n/a

FMD Regional Reference
Laboratory Pakchong

TH -RRL

Dr Somjai
Kamolsiripich
aiporn

FMD

Regional Anima l Health
Office Number 6

VN RAH06

Dr Ngo Than
Long

CSF and
PRRS

(LA)

n,
Cl>

..c

::,
0

Ill

M alaysia
(M Y)

Thailand
(TH)

Viet Nam
(VN)

National Institute of
Animal Health

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Bangladesh
( BD)

.,,
·;;;

Hanoi Agriculture
University
National Institute of
Veterinary Research
National Center for
Veterinary Diagnosis
Central Disease
Investigation Laboratory
Bangladesh Livestock
Research Institute
Chittagong Veterinary
Animal Science University

t

..

VN-HAU
VN-NIVR
VNNCVD

::,

0

VI

Nepal
(NP)

Bangladesh Agricultural
University t
Central Veterinary
Laboratory

Wildlife
Yes

n/a

Yes

n/a

Yes

BD-BLRI

PPR

BDCVAS

Dr. Kazi M.
Kamaruddin

n/a

BD-BAS

Dr. Emdadul
Haque
Chowdhury
Dr. Damodar
Sedai

BD-CDIL

NP-CVL

Yes

n/a

Dr To Lonh
Thanh
Dr Bidhan
Chandra Das
Dr Md.
Giasuddin

<(
~

Nguyen Thi
Lan
Dr Nguyen
Viet Khong

n/a
Yes

n/a
OIE
Reference
India••
Laboratory
High Security Animal
INfo r Avian
Disease Laboratory
HSADL
Dr. C. Tosh
Influenza
* Participation of Myanmar (not supported by IDENTIFY) w ill be funded from other sources

Yes

** Supported as regional reference laboratory and FAO/OIE Reference Centre for Avian Influenza

t

included in coordination w ith national government and efforts under EPT +

3.2.2REGIONAL A CTIVIT I ES FOR SO UTH A N D S OUTHEAST A SIA

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
dise ases under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
1. Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropr iate level of characterization for
the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Si.A. Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health
a. Ongoing analysis and update of laboratory assessment data from the FAO Laboratory
Mapping
Tool
(LMT),
FAO
and
partner
laboratory
expert
assessments/mission/backstopping reports, as well as outcomes from regional
proficiency testing programmes for integration into progress indicators
b. These activities contribute to enhancing diagnostic capacity through the identification of
national and regional resources and gaps which guide ongoing capacity building,
strengthen national and regional laboratory networks, and improve disease control
efforts
c. FAO-RAP office in Bangkok will provide technical expertise, coordination, and
operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. Building on previous work funded by IDENTIFY, progress includes an updated LMT and
compilation and analysis of results to establish baseline
f. Mia Kim FAO-HQ and Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING: Ongoing OCT 2012 - SEPT 2013

FAOIIDENTIFY OCT 2012-SEPT 2013
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Activity
Location/ Timing/ Activity Type
1. Consultant for analysis and reporting
Regional/ biannual / reporting
2. On site visit
ID/ OCT-NOV 2012 / assessment
3. On site visit
TH: FMD OIE Reference Lab / Ql 2013 / assessment
Others upon request
h. Available laboratory assessment data are analyzed and integrated for monitoring and
evaluation of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, 3.2
i. Regional activity available for all IDENTIFY-supported animal health laboratories (refer
to Table 3.2.1)
j. Laboratory experts
Sl.B. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
a. Provision of laboratory equipment, supplies, and reference materials based on the
identified needs and in accordance with national priorities
b. This effort directly impacts the laboratories' ability to safely conduct diagnostic
activities, and strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance
efforts, including EPT
c. FAO-RAP office in Bangkok provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for this activity5; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos where other
funding is included
e. Coordinated based upon identified needs from country requests, the LMT, and biosafety
assessments - procurement support is integral to the support provided to the Regional
Laboratory Network in Southeast Asia
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING: OCT 2012-SEPT 2013 as requests confirmed and processed
h. Laboratory equipment/supplies are present and operational in recipient laboratories;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.3-1.4
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); to include other supported laboratories in line w ith

j.

Sl.C. Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory
a. Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to strengthen the linkage
between the field and laboratory staff. Trainings envisioned at the regional and country
level
b. These activities contribute to improving the quality of information and samples received
from the field and strengthening the 2-way communication between the laboratory and
the field
c. FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos where other
funding is included

5 Under a programmatic approach, activities supporting the Regional Laboratory Networks for Southeast
Asia are funded by several sources, with major contributions from USAID-IDENTIFY and EU-HPED jointly
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e. There will be new activit ies included in the overall support provided to the Regional
Laboratory Network in Southeast Asia, which specifically build upon: Basics of field
pathology (MAY2012}.
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity6
Location/ Timing / Activity Type
1. Linking field and laboratory workshop Regional/ 5 days Q12013 / technicaJ7
2. Support In-country Lab-Field linkage
Country/ as below/ technicaJ3
i.
TH; 4-5 days Q2 2013
ii.
LA; 4-5 days Q2 2013
iii.
MY; 4-5 days Q2 2013
iv.
PH; 4-5 days Q2 2013
3. Ensuring access to supplies in the field (with DELIVER) ID/ Q4 2012 - Q3 2013 /
assessment & series of meetings for tool development and training
4. Support advanced virus characterization of selected viruses from national network
activities
ID / annual / lab service
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTI FY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1 ; ex anding to other su orted laboratories where relevant

j.

From Item G above : 1 and 5) International reference laboratory (AAHL), 2) UGA,
PREDICT, national par tners; 3) DELIVER with national partners, 4) AAHL

S1.D.

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory
capacity
Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to address themes such as:
diagnosis of priority and emerging pathogens; regional harmonization of testing; and
platforms for animal health information. The majority of training activities will be
conducted at the regional level, with specific needs being targeted at the national level.
These activities contribute to enhancing diagnostic capacity through improving the
technical a bility of laboratory staff. Collectively, these trainings strengthen laboratory
support for national and regional surveillance efforts, including EPT and EPT+
FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concurrence with HQ.
IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia, and specifically build upon: Workshop for diagnosis of CSF/PRRS
UUL2011), Diagnosis of Swine Diseases including ASF/CSF/PRRS (AUG2012), Diagnosis of
rabies and Newcastle disease (AUG2012), etc.
Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
TIMING:

a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

g.

6

Concept notes provided upon request for furth er information regarding specific trainings/workshops

7

For technical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Item I
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Activity8
Location/ Timing/ Activity Type
1. Diagnostic workshop for targeted diseases Regional/ 5 days Q2 2013 / technical9
2. Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics Workshop Regional/ 5 days Q2 2013 / technical 5
3. e-Learning Module for phylogeny
Regional/available Q4 2012 / tool delivery
4. Testing of data module for national network
ID/ 2.5 days Q4 2012 / technical5
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOI IDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); consideration of other supported laboratories upon request
and in line w ith national riorities

j.

From Item G above: 1) International reference laboratories, PREDICT as relevant to
training topics, 2-3) bioinformatics experts, 3) refer to Global component; 4) AAHL

S1.E. Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases
a. Strengthen capacity and resources in regional leading laboratories for selected diseases
b. Improving the services provided by regional leading laboratories by enhancing their
capacity for selected diseases
c. FAO-RAP office in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. This is a new activity for the regional leading laboratories which will be integrated into
the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network in Southeast Asia
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location / Timing
1. Strengthening FMD and brucellosis services:
TH-NlAH / Ql-4 2013
2. Strengthening swine disease diagnostics:
VN-RAHO6 / Ql-4 2013
3. Strengthening PPR disease diagnostics:
BD-BLRI / Ql-4 2013
h. Regional leading laboratory i) demonstrates the ability to diagnose the selected disease
under a quality management system (per expert review and data from LMT), ii) prepares
a report on the regional status of the selected disease and the recommended diagnostic
approach, and iii) conducts confirmatory testing or other activity targeting the selected
disease for the region; FAOI IDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, and 3.2 where relevant
i. Prioritized for regional leading laboratories (summary below, refer to Table 3.2.1);
other su orted laboratories considered case b

j.

International reference laboratories, other laboratory experts as needed

S1.F. Targe ted support for building diagnostic capacity
a. Laboratory experts provided for technical inputs to address demonstrated need and
country requests; Terms of Reference developed in coordination with country officials
b. Targeting in-country bench side skills and promoting quality management strategies to
elevate diagnostic capacity and strengthen laboratory support fo r national and regional
surveillance efforts, including EPT
8

Conce pt notes provided upon request for furth er information regarding specific t rainings/workshops

9

For technical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Item I
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

i.

FAO-RAP office in Bangkok will provide technical expertise, coordination, and
operational support, in concordance with HQ.
IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia
Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
TIMING:
Activity
Location / Timing
l. Harmonization of diagnostics for influenza
BD/Q4 2012
2. Collaboration with reference laboratory to build diagnostic capacity and deliver
training on diagnostic approaches (6 months)
CA/Q4 2012
3. Develop user friendly tools for antigenic data analysis
ID/Ql 2013
From Item G above: 1-2) Expert mission conducted and report produced; laboratory
feedback received; FAOJIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2 where relevant; 3) Tools
developed, tested, validated, and transferred
Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratory(s) (excluding
regional leading laboratories, refer to Table 3.2.1); other supported laboratories
considered in line with government request
: t

NaVRI

j.

per MoA

NAHC

per MoA

Laboratory experts, international reference laboratories

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
2. Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases
to national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations
S2.G.
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including
support of laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information
Support national animal health policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of
information
Ensure the adequate allocation of resources (human, technical) and policy guidance
available to conduct timely diagnosis, and promote appropriate information sharing and
reporting at national, regional and global levels
FAO-RAP office in Bangkok provide coordination and operational support
IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
Contributes to sustainable early and accurate disease confirmation, particularly where
emerging or unknown diseases are suspected
Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
TIMING:
Activity
1. Sample referral for disease confirmation (stopgap measure where urgent disease
confirmation is needed)
2. Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance (ad hoc)
Demonstrated support for laboratory budget and surveillance at national level; samples
shipped, disease confirmation obtained
For IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary below, refer
to Table 3.2.1)
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j.

EMPRES shipping service, International reference laboratories, regional leading
laboratories, and in coordination with OIE

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
3. Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices,
inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality
Management System.

S3.H. External quality assurance management (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal
diseases
a. Coordinate, conduct, and analyze regional ring trial and support activities related to
national proficiency program for targeted diseases
b. Contributes to improving national laboratory staff competency, harmonization of
diagnostic and EQA approaches, determination of gaps, and confirmation of actual
diagnostic capacity for targeted diseases in the region
c. FAO-RAP office in Bangkok provide coordination and operational support; AAHL to
conduct the ring trials for proficiency
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral to the s upport provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia, and build upon previous proficiency trials for avian influenza
conducted for the region, as well as the "Quality Assurance and Standardization of
Diagnostic Reagents" organized under IDENTIFY-support in Year 2
f. Sanipa Suradhat, FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity
Timing
1. Provision of reference panels for proficiency trial:
Reagent delivery AUG 2012 / Results NOV 2012
a. Avian influenza
b. Classical swine fever
c. Porcine respiratory and reproductive syndrome
d. African swine fever
e. Rabies
f. Newcastle disease
4. Backstopping missions at country level
NOV 12-MAR 13
5. Support for National proficiency program for priority diseases
annual
a. ID (Avian influenza)
b. TH (Avian influenza)
c. VN (Swine diseases)
h. Ring t rial for proficiency conducted, data analyzed and reported; backstopping missions
to each participating laboratory for troubleshooting; integration into LMT data;
FAO IIDENTI FY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, 3.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (refer to
Table 3.2.1) from Item G above: a-f for Cambodia (CA-NaVRI), Indonesia (per MoA),
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j.

S3.I.
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

g.

h.
i.

Laos (LA-NAHC), Malaysia (MY-VRI), Philippines (PH-PAHC), Thailand (TH-NIAH), Viet
Nam (VN-RAH06, VN-NCVD), and b-d for China (CN-CADC)
International reference laboratory (AAHL/OIE)

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality
management, excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group])
Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to promote laboratory quality
management. The majority of training activities will be conducted at the regional level,
with specific needs being targeted at the national level.
Contributes to enhancing diagnostic capacity through improving the understanding and
implementation of quality management approaches. Collectively, these trainings
strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts, including
EPT
FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ.
IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia, and specifically build upon previous certification workshops for IATA
(OCT2010), and Laboratory Information Management Systems: Workshop to Identifying
Needs, Resources, and Ways Forward (DEC2011).
Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
TIMING:
Activity
Location/ Timing/ Activity Type
1. Training/IATA certification for sample shipment Regional/2 days Q2 2013/
technica110
2. TBD based upon outcomes of Laboratory Directors' Forum and Regional Laboratory
Networking meeting
Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2
Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); additional supported laboratories considered in line with
overnment request
NaVRI

j.

S3.J.
a.

b.

c.
d.

10

per
MoA

per
MoA

NAHC

VRI

PAHC

NIAH

International reference laboratories, Laboratory experts

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory biosafety and
biosecurity
Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to promote laboratory
biosafety and biosecurity; and to develop regional biosafety managers and engineers.
The majority of training activities will be conducted at the regional level.
Contributes to enhancing diagnostic capacity through improved understanding and
implementation of biosafety and biosecurity programmes. Collectively, these trainings
strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts, including
EPT
FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ.
IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos

For technical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Ite m I
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e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia, and specifically build upon: Biosafety Management Training
(OCT201 OJ, Advanced Biorisk Training (NOV2011), and Laboratory Engineering and
Equipment Maintenance Training (NOV2011); the latter trainings targeted advanced
laboratories with BSL3 and/or BSL4.
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity11

Location/ Timing/ Activity Type

1. Regional training course for biosafety officers Regional/10 days Q2 2013/
technicaJ1 2
2. Biosafety training course: PREDICT labs
MY/ 5 days Q4 2012 / technicaJ1°
3. Biosafety training course
TH-NIAH and RRL-FMD / 5 days Q4 2012 / technicaJ1°
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1), other supported laboratories considered in line with

NaVRI

j.

under
separate
funding

VRI

NAHC

+PERH
SABA
for 1

PAHC

NIAH

per
MoA
+HUA

per
MoA

CVL

for 1

International reference laboratories (AAHL) and laboratory biosafety experts from both
AH and PH

S3.K. Targeted support laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety
a. Targeting in-country laboratory management through provision of laboratory experts
to improve implementation of quality management systems, including
biosafety/biosecurity programs
b. Contributes to greater capacity for biosafety/biosecurity, as well as sample tracking,
analysis of results, and reporting under a quality management system, and strengthens
laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts
c. FAO-RAP office in Bangkok provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity

Timing

1. Backstopping support following Biosafety risk assessments
OCT 12- JUN 13
2. Biosafety cabinet testing/repair/certification at country level
AUG 12-MAR 13
3. In-country international consultant engaged to strengthen diagnostic capacity and
quality management
LA/6 months
4. Further development of laboratory SOPs and guidelines
LA/Ql 2013
5. Integration of antigenic data modules into updated LIMS
ID /Q3 2013
6. Support implementation of updated Laboratory Information Management Systems
(LIMS) through use of self assessment tools; development of specifications for
national selection; and identification of gaps/needs for hardware and customization
for provision of selected LIMS
a. LA/OCT-DEC 2012
11

Concept notes provided upon r equest for furthe r information regarding specific tra inings/workshops

12

For technical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Item I
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b. TH/ JAN-JUN 2013
h. From Item G: 1, 3-6) Expert mission conducted and report produced; laboratory
feedback received; 2) cabinets tested and report produced; cabinets repaired/replaced;
cabinets certified;
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (country
specific activities reflected in Item G, summary below, refer to Table 3.2.1); other
orted laboratories considered in line with

j.

Output 2: Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and
global laboratory and epidemiology networks for the management of emerging
zoonotic pathogens strengthened
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
4. Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory
networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.

S4.L. Regional laboratory ne twork support and coordination for animal health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to maintain and strengthen the regional
laboratory network
b. Laboratory networks are strengthened at the regional level to build trust, harmonise
diagnostic approaches, and improve information sharing. These activities enhance the
rapid identification of emerging and zoonotic diseases.
c. FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia, and specifically build upon the annual meetings initially launched in
support of the network for HPAI in 2006, and expanded per regional agreement to
include broader issues of laboratory capacity building and transboundary animal
diseases in 2010.
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity13
Location / Timing / Activity Type
1. Animal Health (AH) Laboratory Technical Advisory Group
Bangkok/ 2 days JUN 2013 / strategic14
2. AH Laboratory Director's Forum
Hanoi/ 2 days OCT2012 / strategic 15
3. Regional AH Laboratory Networking Meeting TBD/ 3 days / strategic11 and
technicaJ1 6

13

Concept notes provided upon request for further information regarding specific trainings/workshops

14

Participants include leading laboratories for the region, FA0/OIE, and other lab experts as relevant

15

Participa nts include laboratory directors in the region, FA0/0lE, and othe r lab expe rts as releva nt

16

For t echnical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Ite m I
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h. Laboratory networks maintained and operational, scientific outputs from the networks
made available; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 4.1, 4.3
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); other supported laboratories to be considered upon request
and in line with re ional riorities
NaVRI

j.

per
MoA

per
MoA

VRI

PAHC

NIAH

From Item G above: 1) OIE, WHO, CDC, International Reference Laboratories; 2) OIE,
International Reference Laboratories (AAHL); 3) OIE, WHO, EPT partners DELIVER,
PREDICT, RESPOND invited to participate

S4.M. Enhancing the role of Regional Leading Laboratories
a. Strengthen the role ofregional leading laboratories for selected diseases
b. Improving the services provided by regional leading laboratories such as provision of
reference reagents and implementation of ring trials for proficiency testing
c. FAO-RAP office in Bangkok provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. These are ongoing and new activities for the regional leading laboratories which will be
integrated into the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network in Southeast
Asia
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity

1. Build capacity in leading animal health laboratories to design, implement a
proficiency testing program for priority diseases
a. TH-NIAH for avian influenza/ Ql-4 2013
b. VN-RAHO6 for swine diseases/ Ql-4 2013
h. Following on the activities under S1.E - Regional leading laboratory i) demonstrates the
ability to diagnose the selected disease under a quality management system (per expert
review and data from LMT), ii) prepares a report on the regional status of the selected
disease and the recommended diagnostic approach, and iii) conducts confirmatory
testing or other activity targeting the selected disease for the region; FAO IIDENTIFY
Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, and 3.2 where relevant
i. Prioritized for regional leading laboratories (summary below, refer to Table 3.2.1);
other su orted laboratories considered case b

j.

International reference laboratories and other laboratory experts as needed

S4.N. Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to develop and/or maintain a national
laboratory network
b. Laboratory networks are strengthened at the national level improve communication,
harmonize diagnostic approaches, and improve delivery of information. These activities
enhance the rapid disease identification and communication of results for improved
disease control at the national level.
c. FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide technical expertise, coordination, and operational
support, in concordance with HQ.
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d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; national AI
programmes at country level will be involved; correspondence and published materials
will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These are new activities to develop and/or support national laboratory networks which
contribute to the outcomes of the Regional Laboratory Network in Southeast Asia. Some
activities will specifically build upon previous work undertaken at national level for
HPAI.
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:
Activity17
Location / Timing/ Activity Ty pe
1. Bangladesh Laboratory Response Network Meeting
BD/ 3 days Q2 2013 /
technicaJ18
2. National veterinary laboratory conference/training
CA/5 days Q2 2013 /
technicaJlB
3. Provision for national laboratory coordinator
ID/ 12 months
4. National network meeting and lab director's forum
ID/2.5 days Q2 2013 /
technicaJlBand strategic!9
5. Vietnamese Veterinary Conference
VN/5 days Q2 2013 / technical18
h. Laboratory networks maintained and operational, scientific outputs from the networks
made available; FAOI IDENTI FY Indicators: 4.1, 4.3
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); consideration of other supported laboratories upon request
and in line with national r iorities

j.

From Ite m G above: 1) FAO Al National programme, AAHL; 2) FAO Al National
programme, International Reference Laboratories

S4 .0. One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public
health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to develop and/or maintain cross-sectoral
communication and linkages at country and regional levels
b. Strengthening cross-sectoral communication and linkages to enhance/improve
networking for detection and control of emerging and zoonotic diseases
c. FAO HQ coordination and technical expertise with technical and operational support
from regional and country level offices
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos; national AI
programmes at country level will be involved where relevant
e. These activities represent both ongoing and new efforts that develop and/or support
One Health initiatives. The 4-way linking activities are continuation from Year 3 with
follow up activities planned for Viet Nam, and assessment missions as well as country
level workshops planned for Indonesia and Bangladesh.
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING:

17

Concept notes provided upon request for further information regarding specific tra inings/workshops

18

For technical workshops, 2-3 laboratory staff to be invited per lab in Ite m I

19

Participants include national laboratory directors
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Activity20
Location/ Timing/ Activity Type
1. AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for emerging infectious diseases in Asia Pacific
Region
Region / 5 days Ql 2013 / technicaJ18 and strategic21
2. Follow up to 4-way linking Workshop
VN/TBD
3. 4-way linking Workshop (assessment for Y3)
BD/5 days TBD / technicaJ1 8 and
strategic22
4. 4-way linking Workshop (assessment for Y3)
ID/ 5 days TBD / technicaJlS and
22
strategic
h. Missions and workshops conducted and reports produced; FAOJIDENTIFY Indicators:
4.2, 4.3, 4.4
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); consideration of other supported laboratories upon request
and in line with national riorities

j.

OIE, WHO, FAO AI National programme, laboratory and epidemiology experts from
animal and public health, PREDICT, RESPOND

S4.P. Support for participation in scientific confe rences, trainings, or workshops
a. Support for laboratory staff to attend/present country data at meetings or trainings to
address specific needs/requests
b. Strengthens capacity and networking of laboratory staff, improves visibility for research
conducted at country and regional levels
c. FAO-RAP in Bangkok to provide coordination and operational support
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding sources for these activities
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Southeast Asia
f. Sanipa Suradhat FAO-RAP
g. TIMING: upon request and review
h. Pre-meeting justification and post-meeting report completed by participant; new
information shared during regional network meeting; FAOJIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.2 and
4.1
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.2.1); consideration of other supported laboratories upon request
and in line with national riorities

j.

n/a

°Concept notes provided upon request for further information regarding specific trainings/workshops

2

21

Participants include national laboratory directors
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3.2.3

COUNTRY SUPP L EMEN T S FOR SOUT H AND SOUTH EAS T ASIA

In concordance with USAID, the country level work plans are summarized in table format with
activities listed in the context of the four USAID IDENTIFY objectives as in Table 2.1; countryspecific activities are italicized. Each of the USAID IDENTIFY objectives (1-4) ar e indicated using
a descriptive "tag" in the following tables. Full description of each objective is included in
summary Table 3.2.4 on page 43.
Cambodia
USAID

I

Obj

2012-13 CAMBODIA

A Mapping laboratory resources

OCT-NOV

- Onsite lab visits

2012

B Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based
pon needs assessment

~

C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory

-

DETECT

Q4 2012

Regional workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

- Collaboration with lnstitut Pasteur to support Cambodia, delivery of training on
2 months
diagnostic approaches
Support sample referral for disease confirmation
as needed
G
.
Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance
ongoing
F

REPORT

Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

H

I Regional training program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/QC
J

Regional training course for biosafety officers and development of training
material

Q4 2012

Regional biosafety risk assessments

Q4 2012

K

Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repair, certification

-

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting
NETWORK

-

Ql 2013
OCT 2012

N - National veterinary laboratory conference/training

Q2 2013

0 Regional meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops

on request

--

China
USAID
Obj

I

2012-13 CHINA

C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory

REPORT

QA/QC

NETWORK

Q4 2012

Regional workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

G

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

Support sample referra l for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

H Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

I Regional training program on sample shipment and referra l (+IATA certification) Q2 2013
L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting

OCT 2012

0 Regional meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops

on request
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Indonesia
USAID
Obj

I

2012-13 INDONESIA

A Mapping laboratory resources
- Onsite lab visits

-

Q4 2012

Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based

B upon needs assessment

DETECT

- Equipment needs to support IVM data module (A/at Preskrin) for Indonesia
Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory

Q4 2012

- Ensuring access to supplies in the field (with DELIVER)

Ql-4 2013

C - Coordination and support for national /VM network to conduct virus monitiring
activities includingantigenic prescreening and biologic and molecular virus
_

annual

characterization of selected viruses
Regional workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

D

- National workshop: Ongoing development of data module for national network Q4 2012

REPORT

F - Development of user friendly tools for analysis of antigenic data
Support sample referral for disease confirmation
G
Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

Q4 2012
as needed
ongoing

Regional Proficiency testing *

Q3-4 2012

H Backstopping missions at country level t o aid with EQA

QA/ QC

I
-

Ql-2 2013

- National proficiency program for priority diseases (Al)

annual

Regional trai ning program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

--

Regional biosafety risk assessments **

Q4 2012

K Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repair, certification**

Ql 2013

- Integration of antigenic analysis modules into updated LIMS

Q3 2013

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting
N
NETWORK

OCT 2012

- National network meeting and lab director's forum

Q2 2013

- Provision for national laboratory coordinator

12 months

IO Regional meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

- Four-way linking to improve the linkage between AH and PH

TBD

p Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops
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on request

Lao PDR
USAID
Obj

I

2012-13 LAOS
OCT-NOV

A Mapping laboratory resources
- Onsite lab visits

-

8
~
DETECT

REPORT

2012

Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based
pon needs assessment
Strengthening the linkage between the fie ld and laboratory

Q4 2012

- Support In-country lab-Field linkage training

Ql 2013

Regional workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

C

G

H

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

I Regional training program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/QC
J

K

Regional training course for biosafety officers and development of training

Q4 2012

material
Regional biosafety risk assessments

Q4 2012

Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repair, certification

Ql 2013

- International consultant to strengthen diagnostic capacity and quality
management

6 months

- Further development of laboratory SOPs and guidelines

Ql 2013

- Support implementation of updated LIMS

Q3-4 2012

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeti ng

OCT 2012

N - National veterinary laboratory conference/training

Q2 2013

0 Regional meeting on AH- PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops

on request

NETWORK
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--

Malaysia
USAID

I

Obj

2012-13 MALAYSIA

A Mapping laboratory resources

8
~
DETECT

-

-

2012

Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based
pon needs assessment
Strengt hening the linkage between the field and laboratory

Q4 2012

- Support In-country Lab-Field linkage training

Q2 2013

Regiona l workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

C

REPORT

OCT-NOV

- Onsite lab visits

G

-

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

H

I Regional trai ning program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/QC

Regional training course for biosafety officers and development of training
J material

K

- Biosafety training course targeting PREDICT labs

Q4 2012

Regional biosafety risk assessments

Q4 2012

O Regional meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013
OCT 2012
Ql 2013

P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops

on request

Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repair, certification

--

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting
NETWORK

Q4 2012
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Philippines
USAID
Obj

I

2012-13 PHILIPPINES

A Mapping laboratory resources

8
~
DETECT

REPORT

OCT-NOV

2012

- Onsite lab visits

Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based
pon needs assessment
Strengt hening the linkage between the field and laboratory

Q4 2012

- Support In-country Lab-Field linkage training

Q2 2013

Regiona l workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

C

G

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

H

I Regional trai ning program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/QC
J
K

Regional trai ning course for biosafety officers and development of training
material

Q4 2012

Regional biosafety risk assessments

Q4 2012

Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet t esting, repai r, certification

Ql 2013

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & La b Network meeting

NETWORK

OCT 2012

lO Regional meet ing on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops
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on request

Thailand
USAID
Obj

I

2012-13 THAILAND

A Mapping laboratory resources

-

Ql 2013

- Onsite lab visits: FMD regional lab

Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based
8
_ upon needs assessment

C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory
DETECT

Q2 2013

Regional workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

-E
REPORT

Q4 2012

- Support In-country Lab-Field linkage training

G

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

- Strengthening FMD and brucellosis services: TH-NIAH

Ql-4 2013

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

- National proficiency program for priority diseases TH (Al)

annual

H

I Regional training program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/QC

-

Regional training course for biosafety officers and development of training
J material

K

- Biosafety training course targeting NIAH and RRL-FMD

Q2 2013

Regional biosafety risk assessments

Q4 2012

Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repair, certification

Ql 2013

- Support implementation of updated LIMS

Ql-2 2013

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & La b Network meeting

OCT 2012

M - Build capacity in leading animal health laboratories to design, implement a
NETWORK

Q4 2012

proficiency testing program for Al: TH-NIAH

Q2 2013

0 Regional meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops

on request
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Vi et Nam
USAID

I

Obj

2012-13 VIET NAM
OCT-NOV

A Mapping laboratory resources
- Onsite lab visits

2012

-

Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activities based
8
_ upon needs assessment

DETECT

C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory

-

Q4 2012

Regional workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regional workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013
Q4 2012

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Ql 2013

E - Strengthening swine disease diagnostics: VN-RAH06
REPORT

G

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Regional Proficiency testing

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

- National proficiency program for priority diseases VN {CSF, PRRS}

annual

H

I Regional trai ning program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/QC

J

K

Regional trai ning course for biosafety officers and development of training
material

Q4 2012

Regional biosafety risk assessments
Regional AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repair, certification

-

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting

--

M - Build capacity in leading animal health laboratories to design, implement a
proficiency testing program for swine diseases
NETWORK

Q4 2012

Ql 2013
OCT 2012

Q2 2013
Q2 2013

[ N - Vietnamese Veterinory Conference

Regional meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

- Four-way linking to improve the linkage between AH and PH

Ql 2013

0
P Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops
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on request

South Asia: Bangladesh
USAID
IDENTIFY
Obj

DETECT

I

2012-13 BANGLADESH

A Mapping laboratory resources
- Onsite lab visits
Provision of equipment and supplies/equipment maintenance activit ies based
8
~ pon needs assessment

OCT-NOV

the linkage between the field and laboratory
-C Strengthening
Regi onal works hops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q4 2012

D Regional works hop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

Q2 2013

Q4 2012

e-Modules for bioinformatics

REPORT

2012

E - Strengthening PPR diagnostics: BD-BLRI

Ql 2013

F - Harmonization of diagnostics for influenza

Q4 2012

G

--

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Regi onal Proficiency testi ng

Q3-4 2012

Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

Ql-2 2013

H

I Regi onal training program on sample shipment and referra l (+IATA certificati on) Q2 2013

QA/ QC

- National proficiency program for priority diseases VN (CSF, PRRS)

J

Regi onal training course for biosafety officers and development of tra ining
material
Regional biosafety risk assessments

annual

Q4 2012
Q4 2012

K

Regi onal AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repa ir, certification

Ql 2013

L Regional Laboratory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting

OCT 2012

N - Bangladesh Laboratory Response Network meeting

Q2 2013

NETWORK

0

Regi onal meet ing on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

- Four-way linking to improve the linkage between AH and PH

TBD

p Support to and participation in scientific conferences, t rainings or workshops

--

on request

South Asia: Nepal
USAID
Obj

I

2012-13 NEPAL

C Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory

-

REPORT

Q4 2012

Regiona l workshops on diagnosis of targeted diseases

Q2 2013

D Regiona l workshop for Applied Veterinary Bioinformatics

Q2 2013

G

e-Modules for bioinformatics

Q4 2012

Support sample referral for disease confirmation

as needed

.
Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance

ongoing

Q3-4 2012

H Regiona l Profici ency testing

I Regiona l training program on sample shipment and referral (+IATA certification) Q2 2013

QA/ QC

J

Regiona l training course for bi osafety officers and development of tra ining
material

Q4 2012

Regiona l biosafety risk assessments

Q4 2012

Regiona l AH laboratory biosafety cabinet testing, repa ir, certification

Ql 2013

K

NETWORK

L Regiona l Labora tory Directors Forum & Lab Network meeting

OCT 2012

0 Regiona l meeting on AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for EIDs

Ql 2013

P Support to and participati on in scientific conferences, tra inings or workshops

on request
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3 .2 .4

R EG IO NA L S UM M A RY FO R S O U T H AN D SOUT H EAST AS I A

USAID IDENTIFY
Objectives

Activity Category
A

Timing

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health
l . Consultant for analysis and reporting

2. On site visit

OCT-NOV 2012

_ _ ]. On site visit (TH/

-C

B

Provide laborat ory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
Strengthening the linkage between the f ield and laboratory
1. linking field and labo ra tory workshop (regional/

_

Ql 20U

-

Ql 2013

2. Support In-country Lab-Field linkage (TH, LA, MY, PH/

1. Enha nce l aboratories'
a bi lit-y to dete ct - to the _

D
appropriate l evel of
characteri zati on forthe
laborato ry'$ capability I DENTIFY targe ted
d iseases

E

-

02/3 2013

3. tnsuring access to supplies in the field (with DELIVER in Indonesia)
assessment & series of meetings for tool development and training
4. Support advanced virus characterization of selected viruses from national network activities

Q4 2012 - Q3 2013

an nual selecti o n

-

/10)
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity and
support laboratory management
1. Diagnostic workshop for targeted diseases (regional/

Q2 2013

2. Applied Veterinary Bioinfo rmatics Workshop (reglonol/

Q2 2013

3. e-Learning Modulefor phylogeny (regional/

Q42012

4. Testing of data module for national network /ID/

Q4 2012

Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases
1. Strengthening FMD and brucellosis services (TH}

Ql-4 2013

2. Strengthening swine disease diagnostics {VN)

-F

2. Enhance/Support

G

La bora tories' ti mely
reporting of IDENTIFY

3. Strengthening PPR disease diagnostics @E)

Targeted support for strengthen ing diagnostic capacity and laboratory management

- -

1. Harmonization of diagnostics for influenza (BD)
2. Collaboratkm with reference lab oratory to build diagnostic capacity and deliver training on

Q4 2012

diagnostic approaches /6 months) (CA)
3. Develoo user friendlv tools tor ontiaenic dota ana/vsis /ID/

Qt 2013

Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority diseases, Including support of laboratory
policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of Information
1. Sample referralfor disea se confirm ation (stopgap measure where urgent disease

ta rge te d d i$eases t o
nat io nal a ut horitie$

H

confirmation is needed)
2. Advocate for adequate laboratory budget and surveillance
External quality assurance management (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted diseases
1. Provision of reference panels for proficiency trio/
4. Backstopping missions at country level
5. Supportfor National proficiency program for priority diseases / 10, TH, VN)

I

3. Labora tories have
adopte d or i mproved

J

Quality Assurance (OAI
practice$, i nelu$i ve of

2. Biosafety training course: PREDICT lobs /MY/
3. Blosafety training course

K

Syst em

Nov•l 2
NOV 12-MAR 13

-

Annual

Q2 2013

Develop and conduct t rainings or workshops to p romote laboratory biosafety and biosecurity
1. Regional training course for biosafety officers

biosafetvand
biosecuri ty measu res,
a nd a comprehensi ve
Quali ty Management

Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality management
1. Training/IA TA certification for sample shipment
2. TBD based upon outcomes of laboratory Directors' Forum and Regional Laboratory
Networking meeting

l ad hoc)

Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, Including blosafety
1. Backstopping support following Biosafety risk assessments
2. Biosafety cabinet testing/repair/certification at country leve l
3. In-country international consultant engaged to strengthen diagnostic copocity and quality
management

Ql 2013

Q4 2012

OCT 12· JUN 13
AUG 12-MAR 13

4. Further development of laboratory SOPs and guidelines

Cl! 2013

5. Integration of antigenic dato modules into updated LIMS

Q32013

6. Support implementation of updated Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS)

through use ofself assessment tools; development ofspeci]ications for national selection; a nd
identification of gaps/needs for hardw are and customization for p rovision ofselected LJMS

l

3. Regional AH Laboratory Networking Meeting

4, La borato ries are
participating i n relevant

N

regi onal and
intemational la boratory
net works according to

E.nhandng the role of Regional leading laboratories for animal health
1. Build capacity in leading animal health laboratories to design, implement a proficiency
testing program for p riority diseases
Supporting National laboratory networks for animal health
1. Bangladesh Laboratory Response Network Meeting

t heir respecti ve
ab ilit ie$, di$USe
prio ri ties, and
responsi bl 1itle$

0

p

TH; JAN-JUN 2013

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health
1. Animal Health (A H) laboratory Technical Advisory Group
2. A H Laboratory Director's Forum

M

LA: OCT-0 EC 2012;

JUN 2013
6 cr 2012
TBD

Ql--4 2013

02 2013

2. Notional veterinary laboratory conference/training (CA/

02 2014

3. Provision for national laboratory coordinator (JD)
4. Notional network meeting and lob director's forum (ID)
5. Vie tnamese Veterinary Conference

l2 MONTHS

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary a nd public health
1. AH-PH Laboratory Strengthening for emerging infectious diseases in Asia Pacific Region
2. Follow up to 4-way linking Workshop in Viet Nam
3. 4-way linking assessment and Workshop for Bangladesh
4. 4-way linking assessment and Workshop for Indonesia
Support to and participation in scientific conferences, trainings or workshops

Q2 2014
Q2 2014

Ql 2013
TBD
TBD
TBD
upon reque$t and
reiAe w
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3.3 ACTIVITY SCHEDULE CONGO BASIN
NOTE: The Regional Laboratory Networks for Africa are supported by FAO, in collaboration with

other international and regional organizations. Under a programmatic approach, FAO receives
several funding sources to support these networks, with major contributions jointly from
USAID-IDENTIFY and EU funde d Veterinary Governance Project. All the ten countries
participating in the Africa networks will be supported under FAO I IDENTIFY in Year 4:
Cameroon, Central Africa Republic (CAR), Congo Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
Gabon, Equatoria l Guinea, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda. Although not part of the
IDENTIFY beneficiary countries, Regional Support Laboratories (RSLs) - BNVL/Botswana,
NAHDIC/Ethiopia, NVRI/Nigeria and LNERV/Senegal - will also receive limited support from the
project.

3.3.1

IDENTIFY -SUPPORTED L ABORATOR I ES - CO NGO B AS IN

C
0

'6'c

Country

~

National Veterinary
laboratories

Abbrev.

Laboratory
Focal point

Disease specialty and/or
focus*

Laboratoire National
Veterinaire de Garoua

LANAVETGaroua

Dr
Abdoulkadiri
Souley

ASF, brucellosis, CBPP,
Newcastle disease, PPR,
rabies, TB

Laboratoire Central
Veterinaire de Bangui

LCVBangui

DrDomitien
Gbamangou
Mokondji

ASF, brucellos is,
Newcastle disease, PPR,
rabies

Laboratoire de
diagnostic veterinaire de
Brazzaville

LDV Brazzaville

Dr Jean
lkolakoumou

CBPP, PPR

Dr Leopold
Mulumba
Mfumu
Kazadi

Al, ASF, brucellosis, CBPP,
FMD, LSD, Monkey pox,
Newcastle disease, PPR,
rabies, RVF

n/a

n/a

PREDICT
lab

Cl:

Cameroon
(CM)
CAR
(CF)

-~"'
-=<

.....

-;

Congo
(CG)

C

~

I.I
'ti
C

"'Cr..

...

Congo DR

(CD)

Laboratoire Veterinaire
de Kinshasa

LVK

Laboratoire National

ECAA-KM7

Laboratoire National
veterinaire de Libreville

LNVL

Dr Sylvain
Patrick
Enkoro

n/a

NVR I

Dr
Mohammed
Sani Ahmed

Anthrax, ASF, brucellosis,
CBPP, coccidiosis, FMD,
HPAI, Newcastle disease,
PPR, rabies, salmonellosis

LNERV

DrYaya
Thiongane

AH$, anthrax, ASF, FMD,
HPAI, PPR, LSD, Newcastle
disease, rabies,
r inderpest, RVF,
salmonellosis, TB

National Animal Health
Diagnostic Investigation
Centre

NAHD IC

Dr Mesfin
Sahle

Al, AHS, CBPP, CCPP,
Newcastle disease, PPR,
RVF

National Veterinary
Laboratory

NVL

Dr. Isidore
Gafarasi

Al, brucellosis CBPP,
CCPP, PPR, RVF

Central Veterinary
Laboratory

CVL

n/a

n/a

~

"'
~

==

Equatorial
Guinea
(GQ)
Gabon
(GA)
Nigeria**

National Veterinary
Research Institute - Varn

(NG)

Senegal**
(SN)

Ethiopia**

"'u

(ET)

<

Rwanda

:E
C

r..

...
~

"'"'

(RW)

l,a.l

South Sudan

Laboratoire National
d'Elevage e t de
Recherches Veterinaires
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Yes

--

(SSD)

Tanzania

(TZ)
Uganda
(UG)

...

Botswana**

C

(I)

<ti

~ .:!

(BW)

oJ::
.-,...,

Dr S. Das
Central Veterinary Lab

CVL

National Animal Disease
Diagnostics and
Epidemiology Centre

NADDEC

Botswana National
Veterinary Laboratory

BNVL

AI, ASF, Bovine TB,
brucellosis, CBPP, FMD,
Newcastle disease, PPR,
rabies, RVF

Dr Rose
Ademun
Okurut

ASF, CBPP, FMD, PPR,
rabies. rinderpest

DrL. Modisa

FMD

Yes

* African Horse Sickness (AHS); African swine fever (ASF); Avian influenza (Al); Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia
(CBPP); Contagious Caprine pleuropneumonia (CCPP); Foot and Mouth disease (FMD); Highly Pathogenic Avian
Influenza (HPAI); Lumpy skin disease (LSD); Peste des petits ruminants (PPR); Rift Valley fever (RVF), Tuberculosis
(TB).

** Regional Support laboratory (RSL)

3.3 .2

R EGIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR C ONGO B ASIN

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose
diseases under a quality management system e nhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
1. Enhance Laboratories' ability to detect - to the appropriate level of characterization for
the laboratory's capability- IDENTIFY targeted diseases
Cl.A. Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health
a. Ongoing analysis and update of laboratory assessment data fro m the FAO Laboratory
Mapping Tool, FAO and partner laboratory expert assessments/mission/backstopping
reports, as well as outcomes from regional proficiency testing programmes for
integration into progress indicators
b. These activities contribute to enhancing diagnostic capacity through the identification of
national and regional resources and gaps which guide ongoing capacity building,
strengthen national and regional laboratory networks, and improve disease control
efforts
c. FAO- ECTAD offices in Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone provide technical expertise,
coordination, and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. Building on previous work funded by IDENTIFY, progress includes an updated LMT and
compilation and analysis of results to establish baseline
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. Mapping national and regional laboratory r esources for animal health
Regional/Q3 2012/Technical
2. Global compilation of updated regional data on laboratory capacity and networks,
Regional 22 /Q3-Q4 2012
h. Available laboratory assessment data are analyzed and integrated for monitoring and
evaluation of IDENTIFY-supported laboratories; FAOI IDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, 3.2

22

To be carried out by a M&E Expert
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i.
j.

Regional activity available (refer to Table 3.3.1)
Laboratory staff and international or regional experts

C1.B. Provide laboratory equipment and supplies in a coordinated manner
a. Provision of laboratory equipment, supplies, and reference materials based on the
identified needs in accordance with national priorities
b. This effort directly impacts the laboratories' ability to safely conduct diagnostic
activities, and strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance
efforts, including EPT
c. FAO- ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for this activity correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos where other
funding is included
e. Coordinated based upon consultation of labs for lists of lab equipment, supplies and
reagents, and according to mapping exercise and other assessments - procurement
support is integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network in
Western and Central Africa, and Eastern Africa
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Timing
1. Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/ equipment maintenance services
Q2 2013
2. Assistance mission for installation of procured laboratory equipment
Q4 2012
h. Laboratory equipment/supplies are present and operational in recipient laboratories;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.3-1.4
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories
j. To coordinate with other procuring partners such as PREDICT, DELIVER, AU-IBAR,
AU/PANVAC and IAEA
C1.C. Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory
a. Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to strengthen the linkage
between the field and laboratory staff. Trainings envisioned at the regional and country
level
b. These activities contribute to improving the quality of information and samples received
from the field and strengthening the 2-way communication between the laboratory and
the field
c. FAO-ECTAD regional offices (Bamako and Nairobi) to provide technical expertise,
coordination, and operational support in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding source for these activities; correspondence and published
materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos where other funding is
included
e. There will be new activities included in the overall support provided to the Regional
Laboratory Networks in Western and Central Africa, and Eastern Africa, which
specifically build upon: Basics of field pathology workshop (Nairobi in April 2012 and
Kinshasa in September 2012).
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
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Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. National Field Pathology trainings All except GQ/ Q4 2012 and Q2 2013/ Technical23
2. Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases All except GQ/ Q4 2012 and Q2
2013/Technical
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.3.1) from Item G above: 1. and 2. For all IDENTIFY-supported
laboratories.
j. From Item G above: 1) International Expert, 2) Epidemiology experts at country level

C1.D. Develop and Conduct trainings or workshops to build diagnostic laboratory
capacity and support laboratory management
a. Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to address themes such as:
diagnosis of priority and emerging pathogens; regional harmonization of testing; and
overall laboratory management. The majority of training activities will be conducted at
the regional level, with specific needs being targeted at the national level.
b. These activities contribute to enhancing diagnostic capacity through improving the
technical ability of laboratory staff, and deliver management tools. Collectively, these
trainings strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts,
including EPT
c. FAO offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination, and
operational support, in concordance with HQ
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to Western and Central Africa, and
Eastern Africa, and specifically build upon: two workshops for rabies diagnosis (Garoua
and Kinshasa, May and June 2012) and two regional courses on transboundary and
zoonotic animal disease: early detection, surveillance and epidemiology ljune/July 2011
and July 2012).
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. Sequencing workshop, Vienna
CM, ET, KE, CD, TZ, UG, NG, SN, BW/Nov
2012 /TechnicaJ24
2. Conduct workshops to promote laboratory management Regional/Oct 2012 - Sep
2013 /Technica12s
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported National animal health laboratories and
Regional Support Laboratories
j. From Item Gabove: 1. with FAO/IAEA
C1.E. Strengthening regional resources for selected animal diseases
a. Strengthen capacity and resources in regional support laboratories for selected diseases
b. Improving the services provided by regional leading laboratories by enhancing their
capacity for selected diseases

23

Limited number (5) of laboratory and field veterinary staff to be trained per country

24

Participants to this technical meeting include 1 person per laboratory (refer to I)

25

Participants to this technical meeting include 2 persons per country (refer to I)
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c.

FAO-ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi will provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. This is a new activity for the regional leading laboratories which will be integrated into
the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Networks in Western and Central
Africa, and Eastern Africa
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:

Activity

Timing

1. Produce and disseminate Disease and Labs cards (case definition and recommended
test repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases)
Q4 2012 - Ql 2013
h. Disease description and laboratory tests repertoire for IDENTIFY listed priority diseases
- 2 to 3 pages for each disease- produced and disseminated; FAOJIDENTIFY Indicators:
1.1, 3.1, and 3.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported National animal health laboratories and

Regional Support Laboratories
j.

International and regional experts

C1.F. Targeted support for strengthening diagnostic capacity and laboratory management
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Laboratory experts provided for technical inputs as well as overall laboratory
management to address demonstrated needs and country requests; Terms of Reference
developed in coordination with country officials
Targeting in-country bench side skills and promoting strategic laboratory management
to elevate diagnostic capacity and strengthen laboratory support for national and
regional surveillance efforts, including EPT
FAO-ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Network
in Regional Laboratory Networks in Western and Central Africa, and Eastern Africa
Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
TIMING:

Activity

location/Timing/Activity type

1. Support competence development in bush meat microbiology CF, CG, GA/5 days, Q4
2012/Technical
2. Support competence development in antimicrobial resistance for food safety,
including training, supplies and sampling
UG/Q4 2012/Technical26
3. Strengthen advanced ASF diagnostic capacities CM/ Q4 2012-Ql 2013/TechnicaJ27
4. Strengthening ASF capacities: Specific assessment/on-site training ET, TZ, UG/5
days/Ql-2 2013/Technical
5. On site mission to develop diagnostic competence for ASF, CBPP and rabies CF, CG,
GA/5 days/ Q4 2012-Ql 2013/Technical
6. On site mission to develop diagnostic competence for rabies SSD/5 days/Ql
2013/Technical
7. On site mission to develop diagnostic competence for CBPP UG/5 days/ Ql
2013/Technical
8. Support trypanosomiasis/tickborne diseases diagnosis CF, CG, GA, SSD, RW/5
days/Ql-2 2013/Technica12s
26

One scientist of the beneficiary laboratory to be trained in Kenya and further trained national
laboratory staff and carry out analyses on food safety issues
27

One laboratory staff to be trained in a reference laboratory center for three months

28

Participants include 2-3 persons per beneficiary laboratory
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9. Mentoring program and laboratory management CM, CD, UG/Q2-3 2013/Technical29
10. Propose a strategy for development of the national laboratory: Specific
assessment/on-site expert mission GQ/5 days, Ql 2013/Technical and strategic
h. Expert missions conducted and report produced; laboratory feedback r eceived;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2 where relevant.
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported National animal health laboratories.
j. Laboratory experts, international reference laboratories (IZSVe, CIRAD), FAO/IAEA.

Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases
under a quality management system enhanced
USAID ! IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:

2. Enhance/Support Laboratories' timely reporting of IDENTIFY targeted diseases to
national authorities, in support of their official notification to the appropriate
regional and international organizations
C2.G. Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority animal diseases, including
support of laboratory policy to ensure flow of samples and sharing of information
a. Train field personnel on autopsy, sample collection, packaging and shipment to national
laboratories
b. These trainings will impact on the field personnel's ability to obtain correct samples and
package them appropriately and subsequently the laboratories' ability to provide
accurate diagnosis in a timely manner.
c. FAO-ECTAD regional offices (Bamako, Nairobi, Gaborone) to provide coordination and
operational support
d. IDENTIFY provides the only funding for this activity
e. Contributes to accurate and early disease confirmation, particularly where emerging or
unknown diseases are suspected
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING: ad hoc basis (training will be included in country specific plans)
Activity
Timing/type ofactivity
1.Support sample referral from National laboratories to RSLs and international reference
laboratories for disease confirmation
Ql 2013/Technical and Strategic
2.Contribute to the Global Consultation on laboratory policy: providing information on
African setting
Q4 2013/Strategic
3. Public-private partnership and sustainability of veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan
Africa
CM, CD, RW, TZ, UG/Q3 2012-Q2 2013//Strategic
h. Field personnel trained, correct samples shipped appropriately, prompt disease
confirmation obtained.
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories
j. International reference laboratories, regional support laboratories and in coordination
with WHO & OIE.

29

Participants include laboratory directors for selected countries (refer to item I)
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Output 1: Capacity of national animal health laboratories to detect and diagnose diseases
under a quality management system enhanced
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:

3. Laboratories have adopted or improved Quality Assurance (QA) practices,
inclusive of biosafety and biosecurity measures, and a comprehensive Quality
Management System.
C3.H. External quality assessment (EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases
a. Coordinate, conduct, and analyze regional ring trial for proficiency testing of targeted
diseases (AI/ND, ASF, CBPP, PPR, RVF)
b. Contributes to improving national laboratory staff competency, harmonization of
diagnostic procedures a nd EQA approaches, determination of gaps, and confir mation of
actual diagnostic capacity for targeted diseases in the region
c. FAO-ECTAD offices in Bamako, Nairobi and Gaborone to provide coordination and
operational support; international reference laboratories to provide the panels for
proficiency
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks in Western and Central Africa, and Eastern Africa and build upon previous
proficiency trials for Al/ND, PPR, RVF conducted for the region and organized under
IDENTIFY-support in Years 2-3
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Timing
Activity
1. Regional proficiency testing (AI and ND, RVF, PPR, ASF)
Ql-3 2013
-Al and ND: BW, CM, CF, CG, CD, ET, GA, KE, NG, RW, SN, SSD, TZ, UG
- RVF (with FAO/IAEA and National Institute for Communicable Diseases/South
Africa)
CM, CF, CG, CD, ET, SN, RW, TZ, UG/July 2013
- PPR (organized by FAO/IAEA) CM, CF, CG, CD, ET, SN, RW, TZ, UG/June 2013
-ASF (with a reference laboratory)
CM, CF, CG, CD, ET, GA, RW, TZ, UG/Q2 2013
- CBPP (organized by CIRAD)
CF, GA, CG/Q2 2013
2. Three backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA
3 countries TBD/Ql-3 2013/Technical
h. Ring trial for proficiency conducted, data analyzed and reported; backstopping missions
to each participating laboratory (PPR and RVF) for troubleshooting; integr ation into LMT
data; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, 3.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported National animal health laboratories and
Regional Support Laboratories
j. International reference laboratories and FAO/IAEA, National Institute for Communicable
Diseases/South Africa
CJ.I. Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laboratory quality
management, excluding biosafety/biosecurity (refer to activity group])
a. Trainings or workshops, jointly organized when possible, to promote laboratory quality
management The majority of training activities will be conducted at the regional level,
with specific needs being targeted at the national level.
b. Contributes to enhance diagnostic capacity through improving the understanding and
implementation process of quality management approaches. Collectively, these trainings
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strengthen laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts, including
EPT
c. FAO-ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks in Western and Central Africa, and Eastern Africa, and specifically build upon
previous workshops for Quality management system improvement.
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type/Month/Year
1. On site regional trainings on equipment maintenance and calibration.
Regional/5 days/Q1-2 2013/Technical
2. Two Regional Quality Assurance trainings
Regional/ Q1-2 2013/TechnicaJ3°
h. Training or workshop prepared and conducted; participant evaluations completed; and
report produced; FAOIIDENTlFY Indicators: 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, 3.2
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported National animal health laboratories and 2 RSLs
(Senegal and Botswana)
j. Laboratory experts and AU-PANVAC

C3.K. Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety
(at country level)
a. Targeting in-country laboratory management through provision of laboratory experts to
improve
implementation
of
quality
management
systems,
including
biosafety/biosecurity programs
b. Contributes to greater capacity for biosafety/biosecurity, as well as sample tracking,
analysis of results, and reporting under a quality management system, and strengthens
laboratory support for national and regional surveillance efforts
c. FAO- ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. These activities are integral to the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks in West and Central Africa, and East Africa
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety implementation, (minor renovations in the
laboratories).
All except GQ/Q4 2012-Q2 2013/Technical
2. Regional training to support equipment maintenance and calibration services
Regional/ Q4 2012-Q2 2013/TechnicaJ31
3. Support implementation of Laboratory Information System (LIMS).
BW, TZ/ Q4 2012-Q2 2013/Technical
h. From Item G: 1, 2) Expert mission conducted and report produced; laboratory feedback
received; 3) ; Equipment maintenance provided;
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported National animal health laboratories and
Regional Support Laboratories

30

Participants include 2 persons per beneficiary laboratory (refer to I)

31

Participants include 2 persons per beneficiary laboratory
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j.

1-2) Laboratory biosafety and quality management experts, AU-PANVAC, 3) IZSVe(Italy).

Output 2: Linkages and communication pathways across national, regional and
global laboratory and epidemiology networks for the management of emerging
zoonotic pathogens strengthe ned
USAID I IDENTIFY OBJECTIVE(S) ADDRESSED:
4. Laboratories are participating in relevant regional and international laboratory

networks according to their respective abilities, disease priorities, and
responsibilities.
C4.L.

Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health

a. Meetings and other activities conducted to maintain and strengthen the regional
laboratory network
b. Laboratory networks are strengthened at the regional level to build trust, harmonize
diagnostic approaches, and improve information sharing. These activities enhance the
rapid identification of emerging and zoonotic diseases.
c. FAO- ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is a major funding source for these activities 1 ; correspondence and published
materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These activities are integral t o the support provided to the Regional Laboratory
Networks in Western and Central Africa and in Eastern Africa, and specifically build
upon the annual meetings initially launched in support of the network for HPAI in 2006
and expanded per regional agreement to include broader issues of laboratory capacity
building and transboundary animal diseases in 2010.
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. Support ASF regional networking
Regional/ Q4 201 2-Q2 2013/Technical
and strategic
2. Two Regional Support Laboratory meetings SN, BW, ET, NG/Q4 2012 and Q3
2013/Strategic32
3. Two CVO meetings
Regional/ Ql 2013/Strategic33
4. Annual Regional Laboratory Network Meetings (RESOLAB/EARLN)
Regional/Dec 2012, July 2013/Technical and strategic34
h. Laboratory networks active and operational, scientific and institutional outputs of the
networks made available; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 4.1, 4.3
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories (summary
below, refer to Table 3.3.1); and Regional Support Laboratories (From Item G above: 1,
2, 4); other supported laboratories to be considered upon request and in line with
regional priorities
j. From Item G above: 1. FAO/IAEA, AU-IBAR, international reference laboratories; 2. AUPANVAC; 3. OIE; international reference laboratories, AU-IBAR.

32

Participants include 2 persons (Directors of RS Ls and CVOs of concerned countries)

33

Participa nts include CVOs of IDENTIFY beneficiary countries

34

Participants include 1-2 laboratory staff per laboratory in item J
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C4.M. Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support Laboratories
a. Strengthen the role and status of Regional Support Laboratories in their respective
regions
b. Improving the services provided by Regional Support Laboratories such as provision of
reference reagents, implementation of r ing trials for proficiency testing, capacity
building in quality assurance, laboratory management and disease diagnostics
c. FAO- ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding for this activity
e. These are ongoing and new activities for the Regional Support Laboratories which will
be integrated into the support provided to the Regional Laboratory Networks in Western
and Central Africa and in Eastern Africa and specifically build upon the meeting to define
the roles and responsibilities of Regional Support Laboratories (Addis Ababa, July 2012)
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. Conclusive meeting for validation/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories,
CVOs, and commitment by key partners (RECs) Regional/Nov 2012/Strategic35
h. Following on the activities under C1.E - Regional Support Laboratory i) demonstrates
the ability to diagnose major diseases under a quality management system (per expert
review, data from LMT and r esults of proficiency tests), ii) contributes to r egional efforts
to build its own capacities and capacities of national laboratories in the region;
FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 1.1, 3.1, and 3.2 where relevant
i. Prioritized for all IDENTIFY laboratories and Regional Support Laboratories
(summary below, refer to Table 3.3.1)
j. RECs, AU/IBAR, OIE, AU-PANVAC, international reference laboratories, and other
laboratory experts
C4.N. Supporting national laboratory networks for animal health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to develop and/or maintain a national
laboratory network
b. Laboratory networks are strengthened at the national level to improve communication,
functionality of some provincial laboratories, harmonize diagnostic approaches, and
improve delivery of samples and information. These activities enhance the rapid disease
identification and communication of r esults for improved disease control at the national
level.
c. FAO- ECTAD offices in Bamako and Nairobi to provide technical expertise, coordination,
and operational support, in concordance with HQ.
d. IDENTIFY is the major funding source for these activities1; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos
e. These are new activities to develop and/or support national laboratory networks which
contribute to the outcomes of the Regional Laboratory Networks in Western, Central and
Eastern Africa, and to national laboratory capacities.
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. Support to national laboratory network meetings and related activities
CM, CD, TZ, UG/Q4 2012-Q2 2013/Strategic
2. Review of the status of the National laboratory network by a National consultant
CM, CD, RW, TZ, UG/ Ql 2013/Strategic

35

Participants include 1-2 IDENTIFY beneficiary laboratories staff+ RSLs + other partners in item J
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3. Strengthen animal health laboratory in Goma (DR Congo) to carry out basic serology
analysis and good practices on sampling and shipment (PPR, FMD)
CD/Q4 2012-Q2 2013/Technical
4. Support to national laboratory network in partnership with DELIVER
UG/Ql-3 2013/Technical
h. Laboratory networks maintained and operational, scientific outputs from the networks
made available; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators: 4.1, 4.3
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories
j. From Item G above: 2) National Consultants; 4) International or regional laboratory
expert; to coordinate with DELIVER

C4.0. One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health
a. Meetings and other activities conducted to develop and/or maintain cross-sectoral
communication and linkages at country and regional levels
b. Strengthening cross-sectoral communication and linkages to enhance/improve
networking for detection and control of emerging and zoonotic diseases
c. FAO HQ coordination and technical expertise with technical and operational support
from regional and country level offices
d. IDENTIFY is one of the major funding sources for these activities 1 ; correspondence and
published materials will be branded appropriately using partner logos;
e. These activities represent both ongoing and new efforts that develop and/or support
One Health initiatives. These activities are continuation from Year 3: One Health meeting
in all ID ENTIFY countries; One Health seminar on rabies (CAR, Gabon, Congo)
f. Boubacar M. Seek, Bouna Diop; FAO-ECTAD Bamako and Nairobi
g. TIMING:
Activity
Location/Timing/Activity type
1. One Health seminar on Rabies
CF, GA, CG/ Q4 2012/Technical
2. Disseminate rabies training kits
Ql 2013/Technical
3. Support national One Health meetings
All except GQ/Q4 2012/Technical
h. Missions and workshops conducted and reports produced; FAOIIDENTIFY Indicators:
4.2, 4.3, 4.4
i. Prioritized for IDENTIFY-supported national animal health laboratories and Regional
Support Laboratories (item G above: 2 only)
j. OIE, WHO, international reference laboratories, laboratory and epidemiology experts
from animal and public health, PREDICT, RESPOND
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3.3.3

COUNTRY SUPPL EMENTS FOR CONGO BASIN

In concordance with USAID, the country level work plans are summarized in table format with
activities listed in the context of the four USAID IDENTIFY objectives as in Table 2.1; countryspecific activities are italicized. Each of the USAID IDENTIFY objectives (1-4) are indicated using
a descriptive "tag" in the following tables. Full description of each objective is included in
summary Table 3.3.4 on page 65.

CAMEROON
USAIDObj

2012- 13 CAMEROON
A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for

animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/equipment

maintenance services
-Assistance mission for installation of procured equipment
DETECT

nmeline
Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012

C - National Field Pathology trainings
- Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases

Q4 2012 and Q2 2013

D Sequencing workshop, Vi enna

Q3 2012

E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links with activity

Gl.E4

Q4 2012

- Strengthening ASF diagnostic capacities in Cameroon

Q4 2012-Ql 2013

- Mentoring program and laboratory management

Q2 2013

G Support sample referral from National laboratories to RSLs

and international reference laboratories for disease

Ql 2013

confirmation
REPORT

Contribute to the Global Consultation on laboratory policy:
providing information from African setting
- Public-private partnership and sustainability of veterinary
laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa
H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR, ASF)

Q4 2012
Q3 2012
Ql-3 2013

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA

I - On site trainings on equipment maintenance and
Ql-2 2013

calibration
Regional QA training

QA/QC

K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety implementation

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Regional training to support equipment maintenance and
calibration

NETWORKING

L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meeting
Networking meeting (RESOLAB)
M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
Laboratories
N

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
Q4 2012

- National laboratory network meeting and related activities Q4 2012-Q2 2013
- Review of the status of the National laboratory network

0 Disseminate rabies training kits
- Support national One Health meetings

Ql 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
2012-13 DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

USAIDObj

A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for

animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/equipment

maintenance services

- Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment
DETECT

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013

Q4 2012

C - National Field Pathology trainin gs

- Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases
D Sequencing workshop, Vienna
E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links with

activity G1.E4
F - Mentoring program and laboratory management

Q4 2012 and Q2 2013
NOV 2012
Q4 2012
Q2 2013

G Support sample referral from National laboratories to

RSLs and international reference laboratories for

Ql 2013

disease confirmation
REPORT

Contribute to t he Global Consultation on laboratory
policy: providing information from African setting

- Public-private partnership and sustainability of
veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa
H

Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR, ASF)

Q4 2012
Q3 2012

Ql-3 2013

QA/QC

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA
K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety

implementation

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Regional training to support equipment maintenance
and calibration
L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meeti ngs
Networking meetings (RESOLAB, EARLN)

M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
Laboratories
N Nat ional laboratory network meetings and related
NETWORKING

activities

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Q4 2012 and Q2 2013
Q4 2012

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Review of the status of the National laboratory network Ql 2013
by a National consultant
Support animal health laboratory in Goma in carrying

Q4 2012 - Q2 2013

out basic serology analysis and good practices on
sampling and shipment (PPR, FMD)

0 Disse minate rabies training kits
- Support national One Health meetings

Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
USAIDObj

2012-13 AFRICAN REPUBLIC
A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources

for animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/

equipment maintenance services

DETECT

- Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment
C - National Field Pathology trainings
- Investigation and data collection on targeted
diseases
E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, li nks with

activity Gl.E4
F Support compet ence development in bush meat

microbiology
Develop diagnostic competence for emerging and re
emerging diseases (ASF, rabies, CBPP)
Training on trypanosomiasis/tick-borne diseases)
diagnosis

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012

Q4 2012

Q4 2012
Q4 2012
Ql 2013
Q2 2013

G Support sample referra l from National laboratories to

RSLs and international reference laboratories for
REPORT

Ql 2013

disease confirmation
Contri bute to the Global Consultation on laboratory
policy: providing information from African setting

Q4 2012

H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR,

ASF)

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with

Ql-3 2013

EQA
I - On site trainings on equipment maintenance and
QA/QC

Ql-2 2013

calibration
Regional QA training

K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety

implementation

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Regional traini ng to support equipment maintenance
and calibration
L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meeting
Networking meeti ng (RESOLAB)

Q4 2012

M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
NETWORKING

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013

Laboratories

0 - On site assistance for rabies diagnosis and One

Health seminar on Rabies

Q4 2012
Q4 2012

Disseminate rabies training kits

Ql 2013

- Support national One Health meetings

Q4 2012
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CONGO
2012-13 CONGO

USAIDObj

A Mapping national and regional laborat ory

resources for animal hea lt h
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/
equ ipment mai nt enance services
- Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012

C - National Field Pathology trainings

- Investigation and data collection on targeted
DETECT

Q4 2012

diseases
E Dissemi nate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links

with activity Gl.E4

Q4 2012

F Support compet ence development in bush meat
Q4 2012
microbiology
Develop diagnost ic competence for emerging
Ql 2013
and re emerging diseases (ASF, rabies, CBPP)
Trai ning on trypanosomiasis/tick-borne

Q2 2013

diseases) diagnosis
G

Support sample referra l from National
laboratories to RSLs and int ernat ional reference

REPORT

Ql 2013

laboratories for disease confi rmation
Contri bute to the Global Consultation on
laboratory policy: providing information from

Q4 2012

African setting

QA/QC

H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF,
PPR, ASF, CBPP)
- Backstopping missions at country level to aid
with EQA
K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety
implementation

Ql-3 2013

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Regional traini ng to support equi pment
mai ntenance and cal i brat ion
L ASF regional networking
CVO and laborat ory directors meet i ngs

Ql 2013

Networking meeting (RESOLAB)

Q4 2012

M Enhancing the role and status of Regional
NETWORKING

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Su pport Laboratories

0 On site assist ance on rabies diagnosis and One
Health seminar on Rabies
Dissemi nate rabies t rai ning kits
- Support national One Health meetings

Q4 2012
Q4 2012
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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GABON
USAIDObj

2012-13 GABON
A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources

for animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/

equipment maintenance services

DETECT

-Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment
C - National Field Pathology trainings
- Investigation and data collection on targeted
diseases
E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links with

activity Gl.E4
F Support competence development in bush meat

microbiology
Develop diagnostic compet ence for emerging and re
emerging diseases (ASF, rabies, CBPP)
Training on trypanosomiasis/tick-borne diseases)
diagnosis

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012

Q4 2012

Q4 2012
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
Q2 2013

G Support samp le referral from National laboratories to

RSLs and international reference laboratories for
REPORT

Ql 2013

d isease confirmation
Contribute to the Global Consultation on laboratory
policy: providing information from African setting

Q4 2012

H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, ASF, CBPP)

QA/QC

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with
£QA
I - On site trainings on equipment maintenance and
calibration

Ql-3 2013

Ql-2 2013

Regional QA training
K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety

implementation

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Regional training to support equipment maintenance
and calibration
L ASF regional networking

CVO and laboratory directors meetings

Ql 2013

Networking meeting (RESOLAB)

Q4 2012

M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
NETWORKING

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Laboratories

Q4 2012

0 On site assistance on rabies diagnosis and One Health
Q4 2012
seminar on Rabies
Ql 2013
Disseminate rabies training kits

- Support national One Health meetings

Q4 2012
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EQUATORIAL GUINEA
USAIDObj

2012-13 EQUATORIAL GUINEA

A Mapping national and regional laboratory
resources for animal health
B Provision of equi pment/supplies/manuals/
equi pment maintenance services
DETECT

- Assistance mission for installation of
procured equipment
E Disseminat e Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links
with activity Gl.E4
F Propose a strategy for deve lopment of the
national laboratory

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012
04 2012
Ql 2013

G Su pport sample referral from National
laboratories to RSLs and international
reference laboratories for disease
REPORT

Ql 2013

confirmation
Contribute to the Global Consultation on
laboratory pol icy: providi ng information from

Q4 2012

African setting

I - On site trainings on equipment maintenance
and calibration
QA/QC

Ql-2 2013

Regional QA traini ng
K Regional t raining to support equipment
maintenance and calibration

L ASF regional networking

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Q4 201 2-Q2 2013

CVO and laboratory di rectors meeti ng

Ql 2013

Networki ng meeting (RESOLAB)

Q4 201 2

NETWORKING M Enhancing t he role and status of Regional
Support Laboratories
0 Disseminat e rabies training kits

- Support national One Health meetings

Q4 2012
Ql 2013
Q4 201 2
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RWANDA
USAIDObj

2012-13 RWANDA
A Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for

animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/ equipment
maintenance services

- Assistance mission for installation of procured equipment
DETECT

C - National Field Pathology trainings

- Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases
E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links with activity

Gl.E4
F

Training on trypanosomiasis/tick-borne diseases) diagnosis

Timeline

Q3 2012

Q2 2013

Q4 2012

Q4 2012 and Q2 2013

Q4 2012

Q2 2013

G Support sample referral from National laborat ories to RSLs

and international reference laboratories for disease
confirmation
Contribute to the Global Consultation on laboratory policy:

REPORT

providing information from African setting

- Public-private partnership and sustainability of veterinary
laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa
H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR, ASF)

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA
QA/ QC

K

- Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety implementation

Regional training to support equipment maintenance and
calibration
L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meetings
Networking meetings (EARLN)

M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
NETWORKING

Laboratories
N - Review of the status of the National laboratory network by a

National consultant
0 Disseminate rabies training kits

- Support national One Health meetings

Ql 2013

Q4 2012

Q3 2012

Ql-3 2013
Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
Q4 2012

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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SOUTH SUDAN
USAIDObj

2012-13 SOUTH SUDAN
A Mapping national and regional laboratory
resources for animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/
equipment maintenance services

DETECT

- Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment
C - National Field Pathology trainings
- Investigation and data collection on targeted
diseases
E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links
with activity Gl.E4

F Develop diagnostic competence for rabies
diagnosis
Training on trypanosomiasis/tick-borne diseases
diagnosis
G Support sample referra l from National
laboratories to RSLs and international reference
REPORT

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012

Q4 2012

Q4 2012
Ql 2013
Q2 2013

Ql 2013

laboratories for disease confirmation
Contribute to the Global Consultation on
laboratory policy: providing information from

Q4 2012

African setting
H PT and ring trials for Al and ND

QA/QC

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with Ql-3 2013
EQA
I - On site trainings on equipment maintenance and
Ql-2 2013
calibration
Regional QA training
K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety

implementation

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Regional training to support equipment
maintenance and calibration
L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meetings
Networking meetings (EARLN)
NETWORKING M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
Laboratories

0 Disseminate rabies training kits

- Support national One Health meetings

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
Q4 2012
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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TANZANIA
2012-13 TANZANIA

USAIDObj

A Mapping national and regional laboratory

resources for animal health
B Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/

equipment maintenance services

DETECT

-Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment
C - National Field Pathology trainings
- Investigation and data collection on targeted
diseases

Q3 2012

Q2 2013

Q4 2012

Q4 2012 and Q2 2013

D Sequencing workshop, Vienna

NOV 2012

E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links
with activity G1.E4

Q4 2012

F Strengthening ASF capacities: Specific
assessment/on site training

Q2 2013

G Support sample referral from National
laboratories to RSLs and international reference

REPORT

Timeline

Ql 2013

laboratories for disease confirmation
Contribute to the Global Consultation on
laboratory policy: providing information from
African setting

- Public-private partnership and sustainability of
veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa
H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR,
ASF)

Q4 2012

Q3 2012

Ql-3 2013

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with
EQA
I - On site trainings on equipment maintenance and
Ql-2 2013
calibration
Regional QA training
QA/QC

K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety

implementation
Regional training to support equipment
maintenance and calibration

- Support implementation of updated laboratory
information system {LIMS}
- On-site missions to support to national QA
awareness and implementation
L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meeting
Networking meet ing (EARLN)
M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
Laboratories
NETWORKING N - National laboratory network meeting and related
activities
- Review of the status of the National laboratory
network
0 Disseminate rabies t raining kits
- Support national One Health meetings

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Q3 2013
Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
Q4 2012

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Ql 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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UGANDA
USAID Obj

2012-13 UGANDA
A Mapping national and regional laboratory

resources for animal health
B Provision of equipment /supplies/manuals/

equipment maintenance services

- Assistance mission for installation of procured
equipment
C - National Field Pathology trainings
- Investigation and data collection on targeted
diseases
D Sequencing workshop, Vienna,
DETECT

E Disseminate Disease Cards and Lab Cards, links

with activity Gl.E4

Timeline

Q3 2012
Q2 2013
Q4 2012

Q4 2012 a nd Q2 2013
NOV 2012
Q4 2012

F Competence development in food safety and

antimicrobioresist ance, i ncluding trai ning,
supplies and sampling
Strengthening ASF capacities: Specific
assessment /on site training

- On site mission to develop diagnosis competence
for emerging and re emerging diseases (CBPP}

Q4 2012-Ql 2013

Ql 2013

Ql 2013

- Mentoring program and laboratory management Q3 2013
G Support sample referral from National
laboratories to RSLs and internat ional reference

Ql 20 13

laboratories for disease confirmation
REPORT

Contribute to the Global Consultation on
laboratory policy: providing information from

Q4 2012

African setting

- Public-private partnership and sustainability of
veterinary laboratories in sub-Saharan Africa
H Regional proficiency testing (Al and ND, RVF, PPR,

ASF)

OA/ QC

Q3 2012
Ql-3 2013

- Backstopping missions at country level to aid with
EQA
K - Support to national Biosecurity/biosafety
Q4 2012-Q2 2013
implementation
Regional training to support equipment
maintenance and calibration

- On-site missions to support to national QA
awareness and implementation

NETWORKING

L ASF regional networking
CVO and laboratory directors meetings
Networking meeting (EARLN)
M Enhancing the role and status of Regional Support
Laboratories
N - National laboratory network meeting and related

activities
- Review of the status of the National laboratory
network
- Support national network with DELIVER
0 Disseminate rabies training kits

- Support national One Health meetings

Q3 2013
Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
Q4 2012
Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Ql 2013
Ql-3 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012
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3 .3.4 R EGI ONAL S UMMA RY FOR C ONGO B ASIN
USAID IDENTIFY
Activity Category

Objectives
A

8

C

D

ability to detect- to the
appropriate level of
character! za tion for the

E

1DEN TI FY ta rgeted

F

G

Q32012

Q2 2013
Q4 2012

Q4 2012 and Q2 2013

Develop and conduct trainings o r wori<shops to build diagnostic laboratory capacity

Nov-12

Strengthening re gional resources for selected animal diseases

1. Produce and disseminate information resources (case definition and recommended
t ests repertoire for IDENTIFY t argeted priority diseases)

laboratory's ea pability -

di~eases

1. Laboratory self assessment
2. Global compilation of updated regional doto on laboratory capacity and networks
Provide laboratory equipme nt and supplies in a coordinated manner
1. Provision of equipment/supplies/manuals/ equipment maintenance services
2. Assistance mission for instollotion of procured of procured laboratory equipment
Strengthening the linkage between the field and laboratory
1. Notional Field Pathology trainings
2. Investigation and data collection on targeted diseases
and support laboratory manageme nt
1. Sequencing workshop, Vienna
2. Conduct workshops to promot e laboratory management

1. Enhanc::~ Laborato ril:!s'

Timing

Mapping national and regional laboratory resources for animal health

Targeted support for strengthe ning d iagnostic capacity and laborato ry management
1. Support competence development in bush meat microbiology
2. Support competence development in antimicrobial resistancefor food safety,
including training, supplies and sampling
3. Strengthen advanced ASF diagnostic capacities
4. Strengthening ASF cap acities: Specific assessment/on-site training
5. On site mission to develop diagnostic competence fo r ASF, CBPP and rabies
6. On site mission to develop diagnostic competence for rabies
7. On site mission to develop diagnostic competence f or CBPP
8. Support trypanosomiasis/tickborne diseases diagnosis
9. Mentoring program and laboratory management
10. Propose a strategy for development of the nat ionol laboratary: Specific
assessment/on-site expert mission
Support timely diagnosis and reporting for priority diseases, including support of

Q42012

Q4 2012 - Ql 2013
Q4 2012-Ql 2013
Ql 2013
Ql-22013
Q4 2012 - Ql 2013
Ql 2013
Ql 2013
Q2 2013
Q2-32013
Ql 2013

laboratory policy to ensure f low of samples and sharing of information
2. Enhance/Support
Laboratories' t imel y
reporti ng of I DENTIFY
ta rgeted di seases to

1. Support sample referralfrom National laboratories to RSLs and international
reference laboratories for disease confirmation

nati onii! 1 iii uthorit ies

H

3 . Laboratories have
a dopted or improved
Qua lityAssurance {OA)
practi ces, i ncl usi ve of
bi osa fetv and
b iosecurlty measures,
and a comprehensi ve

I

Quii! lity Mii!nagement
System

K

l

M
4. Laboratories are
parti cipa ting in relevant
regionii! I and
i nternati ona l l aboratory
networks accordi ng to
thei r respective

Ql 2013

2. Contribute to the Global Consultation on laboratory policy: providing information on
Q42012
African setting
3. Public-private partnership and sustainability of veterinary laboratories in subQ32012
Saharan Africa

N

abiliti es, d isease
priori ti es, and
res pons i bi I i ties

External quality assessment {EQA) for diagnosis of targeted animal diseases
1. PT ond ring trials Al & ND (with IZSVe}
2. PT and ring trials for RVF (with FAO/IAEA and National Institute for Communicable

Diseases/South Africa)
3. PT and ring trials for PPR (organized by FAO/IAEA)
4. PT and ring trials f or ASF (with a reference laboratory)
5. PT and ring trials for CBPP (organized by CIRAD)
6. Three backstopping missions at country level to aid with EQA
Develop and conduct trainings or workshops to promote laborato ry quality
manageme nt, excluding biosafety/biosecurity
1. On site regional trainings on equipment maintenance and calibration
2. Two Regional Quality Assurance trainings
Targeted support for laboratory quality management systems, including biosafety
1. Support to national Biosecurfty/biosafety implementation, /minor renovations in the
laboratories.
2. Regional training to support equipment maintenance and calibration services
3. Support implementation of Laboratory Information System /LIMS)
Regional laboratory network support and coordination for animal health
1. Support ASF regional networking
2. Two regional support laboratory meetings
3. Two CVO meetings
4. Annual Regional Laboratory Network Meetings /RESOLAB/EARLN)
Enhancing the role of Regional leading Laboratories for animal health
1. Condusive meeting for validat ion/endorsement by beneficiary laboratories, CVOs,
and commitment by key partners (RECs)
Supporting National laboratory networks for animal health
1. Support to national laboratory network meetings ond related act ivities
2. Review of the stat us of the National loborotory network by a Nat ianol consultant
3. Strengthen animal health laboratory in Gama (DR Congo) to carry out basic serology

Ql-32013

Ql-2 2013

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

Q4 2012-Q2 2013
Q4 2012 and Q3 2013
Ql 2013
Q4 2012 and Q4 2013

Q4 2012

Q4 2012-Q2 2013

analysis and good practices an sampling and shipment (PPR, FMD)
0

One Health initiatives: strengthening linkages between veterinary and public health

1. One Health seminar on Rabies

Q42012

2. Disseminate rabies training kits
3. Support national One Health meetings

Ql 2013
Q42012
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4.

ANNEXES

4 . 1PERFORMANC E MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL)

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

1.
Enhance
Laboratories' ability to
detect - to the appropriate
level of characterization
for the laboratory's
capability - IDENTIFY
targeted diseases36

- Ability of each lab to diagnose
noted priority diseases*
- Number of staff trained by topic,
professional category and type of
t raining/meeting/conference
- Value of equipments/supplies
provided to supported
laboratories
- Percentage of lab requested
equipment/supplies provided by
FAQ/IDENTIFY

2.
Enhance/Suppor - Reporting of proxy disease ( e.g.
t Laboratories' timely
Al in endemic countries) to
reporting of IDENTIFY
relevant national authority
targeted diseases to
national authorities, in
support of their official
notification to the
appropriate regional and
international
organizations
3.
Laboratories
have adopted or improved
Quality Assurance (QA)
practices

- Ability of each laboratory to
implement critical elements of a
laboratory quality management
system by NPD *
- Ability of each lab to safely
handle X of XX NPDs in a
biosecure environment*

4.
Laboratories are
participating in relevant
regional and international
laboratory networks
according to their
respective abilities

- Level of laboratory engagement
in regional and international
networks (low, medium, high)*
- Number of meetings &
conferences held on laboratory
themes
- Number of participants to
meetings & conferences held on
laboratory themes
- Level of information sharing
(low, medium, high)*
- Level of communication with
other laboratories (low, medium,
high)*

- Application of the
FAO Lab mapping
tool (LMT)
- Proficiency tests
- Excel based
participant sheets

FREQUENCY
OF DATA
COLLECTION

-Annual

- Routine

- Purchase and
- Routine
supply records,
along with
labora tory inventory
and stock records

- Empres-i database

- Bi annual

RESPONSIBLE PARTY

- Application by external
evaluator,
or
self
assessment; Analysis by
IDENTIFY M&E
Regional M&E focal
persons,
consolidation
and final analysis at FAO
HQ
-

- FAO HQ

- Application of the - Annual
FAO Lab mapping
tool (LMT)

- Application of LMT by
external evaluator, or self
assessment; Analysis by
IDENTIFY M&E

- Application of the - Annual
FAO Lab ma pping
tool (LMT)

- Application of LMT by
external evaluator, or self
assessment; Analysis by
IDENTIFY M&E

-Annual

- Regional M&E focal
persons, consolidation at
HQ

- Excel based
participant sheets

36 "IDENTIFY targeted disease" indicates those diseases selected at the regional level for support under IDENTIFY.
Some IDENTIFY laboratories have no mandate/interest to detect all IDENTIFY targeted diseases and data will not be
reported for diseases in those cases.

* This indicator is a composite indicator using t he information from the laboratory performance monitoring
questionnaire
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4.2 COUNTRY A ND REGIONAL PROJ ECT M ANAG EME NT

4.2.1

CONGO R EGION

Organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/country-level offices
FAO

FAO HQ with Regional, Subregional, and ECTAD Offices of Sub-Saharan Africa are engaged in
oversight of activities implemented in the region, including IDENTIFY. Under this umbrella,
three part-time regional officers in Africa contribute to project management for IDENTIFY:
Nairobi, Kenya and Gaborone, Botswana with primary coordination from the Bamako, Mali
ECTAD office. The FAO HQ-based Project Coordinator will provide direct supervision, with
technical supervision of the Africa Liaison Officer and support from Operations Officers. In
addition, short term experts will be hired when and where required.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partnerships at regional level will include (but are not limited to) : FAO HQ with Regional,
Subregional, and ECTAD Offices of Sub-Saharan Africa; World Organisation for Animal Health HQ
and OIE Gaborone; World Health Organization HQ and WHO HQ and AFRO Brazzaville; Regional
Economic Communities covering the Congo basin region; other EPT projects and partners ( e.g.
PREDICT, RESPON D & US CDC); regional technical agencies (e.g. AU-IBAR, CEBEVIRHA, CTTBD,
ILRI; international and regional reference laboratories situated in Africa; private sector
laboratories, universities, and non-governmental organizations.

Reporting
Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. FAO
Headquarter will submit reporting documents (bi-annual reports and annual planning
documents), to which the contributions of all regional focal points are added. Regional focal
points will use the same templates for ease of integration into the global FAO report.

4.2.2

SOUTH EAST ASIA R EGION

FAO HQ w ith the Regional and ECTAD Offices of the Asia-Pacific in Bangkok are engaged in
oversight of activities implemented in the region. The IDENTIFY regional team will work under
the supervision of the FAO-RAP Regional Manager and focal point for EPT, with support from the
HQ-based Operation Officers and Project Coordinator, and under the technical supervision of the
SE Asia Liaison Officer. In addition, short term experts w ill be hired when and where required.

Partnerships at the regional/country level
Partner ships at regional level w ill include (but are not limited to): FAO HQ with the Regional and
ECTAD Offices of the Asia-Pacific in Bangkok; World Organisation for Animal Health HQ and OIE
Bangkok; World Health Organization HQ, WHO SEARO New Delhi and WPRO Manila; Regional
Economic Communities covering the region (ASEAN); other EPT projects and partners (e.g.
PREDICT, RESPOND & US CDC); regional networks (e.g. OFFLU, EDPLN, GFN, etc.); international
and regional reference laboratories situated in SE Asia; private sector laboratories, universities,
and non-governmental organizations.
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Reporting

Reporting will follow the reporting requirements and deadlines as required by USAID. FAO
Headquarter will submit reporting documents (bi annual reports and annual planning
documents), to which the contributions of all regional focal points are added. Regional focal
points will use the same templates for ease of integration into the global FAO report.
In addition, the OIE is obligated by the Letter of Agreement signed 19 May 2010 between FAO
and OIE (the funding mechanism chosen by USAID, using an existing cooperative agreement
with FAO, to fund OIE's participation in the IDENTIFY project) to report to FAO on a biannual
basis.
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4.3 BUDGET

The total budget for the FAO IIDENTIFY component for October 1, 2012 through September 30,
2013, is estimated at USO 4,725,000 as indicated in the HQ, r egional and country breakdown
below.

Country Estimated
bud2et
140,725
Uganda
DRC
117,525
Congo (Republic of)
103,559
Cameroon
135,625
Gabon
104,059
Rwanda
94,259
South Sudan
99,459
Tanzania
143,959
Equatorial Guinea
87,659
Central African Republic
104,559
Congo Basin regional
542,764
Congo Basin subtotal
1,674,151
Cambodia
104,450
China
36,700
Indonesia
311,200
Laos
192,450
Malaysia
66,450
Philippines
54,450
Thailand
132,450
Vietnam
132,450
Southeast Asia regional
422,436
Southeast Asia subtotal
1,453,036
Bangladesh
115,950
Nepal
2 1,450
South Asia regional
0
South Asia subtotal
137,400
Bolivia
0
Brazil
0
0
Americas subtotal
Global
962,440
5
FAO HQ TSS ' & PSC
497,973
4,725,000
Total

37

Technical Support Services (TSS) and PSC (Project Support Cost)
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I. BACKGROUND
The emergence and rapid spread of pandemic-prone infectious diseases present
significant threat to humanity and global public health security. Particularly relevant is
the fact that over 70% of all newly emerging and re-emerging diseases affecting
humans at the beginning of the twenty-first century have originated from animals. Some
of these zoonotic diseases have demonstrated ability to rapidly spread across the
increasingly interconnected world; posing enormous threats to the global public health
security, economic and development concerns. The pandemic threats underscore the
need for comprehensive and proactive approaches for prediction, timely detection and
response. These require investing in measures that enable better understanding of
interfaces between animals and humans, and the ecosystems in which they live. In this
context, the Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) program contributes to the worldwide
efforts to better understand and respond to these threats with specific focus on
pandemic-prone diseases.
In the African region, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are major
contributors to Emerging Public Health Threats. Analysis of the last ten year's data
provided by the countries indicates that 24-30% of all major acute disease epidemics
are of zoonotic origin; some of these have pandemic potential. Among others, the
currently known pandemic threats in the Region include viral haemorrhagic fevers
(Ebola, Marburg, Lassa, Lujo, etc.), influenza, plague, anthrax and other emerging
diseases yet to be identified. Often there is a significant time lapse between the first
alert and establishing the aetiology of the emerging disease. For instance, the epidemic
potential and the cause of the Nodding Syndrome which has affected over 3500
children with 170 deaths in northern Uganda has not been established after more than a
decade since the disease was reported in the neighbouring districts of South Sudan.
The disease which has spread to cover new areas in Uganda and South Sudan is under
investigation.
The EPT program has continued to provide technical and financial resources to
contribute to better understanding and response to these emerging threats in the Congo
Basin and the surrounding "hotspot" countries. The implementation of the program
contributes to the sixtieth Regional Committee recommendation which requested
countries and stakeholders to strengthen capacities and partnerships to address public
health challenges brought about by the interactions between animals, humans and the
environment in line with One Health approach. Subsequently, the program contributes
to the implementation of the International Health Regulations (2005) adopted during the
fifty-eighth session of the World Health Assembly. IHR (2005) in part provides
mechanisms to respond to Emerging Public Health Threats and focuses on building
core capacities for the detection, laboratory confirmation, risk assessment and
notification of all events that may constitute public health risk/emergency of international
concern. The different EPT projects i.e. PREDICT, IDENTIFY, RESPOND and
PREVENT in collaboration with DELIVER, all contribute to the implementation of
country plans in order to attain the IHR core capacities in the African region.
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Some of the achievements of EPT implementation by AFRO from 2010-2012

The three critical roles WHO has continued to play include advocacy for promotion of
One Health approach; providing support to all the EPT implementing countries and
projects within WHO's mandate; and implementing IDENTIFY project in collaboration
with FAQ and OIE. To better respond to the needs of the countries and partners
implementing the EPT program in the African region, WHO/AFRO utilized the EPT
resources to strengthen its capacity at both regional and country levels. In addition,
USAID through the RESPOND and DELIVER projects seconded two technical officers
based in Brazzaville to improve on the human resource capacity in the WHO regional
office in 2011 (at the request of AFRO management). The seconded staff are
supporting development of regional strategies to guide countries on emergency
preparedness planning and outbreak logistics, among others.
Specifically, EPT funds provided to AFRO have been used to support the project focal
points' salaries in AFRO (Brazzaville), Inter-country Support Team (Gabon) and 5 WHO
country offices. Five National Professional Officers (NPOs) were assigned/ recruited as
EPT national focal points to support program implementation in Cameroon, Congo,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Uganda. In other countries with
no EPT national focal points but implementing EPT program, a staff from the respective
Inter-country Support Team (1ST) is assigned to provide the required support. Such
countries include Gabon, Rwanda and Tanzania.
Funds were also allocated to support investigation and response to outbreaks.
Examples of outbreak responses supported with EPT funds include Ebola, yellow fever
and Nodding Syndrome in Uganda; undiagnosed neurological syndrome in Angola;
monkey pox in DRC; investigation of viral haemorrhagic fever threat in Congo; etc.
Additionally, the five 4x4 pick-up vehicles purchased with EPT funds in the first year of
implementation have facilitated field activities in each of the 5 countries with WHO EPT
national focal points. The vehicles are being used by the multidisciplinary field teams
during outbreak investigations and response. They are also used for transportation of
samples and essential supplies during outbreaks.
To maximize benefits from implementing the EPT Program in the African Region, one
strategic principle supported by AFRO is to utilize the existing mechanisms within the
Region to further strengthen partnerships. In this regard, AFRO in collaboration with
partners and the appropriate sectors convened regional coordination meetings in
Brazzaville, Entebbe and Libreville to introduce EPT and advocate for support during
implementation. The meetings provided opportunities for strengthening common
understanding through advocacy, information sharing and joint planning. Similar
meetings were held periodically at country levels and enhanced country coordination for
better implementation of EPT projects. Specifically, effective platforms for coordination
of country EPT activities have been established in Cameroon and Uganda during which
all the implementing partners periodically share information and conduct joint planning.
Pre-existing coordination mechanisms such as the national multidisciplinary task force
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for avian influenza and IDSR working group in Cameroon and Uganda respectively
provided crucial framework for EPT program coordination. In 2013, similar coordination
mechanisms will be identified in the other remaining countries to strengthen
multisectoral coordination.
To facilitate collaborative work at regional level, a One Health steering committee was
established in 2012. The multidisciplinary/multisector membership of the committee is
drawn from the USAID, CDC, AU-IBAR, FAQ, OIE, OHCEA and WHO. The committee
among others will support preparation of the One Health meeting planned for high-level
government policy makers involving 10 original EPT countries. It is proposed that the
steering committee will also support finalization of the current draft of the Regional
Zoonosis strategy to guide the countries and partners in the region.
It has been realized that despite implementation of IDSR in the region, significant gaps
exist in the national capacities to prepare for and respond to outbreaks. A particular
challenge is the long duration for confirmation of a reported alert of a potential public
health event. For instance in 2010, it took more than 45 days to confirm yellow fever
outbreak in Uganda. In line with this, WHO/AFRO in collaboration with the RESPOND
project is in the process of developing a framework document that will guide the national
authorities and partners to more effectively and timely investigate an unknown public
health event. A technical working group consisting of GOARN partners with
membership from CDC, MSF, NICO and WHO, has been established to facilitate the
process of developing the outbreak preparedness and response framework. It is
envisaged that the generic framework will be finalized by April 2013 after field-testing
the drafts in Uganda and DRC in the first three months of 2013. In addition, AFRO will
finalise the development of the Regional Outbreak Logistics Strategy to support timely
deployment of the required resources for public health emergencies.
A separate line of EPT funding was used to implement a number of activities to strength
laboratory capacity in the region under the IDENTIFY project. Among others,
collaboration between the animal and human laboratory networks was strengthened
through joint mapping of laboratory capacity. The funding also supported country
adaptation of the Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response (IDSR) technical
guidelines in order to improve on surveillance for the normative priority diseases. More
detailed achievements on IDENTIFY project implementation are provided in a separate
proposal.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF 2013 ACTIVITIES
AFRO areas of focus for year 2013 EPT implementation (EPT program in general}
WHO/AFRO helps to ensure that coherent and collaborative responses to health
problems are shared among countries of the region. It fosters reg ional cooperation to
address the many health problems that readily cross borders within the region. To
address these problems, WHO/AFRO facilitates dialogue, exchange of experience, and
establishment of region-wide mechanisms, such as those for disease surveillance or
specialized laboratory network. WHO/AFRO brings a regional perspective to the global
health agenda. In line with this, the major roles WHO/AFRO will continue to play in EPT
implementation in 2013 include:

1) Development of Outbreak Preparedness and Response Framework;
2) Implementation of Regional Outbreak Logistics strategy;
3) Advocacy and sensitization on One Health approach;
4) Technical assistance for Outbreak Investigation and Response;
The WHO Regional and Country offices will continue to provide support to all the EPT
projects to strengthen coordination efforts. To improve on buy-in and participation by the
governments and the respective line ministries, the existing WHO structures and
mechanisms will be used to liaise with the ministries of health, agriculture, environment
and other related ministries. The WHO staff assigned to strengthen EPT implementation
at regional , 1ST and national levels will strengthen liaison with USAID counterparts to
facilitate effective program implementation.
WHO will provide support to convene multi-agency/multi-sector/multi-disciplinary forums
at regional and country levels for discussing strategic EPT implementation issues
including advocacy for better understanding of the One Health approach. An advocacy
meeting planned for 2011 that was not held due to other competing priorities will be
convened for key policy makers from EPT countries during which all EPT projects will
collectively advocate for multisector approach to public health issues. High level forums
such as the Regional Committee meetings, multi-national cross-border conferences and
other ministerial summits will also continue to be used to scale up awareness for One
Health approach.
WHO will advocate for establishment of strong linkages between EPT activities and
proven successful public health strategies and tools being applied in the African Reg ion.
Specifically to ensure that EPT contributes to the implementation of IHR in the region,
IDSR will continue to be promoted to improve surveillance for standardized monitoring
of priority diseases established in the countries' IDSR technical guidelines. Countries in
the region are currently adapting the revised generic technical guidelines and the
corresponding training materials to their local contexts.
Additional data/information obtained during EPT program implementation will
complement the IDSR data. Linkages between IDSR and similar surveillance systems
Date: 7/14/2015
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for animal and environmental health will be explored. Improved collaboration through
EPT implementation presents opportunities for sharing surveillance information across
sectors during the scheduled national coordination meetings.
WHO will support activities related to coordinated multisectoral involvement during field
investigation and response to disease outbreaks. Technical expertise, catalytic financial
support, other relevant available resources such as vehicles, medical supplies and
communication equipment will be availed to facilitate outbreak response. The roster of
experts in the AFRO Regional Rapid Response Team (RRT) database and the WHO
Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) will provide technical back up
to EPT partners and ministries when surge capacity is required.
WHO/AFRO will be guided by USAID on the need for increased WHO support to scaleup of EPT activities in additional countries in the region. It is believed that WHO EPT
national focal point positions are crucial for supporting EPT implementation in the region
and the focal points will continue to collaborate with USAID EPT focal points in the
implementing countries.

Description of Specific Activities

1 : Development of Outbreak Preparedness and Response Framework
Activity 1.1: Develop a generic draft of Outbreak Preparedness and Response
Framework for country adaptation
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : Coordinate the Technical Working Group (TWG) inputs
to develop the draft framework document

AFRO will lead a process of consolidating technical inputs from members of the TWG
which was constituted by the GOARN partners to develop the draft generic Outbreak
Preparedness and Response framework. Key documents shared by the TWG members
will be reviewed and incorporated into the framework. A SharePoint will be developed to
expedite sharing of the appropriate documents among all the members. AFRO will
organize a series of virtual meetings in addition to two or three face-to-face
consultations in order to facilitate discussions among the TWG members.
•
•

o

Partners : CDC, MSF, NICD, RESPOND.
Expected result(s)
• A draft Outbreak Preparedness and Response framework
• Guidelines for field testing the draft framework document.

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Field test the draft Outbreak Preparedness and Response
Framework in Uganda and DRC
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This activity will be jointly supported by AFRO and RESPOND project. The WHO
national EPT focal points and USAID EPT coordinators will mobilize the multisector
national authorities to conduct practical exercises to test the draft framework document.
Technical experts from RESPOND, WHO and other partners will conduct pre-visit to
Uganda and DRC to facilitate involvement of the government officials in preparation for
the beta testing and to finalise the tools to be used. Scenarios will be created to
simulate different types of outbreaks/emergencies. The gaps identified in preparedness
and response will be discussed with the national authorities and lessons learnt during
the exercise will be incorporated as part of the framework document. A core team
consisting of the TWG and selected experienced national authorities will meet for 3-5
days to finalise the framework document taking into account the inputs from the field
testing exercise.
•
•

o

Partners: AFENET, RESPOND, CDC, MSF, NICO
Expected result(s):
• Advanced draft of the Outbreak Preparedness and Response
framework for countries to adapt or adopt.

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Organize a consensus meeting of the TWG to finalise the
draft after incorporating inputs from field testing exercise

A core team of about 20 members consisting of the TWG and experienced staff in
outbreak response from selected EPT countries will meet for 2 days to finalise the
framework document. They will take into account the appropriate inputs from the field
testing exercise conducted in Uganda and DRC. Experienced consultant(s) will be
involved in this process.
•
•

o

Partners : RESPOND, CDC, MSF, NICO
Expected result(s):
• Final generic Outbreak Preparedness and Response
framework.

Sub-activity 1.1.4: Support countries to adapt/adopt the generic Outbreak
Preparedness and Response framework

Beginning with the countries implementing EPT the generic Outbreak Preparedness
and Response framework will be translated into French and Portuguese and
disseminated to all the countries in the region for adoption or adaptation. In-country
resources from the countries and implementing partners (including EPT partners) will be
identified to support the country implementation of the framework in line with overall
implementation of IDSR. However, in 2013, Cameroon, DRC and Uganda will be
provided with catalytic resources by AFRO in collaboration with RESPOND project to
test the effectiveness of the framework in a real outbreak situation. These countries do
experience frequent epidemics annually.
•
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Partners: AFENET, RESPOND and all EPT partners
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•

Expected result(s):
• National Outbreak Preparedness and Response frameworks in
at least three countries.

2: Advocacy and Sensitization

This is an ongoing activity. Advocacy and sensitization will be continued throughout the
implementation period. Some of the sub-activities have been carried forward from the
year three implementation plan.
Activity 2.1 : Advocate for government support to implement EPT and promote
effective joint multisector approaches to public health issues
o

Sub-activity 2.1 .1 : Convene an advocacy meeting for high level policy
makers in governments on One Health approach in 2012 for 10 EPT
countries

This activity was planned for year three but could not be implemented due to other
competing priorities. It is noted that policy gaps related to mechanisms to foster
comprehensive multisector approaches to address public health problems have been
identified as critical gaps in implementation of One Health approach. It is therefore
planned that permanent secretaries and other policy makers from the key line ministries
should be briefed on the One Health approach in a 3 days' meeting to be convened in
Libreville (Gabon) in the first quarter. For preparation of the meeting, the One Health
Steering Committee will guide the EPT projects/countries and key stakeholders such as
OHCEA and AU IBAR to prepare the required documents to be shared before and
during the meeting.
•

Partners: All EPT projects in collaboration with their respective line
ministries (Ministries of Veterinary Services, Health, Agriculture,
Environment etc.); other partners will include AU-IBAR, OHCEA etc.
• Expected result(s)
• Common understanding of One Health visions and EPT
activities by high level policy makers
,<~ ~ • Enhanced willingness for multisector collaboration by the
.,.__""
relevant ministries.

A

o

Sub-activity 2.1.2: Develop information package e.g. posters and leaflets for
wider circulation on One Health in collaboration with other EPT projects and
key partners

This activity follows the Brazzaville One Health partnership meeting in May 2011 . It was
agreed that a stepwise process of "outreach" led by WHO, FAO and AU-IBAR be
designed to build a technical and policy level understanding of value and importance of
adopting One Health approach to addressing zoonotic diseases across the human and
animal health, and environment sectors. To facilitate this process, a package of
Date: 7/14/2015
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advocacy materials will be prepared in collaboration with the EPT partners. The
materials will be used to engage the technical leaders in the ministries as well as the
political leaders. The EPT focal points in WHO country offices will directly facilitate the
process of outreach to the various ministries using the existing in-country collaborative
mechanisms between Ministries of Health and other ministries.
•
•

o

Partners: RESPOND, OHCEA, AU-IBAR, AFENET
Expected result(s):
• Advocacy materials on One Health disseminated

Sub-activity 2.1.3: Organize fora at national and sub-national levels for EPT
partners to meet their line ministries (WHO to liaise with the ministries to
convene such meetings)

WHO in collaboration with FAO and AU-IBAR will convene a series of in-country
meetings to increase awareness of technical leaders in the ministries of health,
agriculture and environment on the One Health approach. This will facilitate
understanding between the relevant ministries and the EPT partners. The
recommendations of the Libreville One Health meeting will guide this process.
•
•

o

Partners: All EPT partners
Expected result(s):
• EPT implementation mainstreamed and supported by the
ministries.

Sub-activity 2.1.4: Support countries to develop national road maps for
implementation of One Health approach as recommended in the Libreville One
Health meeting

As a follow up of the Libreville high level policy meeting, WHO at country level, in
collaboration with other EPT partners and OHCEA, will convene a series of in-country
meetings to develop national roadmaps for implementation of the One Health approach.
The WHO national EPT focal points will work closely with OHCEA and the line
ministries to implement this activity. Development of the national roadmap is envisaged
to enhance awareness of technical leaders in the ministries of health, agriculture and
environment on the One Health approach. This will facilitate understanding between the
relevant ministries and the EPT partners.
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3: Implementation of Regional Outbreak Logistics Strategy (in collaboration with
other initiatives e.g. DELIVER)
Activity 3.1: Regional Outbreak Logistics Strategy Working Group
o

Sub-activity 3.1 .1: Review and make recommendations for the
implementation of the Regional Outbreak Logistics Strategy and Stock
and Inventory Management System (SIMS)

AFRO will lead a process to develop a Logistics Working Group from AFRO, WHO HQ
and partner senior logisticians to define Regional Outbreak Logistics Strategy
implementation projects and activities. The working group will also support the
introduction and regional implementation of the SIMS system. AFRO will facilitate the
agenda of the Logistics Working Group by the provision of tele/video conferences and
meeting organization/support when necessary.
•
•

o

Partners: DELIVER
Expected result(s)
• Regional Outbreak Logistics Strategy Implementation

Sub-activity 3.1.2: Stock and Inventory Management System (SIMS)

The three 1ST and five priority country Logistics Officers/Assistants will be invited to
AFRO HQ for three days training on SIMS which will be provided by WHO HQ Staff.
•
•

o

Partners: DELIVER, MSF
Expected result(s):
• 1ST and priority country use of SIMS for equipment
management providing connectivity to rSIS and transparency on
emergency response supplies status.

Sub-activity 3.1.3: Organize 3 /ST sub-regional Logistics Strategy
Orientations for logisticiansllogistic assistants including two days training
on Stock and Inventory Management System (SIMS)

Logistics Officers/assistants from each of the 1ST areas of responsibility will be brought
to the three 1ST locations for a four day orientation. Two days of orientation on the
regional logistics strategy, its goals, objectives and the deliverables they will be
expected to work toward at each country office with regards to logistics preparedness
for emergencies. Two days of training on SIMS, with emphasis on the data
reporting/sync requirements and processes associated with providing updates to the
Regional real-time Strategic Information System (rSIS). SIMS will provide emergency
response equipment data to the rSIS platform.
•
•
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•

o

Implementation of the core elements of the regional logistics
strategy and regional adoption of SIMS for the management of
emergency preparedness equipment inventories.

Sub-activity 3.1.4: Regional Outbreak Logistics strategy: Key Performance
Indicators to support preparedness and response to disease outbreaks.
On full implementation of the Regional Logistics Strategy activities and SIMS,
performance measurement will be undertaken to assess the progress towards
full transparency on the status and preparedness of regional emergency
response equipment resources, the logistics response to outbreaks and the post
event logistics recovery timeframe.
•
•

Partners: EPT partners, national emergency response teams
Expected result(s):
• Emergency response equipment and supplies inventory
maintained and available.
• Continuous improvement to logistics response performance
during emergencies.

4: Technical Assistance for Outbreak Investigation and Response
Activity 4.1 : Perform field investigations and response to reported disease
outbreaks in collaboration with other EPT projects
o

Sub-activity 4.1 .1 Support investigation and response to disease
outbreaks and other field investigations jointly with RESPOND,
PREDICT and PREVENT projects.

Detection and response to disease outbreaks is one of the core roles of WHO in
providing technical support to Members States and partners. EPT provides a great
opportunity for strengthening multisector approaches for outbreak preparedness and
response. All the national EPT focal points are epidemiologists and public health
specialists with experience in outbreak investigation and response, and will work closely
with the EPT projects during response to disease outbreaks. In addition, the vehicles
purchased with year two funds and medical supplies prepositioned in collaboration with
the DELIVER project will be availed to facilitate outbreak investigation and response.
•
•
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Partners: EPT partners, respective line ministries and other partners
Expected result(s)
• Threats of disease outbreaks timely investigated and responded
to
• Coordinated multisector response to public health events
demonstrated
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o

Sub-activity 4.1 .2: Conduct review meetings to evaluate response to
major outbreaks

Post outbreak review meetings allow all actors to share experiences, identify gaps and
learn lessons for better response to future outbreaks. For instance, lessons learnt
through the review meeting for Uganda anthrax and yellow fever outbreaks in 2011 led
to improved response to Ebola outbreak that occurred a few months later. In partnership
with all the EPT projects and line ministries, WHO will promote review meetings and
documentation of the major outbreaks as recommended in the IDSR. Lessons learnt
from such meetings will be widely shared using appropriate means (workshops,
publications, reports, etc.).
•
•

Date: 7/14/2015

Partners: EPT partners, Ministries of Health, in collaboration with FAO,
OIE, other line ministries
Expected result(s)
• Review meetings conducted and lessons learnt from response
activities applied for better response to future outbreaks
• Documentation of disease outbreaks strengthened
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND BUDGET BREAKDOWN
Responsible

Other
stakeholders

Coordinate the Technical
Working Group (TWG) inputs to
develop a generic draft of
Outbreak Preparedness and
Response Framework Document

WHO HO and
AFRO

CDC, MSF, NICD,
RESPOND

1.2

Beta test the draft Outbreak
Preparedness and Response
Framework in Uganda and DRC
(in collaboration with the
RESPOND project)

WHO national
EPT Focal
Points in
Uganda and
DRC, WHO
AFRO,
RESPOND

MoH , MoA, other
appropriate
ministries
AFENET, AUIBAR, RESPOND,
CDC, MSF, NICD,
EPT partners,
other stakeholders

1.3

Organize a consensus meeting of
the TWG to finalise the draft after
incorporating inputs from field
testing exercise (A consultant will
be involved in this process)

WHO national
EPT Focal
Points, WHO I)..
AFRO

ACTIVITIES by Area of work

1

1.1

1.4

...

:• , I ,...
...Fl!!!!.,.....
• 11111

Support 3 countries to
adapt/adopt the generic Outbreak
Preparedness and Response
framework

.. ...
/"

I
2.1

WHO national
EPT Focal
Points WHO
AFRO,
RESPOND

MoH , MoA, other
appropriate
ministries
AFENET, AUIBAR, RESPOND,
CDC, MSF, NICD,
EPT partners,
other stakeholders

WHO AFRO

Policy makers
from MoH, MoA,
Environment, EPT
partners, AU-IBAR

"'

Mlillllll'IIIIII
Convene an advocacy meeting
for high level policy makers in
governments on One Health in
2012 for 1O EPT countries. (Note:

Date: 7/14/2015

....-..:

,

EXPECTED
RESULTS
(Oct 2012--30
Sept 2013)

FY12Q1
(OctDec)

'1,,

FY13Q1
(JanMar)

FY13Q2
(AprJun)

X

X

FY13Q3
(JulSep)

Budget
(USO)

"
X

'

s
National
Outbreak
Preparedness
and Response
frameworks
being
implemented
in at least
three
countries

(b)(4)

X

X

X

National road
maps for
implementatio
n of One
Page 15

X

X

funds for the meeting are carried
over from Year 3 budget)

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

Develop information package e.g.
posters and leaflets for wider
circulation on one health in
collaboration with other EPT
pro jects and key partners
Organize forums at national and
sub-national levels for EPT
partners to meet their line
ministries (WHO to liaise with the
ministries to convene such
meetings)
Support countries to develop
national roadmaps for
implementation of One Health
approach as recommended in the
Libreville One Health meeting
Support 1 EPT focal point
position in WHO AFRO to closely
monitor and participate in the
regional activities

I-

and other partners

WHO AFRO,
RESPOND

Other EPT
projects, AUIBAR, OHCEA

Health
Approach
finalised in at
least 4
countries

rX

...
WHO national
EPT Focal
Points

EPT partners, AUIBAR, MoH, MoA,
Environment and
other stakeholders

WHO national
EPT Focal
Points

EPT partners, AUIBAR, MoH, MoA,
Environment and
other stakeholders

")

.

:: I~

,'\,.

X

"i

~~

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(b)(4)

WHO AFRO

~

• D1111111lfl:ln1-1Dnlllll
4.1

Support investigation and
response to disease outbreaks in
collaboration with other EPT
projects

WHO national
EPT Focal
Points, WHO
AFRO

4.2

Conduct review meetings to
evaluate response to disease
epidemics after every major
outbreak

WHO national
EPT Focal
Points with
WHO AFRO
support

Date: 7/14/2015

MoH, other
ministries and
EPT partners and
other
stakeholders,
GOARN

Coordinated
timely
multisectoral
response to
disease
outbreaks
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4.3

I
5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

Strengthen W HO capacity by
supporting 2 EPT focal positions
in Cameroon and Congo to
closely monitor and participate in
all the activities (i.e. 60% annual
salary)

IUlllnil lc I

WHO Country
Representativ
es in
Cameroon
and Congo

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

\I

- ~-llijliiiil

Develop a Regional Outbreak
Logistics strategy for WHO AFRO
Establish the WHO African
Logistics working group for the
implementation of the Regional
Logistics Strategy
Conduct Stock Inventory
Management System training for
1ST and five priority country
logistics officers.
Organize 3 1ST training sessions
for logisticians/logistic assistants
on the strategy objectives and
training on SIMS
Monitor use of Regional Outbreak
Logistics strategy to support
preparedness and response to
disease outbreaks
Support 1 Data Management
position in WHO AFRO to closely
monitor and evaluate EPT
implementation in the region i.e.
60% of P4 annual salary. (The
officer will facilitate the
operationalization of SIMS and
the rSiS, amonq others)

WHO AFRO

DELIVER, WHO
HQ ARO logistics

WHO AFRO

HQ, Regional and
Partner Logistics
Officers

WHO AFRO

HQ, Regional and
Partner Logistics
Officers

WHO AFRO

HQ, Regional and
Partner Logistics
Officers

WHO AFRO
and Country
Representativ
es

EPT partners,
National
emergency
response teams

,,,,...
WHO AFRO

Regional
Logistics
Strategy
available and
operational

X

X

X

y
X
SIMS
operational in
IST's and
priority
countries and
used to
monitor
implementatio
n of the
Regional
Logistics
Strategy in the
Region.

SUB-TOTAL
Programme Support Costs ~(b)(4l lof sub-total)

GRAND-TOTAL (sub-total plus
Project SUDDOrt Costs)
Date: 7/14/2015

X
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(b)(4)

X

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL):
PROJECT OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/ COLLECTION
METHOD

One Health approach attained Number of established
Documentation of established structures
in all countries implementing functional multisectoral country for country coordination
EPT
coordination structures

FREQUENCY OF
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
DATA COLLECTION
Annually

""1,

EPT national focal points
WHO AFRO

4'
Coordinated multisector
involvement in addressing
publ ic health issues

Number of regional
coordination meetings

Meeting reports

Quarterly

WHO AFRO and EPT
Regional coordinators

Number of advocacy meetings

Reports indicating number of meetings
held by country coordination committees

Annually

WHO AFRO and EPT
Regional coordinators

Quarterly

EPT national focal points

(1
Improved multisectoral
approach in response to
disease outbreaks

Number of major disease
outbreaks where all relevant
sectors responded

Outbreak reports

Quarterly

EPT national focal points
WHO AFRO

Number of multisector post
outbreak review meetings

Meeting reports

Quarterly

EPT national focal points
WHO AFRO

Outbreak reports

Quarterly

EPT national focal points
WHO AFRO

,~

Reduced time-lag to confirm
diagnosis for reported
outbreaks (at least less than 7
days for known diseases)

Proportion of reported
outbreaks for which cause is
confirmed within 7 days

/'~

:\,

Date: 7/14/2015
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VI. COUNTRY AND REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/countrylevel offices

WHO at all levels (headquarters, regional and country) facilitates and supports the
implementation of the EPT Program. In the African region, WHO has committed to use
its mechanisms and strengths to provide support across all the 4 EPT projects
(PREDICT, PREVENT, RESPOND and IDENTIFY). In this regard, WHO will continue to
widely disseminate information about the EPT program specifics, hold consultations,
promote effective coordination and advocate at regional and country levels for better
implementation of the program.
To better perform the above functions, WHO has strengthened its capacity both at
Regional and Country levels. At the Regional level, the program is fully incorporated into
the WHO strategic plans. The overall program management is supervised by the
Director of the Disease Prevention and Control Cluster. Additionally, 2 technical officers
in AFRO are designated to monitor EPT program and IDENTIFY project respectively.
Currently a WHO NPO is assigned in each of the 5 countries (Cameroon, Congo, DRC,
Equatorial Guinea and Uganda) to facilitate liaison between EPT implementing partners
and the relevant ministries. The designated NPOs who are supervised by the WHO
Country Representatives ensure that the representatives are fully briefed on EPT
activities in order for them to advocate for coordinated multisector implementation. In
EPT countries with no designated NPOs, the respective 1ST has assigned a staff
member to perform the required functions.
Partnerships at the regional/country level

WHO collaborates directly with FAQ and OIE to implement the IDENTIFY project. At the
country level, the Ministries of Health and Animal Resources, partners and other related
ministries participate in joint implementation of the components of the EPT program.
WHO will facilitate communication among the stakeholders by identifying and making
use of the existing coordination mechanisms within the countries. WHO will also
continue to strengthen and encourage synergies within all the EPT implementers and
promote participation of other collaborating technical partners such as AU-IBAR and
OHCEA. WHO/AFRO and the RESPOND project will jointly provide resources for
development of outbreak preparedness and response strategy. The USAID staff
seconded to AFRO through the DELIVER and RESPOND projects will continue to
enhance the WHO Regional human resource capacity for outbreak preparedness and
response in the region.
Reporting

The implementation of the EPT program is closely monitored by the EPT focal points at
regional office under the coordination of the DPC Cluster. Technical and financial
reports will be prepared and submitted to USAID according to the agreed formats and
timelines.

I. BUDGET
The total budget for the AFRO EPT Program (exclu~jna IDENJIEj project) for October
1, 2012 through September 30, 2013, is estimated at
(b)(4)

Attachment 1
WHO/AFRO EPT Program
Dates October 1, 2012 - September 30, 2013
Budget Summary

Total

D

Personnel
Activities including cost associated with meetings, travels,
emergency deployments, etc.

(b)(4)

Grand Total

Date: 7/14/2015
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Attachment 2
BUDGET NOTES
PERSONNEL

The EPT focal point in the WHO Regional office, 2 NPOs (Cameroon and Congo), a
data manager in charge of the DPC cluster data management are included in the
budget proposal. The salaries for these 4 positions have been funded in FY2012
through the EPT program. Financial support is required to partly contribute to sustain
these positions in the FY13.
OVERHEAD

The overhead costs will be covered by other sources of funds.
TRAVEL

Due to need to convene both planned and ad hoc meetings, and emergency travels, the
travel costs are not budgeted separately. The costs are rather included in the cost of
activities that will require travelling.

Attachment 3
Estimated Allocation of Funds by Regional/Country from
October 1, 2012 to September 30, 2013
Country
~
Angola
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Democratic Republic of Conqo
Uqanda
Gabon
Republic of Conqo
Rwanda
Tanzania
Equatorial Guinea
1ST Central Gabon
1ST East and South Harare
WHO Congo Regional Office
Total

Personnel

I Activity I Total USD

Al'=

-

Date: 7/14/2015

(b)(4)

Comments
All
the
countries
will benefit
from
regional
activities
and
funds
allocated
for outbreak
response
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($\ World Health
~~J Organization
~~

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR

Africa

USAID'S EMERGING PANDEMIC
THREATS PROGRAM IN THE
AFRICAN REGION

FUNDING PROPOSAL TO USAID FOR
PLANNED ACTIVITIES

1. BACKGROUND

Emerging Public Health Threats can arise from natural or man-made disasters.
These can further be linked to infectious pathogens, chemicals, poisons or
radiation. Emergencies, outbreaks of disease, and chemical incidents have the
potential to cause disruption for communities on a large-scale. Disease
outbreaks and chemical incidents can develop very rapidly - so preparation and
emergency planning are essential components in minimizing the public health
impact.
In the African region, emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are major
contributors to Emerging Public Health Threats. Chemical poisoning and
radiation have been reported sporadically and may also pose a potential risk in
the region. Included in the category of Emerging Public Health Threats due to
infectious diseases are: zoonotic infections, iatrogenic/hospital acquired
infections, anti-microbial resistant pathogens such as XOR and MDR tuberculosis
and Food borne diseases such as salmonellosis and cholera.
The International Health Regulations (2005) adopted during the fifty-eighth World
Health Assembly in part responds to Emerging Public Health Threats and
focuses on building national core capacities for the detection, laboratory
confirmation, risk assessment and notification of all events that may constitute
public health risk/emergency of international concern.
The recently introduced USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats (EPT) programs
aims to contribute to the worldwide efforts to better understand and respond to
these threats with specific focus on pandemic prone diseases. The Program has
been structured into 6 different projects namely IDENTIFY, PREDICT,
PREPARE, PREVENT, RESPOND and DELIVER. Each of these projects
focuses on specific areas of the EPT program.
WHO/AFRO, USAID, FAQ and OIE are seeking to set up a collaboration that will
work to implement the EPT program in the African Region. During a recent
consultative meeting held in Brazzaville the partners agreed on the key areas of
collaboration and the exact role that WHO/AFRO was expected to play in this
program. USAID has set aside USD1 .5 million to be used by WHO/AFRO in
supporting key activities necessary to accomplish WHO's role in the 1st year of
the EPT Programme.
This proposal highlights the key activities that WHO/AFRO in collaboration with
other partners will undertake during the 1st year of the EPT Programme. The
contribution of WHO AFRO activities contained in this proposal focus primarily on
the core capacities of WHO/AFRO and are in line with the WHO Medium Term
Strategic Plan 2008-2013 as well as the strategic directions for WHO action in
the region for the period of 2010-2015.

1

2. KEY ORIENTATIONS
As an outcome of the Joint Consultative meeting held in February 2010, the key
orientations that will guide WHO/AFRO's involvement in the EPT project are
outlined:
a) The EPT Program is expected to focus on Countries in and around the
Greater Congo Basin namely Democratic Republic of Congo, Congo,
Angola (Northern), Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Ethiopia,
Cameroun, Gabon, Central African Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Kenya,
Zambia, Sudan (Southern). This decision is based on the premise that
new pandemic and public health threats are likely to emerge from this
area.
b) WHO/AFRO is expected to facilitate and support the coordination process
of the program through wide dissemination of information about the
program specifics, consultations, and advocacy with Member States,
Partners, Regional Economic Blocs, other stakeholders', WHO 1ST and
country offices. To achieve this, WHO/AFRO is expected to strengthen its
technical capacity at Regional and Country levels.
c) WHO/AFRO, USAID, FAO and OIE will work together to promote the 'One
World, One Health' concept in the African Region.

3. WHO's ROLE
WHO/AFRO's role in the EPT project is expected to cover the following :
•

At the regional level and in collaboration with animal health partners,
strategic guidance will be provided to Countries implementing the EPT
Programme ensuring that the objectives of the programme are in line with
WHO's overall medium term strategic plan and core functions. The
Regional Office will also be involved in regular monitoring and evaluation
exercises on programme implementation in the respective countries.
Additionally stronger collaboration and coordination mechanisms will be
developed with the key partners, USAID, FAO and OIE. AFRO will also be
responsible for convening meetings related to the EPT.

•

At the lntercountry Support Team (1ST level) and in collaboration with
animal health partners, there will be operational support for
implementation of the EPT Program in designated countries.

•

At Country Level, WHO will help to establish Country Coordination
Mechanisms for the programme. To achieve this, the WHO Country
Offices will appoint a designated focal point for the programme who will
work under the guidance of the WR and in close collaboration with USAID
and other partners and will be fully involved in the project implementation
including monitoring of field activities.

2

4. EXPECTED RESULTS

Expected results from WHO/AFRO's involvement in the implementation of the
EPT project after the 1st year are as follows:
i)

Member States, Partners, Stakeholders and WHO offices involved fully
understand the program specifics and are sensitized to fully support
the program's implementation in their respective countries.

ii)

With WHO/AFRO's support and in collaboration with animal health
partners and USAID, formal Coordination mechanisms are set up in at
least 5 of the implementing Countries.

iii)

With WHO/AFRO's support, program components are introduced in at
least 5 of the implementing countries.

iv)

A successful meeting/conference promoting the 'One World, One
Health' concept involving Member States, Donors, partners and other
stakeholders will be conducted.

v)

Technical support provided for development of guidelines and
mechanisms in countries for improved inter-sectoral collaboration at
district level in target countries, especially between MOH and
Agriculture ministry.

vi)

Data on Emerging Public Health Threats in the selected target
countries will be routinely generated as part of existing WHO AFRO
surveillance system, IDSR, analyzed and disseminated to all sectors in
target countries.

5. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

To ensure delivery of the expected results, the following activities will be
undertaken by WHO/AFRO and Country Offices during the 1st year of the
Program:
Sensitization, Advocacy and Coordination

i.

Dissemination of information on EPT Program including the specific
objectives and WHO AFRO's expected role to relevant programmes of
WHO Regional office and from Regional to WHO Sub-Regional and
Country Offices

ii.

Support organization of Regional and Country level sensitization,
advocacy, and planning/coordination meetings for the EPT program,
targeting WHO, country MOH, Agriculture and wildlife sector staff.
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iii.

Support the organization of a Meeting on 'One World, One Health'
Concept.

Monitoring and evaluation

i.

In collaboration with USAID, FAO, OIE and other Stakeholders, conduct
regular monitoring and evaluation exercises for the Project implementation
under the EPT program. Monitoring and evaluation indicators will be
developed and tracked in close collaboration with USAID and other
implementing partners.

Strengthen capacity of WHO Regional and Country Offices

i.

Recruit Focal Person for EPT Program (Medical Officer with strong
background in epidemiology of infectious diseases, including zoonotic
diseases) at P4 Level (See annex for terms of reference)

ii.

Recruit a Data Manager who will be based at the RO and who will ensure
that all data on emerging and re-merging diseases, including those of
animal origin captured in the countries are received at RO, analyzed and
disseminated in a timely manner. The data manager will be responsible for
providing direct output including data on monitoring and evaluation to
USAID and partners through established mechanisms.

iii.

Train and orient the WHO staff involved in surveillance and response in
the target countries focusing on emerging threats including the zoonotic
diseases of the EPT project.

iv.

Develop or adopt existing tools for the management of outbreaks.

v.

Recruit WHO EPT Country Focal Persons [National Programme Officers].
The WHO EPT country focal persons will play a crucial role to coordinate
activities and timely provide relevant information to all implementing
partners whenever required. To optimize utilization of resources and
minimize duplication of efforts, they will routinely map out and share
updated information on partners' activities i.e. Who is doing What, Where
and When (the "4W matrix"). They will also support the ministries and
partners in organizing field activities including support supervision visits.
Therefore, during the course of the Programme, an NPO will be recruited
for each of the EPT implementing country to act as focal person. However
in the 1st year, due to limited funding available, only 5 NPO positions will
be created with 3 being funded through this proposal. The remaining 2
NPO positions will be supported through the IDENTIFY project. See annex
for terms of reference.

vi.

Procure project vehicles, equipment and supplies for WHO EPT Country
Focal Persons for 3 Countries (Congo, Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea).
4

The vehicles will be used to investigate outbreaks in collaboration with
MOH and animal health experts and to monitor implementation of the
mechanisms for collaboration between MOH and Agriculture sectors at
district level as part of the EPT. Additionally the vehicles will be used to
facilitate the travel of USAID and other partners in the designated
countries. As the EPT focal persons in countries will be expected to be
fully involved in field activities for the programme, there is a critical need to
provide the necessary logistics support to facilitate their movement and
work in remote locations. Field vehicles, communications equipment and
other necessary tools will be required to support the work of the EPT focal
persons.

6. BUDGET

BUDGET CATEGORY

AMOUNT
{USD)

Sensitization and Advocacy activities

Sensitization and advocacy meetings at Regional and support
activities at country levels
Organize sensitization meeting for Ministers of Health and
Agriculture of Central African Economic Community States as a
subset of the Congo Basin Area and a 'One World, One Health'
concept meeting
Coordination, monitoring and evaluation activities
Strenathen capacity of WHO Reaional and Country Offices
EPT Focal Person AFRO P04 salary for one year
Data Manager AFRO P03 salary for one year
Country EPT Focal Persons (NPOs) NOC for 1 Year:
Congo
Cameroon
Equatorial Guinea

(b)(4)

Procure project vehicles, equipment and supplies for WHO
EPT Country Focal Persons for 3 Countries

Proaramme Support Costs @ 13%
TOTAL
5

ANNEX 1 (TOR FOR TECHNICAL OFFICER - ZOONOSIS)

Under the supervision of the Programme Manager, EPR, the Technical Officer
will provide back-up support required to develop policies, strategies, guidelines,
protocols and standards on zoonotic diseases with epidemic potential to
comprehensively cover issues of surveillance, outbreak investigations,
prevention, containment and control activities. He/she will coordinate and
improve prevention and control of zoonotic diseases by informing key public
health professionals and stakeholders of internationally relevant outbreaks
related to zoonoses, including Public Health Emergencies of International
Concern (PHEICs, IHR 2005) with zoonotic origin. He/she will participate in
publishing periodic reports on zoonotic health events of public health concern.
Specific Terms of reference will include:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Liaise with appropriate sectors (agriculture, veterinary) and organizations
(FAQ, OIE and partners) for coordinated joint programming and
implementation of activities concerning animal and human health interface.
As WHO focal point will give technical inputs during joint/ integrated activities
including the USAID's Emerging Pandemic Threats Programme.
Provide leadership in the development of policies, strategies, guidelines,
protocols and standards on zoonotic diseases with epidemic potential to
comprehensively cover issues of surveillance, outbreak investigations,
prevention, containment and control activities.
Provide expert advice and direction in the management of zoonotic disease
outbreaks/ epidemics.
Lead in the development of systems for monitoring and evaluation of zoonotic
disease surveillance, outbreak investigations, and prevention and control
programs. He/she will participate in setting up the regional multidisciplinary
virtual rapid response teams.
Provide technical advice and support to Member States in the development of
integrated national preparedness and response plans for major zoonotic
diseases.
Collect and verify information including rumours on epizootics with
implications on human health. He/she will ensure that updated database on
zoonotic disease surveillance
and outbreak
investigations and
containment/control is maintained.
Participate in the monitoring and risk assessment of epidemics/acute public
health events in Member States associated with zoonoses.
Compile and distribute information related to zoonotic-associated epidemics
to public health officials and Member States as appropriate.
Assist in the identification of zoonotic outbreaks/events that should be
communicated to all WHO Member States via the IHR Event Information Site,
and collaborate with Headquarters in preparing the required text for
clearance.
Providing support to WHO/GOARN field teams and participate in field
investigations, and outbreak response operations, as required.
6

ANNEX 2 (TECHNICAL OFFICER - DATA MANAGEMENT)

Working under the overall supervision of the Director for Communicable
Diseases Prevention and Control, the incumbent will be responsible for
collecting, analyzing and disseminating data on epidemic and pandemic prone
diseases, emerging public health threats and other public health threats of
international concern, including zoonoses.
1) Provide support for the collection of data related to epidemic and
pandemic prone diseases; emerging public health threats and other public
health issues of international concern;
2) Check on the quality and coherence of the information received and
update databases accordingly;

3) Assist in building and maintaining electronic data archiving systems and
databases;
4) Analyze collected data and keep records on the speed of data collection;

5) Provide summaries of diseases' data to all stakeholders and partners;

7

ANNEX 3 - TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR NATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICERS

Under the supervision of the WHO County Representative, the incumbent will be
responsible for providing technical support to Member State for epidemic
preparedness and response with main focus on emerging public health threats in
the areas of assessments, planning, budgeting, coordinating, training,
supervising, monitoring and supervision of EPR activities including playing the
focal person and coordinating role within WHO for the Emerging Pandemic
Threats Programme (EPT) of USAID.
Specifically, the incumbent will be responsible for:
•

Support to the Member State, USAID and partners in the implementation
of the EPT Programme

•

Support Member State in the development and implementation of EPR
National and District Level Preparedness and Response Plans

•

Support risk assessments and management of severe emerging public
health threats in accordance with IHR requirements and in line with
National EPR policy and guidelines

•

Facilitate the establishment of cross border surveillance networks for
emerging pandemic threats

•

Support the Ministry of Health in developing a common platform and
framework for the coordination and conduct of research related to
emerging pandemic threats

•

Ensure timely and adequate dissemination of updated emerging pandemic
threats information

•

Advice the WR, National authorities and partners and undertake relevant
actions as guided by epidemiological surveillance data aimed at improving
quality of EPR activities.
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I. BACKGROUND
The emergence and rapid spread of pandemic-prone infectious diseases present
significant threat to humanity and global public health security. Particularly relevant is
the fact that the majority of all newly emerging and re-emerging diseases affecting
humans at the beginning of the twenty-first century have originated from animals. Some
of these zoonotic diseases have demonstrated ability to rapidly spread across the
increasingly interconnected world; posing enormous global public health, economic and
development concerns. The pandemic threats underscore the need for comprehensive
and proactive approaches for prediction , timely detection and response. These require
investing in measures that enable better understanding of interfaces between animals
and humans, and the ecosystems in which they live. The Emerging Pandemic Threats
(EPT) program aims to contribute to the worldwide efforts to better understand and
respond to these threats with specific focus on pandemic prone diseases.
In the African region , emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are major
contributors to Emerging Public Health Threats. Among others, the current known
pandemic threats in the Region include viral haemorrhagic fevers (Ebola, Marburg,
Lassa, Lujo etc.), influenza, plague, anthrax and other emerging diseases yet to be
identified. The program contributes to better understanding and response to these
threats in the Congo Basin and the surrounding hotspot countries. The EPT Program
also contributes to the implementation of the International Health Regulations (2005)
adopted during the fifty-eighth session of the World Health Assembly. IHR (2005) in part
provides mechanism to respond to Emerging Public Health Threats and focuses on
building core capacities for the detection, laboratory confirmation, risk assessment and
notification of all events that may constitute public health risk/emergency of international
concern.
Recognizing the public health importance of zoonosis, the sixtieth Regional Committee
for Africa recommended that countries strengthen partnerships among the various
sectors to address problems associated with the human-animal interface and to invest
in the environment. The committee also recommended strengthening partnerships
among WHO, Food and Agriculture Organization, and International Office of Epizootics
and other partners (Document AFR/RC60/9 on Recurring epidemics in the WHO African
Region: Situation analysis, preparedness and response). The implementation of the
EPT program contributes to the RC recommendation as it focuses on strengthening
capacities and partnerships to address public health challenges brought about by the
interactions between animals, humans and the environment in line with comprehensive
One Health approach.
Some of the achievements in year 1 of EPT implementation by AFRO

To better respond to the needs of the countries and partners implementing the EPT
program in the African region, WHO/AFRO utilized the EPT funding to strengthen its
capacity at both regional and country levels. The three critical roles WHO has continued
to play include advocacy for promotion of One Health approach, providing support to all

the EPT projects within WHO's mandate whenever needed, and implementing
IDENTIFY project in collaboration with FAO and OIE.
Specifically, funds provided for the first year of implementation were used to support
EPT staff salaries in AFRO (Brazzaville), Inter-country Support Team (Gabon) and 5
WHO country offices. Five National Professional Officers (NPOs) were assigned /
recruited as EPT national focal points to support program implementation in Cameroon,
Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Uganda. In other
countries with no national EPT focal points where implementations of EPT program
were started, a staff from the respective Inter-country Support Teams (1ST) was
assigned to provide the required support. Such countries included Gabon, Rwanda and
Tanzania.
Funds were also allocated to support investigation and response to outbreaks. Five 4x4
pick-up vehicles were purchased to facilitate field activities in each of the 5 countries.
The vehicles are being used by the multidisciplinary field teams during outbreak
investigations and response. They are also used for transportation of samples and
essential supplies during outbreaks.
To maximize benefits from implementing the EPT Program in the African Region, one
strategic principle supported by AFRO is to utilize the existing mechanisms within the
Region to further strengthen partnerships. In this regard, AFRO in collaboration with
partners and the appropriate sectors convened regional coordination meetings in
Brazzaville, Entebbe and Libreville to introduce EPT and advocate for support during
implementation. The meetings provided opportunities for strengthening common
understanding through advocacy, information sharing and joint planning. Similar
meetings were held periodically at country levels and enhanced country coordination for
better implementation of EPT projects. Specifically in the first year, effective platforms
for coordination of country EPT activities were established in Cameroon and Uganda
during which all the implementing partners periodically shared information and
conducted joint planning. Pre-existing coordination mechanisms such as the national
multidisciplinary task force for avian influenza and IDSR working group in Cameroon
and Uganda respectively provided crucial framework for EPT program coordination.
Similar coordination mechanisms are being identified in Congo, Equatorial Guinea and
DRC to strengthen multisectoral coordination.
A separate line of funding was used to implement a number of activities to strength
laboratory capacity in the region under the IDENTIFY project. Among others,
collaboration between the animal and human laboratory networks was strengthened
through joint mapping of laboratory capacity. The funding also supported country
adaptation of the Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response (IDSR) technical
guidelines in order to improve on surveillance for the normative priority diseases. More
detailed achievements on IDENTIFY project implementation are provided in a separate
proposal.
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II. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF 2012 ACTIVITIES
AFRO areas of focus for year 12 EPT implementation (EPT program in general}

WHO/AFRO helps to ensure that coherent and collaborative responses to health
problems are shared among countries of the region. It fosters regional cooperation to
address the many health problems that readily cross borders within the region. To
address these problems, WHO/AFRO facilitates dialogue, exchange of experience, and
establishment of region-wide mechanisms, such as those for disease surveillance or
specialized laboratory network. WHO/AFRO brings a regional perspective to the global
health agenda. In line with this, the major roles WHO/AFRO will continue to play in EPT
implementation in the African region include:
1) advocacy and sensitization on One Health approach;
2) support to all EPT projects for coordination and establishing linkages with their
respective line ministries; and
3) implementation of IDENTIFY project in collaboration with FAO and OIE.
The WHO Regional and Country offices will continue to provide support to all the EPT
projects to strengthen coordination efforts. To improve on buy-in and participation by the
governments and the respective line ministries, the existing WHO structures and
mechanisms will be used to liaise with the ministries of health, agriculture, environment
and other related ministries. The WHO staff assigned to strengthen EPT implementation
at regional , 1ST and national levels will liaise with USAID counterparts to facilitate
effective program implementation.
WHO will provide support to convene multi-agency/multi-sector/multi-disciplinary forums
at regional and country levels for discussing strategic EPT implementation issues
including advocacy for better understanding of the One Health approach. An advocacy
meeting will be convened for key policy makers (permanent secretaries) from EPT
countries during which all EPT projects will collectively advocate for multisector
approach to public health issues. High level forums such as the Regional Committee
meetings, multi-national cross-border conferences and other ministerial summits will
also be used to scale up the sensitization.
WHO will advocate for establishment of strong linkages between EPT activities and
proven successful public health strategies and tools being applied in the African Region.
Specifically to ensure that EPT contributes to the implementation of IHR in the region,
IDSR will be promoted to improve surveillance for standardized monitoring of priority
diseases established in the countries' IDSR technical guidelines. Countries in the region
are currently being supported to adapt the revised generic technical guidelines and use
of the corresponding training materials to internalize the IDSR guidelines.
Additional data/information obtained during EPT program implementation will
complement the IDSR data. Linkages between IDSR and similar surveillance systems
for animal and environmental health will be explored. Improved collaboration through
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EPT implementation presents opportunities for sharing surveillance information across
sectors during the scheduled national coordination meetings.
WHO will support activities related to coordinated multisectoral involvement during field
investigation and response to disease outbreaks. Technical expertise, catalytic financial
support, other relevant available resources such as vehicles, medical supplies and
communication equipment will be availed to facilitate outbreak response. The roster of
experts in the AFRO Regional Rapid Response Team (RRT) database and the WHO
Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN) will provide technical back up
to EPT partners and ministries when surge capacity is required.
WHO/AFRO will be guided by USAID on the need for increased WHO support to
respond to scale-up of EPT activities in additional countries in the region. It is
anticipated that WHO EPT national focal point positions will be crucial for supporting
EPT implementation in Angola, Tanzania and Rwanda.
Description of Specific Activities

1 : Advocacy and Sensitization
Activity 1.1 : Advocate for government support to implementation of EPT and
promote effective joint multisector approaches to public health issues
o

Sub-activity 1.1 .1 : Convene an advocacy meeting for high level policy
makers in governments on One Health in 2011 for 10 EPTcountries

The advocacy meeting was initially planned for the ministers of health, agriculture and
environment to be held in year 11 of EPT implementation. However, policy gaps have
been identified especially related to mechanisms to foster comprehensive multisector
approaches to address public health problems. It is therefore planned that permanent
secretaries and other policy makers from the key line ministries should be briefed on the
one health approach in a 3 days meeting to be convened in February 2012 in Nairobi.
All EPT projects and key stakeholders such as AU IBAR will prepare information to be
shared during the meeting.
•

•
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Partners : All EPT projects in collaboration with their respective line
ministries (Ministries of Veterinary Services, Health, Agriculture,
Environment etc.); other partners will include AU-IBAR, OHCEA etc.
Expected result(s)
• Common understanding of one health visions and EPT activities
by high level policy makers
• Enhanced willingness for multisector collaboration by the
relevant ministries
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o

Sub-activity 1.1 .2: Develop information package e.g. posters and leaflets for
wider circulation on one health in collaboration with other EPT projects and
key partners

This activity follows the Brazzaville One Health partnership meeting in May 2011. It was
agreed that a stepwise process of "outreach" led by WHO, FAO and AU-IBAR be
designed to build a technical and policy level understanding of value and importance of
adopting One Health approach to addressing zoonotic diseases across the human and
animal health, and environment sectors. To facilitate this process, a package of
advocacy materials will be prepared in collaboration with the other EPT partners. The
materials will be used to engage the technical leaders in the ministries as well as the
political leaders.
•
•

o

0......,

Partners: RESPOND, OHCEA, AU-IBAR, AFENET
Expected result(s):
• Advocacy materials on one health disseminated

Sub-activity 1.1.3: Organize forums at national and sub-national levels for
EPT partners to meet their line ministries (WHO to liaise with the ministries
to convene such meetings)

WHO in collaboration with FAO and AU-IBAR, will convene a series of in-country
meetings to increase awareness of technical leaders in the ministries of health,
agriculture and environment on the One Health approach. This will facilitate
understanding between the relevant ministries and the EPT partners.
•
•

Partners: All EPT partners
Expected result(s):
• EPT implementation mainstreamed and supported by the
ministries

2: Coordination and Support to all EPT Projects
Activity 2.1 Organize coordination meetings at Regional and support activities at
country levels

o

Sub-activity 2.1.1: Regular Joint meetings of EPT partners

WHO will continue to convene regular meetings at regional and national levels to share
information and discuss strategies for better implementation of the EPT program. The
country-level coordination mechanisms established in Cameroon and Uganda that has
resulted into monthly meetings will be sustained while similar platforms will be identified
in the other EPT countries in order for the implementing partners to share information
on routine basis. Specifically the EPT focal points in Congo, DRC and Equatorial
Guinea will identify the existing coordination mechanisms in the respective countries on
which EPT coordination can be built.
Date: 7/14/2015
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Partners: EPT projects and partners
• Expected result(s)
• Implementation of the project coordinated
o

Sub-activity 2.1 .2: Conduct project review meetings

At regional level and national levels, expected results will be routinely monitored and
regular reports shared with USAID and other partners according to the schedules. At
country level, the monthly or bimonthly coordination meetings will provide opportunities
for the EPT projects to review and monitor their activities.
•
•

Partners: EPT partners and line ministries
Expected result(s)
• Progress on the project activities monitored

Activity 2.2 Strengthen Capacity of WHO Regional and Country Offices for better
coordination by providing support to all EPT projects and partners

In 2010, WHO/AFRO incorporated the relevant EPT activities in its program of work and
biannual work plan. At the highest level, the WHO Regional Director sensitized the
Ministers of Health from the Great Congo Basin on the EPT perspectives and will
continue to facilitate the collaboration between the national authorities with the EPT
partners. The WHO country representatives were briefed by the Director of Disease
Prevention and Control Cluster (DPC) on EPT activities and their crucial roles in
ensuring coordination at country levels. Specific staff members were assigned in the
regional office, ISTs and country offices (5 NPOs) as EPT focal points to facilitate
coordination and provide technical support for better implementation of EPT program in
the region. USAID funding to support salaries of the EPT focal points played a very
crucial role in ensuring that the designated staff performed the assigned duties. In 2011,
it is proposed that the salaries of the staff be maintained and support for additional NPO
positions be considered in case of significant scale up of EPT activities in Angola,
Rwanda and Tanzania.
o

Sub-activity 2.2.1: Maintain the salaries of WHO EPT Focal points at
regional, /ST and country levels
Partners
Expected result(s)
• Strategic guidance to Countries implementing the EPT
Programme provided
• Effective Coordination platforms for EPT program
implementation identified and strengthened
• EPT staff salary secured for one year:
o EPT Focal person AFRO P04
o Data Manager AFRO P04
o EPT Focal Persons (NPOs) for 3 countries

Date: 7/14/2015
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3: Technical Assistance for Outbreak Investigation and Response
Activity 3.1 Perform field investigations and response to reported disease
outbreaks in collaboration with other EPT projects
o

Sub-activity 3.1 .1 Support investigation and response to disease
outbreaks and other field investigations jointly with RESPOND,
PREDICT and PREVENT projects.

Detection and response to disease outbreaks is one of the core roles of WHO in
providing technical support to Members States and partners. EPT provides a great
opportunity for strengthening multisector approaches for outbreak preparedness and
response. All the national EPT focal points are epidemiologists and public health
specialists with experience in outbreak investigation and response, and will work closely
with the EPT projects during response to disease outbreaks. In addition , the vehicles
purchased with year 11 funds and medical supplies prepositioned in collaboration with
the DELIVER project will be availed to facilitate outbreak investigation and response.
•
•

o

Partners : EPT partners, respective line ministries and other partners
Expected result(s)
• Threats of disease outbreaks timely investigated and responded
to
• Coordinated multisector response to public health events
demonstrated

Sub-activity 3.1.2: Conduct review meetings to evaluate response to
disease epidemics after every major outbreak

Post outbreak review meetings allow all actors to share experiences, identify gaps and
learn lessons for better response to future outbreaks. For instance, lessons learnt
through the review meeting for Uganda anthrax outbreak in 2011 led to improved
response to Ebola outbreak that occurred a few months later. In partnership with all the
EPT projects and line ministries, WHO will promote review meetings and documentation
of the major outbreaks. Lessons learnt from such meetings will be widely shared using
appropriate means (workshops, publications, reports, etc.).
0

•
•
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Partners: EPT partners, Ministries of Health, in collaboration with FAQ,
OIE, other line ministries dealing
Expected result(s)
• Review meetings conducted and lessons learnt from response
activities applied for better response to future outbreaks
• Documentation of disease outbreaks strengthened
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Ill . IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Responsible
ACTIVITIES by Area of wo rk

4

Other
stakeholders

EXPECTED
RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30
September 201 2

FY12Q4
OCT•
DEC
11

FY12
Q1
JAN-

MAR
12

FY12
Q2

APRJUN
12

FY12Q3
JULSEP12

Budget
(USD)

Available
(Inc luded
carryover
funds
and
transfer
from HQ)

I
1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

•
2.1

2.1.1
2.1.2

Advocate for government support to
implementation of EPT and promote
effective joint multisector approaches
to public health issues
Convene an advocacy meeting for
high level policy makers in
governments on One Health in 2011
for 1o EPT countries

Develop information package e.g.
posters and leaflets for wider
circulation on one health in
collaboration with other EPT projects
and key partners
Organize forums at national and subnational levels for EPT partners to
meet their line ministries (WHO to
liaise with the ministries to convene
such meetinCJs)

...

-

• II

2.2.1

WHO AFRO,
RESPOND

wco

....

Organize coordination meetings at
Regional and support activities at
countrv levels
Regular Joint meetings of EPT
partners
Conduct project review meetings

/'
2.2

WHO AFRO

Strengthen Capacity of WHO
Regional and Country Offices for
better coordination ( 12 months'
salarv suooort for EPT focal points)
Regional EPT Focal Point, Medical
officer P4 (AFRO)

WHO
WHO
~

WHO

Permanent
secretaries from
MoH, MoA,
Environment,
EPT partners,
AU-I BAR and
other partners
Other EPT
projects, AUIBAR, OHCEA

Common
understanding of
one health visions
and EPT activities
by high level
policy makers
Improved
multisector
collaboration by
the relevant
ministries

EPT partners,
MoH, MoA,
Environment and
other
stakeholders

EPT partners
and other
stakeholders
EPT partners,
line ministries
and other
partners

EPT Program
implementation
well-coordinated

X

(b)(4)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(b)(4)

Strategic
CJUidance on EPT

Gap

Responsible
ACTIVITIES by Area of work

2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6

Biostatistician/ Database manager,
DPC Cluster (AFRO}
National EPT Focal Point, NPO NO-C
(Cameroon}
National EPT Focal Point, NPO NO-C
(Conaol
National EPT Focal Point, NPO NO-C
(Uganda)

__
. .........

• ,.._. I
3.1

3.1.1

3.1.2

I

_._

I

Other
stakeholders

WHO
WHO

Coordination
platforms for EPT
established
Relevant support
provided to all
EPT partners
across projects

WHO
WHO

WHO

WHO

FY12Q4
OCT•
DEC
11

MAR
12

FY12
Q2
APRJUN
12

FY12Q3
JULSEP12

••ft- Mn\

MoH, other
ministries and
EPT partners
and other
stakeholders
~

Coordinated
timely
multisectoral
response to
disease outbreaks

(b)(4)

\

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
(b)(4)

...

TOTAL
~/

Summary of Year 2012 Budget
Carry-over of funds from EPT Year 2
Allocation to AFRO through WHO HQ (September 201 1)
Funds to be provided from other sources to cover for the budget shortfall
Total funds available for EPT Year 3

Total Year 3 AFRO EPT Budget
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carryover
funds
and
transfer

programme
provided to
relevant m inistries

-

Perform investigation and response
to disease outbreaks in collaboration
with other EPT oroiects
Support investigation and response
to disease outbreaks in collaboration
with other EPT oroiects
Conduct review meetings to evaluate
response to disease epidemics after
every major outbreak

EXPECTED
RESULTS
1 Oct 2011 - 30
September 2012

FY12
01
JAN-
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USD

(b)(4)

Gap

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL):

PROJECT
OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/ COLLECTION
METHOD

Advocacy for One Number of advocacy
Health approach
meetings
attained in all
countries
implementing EPT

Meeting reports

Coordinated
multisector
involvement in
addressing public
health issues

Meeting reports

Improved
multisectoral
approach in
response to disease
outbreaks

Number of regional
coordination meetings

FREQUENCY OF DATA
COLLECTION
Quarterly

WHO AFRO

~

Number of established Documentation of established
functional multisectoral structures for country coordination
country coordination
structures
Reports indicating number of
meetings held by country
coordination committees

Quarterly

WHO AFRO and EPT
Regional coordinators

Annually
WHO AFRO and EPT
Regional coordinators
Quarterly
EPT national focal points

Number of major
Outbreak reports
disease outbreaks where
all relevant sectors
responded

Quarterly

EPT national focal points
WHO AFRO

Number of multisector
post outbreak review
meetings
.

Quarterly

EPT national focal points
WHO AFRO

Meeting reports

.<."- ,
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VI. COUNTRY AND REGIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The organizational relationship between headquarters and the regional/countrylevel offices

WHO at all levels (headquarters, regional and country) facilitates and supports the
implementation of the EPT Program. In the African region, WHO intends to use its
mechanisms and strengths to provide support across all the 4 EPT projects (PREDICT,
PREVENT, RESPOND and IDENTIFY). In this regard , WHO will continue to widely
disseminate information about the EPT program specifics, hold consultations, promote
effective coordination and advocate at regional and country levels for better
implementation of the program.
To better perform the above functions, WHO has strengthened its capacity both at
Regional and Country levels. At the Regional level, the program is fully incorporated into
the WHO strategic plans and the overall program management is supervised by the
Director of the Disease Prevention and Control Cluster. Additionally, 2 technical officers
in AFRO are designated to monitor EPT program and IDENTIFY project respectively.
Currently a WHO NPO is assigned in each of the 5 countries (Cameroon, Congo, DRC,
Equatorial Guinea and Uganda) to facilitate liaison between EPT implementing partners
and the relevant ministries. The designated NPOs who are supervised by the WHO
Country representatives ensure that the representatives are fully briefed on EPT
activities in order for them to advocate for coordinated multisector implementation. In
EPT countries with no designated NPOs, the respective 1ST has assigned a staff
member to perform the required functions.
Partnerships at the regional/country level

WHO collaborates directly with FAQ and OIE to implement the IDENTIFY project. At the
country level, the Ministries of Health and Animal Resources, partners and other related
ministries participate in joint implementation of the components of the EPT program.
WHO will facilitate communication among the stakeholders by identifying and making
use of the existing coordination mechanisms within the countries. WHO will also
continue to strengthen and encourage synergies within all the EPT implementers and
promote participation of other collaborating technical partners such as AU-IBAR and
OHCEA.
Reporting

The implementation of the EPT program is closely monitored by the EPT focal points at
regional office under the coordination of the DPC Cluster. Technical and financial
reports will be prepared and submitted to USAID according to the agreed formats and
timelines.

I. BUDGET
The total budget for the AFRO EPT Program (excluding IDENTIFY project) for October
1, 2011 through September 30, 2012, is estimated at $1,218,000. Of the total budget,
$1 ,159,000 is available (i.e. $409,000 carry-over from FY2011 and $750,000 being the
recent USAID authorized release from WHO Headquarters to fund FY2012 EPT
activities). The additional budget required $59,000 and will be obtained from other
sources.

Attachment 1
WHO/AFRO EPT Program
Dates October 1, 201 O - September 30, 2012
Budget Summary

Total (USD)

I

Personnel
Activities including cost associated
with meetings, travels, emergency
deployments, etc.

(b)(4)

Grand Total
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Attachment 2
BUDGET NOTES
PERSONNEL

The EPT focal point in the WHO Regional office, 3 NPOs (Cameroon, Congo and
Uganda) and a database manager in charge of the DPC cluster data management are
included in the budget proposal. The salaries for these 5 positions have been funded in
FY11 through the EPT program. Financial support is required to sustain these positions
in the FY12.

...;:;S

OVERHEAD
The overhead costs will be covered by other sources of funds .

.)(:5

~

TRAVEL

Due to need to convene both planned and ad hoc meetings, and emergency travels, the
travel costs are not budgeted separately. The costs are rather included in the cost of
activities that will require travelling.

Attachment 3
Estimated Allocation of Funds by Regional/Country from
October 1, 2011 to September 30, 2012
Country
~
Angola
~~
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Democratic Republic of Congo
Uqanda
Gabon
Republic of Conqo
Rwanda
Tanzania
Equatorial Guinea
1ST Central Gabon
1ST East and South Harare
WHO Congo Regional Office
Total

Date: 7/14/2015

Personnel

I Activitv I TOTAL USD

(b)(4)

Comments
All
the
countries
will benefit
from
regional
activities
and
funds
allocated
for outbreak
response
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March 22, 2018

Via email

This letter is our final response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) for:
[A] digital/electronic copy of all reports concerning the administration, and/or status, and/or
accomplishments of the PIOET program (Pandemic Influenza and Other Emerging Threats)
of USAID. You may limit this request to records originated or dated since January 1, 2010.
USAID’s search for responsive records yielded 26 pages that originated with the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention and Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (CDC/ATSDR). USAID referred
those pages to us for review and our release determination.
We reviewed the 26 pages of responsive records provided by USAID. After a careful review of these pages,
no information was withheld from release. All 26 pages are released in full.
If you need any further assistance or would like to discuss any aspect of the records provided please contact
either our FOIA Requester Service Center at 770-488-6399 or our FOIA Public Liaison at 770-488-6277.
Sincerely,

Roger Andoh
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Officer
Office of the Chief Information Officer
(770) 488-6399
Fax: (404) 235-1852
18-00525-FOIA

USAID
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

EPT Region/Country/Global Level
Implementation Plan

1 October 2010 - 30 September 2011
Submitted to:
United States Agency for International Development

Submitted by:
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Center for Global Health
(Division of Public Health Systems and Workforce Development and
Division of Global Disease Detection and Emergency Response) and
National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases

1
December 2010

I.

BACKGROUND
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EMERGING AND ZOONOTIC INFECTIOUS
DISEASES (NCEZID)
Current knowledge is insufficient to predict which of the thousands of viruses and other
pathogens circulating in animals poses a human health risk or has pandemic potential.
CDC's National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases (NCEZID) proposes
to use unique CDC assets and expertise to supplement ongoing EPT Program activities by
working with PREDICT, RESPOND, PREVENT, and IDENTIFY to increase the likelihood
of identifyi ng pathogens of greatest public health importance as early as possible. NCEZID
has built upon established CDC strengths and used risk prediction tools, including modeling,
to identify high risk sites at which we will conduct enhanced surveillance among humans and
other animals, including fever of unknown origin (FUO) surveillance. Until significant
advances in predictive ability are made, human surveillance remains the most sensitive
indicator of emerging threats.
The proposed work plan will expand current activities in the Greater Congo Basin. Emphasis
will be given to the development of tools, such as affordable point-of-care rapid diagnostics,
and development of local laboratories, which will increase the accuracy of on-site diagnosis.
NCEZID will collaborate closely with in-country EPT colleagues to collect and analyze
samples from domestic and wild animals, including those associated with die-offs or animal
deaths that occur during human illness outbreaks in targeted surveillance areas. It is
anticipated that engagement in sustainable clinical and laboratory diagnostic capacitybuilding will improve national and local capacity to accurately identify circulating or
endemic causes of FUO, emerging, or conventional agents in these regions and improve the
ability to rapidly identify cases resulting from novel emerging pathogens. These in-country
activities will build capacity for case recognition and data collection at the local clinical level
and improve capacity of laboratory diagnosis of not only viral diseases but other etiological
agents which might also be emerging and of potential local, if not pandemic, importance.
CENTER FOR GLOBAL HEALTH (CGH)
Division of Public Health Systems and Workforce Development (DPHSWD)
EPT funding will be used to support zoonotic disease-related activities within Field
Epidemiology and Laboratory Training Programs and associated activities in Central Africa,
Southeast Asia and Brazil.
Africa:
Using the established infrastructure of CDC Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training
Programs in Africa, and in coordination with the Afiican Field Epidemiology Network,
DPHSWD will conduct program activities in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda,
and the 4-country West African regional field epidemiology project based in Burkina Faso.
Support for the DRC component of this project will be channeled through the newly
established Central Anica FELTP based in Yaounde, Cameroon which also provides a
platform for the training of other epi and veterinary field epidemiologists for Central Africa
Republic, another Congo Basin hotspot. DPHSWD will also support a team comprising an
2
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epidemiologist, a public health advisor, and a health education specialist to provide technical
assistance for the implementation of this work plan.

South-East Asia and Amazon Basin:
Using the established infrastructure of CDC Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training
Programs in Asia and the Americas, DPHSWD will conduct program activities in Brazil and
South East Asia. Support for the SE Asia component of this project will be channeled
through the newly established Southeast Asia Field Epidemiology and Technology Network,
Inc. (SAFETYNET) based in Bangkok, Thailand which also provides a platform for the
training of other epi and veterinary field epidemiologists for Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.
Support for activities in Brazil will be channeled through the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation
(FIOCRUZ). DPHSWD will also support a team comprising an epidemiologist, a public
health advisor, a health scientist and an instructional designer to provide technical assistance
for the implementation of this work plan.
Brazil is Latin America's largest country and leading economy. It ranks as the fifth most
populous country in the world (pop.189 million). Brazil contains 60% of the Amazon rain
forest, the most biologically dense and diverse ecosystem in the world, which is home to
sylvatic cycles of vector-borne diseases, enteric infections, anthropozoonotic infections and
new or re-emerging diseases that pose a potential health threat to neighboring countries and
the US. Brazil reports the most cases of malaria, dengue fever and yellow fever in the
Americas. Daily flights connect the US and several Amazonian cities. The entire region is
undergoing profound ecological change due to deforestation, urbanization, expansion of
animal farming, ecotourism and climate change. Brazil is an emerging regional power that
provides resources for enhancing public health in Latin American countries and the
Lusophone countries of Africa.
The Tropical Medicine Foundation of Manaus (FMT) is the leading tropical disease clinical
and research institute in the Brazilian portion of the Amazon Region, and the main reference
center in an area extending from the Peruvian border to the Xingu river in Para. It has close
institutional relations with the State of Amazonas Secretariat of Health (state health
department) and plays an important role in supporting disease surveillance and control in the
state and the region beyond. FMT researchers and field workers are engaged in many
population-based field studies of zoonotic and emerging tropical diseases. FMT leadership
and senior researchers have expressed a strong interest in a partnership with CDC that will
combine FMT' s diagnostic and laboratory research capacity with CDC's epidemiologic
expertise.

CENTER FOR GLOBAL HEALTH
Division of Global Disease Detection and Emergency Response (GDDER)
The Global D isease Detection and Emergency Response Division, Center for Global Health
will continue to serve in a coordinating role to assure harmonization across CDC and with
3
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USAID for comprehensive and integrated support of EPT activities. This includes provision
of 2 technical FTEs detailed to the USAID API Unit.

II. NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES BY LINE OF WORK
REGIONAL - Greater Congo Basin
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection - Identification of novel wildlife pathogens that
pose a significant public health threat
o Activity 1. 1: Pathogen Discovery and Characterization
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: Facilitate and monitor contract with the Field Museum to
provide blood and tissue samples from various wild animal species (primarily
rodents and bats) from the Congo Basin region to be analyzed for the presence of
zoonotic agents via detection of antibody, antigen, nuclei acid, or infectious viral
and bacterial agents.
• NCEZID Lead: One Health Office
• Partners: NCEZID Divisions, Field Museum
• Expected result(s): Blood tissue samples from at least 200 species to be
analyzed by participating NCEZID laboratories.

o

LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
Activity 1.1 : Strengthening field epidemiology and laboratory training programs to
include veterinary field epidemiology
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: Support guest lecturers to existing FETPs and FELTPs in areas
of zoonotic infectious diseases.
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected resu]t(s): Guest lecturers supported
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: Provide short course in-service training for officials in both the
animal and human health sectors.
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s):
• Epidemiological assistance in teaching and evaluating scheduled
courses.
• Instmctional design and health education expertise to ensure that
the courses are taught in a manner that maximizes the
effectiveness, efficiency and appeal of the materials and other
learning experiences.
• Conduct a course in participatory epidemiology for participants
within the human and animal health sectors.
o Sub-activity 1.1.3: Support existing and initiate veterinary field epidemiology
activities in existing FELTP.
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): Activities supported
o Sub-activity 1.1.4: Provide mini-grants to FELTP students and graduates to
develop innovative solutions to address zoonotic diseases at local level
4
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•
•
•

o

Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
Expected result(s):
Mini grants provided to FELTP residents to implement zoonotic
disease projects
Sub-activity 1.1.5: Provide technical assistance to provide support (management
and technical) to programs in various countries
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): TA provided

o

Activity 1.2: Strengthening public health laboratory networks to address zoonotic
diseases:
o Sub-activity 1.2.1: Provide laboratory kits and reagents to support participating
laboratories
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s):
• Provide outbreak investigation kits to select public health
laboratories for outbreak confirmation of zoonotic and other
outbreak diseases
• Provide funding for reimbursement of the costs for transporting
laboratory specimens from suspected outbreaks
o Sub-activity 1.2.2: Provide training to integrate the public health laboratory into
the operations of the national infectious disease surveillance system
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): Training provided

o

Activity 1.3: Strengthening public health surveillance and response networks
o Sub-activity 1.3.1: Develop surveillance protocols for zoonotic diseases
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): Development of surveillance activities including
retrospective and prospective mortality studies that can be useful in
determining the leading patterns and causes of death including zoonotic
disease-related deaths.
o Sub-activity 1.3.2: Conduct multi-country meetings between animal and human
experts to discuss protocols of collaboration
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): meetings held
o Sub-activity 1.3.3: Design communication program for integrated zoonotic
surveillance and response, including surveillance bulletins and one-health forums
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): Surveillance expertise provision to develop an
electronic Integrated Disease Surveillance and Response weekly report for
feedback and communication about surveillance data including zoonotic
diseases; assist with the development of surveillance protocols
o Sub-activity 1.3.4: Support regional networks of FELTPs to address zoonotic
disease
• Partners: AFENET, FELTPs
5
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•

Expected result(s): support provided

All LOWs: Cross-cutting activities
o Activity 0.1: Coordination and integration of work plan activities and methodologies
locally, regionally, and internationally.
o Sub-activity 0.1.1: Support EPT Program in activities that will enhance zoonotic
disease coordination across sectors and among stakeholders.
• NCEZID Lead: One Health Office
• Partner: NCEZID Divisions, USAID, EPT Program Grantees
• Expected result: Increased communication, cooperation, and collaboration
among partners and stakeholders.
o Sub-activity 0.1.2: Promote real time information-sharing locally, regionally, and
internationally.
• NCEZID Lead: One Health Office
• Partner: NCEZID Division, USAID, EPT Program Grantees
Expected Result: Improved communication, cooperation, and
collaboration among partners and stakeholders.
COUNTRY: Uganda
LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection - Identification of novel wildlife pathogens that pose
a significant public health threat
o Activity 1.1: Pathogen Discovery and Surveillance
o Sub-activity 1. I. 1: Test blood and tissues from apes, bats, rodents and other feral
species for evidence of infection by vector-borne viruses and bacteria from
pathogen families known to infect humans.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Wildlife Conservation Society, Field Museum, Institute for
Tropical Forest Conservation, Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project, Jane
Goodall Institute, DHCPP, PREDICT
• Expected result: Because most specimens will be collected from
apparently healthy animals we anticipate that data will give histories of
infection. These will be useful in nanowing down which species groups,
where should be targeted for more focused investigation.
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: Test blood meals from wild-caught mosquitoes to determine
the species of vertebrate hosts they are feeding on.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Uganda Virus Research University (UVRI, Uganda Park
Service, Makere University Department of Zoology
• Expected result: Data will show for specific localities what the vector
population is and what feral vertebrates they are feeding on, including
humans and sub-human primates. This will establish a working link
between feral pathogen hosts and humans necessary for evaluating the
potential for vectors to act as a bridge for emerging zoonoses.
o Sub-activity 1.1.3: Test wild-caught mosquitoes for arboviruses. Viruses shown
to be cytopathic to vertebrate cells in culture and to mice will be isolated from
6
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mosquitoes pooled by species. Vimses will be sequenced and identified by group
and species.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: UVRI
• Expected result: Previously unrecognized viruses will be discovered at a
rate of at least one in every 100,000 mosquitoes tested. Each new virus
successfully propogated will increase the number of viruses that can be
identified in human or animal specimens.
o

Activity 1.2: National Viral Hemorrhagic Fever (VHF) Surveillance
o Sub-activity 1.2.1: Work with in-country partners to conduct active VHF
surveillance at high-risk locations.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPPNiral Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: Ministry of Health, UVRI, CDC Uganda
• Expected result: Formal agreements between international and in-country
partners on joint VHF surveillance.
o Sub-activity 1.2.2: Develop and implement standardized case investigation,
report, and laboratory forms, for suspect VHF.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPPNiral Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: Ministry of Health, UVRI, CDC Uganda
• Expected result: Standardized forms and case definitions to be used for
VHF surveillance.
o Sub-activity 1.2.3: Perform on-the-ground assessments at sites with historic VHF
activity.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPPNiral Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: Ministry of Health, UVRI, CDC Uganda
• Expected result: Determination of capacity and needs for implementation
of active VHF surveillance.

LOW 2: Risk Determination - Characterization of the potential risk and method of
transmission for specific diseases of animal origin

o

Activity 2.1: Enhance human surveillance for early detection
o Sub-activity 2.1.1: Establish acute febrile illness (AFI) surveillance within
current plague clinical network in Arua and Nebbi Districts, to include febrile
patients who are not suspected of having plague. Specimens will be collected and
tested on site for common endemic diseases; specimens from cases of fevers of
unknown origin (FUO) will be sent to CDC for analysis.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Ministry of Health, UVRI, DHCPP
• Expected result: It is anticipated that after differential diagnosis for the
most common endemic pathogens, 50%-70% of fevers will be
undiagnosed. We anticipate that these will yield rare or previously
undescribed zoonotic vector-borne viruses and bacteria. It is also
anticipated that based on FUO rates in the U.S., that the etiologies of at
least 20% of AFI will not be identified.
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o

o

o

o

Sub-activity 2.1.2: Expansion of a current study to detect plague cases in both
humans and in rodent die-offs to detect all serious febrile cases and unusual peridomestic animal morbidity. The system will be based on village volunteer
training and cell phone reporting.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Ministry of Health, UVRI
• Expected result: An early surveillance system for the detection of human
and animal infections with potentially emerging zoonotic pathogens.

Activity 2.2: Epidemic Predictive Modeling
o Sub-activity 2.2.1: Further development of EPT-funded geo-cl imatic risk models
to exploit the spatial-temporal risk for contact with vectors transmitting pathogens
from rodents, bats and other feral hosts.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Ministry of Health, National Center for Atmospheric Research,
Poxvirus and Rabies Branch/ DHCPP
• Expected result: Models capable of selecting areas within hot spot regions
most likely to need specialized surveillance and diagnostic for specific
vector-borne pathogens, such as arboviruses, thereby providing economy
of effort in the detection and response to emerging pathogens.
o Sub-activity 2.2.2: Expansion of the successful development of models predicting
the likely international dispersion by time of yellow fever from a single focus in
Paraguay to the more general examples of dispersal risk of viruses with various
sets of characteristics out of Uganda.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Makere University, Harvard University
• Expected result: A model for assessing risk of international dissemination
from Uganda of arboviruses in infected human or animal carriers
dependent on the characteristics of air transport and virus pathogenicity
(e.g., prepatent period, length of infectivity).
Activity 2.3: Development of Point-of-Care Diagnostics
o Sub-activity 2.3.1: Continue and expand ongoing development of rugged,
dependable, easy to use diagnostic procedures for rural African use. Complete
testing and work to expand the capabilities of individual dipsticks to include
several commonly encountered local pathogens.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: UVRI, Ministry of Health
• Expected results: Ability to rapidly and accurately diagnose the most
common causes of fever presenting at clinics will allow focus of
investigative diagnoses on emerging pathogens in the cohort of FUO
specimens.
Activity 2.4: Multi-faceted diagnostic approaches to diagnose VHFs
o Sub-activity 2.4.1: Train UVRI staff in processing and running diagnostic assays
on clinical samples.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPPNiral Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: UVRI, Ministry of Health
8
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•

o

Expected results: Improved capacity to rapidly and accurately diagnose
VHFs.
Sub-activity 2.4.2: Fully implement PCR, antigen detection, IgM, and IgG ELISA
diagnostic assays for Ebola, Marburg, CCHF, and RVF viruses at UVRI.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPPNiral Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: UVRI, Ministry of Health
• Expected results: Improved capacity to rapidly and accurately diagnose
VHFs.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building - Support for sustainable, country-level
response
o Activity 3.1: Clinician Training
o Sub-activity 3.1.1: Train medical and laboratory personnel staffing the
surveillance network clinics in the identification and diagnosis of the major
causes of febrile illness in their areas. Analyze where impediments to the flow of
information and specimens occur.
• NCEZID Lead: DVBD
• Partners: Ministry of Health; UVRI
• Expected result: Rapid response to unusual, as well as more common,
disease outbreaks.
o Activity 3.2: Biocontainment and Biosafety
o Sub-activity 3.2.1: Upgrade VHF laboratory at UVRI.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPPN iral Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: UVRI
• Expected result: Improved biocontaiment and biosafety for handling and
storage of VHF clinical samples.
o Activity 3.3: Human Pathogen Detection
o Sub-activity 3.3.1: Continuation of an existing study with the Ugandan Ministry
of Health and UVRI, investigating the incidence and disttibution of
undifferentiated AFI and a subset of AFI-causing diseases in Uganda.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Bacterial Special Pathogens Branch
• Partners: Ministry of Health; UVRI, CDC Uganda, London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
• CDC/DFWED/EDEB, CDC/DVBID/BDB, DB, and RZB,
CDC/DPDM/MB, Oak Ridge National Laboratories, CDC-Atlanta
laboratories.
• Expected result: (1) Additional data on biological evidence of exposure
and periodic prevalence of the AFI-causing agents at multiple time points;
(2) additional longitudinal epidemiological data on AFI-causing diseases
and relevant environmental data; and (3) a field evaluation of various
commercially available rapid diagnostic tests that could greatly facilitate
outbreak investigation. Disease prevalence data and risk maps for use by
UMoH District Directors of Health Services and healthcare providers to
guide clinical and laboratory diagnostic decision making.
COUNTRY: Democratic Republic of Congo
9
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LOW 1: Wildlife Pathogen Detection - Identification of novel wildlife pathogens that pose
a significant public health threat Activity 1.1: Pathogen Discovery and
Surveillance
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: Detection of orthopoxviruses (OPX) in wild mammals
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health, University of Kinshasa,
Institute National de Recherche Biomedicale (INRB) Kinshasa, DRC
Ministry of Health, DRC National Veterinary Laboratory, PREDICT
• Expected result: Determination of the baseline prevalence of OPX in
native animals in the region and identification of animal species with the
greatest incidence of OPX exposures.
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: Systematic survey of bat diversity for pathogen detection
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, Laboratoire Veterinaire Central (LVC),
PREDICT
• Expected result: Identification of novel zoonotic pathogens of concern in
presumptive emerging infectious disease hotspots and establishment of
smveillance of known zoonotic pathogens of concern in key reservoir
species.
o Sub-activity 1.1.3: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, LVC, PREDICT
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, LVC, PREDICT
• Expected result: Identification of novel zoonotic pathogens of concern in
bushmeat or live animals in markets and surveillance of known zoonotic
pathogens of concern in key reservoir species to identify specific public
health risks.
LOW 2: Risk Determination - Characterization of the potential risk and method of
transmission for specific diseases of animal origin
o Activity 2.1: Orthopoxvirus Exposure
o Sub-activity 2.1.1: Controlled epidemiologic studies to determine the principle
modes of inter-human transmission of monkeypox virus as well as behavioral,
demographic, and medical risk factors for acquisition of disease.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health, University of Kinshasa,
INRB, DRC Ministry of Health, International Conservation and Education
Foundation (INCEF), PREDICT
• Expected result: Determination of environmental features that are
significantly associated with zoonotic transmission events of monkeypox
VlfUS.

o

Activity 2.2: Modeling of Risk
o Sub-activity 2.2.1: Develop country-level hotspots map of emerging infectious
disease risk and work with country partners to "]ground truth" resulting risk maps
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o

and the underlying population, land use, and wildlife diversity data for the
country.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, LVC, PREDICT
• Expected result: Identification of zoonoses of concern with regard to
wildlife, domestic animal and human health and geographic
characterization of wildlife reservoir diversity in regard to high
consequence zoonoses of interest. A GIS integrated surveillance map will
be developed that indentifies potential wildlife-zoonotic hotspots and
human populations for intervention.
o Sub-activity 2.2.2: Develop predictive models to identify wildlife species most
likely to harbor pathogens of risk to humans and make recommendations for
sampling strategies.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, LVC, PREDICT
• Expected result: Identification of zoonoses of concern with regard to
wildlife, domestic animal and human health and geographic
characterization of wildlife reservoir diversity in regard to high
consequence zoonoses of interest. A GIS integrated surveillance map will
be developed that indentifies potential wildlife-zoonotic hotspots and
human populations for intervention.
Activity 2.3: Characterization of the human-wildlife-domestic interface
o Sub-activity 2.3.1: Conduct a survey among human populations at sites in
Kinshasa, Bas-Congo, Bandundu, and Orientale Provinces around presumptive
wildlife-zoonotic hotspots regarding wildlife and domestic animal contact, healthseeking behaviors following potential exposures and medical access to treatment
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, LVC, PREDICT
• Expected result: These will include development of human capacities in
terms of training of officers involved in surveillance, epidemiological
investigation and response to zoonoses; ground-truthing of model
predictions; census of companion animals and suspected illness in these
animals; increasing education and awareness on risks associated with
wildlife and domestic animal interface; development of a protocol for
prophylaxis of persons bitten by wild or domestic animals; identification
of obstacles related to vaccine availability and dissemination among
communities at risk, built upon prior collaborations for outreach about
zoonoses on World Rabies Day.
o Sub-activity 2.3.2: Survey of markets to identify wildlife or domestic animal
products in regard to zoonotic pathogen risk and survey vendors at high
occupational risk for exposure to wildlife or domestic animal zoonoses of concern
regarding wildlife and domestic animal contact, health-seeking behaviors
following potential exposures and medical access to care at presumptive wildlife
zoonoses hotspots.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: CDC-Kinshasa, INRB, LVC, PREDICT
11
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•

Expected result: These include development of human capacities in terms
of training of officers involved in surveillance, epidemiological
investigation and response to zoonoses; ground-truthing of model
predictions; census of bushmeat products and market practices; increasing
education and awareness on risks associated with wildlife and domestic
animal interface; development of a protocol for care of persons bitten by
wild or domestic animals; identification of obstacles related to vaccine
availability and dissemination among communities at risk, extended from
previous local visits.

LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building - Support for sustainable, country-level
response
o Activity 3.1: Rapid Identification and Reporting
o Sub-activity 3.1.1: Develop and/or evaluate traditional and novel methods for the
rapid identification and reporting of human monkeypox virus infectionsincluding point-of-care diagnostic assays, medical alert communications
mechanisms, and standardized case definitions.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health, University of Kinshasa,
INRB, DRC Ministry of Health, PREDICT
• Expected result: Effective means for diminishing virus spread at the
earliest stages of a potential outbreak.
LOW 4: Risk Reduction - Promotion of actions that minimize or eliminate the potential
for the emergence and spread of new disease threats
o Activity 4.1: Medical and Behavioral Interventions
o Sub-activity 4.1.1: Identify and/or evaluate options for medical and behavioral
interventions including, use of vaccines, anti-viral therapies, novel risk
communication strategies, and simplified ('low-tech') infection control
procedures to reduce the spread of monkeypox in at-risk communities.
• NCEZID Lead: DHCPP/Poxvirus and Rabies Branch
• Partners: Kinshasa School of Public Health, University of Kinshasa,
INRB, DRC Ministry of Health, PREVENT
• Expected result: Identification of site appropriate strategies for reducing
monkeypox exposure risks.

REGIONAL - Southeast Asia
FETP-AA/DPHSWD will support the development of public health surveillance and response
networks and public health laboratory activities to address zoonotic activities throughout the
region using these EPT funds. USAID and FETP-AA/DPHSWD have supported the
development of regional FELTPs in Thailand and most recently, expanded throughout the region
in collaboration with SAFETYNET. During this collaboration, these partners with others have
established several FETPs within the South-east Asian region. Certain programs have identified
the need for veterinary expertise within these programs and as a result have inducted
veterinarians into the programs. Three such programs are proposed in Laos, Vietnam and
12
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Cambodia FELTPs. FETP-AA/DPHSWD will work with SAFETYNET to continue to support
the development of the veterinary component and regional communication of zoonotic activities
using these funds.
Specifically, FETP-AA/DPHSWD will provide technical assistance in the implementation of
both FELTP programs throughout the region. T his technical assistance will comprise
epidemiological, management, instructional design, and surveillance expertise to enable the
program to achieve its critical outcomes. Additionally, assistance will be provided through the
existing FETP-AA/DPHSWD Cooperative Agreement with SAFETYNET and this assistance
will consist of the provision of the following objective and activities.

LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
• Activity 1.1: Strengthening field epidemiology and laboratory training programs to
include veterinary field epidemiology
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: Provide short course in-service training for officials in both the
animal and human health sectors.
• Partners: SAFETYNET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s):
• Epidemiological assistance in teaching and evaluating scheduled
comses.
• Instructional design and health education expertise to ensure that
the courses are taught in a manner that maximizes the
effectiveness, efficiency and appeal of the materials and other
learning experiences.
• Conduct a course in participatory epidemiology for participants
within the human and animal health sectors.
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: Provide instruction in investigating outbreaks, conducting
epidemiological studies, communications and scientific writing.
• Partners: SAFETYNET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): Instruction provided
o Sub-activity 1.1.3: Establish a mechanism to provide mini-grants to FETP fellows
• Partners: SAFETYNET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): mini-grants provided
o Sub-activity 1. 1.4: Project management to assist with the planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, and controlling the regional FELTP project's efforts for the
purpose of accomplishing its established overall goals.
• Partners: SAFETYNET, FELTPs
• Expected result(s): TA provided

Vietnam:
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
• Activity 1.1: Strengthening field epidemiology and laboratory training programs to include
veterinary field epidemiology
o Sub-activity 1.1.1 : Support existing and initiate veterinary field epidemiology
activities in existing FELTP
13
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•
•

Partners: SAFETYNET, Vietnam FETP
Expected result(s): Support provided

Laos:
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
• Activity 1.1 : Strengthening field epidemiology and laboratory training programs to include
veterinary field epidemiology
o Sub-activity 1.1. l: Support Zoonotic disease study projects and outbreak response
training. Train animal health personnel in basic epidemiology
• Pa1tners: SAFETYNET, Lao PET
• Expected result(s): Support provided
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: Support provincial and district level veterinary-epi and human-epi
co-training in basic epidemiology and o utbreak response
• Partners : SAFETYNET, Lao PET
• Expected result(s): Support provided
Cambodia:
LOW3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
• Activity 1.1: Strengthening field epidemiology and laboratory training programs to include
veterinary field epidemiology
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: Support provincial and district level veterinar y-epi and human-epi
co-u·aining in basic epidemiology and outbreak response
• Partners: SAFETYNET, Cambodia AET
• Expected result(s): Support provided
• Activity 1.2: Su·engthening public health surveillance and response networks
o Sub-activity 1.1.1 : Provide short course in-service training for officials in the newly
established Applied Epidemiology Training (AET)
• Pa1tners: SAFETYNET, Cambodia AET
• Expected result(s
• Epidemiological assistance in teaching and evaluating scheduled
courses.
• Instructional design and health education expertise to ensure that the
courses are taught in a manner that maximizes the effectiveness,
efficiency and appeal of the materials and other learning experiences.
• Conduct a course in participatory epidemiology for participants within
the human and animal health sectors
REGIONAL - Amazon
Brazil:
LOW 3: Outbreak Response Capacity Building
We propose to develop a model of integrated zoonotic disease surveillance for the
populations currently under study by FMT researchers for zoonotic disease in the vicinity
of the city of Manaus. At present, FMT researchers conduct human population-based
surveillance for arbovi.rus infection and other hemorrhagic fevers, malaria, leishmaniasis,
boITeliosis, and other tropical infections. We will work with FMT, the Amazonas state
14
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health department, and officials of the state secretariats responsible for animal health and
wildlife, to create a unified protocol of surveillance of human, domesticated animal, and
wildlife populations, including vectors. This proposed protocol will allow detection,
investigation and control of select zoonotic diseases across the spectrum of sylvatic and
domesticated animal hosts, vectors, and humans. FMT will provide laboratory diagnostic
capacity, clinical treatment, staff, local knowledge, and leverage of existing formal
relationships with partner institutions, including the state government. CDC will provide
expertise in epidemiology, biostatistics, health informatics, and data analysis, and training
for project staff in the above areas.
We foresee the development of a local model that will provide detailed, highly granular,
real-time data on the inter-relationship between animal and human occurrence of tropical
zoonoses in the Amazon region. This model will be of eminently practical use for public
health authorities in Amazonas state. It will be adaptable in other areas of the state and
the Amazon region in general, including neighboring countries.

•

Activity 1.1: Strengthening field epidemiology and laboratory h·aining programs to
include veterinary field epidemiology
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: Provide short course in-service training for officials in both the
animal and human health sectors.
• Partners: Brazil FETP, State authorities
• Expected Result(s):
• Teach at least l outbreak investigation course which will include
zoonotic diseases to h·ainees or graduates. These courses will have
a period for development of competencies through applied learning
• Conduct a course in participatory epidemiology for participants
within the human and animal health sectors.
• Provide technical assistance to strengthen curriculum to include
zoonotic diseases, public health surveillance, outbreak
investigations, and International Health regulations.
• Teach a communications and scientific writing course to FETP
trainees and or graduates
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: Provide mini-grants to FELTP students and graduates to
develop innovative solutions to address zoonotic diseases at local level
• Partners: Partners: Brazil FETP, State authorities
• Expected Result(s): Mini-grants provided

•

Activity 1.2: Strengthening public health surveillance and response networks
o Sub-activity 1.2.1: Develop surveillance protocols for zoonotic diseases
• Partners: Brazil FETP, State authorities
• Expected Results:
• Support Brazil's FETP trainees' rotations through the ministries of
health, agriculture, and wildlife to analyze existing surveillance
data
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o

Sub-activity 1.2.2: Design communication program for integrated zoonotic
smveiJlance and response, including surveiJlance bulletins and one-health forums
• Partners: Brazil FETP, State authorities
• Expected Results: Communications program designed

GLOBAL
All LOWs
o Activity 1.1: To assure coordination with USAID and across CDC for comprehensive
and integrated support
o Sub-activity 1.1.1: To provide salary and benefits for two CDC technical
assignees to USAID
o Sub-activity 1.1.2: To provide partial support for staff within CDC to coordinate
across the agency for a comprehensive, integrated application of CDC technical
skills to support implementation of EPT program.

Ill. NCEZID IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - GREATER CONGO BASIN
ACTIVITIES by LOW

All LOWs
Facilitation of
coordination and
integration of activities
0.1
and methodologies
locally, regionally, and
internationally.

Who is
Responsible
?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011

One Health
Office

Increased communication,
cooperation, coordination, and
collaboration among partners
and stakeholders.

One Health
Office

Blood tissue samples from at
least 200 species to be
analyzed by participating
NCEZID laboratories.

Wildlife Pathogen
Detection
Pathogen Discovery and
Characterization
(Field
1.1
Museum contract)
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NCEZID IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - UGANDA

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsibl
e?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010-30
September 2011

Wildlife Pathogen
Detection
Pathogen Discovery and
Surveillance

DVBD

1.1

National Viral
DHCPP/
Hemorrhagic Fever (VHF) VSPB
1.2
Surveillance

Establish link between
pathogen hosts and humans
necessary for evaluating the
potential for vectors to act as
a bridge for emerging
zoonoses.
Improved capacity and
identification of needs for
implementation of active
VHF surveillance.

Risk Determination
Enhance human
surveillance for early
2. 1 detection

DVBD

Epidemic Predictive
Modeling

DVBD

Development of Point-of2.3 Care Diagnostics

DVBD

Multi-faceted diagnostic
2.4 approaches to diagnose
VHFs
Outbreak Response
Capacity Buildin2

DHCPP/
VSPB

2.2

Early surveillance system for
the detection of human and
animal infections with
potentially emerging zoonotic
pathogens.
Improved ability to identify
areas within hot spot regions
most likely to need
specialized surveillance and
diagnostics.
Ability to rapidly and
accurately diagnose the most
common causes of fever
presenting at clinics.
Improved capacity to rapidly
and accurately diagnose
VHFs.
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ACTIVITIES by LOW

3.1

3.2

15
83.
3

Who is
Responsibl
e?

Clinician Training

DVBD

Biocontainment and
Biosafety

DHCPP/
VSPB

Human Pathogen
Detection

DHCPP/
BSPB

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011
Rapid response to unusual, as
well as more common,
disease outbreaks.
Improved biocontaiment and
biosafety for handling and
storage of VHF clinical
samples.
Disease prevalence data and
risk maps for use by UMoH
District Directors of Health
Services and healthcare
providers to guide clinical and
laboratory diagnostic decision
making.

Risk Reduction
None

NCEZID IMPLEMENTATION PLAN -DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Wildlife Pathogen
Detection
Pathogen Discovery and
Surveillance

Who is
Responsibl
e?

DHCPP/
PRB

Identjfication of novel
zoonotic pathogens of concern
in presumptive emerging
infectious disease hotspots and
establishment of surveillance
of known zoonotic pathogens
of concern in key reservoir
species.

DHCPP/
PRB

Determination of
environmental features that are
significantly associated with
zoonotic transmission events in
regard to high consequence

1.1

Risk Determination
Orthopoxvirus Exposure
2.1
2.2

Modeling of Risk

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010-30
September 2011

DHCPP/
PRB
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ACTIVITIES by LOW
2.3

3. 1

4.1

Characterization of the
human-wildlife-domestic
interface
Outbreak Response
Capacity Building
Rapid Identification and
Reporting

Risk Reduction
Medical and Behavioral
Interventions

Who is
Responsibl
e?
DHCPP/
PRB

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011
zoonoses of interest.

DHCPP/
PRB

Effective means for
diminishing virus spread at the
earliest stages of a potential
outbreak.

DHCPP/
PRB

Identification of site
appropriate strategies for
reducing monkeypox exposure
risks.

CGH/DPHSWD IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - AFRICA

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EXPECTED
RESULTS
1 October 2010 30 September
2011

Outbreak Response
Capacity Building
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ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsible?

Strengthening field
epidemiology and
laboratory training
1.1
programs to include
veterinary field
epidemiology

DPHSWD/CG
H!CDC;

Strengthening public
health laboratory
1.2
networks to address
zoonotic diseases

DPHSWD/CG
HICDC;

Strengthening public
1.3 health surveillance and
response networks

DPHSWD/CG
HICDC;

AFENET

EXPECTED
RESULTS
1 October 201030 September
2011

See narrative
above

AFENET

AFENET

CGH/DPHSWD IMPLEMENTATION PLAN-SE ASIA

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EXPECTED
RESULTS
1 October 2010 30 September
2011

Outbreak Response
Capacity Building

1.1

Strengthening field
epidemiology and
laboratory training
programs to include
veterinary field
epidemiology

DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;
SAFETYNET

See narrative
above
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CGH/DPHSWD IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - VIETNAM
EXPECTED RESULTS
Who is
ACTIVITIES by LOW
1 October 2010 - 30
Responsible?
September 2011
Outbreak Response
Capacity Building

1.1

Strengthening field
epidemiology and
laboratory training
programs to include
veterinary field
epidemiology

Budget
by LOW

DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;
SAFETYNET

See narrative above

CGH/DPHSWD IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - LAOS
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ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011

Budget
by
LOW

Outbreak Response
Capacity Building
Strengthening field
epidemiology and
laboratory training
1.1
programs to include
veterinary field
epidemiology

DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;
SAFETYNET

See narrative above

CGH/DPHSWD IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - CAMBODIA

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011

Budget
by
LOW

Outbreak Response
Capacity Building
Strengthening field
epidemiology and
laboratory training
1.1 programs to include
veterinary field
epidemiology

DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;
SAFETYNET

See narrative above
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ACTIVITIES by LOW
Strengthening public
1.2 health surveillance and
response networks

Who is
Responsible?
DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;

EXPECTED RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011

Budget
by
LOW

See narrative above

SAFETYNET

CGH/DPHSWD IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - BRAZIL

ACTIVITIES by LOW

Who is
Responsible?

EXPECTED
RESULTS
1 October 2010 - 30
September 2011

Outbreak Response
Capacity Building
Strengthening field
epidemiology and
laboratory training
1.1 programs to include
veterinary field
epidemiology

DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;
Brazil FETP

See nrurntive above

Strengthening public
1.2 health surveillance and
response networks

DPHSWD/CG
H/CDC;

See narrative above

Brazil FETP
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NCEZID PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL): Note - in this
section, please describe indicators as they relate to project objective rather than line of
work*
PROJECT OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY RESPONSI
OF DATA
BLE
COLLECTIO
PARTY
N

Improve collaboration between Documented
partners and integration of
partner
activities and methodologies
communication
; number of
collaborating
partners;
percentage of
activity
occurring incountry

Teleconferences,
email, planned
meetings.
Type and number of
laboratory tests
performed, by
location.

Quarterly

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
DHCPP
DVBD

Identify, in targeted human
populations at selected
hotspots, the emergence of new
or atypical pathogens

Documented
Assessment of
local and
national
zoonoses
surveillance
networks

Local and national
MoH zoonosis
detection protocols

Continuous
throughout the
funding period
with data
provided in
quarterly
reports.

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
DHCPP
DVBD

Target specific adverse clinical
presentations in addition to
FUOs, such as febrile-rash
illness, severe acute respiratory
illness, and encephalitis

Compilation of Anonymized Human
human FUO, or case records
Febrile rash
illness data

Continuous
throughout the
funding period
with data
provided in
quarterly
rep01ts.

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
DHCPP
DVBD

Expand active surveillance to
local wild and domestic animal
species to facilitate the
containment or elimination of
an emerging threat

Analysis of
wild animal
tissues from
identified case
localities,
Assessment of
Specimen
retrieval and
shipping

Data generated from
laboratory testing of
wild caught animals

Continuous
throughout the
funding period
with data
provided in
quarterly
reports.

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
DHCPP
DVBD

Develop and implement
sustainable, point-of-care
diagnostic tools and capability

Documented
assessment of
the specificity

Field tests of novel
assays

Continuous
throughout the
funding period

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
24
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PROJECT OBJECTIVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

to be used to rule out common and sensitivity
of at least one
endemic diseases
rapid detection
platform
Further enhance productive
relations with host nation
health, agriculture and wildlife
ministries, especially for
training in sustainable
surveillance activities and
diagnostics

Documented
partner
communication
s.
Number of
laboratory
training visits;
quality
assurance
measures.

Enhance cunent collaborations Documented
with EPT Program partners in- partner
communication
country
; Expansion/
enhancement of
ongoing
activities.

FREQUENCY RESPONSI
OF DATA
BLE
COLLECTIO
PARTY
N
with data
provided in
quarterly
reports.

DHCPP
DVBD

Teleconferences,
Quarterly
email, planned
meetings.
QA testing of sample
of laboratory tests
performed by UVRI.

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
DHCPP
DVBD

Teleconferences,
email, planned
meetings.
Review of activities
and outcomes.

NCEZID/On
e Health
Office
DHCPP
DVBD

Annually

* LOW indicators will be developed separately.

CGH/DPHSWD PERFORMANCE MONITORING PLAN (PROVISIONAL) note: in this
section, please describe indicators as they relate to project objective rather than line of
work*
PROJEC
T
OBJECT
IVE
Strengthe
ning field
epidemiol
ogy and
laboratory
training

INDICATOR

# Short courses
conducted
Amount of TA
provided
# minigrants
awarded

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD
Assessments,
interviews, records

FREQUENCY OF
DATA COLLECTION

Quarterly

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

AFENET;
SAFETYNET;
DPHSWD
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PROJEC
T
OBJECT
IVE

INDICATOR

DATA SOURCE/
COLLECTION
METHOD

FREQUENCY OF
DATA COLLECTION

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

programs
to include
veterinary
field
epidemiol
ogy
Strengthe
mng
public
health
laboratory
networks
to address
zoonotic
diseases

Amount TA
provided
# kits & reagents
provided
# Short courses
conducted

Assessments,
interviews, records

Quarterly

AFENET;
DPHSWD

Strengthe
ning
public
health
surveillan
ce and
response
networks

Amount TA
provided
# kits & reagents
provided
# Short courses
conducted

Assessments,
interviews, records

Quarterly

AFENET;
DPHSWD

* LOW indicators will be developed separat
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